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NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING

Present Entrance on Leonar<S Street

In still-hunting swear yourself black in the face

never to shoot at *a dim, moving: object in'^the

woods for a deer, unless you have seenlthatlit is

a deer. In these days there ^are 'quite ^as ' many
hunters as deer in the woods ; and^it is'a heavy,

wearisome job to pack a dead or wounded man
ten or twelve miles out to a clearing. NESSMUK,

YELLOWSTONE PARK AFFAIRS,

At the close of the summer of 1894, a War Department

order placed the work of improvement in the Yellowstone

National Park in the hands of the Superintendeut. Up to

that tiine the care of ihe roads and bridges had been in

charge of an engineer officer, stationed here for this purpose.

During the summer of 1895 a road was surveyed from the

Gibbon Falls to the Fountain Hotel, one down Snake River

to the "southern boundary of the Park, and one from the

Grand Cafion to Yancey's over Mount Washburn. On the

first of these, eight miles of road was built in 1895 and a con-

nection made with the proposed road down the Madison

Canon, and eight miles of road down Snake River was made

passable for wagons, but was not completed. Much work

was done also on the road from the Grand CajQon to Yan-

cey's, as well as other minor work of improvement and re-

pair.

The construction and improvement of the approaches to

the Park from the east—Cooke City—from the south

—

through the timber reserve—and from the west—up the

Madison Canon— have occupied Capt. Anderson's attention

during the past season. These roads have been located and

graded, and a number of bridges have been built on them.

Measurements have been made and plans drawn for an iron

bridge over the Yellowstone River above the Upper Falls,

and a short road is proposed ®n the east side of the canon as

far as a point opposite Inspiration Point.

Steps have been taken for properly surveying the boundaries

of the Park and marking them with suitable monuments.

The most easterly and most southerly point of the Yellow-

stone Lake have been established and marked by cut stone

monuments, and this has been done also for the most west-

erly boundary of Shoshone Lake. Points on the eastern,

southern and western boundary lines have been determined

and marked. This work has been done by Lieut. Charles S.

Bromwell, Corps of Engineers, who reported for this pur-

pose to Capt. Anderson last summer.

While much has thus been accomplished since the care of

the roads and bridges was turned over to Capt. Anderson,

much more remains to be done The appropriations for

this work are small, and tbeir insufficiency adds to the ex-

pense of the wprk axxi delays its ppwpJetioQ, Qapt, Aader?

son has asked for an appropriation for the next year of

$100,000, with which he believes a long stride can be made
toward completing the roads in the Pnl i. This sum ought

to be provided, if these improvements are to be pushed on,

so that the public can get about the Park with the greatest

ease and comfort.

The early advent of an unusually coM and stormy winter

has been severely felt in the Park. November was the worst

known there for a long time. Early in the month snow fell

to the depth of about two feet, and as there was no wind

during this storm, the snow completely covered the ground,

leaving no bare places. Two or three days of warm weather,

with rain, put this snow in a state of complete saturation.

It then turned cold, and left the ground entirely covered with

a deep, hard crust of snow. Since that time it has continued

cold and stormy.

The large herd of antelope that has always wintered on

the flat near Gardiner was driven out during the first severe

storm after the crust formed. They passed on down beyond

Gardiner and Cinnabar, and many of them have been

killed. Some, however, have returned, and a large bunch,

numbering about 300, was on the flat in the middle of De-

cember.

Elk have also been driven out of the Park in large num-

bers, and cover the slopes of Bear Gulch and Crevasse, where

they also are being slaughtered. Besides the heavy loss

which they must suffer from this killing, they are confrented

with the danger of starvation during the long winter, and the

chance of their survival over the spring does not seem bright.

About a month ago there were three or four thousand elk in

the Hayden Yalley, where they can probably get along very

well on the warm ground there. The country between Yan"

cey's and Soda Butte is believed to have its usual herd,

which will probably remain there, and be better off than any

other bunch in the Park.

The news concerning the buffalo is not at all encouraging.

They are seen in small bunches in widely separated districts,

and some are reported to have gone into the mountains in

s veral different parts of the Park. Since the slaughter of

1894 they have never gone into the Hayden Valley.

About the middle of November, four men were arrested

on Hellroaring Creek, caught red-handed killing elk m the

Park. They were tried and fined $35 each. Two of them

paid their fines, the others at last accounts were still held in

custody in the guard house, A week before Christmas two
more were brought in, and now await trial. It is to be

hoped that they will not get off so easily.

SNAP SHOTS.

Miss Merriam's notes on the coyote as he appears in Cali-

fornia are interesting and are graphically told. They are

also timely, as following up the article on this species which
appeared last week, and which has brought out other notes

on wolves and coyotes, to be published before long. As was
remarked by the writer of the article on this subject in

FoEEST AND Steeam of a wcck ago, there must be in the

memory of our readers a great mass of unrecorded observa-

tions on these animals, all of which would be interesting

and some no doubt new. The ways in which wolves cap-

ture their food, and in which they act in concert when hunt-

ing, are of especial interest. In a general way, we know
that they used to kill buffalo and to run down deer, caribou,

antelope and moose; but the detail of all this, related by eye-

witnesses, is lacking. Yet among our readers there must be

men who have seen aU these things, and who, if they would
take the trouble, csuld tell their fellow sportsmen what they

have seen.

Commissioner Carleton, of Maine, made a tour through

the Maine woods last summer and found out for himself

that moose were killed before the open season. We are not

advised as to any figures he hats given out to indicate the

relative numbers of moose killed in close time and in the

open season ; but from such facts as we have information of

we should say that five out of ten moose killed in Maine
were killed illegally.

It is passing strange that so many men who are respect-

able and law abiding members of society at home go down
to Maine and there both violate the game laws and induce

the natives to join them or to anticipate them. For it is a

common expedient to engage one's "guide" to kill the game
in close season that it may be in readiness for the sportsman

to bring out after the law is off. What travesty is this on

gportsrri9»sb;p, or p| lioiple pRa^fJiipj^b^averj sfty^.tbe sport

part of it. And what an empty braggart, impoater and
charlatan does he know himself to be who spins his yams
and amplifies his lies about his close season guide-slain

trophy.

Commissioner Carleton has come to the conclusion which
we have expressed, that imprisonment must be made the

penalty for such offenses if the law is to have any restricting

influence upon the class which now swaggers defiance,

secure in their confidence that if they do not escape with

their booty scot free, they can at most get off with the pay-

ment of a paltry fine. Even this harsher statute will have
little restrictive influence if the laxity of law enforcement

shall continue to prevail in Maine. Whether the penalty be
fine or imprisonment, it will have no terrors for those who
are beyond the reach of the wardens, or who are in collusion

with the wardens; and as for the extension of the close time

to November, that will mean only a prolonging of the

hanging-up season, during which the guide's slain moose
head will be kept in readiness against the coming of the

man who is going to kill it. He little recks of game seasons

who does his hunting thus without a gun ; a new law would
not affect him in any degree, save that his visit for the pur-

pose of bringing out his purchased trophy would be deferred

for a few weeks.

This notion that better game protection may be secured

by changing off one set of unenforced statutes for a new
dead-letter code is a delusion which has been indulged so

long that it has become intrenched as firmly as tradition.

It knows neither longitude nor latitude, but holds sway
from Maine to Florida. Here is the Jacksonville Times-

Union, one of the most consistent advocates of game pro-

tection among all our exchanges, suggesting that "a strict

enactment providing for restricted seasons and limited kill-

ing by one sportsman or party upon one occasion would
meet with the approbation and indorsement of a large ma-
jority of the citizens of the State." The fact is that there is

already a Florida statute precisely of that very nature; it

restricts the season and limits the amount which an indi-

vidual may take, and the sportsmen approve and indorse it.

And there is the end. No one pretends to observe the law

;

it is of so little account that the leading journal of the State

evidently knows nothing of its existence. What Florida

needs is not a new law, but some little enforcement of the

law already on the books. The change essential to improve-

ment is not in the statute, but in public sentiment. To
awaken the citizens of Florida out of the fatuous compla-

cency with which they are permitting the wanton ruin of

their game supply is a mission to which we trust the

Times- Union may devote itself. The protection of game re-

sources is one of the public interests with which a progres-

sive newspaper legitimately may concern itself.

There are in this country 600,000,000 acres of vacant pub-

lic lands, exclusive of Alaska, and yet we are complaining

that there is not enough unposted shooting country to go

around, and that the game range is narrowing. Moreover,

from all this vast area the Government derives not a cent of

revenue for shooting and fishing privileges. The single

Province of Quebec took in |30,833 from fish and game
privileges in 1896.

They have invented in Holland a machine which makes

sounds audible at a distance of five miles. The sounds

emitted by it are of such a quality that the direction from

which they come may be determined to a nicety, and it is

practicable to modify them into a signal code. The inventors

claim that the device will be of priceless advantage to sea-

men, who may ^thus communicate with one another from

their ships. It will also be a priceless boon to the duck

shooter on the shore, who can call his game in from the

horizon.

A German expedition in Africa has discovered a new
"sportsmen's paradise." The route was from Mossamedes

to Pert Alexander, through the Chellu Mountains to Humbe
and to Kitere, and down the Kunene to its mouth. They re.

port the country literally swarming with lions, elephants,

leopards, giraffes, buffalo, antelope, gnus, hippopotami,

crocodiles, pigeons, ducks, flamingoes, parrots and other

things lumped in acomprehensive "etc .."which in such cases

means whatever one's fondest fancy may paint. It is to be

added also that they found gold in the paradise, which

means that it will not remain a paradise for long. Gold and

game do not exist together after the precious metal has been

discovered. A rush to the gold fields follows, a populatiQ?i

gpnpgs tjp, the g«m W quicldy eJ^t^^rmip^l^,
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SIMILAR EXPERIENCES.
I HAVE beea greatly interested in reading Mr. Mather's

articles. Some of the incidents he relates are very similar
to some things in my own experience.

I well remember my first eating muskrat with Indians,
When I was seventeen years old I went hunting very
early in the spring with an old Indian named Polis Stan-
islaus. I well remember him as being the only Indian
whom I ever saw wearing a beard. We had started in
our canoe early in the morning to look our traps,
Noon found ug at the head of some falls in a blinding
snowstorm. Polis sent me down stream to look some
traps, while he attended to some nearer by. On my re-
turn I found him in a sheltered place among some low
pines. He had built a fire and made a partial shelter by
spreading his oiled jacket on two poles, and was roasting
a muskrat on a stick. While it was cooking he ate the
liver and lungs, which he had broiled on the coals.
When he thought the muskrat done, he stuck the stick

it was on in front of him and with his fingers tore off a
hindleg with the black foot attached, and offered it to
me, saying, "Here some one good piece." It smelled
good, and I was very hungry. It is said, "As it was in
the beginning so it has been and ever shall be." The In-
dian tempted me and I did eat. Having tasted once, I
wanted more, and he kept pulling off pieces, eating some
and handing me some, with the remark, "Here some
'nother one good piece," till all was eaten except the head
and tail, which he reserved for himself, carefully picking
every particle from the bones. Although a muskrat
roasted on a stick and eaten without salt or anything else
would not look very tempting to me now, my greatest
trouble then was that we had not more of them.
Some years after I was hunting in the spring with an

Indian named Lawie Tomah. The second day out we
overtook a party of seven other Indians and camped with
them. After we had looked our traps in the morning
Lewie volunteered to get breakfast, while I skinned and
stretched our catch. At length I heard the usual Indian
call ndhe hesatbert, pronounced nay-hay-kays-art-been
cooking Ib ready. Going to the tent, I found that Lewie
had made tea by putting some of the hemlock boughs on
which we had slept into the kettle, and had made a stew
of musquash, putting in the head, legs, feet and tail. It
was literally thickened with bits of moss and fir needles,
which, singed off by the fire, had fallen into the open ket-
tle. The water for this compound he had dipped from a
little nook where we all had been washing our bloody
hands, in addition to which I found considerable of black
hair much larger than grows on a muskrat. The noted
scout^ old Jack Long, used to say, "You ain't a pastry
cook or a hasty cook, nor a tasty cook, but for a dog-
goned nasty cook I'll back yer ag'in the hull Pacific slope,"
but I would back Lewie against any cook old Jack ever
saw. I remember when on an expedition in 1861, where
our cook was not over neat, that Prof. A. S. Packard one
day said to him: "Cook, cook, you are the nastiest man I
ever saw. Tell about a man's eating a peck of dirt, I've
just finished my fifth peck." I certainly thought that I
had eaten all I needed of my peck at this one meal, and
after that I did the cooking myself, till I exchanged
Lewie for his nephew, who was a nice, neat fellow.
Although Indians eat the heads, feet and tails, they are

neater in dressing musquash for cooking than most white
men. In skinning they never take them between their
knees, as white men do, but cut a stick as large as one's
finger, which has a fork. This they cut so as to leave an
inch of each branch at the fork, and sharpen one fork.
They cut off this stick 18in. below the fork and sharpen
the end. This is called a skinning stick. In skinning a
rat they stick this up in the ground between their legs as
they sit flat on the ground, and hang the rat on it by the
gambrel cord, so that the nose is just clear of the ground,
and so keep the meat perfectly clean, When the rat has
been skinned and disemboweled, they not only remove all
the musk glands, but cut into the thick part of the inside
of the thighs and forearms, and take out a small white
substance which resembles the treadle of a hen's egg, and
which if cooked would impart a strong musky flavor to
the meat. Tbey are also careful to remove the eyes and
a yellovr substance at the inner corner of the eye, which
would give a musky flavor. Indians prefer muskrat to
almost any other meat except beaver, and will always
exchange partridge for ntaiskrat, as they say, "Pa'tlidge
too dly." If asked if muskrats were good I should say
yes, in the abstract; but having once been obliged to live
on them several days, I have not for many years eaten
them unless no other meat could be obtained.

Mr. Mather tells of his nearly firing at an Indian which
he thought was a bear, I once bad a similar experience.
I was looking up traps on a dull day late in November.
It was cold and spitting snow, although the ground was
bare. I was traveling in some quite thick spruce and fir
grpwth where there was no path. Suddenly I thought
that I had seen a glimpse of something black disappear be-
hind a low fir windfall, as far in advance as I
could see, perhaps 25 or SOyds. I brought up
my rifle and waited till tired; and not see-
ing anything, advanced softly, holding my rifle
ready for a quick shot. Again I saw it, and was sure that I
saw coal black hair, such as no animal but a bear could
have. Again it disappeared, and I advanced. The next
time I could see the liair plainly, as I was not ten paces
off; but the thing looked as it had done before, smooth
and rounded, but showed no trace of ears or the browx^
nose, which I felt sure I must have seen if it had been a
bear. I was now so close that it had very little chance
to escape, but I was more than before puzzled as to what
it could be. Creeping up carefully, I looked over and
was surprised to see a very small old Indian known by
the white people as Little Poses, but known among the
Indians as Pah-dook-seh, or Very Sleepy. On my saying
"Qutf ' (how do you do?), his head flew up as if it went
with a spring. He told me that he had come there to dig
a particular kind of root for medicine, for an Indian doc-
tor with whom he lived, and did not know of anyone
being near him till I spoke.
He was sitting fiat on the ground, digging with his

fingers, and when he bent forward to his work his head
was below the windfall, but whenever he rose to take a
rest the top of his bare head could be seen above it. I

had first seen him just as he was bending forward. I
should certainly have shot him if I had not long before
resolved never in any case to fire at anything until I was
certain what it was. Oae never knows where he may
meet men who may be sitting or lying down to rest, I
have known a number who were shot in this way, and
the only safe way is never to fire unless absolutely certain
what one is firing at. H.
Maine,

THE DAYS OF THE MUZZLELOADER-
Reminiscences of an Old Sportsman.

It is always a pleasure for the veteran to fight his bat-
tles o'er again, and the more so when from age or illness
the beloved gun becomes a burden and one is no longer
able to follow the pleasures of forest and field There
also comes a time when the sportsman's recitals begin to
tire with repetitioin among his friends and even in the
home circle, and he feels obliged to seek fresh listeners.
So I wish to trust my early experiences to those of my
fellow sportsmen who are in sympathy with the pleas-
ures of outdoor life, and who look back with the keenest
pleasure to the days when no tramp was too hard and no
journey too long to take in search of sport. In those
days the deadly and destructive breechloader, which is

responsible, more than anything else, for the decrease of
our game supply, had not yet been invented. In fact,
the percussion system had only just replaced the flint
lock. Then every bit of cover held its quota of game
and it was not necessary to travel hundreds of miles to
kill a few birds or a deer. An hour or two's drive into
New Jersey or up to Westchester county would land one
where fair sport could be enjoyed and the sportsman be
enabled to return home the same day. Railroads were in
their infancy, and market gunners with their breech-
loaders had not swept the covers of Rockland, Orange
and Sullivan counties bare of game.
My first recollection of sport was way back in the

fifties, when, as a lad just out of boarding school, I be-
came the delighted owner of a little 20-gauge German
double-barrel muzzleloading gun, with all the delightful
accessories of Dixon's pouches, flasks, cardboard wads,
etc, This little weapon was suffilcientlv deadly to kill a
chipmunk or red squirrel at SOyds, distance. A few
years later I became the proud owner of an old-fashioned
rifle carrying 120 balls to the pound, and I began to feel
that I was already a mighty hunter, particulurly one day
when I accomplished the slaughter of my first ruffed
grouse early one morning when just starting out for a
squirrel hunt, and with which I promptly returned
home, too proud and happy to hunt any more that day.
The woods and coverts around Oanandaigua, where we
then lived, were well stocked with game. Ruffed grouse,
quail and woodcock were fairly abundant, and squirrels
and wild pigeons could be found everywhere, I remem-
ber well an English snipe which I "found on the low
ground in front of my father's house; day after day I fol-
lowed that tantalizing bird, which knew the range of my
little gun to a foot, I do not know how many pounds of
shot I fired at that snipe, but it must have been many,
I never hurt him, and, as far as I know, he may be alive
yet. From these youthful sports I soon graduated, how-
ever, and with my father's 13-gauge muzzleloader began
to do some execution.
An old companion of Frank Forester, one Andrew L.

Williams, of Newark, then residing in Canandaigua,
took pity on my ignorance and began my education as a
sportsman. He was an excellent and thoroughly good
sportsman himself, and under his tuition I rapidly im-
proved as a wing shot. Our principal game was ruffed
grouse and woodcock, though now and then we would
run across a bevy of quail or a wisp of snipe, but the
quail were to me the hardest bird to kill on the wing of
all game, and after an experience of over thirty years I
stick to that opinion. At least twice a week during the
season Williams and I would drive to all the good cover
within a radius of five or ten miles of Canandaigua. In
this way we picked up many a good bag of birds. Wil-
liams scorned to shoot pigeons, squirrels or hares, but now
and then a stray wood duck or mallard would be brought
to bag, much to my delight. Those were happy days
when, accompanied by our brace of spaniels or setters, we
tramped from morning until night through the beautiful
autumn-tinted forests and fields of Ontario county, stop-
ping at every promising bit of swamp and cover and gen-
erally taking our share of whatever game it contained.
Jolly were the lunches we ate under the shade of the
trees and lovely were the drives home in the frosty, cool
moonlight evenings, enlivened with pipe and story, and
the cheerful welcome home and delightful game supper
after our hard day's work added greatly to our enjoyment.
The scene of my next sporting trips after leaving for New
York was Barnegat Bay. How well I remember my first
visit to dear old Squan Beach, the home of Bill Chadwick
and innumerable wildfowl and bay birds. Visited in
those happy days by such famous sportsmen as Uncle Gil.
Davis, known as the Governor of Coney Island; Robert
Barnwel Roosevelt, Benjamin Lilly, Bob Robinson,
Staples, Palmer, Rodman and a host of others, many of
whom, alasl have joined the great majority in the happy
hunting grounds. Billy's old ranch was built chiefly of
wreckage cast up on the beach, which at Chadwick's is
only a couple of hundred yards wide, and frequently
during the fall storms the ocean makes a clean breach
over to the bay, and the house becomes an island. The
big flash light at Barnegat can be seen blinking away
down the bay, and it was not unusual for visitors to get a
shot from the end of Billy's old piazza. Here during the
summer and early fall I had glorious sport with the bay
birds, and later in the season with the wildfowl. I hope
no sportsman will be tempted by these lines to now visit
Chadwick's in search of sport. An infernal, screeching
railroad now runs past Billy's hotel. Chadwick has sold
enough sand lots to cottage builders to become well off,
wears a plug hat, and no longer calls the passing broadbill
to stool. The old-fashioned, smoky, low ceiUng barroom
is gone, and the glory of Squan Baach has departed for-
ever, and with it the jolly crowd of sportsmen who used
to make it lively there. The ocean still pounds and
cracks on the beach, and Barnegat light still flashes out
its warning; and now and then some unhappy city sports-
man worries down a poor unfortunate sheldrake and im-
agines he is having sport. Heaven save the mark ! About
this time I accidentally visited Mansfield Center, the
home of my father-in-law. I was agreeably surprised to

find an abundance of quail there and a fair sprinkling of
ruffed grouse. I immediately sent for my dog and gun,
made the acquaintance of the village gunner up at the
grocery store for the sake of his knowledge of the grounds
and once more managed to enjoy some very good upland
shooting.
This local village sportsman was quite a character, and

owned the wildest of wild dogs, but he knew just where
the birds were located, and between us we managed to
make some very good bags. My headquarters were then
at my dear old mother-in-law's, and a right comfortable
old-fashioned home it was. Right pleasant it was to re-
turn to the old house after a long, hard tramp and find it
a blaze of light, and to sit down to a New England sup-
per; and everyone knows what that means, especially
the pumpkin pies, and hers were unequaled. I shall
always look back to those peaceful days among the Con-
necticut hills as among the happiest of my life. The
stock of game about Mansfield Center soon began to
diminish. Every man and boy owned a breechloader,
and between the shooting and snaring for market I found
I had to look for fresh fields. These I found around my
own new home in Hackensack, N. J. In the YOs the
sport in northern New Jersey was by no means to be
despised; of course it was not to be mentioned with that
described by Frank Forester in his days, but I know very
well we should be mighty glad to have as good now.
Hackensack was then small and old-fashioned, and
there were not over three or four sportsmen in the place,
but it was near New York and growing rapidly, and
presently there were ten gunners to every bird, and it
was the same old story over again.
My next experience was in the Southern States, partic-

ularly Virginia and North Carolina. Here certainly I
found game enough, but of course it was far from home
and home comforts, and everyone who has visited the
South knows that while their hospitality is beyond ques-
tion, their home comforts and conveniences are not to
be compart d to ours in the North. Quail and wildfowl
are to be killed there in great abundance, also a few
woodcock, but no ruffed grouse. Now and then the
lucky sportsman will happen on a wild turkey, but quail
is the principal game, and as there is no shooting for
market allowed the supply of game is likely to last for
years to come. Wakbman Holbeeton.

AMONG THE MOONSHINERS.
In the fall of 1883 I was detailed by the general super-

intendent of the company to go to an isolated little settle-
ment in the wUds of Somerset county, Pa,, to look up a
former employee, whose knowledge of certain facts in a
case then pending in court was considered of great im-
portance.

It was not certain that his testimony would be favor-
able to the company, and I was instructed to sound him
and act upon my best judgment as to his value as a wit-
ness; nor was it certain that I would find the man, but
my instructions were to exhaust every effort to do so, and
to go to other places where he might be if necessary.
Thus it was that I came to be landed at a lonely watch-
man's shanty at the intersection of a still more lonely
mountain road about 4 o'clock one afternoon in Septem-
ber. From the one-legged watchman, whose simple duty
it was to flag trains in the event of a landslide where the
bank was out away, I learned that the settlement was
five miles away, and the only way for me get there was
to walk, which fact was not less cheerful than the
thought that I was in a moonshine district, where stran-
gers were cautiously watched, and sometimes murdered
on suspicion of being Government spies. But there was
no remedy, and after lighting my pipe I proceeded. The
day was beautiful and the road quite romantic, which to
some extent served to dispel disagreeable thoughts; and
before my journey was half over without meeting any
one I bf^gan to enjoy it, and was almost sorry when a
little before sundown I arrived at the summit, and beheld
the little settlement but a short distance below.

It was a typical backwoods settlement of not more than
a dozen scattered houses and a small tavern beside the
road. Here I arranged for food and lodging, which I
found both clean and comfortable. Upon inquiry I
learned that my man still resided in the place, but was
away from home, and the time of his return was uncer-
tain, although he might turn up at any moment.

I retired early that night; the exercise of the walk and
a good bed combined to bring peaceful and dreamless
slumber,

I waited paitiently all the following day, passing the
time in getting acquainted with the natives, who, though
lude in manner and appearance, seemed mostly hospita-
ble and good-natured.
The front room of the tavern contained a small bar

over which was served to occasional customers a light-
colored liquor, which I rightly guessed was moonshine
whisky. The price was five cents a drink, the glasses
large, and I saw nothing else sold. In the evening I
loafed in the barroom, hoping my man would turn up,
as that was said to be his'customary resort, but he did
not. I amused myself by watching and studying the
various characters and listening to their desultory gossip,
which interested me, and the presence of a stranger
seemed also to interest them; for I frequently detected
sly glances cast in my direction, and once two men who
stood apart appeared to notice me more particularly, for
one said something to the other which caused him to look
quickly at me, and after a few earnest words they de-
parted in company. One old man whom I had treated
with a drink at the bar during the day in return for his
sociability, probably in expectation of further favors
gave me his attention, and from him I learned that game,
especially ruffed grouse and wild turkey, was quite abun-
dant in the neighborhood, and I wished for my gun.
The next morning my men had not returned, and the

thought of spending another idle day in that monotonous
place made me cast about for some means to while away
the time. I had noticed a good-looking double muzzle-
loading gun behind the bar, one barrel over the other,
the top barrel a rifle and the under one for shot, which,
after a good deal of persuasion, I induced the landlord to
loan me for the day, and, when fully accoutred with
powder horn and pouch slung over my shoulder, I sallied
forth, feeling much of the delight of the days when as a
boy I went into the woods similarly equipped, but not
until I had received the mysterious caution to keep on the
right side of the road and by no means go into the woods
on the left, I thought nothing of the words at the time,
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and left word for my man to wait for me should he return
while I was away.
Following directions, my course took me up the road a

little more than a mile to the top of the mountain, where
I discovered a thickly wooded and comparatively level

country. There I turned in to the right as directed and
began my hunt, I had not gone far when I flushed a
large covey of grouse, but, unaccustomed to the heavy
muzzled gun and the under hammer of the shot barrel,

they were out of sip-ht before I could shoot. Marking the
direction of their fligbt aa well as I could, I followed
stealthily, prepared to shoot if any arose. I soon raised

three or four more, which flew back m the direction of
the road, and as the woods and undergrowth
seemed to be getting thicker the further I pene-
trated the wood?, I turned back, but without find-

ing anything until I reached the road as;ain. Believing
thev had crossed to the oth^r side, I went over and with-
in SOyds, flushed another covey larger than the first, but
again did not shoot because the uader/rowth was so
dense I could n-^t have raisad my own lighter gun before
they were out of sight, I followed them, however, deeper
into the woods, hearing one get up now and then with-
out seeing it until I began to despair of getting a shot at

all. Tnen, recollecting that I was in a strange country,
I bethought me to get back to the road, for I did not
want to take chances of g&tting lost; but, after going
twice as far as I thought I had come, I could not find the
road, and soon realiz.-d that I was lost indeed. I knew
that the road ran nearly north and south, but the day
was cloudy and I could not tell which way that was. I

brought all my licnitecl knowledge of woodcraft to bear,

bat without satisfactory couclusion. I could not see far
enough in the dense woods to tell which way the moun-
tain slopsd, for here it was entirely level, and I tried to

make out the north side of the trees by the bark, but
could see no difference; and I finally d>-cided to take a
straight course, in the hope that it would bring me to
soTie sign of habitation. I found by my watch that it

was past noon and I hurried on, worrying over the pros-
pect of spanding the whole day and possibly the night in
the woods.
After I had walked a mile or more I thought I heard

the snapping of a dry stick on my left and stopped to

listen, but heard nothing more.
At first I was inclined to go toward the sound, but con-

cluded to follow my plan to keep a straight course and try
to find my way out of the woods. In a little while I

heard the sound again, only a little nearer, but could. see
nothing, and I determined to investigate. The thought
of finding game mad"^ ma forget my situation, and, mark-
ing my position, I crept stealttiily in the direction of the
sound, but could find nothing, and turned to go back,
when I was startled by a gruff voice from behind a large
tree which I had jasE passed, demanding: ''Say, mister,
what you want yere, anyway?"
Quickly looking up, I beheld one of the two men who

had noticed me so particularly the night before, and at
first I was glad, but his attitude was menacing, and an
ugly look in his eye alarmed me. I almost stammered
that I was lost and was trying to find the road.
"Well," incredulously, "'what 'dye come yere.fur?'' he

demanded.
A little nettled at his impertinence, I replied that I

thought I had as much right to be there as any one, and
did not consider myself bound to account for my presence
to him, but if he would direct me to the. road 1 would
thank him for the favor.

Without reply he placed his finger in his mouth and
gave a loud whistle, then stepped forward, keeping his
eye steadily upon me and his rifle ready. I began to
have misgivings as to his intentions, and involuntarily
drew my gun closer, for I had heard of men mysteriously
disappearing in this country of moonshine, and the
words of the landlord flashed through my mind on the
instant, but be saw the movement and quickly said:

"Keep yer gun down, mister. No one '11 hurt ye if ye 'r'

tellin the truth." At the same moment footsteps in the
rear announced the approach of another, who proved to
be his companion of tne night before, but who remained
silent while the firat gave bim my story. Then to me he
said: "Ye may be all right, mister, 'n' we hope ye are.

If ye ain't, the sooner ye git out b' yere the better fur
ye."

I assured him that nothing would please me more,
and all I wanted was to find the road. Then I told
him my business in the settlement, and how I came to

be hunting in the woods, which seemed to satisfy him.
"Well, that's all right, mister, but we don't allow hunt-

in' on tuese premises; we been watchin' ye all day. The
road's over yoa," pointing in almost the opposite direc-
tion to which I haa been traveling, " 'n' it's a purty good
stretch 'til ye reach it; ye better git there 's quic^ 's ye
kin, 'n'," significantly, "don't ye git lost ag'in."
Thanking hira, I lost no time in going, and found it

was as he said "a purty good stretch," and I was con-
scious of being followed all the way.
When 1 rdached the tavern and returned the gun to

the landlord he seemed to notice something in my appear-
ance which he fully undeiatood, but saiu nothing, nor
even inquired of my luck. My man had returned and
was waiting for me. As an old acquaintance, he was
pleased to see me, and we ate an early supper together in
the tavern, while 1 related to him my experience. He
expressed no surprise, nor made any comments further
than to say it was not safe for strangers to go out in the
woods alone.
After supper he accompanied me the whole distance to

the railroad station, and it need not be said that his com-
• pany was agreeable. The interview was favorable and
he made a good witness. While attending court he in-
vited me to visit him for a hunt, and assured me that m
his company I need have no fear of being warned off the
"premises," but I never went. It is a game country,
and the moonshiners are pretty well raided out now.
iDnly last year an acquaintance returned from a shoot-

ing trip there with more wild turkeys and rutiied grouse
than 1 have seen together in a good many years, and I

am now anticipating a trip with him next tail,

J. H. B.
PENNSYLViSlA,

A DAY ON LONG ISLAND.

Game liaws in Brief.

Thk Oavte Laws in Brief, current edition, sold everywhere, has
new game and flah laws for more than tlurty of the States. It covers
f-he entire country, is carefuJiy prepared, an.d gives all that sbootera

•n 1 Anglers reauire. Bee odvertisemeat.

The 3:30 train from East Thirty-fourth street that Mon-
day had at least one happy man aboard. I had been
scheming for at least two weeks to get a try at quail, and
finally, when about discouraged, I saw a loop-hole which
I could equeeze through without entirely rupturing my
coTiacience.

No use trying to read my paper, for visions of flying

quail at every conceivable angle danced before me, so

that I at least gave myself up to a daydream of bliss—by
the way, that's a gr^at habit of mine, and is frequently
the only way and time when I really get good shooting.

My destination—Bellport—being finally reached, I landed
my gun, my bag and myself in the village stage, and was
soon under way for the Bell House, a mile distant. A
chat with the stage driver showed that the conditions for

duck shooting were unfavorable, although a few were
being killed—mostly rsdheads, black ducks, broadbilla,

coots, with an occasional canvasback—but that quail

were abundant. Arriving at the hotel, I was cordially

welcomed by Mr. Kramer, the proprietor, and with a
heartiness that it seems to me is to be met with solely

between gunners—I mean the firm handshake and gen-
uine look of pleasure in the eye that makes one's heart
glow, and sinks all the mean pettiness of businesFt aims
and strife out of existence for the time being. Friend
Bill hustled around and stirred up the great logs in the
open fireplace imtil they snapped and cracked, throwing
a glow of warm light about the room and making things
seem doubly comfortable by the coatrast formed by the
dark gray of the eky and landscape showing from the
winriows.

"Well, so you thought you'd have a try at them, eh?
What's it going to be, ducks or quail?"

"Why, BUI, I guess I'll see how my pup will work on
quail to-morrow. Charlie is talking pretty big about
what he can do, and I'd like to see for myself whether
he's preaching or telling a true story,"

"I guess from what I hear you'll be more than satisfied,"

said Bill, "but at all events you'll know to-morrow, and
Charlie generally drops in of an evening, so you can ar-

range your programme for the hunt to-night and let me
know what you'll need in the way of eatables, horse and
wagon, etc."

"OhI by the way, BUI, do you remember that redhead
you had cooked for me last faU? I'd give considerable to
have another feast like that, but I'm afraid there's no
such luck for a fellow twice in a lifetime. My! but the
thought of it makes my mouth water—cooked just right,

dressing and plenty of crisp celery."

Bill's eyes twinkled and he answered, "We'll see; per-
haps I can scrape up an old coot or sheldrake and help
you out." And with that he picked up my bag and led
the way to my room. Now, one word about roughing it:

I am only too glad to rough it if it's necessary to do so to

get where game is, but I must confess when I looked
around at the large, well-furnished and home-like room
friend Bill had assigned to my use, with its comfortable,
clean-looking bedding, and turned from them to get the
warm water sent up to me for washinar, I felt that I

wasn't called upon to do much "kicking" because some
more fortunate gunner was going to sleep under the gray
sky, cook his own food and wash in water that numbed
one.

To a certain extent the Ball House cfiice partakes of
the nature of a country store, inasmuch as during the
fall and winter it is the general meeting place of the vil-

lagers. After supper one by one they came dropping in
with a howdy, generally followed by silence if a stranger
was present; but I knew and was known by most of
them, and a general chat ensued. "Well, Jay," said one
sea captain, "I hear yer goin' to try yer pup on the quail
to-morrow. Charlie thinks a heap of him, and I guess
he's a pretty good one from w hat they tells me. Say,
boys, did you ever hear about the time Jay and me had
awhile ago, shootin' snipe? No? Well, 'twas this erway.
Jay here had an idea that he could everlastingly kill

snipe, even if he couldn't hit much else from his say so;

so one day we started out early, and first we set decoys,
and when they didn't show up we finally calculated we'd
hunt for 'em; so we tramped and tramped till we were
about tuckered out, when Jay spied a couple of creekers
a-settin' on the medder. 'Now,' says I, 'let me see you
make a clean double on em.' So he walked easy like till

he got closer and closer, till by 'm by we wasn't more than
ten feet from them, when up they got, one up wind and
t'other downwind. I guess he tried trap shootin' style
on 'em, for he emptied both barrels at 'em before either
had got off twenty feet and clean missed 'em both. Well,
he did look tired. He never said a word, but marched
straight home; and the reason I've told of it is I've never
hearn him say nothin' about it when he's been tellin' any
of his huntin' yarns, and I thought maybe he'd forgotten
all about it." A general laugh followed cap's yarn at my
expense.
By 8 o'clock Charlie M , Jim R. and Charles E,, who

were to constitute our party, came in and we planned for
the morning trip. Charlie M. was to furnish a horse and
two-seated wagon, bring my pup Sport and an English
setter dog, Brad, of his. We arranged to be off by 6:30
A. M., so as to get the early morning shooting, especially
as we had some five or six miles to drive to Yaphank, near
which place we expected to find the best shooting.
We were under headway on time, with the dogs scam-

pering and barking around us, for they were to have a
run first to take the wire edge off of them.
Now for a word or two of our party. First, Charlie M,,

a bright, active young fellow of about thirty, quiet and
earnest, a native of the place, a carpenter by trade, and
one of those men who command respect no matter where
they are and among whom; one of the best quail shots in
the section and a man second to none in handling a bird
dog. Sdcond, Jim R , a right royal good fellow and a
first-class duck shot, but with little experience on inland
birds. Third, Charles R., the most mischievous imp and
beet company going, but new to quail shooting. And
fourth, the Scribe, a city man, one who delights in gun-
ning above all things, but particularly for qaail, wood-
cock and grouse over a good dog; whose time is too lim-
ited to do more than steal away a day at a time two or
three times during the shooting season, and whose suc-
cess with a gun so far hasn't been such as to make him
conceited.

Sport, my pointer pup, is fourteen months old, and al-

though quick, is one of the most careful dogs on game
I've ever known, and I think he la a wonder considering

hia age. Brad, the English setter, is finely bred, strong,
eager, quick, but apt to get too near his birds and conse-
qu'^ntly at times flushing them.
With what a thrill of expectancy we watched the dogs

quartering the first stubble on the road. Brad, high-
headed, was going like the typical field trial dog he is; his
broad flig handled with a vim showed his strength and
eagerness to first find the birds; his white body with bold
orange markings certainly constituted a beautiful picture
as he made his long tacks to windward, and then hih
training and instinct showed in his careful working of
the hedge along the fence.

Sport runs a little stilty; his strong point is not hU
beauty and grace while quartering his giroundj although
his work is rapid and thorough; but when birds ate
winded, with his careful, almost cat-like, approach, his
eager feeling of the air, followed by his stanch point-^
then, oh, then is when he seems beautiful to me—for he i

can be relied on implicitly.

The field, the hedge and nearby woods failing to pro-
duce birds, we returned to the wagon; the next two or
three fields proved tquilly barren, Arriving at last at the
Yaphank station, we hitched the horse to a nearby tree
and struck south through a couple of fields toward a
woods where we had heard sevfral gun shots. There we
ran across the station agent, who had a bunch of quail
scattered and was quietly picking them up one at a time
by means of very close careful work on the part of his
Gordon setter. He greeted us pleasantly and invited us
to try our luck on the birds. No game hog he, but a man
well worthy of the name sportsman.
We divided; Jim R. and Caarles R , with the Fetter,

bearing slightly to the west; while Charlie M. and I, with
the pup, went slightly eastward. We were in dense
brush ot from 2i't to Sit. 6in. high, with here and there a
bush from 8 to lOtt. high and trees rather widely scat-
tered. Suddenly whir, out went a quail to my right, I
turned quickly and had but a snap shot as he slipped
around a big bush. I saw him pitch, but knew he was
only wing-tipped. We searched diligently for him, but
without success, as everything was as dry as powder and
gave the dog no chance; it was some twenty minutes
later when the reports to our left showed us Jim and
Charles R. were onto them.
We hailed to them and said we'd work toward the

wagon and look elsewhere for birds, as we didn't care to
impose on our friend the station agent's good nature. On
meeting, we found Jim had one bird to his credit, while
Charles R. had asked too much of his gun, the bird he
shot at being out of range. We tried two more stubbles,
the dogs working well, but failed to find birds. It then
being nearly noon, we had lunch and stood westward for
a couple of miles. Here again we hitched the horse and
worked a couple of fields.- We were just getting over a
rail fence, the dogs to one side, when X heard the report
of a gun, saw what I supposed to be a large hawk pitch
to the ground, and at the same instant friend Jim took a
tumble from the fence and fell headlong into the sweet-
est tangle of green cat briers you'd wish to see. In an
instant up he came, smiling, his face and handsscratched,
but with a look of wonderful satisfaction on his face;
and why not? He had killed his first partridge (grouse) in
a thoroughly sportsmanlike manner. We hurried for-
ward and found the grouse to be a male and one of the
largest I'd seen in some time. We shook hands with Jim,
heartily congratulating him, and told him there were
two things unusual in his case: one being that it very sel-

dom happens that a person kills the first grouse he ever
fires at; and second, it was not considered absolutely nec-
essary for a man to turn a back somersault and shoot be-
tween his legs.

Jim certainly was happy, and showed it; but turning to
me he said, "Jay, there's one thing would make me feel
better." Being asked what, he answered, "To have seen
you kill him!"
Now, what do you think of that for generosity ? I'm

afraid not many of us who lay claim to the name of
sportsman are up to it. It's a pretty high standard,
friends.

We walked on a short distance further and came to a
cider mill—one of the old-time kind— wandered around,
and finally came across one of the women folks, who
showed us where to find the best cider. Charlie M.
syphoned it into a measure and handed us each a glassful,
when we drank to Jim's further success and another one
to our own. We were by this time in a comparatively
hilly country, with wild wastes of pasture land here and
there, patches of woods, and again stubble and meadow.

Starting once more, we crossed the road and walked
through an old orchard. When halfway through I was
startled by the report of a gun, and turned in time to see
Charles R. with a grin on his fat, roguish face; he had
shot at a cottontail just as it was going through a fence,
but failed to connect. ''I'll get the next one if I get a
ghost of a show, you can bet a dollar," said he. We
laughed; but sure enough, in the very next field up
jumped another, only to be stopped by a clever shot from
Charles, to his evident satisfaction.

We sfcpirated once more, Charlie M., the pup and I

started tnrough the corner of a field over the fence, and
had just got in the road when I saw what looked to me
like a partridge silently disappearing among the trees. I
asked Charlie if he had seen it, and he said ne thought he
had caught a glimpse of a partridge, but wasn't sure.
The trt-es through which the bird fldw formed a hedge of
from 50 to lUOit. across, and ran parallel with, the road,
and there were open fields on the other side.
We decided to shoot even if the bird arose out of range,

80 as to make him lie close the next time. I kept the
road, while Charlie M. and the pup searched the woods.
Before long 1 heard a shut and Charlie reported the bird
as having flushed some ten rods ahead. Finding the bird
so wild, 1 went well along the road to wtere a cart path
intersected it leading into one of the fields. I took a
stand here and made up my mind at least to burn some
gunpowder if she triea to run across the road. Soon I
heard Charlie working his way through the trees, when
with a whir up went the partridge from among the bush
and trees on the opposite side from where 1 expected her
to start. I got a momentary glimpse of her form disap-
pearing, took a snap shot and had the satisfaction of see-
ing her strike with a thump m the open field on the other
side, and roll over, but to my utter astonishment take
wiug again instantly, when she gave me a somewhat bet-
ter shot, and with the second barrel I succeeded in finally
stoppipg her.

Delighted as I was at killing the partridge, nevertheksB
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it was a disappointment to me not to have had the pup
have a chance of pointing or trailing her. Charlie came
up and after letting the pup nose the bird for a moment
I stowed it away in my pocket. Charlie was wonderfully
pleased at my good fortune and acknowledged that he
was about getting disgusted at our hard luck in not find-
ing more birds, for he knew they were plentiful there-
abouts, but couldn't seem to find them.
We soon came up to Jim and Charles K,, who in fact

were coming our way, thinking from our having fired
three shots that we had found a bunch of quail. Jim
was delighted when he learned of my getting a partridge.
We then started somewhat spread out toward the

wagon, then distant about one and one-half miles. We
went through some bits of woods and stubble, but failed
to find a bird. On a biUside a bunny cottontail started
from under my feet. I covered it for an instant, felt how
easy it would have been to shoot, decided the little fellow
wanted his life more than I wished to take it, and let him
go. When within a short distance of the wagon, where
we had arrived without any further luck, a rabbit slipped
off through some rather heavy underbrush, making a
somewhat difficult mark, a hasty sight, a bang, and poor
bunny had rolled in a heap. It was now after 3 P. M.

,

and our sum total of game killed was two partridges and
two rabbits and one quail—among four persons and the
day nearly gone. But we weren't discouraged yet. Quail
lead into the stubble about this time and feed until time
to roost; and we were in hopes of running across them
yet. So into the wagon we climbed, taking the dogs
with us for a rest, and headed the old horse for home,
intending to visit the stubbles that lay on our route.
A drive of a couple of miles brought us to the next

stubble, and this not being a very extensive one Charlie
M. alone got down from the wagon, and with the pup
had worked well across it before the dog began to road
on birds. We climbed down as quickly as possible, but
before we had gotten half way the birds had flushed
wildly a long gunshot ahead of the pup. Charlie managed
to catch one as it was topping a bush.
The flock divided, some going north and the rest south.

We started after the birds that had gone north; here we
saw some very pretty work, roading and pointing, on the
part of both dogs, but particularly the pup. We got
three birds and made a couple of misses, for the brush
was very thick. Finally the pup began working on one
and located it at the edge of tiie woods, Charlie M. and
I stood almost over the dog, and when the bird got up it

hadn't got more than 10 or 15 ft. south before it

swung sharply to the north and west. We had both fired
just as it turned, and consequently had shot ahead of it;

then in our hurry to better matters both snapped at it,

only to record a clear miss again. We looked at each
other for a second in silence, when Charlie remarked,
"I'll be darned," when we both laughed,

I now started for the wagon with the setter, Jim and
Charlie R,, as I was anxious to catch the 6:28 train from
Patchogue, as there was no train from Bellport to take
me to the city that evening. Charlie M, said he would
skirt the edge of the woods in the stubble with the pup
and we could pick him up with the wagon a little further
along; he was in hopes of finding another bird or two.
We had gotten to the wagon and Charlie had worked
close to 1,000ft, south when he called to us and pointed to
the dog, who was standing rigid. We hastily loaded
again, hurried the horse to the nearest point, leav-
ing him unhitched, and went on a run to where
Charlie and the pup were. The pup looked over
his shoulder as mucu as to say, "Well, are you here
at last?" and began roading the birds, which were run-
ning by this time. We followed them some distance,
when the dog left the field and went overinto the under-
growth, where Charlie finally flashed them, He got one
when they rose, and just then two started to swing across
me; one fairly close, and the other considerably further, I
pulled on the nearest and had the satisfaction of seeing
him wilt, and looking hastily around for the other, saw
it some 40yd8. or more distant disappearing among the
trees. I took a hasty snap at it, and telt if I didn't hit I
wasn't far off, when Charles R. sung out, "Got it, by
thunder!" The prettiest double of the season, Charlie
M. said the same thing, but acknowledged afterward that
he also had fired at the first bird, so we called honors easy
on it. To say I was pleased but faintly expresses it.

We drove now rapidly back to the hotel, where I had
time to eat a little supper before Charlie M. was at the
door with his fast mare, who took us in short order to
Patchogue in time for the train,

: I found that the l^oys had tied their birds up with mine
—to make it look decent, they said. After a hearty hand-
shake, and expressing my thanks to Charlie M. and the
boys for the pleasant day they had given me, I got aboard
the train ana was once more headed for the city and
work,
lu summing up I found it had been a mighty pleasant

day, and notwithstanding our hard luck in finding but
few quail, a day that had been to me entirely satisfactory,
and 1 think a fair bag for so near New York, considering
the short time used.
Next day I divided my birds among my friends, and set

to work with renewed zest in consequence of my day's
outing, Jat Dee.

A good story is told at the expense of a well-known
Leopainster sportsman; it runs something like this: A
few days ago he and another fellow went gunning; while
walking side by side through a patch of woods they
fiushed a large flock of quail. Both emptied their guns
in short meter; a bird was seen to fall. The Leominster
sportsman picked the quail up and claimed it, from the
fact that he "always picked out his bird to shoot at when
a flock went up;" the other fellow admitted that he "fired
point blank into the bunch," and as he had no means of
knowing whether or not his shots took effect, laid no
claim to the bird.

Mean while the dog scurried around and to the utter
astonish oient of the gunners retrieved four more dead
quail. 'All right," said the other fellow, "if the bird
tnat we saw fail is yours, these four must be mine," and
he straifihtway stowed them away in his game pocket,—
Unknown Ex.

The FOKEST AND STREAM is put to press each week on
Tuesday. Correspondence intended jor publication
should reaoh us at the latest by Monday, and as much
earlier as prat tioable.

HOLLAND.—IV.
[Concludedfrom page 610.]

Occasionally a few birds were found among the birches
near where we left the team, but it was rare that we
found more than two or three. Returning from, this
cover, we take the first left-hand road and keep on about
a mile, when we turn to the right and soon come to an
old orchard on the right-hand side that is one of the most
unlikely looking places for woodcock that could well be
imagined. Nothing but a few scraggy apple trees, plenty
of rocks, both large and small, without a bush for cover,
made of this an ideal spot for woodcock to shun, but
they were here nevertheless, and I have often seen from
six to ten birds flushed in the small space within these
stone walls. Upon one occasion, when here with Mr-ssrs.
Ashmun, Bowles and Sibin, we gathered in ten of the
beauties, and as we finished at the corner next the road
Mr, Ashmun sat down at a low p'ace in the wall, Mr,
Sabin taking a seat near him on top of the wall and Mr.
Bowles occupied that reck, while 1 stood just behind him
leaning against that crooked ash tree, then scarcely big-
ger than my arm. Mr, Ashmun was discussing with
Sabin the reasons that induced the woodcock to tarry
here, when Mr. Bowles, with a merry glance to me,
whispered, "Yellow jackets," and pointing to Sabin,
around whom several of the pretty insects were buzzing,
as calmly as he could awaited events. Sjme wise old
duffer has put down in black and white that "it is the un-
expected that happens." When you disturb a yellow
jacket's nest it is not the "unexpected" that happens;
thertfore, as we expected, the fun soon began, Mr.
Ashmun started the racket by jumping to his feet
and giving a vigorous slap on his thigh, while
Sabin, with three or four whacks at his legs,
flopped off the wall squarely into the nest, from
which the infuriated inhabitants swarmed around
his ears in such numbers that he took ty his heeis, and
with wildly gyrating arms and heartfelt grunts he floun-
dered over the stones and left us to our fate. Although
Mr, Ashmun was decidedly busy in hitting out at the
foe, he appeared to rather enjoy the general results, and
I never heard so hearty a laugh from him as when, a
moment later, Mr, Bowles's wide open jaws came to-
gether with a snap as he made a vicious whack at the
back of his neck, and with a jump that would have done
honor to an athlete he also deserted us. In the mean-
time I had received a fair sample of what was going in
the shape of a slight one under the ear and a full fledged
one considerably lower down; but as I had, as quietly as
was possible under the circumstances, mashed the tor-
ments, I flattered myself that my companions had not
noticed that I was more than a spectator; but that even-
ing, after giving a circumstantial account of the affair to
our friend, Mr. Herring, the safe manufacturer, who had
called to spend the evening with us, Mr. Ashmun quietly
remarked in his inimitable manner, "A well told tale, but
our friend has omitted two very striking points. One
you will find just under his right ear, and the other about
eight inches below the belt, This last is a red-hot one if

I am any judge of the workings of the human counte-
nance."
After leaving "the orchard" we drive a short distanca

to where the road turns sharp to the left. Hitching our
team to the right-hand barway, we cross the road and are
on the ground known as "the old place." When or for
what reason it obtained this patronymic all my researches
failed to discover; it was a good old place, however, and
many delightful hours have I passed among the boun-
teous supply of woodcock and grouse that were nearly
always to be found here. That tangled thicket of tall
birches in the cover in front of U3 was then of young
growth and a favorite spot, where we often enjiyed a
rare bit of sport; while this open pasture to the right was
then a dense ald^r thicket, where "eye of faith and finger
of instinct" were very necessary adjuncts to successful
sport. Batween these two bits of cover, and extending
for quite a distance along the lower edge, was a strag-
gling growth of alders and birches, occasionally a dense
patch a rod or two in extent, but generally open shooting
clear down to the timber, where we turn to the right
along the gently sloping hillside among the witch hazal,
always a capital place for birds. Up the ascent a few
steps, just at the head of that little hollow, where you
see that large clump of witch hazal, old Trump once
came to a point. Mr, Ashmun took position on the south
side, Mr. Sabin by the dog, and I stood on the north side
in that open place. Mr. Sabin stepped in ahead of the
dog, a brace of woodcock rose, one turning to the left

past Mr. Ashmun, while the other went straight awiay,
both of them collapsing at nearly the same instant. At
the crack of the guns two more sprang, one came
my way and the other to Mr. Ashmun, The old
dog still held his point, and we proceeded to load.
No sooner were ramrods returne'i—for this was in
the day of the muzzle-loader—than I moved forward a
step or two, when, from the upper edge of the clump,
three were flushed, Sabin making a beautiful double,
while Mr. Ashmun doubled up the other. This we thought
to be good work, seven birds from one point and all of
them accounted for without a miss, as Mr, Ashmun well
said, "Something to remember, with quickening pulse,
when our shooting days are over." Kmdly fate vouch-
safed me yet another souvenir of this red-letter day, that
is still one of the chief treasures of memory's store. We
had beat out all the cover, except a small patch of alders
just over the wall at the beginning of the dense alder
thicket that I have previously mentioned, when Trump
found a woodcock at the far edge of the patch, and Sabin
went to him and flushed the bird, which came partly
toward me, but turned at the edge of the thicket and
went straight away. Just as I raised my gun a grouse

—

started by a rabbit dog in the woods to the left—came by
like a winged thunderbolt. I did not see the meteor until
it was about crossing the line of the woodcock, but as soon
as I caught a glimpse of it, with an inspiration born of
my great love for the royal bird, I threw my gun well
ahead and cut loose; then again covering the woodcock, I

let drive and both birds struck the ground almost at the
same instant. The memory of this day doubtless adds
much of luster to the halo which surrounds the pleasant
spot, but other days of most enjoyable sport also have
their share in the pleasant emotions that swell my heart
as often, very often, upon the pinions of thought I again
revisit the well-remembered slopes and shady nooks of
the dear old place.

After working «7er this cover we return to the team,

and passing through the barway just to the left of
the horses' heads we follow the old road down the
hill until we come to the reservoir, or rather to an arm of
it that forms a little bay, surroimded for the most part
with quite a growth of weeds. At the upper end of the
bay on that little knoll there was then a scattering
growth of birches and witch hazel, and we usually found
three or four birds there, while the border of the bay
often held a number of grouse. Beating out this cover
down to where the bay joins the reservoir, we turned
sharp to the left and worked out all the cover, flnishing it

at the alder thicket close by the team, generally picking
up a few woodcock and a grouse or two. Once when
here with Messrs. Patten and Sabin we drove Mr, Kin-
ney's horse old Isaac, a staid old fellow, perfectly trust-
worthy in every respect, at least so Mr. Kinney said.
Just as we were about to return through the barway to
the team a grouse started from the cover below us and
flew back along the south edge. Sabin and Patten went
for the bird, whilp I took the team to meet them at the
top of the hill. When I arrived there I saw a large hawk
coming directly to me, and as he was passing over I cut
him down: then the fun commenced, at least it was fun
for the sppctators, so far as I could judge from the ill

timed shouts of laughter that I heard above the roar and
clatter of steady old Isaac and the big farm wagon, as at
breakneck speed we fairly & w down the steep and
crooked road, and it was not until we had rattled over the
bridge and struck the deep sand that I succeeded in mod-
erating the wild speed of tlie perfectly trustworthy Sir
Isaac. Casting a retrospective glance over the scene of
action, I noted, without a particle of surprise, that with
the exception of myself there was absolutely nothing
remaining in the wagon, not even a feather; but scattered
in picturesque groups all along the road were the various
articles that made up our cargo, while at the top of the
hill were my two friends, still in convulsions, Sabin mak-
ing ridiculous signals with our best blanket, while Patten
was insanely waving the hawk above his head, and both
making such a hideous racket that it was all that I could
do to keep old Isaac—and small blame to him—from
jumping into the pond.
We have now explored all the principal woodcock

covers in this immediate vicinity; there are, however,
many little nooks and corners scattered along the differ-
ent highways and byways that were capital places to pick
up a bird or two, and well worth looking over when, as
it sometimes happened, the main covers were not quite
up to the mark.
T svo such covers I must not forget. Across the road

from the house just at the top of the first rise was a
sparse growth of witch hazal where I have frequently
gathered in two or three birds before breakfast, and just
south of this, down by the brook below the Butterworth
cover, is quite a growth of alders at the edge of the woods,
which was also a sure place to find a stray bird or two,
and nearly always one or more grouse could be found,
Oae morning upon my return from this locality I met Mr.
Kinney at the door and told him where I had been, when
he remarked that the only time he ever went bird hunt-
ing was several years before down near the brook. Judg-
ing from the twinkle of his eye that there was something
worth hearing, I asked him, "What luck?" "Well," said
he, "I had mowed the brush after haying, and along in
the fall when there came a good dry time I went down
there armed with a rake and began to put the brush in
piles ready to burn. I had been at work a short time
when I saw a flock of quail flying toward me, and I kept
perfectly quiet and they lit within 4ft. of me, and were
out of sight in an instaht under a few scattered
brush and leaves; but I knew that they were
there, as many as twenty of them, for I saw
them light. I had nothing but the rake, and I
made up ray mind that I would whack it down
upon them and get at least half a dozen ; but just then
a happy thought struck me, and I made up my mind
to take hold of the skirts of my coat and throw myself
right on top of them and catch the entire lot. So I

braced myself, meantime thmking that we would have
seven of them—one api-^ ce for the family—on toast, and
the others I could give away, as I had read that, although
quail on toast is nice, too much of it is too much. So, as
I had them all disposed of and was good and ready, I

made my spring, and with coat tails well spread to take
them all in I landed equarely on top of the little

brush heap." "Well," said I, as he came to a full stop
and drew a long breath, "how many did you get?" With
a queer look and most expressive roll of his eye he said,
"Well, I didn't have any to give away and none of us
had any on toast, nor have I seen a single feather of one
of them since; but," added he, "I'll tell you what I did
get. I stuck a stub in my side which laid me up 'most a
month, and ever since that time I can't bear quail on
toast."

Such was Holland in the good old times, and pleasant
memories of the gloriouH days enjoyed in the well re-
membered and dearly loved spot will remain while life

shall last to cheer my waking huurs and bless my slum-
bers with blissful visions of rarest sport. Although the
chief attraction of this beautiful resort has in a great
measure taken flight to other scenes, there is still left to
the sportsman a fair share of the once beautiful supply
of game; and if he be a lover of nature in its rugged wild-
ness, and can enjoy the peaceful, calm and quiet beauty
of woodland slope and sylvan dell, the weird music of
babbling brook, and the restful calm of the still waters,
there is yet left to him a wondrous store of rarest gems,
adorned with nature's choicest setting, spread before him
at every turn with lavish hand, pleasing the most fastid-

ious eye with picturesque beauty, and soothing the
troubled spirit with balm more potent than most favored
town or proudest city can boast. Shadow.

At Chipmunk Lodge.
FfiOM his summer cabin on the Platfce, thirty miles

from Ddnver, Mr. Wm, N, Byers last summer sent us the
charming picture which is reproduced on page 5. It-is

from a photograph by Mrs. W. F. Robinson, The chip-
munk, wild one, had from association become trustful

of humankind, as chipmunks are quite ready to do if

their confidence be not betrayed. The photograph is a
clever bit of amateur work with the camera.

The FoEKST Atro Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday
Oorrespondetice inte^ided for publication should rmch us at the

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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TRADE RATS AND COYOTES.
BY FLORENCE A. MERRIAM.

One of the animals one hears most about in the San
Francisco Mountain region of Arizona is the "trade rat,"
an original character noted for strong commercial pro-
clivities. His one idea of happiness seems to be to trade.
He helps himself to whatever takes his fancy, provided it

is not too big for him to handle, but with scrupulous hon-
esty he brings back something to replace it. From some
points of view his trades may not be quite fair, but they
seem to satisfy the conscience of the rat. The log house
where I boarded during the summer had an outdoor cel-
lar excavated in the side of the hill a few rods away, and
almost every day when the ranchman's wife went out
there she found freshly cut goldenrod or lupin blossoms
scattered on the cellar floor, a spray here and a spray
there, brought in trade for such useless articles as a lemon,
or the cord by which the butter pail was hung. Some-
times the rata come into the house at night and carry off
towels and socks, replacing them with valuable pine chips
and cones.
The ranchman thought they had no object in their col-

lections, but traded just for mischief, and brought in any-
thing that was handy for them, although he considered
them "partial to lupins when they make their trades."
He once took up a floor and found the whole space be-
tween the ground and the board i—a space 6in, to 12in.
deep, imder a room 14ft. square—^filled

in tight withvlupin. He told me of his
surprise,
"I took up one board and found

quite a wad of it," he said, as he sat
down beside the kitchen stove.

"I didn't expect to find any more,
but as I took up the boards I found it

covered the whole floor, packed in
tight between the joists and close up
to the floor; you couldn't have wad-
ded ic in there as tight with your
hands; there was all as much as a
good sized haycock, over lOOlbs. of
good cured hay lupins, not disturbed,
no leaves eaten off. I didn't see them
at it, but I know it was their work.
They might have put it in to eat

and then been ketohed," he con-
cluded. While the rats were storing
lupins under the floor they came into
the cabin and piled the fireplace full

of trash—chips, cones, papers and rags
—carrying away beans, blocks of
matches and whatever lay around in

the bunks—even old suependers and
buttons. At night he could hear them
''come draggin' those weeds across the
ceiling."

In the camps of the men who were
chopping railroad ties—the tie chop-
pers' camps—the ranchman had often

'

seen the rats. Ha said:
^

"I've seen them sneak in. They're
;

cunning and sly. They'd come and
lay down what they had in their '-^ -

mouths and look around to recon-
noiter. They have a very intelligent

look when they come to look around,
and if they thought their way was
clear they'd grab up what they had
and run. Sometimes they'd cruise round the boxes.
They'd carry out anything except what they'd brought
in—a darning needle with thread in it, spools of thread,
bits of candle, pipes, pens, and I've found a package of
coffee out in the middle of the room and could see where
they had hold of it with their teeth.

"During the time they were annoying us so much they
were making a pile down in the bottom of the cupboard

—

chips, stems of dry weeds and twine. "We had nothing
in the cabin they'd eat, you know; they did it just for
mischief. They'd just come to ransack round and carry
away trinkets. They took a pack olE cards and put it

among their trash,

"They never destroyed books or papers and never
injured anything in any way—just piled it up. Same-
times they'd make a pile as big as a bushel basket—pile it

up in a heap. They'll take anything they can carry when
they get one of their trading streaks."
The rats seem to be particularly fond of anything that

glistens, such as nails, razors and spoons. One of the
ranchwomen told me she had found nearly 200 bright
metal cartridges up in the hay mow, where the rats had
deposited them in a mat of cotton and gunnysack. She
spoke of their habit of moving things. One of her
friends had been kept awake nights by their trundling
the lindlings from one part of the floor to another, and a
Colorado woman she had known had had a whole baking
of cookies carried from the kitchen table up on the can-
vas that was stretched under the peak of the roof.
Wood rat is another name for trade rat, and the kind

we had about the mountain does not occur outside of the
the timber. ).n the cedar woods our farmer had found
rats' piles made of dry cedar boughs, cedar bark, Spanish
daggers, handsful of juniper berries and pinon cones, and
assured me that "they never miss a cone of any kind." A
Texas neighbor told me he had seen nests of the desert rat
made of cactus and Spanish bayonets.
Trade rats, rabbits, prairie dogs, badgers and antelope

were the only mammals I saw while at Mount Wing
Ranch; but coyotes had been plenty in the neighborhood a
few years before. The farmer's wife told me she had
heard the dogs barking at dusk one night, and on
going to the door found three wolves standing by the barn.
The ranchman came in while his wife was talking, and

broke in:

"They used to come round here and howl—they'd
set up cackling like an old hen, and just bark and
bark. To hear one you'd think there was a whole drove
of them. They are great for makin' a noise—barkin',
especially before a storm and during a storm."
When I asked if they had ever done any harm, as farm

work was not pressing that morning, the ranchman took
off his hat and sat down good-naturedly to tell me what he
could remember of his experiences with the wolves. He
began:

"We used to miss our pigs when they were a month or
six weeks old, and one day when I was carrying on the
piling business I come out to the ranch and the hogs were
up here, and I rode along, and as I got on to the rise

where that black stump is," pointing out of the window
toward the pasture fence, "I saw one of the old hogs chase
a coyote, I thought it was a dog first, and stopped to
see. Then I saw another coyote and the other hog after
him."
Two coyotes commonly work together, it is said, one to

decoy the guardian of the young while the other does the
stealing.

"The little pigs was scart," the ranchman went on,
"and they stood themselves up in a little pyramid pile
while the old hogs was chasing the coyotes away. One
coyote would come up and the hog would chase him, but
the coyote would keep a-going to get the hog away from
the pigs; bother and tease him to get him away. The
other coyote would be dodgin' round close where the
pigs were. Then the coyote that was furthest off he run
and skipped by his hog and run as fast as he could for the
pile of pigs and got one. By the time the wolves killed
the pig, the old hogs were back after them, but they
maneuvered round till one got the pig and dragged it

off, Then the old hogs went after the other little pigs
and took them to the hill."

"Have you ever seen the wolves chase a calf?" I asked
the ranchman.
"Seen them?" he ejaculated. "I've seen them right

there on that flat," pointing to the meadow below the
house.
"There were two coyotes and a cow and a calf. The

AT CHIPMUNK LODGE. Photo by DiBg. W. F. Robinson,

coyotes would both rush up together and the cow would
take after one and he'd run off, and while she was chas-
ing that one the other one would slip up and kill the calf.
If a coyote attacks one cow with a calf, when she sets up
a-bawlin' all the cows within sight or hearing will come to
the rescue, ^11 bawlin' and bellerin' to drive you crazy."
The cowboys are greatly troublei by coyotes and the

farmer explained the reason by saying: "You know the
cowboys here take a cow's hide and slit it up into strips
and twist up a lariat for lassoing, and put a drag hon-
doo—a block of rawhide or wood—on the end. They
picketed their horses out with them years ago when
things was new, and often had their horses cut loose at
night. The coyotes never bother rope, but I've seen raw-
hide lariats cut up into short pieces by them as slick and
smooth as if cut with a knife. Everybody always looks
out for his lariats when they are off on the ranges. A
coyote would stlp right up and cut them, I've been told
of it by a great many horse men and have heard of it out
in the deserts here."

"They're a sneakin' animal," the ranchman declared,
stroking his beard, and then went on to tell his experi-
ences around the sheep camps. "If they get round the
bed ground the sheep will bunch up. I had a bunch of
sheep, about 2,400, on the desert near the Grand Canon.
The coyotes was thick there. You could hear them bark-
in' in every direction, such gangs of them all barking and
howling at the same time. On a dark night like this
they'd make night hideous. We were doctorin' the sheep
for the scab,and had them all in a corral, and at night
could hear them surging back and forth from one side to
the other. The sheep men say coyotes never get inside a
corral to get the sheep, but get close to the outside.
When they get inside an inclosure they haven't much
show to get out with anything—they're a sensible animal.
But they're awful bold in the daytime when the sheep are
out in the herd. They'll run up to one and cut its throat.
Then there's a grand scatterin'," he concluded, as he
reached for his hat and went out to hitch the bucking
broncho.

[There are people who have grave doubts about the
honesty of the trade rat, and this doubt expresses itself in
one of the names given to the animal—camp robber.
Other names are mountain rat and bush-tailed rat. In
the Rocky Mountains this species is regarded with deep
hatred on account of its trading or stealing proclivities.
It will take anything, from a cartridge—as Miss Merriam
says—to a butcher knife, from a needle to a tin plate.
When a family of these animals take up their abode in a
house, the practice of the ranchman is to stop work and
hunt them until he has killed them all,]
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RANGE OF THE PRONGHORN
ANTELOPE IN 1896.

In response to my request to readers of Forest and
Stream for notes on the Jdistribution of the pronghorn
antelope, which was printed in Forest and Stream of
Oct. 3 with a provisional map, I have received a number
of letters which add several localities to those earlier
given, and extend the range of this species beyond what
I gave it on the west and on the south. I bring up the
matter again at this time in order to thank my corre-
spondents for their kindness, to print the revised map,
and to repeat my request to readers of Forest and
Stream to send me any notes on the range of the prong-
horn.

Prof. L, V. Pirsson, of Yale University, in 1896 ob-
served antelope along the stage road between Fort Benton
and Lewistown, Mont., and about ten miles out and south
from Fort Benton in the open country between Fort Ben-
ton and the Highwood Mountains. These antelope stood
quietly and watched the passing of the stage at about 75
or 100yds. A tame antelope was seen at a ranch on the
south side of Judith Mountains, not far from Fort McGin-
nis. He was caught in that country and reared there.
There are still a considerable number of antelope in that
country east of Cone Butte and Black Butte, and they
were hunted there this summer. The animals spoken of
as seen were observed in July and August, 1898. In 1894
antelope were seen by Prof. Pirsson in the open broken
country south of the Highwood Mountains and in the bad
lands of Arrow Creek. There are no doubt still some
there. In 1893 antelope were seen in the open country

between the South Fork of Smith River
and the head of Shield's River, a trib-
utary of the Yellowstone.

Prof. Pirsson concludes by stating
that "In the central part of Montana,
namely the Judith Basin country and
contiguous parts, the antelope still has
a wide but very sparse distribution.
They are not very plenty anywhere,
and travel a good deal. The general
sentiment of the cattle men is against
killing them, and I am inclined to be-
lieve that it will be some time before
they are entirely exterminated there."
Mr. C. L. Herrick, in reply to an

inquiry from me asking him for de-
tails concerning a statement made in
a paper which he published in 1892
in the Bulletin of the Minnesota Geo-
logical Survey, in which he stated
that the antelope formerly occurred
in southwestern Minnesota, very
kindly wrote me as follows: "I can
only say that during a personal ex-
amination of the southwestern part
of Minnesota in 1886 or so I found
settlers agreed that the antelope form-
erly ranged considerably east of the
Big Stone Lake region, and probably

,

nearly to Lake Shetek. I have no
data and cannot at this distance of

I

time and place refer to the person
from whom the information was re-

i ceived." Lake Shetek is in Murray
i county and not more than forty miles
— from the boundary line between Iowa

and Minnesota, If the antelope ever
actually ranged as far as Lake Shetek
on that parallel, it is altogether prob-
able that at the same time they were
found in Iowa as well.

As against this, however, I may quote paragraphs
written me by Mr, Orin Belknap, of the State of Wash-
ington, in which he says: "My father moved to Potta-
wottamie county, Iowa, twenty-five miles east of Council
Bluffs, in the spring of 1854, forty-two years since. No
trace or tradition of the antelope was ever found by us at
any point east of the Missouri River, and I am inclined to
doubt their existence at any point in Iowa. I remember
very distinctly how the starch was taken out of my boy-
ish ambition when, Tom Sawyer like, I struck a boy from
Council Bluffs who coolly informed me that across the
Missouri, in Nebraska, where he had hunted with his
uncle, there were animals entirely different from the
deer, called antelope, harder to hunt, swifter, had to be
flagged, etc.

"Another thing, too, you will remember, the grass on
the Iowa prairies was double the height of buffalo grass
on the Nebraska plains, and the antelope never seemed to
like the tall grass. Of course there is a tradition that
buffalo grass once grew on the right bank of the Missis-
sippi, and if this is true it is quite probable that the prong-
horn flourished there; but that must have been long ere
my time."
Inquiry among two or three people who traveled across

Iowa in 1855 shows that they have no memory of having
seen antelope, and the question of their existence in
Iowa must be left doubtful until further evidence is ob-
tained.
Mr. W. R. Hall, of Nebraska, has kindly given me

some notes in regard to the existence in northeastern Col-
orado and western Nebraska of the antelope at the present
time. He sends me a marked map and says, "That they
are still ranging around the cross marked in northeastern
Colorado, I had ocular proof no later than May this
year, having seen two bunches, one of six, the other of
nine. Those of northwest Nebraska I have not seen
lately, but have information from sources which I con-
sider as reliable that they are still there. It is estimated
that there are in the neighborhood of 200 in this section,"
Mr, C. W. Evers, of Ohio, advises me that he saw ante-

lope during the month of February, 1896, in Texas, in the
western part of Pecos county. This carries the range
about two degrees of latitude further south than shown
on the first map. Mr. Evers says, "First we saw about
daybreak from the train a single individual, a large buck.
He ran near the train in fleeing, and but for his white
hips and the peculiar jump or canter I should have al-
most been deceived into the belief that it was a deer in
the misty morning gray. A passenger fired a revolver
from the window, and the brute changed its course at
once. Ten miles or so further on I saw far away a bunch
of seven antelope near the foot , of a bluff. These also
took to their heels at the report of a revolver, and their
bobbing white sterns reminded me of other days on the
Little Missouri in Dakota."
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PROVISIONAL MAP SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANTELOPE IN 1896.

As amended Jan 2, 1897. The range is indicated by the black dots.

Mr. C. H. Blanchard, of western Utah, gives me a local-
ity south of the western part of Salt Lake^ in Utah. He
says: "This spring I was interested in an expedition that
went out on the desert to examine a deposit formed by an
extinct geyser, and from which now flow warm springs.
This deposit is about thirty-five miles northwest of
Oasis, Millard couaty, Utah, The gentleman told me
that he saw two bunches of antelope, one of six, the
other of eight, by actual count; and he was told by the
man who drove the team, and who had been familiar with
the country out tb^re as a cowboy for years, that there
must be at least 100 antelope in that vicinity. They are
very wild, and my informant told me they could not get
within what would be considered shooting distance of
them, although they had no s;uns with them."
Mr. Eipley Hitchcock, of New York, writes me that he

believes that there are still plenty of antelope in Arizona.
He says: "In 1883 I was camping in the San Francisco
forest in northern Arizona, and hunting antelope. The
forests are very open, as you know, and there are many
riaiural parks where the antelope found food. They were
then very abundant, and as that country is not very
thickly settled, I cannot belipve that the antelope have
been entirely killed off in 1896." Confirmatory of this
opinion is an article in the Los Angeles Daily Times of
Aug. 15, 1895, which says: "Herds of 50 or 100 antelope
are still easily met with on the grassy foothills of the
White Mountains. They are quite timid." This article
purports to be written by soma one who is familiar with
the antelope at the present time.
Mr. Lester B. Hartman, of Oregon, writes me that dur-

ing this summer he found antelope quite plenty, having
seen several hundred in two days, on the Pumice Stone
Desert at the head of the North Fork of the Umpqua
River, south of Diamond Peak, in that State. The ante-
lope which inhabit this desert during the summer go down
into the Upper Deschutes Valley to winter. Mr. Hart-
man advises me that antelope are also abundant in the
open country about Stein's Mountain in southwestern
Oregon.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam's records for Oregon are given be-
low and are shown on the amended map printed with
this. Dr. Merriam remarks in a letter to me: "I have
no doubt that the antelope still occurs in California, both
on the Mohave Desert and on the Colorado Desert,
though none of our men have visited these localities dur-
ing the past year."
Daring a recent trip to the West,' at which time I spent

some weeks in Wyoming and Montana, I passed through
Nebraska and Dikota, and made some few observations
and inquiries with regard to this species. In Wyoming,
in the bend of the Piatte, I saw, in one day, I think 1 000
antelope. They w^re exceedingly tame and I openly
rode within 20 or SOjds. of a dozen or fifteen different in-
dividuals. I nad no gun, as I was riding for stock, and
u^ed no caution in approaching the antelope. They are
used to feeding among horses and cattle and see range
riders frequently, and besides this they were just bunch-
ing up into the winter herds. If I had wishea to, I could
have easily gotten a wagon load of them in a day. As it

wa^, I did not fire a shot. In southwestern South Dakota
and in northeastern Wyoming, south and west of the
Black Hills, there are still some antelope, though they are
very wild and only sparsely distributed. Bist of Tongue
Elver, between that and Powder River, there are also a
few,

I repeat my request to any reader of the paper famUiar
with the range of this animal, to give me any notes that
he may have on it for the years 1895 and 1896

Geo. Bied Grinnell.

In Forest and Stream for Oct. 3, 1896, Dr. George
Bird Grinnell published an interesting article on the pres-
ent distribution of the antelope, accompanied by a map
showing the localities at which the animal is known to
have been observed during the present year.
Such data as those here recorded are of the utmost im-

portance to naturalists, and it goes without saying that
the more complete such records are, the more valuable.
As stated by Dr. Grinnell, we have a general knowledge
of the general facts of distribution of the large game ani-
mals of North America, but when one attempts to com-
pile the available information he finds very little of posi-
tive character which will enable him to map out the
range of any particular species for a particular period

—

much less for a particular year.
Since our large game is becoming less and less common

each year, since many kinds have already disappeared
from vast areas over which they formerly roamed, and
since the areas now inhabited by the different species are
shrinking with appalling rapidity. Forest and Stream
could hardly have taken any step of more permanent
value to the science of natural history than the step it

has taken in attempting to ascertain and record exact
data on their present limits of distribution. It is hoped
that all persons who can contribute additional informa-
tion will do so, in order that the records may be made as
complete as possible. It would seem to be worth while to
ask for specific information in advance of publishing each
article, in order to make such article as full as may be at
the outset.

With a view to completing the antelope map already
published, I hereby contribute my mite. In July, August
and September of the present year (1896) I found ante-
lope in greater or less abundance in Arizona, Oregon and
the Province of Assiniboia in Canada. In addition to my
personal observations a few notes are contributed by my
assistants, Vernon Bailey, E. A. Preble and Clark P.
Streator. In each case the initials of the observer are
added to the record,

RECORD OP ANTELOPE IN 1896.

Arizona: San Francisco Mountain region, early July

—

C. H.M,
Oregon: Steen Mountains, July 23—C. H. M.; Guano

Creek, twenty-one seen July 30—C. H. M. and V. B,

;

Paulina -Creek, small bunch seen Aug. 28—0. H. M.;
Upper Des Chutes River, three seen in woods near the
crossing at East Fork, Aug. 27—C. H. M. and V, B.;
Curry's Spring on Sdver Creek, between Prineville and
Harney, end of June—V. B. and E. A. P ; Catalow Val-
ley, middle of July—C. P. S.; Barren Valley, Malhuer
county, Aug. 10—C. P. S. ; Tumtum Lake, Harney county,
Aug. 22-29, common—C. P. S. ; Honey Creek, Lake county,
June 25-July 3—C. P. S.

Nevada: Noted at Deep Hole, Flowing Springs and
Badger, in the northwest corner of Nevada, May 13 -June
9—C. P. S.

Assiniboia: Between Swift Current and Lake Chaplin,
three bunches of antelope seen Sept. 26—C. H. M. and V.
B. C. Hart Merriam.

REMNANTS OF INSTINCT.
Instinct may be broadly defined as an unreasoning

prompting to action, and is a quality possessed by ani^
mate nature in its wild state. It is true that the mental
operations of wild animals sometimes approach very
close to reasoning, but it is certain that most of theii'
actions are governed by that keener and finer sense
known as instinct.

In proportion, however, as a wild creature becomes
tame it loses this subtle faculty, is less alert to dangef,
grows more dependent, and after a few generations
changes not only its character, but also its physical
structure. The wary wildfowl of the Orient becomes the
dull, clumsy bird of the barnyard; the sly denizen of the
trackless mountains degenerates into the witless sheep,
and the swift and clean-cut steed of the desert bt^comea
the plodding, heavy-limbed cart horse. Nevertheless I
firmly believe that the old instinct is never entirely lost,
and that on, occasion it reasserts itself in spite of centuries
of repression.
The little dog that runs snapping at the heels of the

cow seems to inspire that huge animal with a panic.
Why? The cow could kick the dog's brains out or toss
him over the fence with her horns. Is it not because of
an hereditary dread brought down through long genera-
tions from the time when all wild horned cattle were the
prey of coursing wolves, to which this cur's ancestry
could readily be traced? There is little of the deer or
wolf left in these creatures, but the old instinct of
flight and pursuit has never been fully eradicated.
This same dog, having more food than he can eat, still

furtivel> buries his bone. Sometimes he digs it up again,
but more frequently he does not, and this habit is per-
haps a relic of that old instinct of self-preservation, "the
first law of nature," which prompted his wild progenitor
to secrete a part of the spoils of the chase against the time
of need. Four-footed as well as two-footed hunters have
their unsuccessful days, and it behooves them to know
where they can find a cold lunch to sustain life.

Most of us have noticed that on certain windy Novem-
ber days some strange excitement suddenly seizes the
domestic fowls. They squawk and hop and run about,
extending their wings aa if about to fly. What does this
grotesque exhibition mean, and what prompts this lame
and impotent attempt to do something out of the ordi-
nary line? Simply, I imagine, the fact that certain wild-
fowl a thousand years ago used to emigrate about this
time of the year, and their degenerate descendants are
suddenly touched with a spark of the same old intelli^
gence. But it is only a glimmer of inspiration, and tJ?*-
abortive attempt to quit the earth and cleave the unBer-
air leaves them more dejected than before.

If given an opportunity, however, it often happei»tiiat',
tame creatures relapse, to a certain extent, into a. wild

*

state. Gilbert White noticed that, if left to themselves,
tame fowls soon learn to roost as high as their wild ances--
tors did, although the necessity for this precaution no
longer exists. It is worth noting in this connection that,,,
although tame things do occasionally revert to a wild state,
^ild creatures never voluntarily become tame.
The farmer's boy, driving his cows home through the>

dusk, sometimes sees the sheep preparing to lie down for
the night, and it is certainly a very interesting process.
The father of the flock trots round them, driving themi
closer and closer together, until they are a solid mass^
into which he finally insinuates himself. When they ar&
all down it will be noticed that those on the outside alii
have their heads pointing outward, presenting a circle of
watchfulness, so that the approach of danger from any
point would be quickly discovered. Now all this occurs
in regions where large predatory animals have long been i

extinct and such wariness is uncalled for. It is there--
fore but an inherited instinct, and all the more remarks-
able on that account, t,

i_

The chicken hatched and raised in the city coopi tiiat
never saw a hawk or owl, scurries for cover when a pi-
geon flies overhead. The new-born colt exhibits as much
fear of man as if its dam had never known a whip or
rein. The sow deserts her pen previous to giving birth to
her pigs, and makes a nest for herself in some out-of-the-
way place, carrying straw andleavesin her mouth for the
purpose, just as the wild hogs do. The domestic turkey
once a year quits the farm buildings and seeks some wild,
secluded spot in which to lay her eggs and raise her
brood, ^t would be easy to multiply instances of this
outcropping of instinct in all the domestic creatures.
But the most interesting manifestation of this subtle

sense is in man himself. There comes a time in every
boy's life when he wants to live in caves, and subsist on
what he can catch or kill or dig from the ground; to play
Indian and talk in some half-coherent jargon. He feels
a prompting to turn wild and savage, just as the par-
tridge hatched under a hen and brought up with his do-
mestic fellows is always ready to fly away to the wqoda
and be free again; or just as the bees will swarm and
leave the hive to seek a home in some maple or basswood,
forgetting they were ever tame bees. Who shall say
what primitive influences are at work upon the boy in
these days spent in the woods and fields.

And when the boy becomes the man, what then? I
believe that in hunting ancl fishing there is something be-
sides the sport itself that lures us. It is not the mere
pleasure of killing, it is not the admiration of our friends
when the well-filled bag or'basket is displayed, not the
breath of the woods, nor the sights which please the eye,
that, alone or collectively, draw us—aye, drive us—to the
forest and brook with gun and rod. It is the instinct
born within us—old as our oldest ancestors—of taking
life to sustain life. The conditions have changed and we
are no longer our own providers; but this instinct is still

with us, and lends an earnestness and tenacity of purpose
to that which we call sport, but which to primitive man
was a matter of life and death. To hunt and fish is to
get back to first principles, and a man is never nearer a
savage than when on the track of game. How he adapts
himself to his surroundings, sheltering himself behind
rocks and trees, stealing along silently, peering this way
and that; crafty, relentless, absorbed, alert. For the
time being he has become a wild thing; instinct takes the
place of reason, and the hereditary craving is satisfied.

Is it all a fancy, or have we still in us a residuum of old
savagery which can only be satisfied by the fierce delighte:
of the chase and the shedding of blood?

Arthur F.'Bicsu
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Antelope and the Great Storm.

We are permitted to print some extracts from a private
letter written by Dr. Edward L. Munaon, of Fort Aasin-
Aboine, Montana, which show, among other things, how
the bitter cold weather of the autumn and early winter
has affected the antelope in northern Montana.

Dr. Munson says: "Tbe snow and intensely cold
weather have made antelope—^never seen here in years

—

a drug on the market, A competent observer told me
that between Havre and Glasgow, 135 miles, there were
probably 40,000 antelope in Mild River bottom alone, a
bunch every half mile. Every ranch has two or three
banging up, and in Havre they were stacked up in front
of the market like cord wood. One man killed fifteen in
tenlminutee; another got twenty-seven in a morning; an-
other, twenty-two in a day. The Indians are killing-

them by the thousands over the Fort Beck and Fort Bel-
knap reservations to the east of here. They have evi-

dently drifted south from a long distance, probably from
the Sascatchewan country, and few would have gone
back had not the weather become warmer. Nothing like

this has ever been known here. There are plenty of deer
within reach of the post, but no one has gone for them."

^^^^ und 0mu

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
A Question in Cookery.

Chicago, IU., DcC. 19.—To night about 10 o'clock,

when I went down to my club, I asked the cook, or rather
tbe oookess, for it was a girl, to broil me a chop. As I

leaned carelessly over the counter I noticed the cook,
cookee or cookess, whatever title suits her, put the chop
on top of a long iron slab which rested over the gasoline
fire and which served as a stove top to carry all sorts of
cooking vessels, from a frying-pan to a tea kettle. I

asiied the girl whether that was going to be a broiled
chop or a fried chop, and she seemed to be puzzled by
my question,
"Oh, I guess it's a broil," said she. "Anyhow, that's

the way we make a broil."

"But the fire never touched it," said I.

"That's so," said she, "I guess it must be a fry."
"But no butter ever touched it," said I.

"That's so," said she, "I never thought of that. I don't
know what it is."

I have been thinking it over since then, and I can't tell

what it was either. But it reminds me of all sorts of
good chops, different from this one, which I have seen
cooked flat down on the coals out of doors. And think-
ing of those makes me rebellious. Somttimts I almost
think I would rather live where they cook things flat

down on the coals than at my club.

A Sporting Mayor.
Mayor Swift, of Chicago, is a red-hot sport. He goes to

Wisconsin and Florida, and all sorts of places, and comes
back and tells bigger stories than anybody about fish and
game. His honor is just hack from East Florida, where
he had a succepsful trip after alligators and other shell-

fish. Others of the party, all of whom are of Chicago,
were: Judge Kohlsaat, Corporation Counsel Beale, Health
Commissioner Kerr, G. H. Wheeler, S. B. Eaymond, John
C. Spry, Clay Mark and D. F. Flannery, and Assistant
Chief of Police Ross.

Mortality among Smajl Fish,

Thpre was this week a singular instance of the fatality

which sometimes attends small fish. The whole shore of
Lake Michigan for nearly half a mile just off Lincoln
Park was lined with dead minnows, which appeared to
have died in untold thousands, from cause unknown,
though probably from getting too near the Chicago River.
Thousands and thousands of sea gulls came in upon the
shore and fed upon the dead fish, making a wild and up-
roarious scene of it all.

Ptarmigan in Chicago.

I append from a local daily paper a review of the South
Water street game market, from which it appears that
ptarmigan are among the delicacies of the season, though
we may be allowed to doubt whether they came from
Nova Scotia,

"White ptarmigan or grouse from Nova Scotia, and
imountain quail from the Rockiea, are among the Christ-
mas novelties in the game line which South Water street
men have on sale this year. The ptarmigan are a rarity,
and only one importation will be made this season. The
'birds are plump and beautiful from their diet of spruce
buds and tender pine shoots, and their flesh is regarded
as a great dainty. The mountain quail is a trifle smaller
than his brother of the Mississippi Valley, and is crested,
but not so beautifully marked,* The difficulty in getting
them here in good marketable condition makes tiiem
scarce. The English pheasant ia the handsomest bird in
market, but he has ceased to be a novelty. Next to the
wild turkey, he is the largest game bird outside of water-
fowl that reaches this market. Wild turkeys sold at
wholesale yesterday at 11 to 13 cents a pound, while Eng-
lish pheasants brought $13 per dozen, Njva Scotia ptar-
migan $5 per dozen, and mountain quail $1 per dozen."

Chicago an Opossum Center.

A Chicago hotel keeper had four fat possums sent to
him this week, and one of them got away and ran down
the alley. As the possums were intended for the Sunday
dinner of the hotel (the Auditorium), the escape created
great excitement. It chanced that the animal was seen
by several colored men. From that moment the case was
hopeless for the Auditorium.

Ethics,

Last week I mentioned the fox hunt of the Germania
Club, which was to occur to-day. The agent of the Hu-
mane Society says: "If it is a drag hunt, that is, if the
hounds only chase foxes already killed and dragged by
horses, we shall not interfere. But if there is any chas-
ing of live animals we will enter the hunt ourselves and
be in at the finish with warrants for the whole party.
We have been assured that it will be a drag hunt, but we
will take no chances and will be present with our depu-
ties," If I were a fox I would rather have a run for my
life than to bo clubbed to death and then dragged, yritix^

jao chance for my life, after I was 4ead, as it were.

How Wild Turkeys Peed.

A friend who is an old turkey hunter tells me some-
thing which may not be familiar to all hunters of that
matchless game bird. He says that during the day the
gobblers and hens never feed together. They all roosfc

together at night, but soon after they fly out from the
roost and go to feeding, say after 10 o'clock in the morn-
ing, the hens and gobblers straggle apart and remain sep-

arated till evening. This is their habit from the month of
October on through the winter.

From Florida.

Mr. Byron S. Swearingen, of Tallahassee, Fla., is good
enough to write as below in regard to the sport in his sec-

tion of tbe world. A great many sportsmen go to Florida
each winter from Chicago, and all speak of it as a land of
beauty, peace and loveliness, Mr. Swearingen says:

' Sportsmen in this vicinity are hunting a great deal,

with splendid success. Quail, woodcock, snipe and doves
are very plentiful this year, and ducks are abundant on
the many beautiful lakes in thS surrounding country, A
two hours' drive will take one to good turkey shooting,
and at a distance of twenty miles deer are easily found.
There are a great many splendid dogs owned here, and
they are not only good show dogs, but good, hard
workers. There are a number of Northern sportsmen
here, and a good many more are expected after the holi-

days."
The Fox was Dead.

Deo. SO.—The IVibune, of Chicago, prints this morning
the following description of the fox hunt of the Germania
Club, to which earlier reference has been made. The re-

port shows alike the humaneness of some humanity and
the sportsmanlikeness of some sport:

"At 2:30 P, M, the Germania Riding CJub, the Garfield
Park Equestrian Club, the Chicago Hussars, and other
riding organizations in uniform, left the Sheridan Drive
club house at North Clark street and started for Dymond
Farm, west on Montrose Boulevard about a mile. Ray-
nard was carried in a cage in the band wagon, and the
thirty hounds kept up an eager barking from an adjoining
wagon,
"At North Leavitt street the progress of the cavalcade

was interrupted by an accident. W, C, Mortimer, of the
Germania Club, lost control of his horse. Two bicycles

were run into and their riders thrown, one of whom, J. I.

Smith, No. 1744 North Halsted street, was picked up in an
unconscious condition and taken to a neighboring house.
The horse then dashed into a carriage and threw the rider

into a ditch. The horseman, however, sustained no in-

jury'
"On arriving at Dymond Farm reynard was taken

from his cage and the hundreds of people who had assem-
bled waited breathlessly for the start. But what was
their surprise and disappointment on seeing the little ani-

mal quickly dispatched with a blow on the head from a
club, the Humane Society deputies critically watching
the operation. As the dead fox was tied to the tail of a
horse and eralloped across the prairies a derisive shout was
sent up. The hounds were set loose a moment later, but
did not take the scent. They ran in all directions and
dodged the riders as they came on eager for the glory of
winning the brush. The horse, with its dead fox attach-
ment, made a circuit of about two miles, the riders fol-

lowing far behind, being delayed by their efforts to coax
the hounds to keep the scent. Only two dogs out of the
pack were found near the finish, and as no one had
caught up with the fox a controversy arose as to who
should have the brush. It was finally awarded to A. M.
Booth, who bid $30 for it.

"For several hours the country was sceured for the scat-

tered hounds. When they were brought in all the party
rode back to the Sheridan Drive club house and ban-
queted in hunters' style,

"J. M, McGarigle declared to a Tribune reporter that
the party had had more fun than if a live fox had been
chased, 'We now have a brush to show for the chase,'

he said, 'but if the fox had been alive he would have run
into tbe woods, where we never could have caught him,'

"

St. Paul Wolf Hunt.

Sportsmen of St, Paul, Minn., are making plans for
their annual wolf hunt, and a local paper of St. Paul
says:
"A party of gentlemen interested in getting up a

wolf hunt for this season had a meeting at Kennedy's
yesterday afternoon, R, G, Brooks, one of the bast
known deer hunters in the city, is taking a lively inter-

est in the matter, and interested with him are W. H.
Ebner, Captain Gibbs and several other equally well-

known shots. Letters have been received from several
points in this State and Wisconsin requesting the hunters
to visit these points for the hunt. The last of these came
to-day from Ernest Reinins, State game warden at Aitkin,
Minn,
"Reinins begins by assuring the projectors of the wolf

hunt that they will get all the game tney want by hold-
ing their big hunt in Aitkin county, He says that in the
great swamp wilderness, on range 83 of that county, and
about twenty miles west of Moose Lake, the wolvps are so
thick that it is hardly safe for a human being to travel

the territory in daylight, and at night parties caught in
the strip are comp lied to light fires all round them to
keep the timber wolves away." E. HouGH.
1206 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

The Falling Game Supply.

COMOS, B. C, Nov. 30,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: 1

have been so much occupied by official duties of late years
that I really have almost forgotten how to shoot the old
rifle. I was up among the Islands of the Gulf a short
time ago, but Ine weather had been so fearfully dry that
hunting was paralyzed quite,

I got a couple of small deer, very poor. Grouse were
scarce, and what with the dry weather, duties and being
restricted to time I did not have any sport to speak of.

Neither did I come across any live mastodons, which I
notice Mr, Hallock claims still exist in Alaska. Would
not mythadons be a better name for the beast?

I have read with great interest the efforts at game pro-
tection in the United States in Forest and Stream. How
important this is we can jud^e out herein the fartnest
if not the woolliest West. Here, where shooters are few
indeed compared with the hordes of the effete EiSt, game
of all kinds is getting alarmingly scarce. Geese and
ducks, it|L localities which ^ half iiomn years ago fairlv

swarmed with them, are now exceedingly scarce and be-
coming scarcer every year.
The ruff'^'d grouse a few years ago were as plentiful

here as chicks in a barnyard. Lucky the man who gets
six couple nowadays under the most favorable of circum-
stances and in the very best and least hunted ground.
Deer of course still hold their own, having the gireat

ranges of hills as reserves to draw from. Coons don*t
count. Cross ring-neck pheasants we introduced here
some years ago are doing remarkably well. California
Valley quail we tried, but they did not succeed.

I hope the foreign birds introduced in the United
States, capercailzie, black game, etc., will succeed. It
seems that our poor ruffed grouse are doomed. Let us
hope that they may be replaced by some worthy species,
though from a gastronomic point of view that is impossi-
ble. W. B. A.

BOSTON NOTES.
Boston, Dec. 19 —Messrs. Walter L. Hill and James

Bailey have gone on a duck shooting trip to the home of
the Ragged Island Club in Old Virginia. They are the
guests of Mr, Wbodward, a prominent friend and member
of the club, and several years its president.

E. M, Gillam and Frank W. Hallowell were out in the
woods of Reading Friday forenodn after partridges. They
had remarkably good success, securing four birds. They
were back in Boston again by noon.
The Wayne H. North party, including Dr. Frederick

Freeman, Bert Atkins and IVI. D. Cressey, is back in Bos-
ton after a successful big-game hunt in Maine, Their
camp was at Big Fish Lake, Aroostook county. They
secured seven deer and three caribou, Mr. North, who
had the misfortune to badly strain the ligaments of his
knee the first day he hunted, is very enthusiastic concern-
ing the game in that section. He says that it is no trick
at all to get deer, while the caribou are very plenty. They
also located moose several times, but were prevented
from securing therp. bv snows coming in the night, fol'

lowed by crusts, Mr. North's hunting trip was completely
ruined by his accident. He could scarcely step at all, but
would not permit of the party breaking up to get him out.

He stayed the whole ten days in camp, with nothing t©

enjoy but the pain in his knee. It was all done by step-

ping over a log on to what looked like firm snow, but was
in reality but the covering of one of those treacherous
holes the hunter has to avoid It is about three daysfrom
Boston to that favored bunting ground.
The Magaguadavic Fish and Game Club gave a recep-

tion and dinner to Thomas A Sullivan, their superin-
tendent and general manager, who is in Boston on a
visit, Mr, Geo. D Loud is secretary and treasurer. The
club is popular, with its list of membership about full,

Dec. —Mr, Walter L. Hill is back from his shooting
trip to the home of the Ragged Island Club, He was ac-
companied by James A. Bailey, Jr., late Senator-elect.

Mr. Hill was the guest of C. A. Woodward, formerly
president of the club, and Mr. Biiley, though invited at
the suggestion of Mr. Woodward, was taken in hand by
Mr, Davis, the present president of the club. That the
Boston gentlemen enjoyed the shoot thoroughly goes
without saying. They got six or seven csmvasbacks and
other ducks without number. They shot four days in all.

Wednesday is a closed day to all shooting—a "rest day" it

is termed there—according to the laws of Virginia, and
also Saturday and Sunday. This gives the birds time to

rest. It seems that wild goose shooting is not considered
quite up to the mark by the sportsmen of Currituck
Sound, but tbe geese were remarkably plenty, Mr, Hill

remarks that a boy was out in a boat just below them and
in less than half a day he had twenty-one geese, loading
the boat almost full. Mr. Bailey desired to shoot a goose
or two and Mr. Da'vis fixed him out with decoys. In half

a day he got seven geese. This he considers remarkable
shooting for a Boston sportsman. Both gentlemen are
greatly pleased with the shooting and the courtesies of
the Ragged Island Club. President Cleveland was shoot-

ing not far below them a part of the time,

I hear a great deal of dissatisfaction expressed among
sportsmen in this vicinity at the bare thought that the
Maine Commissioners suggest, according to reports, the
changing of the legal open season on deer to from
Sept, 15 to Nov. 15, Such a law will leave no chance
whatever for deer hunting on snow, since there rarely is

any snow in that State before Nov. 15. Sportsmen say
that if deer were scarce and on the decrease there would
be good reason for such a law, but so long as the reverse

is true there is no need of shutting off the last of Novem-
ber. Making the open season end withD^c. 1 would be
far better and would seem to afford the deer ample pro-
tection. The opening of the last of September is looked
upon as a very safe move, so far as the deer are con-
cerned. So dense is the folia^n all through September
and well into October there ia little chance of finding

deer. Water hunting is forbidden in that State, and
hence few deer would be taken in September, provided
the laws are enforced.
Mr. J, S, Clarke, Jr., is bick from Billy Soule's Pleas-

ant Island campa. He is much pleased with that region,

though not particularly successful in getting big game^
Active measures are being taken to remove the deai trees

from the shores of the lake there. Special.

Effect of the Game Laws in Michigan.

A CORRESPONDENT in D ^troit, Mich. , says in a recent let-

ter: ' Parcridge and qutil shooting has been very good
and the birds are on the morease, thanks to the good Jaw
that prohibits their sale. This law has been in force two
years. I went north of Bi,y City the week after election

and bagged sixty-eight partridges and thirty quail; and
you must bear in mind that that is not a quail country.

I have never seen quail in that section before. I had one
dog, a young pointer, that had neverworked on partridges

before; but he did fairly well. I had a finp shoot, but
being alone did not enjoy myself as well as if I had a good
companion along with me,"

Louisiana Quail.

OPELOUSAS,La., DiC 6 —The fields are alive with quail.

NtVer before in tue history of the country has there been
such an abundance of them. The open season began on
Nov. 1, but the cover was then too rank to permit of nice

shooting. The cattle are now in most ftcldp, and it is

much more pleasant now to hunt. We are enjoying fine

weather, njild and pleasant. Last week we were treated

lo severe freezes, ih% ftrst of the ae&eoii, T. A,
^5
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tlVB DECOY GEESE jAT SILVER LAKE,

TWELVE HOURS WITH GEESE.
I WBOTE Bome time ago about a goose hunt at Silver

Lake, but beside the one we have just taken the first was
nothing. I have told you about Widgeon Point, and the
persons who run it; but since then I have found there
are others interested, namely, Gary, Keith and Potter, all
good fellows, making a club hard to beat.
On the afternoon of Nov. 15 Charles and I went to

the lake with our traps. On the way we met William,
the crack shot, and were told by him that the boys had
killed eighteen geese that morning. Our blood was un
at once, for we had not forgotten the last hunt. As we
went into the stand we were met by our shorty friend
Addison; he looks the same as when we saw him last
fall; same pleasant smile and hearty grasp of the hand,
and always ready for geese. Oliver and Old Sleuth were
there, but rather under the weather. Millard will sit and
sleep with eye-glasses on his nose and they never drop.
You can't tell whether he is asleep or not, and it makes
little difference, for at any time it takes only a word and
he is wide awake and ready for business. Herb and
George are in the stand. After greeting them and un-
packing our guns, we hear George say, "Boys, we will
get some geese now, Fred and Charles have come." Lit-
tle did he think how true this would be.
We got fixed after a while; looked the decoys over,

about two hundred of them; paid our respects to old One
Wing, Scituate. Johnson and the rest, and then found
that our friend Thomaa had just arrived and was getting
into his shooting togs. Thomas is the same fat, jolly fel-
low, and everyone who knows him unites in saying he
is all right. He thought I was a little hard on him in my
last yam, when I told of his infirmities. He still says I
am the only one who ever accused him of snoring.
After supper we stood in the stand, when from gut the

sky came the faint long honk of geese. There they are,
and George stirs up the decoys. Old One Wing hears the
call and straightens out for work. Soon the whole point
is in one grand roar. The wild geese swing over us and
we can just make out the line of black rushing through
the air. They wheel out over the lake, honk a few times
and we bear them no more. In a little while, as we look
up the lake, we see a flash, then three or four, and then
come the reports of the guns. They have shot at a stand
on the east side of the lake, and now the air is full of
geese. We try to stop some of them, but it is of no use, so
this ends the fun for the present.

It is now about 12 o'clock. Add, Tom, Herb and I "are
in the stand. George has turned in, having been up two
nights. There is a light ripple on the water. The moon
shines brightly and we are saying that it is an ideal night
for birds, when Herb says: "What is that just inside the
block?" Tom looks with glasses and says "Ducks, about
fifteen." They come nearer and are almost near enough
to shoot when there comes honJe, honk, honk right over
us. There are fourteen geese with wings crooked scaling
to our decoys. Have you ever seen them? and didn't
your blood tingle? Something startles them and they
whirl to the north, going toward the place where the
other shot was fired. "Our chance is gone," said Tom,
"and I am going to turn in."
As the boys had been up nearly all of two nights, I

offered to stand watch to-night. As I stood there looking
at the water it came to me why this place was called Sil-
ver Lake. The moon shining on the water, which was
stirred to a little ripple by the breeze, made it seem like a
lake of silver, and I thought it well named. The geese
decoys had settled for the night, with only now and then
the low growl of an old gander, which would be quickly
answered by one of his goslings on the hill. The faint
hoot of an owl comes to me from the eastern side of the
lake, while from the southern end I hear the quick
guack, quack of some ducks which have just lit. Then
the soft call of the decoys at the new stand comes to me
from afar off and startlesme from my dreams, causing me
to stirup the decoys and almost sending me in to wake
the boys before I knew what it was. As I get over my
excitement and find that my heart is not in my mouth, I
hear the boom of a volley of guns at Oldham Pond, then
in a short time another, and right upon it three reports
from the new stand. I go into the air about a foot, and
see Oliver, and Herb close at his heels, bare-headed and
hair standing on end, although it would be hard work to
make Oliver's hair stand on end. "Great Scott! Have
the British landed?" from Oliver, while Herb is saying,
"What's the matter, Fred; are you trying to blow us up?"
I explain matters, and as it is after 3 we decide to turn in
and let the lake take care of itself. Nothing thus far.
But our time is coming.
In the morning about 8 o'clock, after Thomas and Mil-

lard had gone home, George said, "I am looking for a
large flock of geese to day." He had gone to feed the de-
coys, when Gene said, "There are geese." We pressed
the button, and in a nujiute^ weye in. the stand. "There ^

they are," said George, "I never saw so large a flock be-
fore. As they came out over the lake the new stand let

out their flyers, then Gunner's Point let theirs go; and
when George and Herb pulled on them, the way those
goslings went from the hill was a caution. The wild
ones see the flyers and hang, then crook, and then scale

toward the water. They head Into the wind, then wheel
and come up in the wind, then settle into the lake, and
there they are. "Pour acres of them," says George. I
shall nev^ forget how those geese looked coming in.

Talk about pictures, it was the prettiest oiie I ever saw.
Such a large flock of wild ones, with about 300 decoys
flying around the three stands, was enough to open any
sporteman's eyes. The gunners at Gunner's Point break
about a dozen from the bunch, but do not shoot at them;
the rest come toward us, George says, "They can't help
it." We get fifty near enough to shoot; then another
flock of twenty came, and eight lit with our decoys.
Charles and I were going to attend to these, but they
swam away before George could get the rest as he
wanted them. We rushed up beside Add and George,
and as George said, "Get on to them," we rose up
over the stand. Geese everywhere, where shall I
shoot? I see four together, with some more in range.
I hold on the four. "Are you ready? Firel" What
a roar from the guns, and also from the wild geese
and decoys. Twenty-seven dead and wounded geese.
We are not to shoot flying, but William from force
of habit shoots and says he knocked his goose. Well,
the world was full of them and some must have flown
into it. They circle around the lake and light every-
where. Ten come with our decoys. We "get on to
them" and kill nine. In a few minutes six light with the
decoys at the north end. We go up there and kill them
all. Now they shoot at the new stand, then at Gunner's
Point, and about a hundred light in the lake in front of
us. We get out the boat and pick up the game, then
hustle after the flyers. As we are driving them in we
see one among them looking rather wild. "Close in on
them, boys, that is a wild one," says George. It proves
as he says and we have driven in a wild one. He will
make a decoy another season. After we got the flyers in
I hear Add say, "Here comes a single goose; nail him,
Fred." I grab a gun, shoot twice and the goose flew on.
"Eazzle-dazzle," Add is saying; "you are a pretty shot;
I think you had better take a few lessons from Bill."

When we got cleared up after the shooting we took ac-
count of stock and found we had thirty-eight.

I hear some one saying "Well, well; good boy," and
Thomas is beside me. We had wired him the news and
he could not stay at home; but what a shame he could
not have been in it. It is a cold day, however, when his
luck goes back on him and it was not going to play him
false to-day.
After dinner we try for the flock, which is in the lake

in front of us. Tom sees a flock of seven coming; they
light with the others. After a time thirty-six start to
come on ; they get almost near enough to shoot when
they turn and swim away as fast as they can. What's
the matter? We are no longer in doubt, for a man comes
into the stand, having walked around the shore. He
must have had an idea he was goose hunting in the Frog
Pond on Boston Common.
Soon we see another large flock coming, fully as large

as the first. They come over and we throw on them; it

does the business, and they light. I would like to know
how many geese there are in the lake now. We drew
about sixty, but could get only twenty-two together.
Thomas gave the word, George not being there. We
killed twenty-one. George came into the stand just as
we fired, and we had the laugh on him. By this time it

was dark. Geese were honking all over the lake. We
drew on six and killed them all. I would rather not say
anything about the next shot, but perhaps it will be as
well to give the bitter with the sweet. There must be
some hitch, and here it was: Eleven geese near enough; all

hands in the stand, and as George said "Get ready" some
one shot. We all fired at the break of the gun, but only
got three. George was mad, and the way he talked left

no doubt in any mind what his opinion was of the man
who shot. Put yourself in our place and see how you
would feel. It was too bad, but could not be helped.
We find that we have made a record for the stand,

sixty-eight geese in twelve hours being the most ever
killed in the same time at any stand at the lake. One
amusing incident at one shot was of a young fellow who
had never shot from a stand before. He was standing
beside his father when the word was given. After the
shot he said, "I, fixed one on the wing. Dad, I saw him
drop."
He did not think that five or six guns were shot on

the wing and perhaps they were fired at the same bird
that he saw drop. His chance was as good as the rest,
but it made his "dad" smile.
Charles and I picked up our traps apd very reluctantly

\

went home. If we had not been obliged to go it would
have taken a yoke of cattle to have drawn us. Millard
went to the stable with us, and as we harnessed we heard
a nice flock strike into the lake. We told Millard to go
back, and as we drove away we would stop and listen fot
the volley, which we knew would come sooner or later.
We had the pleasure of witnessing two sights that day
that the oldest gunner in the crowd said he had never
seen before and probably would never see again. Two
such large flocks of geese coming into the pond. I would
have liked everyone who enjoys a trip with dog and gun
to see this sight, as we saw it. It was certainly a picture
and it will be in our minds for many a day.
The boys say that we brought them good luck, and we

say "Hurrah for Widgeon Point and the boys who run it."

Does Thomas ever get left? We guess not. May we all

live to have another day together is the wish of
F. E. WOOD-VVARt).

V

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
In Forest and Stream of Dec. 13 Mr. G. S. Ellis, of

Maine, does me the honor of bestowing some kind words
on my paper devoted to the ruffed grouse, taking excep-
tion, however, to my statement that that bird seeks its

habitat apart from the abode of man. Mr. Ellis cites his
experience in Oxford and Cumberland counties, of Maine,
wherein he found many birds on the skirts of the woods
near farmhouses, I feel quite sure that had Mr, Ellis
noted carefully all the pertinent local circumstances he
would have found local conditions which forced the birds
near the haunts of man in those counties; that is to say,
their food supply was in those places wherein the birds
were found.
A forest may be both dense and secluded, yet if it con-

tains insufficient food it is not an available habitat for the
birds. In my experience, which covered many a day in
pursuit of the ruffed grouse from dawn till dark, when I

found them near dwellings they were in such cover as
gave them a ready refuge and a certainty of protection,
it always being the best cover in the vicinity available
for that purpose, the abode of man near by being but an
incident irrelevant to the bird's existence, In such sec-
tions as have is a dearth of food and cover, or where the
competition for food and cover is great owing to the num-
bers of birds, they must make the best of what is available,
and some birds must necessarily be forced to content
themselves with the less desirable places. If their food is

not in such places as they fancy, they must compromise
by going to the best places where it and a certain security
may be found. And each bird may venture into the open
betimes, though rarely far from cover.

Pellets, in Forest and Stream of Dec. 19, also differs .

from me on this point, though there is such a serio-comic
tone in his objection that it is difficult to determine wheth-
er it is really an objection or the relation of a rare inci-
dent. The single circumstance of finding three birds at
the edge of an ojiening near some cottages could hardly
be advanced as proof that such was a habit common to
the species. Once in North Carolina, while shooting with
Mr, S. T. Hammond, a charming companion and a skill-

ful shot, we found a bevy of quail in an abandoned log
barn, yet that one circumstance would not warrant a con-
clusion that all quail sought and used bams as a part of
their habitat.
In severe winters, when the snow covers their food,

birds are forced to approach the dwellings of man, that
they may glean such food as is accessible, Cause and
effect then being so apparent, there is no difficulty in
readily understanding them, but the intermediate stages
of green fields and forests and yet a dearth of bird food
are not so readily understood by the superficial observer.
But if either one of my critics will consider the difficul-

ties of writing a monograph on this subject, abounding
as it does in such an infinity of detail, they will find, if

they confine their writings to a certain amount of space,
that only the traits common to the species can be con-
sidered; to note the individual exceptions would make a
task as endless as it woxdd be unprofitable to writer or
reader. B. Waters

Proposed League of New York Counties.

BiNQUAMTON, N. Y. , Dec. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just finished reading the Christmas number of
your valuable paper and can find but just one fault with
it: I very much miss your motto, "Stop the sale of game."
I doubt not that there is not another thing that is so ear-
nestly desired by so great a number, and has so little said
in its favor, as this one thing, Among the shooters of my
acquaintance the ratio is at least ten to one in favor of
prohibiting the sale of game. Those of the minority are
a class of men who, as a rule, woi;ld be on the wrong
side of most any question, and not one of them go shoots
ing for the sport derived.

I have just finished trhat I cqnsider a ver^
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conservative estimate of the rramber of ruffed grovise
killed in this county alone during the present aeason.
I calculate that at least 10 000 have been killed. When
I see sure extermination going on at this rapid rate
it makes me feel as if I must try and help
do something to put a stop to it. As I have
remarked, it is not a lack of numbers of those
desiring further protection, but rather a united, con-
certed action We see public-spirited individuals and
associations expending money and time liberally to intro-

duce and acclimate some foreign game bird, which is

very commendable, but let us puppose that all should
bend their energies toward protecting one already accli-

mated. Give him enough close season in which to get
his growth and strength of wing; remove the 2.')-cent

bounty from his proud, defiant head, and we shall always
have him with us, the king of them all. New York is a
very large State, and the interest taken in some particu-
lar kind of game varies much ia different sections. With
us ruffed grouse shooting is our chief sport, Very natu-
rally we wish to see him pro^^f c^rd. What we would like

to see would be a law to make the open season Oct. 10 to
Dec. 15, and to prohibit the sale. Our prPFent plan is to
get some of the adjoining counties, whose interests are
identical with ours, and form a five-county league (or
whatever the number of counties may be) We feel that
we cm acoomplisli more this way thaa any other. To
this end I would be pleased to hear from all eportsmen in
adjoining counties who take enough interest in protec-
tion to write me that I may be able to submit plans to them
looking toward the formation of county league. We
recognize Forest and Stream as our oKly medium and
earnest aHy in this work. H, W. Brown.

Maine's Indian Guides.

Worcester, Mass , Dec 15 —Editor Forest and Stream:
In a copy of Forest and Stream published some time
about Nov, 1 I noticed an article by Mr. A, L. Turner
deecribing how he got even with his Indian guide. The
tone of the article reflects on Indians in general, and has
caused a great deal of indignation among not only the
Indians, but among the people in general in the Penob-
scot country. It is a gross injustice to thelndians to pub-
lish such an article, and I hopa you will publish this to
show the true facts.

I spent two weeks among the Indians at Debsconeag
dead water this fall. My guide was Joe Francis, the best
guide and keenest hunter I know of. He would see more
game, and give the sportsman more opportunities in a
given time than, any guide I ever knew,
During my first week out I shot at no less than six or

seven deer, missing every one. I then discovered that
the sights on my gun were wrong. On Monday of the
second week I killed a spike buck; on Tuesday, a beauti-
ful buck deer with fine head; and on Wednesday by 8
o'clock in the morning I had killed a caribou weighing
some 400 or 500lb3. The weather was not favorable to
moose hunting, so we only hunted one day.
Oa my return I had the thrilling experiencf» of travel-

ing eleven miles over ice so thin that constant care was
liecessary to avoid going through. Air holes on every
side were a constant reminder of the danger, and no man
in the party felt willing to release his hold on the canoe,
which was carried on a hand sled.

The uniform kindness and courtesy of the Indians,
their untiring efforts to please, and the conscience dis-
played in their work and charges command my highest
respect, and I condemn the man who would maliciously
disparage them. E. A. C. Becker.

[This being Christmas week, and a proper time for pro-
moting good feeling, we cheerfully explain that we never
for a moment thought of the article complained of as
casting general reflections upon the Indians of Maine,
and we regret that it should have been so interpreted by
the people of the Penobscot. We know Joe Francis; and
if all the others are like him we cannot imagine that any-
body would wish maliciously to disparage them, J

Boone and Crockett Club Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Boone and Crockett Club

wUl be held at the Metropolitan Club in this city on Satur-
day, Jan 16, at 6:30 P. M., and will be followed by a
dinner.
The business of the meeting will be the election of a

president to succeed the late Gen. Bristow, election of
ofiB.cers and committees for the coming year, and the con-
sideration of measures for the more effective protection
of big game in certain parts of the country where it is

most seriously threatened.
This meeting will inaugurate a new plan which it is in-

tended to carry further in the future, and which is likely
to result in making the meeting still more attractive as
well as more significant of the purposes and interests of
the club.

Mr. A. P. Low, of the Canadian Geological Survey, will
be the guest of the club at this dinner and will read a
paper, to be illustrated by stereopticon pictures, upon his
recent explorations, made for the Dominion Government,
in the interior of the Labrador Peninsula. Mr. Low's ex-
plorations, one of which occupied two years, are the first

ever undertaken in a region which until then was un-
known. His paper deals with those portions of the
pe*!insula which are of most interest to sportsmen.

Connecticut Game Birds.

Haiiden, Conn., Dec, 14.—Birds and other game have
been more plentiful this year than for a number of years,
and some excellent bags have been made, The Mongo-
lian pheasants, however, which were introduced in this
vicinity durmg the past three years and which seemed to
be doing so well last summer, appear to haTe been exter-
minated. Whether they were killed by^hooters before
the law was off, or by other enemies, it is hard to say. It
is to be regretted that the efforts of such public-spirited
sportsmen as J. B. Robinson and others, who have un-
selfishly given both time and money in order to introduce
this bird here, have been crowned with such discouraging
success. It is said that Mr. Rabinson alone has spant
more than $500 in an attempt to make the introduction of
this bird successful.

While snaring has nearly become extinct in this im-
mediate neighborhood, stiU another lawbreaker is very
much in evidence; I refer to the Sunday shooter. I have
had it from very reliable authority that ^these Simday

shooters, some of them at least, are loud howlers for the
observance of the game laws and against the snarers
through the week, but that when Sunday comes they
quieMy slink with dngg and guns into the woods and
break the laws themselves. Tbtre is one thing certain,
anyhow, and that is some one is breaking the law regu-
larly, «s the reports of guns can be heard in the woods
every Sanday. William H. Avis.

"That reminds me."

Ducking Air- Ship.

Boston, Dec. 17

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Dur-
ing the heated debates on the proper caliber of a rifle for
big game, I suggested a contrivance for the rapid exter-
mination of it (the game, not the debate). I have waited
patiently to hear from somebody who wants such a thing,
and now I have given up all hope of ever hearing from
anybody. Why don't Deerslayer apply for one? It would
be much surer than a shotgun.
Now that the duck-shooting season is at its height, I

thought it would not be out of place for me to offer to the

sporting public the latest improvement in that line. The
inclosed sketch speaUs for itself. It has several advan-
tages over the sunken barrel, hole in the mud or iceway,
viz : No cold or wet feet; no danger of tide rising and
you having to swim for shore; no decoys. If the birds
feel indisposed to come to you, why, all you have got to
do is to go to them.
Now, there is a great field for improvement even in

this method. Take, for instance, a suitable net or some-
thing else to catch the killed birds in. We have often
heard of showers of toads, but unless some inventive
gftnius contrives some way of catching the birds after
they're shot, showers of ducks will not be an uncommon
occurrence in the future. The Slaughterer.

How to Keep your Clothes Dry in a Shower.
By the by, some of your readers may like to know

how the Indians manage to keep their clothing dry in a
heavy shower, A good many years ago, when south-
western Michigan was a newer country than at present,
a friend of Aatler's went out there to look for a home.
He "met up" with four or five more men on the same
business, and together they tramped across a large prairie,

A heavy shower came up, and they "pulled foot" for the
timber, but when they reached it were thoroughly
drenched. They halted, built a large fire and stood
around it to dry their steaming clothes, when they saw
approaching a small party of Indians, whom they had
passed at speed on the prairie. It was a conspicuous fact,

and one not to be forgotten, that every Indian was at
that time attired simply in his native modesty (which
with an Indian is generally an unknown quantity), and
further, that each sat upon a tightly rolled bundle of
clothing, thus protecting it in a great measure from the
pouring rain. When they passed the whites, the shower
had passed, and they were once more duly attired in dry
clothing.
The whites, aftet some hours passed in attempting to

dry their duds, moved on, saying among themselves that
after all there was something to be learned from an In-
dian, Kelpie.

"Fezzunts" and: their Ways.
Oil City, Pa., Dec. 23.—1 extracted so much pleasure

and comfort from reading Mr. Waters's able article on
the ways of ruffed grouse that I feel like trying to add
my little mite to the literature that treats of the noblest
game bird that flies. With that idea in view I have
clipped the following from the Oil City, Fa,., Blizzard,
being an essay on "fezzunts" from the pen of a small
boy:

"i don't no much about fezzunts only what i hav hurd
my pa tel. he hunts after them rite along but I never
see eny of them only what hangs in frunt of the mete
shop pa sez the fezzunt is quite taim when trout is in see-
zun but thay keep gettin' smarter rite along til fall and
then thay are to smart to shoot. Thay must be offul cute.
Pa says thay will preten not to see Mm and get behin a
tree an pa wil shoot whare he thot thay wuz. Sum-
times he cums home reel mad. He sez if he only had a
good settur dog he could hav plenty of fezzunts to eat
for the mete is very wite and nice only i never had eny.
Sumtimes pa blaims it on the kind of shott and powdur
in his gun and then ma laffs wen pa is gone. She says
pa used to talk that way befour i was borned; i think i

will buy him a fezzunt for crismus from the mete shop; i

know that wil make ma laff too,"
A Good Shot,

Mrs. Younghub: "Oh, Ferdy! I have such a surprise
for you?"
Younghub: "You have, love?"
Mrs. Younghub: "Yes, dear. See this sweet little

dog I bought for ua—only $20, and the dog-seller war-
ranted him to be a pure mongrel!"—Pitcfc.

gea mid §w^r S^flittg.

MEN 1 HAVE FISHED WITH.
XXVII.-Kenneth King.

Those who have followed these sketches may recall
meeting "Ken" King in the story of Capt. Stephpn Mar-
tin, three months back. In the spring of 1860 King was
a man past middle Ufe, broad of shoulder and built like
an athlete. He was an Englishman of the genial, com-
panionable kind that love dogs and gun, keep road houses
just out of town where the bar is hung with guns, fishing
rods and trophies of the hunt, while the talk is mostly on
dogs, a good bit o' snipe ground or the prospect of a
change of wind that would start the ducks up the river.
When you see his full ruddy face,with its closely-cropped
beard, and note that he always wears a suit of brown cor-
duroy which has charged through many an abbatia of
brush and chevaux de friese of briers that have left their
scars, you know the man thoroughly.

It was the first mild day in spring after the ice had left

the Hudson that I walked down the Bethlehem road
which leads from Albany along the river and dropped
into his inn, for there were inns and taverns then and
every country house with a bar and a bed was not a
"hotel.

"Hello, Ken," said I, "how are you? Haven't seen
you in some time,"
He took the proffered hand while about a dozen point-

ers of different ages took a sniff of the stranger's legs,

"Good morning!" he said, and then to another man in
corduroy: "You use the whip too much on that dog, 'e's

lost confidence in you an' in 'imself. Let up on the whip;
I know un an' 'e's a good un, but none o' his breed '11

bear much whip,"
The man went out and King turned to me and re-

marked: "It's a nice morning,"
"You don't seem to know me. Ken," and I mentioned

my name.
He put one hand on the bar and lightly vaulted over,

" 'Eavens! Lad, is it thee come back, an' so pale an' sick-
lookin'; I'd never 'a' knowed thee. Aye! I remember
well the day when I sold ye that pointer puppy Nell, that
you spoiled in the breaking; but Mr. Raymond has some
grand dogs from 'er: why not? Ther's no better pointers
in America than her stock. Here, Click, Sally, Wads,
Jim, come 'ere, you rascals. Look at that lot; feel o*

their ears; ever feel silk softer 'n that? Look a' them
ptrong legs, straight backs, an' then gaze at the heads
Ever see anything like it in the West? No; I'll answer
fur ye, ye didn't."

After I had sufficiently admired the really fine animals
Ken asked: "But what's a matter o' ye? Ye aint a bit
like yer old self. Yer pale an' peaked an' thin; never 'd

'a' knowed ye in the world,"
After I had explained that living for some years among

decaying prairie sod had resulted in a form of ague that .

had pulled me down, he said:

"What ye want is to keep out of doors. Come an' live
wi' me an' shoot an' fish for a month and stop taking
medicine and you'll be all right. I'm goin' down to the
mouth of the Normanskill in the morning to spin for pike
or perch an' I'll give ye a bed here if ye'll go. I want to .

talk over old times. What d' ye say?"
I arranged to go back for my tackle, and as I didn't

care to spend the evening at the inn, I turned up about 11
P, M. and went to bed. The morning was foggy, and as
the current took us down the river we talked of the old-
time pigeon shoots at the Abbey and out at the Bull's
Head , where the West Albany reservoir now stands. He
asked: "Do ye remember the day at the Bull's Head
when Liee Simmons killed twenty-five birds straight and
was tied by Hank Webb? Well, that was a large day, an'
when they shot off the tie ye remember that Hank won
by a bird? Well, I'll tell ye; I loaded for Hank an' put a
leather wad, with a hole in the middle, over the shot, an'
the scatter fetched 'em ev'ry time, Lige missed on his
fifth bird an' Webb killed.*

"Lige got a hint of this before he left the grounds and
asked about it. I showed 'im the wads an' he laughed
an' said: 'I'll have to get some o' these for trap shooting,'
Bring the boat inshore here at the mouth of the creek."

Pulling up the creek until we found its current strong
enough to spin a minnow, we tied up to the limbs of an
overhanging wUlow and used a primitive gang of hooks,
"a flight," Ken called it, consisting of a lip hook fas-
tened to the gimp snell a couple of inches above the
larger hook, which was inserted in the tail of the bait so
as to bend the latter and make it spin in the current.
Our rods were plain ash and lancewood, stiff, as bait rods
should be; and here for the first time I used a reel, a poor,
cheap one, but still a reel. The most common fish in the
upper Hudson in those days was the yellow perch and
they were always plenty. We took a score of perch be-
fore I had a good strike, and under Ken's advice let the
fish run until he stopped and the word was given to
strike him, and I reeled in a pickerel of about 41bs. This
was a new form of fishing to me, and a little higher kind
than any of the methods of boyhood.
We had our guns, a thing which to-day I dislike to

have on a fishing trip, on the principle that made the old
darky throw a big perch overboard, saying, "W'en I goes
a-cattin' I goes a-cattin', an' I leaves dese yer' fellows till

I wants 'em." But Ken King was primarily a gunner
and only incidentally an angler. I was watching the cur-
rent alternately bring the spinning minnow to the surface
and then take it below, while speculating if the swivels
were working properly so as to avoid twisting kinks in
the line or unlaying it, when a kingfisher suddenly came
upon us and gave its whirring alarm, and at the same in-
stant Ken shot without warning. I wondered why he
shot at the kingfisher; the bird went on unharmed, while
I looked at the old man, whose back was toward me, and
no game in sight. "Cast off, quick!" he said, and in a
minute I was at the oars, pulling as he directed. His gun
spoke again, and he picked up a fine mallard which had

* I know nothing of using this sort of wad on top of shot. -Never
heard of it before nor since, and ^ive it as 'twas told to me over
thirty-five years ago. It was not necessary to pat a card wad over
llie leather because in those days a man could go to the score with
the muzzle up. I have killed many a squirrel vvith no wad over the
shot when he was above and time was short. Old Albanians will re-
member Elijah Simmons as one of the greatest horsemen of his day
in the State, and also Hank Webb as the most formidable roush and-
tumble fighter of Albany's volunteer fire department when lighting:
was the most important qualification of a fireman.
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dropped at the first shot, and which I now saw for the
first time.
The fog thickened after we had gone back and fished

nr\nl tinae came to eat, for our very light breakfast
needed reinforcement early; few men not accustomed to
leing before daylight can eat much at that unseemly
h ur. As we finishpd eating the fog was so thick that a
man couldn't see over 50ft.; but we could bear the ducks
near the mouth of Normanskill, some distance below, and
even the whistle of their wings and splashings in the
w ater, as well as the loud greetings to the newcomers.
' Cast her off again," said Ken; ' this is too much to
stand. I never could waste my time fishing when such a
lot of ducks as that are calling out for some un to come
and shoot 'em. You won't get such a day for ducks in a
month o' Sundays. Steady now; don't make more noise
than you can help. Stop here on the point and make fast
lo that bush."
Ducks on the wing could not see us until within good

distance, and we banged away for an hour with our muz-
zle-loaders; and then a south wind rolled up the fog, and
we started to pick up the game. A bed of eel grass pre-
vented the dead from being carried down the river, and also
hid some cripples, a few of which we got. We had about
twenty ducks, mainly mallards and black ducks, with an
r dd whistler, bluebill or teal, and a half buahet of perch
Hnd a few pickerel. It was one of those days that a fel-

low runs into by accident when all the conditions are •

favorable for a big day's sport, and which he couldn't re-
npat in a whole season. Every sportsman knows how
this is, and also knows that if he wishes to give a fripnd
a good day's sport and promises it to him it is sure to be
A blank day on his favorite ground, which never before
failed him. And then how mean you feel! I can im-
agine a veteran sportsman reading this, and with a
that's so" go off into a remembrance of the chagrin he

I'' when he invited a friend to join him on "the best bit
' f ' rodcock ground in the State, and but few know of it."

A blank day for himself would be nothing; he is troubled
l.y what his friend may think of the disappointment, and
Ms friend realizes this state of his host's mitid and grieves
for him. The suffering is mutual, that is if the persons
are men of tine sensibilities; other people have no such
sorrows, nor have they the keen pleasure of seeing a
friend have a grand day—but this is not what I was
going to say, and I've gone off moralizing instead of tell-

ing you about the fish and the ducks.
At the inn we received a grand welcome from the

whole kennel, some of which had felt hurt at not being
invited to go when they saw us take guns; but we were
forgiven for that, and they tried to divine where we had
traveled by the odor of our boots and trousprs, and the
pil« of ducks was sniffpd at in order to determine the
species, just as a scientifio fellow would count primaries
and measure tarsi. Then their heads were rested on our
knees, and great, intelligent eyes would look reproach-
fully at us because they had been left behind; and at the
same time a number of waving tails assured us of a wel-
come home, and a forgiveness for all neglect. A man
who does not love some dog must be incapable of appre-
ciating the truest friendship that exists on this earth. In
sickness or in health, in the depths of poverty and misery
the most faithful friend of man sticks to him when all
others have left him. I said "some dog," for there are
dogs that are not lovable: mongrels, snappish curs, and
ladies' lap-dogs. But the dogs of the sportsman, setters,
pointers and terriers, are intelligent companions who
know more than some entire families. I except bounds
from this category, for they have been bred to be of ser-
vice in the hunt, but not companions of man.
Shakespeare, who knew more of all things than any

other man who ever lived, always excepting Ignatius Don-
nelly, realized that dogs were no more to be classed alike
than men are, for Macbeth says to the professional mur-
derers:

"Ay, in the catalogue ye go for men,
As hounds, and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,

Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolves are 'cleped

All by the name of dogs; the valued file

Distinguishes the swift, the slow, the subtile;

The housekeeper, the hunter, ev'ry one,

According to the gift which bounteous nature
Hath iu him clos'd, whereby he doth receive

Particular addition from the quill

That writes them all alike; and so of men."

Life was assuming a new aspect; hitherto it had been
"one grand, sweet song." True, there had been a few
minor discomforts and discords which were forgotten in
a week and only remembered to be laughed at, but to be
a semi-invalid for over six months caused some serious
thoughts. Before the trip West "ague" was merely a
word without meaning, like many medical terms, but on
acquaintance with people who had it, or said they had it,

it seemed only a synonym for laziness. The shake and the
fever were indulged in behind closed doors, and a poor,
spiritless creature devoid of ambition was all that was
visible, and these had mostly been a lot of long-legged, sal-
low specimens that fed on bacon and hot saleratus bread.
"No, sirl" said one from the swamps, "I never was poor
enough to eat cold bread; we allers have it hot and yaller
as a gold ring." A man from Posey county, Ind., saw
me eating a muskmelon in Kansas and remarked: "I kin
fat one o' them things and set in the sun an' git up a
shake any time." But I thought there was better sand in
my gizzard; yet here I was.
King sent up for me to come and shoot snipe over some

of bis dogs; somehow the invitation did not awaken any
of the old-time enthusiasm, but there was an awakening
when we met in the evening. The chill and the fever
had given my liver a song and dance that morning, and
to-morrow would be a "well day" as far as they were
concerned, but there would be that lethargy which had
seemed to be merely laziness in the saleratus-eating men.
On entering the inn in the evening every dog wagged
recognition as to an old friend, although they had met
me but once. Ken had his opinion of doctors, and after
retiring he brought up a little pitcher of some decoction
that was hot, sweet and strong, and not only prescribed
it, but in order to prove its good qualities actually drank
a whole tumbler himself.
The morning was young when we left the inn with

Click and Sally, two handsome, well-broken liver an i

white pointers, whose eagerness required frequent words
of caution, A bit of springy ground between the river
and the road, nea? the Abbey, was to be looked after
first. Km warned th^ dogs to go slow, for they were

birds which were lying close after hearing our voices.
The dogs quartered the ground beautifully, and after
ranging to the left turned at the signal ; and then Sally
suddenly became a statue, and Click backed her point.
Being on the left of King, I flushed the bird. The
first barrel sent its messengers behind the bird, but
the second brought it to grass; the dogs dropped to shot,
for they were not retrievers, and they were sent on
toward King, while I sought the bird and wet both feet
before it was picked up. By this time King bagged a
bird off to the right, and we took four out of that bit of
bog. The working of the dogs, the rapid beating of the
heart as a snipe rose and cried acaipe! scaipe! but didn't
'scape, was of more benefit to an ague-burdened man
than a feast of quinine. It was sundown when we
reached the inn with a goodly bag of snipe, and as we
parted Ken said: "It's done thee good, lad, ther's a
color in yer face that shows it. When ye want another
day with the snipe or with bii'ds let me know."
In the fall came a desire for a day with woodcock, and

King said: "Wait until the first good frost and there'll
be a flight from the North." So after a few light frosts,
when the moon was near the full, the evening was clear
and cold, and gave promise of a hard frost before morn-
ing and a good day for "birds." "Just in time," said
King, as I dropped in on him, "there'll be a hard frost
to-night and a good prospect of finding birds plenty in
the morning." He introduced me to a gentleman from
Virginia who would accompany us on the morrow. The
name is hopelessly lost, but he was a slender man of
about forty-five years, rather reserved and dignified, and
with one stiff knee, which, from something he said after-
ward, might have been a relic of the Mexican war. He
had a fine fowling piece, a Joe Manton, which had been
altered from flint to percussion locks. His family was
at Saratoga, and hp was on a visit to Albany to see the
famous kennel of pointers owned by Ken King.
We were afoot early and on nearing the first bit of bog

heard a shot. "No use," said King, "some fellow is

ahead of us," and we went on. A .single wild pigeon
crossed the road and the Virginian dropped it at a sur-
prising distance. "A good shot that," said Ken, "an' a
good gun. I shouldn't wonder if I traded you some good
doga for it before you leave; I have several good guns,
an' two of 'em are Manton's, but there's room in the racks
for more."

Our friend looked up and said: "If you get it I should
wonder, sirl That gun was a present to my father, sir,

and he gave it to me. My father was a good wing shot
when but few men in Virginia thought of shooting at a
flying bird, and the old gun may rust out, but it will not
be sold or traded. There must be birds back there in that
marsh, that man has shot several times, sir."

We entered a bit of marsh well filled with brush,
swamp alders and the like, but not very wet now. The
dogs were eager and at first disposed to range widely, but
continued caution from their master corrected this. The
Virginian was in the middle, and as King managed the
dogs we were necessarily close together. I had wondered
why thpold dogs. Click and Sally, had not been taken on
this trip instead of the puppies Spank and Trot. King
let bis friend fiush and kill every bird that the doga found
on his side, while I took a share of the others. And so it

went until the sun was long past meridian and we turned
homeward. King had not killed a bird. He had made
those puppies bacli each other's points, drop to shot and
come to heel when there seemed no necessity for the
latter order. And it was a mystery.
At the inn it was all plain. I had been interested only

in the sport, while King was displaying the perfect work-
ing of his young stock for commercial purposes. We
counted out of our game bags twelve brace of woodccck
and an odd snipe or two. I said "game bags." The
sportsman of to-day has probably never seen one. They
were elegant and expensive but—must I confess it? a
nuisance. A big leather bag for lunch, wads or other
necessaries slung over the shoulder, and outside of the
bag was a net for carrying the game so that it might be
seen of men. Perhaps this last part of its construction
was what put it out of fashion; suppose there was no
game? Certain it is that theold-fashitjned sportsman was
more picturesque with his powder flask, shot pouch and
game bag than the modern one with his cartridge belt
and shooting coat with its capacious pockets; just as the
old 74-gun frigate under full sail was more beautiful than
the iron-clad fighting machines which to-day make the
great navies of the world.
But—and please emphasize this "but"—the iron-clad

has taken all the poetry out of a sea-fight. Call up Perry,
Paul Jones, Farragut or Nelson and ask them their
opinions of the iron pots worked by steam; but those old
sea-dogs are not at hand to give opinions on warships,
and but few of the older sportsmen are living who shot
in the days of Wade Hampton, Herbert, Col. Skinner
and the older American sportsmen; that class who by
precept and example elevated field sports above market
fhooting. They came at the right time and had their in-

fluence on reading men. Their work will not be com-
plete until all men who shoot or fish are reading men and
learn that the destruction of life in great numbers is not
the highest form of sport.

Quite a number of pointers went to Virginia that fall,

and for years I had the beautiful embossed game bag
which the stranger presented to me and wish it was
hanging on the wall with other relics, but it disappeared
and is among the unaccountables.

In 1865, on returning to Albany after another absence
of several years, I naturally drifted down to the old inn;
but the faces there were all new and to a question a man
replied: "O, yes! Ken King; I knowed 'im well; 'e used
to shqot a great deal an' 'ad a lot o' dogs. 'E's been dead
a couple o' year and the widow went back to England."
Among his sayings that are remembered is the remark

he made after our last trip. Said he: "That man who
was shooting in that first bog as soon as it was light

enough to see was an old fellow from across the river
who shoots snipe and birds without a dog, an' 'e knowed
ther' 'd be a flight o' birds that night as well as the birds

knew it. His name is Port Tyler, an' 'e traps mink and
muskrats along the river in winter, but when it comes to

the shootin' season I wish 'e'd stop on bis own side of the
river; confound 'im, 'e's always out afore anyone else.

Did you ever meet him?"
"Yes, " said I, "often; I know him quite well."

"Then you tell 'im that I'll give 'im the choice of that
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new litter if 'e'll stop on 'is own side of the river w'en
the birds are in season." Feed Mather,

NEW JEfiSEY POUND NETS.
[From the forthcoming report of the Commissioners of Fishery and

(xame.]

Pound Nets,—It would be d ffloulfc indeed, in the opin-
ion of your Commission, to suggest any measure which
would prove more conducive to the fishing interests of
the State, and to the general welfare of all persons resid-
ing near the coast, than an act regulating the taking of
fish by means of pound nets. N w Jersey is one of the
few States which permits individual and corporate greed
to slaughter thousands of fish annually with but a slight
return therefor to the general public. The highest court
of the United States has decided that the fish within three
miles of the coast line are the "property of the State, and
that the State has a right to regulate their taking. En-
actments have been on our statute books for nearly a cen-
tury regulating the taking of shad and of other fish

coming to our shores and into our rivers; for a similar
period have Legislatures recognized the necessity of tak-
ing care of our game to prevent its extermination; but
nevertheless, in these days when fisboulture and game
protection have been brought to a state approaching per-
fection, the most destructive and most pernicious system
of slaughtering fish is permitted to go on without let ot
hindrance. All the devicps which modern ingenuity can
contrive are adapted to the taking of fish from the sea, not
solely for the purpnse of supplying food, but in order to
accumulate wealth from the man\ifacture of compost.
Every interest in the State has bent to the will of the
people, and has adnnitted the propriety of government
by the Lpgislature, with the single exception of the
monopoly which has strung unsightly pound nets
along our coast by the scores. Tbe paid agents of this
trust have appeared year after year in the halls of legisla-

tion for tbe purpose of frustrating any plans tending to
restrictive legislation. No one denies the propriety of
levying tribute upon tbe sea for the purpose of supplying
food to the human family, and with proper restrictions
there will be food there for centuries lo come, But the
pound net trust is not satisfied with a fair return, but in-
sists on taking everything possible in as short a time as
possible. Their nets have been erected in close proximity
to inlets from the ocean, which are ascended every
spawning season by thousands of fish for the purpose of

-

propagating their kind; the female, distended with spawn,
and the fingerling, wending its way seaward for the first

time in its existence, all fall an easy prey to the rapacity
of the pound net. It requires no skill in fishculture to
foretell what the result wnl be, for be the larder of nature
ever so great it cannot stand any such drain. Your Com-
mission does not advocate prohibitory measures, but we
do most strenuously m-ge the passage of some law by
which the heritage left us by our forefathers will be pre-
served for our descendants. It is not a question of New
Jersey alone; it is a question vitally affecting the food
fish supply of the entire country.
But New Jersey has other interests at stake besides

those of a food supply for its inhabitants. The sands
along our coast have become favorite abiding places dur-
ing the heated months for thousands of strangers and the
seaside resorts are increasing in population every year.
The revenue to residents of New Jersey from this source
is inestimable and none would be so foolhardy as to deny
that it is worth preserving. But the cool winds and
the foaming breakers do not alone constitute the attrac-
tions which bring to our shores annually thousands from
other States. A large proportion of these are attracted
by the fresh fish and by the spnrt of angling. The pound
net trust has destroyed both after having first deprived
hundreds of our residents of a means of obtaining a live-

lihood. In former years our hardy fishermen depended
upon the sea for a never-failing means of subsistence, and
the hotels and residents along the coast depended upon
these fishermen for a supply of fresh fish for daily meals.
Now the fishermen have been deprived of their means of
gaining a livelihood, for the large nets prevent the fish

from coming within their reAch; a monopoly has taken
the bread from the mouths of hundreds of honest toilers.

The large steamers of the trust remove the contents of
the pockets of the nets and these contents are taken to

the large marts of New York and Philadelphia, there
placed on ice, and in a stale and much deteriorated con-
dition they are returned to the very shores from which
the monopoly snatched them, to be sold at prices a
hundred per cent, higher than they commanded when in
former years they were taken by our own residents fresh
from their briny habitat. Two of the greatest charms of

summer life by the sea have been removed and the public

has not reaped a commensurate advantage therefrom.
The advocates of pound net fishing tell us that the

ocean is so large that its stores are inexhaustible. We
were told the same some years ago when some of our
birds were sought for millinery decorations; the white
egret and other birds of beautiful plumage came from
southern climes, where they bred by the hundred thou-

sand; according to the claims of those who reaped ill-

gotten gains from the slaughter of these birds there
could be no danger of extermination, for the source of
supply was so great. In those days the birds whose plu-

mage was in demand for decorations were plentiful along
our shores, but despite this fact and the alleged inexhaus-
tible source of supply many of the species have been
practically exterminated. The egrets are no longer seen
where formerly they were present in large fiocks, and the
history of the e?ret has been repeated many times in
other species. Your Commission hopes that the Legisla-

ture will provide measures by whicti the fish in the sea
will not share the same fate as the birds of the air.

In addition to tbe claim that the fish supply is inex-

haustible came last year the claim that the men who had
engaged in pound-net fishing should not be subjected to

restrictive legislation or requu-ed to pay a tax for the con-

tinuance of their privilege because they had invested

their money without any idea of such regulations or

tribute. This claim has been utterly nullified by the

action of the angry sea, which twice during the past sea-

son destroyed the nets and strewed its sands with the iron

pillars and chains which held the nets. A more fitting

answer to the alleged poverty of the trust could not be

found than ibe fact that after the first ravages of the sea

the nets were quickly replaced by new ones; now, when
our coast is clear of these pernicious contrivances, their

tQUlU^T pwneF? pwkisg plans for tlj© erection nexti
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year of even more destructive and larger nets than have
ever disfigrured tbe sands of New Jersey. They cannot
now plead the injustice of a tax on property suppoaed to
be exempt, for if the Legislature should enact a law for
the proper regulation of pound-net fishing, that law will
have been on our statute oooks long before the first stake
is driven or the first mesh woven. It is high time that
something be done to protect the fishermen along our
coast and the dweller at the seaside, and no time can
possibly be more propitious than the present, rendered so
by the action of the elements, nor more urgent, made so
by the rapacity of the trust in the past season.

ANGLING NOTES.
Justice In England.

In Whitehaven County Court, England, a convicted
poacher sued a justice of the peace for the value of a net
and for damages for its retention. The plaintiff had been
convicted of illegal netting before the defendant, and
aft*>r cnnviction the latter had retained the net captured
with the prisoner. It seems that by an old act of Parlia-

ment, which had never been repealed, there was no clause
forfeiting the tools of a convicted poacher, although sub-
sequent acts relating both to fish and game contained
provisions by which net'' could be retained or destroyed
by the legal authorities when their owner was convicted
of using them illegally. Judge Steavensm, who pre-

sided, said that to give back a net to a convicted poacher
was like handing back poison or a dagger to a convicted
assassin, but tbe law being as it was he would have to find

for tbe plaintiff, and his dpcision was that the defendant
must return to the plaintiff the net or its value; and as
the law was silent as to the value of such property and
a lso as to when it must be returned to its owner, he would
fix the value at 1 penny and give the defendant six years
in which to return the net or pay the penny. A man
who dispenses law as Judge Steavenson did in this case,

impartially and with an eye to the eternal fitness of
things, should be Lord Chief Justice of England, and
every sportsman In the realm should support him. I

should not bp surprised if brother Marston should make
Judge Steavenson a guest of honor at the next dinner of
the Fly-Fishers' Club in London.

Walton's Angler.

FORKST AND Stream informed its readers only last week
that at Sotheby's, in London, a copy of tbe first edition

of Walton's "Compleat Angler" sold at auction for £415,
or $2,075. and was knocked down to Mr. Pickering.
An enterprising daily newspaper in New York State

must have seen a notice of the sale and judged it to be
worthy of a leaded editorial notice, for it contained such a
notice, giving the price for which the book sold as $525,
and concludes: "It must be remembered, however, that
the book contains the champion fish stories."

Great Scott I Izaak Walton's Angler contains the
champion fish stories, in the sense that this writer inti-

mates; it is enough to make one weep and gnash his

teeth.

The paper from which I have quoted gives some atten-

tion to field sports, and in its news items was an account
of a wild deer invading a small village in southern New
York. It describes the passage of the deer through the
town and how it finally disappeared by jumping over a
fence, "leaving some of its silky hair on the top rail."

The writer could not have meant that a deer really has
silky hair; he was probably thinking of a dear mermaid
jumping a fence and leaving her silky hair on the top
rail, for mermaids do have silky hair, and they do jump
fences, although Izaak Walton does not mention the fact
in his Angler.

Newfound Lake and Its Trout.

The people about Newfound Lake, New Hampshire, are
not—at least, some of them are not—entirely pleased at
the manner in which the New Hampshire Fish Commis-
sioners are conducting fishcultural oi)erations at the lake,

as I learn from letters and editorials in tbe Bristol Enter-
prise, The paper vouches for one Mr. E. T. Pike, who
says of the lake trout in Newfound Lake: "There is no
doubt in my mind that there would be to-day many more
trout in our lake had the Commissioners not interfered
with the natural order of things at all. Every fall previ-
ous to twelve years ago vast numbers of these fish were
speared. Why, thirteen years ago this fall over 300 large
trout were speared, to my positive knowledge. I saw one
boat that contained seventy-two, another sixty, and
there were several other boats that had ten or more
each. Farmers and others used to salt down these fish

by the barrel, and yet even such slaughter did not dimin-
ish the number sepn each year on the spawning beds."

If I should write a statement of that sort for Forest
AMD Stream over my own name the editor not only would
not print it, but he would go posthaste to the nearest
court to make a motion to have me confined in an institu-

tion for the feeble-minded, and my twenty years' connec-
tion with this journal would come to an inglorious end at
the drop of the hat; but there is nothing in the Boston
papers to indicate that Mr. Pike has been confined in any
sort of an institution since he informed a curious world that
his head was of a peculiar shape, with unique trimmings.
Mr. Pike should have lived before Jacobi, before Garlick,
before the days of fish commissions and fishcultural asso-
ciations, and if he could have convinced the fathers of
fishculture that the surest way to keep up the supply of
food fish was to slaughter them when they came onto
these spawning beds to reproduce their kind, there would
have been no experiments in artificial fish propagation.
There would have been no need of costly fish commis-

sions if Mr. Pike's theory could be proved to be correct;
for instead of a fiah commission turning hundreds of thou-
sands of young fish, artificially hatched, into a lake when
the stock ran low, it would be a far better way, and a
cheaper, to furnish the people with spears to kill the fish

on their spawning beds before they deposit their eggs.
Mr. Pike and his statements would not be worth one

dip of a pen into ink to reply to if he were not supported
by Capt. W. A. Beckford, and Capt. Beckford's cotifirma-
tion would not be worth the second dip of the pen }.i both
were not supported by the editor of the paper in V^ich
their views are printed.
Read what Capt. Backford says under the heading, "It

is a Rjbberyi" ' There is no doubt in my mind that the
poUgy jpureu^d by the Fish CQiiaitniggigBers during the las$

nine years has been of vast injury to the fishing interests

of Newfound Lake. There used to be a vast number
of fish speared every season on the spawning beds, but yet
the natural hatching of the eggs in the lake kept the sup-
ply good. * * * Nine years ago the Fish Commissioners
were attracted by the immense number of fish that could
be taken from thespawning beds of this lake. They built

a hatching house capable of holding at the most only 800,-

000 eggs. They captured the trout by the hundreds, took
bushels of eggs from them and carried them all off to dif-

ferent parts of the State, except enough to fill the trays in
our hatching house."
This is where the robbery comes in, that after the trays

in the hatching house were full the balance of the eggs
were taken elsewhere to be hatched. I imagine Capt.
Beckford uses figurative expressions when he speaks of
hundreds of trout and bushels of eggs, for one of the
New Hampshire Fish Commissioners told me years ago
that Newfound Lake had been speared almost^ to death,
and it would require a long time to get the lake back to

normal condition, so far as its trout were concerned, after
the years of spearing, poaching and other outrages the
lake had been subjected to. Are all the people so blind
that they cannot see that they are now paying the penalty
for the years of spearing that nearly destroyed the trout;
that the best efforts of the Fish Commission cannot re-

store in half a dozen years what tbe people have been 100
years in exterminating? Seemingly there was no protest
from the people when the robbery of the spawning beds
of the fish was carried on year after year, but the moment
intelligent fishculture comes to their aid to restock the
despoiled waters with trout it is robbery to take any of
the eggs or fry from the lake. The views of the two cor-
respondents and of the editor regarding fishcultural

methods show such an ignorance of the subject that they
are not worth quoting at length, and one sample will
do. The Commissioners are advised to keep the fry until
they are large enough to take care of themselves, "be-
cause the cost of the tanks for this purpose would be but
a trifle."

A good many years ago I spent some time in the West.
It was during the building of the Union Pacific Railroad.
Col. Harry Brownson, the general freight agent of the
road, was visiting me in my tent in Wyoming Territory,
and wished my striker to do some mending for him. The
Colonel went into a tent store in Bryan to buy a paper
of needles. The merchant recognized him as the man
who was chief of the freight department of the road and
charged him $1 for the paper of needles. The Colonel
protested at the exorbitant charge, but when the man
explained that it was not the cost of the needles, but the
freight on the needles that made them so high, the
Colonel paid the dollar without further murmur.
So with the matter of rearing fish; it is not the trifling

cost of the tanks, but it is the cost of feeding and attend-
ance that make yearling trout come so high; and in a
State like New Hampshire, where the appropriations for
fishculture are not as robust as elsewhere, the food ques-
tion has to be considered ; for, as I have remarked on
several occasions, fish do not long thrive on a diet of pure
air, even the pure air of New Hampshire,

This part of an editorial will probably appear to the un-
informed like a true bill against the Commissioners, and
it is really the only part of this indictment worth consid-
ering seriously after the admission that spearing of fish

on the spawning beds has been a common practice for
many years: "Many of our local fishermen are becom-
ing aroused at what they call the bad management of
the Fish Commissioners in regard to Newfound Lake.
They claim that the policy which has prevailed for many
years of stripping the fish of this lake of their eggs and
carrying a large proportion of them to other lakes is ruin-
ing the fishing. That not only are vast quantities of the
eggs carried away, but a too large proportion of the fry
hatched at our hatching house is treated in the same
way." I do not know what proportion of the eggs are
returned to the lake in the shape of fry, but it is safe to
say that the Commissioners return several hundred per
cent, more than would result from the "natural order of
things" mentioned by Mr. Pike. What per cent, of eggs
result in fry from the natural order of things? Five per
cent, would, in all probability, be a very large estimate.
We do know that by count only two per cent, of salmon
eggs were impregnated in one case of the natural order
of things, and allowing for all casualties and fatalities

between impregnation and the date of hatching, which
may be 150 days, five per cent, is a liberal estimate. In
the hatching house something over ninety per cent, of the
eggs taken artificially produce healthy fry, and if the
Commissioners return one-quarter of the fry to the lake it

is a vast improvement on the natural order of things.
The Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission of New

York has contracts with the owners of five private lakes.
Three are in the Adirondacks, one is in the Catskills and
one is on Long Island. Understand that these are abso-
lutely private waters, where the fish can breed under the
natural order of things and all the increase will be-
long to the owners of the lakes. In spite of this
fact the owners enter into an agreement with
the Commission by which it can send its men
to these private waters and take the spawn from
the trout. For this privilege the State in return
agrees to hatch the eggs and restore a proportion
of the fry to the lakes. In four instances the
Commission must return to the lake one-fifth, or 20
per cent, of the fry; and in the fifth case the Commission
must return one-sixth of the fry, keeping four-fifths and
five-sixths respectively to be planted in the public waters
of the State. The owners of the lakeB are successful busi-
ness men, so successful that they are able to own valuable
trout lakes as private preserves, and it is not at all prob-
able that they would voluntarily enter into an agreement
with the State by which they would get the hot end of the
deal. Being in a position to make their own terms, it is

safe to assume that they consider 16f per cent, and 20 per
cent, respectively of the eggs returned as fry to their lakes
a better arrangement for them than the natural order of
things.

It is true that none of the gentlemen referred to
permit their trout to be speared on the spawning beds,
as they probably have not heard of this method of keep-
ing up the stock. A gentleman in New Hampshire, not
connected with the Fish Commission, writes me: "Have
you read the ridiculous stptement in a Bristol paper re-
garding Newfound Like? The truth of the matter is that
aJl the trout were speared out of the lake when the Com-
MiMlo;^ topk bold Qt It to TGBtQGk it, and the Qoi|aplai|^ti!

read to 'me like the wail of disappointed poachers who
would like to return to their vomit again."

I wish to assure the gentleman that I have read the
statement be refers to, as he will discover if he reads this
note in Forest and Stream.

New Book by Mr. Halford.

There will soon be ipisued a new book by Mr. F. M Hal-
ford upon "Dry FJy Entomology," giving brief descrip-
tions of leading tvpes of nfttural insects serving as food
for trout, with 100 best flifs and manner of dressing
them. There will be ten plates of flies, hand colored,
and plates of insects. A, N. Cheney.

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION REPORT.
We have received the first annual report of the New

York Commissioners of Fisheries, Game and Forests for
the period from April 25, 1895, to the close of the fiscal
year, Sept, 30, 1895, In the elaborate character of its

preparation and the fairly sumptuous style in which it

has been produced by engravers and printers, the volume
differs from all other fishery reports we have had in this
country. That which will attract most attention is the
series! of colored lithograph plates of fishes. . Of these the
report says:

"It would be worse than useless to attempt to portray
any fish in colors, unless it were done with absolute fidel-
ity in every detail. Mr. Sherman F, Denton, the artist
of the United States Fish Commission, was engaged to
make sixteen color drawings of fishes and game, and this
he did so faithfully that they will serve to identify the
originals of tho drawings, for fin rays and snale formation
are as faithfully represented as the external colors of the
subjects. These color drawings have been reproduced so
exactly that no colored figures of fishes in existence ex-
ceed them for truthfulness or beauty of execution. They
are absolutely faithful rf productions, which can be said
of no other work of this kind."
We need not add that because of these plates the vol-

ume is one which will be treasured by those who are so
fortunate as to secure a copy, and we can do no better
service to the reader than to hint thaf one will do well to
make sure of his individual copy, provided he shall have
the requisite influence to secure "it. The time will belong
before another opportunity will offer itself to secure such
pictures of fishes without money and without price.
The subject matter of the report has to do with the cus-

tomary business of the Commission. There are special
reports relative to the purchase of lands, an account of
fines and penalties, of net licenses, of the oyster fran-
chises; with reports of the shellfish commissioners and
of the superintendent of hatcheries. There are special
papers on Food for Fishes, by A. N. Cheney; Masoa-
longe, Pike, Pickerel and Pike Pjroh, by Mr.
Cheney; and on the Shad of the Hudson River,
from the same pen. The Rainbow Trout is deawibed by
Dr. Tarleton H, Bean, the Brown Trout bv Mr. R B. Mars-
ton, editor of the English Fishing Gazette, and the
Ouananiche by Mr, E T. D Chambers. Judge S H.
Greene writes of the Chinese Pheasant, and Mr. Granville
Hills has a paper on Summer Woodcock Shooting, to ac-
company reproductions of his photographs of a nesting
woodcock which have already been noticed in our
columns. One paper which is likely to have very marked
interest at this juncture is an exhaustive Report on the
Adirondack Deer by Superintendent of Forests William
F. Fox.

New York Convention.
The annual convention of tbe New York State Associ-

ation for the Protection of Fish and Game will be held
in Syracuse, Thursday, Jan. 14. All clubs and associa-
tions are ur^ed to send delegates, and to communicate at
once with President Frank J. Amsden, Rochester.

Menml

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Feb. 3 to 5.—New EnKlatid Kenuel Club's annual Show, Boston.
Feb. as to 25.—Westminster Eennel Club's twenty-first annual slaow,

New York. James Mortimer, Supt., Heixipstead, L. I.

FIELD TRIALS.
.Tan. 11.—Tupelo, Miss.—Continental Field Trial Club's quail trials.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y.
Jan. 18.- West Point, Mi'ss.—U. S. P. T, C. winter trials. W. B.

Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton, Tenn.
Sept. 6,—Morris, Man. Manitoba Field Trials Club's eleventh an-

nual trials. John Wootton, Sec'y, Manitou. Man.
Nov. 8.—Carlisle, Ind. -Union Field Trials Club second annual trials.

P. T. Madisou, Sec'y, Indianapolis, InJ.
Nov. 15 -Newton, N. C. -Eastern Field Trials Club annual trials.

S. U. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

A REVIEW OF 1896.
Theke has been something of a depressed condition in

the kennel world during the past year,' though matters in
a general way have been mending of late, and some
special branches seemed to have suffered but little, if any,
from dull times. The commercial features of the ken-
nel world are in direct sympathy with general commer-
cial prosperity or adversity. Dogs in a way are a luxury,
a popular and wholesome luxury, one that appeals to the
hearts of all whether they are rich or poor, haughty or
humble, whatever maybe their nation or clime; but when
revenues are cut down economy is a necessity, and while
people love dogs then none the less, a certain percentage
is forced to forego the fancy for them.
Active sales at long prices are far less frequent now than

they were a few years ago, though there is a healthy gen-
eral interest, the tendency of prices being to a basis of
real,values, especially in respect to those given for point-
ers and setters whose ability and service for field work
are considered.
For shooting dogs there has been a fairly good demand

at fair prices, though much less than the excessively large
prices of a few years ago, which no doubt did much to
injure setter and pointer interests, since those inflated
prices were within the reach of but relatively few sports-
men, and therefore they made ownership more exclusive.
Such prices could have no healthy, permanent basis. They
were of the boom order, sure to collapse. The big sums
of money won a few years since at field trials by
eertsw dogs did much to increase their value, for jf a dog
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could win several hundred dollars or several thoueaiid in

a season it was plain that he was not to be sold for a
song.

Prices are now measured more on a dog's field merit
than on ability to campaign and win money, as the
heavy purses put up by nearly all the clubs a few years
ago are now of the things which have passed away.

Field trial interests are taking a turn for the better in
every way, though there are some clubs which are not so

well adjusted financially as we would like to see. How-
ever, by adjusting their finances according to their rev-

enue, they can pull through. If a club spends more than
its income, it is almost certain to have serious problems
to consider sooner or later.

Field trial supporters seem to foster the trials now
more on a basis of sport and less on a mercenary one
than obtained when prices were so much higher. Such
is a healthy sign. It denotes a return to practical worth
instead of the escessive development of the few qualities

which dominate in a half-hour's spin, and which will be
so nrianipulated as to overshadow the work nf a really

meritorious dog, whose work is based on all-day stand-
ards.
The beagle trials also have been well sustained, though

there has been some falling off in interest, probably tem-
porary, as the genuine love of sport which their promot-
ers and supporters display, and the wide scope of country
North and South wherein the beagle may be used, and
last, but not least, the high grade of sport which the mu-
sical little fellows provide, will insure that the beagle will
not be neglected. His intrinsic merits are too well ap-
preciated to be ignored.
His larger cousin, the foxhound, is developing a

strong foilowicg: but unfortunately it is difficult to
hold a trial where the conditions of weather and fox and
grounds are in harmony for good tests, and at the best,

owing to the very nature of a competition which is largely
out of sight of the judges, there is much of haphazard in

making decisions. As a sport it is steadily growing in

favor.
The bench show interests have probably experienced the

greater vicissitudes, quite a number losing financially on
their ventures, though as some clubs disappear others
appear, so that the value of the general whole remains
fairly intact.

There seems to have been a severe frost in the challenge
industry, which flourished so vigorously a short time
since, owing perhaps to the fact that they were not chal-
lenges, but advertisements.
The Pacific coast is now enjoying practically the bless-

ings of home rule in kennel matters, the A. K. O. is gov-
erning wisely, and on the whole there is a jgrospect of a
better year on healthier and more permanent iines.

Tfe* FoRMT AMD SaTtBAM i» put to prest each week on Ihiesdav.
Oorrespondenoe intmdtd for publication eJwuld reach, us at the

latest btf Manday,awi aa imjusK earlier as practicable

HUBSTBOURNE ZIP AND PINMONEY,

THE IRISH SETTER AS A FIELD DOG,
PAST AND PRESENT.—HI.

Little Valley, N. Y,—Editor Forest and Stream:
Queen Bee, the dam of Redfern, had quite a reputation as
a field dog, and to her individual field quality I attribute
most of Redfem's excellence. Probably no dog was ever
heralded far and wide more than Sarsfleld was, and
probably no dog so little deserved it. As a field dog he
never deserved any consideration. I saw him run at the
trials, and a worse exhibition is rarely, if ever, seen. It
will therefore be clear that the mating of Gypsey Maid
with Redtern was one of individual quality rather than
of blood lines. The results as portrayed in Nugget were
an advance on either sire or dam. She had her dam's
pluck and go, with more speed. And she had her sire's

good nose, style and level head.
Redfern was sold by me to Mr, A, M. Valentine, Janes-

ville, Wis. He has always been highly prizad by his
owner. Indeed he should be, as he is all any sportsman
could desire as a field dog.

I have mentioned the fact of Redfern's gunshyness
because the gunshy puppy is generally condemned by
sportsmen who have had a limited experience with dogs.
It has been my experience to have had a number of these
dogs to deal with at various times. I have invariably
found that dogs of this character were possessed with
splendid capabilities.

Gunshyness is by no means the serious fault that it is

claimed to be. It can be cured in the puppy in a short
time by kindness and careful handling.
In 1890 the Irish Setter Club opened a special stake in

connection with the Eastern Field Trials Club. The
Irith setters were to compete in the regular stakes with
the English setters and pointers. There were six or eight
dogs entered for this special, the running of which
afforded no little amusement to the spectators and
opeaed the eyes of those who were handling the
led dogs. I was handling in this stake the
Irish setters Ready II, and William H I had
the misfortune to be down with William H. against
the ultimate winner of the Derby, Tory Lieutenant. He
was handled by that good handler and great wag, John
White. Tory was a wide, fast ranger, and he distanced
William early in the heat; in fact, the latter wasn't in
the hunt at any time in the heat. White noticed my
discouragement, I suppose, for he said in his droll way:
"You look as if you'd like to go up in a balloon." That
just about expressed my feelings, for I then and there
determined to never run another dog in the trials that
could not at least make a decent showing.

I was more fortunate with Rsady II., as she was placed
second in the special to Tillie Boru. The showing the
red dogs made in the stake in comparison with the other
setters revealed their weakness. I have always contend-
ed that the club at this time was on the right course, be-
cause owners and breeders would have a chance to com-
pare their dogs in actual competition with other setters
and pointers; they would then be able to discover their

weak points and know better how to improve their doge*.
To those of us who were there, all the weakness of the
dog as herein pointed out was apparent. He had not the
nose, speed and endurance to compete with the English
setters and pointers. While this is true, it is no reason
why breeders should give up trying to improve their dogs.
English setters and pointers were not always up to the
high standard of to-day. Their owners and breeders at-
tend the trials in numbers, and by careful comparison of
the work done select dogs to breed to and from, and are
thus enabled to keep up the high class of their dogs.
While I attended the Irish setter trials, which were in-
augurated in the next year for Irish setters alone, only
two or three owners and breeders of the dog put in an
appearance. Of these not all had got rid of the color
craze, but as these trials were for Irish setters only there
was no chance for comparison, and much thereby in my
opinion was lost. Dr, H. B. Anderson.

Harstbourne Zip and Pinmoney.
The subjects of our half-page picture this week, Hurst-

boume Zip and Pinmoney, by their excellent field trial

performances are fresh in the memory of those who ad-
mire do^ for their capabilities in actual work, and their
prowess in competition. Hurstbourne Zip distinguished
himself last fall by winning three Derbys in succession,
namely, that of the Manitoba Field Trials Club, run at
Morris, Man. ; that of the Continental Field Trials Club^
run at Kennedy, Minn. ; and that of the Eastern Field
Trials Club, run at Newton, N. C, Pinmoney at the latter
place running a very close second, and winning first the
week following in the United States Field Trials Club's
trials; running then more in the steady, mature manner
of an aged dog and showing a very high class of work,
sound in all details. The portraits are from the original
painted from life by Prof. Edm. H. Osthaus, which is but
a way of saying that they are admirably true and
artistic.

Meet of the Dixie Red Fox Club.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The second annual meet of the Dixie Red Fox Club,

held at Rowland, Ala, , the week ending Dec. 19, was one
of the most successful bound trials ever held in the
United States. The attendance was large, and many of
the prominent fox hunters of the country were present
with their bounds.
For the most part the weather was bad, and conditions

for fox hunting unfavorable; nevertheless there were
several fine races, two red foxes holed and a bog fox
caught by the puppies.
The Derby was for boimds under eighteen months of

age at ^3 50 each ; 50 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to sec-
ond, and 20 per cent, to third. There were fourteen
entries, and the prizes were awarded to J. L. Green's
Frank, A. L. Hennigan's ^oodoo, and J. W. Gilman'g
?'lash, in the order named.

«
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Hoodoo is a remarkable puppy when the fact of his
being \inder twelve months of age is considered.
The stake for hounds of any age had twenty-one en-

tries at $2 50 each; money divided as in the Dprby.
Dr. I. F. Delaney's Captain Banfehead, J. W. Oilman's

T6m, and J. L. Green's Grady received the awards.
At the annual meetmg, held Wednesday evening, the

following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, H. C. Trigg, Glasgow, Ky. ; First Vice-Presi-
dent, Wm. B. Hamilton, Columbus, Miss. ; Second Vice-
President, Malcolm Gilchrist, Courtland, Ala,; Secretary-
Treasurer, Major Val Yound, Waverly, Miss.
Wdverly, Miss., was selected for the next meeting

place, and the time wss fixed between Oct. 15 and Nov,
25, the exact date to be arranged by the secretary so as
not to conflict with that claimed by any other similar or-
ganization.
Among those notably present were: Dr. I. F, Delaney,

Rowland, Ala,; Hon, R. H, Lowe and' J. H, Wallace, Jr.,
Huntsville, Ala.; Mac Gilchrist, Garth Gilchrist and Mr.
Sykes, Courtland, Ala.; Cbas. B. Richardson, Nashville,
Tenn.; Ivanhoe Spears, Ingrams Mills, Miss.; Capt. J. A.
Turner, Ras Richardson and J. W. Tilman, Athens, Ala.;
Col. Wm. B. Hamilton, Columbus, Miss.; Jackson Bros.,
J. L. Green and J. L, Ames, Tenn. H.

Milwaukee Eeniiel ,atid Pet Stock Association.

MiLWAtTKEE, Wis,, Dec. 26.—Editor Forest a7id Stream:
The M. K. and Pet Stock Association will hold a show the
week following Chicago, March 17-20, on the plan of the
Grand Rapids show. The ladies of Milwaukee will give
the club their assistance, and the profits will go for
charity. Louis Stefpin, Sec'y.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
A bite and a sup is an index of as true hospitality at

times as is a nrince's entertainment, but a bite alone is as
it may be. tJnder the caption "Three Hundred Dollars
for a Dog Bite," the Sun has the following: "A jury in the
City Court gave yesterday a verdict for |300 in favor of
Abraham Margolien, a glazier, in a suit he brought against
John W. Bosch to recover $3,000 for a dog bite. The
plaintiff alleged that he went to the house of the defend-
ant to put in some glass and was attacked by the dog.
He called upon the defendant to call off the dog, and he
says that the defendant said : 'Don't be afraid; the dog
won't eat Yiddish meat.' The plaintiff testified that, re-
lying on tbis statement, he entered the house of the de-
fendant, whereupon the dog tore away the seat of his
trousers and some of his flesh."

Of the advantages afforded to exhibitors through the
kindness of the N, E, K, C. in offering special concessions
in the use of its kennels, situated on the club's farm at
Braintree, Mr, Allen Chamberlain, press agent of the
club, writes aa follows: "Dogs are here not only boarded,
but trained for the field or house broken, and a compe-
tent veterinairian is within ready call in case of illness.

The club makefc a special point of preparing dogs for
shows, not only its own, but for any in the circuit. This
year the club will make special boarding rates for the
interim between the Boston and New York shows for the
accommodation of dogs from a distance which are going
the round of the circuit, and will give all such dogs the
benefit of the club's special car to New York, a feature
which has proved very beneficial to those who have
availed themselves of it for the past two years. Thus the
scope of the club's usefulness has been greatly increased
and its new departure ia already being as fully appreci-
ated by dog owners outside the club's-membership as ever
its shows were,"

Reeling,

Communicationsfor this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

RIGHT OF CYCLISTS ON CABLE ROADS.
3jy WM. GEO. OPPENHELM, LL B. (NO. 70,835),

Member of llie New York Bar.

A CASE of considerable interest and importance to bicyclists

has just been decided by the Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court of the First Department (New York
city and county),
Mr. Justice Barrett, probably the most eminent, learned

and logical member of tJae Division, which is composed of
seven judges, has written an opinion reversing the decision
of the trial court in the case of Rookes vs. The Houston
Street & Pavonia Ferry R. R. Co., in which he holds that a
cyclist on a cable car .nlot was lawfully thereon.

It is worthy of notice that all the other six members of the
Appellate Division concur in his opinion.

From the law report of the case it appears that a young
man was riding his bicycle on the slot of the cable car afore-

said; that at Nineteenth street (.New York city), and with-
out warning from the motorman or conductor of the cable
car, which was approaching him rapidly from the rear, he
was run down and. thiown from his bicycle and severely
injm'ed.

The youQg man brought suit against the railroad com-
pany, and on the trial (which 1 reported about a year ago,
animadverting on the injustice of the decision) his case was
dismissed on the ground "that he was guilty of contributory
negligence, as he was in a place of danger when the acci-

dent occurred."
The plaintiff, Rookes, admitted that he was familiar with

the rumble made by the cable car, but that he was run down
before he could change his position, and that no cable car
bell wasT\mg and no gong sounded before he was struck.
The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court reversed the

decision of the trial com-t and held that "under the laws of

1890, chapter 568, sections 163 and 163, Mr. Rookes waslaw-
fully on the track; that he certainly had a right to expect
the usual warning in the rear; that he was proceeding law-
fully and with a justifiable sense of security; that no duty
was imposed upon him to look back; that bis primary duty
was to look in front of him, to keep a good look all around,
hut that he could not ride upon his bicycle at all—certainly

not with safety—and yet keep his head turned so as to ob-

serve what was going on behind,"
Evidently Judge Barrett has a level head and does not

lookback.
The opinion concluded, "therefore the question of negli-

gence or contributory negligence was one for the jury."

A new trial was ordered, and some questions of interest t6

bicyclists may hang thereon.

—

L. A, W. Bulletin.

GOOD ROADS LEGISLATION.
Bicycle riders in New York are arranging for a con-

certed movement on the State Legislature this winter to ob-
tain the passage or a good roads bill, and there is reason to

believe they will succeed in their effort. The bill will be
fathered by the State Division of the League of American
Wheelmen, and its prdvisidns .are' just now being debated
upon.
In all probability the measure will resemble in a general

way that which in Massachusetts has resulted so successfully.

State aid will be called upon to lend financial and engineer-

ing assistance to the improvement of roads deemed worthy,
and for which the county, the town or- the resident tax-

payers stand ready to contribute their share of the expense.

It has been amply demonstrated that in most locaUties the

farmers, alone and unaided, are utterly incapable of build-

ing good roads, as they lack both the means and skill to do
so. An extended system of good roads cannot be obtained
without State aid, and though the farmers benefit most di-

rectly by such aid, there is good reason for giving it, and
the cost cannot be called an imposition upon other tax-

payers.

As has been pointed out by Mr. Sterling Elliott, a farm
may have around two sides of it a mile of road and be dear
at $3,000, while a city block bounded by a few hundred feet

of road may be worth a million. The owners of the city

block are benefited by all good roads extending from that
city, even to a distance of many miles. Likewise the resi-

dents of cities are vitally interested in what it costs to haul
the food they eat. Consequently the little part they pay in
the form of taxes for road improvement is amply returned
to them, and the investment is one that benefits the urban
and rural population alike.

Mr. .John P. Brayer, of Rochester, has written an open let-

ter on the subject of good roads legislation in which he sets

forth some of the objects to be attained. In it the necessity
of aesthetic considerations and the demands of posterity are
pointed out. Mr. Brayer believes in making a finished job
while we are about it, and in leaving to our children an in-

heritance that will be worth something and not constantly
require expensive additions and outlay for reconstruction.
To attain this end he believes that a sufficient width should

be allowed the roads selected for improvement to meet any
future demands that may be made upon them, and that the
possible beautifying of the road in time to come also be in-

telligently considered Comprehensive plans should be made
and filed with the officers of the various counties or towns
through which such roads pass, showing the proper grade,
fence and walk lines, tree lines, etc. . to which all future im-
provements may be made to conform.
Mr. Brayer points out that in most of the plans so far sub-

mitted reference is only made to the building of hard drive-
ways 12 to 18ft wide for vehicles to pass over, and the
necessary side ditches for drainage. No attention is paid to
the width of the highway between fences, which is an ex-
tremely important consideration, and the eesthetic side of the
question is never mentioned. Apparently only the present
is considered, and the easiest way of obtaining a hard, prac-
tical driveway; entirely regardless of tree planting or other
means of beautifying the road, or of the future demands for
sidewalks or street car lines, telegraph, telephone or electric
light wires, or conduits, gas and water mains or cycle
paths.

As two main principles Mr, Brayer urges, first, that high-
ways connecting Important towns or leading to cities, or
such as by reason of their importance the State is likely to
help improve within the next ten years, should not be less

than 100ft. between fence lines; and, secondly, that one of
the State highway commissioners to be appointed in accord
with the provisions of the bill be a landscape artist of ac-
knowledged reputation.

The State should not lend its assistance toward improving
any road unless it is wide enough between fences to accom-
piodate the traffic of the future, and also capable of being
made into a beautiful highway. To secm-e the first consid-
eration, abutting land owners should dedicate sufficient
land to give it the required width, with the assurance that
the subsequent improvements would enhance the value of
their property more than sufficiently to repay them.

"Before any work is done on any roadway, the commis-
sion should have a broad, comprehensive plan. They should
designate the proper line for future tree planting and the
proper distance apart, As it is now, trees belonging to ad-
jacent farm owners are set at varying distances outside of
the fence line—sometimes so close to the fence as to make
it impossible for a person to pass between. Sometimes they
are on the fence line, or inside of it, and sometimes en-
croaching on the driveway, making it almost impossible to
lay out a path or sidewalk. If a line had been established
long ago these people would perhaps have been glad to have
planted their trees accordingly. Any one can observe how
crooked, disjointed and cramped are the walks and paths
at the outskirts of most cities and villages, caused by trying
to avoid trees. The space set apart' for trees should be
sufficient to allow for their growth without encroaching on
the walk or on car lines, as is often the case when the roots
of trees have to be cut off in laying walks, or that people
get jammed between cars and trees."

Where old trees are in the way new ones may be planted
and allowed to grow till such time as it is considered desira-
ble to remove the old ones, and all trees planted hereafter
would of course correspond to the new tree lines.

So much for sesthetic considerations. On the side of utility

Mr. Brayer points out our marvelous rate of development
and rapid increase in population, and the certainty that ter-
ritory adjacent to the main highways of the State will in
time be much more densely populated than at present.

"In time there will be electric car lines on many country
roads radiating out from important centers of population,
and these should have ample room for double tracks and
should have a separate place of their own, and not be built
into the driveway.
"There should be ample room for a walk, and with the

popularity of the bicycle as a means of locomotion is it too
much to expect that in time we may have, in addition to a
good roadway, a cycle path 6ft wide, and possibly one on
each side of the road exclusively for cycles?

"The horse driveway, however good it may be, can never
be an ideal roadway for cycles, with its mud and paste in

wet weather, its ruts, its horse droppings, dust and loose

stones, besides the danger of collision with horsed vehicles.

"It would be an advantage to horsemen if bicycles had a

separate path. A cycle path can be cheaply constructed and
maintained. There is practically no wear on it.

"It can be made to drain off' quickly after a shower.
"It is always smooth, hard and clean.

"All of which cannot be said of the horse driveway.
"Hence there should be sufficient room for a future pos-

sible cycle path and perhaps one on each side of the road.

"Anyroad improvement will tend to draw people from the

crowded cities into the country for residences, and the bicycle

will have helped much to do this,

"In all of our large cities we are spending millions of

money to obtain parks, breathing places for the people.

The smaller cities and villages hope to have parks some
time.

"The acquisition of the necessary land for these parks is

generally so long delayed that it becomes expensive, and
they have to be located at quite a disance from the center of

population
"So much so that many of us rarely get to them and enjoy

them.
"Parks are good, but our streets and highways must of

necessity be all the park that many of us can get time to

enjoy.
"Therefore let us beautify them when we have an oppor-

tunity to do so cheaply, and let us enjoy life and nature at

all times—while at our work, while passing through our
streets on business—and not be compelled to travel miles to

our parks."

MODEL OF '97.

NiKETY-SEVEN secs fewer radical changes in cycle con-
struction than any previous year. In a general way it may
be said that there are no distinguishing features in the new
wheels to separate them from last year's models, and the
attention of the manufacturers seems to have been confined
to the perfection of minor details. On critical inspection it

may be seen that the new models surpass their predecessors
in mechanical detail and finish, but the improvements strike

one as being finishing touches, a smoothing down and
leisurely correction of slight faults that were passed over the
previous year owing to the necessity of more important
modifications rather than indications of material advance.
No doubt this condition of affairs is largely due to the fact

that perfection has been nearly approximated along the
present lines of bicycle manufacture. It is also in measure
clue to the unsettled condition of the trade, and the fear that
consumption will not immediately catch up with production.
No large outlays for improvements whose success is prob-
lematical will be made while manufacturers are uncertain
of their market
One effect of the similarity of this year's models and last

will probably be the hastening of a general reduction in the
list prices of the highest grade bicycles. As soon as a new
model is put upon the market the price of the previous
year's stock is discounted, and this year it is likely that pur-
chasers generally will not see enough difference in value to
pay full price for the new models, with the result that the
new models will remain unsold while the stock of '96 wheels
la«ts

While the $100 list price for the highest grade bicycles
has been maintained, a slight reduction in the price of
medium and low grade machines has been made, and many
manufacturers have added to their lists lower priced wheels
than heretofore. Frequently these lower priced wheels are
the slandard wheels of last year, built from the same lines
and of the same materials, so that for all intents and pur-
poses the price of bicycles has been reduced and riders will
this year have the benefit of better wheels than ever before
at a moderate price.

An inference that seems warranted by this state of affairs
is that the necessity of a $100 list price arises primarily from
the changes expected each year, which involves considerable
expenditures for royalties, tests and new machinery, and that
where such changes are not demanded it is apparently pos-
sible to turn out the highest grade bicycles at a profit to be
sold for much lower prices.

Cause for Depression.

"It always depresses me .greatly to meet a bicycle
scorcher

"

"Why so?"
"I hate to see a man's legs work so much better than his

brains "

—

Chicago Eecord,

As WAS not unexpected, the proposal that the New York
Y C. should depart from a long established precedent and
inaugurate the work of forming a national association of
yachtsmen has met with serious opposition from some of the
older members of the club, and it is even yet a question
whether the experiment will be put to a practical trial.
Such opposition, while not unnatural, is we believe without
good grounds, and ba3ed mainly on a failure to comprehend
the existing situation in American yachting. The nature of
the objections may be gathered from the following interview
of the New York Herald with an anonymous member of the
club:

"This league business is totally unnecessary. It cannot
add to the prestige of the club, and may involve it in so
many outside complications as to be both inconvenient and
unpleasant The N, Y. Y. C. has been able to care for
itself in the past, and is likely to do so in the future. It has
never in its regattas sought outside entries, nor do I believe
it will care to do so. It has kept complete records of the
country's yachting history, which have always been open to
the inspection of properly accredited representatives of other
clubs. It will not want to be governed by a committee the
majority of whom are from clubs of much less strength, and
whose boats are of the smaller size. It has a distioct anti-
pathy to having its constitution tampered with, and for it to
become a member of the proposed league there must be a
change in that instrument. Most of the members appreciate
that the difficulties to be overcome in forming such an asso-
ciation would be almost disheartening, but that might not
be an insurmountable objection if the N. Y. Y. C. were to
derive any special benefit from the proposed league."

This may all be very true; the New York Y, G. has a
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prestige of its own tliat cannot be questioned, nor can it be
usurped by any other dub. It is the oldest, the largest, tbe
richest and most prominent club in the western world. It

numbers the first yachtsmen in the country among its mem-
bers and the finest yachts of the world in its areat fleet. It

has the America's Ciip, which, it has successfully defended
for many years, and without going into all the minute de-

tails of this defense, it. may be said that its whole action in

the last two races and the disputes which have attended
them has increased rather than diminished its prestige. It

is able to hold its own races without the aid of other clubs;

it has a more than ample fund to draw on for prizes apwt
from the public spirit of such individual members as Mr.
Ogden Goelet; and its annual cruise is one of the established

fixtures of the season.

Conceding all this, there is still another side to the ques
tion : The past two seasons have witnessed a turning point

in American yachting in the matter of racing legislation. In
this particular branch of yachting the advance has been
notably slow. When the battle of the types was first begun
by the Forest and Stbeam, with the aid of a few individ-

ual enthusiasts, the subjects of attack were not limited to

design and construction alone, not even to the measurement
rule, but the faults and errors of the then existing methods
of racing were also included. In spite of the wonderful ad-

vances long since accomplished in design and construction,

and the early introduction and general adoption of the Sea-

wanhab a rule, but little was accomplished in the direction

of uniform and improved racing management for many
years The conflict of minor details of measurement, clas-

sification, allowance tables, entries, etc., was endured year
after year, with no general eJfort for a change; the "time
start," with intervals of sometimes as much as twenty min-
utes in which to cross the line after the starting gun. was
rigorously adhered to by all but a small number of Ameri-
can clubs; owners were freely allowed to build at the bot-

tom inf-tead of the top of a class, or to shde about at will

from one class to another.

The change that has been wrought in all of these matters

has been so rapid as to be almo&t marvelous. It seems hardly

more than yesterday that the Forest and Stream was
abused as an "aDKiomaniac" for advocating the building lo

the upper limits of a few common clasi^es with no time
allowance; the general use of the one-gun start; the filing of

measurements before starting; the limiting of each yacht to

one cla.ss; and oiher essentials of systematic racing. To-day
there is in existence a strong union of the Boston clubs,

another of ihe New York clubs; on the lakes the old L. T.
R. A., the pioneer in all of this work, promises to become
the nucleus of an interlake association; and throughout the

country yachtsmen are generally interested in the associated

tasks of' improving and unifying all racing regulations.

Though the work as a whole is yet in its preliminary stages,

and many serious obstacles to a national union must be en-

countered, sufiicient progress has already been made to war-
rant the adage: "Well begun is half done."

Experience in the past has taught us the slow and discour-

aging steps through which every reform in yachting must
come, and we are not prone to be too enthusiastic; but we
have never felt more encouraged as to the future of American
yachting than on this present New Year of 1897. The ten-

dencies of the times are entirely in the direction of such har-

monious and concerted action among the great body of

American yacht clubs as must bring about good results im-
mediately, so far as each separate locality is concerned, and
also in good time lead to a national union of many, if not all,

of the clubs.

It is stating the case entirely too mildly to say that this

work has been done without the"aid of the New York Y. C.

;

it is much more correct to say that it has been done iu the

face of opposition, positive, however carefully masked at

times, from the club Again and again have steps toward
united action on difl:erent matters been inaugurated by other

of the larger clubs only to fail when submitted to the New
York Y. C. for its cooperation. With all of its wealth and
prestige, the club has made no yachting rules save those

relating to the America's Cup; but it has taken from time to

time the rules introduced and tested by one or the other of

its younger fellows.

"The new movement within the club is inaugurated by men
who are in active touch with yachting and who are looking

forward instead of backward. Whether they are one and
all in hearty accord with the present trend of yachting is of

no moment, but they probably appreciate the one vital fact

that this movement, begun out of nothing and gathering

force of itself, until in but two years it has resulted in a

strong, progressive body that is even now the controlling

factor in the yachting system of New York and the Sound,

has come to stay; that work thus begun under unfavorable

auspices, and drawing its strength from no one club, but

from the many individual yachtsmen to whom it appeals,

must succeed when many previous efiforts in the same direc-

tion have failed. In this they are right; the Massachusetts

Association and the Sound Union, each just beginning its

third year, with no pretensions to either wealth or prestige,

are already factors m the actual yacht racing of Massachu-
setts Bay and Long Island Sound that far outweigh any of

the great yacht clubs

It is true that the New York Y. C. can go on without

them in the future as it has done in the past; it needs no aid

from them to maintain its large membership and its pres-

tige, to obtain challenges for the America's Cup or to defend

it; and the club may also be able to turn the tide of recent

years and to biing back some of the old-time glory to its

annual regatta and to inluse new life into its annual cruise.

Granted that in all of these points it can gain nothing
' from a part in a national association, it is quite as true on
the other hand that its aid is by no means essential to the

furtherance of the work now in hand. Even in the event

ol a triumph of the opposition and the failure of the new
scheme, the vaiious existing local associations will continue

as before; and presumably with a proportionate growth.

The immediate result which may be looked for is the con-

trol by the Association of the great bulk of building and
racing; and a more distant but almost inevitable result is

the union of the local associations in one national body;

leaving to the New York Y. C. all that it now has, but tak-

ing from it much that it might have, and depriving it of all

claims to preeminence in actual yacht racing and law-

making.
While we do not believe that the present work will fail for

lack in the future of a support that it has never had in the

past, we at the same time recognize that the New York Y.
C. is by its position the natural leader in a movemenii of this

kind, and that nothing better can happen to American yacht-

ing than the realization by the club of this fact and of the

pjppoitwity pow pfferecl IQ it to is^^f JJje }§^^, Tb^ §c]ieio§

novf under consideration, and which may do in a season
more than may otherwise be achieved in ten years, is entirely
too extensive to be carried through without the active aid of
the New York and all the other large clubs. The prelimi-
nary work has already been done by various agents, it only
remains for the New York Y. C. to step into the field plainly
open to it and to lead the way. In doing this it need have
no fear whatever of a loss of prestige through association
with small clubs, or that the latter will in any way infringe
on the rights of the New York Y. C. to manage its private
affairs in its own way.

Thb battle of the types on the lakes promises to be an in-

teresting one, as the fin-keel has found many opponents
there. Lake Ontario has already been the scene of a yacht-
ing conflict for some years, the shoal centerboard sloop
once being supreme on the lake. What with importations
from salt water and the local productions of the late Alex-
ander Outhbert, an expeit in such craft, the centerboard
type was strongly represented when (he first narrow cutters,

favot of the Jracht of moderate section, such as Zelma and
Yam£i

In additioti Id this, the iCTip Which Canada won being their
personal pm^terty, they have been for some time discuss-
ing the bes^ iheans to make it a permanent trophy for the-

Great Lakes;, tflieir intention being to donate it for that pur-
pose. Aft'et^Wng their time freely through the spring and
summer to the- buildina; and racing of the Canadian cham-
pion, they have heen equally busy since the season closed iui

organizing the new Union, preparing rules., corresponding;:
with other organlzaiions, etc.

Except for the opposition of some of the Lake Michigan
yachtsmen to the barrina; of fin-keels and professionals, all

has gone well; the Union has been formed and its rulefr

adopted, the Interlake Yachting Association of Lake Erie
has indorsed both; the Royal Canadian Y €1, the largest'

on the lakfts, has amended its rules to conform to those of
the Union, and it was fully expected that the Lake Y. R A.
would do the same. At the very last moment all this work
has been frustrated by two or three persons, one armed withi

Yerve I., Verve II and Cyprus, invaded its waters. Gradu-
ally the old sloops have disappeared, and the narrow cutters

as well, to make way for the modern cutter of the Minerva
type, a thoroughly wholesome craft in design and construc-

tion; fast enough to outsail anything of the old types, and in

accommodation and general usefulness excellently adapted
to the conditions of lake yachting.

This type, which has proved in every way satisfactory, is

now threatened with extinction at the hands of the bulb- fin

racing machine, of which at present there are hardlj'^ half a

dozen of over 35ft. r 1. on the entire chain of lakes The
only claim that can be made for this type is that it gives a

small increase of speed at a cost of a serious loss of accom-
modation, the yachts being somewhat faster in the compara-
tively few races sailed in a season, and practically useless for

the large amount of cruising and general sailing which has

up to this time been the custom of the Lake yachtsmen.
While the harm resulting from the free introduction of the

fin-keel will be very much more serious in the larger classes,

the advocates of the type are all men interested only in the

smaller boats. The so called compromise at the recent meet-

ing is simply an impossibility and cannot be allowed to stand;

the question is one that must be decided positively iu one

way or another.

From first to last the conduct of the gentlemen who built

and raced the successful Canada last summer must commend
itself to experienced yachtsmen as eminently wise and
sportsmanlike. In declining in the first instance to build a

large fin-keel to meet the Chicago copy of Niagara, and in

insisting on adhering to a smaller class, they were acting

upon a long and intimate experience of lake yachting, the

different members of the syndicate having between them
owned and raced many of the best yachts on Lake Ontario,

and having raced and cruised on all the lakes. Realizing

fully the uselessness of yachts of extreme drait and limitea

accommodation, as well as the impossibility of building up
a 55ft. class, they refused to build out of the largest existing

class on the lake, the 42ft. ; making an agreement to meet
the larger yacht under certain conditions, which they fully

lived up to.

Though in the 43ft. class, the yacht which Mr. Will Fife

gave them for the Toledo race was of a very undesirable

type, a semi-fin of extreme hght construction, and by no

a handful of proxies and casting a vote on each of them.
However serious the immediate results may be in delaying

the joining of the Union by all the associations, and in the
encouragement it gives to the advocates of the fin-keel and
the opponents of Corinthian sailing, we have little fear that
such a misuse of power and failure to recognize its responsi-
bilities will do permanent harm to a good cause.

With the present issue the series of articles on Yacht
Designing is resumed. We hope to continue it at regular
intervals through the winter and spring.

YACHT DESIGNING—XI.

BY W. P. STEPHENS.

(Continued from page U81, June IS.)

In the preceding chapter the general principles of ortho-
graphic projection on three coordinate planes were described

as applied to a simple rectangular solid. The application

of these principles to the delineation of buildings, machinery,
etc , is a comparatively simple matter; such objects usually
possess numerous plane surfaces, with the boiinding lines

and angles sharply defined, and consequently readily pro-
jected on one or more of the coordinate planes.

In the case of a vessel, however, the problem is apt to be
much more difflcult, from the fact that we have to deal

almost entirely with curved surfaces of the most compli-
cated description, and with practically no plainly marked
edges or angles, and not even one fiat side as a basis for

measurement. Especially is this true of the modern as dis-

tinguished from older yachts; the latter had certain plane
surfaces and sharp lines about Ihe keel, but the former, such
as Defender, Gloriana, Minerva. N iagara, or even El Heirie,

is bounded by but two curved surfaces—the two sides

merged into one single surface by the continuous curve of
the sections across the keel—and the deck. The only posi-

tive edge or line that such a body presents is the joining of

the deck with the topsides of the hull.

In examining such an object with a view to its exact rep-

resentation on paper, the novice, even though familiar with
ordinary mechanical or architectural drawing, would be
puzzled as to where to begin. Fortunately there is one step

by which matters may be very much simplified at the out-

FIG. 31.

means the yacht to promote yachting on the lakes. No one

knew this more thoroughly than they at the end of last sea-

son; and they were certainly not so obtuse as to underesti-

mate the fact that all the prizes in the 43ft. class for next

season were theirs if they chose to race Canada again.

One result of their meeting with other lake yachtsmen

was to convince them that the time had at last come for a

successful effort, after many unsuccessful ones, for a union

of all the clubs of the great lakes in one association, and

before the season was fairly over they had taken the neces-

sary steps toward the creation of such a union. Possessing

the fastest yacht on the chain of lakes, their first effort was
to bar her and others like her, in accordance with what they

deemed to be the best interests of the sport under existing

conditions. In accordance with this end, they have offered

to withdraw Canada from all races, to sell her on salt water

if possible, or if not, to keep her from the racing; to accept

three, four or five times the regular allowance if she were

still raced apd her type prohibited, or to make any ether

cgnces^ipQ neciessary to har the fln fto4 pmi'flo type§ in

set. In most structures it is necessary that the complete

object should be represented, but in a vessel it is seldom
necessary to draw more than one side, the other being pre-

cisely similar. The first process then will be to cut our ves-

sel into two parts by a vertical, longitudinal plane through the

center; in other words, supposing that we have the reduced
model of the vessel, we will hold it vertical, in the exact

position in which it should float, and pass it, in a direction

from bow to stern, over a circular saw. We now have two
halves, symmetrical, but reversed, one of which we may
throw away entirely, confining all oui; operations to the

other.

The question of which one to retain is commonly consid-

ered of no importance ; but as we propose to start right from
the very beginning a few words on this point are in

order. It is usually a matter of chance or taste with a
marine draftsman whether he discards the port or the star-

board half; in other words, whether he represents a vessel

with her bow to the right or to the left. In a general way,

one method is as good ss the otker^ but it is Wghly desirably
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that certain conventional methods shall be followed in marine
'drafting as in all other branches of the art. As in all other
handiwork, far better results are obtained by following some
'definite system of operation; and, what is of particular im-
iportance in marine drafting, if all designs are made after one
general system, it is much easier to make those close com-
parisons between them which are the main basis of success-
ful study and designing.
While all designers and naval architects work approxi-

mately in the same way, the usages and conventionalities are
much less marked than in other similar professions, such as
architecture and machine designing; and each marine drafts-

man is a law unto himself as to the innumerable
details of his work. It has been for nearly fif-

teen years an important part of our work to prepare
for publication in the Fokest and Strkam dpsigns derived
from many different sources, the work of numerous drafts-

men. The most striking point about the large collection of
drawings that has thus passed through our hands is the en-
tire absence of system, save in the few basic points that are
absolutely incapable of variation, such as the use of thft

three planes of projection and the conventional "waterlines,"
"diagonals," etc , soon to be described. Failing to find in
all of the works on designing and naval architecture any
thoroughly systematic method of operation, we began some
years since to plan out such a system, both for our personal
use in the study of drafting and designing, and because it

seemed in every way desirable that in presenting together a
very large number of designs, as in the numerous volumes of
the Forest and Stream*, all should be maie after some one
system, In the gradual evolution of such a system we have
followed the established usages of draftsmen in general, en-
deavoring to combine them into a simple and definite system
of working. Those who are familiar, as many are, with the
long series of designs which has been such a feature of the
Forest and Stream since 1880 wiU recognize that of late

years a marked uniformity of style has prevailed, with the
result that the differtnt designs are more closely related to

each other, and more easily compared. While some designs
come to us so cleverly executed that it would be but a waste
of time to redraw them, the majority are entirely redrawn,
with totally different arrangement of stations, level lines, etc.

Without claiming anything novel, radical, or indispen-
sable for the methods followed in the course of these articles,

we can at least present them as definite and systematic;
and welwould recommend to the beginner thathe should follow
them carefully until he finds good reason for abandoning
them for others.

As the first step then, we will discard the port or left side
of our imaginary model, retaining the starboard or right side
as the object of our future operations and investigations.
This will bring the bow to the right hand and the stern to the
left, as in Fig. 20.

We know of no special reason why a drawing of a vessel
should be made in this way rather than the reverse, as is very
frequently done, but it is plain enough that all drawings
should be alike in this respect. In our early experiences we
began to draw hap hazard, one design with bow to the right
and another with bow to the left. The absurdity of thi4 was
readily apparent, and we soon drifted into the habit of draw
ing with the bow to the right, probably because this plan is

the more common one. It is followed to day by most de-
signers and draftsmen, though exceptions are by no means
rare. In many cases designs for the Forest and Stream,
if on tracing cloth, are redrawn by turning the drawing face
down and using a new piece of cloth over it for a new trac-

ing, thus reversing the bow from left to right.

We will start then with our half model, as in Fig. 30, with
the bow to the right. The operation of sawing'the whole
model in two has given us one fiat side, which is a very great
help. This side we can place directly against (he back of
the hex described in the previous chapter. The first step
which suggests itself is the tracing of the side elevation of the
model on the back of the box, which is easily done by run-
ning a pencil around the outline of the stem, keel, rudder,
counter and upper side. The next simple step is the projec-
tion of the greatest breadth of the model upon the bottom of
the box, by placing a vertical straightedge, or a plumb line,

alongside the deck line at the bow and marking where the
foot touches the bottom of the box, then moving the straight-

edge along by small degrees and marking the foot at each
point.

The next step is not so plain, we have but a smooth and
irregular surface, of complicated curvature, and with no
lines or edges that can be projected on either of the planes.
The presentment of this surface in the picture. Fig. 13 and
Fig. 20, is very pretty, but absolutely useless for purposes of
accurate delineation or measurement, and something very
different is necessary.

It is manifest that we can handle this surface both ac-
curately and conveniently if we can mark on it a sufBcieut
number of lines and draw them, each in its proper plane.
The simplest way to do this is to saw up our model into a
number of thin slabs or slices, tracing the largest edge of
each slice in its correct position relative to the others. If we
have a model made, as is sometimes the case, of a number of
Ihm boards of the same thickness fastened together with
screws or with wooden pins

—

dowels—we can take it apart
and trace on the proper place the outline of each board— fo/if,

as it is called; then we can reunite them and saw the model
into other sections by a series of parallel cuts at right angles
to the fore and aft line of the vessel. These sections may
also be traced, giving projections of other cuives of the sur-
face on the ends of the box.

This process of a dissected model in many pieces is slow
and cumbersome at best. It was, however, the only one in
use by j'acht builders in this country for very many years,
and it is but a few years since it has disappeared entirely.
The usual method was to get out from a dry pine boird a
sufHcient number of lifin to make the required depth ot the
model, the top piece being thick enougJi to allow for the
curve upward of the deck, the sJieer. These pieces were
fitted together and fastened with screws, or more frequently
with wooden pins—dowels The soUd block thus made was
fashioned to the required shape with saw, spokeshave,
chisels and gouges, being finally finished with sandpaper.
The only guide to the correct shaping was the eye of the
modeler. While the block was still m the square", vertical
lines were drawn across the back, usually sci'-ihed in with the
point of a knife, and after the upper side was shaped to the
required sheer similar lines were scribed or drawn across the
top. These lines were usually locatt d where the frames of
the vessel were to be, no special attention being paid to the
number or lengths of the inter'cals or spaces between the
lines, except as regards the proper distance for the frames.

Alter the model was thus completed, it was laid flat on a
hoard or sheet of paper and the outline of the stem, keel;

sternpo't, counter and ut>per side were marked in, al-so this

positions of the seams between t*ie different lifts and of the

vertical lines on the back. The model was then turned
with the upper side down on the paper, being wedged if

necessary until the waterlines weie parallel with the papT,
the back edge being parallel with the lines of the lifts in the
first drawing; then the outline of the upper side was drawn
in with a pencil held vertically. It frequently happened in

the old vessels, with tumble home to the topsides, that the
line thus drawn was not the outline of the deck, but the line

of greatest breadth, at whatever height this might be on the

various stadons. After this the screws or dowels were ri'-

moved, the lifts separated, and each in turn was laid on the
paper, properly adjusted by the line at the back and the dif-

ferent verticals, and its outline drawn in. From the two
drawings thus obtained, the side elevation and the ground
plan, the third drawing, the end elevation, was easily ob-
tained by methods shortly to be given.
While this was the usual method of taking off the lines

from a model, it was not the only one. The edges of the
lifts were not only easily damaged, but in some places they
were reduced to the thinnest /eai/t«r-ed^e that crumbled in the
cutting and finishing and made a very rough and indefinite

line when traced. A much handsomer and more durable
model could be made by gluing the lifts permmently to-

gether at the outset, or even by cutting the entire model
from a single block of pine. Such solid models were often
made, the lines taken from them in this case being vertical,

along the different sections, instead of horizontal, along the
waterlines or edges of the lifts. This was done in several

ways; sometimes a strip of lead was used, perhaps ixiin.,
this being pressed to fit the surface of the model at the re-

quired point and then transferred to the paper, a very unre-
liable and unsatisfactory method. Another way was to cut
a light saw kerf into the model at each station, inserting a
piece of cardboard and tracing the outline of the model on
it, the cardboard being cut out to form a mould from which
the section might be drawn on paper. After this was done
at every station, the kerfs were filled with pieces of veneer,
glued in, and the model smoothed and polished anew.

[to be continued.]

LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
Thirteenth Annual Meeting.

ROCHESTER, DEC. 19.

The thirteenth annual meeting of the Lake Yacht Racing
Association, of Lake Ontario, held on Dec, 19, at Rochester,
N Y , will long be remembered as the most tiresome and
protracted meeting yet held, as well as a notable exception
to all preceding meetings, which have uniformly been char-
acterized by harmon-y and good feeling and unselfish work
for the good of the Association. The Lake Y. R A. since
its foundation in 1884 has clone in a quiet way, unknown to

yachtsmen at a distance, a work of which its members may
well be proud. At its biith yachting and yacht racing on
Lake Ontario were in a most . backward condition. There
were a few clubs, most of them weak in numbers; a scattered
fleet of yachts, all old boats and of varying sizes and types;
no single locality boasted of a good rule, and no two local-

ities had the same rule, the racing being of the most hap-
hazard description. The lake itself is a large body of water,
with ports few and far apart; comparatively few wealthy
men were interested in yachting, and matters were compli-
cated by the further obstacle of a divided nationality, part
of the tieet sailing under the blue or red ensign and part
under the Stai's and Stripes. The organizers of the new
venture established a wise and liberal policy, which has been
maintained ever since, adopting modern rules and methods,
but at the same time protecting as fac as possible existing
boats. The result has been that the odd siz-s and types have
dropped out by degrees as new boats came in to take their

. places, this change being made without giving serious offense
to the owners of the old craft, and as for the new ones, they
have been built to establisoed rules and classes. As in the
American Canoe Association, the Lake Y R. A has known
no one nationality, but has gone on amicably under two
flags. We fail to recall a single case in which what might
be called international issues have arisen within its member-
ship. Out of the score or more of similar organizations of
yacht clubs started within (he past fifteen years throughout
the country, the Lake Y. R, A. is almost the only one that
has survived the second or third season, and the only one
that has shown a regular and constant growth.
Not being present at the meeting, we quote the following

detailed report from the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle;
we believe that it is substantially correct.

It was .3:30 o'clocli this morning when the delegates to the meeting
of the Lake Yacht Racinp: Association concluded business. Th^y
had begun a little after 2 o'clock, first meeting at the Powers HoiPi.
They finlshea at the Rochester Y. C, where a banquet had been
given them. They had met to accept or reject two clauses principal-
ly; all the other matter was of mmor importance, and contained no
radical change. The greatest of these two clauses was the one
which required that the midship section of the yachts built in the
future must have a coefficient of 35 per cent. The other was that the
vessels should have their load waterline measured with crews
aboard. The first one was not adopted, as it was formulated by tne
delegates who met at Buffalo a month or so ago to formulate rules
which would be accepted by a Yacht Racing Union oi the Great
Lakes, yet to be formed. The second was also amended somewhat.
The delegates gathered at the Powers Hotel, and from there ad-

journed to the Chamber of Commerce, where they were called to
order by ^milius Jarvis, president of the Lake Yacht Racing Associ-
ation. J. E. Burroughs, vice-president, and E. H. Ambrose, secre-
tary-treasurer, were also present. The clubs and the delegates rep-
resenting them were:
Oswego Y. C—R. A. Downey, com ; John T. Mott, J. P, Doyle.
Rochester Y. C—J. E. Burroughs, T. B. Pntchard, F. W. Bickford
Royal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto - Geo. H. Gooderham, J. Carl

Reed, A. Jarvis.
Royal Hamilton Y^ C—Frank Monck, E. H. Ambrose, J. H. i'ern.

side.
Victoria Y. C, of Hamilton—George Webster, William Burnside

Geo. Allen.
Queen City Y. C, of Toronto—William Burnside, as proxy for

Owalo Martin and W. J. Foy.
E. C. Berriman, of Chicago, owner of Vencedor; and T. Sebastian

Poekel, of Racine, Wis., designer of Vencedor, were present in an
advisory capacity.
The new rules and by-laws which will take the place of the present

constitution of the Lake Vacht Racing Association were discussed.
There was no discussion of any importance until the question of
measurement came up, and there the fhst hitch occurred. This sec-
tion was presented as follows;
"Yachts shall be rated for classification and time allowance by rac-

ing length, which shall be determined by adding to the load water-
line length the square root of the sail area and dividing the sum
by 2.

"The load waterline length shall be the distance in a straight line
between the point.* furthest forward and furthest aft, where the hull
exclusive of the rudder stock, is intersected by the surface of the
water, when the yacht is afloat in racing trim m smooth water,
with all persons aboard when the measurement ts being taken sta-
taoned amidships,

"Ali yachts ahall be measured for load waterline length with the

same number of persons on board as are allowed for crew in the
yacht's class, and whose average weight shall not be less than 1501bs.
each, or a dead weight placed on board equivalent thereto."
Here argument arose on the ground that modern vessels are buil

so close to the waterline limit of their class when no one is aboard
that the addition of the weight of their crews would put them at the
bottom of the riass above and out of ihe racing question.

Mr. Monck saia tnat he believed that the Lak« Yacht Racing Asso-
ciation should adopt the amended rules with as little change as possi-
ble, because this Association had made the initial move, and it would
be well for the delegates to waive some points m order tnat the de-
sired uniformity of rules on the Great Lakes be obtained. The only
objection to this clause is that it wouid affect present boats, but it is
the aim of these rules to promote the building of boats, and ihe
present objection is but terQpor.ary. as in four years or even less
there would be entirely new fleets built under uniform laws.
A couple of compromise resolutions were offered, but were lost on

being put to ballot.

Mr. Burnside said that he did not consider that it was just to ask
him to favor any such chantre of rule, aud he would not favor it for
all the clubs on the lakes. When he built his vessel he had thought
the rule under which it was constructed would hold lor several
years,

Mr. Jarvis said that on the Sound and in England it is now the rule
to measure with crews aboard, and that upon this point the inter-
lake Yacht Racing Association of Lake Erie had strongly insisted.
Tbis resolution was not acted upon at the afternoon session, but

was postponed untilafterthe banquet, and it w.is not imtil after mid-
night that it came before the assembled delegates. All through the
banquet 'his rule and the oae bearing upon the midship section was
the subject of con^idel•ab]o lobbying. The principal opponent to
both sections was the Michigan Yachtin? Association, as represented
by Commodore Berriman, who. although not -a delegate to the meet-
ing, yet has been appointed delegate to the Yac.t Racmg Union of
the Great Lakes when it takes place. According to him the changes
proposed in measuring with crew aboard, and in requii-ing a 35 per
cfni. coefficient of the midship section of yachts, will not be accept-
ed by the association he represents. It may be that this dissension
will prevent the Michigan association from racing. The midship
section rule referred to reads:
"The area of the midship section or largest vertical cross section

of any yacht over .23 feet r. 1. launched after Novemb'^r T, 1896,
when in racing trim shall not be less than .oS. per cent, of the beam (at
1 w. 1.) multiplied by the extreme draft whenever found, exclu-
sive of centerboard, it it be not a board weighted for ballast."
Mr. Gooderham said, as one of the owners of Canada, that he

would not like to see other boats of her model, and would advocate
that boats of Zelma type be built in future.
It was ld:15 a.. M. before the business session adjourned from the

afternoon was resumed. It was then seen that it was impossible to
s -ttle the above differences, and Mr. Monck moved that the meeting
bj adjourned, and that a committee be appointed to confer with the
n ^legates of the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes, and that the
el.'ction of offtcers be proceeded with. He said that the meeting
w luld be a memorable one, and would go down in the history of the
ra:;ing of the Great Lakes.
He considered that it was impossible to come to an agreement at

the present time, that it would be a breach of faith to the delegates
who met at the Buffalo meeting, where the rules under consideration
were drawn up, to act hastily upon the matter.
Mr. Feraside said that it would not do to let the matter go over the

meeting.
Mr. Burnside argued in favor of the skimming dish, fln-keel type.

Then it was moved that this section be taken up.
On behalf of the owners of Canada. Mr. Gooderham said he would

guarantee that Canada would not beput forwardas a defender unless
the chal engers should be given the plan of her midship section as a
m- del after which to build.
One after the other, amendment after amendment was lost, An

amendment was finally put which looked as if it would settle matters,
when it was discovered that Uelegates Monck and Bickford had dis-
appeared, and no search could discover them.
The meeting had failed to come to an agreement upon the proposed

changes to the constitution after 3 o'clock this morning.
1 hen the meeting broke up for a time, while everybody did a little

lobbying. Then Mr. Goodernam made a motion tnat boats of the
•50ft. class take Zeima's midship section: the 4:2ft, class, Zel'-a's; tne
3Tfi, class, Vivia's; the .32ft. class, Eva's; the i7ft. class, Hiawatba's-
the 22tt class, Caruli's; up to which future boats must be built'
Canada to be allowed m the4.'ft. class, but to be faxed thrf e times the
time allowance of her class. This received no seco ad. More lobby-
ing , Messrs. Burnside and Fearnside wanted Canada's midship section
adopted.
Tupn Mr. Gooderham moved that these boats be the representa-

tives: Zelma, Canada, Vivia, Eva, Hiawatha, Caruli, in the respec-
tive cl£.sses. Mr. Fearnside said tbis suited nim. It was what he
wanted. "I have the courage of my convictions," he said. In mak-
his motion 3Ir. Gooderham added; "And, gentlemen, there's not an
American boat in the lot." Mr. Jarvis, who sailed Canada, Mr
Gooderham, one of the o%vners, and Mr. Ambrose said: "That kills
the 4afi. class."
Then ihe question of measuring vessels with their crews aboard

was taken up, and dropped Uke a hoc potato. Then the question ot
whether a professional shall steer a boat of over 32ft. in length '

i

was decided he cowld. Mr^ Pritchard objected to the disbarment of a
professional sailing his own boat, no matter what the length. JNoth-
ing official was done about his objection.

It was decided that existing boats be continued in their classes,
although with crews aboard they may be forced over their class
limn; otherwise boats must be measured with crews aboard.

J, c. Burroughfe insisted that the delegates of the Rochester Y 0
be put on record as being again-i the decision to use the mid.s'hip
section of Canada as a model for boats built for the 4af t. class. The
election of ofiQcers occurred some time as the eastern sky heralded
the approach of the sun, and resulted as follows: Pres., E. H, Am-
brose; Vice Pres., T B. Pritchard; Sec'y-Treas., Frank Gray; Ex
Com,; Rev. Dr. Whitcomb, Royal Hamilton Y. 0.; Com. R A
Downey, Oswego Y. C, ana Com. Owain uariin, Queen City Y C
Mr, Pritchard said he thought that the best interests of the L. Y

R. A. required that the secretary-treasurer should be from Toronto
or Hamilton, so as to be in closer communication with the president.
Mr. Burroughs said that he knew Mr. Pr tehard meant what he said'.
Mr. Gooderham stated that he knew Mr. Pntchard's attitude was
correct, and he would resign as vice-president, and would nominate
Mr. Pritchard for the office, Mr. Pritchard objected, but he was
elected vice-president, and Frank Gray, of the Royal Canadian Y. C
Toronto, was elected secretary-treasurer.

'

A vote of thanks was tendered the Chamber of Commerce for the
use of its rooms.

It was decided to apply for admission to the Yacht Racing Union
of the Great Lakes. Mr, Burroughs wanted Mr. Jarvis to act as a
delegate to the meeting of the Union. Mr. Jarvis declined on the
ground that he could not go to the meeting feeling as he did in regard
to the adopted rules of the L Y. R A. It was carried that the three
original delegates, Messrs. Ambrose, Jarvis and Burroughs, make up
the committee.

It will be seen from the above that the battle of the fin-

keel has broken out in earnest on Lake Ontario, with what
result no one can yet foretell. Anyone acquainted with the
personnel of the two patties to the controversy would most
natuially suppose that the advocates of the lin-keel were the
comparatively few wealthy owners who own such craft or
ace able to build and run them, and that the advocates of
the yacht section, so to speak, were the men of more mod-
erate means who desire to race in a yacht adapted toother
uses of yachting. As it happens, this is very far from being
the case ; the proposal to prohibit the fin-keel on Lake Ontario
comes from the owners of the only important yacht of the
type on the Lake, the new Canada, men who are willing to
set their pergonal interests aside and to bar their own yacht
for what they consider the good of yachting. The opposi-
tion, on the other hand, is composed mainly of men whohave
no interest whatever in the larger classes, who do not piopose
to build in them, and whose objects, when we consider the
external bearings of the question, are hard to fathom. The
leader ol the opposition is a part owner of the 37-footer
Hiawatha, a new yacht last season, a skimming dish with a
wooden fin, her dimensions being: Over all, 4Uft,

; l.w.l.,
34ft

;
beam, 10ft ; draft of hull. 2tt. ; total draft, 7ft.

; weight
of bulb, 2,70Ulb3. ; sail area, 950sq. ft By a peculiar and
unusual rule, this gentleman was enabled to cast three votes,
one for himself and two as proxy for absent delegates. With
him was associated in the opposition to the proposed amend
ment the owner of a 22ft. boat designed by Dyer, with a
loaded oak fin. The 27-footer would be affected by the pro-
posed restriction in its origmal form, to include the 37ft.
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class; the 22-footer would not, as no limitation to the mid-
ship section was proposed in this class. At the same time
the owner of Hiawatha was not asked to make the same
sacrifice of his yacht which Canada's owners were willing to
make of her, and they ofEered to place the 37ft. class with,
the 23ft., with no penalty on the bulb-fin, provided the re-

striction were adopted in the larger classes.

These gentlemen were actively aided in the meeting by
two strangers, the owner and designer of Vencedor, meni-
bers of the Lake Michigan Association, but not of the L. Y.
E. A., who made the long journey from Chicago to Roches-
ter expressly to oppose the adoption of the limitation of the
midship section, the measurement with crew on board, and
the exclusion of professional helmsmen. By the courtesy of
the meeting they were allowed to be present^ and they
were active in their efforts to oppose the will of the ma-
jority

Looking first at the domestic side of the dispute, as con-
cerns the Lake T. R. A. alone, the so-called compromise is a
piece of botchwork that is in marked contrast to all previous
legislation of the Association, and which cannot possibly
stand. It is absurd, inconsistent and without reason. It

recognizes one type here and another there at mere hazard,
and is utterly useless as a guide in building. Taking the
whole result of the meeting as a victory for the fin-keel, it

means that such yachts as have been used in the past, yachts
of adequate construction and accommodation for the rough
service of the lake, must give place to the fln keel machine
that can pick her way from port to port in summer and win
the prizes in ordinaiy weather, butwhich is lacking in all the
essentials of a yacht.
The plea which is made elsewhere for the fin-keel—that all

experiments in the direction of extreme speed are desirable
as increasing the knowledge of the naval architect—does not
hold in so isolated a locality as the Great Lakes; but with
yachting yet in its infancy, they can well afford to leave ex-
pensive experiments to others, and to limit themselves to

such yachts as, while fast, are still capable of other uses
than match sailing. The conditions of yachting are more
favorable on Ontario to-day than on any other ot the lakes;

hut even there the existing classes are poorly built up, and
there is the constant complaint of lack of entries. Given a
few. second-hand Herreshoff fin-keels on the lake, Drusilla in

the 37ft. class and Dilemma in the 37ft., for instance, sweep-
ing the classes for a single season, and every good boat must
be shut out of the raci g The men who are responsible for
this condition of aSairs do not propose to remedy its evil

results by building fin-keels or semi-fin-keels to take the place
of the outclassed yachts, their work is merely that of de-
struction and not construction.
The consequences outside the immediate limits of Ontario

are quite as disastrous as at home. The effort to form a
permanent union of all the lafte clubs under rules that would
promote yachting and yacht building had its origin with
Lhe members of the Royal Canadian Y. 0. Through their

exertions the reeent conference at Buffalo became an accom-
plished fact; they made the original draft of the rules there
adopted

;
they placed the subject before all the lake clubs,

and they have labored to bring all together on a footing of
equality. The one serious point in dispute—the limitation

ot the midship section—has been accepted by the Interlake
Y. C , of Lake Erie, and the only question was whether the
Vencedor interests would be powerlul enough to induce the
Michigan Association to reject it; that it would be refused
on Lake Ontario was hardly a possible contingency, consid-
ering that its proposers represented almost the only vested
interest involved in the barring of the fin-keel. Now their

work is destroyed and their intentions discredited, not by
strangers, but by their neighbors and associates.

It is quite evident that the Lake Y. R. A. cannot, in its

present position, enter a conference of the different lake as-

sociations and oppose the iutroductioh of the fio-keel; and
the result of a general meeting will either be that the L. Y.
R A. will itself be pfevenitd from joining the new Union
founded by its leading men, or the rules already adopted for
the Union will have to be remodeled to suit it.

Our advice to the L. Y. R. A., 15rst of all, is that it should
at the earliest possible moment 'apttend its rules in accord-
ance with the usage in most similar bodies, giving no dele-

gate more than one vote, either personally or as a proxy.
In the present case, a majority of two-thirds being cecessary
to the adoption of an amendment to the racing rules, the

vote at one time stood 11 for the restriction of the midship
section to 7 against it, one aelegate with his two proxies,

representing the two smallest and least important clubs on
the lake, controlling the entire meeting. It is the business

of a delegate to attend such a meeting, especially where
questions are to come up in which he or his club are inter-

ested. If he cannot attend, he should have the privilege (or

his club should) of naming a proxy to represent him; but it

is unfair to all the other delegates' when one individual can
come to a meeting with a proxy in every pocket and a vote

for each one. We cannot say in the present case how the

absent delegates might have voted if present after taking a
personal part in the discussion and hearing the other side;

but we can state .from our own knowledge that at least one
of those whose rights and responsibilities were thus turned
over bodily to another was so completely in ignorance of the
full facts of the case as to he in no way competent to

form a judgment on them.
The result of the meeting is likely to do considerable harm,

for a time, both to the new Union and to Lake Ontario it-

self, but we hope that those who have worked thus far for

better things will be in no way discouraged by this regret-

table occurrence.

The Tacht Racing League.

The special meeting of the New York Y. C, called to

consider the proposal for the formation of a yacht racing

league of all American clubs, was held on Dec. 23 at the

club house, Com. Brown presiding. The scheme for

the proposed union was explained in detail by J. F. Love-
joy, with whom it originated The proposal brought out

out a good deal of discussion and no small amount of oppo-
sition. The original motion, for immediate action, was so

strongly opposed that the following compromise was finally

offered and passed

:

Mesol'oed, That a committee of seven, one of whom shall

be the Commodore, be appointed by the chairman for the

purpose of considering the advisability of organizing a Yacht
Racing League, the object of which league shall be to estab-

lish uniform cooperation on measurement, classifi'^ation and
racing rules, the promotion of yacht building, the encour-

agement and development of the sport, anil the preservation

of yachting history and racing records, and that said com-
mittee report back to the club at a special meeting to be

called for the purpose.

The following committee has been since appointed by
Com. Brown: Com. E. M. Brown, James D. Smith, S.
Nicholson Kane, E. D. Morgan, Rear-Com. L, C. Ledyard,
C. Oliver Iselin and Clarence Postley.

The Coha^set iS-Footers.

Tbe accompanying photos show two of the Cohasset class
of "one-design" 1§ footers built from the lines of Sca,Tecrow,
as published in the Forest and Stream of Jan. 37, 1894.
We have previously published a very full account of the

A

BLINK.

Cohasset 15-footers designed by W. P. Stephens. From photos
by N. L. Stebbins.

performances of the class, by W. E. Robinson, of the Boston
Olobe. While the boats were not much liked at the outset,
they have shown so many good qualities during the season
that they have become very popular. The class has made

HONEY.

good racing about Cohasset. The fins were fitted to lift, as
the mooring ground is bare at low water. AH of the boats
were originally rigged like Blink; the rig of Honey was put
on as an experiment. The builder, Mr. Mclntyi-e, turned
out an excellent little fleet at a very reasonable cost.

Elections of Officers.

Harletn Y. C—Oom.. Daniel Ryan; Vice-Com., John Kipp; Eear-
Cora., Henry Hanlein; Fle^t Capt., Arthur Hochstetter; Treas.,
Charles Hutchinson; Financial Sec'y, John Traugott; Recording
Sec'y, H. L. Fuller; Corresponding Sec'y, F. H. Davis; Measurer,
W. D. S. Heyer; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. H. M. Oox; Steward, M. L.
Qoetze; Board of Directors: James F. I.ilor, John Wimmer, B.F,
Mever, E, F. Delevan te. •

Knickerbocker Y. C—Com., J. D. Bilhard, Jr., sip. Tempua; Vice-
Corn., John F. Phillips, scbr. SouthTn Cross; Rear Com., Stephen H.
.Mason, Jr., sip. Moccasin; Treas.. Geo. H. Cooper; Seo'y- J- O. Sm-
kinson; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. E. Ringer; Fleet Chaplain. Rev. William
Everett Johnson ; Board of Directors: Fdvrin G. Davis, H Stephenson,
E. Bberspacher, C Sehlesinger and O. D. Dike.
Harvard Y. C—Com., A. B Emmons, '98; Vice-Corn., G. H, Scull.

'98; Rear-Corn., C. C. iStillman, '98: Sec'y-Treas., J. A. Burnham, '99;

Election Committee; J. A. Burnham, '99; H. Sampson, '99; E. A,
Boardman. '99; Regatta Committee: A. H, Higginson, '98; E. Wads-
worth, '98; H. D. Prescott, '98.

Mempsiead Y. (7.—Com., Charles H. .Southard, of Baldwins; Vice-
Corn., John H. Carl, of Mdburn; Rear-Com.. Floyd Weeks, Hemp-
stead; Meas . Thomas D. Smith, Bellmore; Sec'y, I. W. Williams,
Treas., Frank Place, of Hempstead. Board of " Goveraors: C. H.
Southard, Baldwins; Frank Place, Hempstead: J. H. Carl, Mdburn;
Floyd Weelies, Hempstead; Thomas D. Smith, Bedmore; I. W. Wil-
liams, Hempstead; Thomas Martin, BrooiJlyn; Seaman L. Pettit,
William E. Clowes, Bergen R. Carman, Hempstead. Regatta Com-
mittee: J. Wbeeler Glover, Baldwins; Samuel R. Smith, Freeport; L.
W. Williams, Hempsteaa.

Village Y. C, Boston.—Com. , 0. O'Connor: Vice-Com., C. Died-
richs; Fleet Capt , W, I, Hartley; Sec'y, T. F. Buckley; Treas., A. J.
Pabst; Sergc.-at-Arms, A Leach.

St. Louis (Mo.) Y. O.—Com.. E. A. Shay; Vice-Com., C. F. Mul-
key; Rear-Com.. F. H. Medart; Sec'y, O. B. Plass; Treas., E, Will
Thompson ; Fleet Capts.. sailing, George^D. Woodward

;
power, John

B Retallack; Fleet Surgeon, George w. Kale, M.D.; Official Meas-
urer, James F, Jones.
Tajipan Zee Y. C—Com., O. C. Pickney; Vice-Com., N. Bolet:

Sec'y, H. Scurdevant; Treas., Major Hlnton.
Montreal Model Y, C—Capt., H. E. Codd; Mate, J, Fothering-

ham; Purser, George A. Moore; Commit;tea, J, Keywortli, J. Moore,
B. D. McGulre, B. Dease.
Maple Leaf Y. C„ 2Tora?ito.—Com , J. Lee; Vice-Com., W, Delaney,

Capt., C. Burley; Hon. Sec'y, J. McLellan; Hon. Treas., J. Lang,
Hon. Meas., W. Ramsey; Ass't Meas,, M, Green. Executive Goramit-
teet J. Lee, W. Delaney, C. Barley, M. Croshie, 9. Crute, J. Virgin.
Sailing Committee: C. Burley, W.Ramsey, M. Green, T. Delaney.. B.
Wickleson. House Committee: J. Clark, A. Jobnson, J. McLellan.
Huntington Y. C—Com., A. AV. Palmer; Vice-Comi.-J. WooIsey

Shepard; Treas., O^ W. Ingersoll
;
Sec'y, Daniel S. Wood; Trustees,

for three years, the Rev. Thomas McKee Brown and David A. Storerj
Trustees, for one year, George B. Rogers and Charles A Klots. -The
amendment to the constitution providing for a vice-commodore, was
carried, and ex-Com. H. H. Gordon was unanimously elected, to the
position.
Long Island Y. C—Com., Joseph N. Goldbacher; Vice-Com., Chas.

Hagen; Rear-Com., Theodore Meyer; Rec. Sec'y, Wm. B. Richards;
Cor. Sec'y, Charles Williams.
Pavonia Y. C—Com., D. W. Kahn; Vice-Corn., James Johnston;

Fleet Capt., G. T. Smitb; Meas., A. P. Curtiss; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. L.
Bauman; Cor. Sec'y, W. A. Miller: Fin. Sec'y, W. F. Tooin; Treas.,
B. H. McOlain: Trustees: W. J. Kent, F. G. Agens, S. Morris, E. J.
Smith and T. J. Roach; House Committee: J. A. Denin, L. Mitteis-
dorf, J. G. Benta, J. F. Clark and W. Willis; Anchorage Cominitteei
A. F. Roe, A. J. Kreymeyer and J, W. Strober; Delegates to New'
York T. B. A.: James Johnston, A. J. Kreymhyer and H. Heidel-
berger.
Douglaston Y. C—Com., Hazen L. Hoyt; Vice-Com,. Clay M.

Greene; Rear-Com., F. R. Parsons; Sec'y, George H. Petit; and
Treas., John A. Cartiedge.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
H. M. S. Virago, the foui'th of the 30 knot torpedo boat destroyers

building for the Admiralty by Messrs. Laird Brothers, Birkenhead,
has had a full power preliminary run, with Admiralty officials on
board, prior to her official trials. As it was the first tiiue the vessel
had been run at full speed, the results, both as regards evenness "and
speed, reflect great credit on the builders. The following are the par-
ticulars of the six runs on the mile at Skelraorlie:

Time on Mile. Speed.
Steam. Lbs. Min. Sec. Knots.

First mile , 215 1 5914 SQ.m
Second mile v.. ...... ......815, 1 .57' .30.770
Thurd mile. .........216 1 69U 30 120
Fourth mile -216 1 56^5 30.890
Fifth mile 318 1 o8te 30.:ffl0

Sisthmile 318 1 .W 30.510
The mean steam was 2161bs. and the mean speed ,30 BOS knots. Mr.

Welsh and Mr. Ball attended on behalf of the constructive branch of
the Admiralty, and Mr R. Ratsey Bevis and Mr. J. W. P. LiiM of the
contractors. The vessel suDsequently completed the anchur trials
satisfactorily at the Tail of the Bank.
The torpedo boat destroyer Furor, lately launched by Mes=j\s.

James and George Thomson, Limited, Clydebank, for the 8pani.''h
Government, has completed her trials on the Clyde. The mean speed
on a three hovu-s' run was iS.'ib knots, or a quarter of a knot in excess
of the guarantee. During the trial the Furor had the full load of
seventy-five tons on board, which is considerably greater than the
load carried by the destroyers of the British and other Governments.
His Excellency, Com. Cfimara, chief of tbe Spanish Koyal Naval
Commission in London, and a staff of assistants were on board repre
sentmg the Spanish Government.— K7!,(7;»i(3erHi(y.

After the mess dinner of Dec. 19 the members of the Seawanhaka
C. Y. C. to the number of about forty spent tbe evfulng ra an in-
formal discussion of the subject of clouds, fog and moisture On
Saturday evening, Jan. 9, the topic will be •'.Ship Hvgiene.'" with a
paper by Dr. Frederic B. Sondern. In consequence of the holiday in-
terruption, tbe "Talk" announced for Dec. -46 was pcstrioned to Jan.
16. Topic, "Winds, their cause, vaiioua kinds, density, effects, now
to interpret changes in, etc."

The annual meeting of the* Rochester Y. C. resulted in the follow-
ing officers being f Itcted: Com., A. G. Wright; Vice-Corn., Dr. J. W
Herriman; Fl-3et Capt. , Edward Schirck; Rec. ^ec'y, F, T Christy;
Cor. Sec'y, E. B Lpary; Treas., George H, Clark; Fle'Sr Surgeon, Dr.
Sumner Hay ward; Meas., W. H. Pillow, Jr.; Dii-ectors--'. S Todd
Dr. W. J. Herriman. J. W. Robbins, A. T. Hageo; Del*?gates lo Lake
Yacht Racing Association—Dr. W. J- Herriman. J E, Bun'oughs Dr.
(!. B. Nicholson. ,

'

The following record of races and prizes for lhe year was read:
May 30 -Class A, Cinderella, flag. Firsc class. Iris Nox $10,

Magel S8, Amelia .S5. Second class, Zanita fjO
June 34—First class, Iris 815, Facile SIO, Weno ?5. Second cla.ss

Nydia$]3, Nixyi $8, ZanitaS4. Third class, Priscii'a »10, Chic 87!
Zenobia $b, Viola $3.
July 18-First class, Nox $13. Second elass, Pri'-'cilla $10, Zenobia

*7, Quella $5.
July 30 -First class. Iris $15 Second class, Zihi'.a $13, Nixvi 88.

Third class. Chic $10. Zenobia $7.
Aug. 8 -First class. Undecided $13, Second class, Nydia $12, Nixyi

38, Zanita$4. Third class, Priscilli glO. Zenobia $7, Chic $5.
Aug. 37 First class, Facile f13 GO. Kelpie $8 (iO, Iris $3 60. Sectond

class, Nydia 813, Zanita S8, Althea $4.- Third class, Zenobia $10.
The total amount of priz • money avrarded was 8^58; saved by not

liUing, $53; extra awards, $5
The prize flags were presented together with, the prize money; the

colors for the prizes were as follows: YbJIow, first; ,rea, second; blue^
third; white, fourth.

Sapphire II., steam yacht, originally Oleopatro, has again been re-
named, and is now Penelope. This last change has been made by
her new owner, H. E. Cunverse, of Boston, whu recently piu-ehased
her from A. L. Barbour, giving the steam yacht Galypso in part pay-
ment,

Nourmahal, steam yacht, J J. Astor, is refitting at the Erie Basin
and will start this month on a cruise I o Buenos A.vres with Mr. and
Mrs. Astor and a party of friends. . The .yacht's bridge has been eu-
larged and a number of alterations made.
May, steam yacht, Mrs. Sarah Drexel Fell, arrived at Malta on Dec

.

11 from TimiF, and sailed next day for Alexandiia.

Columbia, steam yacht, J. H. Ladew, arrived at Nassau on Dec. 11
and sailed for San Domingo on Dec. 16.

The nominations for the annual meeting of the Atlantic Y.C, on
Feb. 8, are as follows: Com., George J. Gould, steam yacht AtaUnta
and cutter Vigilant; Vlce-Com., Frederick T. Adams, 'schr.' Sachem;
Rear-Com, Benjamin M. Whirlock, schr. flildegarde; Sec'y, David
E.Austin; Treas., George H. Church; Meas., George HUl; Trustees,
J. Rogers Maxwell, Philip G. Sanford, Alexander P. Ketchum, New-
bury D. Lawton, Thomas L. Watson and Henry B. Howell; Member-
ship Committee, Louis P. Jackson, Spencer Swain and Henry W.
Banks, .Jr.

;
Regatta Committee, Newbury D. Lawton, David E. Aus-

tin and George W. McNulty.
It is now annoimced that the Prince of Wales and Mr. A. Barclay

Walker have reconsidered their determination to omit tbe Mediter-
ranean races this year, and that both Britannia and Ailsa will tit; oilt
soon for the voyage. Mr. Walker has prest-nted the Club Nautique de
Nice with 1,000 francs for the international regatta, which will take
place on March 12 next. A number of small yachts, including Sam-
phire, will be sent out from England

.

The following nominations have been made for ofBcers of the New-
York Y. C. : Com., J. Pierpont Morgan, steam yacht Corsair; Vice-
Com., Lewis Cass Ledyard, schr. Montauk; Rear-Com , Perry Bel-
mont, steam yacht Satanella; Sec'y, J. V. S. Oddie; Treas.. F. W.J.
Hurst; Meas., John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, Morris J. Asch, M D,

;

Kegatta Committee- Theodore C. Zerega, Dr. J. C. Barron and Dr. VV.
Barton Hopkins. House Committee—Edward E. Chase, J. V. S.
Oddie, C. Alfred Grymes, Frank M. Cronise and William L. Stow.
Arcturus, steam yacht, Rutherford Stuyvesant, has been at Fay's

yard, Southampton, for alterations, being converted fro in a* thVee-
masted schooner to a two master. She is now fitting out.'

The Almy boiler has recently been the subject of a series of ex
haustive tests as to its evaporative powers by George H. Barrus, the
Boston expert. The result is summed up as foUows in the report of
Mr. Barrus: "In point of economy the boUer compares favorably
with the best types. An evaporation of 11.9221bs. of vraier per pound
of combustible, which was obtained in the test of November 3, is rarely
exceeded b.v any form of hand-fired water tube boiler, whatever iti
size. One of the noticeable features in the operation of the boiler
was the drj'uess of the steam exhibited on all the teats. Even with
conditions of forced blast, when over 71bs. of water was evaporated
per square foot of surface per hour, the moisture was less than 1 per
cent. The heat balance given in table No. a shows that practically
all of the heat units available in the coal were accounted for, either
in useful evaporation, or in chimney and other wastes." -

Varuna, steam yacht, Eugene fliggins, reached Bermuda on- Deo..
16 after sin exceptional passage of 48h. JOm. from New Xorkj sailing
from there for Madeira. '

'

Mr. N. L. Stebbins, of Boston, bas Just issued another of his inter-
esting yacht books, the '-Yachtsman s Album," with heiibtype iioi--
traits of 240 yachts of all classes. The book is a complete list of the
more notable American yachts, from the 15-footers upward, the
portraits being supplemented by the dimensions, list of. ownerSjde-
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signers, etc. Through it the yachtsman may post himself thoroughly
concerning the many yacHts Icnown to him by reputation, but not by
sight. The Boston knockabouts are very fully represented.

Brooklyn C. C.

The annual meeting of the Brooklyn 0. 0. was held at
the residence of Percy F. Hogan, No. 202 Jefferson street,
on Dec, 8 There was a full and enthusiastic attendance.
The reports of the officers and committees showed the ^nan-
cial condition to be good and the club property ample for
the members and in good repair. The regatta committee
reported the holding of five sailing, five paddling, four tan-
dem paddling races and a combined sailing race during the
season. F. L. Bunnell won the all-round record trophy
cup and gold bar, R. J. Wilkin the second prize and silver
bar, and James F Eastmond the third prize and bronze bar.
F. L. Dunnell won the Budington sailing trophy twice and
now holds it, and R J Wilkin the Rudd paddling trophy.
The average number of starters was four in each race. The
election of officers resulted in the selpction of the following:
Com., M. V. Brokaw; Vice Com., M. M Davis (re-eleted);
Purser, F. L. Dunnell; Meas., W. N. Stanley, and member
of Board of Trustees, W. McK Miller, in place of R. J. Wd-
kin; Regatta Committee, R. J. Wilkin, W. McK. Miller
and Paul E. Vernon; House Committee, P. P. Hogan, 1). A.
JSTash and J. F. E-astmond. The annual dinner of the club

be held at R life's, in John street. New York, on Jan.
12,1897,

Img^ mid ^dU^rg.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O , Dec. 13,—The members of he Cincinnati Blfle Asso-

ciation were out in force to-day. Captain Qindele spoiled one excel-
lent chance for making 96 by putting in a 6 instead of a 10; this is but
a sample of the ups and downs of ridemen when at the score. Condi-
tions were: as usual: 200yds., oflf-hand, standard target, f-ring black.
Scores: ^ "

Gindele.
10 9 9 10 10 8 10 10 6 10-92 98998 10 7 10 7 9—86
10 8 6 9 10 9 10 9 10 8-89 9 9 8 8 10 9 9 6 9 9 86

Payne.8878799 10 10 9-85 99799968 10 7—84979776 10 9 7 10-81 7 8 7 10 6 7 9 10 9 6-79
TrounstPin.

10 6967 8 6 9 9 9 -79 7 9 6 8 6 7 10 7 10 7—773994 9 8 4 6 1 6 -65 8 6 8 4 2 6 10 85 6-63
Heidkamp.

5 8 6 5 8 8 5 7 7 8- 67 5 8 6 8 7 7 3 5 9 8-667599ai589 5-6' 5 10 5686339 5-60
Roberts.

8 6 7 67 10 10 8 9 7—78 98R967 10 95 10-78867868779 5-77 8 9 6 10 7 6 8 8 6 8-76
Topf.

5 7 9 3 6 7 5 5 5 7—59 7 8 4 4 3 9 9 8 4 8-59745544777 4—56 636585775 7-55
Weinheimer.8786869 10 6 7-75 938978657 10-73

9 10 77 76866 6-71 8 10 7585758 8—71
k. Lax.

7 9 5 7 5 7 4 5 7 10 - 66 7 8 8 7 3 8 6 3 8 8—6665 10 76966 5 5-65 5 10 5694727 5—60
81ricfem©1©!*

9 6 10 5 7 6 10 7 6 6-72 9* 86886558 8-71
10 86849186 9-69 886976947 5-69

Drube.
9 in 8 7 88696 10-81 5669 10 8879 9-7798896566 10 7—77 96 10 566967 8—72

Calumet Heights Riflemen.
Chicago, 111.. Dec. 19.—The rifle shooting members of the Calumet

Heights Gun Club shot to day under conditions of weather favorable
for good scores: cleat atmosphere, with only a slight; wmd. Under
such conditions Dr. J. O. Hobbs made the excellent total of 48 out of
a possible 50, makmg a new record for the 200yds. range of this club
Scores:
200yds., off-hand, standard oval army target, 10 shots:

_ No. 1. No 3.
Dr J O Hobbs 4543544455 - 43 6544655555 - 48DrC L Hobbs , 4344444554 -41 3554443464 -41
Q W Spalding

, 2454444145 -40 4-^84443454 - 38
S LEcwin ,......,..33:33344434 -84

Pattt.

Zettler Rifle Club.
New Yobk, Bee. 26.—At a recent meptine of the Zettler Rifle Club

the following officers were elected: President, Bernard Walther-
Vice-President, H. D. Muller; Becording and Financial Secretary,'
Gus Schiu-man; Corresponding Sesretary, Fred C. Ross: Treasurer,
Charles Q, Zettler; Shooting Master, Bernard Zettler.

rap=^haaHng.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
-send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Jan. 9-10.—Prescott, Arizona.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Arizona State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of tne
Prescott Gun Club. Boy Hill, Sec' y.
Jan. 11-14.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Park first annual midwinter

tournament. Piest three days, targets; last day, live birds.
Jan. 12-14.—Erie Pa.—Clover and Pope's midwinter tournament at

Massassauga Point. Live birds and targets. Added money ani
merchandise prizes. For programmes address Seth Clover or A. P
Pope, Erie, Pa.
Jan. 20-21.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of the Limited Gun

Club. Sparrows. Koyal Kobinson, Sec'y.
Jan. 23 —Hackensack, N. J.—Shoot for the E. C. cup. C. O. Gard-

ner, Sec'y.
Jan. 25-29.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second Texas Mid svinter tourna-

ment. Targets and magautraps. §2,000 added. Under the manage-
ment of J. M. George, Albert Steves and O. C. Guessaz, at San Ped;o
Springs grounds. Upan to the world.
Feb. 8-30 —Hot Springs, Ark.-The Arkansaw Traveler's first

grand annual live-bira tournament; $10,000 in purses and aaaed
moneys. Souvenir programme.' ready Jan 1. Address all communi-
cations to John J. Sumpter, Jr., Box 111, Hot Sprmgs, Ark.
Feb. 10.—Hackensack, N. J.—Second contest tor the icecreation

cup, under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club. C. O. G-ird-
tier, Sec'y.
March 13-17.—Batchesteu, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

tie CobAveb Gun Club ; live birds and targets. Cobweb hanaicap at
Jive birds, SaOO guaranteed.
Marcb 23-25.—New York City. --The Interstate Association's fifth

aimual Grand American Handicap at live birds.
April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateur and fourteeuth open- to-all tournament.
April 15-17.—San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Ciub. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annua! tournament of the

Nebraska fctate Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.
April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz
secy.

.^1 ay 5-7.—N EWBUROH, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West
Newburgh Guu and Ritle Association. First two days, targets: third
lay, live birds. $j0 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all,

May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
State Game and Fish Protective A.ssociation. Fred T. Dun-ant, Sec'y,
June 16-17.—Fabgo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
•Tune (third week) —Cleveland. O,— Fourth annua.1 tournament of

the Chamberiin Cartridge and Target Company.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under tbe auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special eveui: 25 live birds per man. $35, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Keeser. Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.
Oct. 6-8.—NEWBtiRGH,N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the "West

Newburgh Qunand Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherivise reported.
Mail all such matter to FQreat and Streami Fublishina Company, SU6
Broadway, New York.

The circuit of the Interstate Association for 1897 will probably be
somewhat on these lines: Grand American Handicap in March, fol-
lowed by target tournaments as below: Baltimorf , Md

;
Richmond,

Va.; Mobile, Ala.; Monroe, La.; New Haven. Conn.; Lewiston, Me,;
MoDtpelier, Vt.; the eighth tournament being given, if possible, at
some point in New Hampshire. Frocn the recommendation made to
the manager by the Interstate Association's classification and tour-
nament committee, it seems probable thatNasnvUle, Tenn., will be
substituted for either Monroe, La., or Mobile, Ala. The Associatioa
wanted to give a tournament at some point in New Hampshire last
season, but no club came forward with a request for ibe Associ-
ation's services. Is there any club in that State that wants it this
year? Don't all speak at once. Write to ihe manager, timer E.
Shaner, 122 Diamond Market, Pittsburg, Pa.

It is the intention of the Interstate Association to make all events
shot during the Grand American Handicap tournament high gun
events. The Nitro Powder Ht ndicap, 15 live birds per man, wiU be a
feature on the first day, as usual, but it will not be elates shooting, as
in the past. The number of moneys, high guns too, will be gradu-
ated according to tue number of entries, on a plan somewhat similar
to that adopted for the Grand American Handicap. Tnis tournament
is a shoot for shooters, and we are glad to see that the Interstate As-
sociation is cutting away froin the old system of dividmg purses on
the 50, 30 and 20 per cent, plan— a plan by which it was possible for a
man to -'kill them all" and yet come out of the contest worse off
than a friend who had dropped one or two birds. The programme
for the Graad American Handicap vs eek of lb97 will be wtU wotth
studying

Piatt Adams, of the New Utrecht Gun Club, and also of the Boiling
Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., is a hard man to handicap.
His double win of the Class A badge ana the Hegemau medal at tbe
New Utrecht,Gun Club's grounds this seas n shows that he is about
on top in chat company. On Christmas Day at the Boiling Springs
ground, with a handicap of 2 txira targets to shoot at. he succeeded
in making his score one of 30 out of 32, scoring a highest possible. As
a matter of fact, take him day in and day out, he is .just as near an
85 per cent, man as you'll And anywhere round about. He has im-
proved at least 10 per cent, during the past twelve months, and is a
shinmg example of what pluck and perseverance will do when it

comes to trap-shooting.

The Brooklyn Eagle of Dec. 26 had the following item in regard to
a proposed shoot at Bayport, L. X. : "At the pigeon shoot at the Bay-
po't House yesterday afiernoou Bergh officers foroade the shooting
of live birds. Tbe society notified INlr Harris some days ago and the
officers were on hand to enforce the law. There was quite a discus-
sion as to whether it was more ci uel to shoot live pigeons from tne
trap than quail or other game m the fields. Tne sportsmen who
came to tase part in the match had to content themselves with
shooting at clay pigeons The live pigeon match will take place on
New Year's Day under the auspices of the Sayvdle (Jlub, as it is un-
derstood that this club is exempt from the lavif."

The annual meeting of the New Utrecht Gun Club, of Brooklyn, N.
Y' , was held on Wednesday evening, DdC. 2ij, in the rooms of the
Fountam Gun Club, 361 Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn. About twenty
members were on hand to take part In the procetdings, tbe most in-
teresting portion thereof being the discussion as to the club's tuture
trap shooting home. It was decided, after considerable discussion,
that a committee of three, appointed by the chair, should select a
suitable piece of property and report baci£ to the cluo. For the
present the club's live-bird shoots will be held semi monthly on tbe
Dexter Park grounds. The offlcars elected to serve during 1897 were:
President, Cornelius Furgueson; Vice-President, Adrian A, liege-
man; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. George E Pool.

Dr. Carver caused John L. Winston some trouble during the past
week, wmning four 50 bird races from him with consummate ease.
-Two were shot on Monday, Dee. 21, the scores, as giveo m our Is-
sue of Dec. 2B, being: Carver 4(5, Winston 44, and Carver 48, Wiuston
41. Two more were shot on Tuesday, Dec. 22, the scores bsing large-
ly in favor of Carver: No. 1 was Carver 45, Winston 39, No. 2, Carver
45, Winston 38. Tbe birds on this occasion are said to have been
very fast, with some wind to aid them. There must, bawever, have
been something else that troubled Winston, because '-147" is a bet-
ter man than 77 per cent, on any class of birds. The fact that he ac-
counted for 77 out of the 100 is probably some consolation to the gen-
tleman who has such faith in the mystic figure 7.

"Saving his Scalp" is the title given to the picture that adorns the
calendar for 1897 issued by tbe Union MetaJhc Cartridge Co., of
Biidgeport, Conn. Tne scene depicted by the artist is a stirring one,
representing a ride for life and scalp on tne part of a scout, with In-
dians in pursuit. One of the redskins, wno has just topped the hill

,

is drawing a bead on the fleeing horseman, who is coming toward us
at a great rate. It is unfair to leave us in doubt as to whether that
Indian's bullet did its wori or whether the scalp was saved. As a
hint to the U. M. C. Co., let us suggest that this picture be marked
"To be continued in our next," tue sequel being given next year.
We want to know what happened.

The sporting reporters attached to the Buffalo, N. Y., dailies are
striking examples of the truth (in their case, at least) of "Wick's"
(tne late W. F. Limber, of Cincinnati) statement, that ' the pen is
mightier than the gun." (Ed Taylor's always quoting this at us, so
we know that Wick said it.i Six reporters are said to have entered in
aiO-birdrace at Audubon Park Mason, of the Courier, was /aciie
princeps with 6 out of 10. Far behind hini came Brooks, who is given
as ••unattached," with a out of 10. The other four were bunched at the
finish with a row of goose eggs, Hasbrouck's nose ,iust showing
in front ot the others by virtue of a "dead out of bounds" on his 6th
bira.

Jim Elliott is getting acclimated to the air of Long Island and Dex-
ter Park prior to his match with Hulford, Dec. 3i. Jim's present ad-
dress, one that will find him as readily as •'Care of W. R. A. Uo., 3i2
Broadway, N. Y.," is Dexter Park, Jamaica avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.
By 1 p. m,, Thursday, Dec. 31, the hour at which the matcti begins,
he will not only have learned the grounds thoroughly, but wih also
have something like a speaking acquaintance with every bird that
will be trapped. There is eveiy bkeiihood that he will abuss that
friendship shamefully.

Charlie Grimm now wears the "cast iron cnampionship medal,"
and we know no one vvLo can wear that medal with more honor or
with more becoming humility. He has won it fairly and in a great
fignt, the scores at the end of the 100th round standing: Grimm 98,
Carver 86. Our Chicago correspondent can speak witn authority as
to the quality af the birds, but it must be remembered that 98 and 96
on any class of birds is true Cnampionship form. Carver, though de-
feated, is by no means disgraced.

Fred G Moore, of this city, is shooting in something like his old
form. On Uhristmas Day, at the grounds of the UouutryClub, of
Westchester, N. Y., he made some good runs Besides winning a
cup with 13 straight, he aivided 8 out ot the lO miss-and-outs shot
during the day, scoring at one time 33 straight in those events, and
dividing in consdquence 5 consecudve miss and outs.

A. W. du Bray writes us from Dallas, Tex., that Parker guns won
first place in tne hve-bird events each day of the Norto 'lexasGun
Club League's tournament. We understand also (but nor from Du
Bray) that Parker Bros.' representative carried oQ the honors in the
badger baiting contests at Waxahai hie, Tex , on ihe same dates.

The New Year's attraction at Elkwood Park, N.J., will be Ihe
Shrewsbury Handicap, 10 live birds, $10 entrance and 510 added by
the management, 6 entries to flil. It lO enliies, three high guns; less
than 10 entries, two high gims. Sweepstake sbootmg will also be
run to suit shooters.

We learn from Secretary Rpeser, of the Oil City, Pa., Gun Olub,
that Etmer E. Sti^^^.er, manager of the Interitate Association, will
manage the Stat© sfao.'! for the Oil City Gun Olub, June 2-2-23.

We extract the foUowing paragraph from a personal letter written
to us by Mr. J. A. H. Dresael, secretary-treasurer of the Sportsmen's
Association: "It will undoubtedly interest you to know that on or
before .Jan. 1 next the Association will take possession of its newly
equipped and roomy headquarters in the new Williams Building,
8(7-379 Broadway, where it will be pleased to receive its members and
friends; that nearly every State in the Union is now represented in
the membership roll, which is being increased by from .six to ten ap-
plications daily; and that the third annual exposition, to be held at
Madison Square Garden in Marcb next, promises to be the most suc-
cessful yet held by the Association.*'

Gus Nowak, a prominent member of the Zettler Rifle Club, of New
York city, and also a member of the Emerald Gun Club, has added to
his trophy exhibit by taking the first prize for the season of 1896 in
the monthly competitions of the Hell Gate Gun Club, of which club
he is also a member. Tbe secretary, Eugene Doeinck, gave him a
good race for first honors, but failed to score more than t5 birds in the
last shoot, three others falling dead out of bounds.

Christmas Day in this vicinity was just the kind of a Christmas Day
that is more generally met with in novels than in real life. There
was a brisk feeling about the au-, without an.v wind to speak of, thus
making it Ideal weather for a winter trap-shooting entertainment.
The many .shoots held by local clubs in the vicinity of New Y^ork were
all well attended. Nothing could be complained of except the glare
of the bright sun on the snow that made it diffl"uU to keep one's eyes
from watering when the word "Pull" was given.

We have not seen the name of W. G Clark attached to a score for
a long time. Mr. Clark is located at Elwood Ci*y, Pa., and is attend-
ing to his hotel business. We have an idea, however, that the score
attributed to one named Boker in the shoot on the Herron Uill
grounds. Dec. 16. is one with which Clark had something to do. A
match between W. S. King, of Pittsburg, Pa., and Clark was to have
been shot Dec. 23. Owing to sickness in his family Clark was unable
to be present, so the match was postponed.
The Winchester Repeating Arms Company, of New Haven, Conn

,

has gotten out one of its u.^ual attractive calendars. A. E. Frost has
been requisitioned for the hunting scenes depicted thereon. In "A
Chance Shot" he shows us one of those things that generally occur
"when you haven't got a gun," This time, however, is one of the
exceptions, and the curiosity of the antelope is likely to be fatal.
The drawing of the horse and the attitude of the hunter are capital.

The classification and tournament committee of the Interstate As-
sociation will not visit Dwyer's track at Elizabeth or Elkwood Park
until some day next week. The original intention was to inspect both
places to-day (Dec. 29); the committee, however, could not get to-
gether owing to various business arrangements.
Harvey McMurchy is in town. It's not necessary to mention that

Harvey represents the Hunter Arms Company, and that therefore he
is to be found .just now in W. Fred Quimby's quarters at 3i)U Broad-
way. Harvey is only here on a briei visit, but hopes to be able to
stop long enough to witness the Blliott-Fulford match on Thursday.
He will be on view at San Antonio, Tex,, Jan, 25-29.

Old Hoss has achieved the distinction of being the first entry regu-
larly made for the Grand American Handicap. On Monday morning,
Dec. 28, the sum of $10 was paid to .1. L, Lequin, secretary of tlie
Interstate Association, as forfeit money for the above entry, the name
of 0. M. Hostetter, of Pittsbui^g, fa., being placed at the head of a
column that will soon rapidly fill with other names.
Jim Elliott and E D. Fulford meet at Dexter Park, L. I., on Thurs-

day of this week, Dec. :31, to shoot for the Kansas City Star's cup at
100 birds per man. Fulford will use the Greener which he bandied so
well at irenton on Dec, 3, while Elliott will show the boys that he is
not very seriously handicapped by shooting a Winchester repeating
shotgun.

The Kewanee, 111., Gun Glub^olds a two days' shoot on its grounds
Dec. 26-30, The programme states: "Nothing barred but black pow-
der." On the first day the main event will be a 4-men team race, a
2 men team race taking place on the second day.

Charlie Zwirlein, of Yardville, N. J,, writes that he will hold a live-
bird shoot Jan. 6 at his grounds. Tbe main event will be 20 birds, $15,
birds included at 25 cents each, three moneys.
As will be noted, the dates for thf Texas Midwinter shoot have been

changed to Jan. a5-29. The dates tor the Hot Spr.ngs. Ark., tourna-
ment have also been changed to Feb. 8-.0.

The Texas State Sportsmen's Association will be held at San An-
tonio, Trxas, April 21--.3. This meeting will be the Association's
"twenty-first ann jal." Mr. O, C. Guessaz ii secretary of the Associa-
tion.

In consequence of the change of dates at San Antonio, the Limited
Gun CluD, of Indianapolis, Ind., has changed its dates to Jan. 2J-21.

23. Edward Banks.

Trap Around Pittsburg.

HEREON HILL GUN CLDB. '

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 23 —Though somewhat late in the day, tho
fnllowmg scores made by members of tbe Herron Hill Gun Club of
this city, on December 16 will be of interest. No, 1 was a 25.bird race
handicap ri'^e, S20 entrance; No. 2 was at 10 birds, $10, The PittsI
burg Leader of Dec. 17, in speaking of the contest in No. i event
says: '

'

"The Herron Hill Gun Club shooters enjoyed some magnificent
sport at the shoot pulled off yesterday at their grounds on Davis
Island. The shoot in question was the second in a series of five at 25
live birds. Four hundred of the best birds ever trapped in this
vicinity were used in yesterday's shoot and every man in the contest
shot to win. In addition to having the best of birds yesterday the
clear, cold weather made an Ideal day for trap shooting. Will King
and McPher;on took first money with birds killed. T. D. Floivers
was referee of the match. C, A. May looked hke a winner from the
start. He brought down 17 birds m succession, the best run of the
oay. After tne tenth round there were five new men with a clean
score. They w^ere May, MePherson, Alex. King, Will King and Al
Hofmeister Alex, King and Hofmeister missed their thirteenth
birds and McPherson his fourteenth. This left Will King and May
in the lead. King missed his sixteenth bird and May bad the lead all
to himself. King's bird fell dead out of bounds, and, by the way
this was the only bird he missed all day. May, by missing his eight-
eenth bird, which also fell dead out of bounds, dropped back in line
with the King brothers, Messner and McPherson tor the lead, with
one miss apiece, Bofmeister having missed three birds. It was nip
and tuck now to the finish between the five shooters. Messner was
the first to drop behind, missing his nineteenth oird Alex. King
missed nis twenty first, and the race tor first place lay between May
McPber.'^on and Will King; They shot carefully and ran neck and
neck to the finish. May missed his last bird, and Will King and Mc-
Pherson ran out their string without a further miss. I hey divided
first money, amounting to $77. May and Messner divided second
money, $.=.7-75, Third money, $38,50, was divided among Jacque,
Alex. King and Bonn. Fourth money, $19.25, was taken hy Farmer
Hofmeister ana Bokej?.," ,

-

No. 1, No. 2W S King (30) .... ; 222222iil3132222«2-228212Sl-24 1211122112—10
S McPherson (28). 2222223ii332220332222'32222—24 2332231212—10
C A May (30) i 11 3321-33il2231332«331 iSiO—*23 2222323223-10
J a Messner (30).. 223222203-22323223S0322222—28
A H King ( 30) 11 2322232232«22222239333«—-32 2222221232—10
Jacque (29) 222i2032«22322223222»3222—22
BornC^S) 21113<;0iS<;030i23'32i232311—22 02112il]6i— 8
Boker (30) , , . . 12a0i3233«233201200121232—21 2021333113— 9
Farmer (38) , 331«32011«2r3211«13113332—21 2322321211—10
Hofmeister (27) 13i323iisil3200121031'3301-3—21 0311211101— 8
Bessemer (30).... 20i2i-30i333200333332i2»^2—20 2222211132—10THE (28)...., Ill»20l213101in0213ai.2l—20
Smith ('38) ,. S02030-3110a2i:00i3-,i2n32a0—18 .

J F B (38) •0010l00il03220i33«330100—13 0010012()11— 5
I'uffy 2011121213—9

Limited Gun Club.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec, 2i.—The Laflin & Rand Powder Co of-

fered us a trophy, but by mistake sent two of them. We put them
up for competition At 50 targets, with drum of E. 0. powder for third
prize. The scores were:
Tutewiler 47, Beqk 46, Wildhack 43, Britton 45, Morris 52, Robinson

42, Cooper 40, Uescnier 40, Buck 33. Socwell Hi. Wildhack defdated
Beck in shooting off tie on 46 for second place.
Beck and Robinson shot two races at 50 targets, each wlnnino- one

as follows: Robinson 46, Beck 43; Robinson 43, Beck 47
Dec. 18 we shot a few pigeons. All were individual matches for the

price of birds: Parry 16, Marott 14 out of 20; Beck 14, Wood 12 out
of 15; Holiiday 9, Kershner 7 out of 10; Hearsey 10, Robinson 9 out
of 10; Desehler 9, Morris .3 out of 10; Cooper 7, Lilly 7 out of 10.
Dec. 31 Beck and Wood will shoot a match at 50 pigeons for $50 a

side. Other matches have been made, enough to use 400 birds.
The Buckeye Gun Club, of Dayton, O., will pay us a social visit on
ew Y''ear's Day. The main event will be be a team race, 10 or more
' — >- Royal Kobinson, Sec'y.

New
men on each side



FOREST AND STREAM. [Jan. 2, 189^.

A New Year's Idyl.
ROLLA HKIKKS'S DliBAM.

It all happened last September—on the second day of the Pennsyl-
vania State Sportfmen'a Association's tourBament at Harrisburg.
The conversation between whiles, that ia, while we were waiting to be
called to the score, somehow or another turned on millionaires.
Taere was nothing personal about the conversation, not a single
miUionaire beins: a member of the little crowd under the tent fly.
Rolla wasn't saying a word, but the cigar which he wassnaoking went
out, always a sure sign that he is doing something heavy in the way
of thinking. A few minutes later he roused himself, suggested that
we should go and get a cup of buttermilk or something of a similar
nature, and sauntered off to the restaurant.

s On the way there,, without a word of warning, he said: "Yes, I'd
just lite to have a million or so. I'd give the boys a shoot that was a
shoot; just give them one real tournament; something to think about
and soDietbing to talk about. Just imagine what a gathering I'd get
together! Purses ranging anywhere from ^5,000 for nrst money down
to $50 or $100 for each man in fourth place in any event! No entrance
fees and nothing taken out of the purses for targets! Would the boys
come to it?"

ready,
andr
up. and Roha's plan for a big tournament passed out of mind.
That same evening, somewhere in the neighborhood of bedtime, I

got my key and went up to n.y room. Hearing voices next door, and
knowing that in that room was the eyrie of the Bald Eagle of the
Ohio Valley, I tapped, received the proper response and entered.
Rolla was lying on his bed listening to Dick Swiveller's disquisition on
the merits of Gold Dust Taking the only vacant chair, I sat down
and took upon myself the strain of answering "Yes" and "No" at the
proper intervals. Before I'd taken half a dozen puffs at my cigar
Rolla WRS asleep and dead to the world, but Dick still kept on.
Presently Rolla got restless and began to talk in his sleep "Not a

cent for entrance fees," we heard him say. Then he kicked out one
leg and clenched his right hand, exclaiming, "Let 'em ail in? Why of
course." He wa=f quiet for a few moments, and Dick utilized those
few moments to proceed with his lecture. Then came another, and
this time a flual interiuption. Raising himself into a sitting posture,
Rolla said: "Look at the-m coming! More than half of them will have
to walk home! Ha. ha!" a"d with his laugh he woke up and rubbed his
eyes, while Dick and I smiled.
His first words were: "What woke ma up? It's a shame, boys, but

I was ju!t enjoying the pleasui-e of giving a perfect tournament." Of
course we wanted to know all about it, so he told us his dream in
something like the following words:

y i
-

, BIS IDEAL TOURNAMENT.
"You remember our talk this morning about millionaires, and my

idea of what sort of a shoot I'd give if I was one of those things?
Well, I've just been dreaming that I was worth a million or so, and
felt very pleasant over it. Of course, I was bound to have my ideal
tournament and gl^e the boys a good timf^, Ordina'ily there's a lot
of bother connected with the getting up of a tournament, but when it
comes to a dream tournament with a million or so back of it, every-
thing's O. K.

'•First thing I did, as far as I can remember, was to get Elmer
Shaner, Paul Nirth, Jack Parker and Paul Liizke and set them to
work locating grounds for the shoot. Elmer Sbaner's hair stood on
end when I told him what I proposed to do: :$100,000 added, no en-
trance fees, targets thrown for nothing, everybody's fare paid to and
from the shoot from any point in the United States, proviced he came
and shot through the entire programme and made over 80 per cent.

;

no hotel expenses. In fact, everything free. Elmer said: 'They'll
all come, but a whole lot of them will have to walk home.'

"All Jack Parker said was: 'Let 'em come and we won't do a thing
to 'em 1'

"Paul North nearly fell off a cane-bottomed chair when I told him
that he was to prepare to put, in fifty magautraps. (I didn't tell him
that I had already given Fred Quimby an order for fifcy sets of empire
traps).
"Paul Litzke was to look after the scorers. When he saw the long

line of trapa in prospect, about three miles of them In a straight Une,
he said he'd have to have a dozen Arkansas mules to ride, or he
wouldn't look at the job. I told him he'd have to ride a bicycle or
hoof it, so he quit, aaymg: 'Forest ajjd Steeam is good enough for
me. Bicycles be jiggered!'
"Then we set to work preparing for the tournament. There was a

canopy of the Stars and Stripes over each score, with easy chairs be-
hind each man for him to sit down in case there was a balk at the
traps. A little colored chap was posted at each chair with a fly-scarer
to keep the flies off any shooter who wasn't breaking straight. In
rear of each score was a spacious tent of gayly colored material; and
in each tent was any amount of easy chairs for the waiting squads,
while cool beverages were served by a colored attendant from a bowl
of cracked ice ano things that adorned the center of a table in that
tent. Cigars and cigareties could be had for the asking—no limit.
"The music was a great feature. Sousa had charge of everything.

The Marine band was there as well as flee other magnificent orches-
tras. In fact there was a band every half mile down the line. Every
piece of music played was composed specially for the occasion. What
were they? Well, ss I remember the names of some of them some-
thing like this: 'Parmelee's Patter Song,' 'Fred Gilbert's Lament,'
•The Oago Chief Has Dropped a Target,' 'Charge of the Nitro Bri-
gade,' 'Come Where the jUoodle iSLwaita You,' 'Who Missed that
Straightaway,' and so on.
"Halfway between each bandstand was a fountain of perfumed

water—eau de Cologne, frangipani, wood violet, attar of roses, etc.
Urn! but thiry smeliod delicious.
"How about the eating arrangements? They were all right, I can

tell you. Eyery lOOyds. was a tent with a full-blown Delmonico res-
itaurant. It was simply a case of 'walk in ai d order what you want.'
That was the sign over the door. As you came out you were con-
fronted with a sign of 'Have you had enough?' We took that down
after a bit, as some of the boys—Sei.h Clover among the number-
wouldn't leave the tents because, as they said, they never knew when
they'd had enough.
"Then you ought to have seen the arrangements for transferring

the shooters from one end of the line to the other. Two tracks of
rails were laid down behind the tents, and trains drawn by noiseless
motors ran up and down on about one minute headway. There was
nothim to pay, and you got on and off at any point of the journey
you V aated to.

"The cashier's department was no trouble at all. There were no
entries to take; only mouthy to pay out to the winners after the shoot
was all over or when a fe low want broke at poker over night. We tooii
I. O. U's from anybody who could produce proof that he wanted a few
dollars to help him along 'until the shoot was over.'
"I suppose you think that we'd have some trouble preventing the

boys re-entering several times for the same event. We flxed that ail
right. Agents met every train about fifty miles trom the scene of the
shoot and made up squads from the man on that train, giving
each man a diamond badge with a number on it and a ticket
showing where he commanced to shoot;' tt^at is, what set of
traps he was to shoot on first. He commenced at that set of
traps and went down the line from right to left until he reached
the last set, when he went back to the head set (No. 1) and shot
down the line until he'd got back to the set he started on. Then
he was through. Every event was at 25 tarfjets, and at the end ot the
shoot there was to be a grand drawing: 100 numbers were to ba put
into a wheel, and the lirst numbar out was to be the number of the
event in which scores for the largest prizes were to count, and so
on, Mo one could tell until the drawing took place what prize he was
in for.
"Took a long time to shot? Of course it did. The programme

called for 100 events of 25 targets each. Each man had to shoot 2.50

targets a day, so that the shoot was to last just ten days, with an
extra, day for distribu ing prizes.
"Ot course it was impossible to get a place where we could hold the

shoot close to a city of any size. But I didn't care. We located away
out on some prairie; ran a track from the railroad to the grounds.
Put In a few miles of sidetracks, and held the Pullman cars for the
hoys to roost in while at the shoot. Built a few small hotels for those
who were unabie to sleep in the upper berths, and had one or two
houses specially built, sort of bomb-proof, away off from the others,
where we located all known and proved snorers of any ability. Then
we had sidr tracks for freight caia Tnere were solid trains of freight
cars packed with cases of loaded sheila of all kinds and also many car
cads of bluerocks and empires.
'It took an army Of ruiiroad employees to handle the freight that

came in daily, such as Chicago beef, mutton, etc , not to speak of the
car loads ot ice and other thmg i that are used with that article. On
the first day we ran out of uiiot, and there was at once a gentleman-
like remonstrance from our friends from the South. It didn't occur
again, but I had to send off a special tram lo bring in a fresh supply.
"Oh! boys, 1 tell you it was great, and I was just enjoyiug myself

when you woke me up, Get out of here. 1 want to go to sleep again
and And out who wonthe money. Goodnight."
Such was RoUa's dream. Edwabd Banks.

A dispatch to the New York Siin from Long Branch, N. J,, dated
iDec. 22, Btates that the Ivins Woolley ma tch, iicheduled for thai date,
did not coaifc oti', owing to Woolley refusing to shoot unless J vins put
•up tviiice the amount of stake money already agreed upon. The match
was arranged £ov lOO birds per maa,

North Texas Gun Club League.
S!Air Antonio, Tax., Dec. 16.—At Waxahachie, Tex., on Dec. 9-10 wag

held the fourtn tournament of the North Texas Gun Club League
imder the auspicen of the Waxahachie Gun Club. The weather on
both days was simply charming, in fact, rather too warm on the 10th
than otherwise The grounds on which the shooting was done are
exceedingly good, though rather difficult of access, owing to the
long uiiervals at which the horse cars run, and, moreover, the dis-
tance one has to wulk after leaving the cars. But when once on the
spot one feels fully repaid for all small inconveniences, for really a
more jovial, pleasant and hospitable set of men than those who com-
pose the home club would be exceedingly bard to find. There is one
man, however, whom I must particularly mention, and that is the
worthy president of the League, K. M. Moore, of Farmersville. Be it
North, South, East or West, we al! know him, and when he extends
his hand and greets you a glow of warmth wraps itself around one.
In paying tribute to Mr. Moore I will mention that he made the high
est average durlne both days at the targets.
The primary object of the League is to bring the shooting men of

northern Texas together and to encourage trap shooting generally;
therefore many of the matches are purely for a very small entrance,
where one competes for merchandise prizes donated by the mer-
chants and citizens of the town in which the tournament is given.
Each day a sub.-<tantial dinner was served gratis on the grounds. The
utmost good feeling prevailed, while the eveniags were spent by the
sportsmen In whatever game or pastime seemed to meet with most
general approval.
Badger baiting is quite a sport at Waxahachie, and really one

must have pulled—lustily at that—on one end of the string to feebly
take in the ^porc in all its beauty, and under all the excitement and
interest it brings about.
Waxahachie is not as big as New York—not quite as broad as

Chicago, but nevertheless it will do, and a more pleasant set of
sportsmen it would be hard to find anywhere.

First Day's Scores.
Events: 1 3 3 i 5 G 7 8 Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10. 15 10 10 Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 10

WHaggard •? 9 8 8 9 13 9 W Norman 8 13 7 14 .. 12
S Becham. 8 13 7 14 8 11 9 CDleutsch 7 10 9 12 9 12 7
B J Russell 10 9 9 9 8 11 10 J B Boone. 6 7 8 7 4 9 7 7
K M. Moore 10 14 10 15 10 la 10 T Edwards 3 .. 2 5 2 .. 4 8
N Hughes. 8 8 6 10 3 13 6 6 L. B Howell 5 9 6 11 6 13 10 6
E Worden. 7 7 6 12 8 9 8 6 J B Conlisk 9 13 6 12 9 14 9
Thompson 4 7 3 7 6 5 6 6 F Fauroce. 10 13 8 13 9 14 9
E Jickson. 6 10 8 VZ 5 10 8 JMatthesvs 8 11 9 12 5 13 10A Wilcox.

.

7 l:i 6 14 8 n 7 F Arfort. .

.

8 U 8 6 11 6
D .lackson. 7 13 7 14 7 1-2 ( HE Pickett 7 10 8 13 7 9 7
J Maledou. 6 14 7 13 5 13 8 A du Bray. 7 11 9 10 7 13 6W K Allen. 4 11 7 15 9 11 7 GA Strain. 4 6 5 10 5 9 7 5
O Worden. 7 10 6 U 8 12 7

*6 AKStewart 9 .. 9
0 B Spieer. 3 .. 4 .. 2 .. 3 7 F Meredith 9
WVPickett S 11 9 11 7 12 9

A sweep at 7 live birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys, was shot, with the
following result: D. Jackson, 7; Norman, E. A. Worden and Wilcox,
6; Faurote, Strain, Teutsch and Matthews. 5; W. V. Pickett, Becham,
Da Bray, H. E. Pickett, Hughes, Haggard, Allen, Moore and Male-
don, 4; Conlisk, Boone and Edwards, 3; Russell, Howell and O. W.
Worden, 2.

In a '20-target extra the following scores were made: Moore, SO;
Norman and Faurote, 19; Teutsch. 18; Russell, 17; Du Bray, 16; Stew-
art, Becham and Wilcox, 15; Haggard and Allen, 14; Howell, 11.

Second Day's Scores.
Events:

Targets:

D T Dodd

.

Haggard..

.

A Wilcox.

.

O BSims..
F Faurote.
"W Norman
L Howell,.
H Pickett.,

C Teutsch.
E Worden.
C Scherer.
Matthews..
E Blocker.
J B Boone.
J Thomson
C B Spicer.
E Russell.

.

1 »345678
10 15 10 15 10 SO 10 $0

7 II 8
8 10 7
7 13 8
9 14 10
8 13 10

7 15 9
7 6 8
8 .. 7

8 12 10
10 14 8
8 11
9 14
8 11

6 9

5 8
6 ..

8 8
7 7
12 8
12 8
14 10
13 9

7 8
12 8
13
12
14

8 10

14 9
12 9
8 9
10 8
8 1

14 5

13 8 .,

15 10 .,

19 9 20
18 .. ..

19 10 17
19 10 16
13 6 5
15 .. ..

20
16
18
18
14
16
17
12 ..

16 10

. 19
8 ..

9 20

9 19
8 11

6 ..

Events:

Targets:

K Moore..
J Maledon.
LautzQ'st'r
Williams .

.

W George.
F Arfort .

.

S Becham.
CA Strain.
T Edwards
A du Bray.
A Stewart.
W R Allen.
L Fowler..
W Lomax.
F Meredith
W Pickett.
N Hughes.

1S345678
10 IS 10 15 10 20 10 30

10 14 8 15 9 20 8
7 13 10 19 10

13 10 13
7 5 13

7
8
4
6

1

16

10
6
13
7 8

8 12

II

8

., 18
7 15
4 14
6 .

.

.. 17
6 15
0 .. ..

8 19 10
10 13 .

.

7 16 ..

3
3 18 . . .

.

8 17 10 15

, . 19 10 17

A consolation race, 10 targets, 35 cents enti'ance, merchandise
prizes, resulted as follows: Blocker and Thomson 9, Boone, Hughes,
Fowler, George and Meredith 6, Lomax and W. V. Pickett 5, Strain
and Edwards 4, Dodd 3
An event at 10 live birds, $7.50 entrance, four moneys, was also

shot, with the following result: Du Bray and Maledon 9, Scherer
and Blocker 8, Worden, Wilcox, Faurote. Hughes and Moore 7,
Tbomsou and Haggard 6, Teutsch, Lomax and Russell 5, Norman
and Matthews 4, Lautznester, Allen, Becham, Boone and W. V.
Pickett 3, Strain 2.

The flve-men team race for the E. C. Powder Company's cup re-
sulted in a win for the Waxahachie team, which scored 89 out of its

100. This total was tied by the Honey Grove team, but as it was a
made up team its score did not count for the cup. The scores were:
Waxahachie No. 1 team: Teutsch 30, Maledon 19, aims 18, W. V.

Pickett n, H. B. Pickett 15—89.

Greenville team: Norman 19, Lautznester 18. Becham 17, Williams
15, George 14-83.
Dallas Clippers team: Faurote 19, Russell 17, Worden 16, Allen 16,

Haggard 15-83.
Waxahachie No. 2 team: Meredith 18, Thomson 17, Boone 16,

Strain 15, Howell 13—79.
Dallas team: Hughes 19, Du Bray 19, Dold 13, Stewart 13, Spicer

13-76,
Hooey Grove team: Moore (Farmersline) '20, Wilcox (Golathwate)

19, Matthews (McKinney) 18, Scherer (Farmerslme) 18, Blocker (Far-
mersliue) 14—89. Gaitcho.

Country Club of Westchester.
New Yoee, Dec. 25 —The shooting grounds at the Country Club of

Westchester were well patronized to-day. Tae programme for the
day was a lengtny one, and those present had plenty of shooting.
The weather was charming for the season of the year, although there
was plenty of snow on the ground. The air was brisk and keen, with
a cloudless sJiy overhead.
Three cup shoots at unlimited number of birds (handicaps of misses

as no birds and misses as kills being awarded to the weaker shooters)
were shot oil; in addition to those tnree shoots, ten miss-and outs, $5
entrance, were also shot.

Cup sLoot No. 1 was at 5 birds, $5, those handicapped at 27yds. and
forward receiving one miss as a kill. This cup was won by P. H.
Adee With a score of 5 kills. Tue scores were:
P. H. Adee (27J 5, E. C. La Montague (26) 4, W. G. Brokaw (39) 3, W.

H. Butler (38) 3, B. B'. Kittndge (38) 3, George Work (81) 3, W. S. Edey
(28) 2, J. Seaver Page (38) 1, F. G. Moore (39) 1, H. B. Gilbert (29) 0.

In the following two cup shoots no account is taken of previous
misses made by the allowance men. No. 2 was shot under the follow-
ing cenditions: Miss-and out, g5 entrance, those handicapped below
2Hyds. to receive an allo*anee of one miss as a kill; first round, all to
snoot at 25yds., and then all to go back lyd. on each roimd until the
30yd. mark is reached; winner to receive a cup and 60 per cent, of
the sweep, and the second 25 per cent.

No. 3 was shot under tbe following conditions: Miss-and-out, $5
entrance; i9yds and back, miss-and-out; 38yd3 , one miss as no bird;
37yds. and forward, two misses as no oirds. Cup and 60 per cent, to
the winner, and .5 pdr cent, to second,
Tbe scores in these two events were as below:

Cup No. 2. Cup No. 3.

J Seaver Page (28) 20 — 1

P G Moore (.'9) ..,.33313-33233333—13 20 — 1

H Gilbert (^9) , . . .33^0 — 3 22331333221332230 -16
W G Brokaw («9) , , . ..33<!l320 — 6 232323l33'4333333ii0 -17
B F Kittridge (aS) 32sO — 3 230 —2
PflAdee(-.7)- 3'20 —2
George Work (31) 230 — 2 20 — 1W S Edey(-8).... 2230 — 3 2231323232320 —12
E C La Montague (26) 2.'213222232S0-13 2333331^310 —10
W H Butler (,8). 20 — 1 232^^3^^133322323-18
T NV Thome (36) 3332222a20 — 9 233I2J33333<;23220 —IB
N D Thorue (.;7) 23333-ilO —7
The results in the 10 miss-and-outs, 85 entrance, were as below, the

scores of the winners alone being given:
First, Moore and Kittridge, a; second. Moore and Kittridge, 4; third,

Page and Gilbert, 6; rourtb, Moore and Brokaw, 4.- S^'h, Moore, Work
and Butier, 7; sixth, Moore and Brokaw, 9; .sev5,0tii, JJoore and Page,
6: eighth, Moore and Brokaw, 8; ninth, Gilbert aad Butler, 7; tenth,
Moore and Butler

Philadelphia Trap-Shooterst
SILVER LAKE GITS CLrB,

PamADELPHiA, Pa., Dec. lO.-The Silver Lake Gun Olub held its
regular semi-monthly club shoot at its grounds, Southwark, Pa.,
nineteen members taking part in the main event. Murphy, with ahandicap allowance of 3 misses as breaks, scored a highest possible,the same counting as 3 points to bis record. Greeory, who had 7misses as breaks, broke 20, and of course was also credited with a
highest possible, and had 3 points added to his score for the year's
prizes. The detailed score given below shows the records madeto-day by those who shot in the club event. Everything was shot atunknown angles. In addition to the club shoot three sweeps at 5 tar-
gets perman, ties miss and-out, '35 cents entrance, were shot off for tur-
keys, one turkey to each event. In No. 1 Woodsteger, Day and Murphy
W'ere the only ones out of fourteen entries to score straight. On the
snoot-ott Woodsteger won by breaking 6 more targers. Day breaking
5 and Murphy 2 m the tie. No. 2 turkey was ^' on by Mink, who out-
shot Gregory and Apgar in the third round of the ties. Turkey No 3was won by Murphy without a shoot-off, no one else breaking 3 tar-
gets. There were eleven entries in each of the last two evenrs. Scores
in the club shoot were:

r.» mi - Hep. Tl. Points
Gregory (7) .4...1100111111111110110111101-20-I- 7 26 8Murphy (3> , 1101111110111111111111in_k3-|- 3 26 3
Ford(o)

1111100101111110111011101-19-h 5 34 2Apgar (5) lOOOlOllllllllllinOloni-19-- 5 24 2
Keed(8) 1001010101110111011111010—16-- 8 24 2
f/ench (4),,..., .1101110111101001111011101-19-1- 4 23 1

AD -(^\„, lUOlllOlllOllllOOlllOUl-lD-f 4 23 1
ABrier (7) . 0110101101010110111111010- 16-- 7 23 1
Devoe (3) .i..,.^.... .1111111111010100111011011-19-1- 3 23pay (4)- .0111100010111110111111101 18-- 4 23
Lane(3).. inolllOllOlOOiniinOOIl-lS-f 3 31
Rowers (3) 1110101001010110111111011-17+ 8 20 ..
Numbers(3) .........1011011011001110110110111-17-- 3 20
Woodsteger (4),.:,.. 1000101001100111110110011—14-- 4 18
Mount (9) 1010100000110100010000001— 8-- 9 17
Anthony (3) OllOOOlOlOOlllllOOlOOnni-13-)- 3 IG
Scheetz (10) ....OOllOOOOOOllllOOOOOOuOnoO 64-10 10
l^"ce(4) OOllOlOOlOOOOllOlOOOOllOl-lO-f 4 14
fc)toffer(4) OOOOOOIOUOOOOJOOUIOIOOO- 7-1- 4 11

PLOKI8TS vs. U. OF p. G. €.

-Pec. 19.-The Gun Olub of the University of Pennsy Ivania and the
Florists Gun Club, of fhiladelphia, have arranged a series of three
team races at targets. To-day's match was the iirst of the series,
and was shot on ihe grounds of the University Sun Club, at Fern-
wood, Pa. The second match will be shot on the grounds of the
Florists Gun Club, at Wissiuoming, early in January,
The Florists had an easy victory to-day, winning by ^8 breaks with

the score of 143 to 114. Mr. P. M. Peltz was referee; J. K. Starr scorer.
The conditions were: 3 traps, rapid tinug system, itnown traps, 25
targets par man, 8 men to a team. Scores were;

Florists.
WKPark; 1111111111111110101011111-22
Colflesh ..1111111111101101011111101-31
Cartledge... 0101111111111011011111111-21
Anderson lOlllllllllOOllll 10111101-30
Burton 1101001111111111001100001-16go Bell ....Illll0:00llllll0l000ii000-15
Beid 111:000101110110 OiOOOOll—14
Carhsle llOllOlOilliOlOlOlOOO.031 -13 -lii

University.
Kistler, '98 lOll 0111111101] 1 1 01 111111 -21
Freed, '97 10101)1001111111101010111-18
Cooper, '98 0 01001110111111001111110-17
Wilson, '99

, 01 0 , 1 1001 0 1 1 00 J 001 10 1 UOl -1

4

Singer, '99 ...,01001 00. OUOOliOill 101100-13
Steel, '99 ....ii,.r...lOiOOno.Oll0100ilOUOOOO -12
Swain, '98 lOJOOOOOiOl 1 1 lOO 1 j 01 lOlOO-ll
Paal, '99. , , OlOOOOOlOOl 100000100 UlOl— 9—114

MURPHY VERSOS WILLIAMS.

Dec, fl.—Peter Murphy and Harry WiUiams, both of Philadelphia,
shot a race to-day on the Stockton, N -J , Gun Club's grotmds, the
conditions being 50 live birds per man, use of one barrel only, gun
below the elbow imtil the bird is on the wing; Murphy at L'Syds.,
Williams at 21yds. Murphy won easily, liis opponent retiring at
the end of the 40th round. How well Murphy shot is best shown by
his score of 42 out of his first 44 shot at. William Moore was referee;
J. K. Starr, official scorer. Scores, showing the flight of each bird,
were as follows:

Trap score type—Copyright, isn, by Forest and Stream I*iibltshing Co.

Murphy 1 11111111 l.llllllllillli 1-24

1111111111111011111«0 1«1 0-20-4-1

Williams. .O.lOll.Oll.lOlOlllllllll 1-17

111110110 010 011

w

Joplin Gun Club,

-10-87

J. K. S.

JoPLiN, Mo., Dec. 24.—We tried our hands at live birds to-day, and
inclose you scores. We were disappointed in not getting as many
birds as bought, and the 35- bird race, $25 entrance, that we were to
have had was not shot. We will, however, make another effort soon.
After the live- bird shooting we shot four .^0-target events, the scores
of which I inclose. The scores made by Mcllhaney and Cox at tar-
gets were very poor for them, and were no doubt caused by their
only having double guns to use. Both of the gentlemen use Win-
chesters at targets.
Our shooters are ready for the San Antonio shoot next month, and

our club will furnish a squad of producers who will ship 10,000 shells
next week. The fact that the magautrap is to be used will keep a
good many of our shooters from attending on account of not having
had an opportunity to practice with it. SQorea to.day were as
below:

No.l.
Mollhany (32) 13233-5
Best (32) 21210-4
Calhoun (33) 13333-5
Morgan (30) S1223-5
Sergeant (3 ) 213^3-5
Kinmonth (31).. 21332—5
Sumner (23)....,
Hoin(30) .

Huffman (33),..,,, ....A,..
Cox (38)

Webster (33). ...

The scores in the iuuv target sweeps, 20 targets per man in each
event, unknown angles, were as follows:

Events: 13 3 4
Huffman ., 16
Mcllhanv . 16 15 15 19

Calhoim 19 15 .. ,,

Uox IP 12 18 18

Horn 16 C Dixon 15 16 .

.

Sumner... 12 13 lo 13 A Dixon 10 ..

Kinaionth 15 18 16 .. W. G. 8.

No. 2.

11233—5
]2«33-4
llOi!3—

4

(JOOlI-2
32303—4
33022-4
23033-4

No. 3.

10ii30l3333-8
(1121331111-9
2132031112-8
013i3110211—

7

232233323»-9
3033033033—7
0013300330-5
0311183111—8
0311331201—8
1 •12010001—

5

21«1021010—

6

Events: 13 3 4
Webster 14 16 13 16
Cragin 14 13 14 .

,

Sergeant 30 la 19 2)
Best 15

The Texas Midwinter.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

dues of the Midwinter are again ctiangeJ to read, •25-39 oc Janu-
ary, 1897 ' The Land Seekers' excursion trains will leavt- every
.point in Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri and Wiscon-
sin. AU points bounded on tbe West by Chicago, Springfleld, St.

Louis and Cairo; on the South by Evausville, Louisville, CinciBuati
and Parkersburg; on the East by Pittsburg and Buffalo; on the
North by Toronto, Port Huron, Detroit and Lansing. Tickets sold
from Atlanta, Rome, Dalton, Anniston, Opelika, Cuildersburg and
Memphis. These ticsets are good for twenty-one days and retwn,
and sold at one fare for the round trip plus S3.
Everything will be in readiuf-ss tor what we flrmiy believe will be

the greatest tournament ever held in America. We wid have magau-
traps and the "gang." The country is alive with game, and the vis-
itors will be entertained by all southwestern Texas. To give y ou an
iaea of the wildfowl shooting on oiu* coast, I will say tbai a party of
eight men shot 500 shells each in half a day. One man shot two and
one-half shells per minute for 200 conseeuiive minutes. Deer are very
plentiful, but the visitors will not get a chance at that kind ot game,
as our seasoti closes on the 20th. But all ca be surfeited with turkey
and four varieties of quail. The jacksmpe shooting is also the best
in the world. • O; C. Gcessaz.

Walter R, Patten, of Pleasure Bay, N, J., and Eugene Magee, of
Trenton, N. J., shot a match at 50 live birds per man on the ISlls-

trood Park groimds, Wednesday, Deo. 33. Patten won by 40 to 37.
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Trap at Chicago.
CAEVBR—147,

Chicago, HI., Dec. 91.—As -wired to Fobbst and Stream, Di-. Carver
to-day defeated 147 fJ. L. Win^toa) in ttie third and fourth races of the
six in which they have been engaged. The conditions were, as given
earlier, .50 live birds, $50 a side, A. S. A. rules, A very small crowd
gathered to see the events, though the number of spectators was
larger in the afternoon . Among those from outside the city were:
Messrs. W. F. Ellis, of Winnipeg; E. E. Ellis, of Seattle; A. P. Pentz,
of the Spralts Patent, New York; C.M.Wills, of Cleveland, the lat-

ter representing the Austin Cartridge Co. The birds were brisk and
strong. The wind was light from northwest by west, making it blow
from the score at a left-quartering angle. This prevailed till near
the end of the first race, when the wind shifted to blow in, though
but weakly. It became apparent to those who have known the his-

tory of Watson's several parks that the new park is not by any
means so good as the old one, which was very fast. As the grounds
are now laid out they are not fast, for the wind does not often
blow in such direction "that the birds will ru^e outgoers, as was the
case on the old grounds. Instead of these grounds being the hardest
in this part of the country, they are now no harder than many others.
The position of the score cannot be changed, for the firing would
then be toward a street which runs by the side of the gate.
Carver fto-day shot in fine form, and with his usual elegance of

style. Winston was plainly not in the form of last week, and his
nerves were not working^ae smoothly as they should. At times he
was swift and accurate, and again he waited an apparently inter-
minable time with his first or his second. At times he thus got down
long and hard kills, but the style will rot win races, and it lost him
too many birds to land him first, though in long reaches of the race
he showed a brilliant gait, and kept up the favorable impression he
made last week as to his improvement and style. Score:

THIRn MATCH.

Trap score type—Copyright, isn, by Forest and Stream PubHahing Co.

342443525233452 3 314513542
....1 1121 1122201222.12222012 S-23Carver

147

42 3 43425332345254452342 3 5

23 2 22ai-2 231«122111222122 2-24-46

21333 3 5312524343234323251
•«^-><«^tT t \ H \ / '^ 4- <- \ ^ J"

. .2 2222«0222222222»3222222 2—33

1331325114344132431345351
022 2 022222222 2 2222320232 3—23-44

After the first match all hands went in for lunch, and it seemed to
have" a bad effect, for at the beginning of the nest race both men
shot like rank amateurs, slobbering their birds as though they had
never shot at pigeons before. Carver's score does not show the qual-
ity of this shooting, for in his first dozen birds he was in great luck,
some of his birds falling up close to the wire, and one actually strik-
irg the wire and falling back inside. The birds were strong and
good, none being flagged in the 200 shot at in the two races. Carver's
luck at the first half dozen birds gave him inspiration, and he came
on in good shape. Winston, on the other hand, seemed breaking up,
and made two or three rank misses at easy birds which he should
have cut to pieces. Carver increased his win of 3 birds in the first

match by going out 7 ahead in the second. Scores:

FOURTH MATCH.

Trap seorp type—Copyright, 1697, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

23434844435458333334535 35

147 •Jl 2232323302023322303323 2-31

41

Carver,

3 525555434144431853443511
023323320322023232202«22 2—20-

4 123145513131534 3 2152548 3

.3222231128122112 0 11322212 -24

833333 1243212833121532335
i^ i^-> 'V^T' \ t ^ -> \ ii^'^ t 1^

012231232121113 2 2132322 13- 24-^8

JDec. SS.—To day Dr. Carver and Winston continued their interest-
ing argument with two more races, which also were against the
man from Cleveland. Winston was now fast breaking up and not in
any wise shooting as the same man who beat George Roll so deci-
sively last week. The weather was wretched, as only Chicago
weather could be, and Winston had been suffering with neuralgia for
three days. He had made a diet of quinine, soup and coffee, and
this, with the many worries to which he had been sutijected here,
now began to show a very natural effect. He practically went to
pieces, and did what he was never known to do in a race before,
evincing a marked nervousness in his shooting. He more than once
shot into the ground wide of his birds, and once actually missed
a sitting bird with his second, thus driving the bird out and
losing it. Winston's going off form deprived the races of much
of their natural interest, as everyone knows he' does not belong
as low as 39 or 38 out of 50 on any sort of birds, even
the very fast ones which were served to-day. Dr. Carver
could not to day repeat his score oC 94 of yesterday, but
was able to do 90, which needed fast and fine shooting
as it was. The wind to-day came from back of the score, and
the birds ruled much faster and harder, the number of incomers be-
ing much less. Carver gave a fine exhibition of shooting, though
with no one to crowd him. Winston, who was really a sick man,
came home at night much cast down, and required the persuasion of
his friends to convince him that he was still a shooter. He could not
see why he could not Uve on quinine and coffee and still be a good
shot. It was apparent to his friends that he was game as ever, but
had not the physical constitution to carry out what his will asked of
his body. He was advised to try a little food and sleep, and this he
had time to do, for his next race did not fall until Thursday, this
giving him a clear day for rest. In the opinion of his intimate
friends the real cause of Winston's breaking up was not in the close-
ness of his races, but in the mental worries and troubles to which he
has for several days been subjected. He was shooting under verj-
great strain, and there comes a time to every man when the strain
becomes too much. Following are the scores:

BTPTH MATCH.

JVoj) aeore type—Copyright, 1897, by Forest and Stream FxtblUhing Co.

3 1 2 5 5 5 3 5-4 4 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 5 3 4 3 2 3 4

Carver .,..2 20220222121102212222228 3—22

3343543344321122532443324
22201 2322202222a22222322 2—23—45

58434533 3 1311233 3 23422244
147, 2 2 2 3 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 3 3 0 3 2 2-20

32535246383325331.3 2323333
22208022202320 2 233202322 0—19-39

SIXTH MATCH.
8 4323223i32524252352342 3 3

Carver 2 2103102a3221222aa232223 2—23

147.

3234544251242258333222222
2 0 2 2 0 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 0 3 2 2.2 1 2 2-22-

4331553452212441123255543
,.2 222220322222020222022222 -31

-45

•3 114 3 42252342213333223212
00232020220203223023 2 033 3—17-38

This result leaves Dr. Carver winner of four out of the six matches
for which he challenged Winston, but also leaves the latter winner
of his side bet of §100, so that the men broke even financially, and
Winston more than accomplished all that he was bound to do by the
terms of the matches. He expressed himself as vindicated by the
vpinningjjjjJiis side bet, but much mortified that he mide such a poor
showing iiPthe last matches. Both he and all who knew the circum-
stances commended Dr. Carver for making good his original propo-
sition, which it is not now likely be will make over again,

CARVER- GRIMM.

Dec. SS.—To day, Wednesday, was the time set for the match for
the Cast Ircn medal indicative of the live-bird championship, Dr.
Carver, holder of same by forfeit, having been challenged by Charlie

Grimm, of Clear Lake. Ia„ to shoot for this rugged emblem. This
time Carver kept up his good form, but he was not good enough to
win, the lows strong man going out ahead after one of the most re-
markable races, or rather one of the most remarkable scores, ever
shot in the country. The scores are not so good as they look on
paper, for the birds were shot in a snowstorm and did not fly at all,
but even had they been tied at the traps the score of 98 birds in the
air is a great one, and one but rarely seen on any grounds. It is the
largest made on these groimds since Charlie Budd shot Prank Kleintz,
scoring 98, with one or two dead out, I do not remember which.
That race I saw, and it was under harder conditions than this of to-
day, for it was in flying weather.
To-day the sky was lowering and the light which came through the

fluff of snow was dim, coppery and dull. One could hardly see to
score the race, arid a bird a little way beyond the traps was like a
gray ghost. Confused by the storm, the birds did not know which
way to fly, and the majority rose high in the air above the traps,
flopping up slowly, and then heading" for the buildings as soon as
they saw tbem. This made them rvile high side shots, so it was likel
chopping off their heads with a hatchet. Not a dozen birds went out
with anything like speed, and of these half were missed, the men
being unable to quicken up the slow time which the other shooting
demanded of tneai. It was a most monotonous affair, and of course
not even the men engaged in it could call it a good pigeon race. It
was simply a day for a record, and the opportunity was not allowed
to escape. By this no wish to belittle the sbootiog is expressed, for
as all know it is very easy to miss somewhere in 100 shots, and on
even the easiest of birds the gun, the load and the man must be just
right or there will be a slip somewhere. Grimm shot in perfect
form or he could not have done what he did. Carver was in prac-
tically equal form or he could not have come up within two birds of
such a score. One could not ask a day more perfect for killing a
thousand straight, but if this had been proposed one could not have
picked a man more apt to do it on that day than the one who all but
killed a hundred straight. The two birds that Grimm lost were quick
flyers that got up and away too far for the second to stop
them. Both these were drivers, but both were high at the time
the second wa? fired. I have marked many birds in the score with
the letter H. While such birds did not actually hover over the trap,
they were really nearer hoverers than flyer.s. the height gained m
their flight at the time they were struck being greater than their dis-
tance from the trap. Reference to the score sheet shows the letter
F four times, indicating that that many bu-ds were flagged to
start. The style of the shooting requires small comment. It may
be seen that it was regular and methodical to the extreme. Carver
was surprised when told he had but half a dozen more birds to shoot
at. If there was any luck in the race it fell to Carver, who came
near faUing back another bird on his 96th. that bird being retrieved
by the pointer Cyclone almost against the wire. Carver's 40th, 45th,
48th, 52d, 61st and 76t.h birds were among his hardest. His 95th was
a high twister, but not fast. His 14th bird was luckily stopped at
his very feet. The race had few of the interesting features of a hot
match on fast birds, and so was a much tamer affair than all who
noted the matching of these two good ones had hoped to see. Grimm
ran his first 51 straight, and dropped his two lost birds inside the
first 60, running 41 straight on the home reach. Carver ran 47 at one
stretch in the middle of the match. The weather was not cold, but
sharp enough for good flying had it been bright and free of snow.
It was said no two such scores were ever made on any of Watson's
grounds before. Following are the scores:

Trap score type—Copyright, i897, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

1431155822363323421413534
Grimm 2 22182221222222112221222 2—25

4431318 343152434212131422
222822322382811222311212 1—25

32 3 1114 545581824352224352
2 032111201323221 2 1222222 1-23

1 143 3 33154553341543334283
322221823122223828322222 2—25—98

Carver.

153 2412 4131533241452213 3 1

\NMH N-> \<-H 'Eir^i -s' T v^->'hi r*->^ T
..2 22233222222223312312230 2-24

11111112 4 112 3 5 4 3 3 2 3 13 5 4 12
-^H/' i-*t.\Tr+t<^-^4. T HH-+22220231132223232222222 2 2—34

2 2 445122413 41132555113544
\ ? \<-H \ t \H -^^ N 1/4. H N <-i121331232223322231223232 2—25

32 3 145 2 8 13423318245585215
2 2 0232 2 82222 2|2 2223103 2 32 1-23-96

In his race with Dr. Carver, Mr. Grimm.shot an L. C. Smith ejector
gun, with factory loaded U. M. C. ammunition. Smokeless cases
charged with 3>^drs. of Schultze powder. Dr. Carver shot a Cash-
more gun, but upon being asked for a description of his ammunition
declined to give it out for pubhcation. His long green IT, M. C. trap
shells are well known.

147— GILBERT.
Dec. 2A.—The last of the important races or the week occurred to-

day, this being the time set for the race between Winston and Fred
Gilbert, Winston having conceded all points asked of him by Gilbert;
the last being that the Uve bu-ds should be shot first in the two races
of the combination match. The terms were as follows: 100 live
birds, A. S. A. rules, at 30yds.; and 100 targets, unknown traps, known
angles, one man up, expert rules; the totals of both matches to count.
The races of to day offered a curious study on shooting and

shooters. There was a reversal of form on the part of both Winston
and Gilbert. Winston had taken EOgrs. of quinine within the last
thirty six hours, and was well keyed up. At the score he said in his
characteristic fashion, "I'\-e got the best head on me to-day there is
in America, if my constitution will come up to it." His shooting
showed that h« was a different man from that of Tuesday,
though occasional patchy places and frequent long waits in get-
ting on his bird showed that he was lu bad nervous condition
after all, and not in shape to make a great showing in a hard
race. As for Gilbert, he was apparently in perfect health, and made
no complaint of any iU feeling whatever. Yet he made the
lowest score of his life, one which any duffer could beat, and one
which has never been made on any grounds by any professional
shooter of the country. Gilbert Cdld find no exp'anation whatever
for it, for he should be in perfect fettle and not in the least "shot
out," as he has been resting of late and only doing shooting enough
to keep in practice. His load when seen on the snow seemed a bit
wi^le, but gun and load were not the cause of his trouble; he was
slow in his nerves somewhere, and it could he easily seen that he
made the fatal mistake of dwelling as he flred, getting his lead and
then stopping to pull the trigger. Consequently he was always behind
and under any good outgoing bird. He slobbered down a good many
birds out of bounds for this reason. Grimm, who was handling him
told him wha,t was wrong, but it seemed impossible for Gilbert to
quicken up and get on with his second, though he at times made good
last stops with ths first. Time after time the birds would go out
through his tardy charge, some of them to drop outside, but most of
them hardly tickled, and it was generally felt that Gilbert was clear
wrong somewhere, as 68 birds to the 100 is not a score which belongs
with Fred Gilbert's name by any means. But he should not be dis-
heartened by this at all. It is only another phase of thepigeon game,
which is one of the oddest of all games and the hardest to depend
tipon. It more than ever proves the truth of the belief of all knowing
shooters, that there is . not and can never be any one man who can
claim with justice the title of champion. No man can beat aU the
good onei^ all the time, and the luck of respective form is what makes
the quality of a race when two good ones come together. Next
week Gilbert may feel worse and shoot better. There is no account-
ing for it.

To-day the birds were screamers, not one needing the flag. The
wind made them rtile outgoers, and they tamed not on their going.
These birds were taken from the same coops as those of yesterday,'
but they did not offer the same spectacle by sny means. The weather
was bright and clear, with a keen, fresh air, and a bit of wind moving
to give life to the flight. On the ground was a couple ot; inches or
so of snow, and the glare from this was very trying, as the sun was
almost directly in the eyes of the shooters. Winston adopted the old
mountain trick of blackening his face and nose with cork, which
helped his eyes very much. Gilbert used a long visored cap. Both
said that at tines it was next to impossible to see a fast bird as it
went out over the snow.
Winston was chipper and "sassy" before the race began, and

seemed more like himself. He was not averse :to making a cheerful
remark or so at some of his own kills, occasionally reminding the
spectators thathedld it with "load U7." Hecould hive killed perhaps
three or four more birds if he had been crowded to it, but he struck
one of his fooline streaks, and at times apparently tried to see how
long he could wait and still kill his bird. Once or twice he made
phenomenal kids In this vray, getting a bird down almost at the wire
with a screaming second-barrel kUl. At other times he lost birds by

this sort of thing, and showed what a slow second would have meant
in a closer thing than that he had in hand. A study of his forna
would Indicate that he needs a rest and a little less snooting for a
while. He should vary his quinine diet with a little beef, and cease
depending on nerve which has no red blood behind it. To-day he did
not shoot with any of the quality he showed in his match with Roll,
and fell back into more of his old irregular way of shooting. He
was fast on some birds where he had time, and awfully slow on
some where he needed to use every fraction of a second, Winston
left town to-night for home in far poorer form than when h6 came
here. As he stood last week be was a hard man to beat, and a better
shot than he ever was before in his life. He thinks he is somewhat
shot out, and says he will take a rest. Those who think he is going
to prove easy hereafter might do well to be a bit cautious.

Gilbert was never ia. the race at all, but pounded along behind,
falling fm-ther out of it all the time. As Fred is a deservedly popu-
lar shooter, and has many friends here, his bad showing hurt others
beside himself. It should not he thought that Gilbert was in any
way disconcerted by any of the fabled antics of Jack Winston at the
score, for that sort of thing has been abandoned by the latter. The
race was shot with perfect pleasantness throughout. Winston stood
back of the score, never sitting down at all, Gilbert sitting with ht«
handler between shots. Winston had no handler, as It is his prefer-
ence to shoot alone. It would be folly to undertake any description
of individual birds in a race like this, as so many were missed, and it
will do to say that the birds were very good ones, so good that a 90
score would have been better than 96 on the day previous. This race
attracted more attention than any yet shot this week, and there was
a goodish crowd assembled. The fallowing is the score of the live-
bird half, Winston winning by 13 birds:

Trap saoretype—Copyright, IS97, by Forest'.and,Stream PubliJiMna Co,

3 3 5 5 3 4 5 113 3 5 14 2 4 16 5 3 5 2 3 5 3

147 2 822320282228»a208022223 8-81

58 4 35345333S5388528382132
>/ 1 T \H ? \<^;^ST \<V<-\N+>T T T/^ T3633283888«828288*882302 0-SO

31851235f4443415823a88246
088888228880880883022 8 88 •-SO

1831333425133455822231452
208 S,2 8822« 2 8 0 2 2 8 0 0 2 2 -20-812 2 2 2 2

Gilbert.

2358 3531335824J 4152258533
\ T \<—^ \<^*>,t -^-^\ \N t

...3 0322202«1«81 101 111102 12 8—80

534 3 53433 3 3 25 3 32528532142
1002«02022212322210»8800 8-16

3125138554481 1 3 5223222815
0232230 2 2«U2002«10811 0 1* 9—15

18322132544382142252 3538
382222022201»8801301»»30 —17-68

In this race both men used L. C. Smith guns. Winston used his
147 load, and Gilbert shot .SJ^drs. Du Pont powder in U. M. C. green
trap shells.
Shortly after the close of the live-bird match the party adjourned

to the target traps to settle the other half of the affair. A few prac-
tice birds were shot, and the traps were put In as good shape to
comply with the rules as possible. 1 neglected to ascertain what
targets were used. Ike Watson was chosen referee, and acted most
acceptably, making two or three close but correct decisions. (It
goes without saying that John Watson was referee In all the Kve-blrd
contests which have occurred during the two weeks of shootihg
chronicled.) For judge, Winston chose Oswald von Lengerke, GiF
bert choosing Charlie Grimm.
In the targets Gflbert pulled himself together better, and

shot with something of his old speed and accuracy. The scores
are not high, but it should be remembered that the conditions
were difBcult, the glare from the snow being very bad for the
greater part of the race. It was anybody's race for awhile, and
the men see-sawed over the tie line, being tied at the 75th
round. Gilbert was then getting better, and Winston appar-
ently worse. On Monday night last, as he was going home.
Winston in the presence of several friends picked up a hand bill
which he saw laying on the ground, and which displayed on its fac

«

a large figure 7. He picked up really two of these bills, and tore off
.the figure 7 from each, putting one figure In each vest pocket. He
declared he was going to beat Gilbert just 7 birds in each match.
Along toward the close of the target match, when Winston was
plainly foolmg along and not extending himself at all to shoot, he
asked what the score was. He could then have gone out, it he had
not missed, with a total of 11 birds ahead of Gilbert, but this did not
seem to please him. Whfle I do not feel in a position to say what
can not be proved, it seems tome a trifle significant that Winston
lost 4 birds out of his last 10, and that he won by the regulation num-
ber, 7. I would not consider Winston's score of 77 under these rules'
as conclusive of what he might do if he were crowded. Gilbert
scored 83, a low score for him under favorable conditions. This
made the total scores stand: Winston 158, Gilbert 151. Following are
the target scores:
147 11101111111111111111111111110111101101011101110111-43

11110101101011001001111110111111100011111110101100-34-77
Live birds 81

158
Gilbert 01101111111011111111111111111101101111111111101101-43

10100111011011011011011111111111110111101111111111-40-83
Live birds

, , , , , , 68

151
During the morning Messrs. O. von Lengerke and E. Rice shot a

race at 50 Uve birds, the former scoring 35, the latter 28, as reported
elsewhere.
On the evening of Thursday Winston left for his home atWashing-

ton, Ind., where he wiU remain a few days before going on to New
York. He has been very welcome in Chicago, and all hope he will
come again and stir things up a bit among the pigeon shooters. He
has won four races and lost four, winning $400 and losing $200. He
was ready to shoot more races last week when he had a few vacant
days, but none were ready at that time, and of course he is not apt
to come back to attend to the men who will be ready to shoot next
week, as he has all along said he was going home for Christmas and
then on East. As we have all too little match shooting here now, it
would be appreciated if Winston or some other troublesome party
with a good nerve and a shooty disposition would drop in and sort of
stir up the animals in the old-time way. E. Hough.

1206 BoYOE Building, Chicago.

Boston Shootins; Association.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 25.—The Boston Shoothag Association held a

shoot at W ellington to-day. The principal event was a 100.bh:-d handi-
cap race for the W-A trophy, presented by the Laflln & Rand Powder
Co. The trophy was won by Capt. E. B. Wadsworth, president of
the Association. Sweepstakes were shoot as follows:
Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 » 3 4 S 6 7
Targets: 10 JO 15 35 S5 S5 10 Targets: 10 10 SS 95 SS SS 10

Allison 9 10 19 23 18 24 8 Bond 9 8 17 22 83 19 10
Jones......... 8 10 a2 20 21 22 10 Dickey........ 7 9 21 20 28 17 9
Puck 8 9 31 23 21 24 9 Oliver.' 6 9 19 21 82 20 8
fray-v 7 9 18 21 17 23 8 Henry 6 7 16 20 19 21 7
S Wood 7 8 19 23 18 5i3 10 Ellsworth.... 10 7 28 19 31 18 10

Change of Dates at Indianapolis.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 23.—To keep in line with the San Antonio

Midwinter tournament we have changed the dates of our sparrow
shoot from Jan. 14 and 15 to Jan. 20 and 21.
Leaving here on the evening of the second day. we will reach San

Antonio 7:15 P. M. the 33d.
The indications are that we will have a good attendance, and

enough going to Texas to enable us to secure party rates and a
special sleeper through. Royal Robiktsok, Sec'y.

This issue Is the first of the series for 1897. It is fitting at this date
to remind shooters that on Jan. 1 Tom Keller starts in to boom King's
Smokeless and Peters's reinforced shells. Neaf Apgar also puts a red
mark against Jan. 1, that being the date on which his connection with
the Austm Powder Company, of Cleveland, O., formally commences.
Another business connection with the King Powder Company is that
made by Jack Parker, of Detroit, who will in future shoot King's
Smokeless and show what Milt Lindsley's production can do when
handled properly.
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Dec. As usual, the Boiling Springs Giiu Club of Kutherford.
N. J., bad a goodly grathering at its annual Chi-istmas Day shoot.
The weather could not have been pleaaanter for a shoot in roidwiu-
tei", with a foot of snow on the srrourid. The beauty of the day had
a Kood deal to do with the attendance, and probably also had some-
thing to do with the good scores made by many of those present.
. The main event was a handic-ip at 30 targets, club handicap of ex-
'tra targets to shoot at. Adams, by grace of his two extra targets
and s6me good work with the gun, scored a highest possible; the
«ame may be said of Dr. De Wolf, one of the coming shots of the
club, who had three extras to work on. Baron was close up, with 29
out of 33. showing that he didn't miss many. Colin R. Wise was top-
hotcher of the scratch men, his score being mainly made up of the
figure 1. Grelff and Apgar scored 37, Hucfe ahd Paul 26, and Frank
28, all the above shooting from scratch.
*A feature of the afternoon's sport Was the shoot for a cup donated
Vy the club for "the champion duffer of the Boiling Springs Fishing
and Gun Club." For some time there has been a dispute between
Messrs. O. Marvin, C. Coe and F. Broshart as to who had the right to
that title. To'day the question was to be settled in the rlubhaDdi-
cap race by mutual agreement, It will be seen from the scores that
Mr. Marvin outclassed his opponents by breaking 25 out of 38 to their
totals of 24 out of 39. This work deprived him of all chance of the
trophy. The tie was shot off after the club race at 10 targets per
man, Ooe breaking 6 to Broshart's B. This entitled Mr. Broshart to
the title and the cup. Later, in the club room, he was presented
with the trophy by Count Lenone, of Passaic, who made a really ex-
cellent speech on the occasion, his remarks being; vfry happdy
chosen. The terms of the cup are "two consecutive wins to entitle
the owner to the ultimate possession thereof." Mr. Broshart has
thus but to win it next time to become the owner of the trophy. (The
cup is a work of the tinsmith's art. being of beaten metal with a
couple of handles on it, an exact copy of many loving cups we have
seen. It was made under Secretary Huck's directions, a shield of
Copper being on one side and a copper pigeon on the other. On the
shield "-as engraved; "Presented to the cbampion duffer of the club
by the Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Olub," The engraving was
the work of ex-Capt. P. A. Jeanneret.) It is unnecessary to state
that the presentation as above put a fitting climax to the club's
Christmas Day shoot.
The work done during the day is given in full below, the table of

scores giving the records of the sweeps, all of which were at unknown
angles, nominal entrance fees

;

Events:

Targets

:

1 8 3 4 5 Events: 13 3 4 5
10 10 10 10 U Targets: 10 10 10 10 15

.apgar 9 8 8 8 13 Marvin... CIO
Hegeman. 9. 8 9 5 .. Lane it., ii^ i,. a 5
Huck..,, 9 9 9 8 14 Lawrence... a..
Adams .. 8 10 S 9 13 Black T 9

James 8 6 .. 7 .. Brown 4
Coe.....-...i 5 7 .. Wise ^. .. .. .. .. 9
Oreiff 9 8 14 Palmer 12
Frank ' 8 14

The merchandise event was shot at 30 singles, iS known angles and
15 unknown. The scores in detail were as below, all handicap allow-
ances being shot off at unknown angles:
Ada;ms (32). 11101111111111111111110111111111 -30
De Wolf (33) iiiiiiiiiiiiiiioionmiiiinion - 30
Baron (33) , lllllllOlllllllimmOOlllOlllU -29
Wise (30) lllinillllllinillO'niiniOI -2P
Lane (35).. 1111911111111111111)011110011011010 —38
Blake (3fi).^ 011111111111010111011110101011111111 -28
Apgar (30) ..301101111111111101111111111111 -27
•Greifif (30) .111101111011111111101111111111 —27
H,uck '30). lIlllOlllllOlllllOllliOUlllU -S«
Paul (80) loiiilmniiiiiniiiomniii -35
Abbott {33)............. lllllllOtOllOinoiOllll'llOlOllll -36
Erank (80> .......110111101110011011111111111111 —25
Marvin (SS)., 01 iniOlllOOlOOllOlUOlOllOllOm 11100 —25
Broshart (39).....' 0011010011 101 JOOimOlllOlOJUOliOllllOl -24
Coe (39) oiioioioinoionuioiooiioiioiooioioiii -24
Hegetnan (33) 111101111010110011001001111100111 -22
Palmer CSS)... ,001110111010100110101011101111111 —22
James (.331 , 010011101100000110101110111111111 —21
lfenone.<.81) llOIOOOlllliOlllOl'OOOOOillllOO —17
Esjaos* , ....IIOIIIOIIIIOOOIOOOOIIOOIOOUII —17
Weiss*. 01 0001 1 1 1 1 11 0 1

' 00 1 OUlOOU 00n 0 —16
Ijawrenca(40) ........1 11 0001001 001 00000 OOOilllOOOlOOOOOIOO.'O—14
JBi'FOwn (.39'). - OOOillOOOlOOOOOOOlOOiOnOOOiOOiOOOOOOOO —10

.:
'* ,D,id not shoot any handicap.
Dec. se —This being an off day at the Boiling Springs grounds, it

not to be expected that many shooters would put in an appear-,
anoe.., As a matter of tact, only six members showed up: Colin R.
Wise. of Passaic: W. M. Harding. Piatt Adams, Gus Greiff, Theodore
.Baron and F..S. Edwards, all of New York. The above six kept, the
traps busy and, had lots of practice. Harding and Edwards being
e,arly on tte grounds, they had a little preliminary practice
and; shot a small race for the lunches, all of which is told
in djgtail below. Gus Greifl did the best work of the after-
noon on singles, breaking 27 out of 30 at expert rules, and
^3 out of 50 at unknown angles. His work on doubles was
not as .good as we have seen him usuaUy do at this style of stiooting.

He shoots a featherweighii Francotte, 28in. barrel?, 12. gauge a gun
that bandies more like a toy than a shooting iron. Wise shooss a
Parker, Brown a li'rancotfe, Piatt Adams a Smith, Harding a Lefever,
and Edwards a Wmchester.
A curious feature of the shooting was the comparatively low scores

made at unknown anelps. Greiff was *iigh with 43 out of 50; Edwards
next with 103 out of 125; Adams third, SO out of 100; Wise broke 72 out
of 100, and Baron 38 out of 50, each making an average of 72 per cent.
Harding, who is only a beginner, scored 83 out of 125. The shooting
records in each event are given below:
Ten pairs:

Edwards.... 11 10 00 11 11 01 01 11 11 11—15
Hardmg 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 00 10 10-11
A match for the lunches at 25 targets, unknown angles, was next

on the list, Harding being allowed 8 extra targets to snoot at. He
retired at the end ot the 25th round, being unable to win if he broKe
his allowance:
Edwa,rds. 0111111101111101101011111-20
Harding 111111101010100100:101110 -Iti

After lunch, Piatt Adams and Colin B. Wise having put in an ap-
pearance, the follow na scores were shot at unknown angles:
P S Edwards .....OOilllllUlUllOnillOlOllllinOinimilllllllOOl—42
P Adams. OOlIOIlllUllOlllUlllOllOlllllllOllllOlllUlllU 4i
C R W.ise illUllllOilO 00 )11111110001111011111111111111001-39
W M Harding .. .linilOOlOI010lOllOlllll0111l0110100l0101100nilO-;-j2
The abpve 50 targets per man were divided into two 25-tai'get events

^hot as team races, the teams beingAdams and Wise against Harding
and Edwaros; as a re3ult of this arrangement Adams and Witie went
scot free, winning both matches:
The next event was at 50 targets, 30 singles, expert rules, and 10

pairs. The results in this race were as below:
Gus Greiff llinillO 111111011011111111111—27

10 10 01 11 10 01 10 10 11 01 —12—39
F S Edwards 1101' OilllllOlllllliOlllllOUl—25

10 ]0 01 10 11 11 01 10 11 11 —14-39
Piatt Adams OllOilllOl 110111 Hill 1101 11 il-35

01 n 10 It 10 10 10 10 00 11 —12-;37
T Baron. lOlOllllOlOlllOllUlOlOll 1 1111—23

11 10 01 10 10 00 10 11 10 11 —iz-Sd
'GB, Wise.. , nOHOniOilOOilllunilOOilll—23
,. ,

10 10 00 10 00 10 11 00 11 00 - - 8 - 31W M Harding llOiUDOOOllOOlOOOOOOlllOllll—16
01 01 10 11 01 11 00 00 10 00 — 9—25

'• Two team i-aces brought the afternoon's practice to a close, each
at 25 targets per man, unknown angles. In each event the losing
team paid for the targets. Grieff shot well m No. 1, running ouc
'with 38 after losing his first and third. The results of the races
follow-;

No.l.
Edwards . . ..... . . , 21 Greiff .23
Adams ....... ; » r.. ; I . i 20 Hardmg. 19
Baron 18-59 Wise 14-56

No. 2.

Edwards , .
.'.

: 20 Greiff. 20
Wise 19 Adams 19
Baron 18-57 Harding.. .16—55

ElPWARD Bauks.

I OHKISTMASDAy AT MABION.

Dec. 25.—The Endeavor Gun Club had a very enjoyable shoot to day
at its grounds, Marion, N J. Both live birds and targets were trapppo,
A. B. Sir.de? furmshing 200 pigeons as good as anyone would
wish 10 see trapped. Among the number were a lot of white birds
wnicb were very hard to see when flying low over the snow. Spores
were as follows: No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Lolt '....V... .2220020-4 1220222213 9 232—

§

GPiercy ,,,.12210^0-5 10il022222—8 021—2
OvonLengerke..; 0220102-4 1^22022222-9 212—8
DrMulvany v... 2210!O2-5 010mOii2-7
^ R str»4er. , , , , , . .> M u M M »M , , „8QW«?-§ mi<^^m-§ m--^

Seeley 2001302—4
Ingram 1190110-5
Colman 8220211—6
Metz ...2012110.-5
Dudley
Jefferson. , . ,

Jones. .......
R Strader .......
Fry
Target sweeps were shot as below:
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 20 15 20 15

Lott 16 14 18 13
Dudley 15 9 17 11
G Piercy 15 14 17 13
Taylor 12 9 13 ..

Ingram 16 10 . . .

,

Jefferson 11 5 9 ;.

G von Lengerke 17 8 11 6
L Piercy 17 9 .. ..

1000011210-5
0122002110-6

031—2

0O01220223-6
0105030013-5

1

20

Events:

Targets:

Wnkeman 6

A B. Strader 15
Colman 15
1^-octor 13
rr,y 10
Hughes 7
R Strader...., ..

HoUister . . . ^ ..

J. A. C?B.BVtSIiINO,

202—3
100-1
211-3
000-0

8 3 4
15 20 15

4 10 4

8 15 .,

6 .. ..

8 10 .,

9 9..
.. 13 .,

8 16 ..

7 .. ..

Sec'y.

FOBESTEK auN OitlB. OF NEWARK.
Dec. S5.—The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, held an all-day shoot

to-day. A long list of events was shot off, some of them sweeps for
turkeys and chickens. Among the winners of turkeys were Dr. Cum-
mings, Warren Smith, Mel. Hayes, Charles Hedden and E. Jewell.
Scores were:

Events: 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

D Fleming,. 788676 6 79687 10 86 10 568 12
J James 55 5 9787 0 7565778 10 974 12
Wmans 5 6 1 3 8 11
Dr C Smith.. 3 0 4 0
OE Smith... .. 9 6 6 10 . 9 8 7 10 7 9 8 18
Jewell 8.. 7.... 6,. 8.. 6 6,. 8 6 9 13
Hayes 9., 8 9.. 9.. 8 8 14 9 9 7 17
Tarlton 35 6 6... 6 6 4 4 5
War Smith 10 10 8 14 9 10 17
Hedden....

, .. .. 6 12 6 4 10 16
Dr Cum-
mings .. 7 13 S S 8 17

J H Cum-
mings 5 .. 5 3 7 13

Backus
, , 7 12

All events were at 10 targets, except No. 16 (15 targets) and No. 20
(20 targets). H, E. Winan.s, Sec'y.

BERGEN COUNTY ClUN CLUB.

J5ec.g5,—The Bergen County Gun Club, of Hackensack, held a shoot
to-day. Two 25-target events were shot during the day in addition
to several 10-target sweeps. In the 25-target events No. 1 was the
club shoot; this resulted as follows:

Griffiths 22, Bell IP. Raymond 18, Chaffee 17, Jackson 16, Gardner
15, Warner 15. Van Keuren 14, Stern 14, Ward 12, Fleischman 12, Tit-
trington 11, C. O. Gardner, Jr., 10.

No 2, at 35 targets, had 10 entries, Horton and Bell tieing for first
place on 17 out of 25. Scores:
Horton 17, Bell 17, Jackson 15. Van Keuren 15. Warner 14. C. O.

Gardner, Jr. 14, Stern 13, Fleischman 1.3, C. O. Gardner 11, Chaffeell.

MAPLEWOOD GUN CLUB.

Dec. 26'.—The Union Gun Club, of Springfield. N. J., shot a race
to-day witbthe Maplewood Gun Club, on the grounds of the latter
The conditions were: 3 men to a team, 25 targets per man, unknown
angles. The home team was defeated by 3 breaks. Scores:

Union Gun Club.
AA Sickley 1101111111011111111111111—23
ESickley 1101010111011101111011111—19
Dr Jackson 0011111111101110111101110—19—61

Maplewood Gun Club.W N Drake 1111111110111111111011111—2.?
JW Smith 1111111111011110111110111—22
D W Van Iderstine 0010101101011110101000011—1.3—58
Sweepstakes were shot as below. Conditions, 10 targets, all at un-

known angles

:

Events: 13345678 Events: 13345678
W Drake... 9 9 9 9 9 8..,. D W Van
J W Smith. 8 9 9 5 9 10.. 8 Iderstine.
ECanfield. 10 6 8 10 8 7 8 7 Dr Jackson
ASickley.. 9,.- .. 7.. CHDean..
ESicklev.. 64698.. 76 LDean.,..
L Colquitt.
I Soverel...

7 8 8 5
7 10 5 ..

. . 9 Mersereau.
5 5

5 6
7 6
,. 8 9 10 .

. 8 .. .. 7
7 .. 8

,.4 9
9 9..

4 6

ON LONG ISLA.ND.
HEVL GATE GUN CLUB.

Dec. 2?.—Twenty one members of the Hell Gate Gun Club took part
to-day in the last regular monthly live-bird sboot of the club for the
season of 1896. The shoot, as usual, took place at Dexter Park. The
birds were a good lot, not a single one of the club's members being
able to make a clean score. .Tas. A. R. Elliott, however, who has a
match on with Fulford at these grounds Dec. 31, was on hand and
shot along as a guest of the club, and incidentally showed them ho w
easy it was to make 10 straight. To day's scores were as below, all

standing at 26yds., the handicaps being by number of points, as ex-
plained below (Elliott stood at .30yds ):

FTrostel 1122221021

J H V08S 3112101102
P Woelfel •12'023122

E Doeinck ..

L C Muench
E Metz

C Webber 0110210201— 6
9 C Lang 0012220122— 7
8 Dr Bauer 0222001102- fi

...0222««111»— 6 J Newman 0121012202— 7
1011122112- 9 L Steut^le 1210202022-

..2222011021- 8 D Valenti .1030120111- 7
M Stern 0222002102— 6
T Voitek ..inio.20101— 5

AKnodel 0093.11190- fi

EPaynter 2111221200— 8
W A Sands 2032222022- 8 « K Breit 22020i!0200- 5
ESteffens 0232110213-8 J Kreeb 1202222102-8
JHimmelsbach 1231212002— 8 *JAR Elliott 2222222222—10

* Guest.
Twenty prizes are donated by the club this year, the prize winners

being given below in order of merit, together with their handicap
number of points. Under the system adopted by the Hell Gate Gun
Club, points are scored on the following plan: A shooter handi-
capiaed at a given number of points must score more birds out of his
10 Chan his handicap calls for before adding a point or half point to
his record for prizes. For example (taking to-day's contest): W. A.
Sands scored 8 birds; his handicap being 6. he added 2 points to his
record. L. C. Muench scored 9; his handicap bemg 51.^, he added 33^
points to his record. Prizes for 1896 were won as below:

Name. Handicap. Total.
Gus Nowak d}^ 18]4 ]

E Doeinck 7 18 S j tieia

L C Muench b}i 15}^ J Schlicht
EmilSteffens 6 15 JHimmelsbach.
EPaynter 6 14 JMewman
W A Sands 6 13 J H Voss
John Kreeb........6 13 C Webber
EMelz &ii 12i4 H Foster
E Petersen 5 12 Chas Lang
R Began 5 12 E Marquandt. . .

.

ORESCHiNT ATHLSTIC CLUB, OF BROOKLTN.

Dec 25.—Christmas Day at the Bay Ridge grounas of the Crescent
Athletic Club was marked by some spiriied contests at targets. Six
sweeps, all 25-target events, were shot by those present, in addition
to the main event, the Christmas handicap. The latter was won by
Bert Fish, D. G. Geddes, the scratch man, being secont. Scores
follow:

7 11
11

6 11
0 ll
4 11
7 10
6 9

9
9

4 9

13 3 4 5 6
.1 r .. 10 ..

11

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 Events:

D G Geddes 18 20 15 18 91 17 AD Lewis'
CH Chapman,. 10 7 7 . . 10 10 F D Lawrence.
W Kitchen U .... 7 . A W Norris
B Fish. 19 11 20 22 14 W E Richards.

The Christmas handicap was won by Bert Fish. This event was 26
targets, kno^vn angles, handicap allowance of mioses as breaks, the
handicap ranging from 1 to 10. Scores in detail were:
Fish, ,,. .,,.111111111111111110111 11 ll-24f 1-25
(3leddes ...lllllOlllllllOilOlinilll '-23
Lawrence 11110(10010011110100001010-12-J-10—32
Chapman ,3 OOlOOOOOiOOOllllOl 1001 11—12-}- 7—19
Norris , lOOOOlOlllOOlOOOOOOn 1001—lO-f- 8-18
Lewis..,,.., lOOOOOOOOllOOlOOOOOlOOlOO— 6+ 7—13

Dec, ?6.—The following sweeps were shot this afternoon on the Bay
Ridge grounds of the Crescent. Athletic Club. Bert Fish carried off

the hulk of the honors. Nos. 2 and 3 were shot at expert ruleS; No. 8
was 12 known angles and 13 unknown angles; all the others were at
known angles:

Events: 1334567S Events: 13345678
Targets: 25 SS 25 25 25 15 10 25 Targets: 25 25 25 So SB 15 10 SS

B Fish 19 18 16 18 19 11 7 16 H C Werle-
D GGeddes.19 17 .... 16 man 7

GC White.. 17 11 16 28 18 ,. .. 15 JPreflti^e. ,,

^t^Q^Wn-tl? " m. u n

3 9 10.. », 4

WESTMINSTEB KENNEL CLI.TB.

Dec. ee^A. few members of the Westmmster Kennel Club wentdown tp Babylon, L. I., on a special train for a small live-bird shootEvent No. 1 was at 5 birds, $5, two high gun;?, then mif=s-and-out.
No. 2 was at 10 birds, $10, two high guns, miss-and-out on ties. No. 3was shot under the same conditions as No. 1. KnapD. Watrous and
btattord did tae best work in the aliove event, Stafford's run of 19
straight being an excellent one under the circumstances. Knapp
naade a run of 22 straight. Supermtendent Biott provided a good lot
of birds, as usual. Scores were:

s

No. 1. No. 2 No 3W H Stafford (28) ...22222222-8 223222232220-11 02i
' ' -2

Col Butler (28). ...11222320-7 012112212 - 8 100 -1
J-r^r^^^^^lU^^^ 1222220 -6 23202220 - 6 21222323222-11
Sr^S^^T'^n^g) 220 -2 202220 - 4 120 -8W S Edey(29) 031 -3 200 - 1 02 -1
•IP Knapp f30).... 020 -l 222222233222-12 23233323320-10
George Magoun f28) 2020 —2 202320112 — 7 032 —2A series of 8 miss-and-outs were shot, all $5 enfance, the, shooters
standing at the same handicap marks as above. The records in
these 8 events were:

Knapp 5
Watrous ,a
Magoun
Stafford. ,3
Rutlw .4
Edey 5
Cbapin ..,..3

No 1. No. 2. Ijlo 3. No 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

1
2 0 0 3 3 5.

i i 4 3 3 4
1 5 3 1 3

2 0
3 2 4 3 0

i

NEW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.
»e£- ?6\-The la.st live-bird shoot of the year for the New Utrecht

Gun Club was held at Dexter Park this afternoon. The attendancewas very small, all the interest in the club prizes centering in the
contest between John Gaughen and Conny Furgueson for the ClassB prize. Up to to-day each had fire wins to his credit. This after-
iioon GaugUen made his tally 6 by scoring 9 straight, his 10th bird
dropping dead out of bounds, Conny lost a fast bird in the fir'^t
'19^''^, and dropped another cipher on his score by losing bis 7th
Jim Elliott, who is at present domiciled at Dexter Park, shot along
as a guest of the club. Scores:

. . Club shoot. No. 1. No. 2,
0 Furgueson (AA, 30) 212222.2J2- 9 12322-5 0*22-4
J Gaughen (B. 29) 2a2221292»- 9 1110'-4
Conny Furgueson ( B, 28) -....,0221210222— 8 . 21022 4F A Thompson (B, 28) 1211021.22 - 8 132W-3 ] 1102-4
J A R Elliott (30) .........2222222322—10 22222-3 0;2i0-

3

HM Furgueson., ^^..^ 02020-2 ... .D C Bennett. 13113-5
^ Guest.

Arendtsville Gun Club.
Arendtsville, Pa.. Dec. 21.-The records of the members of the

Arendt&ville Gnn Club in ihemedul shoors and special events are given
below. Also the recent scores made by members in 10-target events
and m 6 live bird events:

June. July. Aug. Sept. Special.

Targets: 25 25 20 SB 25 25 25 25 S5 25 2.-. 2a
CDWisler „,,,.... 19 19 -17 21 23 S3 15 20 .32 23 31 3I
SMEaholtz 18 17 .. .. 31 19 15 14 20
CEOrum

19

15 11 . . .. 22 .. 18 18
A Sfhlesser 15 12 15 16 .. 38 12 15 18
JC Thomas,..., 16 .. 13 19 20 ..

16
.. S3 19
20 , 'S-

,. 19 18-

Shooting at targets in lO target events, the following scores Were
made recently:

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 a 10
9 8 9 9 8 8 6 10 g
6 6 8 9 6 8 8 9
S
6

8
8

5 6 5 3
'8

4 10
Kebil 6 7

8 9 9 7 6 9 9
5 8 6 6

7
Fissell 8 's 4 4 5 7

7 7 10 8 8
Kane 4 5 5 3 5

6 9 8 8
Live-bird scores were made as folio ws

;

Events:

Birds:

1 3

10 10

9Wisler 10
Wierman 10 8
Ertter 10 10
Crum 5 6

Taylor...,,.,,,.. 8 4
Eaholtz 9 7
Thomas,...,,,,. 8 9

Hoechst 8 ,,

4 5 6
BBS
4 4 5

6 5

1 3
10 10

8
6

S 6
5

4 3 4
2 4,.
3

Events:

Birds:

Fissell
Sch lesser.,.

Reinecker 2
Bpamer.,.,, 4
Hartmann 3
Kane 4

5 Becker H
, Lerew,..,. 8

A. Q. C.

4
5

3 ..

1 ..

3 1

3 -3

The Interstate Association.
CLAS.SIIflCATION AND TOURNAMENT COSIMITTEE.

"

The Classification and Tournament Committee of the Interstate
Association met at the offtce of the Winchester RepeatingArms Com-
pany, 3a2 Broadway, Dec. 23, at 11 o'clock.
The members present were: Chairman Ifby Bennett, of the W R.

A. Company; Noel E. Money, of the American E. C. Powder Com
p%ny; J. L. Lequin, of the Hazard Powder Company, secretaf.V'
treasurer of the Association; and Mr. Detmold, representing his
partner, Justus von Lengerke, of the firm of Von Lengerke & Det-
mold. Paul North, of the Cleveland Target Company, was unable
to be present. J. A. H, Dressel, president of the Interstate Associa-
tion, was also present.
The reoort of the manager. Elmer E. Shaner, on grounds for hold-

ing the Grand American Handicap was read, discussed and placed
on file. The report showed that Mr. Shaner had visited the race
tracks in the vicinity of Elizabeth, N. J.—Waverly, Linden and
Dwyer's—and also the new grounds at Elkwood Park; and that be
found that the tracks at Waverly and Linden were unsuited for the.
purpose required, but recommended that the committee visit ia
Xjerson the grounds at Dwyer's track and at Elkwood Park.
A proposition from Messrs. Zwirlein and Astfalk, the parties who

desire to have the shoot at Dwyer's track, was read and placed on
file.

Acting on the manager's recommendation, the committee decided
xo view both grounds on Tuesday, Dec. 29, leaving New York by the
10:10 A, M. train over the P. R. R., visiting the track ac Elizabeth
prior to going to Elkwood Park, After the trip the committee will
meet and floally decide upon the grounds for holding the Grand
American Handicap of 1897.

The committee also instructed the manager to make as favorable
arrangements as possible in regard to dates, etc., with clubs in the
following cities, with the idea of holding target tournaments at those
points durmg the coming season: Baltimore, Md. ; Richmond, Va.;
iVlobile, Ala.; Monroe, La.; New Haven, Conn ; Lewiston, Me.; Mont-
pelier, Vt., and some point in New Hampshire. The committee
recommended that the name of Nashville, Tenn., be substituted for
one of the cities in the South named above.
The quesiion of revising the division of the purse in the Grand

American Handicap was also discussed. The purse will be divided
on the same plan as last year: First hieh gun will receive $500, second
high gun S300, and third nigh gun S300. All surplus will be added,
the above $1,000 being the usual guarantee. The surplus will be di-

vided into a certain number of additional moneys, the proportions
being graduated for every additional ten entries above forty up to 100

or more.

No notice taken of anonymous communicatloag

F., New York.—A friend of mine declares that in shooting rabbits
when snow is on the ground dogs can be dispensed with, as iho rab-
bits can be tracked to their hiding places or forms and started
withm range. I doubt it. Will you kindly give us your opinion ?

Ans. Your friend is correct, provioed the tracks were made within
a reasonable length of time, and the snow is soft enough to receive
the foot imprints. .

.

^

Mac, Philadelphia.—I have a large shepherd dog Who will jump
the fence, and I would like to know how to hobble him to prevent
jumping, as I dislike to keep him chained. Ans. You can run a wire
or two or three barbed wires from 12in, to 4 or 5tc. from the bottom
of the fence and about 13in, from the ground, so that he cannot make
aspring to jump. Or you can build your fence higher,.A clog chained
to the dog: will also prevent him from jumping, hUt jt y^W lUS^v^ l)iDl

irritable^ p.pd In time injurehisph76|ati§j -

*
'
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Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The
subjects are .outdoor scenes:

Jacksnlpe Coming: In. "He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting).

Vigilant and Valkyrie. Bass Fishing at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to ola or new subscribers on the following terms

:

Forest aid Stteam one year and the set offourpictures, $S.

Forest and Stream 6 months and any two of the pictures, $3.
Price oftbe pictures alone, $1,50 eacb ; $5 for the aei.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

Fly-fishing; gives mote varied play and gft-eater

fexercise to the mascles ; it bestows a keener excite-

ment ; it intensifies the perceptive faculties ; it re-

qtjires nicer judgment than bait-fishings quicker
and more delicate manipulation, and greater

promptness In emergencies ; it is more humanizing'
in its influences ; it is beautiful in its associations,

and poetic in the fancies it begets.

—Chas. Hallock.

TRBJ LION AND THE UNICORN IN FLORIDA.
In the year 1563 John Hawkins, father of the British

slave trade, set sail from Plymouth on a negro-selling expe-

dition to the West Indies and the Spanish Main, "Serve

Grod daily, love one anotber, preserve your victuals, beware

of fire, and keep good company''—^that is, keep your ship in

company with the others—were the sailing instructions lie

gave his captains. If this were tbe place for its telling, the

story would be interesting of bow the English seamen, mak-
ingfirst forthe coast of A.fiica

,
inveigled their victims into the

pens below decks and then sailed away with them to the

Spanish settlements in America; and of how, arriving there,

and orders having been promulgated by the royal governors

to forbid trading with the Englishmen, Hawkins manned his

guns, fired some shot, made a show of bombarding the settle-

ments, and so persuaded the Spaniards that despite roya

decrees they might buy his negroes if they wanted to, or at

all events ]f he wanted them to. But it is not with Hawkins
the slave trader, but with Hawkins the naturalist that we
have to do here.

The old voyagers recorded a vast store of quaint and
curious lore respecting the phenomena of nature observed

by them. The new wor^d was peopled by creatures strange

and marvelous, and the accounts written of them by the

explorers are for the most part simple and ingenuous, and
marked by a graphic delineation not to be improved upon
even now. Sometimes in the chronicles we find men-
tion of creatures which it is difiicult for us to identify. Such
was the Florida unicorn, of which record is made in the

story of this voyage of Hawkins.

On their way home in 1564 the fleet coasted along Florida

and put into the Eiver May, now the St. John's, to visit the

French Huguenots, who had established a fortification under
Laudonneire. There in Florida John Sparke, the chronicler

of the expedition, tells us, they found "deer marvelous

store, with divers other beasts and fowl serviceable to man;"
and among other species there were unicorns

:

'The Floridians have pie 3es of unicorns' liorns, which they wear
about their necks, whereof the Frenchmen obtained many pieces.

Of those unicorns they have many ; for that they do afQrm it to be a
beast with one horn, wbich, coming- to the river to drink, putteth the
same into the water before he drinketh. Of this unicorn"s horn
there are many of our company that, having gotten the same of the
Frenchmen, trought home thereof to show."

What was the Florida unicorn, this creature with one
horn which it plunged into the water before drinking?

Sparke gives no further particulars of it. To say that it

was a unicorn and that a unicorn is a unicorn is not to give

light, for we do not know what a unicorn is. They did not
know in those days. The Hawkins sailors who took home
fiheir specimens of the Florida umcorn to show as one of the

wonders of the new world, with their hazy, hearsay de-

scription of the beast, only added to the confusion already

existing and due to the multiplicity of articles cherished in

the old world as curiosities and reputed to Iw unicorns'

horns. From the time of Pliny down to that of Hawkins,
G-reek, Latin, German, French and English savants dis-

cussed the identity of the unicorn and no two ever agreed as

to what it was, Some said it divided the hoof and others

that it did not; some described it as of the size of a sheep,

others declared that it was as big as an elephant; it was
identified as the ox, the wild ass, rhinoceroKS, oryx, a

dozen other beasts. A recent caller at the Foeest and
Stream gave it as his opinion that the unicorn of Csesar

was the reindeer.

Shortly before this Frobisher had carried home from his

voyage to A.merica, in the search for the Northwest Pas-

sage, a narwhal tusk, and this took its place with other

objects in the world's collection of unicorn horns. But the

narwhal belongs to the latitude north of 65° K, and we
may not conjecture that the Florida unicorn was a nar-

whal unless we assume that in the course of the extensive

barter, which is known to have been carried on in those

times, this product of the far north ' passed from hand to

band toward the south in exchange for shells of the southern

seas, until it came into the possession of the Floridians and
was added to the . barbarous adornments hung about their

necks. This theory cannot be entertained, for it does not

account for the creature rejiorted by Hawkins as alive in

Florida and coming down to the water to drink; the nar-

whal lives in the sea; it does not come down to the river to

drink, no more than a deer climbs trees to eat lilypads.

The Florida Indians to day wear as an ornament the bill

of the ivory-billed woodpecker. A study of the current

fashions of adornment and those of the aborigines, as pic-

tured by an artist who was with the Frenchmen visited by
Hawkins, shows that there has been no change from that day

to this in the general character of trinkets, and as the ivory

bills are worn now, they probably were worn then. Per-

haps Hawkins's unicorn horn was the woodpecker's bill. If

any shall object that this is to make of the unicorn an un-

duly insignificant creature, it may be said in retort that it were
better to light on something, even the bill of a bird, than to

consign the unicorn and his horn to the realm of fable.

When we applied the other day to Dr. DeWitt Webb, presi-

dent of the St. Augustine Literary and Scientific Society,

for information respecting the present existence in Florida of

anything answering to Hawkins's unicorn, he frivolously ob-

served that probably Hawkins had taken a horn himself;

that is to say, that there was no unicorn, a conclusion in

which we are reluctant' to concur, for it means the oblitera-

tion also of the lions which once prowled through the piney

woods and skulked in the hamaks. There were lions in

Florida in the days of Hawkins and the unicorn. Says

Sparke

Of beasts in this country besides deer, foxes, hares, polecats,

coueys, ounces and leopards, I am not able certainly to say; but it is

thought that there are lions and tigers as well as unicorns -lions
espscially, if it be true that is said of the enmity between them and
the unicorns; for there is no beast but hath his enemy, as the coney
the polecat, the sheep the wolf, the elephant the rhinoceros, and so of

evei y heast the like, insomuch that whereas the one is the other can-
not be missing:.

That is a delicious bit of reasoning for you. There were
unicorns, ergo lions. No lions of fancy these, but lions of

logic; and how to overcome logical lions in one's pathway is

something not laid down in the manuals of big-game hunting.

SIB HENRY HALFORD.
The announcement ot the death of Sir Henry Halford,

who died in London on Monday last, will recall to many
minds the days when long-range rifle shooting was as inter-

esting to the general public in this country as yachting has
been since. In those days—from 1875 to 1880—Sir Henry
Halford was a prominent figure in all the international rifle

contests that took place, and whether as host at home or as

guest in this country, he was ever the same genial, cheery,

fair-minded sportsman. Many an American who was inter,

ested in rifle shooting twenty years ago will feel a sense

of personal loss in reading the announcement of his death.

Henry St. John Halford was born in 1888, and received

his education at Eton and Oxford. On the death of his

father in 1849 he succeeded to the baronetcy, and from this

time on took a prominent part in the affairs of Leicester-

shire. He was interested in all outdoor sports, but was best

known to Ainericans in conaection -syith rifle shooting

Upon his estate in Leicestershire he had a private rifle range,
and he devoted much time to practicing there.

For many years, beginning in 1872, he shot on the Eng-
lish team which competed with teams from Ireland and
Scotland for the Elcho shield, and often captained his team
with judgment and success. In 1875 Sir Henry Halfori
entertained the American rifle teams that visited England,
and in 1877 he brought over a British team to compete for

tiie Centennial trophy and the championship of the world.

After two days' shooting, beginning Sept. 14, 1877, the
American team defeated the British by a score of 3,334 to

3,342. The best score made by the British team was Sir

Henry's, 413.

In July, 1880, a return match was shot at Wimbledon,
when Sir Henry Halford's team defeated the Americaus by
about 80 points. In 1883 he again visited this country
as captain of a team to shoot a military rifle match at Creed-
moor. The British were successful on this occasion also,

winning by 176 points.

SNAP SHOTS.

In their report for 1895, just issued, the New York Com-
missioners of Fisheries, Game and Forests recommend
that "All bills relating to the fisheries, game and forest in-

terests of the State should be referred to them for their con-

sideration by the legislative committees in charge before ac-

tion is taken upon them." That depends altogether upon the

Commissioners. Sometimes their opinion of proposed legis*

lation is worth having and' sometimes it is not. President

Davis issued a pronunciamento of the Commission's endorse-

ment of the foresty amendment job at the last election ; and
the people repudiated the Commission's recommendation by
an adverse'majority of over 300,000 votes.

Commissioner Henry O. Stanley, of Maine, tells us that

the Swedes in the vicinity where the black game from
Sweden were put out last year report that they hear the birds

calling occasionally in the morning. There appears to be
no doubt that the black game bred last summer, and there is

probability that the newcomers may become established as a
permanent addition to the Maine game supply. Of the

capercailzie nothing is known; they have not been seen;

but this may be due to the fact of their more pronounced
wildness and seclusion in the depth of the wilderness The'

expected consignment of black game and capercailzie for

Maine last fall was not received.

A correspondent writes that he has been reading the For-
est AND Stream for many years, and it was not until he
happened upon one of Mr. Hammond's stories of the old

days at Holland that he found in it anything to indicate that

the flask was one of the necessary articles of an outfit for

the field. If our correspondent had read the sportsmen's

papers of forty years ago, he would have found the flask

much more in evidence. From a perusal of the chronicles

of those days one would with certainty draw the conclusion

that though a man might gj fishing without hcoks, and
hunting without a gun, no sporting excursion on land or

water would be a success if by sad mischance the bottle

were left at home. We set out very early in the history of

the Forest and Stream to publish a journal which should

differ from its predecessors in this respect. There is little

wonder then that, as our Virginia correspondent avers, .one

may have read the stories of shooting and fishing in these

pages without learning from them that the flask was an es-

sential equipment for the field.

That is a very satisfactory report which comes to us from
Secretary Kimball, of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association, teUing of the efficient and summary
ways in which grouse snarers were brought to book by the

officers of the State police. The case is all the more note-

worthy because of the impudent aggressiveness of the trap-

pers who appear by their truculent and menacing carriage

to have terrorized the law-abiding citizens of the community.
As is usually the way in such affairs, prompt and determined
action demonstrated the emptiness of the bluster of these fel-

lows, and showed that there was no difficulty in putting an
end to their work, provided only the public officials who
were paid to prosecute them would do their duty. The real

confidence of the violators of the game laws lies not in any
notion that they actually could frighten the community into

letting them alone provided the community really t;ared to

interfere with them. They put on a bold front only because
htey think that the officials do not mean business.
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THE FIRST VOYAGE OF THE CURLEW.
When we of the gray-headed fraternity of out-of-door

sports were youTJg and studiously ' doing sums," or study-
ing the old battered spelling book in the country school-
house, some bare-footed urchin would hold up his hand,
patiently at first, then with a frown and a wiggling arm
toward the teacher, and in answer to the look of recog-
nition would say, "Please may I go out?"
Well, brethren, I still do so. Most of the time I have

that wistful longing to go out to escape from the busy
desk and the constant stress of business, from the
cramped confines of "house and yard," and to get where
the bounds are more extended, where the limits reach
from the north to the south, from the east to the west,
from the center to the circumference.
The summer was long and very heated. The creeping

and flying pests of the Sea Islands had worked their sweet
wills upon our cuticles. Gossamer-clad and panting we
had worried over the weary time and when fall came at
last our souls rose within us and we hastened to make
preparations to "go out,"
Just here I must introduce you to the Curlew, That

renowned craft is a strong sailing launch of the naval
type, but so improved by a comfortable house built on
her that she is spoken of as a "daisy." She sails well,
and being fully prepared, was launched and ready for the
channels, sounds, creeks, straits, bays, rivers and other
water courses and places leading into, among and through
the "Hunting Islands." Are ducks there? They are,

and more are coming. Do plover, curlew and ypllow-
lega abound? They do, being on their southern flight.

Does the festive deer gambol in the woodp? Oh, yes,
plenty of him. Fish? Plenty. On the islands Bob
White is in season and everything is ripe.

There are those who like to adorn themselves in ancient
hunting clothes with an "Injun" smell about them, avoid
bathing or washing for weeks, will not sleep in a tent or
house for fear of taking cold, rather enjoy lying down in
a mud puddle to sleep and rising up filthy, unkempt and
of unsavory smell, as who should say, "See what a hunter
I am. I rough it like an aborigine, always ready." These
claim that it is unlucky to wash, that filth and the clean
woods can assimilate. They are frauds, every one. The
great "out-of-doors" is clean, sweet-smelling and balmy.
Its influence ought to make a dirty man clean. It ought
to receive the dweller from the town and send him back
perfumed and fragrant, cobwebs all swept away from
mind and heart, imagination invigorated and soul pure.
I have no use for an unclean sportsman.
As we grow old we are more solicitous for creature com-

forts, and so we made the Curlew very cozy. She takes
four folding spring cots for beds. She has atable that will
seat eight, and folds away in the carlins overhead when
not in use. There is a carpet on the floor. A good
lamp gives light at night, comfortable camp chairs
afford easy seats for tired hunters, while the roomy cock-
pit outside is the common dressing room and lounging
place by day. In the forecastle two men for cook and
crew find comfortable places. This is the craft that fur-

nishes transportation and quarters, and some account of
her wanderings and the luck of the travelers will, I am
sure, interest your readers, and therefore I will try to give
you here a description of

The First Voyagre of the Curlew.

The personnel was congenial, and made up of true
sportsmen. I doubt if an invitation to any other amuse-
ment would have lured any of them ashore again after
he had once embarked. The party was composed of the
Skipper, the Surgeon, the Soldier and the Clerk, E liot

for cook and Jerry for crew. The route selected was
more of the nature of a reconnoissance than for active
shooting, as the air still retnained as balmy as summer,
without the great heat, and it bad not become yet cold
enough to drive the ducks down to us from northern lati-

tudes. The Skipper is no stranger to your pages, Well
seasoned with much salt water, he still tips the scale at
over 2801b8. ; but he can shoot a little if he gets in the
right place, and the game does not wobble too much.
The Soldier and the Surgeon are thin, wiry men, good for
anything, and warranted to tramp from daylight to dusk
for game. The Clerk is a fine young man whom the
others are trying to bting up in the right path, and as he
is willing and agreeable there are strong hopes for him.
Elliot is the best cook who ever slept in a hammock, and
Jerry is a multitudinous crew with many solid virtues.
Elliot and Jerry are colored people.
Provisioned for a week, the gallant Curlew made sail

from Paris Island on a beautiful spring-like day in this

last November, All the ladies of the station turned out
to see us off. They cheered and gave us many sweet
wishes, and their smiles were very wide. Now a man
may go very far afield when sent off with such a fare-
well, so we set the mainsail, hoisted up the jib, and were
off in fine style. We hove to off Baaufort for a package
of "Rough on Eats," for there were signs of a mouse on
board, and the medicine was for him, and not as a sure
cure for human despair. The brethren of the rod and
gun at Beaufort shouted good wishes from the wharves,
and with a fair wind and tide we were off on our ven-
turesome voyage. On that day we had a crooked wind.
Whichever way we turned the wind was fair. Through
the devious way of the brickyards, into the broad Coo-
saw, down the same and into Ball River, with blue skies
and smooth water, the fine breeze favored us. As we
swung into Bull River a large flock of plover, curlew and
other shore birds tempted us, and in a few minutes we
had bagged fifty-four nice birds for the pan, and felt well
satisfied for a beginning, Then we filled away, and in half
an hour were snugly at anchor at Buzzird Island, 'at the
Quarantine Station, where the kind hospitality of the
venerable Dr. Sams made us feel very much at home.
We lay there that night and slept the sweet sleep of the
righteous sportsman, with none to molest us or make us
afraid. In the early morning the Surgeon and the Sol-
dier paddled up the creek and brought back a brace of
ducks, which seemed to give them a good appetite for
breakfast. After that repast we got under way and ran
up Bull River to the Pacific Phosphate Works, where we
were most generously received by Captain Roberts, the
superintendent, who then and there laid plans for a deer
and duck hunt in the near future whereat great sport is

FOREST AND STREAM.

promised us, and of which the readers of FOSEST and
Stream shall have an account, if tho present writer can
get there.

We left those hospitable shores and worked down the
Bull River and anchored in the Coosaw about dark on
the second day of the voyage, having picked uo a few
more shore birds at the mouth of Bull River, Hoisting
our stay light and saying our prayers, we turned in again
in our comfortable quarters and passed the second night
like unto the first, "and even more so,"
We were up early the next morning, and worked up to

the mouth of Parrott Creek to pass through into Morgan
River, Just as we were fairly in the creek a heavy and
threatening squall struck us, Bringing on a norther. The
little Curlew scudded under her jib in fine style, running
down Morgan River at great speed, and so we ran into
Savage Creek, on St. Helena Island, and anchored for
breakfast. After that meal we were not satisfied to re-
main cooped up there all day, so the sails were close
reefed and we beat out of the creek in fine style, and
squared away down the river for Egg Bank, a great re-

sort for shore birds. Presently the bank appeared above
the sea horizon, but when we arrived there it was blow-
ing too hard to land, although great flocks of birds were
seen. We therefore ran to the southward for the mouth
of Harbor River, leaving Egg Bank to the seaward of us,

and hoping to visit it on some future voyage and get the
birds that congregate there. The fresh, fair wind drove
us rapidly into Harbor River, behind Hunting Island
Light, and on to a mud bank that we did not know was
there. Such a little thing as that did not dismay us and
we soon hauled "our house and home" into deep water,
and went on our way rejoicing. Our joy was short,
howpver, for the tide was high, and among the marshes
we entered a false lead, but after awhile found the true
channel, and at sunset anchored in Fripp's Inlet, at the
west end of Hunting Island, Supper tasted good that
night, and the sleep could not be complained of. The
appetites of the Soldier and the Surgeon were monument-
al, and the Clerk and the Skipper were fairly contented
when they lighted their nocturnal pipes.

The morning of the fourth day dawned fair and lovely.

The Surgeon slipped rff for certain ponds, and returned
later with several fine ducks. The Soldier and the Clerk
picked up a few shore birds, while the Skipper "kept
ship" and Jerry paddled across the inlet and returned
with half a bushel of fine oysters. We had a noble break-
fast that morning, and all the appetites seemed to be
renewed, as is usual on such occasions. After breakfast
we weighed anchor and worked up to Story River, and on
our way passed a small island, as the higher wooded
ranges on the marshes are called, and it seemed to prom-
ise well for ducks; while opposite it were long flats, on
which curlew and sandpipers seemed abundant. We
marked this spot, promising ourselves that we would re-

turn at some future time and see what could be found.
We did so later, which will make "another story,"
Wo ran out to Trenchard's Inlet, hoping to pass out to

Bay Point and shoot birds there; but the tide was against
ua and the wind was light, so we steered for Station Creek
on the homeward route. We made into Port Royal
Sound just at sunset, and had just wind enough to stem
the tide and reach the Naval Station at 9 o'clock. Four
more delightful days it would be hard to match. We did
not get much game, but we spied out the land and laid

plans for more trips of the same kind which we hope to

take in the future. The cold weather has not yet been
severe enough to drive the ducks south to us, but we live

in hopes and are all ready. At another time I hope to
give you an account of other voyagfs, which will take us
out of the dull routine of every-day life and give us glori-

ous outings with great comfort. The first taste has been
so good we still "want to go out."

C. H. Rockwell, U. S. N.
Naval Statiok, Fort Royal, S. C.

FLORIDA OYSTERS.
Tarpon Springs, Fla., Dec, 28.—The Captain and I

have just returned from a short cruise. We had for
some lime talked of making a little run to some oyster
beds that he knew of, up north of the 'Cootie, but one
thing and another balked our plans. Last week we re-

solved to go anyway, and though the morning did not
promise the usual bright Florida sunshine, we put our
mattresses, stores and camp equipment aboard the King-
fisher, filled the water kegs and at 1 P, M. made sail.

With a light wind from the north'ard, we finally beat
out of the river, and shaped our course to clear Deer
Island. For a wonder, the wind was not quite dead
ahead, being about north by west, and with a couple of
"hitches" we weather Cedar Point about dusk, the trusty
little yawl having walked along at a four-mile gait. Soon
after we make out the mouth of the 'Cootie, but the light

is so dim that we can see little more than the tree line on
shore. The skipper is undecided whether to run into the
'Cootie for the night or go on, but finally decides that we
can at least make "4ft, hole," so we continue north,

Having made out and rounded Grass Island in the
gathering gloom, we stand in shore, for a palmetto
"lump" on the mainland, and the Captain, having got his

bearings, gives us the helm, and hanging on by the main-
mast, directs the steering up the channel, in and out
among the "Coon" oyster bars, back and forth for half

an hour, till we drop anchor at the head of navigation
"up Salt Creek,"
^Supper is the next thing in order, and we soon had the

oil stoves going in the cabin. Having attended to that
important duty and washed the dishes, we spread the
awning over the cockpit, unroll the mattresses in the
cabin—one on each side of the centerboard case—and
make snug for the night. Then into the dinghy and pad-
dle ashore to do a little exploring; and an ideal camp
ground it is, high and dry, and as fine a grove of palmet-
toes as can be found.
With plenty of dry red cedar, we soon have a roaring

fire of this fragrant wood, and seated before it the Cap-
tain smokes and recalls other tr ps to this favorite camp
ground.
Here the lamented Nes^muk camped at one time for

several weeks.
The fire burns low and we paddle out to the Kingfisher

and are soon in the land of dreams. Next morning finds

the wind still from the north, and none too warm, but
oysters are what we came for and must have, so donning
some old clothes, with a small "elevator" as a precaution-

ary measure against cold, we paddle ashore, and carry-
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ing the light canvas canoe across the narrow strip of
land, launch her in Oyster . Bayou. Now for business.
Armed with «n oyster knife and gunny sack apiece, and
the canoe between us, we wade along knee deep in the
water, picking up the bunches of oysters, knocking off

the small ones, and quickly filling our sacks with the
large size.

Then back to the camp ground, where a roaring fire of
cedar is made and we fall to opening the delicious bi-

valves,

A stew is soon in process of construction, and never
did Blue Points taste half so good as these Floridaa,
frpsh from the water, cooked with evaporated cream
and Elgin butter, and washed down with coffee that only
Captain Tarpon knows how to make, and with an appe-
tite born of the salt air, leaves a breakfast long to be re-
membered.
Well, we ate oysters and oysters—on the half shell,

fried, stewed, roasted and scalloped—till all bands voted
enough. Then for something else. The tide is out,
showing long rows of oyster bars in all directions for a
mile, among which winds the tortuous channel, and how
we ever got in here in the dark without once touching
bottom no one but the Captain can tell. Bird and ani-
mal life in this wild and almost uninhabited country is of
constant interest to a Northern tenderfoot. In the early
morning the air is filled with thousands upon thousands
of cormorants going out to the gulf to their daily fishing.

In the evening they return inland, and disgorging part of
their fish, feed it to their young partially digested. In
the top of a pine near by is a lordly "bird of freedom"
just finishing his breakfast of fish, which he has com-
pelled a poor fish hawk to give up. This bald headed
robber does not fiah for himself, but watches the fish

hawks, and when one makes a catch quickly relieves
him of his hard-earned breakfast.
At low tide the flats are alive with beach birds, plover,

yellowlegs. jacksnipe and many others, Not SOyds.
from the Kingfisher ia a flock of "jacks" feeding where a
man might kill twenty-five at a shot. Of course, we left

the gun at home. We ramble around the cedar and pal-
metto groves, with here and there broad reaches of sa-

vanna, dotted with occasional clumps of palmetto that
are islands at low tide. A half wild razor-back with six

young pigs dispute our way, and as she seems decidedly
on the offensive Tarpon discreetly suggests that we take
the canoe and paddle up the creek to Salt Spring, So,
stretched at full length in the bow of the canoe, Tarpon
on his knees in the stern, we watch with delight this

veteran canoeist wield the single blade, as without a
sound or splash we glide up this beautiful stream, the
water of which is so clear and transparent that one
seems to be floating in air. The spring boils out in great
volume from unknown depth, with a strong odor of sul-

phur, and is very salt.

Returning to the cruiser, the weather seems anything
but encouraging, and with rain in the air, and a
"norther" threatening, we reluctantly decide to cut short
our stay at Oyster Bayou, And with the wind aft and
plenty of it we slip outside and are soon making good
time for the Anclote, and pick up our moorings in the
"spring" about dark, thus finishing my first oystering
trip with the genial Tarpon, who, with his sailorly ways,
his knowledge of woodcraft, and his inexhaustible fund
of story and reminiscence, makes a companion without
whom such a trip as ours could not be possible,

Cameramblee.

THE FLASK IN THE FIELD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As I sit in my "den" to-night, having just finished a

piece of tiresome work that I couldn't find the time to

reach at the office to-day, my wife asleep in her chair

with her pet dog in her Isp, I take up, as usual, the
Forest and Stream; for, "chained" as I am, no one
enjoys its columns more than I. For years I have been
intending to become a subscriber, and since that inten-

tion has taken form I often "cuss" myself for the good
things I have miaaed by not sooner becoming one of its

family. Judging others by myself, and believing that he
who knows it grows to love it, I often think that if we
would induce our friends who enjoy sport, but who are
not subscribers, to subscribe, we would be doing only our
duty to the paper as well as a kindness to our friends.

I have been reading "Holland," by Shadow, in No.
24, and I find that on the occasion referred to Doth he
and his companion carried a flask, and what I want to

know is, is it only parmissible to carry a flask when one
goes woodcock hunting ? I have read all the accounts of
the hiinting and fishing trips that have appeared in For-
est AND Stream for nearly two years, and, unless my
memory serves me false, this is the first trip in which a
flask figured.

I had been told in my early days that without a flask

fish would not bite; that to be a successful fisherman one
had to sample the aforesaid flask and spit in the water,

and that when you went hunting it was necessary to

have something along to provide against snake bites; it

mattered not what time of the year or the then where-
abouts of the aforesaid snake. Was it Guy Carleton,

when, initiating a novice, and telling him of the neces-

sary "tackle" that would be required for a successful fish-

ing trip, said something like this: "A jug of whisky; a
few hooks; a bottle of whisky; a line; some more whisky,
etc."?
Minute and very much in detail are many of the ac-

counts of enjoyable trips that appear in your columns, but
allow one who always carries a flask, knows its use and
despises its abuse, to thank Shadow for omitting none of

the necessary "tackle" for a successful woodcock hunt.
And talking about snake bites, some years ago there

was in my office Dr, Trumbo, of Warren ootmty, Vt,, an
ardent trout fisherman and a "good fellow," as most true

sportsmen are, and he was telling me of some of his trips

in the Blue Ridge Mountains after the gamy trout, I

asked him if he was not afraid of rattlers, and he said:

"No, indeed, we always carry an antidote. And, speak-

ing of antidotes, we had with us on our last trip a fellow

who didn't know much about fishing, but was a firm be-

liever in the saying that *an ounce of preventive is worth
a pound of cure,' and fearing that he might be bitten by
a rattlesnake he soon commenced to carry this theory

into practice, and before long was past going, We left

him asleep on the banks of the stream, while the rest of

us went further up, hoping he would sober up before we
got back; but when we did return we found him still
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isleep, and to our surprise found also that he had been
ritten by a rattlesnake, and while he was unharmed the
make was lying by his side dead. What better evidence,
lir, do you want than that of the value of an antidote on
I fishing trip?

'

My reply was a laugh, and he turned toward me with a
nerry twinkle in his eye, but in a most dignified tone
laid: "I suppose, sir, you don't believe it. When I get
lome I will send you the rattles cut from the tail of that
very snake, and perhaps then you will think I am telling
ihe truth."
I thanked him for his offer and in a few hours had for-

gotten it, and you can imagine my surprise when two
lays afterward, in opening a package that came to me
/hrough the mail, I found the rattles as promised, with
:he Doctor's compliments. This clinched the matter, and
}Ver since then I have stuck to my flask of antiilote when
m a fishing or hunting trip. C. M. White.
Wabrenton, Va.
[See comment elsewhere.]

PODGERS' COMMENTARIES.
San Francisco, Dec. 20—Editor Forest and Stream:

For the past year I have been reading in the Forest
iND Stream the game and fish stories and experiences,
writhout one word of protest at the rotundity of some of
;hem, hence it might be inferred that I have hoisted them
ill in and stored tbem away in my memory as gospel,
rat I hope not to be called upon to testify. It might re--

lult in trouble. Also have I read attentively the discus-
lions pro and con on skunk bites, snakes, gila mon-
iters, and whether deer feed on lilypads or do not, and
jonfess I am not settled in my mind as to which side has
;he best of the arguments or which is ahead. As a
nethod of relief I have a suggestion to make, which is,

"or the Forest and Stream to organize in its office a
'Court of Reference," to consist of such loose element as
nay be lying around the premises (not necessarily of
oose habits), which shall sit in judgment on the sub-
nitted discussions, and, after weighing the evidence, give
udgmenfc, and thus relieve the doubting Thomases of the
eaders of the Forest and Stream from the struggle in
iheir minds, and from lying awake nights trying to come
iO a decision themselves, and so escape occasional night-
nares of deer jumping over us with lilypads hanging
rom their mouths, skunks sitting on our breasts discus-
ing stolen chickens, and snakes curled up on our pillows
vith glistening eyes in the act of striking (the result of
iaving been out with the boys is indignantly denied). I
lelieve there are numerous readers who will indorse the
jroposition of this Court of Reference and feel a great
lense of relief in having these knotty questions decided
'or them.
In selecting the members of the court it would be well

io select those who have not been addicted to snakes, and
lave not written about them, and know no more about
latural history than many who write on the subject; in
)ther words, who will be unbiased in their judgment and
five their verdict according to the preponderance of the
»stimony.
Among other interesting questions of the day, interest-

ng to sportsmen, I submit that of whether they have any
rights that poachers are bound to respect. This is one
«vhich is very much exercising our local shooting clubs at
bhe present moment.
Within a few miles of the city are extensive marshes

that have been leased by the clubs from the owners of
bhe land and water at a stiff rental, and shooting boxes
jrected at considerable expense for the winter duck shobt-
ng. All this has aroused the ire of that portion of the
community of the socialistic ranks, who repudiate the idea
ihat there should be any restriction of their right to shoot
when and where it pleases their lordships, regardless of
bhe fact that the clubs are paying the owners of the
jroperty for that privilege; and they have the assurance,
)orn of the views of the Mosts and Altgelds, that the newly
mported citizen had more rights and privileges, that he
ioes not pay a cent for, than the native who does.
The clubs first tried invoking the aid of the constables

bo arrest the poachers. This proved a farce, as the jus-
tices, who owed their election to this element, discharged
bhe culprits without trial as fast as they were brought be-
fore them. Ooe of the gamekeepers of the clubs was
shot and killed by one of the poachers, and although the
crime was proved beyond question as a case of foul mur-
der, the jury, composed of the same element, acquitted
bhe murderer. Meantime the clubs carried the question
of their rights to a Superior Court, before a judge of the
locality; but this Dogberry sustained the poachers. The
clubs then appealed to the Supreme Court, which reversed
bhe decision, and decided that the clubs stood in the light
of owners, and had the right to exclude trespassers. This
decision raised a howl from the shoot-where-you-please
fraternity, who swear that all the courts in the world
cannot prevent them from shooting over the clubs'
grounds, and they will and do defy the law. As a result
of their determination to do so, you are very likely to
hear of a dispensation of Divine Providence, accompanied
by a charge of buckshot, that will deprive the victim of
any further interest in shooting, as the clubs' gamekeep-
ers are now patrolling the marshes with guns that have a
tendency to go off at fitting times and places, regardless
of circumstances. All this row has spoiled in a measure
the winter shooting and put the clubs at great expense.
The time was not so many moons ago when I indulged

in a floating shooting box on these same marshes, which
'we moored close under the bank of one of the sloughs,
and sitting on the forward deck shot all the teal, mal-
lards and canvasbacks we wanted. Teal in those days
were sold in the markets for 75 cents a dozen, mallards
and canvasbacks at from 40 to 50 cents a pair. In 184.8 a
deer or grizzly bear could be found on the spot where I
am now writing, a street lit by electricity and paved with
asphalt extending a mile or more,beyond. Davis relates
in his "Sixty Years in California" that on Mare Island,
where the Navy Yard now is, a drove of not less than 500
elk could be counted any day, and that on one occasion,
when sailing past in a small schooner, they encountered a
drove of them swimming across from the island so numer-
ous that they could make no progress through them. To
get an elk now one must go back several hundred miles
to the wilds of Oregon, as yet uninhabited.

It has been a day dream of mine, when sitting in front
of the fire d la Ike Marvel smoking my pipe, that the
spirit of adventure led me to come to these shores in those
days, or rather letting my imagination presume that I
did come. Just think what a game preserve this country

would have made had not gold been discovered. The lit-

tle settlement of Yerba Buena, now this great city of San
Francisco, vsnith its harbor then full of fur seals and
salmon, the outskirts abounding in deer, grizzlies and
elk, and ducks of all sorts in little ponds now covered
with granite blocks, and nobody to take the trouble to
shoot tbem. When Dana, the author of "Two Years Be-
fore the Mast," visited these shores such was the state of
things. What a paradise for the sportsman to go to when
he "handed in his chips." The Indian's happy hunting
ground would have been a fool to it, not in it. There is

good sport yet, but one must go a distance for it. The
market-hunter, with his swivel gun and No. 8 caliber, is

doing the work of destruction. They locate a pond or
small lake, attract the ducks by throwing grain into it,

and when it is covered with them densely let loose the
swivel gun, loaded with a pound of shot, and kill a bun*
dred or two at a shot. It is simply murder, but although
there is a law against it, what does the gentleman who
has his "rights," as he calls them, care for law? It is the
same old story with which you are so familiar^no con-
viction to be obtained, he is among his friends, and laughs
at game wardens.
There is one consolation we have left—the salmon.

They can't deprive us of that sport as yet. In the rivers
emptying into the ocean up the coast they come and go
as ever, and what sport it is to land a doien in an after-
noon with rod and reel! It ia not always with the fly, as
some seasons they will not rise to it, and some people still

assert that the Pacific coast Salmon never rise to a fly,

which is not true, as I have caught them galore with a
fly; but as a general thing the feather spoon is used, and
that they take ravenously, But, like all other luxuries,
the cost of salmon in our markets has "gone up." The
time was when you could buy a 10 or 15-pounder for 10
or 15 cents; now they cost 20 cents a pound, but I imagine
that price would not stagger you at the East.
As I have said, what a country this would have been for

a sportsman's preserve for half a dozen of your rich men.
It could have been bought from the Mexican Government
before we acquired it for $3,000,000, an area larger than
two New York States, and what a speculation! The land
covered by this city is worth fifty times that, to say
nothing of the State's gold product of over a billion. But
alasl as the wise old lady remarked, "If our fore sights
were only as good as our hind sights," which experience
has proved they are not.

I laid down my pipe and the Forest and Stream,
which I was reading to "make these few remarks,"
which I see have been as long drawn out as a "fifthly
and sixthly" sermon of a hot Sunday afternoon; so I will
resume my pipe and the Forest and Stream, and the
discussions on lilypads, skunks and catamounts, reserving
my conclusions for that "Court of Reference" that I have
suggested, and which I hope you will organize forthwith.

Podgers.

Charley Reynolds.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time in the winter of 1873 or early spring of 1873

there came to me on the Missouri River above the Yel-
lowstone a young man on purpose to make my acquaint-
ance.
His name was Charley Reynolds, and his reputation

had preceded him.
From time to time the Rees and Mandans had spread

rumors of a strange white man on the lower river who
had shown great skill as a hunter of deer, elk and other
game. It was said that the Indians had offered him sev-
eral ponies for the medicine or talisman by which, as
they supposed, he had accomplished these feats.

I found him a clear-eyed, quiet and gentlemanly fel-
low, whose tastes led to dangerous exploits and adven-
tures. His modest equipment of rifle, pony and lightly
laden sledge would hardly satisfy the demands of a
sportsman of to-day. He was then on his way with a
companion up the river in search of new hunting
grounds.

I met him but once or twice again before that fatal day
on the Little Big Horn, where he lost his life, with many
others, in battle with the allied Sioux and Cheyennes.

I suppose that when Major Reno retired with his com-
mand to the dubious security of a bluff in the rear, Char-
ley, as well as Bloody Knife, whom I also knew well,
was attending strictly to business in resisting the charge
of the hostiles.

I regard Charley Reynolds as the most skillful and suc-
cessful hunter of game that came into the upper Missouri
River country in my day. The Indians first welcomed
him, then, their fears and envy being aroused, they
brought complaints to the agent that he was killing too
much game.
There were mighty hunters in that region, dating from

the days of Lewis and Clark and Captain Bonneville.
As a guide, Charley had the hunter's instinct to trav-

erse successfully unknown regions, and if he was ever
surprised it was in the last fight, when he found himself
alone against vast odds. J. S. K.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I read with great interest the article on Charley Rey-

nolds which appeared in your issue of Dec. 19, because I
used to know that good man and am familiar with many
of the occurrences which took place on the Black Hills
expedition of 1874. At that time I was an enlisted man
in the 7th Cavalry, a member of Capt. French's company,
and I often used to see Charley Reynolds both on the
march and in camp at night. I remember one trifling
incident, not mentioned in the article which you pub-
lished, which showed the constant alertness and the keen
sight possessed by him.
While we were in the Hills we had a little scrap with a

small camp of Indians, all of whom except one at length
broke away from us. The camp of the wild Indians had
been found and surrounded by a number of our Santee
Sioux scouts, and one aged man, called, if I recollect
right, the One Who Sbabs, was captured and brought into
camp. Another man was urged to go to see Gen. Custer
and started to do so with one of these boys as a guard.
Having these two men as hostages, the Indian camp was
left unwatched, whereupon the women promptly packed
up their stuff and disappeared. The man who was going
to see Gen. Custer with the Santee boy got frightened
before he reached the camp and bolted. The Santee shot
at him, but did not stop him, and the Indian disappeared
in the timber,
The next day, soon after starting, Reynolds, who was

with the headquarters outfit, pointed out a whitish object
standing in the timber on top of a distant hill. Those of
us who saw it took it for a white rock, but Charley told
the General that it was a horse, and being ordered
to go and see what was there he rode on, and later in the
day brought in the saddled horse of the Indian who had
the day before broken away, its aides all smeared with
blood.

It is most interesting to me to have the incidents of
these long past days brought before me once more, and I
am truly grateful for this brief biography of Charley
Reynolds. Enlisted Man.

THE GRAY WOLF.
WflY is the "gray wolf of Russia reputed to be so miich

more ferocious than that of America? This question has
doubtless occurred to many hunters and sportsmen of
America, and I do not recollect ever hearing an answet.
Can it be that the American beasts of prey are deficient

in courage?
One is scarcely willing to concede this when the gris-

Ely, the jaguar, the cougar, or even the diminutive pec-'
cary are remembered.
Now I have a theory, and an anecdote in illustlratioil

thereof, and I propose to offer it as the groundwork of
my own opinion in the matter.
The inherent dread of man common to all the brute

creation, foretold in Genesis ix., 2, seems, as a rule, not
to be overcome save by hunger. This I believe to be the
basic truth underlying the whole problem.

All this wide difference in the apparent ferocity of the
European and American gray wolf is easily accounted
for by two considerations.
In all countries where governmental despotism has de-

prived the common people of the natural right to bear
arms, where in most cases the peasant dweller on the
border of the forest has but his axe or pitchfork with
which to wage war upon predatory animals, it is easily
understood that the wild creatures of the jungle will in-
evitably become more venturesome; and, as in the case of
the native population of India, still more so if the re-
ligious teaching of the people has, ages since, led them to
become vegetarians, and to wholly avoid taking animal
life.

Again, if any country having a severe winter climate
becomes at any time, particularly in severely cold
weather, deficient in ground game, the natural result of
increased ferocity of animals of prey may safely be ex-
pected.
How abundantly the forests of Russia and France are

supplied with small game which is accessible to the gray
wolf in severe winter weather I do not know, but the
very fact of the Russian gray wolf becoming a serious
menace to human life among so many hamlets of the
Russian peasantry argues a very serious deficiency in
their natural food supply; while, on the other hand, a
somewhat extended hunting experience over a large part
of the northern United States has taught me that it is

very probable that no continent or island of the wide
earth was ever so well supplied with game, both large
and small, as was North America when first the European
trod its shores.
The American Indian was a hunter of the highest type

of courage, and—as in the case of an Indian who per-
ished in a night attack of gray wolves in the forest on
the headwaters of Black River, Wis., in the days of the
first advent of the whites, when the mar^gled carcasses of
seven big wolves were afterward found where lay his
bloody tomahawk and knife among his own disjointed
and scattered bones—had, ages since, taught the denizens
of the American forests that here was some one whom it

was perfectly safe to let alone.
Why, then, did not the gray wolf of America harass

the Indian villages and the border settlements of the
white people, and live on the women and children of the
inhabitants? •

In the first place, owing to the phenomenal plenty of
game, large and small—as the little boy on the street oc-
casionally remarks—"he didn't have to." And secondly,
he had long since learned that there were several under-
takings in the hunting line more wholesome in their na-
ture than a job of this kind.
Now, on the other hand, what could the gray wolf of

America dp when really cornered ?nd driven to the wall
by hunger? I happen to know of one individual brute of
this type who could have given points to any gray wolf
that ever swore allegiance to the great White Czar

!

It is not a "Mary-had a-little-lamb" sort of a narrative.
If it were not a big story I would not tell it. And a dozen
reliable men could yet be found to vei-ify every point
which I ask the readers of Forest and Stream to believe.

I think it was the winter of 1865-1866 that I lived in the
furthest outlying settlement on that part of the then
Minnesota frontier on the east bank of the Des Moines
River. The winter was a long and cold one, and one day
near the latter end of wintef a young man named H^nry
Lyman reported that a monster dog, which he supposed
to have been a Newfoundland, had followed him along
the snowy road while returning from a visit to a neigh-
bor's house the evening before, and that the night was
light enough to enable him to see the brute distinctly as
it trotted along behind, and that twice he stopped and
whistled to it and tried to call it up to him, but without
success; adding that afterward, happening to glance back-
ward to see what had become of the creature, he was
startled and alarmed to note that it was almost at his
heels. Although it sprang quickly away again as he
turned toward it, and did not afterward trouble him, he
kept an eye on it, until, nearing his home, the animal
dropped behind and disappeared.

Considerable interest and some uneasiness was mani-
fested in the little settleoaent regarding the young man's
story, for his veracity was beyond question , and no New-
foundland dog was known on all the frontier. (Let me
add that never in the history of the settlement, or in the
experience of the trappers who formed it, had a gray wolf
been known in all that prairie country.)
Two days after the young man's adventure, while my

old trapping comrade, Jim Morehead, was busily engaged
in work in the little yard around bis home, situated in
the timber land on the west bank of the river, and hav-
ing tiirned a shoat or small hog weighing some 50 or
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75lb8. loose from the pen into the inclosure around the
house for exercise, he was about midday suddenly startled
to see a gray wolf, "mighty nigh as big as a yearling calf,"

jump over the fence, and seizing the unfortunate porker
across the nose just below the eyes, with one awful,
wringing, slashing snap completely separated the nose
from the head.
As Jim. turned toward the great brute it turned and

sprang back over the fence and disappeaired in the
bushes, while the pig fell and bled to death almost in-

stantly.

As the pig was fat and otherwise entirely unhurt, Jim
dressed it for his own use, and again the wolf went
hungry.
Jim's story passed quickly through the little settlement,

and mothers listened to its repetition with paling cheeks,
and all concluded that we had a something worse than a
white elephant on our hands.
Down tbe river below Jim's place lived a neighbor,

whose name I have forgotten, wno owned a bull dog of

undaunted courage and ferocity, which would at the
word of command tackle anything short of a buzz saw.

I think it was two days after the death of the pig,

about the middle of the arternoon, while this man was
employed in front of his house, and while his dog stood
at a little distance, the wolf sprang over into his inclosure
and made straight for the dog, which instantly bounded
forward to the light.

Seeing the formidable appearance of the wolf, without
an instant's pause, the man sprang for his axe, lying but
a few steps distant, and rushed to the help of his gallant
dog. He was too late.

The fray was measurable only by seconds—few in
number—when the wolf sprang from the uplifted axe,
over the fence, and again vanished in the bushes.
The dog lay on the chips utterly unable to rise.

Gathering the noble animal up in his arms, he carried him
to the house, and, as some affair of business which I have
now forgotten made it imperative for himself to go a few
miles down the river, and to stop over night at the house
of another settler, as night was approaching, he made a
pomfortable bed for the poor brute against the outside
Wall of the cabin, and hastily building a kennel around
Hm with a lot of barrel staves and boards to make him
comfortable as possible for the night, in spite of the pro-
testations of the frightened wife and children (whom he
knew to be perfectly safe so long as they remained in-

doors), he departed on his errand, hoping still to be able
to cure the saber-like slashes in the body of his unfortu-
nate dog.

' Abtmt midnight the wife and children were aroused by
an appalling racket of tumbling boards and dying cries,

and when search was made in the morning by a neighbor,
who followed the bloody trail of the wolf to the foot of a
hill in the bushes below the house, the remains of the
hapless dog were found, he having been half devoured.

' Down the river a short distance below lived a man
nained Hall, and as he knew that I had poison, and un-
derstood the preparation of baits for wild animals, about
noon he sent his girls over to request me to prepare a
dose for the monster. Preparing what I believed to be
a quickly fatal dose, and putting it on the end of a splin-

ter of wood, I instructea her to be careful that on no
account must it be touched by the fingers, but dropped
on top of the remains of the dog; and on going down the
next morning the old man found the wolf lying dead
hear his victim.
He was quite excited, and sent word to me to come

and see the brute, adding that its size was amazing, and
thai it was "about-6,in. between the eyesl"
" 4s I liad seen wolves before, I didn't take the trouble
to go to look, and the old man got $^.50 for the skin.

The only probable solution of tne mystery of his ap-
pearance seemed to be that he had drifted or wandered
away from the buffalo groimd to the far Northwest (prob-
ably impelled by winter blizzards, which he could not
face) until he had struck the headwaters of the Des
Moines River and followed it down.
As the country he had lately traversed was the very

barest of ground game in winter of any land I ever
knew, he had reached the settlement with a fairly craving
appetite,

Had he had a comrade as sharp set as himself they
would probably have pulled down and devoured the.

young man mentioned on the first night of their appear-
ance.
5ad there been a half dozen of them, and had they

met an equal number of Russian wolves, backed by all the
"offskys" of the Russian army, I fancy that when the
little discussion was settled tne hides of the Russian
wolves "wouldn't have held cornshucks."

Obin Belknap.
State of Washington.

THE PlKA.
The North American pika is a p--culiar tailless rodent,

very interesting, and worthy of more than passing notice.

It was met witn irequently and in numbers in the earlier

surveys of the West, and nas^ received no little attention
at the hands of naturalists. It generally stays about tim-
ber line, but is frequently met with lower. They are
quite numerous above timoer line at fike's Peak, where I
captured a number several years ago, I also shot one
specimen below timber line at Mount Lo Lo, Montana,
In a museum publication I gave not long ago the fol-

lowing notes on this species;

"The Little Chief hare or Rocky Mountain pika {Lago-
Twys princeps) was described by Dr. Richardson in lo2tf

(Jf'auna Bureuli Amerieana) from a specimen collected

near the south branch of the Mackenzie, considerably
north of the United States boundary. It ranges south-
ward along the summits of the Rucky Mountains, increas-

ing its altitude with decrease in latitude. In Colorado it

is never found below timber line. Only one species was
recognized in the United States prior to 1889, when Dr.

C. Hart Merriam described anotuer species irom the Sier-

ra Nevada Mountains in California. Dr. J, A. Allen
gives generic and specific descriptions of Lagomys pHn-
ceps in 'Mjnjgraphd of North American Roaen act,,' 1877.

Tuey range mucn in bizcj and color, irrc spective of age,

sex, season or locality. Above they are grayish brown,
varied with black and yellowiah-brown; sides, yellowish-

brown; below, grayish, more or less strongly tinged with
pale yellowish- brown. They are nearly tailless, have five

toes in front and four behind, armed with short, arched,
compressed nails, with a prominent, naked pad at the

base of each toe. They range in length from 6, Sin. to
Sin., averaging about Tin, Ears large, broad, rounded.
Whiskers numerous and long (lin. to 8.5in,). They are
found very abundant in many places in the Rocky Moun-
tains.

Concerning the habits of the animal Dr. Allen says
(Op. cit.): "Their habits seem everywhere much the
same. The animals are everywhere found in communi-
ties, living among the loose rocks from a little below
timber line nearly up to the snow line. They appear to
rarely wander from their homes, are timid, yet easily be-
come familiar. Though retreating to their holes when
first alarmed, they soon come cautiously out, one after
another, till one may hear their sharp little cries in every
direction. Their color so nearly resembles that of the
rocks they live among that they are not easily seen, and
their cry is of such a character as to easily mislead one in
respect to the point from which it proceeds, seeming to
be far away when really only a few feet distant. They
sit erect like marmots, and in no way resemble the hares
in habits. They carry into fissures of the rocks lar^e
quantities of grass, which they lay up for winter con-
sumption. They are weak, sedentary animals, and are
apparently strictly diurnal in their habits."
The pikas, living and fossil, are all traceable to a single

genus, Lagomys, with eight species, found only in west-
ern North America and northern Asia. Two species are
found in North America, three in the elevated parts
of northern India, and three others further north-
ward. Formerly they extended much further south-
ward and westward, their" fossil remains having been
found in the Pliocene strata of England, France and one
of the islands of Corsica and Sardinia (Op. cit.). They
represent an ancient family, being a less specialized form
than the hares. M. J. Elrod,
Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, ni.

[No one who has epsnt much time among the high
mountains of western America can have failed to hear

—

if not to see—this little animal, which is better known as

the Little Chief hare. It is an interesting species, found
often in great numbers on the mountain side, where it

makes its home in crannies and holes among the slide

rock,]

"That reminds me."

A Yermont Rattlesnake.

"Hey? Didn't s'pose the' was any rattlesnakes in Ver-
mont?" said Dan'l, as loudly as if he was talking to him-
self, and turning his best ear to me, I signaled a nega-
tive, and he continued in undiminished volume:
"Good land, yesl The' use' t' be lots of 'em on the

Barnum Hill, so I've hearn ol' folks tell, and the's been
some killed there since I can remember.
"Why, one day in harvestin' I was goin' 'long the road

towards the house, an' I see what 1 thought was a snake
a-layin' 'crost the road, clean acrost both wheel tracks,

an', by George, when I cum clus tew, it was a tormented
. great blacksnake. I got me a stake out o' fence an'

killed it, an' it measured six foot. That was consid'able

of a snake for this Northern country."
"But it wasn't a rattlesnake," said the listener.

"Well, I was goin' to tell ye. Levi Fuller had a piece

o' wheat ready to cut an' wanted me to cradle it for him.
I was a pooty good hand with a cradle in them days. So
we ground up the cradle scythe, an' I went at it an' he
follered me up a-rakin' an' bindin'. It was the next day
after I killed that blacksnake an' my head was full o'

snakes."
"None in your boots, Dan'l?"

"No, sir; I never indulged. Well, I hadn't cradled
more 'n half way acrost the piece afore I heard a kind o'

sharp buzz in' sort of a noise just ahead of me, an' I stood
right still an' begin to look, an' by lieorgel there I see a
snake kinked along 'mongst the wheat, with his head
raised up a little mite, not quiled up rattlesnake fashion;

but I knew he was one, tor he was all spotted, an' that

buzzin' noise kep' a-goin' all the time, the wheat a-wig-
glin' right where the sound come from.
"You'd better b'lieve I backed off pretty lively, but

mighty careful. I hollered to Levi to come there, an' I

as'd him if that wa'n't a rattlesnake, for I knew he'd
know, 'cause he'd kiUed 'em,

"He stood off quite respectful, but he looked at it

hard. 'Yes,' says he, 'that 'ere's a rattlesnake, sar-

tain.'

"Well, we held a cQtmcil of war^ an' the upshot was,
Levi put for tbe house to git his gun 'at had been loaded
for woodchuck all summer, an' 1 staid an' watched the
snake, but the snake didn't stir none to speak of 'fore

Levi got back, all out o' breath.

"We made up our minds we hadn't better depend alto-

gether on the gun, seein we hadn't but one charge, so I

got me a good oak stake out o' the fence, an' crep' up,

whilst Levi stood ready to give him a shot if I didn't lay

him out. Well, 1 up with my club an' let the snake have
it right on the head. Lhvi stood tquintin' along the gun,
with his finger on the tricker, Tne' was a locus' riz up
an' went cff snappin' his wings, but the snake only kind
o' flopped up an' lay stiff as a maggit."
"Kuled him the first licfe, didn't ye, Dan'l?"

"Good land, nol 'T wa'n't nothin' but a butt'nut root

—

but it was the nighest I ever come to seein' a wil' rattle-

snake."
- AWAHSOOSE.

A Russian grand duke, one of the Czar's predecessors,

was once the guest of a German prince. It was early m
the century. In Russia the imperial double-headed

eagle is to be seen everywhere and on everything

throughout the empire, stamped, painted, embroidered

or sculptured. At that period the education of grand
dukes was somewhat Umited. This grand duke went
out shooting in Germany, and, among other things, shot

a large bird. He asked an experienced huntsman who
accompanied him what the bird was. "An eagle, your
highness," was the answer. The grand duke turned on
him in an irritated way. "How can it be an eagle," he
asked, "when it has only one headT'—Argonaut.

Photographs of Dead Game.
Marietta, O., Jan. 2.—Forest and Stream Pitb. Co.: Enclosed find

one aoiiar and twenty-five cents lor copj' of tlie aead bii-d picture,

"Woodcock.'' TJie other two orderea from y ou are so good that I

•will complete the series. Tom-s very truly, Bobt. N. Payseu.
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ON SNOWSHOES TO THE BARREN
GROUNDS.

Until within a few years, the little that we knew of
the musk-ox and his home all came to us from arctic ex-
plorers and from employees of the Hudson's Bay Co.
Lately, however, at least two most excellent and interest-
ing volumes have been written about this far distant land
by sportsmen who have visited it for the distinct purpose
of killing muak-ox, and it is with the last of these that we i

have to do.
In his book entitled "On Snowshoes to thie Barren'

Grounds" (Harpers), Mr. Caspar Whitney gives us the
narrative of a winter trip made from Edmonton, N. W.'
T., to a point in the Barren Grounds within the Arctic*
circle and back again—a narrative so well told and ao>

graphic that the thoughtful reader, and above all the
reader who himself has endured some of the hardships of
outdoor life, may in a slight degree comprehend what is

needed in the way of coura.ge, hardihood and endurance to
enable a man to successfully face the horrors of that
land of desolation. We are most of us so thoughtless in
our reading and our talk that descriptions of suffering
make little impression on us.

Most of us indeed have never really suffered. We do
not know what it is to starve, to freeze, or—worst of all

—

to endure the tortures of thirst. It is not strange, there-
fore, that we fail to comprehend descriptions of such
hardships. He who has passed through suffering of this
sort, however, remembers, as the days passed and no food
could be had, how he grew weaker and weaker, not suf-
fering much actual pain, but realizing hour after hour >

that he was becoming less acd less able to do a man's.
work. So the man who has faced the horrors of the
waterless desert preserves a keen memory of the gradual
drying up within him of the water springs, unthought of
in a land of lakes and streams.

\

Mr, Whitney's story is one of endurance rather than of
adventure. He dared to face the rigors of an arctic win-
ter, and to hunt on the Barren Grounds at a time of the .

year when even the Indians inhabiting the country never .

venture thither. On these Barren Grounds there is no
wood, and the only protection from freezing at a time
when the thermometer goes down to 50, 60 and 70 degrees

'

below zero is the clothing the man wears. True, a little

wood is taken along for cooking purposes, but the fire

lighted is only enough to boil the kettle, and when this
has been done no artificial warmth can be had until the
next time comes for eating or for boiling the tea-kettle.

For food the travelers dtpand.wholly on the country, kill-

ing the caribou, if these are found, or, if it is summer,
depending on the fish in the lakes and streams. As the
only means of transportation are dog sledges in winter and
canoes in summer, it may readily be seen that the carry-
ing of food for the men and animals of a party is out of
the question
To go to the Barren Grounds does not necessarily mean 1

to kill musk-ox. However it may have been in the past,,

it is certain that to-day the range of this animal is much
restricted. While we are told that in former years the i

musk-ox was found as far south as the timber and as far
west as the Mackenzie River, it is said that now it does,

not reach the timber nor the Mackenzie River by a good i

many miles. Mr. Whitney says: "Many parties go to-

the.Barren Grounds and never see even a musk-ox track,
and many more skirmish along the edge, fearful of a. i

plunge into the interior, yet hoping for the sight of a. >

stray ox." As the musk-ox retreat the hardship of reach-
ing them constantly increases, and one wonders whether
a time will ever come when their remoteness will pro-
tect the species from absolute extinction.

On a trip such as that made by Mr. Whitney the trav-
eler has to depen d almost altogether on himself, It is

true, he travels with Indians who know the country, and
who are always on the lookout to kill food which all

share, but he can not expect any one to work for him.
He must ur.ve his own sledge, feed his dogs and do all!

nis own work. To get along at all he must show himself
as good a man as the Indians who were born and have
always lived in this arctic region, and so are inured to I

the hardisihips of its lite. He must do all this and be '

ready to travel on snowshoes from twenty to forty miles
a day, and when the supreme moment comes and game
has been discovered he must take part with dogs and In-

dians in a mad race after the herd, and must literally run
down what he kills. Mr. Wnitney did all this, and be-
sides did not even have an interpreter.

Let us see how Mr. Wnitney got his first musk-ox, re-

membering that in this hunting so called it is each man
for himself. The robe belongs to him who kills the ani-

mal. Hence each man tries to get the first shot and as

many shots as possible before his companions can get up;
there is no concert of action. Each man is working for

himself and is wholly careless as to the success of his

companions. Mr. Whitney says:

Instantly there was excitement enough on top of that ridge to put
life into ei^ht hungry men. I never tieuela -ueh agitation. The In-
dians for a miuuie iiuQoled togeilaer, chattericg aua grinuing and
gesticulating, and then each oiau ruatied to his siecige and began
supping his aogs trom tne harness. 1 i-,ne\v then we bad sighted !

musk-OS. Of course I had suited my action lo the Indians', and be- I

gan unhitching my dogs also, but my liainess came from tbe fort
|

and tiad buckles, which m the bitter cold were unyielding; and by I

the time 1 had got ali my dogs loose, put on my lieliter cai.ote for I

saw we were iu tor a long run-and siraisped on my cartridge belt,
|

ah the Indians and all ttie dogs hai several huudrea yards .start, and
]

were going along at a ratillDg pace. I saw at once tuat it was every
man for nun self on this expeuiiion, and if 1 got a musk ox I should
have 1,0 work for him. Ana then I sctiled grimly to the business of
running. Withiu about two ojiiCS I caught up with the Indians, who i

had stretched oui into a long column, with Hvoo and iicheena leaaiug
|

by half a mile. In another mile I uad workea my way through the
j

stragglers and was hard on the heels at Echeena, but Seco was still 1

about iOOyds, atieaci, an-i going as tuougti lie comd keep it up inde-
'

finitely. On my attempt to pass him Echeena let out a link, and I
had all 1 could do to keep at ms he. is; but in our race for second
place we cut down Seco's lead by lOOyds.

Mile after mile was passed over before the musk-oxen
were sighted. Through knee-deep snow, over rocks,

racing, staggering,- falling, the struggle continued. But
at last, says Mr, Whitney

:

As we were working our way up a rather higher and broader ridge

I heard tbe dogs bark, and, rushing past Keiieena, reacned tbe top

in lime to see a herd of aoout iweutj, -ilvo to thirty musk-oxen, jusc

startled into movmg along anotner ridgiis about a quarter mile be-

yond Seco, who with his three dogs was racing after them not
50yas. ahead of me. Disgust, uisappointmeni ana physical distress

momentarily stupefied me. Then the sight of the musk-oxen, and
the thought of what I had endured to reach them, fired me to re-
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newed action. I anathematized Seco and all the Northland Indians
for theli- fool methods of hunting, and increased my pace. The
musk-oxen were now in full run to the north along the top of the
ridge, gallopins? like cattle, with heads carried well out, tboiigh not
lowered, and goinK at a pace and with an ease over the rocks tliat

surprised me. Their bis bodies, with the long hair hanging down to
emphasize the shortness of legs, gave a curious appearance to the
flymg herd.
The wmd was blowing a gale from the south, and we had hardly

reached the top of the ridge on which the musk oxen had been run-
ning when they disappeared over the nortliern end of it. By the
time I reached the end of the ridgo the main herd was a mile away
to the north, and still going, but four had separated from the band,
and were running through some hollows that bore almost due east.

1 instantly determined to follow these four because I saw I could get
to the leeward of them, and I felt they would eventually head north
to rejoin the herd. A caribou always circles up wind, biit musk oxen
travel in any direction that necessity demands. Seco, with his dogs,
was just ahead of me, keeping after the main band, and Eoheena I

had lost sight of. I knew that separation from the Indians might
cost me my life, but musk-ox was the flr?t and life the secondary
consideration at that moment And I started off at my fastest

gait to the northeast, keeping a ridge between the musk-oxen and
me, and knowing if they crossed ahead to the north I should come
on their tracks. .

At last the hunter, utterly exhausted, found himself
within 100yds. of two of the musk-oxen and felt that
now he must take his shot, for he was nearly spent. He
says:

For a moment I rested to get my breath, and the musk-oxen were
still going from me; and then another attempt. Tne fore sight for
an instant held true—another second's breatiiing—a quick aim -and
I pressed the trigger. What a feeling of exultution as I saw my
quarry stagger and then dropl 1 was dizzy wita delight. I gave
vent to a yeh, which, together with the report of my rifle, sent the
other musk-ox into a wild gallop. It turned sharply to the left and
went over a ridge with me tollowingon a run, all tna while endeavor-
ing lo throw another cartridge into my ritle barrel. But the exces-
sive cold, aided probably by my excited action, handicapped the
mechanism, and the shell jammed.
By the time I had sent tne cartridge home, running meanwhile, I

got over the ridae, ana was .just drawing a head on the gallopmg
uinsk-oxen, when two shots in quicii succession turned it staggering;
and as it dropped I sent a bullet where it would do the most good—
jubt as Echeeua and one dog came running down from a ridge oppo-
site, so that 1 and Ecueena had the honor of scoring the lirst and
second musk-ox. 'then i went back over the ridge to look at the one
I had brought down. It was a cow. The sex was a disappoincment,
to be sure, and I suould not take this head that had cost me so much
to secure; but nothing could dull tne joy of having, after a tramp
of about 1,200 miles, killed the most inaccessible beast in the whole
wide world.

This book is well worth reading, for it telis of a land
ana a climate of whichi we isnow noching. It ia also a
very handsome book in respect of its numerous and very
beautiful illustrations, many of which are of implements
and utensils peculiar to the far north and its inhabitants,
either red or white.

It should have a place on the shelves of every sports-
man along with Mr. Warburton Pike's volume on the
same subject.

WHO OWNS THE GAME KILLED BY
THE GUiDJi?

This question was raised by something which some-
body said a few weeks ago in Forest and wteeam, I
thought it was a foolish question tor a sporteman to ask.
AnyDody else might ask it properly enough, but for a
sportsman to ask it—or even one who desired to be reck-
oned as a sportsman—^this, to my mind, involved an in-
congruity. A sportsman, as a sportsman, owns and is

entitled to count m making up his score only the game
which he pursues, captures and kills himself. If, in ad-
dition to this, he desires to bring home a bigger bag of
game than he can thus secure, it is perfectly proper for
nim to buy from his guide, or to buy in tne market
house, or to buy anywhere he can. But game so ob-
tained is not acquireu under any law or rule peculiar to
sportsmanship. It comes under the law of purchase.

JBuc when the question was asked, instead of keeping
my thoughts to myself, as, in any but a moment of weak-
ness, I would have done, I allowed myself to answer the
question in black and wnite, wasted Z cents on a postage
Buamp, and in due time it appeared in print. Ana that is

iiow i got into trouble, as men generally do when they
tamper with things which are none of their business.
For a few days later the editor of Forest and bTREAM
sent me a brutal sort of a note, whicn redd as follows:
"New York, Dec. 12.—Dear Mr. ahaganoss: I printed
your sentiments on the guide game buoject, although I
am inclined to think that you were somewhat harsn in
your judgment. Tnat is to say, suppose one should go
out in the Jackson's Hole country witn Billy Hofer, and
because of myopia snould fail to bring aown game, and
they were in menace of starving to death, aon't you
think that if the sportsman should nave Billy kill an elk
and if he brought home some of the jertea venison and
sent you a chunk of it, lie might look upon it as one of
the legitimate fruits of the expeditionV"
A mce letter that for an eaitor to send to "one of our

esteemed correspondents!" Just as if I had nothing to do
except to answer Jackson's Hole conundrums. Tne fact
is that when the letter came 1 was off on a brant-shoot-
ing trip down on the Virginia coast, and since returning
1 nave nad to work witn the ailigence of a barrel of
sweet cider in order to make up lor, not lost time—for
time so spent is never lost—but to make up for time so
utlhzdd.
Buc to the letter. "Come,- let us reason together,"

saith the editor.
'

First—A man so seriously afflicted with myopia that he
cannot see to shoot an elk fiad oetter stay out or Jackson's
Hole.

ciocond—The laws of sportsmanship, though unwritten
are as well settled and as unalterable as any that Mede or
Persian ever m ido, so far as they apply.
But in the language of the immortal Jack Bunsby:

"Tne bearings uf this obserwation lays in the application
of it."

Tnird—When a man, either from myopia or for any
other cause, is '"in menace of starving to death," ne
passes ouisiue the domain of the laws of sportsmanship,
and becomes subject to the code wherein ••self-preserva-
tion is the lirst law of nature." He would then be fully
justitted in getting game in any way possible—kdling it
with a club, for example,

i^'ourth—If, after satisfying the demands of hunger,
any "jerked venison" shouia be left ever, the great law
of chanty would then apply, Of course, it snould be
given to the poor, and consequently a "chunk of it"—and
a big chuuK: too—would come to me. Bat this, too
would be outside of sportsmanship. It would be cnaricy
pure and simple—anu a pot-hunter can be as charitable
its anybody, if he wants to, and in the practice of chanty
or kmdness to others he is entitled to full credit for
what he does.

Fifth—The first great law of sportsmanship impera-
tively requires that as against the skill of the sportsman
the game shall be given a fair chance to utilize its cau-
tionary iBstincfca as regards the avoidance of danger, as
well as its speed and shrewdness in escaping from danger.
A man who disregards this law in the capture of game

has no right, in re such capture, to the name of sports-
man. To the extent to which he so disregards it he
adopts the methods of the pot-hunter and should take
rank accordingly.
Guides sometimes conform to this law, and sometimes

they do not. In the latter case the sportsman gains
nothing in respect of sportsmanship by claiming the
guide's game. He might just as well buy the same game
in the market house, where he could get it much cheaper.
Sixth—Following this rule of "giving the game a fair

chance," we get the chiefest pleasure of sportsmanship

—

the pleasure derived from the pursuit of the game, en-
hanced, when fortune favors, by actual capture. This
includes the pleasures of the camp, the pleasures of the
woods and the waters, the pleasures of genial fellowship
and sometimes of generous rivalry, and the semi- barbar-
ous pleasure of outwitting the cautionary instincts of the
game, and of overcoming its speed and endurance in
flight. The pursuit and capture of game by a hired
guide is no pleasure to me. I am no better for it in any
way. I might as well ask him to join me in taking a
doge of pills when I get sick. His operation will not cure
me.
Seventh—If a ihan wishes to bag the game which his

guide kills he should make a bargain to that effect be-
fore he starts out. He can then claim to be commercially
honest at least. And while, as regards the game which
lie kills himself, he may be a sportsman, he should re-
member that as regards the game which he hires his
guide to kill he is not a sportsman—no more so than if
he had bought it at Fulton Market. In both cases he be-
comes owner by a contract of purchase. In the one case
he buys for a day's pay the product of a day's shoot; in
the other case he buys a specified quantity for a specified
price. And in both cases the game may be lawfully ac-
quired, but it is not in either case acquired under any
laws or rules peculiar to sportsmanship.
Eighth—Primarily, the man who captures wild game

owns it—always and everywhere. If, being employed as
a guide, he sells it as a part of his contract of service to
his employer, then his employer owns it, but not other-
wise. But this, though an honest way of getting game,
is wholly outside the domain of genuine gportsmanship.

SHAGJANOSS.

GEORGIA'S POSSUMS. »

Wrow, the Atlanta Constitution.

The Georgia possum was under discussion in the House
of Representatives last night, The House failed to pass
the famous bill of Mr., McOook, of Chattahoochee county,
although Mr. McCook and friends of the bill succeeded in
voting down various and sundry amendments designed to
bring the bill into disrepute and burdening it with pro-
visions which would make it one of the most remarkable
acts on the statute books if passed.
When the bill came up the House immediately lost its

dignity, and for an hour there was a continual uproar.
The occasion was one of merriment, and grave legislators
put their feet on their desks and listened to possum ora-
tory and other kinds of oratory for an hour. At one time
it looked as if the Hause would have to sit and discuss
possum all night. No quorum voted, and by reason of
the peculiar parliamentary situation the Speaker ruled
that no motion could be made, nor could the House trans-
act any other business, nor adjourn until the pending bill
was disposed of.

After the amendments sent up from all parts of the
House had been read, discussed and voted down, the
House finally reached a vote on the bill as originally in-
troduced. The vote resulted: For the possum bih, 66;
against the bill, 31. Tne bill was in favor with the great
majority of the members, but the constitution of the
State requires that to be passed all bills shall receive a
majority of the whole House, 88. For that reason the bill
was declared lost by the Speaker.
The bill is a simple measure and it is clothed in no mys-

terious terms. It is what the title says it is, a bill to pro-
tect the possums of Georgia. The bill makes it unlawful
for any person to catch or hunt possums between March 1
and Oct. 1. A violation constitutes a misdemeanor.

It was 9:45 o'clock last night when the bill was reached
on the calendar.
Mr. Fogarty, of Richmond, is friendly to the Gsorgia

possum, and ne said on such an important bill, one lu-
volving the interests of the whole State and South, mem-
bers ought to give it grave consideration. He thought it
eminently proper that the Georgia possum be protected,
and well protected at that. For the information and edi-
fication of the House he thought it would be well for the
author of the bill, Mr. McCook, to explain the provisions
of tne measure.
"Has the gentleman from Richmond ever caught a

possum?" asked Mr. Elwards, or Haralson.
"In reply to that I will ask the gentleman from Haral-

son if he ever went rabbit hunting," said Mr. Fogaity.
Mr, Gliarders, of Lumpkin, put nimself on record as' an

enemy of the possum. He said it was nearly 10 o'clock
and in his county a good hour to kill possums. Ha
wanted the Houstj to kid the possum bill at that hour.
There was a storm of nays.
Mr. McCook was recognized in support of his bill. He

said:
' Mr. Speaker, I think this is a good bill. The bill is all

right. ]No farmer in the State will object to this bill be-
cause it protects possums. I introducea this bill seriously
and regrei to see that fun is being made of it. Possums
are good game and they ought to be protected. Possums
are now destroyed by boys and negroes while they are too
young and not good to eat. The committee on agricul-
ture thinks this a good bill and it has beea reported
favorably.

"I thmk more protection ought to be given the possums
than any other game. Tne boys go into the cane fields
and pastures and catch young possams before they get
old enougu to be good, and tnat is a waste of Dossums.
I hope the bill will be adopted."

•'! would like to ask if tne bill would apply to a person
who catches a possum with a chicken?" said Mr. Coi-e-
land, of Walton.
"No, sir, that would be killihg a possum in self-de-

fense," replied Mr, MoCook. The house roared and Mr.
Copeland was for the bill thereafter.
At this point the colored member from Liberty county,

J. R, Law, was recognized. He delivered a speech,
which kept the members laughing. The speaker at-
tempted to proceed and he started off by addressing "Mr.
Speaker and members of this House," and the address
was repeated several dozen times before the colored mem-
ber was allowed to proceed with his argument. He
finally said the bill was a good one in some respects and a
bad one in some respects. On the whole he was opposed
to the bill. It affected the interests of many poor people,
he said.

Upon the conclusion of the debate, which was of a
rather informal nature, members sent amendments to
the desk and they were read and acted upon. The first

amendment was offered by Mr. Felder, of Fulton, as fol-
lows:
"Provided that this act shall not apply to the counties

of Liberty, Rabun, Habersham, Chatham and Bibb."
The question was taken and the amendment was lost.

By Mr. Charters, of Lumpkin: Provided that this law
shall not be operative in any county having a population
of less than 100,000.

By Mr. Dickerson, of Clinch: That the following
words be added after the word possum in the bill:

"Coons, gophers and high land terrapins," so as to make
the bill protect those creatures.
By Mr. Charters, of Lumpkin: Provided that it shall

at all times be lawful to catch a possum when no ad-
vantage is taken of him by catching him on the ground.
By Mr. Felker, of Walton: By adding the words

"hog" or "coon" to the bill.

By Mr. Felker, of "Walton: That the act shall not ap-
ply to James Sheata, of Walton county.
By Mr. Copeland, of Walker: Amend by adding after

the word possum the words "bull frogs and br'er rabbit."
By Mr. Nevin, of Floyd: Amend by adding to the

original bill the words, "Provided that this act shall not
apply in counties where persimmon trees grow over 10ft.
high.
By : Provided that this law shall apply only to

such possums caught after sunrise and before sundown,
except such possums caught with chickens.

All of the amendments were voted down, and the
House then got into a tangle on the question of passing
the bill. The result was as stated, the House adjourning
at 10:4.5 o'clock, after having defeated the bill.

MASSACHUSETTS TRAPPERS FINED.
Office of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro-

tective Association, 5 Park Square, Boston, Deo. 28,
l!596.

—

Editor H'orest and Stream: A few weeks ago
President Clark, of our Association, sent me a letter re-
ceived by him and deemed of sufficient importance to
require attention, and which I think will interest the
sportsmen who read your paper. Leaving out the signa-
ture for obvious reasons, I will give you its contents:
"West Granville, Mass., Oct, 26, 189Q.—Dear Sir: In

regard to trapping, I would like to ask a few questions.
In the first place, there are a good many partridges and
other game caught in traps in this part of the State. It
has been going on in this manner for years, so I am told,

and to all appearances it will continue for a good many
more, or until all the game has disappeared, and, judging
by the amount that is caught every year, the supply cannot
last much longer. There are men here who make as high
as $300 from September to January trapping birds, so you
may judge the number of birds they capture. I myself
have found out who does and who does not trap birds.
The latter are in the minority. They have been in the
business so long that any information on the part of a
stranger would be very apt to meet with a reproof in the
form of a charge of buckshot, which would not be pleas-
ant to receive. The reply they make if any mention
of the law, fiaes, etc., is made to them is, 'Catching be-
fore hangiug,' so you may see that they feel perfectly
secure and do not give a straw for the law. The only
way to catch the parties is to trap them as they do the
game." (Signed)

,

A copy of the letter as above was immediately sent to
Chief Rafus R. Wade, of our State District Police, he
having previously assured me that he would attend to
any matter of the kind that might be referred to him.
The result will be told in few words. The trappers were
trapped, and at Westfleld D wight Barnes was fined $120,
George R.idmund 140, and William Reeves $30. Charles
Rdeves escaped into Connecticut and was defaulted.
Great credit is due not only to the officers detailed on
this case, viz., Detectives Proctor and Rhoades, but to
Caief Watie for his promptness in sending them.
The readers of the Forest and Stream will recall the

fact that last spring our able and popular Governor, Roger
Wolcott, prevented a reduction of the legal length of tne
lobsters from 10^^ to 9 inches by interposing a veto, and
it is well known that the Governor is friendly to th©
sporting interests. In this respect he is following in the
footsteps of our late lamented ex-Governors GreenhaJge
and Russell. It is to be hoped that his great influence
will bd felt in the way of a rigid enforcement of the game
and fish laws.
Oar State is paying out annually from $15,000 upward

for the care and protection of fish and game, but hitherto
but a small proportion of that sum has been expended for
the improvement and increase of the fish m our streams
or the oirds in our forests.

, The bulk of expenditures, as I understand, has been in
connection with shore and salt-water interests.

A meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Associa-
tion was held on Tuesday evening, the 22d ins t,, at the
Coi)ley Square Hotel, and Dr. E. W. Branigan, chairman
of the committee to nominate officers for 1897, presented
the name of Col. H. T. Rockwell for president, Mr. Clark
wishing to retire from that office. I will send you a list

of our new officers after the annual election, Jan. 13.
Very truly yours,

Henry H. Kimball, Sac'y.

Travel up to Date.
The New Yoru Central offers unequal advantages for through

travel oecween tue Easi aud West, li is (.lie only Trunk Line enter-
ing the city of New York; its Graad Ceulial Siaiion i.s in ihe very
ceuter of ihe. raeiropolis, io the midst ot the hotel, residence and
Uieacer district; ic is the only line protected its entire lengch by
block signals; it has the fasDesi trains iu the world; the Unesl equip-
ment; sct-nery including the Hudson River, Mohawk Valley and
Niagara Wa^M.—Adv.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Breeding Grounds of the Black Duck.
Chicago, IU., Dec. 26,—The Edmonton Bulletin, of Ed-

monton, Alberta, quotes a recent article from Fobest
AND Stbeajmc which was written by Mr. Thos. Johnson, of
Winnipeg, in regard to the breeding place of the black
duck, Mr. Johnson thinks he haa found this breeding
ground at Lake St. Anne, west of Edmonton, and also at
Lac La Biche, 160 miles north of Edmonton. This copy
of the Bulletin having come into the possession of Mr. W,
B, WeJls, of Chatham, Ont., the latter writes me interest-
ingly as follows:

*'I doubt very much that the black duck spoken of as
breeding at Lake St, Anne and Lac La Biche are the
black duck of this section and east of here. At Scugog
Lake, about sixty miles east of Toronto, where a friend
of Mr. Robinson has a small preserve, he says they kill
black duck nearly altogether, only an occasional mallard.
Down about the Ottawa River and on Lake Champlain
the same, L am told. If this was the feeding ground of
these ducks would they not be seen between here and
there, that is all throughout Manitoba and the Western
States, I am told that 100 miles west of the Detroit
River they are very rare. When I was shooting with
Mr. Star in Texas I saw none, and be said that he had
only seen one that was shot there, Mr. Pike, an old
member of the Big Point Club, who was down this year
for a couple of days after an absence of ten years spent in
dredging operations at the mouth of the Fraser River in
British Columbia, said he had seen and shot lots of ap-
parently the same duck, but LIr. Pike may have been
mistaken. The habit of diving instead of flying which
Johnson speaks of savors more of a diver, I have never
seen him unable or unwilling to fly. My opinion is they
breed in the small lakes and marshes of northern Ontario.
Probably also in the extensive marshes about James Bay.
On my way to and from Winnipeg by the C. P. I only
saw one flock of ducks, and those were black ducks in a
small lake west of Lake Nipising. You are continually
passing lakes from that lake to Port Arthur, but it seems
to be no place for wildfowl of any kind; no feed I sup-
pose is the reason.
"Our shooting season closed on the 15th, and I have

been hard at it making up for lost time. I would like to
have a trip South this winter, but don't know whether I

can manage it. I suppose I should be satisfied after the
good sport we have had this fall, but man is a hungry
animal, always wanting more."

Fun In the Sound Country.
Mr. W. S. Phillips (El Comancho) has forsaken his late

residence in OhicagO; which city he cordially hates, and
has gone back to the Puget Sound country, where there is

more fishing and hunting. He deliberately makes me feel
badly by writing about the fun a fellow can have out
there, near Latona, Wash :

"If you would happen out here right now," he says,
'we*d go smelt fishing Injun fashion (with a stick) just to
break the monotony. I saw about 17,000,000 (smelt, not
Injuns) in one school to-day.

'Ruffed grouse shooting is good now and I've got a
couple of good bags of the blue quail since I came home.
They're a dandy for quick shooting, and are right in the
second growth fir thickets, and you can burn lots of pow-
der before you eat quail here. I see the 'Bob White' quail
in the markets here this winter, but can't find exactly
where they come from as yet. I think they are the result
of a planting I made here several years ago. I'll know
soon, I think. Deer are as thick as sheep, and a number
have been killed. Steelhead salmon are plenty this year,
and market fishermen are making money off of them.
"Ddcks and geese are plentiful this year, owing to the

flooded condition of the whole coast country.
"I've just heard of where grayling are plentiful, not

over sia^miles from my smoke house tool I won't do a
thing to them next year, maybe 1

"Wish you could get out here. I can't tell you about
half of the good things that are running around loose up
in the woods—not counting Injuns. Come out. I've
room, beds, board, boats, guns, rods and the whole outfit
except buckwheat cakes, which the same I would not
mention only I'm afraid maybe Roll Organ might come
out too, and I couldn't stand a buckwheat cake appatite
such as he carries!"

Rabbit Preserve.

A friend of Forbst and Stream writes: "Joe Thorn,
the boss bridge-builder of the ' Q," says that a company
is now reclaiming about 5,000 acres of land along the Il-

linois River, to be used as club grounds or game preserve.
As a substitute for anise seed quail it is proposed to plant
a stock of jack rabbiis. If any of the million (more or
less) readers of Forest and Stream have a surplus of
jack rabbits, would suggest that they correspond with
Mr. E, P, Chapin, Galesburg, III., or J, O. Thorn, Beards-
town, 111. When this first came to knowledge we imme-
diately thought that the parties establishing the 'black-
cat-rat' farm in Kansas might, in clearing their land,
gather a few jacks, which they would desire to dispose
of. Perhaps you yourself may know of some farm full

of jack rabbits,"

Minnesota Deer Preserve.

Writing to Mr. R, B. Organ, of this city, Mr. R. G,
Brooks, of Minneapolis, speaks as below in regard to an
opportunity which he thimks he sees for a deer p eserve
up in Minnesota:
"The locality in which we hunted this fall was about

125 miles north of Minneapolis, in Aitkin county, this

State. The particular location to which I am going to
refer is situated twenty-five miles north of Aitkin, The
general lay of the country in this part of the State is level,

and a very great portion of it cranberry marsh or swamp—^not reedy swamps, but full of moss which makes fine

feeding ground for deer, but is too wet for a team or any
kind of vehicle except when it is frozen. In the center
of one very large swamp there is an island containing
about 1,100 acres. This island is perhaps 4 or 5 ft. above
the level of the marsh. Much of it has been covered with
heavy pine, which some years ago was cut and taken off.

At the present time it is covered with hard and soft
maple, elm, bass wood and white birch. On the higher
lands and avound the edges is fir and tamarack and bal-

sam. There is plenty of grass on the island and a quan-
tity of bass wood and elm sprouts, which makes the best
winter feed for deer. There is situated on the north end

of this island a beautiful spring, furnishing a stream of
water 6 or Sin. through, which neither dries up in sum-
mer or freezes up in winter.
"In connection with this island there should be pur-

chased enough land to make two miles square—four sec-
tions. This would be something over 2,500 acres. This
is one of the greatest deer centers to be found in Minne-
sota, or in fact any other place. I think it is safe to say
if we were to surround these four sections with a suitable
fence we would at once have in our possession from 100
to 150 deer. This is thirty-five miles from the railroad,
but easy of access, being only about three miles from the
main lumber road, used in taking supplies to the lumber
camps.
"There are no inhabitants to the ^frest of this island

within thirty miles, and I think etill further to the east
before you come to any settlement. The Willow River
is situated about five miles to the east of this island.
Moose River about five or six miles northwest. White
Elk Lake is about seven miles west. The cost of this land,
I think, will be between $4.50 and $5 per acre, . The cost
of fencing this land will not be very expensive. The
posts would have to be of iron, or at least should be, and
one strip of heavy wire netting and a few strands of barb
wire above, or possibly two strands of netting would be
better. Aside from deer there are great quantities of
grouse and pheasants on the land.
"Now the question is this: Where can a suitable club

be organized who would like to identify themselves with
this reserve and have the money with which they would
forward and foster the enterprise?"

A Handy Hunting Wasron.
Mr. F. F, Merrill, of Milwaukee, Wis., writes of a

handy hunting wagon which he and his brother, Richard
Merrill, had made for their hunting last fall. They tried
it thoroughly in Dakota and are satisfied with their ac-
quisition. Mr. Merrill sends also some game pictures
showing bags made by means of this wagon, as well as
the wagon itself, which seems a very tempting sort of
vehicle. He adds:

"After five weeks' trial th6 only thing we would add
would be to put a handle with a stationary bale on back
of front seat at each side of gun holders. We' generally
got in and out on the move, but always with empty guns;
the handles would make it somewhat easier to get in and
out when wagon was in motion; it is very easy to drop
out and lie flat on ground and get a shot at a goose, crane
or hawk quickly, never stopping wagon; as the birds see
wagon moving continuously, they are not nearly so apt to
see man drop as if it was necessary to stop and get out.
We were always prepared for these sudden drops and
got the drop on a number of unsuspecting birds, particu-
larly hawks. Once guns are in position, no need to pay
any attention to them; they cannot be marred and are
held very secure; in a rain they can be put under our
storm aprons, as in any wagon. Under each seat is a box
with lid cover 5in. deep to hold rubber aprons, lunch,
apples or any small packages; under these boxes are re-

movable wire baskets to hold game, rubber boots, leggins,
oilskin clothes or anything wished to be carried. We
carry a canvas boat in chest or a sectional iron boat cross-
wise of wagon between two seats by taking out foot-rest
and lower stock-rest; everything except dashboard can
easily be taken off, leaving a perfectly flat wagon-bed
with a dashboard; We filled the dog cage with a variety
of things. It has been full of dogs, live mallard decoys,
dead geese, crane except their legs, which stuck out, dead
ducks, shovels, spades and picks, grass suits, life preser-
vers for sectional b?at8, etc. In digging pits on prairie
or stubble we put all earth in dog cage and hauled it

away to a plowing; in digging pits near plowing of
course threw dirt on plowing. We had top and side cov-
ers for dog cage and a piece of galvanized iron sheeting
at back end way across, preventing any draft striking
dogs from under back seat when driving; rear end needed
no curtain. Shell boxes are just back of gun stocks on
wagon bottom, and by keeping boxes unhooked it is easy
to get shells and gun out in few seconds. All in all

wagon is about right and the easiest riding rig we ever
rode in, barring none."

The Way they do in Maine.

The story of shooting trips in Maine are curiously de-
"void of sporting interest to Western readers, who, not
being acquainted in that country, picture it as one where
the game is marked and tagged out after the fashion of
European preserves, I have commented on this before,
comparing it with our deer country of Wisconsin, which
seems much wilder, but which is gradually coming to

have something of the same character. It seems that the
Boston Transcript is of something the same mind as many
Western men in regard to tke way they do in Maine, for

I note that in a late issue it says, "The slaughter of moose
and caribou in Maine is all tabulated in the newspapers
nowadays. Figures are given with counting-room ac-

curacy concerning the number of animals feilled, with the
comparative increase of shooting for two years, and the
amount of cash accruing to the thrifty State of Maine by
the increased interest in shipments of game."

The North and the South.

A party of Northern deer hunters have been hunting
deer in the South near Laredo, Texas, and a letter from
a Southern shooter says that the five men of them in three

weeks killed sixty deer. Yet it is asked of the Southern
shooters that they receive the Northern sportsmen with
open arms. If they would receive some of them with an
open noose it would be better.

The Bear Located.

I have got my lost grizzly bear located again. The last

time he was up in the Shawanto basin, 300 miles north of

the jumping-off place in Montana and the British

Provmces. This time he is on the Pecos River in New
Mexico, in charge of a professional "varmint" hunter
who has got him staked out for me. My friend 0, C,

Guessaz, of San Antonio, Tex., writes me that he can
assure me of all kinds of horrors if I will just come down
there again, as he has a lot of things hid out. But I

opine he is seeking to decoy me to the annual Midwinter
shoot in which he and his friends Messrs. Steves and
George conspire. This I would not mind attending—from
afar off. In fact, I think I could enjoy a trap shoot if I

were at the ranch of a varmint hunter, and the trap shoot
were not too close. Why do people shoot at the trap any-
how, when there are varmint hunters, and ranches, and
air, and things?

Speaking of the lost bear, I have just at hand stUI
another letter, from a friend's friend, down at San Mar-
cial. New Mexico, saying that at his ranch back in the
mountains, in a place I wot of, there are divers and sun-
dry large and corpulent bears waiting to be destroyed.

Rabbits.

Mr. H. N. Delano, of this city, asks for good rabbit
ground near Chicago, and I have sent him to De Motte,
Ind., just east of Shelby, where I once found very good
sport with beagles. Mr, Delano thinks it feasible to scare
rabbits out of holes by means of firecrackers. This I
consider an anachronism, as firecrackers pertain to the
Fourth of July, and a rabbit in a hole should be let alone,
not to be ferreted or firecrackered.

The Grayling Located.
Mr. S, C. Bliss, of Wellston, Mich,, writes me to con-

vince me that he has found the grayling which I lost last

summer, and I offer his letter, albeit a bit out of season.
I surely will get that fish next summer.

"If you have never caught that grayling yet, you drop
off here at Wellston some time in May next season, and
if I do not take you where you can get some it will not
cost you anything. They are not plenty, but I know
where there are some to be had, and fine ones at that. I
have caught them that weighed 3 to S^lbs, , and it is fine
sport. They are much gamer than trout.

"We used to get them in the Little Manistee, but only
catch one now and then ; but in the Big Pine River, about
thirteen miles up from my place, there is grayling. We
catch more of them on a fly after May 15, as the river
gets clear then. Mr, C. H. Harrison, W. P. Harrison, ex-
Mayor Washburne and Mr, Valentine have been here
and fished with me, but I did not know that grayling
were in Pine River at that time."

Good Ones.

Mr, Milt. F. Lindsley, of the King's Smokeless powder,
writes me from Cincinnati very pleasantly about various
matters. He calls to mind that the King Powder Co.
now have on their staff, or wQl have at Jan, 1, both Tom
Keller and Jack Parker. These are two good ones, and
with Mr. Lindsley will make a strong line of distributors."

From the Far North.

Mr. W, F, Ellis, of Winnipeg, Man., is in town this
week, and goes hence to the East for a few days, return-
ing later, Mr. Ellis is a noted hunter in his own land,
and not unknown in this. He says he has killed a black
bear weighing 6501bs. dressed, but has never killed a
grizzly, and has not lost any. Of deer, moose and cari-

bou he keeps no count, Mr. Ellis is accompanied by his
brother, Mr. E. E Ellis, of Seattle, Wash, They are both
tall and powerfully built men, and look as though they
could do a turn at a day's walk.

Trouble with Guests.

I have all kinds of trouble with my guests here. Tom
Divine has come back to Chicago again, and this morn-
ing when I asked him what he would like for breakfast
he said he would just have his regular morning meal—

a

piece of broiled bologna sausage and a raw turnip, I had
great difficulty hustling around after the raw turnip.
While upon these news matters I might add a bit which

is just at hand from New York—a field which I have
always held to be legitimately included under Chicago
and the West, especially since both cities have taken up
the habit of annexing territory. It seems that the Chief
with Two Stomachs, whose residence is now in New
York, has recently returned from his Southern wander-
ings to that city, where he was the recipient of an ova-
tion which included a banquet, or anyhow a square meal.
Few who are not acquainted with the Chief are aware
how serious a propoaicion this is. The card, as submitted
to me, demanded oysters, frogs' legs, gumbo, calf's

head deviled, fillet of beef and venison, with a few
other things for such cases made and provided. The
waiter, it seems, made a mistake about the venison and
did not bring it, but served beef instead ; but the gracious-
ness of the Chief's nature was apparent when he told his

host that it was the best venison he had eaten for a long
time. The Chief requested that no inkling of this should
get to Chicago, but I feel constrained to speak of this, as it

reminds me strongly of a little dinner the Chief and I
once had, when we requested the attendant to bring us
ham and eggs for dessert. I am told that ham and eggs
is not, or are not, a proper article for dessert; but to this

I am disposed to enter exception, for both the Chief and
myself found them, or it, very good indeed. The super-
ciliousness of average human nature is a most surprising

thing. A great many people condemn off-hand ham and
eggs for dessert, who never in their lives have tried it,

or them, as dessert. Could anything be more unjust than
that?

The Canvasback Preserve.

Additional advices from Lake Koshkonong, where the
artesian well of canvasback eggs was discovered on the
old Bingham homestead, state that Ira Bmgham is not
content with finding a flow of canvasback eggs, but will

take means of increasing the supply of the live birds. He
contemplates establishing in his milk house, which we
may call his hatchery, a system of flat irons, arranged in
concentric circles,-under which the stream of eggs from
the well is to be conducted. When the flat irons are
heated by means of a simple device, it will be possible, as

Mr. Bingham rightly calculates, to maintain a gentle and
equable heat which will cause the eggs to hatch just as
they would in an incubator, and the result will naturally

be that, as they circulate through the milk house under
the warm irons, they will finally pass out at the further
end, and drop out into the waters of the lake, as it were,

a stream of live young canvasbacks. This is the most in-

genious scheme of game conserving that has ever come
to my notice, and I recommend it to the attention of the
National Gime, Bird and Fish Protective Association,

which is well known to be interested in such matters.

He who makes two canvasbacks grow where there waa
but one before is a benefactor whose name should not be
withheld from the merited praises of his fellow m&u.

Southern Craw/fishlng.

Mr, A. Ulrich, of Chicago, who once lived in New Or-
leans, and is familiar with the matter of which he speaks,

sends in the foUo'i^ing very interesting account of the

way in which crawfish are taken by the men who fish for

them there. He says:
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"Around New Orleans there are swamps which are al-

ways being hunted for crawfish, and yet the supply la

unlimited. So numerous are they that one cannot leave
fiah on a string in the water, for they will tear the fish
into shreds.
"A small net about the size of a butterfly net. about ten

cords each 3ft. long, and 5 cents' worth of meat, completes
the outfit for one person.
"In the swamp there are small islands and long necks of

land which intersect one another in all directions, and
upon which the catchers go.
"The start is usually made in the early morning, when

the sun does not shine so fiercely, and walking is much
easier.

"Arriving at their destination, they cut their meat into
small pieces about 2in, around, each piece is now attached
to one of the cords: after this they are thrown into the
water, and the other end of the cord is attached to a stick
which is stuck into the ground so that the crawfish can-
not pull the mgat away. One usually waits a few minutes,
and then when the cord is gently raised the catcher will
see about naif a dozen crawfish with their pinchers stuck
into the meat, eating ravenously.
"The net isnow gently put into the water directly under

them, and with a sudden jerk they are landed, for as
Booii as they strike the air they will let loose of the meat.
"The crawfish are of a large species. The writer has

caught some measuring lOin. from tip to tip; these are by
no means uncommon.
"The average catch for three persons is about an ordi-

nary bucketful. The meat when prepared right makes a
delicious delidaoy."

That Meat Dogr.

Mr. H. S Humphreys, of Indiana, writes me in regard
to the meat dog I was looking up for a gentleman in New
Jersey:

"I have had many a good laugh over the 'meat dog'
question as expounded by you, and noticed in the last

issue that a New Jersey friend wanted a puppy that would
make a meat dog. I have a candidate for the gentleman
in question in the shape of a white, black and tan setter
dog puppy, which has the making of a pure and simple
'meat dog ' He is not fully up to the condition of having
been 'run over by a wagon,' but can probably qualify, as
I ran over him twice the same day with my buggy. He
is a large dog, well muscled, in prime Al condition, nine
and one-half months old. I have had hira on two shoots
with me, all I have been out this fall, and he p Aats and
backs in good shape. He is a big-headed fellow like his
sire (photo inclosed), and is exactly evenly marked (dia-

gram inclosed). Of course he is yet puppyiah, yet smart,
and a very capable learner,"
Mr. Humphreys does not quite understand my idea of

a meat dog, though I am pleased to see he has tried his
dog on a buggy as an evidence of good faith (I didn't say
a buggy, but a wagon). As I look at it, a meat dog is one
which has his future behind him. I regret to note ref-
erence to field trial winners on one side of this dog's house.
As to the price quoted I have nothing to do, as I am dis-

interested, and Just doing this for love of the dog family;
but I will say that if a man has a real meat dog he is

more precious than the price named, yea, more precious
than rubies or much fine gold. There never was a fire

sale of good meat dogs yet, and they are never damaged
by water. They are always good to have on hand, and
few there be who have them. I hope Mr. Humphreys's
young dog will turn out to be a meat dog after my own
heart. I may want to borrowhim then. You can always
borrow a good meat dog, because he has no pedigree to
get tangled up in the brush and injured. He is just plain
dog. E. Hough.

1206 BoTCK BoiiiDraH, Chicago.

THE WALL STILL BLANK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Same of your readers may recall a trip I took with

Timothyseed after the Carlin grouse in a March number
of Forest and Stream. I always enjoyed that story and
largely because I was in it. It was to a great extent true,
although out of friendship to me Timothyseed counted all

birds I should have killed as "dead birds." As a matter
of fact last season was my first attempt at grouse, and my
statement that I killed just one during the season will be
readily believed by all who have hunted that bird.

I started out by buying Trump, the pointer, and a gun.
Trump is a good dog, but strange to say I have seen others
that I imagine are just as good. I believe the gun is a
fair gun, but it will not kill every bird at 75yds. even
when in more skillful hands than my own. It is just an
ordinary gun that up to the present time has not killed
the owner nor any of his friends.

As I have before stated, after a season of much sport and
few birds I was the possessor of one bird whose death
could be fairly laid at my door. I then and there made
up my mind that my record could be improved and im-
mediately started in to find a way by which I might keep
both eyes open when shooting. I finally conquered that
difiiculty and sjjent the remainder of my spare time dur-
ing the winter in aiming at every door knob and picture
hook in the house. While it made life somewhat un-
pleasant for my family to find that every time anyone
opened a door my gun was pointed at the knob, it did
improve my shooting and this year my record is thir-
teen birds; not many for those who kill fifteen straight,
but then it must be remembered that I really got these
birds.

I made up my mind at the opening of the season that
I must have one bird mounted to decorate my den. The
early birds were so small I pat oS stuflSng them with
anything but bread crumbs, until later in the season, when
they would be full grown. Last week Timothyseed
wrote me that he knew of some birds, and that if I failed
to get one pretty soon they would be too large for my
room. Timothyseed is my ten comm^andmiBats in every-
thing that pertains to shooting, so when he says, "Go," I
go. We had Trump and a pointer pup I have raised
named Bang, two guns and plenty of enthusiasm, which,
by the way, we needed. It was agreed that when we got
the one bird needful we would stop shooting. Well, the
brief history of this trip is that we walked. The birds
were all in the city attending to their Christmas shopping,
so that when we had traveled ten miles from our starting
point we were still looking for our first bird.

It looked as if it were to be a blank day as we started

fo^ hotjae, We trudged along in a o^relesR mood, when

suddenly Trunop began to take some interest in life, and
presently pointed. Timothyseed was olf to the right

with Bang, so I had this bird all to myself.
I walked in, but no bird. Trump still on point. I kicked

the bushes, but still no bird. Trump wouldn't go on, so
I knew something was there. Finally I sent him on to

flush, when a bird got up from behind a log 10ft. to the
left and started for the next county.

I gave her a right and left, and she turned over about
50yd8. away. Trump pointed dead, and at the command
"fetch" started to pick up his bird; but behold! no bird;

nothing but tail feathers.

I went up to see what the trouble was, and found that
with a last effort the bird went under some old roots just

in time to leave the tail feathers in the dog's mouth. We
dug her out, but she was in no condition to decorate my
den . This was the only bird we shot on the trip, and
there is still a blank place on my wall. Legality.

PENNSYLVANIA GAME LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I don't want to go on record as a kicker against any
beneficial change in the game laws. On the contrary, I

would favor and work for anything that would increase
the supply of game and protect it, and I am willing to sac-

rifice something for that end.
As I understand, there is a committee, or wiU be a com-

mittee, in Harrisburg to lobby for such change in the law
this season that will limit all shooting to but two months
in the year—Oct. 1 to Dsc. 1, or Oct. 15 to Dec. 15. That
is the only thing in the bill they have drafted that I fiad

to kick about, and I feel like kicking hard. It will not
protect the game out of season any more than the present
law does, and will only tend to keep law-abiding sports-
men from the pleasure of hunting; while the law-breaker
will go on and kill all the game before the season opens,
the same as he does now, and have more time to do it

before the legitimate sportsman uncases his gun.
And more. The man who loves to hunt, but who can

get a day off only once a month, will be confined to but
two or three days' shooting in the whole year, while the
rich man, who can go whenever he wants to, can take the
whole season and kill what is left after the law-breaker
gets through,
Give the poor man a chance. Shorten the season and

make it universal, say from Oot. 1 to Jan. 1, if that will
do any good; but don't out it down to only two months in
the year. What we need more than anything else is pro-
tection for the game out of season and a non-market law.
Stop the sale of game and you stop two-thirds of the con-
sumption of it and the inducement which takes thousands
of men and boys afield, who care only for the revenue
which their labor brings. Make friends of the farmers by
making laws which will benefit them. Consult them and
they will give you a great many pointers which will be
beneficial to themselves and the sportsman.
They are fast becoming sportsmen themselves—at least

where I go—and ought to have a share in the law-maMng
business.
During the summer months thousands of camping par-

ties spend a great deal of time in the woods and along
the streams, and nearly aU of them take guns. I can tell

you of two places where squirrels were quite abundant
until camps were established, and when the squirrel sea-
son opened, Sept. 1, there were none to be found; and a
farmer friend told me last fall that a camping party near
his place last summer killed young quail and grouse. It
would not be a bad law that would prohibit the possession
of guns in the woods or in camp out of the game season,
for there can be no other use for them than the shooting
of game, and I believe it would be well to make farmers
deputy game wardens whenever they can be induced to
act as such, and the laws should protect and support
them, '

' t - ,

Game has been very scarce wherever I have been this

season. There have been no quail in this vicinity, and
very few where I usually found them quite plenty in

other sections.

The ferret law is a dead letter here; one-half or more
of the rabbit hunters use them. In a little town seven
miles from here one man told me of his knowledge of
thirty ferrets, and said there were a great many more.
Law-breakers and game markets do more to exter-

minate the game than anything else. Stop them and
the seasons are all right. J. H. B.

Peknsylvania.

HUNTING WITH A CAMERA.
After a restless night trying to kill skeets, and a very

unsatisfactory hunt after midgets in the early morning,
it was quite a relief to be awakened by a voice outside
shouting "Great Scott! I guess an old hoss walked
through the spring last night by the looks of things."

And at the camp door stood Clif with a battered tm pail

containing the remnant of the butter, which had been
placed in the spring the night before. "Why, the water
is all riled up yet."

Of cour e we were not long in turning out, and sure
enough a moose had walked within 25ft. of camp and
soused in the spring.
About half an hour after, Clif, Arthur and I were

tramping over the bog toward the river, where we
launched an old canoe, much the worse for service
from a windfall that had dropped across the bow. After
stuffing some moss in tbe opening, we started down
stream stern first. Resting my elbows on the deck, ready
to pull at the first sight of game, coming round the first

bend, I caught a glimpse of two deer behind the alders
feeding, but as they were not in full view we gave them
the go by. As we entered the long, straight stretch, in
the distance, midway in the stream, deliberately pulling
the grass from the bed of the river, shaking the earth
from the roots and enjoying her morning feed, stood the
object of our search. Arthur quietly asked, "What shall
we do?"
"Keep her straight in the current and drift down as

near as we can," was the reply.

It was a real picture indeed, for on the opposite bank
there was a fine, ruddy-colored buck feeding, the red-
winged blackbirds twittering in the tamarack tops, and a
chorus of frogs. The long, wagging ears of the moose
brushing away the flies seemed quite comical to the
otherwise grave, ungainly creature, now in full view. As
the canoe swerved a little, from running into a side eddy,
all this changed, arid the ears became stationary and
erect, with head turned toward us with an air of suspi-

cion that something was wrong. The buck made a jump
for cover and then Ma Moose started for shore, increas-
ing her speed at each step. I pulled the instant she
raised her foot to go, hoping to get a second shot; but
gave it up and roared with laughter when she struck
shore and started down through the open slash like a
quarter-horse, knocking over the small tamaracks like

pipe stems.
When she disappeared from view we drew up to the

bank, emptied the surplus water out and started back,
Arthur remarking: "Well, you are the coolest sports-
man I ever had out with me before. When you laid your
camera down you never reached out for the rifle, and it

was on the seat right alongside of you."
Said I: "We have had all the fun of a hunt and you

have no load to back over the bog four miles to camp,"
And Arthur replied: "Well, that's the best way, as

the f>ld Injun said."

So we came into qamp empty handed. Van,

Th« FoaKST Aum Stbe^u ia put to preu «adh week on Tueadaii

Corretpondenc* intencUd for pvilieation ihould reach %ts at tl^f
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BIG GAME IN COLORADO.
Mesa. County, Dec, Id—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have jast finished reading an article in the Dec. 5 Forest
AND Stream, entitled "The Passing of Colorado." I can-
not, in justice to the "boys," "horsemen" and grangers
accused in the article, on account of one man or possibly-
more, let pass the assertion of an alarmist that everything
is gone to the bad with the game and the game wardens. I
have lived on the border of Colorado and Utah for ten
years in the capacity of cow puncher, granger, and
horseman, all of which classes are included in the article.
I think I can show Mr. H. G. Dulog as much game as
he used to see of all the different varieties he mentions, in
spite of the amount that are killed by every one,
including the dude hunters from away back East.
Although there may be some good shots among
them, as among any class of men, nevertheless I
have found that they let more game get away wounded,
to die by itself and furnish food for the coyotes, than
the ones who are credited with the great killing, I am
writing from my ranch in the Plateau Valley, on the
north side of the Grand Mesa, in Mesa county, and only
this morning some of my shepherd dogs ran a buck out
of the feed yard with the cattle, which, strange to say,
the grangers did not kill. Every day we do the same,
and sometimes we run out as many as five or six. They
eat up the orchards in this vicinity every year about this
time till spring opens. We killed six bears last spring in
less than a week without any dogs or traps, and there is

still a bunch of elk of about fifty head in the upper end
of this valley, not five miles from the edge of the settle-

ments.
Over on Eoan Creek, not more than twenty miles from

here, I took up several parties of hunters from the town
of Debeque, on the Bio Grande Junction Railroad, not
over sixty miles from Newcastle, mentioned in Mr.
Dulog's article. Every one of them got a buck apiece,
and we saw as many as thirty or forty every day. I
weighed some of them preparatory to shipping them
hime, and they weighed from ITSlbs. as high as 230 with
the heads out off and most of the neck. Some of them
vvere fine heads too, as big as they ever were and with as
many points. None of these hunters stayed over two
days. Many came up at midnight and the next night
they went back, well satisfied with the country, and with
a deer apiece killed by themselves in the morning. This
does not look as if the game was all gone. We saw sev-
eral in the road as we were going up to the ranch where
they stopped to do their hunting, right in the midst of the
settlements.
Now I don't want to say that there are not a good many

deer killed illegally by all sorts of people, for thero is no
doubt of that; but I do say that the slaughter has been
going on now for more than six years, and the effect is to
make the deer wilder, so that they seek those places
which are more safe from the great crowds of hunters.
I know several parts of the country where one can see as
many deer as there are trees for them to stand, behind,
and the country is not devoid of timber either. But no
one goes in that part of the country except cow punchers,
and they can all teU you about seeing deer and big bucks
all summer long, right in and around camp. The Indians
know this, however, and they fn quently come over from
Utah and kill off a few hundred; sometimes they save the
meat and more frequently they do not. I have seen the
carcass of a fine fat buck, with antlers in the velvet and fat
2in. thick, lying with the hide off in the sun, and moccasin
tracks all round. I met one Ute who had 100 hides with
his outfit, all the hair taken off and about half tanned

;

and the two squaws were busy at them then, all killed
just before the season opened. I don't want to resurrect
the Indian question again, as it is a Little late now, and it

does not excuse the white men's slaughter. We "hoys"
live in the midst of the game and hardly kill one a year,
as we much prefer beef. What I am driving at is that
the game is still with us, although the deer have changed
their runways so that the pot-hunters get left frequently,
and the old-timers can't find any bucks. They were a
little late in coming down this year. Elk go clear up to
the top and winter there.

Yours for the preservation of game and death to the
market and pot-hunter, who are also with us.

H. K. BOGERT.

I^orth Carolina Quail Netting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As I have just returned from my annual quail hunt in

North Carolma, I thought I would drop you a line and
give you an idea as to what the natives are doing with
that excellent little game bird, Bob White. I predict
that in the course of a few years he wiU be exterminated
by the means of netting. I write this in order to give
you a faint outline of the method employed to capture
them. It is as follows: The net is about lOft. long and 4
or 5 ft. wide, and so made that the hollow of the net will
come in the center until a few feet from the ends. The
next move is to get a horse and find the birds, and while
on horseback locate the covey, and when located set the
net in the best place to drive the birds, and the whole
covey is captured, leaving none for seed. You can
imagine how soon this kind of work will wipe them out
of existence. *

My hunt was not very successful, as the birds for most
part were not to be found on account of this vile method
of destroying them. We did find some birds where the
marks of netting were not visible.

G, V. Hudson, M.D.

Thrifty.

The Evening Gazette, of Port Jervis, N. Y., recounts
that recently a hunting party of three from Philadelphia
and Scranton, Pa., had made Shohola Falls an annual
visit for several years past, staying at Falls Cottage, where
for a reasonable charge they enjoyed the comforts of a
cozy home with the added privilege of hunting on 8,000
acres of land owned by their host. They arrived this
year as usual, but with a radical change of procedure; for,
instead of staying at the Cottage, as they had done in
former years, they engaged two local guides and stealthily
ensconced themselves in the hunting grounds of their
former host and proceeded to enjoy gratis that which
they had formerly considered worth paying for. Infer-
entially all the privileges could have been legitimately
secured for a nominal consideration, yet to them, as to
many other people, it seemed more direct and economical

to help themselves to such things as they desire if such
were loosely guarded,

It would seem as if men of otherwise good standing in
the community would value more highly their own self-
respect and the respect of their fellow men than to com-
mit petty, sneaky depredations on the property of others,
acts of petty meanness, particularly ones, as in this case,
which embodied ingratitude for former favors accepted
by the offenders, aside from the direct offense of surrep-
titiously taking privileges to which they had no claim.
The Gazette mildly relates the sequel of the thrifty ad-

venturers as follows:
"Whether for economy, greater accessibility to their

favorite grounds, or the persuasion of the local part of the
party is of no tt\oment, but this year the hunters sought
the grounds from another direction and were comfort-
ably quartered in camp before their presence in the
county was made known to the owner of the premises.
Any one who has ever hunted, fished or camped on the
property of Mr. Hart knows that he is entirely liberal in
respect to sportsmen; but when encroached upon stealth-
ily, in an unsportsmanlike way, with preparations to de-
populate his woods, he very justly felt incensed, and he
acted promptly and in accord with his feelings. The
party broke camp and decamped, and it is hopeful that
they have learned that such privilege as they attempted
to enjoy are at least worth asking for."
Were the offensive acts of those whose honesty and de-

portment are pursued and gauged as a matter of profit-
able policy to bring a just odium only on the real offend-
ers, there would still be much to deplore, but the odium
of those who have but a sneaky manhood is visited upon
the true sportsman and casta a stigma on the guild.

tween the two. The shrimp is a compact mass of solid
meat, though the body of a living specimen is as colo
less &8 window glass, while the gammarus, comparative!
speaking, is but a bundle of legs.

Hoime of the Shrimp.

The speedy appropriation of this hitherto neglected or-
ganism as a staple article of diet for fishes seems not im-
probable. It is apparently adapted to various kinds of
water, even flourishing in shallow holes, such aa mosqui-
toes breed in. In parts of North Carolina it is found in
ponds, running streams, and in borrow pits alongside
railroad tracks. In the latter it is landlocked, and obvi-
ously subject to an extreme high temperature, derived
from the direct rays of the summer sun, and to an op-
posite low temperature such as accompanies occasional
ice formation a foot or more thick. Its thermal limit re-
mains to be determined by experimental trials, but it i

known to already inhabit streams, and it maybe inferred
naturally, as far north as the Ohio River, and other
southward to Arkansas.

Natural Abundance.
In its localities it is generally very abundant. Notwith-

standing incessant attacks by its natural enemies, it seems
to outbreed them all. With a small dip-net, 1ft. in diam-
eter and 8Pt. of handle, often a thousand can be dipped
from the water grass without the operator moving from
his tracks, and in a brief space of time at that. In the
Connocanary, a tributary of the Roanoke River, 200 were
taken at one dip. At the second dip 177, and at the third
164: were secured. It was found that the shriiEp existed

mid ^iv^r ^mfiing.

THE FRESH-WATER SHRIMP.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22.—Editor Forest and

Stream: When I cast my lot with fishculturists twenty
years ago, the great problem was how many millions
can we hatch. While the question of feeding did not
then concern us, and need not now to any extent as re-
lates to commercial fishes, it is pressing for discussion
with the growth of angling clubs and fish ponds. Fishes
of the predaceous kind are everywhere preferred, such
as trout and bass, but how and where is natural food to
be obtained for their bodily support? Where are suitable
living forms at inconsiderable cost to come from? This
was a problem to some extent when I began my studies,
but a thousand are concerned now where one person was
then. Many expedients have been resorted to, but the
solution is yet to be forthcoming.
Well aimed suggestions being always in order, I modestly

present some points with regard to an organism which may
claim a place—at least experimentally—in well-ordered
fishcultural establishments. I claim no superiority over
other investigators in this line. But while behind many
in actual experiments, I have nevertheless been an ob-
server of the works of others, and a student of the sub-
ject myself. In order to make my suggestions as far-
reaching as possible, I have gone to the expense to have
two cuts made for purposes of illustration.
What I have to tell is the direct outgrowth of an in-

vestigation made by the Fish Commission last fall con-
cerning the fresh-water shrimp, its relation to fishes as
their food in a state of nature. The investigation was
ordered by Commissioner Brice, and covered some weeks:
from late in September till the middle of November. It
will require time of course for the problem to be worked
out, buc it must be apparent that whether successful or
not it is a step toward rational methods. He has pro-
cured living specimens of the fresh-water shrimp from
the South, which are under observation to determine
their rate of multiplication and climatic adaptability.

aiVEB, OR FBESH-WATER SHRIMP.

hoping subsequently to be able to recommend their
cultivation for game and other fishes.

Where the shrimp abounds fishing is good. When it

is caught for bait numerous small fish are unavoidably
brought in with it. They are feeding upon it. These are
small bass, darters, sunfish, top minnows and catfish. It

is found in the stomachs of all. Besides being a natural
food, the shrimp is very abundant. There are evidences,
too, that its range can be extended to nearly all parts of
the United States.

What It Is.

The rivershrimp is a fresh-water animal. Of the craw-
fish kind, it is yet more transparent, like the soft-shell

crab. It is more than an inch long, being, however, the
size of a finger in the waters of Arkansas. In North
Carolina they run 2,000 to a pound. The two forward
pair of the larger or anterior Ipgs are provided with
claws. The animal is a miniature of the salt-water
shrimp or the prawn. It would be a mistake to confound
it with the so-called fresh-water shrimp, about which so
much was said in the year 1878 by the New York Fish
Commission; for the latter is only a water flea, It has
gradually become known by its true name, gammarus,
and it is both abundant and valuable at Caledonia. In-

terested parties will not,fail, to ^n,ote the distinction be-

GAMMARUS, OB WATER FLEA.

there at a rate as high as, and probably far exceeding,
6001bs. per acre, and in a wholly unprotected state. But
this rate was maintained only in the shoal, grassy areas
where conditions were tributary to their requirements.
Under cultivation, however, where the entire space
would be installed with reference to their feeding
grounds, every square yard would support its proportion-
ate number.

Conditions for Culture.

Enough is known of the shrimp to justify the belief
that it is futile to introduce it into waters devoid of cover.
It is an animal which does but little free swimming. It
seeks food and shelter in thick growths of water plants,
grasses and mosses, and is found around the shores or in
shallow places among the plants, and sometimes on
trunks of trees which, like the cypress, live out in the
water. When frightened it darts out into deeper water,
going backward a foot or more, and rests motionless
there till danger seems past. It can, however, do free
swimming, in which act it uses the swimming legs situ-
ated just forward of the tail. In winter it is believed not
to burrow or enter a full state of hibernation ; but some
anglers, for convenience, make a practice of corralling
them in field ditches for winter bait.

In Transportation.

Though quickly responsive to overcrowding, there is no
difficulty iu transporting the shrimp alive over long dis-
tances, with proper but simple precautions. In the fall

months, with air temperature 50° to
55°, a four-quart tin pail half filled

with water will safely carry 150
from North Carolina points to New
York city, while seventy-five would
go alive to St. Paul or Sb. Louis with-
out change of water or application of
ice. In captivity it becomes very
nervous when there are too many
in the vessel for the amount of water.
They leap out, and sticking to the
inner walls of the vessel or falling on
the ground, perish. Also they hop
around, several inches and very
lively, when taken with the net.
While crawfish, crabs and lobsters
cannot withstand shipment in water,
this animal appears to be clearly of
the reverse type. Crawfish in winter,
if kept from freezing, will survive
two weeks or longer, simply held in
barrels. The shrimp dies as quickly
as do most fish when exposed to
the atmosphere. But impaled on fish

hooks it lives, in cool weather, two hours or more. It

has a fishy smell only when its shell is broken.

Economic Application.

From partial observations made, it appears that the
chief requirement of the river shrimp is profuse plant
growth. This can with certainty be had only in shallow
water which the sun's rays can penetrate. The water
need not be as much as a foot deep. Therefore, springy,

marshy bogs may be slightly dammed up and afford as
good breeding grounds as any. In deep, treeless ponds
no production may be relied on except along the shores,

the middle area being wasted.
If the river shrimp ran be successfully colonized in the

greater portions of he country, it may be possible to

produce it without cost other than the outlay attending
installation of the imply-constructed breeding ponds,
and in such quantities too as may feed vast numbers of

market fish.

Should such a r. suit attend the study of the shrimp,
the question of commercial fishculture in the inland
waters will be solved. As it is now, the food comes too

high to admit of a general industry of profit.

S,:G. Worth.
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.FURTHER EXPERIENCE WITH RAIN-
BOW TROUT.

It ia ten years since when by the tindneea of Col. Mc-
Donald, of the United States Fish Commission, I had a
quantity of this fish sent me to stock one of our rivers

here, the picturesque and bright Oullasaga, which means
in English sweet or sugar water. By a mistake the fish

^ere sent wrong, and I was not on hand to receive them,
so they were dumped into the Tuckaseege, a tributary of

the Tennessee, They soon spread and stocked the waters,

getting into the French Broad and the beautiful Swanna-
noa, near AaheviUe, where the natives soon discovered
them, calling them salmon. To make up for this mistake
I had another lot sent of 1,000, of which I got only 100,

but since then I have had some thousands of eggs which
1 planted and which seemed to come to maturity without
any loss, for the pond and the river below soon became
stocked and gave the visitors here abundant and most ex-

cellent sport. The fingerlings were lOin. long the next
year, and the third year one was taken in my pond by a
young lady 20in. long and weighing 2i\hB. The fiah was
BO lively when landed that the lady had to sit on it and
•call for assistance to secure it.

I soon found these fish crossing with the native trout,

the fontinalis, and so reported to the Fish Commissioner,
'but my statement was derided by the scientists on the
ground that the spawning season did not match with that
of the fontinalis. But having caught a hybrid, a genuine
fontinalis in part and having the scales of the iridei. I

rested for confirmation, which in time came by the dis-

covery that in this southern latitude the spawning season
of these later fish was advanced to permit this cross
breeding.

I have found that these fish will not stay in the head-
waters of the streams, but make their way down the
rivers, how far I have not yet discovered beyond the fact
that they have got as far as the Tennessee; but there are
a good many in my waters still, finding them in the deep
pools among the rock of the rapids. They have been
taken lately in these places in the lower Cullasaga. 30in.

long and 7in. in depth, Thoy far surpass the fontinalis
in fighting qualities, affording work for an expert fisher

to bring them to the net; often half an hour is required in
the rough places to tire them out.

They are, I think, inferior to the fontinalis in eating
quality, but they are good enough ; their deep-red flesh
and fatness making them very desirable for the table, as
well as their good siz?. By catching a few and bringing
them back to the p"nd, they still keep up the stock in
spite of exhaustive fishing.

They have been charged with the crime of eating the
smaller trout, but as I examine the stomach of every
fish I take to study their feeding habits, and have never
found a trace of fish in them, I fully acquit them of this
charge. Their food consists of the minute animalculas.
the case worms, of frogs, and the abundant newts. I
have seen them take a good-sized frog under several times,
and they evidently eat a good many crawfish. They are
exceedingly fond of the empJiemera, the so-called May
flies, which live so short a time and are very numerous
here, almost covering the water when in full season. It

is scarcely possible to get one then except with the white-
miller. At other times I find the green-drake, the Mon-
treal and the professor the best lures for them. They
will take earthworms very freely, but the most taking
bait I have found to be a piece of tin foil wrapped around
the hook and a little above it. I don't think there is a
more prolific fish existing, for with hard fishing of many
visitors here every day in the season, from June to Octo-
ber, they still abound in the waters. .

But this reminds me, now I am in the vein for fish

stories, of an adventure which gave rise to a snake story,
which, in spite of the risk of my reputation as a truthful
person, I feel I ought to give as an imique experience
with snakes as well as a contribution to natural history as
to the feeding habits of the rattlesnake.

It was on a summer afternoon when my good wife
thought she would like a mess of fish, so, as an obedient
husband, I took my tackle and my little skiff and went
up the pond in search of a trout or two. It was a charm-
ing day in the Indian summer, when the gorgeous color-
ing of the trees along the banks was reflected in the abso-
lutely smooth, glassy surface, as if the trees belonged to
another world below. Thinking more of the scenery
as I rested my paddle than of fish, I heard a rise under
an overhanging thicket of laurel. I threw my fly over
the pool and it was instantly taken by a very small trout,
which I let struggle to get off the hook, as I was not after
fingerlings. Something glided from the edge of the
water which I thought was a big fish, and seized the
hook and the little fellow on it. I found I had hooked a
snake of some kind, which was diving and wriggling to
get away. But it was securely hooked and I drew it up
and found I had a rattler fast. I tried every way to getMm loose, but neglecting my rod, which was sprung con-
siderably, the snake rushed to the boat and the spring of
the rod lifted it over into it. Then there was something
to pay, you may be sure. Such a tangle I the snake
careering all over the boat and among my legs, finally
getting loose, so that I had to rest my feet on the gun-
wales. By and by the fellow rested at full length, and I
considered what was to be done next. I took my paddle
to try and throw him out. That set him to careering all
over again, until again he rested. Then I tried to lift

him out with the paddle again, but in the effort the paddle
flew out of my hand and he still kept in the boat, run-
ning all over as before. Then I watched a chance to
crush him with my heel, as he rpsted almost under
me. I made the attempt, but missed him, and he
darted at my Ipg and struck into my overalls. Instinct-
ively I seized him by the neck and got him safe, but my
blood curdled and ran cold up and down my back, you
may be sure. I tightened my grip and snatched him
loose, tearing out the fangs from his mouth, these re-
maining in the strong cloth of the overalls. I got the
fellow in my basket, stopped the hole in it with my
handkerchief, and finding I was uninjured I cut the
fangs from my overalls and went to fishing, first paddling
with the end of my rod until I recovered my paddle.
Meanwhile I kept thinking what I should do with the
snake. I thought I would send him to the editor of
Forest a.nd Stream to keep company with the Apache's
scalp I once contributed to the office museum, a souvenir
which was sent to me by an admiring friend from New
Mexico years ago; but" instead I took him home, and
finding hia fangs were gone I let him loose in my oflSce

to act as office cat and catch the mice, which fed too

much on my papers and nested among my books. I kept
him there until he became quite tame, and were it not
that he scared my casual visitors too much for their corn-

fort I took his skin, which now hangs in memoriam of this

curious and I think unique adventure, and as a proof of

the truth of this snake story; for is not that skin hanging
there a sufficient support of my veracity?

H. Stewart.
Macon Cootjtt, N. C.

P. S.—I would not have told this story, but it is an off

time for such true narratives, and it may come in time to

warn other fishermen to look out for snakes themselves.

I might say in further corroboration, as I now think of

it, that more than fifty of my young ducks were taken
one year off my pond by snakes, one of which I know
was a rattler, as I pursued him ashore and killed him
with the duck in his mouth, and I have his skin too, so

that I can truthfully aver the rattlesnake will take fiah

and young ducks in the water.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

XXVIII.-Charles Hallock.

Just as you know your father ^nd your brother Sam
without ever having been introduced to them by any one
or on any particular occasion, so there are men who must
have cut into your orbit at some particular time and
place, but who, like the intimate relatives above men-
tioned, seem always to have been within the circle of

your limited range on this planet. Every man has many
old friends whose acquaintances can't be marked down
to date and place and I have tried in vain to recall where
and when I first met Charles Hallock. In these sketches

there has been an attempt to follow old chronos, and on

CHABLES HALLOCK.
From a pliotograpli In 1896.

the back of a photo of Mr. Hallock, taken in 1896, is this:

"To my esteemed friend of forty years' acquaintance,
with blessing," etc. Taking the number forty, as biblical

scholars do, to mean an indefinite number—such as the
days in the wilderness and those when Jupiter Pluvius
l«t loose the waters to drown all who did not seek shelter

in the ark—the thing is plain. We have agreed, after

passing many letters some years ago, to call it a draw; he
fixing the date at a chance meeting on the woodcock
grounds below Albany in 1854, which may have been
true, but as I am telling this story on the basis of personal
memory we will put it some years later. When he tells

the tale he will not be contradicted.
That horrid liver of mine which had acquired bad

habits in the West was resisting all efforts for its refor-

mation, and in the spring of 1860 I went to the seashore
on Long Island to see if the heavy salt-laden air wouldn't
press the kinks out of that rebellious gland. The fishing

in Jamaica Bay and the sea food were novelties and
opened a new field of interest among strange fishes and
their different modes of capture. The early spring fish-

ing for the flat fishes was very interesting, and the stories

of the bluefish and others which would come later in the
season promised much health-giving sport as the fisher-

men's stories were heard. To walk the beach and pick
up oysters and ruin a small pocket knife to open them
and then—how delicious they were taken au natural.
A bayman said: "Mr. Hallock is up at the hotel and

we were talking about you and he wants to see you."
Just who Mr. Hallock might be gave me no concern. He
might be the sheriff of the county or only a town con-
stable, it made no difference; he couldn't lock me up for
misdemeanors done here, but what about Kansas? With
this in mind I put on a bold front and met a man whose
face was strangely familiar, but who was so cordial and
who knew my old friend Ken King and other fishing
and shooting comrades that we were soon on the footing
of old acquaintance. He must be right! No man could
go into such detail unless he had been there, and we let it

go at that, Something was said about trout fishing, and
I asked if there were trout on Long Island.
Hallock looked up and asked: "Do mosquitoes live in

New Jersey? Why, Long Island has more trout to the

square foot than any other tract of its size on this conti-

nent. I've been down here for a few days to visit some
friends, and have an invitation to fish Massapequa I^ake
from its owner, Mr, David E. Floyd-Jones, and the invita-

tion includes a friend. Let's go to-morrow, what d' ye
say?"

I agreed, with the consciousness of being a very green-
horn at trout fishing, but with a desire to find out just

how those artificial flies were used which the fishing

tackle dealers kept, but which no one bought, as far as I

knew, and which HaUock had in a book. He showed
them with an enthusiasm which was wasted, because it

did not seem possible that any fish would nibble at such
dry fodder as that, especially a trotit, which I had been
told was the most wary and the best of all game fishes.

In boyhood days I had taken a few on one occasion when
fishing with my older friend, George Dawson, but we
used worms in a small stream, and I was not then so
thoroughly impressed with the importance of the trout as

the game fish par excellence as a more extended acquaint-
ance with a higher class of anglers had now brought
about. I was on the point of telling Hallock that I had
not brought down my fly-rod and flies, when my better

self carae up and whispered to the effect that while I

might know a great deal about bobbing for eels, shooting
and spearing fish, and the use of most baits, it was cer-

tain that it would be best to tell the truth. We all have
certain ideals which we may flatter ourselves we fill to

perfection, and no class of men are more prone to this

than sportsmen ; but after a short mental struggle all feel-

ing of this kind was banished, and I said:

"I don't know the first thing about fly-fishing for trout

and I haven't any rods or tackle for it. I'm anxious to

learn how to fish for them, and with this confession of
ignorance if you are willing to take me with you I will

esteem it a great honor."
That honest confession put me on a solid footing; I was

an apprentice to a master hand. The flies that I switched
off on the back cast and the awkward entanglements
which a novice must make who has had no prpliminary
instruction before he eesavs casting for actual trout we
will not dwell upon. Suffice it to say that the casting of

my companions and the landing of their trout opened up
a new vista in the field of angling pleasures. Often when
casting the flv I think of that day on Massapequa Lake
when I had that p-pnial sportsman Charles Hallock for a
preceptor. In 1863 T had a twenty day furlough from the
army, and I tnet Mr. Floyd-Jones in the Apt^r House.
H« was then Lifutenant-Governor of New York, and
offered to gpt all sorts of extensions of leave if I would
only go down to Massappqua, Some stories that partly

lingered in his memory needed retelling; but there were
sterner duties. Hallock whs away, ard Massapequa's
waters were not disturbed by me until a quarter of a cen-
tury later, when they were again fished with other com-
panions.
While on Long Island the casting of the fly was prac-

ticed with an ash and lancewood rod, and the other ne-

cessities which Mr. John Conroy, then of Fulton street.

New York, selected for me from his then most marvelous
stock of fishing tackle; and in the intervals of crabbing,
salt-water fishing and boating, the mystery was learned.

In one of my frequent visits to Conroy's to replace the
flies, which had then a bad habit of snapping off just as

they were somewhere in the rear and were suddenly sent

forward, I met Mr. Hallock, who invited me to visit and
fish in a trout pond owned by his cousin, Mr. William
Hallock Seaman, near Ridgewood, on the south side of

Long Island, some twenty-five miles east of New York.
It was early in the season, and the trout were in a rising

mood on a most perfect day for fly-fishing, slightly

clouded, but warm, with just enough wind to ruffla the
water lightly, pnd bide all glint of rod and fall of every-

thing but the flies. I had mastered the art of keeping
the leader from cracking like a whip behind me when
giving it the forward stroke, and had paid for the educa-
tion in dozens of lest flies. Mr. Hallock noted the fact,

and rejoiced that his advice had been of service. We
each took half a dozen trout and stopped fishing. This
was my first fishing in strictly private waters, and to-day

I am not sure that I was then sufficiently educated in the

etiquette of private fishing waters to have stopped at just

six when the fish were triily asking to be caught; and it

was such glorious pport to see the rise and the strike, fol-

lowed by a miss or a capture, that I realized the fact that

I had in early life taken the degree of Entered Apprentice
in the East, of Fellowcraft in the West, and was now a
Master angler. Of course the trout served at the hospitable

table of Mr, Seaman were several degrees better than any
trout that had ever been eaten before, and I doubt if they
have been equaled since.

The life of Charles Hallock has been an erratic one, full

of change and adventure. A man of medium height,

without an ounce of superfluous fat, he is to-day a
tireless bundle of nerves and sinews; one of those men
without apparent muscle who will tire out a muscular
athlete in a day's rough tramp over hill and through mea-
dow. He was trained for a journalist by his father, Mr,
Gerard Hallock, who for thirty-four years was editor of

the New York Journal of Commerce, and has followed
literature as editor and author most of his life.

He was born March 13, 1834, and is a graduate of Am-
herst College, The cyclopedias say that his ancestor,

Peter Hallock, came to America in 1640 and bought a
large tract of land on Long Island near Moriches, part of

which is still called Hallock's Neck. The family was dis-

tinguished in the War for Independence, and during the

War of the Rebellion a near relative. Gen. Henry Wager
HaJleck, served with great distinction, Hia branch of
the family had changed the spelling of the name, as often
happens. Early in the 503 the spirit of adventure seized.

Charles and he crossed the great plains with a wagon
train over the Santa Fe trail, and wrote up his observa-

tions of Indians and buffalo in Harper's Magazine for

October, 1857, and next year took the old Red River trail

from St. Paul to Pembina and wrote that up for the same
magazine. It is recorded in my sketches that I was up
there on that trail about the same time, but it was a large

country, and my surveying party was off on the trail

most of the time, and we did not meet. Charles was
with C C. Andrews, aftpr'^^prd major-general United
States Volunteers, and in '69-'76 Minister to Sweden, and
in '82 was Consul-general for Br zil

I had a letter from him late in 1860, after he had taken
Dr. Elliott Coues and a party to Labrador in a sailing ves-

sel, and brought back the first photcs of the interior of

that country, as well as a large coUection of birds and
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curios for the Smithgonian Institution and the Long Island
Historical Society. He wantedme to go to Maine or New
Brunswick, but Albany was cold enough in winter to sat-
isfy all desire to go further north, and then the war came
on and we drifted apart, I to enter the Union army and he
to run the blockade and become the editor of the Augusta
(Ga.) Chronicle and Sentinel, and at the same time writ-
ing a book entitled "Sketches of Stonewall Jackson," for
which he got one of the very few copyrights ever issued
by the so-called Confederate Grovernment, and which is

now in the National Museum. His restless spirit impelled
him to again run the blockade seven months later, and he
labored for a whole month on the Royal Gazette at Ham-
ilton, Bermuda, and then skipped to Halifax, where he
corresponded for several New York papers while making
a tour of the maritime provinces by land and water,
Canadian politics were as much mixed then as they are

now, and promise to continue, and this tireless worker
saw that the reciprocity treaty with the United States
had expired and that the public was considering the con-
federation of all the British Provinces in North America,
and he ran a series of articles in the Halifax Citizen en-
titled, "Joel Penman's Observations, or the Provinces
Seen Through Yankee Spectacles," In 1864 Mr. Hallock
became assistant editor of the St, John (N, F.) Telegraph,
and simultaneously opened the first broker's office in the
Province. Later he became editor of the St. John
Courier, a Confederate organ, and at the same time pub-
lished an opposition paper of his own called The Humor-
ist, as a counterpoise. The latter was a financial success,
but he only ran it a few months, when it stopped; he was
tired of it.

Now I arise to say: The subject of this sketch is not only
a gifted man, but a genius of a very high order. He has
not piled up millions of dollars, as some more cold-blooded
men have, but he has made his mark on the roll of fame
and the world is the better for his having lived. His
talents have not been used to accumulate money, although
he has made and lost fortunes, but he has spent years in,
teaching the youth of America not to waste the heritage
of game and not to slaughter for slaughter's sake. In the
killing of fish I learned this from him and have preached
and practiced it for many years.
Last August I received a letter from my old friend.

Like all men of his temperament, he must be elated or de-
spondent, and he was in the latter mood when he wrote:
"Since then we have fought the battle of life for forty
years, and it has had its sharp engagements; you coming
out as a major and I more or less a minor; to which key
shall we join in singing?" Thirty years ago he returned
to New York and opened a broker's office in Beaver street,
the firm being Ralph King & Hallock, and for a year was
the financial editor of Harper's Weekly, and then his rest-
less spirit asserted itself and he explored the Adirondacks
and wrote up that region, which was not as well known as
it is now. He visited me after I had gone into trout
breeding in western New York, and we wet our lines in a
little trout brook and spent much time in discussing old
times and in comparing notes of adventure since we met.
Portia says:

"Por in cotnpaBions
That do converse and waste the lime together,

Whose souls do bear an eqiial yoke of love,

There must be needs a like proportion

Of lineaments, of manners and of spirit."

In 1870 Mr. Hallock, with Messrs. E. R. Wilbur, Dud-
ley Field, Genio C, Scott, S. D. Bruce and several others,
founded Blooming Grove Park, in Pike county, Pa,, and
the next year it was incorporated. The park then cov-
ered 13,000 acres and was the first great game preserve in
America. The Park Association has now many elegant
buildings and also many members.
Among the many things which the sportsmen of the

world, and of America in particular, owe to Charles Hal-
lock is the founding of Forest and Streajvi in 1873. He
sent me a prospectus of the forthcoming journal and
wrote me a most peremptory order to send him an article
for the first issue, on pain of his displeasure. Relenting
somewhat, he closed the letter with a request, saying:
"Do this and I will love th^e forever:

"With a love that shall not die,

Till the Sim g;rows cold,

And the stars are old,

And the leaves of the Judgment Book unfold."

So it came to pass that when the first copy of Forest
AND Stream saw the light of the August moon it con-
tained a few lines from my pen; crude they seem to-day,
but what fellow can resist an order that is modified into
such a request? The genial Charles came again to see my
little trout farm when the grayling eggs and the adult
grayling were there in the first experiments with that
new game fish, and we again wet our lines, and would
have wet our whistles had we been boys and the year in
its early youth; for when the sap goes up the willow, be-
fore the leaves put out, the bark on last year's wood will
"wring," and whistles are then made; but the bark so
wrung will dry if not cared for, but, you understand, we
wet our lines and perhaps a foot,
In the early '703 Mr. Hallock turned his attention to the

development of Florida and advocated draining Lake Oke-
chobee. He put the first boat on that lake that had been
there since the Seminole war in 1848; he called the boat
"Forest and Stream," and put Mr. Fred A. Ober in charge
of the expedition, and later he obtained the assistance of
Prof. Spencer F, Baird and Mr. George N. Lawrence in
fitting Ober out for natural history work in the Carib-
bean Sea.
Mr. Hallock continued his work as editor of Forest and

Stream until January, 1880. Meanwhile he had published
"The Sportsman Tourist," "Camp Life in Florida" and
that grand volume of 900 pages, "The Sportsman's
Gazetteer." Then he took what he called "a rest."
Without looking for the exact definition of the word in
the big dictionaries, I will by their leave say that Hal-
lock's idea of rest at that time was to attach himself to
Maj. Wagner's United States revenue force in the moun-
tains of East Tennessee and North Carolina to look up the
"moonshiners," as the makers of illicit whisky are called,
and to report the work for the New York Herald. Now
just see the difference in an individual definition of the
same word. To me that blessed word "rest" means free-
dom from not only manual labor, but also from thinking;
it means what I can only express as "hog comfort," and
its culmination a grand after-life of good living and sound
sleeping. That sort of thing wouldn't suit Hallook for

an hour. There is an ever-hungry maggot in his brain
that continually impels him to do something, and while
he loves a good dinner his brain works off its effect. You
might as well try to fatten a threshing machine by run-
ning oats through it as to get an ounce of fat on Charlie
Hallock by feeding him oceans of turtle soup and tons of
possum; his brain would undo all the efforts of his stom-
ach, even after he has passed the half century point
which Victor Hugo called "the old age of youth and the
youth of old age."
The fact that my dear old friend of nearly half a cen-

tury and I are so dissimilar in mental and physical make-
up is no doubt the reason that we are still friends. We
were never rivals in anything, but we had that same
bond of fellowship which cannot be described in words; a
subtle something which draws some men of different
natures into close companionship, The character of
"rolling stones which gather no moss,", and perhaps had
no time to waste in that direction, is the only point of
resemblance; but if Charles Hallock has not gathered
much moss he has collected a mass of most extensive
knowledge of the football which we call "the earth,"
which in his declining years will be a comfort to him if

his nervous organization will ever allow him to sit down
and take a few years off for contemplation of the past
and indulgence in reverie of the future.
In 1878 Mr. Hallock again broke away from office work

and founded the town of Hallock in northern Minnesota,
in a grand hunting region on the old Red River trail
which he had travele<l some twenty years before. It is

now the county seat of Kittson county. Three years
later he went out to the Yellowstone country to attend
and report an important council of Crow Indians which
ceded the right of way through their reservation to the
Northern Pacific Railway, and incidentally to hunt and
fish in that newly opened region, and a year later he
went out to the Sascatchewan country, on the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and wrote it up for some of the maga-
zines. In 1883 he worked up the natural history and re-
sources of Texas for the Missouri Pacific management,
crossing the Rio Grande into Mexico at El Paso and
Laredo, and the following year was made superintendent
of the Minnesota State frontier exhibit at the New Or-
leans world's fair and cotton exposition, and was highly
complimented on the artistic manner in which bis life-

like groups were displayed. In 1885 he went to Mani-
toba to report the Riel rebellion, while it was practically
winter in that frigid country, although the almanac said
it was April.
In the summer of '85 he went to Alaska with the first

governer of that territory, and on his return published
his well-known book, "Our New Alaska," which has been
called one of the masterpieces of English composition.
He afterward went to Canada and wrote up the marble
and phosphate deposits, as well as many sketches of the
field sports to be had there, A few years later found
him trying to repopulate the abandoned farms of New
England with summer cottages, and then he worked up
the mineral regions of Montana for theNew York Times in
the interest of the Great Northern Railway. In 1893 his
attention was called to the mining region of British
Columbia and the Pacific extension of the sam.e railway.
Since then he has been writing up the resources of the
seaboard of North Carolina in many publications.
This brief sketch gives a fair idea of the restless, hard-

working man who has accomplished so much field work
and exploration in nearly every geographical division of
the continent, coasted nearly the entire shores of both
oceans, traversed the great inland waters and regions but
little known, and whose work has been of great value to
science as well as to the sportsman.
He is still hale and hearty, and when I met him in

New York last month he spoke of my articles and I told
him that I would soon write something of our old-time
acquaintance.

"All right," said he, "I'll give you some dates when I
get to St. Paul." And he did. He wrote me a funny
yarn about a railway adventure where soap and towels
were unknown, and wound up by giving me the dates of
his birth and marriage. But the University Magazine
for August, 1894, helped me out with facts and dates, or
this could not have been written.

Sitting in my den and thinking of old friends, most of
whom have crossed the styx, the words of Buckingham
(Henry VIII.) come up as I think of Charles Hallock:

"May he live

Longer than 1 have time to tell his years

!

Ever beloved and loving may his rule hel

And, when old time shall lead him to his end,

Goodness and he fill up one monument 1"

Fred Mather.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Poetry of Angling.
Shasta Mountains, GaiL.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I would like to know whether any of your readers snig-
gle or not. I bethink me of reading in this journal some
months ago about some guddlers. It seems to me that
those who guddle should have an affinity, as it were, in
those who sniggle.

Now, if there are anysnigglers, I hope they will align
up and drill with the guddlers, so we will know what
they are up to nowadays.

I think both snigglers and guddlers are slighted and
neglected in literature, and it is my intention to write an
ode to" snigglers and guddlers, and touch it off as soon as
I have them identified. Ransacker,

P. S,—As I am informed the sniggler is usually in pur-
suit of a wriggler, I perceive a rhyme thereby; while gud-
dlers, with proper precautions, may be made to jingle as
puddlers, hence these subjects may be odified in a very
odible sort of a way. R.

[Also, if Ransacker's muse can handle snigglers and
guddlers, she should turn her attention to the Connecti-
cut wigwazzers,]

New York Fish Hatcheries.

Caledonia Creek, Livingston county, N, Y., has on
its banks the oldest fish hatchery in the State. It was es-

tablished by Seth Green as a private hatchery in 1864, and
afterward came into the possession of the State of New
York upon the creation of the Fish Commission in 1868,
and it is the largest and best known hatchery now owned
by the State. In fact, I have on a number of occasions
found people who had an idea that the Caledonia hatchery
was the only one in the State, and that all the fish hatched
and distributed by the State Fisheries Commission came
from the Caledonia Station. Soon after the organization
of the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission last year
the water in a pond above the State property became
poisoned with water mould during an exceedingly dry
time, and when it was allowed to flow down the creek
and through the stock ponds and the hatching troughs at
the station it killed the fish, young and old, in spite of
everything that was done to save them.
Writing of this disaster in Forest and Stream at the

time, I said it was a blessing in disguise. It seemed to
the general public to be a severe blow to the work of the
Commission that it should lose thouiiands of fingerling
brook, brown, rainbow and lake trout, and other thou-
sands of stock fish of the same species: but as the fish had
in previous years been crossed and recrossed until pure-
bred fish were the exception in the stock ponds, it was
really a consummation devoutly to be hoped for, by those
who knew the facts, that the entire outfit should go at
"one fell swoop" and leave the stock ponds tenantless, to
be filled later with fish of pure lineage that would pro-
duce strong, healthy, fruitful fry. To-day one will see
that great changes have been wrought at the Caledonia
hatching station since the foul water came down the
stream, spreading devastation among the fish, and the
changes are not all apparent to the eye of the observer.
The station has a capacity for hatching 5,000,000 trout

fry, 10,000,000 whitefish and 30,000,000 pike-perch. In
its rearing boxes and races 800,000 fingerling trout can
be reared annually. With its present equipment it is

probably second to no hatchery in the United States for
the quality of the work performed.

It was in June of 1895 that the stock ponds and hatch-
ing troughs and rearing boxes were visited by the fatal

water mould from the pond above, but to-day the station
has the following fish on hand

:

Brook trout, 5 to 8 years old <> t a-i . . . . 45
Brook trout, to 834 years old, ., , ,,.1. ...irii-.'i t>i.i.... 3 OnO
Brook trout, IJ^ years old .....w...... S.OOO
Brown trout, 5 to ISyearsold

, ,i„.,,i;,., , , 1,500
Brown trout, 3 to 4 years ol 3 300
Brown trout, 1 to 3 years old , , 300
Lake trout, 10 to 15 years old , . , , 25
Rainbow trout, 5 years old , , , , . 40
Rainbow trout, 3 years old *.,..... SCO
Rainbow trout 1 to 2 years old 400
Red-throat trout, IJ-^ years old 1,900

Total 13,010

Brook trout, 8 months old , , , , . 70,000
Brown trout, 8 months old , , , . , . . , , S2,CO0
Lake trout, 8 months old 8,000
Landlocked salmon, 8 months old. ,,, , 3,500
Scotch Sea trout. 8 months old 750
Rainbow trout, 6 months old..,,.,,,, 14000
St«elhead trout, 5 months old , , , 650

I
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If-

*

Total 127,000

It has been necessary to bring stock fish from other
hatching stations in the State, and to procure fish from
outside sources; but all the stock fish are strong, active,

healthy, pure-bred fish,

The Pleasant Valley hatchery, near Bath, Steuben
county, is a new station of the Fisheries, Game and Forest
Commission, and during the past season much work has
been done to bring it into proper working condition, and
to-day it is a model hatchery for one of its size. It is not
an easy matter to create a hatchery, stock ponds, rearing
boxes, and adjust the water supply so that it may be litil*

ized to the utmost, and bring it up to its working capacity
from a rough, swampy field and a stream of watei- to
build upon within a limited time; but this practicalUy has
been done at Bath within little more than -two years.
Now there is a complete hatchery, with modern hatching
troughs with a capacity for hatching 1,500,000 trout fry.

The grounds have been graded and five stock ponds have
been built, with rearing boxes to raise 150,000 fingerling

trout annually. The water system is as perfect as it can
be made, with guards against overflow or floods at all the
ponds and rearing races. The water is aerated artificially

for the fingerling fish, and is so distributed as to utilize

every gallon of it in fish propagation. A new ice house con-
taining meat room has been built, and the stock ponds
now contain the following fish:

Brook trout, 8 years old , 10
Brook trout, 20 months old 2,0n0

Brook trout, 6 months old ... , , , . . , 20,000
Red-throat trout, 1 year old . ..i . , 50
Brown trout, 3 years old ,>>,,,..,.,........ 260
Brown trout, (5 months old.... 6,000
Rainbow trout, 3 years old... ...... ... . ...... 200
Rainbow trout, 4 months old 3,0OD

Rainbow trout, 4 to 12 years old....,..,..., 30
Lake trout, 6 months old. 8,000

39,540

It is worth a considerable journey to see the big rain-

bow trout, those put down at from four to twelve years
old. They are fish that ran up the hatchery stream from
Keuka Lake and were netted by the hatchery men to be
used as stock fish. Within a few days I saw them in all

their glory. The pond was drawn down and a net con-
fined them in one end of it, and then with a dip net they
were lifted one at a time over the net which held them,
Some of the fish were lOlbs. in weight, and all were
plump, well fed, with all the colors of the breeding sea-

son. I am not unfamiliar with the coloring of trout at

the breeding season, but these big rainbows seemed
brighter than any that I had previously seen. In giving

the ages of the fish at Caledonia and Bath I have quoted
from an inventory made on Oct. 1, and therefore at this

date young fish are two months older than the figures I

have given.

Vermont Fishing Rights.

Anything and everything about fishing and fishing

rights in the State of Vermont is of interest to me, for I

have enjoyed some good fishing in that State, which I al-

ways recall with pleasure, and the only time in my life

that I was ordered away from a trout stream as a tres-

passer was in Vermont, At the ti|iie I was fishing from
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a boat, and I continued to fish when ordered away by a
farmer, who bad the stream posted on both sides through
his farm. My understanding of.the law was that I had a
right to fish from a boat or wade the stream, as the stream
had been declared a highway for the purpose of running
logs, in consequence of which the farmers had been

- obliged to take up what were called water bridges, which
interfered with the passage of the logs. Afterward I

learned that this particular farmer had had the bed of the
stream suiA+eyed out of hie farm so he would have a less

number of acres on which to pay taxes, and had after-

ward put his property out of his hands; so he did not even
ow:n the banks on which he stood when he gave orders to

cease fishing on his property. I respect' property rights,

but I have never regretted casting a fly and catching a
trout in front of this man while he was reading the riot

act as to trespassing and trespassers. Ever since that time
I have taken a keener interest in the fishing rights of the
State. The Vermont courts have recently made a ruling
on this subject of fishing rights, as I learn from a news-
paper clipping sent to me by some unknown friend, who
has not taken the trouble to indicate the paper the clip-

ping is taken from:
"The Constitution of the State provides that the in-

habitants have a right to fish in all 'beatable' waters
at seasonable times, which are fixed by law. 'Boatable
waters,' as defined by the Supreme Court, are waters
capable of common passage as a highway and susceptible
of a beneficial use for the purpose of transporting either
people or merchandise. Acting on this definition, a
County Court acquitted a man arrested for invading with
a boat and fishing tackle a pond fenced, stocked and
posted by a fishing club. As the Supreme Court's defini-

tion is a broad one, and in cases of invasion of fishing
preserves must be tried before a jury, the odds are against
the exclusive fishing clubs and in favor of the predatory
angler."
That is the substance of the information conveyed by

the clipping, but if the Supreme Court upholds such a rul-

ing of the County Court in the case of a pand such as is

described it will be strange indeed. No one can tell what
a jury will do, not even a grand jury, and my interest in
the matter will not wane until the Supreme Court, which
is Vermont's Court of Appeals, passes upon the case, for
surely it will be appealed to determine if a small fishing
pond fenced in is "Capable of common passage as a high-
way and susceptible of a beneficent use for the purpose of
transporting either people or merchandise." I am some-
thing of an angler myself , but I would not dare trespass
under the circumstances.

Congratulations.

Hon. L. Z. Joncas, ex-Member of Parliament, has been
appointed Superintendent-General of the Department of
Fish and Game for the Province of Quebec, and both Mr.
Joncas and the Province have my warmest congratula-
tions. Mr. Joncas was the Canadian representative of the
Fisheries Department of the World's Columbian Exposi-
tion in Chicago, in 1893, where he read a paper on "The
Fisheries of Canada" before the World's Fisheries Con-
gress; and also Canadian representative at the Inter-
national Fisheries Exposition in London, in 1883, He is

particularly well equipped to fill the position to which he
has been appointed, as he has long been a close observer
and student of the fish and game of the Dominion.
Canada is remarkably rich in the number of her
beautiful lakes filled with the choicest of game fish,

and to parcel them out to fishing clubs will be one of the
duties of Mr. Joncas, as the region in which many of
them are situated is fit for little else. It is more than
suspected that some of these interior lakes contain trout
that are entirely new to ichthyology, and doubtless the
new superintendent-general will do all in his power to
make known to the world what they do contain, for his
newspaper training will act as a spur in this direction.
Mr. Joncas is likely to have as an associate in his new

field Count de Piiyjalon, the naturalist, and altogether
the work will be in the best of hands for all concerned.

Sunapee Trout In Maine.

Since the introduction of the sunapee trout into New
York waters from Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire, more
than one newspaper has stated that these fish are found
only in Sunapee Lake, but this is not true. In my notes
I have mentioned that the largest trout of this species
known came from Dan Hole Pond, also in New Hamp-
shire; but whether they are native or introduced into
Dan Hole is a moot question. Soon after the discussion
was opened in these columns regarding the identity of
the Sunapee trout, it was reported that the same species
of fish were to be found in Flood's Pond, in Maine; and
when specimens were submitted to Prof. Samuel Gar-
man, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam-
bridge, Mass., he pronounced them identical with the
Sunapee fish. So they are known to inhabit three
different waters, two in New Hampahire and one in
Maine, They have since been transplanted into other
waters in New Hampshire, but so far as known it

is not even claimed that they are native to other waters
than the three named. The German saibling, which
the Sunapee trout closely resembles, have been traced
to New Hampshire a few years before the Sunapee trout
or saibling were discovered in Sunapee Lake, but there is

no record that the eggs of the German saibling were ever
sent to Maine, and this is a strong point in favor of the
claim that the fish are a new epecies aboriginal to the
waters of New England.
Much is yet to be learned about the habits of this fish

in confinement, for up to this time for breeding pur-
poses they have been taken from the shoals in the fall

and released when the spawn has been taken; for it is

understood that if they are confined for any length of
time in the breeding pens, in a similar manner to trout
and salmon, they will not give up their eggs,
Mr. Arthur Merrill, of East Aubtirn, Me. , writes a letter

to Dr. John D. Qaackenbos, from which I am permitted
to make the following extract: '-The Sunapee trout is

attracting attention among the people interested in fish-

culture in this State, and the Fish Commissioners will at-
tempt its cultivation on quite a large scale next year. In
answer to their request for information I have forwarded
your pamphlet 5vith other papers to their ofiice in
Augusta." '

' "

Early in November I went to Flood's Pond, where the
TJ. S. Fish Commission has a collecting station, and
secured twelve fine specimens to be kept at this hatchery
for breeding purposes. The largest one that I got; weighed

Slbs., but if I had gone a few days earlier I could have
got some 21bs. heavier.

I carried the fish 180 miles, but they stood the Jonmey
well ahd seem contented in their pond, and take the in-
fertile eggs that are given them as their food readily. I

do not know as i shall have the pjeasure of taking any of
these fish to the Sportsmen's Exposition next March, but
they will be shown in several local exhibitions, as will
some fine specimens of trout weighing 71bs. that I have
secured.
Mr. Eace, superintendent of the Green Lake station of the

tJ. S. Fish Commission, says that the saibling, or golden
trout, as he prefers to call it, is easily cultivated ; the eggs
surpass in vigor any trout or landlocked salmon eggs, and
the young fish are easily reared.
This is quite important, as it is the policy of the Com-

missioners of this State to rear their fish to the age of
eight months before liberating them. A portion of the
eggs taken at Flood's Pond are to be distributed among
the State hatcheries (in Maine), and at Auburn and Mon-
mouth the fry will be fed. I anticipate good results at
these places, as the water supply is from springs, and is

very cool and abundant.
In summer the Sunapee trout is the most delicate of

fishes, the young being particularly sensitive to suddpn
changes of temperature; and when caught in 40 to 50ft
of water and drawn to the surface they are often killed
by the sudden change from bottom temperature to sur-
face temperature. Game and hard fighting as these fish
are, they must be handled with the greatest care to avoid
injuring them during the summer months, but in the
autumn they are as hardy as any of the salmon family.
The adult fish at the Aquarium in N^w York (Dr. Bean

writes me under date of Dec. 37 that they are alive and
flourishing, and attract much attention from the visitors
to the Aquarium) and at Caledonia hatchery, if they live,
will be watched with interest when the breeding season
approaches to discover if they can be handled like other
trout, and spawned artificially when under restraint.

Black Bass in the Adirondacks.
Every little while some one wishes to plant black bass

in Lower Adirondack Lake because the trout fishing is

poor or pike have found their way into the lake, and
Ijlack bass are deemed more desirable than pike, or "bet-
ter than no fishing at all." The Fisheries, Forest and
Game Commissioners reject all applications for black bass
to be planted in Adirondack waters because section 130 of
the Game Laws of New York provides that: "No fish,

fish fry, spawn or milt, except speckled trout, brook trout,
brown trout, salmon trout, rainbow trout, Adirondack
frost fish or landlocked salmon, shall be placed in the
waters of the Adirondack region, except under the im-
mediate supervision and in pursuance of a resolution of
the Commissioners of Fisheries. Whoever shall violate
the provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and in addition thereto shall be liable to a
penalty of four hundred dollars for each violation there-
of." The Commissioners will not pass the necessary reso-
lutions to admit the black bass, as they realize that it will
be more difficult to get rid of the black bass than it is to
get rid of the pike, and that bass will speed from the
waters where they might be planted to other waters
where even the advocates of the black bass would not
wish to see them. Furthermore, it is the policy of the
Commission to introduce yearling and other fish of the
salmon family into the pike- infested waters to restore the
trout fishing, if it is possible to do so. and it is possible,
because it has been done elsewhere.

It has been reported to me that people who have been
disappointed in getting black bass from the State for
planting in Adirondack waters will apply to the U. S.
Fish Commission for black bass to carry out their purpose.
This will be utterly useless, for the U. S Fish Commission
is familiar with the laws of New York and will not assign
any black bass to the State without first consulting with
the Commissioners of New York, and the messengers of
the U. S, Fish Commission will be careful to see that the
State laws are observed.
Apparently it would be wiser and cheaper to wait and

see what the result of planting yearling trout in the pike
waters will result in before black bass are planted to cure
the evil. Pike can be controlled in a measure and black
bass cannot,

"Susquehanna Salmon."
A writer in one of the New York daily newspapers says

it is doubtful if greater success ever followed the trans-
planting of fish into alien waters than has resulted from
the introduction of wall-eyed pike or Susquehanna sal-
mon into the Delaware River,
He adds, very properly: "How the fish came to be

called a salmon is one of the mysteries of piscatorial no-
menclature, but that was the name it received (in the Sus-
quehanna River) and by which it has been known ever
since. * * * As a matter of fact it is no more a pike
than it is a salmon." If he had put a Pike county period
after the word salmon and stopped he would have been
all right and within the truth, but he goes on to say, "It
is of the bass family and might properly be called a
yellow bass." In the last sentence he fell into a pit of
his own digging, for the pike-iierch is no more a
bass than it is a salmon, and it does not belong to the bass
family, and it would be improper and highly objection-
able to call it a yellow bass or any other kind of colored
bass. The pike-perch belongs, as the second part of the
hyphenated name indicates, to the perch family, and that
is what it is, and it would be as absurd to call it a bass as
it is to call it a salmon. I beg that this fish shall not have
another inappropriate and improper name attached to it.

To set people right as to the names of our fishes is very
commendable, but when the instructor goes deeper into
the mud than the fishes previously were in the mire it is

not to be commended.

Swiss Lake Trout.

"An innovation in Adirondack fishculture has just
been inaugurated by the Adirondack League Club, which
has released into Green Lake, one of the small ponds on
its 100,000-acre preserve, 1,000 yearling Swiss lake trout
from Lake Geneva, Ssvitzerland."
That is the substance of a newspaper item which I have

read in a number of different newspapers or had sent to
me in the form of a clipping, and while it is all true
enough, those fish are not the first of this species to be
planted in New York waters.
In 1889 the U, S. Fish Commission received some Swiss

lake trout eggs from the Swiss Government in exchange

for some eggs of native fishes, and the next spring I ob-
tained 5,000 of the fry and planted them in Lake George.
Although it is six years since the plant was made, I do
not know what the result of the planting has been, for so
far aa I personally know none of the fish have been
caught, although I harfe heard of two fish being taken
that were strange fish, and which were not lake trout
such as are native to the lake.
This fall the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission

planted 1,000 yearling Swiss lake trout from the U. S.
Fish Commission station at East Orland, Me., in Lake
George, making the second planting of this specimen in
the lake.

The Swiss lake trout (Salmo lemamis, S, lacustris, S.
rappii, for it has been given a number of specific names)
has been held to be a modified form of the brown trout,
changed by environment, food, temperature, etc. In
fact, one European writer suggests for it the specific
name of Salmo variabilia. A. N. Cheney.

NEW YORK NETTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In relation to netting there is one main fact which it

seems to me covers all the rest. So long as nets shall be
permitted in inland waters, just so long will the money of
the State spent in the propagation of fishes be wasted.
The present provision of law for the licensing of netting
is but a scapegoat. Licenses have been issued with such
freedom as to give netters about all the liberties that
could be asked, and applications have been signed by
politicians, while protective associations have been com-
pletely ignored. Oneida Lake, twelve miles from Syra-
cuse, for instance, has no superior and very few
equals as a breeding ground, and during the
time when local associations had some control over
it, before licensed netting was authorized, there was
a rapid increase of fish food, so that any angler could
spend a day of recreation there and make a good catch.
But the whole army of netters has spent most of the sea-
son in its old occupation of robbing the people at large
and shipping frequent and large catches to Eastern mar-
kets, studiously avoiding the Syracuse market, which is

mainly supplied by Bufltalo, except the sea food. The
question has come to this: If netting is to be allowed at
any time of the year, then stop the waste of money
spent in stocking streams and lakes almost solely for the
benefit of netters. The people at large pay through taxa-
tion this money into the State treasury, but if the netters
are to rob the waters, then let them pay the taxes, or
wholly discontinue propagation and protection.
The State Commission is only a part of a political

machine, though possibly there are one^or two members
of it.whose impulses are better than their actions. There
can be but very little hope of the faithful protection of
fish, game and forest while this condition of things exists,

so perhaps the best, most feasible action for the Legisla-
ture to take in relation to the matter would be to deny
any appropriation to be wasted, as those in the past have
mainly been.

It is just as useless to attempt to protect game against
the avarice of cold storage interests and the political pulls
which for money they can command. The season for
killing game now practically covers 365 days every year,
so while these "fences" for covering market killing at all

times of the year exist, why continue the waste of main-
taining a so-called Commission and it corps of caucus
workers?
Unless the State Association at its coming meeting

makes some provision for watching legislation this win-
ter, and making itself felt at the Capitol constantly, it

will be quite useless for it to spend any time in making
"recommendations" to the Legislature. It must under-
stand that there are so many political influences to be
brought to bear by the "machine" which controls t) at
body, that only by the most persistent, earnest attention
can those citizens of the State, those tax-payers who
would serve the people at large instead of a tew influen-
tial politicians and fish exterminators, hope to inaugurate
such protective measures as will give much hope of the
future. Central New York.

CENTRAL NEW YORK.
Ithaca, N. Y.—The ruffed grouse season closed to-day,

Dec. 31, and it leaves a good many birds in the covers.
In a cover within forty minutes' walk of the city at least
fifty grouse are to be found, and what ia true of the cover
referred to is true, proportionately, of other well-known
grounds about here. Men marvel that the ruffed grouse
supply should continue to be so numerously maintained,
in the face of such persistent and destructive shooting as
has been carried on for the past decade, but when the
almost inaccessible reaches of territory inhabited by the
grouse family is considered the question no longer re-
mains debatable. As for example, the cover alluded to
as holding fifty grouse embraces a tremendously rough
sweep of country which only the most rugged and finely
conditioned pedestrians would care to tramp over. And
in the wildest and most declivitous retreats, where shoot-
ing is to be done only under the most forbidding condi-
tions, the elusive, but none the l:ss magnetic, bird
secludes itself. This explains why the grouse has been
able, and continues to be able, to hold its own against all
the forces of man, bird and beast committed to a com-
mon warfare upon it. Given adequate protection, such
as now prevails, and the ruffed grouse supply of Central
New York bids fair to bafiie the minions of extermina-
tion for an indefinite period of time.
The early part of the present week Mr. William Bishop

shot a young English pheasant within a mile of this city,
and it is generally reported, although I know of no one
who is actually prepared to prove the accuracy of this re-
port, that a number of these beautiful birds are to be
found in local covers. This is the first wild pheasant of
any variety that I know to have been shot hereabouts.
Local sportsmen are unaware of any pheasants having
been brought to and turned out in this immediate part of
the country.
The Daily Journal devotes considerable space to a con-

sideration of the subject, but in common with the rest of
us offers no testimony showing from whence this bird
came or to what extent it is represented along the reaches
of local territory.

A large flock of wild geese is again wintering on Cay-
uga Lake. The birds daily fly to some extensive buck-
wheat stubbles along the east eide pf the lake, some fiye
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or six miles north of Ithaca, but are altogether too irreg-

ular in their feeding habits and too wary to invite easy
or successful sunning;. The flock originally numbered
sixty birds. Dana Bush succeeded a few days ago in

.stalking the flock to within the range of a .45cal. rifle, and
at a single shot was lucky enough to knock down two.
Later he pot two more of the bulky honkers. Every
breechloader, flintlock and Zulu gun in the neighborhood
is being put in shape to train on that little battalion of
wildfowl bent on getting a daily ration of waste gi'ain.

The recent reference to wild pigeons made in Forest
AND Stream prompted me to institute some inquiries rela-

live to the wild pipeon, as remembered by local observers,

and I was pleased to learn that a few of these at one time
very common birds have lately been seen in Tompkins
county. Mr. Lafayette Krum, residing some seven or
eight miles north of Ithaca, states that during the past
year he has noted one or two small flocks of wild pi-

geons hovering about his section of country. He further
assures a friend of mine that he has been reliably in-

formed of several other small flocks having been seen
in various parts of this and adjoining counties.

A pigeon roost at one time existed near Ithaca, where
the birds congregated in vast array.

The last great flight of wild pigeons, as applied to this

locality, occurred in the middle 70's, if the writer's mem-
ory be not at fault, and it lasted from an early hour in
the morning until past midday. The writer, then a farm
boy just learning to wield a long, lean, murderous-looking
muzzleloading gun, exhausted his meager supply of pow-
der and shot ripping holes in the atmosphere as the mighty
host went by, but precioua few birds came to his capa-
cious pockets. The flight on that beautiful spring morn-
ing, so far as numbers were concerned, was extraordinary.
The horizon was literally banked with birds, saemingly
one vast, undetached sweep of wings whirling past into

space. How the guns cracked on that morning of the
long ago. But alas! the feathered multitude pever came
back. M. Chill,

he Menml

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWiS.

Feb. 3 to 5.—New Englarid Kennel Club's annual show. Boston
Feb. a2 to 25.—Westminster Kennel Club'-sfwenty-frst annual sUo-w

,

New York. James Mortimer, 8upt., Hempstead, L. I.

March 2 to 6.- St. Louis Kennel Club's show, St. Louis, W. Hutch-
inson, See'y.
March 10 to 13.—MascnutAh Kennel Club's eighth annual show,

Chicago. John L. Lincoln, See'y.
March 17 to fO.—Kentucky Kennel Club's show. Louisville, Ky. J.

A. Reaves, Sec'y.
March It to SO.—Milwaukee Kennel and Pet Stock Association's

bench show. Louis Stefiin, Sec'y, Milwaukee.
March 23 to 4 6 - Baltimore K™nel Association's second annual

show. Dr. Gr. W. Massamore, Sec'.y.

MELD TRIALS.
Jan. 11.—Tupelo, Miss.—Continental Field Trial Club's quail trials.

P. T. Mwdison, Sec'y.
Jan. 18.- West Point, Miss —U. S. P. T. C. winter trials, W. B.

Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton, Teun.
Sept. 6, -Morris, Man. - Manitoba Field Trials Club's eleventh an-

nual trials. John Wootton, Sec'y, Manitou. Man.
Nov. 8.—Carlisle. Ind - Union Field Trials OJub second annual trials.

P. T. Madison, S^ec'y, Indianapolis, In.l.

Nov. 15 —Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club annual trials.

S. 0. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conu.

BEAGLES AS FIELD DOGS.
Boston, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Admirers of

the beagle are earnest in promoting its welfare, but their

earnestness seems to have in it an unintentional exclusive-

ness. We bold trials, and we all concur in that they are
excellent, afford good sport, rejoice at meeting our old

friends, and we then return to our homes and remain
silent till the next trials are due, when we meet the same
people, say much the same things we said last year, have
an enjoyable time and return home again.

Between the field trials, a period covering almost a
whole year, the public hears nothing of sport with the
beagle. The literature of this dog is nearly all confined

to field trial reports, the history of the dogs in competi-
tion. The practical value of the dog in the field is left

untouched. The public can only infer from this silence

that either we have no writers in the ranks of the beagle
fancy or that the beagle, as with the spaniel, is of value
only as a means of juggling for priz9s. Though the
beagle admirers are free from talking spaniel nonsense,
such as what is the correct type of spaniels for field work
when they are used solely for bench show purposes. On
this subject. Uncle Dick can rest assured that he is right,

and each of the other wranglers can rest assured that he
is right, though if they would hold a spaniel trial they
might be convinced that they are all wrong; but it is

much less trouble to describe and decide, each for him-
self and all the others, than it is to hold a trial and decide
that talk does nothing toward making a field dog or his

work.
But to return to the beagle. There is hardly a section

in the older parts of the United States which is not adapt-
ed to the use of beagles. However much the birds or
deer may vary in numbers in different parts of the
country, the rabbits are sufficiently numerous for sport
everywhere.
As a sport, it ranks with the best. And in many of its

parts it is the best. In shooting birds, the work of the
dog when the birds are found lasts but a moment. The
work of the beagle, when its quarry is found, is only be-

gun. There is then for many minutes the melody of the
voices swelling sweet and full and dying away as the
eager chase comes and goes in all the desperation of pur-
suit and the imcertainties of it, in which the actors are
cunning and swift. The sportsman must be vigorous in

changing from point to point, and his judgment in
anticipating the course of the chase must be good, else he
will find himself thrown out. To kill the rabbit while it

is flitting through the brush or a narrow space in some
hazy vista requires a degree ol skill with the gun which
but few possess, even though they may be most skillful in

shooting on the wing. True it is that rabbit shooting is

easy if one makes it easy, as bird shooting is easy if one
sneaks up and takes pot shots; but rabbit shooting ahe'^d

of the beagle orchestra, the woods ringing with the ful'-

ness of importunate music, and the swiftness of the spurt
and the uncertainty of results, make a combination which
must be experienced to be appreciated,
And yet this sport is within the reach of the masses of

sportsmen, regardless of class or condition. The dog is

small and easily maintained at a small expense for food
and shelter. His training is much simpler than the train-

ing required for bird dogs, and it is so simple that any-
one who knows the sport can accomplish it. A fair skill «

with the shotgun or rifle is necessary, but the gun itself

may be any old thing in the shape of a erun, because rab-
bit shooting is short-range shooting. The man with a
$500 gun is no better equipped for this sport than is the
man whose gun cc st $5, Rich and poor many gratify
their love of the most perfect and beautiful according to
their means, but for practical eflSciency they are on the
same footing.
And the lands of the people of the United States are

open to all who wish to hunt rabbits. Land owners
object to bird hunters, and much of the land in the
States is closed against them. Big-game hunters encoun-
ter the same ' obstacle, with stringent game law restric-

tions added. But the rabbit hunter can roam free as the
wind wherever he lists. His sport is simple, it is of the
people, it takes nothing of special value from the owners
of the land, and the merry music is a compensation to all

who hear it, far and near. Rabbits multiply rapidly, so
that keeping them within limits confers a public service.

With all the advantages of the sport with beagles, the
interest in them spreads but slowly; for few know of the
excellence of it, though many know of the beagles as
field trial performers. Without the needed description
for the public information the beagle as a sporting dog
will gain popular favor but slowly. If the beagle does
his work well he relies on his master to make it known.
Let the brethren of the beagle family show more and
broader energy in 1897—less about bone and more of
work, JosiAH,

THE IRISH SETTER AS A FIELD DOG,
PAST AND PRESENT.—IV.

Little Valley, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream:
About the time Irish setter trials were advocated there
were a number of importations of these dogs made from
both Ireland and England—notably of these Finglas, Coler-

aine, Blue Rock, Tearaway and others. But as subse-

quent events proved they were not superior to dogs of
American breeding. Most of them came over with the
prestige of having run at the trials on the other side, and
as such were heralded far and wide. Of these Blue Rock
and Tearaway were of Muskerry blood. Blue Rock im-
pressed me altogether more favorably than did the others,

although his work was not up to that of some of them.
This I believe was accounted for because of his having
chronic catarrh. He was a dog of good style and great
courage, and with the right kind of bitches bred to him
should have produced something better than himself.

Probably no better Irish setter all round has ever been
imported than Coleraine, she being up to first-class show
form and a good one afield. In her Derby form she
made a strong competition, but was outclassed in the
final for first honors by Nugget.
In the Irish setter field trials of 1891-92 some good dogs

competed. In 1891 Sedan, who carried off first honors in

the All-Age Stake, was a remarkably good one. She,

being a fast, wide ranger, carried, herself in good style

and had a good nose. Her disposition and field qualities

were such that had she been properly mated the results

ought to have been splendid. In the Derby four com-
peted for first honors, namely, Nugget, Coleraine, Elcho's

Maid and Squaw. They were all of splendid merit.

Nugget was a small bitch, light red in color. She had
her dam's great endurance, was a fast, snappy worker,
and on single birds especially it took a good dog to defeat
her. In the Derby of 1893 there was nothing remarkable
produced.
In the All-Age Stake the competition was strong, there be-

ing I believe twenty-two dogs which started. The winner
of this stake, Bedford, whom I had the pleasure of training

and handling, was a fast, snappy and a very stylish dog.

His nose was excellent and his work on game good. In
disposition he ^as level-headed, with p'enty of grit. His
great individual quality should be much in demand by
those breeders of Irish setters who wish to improve their

field stock. Another dog in this stake who impressed me
very much was Henmore Shamrock, He was another of

the Muskerry blood. He was a fast, wide ranger, with
plenty of grit and go, and in short a dog of superior merit
in every reepect.

There were other dogs in this stake of much merit also.

Some of them were former field trial winners, but they
were outclassed in this by Bedford and E cho's Maid.

I have gone into the question of grit and endurance,
and have laid much stress upon it because it is the weak
point in the make-up of most Irish setters.

In conclusion, I do not now own, nor haVe I any
interest in any Irish setter. I have written of them just

as I found them, without trying to gloss over their im-
perfections. A breeder who fools himself will never
produce good dogs, I believe the breed could be put on
a footing with the English setter and pointer, but it must
be put in the hands of men who at least shoot enough
over their dogs to know all about their individual perfec-

tions and imperfections. Since commencing this I note
with much pleasure that Dr, Divis has won the Members'
Stake of the E. T. T, 0. with his Irish setter bitch Lou in

competition with pointers and English setters. May the

doctor yet produce one that will sweep the fields.

Dr H, B. Anderson.

Dogs and Taxation.

Hornellsvillb, N. Y.— Editor Forest and Stream:

Last season the Midvale Kennels and I were assessed

about $100 on our breeding stock and boarders. We asked
the Board of Supervisors for relief, and while they ad-

mitted the tax was unjust, as we were breeders of thor-

oughbred stock, they could not change the State law.

We are having a bill prepared which will be introduced

by our member of the Assembly, Mr. Joel Clark, and we
earnestly invite the cooperation of all breeders, snorts-

men and lovers of dogs throughout the State of New York.
Send your petitions to your [Afsemblymen or to Mr.
Clark, at Albany, and by a litte effort we can get this ini-

quitous law removed, and a State law made to license

breeders; for surely it is just as honorable and legitimate

9 business to breed dogs as it is to breed horses, hogs,

iheep, cattle, or poultry.

J Oris Fellow."?, HTnell Hirmnny K^nneld,
Mbs. Habuy Chivers, Midvale Kennels.

How a Dog Conquered a Man.
RossviLLE, S. I.—Editor Forest and Stream: The name

of the dog of a friend of mine Is Beva. He is noted as
the friend of little children. Out of pure love, with wag-
s'ing tail and glowing eyes, he will follow a tot for blocks.
But bristling hair and furious barking have revealed his
violent hatred of larger boys and men. Until recently
it was thought that this hatred was congenital.
Beva never bit man nor boy. But he got a bad repu-

tation, and it was thought by every man and boy in the
community that Beva might bite him. So everybody in
long trousers went by the gate within which Beva always
seemed to be Iving in wait, on his guard, armed with
stone or stick. But it has ultimated that Beva is not by
birth an enemy of bipeds above a certain height and out
of dresses and knickerbockers. He seemed to be the
holder of a special enmity against the man-about-the-place
of a well-to-do gentleman living at the further corner of
the block in which his (Beva's) owner lives.

We will call this man Henry, He usually does his
marketing when he goes. for the mail to the village post-
office and grocery in one. So his passing by Beva's
watching place is at regular hours, morning and evening,
daily. Beva came to know these hours, and was always
in evidence when Henry appeared. What of Beva at
these times was not bark was teeth, claws and bristles.

Henry was always armed with one stone and generally
with two.
Beva's mistress was in the habit of going to the front

window for the show, and a good show it was. Beva had
acquired quite an agility in dodging tbe stones which
Henry hurled at him. He knew when Henry had only
one stone or two. When Henry was unarmed Beva
would make for him as if he would eat him, and Henry
would move on with more speed than dignity. One day
Henry was returning with both hands and arms full of
bundles. Beva was in wait, as usual, and his mistress was
on watch for the show. But the show did not come off.

To the surprise of the mistress, Beva's teeth and claws did
not appear, his hair did not rise, and he neither barked
nor growled. Henry was surprised too. He stopped,
faced Beva, and said: "And what are you going to do to
me now?" Beva had evidently taken in the situation.

He knew the difference between bundles and stones. He
knew also that Henry's hands were engaged, so that he
could not defend himself And what did Beva do? He
made manifestation of his natural character. He ap-
proached Henry with undulating body and wagging tail,

giving every evidence of the most friendly feelings, and
as Henry walked on fell in at his heels and followed him
home. Since then Henry has carried no more stones,

and Beva does not bristle, nor show teeth nor claws, nor
growl nor bark at him. The man and the dog are the
best of friends.

Some one says, "Kill all the dogsl" I enter Beva's pro-
test. Kindness is better than killing for both man and
dog, Chaeles Josiah Adams,

American Fox Terrier Club Stakes.

Wellesley, Mass., Jan. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
At a meeting of the governors of the American Fox Ter-
rier Club held Dec. 30, 1896, resolutions of congratulations
were passed, and any help in our power was offered to

the new fox terrier clnbs just formed in Louisville, Nash-
ville, Pittsburg, Detroit, the Pacific Coast and Canada.
The regular club stakes will be decided as usual, the

Homebred Stakes at the N. E. K, C. show, the Stud Dog
Stakes «nd the First Division of the Grand Produce at

the W. K. C. show; final entries in the above stakes must
be made with the secretary A. F. T. C. when made at

their respective shows. The following specials will be
offered by the club:

New England Kennel Club, Boston: $5 respectively for

the best American-bred fox terrier in show (smooth and
wire); in open and novice classes (smooth and wire); in

puppy classes (smooth and wire).

Westminster Kennel Club: $10 for the beat American-
bred fox terrier in show (smooth and wire); $5 respectively

for same in open and novice classes (smooth and wire);

$10 for same in puppy classes (smooth and wire).

Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago: $5 respectively for

the best American-bred fox terrier in the show (smooth
and wire), and in puppy classes (smooth and wire).

St. Louis Kennel Club, St, Louis: $5 for the best Ameri-
can-bred fox terrier in the show (smooth and wire) re-

spectively.
The Apollo, Tomboy, Yankee and second division of

Grand Produce Stakes will be judged later in the year.

Members are reminded that entries in all above stakes ex-

cept the Yankee are due by Feb. 1, 1897.

Anv one wishing any information regarding the Amer-
ican Fox Terrier Club, or wishing to become members, will

kindly ccmmunicate with the secretary, who will gladly
give them all the information he can.

H. H. HUNNEWELL, JR., Sec'y-Treas, A. F. T. C.

Brunswick Fur Club.

The Brunswick Fur Club has sent out a circular letter

cordially inviting its friends to its winter meet, to be held
at Brunswick, Me,, during the week of Jan, 10. The
club's headquarters will be held at the Tontine Hotel,

rates $3 per day for single rooms, $1.50 when two occupy
same room. The annual meeting will he held on Monday
evening, Jan, 11. A handsome prize is offered for the
best story told during the meet, so that with such a pro-

fusion of talent there should be a good competition.

Foxes are reported plentiful. Members and guests are in-

vited to take their best hounds and aid in making the

bunt the best in the club's history. Bradford S. Turpin,
Secretary, Roxbury, Mass.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES claimed.

Mr. C. L. Hopkine claims the name Mack H. for- Irish setter dog
whelped June il, 169i, by Jack Option—Biddie G,

BRED.
Mr. V. H. TannehiU's Lula Furness, English setter bitch, Dec, 88, to

Border Chief.
SALES.

Mr. J. C. Mahler has sold
Screa+ham Monarch, Jr., bull terrier dog, to Mr. Henry Alliadep

Tri'-mph.
Eaven Monarch, bull terrier dos, to Mr.O. W. Preston.
Dog puppy, same litter, to Mr. John Morehead, Jr.

Bitch puppy, same litter, to Mr. John Morebe^id, Jr.

Two bitch puppie.<!, same litter, to Mr. Joe Hopkins.
Doa: puppy, same litter, to Mr. Hugo Baum.
Dos puppy, same licter. to Mr, B. T. Kahle.
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'heeling.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on

the bicycle in its relation to t he sportsman is particularly desirable.

POSSIBILITIES OF WINTER CYCLING.
The official organ of tlie League of American Wheelmen

publishes a number of letters from correspondents on the

subject of winter riding which are of so much interest that

we quote from them at length.

We have always believed that the majority of riders are

too ready to store away their wheels at the first approach of

freezing'weather, and thereby deprive thenigelves unneces-

sarily of much potential pleasure. Perhaps a better under-

standing of the possibilities of the sport will result m an in-

creased esteem for cycling as a winter pastime.

A wheelman living in Ottawa, 111., who has ridden his

bicycle regulaily during the last four wmters, only missing

a few days each year, says that under almost any circum-
stances he would rather ride a wheel than walk. "A
bicycle," he writes, "will run very well through 2 or 3in. of

undisturbed light snow. After the snow has been cut up
and partially packed by other vehicles, steering becomes
difficult for a time. As soon as the snow becomes packed
bard and smooth, however, a wheel will run almost as well

as in summer " When there is no snow and where there is

sufficient travel, frozen loads quickly become ridable, and
ure often harder and smo ther than ever in summer. A
sandy road, for example, when frozen and worn smooth by
travel is unsurpassed for cycling.

"Riding on smooth ice is one of the pleasantest of winter
pastimes, and far ahead of skating, to my mind On very
smooth ice the novice may experience some difficulty i'l

mourning, and care is necessary in making turns, though
one can ride straight ahead without any trouble on ice too

slippery to walk on safely. After the ice has been rough-
ened a little liy skating or natural causes, there will be na
trouble from shpping. A koit tire will slip less than a hard
one, and a tire with a rough tread is belter than a smooth
one. As to speed, I have beaten our best skaters in 100yd.
dashes, standing start, while for longer distances the skater

IS nowhere. I have always believed that the straightaway
record would be made on the ice, though the latest combina-
tion of mountain aide and Colorado zephyr makes it doubt-
ful."

A doctor living at Ft. Dodge, la , writes:

•'I rode aU last winter, day and night, missing only three

days. So far this winter, which set in very early, I've been
at it, and expect to keep ai it all winter "

The doctor finds little difficulty in riding through snow
up to 4in, in depth, and, except for slipping, knows of no
dangers in winter cycling that are not met with at other
seasons.

On icy and slippery roads he experiences no trouble ex-

cept in turning corners, and not then except when the sur-

face is unusually glassy. For slippery riding he partly de-

flates his tires and rides them "a little soft."

The doctor says, "Those who ride in warm weather alone
lose more than half the true enjoyment of cycling," He ad-
vises warm clothes and particularly hygienic underwear,
recommending a kind made of "a heavy cloth fabric lined

with unspun wool," which he says takes up perspiration
speedily and deposits it in the outer fabric, leaving the sur-

face of the body always comfortably dry. This underwear
has the further advantage of not causing itching.

A Boston man has also something to say on the subject of
wear. While advocating warm clothing, he warns against
the danger of overheating and subsequent chill and advises
moderation.
For the coldest weather he puts on a cap that pulls down

around the ears, thick underclothe-s, two pa'rs of stockings
and warm gloves, while a paper waistcoat, two heavy
sweaters and a cycling coat add protection to his body.
The Boston man has had trouble from frozen snow and

advises wheelmen to avoid it, but under favorable con-
ditions he says that long runs can be made as easily as in
summer.
A rider in Elgin, 111., goes out when the thermometer is

30° below zero. He wears warm clothing, with large, loose
arctic overshoes, a cap that protects the ears and a loose

pair of dogskin gloves tanned with the hair on and fleece-

lined. He does not suiier from the cold under such cir

cumstances.
This man finds he can ride at times when walking is very

difficult, and what he writes will be news to some. ' 'I have
ridden my wheel," he says, "tbe next morning after an ice

storm, when it was utterly impossible for a pedestrian to

keep his feet, but could ride up and down hills, and the
only difficulty i experienced was in turning corners, which I

could only do by running very slowly." He adds, however,
that it is impossible to ride safely on the same surface after

snow has fallen, as the wheel can then get no purchase on
the Ice and will "skate" around in it and spill the rider.

A Brooklyn wheelman remarks that 2 or Sin. of snow
in his native city "expedites wheeling instead of re-

tai-ding it," by forming a carpet over the uneven pavements.
"Nothing is more exhilarating," he writes, "than a ride

through the snow covered streets of the city. The 'crunch,
- crunch' 0f the tires as they speed over the smooth surface of

. the snow proves an innovation to tliose who have never as
yet tasted of the pleasures of a snow ride." No doubt more
wheelmen would like to taste of the innovation were it not
for the icy mountam ranges in which the snow is piled in

most Brooklyn streets once the householders begin shoveling
it off their pavements.
A gentleman residing in TJtica, N. Y., who states that he

is past forty and weighs 300, rides over ice and through
snow up to 4iu. in depth, and only experiences difficulty

when ruts are encountered or when the ice is cut up by
horses' feet.

A Watertown, N. Y , rider who has had trouble in riding
over wet snow and ice, advises to prevent slipping under

^ such conditions the use of strong unbleached coiton ciolh,
' which he tears in strips 3in, in widtli and wraps about his

tires,., putting it over and over between each spoke. He
fastens the ends by sewing, and partially deflates the tires

while putting on the baud, to that it will tit snugly when the
tires are blown up to their normal degree of hardness.

After riding in sloppy weather it is well to take the bicycle
into a warm room to clean, and care should be taken to get
the nickel plated parts thoroughly dry. Before going out
these parts should be well greased, and a coat of varnish
might be of benefit as a safeg~uaid against rust.

Punctures are not greatly to be feared, though of course

there is more chance of getting them at this season than in

summer. Ice rarely if ever causes puncture?.

From these extracts it is pretty clearly shown that winter

weather itself does not necessarily check cycling. The only

weather that absolutely puts a check to the sport is when ice

and snow turn into water and frozen roads to mud.

kchting*

FIXTURES.
MAY.

31. Harlem.
JUNE.

5. Knickerbocker.
12. Douglastoti.
19. Larehmont, spriDg- regatta.

26. Seawanbaka-Corinthian.
28. Stamford, special.

29. Indian Hwrhor, special.

30. Coricithian Fleet, special.

1. Horseshoe Harbor, special.

3. Sea Cliff, special.

3. New Rochelle, animal.
4. Larchmont, annual,
(i American, annual,

10. Riversidf.
37-24. L'srchmont, race week.
28, Stamford.
3 1. SeaUliil.

7. Indian Harbor.
14. Hempstead Harbor.
21. Horseshoe Harbor.
28. Huntington,

SEPTBMtJER.
4. Huguenot.
4. Larchmont. ispeeial.

6. Larch monr, fall regatin.
11. Larchmont, special.

The past ten years have worked wonderful changes in

New York harbor, and the center of yachting has practi-

cally been transferred from the Bay to the Sound. At the

same time, in spite of the growing invasion of commerce
and the pollution of its waters by garbage and sewerage, the

Bay is the port of New York and can never be entirely

abandoned by yachts The Larchmont Yacht Club builded
better tnan it knew sixteen years ago, when it found a birth-

place on the north shore of the Sound; the Seawanhaka
Corinthian Yacht Club did a wise thing ten years ago, when,
after a careful study of the entire situation, it permanently
abandoned New York Eiy and selected a site that, in spite

of the difficult transportation, is both the best harbor on the

Sound and the nearest on the south shore. Tne New York
Ya-'ht Club, after several failures in the effort to establish a

station on New York Bay, has solved the question in a

most satisfactory manner, so far as its peculiar conditions

are concerned, by a number of small stations at the mostim
port-mt yachting points instead of one waterside club house.

The time has at last come when the other of the four great
New York clubs, the Atlantic Yacht Club, must take some
decisive step; and by good luck the conditions of the case

have so changed by the course of development that £^ satis-

factory solution is possible in its case as well. The recent

improvements on the point of Coney Island. Norton's Point,

promise to make it a most eligible site for a yachting sta-

tion, as breakwaters will be built and regular mean.s of

transit provided in connection with other schemes. For
about a year the club has been in negotiation with the Sea
Gate Company, the founder of the enterprise, and it is prob-
able that arrangements will soon be made to secure a per-
manent site for the club. A basin about 300 by 350ft. will

l)e built tor the smaller yachts, and the club house now at

Bay Eidge will be moved down to the new site. With such
.a location, almost on the sea, well outside the Narrows, with
its calms and tides, surrounded by clean, deep water and
reasonably convenient to the city, the Atlantic Yacht Club
will be most admirably situated, and the whole problem
that has vexed the large clubs for years may be considered
as finally .disposed of.

The Massachusetts Y. K.. A. at a special meeting on Dec.
31 made an important change in one of its classes, which is

creating much discussion and opposition. The officers of
the Association are desirous of keeping as closely as possible

in touch with the Sound Y. R. TJ., though the Eastern men
are unwilling to use the sail area as a factor in the rule. By
changing the limit of the "4th Class" from 17ft. l.w.l. to
18ft., it will he possible to huild a boat for the M. Y. R. A.
class in Boston, and if she should prove successful to race
her in the 30ft r. 1. class on the Sound, including the Sea-
wanhaka trial races. This of course is desirable, but it is

claimed that the change to 18ft., as made at the special

meeting, is against the wishes and interests of many Boston
yachtsmen of the two classes affected by it. A¥e' are not
fully conversant with all the details of the question, which
is purely a local one, but it has been very thoroughly dis-

cussed by the Boston Globe, Mr. Robinson favoring the old
limit, 17it.

It is unfortunate, and it seems to us entirely unnecessary,
that such a radical difference in measurement rule and class
limits should exist between the two important yachting cen-
ters, Boston and New York. Granted that the Sea^yanhaka
rule does not produce a racing yacht of adequate accommo-
dation, substantial and durable construction, and capable of
all the diverse uses of yachting, it at least comes as near to
this end as the Massachusetts Y. R, A. rule of simple water-
line measurement; and as against the other it can claim to
be practically the universal rule in American yachting.
Pending an entirely new formula or the extension of the

Seawanhaka rule by the addition of new factors, it seems to
us that much good may be done by a common effort on the
part of all clubs and associations to eliminate the existing
differences of detail in the rule as used in various localities,

and to use it for the present in exactly the same wording and
with the same class limits,

The action of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. in adopting the
waterline without the sail area, and with different class
limits, is a stei3 in the opposite direction, as is also the adop-
tion by the new Lake Yacht Racing Union of the method of
sail measurement and the class limits of Lake Ontario. The
present time seems peculiarly propitious for making changes
toward instead of away from uniformity, us in most clubs
the existing classes are well run out and vested interests
count for comparatively little, while there is good reason to

hope that the present year will inaugurate a new era of

building.

Even if there were any evidence to show that length alone

in a formula is better than length and sail, it would be a
very difficult matter to induce the large number of clubs now
racing under the Seawanhaka rule to abandon it in favor of

the waterline rule of the Massachusetts Y R. A On the

other hand, if the Eastern men once made up their minds
that the change would be advantageous, it could be made
with comparatively little difficulty, possibly not all at once,

but with special exceptions that would make it more gradual
and easier to existing yachts.

One possible outcome of the waterline measurement is in-

dicated in the 17-footer Ripple, which we describe this week.
This yacht is provided with a sprit topsail, which will

doubtless be a material advantage at times over all yachts
with the usual main and jib only. Therein certainly noth-
ins: gained by the carrying of a topsail in a 15 or a 36-footer

when all carry them alike; but if one boat can do so under
the rule and win from the others, they will be forced to fol-

low her example, the result being a very undesirable rig.

Of course this would not be possible under a length and sail

area rule.

The new year, which in many ways opened so auspicious-

ly for yachting, finds the Boston HeraM in its accustomed
attitude—casting anchors over the stern in the vain hope of

kedging yachting backward into the era of the "has been."
It is not often that the Herald is consistent, but we must do
it the justice to admit that it is so in two things: its exaltation

of the third Deed of Gift and its abuse of small yachts in

general and the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. in particular as re-

sponsible for the affliction of good racing in the smaller
classes at a time when there is none in the larger; for bring-
ing out a fleet of thirty new boats in the 15ft. class in a sea-

son when the famous 90ft. class was represented by De-
fender, moored at New Rochelle, and Vigilant, hauled up at

Citv Island.

These two themes, with the proposed new league, form
the Uemld's text for the new year
The proposal to put the New York Y. C. at the head of

the movement for a national association, which already has
practically the indorsement of the other larger clubs, is mtsrep
resented and abused as "a motion to affiliate the club with
small boat associations," and "the coming down of the New
York Y. C. to small boat clubs." Secure in its ostrich-like

blindness, the Herald fails to estimate the strength and ex-
tent of the modern movement toward union and uniformity,
or of the favor this last proposal has met with within the
New York as well as other large clubo. Looking back to

the few 90 footers that were, it cannot see the hundreds of
smaller yachts that are. and whose interests are all that keep
alive yacht racing in America to day. Where would the
sport be now if all building; and racing ceased until the New
York Y. C could find another yachtsman of the stamp of
Lord Dunraven who would challenge unrler the new deed?
There is nothine of moment in the Herald's comments on

the rules for the Seawanhaka cup, everything is garbled and
misrepresented in the usual way; but there is one novel sug-
gestion that we commend to the club in view of the high
standing of its maker—that the Seawanhaka Y, C should
"changeits deed of gift according to the terms of the Amer-
ica's cup " This quite jexceeds anythina: we have yet seen,
even from the Boston Herald; certainly no one else could
have conceived such a piece of opera louffe. that any Ameri-
can yacht club would willina-ly and knowingly assume the
burden that the New York Y. C. has so long sought in vain
to rid itself of.

We publish this week a short list of fixtures for the season
of 1897, all that we have thus far been able to collect. We
would call the attention of the clubs to the desirability of
arranging dates at the earliest possible moment.

A BLOW ON CAYUGA LAKE.
Otjr home was situated near the village of Seneca Falls.

N. Y., and we had been talking for more than a month of
visiting some friends at Ithaea, three young men, students at

Cornell University. My family, which included my wife,
two boys and a girl—the boys, Cecil and Thornton, aged re-

spectively eighteen and fourteen, and the sirl, little Ruth, the
pet of the family, Rged ten— had been looking forward to this
visit for a long time, as we intended {joing by wav of the
canals and lake in our steam launch, the Ruth We pur-
posed going up there one dav, staying over night with our
friends, going through the University buildings and coming
ijonie the next day.
Our launch, the Ruth, was a staunch little boat 35ft. long

and 5ft. wide, fitted with an oil-burning boiler and Shipman
engine. She was capable of carrying sixteen people and
could make in still water eight miles an hour, so we ex-
pected if the weather was fine to reach Ithaca in six to seven
hours- from time of starting, according as we were delayed
or not at the canal locks.

The canal locks frequently make much difference in a
day's journey, as at times there will be a number of boats at

the lock ahead of one, and as each boat takes from fifteen to
twenty minutes in locking through, you are apt to be de-
layer! an, hour or more on this account. When taking a day's
ouling in the boat we always had to make allowance for
waste time at locks. The locks are also a good place to
study human nature, it being in the power of a lock tender
to make it very unpleasant lor the owner of a small yacht,
as by letting the water in too fast he is liable not only to in-

jure the boat, but also to endanger the occupants. I will
nere say, however, that although we passed through many
locks many times on the different canals, with one excep-
tion we have found the lock tenders very kind, gentlemanly
and obliging.

We finally decided' that on Wednesday of the following
week we would make our start, and in the meanwhile the
boys made use of all their spare time getting everything
ready, and as there really was considerable to do Tuesday
afternoon found us with much left undone, as the oil was
yet to be put into the tank, the engine looked over to see
that everything was in running order, and everything had
to be generally cleaned up and wiped off, Cecil also in-

tended carrying his camera, as he expected to take a picture
of the University buildings and snap shots at anything else

interesting that he should see.

As a family we were all very fond of boating and the
water. The early years of my life were spent on the shores
of Long Island, and my wife's childhood was spent by Lake
Ontai-jo not far from Charlotte, so it was very natiiri^l thg.1
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the water should have charms for both of us, and as a con-
sequence our children took like ducks to the water and
everything connected with it ; so at any time if on comine:
home from business I was to say "I think the Euth wants a
little exercise to-morrow,*' it would he hailed with a shout
of delight from the children and a pleased smile from my
wife.

Well, Wednesday morning came at last, and With it a
bright sky and a light south wind. The wind had been
south on the day before and blew quite fresh, but now it

had moderated to a light breeze and there was every promise
of a beautiful summer day. The delight of the children
began to express itself about 5 o'clock, and by § :30 they
were out of bed, dressed and eager to help at anything that
would hasten the time of getting into the boat; so after a
hiirritd breakfast I called Tim, our hired man, and a pretty
good jack-of-all-trades besides, told him to go down to the
boat house, which was situated about forty rods from the
house, clean up the boat, get up steam, back out and get
everything ready for a start, and to blow the whistle as soon
as he had steam enough for that purpose.
By 7 o'clock my wife, with the children's help—though

whether they did not delay matters more than they advanced
them was a question with me—had everything necessary for
the voyage packed. The supplies included various eatables
for dinner, as we expected to dine en route on the lake, and
plenty of wraps, as although it was the middle of summer
yet with a cold wind from the north or northwest and
plenty of spray flying wraps are very acceptable.
The boys were so excited that they were entirely uncon-

cerned about so unimportant a matter as wraps; Cecil, bow-
ever was careful to have his photographic apparatus all

right, he being much interested in picture taking, and as in
all our journeying in the Kuth we had never been further
south on Cayuga Lake than Aurora, he expected to see many
pretty bits of scenery, which with the aid of his camera he
intended to take home with him.
We had just finished carrying the baskets, wraps, etc.,

out on the stoop preparatory to starting when the shril]

whistle of the Ruth announced that Tina was ready, so olf
the boys ftarted, followed more quietly by my wife, Ruth
and myself. We found our little craft headed to the east
blowing off steam as if she was as impatient as the boys, so
in a few minutes we were snugly ensconced, with Tim act-
ing as engineer, Cecil at the wheel, and Thornton, my wife,
Ruth and I as passengers.
A run of a few miles brought us to Mud Lock, where we

ocked down into the Beupca River, after crossing which we
ocked up again into the Cayuga Canal ; two miles more and
Cayuga Lock was reached, from which it is only a distance
of a few rods to the lake, one of the most beautiful sheets of
water in the world. Cayuga Lake is 40 miles long and from

to 3i miles wide; it lies almost north and south. The
Cayuga bridge, buUt in 1800, and for some yeat^S after looked
upon as one of the greatest public improvements of the
State, crossed the lake just outside of the present break-
water, though there is now nothing left of it but rows of
piles. This used to be considered the connecting link be-
tween civilization and the wild West. West of "The Bridge"
was esteemed in those days an indefinite location, a vague
somewhere fall of bears, Indians, scouts, and trappers.
A whistle from the Ruth now notified the keepers of the

N. Y. C. drawbridge that we w^anted room to pass under,
and in another minute we were passing the breakwater, built
to protect canal boats while waiting for a steamer to tow
them up the lake.

The Ruth now commenced to lift her nose a little as the
strong south wind of yesterday, helped by the present light
south breeze, was sending down long swells, so by the time
we were well out in the middle of the lake we were dancing
up and down in very nice shape. This dancing was just
what pleased the whole family, as we always wished for a
breeze when we were on the water, smooth sailing not hav-
ing sufficient excitement. We were by this lims well out in
the middle and about two miles up the lake, so I now told
Cecil to steer straight on that course, and after cautioning
Tim to be careful and watch the glass I settled myself down
to enjoy the scenery.

A tew words here in regard to our boat; she was designed
after a very fine model, was light and rode the water like a
cork Her forward deck was 6ft. long, much longer than
is usual in a boat of her size ; her after deck was 4ft. long.
On account of burning oil for fuel there was no stoking to

do, as after the fires were once adjusted she would run one
hour or ten without further attention in that direction We
had only to be careful of the pump and injector, to see that
a proper quantity of water was in'the boiler. Rex machinery
developed 3 horse power. In regard to fittings, we had a
good anchor, also a sea anchor or drag, made to hold the
boat head to wind in casecf a storm, or in the event of
machinery giving out while in rough water.

This sea anchor we had never had occasion to use, though
I never felt at ease unless we had it with us I felt very
different on the subject of sea anchors from a friend of
mine. Meeting him on Seneca Lake in his yacht and ques-
tioning him in regard to a sea anchor that he had been at
great pains through my advice to have made, he replied that
lie kept the anchor in his boat house. I quietly suggested
to him that the boat house would be a rather poor place for
it in case he was caught in a storm. Well, 1 kept mine in
the boat, and, as circumstances turned out, it was well I
did.

We were now six miles from Cayuga, well out in the cen-
ter of the lake and about opposite to Union Springs. Fron-
tenac Island, the only island in- any of this chain of lakes,

was directly to port of us. This island is about one-half
mile from the shore, due west of Union Springs, and as a
little bay runs into the lown behind or east of the island
the lee is well protected, and even in heavy weather the
water is smooth and quiet. We were all enjoying the trip
immensely, and as the little Ruth would bravely mount one
side of a swell and go down the other the youngsters would
shout with delight.

However, I had been noticing that the swells were rather
increasing in size as we neared the widest part of the lake,
and looking out ahead I saw once in a while a white cap
break over, and on the Ruth's climbing up and tumbling
down a rather larger wave than we had been meeting, Tim,
after looking at the sky, obseved tome; "I should not be
surprised if we got a little weather before we see Ithaca;
don't you suppose we had better run into Union Springs f),nd

wait a while?" I answered, "No; the sky is clear, we will
make Ithaca in four hours, and no storm will come up in
that time?" On looking at my watch I found it was now 11
o'clock, and as Thornton and Ruth had said several times in
the last half hour that they were as hungry as bears, my wife
pd I fRade up our winds liiat we wight m well e^t oi^r din-
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pel?. I Was the more ready to do so as I noticed considerable
increase of Wind and white caps getting more numerous. I
thoughti, therefore, that at least it would be more conve-
nient to eat before the water got rough, if it was going to
do so. We had, however, been driving along as fast as we
could go, ISSlbs. of steam on our boiler, with the wheel
making 600 revolutions, which in smooth water would have
given us over eight miles an hour, but was at the time doing
about seven ; so I called to Cecil to pass down the dinner
basket, and taking out a large fruit can filled with coffee I
put it in a can we had for that purpose, and on turning on
some steam from the overflow of the injector in three min-
utes the coffee was hot and dinner ready.

Eating dinner on the boat was always as good as a picnic
for the children, the novelty was agreeable to them and the
inconvenience a pleasure. Cecil never wanted to steer while
ealirg, and as Tim would just as soon do both, especially
the eating, he relieved Cecil; Thornton took charge of the
engine, and we were soon hard at work eating and chatter-
ing as fast as tongues and teeth would go,

I observed, however, that the wind was fast and steadily
increasing, the swells getting larger, and more white caps
breaking up, so much so that on striking one of them Tim
received about a quart of water in his lap, at which he turned
round with a laugh and called back to us, "We shall have
some weather before we see Ithaca." The Ruth noW begah
to kick up her heels, so to speak, as the propeller would
sometimes throw clear of the water, allowing the engine to
race; so I told Thornton to "cut her off a couple of notches,"
thus slowing the engine down and consequently detracting
somewhat from our sjieed.

We were now through dinner and had put up our baskets,
"cleared up the wreck," the boys called it, so that we we-e
again at liberty to enjoy the scenery ; but as another big
swell came along crowned by a "white horse," which we
took with the bow of the Ruth dipped toward it, the spray
flying aft as far as the after deck, we began to be of Tim's
opinion that we were going to have "a little weather."
The wind was now blowing quite stiff and rapidly increas-

ing, and although the sky was clear it was so hot that I be-
gan to think we might have a gale before we were through.
My wife also, I could see, was getting a little nervous, and,
although she is a good sailor and not scared at a trifle, she
said, "John, 1 don't like the looks of the sky; don't you
think we had better run in somewhere and wait till, the
wind is over?" 1 nodded an acquiescence and began to
look ahead for some bay to run into. The lake where we
were is rather over three miles wide, and the wind was now
blowing a gale. Tim was wet through, and the cpray was
beginning to fly pretty thick as far aft as the length of the
boat. It was altogether too rough to risk steering either
due east or due west, and far too rough to think of turning
around Our only plan was, as the lake here bends slightly
to the east, to steer diagonally to the west, thus making a
weather shore for us. I called to Tim and told him to steer
as near west as the Ruth would stand, and on his heading
her off from due south we began to take it

Going diagonally across the waves was very different from
going straight into them, as the little Ruth began to roll as
well as pitch, making bad weather of it. We were very
shortly all as wet as rats, and so much water was coming
into the boat that I told Thornton to start the syphon. This
would throw out about a pail of water a minute, and was
sufficient under ordinary circumstances to take care of all

the water that would come in, but with the gale increasing
every minute there soon ceased to be ordinary circum
stances; in fact it was the worst storm the Ruth had ever
been in, as we were now shipping water by the pailful, so I
hastened to get out cans which we had for the purpose, and
busied myself throwing out water. On account of the roll-

ing and pitching Thornton was obliged to run his engine so
slow to avoid racing that we were not making more than
four miles an hour, so in consequence of not being able to
steer straight for the shore we would have to go over two
miles to reach land. It would therefore take a half an hour,
and I began to wonder if we could keep afloat for that time!
A new danger now presented itself; our fires were only

.5iu. above the bottom of the boat, the water was coming in
too fast for the syphon to throw it out, and if we allowed it

to get much over 3in, deep, the rolling would make it cover
the fires. With this danger in my mind, I yelled to Cecil,
who was also bailing out water for dear life, to clear away and
make ready the drag; and I had no sooner given this com-
mand than I noticed the engine racing like mad, and at a
g'ance saw that the shaft coupling was loose. Thornton see-

ing also that something was wrong, though he did not know
what, shut off steam and the engine was "stopped.

Tim, as a general thing, is slow and very deliberate; wheth-
er it was the wetting he had received, or whether he real-

ized it was a good time to brace up, I do not know; however
he proved himself the right man for the right place in this
predicament, as he no sooner realized that the engine was
stopped than he steered the Ruth square intei the wind, and
jumping back to the boiler, where the drag was kept, he
threw it overboard. In less than a quarter of a minute we
had drifted back and were beginning to fall off to the west,
then we reached the end of the line, tightened up on the
drag, and we were riding head to wind as comfortable as
could be. The Ruth now made good weather of it again,
shipping little or no water, so I began to look around to see
what was the trouble with our shaft. As far as I could see,

the jar of the engine racing had loosened the key, which
having fallen out left, nothing to hold the shaft. By this

time the syphon had drawn all the water out of the boat, so
down I got on my hands and knees to find that key, but find
it I could not; and I was startled from my occupation by a
sharp clap of thunder, apparently right overhead. Jumping
up as quick as I coukl, I found that while we had all been
engrossed with the storm coming from the south, therewas ap-
parently a much worse one coming from the west, and we were
just far enough out in the lake to get the full benefit of it. 'The
west was as black as ink, and the cloud was coming toward
U8 at a rapid speed. Almost as suddenly the wind from the
south ceased, the white caps all went down, and there was
nothing but the long, heavy waves left. I had just time to
call to the boys to sit in the bottom of the boat—my wife,
holding little Ruth, following their example—and to Tim to
take a paddle and head her to the west, at the same time
catching a paddle and working the stern to the east myself.
We barely managed to get her headed around when the
storm was on us.

What thunder! what lightning! aiid what a wind! Our
previous experience was a calm compared to it. Inside of
two minutes it was almost dark, the wind, now a hurricane,
meeting the heavy swells] from the south, cut oft' their tops
and threw them in blinding and drenching showers over the

boat. The roar wfj^s as if the last day bad come, and 1 coa-
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fess I thought another day Would never dawn for me or
mine. Talking or in fact doing anything was entirely out of
the question, we could only hold on and wait.
Poor little Ruth, our pet, after whom our little boat was

named, lay in the bottom with her head in her mother's lap,
the picture of misery. The boys looked scared, but sat
square on the floor, knowing that by so doing they made
good ballast and helped keep the boat right side up. Tim
Was on his knees holding on to the gunwale with one hand
and bailing like a good fellow with the other. The thought
flashed through my mind that if we get out of this scrape
alive I would never call Tim slow again.
By this time the waves began to heave up from the west,

and such waves as they soon became I never want to see
again. However, riding to tJie drag was very different from
being anchored, as the drag being only large enough to hold
us head to wind, it allowed us to drift considerably, so that
the force of the waves were diminished by the speed of our
drift. The water, however, still came aboard so fast that
we saw plainly it was bail or go down, so to bailing we all

went, and as we now had only to contend with pitching by
holdine firmly to the gunwale with one hand we were
enabled to do pretty good execution with the other. Tim
being in the bow, where all the water now came in, was
drenched fi-om head to foot by every wave which struck us:
but he never wavered, he just kneeled on the bottom, facecl

the music and bailed like a major.
The watet was now some 5 or 6in. over the floor of the

boat, and as the Ruth would rise and fall it,would slash fi-Om
one end to the other like a mill race; the fires Weris out, and
we were simply Working and waiting, expecting every big
comber that came alon^ would sweep completely ovei- and
swamp us. It was, however, just grand the way the little

launch would ride those wavts; she would bury her bow
almost the whole length of the deck, and just as we would
think the green water was coming aboard she would rise

again, and with the exception of shippiner two or three pail-

fuls the water would fall off her deck and ro'l by.
How long this con'inued I could not say ; it seemed a day,

but was probably about twenty minutes, when to my de-
light a break in the sky and a light streak clear across the
west proclaimed that the worst was over, and though the
wind was still blowing as if it would tear everything loose,
I foresaw an abatement of its force and felt we were safe
Oh, what a relief! Never did bright sky look so good or so
pleasant, and to give way (o my feelings and encourage the
rest I hurrahed at the top of my voice and pointed west.
My enthusiasm was contagious, for all three of the boys,
hearing me, instinctively looked west, and seeing the now
large and increasing bright space, yelled with delight, and
worked their bailing cans with tremendous effectiveness.
We now all felt as happy as if we were on land, and

though the danger was far from, being over, we felt as safe
and secure as could be. My wife, hearing our shouts and
seeing smiles on our faces, threw off her anxious look a.hd
began to busy herself cheering up Ruth. The wind now
abated very fast, the bright sky increased in size, and in less
than ten minutes the sun was shining and nothing of the
wind was left but a fairly stiff breeze, so as no more water
came aboard we straightened ourselves up and began to make
pi'eparations for getting up steam.
On looking out over the lake we found we had drifted to

wdthin half a mile of the east shore and were but a short
distance south of Frontenac Island. Tim and Thornton
now busied themselves getting up steam, while Cecil and
myself began hunting for the key; but hunt as we would,
we could not find it. Whether it flew overboard, or whether
it had washed up under the floor, we could not and did not
find it.

As we could make steam from cold water in our boiler in
five minutes, the cheerful whistle of the Ruth was soon
blowing, but as the key necessary for our progress was still

wanting Tim suggested that perhaps one made out of wood
would last long enough to run us in to Union Springs. I
somewhat doubtei its working, but as there was no harm
in trying Tim split a piece off a stick that we had a fish line
wound on, whittled it to the right size and drove it into the
key seat. The lake was now comparatively quiet—the
white caps all gone—so I told Cecil to haul aboard the drag,
on his doing which Thornton slowly started the engine and
Tim headed our little craft for Union Springs.
Everything went well till we got inside the island, not

more than forty rods from the dock, when the engine began
racing again, a sign that our wooden key had given out; but
another being made and driven in we started slowly, and in
a few minutes were in the slip, lying alongside of the Sana-
torium, Dr. Pierce's yacht, of that place. It was now 3
o'clock P. M., and as we all needed dry clothes, and a key
had to be made for the shaft, we decided to stay over
night in the viUage and continue our journey the next day.
The storm, as it proved, had been the most severe known

for years, several barns in the path of it being unroofed, and
one very large one being completely blown down; we there-
fore made up our minds that we had been through a pretty
good blow on Cayuga Lake. Sempek Fidelis.

A Novel Experiment.
We quote from the Brooklyn Eagle the following account of a

novel and interestiog experiment which the American Model Y. C.
is about to undertake.

Despite the reluctance of the club as a whole to offlciallr encour-
age the project, several members of the American Model Y. C. have
decided to build, some time within the coming- year, a practical 30-
footer from designs which they themselves will shortly originate.
The members actively interested In the idea are six in number:
George F. Pigott. George W. Townley, J. D. Casey, J. C. Meyer, O.
L. Grey and Frank Nichols. The latter is the measurer of the organ-
ization, and prime mover in the proposed plan of constructing a 20-
footer, a representative of a class of racing craft that is certain to
prove extremely popular when the next yachting season is inaugu-
rated
Each yachtsman nroposes to construct, according to a Jin. scale, a

half model of a 20 foo'er. ranging from IS to SOft. on the waterline.
No attempt at rigging these designs will be made, but when the en-
tire complement is complete the models wUl be submitted to some
eminent builder of racing craft, probably A. Gary Smith, by whom
the threa most pi-omising will be selected. It Is the intention of the
members to then build perfect models, fully rigged, of the three de-
signs chosen, and upon their completion sail a series of trial races
for fiaal supremacy. These yachts, will be constructed according to
a 2in. scale, which will give them a racing length of either 36 or 40in.,
as determined by the original dimensions.
Having decided by actual compttition which of the trio of models

ii the fastest, it is propoied to build the 2J-footer exactly in accord-
ance with and on the identical lines of the successful craft. If the
boat is satisfactory as a sailor and racer, its prowess will demon-
strate conclusively the value and adequacy of model yacht construc-
tion as a means of obtaining a practical knowledge of boat building.
With reference to the approaching season, it may be said that the

American Model yachtsmen will leave untried no course that may
enable them to win back from the Wave Crest >I. Y. C. the Eagle
trophy. George W^. Townley's second class sloop Star will be consid-
erably lightened before spring. The changes are to be made mainly
in her sp-irs and rigging, and when sailed again she will appear in
class three, and may later act as challenger io the race for the cov»
eted cup,

"
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QUISSETTA-SAIL PLAN.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN YACHTSMEN.
The following interview, from the New York Herald of

Jan. 3, is evidently directed at our remarks of last week on

the proposed league of yachtsmen.

"I have observed," said an old yachtsman on Thursday, "that the

few advocates of the proposed new Yacht Racing League are ener-

gelically pointing to the racing associations already existing as an
example of what may be done in that way for the good of the sport.

Great stress is laid upon the fact that there is a big union in Massa-
chusetts and another in New York which have done wonders.
"Let me quote you article 2 of thfe by-laws of the Yacht Racing

Association of Massachusetts, and yachtsmen may belter understand
the nature and scope of ihe bia; union at the eastward

:

"Article 2—Objects.—The objects of this Association shall be: To
encourage yacht racing and yacht building; to establish and enforce
uniform rules for the government of open races for all yachts under
.•jOft. sailing length.
"Now, after digesting the fact that the Yacht Racing Association

of Massachusetts- this big union at the eastward—has no yachts un-
der it.s jurisdiction of 30i:r, or over sailing length, let me call your
attention to Article 3 of the same by-laws:
"Articles—Membership.—Any yacht club located in the State of

Massachusetts, in good standinar, having twenty-five members and
ten yachts measuring more than latt.ion the waterline, shall be eli-

gible to membership.
(

'So please remember that bow* of the waterline of laft. may be
admitted to all the rights and privileges of this Association, and any
club having ten of these so-called yachts may become a member.

"This, then, is one of the racing associations held up to the view of

the New York Y. C. as having achieved wonders in the yachting line,

and whose influence has been eloquently and otherwise touched upon
as an example worthy of imitation on the part of the leading club in

America.
"It may also be mentioned that the Yacht Racing Association of

Massachusetts takes no account of sail area in the matter of measure-
ment. Yachts are measured 3in, above and parallel with the I wL
length without crews on board and centerboard up, and only that for

lime allowance."
[This is incorrect.— En.]
"This Association has done well for its members, but have the ad-

vocates of the proposed new league ever told that its laws and objects

seemed anout worthless where clubs Laving large boats on their list

areconcerLCd?
"The Yacht Racing Union of Long Island Sound is the New York

association. The Larchmont Club has never joined it, and the old

arguments advanced by its leaders were: 'What do we want to do
with a union? We want to make our own liws, have our own racing

dates—in fact, want to govern ourselves.' And the Larchmonts have
done that selfsame thing all along. They have made laws as they
deemed best for their club, and appointed their own racing dates,

irrespective of the wishes of any other club on the Sound.
"It the Larchmont people want this new league scheme, as has

been said, what change then has come over the spirit of their

dreams?
"The Yacht Racing Union of the Sound is an.admirable body. The

leading club on its hst, the Seawanhaka. has borne the brunt of the
battle that has been fought, and through its far-seeing and very in-

telligent members accomplished much good. But the Union cannot
wisely be held up to the New York Y. U. as a shining example to be
followed in the formation of the proposed league any more than can
the Association of Massachusetts.
"Thus, the New York Y. 0., in my opinion, wiU exist, as it has

•pxisted for more than half a century, without the help of racing as-

isoeiations or leagues. It has lived and will live without aid. It does
not want, nor will it bave, anything to do with a matter that may
'bring about dissensioa in its ranks, and it does not care to be
governed by men coming from clubs which have been quoted as mak-
ing up the existing racing associations. The New York Y. C, in a
word, is able, fully able, to conduct its own affairs in the future as it

has done in the past, and while it does not discourage the union of
the smaller clubs those of 3jft sailing leiigih and so on it will

always be found opposed to revolutionary methods in home affairs."

If this is the strongest argument which the opposition to

the scheme can produce, it will do well to abandon all pub-

lic discussion of the question, and lo confine its efforts to the

smothering of the scheme in the committee or to voting it

down when the committee shall present its report to the

club. The whole statement of the case is based on utteiJy

false piemises, in that it considers and criticises the Massa-

chusetts Y. K. A. rules as though it were proposed to force

the New York Y. C to join tnis Association, or even the

Sound Y. E. U. If this "old yachtsman" was present at

the special meeting and heard the details of the proposed

scheme, as so fully presented by Mr Lovejoy, he must know
that the rules of the two local associations have nothing

whatever to do with the proposed league. The reports of

the meeting, as given out at the tixe to the daily press, curi-

ously enough omilteJ all allusion lo the really important

business of the evening, mentioning only the points relating

to the oppoiiitiOtt. The pro|jK»aI to form the new league

WM placed before the cliib not m a general and indefinite

way, but in the shape of a practically complete acheme.

down to the smallest details. After having recently enjoyed

the opportunity of reading the entire paper, we can com-

mend it as most comprehensive and liberal in its scope and
treatment, and perfect in its minor details. It not only

offers the fullest possible thesis for the thorough discussion

of the advisability and practicability of the plan, but it is

capable of imniediate adoption, with very few changes in the

event of the inauguration of the enterprise.

Naturally suoh a national body would have to include the

smallest class of yacht, at least down to loft., but it does not

follow that the New York Y. C. will be compelLd to adopt

for its large yachts a rule made exclusively for these small

ones; not that the club will be any more contaminated by
associatioa with clubs racing the small boats than it now is

in racing under the Seawanhaka rule It is too early yet to

touch upon details, but we are inclined to the opinion that

sooner or later in any case it may be found necessary in this

country to adopt special rules for the classes imder SOft.

It is quite true that in any national union small clubs as

well as large would be admitted, but an objection on this

score alone is mere snobbishness, and has no substantial

foundation. If the New York Y. C. wishes to come out

squarely with the c'eclaration lhat it is so much bigger and
better than all other clubs in the country that it cannot be

associated with them in any way, then this point may hold;

if it is not prepared to go so far, then there is no good
ground for the objection to the limit actually proposed at

the meeting, of fifty members to a club as the minimum
qualification tor membership.
The leal point about the two associations mentioned is

plain enough to any ore who cares to see it— the great suc-

cess which has attended both in but two years shows what
may fairly be expected of them in four or five years more,

especially if they should combine and the same work should

go on, as is now promised, in other localities In this not

improbable event, the New York Y. C may awaken, when
it 13 too late, to the fact that the building and racing of

yachts in America is in the hands of a union not so ancient

nor so wealthy as itself, but very much stronger, in that it

has the confidence and support of the great body of racing

yachtsmen. In this case there are two possibilities: one that

the New York Y C. may not want to join the union after

opposing the schemes now before it; the other, that the union,

whatever its name and nature, may not want the New York
Y. C, great as it is.

It matters not now what have been the factors of a club's

prestige in the pa&t, the fact is self-evident that in the future

the power in yachting is going to those clubs or associations

which do the most for the encouragement of racing, and
especially in the direction of wise legislation.

The history of the Ncw York Y. C. shows that it has never

been a leader in the iotroduction of rules and similar racing

legislation, and it has no future before it now in this direc-

tion. If there aie any of its members who dispute this and
consider that the club is competent of itself to make rules

for yachting, they may prove it by producing in the name of

the club what yachtsmen are now looking for, a practical

new rule of measurement,
"An old yachtsman" is right in his surmise that the Larch-

mont Y. 0. has been acute enough to appreciate the situa-

tion so rapidly developing, but his other points are at best

but side issues, and have no bearing on the real question.

The racing interests of the country, both individually and
colleclively as clubs, have withm a couple of yearg given in-

disputable evidence of a desire for improved legislation and
closer association, and an attempt is now about to be made
to meet this demand. The leadership in this attempt has

been offered, practically by commou content, to the New
York Y. C, the oldest and largest club in the country. Tl e

only question now is whether the club will recoguizj the

condiiion of affairs and declare itself on one side cr the otht r,

preferab'y in the affirmative. Wten once the decision of

the New York Y. (J is kuown, the work can go on in one

way or another, according to that decision.

To sit down now and discuss whether a local bod}',

formed under different conditions and for a ditferent end,

should limit its yachts Lo 13ft. or Lift, or 30ft. is simply

o^ildish

f'

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Ripple is the name of a new racing yacht for the 18ft. class of the

Massachusetts Y. R. A., designed by J. F. Small, the amateur de-
signer, of Dorchester. She was built for C. B. Pear by H, A. David-
sou, of Calais, Me., being completed in the fall and shipped to
Boston by schooner, where she is stored for the winter. She is 35ft.

over all, 17ft. l.w.l., 7ft. 6in. beam, and 71n, draft; fitted with a
wooden centerboard and a balanced rudder with a small metal scag
just forward of it. The sail plan will be about 6OO.5q.ft., pole-masted
rig, with jib and mainsail and a small sprit topsail. The construc-
tion is light, the frames being % by %in., spaced lOin., planking %ia.
and deck ^in., the latter covered with canvas; the mast is hollow.
The ends are W3ll carried out and the topsides flare. Though in-

tended for a crew of four, as allowed under the M. Y. R. A. rules,

this yacht might be brought within the limits of the Seawanhaka
20ft. class, and if she proves as speedy as her designer's reputation
warrants us to expect, it would be very gratifying to have her in the
trial races at Oyster Bay.

A short time ago it seemed probable that Boston would be repre-
sented in Ike Seawanhaka races by a 20-footer specially designed for
the class by Herreshoft, as C. H. Eaton, of Marblehead, late owner of
Cock Robin, and previously of the 30-footer Rosalind and the steam
yacht Melissa, was in negotiation with the Herreshoffs for such a
yacht. The intention was that the boat should be handled by W, V.
Fowle. of the Marblehead Corinthian Y. C, former owner of the dif-

ferent Saracens and the helmsman of Cock Robin in the past season.
It is now probable that Mr. Eaton has changed his plans ; the Bostou
Qlobe says: "Yachtsmen who maybe inchned to make wagers can
safely give odds, If necessary, that C. S. Eaton will not order a 20-

footer from the Herreshoffs for the Seawanhaka international trial's,

but will be found in the knockabout class with an improved Cock
Robin, in so far as the Herreshoffs are able to make an improvement
on last year's champion. It is understood that Mr Eaton's principal
reason for not trying for international honors was the time it would
take from business and the doubt if he could induce ex-Com. Fowle,
of the Corinthians, to be his right-hand man again, since the latter
also expected to be specially ceep in business the coming summer.
It would have been vastly interesting to Boston yachtsmen to have
had Mr. Eaton build a 20-footer, but what is a loss in one class will be
a gain in another, and anew Cock Robin will still further assure some
lively knockabout racing." [It has since been announced that Mr.
Eaton has placed the order as above indicated,]

Well back in the days ot the tonnage rule and the narrow cutters,
1884, Will Fife, Jr. , then at the head of the Culzean Shipbuilding
Co., designed and built one of the handsomest little cutters that has
ever been floated. Bedouin, as she was named, was a very wide
boat for her day, with 7ft. Sin. beam and 25ft. l.w.l., as compared
with the 4ft. lOin. beam of the old 3-tonner of 28ft. l.w.l. With a
long, graceful counter, a waterline with but a trace of hollow in the
bows, and a beautifully moulded form, she is still handsome, even
beside more fln-de-siecle cracks. She was built for a special class of
the Bangor Corinthian Y. C, of Belfast Lough, Ireland. With the
beginning of the present year of grace Mr. Fite is sending to the
same locality, for the Royal Ulster Y. C, a fleet of one-design boats
of similar dimensions, 38£t. 6in. over all, 25ft. l.w.l., 8ft. I^iin. beam,
6ft. Sin. draft. They are cutter-rigged, fltted with a cabin trunk
which gives a good cabin, with accommodation for three or
four, and they are intended for both racing and all-round work. It
will be interesting to compare the new boats with the old, after an
interval of thirteen years, as the two are built for much the same
purpose and without regard to the existing general racing rules.

The Cleveland Y. C. is discussing the proposition to build a much
needed breakwater in front of the new club house, there being no
prospect at present of such an extension of the Government break-
water as will afliord protection to the house and make it possiole to
launch or land small boats. It is estimated that for an outlay of
$7,000 to $8,000 a breakwater SOOft. long and 5C0ft. from the club
house could be built, and it is proposed to raise the money in the
club.
The Beverly Y. C. has elected the following ofBcers: Cora,,

George H. Richards; Vice-Com., Lewis F. Dabney; Sec'y-Treas.

,

F. L. Dabney ; Meas., A. S. Hardy. After discussion the club de-
cided not to join the Mass. Y. R A., for the reason that such action
would involve radical changes in the club's rules and the abandon-
ment of the Seawanhaka rule, under which it has raced for years.
A proposition to establish a '.ilft. knockabout class for Buzzard's
Bay, similar to the Boston class, was favorably received and a com-
miilee was appointed to draw up regulations and submit them at the
January meeting.
The Wassersporf announces the coming publication of a second

and enlarged edition of the Segler^s Handbuch, the revision being by
George Balitz, editor of the Wassersport. The original work, pub-
lished some ten years since, has been of the greatest value to Ger-
man yachtsmen and to the sport in Germany. The new book will he
greatly enlarged and modernized. In this connection we note with
sincere regret the death of the author of the book, Capt. Alfrea
Muchall-Viebrock, German Naval Reserve, which took place in
Berlin on Dec. 3, his age being but forty-two. A born yachtsman, he
was devoted through life to the sport as a means of personal enjoy-
ment, and in a no less degree to the advancement of yachting in
Germany. His cruises in the 40-ton schooner Hela, and his writings
on all departments of yachting, are familiar through the pages r>f the
Wassersport. He was always an active member of the German
Bailing Union.
Mr. Frank Cowper, the English yachtsman whose cruises are

already well known to our readers, will have afloat next season a
new single bander, now building by Thos. Martin, at Chiswick, on
the Thames. The yacht, which will be ketch rigged, has very libera
dimersions for her type: 46ft. o a.. S4ft. l.w.l., lOlt. 6in. beam, 4tt.
9in. craft. She will have excellent room below, with 6ft. Sin, head-
room in the cabins. The sail plan will be small, and all sheets and
halyards will lead to the cockpit. Mr. Cowper will extend his cruis-
ing beyond its previous range, going through the French canals and
into the Mediterranean. The result will doubtless be another useful
and inieresting book, such as he so well knows how to wri e
The Yachting World celebrates the holidays as usual by a special

"Xmas and Mediterranean Number" in addition to its regular weekly
issue. The special number has a handsome cover in colors, and con-
tains a great deal of interesting reading, with numerous illjstrations,
small and large. The history of the origin of the Y. R. A is told by
Dixon Kemp, yachting editor of the i^'teid; Sir George Baden-Powefl
tells of the Arctic cruise made by him in the steam yacht Otaria, and
there is an interesting article on "Yachts of the SVlIIth and XlXtb
Centuries." Mr. C, N. Boyn, editor of Le yacht, contributes an arti-
cle on the development of yachting in the Mediterranean. There are
other aescriptive articles, one on French yachting, and one or two
pieces of Action. The illustrations, in the way of full-page supple-
mental plates and small reproductions scattered tnrough the text,
are excellent, but entirely too numerous to mention in detail.
The wnole number is worth reading now and keeping for future
reference.
We have received a copy of the third issue of the Australian

Yachtsman and Canoeist, published in Sydney, Australia, a neat lit-

tle paper of the size ana general style of the English Yachtsman.
The young journal has our best wishes for a happy new year and
perman ent success.
The Wossersxxyi't pays us the compliment, in several recent issues,

of quoting very fully from the descriptions of El Heirie and Ethel-
wyun, and reproducing the designs which originally appeared in the
Forest and Stream.
The Christmas "double" number of The Yachtsman is of nearly

four times the size of the regular issue, with a special cover in a
rather striking red, and contains a varied as.-ortment of good re&QinK
matter, light and heavy, all liberally illustrated, ^he more practica
side of yachting is dealt with in the designs of the prize winner in the
designing competition of the London Sailing Club last winter, a fin-

keel of 18ft. hnear rating, 25ft. lOin. o.a., 16ft. 7J4in. l.w.l , 5ft. beam
and 89|;n, draft of hull; the total draft being Sft. Din, with a dis-

placement of l,S46lbs., the fin and bub weighing 2i61bs. The sai

area is SOOsq. ft. Another design is of a sort of American sharpie, de-

signed by ner owner, H. Wilmer, and termed a "barge-yacht."
There are also designs of a small cruising steam yacht, of the canoe
Prucas III,, and the sail and interior plans of the yawl Julnar, de-

signed by A, Gary Smith, with an account of the yacht. There are
gome excellent photogravure plates, one of them showing Mr. Brand's
new Spruce IIIU., designed and built by Sibbick, evidently a very
handsome model. She is shown under way at a strong angle of heel,

with Mr Brand and Tom on the weather rail; the centerboard, and
even the keel to leeward of it, being visible. The lines are eyidenily

far cleaner and fairer than in Spruce IHI. The rig shows a simple
lug with no reefing gear, and she does not carry a roller jib. Some
interesting views of the British Canoe A.ssc elation meet of 1896 form
Ik supplemental plate^

Quissetta.
Quissetta, whose sail plan is here given,

winter by Gardner & Cox, and built by
H. W. Harris, Larchmont Y. C, She is a

semi-lin type, her dimensions being; Oyer
66ft. 6in.

;
beam, 18ft.; draft, 10ft. 6in ;

29ft. She is a very handsome craft, and as

a very speedy one.

The schooner
was designed last

Mirvtl & Co. for

steel yacht of the

all, 96rt.; l.w.l.,

racing length, 71.

her racing shows.
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American Canoe Association,
ATLANTIC DIVISION. PURSER'S BEPOBT.

Oct. 1, ms, to Oct. 1, tS96.

Receipts.

Balance from Purser^ Thomas Hale, Jr $192 85
Duesfor 1S94...... ........ 4 OO
Duesfor 1895. ........s. --..^ ^...i 38 00
Duesfor 1898 SSO 00
Entrance fees for 1896 m...*;.. ...si, .t-.i;. 3100
Transferred from Eastern Division

, i i. ; 1 00
E E, Mercelis to account of Thomas Hale, Jr i^,^ti-.i,',. 1 (0
Sale of Code Signal books *.s,,iii^... 2 80

$480 65
'Expetidit'ures.

B,eg:atta Committee $27 85
Expenses of Division Meet, 18B6 31 60
Office expenses,,^ .,...i.i.....r.'..-....... 25 00
Postage A. C. A, Year Book. . i.., 12 08
Kec'y-Treas. Stryker, dues, etc , , 8S 50
Collection charges 14 00
Balance 284 62

$480 65
Membership.

Members, Oct. 1, 1895 251
New members ...f.. ...... >"•>" ....33
Reinatateo ^ , . .19
Ti-ansferred -i— ei

305
Resigned. . . , ,m i , 3
Deceased 1
Dropped ..61— 68

Total membership Oct. 1, 1890 237
Henry M. Dater, Purser.

Audited and found correct.
Fr^vnk L. Bunnell, I a„j;,„^„
Robert J. Wilkin, f
Dec. ae, 1896.

1871—N. Y. C. C— 1896.
It happened somewhere uptown and far over on the west

side, and though they all got there in time and got away
again safely in good season, no one of the party yet knows
Just where it wa.s or what the place would look like by day-
light. Wherever it was, Col. Waring's "White Wings" had
evidently long since grown weary of the struggle with the
filthy grease which follows a snowstorm in New York; the
cross streets declining to the North River were worse than
toboggan slides.

Outside, so far as it was visible at 7 o'clock on a winter's
nigbt, the place was an ordinary beer saioon, the idea being
lurtber strengthened on enteiing by the usual bar on the left

fcide of the room. Opposite to the bar, however, was a large
curtained doorway, and passing through this one stood at tne
head of four steps leading down to a plain one-story shed
about 60 by 25ft , running wi!;h the street, the far end and
the street side being inclosed with boards, and the inner side,
evi'tently opening on a "summer garden," with glass, In
the left corner near the stairs stood an upright piano; on the
right were two big casks of XXX ale on skids, and not far
from the piano was an odd-looking stove of cast iron, about
3ft. by 18ia. at the bottom and tapering as it rose, ihe height
beiog about 4lt. Back of the stove was a big pile of hickory,
cut in lengths, and beside it lay a gridiron about 3ft. long
and IfC. wide, on high legs, At the bottom of the stove was
a door just large enough to admit the gridiron.

The lurniture of the room was simplicity itself; arranged
in an oval were soma sixty common chairs, and in front of
fach pair of chairs stood an empty champagne box, on end.
On each box stood two small salt cellars, and on each chair
lay neatly folded a big thick white towel. Beside the stove
stood a table piled high with loaves of bread, and next to

the gridiron stood a large butcher's basket piled with steaks;
such steaks as are never seen in the best shops, nor even the
most noted of the city chop houses. Each was about two
inclies tliick, the bone sirloin trimmed clean of every vestige

of fat; the while-aproned cook who proudly tended them,
armed with a fork about 2t't. long, volunteered the in-
formation that they were not only speciallj' prepared for
such occasions, but were seasoned in the cold storage for six
weeks.
They began to come in about 6:30, the dinner being set

for 7 o'clock; Vaux was there, Whitlock and Stephens (W.
P.), Stevens (0. J,), Tramp and Delevan, representing the
oIg timers of the early Staten Island days; with Downing
Vaux, an old ex-member. The new men, who have been
active in the club since its removal across the Bay, turned
put in goodly numbers; and then there were the guests,

Zerega and Sherman, of the Seawanhaka C, Y. C.
;
Stayton

and Ford, of the Naval Rtserve; Vernon, of the Brooklyn C.
C. and others, in all some sixty hungry sailor men.
As the first of them came in, the cuok looked to his fire,

now bnrned down to a hot bed of embers, and loaded up the
big gridiron with nearly a dozen of the steaks; while one of
his assistants manned a sort of guillotine and began an on-
slaught on the pile of loaves beside him, rapidly reducing
them to slices. Each slice, about four inches sq^uare, was
then cut in half.

By the time that greetings had been exchanged and hata
and coats stowed a waiter appeared at the head of the steps

with a big tray of sherry glasses, Mr. Ddevan sounded tne
assembly ou his cornet, and the party lormed in lock-step

lor a march around the room, each receiving his lation of

"grog" as he passed the steps. The march continued until

the full circuit of the room had been made, and then all

lound places in the oval of chairs, each tucking his towel
around his neck until he was well covered in front. Now
the fiist batch of steaming steaks was ready, and as it was
withdrawn each steak was lifted with the big fork and
dipped in a pan of melted butter, then it was passed to an
assistant who deftly carved it into slices, each about half an
inch thick, the culs running at right angles to the long cen-

tral bone. The bones were laid aside and were to be had on
special application to the head cook by those who wished
tnem. Now a big platter was covered with the half slices of

bread and on each slice was laid a piece of tlie steaming
beet, done to a turn, just the right shade of red, without the
blue tinge, and appeadng at once to eye, nose and mouth.
As the platter started on its way down the room it was fol-

lowed uy a second waiter with a big dish of celery, and a third
with a tray of ale glasses. The merry conversation back
and forth across the room in the most informal manner was
temporarily interrupted as each in turn helped himself to his

portion of bread and meat, to say nothing of the ale, and
was resumed in the interval while the next round was pre-

paring, flow many times the procession of waiters went
round the room we cannot say, but the feast lasted from a

little after 7 until 10 o'clock before the last platter, this time
loaded with savory mutton chops, passed around untouched,
all having eaten their fill. Limited as the bill of fare wag

—

steak, chop, bread, celery, salt, ale—the utter novelty of the
repast and the surroundings relieved it of all monotony; and
then the tongues wagged industriously whenever the jaws
Were temporarily out of employment.
VauS, by Vittue of long established custom, as well as his

office of president of the club, up to midnight, was master
of ceremonies; and equally active with him in keepinsc the
fun going was the new president, Louis Boury. The ab-
sence of tables, dishes and claw-bam mer coats helped to
drive away the formality of ttie usual club dinner and to im-
prove the quality of the speecHes, of whicn there were a
numbej', as well as songs and recitations. At one stage of
the proceedings tlie door was opened io answer to an imper-
ative knock and a burly bluecoat forced his way in. Just
what his mission was nobody seemed to know, but hia visit

gave rise to no end of fun. While some of the guests vig.
orously chanted the "Oouchee-couchee dance," others im-
plored ttie "cop" to let tnem go this time; even tempting
him with ale, which he refused with a tear in his eye. For-
tunately the visit disclosed nothing of an "altogether"
nature; there were no vaudeville artistes behind the ale
casks and no Cairo dancers in the woodpile, eo the revels
were allowed to proceed. Before 11 o'clock the last .speech
was made, the last song sung, the fire was out in the big
stove, and the party broke up with wishes all around for a
Happy New Year, and another quarter of a century of pros-
perity to the oldest American canoe club, the New York.

The mosquito sailor of to-day, who can buy ready to hand
almost any sort of small craft he may chance to fancy, any
type or model of canoe or single hand cruiser, and so on up
to the most elaborate 15 or 20 footer of .special design, and
who has only to make a choice between half a dozen differ-
ent clubs, can have but an inadequate idea of the advan-
tages he enjoys over we old fellows of what is getting to be
close upon a generation ago. At the time when the New
York C. C. was organized, in 1871, there wa^ nothing in
the shape of either a boat or a club that was suited for the
uses of the small boat sailor. Rowing was then in its

prime; there was good sport in the colleges and in the many
big city clubs—in fact, even the smaller cities with any sort
of water near at hand usually boasted a rowing club. Row-
ing boats of all kinds for mere pleasure rowing, practice,
training and racing, were to be had of good design and con-
struction, and the many clubs offered house facilities and
social intercourse to rowing men.

In yachting there was nothing better in the smaller classes
than the centerboard catboat ot the day, a case where "the
best was but the worst," as many an aspiring novice soon
discovered. This cratt and her mate, the small centerboard
cabin sloop, were both poorly adapted to the uses of the
young tyro and would-be single-bander. Between the row-
ing boats and the sailboats there was the ordinary working
rowboat, such as the famous "Whitehall boat" of New York,
a craft that could be sailed fairly well, and whichj for want
of something better, was used to a certain extent for boat
cruising.

Those who had no special taste for rowing racing—and the
"revolver" and sham amateur were even then beginning to
bring the noble sport into disrepute—found little lo attract
them in the rowing clubs; and those who essayed to cruise in
the open catboat were usually satisfied after a few narrow
escapes.

The first suggestion of anything better suited to the wants
of the young Corinthian came in the form of an article in
Harper's Magazine, in 1866, a brief but interesting compila
tiou from the first of Capt John MacGregor's ci uises, then
just reprinted from the English edition by Harper &Bros.
To us, as wt4l as to many others, this first glimpse at "A
Thousand Miles in the Rob Roy Canoe" opened a fairyland
that even thirty years has not quite obliterated. The initial

cruise of the New York C. C. was made in 1869 or '70, and
in such a "Whitehall boat" as we have already mentioned,
the leading spirit of the party of three or four being W. L.
Alden, then a young newspaper man. The cruise began at
New York, and if we are not mistaken ended in a lumber
yard at Troy, where the party narrowly escaped arrest as
either pirates or lunatics of no hai'mless kiad. It was not
the New York C. C. tMn, but it was this cruise which
turned Mr, Aiden to the idea of canoeing and the formation
of a club. His first missionary work was among some
fellow newspaper men and some New York. yachts-
men—Montgomery Schuyler, the well known writer; his
cousin, M. Roosevelt Schuyler, later noted as the most ex-
treme of the "cutter crauKs;" Dr. J. S. Mosher, G. Living-
ston Morse, of the New York Observer; the late Capt. Tim-
merman, of the Alexandre Line of Havana steamers; Capt.
S Grosvenor Porter, of the Pacitic Mail; Charles Ledyurd
Norton, the writer; and a Baltimore canoeist, W, O'Sullivaa
Dimpiel. Mr A Cary Smith, the dtsigner, was also a mem-
ber, bailing in one of tne tew races held in the early years of
the club. The first canoes were Rub Roys, built irom the
designs in MacGregor's books or imported Jrom England, the
original canoe ot tne club oeing a Rob Roy built by William
Everson, then uottd as a bniluer of ^Whitehall boats. The
young club began a correspondence with the Royal (J C,
especially with Capt. MacGregor and Mr. W. Bauen-Powell,
and the latter very kinoly sent out tne complete workinu-
plans of hi^ No. 4 Nautilus Mr. Montgomery Schuyler irn^

ported a hauusome mahogany Nduiims ot Messenger's build,

mote of a sailins; canou tmm the first cratt. There was at

the time an English boat builder, Jarvis, in Ilbaca, N. Y.,
who had built cauoes at home, and who, when called on by
the club, turned out some very tine craft, among them the
famous old Psyche, so long owned by Kirk Munroe.
At the outset the club had no house; in fact, apart from an

occasional rendezvous at the Hotel Huugaria, in Union
Square, its members were widely scattered. A couple of
regattas were held in the early days, one in Flushing Bay,
where some of the canoes were kept; and another, m 1874,
on New York Bay, oft Bayonue, some of the canoes being
kept along the Bayonne and Pamrapo shore and others on
Staten island. At the same time the club did a good deal of
cruising between New York and Montreal, and on other
waters.

Meanwhile canoeing had been growing slowly outside of
the club, and about 1879 it received sotue important acces-
sions—Vaux, Whitlock, Kirk Munroe, Wm. M. Cooke, L.
F. d'Oremieulx and W . P. Stephens. In 1879, through the
efforts of the new men, a very successful sailing regatta was
held off Staten Island, and m the same summer, mainly
through the labor of Mr. Whitlock, a club house was built
at the same point, where the St. George ferry now is.

The next six years were the most successfi^i that the club

has ever known ; added to tlie club house at N"ew Brighton
was "Marmalade Lodge," of blessed memory, up the Kills;
smoky, dirty and disreputable on the outside, but for a time
the Mecca of canoeing. From fall until spring, when the
float was on the beach at the real club house, and in fact all

the year around, the members squatted on the hospitable
landlord of the "Ranche," their boats on the racks down
stairs and their dunnage in the bunks in the second story.
The one aim and object of the whole party was canoeing,
and it is safe to say that with the constant work of planning,
building, altering and rigging that went on through five
years as much was done for the improvement of the canoe
as was accomplished in all the rest of the country.
With the year 1886 came a change of luck. The encroach-

ments of the railroad that has since ruined Staten Island lor
the yachtsman and canoeist drove the club from its old
home and forced it to begin the long series of wanderings
which landed it finally on the other shore of the Bay, at
Bensonhurst. To tell all this in detail would be too long a
story, and we can only give space to the New York C. C of
to-day, as it begins its second quarter century.

As most canoeists know, the club has been established for
half a dozen years on Gravesend Bay, at Bensonhurst, and
in this time it has more than once been in serious trouble
through the sinking of its house and similar mishaps. For
two years past it has been in occupation of permanent quar-
ters on the shore, having leased the property with option of
purchase. In its new station it has at last found a fitting

home, and the troubles it has gone through have brought
some compensation in that they have called forth the best
efforts of all the members in behalf of the old club, so that
both in numbers and personnel the membership was never
stronger than it is to-day. The grounds of the club have a
fine frontage on the water, with a broad outlook over
Gravesend Bay and the Lower Bay. An old mansion of
the comfortable kind makes an excellent home for many of
the members, who occupy it throughout the year, and it has
been found possible to maintain a very satisfactory cuisine
at a reasonable price; The large boat house once used as a
floating house is now securely established on a pier, a long
gangway leading out to it. In front of this house is fairly
deep water for yachts and a good anchorage. The house
itself gives storage room for the canoe division of the fleet,

and in front of it are moored, the "one-design" 15-footers of
last year to the number of a dozen, with many other small
j'achts. Outside tne moorings is the breadth of Gravesend
Bay, the club's home sailing waters and racing course, and
further off is New York Bay, with the Shrewsbury and Rari-
tan Bay beyond.
Thus located, the club at last offers what has so long been

needed about New York, a club for the men who sail small
boais of all types,

We are reluctant to admit the fact that the canoe is not as
popular to-day and will not be as popular in the future as it

was in the past; one very good reason for this indisputable
fact lies in the multiplication of types of small craft, all de-
rived originally from the canoe, but now, as in the racing 20-
footer, with none of its distinctive features. With such a
wide range to choose from, the men who once took to the
canoe because there was nothing that could at all compare
with it in model, construction and general adaptability,
to-day divide their preference among a dozen allied types.

Wiide the New York C. C. must always continue to be a
canoe club, at the same time there is no disguising the fact
that its future lies mamly in amew and far broader field, as
(Its club for the small boat sailors, both eruiaers and racers,

of Greater New York. .

'1

In starting its second quarter century oh this new coutfee,

it has an able hand at the helm. Its new president, Louis
Boury, though a new member compared with such ancient
patriarchs as Whitlock and Vaux, has enjoyed a wide ex-
perience in different yachting and boating cliibs and in all

sorts of smaU craft, from the 35-footer Smuggler, which he
built as the first of the class and raced so successfully in 1891,
down to canoes This experience, with his reputation as a
worker in all branches of club management, and his wide
acquaintance anaong yachting and boating men, leaves little

room for doubt as to the success of the New York C. C. in
1897.

The Paddling Trophy.
Ottawa, Dec. ^Q.—Editw Forest and Stream: At the

annual meeting of the executive committee of Uie American
Canoe Association, held at Toronto on Nov. 31, 1 submitted
a resolution recommending the abolition of tue racing ma-
chine and the establishment of a standard paddling canoe
for all paddling races; the resolution being referred to 1 he
regatta committee. It is now my desire to lay my -views on
the matter, through the medium of your valuable paper, be-

fore the members of theA. C, A., or in fact any one who
has the interests of canoe paddhng at heart

Under the racing regulation and regatta programme in

the Year Book for 1896, if a man wishes to enter in (1) the
trophy paddling, (2) tne single olade open canoe, (3) the tan-

dem open canoe, or (4) the club fours, unless he is content to

paddle at a disadvantage, he must have four different canoes,

in (1) his canoe may be 16ft. by 28in., and as light as he
pleases to make it; in (2) his canoe may be of the same
dimensions as above, but it must weigh 501bs. ; id (3) the

canoe must have a beam of 30in. and must weigh oSlbs,

;

and in (4) a canoe can be of any length, weight or

beam, provided that it is not narrower than 28in, or chorter

than 16ft These regulations are, in my bumble opinion,

absurd, and are enough to kill paddling racing at A. C. A.
meets until proper regulations are made.
The four paddling events named are just the ones that

every paddler w ishes to enter. But is he to be put to the

expense and inconvenience of building and maintaining four
ditferent canoes, and, like the owneis of race horses, bring a
"string" with him to the meets? I am strongly of the

opinion that if we had one standard canoe for all paddhng
events, and let that canoe be a general purpose canon as

well, it would materially increase and strengthen the racing
spirit not only in the Association, but also among canoeists

generally. Nearly all club regattas are held vmder A. C. A.
rules, and very often local regatta committees in this part of

the world at any rate find great difficulty in arranging events
owing to the different varieties ol canoes allowed by the
present rules. After all, the object of competition is to de-

cide on the best man, not the best builder or the lightest or

fastest canoe.

In order to arrive at the proper dimensions for a standard
•canoe, one that would not be clumsy for racing, and still

would be perfectly safe for cruising and general purpose use,

I have discussed the matter with canoeists from Montreal,
Toronto, Kingston and Ottawa. The consensus of opinion
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is that a canoe 16ft. long, 30m. beam, 13in. deep and weigh-

ing not less than 501b3. would be a auilable standard for the

Association to adopt, I would suggest that all paddling

races, except of course war canoe races, be limited to the

Standard canoe. If this were done I feel confident that the

number of entries for the paddling races at the meets would

at least double, and the interest and competition be much
keener. Some may be of the opinion that the trophy pad-

dliDg should not be included in ibis limitation, but it to my
tnind is the very race that should be open to all. Eveiy in-

ducement should be offered to increase competition in what

ought to be the most important event of the meet. I have

been in this race at each meet for the past five years, and

with the excepcion of last year, when it was won on its

merits, it has usually been a competition of canoes and not

men. Not only that, but the number of entries in each year

has been absurdly small. In 1895 Mr. R, O. King was the

only member who had a canoe in ca up, and his was conse-

quently the only entry up till the last moment, when other

arrangements were made to prevent the event being declared

off for the year, . .

A race for a mile with canoes of the above description,

with double blades, would be a splendid contest and would

be an event which would have many competitors at an

A. 0. A. meet, I think it must be admitted that the paddhng

races at the meets have not been wiiat they should be, and 1

therefore suggest this change as a remedy.
D'Arct Bcott.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

OuB San Francisco correspondent-Roeel—under date of Dec. 14

sends us the following clipping from a local paper, giving the detads

of the year's work of the Uolumoia Pistol and Rifte Club, of that

''^^^early all of the prominent rifle shooters in this vicinity were at

the Shell' Mound Range yesterday. With them were dozens who are

not in the front row, but who are nevertheless enthusiasts in this line

of sport, and the five rifle, pistol and military targets were kept on

**^"'^he^Cokirab& Pistol and Rifle Club held its last contest of the

year for the club's class medals, buttnere be one more contest

on the 27th inst. for the re entry or all-comers' medals On that date

the season's sport will conclude with a team shoot, rifle and pistol,

in which all members will participate, to be followed by a banquet at

Capt Siebe's, at which all the prizes will be di-tiibuted. As stated,

the winners of the class medals were decided at the contests yester-

day D. W. McLaughhn won the champion class rifle pr ze, bis best

four scores for the year bemg (Columbia target): 52 52 m 5(i 216.

F O Young missed by 2 points, his total score being 218. In the

first class F. E Mason captured the medal with (6 74 BO 82 308 He
was closely followed by H. R. Crane with 31L and A. B. Dorrell wuh
.S18. E Jacobson won the second class medal with 70 76 79-297.

ilis closest competitor was J. E. Gorman with 320.

Mr Uorman, however, consoled himself, for he won the champion
pistol medal with 37 i9 42 4^—163. A. H. Pape was only 10 pomis
behind or 178, and F.O.Young made 186. To a score of SO in 10

shots made four months ago, A. B. Dorrell is indebted for the first

class pistol prize. His best four scores were 30 4a 55 59—193. It was
expected that Dr. L. O. Rodgfrs woiUd secure that prize with 45 50

50 50—195, but Dorrell's 30 put the latter too far aheaa. E. Jacobson
was the fortunate winner of the second class pistol medal wiih 55

59 66 65—245. G. M.. Bailey for a time had a chance to win on 263

All day yesterday there was a red hot fight on for the Unfred dia.

mond medal. As it stands at present. Adolpb Strecker leads with 9o

points in ten 3 shot scores. U. VV. McLaughlin stands 98, having re-

duced his total 8 points. F. O. Young is 99; he reduced his total 7

points. In the Qlindemann mihtary musket contest Young leadt with

4a6 points (Creearaoor count) in 10 scores of lO shots each; he gained

3 points yesterday. E. Hovey follows with 461, having gained 1 point

on a score Of 46.
, ,

The race in the .22cal. rifle 5 shot contest on the 50yds. range lies

between E .Jacobson and Hovey. Jacooson forged ahead for awhile

yesterday on 2 points, but Hovey brought the situation back to ^

pomts in his favor on an 8. His total is 90, and Jacobson's 92. A hard
fight is being made lor the all-round medal for pistol, rifle and mus-
ket presented by Capt. L. Siene, In this Young is in the lead by sev-

eral points, but it is nobody's victory yet.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, 0 , Dec. 27.—The fodowing scores were made by mem-
bers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association to-aay. Condiuons: tOOyas.,

off-hand, at the standard target, T-rmg black, capt, Gindele still

continues to make some remarkable scores with his Ziscnaug barrel.

Hasenzahl and Payne shot a match of 50 shots to-day, the former
makiog 376, tue latter 3o3 points, Payne leaaing by 17 points:

Gindele.

10 9 9 9 10 8 8 ft 9 10 91 9 10 8 6 9 10 9 10 0 9 -90

9 10 8 8 7 10 10 9 9 9—a. 8 8 9 10 B lO a a 8 Ij h8
Payne.

699 10 8899 7 1 —83 9 10 9 9 7 10 8 7 7 5 81

9777 10 10 866 b—el 767aaa789 9-80
Welllnger.

99 10 868898 9- 84 969758 10 10 9 8—81
77 10 7896898- 7j 879»8 10 6768-'i7

Trounstine.
76 10 446997 4-66 754 7 87865 9-66
894566963 10 05 6 74a7 10oo83-64

Ha enzabl.

7 7 8 10 10 8 7 8 10 6-Bl 6 8 7 8 9 6 10 6 9 10 79

789 10 867786 7S 774ayi0 8o8]0 76
Hellkamp.

4589 10 864786) 499 9 677574 676756799557 65 5 10 75793360 - Oi

Topf.67687 10 6396 6S 76 10 7649845 60

4 6l0 8428.<i7"5o6 767657 5 463 - 58
btrickmeier.88867768 10 10 78 6 10 5975756 10 -707898547576 66 679695866 4- 66

Drube.
8 9 10 6 1(1 10 ti 8 10 6 83 6 8 5 7 9 8 6 6 9 7-705456795698 -61 31354794 10 4-50

Lux.
8 .5 58678956 -67 567875 10 774 - 66

5b 10 5^6 10 85 5-6{ 10 4 5 10 4 5 6 3, 7 -S-Oi

9 10 52699459 -71 "8455867776 -61416558785 10-69 5454660706 -54

Feb.S-20—Hot Springs, Ark.-The^ Arkansaw Traveler s first

grand annual live-bird tournament; $10,000 in purses and added

moneys. Souvenir programroe.s ready Jaa. 1. Address all communi-

cations to John J. Sumpter, Jr.. Box 111, Hot Springs, Ark
Feb. IO.-Hackknsaok, N. J.-Second contest tor the Hecreation

cup, under the atispiees of the Bergen County Gun CluV). G. O. Orard-

March 13-1 7.—Baycmbster, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb banuicap at

five birds, $.)00 guaranteed. , , , ^ . j „, aph,
March b-2S.—Kew York City.- -The Inter.state. Associat-ion's fifth

annual Grand American Handicap at live birds.

April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan,—AiryLou Hart s third manufacturers

amateur and fourteenth open- to-all tournament. ^ . ^
April 15-17 —San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman

Ex. Com. , . c

April gO-23.^LiNcoLN, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.

April 21-23.—SAN Antosio, Tex.-Secoud annual meeting and tourv

nament of the Texas State sportsmen's Association. O, o. Ctuessaz,

'.lay 5-7.-NEWBtiBGH, N. Y.—Amiual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Ritie Association, First two days, targets; third

day, live birds. $.i0 average money to three high guns in all pro-

gramme target events. Open to all.
.

May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament ot the Missoiiia

State G.ime and l<i8h Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, bee y .

June 16-17.—Fargo, N D.—Third annual tournament of the ISorth

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec y.

June (third week) —Cleveland, 0.—Fourth annual tournament oi

the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company, ,.u„

June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament ot the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices ot

the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powaer

barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.

Send entries to H. C. Keeser. Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.

Oct. 6-8.—Newburgh, N Y.—Annualfall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun und Rifle Association. First two days, targets; thira

day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-

gramme target events. Open to all.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the foliowine:

FIXTURES.
Jan. 9-10,

—

Prescott, Arizona.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Arizona State Sportsmen's Association, mider the auspices of the

Prescott Uun CluD. Roy Hill, Sec'y.

Jan. 11-14.—Buffalo, N. Y.— Audubon Park first annual midwinter
tournament. Flfsi, three days, targets; last day, live birds.

Jan, 12-14.—Erie Pa.—Clover and Pope's midvnnter tournament at
Massassauga Point. Live birds and targets. Added money and
merchandise prizes. For programmes address Setn Clover or A. P.

Pope, Erie, Pa.
Jan. i6.—Rutherford, N. J.—Testimonial shoot to Neaf Apgar.

Tar=;et8, Shoot commences at 9:30 A, M.
Jan. 20-31,—Indianapolis, lud.—Tournament of the Limited Gun

Club, Sparrows. Royal Robinson, Sec'y.

Jan. 2a —Hackbnsack, N, J.—Shoot for the E. C. cup, C. O. Gard-
ner, Sec'y,
Jan. 25-29,—San Antonio, Tex,—Second Texas Midwmter tourna-

ment. Targets and magautraps. $2,000 added. Under the manage-
ment of J. M. George, Albert Steves and O, C. Guessaz, at San Pedro
Springs grounds. Open to the world.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Boiling Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N- J., at its monthly

business meeting, held in the clubhouse; on Saturday last, Jan. a,

aecided to give a testimonial to Nea f Apgar as a send-off in his new
career as a represeniativo of the Austin CartridK'^ Company, and as

some return for ibe work done in behalf oE the club by Neaf in past

years Alter a short discussion the club decided that tne testimonial

Should take the following form: The clubhouse, traps and targets

of the Boiitng Springs Gun Club to be tenaered.to Neal, tree of all

charge, for tue pm-pose of holding an all-day open-io-all shoot on

those grounds. The date selected for the shoot was Jan. 16. It is

hoped by the club that all Neaf's many friends m the neighboring

clubs wiU respond by putting in an appearance, thus helping ttj

make the affau- the success it should be. A popular programuie will

be gotten up, but all sweeps wiU be optional, anyoody that wants to

do so being permitted to shoot along "for the birus." Remember the

date—Saturday, Jan. 16.

Louis Schortemeier was the victim of an accident on New Year's

Day that might have resulted very seriously. He was shooting live

birds at Dexier Park when the right barrel of his gun burst a tew
inches beyond the end of t:ie chamber. The barrel burst on the

inner side, nest to the rib, breaking the fore end into several pieces

and tearing the rib ofE bodily, throwing it high in the an- and de-

positing it in the snow about 45ft. away from the score. The force of

the explosion .-jarred ofl' the second barrel. A pretty long scratch on

his lefD wi'ist, evidently caused by a si.liniered piece ot tue fore end,

and several measle-like spots on the same wrist and on the ball of the

thumb, due to powder blown into the tlesh, show what a narrow
escape he had. From the nature of the explosion and the location ot

the fracture, Schorty says ne is satisfied that there was an obstruc-

tion in the right barrel at the time the gun was fired

.

In addition to running the big shoot at Hot Springs, Feb, 8-20, John
J. Sumpter, Jr., will have something to do with the running of Hot
Springs township for a short time at least, judging from the follow-

ing from the Hot Springs Morning Sentinel ot Dec 16: "Gov. Clark

yesterday appointed John J. Sumpter, Jr., to flU the office of con-

stable of Hot Springs township Cor the unexpired term, which
vacancy was caused by the death of Allen P. Davis. Mr. Sumpter is

well qualiflfd to fill the position, and there is no doubt but tnai his

appointment will meet with hearty approval. The new constable

feels highly honored by the appointment, as tnere were a number of

aspirants to the office who were gooa men and had strong influences

to oack them up. Mr. sumpter wdl enter on his duties as soon as he
receives his commission trom the county juuge."

"A chip of the old block." Elmer Shaner's father—we know him
best under his title of Pap Shaner— is a man that is as fond of a gun
as anybody among tue snooting fraternity of Pittsbm-g, Pa. Tuen
comes Elmer himself; a few years ago there were very few men who
could down him at the "onc-man-up" style of shooting. And now
comes the third generation—Reed Shaner, Elmer's son, a boy of fif-

teen, who made his debut at the traps the other day, firmg at targets

for the first time, and using his father's gun. He didn't oisgrace

the name, as he broke somewhere in the neighborhood of 60 or 65

per cent.

Frank Butler says that while bunt ng quail in Arkansas he learned

a new name for a hamme.'-less gun. It happened that while he, Mi-s.

Butler (Annie Oakley) and a party of friends from Hoc Springs
were out after quail, a sudden thirst overtook ihem. To queucn it

the party stopped at a negro's caoia and asked for a drink of spring

water. When the water was brought, Mrs. Oakiey laid her gun on
the ground the better to manipulate the d l inking gourd, A liitle col-

ored ooy who came out of the cabin walked around the gun twice,

and tnen called out: '-Pop, see! Dis yer lady's got one of dem un-

seenless hammer guns:"

Jack Winston is in the city again and will make things lively for a
week or two, prior to starting south for San Antonio and Hot
Springs. His match with George Mosuer for the Du Pont trophy was
to have come off on saturaay, Jan. i6, at Charlie Zwirlein's; owing to

the shoot at Boding Springs on that dace i^the Apgar snootj,the
match will be shut early ths succeeding week. George Mosher, who
was in town on Monday, says that he intends to oe present at Clover
& Pope's tom'nament at Mas-asaugua Point, Erie, Pa., and also at

the Audubon Gun Club's shoot, in Bufi'alo.

Justus von Lengerke has gotten back from England, where he has
been for a few weeks on business. While there ue managed to mix
in a little pleasure wiih business, ana had a tasie of some of the good
game shooting to be found m the British Isles. He brought hack
some specimens of the game he killed, among them some ot the Eng-
lish woodcock. Although they had been on the ice about a fortnight,

they weigheo close on to a pound apiece when tried on the scales in

the Murray street store. As for the shooting itself—he wants more
of it,

Ben O. Bush, of Kalamazoo, Mich,, is in the city for a few days.

He has just patented a new kind of shell, the special features of

which may be of iniei est to those who shoot ducks and geese in

damp weatner. As we understand it, Busn deposits a >ort of metal
coveiing over the paper shell, thus making it te aliintents one of the

old brass shells; the oeauiy of the whole thing is that this "brass
shell" wfll crimp as perfectly ana as smoothly as one of the ordinary
paper shells.

The Garden City Gun Club, of Long Island, shot a race at targets

on New Year's Day with a team or six men frorn the Crescent
AtliTetic Club, of Brooklyn. The shoot took place at Garden City,

the home team winning oy 6 targets. The teams were- Garden
City Gun club—NicoU Floya, Jr,, (i. L. Hubbell, D. D. Breck, New-
haii Lawrence, Alfred Lewis and J. R. Wooa; Crescent- D, Geddes,

C. White, G. Notman, W. F. Sykes, A. B. Fish and G. Hegeman.

The victory ot Col. Butler and W. H. Stafford over George Work
and J. P. Knapp on Saturday last, Jan. on the Westminster Kennel
CluD's grounds, is one of the great surprises of a year that is very
young as yet. WorE and Knapp snot from the bOyds. mark, conced-

ing their opponents 2yds. handicap.

Ueorge S McAlpin is keeping up his good work bh live birds, and
is not jeopardizing his chances at targets. McAlpin is probably tne

best amateur five-bird shotm thiS part of the eounti-y jusCnow, have
Ing come to the front very quickly.

Charlie Floyd, the member of the New Utrecht Gun Club who won
the Holiday cup tor the third and last time on New Year's Day, is

One of the most consistenily good shots the club can boast of. He
hasn't as much time to practice as many men nave, but he can give
a good rustle lO many a man who shoots loO pigeons to his 1.

WaUaoe Mdler, of Austin, Tex , has taken a leaf out of Capt, Bsrt-
lett's book and has been snowing the boys down in the Lone Star
State how to hanale a Winchester repeating shotgun. Judging from
what some of the local reporters down there have said about him,
WaUace is nothing less than a crackerjack at the exhibition busi-

ness.

Ool. T. A. Divine Is reported to be hard at work practicing on live

birds, preparatory to coming North next March and carrying o£E the

first prize m the Grand American Handicap. Noel Money is out

authority for stating that Col. Divine has had his eye with him lately;

pigeons that got away from him being few and far between.

Seth Clover and A. P. Pope have gotten out a popular programme
for their shoot at Blassasaaugua Point, Erie, Pa., Jan. 12-14. The
shoot will be held under the auspices of the Erie Gun Club, but wdl

be managed by the two shooiersmeniioned above. Both live birds

and targets will be trapped.

It has long been customary to refer to Ed Taylor, of the Laflin &
Rand Powder Company, as "'The Old Refiable." Tom Keller denies

Mr, Taylor's right to the above title on the grounds that he is now
merel,y "A Peradvonture."

On Saturday next, .Jan. 9, the second match of the Endeavor-Boil-

ing Springs series will be shot on the grounds of the latter club, at

Rtitherford, N, J. The first match was .shot at Marion, N. J., the

Endeavorers lo.sing the match on their own grounds,

Jim Elliott has taken his flight South, and the next we shall hear
from him, after a brief stay at Kansas City, will be when he meets J.

D. Gay at Louisville, Ky. Mr. (iay has a big contract on hand, not-

withstanding his 2yds. the best of Elliott; .Jim will stand at dlyds..

Gay on the 29yds. mark.

Nearly everv letter we get from our personal correspondents con-

tains an item in regard to somebody or another going down to the

Texas Midwinter. If half the people who say now that they wfll be

there should show up at San Antonio on the aath of January, Joe
George, Albert Steves and Oacar Guessaz wifl have their hands
full.

The classification and tournament committee of the Interstate

Association will visit Dwyer's track at Elizabeth, N. J., and Daly's

grounds at Eikwood Park on Thursday of this week (Jan. 7) for the

purpose of cuoosing a location for the Grand American Handicap of

1897.

W. S. King, of Pittsburg, Pa., is shooting a very hot gait for an
anaateur. Last week he shot a race with W. G. Clark, late of Al-

toona, Pa., and won easily, his winning score being 94 out of 100.

Clark scored 86. Out of the last 800 birds shot at by King he has
scored something like 91 per cent. I

Annie Oakley was an interested spectator at the EUiott-Fulford

match on Dec- 31. Mrs. Butler is looking remi.rkebly wed, her so-

journ in the South having driven away all traces of the severe strain

she has been running under while with the Wild West show.

Sandy McPherson, of Pittsburg, Pa., is another entry for the
. Grand American Handicap. Pittsburg has the shooting fever very
•severely, ana will be represented in the big event by the largest num-
ber of shooters that ever came East trom that city.

Don't forget that the Neaf Apgar testimonial shoot at Boiling

Springs takes place on Saturday week, Jan. 16. Bring plenty of

shells, as there will be lots of shooting for everybody.

j^i^. .5. Edward Banks.

Programme for San Antonio.

The programme lor the second Midwinter tournament at San An'

tamed in '97 becauie—the '"Big 3" say so. Tnat's the gist of the

whole programme. In brief it reaas thu.-;:

"A dead square shoot, $i,000 added to the entries. Moi e game than
you ever saw. Soutliwest Texas hospitality."

Magautraps wih be used, and all targets will be thrown at unknown
angles. Pui-ses wdl be divided 30, i5, 20, 15 and 10 per cent. Shoot-

ing commences at 8:30 each aay. Shells and guns may be shipped to

Fred W. Stone, San Antonio, Texas, who will deliver same at the

shooting grounds free of charge. The ilenger Hotel will be head-
quarters. „ „ * A
On the first and third days there will bfe 8 events at 20 targets, $3.60

entrance, $50 added. On the fifth day there will be 10 events ot the

same class., On the second day, in addition to five 20- target events,

same asaoove, there wiU be a race at lOd bluerocks for a trophy that

bears the following title: "Schmelzer's World's Inanimate target
Championship Trophy." The fourth day's programme consists of six

20 target events, same as above, and a 50-target for a cup presented

by the American E. C. Powder Company, entrance $.i.50.

Feekskill Gun Club.

PEEKsmLL, N. Y., Dec. iS.—The Peekskdl Gun Club held its usual
holiaay shoot to-day. The day was a beautiful one so for as weather
was conceriied, about a toot of snow on tue ground and a smart
northerly breeze that, together with the reflection of fight from the

snow, made the shooting rather difflcuit. Among otner events was a
contest for a sflver powder can containing 6ibs. of W-A smokeless
powder, presented to the club ny the Lafim & Rand Co. It was shot

for under the new ioRBST aud Stream rules as pubhshed week ne-

lore last, and governeo oy the regular club handicap at unknown
angles. The referee in this close and interesting event was Major
W. H. Pierce, of red Irish setter tame, than whom there is no better

nor more successful ruffed grouse hunter m the State of New York.
Dr. Mason won the can by the smallest margin, as the following

scores wifl show:

Dam (59J liiOOlllHllOllllllllllllllllOOllllOOlllOilOllOOll-39
llOilOllO — 6-45

Loder (64) inUOill011011100001010111011111011110101011101111-3i
llUlOiOUOOOll — 8-42

Mason (58) ilnOlUiiainilll0101111111110n0111111111010nO-4a
lllUlll ' - 8-50

Snowden (68).lllOlOi0011100111inOU01111imi01inilllll0100001-37
oimniOiOiOOiiOi —12—49

Southard C60),llllllllluOlllllll011011111111011010000011U10111-89
IIUIHOOO — 7-46

Halsted t63),.,.Olll010allll0110011110111101101H1101111111111110-39
inooiouiiii t^'It^^

L, D,

Ironton Gun Club.

Ironton, O,, Dec. 25.—One of the most enjoyable shoots I ever at-

tended was held on the grounds of the ironton Gun Club tb-day.

Only a few shooters were out there, but those few had lots of fun.

The members of toe Ironton Gun Club object as a rule to shooting

for money, and in consequence have no more sport. Dupuy's shoot-

ing was remarkably good, considenng his condition; he has been
sick for two years, anu uas fallen otf from 1751bs. to 126ibs, Nigh
did much the best work as regards qaicKness, the first t>arrel doing
the work, the second not being really needed when used. The scores

made were as below.
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Austin 1001010010- 4 1000011000— 3 lUOlUlOl—

S

Nicrii ' iiiuiaou— 8 iiuiuui—10 HOiiuliil—

8

Dulmy",.. , 0111011111—8 miUUllll— 8 1110111110—8
Pierce .... ...OOOOOUOUUO— 0 OOjlOOOUlO— 2 OOUlOOOlOO—

2

Philips'"
' outjoiooolo— 2 ooiUiuoiio— 4 luoiuuoio—

a

Gray. !!!,!'. lllllllUl—10 iliiOlllll— 9 lllllilUO—

9

Welch . ...UlUlllUO— 8 UllOlUlll— 8 1110111101—8
Stitch.'.','.',.' 1001010001—4 OUUIUOOIII— 4 0011100110—4
No. i's'iive 'birds: Dupuy 5, Nigh 4, Austin 3, Gray 2, Philips 1.

Pigeon.

Hill Top Gun Club.

u.iTERLiTZ, Ky., Dec. 26.—Tne following sweeps at live crows were
t here t.o-aay. No. 1 was at 32i as. rise ; Nos. 2 and 8 were miss-and-

Auf
shot here t.o-aay.

outs, 31jds rise, 352 entrance, gun oelow the hip untfi the bird was
on the wmg

:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

GWClay .212-'1U211-10 221^121-7 21lllii2.12-10

T H Clay, Jr. . . . . . .ia«»ii«2^2<!—10 ua»22iu—5 a2ai2na«2—10
AClay. ................. ..222222222.- 9 0*!22-2l-7 1121111111—10

DBell .i^tsiiw.;; 1211112il22- 9
G. W. Clay.

Trap at Toronto.

Toronto, Can., Dec. 23.—Below is the score of a match shot here
to-day between Colhe Cockoura, of this city, and Chas. WUmott, of

Port Hope. The match was shot under Dominion rules, $200 a side.

Cociiburn's 5th, ISih, 20th and 29th birds fed dead out of bounds,
onlv two out of his tOO getting away from him.

J c"Cockburn.llliOUUlli0111lU01llllill01lilllllOU11111101H-44
llllllllllllllllllllUlllilllUilllHlllUUlllHl-50-94

ChasWilmott.lll0010.01,0l0.100.U0.0il0111010il00110ll0a0UJl0-30
OllOillOllOlHOiOiOlOilOOiOllOlllOiiOUO.lOLOlliO—33-62

Ojilookjer.

Winston and Mosher.
Syracuse, N. Y,, Jan. 5.—Special to Forest and Stream. I accept

Mosher's chaUenge conditional upon being regular 100 birds, 2wir-
tein's, Saturday, Jan, 16. ,^JItio. L. Winston.
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Trap Around Pittsburg-.

HERRON HILI/ GftIN CLTJB.

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 26.—An interesting slioot took place to-day on
the grounds of the Herron Hill Gun Club, at Davis Island. The
match at 50 birds perman between Strong and Pargo resulted in a tie;
this match will be re-shot at some future date. Both men to-day shot
very well. Strong shot at 66, scoring 63; Fargo scored 61 out of the
same number. Scores of the match were:
Strong 11211212121111121211023220022231321212203321925212—46
Fargo 03212201222113222212212211202220132221222132232233 - 46
Two sweepstakes were also shot off. The first was at 10 live birds;

the second was a miss-and-out. Scores:
No. 1. No. 2.

DufEey 1013122233— 9 120 —2
McPherson , . 2222S23322—10 223322- 6
Farmer 2110321311— 9 222223-6
Anson 1222332022— 9 2222 —4
Strong .......4............. 2213222133-10 111212-6
Fargo , 1221212031-9 121132-6
Shaffer 121111ill2—10

BAST PITTSBUIIG GUN CLUB.

Dec 26.—Below are the scores made to-day in the E. 0. cup shoot
of the East Pittsburg Gun Club. Mr. Gurbates, the winner, is only a
beginner at trap-shooting, and has until recently been shooting only
a poor gait; he has now, however, improved very much and made
the higbest possible at this shoot. Hamilton shot well and very rez-
ularly, despite the cold weather and raw wind. Eanibo has only
been Shooting bluerocks live mouths, but he is able to run 25 straight,
as shown by this score. Full scores below:
Gurbates (33) 11111010111011111111101111101111110110111101111110 41

iiiioiiioiiiioiiouiiioiiiioninio.oioiiiiiuiui 4i
0111111110111110.011110 -18

100
Rambo (4) 10111011110101111011001111111010101101111101111101- 37

11111111111111111111111111111110110111111110110101-45
0110 _ 3

84
Swenson (25) 10101011101110000101011101111101111001100101010011-30

11101000100111111110101010001011111110011111010100- 31
1011111101010101000011011 —15

76
Skillman (0) 10011111010001111111 lOlOOlOlIlllll 1 1 101 111010101 1 1- 86

11111111111011111011011110111100101111111011111111-42

18
Ony CO). 11111011101010110111111111110011111101011110011111—:i9

11111011011101111011111010111101111101111111100111—40

79
Gallup (4) 11010111111 1010111 110111 111011 010111011010111 11111-39

lllllllOOlllllIlllOllllllllllOllOllOllUlCllOlllll- 42
1110 — 3

84
Williams (16) lllOlllllOlOlllllOlllllIOlllllOlOllOlIlOlOlllOlOli 3S

lllOllllOlOllOlOlOlllOllOlllllHlCOlCOllOlllOllOlO-31
lllOOlOOOOlOIOlO — 7

70
Hamilton (0) 11101101111111011110111111110111110111011111111111-4;^

11111111110011111111111011111111111101111101111111-45

Koeche (11)....

to-day. Bill MoCrickart iad some excellent birds on hand. Eleven
shooters took part in the sweeps, three of which (Nos. 3, 4 and 5)
were divided under the Rose sy.stem. Will King did the best work
with two straights and three 9s out of 5 events. Six events, all at 10
birds, were shot during the day. Scores were:
Events: 1 ft

..OlllOOOllllOllOOllOlOCOOOnOlOOOOlllOOlllllllOllOl-28
10110111001111111111010111111111110011101101111110—^9
lllllllllOl —10

77
KING DEFEATS CLARK.

Deo. Si.—The postponed match between W. S. King nnd W. G.
Clark was brought ofl yesterday, King winning easily by the great
score of 94 to 86. A Pittsburg, Pa,, daily newspaper 'describes the
match in the following terms:

"Will King yesterday made a remarkable record against W. Q.
Clark in their match at 100 live birds. He won by making a strong
finish, killing 94 to Clark's 86. King's record is one of the best in this
section ; the only man to beat it was Clark, bis opponent yesterday.
Nearly a year ago Clark defeated W. M. C. Jones by a score of 95 to
81 on the Country Club grounds. The match yesterday was for $100
a side, the loser to pay for the birds. All the prominent shooters of
this end of the State were there, including Dr. Cundal, of Washing-
ton, Pa., who not long ago was mentioned in connection with a match
with Will King. Clark was the favorite in the betting and his money
went begging. Elmer Shaner was referee, and this fact gave the
affair a business like appearance. Elmer is at home in every branch
of the sport, from popping pigeons to setting a trap, and the whole
country is aware of bis sterhng qualities. Louis Lautenslager, secre-
tary of the Herron Hill Gun Club, had charge of the birds. Tbe birds
were a poor lot, and the damp weather made them rather sluggish,
and this was in favor of the shooters.
"Clark justified the confidence placed in him by bringing down 15

birds in succession in the go-off. King missed two of his first 15, and
this gave tbe ex-Altoona man a good lead. Of the nest 10 bird.s
Clark missed 8 and King 1, making the score 23 to 23 in favor of
Clark on the first round of 25 birds.
"Now King began a glorious march, and dampened the ardent ad-

mirers of Clark. He missed his Si6tb bird, and then killed 46 in suc-
cession. It was a great performance, and at once placed Will at the
head of the local trap shooters. He passed Clark, went to the front,
and stayed there to the end. While King was bringing down bis 46
birds without a miss Clark failed to kill 7. When both men had shot
at 75 birds King led by 5, having kiUed 70 to Clark's 65.

"On the home stretch King showed up particularly strong, vehich
shows him to be a nervy, plucky shooter. He killed 24 out of his last
25, while Clark missed 4. Tbe friends of Clark maintained that he
had not recovered from his late illness, and this caused his poar
shooting at the end. King misled 4 out of his first 50, and only 3 out
of the last 50; whereas Clark missed 5 out of his first 50, and 9 out of
bis last 50, King was in tip-top condition, and he chatted and joked
as is his wont. The Pittsburg shooters were highly elated over the
victory, and are ready to place Will at the head of any sbooter in the
htate. Clark took his defeat manfully, but had no kick coming.
Contrary to expectations, there was no talk of another match.
The full score fiu-nished by our Pittsburg correspondent shows

trap, flight of bird and result of each shoot:

Trap aeore type—Copyright, /sy?, bylbrest and Stream Pu-bUsHiing Co.

3414133243215431324313541
W S King (30) .2 111218 3 123331032221231U a—23

3524443115113133142432351
0322822yji223a233332322 2 3 2-24

4512431513444 8 543311 3 231 1

222222323232233333322202 2- 24

43444 3 3231141115 43354 6 414
N.i/< >t-«-^\\->l/'V<-< >->->-><-^\«
2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 0 1 33 1 2 3 3 3113 3 3—24- 94

3 1 1 4 3 224.3 1455345153325333
<-f-<-^4./<-<-/H<-^li+-^-4-"^^->^«-^tH.^W G Clark (a0),2 122 22121222231022231222 0-23

4 213542153353 3 45434533444
N<-«-<-^i —>i/T.,^\<-\i/ it-z^^i '^-»-»\<-
32^323030l223333l3033222 2-^-2

42481225 113424433313234 3 1

23331302303103381301 3 30 2 3 -10

414245184332453425344245 2

2 3 t 3'2W 0* 1*1^7 o'3"l'^2'3*3*l"W 2*7 s"—21-86

MAY AND STRONG VS. KING AND ANSON.

Jan. J.—A close race was shot to-day at Davis Island, on the
grounds of the Herron Hill Gun Club. O. A. May and Strong shot as
a team against W. S. Kmg and Anson, and defeated them by 1 bird,
the totals showing: May 47, Strong 45—92; King 48. Anson 43—91.
Will King is keeping up his strong gait and seems likely to remain on
top for some time to come. Scores:

C A May 3222022232^220222232333232223238302333232222322322—47
Strong 232211123313212112322111210232302231320232^2302022-45—92

W S King 22031111211312112333211 121121111222222292'23222223-4S
Anson 32201211121222-20l3133220023130212i;13312U1210122233-43—91

GOOD SPORT ON NEW YBAR\S DAY.

Jan. I.—Som.e good sport was had on the Negley avenue grounds

3 4
9 10

7 9

65

9 9

8 10

Events:

Humphrey.
Anson
AH King..,
Strong. . . , .

,

Scott

3 4 3 6

8 »
7 10
9 8

W 8 King 10
McPherson 9
J B Duffy ; 9
J .i; Duffy 8 7 Strong.. 7 9 8 9
Farmer 7 6 '0 7 ,

BuTgoon 4
Two miss-and outs were also shot, Ales King dividing both of

them.
THE WlLKINSBUEG SHOOT.

Jaw. i.—To-day's shoot of the Wilkinsburg Gun Club was quite a
success, 19 shooters entering for the lOO-targetraee. John Eyler won
the .silver medal emblematic of the club cbampionsbip with the score
of 76. The scores were all low. as will be seen from the following
flgm-es:

,)ohn Eyler 76, Nimrod 74. R, Anderson 68, Oliver 64, C. D.Turner 64,
J. K. Jack 63, H, T, Brown 62, R. Lovett 61. R. J, Steele 56, H. Rambo
.54, O. Johnston 53, W. H. Morrison 44, C. Repp 34, G. W. Prather 33,
Davis 33, A. Loveti 83, 8. B. Hughes 30, W. Smith 28. Capt, Reed shot
at 25 targets and broke 5.

liockport Gun Clubs
LoOKFORT, N. Y., Dec. 24.—A rifle shoot was held at Watson's

Quarry to-day under the auspices of the Lockport Gun Club, re-
sulting as follows, with turkeys as prizes:
No. 1, oOyds,, 5 shots: 0. Freeman first, J. .Jackson second.
No 3, 35yds., 3 shots: Freeman first. Ward second.
No. 3, 75yds., 3 shots: Covert first, Ward second.
No. 4, 75yds., at bluerosks, 5 shots (club event): Ward first, Covert

second.
Ward first, Jackson second.
Rogers first, Jackson second.
C. Ward first, Covert second.
Mann first, Covert second.
Ward first, Barnes second.

No. 5, EOyds., S shots:
No. 6, 25yds., 1 shot:
No. 7, 50yds., 3 shots:
No. 8, 50yds., 3 shots:
No. 9, 50yds., 3 shots:

CHRISTMAS DAT SHOOT.

Dec. 25.—A gOod-sized crowd attended the Christmas shoot of the
Lockport Gun Club at its shooting box at the Fair Grounds. The
chief interest in the shoot centered in the contest for the prize
donated by the Laflin & Raud Powder Company. Following are the
scores:
No. 1, 10 targets:

^Vard 1111101111— 9

GMann lOllOOllOO- 5
Freeman OlOOOOOOOl— 3
Angevine , . . , lOOOOllOOl— 4
Moon OOOOLOOOll- 2
Nash 0000100100- 3
No. 2, lO targets:

Nash 0:01000110- 3

Mann..... lllUlOlOl— 8

Ward......... lllOlllllO- 8
StockweH.. .......... 1111010011— 7
Woods ........1101111101- 8
Freeman OllOlOOlOl- 5

Stockwell 011C011011-
Jackson.,.., lOOCOOOlOl-
Atwater 000.101111-
Woods 1111111010
Covert OUOllllH-
Ringueberg 01U 00 1 1 0 1-

Covert 0011111111— 8
Benedict lOOOllOOO)— 3
Ed Moody 1111111111- 10
Angevine llllllOUl— 9
Atwater IIIOIOIIOD- 6
Moon IIOIOICIIO— 5

No. 3, handicap, 25 targets, for trophy:
Ward (scratch) 22 Er Moody (33) 13
Ed Moody (36) ...16 Mann (33) .>.,..,i,ur....2.3
Covert (2'!l) ......'....,...,..'26 Freeman (34) 26
Atwater 1,28) 20 Ringueberg (34) 16
Stockwell (29) 21 Moon {U)-. 16
Woods (29) 33 Rogers (35) 21

Harmony (,37) , 3
Huber (3 ) 1

Wilson (.38) 19

Angevine (31) 19

Benedict (32) 18

,)aekson (38) , . ; . t , j , , ^ ^ ^ i , i,, 1

5

Moyer («) 12

Covert, Freeman and Mann tied on 35 each (the limit).
Shoot oft: Freeman (34) 26, Covert (28) 33, Mann (shot at 25 only) 13.
No. 4, 10 targets: ' overt 7, Ward 8, Nash 6, Angevine 5, Wilson 3,

Benedict 4, Woods 8, Atwater 9, Covert •, Burt 9, AVard 9, Anerevine 5.

I. J. Atwater.

Around PhiladelpMa.
KEYSTONE SHOOTING LEAGUE.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 25.—Tbe Keystone Shooting League, of
Pbiladelphitt, held a shoot to day on its grounds at Holmesburg
Junction. Several sweeps were shot at targ^-ts, as well as three
miss and-outs at live birds. The latter were $1 entrance, re-entties
allowed in the first round. Scores were:

No. 1. No. a. No. 8.

Landis....2132—4 3133-4 120 —2
Stevenson21S2—4 2i'» —3 1321—4
JThurm'nll20-3 ....

WWilson* —0 3122-4 3133—4
Henry., .

.2221-4 21i0—3 ....

Re-entries: In No. I Wilson and

No, 1.

Pack 210 -i
EJohnsonO -0
W H Wol-
stencroft. . .

.

McDaniel. ...

Joianson missed

Nqv2. No. 3.

0 -0 3i0

1832—4 12C«—

3

20 —1 ....
their first birds

and re-entered, both losing their birds again. Stevenson, who also
riiissea his first bird, re entered and divided the pUrss. In No. 3
Landis Itst his first bu'd dead out of bounds, and re- entered, with the
lesult shown above.
Target sweeps were shot as below. No. 1 was a 25-target raCe for

tbe silver set won by the club at Stone Harbor, N J., last summer.
No. 2 was the shoot off of the tie in that event, Landis winning the
set. All target events were at unknown angles. Scores:

Events: I 3 3 4 5 Events: 13 3 4 6
Targets: U S5

11 Landis 22 23
11 Ibuiman ......

W H Wolsien croft
J Thurman
K, David
W H Pack
W E Wilson
H Kidge

22 21

22 =f

m .,

30 ..

. 19 .,

18 .,

W 10 10

9 9 8
9 10

18,

Targets:

C Pack
Hem-y
Krouse
Buckwaiter

,

Johnson , .. ..

Sievensiin.
Whitcorab
Dubb

* Wolstencroftrelii-ed atthe end of the 18ih round with
J

10
6

7
10

10 10 10

4 8 ..

y 7 6

5 7..
8 .. ..

11 out of
. K. S.

Omaha Gun Club.

Omaha, N'^b., Dec. 25,—The shoot to day for the trophy pre.sented
by tne Laflin & Rand Powder Company called out a large number of
the members of the Omaha Gun Club. With beautiful weather and
with plenty of live birds on hand, the meeting was a success. The
birds were an unusually speedy lot, and many, with a breeze off tbe
traps to aid them, went over the boundary too fast for most of the
shooters. The trophy contest was at 15 five birds, lies shot off on 5
birds, then miss-and out. .Johannes won, as shown by the following
scores:

Trophy Shoot. Ties.
.Tohannes (28) 102303iU3221-.3 -13 121032

Marsh (48) 1210^3111^2)202 18 033120
Randlett {iS) 1333 3112080313—13 2«300
Kenyon ( 8)., 80;311101301111-12
Parmelee (35) 220ia33<:0]30 — 9

Brucker (m) 101I0101303i310— 9

Read(iO) 2J03;010J3l —7
Townsend (38) 8110010103020

Loom is (8-') 2j80Ci32101

Smead (33) 12OK2203
Montmorency (3:) 101211000

Hughes (28) 011001101
Carmichael (37) 31100^00

Brewer (iS) 013011000
McFarlane (20) 00300003 J

Bates (37> 0t'3e0200

Gardner ,

.

Den ..... V r. . , i . i • i i . *i ^

Oale.......

Sweep.

13i]2i3J2l— 9
031.210312— 8

1112133.'01— 9
02011:2:03-
181-3110311-

00111.2330— 7

W. D.

1313Ji2l22— 9
21001 0013 -0
3121331111—10

Kenton, Sec'y.

South End Gun Club, of Troy.
Troy, N. Y., Dec. 35.—The South End Gun Club, of this ciiy, held a

shoot to day on Carroll's hiil. The conditions of the main event
were: 10 live birds per man, $1 25 entrance, the prize being a gold
medal for the nigh man. Unfortunately there were not enough
birds to go around, owing to the practice work before the match, so
the race had to be reduced to one at 8 birds per man. Jeremiah
Costello was the winner of the medal with a score of 7 out of 8.

Scores were
J C Costel o (39)......,W B Christopher (37)

John Flynn (37):

Tbos Brown (96)...,.

D J Morey (36)

J L Sherry (37j..,.,.

,..•'811121—7
...11221003 6
...121 0.220—

5

...0202«338-5

...1S20»230—

5

,..813»0033—

5

W H Jackson (28).
J P Coiighlin (35;.
HB Tucker (27;..
D C Fisher (37)

.

,..,2*0.2310—

4

,...]20.0220-4
. ..1320.0.1—4

.12000.20 3
Jos Potts (.28;. , . ,21002030-4

W, B. Christopher, Sec'y.

Trap in the South.
TEXAS midwinter TOtJRNAMENT.

Little Rock, Ark., Dec. a5,-In a letter received to-day OscarGuessaz writes me that all the details for the second annual tourn a-meni have been completed, and that nothing now remained to be
^£,H J?

P;;?^''^™™''' adding that the same would beready by the day after ChrMmas. While the added money will be

thfs'.hnn^^'onA^I^Jl'^-'f^*^^^''
"'"1 ^''-^^'-al °ew features atthis shooi- Odb of these features will be a trophy contest each day.The principal contest will be for the Mldwiutei- trophy. These con-tests will be decided at 100 targets each, and will be shot under v^ry-ng conaitions. *

Everyone who was fortunate enough to attend the first annual
}n^?r.Tt^?^

^'^^ vividly recall the great reception accorded the visit-

15 P.^uP'^'j'Jjr the local .shooters, but by tbe citizens in

„1o!^k
Hospitable and generous as was this reception, efforts will

nnt?ft
'*

i.*"^.
^"^^^ Guessaz enthnsiasticallyputs It, Our former efforts will pale mto insignificance." Thus,

welcome, and the Northernfeporismen will get a taste of genuine Southern hospitality
these are not the only attractions to induce sportsmen to visit SanAntonio; an extremp y low railroad rate has been secured. On orabout Jan. 19theradroadsof the country will have on sale whatwill be known as the "Landseeker's Excursion'" ticket. This will

additionaf
^° *° Antonio and return for one fare aiid $3

rrlJil I?;?' ''^fj,?'^
of game has rarely been more abundant in

t\.<ft1w^"
at the present season (and this is especially applicable tothe wildfowl shooting on the coast) should prove of great interest to

MiStTr""^ '° ^^"^ Antonio, and tSke part in the

THE HdT SP&I.SBS TOrRNAMENt.

^^f^in^-
^^'^^ assumed such proportions as to

f Ah^/P*"^^^^ ''^'^ tournamen t also The advancing of dates,

i
^ tournament will be held two weeks earlier than Is first anl

^rlTrf^fjZ'3j^,^%^
approval of all who go to San Antonio.

selected are Feb. 8 to 20. This will enlble those who de-

nn fnr f "^'^f^
°'' "^^^ ^? ^exas huutiug, and then come

^"""'V ^A^P** ^''^o be taken to have the railroads
1^1^"°"®!'^ ^° returning from yan Antonio, thereby en-who wish to attend this shoot as well as to visit the

m^Kff ?hi'^°-'^°r ^^"""^ as the Springs are only 33

^r,Ji fr^S I'"'''
t'.y ^'hich all shooters from the North, Southand Bast will have to go to San Antonio-the Iron Mountain Route.

Just how miich added money there will be at this shoot I am un-able to say definitely at p'resent. but $60J are now assured, and ef-

howpvpf. t^'"?'' f ''"T ^° *1''^00- This much I can say,

i^ZT^f' *; -^5 ^'^^ feature of the shoot will be a 25-bird handicap, $35

event Fr^.'^^'if^'''''" 1'^} TWs should be a popular

hlfipt'p tha??i,i^I*"-n
tl^a' Joiin Siimpter has shown me I am led to

«^ T^l^^'*^®'^^''^''^"'^"^,"^'^
^•^ss than 100 entries, probably more.

«^mnl ^'^"fury mark be reached this would make a purse of
!||)3,00q in this one event, an amount that has never been equaled inany similar event Tbere are to be five moneys in this event, and on

fomftT50^liJliF^U^0a'^
^^-^-d ^^^O. ^^-^$600.

There will be added money in several other events, and everything
will be conducted on a thoroughly modern principle

T„„ itf'^"^*'"'^
programme of this event will be out not later than

PAUL K. LiTZEE.

A Shooter's Right to Gather his Bird.
At the Fulford-Elliott match, shot at Dexter Park, L, I, on Dec, 31th° following httle incident occurred:

--^cv., 01

1 i^-l"^ K'^}^^'^ Fulford drew an Incomer froiii No. 1 trap. Heslobbered It with both barrels, the bird coming in toward him, ftviug

T?,u„*jr'' ^""n'lvl'ultord laid down hi.s gun and ran to catch it!
Elliott called out: "You can't do that, Ed." Whether the remarkstopped Fulford or not, we were unable to judge, our position in the
scoring bos being such that we could not see him, although we couldhear what was said. The bird fell just over the dead UA6-oufc ofbounds.
A short discussion on the merits of the case took place, It came

to light that the shooters had agreed to have tbe trappers do the
retrieving, but reserved the right to retrieve their own birds if they
so wished.
Tbe match was shot under A. S. A. rules, which state (Rule 9): "A

bird to be scored dead must be gathered within hounds * * * by a dog
or shooter, or person appointed by the .shooter for that purpose. No
extraneous mean^ shall be used, and no other person sball be al-lowed to assist m gathering."
We did not hear the referee say anything as to what would have

been bis decision bad Fulford retrieved tbe bird, in bounds: we do
not know whether sucn a quesiion was put to him. It was put to iw,not ouce, but several times, showing that there is considerable doubtupon ibat point, even among .shooters. It may not be amiss there-
tore to state what our interpretation of the rule would be under
similar circumstances, promising also not to get mad if we arejumped upon for such a decision:

It would be a dead bird.
We argue this way: Fulford by his action in laying-down his gunand ruiiniDg to catch the bird, which was flying almost toward Mm,

was sufficient proof that he had elected to gather his own bird, as hehad a ri^ht to do under the rules. The rule says- "* * * or
sbooter * * ^" He laid dou'n his gun out of deference to that
phrase, ^o extraneous means shall be used." Billy Mills did not go
to his assistance and "no other person" tried to assist him in gather-
ing tne bu-d. ^

In connection with this little discussion, the followiag amusiuf
incident will not be out of place: A match was being shot, and Loui"?
bchortemeier was refereeiug. He was standing well within bounds
at tbe time. A man at the score firtd at a bird and hit it; the pigeonwas an incomer, and kept straight on, finally alighting on Schorty's
hat(bchorty stands about 6ft. lin. or sin in his siockingsl). The
shooter asked him to retrieve the bird, thus "appointing him for that
purpose. ochorty retrieved it in good style, and gave it as a dead
bird. And why shouldn't he do sof A S. A rules don't say anything
about a referee not being allowt d to retrieve birds w hen so appointed :

they also say nothing about a bird perehuig, whether on the fence
or on sometbing higtier iban the fence (like Schorty), but within the
boundary. The case was a peculiar one, but the bird's actions were
rather irregular.

[Since writing the above we have had a talk with tbe referee, Mr.Ed Taylor, on the subject. We asked him what would have been his
decision bad Fulford retrieved the bird within bounds. Mr. Taylor
said promptly: '-A dead bird, of course." We then asked whether
Fulford had stopped when Elliott caUed out to him, as related above;
he replied that Fulford was undoubtedly stopped by tbe i-emark. In
reply to our next question Mr. Taylor staiea that had Fulford ap-
plied for a balk under Rule 33 ("If a contestant be balked or inter-.
fered with, * * * the referee sball allow him another burd") ha
\rould most certainly have aUowed the claim.]

Boston Team Won the Trophy.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 30.—The team repre.senting the Boston Shoot-

ing Association has again won the shoot for tbe 5-men team cham-
pionship of the State of Massachusetts, and the trophy representing
that championship. The match took place to day on the Boston
Shooting Association's groimds at Wellington, the challenging team
being 5 members of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club. The trophy
was won by the Boston team in 1892, the first contest for tbe same,
and has ever since been sucoessfidly defended by the club.
The conditions of the race are 30 singles, expert rules, and 10 pail's:

BOSTON SHOOTIN& ASSOCIATION.

Singles. Pairs. Total.
43
39
38
36
34

0 R Dickey .

.

.. 26 17

kS 10

S3 15
21 15
22 12

115 75
Other events were shot a

tbese events;

Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets: 10 10 10 10 15

5 7 6 5 14
9 8 9 8 13

Kenerson 7 10 7 6 11

Jones. 6 8 8 6 11

Puck 7 5 7 6 13

Le Roy ...... 8 7 7 5 13
9 6 9 6 14

Howe 7 e 4 4 11

WORCESTER .SPORTSMEN'S CLUB.

Sintiles. Pairs. Total.
A W Walls 36 13 38VD Kenerson.. 23 14 37
McClellan 81 10 31WL Davis 19 11 30
Roach.. 17 13 30

190 106 60 166

6 7 8 9 10 11 131314 15 16 17 18 19 80 3132
10 15 10 10 10 10 10

7 6

7 9
7 8
5 II'

6 5
810

McLellan , . . . .

Curtis . . .

Climax
Walls
Roach
Martin . . .. .. .

No. 4 was at 5 pairs.

9 10
9 13

1 8 11

9 14
; 8 12
10 13

i 10 12

7 10
, .. 11

. .. 8

.. 11

6 8 7
7 9 9

9 8 7
9 8 9
9 6 8
8 10 10
9 10 9
4 9 7
6 9 8
5 3 4
9 8 8
8 6 6

. . 9 .

.

8 8
,. 8

1510

11 9
13 ,,

.4 0
13 9
9

10 10 10

6 6 10

1010

8 9

12 9
15 ..

12 8

810 ..

9 7 9

6 810
8 8 10

9 .. ..

7 $io

.. 8
6 7
7 '7

.. 8
10 10
8..

8 8 415
9 .. 8 ..

.. .. 6
10 9 6,
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IN NEW JERSEY.
ABLINOTON SHOOTIlfa ASSOCIATION.

Dec. £5.—Fourteen tnpmbers of the ArlluRton Shooting Assoclatloa

shot to-day on the club's grounds fortbe handsome trophy offered

for competition bv the tiaflin & Rani Powder Company. The con-

test was at 25 targets, handicap allowance of extra targets to shoot

at. The winner o£ trophy was Mr. Fletcher Walters, who has lone:

been an advocate of Lallin & Rand's W-A powder, using it as usual

on this occasion. The scores made were as follows:

Fletcher Wallers (25) 1110111111011111111111111

M Herrinefon (2^). 1111110I11100I11111111111

R Woods (.32) 0111100110000O11011 111111111110

A Crawford (32) 11111110U 0110001000111011001001

J Sickles (25) .
0000011101111111111001111

F Stratton (83) 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 Oil 1 1 1100010 1 1 0O-il ' 00^ 00

J Hhattelier (32) llOOIOOliniGOnOIDOOOOOOlOllOO
H Frapwell (33) lininoOlOOOmOlOOllOOOOOlOlllOOI

-23
-22
-21
-18
-17
-17
—10
—15

15"

—15.
-13
-13

13

MRoeers(.35) .....OlOOOlOllOinillOnOOlOiOlOOlOOIOOll—15

.T L Simpson (33) 1 010 1 1 0100101 0 ilOlOllOmi 1 100101

A Schuler (32( COlOllOIOIllO'lOlOOmOlOOlOllOO

JDemouth (82) 111OHOO1On0Oai11'l"00O'OOllfO')

W Lawrence (32. 0010010110011001010100^010110101

J Shepherd (30; lOlOlOOOllOllOHOOWlOOlOIIOGO
H, Frapwell, Sec'y.

WALSRODK aUN CLUB, OF NEWARK.

Dec. 35.—The Christmas shoot of the Walsrode Gun Club, held to-

day on the grounds of the club. Varnum street, foot of Chestnut
street, was well attended bv members of the club, as well as by
manv members of the East Side Gun Club, of Newark. The 'shoot

was 'the best attended of any given by this club. The live birds

were an exceptionally strong lot. Scores in all the events were:
No. 1, club shoot

Th Leuthaeuser 100J221211—

8

J Alexander 10'0011222- 7

EPidgon .... 0?00 00320- 4

J Coerper / 0'00tllll2- 7

J Tung. . w.,,....; S0102110J1- 7

J Frank 00'0031001- 4
BClinckard 5012000122- 6

JTbenen OlOlllSO'O- fi

WHassinger 0112211222- 9

H Reinbaldt lS0012f011- 7

HKoegel....... 1S01201110- 7

Perry. 0121121112- 8

(i Mahr 1 00 1 2S0 1000- 4

Thomas ...,1102222101— 8

R Baar 9212122221-10

FPerment 1211101210- 8

F Farebv OlOlOlOlll- 6

R SchrafEt ........i.
H Heinrich ..i.w...
J Dreher .

THilfers

Target sweeps were shot as follows:

No. 2.

1111011-

noooooo-0
0.'21132-4

oisom-s

101SO01—

4

20n022—

5

1201100-4
1112212—7

oiiiiii—

6

111J001—

5

1020000—2
HJ0012—

5

Events:

Targets:

Schrafft 9
Frank 4
Jlahr 9
Yung b
Brown 10
Alexander, 8

3 4 6 6 7

10 10 10 15 15

6 8 .. 9

9

Events: 3 4 5 6 7

Targets; 10 10 10 15 15

Ferment.... 10 7 7 12 12
Haaslnger 11 4 8 11 9

Leuthaeuser 12 4 3 11 10

Koellpr 10 5 .. 10 13

Koegel......... 9 5.. 12 10

Baar 14 5 8 12 12

Heinrich ,.7.,... 9 .. Coerper 3

Fischer IS .. ..6 9 Perry 7 ,. ..

Clinckard S 6 ,. 3 5 Pidgon 10 7

Hilfers 9

Nos. 8, 5 and 7 were at known angles, No. 4 at 5 pairs, and No. 6 at

unknown angles. H. Bbinhardt, Sec'y.

NEW year's day at hackensack.

Jem J.-The New y<=ai's Day shoot at Hackensack on the grounds
of the Bergen County Gun Club was an enjoyable affair, There was
a good attendance, not onlv of club members, but also of visiting

shooters. Among those present were N, E. Money, of the American
E. C. Powder Company ; Ed Taylorand M. Herrinaton, both represent-

atives of W-A powder; Jim Hl'drethand Ferd Van Dyke, of the W.
R. A. Company; Captain G. H Piercy, of tbe Endeavor Gim Club,

and his son Louis ; A R. Strader, acting secretary of the same club;

Harry Craft, an old-time Jersev shooter who has no longer time
enough to practice at the trap; Tom Morfey. of Paterson, and W.
Dutf-her, of the same city; W.M.Harding, rf New York; etc. In
short, there were plenty of shooters and lots of FOooting.

The Bergen county boys are comparatively new at the business of
tournament running, but to day they got things off in good shape,
and entertained their guests in a truly hospitable manner, the hot
roast turkey making many friends during the noon hour.
There were two special events on the day 's card. The first was a

,30 target race, unknown angles, handicap of misses as breaks. The
en'rance fee in this event was $3; there were three prizes: first, a
Winchester repeating shotgun; second $5, and third $2. Herrington
and Van Keuren, the latter one of the home club, tied for the gun
on 28 each. They shot off the tie at 30 targets, handicap added
again. The race was a close one, the issue being in doubt until the
finish, when it was found that Herrineton had won by a single break.
Their scores were: Herrington 23+2=25; Van Keuren 144-10= 24.

Second money-$5 was divided between Hildreth and Edwards;
third money went to Strader and Louis Piercy.
The second special event was a match race between two-men

teams. The original contract was for three two-men teams, as fol-

lows: Ed Taylor and Ferd Van Dyke; Tom Keller and Neaf Apgar;
J. S. S. Remsen and F. S Edwards. Of the three teams above named
only one turned up intact, viz. : Taylor and Van Dyke, but Van was
minus his gun and shells. (Somehow or another Van'.s dates got
mixed and He forgot that Jan. 1 was a holiday in New York city.

His gun and shells, therefore, reposed safely in the locked-up store
of the W. R. A. Co., 312 Broad way 1) The second team was wholly
unrepresented, the reason being understood to be an affection of
Tom's off foreleg, an affpction he terms rheumatism, but which is

popularly supposed to be gout. Of the third team Edwards was on
deck, his partner Remsen having had a little misunderstanding with
tbe pavement of Broadway, when he fell from a cable car platform
on Dec. 29. Taylor and Van Dykp being willing to allow Piercy to

take Bemsen's place, it was only necessary to supply Van wiih a gun
and shells. He shot Hildreth's Winchester and any ammunition he
could beg, borrow or otherwise annex. ( That he annexed some that
did not suit him is shown by his score of 38 out of his first 50.) Un-
der the circumstances he shot remarkably well in the last 50, scoring
47 of them. The scores given below show which team won.
The weather w£is favorable for good scores, although the poor

background was against anything phenomenal, whUe the targets
were by no means regular in flight, some soaring skyward and others
diving into the ice and reeds of the Hackensack meadows. Two sets
of traps were kept pretty constantly ia use, and everybody had all

the shooting they wanted. Lack of shells caused an earber aban-
donment of the grounds than would otherwise have been the case.
The refereeing was very satisfactory, the referee being very pams-
taking and being possessed of a keen eye, something entirely neces-
sary when it comes to judging breaks and misses on the grounds of
the'Bergen County Gun Club.
The scores of the main events are given below in detail

:

Handicap: SO targets, unknown angles, handicap allowance of
misses as breaks:
M Herringion (2) ...,...,..,...111011111110110110111111111111—26-f-2-28
G Van Keuren {8).,.,...........1111101010110101110100110l0111—iiO-f8-28
F S Edwards (0)....... ....... ..111101101110111111111011111111 -26
J Hildreth (4) lomOlllllllll0O0111100ini0I-22-f4-2a
L Piercy (1) 111111101110111011111111010101-24-^1—5;5

A R Strader (2) 111010111101111001101101111111-234-2 -25
F Van Dyke (0) llllOlOllllinilOlOilimooill -24
N E Money (0) ..,,,,......11011111111111111001110111001(1 -23
G HPiercy(l) ....OOllllOlllllOlllllllllllOOOIll- 224-1-28
Ed Taylor (0) ; lllllOllOlOlOlUlOllOlOnillll - 22
R C Beatty (4) 11011101 lOuOllCO 10001 1 11 1 1 01 1 0-1 84-4 - 22
Dr Titterington (5) .....loOOOGOllOllOOOlllllOllllOllOl 174-5-2i
Jackson (8) .00:0111001111110011(10000011010—144-8 -22
Griffiths (2) 101111111011010000111101110100—19-j-2-21

Team race: Two men teams, 100 targets per man, unknown angles:
(The 80 targets shot at in the handicap race counted as the first SO in

this event.) •

Edwards' Team.
F 3 Edwards. 11110110111011111111101111111111110111111111111111—45

l0011Hrllll011U110UllllllllU!lllUlllllllillll-45—90
G H Piercy...OOllllOUlllOllllOllllilOOOimoiUlllllllllllllOO—39

OlllllllllOllllllOlllllOllllinillllOlOl'lllllUlll-44—83

173
Taylor's Team.

F Van Dyke..Hn0101111111101011111il001il0O1101O111111111011O-38
inilllllllllUOlOllllllllllOllilllllllllllllllUl—47—85

Ed Taylor.. ..lllllOilOlOlOllllOUOlOlim.OllinO' lO'llOlOllin—38
0001111011110111 lOlllllOlllOOlOOOllllOlOUlOl 11 1 1 1 -36—78

lis

' Sereral sweeps, all at nominal entrance fees, or "for the hlrdo,"

were shot off during the ds.y. The scores in these events, all at un-
known angles, were:

Events: 13345678 91011121314
Targets: SO 15 10 15 10 15 15 16 15 15 15 15 10 15

Edwards 17 13 ,, 18 .... 15 12 12 12 14 15 8 12

Strader 15 .. . 10 .. . 8 ,. 8 10 .. 12 7 8

G Piercy IS 13 8 12 9 14 12 9 13 18 14 14 7 18

Warner 13 6 .. 10 .... 6 5
8 13 11

9 IS

11 11 9

8
9 .. 10

6 9

6

9 .. 14

18 .. IS
15

6 13
n . . 14 13 11

7 7

5 9
9 11
.. 9

Harding H 11

Jackson..............^. ...... 18 8
Chaffee U
Walters. .. .i;^. .... .. 1^
James .<i.>.. H
Bell .. 11

Hall
Beatty i 10

Tittrington.... 6

Fleischman i B .

.

Griffiths 5 ..

Hildreth 10

Herrington, , 11

Craft 10

Van Dyke 10

Van Keuren.......... 9

Ward .. .. 6 ..

L Piercy 15 9

N E Money 6 .. 10 ., 6
C O Gardner ,. B ,. .. ,. .. .. ... .. 6

T Morfev .'.10 7
E Taylor 10

0 O Gardner, Jr 7
Edward Banes.

passaio city gun olub.

Jan. 1.—The New Year's Day shoot of the Passaic City Gun Club
was a most successful affair. Not only was the attendance good, but
the day was a delightful one for a day's trap-shooting. A couple of
events at hve birds and seven events at targets completed the pro-
gramme. It had been intended to shoot a friendly team race with
the Boiling Springs Gun Club at live birds, but the Rutherford Club
was unable to get a team together owing to previous engagements.
The scores made to-day are given below. Wise's record being far
superior to that made by any other shooter.

18

Events: 1 2 3 4 6 6 7

Targets: 10 IB IB 15 10 10 10

.Hall 5 7 6 8 5 ,. .,

Lenone 8 12 11 8 7 9 ,.

Gaston 9 7 5 11

Bowes 6 12 10 10
Kelly 5 11 10 11

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 15 15 10 10 10

7 ..

8 12
2 ..

13

Evans 3 9 13 9
Ferguson .... 4 11 9 10 2 .. 6

Farnham 4 8 9 8 6 .. 8
VauTassell,. 2 8 9 8 6 ., ..

Coman 1 9 6 10 6 . . .

.

Two live-bird events were shot as below, the first being at 5 birds,

the second at 3 birds:

Wise 6 13 18 12
Palmer 7 11 8
Kevitt 7 11 10

Abbott 5 8 8
Shaw 4 10 7

Jelleme.. 9 8 11

Adams 6 10
Cobbold 0 ..

Gotschins 9 .

,

Green 7 .

.

9 14
6 7 6

4 .. 7
4 .. ..

6 .. ..

7 10 10

No. 1. No. 2.

Lenone. ,..01101—3 •00-0
Adams 11110-3 212-3
Abbott ......11011-4 201—2
Elward 10111-4 110-2
Kelly 00023-2 ...

Greifif 12202—4 022—2
Ferguson.......... 10201—8 020—1
Hah .....21120-4 ...

No. 1.

Farnham 01202-3
Bowes 1029«-8
Wise 12012-4
Coman 21120-4
Lane 22102-4
Marvin 2«010—

8

Hutchinson 22010- 3

No. 2.

00»-0
000-0
222-3
012-2
022—2
122-3
201-2

SOUTH SIDE'S ANNUAL.

Jan. I.—The sixteenth annual New Year's tournament of the South
Side Gun Club, of Newark, was held to-day on the club's grounds.
Tbe governing committee of the club consists of President Breintnall,

Secretary Ho bart and Manager T. H. Terrill. The weather was all

that could be desired, but the attendance was small, owing to the
number of other shoots held in the vicinity of New York. Scores in

to-day's events are given below, all events being at unknown angles
exf^epc Nos 3, 5 and 6. No. 3 was at reversed order, No. 5 expert
rules, and No. 6 at 5 pairs. Scores:

Events: 1SSU66789 10 11 ISilS lU 15 16 17

Targets: 10 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Canon 6 6 12 6
" " 4 4 8 5

4 4 8 7 7 7 9 5
6 7 5

Daw-'on 9 6 5

WM Smith 9 7 9

Hedden 8 8 .

.

James 7 4
I H Terrill 6 , 7 ,. 8 7
P M Day ^5..i ... ...

Whiston ....i 7;.. ^. ? ft 3
JCDay 5 7
Thomas 11 66599 7 86985575
Warren , 579786988878
Jackson ..v. 5 6 9 6
Miller 10 lO 9 8
Whitehead 9 7 8 8 9 7 7
Duston .. 7 .. 9 9 8 6 9
BreintnaU 9.. 8 9 8 6 '5

W. R. HOBART.
BOILING SPRINGS GUN ChVB.

Jan. 2.—The first regular monthly shoot for the season of 1897 was
held on the Boiling Springs Gun Club's grounds, Rutherford, to-day.
There was a good attendance of members, notwithstanding the fact
that there had been a lot of shooting the previous day.
The main event, of course, was the club shoot at 50 targets (25

knovvn and 25 unknown). In this event W. H. buck, secretary of the
club, scored his third win, his total of 48 being made up of two 24s.

Van Dyke broke 47, made up of a 24 and a 5!3. Baron, who has a
handicap allowance of 5 extras to shoot at, was close up with another
47. ( I he copy of the scores furnished us is so indistinct and incom-
plete, several scores having failed to be copied, that we are unable to
give the scores in detail.) There were 15 entries in this event, and as
far as we can make out the scores were as below:
Huck (50) 48, Van Dyke (50) and Baron (,55) 47, Wise (50) 43, Ed-

wards (50/ 41, Gre:flE (.50) and Paul (50) 40, Adams (53.) and E. Jean-
neret (5f)> 3T, Frank (.50) 33, Brown (65) 18; Marvin, Hegeman and
Hardmg also shot, but their totals are perfectly illegible.

Van Dyke, Adams, Hegeman and Edwaras were on hand early and
shot a few practice targets at expert rules and doubles. The scores
were as below:

Twenty five singles, expert rule, and 5 pairs:
Van Dyke ilOlllllOOlllllllinUill-22
Edwards 0111111111011111111101011-21
Hegeman* lOllllOUOlOllllOUlOlllO -18
Adams OUlOOOllOOllOOOOllllllll-15

10 11 11 00 11
00 11 11 01 11

00 00 11 11

7—29
7-28

.. —18
ll-(i-S:l

Several sweeps, all at unknown angles, were also shot during the
afternoon as below. Buck's work is specially noticeable, as he only
lost 9 targets all day out of 125 shot at:

4 5 6 7 8
10 10 10 10 US

5 8 8 7 16

Events: 12345078
Targets: 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 25

Edwards... 8 10 6 4 10 9 8 21
Van Dyke. 10 l4 . . 7
Huck 10 14 9 10
Adams 6 11 8 8
Hegeman.. 9 11 .. ..

Greiff 10 12 . . 9

Harding... 9 9 3 6 7 5

Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 15 10

Wise 8 15 8
Frank 8
Baron 5
Paul .... 5
Jeanneret 6
Brown 4

7 8

OCEAN COUNTY COUNTRY CLUB.

Jan. 2.—There was some good shooting at the grounds of the Ocean
County Country Club, Lakewood, N. J. The first event was a handi-
cap sweep at 15 live birds for a silver cup presented by the club.
Those who shot for tne cup were: Fred Hoey (31), W. G. Brokaw (<9),

D. W. Harns (i7), D. H. Fanning (37), and F. A. Walthew (27). In ad-
dition to their handicaps in the matter of "yards rise," Harris re-
ceived an additional handicap of two misses as kills; Fanning and
Walthew received respectively 3 and 4 misses as kills. Hoey retired
at the end of the ninth round with a score of 6 kills. Brokaw lost 2
birds out of his 15 and also retired, as the other three with their han-
dicaps were straight at the end of tbe race. It was agreed to shoot
off me ties at five birds; Harris shooting from scratch, while Fanning
and Walthew received a miss as a kUl. In the end Harris won after
shooting at 10 tie birds.

Fr«d Hoey and W. G. Brokaw shot a race at 100 live birds, Hoey
winnmg easily with a score of 88 to 81, as below:

Fred Hoey (31) 112221102122»222111122I«l-22
1222211102«112020.'0022120-18
2iil»2^2»0<r<!1220J22222i220—20
22«'S2122222iai202.a-211122-28-88W * Brokaw (29) 1121221111023112221010011—21
1012210100110000111112221—17
121 100121»112il 12 il 1282U- 22
11 12102218»122!S222211»120-S1—SI

At Watson's Park.
Chioagd, m., Dec. 26 —Scores made recently at this park, ontstde

of the big matches already mailed to Pobbst and St^bam, are as

below:
Dec. 91.—Practice scores made here to-day were: ^

147 , , . .
.22J222>82322222222929'?9822a2«}_80

Gi)b°Vt. 110?3^292^— 9 J Rice...- 02^2210^0'— 7

Bingham 223202 ?9 2- 9 Goodrich ,
22221'00!2— 8

Dr Carver 1212122223—10 Ellis .i 2020201382-7
AW Adams 001111 '110— 7

Dec. «J.—Practice scores of to-day;
, , „

147 , ,
222222'!290a22a22228222«—22

Dr FrothiDgham." ,*.'."...
,
..22<'!>?12!2900^22«02 —18

C S WilcoxT 890011 11 12111S22 —14
F Gilbert ,

2222011112 —9
Roll 2222122 01 —9
Ellis .8211100122 —8
Carver .. . .,.8203318 — 6

Dpc. SS.—Practice scores: ^_
Dp Shaw 1212112222212211211811812—25

Gilbert „ 221112112211112 —IB
C M Grimm.,.. n,.. ........... 290222222281038 -13
Lord i....... ...ii.i. lllfH)1000001210 -7
Bingham....; 22223 —6
Von Lengerke..... .............22222 — 5

Carson 222102 -^6
Larson .- 00^000 — I

Jones .,1011200210 —6
Deo. 84.- In addition to the practice scores made below, a match at

59 birds per man was shot between Von Lengerke and Rice, the foi>

mer winning easily. Scores were:
Von Lengerke 8202022102200002011801001—14

22102302201 12222332 J22013—21—36
Rice . , .

220n21fions! 1 001 10300030023-12
0130003300100030022223002—12—84

Practice scores wre; 147, 8 out of 10; Gilbert, 6 out of 8; Jones, 2

out of 7, and Goodrich 1 out of 6.

Dec. S6 —The Garfield Gun Cl ib held its club shoot at Burnsfde
Park. S. Palmer scored all his birds, 20 in number, from the SOyi.

mark. Scores were;
Dr Sh-iw CO) 22022232180111021820-16

TP Hicks(30) ,,...„ 128?l221l21121omi1—19
a Palmer (30) ,. 12128212221112212212-20

FMFi«h ( 7) 21003113122211121181-18

R Ku«S (30) . . . . . ;. . ,
.-. 81120-321 203222212^-18

O W atiger ('6) 18001 111?O202*i0-32228-14

J M Young ks) 00192021123118-322182—17

O E Comlev(29) 02101103231111120181—16

Dr Liddy (SO) 18031008-221121218122-17

Practice scores were as below:
Dr Shaw 02212202022000=^2180281—17
RKnss " ' 1'>1110%?0-i281 882880 —16
Dr Carver .' 2223(11 2222^222282288832 —83
Sond"meier .

02210001 1022220000-3002000-18

Hardin ir 2123210102110011011111—80

Palmer 202121 — 6
Stieger .00208 —2
Young .13231 — 6
Fisb.:....,..,....,.,...„;.j 29002 — 8
Coraley... nmoiOOOl -6
Kuss 1212211201 —9
Palmer 8128822030 —8
Dec S9 —Tbe fo'lowing practice scoro<j wpm shot here to-day:

Bacci T 00'20n0-300012022i2100020000l00-l2

Simonette 12122' 129231 102'0202 —17
Barto ..2'2i022 0l 12221 112112211213820-87
RUesse..... 000' 12000223310 —8
Carleri 120 0300I'110I100111 —18
Lord 202102011110 00 — 9
An event at 25 tareets resulted thus: Bacci 15, Barto 15, Simonette

13, Lord 11, Carieri 8.

Dec. 30.—Capt. Havwood, of Denver. Col., piid th« grounds a visit

today and shot at 72 bird.s. Geo'ge Slblev and L. C. Willard also
shot ".-ome birds for the sake of praotfce Pci'^es werp;
Haywood 1 V2'1 13391 92112'110I11211121-'0'20'21112—87

000'2000 202'1203311012'2210;01832212 —26
George Sibley 0-02ii22l'0 02'00i30'0'2l -17

2200-3-301 nOO'O'OOOOOSOl 11 —18
L C Willard 11iO'111iiin02'ii11111iO'2-311 —87

11112'1020111011003'0'0'022310 —21
Jan. 1.—W. F. de Wolf and L. H. Goodrich sh^t a match at 60

targets, $5 a side, to-day; Dp. Wolf won hv 5 tai-gets. Score:
De Wolf 11111111101111111111111111110111111011111111101011-45
Goodrich 01101011111111110111011111111111111100110110011111-40
Practice scores on live birds -were as below:

Comadore 20090001211012190910 —18
H'bhqrd 10398-^12322 009102102200900 —18
De Wolf I2100121000'1fl2101002110l2020l—18

Four Eyes 201111900202021020121000111 —17
Stannard 2192-301923 -9
Frothingham , . ^,. ..^ S2''0-32»70^222202n233102222 —21
Carver 02332''1 1 112-32212111 128811 —24
Blvthe 0009001 —2
C Plum .01000211010000000022 — 7
Goodrich .. .1018111011 —7
Lord .10ni''010O1119O19O01100282 —16
L C Wi'lard 1 91 01 1 1 1 1 "99101 1 1 1 1 12218108882-27
LC Willard V...;i. .11119111011112212^1 —19
Dr Leddy 8112832012111822212192111 —84

Ravelrigg.

Trap Shooters of Buffalo.

AUDUBON GUN CLUB,

Buffalo, N. Y. Dec. 26.—Tb°re was a gooi attendance of members
of the Audubon Gun Club, of tbi'^ c'tv, to-da-y, at the regular weekly
club shoot held at Audubon Park. Event No. 3 was tbe trophy
shoot, a handicap event with 2i breaks as a highf"5t possible score.
B C. Burkhardt, P. D. K°l=fy, Hines and B. Talsm a tied for first

place on highest pos-iblea, Qt tbe shoot off Burkhardt, who shot
well during the afternoon, was th« winner No. 4 was the club
badge shoot; in this event Sttcy won the badge in class A. Sandy in
class B, and Zoeller in class C. Below are the scores made:
Events: 12 3 4 5 6 Events:

11

E C Burkhardt. . 10 11 97 98 14 11
EFHammend.. 7 10 2122....
C S Burkhardt. . 10 12 22 23 12 12
Hanks 7 10 23 22 ...

.

Sandy 10 21 22 12 12
D Kelsey 12 25 93 12 ..W Hines. Jr 12 25 21 .. ..

C Oehmig....... 6 9 15 16 .. ..

Bird 6 10 .. 15 12 ..

Phillips 7 . . 23 21 . . .

.

Norris 7 11 23 23 13 ..

LW Bennett. ... 7 11 20 19 18 11
EReineeke 10 8 31 19 .. ..

B Talsnio 8 .. 25 20 .. .,

GMcArthur..... .. 9 24 17 12 ..

PGMyer 7 21 16 .. ..

ME Story 5 16 13 .. ..

LIMESTONE HILL GUN OLTJB.

Dec. 26.—The Limestone Hill Gun Club''! shoot, held to day, re-
sulted as follows, all events being at liv birds:
No. 1, club shoot. 6 hve birds: Georsre Twist 6. R. H. Reed 5, A.

Reed, J. Mutqueen and F. M. Lyman 4..G. N. R'ied 8.

No. 2, 10 live birds, cash prize of $10: A. Reed and R. H. Reed 9,
Twist 7, H. Radcliffe 5

R .Mtacy
,T A Kennedy...FW Smith ....

E N McCamey.
A Forrester. . ,

.

o w
L F Swope
A Hoombs
L Fries
Tom Tiddler...
O Zoeller
H D Kirkover.

.

Reynolds
Wheeler ,,

J w Brandel...
J Beck

1 2 3 4 6 6
.. .. 23 22 12 10
.. .. 15 18 8 13
.. .. 17 18 ,. ..

.. .. 15 16 9 ..

.. .. 23 15 .. .,

.. 19 10 ..

28 21 14 10
. 18 .. ..

81 14 .. ..

.. 17 .. ..

.. 20 ., .,

.. 22 .. ..

.. 16 13 .,

SO
an

Pa-wiuxet Gun Club.
Pawtuxet. R. L, Dec. 25.—The Pawtuxet Gun Club held a shoot to-

day at its grounds. Fair street. Tbe attendanee was very good.
Fourteen shooters took part in the main event, wbich was a handicap
race, allowance of extra targets to shoot at Sheldon, one of the
scratch men, was high with 2 ) out of 25. The weather was bitterly
cold, and there was a bright sun shining that madi? tbe snow dazt
zlingly white, throwing off a glare that was quite painful to the eyes.
Scores were as follows:
Sheldon (0) 1111111111010111101110101 —80
Hammond (0) 0110110111111100011111111 —19
G Cann (7) ...01011000010111111001101011110011—19
Nisbet (5J lllllOllluinOOIlOlllOOUOOlllOO —1?
StanielB (5) OOlOlOllOlOOllOllOflOllllOOlll —17
Mooney iO> lllllllllOll' OOllOOVnoOl —16
A Hawkins (0; 0111111110010110101110010 —16
Badmington (5) ...lOOOlllllOlOlOlOlOOOOllOOllCOO -U
Woodworch (3; CJQOIIIOIOUOIOUIOIOIOOOIO —14
Latbaa3(7; IIIOOIOOUOOOOOOOIOIOIOIOOIIIOOII—13
Adams (7; OOOOOlOOOOOOlOOOtlOOlOlOOlOOlOOl- 8
Whitaker(O) OllOOlllOOlOOOOOOOOOlOOOO — 7
Bates (0) 0100001000000101000101000 —
H florton (7j;..i.,.i..;,.,j.^.'.,. OOOOOOlOOOOlOOOOOOOOOOOOOw
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ON LONG UPLAND.
WORK AND KNAFP TTEJi.

i)ec Sf74—George Work and J. Knapp shot a tie race to-day on
the sToiinfls of the Westminster Kennel Oluh, at Babylon. These
two pronainent amateurs have met rnany times during the past two
sf>a,e(ons, and the honors have more frequently fallen to Knapp than
to Work. Work, however, has been doing some great shooting of
late, and was the favorite in to-day's race. The scores made were
bot pbenompnal. butit must be remembered that the boundary was
pnly aoyds.. tlie old Westminster Kennel Club's boundarv of 50yds.
having- be.en broueht in aOyds. There was no,wind to help the birds,
's'6 nfiturally one would hav:e looked for the '90 mark to have been
t-eached, notwithstanding tlje small boundary. As it was,, the best
the shootprs could do was 87 each, both losing their birds in the 8Vth
rotiiid and then running out with "13 unfinished." Work had B birds
fall dead out of bounds; Knapp is credited with S, At the end of the
50th round Knapp was leading by 2 birds, but at the end of the 56th
round the totals were a tie. Out of the next 19 rounds each man lost
2. the totals being still a tie at the three-quarter mark. Eleven
straight was then recorded for each shooter. In the next rouhd, the
«7th, Work^s bird fell dead out of bounds; Knapp did not take advan-
tage of the slip, as he also lost his bii'd in the same round. Both
then killed straight to the end, the race resulting in a tie, as stated
above. The hig-b runs were: Work 24, 18, 18, 12 and 10; Knapp 18, 14,
13. Scores were.

Cieorge Work C^O) ,
23«32i212212211»11012-?««8 - 20
»22(ia23002222222?220S2222- 20
2^82822203^0822822222223.2 - 23 .

222222222a9»223-S222223222-24-S7
JT Knaop (30) 02222021 2210T23820i2»1223—fO

2222S002i:2222228a222?.y33- 22
22?*20222?023222S'0^333222—81
2323323822202283223232333-24 - 87

Atter th6 ifnateh sonie miss-and-outs, S5 entrance, were decided.
Watf'ou& shot well, scoring his fli-st 81 birds, and dividing the first 4

IsVfieeiis. FcoVes in these events were as belo'^';

Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6
Watrous 3 2 5 8 3 4 Edey .I 2 0 5 4 2 ..

ifflEtckav... 0 8 3 3 S 2 Knapp ..... 1 .. ..

Col Butler 0 1 1 8 5 4 Work 7 0 ;

.

Stafiford.. 2 1 4 2 5 8^
THE ELLTOTT PBLtORtl MATfalt'.

jDee. sr.—Thfi season of i89'5 was brOugljt to a fitting close at Dexter
3?arfc to-day. Elliott and Pu1foi;d, two old-time rivals at the trap,
and both of them corking; good shots, shot a race to-day 'on the above
grrounds for gion a side and the Kansas City Stdr cup, won recently
by EiUiott from J-. C Riley, of Kansas Tity, Everybody knows .jini

Slliott\ a>nd everyb6dy knows E. D. Fulford, and as a natural cons -

Qilenee there was more than the usual amount of interest evinced in
the outcome of this match 'There was no betlihs—there very seldom
IS nowadays— and so much the better for the sl^ort. There Was, how-
ever, that comfortahle feeling tjjat both men were trying to win.
The dav was as Ipveljr a day as we have ever experienced at this

tiine of the year. Itv as cToudle.ss overhead, fL bright sun shining,
with the thermometer somewhere in the neighbo-hood of the 40
mark. With 3 or 4in. of snow on the eround. it is unnecessary to
state that underfoot things wel-e decidedly sloppy. Scarcely a breath
of wind stirred the flag tha* hunz limply from the flagstaff at Dexter
Park; occasionally it would try to straiffhten out, but when it did so
the breeze did not come from the right direction ; what there was of
it fame from the northeast, but there was not enough to take into
account when figuring on the quality of thei birds. Of the birds, we
can only say that they were a clean lot to look at; the big majority
of them were alV blue, and small of size and clean of wing. It seemed
to us that their tails were trimmed decidedly too close to make them
feel all iMgbt when trying to r'se quickly from the ground. In damp
weather, and when a bird's tail is wet and dirty, it is all very well to
trim them a bit. but bobtailed birds can't fly like birds that have a
good portion of their tails to guide them. As flyers, to-day's lot
were more than fair, when it is taken into consideration that there
was no wind to aid them. Many of them were excellent birds, hut it

is no discredit to Mr. Liopack to say that we have seen far faster
bii-ds on his erounds. He did bis best, and bad procured good birds,
but everything was against tbem. As a matter of fact, Elliott had
only 18 that showed any iceoming tendency, while Fulford's score
shows just 23.

With two such men at the score it does not take long to an-ange
preliminaries. Ed Taylor, of Laftin & Rand Powder Company, was
chosen referee, vjhile Aaron Woodruff, of Elizabeth, acted as trap-
puller. Major J. M. Taylor, of the American Field, and the repre-
sentative of Forest and Stream act-^d as offtcial scorers. Ferd. Van
Dyke looked after his side partner, Jim Elliott; Gus. E. Greiff, of the
firm of Von Lengerke & Detmold, watched, Fulford's interests.

HOW THE MATCH WAS SHOT.

The match was set for 1 P. M. prompt, and it was only thirteen
minutes after that hour when Elliott stepped to the score, having won
the toss, and killed his bird, a good one from No. 4 trap and an exact
counterpart of the bird he lost in the first j-ouud at Trenton. N. J., on
Dec. 3. After killing his bird Jim remarked, "There's one first bird I

haven't lost.'" referring to a very usual habit of his of losing his first
bird In a match. Fulford drew an easy one for his 1st, but lost his
Sd bird, dead just halfway between the 50yds. and 80yds. boundarv
stakes. Elliott's 5tb bird had to be flagged to make it get up and
scoot. Fulford in the same round had a flipper from No. 2 trap that
circled to the right, being apparently untouched with the first, light-
ing on the ground near No. 5 trap; the second shell did its work.
Elliott''s Tth was a srood fast twister, not fast enoueh, however, to get
away. Fulford's 9th was a chocolate-colored bird that loitered i.n

the trap, but did not need the scare rope. When it started thtre was
Bothing hard about it; at least E. D. didn't let it get hard. Fulford's
15th was an extra fast bird, well killed. In the 16th round Elliott had
to shoot at two birds, bis first being shot on the ground. In the 17eh
round Fulford lost another bird dead out of bounds; it was an in-
comer that fell just over the dead line. Elliotfs 8 d bird was scored
with an excellent shot with the second shell, the kill calling forth the
first applause from the spectators. At the end of the 35ch round the
scores stood : Elhott 25 Fulford 23.

THE SECOND TWENTY-FIVE.

The second 25 saw Fulford fall still further in the rear, Elliott los-
ing only one bird to his three. Elliott^s i6th and 27th were both fast
birds, the 27th being a right quartering driver that towered, the sec-
ond shell again doing good work inclosing up the bird vrhen it looked
likely to get away altogether. In the 28th round each man drew an
exactly similar bird from the same trap, No. 2. both fast drivers.
Fulford's 29th was a fast, low-flying bird that was neatly centered
with both barrels. In che 30th round Elliott scored his first loss; the
bird was an easy one, and it seemed almost unaccountable how it came
to go out of bounds; it just reached the roof of the club house and
fell over stone dead. This loss put Fulford only one babind, and his
stock took a rise when he made a great second-barrel stop of a cho-
colate-colored bird that went straight away from the traps, towering
as it gained speed. His kill of this bird was generously applauded.
Fulford lost at other bird in the -Sith round, just such a bird as any-

one is likely to miss. The pigeon was a vrhiie one with lots of slate
color about it; ii l^ff c No 2 trap slowly, then flipped to the right just
as the first barrel was fired, jumping clear out of the load, and
straiiihtened out for the fence; Fulford seemed a long time in locat-
msrit again, and the second did it no harm apparently. Elhott's
8Hth was a right quarterer from No. 4 that seemed to be missed
clean with the first ; the second shell made up for all deficiencies, the
charge of shot centering it and causing the bird to faU in a heap. In
the 3Bth ro"nd Elliott drew No, 2 trap and the bird sat for awhile;
Jim haa just gotten the word "No—" out of his lips, intending to
call no bird, the bird jumping as he started to call it. He scored it

all right and saved the referee any trouble that might have arisen
over his not shooting at it. In the 40th round he had another no
bird, called this time by the referee, who saw that the bird eoiild
not fly (Bflly Mills caught it, when he went out to put another in the
empty t ap). After this "'no bird" Jim drew a ratihng good one
from Mo. 5 trap. FulloroPin the 43d round shot a bird on the ground
and had to lake another, scoring it. In the next round he lost a tow-
ering right-quar ei-ing driver from No. 2 trap; the bird was not hit
very hard with the first barrel; the second cenDered it nicely, but ihe
bird drifted out of bounds before reaching tne ground. Tins piece
of ill luck again nefell him in the 46th round, Fulford waiting a long
time with his second on a fast bird. In the 4iiTh round both men
scored good kills; Elliott's bird was a towering right quartering
driver from No. 4, he hit it lightly with his first load out centered it

well with the second. The score at the halfway mark was EUiott 49,

Fulford 45.

THE THIRD TWENTY-FIVE.

In the third series of 25 birds Elliott gained three birds on Fulford,
making his total 73 to 66 at the end of the 75tn round, a great gaic
and a commanding lead. Inthe54tQand 58th rounds Elliott experi-
enced a couple of slices of good luck. In the 54th round he hit-his
bird, a circling right-quarterer from No. 3, with both loads, but the
pigeon would never have been scored had it not been for the 2ft.
wire fence that marKed the boundary; the bird flew wobbling over
the ground, bringing up against the fence; with an open boundary
it would surely have gone over. His 58th, a chocolate-colored bird,
performed an almost similar feat, the wire alone stopping it from
going out. His fOth was a fast bird; it was bit hard with both lo9.ds,

coming almqsfto the ground'; it then flew for the boundary, just
cleaHng the fence. At the end of the 7.^th round Elliott had made
the great record of 73 kills, with two dead oiic. And these 75 biirds
were not all duff'ers by any means.
Fulford lost his 52d bird, a strong bluerock, that carried away

enough of the shot sent after jt to cause it to come to the ground
over the boundary fence. His 59th bird was from No. 2 trap,"and is
marked on the score as a hoverer; the decision of the referee on this
bird was eniinently proper judging from the position we saw the
bird m from where we were doing the scot-lng. His 67ch was an extra
fast bird, weU killed. His 71st was also a fast bird and .was an ex-
cusable miss. It was on his 73d bird that we think he made the.noor-
est shot of the day; this bird was a big blue one that left No. 1 trap
quite fast, quartered directly ^(iross the trat)S, and wis allowed to
go sc^t fresi Fulford palpably failing tb appreciate the bird's stjeed
and shooting behind it both tithes. These two consecutive misses,
With the loss Of another easy bird in the 75th round, placed the issue
of the inatch beyond all doubt.

THE LAST QTrARTKR.
luthe last series of 25 birds Fulford did somn good work, accoimt-

ing for 24 of them, his single lost bird, bis 89th, falling dead out of
bounds. His 91st was scored with a great second-barrel kill that
called forth applause ; his 97th was also a good piece of work, the
second barrel being used very effectively on a fast bird that cu-cled
out to the left from No. 2 trap. Elliott had some good birds in his
last 35. The 8Hth was a fast driver that was hit bard with both bar-
rels; on receiving the second barrel it turned and came back to the
score, falling on the roof of a house outside the grounds, a boy re-
trieving It a few mmutes later. His 91st and 94th both fell dea^d out
of bounds, the 94th actually breaking its wing while flying, and com-
ing down just outsiile the 50yds. boundar.y. On both these birds, and
also on his gSd (another lost bird), he seemed to dwell a long time
with his second load, appai-ently trying to show what long "second-
barrel kills he could make with his pump 1" With four single shells
he scored bis 96tb-99th birds inclusive—just to show that he did not
?n'^^<?^'^**^

^^^'^^'^ ^" The double figure runs were: Elliott
39. 29 and 15: Fulford 18. 16, 14, 1-3 and 11.
The match was brought to aclo.se at 3:12. one minute less than

two hours for the 200 birds. The times per 50 birds were': 1st, 27 min-
utes; 2d, 30 minutes; 3d, 30 minutes; 4tb, -32 minutes.

HbW- THE TRAfe WERB PULLED.
Thfe way the traps fell to each shooter was as follows:

No. 1. No. a. Np. 3. No. 4. No. 5. Total.
glli^tt., 18 23 17 23 19 100
Fulford ....3^ 25 2l 35 7 lOO

, 46 48 m 48 26 200
The failure of No. 5 trap to turn up for Fulford is something un-

usual. He shot at 39 birds before he got a single bird from No. 5
trap. He had No. 5 irap aeain in the 48th round; he then shot at 42
more birds before No. 5 trap was once more sprung for him. Thus
out of ninety times that he went to the score and called "Pull" No 5
came to him just twice.

BUN'S AND LOADS.
Elliott shot his Winchester repeating shotgun, Winchester factory-

loaded ammuniiion. Leader shell, 4'?grs. E.G. powder, IMoz. of 714
chilled.

Fulford shot his new Greener, U. M. C. trap shells, with 50grs.
Schulize and I140Z. of 7 chilled (his shells were loaded by himself*.
In regard to Fulford's load it did not seem to us as if the load suited
his gun; some of the patterns made by the shoe on the snow when
the birds fell anywhere over 3:yds. from the score were frequently
wild.
Billy Mills and his brother did the traj^ping; that their wotk was

done speedily is shown by the time taken to shoot the matdh. in re-
gard to the referee's wori, it was all as it should have been. We pre-
fer a refcee who makes a man shoot at another bird unless there is
no question as toils being in the air at the time the shot was fired.
Mr. Taylor may have seemed to be a little severe at times, but we
think his decisions were eniirely just and proper; In short, his work
was refreshing.

SCORES IN DETAIL.
The scores in detail, showing trap, flight of bird and result of each

shot follow:

'Prop score fype—Gopyright , ts97, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

413123234313430523 3 353425
JARElliott...3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 8 3-25

3322 5 42434452154113321341
2322 • 3 8 3233 2222223282 2 22 2-34

misseg out. In addition to the purse the cliib gave a cuji valued At

5 1538454415251245413 13454
2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 • 2 2 2 2 2 - 24

13 2 1425542424 3 21151654343
282 2 2 2 2293«2 222«3^.2ll 11 2-21-94

3221243424141344141433433
ED Fulford.... 2 •32332 3 222213 2 2 •38233 3^ 2-83

4131 3 3 S323 3 24351

3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 0 2 2 2 2 3 2

242231543
;^3»3^832 2—82

134244422 2 12l8l3S4l44l314
2»338233323233233a3»002 3 0- 21

4 4 12 2

^233322333
2431113 3135355513542

3«3S331231<!23 2-24- 90

Edward Banes.
new utrecht gun club.

Jan. J.—The New Ucrecht Gun Club's HoIidaNr cup is now the
properly of C. VV, Floyd, a member of that club. Up to to-day
Flo.vd and T. W. Moi fey each bad two wins to his credit. The late
C. W. Coulston had also been a winner twice. Morfe.y did not put in
an appearance this afternoon at Dexter Park, and' Floyd scoring
the onl.v 10 straight made his wins three in number, this entitUng
him to the ownership of the cup. The list of shooters who shot
along as guests of the club was a large one; among the number was
Jim Elliott, who yesterday defeated Fulford in a lOJ-blrd race on
these grounds.
Holiday cup;

C W Floyd (A, 29). . .2333222223—10 JAR Elliott S322.22222— 9
Schortemeier (A. 29> 32222023 2 - 9 H Otr,en 2111111022— 9
C M Meyer (A, 29). . .222228.333- 9 W Sands 220222.222- 8W H Lair (A, 3t)) .10 22 3 20- 8 Dc Hudson 2.31021 120— 8
J ABennett(B,29)..83l2l»223 — 9 O Mulcahey I0lll22l02— S
H Pessenden (B, 39). r2222320.;«— 8 K Packard 2202223n2»— 7
J N Meyer (B, 29).. , 2au<323 20- 6 W H Thompson 2.222 0102— 7
F Thompson (B,3 ). 82 0 030.0— 6 T Bassford 02112111«»- 7
Guests: Dr Richter 001032I^,0— 5

C Stefifens 23322'9I22-10 E Weiss 0021102.20— 5
D Ma zen 211)228112-10 EKuhneman 2203003222— 5
Sweeps were shot as below, the Rose system being used in dividing

the purses:
No. 1. 5 birds, $3 entrance; all 30yds.— Stefifens 5, Lewis 4, Floyd 4.

F. A. ThonipsoL 3, Otten 3, Bennett 3, Packard 2

No. 2, same conditions- Lewis 5, Bennett 5, Thompson 4. Otteh 4
Clark 4, ScefEens 3. £loyd A, Packard 3, Sands 3, Bassford 3.

No. 3, same conditions- Lewis 5, Steffens 5, Clark 5, F.A.Thomp-
son 4, Floyd 4, Packard -1, Bennett 4, Sands 4, W. II. Thompson 4,
Dr. Hudson 4, Otten 3, Fessenden 3, Bassford 3.

Jan. g.—The target season for 1897 was opened by the New Utrecht
Gun Club at its Dyker Meadow grounds this afttrnoon. Tne club
handicaps not being ready, everybody shot from scratch. Donley
Deacon was top scorer in the club event, with 23 out of x5 at known
traps and angles. Scores:
D Deacon lllllOllllllllUtinlllOl -S3
Dr O'Brien ... 1. . 11011 nOlil 110. llllOllUi—SI
Dr G B Pool ' UnOulllOll IIIOOIIIIII -31
J Gaughen..,.,. OlllUlOUlllllllOlinilO—2i
C Furgueson ...i,... ilirO.llOUllliOuililOi—21
J A Bennett lllllOnOlllOillOOllOlUO -Ig
Conny Hurgueson iniROhOlOillllOlOaOlO-17
C C Fleet IOOIIOOIIII1OOIIIOIIIO1OO-I5
H M Furgueson , OOJOOOOlOOOUlOOOOOOOlOOO -

q
NEW tear's day At the kennel olto.

Jan. 1.—The Westminster Kennel Club's annual shoot on New
Year's Day has always been one of the shooting features in the vicin-
ity of New York. To-day's shoot was probably the largest ever held
on these grounds. There were -34 entries in the main event, a large
number to handle on any grounds, but the Kennel Club is so well
fixed in the matter of accommodation that, although the shooting
house was a Uttle crowded, it was never uncomfortably so. The con-
ditiqns of the main eventwere as follows: Unlimited number of birds,
flO entrance, handicap rise from 26 to 3lyds.; 39yds. and back, miss-
and-out; 27.and 28yds., two misses out; 26yd8, and forward, three

1333S0
22112223110
20
820

0
10
20
0
SO
0
20

22211}3120
28320
88382131213

The shoot was an inVitation one, and invitations were extended to
the members of the foUowing clubs: Westchester Country Cliib;
Larchmont Yacht C^ub, Philadelphia Gun Club, Riverton Gun Cliib,
Ca,rtexet, Tuxedo and Morristown Country Club. . .

The result of the Shoot was a popular win for H. S. Edey at the
end of the 24th rouhd. Mr; Edey lost bis l6th bird; and then had to
shoot out on even terms with G.'S. McAlpin, one of the scratch men
who is shooting just now in excellent forra.J: McAlpin ran 3-3 straight
before he dropped one, arid lost the cup to Edey. The pijtrse was
said to have been divided at the end of tbe 9th round, the five men
left in each taking an ecjual portion. After the cup race^ a ihisg-ahd'
out, $5 entrance, was shot. This event had 34 enti-ie?; the purse -Srag

divided between George Worfe and R. Tolatid, both of whom killed 1)1
straight. Col. Butler, who shot well up in the cUp race, stayed int the
miss-and-put until the 11th round, whUe H. K. Knapp ran. Si siraigbt
before falling out. Scores in these two events were as below:

Cup shoot. Miss-and-=oiit,
H S Edey f2r) 21333^238113132018318813
G 8 McAlpin (3U 323233223338323223222320
Col Butler (29) 83i322132320
E F Toland cS8) 318311023220
EG Murphy (31). 822222.320
George Work (31).... .,.-ii...3^22323i0
A T Sullivan (27; .....331111200
AMerlen (27) 10212810
F P Magoun (27) 23S02120W C Floyd Jones (29) 2213110W S Edey (29^ .,..2813110
J S Page (29j ..88820
S Kde Forest (27)........-.....aa20l0
H S Redmond (S7) iii..0221''0
G Green (26) 2220020
T W Thome (87) lOUIO
F O Beach (87) 2220
D J Bradley (29) 8320
M L Parrish (28) 22200

fK Knapp (27) i20I0
G Moore (30) 3330

R Toland (38) „C210
BMcOook (37) 2020W W >Vatrous (29) 320
L Q Jones (38) .....010
J C Patterson (27). . , i 80O
T S Patten 1 27) . .20DGB Magoun (28) .....,,..300:
CDolan(89) ..!!.10
B R Kittridge (39) ,20
J B Ellison i29) 0
J P Knapp (SI) 0W H Staflford (29) .....6
N Simpkms (29j.... 0

BUTLBR and STAFFORD DEFEAT WORK AND KNAPP.
Jan. g.— After a dark horse had won tbe cup on New Year's Day

at the Westminster Kennel Club's grounds, a second surprise was
sprung on the local amateurs by the victory of Butler and Stafford
in a team race against the cracks, Work and Knapp.
The conditions of the race were: 10b birds per man; Work and

Knapp at 30yds. ; Butler and Stafford at 28yds. Butler shot well all
through the race and made the high score of the match-86. At no
time was his work ragged, although he lost his 9Ist, 93d and 95th
birds in rajjid succession at the finish of the match. At one time
the non-fatorites led by 11 birdsi but the match was finally only won
by two birds. Stafford's best work was done in the third string of
25; after losing his 2gth and SOth birds, he pulled himself together
and scored 19 straight. Work and Knapp were both out of all form,
and neither could make more than 39 out of their first 50 birds.
Knapp managed to score 44 out of his last .50, but 42 was the best
Work could do.
The double-figure runs were as follows: Butler 21 and 1 1, Stafford

19 and 10, Knapp 19, 18 and 13, Work 14, 12, 12 and 11. The scores
were:
Col Butler (28): , 1332321111821211331220103-23

1112»8U012S111U133112213—33
2201123112201220111031310- 20
313111»12113211»202033319—21-86WH Stafford (28) 2333211121028820023220323- 21
1220028222223322211223230—23
•0»3232202222020220102111—ir
113232»3222«330320132222»- 20- 80

82280

280
0
83828880
23220
30
230
sism

iTP Knapp (30)

George Work (30).

1B6
. . 22232331 •002332»32aS02223- SO
8228223222338200220302020—19
232228211212.22I302202213—22
2»20322322021213122282202-38 88

. . 0022^321 220«2232 .22213220- 20
•322231231320132220802008—19
33220333*1«82220238313283—21
8888301333133121220i30^22-21- 81

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
its liimiteii Train Service Sbutlii

lii private life one would be cohsidered egotistical, or perhaps a
little daft; to exploit one's beautiful bohiei its trimmings and adolm-
meats, its private suits and perfect lavatory and toilet accompani-
ments, its handsome parlors and drawing-rooms, or the extjuislte
completeness of its culinary department. Among the polite set such
would inreed be thought vulgar, but with hotels or railwaj' irainSi
which are public convem"ences, the restriction is quite removed. In
tact, when one is to select a hotel or apartments for several hours'
continued occupancy, sharp discrimination is not only excusable,
but essential; and for this, reason the railways endeavor in their de-
scriptive literature to furnish the opportunity for such discrimination.
Preparatory to a trip, those are the conditions to be considered) and
the Southern Railway, "Piedmont Air Line," enjoy the opportunity
of presenting the faultless attaintaeuts of iheir ••Flying Caruvansa-
ries." the Washington and Southwestern vestibuled hmited trains
between New York; Atlanta. New Orleans, Memphis, Augusta. Asbe^
ville, St. AugUstine, Tampa, Savannah, Jacksonville, as possessing
every requisite.
Tney are mdeed palace hotels on wheels. Commencing Jan. 18i

another limited train known as the New York and Florida Limited
will be resumed, and will leave Sew York daily, except Sunday, at
12:10 noon, reaching Jacksonville following afternoon at 3:30 P.M.,
and St. Augustine one hour later, 1:.30 P. M.
The new Limited to Florida will represent the Pennsylvania, South-

ern Railway, F. C, & P., and Florida East Coast Line. It is beyond
comparison what tyifies speed on land or water. Tbe train is sti ictty
Pullman Vestibuled, composed of composite dining, comparcment,
drawing-room, sleeping car and observation car. Those who con-
templaie visiting the Sunny South can get complete information by
addressing New York Office of the Southern Railway, 271 Broadway.
—Adv.

Take tbe magnificent North Shore Limited of tbe New York Gen-
tral fur Chicago and the West.—Adv.

The Empire State Express of the New York Central Is the fastest
and most famous train in the world.

—

Adv.

Calendars.
Marine engineers can obtain one of the handsomest calendars ever

published by addressing the Roberts Safety Water Tube Boiler Co ,

41 Cortlandt st eet, New York, and giving their full names and ad-
d esses, together with the name of the last vessel on which they
were employed.—j4df.

The Petehs Cartridge Co., Cincinnati, O., publish a striking
calendar, 14xS6in in size, illustrating "A Portage in the Adil'on-
dacks," which will be sent on receipt of 20 cents for postage ana
mailing. The game laws for the various States are given on this
ca,\tnAu.v.—Adv.

The Winchester Calendar for 1897 has two good hunting pictures
by Frost, one an Eastern and the o.her a Western subject. The flrtt
shows a bob cat that has been surprised by a sportsman while feed-
ing on a rabbit, and entitled -'An Interrupted Meal;" while the
other, caUed ''A Chance Shot," depicts a dismounted horseman in
the act of firing at one of two deer whose heads just appear above
the hillside.-jddu.

Spbatts Patent, Ltd., 245 East Fifty-sixth street, New York, gend
for a 2-cent stamp an annual calendar with pictures and potnt^
about dogs, birds, etc. Mention Forest and Stream.—^d-t-,

The Union Metallic Carteidgs; Co, publishes itsUsual artistic
caleudar. Ttiis year the subject of the illustration is a scout's dash
for life from the redskins, and is entitled "Saving his Scialp, "—Ady,
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Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The

subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksnipe Coming In. "He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting).

Vigilant and Valkyrie. Bass Fishing at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to ola or new subscribers on the following terms

:

Forest and Stream one year and the set offourpictures, $S.

Forest and Stream 6 months and any two of the pictures, $3.

Prlee of the pletnrca alone, $1.50 each ; $S for tba set.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

$i^i^*iifii«iei^^eif*^f*^^

It has so happened that all the pttblic services that

I have tendered in the world in my day and gener-

ation have heen connected with the general

gfovcrnment. I think I ought to make an excep-

tion. I was ten days a member of the Massachusetts

Legislature, and I turned my thoughts to the

search of some good object in which I could be

useful in that position, and after much reflection I

introduced a bill which, with the consent of both

houses of the Legislature, passed into a law and is

now a law of the State, which enacts that no man
in the State shall catch trout in any manner than
in the old way, with an ordinary hook and line.

Daniel Webster.

itself carries the fire, not only on its surface, hut also by

devious and hidden ways. This forest floor is made up of

the decayed and decaying leaves, cones, branches, stumps

and roots of the pine, all these full of resin, and waiting

only the touch, of a spark to burn. Sometimes a root fiber,

ignited, may smoulder for days, traveling underground, un-

seen and unsuspected, until it again reaches the surface

many feet away. Now, if by a breeze it is blown into

flame, it soon gathers headway and a fire is started.

Lanes such as proposed might in certain localities be use-

ful aids in fire fighting, but of themselves they can accom-

plish nothing. To receive public approval some more com-

prehensive scheme of forest protection than this must be

devised. Such a plan may be hoped for from the forestry

commission nominated last year by the National Academy
of Science at the request of the President. Pending the ad-

vancement of such a plan and the legislation required to

put it in operation, authority should be given to the Secre-

tary of the Interior to call on the War Department for

details of troops to do [police duty in the various forest

reservations. Such duty is now performed by United States

troops in some of the national parks, and the success in pro

tecting the forests achieved by Capt. George I. Anderson,

Superintendent of the Yellowstone Park, and by other ofli-

cers in other localities, furnishes evidence of what may be

done by this method of protection, which certainly ought to

be considered by the Government authorities.

The one discouraging matter connected, with the vote on

this bill is the small attendance and lack of apparent interest

in the subject. Only fifty-three persons voted on the bill. This

shows an apathy among Congressmen on an important sub-

ject which does not promise much for wise forestry legis

lation in the near future.

FAILURE OF THE SHAFROTH BILL.

The failure of the Shafroth Mil to pass the House of

Representatives need not greatly discourage any friend of

forest preservation, and indeed will gratify those who are

familiar with the conditions which prevail in the forests of

the West.

The measure, though introduced from the best of motivesj

was hopelessly inadequate for two reasons. It carried no

appropriation, and so its provisions could not have been en-

forced; while even if they had been enforced, the lanes

authorized to be cut through the forest would prove no bar-

rier to the advance of a fire raging in pine timber and carried

forward by the wind.

The bill authorized the Secretary of the Interior to have

lanes about 1,000 feet in width cut through any forests on

the public domain, at intervals of from five to ten miles.

The timber on these lanes the Secretary was to offer for sale

at public auction, the buyer to agree to clear the lanes and

remove the timber. If the value of the timber was not suffi-

cient to pay for the clearing of the lane, bids for clearing it

might be accepted by the Secretary.

Much has been written concerning the fierceness and

swiftness with which fire burns and runs in pine timber, for

to say nothing of the forest fires in the far West, there have

been of late years frequent and appalling examples of their

terrible destructiveness in the forests of Michigan, Minne-

sota and Wisconsin. It is perfectly well known that such

fires often proceed by long leaps, that the air is filled with

burning brands, cinders and sparks, which are carried for

miles, and that the actual flames are preceded by gusts of

air so fiercely hot that they utterly blast and destroy every

living thing in their path and cause dry wood or vegetation

at once to burst into flame. To such fires a lane 1,000 feet

wide would prove no barrier.

But even if such a lane should stop the progress of a fire

raging among standing timbers, there are other things to be

taken into account In such a lane, after the timber had

been removed, there would be left a mass of twigs, branches

and tops of trees which would soon dry out and would carry

the fire along the ground, not quite so rapidly as it would
travel among the tree tops, but not less certainly. This

great brush pile, dry, resinous and intertwined with the

dead weeds, grass and vines which would at once spring up

in it, would be a constant menace to the forests. It would

be impossible to clear away all this material, and to keep it

cleared, without the continued employment of a large force

of men.

Eyen if it were kept clear, the underlying forest floor

tion of game purely from the economic standpoint. The

sooner the economic aspect of game has full recognition,

the sooner shall we have efficient laws to secure to the

community the economic advantages which come from wise

game laws honestly enforced. As we have pointed out, the

game laws properly have nothing to do with sentiment; their

purpose is to maintain the supply. Any community,

whether it be a village or a commonwealth, which in this

age of the world ignores the economic value of its game and

fish resources, is either careless or benighted, and of the two

conditions there is small choice.

This is true in Massachusetts, and it is quite as true in

Texas, The Massachusetts Legislature has repeatedly been

bamboozled by spurious pleas in behalf of the "farmer's

boy" who ought to have the paltry privilege of trapping

partridges on the old farm. The real "farmer's boy" who
wants to trap partridges is a husky youth of forty years, who,

though living in a civilized community, is averse to earning

his living by civilized methods, but prefers the less arduous

recourse of snaring birds to sell. Multiply the individual

Massachusetts snarer into a horde and we have the Texas

contingent of quail netters, who have been scooping in the

game by the barrelful and carload, until at last the citizens

of the State have come to a realizing sense of the ruin which

has been wrought, and now in the person of the members of

the State Sportsmen's Association are determined upon a

reform. It all ends in the one and only effectual system:

Stop the sale of game.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
The sale of game should be forbidden at all seasons.—

Forest and Siteam Platform Plank.

In that declaration we may have been in advance of pub-

lic conviction in this country, but every day is bringing re-

newed evidence that sentiment is rapidly making in support

of the principle involved. It is recognized more and more

clearly that the one great agency that is depleting our game
supply and making barren the covers is the continued and

relentless industry of the market shooter. The tendency of

new legislation is in the dhection of limiting trafiic in game,

and thus it is approaching more or less closely to what must

be the ultimate expedient, the absolute prohibition of the sale

of game at all times.

In Michigan it is proposed to change the law this session

to prohibit absolutely the sale of game. In Tennessee an

effort is making to incorporate into the law a provision

which forbids the export of game to market. We published -

last week a note from Broome county in this State, propos-

ing an organization of a five-county league for the purpose

of furthering the enforcement of the law which now pre-

vails against the transportation of ruffed grouse, and it was

pointed out that the law as it now stands is ineffectual be-

cause it permits the transportation of an unlimited number

of birds if they are accompanied by the owner. The way is

thus opened for dealers to gather immense quantities of ruffed

grouse, which because of the size of the shipment they can af

ford to accompany to market, yet ^ thus comply with the

letter of the statute. A remedy for this abuse 'might be
easily found by adopting such a limitation as that one

which is found in the laws of some States restricting the

number of birds which any one individual may transport at

one time. It is generally recognized in the counties named

(hat the great bulk of the game is killed by a few indi-

viduals who pursue it incessantly in season for sale. A pro-

vision limiting the number one person could accompany

would effectually cut off this tratfic,

We believe that the State Association of New York can do

no more important service this winter than to strive for the

making of a public sentiment which shall compel the Legis-

lature to rescind section 349 of the game law, which now
permits the sale of game at all seasons. So long as the New
York market is open for the reception of game the game
will come to it, both in season and out of season, and not

only from other States, but from New York covers as well.

At a meeting in St. Paul the other day, attended by the

fish and game wardens of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minne-

sota, plans were discussed for providing for the States of

Mmnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, and pcssibly North and

South Dakota, a uniform code of laws. The purpose of the

meeting, as declared by Wx. Chase S. Osborn, State Game
and Fish Warden of Michigan, was to consider the protec-

SOCKEYES, AUHUHU AND TROUSERS.

Ajierican species of fish for stocking foreign waters have

been carried successfully as far as New Zealand; and there

appears to be in the distance involyed no obstacle to the suc-

cess of the enterprise now making of introducing fish from

this continent into the waters of the Sandwich Islands. A
press dispatch from Montreal to the Evening Post, of this

city, last Monday, reported that on the steamship Miowera,

which left Vancouver, B. C, on Saturday for Honolulu,

§0,000 young sockeye .salmon were shipped from the Domin-

ion Government hatchery at Bonaccord, on the Fraser River,

in response to a request from the Hawaiian Governmentj

backed by the personal application of Mr. Armstrong, of

Honolulu, to the Minister of Fisheries at Ottawa The ship-

ment is made with a view of ascertaining whether British

Columbian salmon can be acclimatized in the rivers of the

Hawaiian Islands.

If the sockeye shall be established, it is to be hoped that

such of the native fishermen as come of old Island family

may not feel obhged to take their fish in the American fash-

ion, for the way of their fathers was much more picturesque

and exciting, and therefore vastly more sportsmanlike.

When a Hawaiian was bent on having fish for supper, he

dived down into the depths of the sea and placed among the

stones of the bottom a plant called auhuhu, which possesses

the property of intoxicating fish. Then as his victim floundered

about and pursued the aimless, erratic and stupid course of

a fish full of auhuhu, the fisherman swam and dived after it;

and witless of bob, hook or sinker, took his fish by hand,

and if it was a big one wrestled with it manfully until

he got it ashore. But this was in the good old days

when the Islanders, untrammeled by dress, were famous

experts in diving and swimming. They were then in fact

amphibious, equally at home on the land or in the surf.

The Hawaiians of the present generation, being hampered

by clothing, are less given to exercise in the natatorial art;

they have lost that marvelous dexterity in the water at

which the visiting white men used to wonder; and it may
be that even if they should be ambitious to pursue the

sockeye in its osvn element, after the fashion of their grand--

fathers, they would lack the skill were they never so lavish

of the fish befuddling auhuhu. It may even come to pass

as a phenomenon of the civilized Hawaiian Islands that a de-

generate scion of this dusky race—whose agile ancestor

thought nothing of casting himself from a rocky

height into the sea, pouncing upon hia prey as a

fish hawk out of the air—may rig himself out in

waterproof wading trousers to keep himself dry

while he fishes. And in the Hawaiian sportsmen's jour-

nals—for no race is ever truly civihzed until it has its litera*

ture of the forests and the streams—the "rubber pants''

angler may deride the naked fishermen of old and inveigh

against their ancient diving and grabbing exploits as the

ignoble and pot-fishing expedients of an untutored, untrous-

ered and unsportsmanlike race of barbarians. In such wise

does the pernicious custom of wearing clothes beget at once

irreverence for ancestral waya and degeneracy of flehing

methods,
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DUCKING IN GREAT SOUTH BAY.
Although the aristocratic canvasback and redtiead are

now rarely, if ever, found in Great South Bay, the aver-
age sportsman, if he be enthusiastic and not too fastidious,
can secure good sport there. When the conditions are
favorable, which means, in the bayman's vernacular,
"whan ther win' 's p'intin' right," broadbill and brant
swarm on the flats and the festive coot and "old mammy"
are at their juiciest in its waters. Doubtless I have seen
wildfowlers who, after bagging dozens of the two last-

mentioned tidbits of the wave, have turned up their noses
and called their luck ''tough." But let us be reasonable.
There is an old English saying, " When all fruit fails wel-
come haws." Besides, can there be a more appropriate
gift for an over-importunate rural family, with insatiable
palates for anything gamy, than a brace of succulent "old
mammies"? If they look dark and doubtful afterward
(I mean, of course, the family), let the giver look puzzled
in return, shake his head, and say it was "all in the
cookin'," which is sometimes the trouole with wood-
cock.
The fall of '95 was, as is well known, a banner one for

sportsmen in Great South Bay. And so it came to pass
that a party of four of us wenc down in November to try
our luck. My friend Harold was one—as fine, generous
and whole-souled a fellow as ever walked on corns or
missed a ruffed grouse. He was then and is now deeply
interested in foreign missions, and has since, because of
his eminent fitness for the position, been appointed chap-
lain of his lodge. Only one unpardonable sin has he been
guilty of to my knowledge. He went forth on the trail
of the ruffed grouse in Sullivan county. New York, on a
memorable day in '94, dressed in patent leathers, a fash-
ionable dark blue overcoat reaching to his heels, and a
canary-colored yachting cap. But, as Eudyard is fond of
putting it, that is another story. Many a jolly trip we've
made together, and long may he live to win his traveling
expenses from the writer at penny ante.
Then there was Frank, an all-round good fellow and ex-

cellent shot, who knew more about wiidfowling than all
the rest of us put together. Frank's great weakness was
potatoes. He was never seen to eat a meal witnout them.
Give him half a bushel of 'em, a peck of Spanish onions,
and all the fat pork he could get his hands on, and he 'd
cook you a dish that would leave your stomach on your
hands, and vice versa, for a week. The third member of
our party was Scnnupps, a protuberant Dutchman,
Schnupps had evidently baen brought up on the bottle,
and retained a lingering fondness which gave grave cause
to doubt he nad ever been weaned. As we had picked
him up merely to round out the party, he was not in
touch with us, so to speak. He was, in fact, a dummy;
or to be exact, considering bis favorite posture during the
trip, a lay figure who paid one-fourth of the expenses.
Fourth and last came the writer, whoae faults and pecu-
liarities, if indeed he have any, shall be carefully con-
cealed in this narrative.

Captain Funk, our good skipper, who knew Frank, and
Sart, his mate and cook and crew all rolled into one,
were standing on the dock to receive us, and a phosphor-
escent gleam stole intj their weather eyes as a case of
beer and some other bottled combustibles were trundled
aboard. Funk was a typical bayman, rotund and ruddy,
opinionated'to the last oitch, and when crossed in his pro-
fessional duties as unmanageable and hard to handle as a
grand opera prima donna. Tnere was a waggish look in
his eye, and he had an astonishing relish for a good joke—^on somebody else.

"Waal, I swan I An' har' y' bel" howled the Captain,
as if he were matched against a gale. "Glad ter see y'

ennyhaowl Laow bridge! ' he added warningiy, as we
huddled down the companionway of the Marie Liuise.
"Look aout fer yer heads, an' sit aaown forrard. Siai!"
he shouted to the mate, "put on Frank's 'taters, an' git
the supper good 'n quicb !

"

"Ycs, yebl" answered Sart, and he proceeded to pile up
the narrow table thac ran along the centerboard with
steak and onions, fried potatoes, coffee, bread and butter,
and "home-made" pie, of which we partook heartily,'

topping it all tff witn a rousing jorum of Arizona puncn.
A mild game of poker was then begun, after we had got
into our shooting togs and made our traps ready for the
morrow. We were nappy, and we showed it. We were
already bending to the Dretze on our way to the shooting
grounds and leaving the "madding crowd" behind. In
imagination, at least, we could hear the ducks quacking
outside, obligingly waiting to be shot, and our spirits rose
with the ante. Schnupps had been taken immediately
after supper with an attack of wbat he feelingly alluded
to as Gottl gramp golic," and it must be stated in j astice
that he gave a cnoiCd bottle of painkiller, which stood at
his elbow, a fair and impartial trial. The medicinal
properties of this palliative manifested themselves in s j

remarkable a manner that Schnupps soon had one le^
over the centerboard and the other coiled lovingly about
the mate's neck; and when he slapped the ace of diamonds
on the table and insisted it was tae deuce of hearts, our
honorable instincts asserted themselves and we threw up
our hands and turned in for the night.

But not for long. What with the continual glug, glug
of the water against the boat, and the strangeness of the
surroundings, we were all soon up again, except the Cap-
tain, swapping stories, looking for comets, and singing
salt sea songs. The skipper's nasal solo disturbed our har-
mony, and we determined to have him out at any risk.

Harold, who was assisting FranK peeling potatoes, jumped
up and put the ship's chronometer forward from 1 to 3:30,
and a well-aimed rubber boot did.the rest, combined with
our chorus of yells that it was past time to "fix out."
The old sea dog crawled out of hia bunk, growling like a
mastiff. "Seems ter me I ain't had no nat'ral amaount
er sleep yit. Half-past three, eh?" as he glanced at the
clock. "Wal, haow's the win' a-pintin'?" and he floun-
dered up on deck. The moment he stuck his nose among
the stars he saw through it all.

"Bd gol darnedl I daon't see no sense inter bein' a
pack er growed-up fools, nohaowl" he bellowed, after
jumping down among us. "Saat, who sot thet clock
lorrard? Whan yer git me aout ag'in ter fix aout
ducks 'il be rainin' laike blizzardl" and he tumbled into
hifl cubby-hole in the bow.
But we did get him out nevertheless, about 4 o'clock,

corrected time, and he and Sart set to work after a pre-
liminary skirmish with Frank as to choice of locality,
Frank wanted to anchor on Yellow Flats. "Yaller
Flaats! Not by er jugfull Thar ain't er bird on Great
South Bay as knaows enuff ter fly baoth wings ter onc't
what ain't on Edl Pot Flaats right naowl"
There was no appeal from this and the Eal Pot Fiats

had the call. The battery, with its twin sink-boxes, is

now got out, anchored in shallow water, and weighted
down with pigs of lead and iron decoys until its over-
hanging leaves float horizontal on the surface. The stools
are grouped about it and make a brave show as they
dance and courtesy to the whistling of the morning
breeze, which soon grows to a cutting wind, whipping
and chopping the bay into spiteful little waves. The Fire
Island light still blinks drowsily in the gray dawn, and
the great round sun, a prophetic blood-red, rolls slowly
and majestically above the horizon. Away toward the
Fire Island shore a mighty sound, as of a million rustling
wings, greets our ears. Look! a vast cloud rises from
the bay and circles and wheels and circles again. The
feathered denizens of the waves have left their watery
beds, and as the god of day shoots his raya in among
them, catching them on wing and breast, the black mass
quickens and lightens into white and gold. Now and
again a shot from a distant battery tells that the battle
has already begun. After a sleepless night, warmly
clothed though we were, we shook like the palsied par-
ent in a Bowery melodrama; and our noses and gills

were a pronounced duck-hunter's blue- Our indulgent
friends, therefore, on both sides of the Atlantic, will not
consider it an unpardonable breach of etiquette that Har-
old and I, when we stepped into our boxes to open the
ball, proceeded first to op^n a modest flask which I acci-

dentally found in my pistol pocket. Not so the Captain.
He pounced upon the vial after the manner of an alder-
man upon a franchise.
"Yer daont take no demij ihn aboard this baatry ef I

knaow iti Yer can't shoot no ducks on rum!" and with
that he tossed the flask 25yd8. distant into the bay, and
busied himself, head down, putting the finishing touches
to the stools. Now, Harold has a wee bit o' hot Scotch
temper, and 'tis not healthy to trifle wi' the bairn beyond
a certain point. "Fetch back that bottle, Cap'nl" he
cried, "we're no soaks," and I could see him draw his lips

together and pull his cap rim down while he watched our
only visible means of warmth float with the tide. But
our skipper, who was now pulling away, heeded not.
When he arrived opposite the derelict he suddenly made
a sensational turn, picked it up, and put it in his face for
a space of time that gave us an excellent idea of eternity.

"Yah! thar's good licker—put hair on yer elbows!" he
gasped, smacking his lips, and broke into a roar of laugh-
ter that startled the ducks into midair for miles around,
in which we joined on one side of the mouth only. Then,
like the 600 at Balaklava, he rowed back, but not the
same. "Thar y' be," said he, with a grin, and jerkod the
now half empty receptacle to Harold; "hain't enuff into
her naow ter keep fr'm shootin' stret, eh? Ha, ha! Lay
daown baoth an' make fur fly !" My comrade looked im-
mensely relieved, and it has struck me since that he
feared the insidious poison might have drifted to the
shore of some South Sea island and demoralized the
dusky inhabitants, whose spiritual welfare has ever been
his constant solicitude.

Bd that as it may, the birds were now flying thick and
fast, so we stretched flat on our backs, gazing wistfully at
the zenith and waited. We had pig-lead pillows. It was
my first experience in a sink box, and my shouldf r blades
beinx anything but retiring, I soon reached a degree of
misery that induced me to breathe language that could
only have been the result of extreme nervousness. The
back of my neck began to petrify, and my thoughts wan-
dered on such remote subjects as the honest, hot old yule
logs of bygone days and the Chicago fire. Harold was
just out of sight in his box, but I could hear his teeth
clatter, and presently he hissed between clatters: "Here
they c-comel Hare they c-comel Kkeep down!"
"Wh-where? Wh-where?" I hissed back and sat bolt up-
right, scanning the horizon through hazy spectacles, but
could see nothing with feathers on, Ob! it was delight-

ful to sit up for a moment and get off my ear. "Great
Scott!" growled Harold in disgust, "don't jump up so soon
like a Jack-in-the-box! Let the birds come over the
stools. That flock's gone, sure." This little ceremony
was repeated ay often that my kind and good friend began
to get hot undet the collar, and frequently he passed com-
pliments across to my loge which, I am pained to state,

were not couchedin the phraseology of a chaplain. Yet
he shot several birds in spite of this. As for me, I
couldn't hit a cathedral. My position was such that I

couldn't even hit the pipe to keep my face warm. And,
worse than all, a great dampness now invaded me, and
we discovered to our dlstnay that the bay was pouring
into my lair through a leak in the joining. This ended
the shooting temporarily and gave me a valid excuse to

stand up, which I eagerly did, and Harold followed suit.

We proceeded to signal the boat and were in the midst of

an animated debate as to the proper way to shoot ducks
over decoys, when we spied Funk coming toward us in
the sharpie with a Leander stroke. Even then we could
see he was mad clean through. A big bag means a
good advertisement for the boat, and the old man couldn't
figure it out that the Marie Louise would be likely to go
thundering down the newspapers as a result of this trip.

When scarcely within hailing distance he stood up in the
boat, waving his headgear and yelling like seven
lunatics:

"Git daown thar! Git daownl Yer loom up liker

praayer meetin'!" And he was down again in a jiffy and
pulling furiously, only to rise anew before he had ad-
vanced 25yd8.
"Git daown thar in th' baat'ry! Look thet big bunch

bro'dbiU cummin' yonner! 'Tarnal mud! Y' ain't gittin'

no ducks a-stannin' up laike tew smoke stacks!"
We were indeed enjoying a smoke just then, and we

let the old chap come alongside before we explained elab-

orately but quietly that there was water to burn in one
of the boxes, due to his carelessness.

"Waal, why didn't yer lay daown ehhyhaowl" he flung
at me. ' 'I never seed no man draown into 3in. er good
salt water yit. Bay's plum full er ducks, an' ef yer shot
enuff yit ter take the skunk off, I'm er liar."

The box having been bailed out and the leak stopped
with an old glove finger, he left, picking up the few dead
birds as he went.
We had been warmed over somewhat by the moving

about and the smoking, and felt more comfortable as we
settled down to business. And hardly were we ready
before a splendid flock of broadbills came skimming along
the water toward us. I see them at last, and my heart
thumps against my palate as they swoop down upon the
stools. I can now clearly see the green in their eyes.
"Up now," says Harold; and we rise together in the nick
of time; and as they struggle and twist in air to get away
we let 'em have it, making two doubles. Four barrels,

four birds! "Say, Willie, you're a dandy!" chortled Har-
old in his joy, and I felt I could agree with him. (He
often calls me Willie when under the strain of great ex-
citement.) We nudged each other in the ribs, winked
knowingly and shook hands, We shook hands again all

around and said nice thiugs to one another, too sacred to
be set down here.

There was no lack of birds, and we both shot well after
that. An assignment of broadbills would barely be off our
hands and our guns loaded before a dozen or sixteen
coots, with the best intentions in the world, would sail

up to our very feet and look in on us for a moment. And
it was a study in mental panics to see their awkward em-
barrassment and shock when we, rose to pay them our
respects and they discovered we didn't belong in their set.

Sometimes a wedge of black ducks, high in air, passed
over us, laughing no doubtj if ducks over laugh out of i

the mating season, at our clumsy contrivance; or a bunch '

of geese, talkative as "sweet girl graduates," but far shyer,
gave us the slip to the right or left.

But our time was now more than up, and as we stepped
later on board the yacht (let me call ic a "yacht" for once)

j

Frank and Schnupps stood ready for their turn. Although |

the battery was anchored in not more than 3ft. of water,
Schnupps had taken the precaution to encircle his person
with a life preserver, in spite of the jeers of the Captain
and crew, who stood lined up on deck to salute and see
him off, to the accompaniment of bad jokes and worse \

onions. Frank upheld his reputation for marksmanship I

during the afternoon, and kept the mate bupy gathering I

in dead ducks. He did it all alone too, because Schnupps, I

after discharging his gun twice or thrice into the " wound-
less air," had the tact and courage to fall asleep in the

'

embrace of the life preserver. Meantime Harold and I

burned powder on board, blazing away at wing-tipped
and otherwise crippled birds. And here it may be re-

marked what an infernal fusillade a wounded duck will

stand without dropping an eyelid! And how easy 'tis to

miss a placid "old mammy," sitting mayhap "in maiden
meditation, fancy free,"not 40yd8. from the muzzle! How
provocative of wit from the fellow who isn't handling the
pump!

All of which reminds me that as we were about to sus-

pend operations for the day the Captain hailed us hur-
riedly to the port side.

"Y<jn'8 a crepplt!—over thar, nigh thet clammer."
Between the queenly schooner Maud E and ourselves

an object bobbed up and down on the waves, a duck if i

there ever was one.
"1 guass," said Funk, turning to Harold, "thet's thei

bro'dbill yer wing'd 'baout tenner clock, eh?"
"That's right; same bird!" cried Harold, reaching for

his 10 bore, delighted at the prospect of adding another
to his score.

"Shucks, thet toothpeck don't fetch her I" exclaimed
the Captain, scornfully. "Ren daown belaow an' git my
4- bore—she'll sock it to her." Hirold returned in a
twinkling with a double-barreled cannon, and our now
strangely obliging skipper put the Marie Louise through a
startling evolution in the spanking breeza to get out of
the line of the Maud E. and give the eager marksman a
clear sweep at the "crepple."

"Be kaarful," he cautioned, as Harold put the engine to
his shoulder, "she's chuck full Ih' blaack'st kamder paow-
der, an' she kicks laike mule critter. Ladder gao!

'

Boom! The spray rose about the object of this deli

cate attention as it rises at Sandy Hook when big gunsi

are under test.

"Naver phased her, biegosh!" bawled Funk, as he^

leaned on the tiller and winked at us, "giver th' lafti"

He gave her the left, hut the tantalizing "crepple'
seemed only to be warming up and getting into line for
another volley, which would undoubtedly have been
forthcoming had not a stentorian voice been hurled from!
the Maud E.

:

"What are yew farmer people shootin' intew my,
buoy for? Can't yer taal wooden duck fr'm laive un?"
In the uproarious hilarity that followed, Harold was

th.e only one who didn't join. The joke was on him and '

the Captain had got even for the little trick of the night
before.
Thus ended the day. Our bag did not reach into the

hundreds, but that sportsman is to be pitied who counts <

his pleasure by the number of birds in his basket. 'Tis
\

not all of shooting to shoot. Indeed, it is only when the •

thrill of the skillful shot is intermingled with the glow of I

good-fellowship, and with the gladness that springs from •

the contemplation of the ever restless sea, or the forest i

with its myriad life, that the charm which eternally
j

beckons the sportsman from the artificial haunts of men •

is rightly understood. Pellets.
|

Tennessee Notes.

Gea.ni> View, Tenn., Jan. 7.—This is not a good season -

for botanizing, but I have met with one plant which has \

much interest for me, and which I believe is not found
,

north of Kentucky—the climbing fern, sometimes called

"finger fern" {Lygodium palmatum, Swartz). It is fairly '

plentiful here in some localities, and seems to me to be
'

the most beautiful of the family to which it belongs.

I am sorry that my bird notes are usually so meager, i

but my eyes and ears are not as acute as of yore, and I
,

cannot always identify the little fellows I see flitting about i

among the thickets. *

I saw a woodcock on Dec. 19, and on the 25th was most J

agreeably surprised at the sight of eight bluebirds. These <

were at Towstring, and there were also several meadow-
larks and four or five scarlet tanagers.

The particular Towstring to which I refer is about nine
i

miles long. Some try to dignify it with the name of

Pleasant Valley. It is in the valley of the Tennessee, and
is not far from Roddy, which, as you are aware, lies a
few miles to the eastward of Possumtrot. '

We heard the note of a bluebird and a robin near here

a week ago, and I am of the opinion that both these birdS'

are often sojourners in this region through the winter,

though they keep near thick coverts. Kelpie.
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PODGERS'S COMMENTARIES.

Burled Treasure.

San Francisco, Dec. 28.—In your issue of Dec. 19 your
correspondent Tarpon writes of the "Islands of the
Pacific," and in the last chapter of Cocos Island, and
speaks of the legend of pirates' treasure being buripd
there, and of an expedition having at one time been fit-

ted out from San Francisco to search for it. If he had
said half a dozen expeditions he would have been within
the facts.

The story of an immense treasure having been buried
there by pirates is one of the standing legends of the last

half century, and it has been the occasion of the fitting

out of at least four expeditions, that I can remember,
from this port to search for the fabulous wealth.
The story is that a sailor, lying sick unto death in some

hospital, and being
afflicted at that late

day with a con-
science, confessed
to a comrade in at-

tendance that he
was the sole surviv-
ing member of a pi-

ratical gang that
had looted a Span*
ish galleon off the
coast of Peru; and
after the crew and
passengers (several
rich Peruvians flee-

ing from political

persecution with all

their wealth) had
been made to walk
the plank, the pi-

rates took the treas-
ure aboard and,
burning the ship,
sailed gailyaway for
their rendezvous,
wh'ch was Cocos
Island. There they
held high revel and
drunken quarrels
until the Kilkenny
practice left but four
survivors. They,
fearing to be seen
with so much
wealth, agreed to
bury it: and after
filling their pockets
with doubloons each
was tattooed with
the latitude and
longitude of the is-

land, which was
then unknown.
They then sailed for
Panama; and when
near the port burned
their vessel; landed
in a boat as ship-
wrecked mariners,
and making their
way across the isth-

mus scattered. One
by one three of the
four died, and this
last one made the
confession impart-
ing the secret of the
buried treasure. The
man receiving it

turned up in New
Orleans; and hap-
pening to be there
fitting out a clipper
schooner for a voy-
age to Mexico, I

was importuned to
change my destina-
tion and go for this
treasure. The man
who possessed the
secret showed a
sketch of the exact

t

locality where it

was buried under a
big dead tree; and
he had the latitude
and longitude of the
island tattooed on
his arm. He gen-
erously offered half
the find; and as evi-
dence of good faith . --^^^..^^-.^ . ^
agreed that we
might hang him
from the yardarm if

he proved false. But
I lacked faith, and
declined the attempt at the making of a big for-
tune so easily, romantic as it was to a young chap
fond of adventure. But singular to relate, I subse-
quently purchased a schooner yacht in New York and
sent her around- to San Francisco, and in less than a
month after her arrival sold her to a party to go in quest
of the Cocos Island treasure. That same surviving pi-
rate had turned up here and had succeeded in enlisting a
number of credulous people to furnish the necessary
funds. The expedition sailed, loaded down with shovels
and pickaxes. With an eye to possibilities, or as they
thought certainties, they had a lot of canvas sacks made
to contain the doubloons and jewels, and a strong iron
tank or box located under the after deck with a huge
lock and fastenings to prevent any tampering with the
treasure on the return voyage, Some six months later
they came back, quietly sneaking into the harbor without
a doubloon or a jewel, their wealth consisting of some
second, hand shovels and pickaxes. The schooner was
sold and the concern wound up Since that time more
expeditions have been fitted out from here, quite a uum-
))er, a»a periodically the f^ver breaks out, ftnotbei-

expedition sails, and returns with the same result; ao
credulous can people be found, by whom the romance
and fascination of buried treasure cannot be resisted,
and who will put their money into these wild goose
schemes. That Cocos Island treasure is one of the stand-
ing jokes of the water front.
A book was written some few years ago called "The

Myths of the Middle Ages," wherein the author sets out
to prove that all the old legends of William Tell, Pope
Join, Rip Van Winkle and others are the veriest bosh;
that there never was any such person as William Tell nor
Gassier, and that the same legend was recited as occur-
ring in every country on the face of the earth. What
shou'd be done with a fellow who thus destroys the cher-
iahed beliefs of our childhood? Confound him, hanging
is too good for him. It is a wonder that he never got on
to the Cocos Island legend. He would have proved as
ingeniously that there never were any pirates, never any
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Cocos Island, never any treasure, and that sailors innu-
merable had died all over the world with the same story
on their dying lips; but happily there are still people that
believe implicitly in William Tell, Pope Joan and Rip
Van Winkle. It was only the other day that I saw in a
Swiss saloon a large painting of William Tell in the act
of drawing his bow, and a big apple on the head of a
very fat, bandy-legged, overgrown boy, who seemed to be
wondering what his chances were for bagging the apple
as his perquisite.

I hope Tarpon will continue his description of the
"Islands of the Pacific," for there are but few that I have
not visited. Especially did I make it a point to take in
Juan Fernandez, on which I bagged one of Robinson
Crusoe's goats, or a descendant, a patriarchal old Billy
that we pssayed to eat; but he was of the Samson brand,
and even old Jack in the forecastle could not stand him,
but threw him to the sharks. By the way, I read in a
recent newspaper that a ship reports that the island has
been completely destroyed by the bursting out of an ex-
tinct volcano. The rumor needs confirmation.
{a readi&g the last number of Forest xsq Qm&m,

I see you quote from the British Medical Journal some
opinions on the injurious effects of bicycle riding by chil-
dren under seven years of age, which changed my views
in regard to an investment for a "bike" for a young gen-
tleman who had claims on me for a "Christmas," and he
will not thank you for being the cause of his not receiv-
ing it. But while the article opposed the first proposi-
tion, it advocated the use of the machine for old duffers
as invigorating exercise, which accounts for our seeing
so many old parties wabbling through the streets, which
I contend is an undignified practice for gray hairs, es-
pecially several judges of the courts, whom I see hard at
it; but it is not quite as objectionable as seeing girls in
bloomers. Of course I shall be set down aa an old fogy,
and behind the times, but it is too masculine, and that
ungraceful pumpipg of the limbs I object to, and when
it comes to a rear view—well I there is an explanation of
why jou"g gentlemen's eyes bulge out so when one

chair is doing the
duty oftwo

;weighty
reasons.

, . ^ .. . .. A year or two ago
there was an ani-

I mated discussion in
the Eastern news-
papers, which has
been recently re-

newed, as to wheth-
er sharks ever dined
on human beings.
Mr. Herman Oel-
ricbs^challenged the
production of any
reliable proof that
there was ever any
such instance,
whereat he was in-
undated with letters
from people who
had witnessed sharks
eat men, and he
had to take water,
that is, the northern
waters as meant.
I see that some
skeptic suggests that
Mr. Oelrichs try the
experiment by
jumping into the
tank in the Castle
Garden Aquarium
containing a shark,
which proposition
he wisely declines.
I doubt if the shark
would be so impolite
as to make a meal
of him; but what a
drawing card it

would be to witness
the experiment. If
the shark should
happen to be an ar-
ticle imported from
say Port Royal, I
would not care to
insure Mr. Oelrichs
coming out un-
scathed, as I have
myself witnessed the
gobbling of a sailor
in the bay of Pan-
ama, who fell over-
board and was torn
to pieces before he
could be rescued. I
hope Mr. Oelrichs
will never try the
experiment in those
waters, as he is too
valuable a member
of society to furnish
the menu for the
well-known appe-
tites of those deni-
zens of the deep.
Sharks and alliga-

tors are consider-
ably in my debt, es-

pecially alligators

—

for one cocker span-
iel and one pointer
pup, not to mention
one three-year-old
little darky, in
which I had not so
much interest.

PODGERS.
[We may add as

commentary upon
Podgers's Commen:-

' taries that an expe-
dition has recently
gone out from this

city to look for hid-
den treasure; and our recollection of the account, as
given in the papers at the time, is that the sanguine for-
tune hunters were bound for this same alluring Cocos
Island. We have had in these columns from time to
time several accounts of hidden treasure expeditions, in-
cluding the search for the plunder concealed by Black-
beard, the pirate of North Carolina waters. D. Henshall
once wrote of the Punch Bowl , a great spring of fresh
w^ater on the shore of Biscayne Bay, Fla. , fabled to have
been the hiding-place of treasure for the buccaneers and
pirates who once infested the Florida coast.]

Dog Fancier: "Yes, madame, I have all kinds of dogs
here. Is there any particular breed you wish?" Old lady
(who reads the papers): "Oh, anything that's fashionable.
Lemme see an ocean greyhound."

—

New York Weekly

.

"My child," said the old herring to the young herring,
by way of parting advice, "the whole ocean is before you,
but don't go too near those canneries along the coast of
Maine unlpsa ygu yf^u^ |o tgi; ^ saT^iPe,"—(7/^^
go TrMiWi
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believe, though the spectator's eye could not note the
movement with nertainty, fixing the long grip of his

jaws just over the junction of his skull and spine."

THE OTTER AND HIS WAYS.
It is an off time for fish stories just now, but there is

never a lack of interesting matter in the way of the habits
of the enemies of the fish, and the otter ia one of the moat
destructive of these. This animal seems to be distributed
all over creation, as his prey is. I find him here in North
Carolina sneaking about my ponds and the river, in which
he plays the same sort of tricks he does elsewhere, as I
knew him once in the far northern part of Michigan.
There, over forty years ago, I once employed a Yankee
hunter—who had learned his tricks in the picturesque
Housatonic when he was a boy, and studied the ways of
fish and learned how great an enemy this sinuous, slip-

pery fellow was to them—^to hunt fur for me during the
winter. I often accompanied him on his trips over the
hard snow on our snowshoes for many miles through the
dense, then scarcely ever trodden, woods, unless it was by
the Indians or such hunters as came that way, I saw
these animals playing like boys on their slides down the
steep banks, chasing each other up the banks, then to the
slides, down which they slid into the water, where the
holes were, and up or down the stream to other holes,
which they kept open doubtless for this purpose. These
slides were the surest places to set the traps under the
water, so that the otters would get intothem as they went
under. I remember this man that year took enough otter
fur to pay me something over $800 for my half of it. It

was in war times, when furs were dear, and this man
went to York, as he called it, with his bales of fur, and
brought me back my money all in solid gold, coming to
my house, before he went anywhere else, with the money
at 11 o'clock at night, so anxious was he to deliver it, lest

anything might happen.
Here in the South these animals play the same tricks

and kill the fish in just the same way they did in the
North. They are often to be seen swimming in the water
with the nose just above the surface, scouting for game,
when all at once they go under and then swim to the
bank with the prey. Once I saw one lying on the bank
at the edge of the water suddenly slide in and take a big
trout as it was in the act of rising for a fiy on the surface,
making not the least ripple or splash as he went in, but
quite a turmoil as the fish struggled to get free.

It is a diflBlcult matter to get an otter except by trap-

ping, when one of the double spring Newhouse traps set

where they come out of the water, 4 or 5in. below the
surface, is the most successful method I have never
known them to take a bait, living as they do on live fish

only. These animals are hunted in England with spears,

and by dogs—a sort of terrier of large size, much of the
kind known as the Dandie Dinmont, of which Scott in one
of his stories writes; the dogs going into the stream or
hunting on the bank dislodge the game, when the hunt-
ers on shore spear the animals as they may be seen diving
like fish in the clear water to gain their holes under the
banks.

I send you a clipping from the London Fishing Gazette,
in which will be found some interesting history of this

animal, new to me, as it doubtless will be to many of
your readers. Hen'ry Stewart.

"I may claim some right," said Mr. M. R. Frances in
Fishing Gazette, "to speak confidently of the otter's

proceedings when in pursuit of his prey, since I was the
first person to record, from the testimony of eye-witnesses,
the course of his dealing with his victims, both by land
and by water. It is unlucky that Major Fisher, who
.writes on such subjects with the keen interest of a sports-

man, should not have seen this testimony, which would
have saved him the gratuitous error of denying that the
otter seeks his prey on land as well as in water.
"No doubt this Vrror has been encouraged by the posi-

tion of Lutra's eyes, which look upward from above a
rather flat snout. Naturalists at once inferred that this

arrangement was for the convenience of the otter in seiz-

ing the slippery victims from below. This being demon-
strably a mistake, we are tempted t» suggest that this

upward gaze enables him in his long dives to keep in
view the course of the eddies and the outline of the bank
—matters which closely concern him. But of course this

is mere conjecture. We know, however, that whether
on land or in water, he seizes his prey from above, infix-

ing in almost half a moment his four claws and inflicting

with eager haste what is designed to be a fatal bite.

When he was watched while seizing a rabbit on the bank
of the Mole he seemed not to have bitten deep enough,
and dragged his victim, piteously squealing, into the
river, where he deliberately drowned it, and then ate it

at his leisure, washing the flesh from time to time, so as
to suggest that the warm blood was over strong for his

digestion..

"The observer on this occasion, whose attention was
first drawn by the cries of the rabbit, was fortunately
himself a master of otter hounds, used to watching the
stealthy maneuvers of the enemy. He had with him a
sharp fox terrier, and though on the opposite side of the
stream to that on which the otter was dining, rather ex-
pected the latter to make himself scarce when the dog
appeared. But the marauder showed amusing coolness;

he dropped into the stream, raised his head above the
water a few yards from the bank and watched the ter-

rier's proceedings. Having satisfied himself that the dog
had no taste for anything beyondidry shikar, he returned
tranquilly to his dinner. Here we had a depredator, bold
as well as cunning, and obviously a clean feeder. Of
course I do not assume that the otter usually, or even
frequently, seeks his prey on land. I am content toknow
that he is capable of doing so 'as occasion serves,' and
that in such a case, at all events, he does not seize bis vic-

tim from below.
"About the same date at which this curious rabbit in-

cident was reported to me I received from the same
neighborhood an account, equally well authenticated, of
the otter's modus operandi when in pursuit of the fish,

which, we may safely assume, form his principal diet. A
pike, guessed at some 71 bs., wan seen basking under an
overhanging tree on the Mole. Nearly above him ran a
bare bough. Aloiig that bough an otter was seen to
creep-—I wish I could find some apter word to express the
prowler's stealthy, sinuous movement—till he was close
above the pike, down on whose back he dropped or slid,

at onoe fastening all his claws la the fish, and, I fully

A CURIOUS NEW RABBIT.
In the Proceedings of the Biological Society of Wash-

ington, issued Dec. 29, 1896, Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of the
Biological Survey, describes a new and extremely inter-

esting rabbit, recently collected in Mexico by Mr. E. W.
Nelson. In appearance and habits this species is unlike
any known rabbits. It is singular for its small size, its

short ears, its lack of tail and its exceedingly short hind-
legs, and, instead of moving like ordinary rabbits by a
series of leaps, it runs along on all fours, and lives in run-
ways in the grass like the meadow mice. Moreover, it

has certain characters in the skeleton which are very dif-

ferent from those of the ordinary rabbits, and these
differences, external and internal, are so marked that not
only is it placed in a new genus, but the characters of the
family Leporidce must be extended to include it. As Dr.
Merriam remarks, "It is sing'dar that of the four char-
acters given by Flower and Lyd»kkpr in the first sentence
of their diagnosis of the family jLepon'dce (imperfect clav-

icles, ielongated hindlegs, short recurved tails and long
ears) not one applies to this new rabbit."
Mr, Nelson preserved a perfect skeleton of the new rab-

bit, and this shows that the clavicle, or collar bone, of this

species is complete, and articulates directly with the
sternum, a thing that never happens in the genus Lejms.
There are marked differences in the sternum, or breast
bone, in the vertebise, and in the bones of the legs and
feet. On the other hand, the skull does not differ mark-
edly from that of the cottontails.

What little is known about the habits of this sppcifs is

given in the following account, prepared by Mr. Nelson
at Dr. Merriam's request:

"On my first visit to Mt. Popocatepetl, in the spring of
1893, I learned that these little rabbits were found there,
and on my return to the city of Mexico I prepared for an
expedition to secure them. On Jan. 5, 1894, my assistant,

Mr E. A. Goldman, and I made our camp on the side of a
canon at an altitude of about 3,350 meters (11,000ft.) on
the northwest slope of the mountain. We were accom-
panied by three Indian hunters and our packer. Among
the firs and alders at this altitude the northerly slope of

the hills and canons are covered with a luxuriant growth
of saccaton grass in huge bunches, from 3 to 6 ft. across,

and often reaching a height of 6 or 8ft., which covers the
ground, so that the only open spaces are small spots scat-

tered irregularly here and there. A search under the
overhanging masses of long grass blades showed a perfect
network of large, arvicola-like runways, tunneling
through the bases of the tussocks, and passing from one
to another under the shelter of the outcurving masses of
leaves. It was evident that the rabbits were very numer-
ous, and we all proceeded to hunt the vicinity carefully
for them, The first day I saw three, but was unable to

get a shot at any. One came running through the grass
along one of the hidden trails, and seeing me stopped in
a little opening only 7 or 8ft. away. It was too near to

shoot, and so escaped, after looking at me with inquiring
eyes for a few moments. The next day I shot one by
taking a stand on a large log, whence I could see several
small openings in the grass, and saw one as it stopped a
moment at the entrance to a runway. By persistent

hunting for three days my Indians secured three more.
"On our first night wire snares were set without suc-

cess, so the next night we put out a lot of steel traps in the
runways. This latter method - was very successful, and
three fine specimens were taken in a small area a few
yards across. So far as obserted, these animals are
strictly limited to the h^avy growths of saccaton grass,

between about 3,050 and 3.650 meters (10,000 and 13,000ft.),

a few ranging a little above and below these limits in

favorable places along canon slopes. I found them
equally numerous in the heavy grass on caiion slopes and
hillsides and in the dense growth of grass about tne sides

of the snaall parklike openings in the forest. They make
their forms within the matted bases of the huge grass

tussocks by tunneling passageways along the surface of

the ground through the mass of old grass, leaves and
stems, and then hollowing out snug retreats within the
weatherproof shelters thuB obtained. Their concealed
runways w^re intermingled with those of the common
meadow mice of the mountains, and the striking resem-
blance in coloration and habits between the two animals
was remarkable. Like the arvicolas, the rabbits are

mainly nocturnal, but are occasionally found moving
about by day. They become active just at dusk, and on
frosty mornings sometimes come out at sunrise into the
small openings atnong the grass to bask in the warmth.
My Indian hunters claimed that they often found them
out sunning themselves in this way onsummer afternoons

after cold, heavy showers.
"This species has practically no external tail, though in

some specimens there is a small fleshy papiUa 3 or 3

millimeters in length; in others even this is absent. In
this respect the animal resembles the pikas {Lagomys)"

Dr. Merriam has named the new genus in which this

rabbit is placed Romerolagus, in honor of the Mexican
Minister at Washington, and has given it the specific

name Nelsoni, after Mr. E. W. Nelson, its discoverer.

)Robins Wintering in New York.

Ithaca, N. Y,—The writer and a friend, while hunt-

ing rabbits a few miles south of town, Jan. 1, saw a robin

redbreast flitting among the gaunt forms of the birches

and maples of a dense hillside cover. He sported a lusty

chirrup and a mahogany-splashed vestment strangely

out of harmony with his bleak, wind-swept surround-

ings. Are we to vote him a social outcast, forced to ex-

perience this solitary vigil, after the manner of the mate-
less auk upon an arctic isle? M, Chill,

[We have seen a robin in New York city almost daily

up to this date, and if here why not in Ithaca? It is much
more usual for robins to winter with us than is com-
monly supposed, but as they keep themselves pretty well

hidden in woods and, swamps they are not very often

seen.] ,
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DAYS AFIELD.
The Professor and I arrived at a small wayside statiom

in western North Carolina a little before noon on the
Monday after Christmas, three hours late. Eager for a<
hunt. Boys again.
He had been poring for months over a learned article

on Hebrew verbs. lam in business, and most business'
men know without telling what I was poring over the
last six months of 1896; but to-day the sun sparkles,
bankers, bills receivable and payable, due and overdue,

-

are 600 miles behind me.
Here are stubbles and woods, fields and meadows, and,,

as I glance over the country I firmly believe, quail.

Dogs—the Professor had a blue-blooded pair with him,
one of which has fought and won, or taken an honorable
place, in numerous field trials, and no judge has yet
failed to "see him" when on the bench. Lewis has sent
my three. They have had steady work all the fall, and
are tuned to just the proper pHch.
A hasty dinner and change of clothing and we decide to

"put down" my special pets, Donald and R^,b—setter and
pointer. Even to the novice in dogs it is unnecessary to
explain how they are bred; they look and are thorough-
bred.
Donald knows me well—with him grouse and wood-

cock and quail for the past two years have been a familiar
story. Rab has been away from me so much that he does
not seem sure that I am the same man who took him out
of the crate when he left hia aristocratic dam two years
ago.

I have always notfced that most shooters, in telling of
their outings in Forest and Stream, have perfect dogs.
The points are dramatic and stanch; there is no breaking
to shot or wing; the dogs always drop to shot and only
pick up the dead bird after being ordered to "fetch."

I have spent some money and a good deal of time try-
ing to find that sort of dogs.

In front of the house is a stubble, thirty acres or more

—

and away go my dogs, with heads in the air like racers,

and out of sight in a minute. I make for a knoll in the
center of the field, and gaining its crest look around for
them. There they are, almost 300yd8. from me, just in
the edge of those pines.

Donald, how did you stop quickly enough to strike that
attitude? and Rab, did you know the birds were there to
get so close?

Did I feel good? Add another dollar to each one those
dogs have cost, and still another, you could not buy them
now.

I beckon to the Professor to come, and can see the light

dance in his eyes as he sees the handsome pair, while he
nervously feels for the safety on his gun.
"Just look. Professor, at that little pointer Rab. I

never thought to see him do so nicely. Did you?"
We are now within 50yds. of the dogs, and Rab seems

uneasy ; a quick glance over his shoulder to see where we
kre, and in he goes, .and away go the birds with that mis-
erable dog after them—over the fence into the woods and
out of sight.

The Professor grunts and says, "I don't quite think he
will catch any, but he will come very close to it."

I won't write what I said.

Really, I don't believe I caught that precious pup until

he had put up every single bird. Then he came in, and,
looking into my face in an innocent sort of way, seemed
to say, "What do vou think of that? Can't I make them
go?"
Naturally, I proceeded to introduce myself then and

there to His Royal Highness, and, frankly, I never saw a
"licking" make a dog so fond of a man before. He appar-
ently couldn't bear to leave me the remainder of the alter-

noon, and I don't believe he was that day 10ft. from my
heels excepting once: in following me over a log that
spanned a stream, he fell in and nearly drowned. The
farmer who was our host, and who was guiding us, pulled
him out.

Trouble? We had lots of it, though good times out-
weighed by far the petty annoyances of a mistake here
and there with a dog. Next day Rab improved, and &
couple of days put the dogs on good terms with me.
They are not perfect. Nor do "I believe the dog is yet
born that is.

As to the birds we shot. We secured some, as many as.

we needed or wanted, and lots got away. G. B.

WHO OWNS THE GAME KILLED BY
THE GUIDE?

Philadelphia,—Editor Forest and Stream: Following
out the rule of action laid down by Shaganoss in Forest
ajto Stream of Jan. 9, namely, "Primarily the man who
captures wild game owns it—always and everywhere,"
any man cannot waive his ownership. Here it appears that

Shaganoss loses sight of several important considerations

directly relating to the subject. Primarily every inan is

free, but in civilization it is found that man's freedom is

largely a theory. In business matters men give up a
part of their freedom. For a consideration they give up
their time and services in exchange for something or

value to them. The services of the employee accrue to

the advantage of the employer, otherwise what purpose

of gain would the employee serve. In the fisheries, in

the fur trade, etc., from time immemorial, the sailors and
trappers never considered that their employers had no
ownership in the fish and fur they captured.

The question has been considered merely from the

standpoint of sportsmanship. The standing of the guide

who follows his calling for hire alone has been c in-

founded with sportsmanship. The guide works for his

wages the same as any other employee, and his standing

in the matter is that only of a wage earner and not an ap-

pendage to take wages for his labor and appropriate to

himself the products of it. So long as he is hired as a

matter of business, it is no concern of his what his em-
ployer's motives are. If he is paid a sum of money which
IB commensurate with his skill and the value of his ser-

vices, the proceeds of his labor are as fairly his employer's

as if he were engaged in some other business.

Because a man is a sportsman it is not a reason for rul-

ing him out of what he justly can purchase.

It may be odious to many to think of shooting as other

than an abstract enjoyment, something of ethereal pleas-
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Tire detached from all thought of material gain. It isn't.

The capture and the material results are quite as essential

to pleasure as ar the pursuit and the rt finements. To
•capture without skill or effort is without sport. To strive

and seek without adequate return for labor and skill are
repugnant. Such is not sport. There must be a reward
ior effort.

To assume that one's personal pleasure is all there is at
<8take when one sets himself forth for the capture of
game is to take an unwarrantably selfish view of the
matter. Probably not one sportsman in ten thinks of the
•amount of game as a gratification to himself. There are
kins'^olk and friends at home who spur him to his great-
est efforts, so that he may have enough to bring a present
and pleasure to all of them. If he return empty-banded,
ihis gratification at his own selfish pleasure is chilled by
"the disappointment of his friends. When his time is lim-
ited, or when game is scarce, the sportsman may not be
assured of enough game to supply his needs. He may
hire a guide to shoot for him to make up the deficiency.
The guide may not add a jot to the sport or to the sports-

man's personal pleasure or gain. But the former may
add enough birds to make the trip an unselfish success,
and the pleasure of having them to give may be greater
than the pleasure of their capture.

It may be retorted that people should not like birds to
eat; that the birds should only serve for the sport of seek-
ing them. That is absurd. So long as people have good
appetites, with mouths which have a taste for good things,
they will continue to eat regardless of what a few may
talk. Many of the people who decry the considerations
of game aa something to be sought for its own sake can
themselves show a nice performance on it with knife and
fork.
The game shot by a guide is not as if bought in Fulton

Market. The associations and machinery for its capture
are the sportsman's own. His organization of the plan
and supervision of the sport, and his own conjoint effort,

are widely different from walking into a market and buy-
ing game.
"Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there shall

be no more cakes and ale?" Simple Simon.

BUCK RANCH.
*'Deab Trtpod," the letter ran, "Capt. Bradford has in-

cited me to join a hunting party which he is organis;ing,

to go out from here in a few weeks; as I will not have
time to go, I have his consent to your going as my substi'

tute. Affectionately your father, Coahoma."
This arrangement was far from distasteful to me, the

receipt of the letter being the first of a sequence of
events which have furnished a store of happy memories
to brighten the moments of future pensiveness.
In due time came a message over the 'phone: "The

party is to leave here Nov. 19. CoAHoaiA."*******
Armed with a hasty pencil sketch of the intricate route

over which my jjurney lay; mounted on a gay sorrel
pony, the property of an indulgent friend, and contem-
plating with expectancy the beauties of the new 38 Win-
chester which was to do me service, I cantered toward
McKee's, where I would me^t the other members of the
party, whom I had left in the forenoon to go by rail from
Clarksdale to Tutwiler, where wagons waited to convey
baggage and camp equipage. Nightfall—McKee's. No
party to meet as yet, but a big log tire and a warm supper
well constructed on a groundwork of bear meat, the Iruit
of the labors of Capt. McKee and Mr, Caffe, and pre-
pared in tempting style by Mesdames Caffe and V/ilber.
Later came the wagons. Darkness had o'erspread the
face of the earth nearly two hours when the mile and a
half lying between McKee's and Buck Ranch was covered,
and we were welcomed by Mrs. McMannus to Capt. Jas.
L Bradford's new hunting lodge.
Buck Ri,nch, in Qjitman county, Miss,, ten miles

east of Tutwiler Station, is, I think, the only game pre-
serve in the Mississippi Ddlta owned by an individual.
"No partnerships for me except the matrimonial one,"
said the Captain when a club was suggested.
Buck Lodge is on the east bank of Cassidy Bayou,

100yds. below the Captain's new private bridge, which is

330ft. long, and built at a cost of $600, solely to insure ac-
fcess to the ranch, A frame house, ceiled with tongue
:and grooved pine; two rooms, 20x20, with a 12ft. hall-
way between, and a broad porch in front; two shed
rooms behind; fireplaces nearly 4Jft. wide and high in
proportion—what log fires we had!

Capt. Bradford is negotiating for the control of 4,000
acres of forest, all good feeding ground for deer, turkeys
aoid bears—^indigenous. Already he has bought some of
this land. The ranch will be surrounded by a wire fence,
* 'dog tight," "bull strong," but not "deer high." For,
says the Captain, "the deer when run with dogs, or shot
at by market hunters outside, will jump into my ranch.
When they find fewer enemies inside they will not jump
Tjack out."
The ranch scheme is only a few months old. The lodge

had just been finished and there had not yet been time
for putting in furniture, but a five wide (five men wide)
bed spread on a softening of hay made the night hours
glide softly by, while in the interim before bedtime we
sat on trunks, camp stools and boxes and compared guns—Maynards, Winchesters ('94 and later models), combina-
tion shotgun and rifle, Old Betsy (a muzzle-loading
shotgun which the Captain uses when he fire-hunts), and
a certain long, meddlesome-looking old rifle with 7in. of
notches under the stock, recording its slain deer, which
he had brought along as a present to McMannus, his
keeper, and turned over to its future owner with the
comment: "Oh, that is a wicked gunl"

Capt. James L. Bradford and E. A. Stanford, of New
Orleans; Col. Berry, member of Congress, and his son
Shaler, of Newport, Ky. ; A. L. Dabney, of Vicksburg,
Miss., and Arch McMannus, of the Ranch, Hapless day
for the deer I

"Yes, that is a beauty," said the Captain, of Mr. Stan-
ford's new rifle. "If I were a deer, I should like to be
killed with just such a gun!" And then, "Oh, that is a
wicked gun," as his eye rests affectionately upon the 7in.
of notches on his old standby. His newer gun, a .40 May-
nard, was also not without a display of notches, "Well,
boys, let's spread the bed ! We want to be up early in the
morning, and get ready to go down, (q our camping
ground." *^ ^

"How far off do we camp. Captain ("

'•Oh, about three or four mileSi"

"But, Captain, why do you go out and camp when you
have all this fine house to live ir ?"

"What! me liv° in a house when I have the -whole wide
woods before me?"—and soon three members of the party
were being lulled to sleep by a duet of snores, It was of
no moment that our bed had no springs, for the roof of
Buck Lodge was over our heads, the great log fire blazed
above a bed of glowing coals, and without, the wide, wild
woods of Buck Ranch echoed the occasional hoot of owls.

"Give me another cup of coffee, please, Mrs. McMannus,
this one has worn out," says the Captain, as Stanford and
Col, Berry replenished their plates with bear meat (more
of the McKee bear); Shaler and Arch turn their attention
to hot biecuits and molasses as a second course, and I my-
self realize that this is no time to waste in idleness. Too
soon is past that happy interval between the beginning of
breakfast and the end of breakfast, and we are all busied
with selecting necessary luggage for one week under can-
vas: folding bedding, packing the provision chest, shuck-
ing corn to take along for the horses, and finally adjust-
ing to them their new harness, and loading the wagon.
Late in the forenoon we steamed out of port, bearing

down through the cane toward Possum Bayou. Possum
is a small bayou between broad, sloping banks, skirted on
each side by a continuous, narrow ridge of switch cane,
interspersed with beautiful holly groves. On the slope of
the bank, with one of the holly groves in the background,
we stretched our little open-front A tent and spread the
bed all the way across the back end; for this time we
would have Arch also for a bedmate, and the bed must be
for six.

As the afternoon advanced the Colonel and Shaler weht
down the bayou to find their lost deer, Stanford wan-
dered up the bayou to see, perchance, what the future
had in store for him, and I went with Capt, Bradford on
an exploration to the northeastward. Three-quarters of
a mile from camp he left me to sit on a log and keep a
deer-scrape from getting lonesome, A gray pquirrel in-

troduced himself and barked at me excitedly from a limb
overhead for half an hour. I thought that in his chat-
tering he said, "Now here's a mighty brave. He couldn't
hurt a deer when he'll sit there humbly and let a little

fellow like me low-rate him like I'm doiner. I've seen Sev-
eral uglier fellows that I'd be afraid to sass this way,"
And then he laughed in derisive glee.

Nightfall, and the Captain approached, the squirrel
went to bed and we journeyed toward camp, where was
found a hot supper which Arch and Stanford had scared
up on short notice; for McMannus, who had been in-

trusted with the duty of engaging a cook for our hunting
camp had been unable to find one. The cooking was to fall

to my lot next day; so I had a big pile of wood collected,

and all preparations made for daylight coffee by early bed-
time.
"B iys, let's spread the bed," yawned the Captain, "and

if you'll only let me shlape how sorry Oi'll be in the
marnin'. That's what the Irishman said. He was ex-
hausted with watching by the bedside of his sick wife
and had lain down for a nap, 'Patrick!' 'U-u ugh!'
'Patrick, wake up!' Oh, go 'way 1' 'Wake up, Patrick,
your woife's did!' 'Oh, go 'way an' I'ave me alone!'

'But your woife's did, mon, yez must wake up!' 'Oh, if

you'll only let me shlape how sorry Oi'll be in the
marnin','

"

The Colonel was reminded that we were sadly in need
of fresh meat, and he was expected to provide us with
fresh venison for dinner, as the hunters started out in
several directions after daylight coffee, and I turned my
attention to the preparation of a 10 o'clock breakfast for
them,

I was caused discomfort by not having a dishpan, first,

because the log I had to stand on do vn at the creek bank
was slippery; second, because cold creek water won't half
take off grease from a tin plate anyhow. But I put the
oatmeal on to stew and then proceeded with the dish-
washing. The rest of the washing that they didn't get
doesn't matter now, because the boys didn't know any
better, and anyway it is all over now.
The oatmeal stewed away to perfection, the coffee

turned out well, and I happened to hit the right propor-
tions on the corn bread, having been previously coacned
by Mr. Stanford.

All came in on time except the Captain, and seemed to
think that the breakfast would pass.

Stanford and the Colonel concocted a cabbage, onion
and red pepper stew with a chunk of bacon for trim-
mings, and put it on the fire to simmer down. This
would form the body of our 2 o'clock dinner, and these
two in p articular "sat great store" by it. Then we waited
lazily for the Captain to come. And when he did he was
panting over what he said was a five-mile walk. The
Captain is a quiet, reserved man, hence the more strange
his actions seemed. He whooped before he was in sight
of camp; then when he came up he looked all sorts of
ways—especially restless like—and sat his gun against a
tree. On the stock was a new notch—a large one—deep-
er and longer than the others. Before we could ask him
how it got there he lit in on Shaler: "Didn't you hear me
shoot?"
"Yes."
"Didn't you hear me holler, and didn't you answer?"
"Yes."
"Well, why didn't you come to where I was? I killed

the biggest bear on the American continent out there
where I was, and waited and waited for somebody to
come and help locate him, until finally I had to leave
him and go away around over a route that I could locate
him by. Get the horses ready while I have breakfast,
and then I want several of you to go with me to bring
him in, for he's as long as from here to that tree, and I

could just raise his head off the ground! Give me an-
other cup of coffee. Tripod—this one's worn out. You
needn't have dinner until about dark, because it will take
all thejBvening to get that fellow in. And you can get
ready to have bear steak,"

I am not a professional cook. One never learns entirely
how to succeed at anything until he has made one failure
in that thing, it is said. Thus did it come about:
The cabbage had simmered full two hours (for it was

now an hour past noon and the party had gone for the
bear); the water in it had boiled low and been replen-
ished, and the fire stirred up. What more could I do
now, for the other preparations for dinner need not be
begun until shortly before sundown. I was weary and
lay down for rest, Dl day for me; I unwittingly fell

asleep oo duty, and knew no wore for several hours!

And when I did know, would I had not knownl Ovef
the smouldering ashes, where I had left a crackling jBrei

still nestled the cabbage pot, but within it was a picture
of desolation—neglect. The water was simmered away,
the meat nearly all evaporated, and onions, pepper and
cabbage—oh, the cabbage—were a mass of cinders. And
then when I tried to drown my care in biscuit making t
had more hard luck, for I didn't quite know how to make
dough, and by the time I learned it was sundown. Ajid
then I saw a flock of wild turkeys down the bayoii, and
forgetting higher duties gave chase, returning twenty
minutes later empty-handed, I never recovered from the
time lost chasing turkeys and learning to make biseuita,
I had just gotten them on to bake when Stanford, Shaler
and the Colonel hove to, tired and hungry, reporting
Capt, Bradford still searching for the lost bear.

• 'What ! Dinner not ready?"
"Naw!"
"How's the cabbage?"
"And no biscuits done, either?"
"No. It took me longer to make them than I thought.''
"You're a fine cook anyhow. Where's the coffee?"
"Haven't had time to make it."

"Not even any meat sliced 1"

"Waiting for bear steak."
"Got back at last. Arch? Needn't look huhj^ry aroiind

here! The cook's played out. Heard anything of thie

Captain?"
"No, He ought to be here, too. It's already pitch dark

out in that cane and he'll have a time getting out. What
do you say if I shoot Old Betsy?"
"Let her go then."
Old Betsy roared like a battery, and then Arch called

for a volunteer to go with him and hunt for the Cap-
tain.

The cabbage episode was painfully fresh in my niem-
ory; the biscuits wouldn't cook; nowthe coffee; I couldn't
get the bacon to work right; evervbody was hungry and
mad—in^short, though it was dark and raining, I volun-
teered, and we pa.troll<>d two miles of that bayou for t^o
hours, making the woods howl with war whoops and rifle

shots in answer to a distant horn, which sounded now
north, now west, now south, and at last was located di-

rectly down the bayou; and wet and humble we crawled
into camp, where the Captain had been nearly the whole
of that same two hours comfortably reclining, and trying
to convince us, hy an occasional blast, of the folly <rf

staying out there in the rain.

"Well, boys, let's spread the bed," said he, "We mtist
find that bear in the morning."

"Don't believe you ever killed one,"
"You're into it now, Captain, You must find that heait

or your reputation 's gone."
"Ob, I'ave me alone, and if you'll only let me shlape to^

night, how sorry Oi'll be in the marnin',"
And he turned his back upon us, leaving Stanford and

the Colonel to uphold the superior epicurean advantages
of Kentucky and New Orleans respectively in a heated
argument.

"Yes, and you don't have any papaboti," says Stan-
ford.

"B it we have other kinds of fish just as good," re*^

torted Col, Barrv, and then we all nestled into a sweet
repose. The rain pattered on the canvas, and in dream-
land were the grimy black pots and kettles tinted with
a roseate hue.

It was a monster bear that we found twenty-four houifs
after he was killed, lying where he had sank in his tracks
and died without a struggle, for the single bullet was in
his brain. The night had been so warm that the meat waa
spoiled, but his coat was perfect. A shaggy black rug .

will bring to the Captain's mind in future years the rainy
night in Possum.
After the hear was skinned, camp was struck, as it had

been decided that we were not in the best deer ground.
Meanwhile, by permission of the Ciptain, I scoured the
country for a cook. At nightfall I victorinusly returned
with a man of promise, who was duly commissioned.
This night we spent in the house, moving next day to

our new camping ground, in the midst of an extensive
oak wood, where deer tracks were unnumbered. It was
with regret that we had to say good-by to our Kentuck-
ians on this morning. Col. Barry had been racked with
rheumatism for several nights, and it is small blame for
him if he did pine for the blue grass and leave next
morning instead of accompanying us to the new camp.
We were perplexed to know how the Colonel came at

the weight of our ' 553 b. bear," which he reported to his
folks on his arrival at home.
Thanksgiving Day hMd come, and yet no fresh meat on

the table. That morning the C^ptain explained to the
cook now to wash the coffee pot, for variety's sake.
"Well, I believe I'll quit the drive," quoth the cook,
"Why, are you tired?"

"Yes, very tired."

"All right," and we were cookless.

On learning that the cook had quit I found occasion to
wander over toward Possum and try to find the flock of
turkeys that had helped me to forget the biscuits. Our
camp was away from any water course, in the middle of
an open wood, so it was necessary for me to blaze a trail

as I went to Possum, by which to return. A big flock of
turkeys was there waiting for me, but I had a very
momentary e'limpse of them as they took the cane on the
opposite bank.

It was a case of necessity. Our party would be basely
humiliated if turkey didn't grace at least our supper table,

and now or never must that turkey falll

Half a joint of cane, a log for cover, a few imperfect
"yelps," and out tripped a gobbler of tender years! I
don't know why I missed the half of his body that was
visible from behind a tree, but any insinuations about
buck ague are uncalled for.

Other yelps failed to bring any response, I crossed the
bayou and took a new position, then made some more
music on the y»lper. Finally, with an un-Thanksgiving
Day spirit, I decided to go to camp, and was preparing to
rise, when ray eye lit on feathered objects—one, two,
three—eight, yes, there stood ten or more of the proud
birds, within 60. ds.. drinking unconcernedly at the edge
of the bayou. • CracM" ssiid the rifle, and he was mine.
Instantly reload ns:, I downed the companion that bad
stood at his elbow before he could drcide what was
wrong. Thus did we have Thanksgiving turkey.

I ^Such a clatteration of yelps all around me for the next
half hour, yet they wouldn't come any more to that

funny'talbing turkey, though I bad ehanged my positioa
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again. The yelping was too imp^tfect and would not
entice themi I consumed so much time that night
caught me halfway of the "blaze," and morniag might
have found me still hunting for camp but for the Captain
and the horn.
Clouds wpre gathering, and there was lightning and

thunder in the distance. Late in the night the rain came
in avalanches, and next day we had to strike camp and
move back to the house. The same story again: flat

woods, no drainage, big rain—you, O knights of chase
and reel, know of rainy nights and ditchlesa tents!

After that night Mr. Stanford, like the illustrious cook,
said, "I believe I'll quit the drive." And he was soon
homeward bound, after we had reluctantly bidden him
farewell and called the roll to see how many of us were
left.

A drove of five deer had been seen near our last camp,
where sign was plenty. We decided to hunt this ground,
going from the lodge on horseback. The day after camp
was moved in, the Captain and I went out in that direc-

tion after a flock of turkeys he had scattered late the
evening before. He bagged one before the rest of them
got together and stopped rpsponding to our calls—this

time on good box callers. With his yelper on one side of

them, and mine away off in the other direction, four or
five young gobblers were thrown into such a state of ex-
citement that they gobbled vigorously, though it was a
freezing November day. Later on we had met and sep-

arated again to circumvent another scattered flock. I

got an answer to my yelp—a gobble. The turkey came
nearly within sight, then turned back again to join sev-

eral more that were answering. Creeping in the direc-

tion he had gone, I discovered that there were a number
of them together, and that they were no longer heeding
my calls. The only chance was to crawl and get a shot if

possible, or shoot anyhow to scatter them.
A carefully executed stalk brought me within 50yd8.,

and down came the gobbler. A chance bullet went after

one of the retreaters, scoring a miss.
"You took that bird right out of my mouth!" said a

voice, as I was retrieving him. There st^od the Captain
as near the turkey as I bad been. "I called and they
wouldn't come. Finally I decided to sneak up. I was
drawing a bead when you fired, and had selected a sec-

ond choice when your next shot scared him off. But I

got another back yonder. Come, let's go to the house.
We've got meat enough to last for a week."
That evening we rested from our labors and cleaned

guns.
Two deer had been seen during the day. Next morn-

ing two hvmters sallied forth with firm set lips and a
grim look of venison in their faces. Half a mile from
the deserted camp ground the Captain dismounted. "My
horse will follow yo-u, Tripod. Hitch both horses at the
old camp and hunt from there."
But I met him before I got there. He looked as big as

an old ox as he rapidly walked through the bushes
toward me, with his nose stuck forward on a level with
his back, and looking neither to right nor left, I had
barely time to dismount and step in front of the horse,

while he was passing behind some trees. An instant
later and he sank to the ground—my first deer!

His struggles to rise reminded me that bucks sometimes
get up and depart after they are dead, and I poured a
volley at him which caused him to gather himself to-

gether and flounder off through the woods, for none of
the bullets took effect. It must have been the ague that
came on. I gave chase and soon came upon him, where
he was lying down to rest. A careful shot at his head
secured my title, and I called the Captain.
"Was all that shooting at one deer. Tripod? I thought

you had a whole drove!" Then he told me what a big

one it was. Arch had to be brought out to help before
we swung him high enough to a limb to get him on the
horse.

Liver, heart, kidneys, brains and tenderloins of venison
in a stew, with "put in some of everything you've got"
as a last direction, and you forget that the cabbage burned
up one day.

It was on the next morning but one that we found
four deer, fired five shots in all and came home without
a feather. Arch's gun was destined to be ornamented
with the next notch, coming by it honestly on a succeed-
ing morning. One shot did the work, and a buck was
down almost in his tracks.

But the buck with the big horns was yet to come. He
came one morning a little after sunrise.

We were out three strong that day, stationed in the
feeding grounds, about SOOfds. apart. A crisp, frosty

morning, sitting on a log like a statue was a cool occupa-
tion. So still was it that cow bells two miles away were
distinctly heard. A thrush came very near me in its

search for a morning meal, and worked vigorously at

tearing away the leaves which were matted together by
the frost. Same jaybirds jayed. a squirrel ran up a tree

with a big leaf, intended no doubt as a bay window to his

parlor, and a scratching of bark overhead had drawn my
attention to a big coon, when bang! went Arch's gun,
and bang! again, then again. The coon went in a hole
and I devoted all attention to scanning the woods for
d^er daring the next hour, to try and get even with
Arch.
<'How many did you get?" I called, when we finally

met.
"Oh, I'm bewitched! I'm going to quit! I wouldn't

Jiave shot again if he had been in 10ft. of me!"
"What's the matter with you? What was it?"

"I'm plum bewitched! The biggest deer I ever saw in

my life! And he's got the biggpst horns! I'm clean
done on that deer! He wasn't 70yds, away, standing
broadside. I Sat on the log just this way, as composed as

I am right noW; and pulled down on him. He didn't

piove out of his tracks, only put up his head to see

what made the noise. Then I got on my feet and shot
again. Then I moved two or three steps up to a tree-—

just so—and shot the third time, and that deer stood
there long enough for me to have shot three more times
before he moved off."

Arch found out how the witches had worked him; his

sight was raised for SOQyds., and he overshot 2ft. That
night the three of us constituted a committee on resolu-

tions against that horned deer, and next day two notches
pidled up to the big bear notch.
The Captain told ua how it was; "I saw them feeding

toward me from a long way off and waited quietly. I
could see his big horns in the bushes aod knew he was

smoke; but soon I heard a crash and knew that he had
fallen dead. The bullet was in the right place. The doe
had run off some distance, but I kept my seat, and finally

she turned back to look for the buck. When she got
where I wanted her I gave her a center shot. She ran
75yd8. and fell."

The pair were hauled up in the wagon and the buck
skinned for the taxidermist, for he and my buck will
right nobly grace an 'alcove in Capt. Bradford's home,
"Give me another cup of coffee, Mrs. MoMannus—this

one has worn out," and then the Captain put on bis town
overcoat, and we turned our faces toward the setting sun.
Buck Ranch rests in peaceful solitude, and we dream of
bucks with big antlers, and of the sunrise of an April
day, of a gentle call and of answers from many gallant
gobblers. Tripod.

HUNTING.
Under this title Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons have

published in their Out-of-Door Library a volume con-
sisting of a number of articles printed at different times in
Scribner's Magazine. These ehapters have been revised
by their authors and are published now in book form fpr
the first time.
There are eight of these sketches, written at various

times and covering a wide range of subjects and of terri-

tory. Five of them treat of hunting on the plains or in
the Western mountains, one of Canada, one of Australia
and one of the far north, Also, as was to be expected in
view of the variety of authorship, the chapters vary a
good deal in quality. Some of them are written by old
campaigners, who have the faculty of telling their stories

in a straightforward fashion and often with a consider-
able degree of literary skill; others are not so well told
either from the literary or the sportsman's point of
view.
"Hunting American Big Game" is too broad a title for

Mr. Archibald R^gprs's capital chapter on Western bunt-
ing, which covers elk and mountain sbpep bunting, but is

devoted chiefiy to bears, of which Mr. Rogers is a mighty
hunter. Besides being an excellent shot and a successful
hunter, the author is a close observer and recounts his

adventures in a simple and pleasing style which is very
attractive.

"Camping and Hunting in the Shoshone" is the title of
Dr. W. S. Rxinsford's contribution. By Shoshone is here
meant the Sierra Shoshone, sometimes known as the
Absaroka Range, which lies east of the Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, Dr, Rainsford's memories of the West go
back to buffalo days, but it is not of these he writes here,
but of later hunts, some of them made from Sunlight
Basin into the mountains just beyond it, and of further
journeys into the National Park, However much we may
disagree with some of Mr. Rainsford's statements, and
little as we can sympathize with him in his shooting of
trapped bears, it cannot be denied that he tells his story
charmingly, nor that in many respects he gives very ex-
cellent advice to those unacquainted with travel in the
mountains. His article is one of the best, as it is one of
the longest, chapters in the volume. It is to be noted that
while Dr. Rainsford intends to give Col. W. D. Pickett
full credit for his wonderful bear-hunting record, he
really deprives him of it by spelling his name Pigot.

Such is fame.
"Climbing for White Goats" is a 'short chapter by Mr.

Geo. Bird Grinnell, which deals in part with the natural
history and in part with the hunting of the so-called white
goat of the Western mountains, which of course is not
really a goat at all, but an antelope. This hunting,
which is diflScult only on account of the altitude at

which the species lives, combines mountain climbing
with hunting, and so has a double atti'action. The chap-
ter is interesting also for the faithfulneps of Mr, Thomp-
son's illustrations, which give an excellent notion of the
surroundings of this alpine antelope.

"Sport in an Untouched American WilderneFs," by Mr.
Frederic Irland, gives an account of trips made in New
Brunswick for moose, and with the hunting there is not
a little fishing. The pictures painted are pleasant ones,

for Mr. Irland erjoys his outing and tells his storv grace-
fully. The illustrations of this chapter are chif fly half
tones from photographs and one—of a salmon leaping—is

very interesting.

It is a far cry from the Canadian wilderness to the sheep
ranges of Australia, of which Mr. Birgo Harrison tells us-

in "A Kangaroo Hunt." The sketch has the attraction
which always attaches to accounts of places and doings of
which we know little, but aside from that, it is excellently

conceived, well proportioned and well told. Because
men are hunters, or love to read of hunting, it does not
follow that they are necessarily bloody-minded, nor that
they care to be told how a rifle ball smashed this bone or
that, or what a beast seemed to suffer in its dying strug-

gles Mr. Harrison saw his kangaroos at home, and not
his kangaroos only, but other birds and beasts which in-

habit that home; he tells us too of the sheep ranges and
the way in which the kangaroos have been destroyed to
make room for the sheep, whose pasture they devoured.
An avenger for the almost exterminated kangaroo has
been found, however, in the introduced English rabbit,

The illustrations of the chapter are very interesting, but
we are moved to ask whether there is not an error in the
caption which reads, "An 'Old Man' under a Fir Tree."
Should it not read "An 'Old Man' under a Tree Fern?"
"The Last of the Buffalo" is a title which has been used

too often, yet Mr. Grinnell's account of this species as it

was in the old days is not without real interest. It is not
surprising that people who never saw the old buffalo

plains should imagine exaggerated the stories of the
species' former abundance, which are given here, as they
have often before been told by others. Stories of buffalo

hunting by white men are common enough too, but in
this article they are brought into contrast with aboriginal
methods, to which considerable space is devoted. Much
odd and unusual information about buffalo is given,

knowledge picked up no doubt through years of residence

on the old buffalo range. The pictures are excellent, Mr.
Thompson's sketch, "Going to Water," being a vivid re-

minder of the days of buffalo plenty and the Blackfoot
piskun, being the only accurate pictorial representation

of this device that we have ever seen.

"At St. Mary's," by Harry C. Hale, deals with that
beautiful region in northwestern Montana which has of

late years become so well known to a few New York
sporteimen. The sketch tells in a light and pleasing way
9t tk^ ^iYmm^^. ef Wq jqw^ QWim^ wfeo west tbf

St. Mary's Lakes in command of an escort for a party of
West Point instructors, and while there hunted sheepi

with ultimate success. It is perhaps not generally known'
that the S^. Mary's Lakes are those visited by Mr. James-
Doty in 1856, and by him called Chief Mountain Lake and
Bow Lake. Later these lakes were lost, and for many
years now the name Chief Mountain Lakes has been ap-^

plied to two connecting bodies of water lying in the moun-
tains to the north and west, which should be known as:

Watertown Lakes. The name St. Mary's was given the-

lakes nearly fifty years ago by old Hugh Monroe.
"Hunting Musk-Ox with the Dog Ribs," by Mr. Frank-

Russell, is an extremely interesting account of a spring-

hunting trip from Fort Rae, on Great Slave Lake, to a
point within the Arctic Circle, near the head of Bathurst
Inlet. The sketch is much condensed, yet in the light of
what we know of the Barren Grounds and the hardships*

of travel over them it gives a clear notion of the suffer-'-

ing endured on the hunt, which lasted about a month,,
and on which Mr. Russell secured all the skins that he-

could haul on his sledge. Among the int resting points<

incidentally touched on is the fact that many of the male
Barren Ground caribou seen and killed were yet carryings

their horns in April. The conduct of Mr. Russell's Indian'

companions was identical with that of those who accom-
panied Mr. Whitney on his trip. Every man raced aS'

hard as he could to get ahead of his fellows. It was such
an exhibition of natural selfishness as one sometimes reads;

of. but seldom sees.

The sketches contained in this volume are certainly-

worth preserving in this permanent form, and the book-
will be a welcome addition to the library of every big-

game hunter. The mechanical part of the book is well'

done. The binding is plain, but the page, with its large-

type and odd, small type running heads, is very attractive..

ADIRONDACK DEER FACTS AND
FIGURES.

LFrom the report of Soperinterdent cf Forests William F. Fox, In th©!

report for 1895 < f the CommissiorerR of Fisheries, Game
and Forests, of New York ]

In collecting the statistics submitted herewith, the vari-

ous correspondents, representing every minor locality iw
the Adirondacks, were requpsted to report also on the

number of deer found dead in their respective districts

during the previous winter. The large number thus re-
ported, none of which had been killed or wounded, is a
matter requiring serious consideration, Mr, Wellington'
Kenwill, an intelligent and reliable guide who keeps a',

hunter's hotel at the Indian Clparing on the headwaters of

the South Branch of Moose River, reports ninety-three •

dead deer found in that particular locality. It is within-

a few years only that these stories of dead deer have been
heard. During the last two years an increased number
have been reported, and now information from the south

part of St. Lawrence county indicates that a large num-
hf^T died in that section during the winter of 1894r-95')

Various reasons and theories have been advanced in ex-

planation of this serious mortality among our largest andi

best game.
Deer Mortality.

There seems to be a general belief among the guides and'

hunters that the animal?) die of starvation; that, owing to

the severe prolonged winter, the animals were unable to

find a proper supply of food, or were powerless to travel!

through the deep snow in search of browse; that in the

vicinity where the carcasses were found all the foliage of
the evergreens and buds of the hardwoods within reach

had been entirely devoured; and that the deer, under the

protection of the game law, had increased so rapidly"

within a few years that there was no longer a sufficient-

supply of food for them all during the winter season. In

opposiHon to this explanation it is argued by others that

the Adirondack winter is no longer or more severe, and
the snow no deeper, than in Maine, Michigan and Canada,

where no dead deer are found at this season; that the

winters in the Adirondacks are no worse than years ago,

when the deer wintered without any noticeable loss of

this character; and that at the same time and under the

same climatic conditions not one dead deer was observed

in Essex county and other large areas of Adirondack ter-

ritory. Deer have been closely observed in the vicinity of

lumber camps, feeding on fallen tree tops, which were
thin, weak and sickly in appearance, evidently suffering

from some distemper; and it was noticed that these ani-

mals died afterward, although an abundance of hay and
other food was purposely placed within their reach.

It has also been suggested that this great mortality

among the deer in winter may be due to an epidemic,

some kind of contagious distemper or epizootic. The
deer are a species of ruminants so closely allied to certain

of our domestic animals that there is nothing improbable

in the idea that they may be affected with some cattle

disease similar to that which often kills our cows and
sheep. In reply it has been urged that the deer die

only in winter, whereas if they perished from some
form of cattle disease the epidemic would manifest it-

self at other seasons as well as in winter; at least, its

appearance would not be confined exclusively to that one
season.
Another theory, suggested probably by the restricted

territory within which the deaths occurred, is that the

deer have found there some noxious, deleterious weed
or vegetable growth of a poisonous nature, which they
eat, and which enfeebles them so that they die from its

effects. The local character of the epidemic is advanced
as warranting this idea. The indications of poison were
so strong that It was broadly hinted in those localities that

some guides, enraged at their exclusion from certain large

preserves, had sought revenge by making salt licks on
which Paris green had been sprinkled. There is no ground
for the latter assumption, and it is an unwarranted impu-
tation on the good reputation of the guides. If the death

of these deer was caused by poison, it resulted from natural

causes.
Still another theory has been advanced by intelligent,

observant residents in the forest—old, experienced hunt-
ers—who assert that the deer which are found dead
are animals that were hounded too hard; that these deer

became overheated in some long race with the hounds,

and then plunged into the cold waters of the lake to

escape the dogs: and that they thereby contracted lung
disease or some other serious ailment that either en-

feebled them so that they were unable to withstand the

winter, or else induced some form of acute disease that

wa,a the direct cause of their death. But this plausible

and reaBQoabl© explawatioa ii wesfe^Bed by the fagfe that
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PODGERS'S COMMENTARIES.

Burled Treasure.

San Francisco, Dec. 28.—In your issue of Dec. 19 your
correspondent Tarpon writes of the "Islands of the
Pacific," and in the last chapter of Cocos Island, and
speaks of the legend of pirates' treasure being buried
there, and of an expedition having at one time been fit-

ted out from San Francisco to search for it. If he had
said half a dozen expeditions he would have been within
the facts.

The story of an immense treasure having been buried
there by pirates is one of the standing legends of the last

half century, and it has been the occasion of the fitting

out of at least four expeditions, that I can remember,
from this port to search for the fabulous wealth.

The story is that a sailor, lying sick unto death in some
hospital, and being
afflicted at that late

day with a con-
science, confessed
to a comrade in at-

tendance that he
was the sole surviv-
ing member of a pi-

ratical gang that
had looted a Span*
ish galleon off the
coast of Peru; and
after the crew and
passengers (several

rich Peruvians flee-

ing from political

persecution with all

their wealth) had
been made to walk
the plank, the pi-

rates took the treas-

ure aboard and,
burning the ship,

sailed gailyaway for
their rendezvous,
wh'ch was Cocos
Island. There they
held high revel and
drunken quarrels
until the Kilkenny
practice left but four
survivors. They,
fearing to be seen
with so much
wealth, agreed to
bury it; and after
filling their pockets
with doubloons each •

*"

was tattooed with
the latitude and
longitude of the is-

land, which was
then unknown.
They then sailed for
Panama; and when
near the port burned
their vessel; landed
in a boat as ship-
wrecked mariners,
and making their
way across the isth-

mus scattered. One
by one three of the
four died, and this

last one made the
confession impart-
ing the secret of the
buried treasure. The
man receiving it

turned up in New ^

Orleans; and hap-
pening to be there
fitting out a clipper
schooner for a voy-
age to Mexico, I

was importuned to

change my destina-
tion and go for this

treasure. The man
who possessed the
secret showed a
sketch of the exact
locality where it

was buried under a
big dead tree; and
he had the latitude

and longitude of the
island tattooed on
his arm. He gen-
erously offered half
the find; and as evi-

dence of good faith
agreed that we
might hang him
from the yardarmif
he proved false. But
I lacked faith, and
declined the attempt at the making of a big for-
tune so easily, romantic as it was to a young chap
fond of adventure. But singular to relate, I subse-
quently purchased a schooner yacht in New York and
sent her around- to San Francisco, and in less than a
month after her arrival sold her to a party to go in quest
of the Cocos Island treasure. That same surviving pi-

rate had turned up here and had succeeded in enlisting a
number of credulous people to furnish the necessary
funds. The expedition sailed, loaded down with shovels
and pickaxes. With an eye to possibilities, or as they
thought certainties, they had a lot of canvas sacks made
to contain the doubloons and jewels, and a strong iron
tank or box located under the after deck with a huge
lock and fastenings to prevent any tampering with the
treasure on the return voyage, Some six months later
they came back, quietly sneaking into the harbor without
a doubloon or a jewel, their wealth consisting of some
second, hand shovels and pickaxes. The schooner was
sold atid the concern wound up Since that time more
expeditions have been fitted out from here, quite a num-
ber, asd peripdli^aUy tb^ Uy^t hnaMn out, aad ^sgtUer

expedition sails, and returns with the same result; bo

credulous can people be found, by whom the romance
and fascination of buried treasure cannot be resisted,

and who will put their money into these wild goose
schemes. That Cocos Island treasure is one of the stand-
ing jokes of the water front.

A book was written some few years ago called "The
Myths of the Middle Ages," wherein the author sets out
to prove that all the old legends of William Tell, Pope
Join, Eip Van Winkle and others are the veriest bosh;
that there never was any such person as William Tell nor
Gessler, and that the same legend was recited as occur-
ring in every country on the face of the earth. What
should be done with a fellow who thus destroys the cher-
ished beliefs of our childhood? Confound him, hanging
is too good for him. It is a wonder that he never got on
to the Cocos Island legend. He would have proved as
ingeniously that there never were any pirates, never any

fi
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From the original photograph.

Cocos Island, never any treasure, and that sailors innu-
merable had died all over the world with the same story
on their dying lips; but happily there are still people that
believe implicitly in William Tell, Pope Joan and Rip
Van Winkle. It was only the other day that I saw in a
Swiss saloon a large painting of William Tell in the act
of drawing his bow, and a big apple on the head of a
very fat, bandy-legged, overgrown boy, who seemed to be
wondering what his chances were for bagging the apple
as his perquisite.

I hope Tarpon wiU continue his description of the
"Islands of the Pacific," for there are but few that I have
not visited. Especially did I make it a point to take in
Juan Fernandez, on which I bagged one of Robinson
Crusoe's goats, or a descendant, a patriarchal old BLUy
that we essayed to eat; but he was of the Samson brand,
and even old Jack in the forecastle could not stand him,
but threw him to the sharks. By the way, I read in a
recent newspaper that a ship reports that the island has
been completely destroyed by the bursting out of an ex-
tinct volcano. The rumor needs confirmation.

In reading the laet aumber of the Forest BTSsm,

I see you quote from the British Medical Journal some
opinions on the injurious effects of bicycle riding by chil-
dren under seven years of age, which changed my views
in regard to an investment for a "bike" for a young gen-
tleman who had claims on me for a "Christmas," and he
will not thank you for being the cause of his not receiv-
ing it. But while the article opposed the first proposi-
tion, it advocated the use of the machine for old duffers
as invigorating exercise, which accounts for our seeing
so many old parties wabbling through the streets, which
I contend is an undignified practice for gray hairs, es-
pecially several judges of the courts, whom I see hard at
it; but it is not quite as objectionable as seeing girls in
bloomers. Of course I shall be set down as an old fogy,
and behind the times, but it is too masculine, and that
ungraceful pumping of the limbs I object to, and when
it comes to a rear view—well! there is an explanation of
why jou-^g gentlemen's eyes bulge out so when one

chair is doing the
duty of two; weighty
reasons.
A year or two ago

there was an ani-
mated discussion in
the Eastern news-
papers, which has
been recently re-

newed, as to wheth-
er sharks ever dined
on human beings.
Mr. Herman Oel-
richs^challenged the
production of any
reliable proof that
there was ever any
such instance,
whereat he was in-
undated with letters
from people who
had witnessed sharks
eat men, and he
had to take water,
that is, the northern
waters as meant.
I see that some
skeptic suggests that
Mr. Oelrichs try the
experiment by
jumping into the
tank in the Castle
Garden Aquarium
containing a shark,
which proposition
he wisely declines.

I doubt if the shark
would be so impolite

• as to make a meal
of him; but what a
drawing card it

would be to witness
the experiment. If

the shark should
happen to be an ar-

ticle imported from
say Port Royal, I

would not care to

insure Mr. Oelrichs
coming out un-
scathed, as I have
myself witnessed the
gobbling of a sailor

in the bay of Pan-
ama, who fell over-
board and was torn
to pieces before he
could be rescued. I
hope Mr. Oelrichs
will never try the
experiment in those
waters, as he is too
valuable a member
of society to furnish
the menu for the
well-known a p p e-

tites of those deni-
zens of the deep.
Sharks and alliga-

tors are consider-
ably in my debt, es-

pecially alligators

—

for one cocker span-
iel and one pointer
pup, not to mention
one three-year-old
little darky, in
which I had not so
much interest.

PODaBRS.
[We may add as—

J commentary upon
Podgers's Commen-
taries that an expe-
dition has recently
gone out from this

city to look for hid-
den treasure; and our recollection of the account, as
given in the papers at the time, is that the sanguine for-

time hunters were bound for this same alluring Cocos
Island. We have had in these columns from time to

time several accounts of hidden treasure expeditions, in-

cluding the search for the plunder concealed by Black-
beard, the pirate of North Carolina waters. D. Henshall
once wrote of the Punch Bowl, a great spring of fresh
water on the shore of Biscayne Bay, Fla. , fabled to have
been the hiding-place of treasure for the buccaneers and
pirates who once infested the Florida coast.]

Dog Fancier: "Yes, madame, I have all kinds of dogs
here. Is there any particular breed you wish?" Old lady
(who reads the papers): "Oh, anything that's fashionable.
Lemme see an ocean greyhound."

—

New TorTc Weekly.

"My child," said the old herring to the young herring,
by way of parting advice, "the whole ocean is before you,
but don't go too near those canneries along the coast of

Maine unless yo\i wanf tO be ^^kw 19? ^ gfir^iine,"—C^i^ffj"

go IW&wwf,
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have any authentic account was killed m Michigan, and
weighed before he was dressed alBlbs. But such speci-
mens are rarely met with. It is much more common to
meet adults that will not exceed SOlbs. in weight, and the
average weight may be set down at not more than
lOOlba. The guesses of hunters often give much larger
weights,
"In the fall of 1876 I shot a buck in northeastern Wis-

consin which waa judged by several experienced hunters
to weigh nearly 250lb8. Four of our Indians came from
camp, but woiUd not undertake to carry him in (not more
than a third of a mile), although we were very anxious to
have it done. They dressed him on the spot and made
four loads of him. The chief Indian remarked that
one might hunt a lifetime and not see such a deer as
that."
The foregoing extract indicates that the deer in Michi-

gan and Wisconsin are not eo large as the Adirondack
d«er.

GUNS AND THINGS.
Yksteedxy was New Year's Day. and I spent the

morning performing a melancholy yet not entirely un-
pleasant task. I cleaned and tested my gun before greas-
ing it and putting it away until snipe shooting time; and
I cleaned and greased my hunting boots before hanging
them up in the attic. The choke-bore gun sometimes
gets the choke shot out of it, and past experience taught
me that it is well enough to target such a gun every year
or 80. Accordingly, I shot my choke-bore barrel at a
30in. circle at 40vd8. and got 330 out of l^jz. No. 8 shot
in the circle, so I have reason to hope that I may con-
tinue to "pull down a high mallard" now and then in
the future. The other barrel is a cylinder and does not
require any attention. I find such a combination more
nearly right for aU sorts of shooting than any other. I

have accustomed myself to shooting whichever barrel is

best fitted to make the shot—the left barrel if it seems to
be 40yd8. or over and the right barrel for lesser distances.
The latter will make uniform kills up to SSyds. and the
left up to 45, with frequent clean kills up to 70yd8. at all

Borts of game except deer, which I have quit shooting at
with a shotgun, as more are wounded and escape than
are wounded and captured when shot with buckshot.
And about ammunition: Despite Mr, Tenner's intima-

tion to the contrary, my American-made gun shoots much
doeer and harder with one of the powder wads 11 -gauge,
instead of 12, as the other wads are. It does not bulge the
Shell if put in properly. My kind of boots are worth tak-
ing care of. They are watertight. They are made of
beautifully flexible leather, that never gets hard from
any amount of wetting. They can be used all day in
the water, and when dried will be as soft as ever. "But
no leather," I think I hear some one say, "will turn
water, especially snow water," and he is right; no leather
wilL Bat my boots are lined with rubber prepared can-
vas, and between the canvas and the leather is an inner
lining of oiled silk. I know of a similar pair that re-
mained watertight for nearly seven years. They were
lined with thin It^ather instead of waterproof canvas, but
the oiled silk kept out the water. Bjots for hunting
should be made large enough to admit of two pairs of
stockings being worn, because then the chafing takeS
place between the stockings, and the tender cuticle of the
town-bred hunter is spared.
Not long ago an acquaintance complained that a dog

that had recently come into his possession had a habit,
when sent to retrieve, of trying to eat the bird. Now
I knew the dog, but not the man, so I began to investigate.
"How much do you feed that dog?"
"Oh, plenty."
"But how much is plenty?"
And when he had gone into the pitiful particulars I re-

plied:

"That is not enough and not of the right sort. A hunt-
ing dog, especially when hunting, requires meat and
plenty of it, and I never saw a dog yet that thought he
had enough until his ribs were expanded."
"Well, the man evidently thought I was crazy, but the

dogs don't. The only good dog is the all-day dog, for only
a few of ua can keep a whole kennel of pointers or setters.
The all-day dog is the tough dog and he cannot be tough
on "health food."
When I am shooting chickens, one of my chief pleas-

ures is to go around to the kitchen door in theevtning and
ask fcr a lot of cold meat for the dogs, who will have fol-

lowed me around there and are looking on with grave
expectancy while the cook lady hands me out a breadpan
full of cooked meat, left over from the day. Then I call
out each dog's name in turn, tossing him the while one
big hunk or two little ones, and when that is over I saun-
ter down street to a butcher shop and ask him for 25
cents' worth of lean meat from the cheap part of the
shoulder or neck, which he cuts into chunks and with
which the dogs and I go through the pitch and toss pro-
cess again. When they come out of that butcher shop
they have the aspect of a man with a toothpick in his
mouth, and are ready, after a night's rest and digestion, to
repeat the 75 or 100 miles of ranging of the first day. On
the third day, however, they must rest.

Did you ever miss a whole flock of birds

—

seriatim, I
mean?
Well, that is what I did on Wednesday. A meat dog

(thanks for the word, Hough), named Jim Crow, and
I were approaching a little gully, when a btvy of quail
rose out of it. They were too far away for more than my
left barrel, and so I only shot at one hole, which I hit.

They flew into a piece of woods, where Jim Crow, care-
fully pointed them by ones and twos. They didn't seem
to care which way tbey went so long as they got there.
Some would dart straight up into the tops of the tallest

of the trees, some would duck down behind the hazel
brush, some would wheel in their first spring and take
the back path, while others would make a side lunge for
the cornfield adjoining. I had begun to realize that I

was having a sensation by the time Jim pointed the last
one in the leaves beside a big white oak.
"Well, I've got you anyhow," I exclaim, as I confident-

ly walked in ahead of Jim. "It's open here and you
can't dodge me "

And just then he "pcreamed" around behind the white
oak, and when I got «r luml a'ur t im h.- w^s out <f
range. He did it so well that I cii.!il out, Good for
you!'' and retraced my steps, hoping as I went that that
valiant covey might live forever. It is true that once, as
I proceeded on my way, some fine feathers were floating
in the air, and Jim Crow shortly thereafter stopped ana

fetched me one dead quaU from off in the woods, but I
think he flew against a tree and killed himself. It was a
wonderful covey of quail: trained by their papa and
mamma in every device for eluding No. 83; able to fly
around corners and over tree tops; going off in the clouds
almost like mallards or turkeys. I trust they may elude
other dangers as they do the danger of shotguns, so that
one may have the keen pleasure of missing them again
each year. The next covey consisted of twelve birds of
quite another feather and parentage, for they had none
of the tricks and manners of these first ones.

I scattered them, killed seven, left four for next year
and missed one. It was tame. Besides it was late and
my farmer friend called to me from the house on the
edge of the valley that dinner was ready, and I quit
shooting for the day.
Jim is one of the dogs that has not been trained so

much as to know nothing but drill tactics. Most of his
knowledge has been derived from association with an
older dog. I only have to whistle for him a few times
each day, and those times are occasions when he has
pointed in a dense cornfield and I cannot find him. He
is a perfect retriever, and not only finds every bird I
knock down, but averages about two birds a day that I
think I have missed, but which he thinks I have crippled,
I carried him up to a hayloft that night where he would
have a warm bed to sleep in and where he could not fight
with the hounds, and when I started to take him down
the next morning it proved to be more of an undertak-
ing than I had bargained for, owing to his great weight
and the fact that I had to get him down through a trap
door that had no ladder leading to it. When I sat on the
edge and reached him down as far as I could his hind-
feet still would not reach the manger below. He did not
know but what he was going to get hurt, so he clasped
my leg with his muscular forearms, and I saw at once
that he proposed to hang on and sustain his weight in
that manner, so I let go my hand hold and he swung on
to my leg until I lowered it to the manger.

Geor&e Kennedy.

UTAH GAME LAWS.
The year that has just closed has put the new game law

of Utah to a thorough test. Many of the features are un-
satisfactory to the sportsman, the professional hunter and
the man who fishes for a living. The new Legislature,
which meets within a week, will be asked to make
several amendments or to entirely revise the act of March
30, 1896.

Those sections which relate to fish are especially dis-

tasteful. Commencing with the trout, July 15 is con-
sidered entirely too late for the opening of our season.
From my personal observation in almost all the trout
streams of the State, I find that, excepting those that run
from Fish Lake, Wayne county, spawning is practically
over by June 15. Then the trout commence to work
down stream. To say nothing of their lacking the fight-

ing qualities that form the fisher's true sport, they become
soft-fleshed and almost unfit for the pan. Then again,
the irrigating ditches are opened about June 1. The
streams are dammed, the water diverted and, at a low
estimate, 80 per cent, of the available trout supply is

turned upon the fields to rot in the July sun and fertilize

the soil. This is no guesswork, but the result of careful
observation and figuring. The following facts will prove
the case and I have verified them. They will also explain
how I came to investigate the matter.
At the mouth of Provo CafLsn, where the river of the

same name leaves the Wasatch range on its level run to
Utah Lake, eight large irrigating canals are taken out.
These water about twenty-eight square miles of farm
land. On July 2 a boy went out to water. He had a
four-acre field of lucerne stubble and six hours of water
right. Above him, on the same canal, were seven large
laterals and forty-seven smaller ditches. He was five

miles from the head of the canal. When he was through
with his work he gathered from the muddy field thirty-

two trout of marketable size. I saw them. This li tie

incident set me to thinking. I went up the canal in
September and inquired of the farmers how many such
trout they had gathered during the season. At the cur-
rent wholesale price the value amounted to $320. This
would give for the eight canals $:i,560, and of course this

is but a small percentage of the number that are lost in
the tall alfalfa and grain.
Later in the season I had a trout supper at the cabin of

a farmer in Garfield county, near the headwaters of the
Sevier. Knowing that my host was very busy, I asked
him where he had bought his fish. The reply was:

"I don't have to buy. Every time I water I get enough
to last the folks a week, and I've got a barrel salted down
for winter."
The law as it reads at present requires unconstructable

screens at the mouths of ditches. They have never been
put in, and as the great run of trout is during the latter

part of June and early in July, I believe that then the rod
and reel should have a fair chance.
With regard to bass, fishermen claim that they are mul-

tiplying rapidly. Their breeding haunts are inaccessible,
and now many more are caught than can be legally used.
The Legislature will be petitioned to allow their exporta-
tion. An t ffort will also be made to have doves recog-
nized as a game bird, as in many of the Eastern States.

A strong effort will be made to reject the Governor's
nomination of a new Fish and Game Commission for
Utah. While I voted for Gov. Wells, I do not believe in

giving an office simply as a reward for political services;

and while the appointee is an estimable gentleman, he is

absolutely ignorant of the work before him. He has sent
out letters of inquiry to find when fish spawn, etc. To
show his fitness, he visited the Provo Woolen Mills a short
time since to inspect the new fish ladder. When asked if

the turbines should not be screened, as they resulted in

the destruction of hundreds of pounds of fish, he replied

that so long as the fish ran up it made no difference how
they came down. He is strictly opposed to spending
money for the importation of eggs and fry, regardless of

the fact that every $1,000 expended has brought $10,000
into the pockets of the people.

Utah county thinks that as the leading fish and game
tiini county of the St ite it should havd the * ffi !e of Scate
Commiaaioner, but for my part I fail to see the neces-
sity of removing, on political grounds, the man who has
made Utah's fish and game what it is to-day —A, Milton
Musser. Shoshone,
Salt Lakb, Jan. 4.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Winter Camping: Trip.

Chicago, III., Jan. 9.—It is only within the last few
years that I have discovered for my own satisfaction that
the best time for a vacation trip is not in the summer,
but in the winter, provided that the purpose of the trip
be one of benefit to the physical health. The city man is

always more or less out of health, or at least is not per-
fectly healthy, because he does not take exercise enough
to keep him in condition. A trip to the lakes or woods
in the summer time is well enough in its way, but very
often it falls in warm weather, when one is indisposed for
much exercise. In consequence of this, the vacationist
goes back to town improperly rested because he has
not been properly tired. His muscular tissues remain
unfreshened, and in a short time he is seedy as ever. A
camping trijp in the winter time means of necessity
plenty of hard work, and that work in a pure and whole-
some air, whose oxygen burns out all the waste matter
of an overworn physical machine. The enforced exer-
cise confers an enforced benefit.
A winter camping trip is of course much better if it can

be taken in the pine woods or some wild country far away
from civilization, but when one cannot do that he may
do the next best thing. I am on the point to-day of doing
the next best thing, and going out for a couple of days'
tramp in the wilderness which lies within thirty miles of
Chicago. This wilderness is one not in the least to be
sneezed at. There lies around the southeren end of Lake
Michigan a strip of rough country, three or four miles
wide by thirty or forty long, covered with pine and cedar
and broken into a series of mountainous sandhills of con-
siderable picturef queness. The traveler who penetrates
half a mile into this rough coimtry might well imagine
himself in the wildest part of the Loup country of Ne-
braska or in the foothills of some Arizona range. He
could never imagine that he was within a few miles of the
edge of a great city.

The Caluoaet Heights Club is located in the upper part
of this sandhill w ilderness, and mention has often been
made in these columns of the character of the country,
which is well known to the members of that club. There
has never been, however, any attempt made to fully
penetrate and explore the extent of this wild hill coun-
try. The region can never be farmed and will probably
never be settled, the tall sand dunes offering a most in-
hospitable front to any home-seeking invader. This
strip of heaped-up sand lies between the edge of the lake
and the edge of the terminal moraine of the great glacier
which once swept down across this country. I have at
times described our tracing of the course of the mysteri-
ous Calumet River, which curls far around the foot of
Lake Michigan and heads in the top of this moraine, the
divide between Lake Michigan and the Kankakee waters.
It remains now to see what lies in this country between
the Calumet country and Lake Michigan. There are ru-
mors of mysteries which have a certain fascination, since
they seem so close at hand. The country has no wild
game to speak of, excepting a few foxes, an occasional
ruffed grouse and an infrequent wildcat. In places it

holds little landlocked bodies of water which seeps up
from the sand. Alex Loyd and myself have long figured
on going through this country together, as a sort of
sequel to our first voyage on the Calumet; but Alex does
not turn up just yet ready for this winter trip. Mr. A.
C. Patterson is the next man to declare that he is as big
a fool as I am, and hence ready for the walk-
ing and camping trip of a couple of days
through this nearby wilderness. I notice that Mr. Patter-
son also is absent at this writing, and I am not sure that
he will qualify to start. As I can find no one else foolish
enough to go with me, I presume that I may be obliged
to go alone. The weather just now is not so very cold,
but this climate is uncertain, and we may have a blizzird
at any time. It is necessary, therefore, to go pretty well
prepared. This I think it is possible to do, and yet con-
fine one's luggage within portable limits. Of course
everything must be earned on the back, as horses and
wagons are not possible in that country. I have gotten
out the old pack-bag, which is one of my dearest posses-
sions, and as I write it sits beside me ready loaded. It
holds a tent weighing 2 or Slbs., one pair of blankets, a
buckskin shirt, a sharp little axe, one aluminum diah,
and my Yellawstone tin cup, which serves as a coffee-pot.
My rations are confined to beef, bacon, bread and apples;
and here I am in doubt, for it is always difficult to tell

how much a man is going to eat when he is on a winter
tramp. My theory is that the above outfit, with a pound
or two of further odds and ends, wiU enable me to keep
comfortable, even in pretty rough weather, and the whole
will weigh only about SOlbs. As to the nature of the
country, we shall see what we shall see; but as to the
nature of the trip itself, I know very well it will be a
good one. Hard walking all day in the winter air is good
medicine, and I hope that before the 5 o'clock train starts
one or more of my friends will see it in the same light.

Wisconsin Deer Killing.

Mr. F. A. McDougald, of Clear Lake, Wis., writes me as
below in regard to the killing of Wisconsin deer;
"In Forest and Stream of Oct. 31 last you expressed

an idea that the deer in Wisconsin would have a chance
for their lives this fall; but I can safely say that more deer
havd been killed from Oct. 15 up to date than before for
twenty years. Ojt of fifty or sixty deer that are known
to have been killed around here not more than three or
four have been killed by settlers and sportsmen; the rest
have been killed and shipped out by market-hunters, and
they are still hunting at this writing. Inclosed please find
a clipping from our weekly paper, the Weekly Courier, of
Clear Lake, which covers the case to perfection, and any
settler in this country will say the same. We have got to

stop the sale of game at all seasons of the year or lose our
game."
The newspaper clipping referred to by Mr, McDougald

reads as follows:

No one objects to anyone coming out here to kill a deer in seaBon,
but to keep comiDg out here day after day, month after month, inde-
fioitely, and hauling them out tor what they are worth, we draw the
line, tiome say deer can't he shipped away now, as it is agaiiat the
law. Possibly so, but I notice that If a aeer is killed on one day. they
are right back nexi day for anotner. If no complaint la maoe, this
will last as long as the deer last. If ihe State inienaa to proctct the
animals, there must be a game warden to every township—three or
four would be better—in the infested districts, with full power to ar-
rest any party on bUlHcient evidence—which would be the least of all

trouble here. The few warden* there are no dciubt doing all they can,
but that avails but little when one man has about 500 .10 cope with.
The State may be long oa law, but it is nugbty short on protection.
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By rights, to whom do the deer balon^, anyway? Are they not
bred and raised on land belonging to settlers, that have bought it

and who pay tajfea on Itf Is it not on their lands that they get their

living, Buch'as grasB, shrubbery, turnip patches and hay marshes?
Where can you find a settler that can go out at the time or year pre-

scribed by law to hunt? He must needs go when he can. If the State
is going to do anything lt*t it protect the settlers; they are the ones
it gets Its revenue from, not from a gang of lazy, loafing, shiftless

men that make a business of roaming over the country at will, killing

regardless of laws, time of season or anything else, as long as there is

a deer left. Let them emigrate to some place where the game
is more plentiful and more their equal. A settler should be
permitted to kill a deer at any time through the fall if he
needs it to feed his family, and no more. Otherwise, if this whole-
sale killing goes on, in three or four years the deer will be as extinct
in northern Wisconsin and Minnesota as the buffalo is on the plains of

Dakota and Montana. If the State is going to do anything in the
matter, let it debar all transient hunters, for the State derives no
benefit or revenue from them. At the least calculation over fifty deer
were shot in this township from Oct. 1 up to date and spirited away to
foreign places, and what has the State out of them? Not a cent, and
as far as I know, not a settler has got one.

If the State intends to enforce this matter it must adopt some-
thing more stringent than the present resolutions and before another
season, too. Tbis year there has been practically three months up to
date, not hers only, but all over the State, and who has heard ot an
arrest for violation of the law? Now, if anyone thinks I am "oft" on
this matter. I shall be pleased to hear from them through the columns
of the Courier or otherwise, and don't be afraid to sign your name.

Eespeotfully, A. R. Richardson.
Vasok Chebe, Wis.

Arctic Owls.

Oregon papers chronicle a great influx of arctic owls
this winter in that State. It is said that this bird has
come down from the North all over Oregon as far as the
California line. This snowy owl does not migrate from
the North as a usual thine; unless the winter is unusually
isevere. The Portland Oregonian says that these owls
have not been seen in numbers in that State since 1881. I

recall that Mr. J. D. Allen, the taxidermist at Mandan,
IN. D., had many dozens of these birds mounted when I

last was there. As I reported at the time, he said that
when he first went into that country the snowy owl was
rather scarce, and he gave a good price for a specimen.
'This set all the farmer boys to trapping owls, and he soon
^ad them offered in great numbers. The owls were taken
by setting a steel trap on top of any little eminence on
the level prairie country, A couple of sods thrown up
would make a perch on which the owl was sure to light.

The trap set on top of such little hillock was sure of a
catch. A mounted snowy owl, with wings spread in
screen fashion, is a sort of staple at $5,

Wants Some Bear Galls.

I am in receipt of the following interesting letter from
a gentleman in Orange, Mass.: "I have read in 'our
paper,' Forest and Stream, about Mr. Bobo's bear hunt-
ing, etc., and I thought perhaps you can help me out.

Now, I want to get two or three bear galls, for which I

will give 50 cents each.
*'Oan you tell me where I can get them? I thought you

would probably know of parties who hunt bears.

"If it will not be of too much trouble please let me hear
from you."
This only goes to show how useful a place a newspaper

office can be at times. It is the pride of this office that a
man can get anything he wants there, from a fight to a
sermon, and I trust we shall be able to fill this order. We
are just out of bear galls, but I am expecting some in, and
shall take pleasure in advising the inquirer immediately
upon their receipt. I think that 50 cents is not enough
for a single bear gall, but maybe the price could be made
lower on club rates such as those suggested. It seems to

me that Captain Bobo could make a good thing at raising
bears for their galls. It is a well-known fact that the re-

moval of the gall from the bear does not injure the activ-

ity or the usefulness of the bear to any great extent, and
upon such removal it at once sets about producing another
gall, after the fashion of the eider duck, which will pick
a whole feather bed off itself in order to keep its nest
going when the latter is robbed by the cruel hand of man.
Captain Bobo's great acquaintance with bears would prob-
ably allow him to gather his bear galls about every thirty

days, and this would leave a profit on each bear of |6 a
year, as the cost of feeding the bears is merely nominal.
I see no reason why a large and profitable industry should
not be built up in this way. If Captain Bobo has any bear
galls in stock he can dispose of them at this office. I
trust that we have not yet reached a position where we
are not adequate to meet any demands upon our re-

sources.
Poygan Gun Club.

At the regular meeting of the Lake Poygan Gun Club
at the Sherman House yesterday afternoon the following
officers for 1897 were elected: President, James Pease;
Vice-Presidpinc, R. R. Clark; Secretary, R M. Simon;
Trensurer, S. A. Goss. Board of Trustees: James Pease,
R. R. Clark, E. W. Murphy. Membership Committee:
Dr. F. D. Porter, Dr. E. N. Elliott, E, L. Mason. The club
will try to secure cooperation in the passage of common
game laws by Illinois, WiscoBsm, Indiana and Michigan.
The club expressed it as its sense that spring shooting
should be stopped, and determined to further all measures
looking to that end, The Poygan Club has valuable
shooting privileges in Wisconsin.

Bound South.

Mr. H. O, Wilbur, of Philadelphia, is in Chicago to-day.
He starts on Monday for a few weeks' shooting on the
Gulf Coast of Texas, and will probably drop in at the mid-
winter shoot at San Antonio. Thence he goes to Califor-
nia, where he will spend the great part of the winter.
Mr. Wilbur last winter shot with Fred Kemp on Puerto
Bay, near Rockport.
The Limited Gun Club, of Indiana, is endeavoring to

make up a party to go to the San Antonio Midwinter
shoot. A number of Northern sportsmen make this tour-
nament the occasion for a Southern trip in which they
will see something of the delightful field shooting of that
country. Dick Merrill, of Milwaukee, has already started
South, and will join friends lower down in the country
for a Texas trip, which will take in the Midwinter. It is

a most agreeable experience to get out of this cold North-
em country for a month of paradise in the South.

E, Hough.
1206 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

-^ Wife—"Be sure to advertise for Fido in the morning
ttewspapers."
- Next day the wife read in the morning newspapers:
*iTen Shillings Reward.—Lost, a mangy lapdog, with one
eye and no tail. Too fat to walk. Answers to the name
of Fido. Smells like a monkey house. If returned stuffed,
30 BhillingB reward."

—

PearsorCs Weekly,

Governors' Messafifes.

From the Message of Qov. JPorcers, of Maine,

"Our vast forests abound with moose, deer, caribou and
"other game. Our lakes, rivers and bays, well stocked
with many varieties of fish, offer to sportsmen unequaled
attractions, and bring with each recurring year large

and steadily increasing numbers of people, whose sojourn
here is pleasant, healthful and beneficial to themselves
and profitable to many of our own citizens. During the

past two years the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and
Game used every reasonable effort and adopted the best

known methods of fishculture, to more fully stock our
lakes, streams and rivers with fish suitable for food.

They have good reason to hope and believe that success
will ultimately crown these endeavors. Already there
has been a marked increase in many rivers and
lakes of the several varieties which they are propa-
gating. These Commissioners have also for the past two
years taken extraordinary care to protect and preserve,

especially during close time, the game with which our
forests abound, and they have, to a great extent, pre-

vented the indiscriminate and illegal killing of moose,
deer and caribou, which was so common not a very long
time ago. The slaughter by men lumbering in the woods
has nearly ceased, and at present most of the guides,
woodstnen and settlers upon the outskirts of the forests

recognize the wisdom of our game laws and quite gener-
ally obey them. But there are some persons that nothing
but the rigid enforcement of these laws will restrain.

Hence the evident necessity of having a reasonable num
her of energetic and efficient game wardens, who I

think should also act as fire wardens, as it iis necessary to

protect the forests from fire if we would have game at all.

This work, so plainly beneficial to our State, is deserving
reasonable pecuniary aid and support, which you will

doubtless be pleased to grant."

From the Message of Gov. Black, of New York.

A question too long neglected is the preservation of
our forests. The State, either through indifference or
false economy, has been stripped of its most valuable tim-
ber lands, allowed its water supply to be seriously im-
paired, and the most wonderful sanitarium in the world
to be defaced and partially destroyed. Every element of
economy and foresight is outraged by this course. Pri-

vate individuals have taken advantage of the State's neg-
lect until of the entire Adirondack region, consisting of
mnre than 3,500,000 acres, the State owns 841,000, less

than a quarter; and of the proposed Adirondack Park
of 2,800,000 acres it owns even a smaller percentage,
about 661,000 acres. Of this proposed park more than
880,000 acres are held as private preserves, and more
than 1,250,000 acres by lumbermen and others; so
that of the proposed total area of 2,800,000 acres more
than 2,000 000 are owned by private individuals. More
than 1,250,000 of the 2,000,000 so owned are now subject
to fire and axe, and the devastation wrought yearly is ap-
palling and disgraceful, More than 450,000,000 feet of
wood and timber are cut and more than 100,000 acres
stripped every year. This work of devastation is pro-
gressing fast. The banks of the lakes and rivers and all

sections accessible from either are ravaged at such a pace
that but few years more can elapse before that region, in
many respects the most wonderful and valuable in the
world, will be practically destroyed. The parts acquired
or claimed by individuals are the best. A traveler

through any desirable portion of that country is sure to

be met with the charge of trespassing, for the cases are
rare in which the title of the State to a desirable tract is

acknowledged.
Some time this deplorable condition must be rectified.

Every year the loss to the State grows larger, in all cases
difficult, and in some cases irnpossible, of recovery. The
land is steadily and rapidly increasing in value. The
bogus title burrows further out of sight the longer it is

let alone. Witnesses die, and the only thing sure to in-

crease is the encroachment of individuals upon the
domain of the State. The enlargement of the canals
will require more water, and the demand in every
direction is increasing, while the supply is steadily fall-

ing off. A subject of such magnitude should not be post-
poned nor conducted with baiting method, which is

too apt to distinguish public enterprises in whiph large
appropriations afford convenient resting places in which
office holders may grow old. Not long ago the State ap-
propriated $1,000,000 to preserve the beauties of Niagara
Falls. That subject is without significance compared to

the Adirondack forests. Every consideration of health,
pleasure, economy and safety urge the speedy considera-
tion of this subject, and such cousideration should in-

clude appropriations adequate to ascertain the nature of
the titles adverse to the State, and to recover where the
titles are insufficient, and to purchase where they are
valid. Any other course would be false and unwise
economy.

New York Game Protection.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The non-shipping game law is good as far as it goes,

but it does not protect us aa it was intended.
We have plenty of ruffed grouse cover, and but for

three things would have excellent shooting all the fall.

One thing is too many foxes; another, four or five market
shooters hunt for about three days each week till they
get about 100 birds together, and then, one of them takes
them in a trank to market; another thing is, four or five
city sportsmen go out and stay two or three days and
carry back about twenty birds each. Whether they sell

them or "give them to friends" I cannot say, but it makes
no difference so far as thinning out the game is concerned.
My idea for a remedy is to put a law through giving |1
bounty on each fox killed. This would save many a
farmer's poultry and game, more than a majority of
shooters have any idea of. Then make it illegal for any
one to kill more than five grouse in one day, or have m
possession at one time. This would stop market shooters
carrying their game to market, for it would not pay
them. It would stop cold storage houses storing game.
It would stop the city sportsman from taking home more
than five birds toe ch man, and would afford them just
as much pleasure to say they got all the law allowed
them as to carry home twenty and give away or sell the
other fifteen. ,16 bore,

Albany, Jan. 7.—Col. William Cary Sanger, of Oneida
county, introduced in the Assembly on its opening day
two billB proposing changes in the fish and game law.

One relates to the killing of deer in all parts of the State
except Long Island ; the other proposes a change in the
open season for partridges and squirrels. Both bills have
the approval of the State Fisheries, Forest and Game Com-
mission, and they were prepared after consultation with
members of that Commission.
The bill which relates to the killing of deer prohibits

hounding and jacking, and in this is in line with the
change made last year, when the season for killing deer
by these methods was made shorter than it had previously
been. The present law allows the jacking of deer from
Sept. 1 to Sept. 15, and hounds may be used from Oct. 1

to Oct. 15.

The Commissioners believe that, notwithstanding these
short open seasons, the number of deer killed in the Ad-
irondacks this year wae fully as great as it was the year
before, when the season was longer. Reports from the
game wardens indicate this, although there are no de-
tailed reports this year which show the actual number of
deer killed in each county. Such reports as have been
received by the principal gamekeeper are that during
the fifteen days' open season the haunts of the deer were
fairly alive with hunters, and the slaughter correspond-
ingly great.

It is because of these reports that the Commission be-
lieved it wise to give a greater protection, and limit the
killing to still-hunting. The proposed change is said to
meet the approval of many of the dwellers in the woods,
who have prior to last year done a thriving business with
doge. They find that it does not pay to keep the dogs
idle for eleven and a half months for the privilege of
renting them for fifteen days. The gamekeepers believe
that greater restrictions are needed to prevent the dogs,
which are kept in the woods the year round, from de-
stroying the deer. Some complaints have been heard
that the dogs are frequently at large, and there has been
no way of preventing hounding even when there have
been no sportsmen. The proposed change prohibiting the
use of dogs, the Commission believes, will be of advan-
tage to the deer by practically clearing the woods of dogs
the year round.
The bill which relates to the partridge season is backed

by the Commission bpcauae it balieves that under the
present law the extinction of the bird is threatened.
The open season for partridge is now from Aug. 16 to

Dec. 31. Mr. Sanger's bill proposes to shorten this at
both ends, making the time when partridge may legally
be killed from Sept. 1 to Nov. 15. If the bill becomes a
law, it will prevent much slaughter of the birds when
they are "budding," and the date for the end of the sea-

son was selected for precisely this object.

The Commissioners believe the birds should be protect-
ed from the time the first snow falls and they are driven
to the hardwood trees for their food. This bill plso con-
tains a section relating to the wholesale shipping of par-
tridge, a provision which is said to be aimed at those who
visit the breeding places and have practically a monopoly
of the birds, buying from the local sportsmen and trans-

porting them to the cities. Col. Sanger's bill proposes
that no person shall "accompany" to exceed fifty birds.

The open season for squirrels is changed by Col. San-
ger's bill, to give an open season from Sept. 1 to Nov. 15.

The present law makes it from Oct. 15 to Feb. 15. The
Commission believes the squirrels are matured by Sept. 1.

One change is proposed by the Commission in the law
fixing the fishing seasons, though the bill to bring about
the change has not yet been introduced. It is proposed
to make the date of the open season for black bass July 1.

It is now June 1. The Fisheries Department advocates
the change on the ground that black bass are spawning
in Jiine.

—

Correspondence, New York limes.

Michigan Sale of Game.
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

am glad to be able to report a move in the direction of
preserving the game of Michigan:
A. L. Lakey, of Kalamazoo, secretary of the State

Game Protective Association, is preparing an amendment
to the present game law, which he will endeavor to have
passed at the coming session of the Legislature, One of
the features which he desires introduced is that no game
of any kind shall be offered for sale. Mr. Lakey asserts

that under the present law he has known of a number of
cases where venison is killed and sold by hunters to pay
the expenses of their trip.

A provision for more complete reports of the issuance of
hunters' license is also a feature of the amendment. It

is proposed that county clerks shall report and turn over
the license fees received to the county treasurer, who
shall report to the State treasurer. Some 20,000 blank
licenses were sent out to the county clerks last fall, and
the Sscretary of State has received, it is said, fees for
only about 100 licenses, but it is pretty evident that the
number of deer hunters largely exceed this figure. A
higher fee for the license is also contemplated.

This is a matter which sportsmen throughout the State
will be pleased to have brought about. Juuan.

The Globe-Democrat's Tarns.
St. Louis, Mo. Jan. 9.—A great journalist has just

died in this city, Mr. Jospph B McUullagh, of the St.

Louis Olobe-Democrat; and the journalists of the whole
country have united in paying tribute to his greatness.
If but two of his articles, one on Judge Normile and the
other on Father Phelan, had appeared in the old-time
London Spectator of Mr. Addison, instead of in a modern
daily, he would, have been one of the immortals. He
made the Globe-Democrat so excellent that other merely
good papers seemed trash in comparison. But for years
past his paper has contained in the Saturday edition a
series of articles about sports afield, written for the most
pan* by space writers, one of whom once confessed to me
that he had never been hunting in his life. Their patent
artificiality only disclosed that the great editor had always
been too busy to go a-hunting. And yet he was too big
not to know a sham when he saw it, and it may have
been his quiet way of laughing at the man who is ever
willing to lapse from the intense life of the spirit to the
old-time ways of the savage; from the constant labor and
asceticism of genius to the brief snatches of pleasure
with which those of us who are "but children of a larger
growth" beguUe the way. George Kennedy.

* a few articles were taken from Forest and Stream, which, ot
course, are not subject to this mUd criticism.
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MEN 1 HAVE FISHED WITH.

Gen. Chester Alan Arthur.
OKtlie Potomac Eiver, three or four miles above the city

of Washington, there is a bridge called Chain Bridge Once
upon a time there was a suspension bridge at this point
which was hung on chains, but has been replaced by a

' wooden structure, which retained the name. During our
late war Fort Ale:^ander was built near this bridge^ and
in the fall of 1863 I was in garrison there with a battery of
the 7th N. Y. Heavy Artillery, proudly wearing upon each

" arm the chevrons of a first sergeant. A native darky boy,
who volunteered to be my valet in consideration of certain
privileges in the cook house, was of service in many ways
besides polishing boots and buttons for dress parade, and
cleaning rifle and sword for inspection; he knew the
country quite well a few miles around the fort, for his
parents lived close by.
Months afterward, when the heavy guns were left in the

forts, and our men took their muskets and served as
infantry on those terrible marches, when we had the out-
side track in the race for Eichmond, we looked back to the
defenses of "Washington as a pleasant home, where clean
underclothing was not considered a luxury. Every com-
missioned officer and many of us non-com's had darky boys,
who were proud to be attached to the garrison and equally
proud of being called "tigers."
Perhaps a week bad passed, and the routine of garrison

life was established, so that I could think of looking around
a bit, and one day I asked my tiger, whose name was Jim,
if there were any fish in the river.

"Fish, sah? Yessah, deys de greates' lot o' rock up at d'
falls, sah, an' some days dey gets 'em by de bushel. Ef yo'
want to go fishin' I jess show^yo' wha' to catch 'em." And
he gave the buttons a quick brushing to remove the tripoli

powder and unstrung tiie button stick. "Does yo' want to
go an' catch some rock?"
Evidently "rock" was a fish. Just what kind of a fish it

might be was beyond my guessing powers, but Jim said it

was "de bes' fish dat yo' ebber eat," and so I went to the
quarters of Capt. Shannon, saluted, and asked: "May I have
a day off to-moirow? 1 wish to fish in the river and Sergt.
Falk will attend to the sick call, guard mounting and other
duties, and I will be back at 5 P. M. in time for dress
parade." The captain gave pel-mission and I sent Jim out
after crayfish and worms, while I borrowed some fishing
tackle from the Ordnance Sergeant, who, by the way, was
a "regular" who had been at the fort the year before and
was something of a fisherman. Among the things he loaned
me were several hooks with bits of red flannel tied to the
shank, like an artificial fly, and he said, in answer: "Yes,
sorr, ye'll find thim as killin' as any o' yer baits, an' more so
av ye can cast the fly, as we did in the ould counthry, an'
strik' them at the proper moment."

It was not daylight when the sentinels challenged and re-
ceived the countersign, and Jim and I struck out on the
Harper's Ferry road. I'he morning was cool and delightful
and the road, free from mud or dust, wound through forest
and over hills, with occasional broad views of the river. The
unfamiliar road seemed long and the sun was an hour high
when we reached the falls Leaving shoes and stockings on
the bank and rolling up trousers, we worked our way out a
short distance until mjfidus achates said: "Dis yer's de bes'
place to fish fum dis side," and as the river was not very
high for the time of year we found a rock to lay oxir impedi-
menta on and began fishing, using a crawfish bait for the
"rock," an unknown fish which might be anything that im-
agination could suggest. As the current took the first bait
down stream a carriage stopped on the road and two gentle-
men got out. They put on wading boots, went past us and
prepared to fish.

Several baits had been taken from my hooks, but no fish,

and I saw one of the strangers land a "rock" that looked to
weigh 31bs., for they were not 50ft. away They were using
artificial flies, that was plain, and I changed to the red
flannel lure, hooked and landed a good fish. "Dat's a good
rock," said my mentor as he killed it. 'Tiien, "Hi! look-a
dah!" and one man had slipped on the slimy rocks and was
struggling to get back, while their basket of necessaries
floated down the river along with one rod and line. He
came over to me and explained matters. They had lost
everythirg except one rod and its line and bait. If any sort
of a pole could be cut in the woods, could I furnisti nook,
line and bait? I could, and did. Jim went ashore with
him and they came back with a pole and we rigged it up.
The stranger said: "We drove out to take a few striped haf-s,

and our coachman has gone back to Tenallytown and will
not return for us until near sundown, as we proposed to
make a day of it."

The speaker was a man about my age and size, say thirty
years, and 5ft. 6in. His companion was much taller, but
both wore flowing side whiskers, the chin alone being
shaved. There was a similarity of dress and make-up that
stamped them at once as from toe great city on Manhattan
Island. I looked my fish over and decided that it was the
striped bass of my boyhood on the upper Hudson, but
larger. Since then a more extended know'edge of the popu-
lar names of fishes has proved that south of New Jersey the
striped bass is called "rock" and "rockfish," but the great
Northern market is gradually extending its name for the fish
through the commercial fishermen who get their returns
from Fulton Market.
About noon I said, "Jim, go over and ask the gentlemen

if they will come and take a bite with me. " They came,
apologizing for their mishap. The man who had been ashore
for a pole introduced himself as Mr. Endicott and his tall
friend as Mr. Arthur. Every man knows how trivial things
affect the whole course of his lite, how chance throws him
in the way of a woman whose life becomes bound up in his
for better or for worse, and how a most enduring friendship
may be made in an hour. In this way I made the acquaint-
ance of Frank Endicott, of whom 1 shall write later, but
now wish to mention as one of the most conscientious gen-
tlemen and best all-round sportsmen that it has been my
fortune to know. Our basket contained a severely plain
luncheon from the garrison cook house, and consisted of
cold boiled pork, which was really good despite its soldier
name of "sow belly;" but then soldiers alwaysdubbed their
corned beef "salt horse," and had discrediting names for
everything that was issued to them. Rice was "swamp
seed," and army shoes were "pontoons," etc. We had some
"salt horse" also, baked beans, two loaves of soft bread and

unlimited hard tack, as well as a quart bottle of coffee. This
was put up for .Jim and me for dinner or any regular or irreg-
ular feed, for Jim was afflicted with an appetite which, had
become chronic.

"Sergeant," said Mr. Arthur, "this is very kind. Fisher-
men get hungry, and you seem to be fairly well provided ; so
we will accept the invitation in the apirit in which it is
offered, and will hope for a chance to reciprocate in the
future "

_
1 kept an eye on Jim while he kept an eye on the pro-

visions, and 1 fancied that there was a sad note in his voice
when he asked, "Does yo' want some mo' dese beans, sab?"
as though he would be disappointed if they took them. The
supply was ample, however, tor all ; but none was left for the
evening tramp to garrison,

Their cigars were not in the basket that had floated
away, and we smoaed and talked of the fishing. I re-
marked that my angling had been mainly inland, and that
the identity of these "rock" of 2 to 3ibs. with the little

ilb. striped bass of the upper Hudson had been a matter
of doubt, because I didn't know that they grew so big.
"You are not familiar with this fish oh the sea coast,"

said Mr. Arthur, "for they are often taken of 601bs. weight,
and 1 have taken them of over 201b8."
That was a new bit of fish lore. I had known of one

being taken at Albany weighing 31bs.. and had remembered
it as a monster.

I told them that T must leave at 2 P. M. in order to be
back in time for dress parade at 5 (my leave expired at 4),
and we had all the fish we cared to carry. Endicott took
me one side and said : "Sergeant, my friend is Gen. Chester
A. Arthur,who was appointed by Gov. Morgan as Engineer-
in Chief on his staff, and is now Acting Quartermaster-Gen-
eral, stationed in New York city, preparing and forwarding
troops; and he has been inspecting the State troops at Fred-
ericksburg and on the Cnickahominy, in Virginia. He is an
intimate friend of your Colonel, Lewis 0. Morris, and is here
on purpose to consult him about something. Don't mind
overstaying your time, it will be all right

"

Endicott was not a soldier, so 1 said: "No matter how
the case may be smoothed over with Col. Morris ; I have
given my word to my captain to be back at a ceitain time,
and will be there, bar accident."

After this Gen. Arthur came and said: "Our carriage will
be here at 3 P. M., and if you will stay and fish we will be
pleased to have you ride back with us, for I wish to see
Major Springsteed after dress parade at Fort Alexander and
then drive to headquarters and see Col. Morris."

This gave us more time to fish and a ride back, the latter

no small favor. Jim was in his glory, mounted with the
coachman, and I was not miserable inside.

Months passed; Battery I was moved to Fort De Russey,
the extreme right of the line of forts garrisoned by the 7th,

over near the Seventh street road, and the fishing incident
had been partially forgotten in otder and smaller fishings in

the waters of Rock Creek, as occa.sion offered, for the fort

was on a hill whose base was washed by the creek. I had
been promoted to a lieutenancy in Battery C, and again to
Battery L, at headquarters near Tenallytown, late in 1863,
when this incident occurred: A young man of influential

and wealthy family had been commissioned from private life

as a second lieutenant and assigned to thj 7lh Heavy, and of
course the old sergeants in line of promotion didn't like it,

but there was no remedy. He was of the good fellow type,
with unlimited cash, and he proposed to celebrate his musterl
in. Purely by way of apology for the following account of
this "celebration," let me say: Here was a regiment of twelve
batteries, three majors, twelve captains and forty-eight lieu-

tenants, besides the staff. Ttiey were wtary of drills and
hungering to go to the front, where there was'not only active
service, but promotion, and they were young. They repre-
sented all the tetnperaments that can be found in the same
number of vigorous young men between twenty and thirty
years old. Therefore the festive young recruit found a few
who would forego the study of projectiles, ricochet fire,

time fuses and such exciting subjects, and could devote an
evening to making his acquaintance in the sutler's tent.

I was one of that chosen few who sacrificed an evening of
study to welcome Lieut. , and I never regretted it, no
matter how much some other men may disapprove of such
a symposium We had been introduced all around and our
new comrade had ordered several bottles of champagne,
and the sutler was about to open them when Capt. .Jones
called a halt and remarked: "There's only one way for a
soldier to open a bottle, and that's with his sword."
"That may be true," said Lieut. Niles, "but there's not an

officer in this regiment who can do the trick." The door
opened and two men in "mufti" came in, but no one paid
any attention to them
"For the cigars, Niles?" I asked.

"Yes, for the cigars and oys ers also, if you dare."
"All right! Capt. Jone*; will you take the cork out of a

bottle to oblige me?" He declined. The fact was that I
had learned the stroke from Gen. Genet, who taught fencing
to Ira Wood, as related in sketch No. 10, where I said:
"While he was learning I picked up a point or two which
was of service in garrison when the neck of a champagne
bottle was to be severed at a clean stroke, * * * you may
be told of this when ex-President Arthur is under the search-
light." I had been putting Jones through on bottles filled

with water, but he declined to exhibit his skill in public and
there was no alternative. Clearing a space behind, I brought
the sword to the left elbow and, advancing the right foot,

with a strong up stroke cut the bottle at the point where the
shoulder of the muzzle meets the neck, and the break Avas
clean and smooth: the bottle standing while the fluid efl'er-

vesced over the opening. When the applause subsided one
of the strangers said:

"Gentlemen, pardon us for interrrupting your proceedings,
but after meeting Col. Morris we asked after Lieut. Mather,
who showed us some courtesies on a former visit, and were
informed that he was over here." A glance showed that
they were my angling friends of over a year ago, whose
names had been forgotten. With a refreshed memory there
were introductions all round and Mr. Arthur suggested that
he might try his hand at opening the second one. He took
my sword and uncapped the bottle neatly, and two nicks m
a blade hanging on my wall to-day represent two glass
enemies. As the party comprised over a dozen able-bodied
men, it was necessary to open more, and my pupil, Capt
Jones, did credit to his preceptor. It looked easy and Niles
tried it. Just how or where he struck the enemy is not on
record, but there was a smashing of glass and a flood. The
recruit smashed much glass. It was an exhibition of skill

that only long practice can attain, and is worthy of attain

ment by the man whose life may depend on the momentary
handling of a sword. By invitation and permission, I dined

with my brethren of the angle in Washington the next
evening.
The custom of army officers then was, as it is with navy

officers to day, to discard uniforms when going ashore or
outside of garrison, and don mufti; and so I appeared at the
dinner. It was a culinary poem, and I reported to Adjt.
Hobbs next morning before my leave had expired, and then
in the long marches and the excitement of the campaign willi
the Army of the Potomac the next spring all these things were
forgotten, even the names of my fishing friends. The fact
that one of them might have influence sufficient to give me
higher rank never occurred, _and that shows how little

sense I had. Those fellows who are so perfectly satisfied

with themselves as to say that they never made a mistake ar«
to be envied. I've made dqzens of 'em, and only wish I
could give the wheel of time a twist and sing:

"Backward, turn back-ward, O Time, in thy flight,

Make me a child again just for to-night,"

and then enforce the order.

Gen. Arthur was President of the United States nearly
two years before I had any idea that he was my whilom fish-
ing companion, and then Eudicott told me of it after I had
somehow renewed acquaintance with him, I had carefully
noted the fact that after President Garfield had been wounded
by the assassin the Vice-President had been modest in not
claisEing to act in his stead during the long weeks that the
President lay wounded, and that he won hosts of friends
from among those who had opposed his nomination ; and his
administration as President has passed into history as a most
wise and conservative one. Many thought that Arthur's
sudden death in November, 1886, was hastened by his failure
to have his administration approved by a nomination for the
Presidency, and it was said that there were enough of his
admirers on Long Island alone, who resented his being
"turned down," that voted for Mr. Cleveland, to have carried
the Slate of New York and elected Gen. Arthur if he had
been a candidate. Of politics I know little, in the sense of
the workings of pardes, and never mixed in it further than
to keen posted as well as possible and to vote as seemed
best
Once Mr. Endicott and I were going to Washington to

attend a meeting of the American Fisheries Society, and at
Jersey City he shook hands with a tall man, while I walked
away It was Gen. Arthur, and he asked uh into his car
to smoke. "It will give me a rest from the poliiicians," he
said, and we spent an hour talking of fish and fishing while
some anxious men outside were"wondering who we could
be and what manner of axes we were grinding. We called
on him next day, and the fact that neither of us wanted any
favors seemed to make him enjoy the visit.

First of all things. Gen. Arthur was a gentleman in the
best sense of that abused terra. Perhaps Endicott expressed
this thought belter when he said; "Gen. Arthur is the only
President since Martin Van Buren who knew how to wear
a glove." That may not be the best thing to be said of Ibe
highest officer of a republic, but it serves to give point to
my remark. Just where Mr. Arthur developed these traits
as a boy in a country where it is said to require "three
generations of wealth to make a gentleman" is a question
which I will answer. It was innate to the last degree, and
only needed an observant eye to note the minute details of
things a gentleman may not do. All else is simple

Gen. Arthur was born in Vermont in 1830, and entered
the Sophomore class of Union College in '45, and while
there taught school to pay expenses; and after graduating
Ihree years later was principal of an Academy at North
Pownal, Vt , where Gen. Garfield taught penmanship in
1854. In 1853 he was admitted to the New York bar, and
later took part in politics. Hi=! whole life .shows what a
poor boy may become under our form of government Un-
hampered by ancestors, he worked Ins way solely on his
own merits; born a free man, he is taken at his exact wc th
by his fellow men and placed in the position which their
votes wish him to occupy. Look over in Spain! See a ten-
year-old boy on a throne because he is the son of a former
ruler, who ruled because be was somebody's son! It would
be funny if it were not a sad spectacle. In Europe the
Prince of Wales is the only heir to a throne who does not
tike himself seriously and believe that he is destined to rule
by divine right The "War Lord" of Germany—but you
know all about him, and also how easy it is for me to get
off the track.

In his report to the Governor of New York, in 1883, Gen.
Arthur said: "Through the single office in the city of New
York, from Aug. 1 to Dee. 1, the space of four months,
there were completely clothed, uniformed and equipped^
supplied with camp and garrison equipage and transported
from this State to the seat of war, sixty eight regiments of
infantry, two battalions of cavalry, and four battalions of
artillery." Y^et a bttle impoverished monarchy in Europe,
which cannot subdue an insurrection in an island which has
an area less than the State of New York by some 10,000
square miles, talks of war with our now united nation!
Gen. Arthur was a genial gentleman with literary tastes,

affable and companionable to those whom he did not regard
as persons trying to work him for personal end^. Endicott
and I came within this category.

For years Gen. Arthur's catch of a 501b. salmon on the
Restigouche was the highest record, and it has only been
beaten i n late years.

The gentle art, as depicted by Walton, had a most worthy
disciple in Chester A Arthur, who was, in the lanauage of
Shakespeare, "An affable and courteous gentleman;" but,
while in quoting mood I am puzzled when the memory of
Arthur, Endicott and self, as a trio, confronts that sentence
from Sheridan's "Rivals:" "You are not, like Cerberus,
three gentlemen at once, are you?"

It's not pleasant to have conundrums thrust upon you at
all times—there were two gentlemen, at least, in the trio.

Fred Mather.

A Stray Shinplaster*
Comes to us once in a while for a copy
of "Game Laws in ^ Brief;" but shin-
plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
in New York; and 25 cents in postage
stamps will do just as well.
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ANGLING NOTES.
Fisheries, Game and Forest Report.

A FEW advance copies of the ISTew York Fisheries, Game
and Forest Commissioner's report for 1895 have been issued
to tlie press,and the newspaper notices have Ibeen tlie means
of causing an unprecedented demand for the reports. The
applications have been sent to the ofBce of the Commisdon
in Albany, to the Commissioners and others at their homes
and elsewhere, and already the Bumber of applications for

copies of the report exceed' the number of copies printed for

distribution. Up to Jan. 6 the Commission had not received
from the printer the reports to i)e distributed from its office

;

nor has the Legislature received the copies assigned to its

members. When all the books are bound and delivered to

the departments it will require a little time to make the dis-

tribution, and when it is made I imagine that many people
will be disappointed at not obtaining the copies they have
asked for, unless the Legislature should order another edi-

tion printed to supply the demand, Mr. Taylor, the secre-

tary of the Commission, told me on Jan. 6 rhat he had re-

ceived nearly 200 applications for copies of the report tbat
morning, and that number is but a small part of the grand
total on file, I judge that it will be practically impossible
to even reply to the applications until after the distribu-

tion of the reports has been made and it is known what the
shortage really is, so the applicants will not know for some
little lime to come what the fate of their applications may
be. The Commissioners are powerless to remedy the exist-

ing condition of affairs, much as they regret it, and if it

shall be in their power eventually they will furnisb a copy
of their report to each person applying for it, otherwise they
will have to furnish copies until all are gone in the order in

which the applications are filed. The newspapers have
given notice that copies of the report can be obtained for the
asking, overlooking the fact that the edition is limited by
law, while there is no limit to the applications.

Frost Fish.

A considerable of my time is spent away from my home,
and during my absence newspapers (and I am sorry to add
letters) accumulate in formidable numbers. Always upon
my return I try, so far as I can, to reply to the letters, but
am generally so far behind in my replies that if by any
chance the pile of unanswered letters should be reduced to

reasonable limits I imagine it would be cause for rejoicing
in the household, for 1 cannot be very companionable when
spending days and nights in letter writing. Newspapers I
do not ever pretend to read, but a member of my family reads
them for me by proxy and blue-pencils everything relating
to fish and fishing which they may contain. If an item is

not marked with pencil the papers may be ever so carefully
arranged in consecutive order and conveniently placed, and
yet I miss it. Very recently I was told that there was an
article about frost fish in one of the papers, and it had not
been marked, but I could easily find it in a certain papsr of
such a date, as the caption was "Frost Fish" in large letters.

It was something past midnight when I got to the frost fish

business, and I then searched the file of the particular paptr
and searched it again without avail. The house was still

and I finally gave up the search and retired. The next
morning at breakfast 1 remarked that I had searched for
the frost fish, but could not find it, and in the future if

articles were not marked I could not undertake to look for
them, and the only time to mark an article was when the
paper was in hand. My wife said she could find the item
at once, as she knew exactly where to look for it This she
did, and handed me a paper containing about two sticks of
matter headed "Fish—Frost." It proved to be a marriage
notice of Arthur Fish and Mary A. Frost, with a list of the
persons present at the ceremony.

Lone-Distance Fly-Casting.

The English sportsmen's papers have had quite a bit to say
of late about Mr. Alexander Grant and his patented vibrating
fishing rod, whi-h seems to exceed in power, any other fly-

casting rod made. Mr. Grant made a public exhibition of
bis rods. With a salmon rod of 20ft. he made a cast on Dec
10 of 168ft. With a rod of 18ft. oin. he cast 162ft. With a
rod of 10ft. he cast 111ft. The caster stood 15in. above the
water level. Silver Grey, of Lmid and Water, then tried
the salmon rods, and with the longer one made a cast of
l48ft and with the shorter one 13oft
The next day, with a rod of 19ft., Mr. Grant cast laQft.

5in., and with a rod of 16ft. lOin. made a cabt of 148ft. The
correspondent of Land and Water made a cast with the
shorter of these two rods of 132 t 9in.

On the 12th Mr. Grant cast again, standing 1.3in. above the
water level, and with the rod 18ft. 5in. long made a cast of
164fc. 6in. Mr. Marston, writing of the 'casting, says the
days were unfavorable. On the 12th "it was a very wet,
cold afternoon, with a strong down-stream wind, coming
every now and then in gusts from all quarters,"
The casts were measured from the point where the caster

stood to the point where the fly fell on the water. All the
above casts were made with a trout fly on a trout leader, and
the fly dropped so lightly on the water that it was like'dew
falling. With a salmon fly Mr. Grant made a cast of 150ft.
6in. with the rod 18ft. Sin. long. Mr. John Earight, the
Irish world's ehampi.n fly-caster, was present and pro-
nounced the casting most astonishing.

What is a vibrating rod? Silver Grey says: "It was in
March, 1893, that Mr. Grant's ideas on the scientific man-
ufacture of fly-rods were first placed before the public.
Since then Mr. Grant has continued to pursue his studv of
the laws of gravitation and of nature, with the result thai his
now perfected fly-rod surpasses in every respect any rod that
has hitherto been made.

"This I say w ith all respect to the many good rod makers
which we have; but it is an incontrovertible fact, and by
unbiased minds must be admitted as such. Mr. Grant, who
is far from being robust, and weighs barely 1401bs., lays no
claim to being a champipn fly easier, and his object in visit-
ing the Thames was not to cut records, but to show what
could be done with his rods, even with the moderate
strength Which he possesses. His principle is the graduation
and unity of force from butt to tip of the rod, and this prin-
ciple is supplemented by the gradation of the running and
casting line and the vibrating rings; but while there is a
secret in the making of these rods which I cannot even hint
at, Mr. Grant's patent lies in the splice I cannot better ex-
plain the nature of this splice than by giving the substance
of a conversation between myself and a very well known
expert, which occurred while the trials were in progress at
Kingston on Saturday

:

" 'The bestrod that can possibly be made is of one piece of
perfect wood.'"

"I assented.
" 'Then how is it that these splices are thicker, and have,

80 to speak, a shoulder on them? They would represent a
swelling in certain places if the rod was solid.'

"Yes,' I replied, 'but as soon as you cut wood the weakest
point in it afterward is the splice, and these splices are so
shaped and ctrengthened that the vibration and power of the
wood is maintained as if it were one piece.'

"Another peculiarity of these splices is that they are self-

tightening, and can be put together- almost as qu ckly as or-
dinary joints."

All tlie casts that I have mentioned as having been made
by Mr, Grant were Spey or Welsh casts, or what we call in
this country switch casts. Mr. H. W. Hawes has a record
of 102ft. at switch casting with a trout rod, made at Central
Park in 1887. Mr. Marston speaks of the English casting as

"an elaboration of the Bpey cast," or "I should be inclined
to call it rather a simplification of it, for anything more
easy than Mr. Grant's style I never saw. I tried the rod and
the cast, and found that I could very soon get the knack of
it, and so did Mr. David Wilson, of the Fly-Fishers' CJub.
I like the feel of Mr. Grant's rods very much, and I like the
patent splice; but when he tells me he has got some secret

power which he imparts to his rods, which he discovered by
accident almost when studying the effects of sound, or per-
haps I should say the laws of sound—well, T confess I can-
not credit it. That Mr. Grant believes he has discovered this

mysterious power, or at auy rate the application of it to
rods, I am sure, for that he is an honest man I am certain."
Mr. Marston looks at the rods from a practical, common-

sense standpoint, and appears to approve of them, at least

he admits that with them the longest casts in the world have
been made, and yet he says he would like to see a fair test

made with the rods against other i;ods of same length and
weight, and probably we will hear more about the vibrating
rods later. A, JST. Che.net.

'

NETTING IN LAKE ONTARIO.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A special dispatch to the New York Evenitig Post reads as

follows : "The Fisheries Department at Ottawa has received
information that the Lake Huron fisheries are in a critical

cbndition, A number of Canadian fishermen propose to
leave these waters and fish in the lakes of the Rainy Eiver
and Lake of the Woods districts, as they cannot make the
Lake Huron fisheries pay. This serious depletion has arisen
from overfishing."

From ihis we see that the just retribution, which has long
ago been meted out to the netters of the other Great Lakes,
has at last descended on the netters of the most fruitful and
apparently inexhaustible lake of all. It is the last of our
geese which the netters are ripping open to find the source
of the golden eggs, for such certainly have been in the past
the great lake fisheries.

The history of food fishing in our Great Lakes is a pitiable
recital of brutish ignorance and reckless greed; a slaughter
of spawning fish which has resulted in the complete extinc-
tion of some species and the decimation of all.

Other causes besides netting may have conspired to drive
the Atlantic salmon from Ontario, but the damming and
drying up of tributary streams does not account for the
enormous decrease in other food fish.

In the golden age of netting it was a notorious f^-ct that
the bulk of the fish were caught just before or during the
spawning season, for it was then only that trout, wall-eyed
pike, whitefish and ciscoes visited shoal waters, and it

naturally followed that those waters most resorted to for
spawning purposes fairly bristled with man's engines of de-
struction.

First were used seines and gill nets, and if market-fishing
had been limited to these devices Lake Ontario would still

swarm with food fish. The profits of the business, however,
begot a resistless greed, and brought the deadly salt-water
pound net, which, by its wholesale, indiscriminate slaughter
of spawn-bearing fish, in a very few years killed an indus-
try employing hundreds of men and thousands of capital.

As fishing got poorer, the pound net was gradually aban-
doned, as aside from the initial cost of the net, which was
great, it was expensive work setting and fishing them. They
were abandoned too late to save the fish, however, for the
former myriads of trout, pike, whitefish and ciscoes had
been caught out oi driven away.
As the food fish became scarce netters turned their atten-

tion to fish heretofore despised: bass, perch, etc.

Then came the trap net, undoubtedly the invention of the
devil, incomparably worse than the pound net, for this rea-
son : the latter can be set only on a mud bottom, which
means generally water from 18 to 30ft, deep; while the trap
net, not depending on stakes, can be set anywhere, even on
the very rocky shoals where bass spawn and feed, and on
the shelving shores along which they travel.

It thus transpires that the mantle of the old pound netters
has fallen on the trap netters, who, the food fish being gone,
are waging the same war of extermination against game fish
and vermin.

In extenuation of their (I grieve to say it) lawful but
destructive netting of bass, these market fishermen say that,
being unable to sell or possess bass before May 30, they do
not catch spawn-hearing, spawning or spawn-tending 'fish.

In this assertion they ignorantly or willfully attempt to mis-
lead. In more southern waters bass do spawn in May,
sometimes early in May. In Kensico Lake (twenty miles
from New YorK city) lhave seen female bass tending broods
of young fuUy fin. long late in May, bat in more northern
and colder waters the spawning season is delayed, and I
venture to assert that unprejudiced investigation will show
that more bass spawn in Ontario after than before Decora-
tion Day. I have caught female bass in Chaumont Bay late
in August still spent and thin from spawning. How could
that be if they had reared their brood in May? Pish do not
spawn on a fixed day any more than buds open or birds nest
at the same time in all latitudes. When all climatic condi-
tions are fulfilled, especially when tne temperature of the
water becomes fitting, then and then only do bass spawu,
it may be May 1 or July 1,

For all practical purposes it matters little whether bass are
caught before or just after spawning, the result is tqually
destructive. Bass not only protect their nesi, but also their
young, for some weeks after hatching, and the nest is soon
emptied or the callow brood quickly gobbled -up if deprived
of the protector. Unless neiting is quickly stopped in
spawning waters the story of the bass will be that of the
food fish.

The puerility or iniquity of our fish legislation has no
counterpart in history. When compelled by popular clamor
to legislate for the protection of fish in Ontario, our legisla-

tors passed a law prohibiting netting, etc., within one mUe
of shore throughout the lake except in Mexico Bay, Guflfla
Bay, Chaumont Bay and Three Mile Bay; in other words*
netting was stopped where it would do least harm and has
been perpetuated where it would do most harm, for these
bays are the natural spawning grounds of the whole lake.
Gufiin. Chaumont and Three Mile bays are shallow and
landlocked, have shelving, rocky shores, and are full Of
rocky reefs and shoals where fish may spawn and feed, and
yet this is the only part of the lake open to shore netting.

I make no charges of corruption, but I know that when
this law was framed our legislators must have been deceived,
and I think willfully deceived. Why should Henderson
Bay, Black River Bay and the St. Lawrence River (Thou-
sand Islands) be protected and Chaumont Bay left open to
netters? I'll tell you. In Henderson Harbor, Sackett's
Harbor, Dexter and down the river there are hotel interests
and associations of guides and boatmen, which, to preserve
the custom and patronage of anglers, have compromised
with netters by telling them if they will relinquish their
waters they may devastate Chaumont Bay unmolested. All
interested know that it is better fishing ten times over in
Chaumont Bay than in either of these other places, and they
also know that, if we had the protection they have, hotel
men and boatmen would come there and make the resort
famous. It is for their interest to keep Chaumont unknown
or even to ruin its fishing, and they are accomplishing their
aim.
While this sharp practice may be all right from a business

point of view, it is unworthy of sportsmen, and ye', it is as
the latter that these men go to Albany and get netters driven
from their shores. I am not logrolling for hotel men nor
for oarsmen, but speak for a large class of sportsmen who,
like me. would like to be able to go out and catch a half
dozen bass without losing tackle on a trap net, and who, like
me, when sailing, don't like to be always on the lookout for
submerged pound-net stakes.

The present law is an example of class legislation. Let it

be renu died. Either prohibit netting, etc. , within a mile of
land all over the lake, or throw the whole lake open to net-
ters. The first course is best, and is possible if united action
be taken and petty jealousies thrown aside. The latter
course would be an iniiprovement on the present state of af-
fairs, because some of the netters now sterilizing the lake by
netting its spawning beds would go elsewhere and do less
harm. Last summer scores of trap and hoop nets lined the
shores and cov- red the shoals of Three Mile, Chaumont and
Gufiin bays Eight or ten men did the work. It was no
uncommon thing for each one to bag 500 large bass at one
lifting of the nets. This, going on from May 30 until ba.S8

left the bays, means a good many bass^ Besides this, about
2,000 small bass were taken alive from one water to stock
other waters in the State, In the year 1890, according to
the United States Fish Commissioner's report, over five and
one-half tons of bass were netted in the waters of Jefferson
county alone. How long can any water, however prolific,

stand such a drain?
Netters are not fools, and when they see a gang of so-called

sportsmen bring home bass to rot on the beach they com-
plain, and justly, that such practices are worse than theirs.
They lose no opportunity to throw such acts in real anglers'
faces, and it behooves real sportsmen to disclaim all consan-
guinity or sympathy with fish hogs. Therefore, with a law
prohibiting netting I would also favor a clause restraining
the angler. Make it illegal for any man to retain more than
a dozen bass a day, and make their minimum length lOin.
This will put a damper on "count" fishermen, who bring
home bass to rot and who do more to discredit real sports-
men than anything else, K. W. Amidgn,
New York, Jan. 7,

Labgbst trout preserves and hatcheries in Canada. Eight ponds,
nioe mile stream teeming with trout. Will lease to a club on easy
terras. Apply J. C. Cockburn, 25 Elgin avenue, Toronto, Canada.—
Adv.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Feb. 2 to 5.—New England Kennel Club's annual show, Boston
Feb. to 25.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-first anniial show,

New York. James Mortimer, Supt., Hempstead, L. I.

March 2 to 6.— St. Louis Kennel Club's show, St. Louis. W. Hutch-
inson, Sec'y.
March 10 to 13.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eighth annual show,

Chicago. John L. Liacoln, See'y.
March 17 to 20.—Kentucky Kennel Club's show, Louisville, Ky J

A. Reaves, Sec'y,
March 17 to iC—Milwaukee Kenael and Pet Stock Association's

bench show. Louis Stefflo, Sec'y, Milwaukee.
March 33 to ie.-Baitimore Kennel Association's second annual

show. Dr. Gr. W. Massamore, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 18.— West Point, Miss —U, S. F. T. C. winter trials. W B

Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton, Tenn.
Sept. tj.-Morris, Man. -Manitoba Field Trials Club's eleventh an-

nual trials. John Wootton, Sec'y, Manitou. Man.
Nov. 8.—CarUsle. Ind.-Union Field Trials Club second annual trials.

P. T. MadisoQ, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Nov. 15 -Newton, N. C—Eastern Field Trials Club annual trials

S. 0. Bradley, Sec'y, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

THE BACILLUS OF DISTEMPER IN DOGS.
This bacillus was first discovered by Dr. Bruno Galli-

Valerio in March, 1895 (1), and since that time has been iso-
lated and studied by several observers, so that its identity
and pathogenic properties may be considered as fairly well
established. Dr. Valeric has obtained the bacillus in pure
culture in a number of cases from the lungs, brain, spinal
cord, pus from the sinus frontalis and from the discharges
in conjunctival catarrh; never from the blood or other
organs. (2) This bacdlus grows in the ordinary culture
media of the laboratory (nutrient gelatin, agar-agar, bouillon,
potato, etc ), and such cultures when injected into young
dogs produce a typical distemper whicu is usually fatal.
Old dogs are not susceptible. Dr. Valerio gives an instance
which seems to prove conclusively the infectious nature of
the disease. Two pups, born in a cage in which four
months before a dog inoculated with a culture of the distem-
per had died, promptly contracted the disease and died m a
few days From the brain, spinal cord and lungs the baciUus
was recovered in pure cultures.

The bacillus is not pathogenic for guinea pigs, rabbits or
white mice. In one case only a rabbit had an abscess at the
seat of the infection, from which the bacillus in small num-
bers was obtained.

A, short description of this organism may be of interest.



Itt nutrient gelatin at a temperature of 18°-30° C. after
twenty-four hours pas bubbles appear along the streak of
the needle. On the surface a small white point resembling
wax may be seen. This increases in diameter and depresses
the surface of the gelatin in the center, causing a funnel-
phaped depression, without, however, causing liquefaction.
Even after many months the gelatin is not liquefied.

Microscopical examination shows an oval bacillus, usually
single or in pairs.

On agar-agar at 38''-40'' 0. a white point appears after
twenty-four hours, which spreads, forming a whitish growth
with irregular edges. Microscopical examination shows
bacilli resembling those found in gelatin cultures,

In solidified horse serum the appearances are much the
same as in gelatin, except that gas production is not pro-
nounced.
In liquid horse serum at 18°-20° O. small floc'duli appear at

the bottom of the tube, the bulk of the liquid remaining
clear. Microscopical examination sliows chains of 18-20
elements.

In pepton bouillon after twenty-four hours a uniform tur-
bidity is produced, and after a few days white flocculi

appear at the bottom of the tube. Micro»scopical examina-
tion shows single rods and short chains.
Ob potato at room temperature after twenty-four hours a

while, transparent growth appears.
In milk at room temperature the bacillus grows very well

without causing coagulation. Microscopical examination
shows typical oval forms as they are obtained from the
dog.
The bacillus gives no indol reaction and grows in glucose

bouillon without causing fermentation.
In all culturt^s the bacillus is motile. Sometimes bacilli are

found with enlarged ends containing small spores. The
bacillus stains well by Gram'g method. A few take the stain
uniformly throughout, others a deeper end stain, others occur
with their poles united by a protoplasmic substance which
stains very feebly.

The writer is not aware of any successful attempts to pro-
duce either an artificial immunity in dogs by Pasteur's
method or an anti-toxin for the cure of the disease after it

has developed. In view of the lasting immunity conferred
on dogs by an attack of the disease, it seems very probable
that some such method could be devised

(1) "II Micro Organisrao del Cimurrodel Oane Comraunic.
Preventiva. " (La Olinica Veterinaiia, 30 Marzo, 1895, p.
131.)

(2) "Centralblatt filr Bakteriologie und Parasitenkunde,"
Bd XIX , Heft 18-19.

[For the above we are indebted to Mr. R, B. F. Randolph,
of the Hoagland Laboratory, Department of Bacteriology,
Brooklyn, N. Y.]

Tlie Sportsmen's Association.
In connection with the Sportsmen's Exposition, to be held

in Madison Square Garden beginning on March 13, the
Sportsmen's Association will give a bench show, unique and
specially valuable in that it will be restricted exclusively to

pointers, setters (English, Irish and Gordon), beagles, fox-
hounds and greyhounds, and of these only such as have won
in public trials are eligible to competitiou. Also, there will
be a limit to the total allowed, probably seventy-five. This
show will be an object lesson in field dogs. The qualifica-

tions of eligibility will place the competitors in a recognized
position from the start. Rumors and owners' claims
are nothing if not backed up by records. Its com-
position and purposes are thus strictly in keeping with the
exposition. Those who have eligible dogs should not miss
this rare and important event. It is said that the prize list

will be very liberal. A meeting of the committee to arrange
preliminaries was held in thfr A. K. C. rooms on the 7th
Inst. The members of the committee are: Major J. M.
Taylor, B. Waters and J. Johnson, for the exhibits of setters

and pointers; Hermann F. Schellhass, beagles; Bradford S.

Turpin, foxhounds; L. P. Whiton, for greyhounds; Mr. A.
P. Vredenburgh, chairman. The setters will have classes

for dogs and bitches, for respectively both Derby and all-

aged winners; pointers the same, but as eligibility rests on
field record there will be no division by weight. Beagles
will have classes for dogs and bitches of different heights,

and foxhounds an d greyhounds will have classes for dogs
and. bitches. Also specials for kennels and sire and liis get,

etc., will be offered. Circulars and prize lists will be ready
for distributipn soon.

The,. Westminster Show.
The premium list of the forthcoming annual show of the

Westminster Kennel Club is notewortby for the long list of
specials given in the several classes by the Westminster Club,
the specialty clubs and individuals. The premmms run $15
and |10 or $10 and $5 for puppy and novice classes; $15 for
challenge classes; $15, $10 and $5 for some open classes, and
$30, |10 and |5 for others. The full list will be sent on ap-
plication by Superintendent James Mortimer, No. 66 Beaver
street. New York. The judges are as follows;

St, Bernards and Newfoundlands, Miss A. H. Whitney;
Great Danes, Mr. Charles D. Bernheimer; American fox-
hounds, Mr R D. Perry; Chesapeake Bay dogs, Mr. George
E. Pollock; cocker spaniels, Mr. Andrew Laidlaw; poodles,
Mr. H. W. Lacy; Boston terriers, Mr. Dwight Baldwin;
Dachstiunde, Mr, L. A. Klein; beagles, Mr. George B. Post,
Jr.

;
bulldogs, Mr. John A. Matthews ; mastiffs, bloodhounds,

greyhounds, English foxhounds, pointers, setters, Iribh
water span els, clumber spaniels, field spaniels, whippets,
pugs and toy spaniels, Mr. George Raper; Russian wolf
hounds, deerhounds, collies, old English sheep dogs, all

terriers, schipperkes, Pomeranians, Italian greyhounds and
miscellaneous, Mr. L. P. C. Astley.

Dogs of Constantinople.
The wars of the Constantinople street dogs are eminently

satisfactory from the point of view of the inquirer into an-
imal politics. Theoretically, they are complete examples of
what the rational warfare of animals ought to be, but usually
is not. It has for object either defense or conquest of ter^

ritory, not the mere plundering instinct, or that primitive
desire for making a meat dinner off an enemy which occa-
sionally suggests an attack on weaker neighbors to the
cannibals of the Congo. This civilized and rational warfare
of the Constantinople dogs is due to their territorial instinct.

Certain streets and quarters belong to particular dog com-
munities, which again subdivide their territory among in-

dividuals. In some streets each heap of refuse on to which
the common rubbish of a group of houses is thrown belongs
to one dog, who lies on it, brings up -its puppies on it, and
looks on it as his home. "There were three sweet families

in one street," according to the accouat of a lady who re-

J^ORESl^ Al^t> STREAM,

ceiitly visited Constantinople and though tits dogs most inter-
esting native inhabitants If food becomes scarce in the
next dog "parish" an invasion is planned into a richer
neighborbood, where the rubbish heaps—the Turkish equiv-
alent for dust bins—of a wealthier class of inhabitants prom-
ise to yield better results All the dogs of the invaded ter-

ritory at once muster for resistance, and the fight, which is

not_ organized, but of the rough and tumble order, goes on
until victory declares itself for one side or the other, or until
the inhabitants step out and stone the packs till they separate.
Not unfrequently a street or two are annexed by the in-
vaders; more often the defense is successful. This is always
conducted by a levy en masse, even the puppies joining in
the fray. It is observed that it is only serious invasion
which causes the dogs to fight. A single dog may pass
through a strange quarter, provided he gives himself no airs,

but lies down on his back and sticks up his feet with proper
deference and humility whenever the owners of the street

come up to expel him, According to Turkish tradition,

these street dogs were once most successful in warfare, for
their ancestors fought and beat the devil. Their story is that
when man first appeared on earth, and Satan drew near to

kill him, the dogs attacked and drove away the arch enemy
and preserved the first man. Hence, when u Turk has
broken some minor ordinance of the Koran, he often buys a
few loves of bread, and, stepping out into the road, throws
them in dignified manner—not as an Englishman would
throw them— to the dogs of the street.

—

Loiidon Spe-ctator,

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Mr. W. W. Titus informs us that he will probably start

his pipe factory at Calmer, Iowa, about the middle of this

month, Though engaged in other business than training,

Mr. Titus still maintains an earnest interest in dog matters,

and no doubt will always do so. We heartily wish him
success.

The special prizes offered by the Poodle Club, to be com-
peted for at the forthcoming New York show, are worthy of
the earnest consideration of exhibitors. The Meadow mere
Kennels offer three cups to be competed for at same show.
For information as to particulars, address Mr. Z T. Baker,
13 William street, New York.

Mr. Royal Robinson, Indianapolis, who accepted an in-

vitation to act as one of the judges of the Continental Field
Trials Club at Tupelo, Miss., this week, has notified the

secretary that he has withdrawn his acceptance.

Nothwithstanding the severe business depression of the
past year, the A. K. C. was prosperous and generously sun
ported. In 1895 there were 3,383 registrations. In 1890
there were 3,348, a gain of 65 over the previous year. List-

ings in 1895. l,669;"in 1896, 3,413, which was only exceeded
once, in 1891, when the listings numbered 3,504.

Comrwunicationa for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly detira ble.

CHAIN LESS BICYCLES.
It is significant that after the wide publicity given the idea

of bevel gears for bicyles last year so little is heard of the
subject at present. On all .sides it is conceded that the chain
is apoor means for transmitling Dower, and that its use in-

volves a considerable loss of energy; conseqiienily that some
improved method of converting the force created by each
downward pressure of a man's legs on the pedals of a bicycle
to the multiple turning of a driving wheel is eminently de-
sirable.

To the lay mind, judging from the newspaper reports, it

seemed as if the desideratum had been reached in the bevel
gear, and by some it was expected that an immediate revolu-
tion would result. This assumption has not, however, been
borne out by facts, and the present indications are that, as
heretofore, the vast majority of the bicycles manufactured
will be chain machines.
The natural inference is that the bevel gear in its present

state of development possesses no great advantage over the
common gear It is not likely that difficulties of mechanical
construction alone would prevent its adoptien, for in other
machinery where conditions call for this method of trans-

mission of power the bevel gear is successfully used, and no
very complex form would be required for the bicycle.

At the National Cycle Show in England last month, a
number of devices for doing away with the chain were
shown, but they did not apparently occupy an important
place in the exhibition, or arouse any special enthusiasm.
The most prominent, and also the most practical, was? the
Acoteus chainless bicycle exhibited by the Metropole Com-
pany,

This is the bicycle upon which Riyierre, the French long-
distance racer, did such good work. In this the power is

transmitted by means of a hollow shaft, furnished at either
end with cog wheels cut on the bevel, which engage with
similar cog wheels upon crank and driving wheel axles. The
hollow shaft runs on ball bearings situated under the gear
wheels at either end, and the stay on the gear side of the bi-

cycle passes through it. In appearance it is very neat, and
it has the further advantage of being practically dust proof.
The speeding up of the mechanism is mainly affected by the
disparity in size between the wheel on the pedal shaft and
that in connection with it, but a variation in the size of the
other cog wheels causes a slight additional gearing up. No
arrangement has been made for cbanging the gear, though
this feature has received attention. Elsewhere several in-

ventions were shown in which double wheels of different

size, designed to be quickly thrown in or out of gear, were
the common feature, but for varying gear in the chainless
bicycle interchangeable cog wheels would seem to be the
more practical. A bevel gear, in which rollers took the
place of cogs, was also shown by an English company, and
a so-called ball-bearing bevel gear was the feature of a Dan-
ish, exhibit. Among other substitutes for the chain was a
mechanical device In which two cylindrical disks, running
in vertical planes and a'.tached to the axles of the cranks and
driving wheel, "were connected with each other by short re-

ciprocating rods working in sockets near the peripheries of
each wheel.
In another arrangement the power was transmitted through

tubes with a semi-circular channel by means of balls which
followed an endless circuit, passing over both sprocket

wheels, which were cut with semi-circular spaces to hold th
balls. The general opinion after an examination of thes
devices seems to be that the French invention comes nearest
the practical solution of the problem of bevel gear for

bicycles. The advocates of this machine, however, who are
willing as a test of the sincerity of their convictions to go to
the extent of investing in a wheel were not Tery much in

evidence.

Novelties.

Among other novelties exhibited at the English National
Cycle Show were tires in which shark's skin takes the place
of rubber in the composition of the cover; also tires made
from a string of rubber disks, threaded alternately with
smaller disks of cork, and enveloped in a covering similar to
that of an ordinary pneumatic tire, except that it is not in-
flated

; pumps for tires, which are operated by grasping the
saddle and working the seat pillar up and down in the tube
which carries it; bicycles propelled by rear drivers. With a
sun and planet movement operated by swinging levers,
which give an elliptical action to the pedals; a balance action
machine, which has four wheels in line, and which it is

said "may embody an excellent principle," but the complica-
tion and unwieldiness of the structure place it outside the
range of practical mechanics; and last, but not least, some
of the old high bicycles, 54in. ' 'ordinarie;^" with pneumatic
tires.

"

The special meeting of the Lake Y. R. A. on Sa,turday

,

promises to be quite as interesting as the recent annual meet-*
ing at which the "hurumfrodite" rule of a dift'erent standard
midship section for each class was passed. As we stated at-'

the time, this compromise was too absurd to be allowed to\

stand, and the matter will be positively settled in one yfny or
another at the coming meeting. A great deal of feeling has
arisen among the Luke yachtsmen, some of the leading, mem-
bers of the Victoria Y. C, in concert with Com. Berriman,
of Chicago, opposing all attempts to restrict the fin-keel in
any class whatever.
So far as existing interests on Lake Ontario are concerned,

there is now no cause whatever for any further dispute, as
the proposers of the 35 per cent, hmit have agreed; in fact

this was done at the Rochester meeting to exclude the 37ft.

class, and they never intended the restriction to apply to the
22ft. cla^s. This takes out of the fight entirely Hiawatha,
we believe the only fin-keel in the 37ft. class, and also dis-

poses of the attempt to represent the 33ft, class fins as mar-
tyrs. The only other yacht affected by the limitation of the:

midship section is Canada, and as she is owned by the pro-
posers of the rule she offers no bar to its adoption with the
provision which they are willing to make, that she shall pay
a fair handicap for her smaller section.

We are not posted as to the grounds for the opposition
from Chicago, save that last winter, when the new yacht
was first designed for international honors on the lakes, it

was decided to make hec- a fin-keel of the size and general
type of the Herreshoff Niagara and Isolde. It will be r*'

membered that when, after the yacht was partly completed,
a challenge was sent by Com. Berriman and the Lincoln
Park Y. C. to the Royal Canadian Y. C, the
latter declined to build to the size of Vencedor, about
53ft. r.l., on the ground that a yacht of this,,size and
adequate draft, particularly a fln-keel, was unsuited to
the waters of Lake Ontario, and would prove destructive to
the largest existing class, 43ft, r.l. The resulting compro-
mise will be remembered; the challenging yacht—Canada

—

being in the 43tt. class, while Vencedor was limited to not
less than 43ft. l.w.l. length, nor over 45ft. r.l. While Vence-
dor was of the extreme fin type and construction, Canada
was a cutter of very hollow section, but of the usual con-
struction, with deep oak keel and planking carried down,
nearly to the lead keel. •

,'

In f.pite of the position so strongly taken by the R. C. Y.
C, last year in the matter of size, Com. Berriman has been
anxious to race this coming season in yachts of 55ft. r.l. and
of the fin- keel type; but the R. C. Y. 'C. has gone even fur-
ther than last year after its experience with Canada, and is

not only unwilling to build out of the 43ft. class, but also
wishes to prohibit the fin-keel entirely.

There can be no question that the best interests, of yacht-
ing, both on Lake Ontario alone and through the chain of
lakes, will be served by the prohibition of the fin -keel and
the retention of the racing in the 42ft. class, for the reason
that there are very few of th.e active sailing men who can
afford to build the modern racing machine of excessive
draft, limited accommodation arid "useless save for racing, of
whicti there is thus far not enough to warrant the construc-
tion of a yacht for it alone.

So far as sport is concerned, it cannot be claimed for a
moment that the racing suffers in any way because both,
sides are limited to a certain minimum area of section; it re-
quires just as much skill on the part of the designer to turn
out a yacht of Defender's section as one with the section of
Jubilee or Pilgrim. The difference in spetd between the two
types might be a controlling factor on the coast or in Eng-
land, where the conditions make it impossible to bar the fin-

keel, but as between boats of but one type racing together
this difference would not be apparent to the expert obseryer.
If, for instance, the fln-keel were barred on the Lakes and
two new boats were built this year to the proposed limit of
midship section, of the latest construction and rigging, no
one could tell in seeing them raced that they were materially
slower than two flu-keels. This past year, it will be, re-
membered, the boat of comparatively full section actually
defeated the extreme fln-keel.

The Lake yachtsmen have a good deal at stake in this-

matter. While the present outlook for yachting is most en^
couraging as compared with the past, it is plain enough that
there i^ much yet to be done to place yacht racing on a firm,
and satisfactory basis on fresh water. If, with the example
of the Atlantic clubs before them, in which, in spite of thea
many wealthy yachtsmen, it is hard to keep up a few per^
manent classes even in the smaller sizes, they adopt the ex-

'

treme racing machine, it means that the racing will be lim-
ited to occasional syndicates, and will no longer be the sport"
of men of moderate means. If, on the other hand, they are '

willing to work together harmoniously in the effort to re-
strain that fever of outbuilding which is the bane of modern
racing; to limit the size according to the local conditions; to
encourage a type that is capable of other uses than mere
racing, and, as proposed by the Queen City Y. C, to be
first in a new field by placing a wholesome limit on cou-
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uctioQ—there is no good reason wby yachting and yacht
3ing should not beeome generally popular on the great in-

id seas.

A.T its last meeting the Royal Canadian Y. C. , of Toronto,
cided to abolish its present 18ft. class, and to replace it

th a 20ft. claas, according to the legulations of the Sea-
mhaka C. Y, C and the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. A
scial prize of $100 will be given for the best boat of the

w class, and it is hoped to have several at Montreal for the
al races of the R. St. L. Y. C.

THE LAKE Y. R. A.

A.T the request of three members of the council a special

teting of the Lake Yacht Racing Association will be held
the Tiflft House, Buffalo, N. Y., on Saturday, Jan. 16,

2 P. M., for the purpose of considering and passing on
; foUoviing amendments and additions to the sailing rules
the Association:
1. The Royal Canadian Yacht Club has given notice that
will move at above meeting that Rule III of the racing

Mea be amended by substituting 150 for 125 in the second
ragraph of section 2, and by striking out the following
)rds in such paragraph, "but any yacht built prior to No-
mber 7, 1896, which by reason of being required to meas-
3 with crew on board shall exceed the upper limit of the
Lss in which she has previously sailed shall be permitted
continue to sail in such class, provided her measurement
s not been increased since that date, but shall give time
owance from her actual r. 1 , notwithstanding any pro-
sion to the contrary in Rule VII "

2. The Queen City Yacht Club has given notice that it

II move that Rule IV. of the sailing rules be struck out
d the following substituted therefor: "The area of the
mersed midship section of any yacht over 27 feet r. 1.,

ilt after November 7, 1896, or brought to the Lakes after

it date, when in racing trim shall not be less than 35 per
Qt. of the beam at l.w.l., multtplii'd by the extreme.
Eift wherever found, exclusive of centerboard, if it be not
ward weighted for ballast.

3. The Queen City Y. C and Royal Canadian Y. C. joint-
give notice that they will move that the following be in-

•ted as Rule V. in the Racing Rules, and that the present
lie V. be numbered Rule VI. , and so on. "The frame
abers, keels and planking in all wooden yachts built after
)v. 7, 1896, or brought to the lakes after that date, shall
restricted to the minimum sizes in the table below* and
it the council of the Y. R. U. of the G. L. shall settle the
)le above mentioned, and that when so settled and notifi-

tion thereof given to the secretary of the Lake Y. R A.,
ch table shall be inserted in the said rule and become part
ereof ; and that the council of the Y. R. U. of the 6. L.
recommended to employ an expert to advise on said
3le."

4. The Royal Canadian Y. C. gives notice that the foUow-
5 be added to Rule VII. of the Racing Rules as Sec. 2
ereof: "The Council may from time to time require that

J yacht built prior tn Nov. 7, 1896, the midship section
which is less than 35 per cent, of the beam at l.w.l., mul-
led by the extreme draft wherever found, exclusive of cea-
rboard, if it be not a board weighted for baUast, shall give
L allowance of time in addition to any time required by the
les, such additional time to be fixed by said Council "

5. The Royal Canadian Y. C. gives notice that Sec. 3 of
ale XIV. is to be amended by striking out the words "of
ift. r. 1. or under," and also the words, "a»d must be
anned by Corinthians, except that any yacht may carry
id use her regular professional crew."

On Jan. 5 a meeting of the sailing committee of the Royal
madian Y. C. was held, at which the following resolution
as adopted

:

"That in the event of the Royal Canadian Y. C receiving
challenge for an international race this year, and in the
^ent of Canada being chosen to defend the challenge, the
oyal Canadian Y. 0. will not require the challenging yacht
comply with the rule of the Yacht Racing Union of the

freat Lakes restricting the area of the midship section, nor
ill it require the challenging yacht's midship section to be
a greater coefficient than that of Canada."

ia addition to the above, those members of the R. C. Y. C.
ho built and raced Canada last season have prepared for
esentation at the meeting a deed of gift by which the
Iver cup won by Canada from Vencedor is made a per-
;tual international challenge trophy for yachts of the Great
akes.

The Queen City Y. C. also held a meeting, at which the
)llowing resolutions were adopted

:

That in the opinion of the Q. C. Y. 0. the compromise
otion passed at the last meeting of the L. Y. R A, limit-

e; the coefficient in the several classes to certain at present
aknown quantities, as represented in the boats named, is

jt in the best interests of yachting, and will not be accepted
/ the majority of owners and intending builders.

That the Q. C. Y. C. is still opposed to the restriction of
iC coefficient or any other element that shall prohibit in the
Ti t. and 22ft classts the bulb-fin or any other type of yacht
present in use.

That it is desirable that the keel, frames and planking of
1 new yachts shall be limited to certain minimum sizes, to

i tabulated by the Association, that will, while leaving the
;ope to the designer, at the same time insure a safe ana sea-
orthy construction.

That the Q. C. Y. C. favors a restriction of the coefficient

I the larger classes to 35 per cent., when coupled with the
reposition as to scantling and the additional provision that
1 existing yachts below that limit shall give time to the
ilait of — seconds per mile for each unit of differpnce.

That in view of the unsatisfactory result of the Rochester
leeting the Council be requested to take such measares as
ill lead to a reconsideration of the whole subject.

On Jan. 5 a meeting of the Victoria Y. C. was held at
amilton, at which the club's delegates to the L Y. R. A.,
lessrs. George Webster, Wm. Burnside and T. L. Stephens,
ere instructed to oppose the amendments proposed for that
leeting, and also to object to the recognition of the delegates
om the Kingston Y. C. Com. E C. Berriman, Lincoln
ark Y. C, of Chicaoo, owner of Vencedor, was elected a
ifcmber, and also G F. Anderson, of Sandusky, O. It was
iggested that in the event of the amendments being passed
e Victoria Y. C. should withdraw from the L, Y. R. A.

;

Jt this was opposed by most of the members,

' In the event of 1 ttis amendment bein^ accepted, a table of scant-
Dg will be prepared by competent parties.

.American Model T. C.

The conditions governing the Outing cup for model
yachts have just been amended to read as follows

:

First—This cup is donated by the Outing Publishing Com-
pany, and shall be known as the Outing Model Yacht Per-
petual Challenge Cup.

Second—The objects of this cUp are to stimulate the build-

ing of sailing models of actual btiildable proportions, such as

can be enlarged up to yachts of actual size, and it is to be
competed for as hereinafter directed.

,

Third—The cup is open to any member of any model yacht
club in the United States or Canada, or any individual
owner of a model yacht.
Fourth—All challenges must be received by the individual

holding the cup at least thirty days prior to the date proposed
by the challenge. The challenged party shall name a place
for a race within ten daj'^s of the receipt of the challenge.

A copy of all challenges, and replies thereto, must be for-

warded to the chairman regatta committee of the American
Model Yacht Club, whose name and address are appended
to thece conditions.

Fifth—In case the holder of the cup does not acknowledge
the receipt of the challenge, and be on hand on the day pro-
posed by the challenger and the place named by the chal-

lenged party, or any agreed date and place to defend the

cup, nor consummate any agreement as to a lime and a

place for a race within thirty days after the receipt of chal-

lenge, he shall forfeit the cup to the challenger.

Sixth -All challenges must specify the name and address
of the owners, the l.w.l, length and greatest beam wbf-rever

found, and name of challenging yacht An excess of over
2in by officia.1 measurement (on the day of the race) of the
'length so specified shall bar a yacht from competing.

Seventh—In event of more than one challenge being in

hand at one time, the earliest received shall have precedence
over the second, the second over the third, etc

Eighth—Models challenging for the cap must not be less

than 35in. or exceed 48in. on l.w.l. Beam not to exceed one-

third the l.w.l, length.

The racins; rules of the American Model Yacht Club, of

Brooklyn, N Y., shall govern all races sailed for this cup,

and the regatta committee of that club will have charge of

the races when sailed in the vicinity of New York.
In case the cup shotild be won hy anyone residing at a dis-

tance from the city and a challenge be received, a committee
shall be chosen from some local yachting organization, if

possible, who shall provide themselves with a copy of the
American Model Y. C. sailing rules and govern the races ac-

cordingly.

The Payne Bill Again.
Afteb a long rest, in which it has had the opportunity to

study some more failures in the shape of American-built steam
yachts, and some verj" fine examples of the Clyde work, the
Marine Journal takes the Payne bill again, as follows:

The Marine Journal respectfully appeals to the Senate of the
United Sta.es to pass House bill 8038, which is on the Senate calendar
and which passed the House at the last session witti liut one dissent-
ing vote. This bill amends section 4,216 of the revised .staixues and
reads as follows: '

•'Section 4,a16.—Yachts belonsing to a regularly organized yacht
club of any foreign nation which shall extend like prn-ileges to the
yachts of the United .Mares shall have the privilege of entering or
leaving any port of the United Slates without entering or clearing
at tne Custom House 'hereof or paying tonnage tax, provided that
theprivileges of this section shull not extend to any yacht built out-
side of the United States, and otvned, chartered or used by a citizen
of the United States, unless such oivnerahip or charter was acquired
prior to the passage of this act."
The amenament is iu itaMes and is intended to equalize the owning

and optrating of yachts built abroad, as the owners of such yachts
not only receive tne advantage oC underpaid mechanics in building
on the other side, but are also enabled under existing law to navigate
tneir yachts with cheap foreign officers and to ignore the United
Slates inspection laws which have for their object the safety of life

and properly m steam vessels, and this while tney fly the American
flag over sui^h vessels.
Since this bill was introduced in the House four of the largest class

of steam yachts have been built abroad for Arneiican owners at an
estimated cost of $2,OCK),0(iO, and these craft are exempt from all port
charges or tax of any kind whatever. All the designers, builders and
mechanics engaged in yacht construction in thn United Staiea ask is

that the American who goes abroad to build his yacht shall pay equal
pore charges with an American of a foreign-built mercnant vessel. The
Senate cannot do the industry of yacht ouilding a greater act of jus-
tice than by indorsing the action of the House in amending Section
4,-m a. S. at once.

We have already shown that this bill is not in the interest

of the American yacht designer, the drafting being largely
done by underpaid imported labor in American yards ; nor
is it to any material extent in the interests of the American
mechanic; those who would profit by it are the builders,

who after many years of trial demonstrated their inability

to turn out the class of vessels which yachtsmen demand.
Not a few of the "designers, builders and mechanics" men-
tioned by the Marine Journal as so solicitous for the passage

of this bill were born under the British ensign, though they
have found it profitable to adjourn to this side of the At-
lantic,

The mischievous character of this bill is not at once ap-

parent on the face, nor does the Marine Journal aid in disr

closing it. It is not merely that the owners of foreign-built

yachts would be compelled to pay a certain sum, large or

small, but that they would have to go through certain sei

formalities almost every time they got under way. Take,
for instance, such a yacht as Minerva or Clara, brought here

by an American owner for the encouragement of sport and
the improvement of design and construction. If, after en-

tering and clearing at the port of New York, she should
start with the fleet of the New York Y. C. on its cruise, she
could go no further than the next customs district without
being liable to heavy penalties unless she entered at the cus-

tohi house of that district While the rest of the fleet, after

a night at Morris Cove, was on its way to Newport, the im-
ported yacht would be involved in all the red tape of the

New Haven or New London custom house
The same thing applies to steam yachts under the law as

proposed ; their owners would be unable to use them in

American waters on account of the endless and interminable
succession of formalities in passing from one customs district

to another.

As applied to sailing yachts the law is absolutely unneces-
sary and positively bad; there is now no importation of Brit-

ish sailing yachts, not even enough to keep up a healthy
competition; and the law, if passed, would prevent entirely

such beneficial experiments as the importation of Clara,

Stranger and Minerva.
As "^applied to steam yachts, the law would have two

results : it would keep some of the large yachts, such as

Varuna, Margarita II. and Mayflower, constantly in foreign

waters, where they now are, and it would prevent some

.
I

Americans from building at all when confronted with the
alternative of a Columbia, a Thespia or an Electra, or no
yacht at all.

If the Marine Jotirnal is really ready to resume the fight

for the Payne bill, we hope that it will at last take up our
challenges of last spring and tell who designs the alleged

American steam yachts, and what they are worth when
completed.

^

Where Our Spars Come From.
Most of our large vessel spars for several years past have

come from Oregon and Washington, and are cut from the
tree generally known as the Oregon fir. Spars have been
sent here of extraordinary size, one measuring 38in. in diam-
eter; another spar was 172ft long. The average length of
these spars is about 90ft , and the diameter from 22 to 23in.

The smaller spars are brought from New Hampshire, Ver-
mont or Canada, but probably not 25 per cent of the total

used here come from these sections, the rest coming from the
Pacific Coast The Oregon fir spar has a great advantage
over the white pine mast used some years ago, inasmuch as

it has greater strength, and hence less diameter is required
for the same height. Shippers have sent some fir decking
planks along with the spars in the past, but ship-builders

claim it is inferior to white pine and are not using as much
as they were. The cut of the Pacific States has as yet liardly

made any impression on their timber supply. The lumber
cut not alone furnishes the markets of that section to a con-
siderable extent, but also is shipped to the Atlantic seaboard
States, to western South America and European ports. Ore-
gon pine, in short, has come to be quite a staple commercial
wood England imports considerable quantities of this and
California redwood. In our own markets these Pacific

coast woods have for some time played a prominent part,

and each year seems to develop something new.

—

Marine
Journal.

New Yachts.
Thus far the numerous eager New York yachtsmen who

were only awaiting the speedy settlement of tbe draft ques-
tion before placing their orders have shown the traditional

backwardness in coming forward, and but one yacht, the 51-

Jooter for Mr. Hoyt, is under way. In Boston there is going
up a fleet that, though of small size, at least promises good
racing. Lawley Son have two new orders for knocka-
bouts: one a racing boat for Frank E. Peabody. an old rac-

ing man; the other for Samuel Noyes, Jr. Bo Peep has been
sold to Mr. Pick man, of Beverly, and the new 19ft. c. hi
knockabout in the shops has been sold to J. P. Morgan, Jr.,

of New Rochelle. Two new knockabouts are now well un-
der way in the shops: the Pardon boat for Walter Burgess,
and the other 24ft. keel boat for Mr. Proctor. The firm has
just booked a larger order for one of the handy steam yachts
for which it is noted. She is for Mr. Spoor, of Chicago, and
will be 105ft. over all, 87ft. 1. w. 1., 15ft. 6in. beam, 6ft. 6in.

draft, of composite construction and with triple expansion
engine, with schooner rig,

"FULL TO THE BKIM."
One of W. H. Mullin's Double-Ender Pleasure Boats.
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YACHT bESIGNING—XII.

BY W, P. STEPHENS.

[Continued from page 35.]

The model shown in Fig. 31 is of unknown origin, an old-

time fishing schooner with the cod's head and mackerel's tail.

It will be noticed that the topsides amidships have a slight

tim^Meliome, the breadth at the upper side of the third lift

being greater than the breadtb on deck. The model is of

white pine, Sl-Jin, long, the scale being |in. to the foot, so

that the vessel herself would be about 60ft. "on the keel," as

these craft were measured. The model is a typical one in

that it represents only the form of the inner surface of the

planking, and not the complete exterior surface of the ves-

sel. The stem, keel, sternpost, rudder, centerboard and
masts are left entirely to the imagination. The model was
cut by the builder, every third frame station was marked on
it at intervals of 3iu., equal to 6ft. in the vessel; it was taken
apart, the lifts being fastened by the two dowels sliown, and
the half breadths at each station were measured with a car-

penter's rule and marked in pencil on the lifts. From these

rough offsets the lines were laid down on the mould loft floor

and the moulds for the frames were made. The exact shape
of stem, keel, rudder, etc, and the location of the center-

board and masts, were all determined by the builder as the

work progressed, and no record of them was made on the

model. In all probability, no drawing was ever made.
The method of drawing without the actual model, of per-

forming all the operations of cutting and drawing the sec-

tions by means of the imaginary planes described in the
previous chapter instead of the material saw, is not only
easier when once understood, but more rapid, thorough and
conclusive. In order to explain this method in a very short

time and with few words, the models shown in Figs. 20, 22
and 23 were made by the writer for use in the lecture men-
tioned in a previous chapter. Fig. 20 is merely the usual

half model of a yacht—in this case an attempt to copy by
eye the then new wonder, G-loriana, Fig. 22 represents the

same model in skeleton, the section at each station being cut

out of cardboard and mounted on a wire in its true position

relative to its fellows. The outlines of the model were formed
by wires lashed to the proper points on the cardboard sec-

tions, and other wires v?ere run to represent the "load water-

line" and the "middle bow-buttock line." The large wires sup-

porting the sections were fastened in the bottom of a box,

the front and top being absent, the wires being parallel to

the back of the box. The dropping of the stern shown in

the figure is due merely to a collision in the process of pho-
tographing, and is not the serious and irremediable defect

that is too often seen in even prominent yachts.

The immediate purpose of these two models was to pre-

sent directly to the eye the solid model, with its curved
surface free" from all lines, as in Fig. 20, and the same sur-

face as indicated by the mere skeleton of lines formed by the

edges of the sections and the wires. From these two it is

hoped that the reader, even though unfamiliar with the

imaginative processes of marine drafting, will grasp the

idea of the cutting of lines from the surface of a solid by
imaginary planes

The various intersecting or auxiliary/ planes in this case

are indicated on the different sides of the box surrounding
the skeleton model.- There are first the vertical planes

across the model, indicated by the cardboard sections, by
vertical lines on the back of he box; and corresponding lines

across the bottom, as in Fig 23. Then there are the hori-

zontal planes, indicated by the lines on the back and ends

of the box, the upper one also by the wire representing the

load toaterline. Then there is the vertical plane parallel to

the back of the box, indicated by a vertical line on each

end and a horizontal line on the bottom, as well as by the

wire representing the middle how-butt-ock line.

The Inies being thus cut from the surface, the next step is

their projection on the sides of the box, the coordinate planes.

From the wire representing the l.w.l, a silk thread is run
vertically at each station to the bottom of the box, indicat-

ting the projection of the l.w.l. on the bottom, as better

shown in Fig". 23. The projection of the bow-buttock line on
the back of the box is plainly visible in both figures. The
projections of the outlines of the different cardboard sections

on the ends of the box were originally indicated by silk

threads drawn from points along each section to its corre-

sponding projection. In order to make this part perfectly

clear, the seciions from the middle forward are projected

on the end next the bow, and those from the middle aft on

the end next the stern.

The relation of the solid model to the skeleton, and of the

lines composing the skeleton to their corresponding pro-

jections on the various sides of the box, being now clearly

understood, we may go a step further by folding back the

sides and the bottom of the box (Fig. 23), which are hinged

to the back, until they are all In one plane, coincident with

the surface of the drafting table, showing, if our work has

been sufficiently clear, the final relation between the sides of

the box on which the lines of our model have been pre jected

and the flat drawing of the designer.

In the skeleton model comparatively few lines are shown,
for the sake of clearness, hut in Plate I. the same design

—

Fig. 23—is shown on a larger scale and with all the neces-

sary lines of a complete drawing. From this time on the

original conception of the solid model may be relegated to

a secondary place, and we wiU deal directly with the

flat drawing on paper and its numerous straight and curved

lines; through these alone, by practice, being enabled to see

in imagination the solid form of the vessel.

In examining the different lines we will take up first those

which form the basis or foundation of the drawing rather

than the shape of the model, bpginning with the base line.

This is a horizontal line parallel to the lower edge of the

paper, and forming the bottom of each of the three plans,

though in Fig. 24 it is represented at the top of the half-

brPAidth plan. This is the first line drawn in beginning a de-

sign. Parallel to the base fine in the sheer plan and body
plan are numerous straight lines known as level lines, or

sometimes as waterlines, the former term being the more
exact. One of these lines, the load icaierlir.e, commonly de-

noted by the letters l.w.1., is of special importance as the

initial point of every modern design. The term waterline is

manifestly correct when applied to the level lines below the

l.w.l., but is less directly applicable to those above; for this

reason it is preferable to use the term level line to cover all of

these lines, whether above or below water. The level lines

are designated in various ways, there being no one recog-

nized method; sometimes they are numbered continuously

from the top or from the bottom, sometimes the l.w.l, is

called No. 1, the numbers running downward from it and
those above being lettered. We have found it convenient to

designate the load wateHine as l.w.l. and to number down-

ward, the first below it being called Wl, the next ^2, etc.

The first above the I w 1. is called A, the second B, etc.

The level lines are invariably straight in the sheer and
body plans, and they may be drawn in at the will of the de-
signer, being spaced at equal intervals, usually some even
figure, as 6in , 1ft., 2ft., etc

,
according to the size of the

drawing. In the half-breadth plan the level lines are a] ways
curved, unless the vessel be a scow, and they are drawn in
as other portions of the work are advanced.
Next in importance come the stations, or square stations,

the former term being sufficiently definite and thus prefer-
able. These lines are straight and vertical in both the sheer
plan and the half-breadtfu plan, and, like the level lines, they
may be located at will and drawn inwithjthe very beginning
of the design. In the body pMn, however, they are curved,
and can ouly be drawn in later.

In the location and designation of the stwti-ons there is no
uniformity, as already explained; in the old models they
were located where the frames were to come in the vessel,
and this practice is still followed by many
The starting point for laying off the stations on the old

models was the midship section., or dead flat. In nearly all

the old vessels there was what was termed a straight of
breadth, or dead flat, the mirtdle portion of the vessel being
of one uniform size and seqtion for an appreciable distance

iiiethod, and locate the stations in conformity with thu

frames, but there are good reasons against doing this. Fo ?

purposes of calculation it is necessary that the under wate
portion of the, hull shall be divided into some number o
equal spaces or intermls, and also that there shall be' an ever

number ot spaces. Taking then the two ends of the l.w.l.

we can divide the distance hptween them into 8, 10, 12 or l(i

equal parts. A, division of 10 is most commonly used, as i

gives quite enough stations; in fact, 8 is usually enough, bu\'

of all divisions we prefer 12 Itwdl be found convenient it.i

first getting the "design into form to use a small number o:)

stations, but when it comes to the final fairing a larger num
'

ber is necessary. If 12 in.tervals be used, all of the prelimi

nary work can be done by omitting each alternate station

leaving 6 to work rn, then in fairing the onaitted station;

will be run in. If 10 be used the half will be 5, an unever
number that cannot be used for the calculations If 8 inter

vals be used, the half, 4, makes too few stations; and if 8 b(

'

used for the prelimmary work, twice this number, 16

makes additional work in the final fairiiig, taking off off

sets, etc., and is no more accurate than 12. We will thei

divide our I w.l. into 12 equal parts, continuing the same,

division along the prolongation of the I.w.l. at each end, si)

as to include the overhangs.
It is j robable that this spacing will not bring the stationf

Fig- 32.

before beginning to tap^r toward how and stem. The sec-

lion at this portion, necessarily the greatest cross section of

the vessel, was termed the midship section, or dead flat, and
the mould for this section served for several frames at least.

The terms straight of breadth and dead flat are now obsolete

so far as yachts are concerned, and largely so in other vessels,

but the term midship sectio?i is still retained, and always will

be. Unfortunately the term itself is incorrect and rather

misleading; the midship section is not the section amidships,

at the middle of the vessel; it is very seldom indeed that it is

located there; formerly it was forward of the middle, now
it is invariably aft. It is in reality the section of greatest

hreadth, and might much more properly be termed the beam
section than the midsldp section.

It if seldom, however, that the greatest breadths on the

different level lines occur at the same station. In order to

coincident with the mo.et desirable spacing of the frame
when we come to bnil'1, but this is Sr%€ry, small matter. A
present we are concerned simply with the drafting of th>

outside of the hull and not the construction. This portioi

of the work properly done ^nd the lines complete on thi

board, or laid down on the mould loft floor, it is merely a mat
ter of a few hours' drawing to run in the extra lines of tht

frames or moulds at the required points.

As in other similar matters, there is no uniformity ohserved
in designating the various stations, but the numbering begini

at the fore side of the stem at deck, at the fore end of thi

l.w.l., or even at the after end of the design The best sy-

tem is that shown in Plate I,, the station at the fore end c

the l.wll. being numbered 0 and that at the after end 12

These two and their intermediate stations are the ones usee

in the calculations, and the numbering is thus in uniformitj

Fig. 23.

obtain an easy entrance, the designer carries the point of

greatest breadth on his l.w.l. well aft of the middle, and to

obtain at the same time an easy run he begins to cut away
forward of the middle down toward the keel. This is shown
in Plate I., the greatest breadth on deck being at Station 7,

while the greatest breadth on the different level lines as we
go downward approaches nearer to Station 6. The dotted

line, m s, between Stations 7 and 6 in the half-breadth plctn,

shows the position of the largest transverse section of the

yacht. This section is calletl a raking midship section, as the

breadths on each successive level line are not in the same
vertical, but in an inclined line. The true midship section,,

as will be shown later when we come to the subject of the

proper distribution of the bulk through a curve of areas, is

at the widest part of this curve, or in the present case just

forward of Station 7.

In the old models and drawings the midship section, this

clearly defined point of location of the largest frame, was,

the initial point for the laying off of the stations, and they

were spaced forward and aft from it at intervals of one, two
or three frame spaces. The midship section was indicated by
this mark El or a similar one; the frames forward of it

were denoted by letters, a, b, c, etc. , and those abaft it by

numbers, 1, 2, 3, etc ; thus a lettered frame was always in

tbe fore body and a numbered one in the after body. In Fig.

21 the stations are marked in this manner: the midship sec
tion thus Si , the next station forward being c, the two
frames a and b being omitted, and similarly aft, 3, 6, etc.

In most of the work of the old shipyards the l. w.l. was
never considered ; it was not used in any way for measure-

ment or tonuage, the hngth on keel or on deck being of far

more importance, and the base line of the model or drawing

was often the bottom of keel or the rabbet line, the level lines

being thus out of parallel with the l.w.l. and the stations out

of square to it.

In modern vessels, and -especially in the sailing yacht, the

l.w.l. is of the first importance; even in cruising craft the

proper displacement can only be decided on by first assum-

ing some waterline at which the yacht shall float, and in

racing craft, in addition to the necessity for some exact

amount of di.^placement, the 1 w.l. is the most important

factor of measurement. Instead, then, of beginning at the

midship section, wc will take the load waterline and estab-

lish our first station at its fore end, where it intersects the

line of the stem or keel, from this point laying off all of our

stations.

At first sight it might seem desirable to follow the old

with the method followed in the calculations: that of Hi

multipliers used in calculating the position of the 0 B, C .

K, etc. Abaft the l.w.l. the numbering is continued for tl

stations of the counter; forward we have found it convenien
to use the alphabet reversed, Z for the first station fcarward c

the l.w.l., Y for the second, etc., as shown; there are se Idoc'

more than three such stbtions. It would be mere natural t

use A, B, C, etc. , for the fore end of the yacht, but this

confusing, the same letters being already used for the uppe
level lines.

This method of division and marking makes it an eas
matter, to compare different drawings. No 0 is always th

fore end of the! w.l.,.No 12 the after end, and No. 6 thI

middle. If the last station is No. 15, it shows that the aft*

overhang covers at least three intervals, or is of one quarte;

the length of the l.w.l. ; Z is the station just forward of th
l.w.l.. No. 4 is at a certain place in the fore body, and No
in. the after body. To appreciate the advantage of followiuji

some ouQ system, it is only necessary to attempt to compar
three dra'Wings: one with the stations marked in this waj
one with all numbers beginning at the extreme point of th

bow, and one with the, fore end of the l.w.l. numbered 1

The base line, level lines and stations are arb.trary line

that may be located by the designer at will; we will no\
take up another set of lines, those which indicate the bounc
ing surfaces of the half model.
The first of these is the keel line in the sJieer plan, or, for

broader term, the keel contour. This line shows the outsid

of the stem, keel, sternpost, rudder and counter, as projecte
on the sheer plan. The projection of the same parts in th;

half breadth and body plans is called the side line. It usualli

happens in modern yachts that the lower part of the kee
does not present a flat bottom and two straight sides, S'

shown in the figure; but that the angle is boldly rounded off

the section of the,bottom of the keel being sometimes a semi
circle. It is most convenient, however, to draw the kee
with a flat bottom and a positive angle, as in the figure, i"

order to get a side line for the ending of the stations, Afte^

other parts are completed, the rounding-off of the corners c
the keel to any desired extent may be. drawn ini as in th
present plans. .

The side line shows the Tialf breadth of the stem, keel, etc

at the outer and lower surfaces.'

.

The highest line of the sheer plan We will call the slm
lim, rgpresenting4he upper :edge of rail, bulwa,rk or dect.

as the case may-be. There are at this part of the vessel

number of luaes that are usually shown: the upper and lowe

"i



edges of the rail, the upper and lower edges of the planTc-

sheer (or outer strake of the deck), and possibly the line of

moulding, gilt stripe, etc. Some of these lines belong solely

to the construction, and though they are usually shown in

the main design they have no place there. We propose to

leave to their proper place in the construction drawings all

such lines, and for the sake of clearness and simplicity to deal

here only with those lines necessary to define the forrh of

the hull Until a recent period, some of these lines were
necessary because of changes of exterior form about the bul-

warks and rail ; the former being set in a little from the
planksheer edge, and having an independent flare from that of

the hull proper. In all modern yachts, whether of wood or

steel, the bulwarks are simply a continuation of the fair

line of the side; the only lines visible to the eye are the

rail and the moulding or gold stripe, and there is nothing to

show the height of the bulwark above the deck, or where
the two join. All that the designer need concern himself
with for the present is the rail, as it shows to the eye above
the paint of the topside, and the moulding or stripe which
he will use at some distance below it (not necessarily just

at the deck) as a foil to it and to break the surface of the

torsides This upper line of all, the top of the rail, we will

call the slieer line. It is sometimes convenient to run in

also the line of the upper edge of the planksheer or deck, as

in the present case. The center line of the middle of the
deck is also shown. The sheer line appears in the body
plan, forming the upper ending of the stations.

The same line is known in the half-breadth plan as the deck

line; at least it will be convenient to call it such As in the
sheer plan, more than one line may be drawn here, the half

breadth of the top of rail, top and bottom of bulwarks, and
top of planksheer, but so many lines are only confusing and
entirely unnecessary; we will dispense with all but one, the
intersection of the outer surface of the planking, plating or
bulwark with the upper side of the rail. There will really

be rounded moulding to the rail and not a sharp edge, but
this may be disregarded. This line will not always be the
true deck line, but it is convenient and sufficiently aceurate
to call it 60. There is another small line, the intersection of

the main surface of the counter with the after surface,

which appears as a curved line in all the plans; it is called

the cross seam.

"We now come to a third set of lines, cut from the hull by
various auxiliary planes: ihe diagonals, dividing lines, bow
buttock lines, inclined waterline, etc. These lines appear as

straight in some plans and curved in others.

A Christmas Tacht Race.

Fort Meade, Polk County, Fla , Dec. 28, IQQQ.—Editor
Forest and Stream: About eiebt miles N.E. from here is a
fine sheet ©f water called Lake Buffum, five miles long and
nearly two miles wide, with shallow shores for the most
part and pine trees and bay heads down to the water's edge.

Several small sail boats, called yachts by courtesy, are kept
by the numerous residents on its shores, and a boating club

has been formed. To keep up and increase the interest in

boat sailing, to which the writer is passionately devoted, he
has given to the club a cup of no considerable value, but
simply a trophy to be competed for as a perpetual challenge,

the winning of which is wherein lies the honor and glory,

and not in the holding thereof. The first match, then, was
arranged to come off on July 4 of this year, but a storm
raged nearly all day. Two boats sailed over the course, one
of which went ashore, a lee shore at that, and had to wait
until the gale moderated before setting sail again; the other

took the cup and held it until a day or two ago, when it

came into the hands of the original giver by right of con-
quest, and this was the way of it

;

It blew hard from JSf.N.E. all Christmas Day, a cold,

icy wind, that even here made one shiver at the thought of

facing it close hauled in a dead beat to windward, but the

day after there was a change for the better, and the rivals

for cup honors—there were three this time—determined to

race at all costs.

There was Waterwitch, who won on July 4, and Lady
of the Lake, who did not; also Defender II., a boat of un-
tried caliber and speed, with a scanty spread of canvas.

Quite a party from the previous day's festivities assembled
under the trees on the bank to see the start, the course

being triangular, one and one-half miles to a leg. The wind
being about N.E. by E., the course was laid E. by S. to the
first mark, then N E. to second mark, and from there W.
S.W. to the starting line.

The start was a flying one. Lady of the Lake getting off

first, her new mainsail drawing well, at 3 :10 P M. Drfender
II. followed at 3:11 P. M., and Waterwitch last at 3:13:50,

she having failed to make the line between the two buoys
—which was a narrow one and too near the shore—at the
first attempt. The wind was veiy flawy, but not nearly so

cold, and excitement kept the crews warm. Lady of the
Lake, who carried Fred W. Porter, a graduate of Annapo-
lis, as crew and sailing master, with the present scribe at the
helm, held her own to the first mark, having to make one
tack to fetch it, when getting into shoal water at the turn
and the wind failing she lost a little time, enabling the others

to catch up and Defender to get around first, although the

owner, sailing single-handed, was disqualified for sculling

around the mark, he using an oar for a rudder, which gave
him a better time at the finish than he was entitled to.

Waterwitch came up about the same time and rounded the
mark last, but only just astern of Lady of the Lake, who •

quickly got away and picked up Defender and went on a
hunt after the second mark on the port tack, which she held
until nearly abreast of it, and then went about to the east-

ward to get to windward of the mark and run down to it;

this maneuver Waterwitch had executed soon after rounding
the first mark, and was coming for the second, but she was
too far off, barring accident, to be feared.

Defender crept along, and with a little more sculling from
the stern, under the lee of the land, the wind being light,

piade the second mark first. Lady of the Lake soon fol-

lowed, and eased sheet and hauled up her centerboard for

the run home, going easily past Defender, who was never
dangerous, and with a good lead on Waterwitch. Great
cheering greeted the winner when she got in, followed by her
two rivals, and the cup was gracefully handed over. The
official times a.re as follows:

Lady of the Lake
Defender 11

Waterwitch

Start. Finish. Elapsed
.3 10 00 4 56 30 1 46 30
.3 11 00 5 02 25 1 51 25
.3 13 50 5 C6 12 1 53 22

Lady of the Lake thus won by 9m. 42s. elapsed and 5m.
5Ss. corrected time from Waterwitch, which was well handled

W, Qr§», owoer, wife Joe ^ittftfcer ^ myf^.^^
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Beverly T. C. Fixtures.
The Beverly Y. 0. announces the following fixtures for races south

of the Cape. The date of the open regatta at Marblehead is not yet
settled:

JtlNSl.

17. Club house, first open sweepstakes.
86. Club hoiise, first championship.

JTJliT.

8. Club house, second open sweepstakes.
5, Club house, second cuampionship.

84. Olub house, third open sweepstakes.

AUGUST.
7. Club house, third championship.

14. Club house, fourth championship,
Marion—A. M.—cup race.

31. Marion—P. M.—first open regatta.

SBPTEMBEB.
4. Club house, fourth open sweepstakes.
6. Club house, second open reeatta,

11. Club house, fifth championship. W. LlioTD Jeffries.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
It is reported that Archibald Watt, owner of the steam yacht

Meteor, will shortly build a steam yacht of American design, to
be 290ft. over all, 254fc. l.w.l., with twin screws and a speed of 30
knots.

The new steam yacht for Howard Gould has progressed no further
than the consideration of plans, and the yacht will not be built for
some time. She will be about 260ft. over all, 235ft. l.w.l., 34ft. beam
and 16ft. draft.

Noma, schr., now on a cruise around the world, has reached Nor-
folk, Va., where she is tied up by a libel for $3,000 for work done in
fitting her out.

The Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. has recently sent out the following
circular: "The Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. havina-, as was announced
by the circular leo'er of Nov. 15, accepted the ctiallense of the Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian Y. C. for the Seawanhaka international chal-
lenge cup for small yachts, and the conditions governiuij tbe contest
basing been arranged, can now announce both these conditions and
those which will govern tbe trial races for tbe selection of its repre-
sentative yacht for the defense of the cup. The contest being an in-
ternational one, the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. hopes to in rerest other
C'anadian clubs to assist in the defense of the cup in order that the
fastest 20 footer njay be selected as its representative. The club has
accordingly arranged for open trial races, to be held on Lake St.

Louis early in August, preceding the match, which will be sailed on
the same waters, beginning ahout Aug. 14. Prizes for place in the
trial races and a suitable trophy to the yacht winniag the cup match
will be given."

At Pepin. Wis., on Jan. 1, Capt. I. A. Fuller's ice yacht Tempest
and Com; R M. Anderson's Loma collided on Lake Pepin. Each
boat carried three men. The former was in charge of Claude Fuller
and the latter in charge of O. L. Murray. Tempest was coming in
from a run at a mile a minute, and Lorna was maneuvering for a
landing. The boats came together at right angles, and the crash was
beard all over town. The men were thrown in all directions. Glen
Murray was knocked senseless, and lay in that condition for some
time. He has a bad cut on the head. George Murray was cut on
t/he head, face and knee, and mNy be crippled for life. Had Lorna
been running at a high speed none could have escaped. Neither
sailor saw the other boat until the crash came.— C/iicafiro Tribune.

There are now about two score of aged inmates in the Webb Acad-
emy and Home for Shipbuilders, and several worthy young men are,
under the provision of its endowment, obtaining free insiruction in

the trade of shipbuilding. The institution is pleasantly situated on
Fordham Heights, at Sedgwick avenue and Academy street, and its

management is on lines most agreeable to its beneficiaries. The
school of instruction is in charge of competent men. The currant
expenses of the academy and home during the year aggregated a
little under $30,000. all of which was provided as it was uf-eded by
Mr. Webb. The secretary of the institution is Sievenson Taylor, and
ihe treasurer T. F. Rowland.

—

Marine Journal.

The nominations of the New York Y. C, recently posted, for the
annual election on Feb. 11, are as follows: Com., .J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, steam yacht Corsair; Vice-Com., L. Cass Ledyard, schr. Mon-
tauk; Rear-Com., August Belmont, cutter Mineola; SecV, J. V. S.

Oddie; Treas,, F. W. J. Hurst; Meas., John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon,
Dr. Morris J. Asch; Regatta Committee—John C. Barron, Theodore
C. Zerega and Dr. W. Barton Hopkins; Committee on Admissions -

Edward M. Brown, C. Oliver Iselin, L. Cass Ledyard, W. B. Duncan,
Jr.. and James A. Wright; House Committee- E. E. Chase, P. M.
Cronise, F. H. Davies, C. L. F. Robinson and Alfred Grymes; Library
Committee—Fordham Morris, Arthur H. Clark and A. V. H. Ellis;

Committee on Flag Stations—Wm. H. Thomas, 1, Bay Ridge; Frefl-
erick H. Benedict. 2, New York, East Twenty-sixth ptrept; F. A,
Schermerhnrn , 3. Whiiestone; L Vaughn Clark, 4, New London; Tar-
rant Putnam, 5, Shelter Island ; Fi ederick P. Sands, 6, Newport; Fred-
erick Qrinnell, T, Vineyard Haven; John P. Duncan, 8, Atlantic High-
lands; A. L. Barber, 9, Ardsley-on Hudson; E. R. Ladew, 10, Glen
Cove.
The annual meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, is being

held as we go to press; the nominations are as follows: Com., Henry
Clark Rouse, schr. Iroquois; Vice- Com., S. Van Rensselaer Cru-
ger, sip. Indolent; Rear Com., Henry A. Van Liew, steam yacht
Aquilo; Sec'y, Charles J. Stevens; Treas., Walter C.Hubbard; Meas-
urer, John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Valentine Mo tt; Fleet Chaplain,
George K. Vandewaler, D. D Trustees: To succeed Charles H. Le-
land, W. Emleu Roosevelt and Henry Stanton, resigned; and in place
of William Foulke, Walter C. Hubbard, Walter C. Kerr and Auguste
P. Montant, whose terms of office expire, but who are eligible for re-

e ection— D. Leroy Dresser, Frederic de P. Foster, Bayard F. Foulke,
Henry W. Hayden, Henry Marquand, Leon F. d'Oremieulx. Charles
A. Post and Gordon Wendell. Race Committee: Oliver E. Cromwell,
D. Leroy Dresser, Walter C. Kerr, Charles A. Sherman and C. W.
Wetmore. Committee on Lectures and Entertainments: Clarence
Goadby and Herbert L. Satterlee. Committee on Lines and Models:
John Hyslop, A. Cary Smith and W. P. Stephens. Law Committee:
F. Kingsbury Curtis, Alfred Ely and F. de P. Foster.

Reva, steam yacht, Joseph Leiter, arrived at Tampico from Pro-
presso on Dec. '42, having lost one blade of her wheel. She reached
Galveston in tow of a tug on Jan. 10.

Rialto, steam yacht, S. P. Hedges, sunk at her wharf in Greenport
on Jan. 5, her condenser pipes having burst with the frost.

The special committee of the Atlantic Y. 0. has recommended tbe
removal of the club station to Norton's point, and the question will
now bb submitted to the club. The proposed site is sOO by 6J0fF. on
Gravesend Bay, just inside the point The present house will oe
moved and grently improved if the plan is carried out.

At Racine, Wis . oh Jan. 2 Frank W- Cutler, deputy United States
marshal of Milwaukee, sold the schooner yaout Crusader, of Chicago,
to satisfy a claim of Milwaukee parties amounting to $365. The boat
was bid in by Attorney Marks, of Milwaukee, for other parties for
^530. None of the owners of the boat appeared. Crusader is moored
at the dock of the Racine Boat Manufacturing Company. She was
the pioneer schooner yacht on Lake Michigan, and at one time w s
the pride of the Chicago fleet, and owned by Commodore Paulson,
of the Columbia Y. C, Chicago.— Chicago Tribune.

It is reported that Queen Victoria wiU soon have a new royal vacht
to replace the present ancient craft, Victoria and Albert.

The PaddUn^ Trophy.

Editor Forest and Stream:

Allow me to heartily second the views of Mr. D'Arcy Scott

as published in your last issue. That a paddling canoe of
reasonable dimensions, of use in all the A. C A. paddling
races, is desirable cannot be questioned. Paddling is a
branch of athletic sport intended to compare the relative

merits of racing men, and such compaiisons are all but use-

less where there exists any great disparity in tbe canoes
used.
The A. 0. A. meets are getting to be more expensiyg

pleasures each year, and to he obliged to transport a fleet in
ord' r to race may he the means of deterring gomgjagiDgqjeo
isom RiteodiDg meets ao4 entering tbe races,

I agree with Mr. Scott in all respects hut one-^that is, the
limiting of "fours" to a standard 30in canoe. To those who
have been fortunate enoush to attend the meets, the sigbt of
a small canoe loaded with four good big men shoveling
water into their nearest competitor until he is swamped is

not altogether unknown. Such a canoe is built for two or
three persons when used at moderate speeds, but is totally
unfit for four men worldng with might and main to force her
through the water. The result of this overloading is the
question asked by some crew, "Did we fall or were we
pushed?"

In the main, however, the idea of a standard canoe for all

single and tandem events is good. One of the main objec-
tioiJS to the racing machine is its tendency toward making
racine a serious business, of professional intiuences. When a
man beats a competitor under even conditions there is some
satisfaction and honor in the doing.
Canoeing is a developer of men, and a real sportsman does

not require an egg shell to beat another in a oOlb, boat Now
I'd like to have a go at Scott myself; but would Irace in a
good, wholesome canoe against Scott in an oiled silk canoe
with a mosquito netting deck? Nit. Ilex.

Red Dragon C. C.

The Red Dragon 0 C , of Philadelphia, held their annual
club mess at Doorer's Hotel on Tenth street on the evening
of Jan. 5. The banquet hall was handsomely decorated
with the club colors, while the menu card was printed in
colors with the Red Dragon insignia, and each was attached
to a miniature paddle, making a very neat and appropriate
souvenir. At 6 o'clock thirty of the members assembled at
the table and enjoyed a fine spread Com. W. J Scott
presided and J. E. Murray acted as toastmaster. Speeches
were made by ex-Com. A. S Fenimore, who spoke with
fpeling on "How it Feels to be Commodore—JSTit." M D
"Wilt responded to a toast, '-How to Tackle in a Football
Game." C. H. Zimmerling responded to "What I Don't
Know about Shooting Clay Pigeons." H W. Fleischmann
gave a humorous recitation in his usual clever manner.
Harry Blumner followed with a recitation which was warmly
received. H, E. Bachmann gave an imitation of Prof Keller
in feats of magic. William Peters also performed some
sleight of-hand tricks, J, W. Hamilton responded to the
toast, "My Half-Rater " H M Kreamer gave a toast on
"The Great Ball Game." Some entettainins cloe dancing
was given by Bachmann's nigger boy. Dr F O. Gross was
presented with a trophy, accompanied by a toast from Mr.
Murray. The doctor responded with a rousing speech.
After the table had been cleared, the club orchestra, consist-
ing of J. E Murray as leader, with viohn, H, W, Fleisch-
mann mandolin, E W. Crittenden flute, and F, R Wise
with guitar, rendered music which enlivened the occasion,
Songs by Messrs Wise, Bachmann, Wilt and R. G. Fleisch-
mann were well received The evening was a most enjoy-
able occasion, and the Red Dragon 0. C. are bound to
prosper for many years to come. W. K P,

The Red Dragon C C, of Philadelphia, held its annual
election at the Colonnade Hotel on Jan. 2, the following
being elected: Com., W. J. Scott; Vice-Corn., John M.
Hamilton; Purser, Omar Shallcross; Quartermaster, R. G.
Fleischmann; Correspondent, Will K. Park; Fleet Surgeon,
Dr. W. C. McFetridge; Meas., H E. Bachmann; Trustee
(to serve for three years), Charles Barton Keen; House Com-
mittee: H. M. Rogers, C. H. Zimmerling, Lloyd R, Titus,
A. S. Fenimore. v-

The purser's repoit showed the club to be in good financial
condition, and considerable enthusiasm was expressed by the
members over the bright prospects for the next season's
sport. The regattas given by this club are always -well at-

tended and are very pleasant, both from the boating interest
and the social features.

There will be some new boats in the fleet next season R.
G. Fleischmann contemplates building a 15 footer from de-
signs of H. E McCormick. She will be constructed on
the composite plan.

A Sea-Going Canoe-T'acht.

That variety of heavier and stauncher canoe-yawl which
the Forest AND Stream was the first to call the "canoe-
yaeht" has been but little used in this country, but is still

quite popular in England. The Field of Dec. 13 publishes
the lines of an excellent example of the type, Tavie II., de-
signed by Albert Strange, of Scarborough, of the Humber
Yawl Club, and built by Bond, of Birkenhead, for John D.
Hayward, of the B. C. A. The boat is used about the Mer-
sey, and often in very rough water, her owner cruising
single handed, though she has good room for two. She is

23ft. over all, 19ft l.w.l, 6ft 4in. beam, and 3ft. draft of
hull, which includes about Sin. of keel—llcwt. of iron.

The centerboard is of iron, weighing 2351b8 , and is placed
so ;far forward as to leave the small cabin unobstructed

;

when down it draws 4ft. There is a small and detp cock-
pit, with a bulkhead aft, forming an after compartment, and
one forward, at the after end of the cabin. The cabin top
lifts to give head room when at anchor. The boat is very
fully fitted with lockers, shelves, etc The rig is small to
American eyes, but 240;'q. ft. in all—105. in mainsail, 40 in
mizzen, and 55 in a roller jib.

A. C. A> Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser of the

division in vvnich the applicant residps on blanks furnished by purser,
the applicant becoming a member provided no objection be made
within fourteen days after his name has been officially published in
the Forest and Stream.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Name. Residence. Club.

Frank M. Pinckney Ill Broadway, New York ,

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacEendrick, Gait, Canada.
Sec'y-Treag , John R. Blake, Qalt, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUBSKHS.

Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N. 2l8t St., Phila., Pa.
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Qouverneur, N. T.
Eastern Division, F. J. Burrage, West Newton, Mass.

I INorthern Division, Francis H. Mac Mee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, $1 ; initiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, IL.
Rear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes, Milwaukee, Vfia.
See'y-Treas., W, D Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: B. M. Lamp, Madison, Wis,; 0. J. Steddom,

Olncionati, 0.; F. W, Pickeos, MUwftttkee, WlB.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 28. -The members of the Columbia Piste:

and Rifle Club were early on the range at Shell Mound yesterday.
This was tbe last shoot for the season of 1896, and several of the
medal matches (re-entry in some of them being allowed) were close
hence the anxiety to put in a few more scores before it was too
late.

The San Francisco Call of to-day's date give the following list ol
prize winners:
"On the rifle range, Columbia target, the competition for tbe TJn

fred diamond medal, one of the most beautiful trophies ever put up
for a rifle competition, was the most spirited of any in years. Adolph
Strecker in the mommg was ahead by a very few points, D. W. Mo
Laughlin and F. O. Young being close behind him. Ticket after
ticket, three-shot scores, were fired untU the targets closed on all re-
entry matches at 8 o'clock; but Strecker won, beating Young by
points and McLaughlin by 4 points.

'•On the EOyd. range there were several spirited contests. C. M,
Daiss was determined to win the splendid pistol medal presented bv
Gordon Blanding. He was closely followed by Pape and J. E, Gor
man, but when the day closed Daiss was ahead by several points'
The Carr pocket revolver medal for several weeks past had been con-
ceded to Gorman, but Carr, the donor, thought he would show that
he is still champion of the American weapon, and he won the trophy,
which he will put up for competition again next year.
"The pretty medal presented by Dr. L. O. Rodgers, president of the

club, for the ladies to compete for, was carried off by Mrs. L. J. Crane
This lady is a fine shot with the .82-caliber rifle, for she also won the
GHndemann ladies' trophy on a single score of 26 points in ten shots
Mrs. M. J. White also had 26 points, but Mrs. Crane won on Creed
moor count, going back to the sixth shot to win. Mrs. C. F. Waltham
was only 3 points behind. In the same class of shooting, .22-calibetr
rifle, there was a hot spurt between Ed Hovey and E. Jacobson for
the unique medal presented by Colonel S. 1. Kellogg. HoveV, however
pulled ahead.
"The Siebe medal for the military rifle fell to Young. The first

regular re-entry scores were as follows:
"Rifle, Unfred diamond medal. -S-shot scores, re entry: D. W. Mc-

Laughlin 8, 11 ; F. O. Young 9, 10; A. atrecker 9, 10. Rifle record'
medal, 10-shot scores, re entry: F. E Mason 67, H. D. Wicker 76
Most flags during the month: F. O. Young 9, D. W. McLaughlin 8, A
Strecker 8, F. H. Bushnell 2, A. H. Pape 2.

"•Pistol, 50yds.. Blanding medal, -3 shot scores, re-entry: J. E. Gor
man 8, C. M Daiss 13. Revolver, Carr medal, 5-shot scores, re-entry
H.Carr22, 2.3, 28,31; J. E. Gorman 80, 37, 41. Twenty-two caliber
rifle for ladies, Rogers medal, 5 shots, re-entry: Ed Hovey 9, 10- E
Jacobson 10, 12; 8. 1. Kellogg 11, l>s; A. H. Pape 11, H. R. Crane '-id.

"Revolver match, 6-8hot scores: J. E. Gorman 30. 31; H. Carr 31
"Then came the tug-of-war of the day. Colonel S. I. Kellogg and

Howard Carr 'chose sides' and made a team match, composed of all
the Columbias present. Each snot five shots with the rifle at 300yds.
and five shots with the pistol at SOyds. Colonel Kellogg's tea.m won
by a good majority. The scores were as follows:
"Captain Kellogg's team: Dorrell 55, Pape 56, Mrs. Crane 63, Dr,

Rodgers 64, Poulter 67, H K. Crane 69, Hooey TO, Kellogg 70, Bush-
nell 77, Jacobson 81, Daiss 86, GHndemann 114, White 117, Sirs. Wal,
tham 147. Grand total 1,136.

"Captain Carr's team: Young 66, Gorman 72, McLaughlin 85,
Kubnle 83. Mason 91. Strecker 86, Barrere 110, Mrs. White 59, Wal-
iham 86, Bremer 116, Wicker 66, Forrest 127, Lewis 173. Grand
total 1,209.

"A. B. Dorrell, making the highest scores on both ranges, was
crowned Chief of the Columbias, an honor he wUl hold during the
ensuing year.
"The club then repaired to the park dining room, where Capt.

Siebe spread a banquet, with all the market affords. While thb
banquet was in progress the president. Dr. Rodgers, presented the
winners with their prizes, accompanying each presentation with a
neat speech. The following were the medals, the winners and their
scores. In the re-entry the next highest to the winners are also
given

:

"Class medals, rifle, 10 shots, four best scores: Champion class, D.i
W. McLaughlin, 216; first class, F. E. Mason, 309; second class. El
Jacobson, 297.

"Pistol, 50yd8., 10 shots, four best scores: Champion class. J. E.
Gorman, 164; first class, A. B. Dorrell, 193; second class, B. Jacob-
son. 245.

"Re entry matches, rifle, Unfred diamond medal, 8 shots, ten best i

scores: A. Strecker 90, Young 93, McLaughIint5!4
Glindemann military medal, re-entry, Creedmoor count, 10 shots,

ten best scores: F. O. Young 466, Ed. Hovey 461. F. H. Bushnell 45-2

"Rifle record medal, re-entry, best single lO-shot score: F. O;
Young 41, J. Utschig 47.

"Rodgers ladies' medal, re-entry, 5 shots, ten host scores, 50yds
off hand: Mrs. L. J. Crane 1-26, Mrs. M. J. White 157, Mrs. C. F,
Waltham an,
"Kellogg .2?cal. rifle medal, re-entry, 5 shots, ten best scores,

60yds., off-hand: Ed Hovey 89, E. Jacobson 92.

"Glindemann ladies' trophy, best single 10-shot score, 50yds., off-
hand, no re-entry: Mrs. L J Crane 26, Mrs. M. J. White 2e (last by,
Creedmoor count;, Mrs. Waltham 29.

"Pistol, 50yds., Blanding pistol medal, re entry. 8 shots, ten best
scores: C. M. Daiss 66, Pape 7<i, Young 76, J. E. Gorman 78.
"Revolver, £0yds., Carr pocket revolver medal, re-entry, 5 shota*

four best scores: Howard Carr 104, J. E. Gorman 110, M. J. Whit^
132.

"Cash prizes, any revolver, re-entry, 6 shots, best single score;
First prize, J. E. Gorman 30; second prize, H. Carr 31; third prize, P.
O. Young 3 : fourth prize, J. E. Klein 41.
"Siebe all round medal, four scores on Blanding pistol medal, Un-

fred rifle medal and Glindemann military medal: F. O. Young,'
musket, 49, 47, 47, 47; rifle, 9, 9, 9, 8; pistol, 4, 7, 8, 8." Roebi,.

'

Police Revolver Teams.
Revolver teams have been organized from the two platoons of the

New York poHce department in order to create a friendly rivalry in <

marksmanship between platoons, and also between the various pre-
cincts. Twenty men have been selected from among the best marks-'
men on the force, ten from each platoon, and from these teams of flvei
men each will be picKed to represent each platoon, while the othei'
men will be held in reserve.

It is proposed to enter teams from each platoon in the team matchesl
held at the time of the Sportsmen's Exposition, and it is very likely
that individual members will also compete for trophies. Captain
Petty and his assistants in charge of the revolver school, includine
Roundsman Jones, and Patrolmen Benham, Smith, Colgan, Oameroi
and Fischer, are barred from competition.
Following are the scores maae on the last shooting day:

FIRST TEAM - FIRST PLATOON.

Rank. Precinct.
Henry J Ebennan. . . . Ptl 11

John Leddy Ptl 34
Nicholas Dlich Ptl 38
Henry J Stennes Ptl 18
-WmH Ward... Ptl 28

1st string. 2d string.
70
72
68
67

69
66
68
66
65

8K00ND TEAM—FIRST PLATOON.

Rds 4 67 at
Ptl 24 65 65
Ptl 22 65 63
Ptl 38 66 63
Ptl 37 £8 62

FIRST TEAM—SECOND PLATOON.

Milton Woodbridge.

,

. Rds 35 72 71

. Sgt 27 66 £6
. Sgt 24 67 59
, Rds 66 6!i 63
. Rds 20 66 64

SECOND TEAM—SECOND PLATOON.

.3d stringJ
67-iiOi.|
65-S0!i
65 20]f
65-19S|
65—1971

],06i

61- ie.= I

62- 18;

63- lQ
56-18;
£.3— li;:

71-31.
65—19
59-lgt
59—Ibf

55-18i

Joseph Warner Ptl

Geo Eckhoff Pel
ETatkMcCarrlck Rds
Jas Adams Ptl
Jas J Cain Ptl

30 67 63
10 62 61 f9-lfl
18 65 60 56—-.6

23 61 61 68-18
9 63 59 58-171

sai

Three strings of 15 shots per flifti), Creedipaor lOOyds, (arget, bigii

est possiWe for team, 1.225, * '
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Scores with a Pocket Revolver.
AMATETtB revolver champion W. E. Petty is at present acting cap-

i m at the Cbarles street station, and also has the supervision over
II > school for revolver practice. The Charles street station house is

i>^tty well down town on the west side, while the 8th Regiment
imory, where the revolver school is located, is up at 9Ith street on
he east side. Natui-ally Captain Petty is kept on the jump hetween
'i : two places, and the exactions of Ms dual role are such that he

: very little time for anything aside from his official duties. Asa
lit he is very much out of practice as a marksman, and recently,
:n the subject of a challenge was discussed, be very rightly de-
Lided the privilege of a reasonable length of time to get in trim for

• i-i match.
On January 8 Captain Petty tried a few strings at the 10yd. range

•J tbe Armory, a.nd though his shooting at times was somewhat
a tic owing to rustiness, he made several five shot scores which are
remely good, two of which we reproduce. These targets are exact
t, and'it will be noted that one counts the highest possible, while

- other foots up to £7,

riie revolver used was the new 33-caliber police Colt, with factory
lights, and the ammunition used was U. S. factory cartridges.

Calumet Heights Rifle Scores.
Chicago, IU., Dec. 25.—The Calumet Heights Gun Club has several

riflemen among its members. On the cluoM ranges to day the
scores given below were made by Class A. The weatber was fairly

bright at times, though the sky was overcast with shifting clouds; a
light wind was blowing. Class A shoots at SOOyds ,

off-hand, stand-
ard target; Class.B at lOOyds., rest, .aacal. rifle, reduced Creedmoor
target

:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Dr L L Davis UHUin - 35

3 W Spalding. Mia34 1.544 -40 3415432384 4 35
Df f A Hodson. 2aim-A 453 -87 3n.S44338J4 - 31 332544:13 "3- B'J

Miss Ervin,..,,..,....43443043a4 34 534.3213231—33
Pattt.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
&end in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Jan. 9-10.—Presoott, Arizona.-Fom-th annual toxu-nament of the

Arizona State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Prescott Gun Club. Boy Hill, Sec' y.
Jan. 18-20.

—

Bcffalo, N. Y.—Audabon Park first annual midwinter
tournament. Fust three days, targets; last day, live birds.

Jan. 12-14.

—

Eeie Pa..—Clover and Pope's miiiwmter tournament at
Massassauga Point. Live birds and targets. Added money an'i

merchandise prizes. For programmes address Seth Clover or A. P.
Pope, Erie, Pa.
Jan. 16.—Edthbbfort), N.- J.—Testimonial shoot to Neaf Apgar.

Targets. Shoot commences at 9;.30 A. M.
Jan. 20-21.—Indianapolis, lod.—Tournament of the Limited Gun

Club. Sparrows. Royal Robinson, Sec'y.
Jan. 21.— Beanchpobt, N. J —Elkwood Park inaugural shoot.
Jan. 23 —Hackensack, K. J.—Shoot for the E. C. cup. C- O. Gard-

ner, Sec'y.
Jan. 23.— KuTHBitFOBD, N. J.—Invitation handicap sweepstake, 20

Jive birdf , $15 entrance, birds racluded. Shoot will be held under the
auspices of tbe Boiling Springs Gun Club.
Jan. 2.5-29.

—

San Antonio, 1 ex.—Second Texas Midwinter tourna-
ment. Targets and magautraps. $8,000 added. Under the manage-
ment of J. M. George, Albert Steves and O. C. Guessaz, at San Pedro
Springs grounds, Open to the world.
Feb. 8-20 —Hot Springs, Ark.—The Arkansaw Traveler's first

grand annual Uve-bird tournament; $10,000 in purses and added
moneys. Souvenir programmes ready Jan. 1. Address all communi-
cations to John J. Sumpter, .Ir., Box 111, Hot Springs, Ark.
Feb. 10.

—

Hackensack, N. J.—Second contest for the Recreation
oup. under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club. C. O. Gard-
ner, Sec'y.
March 13-17.—BAYcaESTEB, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb hanaicap at
live birds, $500 guaranteed.
March *^-25.—New York Citt.- -The Interstate Association's fifth

annual Grand American Handicap at live birds.

April 14-16.—Atchi.son, Kan .—Airy Lo u Hart's third manufacturers'
amateur and fouvceeoth open- to-all tournament.
April 15-17.-^San Antonio, Tex.—Toiutiamen t of the San Antonio

Gvm Club. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.-^LiNcoLN, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska-State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.

April 21-23.

—

San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
najnent of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.

.^lay 5-7.—Newbujbgh, If. Y.-^Annual spring toui-nament of theWest
Newburgh Gun and Ritle Association. First two days, targets ; third
day, live bu-ds.- $50 average money to three higti guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
State Game and iisti Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.-New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, See'y.
June 16-17.

—

Faego, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North
Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June (third week) —Cleveland, 0.— Fourth annual tournamtnt of

ihfi Chamberlin Cartridge and Tai'get Company.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under tbe auspices of
ihe Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
sarred. special event: 25 live birds per man. $35, $l,OuO guaranteed,
end entries to H. C. Retser. Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.
Oct. 6-8.—Newbuegh.N Y.—Aunualfall touinament of tbe West

IfewburgU Gun and Elfle Associaiion. First two days, targets; third
lay, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in ail pro-
p-amme targpt-.eyeDts. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club Sfcretaries are invited to send thpAr scores for puhlication in

hcse columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties 1)1 al l events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported,
dail all such matter to Woresjst and Stream JE^ublishing Company,
iroadway. New York.

It has been decided that no regular programme will be gotten out
or the Apgar testimonial shoot at the Boiling Springs Gun Cluo's
;rounds, Rutherford, N. J., on Saturday next, Jan. 16- Shooting
?iil commence shortly after 0:30 A. M., and all events wiil be at tar-
[ets. One of tbe special features of the day wiU be a 3 men team
ace. Two teams have entered already, as follows: Van Dyke,
Lpgar and Cobn R. Wise; J. S. S. Rtmsen, George Piercy and F. S.
Sdwards. The conditions are 100 targets per man, uultnown angles,
iptional sweepstake on each 25 targets. It is hoped that more teams
Vill enter on or before the day, the race commencing at 12:30. Tbis
ace will be shot in a series of 25-target races, other squaos being
ado up of all those who wish to enter "for the birds" or to join in
he optional sweepstakes above mentioned. Neaf Apgar will run the
hoot and will have plenty of assistance rendered bim by members
if the home club. A good luncti will be lurnished on the grounds.

In the brief notice of the programme for the Texas Midwinter
hoot, which we pubhshed last week, we referred to a contest at 100
iluerocks for a cup entitled tbe ".Schraelzer's World's Inanimate far-
et Championship Trophy." Without wishing to cast any relleclious
n the management I f tbe Midw nter tournament, it seems to us poor
jlicy to annoimce a contest for a trophy bearing the above high-
ounding title, a title that is absolutely misleading and untenable,
urelya "chanapionship of the world" contest shoidd have mure
ban two weeks' nonce. Toereis only one champion at inanimate
,rgets, add onlv one inanimate targei championship trophy. Eolla

I. MeikeF, of Dayton. O , is that champion, and the E. C. t-up, which
B won from Fred Gilbert, represents the inanimate target ebam-
ionship. Don't let inanimate target-shooting drift into the same
hampitnship quicksands that live-bird shooting is now wallowing
1.

H. P. (Du Pont) Collins, of Baltimore, has been named by the B. I.

u Pont de Nemours & Go. as its repre-fentative at the Winston-
tosher shoot at Yardville, N, J„ oa Jso. J(}. Mr, Collins will alstj acS
referee,

Clear Lake, la., has teen busily engaged entertaming Charlie
Grimm since his return to that place with tbe Cast Iron medal. At
tbe Lake House a banquet was tendered to Mr. Grimm, at which
many happy things were said, and at which Charlie ma.de a speech
that almost makes us regret that he is not a Member of Congress
from Iowa. The speech came to us somewhat in tbe nature of a sur-

prise. We always knew that Charlie could shoot, but we had no
idea that he was an orator. All doubts on that head are now at rest.

The features in the decorations of the banqueting hall were two
Smith guns. Un-^ier one hung the following card: "The Smith gun
that won the championship at the World's Fair." Under the other
was the following inscription: "The gun with which our Ciiarley

won the championship of America."

We have received the following communication, dated Jan. 5.

from Messrs. Phil Daly, Jr., and Chanfrau, tbe managers of the new
shooting grounds at Elkwood Park: "We wish to announce
thi-ougb your shooting columns that every Saturday at 1 P. M. there
will be live pigeon shooting on the new grounds. In a few weeks we
will he in a position to throw the grounds open to the public, with all

three sets of traps in operation; with live ciows on one set, live

blackbirds on another, and live pigeons on the third ; all sweeps.
We will also have a main event at 25 live pigeons, $25 entrance,
handicaps from 25 to 33yds., with a good big sum of added money."
As we understand it, the "main event" referred to above will fake
place on the opening day at Elkwood Park, particulars being an-
nounced at a futui'e date.

There is no question about Pittsburg having the shooting fever.

Arirouncement is made in the Dispatch, of that city, of Jan. 10, as
below: "Announcement is made that there may be a match made
for eight of the members of the Herron Hill Gun Club to shoot eight

members of any of the Eastern gun dabs for $1,000 a side, each man
to shoot ;at 25 pigeons. If a niatoh like this were made it would be
one oC the most sensational that there has ever been, and as far as
the Pittsburg shooters are concerned, they are quite willing to take
part in such a contest They have already arranged for the stake,

and have made uti their roincis to engage a" special car to carry them
to New York should the match be consummated."

The Bridgeport. Conn., Gun Club is a live organization. Under the
guiding bands of Mr. V. A. Blakeslev, secretary of the club and gen-
eral enthusiast, and of Mr. Wm. H. Thomas, the captain, the club
has every prospect of a prosperous .season in 1897. One of the fea-

tures of Its winter programme has been a series of team shoots for
suppers, and these shoots have been productive of any amount of

good fellowship among the members One of the mo.st prominent
members of the club is its president. Mr. W. M. Thomas, tbe U. M. C.

Co.'s expert, so well known to shooters all over tbe country under
the honorable title of "U. M. C." Thomas, bestowed upon him by
FoEEST AND Stream some years ago. U. M C. is no relative of "the
other Th>,mas."

Just before going to press last week we received a short tele-

graphic di^ patch from John L. Winston, mfoiming us that the Du
Pont trophy shoot would take place as originally decided. The con-

test between George Mosher and Winston will therefore be h-ld on
Saturday, .Ian. 16, at Z^virlein's grounds at Yardville. N, J. Winston
says- and makes no secret about it—that the next challenger for the

trophy (should he be fortunate to defeat Mosher) can set his mind at

rest as to where the contest will take place: If a Western man chal-

lenges, the match will be shot at Yardville; if an Eastern man chal-

lenges, he will have to go to John Waison's to decide the ownership
of the trophy.

Who is "Mr. Robinson, an American?" A dispatch from Monte
Carlo, dated Jan. 5, says: "An exciting pigeon shooting match was
held bere to-dav between Mr. Robinson, an American, and Mr. Beres-
ford, an Englishman. The match, which was for £100 a side, 100

birds, was won by Mr. Robinson, who killed 66 birds. Mr. Beresford
kdled SI;" 95 and 91 at Monte Carlo, with the Monaco boundary and
Monte Carlo bluerooks for flyers, is quite steep! Who is "Mr. Robin-
son, an American?" Does he hail from San Francisco?

On New Yea'-'s Day a "hog shoot" was held at Rockledge, Pa. The
prize in the main event, which was at 15 targets, was a 5001b. hog;
cbances at £0c. each, anybody being allowed to enter in the event as
often as he chose. Among the contestants were Landis and Will K.
Park. Landis took three chances and scored 14 each time; Will Park
took one. chance and ran 14 out of 15. As 14 was high, and as no one
else could reach that total, the hog was divided between Park and
Landis. Park getting one third. It would be interesting to know just

what part of the hog Will chose.

A recent issue of the Chicago Daily Record is respensible for the
following : "Nearly half a million head of game have been killed by
the Earl de Grey during the last twenty years, his average being 25,-

000 head a year. He was only fifteen years old when this'record com-
menced, and to give an idea of the rapidity with which he shoots it

may be st&ted that in December,188l,he shot at fifty pheasants in three
minutes and killed forry-nuae of them. In this immense total, which
places the earl at the head of the sporting shots of the old world, are
included eleven tigers, several rhinoceros and elephants, a number of
lions, bison, Russian and Rocky Mountain bears and wolves."

Secretary Strader, of the Endeavor Gun Club", of Jersey City, N.
J., writes as follows: "At the annual meeting of the Endeavor Gun
Club, held Jan. 8 at the club room, 642 Newark avenue, Jersey City,
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
Z. P. Fletcher. M.D.; Vice-President, P. Post; Secretary, A. R. Stra-

der; Captain, E. Collins; Treasurer, Carl von Lengerke. Directors:
E. Hollister, C. W. McPeek, G. U. Piercy. Tournament Committee:
E. Colhns, G. H. Piercy, E. Banks, E. Taylor, C. von Lengerke.

To do away with a good deal of trouble in regard to championships
at live birds we respectfully suagest to Charhe Grimm and Jim
Elliott the foUowing: Shoot a series of three 1 CO- bird races for the
Cast Iron badge and the Kansas City Star's cup, each man to name
one ground and toss for choice of the oiher; the winner to take both
cups, and the Cast Iron badge to be at once riveted onto the cup,
thus making one emblem. This would reduce the list of champion-
ship trophies by ore at any rate. The suggestion is made in all seri-
ousness.

Mrs. M. F. Lindsley (Wanda) is feeling very good over a Christmas
present she has received. This is what we know about that present:
"You have often heard me talk about having a new gun for ever so
long. It has at last arrived and is a little beauty, an L. C. Smith, and
one of the finest made. Best of all, it was presented to me by the
King Powder Co. and the Peters Cartridge Co. I must be appreciated
somewhere." Mrs. Lindsley is appreciated in many places, particu-
larly in New Jersey.

I. R. Sheldon, the little seven-year- old wonder of the Pawtuxet, R.
I., (jun Club, handles his miniature gun very well. He shoots a
.44cal. double gun, using brass shells loaded with 16grs. of Du Pont
and i/£oz. of No. 9 shot. He stands 5yds. from the trap, and on New
Year's Day he broKe 20 out of 45; on the next day he broke 15 out of
20 under the same conoidons.

We dropped into F Murray street on Monday afternoon about 1 :W
P.M. If anybody thinks there was no "match talk," look at the
following hst of those we found there, outside of employees of Von
Lengerke & Detmold: R. O. Heikes, Ben O Bush, Ed Taylor, Neaf
Apgar, Geo. S. McAlpin. Frank Butler, H. P. Pessenden, J. 147 Win-
ton and J, L. Brewer. The last two caused all the noise.

Business interests will prevent the attendance at the Texas Mid-
winter tournament of Noel B. Money or Captain A. W. Money. Cap-
tain Money will probably not return from Europe for a tew Weeks
yet, hence Noel will be kept "chained to business." This week,
however, he is away in Maine, running some of his foxhoimds in the
trial.s promoted under the auspices of the Brunswick, Me., Fur Club.

The American E. C. Powder Company has issued a new pamphlet
containing full information in regard to the shotgun and rifle

powders manufactured by the company. Among the extraneous
matter contained in this pamphlet is a complete description of the
workings of the Rose system of dividing pm-ses at toui-namenls.

We received the following letter from Mr. H. D. Kirkover, Jr., of
the Buffalo Audubon Gun Club, too late for insertion in our issue of
.Ian. !>: "The dates of our shoot have been changed to Jan. 18-2u.
Wish you would mention same in the next issue of your valuable
paper."

One of the special features of the great tournament promoted by
Rolla Heikes in his dream, which slipped our memory when prepar-
ing same for the press, \vas a special event, oijen, only to those who
liad never claimed to be champions. Needless to say. the eventdidn't
fill.

The Poughkeep.sie (N. Y.) Gun Club is a comparatively young or-
ganizaiion. But young as it is, it lacks only three of having" a muster
roll of 100 members. The weekly clufi shoots are held every Thurs-
day afternoon, the average attendance being 15.

RfUa Heikes is in the city for a few days, and wHl be present at
Neaf Apgar's testimonial shoot at Rutherford, N, J., on Saturday
nsxt, Jan. 16. In all probabihty Heikes will make an attempt to
break his record for 100 targets over the BolUng Springs traps on the
above date.

On Saturday, Jan. 3.3, an invitation handicap sweepstake at 30 live
birds per man, Si5 entrance"^ including birds, will be held at Ruther-
ford, N. J., on the grounds of the Boiling Springs Gun Club. En-
tries must be macl*? t>Ti or before .Ian, '41 to G, E. Grciff, 8 Murray
street, city.

Mr. Thomas Pell won the Oritani Field cup at the regular monthly
shoot of the clnb. held on Saturday, Jan. 3. The shoot is at 50 tar-

gets; Bell scored 43, Conklin .36, Belden and Ricardo 35 each.

Opening day at Elkwood Park will be Jan. 21. A full programme
has been arrangeti.

Jan. 12. Edward Banks,

Western Traps.
Chicago, HI., Jan. 9.—Last week Mr. Emil Werk, of Cincinnati, was

visiting friends in Chicago and ventured to suggest tbat it would be a
good thing if some of the Chicago bo.ys would come down and shoot
a little race with the Cincinnati team. As a result of the talk a lit-

tle team race was concluded which was pulled ofl: at Cincinnati last
Tuesday, the conditions being Chicago against Cincinnati, 4-men
teams, 25 birds a corner. The visiting Chicagoans were Mes=rg. C. D.
Gammon, W. W. McFarland, B. Dicks and J, H. Robbins They were
accompatiiad by Mr. Lew Wadsworth, who served as referee in the
race. The Cincinnati team was composed of Me.ssrs Emil Werk,
Wm Schuler, Milt F. Lindsley and Mr, Mackey. The Chicago men
looked upon this race as a walkover for themselves, but it came near
being a walk home instead; for the Cincinnati contingent came pretty
near breaking the crowd. The Chicago boys are now proclaiming
their ignorance of any such visit, and declaring that they have never
been out of town at all. The facts leaked out, however. The scores
are as follows:
Chicago: Gammon 21, McFarland 24. Dicks 18, Robbins 11; total, 74.

Cincinnati: Werk 19, Schuler 22, Lindsley 17, Mackey 23; total, 81.

There will he a second ream race, 2-men teams, between Messrs.
Werk and Schuler, of Cincinnati, and McFarland and Dicks, of
Chicago. This will be shot at Chicago, March 15. The Chicago men
express themselves deUghted with the treatment they had at Cin-
cinnati.

THE MIDWINTER SHOOT.

The annual Guessaz-George-Steves circus will open its tents to a
large and admiring multitude Jan. 26, at the old Mission town of San-
tone, by the Saltpeter or St. Peter Rlvpr. Tbe enterprising gentlemen
who are at the head of this regular yearly Texas agricultural exhibit
assure me privately that the performance this time will eclipse all
previous efforts, and ask that tbe public be advised thereof. All visit-

ing shooters are requested to bring their own blankets, and those not
accustomed to sleeping on cactus should have their blankets made
puncture-proof before starting South. The Indians are no longer dan-
gerous in the neighborhood of Santone, but the streets are not safe at
night, so they are usually taken in at sundown. The weeisly train
from the North will be met by a large trio, who will head a party of
rangers, thus making the journey to the hotel perfectly safe, so
that no timid gentleman need have fears about making this trip.
Santone is a great health resort, and its graveyard would be vacant
except for the Northern vi.sitors who are buried there as a result of
last year's tournament. Everybody likes the place. Oscar Guessaz
is in strict trainmg for the event, and Geo. Jorge has in store several
new tricks. Albert Steves is just in receipt of his new commission
as coroner, so no one need be afraid to let a relative go to this shoot.
Mr. Sieves is under promise to report at once any cases of death of
Northern shooters, and it is well known that he is a man of his word.
The best of funeral arrangements have been made by the railroad

,

so that all bodies will be returned to their homes as soon as the de-
tails of the shoot havp had proper atrention. Large and appropriate
mottoes, such as, "Willie, we have missed you," have been secured
to decorate the funeral trains on their way North, and no pains will be
spared to prove to all visitors and friends of visitors that the Big i do
nothing by halves. There is sure to be a good crowd—at first- and
every precaution has been takf»n to keep the mortality at as low a
point as possible. I hope there will be a large and en Dhusiastic at-
tendance, and I am sure that all who come back from Texas will be
sure they have been to a shooting match. The dangers of a trip to
Texas have been shamefulJy exaggerated. It is really a quiet place,
and devoid of any unusual excitement, and, as may be seen by the
above, all care has been taken to reduce even these small risks to a
minimum. Go to the Midwinter by all means, but whatever you do,
don't let Oscar Guessaz hug you, don't let Geo. Jorge tell you stories,
and don'D let Albert Steves coax you into a bowling match. Lock
your door at night, put out the fire when you go to bed, and don't
show your roll to anybody. bpca,use there are men there who would
shoot you for it in a minute, or for any part of it, and let you name
the conditions. A few simple precautions of this sort on your own
part, added to those which have been taken by the progenitors and
projectors of this shoot, will make the matter practically safe and
highly enjoyable. (For details as to wooden limbs see our advertis-
ing columns.) E. Hough.
1S06 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

ON LONG ISLAJfO.
CHESCENT ATHLETIC CLUB, OF BROOKLTN

Jan. 9. Tbe following .scores were made to-day on the grounds of
the Crescent Atb.etic Club at Bay Ridge: Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 were at
known traps and angles; No. 3 at expert lules:

Events: 13 3 4 5 Eveni:s: 12 3 4 3
G C White 19 14 17 15 21 E H Lott 'lO 7 w 11 Id
BFish 18 16 ... 19 H C Werleman 10 3 4 ..

D G Geddes 18 . . 15 33 22

CONEY ISLAND ROD AND GtiW CLUB.

Jan. 6. -The Coney Island Rod and Gun Club held its pfgular
monthly live-bird shoot to-day at Dexter Park, L. 1 John Schlieman
won the club shoot with 7 straight. Scores:
No. 1, club shoot, 7 live hird.a, all standing at the S8yd. mark:

George E. Loeble 7, Walter Gilman 6, James H. Dykeman 3, Louis O,
Hopkins 3
No. 2, team sweepstakes at 5 birds each: Loeble 5, Dykeman 4, to-

tal 9; Hopkins 4, Mills 4, total S.

No, 3, 5 live birds each: Loeble 5, Dykeman 5. Hopkins 3.

No. 4, team sweepstakes at 5 birds each; LoebleS, Lippock 3, total 7;
Hopkins 2, Dykeman 2, total 4.

No. 5, same: Loeble 5, Lippock 0, tota 5; Hopkins 2, Dykeman 4,
total 6.

CEKSCENT BOD AND GUN CLUB.

Jan. /.—The Crescent Rod and Gun Club held Its January shoot at
Dexter Park this afternoon. G. E. Loeble, who won the Beaufort
badge in the last season's contests, was presented with it this after-
noon. He started the new year well by making the only straight
score in the club shoot. Scores:
No. 1, club shoot, 7 live birds: John Schlieman C28) 7, ex-Judge

James B. Voorhies ('<9) 6^ Wilham Hughes (30) 4, Hugh McLaughlin
(28) 4, Dr. F. C, Raynor (28) 4.

No. 2, 4 birds, 28yds. rise: Voorhies 3, McLaughlin 3, Dr. Raynor 3,
Schlieman 2, Hughes 1.

HELL GATE iSXtS CLUB.

The annual meeting of the Hell Gate Gun Club was held at the
club rooms, 103d street and First avenue, Jan. 7. Several changes
were made in tbe by-laws and rules. Meeting day was changed to
the first Tuesday of each month, and it was decided tbat new mem-
bers must m future be proposed at the meeting prior to the date of
their election The handicap committee's new rules on scoring and
handicaps were adopted. The following officers were re-elected:
President. John H. Voss: Vice-Pre.sident, Fred, Trostel; Treasurer,
Conrad Webber; Financial Secretary, Philip Woelfel; Corresponding
Secretary, Eugene Doeinck. The report of the treasurer showed a
balance of about $ 00 on hand.

NEW UTEECHT GUN CLUB.

Jan. 9.—The New Utrecht Gun Club held its first club shoot at live
birds for 1887 this afternoon at Dexter Park. The attendance of
members was ve. y small. As the handicap committee has not yet
given out the handicaps for '97, those present shot their scores on
their old marks:
Club shoot, 10 live birds, club handicap rises:

J Gaughen (S:8) 123i;24!l2<!2-10 E G Frost (27). ...... 201 ?002011— 6
J A Bennett (28). . , .11102 J2211— 9 *Dr Moore 1002018203— 6

* Guest, shot at 28yds^

Openingr Day at Elkwood Park.
Messrs. Daly & Chanfrau, managers of the new shooting grounds

at Elkwood Park, send us the following notice of the programme for
tbe opening day:
Tbe inaugural shoot for the Patten cup (presented by W. R. Fatten,

Esq.) will lake place on Thursday. Jan. al, at 12 o'clock coon; 25
live birds, entrance, handicaps from 25 to 31yds., ties on 6 bu-ds;
50 per cent, and cup to the winner. 30 per cent, to second, and 20 per
cent, to third; high guns. Open only to members of the Carteret,
Westminster, Larchmont, Riverton, Tuxedo, Philadelphia, Country
Club, Morristown and Ocean County Hunt and Country Club. To be
shot on Ihe new grounds^S sets of traps, those favoring the birds to
be selected on the day of shoot.
No. 2, 10 live Dirds, $.0 eutrance, amateurs at 30yds., professional^

32yds. (Brewer baired).
No. 3, 15 live birds, 816 entrance, birds included, open to all, at

30yds.
Pleiity of birds for sweeps, which can he shot Tyhile the other con-

tests are in progress.
The station for ElkwoQ(i Park ja Branobport, on the New York ,S:

Long Branch R. R,
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Grand AmericanyHandicap.
BLKWOOD PARK SELEOTBD.

The classiflcatlon and tournament commitfee of the Interstate As-
sociation had an important task set it when the mntter of the choice
of grounds for the Grand American Handicap nf 1897 was placed in
its hands. Manager Shaner was appouited a committee of one by
the above committee to visit certain grounds and report on their de-
sirability or otherwise. Mr. Shaner, as aU-^ady stated in Forest and
Stbeam. visited the three race tracks near Ehz'abeth, N. J.- WaverJy,
Linden and Dwyer's—and also the new grounds at Elkwood Park,
N. J.

In his report, banded tn to ttie comiiifttee on Tuesday, December
23, manager Shaner stated that the only places suitable for the pur-
pose of holding the above shoot were Dwyer's track and the Elkwood
Park grounds. The committee decided' to visit the two grounds
named and inspect them, and set Tuesda.y, Dec. 29. as the date for
the visit of inspection. Later, when it was found that this date was
unfavorable for certain of the committee to attend, another date
was fixed—Thursday. Jan. 7.

The classification and tournament coipmittpe is composed of the
following: Irby Bennett, Chairman; Noel E. Money, Justus von
Lengerke, Paul North and J. L. Lsquin.secretary of the Association.

dwybb's track.
On Jan. 7. as agreed upon above, the committee, with the excep-

tion of Paul North, left New York by the 10:10 A. M. train over the
P. R. T?., and first visited Dwyer's track. The committee was ac-
companied by manager Shaner. Messrs. Zwirlein and AstCalk met
the committee on its arrival.
Elizabeth can be reached in forty minutes from New York. One

minute's walk from the depot is the track of the electric cars, that
run to within a shf^rt five minutes' walk of the race track. Ordina-
rily cars run every ten minutes, and it takes about ten minutes from
the depot to the end of the line near the track. Given the closest
connections possible, and it would take an hour to get to the entrance
to the track. From the entrance to the main buildings, in from, of
which the middle set of traps would have to be located, is about
another three minutes' walk

;
perhaps not so much.

The inclosure itself is as perfect a natural shooting ground as one
could wish to see anywhere. For a target tournament such a loca-
tion could r:ot be surpassed. Eight or ten cets of targets could be
placed in a straight line without either inconveniencing the other.
Shooters would face about E.S.E., and every target would have a
sky background. As soon as Noel Money saw it, he said: "I wish
we'd seen this ground before we gave our tournament last year."
Taking it altogether the committee was most favorably impressed

.

with the advantages offered by locating the handicap on these'
grounds, and so openly expressed itself. It was, of course, under-
stood that much would have To be done in the way of preparing for
the comfort of 'hp pl-opter?, in cBse (he weather during the Grand

'

i' t/ti "^, 'ci'^' ^a-.- .V.'
.

'

ELKWOOD PARK ARB ITS NEW SCOOTING GROUNDS.

American week was unfavorable. Shooters know—none better

—

that temporary arrangements, however good, are at the best unsat-
isfactory if the weather is bad. It was its experience in this matter
in the past that made the Intetstate Association so careful this year
in the selection of its grounds for the Grand American Handicajj.

ELKWOOD PABK.

The committee left Elizabeth on the 12:46 P. U. train for Branch-
port, a station on the New York & Long Branch R R. Both the P.
R. R. and the C. R. R. of N. J. run trains over this road, tickets being
good either way on trains of both roads. The great drawback to Elk-
wood Park has always been, to our way of thinking, its distance from
New York. By rail it is Hfty-flve miles; trains take one there in one
and one-half hours from the Nev/ York side of the ferry. As last
year, trains will be stopoed during the shoot at the crossing where
the highway from Branebport crosses the railroad track at the upper
end of the park. The crossing is plainlv shown in tbe accompanying
illustratien. If you walk to the grounds you can do it in ten minutes
easil.y. If you ride, five minutes will cover the distance.
(Note.-This year the Elkwood Park management guarantees to

carry all shooters free from the tra'n to the club house.)
To return to the «-isit of the committee: Tbe day was the loveliest

imaginable for tbe time of year. Of course both "Dwyer's track and
Elkwood Park showed at their prettiest. The new club house stood
up prominently on the top of the rise where the new grounds are
located. It at once attracted all eyes. An inspection that was some-
thing more than thorough was made of this club house, trap pits,
etc And there was much to see and admire. If there are any more
perfectly arranged shooting grounds or any that are more perfectly
equipped, we couldn't name them in a month of Sundays. If Chim-
mie Fadden was a shooter, and if he was to visit Elkwood Park's
new grounds, he'd use his favorite expression to give vent to his feel-
ings on the point: "They're outer sight." And Ohimmie would be
perfectly accurate.
In oar issue of Oct. 31, 1896, we gave a very full description of the

grounds as we saw them then. As we saw them on Jan. 7, 1897, it is
not putting it much too strongly to say that our breath was taken
away. On Oct 20 all was in embryo; no club house stood there; not
even its foundations had been begun; pegs marked its limits, that
was all. On Jan, 7 the club ho"se was practically complete Steam
was passing through the radiators, making it warm throughout;
painters were putting their last toucbe.". to it, the coloring chosen for
the inside decoration being a very pretty shade of red. Outside it is
white, with ''yellow trimmings " Carpenters were busy la^^iog the
board walk around the building, while a strong rail and wire fence
bounded the board walk, absolutely preventing spectators from
crowding or annoying shooters at the score.
The puller's house, sunk slightly in the ground so as not to obstruct

the view from the house, was inspected ; also the house for the ref-
eree and the scorer. Alongside the Htter's house was the dog han-
dler's house and cold storage pit, as it were, for the dead birds. The
retrieving is all done by dogs, and neither dog, handler nor dead
birds being visible to the spectators or shooter until the dog is re-
leased to retrieve a bird. Some practice work was had to show how
fast the birds -could be trapped when shooters were ready at the
score for their turns. As stated in our issue of Oct 31, all trapping
is done from below ground. The committee went underground and
saw the trapper at work—only one man is wanted at each set of
traps, and as he put it to us, he has a "picnic."
A miss-and out was started to give a practical illustration of the

'

workings of traps, etc. The miss-and-out had 7 entries: Money, Von
Lengerke, Soistman, Bennett, Daly, Japhia Van Dyke and Edwards
(It is not necessary to state who won the pot; perhaps some of the
others might not hke it mentioned ) Nine times out of ten the trap
that had been sprung was loaded and ready for business before the
dog had the dead bird in its mouth; and the dog was not a slow one
by any means.
The traps are those known as the Mott disappearing traps. They

are unquestionably harder to shoot over than the Eng traps, from
the fact that they disappear instead of falling over with a clatter.
But the act of disappearing causes quite a racket, and in addition a
bell that acts as a "starter" attracts a shdoter's attention to the trap
almost as well as the clatter of an opening King trap.

THE committee's decision.
After inspecting everything, lockers for shooters, and all other ac-

commodations, the committee decided that if Messrs. Daly and Chan-
frau, the managers of the grounds, would sign the contract to be
mailed to them the following day, there was no further question be-
fore it as to where the Grand American Handicap of 1897 should be
shot. In making such decision, we think the committee only acted
as they were instructed to do; to find the best and most desirable
oeatioh for holding the Grand American Handicap.

LAST tear's discomfort.

p tjjpge, tbe^ were many, who swffertia tfie ^if^cospfprt^ that

attended the shoot at Elkwood Park last year, can rest assured that
!jhis year the Interstate Association has taken every precaution to
guard their interests. It i^^ too premature to make any announce-
ment in this is.sue as to just what the management of Elkwood Park
will do to absoluely secure tbe comfort of the shooters who will be
Its gu<=sts. Manager Shaner is now at work on the programme, and
it will soon be in our hands and in the hands of the shooters of this
country The reading matter in that programme will contain abun-
dance of interesting data as to how things will be werked this year.
Personally we can say that, under the circumstances, we should

have adjudged the committee unworthy of the confidence reposedm it had it decided anj;^ other way after once seeing the grounds at
Elkwood Park. On this point we are satisfied that shooters them-
selves will agree with us when they see the grounas.
As stated above, one of the greatest drawbacks to Elkwood Park is

Its distance from New York. The claim is a good one and had a great
deal of weight with the committee when it came to the actual choice
of grounds. But there was a decided set off to this disadvantage. It
can easily be figured out that with the increased facilities for shoot-
ing off events rapidly offered by the clover leaf" sets of traps, to-
gether with the undergrotmd system of trapping, etc . it is perfectly
possible to finish the Grand American Handicap in one day with a
list of 100 shooters. Last year it took about 1„*)00 birds to finish the
race; with three sets of traps that means Just about f 50 birds for
each set of traps, with over six hours to do It in ; 100 birds an hour is
ordinary match work with ordinary apphances. At Elkwood Park
it will be easily possible to beat that rate, even in a big sweepstake
like tbe Gi-and American Handicap.
Each shooter will start at No. 1 set of traps and shoot a bird on

each set of traps, and then retire until his turn comes to shoot his
next 3 bird.s. Thus anybody who is fortunate enough to stay in until
the 25th round has been shot will have fired at 9 birds on No. 1 set of
traps and at 8 on each of the other two sets. With shooters at the
score with any degree of promptness.it can readily be seen that the
Grand American Handicap can be run off in one day if the entries do
not amount to more than they did in 1896.

A OOtlNTlSB attraction.
On Saturday, Jan. 9, we had a talk with Mr. Charles Zwirlein. In

the course of conversation he stated positively that a counter attrac-
tion, with good and solid monetary attraciions in the shape of added
money, would be held at Dwyer's track on the same day as the
Cffncl American Handicap. We sincerely hope that Mr. Zwirlein
and Mr. Astfalk wUl do nothing of the kind, as we feel that such a
policy would be not only hurtful to the sport itself, but would also
be almost suicidal, aa in all probability both events would be some-
thing like direct failures through the effects of such clashing of in-
terests. Edward Banks.

IN NEW JERSEY.
BOILING SPRINSS GUN CLUB.

Jan. 2,—The detailed score made in the Boiling Springs Gtm Club's
regular monthly shoot, held so-day, w as as follows, W. H. Huck
leading the band with 48 out of 50:
F Van Dyke (0).

. .11111111111111111111111100111111111111110111111111-47
P Adams (3) OlllOlOlOlOllO.OlllUimilOlOlOlOllOlOniinuilO-30

100 J

37R Marville (15), , .11110110101111011111011011111110100110101111111001—37
101000001110011 _ 7

44A A Hegeman (7).11101111011011111100111111011101100011011000101111—34
1101110 5

39W H Huck (0). . . .11111111111111101111111111111011111111111111111111-48
G E Qrieff (0)... .11111100111111110011110111100111110110111111011111-40
K Frank (0) llllllOOlllOlOlllOlllDOllOillOOllOllllllOlniOOIl- 36F S Edwards (0)..111111111101111111100Ul]0111]lli]110001011111ll01-41
J A Paul (0) 11101111111111011010111101111111010101111101011111-40
T Barron (5) 11111111110101011111010111111111001110111111111111-42

mil _ 5

B James (5) 11111101111110110111011111011110101011111011001011- 38
10110 _ 3

C R Wise (0) llllllOlOlOlllllllllllllllllOlillOllllllllOlliniO-43
E Jeannerette (6). 01111110011011001011101111001110111111101101011101-35

000100 _ X

36
Brown (15 IfOlOlOOOOllOOOlOOOOlOlOOOOOlOOOOOOOlOlOOllOOlOOOO- 14

OOOOlOlOOOlOOOl _ 4

18W M Harding (4).01011111110101101011100010001101110110100011111011-.31
1110 _ .3

34
AVOBK DEFEATS DAVIS.

Jan. 5.—George Work and J. H- Davis, the latter a member of the
Riverton Gun Club, of Philadelphia, shot a race io day on the
grounds of that club at Rive' ton, N. J. The conditions were 100
birds per man, 30yds. rise, SOyds boundary. The birds were a fast
lot, the strong somberly wind helping them away from the traps ata
great rare. Work shot in poor form, bis score of 83 not being up lo
his standard by any means He seems just now to be shooting gen-
erally away below his average for the past few years. The fact that
he only scored one double-figure run, 10, shows "that there was some-
thing wrong with the way in which he pointed his gun. Davis made
a lower score than Work, losing the race in the last 25 birds; he had
two runs of double figures, both 10s. Davis started in the lead with
2-i to fO at the end of the first i5; he increased his lead to 4 bu-ds at
the end of the 50th round, the scores standing then Davis 43 to
Work's 39. Although Work only scored 31 in the next 25, he gained
3 birds on his opponent, who could do no better than score 18. This
left Davis 1 bird in the lead at the end of the third d5. Work's score
of 8a in his lap t string was far too much for Davis, who made his
lowest total for a string of '25 in this match, 17. This left Work
the winner of the match by 4 birds, the scores standing as shown
below:
George Work 3i22I2220.2»2232238203202—?0

210i0*«2^2«22.2220323?222—'9
303222 22»22 1 2-i22«a0223.i3- 21
22U'2«12a203 220322323211—3?—83

Junius H Davis 2113221111003211130231113—22
. 2221«12ni:«ll C2232111P«-ai

n21003l52«20-00222i'in0i-18
00 .'23320»1 33332022 .01S0.3—17-78

FORESTER GUN CLUB, OF NEWARK.
Jan r.—The New Year's Day shoot of the Forester Gun Club was

not largely attended. Too many shoots were on hand for this day in
thev'ciuity of Newark, and that fact no doubt had much to do with
the number of shooters present at our grounds to-day. Along list
of events, fO in all. were shot off. Nos. 1, 2, 5, 7, Q, iv,'l6 and 18 were
at known traps and angles; Nos. 4 and 19 at unknown angles- Nos 3
6,8.10,13,16 and 30 at reversed order; Nos. 11, Maud 17 at expert
rules. Scores were as below:

Events:

0 Smith 8 4 6 .

.

D Fleming.. 9 6 9 7
Winans 6 5 8 3
Jewell 9 6 3
J James....
C Hedden.,
Cumrnings.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

9 8
.. 4

9 9^.

6659 10 988

7 6 9 8 7

993 10 9868 7 777
5

. - fl 5 7 7 . . . . 6 . . .

6 79 89688958 '9

...5 6 6 7 6
5 3 3 8.. 4 .

Jan. 9.-The following scores were made to-day- by members of
the Forester Gon Club, of Newark-
Events; 133456'J'8 9 1011131314

Dr Cumrnings 65 7 7R98 10 378G4 7
P Sinnock 7 8 5 7 8 7 8 10 9 in..
Jewell 7 .. '.I 8 8 5 8 ,.

" " *"

Winans 8 5 3.. 3 6 5 6 5
"

J James 9 7 7 5 0 8 10 7 9
'6 's

' Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13 and 14 were at known angles; Nos. 3 6 and
9 at expert rules; Nos, 4, 8 and 12 at reversed ord^r.

'

H. E. Winans, Sec'y.
BOILING SPRINGS VERSUS ENDEAVOR.

Jan 9 —One of the closest and most interesting team rapes ever shot
in this vicinity was dedided this afternoon on the grounds of the
Boi'ing Springs Gun Club at Rutherford. The Endeavor Gun Club
of Jersey City, put a ten-men team m the ffeld against a team of the
home club and suffered defeat by just two breaks, the scores stand-
ing 195 to 193 in favor of the home team. This match settled the
series bett^een the two clubs, as ttj.p Boiling Springj» CJub defeated
ttie sn^eftTor Qlflb on iif! ojn groutida ftl Mftrion 111 flrsti

match. Scores in the team race to-day did not rule high, but the
work of everybody was generally even.
The gathering to-day was quite a representative one for a New

Jersey team race. Among those present were: Justus and Carl von
Lengerke. of the firm of Von i^engerke & Detmold, together with
Gus Greiff and Theodore Baron, from the same store; Ed. Taylor,
of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.. and Marshall Herrineton, of W-A
fame; Neaf Apgar, the new Austin 'graduate; Tom Keller and Eddie
Collins, both of them talking and shooting King's Smokele.ss; Piatt
Adams, Colin Wise, W. M Harding, C. F. Lenone, Charlie Hebbard
(of tbe W. Fred. Quimby Co.); George Pier, y and his son Louis, A.
R. Strader, H. P. Fessenden, etc. From out of town were Elmer E,
Shaner, almost minus a voice, of Pittsburg, Pa., and Ben. O. Bush,
of Kalamazoo, Mich. Mr. Shaner kindly consented to act as referee
in the team race, despite the weakness of bis vocal chords referred
to above. He had a "good eye" with him, and that made up for all
deficiencies in lung power. (As a matter of fact Elmer had a very
bad cold indeed.)
The weather could not have been more delightful, and had the old

order of things prevailed the scores would have been much higher.
Four new springs on the bluerock traps sent the targets much further
than has been customary on these grounds. The backgrotmd is a
perfect one, all sky, and it was only necessary to gauge the speed of
the targets correctly and get well ahead of the qnarterers. Some of
us found difficulty in doing this. Tom Keller and Ed Taylor were
both suffering from rheumatism (not gout), so some allowances must
bemade for their totals. (This statement is made gratuitously and
was not solicited !) Justus von Lengerke tried a new gun that he
found on trial did not suit him, the pistol grip not fitting correctly his
crippled right hand.
The scores made in the team race are given below in detaU, the

conditions being 25 targets per man, unknown angles:

Boiling Springs.
WHHuck 1111111011111110111111111-23
Neaf Apgar v.^^..^.*..;. 1101011111111111111111101-23
P Adams 0111111110011110111111111-21
T Baron 1110111111110110111011111-21

S S S^*"'^ 1110110111111100111101111—20
C O Hebbard 1101111111011101111011011—20
T H Kellar 1111110110101111111100101-19
O R Wise 1101111001111011101110011-18
Dr De Wolfe. 1011111010101111100111100-17
J A Paul 0110101000111011010110111—14—1?5

Endeavor.
EOollins 1111111111111111101111101-23
G H Piercy 1011011111111111111111110-22
F S Edwards 0010110111111111111111111-21M Herrington ,...,..,,1111111100100111111011111—20
Ed Taylor .0111110111110111011111111—20
C von Lengerke 1111101111011010110110111—19
A R Strader 1010011111111101011110111—19
J von Lengerke 1001111011111100110101111-18
L Piercy 1000111110010101111111010—16
H P Fessenden OOllllOOllllOllliOllOroiO-15—193A record of all the events shot during the afternoon is given be-
low, every event being at unknown angles. No. 6 was the team race
and No. 11 was one of the "after dark" shoots, the referee and scorer
having to go down to the trap house to judge breaks and misses, it
being almost too dark to see the targets:

Events: 1S3466789 1011
Targets: 15 15 10 15 15 26 15 20 10 25 25

Edwards ]3 14 10 14 11 21 15 19 8 33 20
Apgar 15 13 9 12 11 23 13 17 9 .

Taylor 13 11 7 .. 14 20 18
Bush 11 10 6 8 10.. 14 17 8 20"
Keller 12 13 7 11 12 19 II 17 8 .. ,.
Fessenden .,.,..........',„,,... 6 .. 5 .. . 15
Herringten..,.. 12 9 8 13 .. ?0 11 's i9

"'

Adams 10 11 10 11 10 21 13 16 10
Hebbard , li 13 8 12 8 20
Collins

, , 12 .. . 21
GPiefCi^ 9 11 14 i2 12 17 10 21 30
Greift T'.. .......... .. 8 .. .. 20 14 .. ,L Piercy 4 12 .. IB ,'.

.'

James .. .. 7 .. .. ,

*-l^ L B ,,^ J . ,, 10 11 9 18 .. , ,. .. ...

Baron 9 15 14 2113 18 619..
Huck .... 6 13 12 J3 15 16 8 20
De Wolfe 5 10 1117 8 15 10...
Paul 8 ., 14 13 .. 6 .. ..
Wise 9 1117 & 14 6 22 22
Frank 10 .. .. 8 11 6 .. ..
Billings 8 .. 10 .. 6...
Count 7 .. 6 8 e .. ..CVL 19 14 17 .. .,
Strader 19 10 8 8 14 i.
Harding 12 14 4 h 13
Brown 3 2 12

W. S. EDKV VKRSUS H. EDEY.
Jan. 9.—As a result of the New Year's Day shoot at the Westmin-

ster Kennel Club, a 100 bird race was shot to-day on the grounds of
the Carteret Gun Club, at Bayonne. On New Year's D y Harry
Edey scored S3 out of 24 from the ?7yds. mark and won the Kennel
Club's cup; W. S. Edey, his brother, stood ataoyds. and retired in the
6th round. To day's race was shot under similar conditions as to
rise, W. S. Edey conceding his brother Syds. ; the conditions called
also for a 91yds. boundary. Had the usual boundary of 50yd3. been
adopted, W. S. Edey's score would have been 87 to his brother's 81.
Carteret is becoming famous for the fast birds now trapped on these
grounds, and to-day's lot were no exception to the rule. The light
was good, but there was no wind to help the birds. Considering
everything, however, the scores made were decidedly creditable.
Below are the totals:
W S Edey C<9) 2?223f0>'?2OJ1129a9"02103—fO

• 31 222?21 133 1332292 '23133- 24
1101 2232222S22"0'"OnOO?228- 1

8

9J0.2 2 0i2S23f03 3102 '^3-iO-8i
H Edey (37) S3;03vl231-S0 1' 03«i' 03J1— '• 0

! oo.'sr30'«i3ioioiii3r^3i5'—18
01 322 ^321 0033201 -A 0 1 1 3230-1

9

e333I2«103111131231113132—21—78

NEW year's DAY AT OAKWOOD INN.

Jan. 1.—New Year's Day did not bring out many shooters at the
Oakwood Inn traps, near Elizabeth. Aaron Woodruff' and Nate Ast-
falk made a good race of it for first honors, Nate finally beating
Woodruff out by 5 misses to 6 Scores:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No 6.
Woodruff (31)... 213i'0- 4 03330- 3 01133- 4 210-2 20132—4 11111-5
Mulvaney (38)... 25231-5 03012- 3 11002- 3 021-2 S3120-4 11210 4
Astfalk (30) 21238- 5 19103—4 13331- 5 121-3 P3122-4 01121-4
No. 7: A. Woodruff and Mulvaney 5, Astfalk 4, N. Woodruff 3
No, 8: A. Woodruff 5, Astfalk 4, Noah Woodruff 2, Mulvaney 1.

Cobweb Gun Club.
New York, Jan. 7.—The members of the Cobweb Gun Club did not

turn out in much force to day, but several guests arrived on the
grounds quite unexpectedly, making the afternoon a pleasant one
for all. McDonnell won the Class A medal; A. Elliott the Class B
medal; Dittmar the medal in Class C, and. Thompson the Class Z
medal. Scores:

Club shoot. Tie. Club shoot. Tie.
GEGreiffCA) 21111—5 100 WPurdy(B) I.IIO—3 w
McDonnell (A) 12112—5 201 T Hughes (B) 21001-8 2220
NApgar(A) 100 w Dittmar(C) 02200 - 3 ....
E Miller (A) 11311—5 200 H Miller (0) 20100—2
FAKerker(A) 11212-5 G Thompson (Z) OOOOl—1 ,

A Elliott (B).,. 21010-3 1111

Two miss-and-outs were shot as below:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. 2.

147 i3332-o 233« -3 Hayward 120 —2 21123121—8
Cramer 21320- 4 21112230-7 N Apgar 12113112-8
a E Greiff... .13131- 5 11022121—8

Geo. W. Thompson, Jr , Sec'y.

New York State Shoot.
Auburn, N. Y., Jan. 9 —Editor Forest and Stream: Please mention

in Fixtures that Auburn Gun Club claims the second week in June
for the tournament of the New York State Sportsmen's Association;
82,000 cash guaranteed, besides a large list of guns and other good
merchandise. We intend to give the biggest and best lot of open
sweeps, no handicap and nobody barred, that has ever been given in
the Bast. We hope to have a large attendance of the tournament
shooters from the West and South and the Eastern States, and have
claimed above dates to be in line with the Cleveland bhoot and
Pennsylvania State tournament. C. W. Tvttle, Sec'y.

The FoBSSf St^ah is put fo pre^ each toeek on Tuetday
Correspondent i»2«n^ /or'jntftlicatton AonM reach w at



Jan. 16, 1897.]

Trap at Buffalo.

AlTDUBON GT3N OLUB.

BupPALO, N. Y., Jan. 1.—The New Year's Day shoot of the Audubon
Gun Club, of this city, was a. complet* success. There was a very
large aiteadance of out-of-town sbooters, while the home club
showed up remarkably well, both in point of numbers and in scores.
Ten teams entered in the team race: Five teams from the Audubon
Gun Club, two from the Kocbester (N. Y.) Rod and Gun Club, and one
each from the following clubs: Cazenovia, Lockport and Bison Gun
clubs. The cup went, as might have been expected, to Rochester.
The first team of that city's club put up a score that was extremely
hard to beat -44 out of 4.5. With such men on the team as Sim Glover,
L. V. Byer and Eddie Myers, one naturally looked for a big score; bur,

H out of 50 is something extremely warm. The Audubon No. 1 team
shot a eood race: Hammond broke 15 straight. E. O. Burkhardt only
dropped one target, while E. D. Kelsey managed to lose 3, something
he does not do very often when on a team.
Almost all day both sets of traps were kept constantly busy, over

6,000 targets being thrown; 49 shooters took part in the sweeps and
m the team race. Scores were as below, the team race resulting as
follows:
Rochester No. 1: Sim Glover 14, L. V. Byer 15. E. C. Myers 15-41.
Audubon No. 1: E. C. Burkhardt 14, F. D. Kelsey 12, E. Hammond

15-41
Audubon No. 2: C, S. Burkhardt la, H. D. Kirkover 13, L. Norris

13—37.
Rochester No. 3: Weller 13, Quirk 11, Wride 12—36.
Lockport Gun Club: C. Ward 12, J. Covert 10, 1. J. Atwater 12—84.
Cazenovia Gun Club: R. Stacey 12, N. Alderman 13, L. Swope

12—37.
Audubon No. 3: G. Bines, .Jr., 13, A. Heinold 14, L. Bennett 11—38.
Audubon No. 4: A. Forrester 15, E, Andrews 14, Aid. Zoeller 9—38.
Bison Gun Club: Wielin 7, Wheeler 13, Ditton 11—31.
Audubon No. 5: H. Hanks 14, G. A. McArthur 11, L. Fries 12—37.
Sweeps were shot as below, event No, 7 on the programme being

the team race given below;

Events: X 8 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 13 13 14
Targets: 10 16 15 10 IS 20 10 IS SO 10 IB IS 10

E Hammond 9 13 14 10 13 20 10 15 18 9 14 .. ..

H KirHover.. 9 14 14 10 12 17 8 13 18 8 li 14 8
E CMyer. ...... ...... v.... 8 11 13 9 15 19 9 15 20 9 14 13 9
Sim Glover............ 10 14 15 9 14 19 10 11 20 10 15 14 10
Weller 7 15 la 10 13 18 8 13 19 8 11 13..
CBurkhardt , 9 15 14 8 12 18 8 15 17 10 13 12 9
EMcCarney, 7 13 13 8 8 16 9 11.. 7.. 14 .,

Werlin 7 12 13 5 10 18 .. 9 12 9 13 ..

Norris... 4 11 11 7 14 17 7 14 18 7 13 12..
Byer 10 14 12 9 .3 17 10 13 18 9 12 10 ..

F Kelsey , 9 14 14 8 14 19 9 13 18 9 15 15 8
Moore .i. 6 7 13 4 11 11

Covert 10 1113 8 IsJ 17 6 12.. 8 12 9 8
Wride 8 1114 9 13 17 8 14 £0
Brandenburg , 9 10 15 8
Woods 10 9 10 6 13 16 9 16 . 8

Atwater 6 10 13 4 U 15 7 .. 14 10 .. 8
C Ward 8 15 13 9 15 17 8 18 17 10 13 10 7
EAndrews .-.-..r...;. 7 6 11 8 13 14.. 9
E Bm-khardt 9 12 14 9 13 18 10 14 IB 9 15 15 7
Quirk 10 12 .. 7 .. .. 10
Ald^oeUer 12 13 7 9 14 6 10 14
E W Smith....... 8 .. 10 8
.1 J Heid 8 . . 10 . . 7 11 .-. 9 11....
McArthur 12 8 10 17 .. 10 19
Wheeler..... ........h. 10 ,. 12 .. 5 .. .. ,. .. .. .,

WBurt 9 .. 9 711 ,. ,.

L W Bennett 11 8 12 17 10 12 17 10 9 13 .

.

J Lodge..... 10 7 ...... 10
Reynolds 12 8 14
A Forrester 14 9 11 16 7 13 18 8
A Heinold 6 12 i6 8 9 17 7 11 13 8
U E Story 6 U .. .. 8
B Talsma 6
RScacy 7 12 18 8 10 8 6
Alderman.......... 8 12 19 10 10 13 .

.

Swope 7 la 16 7 12 11 .

.

Waltz 5 13 15 5 9 12 .

J Beck 7 14 15 7 8 12 .

.

Hanks , .. 15 16 8 11 .. ..
Poch 14 . . 8
Sandy 10 13 7 10 12 7
Ditton 14 ,. 7 ., 11 ..
Hines 13 .. 10
L Fries 16 8 .. ..
Rider. ,..V...... 3 9 ..
J W Estes,. .. 8..'..
Sippel , 8 ,. ..
P Myers 7 ....

"

Jan. S.—The attendance at to-day's shoot, the regular weekly shoot
o£ ihe AuduDon Gun olub, was not as large as the fine weather war-
ranted. Part ot tue falling oflE in the aoteudauce may be du-ectly at-
tributed to the Jong day's work at the traps yesterday. There were,
however, plenty of shooters to make it interesting, ana some t ood
scores were recoi ded.
In the club badge shoot Johnson and 0 S. Burkhardt tied on 24

each out of 2b In class A, uut as BorKhardc was penalized 2 t .rgets
the emblem went to Jonn&ou. In class U Snyder was tne winner, J
E. Do.dge winning in ciass C. The main feattu-e of the day outside of
the above event was a team race betweon ttams captained respect-
ively by Sim Glover and C. S. Burkuardt. The race resulted in a vic-
tory for Capt. Huikiiardt's men, the score standing T-t to 68. Scores
in all the sweeps were as below

:

Events; 1S345U7S Events; 183 45678
Targets: 10 IS S6 20 15 IB SO 10 Targets: 10 15 S5 20 15 16 SO 10

E C Burk- Jacobs,.., 9 . . 20
hardt.... 10 13 22 14 11 10 17 9 Ji- G Meyer. .. 14 18 13 11 11

'" "

Glover 10 13 sib 19 14 14 19 10 Forrester ... 12 24 17 13 13 19 io
C S BUTK- N F T 7 15 15 9 10 11 6
hardc... 9 12 24 18 13 13 17 9 Reinecke.... 9 20.. ,. 9

Kirkover.. 8 15 <} 19 14 14 IS 9 HUl 3 .. ,. 1 ""
"

Norns 6 15 32 ly 12 13 18 9 Coombs , .. 14 .. ,. " " "

Hanks a la i-i 18 13 15 16 8 Talsma.... .. .. 19 .

"

Zoeller.... 7 13 15 18 9 Fries. ..... .. 81 .. U "

Sandy..... 6 10 16 12 8 10 10 6 Bklro 17
*"

Geisdorfer. 6 12 20 13 13 J J Reld 13 ., 13 13 ia '9

Snyder 6 9 22 .. ll .. .. ,. Lodge 18 .. 13 .

Hines 9 10 19 17 12 12 17 lU Johnson 24 .. 14 16
'" "

McArthur. a 13 17 14 12 11 16 8 E W Smith .. 2i ..
" "

.Bird 7 7 a i:J 6 9 .. .. .

Event No. 3, badge shoot. Team shoot, 10 birds per man, losing
team to pay for birds:
C Burkhardt (captj 9 S Glover (capt)

, , , 7H Kirkover 9 H Hanks 9
L Morris .i..,.. 10 E C Burkhardt 6
L Johnson... 9 A Forrester 10NET 4 EW Smith jj

Ed Reinecke.... 8 J Estes 8
G McArthur .....ii.,... 5 B Talsma 8
G Hines, Jr ........j 6 P Myers. ...... .^^ 7
J Lodge. ....... .,.«.„5.,, . 8 FSandy ....t..,*. 4
A Coombs... i.i^...... 4—72 J Kied 7—68

Calumet Heights Gun Club.
Chicaoo, 111., Dee. 25.—The members of the Calumet Heights Gun

Club shot at some good birds to-day, the majority of those trapped
being strong flyers. The wnite birds were hara to see over the snow-
covered ground. Interest in the sport only ceased when all the birds
had been trapped.
Event No. i was at 10 live birds, $3, high guns to win ; Class A at

S2yds., Class B at 30yds., and Class C at i7yiis. Lamphere and Lewis
divided first and second, Metcalfe cook third, and Sibley fourth. No
a was at 5 birds, $1.50 entrance, same conditions as to rise, bat gun
below the belt untU the bird was on the wing. Knowles won first
money, Patersoa secoud, and Metcalfe third, it being high guns to
win. No. 3 was shot under precisely similar conditions to No. 2. The
four straights shot off for place, tne shoot-off resulting in Metcalfe
taKing first money, Wescott second, and Sibley third. Scores'

No. 1. No. a. No. 3.
G C Lamphere (32; 221112U0J—9 1*100 -3 2lli0-4
FS Lewis (,3j^..... ainil220i-9 01011—3 I0il2^W Metcalfe (30) ... „ ,....120121s220 -8 21O1I—4 11122—5
Q M Sibley C30j .iiOia<0iil—H 2<i221—

5

H A Boedkei- (iO) 120j2iaia0 - 8 05:000 -1 5:OU2-^GH Knowles (.32) 101lOiUO<!—7 lal<Ji-5 01120-3
A CPdtersoQ (.32). l0.ii21300i-7 11212- 5 01001—2
C B Wescott (32)...,,,.,...,-.., 0122010U1-7 01120-3 12121—5
U Marshall (.30) 00l25l22iO—7 02001—2 llz21—

5

AP Harper (30) 0210a0ii2—7 2j011—4 81011—4
A VV Carlisle ^30). O^aiOiOO-'l—6
K Marks (27) 000012lOiO-4
J P Fisher (30) 00000-0
0 L Dougherty (27) 10001-a

Limited Gun' Club.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 31.—Mr. George Wood, formerly of Pitts-

burg, but now living in Colorado, has been visiting relatives in this

city for several weeks. He has shot from time to time on the

grounds of the Limited Gun Club. His good work in practice led

some of his friends to back him against the veteran Geo. C. Beck, at

one time holder of the American Field cup. The match was at 50

pigeons, for $50 a side, and was shot this afternoon.
Mr. Beck shot with much of his old-time vigor, and was an easy

winner; 27 of bis birds were killed with the first barrel, there being
no excuse for using the second, even for safety. His second barrel,

when used, was placed quickly and with excellent judgment. His
first loss was the 5th bird, a rapid driver, which was centered with
both barrels, but managed to get a few feet outside the flags. He
also lost his l5th, 21st and 45th, two of them right-quartering drivers

and one an incomer to the left.

Mr. Wood shot unevenly, his best run being 10. He was weak on
the fast birds, although he killed some of that sort in a way to merit
applause. He is capable of much better work than the score in-

The birds were a mixed lot, as usual with us—too many with an in-

coming tendency, but with a sprinkling of very hard drivers, all the
harder because unexpected. Beck shot an L, C. Smith gun, with
Schultze powder and No. 7 shot in both barrels. Wood shoe a Crown
Greener, with Schultze powder, shot unknown. Each had 1 dead out
of boimds. The scores follow:
Wood 2201022000031012221 122220—17

I22212202201232u2l2202321—21—38

Beck .- 111202211211220111120il21—22
1211211111121221212012212—24-46

Other scores for the same day, for price of birds only, were: Parry
24; Marott, 16 out of 26, Marott staaaing at 30yds., and allowing his
opponent 5yds.; Holliday 19; Hearsey, 15 out of 25; Tripp 21, Parry
18, both shooting from x6yd8. mark; Cooper 18; Liilly, 13 out of 25.

Jan. 1,—lt was my pleasure to be one of a party from the Limited
Gun Club which made a social call one day last spring on the Buck-
'eye Gun Club, of Dayton, O. The day was raw and bleak enough,
but was made bright by the genuine warmth of the greeting ex-
tended to us, and it became real hot before the team shoot, a mere
incident of the visit, was over.
With 10 men to a team, each ^hooting at SO targets, they beat us 77

points, but we didn't mind that. We had already been defeated by
teams from the Soft Mark Club of "Chicago, and the gun club of
Wabash, Ind., and felt proud to add the famous Buckeyes to the list

-just CO give it tone, you know. At any rate we returned home
even gayer tnan when we started, and have since cherished the
memory of that trip as the brightest and best thing in our trap-
shooting experience. Truly, "it is not all of shooting to shoot."'

To-Oay the Buckeyes were our guests, and while they for a while
tasted tne bitter dregs of defeat, we hope they may recall the day as
one not unmixed with pleasure.
Tne weather was most disagreeable and unfavorable for shooting,

as a steaay rain fell tnroughout the day and the clouds hung so low
that the light was extremely bad. All was cheerful enough within the
club room, where a plain lunch was served at noon. At 5:30 P. M. an
elegant repast was served at the Grand Hotel, but unfortunately this

enjo.vable feature of the day was cut short by the necessity of the
visitors leaving for home at 7:i0 P. M.
Cm" guests were welcomed in appropriate words by Hon. W. D.

Bynum. Dr. Adams responded and uncovered a beautiful and costly
vase of elegant design, which he presented on behalf of the Buckeye
Gun Cluo to the home club. Dr. iSritton accepted it and the party
broke up in a nurry to catch the train.

As to the team shoot, the visitors did not present all of their best
men. Mr. Heikes would have been a tower of strength to them, but
the illness of his wlie kept him at home. Scott McDonald was
shooting a strange gun, some villian having stolen the old Lefever,
with which he was a hard man to beat- And Ed. Rike shootmg a
Winchester; what-do you think of that? It but illustrates the loyalty
of Heikes's frienas to uim. C. W. Raymond (pretty near "old Reli-
able") jusD pounded out 48 and seemed a bit astonished that so
many got away.
Of the home team TutewUer and Parry, two of our best and most

uniform shooters, "tell down," as did also Dr. Britton, wbo for many
years has been our main dependence.
There were all kinds of gunt, but with those exceptions every man

on the ground usea Wmchesier factory loads and E. C. Powder.
The scoies of the sweeps tollow:

Events: 13 3 4 Events: 13 3 4
Raymond..... 14 13 14 14 Cooper 11 15 10 12
Craig 14 11 11 13 McDunald 11 14 10 11

Makiey 14 .. 12 .. Gnffltn 11 14 j 4 13
Wilanack 14 14 .. Wood.., 11 11 1.3 15
Robinson 14 15 14 13 Coon... 11 14 12 14
Parry ..13 13 1113 Curphey 9 10....
Partmgton,..- IS 14 14 13 Keifaber 8 11 ., ..

Buck 13 11 10 12 Tripp 10 12 14
Rike la 14 14 14 Lockwood 11

Beck 12 15 13 12

Team race, 50 empire targets per man, unknown angles:
Limitea Gun Club. Buckeye Gun Club.

Cooper 48 Raymond 48
Beck ...45 Rike 4i
Tripp .45 Craig, 42
Rooinson 4S Wroe 42
Uriflich . . . .i. . . ... .V, . . » 43 Wilson 37
Grube ...4i Mttkley..... 35
Biltion 41 McDonald. .35
LocKwood 41 GlitStr. . . . . » ,, .... .35
Townsend 40 Keifaber ; .......... .31
Wilanack ......40. Curphey x9
Parry 36 Achey S!8

Tutewiler 33-497 Aaams 27-491
Technically Mr. Cooper's score was 46, he losing two targets tnrough

puhing the wrong trigger, but the visitors generously allowea him to
shoot at two moro,j30th of which he broke. Royal Robinson.

9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
SOOal—

3

0 1 k.0 21
20^01-3 0 0 0 12 6 i 2
01012—3 1 0 21 U 0 0 0
002iO-2 0 yi 0 0 0 0 0

0
61122-4 6 6 6'

26
1 0 12 0 2

Towanda Gun Club.

TowANDA, Pa , Jan. 1.—The Towanda Gun Club was favored with
fine weather for its New Year's tournament held to-day on the club's
grounaa. The biids were a fast lot. All the shootei s seemed to have
a good time, and to enjoy the sport. The live-bird scores were as
below:

1
F Welles 21122-5
Montanye 10121—4
McCabe 10021—3
Hamaker 2b0il—

3

Shores 10012-3
N Wehes
Shiner
Ditirich ,

.

Mehan .....

Target events were shot as follows:

Events:

Targets:

Montanye 9 9 11

Shores 8 .. 9 ..

F Welles C 6 1s..
Hamaker,...,.,............,.,>. ..695
ShiL.er ,. .,........,.«r....... .. 5 ,. ,.

McCabe ,. .. §Mehan ..

Gregg 4
Lyon
King ..

Webb 3
McGovern... .. ,,

Tracy
W. F. DiTTBicH, Sec'y.

1S3US8789 10 11

10 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

9 6 6 8 8
6 ..

6
7
7

4
6 9 7 8

Fawtuatet Gun Club.

Pawtuxet, R. I., Jan. 2.—The scores given below were made on the
grounds of the Pawtuxei Gun Club yesterday and to-day. They are
not by any means remarkable, with the exception of the shooting of
1. R. csheiaon, who is a boy of only seven ytars of age. The targets
were thrown for him from a strong empire trap. Master Israel is the
son of W. H. Sheldon, of this place, and was seven years old last
July. He used in shooting at the targets a .44cal. double gim with
brass shells containing 16grs. of Du Pont and J^oz. of iJJo. 9 shot. He
stood 5yds. from the trap. This is only his second trial at the trap,
but he nas killed birds on the wing.
Jan. U

I R Sheldon 00101011001OOOOOOOOlllOlOlllllOOOOOOOlllOlOU —20
Con Thunell llOuOOOOllOOOOllOiOllllOllllOOOOlOOllUlllOllllOlO—28W H Sheldon lllilllilOlilllUlllOlllO —as
Jan. S.

I R Sheldon 10111111101010111110 —15
Con Thunell llOOOlllOllOOllllOOllllll—17

Pawtoxbt,

KeUy and Smith vs. Mott and Gammon.
Chioaoo, 111., Jan. 2.—An interesting team race was shot on Dec.

26 at the Gun Club grounds at the Diamonu race track, northwest of
Chicago, between Messrs. Ed. Kelly and J. J. Smith on cne one side
against Messrs. R. S. MotD and O. D. Gammon on the other, at 50
birds, $50 a corner. Aoe Kleinman was referee, and the race was a
good one at good birds. Aaditional interest was given the matter by
a little argument between J. J. Smith, of Evauston, and Cnarlie
Gammon, the former stating that he coutd beat the latter 5 birds in
the 50. This he stood ready to do till toward the close of the race, when
Charlie pulled up a bird and won this part of tue race. There were
many interested spectators of the shooting, and the thing was
near enough to make the contestants feel the event was not decisive.
Score:

2Vtip score type—Copyright, is97, by forest and Stream Puibliahlng Co. J

3513 41511534453 4 114212415
Ed Kelly.. .2 0«202l2312 2 0011«220l222 -18

445153 4 2 54552 5 3 3 32435 3'! 22
«'<-/"\\ 'v W->\i£'^t-T'^ ^< t.N T
• 0382021»0200202121»202»1 -14 -32

3322515 3 44241141423525515
J J Smith. ,2 2222002222«»a2 2 12222»l2 2—20

243214515 1154353213 155123
\'5ii+><-/''ii/'4>,/ /^nNN \N k^^-^x:' K^v^rsi,
1 2 2 2201222102132320 •2»20 2—19-39—71

14455252514 413554 3 1214445

R S Mott. ..0 0120122a 2 lUi*i2»>J20 0 22»» 0—15

45145511524335 8 3441435411
»0 11110U213a2A2»21»;i{laOO 2—18—38

6 2133542514 6 4144114243411
C Gammon.* 02302223212330021»20323 2—18

5332443 3 51114132542453255
;»«0020222200212211»I2»»0 0—17—35-68

Team Race at Council Bluffa.

Council Bluffs, la., Jan. 2.—Below is the score made to-day in a
3-men team rice between mdmoers of the Couacil Bluffs C^an Club
at Frank Parmelee's Park. The Conditions were .50 birds per man,
losing team to pay for the birds. Scores:

Trap score type—Copyright, i897, hy Forest and Stream Publishing Co
51134231428 122533133 2 5355

Beresheimi 22»ll22212ia2:a<i01122122 1—33

551335S311311531331135111
121««Sllila»lllll;iill2I2al 3—24—4T

43313113 3 423113525 4525115
WHardin.2 I22il2i3^2l«2il;ii2lilili 1-34

431313533 3 3123451511331S3
112 1121111«11112»11J«2«1U 1—31—45

2 13 4 2 3 2 14 5 3 5 2 2 5 3 3 5 3 15 5 13 1

Kingsburyl iu21iaill»2110 11iiil;iiii 0—21

512125132325311312354512 3

iliil2iiiiiaiu«iuuiiaaii 1—21—42-134

4412311413 535513133212532
West.. ....2 122l2l2«211221202al2221 2—23

222 3 23513553535221511135 5

all)islll23all2111»»»11123 2—S3—46

3 3 11385242123112525313281
Randlett. .2 021»122122lx«02xu2ila21 1-20

213513 3 1^5 3 13535511553352
2111J42232 2 21»0112 2s{oa0»3 1—21—41

43344134524314511213 3 8513

H Hardin. 1 220211112i»a22ali60»a»ao a—21

35241311255 3 35 13223 5 55353
S{33«12»02l«0»0si«lllol2i!2 2-17—38—125

&MITH.

Poughkeepsie Gun Club.

PouGHKEEPSiE, N. Y., Jan. l.-^Below are the scores made at the
regular weekly shoot of tfie Poughkeepsie Gun Clue held cnis after-
noon:W Perkins 1101011111111111101101111—3

1

W Corhes , . , . . .OilllOiiOlOilllOOllllillO—19
J M Spencer OOllluOlOlllOlUOiOlllill—18
W D Briggs I0011111im00i0l0inill0-17
F Eascmead ....... i .i .,. lOlOlOuOlOlllllOllOllOOlO—14
F Huffman , . . , .(jOllliiioiioiu(jOilH00100—14
M Condit UOOllllllOlllOloOOOlUOOOl—13
F Riekert UOlOUlOllOloOiOuOOiOOilU—11
F Horsefall OlOoiOluOlOlilOOlOOOOOOlO— iW P Heath ....OUOOOOUOOOIOIOOIIOOOOOIO— 7
H Kmg OlOOOlliOOlOOOOOlOOlOOOOO— 7
B Van Vliet ..<....i...-.^i-r.^...-ii OOOulOOlOlOOOOlOOOOOUlllO— 7
P Briggs UOuOOiiuOOOOOOOOOlOlOOOll— B
M Spencer. ,, OCOOuOOOUOiOOuOOlOOllOOOO— 4

Jan. 7.—Below are the gcores made at to-day's club shoot:
J M Spencer llllilllllOlllliiOiiOllll—23W Corliss lllllOllllllOllliailOllO-21
W J Perkins UlUlOlOlllOlOOlOllllllll—18
A Traver 0111110111000010111010111—16
F Eascmead „ ..lOuilllllllaiOOlOOuOllOl—16
H Valentine lOitllOlUlUOOlllllOllOlllO—15
H Vonderhnden ...... llOloautjOaOxOlOllllOlOl—15
E WiUiams ^ ............. . 1111001190010011110101010—14
M Conait , lOHUllOiOlOllOllOOlOolOO—13
H Sisson. .OUlOOllOlOOllOOOOaiOOaO—11W Manney . , , , . , OOlOOOlOlOlOOlOOiOllOUlO—11
M Spencer. .... * i . lOOlOOlllOOOluOoiiOitJiOOO—10W D Briggs..., .....;.^....i..;j;;i„,.,,..,.1000l010a01001U001100000— 9
F HorseiaU .OlOOOOuOlOloOlOOlOlOllOOO— 7
F Rikert , .OOOOoOOOOOlUuuOlOllyOOOiO— 6
G Van Wagnen UOOOOOOOiOUOOUOOluOOUOllO— 4
1 Varian OuOOOlllOOUOOuOOOOlUOlUOl— 4
P Willson OOOOOOOOUOUOOOuOOOOOOlOOO— 1

Match at Detroit.
. Detroit, Mich., Jan. 6,—Below is the score made in a match be-
tween \Vm. Renick and Sidney Corbett, shot to-day on the grotmds
of the Pastime Gun Club, of tnis city. The conditions were: 50 live
biras, $50 a side, SJyds. rise, 50yds. boundary; a. S. a. rules to gov-
ern in all other respects. The match resulted in a tie, both men
scoring 39 out of 50. Tfie weather was cold and raw; a strong north-
west wind was blowing, causing many birds to fail dead over the
boundary that would otherwise have been scored to the shooters.
Renick shot a Winchester repeating shotgun; Corbett, an L. C.
Smith; both men used SJ^drs. of King's Smokeless. Scores:W Renick <;0<J2aall2012222!i!22U20i222—21

22a2iiO<iOxOj00222JixOS11120—18-39
S Corbett. , lOi-ZzzzOHM-^i-MumiWia^i—iS

202a221;i22020<;0^2222<5132—81—
(Note.—Renick's 20th bird was protested by Corbett on the ground

that the referee made a wrong decision. K the referee in a match
says that a certain bird is to be scored dead, that settles it; because—
A. S. A. "Rule |1; A referee shah be appointed by the contestants or
maaagement, whose decision shah be final." As the case nas been
reported to us by two different parties, we cannot see that the referee
made any error. It would be interesting to know upon whatgrounds
the decision was protested.)
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Trap Around Philadelphia^
SILVBB LAKE GUN CLUB.

Jan. 2.—The Silver Lake Gun CJub held its regular shoot the
winter series on the club's grounds at Greenwich Fiers to-day. Jhe
special event was the fourth contest for the three silver cu^a to
be contested for in thirteen sboots. each contestant to take part in
ten regular clab mRetings. A sliding handicap and point system is
used. The three highest scores at each contest get .% 2 and" 1 point.
A 3-point man loses one target at the next meet. The 2 and 1-point
men remain as they were, and all contestants who did not score any
Jjoints are allowed one more broken target to add to tl-ieir score.
The standing to date is: Gregory 7 points, Murpby 6, Apker 6, Mink

6, ti'reuch 5, Ford 5, Woodstager 4, O'Brien 4, Price 4, Stoffer 2. Nutn-
bers 2, Beed 2, Lane 1.

The conditions were 25 targets, unknown angles, handicap of misses
as breaks:

Harris.

.

Handi-
cap. Points

iioiiimiiimiimiuoo--22 4 85--3
loiioouioniiiiiiiiiioii--so 5 25- 3
oionoiiioiiiiiniiniui--21 4 25--3
iiioiiiiioininooiiioni--20 5 25- 3
IIIOOIIOIIOIOIOIIOI IIOICO—15 5 20-
iiojiiiiouiionimioooi--IS 5 23--I
oiomiioimoiiiioiooou--17 e 23--1
iinmiiooiiiiioiiiioioi--SO 5 25--i
coioiniiioioioiiiionioi--17 7 24--2
looiinioooouiioiooooiio--13 8 21-
lOlOOOOli OOOOOOOOOOOOlOdO - 4 10 11-
UlllllOlOOUlllOliO OOOIO--15 4 19-
11001 00100111001010000000-- 9 11 20-
10101 lOllOOlOlllOlllOOllO 15 5 20-

KKYSTOKE SHOOTING LEAGUE.

J^an. 4.—The Keystone Shooting League, whose grounds and club
house are at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., held its annual club shoot
and election of officers to-day, winding up with a banquet, at which
about forty members and guests sat down.
The league, which is one of the largest and most prosperous gun

clubs in the countiy, made a new departure to-day, electing in addi-
tion to the regular officers a board of governors consisting of three
members, to whom are to be referred all matters pertaining to the
management of shoots, tournaments and the election of new mem-
bers. The league also reduced the admission fee for new members
from $iB to $10, and twenty new members were admitted.
At the banquet Harry Thurman acted as chairman and toastmaster,

calling on many of the members, who responded in short speeches.
Common Councilman James Wolstencroft gave a history of the
league from the time it started as the North End Gun Club in 1880,
Until it was chartered under its present name in 3S9i, and took up its

present location. The inclosed grounds embrace over two acres, but
the club has recentUy leased the balance of the tract, which takes in
over fifty acres. The olScers elected were: President, Wade Wilson;
Vice-President, Albert W. Worrell; Secretary, George E Pack; Treas-
surer, E. R Johnson; Field Captain, >VUliam H, Pack; Assistant
Fitld Captain, H. L. Uavid (Landis): Scorer, Nathaniel Swope; Board
of Governors' J Longuecker, WUliam M. Pack and Jlenry Pebriger.
Among those present at the banquet were:
Harry Tnurman, W. H. Wolsteacrofc, G. S. Norris, Wade Wilson,

Henry Febeacker.-fl. T. Dauvid, Will K. Park, Thomas Kellar, James
Wolstencroft, Joseph Thurman, Howard Ridge. E. D. Johnson, D.
Longnecker, J. Roas, Harry Stevenson, R S. Elwell, H. S. Callaway,
A. Stevenson, William Donnelly, W. H. Pack, J. K. Karr, J. Roth-
acker, C. H. Fitzgerald, JST. Moore, O. K. Stevenson, J B. liidge, A.
Warrell, Harry Allen, H. B. Wilson, Jr., N. Swope, I. W. Biidd, Dr.
Allen and P. N. Day.
For the league's annual shoot the members were divided into

teams of twelve men each. The conditions were 10 live birds per
man, 30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, under A. S. A. rules, the losers to
pay for the banquet to follow. After an exciting match the team
captained by W, H. Pack won, defeating Captain Thurman's team
by the small margin of 1 bird. Summary;

Pack's Team.
Trap score type—Copyright, /sar, by B'oreat: and Stream Publishing Co.

W H Pack..l a021»222 0-7 Fitzgerald..8 222l0»2«0-6
WWolsten-;"-^<-<-^ WN-^^
croft 3 2222^222 2-10 Moore. »aa202022a—

7

WPacK, ..1212222220 Stevenson. .2 02 l8«oi20

Febiger....0 22200102 s;-

Eothacker..2 l 0 0 l 2 2 a 2 2-

Emerej l siO«l»JJ110-

6 j;Donnaly, .111001121a— 8

J B Ridge. .0 02110112 0—6
. J Wolsten- 4.+..//'4.\H-^^^T

croft 1 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 0-1-7

Thurman's Team.

HThurman.l 08«82221 2— 8 Wilson 2 2»222Sl«2-8

Landis 2 02»2282a2— 8 Boss • 2212223 2 3—9

EDJohnsonl 1 2 2220020—7 HStevensonO 012«20000--3

HBidge..,,2 01202202 2— 7 Elwell 0 0-1110110-5

JThurman.2 i 1 0 2 2 2 l 0 1— 8 Callaway... 2 11222020 a— 8

Longneckeri lliaaOOll— 8 AStevensona 0212«0S2 2— 7

florists' gun CLUB.
86

Jan 5.—The twentieth shoot for the Donaldson diamond medal was
held to-day by the members of the Florists' Gun Club, on the club's
grounds at Wissmomiog. The weather at the start of the shoot was
quite pleasant, but when squad No. 2 went to the score the wind blew
up strong and cold, making the flight of the targets very erratic.
Although A. B. Cartledge made the highest score of the day for the
actual number of targets shot at, T. Cartledge, by virtue of his handi-
cap, beat him out for the medal and scored a win for that trophy.
Six more contests have yet to be shot before the actual ownership of
the medal is assured. The score of wins to date stands thus:
George Craig 4, Charles D. Ball 3. Edward Reid 3, Thomas Cartledge

8, John Burton 2, George Anderson 8, A. B. Cartledge 2, Will K. Park
1, W. K. Harris 1, J. W. Colflesh 1.

Medal shoot, 25 targets, unknown angles, handicap allowance of
extra targets to shoot at;

Thomas Cartledge (10) .111111101111111101010011000111111111—27
A B Cartledge (a) , 11111011111011111111111011011-25
Ed Reid (4) , 11110111111101110111011011011-23
G O Bell (4) 11001010100111111111101111110—21
John Burton (0) Oll«110mil0111111llll01—£0
ri Bucknell tO),.... , 1111101111110111011111000—19
CD Ball (a) ,.,,,.,....,.0110111011111111001100111-18
J W Colflesh .......... V "• '•••.» •'' " "IIWIOIOIOIII 1011—18W KPark (0)...-..;i,vii..r.... v..... i..;..0110101111111001111101101-18
T Keller (0) lOllllllllllOllOOJCOlulll-18
W Smith (3^ llOllOllllllOOllliOUOllO-lS
Q Anderson (0) OOllOlOlHlliOllllOOlOlOl-16
T C Brown t.8) OlllOlOlOlOlOl 10001111011-15
G Craig (4) 111010101 10001 oil 1 lOlOOf'l 14WP Craig clO) OllOlOOlOOmiOOOOlOOlO 01-9WK Harris (8) 0110(J01U10100001 100000101— 9
H Payne (0) „.,.,•„, IIIIOIOOOOOOIOOOOOOUOOOO— 8
J D Carlisle (4).. OlOlOlOOlOCOOlOOOOllOOOOO— 7
VDorp (0) lOlOlOlOOOOlfcOOOOOlOoiOOO— 7
J Ford (0) OOOOOOOOOOOiaOOOOllOOOOOO— 3
Thos. Cartledge, A. B. Cartledge, Ed Reid end G. O. Bell were the

only men who shot out their handicap allowances, none of the others
having any chance to win.
Another race at 25 targets, unknown angles, was also shot, with the

following result:

,

Q. Craig 9, Ed Seid 18, W. P. Craig 6, J. D. Carlisle 9, G. O. Bell 14,
T. C. Brown 8. C. D. Ball 22, J. W. Colttesh 19, Thos. Cartledge 9, W.
K. Harris* 18, J. Ford 6, H, Bucknell 21, A. B. Cartledge 18, W. K. Park
17, T. Keller 16, W. Smith 81, J. Burton 16, G. Anderson 82, Payne 18,

V. Dorp 7.

New Haven Gun Club.

New Haven, Conn., Jan. 1.—An all-day shoot was given to-day by
the Hew Haven Gim Club on Its ground in this city. There were
about twenty-five ehooters present, including a number of out-of«
towD mepi among the latter being Uessrg. fiarvey and Outier, of
^iodsor hoQke, {ie4 Mr. Blfttae?, of Holyoifee, Mass. Tii«r« w«;« tet)

events on the programme, but a number of extras were also ehot.
Several men, whose names do not appear in the scores, shot for tar-
gets only.

First average for the entire day, including extras, was won by Mr.
F. L. Harvey, of Windsor Locks, with 85', per cent.; second, byH. O.
Whitney, 84i,; third, by F. J. Potter, SS^j. On programme events
only H. O. Whitney was first with 87 per cent.; F. J. Potter second,
86^; F. L. Harvey third, 84.
Following are the scores:

Events:

Targets:
1 » 3 4 6
10 10 10 10 15

Extras.
6 7 8 910,
10 SO 15 10 16 10 10 10 10 10

Cowee
, 6

Potter 8
Bristol 7
Clark 9
Stevens ^
Cutler 8
Ooogan 2
Blarney .....w.^.i^x.;.. 7
Harvey 8
Whitney 9 8
Carrie 4.,..,... 6 7
Olaridge.. ..
Clock ,.

;.

Hubinger .. !!
Savage.. ....,.,,,4^,i„ii,, .,"

Langdon
[ \\

7 11

9 15

4 13
6 10
6 12
8 11
2 5
9 11

9 10 10 10
7 13
8 18

7 14 7 6 10
9 19 11 7 14
4 17 10 10 18
8 18 11 8 9
5 17 13
4 15 13
5 7 9

4 IS 7
6 16 14
9 17 15 10 13
7 16 12 9 13

18
. 13 11 .. ..

7 8
11
11

8 18

7 13
6 6'

7 14
9 13

4 ..

5 8
8 10
3 6
8 7
8 7
6 5
6 10
9 9

7
. 7
. 9

8 8

6 10 9

The club held its annual meeting on Saturday, Dec. 26, at Bassett
& Reeven's store. The secretary's report was read and accepted, after
which olBcers were elected for the ensuing year as foUows: Pre.^i-
dent, M. H. Clark; Secretary-Treasurer, W. iH, Hazel. Directors, C.
B. Bristol, F. J. Potter, G. L. Clock. The club starts the new year
with a substantial balance in the treasury and bright prospects for
the future.
The regular club shoots will be held the seeord Wednesday of each

month. A schedule has been arranged as follows:
No. 1, handicap race, 30 singles, 15 at known angles and 15 at un-

known; three merchandise prizes each month.
No. 3, team race at 20 singles for cash prizes.

W, H. Hazel, Sec'y.

Mount Ellis Gun and Rifle Club.
Newburgh, N. Y., Jan. 1.—The members of the Motmt Ellis Gun

and Rifle Club held a shoot to-day at clay targets. Among the
events shot off were two team races. The first race was between
5 men teams captained respectively by Messrs. Bradley Soott and
Sneed. Mr. Sneed's team won easily by 88 to 68. Score in this event
was as follows:

Scott's Team.
J Bradley S^ott. 0010001110101011111010011—14
James Todd 111^100101011010101101001—15
Geo W Miller ..i... 0010001110111100101111010—14
David C Miller.,.,,.,^..,, 1100110100100000011010100—18
Geo Mould 0111010001101110110111010—15—68

P M Sneed 1101111111101101011011110-19
Alex T Moran 1111101111111110110111110—21
David Bell , 1010100100110100110111106—

W

A Lincoln J Miller 1011111010111011011100100—16
Elmer E Roosa 0100110111010111010010011—14- 83
A 4-men team race followed, the teams being captained respect-

ively by Messrs. Bell and Todd. After a close race Mr. Bell's team
won by 65 to 61.

Bell's Team,
D Bell 1100011011111111010110001—16
AT Moran „... lOllOlllOlOllOllOllOIlOOl—16
J B Scott ,....,..,.„, lOOlllllilllOilllOOUl 111-20
E E Roosa......... 11010110110010110.0100100—13-65

Todd's Team,
J Todd 1100101010110010101111111—16
F M Sneed 0010111111110101, OlOOOOll—15
A L Miller . . * .i*., .,4^^ .1101101111101100100000111—15
G W Miller. 1111011110010011Ui;01011lO-15-61

Jan. 5.—The annual meeting of the club was held this evening, the
following fist of officers being elected for 1897: President, Elmer E.
Roosa; Vice-President, Lewis F. Suydam; Secretary, Frederick M.
Sneed; Treasurer, A. Lincoln J. Miller; Captain, Alex. T. Moran; Trus-
tees- Samuel L. Stewart, David C. MiUer, Alex. T. Moran. F. M. Sneed
and Geo. W. Miller.

The club was organized in March, 1895, and was incorporated in
February, 1896. Its membership, which is limited, has increased
rapidly. The grounds, which are located just outside the city Hmits
and therefore easy of access, are splendidly arranged and equipped.
The club has imdoubtedly one of tne best 20Oyds. rifle ranges m the
State, and since organization some of the members have developed
into excellent marksmen. At the traps the club has thus far confined
Itself to the clay targets, and as nearly all the members were new at
trap work the average scores have nat been high. But if the mem-
bers have, during the short time the club has been organized, failed
to make record-breaking scores, there is one thing in which they are
not lacking, namely, enthusiasm in the sport.

Greensburg Gun Club.
Grkknsburg, Ind.. Jan. 1.—The Greensburg Gun Club some weeks

before the first day of the new year decided to celebrate to-day with
an all -day shoot, life birds in the morning, clay birds in the after-
neon; but their hopes almost vanished when with the morning came
a very hard rain which lasted until nearly noon, so that only one
live-bird match was shot. This was between Winchester and Zoller,
and was won vei-y easily by Mr. Winchester.
The principal event of the day, and as it turned out the only event

in the afternoon, was the shoot for the Laflin & Rand W-A powder
trophy. This was arranged to take place at 1:30, but on tccount of
the rain it was after 2 when the first squad of the 18 contestants took
their places at the score. The afternoon was very dark, and a mist
of rain fell continuously, increasing into showers at times. Had the
weather been at all agreeable for shooting the scores would have
been much better. The W-A trophy is a very handsome silver can
about 5in. in diameter and 5>^in. high, filled with W-A Smokeless
powder. The club appreciates the kind remembrance on the part of
Messrs. Laflin & Baud, and at a meeting of the club held this even-
ing extended to the company a vote of thanks. The trophy was
won by D. A. Myers, the president of the club, who broKe 47 out of
50, that being the number of bluerocks allowed each contestant. The
club had the following inscription engraved on the trophy before it

was presented to ttie winner: "Won, Jan. 1, '97, by D. A. Myers,
score 47 out of .50 " Following is the t core;
Minear OllOO.OllOuOOOOOllOlllllilllOlOllllllOllOOllIOOOI-Sl
Tillson 01111110110111111011111101110001111111111010101111—39
Zoller OOlllOlOlllllllllOlOlOOnillOOlllOlOlOUllUlllllO—3tf

Thomson 1111011101111111011001 1101111101111010100011101011—36
Link llllOOlOlllOUlOllllOlllllOllOulOOiniOllllllOlOll-35
Gallagher 11001011100010001101010110001000101010001010110000-81
Alexander lOlOOOIlllllllllOOllOOllllOlllliniOilOUlllllllOl—37
Coroett .llllllOlllllOlOlllllHlHOlOlllOlllllOlOnoilOOIll-41
Buckley . ...10001111111101111111110111111111111111011011111111-43
Myers ........ 11111111111111111111111111111011111111111011011111-47
Winchester OllOllOllllOOUlOOllOllilOOlOlOOllHlillllOllOIOlO-83
Woodfill. .11110011111011011010101101111101100010110101011100- 38

Web.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
EAST PITTSBXTRG GUN CLUB.

PiTTSBtmG, Pa., Jan. 1.— The East Pittsburg Gun Club held an all-
day shoot to-day. The weather was cloudy in the morning, but
cleared up in the aflernooh. The attendance was very good, and
some capital shooting was done by those present. Scores were:

Events: 133456789 10 11 13
Targets: 10 16 10 IS 10 IS 10 16 10 15 IC 15

Peters 7 9 8 11 8 10 8 13 8 10 10 11
Mack 9 13 7 12 5 13 7 13 9 12 8 15
Motz .w.i.'...\;....V*....'.V... 8 13 8 13 10 13 9 15 8 10 ....
Buck ., .......^/^i 11 8 11 4 14 8 11 8 10 6 10
Shaw u:.-.. 8.. 9 12 6 10 7 10 8 10 .. ..

Bambo 8 11 7 10 7 7.. 8 7.. 5 9
Krop 4 18 8 7 10 5,. 9 7
Mcintosh 7 7 3 13 5 11 3 8 8
Hamilton........... 9 6 11 6 14 9 18 6 9
Tim 5 .. 6 10 5 6 ,. ..

Hofmeister .. 11 9 10 5 10 3 ..
Born .. .. 11 10 .. .. 5 .. ..
Williams 811 510
Gurbates....... .. 4 7 .. 7 4
Wymer , .... 6 8 5 10
Sharrfird . « • • « t • I * « 1 1 1 « s « « ( t » ( I ai f* f,^ «• if «« tt «• 0 18
Ruud..., ,,M... «« .. .. 7 8

BAH P. 8VI1K80K, S«c'y.

An American at Monte Carlo.,

There has been a great deal of talk during the last few days as to
who the "Mr. Robinson, an American," was who had defeated Mr.
Beresford, an Enghshman, in a 100-bird race at Monte Carlo on Jan.
5. The New York Herald gives the following cable dispatch repub-
lished from its European edition of Jan. 6r
"Monte Carlo, Jan. 5, 1897.—A return match, 100 pigeons, at 80yds.

for 2,lU0f. a side, between the California shot, Robinson, and the well-
known English marksman, Orchardson, took place this afternoon at
Mount Boron, and endea in favor of the Pacific coast champion.

"It must not for a moment be thought that there was any collusion
between the shooters. On the contrary, unfortunately there was
bad blood between the rivals from the oommencement, for no sooner
did Robinson arrive on the ground than he asked to see the birds, and
remained in the pigeon room alone with the employees fuUy ten min-
utes. Coming out, he proposed to M. Bertrand, the directeiu- of the
Tir, to ask Orchardson to allow two .strangers, in the shape of two
street boys who never trapped pigeons in their lives, to take the place
of the ordinary- trappers. To this the Englishman, a splendid speci-
men of the British sportsman, replied, although evidently nettled:
" 'Anything you like, so long as we begm the match. Have two

ladies to trap if it pleases you,' and after a pause he added: "Say,
would you like two boys to retrieve instead of dogs?'
"Here the incident closed. The two did not exchange a word until

they shook hands when all was over.
"The light was dull and gray, with not a breath of air to help the

birds. This was considered by the betting division to be worth fully
,€150 in wagers over the result in favor of the American."
The race resulted thus: Robinson 92, Orchardson 89. The birds

are said to have been only a very moderate lot, something we are
not accustomed to hear said about European bluerocks. The poor
quality of the birds evidently attracted attention, as the Jfferaid's
correspondent winds up thus:
"After the contest several friendly sweepstakes were decided. The

majority of the birds flew well. This M. Bertrand attributed to the
difference in trapping. Be this as it may, in the match what was
sauce for the goose was sauce for the ganaer.
"After all was over everyone was pleased to see the two oppo-

nents at the buffet together. 1 do not think, however, that the de-
ciding match will be shot on this side of the Channel, but probably at
Hurlingham or at the gun club, where Eaglish bluerocks alone are
used, and the Belgian bizet is unknown.
"In a previous match, shot at Cap d'Ail, Orchardson killed 85 to

Robinson's 82.''

At Watson's Park.
Chicago, III., Jan. 7.—J. Rehm shoot at 20 birds for practice this

afternoon. Score:
J Rehm 82220222J02222322220-17
Jaa. S.—J. Dart tried his hand to-day at 60 live birds for practice.

He scored 34, as below:
J Dart 012200282120201200201000018020-14

2110^0218108100022001210011218-20- 3

»

Jaw. S.—The Kenwood Gun Club shot at Watson's Park to-day with
the following result in its club shoot:
H H Frothingham. . .8882801000— 6 Com Thome; 2113831112-10
Pettit 2202820110— 7 Dering ..2001012210- 6
Donnelley 1801220122— 7

Practice scores were made as below:
J H Amberg , 22212111818 — li
McFarland 21111288122 —11
HLee ...12200122iau0 —8
Pettit ......11103a000822i — 9
F M Fish 1V00200021 111100200102121 —15
H E Wiley 0100101010212008100002310 —18
Goodrich 1011111110 — 8
Lord .-...,.,..4. ....111121201082210 —12
Geo RoU .,.....,.,...088.201012221022221222821011813 —S!5

J Rehm .;,(..*.... .82181212210212211 12102010202221121321312- 34
Dr Liddy. 22112110181102132202118122010223 -27
Donnelley..,.. 2010000*221 —5
Dermg 12313 — 5

Eavelrigg.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
TEAM RACE AT DAVIS ISLAND.

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 7.—The new set of traps on the Herron Hill
Gun Club's grounds, at Davis Island, were used for the first time to-
day. This set is a great improvement over the old ones. The team
shoot to-day was between C. A. May and Fargo against W. S. King
and Strong The former team won by 5 birds, as shown in the fol-
lowing score:
C A May 223 .'2202222222002312222322222022132222388222220201-44
Fargo 21103121823222112181201222223008322210122121321123—45-89WS Kmg....28213ia22232322222112020<J2l211I111122320:(212I12012-45
Strong OlOS"2103l210i2l2U2202302ll08a2a0122122llllOl311111—39-84

ALEX KING vs. M'PHERSON.

Jan. S.—Alex. King and Sandy McPherson shot a 100-bird race on
the Heiron Hill Gun Club's grounds at Davis Island. King won by 6
birds with a score of 91 to 85. Both men shot from the 30yd. mark;
A H King 3i23-200a2222<;iylSi20<!1222 -88

2;;i23i!122882822002l5i83220^—22
222i042282222av:3221223222-24
22222220.32S2222322K202a8-23 -91

McPherSOQ
,

222:i03222S22022320222?032—21
023av2S0i0a8222a222220822-21
82202eOiiasi222ia322i;08.222- 21
20i282-22il882182222202033-22- 88

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Chang^es in the Lehigh ValleyZR. R.
Mb Chas. S. Lee, General Passenger Agent of the Lehigh 'Valley

R. R., announces that Mr. E. B, Byington. after many years of faith-
ful service, retires from the office of General Western Passenger
Agent of the company, and is assiened to other duties. Mr. A A.
Heard is appointed Western Passenger Agent, in charge of passen-
ger traffic originating at Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge
and all points West, with headquarters at Buffalo.—.4dv.

Oilers for 1897.
Messrs. Cushman & Denison are the pioneers in the manufactnre

of pocket oilers, and to day supply almost the entire bicycle trade.
For fourteen years they have carefullv looked after the improve-
ment of their product. Their •^Perfect" oiler is everything the name
implies, while the "Star" is a good second, and one with which
almost any sportsman or wheelman would be satisfied were it not
for the "Perfect "—Adv.

The Luxury of Travel.
The man who has never been West over the,.picturesque New York

Central has a sensation in store for him that he cannot afford to
forego. Nature has done almost as much for him in what he sees
as mechanical skill has done in placing him in a magnificent hotel
on wheels, and whirling him toward his destination on the very wings I

of the wind.—Hardware. Adv.

Card Case.
Edward Smith & Co , 45 Broadway, New York, makers of the cele-

brated "E. S." spar coating and other varnishes, are sending to their
friends a neat souvenir morocco card case.—^du.

Property] I for Sale.
An excellent opportunity to secure a prolific trout stream in Mich-

igan for club purposes is offered in our "Property for Sale" column
this week.—^d«.

When tou go Solth to the great Texas midwinter shooting carni-
val at San Antonio, or to the Arkansaw Traveler's annual winter
tournament at Hot Springs, Ark., remember the Missouri Pacific B.
R. When you go South for a bit of the best shooting in America, to
the Texas Gulf Coast or the Indian Nations, remember the Missouri
Pacific R. R. Elegant through trams out of St. Louis, with all the
luxuries of modern travel. Special tournament rates. Address H,
C. Townsend, G. P. A., St, Louis, Mo.—Adv.

The free attendant service maintained by the New York Central at
Grand Central Station, New York, is another example of the care
and courtesy by which patrons of this great railrbal are surrounded

.

—Adv.

Olf the New York Central you travel in perfect aeourity, protected
every Joot o£ the way by Block SJgnalg,—
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Fishmg-^ if I, a iishetf may protest^

Of pleastjfes is the sweefst, of spot*ts the best

;

Of exercises the most excellent

;

Of recreations the most innocent.

But now the sport is marde, and wott ye why

:

Fishes decrease^ and fishers multiply.

Thomas Bastardy 1598.

The club's plan, first adopted at its recent meeting, of

having a formal paper read by some high authority on some

one of the subjects in which it is specially interested, is

highly to be commended. However agreeable it may be for

a number of hunters to dine together, and to exchange ex-

periences and swap hunting stories, it must be acknowl-

edged that the profit of such a meeting, either to any cause

or to the individuals themselves, is not great. It is much
more in keeping with the serious purposes which should ani-

mate a club such as the Boone and Crockett to devote a

part ef this meeting to the acquiring of knowledge. Papers

such as were read by Mr. Low at the club's last meeting

greatly increase our knowledge of an unknown quarter of

America, and this is a subject about which no American can

have too much knowledge.

While the Boone and Crockett Club was perhaps estab-

lished as a hunting club, and while its members do a great

deal of hunting and enjoy it, it aims at something higher

than being a mere social organization. Among the objects

named in the constitution of the club are the promotion of

travel and exploration in wild portions of the country, the

working for the preservation of large game in this country

by furthering legislation for that purpose and by assisting

in the enforcement of law, and inquiry into and recording

observations of the habits and natural history of various

wild animals. Objects such as these are surely worth striv-

ing for by any man or any body of men, and the Boone and

Crockett Club is to be congratulated upon the work it has

done and the record it has made in the ten years of its life.

THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB.

The tenth annual meeting of the Boone and Crockett

Club, which was held on Saturday, Jan. 16, in New Tork,

was an interesting occasion. The attendance was large, and

among those who were present were many who are eminent

in different walks of life. Not one of those present but

seemed to be impressed with the fact that the club has a real

work to perform and to be willing to do his part in perform-

ing it.

The work done by the Boone and Crockett all counts for a

good deal, though some of it, appearing in the statutes of

New York State and of the general Government, and not

being' labeled with the club's name, is likely to be forgotten.

A permanent work which the club has accomplished appears

in two volumes of its publications printed in recent years,

and these, it is understood, are soon to be followed by a

third, the plan being to publish a volume every two years.

The doctrine of game protection and of good, honest sports-

manship inculcated by these volumes reaches a good deal

further than the personal influence of the members of the

club; yet this personal influence is strong. "With a member-

ship which, though small, reaches from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, covering alike our largest cities and States, which

are only just beginning to develop theii resources, the club

covers a vast territory, and the precept and example of its

members come to a great many people.

In our report of the meeting, printed elsewhere, the resolu-

tion introduced by Mr, Henry L. Stimson, of Wew York,

gives expression to the sentiment which has always pervaded

the club, but which up to the present time has been its un-

written law. Mr. Stimson's resolution, unanimously passed,

condemns the use of steel traps, the kilhng of game animals

while helpless in the water or in the deep snow, and the kill-

ing of the females of any horned game.

Certainly it is a good thing for game protection and for

sportsmanship when a club like the Boone and Crockett

Club takes this ground. And on the other hand, it was high

time that the club should express in its constitution what has

always been the sentiment of its members. The killing of

the females of several species of homed game is already pro-

hibited in some States of the Union, and it should be forbid-

den in all.

KITES IN THE LIFE-SAVING SERVICE.

In these days, when the use of kites for various purposes

is receiving so much attention, there are a variety of practi-

cal matters in which they may be employed which deserve

the consideration of practical men. We are told that kites

are being used to lift people above the earth; to carry

cameras which shall photograph portions of the landscape

beneath them; to transport explosives, which may be

dropped on enemies at a distance, and to carry and lay tele-

phone wires, over which conversation can be carried on.

The number of lives saved each year ,by the life-saving

service along our Atlantic coast is large, and of these rescues

a very considerable proportion are made by means of the

breeches buoy, the lines being cast over the ship from the

shore -by means of mortars. Mauy vessels, however, go
ashore where there are no life-saving stations, or perhaps

two or three may be wrecked nearly at the same time near

a single station, and may go to pieces before the Ijfe-saving

crews have time to attend to all of them.

It is necessary that a life-saving force should be stationed

on the land and that its operations should be conducted from

the shore. Yet it is certain that often the work of establish-

ing a communication between a wrecked vessel and the shore

might be carried on with much better prospects of success

from the vessel, provided there were practical means of

carrymg the line ashore. This suggestion, however, in-

volves a reversal of the customary plan of initiating com-
munication between the wreck and the shore, and so may at

first seem startling. We believe, however, that a little

thought will make plain some of its advantages.

It appears to us entirely practicable to use kites in life-

saving, and we believe by this means many human lives may
be saved.

All vessels should be provided with large kites, which
if the vessel went ashore, could be flown from the

masthead, and would carry a fine line to land. By means
of this fine line one larger could be hauled ashore, and by
that a hawser, which would thus afford passage to ship-

wrecked men to the shore. Under ordinary conditions, the

ship provided with such a kite and with a half mile reel of

stout cord or wire could send the line ashore, the kite being

dropped as soon as it is over the land. Even if the hue
should not fall into the hands of a member of the life-saving

crew, the individual who received it would be certain to

have intelligence enough to haul in the line, to bring the

stout rope ashore and to make it fast. Communication once

established between the wrecked vessel and the land, the rest

would seem to be easy.

What makes it certain that in ninety-nine cases out of

one hundred a kite could be used from a vessel is the fact

that ships which come ashore during storms are almost

always wrecked on a lee shore—that is to say, they are

wrecked because and at a time when the wind is blowing

from the sea to the shore, either directly or at some angle

which is not an acute angle.

It is, of course, true that occasionally through carelessness

or in thick weather vessels, particularly steamers, blunder

ashore with an off-shore wind, and when this is the case a

kite could not be flown from the ship; but in such case the

life-saving crew could send over it a line with as much
speed and certainty by a kite as could be done by the mortar.

The method by which the kite could be dropped or the

line freed from the kite and dropped alone are mere ques-

tions of detail. There are many ways in which this could

be accomplished, and it would require little ingenuity to

devise a method, either for se.ting free the kite and dropping

the line vertically and by means of a small weight attached

near the bridle which holds the kite, or by tearing out the

surface which holds the wind so that the kite itself should

at once fall.

The expense of providing a vessel with a couple of kites

such as would be required, and with the necessary reels of

line, would be very trifling, and yet such provision might

result in the saving of the lives of a whole ship's company.

Of course neither the owner who sends out a vessel, nor the

master who commands her, ever believes that this particular

ship will be lost. They believe that other vessels may be

wrecked, but think that this one will escape. At the same

time, the owner does not neglect any precaution of insuring

his vessel and her cargo against loss. Would it not be worth

while for him to pay the small sum required for kite equip-

ment, and count it as an insurance premium paid on the

lives of master and crew?

There are laws in plenty protecting our commerce and

governing the navigation of our vessels, yet after all the

sailorman is looked after by our legislation as little as any

man that works. To himself, and to those who depend on

him for support, his life and his safety are as precious as the

safety and the life of any other human being. Every means

that human ingenuity can devise or human skill execute

should be put in practice to protect him from the dangers to

which he is peculiarly exposed. This project, simple and

inexpensive as it is, is surely worth a trial, and if it should

prove practicable our navigation laws should be so amended
as to provide that no vessel shall clear from any port without

being equipped with the necessary apparatus of kite and

reels of line which shall enable the crew to send the kite

across.

SNAP SHOTS.

The Florida green turtle lives in the sea, but comes to land

to deposit its eggs in the sand of the beach. The Floridian

hunts out the turtle nests and robs the eggs. The pursuit of

the turtle at sea and the consumption of its eggs ashore have

been going on long and unremmittingly. Now the fisher-

men aiid the eggers are asking one another what has become

of the green turtle supply. They appear to think it an in-

soluble mystery.

Joel T. Headley, who died on Jan. 16, wag one of the

earliest writers on the Adirondacks. In 1846 Mr. He dley

was associated with Henry J. Raymond on the New York
T/'mes; and in the following years, for the benefit of his

health, he used to make summer visits to the Northern Wil-

derness, where he was among the first to make proof of the

recuperative influences of the mountains, lakes and forests.

In 1849 his newspaper sketches were collected into a volume

entitled "The Adirondacks; or. Life in the Woods." The
volume had a wide sale and did much to direct public atten-

tion to the woods; although the time was not yet ripe for the

popularity which was afterward awarded to "Adirondack-'

Murray's book.

The Mongolian pheasant stocking enterprise in Massachu-

setts has not been a pronounced success outside of the State

aviaries at Winchester. Of the birds sent out to different

persons for breeding and liberating, only three lots sur-

vived.

The annual midwinter convention of the New York State

Association for the Prote ction of Fish and Game, at Syra-

cuse last week, was quite in keeping with the meetings of

other recent years. The amendments which the Association

will ask the Legislature to make in the law this winter are

given in our game columns. They are in general in the line

of more protection ; and everything which tends to that is in

these days desirable. All good citizens of New York should

support the recommendations of the Association.

We have reprinted in leaflet form the Forest and Steeam
Platform Plank, with the argument for its adoption, and we
shall be glad to supply the leaflet in any desired quantities

{or distribution.
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TIM, MY TUTOR.— I.

I HAVE juat laid aside the Christmas number of Forest
AND Steeam. It takes me back many, many years, and
the world, looking up toward the midwinter sky, seems
brighter than it did two hours ago. It is evening. The
fire is burning as cheerily as it can in a womanless house,
where embers, not flame, make the pictures of the past.
The gun stands in the corner, wiped, but not put away
since the last expedition for jack rabbits. My dreams
are given shape by Fred Mather's inimitable "A Christ-
mas with Old Port." There is the low sound of distant
music^—^not of the sonata, symphony or opera, that has
long since been dead to me, but the song of a bygone
life.

A June noon 1 The shadows scarcely know which way
to fall. Down in the meadow the cows are lying in the
bushes, or standing, belly deep, in the stream to escape
the Egyptian plague of flies. It is ten minutes since the
last shrill chords struck by the whetstone on the gleaming
scythe died away. Beneath some grateful shade the
mower is eating his frugal repast and washing it down
with great gulps from a brown stone jug of hard cider.
A boy climbs the four-rail fence and wonders which way
to turn toward home. He has run away from his grand-
father's farm to enjoy a morning with the trout.
Secretly he dug the worms behind the old brown barn,
noisy with the merrymaking of the hayers. Stealthily
he sneaked up the hillside and cut a birch pole, almost
too heavy for nim to wield. Surreptitiously he filched a
doughnut or two from grandma's jar, and 20yds. of twine
from the village store, and started on his expedition.
All through the hot forenoon he fished. The robins

chirp3d, the thrushes warbled, the finches caroled and
heaven seemed very close to earth. About him ti e first

-blooming roses showered their fragrance and, where the
slow turnings of the brook made a marsh, the cardinal
flower flaunted all its regal splendor. He was fishing the
headwaters of the Raritan on the border between Morris
and Somerset counties, New Jersey. He had two small
sunfish strung on a very diminutive twig, and he had
doubts as to whether these were sufficient to save him
from a well-deserved thrashing when he returned
home.
While he was thus pondering he heard a faint sound

from up the road and, looking in the direction of the
voice, he saw a sway-backed horse, a grizzly-stubbed,
gray-haired man and a rickety wagon, all on the way
from Mendham to Chester. The strange combination
came nearer and now he could catch the words that the
old man shouted, although there waa no house within a
quarter of a mile

:

"Oh, clams, fine clams, fresh clams, I say,

They've lately arrived from Rockaway 1"

There is a rustle among the blueberries behind the boy
and a tall man leaps over the fence, regardless alike of
blossoming blackberry brambles and of the blacksnake
that, sluggish yet ever alert, is hunting the fresh- laid eggs
of yon disconsolate chippy.
"Hey, mister! Haow dew ye sell them clams o'

yourn?"
What ensued I do not know, but I saw a dozen or so of

clams exchanged for a couple of trout, and then the
peddler drove on. The man who had bought the afore-
said bivalves now became conscious of my presence. His
shock of red, matted hair set off the clear blue of his eye,
and the ragged shirt and torn jeans were emblems of
glory and not blemishes in my sight—so straight, so
strong, so frank and hearty, my boyish mind oiade Tim a
demigod.
"Waal, Walt, what yer doin'? Guess the old man don't

know whar ye be I"

He had the advantage of acquaintance. I had not,
though I had seen him many a time loafing around the
village store, sitting on a packing box and squirting to-
bacco juice at every prominent nail-head. Naturally I
afeked his name and found it to be plain "Tim." He was
known throughout the country-side as a ne'er-do-well,
who wasted his time on "huntin' an' fishin' an' chorin'
'raound," His redeeming features were scrupulous hon-
esty and a fervent devotion to Miss Cynthia Drake, the
youngest daughter of a wealthy farmer. Cynthia might
Bossibly have reciprocated this affection, especially as Pa
•rake always referred to the young man as a "low-down

feller," and whenever he found Tim on his property used
only the expressive word "GitI"
"What yer fishin' fer? Shiners, hey? Ye ain't goin' tew

take them things hum, be ye?''

I replied that I had angled assiduously all the morning
in hope of getting nobler game, but to no purpose.
"Didn't spit on yer baiti Ye'll allers hev luck if ye spit

on every bait an— Let's see; you've been fishin' in the
sun an' stood right whar every mortial traout c'u'd see ye.
Ye wanter drop in under some bank or inter a deep, shady
hole, an' let yer bait float daown. Gittin' hungry? Waal,
come on an' hev some clams. Fish don't bite much in the
middle uv the day. I've got a little string tied tew the
willers. Thar fur Cynthy. She's powerful fond of
traout, she is."

We sat in the shade and Tim displayed his prizes with
great gusto, though there was not a fish in the lot over
9in. in length. Then we divided the clams. My com-
panion did the honors with a rusty knife that was entirely
in keeping with his other possessions, I remember how,
as he lay down and took his post-prandial quid, I resumed
my occupation, and having carefully spit upon my bait,
according to directions, dropped where I thought was a
likely spot,

A moment later my line straightened, and instinctively
the tip of the pole described a mighty arc with such veloc-
ity that a small shiner was dashed to pieces on the hill-

side 50ft. away.
.
"You'll never git traout in thet way. Feel for 'em,

Walt, an' don't be so bresk. Naow thar's a good hole
under them willers. Jest watch me an' see haow its done.

"

Tim fixed a fresh worm on his No. 4 hook, adjusted his
cork to the proper depth and crawling to the water's edge
laced his line where it would be the most successful,
lowly it sank, and the cork floated among the willow

leaves as though absolutely heedless of its important duty,
"Tim! It's a-bobbin'. There it goes again—'way down

under."
Yery cautiously Tim gave a pull, then a harder jerk,

but the cork did not reappear. Only the willows swayed
uneasily, as if moved by some sub-aquatic influence.
"He's run araound a root, but I've got him sure!"
The fisherman divested himself of his clothes and stepped

into the pool. He felt along the line, bending as he
did so until naught but his red hair was visible. Then
with a shout of triumph he suddenly straightened,
jumped backward, and hurled upon the bank cork, line,
and the largest brook trout that I had ever seen. All the
afternoon we rambled; Tim doing the fishing, and I gain-
ing the experience of his wood lore.
"Tim," said I, as we turned homeward, "what do you

do in the winter, when the trout don't bite?"
"Everything to its season, boy. When the fish quit

bitin', the squirrels come on. That's the time o' year for
me. All the woods a-rustlin' with red and yeller; the
chestnut burrs a-buatin' an' makin' the graound as brown
as Cynthy's hair; the checker-berries winkin' at yer
through the creepin' pine, and every time ye step on a
twig somethin' happens. Sometimes it's a jay bird that
chatters ahead uv yer, an' ag'in it's a pa'lridge jumpin'
up an' lightin' fur the timber like a gray cannon ball; an'
the squirrels come aout tew see what's the matter.
They're a sly critter, but powerful cur'ous. EE you'd lay
daown an' pertend tew be asleep, they'd run daown the
shagbarks tew find aout what wuz in yer pockets. Gosh!
but it's fun tew shoot them big grays! An' then thar's
rabbits; an' in vsdnter I can make quite a bit o' money
trappin' mushrats an' minks. Onct 1 ketched a red fox,
but they're powerful skeers. Sometimes I go tew Long
Pond or Brooklyn Pond, an' allers git a few pick'rel
through the ice. They fetch a good price tew Mor-
rist'n. That keeps me in paowder an' sich, an' I've be-
gun tew lay by a little fur—. Waal, I guess I'll take
these 'ere traout up tew Cynthy, an' you'd better be git-
tin' hum. When ye come up at Christmas, I'll take yer
'long, ef yer dad 'il let ye go."
Father stood by the bars bending a hickory switch in

anything but an assuring manner. Mother was in tears,
and I readily perceived what was coming. Just then
grandmother, peace to her ashes, came to the door:
"Remember, Charles, that you used to do the very

same thing when you were a boy."
My father, not liking to have his youthful failings thus

published in the presence of his son, turned away, and I
am yet awaiting my punishment.
When we went to Mendham for the holidays I took

the first opportunity of going to Phoenix's store to inquire
for Tim. The boy had disappeared some weeks before.
Perhaps he had enlisted; perhaps gone West. No one
could tell. But every morning, when the mail arrived
from Morristown, Cynthia Drake was at the post-office
asking for a letter—from whence, who cared?

Shoshone.

ISLANDS OF THE PAQIFIC.

No. 3.—The Chlnchas.
Forty years ago the Chinchas were well known

throughout the world, chiefly for their product of guano.
They consist of three small islands on the coast of Peru,
distant from Callao, the port of entry, some three days'
sail. At the date of my yarn it was no unusual sight to
see 100 sails of different nationalities at the islands load-
ing guano.
The islands are very high, with bluff, bold shares, while

the guano is all on top. To load they use a canvas chute
slung under two long cables, their shore ends secured to
heavy posts, while outboard they, are hauled taut to an
anchor, stretching the chute from the bluff to a point
some lOft. above the water, and standing at an angle of
30 to 40°. Large iron lighters are used to convey the
guano to the ship. The lighter is towed in and made fast
to the cable under the chute, while the guano is dumped
in the top and comes rattling down into the lighter.
When full the lighter was towed alongside the ship, the
guano hoisted out with a bucket and purchase and
dumped in the hold.
The bottom of the hold having been floored over with

dunnage, the first lot of guano was put into bags, which
were laid snugly side by side all over the bottom and
well up the sides; this was done so that in case of spring-
ing a leak the guano could not get into the limbers and
choke the pumpa. The flooring off having been attended
to, theiguano was then run in in bulk and trimmed, as
required. The trimmer was usually shipped at Cj,llao for
the trip to the islands.

Callao being the nearest port of entry, all ships had to
go there to enter; then to the islands and load, and back
CO Callao to clear. Ships usually shipped two or three
men, one a trimmer, for the trip, discharging them on the
return to Callao. I sailed several trips to the islands and
back in the capacity of trimmer, and know something of
what It is. It was dirty work at the best, somewhat hard
and a trifle dangerous. I have seen men hauled up from
below, overcome by the ammonia thrown off by the guano
during the process of handling, and bleeding at mouth,
nose and ears. As I said, it was hard work; but the pay
was good, the intervals between trips long enough to
spend it in, and Callao wasa good place to get rid of money.
At that time Callao was the wildest place on the globe,

I believe. Rum shops, dance halls and gambling dens
were as common as daylight. Crimps were plentiful and
shanghaiing was an every-night occurrence. What is

that? I hear you say. Well, in those days when a ship
master wanted men he would go to a boardinghouse
keeper and bargain for so many men, to be delivered at a
certain time and place. If the boarding master had them,
well and good; if not, he must get them. Sometimes poor
Jack would be just landed, perhaps from a long voyage.
No matter, if there was a chance he was filled up with
rum, then dragged aboard ship for another long voyage,
and a two-months' advance to work out. If a
sailor was not handy, anything would do, so
long as the crimp got him drunk enough to ship.
I have heard of a minister being dragged and carried
aboard ship; and he had to go the voyage too, I have
been on a ship where the crimp brought a dead man; the
boat came alongside at night with some half dozen or
more in all stages of drunkenness, while the dead man
lay in the bottom of the boat, "Lift him up, boys," says
the crimp; "he'll be all right when he's had his sleep
out." So he was bundled aboard, dragged to the fore-
castle and tumbled in, where he was found the next
morning, having apparently been dead a day or more,
Men have been knocked down on the street, stupefied
with drugs and sent a voyage to sea,

At the time of which I write there were two brothers
in Callao—Mon and Jack Britt. One kept a den, rumshop,
gambling house, or anything you choose to call it, while
the other was a runner or crimp. They had several
times tried to get hold of me, and I had been sharp enough
to keep out of the way. I went in the shop one day
and Jack Britt asked me to drink. I had always re-
fused before, but this time I thought I would see
what the row was. "All right. Jack, set them
up." Jack handed out a small bottle from be-
neath the bar. I filled my glass, while Jack filled his
from another bottle. As he set the bottle down I said,
"Jack, when I drink with a man I always like to change
glasses for the first time," and I picked the glass he had
filled for himself and pushed the other across the bar.
Right then and there the circus began. His face got red
and he roared out, "What do you mean?" There was
something else he said for a sort of emphasis, but I don't
like to write it. "I mean that I don't care to drink out
of that bottle you passed me," I answered, ?'I believe it
is drugged hquor." Jack came over the bar roaring like
a bull. As he came for me I caught him a good one, and
as I did I got one myself from Mon Britt, who came in
at a side door. Two were too many, and I was thinking
of retreat, when a short stout man came in the outside
door with a rush. He took in the situation at a glance.
"I'll take the big fellow, matey. You 'tend to the other
one."
This changed matters a trifle and before long we had

the business all settled, books balanced and everybody
paid off.

My new friend proved to be a genial, whole-souled sailor,
Sam Watson by name, and I believe the ablest man
physically I ever knew. He was short and very broad-
shouldered, with a drawling voice and an easy, slouching
gait. But when he did turn loose he was a whirlwind.
We traveled together a long time and made several trips
to the islands. We had many a jolly time both in Callao
and Valparaiso.

If this should meet his eye or of anyone who ever knew
him I should be pleased to know it.

I was at Callao in 18G7, when I found the place greatly
changed, There was less crimping, leas drinking and less
fighting, and a great deal less shipping. In fact, there
were less than a half dozen American flags in Callao of a
Sunday morning.

I did not go to the islands, but waa told that times were
very dull there.

I started in to write about the Chincha Islands and I
have filled up my paper with personal matters, most of
which happened in Callao. Well, I usually miss my cal-
culations worse than that. Tarpon.

GEORGIA GAME AND FISH.
Macon, Ga.—The variety of conditions of soil and alti-

tude in Georgia makes the game somewhat diversified,
that of the coast and lower pine levels differing very ma-
terially from that to be found in the northern and moun-
tainous portions. The Virginia partridge (called quail by
most sportsmen) is the most generally distributed, and is
the game bird par excellence of this State. This gamy
little fellow was formerly very abundant all over the
State, but in the northern section the cold and snow of
two years ago sadly depleted their numbers, and small
bags are now the rule. All through the middle or central
part of the State partridges are still to be found in fair
numbers, eight to twelve bevies a day being a good day's
work for a well-trained dog. The lower range of counties
where the yellow pine forests flourish is the home of this
bird, and it is not unusual for a bag of 80 to 100 birds in a
day for two guns to be made,
A few ruffed grouse frequent the laurel ridges in the

extreme northern and northeastern parts of the State,
but it is very hard work to bring them to bag. On the
streams of southern and southwestern Georgia some deer,
wild turkeys, black bears, ducks and squirrels can be
found; turkeys and squirrels are very abundant in most
of the river swamps.
Dove shooting is excellent in the winter and is a sport

that tests a man's shooting skill to the utmost. These
birds gather in immense flocks to feed in the pea fields,

or in baited fields, and the slaughter is immense, as many
as fifty guns often being in one party. The Legislature,
recognizing that this meant extermination for the doves
if unchecked, has recently enacted a law cutting off one
month of the open season, the time now being from Aug.
1 to March 15, instead of July 15 to April 1.

The farmers are almost universally posting their lands
all over the State, but very few of them object to a gen-
tleman sportsman shooting, their object being to keep off
market or pot-hunters, and vagrants or negroes.
The fishing waters ol the State lie mostly in east and

south parts. Black bass (locally called trout) grow to a
large siza, and in the swift-fiowing streams are very
gamy.
These with perch and bream are the best fish to be

found, and on such streams as the Altamaha, Satilla and
Allapaha rivers afford great sport.

The brook trout are found in the mountain streams of
north Georgia in fair numbers, but run small in size, 6 to
Sin. being about the largest.

There are a number of whole-souled sportsmen in
Georgia who are always glad to extend any courtesies to
visitors. F, 0. E.

Brunnich's Murre on Inland New Tork Waters.
Ithaca, N. Y., Dec, 27.—The waterfowl foreign to this

locality which have recently been bagged in considerable
numbers by Cayuga Lake gunners are pronounced by Dr.
Wilder, of Cornell University, to be Btiinnich's murre, a
species of arctic wildfowl rarely found in this latitude.
In many important particulars the Btiinnich's murre seem
closely related to the loon, notably the body conforma-
tion, legs, head and beak. In size it closely corresponds
to the butterball duck. Below the waterline.the bird is

white, and above it is a blue black, or perhaps, to speak
more accurately, Prussian blue. It furnishes but a small
measure of sport, however; for, seemingly unconscious of
danger, it sweeps in among one's decoys and stolidly re-

mains there, despite the cannonade, until shot. Forty or
more of these birds are said to have been bagged in a
single day lately. M. Chill.

[It is only a few years since we first heard of these
birds being taken on the waters of northern New York.
As they yield neither sport nor meat to the gunner, it

seems a pity to kill them. J
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FIVE WEEKS AT LITTLE
CAMPS.

souni^sT

shots
shots,
When
take
moose in

I LEFT Fredericton Oct. 27, to 6p3nd a few weeks at the
Little Sou'west CamDS of Mr. Braithwaite. My friends,

Messrs. Irland and Eisteen, had already returned from
those famous grounds with two fine moose heads, which
has already been told the readers of Fobest and Stream
by the a.ble pen of Mr. Bisteen—otherwise the Prowler.
I cannot hope to equal Mr. Risteen in literary style or de-
scriptive ability, but I will try to give a true account of
my little trip, and, what is of more interest, the amount
of game we saw.
Some, no doubt, wil^ remember my unsuccessful hunt

in this region last year, when Braithwaite and I each lost

two fine moose through not having heavy enough rifles

and being obliged to shoot in the brush. So this year I

provided myself with a new Winchester, .50-100-450,

which I thought
was about the right-

gun for moose.
And I must say that , — . . _ .

from what I have
seen, both this year
and last, I have not
changed my opin-
ion, notwithstand-
ing Mr. Cecil Clay's
opinion to the con-
trary. Your .44-40

will no doubt kill a
moose if you get a
side shot, as, o f

course, there is .

nothing between 1

you and his heart
but a thin skin and

!

a rib or two, but
j

[

how many times are
I

I you going to get the
' mooso to stand in

1 that way? Not once
in fifty times. On
this trip we saw sev-

enteen moose;
I twelve of these we
. still-hunted, four
[ crossed our path,

j
and one we paddled

I
up to. Throw out
the four which
crossed our path
and you come down
to but one moose,
which, you might
say, we had a
chance to kill with
a popgun. The
others were all
either quartering

or running
some both,
you under-
to stiU-hunt

New
Brunswick thicket
you want a gun,
and a big one at
that, something that
will stop him quick-
ly, I suppose we
can't all think alike
on the gun question,
but when I make a
change it won't be
for a smaller gun.

I left Fredericton
on Tuesday morn-
ing, Oct. 37, for
Boiestown, on the
Miramichi River,
which is the head-
quarters of Mr. Wm.
Richards, the well-
known lumberman,
where I expected to
get a chance to go
in the woods with
some of his parties
going to the head-
waters of the Dun-
garvon. Any other
year, or a little

later, when the
snow is on, "port-
ash" teams are
going every day,
but where a party is

on the same grounds
for two or more
years they send in
supplies a year
ahead, or rather
grub for this fall's

work was sent in on
the last of the "going" last spring. Mr. Braithwaite and
I had our supplies sent in when theirs went in, so aU we
had to do was to get there ourselves.

I arrived in Boiestown at noon. I had come over on
the freight train, as I was in no hurry and wanted to
take the full benefit of my holidays (it was just a year
since I had the last), and I take pleasure in the whole
trip. Thfl little incidents of travel, the boys on the train
going to the woods, the old friends one sees at the stations
and along the road, all go to make up a good trip. When
we got to Cross Creek four young men got in. I knew in
a minute they were bound for the woods. I asked them
whom they were going in for, and they said they were
going to join Billy Davidson's party in the morning at
Boiestown. So I told them I was for the same country,
and we became chummy at once. They had been having
a "wee shock," as the Scotchman said, and were feeling
pretty well, and when the conductor went out of the
caboose one of them tried to ride his bike, but as the train
was going about twenty miles an hour he didn't make
much of a success at it, and the conductor coming in put
a stop to the fun. One of the older boys said: "He won't

feel that frisky by the time he gets to Rocky Brook," and
he didn't. As the train drew into Boiestown the first

person to grasp my hand was Mr. John B, Holts, who
lives at Pleasant Ridge, eight miles from Boiestown.
His home is headquarters for parties going to and from

the woods up Dungarvon. I had sent word ahead for
him to meet me, and he was on hand with a stout buck-
board wagon and smart horse. After seeing some friends
in Boiestown we started, and arrived at Mr. John B.'s

at 1 o'clock, with a good appetite for one of Mrs. Holts's
first-class dinners. Mr. and Mrs. Holts are a fine exam-
ple of some of the old settlers. She is a smart old lady
of seventy, and he is an equally smart old gentleman of
seventy-five. They have eleven sons and daughters, who
are all living—^never having lost one, which is quite re-

markable in so large a family. They celebrated their

golden wedding year before last, when their boys came
home from all parts of the Union to help them remember

BLACK DtrOK.

From the original photograph.

it. It was made a kind of big party—so big, in fact, that
the table for the wedding dinner had to be set out of
doors, as people came from all around to congratulate
them, as no people are more highly thought of in the
country than they. I stayed all night at Mr. Holts's, and
was up in time to see Mrs, Holts, with the help of one
girl and a man cook, get breakfast for thirty-eight hun-
gry men on their way to the woods.
Mr. Richards, the day before, had told me that he

would advise Billy Davidson's party to go to Dungarvon
via Rocky Brook, and as that would mean that they
would go up the main Sou'west Miramichi and would not
pass Mr. Holts's place, I got Mr. Holts to drive me down
to the river to meet them. When we got to the forks of
the road there were no teams in sight, and the white
frost on the road showed plainly that no one had been
along that morning, so we waited. Pretty soon the ad-
vance guard showed up in the form of five or six of the
party, among them our friend of the bicycle ride. Just
then the schoolmarm came to the schoolhouse door, and
seeing us standing there said: "Come in, boys;" so we all

filed in and watched her open school. The wagons com-

ing along then, we had to start. We bowed to the
teacher, came out and shook hands with Mr. Holts, and
started on our three days' walk into the woods, the boys
to wrestle spruce logs, and I to try for a shot at a bull
moose. There were seventeen of us, and as we walked
along behind the teams that fine fall morning it was a
pleasure to be alive and to be out of doors. Some of the
party had revolvers and two had guns, and the word was
"let nothing live"—and they didn't, Partridges, squir-

"

rels, owls, everything had to fall before them; even a tin
kettle belonging to some "portasher" was punched full
of bullet holes, for which I got the blame from the afore-
mentioned "portasher"—also his ill will, as he thought
only a towny would do such a trick, and he knew there
was a towny in the party. We kept on up the river to
"Hayes's." The river is swift here, and the teams had to
ford about two miles above, so all but the teamsters were
to cross here. There were two dugouts on the shore, and

a kid in one who
was just about tall

enough to see over
the gunwale. When
asked if he could set
us across, he said:
"Of course I can."
And he was right.
Every Sou'wester
can pole a canoe
nearly as soon as
he can walk. The
kid set us over and
we kept on up the
shore to Palmer
Flat, and there
waited for the
teams. They
showed up in about
half an hour, but it

took them about an
hour to get over the
river, as they had
to make two trips.

We boiled the
kettle, and turned
about to face the
celebrated Rocky
Brook Portage, and
it is a rocky brook
portage, and no mis-
take. As the Dutch-
man told us last

summer, "I've trav-
eled vid circus and
Vild Vest, and I tell

you vot, it vos a
Vild Vest." The
first three miles it

was mud— deep
mud, black mud,
red mud—but com-
ing out at the top
of the hill we met
an old friend in the
person of Miles
Hunter, under
whose care I had
gone when a kid
on my first salmon
trip, and he told us
we were through
the worst of it. We
made about six
miles before dark,
when we put up a
lean-to, and with
lots of rock maple
for a fire we had a
fairly comfortable
night. In the morn-
ing we were off at
daylight, and about
noon stopped in an
old camp for lunch,
and as it com-
menced to snow
one of the boys,
not wishing to lie

out another night,
stumped anyone to
strike for camp

—

J eighteen miles

j

away. I said I

I

would go, and
i| when the rest saw
j

us getting some
J lunch they wanted
: to go also, and so

two more came
a along. When we

had made about
four miles we came
to the new camp of

Mr. Daniel Evans,
of Cardigan, who
very kindly asked

us to stay over night; but our leader, Joe Weaver, had
said Forty-Seven-Mile Brook Camp, and Forty-Seven-
Mile Brook it was to be. At Evans's Camp we were over-

taken by five more of our boys, making nine all told,

and they didn't bring any grub either. We walked
pretty hard, and at 5 o'clock we reached Forty-Seven-
Mile Brook Camp. We found the old stove up, and that

was about all. We made a little tea, ate some sweet cake
and lay down in our wet clothes on the floor to put in rhe

night. We got the night in somehow, and in the morn-
ing I and another of the party started over to Fullerton's

Camp for grub. On the way we met our old friend Mr.
Patohell, who had been in the woods since April, watch-
ing the stuff in the storehouses. He had lots of inquiries

to make about his family and his neighbors, and he was
free to confess that he was glad the parties were coming
in to take his job away from him. We got a sack of
grub and brought it over to the boys. We waited until

dark for the teams and then put out for FuUerton's
Camp, where there was grub, with blankets. There I

met Dave Douglas, who, with Henry, had been in the
woods ever since Oct. 10.
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Dave and I went back in the morning to Forty-Seven-
Mile Camp, and as the teams had arrived shortly after
dark the night before, I got my bundle and big gun, and
with Dave for pilot we started for the Crooked Daadwater,
the home of the moose. We stopped at Fullerton's Camp
again for lunch, as I had early in my Dangarvon experi-
ence learned to eat at every camp I came to; for, as Henry
puts it, "You will need it all betore you get out of these
woods." Two miles from Fullerton's we came to the tent,
and there was Henry looking as natural as life. This tent
is only a temporary outpost in Henry's chain of camps,
which extend from Louis Lake, on Renous, to Little
Sou'west Lake, on the Little Sou'west, and from old
No. 64, on the head of Clearwater, to the head of Bath-
urst, fifty miles away, and including among the rest of
the old favorites two new camps, one named after Mr.
Irland and the other Renous Lake. Burton Lake, Louis
Lake, Renous Daadwater, Little Sou'west, Crooked Dead-
water, Injun Lake, all these are old friends and call up
none but pleasant memories, and by the time a man is

acquainted with the ground they cover he will have seen
a good lot of the best moose country there is in New
Brunswick. The first question I asked was, ''How are the
moose?" Henry said, "I guess there are lots of them, al-

though I haven't heard many since Mr. Irland and Ris-
teen left. The lumbermen are making a fearful noise
blowing rocks in Dunsrarvon, and I guess all the moose
will leave and go up country. However, we will follow
them."
Dave and I had to have another lunch, and after that

we made up our packs and started. About four miles
from here we came to the Deadwater, but before we got
there Henry said, "I suppose it is a fine head or none this
trip," and I said, "Yes." And I meant it. I wouldn't be
bothered with the little heads sr>me parties bring out. A
well-known Bangor taxidermist sent me a photo of a lot
of moose heads, and among the lot was one good head,
the rest just spikes. Now a small caribou head may be as
pretty, even prettier, than a large one, and a moose head
is a rough looking customer at best; but a moose head
adorned with a pair of spikes is, to my mind, not worth
mounting.

I was to have my resolution tested sooner than I ex-
pected. We got in the canoe and started down the Dead-
water, and about the second turn we all saw somettiing
on the shore that looked like a big rock. I was in the
bow, Dave in the middle and H^nry in the stern; the
rock didn't move, and we kfpb getting nearer and nearer,
and at last up comes the head and shoulders of a moose.
He had been feeding on the grass and stuff in the water,
and so we could not see any of him except the flank and
hindqi^arters. He saw us, but had not got our wind, and
as we ware coming closer all the time, he straightened up
and looked at us. By this time I had a shell in the rifle

and was ready to fill him full or let him go, as might
seem to be right when the time came. When we got to
within about 50/d8. or less Henry said: "His horns are
small. Don't shoot, but just watch him." He got our
wind by this time and walked back a little way from the
bank. Henry grunted at him and he returned the grunt
in a kind of half-friendly, half-anxious tone with a note
of inquiry in it, as much as to say, "Who are you, any-
way?' We left him alone in his glory, which I think was
far better fun than shooting him. I rei lly can't see where
the sport would have come in to have shot that moose.
There was none of the excitement there would have been
in calling him, and I am sure there would not have been
the sport there imdoubtedly is in still-hunting them,
which is after all the nicest way, unless you yourself can
call.

We arrived at camp about 4 o'clock on the fifth day
after I left home, buc this time can be shortened to three
days by proper arrangement. As there was no snow, we
didn't try to hunt any, but turned our attention to cutting
some much-needed trails and fixiog up camps. In about
two weeks there was a fall of snow while we were at
Renous Lake, and in the morning we made a start for
County Line Mountain. We walked arrcss the top of it

and never saw a track, but, as Henry had said the rook
blasting had probably fcired them up country, so up
country we went. When we got to Injun Lake Camp
we bad to take a day fixing it up and go over the line to
No. 64 Camp. We crossed a new log road, and we
kiiiew by this that the lumbermen were in the vicinity.
Last time we were there it was three or four miles to the
nearest lumber camp: now it is only about three-quarters
of a mile. We sent Dave down to get some supplies, also
the news, and Heniy and I turned to and cut our night's
wood and fixed up the old camp a little, as it was a bitter
night. Before we had supper cooked, in walked Bill
Carson, the boss of the camp, and kindly invited us to
come down and stay all night, adding that Mr. Lynch's
orders were to bring us down if he had to fall a tree on
the camp to drive us out. Henry, however, said he
would stay, and by the time supper was ready it was
pretty late, so we asked William to join us, and he ap-
peared to enjoy our s nothered moose meat very much.
William had been in the woods since Aug. 18 and had
seen lots of tracks, etc., but had not snot at a moose.
William stayed until about 9 o'clock, and then struck out
for his own camp. In the morning, bright and early, in
came Mr. Lynch and William, and Henry and I each had
to take a talking to from good-natured Mr. Lynch on our
refusing to go down to his camp the night betore. How-
ever, we patched the matter up samehow, but he left us
with the comforting assurance that as soon as we got out
he would fall a tree on old N j. 64, as he didn't want us
camping in his dooryard; his camp was where he wanted
us, and we were to come as often as we liked and stay as
long as we pleased; no more lying out while we were so
handy to his operations.
That night it snowed, and in the morning we started

up the ridge to try for a moose. We had seen lots of
tracks the day before, but we walked two miles before
we struck anything this time. At last we came to the
trail of a two-year-old, and followed along for about a
quarter of a mile and came on the moose lying down.
We sighted him just as he got up, and it was a shap shot
at 75yd8. I thought I had missed, but Henry said, "No,
there is blood. It comes out of his mouth. He is our
moose." And so it proved, for we came, on him stone
dead about SOOyds. from where I shot. We dressed him
out in good shape and starttd for camp. The next day
being rainy ana soft, we tried for another. Tnis day the
tracks were so thick on the ridge we got on that ic was
almost impossible to follow them. We jumped a lot, and
saw some cows and calves, but not a good set of horns did

we see, so did not fire a shot. The one I shot the day be-
fore was' to eat. On the way to camp we struck a cari-
bou track, and as he was going our way we followed
him. We jumped him in a fir grove, and I had a snap
shot at him, but I only succeeded in putting the bullet
through an old fir stub. Henry's only comment was,
"Too slow." and as I had to say something I quoted
from old Joe Mitchell, my old Indian guide: "Let him
go to the devil; plenty more."
The next day it froze hard, making very noisy hunting,

so Henry went to Cranston Lake to see about some traps,
and I went out alone. I routed an old cow and two
calves berore I had been out ten minutes, and inside of
half an hour I routed three more. I then started for
camp and had the ill luck to start a bull. It was very
noisy, so I suppose he heard me half a mile. At any rate
he started for the bead of Tobique before I got sight of
him. Saven moose started in less than half a day was a
good sign of game; but that was our share of them,
We moved back the next day to Irland Camp, and on

the way I got a very fair caribou. Next day we went up
on the ridge near the camp, and there I got my first deer.
They are just beginning to get into this country. Three
years ago we saw one track, last year a few, this year dozens
of them. They move in from the south. Maine is where
they get the start for our country. They travel north,
just the opposite of moose, as we think the moose make
south all the time. As Henry says, they want to leave
his farm, where they are safe, and go outside, where they
are sure to get killed. When I fired at the deer the noise
jumped three more deer, also a cow moose and two
calves, as we afterward found out; so we thought the
next day we would try another ridge. I forgot though
to say that before we saw the deer we saw a cow moose
with one calf. I could easily have shot the cow, as she
stood and looked at us long enough for us to have shot
her twice.
Next day we struck oflE to Moose Lake, and here again

we saw nothing like what we were looking for. All
small tracks, except one or two large ones so old and
mixed with others that we did not follow them. It took
us less than fifteen minutes to walk from Moose Lake to
Deer Lake, and on the way we saw over a dozen tracks,
none of them over twenty-four hours old. We saw
another cow and calf that afternoon on our way to camp.
We got within 50ft. of her, but let her go.
Next day we moved down to Crooked Deadwater, and

the next to little Sou'west, where we put away the canoe
for the winter and looked up old friends at Ritchie's camps
on the lake. We never expected to see the day when
men would go to the little Sou'west for a log, but
they are there now. Their portage is seventy-five miles
long, which is a long way. to go for spruce lumber
even in these days. We called at Sinclair'scamp and
found the boss at home; also the cook, who makes as good
sweetcake as he did last year. We stayed to dinner, and
after dinner struck out for our own camp. . ;
Twenty-three years ago Henry built his first camp on

this lake, and until last year no lumber parties ever got
nearer than Dungarvon, about fifteen or eighteen miles
away. Last year they opened this country, and the first
thing done was to dam up the outlet of the lake. This has
raised the water and killed the trees, and now they are
blowing down. In fact they have spoiled the prettiest
lake in this province just for the sake of a few logs.
However, as Henry says, "It can't be helped," and the old
tops they leave will bring the caribou around again, so
perhaps, it won't be so bad after all.

Next day we made the Deadwater again, and next
Renous Lake. Here I made up my mind to go out, and
as Dave had been over to Fullerton's and brought back
word that no teams were expected till Christmas, and also
that as lumber was up they were opening up some old
camps down Dangarvon, Henry thought the best way to
go was to get over to Louis Lake and go out that way.
So we started for there and made with packs Rsnous
Ddadwater for lunch and old Louis camp for night. This
lake is named after old Louis Bdar, a famous Indian trap-
per, who had a line through this country about fifty years
ago. The finest trout I ever saw come out of this lake.
Ill the morning t made up my pack, said good-by to
Honry and Dave, and started for the lumber camp on the
trail old Joe and I had taken out two moose on two years
ago. We got in among some lumber works and did not
strike camp till about 4 P. M,, and found it unoccupied.
There were sled tracks to the door, so we knew they had
been there for the old stoves, and as it was too late to go
back to Louis, we thought we would try to make th*>ir

camp, although we had no idea how far it might be. We
had not gone far when we heard a familiar voice and
soon came in sight of Charlie Cameron, the boss cook of
the Dangarvon. Charlie gave me the first meal I ever ate
in a Dungarvon camp; but this time he was yarding logs.
We asked him where he was camped, and he said, "Down
in the old Holts's camp, about a mile. Better come down
and stay with us"—wnich kind invitation we accepted.
We put in a fine evening with the boys, as there were a lot

of good singers among them. Here we met Bob Rjss,
who is second only to the old reliable Tom Hunter in his
ability to brave the dangers of the Dungarvon portage.
He it was who was along with Mr. Irland when they
came across the "lost man" two summers ago. He said
he was going out in the morning, so I made arrangements
to go along. We started about daylight, and at dark we
got to Holts's, where I was glad to get a shave, a good
supper, and a clean bed after five weeks spent in the
woods.
Smce I got home I have been much interested in read-

ing a letter from Deerslayer, also some answers to it. I

cannot understand where the sport comes in in roping a
deer, then killing him with buckshot at a range of a few
feet. How any man could do it I can scarcely under-
stand, and I am glad that we have no such sportsmen here
in this country, but then we are very much behind the
times here; perhaps we will get up to that after a while.
Deerslayer shows his ignorance of some kinds of hunting
when he says, "and if he is a moose hunter, calling him
up," as if the only way to get a moose was to call him.
He also speaks in terms of contempt of pitting your skill

against their instinct. And again, he calls still-hunting

sneaking. So it is; but I will venture to say that if Mr.
Daerslayer takes his rifle and "sneaks" up on a moose and
gets him, that he will find that it calls for mor^ exertion
than his old way, and also that he will stand much higher
in the opinions of the readers of Forest ai?d Stream than
he does now.
We saw on the trip seventeen moose, three caribou and

threl deer. We jumped twenty-nine moose. We also
saw a beaver dam, houses and beaver. There are nearly

. twenty families of beavers on Henry's ground, all told.

BluenosB.

INTERCOMMUNICATION OF WOLVES.
The united testimony of trappers and hunters gives the'

wolf the highest place, or at least one of the highest
places, in the scale of intelligence among the wild mam-
mals of North America. A similar verdict might have
been reached on purely hypothetical grounds, for the wolf
is the only species which at once takes its prey by strata-,

gem, saves its own skin by artifice, and supplies the
place of speed and strength by combination and concerted
attack.

It is the only sociable beast of prey in our limits, and in
obedience to two well-known principles we might expect
to find the species more highly gifted than any other with
the power of intercommunication.

These principles are:
The more intelligent an animal is, the greater its powet'

of intercommunication.
The more sociable an animal is, the greater its power of

intercommunication.
It seems that experience justifies this conclusion, for

wolves are known to have remarkable power of intercom-^
munication, although how it is effected has not been satis-
factorily determined.
As illustrations and proofs: Wolves in a given locality

are known to learn quickly the nature of any traps that
are prepared for them, and this cannot be the result of
first-hand knowledge; for the wolf which is caught and
gets away again, or has seen a comrade caught, must be
rare. Yet all the wolves fear and avoid the trap. More
than this, the dam teaches her young to do so as soon ae
they can follow her about. Precisely the same remarks
apply to poison; the wolves in a new country are easily
poisoned, but soon the information is spread among them
and it becomes very difficult to poison them.

Similarly wolves soon learn to dread firearms, and to.

avoid all men m the daylight on account of their being
known to carry them. A curious illustration came under
my notice last winter. The cowboys on a certain cattle
range had orders to fire at every gray wolf as soon as
seen, with a view to driving them from the neighbor-
hood. One cowboy was watching through a telescope a
wolf a mile away when another fired at it; the ball struck
the bank behind the wolf, which at once ran to the spot
and was examining it, when a few seconds later the
faint report reached him. At once he showed that he
knew what it was, for he ran as hard as he could till out
of sight. Dr. Merriam, in his "Mammals of the Adiron-
dacks," relates a circumstance which may possibly be an
evidence of intercommunication of a remarkable charac-
ter. The wolves were very numerous and destructive in
those mountains until the State offered a bounty for every
wolf killed. Although after this no more than usual were
killed in a season, the wolves immediately afterward dis-
appeared, or at least became extremely rare.
In seeking to investigate the methods of intercommuni-

cation we are apt to attach by far the most importance to >

the voice, because it is our chief means; but it is an open I

question whether scent does not serve the dog tribes more
often than sound, and it will be seen that in the lower ani-
mals generally all the senses do duty as transmitters of
ideas.

1. Sight —Animals learn from each other gestures when
an enemy or probable quarry is near. For example, a
duck sees a hawk in the sky and at once turns his head tO'
watch it, the other ducks see the gesture and imitate it or
make for shelter; a fox out hunting with her young sud-
denly squats, the cubs do not see what she does, but equat
because they see her do it; a dog sees another digging at a
rabbit hole, and at once goes to see what there is in it. 1

No one can watch two dogs playing or quarreling without
noting a great number of silent gestures used to convey i

ideas from one to the other.
3. Sound —It is almost unnecessary to illustrate the

U3e of sound as a means of transferring ideas. A cow i

calls her calf; a rooster calls the hens; a partridge alarms .

her brood with a nate; a dog barks to call his master's
attention to anything. We ourselves use sound (or sound
signs on paper) so much more than any other means that
we are apt to forget that there are other means of inter-
communication.

3. Touch —Little pigs, calves, etc., punch the mother's
udder with their noses to let her know that they are
hungry; a horse nibbles his comrade on a part of the
body to show where he wishes his comrade to nibble him;
ants and bees are said to intercommunicate by touching

,

their antennae, and animals lick and stroke each other in
token of affection.

4. Taste.—This sense is perhaps the least used as a
transmitter. Dogs and wolves are occasionally seen to
touch their open mouths, but it would be hard to prove
that they thereby intercommunicated any idea. Young
rabbits, however, are sometimes seen to taste their
mother's lips to make sure before eating certain foods.

5. Smell.—A.i first sight, smell might seem of minor
importance as an intercom municator, though its prime
value as a means of acquiring ideas first hand is not open
to questiojn. My observations to satisfy myself on this
point have developed some curious facts, which I shall
set forth as briefly as possible:

,

Scientists who have examined the matter declare that
scent is by far the most wonderful of the senses. It is

difficult for us to believe this, for the human species has
nearly lost the faculty, and is incapable of judging I

a priori, just as it is impossible to give a blind man any
clear conception of the wonders of sight. It is very cer-
tain that all things on earth have their distinctive odor,
and this is readily proven. There is no known material
that does not in time lose of its substance when exposed
to the air; there is no known substance that will not in
time be entirely dissipated by such exposure; and it is '

this atmospheric solution of the substance which is its

odor. To illustrate: There are but few more indestruc-
tible substances than rubber, beeswax, copper or bronze,
and yet even to the blunt human sense they have a per*
ceptible odor, ;

, ; V ..
To show the fineness of the' seidse and the infinitesimal

amount of substance requisite to produce a sensation, let
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us instance the case of a single grain of musk which con-
tinues to give off its intense odor for years before the sub-
stance is entirely dissipated. Similar illustration is af-
forded by a drop of any fixed oil, creosote or skunk musk.
To illustrate the feebleness of the human scent faculty;
we cannot detect the presence of milk or water by tbeir
odor, and yet we know they must have a powerful odor
because tbey are so rapidly dissipated, as well as because
they are so quickly discovered by wild animals; camels,
for instance, are said to smell the water at a distance of
miles. Procf that at one time our species had a good
nose is found in the well-known fact that smell makes a
quicker, stronger and more vivid appeal to memory than
any of the other senses.

Since, then, as already claimed, odor is dissipated dub-
stance floating in the air, and since all substances are dis-
sipatory, all have an odor And there is no good reason
to doubt that this odor is as distinctive as the appearance
of the thing; even more so, one might say, for all animals
with well-developed noses learn to confide in them, for
intelligence, rather than in their eyes. And the evidence
of these insubornable witnesses all goes to show that
•every object in the landscape, every tree and shrub, and
•each part of each tree and shrub, has a separate individual
•odor that is at least as distinctive as its color. Yet we find
this as hard to believe as would the blind man that the
iappeara.nc8 of the objects in question was more distinctive
and diagnostic than their feel.

It is scarcely necessary to ,prove that each species of
animal has its own odor. The differences of the respect-
ive odors of horse, cow, fox, skunk, negro, Indian, etc.,

are sufficiently obvious to ourselves. But, more than this,

it is very easy to prove that each individual of the species
has its own peculiar odor as surely as it has its own
peculiar appearance. This is so well known that no
hunter or naturalist will be likely to question it: but as
one out of many proofs I may cite the well-known fact
ithat a dog has no difficulty in keeping the track of the
same deer or man no matter how many others of the
ikind may cross it.

It may be thought that I am pushing it too far when I

•now assert that not only each individual animal has its

own odor, but each part of that animal is giving off an
odor which is peculiar to itself, and this the reader can
readily prove. Let him take a dead animal of any furry
kind and wet the fur with hot water in different regions,
and he will find that even the blunt human sense can dis-
tinguish many variations of the smell. And I am satis-

fied that the keen nose of the beast of prey does far more
than this, and can even distinguish the scents left by the
heel and toe of the same foot. This is the simple explana-
tion of the seemingly inexplicable fact that a good bound
can, within a few yards, tell which way his quarry was
running. It was a very simple matter to him; let B be
the toe scent and A the heel scent; he ran a few yards
and because the track kept singing B-A, B-A, B-A, he
knew he was wrong; in the other direction it sang A-B,
A-B, A-B; so away he went. The difference between the
two odors is very slight, so much so that an inferior
hound will often run a long way on a back scent, but a
•dog with a good nose or a wolf is never long mistaken.
My next contention is that the general or body scent of

an animal is eminently changeable. While it always re-
tains its individuality, it changes with the physical and
mental condition of the animal, with the weather, the
temperature and the season, jast as surely as does its coat
or facial expression.
Abundant proofs of this are at hand, for example: a

horse smells stronger after exercise; a mink or weasel, not
to mention a skunk, emits a much stronger because more
abundant odor on becoming angry; at certain seasons of
the year the flesh of goats and of some deer is unfit to eat
on account of its disagreeable odor; in the winter the
flesh of the Canada grouse becomes redolent of the
spruce, and similarly the body of the white hare is

strongly tainted with the cedar that forms its winter
food; dogs in ill health become malodorous; so does the
human breath, etc., etc. But notice that all of these
proofs are the evidence of the feeble human nose—it must
always be remembered that the nose of the wild animal
is inconceivably more acute; if we say 100 times as keen,
we have an approximate idea of their relative powers.
As proofs ot the effect of the changing odor among the

animals themselves: A male animal will pass unheeded
the body scent of a female at one time, and at another,
when she is seeking a mate, the changed odor sets him in
a state of excitement at once; and this is true of all the
mammalia, while in the insect world even more extraor-
dinary things are told. There is a record of a Cecropia
moth having flown thirty miles in one night, attracted by
the odor of an imprisoned female. Similar records with
lesser distances are common. It seems incontestable,
therefore, that the body scent of an animal varies with its

changing conditions and emotions; the only question is as
to the extent of this variation. And it is quite certain
that the other individuals of the species can recognize
these changes, so that it becomes a most important means
of intercommunication.
In many species additional effect is given to the body

scent by the development of special glands which -secrete
a strong odor. These glands are usually situated in a part
that is habitually brought in contact with the grouna or
the vegetation. Thus, in a musk-deer they are on the side
of the belly; in the peccary on the back; in the deer on the
tarsus, between the toes, and in the lachrymal fossa. In
some animals, however, the contact with the ground is

secured in a different way. The glands are situated within
the anal and preputial orifices, so that the natural excre-
tions in transitu bear with them the taint which reveals
so much to tha next pa&ser-by of the same species. Now
in order that this second animal may find the depot of
intelligence quickly, it is necessary that his discovery of
the place be not left to chance, and incredible as it may
seem at first blush, there is abundant proof that the whole
of a region inhabited by wolves is laid out in signal sta-
tions or intelligence depots. Usually there is one at each
mile or less, varying much with the nature of the ground.
The marks of these depots or odor posts are various; a
stone, a tree, a bush, a buffalo skull, a post, a mound, or
any similar object serves, provided only that it be con-
spicuous on account of its color or position; usually it is
more or less isolated or else prominent by being at the
crossing of two trails.

Now a man returning to town goes at once to his hotel
or club, glances over the last three or four names on the
register, adds his own, then makes a more thorough in-
spection. And the behavior of an animal arrived at an

odor post is precifiely the same. It approaches, hastily
sniffs the post, adds its own odor, then makes a more
thorough investigation. The attention dogs pay to lamp
posts in town is sufficiently known; it is precisely the
same habit, a trifle over-developed through idlpness, etc.,

but it will serve to illustrate. 1 have many tiroes seen a
dog approach the post, sniff, then growl, register, growl
again, and with bristling mane and glowing eyes scratch
fiercely with his hindfeec and walk off very stiffly,

glancing back from time to time. Again, it is common
to see a dog, after the preliminaries, become keenly inter-
ested, trot about the vicinity, and come again and again
to make his own record more evident. At other times
one sees the animal, suddenly aroused by the news, take
up a recent trail or fly to the next signal post, and so con-
tinue in pursuit of whatever it was that it scented.
Wolves do precisely the same, but I believe they carry

it to a higher pitch, and there can be no doubt that a
newly arrived wolf is instantly aware of the visit that
has recently been paid to the signal post by a personal
friend or foe—by a female in search of a mate; a young
or old, sick or well, hungry, hunted or gorged beast, as
well as the direction whence he came and whither he
went, with all the additional information that a very
small faculty of logic would deduce from this. How
much more than this he learns, or whether he can again
convey the intelligence to the next post, I know not. It
seems to me not impossible that, as his own state of mind
in a measure modifies his body scent, the effect onhim of
news obtained at post No. 1 will be recorded by himself
to some extent at post No, 2. In any case we are safe to
believe that these animals, with their wondrous power
of scent, can do far more in this way than we at present
suspect. Ernest Seton Thompson.

A GIANT MOOSE.
Me. W. W. Habt, of 5 West Third street, has recently

received from Alaska a moose head which in size exceeds
any head that we base ever sem. In spread of antlers,
breadth of palm and length of prong it seems more nearly-
suggestive of the head of the fossil Irish elk than any
recent head that has come under our notice. The antlers
are not of the wide-spreading type, for the horns, starting
at right angles to the axis of the skull on rather light
shafts, soon turn backward almost at right angles, so that
the long diameter of the palm is inclined only at a small
angle with the axis of the skull.

The skull has been spht for ease in transportation, but
fitting the two halves together, the spread of the antlers
is 70im. The length of the right born, measured from
the brow antler to the most distant prong of the palm on
the posterior side of the horn, is 55iin.; the length of the
palm, measured along the curve, is 41in., and a straight
line drawn from the burr to the most distant point of the
palm is 40in. The circumference of the shaft of the right
antler at Sin. from the burr is lim. The width of the
palm, measured along its posterior side following the
curve, is 43in. The great size of the palms makes the
shafts of the horn just outside the burr seem very small.
We believe that we have seen many horns of the elk
{Cervua canadensis) which were heavier at this point.
This moose is said to come from Alaska, Not very

much is known about its history, but the locality is given
as thirty miles back from Cook Inlet. It is stated that
the animal measures Sift, at the shoulder; but this, of
course, is a mere hunter's statement, and very likely a
guess. The teeth of the animal show that it was old, but
by no means past the prime of life. The incisors have
been mutilated so that nothing can be said of them except
that they were all present. Tne molars are worn by many
years' use, but by no means show great age.

It is understood that this head will be exhibited at the
Sportsmen's Exposition, where Mr, Hart advises us that
he will bave an exhibit showing mucb good work.

The Woodcock's Whistle SLgaAn.

British Columbia..—jbJditor Forest ana Stream: Hav-
ing read in Forest and stream, dated Oct. 17, 1896, Mr.
W. H, Harris's explanation of how a woodcock produced
that whistle, there is no doubt that almost every sports-
man who has had much cock shooting agrees that the
whistle is one of the special attractions of hunting this
fine game bird ; and almost every sportsman that 1 have
huntnd cocks with has queried as to how that whistle
was produced.
Having hunted woodcocks and grouse some six seasons

in Nova Scotia, I have had woodcocks retrieved and
caught in all stages of disabled conditions, and I thought
that I had thoroughly proved to myself how the wood-
cock produced the whistle. It is so different from what
Mr. Harris has described that I would like to give my
version of the case.

Every time I broke the tip of a cock's wing and it fell
on smooth ground it would spread its tail, droop its
wings, point its beak downward, and walk along just like
a gobbler, and when approached would jump off the
ground and try to fly, giving a plaintive quack when
jumping irom the ground and trying to fly.

I could never associate this quacky, plaintive note with
the whistle until one day I shoe at a cock, and not find-
ing tne bird wUere I expected, I thought I had missed

;

wnile the dog was seeking in the grass, I heard what 1
thought was a faint whistle, as if a woodcock bad flushed,
and on hearing it the second time I went carefully over
and found the cock so disabled that it could by the use
of its legs and wings rise about 4ft. off the ground and
fly 10 or 15ft. and come to the ground again, each time
giving the regular whistle in a very low key.

I kept my dog back and watched the bird carefully and
tried to learn how the whistle was produced, and tound
when the bird got into any long grass or tangled brush
80 it did not have a chance to jump and use its wings to
good advantage, it only got about 1ft. off the ground and
tnen there was no whistle, just that Uttle sound as that
given by a bird with a broken wing.
Tne above circumstance convinced me that the whistle

was produced in this way: Tbe woodcock, when startled
so as to make it take to wing, gives that low, plaintive
quack (as described in the case of a bird with a broken
wing); when it jumps and takes to wing at the same
timo tne force of using its wings with great vigor vibrates
the whole body and tends to intensify any sound that
might be produced at that moment in a very marked de-
gree, thereby producing the whistle.
I do not believe that a woodcock can whistle with its

wings, as described by Mr. W. H. Harris, and I think if

he had placed his thumb and finger over the cock's nos-
trils, at the same time holding the beak closed, there
would have been no whistling sound produced.

G. B. Habbis.

§mfi0 §ug mtd §im.

THE MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
Boston, Jan. 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: When the
editor of our favorite sporting paper said in one of the
September issues that if he was not mistaken no one of
the many game protective clubs organized within the last
twenty years has maintained its active work in the field
for that entire period, he certainly forgot the existence of
the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association.
It was originally chartered in 1874 as the "Massachusetts
Anglers' Association" for "the purpose of securing and
enforcing proper restrictions upon tbe taking and killing
of fish, snelltisn and bivalves, the promotion of fishculture,
and the introduction of new species and varieties of fish,
and to disseminate information relating thereto." In
1879 the name was changed to that whicb it now bears,
and game was added to the list of objects which the Asso-
ciation was to foster and protect. Ever since that time
the rolls of membership have borne the names of many
of the most prominent sportsmen of the State—men who
enjoy fishing and shooting for the true sport there is in
it and as a needed relaxation from the cares of a business
or a professional life. When the occasion called they put
their hands deep into their pockets to carry on the work
of restocking our game preserves, our ponds and streams,
and to aid in the prosecution of cases of violation of the
fish and game laws. During the three years from Jan. li*,

1890, the committee on introduction of game procured
and released in 134 different lots and in sixty-two different
places about B.OOO game birds, including pinnated grouse,
Bharptail grouse. Bob White (quail), Oregon mountain
quail. Rocky Mountain quail anu Northern hares. Many
cases of violations of the fish and game laws have been
investigated by the proper committees, evidence collected
to be used by the State Commission, by the district police,
or by special officers acting under the State Commission
and paid by the Association. And to-day the society is in
fine condition, with a good membership of devoted men,
funds in the treasury, and a determination to continue in
the good work. So you see, Mr. Eiitor, the Massachu-
setts Association is to be taken out from the list of those
you speak of in the article of Sapt. 12, 1896, On second
thought, it can't be taken out, for it was never in it.

I have been led to write the foregoing anent the 24th
annual meeting of the Association, which was held last
evening at the Copley Square Hotel. There was a good
attendance, Mr. B. C. Clark, the president, occupied
the chair, Messrs, C. A. Litchfield, Charles H. Cole and
Fletcher Pope were elected to membership, and half a
dozen proposals were read and referred to the member-
ship committee. The report of the secretary-treasurer
showed the receipts for the year to have been $1,940.36,
and the expenditures |1,684 67; one-half of the balance
has been added to the permanent invested fund, making
that fund $'4,550.34. Secretary Kimball also reported
upon several cases where information had been furnished
oi violations of the game laws, which, with the aid of the
district police, had been successfully prosecuted. Dr.
Heber Bishop, on behalf of tne committee on annual din-
ner, reportea progress. The affair will take place at the
Copley Square Hutel Saturday evening, Jan. 30. Among
those wno have accepted invitations to be present are
Gov. Wolcott, Collector Warren, Rev. Dr. Horton, Judge
Edgar Aldrich and Attorney-General Knowlton, from
wbich it will be seen that the after-dinner speaking will
be of a high order. Tom Henry's orchestra will furnish
music, and the committee on hall decorations will make
a fine display of tisb and game pictures and the taxiderm-
ist's art.

While the committee were counting the votes for the
new officers. President Clark took occasion to thank the
members for their cordial support during the year, and
said he had declined a third term not from lack of inter-
est in the good cause, but because of other duties pressing
upon him. The following officers were then declared
elected

:

President, Horace T. Rockwell; Vice-Presidents, Geo.
W. Wiggins, C. J. H, Woodbury, Robt, S. Gray, Benja-
min C, Uiark, Heber Bishop, J. R. Reed, Loring Crocker;
Treasurer and Secretary, Henry H. Kimball; Librarian
and Curator, Edward W. Branigan. Executive Commit-
tee: Dr. J. T. Stetson, Dr. A. R, Brown, Dr. W. G. Ken-
dall, Charles G. Gibson, W. C. Prescott, Rollin Jones,
Charles A. Allen, Sidney Chase, Charles Stewart, Wm. B.
Smart, Edward E, Small, William Almy. Membership
Committee: Arthur W. Robinson, W. B. Hastings, Thoa.
H. Hall. Fund Committee: Warren Hapgood, George
O. Sears, Edward J. Brown.

Col. Rockwell, on taking the chair, thanked the mem-
bers for the compliment paid him, and pledged his best
efforts to carry on the work of the Association on tne
lines already laid down; its methods had been tried and
proved, and there was no call for any new departure.
Col. Rockwell is one of our best known citizens, was one
of the original members of the Association, and has
served many years upon the governing board in various
capacities. Ha is wnat may be justly called an all-round
sportsman for the sake of sport. With a few friends, he
bas an elegant camp—the E.lerton Lodge—at the Range-
leys, and m tne days of long-range rifle shooting he was
one of the most expert shots in the coimtry, and a mem-
ber of the American team which won many matches in
Eaglandin 1880. The interests of the Association will be
entirely safe in his hands. It will be seen that Mr. Clark
has a place on tbe board of government, which is a mat-
ter for congratulation to all. Wm, B. Smart.

The Michigan Ducking* Uaw.
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 16.—Representative Bryan, of the

State Legislature, has introduced a bill probibiting the
shooting of ducks from steam or naphtha launches in any
of the waters in this State. Many of our inland lakes
would afford good duck shooting during the fall if it were
not that the ducks have been burned out bv shooting
from steam launches. Julian.
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NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the New York State Aaaocjation

for tlie Protection of Fish and Game was held in the assem-
bly room of Yates House, in Syracuse, Thursday, Jan. 14.
There was a good attendance, although not quite as large
aa last year. Great Interest was manifested, in the pro-
ceedings and the discussions were 8i>irited at times, but
the utmost good feeling prevailed throughout. It was ap-
parent that the dpsire and aim of tbe convention was to
conform to the wishes of the majority of the true sports-
men of the State, but there was also a disposition to show
due consideration to the minority in all cases where
opinions differed, and to make concessions thereto, when
possible and consistent with the interests of protection.
The different organizations represented and their dele-
gates were as follows:

Anglers' Association of Onondaga—D. H. Bruce, Arthur Jenkins,
W. S. McQregor, L. S. Morgan. Henry Loftie, Amos Padgham, O. H.
Mowry.
Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River—G. M, Skinner, W

H. Thompson, A. C. Cornwall, G. H. Strough.
Auburn Gun Olub—George R. Peck, Charles Curtis, J. E. Brigden.
Black River Fish and Game Protective Association, Utica—W. E.

Wolcott.
Oanandaieua Rod and Gun Club—Dr. C. T. Mitchell, G. A. McGreevy,

O. B. Lapham.
Central New York Fish and Game Protective Assiciation, Seneca

Falls-W. 8. Gavitt, E. G. Gould, A. M. Schermerhorn
Erie County Fish and Game Protective Association, Buffalo-L. P.

Beyer, P. S. Lansdowne.
Genesee Valley P otectlve and Propagating Fish and Game Associa-

tion, Rochester—F. J. Amsden.
Honeoye Falls Anglers' Association—A. Mather.
New York Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, New

York City—Robert B. Lawrence, George O. Shields.
Niagara County Anglers' Association, Lockport- W. E Hueston, H.

K. Wicker.
Oswego and Jefferson County Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion, Lacona—William Jay Stevens, H. S. Barker.
Spencer Sportcmen's Club. Lyons-Henry Killick.
Steuben County Fi^h and Game Protective Associa'ion, Bath—Z. L.

Parker, Dr. G. G. McNitt.
Assistant Chief Game Protector Mannistee Wertz, of Oswego; Pro-

tector Carver, of Wayne county; and Fred D. Divine, of Utica, were
also present.

President Frank J. Amsden, of Rochester, in his address
expressed the pleasure it afforded him to meet the repre-
sentatives of the various organizations, and said that dur-
ing the past year a decided change for the better had
been noticed throughout the State in regard to the en-
forcement of the game laws. The experience at Albany
was about the same as the year previous. There was a
flood of bills both bad and good, but through the
efforts of the representatives of the State Association very
few of the bad bUIs were allowed to go through, and some
of the good ones were successful. "The only thing we
regretted," continued the speaker, "was the failure to re-
peal Section 249, but it was found impossible to stem the
weight of influence behind it. The treatment accorded
the representatives of this Association was gratifying, and
the result of our work in Albany showed the benefits of
organization. From observation and inquiry from differ-
ent clubs throughout the State, I find that' the enforce-
ment of the law has been better during the pist year than
ever before. I think the protectors are a fine body of men,
but there ought to be twice as many of them. No one seems
to know how the proposed forestry amendment came to
be pas3ed by the Legislature last year, and submitted to
the people. Fortunately this Association learned of it in
time, and a letter against it was issued. The people came
to the front and buried the proposition, I think this is

one of the most encouraging things in the interests of
forest and game protection that has ever occurred. There
is a strong feeling in favor of much closer protection for
deer. The subject of netting in our inland waters has
also become a burning one. The trouble ia that the privi-
lege of netting food fish has been abused, and there are
not protectors enough to prevent it. The feeling is that
licensed netting should be done away with. There is a
strong feeling that the laws should be uniform, and the
seasons for shooting contracted to prevent the utter exter-
mination of game. The work done on the St. La'sirreuce
River has been very good."
The following committee on nomination of ofificers was

appointed by the chair: Gen. D. H. Bruce, R, B. Law-
rence, Aaron Mather.
The balance of the forenoon and a good share of the

afternoon were devoted to the consideration of the report
of the law committee on proposed, amendments to the
game code, which had been submitted by different or-
ganizations. The report was presented by Chairman
Cornelius W. Smith, of Syracuse, and each proposed
change was acted upon separately. Mr, Smith's associ-
ates on the committee were: Elon R. Brown, Watertown;
Charles B, Lapham, Canandaigua; Howard H. Widener,
Rochester; Z, L. Parker, Bath. The Association mani-
fested its appreciation of the valuable services rendered by
Chairman Smith and tbe other members of the committee
by a unanimous vote of thanks. It was decided to re-
commend the following amendments to the game laws:

Veer Season —Seel ion 40 to ba amended ao aa to make the open sea-
son from Sept. I to Nov. 1, instead of from Aug. 16 to Oct. 81, both
inclusive, as it now provides. Also to prohibit the killing of deer be-
tween the hours of 8 P. M. and 6 A. M.
Fe/Mson.—Section 41 to be amended to corrpspond with the pre-

ceding section, limiting the time for the possession oC venison to the
open season and ten days after its close.
Floating, Jacfcwg.—Section 43, which now permits the u^e of jack-

lighcs in hunting deer from Sept. 1 to 15 inclusive, to be amended so
as to prohibit jacking or floating for deer.
t|Hou?id.mj7.—Section 44, which now permits the use of dogs in hunt-
iua deer from Oct. 1 to 15 inclusive, to be amended so as to prohibit
bouQdihg.
Squirrels, Hares and jBobbits.—Section 49, which now permits the

killing of black and gray squirrels, hares and rabbits, from Oct. 15 to
Feb. 15 inclusive, to be amended so as to make the open season for
gquirreta from Sept. 15 to Dec. 31, and tor hares and rabbits from Oct.
15 to Feb. 15. Also to remove the prohibition in regard to the use of
ferrets.
Beaver, Muakrats, JtfiwA;.—Section 50, which makes the killing of

beaver illegal, to be amended by the addition of a clause prohibiting
the killing of muskrats and mink from May 1 to Jan. 1. Also making
it illegal to break into the houses of muskrats . A reservation is made,
however, of the right to kill muskrats to prevent injury to dams, etc.
Traps and snares set in close season can be destroyed by anyone.
Web-footed Wildfowl.—BBCtion 70, which provides that web-footed

wildfowl, except geese and brant, shall not be pursued, shot at,
killed, possessed or sold between the last day of April and the first
day of September, to be amended so that geese and brant will not be
excepted from the provision. It was also decided to make the close
season begin April 1 and end Sept. 1. In section 71, relating to wild-
fowl, it was deemed wise to strike out the words '-brought to shore."
Woodcock and Buffed Grouse—Section 74, which now permits the

killing or woodcock and ruffed grouse from Aug. 16 to Deo. 31, to be
amended 80 as to make the open season from Sent. 15 to Dec. 31.
Woodcock, Quail and Ruffed Grouse, vjhen not to be Transported.—

See. 76, which prohibits the transporcaiion of woodcock, quail and
ruffed grouse unless accompanied by the owner, to be amended so
as to provide that no person shall transport more than twelve of
these birds at one time.
Wild Birds Protected —See. 78, which provides that wild birds shall

not be killed or caught at any time, or possessed after the same are

dead, to be amended so that they cannot be possessed whether living
or dead.
Salmon Trout —Sec, 108, which makes the open season for salmon

trout from May 30 to Sept. .30, to be amended so as to make the sea-
son commence April 1, closing at the same time it does now.
Blach Bass —Sec. 110 to be amended so as to provide that no

black bass shall be caught from their spawning beds knowingly.
Sec. Ill, which prohibits the catching of black bass less than 8in.
in length, to be amended so as to make the minimum legal length 9in.

Sec. 121 —Amended by providing a close season for striped bass
in Hudson River during April and May, the spawning season.

Sec. 132, which now reads: "No tlsh shall be fished for, caught
or killed in any manner or by any device except angling, in the waters
of Lake Erie, within one-half of a mile of the shores thereof, or of
any of the islands therein; nor in the Cattaraugus Creek, or within
fi^e miles of the mouth thereof, or of any island therein; nor in Lake
Ontario, within one mile of the shore, or of any island therein; nor
within three miles of the mouth of the Niagara River; the waters of
Lake Ontario in the county of Jefferson included between Blue Rock
Point in the town of Brownville and the town line between the towns
of Lyme and Cape Vincent, including Chaumont Bay, Griflin Bay and

FRAUK J. AMSDEN.

The outgoing President.

Three-Mile Bay, in the county -of Oswego, between the northerly line
of the town of Mexico and Jefferson county line, are hereby exempt
from the provisions of this act." to be amended so as to
prohibit all netting except one mile from shore, in Lake Ontario and
all of its bays, in the Niagara River or within three miles from-its
mouth, or in Lake Erie within one mile from the shore, or within
three miles of the Horseshoe Reef Lighthouse.
Meshes of Nets —Sec, 134, which provides that the meshes of nets

used in Lake Erie and Lake Ontario and the Cattaraugus Creek
shall not be less than lJ4in. bar, to be amended so as to make
the minimum legal sizs for Niagara River 2in. bar and 4in. mesh.
Making Through the Jce.—Sec. 141, which permits fishing for cer-

tain flsh through the ice in specified waters, to be amended so as to
eliminate clauses which permit the spearing of flsh, especially as re-
lating to Oneida Lake.
Minnows for Bait—Sec. 145 to be amended so as to make the

legal length of minnow nets not over 25ft. and depth 4ft. Also requir-
ing that all bass, pike, wall-eyed pike or maskallonge caught in min-
now nets to be put back.

.Wets.—Sections 149 and 151, which provide for the taking of frost
'

ROBERT B, liAWRENCE.

The outgoing Vice-President.

flsh and whitaflsh from the waters of Otsego Lake and from inland
lakes not inhabited by brook trout, during such times as the Com-
missioners may stipulate, and for the licensing of nets used for this
purpose. Both sections to be repealed.
Section 103 to be amended by erasing in line 4 "Inland" before

"waters;" and in line 3 after "possession" insert "except for trans-
portation, sale or legitimate purposes."
Sale of Game —Section 249, which permits the sale of game the

year round, it was decided should be repealed.
Pickerel —Section 825 to be amended so aa to provide that no

pickerel less than 18in. in length shall be taken in the St. Lawrence
River.

The convention also voted in favor of making the fol-

lowing additions to the game laws:

1. To prohibit the sale of speckled trout, grouse or woodcock killed
in thla State,
3 To increase the force of State gume protectors from thirty-five

to sixty.
3. To give protectors power to examine any boat, vehicle, car or

carriage of any angler or hunter, or person or corporation tranaporb-
Ing flsh or game, or any box, locker, crate, basket or other package

therein or in his possession, for the purpose of ascertaining whethei
any provision of law has been violated,

4. To establish a system of bounties to be paid to private individual;
who may take nets in Illegal use, graded according to the kind o:

net; each person to take such net before a justice, sheriff, deputj
sheriff, supervisor or two taxpayers, destroy it in his presence, ob
tain from him a certificate of such destruction, and receive tht
bounty upon production of the certificate to the county treasurer
Also to provide that any person who may so destroy nets shall hav(
the rights of a protector, and the immunity from damage, and pro
tection from suit, the same as provided in Section 32.

W, E. Wolcott, of Utica, addressed the convention or
tbe subject of forest protection and read an original poem
He said:

I desire very briefly to call the attention of this conven
tion to the lamentable state of affairs which exists in thf
Adirondack wilderness. Lovers of forest life are botb
saddened and alarmed at the manner in which lumbering
is being carried on in that region. During the past few
years strenuous efforts have been put forth by friends oi

the forest to check the work of devastation which has sc

long been in progress there, but the march of the lumber
man still continues unhindered.

It was confidently hoped for a time that the acquiaitioi
of vast tracts of land by clubs for fish and game preserve!
would have a wholesome effect in retarding the cutting o!

timber, but experience has taught the lesson that littl»

dependence can be placed on such sources for protection
Some of tbe most destructive lumbering in the wildernesf
has been conducted within the limits of one of the larges
preserves, and miles of dead timber caused by damming
streams and flooding the land, and thousands of acre;
almost entirely denuded of soft wood, traversed by wid<
wagon roads and littered with brush heaps and faUei
tree tops, now mar the beauty of localities which wer*
for years eagerly sought by hunters, anglers and tourists
Perhaps nowhere is the havoc lately wrought by the lum
bermen more noticeable than about the headwaters of th<
West Canada Creek and Black River, and this is particu
larly unfortunate from the fact that the latter strean
forms one of the main water supplies for the canals oi

the State.

The Adirondacks have no enduring subterranear
springs, for there is no water-bearing stratum of rocks ir

that region, and no water is foimd there save that whict
first falls from the clouds. The soil is light and spongy
being composed of decayed and decaying vegetable mat
ter, a mass which is the product of untold ages. Whei
sheltered by the trees it acts as a vast storage reservoi)
for the temporary retention and gradual distribution oi

rains and melted snows, thus equalizing the supply oi'

water in the lakes and streams. But if the forest is re
moved the soil will quickly dry up and burn like tinde
when fire reaches it, or wash away in the rainy season
leaving only the bare rocks or equally barren quartiferoui
sands. The destruction of the trees means the loss of tht
soil, and this just as certainly means dry water courses ii

the summer and disastrous floods in spring and fall. I'!

is poor economy for the State to expend large sums foi (

constructing and maintaining reservoirs and then allocs
the timber to be removed from the watersheds.

It has come to be a matter of common knowledge tha
the Adirondack forests are essential to the welfare of tht
whole people. It has required many years to learn thit

truth, but that it is now clearly recognized was made ap
parent in November, when the electors of this State bur
ied a proposed constitutional amendment which meam
destruction to the forests under an adverse majority oi

more than half a million. This action speaks louder that
words, and the import seems to be that it is the will oJ

the people that the State should not only retain intact all itf

present Adirondack holdings, but should continue to pur
chase additional lands there as rapidly as possible. Thert
is every reason for believing that the same spirit of enter
prise and appreciation of public needs which caused th(
seal of approval to be placed on the proposition to expsnc
millions of dollars in canal improvements would sanctioi
one to purchase woodlands on the watersheds of the Stat^
reservoirs which serve as feeders for the canals.
In Bpite of all that has been said and written of the evils

sure to follow if the forests are destroyed, and notwith
standing the efforts made in the interests of protection, tht
axe and saw of the lumberman are as busy as ever. Ol
course, lumbering is a legitimate business, but the fact
mentioned suggested the following lines as picturing (ir

case he felt called upon to address the public) what migh
be:

The Lumberman's Request.

In Adirondack wilds I stand,

With steadfast aim to clear the land.

Buy up the woods, do what you please,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

I want to chap and saw and hack
The hemlock, spruce and tamarack.

Close canals' locks and lose the keys.

But don't prevent my catting trees.

I want the balsam, pine and ash;

The maple, beech and birch I'll slash.

Take all the waste land by degrees,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

Hake all the woods a public park;

Make every tourist toe the mark;
Make them obey your wise decrees,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

Hunters may miss the noble game
That now rewards their steady aim.

Let them lament on bended knees,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

Anglers may miss the speckled trout

When springs and streams alike give out.

Let them camplain and make their pleas,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

Lakes may vanish, brooks run dry.

Bare rocks and brush heaps greet the eye.

Crops may fail, plagues the people seize.

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

Flood your cities and drown them out.

What care I what thus comes about?
Sweep mills and dwellings to the seas,

But don't prevent my outUng trees.

Droughts, famine, cyclones, lightning, hail,

May each their greatest harm entail.

Let climate change, mercury freeze.

But don't prevent my cutting trees.
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Let forest flres with fury rage,

All elements a battle wage.

Let the dire havoc bring disease,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

The woods are priceless to the State,

'Tis well to see this ere too late.

Think these things over at your ease,

But don't prevent my cutting trees.

After the hearty applause with which the above was
received had subaided, Mr. Wolcott offered the following
resolution, which was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the New York State Association for the

Protection of Fish and Game hereby signifies its cordial
approval of past legislative enactments which have en-
abled the State to obtain title to Adirondack lands, estab-
lish a forest preserve and protect the timber thereon. It
Strongly urges the Senate and Assembly to take such fur-
ther action along this line as in thpir judgment may be
most expedient, with a view to the ultimate acquirement

' of the whole wilderness region. It is our belief that in
• the future purchase of lands in the Adirondacks special
{efforts should be made to secure title to the watersheds of
J»the State reservoirs.

J G. H, Strougb, of Clayton, offeredthis following, which
'^was adopted by a rising vote:
•1 Resolved, That as the representatives of a large major-
ity of the various associations in the State of New York
M for the propagation of food and game fish, and for the
' protection of fl^h and game, we are in favor of the estab-
lishment of parks and pleasure resorts in such places in
our State as nature baa favored and made desirable for
moh purposHp; and
Resolved. Tbat we cordially approve of the efforts made

and now being continued to establish an international
park on the St Lawrence R ver, and that we join in the
request to have our national government suspend the en-
forcement of our foreign contract labor law as to oarsmen
or guides on the St, Lawrence River.
On motion of Ordn, BruTOt'aesecrf^tary was instruct'^d to

send copies of these resolutions to the different members
of Congress in this State.

R B. Lawrence, of New York, addressed the conven-
' tion in regard to Section 24y of the gamq laws, and stated
the result of a conferenr« which a committee from the
New York city Association had had with marketmen
concerning it. Under certain conditions the latter would
consent to the repeal of the law. Mr. Lawrence explained

I what the marketmen wanted. This included making the
I open season for quail from Oct. 1 to D c. 31, possession to
be allowed until March 1; the killing and possession of
wildfowl to be allowed from Sept. 1 to April 1; the pos-
session of grouse, woodcock and venison to be allowed
until March 1; dealing in and possession of bay birds to
be allowed the entire year.
The convention decided to endeavor to have Section

249 repealed without indorsing the changes referred to.
Assistant Chief Protector Manniatee Wertz and Protec-

tor Carver spoke briefly concerning the work of the State
force.
William A. Butler, of Syracuse, read two articles from

fche Forest and Stream in regard to deer hounding.
A report from the Niagara County Anglers' Club, set-

ting forth the good work accomplished during the year,
was read.
The auditing committee reported that the receipts f<^r

the past year amounted to $150; disbursements, $73.10;
balance on hand, $76 90.

The nominating committee reported in favor of the fol-
lowing officers for the ensuing year, and the same were
duly elected: President, W. S, Gavitt, Lyons; Vice-Presi-
dent, George H. Strough, Clayton; Secretary, E G. Gould,
Seneca Falls; Treasurer, A. C. Cornwall, Alexandria Bay.
Mr. Amsden thanked the members of the Association

for the cordial support accorded him during the year,
and introduced the new president. Mr. Gavitt, in assum-
ing the duties of that office, thanked the As ociation for
the honor conferred. He said he was proud of the As-
sociation and the work already accomplished. He was
sure there was a growing sentiment in favor of protection.
He believed the Association should stand by its action in
opposmg the section permitting the sale of game the year
around. He was in tavor of a uniform season for game,
and believed the resolution regarding nets was in the
right direction. Tbe game law should be advertised. He
said he would appoint the legislative and auditing com-
mittees in a few days,
George R. Perk, of Auburn, said he would like to have

the State do something toward the propagation of game,
and after some discussion a resolution was adopted to this
effect: That the officers of this Association at '^nce serve
upon the State Commissioners of Fisheries, Game and
Forests suggestions and measures for the establishment
of a State hatchery for all game and game birds that can
be propagated.
While this subject was under discussion it was stated

by different members that Mongolian pheasants had been
successfully propagated in the western pirt of the State
and in the CatsRiUs. Charles Curtis said he had kept a
ruffed grouse in confinement a year, and believed these
birds could be propagated under proper conditions.

Messrs. Lapham, Bierhardt and Peck were appointed to
arrange for the printing of the by-laws, and the legisla-
tive committee was directed to see if the Association was
incorporated, and if not, to have it incorporated. Ad-
journed.

The .30-30 Shells.
Kansas City, Kan., Dec. 25 —Editor Forest and Stream:

I would like to know the experiences of some of the
shooters of the

, 30 30 smokeless rifle cartridge in regard
to the cartridge case breaking at the neck when fired. In
two of the rifles of this city the shells break off at the
neck, leaving the small neck in the barrel, preventing
another cartride from entering the barrel.

It is very trying to have a large buck running straight
ahead in tUe open for 300yds, and then have a rifle in his
hands that can't be uped, as was the experience of one of
the party using a . 80 30.

The rifle is one of the most powerful and accurate arms
made. Toree deer killed witli this rifle were dropped in
their tracks, and prairie dogs were hardly recognizable
after being shot with this rifle, they being torn in shreds

H. M. C.

The FoRKax and Strkam ia piit to press each week on Tuesday
Oorreepondence intended for publication should reach t« gti the
tatfit by Mon^y, umi much earlier a« prqcticablt.

BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB
MEETING.

The tenth annual meeting of the Boone and Crockett
Club was held on Saturday, Jan. 16, at the Metropolitan
Club, in this city. Among those presput were: Messrs.
Theo. Roosevelt, W. A. Wadswortb, Winthrop Obanler,
George Bird Grinnell, Owen Wister, Charles E, White-
head, W. B. Devereux, Lewis R. Morris, John L. Cad-
walader, James S. Watson, Elihu Root, C. HartMerriam,
C. Grant La Farge, Madison Grant, William Lord Smith,
W. A. Chanler, Royal Phelps Carroll. Cispar Whitney,
Da Forest Grant, H. C Pierce, D M. Barringer, R. H. M.
Ferguson, W. Milne Grinnell, L^wis S Thompson, Frank
Edwards, James T. Gardner, Albert B erstadt, Thomas
Pd,ton, J. E Roosevelt, J. J. Pi^rrepont, J. L, Seward,
H. N Munn, Henry L. Scimson, Walter B. James, S. D.
Warren, Frank Lyman, Aid en Sampson, John Rogers,
Jr,, W. K. Draper, F. S. Billinerf, H C de Rham, Alex-
ander Lambert and J. Walter Wood. Jr.

The guests of the evening wert : Mr. A, P, Low, of the
Canadian G8ologic^l Survey; Mr. C larles A. Dana, Prof.
Henry S, Oaborn, E E. S. Thompson, Hon. Wm. Carey
Sanger and Gifford Pmchot.
Owing to the death of Gen, Brietow, its president, it

was necessary to elf ct a chairman for this meeting who
should preside at the dinner, and Hon, Theodore Roose-
velt was chosen.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-

proved. The report of the treasurer showed a comfort-
able financial (jonHition for the club.

The report of the secretary dealt largely with the work
which the club has done and hopes to do, and showed that
the efforts made by the club looking toward securing
legislation prohibiting the unsportsmanlike and destruc-
tive methods of hunting deer allowed under the laws of
New York in the Adirondack region have been in some
d^gr^e au'OiHS'ul, and that a greater measure of success
is hoped for during the coming y^ar. Whatever has been
accomplished is due very largely to the efforts of the
Hon. William Carey Sanger, who is now a member of the
club. Attention was called again, as it has been before,

to the wide territory over which the small membership of
the club is spread, and this very fact seems to imply great
possibilities for the influence of the Association. The
plan adopted this year for the fir t timn, of having read
before the club a formal paper, such as will be worthy of
permanent record, would seem to make the meetings of
the club more representative of its purposes. It was
recommended that the club should take a more positive
stand in regard to the manner of pursuit of our large
game animals, and that every effort should be made to dis-

courage improper practices in connection with big-game
huating.
Following the report of the secretary, which was ac-

cepted, that officer read some correspondence from mem-
bers and other persons in the West advocating the en-
largement on the south of the Yellowstone National Park,
and a committee to consider this question and to take
such action in the matter as might seem necessary was
appointed, its members b°ing Howard Melville Hanna,
George B rd Grinnell and W. Hallett Phillips.

Mr. Theodore Roosevelt reported for the editorial com-
mittee, urging members to send in material for the next
volume of the club's publication and indicating what the
character of such material should be.

Mr. Madison Grant reported for the committpe on game
legislation. In the New York Legislature of lb96, Senator
Malby introduced bills ia the Senate to stop the hounding
and jacking of deer. These bills passed the Senate with-
out amendment, but in the Assembly, notwithstanding
the efforts of Mr. Sanger, the bills were altered and be-
came law. This new law reduces the time for hounding
from one month to two weeks, and the time for jacking
from ten weeks to two weeks, a substantial gain.
The election of officers followed, with this result: Pres-

dent, W. A. Wadsworth; Vice-Presidents: Chas. F Deer-
ing, of Illinois; W. B Devereux, of Colorado; Howard
Melville Hanna, of Ohio;Wm. D. Pickett, of Wyoming;
Secretary and Treasurer, C. Grant La Farge; Executive
Committee: Winthrop Chanler, L, R. Morris, A. Rogers,
H. L. Stimson and Madison Grant; Editorial Committee:
George Bird Grinnell and Theo. Roosevelt.

It was resolved that the chairman should appoint a
committee, to consist of the chairman of the executive
committee, the secretary and three others, who should re-
vise the constitution and report to the executive com-
mittee, and that the executive committee be empowered
to approve such revision, and that the business of the
club should be conducted thereunder pending the ratifi-

cation of the committee's action by the club at its next
general meeting,
Mr. Henry L, Stimson introduced the following resolu-

tion:

Resolved, That the Boone and Crockett Club condemns
the use of steel trapa and the killing of game while help-
less in water or deep snow as cruel and most unsports-
manlike. And in view of the rapid decrease in the game
of this continent, the club regards the making of large
"bags" and the killing of females of any species of horned
game as selfish and objectionable practices inconsistent
with the objects of of the club.

Resolved further, That the committee on the revision of
the constitution be and the same hereby is empowered to
incorporate the substance of this resolution in the Consti-
tution and By-laws of the club in such form as it may see
fit.

A resolution commemorative of Gen. Benjamin H. Bris-
tow, its late president, and alluding to his services to the
country and to the club, was passed.
After the adjournment of the business meeting the club

dinner was held, and this was followed by the reading of
an extremely interesting paper by Mr. A. P. Low, of the
Canadian Geological Survey. Mr. Low has spent a num-
ber of years in exploring the Peninsula of Labrador, and
the present paper, which was illustrated by lantern 8lide»,

dealt with tbis almost unknown territory.

Few people realize that this peninsula is about 1,000
miles in length and has about the same width at its south-
ern end. It is roughly triangular in shape, and contains
about 550,000 square miles. Its temperature ranges from
north temperate in the south to arctic in the north, a con-
siderable portion of it being absolutely without timber.
Mr. Low's paper dealt with the physical characteristics of
the country, its inhabitants, and its quadrupeds, birds and
fish. From it we learn that the moose is hardly found in
the ^eninsul^, but that botli woo^l^jjd and barren ground

caribou occur there in very considerable numbers. The
black bear is abundant in the southern part, while the
polar bear occurs on the northwest coast and on islands

in the Hudson's Bay. The wolf is extremely scarce.

There are some fur-bearing animals, and foxes are
extremely abundant in some places, the common fox in
the south and the arctic fox in the north. The propor-
tion of black foxes found is unusually large. Waterfowl
are not abundant in Labrador, but are most so on the
shores of Hudson's Bay, and especially on the rocky islets

of that water. Broods of geese, however, are found in
almost all the little lakes which dot the interior. There
are some wading birds found along the shores of Hudson's
Bay. Five species of grouse—the ruffed, the spruce, the
sharptail, the willow ptarmigan and rock ptarmigan—are
found therp; the sharptail grouse occurring on the shore
of James Bay. The occurrence of the last-named species
in Labrador will be news to many ornithologists.

Mr. Low's very interestine: paper was listened to with
the closest attention, and at its close a vote of thanks was
passed by the club for the entertainment he had given
them.
Mr. Thompson was called on to speak about the wolf,

of which he has made a special study. His remarks were
of very great interest and were very warmly received.
They are printed elsewhere in this issue.

The meeting broke up at a late hour.

OREGON NOTES.
Kla-h6w-ya, Podgers! Kar-ta-roi-ba, Podgerf-? Glad

to see you home again in tbe columns of Forest and
Stream. Of course you growi a little at ua fellows once
in a while, but then I suppose that it is all for the best,

for it is the fear of the "Commentaries'" that limits the
length and breadth of some of our hunting and fishing
yarns. However, let us trust that you will be as liberal

as Mark Twain was in the matter of limits. You know
that he believed in having a limit to everything, even to
smoking. "Limit yourself to ten cigars a day, and if you
find that ten isn't enough, why, raise the limit." By the
way, I wonder if Fred Mather has ever fished with Pod-
gers? If not, it would please the boys mightily if he
would take a day off with him and then write him up.

Speaking of fishing, there ia just now a great run of
salmon trout in the Columbia and its tributaries. Possi-

bly it may be a surprise to many Eastern anglers to know
that there is no more gamy trout than the salmon trout.

They dearly love salmon eggs, of course, but I have taken
them at all seasons of the year on the fly, and let me
assure my angling friends that a couple of two-pounders
hitched to a 6oz split-bamboo make things very interest-

ing. They take the fly as greedily as do the rainbow,
Dolly Varden or black-spotted trout, and fight just as long
and hard as either.

And again, speaking of fish, that report of the New
York Fish Commission with its sixteen colored litho-

graph plates of fishes must be a magnificent work. I am
truly glad that it fell to the lot of Dr. Tarleton H, Bean
to describe the rainbow trout, and I hope and believe he
has done the subject justice. He certainly can, Eastern
sportsmen will find it a valuable acquisition to their stock
of game fishes.

I see by the columns of Forest and Stream that Judge
Cheney has done me the honor of permitting me to say
something about the ring-neck or Mongolian pheasant in
that report, and has accompanied my remarks with a
lithograph plate of the bird drawn by Mr. Sherman F.
Denton, artist of the United States Fish Commission.
Feeling assured, as I do, that Mr. Denton has done his
part far better than I, it is more than probable that
neither of us have done the bird full justice, for he is a
great, grand, beautiful bird.

Speaking of birds reminds me that the boys have not
had the duck shooting in our waters this winter that they
had anticipated.

While waiting for ducks the other day down at the
Jewett, my old friend, J. Roberts Mead, killed a magnifi-
cent bald eagle, and captured without injury (to the bird)

a beautiful snowy owl. He presented the latter to the
city park and it is doing nicely. Another old sporting
friend of mine, Mr. Frank Thorn, made rather a remark-
able record on swans recently. He caught two on a lap
with his right, killed a third with his left, slipped another
shell in and got a fourth before they got out of range.
This would be something to be proud of were not the vic-

tims swans. For my part, I think the killing of swans
should be prohibited by law, and I doubt not Frank will
agree with the sentiment.

Our legislative Assembly is again in session, and Editor
Reynolds, of Game Laws in Brief, has my sympathy. He
may rest assured of one thing, however: the aiforesaid
Assembly will sustain the well-earned reputation of its

predecessors and "make confusion worse confounded.",
S. H. Greene,

PoRTLANi), Ore., Jan. 13.

New "Fork Game Law.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 16 —Editor Forestand Stream:

In the article headed "New York Game Protection,"
signed by 16 -Bore, I notice the first sentence, "The non-
shipping game law is good as far as it goes, but it does
not protect us." It seems as if 16-Bore wanted "us" pro-
tected a great deal more than the grouse. I think all he
is crying about is that he cannot get twenty or thirty
birds a day himself.

I have been in northern New York twice this year with
friends who knew the ground thoroughly, and we never
any one of us killed more than five birds in one day, be-
cause we couldn't find them, though our party included
one of the best brush shots in the country, and we had
three and sometimes four almost perfect dogs.

If a bounty were placed on foxes in the grouse counties
it would help the shooting very much, as we found a
great many places where foxes had caught grouse and
rabbits.

Col. Sanger's bill is perfect in my estimation, except
that Nov. 15 is rather early; for a great many years we
would have no open shooting, that is, after the leaves are
off, but while he is at it why not put in a clause stopping
the sale of game, and then it would be indeed perfect.

R. C. F.
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MAINE'S PROTECTIVE MEASURES.
Boston, Mass., Jan 14

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some effective legislation ought to be adopted in the State
of Maine to prevent the extermination of moose and cari-
bou. It is the opinion expressed by the best informed
hunters and guides there, that not seventy-five bull moose
remain in the State. I would like to see a law passed to
prevent the killing of any moose for five years, under a
penalty of fine and imprisonment. Sach a period of ex-
emption from danger would not be too long for needed
recuperation.
The newspapers of New England have extended invita-

tions to people everywhere to come to Maine for hunting
and fishing, and the railroads now take their passengers
to the very hearts of the forest. It has so become possible
for a much larger clas^ in our communities than formerly
to visit these hunting grounds, for fatigue, delays and ex-
pense have been reduced to a minimum. And the peril
to the moose has as the conse quence been tremendously
augmented. The hunters who follow the moose in the
enow will pursue him till the last moose or caribou is

taken, if they are permitted. These winter hunters bring
very little money into the State, and any fair considera-
tion of the subject ought to convince one that the advan-
tages to result from preserving this noble game far out-
weigh any benefit to be derived from the December visits

of the hunters.
It would be the part of discretion to shorten the open

time for hunting of all game, partridge included, say to
the interval between Sept. 20 and Dec. 1, instead of to
the end of December, as it is now established. Even with
this additional restriction the protection will probably
prove insufficient; and the sportsman who cannot be
satisfied with seventy days of hunting should simply be
invited to go to some other State for further sport.

It it is possible to pass a law to prevent carrying any
firearms into the woods during the close time, it would
be more efficient legislation than some adopted in the
past. No man carries a gun wpighing 7 to Olbs. at that
time unless he intends to use it. It is idle to suggest that
he carries it for protection, for there is no animal in the
State of Maine of which he need be afraid, Even a bear
will attack no man unless first wounded, or unless cubs
are molested. The best way to prevent an improper use
of the gun is to prohibit its being carried at all during
the closed period.
The Legislature would be wise to make more liberal ap-

propriation for the protection of fish and game. There Is

much Work to be done to enforce present laws, and the
State owes it to herself that they should not become inop-
erative or only occasionally operative. Present supplies
of game and fish should not be diminished, and the ap-
propriations by the State ought to be sufficient to prevent
all fishing through the ice, and to protect trout and salmon
on their spawning beds as thoroughly as possible.

D. H. BliANCHARD.

FOXES ON THE EASTERN SHORE.
I CANNOT refrain from saying a word on the subject of

fox hunting since seeing our Jersey friend having such
nice fun in this the most rational of all amusements.
When he hears the hounds even an old plug will break
from his stall and go fox himting, while not one has ever
been known to go quail or duck shooting of his own will.
Our country, the Eastern shore, presents perhaps the

best advantages for this eport of any to be found. The
country is as level as a billiard table; there are no rocks,
nor any difficult streams to ford, while the red fox is
plentiful and can always be raised if one gets out by 6
or 8 A. M.

^

Gaged foxes afford but poor eport. They seem to get
stiff from confinement, which is, however, due more to
their efforts while in captivity to escape than it is to being
cramped. I have never known a caged fox to hold on
longer than three hours and cover more than thirty
miles, while in a large majority of cases if the dogs are
fleet the chase amounts to no mrre than a rabbit hunt.
Fox hunting to me is equally interesting whether I

study the habits of the fox in evading his pursuers or the
sagacity of the dogs in settling highly important questions
as to which way reynard has gone. And then the music
in worth to me far excels that of Ole Bull and Blind
Tom. In fact, everything connected with fox hunting is
good matter-of-fact common sense.
To determine on a cold trail which way the fox has

gone is a thing that can only be done by a thoroughbred,
well-trained bound, and the man is yet to be born who
can satisfactorily tell how the hound does it. I recall one
hunt in Upshur's Neck, and it was on this occasion that I
became so deeply interested in animal sagacity. It was a
cold, bleak morning, and already past 6 when we
reached Matchapungo Creek shore, where a trail was
sure to be found. We had twenty dogs, among which
was Ames's dog Ruler. On reaching the usual place of
striking a trail, Ruler was seen to raise his bristles, almost
burying his nose ih the half frozen sand.
"There is a trail," said Ames, but Ruler had not yet

made the fact known. When he finally opened the other
dogs were attracted, but not one could touch it; not even a
whine came from a single one of them. Here the hunts-
man had an opportunity of selecting the best dog to breed
from for nose, a very important matter. The whole
party were present, sitting on their horses watching the
dog's actions.
The creek shore runs north and south. The dog would

go north 100yds. perhaps from where we stood, then
south, passing us the same distance; doing this half a dozen
times perhaps, and occasionally opening. Not another
dog gave utterance yet to a whine. Finally the old fel-
low had made his prognosis, and slowly sauntered down
the creek shore, occasionally opening. Leaving the bleak
sand, which the fox had done many hours before, no
doubt, Ruler entered a skirt of pine where Turlington's
bitch Fury began crying, and on down four or five miles
they raised the fox, and caught him in five or six hours.
Now this instinct—for it is certainly not an acquirement
—is a fit study for learned men, and is an interesting part
of the sport.
The fox's habit of retracking himself is a very interest-

ing part of the hunt. This is an admixture of instinct
nd sagacity. The fox has never acquired the knowledge
OBsessed by the rabbit of making a circle and running
the rear of the dogs; still the fox has his tricks. On
e occasion of a certain hunt I did not get off. The
ye, howQvev, raiaed a fox, Ismwiug pretty well

where I could pet to get a sight of the chase, I walked
through a woods road half a. mile, and after waiting a
short time heard the fox breaking brush. Soon it came
in view, crossed the road, entered a piece of very open
timber, and going 200yds. or so, stopped, turned and to a
line retraced his track, coming to where I could get a
full view of him; he leaped to th^ windward of his track
and passed on out of my sight. Of course he did not see
me.
The dogs soon came up. Having run but about a couple

of hours, they were on nettles and drove right on until
they reached the end of the track, where the fox had
turned. Here they scattered in every direction, and
would have lost the day's sport but for old Dick. He was
a powerful black and tan, with the best of an English
bull dog, and ears that would have half-soled a pair of
No. 10 plantation brogans in ante-bellum times. For us
this sight was a feast. Old Dick was some half mile be-
hind the pack. He had traveled; he was not there for a
frolic; he was there to do his work well. I remained mo-
tionless. Dick came up, not trailing to leeward, as dogs
generally do, but right down on the very footstep of the
fox. He passed on, followed the trail out to where the
fox had turned—I pledge my word that he did not go
5ft. beyond—turned and trailed back to where the fox
had left his track, and just so far beyond as seemed neces-
sary to detect that something was going on wrong, made
a close circuit, picked up the trail and drew the cogs to-
gether. The result of his work was a good day's sport
and a dead fox. T. G. Elliott.
Kellek, Va., Jan, 7.

MAINE VS. WISCONSIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Hough has something to say in your issue of Jan. 9

about Maine as compared with "our deer country of Wis-
consin" which seems to indicate that he is laboring under
a misapprehension regarding the big-game country Down
East.

We are willing to let him brag about the size of his
town of Chicago, but when it comes to claiming that they
have more of a wilderness in Wisconsin than we can pro-
duce in the East we rise to expostulate.
Compared with Maine, Wisconsin is a public park, and

if I am not mistaken it was Mr. Hough himself who told
us of the bicycle trips that have recently been so popular
through the pine woods country there. As a matter of
fact, there are no large areas in that State or in the upper
peninsula of Michigan that are not rendered accessible
by railroads or where you cannot go with a team of
horses.
The average distance from a railroad station on one line

to a similar station on another line is perhaps thirty milcR,
and nowhere can a place be found where a man is more
than twenty-five miles from the means of access to the
outer world afforded by the steam engine. This is noi
much of a wilderness according to our ideas in this part
of the country. They can do better than that in the
Adirondacks.
In Maine things are arranged on a larger scale. There

you can go 130 miles in one direction and 150 in another
on a course at right angles with the first without finding
a railroad, and you won't travel by bicycle either. In
fact this particular bit of wild land lying in Maine and
across the border in Qaebec which is nowhere crossed by
railroads is upward of 20,000 square miles in extent, or
about ten times the size of any corresponding tract in
Wisconsin or Michigan. Large portions of it are alto-
gether inaccessible except by boat or on foot, and no-
where has it any permanent population of consequence
aside from the deer, caribou and moose. Imagine what
a sensation it would create in Wisconsin if a moose should
suddenly appear in that State! But the thing is impos-
sible even to imagine.
They never could get a moose in Wisconsin unless they

took him there in a box car. Such game is only found
where there is real wilderness and a back country.
They have plenty of deer in Wisconsin, but what does

that signify? According to the accounts I have read in
Forest and Stream, there are just as many on Long
Island within Hfty minutes' ride of New York city. Deer
will live anywhere, even in a man's back yard, if they
are not molested. An extended range is not necessary to
their existence.
No, Brother Hough, you have to go west of the Missis-

sippi to match our Maine wilderness, and even there you
will hardly at present find any corresponding area where
the game is so thick, pquare mile for square mile. You
yourself are constantly telling us of the decreasing game
supply in the favored localities of the great West. In
Maine big game of one kind or another is increasing
faster than it can be killed off, and one cannot go any-
where in the wilderness proper at any time of year and
not see game, In the far West, on the other hand, you
can travel over miles and miles of wilderness and moun-
tains without seeing a living thing worth shooting a rifle
at. The game is somewhere else or else it is dead.

Finally, if Mr. Hough wants his moose he had better
turn his face to the rising suu (provided he wants to kill
him on American soil). There are still enough moose left
in Maine to supply hunters as far west as Cflicago, and if

your Chicago-and-the-West man comes this way next fall
we will try to show him one. Also what a real wilder-
ness is like, Maine.

FLORIDA GAME AND FISH.
Sarasota, Fla., Jan. 6.—The weather here is very warm

and pleasant, Mr. E. Webster, of New York, left the Ho-
tel De Soto on Saturday, 2d, at 10:30, returned QriO,
having caught four bluefish of good size, one reddsh
weighing 33lbs., two tarpon, largest 481bs., small one 16ibs.
Monday, 4th, walked to jacksnipe grounds, shot thirty-

two snipe and thirteen quail; walked both ways; left at 10
A. M., returned at 6:30. Geo. H. Mackie.

Pamasoffkeh, Fla., Jan. 11.—This part of Florida and
other more southern points, with which I am well ac-
quainted, were never more plentifully stocked with deer,
bears and turkeys. Several parties of us in this neigh-
borhood have been out lately and never failed to bring
in from.one to two deer in a half-day hunt. New Year's
Day we killed two large bucks, 1451b8. and 166lbs.,

dressed; largest deer killed in this country or Florida in
years. Our g§B,gon ia up Marph I, We have good black

baesflsbiog. JakeMahsh.

MAINE AND BOSTON.
Boston, Jan. 16 —That there is a boom in hunting mat-

ters one need not doubt who will take the trouble to look
into the shop of any live taxidermist. Heads of game

—

mounted heads—for relira and ornamentation are to be^
seen without number. It is stated, on good authority,,
that nine out of ten of the moose killed in Maine the past;
season were wanted for their heads only, and but very-
few of the bodies were saved. The weight of these
animals is great, and they are usually killed a long way"
into the forest, with no roads, and the getting of the entire-
body out would cost hundreds of dollars. But the head)
can be towed out by the guides and mounted at the taxi-
dermist's shop. If one is not lucky, or is not hunter-
enough to secure his own moose, deer or caribou head,,
there is plenty of opportunity for buying. One could but-
think of such things, efpecially if he saw a load of fifty
caribou heads and horns that passed along the streets of
Boston the other day, piled high upon a big wagon, a,
most peculiar li ad, with the great antlers sticking out in*
every possible direction. Some of the antlers were very
large and spreading, with the two prongs in front of the-
nose very pronounced. They were the property of M.
Abbott Frazar, and were purchased, together with the
skins of the heads, in Newfoundland.
The last legal moose hunting trip of the season for Bos-

ton sportsmen is over, and no moose were taken. Dr.
Heber Bishop, W. T. Farley and Mr. Stevens left Boston
the night before Christmas for a moose hunt in the Moose
River Valley. They reached Lowelltown at 3 or 4 o'clock
in the morning, and here their troubles began, with the
mercury down below zero. They had to spend the night
in the station for want of better accommodations. The
next morning they started on a tramp of many miles over
Caribou Mountain, with the snow l^ft. deep. The guides,
were against attempting the tramp, but the hunters were:
bound to proceed. At nightfall not more than half the
way had been accomplished. After several miles of
weary plowing through the snow, ending in darkness, they
came to an old camp deserted some time ago by Dr..
Bishop and his friends. On entering they found that,
guramers had been there, and had left wood and kind-
lings. It did not take long to start a fire, but there were'
no facilities for sleeping beyond a couple of old wire mat-
tresses without bedaing of any kind. They curled about
the stove as best they could, and managed to get a little

sleep, taking turns at watching the fire, lest they freeze.
They had no food beyond a slight lunch found in Mr..
Farley's pack, for the team with their baggage was miles
behind. The guides were for keeping on, but finally con-
sented to worry out the night in the old camp. The next
morning they started in good season, and reached their
permanent camp in the valley near the Canadian bound-
ary early in the afternoon.
After a rest, with plenty of food to eat, and a night

when it was possible to keep from freezing, the second,
day dawned with plenty of fresh snow for tracking.
That day Mr. Farley started an enormous moose, and it.

stopped in easy range. The rifle came up instinctively,
but none too soon the hunter saw it had no horns—an
enormous cow, that Mr. Farley would not shoot. The
guide, a hunter of many years' experience, pronounced it

the largest cow moose he had ever seen. Two or three
other cow moose were started, but no bulls. In one case,
a calf was with the cow, but was not shot. When the
hunters found that they were to get no moose they gave
their attention to getting a couple of deer each. This they
say was easy, the deer being very plenty. But curiously
enough the bucks had already begun shedding their ant-
lers, two having been shot with both horns gone. Dr.
Bishop found a horn, freshly shed, in the snow. It has
generally been supposed that the Maine deer held their
horns till the end of January at least, and even into Feb-
ruary. The hunters came out at the end of the open sea-
son, and were on the way home Jan. 1.

Pickerel fishing is good on many of the celebrated
Maine pickerel lakes and ponds. Winthrop Ponds are
being well fished, but with fewer pickerel than usual.
Norway Lake is heard from in the way of big strings of
pickerel. Lewiston and Auburn fishermen are bringing
many pickerel to the markets of those cities. Boston mar-
ket receivers say that they can have all the pickerel they
will take, but prices are low and they do not encourage
the sending of tnem in.

The tomcod fishermen are in evidence along the Massa-
chusetts shore. The wooden tongs with braided ends
are in order, and the poor tomcod surrenders because he
is obliged to. At Ipswich River a good many are being
taken. Parker R' ver is being tonged for tomcod as usual

.

Tarbox and the Baileys have been out once or twice from
B^ field, and each time have taken about a bushel from
the Parker River. They fished just below the woollen
mill. Along the banks of the stream the operatives live,

but probably never think of fishing. One day they saw
the boys taking up the tomcod with their wooden tongs,

and soon a pretty little girl came out of one of the houses.

She says:
"My mamma wants to know if you will sell her some

fish?"

The fishermen told her that they had no fish to sell, but
they would give her some. She ran into the house, and
soon emerged with a big pa,n in both hands:
"My mamma wants three dozen," she piped.

The boys gave her six good-sized fish, feeling that
they had other friends whom they would like to make
happy.

FiSh and Game Commissioner Carlton's bill to license
guides has been introduced into the Maine Legislature,

say the dispatches to the daily papers. It provides that
every guide shall take out a license, the annual cost of
which shall be $3. The penalty is not less than $25 for

the failure to take out such license by any person pre-

tending to guide or accompany hunting and fishing par-
ties. The guide 80 licensed shall wear a badge and shall

also act as fire warden and keep a record of all fires. Any
guide breaking the game laws shall be punished by a fine

of not less than $50 and shall not engage in guiding for a
term of one year. Ba: the most peculiar feature of the
bill is that he shall keep a record of all persons he guides,
their nam^s and residences, the amount and nature of
the fish and game taken, and immediately forward the
same to the Commissioners.
Well, has the sportsman anything to say about aU this?

Who can compel him to employ a guide? Has a citizen

of the United States a constitutional right to work for

whom he pleasea at any Iggal calling? SpkciaLi
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AN ARKANSAS OUTING.
A JOLLY company of twenty good and true sportsmen

have recently had a nice trip to Mississippi county, Ark.,

for the purpose of chasing the wi d deer, possuoa and the

coon. They had good luck and lots of fun. They killed

ten deer, twenty or more turkeys, arms full of squirrels,

scads of fish, and everything else they wanted.
The crowd was composed of men from Kentucky, Ten-

nessee, Missouri and Illinois; with preachers, doctors,

lawyers, tobacconists, bankers, railroad men, druggists,

and farmers, as to their avocations; and with Baptists,

Methodists, Presbyterians, and Campbellites, as to their

religion; and with Democrats, Republicans, Populists, and
Prohibitionists, as to their politics; and both married and
unmarried men as to their domestic relations; and a
sober, decent, civil crowd in every respect as to their be-

havior. Of course we had a good time with such a
company.
On the first morning after our arrival in camp we scat-

tered out over the woods, and before 9 o'clock that

morning had a nice deer hanging up in camp. When all

hands had reported for the rest of the night we found we
had two deer, ten turkeys, about SOlbs. of fish, lots of

equirrels, some opossums and raccoons—plenty of meat to

do us most of the two weeks we expected to be in camp.
We had no dogs with us, and did not undertake to run

the deer. What success we had came from the skill of

the sportsmen as they still-hunted through the swampg.
We found the residents of that section very bitterly op-

posed to the running of dogs, and as we want to go again
mto that same section we sought to create no prejudice

against ourselves by our conduct. The day for the

hounding of deer in Arkansas has about passed. The
citizens will not suffer it. Those who run their dogs there

now will do so at the risk of the dog's life, for they will

kill such as run in the woods.
We found game very plentiful. I suppose I am safe in

saying that we did not hunt one single day that we saw
less than twenty-five deer, and sometimes as many as

fifty. We killed ten that we got, and seriously wounded
some that we did not get. We got all we wanted and
became indifferent about killing more. The wild turt^eys

were very numerous. We kept no count of the exact
number we did kill. The woods were torn up by the
turkeys everywhere we hunted. It has possibly been
many years since this noble bird could be found in such
great abundance in any section of this country. But the
light rains, and freedom from great overflows in the river

for several seasons, are no doubt the reasons of the abun-
dance of game. The laws for a close season on game in

Arkansas are being closely observed, and this contributes

in no small degree to the supply of wild animals. A few
more years of such protection and good breeding seasons,

and Arkansas will be the game paradise of the whole
nation.
These annual outings are greatly enjoyable to over-

worked men, and our crowd will go again next year into

the same locality, for we ask for nothing better,

J. N. Hall.
Kwrvcsx.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Texas Deer.

'Near San Marcos, Tex., a deer has just been killed

which has a seventeen-point set of antlers. The head is

on exhibition.

At Encinal, near Laredo, market-hunters have killed

seventy deer in four days. This is no guess and no ex-
aggeration. One train took sixty deer out for this party.

My informant says, "We Texans depend on Forest and
•fSTREAM to kick long and loud, and so formulate a strong
ipapular opinion, for we intend to go to hanging a few
market-hunters before long." I wish they would. We
would mourn their vacant chairs, but we would try to

tatruggle along without them for a while.

Advice on Camping Out.

I have just been reading a nice green book on camping
out, written by an Englishman. That is, I read it up to

the place where the man said any camping party would
find a pair of bellows an indispensable article in building
ttie fire. I didn'i read anymore after that. Wby, oht
why was man given his old hat, if not to blow the fire

therewith? And why, oh! why do men write things, as

the bellows advice, anyhow?

Moose and Buffalo Coat.

Mr, Thomas Johnson writes from Winnipeg that he is

corning doven to Portage, Wis., this winter to curl a few
lines when the ice gets good, and that then he wUl come
to Caicago. I hope he will bring his curling iron along
and mate himself at home.

Mr. Johnson sends in the story of a moose, a tame
moose, not a wild one, which recently attacked a Winni-
peg gentleman who was going by wrapped up in a big
butfaIo coat. It evidently took him for some strange and
dangerous creature, and before it got done with him there
came near being material for a funeral, and it wasn't a
moos'i funeral either.

Tennessee Quail.

Messrs. 0. S. Wilcox and Walter Dupee, both of this
city, will start soon for a Tennessee quail hunt, going to
Trenton, that State,, where they anticipate a pleasant
time.

Garden City Club.

Garden City Club, of Chicago, holds its annual meeting
this week. It has a membership of neary eighty, and is

one of the largest of the Chicago shooting clubs.

E, Hough.
1206 BoYCE BuiLoiNS, Chicago.

Vermont Game^ Modes and Seasons.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On looking over the game laws recently passed by our

Legislature one finds but little to give promise of a very
marked increase in the game supply for 1897. I find only
two new points worthy of mention; one is that the fine
for killing pheasants has been increased from $10 to $85
for each bird killed; the second, a provision prohibiting
the shooting of ducks with the aid of jacks or artificial
light. We would be pleased to learn why this was not
carried a little further to prohibit all night shooting for a
lUme, aUowicg our northeixt ilight ot ducks a chance to

feed on the marshes that nearly every fall yield a large

crop of wild oats.

As the law now stands, night shooting is practiced on
these marshes from the beginning of open season (and
before) until the grounds are frozen over. The result of

this is plain. Very few of the ducks shot at are brought
to bag, but many are crippled and the rest are soon driven
away.
Another law could have been passed which would have

been of great benefit to the game supply in this part of

the State, viz., to prohibit the use of dogs for hunting
birds, for five years at least. I do not know of a sports-

man's dog (pointer or setter) for a radius of ten miles

from here, but nearly every man is the possessor of from
one to three yelping spaniels or cur dogs, which are
brought into use as soon as the birds are large enough to

take wing, and the grouse are continually hunted, being
shot out of trees like chickens off a roost. Not contented
with killing every ruffed grouse, the poacher with his dog
is often seen in the covers frequented by pheasants, and
many of them are bagged too. To prohibit the use of the

dog means an increase in marked degree to our pheas-
ants, for in a cover selected by them it is seldom one is

flushed without a dog. I am credibly informed that in a
village of a few hundred inhabitants not many miles

from here ruffed grouse were brought in in such numbers
that the supply was much greater than the demand (at 50

cents per pair), and many shipments were made to other
places. So much for a dog, gun and game hog.
Let us hope that the State League will see that a change

is needed, and take a hand in the matter before it's too

late. Ferris.

Game Protection by Button.

Stamford, Conn.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am
and always have been interested in reading the multitude
of letters published in your valuable paper in relation to

the preservation of our stock of game, and I confess that

it amuses me in some cases to read some of the plans and
devices advocated to accomplish that end. Not that I do
not believe that they are honestly meant to meet the re-

quirements of the case, but at the impracticability of

some of them.
Now I do not think I will live long enough to ever see

your plank nailed down, but there can be no harm in
keeping the question agitated.

Everything must have a beginning, and I propose you
make the start in this case by securing the aid of a few
well-known sportsmen in your city and forming a society

or organization, the motto of which shall be, "Sell no
Game." Let the membership fee be $1—or whatever you
may decide. Every applicant for membership sending in

his fee to receive a badge or button, to be inscribed with
the motto of the brotherhood, and also dated the year it

is issued. These buttons could be gotten up at a small
expense—say 10 or 15 cents each—the balance of the fee

to go to paying the salary of a secretary, whose duty it

shall be to keep track of the members and keep them
posted on all matters that may interest them; at the end
of the year a new button to be issued upon the payment
of dues. In unity there is strength, and I think it will

surprise some people to find how many buttons will be
worn. If nothing else comes from it, we at least will

know when we meet a man in the woods or fields

whether he is a butcher or a sportsman, Connecticut.

[It would be more effective to fasten the buttons on to

the game.]

A Bear's Vitality.

Editor Forest and Stream:
About three months ago there was a deal of argument

over the question as to which was the best cartridge for

big-game shooting. I have heard many hunters give
their opinions on this subject myself, and while they
don't all agree on the cartridge and gun, the general idea

is: A big, heavy gun and a cartridge with from 70 to

120gr8. of powder and a good, heavy ball.

I always leaned toward a 45 90 myself, and my belief

has been materially strengthened by some news I heard
the other day.
Two men living near town went up in the Sierras on a

deer hunt. Both had '86 model Winchesters, one a . 38- 56
and the other .38-70. They were hunting quite a distance
from camp when they spied a large brown bear about
50yds. off and began firing at once, when, to their

surprise, the bear started for them on a dead run.
They didn't stop to think much about this, however,

but pumped the lead into the old fellow as fast as they
could, and as a result he dropped dead within 20ft.

of them, and just as they wfre about to run.
After they had cooled off a little they examined the

carcass, and found that of the eleven shots fired every
one had passed through the body, and the first one had
pierced both heart and liver.

Now, as some hungers say, a .44 may be large enough to

hunt bear and moose with, but when I shoot a bear
through the heart I want him to die before he eats me up.

Walrod.

New York Free Lectures.

New York furnishes an example to other American
cities by her liberal-minded enterprise in conducting a
course of free lectures for the people, which, while in-

tended primarily for the benefit of working men and
working women, are of such a character that no one can
fail to be entertained and instructed.
The work is carried on by the Board of Education, and

an idea of its scope may be gathered from the fact that
during the present season 300 lecturers will speak on
various topics to audiences that in the aggregate will

number nearly half a million persons.
This winter Dr. Leipziger, supervisor of lectures, aims

to make American subjects the feature of the course; and
along with American history, biography and kindred
subjects, American sport is given a place. Among the
names of lecturers familiar to readers of the Forest and
Stream are those of Mr. Fred Mather and Dr. Bashford
Dean, who lecture on "Fish and Fisheries;" Mr. F. M.
Chapman, whose subject is "Birds;" and Mr. R. L. Dit-
mars, "Snakes;" Mr. J. B. Burnham, "Camp Life and
Hunting;" Mr. H. L. Bridgman, G. O. Shields, Hon.
Theo. Roosevelt and others.

It is worth noting that while these lectures are not the
least instructive of the course they are among the most
popular, proving that the love of nature and outdoor life

IS common to all—even to those who are cut cff from
active partioipa.tipn ia the pleasureji of field and stream,

Maine Guide Licenses.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

I notice in issue of your paper the question brought up
of licensing guides in Maine. I wrote on this subject
about three years ago, in the Phillips Phonograph, At
that time the idea was not received with favor, but senti-

ment ia changing. It is the best plan that has been
offered, and the State should handle such matters and no
special favors be shown.
To protect the best interests of all concerned, all guides

should pass an examination, and if fully qualified should
take out a license; and then aliens, non-residents, boys
and every stranger could not, on short notice, palm
themselves on sportsmen as full-fledged guides on the
strength of having worked in the country a month or so.

The best guides stand the best show, you may say.

Not in all sections, for sportsmen are not all in love with
one particular spot (if it suits them ever so well wh le

there,) but are looking for the ideal. A few come season
after season, and the old guides are always employed by
them; but the newcomers, not being posted, cannot tell

on short notice one grade of guide from another. So
sometimes their outing is a failure, and they give the
whole section a bad name, not realizing just where the
blame belongs. Licensing the guides will not prevent
our order being formed ; our association will be needed
just the same to see that the law of license is complied
with, and to many other matters of importance. Protec-
tion must be had in many channels of the sporting busi-

ness, and Maine, as a State, can afford to show a greater
money interest in a business that brings a number of
million dollars to the inhabitants every year.

It is said by some of those against a license law that we
must work some new guides in. Of course; but let it be
understood that they are new and learning, and not glut
the market with half-learned men and boys, while guides
that have grown old in the business are forced to stand
back'. Let the beginners be taken from the guides' own
families and from the families of the old residents, as they
are mostly natural woodsmen, and learn the A B 0 of
woodcraft while boys on the farm.
Maine, license your guides.
Guides, join your interests.

H. R, HORTON, Guide.
EcsTifi, Maine.

Where are the Ducks?
Stockton, Md., Jan. 10.—So far we have had the poor-

est ducking year ever known in Chincoteague Bay.
There are miles and miles of shoals, rich with grasses the
wildfowl love so well, and the weather all a man could
wish for, but there is hardly a duck on the wing. Why
should these thousands of acres of choice feeding ground
be abandoned to geese and brant? We have had the
finest goose shooting anyone could ask for. A long series

of east winds and high tides drove them from the shoals

to the island ponds, making from sundown to dark
shooting that all who were in it will remember. Every
evening for over a week we scored from five to fourteen
geese to the gun, all large, fine, and very fat. But the
ducks! Last year thousands of redheads and bluebills

blackened the shoals in every direction, bunch after

bunch trading through the great coast bays. From Isle

of Wight to Cobb's Island, between eighty and ninety
miles of bays and shoals were covered with a restless,

changing flight of wildfowl. Wh^re are they? I have
looked carefully in Forest and Stream for some word
from the many piints and bays of the Eistern shore, but
find almost notning ab)ut the wildfowl. I think our
pap3r is intended to throw light on just such strange
movements of game as this case presents, for there is no
doubt that a cause exists for the quick passing of the
great body of redheads and bluebills. Coots and squaw
ducks are in countless nuoabers, but we do not bother
them. There are also a good number of whistlers and
dippers, but the fine ducks—the choice ones—the red-
heads and bluebills are not here. O. D. Foulks.

William Lyman.
Editor Forest and Stream: •*

I have not been so saddened for years past as I was by
the announcement of the death of Wm. Lyman in your
paper of Dac. 26. Although we had occasionally corre-

sponded upon ine subject of rifla pights, I never had the
pleasure of seeing Mr Lvman until the autumn of 1895.

He was then on a visit to E irope. and I went to London
in order to become personally acquainted with him. We
spent a long evening together discussing various matters
connected with firearms, and also social and political

questions, upon most of which we found our opinions to

be very similnr.

As long as the rifl i continues to be used for either war
or eporting purposes, the name of Mr, Lyman will be
remembered for his great improvements in the method of

sighting it. His last invention of a rear aperture sight

will, I fully believe, have more effect in increasing
the deadliness of infantry fire than that caused by the
change from muzzle to breech- loading. It may indeed,
in combination with smokeless powder and other modern
improvements, ultimately produce a revolution in war of
which few people have at present any conception

J. J. Meyrick.
Dkvonshirk, England^

loD^a Game and Fish.

ESTHERVILLB, la., Jan. 11.—I am pleased to state that

prairie chickens and quail hava been increasing during
the last few dry seasons, ducks aad geese being scarce.

We have had some very favorable legislation for the
protection of our fish during the last two years, and stand

a good show to have our fish preserved for legitimate

sport, instead of being sacrificed to the greed of the pro-

fessional fish hog, with his seine and dynamite. Mr.
Delevan, State Fish Cnmmissioner, is doing good work in

this line, and deserves the support and assistance of every
true sportsman in the State. E. H. S.

Quail in South Carolina.

Cherokee Inn, Blacksburg, S C, Jan. 11 —Quail are
superabundant here, and fields have been shot over very
little. Any one seeking sport in this linp can feel assured

of finding it here. G. H. Gbeenh.

The FoBBST AND Stream ia put to preaa each weeh on Tuetdcm

U<yrreapondence intmclfid for publication should reach V9 di <A»

lataat.by Monday, and attaucih Mvlier at praetieabk,
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Spoi*tsman« Guide and Game.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Jan. 9 I have read: "Who Owns the

Game Killed by the Guide?" as discussed by Mr. Shaganoss.
Without going into details in regard to his opinions and
conclusions as to who owns the guide's game, I wish to
bring the matter at once to a common-sense business point
of view.

First. The same relations exist between employer and
employee in the relation of hunter and guide as in any
other business the world over.
Second. Some amateur sportsman wishes to take a

week's vacation grouse shooting. He goes to some faror-
able locality. He finds he will have to pay: $2 per day
for his board, $2.50 per day for his guide and dog, $2.50
per day for his team and wagon—a total of $7; and at the
end of the week he finds that his shooting venture has
cost him .$42, besides his railroad fare and incidental ex-
penses, and the net result of his week's shooting has been
fifteen grouse. He has killed three himself and his guide
has killed twelve. He has paid his hotel bill, $12; his
livery bill, $i5, and the daily wages of his guide, $15; and
when he supposes he has paid everybody a good price for
everything that has been done for him, up steps his
guide and demands that he must be paid $1.25 per pair
for all the grouse he (the guide) has killed. In my opin-
ion this guide has no more right to demand and receive
pay for the grouse killed imder the above circumstances
than a highway robber has to stop his victim on the road
at the muzzle of a shotgun and demand his money or his
life.

Third. If the sportsman makes a definite bargain with
every man he comes in contact with, that settles the
question at once.

Fourth. My shooting experience extends back over
twenty-five years, and I never heard of a guide making a
demand for the pay of birds killed as above untillast fall,

when the fact came to my notice. I suggested to my
friend that we hunt close up each side of our boarding-
house keeper's market-shooting guide, and the result was
that at the end of two days' shooting the guide failed to
bag a single bird. But there is no satisfaction in shoot-
ing under suoh circumstances, and I do not care to come
in contact with that sort of people a second time.

Fifth. If any boarding-house keeper or his hired
guides wish to shoot any grouse or woodcock for the
market, they are free to do so at any time and in any
way they choose, as they are simply pot-hunters pure and
simple for the money there is in it; but not after they
have bargained and sold their day's services to some
sportsman for two or three dollars per day and received
the money in payment for the same.

A Buscmss Man.
Jkhsbt Cm, N. J.

Iowa Needs Game Wardens.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Iowa has good laws for the preservation of game with-

in her borders, but omfortunately no game wardens.
Consequently the laws are about as useful as a watch
would be to a hog, for what's no one's special business is

truly no one's business, and the violator works his own
sweet will. The killing of quail and prairie chickens is

practiced, I think, without many exceptions, in every
county in the State in the closed season. There needs to
be great education along these lines in Iowa. I
wish it were possible to place the Forest and
Stbeam in the hands of every shooter in the State.
I do not use the term sportsmen, since there are within
the State of Iowa "true sportsmen," and to claas the
game hog and pot-hunter as sportsmen would inflict

needless injury on deserving men who observe the laws
and give the game a chance for its life.

In Iowa there are more quail and chickens than for
many years previous. Cannot something be done to
have a game warden and deputies in each county to pro-
tect the rights of those who do not shoot in the closed sea-
son? Is there not a sportsmen's association in the State
who will take the initiative in this? I feel sure they will
be ably assisted in any way by all gun clubs to secure such
officers as are necessary to eiiforce the laws. I presume
this vicinity would represent a good portion of the State.
Here we have violators, two of whom are very persistent
and offensive, havine shot and killed quail all last winter
up to as late as March. This winter promises to be a rep-
etition of last. I am in favor of having a closed season
on all game, and have it all closed during the same time.
Then no one can go to kill quail out of season under pre-
text of going to kill rabbits, which are not protected.
Any other Iowa sportsman got anything to say?

One who Observes the Law.

Long Island Ducks. '

Sayvillb, L. I., Jan. 16,—Large bags of ducks, most of
them redheads, have been killed in the Great South Bay
from here this week. The outlook is for birds here in the
open water to give good shooting. Say.

"That reminds me."

Neither Gun Kicked.

Speaking of geese reminds me of the famous shot made
by Uncle CHaries and Evan Richmond. One windy day
in the fall Uncle Charles saw a flock of geese that were
evidently very tired struggling against the wind, and he
judged from their course that they would alight on a lake
some three miles distant. So he loaded up the old gun
with a fox charge and a little more, as he afterward ac-
knowledged, then rolling up the g\m in the horse blanket
he harnessed up his horse and was soon on the road to the
lake. Evan also had spotted the geese and had loaded up
his gun, as he said, with a rouser, and started on foot
after them, and was overtaken by Uncle Charles when
about halfway to the lake. They entered into a treaty
of alliance and agreed to join forces for the campaign.
Arriving at the head of the lake, the horse was hitched

and they started along the shore in quest of the game,
which was finally discovered at just about the proper dis-

tance below a brush fence, all of them in line along the
sandy beach, pruning their feathers. After a consulta-

tion it was decided that Evan wa^ to hold on to the sec-

ond goose, while Uncle Charles should draw a bead at
about the middle of the line, and then on hands and knees
they crawled up to the fence,and,poking theirguns through
and getting a good aim, there was a whispered one-two-
three and then two reports that seemed but one. There
was a struggling mass of geese on the sandy beach, with
but one solitary one in the air; all the rest were either
killed outright or disabled. One, wing broken, swam out
into the lake, and one other, also wing broken, took to the
woods; both of them being captured within a few days.
When our two Nimrods had secured the remainder they
took account of stock and found that they had fourteen
on hand, with two more that were disabled, making six-
teen in all out of a flock of seventeen, which was a pretty
good average for two single-barrel guns.
When Uncle Charles came home and showed his seven

geese and told his story, I asked him if the old gun
kicked. With a queer grimace he said, "No-o, not much,
but Evan got knocked heels over head."
A few days later I saw Evan, and after he had told me

the story I also asked him if his gun kicked. "No-o,"
said he, "but you ought to have seen Charles, with his
face all covered with dirt as he crawled out of that brush
heap that was more than 10ft. from where he was when
he shot." Shadow.

§m mid §^w^r ^^ing*

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.
Philadelphia, Jan. 16.—The annual meeting of the

Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association was held Satur-
day evening, Jan. 9, 1897, at the rooms, 1020 Arch street,

Philadelphia, and was well attended.
The annual report of the executive committee, containiDg

a detail of the operations for the year 1896, was ordered to

be printed for distribution.

The legislation committee submitted a lengthy report of
its work in cooperation -with a similar committee of (he
Fish Commission to secure the coditication of the laws for
the protection of fish, and recommended numerous changes,
among which were fixing the minimum size at which trout
could he taken at 6in. instead of 5in,, and black bass at 9in.

instead of 6in.
;
making the open season for the capture of

pickerel fi-om May 30 to Jan. 1; and that penalties be made
mandatory instead of discretionary throughout; also, to
have an act passed establishing auxiliary hatching stations

in different parts of the State by permitting individuals or
organizations to erect them on closed streams, a proportion
of the fry to be retained by the organization and the remain-
der to be distributed free under the direction of the Fish
Commissioners in open streams, tbereb.y giving opportunity
for a stricter law governing trespassing; the committee
will also present a bill to prevent the pollution of streams.
The committee are endeavering to secure reciprocal legis-

lation with the State of Delaware for the protection of j&sh

by restricting in some measure the use of pound nets in the
lower Delaware River and Bay, which is so taken up with
them that fish have little chance to reach their spawning
beds.
The death of George W. Reader, one of the oldest mem-

bers of the Association, well known to anglers in Philadel-
phia and New York, was announced, and a committee ap-
pointed to prepare a suitable memorial.
The press, membership and legislation committees pre-

sented resolutions, which were adopted, authorizing the
printing of a number of circular letters urging concurrent
action in behalf of the fishery interests, copies of which will

be forwarded to all local organizations of kindred character
and the newspaper press of the State. The following reso-

lution was adopted

:

Whereas, The steady increase in size and number of what are
known as pound nets along the seacoast of the State of New Jersey
has recently been so great as to be truly alarming, and in a marked
degree detrimental to the interests of the people of that State, and
in the most extended sense injurious to the natural increase of food
fishes along the almost entire seacoast of that State; and
Whereas, The erection and maintenance of such pound nets is

clearly and unmistakably an infraction of the rights of the people of
the State of New Jersey as well as of the people of adjacent States,
who have in all past time derived their supply of fresh food fish

mainly from the waters in which said destructive devices have been
placed, giving the organization or trust which owns and controls
them the power to make prices to suit themselves, and which prices,
it is conceded, are much higher than they would be if fair competi-
tion prevailed ; therefore, be it

Resolved by the Pennsylvania Pish Protective Association, that it

regards the erection and maintenance of such large and so many
pound nets in the waters named as an indefensible outrage upon pop-
ular rights, and at the same time the most destructive agencies ever
devised for the capture of gravid flsh, and the consequent impair-
ment of the natural products of- the waters of the sea, which v/dl ul-

timately lead to the final extinction of the various kinds of fish that
do their spawning in the estuaries.
Resolved, That the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association heart-

ily approves of the energetic and determined efforts of the State
Fishery Commissioners of New Jersey to induce the Legislature of
that State to enact a law whicb will compel the removal of said pound
nets, and throw the fishing interests of ihe State open to free compe-
tition.

Resolved, That a copy of this preamble and resolutions be forwarded
to the presiding ofQcers of the Senate and of the House of Repre-
sentatives of the State of New Jersey; alsoto the Governor of said
State, and the Board of Fishery Commissioners thereof.
The following officers were elected for the ensuingyear: President,

Edwin Hagert; Vice-Presidents: Dr. Bushrod W. James, Geo. T.
Stokes, Wm. P. Thompson ; Secretary, Marion G. Sellers; Correspond-
ing Secretary, J. F. Collins; Treasxirer, Alfred Hand; Executive Com-
mittee: Howard A. Chase, Wm. H. Burkhardt, Dr. W. W. McClure,
Wm. E. Meehan, Edw. A. Selliez, Charles H, Thompson, Bernard L.
Douredoure, Wm. P. Ogelsby, S. E. Landis; Tmstee (three years), H.
O, Wilbur.

M. G. Selleks, Seo'y.

Fisheries and Game Committee of the New
Tork Liegislature.

The Fisheries and Game Committee of the Assembly are:

Messrs. Hobbie, Washington; Dudley, Niagara; Mackey,
Delaware; Rounds, Cayuga; Laimbeer, New York; Gor-
ham, Otsego; H. T Andrews, New York; Ten Eyck, Onon-
daga; J. J. Sullivan, New York; P. J. Andrews, New
York; Fritz, New. York.

Death of John Watt.

Poet Abthitb, Canada.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I .

am sorry to inform some of the readers of Fobest ani>

Stream of the death of John Watt, the famous guide on
the Nipigon River. He was much sought after by the

sportsmen tourists who took a pleasure in fishing the Nipi-

gon, and will he yery miich xpissed by his old friends.

4omx E. Newsomb.

FISH AND PAIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that winter is upon us in earnest, we of rod, of gun

and of paddle can only watch the hearth fires snap and
flash, and dozing think on the far-off summer days. As-
sorting and laying away for the winter a lot of fishing tackle
the other night, I was reminded of a prolonged discussion
in Forest and Stream not long ago as to the sensibility of
fish to pain. My last day's fishing of the season brought
out some instances of seemingly striking disregard for
wounds. We were after sea bass off Execution Light in

the Sound, and were bothered by innumerable "cunners,"
or burgalls. These bait thieves were tossed back again by
the score, until we began to suspect that some 'were coming
up for a second toss, like the Sunday-school boys at a picnic
sneaking back again into the ice cream line. So we watched
carefully. First I landed one hooked just in front of the
tail. The big hook tore a long gash when removed, and in

less than five minutes a fish of the same size and shape and
similarly wounded bit and was brought up hooked squarely
through the lip. Two other wounded fish were landed, and
then one which I had hooked through the belly just back of

the pectoral fins so that the entrails protruded was brought
up again, having deeply swallowed the point of the Dig

hass hook.
Earlier in the season I hooked a black bass one morning

at Lake Waramaug and almost landed him when he broke
away, tearing hia under jaw so badly that a piece of it hung
on the hook. Again he bit and I had him in the net and
near enough to observe the wounded mouth when a quick
flip restored him to liberty once more. A.fter casting a iiesb

minnow over by the same lilypads I felt something take hold,

and after a hard tussle landed, and this time kept him of the
lacerated jaw. I am prepared to swear that this was the
same identical bass.

Last April a friend and I fished a Connecticut brook for

trout, and he fishing after me in a deep pool hooked- and
landed a ^ pounder which still had deep in his maw my No.
2 anelled Aberdeen with a couple of feet of my silk line at-

tached.
This incident was firmly fixed in my mind by the fact that

I was. prepared to tell him how I hooked and lost a Uib.
trout in that hole, when he produced the very flsh and ap-
plied a 66| per cent, discount.

Many somewhat similar events in past seasons convince
me that whether the fish feel pain or not, the suft'ering is

slight as compared with the cravings of hunger, and their

actions seem to indicate rather that the injuries mcon
venience or retard them than that they cause any actual

agony, H, Prescott Beach.
Jan. 13.

The TTrsuline Convent at Roberval.

Editqr Forest and Stream:
No lover of the "Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle"

who credits its authorship to Dame Juliana Barnes will hesi-

tate to acknowledge his deep indebtedness thei-efor to the

dear old Prioress of the Benedictine Nunnery of Sopwell,
and few visitors to Roberval, on their way to fish for ouau-
aniche in the Lake St, .John waters, have failed to see and
hear of theUrsuline Convent at that place, or to be told what
is owed to the good sisters of that institution by the wives
and sisters of the younger generation of guides and the

daughters of the older settlers of the Lake St. John dis-

trict.

The daily papers have made known to many of your read-

ers the awful catastrophe that befell the Roberval Convent on
Jan. 6, when the entire building with its contents became
the prey of the flames and seven of the nuns were burned lo

ashes. Most of the survivors returned to Quebec. A few
remain at Roberval, declining to desert the mission they had
undertaken. They are at present at Du Tremblay's Hotel,

but are looking for means to rebuild, and unfortunately had
but little insurance on the old building. The Government of

the Province will give them some small aid. Protestants

and Catholics alike in Quebec are manifesting their practical

sympathy with the sufferers.

A few of us Canadian anglers will offer a brick or two for

the new building as a mark of sympathy, not only for the

good nuns themselves, but for the sturdy, yet respectful and
obliging French- Canadian population of Lake tit. John, to

whom they minister.

It has occurred to me, Mr. Editor, that yon might permit
me, by means of this letter, to suggest in the columns of

Forest and Stream that there are possibly brother anglers

of mine in the United States who would like to do the same.
E. T. D. Chambers.

QoKBEC, Can., Jan. 11.

Will Black Bass Rise to the Fly in September
and October in New England Iiakes?

Many claim they will not take flies except in June, the
spawning time.

I have been to Maine for many years in June, Not being
able to go that month in 1895, I fished the two large lakes at

Belgrade Mills, Me,, about Sept. 9, for a few days, and
caught a fair number, but no large bass. Best flies were
silver-doctor, ibis, yellow-may, Ferguson, Parmachener-
belle and Lord Milford; found dark flies of litlie value AH
the fish were under l^lbs. weight; they fought well, being
in belter condition than in June, and were taken among
boulders in coves and off rocky points ; islands not as good

;

medium length casts, a good ripple not seeming as necessary

as in June. Three other anglers there had similar succei-s.

I have talked with many anglers and guides in Jilaine

about September bass fly-fishing, but few seem to know
anything about the subject. The Lord Milford I have made
by taking a yellow may that had lost its wings and tying on
two scarlet feathers, thus making a fly with yellow body and
hackle with scarlet wings, which proved a good fly.

I quote authorities from notes taken since 1892 from dif-

ferent books and papers read. In 'American Game Fish" Dr.

J. A. Henshall says: "The best season for fly-fishing for

black bass in the central and northern States is in May and
June, also September and October."

H-a-Uock'8 Sportsman's Gazetteer: "Black bass from Sept. 15
to Oct. .31 are found in water (rivers) 3 to 4ft. in depth near
boulders out in the stream."
In American Angler, W. C. Harris, speaking of East

Branch, N. Y., says: "In dusk of evening as late as Sept.

15, if weather is mild, the bass feed in shallow water and
take flies with avidity." In the same journal a writer,

speaking of black bass of the Potomac River, tells of fly-

fishing in September by several Washington anglers with
ibis and brown hackle, and states that about all are bait

fishers in this locality. This was in Junei
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In tlie New England Magazine, writing of New England
bass, Charles F. Danforth. says: "la lakes and ponds, after

spawning on the shoals or along the shore, he may be found
in the same localities through July. Then, as the weather
becomes warmer, he retires to deeper water, visiting the

shoals anfl shores at night and morning for food. In Sep-

tember look, for him an the shoals and reefs, where be stays

the most of the da,y, unless in shallow water. Later in the
fall, in October and November, these fish begin to congre-

gate on sunken reefs and around logs and rocks in very deep
water, and hibernate and lie dormant."

Shooting and MsMng says, Sept. 3: "At Lake Madison
the bass are rising to the fly early and late in the day. * * *

The bass taken are small-mouth.'
In Forest and Stream, Oct. 17, E. Hough reports;

"Mr, G. Harris has been having some late fly fishing for

bass, taking ten nice ones one day last week in the Kankakee
River near Davis, Ind. ; he used scarlet ibis."

1 wish readers would give their experience, stating what
part of September and October they found the best time,

naming flies and circumstances under which the bass were
taken 1 am inclined to think that bass fly-fishing in the
autumn would be better on rivers than on ponds; that the

late afternoon would be best; that from Sept, 15 to Oct 3

would be the beat time, and that the larger bass will not
take flies. Lord Milfokb.

The Kankakee River.

KA-Nkakeb, 111., Jan. 5.—The fishing in the Kankakee
River has been first rate the past season, better than usual.

Somelhing out of the ordinary was fishing on New Year's
Day. Mr. J. Willman thought he would try his luck on
tbat day and caught four black bass that weighed over
81bo. total weight. The weather had been quite warm for a
week; New Year's was cloudy and rainy. He has had fine

sport the past season, some of his catches running as high as

thirty-five and forty fish in one day, mostly black bass

—

some fine salmon, 4 and 51bs. One of his nicest strings was
nf seventeen black bass weighing 381bs. He knows every
hole in the river. • A F. O.

"Men I Have Fished With."

Mk. IMather's next sketch will be printed in our issue of
next sveek, Jan. 30. The subject will be Francis Endicott.

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Anglins Talks," a

series of chapters of enterrainingr cbat about men, fishermen, fish,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lisliing Co.

' FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Feb. 3 to 5.—New England Kenuel Club's annual show, Boston,
Feb. a3 to 25.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-flrst annual show

,

New York. James Mortimer, Supt., Boom 813, Nos, 66-70 Beaver
street, New York,
March 2 to 6.— St, Louis Kennel Club's shOTT, St; Louis* W. Hutch-

inson, Sec'y,
March 10 to I.S.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eighth annual show,

Chicago. John L. Lincoln, See'v.
March 17 to 20.—Kentucky Kennel Club's show, Louisville, Ky. J.

A, Heaves, Sec'y.
March 17 to SO.—Milwaukee Kennel and Pet Stock Association's

bench shoiv. Louis Steffln, Sec'y, Milwaukee.
March 23 to S6.—Baltimore Kennel Association's second annual

show. Dr. G. W. Massamore, Sec'y.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB.
The eighth annual winter meet of the Brunswick, Me

,

Fur Club was held at Brunswick, Jan. 11-16. The absence
of any snow on the ground had a great deal to do with the
attendance, the hopelessness of anything like a successful or
satisfactory week of fox hunting under the existing circum-
stances being apparent to all. With the ground frozen as
solid as a rock, with a sandy dust flying into the air on the
slightest provocation, with the thermometer hovering around
zero mark and with a strong wind blowing, it was slight

matter for wonder that many members stayed at home and
prayed for snow instead of venturing out into the wide
world with the idea of landing finally in Brunswick and
of being in at the death of one of her red foxes

Still there were several that came to Brunswick, and, if the
weather was bad for fox hunting, spent a pleasant few days
under the roof tree of Brunswick's popular hotel, the Ton-
tine. Among the number were: Dr. A. C. Heffenger,
president of the club, and W. A. Bragdon, of Portsmouth,
N, H. ; N. Q, Pope, of Portland, Me. ; A Macgregor, of
Poland, Me., a gentleman who has charge of Mr. Pope's
kennels at Poland, and who knows as much about hounds,
their ailments, etc., as any man living—at least that's my
opinion of Mr. Macgregor based on informatiou and belief.

G. R Hunnewell, of Lewiston, Me , was also on hand, as
wag C. L. Higgins, of Bar Harbor. Others present were
Bradford S Turpin. of Roxbury, Mass.; R. D. Perry, of
Philipston, Mass.. the club's M. P. H. ; Noel E. Money, of
Oakland, N. J.; J. H CJaft'ney, of Petersham, Mass. ; Chas.
L. "Wellington, of Waltham, Mass. ; S. Williams, o"f Maldon-
ville, Mass, ; T. H. Gledhill, Lewis'on, Me. ; Marshal Parks,
of Bradford, N. H., and others whose names slipped my
memory and my pencil.

Being unable to leave New York earlier than Monday
night, I missed not only the annual meeting and election of
officers, but also the first day's hunt and the competition for
the meerschaum pipe presented by Mr. Perry to the club,
the pipe to go to the party teUing the best hunting story
during the evening sessions of the week. For a report of
the annual meeting I am indebted to Mr, Turpin, the club's
secretary.

Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the club was held on Monday even-
ing, Jan. 11, in the "Green Room" of the Tontine Hotel.
Dr. A. 0. HeUenger, of Portsmouth, N. H,, president of the
club, occupied the chair. Bradford S. Turpin, of Roxbury,
Mass., secretary of the club, performed the duties of his po-
sition as usual.

After the reading of the secretary's and the treasurer's
(W. A. Bragdon) report, three new members were, elected.
These were: Chas. P. Wendell, of Portsmouth, N. H. ; C.
L. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, Me. j A, Macgregor, of Poland,
Me.

Election of ofiicers resulted as follows: President, Dr. A.
C. Hefienger;^Vice-Pre8idents, L. O, Dennison, Waltham,

Mass. ; 0. F. Joslin, Oxford, Mass. ; E. A, Graves, Bruns-
wick, Me.; Secretary, B S. Turpin; Treasurer, W A.
Bragdon, Portsmouth, N. H ; Master of Foxhounds, R D,
Perry, Phdioston, Mass. ; Executive Committee, Dr Heffen-
ger; A. G. Hall, Brunswick. Me.; Noel E. Money, Oakland,
N. J. ; A. B F. Kinney, Worcester, Mass

;
George E. Carr,

HoUiston, Mass.
The following committees were also appointed

:

Field trials: R. D. Perry; H. W". Stetson, of Brunswick;
and L. O. Dennison.
Committee on judges: W. A, Bragdon; S Knight, Jr.,

of Brunswick; and G E. Carr.

The annual field trials of the club will be held on Oct. 2.5

next, and Barre, Mass., was named as the scene, provided
satisfactory arrangements can be made.
Medals for competition at these trials were promised as

below: Endurance, W. A. Bragdon; hunting. Dr. A 0.
Heffenger; trailing, N. E. Money; speed and driving, O. F.
Joslin. N. Q. Pope also donated a medal to go to the- win-
ner of the Derby.

It was also decided that the Brunswick Fur Club should
give a special prize—a gold medal—to be awarded to the
best American foxhound,^ dog or bitch, shown at the next
bench show of the Westminster Kennel Club in New Ydk.

President Moore, of the Buckfield Fur Club, of Mon-
mouth, Me. J who was present at the meeting, tendered a cor-

dial invitation, on behalf of his club, to the members of the
Brunswick Fur Club to attend his club's annual meeting at

Canton the following week. President Moore also urged
that the Brunswick Fur Club take action with a view to

the better protection of foxes A motion was made and car-

ried that a committee of three be appointed to go to Au-
gusta and to act in conjunction with a like committee from
the Buckfield Fur Club for the purpose named. The com-
mittee appointed was: F. H, Wilson, H. J. Given and F.
E Roberts, all of Brunswick.
Another feature of the evening's business was the presen-

tation of a meerschaum pipe to the club by R. D Perry
This pipe was donated as a prize for the best hunting story
told in the "Green Room" during the week of the club's

meeting. The meeting, having no further business before
it, adjourned in order that the competition for the pipe
might be commenced.

First Day's Hunt.

As nearly as 1 can gather, twenty-three hounds were taken
out the first day, Tuesday, Jan. 12. These were awned as
follows: Dr. Heffenger's Torment and Joe Forest; Noel
Money's Welsh foxhounds Medlar and Madcap, both fifteen-

months-old puppies; N. Q. Pope's Clay, Samson and Strive;

W. A. Bragdon 's Doc, Sancho, Scot and Gypsy; Marshal
Parks's Billy; C L Wellington's Dot; T. H. Gledhill's

Badge; J. H Gaflrney's Goss and Sport; Dr Fred Wilson's
Wanda and Drake; R D. Perry's "little white hounri" (I

never knew her by any other name); C. L Higgins's Don;
S Williams's bitch, and a handsome dog known to me and
others as the "Thompson boys' dog;" he was a Brunswick
dog, as were also Dr Wilson's hounds.
The hounds were taken out about a mile along the Dur-

ham road, a trail being struck a short distance beyond the
staudpipe. This fox was jumped and the hounds did their

best under the adverse circumstances to keep him moving
Other foxes were also jumped, the pack soon getting split

up, a few; hounds finally landing in what is known as the
"thousand acre" swamp, where one or two of them ma'ie
a night of it. One of the foxes made a circle or two around
by Rocky Hill, but no one managed to get a .shot at him or
any other fox that day ; thus the pool for the first fox was
carried over until the second day,
During the evening a special meeting of the club members

present was called to order by Dr. Heft'enger, the president
of the club. The object of the meeting was to consider the
advisability of paying all entrance fees at the annual field

trials into the club's treasury with a view to defraying the
expenses of the trials, A vote on the subject was taken and
a motion to the above eiSect was carried unanimously, the
general opinion of the club seeming to be that if a man
would not run his hounds for medals and certificates, the
trials could get along without him.

All the club's meetings during the evenings of the week
were held in the "Green Room," a room the walls of which
were hung with pine and spruce boughs until not an inch of the
paper underneath was visible. The resinous odor of the pines
was delicious, that is, until the dozen or more cigars had
gotten in their fine work. In regard to the decorating of the
room, this was only one proof of the interest taken in the
club and its guests by the management of the Tontine. Mr.
L. P Huntoon, the proprietor, and Messrs Harmon Orr and
George Knight, the clerks, all did their utmost to make
things comfortable. (I want to go there again.)

Second Day.

It was just about 5" above zero when we started out on the
second morning. The wind was not so strong to-day as it

was on the first day, but there was enough of it to make it

hard to hear hounds when they got away down wind. It

was far pleasanter, too, to hug the sunny side of a stone wall
instead of standing on a runway and freezing to death. One
lox was killed to-day, Mr. Higgins, the new member of the
club from Bar Harbor, being the lucky man As nearly as I
could learn, he killed the fox in front of Mr. Perry's Clinker,
a black hound that was not out on the first day, and Billy
and Dot, two hounds that were never far apart
We started out to-day with only eleven hounds; Billy,

Dot, Clay, Samson, Sancho, Scot, Badge, Goss, Sport,
Clinker and Medlar. Dr. Wilson's hounds and "the Thomp-
son boys' " dog were not taken out to-day. Of the others
that started on the first day, the following were still missing
at roll call on this Wednesday morning: Torment, Madcap,
Strive, Doc, Gypsy, Don and Mr. Williams's hound
. The bulk of the pack went with us to Rocky Hill, but
Messrs. Wellington and Parks walked out from town, and
Billy and Dot soon had a trail that turned out satisfactorily
later on At Rocky Hill a hot trail was struck and the fox
was jumped in less than ni time. Being a stranger in the
country and a complete stranger to the hounds, it was a lit-

tle hard to know what to do and to tell what hounds were
doing the best work when they did come my way. As I
want to tell the story of this and Thursday's shoot in detail
next week, I will only say that thanks to good luck and to
Rich. Hunnewell's guiding hands I had lo s of fun and saw
about all there was to be seen—except foxes. I heard a
good story too about Noel Money's fox hunting in the vicin-
ity of Lewiston last fall, but that story will keep a day or
two and lose nothing if I can help it,

Several fo:^es were jumped to-day, there being apparently

no lack of them around Brunswick. A special feature of
the day was a sight race that was enjoyed by Noel Money,
Turpin and, I believe. Perry. It was late in the afternoon
when Money spied what be thought was a fox crossing be-
hind a house about 100yds. from him. It was a fox, and
Sancho, who had just come up, saw that it was just what he
had been looking for. The sight race started at once, with
the fox well in the lead and apparently gaining at the start.

,

He went straight for the river, a mile and a half away, and
disdained to enter a wood until he had covered that dis-

tance, althoueh he had plenty of chances to do so By the
time he took to the woods Sancho was close at his brush.
Other hounds joined in and it was only a short wh'le before
he went to ground.

The evening session in the Green Room was marked by the
narration of some excellent hunting stories. Dr. Wilson being
answerable for more than one good one, among the number
a goose story.

Third Day.

It is only necessary at present to mention briefly the hap-
penings of the third day's hunt. The thermometer was
down to zero, but there was no wind to speak of, making it

much more favorable for hearing the hounds. Twelve
hounds and twenty men made up the attacking force. The
men were: N. E. Money, S. Williams, Jr., R. D. Perry, A.
Maxjgregor, W. A. Bragdon, C. L. Higgins, M. Parks, C. E.
Wellington, E. H. Bragg (a. new arrival who hailed from
North Sidney, Me.), Fred H. Wilson, E. B. Nickerson, H.
.1. Given, Oscar Nason, Ed Toothaker, Fred Shaw, Will
Stetson, S. A. Knight, two of "the Thompson boys" and
Edward Banks.
The body of the pack, consisting of the following hounds,

were thrown in at Rocky Hill: Clay, Samson, Scott, Doc
and Sancho. These hounds had a fox going at once, and
carried him well over to South Durham, bringing him right
up to the main body of men who had gone in the second
wagon with Billy, Dot and Medlar, starting in at Coffee
Hill, near a cross road known by various titles. Billy, Dot
and Medlar had a good trail, and were working up to their

fox when the other pack could be heard running lo the
northeast; Medlar harked to them and had lots of fun while
Billy and Dot stuck to their trail and jumped their fox,

taking him over to the village of South Durham. What
became of them after that I cannot say, but I understood
they had a fox going (along with other hounds) in tlxe

"thousand acre swamp" when the shades of night had
fallen.

Dr. Wilson came out with his two hounds, Wanda and
Drake, and "the Thompson boys" came along with him,
birnging their hound. They arrived on the field rather late,

but were in evidence when it came to the final round-up and
"apple social," near Coffee Hill.

'The story of how Billy stalked Will Stetson, how Nicker-
son missed the fox, the trials of Doc Wilson when his
hounds were working out a cold trail and other people
would bother them, the hunting of the bob-tailed black fox
by some of us, etc., all this shall be told.

The proprietor of the Tontine, Mr. Huntoon, made this

evening one of the pleasantest of the week. Besides unlim-
ited music from the throats of City Marshal H. E. "Teal, of
Lewiston, and Ed Snow, assisted by others with good lungs
and tuneful vocal chords, Mr. Huntoon sprung a surprise on
the boys by calling them about 10 :30 to a supper of steam-
ing hot clams, dragged that very day from the bottom of
one of the arms of Casco Bay.

Fourth Day.

Business compelled my return to New York on this day;
Noel Money also had to leave for the city at 11 :25 A. M. A
snow squall was holding out hopes of an inch or two of
snow when we left, but as far as I can learn hopes were
about all thai it amounted to.

Bragdon and Macgregor did not go out with the hunting
party this morning, but went on a hunt after some of their

missing dogs about 10 o'clock. When the bunting party
left the hotel at 7 :30, nearly all the dogs that had been miss-
ing the night before were still absent. Chnker, Orator and
Linda were all that were ready to start; Billy, Marshal
Parks's dog, arrived at the hotel just as the team was start-

ing, so he was taken along to make another. Billy's firm
friend, Dot, was still out. I am indebted to Mr. Ed.
Toothaker for the following brief review of the day's sport:

"Threw in on the high bill west of where we ate the ap-
ples yesterday afternoon, given the name of Coffee Hill by
members of the club. Our dogs were Clinker, Linda, Billy
and Orator. They winded a fox on the side of the hill, and
drove him for one hour toward the northwest. They sepa-
rated out there, and came back with two foxes ahead of them.
At 10:45 Rob Perry shot at a fox ahead of Clinker, and
scored a miss. Clinker quickly driving the fox to ground.
Billy, Linda, Orator and Dot (who had joined the pack) sent
their fox to earth at 1 :30 In the same burrow tbat Clinker
had previously driven his fox.

"At 2 o'clock the boys were cal'ed together and it was de-
cided to dig the foxes out. Securing the proper tools, we
started for the den, which is the same den into which a fox
was driven on Wednesday by Mr. Graves's Hunter and an un-
known hound. We dug until dark, and then, securing a
lantern from a resident farmer, and building a large fire at
the mouth of the den, kept on digging until 7 P. M., when
the tunnel caved in upon us, nearly pinning Capt. E. B.
Nickerson and Perry's hound Orator. 'Thinking it danger-
ous to dig further, we started for home, reaching the hotel
at 8:10."

A postscript to the above letter states that ihe meerschaum
pipe was awarded to Dr. F. H. Wilson for his story of the
"three geese he didn't get." Mr, Toothaker also adds that
Capt. Nickerson has started a cheese factorjr at Coffee Hill.

Edward Banks.

Irisli Terrier Club of America.

Boston, Jan. 12.—The Irish Terrier Club of America has
been organized. The following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, Oliver Ames; Vice-President, W. L. Beadleston;
Treasurer, Samuel D. Parker, 50 State street, Boston; Sec-
retary, O. W. Donner, 70 State street, Boston. The gover-
nors of the club are; Oliver Ames, W. L. Beadleston, Samuel
D. Parker, 0. W. Donner, G. M, Weld, Edwai-d Brooks, B.
L. Sacktlt and W. A. Thom,son.
The outlook for the club is very encouraging, a large num-

ber of applications for membership having already been
received. Printed club lules and other particulars can be
obtained by application to the secretary.

O, W. DoNNBB, Sec'y.
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THE C. F. T. C.'S TRIALS.
The field trials of the Continental Field Trials Clwb were

run at Tupelo, Miss., corrmencing on Jan. 11 and ending on
Jan, 15. Tupelo is situated in northwestern Mississippi, at

the junction of the Mobile & Ohio and Kansas City, Fort
Scott & Birmingham railroads. The surrounding country-
is admirably adapted to field trial purposes, the fields being
large, with wide stretches of open and cover, with gentle
hills and vales all spread before the eye so clearly
that there was no difliculty experienced in observ-
ing the work of the dogs, whether they were far
away or near. With all their natural advantages, the
grounds had some serious objections, first of all being the
scarcity of birds, after which came the annoying interfer-

ence of wire fences and large ditches. As to the birds, cer-

tain signs, such as empty cartridge cases lying here and
there on he grounds, wounded birds and broken bevies, de-
noted that there had been shooting done instead of pre-
serving.

The resident sportsmen did all they could to make the
visitors welcome and comfortable.
The horses were of a much higher grade than those put in

service at the average trials, and the charges for them were
reasonable.

While there was some bad weather in the way of heavy
rainstorms, it interfered but little wiih the competition.
There was a fair sprinkling of visitors, among whom were
T. P. Mingst, Evansville, Ind.; P. T. Madison, Indianapolis;
G. E. Griswold, St. Paul ; Dr. M. F. Rogers and W. G.
Bias, New Albany, Miss. ; A. P. Gilliam, "Stanton, Tenn.

;

J. N. Seale, Jackson, Tenn., and a number of others,

The judges were Prof. Edm, H. Osthaus, Toledo, O.
;

Messrs. W. S. Bell, Pittsburg, and B, Waters, New York.
The dogs were given a most thorough trial and the awards
were well received.

As to the quality of the competition, both stakes were
excellent, the Derby being exceptionally strong both in

respect to the number of starters and their high class of
work.

Progressive euchre parties in the evenings served to divert
the field trial contingent most happily, and this new feature
evoked much praise, The prizes were all of a useful char-
acter, so that the diversion combined the amusing and the
useful. All the prizes were paid promptly, and the consen-
sus of opinion was that the trials were eminently successful
in every respect.

All Continental prizes and expenses were paid in full.

The Derby.

An excellent lot of dogs competed in the Derby. After
the winners had been selected, there was as good material
left as is to be found in the winners of the average Derby.
Of course there were a few ordinary performers, but the
percentage was smaU. What with the unmistakable scarcity

of birds, the lack of information as to the grounds incident
to the first use of them for field trial purposes, and the ob-

struction to the running caused by wire fences, the competi-
tion was excellent.

Pin. Money, first, ran well in every heat. Her performance
was consistently good throughout. She ranges wide and
fast, takes her range with good judgment, stays out well at

her work, and is sweetly obedient and observant of the gun.
She is a merry, pleasing worker, style good, and her point-

ing and locating are sharp and accurate, both on bevies and
singles.

Dave Earl pressed Pin Money very closely for first. His
range was wide and fast, his judgment excellent, and his

point work clean and accurate, save for two errors in his

first heat. His second heat was an admirable display of

skillful finding, rare judgment and sharp point work.
Josie Freeman, third, was a most resolute competitor, dili-

gent in searching, and a very successful finder. She also

was skillful in her point work. She fell off somewhat in

her last heat in range, but she made a very close competition
for the honors. She is a bitch of rare excellence.

Count Gloster divided fourth with RodSeld's Boy. He
has good jud2;ment in searching the likely places, is a suc-
cessful bird finder, and fairly free from error in his point
work, though some false points and flushes lowered his rat-

ing. His range is not always uniform, though he was always
industrious. He worked unremittingly in the interests of the
gun.

Rodfleld's Boy displayed an excellent nose, . and some of
his point woik was admirable; but he would self-hunt at

times, and was difficult to handle. He knew how to find

birds, but at times forgot that his work was not for his own
pleasure.

The stake was open to all pointers and setters whelped on
or after Jan. 1. 1895. Purse, $500: $300 to first, $150 to sec-

ond, $100 to third, $50 to fourth; $10 forfeit, $10 more to

start.

There were nineteen starters, drawn in the following order:
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liv. and w. pointer

bitch Rupee (Delhi—Selah), C. E. Buckle, handler, with P.
H. Essig's b. , w. and t. setter bitch Saragossa Belle (Gleam's
Pink—Maud), J. H Johnson, handler.

Mayfield & Gude's b., w. and t. setter bitch Josie Freeman
(Antonio—Nellie Hope), J. A. Gude, handler, with P. Loril-

lard, Jr.'s, b., w. and t setter bitch Olivette (Euiene T.

—

Beryl), C. Tucker, handler.

H. 8. Smith's 1. and w. pointer bitch Ripple (Rip Rap

—

Pc-arl's Dot), J. H Johnson, handler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s,

b., w. and t. setter dog Count Gloster (Eugene T.—Gloster
Girl), C. Tucker, handler.

J. P. Green's b., w. and t. setter dog Sarsfield (Rodfield

—

Opal), J. H. Johnson, handler, with T. W, O'Byrne's b. and
w. pointer dog Moerlein (Rip Rap—Belle (jf Ossian), N. B.
Nesbitt, handler.

Theo, Goodman's b., w. and t. setl;er dog Dave Earl (Count
Gladstone—Dan's Lady), .J. H. Johnson, handler, with Char-
lottesville Field Trial Kennels' b. b. setter bitch Pin Money
(Count Gladstone IV.—Daisy Croft), C. E. Buckle, hand-
ler.

H. R. Edwards's b., w. and t. setter bitch Rod's Pell (Rod-
field—Opal), Geo. Gray, handler, with 8. P. Jones's b., w.
and t. setter dog Hursibourne Zip (Tony Boy—Dimple), D.
E Rose, handler.

Fox & Blythe's b., w. and t. setter bitch Caroline (Anto-
nio—Countess Rush), J. H. Johnson, handler, with P. Loril-

lard, Jr.'s. b,, w. and t. setter bitch Merry Maiden (Eugene
T.—Maiden Mine), C. Tucker, handler,
T. W. O'Byrne's liv. and w. pointer dog Redskin (Louis

Bent—Fleety Fay), N. B. Nesbitt, handler, with John T.
Mayfield's (Agt.) b., w. and t. setter dog Rodfleld's Boy
4Bodfleld=Bue Gladstone), owner, handler

J. J. Kinnane's b., w. and t. setter dog Gleam's Roy
(Gleam's Sport—Marie Avent), J T. Mayfield, handler, with
H Ames's b..w and t setter bitch Christina (Blue Ridge
Mark—Lou R ), D. E Rose, handler.
H Ames's b.. w. and t setter bitch Guenn (Blue Ridge

Mark—Lou R.), D. E. Rcse, handler,

Monday.
The weather was clear, bright, and with a temperature in-

vigoratingly cool w'thout being uncomfortable. The day
was not productive of an abundance of birds. The bevies
found were far fewer in number than they should have been,
and empty shotgun shells found in parts of the grounds
would teem to indicate that there had been shooting, though
ostensibly the grounds were preserved. Nevertheless the
dogs made an excellent showing.

First Bound.
Rtjpee and Saragossa Belle started at 9:03. Belle

showed medium range and fairly good judgment in beating
out her ground.' She made a good find and point on a bevy.
Rupee showed but fair work oh scattered birds, but her range
was narrow and purposeless, and she came in often to her
handler. She seemed to be in a frivolous humor. Down 35
minutes. ,

Josie Freeman and Oltvette began at 9:43. Josie took
a cast in bottom and pointed a bevy; Olivette coming up
backed nicely and without any prompting. As her handler
came up she broke her back, pressed in and flushed. .Josie

pointed a bevy in the bottom of a ditch and made two points
on the scattered birds in corn. She showed very good range
and was gpeedv, but she was lacking in style, having no
tail action. Her work on birds was accurate and quick.
She was ordered up at 10:28, and Olivette was sent on alone
to work on some marked birds. On a single she point^^'d it

well, but broke her point and flushed it bunglingly. Up at

10.33.

Ripple and Codnt Gloster were cast off at 10:89.
Each one scored a bevy point, finding nicely and locating
quickly. Ripple made two sharp points on scattered birds.

She ranged fairly wide, though narrower at the last part of
heat, and beat out her ground with fair judgment. Her
work was spirited. Count was industrious, range medium,
save for a wider cast now and then. He showed good judg-
ment. Both were industrious. Up at 11 .24.

Sarsfield and Moerlein began at 11:34. Sarsfield
marred a good point on a bevy by breaking shot and chafing.

He did some sloppy work on another bevy. He was difficult

to handle. His natural ability to find birds was good, but he
lacked finish. Moerlein's performance was commonplace
throughout. Up at 13;32.

The party next went to lunch.
Dave Earl and Pin Money started at 1 :86. Both dog4

ranged wide and fast, covering a great deal of ground with
excellent judgment. Dave made two points to which noth-
ing was found. Pin Money backing nicely. They were
ordered up at 2:23, No birds were found. "Some unfavor-
able ground was worked. Wire fences obstructed the
course frequently. The excellent searching powers dis-

played kept both does in the second series.

Rod's Pell and Hursteournb Zip were cast off at 8 :30.

In the opeu in sedge the dogs came on birds. Owing to

cover the judges could not see the work till the dogs hael

set. Zip down wind of the birds. Pell up wind of them, so
that it seemed as if the former was pointing, the latter back-
ing. Sent on, Pell next pointed nicely a bevy near the edge
of a ditch. Up at 3 :li. Both were diligent. Zip the better
in range and judgment. It was a good working heat.

Caroline and Merry Maiden began at 3:15. The heat
was marked throua;hout by an excess of falfe pointing
and no true pointing. They struck the trail of a bevy,
which they were unal)le to locate. On the scattered birds
marked down they succeeded no better. Up at 4:11. Maiden
was the better ranger.

Redskin and Rodeield's Boy started at 4:33. Rod was
lost for some mirutes. Brought together and sent on, Rod
pointed a bevy; Redskin backed. "Rod made a point on a
single, which flushed wild. Sent on. Rod pointed at the
foot of a hill. Redskin about 30yds. ahead crossed the
trail and pointed, then roaded awkwardly to a point on the
bevy a few yards ahead; the find was Rod's. Rod made two
good points on singles. Up at 5 :05.

Tuesday.

The morning was clear and pleasantly cool, with a cloudy
sky. Later a breeze sprung up. The day was good through-
out for work. Birds were too scarce for satisfactory com-
petition. The most diligent woik was rewarded with
meager finding. The second round was continued.

Gleam's Roy and Christina were cast off at 8:33.

While they made a competition of fair merit, they were not
equal to several others m the quality of their work. A bevy
was seen to flush from a hollow where both dogs were out of

sight of the judges On the scattered birds Christina pointed,

and a moment afterward Roy pointed or backed. Up at

9:50, after a long search without finding till near the close of

the heat.

Guenn, the bye dog, began at 10:03. Down about 30
minutes. She found two bevies which she pointed nicely.

Her manner of work was pleasing Her range was mid-
dling, speed good and she worked industriously.

Second Bound.

Ten dogs were kept in this round.
Josie Freeman and Hukstbcurne Zip were cast oft" a

11 ;07. Both pointed a few yards apart in woods or backed
each other, or one was pointing and the other backing, but
circumstances indicated that it was Josie's point; however
it was as to the dogs, there was a bevy of birds close by the

dogs which was flushed when ' they were ordered on. On
the scattered birds Josie pointed nicely. Zip made two
flushes. Zip was running in poor form, showing over caution

and but moderate range. Josie ran fast and wide. She,

pointed in good style, but while she carried herself weU she
showed no tail action.

Rodeield's Boy and Rod's Pell were next to run, but
the latter being absent Sarsfield was called up to run instead.

They were cast off at 13 ;10. Boy pointed a bevy, then ia

drawing on he flushed it. Sarsfield secured a point on two
remaining birds. At times they were both difficult to handle.

On some scattered birds of a bevy in woods each secured two
points. Next Boy roaded nicely to a point on a bevy by a

fence, the work of both dogs on these birds being very good
indeed. Each next secured a point on singles. Boy had
much the better of the beat in range, judgment and point

work. Up at 1 :ig.

The party went to lunch.

Saragossa JBelle and Count C^i-ostub were siajted at

2:17. Some indecisive work was done on two birds on a
ditch bank. Count half pointed at the same time Belle was
in the ditch. A single bird flushed from the bank not far
from the dogs. Belle came out and backed Count, the lat-
ter then steadying to a point, to which Tucker flushed a
single. Sent on. Count pointed a single well and made two
flushes on singles which were partly excusable. Next he
made two points to which there was nothing. Sent on,
Count found and pointed a bevy nicely, and on the scattered
birds in woods he made one point, Belle two. Up at 3;27.
Both ranged fast and wide, though Count shortened his
range a few times, while Belle maintained hers well to the
end. On birds Count bad the better judgment, and also the
better judgment in seeking in the likely places. Belle ran a
very commendable heat. Both ran in better form than in
flrat round.
Repple and Pin Monet started at 3:43 and ran till 4:83.

The latter was troubled with a lame hindleg, but she ran
gamely nevertheless. Both ranged fast and wide. Pin Money
the better in range and judgment. Pin Money found and
pointed two bevies and made two points on singles. Ripple
made a point on singles. The point work was clean and ac-
curate.

Dave Earl and Guenn started at 4:37, and ran till 5:05.
Dave found and pointed tbree bevies, the last of which was
roaded a long distance before it was located and pointed.
He ranged wide and fast and intelligently. Guenn was in-
dustrious, but entirely outclassed.

Wednesday.

The morning weather indications were that the heavy
rains of the night were not ended, but a start was made
nevertheless. Rain set in soon after the start was made, and
gradually settled into a steady downpour. As the round
had been begun in the rain, it was decided ,to finish it, so
that the conditions would be alike for all concerned.

7Mrd Bound.

Pin Monet AND Josie Freeman started at 9:02 and ran
15 minutes in a steady rainfall. Pin Money went with her
usual dash and range. Josie fell off from her range of pre-
ceding heats, though still fast and diligent. No birds were
found.
Rodeield's Bot and Ripple were started at 9 :38. Boy

broke away from control twice. The second time he kept
away from his handler till he secured a point on a bevy, the
judges in the meantime waiting till he was brought back.
Ripple in the meantime was ordered up to await his return
before a start was made on some scattered birds marked
down in woods. When sent on Ibgether Boy pointed a
single and it flushed wild. He next flushed one and pointed
a single which was a few yards behind him. Sent on. Boy
pointed at the edge of woods. Ripple backed, broke her
back ard both drew swiftly into woods, and in about
lOOvds Ripple flushed a single, then pointed the bevy. ITp
at 10:23, Ripple ran in much lower form than in her pre-
ceding heats. She seemed to be in a frivolous mood durinu
a large part of the heat, giving more attention to bird seek-
ing toward its close. Boy showed a good nose, but at tim( s

he would self hunt, and often when ranging at the correr-t

distance he was disobedient and more inclined to range at his
own pleasure than that of his handler. There was a cessti-

tion of the downpour in the beginning of the heat, but it

soon began again, and was raining heavily at the close.

Dave Earl and Count Gloster were started at 11 :03

and ran 25 minutes. Dave cut out the range after the first,

few minutes, he seemingly disliking the wet till he was
well into it, when he was unconcerned. He took wide casta

and led Count out several times, though the latter was going
well and seemed to like the rain and the heavy going. A
bevy flushed by one of the handlers was followed. Count
(iropped nicely to a point on it. Dave ran close by him a
moment afterward and also pointed. An effort was made
to find the scattered birds again without satisfactorj result

'This heat ended the stake.

The All-Agre Stake.

This stake had twelve starters, exceptionally good dogs,
drawn to run as follows:

H. B Ledbetter's b., w. and t. setter dog Marie's Sport
(Gleam's Sport—Marie Avent), Geo. Gray, handler, with D.
E. Rose's (Agt.) b., w. and t. setter dog Domino (Antonio-
Ruby's Giri), D E. Rose, handler.

T. T Ashford's liv. and w. pointer dog Von Gull (Kent
Elgin -Fannie Croxtcth), D E. Rose, handler, with H. H-
Edwards's b., w. and t setter dog Harwick (Topsy's Rod

—

Opal), Gto. Gray, handler,

J L Adams's liv. and w. pointer dog Crackerjack (Lad of
Rush— Cyclops), J. H. Johnson, handler, with W. H.
Beazell's b , w and t. setter dog Haroid Skimpole (Whjte
B —Nettie Bevan), Geo Gray, handler.

R. V Fox's b , w, andt setter dog Tony's Gale (Antonio

—

Nellie G.), J. H Johnson, handler, with Del Monte Kennels'
b , w. and t. setter dog Rod's Chaff (Roderigo—Gladstone's
Girl), A C. Waddell, handler.

A L, Sbonfield's b , w and t. setter dog Leo Noble (King
Leo—Minnie T,), N, B Nesbitt, handler, with R Y. Fox's
b., w and t. setter dog Forzando (Gath's Mark-Countess
Rush), J. H John.son, handler,

N. T, de Pauw's liv. and w. pointer bitch Sister Sue
(.Jingo—Rooney), N. B, Nesbitt, handler, with C. P.
Mingst's b. and w. setter dog folia's Rex (Antonio—Colum-
bia), J. Mayfield, handler.

'This stake was open to all pointers and setters which had
never won first in any All-Age Stake in any recognized field

trials in America Purse, $500: $300 to first, $150 to second,
$100 to third, $50 to fourth. Ten dollars forfeit, $10 addi-
tional to start.

Nearly all the dogs had achieved fame in former competi-
tions, and were an exceptionally high class of dogs.
Harold Skimpole, winner of first, made an excellent com-

petition, sustaining his work well in every heat. He was
Very closely pressed by both Marie's Sport and Tony's Gale.
He carried himself with dash and spirit, was quick and cor-

rect in his bird work, and in range he covered a wide scope
of ground. He worked to the gun withal and was
obedient.

Marie's Sport, second, at one time seemed the winner, but
he tell off in the class, of hia first work, was disposed to stay
in the woods too long at the end of his casts or when out of
sight, and he frittered away some time on worthless scents
now and then in his last two heats. He also shortened his

range occasionally in those heats. Nevertheless he showed
himself to be an excellent dog, his best work being admir-
able, and the margin between first and second was not wide.
Tony Gale, third, also was a very strong competitor for

first. His range vim wide, aud his speed fast; bis bird work
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was good, though marred by inaccuracy once in a while, and
hewa8 not properly obedient at all times.

Fourth prize was won by Von Gull, a pointer of merit.

Some of his work was of real brilliancy, bui it was not eus-

tained in other than one heat. He displayed an f xcellent

nose, pointed and roaded with a high head, and ranged wido
at times, though his average range was medium.
The work of all the winners was conspicuously dashing,

and of an order rarely se- n at a field trial. There were no
gross errors made by them. Only by the most thorough
trial were the winners determined, as will be noted from the
length of time and the number of times the dogs were run.

Thursday.
Clouds light and heavy obscured the sky during the day.

The temperature was moderately cool. Muddy, heavy
grounds were a consequence of the Wednesday's heavy
downpour of rain, and added sonaewhat to the difficulty of

the competition Birds apparently were not moving mush
in the morning hours. There was much obstruction to the
running of several heats, caused by the long wire fences.

First Round.

Doming aj^d Mabie's Sport began at 9:16. Both dogs
started industriously and ranged wide and fast, Sport tbe
better in judgment, and he sustained his performance to the
end of the heat Domino feel oS in speed the latter half of
the heat He made one point to which nothing was found.
Sport found and pointed two bevies. Up at 10:29, with the
heat decidedly in favor of Sport.

Von Gci-ii ajto Harwick were cast off at 10:40. Both
started their work in excellent form, Von showing the more
judgment and knowledge. Both were found backing each
other apparently. Ordered on, Von started promptly, while
Haiwicli held his point stanchly. Nothing found, Sent on,

Von pointed a bevy nicely and was backed In woods on
the scattered birds. Von made a rare exhibition of sharp,
accurate point work on singles, going at them with a high
nose and locating swiftly at the first effort. He made four
points in succession, one of which ended with a flush as he
moved to get the wind a bit better, and as he wheeled rap-
idly on a fifth he slipped, fell over on his side and the bird
flashed, Harwick failed to score a point, though he backed
prettily. Sent on, he made a point to which nothing was
found His judgment seemed faulty as to the meaning of
scents. Up at 11 :15.

Cracker,jaok akd Harold Skimpole were cast off at

11:24. Harold setmed disposed to waste time working on
worthless scents betimes, and did not take his range with
the best of judgment. He dropped to a point on a bevy,
and Crackerjack backed to caution. Sent after the scattered
birds, Harold pointed a bevy in woods and Jack backed.
Next he pointed a single bird, which flushed wild. He was
ordered up at 12:01, and Crackerjack was sent on alone to
work on some scattered birds in woods. He pointed a single
well. He was difficult to handle. His range was wide and
he ran at good speed. Up at 13:06.

The party waited about an hour for the lunch wagon to
arrive, failing which the competition was resumed.
Tony Gale iUsid Rob's Chaff were cast off at 1 :10. The

heat was in parts cramped a great deal by wire fences.
Chaff dropped to a point in the open field; Tony backed;
nothing found. Sent on, both were found set in sedge
grass, the indications being that Tony was pointing the bevy
and Chaff backing, Sent on, and again after ranging a
while, both were found on point, so that it was difficult to
determine which had made the find. Chaff moved on to
locate, flushed a bird excusably, then roaded accurately to
the bevy and {jointed it. Tony backed at will. On the
scattered birds in woods Chaff made two points. Tony was
the better ranger, though Chaff made a good showing. Up
at 1 :57.

The lunch in the meantime had arrived, those entrusted
with the delivery of it having missed their way
FoRZA-NDO AND Leo Noble began at 3:45 Leo was lost

several minutes in the early part of the heal:. He pointed a
bevy in a half hearted manner, though close on it, and For-
zando passing by him refused to back, excusably so, as Leo
was wagging his tail. Forzando passed clo.9e to the bevy,
then passed on. Sent on, Leo pointed; Forzando backed;
nothing found. Leo often worked out of bounds, and was
difficult to handle. Forzando had a medium range, and his
judgment in beating out his ground was ordinary. Up at
4:05.

Sister Sue and jEolia's Rex were cast off at 4:07, Rpx
pointed a bevy. Sue roaiied on the trail of it some moments
after the point was made. On the scattered birds Rex
pointed a single nicfly, Sue making game at the same time.
Sue roaded a long distance on a rabbit. She made a point
next on a single bird. Rex pointed a bevy. Sue backed,
crawled on her back till she passed by and stole the point.
Sue pointtd a rabbit and Rex backed to order. Sent on,
both were found on point on a single bird. Up at 4:53.
Rex displayed the best nose and judgment. Sue Jrittered

away much lime on false scents. Her work was mixed, a
little good work with many faults.

Friday.

Another downpour of rain on Thursday night made the
grounds muddy on the high grounds and both muddy and
sloppy in the lowlands, but a clear sky most of the day and
moderate warmth made good conditions for bird finding. It

was the best day of the trials so far as numbers of birds and
good work on them are concerned.

Second Round.

Tony Gale and Domino were started at 8:43. Both
ranged fast and wide, Tony the better In judgment and the
wider in range Both recognized scent and made game
rapidly and earnestly, but they failed to locate. Sent on,
both were casting wide. Tony found and pointed a bevy
nicely in open sedge. It flushed wild before Domino could
be brought up to back. On the scattered birds, Domino
pointed, moved on and a single was flashed by a horseman
afterward. Tony pointed near a ditch in cotton. Domino,
called up, joined independently in the point The bevy was
afterward flushed across the ditch. Tony pointed a single.
Each made a point to which nothing was found. Up at
9:11. Tony classed higher in every way than Domino.
Harold Skimpole and Leo Noble were started at 9:23.

Leo soon pointed a bevy and Harold backed, and here his
advantage ended, for Harold quickly disposed of his chances
thereafter. Harold next poinied a tjevy and Leo refused to
back. Leo pointed in weeds; nothing found; next he
flushed a single His range was poor Up 9:39 Harold
ranged wide and fast, his judgment was good and he com-
pletely overshadowed his onm petit or

Maria's S^obt .vnd Rod's Chaff were started at 9;47.

Both pointed the same bevy in the open. Sent on, Chaff
found and pointed two bevies well. Sport found and
pointed two bevies, made two good points on singles, a

flush on a single and a point to which nothing was found.

Both backed well. Up at 10:43. Sport was the wider and
better ranker, and seemed to be a bit weary at the end of

his heat. He carried too much flesh for the best condition

for running, though he made a very commendable com-
petition.

Von GuLii aj^d Folia's Rex started at 10:46, Von
pointed

; nothing found; Rex refused to back. Set on. Rex
pointed a bevy and was backed nicely. Von pointed a single

and Rex joined in the point. Von pointed in corn
;
nothing

found. Rex pointed a bevy; Von backed. Von pointed
sparrows. He ran a very inferior heat, showing but ordi-

nary interest in his work and making errors of judgment in

ranging and in pointing. Rex was wholly unreliable in

back setting, and would steal the point on every opportunity.

Up at 11;28.

Third Bound,

Tony Gale and Harold Skimpole were started at 13:56.

Harold pointed a bevy ;
Tony was disobedient and could not

be brought in to back. On the scattered birds each made a
point on a single. Next Harold drew to an excusable flush

on a sinarle. Sent on, there was a joint point on a single

bird. Next both made game; nothing found, ^arold
pointed a bevy nicely. Both backed well. Tony was dis-

obedient and hard to handle on single birds. Up at 1:26.

Marie's Sport AND ^Eolia's Rex were started at 2:06,

The former outworked and outclassed Rex in every particu-

lar. Rex made a point to which nothing was found, joined

in a point on a bevy found and pointed by Sport, flushed one
bird and pointed another. Up at 3:55.

Von Gull and Rod's Chaff started at 3;03. Von
pointed a bevy, Chaff not near to back. The latter short-

ened his range and speed during this heat. Von was run-
ning in fairly good form. Chaff made much better than an
average showing.

Mml,
Harold Skimpole and Marie's Sport were cast off at

8 :38 Both dogs started well, going fast and wide, Harold
maintaining his pace more uniformly, and going wider than
his competitor. Sport pointed a bevy. At the same time
Harold was lost, and was found in sedge about SOOjds, away
pointing a single. Sent on, Harold flushed a single. Sport
contracted his range toward the last of the heat and was
going slower. Harold was not going quite so strong at the
finish as at the beginning. Up at 4:04, and the trials were
ended.

West Point, Miss., Jan. l%.— {Spe.oi<il to Forest and
Stream']: The Champion Stake will t)e run next week, be-
ginning on Tuesday. The judges will probably be W. S.

Bell and N. Wallace. The pointer Derby was finished to-

day. Winners: First, Young Rip Rap; second, Elgene;
third. Ripple. Setter Derby begins to- morrow.

B. Waters.

The New Tork Show.
The premium list of the W. K. C. show is now ready and

will be sent by Supt. James Mortimer, Nos. 66-70 Beaver
street, New York. In our notice of the premiums last week
the second prize of $15 was omitted from classes in which the
first prize is |20. Entries will close Feb. 8. Of the premium
list Mr. Mortimer writes:

We offer in movt important breeds, including pointers,

English, Irish and Gordon setters, collies, bull dogs and fox
terriers (smooth), in open classes, $30, |l5, $10 and $5 as
first, second, third and fourth prizes. We have made field

trial classes for all breeds of dogs that have taken part in
field trials in the United States and Canada, including
pointers, the different setter bieeds and beagles; and have
made an increase of twenty classes on that of last year, our
present classification being 366 as against 346 in 1896, besides
offering a special cash prize of $30 for the best exhibit of
four of nearly every breed. The money prizes in St. Ber-
nards amount to $48;), pointers $430, setters $930, spaniels

$690, collies and sheep dogs $470, poodles $375, bull dogs
|370, fox terriers $530, and so on. Our actual cash pre-
miums amount to nearly $8,000, a larger amount than we
have given before, and twice as much as that offered by any
other show on the continent of America.
The Westminster Kennel Club offers at the coming show

a challenge cup, value $350, for the best exhibit of five

couples of English foxhounds, the property of any recognized
hunt club in the United States and Canada. Hounds to be
entered in their regular classes, and shown with the hunts-
man or whip in livery. This cup will not be awarded unless
there are two or more competitors, and must be won three
times by the same club before becomingits absolute property.

Messrs. C. Albert Stevens and Perry Tiffany offer $20 for
the best bull terrier stud dog shown with two of his sons,
whose merits alone are to be considered, and which may be
the property of different owners. This prize will not be
awarded unless there are two or more competitors.

International Fox Terrier Club.

Detroit, Jan. 13.—A meeting of fox terrier breeders was
held at Detroit, Jan. 11, for the purpose of organizing a fox
terrier club, which resulted in the election of the following
well-known terrier fanciers: President, Chas. Backus, De-
troit, Mich, ; Vice-President, Tnos. Ollette, Detroit, Mich.

;

Secretary and Treasurer, J J. Lynn, Port Huron, Mich.

;

Board of Governors: Geo. M. Hendrie, Chas. Backus and
Thos. Ollette, Detroit, Mich. ; Wallace Waken, Chicago, 111.

;

Geo. S. Sinclair, Toledo, 0 ; J. J. Lynn, Port Huron.
This club is sure of success, with a good list of member-

ship on lis books. It is proposed that during 1897 two
shows shall be given, and after 1897 four shows a year shall

be held. Specials will be offered at all the leading shows in
the West. It was decided that the club would be known as
the International Fox Terrier Club, which will of course
take in its membership many Canadian breeders. The fi st

show will be held at Port Huron during the spring months.
Specials and championship cups will be added in the differ-

ent Breeders' Stakes. J. J. Lynn, Sec'y.

Foxhound Trials.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 15.—The Hoosier Kennel Club
has generously set aside to be competed for by foxhounds

:

$35 for best all-round dog or bitch, $10 for second and $5
for third. The trials to beheld on Friday and Sa'urday,
Feb. 5 and 6, on suitable grounds some distance from
Indisnipolis, and in a good fox country. Our red foxes are
noted for their running qualities. Trailing, buuting, speed,

endurance and fox sense, in fact all the elements combined
in one dog as nearly as possible to make the perfect dog, the
fox to be jumped wild on his native heath.
These points to be decided by three judges of known fox-

hunting experience.
Dogs to be eligible for this contest must be entered in the

Hoosier Kennel Club show and pay their entrance fee, and
be in their kennels at said show from Feb. 1 until Feb 6, un-
less competitors in the field, when they will be excused by
tbe committee during the trials. An additional fee of $1
will be charged to competitors in the trials. Ten entries to

fill. We find this necessary as a bar to many dogs that
would otherwise be entered who lacked training and ex-
perience, and would be a detriment to the trials. Rabbit
chasers will be penalized.

All classes of dogs will be largely represented at this show,
and lovers of the foxhound and beagle want to see the hound-
classes head the list. Enter your dog and come slong with
him. Let's see who really has the best dog in Kentucky,
Ohio, Illinois or Indiana.

Entries close Feb. 1,

Drop me a line and entry blanks will be mailed.

.

P. S.—The above, with exception that $30 will be given in
prizes, divided $30, $5, $5, to be run on rabbits in braces,
will govern the beagle trials.

F. W. Samuels,
Chairman Foxhound and Beagle Committee.

Milwaukee Show Abandoned.
Milwaukee Kennel and Pet Stock Association,

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 11.— It had been agreed upon to hold
a show following Chicago, but as Louisville also claims the
same dates so Milwaukee withdraws in favor of Louisville.

Louis Steffbn, Se.c'y,

Communications for thi* department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly detira ble

BICYCLE ADJUSTMENT FOR BOYS.
Dr. Edwin Howes, of Louisville, Ky., gives some good

advice to bicycle manufacturers with regard to wheels sold

to boys. There is no sensible reason why the bicycle should
not be a health-giving and invigorating means of exercise for

boys; but, like other good things, it is open to abuse.
Dr. Howes writes:

"Cycling can be the healthiest or the unhealthiest of all

exercises, as the rider chooses to make it.

"The abuses to which I refer are among the boys from ten
to fifteen years, who are not capable of judging what is best

for themselves. The fathers being ignorant of wheeling in

most cases, and the agent thinking only of making a sale,

allows the boy to select a machine to suit himself, regardless

of hvgienic effects.

"The boy invariably chooses drop handle bars and a high
gear. The result will be a large crop of weak lunged or con-
sumptive youths with valvular enlargement of the heart and
a deformed personal appearance, *. e., round shoulders and
humped backs ; the first and last condition being produced
by the position necessitated by the handle bars (drop), the
heart trouble by the high gear combined with the position of
riding.

"A man's (or boy's) principal breathing is by or with the
abdominal muscles, so that, when he is doubled up on the
wheel, his lungs are not only compressed by the shoulders
and chest walls, but it is impossible for him to inflate his.

lungs on account of the doubled-up condition of the abdom-
inal muscles.
"The result of this will becongestion and consolidation of

the spaces of the lungs, which will make weak lungs, if not
consumption. Quick motion of the limbs of a child is

natural, therefore not harmful. But nature never intended
that a child should be put under a continual heavy muscu-
lar strain, such as is necessary to propel a high-geared
machine.

' 'The effects of the high gear, combined with the cramped
position of the lungs, which prevents a free flow of blood
through them, will most certain Ij' produce enlargement of

the valves of the heart. The result of this injudicious selec-

tion and riding will become manifest in the next two or
three years. The physicians will not stop to think that this

is the result of the abuse of what should be a good, healthy
exercise, but will simply attribute it to wheel riding in gen-
eral, and will at once raise a great hue and cry against wheel
riding through the medical and daily press, and in the fam-
ilies. You can judge the effect it would have on the wheel
trade if the fathers were convinced by the family physician
that it was detrimental to the health of their boys,

"I would suggest that you put a chapter in your catalogue
incorporating these facts (and any doctor, after trying the
positions and thinking on the matter, will say they are facts),

with advice as to the correct way to ride a wheel. I would
also suggest that you instruct your agents that they advise
the fathers to select high handle bars and a low gear, in-

forming them of the evil results likely to follow the other
selection. The boys would then have to make their speed
by fast foot movements, which will do them no harm."

Up to Date.

Southern resorts nowadays to be abreast of the times
advertise their attractions from the wheelman's standpoint.

The Florida resoits, for example, all have something to say
in their descriptive pamphlets of the excellence of the roads
or sea beaches in their immediate vicinity for cycling, or of

the bicycle paths which have been constructed for the bene-
flt of their patrons. Some of these hotels conduct riding
academies under the supervision of competent instructors,

and rental rooms in connection with hotels are now almost
as common as bowling alleys or tennis courts.

That there is a reason for giving wheeling this prominent
mention is shown by the illustrations from photographs
which go along with the text, for in a large percentage of

the cases where human beings appear they are shown in

some relation to a bicycle. No sea beach scene seems com-
plete without groups of cyclists, and the roads through the
pine forests or under the palms are given perspective by the
nrrangement of riders in foreground and middle distance.

To the traditional "boating, bathing and fishing" which
appears in announcements of these hotels QJUst DOW i>e

added "wheeling,"
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Misdirected Ingenuity.

One of the recent inventions reported from the Patent
Office is a comtiined mud guard, skirt holder and rest for
bicycles. Its practicability may be judged from the fact
that the attachment is made in the form of an eagle, in which
the body serves as a mud guard, the wings as a skirt pro-

tector and the legs as a rest for the bicycle. The wings are

attached to the body by spring hinges to prevent injury in

case of a fall, while the legs are operated by a combination
of levers and slide rods. It would be interesting to know
just what the inventor had in view when evolving this mon-'
Strosity. He could hardly have expected that it would come
into universal use, or even that a limited number of the at-

tachments could be sold The vast majority of female
bicycle riders are sensitive about their appearance, and we
opine that it would not be an easy matter to find a single

individual who could be bribed to ride the flipping eagle in

public.

Were this an isolated case, an explanation would be forth-

coming, but the records of the Patent Office teem witb just

such impractical devices, proving that misdirected ingenuity
is common enough.
During a Single period of three months last year 1,100

patents were applied for for improvements in connection
with the bicycle. Tires alone were responsible for 550.

Two hundred were asked for on features of general con-
struction, fifty-six forsaddles, fifty two for brakes, thirty-one

for chain improvements, twenty-two far valves, twenty-five
for lubricators, nineteen for locks, fourteen for devices for

securing women's dresses, twelve for lamps, seven for bells,

two for devices for carrying pipes and matches, and one for

a luncheon carrier; while ice bicycles, chainless bicycles, hill

climbers and other ideas figure largely.

It is estimated that two-thirds of all the patents issued are

valueless to the manufacturer, and in the line of bicycle im-
provement no doubt the pt-rcentage is immeasurably greater.

Take for example the item of tires. From the reports it ap-

pears that more were patented in a week than have been suc-

cessfully introduced upon the market in the last six years,

and it" is the same way with the other rlissifications.

Theories whose practicability have long since besn exploded
still continue to lure the inventive mind by way of wasted
funds and energy to ultimate disappointment and failure.

When we consider the great odds that oppose the introduc-
tion of articles of real merit, it is little wonder that so many
fall by the wayside.

New Models.

The new models for 1897 have a more finished appearance,
as a rule, than any bicycles heretofore tamed out. Plush
joints have been adopted with remarkable unanimity, and
the frames are more richly and smoothly enameled. The
option of wood handle bars in place of steel is generally
given, and improved crank shaft mechanisms all aiming
toward simplicity of parts are almost universal. Manufac
turers are also practically unanimous in condemning the old
style of oil holes, which were fiequently dirt traps, and im-
proved methods of oiling are found in nearly all the new
models. Attention has been given to the perfection of

sprocket wheels, and there has been a general increase in

their size, while either one or both sprockets are made de-

tachable. Many manufacturers have adopted D-shaped
tubing for the rear forks, which allows a greater clearance
for the tire, and permits the use of larger sizes.

Ball retaining devices for bearings are common, while
arrangements are made for adjustment independent of

frame.
Considerable attention has been paid to improving the

general appearance of the new wheels, and fork crowns,
rims, spokes, handle bars, name plates, etc., show more
pleasing lines than formerly. It seems to be the general
policy this year to give the widest possible range in options.

Brakes will be put on when requested, and special saddles
and tires may be had without difBculty.

As a result, we will have handsomer and more perfectly

finished bicycles, and the amateur will be better able to take
care of his own wheel and keep it in good condition than
heretofore.

The report of the race committee of the Seawanhaka Cor
inthian Y. C. was prepared solely for the members of the
club, and was not intended for publication. With the per-

mission of the committee, however, we publish it entire for

two or three reasons which will be appreciated by yachts-
men. In the first place, we consider this report a model for

every club and race committee in the country, just such a
clear and pointed statement as should be laid before every
club at the end of each racing season, solidifying and pre-

serving the observations and the experiences of the men who,
not even excepting the racing owners, are most closely in

touch with the racing work of the year. Invaluable as it is,

this experience is almost invariably allowed to go to waste
In any club, no matter how small it may be, which can
boast of races through the season, there is the opportunity
offered to the committee to make a report of this nature that
shall at the same time bring home to the members the exact
conditions of the racing, and shall excite a new interest in

the sport.

The report is valuable in another way in that it bears on
its face the evidence of the vast amount of work which is

done, not in this club alone by any means, but in a great

many clubs, for the encouragement of yachting and yacht
racing; and, we regret to say, of the lack of support on the

part of the individual owners of the club. Only those who
have been concerned with such work can appreciate the
amount of time and labor, all freely given, that is necessary
to carry out a complete season's racing, especially with
the trial and cup races of the past two years thrown
in. That racing is in other than a fl^ourishing condi-
tion to-day is, in our opinion, in no way due to the
yacht clubs or to their active agents, the race com-
mittees. The present report shows a condition of affairs in

one club which is almost universal and by no means a soli-

tary instance. On the part of the club generous sums are

appropriated for prizes and incidental racing- expenses; on
the part of the committee, time and labor are ireely given
in the preparation of a long racing programme, in the
arrangement of details and the management of each race,

in measurement, protests, etc. As stated by the committee
in this case, the support from the racing owner.-, for

whom all this work is done, is not what might reasonably

be expected, and the result is too often a disappointment to
the committee.
Apart from these general considerations, the report is

valuable because it deals with a large number of the actual
issues in modern yachting: the measurement question, the
reg-ulation of extreme features, the lack of interest in the
larger and the growth of racing in the smaller classes, and
kindred subjects. Its value in this respect is in no way im-
paired by the fact that it is suggestive rather than positive
on many important points; that it indicates difficulties with-
out providing at once practicable means of surmounting
them. In this it is only in the position of many thoughtful
yachtsmen, who fully appreciate the difficulties and draw-
backs of the existing state of affairs in yachtihg,"and yet are
not clear as to an effectual remedy. We hope that this report
will be the means of awakening, both within and without
the club, a deeper interest on the part of individual yachts-
men in the many vital questions of the times.

The Seawanhaka C. T. C. has followed the Y. E U. in
adopting the draft limits of the Larchmont and New York
clubs, The summary of the race committee voices an opin-
ion that is very general among yachtsmen, that in spite of
obvious faults of construction, the amendment can now do

BODY PLAN.

little positive harm, and something better may be suggested
before much building is done. It is worth while to note
that the numerous yachts promised in October are not ma-
teriahzing now that the building season for large vessels is

well advanced.

If the reports that are now current about Mr. Howard
Goula's projected steam yacht are anything near the tru'h,
this craft will be a fitting mate to the other great American
steam yachts, Atalanta and Nourmahal She is to be a
purely American craft, with all that the term implies in a
steam yacht, beyond which we need not go into details. Mr.
Gould has here an opportunity to help the cause of steam
yacht designing in America and at the same time to save
money. If he has really decided upon the general size and
type of boat which he desires, let him institute an open com-

' petition among designers, limiting it, as it may please him,
to those of purely American birth, to them and those of
foreign birth resident in this country, or to all without re-

gard to nationality. The cost of adequate prizes for such a
competition would be a small item compared with the half
milhon dollars or so that the yacht will cost, and which from
appearances is more than likely to be wasted on a faulty de-
sign The value of such a competition as a stimulus to and
a test of American designing should weigh strongly, in addi-
tion to the mere saving of money.

Apropos of nothing in particular, but merely as a bit of
private malice, the Boston Herald of January 10 makes the
following statement: "In the last Cup race the Seawanhaka
club's pleasure steamer got in the way of the Defender and
Valkyrie III." The ''Herald man" is in error in assuming
thai the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. owns the Old Dominion Line
of steamers. The club chartered for the Cup races of 1895
the steamer Guyandotte, of that line, which was a long dis-

tance from the yachts on the occasion of the unfortunate
collision. The offending steamer, Yorktown, of the same
line, was run by its owners as a public boat in charge of her
regular captain.

The result of the special meeting of the Lake Y. R. A.
can hardly be considered satisfactoiy, as matters are still in

a very mixed condition. The proposal to limit the mid.«hip

section has been adopted, with a smaller limit than desirable,

but still the difference is not material. The sequel will ap
pear to most yachtsmen as an absurdity; the opponents of

this measure in the larger classes now appear as its cham-
pions in the smaller, and have succeeded in having the rule

extended to cover them as well. Using the original argu-
ments of the other side, that they wished to bar freaks and
extremes and promote the building of wholesome and useful

boats, they have proposed a minimum of 19 per cent, in the
37ft. class and 15 per cent, in the 2att. class. Considering
the patent facts that the extreme fln keels could not carry the

necessary displacement to float their fins and bulbs on a
much smaller section, it may seem that these limits and
the arguments in support of them were intended as sarcasm,

but both were put forward soberly and in good faith. It will

be interesting to watch the development of wholesome and
useful yachts under such Mmits.

Another similar matter was no less amusing. The Hamil-
ton delegates seriously defended the limit of 1251bs. as a fair

averige for the weight of crew on Jake yachts. The ab-

surdity of sqch statements in the actual presence of such

men as Com. Lucas, .^Emilius Jarvis, George Webster, George
Goodesham, Elliott Mott, Com. Downey, E. A. Burroughs,
Com. Hower and many more, never seemed to strike the ad-
vocates of light weight in yachting.
The proposal to measure with crews on board was unfor-

tunately lost through the. opposition of the Hamilton dele-

gates.

Two new yachts of large size are now assured for the
English racing, one for (.'has. Day Rose and one for A. B.
Walker. They will be of about 90ft. linear rating. The
former will be designed by -I. M. Soper and built by Fay &
Co., at Southampton; the latter will be designed and built

by Will Fife, Jr., at Fairlie.

Mr. Clinton H. Crane, owner of El Heirie, has been
in Boston during the past week arranging with Lawlcy &
Co. for the construction of a 20-footer of his own design,

the work now being under way.

A MODERN CRUISER.
The handsome little craft which we hera present, through

the courtesy of the designer and builder, Mr. W. B. Stearns,

of the Matblehead Yacht Yard, belongs to a class long since
made familiar to the readers of the Forest and Stream.
It is interesting and instructive in the extreme to compare
this finished design, with its artistic lines and light construc-
tion, with such experimental boats from the same locality as
the first little Carmita and Witch, built nearly fifteen years
ago and illustrated when new in the Forest and Stream.
With all their sterling qualities as safe and handy cruisers
and single-handets, these little boats were crude in the
extreme in model, construction and rig. The modern boat
of the same type, of which the craft here shown is an excel-
lent example, is in all respects a model, the same skill and
care being expended upon her as upon the largest and most
expensive yachts.

'

The present craft, now building at Mr. Stearns's yard, is

intended for day sailing about Massachusetts Bay and tor

cruising on the Maine coast; for these ends the designer has
aimed to secure a good, easy sea boat, with plenty of room
below and on deck, a fair turn of speed, and ample strength
for hard service through an indefinite period, as in the older
and much heavier boats. In that secondary but indispensa-
ble attribute of a yacht, appearance, nothing has been sacri-

ficed, and the design shows a notably graceful and ship-

shape craft, and one free from all freak features. For the
intended use, a few inches of draft more or less is no objec-
tion, but if circumstances should call for it the draft might
be somewhat reduced by a straight line for the bottom of
the keel and the bulbing of the lead. The very easy profile

has a special advantage in that the yacht is not liable to be
brought up suddenly by nets, surface lines and similar ob-
structions that are so serious in the case of the fin type. The
dimensions of the yacht are as follows:

Length over all 33ft. 9in.

l.w.l 21ft.

Overhang, forward 5f fc.

aft 6ft. 9in.

Beam, extreme 7ft. Sin.

1 w.l 7ft. 2im.
Draft, extreme 4ft. 10|in.

Freeboard, least 'ift. 9|in.

Sheer, forward 1ft. lin,

aft 6in.

Displacement, long tons 3 48
poimds 7,800

Ballast, lead, all outside, tons 1.71

pounds 3.840
Sail area , . 499sq. ft.

Mast, from stem at l.w.l 5ft. 9in.

deck to hounds 26ft. 6in.

Boom „. 24ft. 9in.

Gaff .i 13ft. Bin.'

The ,crnstruction is fully illustrated in the plans The
frame is of oak, with all bent timbers lin. square, spaced
lOin. Covering the lead keel are Sin. oak floors, with four
steel strap floors extending ISin up the sides. Forward and
aft of the lead tbe floors are of lin oak boards The
clamps are of oak, lixS^in., with oak bilge clamps 3Xliin.,
bent in cold. The deck beams are part of white oak,

fXl^in., and part of red oak, 3xliin. and HXHin. 'The

topstrakes are of white oak, bright finished; the remainder
of the planking is of hard (yellow) pine, fin. The deck is

of rift sawed white pine, absolutely free from imperfections,

fin. thick and 3in wide, bent to deck line and fastened with
blind nails and dowels.
The sides of the trunk are of oak bent to shape and the

top is of fin. butternut with lipped seams, these and the
deck seams payed with marine glue. The cabin joiner
work is of mahogany and butternut, handsomely finished

The forecastle is finished in white pine. The upholstery and
furnishings are all of the best quality.

All of the blocks, turnbuckles, chain plates and deck fit-

tings are of phosphor or Tobin bronze, from the yard's
special patterns, and the iron work is of Norway iron, neatly
forged and galvanized. The standing rigging is of best
quality steel tiller rope, ^in. diameter, with metallic splices

on the shrouds and backstays, the headstay being seized

back. The running rigging is thoroughly stretched and sea-

soned before reeving off. The sails are of special yacht
duck, 6oz., unbighted, with cross cut cloths except in the
jib

The cabin is 8ft. 6in. long, with oft. headroom under
companion and skylight, and 3ft. breadth of floor. It is

fitted with two large and comfortable lockers, with ward-
robe and sideboard at the ends of each. The forecastle is

fitted with ice chest, dish lockers, shelves and folding berth.
The cockpit is quite roomy, with wide seats inside the coam-
ing, the seats also forming lockers for stowage. Froni the
above general specifications, it will be seen that the yacht is

remarkably complete in her construction and fittings, every-
thing being of tbe best, and expense not being considered.
The same boat of less elaborate finish, but with first-class

woikmansLip throughout, can be built for about $1,300,
which would not include cabin furnishings and cruising
outfit. Unlike the original knockabout, this boat is not
strictly of a local type, but adapted for many places on both
fresh and salt water, the sail spread and other details being,

of course, modified as the conditions and intended use may
demand. Mr. Stearns is a young Boston man whose tastes,

even as a young boy, led him to designing, after studying
under Prof. J. H. Biles, at Glasgow, he has established
himself at Marblehead as both designer and builder, and, as
this design shows, with much promise of success. The COQ-
9trttction and sail plans will follow nest week.
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Building from Sailing 3Models.

PhiijAdelphia, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: At the

aonual meeting of the Philadelphia Model Y. C. on Jan. 7
the following officers were elected to serve for the ensuing
year: Cona., Wm. Porter; Vice-Com., F. Warren Snow;
Sec'yTreas., Arthur B. Carles, 859 West street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
The club is in a prosperous condition, having an enroll-

ment of fifteen active members, nineteen sailing models and
four steamers, with a magnificent sailing station on the Del-
aware, located at Beideman Station, Camden & Amboy Di-
vision, Pennsylvania R E,, where all visiting model yachts-
men will be welcomed on any Saturday afternoon or Sunday
after May 1.

In the Forest and Stream of Jan. 9 it is stated that the
American Model Y. C. is going to build a 20-footer from the
best performing model yacht. This will not be the first

thus built, as in 1889 Prof. Koenig, University of Pennsyl
vania, an enthusiastic model yachtsman and a member of the
Philadelphia M. Y. C, had a small cutter (28ft. 6in. 1 w.l.)

built from the lines of his model Viking. There were no
changes made, the lines were followed faithfully, and the
result was a perfectly seaworthy cruiser, the owner and his

son making the passage from Cooper's Point, Camden (where
she was built), to Bar Harbor, Me., touching at Vineyard
Haven, and stiipping a man to act as pilot around the Cape,
He was left at Marblehead and Viking proceeded to Bar
Harbor, experiencing heavy weather coming around Cape
Cod, but ^'never parted a rope yarn."
The owner stated that the only mistake made was in her

sail plan. Shewas under-canvased. This defect was rem-
edied the following summer, and for two years she held her
own around Bar Harbor with boats of her class, eventually
meeting an untimely end on the rocks in a fog, being sailed
for the first time by a new owner. I merely call attention
to the above facts to show that if the A. M. Y. C.'s boat is a
success, she will not have been the first by eight years.

Arthur B. Carles.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
The annual meeting and dinner of the Columbia Y. C, oE South

Boston, was held on Jan. 6, the following officers being elected:
Com., F. J. Powers; Vice-Com., Hiram Patterson; Rear-Com., George
H. Lloyd; Secretary, W. C. Le Petrie; Clerk, Theodore O. Nicholson;
Treas., A. E. Justice; Meas.,FredPfund. Trustees: Charles J Rush-
ton, Charles E. O'Donnell and Charles W. Nodwell.
The Old Colony Y. C, of Boston, has elected the following officers:

Com., William Fessenden; Yice-Com., William V. Baker; Rear Com.,
Peter Schurch; Sec'y, George A. Hall; Treas., E. K. Pratt; Directors,
the above and Samuel Ware, R. W. Davenport and H. E. Jipson ; Re-
gatta Committee: Samuel Ware, H. H. Linnell, Earl D. Gay, Charles
A. Anthony and George A. Hall ; Meas. , Thomas Archibald.
The annual meeting of the Indian Harbor Y. C. was held on Jan. 13

In New York, the following officers being elected: Com., Charles T.
Wills, sip. Daphne; Vice-Com.,George G. Tyson, schr. Nirvana; Rear-
Com., Robert B- Carpenter, schr. Glendoveer; Sec'y, Charles F. Stew-
art; Treas., Richard Cutwater; Meas., W. O Bourne ; Trustees (for
three years): R. F. Downing and H. E. Doremus. Regatta Commit
tee: P. S. Doremus, C. S. Somerville, Richard Cutwater, F. Bowne

. Jones and Charles E. McManus. The amendments to the racing rules
recommended by the Yacht Racmg Union were adopted. The club
has now 155 members and a fleet of 64 yachts.

The annual meeting of the Brooklyn Y. C. was held at the town
quarters on Jan. 13, at which the following officers were elected:
Vice-Com., Joseph L. Constant, sip. Alaris; Pres., P. H. Jeannot;
Treas., William Graham; Sec'y, Wilham Cagger; Trustees: Richard
Neville, Albert Cluman, George C. Schafler, E. H. Chandler, S. S.
Golding, William T. Murphy and John J. McCue; Regatta Committee

:

Frank L Townsend, Louis Wimder and H. H. Stanwood ; Member
ship Committee: A. S. Richoflfer, C. H Frost and Joseph N. Gaus
Two amendments, to increase the dues and to aboUsh the office of
president, were voted down. The retiring commodore was nominatea
for re-election, but not being now a yacht owner, the matter was post-
poned until a subsequent meeDing in order that he might properly
qualify for the office by the purchase of a yacht.
The annual meeting of the Williamsburgh Y. C, on Jan. 7, was held

at the new club house, the following officers beine elected: Com.,
James Schuessele; Vice-Com., John Lawes, Jr ; Rear-Com , S G.
Poole; Rpc. Sec'y, WlUiam Martin; Cor. Sec'y, William Schiucher:
Treas., James Northrop; Meas., William Stebbins; Steward, J. Phil
Haffner; Sergt.-at-Arms, Warren Traver; Board of Trustees, James
Lang, Chairman; Rheinhard Perino, Larry Rice, Michael Donnelly,
Louis Rave; Regatta Committee: John Lawes, Sr , H. P. Schneider
aad John Engel.

The Lynn Y. C. held its annual meeting on Jan. 8, electing the fol-
lowing officers: Com., J. A. Clough; Vice-Com., R. J. Williams;
Sec'y, P. E. Newhall; Treas., W. A. Estes; Directors-J. W. Haines,
E. B. Newhall, W. H. Russell, R. J. Williams, W. H. Hollis; Regatta
Committee—A. Larrabee, C. J. Blethen, W. H. Russell, O. D. Mower,
C. A. Mansfield.

The Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. held its annual meeting on .Jan. 11,
electing the following officers: Com., E. L. Hopkins; Vice-Com., L.
S. Knevals; Treas., H. T. Shriver; Sec'y, R. O'Gorman; Trustee, B. C.
Lockett.

The annual: meeting of the South Boston Y. C. was held on Jan. 6
at the United States Hotel. The reports showed a membership of
2 5 and a balance of $1,500 in the treasury. The arrangements for a
new club house are progressing satisfactorily, and the club will be
ultimately housed in a fine building on a new location. The follow-
ing officers were elected: Com., C. F. Morrill, str. Navarch; Vice-
Com., E. H. Lansing, cutter Thelma; Rear-Com., Mr. Bruce, sip, M.
F. Swift; Sec'y, D. F. Carew; Treas., T. Christian; Meas., J. Bertram;
Fleet Surgeon, Dr. T. G. Reed; Trustees-J. C. Merry. C. McKenna,
H. L. Stickney; Regatta Committee—F. H. Borden, J. H. Corrigan,
G. P. Field, N. B. Stone, E. B. Walbridge; Finance Committee-A.
Fuller, VV. H. Godfrey, D. Kmnear.
The Hudson River Y. C. held its annual meeting on Jan. IS, elect-

ing the following officers: Com., E. Langerfeld; Vice-Corn., D. W.
Chute; Sec'y, A. G. Buchholz; Treas., E. S, Peets; Meas., W. Arndt;
Fleet Surgeon, Dr. D. B. Spence; Steward, J. T. Hufnagle; Trustees—
Dr. E. J. Ranhofer, A. G. Koussell, T. H. Hall, W. Arndc. W. Lutters,
M. Schnellnacher, J. O'Shaunnessy, T. Henderson, Dr. D. B. iSpence
and E. S. Peets.

The annual meeting of the Hull Y. C. was held on Jan. 9, the fol-
lowing officers being elected: Com., Wm. H. Ci-ane, str. Senator; Vice-
Com., Harry B. Torrey, cutter King Philip; Rear-Com., William O.
Gay, knockabout Tautog; Sec'y, William Avery Gary; Ass't Sec'y,
Caleb Nichols; Treas., John L. Amory; Meas., William E. Sheriffs;
Executive Committee: James R. Hooper, Joaquin J. Souther; Mem-
bership Committee: Loring Crocker, Jr., Herman W. Friend; House
Committee: T. E. Jacobs, Norman F. Greeley, Charles A. Cooley
Regatta Committee: T. E. Jacobs, Louis M. Clark. The club adopted
tiie measurement rule of the Mass. Y. R. A. It has now a member-
s ip of 294.

The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Y. C. was held on Jan. 8
at the Rowe's Wharf club house, Boston, Com. Edwin P. Boggs pre-
siding. The following officers were elected: Com., Edwin P. Boggs:
Vice-Com., Nathaniel L. Francis; Rear-Com., Louis M. Clark; Sec'y'
John S. Clark. Jr. ; Treas , Charles G. Cutter; Directors: Henry w'
Savage, John Shaw, Robt. C. McQuillen, Jacob A. Barbey, Jr • Meas

"

William E. Waterhouse; Ass't Meas., Charles H. Dodd ; Race Coml
mittee: William S. Crosby, 0. Edwin Bockus, William E. Robinson
Albert E. Schaaf, T. W. King; House Committee: George M. Whit-
comb, A. M. Blinn, Albert W. Randall, Lyman Sise, Louis C. Whiting
Com. Boggs's re-election is for the fifth time. The club has a mem-
bership of 250.

The Cleveland Y. C. held its annual meeting on Jan. 13, electing the
f blowing officers: Com., Geo. H. Worthington; Vice-Com., PercyW
Rice; Rear-Com., W. R. Huntington; Sec'y-Treas., Burton D. Mim-
h+il; Meas., O. P. de Mars; Ass't Meas., David Moore; Surveyor
Hpnry Richter; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. E. E. Beeman ; Board of Directors—
Geo. H. Worthington, Percy W. Rice, W. li. Huntington, Dr. E. B.
Beeman, Wm. L. Otis, John Barth, Jos.- Leon Gobeille, R. D. Aiken-
head, H. K, Lyman, J. R. Miller, G. H. Gardner, Richard Carleton,
John HarKness Brown, F. G. Overbeke and Burton D. Munhall; House
Committee- Messrs. Aikenhead, Otis and Overbeke; Regatta Com-
mittee-Messrs. Gardner, Overbeke and Huntington; AudiMng Com-
mittee—Messrs. Miller, Brown and Gobeille. Com. W. J. Connors, of
Buffalo, was elected an honorary member of the club.
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SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.

Thb annual meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C,

was held at the town club house, 19 East Twenty-second
street, New York, on Jan. 12, with Com. Rouse in the
chair. The ordinary routine business of the annual meet-
iflg, the reports of officers and committees, election, etc.,

was carried through, the following officers being elected:

Com.. Henry Clark Rouse, schr. Iroquois; Vice-Com., S,

Van Rensselaer Cruger, sip. Indolent; Rear-Com.. Henry A.
Van Liew, steam yacht Aquilo ; Sec'y, Charles J. Stevens

;

Treas., Walter C. Hubbard; Meas., John Hyslop; Fleet
Surgeon, Valentine Mott, M.D ; Fleet Chaplain, George R.
Van De Water, D.D. ; Race Committee: Oliver E. Crom-
well, D. Le Roy Dresser, Walter C. Kerr, Charles A. Sher-
man and C. W. Wetmore. Trustees: William Foulke,
Walter C. Hubbard, Walter C. Kerr and Bayard F. Foulke.
Committee on Lectures and Entertainments: Clarence
Goadbyj Herbert L. Satterlee and Walter T. Owen; Com-
mittee on Lines and Models: .John Hyslop. A Cary Smith
and W P. Stephens. Law Committee: Alfred Ely and F.
de F. Foster.

The retiring secretary, Mr. H. W. Hayden, has held the

bfflce for three years; except in this office and that of 'rear-

commodore but few changes appear in the officers and com-
mittees. The trustees announced the election of Messrs. T.
A Lord, S. T. Shaw, P. T. Dodge, Chas. Olmstead and
Wm. Phelps Eno, making the present membership .359,

With a fleet of 194 yachts. As part of the miscellaneous
business, the club accepted with thanks several recent dona-
lions; Com. Rouse has presented a very fine crayon portrait

of the late Robert Center; Mr. Cornelius Roosevelt, one of
the old members, pi-esented a handsome oil painting, by A.
Cary Smith, of the first Corinthian match between the sloops

Ad die V. and Vision in 1875; and a non-member, Mr. J. S.

Mucklp, of Pniladelphia, tendered to the club iu a gracefully

worded letter a silver cun as a special prize for the winner
of the trial races of the club in the 20ft. class next summer.
The club formally adopted a pattern for a hat ribbon, of

blue with small white stars.

The various reports showed a much more prosperous con-
dition of the club's affairs than at the end of last year. The
fcub-committee on club boats and transportation presented a
very complete and satisfactory report covering the work of
the year in its department The location of the c^ ub staiion,

on an island, involves at best a heavy expense for steamer
and launch eervicp, and makes the matter of transportation a
difficult one. It would appear from the report that much
has been done toward a satisfactory solution of it.

The proposed amendments to the racing rules, to conform
to the amended rules of the Sound Y. R. U., were passed
without discussion.

The most important feature of the meeting was the report
of the regatta committee, a lengthy document, but neverthe-
less listened to by all present with an attention seldom ac-

corded to papers of this sort. The report was accepted with
a vote of thanks to the committee for the report itself, as well
as for its work during the year, and ex-Cona. Benedict made
a motion, which was carried, that a sufficient number of

copies for distribution to yacht clubs and others who might
be interested should be printed and distributed at his personal
expense. We give the report in full, as follows:

Annual Report of the Race Committee of the
Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club for

the Year 1896.
New York, Jan. 12, 189r.

To the Seawanhaka CorintMwri Yacht Club:
The following specified races were sailetl under the auspices of the

club, and under the direction of the race committee, during the
yachting season of 189t):

RACES.
Dates. Description of Race,

May SO, Decoration Day 15ft. class and club catboat race.
June 6. Saturday , Olnb catboat race.
June 18, Saturday, ,,,...,...Ciub catboat race.
June 80, Saturday,., ..Club catboat race.

.June 2 ^ a3, 24. 26. .Incernaiional challenge cup trial races.

..tune 27, Saturday Annual race.

July 4, Saturdaj'^ Club catooat race.
.July 11, Saturday Club catboat race.
.Tuly 13, 14, 1.5 International challenge cup matoh races,
.July 18, Saturday Alfred Eoospvelt Memorial cup race.
,Jaly 18, t>aturday Club catboat i-ace.

July 25,.Saturday Ladies' cbi'a catboat race.

Aug. ij^turday Club catboat race,

Aug. 6, Saturday ...Club catboat race.

Aug. 15, Saturday Club catboat race.
Aug. 2-3, Saturday Club catboat race.

A^g. ii9, Saturday Commodore's and Eear-Commodore's
cups race.

Aug. 31, Monday Robert Center Memorial Cup, and Special
20ft. class race.

iSept. 5, Saturday ...Club catboat race,

. Sept. 12, Saturday..;, Club catboat race.

Sept. 19, Saturday .Club catboat race.

Bept. SO, Wednesda.y. ^^ifft. sloops race.

'SiTMMAiiy.—Number of races sailed. 27; number of yachts starting,

r2n ; number of prizes awarded, 46; value of prizes awarded, $'3,640.

Prizes —Through the generosity of individuals, your committee
have been enabled to offer, in addition to the regular club prizes, the
special prizes mentioned below, for competition during the past
yachting season:
Commodore's Cup, value $500, presented by Com. Rouse; won by

schr. Colonia, Aug. 29, 3896.

Vice-Commodore's Cup, value $250, presented by Vice-Com. Cruger;
won by schr. Elsemarie, June '-i7, 1896.

Rear Commodore's Cup. value $350, presented by Rear-Com. Tod;
won by Hera, Aug. 29, 1896.

Robert Center Memorial Cup, value $.500, presented by Mrs. M. C.

Ludlow; won by schr, Colonia, Aug. 31, 1896.

First prize ladies' club catboat race, presented by Com. Rouse; won
by Mrs. D. Le Roy Dresser, July S5, 1896.

Helmsman's prize for trial races, presented by Capt. T. C. Zerega;
awarded to Charles Olmstead, Esq., sailing Riverside.

Helmsman's season prize club catboat races, presented by C. A.
Sherman, Esq.; won by D. Le Roy Dresser, Esq., May SO to Sept. 19,

isi-.e.

Your committee desire to record their personal appreciation of the
generous spirit which prompted the giving of these prizes, and
recommend that the thanks of the club be formally extended r,o the
several donors.

Comments on Races.

Decoration Day Race, Saturday, May 30, 1896.—The principal race
for the opening day of the club's racing season was appointed for the

151t. class, with the view of giving an early impetus to the racing in

•that class, in anticipation of the trial races set for June -ii, 23 and 24,

to select a defender of the Seawanhaka International Challenge Cup
in the match with the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, which
was to follow on July 13, 14 and 15.

There were eight starters, namely. Hope, Trilby, Willada, Two
Step, Paprika, Olita, Gnome and Terrapin, and the race was won
•by Hope, Capt. Arthur Iselin; with Trilby. Capt. G. G. Tyson, second.
TatAL Racks to Sgi.bct the Defbndbh for the Seawanhaka Inter-

national Challenge Ccp, Junk 22, 23, 24, 189B.—On tue first day of

ihe trial races there were twenty-nine starters, which is believed to

toe the largest number of yachts ever started in a single class in these

waters. Many widely different and some extraordinary types were
represented, and there was every evidence that the event had
aroused wio'espread interest, and had greatly stimulated origmality

and ingeauity m design and rig.

The number of starters diminished somewhat on the second and
third days, but on each day it was sufficiently large to afford a most
interesting and beautiful spectacle. Piveof the contestants, namely;

Riverside, Capt. G. G. Tyson; Ideal, Capt. H. 0. Havemeyer, Jr.;
Vesper, Capt. Paul Butler: Paprika, Capt. Sherman Hoyt, and El
Heirie, Capt. C. H. Crane, were pelected, because of the excellence of
I heir performances in the three races, to compete again on June 26 in
a final contest. The races were sailed in a variety of weather con-
ditions, ranging from calms to fresh breezes, so that the committee
were able to select the yacht which seemed to them under all con-
ditions to be the best performer. The result was the choice of El
Heirie, owned and designed by C. H. Crane, Esq., of this club, and
sailed by him and his brother.
The entry of such a large fleet was conclusive evidence of the lively

interest in small yacht racing aroused by the establishment by this
club of its international challenge cup, and of the popularity of the
15ft. class, which has practically been created by this club. Your
committee regard these small classes as the nursery for future Cor-
inthian yachtsmen, and recommend that they should be liberally
recognized during the coming season, both in the number of racing
events and in the allowance of prizes.
Annual Race, SatobdAy, June i;7, 1896.—In this race there were

fifty-five entries and fifty starters in thirteen classes, ranging from
the bSft. classes of f chooners, represented by Colonia and Emerald,
to the 15ft. cla=s, in which there were seven starters. The largest
number of starters in any class was eight, in the SOft. special class.
The Vice-Commodore's cup was offered for schooners of 'iSft. rac-

ing length and over, competed for by Colonia, Emerald, Iroquois,
Amorila and Elsemarie, and won by the last named.
The number of entries and starters was larger than in any annual

race ever held by the club, and it promised to be a most interesting
contest. Unfortunately, however, the breeze, which was lightatthe
start, fell to a calm before the completion of the second leg of the
triangular course, and the result was a tedious drift and a Buky and
unsatisfactory contest. Only about one-half of the starters finished,
many oC them not until after 8 o'clock in tbe evening. Had the
weather conditions been favorable, this race would have been the
most successful one in the recent history of the club. The number
of entries and the interest aroused evidence the beneficial effect upon
the club's racing, of its association with the Yacht Racing Union of
Long Island Sound, to which special reference is hereafter made.
Seawahhaka International Challenc4e Cup Match, July 18, 14,

15. 1896.—Won by Glencairn, tne representative yacht of the Royal
St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, against El Heirie, in three straight
races. Glencairn was the property of Com. James Ross, of the ch'al-
lenemg club, and was sailed bv G. H. Duggan, Esq., with F. P.
Shearwood, Esq., as crew, members of that club.
Prior to the race a long correspondence had been conducted be-

tween your committee and the sailing committee of the Royal St.
Lawrence Y. O. of Montreal, relating to the conditions and details of
the proposed match, and the final agreement governing such details
is found in the documents hereto annexed.
Messrs. Duggan and Shearwood were received upon their arrival as

the guests of the club, and facilities for transporting Glencairn from
Morris Dock (the place of consignment) to Oyster Bay were provided
by the club. The privileges of the club were extended during their
visit to Rear-Com. Fitz Gibbon «,nd J. C . C. Almon, secretary of the
sailing committee of the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.
The match was sailed on the three consecuiive days, under condi-

tions varying from the lightest airs to a fresh southwest breeze and
a sharp squall, and the decided superiority of Glencairn under all

conditions of weather and on almost every point of sailing was con-
clusively proved. The match was lost to a faster yacht, and not be-
cause of any want of care or skill in the preparation or handling of
the defender. Great praise, indeed, is due to the captain and crew of
El Heirie for the patience and care with which every detail of prepa-
ration was made, and for the seamanship and steadiness with which
they .sailed a losing match.
No doubt Glencairn is the fastest craft of her dimensions and sail

spread ever produced on this side of the Atlantic, and represents the
most extreme development of power on a eiveu waterline yet at-
tained—a type which txor designer, it may be remarked, emphatically
condemns, and which has to some extent been legislated against in
the regulations for the coming match.
After the match our Canadian guests were given an opportunity to

see the start of the postponed Larchmont annual regatta and to par-
ticipate in the Alfred Roosevelt Memorial cup race, on Saturday,
July 18. In the evening of that day a dinner and reception were given
to them at the club house, and the international challenge cup was
tendered by Vice-Com. Cruger, who presided at the dinner, to Mr.
Duggan as the representative of his cluti. This was the last formal
incioent of the match.
Upon the conclusion of the match a challenge was immediately

issued on behalf of the club by Com. Rouse for a match to be sailed
in the season of 1897. A copy thereof is annexed hereto.
This challenge has been ratified by the club, accepted by the Royal

St. Lawrence Y. C. for the 20ff. cla-<s, and will be sailed about tbe
middle of August next on Lake St. Louis, St. Lawrence River, near
Montreal.
After full correspondence and personal conferences with Messrs.

Duggan and Hamilton in New York, the conditions governing the
matcn for the coming season have been agreed upon in every detail,

the trial races to select the representaiive yacht of the club have
been set for July 12, 13 and 14, and your committee have issued and
distributed to the j^acht clubs of the coimtry a circular giving ex-
tracts from the Declaration of Trust, the regulations governing tbe
match and a full programme for the trial races.
Simple as the regulations governing the match seem to be, the

limits of sail and draft, and the details of raeasu'^ement, were agreed
upon only after the most elaborate discussion of every phase of the
questions involved; and it is believed that the result will be produc-
tive of a type of yacht more wholesome and satisfactory than 31en-
cairn and most of the American 15ft. cla's.

Several 20 looters are already designed and in course of construc-
tion, and it is hoped that members of the club will specially interest
themselves in encouraging tne building of others to compete for the
honor of representing the club on the St. Lawrence.
While we reerret the defeat of the American yacht, and the conse-

quent loss of the cup, in every otner respect tne match has been a
source of the greatest satisfaction. It was conducted upon a high
level of fair, generous and considerate rivalry, without a single inci-

dent occurring to mar the pleasure of the event. We also desire to
place on record our appreciation of the Uheral and sportsmanlike
spirit exhibited by the Canadian committee in arranging the details
of these matches and our pleasure in tbe establishment of such
cordial relations with the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. The match of
1896 may well serve as a model for future matches.
Alfred Roosevelt Memorial Cup Race, Saturday, July 18.—

For the last two years this race has been opened to all yachts belong-
ing to the club of 60ft. racing length and under, and has been sailed
over the inside course, starting and finishing off the club bouse.
While this regulation has admitted of the entry of boats of gre.^t

disoarity in size, which under recent racing conditions might not
ordinarily come in competition, and for some of which the course is

perhaps not well suited, the purpose has been to bring into the con-
test especially the racing yachts in the harbor of Oyster Bay which
belong to the old friends of Alfred Roosevelt, whom he often met m
friendly contests, and to saQ the race in the waters with which he
was so long associated, with the view of identifying the event more
fully with his memory. We think that this result has been effected,
and that the interest thus aroused has made the eveut really a
memorial.
This year the race was won in a smart breeze by El Heirie after a

most remarkable exhibition of speed. We feel sure that to all the
other participants the disappointment of failure to win was light-

ened by the feeling of gratification that the prize had gone to our
associates of the El Heirie, who tried so ably and conscientiously to

save tbe cballenge cup for the dub.
CojaMODORE's Cup and Rear-Commodore's Cup Race, Saturday,

Auo. 29, AND RoifeRT Center BIemorial Cup Race, Monday, Aus. 31,

1896.—The first of these races was appointed for a lime which it was
thought would best suit the convenience of racing yacht owners
near the close of the season; and when, after this date had been
fixed, the Robert Center memorial prize was placed at the disposal
of your committee, it was believed that by bringing these two evi^nts

together the value of the prizes awarded and the afCectionate inter-

est attaching to the memory of Robert Center would result in a large
number of entries. Special invitations by letter were sent by your
committee to the owners of all the eligible schooners from New York
to Boston, and no eifort was spared to make these events successful.
The result was a disappointment. In each contest only three
schooners were entered- Colonia, Emerald and Amoritain the first,

and iu tbe second Ainorita, Colonia and Ramona.. In view of the
importance of these events, the conclusion seems to be clear that the
superiority of Colonia over her competitors, which Jiad been so ef-
fectually established in the earlier events of the season, haa out-
weighed substantially the other considerations which your committee
believed would lead to a conspicuously successful event.
Club Catboat Peaces, Saturdays, Mat 30 to Sept. 19, 1396. -The

ofifermg of tne Sherman cup for the helmsman winning the highest
percentage of races during the season aroused decided irterest.

Fourteen races were started, two failing for lack of wind. Many of
the contests were most spirited and interesting, and the series was
greatly en,ioyeu by the contestants It is to be noted, howeyer, that
the number of helmsmen who tried for the prize was altogether
smaller than it should have been. It seems to your committee that
these races deserve more liberal support than they have received,
and th^t if members generally had appreciated the pleasure which
was afforded, the patronage would have been much larger. The con-
ditions governing the cup were so arranged that a participant in only

three races might have won the prize, and thus regular attendanna
was unnecessary. We intend that the catboats shall next season be
put in thorough racing trim, and that these races shall be made more
of a feature than ever before.
In this connection it may be stated that on every Saturday during

the season, unless some more important event had been previously
announced, your committee offered a prize for the local yachts in the
harbor, and that only once was this offer availed of, namely, on Sept.
26, when Meteor, Nameless and Secret sailed. It is a matter of much
regret that tbe persistent efforts we have made to establish success-
ful Saturday racing among the local yachts have met with so little
encourageoient.
RAOIN& Rules —The experience of the past season has more than

ever emphasized the probability that racing in the larger classes,
both of sloops and schooners, will continue to be limited to a very
small number of contestants, if indeed it does not cease altogether,
unless some legislation can be secured which will correct the faulty
tendencies of recent racing designs and establish some basis upon
which the older and more wholesome type of yachts can meet the
extreme racing types of the season with at least the possibility of
occasional success.
On Sept. 17 last Com Rouse addressed a letter to your committee,

a copy of whicb is annexed to this report, emphasizing the impor-
tance of this subject and suggesting, amons other things, a formula
for a modification of the present rule of measurement, by which tbe
features of excess of depth and overhang fore and aft over the nor-
mal would be taxed, and advising that the matter be taken up; tbe
incidental purpose being that ibis club, whicb had originated a rule
of measurement so admirable at ihe time and until lately so satis-
factory, shotdd, when that rule seemed no longer adequate, take the
initiative in reforming it, and formulate and propose tbe adoption of
a new or modified Seawanhaka rule of measurement. Your com-
mittee acted at once on this suggestion and called the expert design-
ers of the club to their aid. Conferences were held and the
elements and difficulties of the problem were evolved and
thoroughly analyzed, starting with the formulse proposed by
the commodore and Mr. Irving Cox as a basis. Mean-
time it became known that a modification of the racing rules,
merely imposing certain arbitrary class limits upon draft of hull, was
about to be adopted by the New York and Larchmont yacht clubs.
Feeling that a comprehensive and scientific revision of' the rule of
measurement which this club would be willing to propose, with the
expectation of general adoption and permanence, involved so much
consideration and dlfHculty that it would be impossible to formulafe
a satisfantory conclusion m time to influence the winter's building
or to secure its general adoption to govern next season's racing, your
commitlee have thought it wise to acquiesce for the present iu the
action taken by the clubs referred to. which has .=ince been followed
by the Yacht Racing Union, and not to attempt icnmediately to pre-
pare a new rule of measurement. We feel, however, that tue active
coL'Sideralion of the subject should be pursued with the definite pur-
pose in view above referred to To that end it is our intention to
formulate a nile lor practical trial in the next annual race and
possibly in some special events, which, if found to be satisfactory,
may then he propo.--ed for general adoption. The recommendation
made by the commodore in his letter, above referred to, that if a
race be not started promptly at the designated hour it shall be started
only on the half hour or even hour thereafter, falls wiihin the juris-
diction of the race committee and will be adopted in next season's
racing. The other recommendations of the letter, not .<;peciflealty
touched upon, will receive full consideration at a later aay
Annexed to this report are certam amendments and additions to

the racing rules which have been adopted by the Yacht Racing
Union, the most important of which regulates draft of hull, and
has just been alluded to
Touching this amendment, while it does not seem to be a correct

principle to liiHit arbitrarily any dimeLsion, and while the limits fixed
seem too lioeral, if the object be to discourE^e the present extremes
of the canoe body and fin keel type, and on the other hand to be
comparatively unfau- to the keel type, in that the draft of center-
board is unlimited, yet your committee feel that for the sake of uni-
formity and harmony wi h the Union and the clubs that have already
acted in the matter, these objections should not prevail against it.

The amendments reducing the number of classes and abrogating
time allowance seem to us in tJie line of improvement. The same
may be said of the minor changes which need not be specifically
alluded to
Your committee therefore recommend the adoption of the amend-

ments as proposed. In conclurimg this subject, it may be said that
the Yacht Racing Union has adopted the restrictions on draft for the
sake of uniformity ana as a temnorary expedient only, and not be-
cause it believes that a permanent and satisfactory solution of the
pi'Oblem involved has been reached.
General Review.—The organization of your committee has con-

tin uea with but one change .since January. iv5, and we feel that it is
not inappropriate at this time to review briefly our administration
and to aUude to some of the purposes which we have had in view.
At the time of our appointment racing had fallen to a low ebb, and
the club was in danger of losing the position of influence and respect
which it had so long occupigd. It seemed to us that the trouble lay
largely iu the want of co-operation with otber clubs and in the
neglect to cidtivate the racing in smaller classes, the school of de-
velopment for tbe Corinthian or amateur spirit which the club was
founded to promote. We sought, therefore, for opportunities to re-
turn in this regard to the best traditions of the past. Ic happened,
fortunately, that a movement was on foot for an organization of the
clubs of Long L-.land Sound into a uuioii for the promotion of the in-
terr-sts of yacht racing. While the credit of originating this move-
ment does not belong to your committee, it so happens that its mem-
bers have been instrumental in aiding the orgaoizatiijn of the Yacht
Racing Union and that the chairman of your committee has been the
chairman of the Council of the Union, aud we have contiDuou=ly
given to it our active support. From timid beginnings the Union has
come toa position of acknowledged strength and influence. We need
not dwell upon the results that have been acconJplished in establish-
ing uniformity of racing rules and numbers, harmonious arranee-
ment of oates for open races, and in the general stimulus given to the
sport, but desire only to emphasize the fact that the cordial support
of the Seawanhaka Club, its considerate treatment of its younger and
less powerful associates in various matters and its hospitable attitude
have won for it the confidence and esteem of its fellow members in
the Union, vpith the result that on their part they have generously
contributed to tie support of our racing events and acioiowledged
even a greater sense of obligation to us than is perhaps our due.
Thus the purpose aUudeH to, of establishing co-operation with other
clubs, has been accomplished. A continuance of this policy is
strongly recommended.
We are also indebted liirgely to good fortune for throwing in our

way an early opportunity of re-estabUshing the club as a patron of
Oorinthia.nism.
As you will remember, in January, 1895, a letter from England

was received, addressed jointly to several members of the club and
of the New York Canoe Club, suggesting an international race in the
so called half-rater or 15ft. class. Your committee eagerly and
promptly accepted the suggestion, as affording the opportunity
which was needed. Quick aud generous response was made to the
appeal for subscriptions, and the Seawanhaka International Chal-
lenge Cup was established under a formal declaration of trust, which
was framed in the spirit of generous encouragement of international
competition in the smaller classes. The history of the matches
which followed need not be again alluded to. We feel that the result
of the establishment of thi* trophy has so far been indeed remark-
able. A great class has been established, which, even if it does not
develop further, has certainly afforded great pleasure and aroused
the liveliest interest; new problems in designing have arisen and
been sol 7ed, new ideas evolved, and above all the true Corinthian
spirit has been aroused, as is most strikingly exemplified in the his-
tory of last' year's defender, designed, superintended in every detail
of construction and fitting, and sailed by her youthful owner; and
also in the rapid development of young boys to a degree of seaman-
ship qualifying them to compete with men of long experience and
established reputation as racing helmsmen and sailors.

While the club certainly has reason to congratulate itself on the
results that have been accomplished in the directions indicated, yet
the club's racing as a whole has fallen far short of the success which
should have attended it. To some extent, no doubt, this is due to
the unfortunate business conditions which have prevailed for the
last turee years, and to the effect of the progressive cost and refine-
ment of construction, and to the development of extreme and unde-
sirable types in racing yachts; but it seems to us that it is also
largely due to a want of interest on the part of the members of the
club. There have been races and prizes enough to make a brilliant
yachting season, if only the member.s of the club generally had lent
the aid of their attendance and enthusiasm.
It is a fact that they have not done so, and that the measure of

success which has attended the club's racing has been due more
largely to the members of otber clubs than to our own.

It seems to us that the difliculty lies largely in the fact that many
members of the club who were active racing men a few years ago
have more or less withdrawn from the sport, and their places have
not been filled by younger men, and that the great necessity of the
club is young blood -boys in their early enthusiasm for the sport,
who will be easily inspired by the best traditions of tne club, and
whom a few years of association and experience will qualify to take
the places of leadership in the conduct of the club's affairs. We
hope the importance of thus developing our membership will be
realized, and that an earnest effort to that and will be made.
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We annex hereto a Btatement of receipts and expenditures of the
eommtttea. Respectfully submitted.

OLnrEB, E. CROMWEIil/,
Oliairman,

D. LkRot Dbesseh,
Walter C. Kebr,
Charles A. Sherman,

Secretary,
Charles W. Wetmobk, J

Race Committee
Seawanliaka Cor. Y. C.

The Iiake Associations.

A.S previously announced, the annual meeting of the Council of
the Yacht Bacin^ Union of the Great Lakes, with the special meetins
of the Lake Y. B.A. and the Council meetine of the latter Dody, were
held on Jan. 16, at the TifEt House, Buffalo, N. Y. A number of
yachtsmen from the different Lake porta arrived in Buffalo on the
previous evenine and were entertained at dinner at the Hotel Iri^quois

by the Buffalo Y. C., Com. Hower presiding at the table.

The meeting of the Y. R. U. Council was called to order at 10:30 A.
M. on Saturday, witli Mr. Jarvis as temporary chairman. Those
present were: S. H Jones, of Toledo; E W. Bidder, Cleveland; E. H.
Ambrose, Hamilton; Com. Howei% Buffalo; iBmilius Jarvis, Toronto,
and E. A. Burrougbs. Rochester. The first business after the reading
of the minutes was the election of permment officers, Mr. Jarvis
being nominated and unanimously elected chairman. Mr, Badder
was nominated for secretary, but refused to acGeptthe office, nomi-
nating Mr. Fry, of Toledo, who was fleally elected. Applications for
membership from the Interlake Y. R. A., of Lake Erie, and Lake Y.
R. A., of Lake Ontario, were considered and accepted.
The following amendments were then taken up in order;

AMENDMENTS NOTICE OF WHICJa HAS BEEN GIVEN BY THE INTERLAKE
YACHTING ASSOCIATION.

1. That the following be added to Rule XIV. as Section 4 thereof:
"In yachts of the first and 59ft. classes one guest or owner may be
carried; he shall not, however, assist in working the boat; also a cook
and waiter if regularly emploved during the season."

2. That Rules IV., VI. and VII. and Definition II. be amended by
adding the words, "or brought to the Lakes after that date," after
'•1896," in each of these rules.

3. That the >vord "immersed" be inserted before the word "mid-
ship" and before the word "vertical" in Rule IV.

4. That the following be added to Rule XIV., Section 3: "but no
yacht under and including the 42ft. class shall carry more than two
professionals,"

5. That Rule III. be amended by striking out the second paragraph
of Section 2 and substituting therefor, "All yachts shall be measured
for load waterh'ne length with the same number of persons on board
as constitute her crew, or in the absence of any person a dead weight
of loOlbs. to be used."
The first and second were passed as printed; the third was then

taken up. Mr. Jarvis proposed a different wording of the clause
relating to the coefficient of the midship section, as follows: "The
largest transverse section shall be taken as the midship section, and
the parallelogram shall be taken to the lowest part of the vessel at
this point, or forward of it. Of any greater depth which may be
foimd aft of this point, one third shall be added to the depth of the
circumscribinff pai'allelogram." He also introduced a new provision,
that the Council may require that any yacht built orior to Nov. 6,

1896, ami which shall fall below the limit of midship section called
for in her class, shall give extra time in proportion to the formula
established for the special 84£t. class of the Larch oiont Y. C. In the
case of Canada, with a coefficient of ',^8 per cent., the proposed stand-
ard being 35 per cent., the measurement would be increased 7 per
cent., making s.n extra allowance to Zelma, wi'h a 85 per cent, sec-
tion, of 'ij^m. in 30 miles. This was carried, after a discussion, by a
vote of 4 to 6, Messrs. Andrews and Burroughs, both under instruc-
tions from their clubs, voting against it.

The consideration of the fourth amendment was postponed until
after theL. Y. R. A. meeting, and the filth was taken up, in connec-
tion with the proposal of the Royal Hamilton Y. C. to hmit the aver-
age weight of crew to lasibs. Mr. W. P. Stephens was present, and
on motion he was requested to give his views on the question of
measurement with or without crew. After a great deal of debate the
meeting ad.iourned at 12:50, to meet again in the evening after the
meeting of the L. Y. R. A.
Immediately following a meeting of the Council of the L. Y. R. A.

was held, most of the yachtsmen, not being engaged in this meeting,
taking the opportunity for luncheon in the hotel.

The special meeting of the L. Y. R A, was called to order at 2:30
by President Ambrose, there being present delegates fj'om the Roch-
es er, Os*ego, Victoria, Royal Canadian, Royal Hamilton, Buffalo,
Queen City and Kingston clubs. The Buffalo and Kingston club4 have
just jomed the Association, and as it was known that they would vote
with the Royal Canadian Y. C, an objection was made to their recog-
nition on the groimd that they had been elected after and not prior
to the annual meeting; but it was not sustained. The amendments to
he consiae'red were as follows:

AMENDMENTS NOTICE OP WHICH HAS BEEN GIVEN BY THE LAKE YACHT
RACING ASSOCIATION.

1. That Section S of Rule I. be struck out.
2. That the second paragraph of Section 2 of Rule HI. be amended

by substituting "16" for "L^jO" and adding the following to such
paragraph : "But any yacht built prior to Nov. 7, 18 0, which by rea-
son of being required to measure with crew on board tshall exceed the
upper hmit of cue class in which she has previously sailed shall be
Eermitted to continue to sail in such class provided her measure jient
as not been increased since that date, but shall give time allowance

fi'om her actual r. 1., notwithstanaiDg any provision to the contrarv
m Rule VII."

8, Tnat Section 3 of Rule III. be amended by striking out the words
"fore side of the mast" in the second paragraph of measurement "J"
under head sails, and substituting therefor "heel of the spinnaker
boom when shipped in its place "

4. That Rule IV. be amended by inserting after the word "yacht"
in the second line "over 7ft. r. 1.," and by striking out the words
"extreme draft wherever found" and substituting therefor "draft at
such section."

5. That the following be added to Rule V., Section 2, "except as pro-
vided in Rule III , paragraph 2."

6. That the following be inserted in Rule Vfl. after the word
"other" In tne fifth line: "except as required in Rule III., para-
graph 2."

7. That the word "built" be substituted for the word "launched" in
Rules rV., VI. and VIL, and in Definition I[.

8. That the following be added to Rule IX., Section 2: "A yacht
chartered for the season shall be considered the property of the per-
son or persons chartering it."

9. That the following be added to Rule XI., Section 3: "The regatta
committee may in thetr discretion suspend this rule in the case of
special races."

10. That Section 3 of Rule XIV. he amended by inserting after the
word "yacht" in the first line "of S.'fc. r.l. or undar," and striking
out "and must be manned by Corinthians, except that any yacht may
carry and use her regular professional crew."

11. That Rule XXX. be struck out.
12. That the following be inserted as Rule V and the present Rule

V. be numbered as Rule VI., etc.: "The frame, timbers, keels and
planking in all wooden yachts built after Nov. 7, 1 (98, or Drought to
the Lakes after that date, shall be restricted to the minimuLn sizes
flx-d in the table below;" and that the Council be reoommeoded to
employ an expert to advise on said table, and that the table, when
prepared in this manner and notification of its approval given to the
secretary by two-thirds of the members of the Council, be inserted in
the said rule and become part thereof.

13. That Definition II. be amended by inserting after the word
"section" in the last line "and size of umbers, keels and planking."
The situation when the meeting was called to order wis no less

complicated, and the various parties no less hostile than at the an-
nual meeting at Rochester last mouth. The Royal Canadian Y. C.
supported several propositions that the area of the midship section
of yachts in the 32ft. and larger classes should not be less than 33 per
cent, of the coefficient, as determined by the formula devt^ed for the
Larchmont special 34fc. class, at the same time agreeing that no
limit should be placed upon the two smallest classes, 27 and 2.^ft.;

that existing yachts of the 3ift. and larger classes whose sections fell
below the limit should give extra time according to the Larchmont
formula or some other: that all yachts should be measured with
crews on boai'd, the average weight of crew being 1501 bs., existing
yachts being retained in their present classes. Incidentally, the R.
C. Y. C. represent-aiive carried a deed of trust under which tne owners
of Canada proposed to estabhsh the cup won by her from Vencedor
as a permanent challenge cup for international competition. With
the R. O. T. G. were the Queen City, Rochester, Buffalo and Kuigston
clubs.
The Hamilton men, representing the Royal Hamilton and the Vic-

toria Y. C, were, from tneir statements, iu a very different position
from that which it was supposed chat they occupied at llie Rochester
meeting. It would appear that they are very strongly in favor of the
restriction of the midship section according to the method propo-^ied
by Mr, Jarvis, and that they are in every way in favor of discourag-
ing extreme types and encouraging a wholesome yacht. In evidence
of this they went even further than the other party in proposing to
restrict the coefficient of section in the 37 and aSft. classes, naming a
limit of 19 per cent, in the former and 15 percent, in the latter. These

flexures were based on the two Hamilton boats, Hiawatha and Caruli,

both fin-keels, and the latter a Dyer boat of the extreme fin type,

practically tbe same as Koko, whose lines have appeared iu the
JToREST AND STREAM. lu addition to this, ihey proposed a minimum
of 33)^ per cent, for the larger clas.-?es and 30 per cent, for the 32fc,

class" The amendment carried at Rochester by the Hamilton and
Oswego delegatesprovided for a zigzag series pf standard sections

for each class, these standards being taken fi-bm existing boats of

various types and ages in the Royal Hamilton or Royal Canadian
yacht clubs. As it was practically necessary that the standards
adopted by the L. Y. R. A. should also be adopted by the associations

of the other lakes, the utter absurdity of the original amendment is

plain on its face. The new proposal was more reasonable, with limits

of 331^ per cent, and 80 per cent., but at the same time was inferior

to the original proposition of 35 per cent, in the 3Jft., 37fc., 42ft. and
first classes.
In the matter of measurement of waterline, the Hamilton delegates

opposed strenuously the proposal to measure with crew 00 board,
and in the event of its passage were prepared to fight for a reduction
of the hmit to I251bs. per man, instead of 150. These matters had al-

ready been the subject of dispute in the two clubs, the Royal Ham-
ilton and the Victoria, the majority favoring them and binding the
delegates rigidly to support ttiem: the discussion in one club reached
a point where it threatened to disruptit, and one club had resolved to

leave the Association in case its amendments were defeated. The
position of the united delegates was that they would go no further
under any circumstances than what they considered the compromise

,

amendments offered by them.
The Oswego Y. 0. had also held a meeting and instructed its dele-

gate on two points: one being to introduce and support to the last a
resolution that in future international races there should be no re-

striction whatever to the midship section except by mutual agree-
ment; the other being I he amendment to Section 10, by which pro-
fessionals are freely allowed in all classes, except at the stick in the
32fC, ZJlt. and a2ft,' classes. So far as the limitation of section in all

classes is concerned, the sentiment of the Osjvego Y. C. seems to be
in favor of no restrictions whatever on these points, the encourage-
ment of the extreme fin-keel machine, and the employment of pro-
fessionals both at the stick and about the deck, the club being in ac-
cord with Commodore Berriman, of Chicago. In order to secure the
support of the Hamilton delegates for the resolution as to the unre-
stricted midship section in international races, the Oswego delegate
pledged himself to vote for all of the proposals of tne Hamilton
club.

It is simply impossible to give even an outline of the discussion
and action through the four hours' session of the Association; pro-
posals of all kinds were brought forward, amended two or three
times, and then voted down. The only motion which was carried
unanimously was that of Sec. 1^, calling for the establishment of a
scheme of minimum scantling. The proposal to measure with crews
aboard was voted down by the Hamilton and Oswego delegates, fail-

ing to obtain tbe nece.ssary two-thirds vote, and the Oswego proposi-
tion as to international races came to an early end in the same way.
Com. OwalD Martin, Queen City Y. C!., offered several amendments

in favor of limitations of scantling and the requirement of certain
minimum weights of ballast in tbe smaller classes. Com. Martin
stated in his remarks that the proxies given by the Queen City Y. C.
delegates to the Rochester meeting only empowered the holder to

oppose the restriction of section in the •-J7ft. class, and that the holder
had exceeded his powers in voting on them against the restriction in
the larger classes.
Tbe situation soon resolved itself into a deadlock, the key being the

Oswego delegate. He had fired his gun. the amendment calling for
an unrestricted midship section in international races, with the aid of
the Hamilton men; bat it had missed fire, being voted down by a
considerable majority. In return ne was pledged to all of the points
of his colleagues, and they held him to his pledge, thus preventing
the other side from obtaining the two thirds vote. A recess was
taken for general lobbying, but apparently to no purpose, and it

looked as trough the meeting would adjourn with matters in such a
state as would seriously impede the success of the general union on
the Lakes. At about 6 o'clock aa agreement was fioally reached, that
the coefficient should be 3i}4 psr cent, in the 32tt. and Uigher classes,
19 per cent, in the 5i7ft., ana i2 per cent, in the 2af c. The meeting then
adjourned.
At 7:30 the Council of the Y. R. U. reconvened to complete its work

by acting on the pastponed amendments. It was resolved chat Mr.
W. P Stephens be employed to draw up a scheme of scantling for all

classes. Tne cup won by Canada was presented to the Union under
conditions which we wUl give next week.

^..ftanoes for the Paddling Trophy.
Kingston, Ont., January.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I
am glad to see that Mr. Scolt is not content to leave his

motion regarding the dimensions of a paddling canoe to the
tender mercies of the regatta committee, but has appealed to

canoe men generally through your columns.
The object of the A. 0, A. is to encourage the canoeist to

learn all there is to know about canoting, and if this object
is to be altaiaed his admission to the races at the meet must
be made as easy as pobsiole. Under present conditions
those of us who do not possess a lacing canoe, by which 1

mean a boat that is of no earthly use outside of a race, will

hardly find it worth while to go into training if winning
races "is our aim. On one point, nowever, 1 do not entirely

agree with Mr Scott. Where the canoes used are serviceable

boats it may be very interesting to paddlers to see which
one will develop most speed under the same conditions.

Builders have, under the existing rules, constructed their

boats either for speed or safely, but in not more than two
or three models have the two qualities been combined,
although nothing more desirable can be imagined on a cruise

than a canoe which will carry two men and a light outfit

and still be propelled with a minimum of exertion. The
genera] idea of a cruising canoe is that of a decked boat
too slow to sail races in

;
but, in Canadian waters at least,

most of the cruising is done in open canoes, so that a fast

boat of large carrying capacity is what is most needed.
Such a craft can be built at a cost well within the means of
every canoeist.

I think an exception should be made in the case of the
"club fouis paddling" event, because a 16ft. canoe, even
with a depth of l4in , is hardly suitable for four men to pad-
dle in, and the same objections do not apply to this as to the
other races. It is not necessary that the canoe for this event
should be owned by an individual, while it is desirable that
a club should possess a boat capable of standing a good sea
when manned by more than two men.

It must be evident to everyone who has attended the meets
that the number of entries tor the paddling races is ridicu-

lously small when compared with the number of men in

camp who can paddle, and it can do no harm to try the ex-
periment for two or three years of restricting the races to
safe, serviceable canoes. It is the opinion of all the racing
men and practical canoeists with whom I have spoken that
this class of canoe cannot be built of less dimensions or
weight than those proposed by Mr. Scott.

R. Easton BuRsis.

A> C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser of the

division in wnich the applicant resides on blanks furnished by purser,
the applicant becoming a member provided no objection be made
within fourteen days after his name has been officially published in
the Forest ANXJ Stbeam,

EASTBEN DrVlSION.

Name. Residence. Club.

Arthur T. S, Clay Boston

Police Revolver Shooting Notes.
On Jan. 12 and IH the picked men from the first and second pla-

toons of the New York police force met at the school for revolver
practice in the Eighth Regiment Armory in competition to decide the
captaincies and a composition of the two teams for the first six
months of 1897. Three strings of five shots each were fired, and in
each platoon the man makiuE the highest score was appointed team
captain. Following are the scores:

FIRST TEAM- FIRST PLATOON.

Jan. 13. Rank. Precinct. Total.
Ptl 11 214
Ptl 84 SOU
Rds 4 199'

Ptl 29 198
Ptl 12 197-1,010

Precinct. Total.
35
C O
24
27
10

216
203
197
196
182 -99 i

Henry J Stennea... 4. if.
FIRST TEAK—SECOND PLATOON

Jan. 13. Rank.
Milton Woodbridge Rds
George Brown. Act Rds
John Townsend Sergt
JJMcNallv ........ Sergt
George H Eckhoff. , . ... Ptl
As a result of the competition, Patrolman Henry J. Ebermann was

appointed Captain of the First Platoon team, and Roundsman Milton
Woodbridge Captain of the Second Platoon team.
In view of the fact that Capt. Petty and his assistants are barred

out, Rotmdsman Woodbridge, with the highest score of the competi-
tion, 218 out of a possible 3i5, is virtually champion of the depart-
ment.
Patrolman Ebermann has chaUenged him to shoot for the champion'

ship, and the match will probably take place at the time of the
Sportsmen's Exposition. Sergt, Townsend is also a crack shot, but
has not recently been shooting up to his usual form.

It has been decided to give medals to all members of the police
force who qualify as marksmen or sharpshooters. The marksman's
medal will be given to those who qualify by scoring 65 out of a possi-
ble 75 at 1.5yds. (Creedmoor target, <iin. bull), and the sharpshooter's
emblem to those making 70 out of a possible 75 at 20yds.
Hereafter all teams representing the department will be chosen

from the lists of those qualifying as sharpshooters. All matches will
be at the 80yds. range, 4in. Creedmoor target, and four consecutive
strings of 5 shots each will be fired by eacli man making a score of
100, the individual highest possible. Only the regulation police re-
volver with a length of barrel not exceeding 4in. exclusive of cylinder
and plain open sights will be permitted. The regulations also caU
for plain open sights and a trigger pull not less than 31bs, The regu-
lation cartridge wiU be used.
Accidental shots count in the score, and no excuses are accepted

except in case of misfires. Shots touching lines count for highest
value in scoring.
On Monday, Jan. 18, teams from the Thirty-fourth and Thirty-

eighth precincts shot a friendly match at the Armory.

Pocket Revolver Scores.
Last week mention was made of some extremely good scores

made by Capt. Petty at lOyds. with the ne«r ..33cal, police Colt, Hl.

barrel and plain open sights. Through an oversight the targets
which shoula have accompanied the note were omitted. We print
them herewith without additional comment:

Cincinnati Rifle ' Association.
Cincinnati, 0 , Jan. 10,—The following scores were made by mein-

hers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association to-day. Conditions: iOOyds.,
off-band, at the standard target, 7-ring black. The day was a
perfect one for good scores, and as a result some top scores were
made. Capt. Gindeie made two more 90s, and Welllnger made a
clean score of 8i and also a 91 to his credit. Strickmeier is coming
to the front, and bids fair to be one of the cracks. Roberts has three
scores for the gold medal to day. Payne wins the gold badge.

Gindeie.
9 9 8 9 7 9 10 10 10 10-91 10 9 10 6 10 9 9 8 10 9-90

10 8 8 10 6 8 8 10 9 10-87 10 7 7 10 7 10 10 10 9 1—87
Payne.

89 10 998778 8-83 10 97997699 8-83
6 7 6 8 10 10 10 8 8 8—81 99 10 10 78789 4-8t

Welllnger.
8 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 10 -88 10 10 9 10 9 10 9 0 9 6-91
10 8 r 10 9 10 10 9 6 9 - 88 10 9 9 9 7 7 8 9 8 7-fc.S

Heidkamp.
8 8 7 6 6 10 10 6 6 8 -75 9 9 7 6 7 8 7 8 6 7—74588678 10 89 7—77 10 6 4 6 , 8 10 5 8 0 7-69

Roberts,
8 10 8 7 8 10 9 8 6 10—84 7 10 7 8 9 10 9 6 9 10- 84599897798 10-81 7759 10 87 10 7 9—79

Topf,78758 10 446 8-67 763989683 7—6fl975977558 5-66 847878394 5-t3
Drube.

10 10 8 6 5 8 8 8 8 7—78 9 7 9 6 8 9 9 8 9 9—i378959766 10 10—77 e6a8887b6 9—T3
Lux,75867 10 696 6—70 10 5689S638 9—69666 10 6575 10 7-6S 5669 3 «5 10 5 6-63

Strickmeier.
10 9898866 10 9-t3 988799897 7—81
8 10 9986694 10—79 10 10 7 8 5 5 5 10 8 7—75

Columbia Rifle Club.

77ie Forest and Streak is put to press each week on Tueadav
orreepondence intended for pitblication should reach vs at th*
ateat by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.

San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 12.—The opening shoot of the Columbia
Club was held yesterday at Shell Moxmd, and much enthusiasm ex-
isted. The annual meeting for election of officers, adoption of pro-
gramme, etc., was held on the 8th inst. IDr. L O. Rodgers was re-
elected President; M, J. White, Vice-President; F. O. Young, Secre-
tary (reelected) ; E. Hovey, Assistant Secretary; A. B. Dorrell, First
Shooting Master, and J. E. Gorman, Second Shooting Master. The
programme is a long and varied one. Medals are offered for target
rifle, miUtary rifle, .aScal. rifle, pistol and revolver. The medals are
aU made of gold and vary in value from $15 to $100. In addition,
cash premiums from go to $i5 are given on all targets to second, third
and fourth men at the end of the year. Ladies are bereafter to be
admitted to full membership. The club is developing some fine shots,
and at aU-round shooting would like to shoot any club in the United
Slates. A resolution was adopted at the annual meeting extending
the thanks of the club to the Forest and Stream for publishing our
scores. Scores of to-day's shoot:

Rifie. SOOyds , class medals, for members only, 10 shots: Champion
class—P. O. Young 64, D. W. McLaughUn 59, P. E. Mason 80, A. H.
Pape 86, 8. IngaUs 161.

First class— Jacobson 62, O. Bremer 74, H. Hellherg 99, A. Qehret
109, J. E. Klein la7, A. B. Doi^rell 159.

Second class—J. E. German 66, F. H. Bushnell 77, M. J. White 100,

a. M. Barley 114.
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Third class—H. J. Wicker 64, A. Hintematm 111, C. P. Waltham 149,
W. TJnfred lYO, G. Manuel 172.

Rifle, re-entrj', all-comers' matciies, Busbnell medal, 3-stiot scores,
best ten scores to win, cash prizes: A. H. Pape 9, 11, P. O. Young 15,

H. J. Wicker 20
GHndemanu military medal, 10-shot scores, best ten scores to win,

cash prizes, military count: 12. Hovey4(j, F. H. Bushnell 46, F. 0.
Young 45, 0. F. Waltham 40, L. Barrer'e 42
Young rifle record medal, lO-shot scores, best single score to win:

A. H. Pape 57. A. Gehret 65, F. E. Mason 74.
Pistol. 50yds., class medals for members, 10 shots: Champion Class

—E. Howy 39, A. B. Dorrell42, F. O. Young 50, E. J. Gorman 50, A.
H. Pape 56, C. M. Daiss 6(5.

First class-D. M'. McLaughlin 74, Capt. ,T. E. Klein 78, E. Jacobson
84. M. J. White 84, F. E. Mason 85, A. Gehret 91.

Second class-G. M. Barley 59, O. Bremer 98, F. H. Bushnell 97.
Third class -A. Hinteman 85, K. W. Forest 132, H, J. Wicker 140, J,

E.. D. Gruflf 151, W. Unfred 169.
Re-entry, all-com ers' matches, Blanding medal, 3-shot scores, best

10 scores to win, cash prizes: J. E. Gorman 9, F. 0. Young 12, 12, F.
H. Bushnell 11, A. B. Dorrell 26.
Carr revolver medal, any revolver, 6 shots, best 10 scores to wiu,

cash prizes—C. Roberts an.
'

Diamond pistol record medal, 10 shots, best singl» score to win—F.
O. Young 39, E, J. Gormao 43, C . M. Daiss 46, A. H. Pape 47.

Roos .aS-caliber rifle medal, 50yds, 5- shot scores, best 10 scores to
win, cash prizes distributed on flags ('shots in the lia. center)—Mrs.
L. J. Crane 16, Mrs. C. F. Waltham 16, Mrs. M. J. White 18, S. In-
galls 18, 12. RoEEL.

Rifles and Pistols at the Exposition.
A NEW feature will be introduced this year at the Sportsmen's Ex-

position in the shape of contests for rifles and pistols. The plan of
action will be decided this week, meetings bavins been called as fol-
lows: Committee on pistol contests, Thursday, 3 P. M.; committee on
rifle contests, Friday, 3 P. M. The meetings will be held in the
Sportsmen's Association's new quarters, 377 Broadway, corner Broad-
way and White street, tenth floor.

FIXTURES.
Jan. -20-21.—IkdianapoLIS, Ind.—Tournament of the Limited Gun

Club. Sparrows. Royal Robinson, Sec'y.

I [Jan. 21.— Braxchport. N. J —Elkwood Park inaugural shoot.
Jan. 22.—YoNKEES, N. Y.—Tom-nament of the Harriott Gun Club.

Ij ive birds and targets;
Jan. 23 —Hackensack, N. J.—Shoot for the B. C. cup. 0. O. Gard-

ner. Sec'y.
1 Jan. 23. -Btjthbki'ohd, N. J.—Invitation handicap sweepstake, 20
ive birds, $15 entrance, birds mcluded . Shoot will be held under the
auspices of the Boiline- Spinngs Gun Club.
Jan. 25-29.—San Antonio, 'l ex.—Second Texas Midwinter tourna-

ment. Targets and magautraps. $2,000 added. Under the manage-
ment of J. M. George, Albert Steves and O. C. Guessaz, at San Pedro
Springs grounds. Upen to the world.

Ja,n. 29.—YoNKERS, N. Y.—Tournament of the Harriott Gun Club.
Live birds and targets.
Feb. 8-20 —Hot Springs, Ark.—The Arkansaw Traveler's first

grand annual Uve-bird tournament; $10,000 In purses and added
moneys. Souvenir programme.* ready Jan 1. Address all communi-
cations to John J. Sumprer, Jr.. Box 111, Hot Springs, Ark.
Feb. 10.—Hackestsack, N. J.—Second contest for the Recreation

cup, under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club. C. O. Gird-
ner, Sec'y.
March 13-17.—Bavchester, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. CobweD hanaicap at
live birds, .1300 guaranteed.
March 23-25.— New York —Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (Ave birds), at Elkwood Park. .fl.OOO

guaranteed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20
AprU 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateur and fourteenth open-to-all tournament.
April 15-17 —San Antonio, Tex.-Tom-nameut of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska istate Sportsmen s Association. Added money later.

April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.

ila.v 5-7.—Newbdbgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 17-2.i.

—

Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'.v.

May 26-29.—East St. LotjiS;, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's
Smokeless Gun Glnb.
June 8-11.—Atjbubn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament, C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
.June (third week).

—

Cleveland, O.—Fourth annual tournament of
the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
It is by no means unusual for a shooter to protest some decision of

the referee. Two cases came to our notice quite recently: One oc-
curx-ed at Detroit, Mich., on Jan. 6, in the Renick-Corbett match, re-
ported in our issue of Jan. 16; the other was in the Winston-Mosher
match at Y'ardvUle, N. J., on Jan. 16, when Winston protested against
the scoring of a dead bird to Mosher, as mentioned in our report of
that match given elsewhere in these columns. What strikes us as
peculiar is that protests should be lodged when there is no tribunal
before which such cases can be brought. The American Shooting
Association, the organization under whose rules most of the matches
in this country ai-e shot, is dead- It would be quite feasible for the
Sportsmen's Association to appoint a committee to criticise and de-
cide protests made in matches shot under the set of rules it proposes
to issue; but until there is some such tribunal it would be well for
shooters to remember that the referee's decision "shall be final."
•At present, if the referee gives a decision any of you may think im-
proper and not warranted by the facrs, the only satisfaction you can
enjo.y is to tell him what vou think of the decision in language
couched only in terms formulated by books on ptiqueite. What the
referee says, goes! See?

We regret that the programme for the Audubon Gun Club's first

annual midwinter tournament at Buffalo. N. "X , reached us too late
for any notice of it to be of benefit to the cluD. We regret this fact
more particularly since the club has been kind enough to give Forest
AND Stream a free advertisement in its programme, thus shoivtng
that it recognizes the good Forest and Stream has done for it in the
past. The tournament is open to all, but the club has also arranged
a programme of five events each day open only to those who average
75 per cent, and under. The Rose system will be used, but the club
reserves the right to change back to the "old system" whenever ic

may deem it advisable to ao so. This applies only to target events.
On the last day, in the hve-bird events, the '"old system" will prevail,
but we presume the "droppers" will be watched.

On our way to Brunswick, Me., last Tuesday (Jan. 13) we met O. R
Dickey at Boston, Mass. Dickey was looking just as well as ever,
and inquired a good deal about the new grounas at Elkwood Park.
The winner of last year's Grand American Handicap says that he
will be on hand when time is called to start the Grand American
Handicap of 1897. The Boston shooters display quite an interest in
live-bird shooting considering that the laws of the State forbid the
trapping of live bu-ds. We also had a talk with Capt. Wadsworth,
of tue Boston Shooting Association, and it is more than probable
that Capt. Wadsworth, Dickey and two or three friends will vi«t Elk-
wood Park the latter part of Februaiy for the purpose of looking
over the grounds and doing a little live-oird shooting.

The Louis C. Kistner Gun Club was organized Jan. 12 with the fol-
lowing members: August Kisiner, President;) George Froeligh, Vice-
President; Louis C Kis'ner, Secretary and Treasurer; Conrad Kist-
ner, Trap Manager; George F. Back, Score Keeper; Samuel Winter-
nitz, Wm. L. Ruhe, Albert Rose, George Young, Dr. Smith, Adam
Young, John W, Buchta, Wm. Penn, Chester B. Lewis, C. Schlunis,
Chas. Wiuternitz, Dr. George McAby, Dr. W. Bobercs. The club
will hold weekly live pigeon shosts at their grounds, Kiscuer's Locuit
Grove.

We regret to state that Eddie Hill, of Trenton, N. J., is dead. Our
informant, Chariie Zwirlein, does not mention in his note to us the
cause of his death, nor the dale. Eddie was one of the best shots in
New Jersey, and was but very little short of being in the front rank.
It was always a pleasure to see him shoot a match; his quiet, gentle-
manlike behavior being in marked contrast to that so often displayed
by others, ,j

I iShooters in the vicinity of New York should not forget that the
Elkwood Park's inaugural shoot takes place on Thursday next, Jan.
21. Messrs. Daly & Chanfrau, managers of the grounds, have ar-
ranged a programme to suit the occasion. A. better opportunity of
seeing the grounds and viewing: the workings of all three sets of traps
could not be offered, Bad weather would be but a slight bar to
thorough enjoyment of the day's sport, still it is to be hoped that the
day will be fine.

Th'? testimonial shoot to Neaf Apgar gotten up by the Boiling
Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford. M. .J., on Jan. 16, was a pleasing
success to its promoters. It is no easy matter to get thirty-nine
shooters together nowadays, unless solid cash inducements are held
out to them. Yet that number put in an appearance and shot along
merrily, simply for the purpose of showing Neaf that they appreci-
ated his labors in tlie past for the benefit of trap shooting
On Jan. 9 Hawkins and Hood Waters shot a race with Gent and

Jones on the grounds of the Baltimore, Md., Shooting Association, of
which all four shooters are members. The conditions as originally
decided upon were: 25 live birds per man, losing team to pay for the
birds and a wine supper. At the end of the 20ih round, however,
Gent and Johnson withdrew, being hopelessly out of the race. The
scores for the 20 birds were: Hood Waters 19, Hawkins 19-38; Gent
12, Jones 16-28.

The Interstate Association's of^er to hold a tournament at Lewis-
ton, Me., during the cominer summer has awakened the enthusiasm
of ihe members of the local club. While at Brunswick, Me., during
the past week, we had the pleasure of meeting G. R. Hunnewell, one
oC the moving spu-its in matters of sport in that city. Mr. Hunnewell
told us that he and the other members of the club would make that
shoot the banner one on the Interstate circuit for 1897.

Lee Helgans, of Brooklyn, N. Y., did some good shooting at Dexter
Park, L, I., on Jan. The occasion was the monthly shoot of the
Parkway Rod and Gun Club. Helgans, Tom Short and James Ben-
nett had tied for the club badge with 7 straight. On the shoot-ofC
miss-and-out Bennett retired after losioe his third bird. Short and
Helgans kept scoring bird after bird untU Short lost his 14th bird,
having run 20 straight; Helgans scored his bird, making it 21 straight
for him.

The shooting committee of the Oritani Field Club, Hackensack, N.
J., has organized for 1897 as follows: George Ricardo, Jr., captain;
John R. Banta, secretary and treasurer; Robert B. Smith, president,
chairman. Following are the fixtures: Regular club shoot, every
Saturday; Oritani cup handicap, once a month; Oritani badge handi-
cap, twice a month.
In New York cil.v the tide of business is steadily flowing np-town.

The W. Fred Quimby Company has now gotten in the stream and
has floated up to 310 Broadway, one door below the W. R. A. Com-
pany. The firm will occupy one-half of the large store now bearing
the name of "Conroy's," and will have ample.roam for its display of
Smith guns and Hunter bicycles.

The Baker Gun Company, of Batavia, N. Y., will have two good
representatives on the roaa this year. Their names are C. A. Damon
and John Carraber. Charlie Damon will be well remembered in
Western citie.s as the popular representative of the Burgess Gun
Company, of Buffalo, N. Y.
At the regular annual meetinsr of the Greenville Gun Club, of the

Pennsylvania and Ohio Border League, held on Tuesday, Jan 5, the
following officers were elected lor the ensuing year: President. Dr.
C. A. Miller; Vice President. Mr. King; Secretary, J. M. Reed; Assist-
ant Secretary, Wm. F. Krighler; Treasurer, Ernest Whitmer ; Direc-
tors, C. B. Shrom and J. A. McNary.

3Ir. Haywood, representative of the Haywood-Spalding sporting
goods house, Denver, Col., was one of the spectators at the Winston-
Mosher match on Saturday, .Ian. 16, at Yardville. On his way back,
and while leaving the train at Jerst-y City, he was "touched"' for his
pocketbook, which contained the nice liotle roll of $98 in bills.

In our last issue we announced that the Auburn (N. Y.l Gun Club
cloimed the dates of June 8-11 for the annual shoot of the New York
State Association. Auburn promises some good things, and there is

no question but what all those good things will materialize unaer the
guicimg hands of Messrs. C. W. Tuttle, Geo, Corning, Jr., etc.

The migration of shooters to San Antonio, Tex., began last week.
Ferd. Van Dyke, Rolla Heikes and O. R. Dickey have started for the
Midwinter tournament, taking in the Limited Gnn Club's sparrow
shoot at Indianapolis. The trio will probably be heard from when
the Hot Springs tournament starts on Feb. 8.

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., elected the following
governing committee at a recent meeting: L. Thomas, W. R. Hobart,
I. H. Terrill, Asa Whitehead and J. H. Dawson. Mr. Thomas is

president of the club, W. R. Hobart secretary-treasurer, and I. H.
Terrill m nager.

The West End Club, of Richmond, Va , will probably accept the
offer of the Interstate Association for a tournament in that city. The
schedule of dates for the Interstate circuit is not yet completed, but
will be given to the public as soon as possible to avoid all'Clashing of
dates.

Jim Elliott is certainly shooting live birds in great fcm. He did
not have much margin to play on when he met J D. Gay, of Pine
Grove, Ky., on Saturday last, Jan. 16. Scores of 98 to 90 are good
ones, no matter what class of birds were trapped. Elliott stood at
31yds., Gay at 29yds.

Manager Shaner, of the Interstate Association, writes us as follows:
'*In response to numerous inquiries for information relating to the
Grand American Handicap tournament of 1897, 1 desire to state to
the readers of Forest AND Stream that programmes containmg de-
tailed information will be ready for distribution on Feb. 10.

The first four entries for the Grand American Handicap are: No. 1 >

Old Hoss; No. 2, Sandy McPherson; No. 3, W. S. King; No. 4, J. G-
Messner. All the above are from Pittsburg, and it is safe to say that
the Smoky City will be represented by at least as many more shoot-
ers when the event itself is shot off.

The Harriot Gun Club, of Yonkers, N. Y., will hold shoots on its

grounds on Jan. 22 and Jan. 29. Both live birds and targets will be
trapped . The club's grounds are at Oak Hill Park. The secretary of
the club is G. Banyer, and further information can be obtained from
that gentleman.

On Wednesday, Jan. 13, Rolla Heikes and J. L. 147 Winston shot a
friendly race at targets on the grounds of the Climax: Gun Club at
Fanwood, N. J. The conditions were: 100 targets, expert rules, one
man up. Scores were: Heikes 81, Winston 79.

The Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, has elected officers as fol-

lows: President, VV. S. Cutler; Treasurer, Henry Levi; Secretary, R.
W. Kixford; Captain, J. A. Ruble; Directors, F. E. Adams, J. C.
Murphy and George Groll.

The King's Smokeless Gun Club will give their second annual tour-
nament at East St. Louis, 111., on May ?0, 27, 28 and 29, the week fol-
lowing the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association, of
Kansas City. W. Benckman, Secretary.

The following ofllcers have been elected for the year 1897 by the
Rockaway Point Rod and Gun Club: Pi-esident, Joseph A. Bourke;
Vice-President, Com. Edw. dpott; Secretary, J. H. W.Fleming; Treas-
urer, Edw. F. Sourke.

Justus von Lengerke is getting a little practice preliminary to
entering for the Grand American Handicap. He shot weU in the
miss-and-outs at Zwirleiu's after the Winston-Mosher match, scoring
17 out of 19 on good fast birds.

The Invitation handicap live-bird race at the Boiling Springs Gun
Club's grounds on J an. kS (Saturday next) promises to be a popular
event. Entries must be made to Gus Greiff, at 8 Mui-ray street, not
later than Thursday, Jan. 21.

George Mosher made a good race of it with Winston for the Du
Pont trophy. His score of 45 out of the last 50 looks veiy well on
paper, but was even better than it looks, judging from what one hears
as to the birds George drew.

King's Smokeless will be well represented at San Antonio. Miltl
Lindsiey, Wanda, Tom Keller, Jack farker and John H. Mackie wil.
all be there when the time comes for the first event to be started.

The West Chester Gun Club wOl give an all day live-bird shoot on
Thursday, Jan. 21, at the club grounds, West Chester, Pa. Shoot
will commence at 10 A. M. P. H. Eachus, Secretary.

The Cleveland Target Company's advertisement in this week's issue
tells another tale: Magautraps will be used at the New York State
shoot at Auburn next June.
Jan. 19. Edwabp Bakks.

Oritana Field 'Club.

Hackensack, N. J., Jan. 9.—The regular shoot of the Oritana Field
Club was held here to-day.- Event No. 1 was at 15 known and 15 un-
known angles, Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were at unknown angles, and No. 5 was
at 5 pairs, unknown traps and angles. Scores:

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 Events: 12 3 4 5
Targets: 30 10 IS 10 10 Targets: SO 10 15 10 10

Ricardo 17 7 11 .. .. Belden 16 6 9 1
Blauvelt. 17 7 11 7 4 Raymond ...20 6 10 2 6
ConKlin 19 , 1 Anderson...... .. 4 6 ,. .,

Rob Roy.

Le Boy Gun Club.
Le Roy, Pa., Jan 11.—The te Roy Gun Club was organized here to

day, with the following officers and members:
Robt. B. Holcomb, President; James Holcomb, Vice-President:

Samuel D. Loyd, Secretary; Anson B. Carney, Treasurer; Clarival
H. Holcomb, Chas. Whipple, Andrew Percival, Martin Morse, Chas,
Dodge, Clarence Selleck, L W. Quick. Chas. Walbourn, S. W. Harris,
B. F. Smith, Rolley Holcomb, Artie Kelley, Scott Fellows.
We owe our existence as a gun club to B. F. Smith, who has worked

for quite a while to get a club together. He has been visiting bete,
for the past three months, and has done considerable practicing at
the traps.
Most of us have never shot'over traps before, and some never saw

them. Scores:

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 6 6
Targets: lo 10 15 10 10 S6 Targets: lu in 16 10 io 35

RE Holcomb... 6 5 9 6 9 16 A Kelly . 6 5 4 6 9 16
SDLoyd 8 4 7 5 6 12 J Holcomb.,,,., S 5 11 8 7 15
C H Holcomb,. . . 5 B 8 6 7 14 A Carney 7 4 5..
Rol Holcomb. .. . 5 6 9 5 6 17 M Morse 8 .. . .

S Fellows 4 3 .. OWalbnrn ,. .. 5
A Percival 4 3 8 S 7 .. C Selleck 8
C Dodge 4 6 9 6 8 13 P Baxter i> 7 12.. 9..
L Quick 7 6 9 7 9 17 B P Smith 7 8 14 9 10 33

Team race, thirty targets per man:
Quick 18, R. E. Holcomb 19, Dodge 20, 0. H. Holcomb 20, B. F.

Smith 27; total 104.
Kelly 24, Rol. Holcomb 19, J. Holcomb 16, A. Percival 17, Baxter 25;

total. 101. , >
)

Match, fifty targets, unknown angles, A, S. A. rules. Smith to
score 44:
Smith 1111111111111100111111110 - 23

1111111110111111114011111-23 - 45

Jan. Ik.—B. F. Smith shot a match against birds to-day. be toscore
44 out of 50 for a bet of $25. The conditions were, 50 birds from two
King traps, set lOyds. apart, unknown trap^, 30yda. rise. Smith
won his match by one bird. The score:

Smith 2202202222229222222222222—23
X222222i222i22a2220220202—23 -45

S. D. Loyd, Sec'y.

West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association.
Newburgh, N. Y., Jan. 7.—We have started 1897 with weekly con-

tests for two cash prizes, each prize to be won three times. To-dav
was the first contest, J. S. Taylor winning first and Dickson and
Wood tieing for second. Another prize was also shot for at the same
time. This was one of Laflin & Rand's silver kegs of W-A powder.
Taylor won this, but as he won one of these trophies at our fall tour-
nament in 18.%, he kindly returned this prize to the club, and the
same will be shot for on Jan. 14. The handicaps were awarded by
Capt. J. A. Wood and gave general satisfaction. Scores were:
J S Taylor (4).11110110llll01111011l01101111110111111111111111111-43

0111 — 3-46
OaptWood (8), 10101110111101111101110111111111111111001101111011-40

11011100 — 6-45
A Dickson (14)11001010011111101110011001111101111101011101111111—36

lOOlllOlOllOU — 9-45
A Leicht (12). .lllOOllOlOlOlillOlOIOllOlllOlllOllOlOllllOlllllOCO-33

IIOIOUIIOII —9-4!
Stanbrough(6)U110101111011111111101101110100000000ll0111111101—34

011000 — z 3(i

J Rhodes (8). .00111111101110111111000in000111101110000101101101-3->
11100010 — 4-3B

Scott 01010010100110001111100101001010111110110011000000-24
11111110101111 — 1?-3S

Jova (16) OllllOOUlOOOllllllOllOOOlllOOOOlllOOlOlOUOOOOOl I- 26
0101101111001011 —10-:36

*DrMitch'liaO)111111111101110111000100011011001011011001inillll-35
* Did not shoot handicap. D. Brown.

Greenville Gun Club.
Greenville, Pa., Jan. 1,—The New Year's Day shoot of the Green-

ville Gun Glub was one of the most successful in the club's history.
The scores:

Events: 1 2 $ I, 5 6 7 S 9 10 It W IS lU 15

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 13'

Keck 5 7 6 10 6 9 4 B 9 .... 5 .. .. 3
Hamor.. 4 3 2 .. „•.' a .. .-~ .. .. 4
Speir- 5 5 .. r .. 4 .. 9.4 „ .. .. 10
Brown 6 6 4 a 6., 2 7.. 8 6,, 6
Reed 2 3 8 4 .... 3 .... 4 5 ,. 3 .. 6
Chase 6 7 7 4.. 4.. 5.. 5.. 5 . 9
Com 887.. 6866 8 75.. 659
RusseU 1874S845837 13
Taylor ,. 5 .. 7 7
Miiler .. .. 8 .. .. '.

'.' ". " '.'

Harrington 4 4 5 8 !! 7

9

Wnitmer 8 6 8.. 7 8 9,. 8., 11
Henlein ., 5 .. 5 6 6 3 ;6 . , . ,

Grauel 8 8 .. 10 « 7 ,. 6 8 12
McNary .. .. ...... 9 7 6 .„ 7 8 7 9
McMurray ^ a,,, 3 5 6 7
Keag ., g la
Winans , 4 .. 5
McDowell ., 4 \\ 'i \[
Ellsworth .. b a :i

Templeton , 4 !! !! .. 5
Blackman 4 n
Ash '7 6.

No 15 was the club shoot for prize cup. .J. M. EBEaj, Sec'y.

Charley Grimm on Championships.
Clear Lake, la., Jan. IG.—JEditor Forest amrl Sfrearn: Your trap

editor evidently thinks there i.^ danger of trouble in regard to cham-
pionships at live birds. Now I don't see how there can be any, nor
why there should be any. He also says there is oulv one champion
target shot in the United States, and that is true; all intelhgent people
here in the West concede this. The Schmel- er trophy, or tbe Kansas
City medal or trophy, as you choose to call it (and, by the way, the
Kansas City medals are quite numerous), I understand represents
the championship of Auierica at reversed pull on targets; that is
the way I read it somewhere, and that is the style that it is shot at.
Now then, for live birds we have the cast'iron medal that Jim

Elliott, Jack Brewer, Dr. Carver, myself and others helped to pay
for, and pledged ourselves that it should hereafter repi-esent the
championship of the United States, and thus settle all disputes; for
it was then and there that several claimed the championship of
America, and also of the world; and the shooters put ic up to settle
this. I don't see how they can claim anything else for it now.
Then there is the Du Pont trophy, representing the championship

of America with Du Pont powder, which is proper. Also the Kansas
City (Siar'8 medal; I Don't know just what it does represent, but it
might be called the Star medal, or the Champion.ship of the Stars.
Your editor might chink it all right to shoot for the two medals, not
knowing the circumstances, but under the existing circumstances, as
he will find them if he looks the matter up, I don't think he wants a
new medal recognized every year or at every shouting match; too
much lifee Glutting their beads off with a hatchet. This would be pull-
ing the live bird championship into the quicksands deeper, would it
not? C. M. Grimm.

Joplin G un Club.
JoPLiN, Mo., Jan. 10.—Below are the scores made on live birds

to aay. All our shooters are amateurs on live birds, henae the com-
paratively low scores. The birds were a good lot, there being very
few sitters among the lot. Scores;

Events: 13 3 4 5 Events: 1 3 3 4 B
Birds: 10S5 10 .. .. Birds: 10 SB 10

Van 10 23 9 5 4 Cox

10

20 S 4 1
Best 6 31.; 0,. Webster.. ..-4. 6 17 T 2
Bryant 3 21 7 5 1 Horn 7 3J 9 0 ..
Sumner, i 5 20 10 5 4 Freeman 15 .. .

Morgan.. 9 20 7 5 5 Wetheral "'
'5"

Sergeant 9 23 10 1 a

Nos. 4 and 5 were miss-and-outs. w. g.

The South Side Gun Club,
Of Newark, N. J., has made an innovation. Hereafter the price of
targets wdl be one cent each, and the governing committee hope that
the Inci'eased attendance will prove the truth of the saying, "Large
sales and small profits." Few clubs have better facilities for shoot-
ing than the South Side, either in convenience of access or prompt-
ness in service. So come along, boys, buy 100 empires for $1 and
help the club to prove that a 53 per cent, reduction these hard times
JS a good thing for all. W. R. Hobaet, Sec'y,
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IN ISTEW JERSEY.
AT BLKWOOD PARE.

/ou. ,9—Noei E. Money, of the American E.G. Powder Co.; Ills

Dther-in-law, Mr. Kennard; Capt. Haywood, ol: Denver; Cape,

inmer; J. L. 147 Winston, of the Austin Cartridge Co., and H. S.

Ill«s, ot Spaldings, had a pleasant afternoon's sport at the Elk-

i6d Park traps to-day. Sweeps were shot at both pigeons and
ickbirds, and as the scores given below show, the number of black-

ds that escaped from the shooters was rather more than a fair

erage. Sweeps at pigeons resulted as follows:
No. 1. No. 3.

toston .... w^... ... ... . , . >J222-4 832222-6
illes. .. .,..i^.. Ui.;+i ..r..*i 2223-4 232223-8
.ywood 1230—3 112310—5
anmer , 10 —1 1830 -3
mey
inttard..,,

Sweeps at live blackbirds were sbot as fellows:

No. 3.

2020203022— 6

S022020222— 7
1222220021— 8
2113321200— 8
2222222222—10
0002331002— 5

1, No. 2.

0022022200-5
2211212101—9

No. 3.

2322002023— 7
2^22131111-10

No. 4. No. 5.

20
22
0

22
10
0

1001121011-8
200000W

10 21

021S011200— 6

at Elkwood

itten

,

Iison

.

13 5
.. 7
7 7

3 1

No
inston 0
lywood 2112

anmer 0

mey,. ......2120
snnard..,. .0

rinstoD .0

ranmer 10

:ennard 1320
jlles......

"Ke-entries.

Tan. J6.—Nineteen events were shot off this afternoon
.rk. No. 1 was a 10-bird event, Patten and Toland being the only

es to shoot out their scores. Nos. 2 and 3 were 5-bird events; the

in No. 3 was shot off, Toland and EHison dividing at the end of the

3t round of the ties. The tie in No. 18 was shot off in she next

ent, Hoey winning at the end of the second round. Scores were:

1 2 S U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1^ 13 lU 15 le 17 18 19

10

Uey 3 4 4 6 1 1

land 93432112686
44403001504

147 TEBStIS M08HER.

7oM-. 16. -The match between John L. 147 Winston and Geo. A.

jsher, of Syracuse. N. Y., representative of the Syracuse Arms
impany, manufacturers of the Hollen beck gun, took place to day
fardville, N. J. The contest, as every shooter knows, was for the

Bsession of the DuPont trophy, won by Winston from George B,oll,

Chicago, last December on John Watson's grounds. It will be re-

>mbered that ihere was some slight disregard of the conditions

verning the challenges for this trophy when the Mosher challenge

IS made public, the irregularity having been quite unintentional on
» part of either Winston or the challenger. This deviation from
? rules, which prescribe that each challenger shall notify E. I. du
iiat de Nemours & Co. of his intentions, was passed over by the

tnpany in its anxiety to throw the competition for the cup ''wide

en,'' and to do away with any suspicion of an intention of making
6 challenges for the trophy a sort of "close corporation" business.

> further mistakes or irregularities are possible now. Mr. H, P.

jUins the company's representative from Baltimore, Md., made an
nouncement to-day that no challenges would be recognized except
len made in the regular way; that is, by depositing a forfeit, and
tifying the company or its representative in due form. No chal-

ige would be recognized if made upon the grounds after a match
the trophy, unless the challenger himself was present. (The

lOve is as the matter was reported to us by our representative.)

For to day's match Charlie Zwirlein had provided 250 all-bluebirds,

jall in size and clean as to wings and tails. There was absolutely
1 wind to help the birds at all, but still some of them left the traps

th. a rush that caused several ciphers to be registered on the score

eels. Mr. H. P. Collins acted as referee on behalf of the company.
It was generally supposed that Mosher would be an easy victim for

8 antagonist, but the result shows that when he once struck his

iit he pounded out 45 out of his last 50; and that too when he was
ipelessly in the rear. The luck of the birds decidedly favored Win-
ati ; 147 himself is authority for that statement. As a matter of

ct both men had 58 birds that showed an outgoing tendency, but
ijsher had ten twisters as against seven that fell to Winston. Divid-

g the best birds into "fast," "very fast" and "screamers," the
ore sheet handed to us tells the following tale: Winston, 13 fast, 10

ry fast and 1 screamer; Mosher, 13 fast, 16 very fast and 3

reamers. Winston's total of 87 might have been slightly increased

kd not his affection for the figure 7 mastered the acetu'aey of his

m. Mosher's 85 was a good score under the circumstances, espe-

ally when bis disheartening start is taken iato consideration.

Juble figure runs were: Winston, 16, 16, 15, 11 and 10; Mosher, 17

id 14.

An incident of the match was a protest of the referee's decision on
le of Mosher's birds by Winston. The decision in question was tbe
lowance of another bird to Mosher under the following circum-
ances: Mosher had shot both barrels at a bird, and had apparently
J far as the spectators could judge) not damaged it at all seriously,

le bird was fast making its waj^ over the 8ft. fence when a bush-
tiacker let drive at it, knocking it endways and causing the bird to

U within the fence boundary. Under these circumstances, and
all within his rights as laid down by the A. S. A. rules, Referee
Mills decided that Mosher should shoot at another bird ; Mosher
Bpped to the score and killed his bird. Winston protested the

feree's decision. What good such a protest would do we are at a
58 to suggest. "The referee's decision is final."

The match was shot Id good time, commencing at 12:45 and closing
a:41; 1 hour and 5a minutes. The times for each fifty birds were;
minutes, 30 minutes, 29 minutes and 3i minutes. The traps were
•rung for each shooter as follows:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. Total.

IT... 17 -44 z4 kO 17 100

Ssher...... w 24 26 15 33 la 100

41 48 39 42 30 200

A curious feature of the above figures is the fact that Mosher had
), 5 trap only four times out of his last fifty-five birds. The ab-
nce of any wind to help the birds made the luck of the traps much
IS than it is when a strong wind prevails. The score in detail fol-

ds':

Trap score, type—Copyright, la^r, iy Surest and Stream Publishing Co.

535 5 132231132254245134341

f,... 0 233 a 383232a332a30322»33 3—23

4344335144 3 11532124341353
28232223e33322323a23«222 3—23

2223243335514415311533525
8 3 233323 3 322022300333332 3-22

3 4 241853314543 3 3548343231
330802323232332»3«832008 2—19—87

6331121 S-S 35431142S1531443

SO A Mosher. 1 3012331233»»133231083230-20
4135545113432243124541121
S33»a2322101«0233223223« 3—20

1254233243523141135424523
,22333823223333333033282 3—33

3441333114134413232 2 42481

033232822232111031112122 0-32—85

Jther sweeps were shot as below, each being a miss-and-out; re-

try allowed in first roimd;

WMorfe
eidman.
bell....
irrison ,

jrfey (re-entry)

rirlein

Ltlston

»AV

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3.
, 130 13312320 31322231

0 3i20
0 1230 33122220
.323

..m :

30
13i322i2

* f ^ 22382121 S2s!30
8223320
10

THE APGAR TESTIMONIAL SHOOT.

The attendance was good, thirty-nine shooters taking part in the
various events shot off during the afternoon. It is a hard matter to

get any shooters in New Jersey to put in an appearance at the traps
any time before noon; hence, although the shoot was announced to

commence at 10 A, M., it was well on to 1 P. M. before there was a
full squad on hand. From that time until it was too dark to see a
target flying over the meadows there was some rapid work at the

traps. Almost 4,000 targets were thrown before the word to quit was
given.
Among those who came to pay their respects to Near were: Dr.

Mason, H. P. Dain and J. B. Halsted, from Peekskill, N. Y.;Noel E.

Money, of the American E. C. Powder Co, ; Ed Taylor, of the Laflin

& Rand (W-A) Powder Co. ; CoUn R. Wise and a strong delegation
from Passaic, N. J., including Capt. Hall, C. F. Lenone, Bowes, Co-
man, etc. ; Frank Butler, from Nutley, N. J., with regrets from Miss
Annie Oakley at her ujability to be present; Eddie Collins, &. H,
Piercy, A. B. Strader and L. Piercy, from the Endeavor Gun Club; J.

S. S. Remsen, from Brooklyn, N, Y.: Warren Smith, of the Maple-
woods, and a goodly number of the home club.

Scores ruled high, but W. H. Huck was the only one to make a 25

straight. L. Piercy, the fourteen-year-old son of G. H. Piercy, dis-

tinguished himself by scoring 24 out of 25 in event No. 10, and leading
the whole of the 30 entries in that event 1 Everything was done by
the club to make matters comfortable for Apgar's guests; the
lancheon set out in the club house by Mrs. Rock, wife of the club's

superintendent, playing an important part in the proceedings of the
day.
In the last four 25-target events the seven highest totals for the 100

targets were: Collins and G. Piercy 91, Edwards and Mason 89, War-
ren Smith 88, Wise 87, Dain 85. Ed Taylor shot well in every event he
took part in with the exception of No. 10; he attributes his improve-
ment in form to the use of a certain load of his firm's W-A powder,
loaded by the W. R. A. Company to a formula prepared by Ferd Van
Dyke after exhaustive tests of the same at the company's works at

New Haven. Noel Money shot in something like his old form when
he "tried" real hard, and was as pleased as Punch to find that he
could break 24 out of 25 occasionally. Jack Halsted was not in form
at all. but his running mates. Mason and Dain, held up the Peekskill

end in great shape. Warren Smith, president of the Maplewood, N.
J., Gun Club, has been somewhat of a stranger at the traps for a long
time ; that he has not forgotten how to shoot is shown by his score of

88 out of 100. Taken altogether, the gathering was a very pleasant
one, while the large aiteuaance shows that Neaf is as popular as
ever.
Owing to Ferd. Van Dj^ke being called away to attend to business

for the Winchester Co., the team match arranged for to-day could
Hot take place. The teams were: Van Dyke, A'pgar and Wise against
Remsen, Piercy and Edwards. Rolla Heikes had also intended to try
his hand against time for 100 targets, but had to send his regrets
owing to simUar business arrangements with his company. RoUa's
absence was a serious loss, several spectators having come to the
grounds for seeing how the "daddy of 'em all" could break targets,

The scores in to-day's events were as below:

1 33 45 6 7 89 10 11 12
25 S5 H5 25

22 23 23 22
17 32 22 16
21 21 Zi 33

25 25 20 25 10 15 15 SO

IS 14 18
15 11 16
9 19

Events:

.

Targets:

Edwards 24 31 17 33

NEMoney 23 24 16 21

Wise 20 18 9 20

Joy i. ......... 19 .... 18
Apgar , , , 21 ,

Jeanneret ^ .... 6 .. .. .. 8 10

Huck..., i 19 .: 13 .. 15

Halsted , 9 9 8 16

Mason..... 9 12 15 19

Dain..............,.,,,.ir....>..«.r .. .. .. 10 12 13 18

Taylor ..i if. i..t.^>;i.i.>i>.." 9 15 13 19

Adams .................r 7 13 .. 17

Lewis i. 10 13

Strader 10

Frank ..i

Paul , ..

Harding, ,. , .... . . . & iam
Baron, .............w • •:M^">.i • •

Remsen., .'i.,.-,,-:. ......... ..

W Smith .. ..

James
GPiercy
Collins.
Laurance , . ,

Bowes
Just
Hutchinson
De Wolf
L Piercy ...r <

Butler ,

Hall i,

Guy
Zeno .........^i ....... p.

Black
Bell
Lenone
Brown .. .<

Lancom
Coman

31 ..

18 16
34 22
21 20
22 19
20 23
.. 14
17 17
IV ..

22 18
16 19
21 21

21 22
23 21

17 Is
22 33
32 23
1 3
22 17
10 13
15 ..

17 16
.. 24
,. 21

.. 15

.. 17

.. 14

,. 15
.. 31

.. 18

25 18
15 30
21 32
31 23
24 ..

23 ..

17 15
17 16
18 18
20 w
20 13
18 ..

24 ..

23 21
31 ..

24 33
84 22

16 17

11 ..

18 18

.. 22
15 .,

17 ..

14 18
21 ..

17 10
6 4
18 19
.. 20

No. 3 was at 10 pairs; No 9 at known traps and angles; all other
events were at unknown angles.
Event No. 13 was one of the regulation "moonlight excursions"

that usually bring such shoots to a close. It was too dark to see the
targets, and several referees were required to accurately report the
result of each shot. The conditions were 25 targets, unknown angles.
The scores were: Apgar 19, Wise 18, Edwards 16, G. Piercy 14, Stra-
der 13, Lenone 11. Edward Banks.

BERGEN COTOITY GUN CLUB.

Jan. 9.—The Bergen County Gun Club held its weekly shoot on its

grounds at Hackensack this afernoon. The day was bright and
pleasant, and the home talent made a good showing, both as to num-
oers and in enthusiasm. Thirteen shooters faced the traps, and
about 1,51X) targets were thrown. The best scores on »5 targets were
as follows; Horton 16, Van Keuren 31, Warner 13, Johnson 16, Pack-
ard 13, Ward 16, Jackson 18, Gardner 13, Chaffee 15, Lefferts 31, Ban-
ta 19, Bell 13, Brackect 15.

Under its new management this club is making an effort to get out
some of the Hackensack field shots and to get them interested in
trap-shooting; so far it is meeting with success. The assistance the
club has received and is receiving from expert shooters, the members
of other clubs and from the sporting goods houses, has infused it

with considerable ginger and with quite a perceptible spirit of emula-
tion among its members. When it is stated tnat (with only two or
three exceptions.) all the above named shooters are less than 60 per
cent, men and many are less than 50 per cent, men, the scores re-
corded are very creditable. By continued energy on the part of the
management and tne co operation it is receiving, this club will at no
distant day have among its members a home talent composed of new
men in good substantial numbers, men to whom any good club man
would gladly extend the right hand of lellovvship. Ic will be a long
time before they (the new men; can successfully compete in a long
race with the expert trap-shooters of the old-esiabhshed clubs, and
we have much to learn from the old men ; but we aie in the field to
learn all we can, and before long some of the old experts wiU smell
our powder mighty close behind them. E, G. Hobtok, Captain.

Jan, 16.—The Apgar testimonial shoot, gotten up by the Boiling
Tings Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., was a thorough success, not-
tbstanding the fact chat the weather was damp and unpleasant.

A Prominent Sportsman.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 31.—Speaking of newspaper work reminds me of
a brilliant bit that was pulled off here in Chicago last week. The
trap editor of an esteemed contemporary, or one of the trap editors
wotmdup a column of wisdom by quoting what a "promment sports-
man" ot ihis city had said in corroooration of ihe posiiion o£ the
aforesaid irap editor or editors. The remark of the "prominent
sportsman" had no quotation marks about it, nor anything else to
convey the idea that it was not produced at first hand. But it did
have a familiar look about it, and I looked in the columns of a daily
X)aper here printed some days before that, and there tound the orig-
inal. Nothmg very strange about this, of course, for all newspaper
men know it is wise to take one's own no matter where it may be
found, but the funny part of it follows. The suppositious sportsman
in any good newspaper handling should have had a local habitation
and a name. I found the reporter of the daily who had written the
interview with the "prominent sportsman," and he admitted with a
grin that there wasn't any such a man; that he had, in the parlance
of the perfesh, "faked" the mterview with the aforesaid "prominent
sportsman" which the Chicago sporting paper had faked from him
This is a very easy way of getting news and facts, and an easy way'
albeit not quite a new one, of flndmg support for one's own beliefs.
But I beseech the trap editor or editors ot the paper in question not
to so .afflict us. The great and good individual known as the "true
sportsman" has had many sins committed in his name. Let us give
the "prominent sportsman" a better show than that, and let us de-
part trom such old and gauzy schemes of saving laborand dispensing
with the truth. A newspaper should occasionally dispense the truth,

*

not dispense at it or with it. E. Hough.

Trap Around Pittsburg^.

HEBRON HILIi Stnr OLlTBt

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan, 11,—Two interesting matches were shot to-day
on the grounds of the Herron Hill Gun Club at Davis Island. The
first was between McPherson and Farmer, the vesuit being a tie on
84 out of the 100 birds they each shot at. McPherson was clean out
of form on the first 50, scoring only 39 to Farmer's 42. In the second
half Sandy pulled up well, and scored 45 to 43. At the end of the
75th round he was only 1 behind Farmer, but went to the front when
the latter lo.st his 78th and 79th birds. The score was a tie at the end
of the 97th round, and when Farmer lost his 98th bird it looked as if

Sandy was bound to win; he made it a tie by losing his last bird.
Scores:
McPherson 2222222000233223232232023—21

223i022300 23202000i322222—18
833323222223232i;202222338—34
3<!3,2a033;i3202222220121320 -31—84

Farmer 2120022332204001232323122—20
8222203203222332220223222-23
23202-22222322332302022232—22
22002022222X0233222222012—20-84

Fargo and Strong also shot a 50-bird race, Fargo winning easily by
5 birds with a score of 48 to 43. Fargo made a great run and looked
Uke scoring his 50 straight; he spoiled his chances by dropping his
48th and 49th birds. Scores:
Fargo 2211213313213113222313223—26

222222212322223;i223222001—23—48
Strong 8333333303312231212132313-24

110323;i202130220018330133—19—43
Jan. 12.—Parker and Large shot a team race to-day for the suppers

and tbe cost of the birds, their opponents being Moyer and Colt. The
Parker-Large combination was a winner, Colt being badly out of
form. The conditions were 15 live birds per man. Scores:
Parker 110110111111001—11 Moyer 011111111011111—13
Large 111111010110111-13-23 Colt 101100100011010— 7—20
Two other events were also shot, as below:
No. 1, 15 five birds; Parker 13, Moyer 12, Colt 11,
No. 3, 10 live birds: Moyer 9, Parker 9.

CBOSSLAND VS. EWINa,

Jan, iS.—Doa Ewing and John M. Crossland shot a race to-day at
25 five birds per roan for $50 a side. The match took place on the
old fort grounds, Marshall avenue, Allegheny. Crossland won by 23
to 18, Ewing having four of his birds fall dead out of bounds. The
birds were a good lot of flyers. Scores:
E wing .33111«02112011 1222»»0132»—18
Crossland , 8182213333303213323211320—23

AT BEAYBB.
Jan. IS.—An interesting target shoot took place to-day at Beaver,

the contestants being Elmer Jones, of that city, and E. L. Dunham,
of Rochester. Both men are members of the Rochester (Pa,) Gun
Club. The match was at 35 bluerocks each, Jones winning by a
single break. Scores;
Jones 1111111111111111111011110—23
Dunham 1111111111111111011010111—23

Olathe Gun Club«
Olathe, Kan., Jan. 1.—The Olathe Gun Club is an organization

that knows how to enjoy itself. To-day the members turned out in
force and faced the traps in a team-race made of "picked-up" sides.
Many of the shooters had never shot at a target prior to to-day, while
some of them said that they had never fired a gun off" in their lives.
No excuse was taken once the sides were chosen, so the boys went at
it until it was too dark to see the targets. When tne scores came to
be figured up it was found that Caotain Ste^ensoh's team was win-
ner by five targets. Captain F. Hodges's team scoring 135 to 140, Full
scores follow, some of tbe shooters being unable to complete their
scores on account of darkness:

Captain Stevenson's Team.
J Stevenson llllllllllUIOllOOlOlllll—21
B Lipscomb 0110110010110111111111101—18
H lies, OlOOlOOOlOOOOOlOOlOlOOOOO— 6W B Walker , inOOllOlOOOlOUOOlOinilO-13W D Hendrix , , IGOiOllOOOllOOlOllUlOlOO—18
A J Clemmans lOOnOOUllOOllOlllOOllOO-14
John Carpenter. 101001 1 001 lOOOOUlOO 1 0010—11W A MitcheU.... 0001000000000000001000000— 2
B Bechler.. OOOOUOOOOOOOUOOOOOOOOOl— 5aE Moll OOOOOlOlOlOOlOlOlOlOOlOOO- 8W Morrison 00000001001OOlOl 11 1010000— 8
Dr Williamson OOOOOOOOOOllOlOlllllOOOOl— 9
Joe Kelly 0000000000 — 0W Lemon. , , , 0000010000 — 1W Thavis , 0000000000 — 0
FHamfiton OOOlOllOlO — 4
John Cosgrove ...lOllllOlll — 8
Jim Cosgrove ". 0000000000 — 0—140

Capt, Hodges's Team.
F Hodges 1011111111110011111111011—31
G Wilkenson 0010010000001110010001000— 8
C Thomas 1110111001000111011110111—17
J MitcheU ; 10i)l010000011100010001000- 8
0 Pettyjohn 0000000000000000000000001— 1
J B Bruner OOlOOOOlOOllllUOOOOOUOOO— 8
Geo Hodges 1010101111010011110011111—17
L Thiel OOOOOOUUOOJl0000000000000- 1
A Rankin OOlOOOllOUOOOlOOOOlllOlOl— 9
Geo Abbott OOjOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOOIOOIOO— 3
O Sprague loOliO l OOOOOOOOOOOOOIOOOO— ' 5
Ray Walker 1 1 1 1lOUuuii iOOllOlOOlOlO—15
S C Bloomer OOOOOlOOOOOiOiOeOllOlliai— 9
Ed Adair 000O11O01OO0O0O0OO90H0O0O— 3
E D Warner OOOlOOOOOl — 2
Jim Orr , . , 0000000101 _ a
John Woods ....OOOIOUOIIO —3
Bert Gilbert 0000000111 — 3—135
During the evening thirty-eight members of the club and guests sat

riown to a banquet served at the Hotel Olathe, Capt. Hodges presid-
ing. There was much interest evinced in the future of the club, and
it may be taken for granted that much good resulted to the club
from the carrying out of to-day's programme. F.

New Haven Gun Club.
New Haven, Conn,, Jan. 18.—The members of the above club held

their regular monthly shoot this afternoon. This being the first
shoot ot the year, a large attendance was expected, but the cold
weat her kept away a number. The main event was tne handicap at
3J singles for three merchandise prizes, with scores as follows:

Hdcp.
Van Dyke 111111110111111111111111111111-39-1-0-29
Ortseifer ....-,..,,..111011011011111111111111111011—26- -3—28
Stevens .111110111101111111111011111H1—27--0-37
Potter 011111111111110110011111111101—25- -0—25
Hazel .101111110101101010101110111000—19-1-5—24
Bassett OlOluOHUlOOlllllOlOllllOlOOlO—17--r—34
Reggiori lUOllllOOlllllllOOOllOOllOOOll—17-1-6-23
Whitney llllllllOllOlOOlOlllll 1 1011100-32- -0-33
Bement. , IIIUIOIIIIIIIOOOIOOUOIIUOIIOO—18-4-4—22
Bristol 001101111011111111001011010011—19+0-19
Clock 011101001010111111001100000110—15- -3—18
Clark . .010001101011110001110110100101—16-1-0—16

Following this was a team race with Van Dyke and Potter as cap-
tains.

Potter's team: Potter 17, Ortseifer 16, Whitney 18, Clock 14, Bennett
13, Bement 11, Bassett 14; total, 1U3.

Van Dyke's team: Vau Dyke 17, Stevens 18, Bristol 13, Kegelmeyer
11, Clark 17, Hazel 16, Reggiori 9; total, 101. W. H. Hazel, Sec'y.

Garden City Gun Club.
Chicago, IU,, Jan. 16.—The Garden City Gun Club held its club

shoot at Watson's Park to-day. A number of live-bu-d sweeps were
also shot. Scores:
Club shoot, Class A:

A Kleinman 1013112111—9 MeFarlaud 8011103833—8
Class B*

Gillespie ." 0221012221 -8 Smith. 1022201203—7
0203181323-8 Bedford 3100121111-8Amberg,

Class C
Levi 1O223230G0—

6

No. 1,

A Kleinman, , 03203—3
McFarland. .... , ., . ^ m 11122—5
Smith .,..,....21112—5
GUiespie. . . ^. i, . . . .11100-3
Edwards . . . ............. . . . .00001—1
Rex ford 01112-4
Levi 82103-4
Wflcox 21223—5
Neal 21122—5
Event No. 5, 50 targets; Kleinma

88.

Wilcox 2011101123-8
No. 4.

22231—5

i23ig-5

iNo. 3. . No. 3.

11111—5 11313—5
02111—4 31222—5
80112—4 00011—3
20211-4 31300-3

22122-5

61332—4
mith 39, Amberg 33, Rexfora



I

§0 FOREST AND STREAM. (Sajs. 23, 1897.

George Work (30)...

ON LONG ISLAND.
.UNKNOWN GUN CLUB.

Jan. 1 —At the regular monthly shoot oC the Unknown Gun Club,
held to-day at Dexter Park, ai members took part in the club event.
Of this number six scored 7 straight. Scores were as below:
M Brown (28). ,81UtSil—7 Wm Sands (a6).i,,....,,..,02?2a20-5
H Houseman (28) 2311123-7 Dr Moore (26) 020ieS2-5W G Skidmore (Sg) .1312113-7 P J Sweeney (26) 1S02103-5
H Knebel (?6). .1122111—7 G Selig (25) , . . .01»2011—

4

JO'H:ara(24) 2192111-7 B JenniDgs(25) 1103200-4
J F Knebel (22) 2U2122—7 W Siemering (25) 20O0121-4
DrSchwartz (28)....-....211 1201—6 A 0 Runkin (24) 0012102—4
J Akhurst (25) 1121220—6 E Smith (25) OiSfliOO—

3

J Hyde (29).. 1011011—5 D Timke (21)... 00011()2—.3

E A Vroome (29;........1110 10-5 H von Staden (23) 1»10100—

3

JBohling (20) t012202-5

aOCKAWAY POINT BOD AND GUN CLUB.

Jait. If.—The Rockaway Point Rod and Gun Club, a trap-shooting
OrganizatioD composed ;o£ New York and Brooklyn shooters who hold
their monthly shoots at Rockaway Point, L. I., during the winter
months, h&d its annual ineetiDg and election of officers this evening.
ThefoU wing offi ets were elected: President. Joseph A. Bourke;
Vice-President, Major Edward Spott; Secretary, J. H. W.Fleming;
Treasurer, Edwarci F Bourke. The treasurer's report showed that
the club was in excellent condition financially.

il'AI.PIN DBF3SATS WORK.
Jan. /2f.—George S. McAlpin added another victory to his alreadjr

long string by defeating George Work in a SOi-bird match shot to-day
on the grounds of the Westminster Kennel Club. The boundary was
a: short one, onlySiyds.

; this, added to the strong gale from the
northwest that sent the birds away from the traps at an immense
rate of speed, is the chief e.t:planation of the otherwise low score.
Taking the birds at their best, and also taking into consideration the
extra.good quality of George Mott's pigeons, McAlpin must surely
consider himself lucky to have won from Work with the seore of 151
out of 300, no matter how strong the wind was-
Work started out badly, losing 5 out of the first 8 shot at. Although

he then pulled himself together and n^ade a i-uu of 1.3 straight, he was
barely in it at any stage of the game, although he certainly had
many chances of gaining on McAlpin time and again. The fact that
the best he could do at any time was 19 out of 35 shows that Work is

not in anything hke his true form. His one big score at the Riverton
grounds is about the only good shooting he has done this season.
McAlpin, on the other hand, has been making a record for himself

in the past few months, and has done some extra good work with the
gun. The short boundary to-day had unquestionably a great deal to
do with the low scores, the number of "dead out of bounds" being
respectively: McAlpin 13. Work 11,

The most interestmg point of the match was at the end of the 93d
round. Woi-k was then 7 birds behind. McAlpin with 4 consecutive
misses quitfkly reduced that lead to 3 birds, the score at the end of
the ICOLh round standing 74 to 71 in McAlpin 's favor. Although
McAlpin lost his 101st bird, still further. reducing his lead. Work once
rnore began to lose birds in quick time, and was nev6r again within
good hailing distance. Scores: .

.

G S McAlpin (30) 2829210221022323210322222-28
2 '2202»22222S22f02210 1 222—20
20202122«2«20321»' 22a2M2—17

< 1022»0202<-010120220»00i2a_15
022202222022122«0.il 812222—20
2022231 022-^023f08 8^23S3«-a0
322331223 22-<;2 0»22»20i33—21
22100321C0 -020 .'2= 20220022—16—151
•20?«20«1222?2222222S02:0-18
222220u22«22021220.i2 2 00—18
032 0O2««222222322f202283—19

"
• 2«»302?0022000S203223223a-]6

203-2020022222220232222032—19
0228222.0- 0.'2002322 00323—18
821021 O0222O032V202 2—17
1222«22210002iSSl 1 020i200-17—142

PHBNIX GUN CLUB. ...
Jan. 1?.—Nine members of the Phenix Gun Club took part in the

monthly live-bird shoot of the club held this s-fternoon at Dexter
Park. The club event is at 15 live birds, and the badge this afternoon
was won by Moses Chichester, who scored 14 out of bis 15. He was
closely pursued by W. Hughes, who scored 13, losing his 8th and I.3th
birds.- Scores were:
M Chichester.,,111111102211121-14 J Smith. 01111220:311101—11W Hughes 1U22K01918031—13 JC Henry 0:)8i00108an311-10
J Akhurst 820111821012120-18 P Gardner 030110020112011- 9
D Freleigh...., 0011100311111 11—11 Dr C B Parker. 1 0^000001100,0— 6
ABotty 0182203281210.0 -n

- At the annual meeting of the club, held last night in the club's
rooms, 832 Court street. HrooKlyn. the following officers were electf>d
for 1897: Pres., David Freleigh; Vice-Pres., Moses Chichester; Sec'y,
J. H. Chasmer; Treas , Jotin Akhurst. One of the members, Abram
Rutan, having resigned from the club, Dr. C. B. Parker was elected
in his place, the membership of the club being limited to 10.

ERIE GUN CLUB,

Jan. 15.—The regular monthly shoot of the Erie Gun Club was held
at Dexter Park to-day. Four shooters scored all their birds in the
club shoot, as below:
Chas Plate 1232323-7 J H Plate ,.»Sl'0;23-6
H Dohrmann 2832218—7 Geo Fuchs ,.,1011111—

6

Chas Murphy 1111121—7 Harry Blackley.,,...... 101 10 li 5
John Plate 8122111-7 Bernard Plate 2100018-4
Henry Muller 1103113 6 Gus Shufeld. , ., £0 0220-4
HJankowsky i038l23-6 Jacob Schmidt , 3s;03;'«« 3
Jan. Ji.—The annual meeting of the Erie Gun Club was held this

evenipg at 853 Van Brunt street, BrooRlyn. N. Y., and the following
list of officers for 1897 wa.<; elected: President, Frederick Gref ; Vice-
President, 3 Cenry Dohrmann

;
Treasurer, Chas. Plate; Secretary, Chas.

H. Luhrssen.
PARKWAY ROD AND GUN CLUB.

JcMi. 13 —The Parkway Rod and Gun Club, of Brooklyn, held irs

monthly dub shoot this afternoon on the club's grounds near the
Old Mill, Jamaica Baj'. Lee Helgans and Tom Short did some good
shooting before Helgans finally captured the club's badge. Scores
follow

:

Club shoot. Tie,
L Helgans {30) 2322282 7 2288?22322a222—14
T Short (88) ...1318111-7 18221183211210-13
JBennett(30) 1138223 - 7 110 —3
H J BooKman (30) 1202111 -6
H Bramwell (28) 13 2223—6
H J Selover (3 1). 821 3011—

6

D S Van Wicklen(36) ....2811011- S
John Wye (25) 1113201—6
Anthonv Botty (30)... 0'lca.2-5
W R Seiover (ii8) .2120110—

5

FOUNTAIN GUN CLUB, OF BROOKLYN.

Jan. lit —The annual meeting of the Fountain Gun Club, of Brook-
lyn, was held this evening in the club rooms, 361 Platbush avenue,
thB president. Abel Crook, being in the chair. The election of officers
for 1897 resulted as follows: Presiaeor, Abel Crools; Vice President,
William R Brixey; Secretarv-Treasurer, John A.Carney: Trustees,
Dr. A. Eddy, Dr. W. Wynn, L. T. Duryea, James E. Orr, Charles W.
Wingert and-WilIiam Siebert; Official Scorer, W. H. Lair. The pres-
entation of the Brixey cup to the winner, W. H. Lair, was to have
taken place to-night, but owing to Mr. Lair being confined to his
home through sickness, the presentaiion was deferred to a future
date.
The system of handicapping adopted for the ensuing year is as fol-

lows: Class A men, «9yd8, and upward; class B men, 29yds. and
below. There will be prizes donated by the club for competition in
both classes.

NEW YOKK GERMAN GUN CLUB.

Jan. IS —^TheNew York German Gun Club, an organization which
holds regular monthly live-bird shoots at Dexter Park, held its annual
meeting and dinner this evening at 12 East Eighth street, New York
city. The following list of officers were elected for the ensuing
twelve months: President, August Schmitt; Vice-Pre.si4ent JohnW llbrock; Treasurer, John P.jDaonefelser; Secretary, G. A. Leut-
heusser; Captain, Fred Sauter; Auditing Committee, Wedbrock.-
Sauter and John Rockey; Handicapping (Committee, John Schlicht,
J. P. Dannefelser, Fred Sauter, J. Wellbrock and G, A. Leutheusser,

NEW UTRBCHX GUN CLUB.

Jan. 16.—The regular weekly shoot of the New UtrechfGun Club
was held on Dyker Meadow to-day. The club shoot, which was at 25
targets, known traps, unknown angles, was won by Deacon, with 24
breaks to his credit. Sweeps Nos, 1, 3, 3 and 4 were at targets, un-
known angles; Nos. 5, 6 and 7 were at 5 pairs. Scores:

. Events: . 1 2 3 4 5 6 T Events: 1^ 3 4 5 6 7
GaHgler..,,.^.. •8 -9 8 8 6-7.. Deacon. , ., 6 7 7 7 5 ,.

Fleet..;,,.,.,.. 8 6 7 3 4-5.. jABennett.. 10 7 9 6 8 8
D O Bennett., 9 8 8 9 5 6.. Thompson... .. 9 7 10 6 9 8
Shepard ,-8 8 5 3 , O'Brien .. .. .. 6 5 7 4
P G, ,,,,,,,, 9 ,,, t, I. Frost,,. ,,,,,, 4 >> («

jP^r)r,,(i«iiei< 4 *t i f i* U t* "

NEW UTRECHT GVS CLXTB.

Jan. le.—There was a good attendance at the target grounds of the
New Utrecht Gun Club, Dyker Meadow, Bay Ridge, this afternoon.
Eleven members took part in the club shoot at 25 targets, known
traps and angle". In this event Donlev Deacon took first honors in
Class A with 84 out of 25. Five sweeps at 10 targets each, tmknown
angles, and one sweep (No. 6) at 5 pairs, were also shot. The scores
are given in tabulated form below, No. 1 being the club shoot:

Events: 18 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 !4 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: S5 10 10 10 10 10 10 Targets: S5 lo 10 10 10 10 10

D Deacon.... 34 ., 6 7 7 7 5 DC Bennett.. 16 9 5 9 9 5 6
F Thompson. 21 .. 9 7 10 6 9 Dr Shepard.. 15 3 8
J Ganghen... 21 8 9 8 8 6 7 DrPool .14 3
Drc/Brien... 31 6.. 7 EGFrost..,. 9 4.,..CC Fleet 20 8 6 7 .. 4 5 E G Parr 7 4
JABennett.. 19 ,. 10 7 .. 6 8

t, ' CRESCENT ATHLETIC CLUB, OP BROOKLYN,
Jaw, 16,—There was plenty of shooting this afternoon on the Bay

Ridge grounds of the Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn. Eiglit
events of 85 targets each were decided, 7 members of the club taking
part in the sport. Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 were at known traps and angles;
Nos. 3 and 4 at unknown angles; Nos, 7 and 8 at expert rules. Scores
were:

Events; 1 3 3 4 5 » 7 S Events: 12345678
G C White, 15 15 30 15 14 18 15 . . Pickett 11 10 . , . , 8
L Hopkins, 8 . . 12 10 . . 11 . , 12 G Notman IB 20 10 16
Werleman, 7 3 It 6 9 8 10 10 C A Sykes 14 21 17 ,

.

D Geddes 17 13 ., 16 17 15

Arlington Shooting Association.
.Arlington, N. J., Jan. 6.—Eight members of the Arlington Shoot-

ing Association participated in the regular monthly competition to-
day. Conditions: 35 sing e targets each. The scores:
F Wallers OllOlllUlOllllllllllllIOl-20
Herrington 1111011011011111111161011—80
R Woods.

, 1011111110100001111001011-16
A Crawford 01011110001 lOflOOlUlOOOOl—13W Lawrance ..mo ....... OOOlOOlOlOUlOlOOlOllllOl -12
J Simpson M . M . lOOlOluulOlOlOOl lUOlOOOl 0—10
NRogers .....OdOlCOOCiOlUh 0000 10110!)—

8

Montgomery.
. .CODOOOllOOlOKOOiOOOOOOOO— 5

• ' H. Fbapwell, Sec'y.

No Qotice taken of anonymous commaaicatioas

fl; F. B., Boston, Mass.—There is no reason why wild rice would
not grow in your locality. Ste answer to J, P, C, .Jr.

G, B. Hillbes —Grand American Handicap was shot at Dexter Park
twice: April 5. 1893, and April 6, 1894; at Willard Park, Paierson, N,
J., April 3-5, 1895; and at Elkwood Park, N, J., March k4--<6, 1896,

England, New York City. Please inform me what kind of rifle is

most used for hunting in Africa'? Ans. Double express rifles are
commonly used for big game in Africa, though American repeating
rifles and the new small-bore smokeless rifles are coming into more
geneial use.

J. P. C, Jr , Council's Station, N. C—1. We see no reason why
your wild rice did not grow unless it is that your seed was old. Wild
rice seed soon loses its vitality, and it is always safest to plant in the
early fall, as soon as the fresh seed can be obtained. Beginning
with the latter part of September, you will always find the name.« o£
a number of reliable dealers in our advertising columns. 3, The •

bezoar stone found in deer is a calculous concretion which frequently
appears in the intestines of certain ruminant animals, which used to
be regarded as an antidote for poison, and a remedy for eruptive
diseases.

J. A., Frankford, Pa.—1, Would you consider a l2-gauge gun,
weight 7ibs, 13oZ„ reliable for shooting swans, geese and ducks? 2.

The gun was targeted at 40yds. on a 3'jin. circle, loaded with U^oz. of
No, 7 Tatham chilled shot, S9grs. Du Pont's powder; each oarrel
threw 245 pellets in the circle. What kind of a target would you call
that? 3 Would 3;in, barrels have the advantage over Win. for close
and hard shooting? 4, Would there be very much advantage in
having a 10-bore, weight 9 to 93/^lbs,, over the above-described"gun
for the above game? 5. Also, is it advisable to use light buckshot
in a gun heavily cnokedf Ans. 1. Yes. 2 Good. 3, No; aside from
the fact that they would burn heavy charges of black powder some-
what better 4. .For ducks, geese and swans the heavier gun is to be
preferred. 5. Buckshot may be used in a choked gun, provided
they chamber properly. Lay on a table the number of buckshot
comprising a layer in one of your shells and invert your gun barrel
over them. If they fit tightly or wedge it would not oe sate to shoot
them.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Tlie New York and Florida Limited.
A THROUGH route to southern Florida is afforded by the Florida

Short Line, via the Pennsylvania R. R., Southern Railway, Florida
Central & Peninsular R, R., and the Florida EistCoast Railway, The
new New York and Florida limited train reduces the time nearly two
hours over previous running time, ai.d makes the l,000-m)le journe.v"
in less than twenty-eight hours.
From winter to summer in a day's luxurious journey ! From suow

lo the tropical palm in a day, with the fatigue of traveling having
been rendered almost impossible by the wonderful management of
one of the world's most progressive railroads. It sounds hke an im-
possibility—a leaf from a fairy tale-but that is what the winter
schedule of the Southern Railway Company means. Leave New
York at noon to-day and to-morrow atternoon, at 4;40, you .step off
this superb Limited PuUman Vestibuled train at St, Augustine in a
garden ot flowers, and within view of the most beautiful hotels on
this continent.
Unceasing and untiring in its efforts, the Southern Railway, with

its ambition to provide absolutely perfect transportation between the
North and the South, has, with its schedule, added another
chapter to railroad history. Beginning Jan. 18, the Limited, between
New York and St. Augustine, composed exclusively of a dining car,
sleeping car, compartment car, library and observation car, will
leave New York daily, except Sunday, at 18:10 nOon.—^dw,

The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co.
The J. Stevens Ai'ms and Tool Company and Wiebusch & Hilger,

Ltd., announce that by mutual agreement the relationship of manu-
facturer and agent for many years existing between them is dis-
solved.
Hereafter Mr. Charles Folsom, 79 Chambers street, will be the New

York agent for the Stevens Company.
The London, England, office ot the J. Stevens Arms and Tool Com-

pany is 960 Tabernacle street, Finsbury, E. 0.

—

Adv.

The Theory of Success.
The New York Central management evidently proceeds on the

tbeory that the more care there is taken of a traveler the more he
will travel—witness its "Limited" trains, block signals, free at-
tendants and the comfort and luxury surrounding one from begin-
ning to end of a journey on "America's Greatest Railroad."—^rfi>.

A Treat for Artists.

The an^umn scenery of the Hudson River and Mohawk Valley
lends additional charm' to a trip over the New York Central at this
season. Fourteen fast trains every day between New York and
Buffalo aLd Niagara Falls. —Adv.

When you go South to the great Texas midwinter shooting carni-
val at San Antonio, or to the Arkausaw Traveler's annual winter
tournament at Hot Springs, Ark., remember the Missoiu'i Pacific R.
R, When you go South tor a bit of the best shooting in America, to
the Texas Gull Coast or the Indian Nations, remember the Missouri
Pacific R. R. Elegant through trams out of St. Louis, with all the
luxuries of modem travel. Special tournament rates. Address H
0. Townsend, G, P. A,, St. Louis, Mo.—Adv.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St, Louis reached quickest and most
.comfortably by toe supejb Soutowertem Limitea of tlie New York
Oewtral.—4ci5tf.

A MODEL LIFE INSURANCE REPORT;
The first of the large life companies to publish it

annual report for several years i«st has been the "Rm

York Life Insurance Company, This year it appeared ix

the afternoon papers of Jan. 9, with ample details of ini

come, disbursements, policies issued and paid, and s

complete list of its bonds and stocks owned. The lia

comprised 257 lots, with full particulars of name, date, rati

of interest, date of maturity and market value. Of these

securities the Company holds |113,446,867, over$10,000,00^

of which are United States bonds.

We refer to this feature of the report at length because:

we think the Company is wise in thus taking the public

into its confidence. A great corporation that appeals tc

the confidence of men—that asks them to place in trus^

with it funds for the maintenance of their families when
they themselves shall have passed from earth—must give

some tokens of being worthy of confidence. A great.

Life Insurance Company claims to have millions of dol«

lars invested—nearly two hundred in this case—and it!

increases a man's interest and confidence at once when
the Company says: "Here are our investments; look

them over and see if they are not worth all we claim foi

them." The Company prints this list for distribution, to;,

gether with a full description of every piece of real estate

owned by or mortgaged to the Company. These lists are

'sent to any policy-holder who asks for them, and are

freely used by agents in soliciting business.

The legitimate fruits of such methods in the manages
ment appear in the other portions of the report. Although

1896 was a hard year for business men generally, foi

reasons which are well known, yet the New York Lif<

reports over $121,000,000 of new insurance paid for dutt

ing the year, and an increase of paid-for insurance in

force of over $27,000,000, the total in force on Jan^

1 being over $826,000,000. The total income for the yeai

was over $39,000,000, total payments to policy-holders

over $18,000,000, total assets Jan. 1, 1897, over $187,-

000,000, of which over $36,500,000 was surplus. The
total number of policies now in force in the Company ie

about 300,000. i

Another noticeable feature of the report is a compari-

son of the figures of the Company five years ago, when
President McCall took office, with those of the preseu
time. This comparison shows an increaqe of $61,000,00(

in assets, $11,500,000 in surplus, $7,000,000 in annual in-!

come, and $251,000,000 insurance in force. The substance

of a great company—greater than some that are fifijj

years old—has been added to the New York Life in th^

brief space of five years. Probably the most potent fac^

tor in the Company's growth has been the liberality of itq

policy contracts. '

Five years ago it introduced the Accumulation Policy

without restrictions of any sort, and with the one condi-*

tion that the premiums be paid as agreed. During th^

past year the Comj)any has added an annual cash Burren-j

der value feature to this policy, its aim being that ifc

policies shall embody the best there is in life insurances

An Adjustable Accumulation Policy for sub-standai^

lives was also introduced in 1896, which provides insuri

ance for those who are unable to pass the rigid examina;

tion necessary for acceptance on the ordinary plan. On4
of the new features introduced five years ago was that ol

loans to policy-holders upon their policies, after a certain

number of premiums have been paid, and the Companjj

publishes the statement that during 1896 it loaned direc

to 4,250 of its policy-holders, on the sole security of theii

policies, upward of $3,000,000, at 5 per cent, per annum,
without fee or other- charge. Five years ago the Com'
pany's loans upon pledge of bonds and stocks wen
$4,551,000, and upon its own policies $531,700; now thfl

loans upon pledge of bonds and stocks are $984,300, an(

the loans upon its own policies are $6,996,391.97. It ii

thus carrying out in good faith the declaration of Presi

dent McCall when first elected, that he should "aim t(

conduct an administration ot the policy-holders, by th<

policy-holders and for the policy-holders,"
;

The Company's Accumulation policy, first announced iji

1893, is now issued with guaranteed cash values or annua
loans in any year after the third; allows a month's graoi

in the payment of all premiums after the first; providei

for a reinstatement during the five months following th
month of grace if the insured continues in good health

is automatically non-forfeitable after three yeai-s' pre
miums have been paid; is incontestable after one yeai

and payable immediately upon approval of proofs o:

death. This policy contains no restrictions upon th(

insured, the one condition being that the premiums bi

duly paid.

Life insurance was never more important than now
and the policy contracts were never so favorable to thi

policy-holder. If competition has not lowered the costd

insurance, it has at least provided a better article, h

proof of which one has only to compare the iron-cla

contracts of a few years ago with such a policy as the

outlined above.—J.dy,
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We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The
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Jacksnipe Coming In. "He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting).

Vigilant and Valkyrie. Bass Fishing at Block Island.
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ON A FISHERMAN.
A fisher, while he angled in a brook,

A dead man's skull by chance hungf on his hook

;

The pious man m pity did it take
To bury it, a grave with ^s hand did make

;

And as he digged, found gold ; thus to good men.
Good turns with good turns are repay'd again.

Alexander Brome, J 664*

SNAP SHOTS.

Among tlie interesfcmg game protective and. game exploit-

ing Bcbemes of the day is the one just entered upon by the

Province of Quebec. The system hitherto in force has been

to exact a license fee from resident sportsmen, a permit to

kill birds and animals costing $30; one to trap fur-bearing

animals $!i5, and one to kill only birds $20 Uodcr the new-

order, the entire unoccupied territory of the Province suit-

able for fishing or hunting -will be divided into tracts of ter-

ritory varying from 30 to 400 square miles each, and

these individual tracts will be leased to sportsmen at certain

fixed annual rentals. The leases will cany with them the

exclusive right to hunting and fishing, and to trapping the

fur-bearing animals. One who leases a tract of land for

hunting purposes will control it absolutely, Laving the right

to fence it, to employ wardens for keeping othtr people off,

and in every way to maintain his exclusive privilege upon
it. The non-resident license being abolished, the lessee of a

tract will have the privilege of inviting all his friends to

share in his privileges without cost to him or to themselves.

The Government will give such protection as its newly
organized service will secure to protect the lessee in his

exclusive rights. A Government survey is now in progress

marking out the boundaries of the territory which is to be

leased, and the several lots will be sold a'; auction in March
or April of this year. The territory comprises all of Labra-

dor, apart of Gaspe and a portion of Ottawa Superior.

So far as the Quebec authorities shall be successful in

renting their wild lands they will convert their territory into

one vast game preserve made up of individual tracts, upon
which, as each club or individual shall protect his own
grounds, better protection will be secured for the entire

ar^a than could ever be attained if the wild country were
to be controlled by the Provincial authorities alone.

noraena going to do about this? Obviously only two courses

are open lo them to choose from: Either the} must demon-
strate that the learned psychologist is in error and that fishes

have no memory, or they must acknowledge that they are

wrong in their conclusions and that the seat of the memory
is not in the coating of the brain, but is somewhere else,

Until they have done one or the other of these two things

scientific circles will continue to be shaken. Mean-
tim3 we think that many of our angling readers will

agree with the coi elusions of tbe karned ppychologiit.

ties almost unrestrained power to hedge about the killing of

the game with rules and regulations as strict as those whirh
a private individual may exercise for the protection of his

own live stock.

Oue of the most successful fish stocking enterprises lately

entered upon is the transferring of fish from tbe Chesapeake

and Ohio Canal to the waters of the Potomac River. This,

as n e have already recorded, is under the direction of Dr,

Geo Massaraore, of Baltimore, the Chief Deputy Game
Warden of Maryland; and the work has been well done.

Thousands of fish, comprising white perch and black bass,

have been taken from the canal, whereas otherwise they

would have been seined unlawfully for market or would
have perished as the canal dried, up in the spring, The work
is receiving high commendation, particularly from the

angleia of Wathinglon, who are warm in their praises of

Or, Massamore's management of it.

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Chas. W. Dahney, Jr
,

has prepared a plan for the consolidation into one great de-

partment of science of all the existing several Government
bureaus which are maintained at public expense for the pro-

motion of science and the development of the country's re-

sources. These include the Department of Agriculture, with

its Bureau of Economic Mammalogy and Ornithology, and
the Fish Commission. Mr. Dabney's argument for the pro-

posed change is that such a reorganization and placing of

the different bureaus under one head would add to their

individual and collective efficiency.

One of the first, bills introduced into the Utah Lfgislature

by a female representative was a measure to forbid the wear-
ing of high hats in theaters; the Governor of Utah or some
other Western State was importuned by a woman to intro-

duce into his message a recommendation to forbid the wear-
ing of corsets; New York has a bill to punish by imprison-

ment or fine anyone who publicly mutilates, tramples upon,

or otherwise defaces or defiles the flag of the United States

or the flag of the State; and Maine has a bill proposing the

license of sportsmen's guides. One may readily appreciate

and sympathize with the motive which probably is at the

foundation of the proposed guide license law. The com-
missioners of Maine are quite well aware of the systematic

and prevailing lawlessness of guides and sportsmen in the

woods in the close season. The guide license system would
involve on the part of the guide returning from an excursion

to the woods a detailed statement of the happenings of the

trip with respect to time, locality and game killed; and
under the system the guide would be made respon-

sible for any violation of the law committed with
his connivance and consent. It is readily to be understood

tbat if this rule were in operation it would go far toward put-

ting an end to such unlawful game destruction. The average
guide would not be so ready to kill a moose before the season

opened, that he might preserve its head for the sportsman
who came in after the law was off; nor would he be so will-

ing to conduct a visitor into the woods in close time, that the

employer might himself do the unlawful deed, if he knew
that upon his return ont of the wilderness he would be com-
pelled under oath to make returns of what had been done.

Scientific circles in Europe are shaken to their foundations,

their centers and their peripheries, over the discovery of a
learned psychologist. This psychologist has discovered that

fishes possess the faculty of remembering, and this discovery

brings grief and perplexity in its wake. The trouble lies

here: It appears that all investigators of mental phenomona
are unanimous in believing that the seat of the memory lies

in the coating of the hrain; hence a brain without a coating

cannot possess the power of remembering. Bat the brains

of fishes have no coating, hence fish cannot have memory—
and yet they do. The learned psychologist believes that his

investigations demonstrate that a fish remembers the prick

that he has received from the hook, and may remember an
individual who has fed him, as well as the place and the

time where he has been accustomed, to receive food. He
implores the observations of other jiersons ioterested in fish

to confirm or disprove his belief. What now are the other,

presumably not less learned, investigators of mental phe-

For instance, we have the names of several individuals who
with their guides killed moo e in Maine in 1896 before the

the law was off: we saw the other day a photograph of one
man and his guide standing beside a moose they had killed

in September. Now these m^n went into the woods and
killed their game, and in defiance of the law, only because

they were confident that the employer could escape

from the State without detection. If the guide had
been compelled to make a swornreturn of the circumstances,

we are sure that in the ca«e of this particular individual who
had himself photographed with his illicit booty the killing

never would have taken place. As a game protective meas-

ure the proposed license system has very much in its favor,

and it is possible that if it were to be proposed and were to

hi adopted purely as a game protective expedient it might
be upheld by the courts as a constitutional measure. We
have by no means yet determined fully in this country what
may or may not be done for game proteciion. The decisions

of the higher courts are all in favor of giving Stite authori-

Aside from the purely protective aspect, however, the

license system may have Utile said in its favor. The con-

tention that a guide's occupation is one of skill and respon-

sibility, in a degree calling for a license as a test of fitness, is

idle talk The guide's is not a f killed cccupation demand-
ing civil service examinations and merit systems, The work
of paddling a canoe, packing duffle across a carry, building

camp and cutfintr firewood, no more ranks with the skilled

arts than do the guide's home farm work of raising potatoes,

foddering stock, churning and chores,

As for the reports which licensed guides^would be"re-

quired to dve of their doings and the doings of their em-
ployer-! in the woods, these would be hardly less distasteful

to the law abiding sportsman. Such a system of rule, regula-

tion, inspection and detail would rob an outing of its satis-

faction. For what is the chief compensation of a plunge into

the woods, a free holiday of wildness in tha wilderness, if it lies

not in the throwing off of conventionalities and restraints?

Theinvigoration of body and spirit comes not of the ozone
and the sunlight alone, but of the abandon as well. It is

this delicious fi-eedom— freedom, not lawlessness—which
is menaced by a proposed system calling for oflBcial details

of the trip There is danger that with our multitudinous
statutes governing the minulise of sport, with our artificial

and fantastic and often in a growing degree ridiculous code
of what ]s and what is not truly sportsmanlike, we are

likely to forget the fine old arts of shooting and fishing. If

we must regulate our every coming and going by meddle-
some rule, imp rtinent regulation and a wet-blanket code,

the peculiar delight of the woods will have been lost to us
forever.

Things will have come to such a pass by and by that a
man will have to show a civil service certificate before he
can tell a fish story.

There has recently been established in this town a society

for the reviving of ancient mysteries, and it is giveii out that

a temple will be built at an enormous cost as a fitting shrine

for the oracles and priests of the new order. The most
ancient mystery in the world probably is how that grouse
got away. It is one which has puzzled and baffled succes.

sive generations of mankind from the time of the cave
dwellers down through the flint-spear, sling, arquebus and
flmt-lock stages to our own hammerless and smokeless arms
of to-day.

Senator Sanger has introduced in the New York Senate a
bill to repeal Section 249 of the game law, permitting the
sale of game all tbe year around. This is the most impor-
tant game measure of the entire list likely to come before the
Legislature this session. It should have the support of
sportsmen throughout the State; and one effective means of

showing this support would be for each interested citizen to

address hi-s Senator and Assemblyman urging the passage of

the Sanger repeal bill.

It will be recalled that the New York (city) Association

for the Protection of Game has come to an understanding
with the marketmen by which the two interests agree to a

compromise as to game selling. The proposed seasons for pos-
session and sale as assented to are: For venison, Aug. '61 to

Oct. 81 for deer killed in the State, and Aug. 31 to March 1

for venison from other States. Wildfowl, April 1 to Sept. 1

;

quail, Oct. 1 to March 1; woodcock and grouse, Aug. 16 to

March 1. This involves an opening of the quail season one
month earlier than now, and an extension of the selling sea-

sons of all game named beyond what the statute would pro-

vide if the laws were amended simply by the repeal of Sec-

tion 249. The State Association at Syracuse the other day
refused to unite with the city society in approving such a
compromise.

The tenth annual banquet of the xMegantic Club in Boston
last week was, as always, a most enjoyable occasion. The
banqueting hall was"elaborately and fittingly decorated with
trophies of the hunt

; the attendance of members and guests
was large, and the after-dinner speaking was most happy in

its spirit. The Megantic membership is full, with many on
the wailing list; the club's possessions are being improved
every year, and the organization is in a prosperous and flour

,

shing c o JUiiion,
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STORIES OF AN HEROIC AGE.

THE RETURN OF A WAR PARTY.

A Reminiscence of Charley Reynolds.

It was in the autumn of 1875 that we were traveling
westward across the buffalo-trodden plains of Montana.
The days were hot and dusty, and on this day especially
we had started very early, It was a long, hard march,
but we pressed on, for we wanted to make Camp Lewis
that night, and it was yet an hour or two before sun-
down, when the cottonwoods that fringed the Warm
Spring Fork of the Judith River began to be seen. On
the hills beyond and to the north of the point that we
had headed for we could see far off many feeding ani-

mals, and as we drew a little nearer the different colors
showed that they
were not buffalo,

but were either
horses or cattle.

We knew that
there were no cat-

tle in the country
and that these
could only be
horses, and Indian
horses, and that
somewhere near at

hand there must be
a big camp. Char-
ley Reynolds and I

talked it over as
we rode along, and
decided that the
Indians were prob-
ably Crows, though
it was i)0S8ible that
they were a camp
of Blackfeet, or
even of Prairie
Gros Ventres.
When we rode

down into the val-

ley where the
white tents of the
soldiers shone, and
crossed the creek
to the solitary
building occupied
by Reed, the post
trader, we learned
that the camp was
one of 300-lodges of
Mountain Crows,
who had moved in
only the day be-
fore. They had
come just in order
to take a hand in
the excitement of
the last twenty-
four hours.
For several days

a small war party of
Sioux had been
hovering around
the soldiers' camp
and trying to drive
off the Government
mules. As this was
an infantry post,
the soldiers could
do nothing except
look on at these
attempts and guard
their stock as care-
fully as possible.

Two days before
the eighteen Sioux
had made another
dash. They failed

to get the mules,
but had succeeded
in driving off some
horses belonging to
Reed and to some
men who were
stopping with him.
They had also
killed a couple of
recruits who were
fishing at a big pool
in the river quite
close to the post.

One of the men
at Reed's was Yel-
lowstone Kelly,
and when the
Sioux were charg-
ing down on the
camp, with one or
two others he had
run out to try to
drive in the horses. The Sioux were too quick for them,
however, and they had been obliged to content them-
selves with firing a few shots at the enemy at 500 or
600yds. distant, and then had seen the horses rounded up
and driven away into the hills.

This was the story of the loss of the herd as Kelly told
it to me afterward. He said: "We had just finished eat-

ing dinner when one of the boys in the store yelled: 'In-

dians, boys I Hostiles!' At the cry we grabbed our rifles

and cartridge belts and rushed out of the cabin. Along
the foothills, stretched out in loose order, we saw about
eighteen or twenty Indians riding at an easy gallop in
the direction of the pony herd, about three-quarters of a
mile distant. Most of them had blankets wrapped close-
ly around them, over or under the shoulders, and their
every action was graceful as they rose and fell to the
movement of their swift and agile ponies. They were so
near that we could see their motions and could tell that
their faces were turned toward us. They seemed to be
watching our movements with an indifference that was
very irritating, AU this we saw at a glance.
"With m were two Prairie Gros Ventres—modest, un-

assuming young men, for Indians—who were stopping
at the trading post for a few days. They had seven or
eight ponies in that herd, and I suppose it flashed across
their minds that they would have to give an account of
those ponies when they returned to camp. Although our
own ponies were safely cached in a coulee, I know that
we—that is, Jack Mail, John Lee and myself—^were in-

stantly seized with a strong desire to frustrate the purpose
of the Sioux. We all raced madly to cut them off. But
running afoot at full speed just after eating is very disas-

trous to wind, and we never got closer than about 500yd8.
to the war party, who watched us, but kept on their way.
"As they bunched up a little before rounding up the

herd, we threw ourselves on the ground and popped it to
them with our rifles. It seemed as if some of the shots
must have told, but the Indians paid no attention to us,
and rounding up the herd struck for the foothills. Then
we turned and plodded back to the cabin, but the Gros

WOODCOCK.

From the original photograph.

Ventre boys, who had followed our actions, rose from the

ground and set out after the Sioux at full speed, and the

last I saw of them they were rising a distant hill, still

going along at the same steady dog trot."

Not very far from Reed's two villages of Mountain
Crows were camped, one being a day's ride to the north-

ward, the other not so far to the west. To the first of

these camps Kelly and another man rode to try to get the

Crows to follow the Sioux, but for some reason the In-

dians declined to move. Long Horse's camp, however,
which was further to the west, heard of the raid and at

once moved up near to the post, and about 150 warriors
started out on the trail of the Sioux. It was the horses
of these Crows that we had seen on the hiUs. There
were about 5,000 of them, and among them many spotted
horses and mules. The pursuing warriors had not yet
returned to the village when we arrived at the post.

Charley and I were hot, dusty and tired from our long
ride, and the rush of the cool waters which flowed down
from the mountains and by the camp was very attractive

to both of us, and we agreed to go up the creek a little

way and take a swim. Two or three kindly disposed in-

dividuals called out after us that we had better look out
or we might lose our hair, as the recruits had done the day
before; but we had our rifles witli us and thought that we
could take care of ourselves.
We went up to 4he deep pool where the recruits had

been fishing when they were killed, and saw on the bank
just above the pool the poor fellows' graves. It took but
little time to strip and plunge into the sparkling water,
and the pool was deep enough to swim in. It was
delightfully fresh and cool, and we wereswimming about,
now and then dipping under like a couple of ducks—or
perhaps geese—that had long been deprived of water,
when suddenly on the bank above us a shot sounded, and
we pulled for the shore and for our guns.
We seized our rifles and cartridge belts and looked for

cover. There was no time for dressing, and with guns
and belts in hands we crossed the stream, climbed up the
bank and peered over it on the other side, where the two

graves were. What
we saw there at
once showed that

'

,
there was no dan-^ gerforus. GaUop-

i

ing down the val-
ley, and flanked on
either side by a
man dressed in su-
perb war clothing,
rode a naked In-
dian on a naked
horse, carrying in
his hand a pole to
the end of which
was tied a stretched
scalp, the long hair
of which blew out
behind him in the
breeze. His face
was painted black
and he was singing
a song of war and
triumph. The men
who rode beside
him were clad in
shirts and leggins
of white buckskin.
Long war bonnets
of eagle's feathers
hung down behind
them and blew out
over their horses'
hips. As they rode
they sang, and as
they sang they
fired shots in the
air. They were the
avant couriers of
the returning and
triumphant war
party.
We watched

them down the
valley, and then
returning to our
clothes dressed and
clambered up on
the bank just in
time to see men,
women and chil-
dren swarm up the
valley from the
camp to meet the
returning warriors,
who now began to
appear over the
distant hills and to
come down toward
their home. On
either hand the
sight was a fine
one. The women
of the camp who
had relations in the
war party had
bundled on all their
finery and arranged
themselves on
either side of the
valley so that the
warriors could pass
between them.
Buckskin dresses
heavily trimmed
with elk teeth and
beads and red cloth
and fur, and paint-
ed robes, that to-

day would be
worth a small for-

tune, were com-
mon hero. Many
of the men carried
bows and arrows,
but there were a
few sawed off

needle guns, a few old Henry rifles, and a good many
muzzleloaders. If the clothing of the women was fine,

that of the men who were coming back from war was
much finer. Before starting out in pursuit of the enemy
the Crows had had time to dress and paint themselves
and their horses most elaborately, and each man was
equipped in his finest war costume.
The Mountain Grows a stark and sturdy race, the men

big and fine looking as any Indians I have ever seen, ex-
cept perhaps among the Cheyennes and Arapahoes.
Their hair is long and often hangs down so that it rests

upon the back of the rider's horse, and you can imagine
that these splendid men attired in all their finery made a
good appearance as they rode down toward us. They
came in little groups. Eight, ten or a dozen would be
clustered about some man who bore a scalp upon a pole;
others went before, behind and on either side of some
man who held an enemy's rifle. The captured war
ponies ran loose among the throng, neighing to each
other in shrill tones. E^om each group came the sound
of singing, now loud, now low, and the burden of the 150
voices mingled with the high-pitched ch&ut of the onlook-
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ing women was pleasing and full of melody. All about
us, as we stood there viewing this savage procession,
were the men, the women and the children from the
camp. Some of them saoff, others chatted excitedly,
while others still stood silent, impressed by the pageant
and glorying in it.

Asleep in the arms of a sturdy Indian at my side lay a
tow-headed baby two or.three years old, as fair as any
white child leading an outdoor life would have been.
After the procession had passed I touched the Indian's
shoulder and questioned him by signs, asking him if the
baby was Psd ra ha, to which in reply he signed yes. As
he turned to go the child awakened, yawned and
stretched itself, and when it looked at me its eyes were as
china blue as of the blondest baby in America. It was
hard to believe that the infant had a drop of Indian blood
in it veins, and I wondered if it might not be a captive or
a stolen white child.

The procession passed on and the throng of onlookers
duly trailed away in its wake, as, in the city, street boys
follow close upon the heels of marching soldiers. We too
were turning to go, but as I paused to light my pipe I
glanced up toward the hills again and saw that something
else was coming. Down the narrow trough of the valley
walked a shock-headed Indian boy clad only in a shirt,
leading a mule, and on the mule's back was a bundle
done up in a green blanket. Not far behind the mule
rode a man and woman and a well-grown boy. This was
the body of Long Horse, the Crow chief, who had been
killed in the battle and was now being brought back to
the camp that he had ruled; and those following him
were his father, his mother and his brother. Very
melancholy were the songs of mourning which floated to
U3 through the clear air, at first in disjointed quavers, but
later, as the group drew nearer, in the connected form of
a mourning chant.
We turned and walked down the valley toward the

post not far from them, and as the mule with its burden
passed the trading post the old man and his wife drew
up and dismounted by the side of a wagon standing there.
E ich drew out a butcher knife, and the old man, resting the
forpfinger of his left hand on the pole of the wagon

j

chopped off the finger, and then remounting rode away.
The old woman hacked off two fingers from her left hand,
and then drew the knife three or four times across her head
from crown to forehead,gaahing it deeply so, that the blood
followed the knife and streamed down over her coun-
tenance.
"There, you see," said Charleyi as we watched the pair

tide away, "these people are truly sorry for their friends
who die."

It was an hour later, and we were still lounging at the
store talking to Reed and Kelly, when the young brother
who had been following Long Horse's body strode into
the store, and, resting his left forefinger on the counter,
chopped it off with his butcher knife and then went away.
Sj now in the Crow camp there was mourning for

their loss, tempering the joy that came to them through
the defeat and death of their enemies; and there were
no public rejoicings over their victory until Long Horse
had been buried.
The next morning early Charley and I got into the

saddles and continued our journey, and we saw no more
of these Crows. Later we heard from Yellowstone Kelly
that Ling Horse had been buried near the post in a lodge,
that before it many horses had been killed for him to ride
in the land of the shadows, and that over the fireplace
in the burial lodge hung the scalp of one of the Sioux
taken on that eventful day. Geo. Bird Grinnell.

TREASURE HUNTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I see that the columns of your paper are being taken up
with treasure-hunting stories, and as I have been one of
the hunters I can contribute my mite to the general fund.
All the fools are not dead, and until that dismal day ar-
rives treasure hunting will be followed.
Something like a year ago a half-breed Indian woman

opened up an alleged silver mine some miles north of the-
city. She had some trouble with her title, which called
in the services of myself and another illustrious attorney
whom we will call the Judge, That resulted in our learn-
ing the history of the treasure. According to her story,
she was the daughter of Chief Mcintosh, who sold the
tribal lands of the Creeks in Georgia to the United States
Government. Mcintosh was half a white man, and being
a thrifty individual thought it a pity that so much good
stuff should be wasted on redskins, and immediately de-
parted for the territory, taking his family and, in a mo-
ment of forgetfulness, the treasure with him. But for
some reason the Indians objected to the proceeding, and
following him up eliminated him, but not till he had
buried the treasure, consisting of 113 kegs of gold coin.
She and Harry McGee, her cousin, were the sole surviv-
ing heirs of Mcintosh, and held the secret. She had a
map showing the location of the treasure at the junction
of two creeks, the landmarks being a mountain, four
white oaks, two walnuts and two Indian mounds. It was
only eighteen mUes away, so we concluded we would in-
vestigate.

At the appointed time she came with another woman
we will call the Widow, and two of her miners, H. and M.
The Judge and I made up the rest of the party. A trip
of half a day over the worst of hill roads brought us to
the promised land, only to find the place cultivated in a
crop of cotton which had been lately gathered. A little
negotiation with the owner, a thrifty Dutchman, arranged
the question of search and board for the party, and then
began the search, Harry McGee was to have met us
there, but was conspicuous by his absence then and at all
times, and I have never been satisfied of his existence at
all.

The map was very accurate and showed Mamelle and
Nowlin creeks. Pinnacle Mountain and all the other land-
marks; but the trees were gone and the mounds had been
plowed to the level. After long search we found traces
of two stumps, and Mrs. Mack, our half-breed, located the
spot. The Judge was an old Dakota miner, and by this
time he had the jimmies. He and the miners went to
work, while I directed the strategic part of the campaign
and during M.'s resting spells watched him make love to
the Widow, who seemed no way averse. They were evi-
dently at work on an Indian mound, for they dug up pot-
tery, arrow heads, dead Indians and other relics; but no
gold met our anxious eyes. Mrs. Mack and the Widow
t!be» held a consultation, at which we poor white trash

were not allowed to be present. The retult was that she
announced that she could not locate the treasure in the
abserce of the landmarks without the help of McGee, and
that M, and the Widow must go to his camp across the
Arkansas River and bring him. M. would have gone to
the devil if the Widow was going with him, and they
took the team and departed, while the rest of us prepared
for a day in the country waiting for their return. And
it rained and we stayed in doors and lived on hrattt.

About 9 o'clock the next night M. and the Widow re-
turned. They had not found McGee, who was reported
to have gone to the Territory, but brought back a female
traveling fortune teller about the size and general ap-
pearance of a Dutch tobacco hogshead with a pumpkin
on top for a head. She immediately went into confer-
ence with the women, while the rest of us said, "Bless it,

we will hope." Hunting with a map was one thing and
hunting with a fortune teller quite another. The women
had all retired for a consultation, a sun dance or some-
thing like that, and after a while we were summoned to
the presence of the freak. She delivered us a monologue
about how she could summon spirits from the vasty deep,
and how she had foimd a strayed mule in Argenta, and
then proposed to find the treasure for $500 cash in ad-
vance. I had been elected ppokesman and informed her
that we were not as big fools as we looked, and that all

we would do was to pay her $500 if she found the treas-
ure, and if that did not suit her she could walk back
where she came from, as she could not have our team.
She was too fat to walk, and she consented to my terms
after calling down on us the vengeance of her spirit
guides for our obstinacy. I will say in passing that the
aforesaid vengeance has not yet materialized.
The next morniog came cold and foggy, and we pro-

ceeded to the field. The old girl waddled around it like
a walrus on a piece of ice, and said a dark-oomplected
man with long hair had been on the ground and his
magnetism bothered her, and also that mine was very
bad, and unless I left the field she would do nothing. So
I took the boys out of the field and left the women in
full possession. Our full-blown daisy then made some
cabalistic figures on the ground, called the spirits—who
were evidently busy somewhere el8e-=-ahd then called ua
back. She pointed out two stumps about SOOyds. apart
and said the treasure was on the line between them and
about 3ft. deep. The state of my health did not require
that I should take out any of that red clay, but the Judge
and the two miners were full of the true mining spirit
that goes out every morning with a brown-stone front in
its eye and comes back at night with an empty belly. So
they soon had the ditch laid out and went to work. All
day they labored, and when night came the ditch was
done and the daisy was |500 short.
The next day Mrs. Mack proposed to go to some rooks

sculptured with hieroglyphics and get new landmarks.
But there are some things I know, and one is when I have
had enough treasure hunting and Tcraut. The rest went
to look for the rocks and found them with undecipherable
inscriptions on them, they said, and spent two weeks more
in the search. What happened in that time I only know
by hearsay, but for myself I am persuaded that three days'
treasure hunting is an ample suflaciency, and that I can
make more money replevying a blind mule than I can at
that business. I am persuaded that treasure himting is

not my forte. TJko.
LITTLE Book, Ark., Jan, 19.

TIM, INTEGER VIT>^:.-II.

Thb railroad town of Doming had just sprung into ex-
istence. Slowly but surely the reign of the teamster was
passing away in the great Southwest. Tales of the Santa
Fe and Red River trails would soon live only in the tra-
ditions of nation building. I was a thorough "tender-
foot" on my way to Silver City. Thence as some passing
whim in my search for health might direct me. The trip
to Silver was a business proposition. That finished, my
time was my own. Others had found strength and
wealth in this unexplored country, old in the legend of
Spanish padres and prehistoric Pueblos; why should
not I?

It was with a mingled feeling of relief and disgust that
I landed in a low, one story building—hotel, lunch room,
dance hall, gambling dive and office of the Silver City
Forwarding Co. A freighter was going out in the morn-
ing and would be glad of company, so Manager Martin
informed me. I looked around the throng of miners that
were blowing in their hard-earned dust, of raw-boned,
cursing bull-whackers and cowboys, of bedizzened Mexi-
can women, of flashy faro dealers and poker sharps.
"Will you please point out the man?''
"Oh, you won't find him here. The cuss never drinks,

and he's as hard to deal with as chaparral. If you strike
him right he may take you for nothing. If you don't,
he'll charge you a sackful, but he'll do anything in reason
so long as there's money in it."

Through the livelong night there were riotous sounds of
fights and carousings. The pistol crack was lost in the
shrill accompaniment of harmonica and fiddle. Laughter
and imprecation went side by side. As the sound of rev-
elry died away I fell asleep, It was bright morning when
I awoke. On all sides the frontier settlement was sur-
rounded by a waste of sand, relieved on the north and
west by gigantic yuccas that seemed palms in the allure-
ment of distance. A hasty breakfast, followed by a few
inquiries, brought the news that my charioteer had not
yet put in an appearance, but all arrangements for my
transportation had been made. I would walk along the
trail to the northwest, leaving him to follow. So long as
I kept the track we could not miss each other.

It was comparatively cool when I started. The air
seemed life-giving from the mountains, not scorching
from the deathly desert. At aU events, it was in marked
contrast with the foul atmosphere of the night. In half
an hour I had reached the yucca grove. Yesterday
amid the snows of the Raton Range; to-day in flower-
land! Was there ever a more marvelous change? The
sun rose higher and the heat became intense, I lay be-
neath the shade of a huge pyramid of creamy bells and
waited. Up to this time there had been a strange dearth
of animal life, but now long, spotted lizards came out,
basked in the glow, and peered at me with their jeweled
eyes. A tarantula wabbled toward me and I gave the
gentleman right of way. After this I thought it unsafe
to doze, not knowing what the tawny sands might bring
forth. Tired nature, however, was not to be balked, X
nodded* rested my head in my hands and-?

"Hello, thar! I guess you're the feiler I'm ter take ter
Silver!"

The speaker pulled up his two span of mules and stuck
his head from the dirty canvas protection of a prairie
schooner. His red hair, yellow from years of exposure;
his weather-beaten countenance, lank form, all seemed
familiar, but where I had seen him I could not tell.

After the outfit had resumed its course he opened the
conversation.
"Wha're ye frum, stranger?"
' New York."
"Oh! I didn't know but yer come frum Noo Jarsey.

No 'fense in askin', only I like to know the fellers I
pack."

I looked him square in the eye, and the remembrance
of that June day on the headwaters of the Raritan came
to me like a flash,

"Timl"
"Walt!" Then he paused, afraid to ask the question

that was uppermost in his mind. "Hev ye seen Cvnthv
lately?" ^ ^

"I saw her Christmas Sunday, singing in the choir
just the same as ever. All the other faces were new, but
she looked as sweet as she did twenty years ago—onlv a
little older "

"Thank the Lord for that! It's jest the way I dream
uv her on a Sunday arternoon. I kin see old hilltop an'
her a comin' frum meetin' ez plain ez ef it was right
afore me eyes. She ain't married yit?"

"No, nor even keeping company. They say in Mend-
ham that she's waiting for some one to come homo to
her."
"Waal, I guess she won't hev ter wait much longer.

Say, Walt, I'm powerful glad ter see ye, powerful glad.
Yer trip won't cost ye a durned cent, an' ef ye ain't tew
busy I'll show ye the pootiest ranch in the mountains.
Guess Cyntby '11 be tickled when she sees it," and he
chuckled to himself at the very thought,
"What have you been doing, Tim, all these years?"
"It's a long story, boy, an' I don't talk much; but I

almost feel like I wuz hum at seein' ye. Cynthy knows,
but she doa't say much nuther. Let me see. Ye know I
never c'u'd git ahead tew hum, so 1 jest bucked the traces
an' started West. I had enough ter git to Chicagy, an'
then, bein' f z I war dead broke, I 'listed. They sent me
daown to Tennessee, an' I wuz with Thomas tew Nash-
ville; but the war didn't last long arter tbet. Then I went
over tew Missoury an' built me a cabin in the Ozarks. I
trapped fur a couple o' winters, but thar ain't no money
in trappin', an' besides it ain't a life fur a civilized human.
Arter I'd saved a little stuff I bought a mewl team an'
tuk ter freightin'. Been at it ever sence, allers keepin'
ahead uv the railroads. That pays best. Four years ago
I tuk up a little walley on the San Francisco River, be-
tween Silver an' Fort Wingate. Pootiest spot on 'arth. I
kin raise garden sass an' sech, an' ye've got all God's ken-
try fur a range. Why, the deer come right tew yer door
tew git a drink. Then I begun ter put my money inter
stock, an' naow I hev two hundred head of beef critters,
ez pooty ez ever wuz loaded on the keers. The only
trouble is the ranch is tew plaguey close tew the Apaches
ef they should ever break loose."
"But don't you get terribly lonesome?"
"Not so awrful. Ye see, I'm a-workin* fur Cynthy.

The first thing I hear in the mornin' is the birds a-twit-
terin' 'Cynthy, Cynthy,' an' last thing at night is the
water runnin' past my cabin still a-singin' 'Cynthy,
Cynthy.' When I git tired uv meself I take a load of
stuff tew Silver or tew the post. Miners an' sojers hez
hard cash an' is free-handed. Mostly when I git lonesome
is when I'm tew the camps. Sometimes it's plagued cold
uv nights, an' in summer the hot sand sifts inter yer
blankets most uncomfortable like. Then the boys comes
out an' they sez, 'Come in, Tim, an' hev a little red licker
an' a time with the gals, an' be sociable like.' But, some-
how, I allers thinks to meself, ' What 'ud Cynthy say?' an'
so I stay outside."

It did not take long to transact the necessary business
in Silver City. Tim kindly waited for me, and then we
started for his mountain-walled paradise. For a day and
a half we journeyed slowly over the desert, which gradu-
ally became more rocky, but all the time with a heavy
up grade. About noon of the second day vegetation
changed. Yucca and cactus gave way to oak chaparral.
There were signs of verdure in the cenons above us. New
flowers bloomed beside the trail; new birds were building
their nests and the breezes came fresh from unseen snow-
banks. At 3 o'clock we halted at Oak Springs for lunch.
To my surprise Tim belled one mule and hobbled two
more.

"We'll git a deer in an hour. Thar'll be plenty a-feedin'
araound afore long. This 'ere spring runs dry in April,
but naow it's a reg'lar game presarve. It's only a short
drive over the divide, and by noon we'll be hum."
Dinner over, Tim drew out something that betokened

the same old hunter. It was a .40 90 Ballard, He knew
that I had its mate among my traps. Our route led up to
the pines, above which was glistening whiteness, but on
the lower side they were fringed with succulent grama
grasses and evergreen laurel,

"You jest lay here an' keep your eye peeled. I'll go
yender an' wait for 'em. Don't wait on me an' don't get
flustrated," with which parting injunction he stole, noise-
less, out of sight.

It seemed as though I kept one position for an hour.
My body was immovable, but I craned my neck and
scanned every favorable nook. Then I heard a rustle be-
hind me, followed by a clucking gobble. I looked. There
were a drove of hen turkeys enjoying themselves and
probably awaiting the coming of their leige. It was a
great temptation, but I thought Tim would not like it,

especially as he wan stuck on getting venison.
A hundred yards or so from my stand was a cliff over-

hanging the traU, down which I expected the deer to ap-
pear on their way from upland glade. A movement on
the rock caught my eye and completely diverted atten-
tion from the turkeys. A big, lithe, tawny object was
crawling to the edge, crouching, quivering and switching
his tail with expectancy. He saw something that I did
not. It was my first view of a mountain lion. Drawing
as fine a bead as possible, I blazed away. There was none
of the fiendish shriek of a woimded cat of which I had
heard so much, only an aimless spring into the gorge be-
low. As he fell a doe boimded with a crash from the
thicket and ran between Tim and myself. In the excite-
ment I forgot that I needed not only a fresh shell, but
that I should have ejected the empty one. 3o I foolxshljr
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pulled the trigger aa the crack of Tim's gun brought the
young lady to the ground.
"You missed entirely," said Tim, aa the smoke cleared

away.
"I did not."
"Why, man, can't ye see thar's only one.hole?"
"In the deer? Yes, but I've got a lion."

*

"The devil you have! "Where is he?"
"Just up the trail

"

The Rocky Mnuntain terror was too badly injured to
get up, but he clawed and spit most horribly as we ap-
proached. Tim said that as he was my meat I should
give him his cotip. This time I remembered to put in a
cartridge. This lion incident raised me 50 per cent, in
Tim's estimation, and he offered me a ranch as good as
his own if I would only join him permanent!v.

What a supper we had that night; what a breskfast in
the morniDg, and with what glee Tim barnessed his
mules for the last stage of the journey 1 It took but a
short time to get over the divide, and then we swuug
down the long caJajn of the upper San Francisco. The
trail wormed in and out fso that we could see but a few
rods ahead. Suddenly Tim reined in bis leaders. From
far below came the sound of several men singing a wild
cowboy song, Then we caught the refrain: .

"She's a most attractive creature.

She is knowJQ both near and far;

An' she's called by those as love her

The Eose of Rociy Bar."

Tim seemed worried.
"That's the M. J, outfit drivin' aoUt thar steers when

thev orter be drivin' 'em in. I wonder what's up?"
We were not kept in long suspense. Great, gaunt,

p^ide-horned Texans blocked our way. We halted for
<hem to pass. The drivers did not wait to be inter-
rogated.

"Better turn back, Tim; the 'Paches hez broke out
sgain. More'n likely they'll strike your ranch to-night.

If you hurry you kin round up a few head, maybe, an'
get out with them. We ain't got time ter stop,"

Ofl sped the mules down the canon at breakneck speed.
If it had not been for the excitement I should have been
terrified into jumping from my seat.

"We can see the ranch from the next turn," said
Tim, slackening pace as he spoke. "Good Godl what's
that?"

. The turn was made, but instead of cabin and stacks
there was smoke and flame and the brutal yells of
demonized savages. Tim grasped his field glass.

"Ef it warn't fur you an' Cyntby I'd go daown an'
fight them Injun devils. We can't turn 'raound bar, an'
ef they see the wagon kiver we're gone. Take yer knife
an' cut loose them leaders. Thar' used to ridin', both on
em. Don't try to save the harness. Thar's a saddle in
the back end. Git it. I kin ride bareback. Take yer
gun an' fifty shells an' anything ye kin pack on ye. Be
sprvl We ain't got no time ter lose."

Even while he was talking it was done, and he and I
were mounted, headed back on the Silver trail. Aa we
started a louder shout proved that the wagon was discov-
ered. Tim did not seem to care. He turned, shook his

fi3t at the approaching Apaches; he was safe, for they
were a full half mile away—and, for the first and only
time in my acquaintance with him, I heard him utter a
curse. Then we galloped back. Passing the cow
punchers we gav«^ them the startling news, but did not
pau=!6 to see its effect. On, on, on! Half an hour's rest

at Oak Springs for the mules to water and get a bite, then
boots and saddles again, back over the desert that we had
traveled so j oyously the day before. It was in the gray
of dawn that our steeds brought us into Silver. The
news of the raid was before us. The whole camp was
alarmed, and fugitives were constantly arriving from
their herds or prospect holes,

"Walt," said Tim, as we dismounted, "the stage is jest
a-gnin'. She's full inside, but you kin climb on top.

Thar naow, not a word! I'm a-goin' back tew save what
I kin, I'll hev a hum fur Cynthy yet. Tell her—" A
tear stood in his eye. "Tell Cynthy that I wuz powerful
glad to see ye—powerful glad."
One pressure of the hand and Tim had disappeared in

the crowd as completely as though the ground had swal-
lowed him. A whip crack! 1 was riding back to Deming,
the railroad and civilization. Shoshone.

AS IN THESE SIX STATES, SO THROUGHOUT
THE UNION.

From Indiana.

I INCLOSE my check for another year's subscrip ion to Forbst and
Steeam. Although a liille late, I bad no thought of not renewing;

could not do without it. Fred Mather'.s ''Men I Have Fished With"
has alone been worth the yearly subseripdon. John Q. Mott.

From Ohio.
Your cird oE 13Eh inst. advising me that my subscription to dear

old FoBEST AND Stueam has expired is at hand. 1 am "chained to

business," hence ain compelled to do. the next thing—read your
delightful, entertsining and instructive journal. Push along exten-

sion of Yellowstone National Park and send Forest and Stream with

unfailing regularity, for which I inclose check for $4,

Xi, B. Yaplb.

From Kansas.
As I get old the reading of your delightful paper grows more and

more interesting. My children gave me for Ohristmas "Uncle
Lisha's Shoj>" and "Sam Lovel's Camps," both of which I had read
in Forest and Stream, but was glad to get ihem in book form. I

wish I could thank Fred Mather for his late letters. They breathe
the kindly spirit of fellowship. I love him for the friends he has
iWade. O. B. Woodward.

From New York.
I inclose check for renewal of my subscription. To live without

the weekly treat I get from this paper would be worse than to have
to live on one meal a day. Jno. Boulton Simpson.

From Maine.
Inclosed I send check for $4 to renew my paper. This will make

twenty years I have been a constant subscriber and reader of Forest
AND Stream. T. H. Wyman.

From Pennsylvania.
Erie, Pa.- Inclosed please find $i for six months' subscription for

the old paper. It's hard times, and I'm out of work; but I have
taken and now have every number since 1880, F.

BENDIRE'S LIFE HISTORIES OF N* A.
BIRDS.

Ornithologists everywhere have extended a hearty wel-
come to the second volume of Major Bendire's great work,
which appeared some little time ago. Yet it is not the
ornithologists only, hut everyone who is interested in
birds or in facts about natural history, who will wish to
see this second part of the work.
Like its predecessor, this second part is published as a

Special Bulletin of the United States National Museum,
and, like the first volume, it bears the title, "Life His-
tories of North American Birds, with Special Reference
to their Breeding Habits, Nests and Eggs." Of course,
Ma jor Bendire is best known to a large section of the
public as an oologist, but nowhere in this work has he
confined himself to this branch of his subject. Instead of
this he gives us life histories, and as a part of each life

history has to do with the reproduction of the species, we
are of course given a full account of the breeding habits,
the home and the eggrs.

The processes of reproduction, though they occupy only
a short time, may not be separated from the general ac-
count of the bird's life. The same law that brought
about the development of life upon, the earth decrees that
life shall continue here until such time as it shall have
ceased to play a useful part on the fragment of the uni-
verse which we know. As the existence of the individual
is brief, the continuance of the life of any species depends
wholly upon its reproduction of its kind, and it seems cer-
tain that the reproductive function is the most important
one of life; that it is the chief end of the species.

Among our wild birds the whole existence of the indi-
vidual is a preparation for this function and its accom-
panying duties. The spring is spent in finding the
breeding place, in nest building, and in bringing forth
the egg; the summer in caring for and rearing the tender
young; the autumn in recuperation from the fatigues of
the breeding season and in a deliberate j ourney toward
the winter home; the winter in resting and in accumu-
lating vigor.

Major Bendire's first volume contained, as will be re-
membered, the game birds and those which are com-
monly termed rapacious. Thus the grouse, partridges,
turkeys, curassows, pigeons and doves shared the volume
with the vultures, eagles, hawks and owls. It is about
four years since we called attention in the columns of
Forest AND Stream to this important work, which con-
tains the only modern biographies of the species noticed,
so far as we are aware.
The present volume carries on Major Bendire's work

from the parrots to the grackles, and thus covers about
200 species and sub-species, the groups treated being the
parrots, cuckoos, trogons, kingfishers, woodpeckers, goat-
suckers, swifts and hummingbirds, fly-catchers, larks,
crows and jays, starlings, blackbirds and orioles. The
volume contains more than 500 printed pages, together
with seven beautiful lithographic plates. It is a large
quarto.
Major Bendire's very extensive knowledge of the

species described is supplemented by testimony and notes
from his very wide circle of friends and admirers among
ornithologists all over the country. He has thus brought
out and published in its pages almost everything that is

known about any species up to date.

Though perhaps it has not the same popular interest,
the present work fully equals in importance the earlier

part, and it undoubtedly represents considerably more
labor than that, for the reason that the number of species
considered is greater, and that many of them are but
little known, and so require much time and investi-

gation in order to give anything like a complete history
of the life of the species.

These splendid volumes are not only enduring monu-
ments to Major Bendire's energy, patience and assiduity
in the accumulation of material, but they also show how
much a man may accomplish in his leisure moments, if

his devotion to the occupation of his leisure is real. Major
Bendire has been all his life a soldier, yet it is not as a
soldier that he has made himself famous, for while Bendire
the soldier may be forgotten, Bendire the ornithologist
will have an enduring remembrance. It is unfortunate
that the second of these volumes could not have appeared
earlier, but it is well understood that this is not the fault
of the author. He was prepared to furnish in quick suc-
cession the material for this and other volumes, if only
the meshes of governmental red tape could have been un-
tangled or cut. The delay has been a real loss to science.

It is certain that the demand for this most valuable
work will be very great, and the completion of the sec-
ond part has laid ornithologists under fresh obligations to
Major Bendire.
Some time ago in Forest and Stream we were per-

mitted to print Major Bendire's extremely interesting
paper on the magpie, and those of om* readers who re-
member this, as well as the extracts printed from his
earlier volume, can appreciate the charming style in
which these biographies are written. There is about
them nothing that is sentimental. It is a plain, straight-

forward statement of facts, chiefly the recording of ob-
servations, though now and then the author does announce
his own beliefs, especially when they are at variance with
those of other observers. Although they are in no sense
sentimental, at the same time these biographies are full

of feeling, and no one can read them without coming to
share witb Maj or Bendire his love for the birds he has
studied so long.
We cannot convey what this charm is in any other way

so well as by quoting one of the biographies which Major
Bendire has given us, and for this we select the first in
the book, the Carolina paroquet. This species possesses
an exceptional interest on account of the rapidity with
which its numbers are decreasing. The day is not far
distant when it will be extinct. Major Bendire says:
"The range of the Carolina paroquet, the only repre-

sentative in the United States of this numerous family, is

yearly becoming more and more restricted, and is now
mainly confined to some of the less accessible portions of
southern Florida, and to very limited areas in the sparsely
settled sections of the Indian Territory, where it is only a
question of a few years before its total extermination will

be accomplished. Formerly this species had quite an ex-
tensive d&tribution in the United States, ranging from

Florida, the Gulf, and the South Atlantic States generally,
north to Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois

and Nebraska, and casually even to Michigan and New
York, while west it reached to Texas and eastern Colora-
do. It was especially common then throughout the entire
Mississippi Valley and the heavily timbered bottom lands
of the larger tributaries of the stream.
"With the more general settlement of the regions in-

habited by these birds, their numbers have gradually but
steadily diminished, and even as early as 1832 Audubon
speaks of their not being nearly as commonas formerly. As
late, however, as 1860 they were still comparatively numer-
ous throughout the Gulf States and the Mississippi, Arkan-
sas and White River valleys; and I well remember seeing
large flocks of these birds throughout that year in the
vicinity of Fort Smith, Ark., and near several of the mili-
tary posts in the Indian Territory.
"At present it is very doubtful if the Carolina paroquet

can be considered a resident anywhere excepting the lo-

calities already mentioned, and it is rapidly disappearing
from these, especially the Indian Territory. Occasionally
a pair are still seen in southern Louisiana, 'and as late as
the fall of 1891 Mr. Thurman S. Powell s^w a couple at
the Linchpin camping grounds, Stone county, Mo. Al-
though rather restless birds at all times, they can gener-
ally be considered as residents wherever found, roving
about from place to place in search of suitable feeding
grounds, and usually returning to the same roosting place,
some large hollow tree, to which they retire at night,
hooking or suspending themselves by their powerful
beaks and claws to the inner rough wall of the cavity,

"Previous to the more extensive settlement of the coun-
try, their food consisted of the seeds of the cocklebur
(Xantheum strumarium), the round seed balls of the syca-
more, those of the cypress, pecan, and beechnuts, the
fruit of the papaw {Asimina trilobata), mulberries, wild
grapes, and various other wild berrias. According to Mr.
J. F. Menge, they also feed on the seeds extracted from
pine cones, and those of the burgrass or sand bur {Cench-
ras tribuloides), one of the most noxious weeds known.
They are also rather fond of cultivated fruit, and in Flor-
ida they have acquired a taste for oranges and bananas.
They are also partial to different kinds of grain while in
the milk. Mr. Frank M. Chapman states that while col-

lecting on the Sebastian River, Fla,, in March, 1890, he
found them feeding on the milky seeds of a species of
thistle (Cirsium lecontei), which, as far as he could learri,

constituted their entire food at that season. Ha says:
'Not a patch of thistles did we find which had not been
visited by them, the headless stalks showing clearly
where the thistles had been neatly severed by the sharp,
chisel-like bill, while the ground beneath favorite trees
would be strewn with the scattered down.'*
"According to the observations of Mr. August Koch,

published in Forest and Stream, Sept. 34, 1891, they also
feed on the red blossoms of a species of maple {Acer ru-
brum). In the vicinity of Fort Smith, Ark., during the
fall and winter of 1860-61, 1 frequently saw flocks of these
birds in osage orange trees, which attain a large size here,
biting off the fruit and feeding on the tender buds; here
they were also accused of doing considerable injury to
Indian corn while still in the milk, and many were shot
for this reason, and there is no doubt that they do more
or less damage to both fruit and grain.
"Although clumsy-looking birds on the ground, it is

astonishing how readily they move about on the slender-
est limbs in trees, frequently hanging head down like
crossbills and redpolls, nipping off the seed bulbs of the
sycamores, etc., and swinging themselves, with the assist-

ance of their powerful beaks, from the extremity of one
branch to another.
"Their flight, which is more or less undulating, resem-

bles that of the passenger pigeon, and again that of the
falcons; it is extremely swift and graceful, enabling them,
even when flying in rather compact flocks, to dart in and
out of the densest timber with perfect ease. Their call

notes are shrill and disagreeable, a kind of grating, me-
tallic shriek, and they are especially noisy while on the
wing. Among the calls is one resembling the shriU cry
of a goose, which is frequently uttered for minutes at a
time. Formerly they moved about in good-sizsd and
compact fljcks, often numbering hundreds, while now it

is a rare occurrence to see more than twenty together,
more often small companies of from six to twelve. When
at rest in the middle of the day on some favorite tree
they sometimes utter low notes, as if talking to each
other; but more often they remain entirely silent, and
are then extremely difficult to discover, as their plumage
harmonizas and blends thoroughly with the surrounding
foliage.

"They are most active in the early morning, and again
in the evening, while the hotter parts of the day are spent-
in thick-foliaged and shady trees. They are partial to
heavily timbered bottom lands bordering the larger
streams, and the heavy cypress swamps which are such a
common feature of many of our Southern Scates. Social
birds as they are, they are rarely seen alone, and if one is

accidentally wounded the others hover around the injured
one until sometimes the whole flock is exterminated.
This devotion to one another has cost them dearly, and
many thousands have been destroyed in this way.
"Mr. E. A. Mcllhenny has kindly furnished me with

the following notes on their habits as observed by him in
southern Louisiana, where the species was still compara-
tively abundant a few years ago, but has now nearly dis-

appeared:
" 'The Carolina paroquet rhay be looked for in this sec-

tion about April 35, or when the black mulberries begin
to ripen. This fruit seemed to be their favorite food, and
in the morning from sunrise to about 7 o'clock, and in
the evening from 5 o'clock to sunset, at which hours they
feed, they were to be found in the mulberry groves.
They spent the rest of the day and roosted at night in
the livB oak timber. In the morning, just before sunrise,

they mounted the tallest trees, congregating in small
bandj, all the while talking at a great rate. As the sun
rises they take flight for the nearest mulberry grove,
where they partake of their morning meal amidst a great
amount of noise. After they have eaten their fill they
generally go to the nearest stream, where they drink and
bathe; they then go to some dense oak timber, where they
pass the heat of the day. After they get in the oaks they
rarely utter a sound. In the afternoon they go through
the same performance, with the exception of going to the
water.

* Proceedings of the Litmaaan Society, New York, for the year end-
ing March 7, 1890.
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" 'The flight of the Carolina paroquet, once seen, is never
0 be forgotten; it is undulating, somewhat like the -wood-
acker's, but very swift. While on the wing they chatter
md cry continually; this cry sounds like qui, with the
iaing inflection on the i; this is repeated several times,
he last one being drawn out like qui-i i-i. These birds
(re rarely met with in the summer, and I do not think
hey nest here. They are most plentiful in May and Sep-
erober. In the fall they feed on the fruit of the honey
Dcust, and are then more often seen on the ground.'
"The total extermination of the Carolina paroquet is

inly a question of a few more years, and the end of the
fresent century will probably mark their disappearance.
Jivilization does not agree with these birds, and as they
iertainly do some damage to fruit in sections where they
bill exist, nothing else than complete annihilation can be
)oked for. Like the bison and the passenger pigeon,
lieir days are numbered.
"Considering how common this bird was only a few
ecades ago, it is astonishing how little is really known
bout its nesting habits, and it is not likely that we will
e able to learn much more about them. The general
ipposition is that they breed in hollow trees, such as
y^press, oak and sycamore, and that they nest rather
"arly in the season, while others think they nest rather
ite. There are two eggs in the United States National
[liseum collection, No, 17,709, in rather poor condition,
bich are entered as having been taken in St. Mary's
Irish, Louisiana, March, 1878. I have endeavored to
)tain some further particulars about them, but have
Ben unsuccessful. One egg, laid in captivity by a bird in
le possession of Mr. R, Ridgway, was deposited in Au-
iist, 1877, and another in July, 1878, and one in Septem-
jr, 1883, There are also a couple of eggs in the collection
E the American Museum of Natural History, New York

,

ty, collected by the late Dr. S. W. Wilson, of Georgia,
< hich I believe are genuine; these are said to have been
(ken on April 36, 1855, from ahoJlow tree, the eggs being
,apo8ited on a few chips in the cavity; the exact locality
there they were obtained is not given, but the collection
as chiefly made on St. Simon Island, and in Wayne and
cintosh counties, Ga.
"Mr. William Brewster, of Cambridge, Mass., ever alert

1 obtain new information of the habits of our birds,
hile on a visit to Florida elicited the following, published
r him in the Aulc (Vol. VI,, 1889, pp. 336, 337), which is
ell worth inserting here. He says: 'While in Florida
iring February and March, 1889, 1 questioned everybody
horn I met regarding the nesting of the parrakeet. Only
.ree persons professed any knowlege on this subject,
le first two were both uneducated men, professional
inters of alligators and plume birds, Each of them
limed to have seen parrakeets' nests, which they de-
ribed as flimsy structures built of twigs and placed on the
anches of cypress trees. One of them said he found a
1st only the previous summer (1888) while fishing. By
eans of his pole he tipped the nest over, and secured
w young birds which it contained. This account was
widely at variance with what has been previously

corded regarding the manner of nesting of this species
lat I considered it at the time as a mere fabrication, but
terward it was most unexpectedly and most strongly
rroborated by Judge R. L. Long, of Tallahassee, The
tter gentleman, who, by the way, has a very good gen-
al knowledge of the birds of our Northern States, as-
red me that he had examined many nests of the parra-
)et built precisely as above described. Formerly, when
e birds were abundant in the surrounding region, he
led to find them breeding in large colonies in the cypress
ramps. Several of these colonies contained at least
)00 birds each. They nested invariably in small cypress
aes, the favorite position being on a fork near the end
a slender horizontal branch.
" 'Every such fork would be occupied, and he has seen
many as forty or fifty nests in one small tree. Their
ists closely resemble those of the Carolina dove, being
nilarly composed of cypress twigs put together so
jsely that the eggs were often visible from the ground
neath. The twigs of the cypress seemed to be pre-
rred to those of any other kind of tree. The height at
hich the nests were placed varied from 5 or 6ft, to 20 or
Et. Mr, Long described the eggs as being of a greenish-
lite color, unspotted. He did not remember the maxi-
am number which he had found in one set, but thought
was at least four or five. He had often taken young
rds from the neats to rear or to give to his friends. He
ew of a small colony of parrakeets breeding in Wau-
ila Swamp, about twenty miles from Tallahassee, in
9 summer of 1885, and believes that they still occur
ere in moderate numbers.
•' 'It seems diflicult to reconcile such testimony with the
itements of Audubon, Wilson and others that the Caro-
& parrakeet lays its eggs in hollow trees. It may be,
wever, that, like the crow blackbird and some of the
la, this parrot nests both in holes and on branches, ac-
rding to circumstances; at all events the above account
8 seemed to me to rest on evidence sufliciently good to
arrant its publication.'
'It is quite possible that the Carolina paroquet, from
exceedingly social nature, was compelled where very
merous to resort to open nesting sites from necessity,
suitable cavities are rarely found in sufficient quanti-
8 close to each other to accommodate any considerable
mber of pairs. We fiud this to be the case with Bol-
''hynchus vwnachics (Boddeurt), the green paroquet of
raguay, Uragaay and the Argentine Rapublic, which
ipends its nests from the extremities of branches, to
lich they are firmly woven. Mr. Gibson describes their
its as follows; 'New nests consist of only two cham-
fB, the porch and the nest proper, and are inhabited by
lingle pair of birds. Successive nests are added until
ne of them come to weigh a quarter of a ton, and con-
n material enough to iill a large cart. Thorny twigs
mly interwoven form the only material, and there is
lining in the breeding chamber even in the breeding
leon. Some old forest trees have seven or eight of
sse huge structures suspended from the branches, while
a ground underneath is covered with twigs and remains
fallen rocks.'*
"Another species, the Patagonian parrot, Conuma imta-
nus (Vieillot), found in the Argentine Republic and in
tagonia, excavates its nests in perpendicular banks, like
r kingfisher; while the ground parrakeet, Pezoponts
rmosiks (Latham), of Australia, nests in tall grass,
"Although nearly all the species of this numerous family
at in hollow trees, as stated above, there are exceptions

ArgentiB© Ornlbliol&gy, VoL n., 1889, pp, 4a-46.

to this rule; and it is quite probable that some of our Car-
olina paroquets nested at times in Florida as Judge R. L,
Long described, and again both in co aamunities in large
hollow trees, and singly, as Alexander Wilson states, all

of these different aesertions being probably correct.
"We have no positive information about the number of

eggs laid by this species in a wild state,

"Dr. Karl Russ, of Berlin, Germany, in his interesting
article on this species in his work on "Die Fremlaa-
dischen Stubenvogel, die Papageien" (Vol. III., 1879, pp.
231-236), mentions several instances of the Carolina paro-
quets breeding in captivity in Germany, where the eggs
were depositied in June and July, two being the number
laid; but in his "Handbuch fiir Vogelliebhaber" he gives
the number from three to five, and he describes these as
pure white, fine grained, very round, and quite glossy,
like woodpeckers' eggs, measuring 38 by 36 millimeters,
or about 1,50 by 1.43in.

"Mr. Robert Ridgway's birds would not use the nesting
boxes provided for them, and both females deposited
their eggs on the floor of the cage; they were laid in July,
August and September respectively. None of these eggs
can be called round; they vary from ovate to short ovate,
and are rather pointed. They are white, with the faintest
yellowish tint, ivory-like and quite glossy; the shell is

rather thick, close grained and deeply pitted, not unlike
the eggs of the African ostrich {StrutJiio camelus), but of
course not as noticeable. Holding the egg in a strong
light, the inside appears to be pale yellow.
"These eggs measure 36,33x36.93, 34 54x37.18, and

33.37X26 93 millimeters, or 1.43x1.06, 1.36x1.07, and
1.3lXl.06in.
"The deep pitting is noticeable in every specimen, and

there can be no doubt about the identity of the eggs.
The other eggs in the collection, about whose proper
identification I am not so certain, and whose measure-
ments I therefore do not give, have a much thinner shell,
and do not show the peculiar pitting already referred to.
There is no difficulty whatever in distinguishing these
eggs from those of the burrowing owl or the kingfisher,
both of which are occasionally substituted for them."

ANOTHER OTTER AND HIS WAYS.
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 20.—Tommy, the tame otter, was

caught on the Sauble, in northern Michigan, and owned
by a saloon keeper at Grayling. He was a great pet with
the village people, and visited the kitchens of that quiet
little burg with a constantly increasing regularity. His
regular beat up and down the Sauble for a distance of
three or four miles afforded him abundant opportunity
for fishiner and hunting. In town he was a great friend
with every dog and cat in the village. He would play
with them on the streets for hours at a time. Once in a
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great while some cat would offend Tommy, and then the
scene would be changed instanter. Tommy would grab
the cat by the back, and in much less time than it takes
to tell it the cat and Tommy would be under water in the
Sauble, and that was the end of the cat. Tommy never
had time to fool with a cat after it was dead, but he would
hunt up another cat and have his play spell out.
Dogs Tommy liked, and he spent all of the time playing

with them that he could find dogs willing to put up fun
for him. One day a big bull dog happened along when
Tommy was playing with some of his home dog talent,
and the bull dog, not familiar with the Grayling pet,
picked Tommy up and nearly killed him before he could
be choked off. Tommy soon got over his scrap, and was
on the lookout constantly for the big bull dog. One day
the bull dog came to town again, and right in the middle
of the village he met a dog with a chip on his shoulder,
and the fun began. Just as the fight was well under way
Tommy put in his appearance, and while the town dog
held the bull dog down to business Tommy nearly ate him
up. He would rip great mouthfuls of flesh out of him,
and pull and lug him about till he had about killed the
dog, when the town boys took Tommy off.

It would be hard to make a Grayline: man believe that
an otter had not a first-class memory for matters and
things. Tommy knew all of the fishermen up and down
the river, and was always ready for a fishing trip when
an opportunity offered. He could catch more fish than
all of the town fishermen put together, and when he was
one of the party and had got all that he wanted to eat he
would catch fish to supply the whole crowd. One day he
broke his record and landed a big trout that weighed
nearly Slbs. When the party moved they would take
Tommy into the boat, and he would curl up under the
seat, but when the boat stopped he was out and in the
water like a flash.

Tommy often went hunting and fishing alone, and on
one of his excursions he was shot by a man who says he
mistook Tommy for a wild otter. While the man knew
Tommy well and saw him almost every day, yet he shot
him, and the shooting led to a big law suit, for Tommy
had lots of friends.

If anybody doubts the truth of the life history of Tom-
my, and believes that what I have told about his doings is

not true, and he will write to Mr. Alexander, lawyer, at
Grayling, he will furnish him enough material regarding
Tommy and his doings to fill a big book. I have two
more otter to write you about, Julian.

COMMUNICATION AMONG ANIMALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Ernest Seton Thompson has done the students of

the ways of animals a service the value of which does not
seem computable at present, but which is very great in
any event. The idea of a newspaper edited by wolves
will not lie idle, and to the mass of testimony that will
be added to Mr. Thompson's I hasten to call attention to
other and quite similar bureaus of information, namely,
the traces which otter and mink leave of their presence,
usually conspicuously on rocks, logs and other eleva-
tions, but frequently in the grass and bushes led to by
regular and well-trod runways.
Now that Mr. Thompson has called attention to odors as

a means of communication, the strong scent of muskrats
around caves or bayous and on streams has specisil sig-
nificance,
In this connection I would like to ask, why is it that a

school of whales sporting in the ocean near the surface
suddenly and all together lift up their tails and disappear?
By what means are the whales able to do this all together?
Schools of whales covering twenty-five square miles have
been seen to dive simultaneously when unalarmed, so far
as could be known, and a similar thing may be witnessed
in schools of minnows. What tells them to?
And how do youn.g birds know what to do in migrating

time? Birds that wouldn't know Florida from the South
Pole and who never saw snow travel south with the rest,

only birds that were willful remaining behind to freeze
their toes. How do these birds talk to each other, as they
certainly must do? They don't rub bills, as dogs rub noses,
before going somewhere. There are certain "call notes"
heard in the fall that may appear a partial solution, just
as the robin sings "I'm in love" every spring. Bluejays
get up alongside of each other in the spring and don't
make a noise bearable five rods away, though they do
make some subdued sounds, love talk, most likely.

To my mind there is nothing more interesting in nature
than the methods by which her creatures talk to one
another, and now that Mr. Thompson has called attention
to it I hope the Foeest and Stream will sift the matter as
deeply as may be, Raymond S. Spears,

A GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE YEL-
LOWSTONE PARK.

There has recently been printed, under the supervision
of the United States Geological Survey, folio No. 30 of
the Geologic Atlas of the United States, which is the Yel-
lowstone Park folio. This embraces the greater part of
the Yellowstone National Park, and, while not a com-
plete geological map of the Park, it yet does cover that
portion of the reservation which is of especial interest to
geologists.

This folio will be of very great interest as well to many
people who read the Forest and Stream, and who have
visited or hope to visit the National Park. It contains
five pages of description of the geography and geology of
the region by Mr, Arnold Hague, geologist in charge; one
page on the Igneous Rocks, by Mr, J. P, Iddings; a num-
ber of remarkably handsome half-tone pictures of charac-
teristic Park scenery, two contour maps of the central
portion of the Park, extending from near the northern
boundary south almost to the head of Jackson's Lake, and
two geological sheets covering the same portion of the
Park, so colored as to indicate the different geological
formations and mineral deposits which appear in the
various localities.

As will be remembered, the geological work of the
Park for a good many years has been under the charge of
Mr. Arnold Hague, who has long been known to our
readers as an enthusiastic well-wisher of this great pleas-
ure ground. He has been assisted by Professors Weed,
Iddings, Pirsson, and by others whose names are well
known to Forest and Stream readers. Thus it is cer-
tain that the scientific details of this map have been at-
tended to by men eminently qualified to perform the
work.
On the mechanical side this folio deserves high praise,

and in this respect it is probably the best that has ever
been issued by the United States Geological Survey, as
from onr point of view it is the most interesting.
Mr. Hague has long been at work on a monograph of

the Yellowstone Park, and when this is issued there will
be published with it a map of the entire Park.

Indian Mounds in Tennessee.
Kelpie writes from Grand View, Tenn.

:

"Towstring is not far from the mouth of White's Creek,
where we went to look for Indian mounds and ducks.
The ducks had gone South, but the mounds were there,
and we saw seven, some of which had been excavated,
some not. Within ten miles of this point are a large
number of mounds scattered along the Tennessee, and I
should have been glad to spend a good deal of time among
them had it been convenient. It is a good chance for
somebody."

The Record Moose Head.
Last week we gave some particulars regarding the

giant moose head which is here illustrated from a photo-
graph made by Forest and Stream, The spread of horns
i8 70iin., and the weight of the skull and horns 681bs.
The horns are rather light in color, and curiously flated.

The head belongs to Wm. W. Hart, the New York taxi-
dermist, and will be mounted and exhibited by him at the
coming Sportsmen's Exposition,

Twenty Years.
Herewith find my check for $4 in payment of another year's sub-

scription of your most estimable paper. This makes twenty years
that I have been permitted to sit at your cable and sip the wine o£
your vintage. How the months and years have glided away, and
with them taken so many of the bonny lads that were our cherished

companions in forest and on stream! How many of the guests of '76

are still at your board? R. g. Iredell.
Ohio.

Men I Have Fished With.
The Detroit Journal, EDiroaiAL Rooms, Jan. kO.—l am deeplyinter-

ested in fred Mather's reminiscences, which are of a high order of

merit, and one of the best features you ever offered.

W, J. HuMSAKks, Ms. Ed,
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A WINTER CAMP ON WADLEIGH
BROOK.
Part I.

One day last November a New Tork doctor himself in

need of doctoring, a farmer from that part of Lake
Champlain where the Adirondacks and Green Mountains
come closest, a business representative of a great fence

company manufacturing the one and only elk high, fawn
tight and buffalo strong fencing for parks, and lastly a

FoEEST AND STREAM man, came together by prearranged

plan in the waiting room of the Boston & Maine Railroad

in Boston, bound for the northern Maine forests.

The doctor, the farmer, the fence expert and the news-
paper representative dumped in one colossal pile their

blankets, rifles and the miscellaneous assortment of boots,

moccasins, heavy clothing and camp duflfle that figured

in their baggage and exchanged greetings, while the

omnipresent station loafers debated among themselves
whether they were "recruits for Cuby" or "only another

lot of North Pole cranks."

It was a cold, raw day—that Nov. 21—and the air had a
penetrating chill that suggested snow, resembltag in this

respect the corresponding day in 1895, when the writer

left Boston at the same hour andgwith the same pur-

Eose in view. Then the snow had begun falling a little

efore noon, before Portland was reached, and continued

all the afternoon and evening and well on into the night.

History repeats itself, and in this case the parallel was
striking.

At a corresponding point on the journey before Port-

land was reached, one of the party looked up from the

game of cards we were playing, in which the train boys'

cinnamon wafers were utilized as chips, and announced
that it was snowing, and when Portland was reached the

ground was already white.
Here we had hoped for a chat with Mr. Harrie B. Coe,

of the Maine Central, who but for the exigencies of a
presidential election would have been a member of our
party, and who afterward was of invaluable service to us
in the recovery of some lost baggage,,but fate willed

otherwise. North of Portland the snow fell merrily as per
schedule, and at Bangor there was already a venturesome
sleigh or two on the streets. This was the first snow of

the season of any consequence, and we couldn't help

feeling that it had been precipitated for our especial

benefit,

In only one respect did our journey diflEer from that of

the previous year, in that instead of a cold, cheerless

wagon ride from the main line of the Bangor& Aroostook
R. R, to Patten, we went this time by train. Otherwise

the snow was about the same as last year. We enjoyed
equally good hotel accommodations at the Patten House,
and Herb Brown was on hand with the same intelligent

team of black horses to take us back to camp.
Sunday morning dawned bright and cold, with a shrewd

wind blowing across the open fields through which the

first part of our journey lay, and the road blown bare of

snow for long stretches, which necessitated traveling on
wheels instead of runners.
At noon we stopped for dinner at Louis Cooper's house,

twelve miles from Patten. Mr. Cooper has accommoda-
tions for sportsmen both here and at a camp on Sebois

Stream, a few miles away, and those who come for deer

rarely go away disappointed. In summer there is good
fishing in the two Shin Ponds, which are no great dis-

tance off. The next cleared land is at Sebois House, ten
miles beyond. This is kept by George Cooper, a brother
of Louis Cooper, and here we spent the night. Under
favorable conditions we might have gone through to

Trout Brook Farm, ten miles further, in one day, but we
had struck particularly bad traveling. The road had
been worn deeply by heavy toting, and in places was full

of water covered by ice that, while not strong enough to

bear buckboard and team, was sufficiently thick to make
it both hard and dangerous work for the horses pulling

through.
In this respect the following day saw a condition of

affairs still worse. The horses were obliged at times to

plunge through mud holes, breaking through viciously

tough ice and sinking to their bellies at every jump.
Under such conditions it was no wonder that they fell

down repeatedly and were badly cut by the ice, and that

we were the best part of a day in going ten miles. The
remarkable thing was that we got through at all.

That was a cold ride, but in the woods, despite the fact

that the thermometer registered 20° below zero, the air

did not feel so chill as it had in the open country at the

start of our journey.

Big Game vs. Small Guns.

At Sebois House we met Frank McKinney, who has a
camp at Hay Lake in a good moose and deer country,
six miles or so south of this point. McKinney is the
man who killed a bull moose last fall with a .22cal.

Stevens pistol, shooting the short cartridge and a charge
of smokeless powder.
He heard the moose coming, and standing behind a

tree let him approach within 30ft. before firing. His first

bullet went through the moose's heart, but the great ani-

mal stood perfectly still, apparently uncertain of his
enemy's whereabouts, till McKinney had fired a number
of additional shots, all hitting near the same spot. Then
he started to run, and the hunter followed, firing at
every opportunity, till finally the moose succumbed and
fell. The shots varied greatly in penetration, some stick-

ing in the tough skin on the side from which they were
fired, while others went completely through the animal.
McKinney has the proud distinction of having killed

his moose with the smallest regular cartridge made, and
if any on© wants to beat his feat he will have to try a
BB cap or an air gun; but he is not the only man who has
killed this king of our game animals with a pistol, Wm.
Cuvrins, the lumberman, a year or two ago shot and
killed a large moose with a .32cal. Smith & Wesson ham-
merless revolver, with a 3jin. barrel and the coarse fac-

tory sights. Cuvrins is a man who travels through the
woods a great deal in connection with his business, and
he is a first-class shot with either pistol or rifle. He killed

this moose at ten rods and only fired one shot, McLain,
Jr., at Sourdnahunk Lake, shot and killed a large buck
this fall with a .38oal. pistol at £t distance tha,t would be

a fair rifle shot. This deer was shot through the heart
and went no further than if hit by a rifle ball. There is

food for reflection in the possibilities of these little

weapons in the hands of expert hunters.

Harvey's and Trout Brook; Farm.
Five miles or so after leaving Sebois House we bad our

first view of the East Branch Grand Lake. This is a
beautiful sheet of water, surrounded by hardwood ridges
and good hunting country, and also affording a magnifi-
cent mountain view south toward Katahdin and the Trav-
eler Range. At the head of the lake is Samuel Harvey's
camp, and here we found deer tracks in the clearing right

up to within 50yds. of the house, so thick that we thought
they had been made by a drove of sheep. Harvey keeps
no sheep, however, and his mutton is spelled with a v,

except perhaps during the summer months.
Four miles further, having meanwhile crossed the East

Branch of the Penobscot above the lake, we swung across
the bridge over Trout Brook, were whisked up a hill and
down again, and with the customary flourish drew up in

front of the hospitable door of Trout Brook Farm, here
nestled behind a perpendicular mass of trap rock. This
is a favorite point for sportsmen, within striking distance

of moose and caribou and surrounded by an unexcelled
deer range. On our way out we found at this place two
genial Worcester sportsmen, Messrs. J. D, Morton and C.

A, Middlemas, who killed three big bucks in less than a
week.

Jock Darling and Natey.

Here also we found Jock Darling and his grandson,
Natey Fogg, than whom I doubt if the Pine Tree State

produces a better hunter for his years, or a better camp
companion, Natey is a chip of the old Mock and has the

same natural aptitude for the woods that characterizes

Jock. Like poets and other geniuses, woodsmen are born
and not made; also with the woodsman it counts for a
good deal to come from the right stock. I suppose Jock
is descended direct from Robin Hood, and the strain is

the same with Natey.
Jock and Natey had walked across from Sebois Lake,

and at the farm secured a river driver's tent, 16ft. long,

which was constructed like an Adirondack camp (or half

of an A tent cut in two along the ridge) and a number of

heavy quilts Smd blankets, cooking utensils and camp
supplies.

We shivered a little at the thought of sleeping out in

that tent, which was all front door and the epitome of

open-handed hospitality to the elements; but we had a
good deal of confidence in Jock and were ready to take

his word for it that we would not be uncomfortable.
Fortunately we had taken especial precautions before

leaving to provide ourselves with an ample stock of heavy
clothes and the warmest Jaeger underwear that could be

purchased, and plenty of it; so that in the coldest weather
we could wear two or three suits at a time. As an actual

fact, we were more often too hot than too cold, and the

time the mercury went down to 23° below zero the fence

man got up in the middle of the night and, standing under
the cold, glittering stars, shed a layer or two of his sur-

plus clothes, remarking that the night was so warm he
could not sleep comfortably as he was.

First Game.

That afternoon we all went out for a short hunt, and
twenty minutes after leaving the house Dr. Wright got a
shot at two deer. They were on the jump, however,
when he fired, and he did not score. To the fence

man fell the honor of securing the first game. It

was the following morning, and we had almost reached
the spot selected for our camp on Wadleigh Brook, half a
mile in from the tote road, when Hoisington, who was
walking ahead of the team, saw some fresh tracks cross-

ing the road. He followed them a short distance to in-

vestigate, and presently saw a small buck standing under
a tree 50yds. away, looking back over his shoulder. He
knew that the deer was likely to take alarm at any in-

stant, as he could hear talking and the noise made by the

team behind; so he took a quick aim and fired. Several

other deer near by dashed off at the sound of the shot,

but the particular one at which he had fired fell within
40ft. of the spot where he first stood. The ball had en-

tered back of the near shoulder and quartered through,

breaking the opposite shoulder. It was an ugly wound,
and though the bullet had missed the heart, it had killed

much more cleanly than the average of such shots, and
thus at the very start vindicated the effectiveness of the

little 641b. .30-30 Winchester from which it was fired.

For supper that night we had juicy venison steaks,

albeit not so tender as other cuts were later, but vastly

preferable to anything else our larder afforded.

The buck was very fat, and I doubt if venison was ever

more truly appreciated. We began at the hindquarters,

and little by little, through the medium of the frying-pan

and boiler, converted the various parts to our use, till

every shred of flesh had been devoured and only the

bones remained. It took us a little more than four days

to accomplish this result.

In Camp.

Our camp was pitched directly in the old tote road up
Wadleigh Brook, and if any future visitor finds a par-

ticularly smooth spot 12ft, or so in length in the road he
will recognize our bed. Roads in this part of Piscataquis

county are nothing to brag on as a rule, but we will back
that 12ft, section to be equal to anything in the State, and
we know whereof we speak, for we all labored individu-

ally for its improvement.
The foundation for our bed was of balsam fir boughs,

and over this several sacks of straw were laid on, and on
top of all a heavy quilt. The bed was about 7ft. in

width, and the tent roof slanted upward from where it

was pinned to the ground at the back to a height of 6ft.

or so in front. Opposite and also at one end Jock
erected wind breaks of boughs, supported by pole frame-

works and slanting in toward the center, and on the

fourth side a piece of burlap was stretched as a sort of

door. „ ,

In the center of the open space between wmdbreak
and tent the fire was built, and on cold nights the camp
resembled a miniature volcano, belching a steady stream

of fire and sparks from the opening in the top,

In daytime the moosebirds were a constant source of

amusement about camp. They made themselves at

home from the moment camp was pitched, and investi-

gated our belongings with their characteristic easy

familiarity. Soft things that they could swallow seemed

to interest them most, and they sampled every such

article from Pears's soap to "moccasine." These birds,

though their confidence is constantly abused, never seem
to learn distrust of man. They perch upon the lumber-

man's balanced stick just as confidingly as they did
_
a

hundred years ago, and when this backwoods humorist
gives the other end of their seesaw a rap with his axe
that shoots them 20ft. into the air they are just as much
surprised as ever.

We let the birds eat their fill of the soap, for we had
plenty of that, and anyhow soap was not altogether es-

sential to our life in the woods, but it was different with
the moccasine. Our boots and moccasins needed con-

stant greasing both to soften them and make them water-

proof, and we used it for a thousand other things as well,

so our one box of this precious article was carefully

guarded.
It was a specific for chapped lips and noses, though it

must be acknowledged that it smelled better than it

tasted, and this fact prevented our using it as butter when
that staple gave out, although the question was seriously

considered. It also proved a good gun grease, and we
found it to be a superior lubricant for bullets when we
came to reload some of our ammunition with light

charges for partridges.

The Burnt Lands.

For a day or two we hunted about camp, seeing deer,

but for one reason or another not meeting with success.

Du Bois, while walking up the main tote road, saw two
large bucks across Trout Brook, and wounded one very

badly. This buck lay down almost immediately, proving

the seriousness of its wound, but the approach of night

obliged the hunter to leave it, and a snowstorm that tol
lowed obliterated the trail before morning.
The first good hunting day, however, all bands, in-

cluding Jock, who, though in fairly good physical condi
tion, has not since his long confinement in the hospital

regained his old hardiness, set out for the burnt lands. A
mile and a half up Wadleigh Brook from our camp wf
had our first view of them, and here we jumped a largt

deer that went bounding off up a hillside fifty rods away
At this point the party separated. Natey, Dr. Wright

and Du Bois crossed the brook with the intention o:

working along the north side of the burnt mountain, anc

then circling back and striking the brook near the uppe}
dam; while Jock, Hoisington and myself were to huntth*
country nearer the brook and perhaps eventually circl*

around outside the others.

Shortly after the parties separated we jumped threr

deer that ran eset through the big open. As we watchef >

them disappearing 500 or 600yds. away, looking for al

the world like good-sized rabbits, we suddenly heard s

volley of shots, and realized that we had driven thetn or

to the other party. .

That night around the camp-fire they did not seen
particularly anxious to tell about the occurrence, bu
they finally acknowledged shooting in self-defense a
some deer that tried to run over them. They said thej

were satisfied to have frightened the deer off and to havt

escaped the threatened assault, but there was a certaii

tone of aggravation in their remarks that belied thei.

words. Later, at the station restaurant in Bangor, tht

Doctor was noticed critically examining some murderouf
looking clubs carved from birch roots. He said he wa
thinking of sending one to Natey, but no doubt he wa|
also regretting the fact that he did not have one alonj

himself that day in the burnt lands.

Jock soon gave up the hunt, as the walking was harii

and his strength not equal to the task.

Hoisington and Natey, while hunting independentlj;

both found fresh tracks of several moose, and in eac '

case a large one was among the number. Both foUowC'
their game till dark, and saw signs of recent feeding

but neither got a shot. i

None of the rest of us saw moose tracks, but while matj
ing my way back to camp late that afternoon I stoppel
a fair-sized buck with a bullet through the neck.

|

The Small-Bore Hunting Rifle. I

Much has been said and written regarding the value A
the small-bore smokeless powder rifle as a huntinB
weapon. Personally I am a firm believer in its effective

ness, though I do not by any means go to the extreme c

calling it the best hunting rifle on the market. Then
were two ,30-803 in our party, both carbines with shotgu!

butts and Lyman sights, weighing 61bs. and 6oz, apiect

These guns with the soft nose ammunition possesi

tremendous hitting power, considering the light weight t

the bullet, great accuracy, and an extremely flat tr?

jectory, and moreover are free from any annoying recoi'

Smokeless powder and steel-jacketed bullets have mad;
possible the former paradox of accuracy combined wit

flat trajectory, and killing power in connection with ligh

ness. Smokeless powder also makes possible short ba
rels, for the ignition is much quicker than with blac

powder, and as I like a carbine on account of its ease <

handling in the woods, I have an additional reason to t

grateful to the new compound.
Accuracy of sighting is of course dependent on the di

tance between sights, but as I use Lyman sights I ca"

afford to shorten my barrel considerably and still pr.

serve a suflicient distance for all practical purposes.

The .30-30 carbine will shoot into the same mark at
*

and 125yd8., and at 200yds, the drop is so slight that

sight well up on the animal is sure to count. Owing f

flip of barrel these carbines shoot higher at 125yds. tha

they do at 25. At short range they shoot an inch or tw
low. So much for trajectory. As to striking force, tl

results obtained in actual service were thoroughly sati

factory. I have already mentioned the effect on Hoi
ington's deer. The other deer mentioned had a hole toi

directly through the spinal column that one could pr

his whole hand into. In view of the trifling size of tl

bullet the result was nearly incomprehensible, Minur
fragments of lead were scattered everywhere buried i

the bone, but no single piece of any size except the ste'

jacket could be found, though the skin on the opposii

side was not broken, showing that the ball had gone r
further. The bullet apparently had exploded, and ever

separate grain of lead and steel had joined in the work •

destruction.
In the case of the caribou which Mr. Hoisington kille

later on a different effect was observed. Here the bal

mushrooming on a rib, had torn a hole through the an
mat's heart that would easily have permitted the passajl

of a, silver doUar. J. B. Buknhaii,
[to be oontintied.J
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MAINE GAME AND FISH.
[From the report of the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries

and Game for the year 1896.]

Moose.

It would seem from the best information obtainable
that more moose have been killed this year than in any
one year for a great many years previously, notwith-
standing the fact that no cow or calf moose can be legally

taken. This is due mainly to the largely increased num-
bers who have hunted them.
We are convinced that in order to preserve the moose

from extinction more stringent laws for their protection
should be enacted.
The visiting sportsmen, or hunters from out of the

Sbate, come to us in ever-increasing numbers. Skilled
guides are employed, a tent is pitched or camp erected in
their very home, and weeks—and sometimes months

—

devoted to their capture by one hunting party, and it is

not therefore surprising that with this Vast outlay of
money and time devoted to their capture, the bulls

are becoming increasingly scarce.

Nor are these efforts confined to the close season.
Hundreds and hundreds of hunters visit the haunts of the
moose in August and September, and during the "calling
period," kill their game, hide it till October, and then
bring out the head alone, leaving the carcass to decay in
the forest. Any law calculated to remedy this state of
affairs will have the hearty approval of the commission-
ers.

The rich poacher cares nothing for a fine, so long as he
can secure a good head, and August and September are
very favorable months for their operations. Our forests

are so vast that no system of wardenship could be ar-
ranged to successfully stop summer killing. The law
should step in and do it. Complaint was made and a
warrant issued for one of this class of poachers in October
last, and a requisition for his arrest and return to Maine
was asked for of his Excellency, Gov. Henry B. Cleaves,
on the Governor of Massachusetts, to which State he had
gone after killing a moose in September. This procedure
had never before been triqi in the history of the enforce-
ment of the game laws. His Excellency, Gov. Cleaves,
without hesitation granted the requisition, and it was
duly honored by the acting Governor of Massachusetts;
thereby the poacher was brought before our courts for
trial, plead guilty and paid the usual fine—$100 and
costs. This object lesson has taught the rich poacher
from other States that he is not safe from arrest and trial

even though he may escape arrest while within our bor-
ders, and it is believed will have a very wholesome effect.

A leading manufacturer in Pennsylvania writes: "I
have spent $500 in hunting for moose legally in your

I State and have not seen one yet." And this man is only

I

one in many hundreds who have done likewise, and so
r long as we have moose in our forests people in large
numbers will come to hunt them lawfully, spending their
money freely, and to prevent unlawful killing nothing
should be left undone that we can do.
Large as the State of Maine is, extensive as our forests

are, as much game as we have, our State is not big
enough, our forests are not extensive enough, we have
not and cannot have game enough for seventy-five mil-
lions of people.
Every railroad running our way, every steamboat line

running our way, every newspaper in the State, and
many out of it, every hotel, hunting camp, and nearly
every guide, have been for years and years advertising
the great opportunity to shoot moose, caribou and deer
in our State, and the ease with which this could be done.
The photograph of every moose killed is taken and sent
all over the country; expositions are yearly held in New
York advertising this in the same way, and the result
is that each year sees a very great increase of hunters
over the preceding year, so that this year at least 35 per
cent, naore came than ever before, and if the weather
had beeti favorable for hunting there would not have been
a bull moose left in Maine suitable or fit to kill,

We have been giving three months in the year in which
to kill our game, and, with the enormous amount of ad
vertising which is being done and has been done, the
result is that there is no boy now but what dreams of the
time when be can kill his moose. Something must be
done, or else in a very short time not a moose will re-
main; there will be only the echo of his last "call" to re-
mind us of his former existence. '

Caribou and Deer.

There is no question but that at least 10,000 deer have
been killed in Maine during the year 1896,. quite a propor-
tion of them by our own citizens. This is not merely
guess work, but based on actual count of the numbers
transported by the common carriers, and records kept by
various sporting proprietors scattered over the State.
Deer are now found in each of the sixteen counties of

the State, and there seems to be no great decrease, not-
withstanding the great numbers killed. In some locali-
ties, however, there is a marked decrease owing to the
fact that but slight, if any, attention has been paid to the
game laws by residents and non-residents alike. Com-
plaints have been made in several instances to us by
farmers that their crops had been destroyed by deer. In
each case reported to us we have requested to be furnished
with the exact facts and a statement of the amount of
damage done. We are convinced that the damage is not
great, though, doubtless, very annoying.
From the best information obtainable, from the most

reliable sources, the caribou is fast disappearing, and will
very soon be practically extinct, unless a close time, for a
series of years, is put on them, or more stringent laws
enacted for their protection. Summer and winter killing
has accomplished this. Every effort should be made to
preserve this species of our big game, because of its vast
importance to our citizens,

we are aware that this expression of opinion as to cari-
bou, and possibly deer, is not in accordance with what
the public has been led to believe from various statements
from guides and others published in the press of this and
other States.

Guiding has become a regular occupation by a large
number of our people. Three dollars a day and board is
the regular price paid for their services. At least 1,500
men are thus employed. Huntmg camps are everywhere
where fish and game abound: attractive circulars are sent
broadcast by their proprietors, and an ever increasing
multitude is attracted to our State.
Ten thousand, at least, visited the Rangely region this

year; more than 50,000 souls have come to Maine in 1896

to fish, to hunt, to enjoy our unparalleled scenery and cli-

mate in spring, summer and autumn; more than $5,000,-

000 have been expended by them along our railroads, in

our hotels, pay for guides, etc. It is an industry Maine
can ill afford to lose. Business prudence and foresight

demand that every means in our power be employed to re-

tain it. This can only be done by propagating our fish

and protecting our game. The Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game is one of the greatest and most im-
portant departments in the State. It takes the whole
time and attention of at least two members of the Board.
The correspondence connected with the office is some-
thing enormous, coming from all sections of the Union.
A clerk should be provided for the Board, as well as an
office, and most liberal appropriations made to successfully

carry on the work of our fish hatcheries and adequately
protect our game. Only in this way can we hope to pre-

serve our game from utter extinction and continue to

reap these rich harvests.

Wardens.

There are forty-eight commissioned inland fish and
game wardens in the State, all under bond for the faith-

ful discharge of their duties. We have employed, nearly
constantly, twenty, at an average salary of $3 per day and
expenses, all that the means at our command would per-

mit, but this number is entirely inadequate. The vast
area of our fishing and hunting grounds renders it utterly

impossible that this number can adequately protect the
fish and game from the depredations of the poacher.
More prosecutions for the infractions of the fish and game
laws have been instituted this year than ever before, and
more convictions had. Public sentiment is, more and
more, in favor of a thorough enforcement of the laws.
As stated, guides receive $3 per day and board in most

instances; to be a successful warden, especially to protect
the big game, one must be a thorough woodsman, familiar
with the woo^s and the hunting regions, and also familiar
with the methods of poachers. In order to get the best
we must pay as much, at least, as is paid for guiding.
This we have been unable to do on account of lack of
funds, and have consequently been unable to do as much
as ought- to be done. We have devoted practically our
entire time to the work during the year.

Inland Fish.

We have the pleasure of reporting a larger run of trout
and salmon this fall than for many years, resulting in our
securing more eggs for replenishing our waters than ever
before. Notwithstanding the largely increased number
of anglers from abroad, as well as those we have at home,
there seems to be a plenty, if not an increase, left to keep
our fishing good for years to come. This result seems to
us to be owing in a great measure, if not entirely, to arti-

ficial propagation and protection.
We have visited the spawning grounds of these fish in

many localities, grounds that we have been familiar with
for many years, and, from what we saw at Rangeley and
other places, can see no diminution in numbers on their
breedmg grounds.
The landlocked salmon have thrived and multiplied

wonderfully in many new lakes and ponds where they
have been introduced within the last ten years—in some
of these so much so that we have been able to procure a
goodly number of eggs from these fish. They grow very
fast, and in good waters, with plenty of feed, very large

—

in some cases attaining a growth of ISlbs. in six years.
We believe they are to be the coming and favorite mland
fish in Maine. They are now caught more or less, and in-
creasing year by year, in nearly all our large lakes and
ponds. There are hundreds of ponds in Maine adapted to
these fish which we are stocking as fast as our limited
means will allow. They will live in warmer water than
the trout and thrive with the pickerel, but the lakes to be
successful should contain deep, pure water.
We have no doubt that in many of ourlakes there is a lack

of suitable food, more especially for the young fry, also
affecting their growth as they advance in life. We be-
lieve many of the newly hatched fish starve for lack of
suitable food. Those that do survive are apt to be stunted
and do not grow to be handsome fish. The smelt hatches
at about the time the young salmon begin to feed, and is

so small they readily swallow him. They are as eager
after them as a cat after a mouse. We have dipped them
in a pail of water, turned them in our hatching troughs
with young salmon. They would hunt them till they
caught the last one.

It is a well-known fact that the amount of fish you can
raise in a pond depends on the food supply. The same
rule applies to fish as to the number of cattle you can raise
in your pastures, depending entirely on the crop of grass
you make grow. This is of vital importance, and can in
a great measure be improved by the introduction of the
fresh-water smelt.
Every lake and pond should be stocked. We shall do it

so far as we are able, but it is too large a job for us with-
out help. It can be done very easily by collecting the
eggs in the brooks when they run up in the spring to
spawn. They adhere to the grass, moss, sticks and stones
by thousands. They can be packed in damp moss or
sphagnum and carried to the waters needed, and placed in
the running waters of some tributary near the pond or
lake. They will hatch in a few days and the job is done.
We would suggest that any person interested in the fish-
ing in any pond or lake see that it is stocked with smelts
the coming spring. They spawn in the spring about the
time the ice goes out. We shall do this so far as we are
able, but without help it would take us several years, as
there are only a few days in spring this can be done.
The run of salmon at Sebago this fall was the largest

we have ever known, not only in numbers, but in size of
the fish.

Black Game and Capercailzie.

The above-named birds, known to the Swedish language
as "orre" and "tjader," are said to be very fine game
birds—very fine for table use, and particularly adapted to
the climate of the State.
After consulting with our Swedish friends, and also

with Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., whose long residence in
Sweden had given him opportunity to study the habits of
these birds, we decided to import a few of each variety
and liberate them in the forests. Accordingly, in the fall
of 1895 three males and four females of each kind were
ordered. They were shipped early in February of this

year, but thre& of the larger iind—the capercailde-^

failed to arrive.

Whether they died on the passage and were thrown
overboard, or were lost in some other way, we have never
been able to learn. We simply know that we received

but two pairs of that variety. The others came as

ordered, and the eleven birds, all apparently strong and
healthy, were liberated on the last day of S'ebruary in the
forest in the northern part of New Sweden.
That a part of the black game has survived is certain,

for they have been seen or heard repeatedly—once very
recently. One young bil-d of this season's hatching has
also been seen, showing that they have bredj which leads
us to believe that the introduction of these birds can be
made a success.

Of the capercailzie we can say but little, as their habits

of going into the deep forest has doubtless been the rea-

son for their never having been seen, excepting in one
instance, about two weeks after they were liberated.

The people of the Swedish colony were very much interest-

ed in the success of the experiment, and voluntarily or-

ganized a system of police surveillance to protect them.
They also carried grain for food into the woods and dis-

tributed it near the place where the birds were freed.

The birds evidently appreciated the kindness, for tracks in

the snow showed that they came back for it.

It was intended to repeat the experiment of importing
and liberating a few of these birds again this fall or win-
ter, but welearn through correspondence thatsome of our
sister States are anxious to try the same experiment, and
have been enough more active than we to be able to

"corner the market," and none can be bought. Perhaps
it is just as well, however; another season will demon-
strate more conclusively whether or not our climate is

suitable for them.

DAYS AFIELD.-II.
A FEiBND rang me up on the telephone this morning

and said: "Why didn't you tell the truth about those
dogs?"

"I did."
"You failed to describe a good thing they did and pol-

ished up the bad."
"Did I? How will this do? The next afternoon we

took Rab out with a good dog and found seven coveys: I

one; Rab four, which he pointed; the good dog two, which
he flushed. The Professor shot thirteen birds, and I—"
"What rot!"

Central here informed me that 880 Franklin had
rung off.

It was the last afternoon of our hunt, and we wanted
some birds. Ben, Sr., and Donald have been saved for it.

Lot me say here, parenthetically, men but seldom shoot
over a better pair. No puppies these; one full-aged and
wise, the other just coming into his prime—fresh, eager,

fast, and yet steady—evenly matched, independent, good
noses. We shall see some birds this afternoon. Professor,

if there are any.
Ben takes up over the hill; Donald goes around, and

both are skirting the woods. That stop must have
strained your back, Ben, as you were going as fast as a
dog could go, side to us. Now you are rigid, with head
toward the woods and tail toward me. I saw it; there
was but one motion to stop, and yet your momentum has
turned you around. Donald comes on, and at 50yds. sees
that he is beaten and stops with a look of resignation. I

almost fancy he says to himself, "You have me this time,
old man, but look out."
No flushmg, and away go the birds as we walk in; most

of them cross the ravine and settle in the woods on the
opposite hillside.

After reloading our guns we go toward the corner of
the fence, when Ben shows signs of game. "Look out,
Ben." Donald comes with a rush which almost upsets
the older dog, cuts a circle, leaps the fence and comes to a
snappy point in the sedge. This covey makes for the
same place to which the other has gone, and we are
anticipating something to do when we get over there.

It is a pretty piece of woodland in which to shoot—tall
oaks, a few pines and cedars and but little underbrush.
Donald goes as though he intended to drive every bird

out of the woods in two minutes (one if possible), but he
has no such intention. He loves to hunt in curves and
circles and to come to his point from a full gallop. Sober
Ben knows what ia in the air, or rather among the leaves,
and goes at it a little more cautiously.

"Point, George."
Sure enough, Ben has one just in the edge of the

laurels. "Go ahead, I have a bird of my own over here."
Donald has stopped. Further up the hill, and the ball is

open.
"Get behind a tree. Squire Green; shot will fly around

here rather promiscuously, and I dislike to look out for
more than one man,"

It's "Whoa," "Bang," "Missed" or "Fetch" until the
guns are hot.

It's a question whether Ben, Sr., with that quick-
stealing, snake-like movement of his, will find more than
Donald, with his rapiJ gallop, quick turns and sudden
stops. No mistakes (by the dogs) now ; birds are every-
where. That is a pretty piece, as the Professor, stopping
for breath, orders Ben to fetch, and he comes to a full
point within a yard of the dead bird,

"Professor, there is a live one there."
Sure enough, and Ben has two to retrieve.
"Donald, what have you?"
A pair, and to me a lucky accident, to the birds a

calamity He brings the first, has secured the second and
is coming toward me, stops and points with the dead bird
in his mouth.
"Good fellow."
He knows how badly I shoot and seems more than

anxious to do his part to help out the bag.
It is just as easy to tell which dog found the next odvey

as it is to tell who shot the single bird that fell, as five or
six quail go whirring over the pine tops. Certain it ia
that Ben was perhaps two feet nearer the birds. It is
equally certain that both dogs saw the fall, as the poor
little thing came tumbling out of the bunch of feathers
that were left floating in the air, and apparently each dog
thought it was his bird—and Ben, Sr., gets it.

We feel too much elated to correct this little break
very seriously; secretly, I am afraid that Donald is vow
ing "that next time if that old chap gets in ahead of
me he will be smart."
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This bunch is too small to follow. Down a ravine, up
over a hill, across an old field, and the broad valley of the
river—creek rather—or, as the natives of New Jersey
would pronounce it, "crick."
In the sedge and pine we find birds again, and one of

them seems to have met with an accident, as he cannot
keep up with the others, and Djnald sees it. "Never
mind the dead ones, you can pick- them up; I will get
that fellow." I half believe he will, The bird is lOft. in
the air, and the dog, with leaps and rushes, almost reaches
him. I whistie and call, No attention to me; he must
have that bird. I blow and yell; finally lay down my
gun, climb the fence and hill and, after a chase that ex-
hausts my breath, catch that dog and lead him in no
gentle manner to the place where he should have
dropped.
When I get through, the Professor, who generally has

a camera along, regrets he left it behind this time. He
would "just like to show that picture to my wife. I
would have to buy a new dog, as Donald would never be
permitted to accompany me afield again if she could see
that." Dear old Professor, as though no one had ever
seen you tan a dog.
A brief stop at a spring and we go after the scattered

birds, and find them. What an afternoon, and what a
splendid ending to the old year and to our vacation.
Before climbing into our upper berths of the sleeper on

our way home that night, we congratulate ourselves that
while we have birds to give away, we have no dogs for
sale. G. B.

THE SQUIRRELS, THE RIFLE AND
NIGHT.

Tupelo, TAies.—Editor Forest and Stream: While in
this place I met Dr. M. F. Rogers, of New Albany, Miss.,
whose broad fame as a sportsman is so well known that
to enlarge on it now would be to tell a twice-told tale.
While we were talking over old times and new, and times
which were of neither, he, in his engaging manner, said
to me: "By the way, did you ever hear of Br'er Hough's
schooling in MissisBippi as to the best manner of squirrel
hunting in the night time? No. Well, it was a real good
thing, but somehow Mr. Hough forgot to incorporate it

in his charming sketches of the "Sunny South." How-
ever, it was not treating the public right to leave out such
an important incident, inasmuch as while using the pen
of the historian-he should tell the whole history; but no
doubt Mr. Hough's modesty restrained him from dealing
with such incidents as would bring him too conspicuously
and too perpetually in the center of the stage. I would
have written this true tale myself to Forest and Stream
save for the fact that I write but Uttle now for publica-
tion, yet I tell it you not in confidence.
"The scenb is laid in Bobo's camp, in the middle of his

bear garden in Mississippi. Among the stars present were
Bobo, Mr. E. Hough and Mr. Lamar Fontaine. These
three are the heroes of the story, and it is not essential
that the names of the others be mentioned, as if they
were it might seem that they were stealthily introduced
as witnesses.
"Mr. Foataine is famous throughout the South as

soldier, jurist, sportsman and poet. He is ingenuously
versatile in any calling, but in poetry he achieved fame
at one effort, for after unremittingly fighting the enemy
three days and nights in the late debate at arms between
sections which are now good friends, he sat him down on
a log, laid gently the finger tips of his right hand on his
brow, and thought deep and long, then returned calmly
to camp, and by the flicker of the camp-fire, and to the
music of cannon, he wrote that immortal masterpiece
'Beautiful Snow.' Some of these accomplishments may
have been his brother's, but it is to be assumed that he
could have had them had he cared for them. As a prac-
tical joker he has no superior in the world. His fertility
in inventing cunning devices to inveigle his victims into
his dead-fall jokes is surpassed only by his skill in execu-
ting what he has planned. With the rifle he is a master,
in practical shooting or the wonders of fancy, spectacu-
lar performance,
"Well, at the end of a hard day's hunting for bear,

which was all the harder from the timorous, inoffensive
little creatures doing their utmost lo avoid being blown to
pieces by so many big guns, the whole party sat in con-
templative and reminiscent mood about the camp-fire
with the single exception of the mighty Bobo, who in
negligee recline was engaged apparently in slumbering.
"A moment of silence came wherein Mr. Fontaine arose

from his seat, donned his hat, and then with the most
nonchalant air picked up a .Sacal. rifle, tested its action,
was satisfied, and started for the door.
"Mr. Hough had been furtively eyeing the strano-e

actions which no one seemed to notice other than him-
self. His curiosity impelled him to ask Mr. Fontaine
whither he was going. 'Going squirrel hunting,' was the
sententious reply.

" 'Squirrel hunting I What, this dark night?' said Mr.
Hough in astonishment.

" 'Of course,' replied Mr. Fontaine in a tone of in-
dulgent tolerance and an air as became one gentleman in-
forming another of facts the latter should know, but
didn't, 'our very best squirrel hunting is in the darkness
of the nighttime at this season of the year, and the best
weapon, in fact the only successful one for night hunt-
ing, is the rifle. Don't you really know anything of this
lovely sport?'

" 'But how do you see to shoot?'
" 'Oh, it has to be learned by experience,' was the

laconic answer.
' 'Mr. Fontaine then strode into the thickoftheblack night.

The members of the party resumed their gaze into the
camp-fire. Conversation flagged. A calm contentment
pervaded the company save for one who seemed restless
and alert. A rifle cracked in the woods. 'Tliat's a dead
squirxej,' said one, 'Fontaine never misses,' remarked
a,nother. Some minutes passed, when in another direc-
tion the rifle was heard, craclc—craeh—crack. 'That fel-
low was running,' said one of the company. 'It's dead
now, anyway,' said another. 'Wonderful gift for a man
to have,' said a third, 'and it is no wonder he was so
famous for night work in the army.'
"And so it continued for a half hour, when footsteps

were heard approaching, and Mr. Fontaine, bunch of
squirrels in hand, walked in with the matter-of fact bear-
ing of the man who has done the deed so many times that
he has ceased to think of it with any warmth. The party
showed no surprise and but little interest, save

Mr. Hough. He entered into the matter with much
spirit. His admiration for so mighty a hunter could not
be contained. He eulogized him, praised his skill and
commended his success. The company did not show the
responsiveness befitting the occasion, so he shook the
mighty Bobo, saying, 'Awake, awake, and view the mar-
vels of the night and the wonders our good friend hath
wrought with his trusty rifle in the darkness. Behold
this bunch of squirrels which fell to his nocturnal eye I'

"Bobo awoke suspiciously easy, and said, 'Sonny, you
have told us that you killed grizzly bears in the Eocky
Mountains, killed ducks and geese in Texas, deer in New
Mexico, shot all over Louisiana, killed buffalo, and fished
all over the world, and yet you break in on my slumbers
to have me admire a bunch of Equirrels which are cold
and stiff and perhaps fly-blown, tor they were killed three
days ago with a shotgun.'
"A singular merriment thereupon pervaded the party.
" 'That is a very good story,' I ventured.
" 'That is not a story, ^ said the doctor in a tone of mild

rebuke. 'That is a fact, lor Bobo told me himself. Ask
Mr._ Hough about killing squirrels at night.' "

The Chief.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Fatal Affray on the Tolleston Club Grounds.
Jan. 22.—On the morning of Jan, 20 the daily papers

of Chicago flamed with deep headlines descriptive of a
sudden fatal affray that had occurred the day previous
upon the preserves of the Tolleston Club, of Chicago, near
Tolleston, Ind., where this well known and wealthy club
has large holdings of marsh lands, used for the purposes
of a duck-shooting preserve.
At different times these columns have held descriptions

of the determined efforts of the neighboring small land-
owners, and other less worthy persons, to treat this pri-
vate property as their own—efforts which the club has
always successfully combated within its legal rights. In
these troubles of the past two or three determined tres-

passers have been roughly handled after refusing to leave
the grounds. One or two suits for personal damages have
been brought against the club, usually only to be dropped
later. Suits have been brought to prove that the club
marsh was open land belonging to the State of Indiana,
and all sorts of trials have been heaped upon the silent
and plucky clubmen who have tried to hold a little wild
nature intact thus near to the city and to the hordes of
unthinking and desperate men who wish to use as their
own.that which belongs to others. At one time two men
who had formerly been in the employ of the club as
watchmen pursued a quarrel outside of the club grounds
and away from the club jurisdiction, and were both shot
and kUled by a man who was attacked by them, and who
made a good case of self-defense, in which he was upheld
by the club. Again, a year ago last October, two of the
club watchmen who were crossing the marsh after dusk
were waylaid and shot from ambush by unknown parties,
whose identity the best detective energy has since been
unable to discover. One of these men was Frank Whit-
lock, head warden, who was concerned in the affray of
this week, and who was shot in the breast and seriously
wounded at that time, his watchman's star being dented
and bent by the load of shot which struck him in the
breast and knocked him down. The other man was
named Treagar, and he also was badly hurt, though both
recovered in time. This latter was the last of the serious
ti-oubles upon this marsh, and it was enoua:h to put the
watchmen upon their guard, and to teach them how se-
rious might be an encounter with the class of men who
make the common and most dangerous poachers upon
that property.

Serious as had been these earlier troubles on the club
grounds—troubles which the club has always deplored, but
could never avoid—the affair of this week was at once
seen to be the most important one that has ever occurred
there. Four men were reported to have been shot, two
with probably fatal results and the others seriously.
_Three of the men acting as wardens were arrested, or
rather gave themselves up at once; the fourth, Frank
Whitlock, being then and now still at large. The pris-

oners wt-ra taken to the jail at Crown Point. It was at
first reported, and indeed is asserted now, three days after
the affray, that a mob was forming in the neighborhood
determined to lynch the watchmen and then to march
upon the Tolleston Club buildings to destroy them with
dynamite and fire. This latter is a sample of the lawless
and incendiary talk common intkiat neighborhood, where
hostility to the "city sportsmen" is a part of the creed of
life. Of course nothing will come of that. Meantime
the Tolleston Club has engaged the services of W. A.
Foster (the attorney who defended the Anarchists here),
and has taken prompt steps to see the thing to a speedy
legal end. Numbers of arrests are now being made
among the poachers who were engaged in the fight, and
the result will probably be that all the parties engaged in
the affair on either side will be apprehended and held in
custody until the matter can receive attention in the
courts. The cases will probably be removed from the
seat of local prejudice and tried in the courts of La Porte,
in the same county.
The facts of the case as developed by careful investiga-

tion seem to be as follows: A party of men living near
the club grounds—numbering in all fourteen or fifteen
men—banded together and went upon the club grounds
for the ostensible purpose of spearing muskrats. Just
why so large a body of men should go together for the
hunting of muskrats they can themselves perhaps better
tell. It looks rather as though they were expecting or
looking for trouble. At any rate, they were seen by the
club watchmen, ordered off and refused to go. In the
subsequent fight, in which the four watchmen were en-
gaged with three times their number of trespassers, fire-

arms were used, it is alleged, freely on both sides, with
the result that one of the watchmen's party, John Black-
burn, was slightly wounded in the head, while three of
the trespassers—Frank Koster or Costick, Theodore Pratt
and Alvin Both well—were shot. Koster was shot with a
rifle in the hands, it is alleged, of Frank Whitlock, head
warden, Pratt was shot seriously in the legs with a shot-
gun in the hands, it is said, of Barnum Whitlock, son of
Frank Whitlock, who also shot Bothwell with the second
barrel of the same gun, injuring him about the legs,
though less seriously. The poachers assert that the men
were all running away when they were fired upon by the
wardens, but the latter testify very differently from that.

At latest reports it is stated that Koeter will die, and that

Pratt's life is also despaired of; but all these reports lack
confirmation, for there is obvious effort to work up locai'

feeling and to array the resident population against!
the club men. It is likely that not more than one
fatality will result. This, if the result should
be so unfortunate, will be admittedly at the,
hands of Frank Whitlock, who was himself shot'
and nearly killed by men of this same stripe about a
year ago, as above mentioned, (The poachers say it was
Blackburn, and not Whitlock, who shot Koster.) Whitlock
certainly had license to feel a bit timid and a bit vindic-
tive toward the trespassers who have so long harassed the
wardens and members of this club. It has been no un-
usual experience for wardens and members to hear rifle

bullets singing near them when they have been out upon
the marsh. It is commonly known that it is dangerouS'
for a warden to go out upon the marsh alone or unarmed.
Threats against the lives and the property of the club men
have become too common to be noticed. It may be said,
therefore, that when Whitlock saw this large body of men ,

who had evidently come for trouble, he had every seasoni
in the world to go armed suitably for such trouble as his'

duty seemed sure to bring upon him, The facts asi

recounted by the club superintendent do not indicate that
the watchmen acted hastily or in hot temper, or thatj

they were too early with their fire. While the poaching
element say that they had no weapons but their rat
spears, and inflicted no wounds except with those!
weapons, the testimony of the wardens is directly con-'
trary to this, they claiming that the men who came on
the marsh all, or many of them, had revolvers in their
pockets, and that they used them. The circumstances of
the shooting are given as follows by the club superintend-
ent, Wm. C. Kuaert, in his report to the club officers,

written immediately after the affair:

"Tolleston, lad., Jan. 19 —To E. F, Daniels, Presi-
dent, and officers and members of the Tolleston Club, of
Chicago: Dc-ar Sirs—This 19th day of January, 1897, the
attention of Frank M. Whitlock and Barnum Whitlock
was called by me (Wm. C. Kunert) to a large crowd o£
poachers in the center sloughs, so Mr. F. M. Whitlock did!

not think thas it was safe to go up to a big crowd ot
poachers and attempt to order them off. So they asked,
John Blackburn, Charles Blackburn and Albert Taylor to
go along also. George Hacker and I were spearing in thei

center sloughs; the rest of the boys were on the north
shore slough. I assisted the boys over the river in
my boat, and they went toward the place where the
poachers were. There were but very few words passed
between the poachers and the boys when the poachers at-
tacked the boys with their spears, and a few seconds later
one of the poachers drew a revolver of ..SScal. out of his^
overall pocket and shot John Blackburn in the head^
making a scalp wound about Sin. long, Barnum, having
a 10-gauge shotgun, shot this man who shot Blackburn.
Then another poacher had a ,32 Winchester pointed at
Charles Blackburn's breast when 13ft. away from Black-
burn. F. M. Whitlock, seeing this man pointing the Win-
chester at Blackburn, threw a shell in his Marlin Rifle and
shot the poacher in the hip. Then the poachers agreed to
get off and take their wounded companions along. I was
about fifteen rods from where this took place, and to the
best of my knowledge, and seeing how it was done, the
boys were justified in doing what they did or they wouldi
all have been killed, for those poachers have made their
threats right along,
"On Jan. 12, 1897, Charles and John Blackburn were

spearing in the center sloughs and came across six poach-
ers. They bid the poachers the time of day and asked
them if they did not know that they were trespassing on
the Tolleston Club's property, and then the poachers threw
off their belts and wanted to fight. Furthermore, they
always have some boys along to carry a shotgun or a rifle

for them, and as the two Blackburns were insulted by the
poachers, without a word to the boy, he had hia shotgun
in readiness to shoot. And the same six that insulted the
two Blackburns were in this large crowd to-day. Also
was Wm. Lohman. Lohman came across to where Geo.'
Hacker was spearing, and Geo. Hacker told or asked him
(Lohman) what he was doing on the marsh, and Lohman
told him (Hacker) that he was going to have everybody
arrested who walfis on the marsh in Sections 19 and 20.

"It is quite a sad affair. The boys thought life was
worth fighting for, and they were right; for I was close
enough to see the fight from beginning to end."
Kunert says the man Koster was shot in the hip.!

Really he was shot through the shoulder or upper part of'

the chest, and when the ball struck him his hand feli
down and struck upon his hip, so that Kunert though^
he placed his hand upon the wound. The report as given
above does not show chat Koster was shot while endeavor-
ing to get away. Young Whitlock seems to have been
careful to fire at the legs and not at the bodies of the men
engaged in the affair, and this he says he did not do until
he thought it was to save the life of the others, among
whom was his father. Out of all these conflicting storiesj
the slow process of the law will later sift thf approximate
truth. In any phase the matter is deplorable enough, to
none more so than to the club members who have so long
stood silently the opprobrium of an unpopular enterpriBe,
and who have sought to hold their rights only by due and
careful process of the law.

History of the Tolleston Club.

Probably no sportsmen's club in the United States hafl
been called upon to make a hotter fight to uphold the
trespass law than the Tolleston Club, of Chicago. ItSi

membershijp is made up among some of the wealthiest;
men of Chicago, mostly middle-aged or old business men'
fond of an occasional day afield. The club property is
fairly at the door of the city of Chicago, and is sur-
rounded by a loose population not always of a worthy^
description. The conservative and intelligent methods of
the club have always kept these marshes well stocked
with game. The methods of the general public have
long ago entirely depopulated the marshes outside the
Tolleston marsh, and the shooters who believe in the right
of all men to the wild game have for years been en-
deavoring to kill off the game of the Tolleston marsh,
also. It is impossible to tell how much trouble this has
cost the club, or how much money it has expended in the
continuous tight against this lawless element. The mem-
bers of the club are very proud and quiet, and little gets
into the public ear about the club's doings unless some
case of especial prominence comes up. Really there ha
been enacted here for some time the beginning of tha
great fight which will eventually have to be settled i
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America, the war between open shooting and the idea of
the game preserve. The lesson of this war may be clearly
read in the situation on this once famous marsh of the
Little Calumet. Outside the Tolleston Club grounds
there is no shooting. Inside there is shooting of very
good sort.

For the benefit of those asking a clear view of the affair

at the ToIIeston Club a map of the grounds is appended,
made for Forest and Stream this week from copy fur-
nished by the secretary of the club, Mr. Geo. Manierre.
On this map may be seen a heavy dotted line surrounding
the portions marked aa marsh and water. This dotted
line indicates the original U. S. Government Survey,
made in 1834, when all this land was part of the public
domain. The part of the old Calumet Marsh within these
dotted lines was marked as "impassable morass," and it

remained as part of the public domain. Under the Swamp
Lands acts of 1850 this land was resurveyed in 1870, and
was then raeanderfd and so thrown open for entry
under the United States land laws pertaining to such
lands. The State of Indiana, within whose borders this
land lies, never attained title to these lands at all. They
were taken direct by patent of the United States. The
ToUeston Club obtained its lands, 2,300 acres in aU, in
1873, taking title direct from the United States, or in
case of some lots by mesne conveyance from the United
States. To-day you may see a stack of these old land
patents in the archives of the club, bearing the signature
of "U, S. Grant, President of the United Stases," these

President E. F. Daniels when seen expressed his deep
sorrow over this unfortunate affair, and gladly gave the
Forest and Stream representative every aid to a full un-
derstanding of the facts. Mr, F. A. Howe, ex-president
of the club, a man very much beloved and for many
years continued in the office of president by the club, also
spoke in terms of regret of the matter. Mr. Howe gave
details as to earlier troubles upon the marsh, and set

forth clearly facts which have never been made public.
Mr. Geo. Manierre, secretary of the club, shared the same

.

feeling, and also aided cheerfully in getting at all the in-

formation, Mr. 0. D. Peacock, the club treasurer, in
response to inquiry writes very kindly that he is not in
possession of any facts except those embodied in the
superintendent's report. The tone of these men and of
other ToUeston members interviewed upon this sad occur-
rence is that while they deplore the affair, they do not
in any sense feel responsible or at fault in it. It goes
without saying that their watchmen will have the best of
legal defense, and that no pains rior money will be spared
in carrying this matter to a finish.

At this writing Frank Whitlock is still iinfound. He
is thought to be in Chicago. Koster, the man most se-

riously shot, is at this time still living, and it is hoped by
all that hie injuries may net be fatal. The ball passed
through his body. Koster, or Costick, is a young Pole,
a farm hand in the employ of Wm. Lohman, leader of the
party of alleged poachers. Henry Nimitz, a farmer and
one of the party, says that the following were also of the

J, (ao«

MAP OF TOLLESTON PRESERVE.

patents running in some cases to a man who at once con-
veyed them to the ToUeston Club.
Meantime other parties had also taken land near by,

and after a time the State of Indiana cast eyes upon this
land. Certain parties, among these John H. Clough,
whose land may be seen adjoining the club grounds upon
the south, brought suit against the club, claiming that as
riparian owners they owned all the land, not only up to
the old survey line of 1834, but clear up to the middle of
the stream of water made by the Little Calumet River.
This claim, if allowed, would deprive the club of much of
the property it has held so long; but as a matter of fact
the Supreme Court of Indiana did approve this riparian
ownership position, its decree giving Clough ownership
clear up to the middle of the stream. In this, however,
the Supreme Court of Indiana ran against the Supreme
Court of the United States, to which the case was at once
taken by the hard-fighting ToUeston Club. The latter
expects that the United States will back the patents as
originally issued, and hence believes that it will win the
suit. As it stands, of course, Clough does not own the
land beyond the line of the 1834 survey, and he cannot
own it, no matter what the decision of the Indiana courts,
until the Supreme Court has decided that he does so own
it. This it may or may not do.
These facts all bear upon the case in hand, in which

trespassers were ejected from this debated ground.
Reference to the map wUl show a star (*) marked upon it

close to the pond hole called the "Round Hole," This is

where the shooting took place. (It was within a short
distance from this point that Whitlock and Treager were
shot a year ago.) Then fourteen men who made up the
invading party came across the raarsh from the east on a
line from the "Mallard Slough" and across the "Big
Slough," all the country being covered with ice outside
the running current of water. The men were seen by the
watchmen, as described, from a point near the club
house beyond the "North Shore Slough," and on the op-
posite side of the river, which latter they crossed as stated
in a boat. The encounter, it may thus be seen, took place
at a point which is upon the disputed Clough land. The
{)oacher8 claim they were on their neighbor Clough's
and. The club claims that this land does not belong to
Clough at all, and cannot except as the title pends in the
Supreme Court. It may be supposed that a very pretty
legal situation aU around is involved, and it is not likely
that we shall for some time hear the end of this complica-
tion.

All the officers and members of the ToUeston Club are
grave and troubled over this affair, and over the misrep-
resentations to which they have been subjected by one-
sided press reports from the scene of the trouble. They
have been asked, "How many men have been killed by
the club watchmen?" and all that sort of thing. As a
matter of fact, the club has never sought any trouble with
the poaching element at any time. It has killed no man.
It has lost two watchmen killed and had two others shot
nearly to death, to say nothing of the attempt made this
week to shoot others of the men engaged in protecting the
club property, which has been owned for nearly twenty-
four years. The ToUeston Club has not been aggressor in
any case, but has refused to allow lawless persons to run
over it and its privUeges. That the club is intensely un-
popular on this account is not to be denied, but this un-
popularity is something to which any sportsmen's club
must submit.

party: William Lohman, Lawrence Koudyker, John
BothweU, Alvin Bothwell, Rand Bothwell, Floyd Both-
well, William Johnson, John Johnson, Frank Costick,
Charles Prott, Theodore Prott, Herman Guntzell, Alvin
Nicholson.

It is charged by the club men that this raid was deliber-
ately planned and carried out, and that the intention was
to precipitate a fight. It is claimed that the animus of
this and the names of the real leaders of the movement
will come out at the trial. Feeling at this date of writ-
ing continues very intense. E. HotrQH.

1206 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

Some Experiences with the Stump Bear.
Okanogan County, Wash., Jan. 7.—A short time ago I

returned to the Okanogan from my annual vacation, and I
found that I had got a long way behind in my newspaper
reading, and nothing pleased me any more than your
editorial on the "Stump Bear."
Now that the stump bear has been given a place in the

bear catalogue, I presume that it will be in order to give
the Forest and Stream family some of the hairbreadth
escapes we have h?d, the number we have seen and been
chased by, and all the particulars pertaining thereto.
In I860; when father and I went to Georgia Gulch, in

Colorado, while father was prospecting I put in my time
hunting. We had taken our wagon apart and made a
cart; as there was quite a lot of open country around
there, I found it very convenient and could bring my
game home and readily sell any surplus. On one of my
trips I was accompanied by Mr. J, and Mr. W., who
claimed to be good hunters and had killed a great many
deer, yet seemed to be very much afraid of bears. The
first day out the boys each got a deer and they were
highly elated. The next day they got another deer
apiece and I got a very big buck and one small sheep.
We reached camp in cime to go down on to a stream we
called Eagle River. Here we camped under a big spruce
tree and picketed the oxen in a meadow near by.
As we had been very successful thus far we were feeling

fine, and many were the stories told around the camp-fire
that night. After forming plans for the morrow I took
my blankets and went and laid down by one of the oxen,
a habit I had been following ever since we had left the
Missouri River. I was soon sleeping soundly, and do not
know how long I had been asleep when I was awakened
by the dog barking, and soon I heard two shote fired in
quick succession. Then in a few minutes I heard six
more. I got up and dressed myself and grabbed my rifle

and revolver, and waited for further developments, which
soon came by the boys hollering to me to come there,
that a bear had taken possession of camp and had them
up the tree, and they did not have their shot pouches.
The poor dog had stampeded. I went up toward camp
very cautiously. The boys kept telling me that they could
see the bear, and that it was just above camp. I was
soon able to get the object that I could see up Ibetween
me and the horizon, and then I could see that it was
nothing but a very large stump bear. I could not help
laughing at the Doys for their mistake. I built up the
fire, then they come down, but it was quite a while before
the dog came back to the fire. He showed by his actions
that he was thoroughly frightened, for every few minutes
he woxild look toward the stump and growl. I went back
to my bed and Biept until day began to break, then I got

up and went to camp and started the fire. Soon the boys
were up, and although they tried to make me believe that
they had put up a job on me, I told them that it was too
transparent. One of them had a very nice knife and said
that it cost $5 in the States, and that he would make me
a present of the knife if I would not say anything about
the stump bear. I told him all right, We examined the
bear very closely that morning, but could not find a
wound on it.

Not many years ago, while up in the Clear Water coun-
try, Mr, Odle and I went one Sunday to see if we could
locate a raepberry patch I had visited a few years before.
When we had got near the place we picketed our horses
and started up the ridge, and had gone but a short dis-

tance when I called his attention to what at first I .thought
was a stump, yet it looked verymuch like a bear. ' While
wo were looking it got down from a sitting posture to its

natural way of locomotion. I jerked out my revolver,
but Mr. O. begged me not to shoot. The bear ran around
the hill and 1 after it. Mr. O. ran toward the horses, I
soon come in sight of the bear, which had stopped at
about 75yds, I took a shot at it and crippled it very
badly. I ran up near to it and shot it in the nead, then I
went back and hollered for Mr, O, He could hardly be-
lieve that I had killed the bear, and was very nervous
about going up to it. It was about two years old. And
thus ends the first chapter on the stump bear. Next!

Lew Wilmot,

Ontario Water-Killing Deer Law.
Belleville, Ont., Jan. 19.—A great deal of dissatisfac-

tion having resulted from last year's amendment to the
game law, whereby the killing of deer in the water was
prohibited, the Forest and Stream Club, of this city,
called a meeting some weeks ago, to which all interested
in the premises were invited, irrespective of their mem-
bership in the club. Mr. W. H. Biggar, president of the
club and member in the Ontario Legislature (in whose
Province the subject lies) for this constituency, presided,
and there was a thoroughly representative gathering.
The subject was thoroughly discussed in all its bearings,
and it was shown conclusively by reports from various
parties of hunters that the prevention of water-killing
nad had the effect of causing much greater destruction
than formerly among the deer herd, owing to the wound-
ing of hundreds of the animals which escaped to die a
lingering death. The following resolution, in which will
be found embodied the objections which had been found
as the result of experience against last year's change in
the law, and suggestions for its further amendment at
the session of the Legislature, which will open on the
10th of February, proximo, was submitted to the meeting:

Whereas, The effect of the law preventing the water-
killing of deer has been shown by the experience of this
season to be dangerous to human life by reason of large
numbers of inexperienced persons who would otherwise
have a clear view of their surroundings being inclined to
shoot at moving objects in the woods, pupposing them to
be deer, with ofttimes fatal results; and

Wherecis, to prevent the killing of deer in the water or
to prohibit hounding would virtually confine the hunting
of deer to professional hunters and settlers, and shut out
from such enjoyment the great majority of the people
who might so desire; and

Whereas, The result of the present law has been to
cause the wounding of many deer which could not be se-
cured, and which no doubt died a lingering and painful
death or became prey to wolves;

Therefore, It is resolved that this club respectfully re-
quests that the Taw may be so altered as to permit the kill-

ing of deer in the water as formerly; to limit the number
of deer which each hunter may kill to one in each season,
and to provide that venison shall not hereafter be sold,
under a heavy penalty.

This resolution was referred to an able committee, who
after some weeks' consideration adopted it with virtual
unanimity, and decided to present them to the Game
Commissioners. President Biggar stated that should the
Commissioners refuse to recommend the resolution to
the Legislature, he will embody it in a bill which he will
introduce. When it is considered that our deer country
is heavily wooded, rocky and rough in the extreme,
and abounding in lakes, it will be seen that it is a fair
compromise, and will be highly effective in preserving
the deer. The slaughter caused by unskillful marksman-
ship in the woods; the limiting of the hunter to one deer;
but above all, the stopping of the sale of venison, could
not have other than a most salutary effect in the way of
protection. At present there are men in this region who
boast of killing and selling as many as sixty deer in a
season. By stopping the sale, as suggested, the occupa-
tion of those butchers would be gone.
So great is the extent of the territory to be covered, so

difficult is it to secure information from the people in the
deer range as to infractions of the law, that our game
wardens' duty is no sinecure, but they have done as well
as could be expected so far, and will no doubt do better
in future, as the people become educated to their inter-
est in the matter. The following paragraph from this
day's issue of the Toronto Olobe will be found of interest
in this connection: "The chief game warden for the
northern district made an important seizure of moose
skins at Orillia last week, and has notified the department
to this effect. No names are given, but instructions have
been given to prosecute the parties who had them in their
possession." R. S. Bell.

Maine Guide License Scheme.
Boston, Jan. 23.—Late reports say that the Maine

guides are decidedly down on Commissioner Carlton's bill

that they must be licensed. The Rangeley Guides' Asso-
ciation is reported to be against the mq9,sure to a man,
and so decidedly against it as to have decided to send a
protest to Augusta. Several members of that Association
have written the newspapers protesting against such a
measure, and asking why guides should be required to
take out licenses, at cost to themselves, any more than
men who work at lumbering, farming or any other em-
ployment. Besides they declare that the law does not
propose to grant them anything in return. It does not
mcrease their powers for fish and game protection. It

simply requires them to look out for fires"and make them-
selves obnoxious to the people whom they guide by being
obliged to make returns to the State concerning names,
fish and game taken, and grounds hunted and fished
over.
The Rangeley Lakea newspaper, published at Rangeley,
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and an organ of the interests of that region, ridicules the
whole scheme and winds up its criticism with: "Bahl we
want none of Itl" The Bangor papers have, some of them,
scathed the measure unmercifully. Boston sportsmen
whom I have met are decidedly against the bill. I met a
gentleman to-day who annually spends his vacations in

Maine, going twice a year, when possible. Formerly a
citizen of that State, he goes to his native town. An old
friend accompanies him on his fishing and shooting trips.

He does not pretend to be a guide, going with his "friend
from Boston" mainly for love of the sport. His Boston
friend pays him something for his time, because he can-
not afford to leave his farm for nothing; has to hire a man
in his place. Who shall decide in such a case as to

whether the country friend is a guide? Must he take out
a license or be subject to a fine, under Commissioner
Carlton's bill? There are many just such cases. Indeed,
the guides who make a business of guiding are not many.
They work a little while in the spring and fall, accom-
panying one or two parties for a couple of weeks or more.
Must they take out licenses? "Make the best of the guides
wardens," the sportsmen say, "and nobody will object.

But a sweeping law that every man working for hunters
and fishermen must be licensed will not go down."
The very latest reports from Augusta say that the

friends of fish and game protection are getting so many
remonstrances against the guide license measure, already
introduced into the House, that they are seeing that it

will be of little use to pass such a bill. They are reported
to be ready to consider a compromise measure, and for
that reason will propose a hearing where the interests of
the guides may be represented. They know that a meas-
ure to which the guides and everybody working for
sportsmen are hostile can be of very little use. They
begin to see the folly of attempting to tax the guides
without any returns. Special.

Rhode Island Game.
Providence, R, I., Jan. 25 —Editor Forest and Stream:

Sportsmen report a scarcity of water fowl in Narragansett
Bay and its tributaries this winter, and the cause of the
non-appearance of the bird is attributed to the fact that
the weather has not been cold enough so far this winter
to drive the wildfowl from their Northern haunts to lower
latitudes. Nearly every winter from Dec. 1 until early in
the spring Narragansett and Mount Hope bays are fairly
alive with black ducks, bluebills, coots and whistlers,
and sometimes these water fowl are seen in large flocks,

often covering several acres of water surface about the
bays and harbors. The birds find good feeding places in
Narragansett Bay, and they would undoubtedly have
made their appearance here in as large numbers as they
have in recent years but for the fact that the winter has
not been severe enough in higher latitudes to prevent
them from obtaining food necessary to exist. Sd few
wild ducks have been seen here so far this season that
sportsmen feel that it is a sure sign of a mild winter.
A local sportsman of nearly a quarter of a century's ex-

perience, and well informed on the subject, reports that
with the close of the shooting season rabbits and quail are
more plentiful than for several previous years. Qaail,
he says, were especially plentiful, and with an open win-
ter next season's shooting in Bristol county and contigu-
ous sections of Ej'iode Island and Massachusetts should be
good, Partridges are scarce, and there is but little pros-
pect of much of this ga,me next year.
The trout hatchery at C*rolma recently supplied the

Pennsylvania Forest Brook Tfrout Association with 100,0C0
trout fry.

While walking along a suburban road on Jan. 3 I

thought I heard the note of a bluebird, and was soon
gratified by seeing the welcome visitor flitting about
among some scrub cedars. Bluebirds and robins were
reported from Pawtuxet Valley on the 8th. The weather
was unusually warm for several days. On the 15fch I

noted several small flocks of fox sparrows. Others were
seen on the 1,6th, as well as snowbuntings. W. H. J^,

The Cheat Mountain Club.

The annual meeting of the Sportsmen's Association of
Cheat Mountain for the election of officers was held at
Hotel Daquesne at 8 o'clock Monday eveninsr, Jan. 18.

The election resulted as follows: President, W. M. Km-
nedy; Vice-Presidents, U. Baird. Nathaniel Ewing, W. S.
Edwards, W. G. Brown, S. B Elkins; Secretary, Dr. W.
F. Robeson; Treasurer, Theodore Sproull; Naturalist and
Surgeon, Dr. W. J. Riggs; Board of Directors, C O.
Scaife, Gaorge Shiras, 111; H. P. Pdars, James H.
Stewart, A. P. Tallman, J. M. Ball, M. C. Miller.
The report of the treasurer showed the corporation to

be in an excellent financial condition, with a larger sur-
plus than at any previous time. It was decided to pur-
chase several hundred acres of land oonliguous to the club
house at Cheat Bridge, West Virginia. A survey will
also be made with a view to converting certain swamp
lands into a lake. The Association voted to indorse the
efforts of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association
to have a State game commission created on the lines of
the State Fish Commission for the better protection of
game in this State. Chinese pheasants introduced upon
the preserve have thrived and multiplied. Tne club will
place 3,000,000 trout fry in the waters of Cheat River
during the coming season.
The Association intends to fix a date for some time next

summer when a recaption at the club's preserve will be
tendered to the brethren of the fraternity not members,
and the sportsmen's press, of which occasion Forest and
Stream will receive due notice and its representative a
cordial invitation. Deacon.
riTTSBOKs, Pa., Jan. 30.

Deer, Pheasants and Hares in Connecticut.
East Haddam, Conn., Ja,n. 20 —It is $100 fine to shoot

deer in Connecticut. A says that if a deer gets into a field
of youag corn and destroys it, or any crop, you cannot
shoot him or collect damage, but must let him keep right
on and suffer the damage. B holds thai you can either
shoot the deer to save the crop or collect damage from
the State, as no law is constitutional that obliges a citizen
to suffer damage with no means of recovery in such a
case.

If you will kindly put us right on^this subject we shall
be very thankful.
Pheasants are becoming quite numerous in this local-

ity; also Canada hares, which have strayed from the pre-

serves of F. C. Fowler, of Moodus. In Westchester, just
north of Moodus, pheasants were so numerous the past
season that they did serious damage to the crops, and
the farmers were obliged to shoot many of them.

F, A. 0.

[There is nothing in the Connecticut deer law which
provides, as some other game laws do, that game may be
killed if it destroys crops. You might save your corn
from the deer by building a fence around it, or by ex-
ploding giant firecrackers and waving a red flag to fright-
en the deer away, or by erecting as a scaredeer a sports-
man's effigy with a gun, or by a dozen other devices and
expedients not necessarily fatal to the deer.]

Pheasants in Vermont.
North Ferriseubo, Yt—Editor Forest and Stream:

The pheasants of which I spoke in my note in your
issue of Jan. 23 are called golden pheasants here, and
were imported by W. S.. Webb, of your city, from Eng-
land, for stocking his Shelburne farms, situated about
eight miles from here on the shore of Lake Champlain.
He has also imported (from Michigan, I think) several

hundred, quail, which are doing well and are already
scattered^er this part of the State.

I saw by a State paper a short time since that he
had delivered to the gamekeeper here three different
kinds of game birds, the largest of which when mature
weighs 14lbs. and is much the same as a wild turkey.
He has furnished a large number of pheasant eggs to

parties, that these birds might be started in different lo-

calities. Too much cannot be said in Mr. Webb's praise
for his untiring efforts in trying to build up the game
supply of the State.

I am very glad to see that our paper is doing all it can
to stop the sale of game, and surely I think that could
every man who uses a gun read the Forest and Stream
for a year we would have many less poachers and pot-
hunters than now. Ferris.

§m mid §w^r fgisliing.

Proprietors of fishing resorts Will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forkst and Stream.

A MEMORABLE TROUT SUPPER.
Charlestown, N. H.—Editor Forest and Siremn: I Lave

followed up Fred Mather's reminiscences with great pleas
ure, and particularly enjoyed his graphic sketch of our old
friend Chas Hallock, whose photograph will make an ad-
mirable frontispiece for the gallery of "Old Forest and
Streamers'* which you propose to give us in a "New Year's
number »ome day "

I have been still more delighted with Mr. Haoitnond's de*
scription of old days in Holland, for it has recalled to m5'-

mind old scenes and old friends, long passed to "the happy
hunting grounds," or in other ways lost sight of. Geo.
AshmuD, Frank Bowles, D. B Wason and "Uncle" Aaron
Howe I can see again now, and of George Ashmun I have
particular memories. I never shot with him, though he once
gave me a handsome black setter, which unfortunately would
not stay given and insisted on returning to his old master;
but he was one of "the men I have fished with," and 1

well remembsr his splicing the tip of a rod for me up at

Greensboro, Yt., said tip. having been broken by a fall in
climbing down from the top of an old-fashioned stage
coach to the slippery steos of the country tavern.

Another of my recollections is the eating of some superb
trout, of his catching, in the taking of which I did not share,

as follows: . .

In the spring of 1854 Col. Hazard, the proprietor of the
celebrated powder mills at Fnfield, Conn., discovered some
large trout feeding iu the pond which supplied his mills, and
invited Mr. Ashmun and Chester Hardmg,, the artist, who
was also an expert angler, to come down and catch them,
and also asked several other Springfield gentlemen to come
down at 6. P. M. and eat them, feeling justly sure of the suc-

cess of the fishermen. Both feats were duly performed, and
I remember those trout yet.

It is so long since that 1 cannot recall all the guests, but I
think that the coach in which I went down contained also

Hon. David A. Wells, the well-known writer of political

economics, now of Norwich, Conn. ; Samuel Bowles, the
founder of the Springfield EepiMkan; and Mr. John L.
King, a son-in-law of Mr. Harding. It was a dark and
rainy night, and we went down in a covered coach, but the
cheerful house, the warm welcome and the delicious dinner
are things never to be forgotten. I believe Mr. Wells and
myself are the only survivors of the party.

I was very busy in those days building and operating
a large cotton mill at Indian Orchard, one of the suburbs of
Springfield, and did not get much time for either shooting or
fishing, though I managed to slip off for a few hours once
in a while with my rod to the North or South Branch of
Mill River, which supplied the water shops of the Springfield
Armory, and in which there were a few good trout left,

though it was severely fished.

Then the little Bircham Brook, which was entirely in
Springfield and fell into the Chicopee River, between Indian
Orchard and Chicopee Falls, usually gave me a few good
breakfasts, and some sport for an hour or two in the after-

noon every spring; and there was another little brook on the
noith side of the Chicopee River, in the town of the same
name, and one in Ludlow, which yielded fair toll on an
annual visit. There is a great stretch of level "plain land"
on the north side of the river, stretching over Wilhmansett
and South Hadley, which was a favorite resort for upland
plover in August, and I occasionally got one or two of them,
and have shot them so fat on grasshoppers as to burst open
when they struck the ground in their fall if I had dropped
them from a high sweep overhead, as they circled round.
They are a hard bird to approach, though, and hardly pay
for the trouble of looking up.

So much for recalled reminiscences. Von W.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on-

Tuesday. Correspondence intended lor publication
should reach us at the latest by Monday, and as Timch
earlier as pratticable.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XXX.-Francis Endlcott.

Ten years ago there was no sportsman more widely known
in New York city and vicinity than the genial gentleman whose
name heads this article. He was then in his fifty fourth
year and was a strongly built man of medium height, with a
stamp of sorrow on bis face from a domestic afliiction the
year before, from which he never recovered. He had fished

with all the clubs that have their great houses on the islands

in Martha's Vineyard, shot bay birds at every beach aboilt

Long Island and was one of the most frequent guests at Bill

Chadwick's famous resort on Squan Beach, N. J., since 1850,

when Tom's River was the moft famous place for fish and
game within 100 miles of New York
Having said this, I hardly know how to say more, for he

was the most intimate companion I ever had, and my love

for him was greater than that of a brother. To strangers he
was rather cold and dignified, always wearing a "Prince Al-

bert" coat and a high hat, but rare old Jack Falstaff said:
' Thine, -sf * * Jack, with my familiars; John with my
brothers and sisters; and Sir John with all Europe;" and it

was my privilege to be a familiar and call him "Frank."
With Rosaline I could say:

' 'A merrier taan.

Within the Hmit of becoming mirtih,

I never spent an hour's lalk withal."

In the sketch of ex-President Arthur it was told how I
fished with him and Mr. Endicott in 1862, but the exciting
events that followed, when we were making volumes of his-

tory every day, obliterated, or a', least dimmed, their names
on memory's tablet; but chance threw us together nearly
twenty years later, and it seems strange how it came about.

His father died iu 1848, and before he was twenty he became
head of the firm of Endicott & Co., lithographers, which did
that fine work for the twenty volumes of "The Natural History
of New York," in 1842, of which De Kay's volumes of Birds,

Fishes, Reptiles, etc., are well known.
There had been annual contests at fly-casting at the New

York State Sportsmen's conventions since 1866, but they
were small beginnings with only two entries in each until

1871, when there were five contestants. Two years later 1
attended the meeting at Batavia to see what such a contest

might look like. Four men entered, and the judges had
no way of measuring the casts, but awarded the prizes as

they thought best. The nest year, 1874, at Oswego, they
measured the lines after the casts, and on this false basis

made the first report of distance cast, I attended many con-

tests and made notes, which are now before me. In 1881

the State tournament was to be held at Coney Island, and
the president, Mr. Abel Crook, asked me to superintend the
fly-casting. I would, if permitted to carry out my ideas

of reform and make the affair a perfectly square contest,

which I plainly said had never been held in the State. Per-
mission was given and we went ahead, to the utter dismay
of some casters of great reputation. It was the first great

contest where there were six classes and twenty eight entries.

In the bass casting, "Cattyhunk style," appeared the name
"Frank Endicott, Richmond County Protective Associa-

tion," and the record iu Forest and Stream of June 30,

1881, says: "Mr, Endicott was awarded the fourth prize for

the accuracy with which he cast, in addition to the third

given him for distance."

After the labir of the day was completed I said to Mr,
Endicott: "This is the first time I have ever seen a weight
or bait cast from the reel, and it was very interesting."

"You've never fished for striped bass then?"
"O, yes, at Albany, with sturgeon spawn bait for small

bass, and at the Great Falls of the Potomac with fly and bait

for larger fish, and fine, gamy fish they are."

"Yes," said he, "but for grand surf fishing, for bass weigh-
ing from 10 to 401bs., you should go to the islands in

Martha's Vineyard, or down to Montauk Point."
And I met him frequently for a year afterward, and the

pleasure of his company grew on me, and somehow we man-
aged to meet frequently, oy accident. One day in a ram-
bling talk of fishing he mentioned losing his rod and rations

at the Great Falls of the Potomac, and how a soldier from a

neighboring garrison had saved his life with hardtack and
salt horse.

1 looked him over. There was the man who had slipped

on the rocks twenty years ago, of whom I told of in the iasl

sketch ; the same sad eye, erect figure, silky hair and the long
"dildalls," as we called long side whiskers in those days, to

distinguish them from the short "iJurnsides." I asked:
'When did this happen?"

"In the fall of 1862. Why?"
"Nothing, only I heard a story like that from a man who

served in a regiment there; he was a sergeant at that time.

Would you know his name if you heard it?"

"No, I don't think I would, although I met him later and
he dined with my friend and me in Washington, Those old

times are so long ago and events came so fast that one can t

remember every chance acquaintance."
"The serg<=ant's name was the same as mine, and I went

down from the falls in the hack with you to Fort Alexander,
and afterward met you and your friend at the regimental

su ler's, when swords weie substituted for corkscrews."
"No!"
"YtrSl"

"Shake!"
And there began a friendbhip with one of the most lovable

men ihat I ever knew, a man of whom the late Martin B,
Brown, printer of the N. Y. City Record, and a member of

the CuUyhunk Club, once said; "A man who could not love
Frank Endicott couldn't love anybody." And I mcst heart-
ily agree with him. He became my alter ego.

As an all-round genial sportsman he knew more anglers

and shooters in New York city than any man in it. A walk
with htm on any street was a continued interruption of

salutations and chats on fishing or shooting. Under the
nom de pkam of Ted Grayson he contributed charming
sketches to Porter's Spirit of the Tiraes, then the only journal
in America which touched field sports. In the early day
when Old Bill Chadwick was younger than he is now
his hostelry on Tom's River, N. J., was the most famous
of all nearby resorts for sportsmen from the great city, and
arcund its fireplace the events of the day were discussed.

There was grand fishing in Barnegat Bay, ducking and bay
bird shooting along the sandy beaches, and brant were
plenty in season. In the later days when I accompanied
him to Chadwick's there was still good sport there, but over
it hung the pall of tradition. "You should have been here
thirty years ago, when George Gelson killed thirteen brant
with one barrel," etc, I knew Gelson slightly, a man then
of eighty years, who still shot an 8 bore and was known in

New York city as "the bald eagle of Currituck."
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After the tournament at Coney Island Endicott and I or-

ganized the FoKEST AKD STREAM anglers' tournament,
which held its only contest on Harlem Mere, Central Paris,

in 1882, and then became the JSfational Rod and Reel Asso-
ciation, and held tournaments until 1889,

He kept the lithographing firm running for many years
after the death of his father, but soon after losing his wife
his children left the Staten Island home and moved into the

city, but he took a room in a very unpretentious hotel and
remained on the island, where he could tish when inclina-

tion agreed with the tide. His room was a museum of arms
and fishing taclcle, as well as the library of a scholarly man,
and alter a day*s fishing we often sat looking out on the
bay, where we could see the ocean steamers from the
Narrows until they were lost in the direction of the great
city and exchange stories of fishing and shooting, or smoke
in reverie. He seldom fished in the Bay above the Nar-
rows; his favorite grounds were in the Lower Bay and the
Great Kills, taking boat at GrifEord's and going out far or
fishing near, as he thought best. Our fishing there was
mainly for weakfish and kingfish, but sometimes we tried

for bluefish in Raritan Bay. He knew the grounds for
miles around, and his knowledge of where to find the weak-
fish, whether the smaller school fish or the big yellow-finned
tide runners, in all kinds of weather and stages of tide was
remarkable.

Mr. Endicott, like his friend Gen. Arthur, was an epicure;
perhaps net "of the first water," let us say of a prime vin-
tage, for they were connoisseurs in wines as well as in all

other things which are esteemed by the hon uvant, and in

the two last months of each year, while he lived, we met at

a little French restaurant and ordered a roast grouse, chic-

ory salad a,nd Burgundy; the grouse to be in the oven
only twelve minutes, and the chapon in the salad to have
an extra rub of garlic. This chicory was not the kind
which grows like a carrot, but the French sort, sometimes
called endive; and while we are talking of this salad I. will
tell you what I learned from Endicott about it. The chapon
is a bit of dry bread Sin. square that has been rubbed with a
clove of garlic, and then the latter is thrown away and the
chapon is tossed among the leaves, which have been treated
to salt and oil only. Most persons get enough garlic from
this slight contact with the bread, but we saved the chapon
for a hon bouche and divided it fairly. Whenever I wander
up Fulton street, especially in the grouse season, it seems as

if Frank Endicott must be coming to meet me at the little

cafe, which is now no more.
From him I not only learned much about salt-water fish-

ing, but also how game should not be cooked. At our first

grouse dinner he noticed that I was a little shy of the very
rare interior, and he overcame my crude ideas and taught
me that the bird was cooked to perfection, and then I came
to know how not to cook some birds. This is a thing which
requires education, and I was a long time in getting mine,
and have been longer in trying to educate a few household
cooks who may appreciate rare beef, but draw the line on
rare birds; but let me tell it as my mentor told me, as near
as his words can be remembered

:

"In the cooking of game birds," said he, "it is necessary
that all the white-meated ones, like our Northern partridge
and quail, should be well done, so as to show no bit of rare
meat, just as a turkey or chicken should be cooked. But,
my boy, with the dark-meated birds such cooking is ruin,

the distinctive flavor of the meat is lost You know, of
course, that the ruffed grouse is called a 'partridge' in New
York markets, while the prairie chicken of the West is the
only 'grouse' that the market and the cafe knows. Well, the
first of these birds needs to be cooked to the bone, and
the latter only well browned on the outside, just as fish

should be thoroughly cooked and beef lightly Ordinarily a
French chef hm little knowledge of cooking game birds; he
may cook venison well, because it requires the same treat-

ment as mutton; but his idea is to devise some sauce with a
flavor that will destroy the individuality of a game bird.

Don't trust him to cook one without special instructions un-
less you know he understands this."

I was getting some new ideas about good cooking of game,
and somehow they seemed to accord with the plain cooking
of my hunting and trapping life, when it often seemed that
there was a lack of "dressing" and sauces.

He continued: "Take a canvasback duck, for instanc3.

If it has fed upon wild celery it is the finest aquatic fowl in
the world, unless we include the redhead, which robs it of its

ditinty after its long dive for it; but let some cook roast it for
half an hour and it might as well be a barnyard fowl, espe-
cially if it is stuffed and 'seasoned' to as to destroy the deli-

•cate natural flavor. If a canvasback is to be cooked' at home,
•let them roast it in a hot oven full fifteen minutes if women
.are your guests, but only twelve if they are sportsmen epi-

'cures; but in both cases it must be served hot The oven
must be hot and the bird heated through and served on hot
j)lates, or it is wasted "

Another thing which this epicure taught me was to relish

the bitter flavor in the backbone of a grouse after there was
little else left. This can only be had by sucking on the dor-
sal vertebra, and it is said that in England some men carry
this bone in a vest pocket for weeks and refresh their mem-
ories with a pull at it; but it is true that there is an agreeable
bitter in the backbone of a grouse when you can't get an-
•olher bit of satisfaction out of the bird. Yet this man whom
I have extolled as an epicure was, or pretended to be, fond
of roast possum, that omnivorous, fat-laden critter which
feeds on what comes handy, just like the hog, the coon, the
bear and man, whether it be fish, flesh, fowl or black-
berries.

In my Long Island home there were two permanent
boarders who never missed a meal nor paid me a cent.

Their names were Keno and Trouble, and their idea of en-
joying life was to make it miserable for rats, cats and pos-
sums. Regularly, about midnight, these terriers were let

out before going to bed and their voices told me if they had
treed a possum or if it was only a cat. In the latter case
they came reluctantly at call, but if it was a possum they re-

newed their yelping after I had pulled on bouts and started
wiih a lantern for the game. I had told all this to Mr.
Endicott and fold him that I gave the long snouts to the
da-kies. Just how many I sent him or how many possum
dinners we had down on Staten Island is not on record, but
if not exactly feasts of reason there was always a flow of soul
and wit. It may be possible that a disUke for all fat meats
led me to revile the succulent possum while eating a small
portion of it out of compliment to the host; that's the most
likely solution, for I once told Frank, who was extolling the
merits of a roast sucking pig, that I'd as soon eat a baby.
Now, in justice to the taste of my friend and to the possum,
I will say that the portion of the tongue, which he impar-
tially served to each guest, was truly a gastronomic delicacy,
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little, but oh, myl Frank once delivered this after-dinner

rhapsody over the remains of a possum:

"Oh I rare marsupial with the tail prehensile)

Would that I had the fervid pen or pencil

Thy virtues to deviiet -suffice for tne

That thou hast brouKlit such guests to diu6 on thee.

There are who say—may Satan's pitchfork toss *em -

That none but Southern darlries eat the possum.

But we will cling with simple faith to. thee.

As clings tby tail to the persimmon tree,

immovable as earth—thou pansy blossom!

Thou, flower \ Thoii miraCle of gr(e)ase 1 Oh !

!

"Possum.''

In the last year of his life he wrote me the following, dated
Jan. 28, 1890: "I have been very sick, weak and debilitated

from nasal hemorrhages—have had some fainting spells and
am somewhat weak on my pins, otherwise I would have in

flicted you with my presence for a few days as per your
kind invitation, I am the victim of a conspiracy between
my children, my brother Munroe and a local physician, and
the result is that I am ordered away to the Adirondacks for

change of air. But what I wish to say to you, my dear
boy, is this: The trouble in my throat is, I think, malignant,'

and as a consequence fatal. Ever bear me in your kind re-

membrance; I am not afraid of the grim enemy."
As I had seen him within a month and had eaten a grouse

and venison chops with him, and promised him a possum or

two before long, the above letter seemed strange. He was
not a complaining man, and he appeared to be in robust
health. He wrote me jolly letters, and I forgot that his

health was bad. My busy season came on, and in May I

learned that Dr, Russell had taken him to the Adirondacks,
and we exchanged weekly letters. On July 24 he wrote
from Benson Mines, near Carthage, N. Y., as follows:

"I have been here two weeks, loafing, vegetating, resting

and blue-moulding. Have been too weak to do much fishing

until yesterday, when I went somewhat further from the

FRANCIS ENDICOTT.

From a photograph sent to Fred Mather, June, 1888.

house (half nule) and caught twenty four trout, none weigh-
ing over ilb., most of them being about 7iQ. long. Tde
trout are small in Little River, as they call this beautif ul

trout stream, but are very game. However, if you catch
nothing, fly-casting is, like virtue, its own exceeding great
reward. The stream is delightful for casting, no overhang-
ing bushes Dor other obstructions, and is strung with beauti-
ful pools on whose surface you can see an occasional dimple
made by the troutlings, or the bolder whirl of the larger
trout, « » * Not much sport, you may say, but to me
the brook and the trout were like a dream of past days.

My chum, Dr. Russell, has just returned from a little stroll

to the inlet of Cranberry Lake—sight or ten miles. Wish I

cou d have been with him! He reports the fish much larger,

but the accommodations bad. He brought home a troui
wnich weighed lilbs. dressed, and we promptly had it boiled
for suppar, with egg sauce. Alirgetrout is a sublimited
salmon! * * * i have gained soraewha* in strength,

but my throat still continues to be painful, and does u it

yield to the balsamic odors of the hemlocks, nor the tc'nder

ministrations of the black flies, punkies, mosquitoes and
deer flies, which are very assiduous in their attentions."

This letter alarmed me. Between the lines I read that my
dearest friend was really in danger of passing away in some
lingering manner. If he were killed by any accident of
flood or field, there would have been a shock devoid of pity.

Few men care to be pitied, a brave one never does. As his

most intimate friend I had seen many exhibitions of his
moral courage, and now came that display of the highest
quality of courage, the unflinching facing of the enemy who
bsars "Victory" on his banner, without the excitement of
battle or "the pomp, pride and circumstance of glorious
war."
Then I tried to be funny and fired letter after letter at

him, filled with such conceits as I could muster, and hope
they did him some good. The summer passed aud the doc-
tor brought him back to Staten Ijlaad. Lite iu Seplembjr
he dictated a letter saying that his troubles had increased,
and wouud up by saying: "I did intend to so down witu
my friend and chum, Dr. Russell, and see you, but cannot
I must have misrepresented you to him iu some way. for he
seems to want to know you; come down sooa " Evidently
his sense of humor had not left him, but the fact that the
letter was dictated was alarming, and 1 would go at once
On looking at the letter agaia there was a marginal note
from Dr. Russell, saying: "If you want to see your old
friend again in life, come at once "

He was very weak, and as I kissed him ha asked his son
George to raise him up while he told me a funny story of the
woods, at which he laughed so heartily that he dropped ba"k
in a faint and we feared he had gone. Brave fellosv! He
never complained, and he retained his pleasant manner dur-
ing several visits. Early in October he was removed to the
Hahnemann Hospital, in New York city, where he died on
Nov. 14, 1890.

Francis Endicott was born in Baltimore in 1834, and was
a descendant of the Puritan, John Endicott, "who in 1638,
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with his wife, Anne Gower, and that determined company
of a hundred or

.
so, followed the .Plymouth pilgrims and,

founded Silem, in the New World, the famous Massachu-
setus Bay colony." Hawthorne, in his "Twice Told Tales

i

Endicott and the Red Cross," vividly pictures the old Puri-
tan Governor slashing the red cross'from the. flag with his
,sword and resolutely ordering: "Beat a flourish, drummer,
in honor .of the enaign of New England, Neither pope nor
tyrant hath part in it now." The famous Endicott pear
tree, planted in Danvers in 1632, is still standing on the old
farm. Gilbert Endicott, .grandson of the Puritan, located in
Stoughton, now Canton, Mass., and there on the old farm
Frank's grandmother lived, and in his young days he fre-
quently went there for trout fishing and shooting.

Spice forbids writing many anecdotes of this genial
sportsman, which not only show the turn of his mind but
would be interesting to the general reader. Perhaps ,they
may be written next week, but in closing this the sad lines
of Eugene Field come up;

"O trees and liiliS, and brooks and lanes, and meadows, do you knoiV
Whei-e I shall find my little friends of forty years ^go?
You see, I'm old and weary, and I've traveled long and far;

I'm looking f'or my playmates; I wonder where they arel"

F.RED Mather,

ANGLING NOTES.
John Mowat.

Many readers of Fobest an1> Stream will learn with un-
feigned regret that the grand old man, John Mowat, is no
more: that, as he would have expressed it himself, he
''crossed over the river" on the 14th of this month. On that
day I received a telegram from Mr, Archibald Mitchell':'

"Our friend, Mr. Mowat, died this morning at 8:15, Wiis
conscious to the last." "•

-

The last letter Mr. Mowat wrote me was dated in OcXohet,
and contained some MS. for this journal, which was printed
soon after, being his last contribution to Forest aIstb

Stream. This column has told of the accident to Mr.
Mowat on the Restigouche River last year, and how a log
on which he was sitting with Mr. Archibald Mitchell becanie
loosened and rolled over him, injuring him internally. His
first conscious words as Mr. Mitchell was conveying him in
his own canoe to a nearby farmhouse, where medical aid
was obtained—for Mr. Mitchell's canoe had been smashed by
the log after it passed over Mr. Mowat's body—were that he
was glad that the accident had not happened to his compan-
ion, and that expression may be taken as an indication of hi&
character. His last letter to me was so full of hope that I
looked forward to seeing him in the spring. He said: "I do
wish I could have met you in Montreal, but I was very sick,
so much so that I had to be carried to the car. I am a gobd
deal better, and since coming home have found out the cause
of the trouble. The log in passing over mei bruised the kid-
ney, but the doctor says he will have me all right before
spring. This has put new vim into my seventy-five years,
and I may kill a salmon yet."
He mentioned the leasing of fishing privileges in New

Brunswick, which will take place in March next, and closed
his letter in these words: "I fully expect the few spots
now available on which a fish can be had" (a "fish" with
Mr Mowat was always a salmon) "will pass out of the
hands of the holders this season, but I expect to meet you
next spring on the old Restigouche."
But this was not to be. In the death of Mr. Mowat I be-

lieve we have lost the man best informed about the Atlantic
salmon in Canada. For more than fifty years he has been
familiar with the Canadian salmon rivers, most of the time
acting in an official capacity under the Fisheries Depart-
ment, storing up knowledge of the habits of the fish such as
it was given to but few men to possess. Of this knowledge,
he gave freely, and every one of his letters to the writer was
like a fresh chapter in a book, ever interesting, ever bharm-

'

ing, ever new and instructive, and always of the fish and
fistiing he loved so well. Once when he sent me for Forest
and Stream a paper on the habits of the moose I was
rather surprised, but I believe the readers of this journal
pronounced it one of the best papers on the animal published,
the result of long and close observation.
Four years ago Mr. Mowat wrote me of the circumstances

connected with the naming of the Princess Pool on the
Restigouche River, the salmon stream which he regarded
with more affection than any other in Canada. For a long
series of years Mr. Mowat escorted every Governor-General
of Canada whenever there was a State visit to the salmon
rivers. When Lord L^rne and H.R.H. Princess Louise
visited the Restigouche, the stream had been reserved
for I hem by Messrs. Fleming and Brydges, and as usual
Mr. Mowat was the escort of the royal party, and I will tell

ilje story in his own words:
"When on the way down the river Her Royal Highness

said to me, T am not yet tired of fishing, please stop the
bjdt (Great Caesar's Ghost) where you think we can have
some sport.' 1 did so at the mouth of Chain Rock Brook,
half a mile or so below Indian Pool. LordLorne, the Duke
of Argyle and his daughters left us there, going down in
their bark canoes, leaving the Princess, Lady MacNamara,
Carpenter (detective), two Indians, myself 'and the boat's
crew,
"The Princess called me and said she would be ready to

go when I thought it time. The day was warm, with south
wind, and toward afternoon clouds began to rise. About 4
o'clock I called the Indians, and the Princess was ready. I
took the stern of the boat, turning out one of the men,
rather against her will, as she requested me to sit down. I
told her I wanted to manage the canoe myself. We soon got
up to the ground, about 250yds. above the fall of the Hero
Rapids. After anchoring tne Princess handed me her fly

book, saying: 'You know best which fly is most likely to
kill.' Not finding a fairy, I put on a fly of my own, a mid-
dling-sized brown. First fish broke hold before anchor was
raised; second fish did the same before it came to gaff, and .

this seemed to disappoint her very much. I said as the sun
lowered the fish would take hold better, and just then we
had a slight shower with some wind, and cooler. It was
then about 6 o'clock, and the Princess struck a fish which
held, and was landed in eleven and a half minutes, and was
241bs. in weight. Next fish was foul-hooked behind the gill

cover, and took twenty-two minutes. While playing
her fish, she said to me: 'Don't be afraid to tell me if I do
not handle them properly. I should have killed the last one
quicker; he was only 22lbs., and I found he would go through
the rapids.' I said: 'You hold very hard; your cast could
bear no more.' Our next fish was a 26-pounder, and the
fourth and last a 37-pounder, which I gaffed out of the
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canoe wlien within iSyds. of the rapids, at 8 o'clock in the

evening. "We could have killed another, but the midges
were plentiful and we concluded to quit. On our way to

the barge the Princess aaid to me: 'It you had been with me
all the time we would have made a much larger score (about

thirty fish), and if I come again you must promise to go with

me.' I then told her that the pool had no name, and a'ked

her nermission to name it the Princess Louise Pool, and so

it was named. I must say that few anglers could handle a

fish with Her Highness. She used a heavy English 18ft.

rod, and her strong right arm (after the fish had made his

second run) would lift his head clear of the water."

New men may come on the Canadian salmon rivers, but

no one will ever entirely fill the place of the genial, kindly,

loyal, unselfish, simple Scotchman, John Mowat, a pioneer

salmon fisherman, who made friends to retain them always

and who now mourn his loss.

Landlocked Salmon of Europe.

In a personal letter from Mr. Siegfried Jaffe, a noted Ger-

man fish breeder, he tells me something of the European
landlocked salmon, a fish that I have heard credited with
many good qualities not possessed by our own landlocked
salmon, until 1 once regarded it as something to be desu-ed,

like the Philosopher's Stone, and perhaps with as many myth-
ical qualities. Anyway, Mr. Jaffe wishes very much to try

the ouananiche in German waters, and describes one of his

lakes and says : "The lake seems to be so appropriate for

stocking with your landlocked salmon that 1 will defer stock-

ing it with other salrnonidm for another year, hoping in the

meantime to obtain some eggs from America. I have tried

our own landlocked salmon {Salmo huelio) hei'e twice. They
are from the Danube and never go to sea, but somehow deep,

quiet water does not seem to do for them, though it does well
in the long, deep reaches of the Bavarian rivers If at any
tirne you care to try the Salvi-o Jiudio. and will tell me, I will

be glad to send you a cons'ignment. They are not adapted for

feeding the fry artificially. The hudio salmon is a nearly
white meated fish, very good eating, but not a sporting
fish."

I had to read that over two or three times, and then put
my reading glass on the letter to make sure I read aright.

Not a sporting fish! Well, our landlocked salmon is a sport-

ing fish from the day it is born until its death. To continue
from the letter :

' 'The reason why I should like to try ouanan-
iche audi jpurpuralus [the redthroat trout] over here is that I

have been so well pleased with the results the other kinds of

American salmonidos, have given me, that I think they will do
well too The rainbow and fontmalis do very well here, and
it may interest you to have the remarks concerning them
which I have put on the inclosed sheet.

"The quinnat (Pacific salmon) is still in its first season with
me here, but continues to do well. The fish in the yearling
breeding ponds are now 6 to Tin. long. I have had reports,

inclosed, showing that some I gave away for Bavarian small
highland lakes have grown to 8in. fish.

"The prejudice against the quinnat is still great over here,

caused no doubt from the results of the first consignment
made by your Fish Commission to Europe in the 70s.

They turned out unsatisfactorily, that is to say, the fish when
they arrived at breeding age were subject to very bad fungus
and peeled skin and scales easily, but I have no doubt this

was owing to wrong treatment. The quinnat, which with us
in the firtt season took on silvery scales that came off easily,

is a very early ripening fish, and we must be prepared to

give it large range early in the second j'^ear.

"We tried last year some experiments with Swiss char
(from lake of Zug). The fish does not exceed l^lbs. in its

native waters. The fry did not do as wtll SLsfontijialis, but
there was a good proportion of yearlings, although they did
not feed as greedily as fontinalis, and 1 would consider the

fish, a doubtful acquibition; ova very small, smaller than
from two-year-old fontinalis. I have also, after infinite

trouble, obtained this year a small consignment of Russian
char, a very big lake trout running up to 381ba. in its native

waters. The eggs are taken the end of August and they are

fully hatched by now (the letter is dated Jan. 1). The ova
is unusually large, larger than salmon ova {Salar) and nearly

as big as from the quinnats, and the fry are beautifully

strong. I will report on this fish, of which I have great
hopes, as the season goes on." At another time [ will give
the notes on our rainbow and brook trout in Germany.

A Cinch.

There are some things done better in JSTew Hampshire than
in other States For example, when Fish and Game Com-
missioner Wenlworth was elected 1o the New Hampshire
Senate he was made chairman of the Senate committee on
fish and game; and when at the same election Commissioner
Hughes, his colleas^ue on the Commission, was elected to the
Assembly, he was made chairman of tlie Assembly commit-
tee on fish and game. If they do not have some good tish

and game legislation in New Hampshire this winter it will
be no fault of the chairmen of the two committees.

A. N. Cheney,

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaiDing chat about men, fishermen, flsh,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co.

F I XT U R E S

.

BENCH SHOWS.
Feb. 1.— Indianapolis.—Hoosier Kennel Club.
Feb. 1-5.—Boston - New Englaud Kennel Club.
Feb. y^- 5. - New York. Westminster Kennel Club.
March 3-6. St. Louis. —Sc. Louis Kenuf 1 Club
March 10-13.- Chicago Mascoutah Kennel Oiub.
March 17-^0.- Louisville —Kentucky Kennel Club.
March •-i-I'l.- Pittsburg.—Duquesne Kennel Club.
March 30-April i:.—Baltimore.—Baltimore Kennel Asscciation.
April 7-15. Stockton.—Siockion Kennel Club.
April l'-]7.-Loa Angeles.-Southern California Kennel Club.

Champion Stakes at West Point.

West Point, Miss., Jan. 'i^.—Special to Forest and
Stream: Five have qualified to start in the Champion Stakes:
Delhi, Marie's Sport, Minnie T., Harold Skimpole ami Tony
Boy. The weather is extremely cold and stormy. The
stake was declared off to-day, the money to be divided pro
rata among the starters after deducting the expenses.

B, Waters.

United States Field Trials.

The results arrived at in the Pointer Derby, the Setter

Derby and the All-Age pointer stakes are given below

:

Pointer Derby.
Starters: T. W. O'Byrnes's dog Redskin, (J. S. Shoop's

bitch Aloysia, H. H. Mayberry's bitch Alabama Girl, Del
Monte Kennels' dog Tony Works, George H. Smith's bitch

Diana, T W O'Byrnes's dog Moerlein, J. S. Crane's bitch

Pireflv, H. S. Smith's bitch Ripple, Bar Harbor Kennels'
dog Young Rip Rap, T. T. Ashford's bitch E'gine, Del
Monte Kennels' dog Tick's Kid

Winners: First, Young Rip Rap; spcord, Elgine; third.

Ripple.
Setter Derby.

Starters: P. M. Essig's bitch Saragossa Belle, W. R. Hol-
liday's dog Billy T., J. P. Greene's dog Sarsfield, Charlottes-

ville Field Trial Kennels' bitch Pin Money; F. R. Hitchcock's
dog Tory Rustic, Fox & BJythe's bitch Caroline, H. Ames's
bitch Christina, "rheo. Godmin's Dog Dave Earl, Avent&
Thayer's dog Peconic, C. P. Jones's dog Hurstbourne Zip.

Winners: First, Pin Money; second, Christina; third,

Dave Earl and Tory Rustic (divided).

All-Age Pointer Stakes.

Starters: Ashford & Adams's dog Von Gull, K. T. de
Pauw's bitch Sister Sue, H. K. Devereux's bitch Virginia,

Del Monte Kennels' dog Tick Boy, Bar Harbor Kennels' dog
Young Rip Rap, F. W. Dunham's dog Elgin's Dash, Char-
lottesville F. T. Kennels' dog Delhi, H. S. Smith's dog Rip-
saw, Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' dog Tippoo, J. H. John-
son's dog Crackerjack, Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' dog
Nabob.

Winners: First, Tippoo; second, Young Rip Rap; third,

Elgin's Dash.
The judges were: Dr. George Ubanks, of Birmingham,

Ala , ai d Mr. J D. King, of Jackson, Tenn. The trials

commenced on Jan 18.

Challenge Class Prizes.

New YoitK, Jan 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A mer-
chant does not expect to increase his business by lessening

the inducement to visit his store. This, however, is just

what many of the dog shows this year are doing. Owing, I
presume, to the slim entries in th.e challenge classes last year,

they have offered only one prize therein for each sex. (I am
only alluding to setters, having no interest in any other
breeds.)

How many entries would they get if there were one first

prize instead of first, second, third and fourth offered for.

open class dogs? And what do they get in the open classes

even with the inducement of four prizes? Certainly not
many entries, and those of a quality not comparable to the
challenge dogs. For there are very few fine dogs ' 'coming
on," sad as it makes me to acknowledge it. 'Themostof
them have already won their way into the challenge ranks,
which now actually outnumber, in good dogs, the open
classes.

Now I take it that the mission and object of dog shows is,

or ought to be, to draw out quality as well as numbers. And
especially is this true of the large shows, such as New York's,
Boston's, etc. They can afford to and should set the pace
for the smaller exhibitions. Both numbers and quality are

to be found in the challenge setter ranks. Offer four grades
of challenge prizes and the good dogs there will come out.

Let them adhere to one first prize, and the exhibitions in the
challenge classes are likely to be the one dog that is usually
the winner—such as champion Kildare in Irish setters.

Many an owner of challenge setters, while conceding the su-
periority of some particularly fine specimen, would exhibit
his really fine animals because he expects to beat every other
entry except this one. But I don't think you'll find many
men pay $5 entry fee, and more for expenses, for the doubt-
ful honor of having theu- dogs unnoticed. As they can't win
the first prize (and don't expect to) and there is only one prize,

they'll keep their dogs at home. Offer four prizes and give
them a chance to win something in a class where it is an
honor to win anything, and they will send them. I have a
letter before me now, from another State, where an owner
of two tine Irish setters in the challenge classes says he did
not enter them in Boston and will not in New York because
there is only one challenge prize and Kildare and Queen Vic
will take it. And he acknowledges their superiority, too.

If economy be necessary, drop the puppy classes. No pups
not having had distemper ought to be allowed in shows^ for
they merely spread disease and do no good to the breeds.
Economize these, but increase the inducements to draw out
the best dogs, which happen to be mostly in the challenge
classes, and the quality as weU as numbers will be kept up.
Reduce challenge prizes to one, and only mediocrity (after

the acknowledged champions grow old) will be the result.

The practical importance of the matter to all lovers of a good
setter makes me earnest. Setter.

Mascoutah Club Show.
The premium list of the Mascoutah Kennel Club show,

Chicago, March 10-13, has been issued. The judges
will be:

St. Bernards, mastiffs, bloodhounds, Newfoundlands,
greyhounds, deerhounds, Russian wolfhounds, poodles,
beagles, dachshunde, Dalmatians, whippets, Italian grey-
hounds and miscellaneous, Mr. H. W. Lacy.

Pointers, English, Irish and Gordon setters, foxhounds
and Chesapeake Bay dogs. Major J. M. Taylor.

Collies and Old English sheep dogs, Mr. Henry Jarrett.
Great Danes, Dr. Nicolai.

Fox, Boston, bull. Black and Tan, Irish, Scottish, Skye,
Bedlington, Dandie Dinmont, Yorkshire and toy terriers, Mr,
T. S. Bellin.

Bull dogs, Mr. E. A Woodward.
Pugs, Mr. A. E. Pitts.

Cocker, Clumber, field, Irish water, Blenheim, King
Charles, Prince Charles and Ruby, and Japanese spaniels,
Mr. E. M. Oldham.

Entries will close Feb. 20. There are, in addition to the
regular premiums of $15, |10 and $5 in the larger classes,

$10, $5 and $3 in others, and $5 and $3 in others; there
are kennel prizes ranging from $25 to $10, and numerous
specials. The list will be sent on request by Secretary J. L.
Lincoln, Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago.

The Gould Cup.
West Poiht, Miss., Jan. 34—The absolute All-Age

competition for Gould cup w!is awarded to Tippoo without
competition, Tony Boy being sick. B Waters.

National Beagle Club.

A quarterly meeting of the National Beagle Club o;

America was held in New York on Jan. 19. Members pres-

ent were: H. F. Schellhass, J. W. Appleton, G. B. Post,

Jr., A. W Post, G orge Laick, G. JVlilflin Wharton and
George W. Regan. Voted that minutes be read at the ad
journed meeting, subject to call of the chair. The executive
committee than went into session with the above members
present.

It was voted that the field trial committee should be eX'

cused. The secretary was instructed to secure ribbons foi

the prize winners of 1896 field trials. Voted that a bronze
medal be presented at the Mascoutah Kennel Club show iot
the best beagle in the show. Open to members of the Na'
tional Beagle Club of America only. It was requested thai

the judges be selected from the club's official list of judges oi

from members of the club. Three names were dropped foi

non-payment of dues. Voted that th.e Futurity committee
send out blanks for the 1898 Futurity.,

Pittsburg Show.
Pittsburg, Jan. 24.—The DuqueFne Kennel Club is

booming matters for the big Pittsburg Bench Show, which
will take plaee March 24, 25, 26 and 27, in the Marshall
building, Penn avenue. At the annual meeting last week-
the following oflicers were elected: John M. Chaplin, Presi-
dent; Dr. J. S. Phillips, Vice-President; W. E. Littell, 69
Federal street, Allegheny, Secretary; W. R. Sewell, H. Al,

Breckenridge, Bernard S. Home, .J O'H. Denny, Frank H.
Denny, John M. Chaplin and Dr. J. S. Phillips, Board of
Governors These make up the bench show committee.
E, M, Oldham will superintend. The judges will bQ

Major J. M. Taylor, C. H Mason and .James Mortimer.
The entry list will close March 13. Secretary Littell will
mail the premium list about Feb. 1. It will contain 163
classes against 130 last year. The cash prizes ao^regate
$500 more than last year. The specialty clubs offer an un-
usually large number of special prizes. The show building
this year will have superior ventilation, heating and lighting.

The Pittsburg show follows Louisville and precedes Balti-

more. Croiibie Allen.

Ceding.

Communications for thit department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable,-

THE BEGINNER AWHEEL.
Scene—A Ninth avenue expreps train on the Elevated road,.

New York. Enter Mr. White, an old-time wheelman (num-
ber 'leventy-'leven in the L. A. W.)) who takes a seat beside
Mr. Brown, just graduated from the cycling academy.
Grasps his hand warmly, and received but a feeble response.

"Glad to see you, old man, but what makes you look so
badly? You aren't Ul?"
"No, it's all due to that confounded bike; I took a ridei

yesterday."
"So did I. Hope I don't look as if 1 had lost my best

friend in the world."
"You don't; you look as if you took life easily, and en.

joyed it. That's where we differ. Life is a burden to me
just now, and it's all due to that blamed wheel."

"Got a suit for damages on your hands? Did you kill any-
body yesterday?"

"No, confound it. Wish I had I was mad enough to

kill some of those blathering scorchers if they had given me
the chance."
"Never mind, you'll be scorching some of these days your-

self. But tell me about it. It'll relieve your mind."
"Well, you see, yesterday was a nice day, and I thought

I'd take a ride out on the Boulevard and around Grant's
Tomb. Knew it was Sunday, but never thought there'd be
much of a crowd out at this time of year."
"You thought it would be a good chance to get a little

whack at the real thing, eh? Unlearn a few of your riding
school lessons?"

"Yes, but I was hardly prepared for what happened. Be-
fore I'd gone a block I fancied something was wrong with,
the adjustment—wheel seemed to kind of drag, you know

—

and when I got off a gi-eat big rufiian with a loud, glaring
sweater ran square into me from behind."
"Stopped in the middle of the street, did you?"
"Yes, I guess I had as much right to the street as anybody

—that tough was from the Bowery. His talk was an inar-'

ticulate jumble of slang and chopped-off words. He said,

'What fell' and 't'row' for throw, and 'eart' ' for earth, and
wanted to fight me."
"What did you do?"
"Oh, I tried for a while to argue with him. Told him

that he'd been guilty of criminal negligence in scorching
with his nose down to his front wheel in a position that ren-
dered it impossible for him to see what was ahead of him,
Of course, as I had no eyes in the back of my head I didn't
as a matter of fact see what his position was; but then, you
know, I argued that he wouldn't have run into me if he had
been looking."
"You stopped rather suddenly, didn't you?"
"Yes, but he had the whole width of the street to turii

out in; yet the fellow had the impudence to say that I wad
responsible for his bloody nose, and that I had deliberately

thrown myself in his way—just as if I would do such a
thing for the sake of being run into, and lamed so that \
haven't been able to sit comfortably in my saddle since."

"What was the upshot of the affair?''

"A big crowd collected, and some of the people suggested
that we fight it out and indulged in various witticisms atJ

my expense. One man said that I had made a good begin-
ning and had drawn first blood. Another said I should
claim a foul, as I had been hit below the belt. Then a police-

man came sauntering along, and the beastly rufiian that had]

made all the trouble got on his wheel and scorched down the

Boulevard, and as I'd only been awaiting an opportunity tc

get rid of his nasty personalities, I left too, going up th.«

Boulevard.
"I'd lost all pleasure in my ride, and would have gone home

if it hadn't been that the fellow who ran into me went thai

way, and I had no desire to encounter him again."
"Hard lines, old man. I hope that was the end of youl

difficulties."

"Not by any means. What between thinking of crushini
things I might have said to that Bowery thug if I'd on);

thought of them at the time, and wishing I hadn't come ou
—and 1 tell you Sunday is no day for a gentleman to rid'i

there's sure to be a crowd—I didn't watch very well wher
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I was going, and the first thing I knew I ran into another

blooming idiot who showed up directly in front of me so sud-

dealy that I couldn't avoid him."
"Threw himself right in your track, eh?"
"No, he was there all along. He slowed up because lie

wanted to turn into Eighty-sixth street."

"Didn't he give you any signal?"
' Signal! He had a little tinkling bell that you might

have heard with an ear trumpet. I remember thinking at

the time that a bell that didn't make any more noise than
that was more fit to put around a poodle's neck than as a
signal on a bicycle."

"You heard it then?"
"Yes, but before I could get over the first ridiculous im-

pression it produced the bump came, and both of us went
sprawling on the cross town car tracks. I tell you I had a
narrow escape for my life. The horses 6f an east-bound
street car were almost on top of me, and if the driver hadn't

pulled them up mighty quick and put on his brake in-

stanter I guess I wouldn't be here now to tell you the

story."

"No doubt your heirs would be suing the horse car com-
pany, and preparing to give you a decent funeral."

"Glad I saved them the trouble. I can assure you I

thought of them first in the matter."
"So you escaped with your life and went on your way in

search of new adventures?"
"Yes, but first I waited awhile to see how they would

untangle the mass their cars had gotten into. You see a north-

bound Boulevard car was coming along at a good rate, and
when the Eighty-sixth street car stopped to keep from going
over me, the other car ran plumb into it and knocked it side-

ways up against a lamp post. A third car coming west on
Eighty-sixth street tried to get by the other two and jammed
the Boulevard car, so that not one of the three could be
moved. It was the most interesting lock-up you ever saw,
and 1 never would have believed it could have happened if

I hadn't been there and seen the whole thin^."
"And 1 suppose you pride yourself on being the cause of

this interesting blockade ?

"

"Me? Why, I wasn't the cause of it. It was the other
fellow, as I took particular pains to explain.

"

"Pardon the error. But how did they separate the
cars?"

"I didn't wait to see, the whole thing took too long.

Why, man, they had a jam of cars on the Boulevard reach-
ing to 110th street, and—"
"From the mention of 110th street, am I to infer that you

continued your disastrous course on up the Boulevard to that

point?"
"See here, old man, you may be a hoary chestnut at wheel-

ing, and perhaps you have been riding since the djays when
you had to carry your road along with you because the

League hadn't yet taken up its arduous duty of making them
for ail mankind; but I want you to understand that I won't
take any of your freshness."

"But really, I am curious to know if you got as far as 110th
street!"

Before Brown could answer the guard pushed back the

door with a bang, and putting his head inside -the car un-
hitched his hoarse voice long enough to say "Warr'n
street!"

"My station," said White, and he rushed for the door, call-

ing back as he went, "I suppose, old fellow, that this will be
'CQutinued in our next'?"

"No," replied Brown, speaking to himself, for his friend
had disappeared, "not while the editor has a blue pencil back
of his ear. To be exact, it will be 'concluded in our next.'

"

Dan Daly.
[to be concluded.]

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest aud Sthbam is the

recognized medium of communication hetwecn the maher of yachts-

men ''s supplies and the yachting public.

A SPECiAii meeting of the New York Y. C. was called for

Jan. 26 to hear the report of the special committee appointed
to consider the desirability of the club taking action for the
formation of a national yachting league. As the committee
was made up largely from men who were known to be hos-

tile to the scheme, an adverse report is looked for.

YACHT DESIGNING.—Xlll.
BY "W. P. STEPHENS.

\Contin'ued from page 55.]

The subject of marine drafting, to say nothing of the
broader subject of designing, is one that can be properly
taught only by personal instruction, with its accompanying
questions, explanations and discussion. In order to remove
as far as possible the difficulties incident to such a treatise

as ours, the writer and his readers not being in personal

communication with each other, we shall welcome sugges-

tions and inquiries that will tend to bring out any points

that may be omitted, or to clear up any that are not perfectly

clear. • There is one important fact that we have in no way
overlooked or underestimated. In the case of a teacher and
his pupils in a class engaged in the study of drafting, it is

almost invariably the case that each pupil has completed a
course of preparatory study which has fitted him for the

more advanced stages of the com'se. In the case of the

present series of articles, many of om- readers approach the

subject with no previous knowledge of it, making it essen-

tial that we should cover at the same time both the prepara-

tory and the more advanced work. The college student

who has fresh in mind his geometry, trigonometry and de-

scriptive geometry will find little cimculty in understanding
every detail of a design, such as that in Plate I. There ate

many among our readers, however, who are thoroughly
skilled in boat handling, and perhaps know more or less of

building, but have no idea whatever of what such a drawing
is intended to convey, or how to interpret it. We have en-

deavored thus far to take up the different points in a logical

sequence which is not quite the order in which they are cus-

tomarily found; and it may appeal' that some important
points have been omitted when they are merely deferred to

a more appropriate place.

Two questions have come to us this past week in relation

to Plate I. : why two parallel lines are used in the sheer plan
to outline the extreme end of the counter, and why the

curved line marked C S, or cross seam, is shown, in all three

plans'? The outer of the two paraUei Imes, that to the left,
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marks the extreme limit of the under side of the sternpiece,

the line just inside and above it is the continuation of the

buttock line across the face of the sternpiece. The line

marked cross seam shows the edge of the after face of the

sternpiece, the toining of this face with the main surface of

the counter, rt sometimes happens, as in Vigilant, Colonia

and Navahoe, that the fair surface of the hull is carried out

even aft untU it intersects the deck, forming what is termed

an elliptical stsrn; but the usual custom is to cut off the end
of the counter, sis in Plate I

,
by a separate surface, some-

times vertical, but generally on a rake or angle. The edge

of this surface where it joins the main surface of the hull is

called the cross seam.

We spoke in the previous chapter of the various methods

of numbering the stations; in the design by Mr. Stearns,

published last week, it will be noticed that the numbering
begins on the after end of the l.w.l., which is called No. 1

station, and runs forward, the stations in the counter being

lettered. This system has the important sanction of very

general use among both designers and builders on the Clyde,

but apart from this, the reverse system, with the fore end of

the l.w.l. marked No. 0, is preferable.

We have seen in the previous chapter how certain lines of

a design may be drawn in straight in one or even two of the

plans, but are curved in the third. The process of con-

structing a design begins with the laying off of the various

straight'lines on the three plans; the second step, in which
we begin to outline the actual form of the yacht, being the

drawing, according to the judgment of the designer, of the

curved lines such as the level lines, deck line and side line in

the half-breadth plan, the keel line and sheer line in the sheer

plan, and the stations or sections in the body plan.

The third step is ca]led failing the desigii, and includes the

adjustment of each of the three designs until every curve is

fair, and at the same time every one of the intersections,

possibly a couple of hundred or even more, is absolutely cor-

rect within the limit of accuracy which the draftsman has

determined is suitable for the nature of the work.

The term /air is a very common and useful one to the de-

signer and builder, signifying a line or a surface which is of

one true and unbroken sweep throughout its whole extent;

the degree of curvature may vary from even a straight line

to a circle of comparatively small radius, but if the changes

of curvature are gradual and continuous the line or surface

is considered fair. The reverse of /aw- is a fine or surface

which is broken by angles, short, abrupt curves, or curves

which join together, or with straight lines, without being

truly tangential. It may be as well to explain here
_
that a

tangent to a circle or other curve is a straight line which just

touches it without cutting; similarly, two curves are tangent

to each other when both have the same straight line as a

common tangent, thus flowing easily into each other without

A vessel is said to be fair when all the curves of her sur-

face are true, one part sweeping into another without break

or angle. A drawing is said to be fair when not only every

curve is true, but when every measurement of one plan can

be checked off exactly in its appropriate place on one or both

of the other two plans. Before this end is attained the aspir-

ing amateur will probably have reached the conclusion that

he has mistaken his vocation, and that he is not destined to

be a successful designer.

Strictly speaking, a drawing that would pass as perfect

must be/aw' in two ways: In the first place, it must show
a solid that is properly proportioned and whose surfaces are

easy and flowing from end to end; in the second place, the

various curved lines in each of the three plans must be fair

in themselves, and their measurements must check off cor-

rectly in all three plans.

To secure this double end a number of auxiliary lines,

mostly/we and aft or running with the length of the vessel,

are used. From their length and their positions on the sur-

face of the vessel, most of these lines are long and of easy

curvature, making them more easily drawn than the level

lines, and they also mean more to the draftsman.

The most useful of these hues are the diagonals, of which
three or four at least may be used to advantage. A diagonal

is a line cut from the surface of the hull by a fore and aft

plane vertical to the end planes of our original box, but in-

clined to the bottom and back. The traces of such a plane

are shown in D 1 in each of the halves of the body plan in

Plate I. It will be noticed that the diagonal follows closely

the lines of the plank edges, and crosses eaeh section at as

nearly as possible a right angle. In locating the diagonals,

the body plan is first partly completed, perhaps half of the

section being drawn in, and then three or four straight lines

are drawn across it on each side of the center line, each being

as nearly as possible normal to the curve of each section

where it cuts it (a normal line is one perpendicular to a

tangent). It will not be possible to draw a straight line

which shall be absolutely normal to the curve of every sec-

tion where it cuts the section, but a fair average position is

taken. One diagonal is usunlly run across the tapsides, in

the position D 1, serving to fair the upper part of tne body

;

another is run to cross the turn of the bilge, to secure perfect

fairness in this important place; and a third ahout the hollow

of the floor. In different models the positions will be altered,

as will appear later.

A look at the lines in Plate I. will show that in the /ore

body, that portion of the vessel forward of the midship section,

as shown in the right hand half of the body plan, the upper
diagonal, D 1, is very nearly normal to all the sections,

though in the aft^r body it is by no means normal to Stations

13, 14. In the cifter body, D 3, through the hollow of the

floor, 18 also nearly normal to every section, while it is but

slightly inclined in the/we body.

It is easily possible to draw a line or lines that shall be

truly 7iormal to every section at the point of intersection,

and such a fine is called a dimding line. It is evident that it

will not be a straight line in any one of the three plans.

The dividing lines are true lines for the plank edges, The
diagonals may be considered as approximate dividing lines,

much more easily handled and more useful. In Plate I.

they are shown only in the body plan; the true curves of the

hues, as will appear in the next plate, are drawn on the sheer

or half-breadth plans, or more probab'y between the two, as

a matter of convenience.
They may be set off in three ways, as follows: First, the

expanded diagonal: The distance from the middle line of the

body plan to each section, measured along the diagonal, is

set off from some suitable base line on its proper section, giv-

ing a number of points through which a curve may be
drawn. Second, the horizordal ribband line: The distance of

each intersection of section and diagonal is measured hori-

zontally, and set off from a base line on the proper station;

this line is usually drawn in over.the level lines in the half-

9S

breadth plan. Third, a similar projection is made by meas-
uring the heights, instead of the breadths, from the body plan,

and setting them off on the proper stations in the sheer plan.

The expanded diagonal, which is the most useful, is some-
times called the line of hecuis and heels of timbers; as, in the

old system of framing by sawn timbers made up of short

lengths, two sets of such timbers fastened side by side mak-
ing up each frame, the joints of the heads and the heels of

these various timbers were placed on the diagonal lines.

One very important use of the diagonals is in connection
with the beveling of the timbers or frames of the hull, these

lines being so nearly in a normal plane that the bevels taken

on them are quite accurate

Another series of lines that, while perhaps not quite as in-

dispensable, is still very useful, is that known by the double
term of bow lin.es and buttock lines. The traces of the auxili-

ary planes, by which these lines are cut, are found, of

course, in the shape of straight lines in both haK-breadth
and body plans; in the former parallel to the base line, in

the latter parallel to the middle line; the planes themselves

thus being vertical and parallel to the sheer plan. The lines

themselves are found in the shape of fair curves in the sheer

plan, as in Plate I., the curvature being quite abrupt for-

ward and usually very easy aft That portion of such a
line in the fore body is called a boio line, and that portion in

the afterbody is called a buttock line. So far as strict accu-

racy of nomenclature is concerned, the proper term for the

whole line would seem to be bow-buttock line, as we have
lettered it in Plate I. Although the "bow" end of this line

is always run in on the sheer plan, owing to the obliquity

of the intersections, this part of the line is of little real

value; but the after end, the "buttock" line, is very useful

indeed, both in the original drafting of the lines and in the

subsequent fairing.

The number and spacing of the bow-buttock lines is a
mere matter of conventionality; three at least are generally

used, spaced at equal distances. We have found by experi-

ence that it is very convenient to use three, as shown, and
torspace them at equal intervals of one-eighth of the extreme
beam of the vessel. This brings the principal one, the mid-
dle boiD-hutiock line, about where it should be ; and it has

the further advantage of making it easily possible to enlarge

the beam of the design. Suppose, for instance, that it was
desired to widen the design in Plate I. so as to give a yacht
1ft. more beam, the ottier dimensions being unchanged
We would first draw a line in the half-breadth plan parallel

to the base line and distant from it one-half of the required

new beam; similar vertical lines being drawn at the same
distance in the body plans. Now we wiU divide this new
half-breadth into four equal parts, and draw new bow-buttock

lines thxongh the points of division in each plan. This done,

the intersection of each level line with one of the original

boio-buttock lines in the half-breadth plan would be squared
out to a corresponding point on the new bow-buttock line;

and in the same way the intersections of the sections in the

body plan would be squared out to the new lines in that

plan. Through the points thus obtained the new level lines in

the one plan and section lines in the other could be run in, with
the certainty that they would give a fair design of the required

enlargement. If more than the three bow-buttock lines are

needed, as sometimes happens, extra lines can be run in be-

tween the original ones, this being frequently desirable for

the full length of the counter between the line B B 1 and the

middle line.

The inclined waterline is of comparatively little use in fair-

ing, but it is worth plotting, at least for the sake of compari-
son with the same line in other designs. It is supposed to be
cut from the hull by a plane similar to the diagonal pkmes,
but passing through the L.W.L. in the sheer plan, and in-

clined at some special angle to the normal or upright L W.L.
plane. This angle is usually that at which the planksheer
will be awash at itsi owest point; it may vary from 15 de-

grees in a wide, shoal boat, up to 30 or even more in a nar-

row boat with high freeboard ; in the present case it is 25
degrees.

The normal L.W.L , with the yacht in the upright posi-

tion, is of com-se symmetrical in its two halves, and but one

side need be drawn, the L.W.L. of Plate I. The inclined

L.W.L , however, is by no means symmetrical, and Z>(?ifA sides

must be drawn. Taking first the fore body of the yacht, as

on the right hand in Plate I., it will be plain that if the ves-

sel be heeled about the axis of the L.W.L. plane one side

will go down while the other rises. Supposing the yacht

to be thus inclined, the line marked Im L.W.L. will

show where the surface of the water cuts the various

stations in the topsides; and the line Em L. W.L. will

show the similar intersections on the other side of the yacht.

The former series of intersections, carried through both fore

and after body, give us what is called the immersed L.W.L.
or the lee list line; the latter give the emersed L. W.L or the

weather list line. In Plate I. these lines are shown in the sheer

plan, projected according to the third method described, for the

diagonals: by measuring the height of each intersection of

the inclined line m the body plan with the different sections,

and setting it off above the base line in the sheer plan on the

proper station. This method shows one important point

that has been much misrepresented of recent years : that in

smooth water the mere heeling of the yacht, even to a great

angle, does not increase the length of the waterline for-

ward, the lengthening aft being much less than commonly
helieved.

Tne usual method of drawing the inclined waterlines or list

lines is the same as the method for the e<Bpanded diagonal, the

breadths from the middle line to the intersection of each
station in the body plan are taken along the two lines repre-

senting the immersed and emersed sides, and then they are

set off from any convenient base line on the proper stations.

The Payne Yacht Bill.

In the Senate on Jan. 20 the House bill for the protection

of shipbuilders of the United States was taken from the

calendar, explained by Mr. Prye (Rep
, Me.), and passed

without amendment.
The bill provides that yachts belonging to a regularly

organized yacht club of any foreign nation which shall ex-

lend like privileges to the yachts of the United States shall

have the privilege of entering or leaving any port of the

United States without entering or clearing at the Custom
House thereof or paying tonnage tax; provided that the priv-

ileges of this section shall not extend to any yacht built out-

side of the United States, unless such ownership or charter

was acquired prior to the passage ot this act. And it repeals

Section 11 of an act entitled "An act to abolish certain fees

for official services to American vessels," approved June 1.9,

1886, so far as the same exempts any yacht built outside of

the United States and owned, chartered or used by a citizen

of the United States, from the payment of tonn&ge taxes,
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An Exceptional Case.

In the interest of fair sport it is gratifying to think that

the Choctaw-Penguin dispute, to which we have alluded at

times during the past season, is a very exceptional case. It

is also gratifying to know that the Atlantic Y. C. has not

shirked a most unpleasant duty, hut has dealt tirmly and

boldly with the case.

We hope that this action of the committee will avoid any
possible necessity for adding to the Jin de siide term, ''gov-

ernment by injunction," a similar one, "protest by injunc-

tion." The following official statement of the regatta com-
mittee recounts all the points of the case, as well as the final

decision:

"The coininittee does not at this time attempt to consider many of

the points originally contended for by the owners of Choctaw and
Penguin^ among which were:
"First—Whether Mr.Brightson's 'protest was sent to the committee

before 6 P. M. the day succeeding the race,' as provided in Racing
Rule XXVI. .

"Second—Whether the races on June 6 and 13, being continuing
races of legs of race, a protest under said Rule XXVI. should te
construed to mean before 6 P. M. June 6 or 6 P. M. June 13.

"Third-Whether under Rule XXV. 'they should disqualify any
yacht, should it come to their knowledge that she has committed a
breach of the rules,' even if not protested
"The regatta committee does not consider that under Article XII.

of the constitution "it had the power to decide all que.';tions that may
arise in the sailing of races,' * * * and that 'there shall be no
appeal from the decision of the committee.'
'•The committee considers that the agreement made by the ownf rs

of both Choctaw and Penguin with this committee at the hearings of

June 17 was a full and complete waiver of all points of contest be-

tween them, whether of construction of by-laws or rules, and it was
agreed that there was to be a new race under the measurements of
Mr. Hyslop in lieu of June 6, and that if Mr. Hyslop'^ measurement
did not show a sufficient difference to change the results of June 13,

then that race should stand as a race to the credit of Choctaw.
"The_ owner of Choctaw tailed to do as he agreed and his boat was

not measured. The Penguin was measured as agreed.
"Later, for Sept. the club having elected a measurer meanwhile,

it was deemed advisable to give Choctaw another opportunity to re-

spond, and so avoid all possible quibbles, and to secure an absolutely
fair race it was determined to have both boats measured by Mr. Hill,

the measurer of the club, on the morning of Sept. 5, the day desig-
nated for the contest, and the race of June 6 to be resailed or sailed
oflC on that day. The race of June 13 should stand to the credit of
the Choctaw, if Mr. Hill's measure showed she was entitled to it.

"Thus the committee considered it was giving Mr. Strong, of the
'

Choctaw, an opportunity to redeem his reputation, and in reality a
second chance, which perhaps had been already forfeited, but to
which Mr. Brightson agreed.
"Mr. Brightson, for Penguin, compUed with the committee's instruc-

tions, had his boat measured, and presented her for the race. Mr.
Strong, for the Choctaw, not only failed to comply, but, through an
attorney, served an injunction restraining the committee from sailing

the race.
"The regatta commitee decided that by reason of no measurements

of Choctaw having been made as first agreed, and later as ordered,
and the violations of both agreement and order having been made on
the part of Choctaw, and by reason of its failure to present itself for
races, as ordered by the regatta committee, the said committee
hereby award the races of June 5 and 13 to the sloop Penguin, George
B. Brightson, owner, and award the Adams cup as the prize therefor.
"In view of the action of the owner of the yacht Choctaw in secur-

ing an injunction where, under the constitution of the club, there
was no app'ial, the regatta committee thinks that a full and search-
ing iriquiiT should be made to prevent recurrence of such action,
and to determine whether those who, by affidavits, secured the in-
junction, or the attorney who represented Mr. Strong, or Mr. Strong
nimself , either or all of them, have 'acted in a manner unbecoming
gentlemen, or injurious to the name of the club,' as specified in

Chapter XIII. 1 Section 2, of the by-laws, and the regatta committee

asks the club to direct the trustees or a special conomittee to fully

investigate and report for the action of the club, as specified in Chap-
ter XIII. of the said by-laws. ^ , ...x,

"The regatta committe directs that this decision be forthwith sent

to the owners of the Choctaw and Penguin, to the chairman of the

board of trustees, and presented to the club at it its next meeting for

action on the last clause." „, .

(Signed) John L. Bliss, Chairman,
David B. Austen,
William L. aKRRiSH,
G. W. WcsNuLTY.

Mr. R. G. Allan, Prof, von Busley, Mr. Dixon Kemp and Mr. Richar d
Grant.

Ic was further agreed that Mr. Grant should convene the meeting
of the sub-committee for the day he considered most convenient.
The Marquis of Ormonde proposed that the following resoltition

should be adopted and sent by teleeram to the German Bmperor:
'Tha'; the best thanks of the Jubilee cup committee be conveyed

to His Majesty the German Bmperor for his generous gift of the
Diamond Jubilee cup and for his continued support of yachtracing "
The resolution was seconded by Sir Bdward Birkbeck, and carried

by acclamation.

—

The Fiehl.

The German Emperor's
Diamond

Cup for
Jubilee.

the Queen's

A MEETING of the committee appointed by the German Bmperor to

arrange the conditions for the match for the silver cup which he has

designed as a yacht racing prize to form part of the celebrations this

year in honor of Queen Victoria's sixtieth year of reign met on Jan.

8 at Grosvenor House, Grosvenor street, to settle the conditions.

There were present the Marquis of Ormonde, Vice Com. of the Royal
Yacht Squadron, in the chair; Sir Edward Birkbeck, Sir Bdward Sul-

livan Baron von Senden (Berlin), Admiral von Bisendecher, Geheim-
rathProf. Busley, Mr. Richard Grant i,CowesJ, Mr. R. G^. Allan (Glas-

gow,) and Mr. Dixon Kemp.
, -, , ,

The chairman proposed that Mr. Richard Grant should be honorary
secretary of the committee. This was unanimously agreed to.

Mr Dixon Kemp proposed, and Admiral von Bisendecher seconded,

that the match for the cup, as far as racing yachts are concerned, be

sailed under Yacht Racing Association rules and time allowances,

and that cruising yachts shall be specially handicapped on the scheme
adopted for the Queen's Cup by the Royal Yacht Squadron at Cowes,

the handicap to be determmed by a sub-committee, from which there

can be no appeal. This was unanimously agreed to.

It was further agreed that three vachts should start, or no race:

that the entries should close with Mr. Richard Grant, at Cowes, at

noon on .June 1, and that the match be started from Dover on June

83, at noon.
. ^ ^ „

The following were appointed the sub-committee to carry out ail

the arrangements: Admiral von Eisendecher, Marquis of Ormonde,

Another " One-Design " Class.
The Bray Sailing Club will be strengthened this year with a new

class of sailing boats entitled droleens. The boats will be miniature
copies of the American catboat, their dimensions being: Length 12ft
beam 6ft., and transom 4ft. Tin. They will be rigged with a standing
lugsaiJ of lOOsq. ft., and in addition will have a spinaker of 60sq. ft.
The boats will be all from one design, and will be cheaply put to-
gether, the hull and spars costing the modest sum of £9. The plank-
ing will be of ^ijin. spruce, timbers of steamed American elm, Min.
by J^in., spaced Sin. center to center, with a round fastening between
each timber. The hull will be strengthened throughout m every
likely spot for straining with grown knees. The centerplate is of
galvanized iron, its area being 3.6ft., and it is pivoted in a slot 3ft. Sin.
long. The keel is at right angles to the stem, but 8ft. 6in. aft it
rockers 6in. to the under side of the transom. The hulls are being
put together by Foley, of Eingsend, and the sails are being made by
Madder, of Wyvenhoe, their cost being £1. 8s. The club thinks
that these boats are most suited to resist the strain of a mast in the
bow and live ballast on the weather gunwale, while at the same time
giving more room, and being much drier than a narrower boat.
Whether its aspirations will prove true is a question which time alone
can safely tell.—T/te Field.

A Modern Cruiser.

The accompanying illustrations show the accommodation
and sail plans of the little yacht described last week.
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The Massachusetts f. R. A.
The Boston Globe commenta as follows on the action of the Mass.

Y. R. A. in regard to its 17ft. i.w.l. class; At a meetins: of the execu-
tive cotDmittee of the Yachc KaeiDg Association of iVtassachusetts,
held recently, was dpclared that the vote of the Association at its

meeting Dec. 31, extending the limit of the fourth class to 18ft., was
illegal. The secretary was instructed to notify all the delegates of
this action, and also that the motion for a change in the limit had
been withdrawn. This disposes of the matter permanently, and the
limit of the class remains at 17ft.. as established in October.
This action of the executive will be good news to yachtsmen who

have already built, or are intending to build, in the fourth class. The
motion was orieinally made on the supposirion that several Seawau-
haka 20-footers and comparatively few Y. R. A. 17-footers would be
built, but since it has been shown that the reverse is the case, and
that no 20-footers are in sight, while nearly a dozen of the others can
be cotmted, the maker of the motion cheerfully withdraws it, and
hopes to see the 18ft. class fulfill all the promises of sport it now
gives. So the 17 footers are all right for at least another season.
And the class is indeed a promising one. Lynn alone will contrib-

ute at least five new boats to the class, while last yeai"'s champion,
Alpine, is being remodeled and improved in the effort to retain her
championship honors. Rumors ot a couple of new boats come from
further down the North shore, while Boston will contribute quire a
fleet, prominent in which will be C. B. Pear's Ripple and H. H. Lin-
nell's new one of his own design. Harold Faxon's Gnome may also
be fairly ranked as a new boat in the class, since she has been given
a new and larger sail plan, and will be sailed with three men instead
of the two for which she was originally designed when intended for
the Seawanhaka 15ft. class. She was tried under her new rig last
fall, and was shown to be much faster under a gafE mainsail than
imder her original leg of mutton.
[Gnome has never carried a leg o' mutton rig.—Ed. F. & S ]
The latest announcement of a new boat in the class is one for C. D.

Mower, of Lynn, head draftsman for designer Arthur Binney in this
city. The boat was built last fall by Mr. Mower from his own designs,
and was launched prior to Dec. 31, 1896, so as secui-e whatever time
allowance may come her way. She proved well able to carry her
sail, and he hopes for a good record the coming season. The boat is

25ft. over all, 15ft. waterline without her crew, 7ft. Sin. beam, and
7in. draft. She is lightly built, and has only J^'n. planking. She
carries about 550ft. of sail in a jib and mainsail rig. Her board is a
wooden one, with about lOOlbs. of lead on the bottom. She is a well-
turned model, with a bilge inclining toward hardness, and but little

flare to the topsides. Her fore and aft lines B,re very pasy.

The Sound Y. B. U.
The following notice has been sent out by the Long Island Sound

Y. Ii.ir.:

Office op Secretary of Oouncil, Y. R. U., )

88 Park Row, New York, Jan, 18, 1897. f

NOTICE TO represbntativbs.
Dear Sir—A copy of the Forest and Stream of the issue of Dec. S6,

1896, containing a report of the general meeting of the Yacht Racing
Union of Long Island Sound, held Dec. 19. 1896, is mailed you under
separate cover. This report should be placed in the hands of the
chairman of the regatta committee of your club.
Action should also be taken by tbe club as soon as practicable on

the amendments to the rules adopted by the Union at tbat meeting.
Copies of the amendments for club distribution can be obtained
from Messrs. Thompson & Co., printers. No. 55 Day street, at $2 per
hundred.
The CouncU recommends the following changes in the amendments

to the rules adopted at the last general meeting:
Alter addition to Rule II., Section 2, by striking out the wordJ "All

yachts in the 30ft. and lower classes," and substitute "yachts in
classes 25ft. and under of sloops and all classes of catboats."
Strike out Section 3 of Rule HI., readinK "I'achts launched prior to

Nov: 1, 1896, not exceeding the limit of the SOfi. or lower classes by
more than .5 of a foot, and that have not been increased in sail area,
measurement since that date, shall sail in such class."
Alter Section 3 of Rule SH. by striking out the words "in classes

30ft. and under" and substitute ''in classes 25ft. and under of sloops
and in all classes of catboats"
The Council finds that it -will be expedient to place yachts in the

30ft. class of sloops, cutters and yawls under the sacrie regulations
that govern classes above 30ft. This will make it practical and de-
sirable to eliminate the provision allowing 5ft. excess in this and
lower classes. To dispense with the necessity of calling a special
meeting of the Union to act upon these changes, the Council asks for
a mail vote of the representatives. You are therefore requested to
notify the undersigned on or before Monday, Jan. 25, whether you
are in favor of their adoption or not.
The Council reports that the Corinthian definition has been amended

to read as follows; "Corinthianism in yachting is that attribute
which represents participation for sport as distinct from gain, and
which also involves the acquirement of nautical experience through
the love of sport rather than through necessity or the hope of gain.
In this respect the following general definition is given: No person
who follows the sea as a means of livelihood or who has accepted re-
muneration for his services rendered in handling or serving on a
yacht shall be considered a Corinthian yachtsman."
Applications for dates for special races for the season of 1897 should

be submitted to the Council before April 1.

The Council should also be furnished before that time with a list of
the sailing yachts in your club that will require racing numbers for
tbe coming season. It is intended to issue a list before the com-
mencement of the racing season of all yachts to whom racing num-
bers have been allotted. On account of changes in the lettering of
the classes new numbers will have to be allotted for this season. The
list of yachts should comprise the following information: name,
owner, address, rig, 1896 racing length, cabin or open.

Frank Bowme Jones, Sec'y of Council.

The Lake Associations.
Up to the time of going to press last week we were unaware of the

sequel to the long fight on Lake Ontario from the time of the Roches-
ter meeting up to the close of the special meeting, which only ad-
journed after dark on Saturday. As stated last week, this meeting
was followed later in the night by a second session of the Council of
the new Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes, which was unable
to complete the work begun at the morning session until it was
known what action would be taken by the L. Y. R. A. in the matter
of the limitation of midship section and also that of measurine- the
I.W.I. and that of Corinthian crews. As told last week, the L. Y R.
A. meeting resulted in the adoption of a minimum seclion of 3.3}^
per cent, for the 3?f t. and larger classes, 20 per cent, for the i7tt.

class and 12 per cent, for the 22fl.; in the rejection of the proposal to
measure with crew on board, and of the admission of professionals,
both as helmsmen and crews, except in the former capacity, and in the
83ft., i!7f t. and 22ft. classe.s. These amendments were no more ac-
ceptable to the Lake Erie representatives than to the Ontario men
outside of the Hamilton Oswego combination, and when they came
up at the night meeting of the Y. R. U. Council they were all re-
jected, the Council retaining the original rules concei-ning the dis-
puted points, with one or two additions, theresult being;

First, that the area of midship section in all classes recognized by
the Y. E. U. shall not be less than 35 per cent, of the parallelogram—
the 22ft. class is not recognized, but the £7ft. class is. Second, that
the Ootmcii shall have power to impose an extra allowance on exist-
ing yachts which fall under the limit. Third, that all yachts shall be
measured with crew on board, existing yachts which do not exceed
the limit by over 5ft;. being retained in their old classes, but giving
time for the excess of measurement. Fourth, that all yachts in the
42ft. and smaller classes shall be steered by Corinthians, and that not
more than two professionals may be carried in any crew.
The Council then named the following yachts as subject to special

allowance: Vencedor, Canada, Vivia, Eva, Hiawatha and Myma.
All of these are of reduced section, Canada being 28 per cent

,

Hiawatha 19, Eva 32, and Vencedor probably about 23 per cent. The
latter was included in the list only because she has within the past
two weeks been enrolled in the fleet of the Victoria Y. C, of Hamil-
ton.
The final action before adjournment was the presentation by Mr.

Jarvis, on behalf of the owners of Canada, of the silver cup won by
her last sum mer, to be held by the Y. R. U. as a perpetual challenge
trophy under the following conditions:

To all to whom thesepresents sh all come, greeting:
Whereas, we, the undersigned, are owners of the yacht Canada

and of the cup hereinafter mentioned, and members of the Royal
Canadian Y.C, Toronto; and
TT/iereas, our said yacht Canada did on the 86th and 27th days of

August, 1896, off Toledo, O , in an international sailing match with
the yacht Vencedor, otthe Lincoln Park Y. C, of Chicago, III., win
the silver cup hereinafter mentioned; and

T'Vhereas, we are desirous that said cup shall be preserved as a per -

petual international challenge cup for friendly competition between
representatives of yacht clubs of the two nations bordering on the
Great Lakes, and to encourage the building of larger fleets by foster-
ing class racing, and that the ^ame shall be known as the "Canada's
Cup."

Now know ye, and these presents wltnesseth, that we do hereby
give, grant, bargain, sell, assign, fransfer and set over unto the Royal
Canadian Y. C, of Toronto, to their successors and assigns as trus-
tees, the said silver cup, in trust, to preserve said cup as a perpetual
international challenge cup for friendly competition between sailing
yachts, representatives of yacht club? of the two nations bordering
on the Great Lakes, and subject to the following rules and condi-
tions:

(1) That said cup shall be known as the Canada's Cup.
(2) That any yacht belonging to any of the yacht racing associa-

tions on tbe Great Lakes affi'iated with the Yacht Racing Union of
the Great Lakes shall be entitled to challenge for the cup, provided
that such challenge shall be ma<le and match sailed in accordance
with the terms and provisions of this instrument.

(3) The cup shall be held by the club to which tbe winning yacht
belonss, and such club shall be responsible for its safekeeping.

(4) Should the club holding the cup at any time go out of existence
or should the association to which such club belongs withdraw from
the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes, it shall hand over said
cup to such club eligible to hold the same as above as it may elect,
upon the written demand of the Royal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto,
their successors and assigns.

(5) Matches for the cup shall be limited to yachts belonging to the
so called ii, 37 and 32ft. claS5 of the Yacht Racing Union of the
Great Lakes as such classes exist at the time of this instrument. But
should in the future the method of classification in the Yacht Racing
Union of the Great Lakes be altered, or should the said union go out
of existence, the classes in which matches for the cup may be sailed
shall only include yachts of substantially the same size as repre-
sented by the above mentioned classes-?', e., yachts having a load-
waterline length between 25 aad -lOft., the same being fixed from
time to time by the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes, and
should said union go out of existence, by the Lake Yacht Racing
Association of Lake Ontario, and in the event of said association
golDg out of existence, by the Royal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto

(6) All matches shall be sailed under the sailing regulations of the
Yacbt Racing Union of tbe Great Lakes, and in the event of tbe said
union eoine out of existence, under the sailing regulations of the Lalte
Yacht Racing Association of Lake Ontario, and m the event of said
association going out of existence, under the sailing regulations of
the challenged club, but subject to the provisions of this instru-
ment.

(7) All matches shall be sailed between a single yacht on behalf of
the challenging club and a single yacht on behalf "of the challenged
club.

(8) The challenging club shall give ten months' notice in writing,
naming the dates for the proposed races, and no races shall be sailed
between the 15tb day of September and the 1.5th day of June. At the
time of the giving of the challenge it must be stated the class in
which the match is to take place, subject to the rights given in Clause
11.

(9) The challenging and the challenged club shall each name its
representative yacht by written notice to the other at least one week
prior to the races.

(10) The match shall be decided by the winning of not less than two
out of three or three out of five races, as may be agreed on between
the clubs interested.

(11) The club holding the cup shall have the right to name the class
in which the race is to take place for a period exteuding over three
matches only.

(12) The challenged club must accept a challenge duly made under
the terms and provisions of this instrument within sixty days of its
receipt or surrender the cup to the challenging club.

(13) The course shall be an open liike course, having at least 15ft.
of water over its entire length, and shall be leeward or windward and
return, and triangular.

(14) All races shall take place under the management and auspices
of the club holding the cup.

(15) The club challenging for the cup and the club holding the same
may, by mutual consent, make any arrangement satisfactory to
both as to dates, course, number of trials, management of races "and
other conditions that do not alter the sense or spirit of this instru-
ment, and may also waive the ten months' notice mentioned in para-
graph 8.

(16) For the first race the Royal Canadian Y. C. shall be deemed
the holders of this cup, and, in the event of the Royal Canadian Y. C.
selecting the yacht Canada to defend the cup in the first race, the
representative of the challenging club shall not be required to fulfill

Rule No. -1, restriction on area of midship section, page 16, rules of
Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes, and, in this event, in place
of 35 per cent. 28 per cent, may be substituted, being the percentage
of the area of the yacht Canada's immersed midship section
of her beam at load waterline multiplied by her extreme draft.
And we, the undersigned, the Royal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto, do

hereby accept the above trust.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals, and
the Royal Canadian Y. C. has hereunto set its corporate seal and the
band of its commodore and secretary, this 16th day of January, A.D.
1897. George Gooderham, 1

George H. Gooderham,
|

S. F. MoKlNNON,
IJ H. Plumjibk, j- Donors.

F. J. Phillips,
|

Jambs Ross, I

jEmilius Jarvis, J

Fifteen-Footers on Lake Ontario.
That Hamilton will lead the rest of the Dominion in the matter of

half-raters next season seems now almost assured. P. E. Walker,
vice-com. of the Victoria Y. C., started the interest in this type of
boat when he acquired by purchase the possession of the slippery
Sothis, beUeved by many to be the fastest boat in her class afloat
not even excepting the international champion, Glencairn. Other
yachtsmen, however, did not propose that Mr. Walker should have a
walkover in half rater competitions, and a number of them early in
the fall began preparations to build in this class, with the result
that already three or four boats, whose owners have championship
aspirations, are completed, v/hile others are well under way.
Of those finished the most likely appearing is one now lying in the

Bay street shop of L. H. Bastien. She is a creation of G, H. Duggan.
designer of Glencairn and Sothis, and was built by Mr. Bastien for T
J. Carroll, ol tbe Hamilton Brass Mfg. Co. She has been christened
Ethel, and will fly the burgee of both the local yacht clubs.
Ethel is a typical half-rater, as may be seen by reference to the

following dimensions and particulars of construction: Length over
all, 23fc.; l.w.L. laft. 6in ;

beam, Gft.3in.; draft, 6in.; draft with cen-
terboaro, 5ft. 6in.; mast, 20ft.; sail area, aOOsq. ft.

The sail plan calls for a greater mainsail, jib and a spinaker, all of
the best India silk. The boat is finished in natural wood, ship-lapped
and smooth, the huU being white enameled. The weight, exclusive
of spars and rig-ging, is exactly ;3501bs. The spars, which are hollow
weigh 401bs., and the running and standing rigging, all of the lightest
possible material, when in position will add but 25lbs. to the weight
of the boat.
The construction is as follows: Frames of oak, %ln.X%m.; plank-

ing of cedar, %m. in thickness; deck of cedar, ship-lapped and
finished naturally, ^isin. in thickness.
The centerboard and rudder, which are now being cast expressly

for Mr. Carroll, are to be of bronze, lisrht and durable.
As has been previously stated, there are to be a number of races

a' ranged for boats of the Ethel type next season. The R. H. Y. C
andV. Y. C. will probably each schedule three events in this class'
and arrangements are well under way to bring off five special events
of $50 each exclusively for half-raters. —ITamiiion. Herald,

Xiake Minnetonka.
The Chamber of Commerce syndicate, headed by Hal P Watson

skipper of the white-huUed sloop Marie, has ordered from Arthur
Dyer, of Deephaven, a first-class sloop to be ready for launching as
soon as the ice is out The new craft is to be practically the same
over-all length as Marie, but what her beam will be or whatever
peculiarities are to enter into her construction will not become ap-
parent if Dyer can help it until the boat is put afloat A well known
yachtsman, who may be expected to know as much of the plans as
any one except the owners, asserts that Dyer is intending to intro-
duce an even more starthng innovation in yacht construction than
the divided stem in Peet & Dunwoodie's phenomenal 'Tartar Tbe
sensational career of the latter craft last season was a surprise to
nearly everybody, including her owners. She did not surprise Peter-
son apparently, for very early in the season, before the trial races
with Kite had been sailed, the Ejscelsior man said he had something
that would make the critics open their eyes. Tartar did everything
her builder claimed she would do, and nine out of ten yacht-imen be-
lieve that nothing will be put up this season, either at Deephaven or
Excelsior, that can show the black-hulied ciaftalead. At all events
Messrs. Dunwoodie and Peet are qaite satisfied to nail their colors to
Tartar's masts for this year at least.

The Chamber of Commerce syndicate intended building a new rac-
ing boat last year, but it was put off untfl it was too late, and Marie
did duty instead. In the new boat just ordered the purpose i= of
course, to get something that will beat Tartar, and certainly Dyer
vrill put forth every effort to produce Che fastest boat ever turned out
of the Deephaven vard. None of the details of this contract, closed
yesterday, can be learned. Hal Watson, when asked about the mat-

ter this morning, said that he didn't know what material was to be
used in constructing the new boat, as the whole thinghas been left to
Dyer. The syndicate is offering a bonus for a boat able to perform
certain necessary feats during the season of 1897, and if Dyer suc-
ceeds he will get a fancy price for his work.
There is a healthy rumor that Peterson has been commissioned by

a Minneapolis yachtsman to consti'iet a boat able to beat Tartar, and
that the Excelsior man has accepted the commission When asked
about the matter, Peter.son simply says that he has several orders in,
but that he is not at liberty to talk about any of them. He seems to
believe, though, that Tartar can be beaten out of the same yard, and
very likely Capt. Peet will not have such an easy time in the coming
season as many of his friends anticipate for him. So far there are
only three first-class sloops under order for next summer, but sis or
seven of the one-rater class will be ready for launching In AprU.—
Minneapolis Journal.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
On Jan. 19 the members of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. listened to a

very interesting lecture, the first of a series of three, by Commander
Casper F. Goodrich, U. S. N., the subject being "The Sailor in the
Revolution." The other two will deal with the sailor in the war of
1813 and the sailor in the rebellion.

The American Y. C, of Newbur^port, Mass., has elected the fol-
lowing oflicer.?: Com., Charles H. Shackford; Vice-Corn., William
Balch; Rear-Com., G. W. Rodigrass; Sec'y, E. N. Follansbee; Treas.,
H. W, Bayley; Meas., E. P. Durland; Delegate to Massachusotts Y.
R. A., H. W. Little; Executive Committee. C. H. Shackford, William
Balch, E. N. Follansbee, H. W. Bayley. E. G. WordweU, H. W. Little
and L. P. Balch

;
Regatta Committee, IT. W. Little, D. P. Page, A. T.

Gould, L. W. Rodigrass, James P. Chase.
The American Y. C, of New York, held its annual meeting at Del-

monico's on Jan. 19, the following officers being elected; Com,
Charles A. Gould, steam yacht Neaira; Vice Com., William A.
Hearst, steam yacht Buccaneer; Rear-Cora., William U. Butler.
Steam yacht Porget-Me Not; Sec'y, Thomas L Scovill; Treas , William
Porter Allen; Fleet Surgeon, Charles I. Pardee, M.D,; Meas., Charles.
H. Haswell; Consulting Engineer, George W. Magee, U 8. N.; Trus-
tees (to serve three years), P. R. Lawrence, Wiliam H. Parsons and
William Porter Allen ; to serve one year, J. Howard Wainright and
Charles I. Pardee, M.D.
At the annual meeting of the Dorchester Y. C , on Jan. 13, the fol-

lowing officers were elected: Com., Franklin L. Codman; Vice-Com.,
Arthur Merritt; Sec'y, Frank A. Dewick; Treas., George H. Oollyer;
Meas., Clifton W. A. Barllett; Directors -Hartford Davenport, Wm.
H. Swift, C. H. Nute, Franklin L. Codman, Arthur Merritt, Prank A.
Dewick, George H. Collyer; House Commitlee-Hjalmar Lundberg,
W. F. Abbott. Henry D. Wing: Membership Committee-James F.
Moody, Charles P. Hosmer, Fred P. Hayward, G. A. Critcherson,
Frank A. Dewick; Regatta Committee—John P. HmaU, C. B. Pear,
Arthur P. Nute, Theodore Hallett, Oliver F. Davenport.
At the annual meeting of the Cormthiau Y. C^ of Philadelphia,

on Jan. 13, the following oflcers were elected: Com., Clement A
Qnscom, schr. Alert; Vice-Com., Joseph de F. Junkin, schr. Colum-
bia; Rear-Corn., Dr. Hobart A. Hare. schr. Elfin; Sec'y, Addison
P. Bancroft; Meas., George Herbert Millett; Race Committee: Addi-
son P. Bancroft, Isaac W. .leanes, Henry S. Jeanes; Committee on
Admissions: Charles H Brock, Alexander Van Rensselaer, G. Her-
bert Millett, Brereton Pratt. Frank H. Rosengarten; Trustees (to
serve for three years): Joseph de F. Junkin, Brereton Pratt, George
H. Kirkpatrick, Alfred C. Harrison. These with the following con-
stitute tbe full board : Clement A. Griscom, Edear T. Scott, John W.
Brock, RusseU E. Tucker, Addison P. Banoroit, Robert K. Neff, Wm.
L. El kins, Jr., Richard P. White.
Murray & Tregurtha, South Boston, Mass , report business fairly

good, considering the present general depression. They have
recently shipped a 5 H. P. gasoline motor to North Carolina, and a
41in. Tregurtha boiler to Buenos Ayres, Soisth America, Among con-
tracts at present in hand are a 33ft. cabin yacbt, schooner-rigged,
equipped with a 10 H. P. gasoline motor for Mr. George Skene, to be
used at Chatham, Mass. ; a set of macntnery consisting of 12 H. P.
compound engine and Tregurtha boiler, for a high speed launch for
Mr. Ernest H. Rogers, of Brookline; a 4'in. Tregurtha boiler for Mr.
G. C. Stickney, of Beverly, and a 10 H. P. gasoline engine for Mr. W.
H. McLeod, of Boston.

Adrienne, schr., designed by Stewart & Binney for members of the
Southern Y. C, and successfully used for several years about the
Gulf ot Mexico, has been sold to Chas. E. Graham and J. A. Kelsey,
New Haven Y.C. Cn the voyage from New Orleans to New Haven
she was overhauled by a revenue cutter under suspicion of being
engaged in filibustering, and later she put into Jlliami, Pla., where
she will remain until April.

The auTual meeting of the Chicago Y. C. was held on Jan. 16 at
the club house of the Chicago Athletic Association; the following
offioers were elected: Com., Fred W. Morgan ; Vice-Com., iTank K.
Bull; Sec'y and Treas., Charles H. Thorne. Executive Committee:
Com. Morgan, W. Vernon Booth, Charles E. Kremer, Elliott Durand
and James H. Channon. The ofBees of fleet captain and fleet surgeon
wUl be filled hej-eafter by the executive committee.

Under the laws of the Chicago Y. C. all of its members must be
members of the Chicago Athletic Association. The dues are merely
nominal. $1 a year, and no initiation fee is charged. This is amply
sufttcient. as the club's expenses are also nominal only. The mem-
bership now numbers 90, but a large increase is anticipated during
the coming season.

On Dec 21 the Peoria Y. C, of Peoria, III,, was organized with the
following oificers: Com, Lee Harrison; Vice-Com . W A Jones;
Sec'y, O A Weiberg; Treas. E. J. Cressy; Board of Directors-Lbe
Harrison, chairman ; W A. Jones, secretary ; F C. Howe, H, S. Mil-
ler, B. N, Armstrong, W A. Sheehan, Joseph A, "Weil. The club baa
ten sailing yachts and eight launches, and will add several 15 footers
to its fleet.

The Winthrop Y. C hss elected the following officers: Com , Geo.
E. Leighton, sip Hyperion; Vice Com , Arthur W Chesterton, cat
Myrtle; Sec'y. Charles G Bird; Treas , Luther T. Harrington; Meas.
Harry Hutchinson; Directors- Clarence H. Bilhngs, Edgar A, Cook,
Lyman S. Meston, Chas A Heney; Regatta Committee -Jas. R Hod-
der. John MacConnell, .Jr , Wm. I. Kelley, Lyman J Gillies, Samuel
J. Wflde; Membership Committee- Harry W. Hall, Hairy O Riggs,Wm W. ForJham, Frank H Richardson, Wm. H. Mirick, Minoi H.
Beacham, John G. Cuthberison, Albert 8. Richards. Joseph L. Ran-
kin, The club has a membership of 325. It has adopted the Massa-
chusetts Y. R A. rules.

Lawley has five orders on which he has not yet started: one 14ft.
centerboard knockabout, two 14fc. cruisers, one 31ft knockabout, and
the Crane Seawanhaka 20 footer. The wooden keel and stem and
sternpost for the composite steamer have been got out, and the steel
keel and fioor plates are being got out in the mill. The Peabody 21ft.
knockabout is nearly in frame, and shows a sharp-floored boat with
some "tumble home" to the topsides. The lead keel is very much
bulbed. The Burgess 24-footer is planked and smoothed and the
cabin house is partly on. The deck will be covered with canvas. A
23ft. mahogany launch for A. E Lockharl's steam yacht Starhng is

planked in the boat shop. The 25ft. mahogany launch built for the
Hermione is completed, and is a beauty in design, workmanship and
finish. Her5 H. P. alco-vapor engine is in a small cockpit by itself
aft, leaving a clear forward cockpit nearly 12ft. long.

Fenton & White, of Manchester, who are building tbe racing 31-
footer for A. H. Higginson, have received an order for a 24ft. cruising
knockabout from a Boston yachtsman. Tbe boat is from the designs
of E. 0. Jewell, a weU-known Corinthian skipper, and is his first ven-
ture into the field of de.sign in a large boat. She will be 43rt over all
8ft. Cin. beam and 6ft. 2in. draft, with a sail plan of about l.OOJsq ft'
In the matter of long ends, as well as in some other ways, she wQl
differ from present knockabout models, and hence should make an
interesting boat. She will have a good cabin, with 6ft. of head room
under the cabin house, and will be used in Boston and Marblehead
waters. The Higginson boat is in frame, and is a very promising
looking article.—iJoafon, Globe.

Sovereign, steam yacht, Mr. C. D. Borden, is wintering at her
builder's yard, Erie Basin, where her Babcock & Wilcox boilers are
being replaced by others o( the Sarrow type.

Clermont, steam yacht, A. Van Sanivoord, is being lengthened 15ft
forward.

In March next, an exhibition of yachting and shipping will be
opened at the St. Petersburg Aquarium, under the auspices of the
Neva Y. C, of which the Grand Duchess Xenie Alexandrovna is
patroness. The exhibition is being supported actively by the minis-
ters of marine, finance, imperial domains and railwavs, and will be
very extensive in character and scope. There will be fourteen
sections, comprising Iwenty eight classes of exhibits, includiu'^ his-
torical exhibits, ships, motors and machinery, rig and equipment
life-saving apparatus, yacht racing, navigation and such like items'
An important feature of the exhibition will be the assembling of the
first Russian congress of yachtsmen, which will, in all probabiUtv
awaken much enthusiasm in the breasts of the yachting fraternity'
and may lead to farther developments in the sport in Russian wat«rs'
The entire business of the exhibition is in the personal control of the
Grand Duke Alexander Michaelovitch, who is honorary commodore
of the Neva Y. C,—The Field,
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On Jan. U the Ravin Hill Y. C. elected the following offlcers: Com.,
A.. W. B. Foster; Viee-Com, W. F. Bache; Rear-Com,, W. F.Scott;
aec'y. A.. A. Swallow ; Treas., 0. A. J. Smith; Meas., J. E. Robinson;
Directors —W. H. Besarict, Homer Methot; Membership Committee-
IE. L. Brager, C. H. Oonant, G. L. Fitz, L. B. Noble, G. E. Stone, Loring
Sears, A. A. Swallow.

The annual uieetine of the Corinthian Y. C, of Marblebead, was
held on Jan. 13. the foilowinE? officers being elected: Com., Nathaniel
C. Na«h; Vice-Com., Herbert H. White; Rear-Oom ,

Winthrop A. Har-
vey; Sec'y, Everett Paine; Treas., J. B. Rhodes; Meas,, John W. Dun-
lop: Executive Commitree Francis Seamans, John F. Cole; Re-
gatta Committee- David O. Perci^al, Jr , Herman Parker, C. Edgar
Finnev, Wm. B. Stearns, Geortre W. Mansfield; Membership Commit-
tee-Herman Parker, Arthur K. Simpson. Daniel W. luane, Joseph
W. Hodijkins; Hou-e Committee (three years), Joseph W. Hodgkius;
Board of Judges-Wm. W. Keith, W. I. Palmer, Arthur K. Simpson,
Wm. B. Stearns, Albert B. Smith.

The Commonwealth Y. C. of Boston, has elected tbe following
officers: Com., Edward 'Marley; Vice-Com., G. L. Ellis; Rear-Com ,

li. D. Lyons; Sec'y, John Nolan; Treas., C. H. Wilson; Meas., J. F.

McKee.
We learn from the Field that araoDg Mr. Watson's latest orders is

one for a 1,800-toD .steam yacht for an American owner.

The new steam yacht designed by G. L. Watson for Robert Goelet,
of 1,750 tons, will be n.imed Saldaffha.

Empress, steam yacht, has been sold to A. Schwartzmann.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Police Revolver Scorels.

On Jan. 20 the fir.^t and second teams from the two platoons of the
New York Police Department met for practice at the revolver school
in the 8th Regiment Armory. For some unknown reason Warner and
Adams on the second team of the second platoon went to pieces in
their shooting.
The conditions call for three strings of 5 shots each on the Creed-

moor target (4m, bull) at 10yds. Scores follow:

FIRST TKJlM first PLATOON.

Precinct.
Ebermann 11 71 70 70
Leddy .°..i'ii.t.>...'....i...........>^...S4 69 68 67
Schryver 4 68 6B 63
Ward ....r.. ....S9 66 62 62
Stenner.. ...13 71 69 65

SECOND TEAM—FIRST PLATOON.

lllich 38 67 65 65
Dowlmg 38 66 63 63
Mason 20 69 6t 61
McCarriclr 18 73 70 69
KoUe .-f. ,24 Absent.

nEST TEAM—SSCOND PLATOON.

Total.
211
204
195
194
205

197
191
194
211

Cain . . .

,

Warner.

Freidenburgh.
McMahon

i . . ..a . r . . .

35 71 71 70 211
,24 68 67 66 201
27 6,5 65 65 195
,C 0. 66 64 64 194
10 67 64 6-2 193

PLATOON.

60 60 183
20 f6 52 50 158
2S 53 45 43 141
.24 70 67 67 204
11 61 6i 61 183

Rifle Contests at the Sportsmen's Exposition.
The Sportsmen's Association has decided to promote a series of

contests for .2ical. riflds during the week of the Sporcsmen's Exposi-
tion, the contests to take place in Madison Square Garden.
The committee in charge of the tournament is composed as follows:

H. D. Muller, chairman: Gus Zimmerman, C. G. Zettler, B. Walthers
and Edward Banks, the la iter being secretary of the committee. At
ils first meeting, held on Friday. Jan. 22, the committee decided to
visit the Garden on Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 26, for the purpose of
choosing a location for the ranges on which the contests will be car-
ried out. Ir also decided to issue a personal invitation to the cap-
tains of all rifle clubs in the vicinity of this city to attend the next
meeting of the committee for the purpose of arranging a programme
that would be satisfaclory to the majority. This meeting will be held
at 3 P. M., Tuesday, Feb. 2, in the rooms of the Sportstaen's Associa-
tion, Room 1,009, 377 Broadway.

Leading decilera in sportsmen's supplies liave advertised in these

columns contimiously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Jan. 29.—YoNKEBS, N. Y.—Tournament of the Harriott Gun Club.

Live birds and targets.
Feb. 8-20 —Hot Spbings, Ark.—The Arkansaw Traveler's first

grand annual live-bird tournament; SlO,000 in purses and added
rnoneys. Souvenir programmes ready Jan. 1. Address all communi-
catioiis to John J. Sumpter, Jr., Box ill. Hot Springs, Ark.
Feb. 10.—Hackbnsack, N. J.—Second contest for the Recreation

cup, under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club, C. O. Gard-
ner, Sfic'y,

Feb. 13.-HACKTSNSACK, N. J —lOO target handicap event, unknown
angle.*. $2 entrance, targets extra at 1 cent each. Shoot commences
At 10 A. M. C. 0. Gardner, Sec'y.

Feb. li.—Newark, N. J. -All-day shoot of the Forester Gim Club.
Targets. H. E. Winans, Sec'v.

Feb. 22. —New Haven. Conn.—All-day shoot of the New Haven Gun
Club. Targets. Wm. H Hayel, Sec'y.

F"b. 'i2, WissiNOMiNG Station, P. R. R., Pa. —All-day shoot of the
Florists Gun Club, ot Pniladelptiia. Targets.

Feb, •J3.-1i'AHKEasBtiKG, W. Va.—All-day shoot of the Mountain
State Gun Club. Targets. Leo Epstein, Sec'y.

jf-eb. 22.—Newahk,, N. J,—All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club.
Targets. H. E. Winans, Sec'y.

March 13-17.—Batohesteh, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of
the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb handicap at
Uve birds. $oOO guaranteed.
Match i:3-3d.-NEW York. —Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at Elkwood Park. $1,000
guarunieed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20
April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—AiryLou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateur and fourteenth open-to-all tournament,
April 14-16.—Baltimore, Md.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under tbe auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15-17 —San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. Willard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebra?:ka State Sportsmen s Association. Added money later.

April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y,

Ha.y 5-7.—Newburgh,N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Rifte Association. First two .days, targets; third

day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May lT-3-i.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
State" Game and Fisli Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
May i!6-29.—East St. Louis, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun CInb.
June S-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament, C. W, Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10,—Monroe, La,—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.

June (third week).—Cleveland, O.—Fourth annual toimiament of
the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for puhlication in
these cohimns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 3U6
Broadway, New York.

B. F. Smith, late of Buffalo, N Y . has taken root at Leroy, Pa
The first thing naturally that Smith turned his hand to after locating
in Leroy was the organizing of a gun club He has succeeded ad-
mirably in his eflForts, and is now busily engaged weaning the affec-

tion of his pupils from black powder to nitros In order to show the
boys what he can do with the latter, he has recently shot a couple of
races at 50 targets each, and has broken 45 each time In a race for
a silver trophy on Jan 19 he won with 24 out of 25 Smith is still

shooting his old Baker gun, and is pushing King's Smokeless
and Peters's shells on behalf of the companies manufacturing the
same.

A glance at our Fixtures column will show that the Interstate As-
sociation has made arraneements for tournaments as follows: Balti-

more, Md., April 14-16; Monroe, La.. June 9-10; New Haven, Conn.,
July 14-15; Lewiston, Me., Aug 4-5; Montpelier. Vt,, Aug, 25-^6. It

was a wise move of the Association to open its target season at Balti-

more, Md., as that tournament will, without question, prove oue of
the drawing cards on the Intprstate's circuitfor 1897. Dates have not
yet been claimed for Richmond, Va ; Nashville, Tenn.; nor Ports-
mouth, N. H.; but these three cities will probably round out the cir-

cuit of eight tournaments decided upon by the Association.

The name Bradley that appears in the scores made at Elkwood
Park on the ooening day will hardly be familiar to many of our
readers. Mr. Bradley has not done much live -bird shooting outside
of his own club's grounds; but his name will be a little more familiar
to readers of Forest and Stream when we mention that he is the
hero of the Edgar Murphy-Bradley match shot a year ago at Carteret,
when Murphy conceded his opponent lOyds. and was defeated easily,

although he shot a good race. ' The conditions were; Murphy SOyds.,

Bradley 20yds. and 10 dead birds. Score: Murphy 83 out of 93,

Bradley 93 out of a 100, including the first 10 dead.

Mr. Hyatt L. Frost, of Indianapolis, Ind., in sending us an account
of the sparrow tournament in that city, makes the following note:

"J. A. R. Elliott, O. R. Dickey, S Glover. E. D. Fulford and B. A.
Bartlett, the Eastern contingent; B O. Heikes, Ralph Trimble and
J. H. Mackie, of Ohio; and George C. Beck, J. W. Cooper, J. H.
Trippe and Royal Robinson, of Indianapolis, left for tbe San Antonio
shoot at 7:05, Wednesday evening, in a special sleeper via St. Louis.

At that ooint they will be joined by Harvey McMurchy, T H. Keller,

J. L. Winston, Jack Parker, O. E. Willard, and probably several
others.'"

We recognized the "Ready," "Pull," of R. A, Welch at the Elk-
wood traps on Thursday last much more quickly than we did his
features. It is two years since we saw Mr. Welch shoot a Uve bird,

and indeed during the past two years he has been almost an absentee
from any shooting grounds. His ability for knocking down fast birds

does not seem to have deteriorated in the least. He is shooting as
well as ever, and that's saying a good deal, because on Ms day he is

a dangerous man for anybody to go up against. Thursday, Jan. 21,

was one of his days.

The second contest for the New Jersey amateur championfhip cup
will be held on tbe Bergen County Gun Club's grounds, Hackeiisack,
N. J., on Wednesday, Feb, 10. The club will also hold a 100 target

handicap race on Feb. 12, Lincoln's Birthday, the conditions being
unknown angles, $2 entrance, targets extra, at 1 cent apiece. A
good lunch will be ready for the club's guests, and the boys may be
trusted to look after everybody's comfort in their usual hospitable
manner. Shooting commences each day at 10 A. M., the main events
being commenced at noon promptly.

The Florist^i Gun Club, of Philadelphia, Pa , one of the most ener-
getic and thriving gun clubs in the State, has arranged to hold an
all-day shoot at targets on Washington's Birthday at its groimds,
Wissinoming Station, P, R R, The programme will be one of "pop-
ular prices," and Will K. Park informs us that some specially inter-

esting features will be introduced.

Arthur Btmn, of Singac, N. J., will have a live-bird shoot at his
grounds Jan. 30, Saturday of this week. The chief event is a 25-bird

handicap, $10 entrance, birds extra at 25 cents each, Rose system; if

12 entries or more, 4 moneys. The handicap will commence at noon
sharp, but entries will be received up to the end of the fifth round.
Bunn's birds are always go d, so that a man who can shoot will

stand some show to pay his ear fare.

The Arkansaw Traveler's first annual live-bird tournament, adver-
tised to take place at Hot Springs, Ark.. Feb. 8-20, is in good shape.
The programme states that $700 cash will be added to the purses, and
that 'no trophies, no plunder, nothing but cash," is on tbe list. The
programme is a decidedly interesting one and a pleasing souvenir of
a famous watering -place.

The Knoxville, Tenn., Gun Club and other shooting organizations
in Tennessee are doing their best to put a stop to the practice of ex-
porting live quaU out of the State. This pernicious practice has
grown to sucti a magnitude that quail are now qtiite scarce where a
few years ago they were numerous enough to suit a game hog. And
this scarcity is not the result of "freeze outs," but of netting.

"George McAlpin is shooting a great gait just now." That is a sen-
tence we have heard so often Of late that it comes to mind whenever
we stop a moment to think out some driver or twister. Could we
drop our Drivers and Twisters with the ease and regularity that
marks McAlpin's efforts in that line, we'd be the king pin of them all.

Fred Quim by is making an extended tour through the Western
cities and will hardly be back in New York much before the first day
of March. It is quite a comfort to be able to go into Fred's store
now without first being forced to remove one's spare cigars from
their accustomed resting place in the right hand upper vest pocket.

The Elkwood Park grounds were ^iven a thorough trial on Thurs-
day last, the rain of the previous night having been almost heavy
enough to merit the title of deluge. Although every inch of the new
grounds is "made ground," shooting went on just the same as if the
soundest turf surrounded the club house.

During the second day of the Erie (Pa.) Gun Club's tournament,
Jan. 14, Harry Kirkover, of the Audubon Gun Club, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
was slightly wounded in the right eye by a stray shot from a pot-
hunter's gun. Owing to the accident Mr. Kirkover was unable to take
part in his club's tournament the following week.

In a copy of the Harrisburg (Pa.) Call of Jan. 15 we notice an
account of a small live-bird shoot that took place at Ephrata, Pa., on
the previous day. The most interesting part of the report (to us at
least) was the fact that Billy Fieles's name appeared in every event.
That fact is interesting, because it shows that Billy is still on deck
with the boys when business permits.

Bad weather marred the opening day of the Buffalo tournamenfa
Jan 18 The attendance was quite small, only 11 shooters taking part
in the 13 events shot during the day. L V. Beyer won the honors of
the day with great ease, no one else being able to get near him. The
strong wind was fatal to high scores.

T. W. Morfey's open letter to Winston, accompanied by the solid

backing of a .$50 forfei t, should recommend itself to Winston. An
agreement was made between the two on Jan 16 to shoot on some
date between March 1 and 10, but no forfeit was put up. As Winston
has expressed some doubts as to Morfey's tackling him, the latter

has thought it better to post a forfeit and thus make the matter
binding on both parties.

Roll Organ and W. P. Mussey have been in New York city on busi-
ness. While here they found time to run out to Larchmont on Fri-

day, Jan. 22, and see the Duryea-McAlpiu match It was a cause for
regret on our parttbat business engagements on both sides prevented
our meeting either of the above able representatives of Western traij

shooters The fates are unprojiitious sometimes

Noel Money is getting back into form again, judging from the way
he smashed targets at Hackensack, N. J , on baturday, Jan. 23. It

was hard shooting too, as tne wind blew a gale from the northwest.
In the E. C. cup shoot he was the winner with 48 out of 5i shot at.

T. W. Morfey was right after him with 45 out of 51.

Regardless of the letter from the attorneys of Elliott Bros., Kansas
City, Mo., warning Phil Daly, Jr., not to use the traps now in posi-
tion, as it is claimed they are similar to some in use at Kansas City
for which a patent has been apphed for, shooting will take place
every Saturday, as announced, and from the traps now in position.

A iCO bird rrfce was shot at the Larchmont Y. C. 's grounds on Jan.
20 between J. P. Knapp and H. Sanford, both standing at the 30yds.
mark. The match resulted in a tie, each scoring 87 out of 100. The
New York Herald, commenting on the shoot, says: "The weather
was not favorable, and most of the birds were drivers." Favorable
for what?

T. W. Morfey is no longer in the hotel business, having sold out his
interest in the Eagle Hotel, Paterson, N. J., recently. It is more than
likely that Morfey will be on the hat at some of the large tournaments
this season.

The scores made at tbe Indianapolis (Limited Gun Club's) tourna-
ment show that sparrows do not stand much chance with the cracker-
jacks imlees there is a sale blowing and no snow on the ground.

In writing to us on another matter, Wallace Miller, of Austin, Tex.,
pays a high tribute to Jim Elliott's prowess as a shooter of live birds,

and asks: "Where are all the gang that were looking for his scalp at
Chicago last summer? '

The Forester Gun Ciub, of Newark. N. J., will hold all-day shoots
at targets on its grounds, Newark. N. J . on Feb. 12, Lincoln's Birtfu-

day, and Feb 22, Washington's Birthday. On Feb. 12 Jesse James
and Melrose Hayes will shoot a race at 50 targets, expert rules, for a
side is.«ue. This race will commence at 10 A, M.

J. J, Hallowell, of Tucson. Arizona, president of the Arizona
Sportsmen's Association, was in great form at the recent State shoot
held in Prescott. Tbe boys of the circuit of 1896 will remember Tuc-
son well, and will be glad to bear that his right hand and his right
eye have not forgotten their cunning.

The Mountain State Gun Club of Parkersburg, W. Va., has elected
the following offlcers for 1897: President, John Hogan; Secretary-
Treasurer, Leo Epstein; Captain. Bob Clark. The club wiU have an
all day shoot on Washington's Birthday.

The New Haven, Conn., Gun Club will hold an all-day shoot on
Washington's Birthday. Particulars can be obtained from W, K.
Hazel, secretary.

This week may be said to inaugurate the preliminary skirmishes
prior to the breaking out in the target tournament line that will not
come to pass until the month of April is fairly upon us. The boys
will be cracking the blue rocks this week at San Antonio, Texas,
under the supervision of the Big Three.

The Boston, Mass,, Gun Club has arranged a series of prize handi-
cap events to commence Jan. 27 and end on May 5. Each event is at
21 targets, viz. : 10 known, 5 unknown and 3 pairs. Shoots take place
every week and the best six scores out of the fifteen shoots to count.

The Jeannette Gun Club, a New York organization that holds its

live-bird shoots at Guttentaurg race track, Hoboken, N. J,, has elected
the following ofQcers for 1897: Pres , C. F, Offerman; Vice-Pres., C.
Vagts; Sec'y, Wm. E. Rottmann; Treas,, 0. N. Brunnie.

Gus Nowak, one of the most popular men in the ranks of the Em-
erald and Hell Gate gun clubs, of New York city, has become the
proprietor of the Boulevard Hotel, Westchester, N. Y.

The third annual amateur championship of the Larchmont Y. C.
vrill take place on tbe club's grounds, Jan. 29-30, on the arrival of the
9 A. M. train from New York. The contest is at 100 live birds per
man, $'00 entrance.

The Bergen County Gun Club will send a team to the Endeavor Gun
Club's grouDds, Marlon, N. .J., on Saturday next, Jan 30, to compete
with a team from the home club. The team race will be commenced
at 1 P M.

The programme for the Grand American Handicap is well under
way. and will be ready for distribution by Feb. 10.

The Poughkeepsie, N. Y,. Gun Club intends to have some live-bird
shooting on its grounds on Washington's Birthday,

Capt, A. W. Money is not expected home until the middle of
February.

Jan, 26, Edward Banks.

Morfey to Winston.
Paterson, N. J., Jan. SB.—Editor Forest and Stream: One wck

ago to-day I was present at the Winston Mosher match for tbe Du
Pont trophy at Yardville, N.J. On that day Mr. JohnL Winston
told me that he would shoot me a match at 100 live birds for $100 a
side on his return from the South, the match to take place between
March 1 and March 10. Notwithstanding the fact that I said that
I would shoot him such a race on either of the grounds he
named -Zwirlein's or Daly's—he made a bet with me of a $5 hat that
I would not shoot him. I understand also that he openly expressed
his opinion during the evening of the same day that I would not
shoot him the above match.
To show Mr, Winston, therefore, and anybody else interested, that

I mean what 1 say, I hand you herewith $50 forfeit to bind the match
on the above terms, viz : 103 live birds per man, $100 a side, 30yds.
rise, whatever boundary he wishes according to the grounds hie

names (Zwirlein's or Daly's), the match to be shot between March 1

and March 10.

The above is really an acceptance of Mr. Winston's own proposi-
tion, but as he always prefers to be challenged to challengine:, I am
willing to accommodate him to that extent. Let him now put up or
do the other thing. T. W. MoflFEY.

[Fifty dollars forfeit received.]

The Hot Springs Tournament.
The souvenir programme of Arkansaw Traveler's first annual live-

bird tournament, to be held at Hot Springs, Ark , Feb. 8-20, is a good
and sufd 'ieut excuse for the long silence of John J Sumpter, Jr ,

promoter of this shoot. It is a dandy, and contains much food for
thought on tbe part of those who contemplate attending the same.
It is hard to see wherein Mr. Sumpter could have made any change
for the better. The hst of events is small, it is true; but what does
that amount to? Miss and-outs, whether $5 or $2 entrance, are al-

ways acceptable and easily gotten up to suit shooters. So don't let

the small number of events worry you. There'll be plenty of shoot-
ing and plenty of birds for all.

The first point we always make for in a programme is the page con-
taining such matter as may be covered generally under the head of
"General Information." This time that page is headed "Notes of In-
terest," but it means just the same. Extracting briefly, as space and
time are limited, we would sax: Black powder and 10-gauge guns are
barred; A 8. A rules will govern, and the referee's decision is to be
final under all circumstances; handicap* range from 25 to 33yds ;

King's automatic traps used and birds trapped at 25 cents each; guns
and shells to be shipped in care of Thompson & Kelly; shooting com-
mences at 9 A, M.; post entries ($5 extra) taken up to the end of the
fifth round, etc. We would specially make a note of the fact that
entries for the big event, the A^'lca^isaw Traveler's handicap, must be
maaebyFeb. 15. each entry being accompanied by a forfeit of $5;
balance of entry money, together with the price of the birds, to be
paid before going to "the score. The following is a list of the
scheduled events:
Preparation Day, Feb, 8.—No. 1, 10 birds, $5. three moneys, no

handicap, birds included; No. 2, miss-and-out, $2.

Feb. 9.—Arlington Hotel handicap, 25 birds, $10, birds extra, $100
added, five moneys.
Feb, 11.— Fifteen birds, $10, five high guns.
Feb. 12.—Eastman Hotel handicap, 25 birds, $15, birds extra, $100

added, five moneys.
Feb. 15.- No. 1, 7 birds, $5, four high guns; No. 2, 10 birds, 810, four

moneys, class shooting.
Feb. U.—Arkansaw Traveler's handicap, 25 birds, $25, birds extra,

S.'iOO added. (The programme omits all mention as to how the. purse
is divided.)

If we know anything, and grave doubts have arisen on that point,
it seems to us that Mr. Sumpter has done well in arranging a pro-
gramme that is likely to catch everybody ; and which, while giving
them lots to talk about and plenty of shooting, will not take up a
great deal of the two weeks of the tournament, but wiU allow ample
time for any bluffs that may be called being settled then and there.
The Arkansaw Traveler's head has proved itself to be perfectly
Ijvel.

Trap Notes from Hartford.
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 2S.—The Colt Gun Club held its annual

meeting to day and elected the following officers: President, J. A.
Pitkin; Vice-President, Fred Bishop; Sec'y Treas., M. F. Cook; In-
structor, F. Risley. The Executive Comrnittee are the above, with
L C, Grover added. The club has moved to new grounds and has
built a new ciub house and inclosed the trapping pit. New traps
with electric pulls have been put in. Being in the city limits, and
only one and a quarter miles from the City Hall, the center, makes it

the handiest grounds possible. The club has a membership of 150,
with a good balance in the treasury.
The club holds bi-monthly shoots for a gold medal. The following

scores were made at the last shoot at 25 targets:
Bishop 23, Cook 20, Risley 22, Sexton 20, "McGinly" 21, Alger 19,

Pitkin 21, Putnam 19, Burbidge 17, Goodwin 16, Colt 15, Green 14,

Storrs 12, Carter 14, Keho 5, Nichols 12. M. F. CooK, Sec'y.

The Midwinter at San Antonio.
San Antonio, Tex., Jan, ^6.—Special to Forest and Stream,; All day

long there has been a fierce norther raging, and at the request of all

the visiting shooters the tournament was postponed until to-morrow.
This is the coldest weather experienced here in years. The ground
is covered with ice and sleet and the wind is blowing a gale, while the
thermometer is down to 19. All the hotels are crowded with shooters
and the entries will exceed those of last year. Eleven full squads
have entered for to-morrow, and if the weather moderates the entries
will reach ninety, Paul B. Litzke.

The FoBOBT and Btssau is put to press each toeek on Tuesday
CorrespoTidence intended for publication should reach tu at Ou
laUstJbt/ Monday, and asjnuch earlier tu practicabU,
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Arizona State Sportsmen's Association.
TuosoN. Ariz., Jan. 12.—The morning of Jau. 9 dawned brigM and

clear at Prescott, and gave promise of a perfect dav ; but ere tbe hosts
of Arizona were drawn up in battle arrav before the traps, dark, low-
ering clonds hung all around, and gusts of wind swept over the
grounds, while rain, snow, and occagional hail appeared at intervals.
However, the Prescott boys had made arrangements for the bodily
comfort of vi'^iting sportsmen by the erection of a large tent, iu
which- there was ample room for all guns, ammunition and shooters.
The grounds are well located, and although the old-style rope pull
was used it certainly gave the best of satisfaction.
The visitors were: J. H. Holmes. F. N. ficofield, M. E. Morin . M. B.

Chubb and J. H. Aitken, Phcenis: K. L. Hart, 0. Weber, F. Wilding,
O. Connor, C. P. Hart and J J. Hallowell. of Tucson The occa-
sion of the visit of this aggregation of talent and gall to Prescott was
the annual battle between the gun cranks of Arizona for the posses-
sion of three very handsome medals, represenxing the four-men team
championship, the individual biue rock championship, and the live-
bird championship. As the shooters were being driven to the grounds
in the morning there were more blue-rocks smashed than Paul North
could turn out at Cleveland in seven years, aud more straights made
than EoUa Heikes ever dreamed of ; but as the day waxed old the
target factory was not enlarged, and the slumber of the man from
Dayton had not been bi-okeu.
The boys from Tucson started in at a swinging clip, and thanks to

the fact that Ca.pt. Hallowell personally tucked each one of his team
into his respective downy couch the night before, they kept it up
all da.y and landed the blue rock medals. The individual badee was
won only after a hotly contested race and a shoot-offi between
Holmes and Hallowell, bur the team badge was won by the handsome
margin of 20 birds, with the total score of 163 out of sJOO, each man
shooting at 30 singles and 10 pairs.
The morning of the second day was devoted to target shooting, and

the weather was fairly good, but threatening clouds spoke badly for
the live-biM contest to come ofE during the afternoon. The supply of
live birds was very limited, and one event had to be cut otit of the
prograndme entirely. The other one was shot in an almost continu-
ous drizzle of rain, making the birds heavy and slow. "Very little in-
terest was manifested during the " shoot, as hard drivers
were few and far between, none of the stops were
phenomenal, and not more than a half dozen birds were
above the ordinary run. The shoot was finished in semi-
darkness, and the two tied for the medal with 15 straight decided to
shoot it off at some future time. Not so, however, the three tied on
14; they, trusting to luck and awkwardness, decided to shoot in the
dark, and had the pigeons been blue a clean score (of misses) would
undoubtedly have been made, Hallowell finally succeeded in killing
4 out of 5 and landed a fine gun case. Jack-son, of Prescott, killed
Sand got 20O loaded shells; while Hart, of Tucson, killed 2 for a
Thurman blouse. Thus ended the fourth annual tguriiament of the
Arizona Sportsmen's Association, Who shall say it was not the best,
for we all had a splendid time, were treated royallv, and had the best
and squarest referee on earth.
The Prescott Gun Club tendered to visiting sportsmen one of the

best and most elaborate banquets which it has been my fortune to
attend. This, combined with the thorough hospitality "of everyone
we met in Prescott, from the solitary pioneer who met us at the train
at 2 A. M. to the last parting handshake in the rain when we left,
made it an occasion long to be remembered.
The toasts which were responded to were as follows: Arizona

Sportsmen's Ass'n. J. J. Hallowell; Arizona Quail, F. N. Scofleld:
Sonora Pigeon, M. B. Chubb; Live Bird Badge, J. H. Holmes; Team

'

Badge, C. Weber; Cactus Buck, M. E. Morin.
After the banquet a meeting of the Arizona Sportsmen's Associa-

tion was held, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year- Pres., J. J. Hallowell, Tucson; Vice-Pres., C. Weber. Tucson;
M. E. Morin, Prescott;' Corresponding and Recording Sec'y, K. L.
Hart, Tucson; Treas., .J. H, Holmes, Phoenix.
The next annual tournament was slated for Tucson, at such time

as the club located there should set.

'

. '
-

_
- TAEGKT SCORES.

Scoresin the target events shot on both days were as below:

Second
First Day. Day.

Events: . 12 3 4 5
Targets ^ 15 SO S5 SO ^0

Hallowell 13 17 23 44 18
Weber 12 17 20 -IQ 17
Holmes 12 16 S3 37 J6
Ferguson 14 17 23 38 18
Scofleld 13 18 21 36 17
Steiihens 14 16 20 40 15
Wilding 13 16 «1 40 15
Jackson... 9 13 23 34 ..

Chubb 11 14 19 .35 16
Morin... 8 10 19 33 13
Barnhart..
Hill.

9 14 18 .. 15
12 16 22 31 12

18 3 Per
15 20 25 Shot at. Broke cent
13 18 53 no 171 to
13 18 19 190 161 84 7
13 17 22 190 ]!6 82 1

13 14 21 100 155 81 fi

12 18 20 190 155 81 6
12 17 20 190 154 81 5
9 19 20 190 153 80 5

10 50 19 170 15i7 74 7
11 14 ^0 190 140 73 7
11 16 20 190 i:.6 71 e
10 16 .. 115 8^ 71 3
10 13 18 ISO 1 4 70 5
11 16 19 140 97 69 3
9 14 18 190 131 68 9

10 13 19 140 96 68 6
11 13 16 140 89 63 6
9 13 14 60 (le- 60
9 U 16 95 ss £7 9
5 10 15 115 58 50 4
7 . . .

.

35 15 8

13
9

16
9

-30 singles and 10 pairs—were as

-163

Frautz,,,...v,.... ....... G 12 20
Conner.................. 10 16 21 34
KliHart... 11 12 16
Andrews 9 13 19
Aitken
Mauderfeld...... 7 11

CP Hart 7 10 .. .. 11
Marks. S
Scores in the team championship-

below:
Tucson Team

Hallowell lloiminiiilllilliiioilllllO—27
11 11 n 11 11 11 01 10 11 10 -17-44

Weber... lllOloiininnnillllllllllll-38
10 11 11 10 11 10 11 11 11 11 —17-45

Wilding llOlllimilOlllllllllllllllOO—?6
10 10 n 11 11 11 10 10 01 10 —14-40

Conner llll 1 1 1 1 01 110! 0101 1 1 1001 1 10101- 3i
11 11 00 10 00 11 10 10 10 11 —12—3J-

Ferguson , iiiiinoioimiiiliiioiiiiiili—27
01 10 01 10 01 10 10 11 10 10 —11—38

Stephens , 111110101111111111111011111111-27
11 00 n II 11 01 10 10 11 00 -13-40

Jackson 111111011101111110111111101101 -'.5

00 11 10 00 10 11 00 10 10 10 — 9-34
Hill ; 11 0111 1 11 01 10101 ICOaoi 1 1 101 100—1

9

10 10 00 10 11 11 11 10 10 10 -12-31—141
Phoenis Team.

Holmes linoiiiiiiiiooilllioooiOlilil—23
10 10 10 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 —14—37

Scofleld 010110111111110010111111111011—23
01 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 10 00 -13- 36

Morin 000101111111111111111010111111—24
01 00 10 00 11 00 11 01 00 11 — 9-33

. Chubb ..111111100111111111101101111110-25
10 Oj 10 11 00 11 11 01 CO 10 —10—35—141

The scores in the event for the gold championship badge at live
birds follow, all standing at 28yds. rise:

Hallowell 11121.21131 1111—14
K L Hart 221i2121«111202- 14
Chubb. •22102212v'»«l«l-ll
Conner. 31012:022011113—12
Holmes ..1111252212^2113-15
Morta.. OOllOOOw
Hill....- 100201213111122—12
Scofleld 111111112113121 -15
Hastings •2i2i•31121 0»1 2 - 11
Wilding 8110illll02-43l2-13

Harnhart 1112I0ia2«2ni2-13
Weber 031111203122101—12
Stephens 1'. 0331 11.2023^0-11
H D Aitken. . . .23122001•022222-11
J H Aitken 222011-220]20«(X)- 9
Jackson 121011111211111—14
Ferguson 110212321033210—13
Andrew,s 81»22;'00i032332—11
Frantz. 12112^«21013111—18

Tucson.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
GOOD .SHOOTING ON DAVIS ISLAND.

Pittsburg, Pa,, Jan. 20.—There was some capital shooting to-day
on the grounds of the Herron Hill Gun Club. W S King and Mc-
Pherson ran 25 straight in the big race, Anson being only one behind
with 34:

No, 1. No. 2.
WSKing 1111 2232333322233232223S2 -25 8322323—7
S McPherson......... 8232221233313222283332331-25 22330M - 5
Anson .Vn i 3333232323332322033232 '33-34 212-3231- 6
A H King 2222332332322322i03.'Oi233-23 2022213- 6
Jacque 32282222322002S32333323 23-33 1 22i233—

7

J G Messner 22322302223223230032x0232-21 2232322—7
Hofmeister 2108102110010200201311010—15 1210i01-5

M'pHERSON defeats OaOSSLAND.
Jan. iS.—Sandy McPherson was In good form to day aud won from

Crossland in a 50-bird race on the Herron Hill Club's grounds, Davis
Island, by a score of 46 to 44., Scores

:

S McPherson 2033212222232333822223 '03 - 23
133222322302223131322!i023-83—46

-J- GrOSSland ., .13302?ll20333122301932?33-23
1210231 i3.i3321 2311^033X20- 83-44

Sparrow Tournament at Indianapolis.
Indianapolis, Ind,, Jan. 20,—The Limited Gun Club opened its

sparrow shoot under very unfavorable auspices as far as weather
conditions were concerned. The first gun ushered in a fine snow,
which a half hour later developed into a very heavy snowfall; this
continued to 13 o'clock, when it .again changed to a penetrating driz-
zle, and this at 2:30 o'clock had again changed to a heavy snowfall.
Ihe walks were kept well cleared, but still all was bad underfoot—
nothing but slush all the time. Thesnowfall amounted tonearlv 6in.,
and thus the sparrows so trying to the eyesight where the ordinary
dark background exists were made comparatively easy so far as see-
rag was concerned. And as is usually the case with pigeons, the spar-
rows did not fly so well as when ground is not covered with snow.
The slight wind was favorable to incomers, of which there were a
lar^e number, the greater number, however, being crossing shots.
The SIX programme events were run off by 2:30 o'clock. In these

the money was divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Two extra l.^i-bird
"^^^^ ^ division of the purse into fom- moneys;

1,405 birds were trapped in all; 15 traps were used and squads of live
men shot ra pid fire. Each shooter faced one of three unknown traps.
Ihe surroundings were conducive io rather high scores, but this
should not materially detract from the shooting, which was excel-
lent. In the 25-bird event the first squad averaged 96 per cent., and
the entire score averaged 93 5 per cent.; in the 20-bird event the total
score avcaged still better—95 per cent.
The following table shows the first day's scores, and also gives the

averages of the shooters:

First
Events: i

Entrance; $4
Birds: lo

Ed "Voris..... in
E D Fulford 9
JARBlliott 8
R O Heikes 8
G 0 Beck 10
S Glover 9
B A Bartlett 9
T Parry 8
O H Hampton 9
O R Dickey 6

Q G Roberts 8
J W Cooper 6
Dr Moore , 8
R Robinson 7
G H Crawford
H Murphy

,

J H Mackie

Day's Scores.
3 3 4 5 6 7 8
|6 $8 $4 $10 $8 $4 .$4

15 SO 10 S5 SO IS IS Shot at. Scored. Av.
14 18
14 20
14 80
15 20
13 18
14 :9

10 19
9 16
10 15
14 19
14 ..

11
11

II

10 24 ro 15 14
8 S5 20 15 15
8 23 80 14 15
6 19 aais 15

6 34 20 13 .

.

7 84 18 14 13
8 85 19 14 14

., .. Ifl 13'14
9 .. 17 13 ..

9 23 17 . . .

.

.. .. .. 18 ..

13 ..

15 ..

.. .. 12

.. .. 14 13 ,.

12 ..

9

130 125 96.3
130 18b 96.9
J 30 183 18.1
130 183 !i4.6

115 1(3 89.6
131 118 90.8
130 lis 90.8
95 78 fS.l
99 78 81.1

100 t8 88
40. 31 85
25 18 73
40 34 85
40 30 75
fiO 37 74
15 13 ?0
15 9 61

Second Day.
The weather conditions to-day were decidedly improved. No rain

or snow fell, and it was colder, while a wind from the southwest re-
duced the number of incomers The shooting was difQcult, but \ et
not what the usual breeze from the above quarter gives us the
scores below show that the pace set by the crackerjacks was a hot
one:

Events:

Entrance:

Bu-ds:

1 2 3 4 S 6

10 10 m 15 SO Shot at Scored,
Heikes 10 7 23 14 19 20 100 9.3

Elliott : 10 7 2! 15 IS 18 HO 90
Dickey 7 9 35 15 17 17 100 90
Fulford a 8 24 13 14 15 10) iH
Bartlett. 8 6 23 14 15 18 lO) 84
McVey ...... ...f, 9 5 83 14 13 17 100 81
No. 2 was at 5 pairs ; No 5 at 10 singles and 5 pairs.

NOTES,

Although E. D. Fulford kiUed one more bird in all the events than
was scored to Ed Voriss, they tied in the programme events and
divided first and second average money, $15 each; J. A.E. Elliott took
third average money, $7.50, although Heikes beat him out for aver-
age in all events.
Ed Voris really failed to kill only two of his birds, three of his lost

birds falling dead out of bounds. He carried off quite a bit more of
the money than any other shooter, and this fact made him feel
pretty well, and he talked enough to disclose the fact that he had
never challenged anybody in his life and yet had shot 46 Individual
matches, and lost but 3 of the 46. One uf the lost matches was when
he shot one barrel against the oi her man's two barrels, and yet he
was beaten only 9 birds in a 100-bird match. Mr. Voris came very
near to giving O. H. Hampton a chance for revenge for a previous
defeat at sparrows; matters came so nearly to a chmax that $40 was
put up by Mr. Hampton, but was withdrawn shortly afterwards; it
all seems to depend on Mr. Hampton.
When I expressed the hope to .1. A. R. Elliott that he and J. L.

Brewer would yet lock horns, Mr. Elliott indicated that "Barkis is
willing" if tne race be shot on a neutral ground.
The absence of A. W. du Bray was remarked early in the day by

many of the shooters. His absence from a tournament of the
Limited Gun Club would cause almost as much comment as the ab-
sence of its efficient secretary. Royal Robinson. It was therefore
with much pleasure that the appearance of DuBrayaboat 2 P.M.
was noted. He did not do any shooting, as he was attending strictly
to business In order to be able to leave for San Antonio, Texas, with
the rest of the boys.

It is more than three years s'nce Jim Elliott has been in Indian-
apohs. His presence on this occasion caused quite a lot of talk in re-
gard to the result of his recent match with J. I), Gay, of Pine Grove,
Ky. Mr. Du Bray undoubtedly voiced the sentiment of all Kentucky
shooters when he said that, though Old Kentucky had been defeated,
such a defeat with such a score was no disgrace. For bis last 400
live birds shot at Gay has averaged better than 95 per cent.
Rolla Heikes had a slice of his usual well-deserved luck, carrying

off the biggest pot of the day on 15 straight alone in the first I'-'bird
event; the purse was about $30. Hyatt L. i'rost.

Altoona Gun Club.
Altoona, Pa., Jan. 81.—The annual handicap shoot of the Altoona

Rod and Gun Cluo took place on New Year's Day at the club's new
grounds near Lake Mont. This handicap is an annual feature among
the members of the club and is usually well attended. This year
however, the attendance was light, but the entausiasm was as great
as ever and a good day's sport was had. The weather was fine with
the exception of a high wind that blew across the traps from west to
east, helping some of the right-quarterers to a gait that the boys
could not gauge. The birds were a good lot, there not being more
than half a dozen out of the 840 shot that refused to fly or leave the
trap immediately after being released.
After the handicap was over a miss-and-out and two 5-bird events

were decided. In these Sands shot in great form, killing all his birds
in grand style. Booky carried off the honors in the handicap, killing
14, the lost bird falling dead out of bounds. Following are the
scores:

Trap soore type—Copyright, jssr, by Forest and Stream Pubtlshing Co.

Kotty (30) 3 8 1 2 8 0 1 • 1 1 1 3 1 Q O-il

Christy (30). 2 0 8 011113 2 01 2 1 1-13

T K< i kTSi 1/ ^<-<-
Sands(30l,.......... 8 082»018ai8l81 X—13

Booky (28),... 8 113131 8 lll.ll 2-14

WEBell(88) 1 31 8 1311280.01 1-12

Fomey (86) 3 1 0 2 3 8 0 0 0 0 1 80 1 0—8
<-<—>-*i^'^«r'Hwr'V.^ i^'y'T-*

Doerr (26) 1 1808111018111 1^13

Bastian(28) 0 2 3-1 0 1 1 l:?iT8 2 1 1-13

Sweeps were shot as follows:
No. 8, 5 birds, $3. two moneys: Kotty, Eoher, Bagtian and Sands,

5; Christy and Bell. 4; Booky 3, Barley 3.

No. 3, same: Bell, Sands aud Eoher, 5; Booky and Sa,stiaD,4;
Kotty and Christy, 3; Fay 2.

No. 4, miss-and-oiit; Sands "aud Bell, 8; Bastian 7. Kotty 2:
Christy, Booky and Eoher, 1 . w. S. B.

Erie's Midwinter Tournament.
Erie, Pa,, Jan. 20.—The Clover and Pope midwinter tournament

was held at Massassauga Point, Erie, Pa,, Jan, 18, 13 and 14, and aside^
from disappoiiitment in the matter of attendance was a very success-'
ful and enjoyable affair. The weather was clear and cold enough to
keep the shooters hustling when at the score, and made the shooting
both at live birds and targets all that could be desired. The birds'
were first class, being a selected lot, and the targets were thrown as
difficult as possib'e and testPd the skill of afi shooters present. While
this is the first effort made in Erie for years to hold a touraament of'
this kmd, it will not be the last. The ball is started, and there is no
place in the country ^> ith better facilities for holding a first-class
tournament than we have here, and I think those in' attendance at
this tournament n ill bear us out in that. It is our intention to give
another tournament in the spring that wiU give all trap-shooters in
this part of the country a first-class time. The many shooters wend-
ing their way to Indianapolis, San Antonio and Hot Springs, the
present centers of attraction to the trap-shooters all oyer the conn"!
try, caused many of our friends to deprive themselves of the pleas-
ure of attending our tournament who would otherwise have been
with us on this occasion.
Among the visiting sportsmen present were; Sim Glover and Wride,

Roctiester, N. Y. ; Ed Fulford. Utica, N. Y. : D. A. IJpson, Cleveland,
0.; B. A. Barllett, Harry Kirkover and Norris, Buffalo. N. Y.; F. D.
Kelsey, East Aurora, N. Y, ; "Robert W, Ewalt, Warron, O.; A. Smed-
ley and Mr. Liy, Oil City, Pa.; I Ware, Dunkirk, N. Y^; Thos. Poy
and Keek, Kane. Pa. ; Fred Shellev. Sheridan, N. Y.: Whitner and J.
M. Reed. Greenville, Pa.

;
Bixby and Jones, Beaver, Pa.; O. J. Marsh,

'

Westfield, N. Y ; Wood and Smith. Cincinnati, O.
Sim Glover shot in excellent form and held himself at the top all

through the tournament. Sim is shooting a Parker gun and Schultze
powder loaded in XJ. M. C shells, and is doing great credit to himself
as well as doing the boys, as he earnestly and busily walks down the
line knocking out clean scores one after another, and then walks up '

to the cashier's office and invariably gets first money alone. He
then in a very complimentary way says to the cashier, "You are the
quickest figurer and the best man in the cashier's offlee I ever saw at
a tournament," closing by saying, "and that's no kid. either," E D
Fulford, representing Francotte guns, was feeling good, looking fine
and shooting to perfection; but was so busy selling guns that he
hardly Kept up to his u.sual form, Ed sold four guns in Erie, and has
other sales under contemplation, and says that Erie is all right.
There is probably un man in the world who understands loading
shells better for all purposes and conditions than E D. Fulford to get
any desired pattern or penetration. He was loading his shells here for
the sparrow shoot at Indianapolis. His first barrel will be loaded
with 4dri3. of Schultze, with a complicated arrangement of wadding.

|and l}4oz. of aqua ammonia instead of shot. He will shoot this in a
cylinder-bore gun, which will fill the air through the whole boundary,
with a suffocating mist. Should this load possibly fail, he will then
steadily use his left, which I think is loaded with hemp or canary
seed; ,It least the w-hole combination is sure death to the sparrow.
Capt Bartlett was shooting in fine form and attracting the attention
of all by his rapid woik with the Winchester gun, which company he
represents.
During supper time on the third day there was sotne very excitmg

live-bird match shooting going on over the sumptuously loaded board
served by our host. Mr, .John F. Parke. Propositions, with condi-
tions such as would draw the last cent from any shooter's pocket
with a strong string tied to it, were offered, accepted and rejected.
The table was covered with money, the floor with feathers, and the
room filled with referees and stake.'iolders. After quietne.ss was re^
stored, and after it was found that the management had still on hand
700 choice five birds immediately at their disposal, Id was agreed to
declare all matches postponed.
Scores in the target events were as below: Noa, 1-^6 were shot on

the first day, Nos. 8-13 on the second day, and Nos, 15 and 18 on the i

third day, Nos. 7, 14 and 17 were live- bird events, the results of
which are given below the target scores. No, 16 w.as a two-men team
race, 20 targets per man, $4 per team. The scores were: Buffalo,
F. D. Kelsey 18, B, A. Bartlett 17—85; Greenville, Smith 17, Clover 17
—31; Rochester No. 1, Glover 18, Pope 15—83; Rochester No. 3, Ful-
ford 18, Wride 15- 33; Dunkirk, Shelley 17, Jones 12-89; Greenville
No. 3, Keck 15, Carn 10—25. Other target scores were:

Events: 1 a 3 4 5 6 8 91011 1^13 1516
10 20 20 SO SO 25 20

10 20 30 30 19 31 18
8 18 18 17 16 83 17

.. '.. 16 16 14 15
3 17
9 17 16 18 17 S3 17

5 14 14 15 12 15 ..

9 18 18 17 is 33 is
&
7 17 13 18 17 .. ..

e 17 15 18 18 82 18
9 16 18 17 16 .. ..

6 10 11 13 10 .. ..

8 13 13 .. 15 .. ..

3 9 9 8 11 14 ..

8 11 12 ..

7 10

Targets: 10 10 SO SU SO SO 10

Glover 9 9 19 IS 18 18 7
Bartlett 7 lO 17 15 J7 16 10
Norris..., 7 9 15 18 14 .. ..

Pope 6 9 14 .. 17 .. ..
Skelly..... 5 8 .. .. 14 .. ..

Clever 9 7 17 16 16 16 8
Burr 4
Reblett., , 3 9.; .. .. .,
Poy 5 13 12 15 10 8
Upson 10 18 17 16
"Wride , 7 13 8 15 18 5
Sigel 3 18 9 . . ; .

.

Fulford , 7 18 1,7 17 lY ID
Ware 7 13 15 13 .. ..

Ewalt ^, 15 7
Kelsey 16 10
Wood....... 15 9
Lay , 9 7
Smedley ...... 16 7
Bixby 15 6
Jones , ,

Whitner.,
Smith • .. .. 21 17
Keck ,; \\ 11 15Cam .. ., ,, .. .. 16 10

Live-bird scores were as foUows:
Event No. 7, 10 birds, 85: Fulford and Ware 10, Upson and Clover

9, Bartlett and Glover S, Pope and Poy 7, Wride 6.

Nos, 14 and 17 were at 10 and 80 birds respectively, No.. 17 being the
contest for the B. O. Powder Company's cup. The cup was won by
Glover with 20 straight. Scores:

No. 14.

Fulford (32 > 2322222233-1

0

Bartlett (-0; 1331228123 10
Glover (32) 8211231 830- 9

Kelsey (30) 2011111112- 9

Clover .30) 8323202833- 9
Wood (3i; 2122223123—10
Carn i23j 22';0021120— 7

Lay (38) 0210i200w
Smedley (23).....,. 2210122200- 7
Bixby (88) ,> 0022810031— 6
Wride (28).. 1112111122-10
Fay ( 81 0011101050- 5
Ware (m 0300203223— 6
Poy (3S) . 8321020220- 7
Pope (30) , ,,i .... 8283312183-10
Kirkover (31)... ... .... . .28228w
Ewalt (30) .i. ...... ...1180011000- 5
Bacon (28) .1011310022- 7

Childs (28)........,.,.,.. 1203111223— 9
Smith .......,...T..-^.4,«^i«.».«.... ........
Kavanaugh. ., ...i. ....... .'n..
Reed .4 ... i i-fci . ... ..«.,„...,,
Rodney. .,i

* The following also shot in the E. C. cup shoot:
17; Koehler, 11 out of 17 ;

Keck, 8 out of 5.

No. 17- E, C. Guv.f
8322-2023332;23281001—17
22310211231121111020—17
81S333322223131U111-20
11120l8213i:0213U231-18
93U821313380233 032 -18 ^

326i66i6b3i!2i32ibiw

0003201C0283501810W

22231 018220118801312—17

002139330010182210W
11181183112221220002-17
2212.3ia]232S220ia233- 19
2.2i238a20001S20;l3w
188v000ll0312928w
070131322382i38lO;02—16

Derby, U out of
A. P. P.

The FoBSST AND Stbkav £» put to press each week on Tuesday
orreepondence int&txded\for publicitinH should reach us at the

lateat by Monday,jmd.as mwh earlier as praoticable. .

Bronx Biver Gun Club.
New Yobk, Jan. 81.—Two members of the Bronx River Gun Club

met on Samrday last at the club's grounds (Miller AZorn's). Bayches-
ter, N. Y., to decide the ownership of class A medal. This'medal be-
comes the property of the member winning it the greatest number of
times during the year. On summing up at the end of the year C18B6)
it was found that P. Pringle had won the medal four tmies, C. H.
Zorn had also won it four times and tied M. Herrlngton for it once-
the latter had previously won the medal three times. It was there-
fore only necessary for Zorn to defeat Herrington to become the
owner of the prize, and hts failure to defeat Herrington would make
all three, viz.: Pringle, Zorn and Herrington, a tie with four wins
each to their credit. It being too dark to shoot at the conclusion of
the regular event, it was decided to postpone the shooting off of ties
until Jan. 16, 181j7, on which date Zorn and Herrington met and shot
off' their tie. The conditions were 85 targets each, unknown angles,

M Herrmgion llUlllllOlllllll 1 1111101-23
C H Zorn llOiOlllllOOOlllllOllllll—19
Mr. Pringle not putting in an appearance, Zorn and Herrington shot

two sweeps of 5 pairs each, which resulted as follows:

No. 1. No. 2,
Herrington 10 11 U 11 11—9 11 11 10 10 11—8
Zorn 00 11 10 w 01 n 10 01 00—5
The ties between Pringle, Zorn and Herrington will be shot off at

'

the next regular club shoot, which will take place on the last Satur-
day in this inontb (Jao, 30^, J3, CsucfBR, Sec'j^. i
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IN NEW JERSEY.
OPENING DAY AT ELKVOOD PARK:.

Jan. Sli—The Inaugural shoot at the Elkwood Park new erounds
took place to-day in bright, blustery weather. It was Just the
weather to make the shooting hard, the northwest wind drivinjEr the
birds away from the traps whether they wanted to go or not. Late
yesterday afternoon it commenced to snow, but during the niffhi the
snow turned to rain, a perfect deluge of water falling in the early
hom-s of the morning. The effects of the heavy rain were no cause
of worry to the management at Elkwood Park, except in the matter
of transportation from the Branchport crossing to the groimds; and
yet that was both easy and cheap— stages at 10 cents a head being
provided in numbers ample enougti to meet aU demaods.
Once at the grounds, it was as pleasant inside the big club house as

one could possibly wish. The building was warmed both naturally
and artificially, the sun's rays and the heat from the stoves being
almost more than enough to make it comfortable. Upstairs was the
caf6 and restaurant, all four sides of it glass. Seated at the tables on
the southern side of cafe, it was possible to eat one's dinner and also
watch the shooting at the No. 3 set of traps. Downstairs only the
left wing was used as a depository for shooters' coats, guns, satchels,

etc., the belongings of the eighteen or twenty shooters present
scarcely making a show owing to the ample accommodation pro-
vided.
Only two sets of traps were used, the number of those who wanted

to sheot being insuificient to warrant the use of more. Different
events were shot off at the same time on Nos. 1 and 2 set of traps,

and in some instances the shooters entered in both events; yet so
near together are the scores of the two sets of traps, owing to the
"clover-leaf" formalion of the three sets, that little or no delay was
cau-sed by permitting entrance in both events. There was no delay
in trapping birds, the underground system in use at Elkwood Park
being more than equal to the occasion. This feature of these grounds
te worth more than passing mention on this occasion, and it is an ab-
solute fact that no shooting at all could have taken place ou the
Elkwood Park grounds to-day had the old conditions of trapping
been in use; being all "made ground" of a light, sandy-loam nature,
and saturated by the downpour of the previous twelve hours, it was
considerably more than "bock-deep" when one got off the board-
walks.

THE ATTENDANCE A DISAPPOINTMKNT.

The attendance was a disappomtment to us. We had looked for
a far more repreaentative gathering than we found at Elkwood Park
on our arrival. Philadelphia and the Riverton Gun Club easily car-
off the honors, both in point of numbers and in shooting. Among
those from Philadelphia were: E. A. Welch Cwinner of the first Grand
American Handicaps, T. S. Stokes, Junius H. Davis, C. H. Edwards,
Leonard Finletter and Count Gustav Langen. New York was repre-
sented by Noel E. Money, of the American E. 0. Powder Co. ; Jiistus
von Lengerke, of the firm of Von Lengerke & Detmold (tJ. S. agents
for Schultze); G. S. McAlpin, of Carteret; D. Bradley, of the Larch-
montT. C. and New York Athletic Club. Other shooters were: T.
W. Morfey, of Paterson, N. J. : W. R. Patten and Woolley, of Pleas-
ure Bay, N. J.; A. L. Ivins, of Seabright, N. J. ; Dr. ,7. G. Knowlton,
of New YorR. city, etc. Among the spectators were: Marshall Her-
rington. of the Laflin & Rand (W-A) Powder Co.; Aaron Woodruff,
Hank VVbite, "Uncle Billy" Hughes, etc. Fully a couple of hundred
spectators, including several ladies, were present during the day.
The birds were a good lot, leaving the traps very quickly and being
led very much by the strong wind that blew over the grounds,
njrng out of the northwest, it made a nearly straightaway wind on

f ile No. 1 set of traps, the set facing toward the Inn. On the traps
that faced south, the No. 2 set of traps, it was a strong left quarter-
mpr wind that swept the birds off to leeward at a rate of speed that
ij.iflled nearly all calculations. Many a bird that struggled up wind
escaped through errors made in calculathig the "drift" of the shot
in such a strong breeze. The difference between the two sets of traps
'ivas remarkable. On the No. 1 set birds went down wind very fast, but
did not twist to any great extent. Many birds also quartered and
fought up against the wind toward the club house, affording the easi-
est "of marks. Occasionally a screamer would leave the traps, and
then there was generally trouble. On No. 2 set it was different; birds
junqjed into the air, twisted and turned down wind in a style that
baffled all of the shooters; it was just about as hard shooting as any
5ve have ever seen.

THE PATTEN COP.

The principal event on the programme was the competition for the
Fatten cup, a valuable trophy presented by Mr. W. R. Patten, of
rieasure Bay. This contest was at 2.5 birds, fB25 entrance, handicap,
' iids extra, "and was open only to members of the Hollywood, Phila-

Iphia, Riverton and Carteret gun clubs; and to members of
] ixedo, Westchester Country Club, Westminster Kennel Club and
Uirchmont Yacht Club. Only eight entries were obtained for the
^-vent, and six of these hailed from Philadelphia, New Y^ork's only
r * -resentatives being D. Bradley and G. S. McAlpin, Harold B. Wal-

L !c acted as referee.
McAlpin lost a good bird in the first round, the pigeon going down
lid and getting over the boundary before coming to the ground,
adley and Finletter both lost birds in the next round, finletter's

; ing as hard a bird as left the traps during the day; it was a dark
I J lie that sneaked out of No. 5 trap before it was half open and then
si reaked away for the boundary, never leavmg the ground more than
a foot. In the third round Count Langen, of the Riverton Gun Club,
scored a lost bird, Mr. Edwards of the same club losing a very hard bird
in the fourth round , Mr. Davis drew a good one in the fifth that beat
him out, although he scored many a harder bird afterward. Thus
at the end of the fifth round only two men, Stokes and Welch, were
straight. Stokes lost a fair bird in the nest round. McAlpin and
Bradley both drawing very hot ones and scoring ciphers. Tnis left

W(3lch'in first place, a position he never relmquished, running out
with 25 straight, a score that, altbough not unmarked by
luck in the draw of the birds, was one that any one could feel proud
of, as the list of 2,5 kills included some excellent pieces of work with
the gun on very fast birds. Mr. Welch was placed 1yd. in by the
handicappers, receiving a yard the best of it from Stokes, McAlpin,
Davis and Finletter. We suppose his handicap was figured on the
basis of the shooting he has been doing of late, viz., practically noth-

at all, as he has not been doing much shooting for a couple of
years. On that basis we think the handicappers were by no means
at fault, notwithstanding his record of to-day. Welch on his day is a
retnarkably dangerous man for anybody to meet, and to day was his
day. He was favored in the di aw of the birds perhaps, but he used
Ids first barrel with the precision and quickness that marked his
efforts in past years; many a screamer was cut down before it had
more than gotten under way, and again many a bird that had
jumped into the air and twisted off to the east (down wind) was een-
teied with the first barrel with wonderful quickness. His "ready"
a lid "pull" were given with his old-time vigor.

Co return to the Patten cup contest: Edwards retired in the 15th
round with 10 kfils to his name; McAlpin followed suit in the 18th
with 13 kills, Davis also dropping by the wayside with 15 out of £0.
.-Stokes withdrew in the a4th round with 19 kills, leaving Welch with
a straight score, and Finletter with no misses, and Bradley and
Count with 4 misses each. This quartette scored thefr 25 birds and

II led with !i5, 28, 21 and 21 respectively. The conditions of the cup
V !re: 50 per cent, to first and eup; 30 per cent, to second and 20 per
I at. to third high guns. Welch and Finletter took tneir respective
portions, Bradley and Count dividing thu'd money.
Before leaving the record of the Patten cup, mention must be made
Bradley's <J2d bird; it was a good hot one that was knocked to the

fi oundandwas apparently a certain dead bu'd for him; when the
Jug- got to it it rose and fiew back over the boundary, fallmg dead just
jutside. Welch's 34th bird nearly spofied his siraighc score, as it

:vtiat off to the boundary and fell ]ust against the low wire fence that
xiarks the 50yds. boundary.
The scores m. this event are given below:

Trap score type—Copyright, by Forest and Stream PublisMng Co.

Patten Cup,

t < X T H i t-r<-HH<-<-t*-T->«-'s,-?' t
R A Welch (29)....SS31 1 1 22222222221 223222a2 2-25

r Leonard (30) s! 02223 31 2X2222
^ w:'STT<-?<-'^->«-^TTH-*HTT/"<-eti-

) Bradley (28) 1 0aa20122 2 12213122 33 3«»0 ;i-21

3ount (26).

.

r S Stokes (80) 2 21ia0 2 02-.i22a0222 12siual0w

2 2 22220223 2—23

, , ,ii ;i 0 3 1 3 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 0 2 -.i 1 0 2 2 :i 2 2 2 2—21

IH Davis (30)....

^^rv*-t*-HM^T-vHT<-TT->iT
.2 22202 2 201022 2 301110

3 a McAlpin (30). ..• 2223023022221 2 200w

.1 H Edwards (59). .1 sJ 3 I) 2 l r3 2 3 2 0 0 • • 2 w

OTHER EVENTS.

Several miss and-out?, $5 entrance, and three other sweepstakes
ffere shot, the latter being: lO birds, SlO; 5 birds, $5; and 15 birds, $16 ,

iU at aOyds.

The last-named'event wag shot on No, 8 set'of traps,'the>epresenti
ative of Forestand Stream acting as referee on this set. This event
was almost the last for the day, and was finished with the sun about
three-quarters of an hour high. The birds were a really excellent lot

of flyers, and were directly responsible for the comparatively low
scores made.

THE IS-BIED BAOE.

Morfey went to the score first and drew a hot one that fairly beat
him out; Count lost one in the first round also. Count, Davis and
Woolley also lost their birds in the second round, Woolley's being a
piece of extremely hard luck, the wind fairly carrying his dead bird
just over the boundary fence into the cornfield. Edwards lost his
Sd bird dead out of boiinds, Woolley, Stokes and Morfey all drawing
very fast birds in this round. Welch. Stokes and Finletter broke
their straight scores in the 4th round. Finletter having a good bard
bird to kill. Welch's loss was the result of a piece of carelessness on
the part of the shooter: he simply paralyzed a swift white bird from
No. S trap that went down wind to the left, knocking it all in a heap
just to the left of No. 2 trap, where it lay on its back, its head doubled
up under it. Welch thought that one barrel was enough, although
the bird was trying to turn over, so opened his eun and left the
score. When the retriever got to the bird, the pigeon managed to
get into the air and flew over the boundary before dropping to the
ground, where it was gathered; the judicious placing of a second
barrel on this bird might have landed Welch closer to first place.
Count and Stokes lost birds in the 5th round. Patten being the only
man left with a straight score at this point of the game.
Patten spoiled his score in the next round ffith) by having a fast

left-quarterer drop dead out of bounds. Woollev scored a miss in

this round on an easy bird, shooting behind it with both barrels. In
the 7th round Count lost another bird and retired ; Stokes drew a
good one and made a great stop on it. In the next round Davis and
Morfey lost birds, Morfey's miss being one of those unaccountable
pieces of shooting one often sees—but not when Morfey is at the bat.

The bird was a left-quartering incomer and fairly sat in the air wbile
Morfey plunked both loads at it; as soon as the second shell had been
discharged the bird concluded it had had enough and turned off down
wind without a feather injured. It was one of the luckiest pigeons
we have been made acquainted with.
The 9tb round was an interesting one, five out of the eight men stiU

in the race losing their birds. To make up for this piece of work, the
next 11 birds were scored dead, and then Stokes lost his llth, a fast
one that was too good for the shooter. Davis lost his llth bird and
Edwards scored a miss on a fast circUng incomer to the right in the
12th round. In the lath round Welch and Woolley each lost a bird
dead out of bounfls, Welch's being an extremely hard bird to kill, as
it fled for the boundary. Davis and Fioletter scored losses in the 14th
round, Finletter's bird falling dead out of bounds. In the last round
Welch lost a driver that put him in second place; Edwards also lost a
driver, thus shooting himself into the 11 hole and out of the money;
Davis also drew another screamer and made his second consecutive
cipher.
The conditions were: Three high gims, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Thus

Morfey and Patten divided first and second moneys with 13 each,
while third money was divided between Welch, Stokes and Finletter.
The scores in this event were:
Sweepstakes, 15 birds, $1-5, tliree high guns:

Trap aeore type—Cop^yright, «S7, by Forest and Stream JPublishing Co.

TWMorfey 0 2232220222322 3—tS

WR Patten 1 2222.23012222 2—13

B A Welch 1 21«22111111»2 0—13

T S Stokes 12200223210223 2-12

F Leonard 2 220122202322» 2—18

G H Edwards 2 1«11122012012 0—11

W Woolley 2 • 2 2 2 0 3 2 0 3 2 2 • 2 w

.2 0222210030110 0-J H Davis

Count 0 U 3 1 0 1 0 w

Sweepstakes were shot as below. No. 5 being a 5-bird event and No.
6 a 10-bird event; all the rest were miss-and-outs. So entrance:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

Stokes (30) .,...2i0 22120 22220 222 21100 0112129220-8
Finletter(30) 0 212x0 212 223 10.2222i03-8
Welch (2H) ....110 1211221 2113123 ... 11223

Davis (30) 23ii2 2282222 22222
Edwards (30) 2212 2321122 00102
McAlpin (30) 210 2223ii23 2222222

Von Lengerke (28) 1112 1120 22210 ... 01122

Count (27) 2120 220 10 00201

Patten (26) 2222120 ... 2J210 0213102220-8
Money 0 lOOOOw'1003—

4

Morfey 320 82022

Ivins ....... 220 0002011020-4
Cooper 0 22122 2220202022-7
Bradley S;20 22202 ..........
Money" (re-entry) 122
Knowlton 32222

No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

Stokes a31212 ' 220 2221222321 210
Finletter 212220 222 23220
Edwards 210 122123
Morfey 22210 0 322333
Patten 0 212 0' 222122
Count 2229 0 0 20
Patten Cre entry)... 322228 ... 20
Morfey (re-entry) , , . 320
Count (re-entry) 20 0
Von Lengerke • • • 2221211223

Money. <^ i. 0
Welch 2331121111 1110
Davis , .......<.• 30

SUBtTBBAN GtTN CLUB, OF ELIZABETH.

Jan. 16.—The Suburban Gun Club, of Elizabeth, held a little live-

bird shoot to-day. In addition to three sweeps, a 50-bird match was
shot between W. E. Ross and H. K. Tooler, both of this city. Ross
won by 41 to 35. W. Parker acted as official scorer, and also looked
after Ross's interests, Aaron Woodruff Handling Tooler. Nate As t-

falk was referee. The scores in the sweeps were as below:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Dr Eaton 13200—3 00010—1
ChasRoss..,., 10000-1
Alexander 00010—1
G W Coyne,, 00«00 -1
Turner ....120J2-4 03200-3 ' 10
Waterbury. ..,-t-.-.-.f..-21010- 3 ..... o
Greiff .... 12212—5
Folsom ..^r • 21220-4 0
Woodruff 21222—5 20
Cbartrand 4......... .... 12100-3 0
Donnelly ........r -» • 22213—5 11
Aotfalk 11212-5

Greiff and Chartrand re-entered in No. 3, but lost their bu'ds again.
Score in the Boss-Tooler match was as below

:

Trap score type—Copyright, issr, by Foreat and Stream Publishing Co.

13 3 534423 3 413 '1 2234332444 3

H K Tooler 2 00202302 !4 0233020la02220 2—16

5311213 3 23 3 324542 3 42 3 4345
222a22 2i2212102u0la02203 0—19—35

55 3 154S14314I12243343 3S4 3
/^'i*/'-^/\'i<;* /fci'/' \k^'\.^Ni^t'^ t'si'^K

Wm E Boss. . ..3 323l022100U22022 ai23 2<!3 2-20

, 333351433335531515354 3 131
\ S T >i' 1^'/' ->\ / \

0 00202;j3i2a2122 3 222js2211 2—21—41

E. C. CTJP At. HACKENSACK.

Jan. 23.—Tne cup presented to the Bergen County Gun Club by the
American E. C. Powder Co. was contested tor to-day for the third
time on the grounds of the club, near the depot of the New York,
Susquehanna & Western R. R. The day was unfavorable for target
shootmg, as a galf. from the northwest swept across the Hackensack
meadows and played all sorts of tncks with the targets. In the cup

race Noel Money shot like his old self, and carried oft' the cup with
the good score of 48 out of 59. Mortey also made a rattling good
score under the conditions, running 94 out of his first 95 ana SO out
of the second string. Money. Morfey and Brocket, the latter a be-
ginner of promise, were the only ones to shoot out their handicap
allowances, as no one else bad any show against Money's total. The
totals made in this race give some idea of the conditions underwhich
the event was shot, Edwards, the scratch man, made a poor show-
ing in this event, scoring 34 out of 50. The Bergen County boys
made things very comfortable for their members and guests, and
"setup" the lunches in a very pleasant manner. If everybody did
not get enough shooting it was his own fault, as the trans were kept
busy all the time from 11 until dark. The club will hold a handicap
target race, 100 targets, unknown angles, on Feb. 12. Scores in the
cup race were

:

N E Money (3)11110110111111111111111111101111111111011111111111—46
11 -2—48

TWMorfey (1)11111111111111101111111111111100111111111111010011-44
1 — 1-45

Brockett (13).. 11001001111111111011110011110001111010011001110101-33
1111101101111 —11—44

MHerrington (3)..1011110101010011110101111inoitl0111011011111101111-36
Ed Taylor (2) 111111 01111 1 1011111011 0011 10011 1011100100010111111—.36
F S Edwards (0)., .10111001010110010100111111011101011011110111011111—34
R Snyder (9) 11001010001110101111011110111101111001111111101010—34
Warner (11) ..10111010101111101100011111111101010100001110101011—.32
P Adams (5) 111100M100110111000110100110011101011010111101111—30
T Bell (31 01111010100110110101111101110011010110011110000110-30
Steele (12) 01111110010101110000011011111000101011001000111111—89
Van Keuren (10).. 11110100010101010110101110010111001011011001100110—
Whyand CIS) 10100110010000101000101110001100101001111011110010—24

Scores in the sweeps shot dui-ing the day were as below:
Events: 1 S S I, 5 6 t 8 9 10 11 li IS lU

Targets: 35 10 80 15 15 20 10 10 10 20 25 25 25 10

NEMoney ..... 20 8 12 13 18 19 9 9 10 17 .. 18 81 .,
TWMorfey 19 9 15 13 12 5 .. .. 20 ..
F S Edwards......... 28 10 14 14 14 18 10 9 9 18 .. 21 22 ,.M Herrington 17 8 13 11 10 17 5 10 7 13 ..
Ward 5 10 8 8 10 8
VanKeuren 5 11 9 9 13 7 11 15 .. ..
Ed Taylor 9 15 8 20 ..HD Warner 4 .. 15 8
Brackett .... 4 7 15 .. 14 .. 9
RSnvder 5 6
C O Gardner, Jr 7 .. 16 .. .. 6
TBell fi ..
P Adams 5 5 19
Whvand.... ., ,, .. .. 3 .. IS
Jackson ., 6 10 10 20 ., ..
Raymond 20 19 .. ..

EAST SIDE GTTN CLUB, OF NEWARK.
Jan. so.—The following scores were made to-day by members of

the East Side Gun Club, of Newark. Event No. 1 was at 8 live birds,
S2.50 entrance; Nos. 2 and 3 at 15 targets per man, known traps and
angles. Scores in the live-bird event were:
Perment .11111111—8 Erbardt .10101110—

5

Thomas ..........11111111-8 Laufenberg 11000111-5
Koegel , 10111111—7 Bitz 10100111—5
Leuthauser 10111111—7 Reiboldt 10101100—4
Hilfers 01011111—6 Neigart 01110001—4
Two 15-target events were shot after the live birds had been dis-

posed of. Scores were as below:
No. 1. No. 2.

Leuthauser 111111100111110-18 110010010111111—10
Reiboldt 111110011110110—11 100111111111011—12
Koegel 111110111110100—11 100101111011001— 9
Thomas 110110111101001—10
Bitz. ,.,111011010111000— 9 111110001111111—18
Schork .......011011011000111— 9 011001001111010— 8
C Neigart ..111111000001010— 8 110110000000000— 4
Erhardt......j.,,,,,^,;,,,.,..... .111000010001010— 6 OlOOIlllOOlOinO— 7
Perment 010000011101010— 6 110101010001101— 8
Lutz 001001001100011— 6
L'lufenberg..., 111011000001000— 6
Henry ......101000000010011— 5

Thko. Leuthatjser, Sec'y.

A Saturday at Larchmont.
New York, Jan. 16.—A long list of events was decided to-day on

the grounds of the Larchmont Y. C. 15 events being shot and" 427
pigeons trapped. Of this number £53, or about 83 per cent., were
scored, the number of dead out of bounds, owing to the 31yds. bound-
ary, being extremely large and fatal to the chances of many a
shooter. The scores in the 5 bird events, two high guns, and in the
miss-and-outs were as below, a glance at the scooes telling what was
what;

No. 1. No. 3.

•Oil*
2202.
111121 2223.1 aSa

H Butler 82»2»
JPKnapp ....12222
G S McAlpin 21222
G Magoun .2201W H Stafford .2202
H B Wright.......
F G Moore.........

No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

12010 00111 21021
No. 6.

111111232
023283 20221 20283 18110

882220 30182*
233383 03380

"IS*

1831333332\t^
81301 02010 80213
33222 2322« 282«2
82201 01031

2800
33213^
312888^1

Dr Wynn.

Butler....

Wright...

« • • » • 4 •

No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 13
.88112» 0
31 3« 333333 2122 30 1183120 20'

8222« 232333 2* 22238 3812223 212
,22323« 333383 12230 3183333 282
2230 0 2233 220 8232833 30

0 2330 0 23*
133322 2111 23221 231388» i2*
0 1123 2212y 20

# • • > 0 * • • * • •••••••Magoun.. i. Si i,-r.:,i

No. 14.
Wright 3822120
Stafford.. 2922823
McAlpin 1822120

323230

221
120
223

No. 15.

32881833
81833a
2212232.

Trap at Leroy, Pa.
Lerot, Pa., Jan. 19,—The newly organized gun club of this city

held a shoot to-day for a silver trophy donated to the club by its
secretary, Mr. S. D. Loyd. The contest was a handicap affair, the
number of targets shot at by each individual ranging from 35 to 50.
The handicaps were arranged by B. F. Smith, S. D. Loyd and R. Hol-
comb. B. F. Scnith won the trophy by breaking 24 out of his 25, but
was closely pursued by Messrs. R and 0. Holcomb, each of whom
broke 23 out of 37. Tbere would have been seven or eight more en-
tries had the weather been more favorable; as it was, the air was
bitterly cold and penetrating. Scores were:'
B P Smith (0) 1111111111111111111110111 _24
R Holcomb (13)... .1010111101010101101101110110101001101 —23
C Holcomb (12)....11101010110111001101110n001111001110 -23
T Morse (l9) IIOOOIOOOIIIOIOUOOOIIOIIOOMIOOOOOIOIIIOIII —32
C Dodge (20) lOOOOllOllOOllOUOlOlllOOlOlOOOlOOOOOlOlOOlOl —iO
C McCreary (12). . .0011010111001011000110110101100101100 —19
S D Loyd (3a) OOOlOOllOOlOOllOOOOllOOlOlIOlOOOOl 1010101000100100-19
R Blowers (25) . , . .00010000011101101001001100000100100001110000101101—19

Buffalo B.

Interstate Tournaments for 1897.
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 21.—j;difor Forest and Stream: Up to the

present time the Interstate Association has made arrangements to
give tournaments as follows, and claims dates accordingly: Balti-
more, Md., April 14, 15 and 16, under the auspices of the Baltimore
Snooting Association; Monroe, La., Jtme 9 and 10, under the
auspices of the Monroe Gun Club; NeiV Haven, Conn.. July 14 and
15, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club; Lewis'ton, Me..
Aug. 4 and 5. under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club; and
Montpelier, Vt., Aug. 20 and 26, under the auspices of the Montpelier
Gun Club. Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

Rising Sun Gun Club.
BisiNG Sun, Md., Jan. 19.- The Rising Sun Gun Club, of this place,

held a shoot to-day. The main event was at 25 bluerocks per man,
and below are the scores made by the S highest guns:
A Keen OOllillllllloOllllllOllll—21
J Gifford 1100011011111110111111101-19
H England , lllUlllllOlllll 111111111—23
J Hartenstine 1011111111111111011111111—23
S Terry i .....4^ . lOlllllllllllOllllOllllll—ai
D Letts 1011111111111110100101111—20
WMartndale 1111111101110111111111011—23
H Alexander OOlOlHlOOlllinilllOlllO—18

H. L. Wokthington, Sec'y.
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ON I.ONG ISLA.ND.
EMERALD SUN CLUB.

Jan. 19 —The Emerald Gun Club's monthly shoot was well attended,
as usual, twenty-eight members taking part in the club shoot, three
guests maldngr the number that faced the traps at Dexter Park this
afternoon total thirty-one in all. There was just enouarh wind to
mske the birds a fairly st'on? lot of fleers, and in eonspquence only
two of the thirty-one, E. J. Clark and Gus Nowak, were able to make
straight scores. Among the twenty-eight members of the club were
two new ones, J. S. S. Remsen and H. F. Burns Reitosen was shoot-
ing a new gun, and found that it suited him very well, as he scored
in cractice and in the main eveat just 31 out of 3=.

The monthly gatherings of the Emerald Gun Club are always most
enjoyable, while, the friendly rivalry among the members makes each
shot of interest. Although our score does not show the number of
birds that fell dead out of hounds, it should be noticed that Charlie
Dudley's straight was spoiled in the 8th round by a bird that barely
got across the boundary. Tom Lawis (an assumed name, by the way)
Khot about five different guns, and his score by no means represents
his real capabilities.
The full score in the club shoot is given below, the manner of

handicapping the members by both distance and by points being
shown. (N. B.—Each shooter must score more birds than shown
by his handicap points before adding anything to his record for the
yearly prlaes):

Trap score type—CopyHgfit, issr, by Forest and Stream FuUishing Co.

Points.

E J Clark (A, 29) 7 8 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 3-10

R Phister (A, 29) 7 ...2 0 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-9

is S Remsen (A, 29).,...

Tdm Lewis (A, £9)

M HerriDgton (A, 28) ....

,

Tbm Short (A, 58). , .

" 1 2 2 3 2 3 0 0 2 2—8

.7 0.2 2320000 2—5

.7 1 1 1 2 0 1 3 3 3 3—9

7 030 2 13211 2-8

Dr GV Hudson (A, 28) 7.. 3 12020120 2—7

Gus NQwak (A, S8)..

CF Dudley 28)..

...2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 i'-lO

...1131213013-9

HPEessendeia (A, 28) ........ 6)^.,:., ..2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 0 2-9

....6J^ 1 0 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 1—9

3 23313303 2—9

2 110222130-8

F W Place .(A,-S8^)

,

W Sands (A, 88),.

E A Vroome (A, 28)

.

J H Moore (A, 88). m 1 1 1 l 1 0 l 0 1 1—8

G ELoebl". (Ai JS) 6i4,, 2 23030333 1—8

O Mulcahy (A, 28).

e SteulzIe(A, £8)..

..3 2 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1—7

..3 200130100—5

B Regan (A, 28) 6 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1— 4

W Amend (A, 88^ h]4 a 3 0 3 3 1 2 2 0 1-8

B Amend (A, 28,), .3 02 1 0 0 3 1 3 0-6

J Woelfel (A, 28) 5 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2- 5

.0 20201301 3-6T F Oodey (B, 86) f]^

Dr Richter (B, 25) 5 0 2 3 3 0 1 2 2 0 2-7

Emil Weiss (B, 85) 5 8 0 3 0 0 3 3 1 3 1—7

G KBreit (B, 25) 6. ,,0X001 0 3 3 0 1-

G B Hillers (B, 25) 5 ] 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 0-4

H F Bums (B, 853 5 0 00301002 2-4

*F S Edwards (23j 3 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 1- 7

*W Jaeger (28) 2 0 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 1- 6

*T B Ford (28; 3 0 (» 0 0 0 0 0 2 0— 2

* Guests. . . Edward Banks.
NEW YOBK GEBMAN GUN CLUB.

Jan. ao.—The ftrst shoot of the ypar ef the Ne* York German Gun
Club was held to day at D^x er Park. There were ihirceen sbooteis
on hand to take part in Lhe club shoot at 10 live birds. Three of the
thirteen tied on 9 each, ana on the shoot off miss-and-out Koeni°-
won on the first round, both Dr. Hud.»on and J. Schlrehc losing their
birds dead out of bounds. Suor«>s inade in the club shoot and in a
3 bird sweep shot attijr ibe in iiu eveuc were as follows:

„ ^ , ,
Tie. Sweep.

BKoenig lllJlliSOi- 9 3 2I1--3
Dr Hudson 10.i22i21J I—9 • ill-

a

J Hchlicht.. ....... irl<ss!^l<:UO

PSauter .0nil10ll3—8 io! 2
HTharaforde 8n-.'j01<0' 8

"

EDoeincfc 110r,33<:0 H
' ]0»—

'

J P Dannefelser rilO:i;<Oi— 8
'

iOO-lH Leopold 3011010111—7
JOehl , 003;0.'ni0-ti
M Banden O-i'OmOl 6
J Wellbrock 1 2;0I000.'-ti ' 200-1
AKadle r.i,..i^„ .,,<0 13200^3-6
P Kronsberg ,..-,.„. 02 0221 00 - 5 . 258—2
H Meyer COOOOOuOOJ- 1 . ,

The following list gives the records for 1896, aud shows thp num-
ber of points handicap, and also the total number of points scored bv
each contestant in the nine club shoots held during the y^ar. The
first ten on the list received prizes at the annual meeting held
Jan. 15:

Handicap. Points. Handicap. Points.
J Wellbrock 6^ 15 M Banden.. .... 4V6 4
HThamforde 5 8 S J Held...... fi 4
Dr Hudson fiU 7 H Nobel 5 ;

JSchlicht.... 5>§ 6}^ J Dehl 4 3
FSauter .5 fi ASchmitt hy, 3
J Smith .......... 5 6 EDoeinck. ., gu ->

HLeopold.... 5 H ALu'-as ,.3 3E Radle 4}^ SJ^ A Leutheusser.,^, . 3 3
J P Dannefelser.... h 5 A Bufch 5U u
PGarms, Jr 514 41^ BKoenig 5 1

The annual election of officers also took place on Jan. 15, the fol-
lowing list of officers being elected for 1697: President, August
Schmitt; Vice-President, J Wellbrock; Secretary, A. Leutheus^er-
Treasurer, J. P. Dannefelser; Captain, F. Sauter " '

A. Leutheusser, Sec'y.

FOUNTAIN GUN CUTB.

Joji. SI.—Five members of the Fountain Gun Club, of Bro'^klyn,
put in an appearance this afternoon at Dexter Parir, to take part iji

the first regular monthly shoot of the club for, 1897. J E Lake
scared 8 oti : of 0 fron the iSyJi. marii an 1 cook lirst place. W H.
Dealt, a guest of the club, r^n his 10 birds straight. Scores were;

J E Lake fSS) -OSOiaill?!- 8 J Grace (28) ..lOSlOCOO- .3

Dr Eddy (28) 1'120»1110— 7 *WHDean(30) 2118221121-10Wm Allen (29) 23113I.100- 7 *J Williams (25) 0001110113- BWm Selover (80). . . .12»3'20!30— 7 *Guest.

FALCON GUN CLUB,
Jan. The Falcon Gun Club held its first monthly shoot for 1837

at Dexter Park this afternoon. Seven members competed for the
club's prizes, J Vagts and J. Herrmann tieing for first place with 6
kills each. Falcon Gun Club rules call for gun below the elbow, sec-
ond barrel kills to count as a half. Scores were as below:
J Vagts (25) 1111011-6 C Doscher (2o) 2102101-4
J Herrmann (•:.g) 1011111-6 H Van Staden ,(25), ...01 11 020-3U
.1 Bobling (25; lClllll-51^ J MoUer C27) 0113001-3}^
J Meyer (28) 1111010-4

Trap Around Buffalo.
AUDUBON GUN CLUB.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 18.—The regular weekly shoot of the Audubon
Gun Club, of this ci y. was held at Audubon Park on Saturday. The
attendance was poor compared to what usually greets these weekly
^atberiQgs, but the quality of the shooting was decidedly good. Nos.
3 and 4 were the club shoot and the Gold Dus' p^^wder events respec-
tively. In respect to the latter event the Buffalo Courier has this to
say in its issue of the 17th inst. : "As was expected, the special Gold
Dust powder shoot was the event of the day. and it; was verv hotly
conteoted. Although the prize was won by the donors, Burkhardt
Brothers, they kindly afiowed the second best men, of which there
were five, to shoot for its possession. Among them wa*; one who not
very long ago won the beautiful W. & A. silver powder fla^k. and he
vowed that he would win this one also. In the shoot-ofl'. which was
a mi=s-and-out affair, it took only four rounds to decide that the Gold
Dust belonged to the same man who made good his vow, Mr. Leonard
Bennett. President Reid made the presentation speech in a few well-
cbo.sen remarks for the occasion, ai:ter which Mr. Bennett who had
been anxious to see his prize, opeiied the package and found not
powder for shooting purposes, but in its stead a well-known brand of
washing powder. Everybody now has the laugh on Mr. B mD<»it, lout
he has threatened to eet even with some one, particula'^ly Grorgie
McArthur, whose fertile brain hatched the scheme. The flass A
badge fell to the lot of Charles Buriihardt wirh a straight score, Thi-t
makes his fourth claim. Edward Reinecke was again successful as
la«t week and won the Class B badge for the second time. Alderman
George Zoeller was again the winner in Class C,"
Scores were as below:
Events:

Targets:

E C Burkhardt
Norris, . , .

.

0 S Burkhardt.
L W Bennett...
A Coombs. 21
B Tolsma 1? ii ., '..

G McArthur. ... 9 13 SO 13 H 14
G Zoeller . 5 15 21 13 11 17
E Reinecke :0 11 .. .,

LFri3s 9 14 15 10 11 ,.

1 8 3 4 5 6
10 15 25 15 15 20

8 14 24 15 14 18
8 14 30 13 14 16

JO 13 !5 14 15 U
10 15 23 13 14 20

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 IS Si 15 15 20

UE Story 8 19 10 . . .

.

J A Keiinedy 6 13 10 10 13
J J Reid 9 19 It .. 10
E N McCarney . . . . 11 80 13 10 14W Hines, Jr 14 20 11 14 ,.

E P Reynolds...-. ,. 9 12 8 6..
J H Johnson , 11 18 13 , . .

.

J.J Schneider 14 8 10 ..

A Rossiter
, . . , , 18 . . ,

.

MIDWINTER tournament.
Jan Jfjf.-The firsr day of the Audubon Gtm Club's first annual mid-

winter tournament opened most inau&piciou?ly. a high wind blowhig
all day. But few local shooters put in an appearance and only one
r>r two from out of town were on hand. L. V Beyer, of Roches-er.
N. Y., toot part; in tweive events and came out easily on top. The
scores in the thirteen events shot during the da v are given below lu
tabulated form

:

Events: 1 33 45 6 78910 HI'S 13
L Beyer 7 9 6 8 9 7 13 13 9.. 8 10 11
Geispndorfer.. , 4 7 5 6.. . .

Fay 6 5 7 4., I! .'. "s 4 '4 6
"4

Baker 4885.... 7634,. 65
Poole « 9 9 6 6 6 . . ^ ,.McCamey 9 7
Estes 5

'

cs B
i,

'8 io 'g '5 '9 '9 io
Taylor 3 4H Wheeler.. -..iii. .'. \\ .', .', .. 9 "4 '3

\\
"4 "7

Norris
, , , ^_ \\ .,12

Nos. 1, 8, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 12, 10 targets each; Nos. 7, 8, 11 and 13, 15
tai-gets each.

The Elliott-&ay Match.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 16.—J. A. R. Elliott and J. D. Gay, the latter

hailing from Pine Grove. Ky., shot a match to-dav on the grounds
of the Kentucky Gun Club, of this city. The conditions of the mat-sh
were as follows: 100 live birds per man, $10) a side; Elliott to stand
at 31yds. and to use a Winchester repeating shotgun; Gay to stand
at 39yds.; winner to take the gate receipts. Elliott won by 2 birds
with a score of 98 to 96.

The day was warm and pleasant. But there was no breez", and the
atmosphere was hazy. The prominence given to the match by the
caliber of both shooters? and by the big scores that have lately been
made by both men, brought out a large attendance of spectators.
Mr. Irby Brnnett, of the W. R. A. Co., looked after Elliott, the same
office being perforaied for Mr. Gay by Mr H. J. Lyons. The referee
was Mr. Geo C. Beck, of ladiamipolis, lad ; offlcial scorer, John
Morton; trap-puller. Claude Kelley. The match commenced at 1:39
P. M. and finished at 3:40 P. M., occupying ju^t one minute over two
hours. The traps fell to the contestants as follows:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No 4. No. 5. Total.
Elliott 12 18 2i 34 24 ICO
Gay 31 13 SI ^1 14 100

ElliUt shot a Winchester repeating shotgun, Winchester factory-
loaded ammunitiot'. Leader shell?, 48grs. E. C.,1^0'. No. 7: Gay
shot a Parker gun, TJ. M. C. Smokeless shell, SJ^drs. Hazard, l^^oz.
No. 7. Gay's shells were loaded by Emile Pragotf, of Loui-ville, Ky.
As will be seeu from the score, Gay lost his 14Ch and a3d oirds, both

dead oucof bounds. High runs were; Elliott, 44, Gay, 13, 3', 31,
34. The detailed score given below tells the story of the match as to
Hight of bird, trap, etc.

Trap score type -Copyright, isot, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
33134 33 53 5 224311313 43 3 515

JAR EUiott (3i)2 33383333332a38332322383 2—26

244443 -1 45 3 5325441841144 3 3

2333333223^3333333203333 2-24

52363355544145 332 54 555535
3 2 3 332332333333333833..i33 3—?5
3 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 5 14 4 3 2 14 3 1

sj33233iiS33322238303 2 333332 21-

5 4 1213 21131125 3 3138454355
J D Gay (-'9). . ..3 33<J22i23 3 33 3 »82 3 a 3 3 2«33 3-33

5533141112414 3 3 53 3 3454144
22322 3 1323338331330333 3 3 3-34

413435111484 3 1133 5 3 415383
183321833132333011:i3 3 333 1—24

11314143151414-14125121413
2382112321833331321123 1 1,3-5.5

-98

Hastings Gun Club.
Hastings, Neb., Jan. 15.—Below are the .scores ma

of the Hastings Gua Club in ttie handicap shoot for t)

donated by Lafiin & Hand (W-A) Powder Company,
shot off at the next regular club shoot:

Kinney. 0100000011011011111001 '0011101
Rants ..lOiniulilllluOllOllllOlllllll
Bernhard lOllllllllillllioOUllllllKl
Averill OOiOlOllOOiroOlOlOlllllOOllOll
McKinney llHOlllimoiOlOlOllOllinoil-
I-yman ICOlOOOOOllOOOOlCOnOlOOUlOin
Walradt 11000111 OlOOlOOl lllOl ; Oil 1 1001-
Holzivorth llllOlllllllllliuilllOlOlUll
Lawsop lllOOOUlllliniOllinillllOlO
Creeth ..llllOOllllCOlIOlUllOlCiOl 11111
Duer nilOn 11110:00111110111111111
Boyd... ...,,.,..i*0!10001110Oll10O1001ini0 0011-
Haydea . . , . ^ 1 lOOHUl 1 11 Hi JllllliOlCOlOl J

le by members
le .'•ilvtir trophy
All lies will be

Added. Total
16-1- 9

V4-I- 6
i6-|- 7
ii-f-ie

-i3-i-lO

l--i-15
-18+ 9

:7-f 7
24-1- 4

3 +10
35+ 0
- 7-1- 7

34+ 4

-35
—3)
- 3!—31'
- 31
—37
—
.-34
—i8

3 J

—35—'?4

- 3i

Are Elkwood Park's Traps an Infringement?
We have received from Mr. Robert S. Elliott, of the firm of E. S

Elliott & Co., of Kansas City, Mo., a copy of a letter sent to Mr. Phil
Daly, Jr., by BIr. Elliott'a attorneys. The letter, which fully explains
the circumstances under which it"was sent, is as follows:
Kansas City. Mo., Jan. 15.— 3fr. Phil Daly, Jr., Branchpori, N J ;

We are credibly informed that you are using in your profession a
sportsman's iive-bird trap, with an opening in the bottom of the trap
adapted to insert a bird through said bottom into the trap; and fur
ther, we are aware that you have formerly been using the trap
known as the Mott trap, patented Aug. 6, 1895, to Jordan L. Mott, Jr

,

No. 544,186; and to add practicability and. make this trap more expe-
ditious you, or other persons with whom you are interested, have
cut an opening in the bottom of this trap, through which the bird
can be introduced by the feeder secreting himself in a pit in the
ground or otherwise, from the bottom.
This trap, as you are using it, is a direct infringement upon an in-

vention for the same purpose by Robert S. Elliott, of this city, for
which he now has an application pending in the U. S. Patent Office
for patent, and which is readj^ for official allowance and will be so
officially allowed when it receives the next official action by the de-
partment; and we will now call upon you, by authority vested in us
by Mr. Elliott, to desist at once from the use of any live-bird trap by
which the bird 13 inserted through the bottom into the trap; and if
you failto comply with this notice the law in such cases will be put
in full force against you, and you will be held strictly to account for
all of the traps that you have been using with the said opening in the
bottom of the trap.
Hoping that you will comply at once with the spirit of this notice,

we are, youis very respectfully, Higdon & Hiqdon.

McAlpin Defeats Duryea.
New Yobk, Jan. 32.—G. S McAlpiu and L. T. Duryea shot a match

to-day on the grounds of the Larchmont Y. C-, and McAlpin won
from Duryea by 3 bhds, the scor;>s standing 91-88. These scores were,
really ex-jellent ones and both men did great work, as the birds "^ere
a fast lot, with a strong wind to help them out of bounds. The con-
ditions were: 100 live birds, 30yds. rise. 31yds. boundary. The short
boundary was answerable for several ciphers, as each man had
birds scored dead out of bounds that would otherwise have b'^en
called "good birds." McAlpin lost 6 birds dead out; Duryea lost 8
from the same cause; these figures show that they didn't miss many.A number of spectators were present, among them Roll Organ andW. P. Mussey, of Chicago. Others were: W. C. F. Jones. E^ Eddv
G. Magoun, Dr. W. Wynn, W. E Durvea, Wm. Stewart, Dr. Knowl-
ton, F. W. Duryea, D. I. Bradley, O. Adams, etc.
In the two first strings of 35 birds McAloin gained on Duryea. scor-

ing 84 to 32 and 20 to 19: in the 3d .string Duryea gained rapidly, and
at the 69th round McAlpin was only 1 ahead of him. Then McAlpin
lost his 69th and Duryea had to score to tie; he foiled, his bird falling
dead out of bounds. From this point McAlpin ran out straight with
.31 unfinished, but Duryea lost 8 bu-ds, his 89th (dead out) and his S.3d
Double-figure runs were: McAlpin 31, 24 and 17; Duryea 80, 19, 12 and
11. Scores:
G S McAlpin , •''2238?2521222238?23J1 22- 24"

•02J8ai828"«921«»2 2m'^-

L T Duryea. , .

,

91

-20
2221 83222»ai 0 21 2^20383828—f2
3?2.!3?812333221'32J8888832—?5-

. . ,2f«'2?»32S2 22151520 83)883-3!
3S231»".20 i813ia2.1S3o«22—1

9

213322'.;33383283889.3n888—

4

822228282828?»38£03888333-S 3-88

Poughkeepsie Gun Club.
Pou6HKBBPSiE,N.y.,Jan.l4.—The scoresmade by the members of the

Poughkeepsie Gun Club given below were made under very unfavor-
ahle circumstances for good scores, a heavy snowstorm botherin ^ the
shooters while the event was being decided.

^

S.^x?7.'I?'''® .3010111101101110111111111^ ;oEd Williams -. lO'l'llTOlOlllOllKiliOOlO-T:'
WCorhes OllOOllOlllllllOlOOllllO -]?
WPerkms lOOlUOIllOlOllllllOlOOl 1 17J M Spencer 1101111000100111101011101 16H Valentine 1010010010110110111011101—14W Slanney 1101011110000101001101011-14A Traver OOniOOiOOOOlllOlOOlOlOOOl- 9P Reichert KHOOOOOOUOOOOOOIOOOIIOI— HF Horsetail 10010100U000001091000000— 7H Sisson COIOI 001 00001 00001 1 101 000 7G^an Wagnen OlOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlOOOOO)- 1
Jan. 20.—Below are the scores made in a team race shot to-day be-

tween members of the Poughkeepsie Gun Club and the Hyde Park
Gun Club. The scores are very low, chiefly on account of the bad
weather:

Poughkeepsie.
Eastmead, SO
Perkins.... 16
Godinez 16
Corlifs. ........... 16
Spencer.,.,,, 15
Condit,

Hyde Park.
Russell,. 16
Sleight.. 15
Ht>;i'er ,, ii
Baker n
Wicker 9

13—98 Wigger
, 6_69

W. J. Perkins, Sec'y.

At Fairmount Springs.
Benton, Pa., Jan. 16.—We were treated to-day to as interesting a

match as was ever shot at Fairmount Springs, Pa., when EU R&'^s
and Dr. Bonham, the two Fairmount cracks, met before the trap oa
Smith's old grounds to settle a difference of opinion. The conditions
were $?5 a side, 25 bluerocks per man. thrown from one expert trap
at unknown angles. The event was verv close all through, and after
the lOrh roucd it was anybody's, until Hess failed to connect with his
81sc bird, a sharp left-quarterer; this left Bonham 1 in the lead a
position he maintained to the finish. They are expected to meet
again next week. F^ llowing is the score:
Bonham 1111111110111111111111111 -24
Hess lOlllllllllllimillOllll-23

J.

SThe Riverton Gun Club, an organization of Philadelphians. has
isstied its programme for the annual shoot on March 6-8. The events
are open only to members of the following clubs: Carteret, Larch-
mont, Tuxedo, Westminster Kennel Club, Westchester Country Club
Philadelphia Gun Club, Elk Ridge Fox Hunting Club, Blooming Grove
Park Association and Riverton Gun Club. The mam event of the
shoot will be the contest for the "Riverton annual lOO-bird handi-
cap," 50yds. boundary, 50 birds to be shot at each ground, and all to
be shot on one day; $100 entrance, four high guns, 50, SO. 15 atd 5 per
cent., with 10 per cent, to the club, cup also to the winner with the 50
percent, of the purse. Entries, with $35 forfeit, must be made by
March 1. Shooting commences on the arrival of the 10:30 train from
the Market street wharf, Philadelphia.

No notice taken of anonymous communicatiouB

H. J. K., Washington, D. C—It is a dead bird.

Trap WAD.-lt is a no bird if he kills it; a lost bird if he loses it.

Keyport, K, J,—Will our correspondent who wrote us under d.ite
of Jan. 18, asking (among things) for the breeding of Rip Rap, Jr..
ana Prairie Belle, kindl.v send us his name and address?

J. S. G. C , Toronto.—I have four beagle puppies three months old
troubled with worms. I have been treating them with aieca nut
powder and santonine. They are now showing symptoms of dis-
temper. Would you kindly give me a remedy? They are bred
rather too fine—brother and sister. Ans. Keep your dogs in a warm
place. Feed them frequently; give them almost anything they will
eat. Give ?grs. of sodinm salicylate fo r times a day. Should cough
be very distressing give J^ggr. of codeine twice a day.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

tsECRBTABS.

WhenYOU GO South to the great Texas midwinter shooting carnival
at San Antonio, or to the great Arkansaw Traveler's annual winter
tournament at Hot Springs. Ark,, remember the Missouri Pacific R.
R. When you go South for a bit of the best shooting in America, to
the Texas Gulf Coast or the Indian Nations, remember the Missouri
Pacific R.R. Elegant through trains out of Si. Louis, with all the
luxuries cf modern travel. Special tournament rates. Address H
C. Towusend, G. P. A., St. Louis, Mo.- J.c(!r. -
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Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The

subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksnipe Coming: In.

Vigilant and Valkyrie.

'He's Got Tliem" (Quail Shooting:).

Bass Fisbing: at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished
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Forest and Stream one year and the set offourpictures, $5.

Forest and Stream 6 monifts and any two of thepictures, $3.

Frtee of the pictures alone, $1,60 each ; $5 for the (et.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

Many pleasures leave a sting; beliind them. Not
so this fasdnatingf pastime. It is as harmless as it

is invigoratingf, and as healthful as it is harmless.

Thete are many things for which I am 8:rateful,

but for few things more than for my passion for

angling:, and the reasonable leisure always vouch-

safed me to gratify it. George Dawson.

RICH IN PROMISE.
Theke is rich promise of good iMngs for Fokest ajsid

Stream readers in the weeks that are to follow. Here is a

partial list of some of them:

The FIying=Fish Fleet.

A graphic and picturesque description of fishing for flying-

fish beneath the tropic sun, off the island of Barbadoes in the

Caribbean Sea. This will be given in our next issue, and in

the same number will be found the conclusion of Mr.

Hough's

Tramping and Camping in the Sandhills.

To discover this wild country^ close at hand for midwinter

exploration was real genius; not less happy was the spirit to

make exploration of it and to describe it for these columns.

In the same number will be the first of two papers descrip-

tive of

The Elkhorn,

the black bass stream frequented by the anglers of Frank-

fort, Ky. The writer is "Old Sam," of the Kingfishers; and

his chapters deal both with the fishing which has made the

Elkhorn famous for generations, and with the fishermen

who have done their part in making it renowned.

In subsequent issues will be given, among others, the fol-

lowing:
The House by the Lake.

Some winter pictures of a boyhood home in the far-away

woods of a Northern State. By Frederic Irland,

Canoeing in South America.

Adventures on the Parana Elver, one of the largest in the

world. By .1 G. King.

Hunting on the Spanish Main.

A natiu-alist-sportsman on the line of the Nicaragua Canal.

By J. F. Le Baron, late engineer in charge.

riud Turtle.

A day in camp with Uncle Lisha, Sam Lovel, Joseph and
Antoine. By Eowland E. Eobinson. This is to be enjoyed

best by those who have read in these columns or in book
forui Mr, Eobinson's "Uncle Lisha's Shop," "Sam Level's

Camp" and "Danvis Folks."

The Florida Everglades.

Describing a visit to a Seminole village on the occasion of

the celebration of the Hunting Dance. By J. W. Stranahan.

A THBIFTY CONCERN.
There is one chapter of the history of the New Jersey

non-resident game law system which should not go unre-

corded. It has to do with a "game protective" association

of thrifty individuals who worked their game covers for

what was in them in a way that would have m.ade a politi-

cal henchman swell with admiration.

They applied the spoils system to game protection with a

logical thoroughness that has rarely, if ever, been equaled.

Quick to grasp the opportunity for exacting tribute from

New York sportsmen afforded by the non-resident law, they

imposed the customary fee for non-resident membership in

their association; but this was only a formal preliminary.

Game as known to the statute books was scarce in their ter,

ritory, and they realized that few real sportsmes could be

induced to contribute to their funds by purchasing member-

ship. They had nothing to offer that would tempt such

men. They knew, however, that New York', as every great

city, has a large class of shooters to whom the game laws

are a nuisance, and on this class the association resolved to

prey. They let it be undei-stood that non-resident gunners

who joined then- organization would be exempt from arrest

for shooting song and insectivorous birds, a privilege, by

the way, always enjoyed by their local members.

This inducement for a time worked satisfactorily for the

spoils protective association, but after a while the novelty

wore off, and their friends, the licensed lawbreakers from

New York, ceased paying their assessments,

Confronted by this emergency, the association resolved on

new tactics. There is nothing so characteristic of true

genius as the ability to turn apparently disastrous events to

personal profit, and this illustrious organization, instead of

being cast down by their threatened loss of revenue, used it

as a stepping-stone to new success.

They stopped issuing non-resident memfeerships, which

insured exemption from arrest, and instead issued ©rders to

their constables to "lay for" any and every non-resident

shooter who killed robins or other birds in defiance of the

ingectivorous and song bird clause in the game laws.

This might have seemed like reform to persons ignorant

of the real intention of the measure, but it was only another

shrewd scheme of the spoils game protectors for exacting

tribute. The law had long been so openly disregarded that

shooters who came into the territory of the association had

come to regard it as a dead letter. Consequently there was

rich plunder for a time from the element whose sacrifice

had been decided upon. These men were given free rein

to shoot all day in company with members of the association,

who openly disregarded the law, but at night the sheep

were separated from the goats at the ferry to New York,

and while one set of shooters were fleeced for large sums,

the other set laughed in their sleeves and congratulated

themselves on their shrewdness.

Naturally this state of affairs could not have continued

forever, and it is interesting to speculate what new plans

this admkable society might have devised for plucking their

friends across the river, had not their charter been revoked

by the repeal of the New Jersey non-resident laws.

Certain it is that, while they had it, they worked their

franchise for all it was worth from a financial standpoint,

and that it was generally understood that the association

was not in business for its health.

SNAP SHOTS.

There is one passage in the report of th« New York Fish

Commission which will be read with decided sutisfaction.

It is the paragraph in which the Commissioners urg« the

repeal of Section 249 because it puts a premium upon
crimes in sister States and is a menace to the game of New
York. This vicious proviaion was incorporated in the law

by trickery, and New York cannot permit it to remain as a

part of her game code without injury to her own interest

and her disgrace among other States affected by it. There

is a bill now before the Legislature, introduced by Senator

Sanger, for the repeal of the section. It should have the in-

stant and unhesitating indorsement of the Legislature. "We

trust that every reader of this paragraph resident in New
York may make it his business this week to do his part

toward securing the repeal of this section by communicating
with his representative at Albany.

the common quail-on- toast appears in the menu'^cards as

"English quail sur omiapi" or as "royal birds,"

to shield the illicit serving in close season or in what
was the close season when there was one. In

these times there is no particular reason why all game, no

matter where killed, nor when, should not figure on bills of

fare under its preper name; there is not the most remote

probability that a restaurateur or hotel proprietor would

ever find himself involved in trouble with a game protector.

For instance, the Waldorf Hotel's supplies of ruffed grouse,

shipped in hundred lots by a market hunter, of SmithviUe

Flats, up in Chenango county, would never be interfered

with, whether they appeared as New York] partridges or

Dahomey pheasants.

"Mountain mutton" is a name often used for veaison,

when it is served out of season. "Albany beef is a Hudson
Biver name for sturgeoa. Eabbits in Maryland are often

called "Charles county pork" because of the large number of

them there killed for market. In New York city restaurants

In our game columns is reported the death of a Khode
Island fox hunter at the ripe old age of ninety- two, We
have before now commented upon the relation of sports of

the field t» longevity. The annals of sportsmanship are

filled with instances of sportsmen of ripe years who have

maintained their strength, health and activity far beyond

the allotted span; such men are found in every country.

One of Mr. Gladstone's friends is a Mr. Stivens, now in his

seventy-eighth year, who for sixty years has been collecting

birds which he has preserved to the number of i,800 speci-

mens, and with every specimen a story, so that one

might go far t© find a richer fund of gun talk. In

France last year a certain farmer named Haniu took out

his seventieth annual shooting license. M. Hanin is ia his

eighty-eighth year and claims to have been a sportsman for a

longer period than is indicated by the numbers of his

licenses, for he went shooting long before such a thing as

licenses were known in France. We have frequently had
occasion to allude to the hearty old age of venerable sports-

men in our own country, notably those two companions who
for so many decades have made their annual expeditions into

the Maine woods. Many more years of field and stream tQ

them all!

We commend to the ^ides of Maine our report of the

Adirondack Guides' Association, whose annual banquet was
held last week. In the presence of such an attendance of

guests not less than in its own membership the Association

makes a powerful appeal for general recognition and in^

dorsement The purpose of the Adirondack organization is

to secure precisely the ends sought by those promoters who
would establish a license system in Maine. Both movements
are indicative of the growing magnitude of the guiding in-

terest. This going of men into the woods for fish and game
involves an annual expenditure enormous in the aggregate

for the services of helpers of various sorts; and the

army of guides, packmen, axemen, boatmen and
laborers, as Mr. Colvin has classified them, is

growing with every year, so that before long we may expect

it to equal in numbers, even if it shall not surpass, the

European force of gamekeepers, gillies and beaters. Every
movement undertaken by the guide* to improve the person~

nd of their membership, to increase their etficiency and to

add to the satisfaction of their patrons, will have the hearty

indorsement aad co-operation of those who owe to the

woodsmen so much of their nuecess and pleasure while in

the wilderness. The time is none too soon to lay broad and
deep the foundations for permanent systems for the control

aad improvement of the guide service in Maine, the Adiron-

dacks, the St. Lawrence River and every ©ther popular

reaort.

A correspondent eemplains that more and more nar-

rowly with each recurring season he finds the lines drawn
which bound the opportunity of the shooter who has not

privileged access to posted fields. His complaint is well

foundad as to the main fact that the practice of preserving

lands is growing. This is, however, not always and every,

where an unmixed evil. In many sections the trespass sign

keeps off the shooting rowdy, yet works no hardship to the

sportsman, who readily fiads permission toshoot the grounds.

Courtesy of bearing is an open sesame to fair fields

where the truculent gunner finds his way barred. The same
rules apply here as in other walks of life. Most men grant

favors where favors are appreciated. And as for the cur-

mudgeons who warn off gunners out of pure cantankerous-

ness, they too have their place and use in the economy of

nature; their very contrariness works to the ultimate benefit

of the sporlaman, for birds will fly across boundaries, and

the overflow from Surlyman's farm will keep stocked the

whole country round.
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TIM, HiC JACET— III.

Yeaes roll on. Once in a while, as I sit by the camp-fire
or dream amid more luxurious surroundings, come faint,

Bweet memories of my comrade, wiiom I liave come to re-

gard as an incident in my variegated life. I picture his
hope crowned with success and I can see the clieerful fire

in a New Jersey farmhouse.
A sweltering July day was drawing to a close. I was

tired, thirsty, disheartened. My companions, two burros
and a saddle horse, the latter noted for safety rather than
for speed, were in the same mental and physical condition.
I was among the Buckskin Mountains in northern Ari-
zona, for the purpose of quietl^v investigating certain cop-
per propositions in which I had been offered an interest.

I had arrived at an age when I preferred solitude vo com-
pany, and regarded life as a fake and this copper claim as
the biggest fake in it. At the rate I had traveled I .should
have reached water by 3 o'clock. Now it was 5 o'clock
and no sign of the precious fluid. No sign? Yes, there
was. Old Jack forgot his weary bones and Jill her pack.
They pricked up their ears and ambled down the trail, re-

newing their youth like the eagle. Bursting through the
bushes, I saw Jacob's Lake.

It was useless to try to head those donkeys. Sultan
wanted a drink even worse than they, their desire being
in the positive, his in the comparative, and mine in the
superlative degree. As soon as this want was supplied
and my servants showed an inclination to return to duty,
1 spied on the further side of the pool a log cabin. Thither
we proceeded. It was scrupulously neat,'from the bed on
the floor to the chunks of glistening ore that capped the
topmost log. The sole occupant was a dog, toothless, half
blind, and decrepit with the infirmities of age. A
prospector's home in very deed! Here we could find
shelter and food for man and beast. It was all we needed.
Where was the owner? There M'as a small dump on the

hillside to the south. From somewhere near it came the
souiid of a pick upon the rocks. That solved the problem.
I took the packs from the burros, unsaddled and hobbled
Sultan, and started in the direction of the noise. The hole
was not deep. In the light of the western sun every crev-
ice seemed to sparkle. The worker did not see me. He
was evidently old—bowed with age. H is stroke was feeble,
but each one told. His long gray hair kept silent rhytlim
with the swing of his arms. My shadoAv fell athwart him:
he glanced up, laid aside his tool and said:
"Stranger, give me a hand outer har. I'm powerful

weak."
"Why, Tim, can this be you?"
"Yaas! I'm Tim, .but who be you?"
"Walt! Don't you remember Walt?"
"Walt! Walt who?"
"Why, Walt that was with you when the Apaches

burned your ranch on the San Francisco."
"Oh! bless my soul, boy, why of course I know ye. My

old eyes ain't ez good ez they wuz twenty year ago. An'
so you're Walt! Waal, I've struck it at last."

I gave him the helping hand, and together we went to
his cabin. He was not inclined to be talkative, but when
the supper dishes were cleared away, and the pine logs
burned brightly on the hearth, he essayed to speak. It was
passing strange! That which he still anticipated I had
won, and it had left me. I called myself young, but for
me life was a memory. He was old, yet to him life was a
glorious prospect.
"Walt, I've traveled a weary bit sence I seen ye.

Couldn't save a thing at the ranch, so I tuck ter prospectin'"
Footed it through Colorader an' Utah an' Arizony but
now I've got a claim that pays. See har!"

'

"He moved his bed, and lifting a trap door disclosed a
cache made of an old packing box. There Avere specimens
of ruby copper, horn silver, antimony and auriferous
quartz, from which the precious metal could be picked
with a pine sliver. Then, after a moment's hesitation, he
closed the outer door and brought from the same hidden
receptacle four tomgito cans, each filled with shining flour
and altogether worth enough to take him back to the States
and provide for his declining years.
"Got this daown tew the river. Went daown Powell's

trail an' struck a bar. Can't be worked only at low water
an' it's powerful hard work gittin' up an' daown, but thar's

bring a-plenty. I'll give ye a quarter ef ye kin sell it. I
won't go daown tew the river no more. ' What! ye're goin'
tew look at the Copper Queen? This is a hull lot better
I'll go over with ye in two or three days ef ye kin content
yerself har, shootin' deer an' partridges. Thar's piles on
'em. Then, bein' ez ye hevent no 'bjections, I'll travel
back with yer ter Saliny, an' take the keens for hum
Guess Cynthy'll be powerful glad tew see me. Cynthy's a
good gal."

The next morning bright and early our little camp was
astir. Tim told me where to go, and gave all the necessary
directions to avoid getting lost in this unmapped region
where every swale looks like its neighbor, and each tree
is the exact counterpart of every other tree on the moun-
tainside. As I was going after grouse. I took only a shot-
gun. The birds proved elusive. There were plentv of
them, but they were high in the trees; not on the ground
as I had anticipated. They would lie close to some dead
limb or hidden away among the long pine needles until I
had passed. Then they would dart awav with a deridin-^
whir. In spite of their wariness I managed to secure a
brace.
The charm of the day lay not in the hunting, but In the

rambling. The fragrance and beauty of phlox and shy
mountain lily were new to me, and when I reached the
brink of some injutting chasm that yawned down to the
G rand Canon of the Colorado I could only sit and feast my
eyes on color, immensity and distance. It was late in the
afternoon when I returned. Tim hailed the grouse with
an exultant whoop, and through the evening he was the
very personification of happy old age. I had not time to
put in a Avord. Story after story of work and adventure
fell from his lips, and these Avere interspersed Avith sundry
details of the domestic felicity that he and Cynthy were
about to enjoy.

On the second morning, deer meat being ou the bill of

fare for dinner, I took the rifle. Not having far to go, Tim
allowed me to sleep late. I had traveled perhaps half a
mile when a muffled report startled me. Then I remem-
bered that Tim Avas going to put in a shot about 10 o'clock.
Presently a buck sprang up scarce ten rods away. He
hesitated before he leaped. The hesitation cost him his
life. After bleeding, I concluded that he was too heavy for
me to pack to the cabin; so I drew and hung him, intending
to bring up Jack after dinner.

It was hardly noon when I built the fire and put On the
coffee pot. There was no sound from the mine. I called
Tim; no answer. What was the matter? I climbed the
hill_ and looked into the hole. There he lay, his legs
buried in a mass of earth, a cruel rock on his breast. In an
instant I was kneeling beside him. His heartbeat. He
was breathing. With superhuman strength I uncOA'ered
him and bore him out and doAvn to his humble bed, and
made him as comfortable as possible under the circum-
stances.^ It was seventy miles to the nearest settlement,
and thrice that distance to a surgeon. Through the Avhole
of the afternoon I sat by him, moistening his parched lips,

binding his mangled limbs, and dressing that horrible
wound in his side. At length, as the shadows grew long,
heopened his eyes and recognized me. He made an eflTort

to point beneath him to his treasures.
"Fur Cynthy," he said. I understood and nodded, for I

could not speak. Longer and longer fell the time marks
from the pines. The breathing had become fitful and
labored. The sun was setting. Once more his eyes
opened, but they were looking far beyond the mountains
of Arizona.
"Cynthy!—Cynthy—love!—I've—come—home."
There was a rattling in his throat. The breathing grew

fainter and fainter. The limbs stifiened. A long gasp; the
muscles relaxed. I was alone. Tim had indeed gone
home—to the land of eternal youth, the only country
where his hopes could be realized, his dreams come true,
where he and Cynthy should be never parted.

I lighted two candles and washed the blood-stained
body. About his neck I found a silk cord and a locket in
which Avas a tress of hair—faded now, but once as broAvn
as the glittering chestnuts that fall from the frost-opened
burrs on a New Jersey hillside. I put the relic back. It
was sacred. Then I laid him out as decently as 1 could,
moved the bed and took the treasures from their recepta-
cle. Among them I found a pasteboard box containing let-

ters, all postmarked Mendham and dating back to the sum-
mer of the Apache episode. Their predeces.sors must have
been burned with the cabin.
With the first streak of dawn I tore up a portion of the

cabin floor and made a rude box. Next I dug a grave in
the soft ground by .Jacob's Lake, and, after taking a wisp
of the matted gray hair, I buried Tim. Upon his coffin I
placed his rarest specimens. LIoav they glistened in the
first rays of the sun. They were his. No other eyes
should ruthlessly pry into their secrets. Upon the long
mound I placed a board Avith this inscription: "Tim '

a native of New Jersey, died July 23, 1896." The spot will
be respected. Once more I climbed the hill and staked
off his claim and posted the necessary location notice, his
name first, mine second. Then I left, not for the Copper
Queen, but northAA^ard. In my saddle bags were the let-
ters, the gold and the lock of Tim's hair.
Near the village of Mendham is an old red farmhouse.

It is Christmas Eve. Amid the merry throng of young
folks sits a silver-haired woman. She has spoken scarcely
a word in four long months. She has sufficient money to
be considered rich by her friends and neighbors, but she
does not realize it. The laughter seems to disturb her.
She rises to leave.
"Do stay, Aunt Cynthy, just for to-night." She does not

notice the pleading of her little grandniece. the pet of the
family. The little one, still entreating and unperceived,
folloAvs her to her desolate room. She sees the lonely
woman take from her trunk a box and from the box a
lock of gray hair, and, half sobbed, half whispered, as Aunt
Cynthy kisses it, the bare walls echo the words:
"Dear Tim!" Shoshone.

PODGERS'S COMMENTARIES.
San Francisco, Jan. 23.—In my commentaries of Dec. 20

I made mention of the troubles and tribulations of our
shooting clubs in their fight against the poacher,sAvho have
organized themselves under the title of "The Game Pro-
tective Association," a most farcical designation. It should
read non-protective, inasmuch as they are the gentlemen
who proclaim that every man has the right to shoot any-
where and everywhere he pleases, and, I might add, irre-
spective of seasons. Well, they have had to throw up the
sponge at last. They have found it kicking against the
pricks, and have withdrawn their arks from the outskirts
of the clubs' grounds; couldn't stand the law and the clubs'
breechloaders, and are going to have the Legislature pass
laAVS to knock out the clubs' privileges, or failing in that
are going to have the supervisors of the county pass an ordi-
nance forbidding all shooting at any season, AA'hich is of
course ridiculous. It is a clear victory for the clubs as it
stands, and will continue tp stand, at which every sports-
man will rejoice.

I believe I mentioned also that there was rumor that an
earthquake had destroyed Eobinson Crusoe's Island, and
that this was generally believed, but it turns out to have
been given on the authority of the captain of a schooner
sent from Valparaiso wit h a cargo of supplies for the colony
on the island. The captain said he could not find the
island, and it is not surprising, considering that he was
drunk for three A\'eeks, and finally found his way back to-
Valparaiso, and a.sserted that the island had disappeared,
goats and all, and not a vestige remained. As a general
thing, gentlemen in that condition see a great deal more
than really exists, but in this case it Avas reversed, so your
correspondent who is describing the Islands of the Pacific
for the Forest and Stream can take up San Fernando in
its course, as not one of the has beens, but as still in exist-
ence, to verify that good old tale of Robinson Crusoe's ad-
A^entures. It is not an uncommon fact that gentlemen who
have been out until the small hours have difficulty in find-
ing the keyhole, but for a navigator not to be able' to find a
large island near the coast in a three Aveeks' search speaks
loudly for the staying quality of South American mescal.

When I have charged ladies with devoting an entire
day .to the subject of dress, without a moment's interval

they have retaliated by saying that men can spend a
whole evening discussing dogs and horses. I chuckle to
myself that they never struck on fishing and shooting. I
am reminded of it in perusing the endless discussions on
those subjects in the Forest and Stream, although one
would imagine that the subjects would have been ex-
hausted in the years the paper has been published. Yet
the discussion goes on with as much regularity as if just
begun. It is wonderful, this floAV of "Avi.se saws and modern
instances," apparently endless, and yet Ave Avho have had'
our experiences and are not yet satiated continue to read
them with as much interest as if the subjects were new.
Speaking of which, here am I, one of those unfortunates,
"chained to business," who has to peg away at the desk'
when "the boys are knocking over the' mallards and can-
A'asbacks within an hour's ride of the city, and in two
hours' distance whacking aAvay at the steelheads (salmon)
and bagging ten or fifteen in a day's fishing, almost from
the steps of the hotel—10 and 1.5-pounders fresh from the
sea, and such fighters! It was not so many years ago that
I have shot many a canvasback from a pond a square or
two from wh ere the United States Mint now stands and a
little beyond where Uncle Sam is spending a million on a
post-oflice. I read daily of Sam Jones's and Bob Smith's
return from the marshes, two hours from the city, grum-
bling at the scarcity of game, bagging only fifty brace of
mallards and canvasbacks in a Avhole day." Poor fellows!
and the newspapers talk about the passing of more strin-
gent laws for the protection of game, on this evidence
of its growing scarcity. Every Sunday tliere are probably
from oOO to 1,000 ducks shot on these marshes, and yet
we hoAvl about there being HO; longer any game in the
country.

I was reading in the Forest and Strham recently of an
expedition of a couple of gentlemen in Greenland, who
spent a week floundering through snow, mud and Avater,
having to SAvim rivers, being nearly frozen to death as well
as starving, and losing their way,"and with not a feather
or a hoof to show for it. Great Scottl thinks I to myself,
can men be bo demented, when in three or four days' rid-
ing in a palace car they can strike a country where deer
will nearly run over them, and a climate where they can
camp out eight months of the year without an umbrella?
And as for fishing, what is the matter with the west coast
of Florida or Catalina Island, just below us, where fish
from lib. to 3001 bs. can be caught ofl' the wharf in front of
the hotel, with a pretty girl either side of you, to bait your
hooks (or hers) while fishing for yoit, in a matrimonial
sen,se? If ever a demented communityneeded missionaries
sent out tTi enlighten it, it is yours.

Speaking of fishing and fish stories, I am reminded that
in rereading Mr. Prime's book, "I Go a-Fishing," which 1
picked up the other day, he says on page 267 that "one day
off Block Island, in a boat Avith some other gentleman, "l

caught 300 bluefish in three hours." If he liad said "we,"
I should not have laid the book down and flgui ed up that
it was just one and six-tenths fish a minute, for three liours
in succession. It makes me feel small Avhen I have often
been four or five minutes hinding a big bluefish in the boat,
or a salmon in fi'pm half an hour to an hour.

Walking down Market street this morning, I stopped as
usual to look into the gun shop display Avindows to see
Avhat was new, and was admiring some" beautiful .12 and
.20-bores, and wondering when the happy day was coming
when I could afford to buy every new gun ttlat came out,
and add to my seldom used collection, some of Avhich have
not smelt powder for many moons. Just then along came
a friend, one of these matter-of-fact fellows Avho consider
shooting and fishing frivolous amusements, and said, "What
are you looking at?" "The beautiful jewelry in this win-
dow." He peered into the Avindow, saying, "I don't sefe

any jewelry." "Don't you see those beautiful guns?"
"Guns! Y''ou don't call those things jewelry, do you?"
"Yes, I do, and I would like to be able to buy every one of
them." "What for? You could not use all of them."
"Perhaps not; but I would have them in a glass case to
look at." "Oh, pooh! What nonsense. I would not give
10 cents for the enj^ire lot."

I said to myself, " 'Lives there a man with soul so dead,'
Avho had no more appreciation of a beautiful gun?" My
friend added that he had never shot a gun in his life.

J list think of such a man going through the world, never
catching a fish or shooting a bird! I never see a split-bam-
boo that I don't want it, although I have a dozen that I
have never used, and many a month's house rent invested
in guns.

In the earlier days, Avhen times Avere better, I set out to

collect eA^ery new thing in the gun line—repeaters, etc.

—

until the new iuA^entions came along so fast that I had to

throw up the sponge, and my den looked like an armory.
And Avhen one day I grumbled at my.wife monopolizing
my special closet, as all married men have expferienced,
and said, "Have you a thousand dresses that you can't

leave me a chance to hang up a single coat?" she replied,

"I will bet you a new dress against another gun that you
have three guns to my one dress." I accepted the chal-
lenge, and, by George! I had to pungle for that new dre.ss.

I was not after any more bets, and meekly hung my coats

on nails in odd corners and never said closet again—the
common experience of any man whoever tackles a woman
on her extravagance. In this instance it led me, out of
curiositA'', to take an inventory of my armory, with the re-

sult that I announced to my friends that I was keeping a
gun store, and proceeded to sell off guns galore, until I had^
reduced my stock down to a baker's dozen, mollified my
conscience, and increased my bank account. But I still

hang on to my split-bamboos, stowed aAvay in sly corners
where they do not attract attention, and only take them
out when the Madam is down town shopping. She might
challenge me for another bet, on bamboos this time.

Podgers.

Sealing Guns in ihe National Park.
Guns carried through the Yell OAVstone National Park are

;sealed by the authorities in charge, Avhen their bearers eu^
ter the Park, and are subject to inspection from tinae to

time. The sealing is done by Avrapping red tape about the
^hammer and trigger gnd sealipg jt with sealing Avas.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Trampin/? and Camping In the Sandhills.

Chioaqo, 111., Jan. 16.—Laat week I spoke of the pro-
posed little trip of exploration through the sandhill coun-
try lying at the foot of Lake Michigan, that somewhat
restricted but rather wildish wilderness which is the
nearest approach to Chicago of uninhabited country.
The trip in reality was interesting in reality as it seemed
in anticipation, and much to my pleasure I was not
obliged to make it alone. On the way down to the Calu-
met Heights Club house, which was to form the starting
point and base of operations, I met my friend Mr. A. O.
Patterson. At first he declared that business matters
would prevent his going, but the nearer the time came
for starting the more fidgety he became, and finally at 10
o'clock of the evening previous to the start he flung aside
his civilized overcoat and civilized business fears and de-
clared openly for the enterprise. For an hour therafter
he waa busy in constructing a pack sack, which he evolved
ingeniously from a grain bag and an old pair of braces.
Another hour was spent in getting together his blankets,
old clothes, etc. By that time it was midnight and time
for every one to go to bed at the club house, but we sat
up a while and talked over the prospect of our winter
walking trip until we had very little time left for sleep.
As soon as Mr. Patterson had expressed his determina-

tion to go we acquired a prospective third member of our
party in the form of Dick Turtle, who happened to be at
the club that evening. Dick also called for a grain bag
and pair of suspenders, and began to pile in a heap near
by the clothing and outfit he deemed necessary for the
trip. He soon had enough stuff heap«^d upon the floor to
load a hayrick, but yet could not see how he could dis-
pense with a single article. As we laid aside one by one
his articles of heavy clothing, his fur coat, his blanket-
lined,trousers, etc., etc., and explained to him how pleas-
ant it was to slesp on a snowbank with nothing on but a
pair of overalls, Dick's courage began to wane perceptibly,
though he insisted stoutly that if he said he would do a
thing he would certainly do it, and that his promise set-
tled it once for all. Midnight saw him hound to walk
through to Michigan City, but the morning found him
with different views, and the last we saw of him he was
curled up on the bed asleep. He bestowed a hurried
morning anathema on Michigan City after a brief look
out of his window at the gray and wintrv dawn. The
prospect was not altogether cheerful, one must admit, for
the sandhill country in winter time is not the most in-
viting ground in all the world.
When Mr. Patterson had arrayed himself for the walk he

presented an appearance not calculated to inspire confi-
dence in the bosom of one chancing to meethimof a dark
night. In stature Patti is above 6ft. and built like a
hired man. About the chest he measures 4 or 5ft., and,
without jesting, his "mobility," as the doctors call it, or
the expansion measurement of his lungs, is a trifle over
6in.—a measurement that is simply phenomenal, as any
physician will tell you. The accuracy of Patti's asser-
tion that he could "swell up" 6in. about the chest was

Eroved by measurements we made that night at the club
ouse. Patti is a dark man, a son of Scotland probably

somewhere in his ancestry, and he sports a black beard
which would do credit to Lafitte or some other pirate
king. As equipped for business Patti wore canvas and
corduroy over wool and chamois, and surmounted his
head with a peaked little hat, which he probably took
away from some hobo or other and which had an un-
speakable trampish look about it still. As he strode along,
with a staff in his hand, a tin pot at his belt, an axe at his
side and his little pack resting lightly somewhere on his
broad back, he would have made a picture for an artist
in search of the original gypsy king. He is so big and
strong that he does not stoop forward when he carries a
pack, but just stands up straight, with the pack dangling
from his shoulders unnoticed. It may be seen that I had
a good companion for a trip like this, and that the best of
his attributes was the thoroughbred quality of actually
leaving the wire when the word came to "go."

Patti carried in his meal bag pack a pair of light little
blankets, an extra sweater, a loaf of bread, a vast beef-
steak, some bacon and some salt and pepper. This does
not sound as though it weighed much, but it is bigger
than one thinks till he has carried it. In my own pack I
had a pair of double blankets, a sweater, some eatables of
about the same weight as Patti's, and also the little tent
upon which we had staked our comfort for the winter
camp. This tent was of my own design, and I modeled
itsomewhat upon the lines of Nessmuk's shanty tent which
he describes in his book, "Woodcraft," though I could
not quite agree with Nessmuk in some of the features
suggested. Our tent, instead of being 4ft. wide, was over
6ft. wide in front, and about 4ift. wide at the rear. It
was 4ft. high in front and about 18in. in the rear. Ness-
muk made a frame for his tent, building it neat and trim
of nicely nailed boughs of exact length and equality. I
did not figure to do this, for it was never my luck to find
such nice sticks in the wood when I wanted them,
I had little guy ropes of twine set on at the corners
on my tent, for I could not take any interest in
a proposition which commanded me to make a carpen-
ter's frame and tack the tent over it with carpet tacks.
This would be all right in the summer or when one had
plenty of time, but it did not coincide with my own ex-
perience of camping in the winter. When it is cold and
dark, and your fingers are stiff, and it is coming on night
and you still have a back log and a bed to accumulate,
one does not grow enthusiastic over the carpet tack idea,
at least I don't. So we concluded to depend on a tent
stretched a little more quickly and rudely. As to which
more anon, as they say in the novels. The material of
the tent was brown silesia, of which material they tell

me ladies make linings for their gowns. It was very
light, the whole tent not weighing over 3lbs.

So far we had had a very easy trip in getting up
to the edge of our wilderness. The only difficulty
had been experienced in getting out of Chicago. As I
did not intend to come back to the club house after head-
ing for Michigan City, I left my office already dressed
for the woods. No one who has not tried that can know
what it means. As I stepped out of the office door, clad
in greasy overalls and short jumper, with a tin cup hang-
ing at- my belt, a shocking bad hat on top of my head,
and an old pair of German socks, with rubbers, constitu-
ting my footwear, I realized all at once what a figure I
must have made. There was no cab at the foot of
the buUdii^g, and I had to walk half a block to get

one, and by the time I got into it there was a crowd
around the cab window—one of those asinine city crowds
that assemble to watch a safe go into a window, or a
fallen horse get on its feet, or a gf^ntleman get into his
cab. One silly fellow stuck his head in the cab window
and asked me if I was "the bicycle fellow that was going
around the world." I just missed him. I told the next
one that I was the man and that the cab was my bicycle,
at which he looked vague. Anyhow I got away, perspir-
ing and red, and not a little irritated. From this it may
be seen how disreputable and undesprving of confidence
Patti and I both looked when we pulled out from the
hospitable club house, Patti had worn his store clothes
down to the club, and, after his happy-go-lucky fashion,
had not figured how he was going to get at them again
after he got to Michigan City. As a matter of fact, he
had to run the gauntlet of the crowds when he got off at
Chicago, and then had to take train down to the club bouse
again, some thirty miles; for we were about thirty miles
away from the club house and sixty-five miles away
from Chicago when we reached the end of our march.
We had a slow time getting away from the club in the

morning of our start, but at last got ready. The club
wagon was going down the beach a little way with Mr,
Carlisle and Dr. Divis, two members of the club, and
Patti and I concluded to ride along, and so take his big
camera, which was too heavy to carry with us on the
trip, but which could be sent back with the wagon after
we had made some pictures among the hills. It was about
noon when we reached a part of the country where we
thought the scenery would be good for our purposes, and
here we spent a couple of hours in tramping over the wild
sandhills in search of good views. We discovered, within
six miles of tha club house, a lake over three miles long
and some forty or fifty rods wide, one of the odd, wind-
ing, deep sloughs or serpage channels which in places
mark this strange sandhill country. Still further toward
the east is a smaller series of water holes, running along
parallel to the lake among the hills, and offering good-
looking duck grounds. Indeed these inland sloughs are
at times great resting and feeding grounds of the mal-
lards, which drop into the quiet and unvisited spots when
the wind is high and when thev are pounded off the
neighboring marshes and lakes. We thought that Long
Lake, as this main inland body is called, would make a
great place for a small cottage, to be used as a shooting
box for two or three members, on a plan somewhat like
the cottages at thp Calumet Club, such as those of Messrs.
Marks, Wilde and Harlan, or Mr, Spalding, at all of which
we were entertained by the gentlemen and ladies on the
evening of our visit at the club. Patti and I romanced
about the cabin we were going to build in there next
summer, far from the haunts of man. In fact, a man
dropped down into that country might as well be in the
heart of the mountains, so far as the looks of things
would go. I venture to say that a camper who goes into
these sandhills at any season of the year will meet fewer
people and see fewer signs of civilization than he will in
the bulk of the Adirondack country or along the main
traveled roads of Maine. If I wanted to lose myself I

would aa soon chance it here as in Wisconsin. I never
did go into the upper woods of Wisconsin but that I saw
somebody about every day, but Patti and I only saw two
persons in our two days and a half of walking, and they
were out on the lake beach. Half a mile back in the
hills, and one might as well be a thousand miles from
Chicago. It is a most surprising situation that of this
Chicago wilderness.
In our photographic work we climbed hills probably

over 200ft. high; bare, wind-swept dunes whose sandy
faces were made of frozen compound, hard as iron and
slippery as glass in spite of the sand. From such a point
of vantage the view was a grand one. On one side would
lie the big blue water of the lake, with its long, curling
line of white breakers, extending as far as the eye could
reach on either hand. Below stretched the falling slopes
of sandhills of lesser size, rolling off in long white and
black billows into the deep woods. All the earth was
sand, but sand with some principle of life, for it sup-
ported a thin mat of vegetation. On some reaches the
black pines were big and dense, now and then lining
cafions and hillsides as rugged and gloomy as one would
ask in the mountains. Again the sand would sweep in
a wide sea of white, blinding to the eye and dropping
gradually down to the lake level, for all the world like a
big glacier. In spots the dunes had a sheer face up
which no one could climb, and over their crests swept al-

ways a curling wreath of sand, sliddering down upon the
further side and always building, so that always there
might be tearing down. In some places the sand had
swallowed up the short oak trees, burying them alive up
to their necks. Again the sepulture had gone further, so
far that death had come to relieve the suffering of the
trees, from whose cold corpses the sand blast had stripped
the vestments and even the limbs themselves. Up above
the white, shifting, writhing surface, the straight dead
stumps stood, devoid of a limb or worn half in two by the
incessant current of erosion, the deadwood in places
smooth and polished by the constant friction. One cor-
ner of the world we found thus, the very abomination of
desolation, covered with the stumps of what had been the
forest, which now stood up hopeless and pitiful. Here
we paused, and at one tall spire of dead pine Patti sat
down and gaz3d up meditatively. "I reckon this is the
end of the world," said he, "and this is surely the North
Pole they are always trying to find." So here we made a
picture, showing this pole arising straight up out of the
waste and cheerlessness. This view we named the "For-
est AND Stream expedition in the act of discovering the
North Pole." Few expeditions of any purpose have done
more than that. If any future expeditions ever do dis-
cover the North Pole, methinks they will find tacked
upon it a copy of Forest and Stream, describing where
the best walrus fishing may be found.
We found the forest very heavy in some parts of this

upper part of our wilderness, most of the trees being
pine, with a good sprinkling of oak and other hard
wood. Cedars and junipers clung on to the high bluffs
with precarious hold, such as their adventurous souls
most love. Over and through all these many trees was
the sighing and hissing of the wind, which makes the
music of the outer air. Batween one wooded slope and
another there might be a stretch of a quarter of a mile,
down in the bottom of which might lie a deep gully,
asking a lot of slipping and sweating to explore. Yet
further down and to one side perhaps an odd and deep
little pocket in the earth might be scooped out, a little

cuddy-hole of a place, where rthe wind never came, and
in which one could only hear a faint and far-off talking,
away up above him in the air. In such places we saw
fallen logs and small wood, with good pines standing not
far away. So we looked upon the land and saw that it

was an ideal one for winter camping. We knew that we
should have all the essentials for comfort, and though
our frien-ls guyed us and told us we would soon be back
at the club house that night, we both knew that we would
not be there, but far away in some shelterpd little hollow
back of a big fire, whose heat would be reflected into our
open-faced camp, and where the pine boughs offered us a
bed high above the frozen ground. Therefore we exulted,
and ran up and down hills, and did a great many things
which made us perspire and get hungry. I had not been
hungry for a montih before. Patti, I think, is always
hungry, and that is how he came to grow so big.
They tell me that in the summer time the sandhills

harbor all sorts of creeping things, including many
lizards. I did not know that the lizard ever lived so far
north. Yet I saw many cactus plants in this country,
which also was a surprise. No one would naturally be-
lieve that the cactus was native to Illinois, yet it is. So
is the lizard and the flea, both of which creatures one is

fain to associate with Florida or some other seaboard
sandy region. We did not see any fleas or lizards, nor
indeed any other game of consequence, except one ruffed
grouse, a big owl and a rabbit or two. The snow was
scanty on the sandhills, so that ww could not do much
tracking, but we saw some skunk tracks, and a few tracks
which were faint, but which we tnok to be fox tracks.
We heard that a couple of foxes had been seen near the
place where we made our pictures bv some fishermen
who live on the beach in a' tiny sand-buried cabin. We
could not find any siarn of wildcats, thoueh we had heard
of these animals having been seen within the last five
years, as well as a few wolves. From the tops of our
tallest peaks we could see a wild panorama of hill and
slough and marsh and stream, country which offered
even at this late day of the century a cover suitable
enough for any or all such game. We could at places
get a view of several miles, and far as we could see we
could discover no house or sign of human beings. Always
the blue and white and gray of dune and forest and snow
patch reached on and on, backed by the regularly
rolling lake and covered by the sky. now grown gray.
As we stood at the top of one of the tallest dunes we

heard faint in the distance the sound of wild geese, un-
mistakable note and one of always compelling interest
One of us honked in answer and soon drew the long line
over us. honking and clamoring and dropping to the
note. Then they spied us and sped on out over the lake,
over which they began to settle down, in those wild,
headlong, reckless gyrations by which geese show their
exultation at finding rest, and their skill at dropping out
of the air from half a mile of heigrht. It was a curious
and interesting sight to see their tumblinar, until finally
they were all down and hid in the tossing of the blue
water. At right angles to the flight of the geese, up and
down the beach, streamed always a long and solemn pro-
cession of gulls, great, gray, fearless fellows, breasting
the wind steadily and with unvarying flight. These birds
had abandoned the water and were flying directly over
the tops of the first row of high sandhills back from the
beach several hundred yards, this for some reason best
known to themselves.
Our driver had left our team in a sheltered little valley

where the sun was warm and the wind was not felt, and
here we gathered for our lunch. We built a fire, made
some coffee and hart a pleasant little partnership meal.
Then about 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon we packed the
camera back in the wagon and said good-by to our com-
panions who were to return to the club house. As they
drove off up the iron beach thev waved their hands to us,
and then Patti and I turned off with our packs on our
backs, really now on foot and hourly further from our
base of supplies. We tried to think ourselves very bold
men, bound on a very dangerous quest. Several of our
friends of the usual practical turn of mind had asked us
what we wanted to take such a fool trip for anyhow.
Patti told them he was going because I had asked him to,
and I told them I was going because I was naturally
foolish anyhow. They all shook their heads very gravely,
still not comprehending and pitying us very much. We
had no gun with us except a six-shooter. We were not
hunting or fishing. We were not going anywhere.
There was no money in it. There was no great amount
of comfort in it. Obviously it must be two very crazy
men who would leave a good bed and a warm fire at such
a time and go off into the woods for nothing. Yet Patti
and I did not worry about this. We only walked and
felt good, headed by the compass, northeast by north, for
Michigan City, twenty-six miles away. Our starting
point was exactly at the foot or the head of Lake Michi-
gan, and our course was in a wide curve, around the toe
of the lake and northeast up its further side from Chi-
cago. We had heard that there was such a place as
Michigan City, but had no reason to believe it more than
a rumor so far as any evidence was concerned. We had
heard that it was located on the lake, but how could we
be sure of that unless we saw it actually so? We had
heard chat the sandhills were yet wilder further in, but
how could we prove this unless we tried it? We had
heard and seen that persons could camp out in winter and
be comfortable, but how could we know that they could
do this if they had along with them only what they could
carry on their own backs? Obviously there were things
enough to be seen and to be established. There were pur-
poses enough for our trip. At least so it seemed to Patti
and me as we humped it along over the sand in the gray,
thick light of the fading winter afternoon. It grew
colder and we grew hungrier, and the wind was keener
and stronger, but we felt that we ought to go at least five
miles further before going into camp that night, or else
rest under the charge of being very inefficient explorers.
So we hit off a gait of about four miles an hour, and
gradually the masts of the wreck of the schooner on the
beach at the club house grew fainter and its hull more in-
distinct. At length the sun grew dimmer and our
watches said it was getting toward 4 o'clock. As our
first camp was an experiment, we decided to hunt up a
good place and go into camp. So we crossed the high
ridge of sand lying next to the beach on which we had
been walking, and headed into the sheltered and broken
country in isearch of a place we might call home.

E. HOUOHj
[to be concluded.]
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A COYOTE PARTNERSHIP.
The pronghorned antelope is the swiftest animal on the

plains, and yet the coyotes catch a good many of them just

by running them down. This sounds like a paradox, yet

it is quite true, and is explained by the cunning of the
wolves and the habits of the antelope.

A single coyote who undertook to run down a single an-
telope would get tired and hungry before he accomplished
much, but when two or three coyotes are together it is

quite a diflferent thing. The coyotes do not all run after

the antelope together. They take turns, and while one
runs the others rest, and so at last they tire the antelope
out.

If when it was started the antelope ran straight away, it

would of course leave all the wolves behind, those that

were resting even more than the one that was chasing it,

but the antelope does not run straight away. Instead it

runs in large circles, and this enables the wolves to take
turns -when chasing it.

When three or four prairie wolves decide that th6y want
antelope meat for breakfast, one of them creeps as close as
possible to the one they have selected, and then makes a
rush for it, running as fast as he possibly can so as to push
the antelope to his best speed and to tire it out. Mean-
time his companions spread out on either side of the run-
ner, and get upon little hills or knolls so as to keep the
chase in sight. They trot from point to point, and pretty

soon, when the antelope turns and bigins to work back
toward one of them, this one tries to get as nearly as possi-

ble in its path, and as it flies by the wolf dashes out at it

and runs after it at the top of its speed, while the one that

had been chasing the antelope stops running and trots off

to some nearby hill, where, while the water drips off his

lolling tongue, he watches the race and gets his breath
again. After a little the antelope passes near another coy-

ote, which in turn takes up the pursuit. And so the chase
is kept up until the poor antelope is exhausted, when it is

overtaken and pulled down by one or more of the hungry
brutes. Of course the coyotes do not catch every antelope

they start. Sometimes the game runs such a course that it

does not pass near any of the waiting wolves, and only the
one that, starts it has any running to do. In such a case

the pursuit is at once abandoned. Sometimes the antelope

is so stout and strong that it tires out all its pursuers.

Yet they catch them more frequently than one would
think, and it is not at all uncommon to see coyotes chasing
antelope, although, of course, to see the whole race and its

termination is very unusual. Often if a- wolf running an
antelope comes near to a man he gives up the chase and
that particular antelope is saved. It is a common thing
for a coyote to chase an old doe with her kidsjust after the
little ones have begun to run about. At that time they
are very swift for short distances, but have not the strength
to stand a long chase. In such a case a mother will often

stay behind her young, and will try to fight off the coyote,

butting him with her head and striking him with her fore-

feet. He pays little attention to her, except to snap at

her, and keeps on after the kids. Several times I have
seen a mother antelope lead her little ones into the midst
of a bed of cactus, where the wolf could not go without
getting his feet full of thorns. If the bed is small the wolf
will make ferocious dashes up to its border, trying to

frighten the little ones so that they will run out on the
other side and he can start after them again, but usually

the mother has no trouble in holding them. I ihave sev-

eral times killed young antelope whose legs had been bit-

ten up by coyotes, but which had got away.
One hot day last summer a gang of section men were

working in a cut in a railroad west of here, when suddenly
a big buck antelope ran down one side of the cut, acrosg

the track, and up the other side. His sudden dash into

their midst startled the men. and while they stood looking

up where he had crossed a coyote suddenly plunged down
the side of the cut, just as the antelope had done. The
readiest of the section men threw a hammer at him, and
the wolf turned and scrambled up the bank that he had
just come down and was not seen again.

Two or three years ago I camped one afternoon near
Eock Creek, and as there was very little feed we turned
the horses loose at night to pick among the sage brush and
grease wood. Early in the morning, before sunrise, while
the man with me was getting breakfast, I started out to get

the horses. They were nowhere to be seen, and I climbed
to the top of the hill back of camp, from which, as it was
the only high place anywhere about, I felt sure that I could
see the missing animals. Just before I got to the top of the
hill an old doe antelope suddenly came in view, closely fol-

lowed by a coyote. Both of them seemed to be running as

hard as "they could, and both had their tongues hanging
out as if they had come a long way. Suddenly, almost at

the heels ofthe antelope—much closer to her than the other
wolf—appeared a second co5'^ote, which now took np the
running, while the one that had been chasing her stopped
and sat down and watched. The antelope ran quite a long
distance, always bearing a little to the left, and now seem-
ing to run more slowly than when I first saw her. As she
kept turning, it was evident that she would either run
around the hill on which I stood or would come back near
it. At first I was so interested in watching her that I for-

got to look at the wolf that had stopped near me. When
I did so he was no longer at the place where he had
stopped, but was trotting over a little ridge that ran down
from the hill and watching the chase that was now so far

off. He could easily have run across the cord of the arc

and headed the antelope, but he knew too well what she
would do to give himself that trouble. Aftera little, it was
evident that the antelope would come back pretty near
to the hill, but on the other side of it from where she
had passed before, and the wolf which I had first seen
chasing her trotted out 200 or 300yds. on to the prairie

and sat down. The antelope was now coming back
almost directly toward him, and I could see that there

were i^o wolves behind her, one close at her heels and
the other a good way further back. The first wolf now
seemed quite excited. He no longer sat up, but crouched
close to the ground, every few moments raising his head
very slowly to take a look at the doe, and then lowering it

again so that he would be out of sight. Sometimes he
crawled on his belly a few feet further from me, evidently

trying to put himself directly in the path of the antelope;

and this he seemed to have succeeded in doing. As she
drew near him I could see that she was staggering, she was
so tired, and the wolf behind could at any moment have
knocked her dovkn if he had wanted to, but he seemed to

be waiting for something. The wolf that was following
him was now running faster and catching up.
When the antelope reached the place where the first

wolf was lying hidden, he sprang up and in a jump or two
caught her neck and threw her down. At the same mo-
ment the two wolves from behind came up, and for a mo-
ment there was a scufBe in which yellow and white and
gray and waving tails were all mixed up, and then the
three wolves were seen standing there, tearing away at

their breakfast.
I had been so interested in watching this thing, which

after all had not taken more than ten or fifteen minutes of
time, that I had forgotten all about the horses. It only
needed a moment's looking to see them a short distance
down the stream, and before I had got to them andbrought
them back to campIheardBill'svoicesingingoutforbreak-
fast. I was so much interested in the intelligence sho-wn
by the coj^otes that I do not think I feltthe least sympathy
for the antelope. Even if I had wanted to help her I could
have done nothing, for she was so tired that the coyotes
could easily have caught her after I had gone.
There are other wild creatures that catch the antelope

occasionally. As I have said before, the golden eagles often

kill them when they are quite young, although if any old

ones are near they will fight the birds, keeping them
from catching the young ones. Once in winter I saw an
eagle attack two kids. They were feeding at a little

distance from a large bunch of perhaps 1,000 ante-
lope. At this time the young ones were seven or eight

months old, and so quite large and strong. The eagle

had been sitting somewhere on the hillside, and flew
down over the kids to pounce on one of them. They
immediately began to run to the herd, and when the
eagle made a dart at them they both stopped, reared
on their hindlegs, a good deal in the position of the
unicorn that we sometimes see fighting for the crown, and
struck at the bird wnth their forefeet. Perhaps he was not
very hungry, but at all events this turned him and the kids

ran on. He made two more swoops at them before they
reached the herd, and each time they fought him off in the
same way by rearing up and striking after him. Of course

when they got in among the other antelope the eagle left

them and flew away.
As I have elsewhere explained, the Indians, before they

had horses or firearms, used to catch antelope in traps.

These were built something on the same plan as their

buffalo traps. The people built a long, straight fence,

which almost came together at one end and was very far

apart at the other. At the ends of the fence where they
almost came together the Indians either built a corral or

dug a deep pit, which they roofed over by slender poles,

on which they put grass and dirt. Now, yow have heard
that the antelope is very inquisitive. If he sees anything
that he does not understand or can't quite make out, he is

very likely to go up closer to it, so as to see what this ob-

ject really is. The Indians took advantage of this weak-
ness of the antelope, and by means of it decoyed bunches
of them into the space between the widely separated ends
of these two fences. Other Indians were hidden behind
the feni-'e, and as soon as the herd got started down be-

tween these wings the Indians near the end of the fence

ran out and got behind the antelope, which were then
forced to run down toward the pit or the corral. If it was
a pit, they broke through the roof in running over it, or

they ran into the corral, where they were killed by the
Indians, who were hidden near by.

Down in Utah and Colorado, southwest of here, I have
seen in several places the remains of these fences and
corrals. I do not know that the Indians hereabouts ever

caught the antelope in pits, but men who have lived up
North with the Blackfeet, the Bloods and the Piegans tell

me that up there they used the pits instead of the corrals.

Geo. Bird Grinnell.

Brunnich's Murres and Kin^ Eider in Virg^inia.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I take great pleasure in notifying the ornithologists and
others interested of the capture of Briinnich's murre ( Uria

lomvia), one on Dec. 17, 1896, and one on Dec. 19, 1896,

at Cape Charles, Va., by A. L. Whitaker and Carmen Skid-

more respectively; and on Jan. 2, 1897, of a specimen of

king eider {So^nateria spectabilis), by Joseph Fields, at Cape
Charles, Va.
My brother shot the first Brilnnich murre, and the king

eider was taken by a friend of mine with whom I was
duck shooting at Mr. Isaac Skidmore's, Northampton
county, Va.
These specimens were exhibited at a meeting of the

Delaware Valley Ornithological Club, Academy of Natural

Sciences, Philadelphia.

I have the above specimens, and claim the latter to be
the most southern recorded capture of the king eider.

Would it not be wise for our sportsmen Avho are duck
shooters to have any strange or unknown specimen identi-

fied? Many valuable notes are lost by this oversight.

Wm. L. Whitakee.

Murres in Quincy Bay.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: No-
ticing that Brunnich's murre have been seen in large num-
bers in Cayuga Lake, I want to say that in Quincy Bay,

within five miles of Boston, Mass., last December, a great

many of these birds were seen, and some shot by different

gunners.
Old gunners say that in thirty years' experience they have

never seen these birds in the bay before. W. P. W.

White-winged Crossbill.

Thompsontown, Pa., Jan, 22.

—

Editor Foi'est and Stream:

The accompanying bird rose from my barnyard with 200

or 300 English sparrows. Twenty-one birds fell before a
charge of No. 12 shot, and the crossbill with the sparrows.

Is it a true crossbill or a hybrid with sparrows? I should
think the pugnacious foreigner would have driven the
native away. Juniata.

[It is a young white-winged crossbill {Loxia leucopt&ra).

His death shows what bad company may lead one to.]

New Orleans Audubon Monument.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In connection with the reproductions of Audubon's

birds, which you are publishing let me call the attention

of your readers to a very interesting sketch of Audubon's
life by Mrs. Bradford, of New Orleans.

The book is very attractive in form, and sells for f1.

The entire proceeds of its sale are to be given to the
Audubon monument fund, for the purpose of erecting

a monument to the great naturalist in Audubon Park,
New Orleans. I inclose description of the book from
the New Orleans Tivies-Devioerat: "Mrs, Bradford's
sketch of Audubon, daintily bound and illustrated,

and printed in clear, attractive type, appears in time to

rank among the charming gift books of the holiday sea-

son. Originally read before the Quarante Club, of this

city, the sketch was received with warm interest; and
Mrs. Bradford is now actuated by a public-spirited naotive

in giving her work a permanent form. The erection of

a suitable monument to the great naturalist has long been
one of her dreams, and it is her hope that the proceeds
from the sale of the book may, as she modestly expresses

it, 'prove the cornerstone' of this worthy enterprise.

The author justly remarks: 'Our country is at last

rapidly refuting the traditional charge of the ingratitude

of republics to their noblest sons. * * * We of the

far South must not be behindhand in this great

movement. Undismayed by difficulties and dis-

couragements, we must earnestly strive to do like

honor to our illustrious dead, and ennoble and beautify

our parks and public places with lasting memorials in

bronze and marble—grand object lessons of their lives

and deeds.' In a fluent and graceful style Mrs. Bradford
relates the history of Audubon's life—that life 'more in-

structive than a sermon, more romantic than a romance'
—showing excellent taste and judgment in the arrange-

ment of her material. The author has had special oppor-

tunities to study her subject, as Audubon was a valued
friend of her parents, and the home of her childhood con-

tained many treasures in the shape of stuffed birds and
portraits, the handiwork of the naturalist whom Louisi-

ana proudly claims. His was a career crowded with
incident from start to finish, and the varied episodes of

his checkered fortunes are as graphically described as can
only be done by a biographer who draws information
from more sources than the mere printed page.

"The book in itself is well worth reading, and it receives

a double value from the author's motive in giving it to

the public. It is to be hoped that her aepiration may
soon be realized. We trust the day is not far distant

when among the grand old oaks, and near the mighty
river he loved, patriotic hands will place a noble statue

in bronze of the great naturalist of Louisiana, a familiar

figure afl he was in life, in hunter's dress, with dog and
gun by his side."

Any of your readers who feel inclined to contribute

$1 will be contributing to a very worthy object, and at

the same time will receive an interesting little memento
of Audubon. Alexamdee Maitlaud.

Blue Coat vs. Tellow Coat.

The greatest enjoyment of a camping trip to a lover of

nature does not always arise from the large amount of

game killed or the large number of fish secured—but
from the little things that happen, which many people

would call trivia), but to one who has formed the habit

of observation are full of life and interest.

The freedom from care and worry, the hearty good-
fellowship which exists, and the fact that the struggle

for theAlmighty Dollar is largely eliminated, are some of

the factors that make a camping experience so enjoyable,

as well as benefical.

I remember an interesting incident that happened while
camping a few yeara ago. I had been out a good portion

of the night before jack-hunting after deer, but had come
in shortly aftpr midnight without any success—and right

here I would like to say about this method of hunting
that while I have never fired at a deer when jack-hunting

without killing it, my experience has been that the deer

stands more chance of escaping than the hunter does of

securing it, and especially is this true on bodies of water
that have been much hunted in this way. However, I

am perfectly willing to give up jack-hunting if

they will "call off the dogs"—but I have wan-
dered from my subject I Not feeling very ambitious,

I strolled away from camp alpng the trail that led

down the lake, and coming to a convenient log sat down
to enjoy the solitude and stillness of the woods. I had
left my gun at camp—a very foolish thing to do, espe-

cially in a country where big game abounds. Hearing a
slight noise to my left, I moved along on the log so I could

discover the cause of it, and there witnessed a very novel

combat. The noise increased as I crept nearer. A big,

burly fellow in a shining blue coat was having a great

tussle with a smaller antagonist, a little yellow and brown
chap, whose lithe, supple movements and bull dog tenacity

made the fight less unequal than it seemed at first. After

the fight bad lasted a short time, it became evident that

Blue Coat had had enough, and was now only too anxious

to get away; but in spite of his utmost endeavors the little

yellow fellow kept his grip and pushed the fight with the

utmost fierceness. The big fellow was soon done for, and
his efforts became weaker and weaker until they ceased

altogether. Mr, Yellow Coat seemed none the worse for

the battle, and though his adversary was nearly twice his

size he picked him up and flew away with him to his nest

in a not far distant bush.

The victor was a yellow hornet, and the vanquished

blue bottle fly. W. Geant.

Bluebirds on Long Island in January.

Bay Eidge, Long Island, N„ Y.,. Jan. 27.—I wish to ad-
' vise you of what to me is the unusual presence of bluebirds

(S. S.). Yesterday, the 26th, I heard the well-known note

of this bird. At first I was inclined to be skeptical, but

upon its repetition I investigated, and was surprised to dis-

cover a pair of them in a low dogwood, seemingly in good

health and spirits. Last fall your various correspondents

were lamenting the scarcity of these birds, while with ub

during late September they were unusually abundant, com-

ing and going in fair-sized "flocks until well on into October.

I may mention that a red-headed woodpecker has win-

tered' for three years in our vicinity, and from his loud

chattering yesterday I infer he was as much surprised as

myself over the bluebirds, for he followed them as they

flew off at my approach. AVilmot Townsend.
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A WINTER GAMP ON WADLEIGH
BROOK.

{.Continued from page 86.)

Part II.—A Chanf^e of Base.

A WAKM spell followed our hunt in the burnt lands, and
from 20° below zero the thermometer rose to 50° above.
Under the influence of the warm air the snow rapidly dis-

appeared, and when freezing weather came again the
hunting was very noisy. We had eaten up almost every-
thing in camp and resolved upon a change of base. Ac-
cordingly, on Sunday afternoon, Nov. 29, we moved over
to the Trout Brook Lumber Camp owned by Messrs. Dud-
ley & Currins, and the following day Jock, the Doctor and
myself went on to Sourdnahunk Lake for a few days'
Bojourn at McLain's camp.

Sourdnahunk.
Eight moose had been accounted for at Sourdnahunk

Lake this season up to the time of our arrival, two of them
having been killed only a few days before by the
McLain's.
These were large bulls, one having a spread of horns of

65in., and" the other 47in. They lay just where they had
fallen within a few rods of each other, back on a hardwood
ridge no great distance from Thi.ssel Pond. One great bull

had cateelled over backWatdwhen hitj but fortunately had
hot broken his horns.

McLain's camp, which has been but recently opened
for sportsmen, is well built of small peeled spruce logs

set vertically and battened with strips of bark. The
roof is of spruce bark, which gives the camp a more
picturesque effect than is common.
The McLain's, father and son, are successful trapptjrs,

and last year took 112 "saple," besides "black cat" or fisher,

mink, fox and otter.

In one corner of the sitting room is a reminiscence of

bear, in the shape of a heavy No. 5 Newhouse trap which
has one jaw snapped in two and a spring missing as the
result of tackling the Wrong bear. The bear that wrecked
that trap and got away must have been d,n uilusually

powerful animal. Near by is a shed moose horn, picked
up by Joe Francis, that is abnormal in that it has a tine

4 or 5in. long starting from the back edge of the palm and
running parallel with it.

At Sourdnahunk I saw a black cat in a tall stub, but
though I tried to prevent its escape the big weasel suc-

ceeded in getting out of the tree before I could reach the
base. It dropped so quickly that it seemed to go faster

than the falling bark dislodged in the scramble.
Another da.y, while returning from a bog over towai'd

Telos Lake after sunset, abuck deer sprang out of a fir thicket
directly toward me. 1 was going along at a slashing gait

at the time, making plenty of noise, and when the deer
appealed he was within 30ft. on the jump. It took him
but a second to wheel and disappear, and as my rifle sights

were full of snow I did not get a shot. It is an open ques-
tion whether the deer on hearing ray approach thought it

was another buck and wanted fight, or whether he got a
baffling scent, and ran onto me when trying to escape.

The traveling was very noisy during our stay at Sourdna-
hunk, and though we saw plenty of sign we got no game.

Couldn't Break a Game Law If he Tried.

Despite the reports from Maine that partridges have been
scarce this year, we saw an unusual number. I had loaded
some light ammunition for this game, with 5gr8. of black
powder and the 85gr. S. & W. pistol bullet, and found the
dhdrge very accurate and satisfactor}'^ except for the fact

that it was difficult to seat the ball in the shell without
loading tools, as it was a trifle too large. On Dec. 1, as I
was returning to camp, I saw six partridges budding in
birch trees. They were all close together, and the chances
seemed good for killing two with one shot. Accordingly
I drew out the cartridge in my rifle barrel and attempted
to substitute one of the light charges; but the shell jammed,
and do what I would I could not get it in the barrel. I
tried in succession half a dozen cartridges, and each one
stuck when about two-thirds way into the barrel.

It was an extremely cold day, the thermometer being
' ^nsiderably below zero at the time; and the trouble was
evidently due not only to the fact that the shells had been
expanded by firins;, but also to the contraction of the
rifle barrel, as I proved afterward by inserting without dif-

ficulty all the cartridges when the barrel was warmed. I
did not want to use a regular cartridge, as my stock of
ammunition was very low, so I left the spot without killing

any partridge.

Ten minutes later a spruce partridge flew up from under
my feet into a low tree, and sat there stupidly regarding
me.

I was still a little mad at losing the others, and I

resolved to have this one for revenge, though I really did
not believe he would be. very good eating, being an old,

bird; so I cut a sapling 10 or 12ft. in length and fas-

tened at the end a noose made from an old moccasin string,

and carefully dangled it in front where he could stick his

head into it.

The partridge bobbed his head backward and forward
and sideways in a self-important way, looking at the

,
noose as if he were critically examining 'it over the top of
a pair of spectacles, and finally stuck his head squarely
into it. The same instant I yanked, but as luck would
have it the partridge got too far into the loup, and before
I could get my hands on him he had slipped through and
escaped.
That night I related the incident, and was reminded that

it was tlTe 1st of December and that the partridge season
was over—facts which had not occurred to me before.

.

Mr. Goodman, the scaler, who was sitting the other side
of the stove, slapped his thigh and remarked:
"By George, I know now why it was I missed that par-

tridge to-day when I threw my axe at him. I couldn't
break a game law if I tried."

Geography.

SToniB of the Maine maps give much detail regarding the
Trout Brook country. The headwaters of streams which
serve to indicate the watersheds are misplaced, while such
lakes as Little Sourdnahunk, which is about three-quarters
of a mile in diameter, and Thissel Pond, which measures

MAP OF THE WADLEIGH BROOK HUNTING BEGION.

five-eighths of a mile in its greatest dimension, are not set

down at all. None of the maps show the deep bay on the
north side of Sourdnahunk Lake known as Caribou Cove,
and on all I have seen the roads are not given as used at

the present time. For instance, the approach to Sourd-
nahunk Lake at present is by the well-traveled tote road
up Trout Brook, but this is not shown on the maps, while
on the other hand the disused route from Webster and
Telos lakes down to the lower end of Chesuncook still

appears. Of covirse these tote roads are constantly chang-
ing, and it is a difficult matter to keep track from year to

year of those which are passable for teams, but with regard
to the natural features it is different, and it is surprising

that better maps do not exist.

The rough map printed herewith is intended to show
some of the features of interest to sportsmen not given
elsewhere, and will serve to illustrate the narrative. The
dotted squares are six miles across.

In a general way it may be said that the country lying

south of Trout Brook and between that stream and the
East Branch is a continuous mountain range that finally

culminates in Katahdin, 5,250ft. in height. This is the
only mountain region of any consequence in Maine, and its

scenic attractions are noteworthy. From Grand Lake
(Matagamon) and the west end of Sourdnahunk Lake the
views are particularly impressive.

North of Trout Brook there are no mountains worthy of

the name, and the country resembles other parts of the
State, with characteristic bogs, low ridges, dead water
streams and lakes.

Sourdnahunk Lake lies on a high plateau well up toward
Katahdin. By right it should empty into East Branch
waters, but instead it has taken upon itself the vastly more
difficult task of discharging its waters into the West Branch
of the Penobscot. Its outlet, Sourdnahunk Stream, has
cut a passage through the southern enflanking mountains,
and rushes down wild gorges in tumultuous fashion, falling

hundreds of feet in a few miles. Thefe is nothing like this

stream in Maine, and nowhere can such scenes be wit-

nessed as occur there in May, when Messrs. Dudley & Cur-
rins start their log drive. The stream at best is the person-
ification of untamed fury, but add the thousands of great

spruce logs th^it go tearing along with it, shooting down
over falls like bolts from some great catapult, and disap-

pearing in boiling chaldrons below or splintering on the
adamant rocks that oppose their passage, and you have a
picture of reckless passion that appalls the beholder.

The lumbermen have three dams with an aggregate head
of 36ft. of water behind, and when a jam forms

,
this great

wall of water is sent hurling down upon it with a force for

smashing and tearing that is ahsolutely resistless. Under
ordinary conditions the water is let run at regular intervals
for a few minutes at a time.

Besides their Trout Brook Camp Messrs. Dudley & Cur-
rins have two camps on Sourdnahunk Stream, but they
have almost finished their operations in this country, and
another year will no doubt move elsewhere.
In mentioning the natural features of this region, the

burnt lands of Wadleigh Brook should have a prominent
place. These lie mostly north and east of the brook from
Burnt Mountain on the south almost to Blunder Pond on
the north, and extend in a northeasterly direction pretty
well over toward Second Lake.-. In some places they have
been burned over half a dozen times, and are so open that
one can see half a mile at a stretch; but as a rule the
ground is grown up with small trees, maple and birch and
poplar, tha teffectually prevent an extended outlook.
These burnt lands are the natural summer home of moose
and other game, but by December everything has moved
into the surrounding green timber.

The First Caribou.

Early in December the caribou begin working down the
mountains, and leaving their sprawling trails along the
frozen streams and bogs of the TroutlBrook country. They

had been very abundant on Katahdin during the fall,

feeding on the mosses above the timber line, and a lumber-
man named Eodgers, who has camps well up toward the
summit, reported that he had seen as many as eighty in
one herd.
Caribou are stupid, and their flesh is not highly regarded

as food, and it is a noteworthy fact that they are despised
by many of the native hunters, who sometimes shoot them
down from pure wantonness, piling up their carcasses as
long as the animals are in sight or till their ammunition is

exhausted.
The morning of Dec. 3 Hoisington, Du Bois and Natey,

who were again in camp on Wadleigh Brook, discussed
their plans. Du Bois said: "Natey and I will go across
Trout Brook and kill a deer," to which Hoisington re-

sponded: "Well, I guess I'll go up toward the burnt lands
and get a caribou."

Strangfly enough, both predictions were fulfilled to the
letter. Du Bois got a large doe within a few hours after

leaving camp, and in even less time Hoisington had killed
his caribou.

The thermometer hung on a nearby tree registered 18°

below zero at 7:30, when the hunters left camp. Thinking
that Wadleigh Brook would be well frozen, Hoisington re-

HOISINGKTON'S CAB.IBOU.

solved to go up on the ice. There were some thin places
on the rapid stream, however, and soon after leaving camp
he got his feet wet. He quickened his pace to start the
circulation and prevent freezing, and the snow on the ice
creaked so loudly in the frosty air that it seemed next to
impossible to surprise any game. However, as he rounded
a bend in the stream he saw a deer standing on the bank
in plain sight looking at him, but before.he could fire the
deer had turned and plunged into the woods. This served
as a warning to go more cautiously, and as subsequent
events proved was a very lucky occurrence. Game was
afoot that wintry morning, and, like the hunter, found that
the brook afforded an easy means of travel.

When less than a mile from camp Hoisington suddenly
saw the antlered head of a caribou regarding him from the
concealment of the tall grass and bushes growing on a
point above. The same instant the animal whirled around
to run, but just as quickly the little smokeless powder gun
spat out its veto, and down he went, shot through the
spine just back of the shoulder blades. The caribou tried

to rise, but a second shot, fired for safety, pierced his

heart, and he was dead when the hunter reached the spot.

The caribou was a bull with a very compact and pretty set of

horns. The antlers were just ready to drop, and when he
fell one was loosened and came off. After dressing him
Hoisington returned to camp and later went out to drag
him in on the ice. This time he had no rifle with him,
and while sitting on the caribou's body resting he saw a
big buck with five points to a wde come out on the ice only
a few rods away and paw and strut and dare anything to

fight him. It was highly aggravating to take the old
buck's "sass," but there was no help for it, and finally the
buck got tired and went away.

Return to Wadleifih.

On the 3d of December Dr. Wright and myself started
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back for our camp on Wadleigh Brook by a rather round-
about way. We crossed Little Sourdnahunk Lake on the

ice, and by paced measurement made it three-quarters ofa
mile in diameter. The lake is oval in shape and beauti-

fully situated among hardwood ridges. Half a mile fur-

ther is Thissel Pond, an equally pretty sheet of water and
only slightly smaller. East of both ponds and forming the
apex ofa triangle drawn from them lies a good caribou

bog, which is perhaps a mile long, but bo grown up with
trees that no extended view can be had. This bog is in

the Trout Brook watershed emptying into East Branch
waters. Thissel Pond by its outlet flows into Webster
Lake, and so on into the East Branch, while the waters of

Little Sourdnahunk Lake eventually find their way into

the West Branch of the Penobscot.
Additional interest attaches to this spot from the fact

that a brook that takes its rise a short distance west flows

into Telos Lake, formerly on the watershed ofthe St. John
Eiver, but now connected by canal with Webster Lake and
the Penobscot.
Beyond Thissel Pond the descent is rapid almost all the

way to Webster Lake. Thissel Brook, which we followed,

is a tumbling trout stream with steep banks, wooded for

long stretches with a beautiful growth of beech, maple,
birch and other hardwoods. Along in the afternoon we
came out on a bog which extends on both sides ofthe main
stream for a mile or more, and which reaches back also

along tributary streams from east and west. Here we
jumped a large buck, who went bounding away over the
brown bog grass in plain sight for some distance. Below
the dam on Thissel Brook we ran across a moose track

which had been made probably within an hour, but it was
growing late and we had no time to spare following it.

About sunset we sighted Webster Lake through the
trees and took a short cut across on the ice to the dam.
Below the dam we found fairl}'^ good walking on the old

tote road, but the snow was deeper than any we had previ-

ously encountered. A mile beyond the dam we sighted

some old deserted lumber camps on a hill above the road,

and thought at first they were Finch's camps, where we
expected to spend the night, but we soon discovered our
mistake.
For a mile further we plodded along in the darkness

without sluj encouragement, but at the end of that distance

we struck a recently traveled road and knew^ we must be
near our destination. At this point the road crossed

Webster Brook, an angry-looking rapid stream 60ft. in

width, and we were uncertain on which side the camp lay.

We decided to try the south side first, and as luck would
have it found the camp only a few hundred rods away.
And never were weary travelers more glad of shelter. The
Doctor's beard and eyebrows were covered with ice, our
trousers frozen to board-like stiflness, and our bodies
chilled by the arctic cold.

The BlK Buck that didn't Get Away.
Next morning we got an early start. Finch's Halfway

Camp is situated on the outlet to Hudson Pond, and a good
road follows the brook up to the pond, a distance of about
a mile. The pond is half a mile across and contains
several rocky islands, on one of which Jock Darling saw a
caribou last winter.

He tried to shoot it as it trotted away, but his Bullard
refused to go oS. How the caribou ever got on the island
is a puzzle, as its sides are as steep as a church roof where
they are not perpendicular.

It was our intention to cross from Hudson Pond directly

to the burnt lands, which are no great distance ofl' to the
southeast, without going near themain Blunder Pond (Mr.
Finch, who has lumbered in this neighborhood, informed
us that there are at least three small ponds of this name),
as the country immediatelj^ around the pond is said to be
very thick and swampy. Accordingly we lay our course a
little east of south along the side of a hardwood ridge
where the walking was good. While traveling along this

ridge we unexpectedly ran directly on to a large buck com-
ing toward us. We opened fire, and each of us managed to

get in a couple of shots before he disappeared. Subse-
quently we found that three of these shots had hit him,
but unfortunately all had gone low. We followed up his

trail a short distance, and noting but little blood decided to

leave him alone for a little while and investigate »n old
moose trail that we happened on. This led us to a thick
growth of balsam fir, where we found fresh sign of three
other moose.
The moose had evidently gone into winter quarters here,

for beds and signs of feeding were on all sides. There was
one large bull among them, bow large I hesitate to say; but
he had refused to go between trees in places where one
could almost have driven a team of horses through, and
Ms track, where the snow had thawed out of it, looked like

an elephant's.

The snow was crusty, and it was a practical impossibil-

ity to get up to a moose in such thick growth, so we re-

luctantly left the yard, hoping to come back the next day
if the conditions should be more favorable.

Taking up the buck's trail, we followed very cautiously,

and would have succeeded in getting a shot as he rose

from the spot where he had lain down had it not been for

an untoward incident, which set him off on the jump.
Previous to this he had been going west and had carried

us within hearing of the groaning ice on Blunder Pond, but
now he started directly down wind in an easterly direction.

Every step he took in this direction brought him some-
what nearer our camp on Wadleigh Brook; so after con-

sultation we decided to follow him up, knowing that, as

he had our wind, he would keep going as long as he could
stand. And so we followed along, constantly hoping that

he would shape his course more to the south, which would
have suited us exactly. Instead, however, he veered if

anything more to the north, and led us a long and weary
chase. It was 9 when we first saw him, and not till 2 that

afternoon did we get close enough for the coup de grace.

Meanwhile he had adopted every tactic known to his tribe

to throw us off his trail, passing through bands of other

deer, and walking over every piece of bare ground he could
find. Once he had succeeded in getting eight or ten cari-

bou to walk all over his trail, so that in places it was com-
pletely obliterated, but it was easy work to follow it here
compared to times when it passed over bare places where
the ground was hard frozen or rocky.

Successful tracking is largely a matter of elimination, and
at times the only way a trail can be followed is by consid-

ering lall possible courses and strik'ug out the less likely

ones.

On our way to camp after sunset that night we jumped a
moose on the edge of some green timber. Below us on the
hillside we heard a thump, thump, that sounded like some
one chopping, as he went oft' on a sharp trot. A moment
later we came across the track, which proved that he was
a big one.

It was three hours after dark when we reached camp,
and we had gone through some vile holes to get there, but
all was forgotten in the pleasure of the reunion with the
other members of the party, and the big fire and generous
supper. J. B. Buenhajm:.

[to be concluded.]

NEEDLESS ACCIDENTS.
Ottawa, Canada.

—

Edit^ Forest and Stream: It is a pity
that there is no means of legislating in the direction of
protecting life and limb from eccentric shooters, who year
after year add to the already long list of those who meet
death by accident.

In the neighborhood from which I am writing three men
have this season been shot dead at sight, and three others
severely wounded by shooting companions. In five cases
these unfortunate people were mistaken for deer, and in

the sixth a hasty gentleman mistook his friend's game bag
for a hare, and while literally puncturing the bag distrib-

uted the- balance of the charge in various parts of his
friend's body.

It is unhappily a fact that many of those who carry guns
and visit woodland and swamp in pursuit of animals and
birds know little of the use of the weapons they carry or
of the appearance of what they are pursuing. They are,
perhaps, also young and excitable, and have just reached
that condition of nervous eagerness which makes the con-
clusion easy that anything stirring near is the game they
are seeking. Hence it is that the tyro from the city goes
bravely forth in pursuit of deer and later in the day maims
or kills some relative or friend, and what might have been
a pleasant outing is suddenly turned into a tragedy. Yet
these oft-repeated "sad accidents" seem to convey no warn-
ing, for each succeeding season brings fresh records of the
doings of these reckless shooters.

A man in the woods does not look like a deer, a hare, or

a partridge; but a vivid imagination may regard him as
being any of these, and then comes the possibly fatal shot.

For my own part, I confess that a deer to me in the woods
is a very distinctive object. When I see one I do not mis-
take it for my friend John Smith, or vice versa; and I have
no fear that John will suddenly regard me as a buck, and
tickle me in the back of the neck with his Winchester.
John is cool, quick, keen-eyed, and a sportsman, and never
pulls a trigger without good and sufiicient reason.
Another awful man to meet is he who cares not in what

direction his loaded gun is pointing. Sometimes it is care-

fully nursed in the hollow of his left arm, while the muzzle
is uncomfortably close to the pit of your own stomach; the
next moment he is behind you "at the trail," and quite
liable to lodge the charge in the small of your back. I

never stay long with this kind of shooter, and it is poor con-
solation to remember that whatever other damage he may
do the creature rarely shoots himself.

The class of blundering idiots who "didn't know it was
leaded" are unfortunately to be found everywhere* produc-
ing accidents which, while often fatal, are sometimes fan-
tastic.

Take, for instance, the case ofthe man who blew into the
muzzle of his pistol, at the same time placing a lighted

match to the nipple. It was, of course, his last experiment,
as was also that of the gentleman who put a blind shrapnel
shell into his stove and waited for results. There is, too,

the brother who snaps what he regards as an empty gun
at his sister and so sends her to a premature death, and
thus through scores of needless fatalities caused by people
who ought never to be allowed to touch firearms is yearly
told the story of criminal carelessness. Rideau.

[To which it might be added: For further particulars see

daily papers. Any day will do.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Death of Charles Kern.

Jan, 30,—One of the best known figures of Chicago
sportsmanship passed away on Monday last, Jan. 25.

After many months of suffering Mr. Charles Kern yielded
to the disease which had been sapping his life forces and
passed away quietly at his own home among his family
and friends, Mr. Kern was twice the president of the
Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, and was for many
years president of the Audubon Gun Club, of Chicago, the
old guard of Chicago sportsmanphip, made up in good part
of old-time trap-shooters, Mr. Kern was sixty-five years
of age. He was a native of Bavaria and was eighteen
years of age when he came to America, He entered early

into politics, and was only twenty-one years of age when
he ran for sheriff, being defeated in his campaign. He
sought further ofl&ces, and in 1890 was elected County
Treasurer of Cook county. He was a great secret society
and association man, and had a wide circle of friends.

He leaves a widow and two children, whosecircumstances
should be comfortable, as Mr, Kern was reputed to be of

considerable means.

The Michigan Warden's Work.

The new Governor of Michigan, Mr. Pingree, has re-

cently found occasion to criticise the work of the State Fish
and Game Warden, Mr. Chase S. Oaborn, of Sauit Ste.

Marie. While not resenting this sharply, Mr. Oiborn finds

occasion to make reply in the columns of the Detroit TH6-
une, SB follows:

" 'I spend halt of my time in the field, the rest of the
time directing the operations of the deputy wardens from
my ofl&ce.'

"During the twenty-three months Mr. O^horn has been
game warden of Michigan he has investigated 1,800

reported violations at an average cost of $6 a case; that
is, Mr. Osborn or his deputies have looked into this num-
ber of cases. Of the total number there have been 1,007

cases tried in court, out of which there were between 800

and 900 convictions. From fines and license fees the

revenues of the office amounted to $37,000, while the ex-

penses were only $10,500.
" 'I claim,' says Mr. Osborn, 'that the work I have done

has been more than the combined work of any four game
wardens in the country, and it has been done only by
hard, conBtaut work.

" 'As to the showing made by the revenues and the ex-
penses, I am very proud of it. The first two years of my
predecessor every case tried cost on an average of ^21,
while the average cost during his last two years was about
|22. The average cost of each case during my term of
office has been $10 40."'

In Town and Out.

Mr. W. P. Mussey, of Chicago, who has for some days
been in the East; New York city and elsewhere, is ex-
pected to return soon.

Mr. W. Fred Quimby, of the Empire Target Company,
and universally tnown in the pporting goods trade, is in
Chicago this week. Mr. Qaimby has charge of the
elegant and extensive exhibit of bicycles made by the
Hunter Arms Co. at the Chicago cycle show this week.
In this he is assisted by Mr. Alex H. Waud. The Hunter
exhibit was the rounding up place of a great many sports-

men during the week.
Mr. George A. Mosher, of the Syracuse Arms Co., is in

Cuicago for a few days on a Western business trip. Mr.
M laher is looking well and as amiable as usual.

Mr. Louis Erhardt, of Louis Erhardt & Co ,
Atchison,

Kans., is in Chicago this week with a large and compre-
hensive smile. Mr. Erhardt says he would have been glad
to be at the San Antonio shoot, but is glad he missed the
blizzard there. He is pleased with the temperature of

Chicago, which was only 20° below zero this week.
E, Hough.

1206 BoTCB BriLDiNO, Chicago, 111.

The New York Association.

Lyons, N. Y., Jan. 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Dear
Sir—It may be of interest generally that you publish the
names of those who are to serve on the committees of the
N. Y. State Association for the Protection of Fish and
Game for the ensuing year. I therefore take pleasure in

handing you the list of both the Law and Legislation Com-
mittee and the Auditing Committee as appointed.

Legislation and Law Committee—Robert B. Lawrence,
chairman, 35 Wall street. New York city; Percy S. Lans-
downe, 735 Mooney Building, Buffalo; C. B. Lapham, Oan-
andaigua, N. Y.; George R. Peck, Auburn, N. Y.; W. E.

Huston, Lockport, N. Y.
Auditing Committee— ¥. J. Amsden, Rochester, N. Y.;

Aaron Mather, Honeoye Falls, N. Y.5 Charles Curtis, Au-
burn, N. Y.
The Legislation and Law Committee will immediately

take up the work of pushing the recommendations passed

at the recent meeting of the Association, and which I be-

lieve were correctly published in last week's issue of your
valuable journal.

We desire the hearty cooperation of all sportsmen
throughout the State, whether members of the State As-

sociation or not, in urging prompt legislation along the

lines set forth in the resolutions by the meeting at Syra-

cuse. Never before in the history of the Association has
there been so united a feeling as to what course of action

should be pursued, and with earnest work on the part of all

interested much good may be accomplished this winter.

The Association .strongly demands the abolishment of

hounding for deer; the abolishment of netting and spear-

ing in the inland waters of the State; the one open season

for partridge, woodcock, rabbits and squirrels from Sept. 15

to Jan. 1; and makes a strong plea against local legislation;

further than this we earnestly hope that we may secure

the repeal of Section 249. I know the Forest and Stream
will do all it can to aid us in the work, and trust that

every sportsman in this State will take a personal interest,

and that every member of the Legislature may be impor-

tuned and brought to see the necessity of right action. Do
not leave the work for others. There is enough for us all

to do if we would preserve the game in this State and fur-

ther the replenishing of the many lakes and streams

which have all but been depleted through the abuses of

the past. W. S. Gavitt, Pres.

Fowl in Hog Island Bay.

Keller, Va., Jan. 25.

—

Editor Forest arid Stream: In your
publication of the 23d inst. I find an inquiry from Mr. 0.

D. Foulks, Stockton, Md., who asks: "Where are the

ducks?" It affords me much pleasure to give what light I

can to our friend in regard to the duck supply in Hog
Island Bay. Brant and black ducks have been plenty

there since November till now. We see persons from
Upshires Neck (which is the mainland boundary of Hog
Island Bay) almost every day, and are informed by them
that the bay is swarming with wildfowl to such an extent

that their sleep is actually disturbed at night by their chat-

tering.

In years gone by I shot a great deal in our seacoast

broadwaters and narrows, and especially in that of Hog
Island, and under the most adverse circumstance I always
killed a good bunch of birds everj'- day, while not infre-

quently our day's shooting would amount to several dollars.

Since then the chances should be better, as our bays are

patrolled night and day by police boats to prevent trap-

ping, night shooting and the use of guns above a certain

size. I am informed that this regulation is already showing
its good effects in the increased quantity of birds.

To secure good shooting, the quantity of birds is not more
a question than to know their habits—this must be well

understood. The late William Doughty, of Hog Island, or

Capt. Nathan Cobb, of Cobb's Island, would always place

themselves in such a way that the birds were bound to go-

to them. It is therefore, with shooting men, a matter of

the first importance to secure practical men as guides.

We no longer shoot at all ourselves, but will be glad to

direct sportsmen who may be visiting our shores to good,

experienced guides. This done, there is no doubt but that

good results will attend their coming to the eastern shore

in search of game. T. G. E.

Monadnock Club.
The Monadnock Club has been organized to promote in-

terest in fishing and shooting parties near Mt. Monadnock,
N. H. The club has acquired grounds on Lake Conto-

cook and built a club house, which will be open from April

i to Nov. 1 to its members and visitors. The locality

affords excellent fishing and shooting. The club numbers
twenty-five members, and will gladly receive others.

The oflicers are: James S. Milner, President; Charles D.

Bete, Vice-President; Frederic W. Bashforde, Treasurer; J.

Frank Hayes, Secretary; Wm. E. Leake, Captain. Address

in city, 136 Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn, or East Jaffrey

N.H.
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Maine Guide Licenses.

It seems that Fish and Game Cotnmissioner Carlton, of
Maine, is disposed to modify his guide license hill a good
deal, and that the pressure has been so great against it

that he has come out in the newspapers in defense of it.

He says, over his own signature, in one of the papers, that
he is willing to waive the matter of license fees if the
guides will pay for their own badges. He also declared
that the bill is not framed to interfere with the friend or
farmer who presumes to accompany a sportsman on a fish-

ing or shooting trip. He says that steamboat captains, into
whose hands the hunters andfishermen visiting Maine trust
their lives, have to have a license, then why should not
guides who take care of the same sportsmen in the woods
be licensed? He does not say that lie would license every
railway engineer, fireman, conductor or brakeman for the
same reason. Neither does he propose that stage, buck-
board or carriage drivers should be licensed by the State.

Yet they all presume to take care of the visiting hunters
and fishermen. His principal line of defense for his bill

is that it is impossible to stop summer shooting with the
means now provided, and that licensed guides will do it.

He does not say where the cook or the hired man leaves
off and where the guide begins. He is very fair about the
matter and invites a full hearing at Augusta on Wednes-
day, Feb. 3. The railroads in that State have generally
granted half fares to that hearing, and it promises to be
one of great interest. The best sportsmen with whom I
have talked agree that there can be no real objection to
empowering the best of the guides to enforce the tish and
game laws, but that a general license law for all guides or
persons working for sportsmen would be a great failure.

They also say that some law that will prevent the guides
from shooting game for sportsmen, and to sell to them, will
save more game than is killed by summer shooting.

Special.

Where the Wild Horse is a Nuisance.
Wild horses are getting to be quite numerous again on

the flats in the Texas Panhandle and in Beaver county.
They are very troublesome, as they lead away the horses
belonging to the cow men and grangers, and when a do-
mesticated horse once gets with a wild bunch it is an all
day's job, and sometimes it takes several days, to catch
him. The laziest old crowbait alive, or the gentlest family
horse, after associating for a few days with these mustangs,
seems to forget his raising; all the old-time wildness of his
forefathers seems to crop out in him, and although formerly
he may have allowed himself to be caught anywhere, he
will not then permit a man to get within half a mile of
him. About the only way to recover a horse of this kind
is to run the entire bunch down and corral them, or rope
the ones wanted. Nearly all our stockmen have lost horses
in this manner, and the mustang, instead of being looked
upon with respect and with covetous eyes, as in the past
is now considered an intruder and a pest, and is shot down
whenever opportunity offers. Since horses became so
cheap there is no object in catching mustangs, and this
once valuable representative of the best friend of man is
now classed in the same category as the coyote and other
"varmints."

—

Beaver {Okla/toma) 'Herald.

Thinks it not of Vital Interest.

Boston, Jan. 26.

—

Editor Forest and Slreara: Inquiry and
replies as to "Who Owns the Game Killed by the Guide "

in your late issues, cannot be to most of your readers 'a
matter of vital interest.

To those others we might suggest the usefulness of the
guide in preventing them from losing their way; in taking
them to correct grounds, that they may not waste their
vacation in tramping a country where no game is to be
found; in teaching them the habits of the birds and in
handling the dogs; in showing them where they may not
correctly use the gun, and explain how it happens that the
birds get away so often; in assisting them in many ways
as carrying the lunch and the extra shells, in marking the'
dead birds and the live ones.

So that perchance those others will reach that point
where, when the guide turns up with his gun, either the
guide or his gun remains in camp, and it won't matter
much which. Special Hackle.

Bears Killed in Maine in! 1896.
Bethel, Me., Jan. 23.

—

Editor Forestiand Stream: I have
received letters from the treasurers of ten towns bordering
on the unbroken forests of northern Oxford county, reply-
ing to my inquiries as to how many bounties they had
paid on bears the past season, and find they aggregate
fifty-one killed. Bethel is the banner town, having se-
sured fourteen. Newry killed ten, and Gilead eight, and
Eoxbury seven.
H. T. Stiles, of West Bethel, shot six running loose in

the woods, they being the most killed by any one man in
these parts. Two years ago there were eighty killed in
these towns; last year only a few. J. G. Rich.

Deer in Southern New Hampshire.
Manchester, N. H., Jan. 29.—The Legislature is now in

session. We hope to see a bill passed to prevent killing
deer in the southern counties. There have been quite a
number seen in the city limits, and some have been killed
very near here. We have a large amount of second growth
of hardwood, miles in extent, that is good cover for deer-
and in a few yeara they would be quite plenty if they
could have full protection. Jug the man that kills a deer
near here within the next five to ten years. H.

Sportsman (to Soobson, who hasn't brought down a
single bird all day)—"Dj you know Lord Peckham?"
Snobson— ' Oh, dear, yes; I've often shot at his house."
Sportsman—"Ever hit il?'

—

Punch.

Farmer—"You've shot my cow!"
Dooley—"Ba gobbs, an' I told ther grocer mon as plain

a3 cud be to give me bu-r r d shotl"

—

Puck.

The Forest akd Stream is put to press each week on
Tuesday. Correspondence intended for publicatton
should reach us at the latest hy Monday, and o« much
tariitr tu prcuttoable.

"That reminds me."

The Most Peculiar Thing he had ever Noticed.

A coerespondent who wrote from Currituck, N. C, the
other day, tells of the untoward fortune of duck shooting
there during his stay, and winds up with a good story:

"I have been most of the time aggravated almost beyond
endurance by the wildfowl. We have had nothing but
summer weather, warm and lazy-like; there are plenty of
birds, but they would not decoy well, but congregate in

large rafts in the middle of the Sound, every unce in a
while rising in vast clouds, and such honking and quack-
ing you have never heard. As I am writing I can hear
them at it; sounds like a half dozen country schools let

loose for recess at the one time. Within the last three
days we have had some cold, stormy weather, consequently
more birds and better prospects. I noticed particularly one
large flight of sprigs with a few bunches of redheads.
There are a great many swans here, and from the house
one can at any time see a thousand of them sitting on the
bar less than a mile away, looking for all the world like a
big snow bank.
"One of White's guides, a nephew, told me a story the

other day while in the blind that deserves a place in your
'That Reminds Me' column. I wish you could hear the
native twang with which the story was told. I had asked
him what was the most pecuHar thing he had ever noticed
while gunning. 'Wal, I'll tell yer. We was a-setting out
in the Sound a-shooting and I noticed a canvasback a-
comin' from the no'th right smart, and then I seed another
canvasback comin' from the south and he was flying right
peart. The sun was a-shinin' just so as one bird never
noticed the other, and pretty soon they come together
crash and fell in the water. I went and picked them up,
both stone dead. They was both split open clean from
their bills down their breasts, and that's gospel truth.'

"I suggested that the medal at Washington was his if he
would only claim it, but as the idea seemed to kind of hurt
his feelings I have not pressed it too much."

W. E. Sawyer.

§m mid $iv^r S^tfing. '

Proprietors of fishing resorts vrill find it lyrofitahle to advertise

them in Forest and Stream,

THE MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
Boston, Feb. 1.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: ^ Ihe mem-
bers and guests of this Association, 180 of them> assembled
at the Copley Square Hotel last Saturday* even;ng to d.s-
cuss a good dinner (tickets $3), review the work of the
year and enjoy an evening of right down good-fellowship
—all of which they did in a large degree. Col. Eockwell
presided and the special guests were Governor Wolcott;
Hon. Winslow Warren, Collector of the Port; Judge Edgar
Aldrich, of the TJ. S. District Court; E. B. Haskell, Esq.;
Hon. Hubert Williams, Fish Commissioner of Connecticut;
A. W. Robinson, president of the Megantic Club, and Geo.
H, Lyman, Jr. Others present wetre ex-President B. C.
Clark, ex-President Geo. W. Wiggin, Hon. W. F. Ray, J. G
Ray, Hon. J. Q. A. Field, Wm. H. Sweatt, A. D. Thayer,
Charles Stewart, Dr. J. T. Stetson, J. Russell Reed, Waldron
Bates, J. S. Duncklee, Sidney Chase, E. T. Barker, William
Almy, Geo. O. Sears, W. F. Almy, Rollin Jones, John N.
Roberts, Chas. G. Gibson, E. E. Small, Sidney Chase, Alex-
ander Pope, N. L. Martin, Dr. W. J. Brigham, E. C. Nor-
ton, Dr. G. H. Payne, Secretary Kimball, H. D. Litchfield,
W. B. Hastings, H. F. Coleman, Benj. F. Stevens, A. R.
Brown H. G. Kyser, S. W. Rich, C. M. BI^Ke, Hon. Robt.
S. Gray, E. E. Allen, W. B. Kehoe, J. Payson Bradley, C.
F. Munroe, Chas. A. Allen, Warren Hapgood, J. N. Aker-
man, Hon. A. B. R. Sprague, Mayor of Worcester; B, V.
Howe, Dr. E. W. Branigan, A. A. Glasier, John E. Hall,
Thomas Hall, C. M. Bryant, Dr. Robert M. Read, L. W.
Sumner, W- K. Churchill, Wm. C. Thairlwall, Wm. F.
Bacon, Edward E. Hardy, Loring Crocker, Dr. J. W. Ball,
Henry J. Thayer, Dr. W. H. Tobey, E. P. Wilbur, C. W.
Dimick, Chas. F. Proctor, S. A. Lincoln, Chas. S. Lewis,
Geo. Rimbach and Walter M. Brackett. The dining hall
was very elaborately decorated, the walls being hung with
handsome skins, while fine heads of moose, deer and cari-
bou were very much in evidence. The dinner was an
excellent one and was made Up largely of the most tempt-
ing specimens of fish and game. Tom Henry's orchestra
played and the company joined in singing several of the
popular songs of the day. When cigars were reached
President Rockwell opened the speech making.

Col. Rockwell's Address.
Although this is not an occasion for "business" in the

ordinary sense of the word, but is for other purposes, use-
ful in their way—and well understood by you—yet follow-
ing the established and appropriate custom, I shall very
briefiy pass in review the events of the past in which this
Association has had an agency or exerted an influence.
The story of 1896 is short, but important. There were pre-
sented to the Legislature several measures which engaged
the attention of your oflicers,and were watched with their
usual assiduity and circumspection, especially by your
president, Mr. Clark, your counsel, Mr. Reed, and your
secretary, Mr. Kimball. Two only were of such impor-
tance, in respect to the general policy of our laws, as to
require mention. In neither case, I am glad to say, was
any injurious enactment secured; and the defeat of the
propositions was exactly in line with the purpose of this
Association as avowed, and, as I believe, consistently main-
tained—to serve the interest of the community as a whole,
as distinguished from private interests, whether of the
mercantile sort or of the kind imputed to amateur sports-
men. The two matters to which I allude were the propo-
sitions to reduce the length limit of lobsters, and to permit
the sale of game at all seasons of the year irrespective of
the legality of its possession. Neither of these matters
need to be argued here. You thoroughly understand the
pernicious nature of both propositions. Notwithstanding
that the Legislature was induced by the pressure of private
interests to approve the short lobster bill, that bill &iled

to become a law through the wisdom and .firmness of the
executive, Acting Governor Wolcott.

We trust the lobster question is not to be reopened at

present. It has been with us for twenty years; and though
the benefits of restrictive legislation have been amply de-

monstrated, I personally believe much larger and more
beneficial results might be obtained by increasing the
present restrictions. It is, however, agreed that it would
be unwise to seek for any such legislation at present.

The scheme of the game dealers to open the doors to the
practically unrestricted sale of game in Massachusetts at

all seasons, whether illegally exported from other States

or not, was successfully resisted. It would seem that it

ought to be impossible to revive it, in view of the strin-

gency of ihe laws of other States, even of those having a
much larger commercial interest than Massachusetts in the
disposal of game.
Massachusetts law already gives the dealer privileges un-

known to the other States, and to extend them cannot flail

to work disastrously.

Carrying our retrospect hack over the twenty-two years
of our existence, we are able to take satisfaction in the
measure of good work done, and of evil successfully re-

sisted. As a few of the elders will remen^ber, this Associa-
tion was first called the "Anglers' Association." It was
formed by a coterie who had in view at the time a very
limited field of labor as compared with that which we now
cover. The objects named in their charter were simply
and only "the securing and enforcing proper restrictions

upon the taking and killing of fish, shellfish and bi\^lves,

and the promotion of fishciflture." Their first campaign
was devoted to nothing more nor less than the protection
of the smelt fishery. That fishery was in danger of exter-

mination so far as Massachusetts was concerned, but the
Anglers succeeded in saving it, and to-day the smelt is

found in our waters in profusion. The community, which
prizes this fish so highly, certainly owes to our predecessors
a meed of gratitude for their disinterested labors in this

case. In succeeding years came beneficial action as to trout

and lobsters; and later still came the change to our present
title, and the enlarged field of labor and increased scope of
usefulness as to game.

It is needless to parade those details which would cover
the statistics of the work which has been done, or to esti-

mate the value of the faithful and zealous labor of those
who have had your cause in hand, to say nothing of your
constant support and help as a body, and of the consider-
able sums of money expended. To sum up results would
be to say that conditions as to the laws and their enforce-
ment are greatly improved; and that the public sentiment,
which must make the present laws and their enforcement
realize their full fruits, and make possible further advances
in the same direction, has been educated to the point where
we can confidently appeal to it in support of any wise and
conservative measures.
While we hope and believe that during the current year

it will be expedient to rest contented upon the ground we
now hold, it is certain that the work of this Association is

not done. Even the Massachusetts Fish and Game Com-
mission, which is generally deemed a pretty conservative
body, have pointed out in their recent report evils to be
remedied and objects to be gained in the line of our
policy.

Our Association has been the subject of various criti-

cisms, which, if I were to place in groups, I should say
were, first, that we have done too much, and second, that
we hiive done too little. From my knowledge of the his-

tory of the Association from the start, I am able to state
my belief that the first criticism is unfounded, and if there
is any ground for the second, it is not because the oflicers

for the time being have refrained from attempting to gain
an advanced position when there was any decent prospect
of success. As to the execution of the laws, if, as some be-
lieve, more energy would be useful, I express my belief
that that is not properly our field. The policy of the State
is so thoroughly settled, and the public sentiment is so far
crystallized in its support, that it appears to me that police
duty should be done by the constituted authorities, with
only such auxiliary aid/rom us as any body ofgood citizens
should give in like cases.

This leads me to say in conclusion, that I hope and be-
lieve one great result has been accomplished, or so nearly
accomplished that we can rely upon its helpfulness in our
future work, and that is, that we have attained that strong
position as a moral force in the community for which
we have striven during all these years. I had occa-
sion to say at the recent dinner of the Megantie
Club, when we were alluded to as a "sister organization,''
that while I recognized the family relation and was proud
to acknowledge it, I considered the relation something dif-

ferent; that is to say, that their organization—one of the
best, most useful of its kind, and collaterally giving assis-

tance to our work—was essentially a private organization,
with private interests predominating, and general interests
subordinate thereto; while we have no private interests to
serve, except as they are incidental to a few iadividuals.
We have suffered sometimes defeat, and manj' times delay,
in our public work from the imputation of selfish motives.
We were said to be a club of sportsmen, working for laws
and restrictions for our personal benefit. It has b«en idle
for us to protest to the contrary, or to point out the fruits of
our labors in measures manifestly in the general interest.

To-day, however, I believe a better understanding exists,

and while we could hardly be credited with pure altruism,
we may claim to be esteemed for what we have done and
what we are. It should certainly be our aim in the future
to establish ourselves in a position to confidently anticipate
the public support; to make for ourselves the reputation of
laboring for results which have no taint of self-interest, but
are absolutely consistent with asound and permanent pub-
lic policy;

Gov. Wolcott was received with great enthusiasm, as he
has a very warm place in the hearts of the members of the
Association. He spoke feelingly of the objects of the men
who had made the Association a power in the matter of
fish and game protection, and he had no doubt that it

would continue in the good work. Hon. Winslow Warren,
collector of the port, followed with an entertaining talk,

taking occasion to refer to the arbitration treaty, and
claimed for Massachusetts a large share of credit in that
most beneficent work. E. B. Haskell, Esq., the well-known
editor and proprietor, with President Rockwell, of Ellerton
Lodge at the Rangeleys, made a humorous speech from
the fishearman'a side. At this point Mr. Warren Hapgood
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claimed the attention of the company, and proceeded to
present ex-President B. C. Clark with an exceedingly life-

like oil portrait of himself, by artist W. W. Churchill. Mr.
Clark made a feeling response. Brief speeches were made
by Hon. Mr. Williams, Pish Commissioner of Connecticut;
Arthur M. Robinson, president of the Megantic Club; Geo.
H. Lyman, Esq., and Dr. Ueber Bishop. The afiair would
not have been complete without some surprises sprung
upon the party by Dr. Bishop, and they came in due
course. First, what purported to be a big pie was brought
in and placed in front of the president. Upon the cover
being removed a couple of baby lions from the Zoo were
taken out and led up and down the table, apparently won-
dering what it was all about. Next the Mexican midget
Princess Chiquata appeared and made a tour of the head
table, shaking hands with each guest. She requested the
Governor to name her pet wolf cub, and he promptly said
"Massachusetts." Tlie whole affair was a most enjoyable
one, and the evening was well advanced before the festivi-

ties were brought to a close. Wm. B. Smart.

ADIRONDACK GUIDES' ASSOCIATION.
SARANAC Lake, N. Y., Feb, 1.—On Wednesday even-

ing, Jan. 27, the fourth annual meeting and banquet of

the Adirondack Guides' Association took place at the
Opera House in the village of Saranac Lake, the metrop-
oliB of this mountain and lake region, now famous as a
resort of health and pleasure seekers. No such interest

has before been manifest in matters pertaining to the
Adirondacka as was shown at this meeting. The large
hall was packed with men and women from throughout
the entire wilderness, and representatives from Malone,
Plattsburgh, Albany, New York and Boston were also in
attendance. The speakers included clergymen, lawyers,
doctors, hotel men and railroad men, all of whom have a
mutual interest with the guides in the preservation of the
woods and waters, the game and the fish.

The Adirondack Guides' Association is an organization
composed of competent, well-equipped and trustworthy
guides of the Adirondack wilderness, and, as associate
members, of men who are interested in the protection of
the game and the fish of the Adirondacks.' This organi-
zation guarantees to the tourist and sportsman, if he en-

gages as a guide a member of the Association, a man who
has a thorough knowledge of the vast Adirondack forest,

of its various routes from place to place, and of the
habits of its denizens of game and fish; who shall be prop-
erly equipped and trustworthy in every respect. Not
only this, but such employer is aiding, by his employment
of a member of the Adirondack Guides' Association, the
most practical means of protection to the Adirondack
forests ever yet proposed. The forests can best be pro-
tected by those residing within their borders, and
especially by those who are interested in their pre-
servation, that their means of livelihood may be
retained. Long before the tourist or sportsman
reaches the Adirondacks he will have been informed
through newspapers, magazines, circulars and no-
tices that such an organization exists; that its mem-
bers are men who are content to perform the duties
devolving upon them, and that they are pledged to the
protection of the forests and all that pertains to them.
They will know also where to find these members, and it

is but natural that a pportsman or tourist should engage,
in preference to all ottiers, a man backed by a guarantee
like that of the Association. Thus membership in the
Adirondack Guides' Association is in itself a credential
than which no man can have a better. Guides only are
admitted to membership. The associate membership is,

however, open to all those interested in the objects and
jmrposes of the Association. Many of the most promi-
nent citizens of New York State have been enrolled.
Among them are State officials, hotel men, prominpnt
physicians and attorneys, members of the press and of the
various Adirondack clubs.

The president of the Association, Mr. Oatman A. Covill,

of Saranac Lake, called the meeting to order. After the
minutes of the last annual meeting were read and ap-
proved, and the reports of the secretary and treasurer
were accepted, letters from the honorary president, Hon,
Verplanck Colvin, of Albany, were read by Mr, Seaver
A. Miller. Mr. Colvin in his letters made a number of
valuable suggestions, and among other things spoke of a
new method of hunting in the Adirondacks which he
believes greatly increases the destruction of deer. This
is the free importation of hounds and dogs from all por-
tions of the settlements. At the beginning of hounding,
if not earlier, a great number of strange dogs are turned
loose in our great deer preserves in such a manner as to
secure the greatest results for "pot-hunters," or men who
are more desirous of destroying the deer than of enjoy-
ing some weeks of camp life, with its rest and health, in
the exhilarating atmosphere of the woods. A party of
men from the settlements, loaded with guns and ammu-
nition, leading a pack of dogs, and staying but a
few days in the wilderness for the purpose of
killing deer, are not beneficial to the country,
but are destructive not only to the deer, but to
the business in which the guides themselves, the ho-
tels, railroads, etc., are engaged. He said there are
plenty of hounds now in the Adirondacks, indeed it is

quite likely there are too many for the good of the deer,
and believed that the importation of hounds from the
settlements for the purpose of wholesale slaughter is one
deserving earnest consideration and correction. Parties
thus coming and going in a hurry often lose their hounds
and the dogs are left in the woods. If they are not
picked up by a guide, or do not starve, they may run to
and fro from settlement to settlement, hunting whatever
they can find and doing much harm. In some sections a
pack of hounds have been found in the woods away from
settlements and without known owners. Such wild dogs,

caid Mr. Colvin, may become as injurious as wolves. He
BUggefated that the remedy probably consists in placing a
tax, to be collected at each railroad depot where dogs are
imported, and believed that if this tax could be appropri-
ated, to the improvement of trails and to an old age fund
for disabled woodsmen, from $1,000 to $10,000 might be
obtained from this tax on imp jrted dogs and applied to

good purposes.
Anotutr matter which Mr. Colvin believed should be

urged upon the State authorities is the importance of
acquiring large areas of forest land in the central portion
of the wilderness, and particularly the reservation by the
State of the shore lines of all the beautiful lakes, so as to
prevent their disfigurement and the destruction of the

timber by lumbering along such shores. He said also
that it was essential that the guides in all the several sec-
tions of the Adirondack region should act together, and
that only those who are reliable men and thoroughly
good guides should be on the list of membership; that to
be a first-rate guide is to be thoroughly acquainted with
a large extent of the country; to have and to furnish
a good boat and rifle, fidhing tackle, tents, and
a hound; if need be, while all should be skill-

ful and capable cooks; that there are many men
in these days who claim to be guides and yet have
not the local knowledge or any knowledge of woodcraft,
or of the forests, streams, trails or carries, and do not
furnish either boats, guns, fishing tackle or tents, and
cannot cook or chop wood, yet they claim to be guides
and demand the same compensation as guides. Ha be-
lieved this to be unjust, but it is a situation which the
guides are forced to meet, and it seemed to him that it

would be proper for them not only to make up their list

of regular guides, fit to be employed by sportsmen, travel-
ers and tourists, and receive a daily compensation of $3
due a guide, but that they recognize and designate other
classes of labor, noting that the mountain guides, though
not furnishing boats, are thoroughly regular in their
employment, inasmuch as they carry heavy packs and all

the baggage of their employer over the mountain ranges
and to the summits of the high peaks, a work fully
equivalent in labor to the use of a boat.
Mr. Colvin suggested that they designate this secondary

class of labor as: First, packmen; strong, healthy men,
who can carry burdens and do the heavy work under the
direction of the guides. Such inen can generally be hired
at about half the pay of the guides, and should be selected
by the guides with a view to the labor which they are
called upon to perform. The packmen need not neces-
sarily know the trails, nor have any special training in
woodcraft, but should be physically men of strength and
endurance. Sjcond, axemen; in a large party in camp,
where much wood is to be cut for the camp-fires or cook-
ing, or where log camps are to be built, the guides can
generally hire for their parties good axemen who are not
members of the Guides' Association, and will not claim
the same pay as members, and thus will not create the
idea among many men that they are guides simply be-
cause they are employed at the same time with guides to
help them in their work. In a similar way other labor-
ers, boatmen, etc., may at times be hired by the guides to
assist in the labor of the camp; and probably by making
definite these positions of packmen, axemen, boatmen
and laborers, the attempt on the part of untrained, un-
skillful and incompetent men to take parties into remote
sections of the wilderness to procure for them deer or
trout may be avoided.
In accordance with the authority vested in him by the

constitution and by-laws, the honorary president named
the following from among the associate members as hon-
orary trustees: R. Babcock, W. S. Durant, Dr. A. G.
Gester, Col. A. G. Mills, J. J. Broome, G O. S^iields, of
New York; A. N. Cheney, Glens Falls; Hon. Verplanck
Colvin, of Albany; Ulysses S. Grant, San Diego, Cal. ; R.
H. Kissell, Morristown, N. J. ; Senator G, R. Maiby, Og-
densburgh; Schuyler Merritt, Stamford, Conn.; Hon.
Warner Miller, Herkimer; Samuel J, Tilden, New Leba-
non, N. H.; W. C, Witherbee, Port Henry; William R.
Weed, Potsdam. '

•

Dr, John C. Russell, president of Saranac Lake village,

then delivered an address of welcome to the Association.
He congratulated them upon their healthful growth and
prosperity and the influence for good they were exerting
iO. Adirondack affairs, and expressed the hope that they
would continue to hold their annual meetings and ban-
quets in this village. The doctor then introduced the
Rev. Walter H. Larom, who delivered a strong and prac-
tical address, which was listened to with close attention.

The reverend gentleman said that in his position he was
often thrown among guides and also with their employ-
ers; that it had been his privilege to obtain either perma-
nent or temporary employment for many of thei^ num-
ber, and that he had yet to hear of a dishonest Adiron-
dack guide. He suggested that the Association adopt
some sort of a dress for its-members, which would be en-
tirely representative of the region arid of their vocation.

Mr. Larom spoke about thirty minutes, and his remarks
were frequently punctuated with applause. Frederick G.
Paddock, E sq. , district attorney of Franklin county, wasthe
next speaker of the evening. The Association has made
application for incorporation, and Mr. Paddock proceeded
to explain the effect of the corporation laws as to the lia-

bility of members and the responsibility of officers join-

ing in such reorganization. The district attorney said

that in his official position hundreds of violations of the
fish and game laws were presented to him annually, but
that a medaber of the Adirondack Guides' Association had
never yet appeared before him as such an offender.

The Hon. Geo. A, Stevens, ex-Member of Assembly
from Essex, was introduced, and spoke in a particularly

pleasing manner twenty or thirty minutes, Mr. Stevens
said that there was a peoulair fascination for him in that
word (guide), for had not he hinaself for several years
guided the sportsmen across lakes, over carries and
through woods in search of the deer and fox, and to the
favorite haunts of trout to lure from their deep abode the
wily fish? He spoke of the Adirondacks as the "Ssvitzsr-

land of America," and the need of wise and practical leg-

islation and careful guardians, such as the members of

this Association had proven themselves to be, to preserve
them forever in their present beauty and grandeur, Mr.
S tevens believed that the guides were better fitted than
any other men for game protectors, and believed that it

would be a step in the riglit direction shotdd the Legisla-

ture or the chief game protector appoint them as such.

Dr. Carter McV. Tobey, of Boston, was also one of the
speakers. Dr. Tobey spoke particularly of the movement
on foot to increase the Naw England tourist travel in the

Adirondacks this coming summer. He said that the

Boston & Albany R, R. had promised to put on a through
sleeper to Saranac Lakeif the N. Y. C. would agree to take

it from Albany; that the Fitchburg Co. have, promised
to put on a day chair oar to run direct to Plattsburgh via

Rutland and Whitehall if the D. & H. will take the car

from Rutland.
The D jctor requested that a letter, general in its char-

acter, signed by the members of the Association, be ad-

dressed to H. Walter Webb, of the N. Y. C, asking that

the Adirondacks be given a through sleeping car from
New England by connecting with the B, & A, at A.

Should the enterprise succeed, he believed It would add

thousands to the number of tourists who will be in the
mountains during the summer of 1897, and put many dol-
lars into the pockets of the Adirondack guides.
The Rev. C. J. Savell, of the Bajjtist Church, spoke of

his pleasant experiences with Adirondack guides, and
said he had never met a more worthy and honorable body
of men. There was a diversity of opinion regarding the
game laws, but the majority believed it would be for the
best interests of the Adirondacks, the sportsmen and the
guides should hounding be entirely abolished, and the
open hunting season be extended into October.
An adjournment was made to the rooms below, where

a sumptuous banquet was prepared, in which some 200
guests and members of the Association participated.
After banqueting and story-telling for an hour and a half,

the meeting was again called to order by the president.
A resolution was unanimously adopted to incorporate the
Association, and a committee appointed to attend to the
necessary proceedings.
The election of officers and reorganization were taken

up and the following were regularly and duly elected
officers of the Association for the ensuing year: Honor-
ary President, Hon. Verplanck Colvin, of Albany; Presi-
dent, Warren J. Slater, of Saranac Lake. Vice-Presidents:
Thomas Healy, of Saranac Lake; Douglas Martin, Paul
Smith's; Albert Billings, Lake Placid; Warren Cole, Long
Like; C. C. McCaffery, Saranac Inn; James McBride,
Moody; E. L. Scrafford, Fulton Chain; C. W. Blanchard,
Blue Mountain Lake; and John Hinkson, Childwold.
Secretary, E. E. Sumner, Saranac Lake; Treasurer, Oat-
man A, Covill, of Saranac Lake. Executive Committee

—

For Saranac Lake: Marshall Brown, Wm. Ring, Geo.
Mussen; for Paul Smith's: Ross Hays, Ezra Bruce and
Tom Redwood; for Lake Placid: Miles Kennedy, Geo.
Alford; for Saranac Inn: Justin Farrington; for Blue
Mountain Lake: Espen Jansen (Denmark); for Long
Lake: Charles W.Robinson; for Duane and Meachem Lake:
Halsey Sprague; for Fulton Chain: Ban Parsons, Wm.
Burke; for Childwold: H. B. Marden. Local Committee:
Marshall Brown, Hiram S. Moody, Gao Mussen, Peter A.
Solomen, Benj. Moody, Gao. Johnson, Wm. Ring, War-
ren Bryant and Calvin Brown.
A motion was carried that the offieers compose the

board of directors for the year. Among the names added
to the list of associate members were: Francis S. Bangs,
Landon Carter, W. Dallas Goodwin, J. S. Ebrich, John
H. Sprague, R. Babcock, Edgar Logan, all of New York;
William Linton Landreth, M. C. Paul, Phila.; Rev. Shel-.

don M, Griswold, Hudson; Robb, T, Wilkinson, Pough-
keepsie; Francis K. Kyle, Troy; Rev. Walter H. Larpm,,
of Saranac Lake; Washington Wilson, Elberon, N. J., and
Henry C. White, New Haven, Conn.

It was a late hour when the convention finally a,d-

journed, after voting to hold its fifth annual meeting at

Saranac Lake on the third Wednesday in January, 1898..

Seavbr a. Miller.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

Francis Endlcott.

Concluded.

Going down Broadway last week I met an old angling

friend, who asked: "When are you going to write up Frank
Endicott?"
"The sketch of him is now in the hands of the printer;

just left it with the editor, but there was so much material

on hand and so many reminiscences in memory that some
were left to be told afterward. If you have an anecdote or

two of him let me have it; you knew him so well that you
mupfc have some of his stories of fishing adventure.*'

We stepped into Conroy's to get out of the roar of the

street, where conversation was hard labor, and after assur-

ing the salesman that we did not need iishing tackle in mid-
winter, my friend said; "Some years ago, after a day of
good bass fishing on Qreenwood Lake, we were comparing
notes by the hotel fireplace and talking of the successful

flies, baits and places where the black bass were most likely

to be found in that famous water, when Mr. Endicott came
in from the supper table, for he had been fishina; at the

farther end of the lake and was late. Harry Pritchard was
there and asked: 'Wha' 1-1-luck tt to-day, M-m-mr. Eadi-
c-c-cott ?' He said : 'Harry, If you were as drunk as my boat-

man was, you would be able to talk better than that. I

thought we never would get home to-night; I found a bottle

half lull of whisky, emptied it overboard and replaced the

liquor with water,- but he had a reserve somewhere. 1 was
casting a minnow with my back to him, and noticed that he
fumbled long in the bait car alongside the boat for a live

minnow, but thought he might h i selecting a bait of a medium
size, as I had requested. Then while replacing a lost hook
and getting a knot out of the leader, I was dimly conscious

that he was using the tin cup as a bailer, and after getting

ready and waiting what I thought a reasonable time 1 again

asked for a bait. My boatman replied: "All ri', Mis'r Endi-

cott, they's sca'ce, an' I'm bailin' out the wasser so's to fin'

'em;'. and I'm a sinner if he wasn't trying to bail out the

bait car!"

That reminded me, and I said: "You know how Frank
loved a good dinner and what a judge he was of one well

cooked and served. He was an authority on a mayonnaise
dressing for a salad and once said to me, as I essayed my
'prentice hand at mixing one: 'Fred, that is good; it is moie
tfian good, it is excellent. Call the waiter and have him
send it up to Bellevue Hospital, where they need mustard
plasters; but, my boy, you forgot that what we need is a salad

dressing. Vinegar and mustird are useful things in their

way, especially when the object is to raise a blister as a

counter irritant, but in a dressing of this kind you should

bear in mind the fact that the object is not to dress leather,

but to tickle a human i^alate and help a human stomach to

digest those difficult things which we call vegetables. Pour
on the oil. but drop on the vinegar, that is the first grand

rule for a salad dressing." And that is a rule which I never

forgot, and which years of practice has confirmed, and I can
now distinguish a salad dressing from a mustard plaster.

Tom Couroy had listened to these stories, and after some
reflection remarked: '"Mr. Endicott came in here many
years ago with a friend from a far-oflf region whom he had
often visited and shot and fished with, and now wished to

entertain on his first visit to New York. His friend selected

what he needed and they went away. Tne next morning
Mr. Endicott came in the store and he looked tired and dis-

gusted. Naturally, I asked after his ftiend and he said;

'He's all right; I took him to the theater, and in remem-
brance of the many courtesies he had shown me in his home
among the trout streams and the quail grounds I thought I
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could never do enough to entertain bim, and so after the
theater 1 took him down to Delmonico's, and, handing him
the memi and suggesting certain dehcacies and a bottle of
harzac, my guest told the waiter that he would like ham and
eggs and a glass of beer!" I imagine, continued Tom, that
the next friend from the quail grounds of Noith Carolina or
from the trout streams of the Adirondacks that Frank Endi-
cott entertained would be led down to Fulton Market and
stuffed with clama."
There was a charm of easy wit about my friend which,

backed as it was by a generous course of reading, classical

and other, rendered him an entertaining companion and
correspondent, and while I have some of his serious poetical
efforts of no mean order, me judice) I take more delight in

his attempts at jocularity, in which I was the object of his

assumed wrath: "Your old friend has got the theosoph-
ical bee in his bonnet, and has gone clean daft. He bored
me for an hour about mahatmas—things that you are not
capable of understanding—but I will tell you they are not
fish, and so you don't have to know anything of them. He
says we've all been on this earth many times in different

forms, and perhaps we have; but you, you rascal, if you
had been with us, you would have irreverently alluded to

Nat, Goodwin's song, 'We've all been there before, many a
time, many a time;' but I listened with more respect than
you would have done, and our fiiend looks upon me as a
possible recruit to theosophy. When I got home I thought
this all over, and while mueing on it over a pipe the follow-
ing thought came up in rhyme:

" 'When first I met you, Fred, one time.

Ten thousand years or more,

When ganoids moved among the slime

Along old Egypt's shore:

A reptile crawled from out the Nile

And bit a stork that flew;

I was the bird that soared the while,

The ugly cuss was you.'

"Bring down some blood worms and we'll have a dav
with the striped bass, and I'll forgive you the mean trick
you served me several centuries ago."
In his early boyhood, when he used to go down to shoot

and fish at the old homestead at Canton, Mass , he once took
down a new "Westley Kichards double gun, which delighted
the eye of an old native who used to shoot with the boy.
The fine lines and exquisite workmanship delighted the old
fellow, who fondled it, brought it to his shoulder and then
felt the smooth working of the locks. Turning to the youth,
he asked: "What did she co.st ve, Frank?"

"It cost just 1100 landed in New York."
The old man looked from the gun to the boy, drew a long

breath and exclaimed: "Whew! It's my opinion ye orter
have a gardeen 'p'inted over ye. A hundred dollars; well,
I swan 1"

Mr. Eodicott was a natural mechanic as well as an artist,

and he showed me two ^plit bamboo fly rods which he had
made in the early TOs, metal ferrules aud all, and they com-
pared favorably with the professional work of that day. He
also tied flies when the fancy struck him, but he agreed with
me that it was much cheaper to sit down and smoke and let

some other fellow make the rods while the girls tied the flies,

and the only phyaical and mental exercise necessary to get
the best rods and flies was to remember in which pocket the
purse was carried and to count out the sum rt quired. I once
had a trifle of mechanical skill, and evidence of it hangs in
my den, but it was never directed to the making of any kind
of fishing tackle, which can be bought so much better than
any amateur can make it, not to mention the time he could
more profitably put to other use. There's a heap of stuff
written about taking the materials for fly tying with j'ou
and then trying to imitate the fly that the fish are rising to
on that particular day. Pardon me for the digression—my
old friend Eodicott would sustain me if he was on earth

—

but my advice is to go and buy an assortment of flies of dif-
ferent forms and colors, paying attention to the sizes of the
hooks for the waters they are to be used in and the probable
size of the fish to be caught there, and taking plenty of
them, and you should have something near any kind of flj^

that may rise, as well as some equally good nondescripts.
Mr. Endicott invented the first fly-book in which the gut

snell was kept straight by stretching, it is stiU on the mar-
ket and bears his name. I once asked him if he ever got
any money out of it. "No," he replied, "I didn't expect to
get any, but I patented it to keep others from claiming the
invention; no doubt the makers of it have made something,
although the papers were not drawn broatlly enough to keep
off infringements, and of course other forms were .soon on
the market."

In his later life he was a frequent guest at the fishing clubs
at Newport, Cuttyhunk, Squibnocket, and other resorts in
Martha's Vineyard, where the striped bass of salt water are
taken of large size; and he wrote up this sea sport for Har-
per's Magazine and for "American Game Fishes" (1893),
which was in press when the genial angler had crossed the
Styx. But among the famous bass resorts mentioned he
never matched tiie big bass he took in 1876 in the surf at
Squam Beach, N. J., which weighed 47ibs., and was safely
landed after a long fight on a sandy beach. He used to take
his son George with him on fishing and shooting excursions
as soon as he was old enough, and on these trips they were
more like old chums than father and son, and under such a
tutor the young man grew up to be a finished and scholarly
sportsman.

Last week I related how my friend kept up his spirits, and
joked with me while actually dying. To me this increased
my admiration for him, for 1 have seen many men die in
many ways, and somehow disliked to hear a man snivel and
whine at the inevitable. No man dreaded to be born, and
death is a corollary of birth; divested of suffering it should—but you know as much of this as I do, perhaps more. But
what led to this train of thought was the fact that after I had
seen my friend for the last time, his brother, Mr. George
Munroe Eodicott, of Boston, came to see him, and asked if

he was not tired of the diet of milk which had been ordered
by the doctors. "No," said Frank. "I like it, for I have been
used to it. 1 once lived on milk for a whole year."
"How was that? I don't remember your having been ill

before. When was it?"

"No, you can't remember it, Munroe," said the dying
man, "it was so long ago; it was the first year of my hfe."
These anecdotes show the man as I knew him, gentle, brave
and cheerful; three qualities which are absolutely necessary
to make a man beloved by those who knew him intimately.
Frank Endicott's word was a bond, and as he voluntaiily
promised to wait for me upon the banks of the Styx a few
years, provided there were the ghosts of fishes iif it, he mil
meet me there. "But," said he, "if you wait too long, or

the ghostly fishes won't rise to my ghostly flies, I'll just pay
your ferriage to old Charon and wait for you beyond the
further shore."
Long after the old friend of my boyhood, Port Tyler, was

dead, Frank and I were fishing for weakfish off Staten Island,
and while waiting for a bite I told him gome stories about
the old trapper and market-shooter, remarking that he had
missed a great deal in not knowing him ; but in telling how
the old man used to cook young quawks and 'pokes and de-
clare that they were good, he said

;

"Perhaps they are good, I can't say; but when you talk of
birds for the table, my boy, the woodcock, snipe, grouse,
some kinds of duck, as well as a few that are not strictly
game, such as meadow larks, wild pigeons and others, are,

by nature of their food, so superior to any of the fish-eating
waders that they are not to be mentioned in the same
day."

i was fixing a fresh shedder crab on my hook, and after
casting out and getting the line in shape for a run said:
"Confound youl I did not say that Old Port compared
young quawks and 'pokes with the birds you have named;
I only quoted him as saying they were good, and by 'good'
we understand them to be fairly palatable, just as this ham
sandwich and cold chicken is good. You don't wish me to
understand that every blooming thing that's good to eat, in-
cluding those greasy possums that I've tried to enjoy out of
compliment to the very excellent dinners which you have
given, where there were real good things before and after

Jom piece de resistance, were to be ranked with game?"
"No," said he, as he removed a weakfish from the hook

and reached for a shedder. "But you were speaking of the
shitepoke as a table bird, and there was no occasion to go off
and abuse the possum, of which, by the way, you always
eat your portion, and no one ever claimed that either the
'poke or the possum was in that high class of bird or mam-
mal life which we caU game. I'll tell you about the quawk
as a table bird. Bill Chadwick swears by 'em, and once
when George and I were shooting down on Tom's River we
killed a couple and also a 'poke, and took them up to Chad-
wick, who not only cooked them, but insisted that we should
actually eat 'em. With all respect to your old friend Port
Tyler, I don't hanker after any more. Bill said the
quawks were not young enough to be good, and I believe
him, George sampled the 'poke, and declared the flavor to
be equal to any axle grease which he had ever smelled, and
Chadwick thought possibly the bird was too fat. George
thought so too, and as far as I was concerned the verdict
was satisfactory. No doubt a 'poke properly stuffed with
any of the commercial fertilizers would be an improvement
on Chad wick's simple cooking."
One of his conceits was to get up "a thirteen dinner" after

the manner of the famous Thirteen Club, of New York city.
Something prevented my attendance; it was early for pos-
sums and he substituted roast sucking pig. I have a dia-
gram of the table, a copy of which was at each plate; with
the name of Burrows, host of the Nautilus Hotel, at the
head and Endicott at the foot, were arranged the names of
the following well-known Staten Islanders: J. Wells, Harry
Jones, Dr. McDougall, C. S. de Forest, George Buckingham.
Raymond Brown, C. Peck, Col. Wm. Patten, J. J. Kenney,
E J. Cunningham and Fred Jones. In the middle a skull
and cro5sbones rested on a tablet containing the date ' 'Nov. 39.
A.D. 1888," and below all was the black flag, with the death's
head, so dear to those who served under the pirate captain
of the last century, the terrible Jolly Roger. Now mark
the sequel of this braving of superstition. Fred Jones, who
took my place at the dinner, was an athlete and a member
of that once great baseball team known as the Giants.
Within a month, so Frank informed me, that man's bull
terrier was chewed up by a mongrel dog, and a dozen soft
crabs which he had bought in Fulton Market were not only
lost, but his best coat was ruined at the same time by the
way he sat down in a ferry boat.

"It may be all right to fly in the face of old sayings," I
remarked to Frank, "but I'm awfully glad that I missed
that Thirteen Dinner, You remember that Falstaff says:
'There is divinity in odd numbers, either in nativity, chance
or death,' and don't you remember the story of the old
Dutchman whose dog howled at night and in the morning
paper he read to the doubting Katrina: 'Dere vos a man
died in Philadelphy,' how about that? I tell you, my boy,
'there are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt
of in your philosophy.' "

He looked at me, more in sorrow than in anger, and re-
plied: ''Such superstition as this Would be funny if it were
not sad. To quote Jack Falstaff's saying is very bad author
ity for a belief in fate. The Dutchman's dog is, however,
a howhng argument in favor of your evident belief in fatal-
ism, but somewhere I have read

.

' 'Tis writ on Paradise's gate,

Woe to the dupe that yields to fate.

Give me another shedder crab, my bait is gone.

"

In September, 1887, Mr. Endicott wrote me from Chad-
wick concerning the bluefish there: "The sport of casting
in the surf is grand and fish are plenty, but not of large size"
running from 3 to 51bs. Raymond Brown is here with me|
but for some reason he wants you

;
why, is more than I can

tell. He is wild over this surf fishing, and as Chadwick
says the run may last two weeks, you should come down
and see some fishing—real fishing, I mean—but don't put
yourself out to do it, for there is a mill-pond near you. and
when you want to fish you can dig some worms, get a string,
bend a pin and capture the noble sunfish near the dormitory
where you pass your time."
This was a challenge—a taunting and aggravating one

that could not well be passed—and while we were casting in
the surf of New Jersey there was a lull in the run of small
bluefish, probably caused by a school of larger ones, and
then Raymond Brown landed an 8-pounder. Endicott was
busy with something, and I played it on him as a specimen
from the mill-pond at Cold Spring Harbor, The school of
big fish struck off up the coast and we continued to get the
smaller ones, but the worm had turned, and vengeance was
mine.

In July, '89, he wrote: "Staten Island is a good place for
striped bass. There is a place which I discovered and kept
to myself for a number of years, but was indiscreet in giv-
ing it away to a friend, who in turn let in a whole lot of his
friends. You cannot do worse, so come down and share my
bed and bass grounds. Come to-morrow; don't try to make
any other date for the bass to bite, for you are apt to forget
the angler in the wretched fishculturist that you are. You
seem to think that fish should want to feed when you offer
food, as you do to your tame trout bred in the troughs, but
the wild striped bass has some knowledge of tides and does
not govern his appetite by your arbitrary rules. Go to Mr

and get a lot of worms; the 'bloodworm' or 'white
worm,

' that is the only bait for striped bass on Staten Island;
the sand worm will not do. If you find that blood worms
are not in stock, send out and get them no matter what they
cost. I know that you don't value 5 cents more than a
farmer values a yoke of two-year-old steers, but get the
worms if you have to sefl a bond. Please take this seriously,
if you can so consider any proposition, for you might as well
offer a bait of carpet tacks to a striped bass on this beach as
to try them with sand worms. Shedders are of no account,
shrimps have no call and only blood worms are in demand."
We took a few bass, the largest weighing 91bs. and the small-
est something less.

In 1883 Mr. Endicott organized the National Rod and
Reel Association, which held annual tournaments in Central
Park, New York city, and which did so much to popularize
fly-casting and bring forward experts whose records were
most wonderful, and were at first received with doubt in
England. He was its president for many years, and by his
personal magnetism held it together years after chques were
formed and elements of discord were developing. These he
held in check with a tact that never gave offense to anywho
were gentlemen, but his firm hand came down on any mag
hunter who deserved it, and as membership was open to any
who wished to join, this firmness became necessary. The
Association did not live long after he resigned because it re-
quired a great amount of labor to keep it going, which to
him was a labor of love, to which he could devote his whole
time, if necessary."

This is a rude picture of a man whom I was praud to call
my friend, and to whom I could quote Hamlet's saying:

"Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my heart's core, ay, in my heart,

As I do thee."

Feed MaThbb.

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.
The preliminary report of the New York Commission

of Fisheries, Game and Forests for 1896 contains a sum-
mary of the work done, with a number of suggestions
and recommendations, some of which here follow:
During the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1896, this Com-

mission has hatched and planted in public waters in the
State 191,726,678 fish of various kind, all the eggs having
been taken from stock fish at the hatching station ponds,
or secured from wild waters in the State. The fish were
hatched and distributed at a total cost of 19 6 cents per
thousand. The cost per thousand in previous years nas
been as follows: 1894, 30 cents; 1893, 48 cents; 1892.
$1.11.

Output for the Year.
One of the most important items in the cost of hatching

and distributing fish is the rearing of fingerlings (eight
months old) and older fish.

Within the year we have reared and planted 130,400
trout of eight and ten months of age, and 14,585 trout
from twelve to eighteen months of age, or a total of 144,-
985 trout above the age of what are commonly called
fingerlings. Previous to the date of the organization of
this Commission, the printed reports of the fisheries work
in the State made scarcely any mention of the rearing of
fingerling fish, as practically all the fish hatched were
planted in the fry stage as soon as they were hatched,
and before they required to be fed. In addition to the
fish hatched and distributed from the State hatcherie=> the
United States Fish Commission contributed to the State
37,417,533 fish and eggs, the eggs being hatched af the
State hatcheries, makina: a grand total of 319,144,311 fish
of all kinds planted in State waters during the year.

Authority to Close Waters.
We would again most earnestly recommend that power

be given to this Commission to close waters for a term of
years, not exceeding five, when in the judgment of the
Commissioners it is necessary to close streams for nursery
purposes or to establish or re-establish fish in such waters.
Already similar commissions of sister States have this
power by posting printed notices on the banks of waters
it is desired to close.

Three New Fish.

During the past year the Commission has obtained from
the New Hampshire Fish Commission a number of adult
sunapee trout and planted them in public waters in this
State. This is a famed fish, found only in two lakes in
New Hampshire and one in Maine, and is the highest type
of game fish and one of the most delicate of food fishes.
We have also obtained from the United States Fish Com-
mission 75,000 eggs of thesteelhead trout from the Pacific
coast, and hatched and planted them in State waters.
Another new fish obtained during the past year, from a
lot of eggs sent to the National Government by the Swiss
Government, is the Swiss lake trout. These three new
species, having been obtained and planted in the waters
of the State since the last session of the Legislature, have
no protection under the law, and it is most desirable that
a close season be provided for them similar to the close
season already provided for the native brook and lake
trout.

Salmon in the Hudson.
Since the year 1883, plants of Atlantic salmon fry and

yearlings have been made in the waters of the upper
Hudson River annually, until the total plantings amount
to about 3,500,000, and the Government has furnished
100,000 eggs to be hatched and planted the coming spring.
Dams and falls in the river have prevented the salmon on
their return from the sea ascending to their natural
spawning grounds, where they were planted as baby fish,
and they have been obliged to seek clear water and gravel
beds wherever they could be found together for spawning
purposes. Where these spawning grounds were located
was not deterrnined until last autumn, when it was found
by this Commission that salmon were running up Living-
ston Creek on the left branch of the Hudson, below
Linlitbgo Station of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad, where they found clear, cold water and
gravel bottom in what was once a famous trout stream.
It is the intention of the Commission to visit this stream
when the spawning season of the salmon again comes
around and capture the fish on their spawning beds, now
plainly to be seen, and take the eggs artificially for the
purpose of hatching them and planting the young higher
up the main river. In spite of the law to the contrary, it

has been found that the salmon were speared on their
beds or while making their way up Livingston Creek to

1
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their beds, and it is recommended that the stream be
closed to all fishing for a term of years to enable the Com-
mission to use it for the purpose of a nursery stream for
young salmon and breeding ground for the adult fish.

In this connection it is again urped that means be pro-
vided to open the upper Hudson River to the salmon by
building fl?hways in the dams and over the falls between
Troy and Luzerne.

Eels and Trout Spawn.

Fish of all kinds are spawn eaters to a greater or less

extent, but the eel is more destructive of spawn than any
other fish, as it does not spawn in fresh water, and is

ready to prey upon both the fall and spring spawning
fishes.

At night, when the lake trout are spawning on a shoal
in mid -lake, the eels are present in vast numbers to eat
the spawn as fast as it is deposited by the trout. Section
143 of the game law provides that "eel-pots of a form
and character such as may be prescribed by the Commis-
sioners of Fisheries may be used in any waters not inhab-
ited by trout, lake trout, salmon trout or landlocked
salmon." We would ask that this Commission have
power to use or authorize the use of eel-pots in all waters,
whether inhabited by trout or not, for it is in trout waters
particularly that eels are proving destructive to young
fish.

Black Bass.

We would again most earnestly recommend the abso-
lute necpssity for a shorter close season for black bass if

the fish is to be saved from practical extermination in
State waters. The applications each year call for millions
of bass, and the supply is limited to a few thousands.
Black bass spawn tbrough the month of June, and the
present open season begins on May 30, Not satisfied with
catching black bass in June, when they are spawning or
brooding their young, a comparatively new mode of de-
struction is being practiced by fishermen. As cold
weather approaches black bass -congregate on shoals in
deep water, where they partially hibernate during the
winter months, and there the fishermen resort and catch
the fish, stupid from the low temperature, in vast num-
bers. -We would recommend that the close season begin
on Oct. 15 and extend to July 1 following. We would
als> recommend that the law which now applies to the
waters of the SC. Lawrence River ba made to apply to all
other waters in the State, namely, that no black bass shall
be taken under lOin. in length, and that not more than
twelve black bass shall be taken or possessed by one per-
son in one day; or twenty-four bass by two persons fishing
together.
Black bass cannot be proj^agated like trout and pike-

perch; and there is no opportunity for getting stock fish
except from waters which already show the effects of
over-fishing, and which the Commission is now called
upon to restock. It is only by protecting the black bass
during their spawning season and by other restrictions,

and having the law rigidly enforced, that we can hope to
preserve this fish from practical extermination.
The Legislature has already passed a law limiting the

catch of black bass to be taken by one person in one day,
and we would recommend that a similar law be passed to
regulate the number of pounds of trout to be taken in one
day by one person, so that not to exceed lOlbs. of brjok
trout nor SOlbs. of lake trout may be taken or possessed
by one person in one day.

Section 24-9 should be Repealed.

Section 249 of the game law should he repealed, as it

puts a premium upon crime in sister States that have non-
export game laws, as most of them have, and is a menace
to the game in our own State, and makes it difficult to
convict game law violators who kill our game out of sea-
son. This section permits the sale of game at any season
of the year, if it can be proved that the game "was
shipped from a point at least 300 miles distant from the
State of New York." All that is necessary to traffic in
game under this section is to violate the laws of other
States, for the close season of all the States is practically
the same, and once the game is within our borders it can
be sold openly for twelve months in the year. Not only
is the State in the position of a receiver of stolen goods,
but the law operates against our own game. Courtesy
and justice to other States, and the difficulty of protect-
ing our own game with this law in force, demands its re-
peal, and we earnestly recommend that it be striken from
the statutes.

Nets In Lake Ontario.

Net fishing within the mile limit should be absolutely
prohibited throughout Lake Ontario. Chaumont Bay
and the adjoining bays at the head of the St. Lawrence
River are natural spawning grounds for black bass and
other fishes, and act as feeders to and nurseries for the
St. Lawrence River, and we know of nothing that would
do more to improve the fishing of the St. Lawrence than
to protect these waters a mile from the mainland and the
islands at that end of the lake. There is no good reason
why exceptions should be made of any portion of the
water within the mile limit. On the other hand, there is

every reason why these waters should be protected as
well, if not better, than at any other point on the lake.

Gams Seasons.

We also recommend that the open season for deer shall
not exceed forty-five days, and that hounding and jack-
ing be prohibited. Although the hounding season was
shortened one-half last year, there were probably as
many deer killed as during the year before, and we be-
lieve the only way to preserve the deer is to prohibit
hounding entirely, at least for a term of years.
We further recommend that the woodcock and grouse

season shall not open before Sept. 1 in each year, and that
it shall close not later than Njv. 30.

The present law provides the same close season for black
and gray squirrels, hares and rabbits. We would recom-
mend that a separate section be provided for squirrels
and that the season for hunting shall begin Sept. 1
and close Dec. 1.

Game Laws in Briet.

The Qame Laws in Brief, current edition, sold everywhere, baff

new game and flsb laws for more than thirty of the States. It covera:

the entire country, is carefully prepared, and gives aU that fhooterf

nd anglers reaa)re. Bee advertlaement.

Maine Ice-Fishing.

Boston, Jan. 30.—The storm and blizzard of last week
has put a stop to ice-fishing for the present on all the
ponds in New England. Such fishing for pickerel, osten-
sibly, was being carried on to excess in many sections.
No snow on the grouud, or the ice, made the work of get-
ting to the ponds and cutting the holes very easy; the ice
withal not being very thick. The residents about some of
the ponds and lakes in Maine have taken alarm at the
excessive fishing, even for pickerel, besides the fact that
landlocked salmon and trout in many cases fall an easy
victim to these pickerel catchers. From Lake Auburn
there is noted considerable complaiht that the fishermen
take all they can get, whether pickerel, salmon or trout;
though the salmon and trout are strictly forbidden bylaw.
For this reason the commissioners have granted a hearing
in regard to fishing on Lake I'ennessewassee, in Norway.
Evidence at the hearing showed how great the value of
the lake was for fishing, but that it had been greatly over
fished, and that stocking with landlocked salmon and
trout was likely to prove a failure unless so much ice-fish-

ing was stopped. The commissioners decided to close the
lake and its tributaries to all fishing for four years from
Feb. 11, 1897. It is suggested that some of the Winthrop,
Monmouth and Readfield ponds should be regulated in
some way. The ponds m Belgrade are also being badly
over fished. Special,

Black Bass for Rhode Island.

Pkovidekce, R. I., Feb. 1.

—

Editor Forest and iStream: In
his annual message to the General Assenibly last week
Governor Charles Warren Lippitt bad the following to say
concerning inland fisheries:

"The season of 1896 has been remarkable for the
quantity of food sea fish in the waters of the State, The
abundance of cod and mackerel has been unprecedented.
From Newport to Burrillville 70,000 young trout have
been distributed among the inland waters of the State.

There have been received from the United States Fish
Commission 2,000 large-mouthed black bass. A preserve
for both the large and the small-mouthed black bass has
been secured in the town of Westerly, from which the
other parts of the State will be supplied in the future."

David Mowry, one of the oldest men in northern Rhode
Island, died on Jan. 25 in the ninety-second year of his
age, having been horn June 5, 1805. During his younger
days he was one of the most famous fox hunters in that
section of the country. W. H. M.

"Angling Talks."
VVe have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Aneling Talks," a

series of chapters of entenaitjing chat about men, fishermen, fish,

fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 ceat.s. Forest and Scream Fub-
lishlug Co.

F I XT U RES.
BENCH SHOWS.

Feb. y?-''5.—New York. Westminster ICennel Club.
March 3-6. - St. Louis —Sc. Louis Kennel Club
Marcb 10-13.— ( hicaGo M^ scoutab Kennel Club.
March ' 4- '7 - Pittsburg —Dnquesne Kennel Club.
March 17-:0.—Louisville - Kentucky liennel (Jlub.

March 30-April t.— J-!altimorb.— Baliimore Kennel Assrciation.
March .SO-April 2. -Kansas city.—Kausus City Kennel Club.
March 3 -April 3.—San Jose.—Santa Clara County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.- Stockton.—Stockton Kennel Club.
April 14-17.—Los Angeles.-Southern California Kennel Club.

THE U. S. F. T. C. TRIALS.
The United States Field Trial Club's trials began ou

Monday, Jan. 18. The judges were Dr. George Ubank, of

Birmingham. Ala., and Mr. J. D. Kino;, of .Jackson, Tenn,
They worked industriously and zealously to biing out the
vpinners, but they erred sadly in permitting too loose and
disorganized a competition. The dogs and handlers were
often widely separated, thus working on distinct territory,

which split up the heats, made them much more difficult to

judge, and encouraged a great deal of fast and undignified

riding. The handlers were mounted, and in some heats the
dogs could not beat out the ground properly and keep ahead
of the horses. There was too much hurry and scramble, fast

walking, fox trotting, galloping. The finding dogs were
not protected in their efforts to locale and point, the com-
peting dogs being freely perinitted to go in at such times and
hustle for the points, and this generated much scrambling,

some o'd-time jockeying and had temper on the part of the
handlers. The judges also erred in taking up the' dogs at

the end of the time limit as a rule, whether ttjere had been
anything definite or not in the way of competition.

During the first three days the need of more grounds was
apparent. The grounds themselves have deteriorated in

-value for field trial purposes. When first secured they were
insignificantly under cultivation, and were practically all

open. Now they are largely under cotton cultivation, and wire
fences are so numerous as to be seriously obstructive, since

they disarrange and interfere with the competition. Also,

the birds are unevenly distributed, owing to large areas of

cottonfields being bare and the sedge being burnt off.

There was a very good attendance of visiting sportsmen,

among whom were Edward Dexter, Buzzard's Bay, Mass.

;

Philip M. Essig, Natchez, Miss.; W. 8. Bell, Pittsburg; B.
Wostriakoff, Moscow, Russia; J. H. Mcllhenny, Avery's
Island, La. ; H. H. Mayberry, J. ,J. Odom, T. W. O'Byrue,

H E. Smith, N. Stanky, L. Braades, F. W. Dunham, Bir-

mingham; B. Forbes, Pensacola; A. C. Waddell, Waverly,
Miss.; Dr JSf. F Grinstead, Cairo, III.; R. R. Morgan. Peter

Leth, Thos. Bond, J N. Spale, .Jackson, Tenn. ; H. B. Led-
better, Farmiugton, Mo. ; Geo. W. Hull, C. A Draper, F. J.

Trost, Toledo, Ohio; Waller Holliday, Prairie Station, Miss.

;

Prof. Edmund H. Ot.thaup, Toledo, O. ; L. W. Blankenbaker,
Louisville, Ky.; C. E. Smith and E E Posey, Mobile; N.
Wallace, Farmington, Conn.; W. F. McCarley, Jackson,
Tenn., and others.

Thff weather was mixed, pleasant and unpleasant, favor-

able and unfavorable.

The club held several meetings during the week. It was
decided to hold trials m North Carolina at a place to be
eelected by a commiitee, and the winter trials were fixed for

Jan. 9, 1898, at West Point, Miss. All the stakes are to be
mixed stakes, excepting the Derby to be run at West Point,

-which will be a pointer Derby and a setter Derby. The cash

prizes will be the same as are given this year. The winners

of first prizes in All-Age stakes are not eligible to run in the
club's All-Age stakes. The application of the Union Field
Trials Club was laid upon the table. The secretary was or-

dered to pay the West Point land-owners of grounds the old
indebtedness of the Southern Field Trials Club.

Following is the new Board of Governors: N. T. Harris,
E. DfXter, P. M. Essig, St. M. M. Mundy, W. S. Bell, J.

M. Avent, W. B. Stafford. T. T. Ashford, J. N. Seale, P.
Lorillard, Jr , H. S. Smith, Hobart Ames, Geo; Crocker,
J. A.. Mcllhenny, H. M, Ledbetter. Several new applicants
were admitted to membership.

Officers: Norvin T. Harris, President; Edw. Dexter, First
Vice President; H. S. Smith, Second Vice-President; W. B.
Stafford, Secretary-Treasurer.
A resolution was passed by the board of governors recom-

mending that the club's trials in 1898 follow the Continental
trials. This was wiih a purpose to have the club alternate
their dates hereafter.

The complications arising from running two stakes in one,
the All-Age Setter and Amateur stake, as mentioned herein-
after in the report of that stake, should be a warning to
clubs to avoid such complications

The Pointer Derby.
There were eleven pointers in this stake, run as follows:
T. W. O'Byrne's 1. and w. dog Redskin (Love's Kent-

Fritz's Fay), N. B. Nesbitt, handler, with C. S. Shoop's
1. and w. bitch Aloysia (Rip Rap—Dolly. D.), Geo. Gray,
handler.

H. H Mayberry's liv. and w. bitch Alabama Girl (Von
Arrow—Lady Mill), D. E. Rose, handler, with Del Monte
Keanels' liv. and w. dog Tony Works (Tick Boy—^Lulu K,),
Frank Richards, handler.
Geo H Smith's liv. and w. bitch D'aua (Count Graphic's

Pat—Be8^ie Croxietti), W. M. Hindky. handler, with T.
W, O'Byrne's b. and w. dog Moerleia (Rip Rap—Belle of
Orfsian) N. B. Nesbitt, handler.

J. S. Ciane's liv. and w. bitch Firefiy (Rip Rap—Clip-
away II ), G 0. Gray, handler, with H. S. Smith's liv. and
w. titch Ripple (Rip Rap—Pearl's Dot), J. H. Johnson,
handler
Bar Harbor Kennels' b. and w. dog Young Rip Rap (Rip

Rap—Pearl's Dot), Geo. Gray, handkr,with T T. Ashlord's
hv. and w. bitch Elgine (Kent Elgin- Julia Paine), J. M.
Avent, handler.
Del Monte Kennels' b. and w. dog Tick's Kid (Tick Boy-

Lulu K.), a bye, Frand Richards, handler.
This stake was for pointers whelped on or after Jan. 1,

1895. First |250, second |150 third $100, Two forfeits of
|10 each, and $10 additional to start.

This stake was on the whole a poor one, the winners being,
vfith one exception, the oniy do^s which made a competition
worthy of the name. Being so commonplace, extended com-
ment is unnecessary.
Young Rip Rap, winner of first, made quite a meritorious

competition. He displayed a good nose and excellent judg-
ment, was a successful finder and a good ranger. He was
given a more severe trial than was any other dog in the
stake.

Elgine, second, did not make an even competition, though
in her second heat she made an excellent exhibition of good
finding and pointing. She had a fast pace and ranged
well.

Ripple, third, ran an excellent race, and, taking her work
all in all, she was very close to second. She ranged fairly
wide and fast, and was quite reliable in her bird work.
The judges placed the dogs quite right, though in reaching

their decisions thev, in my opinion, erred in taking la Tick's
Kid instead of Firefly. However, this did not affect the
result. They also erred in taking into the stake a dog which
did not belong in it, as is mentioned hereinafter.

Monday.
The grounds were heavy consequent to the heavy rains

of Saturday night and Sunday. Birds were in abundance
in parts of the grounds; in others scarce. With the excep-
tion of the competition of four dogs, the work was distinctly
flat and inferior.

First Sound.

Re'jskin aistd Alotsia began at 8:47. They started in a
frolicsome manner and did not begin real work for some
minutes. Birds were in abundance throughout the heat,
and the work was far short of the opportunities. Although
birds were found in abundance, it was not from any good
seeking on the part of the dogs. Up at 9 :25. Redskin made
the better competition. Their range was less than mid-
dfing.

Alabama Gikl and Tony Works were started at 9:25.
Tony ran in greatly improved form over that displayed in
former trials. Nevertheless the heat was commonplace.
Their range was medium. Both pointed well and both were
none too reliable in backing, Up at 10:08, with no chance to
win.
Diana and Moehlein, cast off at 10:15, proved to be

commonplace performers. Diana made several flushes on
bevies, and Moerlein pointed one. Range close. Up at
10:58,

Firefly AND Ripple started at 11:14. Firefly flushed a
bevy excusably across wind in woods. Ripple pointed a
bevy in corn. Firefly joining independently in the point.
Ripple pointed twice on scattered birds and flushed once.
Up at 13:06. This was the first work of any real merit as a
competition. Both dogs ranged well at good speed and beat
out a fair range. Ripple was the better.

Young Rip R.4.P and Elgine began after lunch at 1 :14.

Rip had the better of the heat in every way, though Elgine
showed merit enough to be taken into the second series.

Rip pointed a bevy, Elgine backed to order, pushed forward
and seemingly disturbed Rip_; he moved on and fiushed the
bevy, Elgine close up with him at the time. Rip pointed in
a plum thicket and was steady to shot; Elgine not near.

Elgine took a long cast to the left and found nothing. Rip
took a cast to the right and pointed a bevy nicely. The dogs
were brought together. Rip made three points in succession
on the scattered birds. He displayed good nose and judg-
ment. Elgine pointed a bevy and made a point on the scat-

tered birds. Up at 3:05. Both were good rangers, Elgine-
the wider, though not with the best judgment. Rip was the
better finder and the better on birds.

Tick's Kid, the bye, was run with a setter, -which was an
error of judgment, since it was first of all a pointer stake,

and second, a dog which was not entered in the stake had
no right to be dragged into it. The stake within itself af-

forded all the competition that was necessary. The judges
were at first disposed to run a dog which had already run,
but it was held by some handlers that such dog might go on
and run much better than it had done in its first heat, an
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argument whicli if admitted embodied every reason why
such dog should be run again instead of smothering it. Hew-
ever, the setter made a very satisfactory exhibition of what a
setter can do when striving for a low standard, so that no
harm -was done. They started at 3:16 Down 38 minutes
The heat was very commonplace.

Second Bound.

Four dogs were taken into this round, which was correct
as to the right number, but incorrect in that Tick's Kid was
brought in instead of Firefly, which had shown much more
dash, spread, range and endurance, and better capacity for

bird work.
Ripple and Elgoje began at 3:08, It was an excellent

working heat. E'gine stole sonje work from Ripple, but
nevertheless her work skowed good capability. She was
none too honest in backing, but she proved to be a finder

and accurate and capableln j)oint work. She pointed three
bevies, one of which Ripple was reading accurately, and
^hich Elgine pointed by crossing in ahead, and made six

points on singles, one of which was divided with Ripple.
T be latter pointed a bevy accurately; another bevy flushed
wild as she was accarately reading it, and she made seven
points on singles, one divided with Elgine. Both were fast

and fairly good rangers. Up at 3:47.

Tick's Kid asc Young Rip Rap started at 3:56. Rip
pointed on the trail of a bevy flushed in the prior heat. At
the same time Kid pointed a bevy. The dogs were then
widely separated, and after some minutes were brought to-

gether. Rip made two points on scattered birds. Kid
ranged moderately well in the beginning of the heat, but
had almost quit working in the last of it. Rip Rap had the
advantage in every respect. Up at 4:45.

YouKG Rip Rap and Ripple began at 5:03 and ran till

5:16. Rip drew very skillfully about 100yds. up wind and
pointed. Ripple was not held in, us she should be accord-
ing to rule and usage, and she secured a point on the bevy
by cutting across the corner. Rip had the better of the
heat. He had been given a very severe trial, inasmuch as

he ran three heats very close together.

This ended the running in the Pointer Derby.

[The Setter Derby.

There were ten starters in this stake, drawn to ruii as

follows

:

P. M. Essig's b., w, and t. bitch Saragossa Belle (Gleam's
Pink—Maud E.), J. H. Johnson, handler, with W. R. Hol-
liday's b. and w. dog Billy T. (Revenue—Daisy Bondhu),
F. Richards, handler.

J. P. Greene's b., w. and t dog Sarsfield (Rodfleld—Opal),
J. H. Johnson, handler, with Charlottesville Field Trial

Kennels' b. b. bitch Pin Money (Count Gladstone IV.—
Daisy Croft). C. E. Buckle, handler.

F. R. Hitchcock's b., w. and t. dog Tory Rustic (Count
Gladstone IV.—Rhoda Rod), J. M. Avent, handler, with
Fox & Blythe's b,, w and t. bitch Caroline (Antonio

—

Countess Rush), J H. Johnson, handler.
H. Ames's b., w. and t bitch Christina (Blue Ridge Mark

—Lou R ), D. E Rose, handler, with Theo, Goodman's b.,

w. and t. dog Dave Earl (Count Gladstone IV.—Dan's
Lady), J. H. Johnson, handler.
Avent & Thayer's b., w. and t. dog Peconic (Count Glad-

stone IV.—Hester Phryne), J. M. Avent, handler, with S,

P. Jones's b., w. and t. dog Hurstbourne Zip (Tony Boy

—

Dimplt), D E. .Ro.8e, handler.
The conditions were the same as those applied to pointers

in the Gorresponding stake.

Mare running of tne best dogs was done than is necessary,
and the iudt;es made the mistake several times of ordering
the dogs up at the expiration of the time limit, and before
any definite results were established, which made it ail the
harder to determine which were the best dogs at the late

stages of the competition.

Pin Money won first on a performance below her best
form, and with none too mu"h to spare Still she possesses
all the admirable qualities described in previous reports,

marred as they were by a patchy performance.
Christina, winner of second, made a good competition,

though her work averaged far below that of Dave Earl
She ran an excellent race in her last heat, and it seems as if

that led to an overvaluation of her competition. In their

first heat Dave outworked her positively While she ran a
very pretty heat with Pin Money all her point work was
built on Pin Money's finds. She ranged prettily to the eye,
but worked her ground with poor judgment, and often
turned'ih toward her handler at the end of h.er casts. She
would have made a passable third.

Dave Ear' and Tory Rustic divided third. The former
ran a heat with Christina, in which he beat her thoroughly.
In his heat with Pin Money neither had much to show in

the way of bird work; and in his heat with Tory Rustic he
had a decided advantage, Tory not making a single find,

and his only point—after the dogs were ordered up once and
fient on again for a moment—was on marked birds. Tory,
in his heat with Caroline, was outworked by her, both going
slower at the end of the heat. In his heat with Hurstbourne
Zip the latter thonoughly beat Tory, whose work was far
below the opportunities presented, and he was going slower
at the end of each heat excepting the last one. In my opin-
ion, the winners should have been Pin Money, Dave Earl
and Cnristina, in the order named.

All the dogs which ran at Tupelo were not running up to
the form displayed at that place.

Tuesday.
The weather was cool and favorable for good work. Birds

were found too plentiful in a small part of the grounds and
entirely too scarce in a large part of them, and also there
was not sulficient grounds for running without pressing
closely on ground already covered. The competition
dragged monotonously many times, and many heats were
lacking in definite results. The handlers and dogs were
often separated, which made matters indecisive and hard to
manage. This was the result in most instances of permitting
one handler to go on working his dog when the competing
dog was pointing. Also the judges erred in permitting one
dog to break in on the work of another when reading, thus
often depriving the fiading dog of the full merit of his find,

or all of it, and at least marring it.

J^irst Bound.

Saeagossa Belle and Billy T. were cast off at 9:05.
BUly distinguished himself by flushing several bevies in suc-
cession. He made a point on one bevy so close to it that it

was a wonder how he accomplished the feat. Belle ranged
fairly well. The heat was a very poor one. Up at 9:42.
-Pin Money and Sarsfield were cast oflf at 9:47. Pin

pointed a bevy on bare ground close by a plum thicket. She

probably saw the birds, for she made a jump in and flushed
the bevy. Pin roaded to a point on a bevy. Snrsfield
pointed scattered birds. Pin was not running up to her best
form. She seemed to be idling on small birds in some of
her running, and her range was less than her best. Sars-
field went fairly well, but waS hard to handle. Up at
10:26.

Caboline and Tory Rustic were started at 10:32 Each
one found and pointed a bevy well, and on singles Tory
made one point, one flush, and he made a point to which
there was nothing found. Caroline made two points on
singles. Both ranged fairly well, both going slower at the
end of the heat, the advantage being with Caroline. Up at
11:04
Dave Earl and Christina were started at 11:12. Dave

apparently flushed a bevy by a hedge, but it was impossible
to determine definitely whether he was guilty or not. Chris-
tina made two flushes excusably on singles. Each found
and pointed a bevy. Dave apparently found and pointed a
bevy in woods The dogs became separated, and were
worked widely apart for some minutes. Dave's bevy was
followed, and he located and pointed it again. In the mean-
time Christina made two points on singles. Both were fast,

fair rangers, Dave the better sUghtly. Up at 11 :50.

Peconic and Hurstbocrnb Zip were started at 11:59.
Peconic took a cast and pointed a bevy nicely, holding his
point till his handler came up. At the same time Zip in
another field made game, and roaded the bevy to a flush.
The ground was quite bare. Sent on. Zip pointed at the
same moment the bevy flushed. On the scattered birds Zip
roaded, Peconic went in ahead and stole the work. Peconic
made a point on a bevy, and later made a point which had
nothing to it. Zip was over cautious, and when on game
was disposed to feather and point on slight cause. He was
slow when working on scent. In range he was medium.
Peconic made a fairly good heat of a patchy kind.
The party went to lunch.

Second Bound.

Six dogs were kept in, and of these Hurstbourne Zip hardly
deserved further consideration, while on the other hand Car-
oline, left out, should have been kept in. She had made
quite as good a showing as Tory Rustic, if not a better
Pin Money and Dave Earl were started at 1 :36. Both

made game and pointed, Pin at length locating and pointing
the bevy The ground was rough, and wire fences added
greatly to the difliculties of the running. Pin pointed,
rounded, and moved on Earl coming up, pointed the bevy.
Both were fast and covered a reasonable range, yet neither
was working up to best form. The heat was a close one.
Peconic and Christina started at 2 :38. Christina flushed

a bevy up wind. Peconic made two false points, and Chris-
tina backed nicely. Christina pointed a bevy, and was
steady to shot. Pecnic pointed in woods; nothing found.
Christina pointed a single. Up at 3:36, and soon afterward
Peconic flushed a bevy. Both were going slow at the end of
the heat, though both worked diligently, Christina had the
better of it. Her range was faulty in that it was poorly
planned, and she crossed the same ground too often.
Tory Rustic AND Hdrstbodrne Zip began at 4:07. A

large number of birds were found in this heat, not so much
from good seeking as from working a stretch where birds
were plentiful. Zip pointed and Tory backed; nothing
found. A bevy was seen to flush, but the cause of it was
hidden from view. The birds were followed. Zip pointed,
moved on to locate, and Tory was sent in and took the point
on a bevy. The birds were followed and Zip pointed them
in corn. They were again followed. Zip pointed scattered
birds in woods. Tory was out of sight in woods from the
judges and it was claimed that he pointed a bevy. Zip
pointed two singles and Tory pointed a bevy and flushed a
single. The dogs were working distinctly apart most of the
time during the heat. Up at 5:07. The quantity of birds
found added nothing to the excellence of the performance,
Zip was over cautious, would point prematurely and was
slow in getting to his birds. "Tory was the wider ranger.
His point work was less than the opportunities.

Wednesday.
A mos unpromisins: weather outlook confronted the field

trial parly. Heavy banks of storm laden clouds covered the
sky, and the grounds were saturated with water from the
steady rainfall of the night. So unfavorable was the weather
that the start was deferred till after lunch The birds were
extremely difiicult to work upon. They ran from the points
and were in the humor to take long flights. A great many
birds were found notwithstanding the unfavorable con-
ditions. A raw wind blew all the afternoon.

Third Bound.

The six dogs of the second round were all kept in and run
over again. Hurstbourne Zip and Peconic could have been
very well left out, as they had made a much more inferior com-
petition than the others. Further running added but little

to the knowledge already gained of the dogs' capabilities.

Christina AND Pin Money began at 12:52. Pin found
and pointed two bevies and made one point on a single bird.
Christina made two points on singles; she backed well.
Both ranged well, there being but little difference in that re-
spect. Pin proved the better finder, and her work on birds
was the more skillful. All the point work that Christina
secured was through the finds of Pin Money.
Date Earl and Tory Rustic were cast off at 1:29. Earl

pointed on a side hill, drew by the bird, which was flushed
afterward. He was held on point some moments, so that
the inaccuracy was excusable. Tory pointed in woods;
nothing found. Sent on, Dave pointed in open. A single
flushed close by. The birds were scattered about. Johnson
beat about, but failed to flush. Several birds were flushed
near by after the dogs were sent on. Dave was taking a cast
close by a bevy, and a horseman at the same time rode up
and the bevy flushed. The dog could hardly be blamed for
the flush. The birds were fohowed and were not found.
Up at 2:03. Mr. Avent complained that his dog had not
been on birds, which was not the fault of the judges nor of
the birds, as the latter had been found during tne heat. The
dogs were sent on again, and in a few yards each pointed
the birds. Both ranged wide and fast, Dave the speedier.
Tory made no find during the heat, and made but one point
on scattered birds.

Peconic and Hurstbourne Zip began at 2:10. Each
found and pointed a bevy. Zip made a point to wnich
nothing was found, and Peconic made two with a disposi-
tion to make more He seemed to be tired and off his nose
at the close of the heat. Both were going slower at the close,
though the heat was not fast at any time, and was poor
throughout. Up at 3:01.

The heat closed the competition of this stake

The All-Age Pointer Stake.

There were eleven starters, run as follows:
Ashford & Odom's liv. and w. dog Von Gull (Kent Elgin

—Fannie V Croxteth), D. E. Rose, handler, with N. T.
de Pauw's liv. and w. bitch Sister Sue (.Jingo—Roony C),
if. B. Nesbitt, handler.

H. K. Devereux'a liv. and w. bitch Virginia (Little JSTed—
Pearl's Dot), George Gray, handler, with Del Monte Kennels'
b and w. dog Tick Boy (King of Kent—Bloom), Frank
Ri'^hards, handler.
Bar Harbor Kennels' b. and w. dog Toun^ Rip Rap (Rip-

Rap—Pearl's Dot), George Gray, handler, with F. W. Dun-
ham's 1. and w. dog Elgin's Dash (Kent Elgin-Mack'g
Juno), D. E Rose, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liv, and w dog Delhi
(Rip Rap—Queen III.) C. E Buckle, handler, with H. S.
Smith's b, and w. dog Ripsaw (Rip Rap-Croxie Kent),
owner, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liv. and w. dog Tip-
poo (Rip Rap—Monterey), C. E. Buckle, handler, with J. H.
Johnson's hv. dog Crackerjack (Lad of Rush—Cyclops),
owner, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' b. and w. dog Nabob
(Rip Rap—Dolly D.), Prof. Edm. H. Osthaus, handler, a
bye.

This stake was for all pointers which had never won a
championship stake nor more than one first priz-; in an all-

age stake in any public field trial in the United States. For-
feit, |10; $20 additional to start.

Tippoo made a very good showing on the whole, though
not putting the intelligence in his work that Young Rip Rap
showed, nor did he show the latter's ability in handling his
birds, and Elgin's Dash also excelled him in that respect.
Rip Rap showed the highest quality of any dog in the stake.
Tippoo and Elgin's Dash were very close competitors for

second and third, range and pace being something in favor
of Tippoo, while Dash was the better on birds.
The winners wese Tippoo, Young Rip Rap and Elgin's

Dash, placed in the order mentioned

.

Ripsaw and Nabob were the competitors for the Dexter
cup, which was for amateur competition. The competitors
in the amateur competition were restricted to club members
who were amateurs. Ripsaw won. His first heat was far
inferior to Nabob's, and he had no advantage in the second
heat, so that he was hafdly entitled to the win.

First Bound.

VoN Gull and Sister Sue started at 3:18. Von pointed
a marked bevy by a ditch. Sue backed. Sent on. Von
pointed some remaining birds. Sent on, soon Von pointed
a bevy in the open. Sue pointing a separated part of same
bevy. Sent on, each found and pointed a bevy. Von point-
ed a single; Sue pointed twice on singles. Up at 4, with the
heat largely in Von's favor, though Sue ran fairly well,
Virginia and Tick Boy began at 4:13. Tick ran stiflSy

and slow till birds were found. Virginia found and pointed
three bevies in quick succession. Each made two points on
scattered birds. Virginia had much the better of the heat
in every way. Up at 4:45.

Thursday.
The sky was overcast and the air was full of a raw damp-

ness The afternoon proved more favorable, the sun shining
now and then for a few moments and the weather changing
to milder. Some new and additional grounds on this day
were secured, which improved the conditions greatly. More
birds were found, and there was an improved competition in
general.

Young Rip Rap and Elgin's Dash began at 8 :51. Dash
found and pointed three bevies, and was roading another
when it flushed wild. He made one point to which nothing
was found. The dogs were separated a great deal during
the heat. Dash showed excellent ability in pointing bevies
and singles. Rip also showed similar ability, and had some
advantage in range and thereby covering more ground. He
found and pointed two bevies and made three points on
singles. Up at 9 :36.

Delhi and Ripsaw started at 9:43. Delhi found a bevy
and pointed up wind of it. He moved on to locate. Rip-
saw was closer to it, moved on and pointed it. Ripsaw
made a point on a single bird. He pointed a bevy, then
went willfully in and flushed it. Delhi made three points on
singles He pointed a bevy in open sedge which his handler
failed to flush by not walking out far enough in front. Rip-
saw pointed, moved on and a single flushed. Both were
moderate rangers. The heat was a poor one as a whole. Up
at 10:20.

Tippoo and Grackebjack began at 10:30. Crackerjack
was first to point, then Tippoo joined. Both were up wind
of the bevy; sent on, the bevy flushed down wind of them.
On scattered birds Crackerjack made a point and a flush,
Tippoo a point. Both were fast and wide rangers. Up at
11 :07.

Nabob, the bye, was run with a setter. Ranee. On some
marked birds Nabob made a shaky point. Next he made
two good points on scattered birds. Next he pointed a single,
moved on and the bird 0. Nabob backed, but indifferently
well. Next he pointed a single and than made two flushes,
one of which was excusable.
Lunch was next in order.

Second Bound.
Six dogs were kept in, the judges selecting the right dogs

nicely. Ripsaw and Nabob were kept in merely to decide
the cup competition. Tick Boy, being ill, was withdrawn.
Von Gull and Virginia were started at 1:09. Von

flushed some scattered birds, pointed well twice on singles,
made two points to which nothing was found, and pointed
a bevy. He idled often during the heat, trifled on false
scents and made a very ordinary showing. Virginiapointed
two bevies, one of which she found when sent on to work on
scattered birds, and she made a point on a single. She
showed some indecision on point, though she pointed accu-
rately. She beat Von Gull quite thoroughly in range and
speed. Up at 2:14. Virginia did not run equal to the form
displayed in her first heat.

Young Rip Rap and Sister Sue started at 2:32. Sue
roaded to a point on a single bird in weeds. Next she
pointed a bevy The dogs were working separately. Rip
took a long cast and pointed a bevy in woods, holding his
point stanchly several minutes liJl his handler came up. Each
flushed a single. Sent on. Rip found two bevies in succes-
sion. Sue backed his last point on a bevy, crept by and
stole the point. Sue pointed a bevy, held it and scored a
point on the bevy. Rip ranged wide, fast and with judg-
ment, proving a good finder. He showed excellent skill in
locating and pointing bevies. Sue had no further chance in
the competition. Up at 8 :33.
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Tippoo ASD ELGra's Dash were cast ofE at 8 :88. Tippoo
took a Jong cast to the right and pointed a bevy nicely.

Dash loaded into a hevy and flushed it—a careless piece of

work. On scattered birds in wooda some very rapid and

erood work was done. Tippoo made eight points on singles

and one flush, while Dash made two points on a divided

bevy, one point on another bevy and ten points on singles.

This big score of points does not necpssarily denote a superi-

ority accordingly. No other brace had such an opportunity

to make such a number of points. The birds were scattered

about in a timber island, and while the dogs took advantage

of the op'iortunities, the latter were exceptionally favorable

in every respect. Most of the work of the afternoon was on
ground secured in the morning and which had not been run
on before this week, Tippoo had the wider range, and had
a trifle the better speed, but on birds and the manner of

handhng them he was outworked by his competitor. Many
of Tippoo's points were secured when the dogs were sepa-

rated. When they were together, Dash proved himself the

better. Up at 4;30.

Nabob and Eipsaw were retained in the competition to

decide the cup Soon after beinff cast off, Nabob made game
close in to a bevy and flushed a bird. He nosed about when
he should have pointed. Ripsaw coming up soon afterward

pointed at the same place. Nabob backed, brofee back and
both dogs moved on and the birds flushed. Sent on, Rip-

saw pointed a bevy, drew on by it, Nabob drawing ahead
on back at the same time: the latter caught scent, pointed

the bevy stanchly while Ripsaw continued roading. Sent

on, both made game near the edge of woods in an open
field and failed to locate the bevy. It was flushed by horse-

men a short distance away. The birds were marked down
in a cornfield. Each dog secured a point on singles; then
both drew together to a point on scattered birds. In woods
Nabob made three clean and sharp points on singles, Ripsaw
one point. Then on the last bird Ripsaw pointed; Nabob
made a crawling back, following up Ripsaw's handler as he
went in to flush. Ripsaw jumped in on what seemed to be
a wounded bird. This demoralized both dogs. They nosed
eagerly for the bird; Nabob scented it, jumped to capture

and the bird unharmed flushed and flew away. The heat
abounded with errors. Both dogs seemed to be strange to

their handlers, and Nabob was certainly so, as he hardly
knew his handler when the heat began. Up at 5 :18. The
judges decided that Ripsaw won. •

Friday.

The weather was delightfully clear and pleasant. Birds
were found in abundance at times; at other limes there was
a dearth. Wire fences seriously interfered with the running
and the heats were disarranged a great deal by them. There
was a good deal of hard riding at times, too hard to be any
part of sport with pointers and setters.

Miial.

Trppoo AND ToTTNG Rip Raf started at 8:49. Rip soon
made a point on a single bird. Tippoo took a long cast and
pointed two straggling birds of a bevy. Sent on, he pointed
more straggling birds of the bevy, which apparently was
running. Rip took up the trail and roaded to a point on the

rear of the bevy. The dogs were ordered out of the woods.
By sheer disobedience Tippoo went back, while Rip went on
properly to order. Tippoo got a point on a single in the

meantime. Sent on, Rip pointed birds in the open; Tippoo
came in ahead and pointed the same birds. Tippoo next
.pointed a single, and Rip made a point

;
nothing found to it.

Tippoo flushed part of a bevy, then pointed the rest. Sent
on, Rip pointed a bevy m open sedge; Gray sent him on to

locate better; he lost scent, and Tippoo coming in pointed
the bevy. Tippoo had the wind

;
Rip did not. The find

was Rip's, and Tippoo had no right to interfere while Rip
was locating his birds, but this rule was repeatedly violated

at all stages of the trials. Sent on, Tippoo pointed a bevy
in the open. The birds were followed. Rip made two
points on'singles, and Tippoo was unsteady to wing. Up
at 9:53. Rip, though ranging well, was goin§ a bit ginger-

ly. He showed the better class of work on birds. Tippoo
ranged fairly well, but was lacking in judgment in beating
out his ground, and was handled with difficulty.

Mr. Buckle marred a long and courteous career as a
handler by loudly proclaiming to the judges, when Tippoo
pointed a certain bevy, that Rip Rap had worked over the
same ground. It is far frooi nice in any handler to announce
what he deems to be defects in his competitor, besides there-

from the implied inability of the judges to understand mat-
ters unless, they have them explained to them. A handler
never seems more at his best than when minding hia own
affairs.

This concluded the running of the All-Age Pointer Stake.

The Setter AIl-Asre Stake.

There were sixteen starters, and of these several were en-
tered more particularly for the Harris cup, the competitors
being limited to club members who were amateurs. The
competition for the Dtrxter and Harris cups was decided in

the regular competition in the stakes. The dogs were drawn
to run as follows

:

N. T. Harris's b., w. and t. dog Tony Boy (Antonio

—

Laundress), D. E. Rose, handler, with Fox & Blyihe's b„
w. and t. dog Tony Gale (Antonio—Nellie G.), J. H. John-
son, handler.

H. B. Ledbetter's b , w. and t. dog Marie's Sport (Gleam's
Sport—^Marie Avent), George B. Gray, handler, with E. A.
Burdette's h., w. and t. dog Cincinnatus Pride (Cincinnatus

—

Albert's Nellie), Frank Richards, handler.

P. M. E^sig's b., w, and t. bitch Saragossa Belle (Gleam's
Pink—Maud E.), owner, handler, with Tabasco Kennels'
b., w, and t. dog Tabasco Boy (Medoc—Fay), owner,
handler.

I. Hoagland's b., w. and t. bitch Ranee H. (Gladstone's

Boy—Buena Vista), D. E. Rose, handler, with Del Monte
Kennels' b., w. and|t. dog Rod's Chaff (Rodeiigo— Gladstone's
Girl), A. C. Waddell, handler.

EL. R. Edwards's b., w. and t. dog Harwick (Topay's Rod
—Opal), George E. Gray, handler, with Jackson & Denmark
Kennels' b., w. and t. bitch LMliau Russell (Pnilip Glad-
stone—^Lou K.), J. N. Scale, handler.

P. M. Eisig's b., w. and t dog Rod's Top (Roderigo—
Topsy Avent), owner, handler, with L. S. Thompaon's b.,

w. and t. bitcn Novelist (Woodhill Bruce—Novelty), W. F.
McCarley, handler,

P. R. Hitchcock's h., w. and t. bitch Tory Luna (Roi
d'Or—Tony Diamond), W. F. McCarley, handler, with P.
M. Essig's b., w. and t. bitch Lillian Hall (Jean—Sister Sue),

owner, handier.

L. Shonfield's b., w. and t, dog Leo Noble (King Leo-
Minnie T.), N. B. Nesbitt, handler, with W, H. Beazel's h.,

w. and t. dog Harold Skimpole (Whyte B.—Nettie Bevan),
Geo, E. Gray, handler.
Tony Boy won first on an excellent competition. He made

a well sustained showing throughout. He was difficult to

manage at times, but proved to be a good finder, and his

point work was sharp and true. In pace and range he was
excellmt.
Tonv Gale, second, was a wide, fast ranger, was success-

ful in finding and pointing, though at times he pointed old
or false scents, or dwelt on them too long. Still the fault

was not serious and marred his work only. He was a very
strong second.

Marie's Sport, third, showed excellent capabilities, but
was running in poorer form than at any time this season.
His bird work was lacking in its best trueness and quickness,
and his range was not so regular nor so wide as in his best

previous corhpetition.

For the Harris cup, a competition for amateurs, there
were entered Saragossa Belle, Tabasco Boy, Lillian Russell,

Rod's Top, Novelist, Tory Luna and Lillian Hall, seven of
the sixteen starters. Rod's Chaff was also entered for the
cup, but was later withdrawn. Of these but three were
retained in the second round, namely. Novelist, Lillian Rus-
sell and Tory Luna. It was apparent in their heat that
Novelist was beating Lillian. This would leave only Novel-
ist and Tory Luna in the competition for the cup, and both
these dogs were handled by Mr. W. F. McCarley, so that
whichever of the two won Mr. McCarley was the winner of
the cup. Luna had run excellently well, and under expert
handling was presumably a dangerous competitor for a
place in the money. Tory Luna is owned by Mr. F. R,
Hitchcock, and was in charge of Mr. J. M. Avent. The
latter asked permission to withdraw Luna from competition
for the cup, retiring her amateur handler and permitting
himself to handle her as a professional. Judges and club
members were doubtful as to the correctness of such a
change. An open field board meeting was called in the
middle of the heat between Tony Gale and Cincinnatus
Pride, delaying the heat for some minutes and taking
one judge nearly a half hour from his duties.

The board of governors decided that Luna could
be withdrawn from the amateur cup competition,
her amateur handler could retire, she could be
continued on in the regular competition, and Mr. Avent
could handle her. The judges objected to the board's
ruling, and Mr. King declared that he would retire from the
.judging rather than be a party to any such doings. There-
upon another meeting of the board was called, and it was
decided that the matter be left with the judges. The
judges announced that the cup competition must be run to a
finish, after which Mr. Avent could handle Luna. Mr.
Avent strongly objected, and called the judges' attention to

the fact that the board had passed on the question, and that

they should go on with the running. He was informed
that Luna must compete for the cup. He said it was a great
injustice to his employer, Mr. Hitchcock, who had paid him
$100 on her account, and had also paid $30 entrance money,
if he were deprived from competing under his handling. He
was informed that being so employed he should have han-
dled her from the start himself, and that any hardship, if

there were any, flowed thus from his own acts in permitting
her to start in charge of another. He then said her amateur
handler had returned to town to take a train. His attention
was called to the fact that the train time was nearly three

hours later, and that there were several on the grounds who
intended to take the same train. He asked if he could have
some other amateur handle her, and the judges assented.

He then stoutly maintained that the judges m so assenting
to a change of handlers had virtually consented to his hand-
ling her. They demurred. He said then he would have to

withdraw her. The judges were prepared to start the heat
with Minnie T. as a running mate, when some dilatory tac-

tics were used. The theory of the opposition seemed to be
that the judges would back down at the last moment. The
judges again prepared to start. One of the handlers impa-
tiently asked the judges if they were ready. "Cast off your
dogs" was the answer, and the heat began. After some min-
utes the secretary informed the judges that Mr, Avent had
consented to have Luna handled by an amateur. The judges
informed him that Luna was no longer in the stake. Mr.
Avent later lodged a protest against the action of the judges.
As to the conditions of the amateur competition, it was to

be a part of the regular stake, to be decided as an incident
of the regular running. The special purpose of it was to

swell the entries of the All-Age Stake, No extra fee was
required above the regular one. The point raised by Mr.
Avent was merely a bit of sharp play to try for the regular
prizes after it was certain his friend had the amateur prize

won to a moral certainty. Had he cared to do so, he could
have learned all details before starting. The amateur compe-
tition was an integral part of the regular competition, so that

no partial withdrawal of a competitor could be made. A dog
must needs stay in entirely or go out entirely. The judges
decided quite correctly, and could they have heard the

words of commendation and praise bestowed on them by a
majority present, they could not have felt less than gratified

in addition to the satisfaction of having had the pluck to

maintain what was right. Most of the debate was in public,

and some of it was not in the best of temper.

Novelist won^he Harris cup.

Mrst Round,

TonyBot AND Tony Gaxe began at 9:59. Down 33
minutes. Each soon scored a point. Tony Boy took a

wide cast and found and pointed two bevies. Gale in the

meantime pointed a bevy. Gale made three points on sin-

gles. Each dog had good speed, Tony Boy the wider range.

Majrie's Sport and Cincinnatus Pride ran 37 minutes,

beginning at 10:37. Pride pointed a bevy and Sport joined

in point. Sent on. Pride pointed a bevy and each made a

point on the scattered birds. Pride, separated from his

competitor, roaded to a point on a bevy, and next made a

flush on a single, a point on another. Sport made two
points on singles and one flush while working alone. Sport

was not running in his best form. Pride ran him a very
even heat, and in bird work had the better performance.
Both had fairly good range and good speed.

Ranee and Rod's Chaff were cast off at 11 :58. Down 30
minutes. Both made game. Chaff pointed, Ranee refused

to back. They roaded about, but failed to locate. One of

the handlers flushed the bevy, which was not followed,

though it went into woods close by. As the heat stood there

was nothing definite.

Harwick and Lillian Russell were cast off at 1 :33,

after lunch. Harwick found and pointed two bevies, and
made a point on a single, Lillian made two points onsingles

and a point on a bevy. Harwick was sharper in his work

and had some advantage in speed. Both ranged well. Up
at 3 :07

Rod's Top and Novelist began at 2 :10. The latter was
the better worker in every respect. She made a good show-
ing in finding, locating and pointing, and was exceptionally
steady to wing. She found and pointed two bevies, and
made a point OQ scattered birds and one flush. Up at 3:37.
Tony Luna and LiLLtAN Hall ran 33 minutes. Luna

found and pointed sharp and well, doing good work both on
bevies and scattered birds Her range and speed were
good. Lillie made a commonplace showing.
Leo Noble and Harold Skimpole began at 3:38. Har-

old made some pretty work on single birds, he pointing
twice sharp and precise and flushing one Leo in the mean-
time flushed a bevy. Sent on, each found and pointed a
bevy. Leo flushed twice. Up at 4:10. Harold made the
better competition in every respect.

Second Bound.

Marie's Spobt and Tony Boy began at 4:30. Up at
o;18 The heat was a hard heat to follow, and was so
broken by many turnings and twistings and obstructed by
wire fences that it was unsatisfactory. Tony pointed a
bevy. Sport 800 or 300yds. away pointed; nothing found,
but it was said that a bird flushed from the po nt. Sent on,
in about 200yds Sport dropped to a point in cornfield, and
a few birds were flushed to it, Tony crossed in about 50yds.
ahead and pointed a single. Sent on, Tony pointed a bevy.
Sport was lost for a few moments and was found pointing a
bevy, Tony went in and pointed the same bevy. Rose
went in and flushed the bevy as if it were his dog's find and
point, something he had no right to do, Sent on, Sport
pointed some remaining birds of the bsvy. Sent on, the
handlers called point in a thicket dense with switch cane
and brush. It was said that Tony waded to a flush on a
bevy Sport pointed; Tony backed; nothing found; foot-
scent probably. The bevy was followed. Sport pointed in

the open. Boy backed and held back to caution. A plover
flushed some yards away and other than it there was nothing
found. Boy pointed some scattered bird which when
fiushed were again followed. Boy stopped to a flush,

pointed and some remaining birds were flushed to his point.
Sport roaded a single which flushed, and lit on the overhead
limb of a tree 20ft. from the ground. Boy loaded on the
same trail, pointed where the bird flushed; the bird flew
from the overhead limb, and there was much wonderment
expressed that he could point a bird so far overhead. Both
took a cast up the bottom, The handlers called point, and
when a judge reached the scene both dogs were pointing the
same bevy. There was no one with the dogs and handlers
for some time save one judge, and he reported three single
bird points for Tony Boy and one for Sport. Up at 5:18
Tony Boy was quicker in his work, was not given to point-
ing on footscent and was a better ranger.

Saturday.

The weather was clear, cool and favorable for good work.
Novelist and Lillian RuBSELL began at 9:00. Lillian

flushed a bevy down wind, pointed a bevy, made five points
on singles and two fiushes. Novelist found and pointed
three bevies, made five points on singles, and had the better
range and speed. Lillian made an excellent competition
and was very skillful herself. Up at 10:00.

Tony Gale akd Cijscinnatus Pride were started at
10:13. Gale outclassed Pride in every particular except
point work on birds. His range was wider; he had better
pace and finding abilities. Gale found three bevies and
made one point on a single. Pride made one bevy point and
one point on singles. Up at 11:15. The board of governors
met while the heat was being run, one dog being up, the
other working, and there was some delay caused by the
meeting. The matter under consideration was the question
raised by Mr. Avent in respect to Tory Luna
Another meeting was held after the heat ended, the par-

ticulars of which are given in the introductory.
Harold Skbmpole and Tory Luna were the next brace,

but the latter was withdrawn and Minnie T. was brought in
as a running mate Harold pointed two bevies well He
next pointed; nothing found. He next fiushed some birds
of a bevy, then stopped to a point on the remainder. On
singles he made a point and a flush. He next flushed an out-
lying single, then pointed the bevy. His range was but
fairly good.

Winal, I

Tony Boy and Tony Gale began at 1:41. Each made
game and pointed; nothing found. Each found and pointed
two bevies Gale pointed a single in plum thicket. Boy at
the same time pointed near same place. Sent on, a bevy
flushed suspiciously near Boy in the open. Up at 2:33. Boy-
had a slight advantage in the heat. There was too much
hurry and hustle and fast riding for good work or proper
method.
This ended the stake.

Absolute of Derby.
TouNG Rip Rap and Pin Money, Derby winners, were

started at 2 ;43. It was an excellent heat in every particular,

both dogs doing admirable work. They ranged wide and
fast, found well, and their point work was clean and accu-
rate. Pin Money found four bevies and made five points on
singles. Rip pointed three bevies and made three points on
singles. Pin's work on birds was sharper than Rip's. It

was a very excellent competition.

Challenge Class Prizes.

New York,—Editor Forest and Stream: Referring to
"Setter's" article of last week on "Challenge Prizes" in dog
shows, I have received the inclosed reply from Mr. Morti-
mer, superintendent of the coming New York show, to a
letter from me asking that three prizes be offered there in

challenge setter classes. 1 therein showed Mr. Mortimer by
his catalogues of 1893, '94, '95 and '96 that the average en-
tries of the first three years were: Of Irish setters, 11 chal-

lenge, 37 open, 13 pups, 17 novice; and of Gordon setters,

11 challenge, 18 open, 10 pups, 7 novice; but that in 1896
the puppy entries fell off to four of each breed, while those
of English setter pupa fell off from seventeen to five; thus
indicating that owners had tired of sending their little fel-

lows to almost certain death from distemper contracted at

the shows. The other classes in 1896 held up to their aver-
age pretty well.

I hope that no motion will prevail to amend our A, K. C.
rules as to challenge classes so as to imitate English customs.
All our present regulations need is to make challenge wins
attainable only upon competition (i. e., at leiasi two in a
class)—three wins with such competition to make a cham-
pionship. This will prevent a "walkover."
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i look upoti this tnatter of attracting our challenge win-
ners to exhibitions as important, if the quality of our shows
is to be kept high. Why, even the novice classes have three

prices, although mostly composed of dngs that probably
can't win in any other class. James B. Blossom;,

Pres. G-ordon Setter Club; Vice-Pres. Irish Setter Cluh.
(Mf. Mortimer's letter to Mr. Blossom, referred to abovc;

is of the same tenor as his letter in another column, except-

ing the following paragraph: "I shall give notice at the
next meeting of the American Kennel Club of the desir-

ability of making the classification at shows held under its

rules similar to that at shows held under English Kennel
Club rules in England, whereby a dog does not outlive its

usefulness from a show point ot view.")

New York, Jan 30.—Kindly say in your next that the
Westminster Kennel Club has decided to give a second
priiie of $10 in all challenge classes containing three or more
entries.

Our list of specia,! prizes (offered by the different specialty

clubs and from private sources) has been largely increased,

so that in numbers and value it exceeds all previous records.

Our entries close on Monday, Feb 8.

Jas, Mortimer, Supt.

U. S. F. T. C. TRIALS.

The All-Age Absolute.

After the Derby Absolute was decided on Saturday, Jan.

23, the All Age winners were next in order of competition
for the Gould cup. Mr. Rose, the handler of Tony Boy,
objecting to running him, as the dog was ill, Mr. Buckle
raised no objection, and the judges decided to postpone the
running of the All-Age Absolute till a time in the following
week. The secretary so posted the announcement later on
the club's bulletin board in the hotel, and it stood thereon
for several hours. Later in the evening the judges most in-

explicably decided that Tippoo had won by the default of

Tony Boy. It is regrettable that they should have blundered
so badly at the finish. There was no default on the part of
Tony Boy, for he was on the ground, and the judges person-
ally examined bim, accepted the circumstances as they
then were, and announced the contest for the next week.

. Aside from this, they could not award the cup on the grounds
presented in their decision—that is, the default of Tony Boy—^for one of the conditions governing the cup is as follows:
"The absolute trial for the Gould cup must be of at least one
hour's duration in the Derby and two hours' duration in the
All-Age Stake," etc. It is clear that this is a mandatory
condition, and if not complied with there is then no contest.

In the Tippoo-Tony Boy case there was no contest, so that
the cup's ownership remained unchanged. Mr. Geo. Gray,
the holder of the cup, refused to deliver it to the club, as he
very correctly and justly claimed that there had been no con-
test for it at ihe U. S F. T. C. trials. Once admit the win by
default, and a principle would be introduced which would
weaken the competition for the cup, and make the honor of
winning it of but little value.

F. T. C. A. Meeting:.

At a meeting of the Field Trial Champion Association,
lield at West Point, Miss., Jan. 26, Messrs. Dexter, Bell,

Buckle and Stafford present, ^ith a sufficient number of
proxies to make a quorum, it was decided that owing to

the blizzard, and that with the consent of the parties inter-

ested, the champion stake be declared off'. Entries for

1898 for those eligible at that time close on Dec. 15, 1897,
and the stake is to be advertised in October of that year.
A committee was appointed, Mr. Dexter, chairman, to en-
gage three judges, who are to be announced when the stake
is advertised.

The Champion Stake.

We live in. a swift age, one of rapid thought and action,

and ofthe things which are swift a field trial is not the
least. The Champion Stake, however, was a record
breaker. For a sudden beginning and a quick conclusion
no field trial contest ever equaled it. It is regrettable that
a stalte with possibilities so great and interests so impor-
tant should have been so neglected and so mismanaged.
Instead of arranging for the Champion trial months ago,
as should have been done, no action was taken until re-

cently, when in a perfunctory manner the announcement
was made that the Champion Stake would be run on Feb.
16. This was entirely too short a notice to the parties in-

terested, the' intervening time being too short in which to

prepare the dogs and make other necessary arrangements.
Aside from this, the date was badly chosen, inasmuch as
the Champion Stake, if it be a success, must follow closely
after the last trial of the circuit, so that it may secure its

chief support from the trainers already on the grounds,
and also that the visitors already present may attend it.

It is not a stake which can be run successfully on dates
distinctly separated from those of the main trials by an
important interval of time.

However, after thoughtlessly fixing on the February
date, the Champion Association learned at West Point,
Miss., what it should have known months ago as a matter
of common knowledge that the Champion Stake must be
run soon after the last trials. A meeting of the Association
was held on Monday, Jan. 18, and it was decided that the
stake be advertised in the sporting press that week, and
that the entries should close two days later—that is, on
Jan. 20; in other words, the entries closed before the public
could learn of the change of date, or even read the club's
advertisement. Nothing so stupid or incompetent could
well be imagined. The time fixed for running the stake
Avas Jan. 26, It was held by some that the U. §. F. T. C.

All-Aged Stake, being open to all-aged winners, really filled

all the needs of a champion stake, which proved not that
there was no need of a champion stake, but that it is a
grave mistake to have one man the secretary of two clubs.

Had there been a secretary of the Champion Association
with any pride or interest in the Association's success, the
stake would not have been arranged, advertised, judges
engaged, entries closed, and the stake declared off, all in
the space of a few days.
There was something of a quandary in respect to judges.

Mr. W. S. Bell, who was a visitor at the trials, consented
to act as one judge. Mr. N. Wallace, of Farmington, Conn.,
another famous and popular judge, was telegraphed to.

He happened to be at Asheville, N. C, and he also con-
sented; and the third one engaged was Mr. J. N. Seale,

a popular sportsman of large field trial experience.
Still the Champion Stake was only such in name under

the circumstances, for only a few people khew it was to be
run at all and only a few could possibly know it. The As-
sociation then could only secure its support from such dogs
as were in touch with its elbows.

. As a result there were but five startets, doge already
present on the grounds. On Tuesday morning, Jan. 26,

the weather was extremely cold; Mi-. Seale had sent word
that he could not be present. There was little interest
manifested in the stake, and those directly concerned held
a meeting and decided to declare it off for that time.
After paying the U. S. F. T. C. |25 for the grounds at West
Point, on which the stake was to have been run, and pay-
ing the expense of judges, etc., those who were ready to

start had about $25 per starter returned to them on a pro
rata division of the entry fees.

TOHOi
Of all the different fallacies which have encumbered the

training of the dog for field work, none has been more assidu-
ously commended than the teaching of "toho,'' a term used
to denote that the dog is to stand still when he hears it

uttered. It is held forth as an aid to pointing.

Mtich that is fallacious is perpetuated by imitation, One
generation accepts on trust the beliefs and teachings of the
preceding generation. Writers are loth to run counter to the
world's teachings even in matters of fallacy, so that when
they needs must write they write up old matters over again.
Old ideas are presented in new combinations and in new
dresses. Out of the great mass of writing there is but a
fraction that is new, original and independent. Much of it

too is speculative or impractical. It is much easier to write
of a thing as one thinks it should be than to investigate and
learn of it as it really is. And thus it comes that to separate
the sound article of literature from the rubbish is a slow pro-
cess and a matter of much time.

Nearly all writers on training teach that the dog should be
taught to stop to command, and thus establish a sure and
positive method of making him stop stanchly on his point.

It is assumed that there is a close relationship between the
stop to order in the proximity of game and a true point on it.

To the novice such idea is convincingly plausible. He does
not consider that a dog may stop to order in the immediate
vicinity of game and still have no more idea of a true point
than would a horse which stopped under similar circum-
stances. In either instance the stop is made to command as

a matter of obedience. The dog does not refer the act to

extraneous objects, whether they are birds, rocks or cab-
bages

In practice the trainer who requires the dog to obey the
order "Toho!" when he is drawing on birds does much to
spoil his work.

Experience is the only correct practice. It involves failure

and success. The dog can only learn from it the different

degrees of intensity in the srent, whether cold or hot, foot
or body scent, and he can only acquire by experience the
skill in pointing and reading, and the purposes of the gun.
A mere mechanical stop to order conveys to the dog no more
experience in the details of point work than would a lecture
to him. He must have the practical experience with the
coincident training. He will make errors. They are in-

separable from his progress. It is only by error and correc-
tion that he can learn what to avoid. To assume that there
is any system which will start a dog into work to the gun
without error and with the skill which comes from experi-
ence is to assume what is contrary to nature in the phenomena
of all organic life, and in practice to adopt what is palpably
absurd and inetScient It is absurd because when an inex-
perienced dog is making game the handler does not know
whether it is near by or far away. To bawl out "Toho" is

to give the arder at a venture. If the dog obeys he does not
know why he stops, so far as the bkds are related to it. He
may suppose that he is checked for following the scent, a
much more direct and logical conclusion than that he should
know the "toho" referred to some birds but remotely in evi-

dence.
The order "toho" is uttered at a time when there should

be quiet. When a dog is reading and doing his best it is

the height of stupidity to bawl out orders to him. Such
alarm the birds, balk the dog and disgust the looker-on.
The dog's progress is broken, he imperfectly comprehends
his trainer's purposes, and he loses confidence in himself and
his teacher.

Only by having all the parts of field work taught as they
actually occur in practice can the dog learn them properly.
Each detail is then learned as it exists and as it relates to
all others. He cannot know what constitutes a mistake till

he has made it. He avoids them when he has experience
enough and consequent tesjching to perceive their harm.
He adopts the methods which are most conducive to ac-
complish the desired results.

Reject the "toho." Teach him to go to his birds on his
own judgment. If he flushes willfully, punish him; if

through mistake, ignore it. The dog will make mistakes in
using his no3e. His judgment will at times be faulty; and
in this he differs not fiom his master. To teach "toho" to
either or both would add nothing to the skill or experience
of eitlier, or to the purpose. The experienced trainer con-
cerns himself not with toho. The amateur who attempts to
teach it expends first much pains to teach it, and has some-
thing which is valueless when taught.

Snap and the Carriage.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Snap (a dog belonging to a young lady friend of mine—

a

drg who named himself by snapping at everything which
came near him in his puppyhood) is very fond of riding out
in state. He would be taken out oftener did he not want the
most prominent seat in the carriage His mistress's mother
is more apt to take him than is his mistress. A mutual
friend described to me a few days ago Snap's mistress's
mother crying oat to her as their carriages passed—they
both taking advantage of a fine day for a drive: " 'How do
you do? I didn't know you !' And," said the narrator, "she
didn't know me because Snap sat erectly on her lap, hiding
all in front of her from her view ; she could only see to the
right and left." Snap's mistress was present when this story
was told, and laughtd as heartily as any of us, so I have pre-
sumed that I might repeat the story. All this I tell that
may be understood an habitual action of Snap. He has a
good faculty of time, and will watch about on the grounds
until the carriage is rolled out of its house. Then he will
get on a seat and wait. He knows thoroughly well who
is disposed to allow him to go riding, and who is not.
When his mistress's mother appears he qnivers and wrig-
gles all over with joy. When the mistress comes he

slinks back, gives every evidence of disappointment, and
then plainly begs to not be compelled to get to the ground,
and manifests all of his graces of look, attitude and action

in the hope that his mistress's resoNe will give way. It is

very amusing—the net-vous anxiety with which he regards
the path from the house to see who is coming for to-day's

ride-^so amusing the men about have' more than once fooled

him. They would roll the carriage out. Soap would jump
in and begin his vigil upon the path from the house. When
they had enjoyed the show long enough they would (to

Snap's disgust) roll the carriage back under cover again.

But he soon "caught on," and now will not get into the
carriage unless he is sure from certain indications, such as

bringing out the horses, that a ride is coming off. In all

this Snap shows that within his woolly personality there is

an individual—a conscious, self-conscious, rational Individ.*

ual. Think of how many several persons and things he is

as fully aware as any human being could possibly be—^his

mistress, her mother, the men about^ the horse, the carriage^

and so on. Then he is able to put things together, He
knows from indications when the carriage is going out and
when it is not. Though he can not hitch the horses up, he
knows what hitching up means as well as anybody does.

Snap has a rational soul. Charles Josiah Adams.
EossvaLE, S. I.

Dojsrs and Music.

Westgrote, Va,.— Editor Forest and Stream: Kindly
inform me whether the effect produced on dogs by music is

pleasurable or the reverse. .In other words, does it cause
them to howl from pleasure or grief? And if they do not en-
joy it why is it that they make no apparent effort to escape
from it—in fact, seem in a great many cases to rather seek
the society of the musician? To sum up^ do dogs love music
or not? Hero.

[Certainly dogs like music, and they howl in unison or
discord for that reason.]

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Exhibitors should bear in mind that the New York

bench show entries close on Feb. 8. Premium lists and
all necessary information can be obtained of the superin-
tendent, Mr. James Mortimer, 813, 66-70 Beaver street,
New York.

Spratts Patent have issued a most attractively gotten
up calendar for 1897, the illustrations of dogs by R. H.
Moore being a particularly pleasing feature. Much valu-
able information concerning dogs is conveyed in every
page.

The act of the XJ. S. F. T. Club in barring first prize
winners from its All-Age Stakes is one of common sense.
It learned from experience what it could have learned
months ago had it read the available information on the
subject and digested it properly.

The report of the U. S. F. T. Club's trials, published in
full in our columns this week, failed to reach us in time
for pubhoation last week, owing to delay of the Southern
mails caused by bad weather.

Mr. N. Wallace, of Farmington, Conn,, who was en-
gaged as one of the judges of the Champion Stake, was
en route to West Point, Miss., on the train which was
held up on a branch of the Southern Railway, near El-
dridge. The robbers did not attempt to rob the passen-
gers, their efforts being confi.ned exclusively to the ex-
press car. Mr. Wallace describes the scenes as both
serious and amusing. Passengers were secreting their
valuables in frantic haste in places they thought most se-
cure. The news agent, in a momentaiy fit of valor, drew
his revolver, but on reaching the passenger coach he most
generously offered it to an inactive passenger and urged
him to go forward and participate in the trouble. We in-
terviewed the news agent on the return trip, and he coun-
tered by saying that there were some sportsmen aboard
during the robbery who tremulously took their shotguns
out of the cases, and notwithstanding that they shook
badly they succeeded in getting the guns put together.
They then remembered that their ammunition was all in
the baggage car. A lady who had watched the brave dis-

play remarked: "You gentlemen no doubt are a sure
thing on little birds, but you do not amount to much on
train robbers."

A complication which may be of some interest to the
amateurs who were engaged in the Amateur and All-Age
stakes of the TJ. S. F. T. 0, is that they now fill the re-
quirements which constitute a professional, that is, they
have run in a public trial with professionals for money
prizes, the very grounds on which objections were raised
against Oapt. A. C. Waddell handling in the Amateur
Stake.

Much praise was bestowed on the Continental Field
Trials Club's trials, run at Tupelo, Miss. Since that event
the club has received a large number of applications for
membership, which will be acted upon at the club's an-
nual meeting at Chicago during the week of the Maacou-
tah Club's show.

The governors of the Baltimore Kennel Association met
recently and elected the following officers for the year:
Col. Henry D. Loney, President; Leonard M. Levering,
Vice-President; William P. Riggs, Secretary; and J,
Chambers Weeks, Treasurer.

The resignation of Mr. P. T. Madison, as secretary of
the Continental Field Trials Club, has been accepted and
Mr. W. S. Bell, Pittsburg, has accepted the office pro
tern.

The Rev. R. O'Callaghan, LL.D,, died suddenly on
Jan. 9. In the United States he was famous as a breeder
of Irish setters, and.many of the fine Imported Irish set-

ters Were from his kennel. He was a talented divine, an
influential member of the Eaglish Kennel Club, a keen
sportsman and accomplished athlete, and had the love of
all who knew him.

The Avent protest, lodged by Mr. Avent against the
judges ruling that Tory Luna could not run in charge of
other than an amateur handler till the Amateur Stake of
the TJ. S. trials was finished, was very properly dis-
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allowed. The matter is treated more at length in the re-

port of the trials.

The Mobile & Ohio Railroad Co., through the general
passenger department, of which Mr. E, E. Posey is general
agent, has issued a circular in the interest of sportsmen
which deserves more than a passing notice. Three field

trials were to be held on its line: the Continental at

Tupelo, Miss. ; the U, S. and Champion trials at West
Point, Mies. All agents from St. Louis to Mobile inclu-

sive were instructed to sell tickets at the rate of one fare,

all tickets for return passage being limited to fifteen days
from date of sale. The further instructions were added:
"You are requested to assist the sportsmen as much as

possible by seemg that their camping outfit, dogs, etc,

,

are carefully and promptly handled, and by rendering
them aU the service you can. Dogs and camping outfit

will be carried free in baggage car as customary, pro-

vided they are delivered to and received from the main
baggage men at the baggage car door," All these liberal

concessions to sportsmen were thoroughly appreciated,

the large attendance of visitors and their kmd words
being ample praise.

Dr. H. T. Foote, New Rochelle, N. Y., informs us of the
death of champion Bromfield Sultan (20,668) after a short
illness. His bench show career in England was excep-
tionally successful. Dr. Foote imported him six years
ago, he then being two years old. He won over forty first

prizes in England and met with but four defeats, which
were attributed to lack of condition.

Leed's Barry, the famous St. Bernard owned by the
Swiss Mountain Kennels, died recently from injury to the
intestines caused by a large piece of glass which he had
swallowed.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without chargfe ; and blankg

(furnished free) will be sent to any address. Prepared
Blanks sent free on application.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Mr. Erwin M. Beale claims the name Earl Jingo for pointer dog

Iphwed April 8, 1896, hy Jingo-Pearl's Dot.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman ispartio ularly desirable.

THE BEGINNER AWHEEL.
[Ooncluded.l

Scene—A Ninth avenue express train on the elevated

road, New York. Enter Mr. White (Number 'leventy-'leven

in the L. A. W.), who takes a seat beside Mr. Brown, re-

cently graduated from the bicycling academy.
"Howd' do, old noan? You were telling me yesterday of

your experiences when you tried wheeling on the Boulevard
instead of around the inner periphery of a riding school.

How do you like the change, and did you ever get up to

110th street? I am anxious to know."
"If you will permit me to answer one question at a time,

I will say first that I should like wheeling on the Boulevard
immensely provided the course was kept clear of street cars,

vehicles and other bicycle riders; and secondly, that I not
only reached 110th street, but rode far beyond."
"You surprise me. I thought the doctor when he sug-

gested your taking up cycling cautioned you to take only the
shortest rides."

"Quite true; but then, as Fred.Mather—beg pardon, Bal-
zac—says, 'I can resist anything but temptation.' When I
got to llOlh street I felt pretty well played out, but just then
1 happened to notice a fellow riding along abreast of me that

I recognized as a man who had been in the cycle school at

the same time that I was there. I had always felt a little

jealous of his abilities as a rider, and I made up my mind at

once that he wasn't going to pass me. 'Not on your life,

you greenhorn!' I said to myself. 'You can't show a rear

tire to me.'

"

"So you determined to give him a taste of your dust in-

stead, ehf
"No, not exactly. 1 didn't care to pass him, only show

him that 1 was his equal in every respect, and that he
couldn't pass me."

"I see."

"We rode along at a constantly increasing pace, one next
the car track and the other next the curb, neither letting on
that he had recognized the other, till we got to the 125th
street cable road crossing. Here we were scorching at such
a rate that I confidently expected to be arrested by one of the
cycle policemen for fast riding. I can tell you, though, he
would have had to sprint to catch us

!"

"But I thought you were opposed to scorching. Yesterday
you couldn't say enough against scorchers."

"Yes, I know, my dear fellow; but then it is diflierent

when we do these things ourselves. Besides, it was hardly
my fault, for I never snould have ridden so fast if it hadn't
been for the other fellow."

"True, I forgot him. Every one seems to have conspired
against you.

"

"Well, I am sure I didn't scorch from the love of it. I

was so tired out when we came to climb that hill beyond the
car track that 1 would have given up and walked home if it

hadn't been for the aggravating way in which the other fel-

low hung at it."

"His action was highly provoking."
"I could see all the time that he wasn't enjoying himself.

Going up that hill he worked not only his legs, but his whole
body as well—sort of pumped along by a series of contor-
tions—while his bicycle wabbled from side to side as if it

were drunk, Wasn't having a much better time of it my-
self, but then I would have died sooner than give up first."

"What a fool the other fellow wasl"
"That's exactly what I thought all along. 'Why don't

you turn off somewheres, you blanked ass?' I kept saying to

myself."
"Saying to yourself of yourself, I suppose,"
"No, you blockhead, 1 was referring to the other fellow.

We crossed Spuyten Dyvil bridge and rode on out Broad-
way without another rider within half a mile of us, and yet
neither of us showed by any sign that he was conscious of
being in company. By that time we had lost some of oiur

ginger, and instead of trying to be a good yard ahead I was
content to feel that 1 had a foot the advantage of him."

"Are you sure he didn't have a little the advantage of you
at times?"
"No doubt he may have thought so. He certainly needed

some such encouragement to keep him going."
"Well, we rode all the way to Yonkers that way without

exchanging a glance, and when we got there I was content
to know that I led him by an inch. My spirit was worn,
but not broken. An inch isn't much of itself, but where a
principle is involved it counts for a good deal."

"I applaud the sentiment, but how in the world did you
ever manage to stop? If both of you were as obo-couragious
in your determination to do or die you might be riding yet."

"I am coming to that immediately. Beyond Yonkers, as
it happened, neither of us knew the road. By chance we
turned up the wrong street, and the first thing I knew we
had rim plumb up against a stone wall, part of the Aqueduct,
I believe. It was the end of the street, and we could go no
further."

"Well, no doubt you turned around as if you were doing
a perfectly natural thing and kept yourselves company in

some other direction."

"That is exactly what we did do. He turned to his right
and I turned to my left; we changed sides of the street and
rode back again, and though we just avoided colliding
by a hair's breadth we never even looked at each other "

"You didn't ride all the way back to New York that way?"
"No, fortunately not. We failed to find the street we had

come on, and by mistake rode straight down to the river.

It had grown dark meanwhile, and just as we were exe-
cuting a flank movement to go back up the hill a policeman
came along and arrested us for not having our lamps lighted.

Neither of us would stop, and he jerked the other fellow off

his wheel first, so I felt that 1 had won.
"We made It up between ourselves at the station house,

and incidentally with the police. The first thing I asked
him was where he had been going when I met him. He was
still a little touchy, and he said, 'You write down the answer
to that too, and we will exchange papers.' I was willing,

and when we came to read them will you believe it, both
said 'Grant's Tomb'l"
There was a creaking of the door, and the guard put his

head inside the car long enough to say
"Warr'n street'"

"My station," said White. Dan Daly.

CHICAGO CYCLE SHOW.
The annual Chicago show of the Nalional Cycle Beard of

Trade was in progress during the entire week. Opinions
are divided as to the success of the enterprise this year. Some
dealers were discouraged by the smallness of the attendance,
which was much lighter than was fairly to be expected, and
by the infrequency of sales of their goods. Such manufac-
turers say there is no good purpose served by holding these

mammoth exhibitions. Others are quite as enthusiastic in

favor of their continuance, and it is not likely there will be
any change in the original purposes of the association. The
truth is that the cycle show, as every form of business and
amusement, has been affected this year by the hard times in

this section of the country, the like of which has rarely been
seen here, in spite of all efforts made to cover up that fact.

It was the hard times which made persons so unready to

buy wheels, and which made them apparently unwilling to

come out to see the great show. Of itself, the show was a
magnificent affair. The vast Coliseum building is perfect

for such a convention of manufacturers, as it was perfect

for a great political couvention. The interior was hand-
somt ly and expensively decorated, and was a great pan-
orama of mingled artistic and business clisplaJ^ There was
hardly a leading industry of the country connected with
wheeling goods which was not represented at the show, and
that right royally. All the mechanical, technical and pro-

fessional side of bicycling was shown in its most alluring

and fascinating form. It was a gr at and interesting object

lesson, one appealing to the masses of the people, for it is

the masses and none less who do the buying and riding of the

bicycle to-day. The wonderful invention, with all its de-

velopment and all its improvement?, was shown, a thousand
fold, and many were the thousands who noted narrowly
each little variation from the features of the past in the way
of improvement and perfection. Space fails to make any
extended description of the show, or to speak in detail of the
new things which were offered to the cycling world. The
newspapers are really helpless when it comes to covering an
affair like this, because the cycle show takes the place of all

the newspapers as a vehicle of informatioii. At it the pro-

fessional may learn what is ahead for him, and the amateur
may jostle shoulders with him in front of the latest tire, the
Qushion frame, the newest lamp, the new crank hanger, or

the pretty girl in risky costume who hands out literature to

the public. Great is the cycle show, as is the horse show or

the dog show or the flower show. How shall we do with-
out it? Therefore let not hard times cause the promoters of

this fixtm'e to be cast down, or to plan a discontinuance of

that which has been so well and happily begun. H.
Chicago, Jan. SO.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream is the

recognized medium of communication betioeen the maker of yachta-

men''s supplies and the yachtingpublic

.

The report of the special committee of the New York Y.
C. on the question of the proposed yacht league is about as

positively unfavorable as it could possibly be made; a con-

clusion not entirely unexpected from the make-up of the
committee, the majority of the members being known from
the outset to be strongly opposed to the scheme. The re-

port, which we publish in full, is a lengthy document, and
enumerates a large number of reasons why the New York
Y. C. should stand by itself in yachting, and aloof from all

smaller and inferior clubs. Its adoption by the club places

that body positively and publicly in the position which it

has for so many years maintained in a less pronounced way:
of opposition to all advance and improvement in yachting.

To the extent that it defines thus clearly and positively the
position of the New York Y. 0., the present movement
whatever the result may be, has not been altogether a waste
of time. It makes plain to all yachtsmen what has thus far

been fully appreciated only by a comparatively small number
who have been engaged from time to time in the past sixteen

or eighteen years in the work of improving and unifying
the various rules of yachting.
In behalf of the report, it must be said that it is in a way

comprehensive, and certainly most positive. It deals with
three main points: the formation of a national union of
yachtsmen, the formation of a union within a certain lim-

ited territory, and the position of the New York Y. C. as

related to all other American yacht clubs. In discussing

the details under each of these heads there is no sign of
doubt or uncertainty; the conclusions of the special commit-
tee, like those of the club's regatta committee, are final be-

yond possibility of discussion or appeal.

The reasons for the summary rejection of the first propo-
sition, as very briefly stated by the committee, are two: if

carried out successfully, the plan would result in the forma-
tion of a very large national association ; and this association

or "league" would be composed of many heterogeneous ele-

ments. In this respect it would only be like many existing

associations in this country and abroad, composed of num-
bers of persons brought together through a common interest

in one general subject—not necessarily in the same •minute
details of a subject. Such unions have long existed among
scientists, professional men and sportsmen ; in many cases

they have proved successful in spite of innumerable obsta-

cles which could not exist in the present case ; differences of

race, religion, politics and other material points being sunk
by common consent, and aU meeting on a neutral field f Dr

the common good. Leaving out of the question the innu-
merable secret orders, composed of large numbers of most
heterogeneous human elements, nearly all of the recognized
sports, such as wheeling, tennis and canoeing, have found it

not only possible, but highly advantageous, to form national

or very large local associations.

We have realized from the first that the task of carrying
out the scheme proposed and elaborated by Mr. Lovejoy,
even with the assured co-operation of the New York Y. C

,

would not be an easy one, or a matter of a single season ; but
would require no small amount of good judgment and
patient labor. At the same time we cannot see that it is in

any way chimerical or impossible of itself. We know of

nothing in the composition of the average yachtsman that
unfits him for such harmonious association with others of

his kind as is found in other sports and more serious pur-

suits.

Oh one point the report is discreetly silent: it does not in-

.

timate the future policy of the New York Y. C. in its atti-

tude toward the gradual union of American yachting
interests outside of the club, and we can only hope that it

will be nothing more serious than laissezfaire, laissez dlUr;
but, in any event, it is beyond question that the unifying in-

fluences so strongly at work for a few years past will con-
tinue to grow, and that it is only a question of lime before a
union of the Atlantic and Lake clubs is formed ; this extend-

ing later to include all American clubs. The visible feeling

among many clubs and individual yachtsmen, the great pro-
gress made in a very short time after long years of apparently
fruitless work, and the constantly extending efforts toward
local union on Long Island Sound, Massachusetts Bay and.

the Great Lakes, all point to the one conclusion. The New
York Y. C, and its committee to the contrary, all the ten-

dencies of the times are toward the consummation of the
work which they have pronounced impossible, whan aU that

can fairly be said against it is that it is diflicult.

In its hasty and sweeping dismissal of the proposed
scheme, the committee has framed a most complete indict-

ment against the existence of the New York Y. C. it-

self, as opposed to smaller and differently constituted clubs;

it is preeminently "composed of so many heterogeneous ele-

ments, and, by reason of its mere size, so unwieldy that no
good results can be expected from it." One might search in

vain for a more apt and fitting characterization of the New
York Y. C of to-day, Its membership is composed of
men who are yachtsmen, heart and soul, but who have no
voice in the club because they ate no longer yacht owners;
of men who are owners of racing yachts, but who are simi-

larly disfranchised because their craft are of the small sizes

that still race rather than the larger sizes that no
longer race; of men who control the destinies of the club by
virtue of the ownership of craft long obsolete even for cruis-

ing; of men who never were yachtsmen and men who never
will be yachtsmen; of men who, by recent purchase of a
steam yacht, are instantly qualified to make rules for racing
yachts, of which they know nothing. What is the record,

in the way of ' good results," from this unwieldy body of

over 1,200 members, who-e destinies are decided by votes of

from twelve to twenty-five men at its meetings?

In disposing of the second point the committee covers
more ground, three separate objections being made. The
first of these is that the work proposed has already been
partly done, so there is no necessity for completing and per.

feeling it. It is true that the efforts of the smaller clubs, in

which they have not even had the sympathy of the New
York Y. C, have resulted in the establishment of a partial

uniformity and harmony of action. At the present stage

ttiese can neither be considered complete nor permanent;
they are results almost entirely of individual work within
the different clubs, of time and labor freely given to club
committees and inter club conferences as the result of a de-

votion to the interests of yachting at large It cannot be
expected that the labor thus given in the hope of establish-

ing sooner or later a permanent union with the necessary

ofiicers will be available for all time. With a few more such,

eft'orts to discourage them as the present one on the part of

the New York Y. C., even the most enthusiastic of workers
may find reasons for withdrawing. The work is partly

done, there is no disputing that; for this very reason, if no
other, it is incumbent now that the clubs should come for-

ward officially and recognize it, the New York Y. C. first of

all, if it is what it aspires to be, the premier yacht club of

the Western Hemisphere, even the Royal Squadron of

America.
The second objection is that there would be a final court

of appeal from the decision of club regatta committees>
and that this final court might be unfairly constituted. The
first point is one of the strongest on the side of the proposed
scheme; it is a clearly recognized fact that the club regatta

committees, those of the New York Y. C. not excluded, are

by no means infallible either in judgment or absolute fair-

ness, and that injustice is at times done to racing owners,
with no possible appeal. It would be to the advantage
of every fair and competent regatta committee in the

country if its decisions could be passed upon under
certain conditions by the right sort of superior tribunal ; at

least the intent of the committee would be justified, even
though an error were shown in its judgment, and it would
relieve the committee of much responsibility. As to the rac-
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ing owner, it would give him a protection that he not only
is entitled to from the erroneous decisions of a committee
which naturally will not admit that it has done wrong, hut
that he too often needs. It would be by no means impos-
sible to find instances, even within the Kew York Y. C,
where the regatta committee, "with an intimate knowledge
of facts derived from personal observation, " to quote the re-

port, has made a wrong decision, from which the injured
party has had no appeal whatever.
As to the composition of the final com't of appeal, four

men elected for terms of four years each, one withdrawing
each year, the very highest honor in the gift of the national
league, we have little fear that unknown and improper
members of small clubs would be selected, or that any seri-

ous abuse of so prominent an office, even if it should by
chance occur, would be long tolerated. The publicity that
would be given to the decisions of such a body in the im-
portant ca.ses appealed to them would be a decided advan-
tage in raising the standard of racing ethics.

In the event of such an international dispute as may arise

at any time, it is easy to see how much superior the decision
of such a national court of appeal, composed presumably of

the pick of American yachtsmen, to that of a club commit-
tee, elected for a year, and possibly involved as an interested

party in the original dispute.

The third reason is that the power to amend the rules of
yachting would be transferred from the individual clubs to
the national body. This in itself, we believe, will be gener-
ally recognized as an important advance. The committee
very properly says: "Changes in racing rules and in classifi-

cation should, in our opinion, be made with the utmost de-
liberation, and only when their advisability or necessity is

clearly established, and then with due regard to all existing
interests." This proposition will commend itself to all

yachtsmen; the day has gone by for such hasty and unfair
legislation as, for instance, the. changing of the deed of gift

of the America's Cup; and it is generally recognized that
changes of rules must be made only when they are clearly

necessar3% and then cai-efully, deliberately and pulilicly.

This is exactly what the details of the proposed scheme call

for; all proposed changes will be framed by competent per-
sons, advertised in advance of the meeting at which they
will be acted upon, and thoroughly discussed by a large
number of representative yachtsmen, the delegates from the
many clubs. There will be no possible chance for one club,

for instance, to call a special meeting at three or four days'
notice and make radical changes in its rules, nor for any
clique to lobby through a new rule that shall bar a winning
boat.

The objection of the committee on this point is weak in

the extreme ; it might be that the national body would be
controlled by the small yacht interests, and they might make
rules unsuitable for the large yachts. Such a contingency
is remote enough and could easily be prevented ; but as a
matter of fact there are to-day practically little other than
small yachts concerned in the racing. With the exception
of four schooners all the racing of last season was confined
to small yachts of not over 50ft. racing lene;th. The great
events of the year, which are supposed to bring out the full

strength of the New York Y. C. fleet—the June regatta, the
August cruise, and even the Goelet cup race itself—were con-
fessed failures through the lack of adequate en'ries.

One of the serious problems of the day in yachting is the
restoration and maintenance of racing in the Classes of 70ft
r.l. and upward. The various larger clubs that profess to

devote themselves primarily to this branch of the sport have
one and all failed utterly witliin the past five years in enacting
rules which should promote general building and racing
The most serious obstacle to-day_ in the way of general inter-

club racing in the larger classes is the nominal existence of
the 90ft. class, created by the New York Y. C. to defend the

America's cup, a type of yacht too large and costly by far for

other than the special work for which it was produced; but
by its existence even in the present moribund condition, and
by the possibility of its revival at some future day, discour-
aging the establishment of a smaller and thoroughly prac-
ticable size of a racing cutter.

When it comes to what may be called the personal objec-
tions to the proposed league, the committee gets on very thin
ice, begiuDing with the excuse that the New York Y. C. has
never been a purely racing organization, but one whose
members take a broader interest in the sport of yachting.
What American clubs can be classed as purely racing organ-
izations, or what exist for other objects than the New York
Y. C. ? Certainly not the Eastern, the Larchmont, the Sea-
wanh-' ka or the Atlantic. We are surprised at such a state-

ment .deliberately put forward as an argument by the gentle-

men composing the committee. The New York Y. C. has
always aspired' to be a leader among these clubs in all the
varied fields of yachting, racing first; and it has gone fur-

ther in claiming preeminence through its many races for the
America's Cup. There is no doubt whatever, the committee
to the contrary, that the present prosperous condition of the
club, with a membership of over 1,200 as compared with 400
iQ 1885, and with a large surplus to its credit instead of none
at all at the former date, is due solely and entirely to the
series of international races which began in 1885 and has
contiaued to the present time. The history of the club for

the ten years from 1875 to 1885, and from that date to the
present, shows just how much it owes to racing.

The future of the club depends on its racing, and that

alone; let it abandon racing, or let the recognized control of
racing pass to the possession of another club or a national
body, and the New York Y. C. must drop, in spite of its

fleet and its membership, into a subordinate and unimportant
position as compared with the live racing clubs.

It requires no great discernment to appreciate the fact that

the demand of the day in American yachting is for the im-
provement and advancement oi racing methods, and that

those clubs which endeavor to meet this demand will take
the lead in yachting. The New York Y. C. has decided
that it will have no part in this work.
The intimation that the club has higher aims than mere

racing, and the assumption that to the club is due the credit

for such vessels as Margarita, Varuna, Arciurus, Yampa, In-

trepid, Namouna, Fleur de Lis, While Ladye and May-
flower, that fly its burgee in foreign seas, add nothing what-
ever to the force of the committee's arguments. Just as the
encouragement of racing is piu'ely dub work, the building
and running of cruising yachts is purely indmidual, and in-

dependent of the clubs. If the New York Y. C. went out of

existence to-morrow there would he just aa many cruising

yachts afloat, under oue burgee or another, as there are

to-day. One thing the club has done for cruising within its

home waters, and an excellent thing too, the establishment
of the numerous local stations; outside of this it has done

nothing, and that a score or so of its 1,200 members indulge
in ofishore cruising is due solely to their individual prefer-

ences, and not to the encouragement of the club.

The suggestions that the club must submit its racing rules

and classification to others in the event of joining a league
sounds well, but will not bear a close analysis in the light of

history. Outside of the legislation relating to the America's
Cup, for which the club is entitled to whatever of credit may
pertain to it, and to the heavy responsibility as well, what
rules has it made, for itself or others? The principle of
measurement by length and sail area was first introduced in
this country by the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. After it had been
put to a practical test by that club, the New York Y. C.

went so far as to adopt it in a mild form. After some years
the club made another step forward and adopted the present
form, already thoroughly tested by many small clubs as well
as its originators.

The first uniform classification of racing yachts among the
large clubs, adopted in 1887, orie;inated outside of the New
York Y. C. , and was merely adopted by it after being per-

fected elsewhere. The present classification by racing
length was proposed and perfected by the other large clubs
in 1889, but its adoption was deferred for years on account
of the uncompromising opposition of the New York Y. 0.,

which only died out with the advance of time. The rules

adopted last fall were framed by the Larchmont Y. C. and
merely adopted by the New York Y. C. Outside of the

America's Cup, it would be difiicult to find a detail of

modern yachting rules which originated within the New
Yoik Y. C, or that was adopted by the club without serious

opposition and long delay even when proved to be beneficial.

In the face of this record it is idle to talk of surrendering its

autonomy and its law-making power to other clubs.

The defense of the regatta committee as a tribunal of last

resort is oft'set by the experience of many clubs, the New
York included, to the effect that a committee of three, elected

for a term of one year, is not the proper composition of a

court of last resort which may be called upon to pass judg-
ment on its own acts and errors. The questions which arise

in modern yachting, local as well as international, demand
some higher and less interested tribunal than the ordinary
club regatta committee, however capable, fair and honest it

may be; and the proposal to establish such a body is one of

the great points in favor of the scheme which the New York
Y, C. has condemned.
The objections conjured up, that the club might be robbed

of its date for the June regatta or even the Goelet cup race,

are purely fanciful. The experience thus far of the differ-

ent organizations shows that, while disputes arise at times,

the general tendency is to recognize the established rights of

all parties in the matter of fixtures and similar details. The
attitude of the committee seems to be one of fear and appre-
hension that this proposal is but a trick of the "small" clubs,

jealous of the power and position of the great New York Y.
C., to get it within their grip and rob and degrade it We
regret that the committee could not have taken a broader, a

more liberal and more progressive view of the entire

situation ; that would have led it to very different conclu-
sions.

The Proposed Yacht League.
The special meeting- of the ISTew York Y. G. called to receive and

consider the report of the special commitleeon the proposed national
league of yachtsmen met at the club bouse on Jan. with Com.
Brown in the chair. The following report was read and adopted,
after which the meeting adjourned.

To the New York Y. C:
At a special meeling of the New York Y. C, held on Dec. 3?, 1896,

the following resolution was passed:
"fieso?i;ed. That a committee of seven, oue of whom shall be the

commodore, be appointed by the choir, for the purpose of consider-
ing the advisability of action by this club for organizing a yacht
racing league, the object of which league shall be fo establish uni-
form CO operation of measurement, classification and racing ruhg,
the promotion of yacht building, the encouraeement and develop-
ment of the sport, and the pres^ervation of yachting history and
racing records. And that said committee report back to the clnb at
a special meeting to be called for that purpose."
The undersigned, having been appointed a committee under said

resolution, do respectfully report that at its first meeting your com-
mittee, after perfecting its oraranization. gave a hearing to Mr. John
F. Lovejo,y, who at the meetrag of the club at which tiiis subject; was
brought forward had made the principal argument in support of the
proposed measure.
Mr Lovejoy laid before t be committee certain susgested rules for

the constitution of a yacht racing league, being the same Tules
which were read by him at the meeting of the club, and explained
in detail the objects sought to be effected by the proposed measure
and its general scope and plan.
The principal objects which those who favor this movement hope

to attain through its instrumentality are the encouragement of yacht
racing, the promotion of yacht building, and the establishment of
uniform classification and racing rules.
The general features of the plan suggested include the formation

of a yacht racing league, to be composed of American yacht clubs
in good standing, having each not less than fifty members and not
less than fifteen yachts enrolled upon its books, and to be governed
by a written constitution.
The proposed constitution contains provision for the representation

of clubs, members of the league, by delegates; representation being
apportioned among the several constituent clubs to a certain degree
according to their respective numerical membership.
The active participation in the league by each club is effected

through the delegates representing it. The principal function oC the
delegates is to elect the officers of the league. These officers consist
of a council of twelve and a supreme council of three, iu addition to
the executive officers, the president, the secretary and the treasurer.
The functions of the council may be summarized as follows: To pass

on applications for membership, to control the general policy and
finances of the lengue, to make or authorize all necessary contracts,
to appoint an official measurer, to frame and modify rules, subject
to the action of the supreme council, to assign dates for the racing
events of the season, and to enforce penalties for violation of rac;ng
rules.
The supreme council is to have power to decide all questions sub-

mitted to it by toe council, or protests submitted to it by the regatta
committee, or by a member of any club in the league.
The constitution further provides for the division of the member-

ship into four districts, to be known respectively as the "Eastern
Disrrict," the "Gulf District," the "Lake District," and the "Pacific
Disirict," each district to have local officers, who are to perform their
respective duties in subordmation to the general officers and rules of
the league.
From this brief description of the proposed association some idea

of its extent and scope may be gathered.
\' our committee have been unable to ascertain the number or the

numerical strength of the clubs which would be eligible to join such
a league, but they are informed that in a part only of the Eastern
District^—namely, that portion extending from Pennsylvania to
Maine—there are enough clubs which would be expected to join it to
make an aggregate membership of over lO.OOO.

From this it is readily seen that if the proposed plan were to be
carried out to the full extent suggested, so as to embrace yacht clubs
in all parts of the country, on the Western and Gulf coasts and on the
Great Lakes, it would result iu the formation of a league composed
of many hundred clubs, with many thousand members.
Your committee are of the opinion that on the face of the proposi-

tion such au organization could not be successsfully formed, and tbat
if formed it would be composed of so many heterogeneous elements,
and would, by reason of its mere size, be so unwieldy that no good
results could be expected from it.

If the question referred to them were simply whether it is advis-
able for tne New York Y. C. to take the initiative in a movement to
bring about a league of such a character, your commit tee would have
no hesitation iu arriviog at an adverse decision upon this grouud
alone, without considering those advantages or disadvantages which

might attend an attempt to form a league of Jess extravagant dimen
sious.
They feel, however, that to condernn the project on this ground

alone would hardly be just to those who have expended so much
time and thought upon a proposition the only purpose of which 7s to
advance the interests of yachting, and it is manifest that the objec-
tion above stated, which your committee consider an insuperable one
as applied to a scheme of the proportions indicated, would become
of less and less force as the scope of the proposed enterprise might
be curtailed.

It may well be said that while such an objectiou might he fatal to
the adoption of a scheme which contemplated bringing all the yacht
clubs in the country into a single league, yet if the scope of the
scheme were to be limited or cut down so as to embrace a much
smaller number of clubs—as, for instance, only those chibs in the
Eastern district, or in only a part of the Eastern district—this objec-
tion would lose its force in direct proportion to the curtailment of the
scope of the plan ; and that finally a point might be reached at which
it would be outweighed by the advantages to be secured from the
association.

It therefore seems proper that your committee should report its
conclusions with reference to such modifications as might be made
in the proposed plan in the direction indicated.
We are thus brought to consider whether the object sought to be

attained by the suggestion in question would be to any, and if any
what, extent brought about ^iJ the formation of a league upon the
lines suggested, but confined within more moderate limits than are
proposed in the plan laid before us, within, let us say, those portions
of OUT seacoast lying between Pennsylvania and Maine.
Laying aside for the moment those considerations which apply

with peculiar force to the New York Yacht Club, and which will be
referred to in a later part of this report, and dealing only with the
general question thus presented, your committee begs to submit the
following views:
First—The objects of the association are to bring about uniformity

in classification, uniformity in racing rules, aud uniformity in the
construction of rules and in decisions thereon, and by these means
to encourage yacht buildin ?, and generally to promote the interests
of the sport of yacht racing.
The principal clubs within the district mentioned are the New

York Y. 0., the Eastern, the Lirchmont, the Atlantic, the Seawan-
haka, and the Coriothian, of Philadelphia.
Recent movements in this diiection tiave already brought about, in

large degree, uniformity of cla=isiflc9,tion and of raring rules among
, these clubs, and it may be reasonably expected that within a compar-
atively short time all these leading clubs will hive established uni-
formity among themselves in these particulars So far, therefore,
as concerns those classes of ve.ssel3 which belong to these clubs, and
in wbich they are interested, these desired objects may be regarded
as already attained, and in the judgment of your committee the clas-
sification of the racing code concurred in by these clubs would be-
come the standard classification or code. Such a classification would
control designers, and all new vessels may reasonably be expected to
be designed with reference to it.

Your committee are. therefore, of the opinion that there is no
urgent demand for the formation of an association of the character
proposed. Its main objects may be regarded as having bean for all
practical purposes already accomplished.
Second—The means by which uniformity in construction of racing

rules and in decisions thereon is proposed to be obtained is by giving
to the supreme council of the league power to rehear and finally de-
cide all protests which may be brought before it by the regatta com-
mittee or by any member of any club who may feel aggrieved by
the decision.
Undoubtedly this, or some similar device, is the only means by

which a uniform rule or decision could be attained through the in-
strumentality of a league or association, but in the judgment of your
committee it is open to very e-rave objection.
As such matters are now regulated, the decision of the regatta

committee of each club is final as to all events wbich take place under
the auspices of such club.
The members of the regatta comraittee are present in person at

races, and thus posses'", iu a great majority of oases the very im-
portant advantage of being themselves witnesses of the occurrences
upon which they are called to pass judgment.
To give an appeal from such a body to a council who could onlv

hear the case upon the evidence of others, and fo make tho decision
of such council final, would be to transfer the ultima'e decision to a
tribunal which would probably be no better fitted, by knowledge and
experience, to make a proper disposition of tbe case, and which
would certainly be deprived of what has always been found of incal-
culable advantage in reaching a correct conclusion—the intimate
knowledge of the facts, derived from impartial personal ooservation
of the occurrences in dispute.
Your committee cannot but feel that any system which would sub-

ject the ultimate tribunal which is to decide all rficing protests to so
great a disadvantage would be found to work far less satisfactorily
than the system now in use.
Again, even after curtailing the dimensions of the proposed league

to a minimum, it would still be composed of so many different clubs,
with memberships so varied in character, with vessels so dilferent
in class and size, and with such diversified interests in yschting, that
it would be impossible to be assured of the election to the supreme
council of mpmbers who would be recognized by the larger clubs as
thorotighly fitted for their positions. It is not unreas'^nable to sup-
pose that club poHtics and rivalry would make themselves felt; that
diiferences would arise between the few large and the many small
clubs, and that the latter, being by far the more numerous body,
would insist upon a proportionate representation. And while we no
not mean to assert that there are not as comoet-'nt judges to be found
in the smaller clubs as in the larger, it must still be true in the na-
ture of things that as a general rule the membership of the larger
clubs should include by far the greater proportion of yachtsmen
qualified to discharge the.?e important and delicate functions.
Third—Another very important element in the scheme of the pro-

posed league is that which confides to the league the absolute power
to make changes in the racing rules.

Much of what has been said under the last head is equally appli-
cable to this.

Changes in racing rules and classification should, in our opinion,
be made with the utmost deliberation, and only when their advis-
ability or necessity is clearly established, and then with due regard
to all existing ioterests.

To confide this Important and vital fimction to a league which
might be controlled by a majority consisting of clubs having mem-
berships and fleets interested only in small boat racing would, in the
judgment of your committee, be exceedingly tmwise.
Your committee expresses no opinion on the question whether an

organization or association on the lines of the proposed league, but
confined wholly to those clubs which are interested chiefly in small
boat racing, might not result in Important advantages to its mem-
bers.
For the reasons above given your committee are, however, of the

opinion that the formation of a league such as proposed, consisting
indiscriminately of the large clubs, or those whose fleets are com-
posed of vessels of tbe larger classes, and the small clubs, or those
which are chiefly interested in small boat racing, is inadvisable.
There are other reasons which, in their, judgments, make it inad-

visable for the New York Y. C. to take the initiative in any such
movement, or, indeed, to participate in it to any degree.

It is manifest that this club could not consistently promote the
formation of such an organization unless it were willing to become
itself a member of it, and to this we think there are insuperable ob-
jections.
The New York Y. O. has never been a purely racing organization :

if it had been it may well be doubted if it would ever have reached
its present position.
Prom its early beginnings the club has shown a marked partiality

for deep-water cruising. While it has wisely fostered an active in-
terest in racing, it has not existed for that alone. Its splendid fleet
of cruising vessels bears witness to the broader interest which its

members have taken in the sport.
It would require cogent reasons indeed fnr such a club to surren-

der its autonomy to the control of others; and yet this is what the
preposition under consideration means for the New York Y. 0.
If it should join a league such as that now proposed, it must sub-

mit its classification and racing rules to the manipulation of others.
Its regatta committee, no longer a tribunal of last resort, must be-

come a mere agency for the transmission of protests to a higher
power for deci.ston—a power, too, constituted, not by the act or vote
of the New York Y. C, but by the votes of innumerable small
clubs, whose membership is practicaUy -nithout limit, and whose only
limit is that placed upon the size of their vessels.

Its events must no longer be within its own control, but it must
conform them to the dates fixed by this higher power.
Under the terms of the constitution submitted to us. Its June re-

gatta might he changed against its protest, or the date for tbe
race for the Goelet cups might ba altered by the same supreme
power.
Even its right to discipline its own members would be taken away

from it, for it is a part of the proposed scheme that the power to en-
force the penalties for violations of racing rules should be vested in
the council.
In the opinion of your committee it has everything to lose and

nothing to gain in becoming a member of the proposed league.
Your committee therefore report, as their conclusion, that it is not

advisable for the New York Y. O. to take any action toward the or-
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gaDizatioB of the Yacht EaciDsr League mentioned in the resolution
under which they were appointed.
All of which is respectfully subnaitted.

Edwabd M. Brown,
S. Nicholson Kane,
James I>. Smith,
E. D Morgan,
Iioras Cass Lbdtaed,
C. Oliver Iselin,
Clabence a. Postley.

Dated New York. Jan. 20. 1897.

The Payne Bill.

From the Marine Journal.

If the President of the United States does not take advantage of
his constitutional right to veto to-day (Saturday, Jan. 30) House bill

8,088, it becomes a law, and next Blonday morning our readers can
congratulate themselves upon the face that hereafter if the Anglo-
American millionaire desires to build, purchase or charter a foreign
yacht she will have to enter and clear at the Custom House, pay ton-
nage dues, m fact, be amenable to the laws that govern all foreign
built vessels, which is practirally prohibition, as no yacht owner
would subject himself to tbis annoyance, to say nothing of the ex-
pense. The bill rtferrpd to amends the revised statutes. The amend-
ment, is in italics ard reads as follows*

'•Section 4.216.—Yachts belonging to a regularly organized yacht
club of any foreign nation whicQ shall extend like privileges to the
yachts of the United States shall have the privilege of entering or
leaving any P"rc of 'he United States without entering or clearing at
the Custorn House thereof or paying tonnage tax. p-ovirled that'the
privileges of this section shall not extend to any yacht built outside
of the United States and ovsnid. chartered or used by a citizen of
the United States, unless such ownership or charter was acquired
prior to the passage of this act.^'

Thi? bill originated wiih the Marine Journal upon the earnest
solicitation of some of the most influential of our patrons. Con-
gressman S. E. Payne, chairman of the House committee on Marine
and Fisheries, introduced it and championed it through the House
the first session of the Fifty fourth Congress. Senator Wm P.
Frje, chairman of the commerce committee, would bave got it

through the Senate during the same session had it not been for the
detprmmed oppo.^itioa of a member of the Senate who was at last

through Senator Frye'8ea>-nest efforts prevailed upon to withdraw
bis opposition, thereby enabling the latter to pass the bill last week,
soon after which it went to the President, who, we hope, will sign it;

if not, it is the opinion of those interested that he will allow ip to
become a law without his sigoatTire

This is a very imporiant bill in the line of shipbuilding, which in-

'

eludes skilled labor in nearly 3 0 different industries, all of which
are largely indebted 10 Senator Frye and Oongreasaian Payne, who
never lost an opiDortunity to advance it to its final pas-age. The
part the iWanne o/btt»-??ai took in the matter was a pleasant duty it

owes its constituents, and is another one of tne many bills that we
have advocated in the interest of the merchant marme, and the
licensed officers of the United States that have become fixed on the
statute books for all time, we hope. American designers and Ameri-
can builders can furnish our mUltonaires with a better yacht; than
they can get abroad; neoce this new law can do no American any
injury; it will simply oblige the Anglo-American to pay a handsome
revenue into the Treasury of the United States if he cannot exist out-
side a British built craft.

We would not rob our contemporary of a tithe of the

credit which it assumes for this most cowardly bill. Every
true American should lilush at the knowledge that American
shipbuilders, after failing utterly in the attempt to compete
in quality with their rivals of the Clyde, have gone to Con-
grts^ with a cowardly plea for special legislation that should

protect them from a fair and open competition on the part of

men whom they thus acknowledge are more skillful than
themselves.
Thus far we have been unable to learn just what the effect

of the new law will be, and we believe that no one yet knows;
it will probably take several suits at law to determine some
of the questions now in doubt. It is possible that the bill

may act as its promoters intend: to exclude all foreign

yachts, both sail and steam, from American waters; to pre-

vent even such instructive and profitable experiments

as the racing of Minerva aad Clara. On the other hand, it

18 possible that the framers of the bill have overreached

themselves, and that it may fail entirely in achieving its

principal objects.

In any case it is a sorry exhibition of the skill and spirit

of the American shipbuilder of the end of the century.

Society of Naval Architects.

TJndbk date of Dec. 31, 1896, the president of the Institu

tion of Naval Architects, 5 Adelphi Terrace, London, W.
C., invited the Society of Naval Architects to visit England
toward the commencement of next July, to attend an ioter-

national congress of naval architects and marine engineers,

in London, under the honorary presidency of His Koyal
Highness, the Pricce of Wales, to celebrate the sixtieth year

of the reign of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria.

By directioQ of the council, given at a special meeting

held OB Jan. 31, President Griscom has accepted this invita-

tion for the society.

Members viho propose to attend the congress are requested

to notify the secretary, Francis T. Bowles, at their earliest

coijvenience.

The executive committee, charged by tbe council with
such detailed arrangements as may be necessary, will further

communicate through the secretary with members who sig-

nify their wish to accept the invitation.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER "SKIEF."

The Compartment System in Early Vessels.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In looking over some old books lately I have come across

descriptions of early compartment vessels, which may be of
Interest to readers of the Porest and Stream.

Marco Polo, writing early in the fourteenth century, is

said to credit the Chinese with this system of construction
in their river junks. We know that Le Compt> the Jesuit,
writing in 1690, says of these same vessels and their build-
ers: "They divide them into five or six apartments, sepa-
rated by good partitions, so that when they touch at any
place upon a point of rock only one part of the boat is

full, while the others remain dry and give time to stop the
bole."
The most curious description of this compartment system

is that given by Dampier in describing a trading junk,
Writing under date of May 31, 1687, then being in the Bay
of Siam, the captain records that they fell in with "a great
junk that came from Palimbar, a town on the island of
Sumatra. This vessel was of the Chinese make, full of
little rooms or partitions like our well-boats."
On June 35 of this same year Dampier anchored off the

northeast end of St. John's Island. This island lies "on the

south coast of the province of Quantung or Canton in
China." Here Dampier boards another junk and gives a
full account of her:

"She was built with a square, flat head as well as stern,
only the head or fore part wab net so broad as the stern. On
her deck she had little thacht houses like hovels, covered
with palmeto leaves and raised about 3ft. high, for the
seamen to creep into. She had a pretty large cabin wherein
there was an altar and. a lamp burning. I did but just look
in and saw not the idol. The hold was divided in many
small partitions, all of them made so tight that if a leak
should spring up in any one of them it could go no farther,
and so could do but little damage, but only to the good-3 in
the bottom of that room where the leak springs up. Each
of these rooms belongs to one or two merchants, or more,
and every man freights his goods in his own room, and prob-
ably lodges there if he be oo board himself."
Knowing John Chinaman's large care for his person and

goods, it is a question whether the bulkhead was first intro-
duced to protect the ship or the merchant and his venture.

A. C. Stott.
Stottville, N. Y., Jan. 26.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
W. B. Stearns, of Marblehead, yacht designer and builder, is the

promoter of a class of iti-foot racing fln-keels of moderate cost, de-
signed for racing and afternoon sailing ,n Marblehead Harbor. The
boats will be asft. over all, IBft. waterline, about oft. ein. beam, and
about 4ft. draft. They will carry SSOsq. ft. of sail in jib and mainsail
rig. Tne promise of quite a number of orders in the class is a good
one, and the racing of the boats would make interesting sport. Par-
ker H. Kemble has agreed to offer a special cup for the boats if five
are built, and C. F. Lyman will offer a second cup If ten are built.

—

Boston Globe

C. H. Oiling & Rro., of Fall Kiver, are building for their own use
from designs by F. T Wood, of that city, an open racing cat of S3ft.
over all, 2 ft waterline with crew on board, 10ft. extreme beam and
8ft 5in. beam at waterline. The hull draws hut bin. The eenterboard
is of wood, weighted with about 751bs. of lead, and is 8ft. 6iD. long,
with a drop of 5ft 61n. The boat's least freeboard is 16in. She will
have no outside keel or deadwood, and will steer with a balanced
metal rudder. Her model is on the same principle as the J^-raters
Paprika and Question. She will have a sail area of 73Ssq. ft., ihe sail
dimensions being as follows: Foot 32ft. lin.. head 20ft. 9in., hoist 21ft.
The spars wUl be light and the mast wiU have a headstay, backstays
and shrouds with spreaders. In construction the boat will be very
light. The keel is of spruce, 9in. wide and l^^in. thick, strengthened
vertically by sills ifc aeep and 1%ui. thick. I'he frames are of oak,
sided lin. and moulded %m , and spaced 9in. on centers. The plank-
ing is i^isin cedar and the deck is of ''ijin pine, covered with canvas.
The boat will be raced in the Fall Rivfer Y. C.'s 18' to 21ft. calboat
cl&ss.—Boston Globe.

The Brief's" Illustrations.

I HAVE just been comparing the subjects of field illustration in the
Game Laivs in Brief with the Frost outiug water colors which
have recently been canvassed about the country, and was struck
with their typical characteristics. Of course the Frost collection Is
exclusively tleld pictures; but if a stranger from the planet Mars
should desire a typical album illustrative of American sport, lie
would hardly find so many phases of it in so small a compass as the
thirteen photos at the end of your compendium.

CHABLBS HAliliOCK.

THE ORIGINAL ST. LAWRENCE SKIFF.
There is, or was at one time, a good deal of dispute as to

what was, or is, the St. Lawrence River skiff, "only" or
otherwise; but I think that no one who knows that river
from the Long Sault to the Gulf—and that is no small dis-

tance—has the slightest doiibt as to what Was tlje oflginil
"St. Lawrence River skiff," or ihdeed As to what is the typi-
cal rowing craft of this ^reat water. They have canoes and
half-ratets and other abnormal creations of degeneracy on
the St. Lawrence about Montreal; and pilot boats, yawls
and most villainous dingeys about Quebec; but aside from
those exotic colonies of modernity the craft in almost uni-
versal use on the "river" is the "skief." In my opinion the.

"skief" was not invented for use on the river, nor indeed bas
the river gi-eatly affected the form of the "skief," for the
Prench-Canadian is not an inventive person. He is prone to

believe that what was good enough for his father is good
enough for him, and his great great-great-grandfather prob-
ably brought the idea of the "skief" from the Breton river
sides when as a forced or free colonist he came to I4ew
Piance in the long ago picturesque time of Louis XIV.
Be that as it may, the "skief" is a mighty good boat, and to

this day wben it comes down to business, When big stretches
of the river have to be crossed among the drifting floe ice of
spring or the "Fraseal" of winter, when a November gale on
Lac St. Peter has to be faced, it is almost always the despised
green-painted "skief" with the pin oars that is selected for
the work—not the varnished, lapstreaked skiff from "up the
river," with her fancy woods, spoon oars, and general piano
finish.

The "skief," as the accompanying sketch shows, is the
river's sister of the ocean's dory, but as used on the St. Law-
rence she is always flat-bottomed, without other frames than
a few stiffening battens nailed to her sides, and fitted with
short ash pin oars The sides are generally one single piece
of clear white pine, and in the actual boats, while the stetn
is nearly perpendicular, the stem has a strong rake. The
bottom is always planked athwartship without caulking,
and is never painted, so that the swelling of the wood may
keep the boat tight.

The "pingeys" of the raftsmen are big skiffs, the sides
being built up to H and 4ft in height, generally lapstreak of
rough fashion. There are but few of these most picturesque
craft in existence now. The Caughnawaga Indians still use
them, and Big John still takes his "big boat" through the
steamer channel upon occasions ; but apart from this they
are numbered with the Durham boats and ".Northwest"
canoes.

Not so the "skief." All along both sides of the river,
from the Long Sault to Quebec, every farmer with a river
frontage, every other villager, and every fisherman and
riverman has his "skief." Every "pin flat" (and there are
still lots of these almost prehistoric craft afloat), every barge
and schooner has her "skief," and nearly all the fishing and
shooting on the river is done from these boats.
Mr. Wickstead's drawing is of a "skief," but a modern-

ized and symmetrical "skief," such a skiff as we would
all like to own; and still I doubt whether in essentials she
would be one whit better than one of the Varannes boats,
that can be bought for $1 a foot, paint included.
When the Preoch-Canadian riverside man uses a sail in

his "skief he uses a little rag of a sprit sail, a rough, oblong,
blanket-shaped thing, and the mast is generally steppetl
amidships. I never saw one of them attempt to ply to wind-
ward in these craft, and in fact the "Chambly canoe" is the
only French-Canadian craft that has any pretensions to
weatherliness. The "pin flat" and the "barge" are only in-
tended to run before the wind, although the "barge" now
carries a gaff sail. I think it was originally a lateen or set-

tee.

That is all I know about cows, "skiefs" I mean, but their
color, which is variegated, but generally green. In this
they fall far behind the "pingeys," which were red, or the
"pin flats," which are frequently blue, with fine big black
eyes to see out of. When the drawings of the "pin flats,"
"pingeys," "Durham boats," "Chambly canoes," "north
shore canoes" and "barks" that Mr. Wickstead has promised
for this series are completed, 1 will have something more to
say about these cattle; but, like little Tommy, "1 now saya
no more; compositions is done for this week." Rbtaw.

The FoBEST Axj) Btbeam is put to preas each week on TuescUty
Oorreapondenee inttnd^d for publication ahmiid retteh u» as (Ac
laUtt.by Mondtti/, and a»,timA •artier a« praoMoaMCi ^ r «

,
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Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati. O., Jan. 34.—The following scores were made by mem-
ber 5 of the CincinDati Rifle Association to-day. Conditions: -.JOOyds.,

sirictly off-hand, at the standard target, 7-ring black. The poor
scores to day were due to a b inding glare from the snow-covered
ground and a tricky wind. The scores:

Gindele.
8 10 10 10 6 10 in 8 9 9—90 8 8 9 8 10 8 8 10 9 10—88
9 9 8 8 10 B 6 8 10 9 85 8 6 10 . 5 lO 10 8 10 7 10-86

855566 66 5 6-58 f)744?'5.9 56 7-59
5 7 6 9 5 8 6 e 5 6-6-2 7 4 8 4 4 4- 4 7 6-57

Payne.7986896S6 10-71 489866 10 67 7-71776668788 8—71 556 5 09948 10-70
Roberts.

9 7 8 10 9 10 8 7 6 4-78 8 768 10 10 879 8-81
878879776 7-74 996598886 5-7.3

Wellinger.
796 10 69887 9—76 10 599 10 7887 7-80
8 7 5 7 9 7 4 10 7 10 -74 6 6 7 4 9 9 7 6 9 7-70

Drabe.
8 10 6 6 6 10 9 9 7 4 -77 8 8 4 8 8 6 10 10 8 7-77
10 77777769 8-75 877778779 4-71

Hasenzahl.
999 10 69 10 85 9-81 10 7 6687687 7—73
666 7 7 6898 7-70 755997757 9-67
* Military Rifle.

West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association.

Newbusgh, N. Y., Jan. 23.—Below are the scores made for the rifle

prize at our range:
Sneed f. 5 76855777 7-59
Scott 4 10 5 4 7 4 6 10 4 4-59
8haw." . 4 664 10 4865 3-56
Harrison.." 6 84754735 4-5:3

Haviland 3 43844467 5-48
Brown 4 45345753 3-43

W.A. KiDD, See'y.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in these

cohtmns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 8-20—Hot Springs. Ark.—The Arkansaw Traveler's first

grand annual hve-bird tournament; $10,000 in purses and added
moneys. Souvenir programmes ready Jan 1. Address all communi-
cations to John J. Sumpter, Jr., Box 111, Hot Springs, Ark.
Feb. 10.—Hacblbnsaok, N. J.—Second contest for the Recreation

cup,under the buspices of the Bergen County Gun Club. C. O. Gard-
ner, Sec'y.
Feb. l-<i. - Hackensack, N. J —100-target handicap event, unknown

angles, S2 entrance, targets extra at 1 cent each. Shoot commences
at 10 A. fll. O. O. Gardner, Sec'y.
Feb. 1<!.—Newark. N. J. - All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club.

Targets. H. E. Winans, Sec'y.

Feb. 22.—New Haven, Conn.— All-day shoot of the New Haven Gun
Club. Targets, Wm. H Ha^el, Sec'y.

P=<b. S2. WissiNOMiNG Station, P. R. R , Pa. -All day shoot of tlie

Florists Gun Club, ot Pniladelpnia. Targets.

Feb. ii3.—Pabkersbitbg, W. Va.—All-oay shoot of the Mountain
State Gun Club. Targets. Leo Epstein, Sec'y.

Feb. aa.—Newark, N. J —All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club.

Tsreets. H. E. Winans, Sec'y.
March 1.3-17.—Baychk.ster, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb handicap at

live birds. f.')00 guaranteed.
March '!;3-25.-Nkw York —Interstate Association's fifth annuiil

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at Elkwood Park. $1,000

gu^^runieed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close

March 20
Aprfl 14-16.—ATomsoN,Kan.—Airy Lou Harfs third manufacturers'

Amateur and fourteenth open to-ali tournament.
April 14-16.—Baltimore, Md.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the BalUmore Shooting Association.

April 15-17 —San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio
Gun Ciub. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-flrst annual tournament of the

Nebraska state Sportsmen s Association, Added money later.

April 2'-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association, O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April SS-fg.—Richmond, "Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Assoei-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.

jlay 5-7.—Newbubgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Rifle Assrciation. First two days, targets; third

day. live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 17-22.—Kansas Cirv, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fisb Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.

May 26-29.—East St. Louis, HI.—Annual tournament of ihe King's
Smoteless Gun Clnb.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.

June 9-10.—Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices ot the Monroe Gun Club.

June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North
Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, See'y.

June (third week) —Cleveland, 0.—Fourth annual tournament of
the ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company.
June 22-35.—Oil Citt, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of

ihe Oil City Gun Ciub. Targets and Hve birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 26 live birds per man, $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser, Sec'y, Oil City. Pa.
July 14-15. -New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-
oeiation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club . Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament ot the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.

Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiER, Vt.—Tournament of tne Interstate Asso-
eiatiou, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.

Oct. 6-8.—Newburgh,N. Y.—Annualfall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third

day, hve birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to ail.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
It seems that a mistake was made in crediting the A.udubon Gun

Club, of Buffalo, N. Y.. with the promotion of the tournament held
recently in that city. The following letter is from a member of the
Audubon Gun Club who prefers to remain anonymous: "'I notice

that In your issue of Jan. 30 you state that the midwinter tourna-
ment at Buffalo, N. Y., was under the management of the Audubon
Gun Club. This is an error, as the Audubon Gun Club was in no
way connected with the management of said tournament, it being
given under the management of Mr WiUiam E. Qarbe, and was held
at Audubon Park. I would hke to state further that all tournaments
held by the Buffalo Audubon Club have been successful, and un-
doubtedly had the one in question been under its management it also

would have been a success, as the club numbers 125 enthusiastic

members. By making this correction you will confer a favor on a
number of members of the Buffalo Audubon Club."

The Brooklyn Gun Club, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is a new organizatiom
We have received the following notice in regard to its opening shoot:
''The opening .shoot of the Brooklyn Gun Club will be held at its

grounds, Enfield street, near Liberfy avenue, Brooklyn, on Saturday,
Feb. 13. Sweepstakes will be the order of the day, and shooting will

commence at 10:30 A. M. Lunch and loaded shells on the grounds.
Take Kings Coimty Elevated and ride to the end of the road, which
is within five minutes' walk of the grounds." The Brooklyn Club is

an orsiaiiization specially gotten up to further the interests of trap-

shooting in Brooklyn and New York; it is composed of energetic

members who will leave no stone unturned to make the future of the

club a success.

Next week will be a busy one at the grounds of the Bergen County
Gun Club, of Hackensack, N. J. Ou Fsb. 10 (Wednesday) the second

contest for the New Jersey amateur championship cup will be shot

off On Friday, Feb. 12, Lincoln's Birthday, there will be a 100-target

handicap race, unknown angles, entrance *2, targets extra at 1 cent

each; there will also be optional sweeps on each 25 targets. A full

programme of events will be scheduled for each of the above days;

shooting commences on both days at 10 A.M. The contest for the

cup and the handicap race will be started at noon on their respective

days. The club will follow it.s usual (almost unusual for this part of

the countryj custom of entertaining its guests at limch during the

shoot.

The quality of the birds at Larchmont cannot be caviled at. Tliey

were a splendid lot. "as good as ever were trapped." They were of

the class known as Gilbert match birds, being specially selected by
Messrs. Gilbert, of Philadelphia. The price to the shooters may seem
a httle steep to some people, viz., 90 cents a pair, but they were
actually worth the money, being all alike, all good and nearly every

one of them a bird that required the best of work to stop it within

bounds.

B A. Welch won the Larchmont Y. C.'s amateur championship
cup on Jan. 29-30 by scoring 92 out of 100 birds at 30yds. rise and
21yds. boundary. His nearest competitor was G. S. McAlpin, who
was second with 84, a difference of 8 birds. This shows how well

Welch must have shot, particularly when he could reckon among his

competitors George Wore, Fred Hoey, C. A. Macale.ster, Edgar
Murphy, T. S. Dando, L. T. Duryea, Dr. Wynn, F. G. Moore, H. B.

Gilbert, etc.

Manager Elmer E. Shaner announces that tbfj Interstate Associa-

tion will hold a two days' tournament at Richmond, Va., AprU 28-^9,

under the auspices of the West End Gub Club, of that city. This

makes another good citv on the Association's list for 1897, the tourna-

ment in the capital of Old Virginny promising to be one of the best on
its circuit for this season. Richmond should draw shooters from
Washington, Charlotte, Lynchburg, Charleston, S. C, and any
amount of other convenient points.

The boys haa a cold deal as regards weather at San Antonio this

year. Even the warmth of the greeting and the hospitality tendered

them by the Big Three could hardly atone for the uncongeniahty of

the weather. Southern hotels are scarcely ever well fitted to resist

the attacks of thirteen degrees of fro.st. That's good, brisk weather
for our climate, but for the South— I And Ferd Van Dyke went
down with a light spring overcoat!

The Warren, O., Gun Club held its annual m<5eting and election of

officers on Jan. 19. The following hst of officers was elected for

1897: President, O. L. Schoonover; Vice-President. L. F. Craven;
Secretary, R, W. Ewalt; Treasurer, George H. Jones; Captain, E. A.

Biery. Last year was a very satisfactory one to the club, and another
season fully as satisfactory is anticipated for 1897.

The Altonna, Pa., Rod and Gun Club has elected the following

ofQcers for 1897: President, Sheriff G. T. Bell (re-elected for the third

time): Vice-President, W. C. McDonald; Secretary-Treasurer, R. H.

Fay; Captain, J.F. Killits; Directors: J. H. Davidson..^-. E. Bell, W,
W. Wilson, Ed. Kottman, W. B. Sands. H. F. Fomey and J. F.

Killets.

The Baltimore Sun of a recent Issue is answerable for the an-

nouncement that at the forthcoming Interstate Association tour-

nament in that city, April 14-16. there will be two days at targets

and one day at live birds. Substantial added money attractions are

promised.

SweepstBke shooting at live birds takes place every Saturday af-

ternoon at Elkwood Park. Shooting commences at 1 P. M , so that

it is an easv matter for anybody from New York or vicinity to get to

the grounds in plenty of time. Tickets should be bought to Branch-
port station on the New York & Long Branch Railroad.

It has been stated that New York was poorly represented at Elk-

wood Park on the opening day. As a matter of fact, Fred Hoey was
at home sick, Edgar Murphy was in Philadelphia on business, while

George Work is taking little interest in shooting owing to his beingso

seriously out of form.

Miss Annie O.akley and Frank Kleinz, of Philadelphia, will shoot a
oO-bird race at Yardville, N. J. (Zwirlein's grounds), on Feb. 22. Kleinz

has met Miss Oakley twice in live-bird matches, defeating her once

and tleing the second time with 45 each out of 50 shot at.

The Riverton Gun niub. of Riverton. N, J., has elected the follow-

ing officers for 189": President. J. C. S. Davis; Vice-President, C. M.
Moody Secretary, Moncreiff Cleland; Treasurer, J. C. J Dues; Board
of Governors: J. C. W. Frismuth, E. B. Showell, S. B. Stinson, H. B.

Powell and T. S. Dando.

The Gilbert cup. offered for competitim on the Carteret grounds
byH. B Gilbert, is now the propeety of G. S. McAloin. He won it

forthethirdtimeon Wednesday, Jan. 27, tieing with Hooner on 10

straight. In the mlss-and-out to settle the tie McAlpin won in the

second round.

On the way home from Larchmont on Friday evening the follow-

ing team race was arranged : McA'pin-Murphy vs Work-Macalester.

The conditions are lOO live birds per man, 30yds. rise. 30yds.

boundary, Westminster Kennel Club grounds. No date was fixed for

the match.

Joe Baker's win of the Boiling Springs handicap live bird shoot on
Saturday, Jan. 2-3, came somewhat in the nature of a surprise. A
score of 20 straight, even from the 27yds. mark, is a good one and is

something that Baker may well be proud of.

Twelve 1 5 target events make up the programme for the Washing-
ton's Birtbdav shoot of the Mountain State Gun Club, of Parkersburg,

W. Va. The Rose system of dividing pm-ses will be used.

The Peekskill, N. Y., Gun Club will hold a tournameni, this spring.

Dates will be chosen and the programme announced in diietime,

plenty of notice being given i6 avoid clashing of dates.

The officers of the Upland Gun Club, of Philadelphia, for 1897 are:

President, JohnW Hulme: Vice President, Holmes Seaman; Secre-

tary, Harry Rowe; Treasurer, Henry Flounders.

The Elkwood Park programme for Feb. 22 is a good one and should

attract shooters to the new grounds. It is published in full elsewhere

in these columns. ^ ^
Peb. 2. Edward Banks.

The San Antonio Midwinter.
Although the full report of the San Antonio, Tex., midwinter

tournament has not come to hand, we are able to give some little de-

tails about the first and second days' shooting that may prove of in-

On the first day the weather was extremely cold for a point as far

south as San Antonio. To keep the boys warm two large flres were
kept burning in rear of the scores, although some of the old standby.'?

were strict! v in it as usual. Taking the figures given in the San
Antonio Daily Express of Wednesday, Jan. it7, we note that of those

who had shot out their scores in the eight iO-tareret events, Heikes. of

course, was in the lead with 151 out of 160. Parmelee was second
with 149 out of 160. Heikea's total was made up of three straights,

three 19s and two 17s.
, „ .,

The following figures show how the leaders stood : Heikes 151, Par-
melee 149, Dickey 143, Sergeant and Fulford 142, Grimm 141, Elliott

140 Wallace Miller 139, Glover 1:^7. Gilbert 13B. Van Dyke 132, Powers
131. McMurchy was clean off his form, if the flgm-es given are cor-

rect, as his total for the 160 shot at is only 119.

The same authority quoted above states that Dr. Carver and C. W.
Budd were both m bed with the grip. It adds sententiously : "They
brought it here." Winston, whose total doe.n not appear at all, was
the luckiest man of the day, winning first money alone in No. 3, his

straight netting him $55. „ ^ ^ ^ j.^ ^ ^
On the second day there were five 30-target events and the contest

for the Schmelzer trophy on the programme. The Daily Express of

Jan. 28 says: ''Heikes. as usual, heads the list with 97 out of 1€0" in

the five 20-target events. Royal Robinson, secretary of the Limited
Gun Club, of Indianapolis, shot a great gait, scoring one straight and
three 19s out of the four 20-target events he shot in, . Fulford, Bart-

lett, Gilbert, Powers, Sergeant and Sexton all made 90 per cent, or

The contest for he Schmelzer trophy was not finished when dark-

ness came on, some of the shooter.fi having to finish their scores the

next morning. Of those who had finished, Heikes led with 82, Ser-

geant and Sexton were next with 79, Calhoun had 68. and Sumner t-B.

As matters stood at the end of the second day, Fulford had to break
19 out of 26 to beat Heikes, CharlieYoung and Ferd. Van Dyke having
to break 22 to perform the same feat. The contest is at 100 targets,

reversed order, and the targets at San Antonio were thrown far and
fast, the angles of No. 1 and No. 5 bemg very acute.

A MIDWtSTEB SPECIAL^

San Antonio, Texas. Feb. 2.— Special to Forest and Stream: The
midwinter tournament closed on Saturday, Jan. 30. Tne weather
throughout was wretchedly bad; it sleeted, snowed, hailed^nd rained

alternately. Heikes won first average on the first day with 94.3: on
the second day he led with 97 per cent. ; Parmelee won first average
on the third day with 93.7; GUbert was first on the fourth day with

94 1 On the fifth day Heikes was again in the lead with 93 per cent.

For general averages on ah five days Heikes is first with 92.2; Fulford
second with 89 8; Parmelee third with 89.2. Heikes, Young and Van
Dyke tied on 82 for the Schmelzer trophy. Royal Robinson won the

E. c cup. Paul R. Litzke,

At Watson's Park.
AUDUBON GUN CLUB, OF CHICAGO.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 20.-The monthlv live-bird shoot of the Audubon
Gun Club, of this city, was heid at Watson's Park to-day. A handi-

cap of misses as kills Is allowed each member of the club. All start

in at 30yds. in January, fresh handicaps of yards being allowed in

following shoots. To-day's scores were:
O von Lengerke (1) .... ......222222293333222-15-1-1-15

FRBissell (3) n01911in22.'2l-ll-|-3-15

CS Wilcox (2) „...„. „.,12iO0m2-'11112-18-l-2-16
J M Gillespie (2).,i".....,.V. „„..10nil201220212-12-f2—14
W H Dupee (2) 20222222103^000-lO-j-S—13
Practice scores to-day were:

Dupee 311212239102200123110003111221—24:

Gillespie ". 210221111^222022 —14
Barto 3020110112211212 —iZ
Wilcox!;;!..' 3122112211 —10
Jan. 22— R. Kuss and Dr. Liddyshot some practice birds to-day.

Kuss scored 65 out of 75; Dr. Liddy 26 out of 30. Scores:

RKuss 2233112122221112221111122-25
2110121221212221022221022—22
22<;02020 1 232220020 10213n—18—65

Dr Liddy .12120220^212221321101310111111—26

Jan. 30.—The members of the Garfield Gun Club held their month-
ly Hve-bird shoot at Watson's Park to-day. The scores made are
given below:
J P Hicks (30) 011211202111212S2211-18

J von Lengerke (30) 22201022222032223222-18

JM Young (28) 11201023100121011112—16

F M Fish (tl ) . '.V ; 2211011211100:^222211-17

C B Comley (37)... 20010101223110131111-15

E E Neal (:M) . . .22222i 01- 02121222122-18

D EBussell (35) ..„., 0012C00i00101CO20O22- 8

S Palmer m) 2-2221 222^3102121 2022—18
G E Goodman (37). ...... ,

10122il2102ai21312i3-18

R W Wrisht (30).. 21122121121112212210-19

R Kuss (30) .
12120001221112111131-17

Dr Liddy (30) 21121200120111022121—17

The mien below were not present at the December shoot, so shot
their December scores today:
Von Lengerke 22222322202222333223-19

D E Russell 21200100002000010020- 7

AW Wright 21113221011221111220—18

E E Neal. 222122222i:22l2211122—20
Ravblbigg.

Rochester Bod and Gun Club.

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 27,—The Rochester Bod and Gun Club held

an all day's tournament to-day on the Cobb's Hill grounds. The pro-
gramme called for ten regular events, which were shot off. No. 7

was a free merchandise contest with twelve prizes. Tne cold weather
and high wind kept a lai-ge number of well known marksmen from
the neighboring towns away. The shooting of Davis, Byer, Stewart,
Borst acid Foley was very good. The prizes were won in the follow-

ing order: Byer first, Tassell second, B, Richman third, Davlsfourth,
Borst fifth. Redmond sixth, Ward seventh, Bates eighth. The scores

were as follows:

Events: 133456 78 9 lO
Targets: 10 10 IB 10 IS 10 S5 15 IW US)

Borst 7 10 10 8 10 8 20 14 9) 7
TassfU 7 10 30 9 11 10 23 32 7 6i

Lowe 4 7 12 8 12 7 21 10

Bver' 9 fi 13 6 12 8 24 14 9 8
Wvness 7 9 33 8 11 6 20 9 .. ..

Ward ".' 9 9 14 7 33 8 16 12 8 7

Hicks!! , 10 23

ARickman ^...,. ...1 3 11 8 11 8 20 34 5 ..

Stewart ,
H 10 13 10 24 13 9 6'

Gardner 13 6 9 .. 22 10 ,. ..

BRickman... 8 9 .. 22 12 .. ..

Davis .....^ 13 9 21 14 9 9'

Bates .kt....*.;^..... o 12 . 6 .

Foley... ..i.-. .. 9 20 13 ,. 10'

Bolton..................... 20 14 7 10
Schleyer....:.,. 16 9 9 7

Redmond 17 .. 5 .

Meyer H 9 7-

The tournament was arranged and managed by E. D. Hicks.
Da Witt.

Cobweb Gun Club.

New York, Jan. 29.—P. F. McKeon and Grant Nichols, members of

the Cobweb Gun Club, of this city, sbot a 50 bird race to day on the

grounds of the club at Baychester. There was a foot of snow on the

ground, and a strong northwest wind blowing directly over the traps.

The birds were a good lot of strong flyers and took a lot of stopping,

the white ones in particular being hard to see. Both men shot in ex-
cellent form, tieing with 45 each. The tie will be shot off some time
in Februaiy. In the 29th round No. 2 trap broke, the match being

finished by mutual consent with 4 traps only. Scores:

Trap score type—Copyright, isej, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
.

113453254 3 8 14443224242151

NicLols 222303223223238022222223 2—S3

2333S13451314351511353313
• 122 2 3»23321Sj28232 2 «1282 2-22- •45

McKeon.

3452314 5 543 3 33511 234323 3 4

.0 1»3201123111221 3 1 2 2 1121 2- 32

5312544413 13 5 434 5 13541544

22«1033133211 2 2 2 5J 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2—23—45

-Vnotber match was also shot during the afternoon, the contestants

being McDonnell and Elliott, both members of the club. The condi-

tions were 15 birds per man, McDonnell wagering his eun aeainst the

cost of the birds. The match was a close one, McDonnell just maa-
aeivs to retain his gun by the narrow margin of 9 to 8. Score:

McDonnell 110012200201022-9 Elliott. 111002002001021—8

Washington's Birthday at Elkwood Park.
Elkwood Park, Long Branch, N. J.. Jan. 30.—Please announce in

your trap-shootmg columns that on Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22,

there will be live- bird shooting all day, commencing at 10 A. M., or

rathpr on the arrival of the 8 :aO train Irom New York, via Central B.

R of N, J,, foot of Liberty street.

No. 1. the Washington: 15 birds, $'0 entrance, 3 moneys. Rose sys-

tem Professionals 32yds., amateurs 30yds.

No 2, the Long Brancii Handicap: 10 birds, $5 entrance. Handi-
caps from So to 30yds. Those at 25 and 26yds. allowed 2 misses as

"no birds"; 27 and S8.vds., 1 miss as a "no bird." High guns; ties,

miss-and-out. Allowances do not run on ties.

No 3, a star miss-and-out handicap, $1 entrance. Contestants can
re- enter as often as they wish by paying double previous entry.

Handicaps from 27 to 33yo s. Open to all.

Trains stop at Elkwood Park: Central R. R. of N. J , from New
York 8-3T and 10:45 A. M.; Penn.R- R., 9:10 A. M. Returning, leave

Elkwood Park: Penn. E. R„ 5:51 P. M., and Central R. R. of N. J.,

6:.54P. M.
Purchase raihoad tickets for Branchport and return.

Daly & Chanfrau, Managers.

Herriott Gun Club, of Yonkers.
YoNKERs, N. Y., Jan. 59.- Below are the scores made to-day by

members of the Herriott Gun Club, of this place, on the grounds at

ThomasMaok 1111111111111111111110111-24

GeoBanzer ...... .i.. 1111011101111111111111000—20

Otto Henn ".'
"i.^.'.I t- OUllllllllllOlOlllOlICOl-19

la ke Brenner . " " . .-U -. , ; . . 11 101 1 11 010001 11 11 1 1 1 1 100-18

Wm Fisher '

"

' V.. . • • .00100011111101101110:0101-14

Toe Switzer .V.^ OOOOOllOlOOOOllllOCOUOOll— 9

Tohn Hine lOCOCOlCOCOOOOOl 1 10000000— 6

Henry Meyer' OOOOOinOCOOCOOlOOOOOOOOOO— 2
Geo. Banser, Sec'y.

Detroit vs. Windsor.
Detroit, Mich.. Jan 23.—Teams from W^indsor and Detroit met to-

day and shot a friendly ra^e at live birds for "the suppers." Wmd-
sor bad to "set 'em up" as shown by the following score:

Detroit, Windsor.

Mercier 2i22222220—9 Youngblood 2i20112ai0—

8

Weisse.! 2222020223-8 Plerser 1022120021-7

Marks .... mm^nO—T Chevin 2u002ai010-5

Brady. 0032110^23-7 Droullard 1O0OO2OO2O-4

Wood ; . ....r!M . .0020223120-6-37 Gei-ard 0001100010-3 -37
L. G.
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INTNEW JERSEY.
BOILING SPRINGS HANDICAP.

Jan. SS.—The 20 bird handicap race shot to-day on the grounds of
the Boiliner Spriners Gun Club, of Rutherford . was favored with ex-
cellent weather for live-bird shooting. The wind from the northwest
alnaost reached the dignity of a gale, and swept the birds from the
traps in a manner that caused much trouble to the majority of the
shooters. Joe Baker was lightly handicapppd and was also rather
favored in the luck"of the birds, but nevertheless he deserves great
credit for his straight score. Gus Greiff was in second place with 18
out of 20; Justus von Lengerke and Dr. De Wolf divided third money
with 17 each; fourth money was fiivlded between Miss Annie Oakley,
Colin Wise and George Piercy. J. S. Taylor, who was placed on the
31yds. mark, shot an excellent race up to the end of the 18fch round,
but shot himself out of the monev in the last two rounds; ho had the
misfortune to lose his 3d and 20th birds dead out of bounds. The
scores were:

IVop score type—Copyright, by Forest anci Stream Publishing! Co.

2 1 2 4 fi 32 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 5 5 1 4 2 4

J Baker (27) ...1 3 2 2111112112 2 2 1 2 2 2 2-20

43253 5 133 1114352123 3
7*V ^' ^ t "X'S'i.t \ ^ Si s- s< ^ t v'-i^G E Griefl (SO) 2 2121022222102222222- 18

5451214 3 513354555211
US' i/<

—

^ i/^-T" Si i/ 1/

0 12122212212 1002221 1—17

31434234351345444 3 52

....1021111211101221110 2-17

J von Lengerke (29)

.

Pr De Wolf (27).

118323 15222544234824
\ wf' t f-"^ ->-S \4-Si <- ^ t \ j»

Miss Annie Oakley (?6) 0 2 01022222111202222 2—16

4 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 5 3 3 13 12 3 14 3 1

2 2 022«2222222222202 0-16OR Wise (30).

G HPiercy (29).

34131524425131215213
t\«-\-r/^>^ 7'^l^-4^^vr''\^t•«-t t

.1 2102*220221220122 11- 16

J S Taylor (31).

W H Huck (28).

R R Lancom (?8).

W M Harding (25).

Packard (25).

2 412453442 3 123144415
.2 0«1212222103222220 --IS

231112 3 2 21 1 135224424
iv^7'<-*-^+>,^+>-»k'7'.^ W^\-*.^02212322222«»222»2« 2—15

44422 5 2142445431 2445

,.120022111200«»11112 0-13

14 3 41521342154341523
^\i i' I. i^Ni I

.02222822.10281.01 1 . 0-13

3 3 53433144111444 2244
.2 020122002002120022 2-12

EAST SIDE VS. ENDEAVOR.
Jan. n.—The East Side Gun Club, of Newark, has suffered two de-

feats in target races when matched against the Endeavor Gun Club,
of Jersey City. After the last match at torgets, shot on the grounds
of the Newark Club, an agreempnt was entered into to shoot a series
of live-bird races, best two in three, 10 birds per man, 6 men to a
team. To-day the East Siders arrived on the Marion grounds and
thoroughly UBset all the well-laid plans of the home team by defeat-
ing them with a score of 53 to 4S; the above total of 53 being made
out of 58 shot at, the supply of birds running out just before the
team race was ended. Two ."i-bird sweeps shot prior to the match
had consumed about 150 of the bii"ds on hand.
The East Siders have some capital live-bird shooters in their ranks.

Theo. Leuthauser, the club's secretary, is able to hold up his end
with many a man who thinks he can shoot live birds. Henry, who
only shot at 9 birds, had a chance to tie Leuthauser's scc-e, as he
was straight up to date, having scored 5 straight also in the sweep.
Hassinger. Perment and Lyons are a good trio to fall back uponi
Mr. Lyona's lost bird being really due to a balk: this is how it hap-
pened: Lyons's bird sat on the trap and looked the crowd in the face,
refusing to fly; a boy went out i^o scare it up and the bird flew right
past him, quartering sharply in to the left. ]\Ir. Lyons waited for it
to eet well away from the boy before firing, and really had tio room
to kill it in : had he refused to accept it, Ed Taylor, of the Laflin &
Rand Powder Co., who was acting as referee, would most certainly
have allowed him another bird. Mr. Lyons is well known in the
vicinity of Albany, being a prominent member of the West Side Gun
Club, of that city.

On the side of the Endeavors Carl von Lengerke did some good
work, scoring 19 otit of 20, his single 'ost bird being a dead out of
bounds. Harrv Welles was responsible for 9 out of 10, some of the
birds he drew being good fivers. Lott. who is at present handicapped
by having no gUD to shoor live birds with, pulled himself together in
the team race and scored 8 out of his 9.

The birds were a mixed lot, many of them being rattling good
flyers. The conditions on which thev were furnished to the shooters
were generous enough : 25 cents each and the shooter to have his own
dead birds. The afternoon was a pleasant one so far as a sociable
gathering of sportsmen was concerned; there was, however, to®
much nip and snow in the air to make it entirely pleasant for shoot-
ing. It was good to hug the stove now and then—when one got the
chance, that is to say. A return match will be shot soon on the
gf-ounds of the East Side Gun Club under precisely similar conditions
as to number of men on the teams and number of birds per man.
Scores in to day's race were:

East Side Gun Club.
No, 1. No. 2.

TL«iithauser .22122212^3—10 S0222-4
*K Henry 9ni222'2 — 9 11212—5W Hassinger 2212211210— 9 22022—4
F Perment 1121'?202U— 9 20111—4
LELyons 22210-21111- 9 11121—5
J Fisher 902051222 — 7—.'.S

Endeavor Gun Club.
CvoD Lengerke.,...,- 122-2'>-^2n— 9 21212—5 32222—5
H S WeUes..... 2?20232222— 9 20822 4
J B Lott 121011222 — 8 2001i-3 22012 4
FS Edwards 2192120101— 8 2'<i318-5 11 '00 3
G HPiercy 2^2102122 - 7 02112-4 2 OOi 3
E Collins 1020321220— 7-48 12132-5
Mulvaney 00311—3 1022^ 4
Ed Taylor 21010-3
ARStrader 0J211-8 I21.'l-5
JDustin 11133-5
J S Remsen , .........j„*.;..- , 222i;0-4
T^eiboldt 2231 i 5
E-hardt 10201-3
L Thomas « 01011-

3

* Heniy, Fisher, Lott and Piercy only shot at 9 birds each.

ORITANI FIELD CLUB
Jai\> S3.—The regular competition for the club's badge took place

this afternoon on the grounds of the Oritaui Field Club at Hacken-
sack. This competition is a handicap affair, .30 singles per man, han-
dicap allowance of extra targets to shoot at, 15 known and 15 un-
known angles, the allowance being shot off at unknown angles. Ray-
mond was the winner of to day's event. Bell, the scratch man, push-
ing him hard for first honors. The weather was decidedly unfavor-
able for target, shootine. a strong wind causing the targets to take
most erratic flights. In the table of scores made in practice sweeps,
No. 5 was shot under similar conditions to those tkat govern the
badge contest. Scores were:

Events: 18 3 4 5 Events: 1^345
Targets: 10 10 10 10 30 Targets: 10 10 10 10 SO

Raymond 4 8 4 .. 25 Bell .^j-, .. .. 8 ..

Blduvelt 8 8 5 6 16 Ricardo 6..
Belden 5 5 6 4 17 Snyder.... 5..
Scores in tlie club badge contest:

Raymond (5)...... .IIIIIOOIIOOIIOIIOIOIOIOOIOIOIIIIIII -r:3
Blauvelt (7)....v.. IiOOnoiOlOlOOlOOOOllonOllOOnU'OOiIOl —14
Belden (8). OOOOD10101101011101iil00103C01010000000— 3
Bell (0).... ...... iQoioinoooniiiiiiiioiiiiuoi -23
Snyder (5) OlOOlOlOlllOlllllCOllOlCOOlllOOlOU -20

J, R. Banta, Sec'y-

ENDEAVOR Gtm CLUB.

Jan. 39.—Below are the scores of the shoot on the Marion grounds
on the above date. The afternoon was a very pleasant one. It was
a return visit of the Bergen County G. C. for the one that the Ea-
deavore paid them on New Year's Day, and I wish to say that the
Endeavors were royally entertaiaed on tliat occasion. The return

visit was very much appreciated by us, and was also gratifying, as it
shows some return of what we have worked for as a club, viz., to
bring about a good feelmg between the different clubs in this

^"li"^ ® shooting was very hard on account of the wind and
light. The main event was a team race selected from both clubs by
Capts. Jackson and Piercy, the members of each team being from
either club. The scores in this event were:
^ Jackson's Team.
fPKar 0110101011110101011111010-16

V Piercy 1011011111111110110101111—20
^'^'a^'^s ......01111111'OlirOlOOIOOlOllO—16
Boaytaum. 010011001010010:001110110-13
Jackson 0001111liOI100llU1000001-14
^:o*t i .....f. 1010000 10110010100010010-10
garner

] oi 1 1 Oil 01 1OO0OO1 0001 0000 - 10
Horton .

. , .• 00001000 ' 011000 11 1 1 0 11 000 -1

0

Raymond 1010111111111011001111111-20-128

^ ,
Piercy's Team.

^^y^or .lonoiOOlOOOllOllOOlOOOOIl—10
C von Lengerke ..-^ ................0111111111111111011111110—32
^trader

i.... ..0111001101111001111101010- 16
'^"fm ;.. 1110011110110101111101101—18
f'"lnKS ; ....0010010110111100111111100-15
4?8Ta.in. 0110101010011100010111111—15
Hatfield 0010000001001000111100100- 8G H Piercy 1110111011011011011101101—18
Johnston lllOOIOOlllllllllOlonoill-17—139
Sweeps were also shot as below, all events being at 15 targets, un-

known angles:

Events: l S 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6
N^pgar 11 12 11 10 13 It Horton 6 4 7 9....
g Piercy 15 11 11 14 13 11 Post 8 6 ..
P Adams fl 11 .. 11 10 .. Ingram 12 .. 10 10 .. 10
E Taylor 15 12 . . 8 10 . . Gardner 10 . . . . 6 6
O yon Lengerke, 14 10 14 9 13 9 L Piercy 12 10 14 .. ..
B'lbngs 9 11 10 .. 8 ., A RStrader 9 11 13 9Dunm 11 8 11 10 9 .. Hatfield 4 5..
Jackson 11 12 4 11 .. 7 Child 3
Raymond 12 9 9 ,. 10 14 A. R. Strader, Sec'y.

HANDICAP At iSINGAC.

Jan. SO. -There was a 35 tiird handicap at Bunn's grounds, Singac,
to day The seven entries found good birds to shoot at, particularly
ID the last half of the match, when Arthur Bunn produced some of
his hummers. The snores of that part of the match show that the
shooters were up against some fast birds. Scores:

No. 2. No. 3. No 4.
NEMoney (39) ..22312222?03«3223333323100 21 ... 13J21 22 2121131A Doty (}f) ... 320031232 121312322103330 81 310 21110
VonLsngerkc(39)111111113l3»001?«.'1011i;2»-19 1130 81110
G Hopper (v9)....33203202333133320fl0»23333—19 .... 0 32 6
TWMorfey (31). 3223233352 '•323'200J030030-18 2222 22220 20 1122310
Johnson (2i) ....130inoi''0:iOUC0010000»^110— 9
E Morgan (38).... I«2f2230300?«00 w —8 6
Smith (38) 3322 30 10 22220

CLIMAX GUN CLUB.

Jaw. 27.—The regular monthlv shoot of the Climax Gun Club, of
Plamfleld, N J , was held to-day at the Fanwood grounds. Scores
were:
Dolman (7) 11011011111111011104011111101101 —25
Woodruff (2) nOinilUlllllllllllllOlOl -24
Brantingham (1) 11101011111101111101111111 - 23
Bwody (6) 0111111011000110101101110011111 —21
Sc^tt i5i 101100100111011011111111011011 —21
Manning (1) OlOlOOUlOllliniinOlllll —20
Sirgfr (9) 1OOOOO111111111OO1O11O1OO111CO011O —19
Sisty (10) OUlOCOi: 01000111011101100100101000—16

6

ON LONG ISLdiND.
NEW UTRECHT GUN OLtTB.

Jan. SS.—The fortnightly live bird shoot of the New Utrecht Gun
Club was held this afternoon at Dexter Park. Five member.s of the
club put in appearance, while seven other shooters took part in tne
afternoon's sport as guests of the club. Tne club shoot was shot as
a miss-and-out by the guests of the club, while Dr Parr and E. G.
Frost, who tied in 1896 for the class C prize, agreed to shoot off the
tie in this event. Both men tied again on 7 out of 10, and shot off
that tie miss-and out. Parr winning in the third round. A 5 bird
sweep was also shot with nine entries, J Gaughen being the only
man to score his 5 birds. Scores were as below:

Club shoot. Tie. Sweep
J Gaughen 2233222?02— 9 ... 22233---5
C Furgueson, Jr ?0''22»^222— 8
DrParr

,
023^0»2222- 7 2 2

""
E G Frost i £013222002— 7 w 0
FA Thompson 2240i2»010- 6 ... 022ji-4
'J Tieman 1212811232—10 ... 020 0—2
*Gildersleeve 1212221321—10 ... 13.11—

4

Jennings... • ... 110»l-3
*Knebel 0 ... 00311-3
Moore..., ... 10131—4
*Brown i.. ... lllfO—

4

*Selover. ... 11103—4
Guests.

Jan SO—The following scores were made to day on the target
grounds of the New Utrecht Gun Club at Dyker Meadows. In the
club shooii M. Van Brunt was high with 21 out of 25, known traps and
angles. Scores:
M Van Brunt lOOllllllOllillliOlllllll . 21
J Gaughen > lOOOUlllllOOl'lllllOlIll—19
F A Thompson 1011111111011010111111001—19
G E Nostrand inilOlllOOCOllOllOlllllO-17
J A Bennett... 1110110101010011111101101—17
A A Hegeman iniillOOOllOOlllllOiOllll— 16
Conny Furgueson lllllonoiOlOOOl 1011111110—16
HL Colt OlOOlCOllOlOOllOOllllIOOl—13
C W Fleet COOOnoiOOllOOOlOOCOOlllO - 9

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 '0 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Gaughen 7 4 8 8 5 6 8 Hegeman .... 7 4 8 3 6 8 8
Nostrand 7 5 5 Furgueson 8 5 6 7
Thompson.... 5 8 9 8 7 9 8 Fleet 6 4 4 6 6
Br-nnett 7 5 4 5 4 8 . . Van Brunt 8 9 5 8 7
Colt 8 7 2 7 6 3 .. Howard

tj 5

No. 4 was reversed angles and No 5 was at 5 pairs. All the rest
were known traps, unknown angles.

HELL GATE GUN CLUB.

Jan —The regular monthly shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club, of
New York City, was held at Dexter Park this afternoon. The attend-
ance was very good, twenty-seven members putting in an appearance
at the score. Class A mtn stood at :i8yds.. Class B at 26yds. Scores
were:

Class A.
Eugene Doeinck 2?««00212—5 Conrad Webber,.,.,, 2022131121—

9

Gus Nowak 0:!;«110 #0 - 5 Henry Forster 31221S00.0-7
Frea Trustel 3123303211- 9 Ernest Metz 01)10332313—

7

John H Voss 12139101»0 7 Fr Bauer 20.'200l»0'—

5

Edward Paynter C01-100il3-6 J Himmelsbach 1000110 00-4
PhilWoelfel 3:00033320 - 6 Jobn Krub 0000O0i!01O-2
William Sands :0;003»ii.'2 6 J P Daunefelser 2111332023-9
BmilStfffens 2012»0ni2 7 Emil Peterson 1023103221-8
LTMuench ••30 10013—5 Richard Regan 10P2001111-6
John Schlicht •01100800J-4 Chas Lacey iSiO -"212103-8
Danitl Valenti 2ill2K0321— 9 Albert Knodei ••11001002—3

Class B
H Alsheimer OO^^OlOloa-3 J Newman., » 80211002CO—

5

L Stetae 012.1231120—7 E Marquard 200O0O110O-3
Dr Richter ll»102O.O3- 6 J H Moore O13O0O3OJ1-4

ORKSOBNT A C. VS. GARDEN CITY G. C.

Jon.. 23.—The Strong wind this afternoon spoiled the scores in the
return match of the Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, and the
Garden City Gun Olub. The match took place on the grounds of the
Crescent Athletic Club at Bay Ridge, the wind having a cleaa sweep
across the waters of New York Bay. The conditions of the match
were six-men teams, 25 targets per man, known traps and angles.
Scores were:

J S S Remsen 0011110110110100110110111—16
D C Geddes 0100001111111101110111010—16
A R Fish.... 1100101011010101010101111-15
Grant Notman 1011110010001101011010110—14
0 A Sykes 1110011100010011010111000—13
G 0 White 0011110001100001101101010—12—86

Garden City Gun Club.
J R Wood 0010101101111011111101101—17
N Floyd, Jr , IIIOOIIIOOOIOQIIIOOOIOIOI—18
J L Lawrence 0011011111111000101000000—12
G L Hubbell.. 0001 lOOlOOlOOmi 101010010-10
D D Breck OOOOOOOIOIOIOIOOIIOUOOOO— 9
N T Lawrence 0100000000100000111100000— 6-67

Jan. 30.—The following scores were made to-day on the Bay Ridge
grounds of the Crescent Athletic Club: -

.

Events:

J S S Remsen.
H C Werleman
L 0 Hopkins 9 4 lO
C Sykes 14 16

11 8 10 .. 11 8

1 8 3 4 5 6 Events! 1 S 3 4 5
20 18 16 21 19 18 W P Pickett 18 .. 11 ..

D Geddes 11 18 18 17
8 .. W A Stake 17 23

.. 17 21
Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 6 were at known traps and argles; Nos.Saud 4

at expert rules.

Trap Around Philadelphia.
HOW THE FL0RIST.S FARED AT . NORRISTOWN.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 20.—Twelve members of the Florists Gun
Club, of this city, weat to Norristown. Pa., this afternoon and met a
like number of marksmen on the grounds of the Penn Gun Club, of
that city. On the way to the shooting grounds the Flf^rists were a
very jolly crowd, but oh 1 what a difference in the evening, Penn
240, Florists 301. On the return home they were hardly to be rfcog-
nized as the same crowd that had occupied one-half of the smoking
car. On the return they occupied the whole train, each one trying to
get as far away from his brother marksmen as possible. There was
S, P. Life, who managed by dint of good luck to break 20. Will
.claims that the snowflakes looked as big as snowballs when they
would light on the gun and obscure the sight, and in trying to find
the target would pull himself off the score. And where was Oapt,
George Anderson? He was not on the train. It Is believed that he
walked home, as it would give him more time to think of '"how they
didn'tdoit." John Burton had nothing to say. Ed Reid buried him-
self in a paper and nobody dared approach his corner. They were
all thinking the same think. What wiU the Penns do to us when they
shoot the return match? It snowed t^-day and they scored 240What will their score be if it does not snow? What have we run up
against?

*^

And the Norristown boys said they were sorry that the Florists
could not shoot better, and that they had beaten them so badly, but
somehow or other the targets would collide with the shot and the
referee would have to call it a dead bird. Nevertheless the victors
were jubilant, and only regretted that the victims could not remain
longer. Jake Yost says that he has another team back in the woods
that can lick the tar out of to-day's team, and when they shoot the
return match he will bring down his team of backwoodsmen.
Some two weeks ago the Florists Club challenged the Penn Club to

shoot a series of three matches The Peon Cub won the series last
year, "and it was not necessary to shoot the third match to do it

"
Therefore, knowing a good thing when they see it. they promptly
accepted the challenge. The condiLions are: 25 inanimate targets
per man, 13 men on a team, A. S. A. rules, known traps and angles.
The score:

Norristown Gun Club.
Ritter 1111111111111110111111111-24
Weidman linilllllOllllinilinil-24
J Yost 1111011111111111101101111-13
Gross 1111111111111111011011111—23
Kohl , ; 0111101111111111110111011-31
Derr lIlllOOlllOllllllOlllllOl—20
Zimmermann 0111111110111101010111111—SO
Smith 1011101101111011111111010—19
P Yost 0100101111101111110111110-18
Cassell 1001010111101001111111110—17
Franklin ...........1000001110101101111110111-16
Kerper 1111000110011101011000101 -15—240

Florists Gun Club.
AB Carlledge 1111111111111101111010011-21
SPFifo.. lll'lOllOiOlll'Oni 01111 20
Colflesh.... ..............v............. 101 lllOnillOOlOUl 111111—SO
Ball 0:01111111001111111111001-19
Burton 1111111111001101110011011-19
Anderson 001 1 110 OUllUlllllCOIlO— 18
HWard. Ii00i;00tll0111llllinoll-18
Reid .1011110110010110111110111- 16
T Cartledge OOOOlOOOOOlinilOlil OllO- 13
Styer lOOtlOO'OaiOllrO 0110110 13
G O Bell OlOOUOOll noilOK.lOO Oll-I.i
Craig OlOUl 1 llOlOOM OOlOIOOl 001-1 1—201
Jan. 2.?.—A 20-bird. four-cornered shoot w s contested on the

grounds of the Stockton Gun Club, Stockton, N. J., this afternoon.
The marksmen were: A. Vincent, S. Leaming, M. La Rue and H. Vor-
hees. The conditions were 2J birds each, A. S. A. rules, 30yds. rise,
50yds. boundary. It was the original intention to shoot at 25 birds
each, but at about the loth round some person opened the crate and
allowed about 20 birds to escape. Ac the end of the 10 h round
Leaming was picked for a winner, but at the close of the match La
Rue was one bird ahead. The birds were a fine lot of good .'starters,

and a great many started off on a zigzag course which baffled the
marksmen and made the shooting very erratic. Leaming was very
fortunate in drawing several easy birds in the first 10 rounds, but his
last 10 birds were faster and he shot in the same erratic form as the
others, Vorhees was unfortunate enough to have 5 birds fall aead
outside, some of them only a few feet over. The score:

Trap score type—Copyright, /S9T, by Forest and Shram Publishing Co.

Vincent 30221 OU3O!J3«O030202 2—11

Leaming 1 :ill3l2323^002102l8 0—15

La Rii9 2 01 12 3 000 1 1-41 1 1 -4 1 -4 1 IB

<-H\^.?S' T->'^/'\H^i\i/\T<-\t
Vorhees 0 21 m 01 01 •2a0«l 1 0 • 2 3 10

J. K. S.

Trap Around Buffalo.
AUDUBON'S SUN club's MIDWINTER.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 20.—The scores made to-day on live birds
brought to a close the midwinter tournament of the Audubon Gun
Club, of this city. The attendance wa.'^ not what had been expected,
but was better than on the preceding days. Scores were:

No. 1. No. ^. N 0. 3. No 4EC Meyer 02012- 3 20182—4 1321331-7 0010100123-5
FD Kelsey 23232-5 21310-4 123vlJ3—7 210<il 112-31-

9

Sweet 02210—3 10120—3
LV Beyer 21811—5 a-3-332-5 1112020-5 01l66ii222—

7

Hammond 12123-5 10031-3
Johnson O0O22—8
Geisendorfer 83102- 4 12021-4 '

Poole 10011-3 1213111—7
Taylor 22321 5 8312020- S ...

'

"
E C Burkhardt... 3121113-7 12110232IS—

9

Warren 1331333—7 8113023228-9
No. 5. No. 6. No. 5. No. 6.

Sweet 10830—3 11121-5 Liughlin 11001-3 13202-4
E C Bufkhardtn2l2-5 13110-4 Huebbers 12101-5. 13121-5
Krotz 11112—5 12110—4
No. 7 was another 0 bird and resulted as follows: E. C. Burkhardt

and Krotz 5, Sweet and Huebbers 4.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 27.—Messrs; Brooks & Klipfel have donated a
medal emblematic of the Inanimate target chamtjionship of the city
of Buffalo. The first contest of the series that is to decide the owner-
ship of the medal took place to-day at Audubon Park. The attend-
ance was small, owing chiefly to lack of adverti-'ing. E. C. Burk-
hardt tied with Alexander on 42 out of 50. On the thoot-off at 25 tar-
gets each, Burkhardt won with 23 to 18. Scores were as below

:

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 Events: 18 3 4 5
Targets; 15 10 50 16 15 Targets: IB IC SO 16 IS

E C Burkhardt 18 7 42 15 14 Norris 10 41 13 11
Alexander 13 6 42 9 9 Tolsman. 41
CS Burkhardt 9 9 39 14 13 Krotz ,35 13 ii
McCarney...,. 10 5 -35 ,. ..

Baltimore Shooting Association.
Baltimore, Md , Jan. 27.-A match was shot to day on the grounds

of the Baltimore Shooting Association between Sims and Bond. The
conditions were: 100 hve birds per man, $100 aside, Sims at 30yds.
and Bond at 28yds. Sims was unable to allow his opponent the 2yd8.
meeting defeat by 8 birds, with scores standing 88 to t-0 m favor of
Bond, The match grew out of a statement made by Sims that he
could give any man in Anne Arundel county 2yds.,and beat him out
in a 100-bii'd race. Another match will be shot in the near future
between the same parties, both men standing at 3i\yds, To-day's
scores were:
Bond 1032111211322919121922123^24

11 1133U1i211100nOimil-83
2113210^m0113]0311110«l—19
203132]l-<illllll0111131021-22-88

Sims 1010-2023«12«01311211S00:!2-17
13313232l0l2i01311111i0i8—22
2110110310^i23121S;0133011—19
232122021»ia0212H2338101—23-«)
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I^archmont's Amateur Championship.
The third annual contest for the Larchmont amateur champion

ship took place on the shooiiag: grrounds of the Larchmont, N Y.
C, Friday atd Saturday, Jan. 59-30. The weather was all against
large scores, a st:ronB: northwest wind that reached the dignity of a
gale about midday on Friday forming an extremely large factor in
the matter of scores. Time after time, too often in fact for an ac-
curate record of such happenings to be kept, birds were swept out of
bounds with the wind under their wings. A 21yds. boundary may be
all right on slow birds, but on birds such as were trapped at Larcti-
mont on the above dates the element of luck far too heavily dis-
counted skill A swift right-quarterer from No 5 trap was no second
barrel bird. It had to be a center with the right or the chances were
it would be over the botmda y whether the second barrel did its work
or not. The totals, barring Welch's look decidedly ragged, but
every allowance must be made short boundary line, strong quarter-
ing wind and the very best birds obtainable. Ttie winner's 9i is a
splendid record to loots back upon, and was the result of extraor-
dinary precisioT with the flr-jt barrel. Welch won the cup by fairly
and squaraly outshooting his opponents, never letting an easy one
get away from him and scoring m iny a sereatner that looked like a
streak as it left the traps.

KNAPP WON IS 1895.

The Larchmont amateur champioTiship was first iuaugm-ated in the
winter of 1895, the contest bsiog held on Jan. 11-13. At that time the
club's BOyds. boundary wa-^ in. use, and J. P. Knapp won the trophy
and the title with a score of 95, scoring 49 out of his last .50, the lost
bird being one that he had kuocked to the ground with his first barrel
and neglected to put in his second, as it looked so safe. When the dog
went for it the bird rose and fell outside the boundary before being
gathered. George Work wag .second with 90, Louis Duryea running
inio third place with 89. In that year there were six other entries:
Capt Money, Dr. W. Wynn, Fred G. Moore, C. Furgueson, W. S Edey
and E. G. Potter.

EDGAB. MXIKPHT m 1896,

In 1896 the contest took place on Jan. 10-11. On this occasion there
were fourteen entries: Edgar Murphy, C. A. Macalester, J. P. Euapp.
Louis Duryea. George Wo-k, H B. Gilbert, Yale Dolan, Fred G.
Moore, Fred Hoey, E. F. Thomas (of Denver), W. A. H. Stafford. W.
G. Broltaw. W S. Edey and J. B Ellison. At the close of the 100th
round Murphy and Macalester were tied with 92 eat;h. Murphy win-
ning on the shoot-off. Kaapp ran into third place with 90, Duryea
taking fourth money with a total of 89, the same total that he made
in 1895. The club's ."JOyds boundary was used and, as in U9% all stood
at 30yds. Both the above matches were refereed by the late John S
Hoey.

THE CONTEST OF 1897.

The nvmiber of entries this year were larger than in 1S9R. Although
the" number of shooters only re ich-'d the same total as last year, viz

,

14, the entry list was larger, and at least one more shooter would have
been on hand had not J. P. Knapp been prevented from taking pa'

c

in the shoot owing to ihe daach of a near relative. Mr. Knapp'.s
absence was felt very severely, as he has been the moving spirit in
all three contests; in fact, it is to hitu alone that the Larchmont ama-
teur championship really owes its bting.
The event, is op.»n only to rneratj^rs of certain clubs, among them

being: Westminster Kennel Club, Tuxedo, Country Club West-
cliester, Larchmont Y. C . Carrerat. Riverton Gun CInb, Piiiladelphia
Gun Club, New Utrecht Qua C ub, et j The lidt of 11 entries was as
follows: Carteret: George Work, Fred Hoev, G. S. McAlpio, W. A.
H Stafford and R. A. Welch; Larchmont: VV. Wynn, L T. Durvea,
Kr-'d «. Moore, E. G Murpbr and A. Marshall; Country Club: H. B,
Gilbert; Riverton Gun Club: T. S. Dindo; Philadelphia Gun Club: C.
A. Macalester: New Utrecht Gun Club: O. M. Meyer. Scanning the
above lisf, it will he noticed that outside of Knapp. of the Larc imoat
Club, and Leonard Fmletter, of the Riverton Club, all the more
prominent amateurs of clubdom were represented at Larchmont on
Jan. 3if-30.

CONDITIONS OF THE SHOOT.

The conditions of this year's shoot were materially altered from
those that had governed t he previous contests. In the first plac?, the
boundary line was reduced to one of 21yds. in place of thrf SOyds.
boundary that had governed the first two contests. SeGond, t'oe con-
ditions imder which men were "callel out" were changed, and this
change was the cause of so m') slight difficulty. The ciause read as
follows: "At the end of the . 0th round shooters with 10 misses are
out if lower than 8th place; at the end of the 60th round shooteis
with lii misses are out if lower th lu 8th place; at the end of the Tuth
round shooters wiih 15 misses are out if lower than 8th place.
Thereafter the referee will retire shooters 'with a privilege' when
advisable to hurry he finish." The wording of the above parajrap i
is plain enough, bus the fact that some of those who were shootiug
had not read tiie conditions carefully caused some little dissatisfaction
for a time. It had been supposed that icose who were out under the
above ruling would be ehgibie to shoot up pLOvided th^v had any
chance of getting in for mon-y .-iucQ had been the custom m pre-
vious contests. This year, however, the ^hooting committee of the
club decided to make the change as above in order to facilitate the
shooting off of the event.
Under this clause C. A. Macalester, Prad Hqay, 0. M. Meyer and

W. A. H. Stafford were retired at the end of the '59th round -Ihe fl st
day's shoot Mr. Marshall retired voluntarily at the end of the •34th
round. Edgar Murphy was dropped at the end of the 60th round, the
other eight men still in being ahead of him, he being in ninth place
with the total of 15 misses out of the 60 shot at. When it was seen
that both Macalester, Hoey and Murphy would have stood a show to
get at any rate part of second, third or fourth money, the three above
named protested at not being allowed to shoot lip. The shootiug
committee, however, decided to stick to the programme, a copy of
the conditions having been furnished to each entry. It may seem a
little arbitrary to make such a ruling, particularly as the event is
one of two days' shooting, and a bad start may often be atoned for
by a good piece of uphill shooting (for instance, Murphy's work on
the second day in '96;, Still there was nothing unfair in 'the matter:
due notice had been given, and all entries shot under the conditions
named. It was a case of "the same for all."
As a point of interest, it may be mentioned that Fred Hoev and

Macalester would have had to score la out of 60 on the second day to
get a portion of fourth money, while E Jgar Murphy would have had
to kill 37 out of the last 40 to get a portion of that same money. All
three contracts would have been hard ones, judging from what the
other shooters did and the way the birds were flyinff.

WEATHliK AND THE BIRDS.

As Stated above, the weather on the first day was all in favor of the
birds. Ofl the second day there was no'hing like ths wind of the
first, but still the birds showed thit the Gilberts, of Philailelphia had
doue their part in fulflliinutbe contract for furnishing -'Giloert m'atch
birds." The pigeons were a marvelously good lot; all-blu .clean
of wing, tail and feet; slim built, and witn that racv air that makes a
really good bluerocn look he ttioroughbred that he is. The way
they left the traps on the >-econd day, with a wind that quartpred in
from left to right, was something a ionishiug. A.g]anc2 at ihe de-
tailed score w 11 sho.v that right quarterers (drivers and incomers)
far outnumbered the left-quarterers each day. No, 5 trap was a
dea ly one; right quartering birds from tnat trap were too swift tor
the judicious use of the second barrel vvheu the iir.st had failed in ics
« ork. It was a case of pit-pat, and if the ''pit" didn't do i:s duty
•pat" had small chance to score the bird. For our'part. we don't feel
.luoh warmth toward a ^'lyds. boundary, particularly under such
weather conditions as esisted on both days at Larchmont; the ele-
iueut of luck in Ihe draw of traps and birds entering too argely into
.what should really be a contest of skill only as far as possible.
On Thursday, Jan. t8, it looked very much as if the Larohmjuc

shooting committee had made an unlucky choice of dates. A 24-
hours' snow, chat did not stop falltag until well op toward night oa
• lie asth, had bni ied o^ery thing a foot deep. Friday morning biok^
cjld and clear, with a temperature of about 15°, perhaps less and
with a strong wind from the uorthwest that drifted the fine snow be-
fore it m a way that made it take all sorts of curious shapes when it
fell to leewara of any nou.se, fence, rock, etc. By noon the force of
the wind had reached somewhere in the neighborhood of 30 miles an
hour, but toward evening the wind droppea with the sun. Saturday
was as pleasant a day, barring the extremely frosty natui-e of the
air, as one could wi.sh. Thero was a wind, out it never reached the
class of that which prevailed oa Friday. In addition to lois it had
veered several points more to the north, blowing directly into 'the left
eye of the shooter as he stood at the score, the traps facing about
nor'nor'east.
The energy of the management of tbe shoot was well shown by

the expedition with which ev .ry particle of snow had been removea
from the infield. On the arrival of the 9:03 train from New York
over iheN. Y., N. H. .it H. R. R., Fred Knof, the club's manager cf
the shooting grounds, had everything in readiness, the ground insi( e
theaiyds. boimdary being entirely clear of snow, with the exception
of a patch in the extreme left hand corner near the deadhue ruw
clearing off of the snow did its work, and the buds were not bothered
in the slightest by the conditions that usually prevail after a heavy
snowfall. They did not find themselves suddenly released in a daz-
zhng waste of snow; hence they left the traps with a readiness that
could not have been obtained otherwise.
It is irapos.-sible to review the match in detail. Our trap s-ore 'y p<»

tells the story aptly, and each shot can be followed iuteiligfntlv bv
uotiug the number of the trap and the flight of each bird The cuoi
ber of the trap is oepesijary In order tbac ^ proper ooneeption of eacii

bird's flight can be made. A circling incomer to the right from No. 1
trap is a totally different kind of a bird to shoot at to one that leaves
No. 5 trap and follows the same direction A few comments on the
shootiug of each man will, however, not be out of place.

R, A. WELCH, THE WINNKR.
With the solitary exception of the Elkwood Park inaugural shoo^

on Jsin. 21, we have never seen Mr. Welch do any shooting to amount
to much since the Pennsylvania State shoot at Altoona, Pa., in 1894.
On that occasion he carried all before him, winning the State cham-
pionship afier a hard struggle, and scoring during the day a total of
8; out of 83 shof. at. At Elkwood Park he won the Patten cup with 25
straight, and also won more than an average amount of the sweeps
shot on the same day. At Larchmont he shot iu as good form as
ever, his exc^lleut first barrel standing him in gooi stead on many a
hard bird. I', must not he fupposed that Weluh cannot use his second
barrel; several magnificent kills were credited to him that were due
entirely to a well and quickly placed second, after the first had been
betdnd or under the bird. His ''Ready" and ''Pull" were given with
an energy and ear esiness that show his evident steadfastness cf
purpose to score the bird. His whole frame (not a large one by any
mi^ans) is jarred when he give* the cautionary word and the signal to
pull the trap. An impression is abroad that Welch was favored in
th'i luck of the birds. It may be that he did have somewhat the best
of it on the first day, but there was not one of his thirteen competitors
who did not own up frankly that he won the cup aud the title strictly
on his own merits. His double figure runs were 18, 87 (?0 ai the end
of the firsf day, and 17 at the commencement of the second day), 12
anil'. Hesho^ a Purdey hammer gun, 4Sgrs. of Schultze, 'wi h
l^jgoz. of No. 7>2andNo 7

GEORGE S M A1.PIN

The winner of second honors was 8 birds behind Welch when it

came to a finish, McAlp'u'd fcore of 81 was the direct result of some
very good shooting. Many of his shots were of the phenomenal
order, and showed that his present position in the amateur trap
shooting world is not due to chance or luck. George McAlpin has,
like CA'ery body else, his ueculiarities. As good a companion as one
can wish for, fuU of life and always ready with a joke, and just as
willing to take as to give one, when shooting pigeons and "down to
business" he is somebody else, all seriousue.ss and full of nerves.
His keennes* for the spnft is shown by his promptitude at the score
He followed Dr. Wynn, and as soon as the doctor left the club house
to take his plac at the score McAlpiu was right after him, a yard
behind. Taking his place at the head of the two steps that led down
off the platform to the score, his back against thepuUing house, he
wateht d the doctor's performance silently. When his turn came he
stepped down to the score with a delicacy of step that might make
L'jie Fuller envious. Without being irreverent, we might mention
that be reminded us of the Amalekite A?ag. who walked ''deli-
citely"when he came face to face with his Jewish captor. And at
the Srcore everything had to be just so; bis mustache was stroked, his
right hand rubbed on the outsiae of his black Norfolk jacket, and the
.stock of his gun given just the proper "outside edge" twi^t before
being placed against his shoulder, Then came th^ cautionary signal,
'• A.re you ready," iu full As soon as Fred Knof hsd answered back
"Ready," McAlpin's gun was put up to his cheek three or four times
aud then slightly drojified. A pause of five or six s«conds eisued
while he stood motionless in that attitude, and then came the word
'•Pull" loud and clear. The instant the trap opened his eye caught it,

and up to his cheek went ihe gun, and as a rule do vu came the oir.i
Notwithstanding his run of 19 strai ht in his first 25, w think he shot
in really better form during the la^t 25. when he totaled sa out of
25, wi'h one dead oui of bouu'^s Both of the two lost birds may be
attributed to his extra care, Dr. Wvnn having dropped his birds in
the same rounds, and McAIpin only needing a kill to make him a tie
for second place. His 8Sih bird should have been scored, but his
anxiety probably had much to do with his shooting behind it, as it

came in to the left from No. 2 trap, as easy a shot as one could wish
for. Duriug his last ;5 he was like himself, all mirth and full of
chaff, joking all the time. His double figure runs were 19, 12 and 10
He shot a Purdey gun, with 48grs of Schultzeand IJ^oz. ot No. 7>^
and 6.

WILLIAJI Wi'NN.

Probably no one outside of Edgar Murphy did more to create fun
at this shoot than Dr. W. Wynn, of Brocklyn, who. despite his sixty
odd years (may we be pardoned for meniioniDg his age!) held his
own in second place, and only yielded it late in (he day to George
McAlpin, who beat him out by 1 bird. The Larchmont grounds ire
favorites with Dr. Wynn, and it is on them that he has done his best
shooting, running 50 straight on one occasion recently. In last year's
contest he was well up it the end of the first day, but" fell dowu"inthe
last 50, His score of on the present occasion was the result of
some good work with tne gun, his first barrel nearly always doing
the work, the second being used "for safety." Naturalfy" he had
many rooters who '•pulled" for him when he went to the score.
Whenever a bird got away from him, which was not very often until
the last string of 25, there was a small chorus of lamtntaiions from
bis rooters, who were far more distressed than the doctor: he, after
mis-ing a bird, was more likely than not to look after it and sing
"Good-by, Sweetheart," coming back from these re with a joke on
his lips. His sin gle doublt-fisure run was one of 18. His gun was a
Parker, loaded 'with 4'grs. of Schullze and IJioz. of No. 7 in both
barrels.

H. B. GILBERT.

H. B, Gilbert owed his position as toutth in the race to a steady
piece of work on his last birds. After losing the first 2 in that
string, the 7Tth bird falling dead just over the boundary, he settled
r own and pounded out 23 straight, the longest run made oa ei her of
the two days 1 e got a bad start in the race, scoring only 1 7 out of
his first -^5, and also seemed in daneer of going to pieces between the
70ih ana 80th rounds of the match. He was plaitly out of foim in
the earlier stages of the match, and complained of his health a good
deal. Oo the second day a change of guns worked well, and his one
regret was that he had not made the change to a longer stocked gun
earlier. He stands very erect at the score, and one would think that
he handicapped himself very seriously by placing the ourside of his
left foot from the heel to the toe tight up against the slat t hat i-oarked
the 30yds. score. Taking that position and placing our left foot in
precisely the same way th«t he did, we found it decldedlv hard to
swing in the direction of No. 1 trap. Gilbert is really an excellent
shot, and fully deserved the position he look in Ihe race. His double-
figure runs were i'3 unfinished and 12. He shot a Purdes' g n,with
48grs. of Schuhze and l^ieOz. of No. 7.

LOUIS T. DUHTEA.
For the past ten years there has not been a more consistent shooier

in the amateur circles of New York than Louis Duryea. His reco d
of third in 1695 and fourth in 1696, each time with a score of 8,t, shows
that; Duryea (or Davei port, as he us.ially calls himself when shoot-
log) is strictly in it. Tnis year he dropped out of t;he money on his
98th bird, and finished one behind Gilbert with 81. On the first day
he shot steaoiiy, scoring 2J and 21 respectively out of his two st ints
of 25 each On the second day he had ihe misfortune to break the
gun he was shooting, and had to take his second gun, the change
probably causing him the loss of some of the birds that got awiay
from him between the 71st and 77th rounds inclusive. In those seven
rounds he dropped five birds, three falling dead out of hounds. His
i)3th bird was lost owing to his neglect of acauticnof the referee's.
In the 66th round he could not pull the right trigger. Tne referee
tried it, and found that it would not pull off, but that the left v\as all
right. The gun was opened and an empty shell put in, but again the
trigger would not work. After opeuing it once or twice again it
seemed to be all right, b t the referee warned him that the giin was
defective and that he must abide by the consequences if he per.-isted
iu usin^ the gun, and it went back on him again. He n as allowed an-
other bird under the club's rule (a very proper one) that a defect of
the gun should be trea ed as a defect of a si: ell. He killed his (j6bh
an 1 67th birds, but the gun failed again on the OSth, and he had to
take a lost bird, which he did withou" a murmur, walking away from
the score without even making a remark. His double-figure runs
were 21 and 14 He shoots a FrancoCte gun, and 4agr8. of Suhulize
with of No, 7 shot.

GECRGE WORK.
The shooting capabilities of George Work are so well known that

very liitle of interest can be added to that of which mention has been
made so many times in the columns of Forest and Stream, A fin.
ished s looter, with an easy siyle aud a lightning sec ma barrel, he is,
when in form, as good as tne best, amateur or professional. He
made a name tor himself when in England last year, and won more
honors prooably than a.Dy American who has ever shot on tiie
grounds latHurlingham or the Gun Club, Netting Hill. At present
he is havmg an off time and doesn't seem to be able to pull nimself
together. His own words are: ''I don't know where I'm shootitg."
At the stfi.rt of the rac-* be shot in his trut^ form and ran 18 strai-'nt
before losing a bird. He then finished hi ^ first string with 24, a greac
total on such birds and in s-dch a wind. He looked all over a winner
Then came a break and he dropped 4 out of hjs nest 5 birds, finishing
with 19 out of the second S3 and a total of 43 out of the 50. On the
sei-ond day he shot very raggedly, making inexplicable misses on
e-i-y birds, iuterspersing mem with star kills that called forth rounds
of applause. He finally retired at the end of the 96th round with. 76
kill- 10 his name. His two double figure runs were 18 and li. He shot
a Ch. rcUiU liammer giui loaded with olgis. of Scnultze and ll4oz of
l<t8 8 and 7>S'

T. S. DANDO.

Ihe left-handed representative from ihe R.yerton Quu Club madd

a fair start with 20 out of his first 25, but droppsd down to IS in the
second string, just managing to tie for eighth place and thus earning
the right to stay in the race on the second day. He shoots ordinarily
with his gun well down from the shoulder when calling "PuU," and
does notpu6 it up until the bu-d is well on the wing. He thus handi-
capped himself 2 or -Syds. on the fast birds he drew on (he.
first day, many of his lost birds being distinctly attributable to this
habit of his. In his third -26 he ran 8'J, drawing several ver,y hard
birds, but Idlling them well. He held hi.s gun to the shoulder and
pinned his fast birds as easily as his slow ones. He asked permissinu
to retire at the end of rhe 90th round, with a total of 70 out of the 90
to his credit. In bis last 15 birds he drew some corkers, but made a
bad mess of his 83d, an easy bird. Hemadearuu oflH. his sohtary
double-figure run. He shot a Smith gun, 50grs, of Schultze and IWoz.
of STos, 7 and 8.

BRED G. MOORE.
HI luck seems to pursue Fred Moore when shooting for Larchmont

cups The grounds do not appear to suit him, and on this occasion he
retired at the end of the 86th round with 2J misses out of 86 shot at
At the end of the first 5T he was tn 6th place with 40 kills and several
dead out of bounds. He scarcely seems able now to get into his old
form, and it is only occasionally that he gets into one of his winning
streaks. He shoots quickly and does noi take long when he is at the
score. Throwing his gun to his shoulaer, he swings rapidly but
rather stiffly from No. 5 to No. 1 trap and back to No. 3; then jog-
gles his sun (we can't think of the propter word) once or twice up and
down over No. 3 trap. Next comes a sharp "Are you readys^" with
the word "Pull!" right on top of the puller's "readV " On both davs
he made several extra good kills, but never seenied to be favored
with any "of the luck." He made one rim of 15 straight between the
33d and 4 9'h rounds. He Shot a Purdey ^un, 48grs. of Schultze and
jj^oz of No. 7.

EDGAR GIBBS MURPHT.
The life of the shoot was the "ex-champion," Edgar Gibbs Murph.y.

It seems a pity that a man of such shooting abilities as Edear
Murphy will not, does not or cannot always keep himaelf in practice.
He is nearly always now an unknown quantity owing lo lack of prac-
tice. He seems, too, to take less interest in his work than any other
shooter. His "abandon,'' as he would probably term his behavior
at the score, is refreshing, but a little more care for the matter in
hand would frequently add another notch to his- total. But Murphy
shoots best when he is made to shoot and when he is iu a real shoot-
ing match At Larchmont he was out of form and shot a gun that
did not seem to suit him. while he was certainlv using too small a
charge of powder to be eflipctive on the class of birds trapped for
him. Time and apain he filled the birds with shot, but he bad not
enough powder behind the shot to do sutTficient damage. Tne natural
result was "dead out of bounds" more timps than once. With his title
to defend, it is hard to realizs how he could have come to the score
voluntarily handicapped; pattern is not much good on fa^C driving
birds unless you have Denetration as well. He made one run of It
straight In his second 2^, and finished the .50 with 39 kills. At the
start on the second day he lost 4 out of his first 10 and retired under
the rules with 15 misses aerainst him. He shot a Francotte with 44grs
of E. C. and IJIoz of 734 and 7.

CHARLES A, MACALESTER.
C. A. Macalester has been before the Shooting public so long and

his shooting reputation is so firmly establi-shed, that he would not.
lack supporters in any match that he might enter into. As a match
shooter, he has probably had no eqtial, in amateur circles at least
Last year he tied with Edgar MurDhy on 92 out of 100 for the Larch-
mont cup. and lost on the shoot-off after a slice or two of hard luck.
His start in this year's race was enough to dishearten anybody: h's
first bird, a fast right-quartering driver that towered as it rose from
the traps, was closed up with both barr^'ls, but fell stone dead a foot
or two outside the 21yds boundary. This misfortune seemed to he
a piece of bad luck in another way. He appeared to be so deter-
mined to watch Nos. 4 and 5 Sraps that he practicallv left Nos, 1, 2
and 3 to look after themselves: the birds from these traps thus gained
somewhere in the neighborhood of 3yds. on him, with a result that
was disastrous several times. In his second strins he took in all the
traps and Fcored 21 as against 16 for the first '^6. Under the rules he
was declared out at the end of the first 50. That he was not shooting
in form is shown by his score, 9 being hi^ hi^^hest consecutive effort
He shot a Purdey gun, 52grs. of E. C. and 134^2. of 7 and 63^.

FRED ROET.
Fred Hoey was another of those who were declared out at the end

of the 50th round. In Hoey's case it looked verv much like a piece
of hard luck, as he started very badly, losing 10 of his first 25 birds-
after such a streak as that he might well have been excused had he
gone to pieces, but he did not do so; on the contrary, he ran 23 out of
his last 25, just lauding below eighth place and being declared out.On the second day he shot in several miss and-outs, and showed all
his old-time skill, scoring 36 out of 39 shot at. As some explanation
of his break on his first 35, it should be stated that he drew No 5 trap
11 times and No. 4 trap 7 timss out of the 2.5. a total of 18 out of 35
No 5 was the most dreaded trap of all, with No 4 a close second!
The reason of this, with the wind as it was and with the short boun-
dary, is obvious. Hoey made one run of 10. He shot a Churchill
hammer gun, -with 49grs. of Schul ze aud lJ4oz. of No. 7.

M. MEYER.
At times a most brilliant shot, 0. >I. Meyer, of the New Utrecht Gun

Club, made his debut in the prominent amateur trap-shooting circles
under unfavorable conditions on this occasion. The fast birds short
boundary, and perhaps the feeling that be was handicapped by both
these things, brought about his downfall Those who know Chris
Meyer, and those who have seen him shoot, know that 34 out of 50 is
not his form, no matter how good the birds may be. After losing so
many birds early on in the race, he seemed to lose interest and to be
in need of some one to jog his elbow. He made several good stops
with both first and second barrels, and showed that he could handle a
gun with considerable ability, it is safe to prophesy that this will
not be his last appearance in public. He shot a Greener, with 492rs
of Schultze, l}4oz. of No. 7. ,

s a.

W. A. H. STAFFORD.
In pigeon shootmg matters the fates are rarely favorable to W. A

H. Staft'ord. It makes no difference whether he is shooting in* amatch or in sweeps, if there is a good one '-in the box" it will he dealt
out to Staft'ord. He can shoot well, but a continued run of hard birds
will tell, BO matter how well a man shoots. Some are hound to get
away, and on Jan. 5g there were several that did. During the past
twelve months Stafford has improved very much in his form and has
learned a good deal that will be of use to him in future. On Friday
he seemed to be shooting rather listlessly just as if it were a fore-
gone conclusion that he wouldn't be in it. The 21yds. boundarv
seemed to bother him not a fittle, particularly when it'came to a bird
from No. 5 trap. No 2 trap was, however, the trap that seemed to
come to him with a persistency that was remarkable. Out of 50
1 imes at the score he drew No. 2 just 22 times, and No- 5 ten timesHe shoots a Purdey gun, iSgrs. of Schultze and IJ^oz. of No. 7.

ALFRED MARSHALL. '

No man can work and shoot, Mr. Marshall's score is another proof
of the truth of that, saying. He retired early in the game dropping
out at the end of the 34th round. He had too much to do to permit
of his paying strict atrentiou to shooting, his position as chairman of
the shooting committee placing all the responsibility for the success-
ful running of the shoot upon his shoulders This was an especially
hard task m view of the enforced absence of J. P. Knapp Marshall
IS comparatively a beginner at the trap, and will unq'ie.>;tionably he
lieard from agam. He shoots a Parker gun, 48Krs. of Schultze and
IJ40Z. of and 6.

HOW THE TRAPS ffEUL.

As slated above, the luck of the traps was a big factor in malriu"
or marring many a score. The following figures will therefore be
perused with more than the ordinary amount of interest that is
u-ually attached to such statistics. Nos. 5 and 4 traps were the worst
to draw on Jan, 29-30.

^ -, ^
^ No. 1. No. 2. No. 3, No. 4. No. o. Total. -.

T7'^Jch 24 :0 16 21 19 100
McAlpm VI 24 19 IT £t l< 0
}^ynD 17 22 25 12 U lOJ
Gilbert...., 19 :3 2-4 14 2i JOO
Duryea id •l^ 24 19 19 acoWork 18 22 21 H :a g,;
i'anao 13 17 EO 20 20 90
Moore 16 il 21 16 S^S 86Murphy 10 17 J2 n 10 HO
^"ey- 13 c 4 11 16 go
Macalester., 14 8 0 6 1.'^ 50
M'-.ver 11 10 9 IS 7 SO
Stafford

7

22 9 a 10 So
Marshall 9 S 6 5 0

206 232 21s 177 Im L066
From the above figures it will be seeo that it took 1,066 birds lo

settle toe match. Dividing 1.066 by 5, the average per trap would le
213 and a fraction; thus No. 3 was about an average, while Nos 5 atd
2 were both slightly over the average, and Nos. 4 and 1 both und'

r

the average. No. 4 oemg a notable delinquent. Taking it altogei h< r,
the run of traps evened up very fairly, hut individually there wei©
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some instances where traps fell irregularly, notably in the cases of
Hoey and Stafford.

THE OFFICIALS.

The officials to whom the shootinpr committee entrusted tlje run-
ning' of this shoot were: Referee, Edward Banks; official scorer,
Jabnb Pentz; blackboard scorers, first day. L. H. Sehiirtemeier and H.
P Fessenden : second day, W. W. Wa'rous ; trap puller, Fred Knot.
The Messrs. Gilbert, father and son, of Philadelphia, who provided
the birds, were both on hand, Mr. Gilbert, Jr., personally superintend-
ing the catching, crating and handling of the birds. The retrieving
was done by the club's setters, Don and Snipe. To Mr. Alfred Mar-
shall, chairman of the shootine; committee, the successful carrying
ojit of all the plans of the committee is entirely due. Although he
openly expressed himself as determined that he "wouldn't he causht
in the same box again," the Larchmont Club cannot afford to allow
him to stick to that resolution at its fourth annual championship
shoot.

THE SCORE IN DETAIL.
Conditions: 100 live birds per man, 8100 entrance, 80yds. rise, Slyds.

boundary. Cup valued at $350 and 40 per cent, of the purse to the
winner (|560), 5!5 per cent. ($350) to the second, 15 per cent. ($ilO) to
thfe third, 10 per cent. ($140; to the fourth, and 10 per cent, to the
club.

Trap score type—Copyright, issr, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

': 355113351S8532I3331224454
B 4' Welch 8 22222820201 1833812282282-23

5444831231418544234242211
> > sT/'^ \«-> 7 <-<-

218201222211221822121228 2-24

333154 11424814552 8 1311558
\\ T t/ ^.^ t ^ / / ->r>i» s \ \7
281 8 812812232 2 32208888818 -24

1114444455355385115144512
833820222822 2 12222082282 0—28-92

123453246315 12413535 5 4253

G8McAlpin,..2 88 3 8 8222282182238200a0« 8—31

342342531351211184345 3 532
>^ t /"^ >^ T t.->/^ ^7 J, 7 T 7 ->/

J"

322223288«88««3138223028 8—81

55233554513333 111454333 3 2

2808»20882223882«1088822 0-19

41484 4 4181123233185551214
2 2 21228 2 2 2320223» 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 8—23—84

1152485541333333158331451
W Wynn 1 803133832 2 11832 8 iai2«18 2-33

2223l431 3 5155313214443531
yi" z''/7 <^ f^/' t i/r*^^ f-

T

8 11382«3022822 8 803222288 9-21

5 8 2 6 2 5 3 3 5 5 5 5 3 3 4 13 5 13 4 5 3 8 5

213310131322033338388»38 l-SJ

253335254 43 23333315154381
2»202088088808a301031028 8- -17—83

H W Gilbert.,

I, T Duryea.

3531335533833345513332341
.3 002»2288333330»»3028332 0—17

[5 14235321 3551554541514114
288883032838380883030381 3-81

23 3 5411225542858128418 215

2832 022022222323838803303-81
5583353343184183543133415
•V T w;'.^ \7 /'^ NT N<-

T
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8821028202833333»3303318 8-31
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22281881802202»83028»200 2—18

34 2 4355448531384155323245
•hy" ^^ \ T \/ l^^l ->T y^-»/'

N

• •2888288888222333822308 1-88-81

2485451335 3.2 315382511 3 4 88

George Work. .3 82222882228833383038823 2-24

5 4 15 2 5 3 3 8 4 4 113 5 2 2 3 13 15 3 4 4
\-»/^/« t.-»/* :r->/^ Ti. N/^^t T \ 'v-*020002223202882233883208 8—19

5388 5 58114511188533255382
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8 2 8 3 0 3 0 3 8 0 0 0 3 8 8 8 0 0 3 3 3 2 • 8 B-ie

152131524232453535513
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5 4 8 12 2 3 8 115 4 5 114 5 5 4 2 8 3 3 5 1

t / \ \\N T ^7 ^ t \ T .^^ y^ y^ ^S
2|3 •11112828183 2 803313213 0—2J
4 45415354553555
y;^\-4'^4r-*^^l^-^r*/-»\ 4.

310022208«»2333w -10-70

F Q MDcre.

12333515334 8 3485131131154
.2 8001832830333323«3 38838 2—21

358833454111^351434453522
^^ ^ ;>i;i _^

8^^0802» 3 33322338383333^ 1—19

3185251332155534545355545
y^y^ t/y^/^>^ t NT T t-^/^ T^-^ T 4.->7<NN
883808238 3 03«38383»082^8 2—19

46453124125
0^008238200
4588251842313433233514823

Bdgar MurphyS 8 8888»3«0338088Slfi2 2 032 0—19;

4115 2 33534544435431358113
/" Ny^-+T//^y^/^-4.J .r/''^7/"/-»y^-*/"
• 38808803^3S218883318»38 3—20

2522581341
yi^y'tj'y^ttNy^N
302008208aw — 6-45
5253131451514313833552834

O A Macalester* 323308^ 3 0800 2 1038310033 3—16
5151114135541835531185418

ty^/"->t7y^ Kr^<-\
• 11321383101882330013111 2—21—37
4 4 18 5 4 5 5 4 8 5 15 4 5 15 13 5 4 5 4 5 5

- Fred Boey 0 82088088303033020280003 2—16
'= 1415521185 3 42368151441131

88038 • 8888 2 2220222288288 8—S3-37

1588411512 3 54453841832443
yM ,

-:?.f'^N>^->/'.^-^-»/"-»y^y^/^.^ T/^y^y^N'WN'SC Ji Meyer 233^8^3833038 0 ^ 0 1 0 0 3 2 • 5 3 0-15

8231415142334531341548431
0318 8 3223023022802102022 3—19—34

3 3 2 3 2 8 15 2 3 4 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 8 3 5 2 5 3 5
y^P^^^'X^ T"^< >y''//^->t->l^'/'"\y''->N->-»/' 7W H Stafford. .0 8 2 8080580^02002038328«0 8-14

A Marshall

.

35331888511545118 58382125
22 1 2 2 2 8 3 0 8 0 8 8 8 8 2 0 8 0 8 8 8 3 * 8 -20-

15111515554418 21138 3 8 4 8 8 2
V^\\\Nr^y^/''/''>?'/^/'\//^\/'.^<—>y^ )^X^7^

..0 01023082032201038330303 8—15

353148455
-n-->y^y^\/Tr+
30803300^w

34

— 4-19

After the championship contest had been decided several miss-and-
outs were shot off, the following being the records made in the
same:

No. 8. No 4. No.
2111 30 10
0 20 0
0 2332 222332
8228 2223 233230
0 220 332133

No. 1.

Work 23i
Gilbert ..2.0
McAlpin V23

Hoey ...30
Stafford .,.

Watrous
Moore ,. ,

Bradley.,.,,..,.. 0
Wynn
Butler
Marshall

,

Hooper , . ...

No. 2.

5^1310

23222
30
5:2222

£0
23<.0

0

No 6.

133
320
228
230
0

No. 7

2330
32211820
1332W
2332^832
0

JO
20
33-.0

230
0

23!!S 320 883 8.283883

1110
30
10
]t0

83210
8«0
211112

0
80

S20

Two other sweeps, both miss-and-outs, were shot as follows:
No. 8- Gilbert and Hoey 5. Moore 4, Stafford 0.

No. 9—Gilbert, Hoey and Stafford 3, Moore and Marshall 1, Wat-
rous 0. ISdwabd Banks.

Boston Gun Club.
Boston, Jan 29.—The Boston Gun Club inaugm-ated its winter prize

series to-day at Wellington, Mass., with a most successful afternooa's
shoot, an attendance of seventeen marking the event. Absence from
the traps for several months hud considerable effect on the scores,
but the shooting was none the less enjoyable, and as the scheduled
dates progress practice will insure a remedy in this direction. The
new Boston Gun Club disappearing target was tested for the first

time and aroused considerable interest as an aid to snap-shooting.
The target appears for but an instant behind a screened aperture,
and the card repre^^entation of bird in flight records the pattern of
gun if quick and active sighting has been made. The cards make
nice souvenirs, and for a first attempt some good results were ob-
tained. It is Intended to offset the stiffness and precise method of
the average trap-shooter, whose gun must be placed to shoulder and
cheek and everything ready for bis "Pull," all of which prevents a
successful day ia the brush when his turn comes for field outing.
With gun below the elbow this practice for quick handling of gun

is the best yet.
Entire shooting as follows:

Events

:

Targets:

1 » 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1!! 13
10 S 6 6 10 10 5 6 10 5 5 6 6

4 3 8

8 3 4 8 4Sewall (15) 5 3
Nichols (16) 8 5
Benton (14) 1 1

Spencer (16) 9 5

Miskav(17) 3
Wyman (14) 1

Kirkwood (16)..,.. 1 ..

Horace (15) , 1 . -

Dove (1(5) 6

Needham (15) .... 3

Underwood (15) 3
Hardy (15)..... 6

Harris (15) v.;.*; B
Payne (15) .'..i*..^,.. 8
Du Pont (15) .«.t.,,.4...' 7
B Smith (3.3) ...i.v 7
Williams (15) 8 .. 4

Events 1, 5, 6 and 9, known angles; 3, 7, 9 and 11, imknown; 3, 8, 13

and 13, pairs; 4 and 10, disappearing targets.
Prize match, winter handicap series, 3t targets, 10 known angles, 5

unknown, and 3 pairs; distance handicap:

2 1

2 i

2 1

3
'6

Dove (16) 0111111111-9 11111—5
Miskay(17) 0111110111—8 11011—4
Spencer (16) 0101111001—6 10111-4
Hardy (15) 1111110110-8 00111-3
KirkwoodrtS) 1110110011-7 11011-4
Harris (15) 1100100101—5 11111-5
Needham (15). ...0101100111-6 11101-4
Sewall (15) .>..,.......OOllOOlOU-5 11000-3
Underwood (15) 1011100101—6 11011- 4
Du Pont (15) 0100001011- 4 00111—8
Wyman (14) 0010100000—8 11110-4
Payne (15) 0000001001—3 00001—1
Williams, Nichols, Benton and Horace withdrew.

10 10 O0-2-16
11 10 00-8—15
10 10 11-4-14
00 11 01-3-14
10 10 01-3-14
03 11 00-3-13
00 10 00-1-11
11 00 01—3-10
00 00 00-0—10
10 00 10—3- 9

00 00 01—1— 7
00 00 00-0— 3

Boston.

Hastings Gun Club.

Habtihgs, Neb.. Jan. 33.—Five members of the Hastings Gira Club
competed to day for the Laflin & Kand Powder Company's silver

trophy. After shooting off a couple of ties, Creeth became the owner
of the trophy. Scores were as below

:

Trophy shoot. Tie.

Creeth (10) lOIllllOOBlllllllllllllOllllOO-24 (5).lllin00010110l-10
Holzworth (7), 111101111111111111101111101111-27 (3) 101111101111101-18
Bernhard (7). .110111011010111111101111101111—24 (8).11010110im010-10
Averill (-16). . ..OlOOOOlllOloaiOOOOOUMlOHlOO -12
McKinney (10).1001110110;01100}0010011101110-16

,Creeth and Holzworth shot off their tie on 15 each, and Creeth won
with 10 out of 15 and 5 added; Holzworth withdrew in the 13th round
with 9 out of 18,

The following match at 15 singles, expert rules, and 10 pairs, was
then shot:

Holzworth lllO'OlllllllU 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11-31
Duer lUllOIOOllOlll 11 11 11 01 11 11 11 11 01 11-39
Lawson 111101101111110 11 11 00 10 11 10 11 11 30 11—87
Lyman lOOlOOOOlOOOllO 11 10 10 10 01 10 11 11 00 11—18

Secretaby.

Imwet^ to ^arresfiand^ntBy

— S—64 JMu notice taken of anonymous communications

G. H. B., East Providence —Will you be kind enough to inform me
if wild rice will grow in a salt marsh ? Ana. Yes.

A. P., N. Y. City.—Kindly answer through your valuable paper
whether or no a dog without a pedigree can take a prize at a dog
show. Ans. Yes. American Kennel Oliib rules say that for entry a
dog must be listed or registered Listing, 25 cents; registration, $1.
Pedigree not required for listing.

S., Toronto.—Kindly inform me where is the most important field
trial held for setters in America. Ans. There are three which rank
about equal in importance—the Eastern Field Trial Club, the oldest
in American, with grounds at Newton, N. 0., S. C. Bradley, Secretary,
Greenfield Hill, Conn.; the Continental Field Trials Club. W. S. Bell,
Secretary, Pittsburg, Pa.; the U. S. F. T. Club, W. B. Stafford, Secre-
tary, Trenton, Tenn,

C. H. M., Nantucket.—My six-months-old beagle has a place on her
side like little spots in it. I take the Fohest and Stkeam after get-
ting the dog, because of everything that I get hold of I like to know
all. Ans. First scrape the spot with a blunt knife, then apply tinc-
ture of iodine every day till skin becomes sore; after this apply an
ointment made of equal parts of zinc and tar oiniments till the spot
is quite healed. If you think it necessary you might treat the dog
for worms.

Long Islander, Beliporfc, L. I.—Will you kindly let me know
through your paper the best way to soften up a deer sklnf Ans. The
skin should be tanned. Soak first in four gallons of cold soft water
to which has been added one-half pint of soft soap, one-half ounce of
borax, one-half pint of salt, and three-quarters of an ounce of sul-
phuric acid—this latter being to set the hair. Leave the skin in the
mixture three or four hours, and then take out and thoroughly clean
the flesh side. Stretch and work over a pole when drying, and finish
as described in answer to E. N.

E. R , Port Huron.—Please give me a few pointers on shooting with
both eyes open Ans. There is no essential difference between the
manner of shooting with two eyes open and shooting with one. The
manner of holdmg the gun and sighting are practically aUke, and
either can be learned only by practical experience. This on the as-
sumption that both eyes are alike sound. If one eye has a different
focus -from the other, or one eye is much stronger than the other, or
has an imperfect lens—all common Infirmities -there may be such
an aberration of vision in looking along the line of sight that shooting
with both eyes open is impracticable.

A, E. P., St. Paul, Minn.—I have a fine Gordon setter bitch, now
two and a half years old. Do you think she is too old to be broken
to hunt? She is a very intelligent dog, and will mind me like a child.
If I had the time I am stu-e I could teach her 'most anything, but I
have not. Will it pay me to try her or would you advise getting a
puppy and break it? She has not been spoiled in the field. Ans.
Your bitch can be broken, not having been spoiled by bad handhng.
It may be a bit more difficult to accomplish her schooling, but with
a dog of an obedient disposition there is no more trouble to train at
two and a half years than at a year. You will find the whole matter
fully covered in "Modern Training," price or "Training vs.
Breaking," price fl, both for sale by us.

E. N., Westchester, -Pa.—Can you, through yoiu" columns, give me
a simple and thorough method for tanning the skins of muskrats?
Ans. Mix loz. of pul verized oxalic acid and half a pint of salt in
two quarts of cold, soft water. Submerge the skin and let it soak
for an hour. Then take it out of the liquor and scrape it clean of all
pieces of flesh and fat that remained after it was stripped from the
rat. Replace in tne tan hquor for three hours more. Then wash in
cold water, and whpn nearly dry sti-etch it and work over a smooth
stick_^held between the knees until it is soft and pliable. To secure
extra softness the skin may be treated by thorougbly rubbing in on
the flesh side a mixture Of one part soft soap, one part neat's-foot oil,
and one-half part alcohol. When drying the skin should again be
stretched and worked.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Florida Travel.

Fob the last ten days the tide of travel has tui-ned toward Florida
Aiken, Augusta and western North Carolina. The superb service
offered to winter travel this season by the Southern Railway has In-
duced many to visit the charming resorts of the South, which are lo
easily reacned in such a short time. The New York and Florida
Limited leaves New York daily except Sunday at 12:10 noon—a most
magmfleent Pullman vestibuled train of dining, stateroom and draw-
ing room, compartment, sleeping, library and observation cars reach-
ing Jacksonvdle the following afternoon at 3:30, and St Augustine
one hour later, 4:30.

The schedules are so arranged this winter to give the Florida travel
a "limited" train from the East to St. Augustine, reaching its destina-
tion before night, attached to the New York and Florida Limited
and a Pullman drawmg room sleeping car, New York to Augusta'
which arrives at latter point following morning at 11 :20 after livingNew York. Connections are also made at Trenton for Aiken—a few
minutes' ride. Two other fast trains are operated to Florida Aiken
Augusta, New Orleans and the Pacific coast, with through sieepioff
car service. For information call on or address New York office
Southern Railway, 271 Broadway.—..Id y.

Boats Wanted for the Nashville Exposition.
Mr. Wm. Hawkes, of the Chamber of Commerce, Nashville Tenn

writes Forest and Stream as foUows: '
''

"I have been a constant reader of your valuable paper for manv
years, and on this accounthave had mailei \\ j a bird's-eye view of
oiu- approaching exposition. lama lover of guns and' boats—the
latter we have some difficulty in getting down here, there being no
one handling them in this country. When I refer to boats I mean
canoes, fight ducking boats, etc. I think if some of your builders
could be induced to make a display, the result would prove to their
advantage."—u4di'.

Through Car Service-New York to Nashville,
Tenn.

Commencing on Sunday, Jan. 24, 1897, the Pennsylvania and South-
ern iuaugiu-ate a through Pullman Sleeping Car Line between New
York and Nashville, Tenn., via Washington, Ashevdle and Chatta-
nooga. The new line passes through the scenic Western North Caro-
Una, the "Land of the Sky," and gives the most excellent service be-
tween New York and Nashville. The through car will leave New
York daily at 4:30 P. M. For further information call on or addrfess
New York office. 271 Broadway.—.4ci«.

Calendar.
The Page Woven Wire Fence Co

, Adrain, Mich., sends us a neat
calendar illustrated by a half-tone reproduction from a photograph
of a landscape in which the Page fencing figures in the foreground
The picture is a very attractive one, showing a smooth, rolling pas-
ture bounded in the distance by a dim range of hills.

If we are not mistaken this is a part of Mr. Butherfurd Stuyve-
sant's place, at AUamuchy, N. J.

According to the caption, there are "twenty miles of Page on this
farm."—.^dv.

Monitor "Vapor Engine and Power Co.
The Monitor Vapor Engine and Power Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

have recently is-ued a new descriptive circular of "Monitor" and
"Mogul" marine engines These engines require no Government in-
spection, and are cleanly and easily carea for. They are buflt in
vai'ious sizes from Mup to 16 horse power, single and double cylinder
The Monitor Co. are also builders of launches.—^ffo.

The American Boat Building' Co.
The American Boat Building Co., St. Louis, Mo., issues a catalogue

descriptive of knock-down boats, launches, pleasure boits, etc. This
company is prepared to furnish in the knock-down anything from a
10ft. canoe to a large launch or sailing yacht. H. W. Stone is super-
intendent and designer, and Fr. Siebert mechanical engineer,—

Fred Medart.
Fred Mkdart, of St. Louis, Mo., sends us his catalogue descriptive

of fine pleasure boats and power launches. Associated with him are
Wm. C. Callan and C. C. Pittman. They ttu-n out a full line of
cruismg and cabin laimches, as well as sailing yachts, pleasiure boats,
canoes, etc.

—

Adv.

Tennessee's Centennial Exposition opens at Nashville, May 1.

1897. It will be another ''White City" second only to the World's
Fair at Chicago. It promises to be ahead of this In one respect,
namely, that on the day of opening all the buildings will ha complete
and exhibits in place.
The shortest route to NashviUe is via the Norfolk & Western Rail-

way, which offers a choice of three routes, namely

;

Route No, 1—By the famous and beautiful Shenandoah Valley route
via Luray Caverns, Grottoes, Natural Bridge, Roanoke, Bristol,
Knoxville, Chickamauga—Chattanooga National Military Park and
Lookout Mountain.
Route No. a—By steamer to Old Point Comfort or Norfolk, thence

all raU via PetPrsburg, Lyncbburg, Roanoke, Bristol, Knoxville,
Chickamauga—Chattanooga National Military Park a ad Lookout
Mountain.
Route No. 3—Going via Route No. 8 and rettu'ning via Route No. 1,.

or vice versa.
These routes offer the very best opportunity to visit Nashville and

the best, most historic and picturesque part of the South at the same
time.
For descriptive matter, excursion rates, further information or

tickets, address L. J. Ellis, Eastern Passenger Agent, 487 Broadway,
N. Y.-Adv.

.

We would like a copy of Forest and Stream of Nov. 5, 1891 (Vol.
xsxvii. No. 16), for a contributor who has in it a story.

Forest and Stream Pub, Co,
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Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The

subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksnipe Coming: In. "He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting).

Vigilant and Valkyrie. Bass Fishing at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to oIq or new subscribers on the following terms:

Forest and Stream cme year and the set offourpictures, $S.

Forest and Stream 6months and any two of the pictures, $3.
Frlise of the pletnres alone, $1.50 each ; $6 for the act.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

FOREST AND STREAM OFFICE

346 Broadway

NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING

Present Entrance on Leonari^ Street

Wherefore^ let us be thankful that there are still

thousands of cool^ green nooks beside crystal

springs^ where the weary soul may hide for a time,

away from debts, duns and deviltries, and a while
commune with nature in her undress* Nessmuk.

MAJOR CHARLES BENDIRE.

M AJOR Charees Bendire died on Friday of last week in

Jacksonville, Fla., whither he had gone from his home in

Washington. His death was not unexpected, as he had
long been ill with a malady known to be fatal.

Major Bendire was a native of Germany. His father

was a forester, and it was amid the scenes and surround-

ings of his boyhood days that those tastes were imbibed for

the study of natural history which were destined later to

dominate his life. Coming to America in the fifties and en-

tering the army, he was commissioned from the

ranks in 1854; in 1864 he was breveted First

Lieutenant for ga,llantry at Trevillian Station, Va.

and more recently as major for bravery in action

against the Indians of Canon Creek, Montana, in

1877. He was retired from the cavalry in 1886 for disabil-

ity ill the line of duty, and from tiiat time devoted himself

to perfecting his great collection of the eggs and nests of

,

North American birds. To this work his leisure hours

on the frontier had been given for many years, and the

fruit of his industry was the collection, unequaled for scope

and quality, which he presented to the Smithsonian In-

stitution, and which is now deposited in the National

Museum. After his retirement from the service he held

the position of curator of the collections of eggs and nests

in the Smithsonian.

From 1886 to the time of his death his one absorbing

ambition was to carry out to its conclusion the great task

•which he had set for himself as a genuine labor of love,

the series of volumes, of the "Life Histories of North
American Birds, with Special Reference to their Breeding
Habits and Eggs." To this he gave his enthusiastic and
assiduous devotion. Of the work projected on such a large

and comprehensive scale two volumes have come from the
press as Special Bulletins of the Smithsonian Institution.

That Major Bendire should not have lived to complete the
undertaking will always be deplored by the scientific

world. In that portion of tlae work accomplished he has
left an endui-ing monument.
Major Bendire was of a simple and ingenuous nature,

one which endeared him to his associates. With the
frank bluntneas of the man of the frontier he had the ten-

der heart of a woman, and his unselfishness and thought-

ful regard for others were the characteristics by which he

was best known. It is told of him that when he was in a

company where anyone person either through bashfulness

or for other reasons appeared to be neglected, it was to

such a one that Major Bendire would devote himself; in

such little things may we find the key to a man's life.

contempt, and has an ephemeral career, unless he be one
of the rare few who, beginning as a matter of fashion and
engaging in the practice of sport, develops into the genuine
article.

THE! GENUmE AND THE IMITATION,

Propinquity to nature often develops a love of it among
men, each according to his individual bent of jnind, as in

the sportsman, the poet, the naturalist, the artist, the mu-
sical composer; or those who, feeling nature's grandeur and

appreciating her bounty, though unable to give exprtjssion

to their feelings, adore mutely and partake gratefully.

Many residents of cities and towns who are not favored

with such direct association, yet who, the impulse being

strong within them, catch their inspiration from those who
have knowledge and experience of nature's great handi-

work, never rest content till they too have delved deep

into nature's bounties.

And though each one has learned his lesson apart from

his fellows, he has learned it truly, for they all will have a

common understanding and noble enthusiasm when they

meet, distinct from the misunderstandings and lack of

common purpose which are peculiar to the artificial lessons

taught in the ins'itutions of man's creation.

So many people there are who have a genuine love of

the natural in recreation, of the wholesome sports of shoot-

ing and fishing, camping and sailing, touring through the

wilderness seeking healthy adventure or studying nature's

histories, that association with such sterling characters

excites a desire in others, who are not sportsmen, to ap-

pear as such; for in every class of society there are those

who are mentally or physically indolent, or, unfortunately,

deficient in true perception of life, yet who are so vain that

they wish to appear as being proficient in any interest

which appears dominant with their class for the time

being; yet any eff'ort toward genuine accomplishment or

enthusiasm is to them the least of considerations.

The veneered pretender is met with in every interest in

life, particularly in art, literature and sport; but it is as

pretension specially relates to the latter that we refer to

it here.

With the genuine sportsman, the love of nature and na-

ture's sports is not a fashion. His convictions and his loy-

alty change not from the beginning to the end. Infirmity of

body, or the restrictions imposed by business cares, may
prevent him from material enjoyment of his preference^

but his enthusiasm and love never wane. And there is

such a multitude of genuine sportsmen in society, whose
accomx^lishments are so respected, and whose example is

so approved, that the imitation article has come into being,

for there is nothing of true worth but what has its imitation.

It is sufficient to the artificial sportsman that he will

seem to be in the fashion, therefore his sporting character

is largely made up of exteriors, manifested generally in

elaborate paraphernalia and nicety and profusion of tailor-

ing detail, and much theoretical talk; so that, as an inheiit-

ance from the artificial sportsman, if any one appear in

garments of resplendent newness with equipments to

match, there is ground therefrom for suspicion that a fash-

ionable career of sportsmanship, ephemeral in its brevity^

has just begun, though the suspicion is not always well

founded.

The artificial sportsman soon wearies of manly, practical

sportsmanship, as is to be expected of one whose interest

is a sham. His interest is the interest of fashion, the in-

terest of exteriors, not the genuine interest of the genuine

sportsman. Sportsmanship being popular, the sham
sportsman wished to be in the popularity. His efi'orts are to

catch the eye of the multitude—to go out alone in pursuit

of sportj as does the genuine sportsman, he cannot do and
be happy. The creature of fashion reverses the tenets of

true sportsmanship, for he assumes the appeal ance of a

sportsman that he may gain such importance from it as

may be.

The true sportsman preaches the doctrine of sport for

the good of his fellows, with no thought of self in it. To
him rod and gun, garments of beautiful make, and all the

appliances of his art may be a delight to look upon, yet he
always considers them as but a means to his pleasure and
enjoyment, and they always have reference to their prac-

tical usefulness. Exterior appearances are to him
neither the beginning nor the end.

And thus it comes that the sportsman who is so as a
matter of fashion is soon discovered, is a su ild

A GOOD WORK.
The address of President John P. Haines, delivered at

the last annual meeting of the American Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, is filled with valuable

information concerning the interests of the Society and its

practical workings.

The statistics incorporated in his address give much
specific data of the stupendous and beneficent work ac'

complished by the Society, though, as a matter of course,

they afibrd but a faint idea of the vast routine, with its in-

finity of detail, inseparable from the duties of the Society.

In 1896 there were prosecuted 709 cases in the courts, as

against 952 in 1895; the fewer cases, as Mr; Haines ex-

plains, being a result of the increased vigilance of the
officers of the Society, and not due to any laxity on their

part, as might thoughtlessly be inferred. Their vigilance

and activity resulted in the almost total suppression of

cock fighting and dog fighting in certain sections wliere

they once flourished, and this in turn materially reduced

the number of prosecutions.

The disabled animals, temporarily retired from labor by
the Society, numbered 3,207; and the horses, mules and
other large animals which were permanently disabled and
in consequence humanely destroyed, numbered 3,254.

The number of small animals which were homeless or

disabled past recovery, and in consequence were hurnanely

destroyed, was 73,197; and 583 disabled horses and other

large animals were removed from the streets by the Soci-

ety's ambulances. The cases investigated reached the

large total of 37,035.

The dogs received at the shelter numbered 27,587, and of

these 3,049 were returned to their owners and 654 w'ere

placed in desirable li-'ines, thus disposing of them in the

best manner permitted by the circumstances. Of the large

total of 43,263 cats received at the shelter but 7 were re-

turned to their owners, and 163 were placed in homes.

This made a total of 70,850 dogs and cats captured, cared

for, provided with homes or humanely destroyed. It

demonstrates the great and good work done by the Society

and the necessity of its existence. The immense numbers
of the common species of dogs and cats of little , or no
value, and their boundless fecundity, result in vast, num-
bers of vagrant, predatory animals, which would soon be-

come an intolerable nuisance to the public were there not a

force in action to keep them in check. This work is done by
the Society, and yet so silently and thoroughly done that

the public at large knows but vaguely of it.

Of the shelter work of the Society, Mr. Haines states

that no other part of its interests has been more appreci-

ated, and that letters are received from all parts of this

country and from abroad in respect to it. The shislter and
its purposes have been thoroughly adopted and approved

by the people of Brooklyn and New York. Other cities

also have adopted it, though Mr. Haines looks forward to

greater improvements with more time and experience for

guidance.

The Society has purchased a site for permanent head-
quarters at the northwest corner of Madison avenue and
Twenty- sixth street, and it will determine in the near
future whether to build with a view to the future growth
of the Society's needs or more economically to meet the

needs of the next few years only.

SNAP SHOTS.

Boston now shares with Chicago the pride and privilege

of the possession of a rare collection of books on angling.

In 1893 Mr. John Bartlett, whose book of "Familiar Quota-

tions" is so well known, gave to the Harvard College

library his large and valuable collection of books on angling,

numbering over 1,000 volumes, with nearly 800 pamphlets;

the works are in several languages. The collection has just

been catalogued and is now accessible to the public. It is a

noble gift, and Mr. Bartlett is deserving of the gratitude of

all anglers for having thus placed the coUectioB where it

will be kebt intact for all time.

Washington has a new society, the District of Columbia
Game and Fish Protective Association, with Com. B. D.
Evans as president. One purpose of the movement is to

secure a law to prevent the sale of game in Washington
during the close seasons for neighboring States.
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THE FLYING-FISH FLEET.
Fak to the South, where the gentle northeast trades

course over the heated water, lies the coral island of Bar-
hadoes. It stands boldly to the eastward of all the Carib-
bean Islands, and is distant only a few hours" sailing from
Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Bequia and the Spanish
main.
In certain seasons of the year drift, carried out to sea by

the powerful current of the Orinoco reaches this island
and occasionally the remains of huge alligators, lizards

and poisonous serpents, which live in Venezuela, are cast

upon the shore.

The geological formation of Barbadoes is most interest-

ing, it having in some ancient period consisted of a soli-

tary submerged volcanic peak. The coral insects con-
structed a broad terrace entirely around this peak, and
then came a gigantic convulsion of nature which upheaved
the whole mass to a height of 60ft. Again the coral polyps
builded; another terrace grew, and once more the mass
was raised. But this was not the end, for another terrace
was formed and upheaved, and at the presenttime a fourth
is in process of construction by the same diligent little

creatures. Upon approaching the island the spectator at
once observes the symmetrical order of these terraces,
though they are now much eroded and their lines distorted
by the throes of nature.
Barbadoes is the most healthful of all the West Indies,

and has one of the most equable climates in the woild.
To these hygienic virtues has been ascribed its popularity
as a place of recupei-ation for the fever sufferers of less fa-

vored localities. It has always been a British colonial pos-
Bession and two English regiments are garrisoned here.
Being the most densely inhabited pastoral spot of land in
the world, every acre of its surface is cultivated to the high-
est possible extent to support this immense population.
Verdant fields of cane wave over its undulating terraces

—

immense patches of yams, eddoes and cassava flourish in
its valley, while narrow roads of white coral lead to quaint
old colonial mansions almost hidden among stately groves
of mahogany and royal palm trees.

Its freedom from serjjents and noxious insects, its per-
fect drainage and strict sanitary laws, its cool, balmy
breezes and refreshing showers, make it a place of quiet,
healthful rest to the invalid fleeing from the rigors of a
northern winter; while its wealth of curious shells and
beautiful corals, its strange fruits and flowers, its brilliant
birds and queer animals, its busy plantation life and in-
teresting character studies, are a never failing source of en-
tertainment to northern visitors.

In the surrounding waters of this delightful region the
flying-fish makes his home, the dolphin disports himself
and huge sea birds sail majestically over the water, prey-
ing on both. Out on the coral reefs which guard the
shore thunders the majestic surge of the constant trades,
sending its milk-white spray across the mussem beds to
lave the feet of the towering cocoanuts fringing the beach.
The vicious barracudg., the sharp-toothed mackerel and
the lumbering shark lurk among the coral caverns near
shore, while schools of bonitos, sinnets and jacks play in
the open water over the shallows.
The flying-fish loves deep water and is found throughout

the length and breadth of tropical seas. He is fond of
feeding near the gulf weed of the sargassos, and deposits
his stringy, glutinous spawn on its yellow branches. Ves-
sels bound from New York to the Caribbee Islands upon
reaching the "horse latitudes" sometimes encounter vast
quantities of drifting weed, strung out into long ribbon-like
patches, about an eighth of a mile apart. Among this
golden weed' with its delicate leaves and globular seeds,
exists a curious family of cuttle fish, crabs, mollusks and
small fishes. Upon these the flying-fish preys and they in
turn devour its spawn. Every plunge of the steamer as
she plows through the blue tropical waters frightens
dozens of flying-fish into the air, where they scatter in all

directions, with the .sunlight glistening on their gauzy
wings.

The flying-fish of the Atlantic attains a length of nearly
1ft., and a breadth between wing tips of llin. He has a
round, compact body, about lin. in diameter near the pec-
toral fins or wings. There is also an auxiliarj^ pair of ven-
tral fins or wings, not nearly so large as the pectoral pair.
The wings are formed by a thin, transparent membrane
stretched over a delicate, bony framework, and are either
black, white, or mottled with both. The upper half of the
entire fish is a metallic blue in color, while the lower por-
tion is a nacreous white. Black, prominent eyes, a small,
prehensile mouth, forked tail, dorsal and anal fins, com-
plete the picture of pne of the most interesting little fishes
in all nature's vast aquarium.
In flight he darts from the water to a height of 20ft., and

goes scudding away before the wind, beating the air rap-
idly with both wings and tail. He sails straight away for
1,000ft. or even more, occasionally touching the crest of a
wave, and seeming to sain a new impetus by the contact.
The flying-fish fleet bf Barbadoes is the largest in the

West Indies, and during the fishing season between De-
cember and June it takes an immense number ofthese fish,

which furnish a cheap and abundant food supply for the'
Barbadians.
The boats are ungainly open craft, crudely built, with

naked ribs ofmahogany planked with yelloAv pine. Rigged
with leg-of-mutton mainsail and large, flatjib, they are fairly
good sailers, and are managed with no little skill and dex-
terity, notwithstanding their makeshift equipment of burnt
out ropes, patched sails and unwieldy ballast. Every boat
carries one or more heavy lines for large fish, some small
flying-fish hooks, a shark hook, and two nets of ^in. mesh
stretched over a round bamboo hoop 3ft. in diameter.
DoAvn to the beach in the early dawn come the fisher-

men from their dilapidated huts amid the cane and cocoa-
nut clumps. Great, braM'ny fellows they are as they stand
ready to plunge into the boiling surf through which they
must swim to reach their boats. Out over the reef through
the intricate channel glides the boat. The red glint of the
morning sun tinges its sails, the northeast trades fill the
bellying canvas, and soon scores of boats are putting out
into blue water from behind every palm-fringed bay and
protecting headland. The trolling line is now trailed out
astern, and its gwivel-rigged hook spitted with a shining

fish goes spinning around as an attraction for kingfish,

gunnet, barracuda or Spanish mackerel.
The boat moves swiftly out over the submerged coral

gardens, past the redfish shallows where live the snapper,
blackjack, covalle, velvets and ningnings, old men, old
wives, drummer-boys, chubs, pudding-fish, queen mullets,
hinds, congerees, whip-rays, niggerheads, butterfish, .soap-

fish, rainboM^ cooks, barbers' grunts, inkfish, horse-ey_es,

parrot-fiiih and dozens of other interesting fishes most
wonderfully made ami brilliantly colored.
Sometimes a hawk-bill tortoise or a green turtle is seen

lying asleep on the surface of the M'ater. Then the .«kip-

per runs silently alongside, and before the unwieldy mon-
ster can dive beneath the wave his flipper is fast in a slip

noose and he is hauled aboard.
The shore birds and lazy, croaking pelicans are left

astern; the red-roofed houses, the green hills and valleys,
the Avhirling windmills, are all merged in a hazy bai^d of
emerald on the horizon, while our crew begins to search
the water for drift, weed seeds, spawn, sea birds and other
signs of fish.

A group of whales are feeding under our lee, and the
deep roar of their blowing reaches us over the heaving
water. The little calves are spm-fively inclined and broacli
repeatedly into the air, while the old bull and his cows
sound the bottom for insect life on the deep sea banks.
Barbadoes has a whaling station, and many of these mam-
mals are taken every winter and resolved into oil, whale-
bone and fertilizers. The fleah both of tlie whale and
shark is eaten fresh and in a cured state by all the West
Indian Islanders.
We are now approaching the flying-fish ground, a,nd a

few black and white Mother Carey's chickens suddenly
descend upon us and dart to our outstretched hands for bits

of food.

A bos'un bird makes an ineflectual attempt to carry ofl"

our spinning fish astern, while a "break" of flying-fish

scatter in all directions as we plow through a long line of
ocean weed. The command to lower away is sung out by
the skipper^ the tiller is jammed hard down, and as the

THE FLXING-raSH.

boat comes to the wind the halyards are run, stays cast off,

jibboom inrigged, mast unstopped, and we lie rolling broad-
side on in the huge regular swells.

Some stale fish are now macerated and the "mash" hung
over the side in a sieve-like basket. As the boat is drifting
to leeward this "scent" goes out to windward, producing a
calm or "slick" in which the flying-fish begin to gather in
increasing numbers.
Two or three dart to the boat, then shoot away again, at

its slightest plunge, only to return with others and begin a
closer inspection. They come nearer and nearer in grow-
ing numbers, until at last, as if deciding that this ungainly
monster rolling on the deep is their natural protector, they
nestle up to its sides and swim in droves around it. The
fish are now "good" and ready to be "dipped" This is

done at bow and stern by the net men, who scoop them
gently into the boat two or three at a time. Hold a small
bit of fish over the side and a dozen will immediately hover
about j'our hand, swimming over and under your fingers in
their eagerness to gain the tidbit.

Flying-fish are divided according to size into pinflsb,
weely-whistles, youngsters and patriarchs. Only the latter
come to the boat, and are classed as spawn and milt fish.

Guineamen are a large species of flying-fish, some three or
four times heavier than the patriarchs, and cannot be lured
into the net. They are very gamy when taken on the line
and generally break into flight over the boat. The be-
wildered angler then finds that he has hooked a fish, but
is playing a bird.

The fisla now swarm around the boat like little chickens,
and over 2,000 are lying in a glistening heap on the bal-
last.

An abandoned whale carcass is drifting up to us from
leeward, sending out a broad slick or band of oil in all

directions. A multitude of Mother Carey's chickens are
hovering over its exposed surface, while a vicious throng
of barracudas and sharks tear at the blubber underneath.
As our boat drifts by the carcass these scavengers of the
ocean make an attack on our school of fiying-fish, sending
them panic stricken into the air in all directions. Sharks
thus gorged to repletion with whale blubber do not take
the hook; but the fishermen are so imbued with the spirit

of vengeance that they maim and injure them with the
utmost ferocity. They lure them to the side of the boat
by means of a flying-fish attached to a string, and thrust
their keen blades '.ip to the hilt in their sides, dyeing the
water for yards around with a crimson flood. The savage
brutes, excited by their own blood, tear each other in
fury, but at last retire, leaving us to pursue our way in
peace.
Sometimes the fishermen are seriously annoyed by a

fleet of Portuguese men-p'-war. These curious gelatinous
animals look like pinkish, transparent balloons floating
on the surface of the water. Long, purple streamers trail

behind them, and amid this "rigging," as the sailors call

it, live a number of sailorfish or men-o'-warsmen, who ac-
company the man-o'-M^ar on all its cruises. When the
man-o'-war is cast ashore its crew of sailorfish become per-
fectly frantic and perish of starvation, unless shipped by
another man-o'-war.
Woe to the flahermau who in the process of dipping

comes in contact with these streamers or rigging. They
seem to produce an almost instantaneous paralysis of the
nervous ganglia by their contact. The muscles strain in-
voluntarily, the parts touched burn intensely, the sufferer
screams with agony, and it is several hours before he finds
relief.

The flying-fish fisherman's dinner depends on his suc-
cess as a netter, otherwise a dry crust or two is his sole re-
freshment. As the sun approaches the meridian a fire is

started on the iron ballast in the bottom of the boat, a
black pot slung amidships, and soon a fine chowder of fly-

ing-fish, yams, garlic and red peppers is sending its savory
odor out over the water. How the skipper enjoys this
part of the day as he sits in the stern, smoking a short
black pipe. The netmen are bringing in the fish at evfery
dip; the vertical sun is pouring his torrid rays down on
their naked bodies. Their perspiring, oily limbs gleam
like polished ebony as they sway back and forth over their
work. Fleecy cumulus clouds fioat overhead and are
mirrored in the seas beneath. Nothing disturbs the silence
of" this noonday calm but the splash" of the boat as she
rides the swell, or the harsh croak of sea birds as they
circle in the air.

But a contrast is soon forthcoming to this picture of the
skipper's masterly inactivity and enjoyment of. his sur-
roundings, for his trained eye has discovered two cobblers
bearing down from windward. Now cobblers are huge
sea birds, and by their actions indicate the presence of
dolphin. If their flight be lofty and circling, they are
said to be "searching;" but if they sail close to the water
and dart repeatedly to its surface, dolphins are near at
hand. The cobbler dashes at the exposed back of the
dolphin when he appears at the surface and gashes out
pieces of flesh, which he devours.
A sight like this arouses the crew into immediate actiT-

ity, for a "cloud" of dolphin is encountered only once or
twice in a whole season. Anxious glances are east to
windward at the approaching cobbler.s. The boat is cleared
for action. Each man is assigned his station by the skip-
per, and all stand with quickened pulses eager for the
fray.

"The shark is the bull dog of the sea, but the dolphin is

its hound. He is long and narrow, witli blunt head, bril-

liant eyes, powerful tail and a leathery skin dotted with
blue. He weighs from 20 to 401bs. and can change color
like a chameleon. Lithe and powerful, he scours the sea,
the very personification of grace and activity. The frantic
flying-fish darts into the air and skims like a flash light
for a thousand feet, but the dolphin follows swiftly laeneath
like a dark shadow and rends his exhausted prey as it

sinks on the crested wave.
The excitement is now at fever heat, the flying-fish begin

to run wild, dark shadowy forms are seen to windward and
the fishermen mumbles his "obeah" to give him luck; for
on his success depend many necessities for wife and child,

tobacco, rum and feast day money. Suddenly our flying-
fish break from the water in a silvery shower. The cob-
blers and sea gnlls pursue them in air. the dolphins sur-
round them beneath the wave. At the first taste of blood
the dolphins have turned to a bright orange yellow and are
now said to be in their "biting colors."

Both ends of the big line are worked with all possible
celerity. The bait scarcely touches th e water ere a dolphin
strikes and is drawn aboard, while the rest crowd around
the boat in a dense pack as if eager for the hook. The
dolphins in the boat keep up a ceaseless hammering with
their tails, battering everything breakable into a shapeless
mass and bruising the fishermen severely. They present
a beautiful sight in their dying moments, changing color
rapidly from blue to purple, orange and yellow; while
overhead a noisy flock of sea birds look down on the scene
and mingle their cries in the general hubbub. Over fifty

dolphins are taken in ten minutes, when suddenly they be-
come frightened and vanish to be seen no more, leaving a
panting exhausted crew covered with blood from head to
foot, but supremely happy.

Tliere are other moments of happiness to the flying-fish

fisherman, but none that he enjoys so much as when
catching dolphin. Very rarely he meets with a "sea
navy," or large congregations of all kinds of large fishes,

including blackjack, kingfish, gunnet, barracuda, dol-

phin, shark, porpoise, bonito, billfish and albecore. For
what reason these fishes assemble in such vast numbers is

not known. They crowd together closely and churn the
water into foam for an eighth of a mile in all directions.

When a sea navy is "hailed" the fisherman endeavors to

get his boat into the pack and then he can fill it, for at

such times the fish are ravenous. A large albecore will

weigh SOOlbs., and it takes the whole crew to handle him.
After an hour's hard playing he is drawn alongside, and if

there are no sharks around the best diver on the boat
goes overboard and puts a sling around its tail, thus assur-

ing its capture. In a sea navy sharks often throng around
the boat and nip off' half of each fish as it is drawn aboard.
About the middle of the afternoon the boats commence

to make sail for home, and hundreds of sails are soon seen,

dotting the water in all directions.

There exists great rivalry among them as to which shall

put their fish ashore first; and many a victorious boat
comes surging up to the wharf under sweeps, with drippiing

canvas and exhausted crew.

A ragged, unkempt crowd of women quickly transfer the
catch to round baskets and start off in all directions

through Bridgetown, with their burdens poised on their

turbaned heads. Many of these Avomen will trot ofl' at a
swinging gait, carrying a burden of lOOlbs., and traversing

a distance of fifteen miles or more before their last fish is

,8old and the last cry sounded of "Fe-e-sh he-e-e-r."

The Barbadian fisherman is very superstitious. All his

goings and comings are governed by signs; all his ventures
controlled by traditions brought from darkest Africa in old

slavery days. He strictly observes all sacred days of what-
ever creed. His imagination pictures "duppies" walking
lupon the water and weird figures waving in the sky, which
iaugur good or evil to his welfare. Strange sounds come to

him over the water, and the waves eddy and swirl under
the influence of submarine monsters. His real perils, how-
ever, are many, and the woman often waits in vain for his

homecoming. The hurricanes of the summer season de-

stroy many boats and engulf theii' crews. Waterspouts
rise suddenly out of the sea and rend in fragments his frail

craft.

He is obliged to pick his homeward way with the
greatest nicety and precision, past hidden reefs, through
Intricate chapnels,, ip kinds of weather, by day and by
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night. Sometimes in the gloom of midnight he pilots his
way through the home channel, guided only by the noise
of the surf breaking against the reef on either side. Should
he mistake the way by a few feet huge combers grasp his
boat and hurl it with relentless force against the jagged
coral.

But though his perils be many, and his hardships great,
he loves his calling and enjoys his triumph with hook and
net. Like all sailors, he drinks more grog than is good for
him, and smokes an excessive quantity of vile tobacco.
He is wont to gather at the wharf after the sun has gone
to rest, and spin his yarn and dance a reel with the rest of
his mates. Under the benign sky of the tropics, in a land
of perpetual summer, he pursues his way, improvident,
careless, untrammeled, save by the cares of a moment.
.One who sailedlfhese blue waters with him day by day

during the tropical winter will store up in his memory
many exciting experiences with shark and dolphin; in-
numerable pictures of mountainous waves, breaking surf
and intricate channels.
He will recall the beautiful coral garden beneath the

water where he peered into hidden caverns, with their
wealth of curious shells, sponges and coral.

As he sits before the fireside of his northern home and
the snow and sleet beat against the window, he will re-
member with pleasure the days spent M'ith his friends, the
flying-fishermen on the surface of the beautiful Caribbean.

HaERY HlGGINS.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Trampln^r and Camplne In the Sandhills.

{Continued from page ICS.)

Chicago, 111., Jan. 29.—After leaving the wagon on the
afternoon of our first day out, Patterson and 1 walked about

'five or six miles, as nearlj'- as we could estimate it, before
deciding to go into camp. It was at that time well on
toward 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and as there was a keen
wind blowing the night bid fair to be a cold one, so that we
needed a sheltered place, with plenty of wood close at liand.
As we were now out of the region of the small sandhill
lakes, we knew that we should be obliged to get water from

' Lake Michigan. This meant that we would be forced to
carry water in our tin cups from the beach up over the line
of bluffs which skirted the shore—a continuous line of hills

100 to 150ft. in height, and covered on the lake side with a
coating of frozen ice almost as slippery as glass. Finally

i' we hit upon a depression in the line of bluffs, over which it

was possible to make a way into the wooded hills beyond.
We followed up this Ions ascent, and were gratified to find

I that on the landward side it broke sharp down from the
summit, making a long, steep pitch of loose sand, which ran
sheer down into a sheltered little hole of a valley. More-
over, we could see below us a vast loff, which offered advan-
tages as a backlog, and could also see various little clumps
of junipers and pines, which assured us of a good bed.
Sliaing down the face of the sandhill, which, being the side
toward the sun, was thawfd out and therefore yielding, we
found ourselves some 75ft below the .surrounding summits
and quite sheltered from the wind, which we could hear
roaring and whistling above us, sending long curling sand
spits down the long white bank behind
We found that our back log was a big pine tree nearly

3ft. in diameter which had fallen half across our little

valley. Unfortunately its stubby limbs still held it a foot or
more above the ground, so that we feared that we should
lose some of the heat of our fire We soon piled up the
open space, however, with smaller logs in a way which sat-

isfied U8 on that score, and then we set about pitching our
tent. The latter, as I have stated, was a small affair, but
still we had dilficulty in finding a place large enough to
offer us floor room, as our back leg was unfortunately lo-

cated on something of a side hill. But we went t® work
with our axes and hands and soon dug out a place large
enough for the tent, and then we gave an imitation of two
men putting up a tent in a hurry. In a jiffy we had two
forked poles driven into the sand, each a little over 4ft. high
and about 7ft. apart. Across these we threw another pole.
At the back of the tent the little twine guy rope of the cor-
ner was tied to a convenient tree. The o'her corner having
no tree handy, we drove down a stake for it and thus soon
had the four corners of our tent supported, so that our little

house in the woods began to take on the appearance of a
home. The open front of the tent was only about S^'t dis-

tant from the fire and the roof sloped back cozily, although
the lightness of the material gave it a good deal of a sag,
which we sought to remedy by means of long boughs. Then
we cut ns some little logs, placing one at the back of the
tent and one on each side, so holding the edges of the tent
firmly to the ground without the necessity of any tent pins.
After putting these logs in place, we scooped the sand over
them from the inside of the tent and completed an air tight
joint all around the tent by heaping up the sand in a ridge
about the tent outside We now had a structure wind
proof, so far as this fiimsy fabric could be. The fire was to

be our front door As this fire would be apt to burn a hole
in our tent, and as, moreover, it looked very much as
though we might have a snowstorm, we proceeded to
thatch our roof with green pine boughs. Then we hauled
up some dead trunks of trees for firewood and had our tent
all complete excepting the bed. While Patti now went to
the lake after water I set out after juniper boughs for a bed.
I found a clump of these wiry title trees growing in long,
curved, fan like branches which spread out'from a common
center. By cutting off these branches close to the ground I
got a complete feathered bed spring about 3ft. long and
l^ft. wide. Dragging down several bundles of these
branches, 1 thalched the entire floor of the tent three layers
deep with them, putting the convex side of the branches up.

This made a deep and springy bed, and quite took away
the cold and clammy feeling which the wet sand had given
to the interior of the tent up to that time. Later on Patti
and I spent half an hour or so covering up this preliminary
frame work of our bed with little tips of pine boughs cat
from small trees which we dragged up to the tent. Thus by
taking time and pams we got a very good and comfortable
hough bed.

I noticed that it took Patti a long while to get the water
at the lake, and when finally he came crawling gingerly
down the hill with a cup in each hand he explained the
reason of the delay. He had run against a whole lake full
of wafer, but bad found it almost impossible to get any of it.

The breakers were running high, but by the time they had
spread out into shallow wavelets high up the beach it was

\ impossible to dip up a tin full of water, and such as could be
a obtained was mostly sand. Patti's ingenuity, however, was
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equal to the occasion. He lashed the quart cup to the end of
his_ staff, and taking up a position on a high cake of ice
wait'^d for the waves to come in. Meetins' each wave with
his tin cup held as far as possible in front of him, he would
grab off what water be could and then run back up the
beach as fast as he could go ahead of the incoming wave,
which even then sometimes overtook bira and splashed half-
way up to his knees. Thus, -by great diplomacy and indus-
try, he finally managed to get the two tins full of water.
We had no water pail, having reduced everything to as light
a basis as possible ; but the absence of such a vessel under
the circumstances put us in rather a ludicrous plight. We
were both warm and thirsty from our exertions, and one
quart of water apiece, to last for the entire evening, we
found to be pretty short rations, including as it did the
water for making coffee, with the incidental spillings and
boilings over. Before lying down to sleep I was so thirsty

that I thought I should not be able to rest thoueh I could
not relish the thought of soing out in the cold wind over the
sand ridge and wrestling Lake Micbiaan in the dark for the
drinks. We found about a tablespoonful apiece left in one
of the cups, and it tasted very good.

All these little operations required considerably more than
an hour, and it was quite dark when we called the camp
complete, and proceeded to build a fire. This Patti accom-
plished by striking a tingle match, which shows that he was
something of a woodsman, as indeed he is. (We only used
three matches on the trip.) As we wanted to cook supper
first, we built only a very small lire, and before supper was
ready we were boih pretty well chilled through. One can very
well keep warm in the winter time camping out so long as

he is walking: or engaged in continuous exercise, but as soon
as he ceases to work and sits down be comes to realize that

he is not in a steam-heated parlor. But we soon had our
coffee boiled and our beefsteaks broiled. Meantime we had
pulled on our sweaters and spread out our scanty store of

blankets in the tent. We now heaped up the fire with brush

"patti," of thb forest and steeam expjiditios.

and limbs of resinous pine and soon had a crackling, roar-

ing fire, which lit up the dark little valley gloriously and
warmed to the uttermost the little brown house in front of it.

So Patti and I sat in the door of the house and fell upon our
supper joyfully, soon feeling as warm and comfortable as
we ever had at home. "This is not so bad," said Patti;
"we'll sleep here all right to-night " So saying, he cut off

another goodly slice of beef and wiped his knife on his leg.

(Patti has a beautiful pair of canvas pants which show
plenty of service. He values their grease and grime spots as
much as an old smoker does the color on his meerschaum.
Being a careful and methodical man myself, I always wipe
my knife when eating on my left trouser leg, so that my own
canvas unspeakables are a shade darker on that side than on
the other

)

We had a good supper that night, except that we did not
have coffee enough—less than a quart for the two of us.
There was not snow enough to melt, and we both dreaded
the trip to the lake. We found that the half of a big apple
each allayed our thirst somewhat. By 9 or 10 o'clock we
were ready to go to bed, which was a very simple operation,
as neither of us removed any of our clothmg. We were
both tired, and could have slept the night through without
waking had it been possible to build a fire which would last

all night. In this sort of camping it is simply a question of
fire. If one has a lodge or tepee he needs only a small fire,

but we could not carry so large a house as that, and of
course in an open-front tent one would freeze to death with-
out a big fire all the time. I went to sleep at about 11
o'clock, and the first thing I knew it was 3 o'clock in the
morning; but meantime Patti had been up twice, so he told
me, to build up the fire. Prom that time to 6 o'clock I
tended fire two or three times. In sleeping out in this way
it does not seem to cost one much sleep to get out and budd
up the fire, for as soon as he lies down again he falls asleep
and stays asleep until the next cold chill runs up his back.
Really we had a pretty good night of it all in all. We found
the theory of our little tent all right, and once or twice in
the night we congratulated ourselves on om- comfort, as we
lay and hstened to the wind roaring high above us.

We had proved to ourselves that two men can go on a
walking trip and carry on their backs all that they need to
make them comfortable in zero weather. This is something
which has been proved many times before, but, as 1 have
remarked earlier, we felt ourselves in need of a trip, and so
thought we would prove it over again.

In the morning we had a breaMast very much like the
supper we had the night before. We did not hurry to get
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away, as we had no place in particular to go to and nothing
to accomplish but to have a good time. Taking a trip into
the hills about our camp, I paused at the top of a ridge and
looked down upon our hidden valley. Rarely have I seen
in any country a wilder bit of nature. The ragged sand-
hills have an indescribably wild look to them, and for all

the look of the place had "to do with it, we might as well
have been 1,000 miles beyord the jumping-off place. The
hills were here covered with a scattered growth of pine and
oak, the country being a continuous succession of sharp
ridges and valleys. It had the look of a good game coun-
try, and indeed there are a few remnants left of different
species native to these hills. An inquisitive gray squirrel
made us several visits during the morning, and as I stood
high above the place and looked down at the smoke curling
up from our rough looking little camp this same squirrel
came sidling down the hill close up to the back of the tent. I
called to Patti that he had a visitor, but at the shout the little

fellow turned and scuttled up the almost perpendicular face
of the sandhill' at a gait which seemed well nigh impossible.
I stood there on the hill for some time looking at our camp.
Still higher up above me the wind was raging furiously.
The sky was gray and snow was falling, adding to the light
covering which had come down during the night. From
beyond the rim of the sand bluffs came the boom of the surf
of the inlaijd sea. Inshore, along the top of the high bluS
line, and not over lOOyds. from our tent, there passed a long
line of great gray gulls, flying slow and silent, like spirits of
an irnpending storm. There is nothing cheerful or peaceful
in this country. The whole scene is one of forbidding deso-
lation. Rebellious and repellant indeed must be that hand
which at the very gate of the city of Chicago has kept away
the house of the settler and almost kept away the foot of
man.

It was about 10 o'clock when we shouldered our packs
for the continuance of our journey. Par down the beach
we espied a tiny speck which in the course of an hour we
made out to be a house, still some miles away. It was about
noon when we came up to this house, and found it to be a
fisher's cabin occupied by two boys, who told us that they
made a sort of a living by their giil-net fishing throughout
the year. The take, which consists mostly of lake herring
and perch, they peddle out among the farmers back beyond
the sandhills.

From these boys, who were the only human being we saw on
our trip, we learned several interesting things. At this
point a strong stream of water from the inland marshes has
broken through the restraining rim of sandhills and empties
directly into Lake Michigan, Fomewhat after the fashion of
the Grand Calumet River. No member of the Calumet
Heights Club had ever explored the country so far away as
this from the Calumet club house, nor had we ever heard of
this stream of water, which is not marked on any map We
learned that it was only about three or four miles to the head
of the stream, which was near the town of- Porter, on the
Michigan Central Railroad. Our fishermen friends told us
that there was once, long years ago, an attempt made to es-
tablish a village at the month of this creek, and that the
plare was called "City West," in distinction to the town of
Michigan City, only about nine miles away. The creek had
no other name except the genfral one of "City West Creek,"
so we thought it would be best to call it Patterson's River.
We named our first camp Camp Calumet, it being the prero-
gative of all explorers to change the names of things as given
by the people who were there ahead of them.'
Upon receiving the information that Michigan City was

only nine miles further on, Patti and I were very much sur-
prised and annoyed, for it appeared that we would soon run
out of country at this rate. We learned that we must have
walked six or seven miles the first afternoon and about as far
this morning. We resolved to walk more slowly, as we did
not want to end our trip until the following day.

I presume the correct way to explore this sandhill country
would be to plunge into the middle of it and walk across the
hills, not taking advantage of the smooth and hard highway
offered by the beach. This would certainly make the
enterprise difficult enough, as a man with a pack would have
trouble in traveling more than eight or ten miles a day in
such a region. On the beach we found that we could travel
at the rate of twenty miles or so a day with perfect ease, al-

lowing plenty of time for morning and evening camping
operations. As we had only limited time for our trip, and
did not know much about the country, we stuck to the
beach most of the way. On this day we found the character
of the country changing very rapidly. From points on the
high bluft's we could see that the sandhill region was narrow-
ing down toward a point. The pine trees were disappear-
ing, bemg replaced by thickets of scrub oak. The beach
was much narrower, more covered with pebbles and fenced
in by much higher and steeper bluffs. At times we would
walk for half a mile without finding a place where it would
be possible to make the ascent of these icy bluffs. A
little after 1 o'clock, finding a depression where we
could get through, we concluded to stop for lunch,
as we were now getting dangerously close to Mich-
igan City. Accordingly we searched out a sheltered
nook under the lee of a big sandhill and made a tran-
sient camp, with a big log as a shelter. Again we
carried water from the lake in diminutive supply, and again
we made a meal much like those preceding, for appetite
waits always on the winter tramper. As we had no logs at
hand, we were at a loss to see how to cook on the sharp side
hill, where our fire was built. There was no place to set a
frying-pan or a coffee tin in such way that it would not spill
its contents. Patti remedied this state of affairs by cutting a
long crotch out of a green pine limb. Across the fork of
this he put his frying-pan, and retaining hold on the end of
the limb, he thus had a handle to his pan and a cooking
range all in one. Thus we fried bacon without spilling or
burning, and thus we made coffee; the green limb, placed
flat down over the fire, not burning through before our
cooking operations were concluded.
As we continued our walk along the beach that afternoon

we noted again the great number of wrecks and hulks which
line the edge of Lake Michigan at this part of its shore fine.

There were fairly dozens of them, or pieces of such, all

nearly buried in the sand, which rapidly covers up anything
left exposed to the wind. We supposed that most of these
fragments came from lumber schooners or fishing boats,
such as often come to grief on this stormy water. Obviously
many of them had lain here for many years, the ends of the
timbers in some cases being worn smooth by the cutting
sand blast. All sorts of things are found on the beach, odds
and ends of wreckage and objects which seem to come from
the land side of the lake. Thus we saw many paving blocks
which at first we thought were worn by the action of the
wate, but which later we discovered to have been actually
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used in some street pavement, probably in the city forty

inilt'S nortb of there, whence the waves had carrit.d them by
some proce85> of their own.
As we could now begin to see unmist ikable evidenceg of

civilization in the shape of cf-rtain red-paint' d roofs close at

the water's edge, and deemed this to be Michigan City, we
were oViliged to go into camp vtry early this day. It was
before 4 o'clock when we bf gan to look for a p'ace to get

through the hills into a locality suitable for camping. While
P-jtti stayed down on the beach waiting for the signal to go
after water, I went up on the ridges to prospect for a camp-
ing spot. I found an ekgant liitle flat-bottomed valley, far

down below the summits of the sainlhills, but unfortunately
could not discover any gnr-d back log in Jt, nor any pine
trees for purposes of bedding. In fact we were now almost
out of the pme country, and into an oak region, where camp-
ing was a more difflf'ult matter. I left this valley and wan-
dered on a quarter of a mile, finding several ap >t8whinh had
advantflg' S, but which also had drawbacks locident upon
this search, I found myself at the summit of the highest sand
peak of that pa't of the hills, a veritable mounlbin, which
we took to be the hi?h peak our fisherman had told us was
caUed Mt. Tom. Opposite to this, and beyond my littli- val-

ley, 1 could see a second high peak; and this, later on, Patti

thought it would he well to call Mt. Jerry. So we called

them Mts. Tom and Jerry, and camped lietween them. For
search as we migat we could find no better spot than my
valley, and it was late and gettiig extremely cold before we
settled upon the spot.

We hat a lovely camping spot here, the litHe valley being
a flat glade which wourd oif pi< t iresqu' ly througli the htlls.

At its back was a sha'p and high fandhill of pure white
tand, while on either side limbered hill'^ sloped down more
gently, the bottom of the valley, some 80 or 100yds in width,
being covered with sea tered oaks of ferond growth about
6'n. in diimeter. On a side hill about SOyds. from our tent-

ing spot was a great diad and seasoned oak, 18in, through,
from which we determined to construct our back log. In
order to Oo this we were lorced to cut it in two, or rather in
three, and f. r this work we found our camp axes quite too
light and in^ignifi '.ant. 1 would advise anyone going on a
winter trip to take a good long-handled axe along it' he took
notning else, for on the ax^ all his comloit will d pend It

tooK me nearly thre< -q'larti-rs "f an hour to gnaw that gnat
trunk in two, tor it, was hard a=i iron; and I was forced to
cut down into it with a "double chip" in order to drive the
cut entrely tbn ugii the lug While I was at this; annoying
V ork. Pa'ti was getting water and gathering b( uahsi; "and
then we joined fore s and iugged the monster log to place,
and went on abuut putting up the t nt.

This time we look a bit more care with our tent, for it

looked liiie snow, and moreover we thought it wouM be
warmer if the roof were ttietchid tighter so that the heat
would be r' fl icted down mere evenly. So we put up a regu-
lar (rame for the tent and strelcbed it over thi>- frame, not
"tacking it on with caipet tacks," but holding ii down as
before by side logs and sand. We got it up in very good
shape, but our bed was not so good as it was- the night b fore,

since the pine trees were so few and so far from us Wecut
and hacked and broke down a vast amount of tuel, mostly of
well-seaijoned oak, accumulating a va^t w(iOd pile; for it was
now very cold, and we knew we were in for a bitter night.
How cold it really was 1 cannot say, but duiing the evening
when one of us wanted a drink he di'^covered that the water
in the tin cup at the corner of the tent was frozen nearly
solid. This was within 8 or 10ft. of the fire, though not ex-
posed to the direct rays of the fire. The furroundie gs being
unfavorable here for a camp, we were a longtime—over two
hours—getting things inio wbat seemed to us comfortable
shape. We were not so tirtid as we had been the night be-
fore. Already the air and fxercisewere besinniug to do
their work for us, so we could see that a few days of this sort
of thing would harden us up nicely.

It was an hour after daik by the time we got all our do-
mestic arrangemf nts concluded and had our smoking supper
on the Art lit tpot between the fire and the tent. To the light
of the fire we were able io add further illumination, for dur-
ing the day Patti had, by strange good fortune picked up on
the beach a half length of slearine candle, which had come
from no on* knows where on the common carriage of the
lake. This candle we placed at our table, making for it an
excellent candle stick from a i^plit pine boufih, the sharpened
end of which we ^tuck down in the sand thatconstiiuu d the
table cloth. In silence, but wilh great celerity and preci:?ion,

we ate our evening meal fif bacon beefsteaK, bri)wn bread
and coffee, finishing it off with a fine red apple for dessert.
Then we said it was good, wiped our knives each on that
spot of his trousers leg as heriinbefore designated, and re-
lapsed into ease and dignity for an hour or so before retiring
for the night.

The wind had by this time risen to a gale, and, worst of all,

it came twifting down a little bide ^ully in mch a way that it

blew the smose right in'o our tent inst ad of away from it.

Wilh a bit of the muslin of which the tent was made we put
up a lude side wing, which oroke pattnf the wind away,
but at best this w&s m^uflicif nt, so we had rather a bad lime
of it after we lay down t.> shep Patii was so big that as he
lay flat on his back his nose just cleared the root of the
tent, and the smoke, following down the slanting roof,
would stream directly into his eyes, so that he was glad to
pull the blacket over his head. In the morning we found
our throats full of smoke, so that our voices had a harsh,
piratical sort of sound, in good keeping with our general
make-up Of course neither of us washed hh face or hands,
and itdoos not occur to me whether or not the siibj-ct of a
comb was mentioned. With water so hard to nut as we
found it in Lake Michigan, one isn't going to waste any of
it in washing.

It was very cold that night, but strangely enough it grew
warmer toward morning, the wind then lulling somewhat.
We both were up often during the night building up the
fire, and we found our gn-at stack of dry wood none too
large. By morning our bigbi ck log was burned entirely
through, and we had to lap the ends to get a goud reflactor
out of it. All the little solid trees which we had dragged
up to camp were burned throueh again and again, ard we
were forced to go out for wood for the breakfast fire. When
it comes to keeping a fire the size of ours going for twelve
hours straight, it /squires a lot ot wood. Once in the night
I felt Patti shivering in his sleep, and so got out and piled
on (-ome wood upon the fire. At another time 1 awoke
with a good strong shiver running up my own
back, and as I got out into the sbarp night air to
htistle up some v/ood for the fire I was seized
with a vigorous chill which sent me howling back to
the blankets. This, however, does not hurt any one, and
teaches him not to be too lazy or to wait too long after the

warning of the -first creeping feeling up the back. In a
camp such as thU it, is no good to curl up tiuhter in the
blinkets and try to get warm that way. We did not have
blank< ts enough for that, but had to depend absolutely upon
the fire. I should think a well m de fire was good to last an
hour or two hours, according to the kind of wood used. Of
course if men would take turns stmiiing fire watch it would
be possible to sleep in perfect comfort until time to go on
watch, but we were too sleepy to do this, and so let it aver-

age itself, which it did with something like approximate
evenness, 1 suppose, each one getting up to fix the fire per-

haps four or five times during the night, as nearly as he could
reroemVr, and not keeping track of the times he did so

when asleep.

In the morning when we broke camp we marched to the
top of "Mount Tom" and had a good look over the wide
strip of rough country about us. The lake was quieter now
and lay wide and blue be^ow us. Almost at our feet, it

seemed, we could see the buildings of Michiaan City, about
three miles away. Between us and the town there were the
same long, deep gullies, the same white sand dunes and the
same scrubby timber to which we had now become accus-
tom* d. Across this country we started for our las^t Itttle

march. To our surprise it was impossible to find a place on
the lake side of the sand dunes where it would be poshible

to slide 01 scrtimble down to the beach without too serious a
risk of injury. We kept along on top of the ridges until at

last we fouod ashallower gully whi h led down to thob ach.

Then we pressed on toward the red roof of the life-saving

station at the town.
All alone the upper edge of the beach for a distance of

more than half a mile at this part of the lake shore we found
soft ground with wnter oozing up through it. This we dis-

covered to be a series of the seeping sorings peculiar to this

sandhill region. Not far from this trickle of water we saw
a high an i regular bank of fine gravel, graded as regularly
as though terraced for a lawn front, and running bacfi some
distance until swallowed up in the all-devouring sand,
thousrh leaving a perfectly fiat surface large enough for the
building of the finest residence. This odd eminence was
some 30ft. above the level of the lake. The front of this

gravel bank or bar was many hundreds of yards long where
plainly visible, and it set-merl even and flat-topped all along.

Perhaps geologists could show how the bii^ glaci^'r which
came down across this country at some distant day dropped
here the fine pebbles it had been carrjing. Then the sand
blew all over the gravel bar and covere i it up, no one knows
for how many miles of its course, along what is n >w the lake
shore Thus a dam was made between the spring wateis of

thi country inland from the lake. Further up the lake, in

the dirsci jn from which we had come, tbe spring waters
and marsh waters were beaded back by the wide fraudhills

and herded together into large streams, the G-and Oalumei,
or the little creek which we called Patterson's River. At this

point, where the reach of sandhills was narrower, and where
the gravel bar was least covered by the sands, this nland
water had strained through the vast natural dam, trickling
through the wide gravel bar and so seepiog out at its foot

upon the lake side of the ridges. At least, this was good
enough geology fr)r us, and we wondered how long it would
be before another river broke through the sandhilk and give
the perch and suckers a chance to run up into the grass
lands in the spring. According to my own earlier explora-
tions, made along the Little Calumft some years ago with
Alex Loyd, and continued last summer with i)r. HoUenbeck,
of We^tviile, Ind., we were now at a point about twelve
miles north of the head of the Calumet River, the same dis-

tance from some fioe ba«s fishing, and not any further than
that from a lot of intt vesting little creeks, all of wnich pitch
down the sharp front of the big dam the glacier left still fur-

ther ioland, to keep the Kankakee River from running into
Lake Micotgan, which it has for a long time been trying its

best to do.

It was about 11 o'clock in the morning wh^n we arrived
in Michigan City, and were able at length definitely to con-
firm the unaulhenticated rumor that this town is located on
Lake Michigan. Of course, since we could lay claim to

this, we felt as though we had really discovered the place,

although we found there a Government lighthouse bearing
the cut stone inscription "1858 " There may have been a
few people along through here at that time, but as a good
many of them are probably dead or have ruoved away from
the place it was time the place was bemg discovered again,
so we discovered it.

As we went up the street of the sandy little city, p ople
came lo the windows and looked out at us, and on the street

folks paused to staie at the tramps who wore axes and
knives and carried packs and c ffee cups. We sneaked into
the deput waiting room as quickly as possible, but were
hunted out there by the reporters of the two rival news-
papers, who wanted to know if we were surveying a rail-

road, huniiag tor moonshiners, or what, anyhow. When
we told them we were out for fun they shook their heads
wi'h dnubt and apparently thought we were j.ikine "What
would you do that tor m the winter time?" they asked. I'm
sure I don't know what they said about it, but 1 don't
believe they believed the truth.

A good many of our frit-nds have asked us since what
made us go out tramping around that way and lying out in
the snow in ti.e winter. 'What did you get?' they say,

and then "What did you go for?" Yet others ask how
much game we saw. We saw one rabbit, one grouse, one
squirrel and a f» w tracks. Not a very big net result if that
were all. But Patti and I figured it out that that wasn't
quite all. E. Hough.
120B BoYOB Building, Chicago.

Shall the State Propagate Game?
We think that it is no more than fair that the State now

make an appropriation for the establishment of a game
hatchery for the purpose of propagating game. What
might be done is only conjectui-e at present, because the
propagation of game has never yet been well attempted in
this State. The State could easily afford to appropriate $ 1 0,000
and go into the business of rearing game birds—the birds
to be given to regularly organized and incorporated game
clubs for purposes of stocking. As it is now, certain private
individuals pay for the liberation of game birds in various
localities. Why not the State? The State helps the fishing
interests; why not the game interests? Pheasants can be
propagated, quail can be, white hares can be, and perhaps
other garue and game birds. It is singular that the State
has never attempted to restore moose to the Adirondack
region.

All of these ideas are possibilities and would be interest-
ing experiments for the State to undertake,

—

Auburn (M.
T.) Admrtisff)'.

AMID FAMILIAR SCENES.
&{ior Forest and Stream:
There is a charm in squirrel hunting that exists in no

other kind of hunting. It takes one into the woods when
nature is in her most pleasing mood, and it revives the en-
thusiasm of long-past boyhood. It has been said that
squirrels are boys' game. It may be so; but what is the
sportsman but an overgrown, dignified boy? His first les-

son began with squirrel hunting, and, though he may have
come to regard it as insignificant compared with his higher
education, he looks back lovingly and longingly to the old
days, and would return to them if he could.

And as the squirrel season is the first to arrive, it gives
the sportsman an excuse to go into the woods with his gun.
He has been so long ''chained to business," and the fever
has takeu such a firm hold of him, that he is glad of any
excuse that will bring relief and a day spent in the pursuit
of his pet enjoyment.
And he will naturally seek his favorite haunt. Every

sporhsman has a favorite haunt, and that is the one he
usually selects for his fir.-t day's outing. So when the
Ist of last September ushered in the squirrel season
I gladly took the morning train to spend the day
among old familiar scenes, and an hour's ride brought
me to the sleepy little village which, but for the
barking of good-natured dogs that brings the women and
children to the windows when a stranger passes through,
would seem deserted. Where the "men folks" keep them-
selves I have never yet found out, for it is seldom that I
see any, always, of course, excepting Uncle Lisha, as I
have come to call him, the village shoemaker, who sits

facing the door of his little shop, the better to see and greet
passers-by. An honest and good-natured little old man is

Uncle Lisha, who lives at the end of the town, I have not
missed a September visit to this place in twelve years, and
have come to anticipate the old shoemaker's greeting and
chat as one of its pleasantest features. He sometimes
wonders at my persistent returns after so many unsucce.ss-
ful trips, but I have never tried to satisfy his curiosity.

The axiom, "It is not all of hunting to hunt," would not
do it and might cause a complication of ideas in the old
man's mind that would be still harder to disentangle, so I
evade the question and note the change, if any, that a
year's time has made in his locks and wrinkled visage.
The kindly beam in his eye never fades, though his stoop
may be more noticeable than when I first saw him. Kind
old man, I would not see him any older nor younger. In
the vernacular of the present day, "He's all right."

The old covered wooden bridge which spans the roman-
tic little stream just beyond is not the least of the many
attractions of the place. One time it was painted red, and
may have been considered a prettier bit of architecture
than it is now, but the ravages of time and weather have
left but few traces of its gaudy coat in the less exposed
parts,'and its licliened arcliways and weather-worn sides
have for my eyes a greater pictnresqueness than any mod-
ern structure. It echoes my footsteps with hollow but not
unpleasant sound as I pass through it, and once did
friendly service as a shelter when the raging storm came
upon me. Some dav the old bridge must be torn down
and a modern one will replace it. If that occurs during
my time I shall be sorry to see the change.
A beautiful stretch of winding road, hedged on either

side by rail fences, intertwined and overgrown with briers,

with here and there by way of variety a wild apple or
crabapple tree, makes the journey a pleasant one. No
fence is so picturesque to my eye as an old rail fence.
They are associated with the memory of my boyhood days,
when I vainly chased squirrels upon them, or played in
the corners, and the days seemed brighter and lemger than
they do now, and no woods seems complete without its

surrounding rail fence. Few country roads nowadays
have the old time picturesqueness. One can hardly find
one to expose a dry plate on without including in the
view a row of telephone poles, or worse, a barbed wire
fence.

The walk seems short—though it is a little more than a
mile—when 1 reach the fork of the road where stands a
moss-grown, vine-covered old house, the home of two
elderly maiden sisters whose acquaintance I made on the
occasion of my first visit, twelve years ago, when I stopped
for a drink of water on my return from the woods. They
call me "the city man," and are not surprised at seeing me
when I stop now to inquire of their welfare, and, instead
of water, I am welcome to a glass of cold, sweet milk or
buttermilk, as I choose, by going to the spring house for

it. It is as cozy a place to live as two such old ladies know
how to make it, and one can readily imagine how much
more pretty it may be earlier in the seas-^ n, when the beds
of flowers and vines of honeysuckle and hollyhocks are in
full bloom. I wonder how many more times I shall greet
them. They have both parsed their sixtieth year, yet live
alone and care for their little home better than most
younger persons w^ould. They are comfortably possessed
of worldly goods, and in their simple, Christian life, with
the aid of hired help when needed, keep the place as snug
and trim as heart could wish. I am on such intimate
terms now that I venture to banter them on their partner-
less life, and with a good deal of old-time coquetry am
assured that "they are fully able to take care ofthemselves
a while yet," and I gue.ss they are; but I hear there is a
romance connected with their past, and I must find out
what it is on my next visit. If they won't tell me, perhaps
Uncle Lisha will. I wish them many more years of their
simple, happy life.

It is here I turn from the road and cross a wide field to
the woods that I know so well. Just inside I discover the
new stump and fresh chips and brush pile of what last year
was a noble oak tree, and looking further my eye is greeted
by others, and I detect vacant spaces in every direction.

The sound of a chopper's axe falls unpleasantly on my
ears and a sense of gloom overtakes me. I feel as though
I should not have my gun with me lest I do the chopper
harm. I do not want to see the despoiler of my old friends,

the trees, and I avoid his direction. I go on to the other
side and reach my customary resting place. The old log
against which 1 leaned my back the first time I came here
and dozed into si ep while watching a hickory tree near
by has flattened to a soft and spongy mound. I recline
upon it now and retrospectively recall that beautiful Sep-
tember day as vividly as though it was yesterday. I do not
know how long I had slept when a falling piece of bark
struck my hat a sharp blow and awoke me. Overhead the
hoarse chirr-r-r of a gray squirrel drew my attention, and
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without thinking of my gun I sat quietly watching
him. He sat on a branch close to the trunk, with
his bushy tail curved over bis back, cocking his
head first to one side, then to the other, apparently
hstening for an answer. It soon came from a distance,
and then I heard the patter of his approaching mate,
who would advance a short distance and stop, but soon
advance again, the one in the tree continuing to bark and
cA2V while the other kept silent, but advanced cautiously
until, with abound almost directly over me, it struck the tree
6ft. from the ground and scampered upward. I reached
carefully for my gun and placed it to my shoulder without
rising, and almost lying on my back awaited an oppor-
tunity to shoot. I watched them come together and could
have killed them both with one shot then, but they seemed
so happy in their meeting that I relented and continued
to watch their actions. Like two playful puppies they
gamboled about each other, first one chasing, then the
other, up to the top of the tree and then down, until they
seemed to tire of their sport and crouched on the limb, fac-

ing each other not more than a foot apart. Now was my
time, but the gun was carefully laid on the ground and
they were safe. I know that I could not have boasted with
a good conscience of killing two such pretty creatures so
easily. It would seem like potting chickens in a barnyard.
I lay quiet a while longer, but they did not seem inclined
to move, and I got up and walked away. As I arose,
watching them, they seemed surprised, but flattened out
on the limb so closely that I could hardly see them.

I cross a field to another and larger woods, and tramp
over the old route until late in the day, and see but little

change since my last visit. The chopper has not been here.
May he never come.
Walking along the edge of the woods, I hear a clatter in

the leaves and see a mother quail struggle frantically along
the ground, apparently wing-broken, and making desper-
ate efforts to escape; but I know her trick, and watch her
little brood glide under the leaves so rapidly and silently
that it requires a quick eye to detect them, and then the
mother rises like a flash, and is out of sight in a second. I
have marked one of her darlings under a big leaf and
gently pick it up. I • stroke its pretty brown coat and it

makes no effort to escape from my hand. I almost won-
der how any one could be so heartless as to shoot anything
so pretty, while I gloat over the prospect of a day in pur-
suit of them with my dog two months hence. How incon-
sistent is human nature. I put it down and watch it glide
away and hide again, and am careful to avoid stepping
where others may have hidden.

I turn now to go to the station, for it is getting late, and
I want to reach there in good time. As I go down the hol-
low a ruffed grouse booms out from beneath an old log, and
instinctively my gun comes to my shoulder, but I do not
shoot. If it were a month later I would try very hard to
get you, old fellow, though it is doubtful if I coulcl the way
you go, and there are so many trees in line of sight when
my gun comes to my shoulder that you seem safe enough.
I have no sympathy for a ruffed grouse. They are too tan^
talizing, and give me no show.

I strike the road above the fork and quicken my pace. I
pass the home of the maiden ladies and receive a pleasant
nod; the old bridge re-echoes my footsteps, and Uncle
Lisha inquires of my luck.

I reach home refreshed and satisfied. The day has
been beautiful, and the visit furnishes food for retrospection.

I shall go again next year perhaps before squirrel season
opens, and I will make some shots, but they will be snap
shots with the camera; the gun will remain at home, and
I will have game that will never become stale— "Uncle
Lisha's Shop," the old bridge and the maiden ladies' home.
About the squirrels? Oh, I didn't see any. J. H. B.

CURIOUS RATTLESNAKE POISONING.
A Lowell, Mass., correspondent sent us a newspaper

cuttine the other day, remarking, "I see almost every week
accoimts of persons killing rattlesnakes for the skins and
oil, but nothing of this kind It looks to me as though tUe
snakes must have been through dogwood, ivy, or something
of the kind." The report relatvd that Mr. Louis B. Bailey,
of San Mateo, Fia., had shot a rattlesnake and cut its rattles

off. Not long afterward his face and hands began to swell,
became infl^u^ed and were very painful. The symptoms
were in some respects liKe those of poisoning with ivy.
Alter a time the pain ceased, the swelling went down, and
the occurrence was almost forgotten. More recently Mr.
Bailey shot a rattlesnake, which, however, he did not touch
with his hands, but on the day followmghis face and wrists
were again badly swollen.

We forwarded the report to Dr. De Witt Webb, of St
Augustine, who in turn communicated with Mr. Bailey and
wrote: "I send you a letter from Mr. Bailey. He is known as a
perfectly reliable man, and so it would seem as if there were
some people who were so susceptible to the poison that they
might be affected even by a dead snake, aithougti it has
generally been held impossible. In the cases referred to by
Mr. Bailey it does not appear that there could have been any
spitting of the snake, as sometimes happens. I was told last

night of a case of a boy who cut off the rattles of a snake
and suffered from it. Otherwise I never heard of anything
like it.

"I wUl see Dr. Vedder, who knows more about rattlers
than any man in Florida, I guess; who feeds them, so to
speak, out of hand, as wneu those he keeps in captivity re-
fuse to eat he takes them out of their cages, and holding
them by the neck, gently stuffs the food down their throats.
He has been twioe bitten during this pleasing employment,
but both times without sedous injury, as he ligated the limb
and bled out the wound at once."

Mr. Bailey writes: "The first snake killed was in March.
1896 It was about 7ft. long and had thirteen rattles. 1
handled it only enough to cut the rattles off, put them in my
pocket and started home. At the time I experienced a little

nausea. The following day my left eye was entirely closed,
my right hand swollen, and there vsas a little eruplion on
both wrists. I was treated by Dr. D Eiton, of Palalka,
and recovered in about five days from the effects of this
poisoning.
"Again in August I came across another rattler, and

having a short-handled axe in my hand, I struck and cut it

in two parts As I struck the snake hissed and rattled.
Within fifteen minutes afterward my left eye was swollen^

also my cheek. My hands and wrists troubled me exceed-
ingly with itching and stinging sensations, and were swoUen
as before.

"It is believed by some people that the poison was from
the breath of the snake, and as I was perspiring very freely
at the time it may account for the quicker absorption of the
poison than before."

There is a belief among some persons that, in addition to
the venom ejected by the rattlesnake through its fangs,
these animals have the power to throw off a "dust" which is

poisonous and affects people in their neighborhood. It is
well known that at times snakes exhale a .strong odor, to
which some people are much more sensible than others.
We know a person who is able to smell a rattlesnake if it is
near him, and has often detected the presence of the reptile
in this way. The whole subject is an odd one and worth
investigation.

Robins Wintering in New Jersey.
SoiiE of your correspondents seem to think it strange that

song birds should appear in this north latitude (-40:30) at this
season of the year. On Feb. 3 a song sparrow was seen and
heard,while not 100yds. distant a robin was seemingly answer-
ing. On the 5th inst. in the woods south of Melucben a downy
woodpecker was seen circling the trunk of an old apple tree,
while on top of a nearbv white oak a bluejay was chattering
away. There was an Sin. covering of snow upon the ground
at the time.

Thousands of robins winter in the cedars and tangled
underbrush adjoining the fresh-water lakes on Sandy Hook,
and on warm days they can be seen flying in every direction,
seeking a change in their menu of cedar berries.
Probably but few of your readers are aware of the exist-

ence of the fresh-water lakes on Sandy Hook. 1 inclose a
view of Eound Pond. These lakes extend north and south
nearly two miles. The ocean surf breaks on the shore an
eighth of a mile to the eastward, while Sandy Hook Bay is
only a few bundled yards to the west. M-any wild ducks
seek the shelter of these lakes during storms, while thousands
of song birds find sutficient food and good shelter in the
dense mass of weeds that line the shores. Wild Hoistey

MiLHURST, N. J.—I saw four bluebirds here a few days
ago. L.

White Coons.
Editor Farest and Sirearn:
Last September,while at Rosenbaum's Lake in the early morn

ing watching for turkeys, I saw nut on the dry bed of the lake
a white object, which at first I thought a white crane sitting
down with its neck stretched out. But after advancing
nearer, and the sun just coming up, I discovered that it was
a large white coon.
On returning, after running info a flock of nice (urkeys

and procuring a fine young gobbler, I met a local hunter,
Andrew Davis, and told him^the white coon story. He and
a neighborwent the next morning to the place designated, and
saw the white coon and another one with it. They watched
until they got through feeding and went into their den,
which was a large cypress tree near by. Then the men cut
into the tree and captured both coons The creatures are as
white as snow, all except the edges of their eyelids, which
look as if wrapped with red flannel. C. R. Schabr.

Woodpeckers and Bluebirds in Maryland.
Ellicott City, Md., Feb. I —Editor Forest and titream:

As a matter of interest to bird lovers is that a redheaded
woodpecker has wintered in and about my house, making
its headquarters in one or both of two holes or nests from
which several broods of these woodpeckers have been
hatched. Jan. 7 I noted the first bluebird, and as Pat
would say, "That was a pair;" Jan. 10 two pair, and Jan.
20 three pair in a field somewhat remote from where I
saw two pair ten days previous.

If I am not mistaken this is about the earliest date I
have ever reported, and would seem that my "arrivals"
may have been, like my woodpecker, "stay-overs."

Samuel" J. Foet, M.D.

Birds in the Northwest.
Latona, Wash.. Jan. 32.—Have noted the following birds

as winteiing here: Robin, golden woodpecker, sapsu-'.ker,
blackcaps, meadow lark, purple grackle, Canada jiy, bluejay,
crow, raven, several small birds'of the chickadee family and
the water ousel.

Grouse are very plentiful, both the ruffed and the blue
varieties. Deer, bears and other large game holds its own
and probably always will in these woods.
Yacht clubs on the Sound are locking forward to some in-

teresting events for the coming racing season.

El Comancho

A Horned Doe.
Dr. J. D. Usher writes from Louisiana: "I read with

interest the articles in regard to hornless stags. Did any of
your people ever see a deer doe with horns? There was one
killed near here a few years since which had horns with
twenty-one points. The party who killed it was an old
hunter and a reliable man "

There used to be in the Forest akd Stream office a doe's
head with horns.

"That reminds me."
A Mountain Bear Hunt.

One morning when f.armer Avery went to feed his hogs
he found that a bear had broken into the sty during the night
and scared out the pigs. Hastily apprising some of his
neighbors of the fact, a company of seven were soon ready to
go in pursuit of bruin, whose tracks led them to a deep
canon, down which they sent the dogs. The hunters then
divided and went down the hillside on either side of the
gulch.

Finally the dogs began a terrible fuss and the boys thought
they had found found the bear, when their courage, wh ch
had been slowly ebbing as the hunt progressed, "left them
altogether, and every man made for a tree. "Long Hungry"
Wilson, one of the braves, fastened on to the first tree he
ran against (a 10ft. pine), and yelled to the others, "Climb a
treelike me, boys," when the poor, scared fellow had merely
thrown his arms around the tree and sat down on-ihe^
ground!
And it wasn't a bear, either—just a little family row among

the dogs. Walrod.
Caiopornxa.

§^n.

A WINTER CAMP ON WADLEIGH
BROOK.
\Conchtded.']

Part m.-Brlnsrlng in the Game.
Dkc. 5 was our last day in camp. We got an early start

and went up the brook four miles to the spot where the
buck killed near the upper dam (Avhich was the fourth on
the brook) was cached. Hoisington and Du Bois took the
job of dragging him to camp on the ice, and Dr. Wright
and I set out acro.ss country for our buck.
The night before we had come out on the brook two

miles below this point, but snow had fallen since then and
made it impossible to retrace our trail. It seemed like a
hopeless task to try to find the deer miles back in a coun-
try full of hummocks-—meaningless ridges—and absolutely
devoid of any striking natural features to serve as land-
marks, but neither of us would give up while there was a
ghost of a chance of success.

Laying our course by instinct, we struck off in a north-
easterly direction through a part of the burnt lands of
which neither of us had any previous knowledge.
The general character of the burnt lands was the same

here as elsewhere. The ground was broken into low, par-
allel ridges running for the most part northeast and south-
west. These ridges are almost devoid of soil, and the
slaty understratum is frequently exposed, its covering of
bennes having been consumed by fire. Narrow strips of
lowland between thebroader ridges are frequently sw^ampy
and wet, and here the forest has escaped the fate that was
its lot elsewhere. These belts of green timber furnish a
retreat for scattering deer and moose during the day,
though probably the larger portion of game at this time
was in the main body of forest surrounding the burnt area.
Game trails invariably run along the ridges in the pre-

vailing northeast and southwest directions, and the walking
is, of course, easiest on these trails. Everywhere are fallen
trees, but these are mostly branchless stubs and lie flat on
the ground, making the traveling easier than it would other-
wise be. Asa general thing these trees have fallen parallel
with the course of the ridges, which no doubt accounts for
the uniform direction of the game trails.

A three-mile tramp brought us about noon to a spot that
seemed familiar. The country had assumed a rougher
and more irregular character, and the ridges had lost their
uniformity and were disjointed and peaky. AVe stopped
for a moment in a little hollow where the snow was deeper
than was the rule on the open ridges, and a depression
that the recent storm had failed to quite obliterate attract-
ed our attention. Dr. Wright kicked the snow with his
foot, and there under its white covering we saw a few
crimson spots of blood, proving that the deer had passed
that way,
A short distance beyond we crossed a little ridge, and

there sure enough was the buck hanging up against a
birch tree just as w^e had left him. It was like finding
a needle in a hay stack to go to that deer, and we felt
rather proud of our achievement.
The buck measured Sft. 4in. as he hung, and he was very

fat. We estimated that he would dress 2201bs., and prob-
ably we were well within the limit. He had a very pretty
set of antlers with a spread of 18in.

It was dinner time when we reached the buck and we
were hungry. Accordingly, Dr. Wright broiled sections of
the buck's liver, while I skinned out the head and fore
quarters.

Afterward I shouldered the hams, which, together with
the skin, weighed 671bs., and the doctor took the head,
axe and my rifle, which was the only one we had along',
and we set out for camp, six miles away by the shortest
course we could take.

Caribou Curiosity.
Two miles from the spot where we killed the buck we

came out on the isolated bog which lies northwest of the
burnt mountain. We walked through this in a southwest-
erly direction to take advantage of the smoother traveling
afforded, and when near the end of the bog spied two cari-
bou forty or fifty rods away.
In a ji'ffy we had dropped our loads, and just about then

the caribou sighted us and ran up a little nearer to investi-
gate. We had their wind, and feeling confident that they
would give us a better chance for a shot, waited, crouching
down behind some low bushes, the only cover that of-
ferred.

The doctor wore a red toboggan cap, which seemed to
interest the caribou immensely. They trotted first to One
side and then to the other to try and get a good view of
this. Red caps evidently were a novelty in the burnt
lands. The cap had not been intended to decoy caribou,
but had rather been taken along to neutralize the effect of
a leather hunting coat which was a good deal the color of
a deer. Hunters are sometimes mistaken for game by
their companions, with distressing results, so the doctor
adopted the precaution of wearing the cap as a distinguish-
ing feature, warning us not to shoot at "red-headed deer."
The caribou ran up within easy shooting distance, and

at 80yds. I let drive at the biggest one, who immediately
wheeled and ran. I rose to my feet and fired twice more,
and at the last shot the caribou went dowm in a heap. AU
three shots had taken effect, but all had gone low, and
when we examined the animal we found the only way I
had gotten him was by actually shooting his legs off.

Subsequent te.sts proved that at 100yds. my rifle shot
about oin. low. I am ashamed to acknowledge this fact,

but it is only justice to the gun to do so. Up to lOOyds.
the rifle would hit an animal the size of a deer, though not
in any necessarily vital spot, ,but beyopd that distance the
error was so magnified that it was not possible to score.
This fact explained two misses that had bothered me a
good deal—one at a fox at lODyds. and the other at a deer
at about 200yds.
At 40yds. the error w^as comparatively trifling, and this

was the distance at which I killed the buck mentioned
earlier in the narrative.

Of course, no hunter should go into the woods with an
improperly sighted rifle, and excuses do not count for
much.

It had taken me a month to get the sight I wanted on
the gun, and not till an hour before leaving for the woods
was the job completed.
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port, MasB., and B. F. Shattuck, of West Ne-wton, Maes.,
going in on a limiting trip. When we saw them they were
undecided whether to go to Sonrdnahunk Lalce or camp
on Wadleigh Brook, but decided later to choose the latter.

Under date of Jan. 11 Jock Darling writes regarding their
movements and also mentions some woods news of inter-

est. He says:

"The Burley party went to Wadleigh Brook and
camped by the old camp near the burnt land. I stopped
with them one night. I took a big bull moose track
near the burnt mountain and followed it across the
brook in sight of their tents. Their party saw several
moose tracks that day in the eastern part of the burnt
lands, but no one met with success. That night it snowed
and the next morning I went back to Trout Brook. The
Burley party did not get any moose, but got deer and cari-

bou. I saw ten caribou run across the road in front of me.
I shot once and my gun refused to work until they were
out of sight.

"A large moose was killed near Dudley's camp below
the lake (Sourdnahunk) a few days after you left, by a
sport. He went in by way of Norcross, and followed the
lakes and river up to Dudley's camp, and afterward came
out by way of Patten. Mr. Dow and wife came out from
Sourdnahunk with four deer and a moose. Mi-s. Dow
claimed the moose. Mr. Finch brought out a good moose
head a few days after you left."

Mr, Finch, mentioned in Jock's letter, is the lumberman
at whose camp on Webster Brook we stopped over night

has the ability to make what lie writes interesting. The
book will be something in the nature of an autobiography, .

but its keynote will be the art of woodcraft, and its foun-
dation the life of the wild woods.

Roughing It.

In New York, as I write these lines, the thermometer
stands at perhaps 12° above zero. Last night it went
down to 5° above, which is the lowest temperature re-
corded for the winter. Every one is shivering and ask-
ing if it is cold enough to suit the other fellow, and no one
is happy except the coal dealers. The newspapers devote
columns of space to telling about the cold wave, and har-
rowing stories are printed of the sufferings of individuals
exposed to the hyperborean blasts.

All this sounds well enough for people who live in New-
York, but 5° above is a long way from freezing the mer-
cury, and is not very sensational when compared with the
cold in the Pine Tree State.

On the 23d of November the thermometer registered 20"

below zero at Sebois House, in Penobscot county, Maine,
at 8 A. M. The day before McLain, Sr., had gone from
his carap on Sourdnahunk Lake down to the dam in his
canoe, but that night the lake, which is four miles long,
froze over, and the next morning Mr. Goodwin walked the
same distance on the ice. Hunters coming down Pemadum-
cook Lake in canoes were frozen in and had to go ashore
on the ice, and one of the steamers on that lake was caught
and icebound in a few hours' time.
From Nov. 23 to Dec. 5 we had a great deal of zero

weather. Once at our camp on Wadleigh Brook the ther-
mometer dropped to 22° below, and on another occasion to
18° below. The brook is a rapid trout stream, but it froze

in places to the bottom, and one could walk its whole
length on the ice. Sometimes the water nmning over
the top of previously formed ice constructed artificial ice-

bound channels for itself, and on Thissel Brook we walked
on old ice a foot or more below the surface of the running
stream.
Yet despite the cold we suffered no hardship in camp,

and it was no imcommon thing to see the man who feared
the cold most before starting come in glowing from a
tramp in the cold air, and standing in the open front of the
t^>nt divest himself of the last stitch to put on dry under-
wear for the night. At-night we put on all our surplus
clothes to sleep in, reserving something especially warm
to wrap our head^ in, and nobody ever complained of the
cold except the men who slept on the end-^. When morn-
ing came and the rebuilt camp-fire wfirmed things up
again with its cheerful glow, we would pile out, and sitting

on the edge of the bed undress for breakfast, thus revers-

ing the usual order of things.
It was a happy life and a healthy one; and there is not

one of tlie party who does not feel physically benefited by
the experience.
In all we killed five deer and two caribou. The caribou

were both bulls and the majority of the deer were bucks.
Each member of the party individually had secured his

own game and was satisfied. J. B. Bubkham.
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it was understood that the rifle needed testing, and Bo
no blame attaches to anyone else.

Arrived in the woods, it was found that most of our am-
munition had gone astray with some lost baggage, and so
the two .30-30 men bad to share. This left so few rounds
to the individual that I decided to rely on a comparison
with the other rifle, which had been carefully sighted at
various ranges; consequently the error.

With a bearing on the ranges at which game is killed in
the woods, it is worth noting that in three out of five cases
animals were hit and secured, shot with a rifle whose
range for all practical purposes was limited to 100yds.
The caribou which I had killed was a large bull, but un-

fortunately his antlers had already been dropped.
Apparently he had but just lost them, as the scars on his

head were fresh. The second caribou remained near the
first after he had fallen, and at one time I was within
30yds. of it and could easily have killed it. By the time
Dr. Wright reached the spot, however, he had gone.

Moose and Caribou SIg:n.

On our way back to camp we ran across a number of
fresh moose tracks, including some very large ones. This
was the third occasion that day when we had seen fresh
moose tracks, and all were in or on the edge of green tim-
ber. One large track had passed near the spot where the
first buck was cached.
Soon after striking the trail left by Du Bois and Hoising-

ton when dragging their game down Wadleigh Brook on
the snow-covered ice, we noted the tracks of two caribou
which had come along more recently. These caribou had
sniffed the depression left by the body of the deer, and
with singular hardihood followed the trail down the brook.
For a mile or more as we followed we saw where they had
treaded its every turning, influenced no doubt by a morbid
curiosity, but just before camp wasreached they had turned
aside and gone into the woods.

Later we learned that another band of caribou, number-
ing three or four, had crossed the road earlier in the day a
hundred yards below the camp. There was no question
then that caribou were present in numbers.
We left Trout Brook Farm for the outer world the fol-

lowing day, slipping along at a rapid pace over 6in. of new-
fallen snow. Though late in the season and time for them
to be going into winter quarters, the deer were still moving
about a great deal, and we were never long out of sight of
fresh tracks.

Once while going down a hill, with the horses trotting
for all they were worth to keep ahead of the coasting sled,

we ran right into a herd of a deer, which scattered in all

directions. A large doe stood within a few rods of the
road, in plain sight as we passed, and she waited until
Brown had pulled up the horses and some of the party
drawn out their rifles and loaded. Then she wisely con-
cluded she had seen enough, and made tracks after the
others.

At Trout Brook Farm we said good-by to Jock and
Natey, and also to Du Bois, who stayed behind a few days
longer in hopes of getting a moose. In company with
Natey he went over to Sebois Grand Lake, but the lumber-
ing operations in that neighborhood had temporarily driven
out all the moose and he came home without accomplish-
ing his object. It was during this expedition, however,
that he secured the odd burl that is illustrated.

A Remarkable Burl.

This burl grew on a cedar tree near Carry Brook, at the
upper end of Sebois Grand Lake. It measures about 1ft.

in diameter, and with the thin section of tree that accom-
panies it weighs 121bs. Its chief peculiarity consists in its

form, which resembles a product of the mineral kingdom
rather than the vegetable, being distinctly crj'stalline.

There are in all nineteen points clustered in concentric
circles of six and twelve about a central point, suggesting
in a general way a quartz crystal. JTl!
The points themselves seem to be largely composed of

bark, and a knife can be pushed down a considerable part

of their thickness without encountering much resistance.
An interesting characteristic is the parallel ridges running
around the points, which appear to be annular rings, and
which would undoubtedly be pronounced such were it not
for the fact that the annular rings have not heretofore
been found in the bark of trees. None of the Maine lum-
bermen had ever seen anything like it, and this remark-
able burl promises to prove interesting to scientists.

News.
Oa our way out met Mr. D. M. Buflej^, of Newbury-

SOME.SOTTRDNAHTJNK. GAME.

on our way back from Sourdnahunk Lake. Mr. and'Mrs.
Dow were camped at Sourdnahunk Lake at the time of
our visit there, and we bad the pleasure of calling on
them at their comfortable quarters in Dudley's old camp
on Caribou Cove. The sportsman mentioned by Jock as
having killed a large moose was Mr. W. B. Cabot, of
Brookline, Mass., who, with his friend H. E. Janes, of
New Rochelle, N. Y., dropped in at theFoRESTANi) Stream
oflBce one day in the latter part of December.
Mr. Janes is also a successful moose hunter, and the

graphic account of his scrap with a Milnocket moose, pub-
lished in January, 1895, will be remembered by all who
read it.

Mr. Cabot went in from Norcross early in December.
He walked up North Twin and Pemadumcook lakes on
the ice as far as the Ambejegis Carry to Milnocket, and
then took the land following the old Sourdnahunk road.
The first night he stopped with Chas. Hale, who has fitted

up an old lumber camp near the carrv. The next day he
walked eighteen miles to Irving Hunt's camp, at the
mouth of Sourdnahunk Stream, and the third day twelve
more to Kimball's camp (Dudley & Currins) on the stream
five miles below the lake. The travelina was good the
entire distance. Most of his hunting was done from Kim-
ball's camp, and his moose was killed on one of the foot-

hills of Katahdin at a considerable elevation. This moose
was a big fellow, and show^ed fight after being wounded.
No doubt we shall have the story from Mr. Cabot himself.

Some Sourdnahunk Game.
Mr. John Jackman, who is an exceedingly good profes-

sional photographer, and also express agent at Patten,
sends me the photograph of game which is reproduced
herewith. This game—two moose, one caribou and two
deer—was killed by the McLains in the neighborhood of
their camp at Sourdnahunk Lake. The moose were killed
two hours' walk from camp. Three were found in com-
pany, all bulls. Of the two killed the largest stood Oft.

4in. to the top of the shoulder, and dressed a good 8001 bs.

This one had, however, the smaller antlers, the spread
being but 47in. The other moose had a spread of 55in. by
Mr. Jackman's measurement, and one palm was 29in, long.

These moose have already been referred to in a previous
article. Both were unusually fine specimens; and would
hardly bear out the statement that Maine moose are de-
generating. Including the bulls bagged by Mrs. Dow and
Mr. Cabot, ten moose were killed in the itnmediate neigh-
borhood of Sourdnahunk Lake during the hunting season
just past.

A Book by Jook Darllngr.

When anyone inquires who is the best posted man on
game and hunting in the State of Maine, the chances are
that he will be told Jock Darling. For half a century Jock
has been hunting and laying up a stock of knowledge con-
cerning things of interest to all who love the woods that
would be impossible to duplicate. Now he has determined
to put down some of these things in a book, and it is safe
to say that this book will be a valuable contribution to
sportsmen's literature. It will also be good reading, for

Jock never talks unless lie has something to tell, and he

QUEBEC HUNTING LEASES.
Quebec, February.

—

Editor ToreAit and Stream: I have
read with grpat interest your editorial of Jan. SOlast re^oect-

•ing hunting in the Province of Quebec and the privileges

which .«traD£reis may acquire therein.

As FoTiEST AND STREAM stauds in the first rank among
American sporting; papers and as those who wish lo obtain

fishing and bunting territories in our country apply to you
for information, I consider your opinion of great value. I

therefore take Ibe liberty of cnrrec'^ing a ?nist'cike in your
article of Jan 30 under the heading of ' Snap Shots." This
mistake, due perhaps to want of cleamef^sin the explanations

1 gave you when I had the pleasure of seeing you in New
York, hears upnn an inaccurate interpretation of our game
and fishery laws. In that article you say: The non-resident

license being abolished, etc.

Tbis statement is exact onlv in part. Persons who, under
the law permitting the Govf rnment to divide up tbe wild

lands of our Province into bimting territories, lease a lot of

20, 60, 100 or 400 square miles, will be complete masters of

their territory. They will, thiouaheut tbe whole extent of
the Ints or sections so leased, have the exclusive right of

hunting, and may invite their friends to go and hunt on their

lots or sections without having to pay any other yearly sum
than that exacted from thf jn on the sisining of the lease.

However, I must add that nnn-residents who have not
leased a bunting territorv, and who wish to hunt on Crown
lands not under lease, will have to pay a license as in the

past, the value of which is not fixed by law, but will he de-

lerrained by the Lientenant Governor in Council.

In other words, Mr. Editor, if any person, whether he be
a resident or a non-resident, leases a hunting territory in our
Province, he will have the exclusive right to hunt through-

out tbe duration of his lease He will be at home for all

hunting purposes, and may invite whomsoever he plea'^es to

share bis pleasure or his trade, without having to pay any
other sum than the amrtmt of his rent, and without his

friends, partners or employees having to obtain a license.

This applies to fishing as well as to hunting. The same
laws apply to clubs. AH the members of such an associa-

tion owning hunting territories, whether they be residents or

non residents, will have the right to bunt on the club's bunt-

ing territory without the club or any of its memtiers hav-

ing to spend any other money than that required for the

yearly rent.

Of course, and T take the liberty of repeating it, every non-
resident who has not leased a territory, and who has no invi-

tation to hunt on a leased territory, will have to obtain a

permit, as required by law.

I hope I have expressed myself with sufficient clearness.

1 am convinced that American sportsmen will take advan-

tage of the opportunities offered them by the new game law,

and will hasten to secure lots and sections so well adapted for

the pleasure of bunting and for obtaining furs.

Applications are already coming in from all sides. Sev-

eral hundreds of miles have already been leased to your fel-

low countrymen. We would be' happy to see American
sportsmen participate in the movement. We know and ad-

mire their aptitudes for hunting and fishing. We know their

wondo'lul sp rit of enterprise and the jealous care theyexer

cise in the protection of fish and game.
Thus, as I said in Boston at the Megantic Club dinner,

where I had the honor of representing the Minister of Lands,

Forests and Fisheries, there; are ino morejdesirable tenants

for us than American sportsmen. ^Our pDpulation,ito whose
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prosperity they so largely contribute, will give them a hearty
welcome; and I am happy to be able to state again here that
the Government of the Province of Quebec wSl grant them
every facility and afEord them every protection.

L. Z. JoJsrcAS,

Supt. Fisheries and Game, Province of Quebec.

FLORIDA GAME AND FISH.
Anthony, Fla.—The lands of Marion and adjoining coun-

ties afford as fine partridge or quail hunting as any tnat ex-
ist. Travelers new to the country are often surprised to
see a covey run away from the road on the approach of a
vehicle.

Ducks are ia fair quantity, though not abundant.
Several small droves of wild geese have been reported in

the small ponds in the "flat-woods," a few miles east of
this place. S.

Qmjp Hammock House, Levy County, F'a., Feb. 8.—The
hunting and fishing in this section are now at tlieir best.

Yesterday two parties started from here on a hunting trip.

No less than eleven deer were seen, and numerous wild tur-

keys. Anyone who knows how to hunt this wily game is sure
of good sport. The regular hunters only go out w ben meat is

wanted for the table or for local consumption, as the law
recently passed prohibits market shipments beyond the
county limits—a law that has had the best effect in preserv-
iua: the game. Quail are so numerous as to be regarded as
scarcely game birds.

After the severe weather the fish are ravenous. Two per-
sons left the hotel on a fishing trip and came back with
twenty-eight sheepshead, averaging 31bs. apiece and some
running as high as A^lbs. In addition to these ten or twelve
black bass were caugtit from 1^ to 51bs. in weight.
No alligators have been killed during the last few days,

but a day or two of warm weather will assuredly bring them
out on the banks. The North Carolina wood duck has made
its appearance, and several good bags of this beautiful fowl
have been obtained. Gray ducks and mallards are thick, and
the teal are just beginning to come in, Redfish and weakfish
are abundant and are in splendid condition.

The big backs of the tarpon have been seen in the river, a
sure sign that this king of fish will be here shortly in large
numbers. Altogether the sporting outlook was never better
than at present. 0. B. Wingate.

Sarasota, Fla., Jan. 30,—Mr. C. B. Tyler, of Rhode
Island, left the Hotel De Soto Tuesday, Jan. 26, drove
twelve miles, camped out all night, and shot on Wednesday
seven wild turkeys. Que gobbler weighed 351bs., the rest
averaged lalbs. each. Mr. Tyler also shot twenty-two quail
and eleven jacksnipe, and returned Thursday at 4:30 P. M.
A good day out fishing was also done by Mr. C. H At-

wood, of Rhode Island. He left the hotel at 8:30 Wednes-
day and sailed to the new pass, three miles distant, and
caught one channel bass, I4ilbs.; four bluefish, average 31bs.
each; two redfish, ISlbs. each, and with rod and reel cap-
tured a shark that measured 7ilt. and weighed 2321bs. It
took Mr. Atwood two hours to land the shark.
The weather is somewhat cold, but prospects are warmer.

Geo. H. JVIackie.

THE MAINE GUIDE LICENSE.
Boston, Feb. 6.—Fish and Game Commissioner Carlton's

guide license bill now promises to pass both House and
Senate at Augusta, Me., almost without opposition. The
hearing on the matter came off on Tuesday, according to
announcement, and though the railroads generally offered
half fares, the guides did not turn out. But the people
turned out and tilled the hall, even to the galleries. The
Rangeley guides, who all along have been reported much
opposed to the measure, were scarcely represented at all at
the hearing. Capt. Fred. C. Barker, the well-known pro-
prietor of the Bemis and Birches camps, was there, but did
not oppose the measure, though scarcely believing in it.

Moosehead guides were represented by counsel, but made no
showing of opposition to the measure. The guides' side of
the matter went by neglect, in fact. Commissioner Carlton
earnestly advocated his bill before the Committee on
Fisheries and Game, involving the whole matter in the gen-
eral causs of fish and game protection and its value
to the State. He was followed by George D, Bisbee, who
has so many times been a successful advocate of the cause of
fish and game protection'before ths courts of that State. He
dwelt at length upon the value of fish and game to the State,
though not a sportsman himself. He was followed by others,
each advocating the guide license measure and the appropri-
ation of |40,00U per annum for two years for the carrying on
of the work of the Commissionera. At the close of the
hearing the committee reported the guide license measure
with but one dissenting vote, that of the chairman from
Rangeley, and the appropriation of $40,000. The next day
the measure came up in the House and came very near to
being rushed through that day. But a representative, from
Rangeley 1 believe, asked for delay to allow consideration,
sugsesting that so good a measure could afford to wait a
whde. Oa his motion the matter was laid on the table.

Commissioner Carlton is greatly in earnest about the
measure; thoroughly believes in it, evidently. So kindly is

the feeling toward fish and game matters in the present
Maine Legislature it is probable that almost any bill the
Commission might ask for would be granted. Tne appro-
priation of $10,000 will be made, without a doubt, though it

is only a few years ago when E. M. Sdllwell and Henry O.
Stanley were sat down upon for asking an appropriation of
$10,000 when they were receiving out $7,000, and working
without salary. Commissioner Stanley also thoroughly
believes in the measure. He says it is the best move that
has ever been made ia flsli aal game legislation, and that
with the $40,000 a year appropriation fish and game protec-
tion and propagation will be in grand shape in Maine. The
other members of the Commission are much pleased with
Commissioner Carlton and his energy.
Commissioner Stanley writes me tuat lam mistaken about

ice fishing on Lake Auburn ; that none has been allowed for
ytars. But 1 have a complaint very direct from that locality
that pickerel were being taken, and that if a salmon or trout
"came along" it was received without informing either the
commissioners or wardtns. He also says that ice fishing has
been stopped on the Winthrop ponds, except on Annabesse-
cook.

Well, let the Maine Commissioners have the guide license
measure if they so greatly desire it. If hcensing guides will
make them retuse to countenance summer shooting, then li-

cense them by all means. But will the making out of returns to

the Commissioners—returns of the game shot and fish caught
-^show where the law has been broken? If a guide has suf-
fered or encouraged a moose to he shot in close time, will it

appear so on his returns? Will the real names and residences
of the parties guided always appear in these returns? Hon-
estly, will not the new law work this way: We who
have been into the Maine woods for years, own camps
there and never allow guns to be taken into the woods
in close time, not even by our guests, will be subject
to all the nuisance of being noted and leturned? But
will not the Bill Joneses, John Smiths and other aliases go
down there the same as ever? Who does the illegal shooting
InMaice? Do the regular visitors there, who are as much
interested in the fish and game as the Commissionera them-
selves, shout out of season? From the Boston end I know
that the illegal shooting is done by the men who go down
there under assumed titles, and who care nothing whatever
for Maine or her game further than to kill a deer or moose
to brag about at home.
One power the Commission has, or could have by asking

the State for it, and the wonder to me is that so much of a
power has never been taken possession of : Make a law for-

bidding the having m possession of guns and rifles in the
game country in close time. Forbid, by law, the carrying
of firearms into the woods in close time. The Maine Cen-
tral Railway and the American Express Co. would un-
doubtedly refuse to transport guns in close time if enjoined
to do so by the Legislature. Would not such a law be more
likely to stop summer shooting than the mere making of
guides take out a license at a cost of $1, wearing a badge
and making out returns? Can game be killed without guns?

Spkiiial.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Game Law Matters In the West.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 6.—Rumors have gone out from the
neighborhood of the Tolleston Club, where the sensational
shooting affair took place, reported in Forest and Stkeam
two weeks ago, that the Tolleston Club was about to give up
the idt a of holding its preserve any longer, as the opposition
was becoming too strong There is absolutely no basis for
any such rumor, as the club will do nothing of the sort, but
will continue,to hold its own and no more, as has been its

custom in the past. A secret meeting of the Tolleston Club,
some thirty members present, was held at the Sherman House,
Chicago, this week, during which this and allied matters
were discussed, and a statement of the condition of the
wouBded men was made to the members. There has not
been, and will not be, any weakening on the part uf the Tol-
leston men, who feel that they were invaded by lawless men
determined upon trouble. The course of the courts will set-

tle all the mooted questions pertaining to the affair. Ail the
wounded men are reported doing as well as possible.

Mr. F. A. Howe, long time president of the Tolleston
Club and always interested in its welfare, writes to this

office and expresses the thanks of himself and other club
members for "the precise story printed in Forest and
Stream" about his shooting affray. He says: "I have
read evtry line carefully, and note that you have only rep-
resented facts as they exist. This is all that we or the pub
lie should care for."

Illinois County Warden Bill.

There has been introduced into the Legislature of this

State a game law measure known as the Ganae Warden Bill,

this being quite aside from the general game law bill, which
has also been introduced both in the House and in the Senate.
The framers of this joint movement to improve the game
laws of the State are Messrs. Balrd and Bortree, of the
National Ascociation. The main feature of the first-named
measure is the attempt to raise a protection fund by means
of a system of county licenses. It is the purpose to levy a
county license of $2 for each non-resident shooter, a man
not needing any license to shoot in his own county. It

would seem that the framers of the bill have for the time
abandoned the notion of taxing the gun, and have taken
ground just "this side of that position, the gun license across
the line from one's home county meaning practically the
same thing as a gun tax. By means of this county license
the believers in the bill think a fund can be raised which
shall support a warden in each county. The latter may
arrest without warrant when he detects violation of the law.
Such wardens shall receive no salary, (here again is departure
from the salaried warden idea which lately obtained along
with the gun tax project), but "shall receive fines, proceeds
from the sale of game and money derived from licenses to

hunt." The distribution of the latter moneys is made by the
State Treasurer, who handles the license fund for the pay-
ment of the wardens according to the population of the
respective counties. All this shows the modern movement
toward better game protection, though it is highly improb-
able that the Legislature will move along lines within 100
miles of this bill.

TJ, G., B. and F. P. A. Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the National Game, Bird and Fish
Protective Association will be held at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Wednesday next, Feb. 10, to take up further the work it

has laid out in gam-e law matters for ttiis and other States.

A preliminary meeting for some of the Chicago members
was held at the offict; of the president, Mr M. R. Bonree,
on Monday last, or rather was called for that date, but did not
attain a quorum. It was called again for last Thursday.
N-othing except plans for the work were taken up. At the
annual meeting there will be discussion among those present
in regard to the best way to improve the game laws of those
States whose conditions and interests are closely allied, as,

for instance, those of Illinois, Wisconsin and. Minnesota.
The Wisconsin law as now proposed will be criticised as
faulty in many regards. Again the question of duck egg
destruction will be token up, this time with added zeal, Mr.
Bortree has discovered in Mr. Omer Maris, an intelligent

Illinois gentleman, who has recently returned from the
Alaskan gold country of the Yukon, a fund of information
upon matters in the far north. Mr. Maris says that the
Esquimaux do gather and sell and export duck eggs in con-
siderable quantities, and also have a pleasant fashion of kill-

ing nesting birds. They prepare large amounts of smoked
goo:e breasts, and as it Injures a goose to cut off and smoke
this part of its anatotny the loss of life among the wildfowl
is gr at. Mr. Maris says the Esquimaux are docile and
obedient people, and are quick to respect the mandates of
the white men, so he things they will stop selling eggs and
smoked fowl when lold not to do so The extent of the in-

terest in shipping and seUing eggs is not stated by Mr.
Maris, but it appears from his story that the wild ducks

have a hard row to hoe, as it were. Mr. Maris is the author
of a very interesting series of letters, which appeared in the
Chicago Record, descriptive of the gold country of the far
Northwest.
The following are among other topics which will be taken

up at the annual meeting of the Association.

1. TJni form game and fish laws for the United States and Alaska,
which shall be divided into four sections, with a uniform open season
in each section.

a. Uniform license, the bestthing for sameprotection, aswellasfor
farmf r« in general.

3. Tne best method for procuring and enforcing good game and
fish laws.

4. Can a general game and flsh law be enforced in Alaska, and in
what way ?

5. Has the time come when the sale of all game should be pro-
hibited throughout the United States? If so, how can it best be
accomplished?

6. What can be done to the women (if America to discourage the
practice of wearing the dead bodies of American song birds on their
hat.s?

The above would seem to offer room for discussion enough
to fill up a day_ or two without trouble, It is hardly likely
that the Association will have time enough left to take much
action toward attaining, securing or enforcing any of these
measures, the executive phase of such matters bying ordina-
rily, I am advised, in the Nalional Association left to provi-
dential supervision. There is much reason in the main pur-
poses of this Association, though it makes the common
mistake of beginning at the top and not at the bottom of its

undertaking—in Alaska instead of Indiana. We have
heathen a-plenty near at home. Among those pre?ent at the
meeting at Kalamazoo will be the able hustler .James Fuller-
ton of Minnesota; Wisconsin's live warden, Mr. Ellarson,
ami the successful State warden of Michigan, Chase S Os-
bprn. These are practical workingmen, and may get down
to the executive part of the business, which is the only part
that amounts to anything in game protection or anything
else.

Against South Water Street.

The game law proposed by the framers of the county war-
den act will, among other new clauses, have cue cutting
down the selling season for the Chicago game markets to
Jan. 1, instead of Feb. 1, as it now stands. The attempt is

to make a shooting and selling season beginning at Septem-
ber and closing at .Jan, 1; thus cutting off all spring shoot-
ing, and establishing dates easily understood and of wide
enough range to afford sport for all. Of course Illinois

game will not be sold at all. The Jan. 1 date will of course
be fought by South Water street, whose merchants have
tri' d to get the date extended to March 1, and have also
undertaiien to have the market thrown open for the entire
year. Out of all these conflicting interests we shall perhaps
get a bill somewhat similar to the one we have now. The
truth is that the Illinois game is not worth making much
fuss about, as it has nearly all been marketed ; but if the men
of Chicago and of Illinois would really do themselves
and the sportsmen of America some actual and practi-

cal good, let them fu-e the first gun in the Illinois fight

in favor of the abolishment of the sale of game in the great
Chicago markets. When they have stopped that absolutely,
they have solved the question at a stroke. Anything short
of such a prohibitory measure has the disadvantage of leav-

ing loopholes for evasions of the law. It is well known that
the dealers constantly violate the law during the closed sea-

son; hut if they could not legally at any time of the year buy
a head of game, they would have no stock on hand to dis-

pose of surreptitiously.

Investigation along South Water street on Feb." 2 showed
little game left exposed for sale (altnough the dealers have
till Feb. 5 to dispose of game that shall be on hand). The
closing date is apparently well observed this year. There
have been enough convictions here in Cni-ago to make the
dealers afraid to be open and bold in their illicit transactions.
They are all well educated. But the expression ''apparently
well observed" no doubt fits tue case closely. About next
July we shad see waddling down from the steps of some of

the swell clubs of the city certain sleek and well-fed looking
individuals who will cjufidcntially advise their friends that
the "owls" were vc-ry good. The word "apparently" is

well chosen. The man of South Water street carrietn not
his heart upon his sleeve.

Ducks and Cold Weather.

The extreme cold which prevailed last week over the
greater part of the North drove all lingering fowl far down
into the South. It is of courae understood that many of the
ducks, especially the malkrds, have no definite winter range,
but work up as far JSloiih all tnrougu the winter season as
the local conditions make po;sible for them. Thus the cold
snap last week drove all such birds from those portions of
Missouri and Arkansas which had not frozen up already.

In Louisiana tue flight of fowl since the cold spell is reported
to have been very great. I should expect to hear of very
heavy shooting on the Texas Gulf coast.

Louisiana duck hunters have adopted the practice of bait-

ing the pond holes and other feeding grounds from which
the natural feed has been killed out. Mr. Robert Saucier, of

New Orleans, is reported to have found oats a very good
artificial food for wild ducks. Rice, corn, etc., have been
the foods customarily used in that locality, but Mr. Saucier
found the crops of many birds killed by himself to contain
the oats, which accordingly he took to be good feed.
Members of the New Orleans Duck Hunters' Club, whose

grounds are at Rigolets, have aLo found it necessary nowa-
days to bait their feeding grounds, and by this means have
recently made fair bags.

Blfif Prosecutions In St. Louis.

The following interesting information is in the Associated
Press dispatches of this evening:

"St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 6.—Game Warden Henry has in-

structed ex-Jadge Claiborne to apply for warrants against

750 game dealers and restaurant keeptrs in this city, who, it

alleged, have violated the law by selling game during the

cl jse season.

"The managers of ten of the principal restaurants and
dealers in game in the city have been selected to bear the
brunt of the first prosecution. They will be brought into

court to-morrow. A similar prosecution in Illinois recently

cost one dealer $a0,000." .

The last statement of the above is se'riansly incorrect.
Allusion is no doubt made to the once famou-i Kewaunee
case, in which action was brought against H. Clay Merrill,

of Kewaunee In the lower courts some decisions were
rendered favorable to the sportsmen, but all such cases were
appealed, and the cases have never been passed upon as ytt
by the upper courts. Attorney Ladd, of local connection
with the cases, has now ceased to answer letters of inquiiy
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r^arding these cases, and has no doubt grown -vyeaiy of the

work of prosecuting for nothing, the gportomen behind the

first cases haying long since ceased to produce any funds.

These cases were naishandled from the start, and thus the

cause of game protect on much injured. In spite of the

wrong manner in which the} were brought, howeyer, they
might still have won had there been any united action upon
them among the city sportsmen who secured the first seiz-

ures of the freezer game. The men who began the action

had not funds enough or patience enough to carry on the

work for fun, and therefore, so nearly as can be at this

writing determined, the cases are now left to take care of

themselves. This means that they will in all probability be
dismissed in due time. That means again that the sports-

men of Illinois have lost that best chance thf y ever had to

deal an effective blow at (he cold storage interests in

this State. This case if won by the sportsmen would have
been a precedent of inestimable value in later litigation

of similar nature. Warden Blow, Attorney Baird, Attorney
Laddand Mr. Bortree, who were interested in the begiuoing
of the cases, seem to have been able to st"rt the ball rolling,

but not to keep up the motion to the end of the alley. It is

only the end of the alley that counts when it comes to fight-

ing the whole cold storage interests of this State. Let us
hope the St, Louis cases will be prosicuted more vigorously
and persistently than the Xewaunee cases, which did not re-

sult in the actual fining ot the guilty party to tbe value of $1,
although it resulted in much talk. In the ordinary game
law case there is a blinding flash, a deafenins; report and a
dense and heavy volume of smoke. But there isn't any
leaden messenger of death sent crashing through any game
dealer's business system, Would this might be elsewise.

E. HotJGH.

TRAINING ADIRONDACK DEER DOGS.
[We print tbe following letter, which has come to us from an Ad-

irondacks writer, not because we consider tbat it pictures a. particu-
larly enticing: form of "'sport," Init because we helieve that it de-
scribes accurately the mode there employed for teaebinjr dopfa to
work on deer. It is the midwinter making ready for tbe luldsummer
tragedy of dogs, lake, boat, deer and Deer-layer with hisi-ope.]

* * * Those pups have got to betraired to run deer
this year, and there is just one way to do it, but fortunately

that way has more sport to tke hour than any kind of
doings we know of. When the snow gets good and deep,
say along in late January, just after the ttiaw, we strap on
our snowshoes, half a dozen of us, and with one rifle in the
party and a couple of likely pups we go off up-stream
somewhere in one of the big swamps in which the deer are
yarded. It don't take long to have a buck going; though it

is better to start a doe, because they blat louder when the
dogs get hold of them. Then the best shot in the party
draws down on the started deer as soon as he can and bores
a hole in its pouch or breaks a leg—anything, so that the
beast will still be able to run away and bleed well.

The pups are then put on the trail, and we never saw a
pup that couldn't follow such a one as that It's more fun
to see two pups on a trail like that, and to hear their joyful,
far-reaching bay, than it ever is in the fall, because the cold
air some way gives the bellow a clearer tone, and the leaves
of the trees, since there aren't any, do not obstruct the
traveling of the sound at all. I like to lean up against a
tree at such a time and listen to the sounds about me— the
cracking of the trees, the swaying sigh of the bracches,
the ehic-a-dee dee-dee of the birds and the eager shouts of my
companions as they flounder along the trail behind the dogs.
Then comes the deer's last effort; you hear it plunging
through the bushes, hear the crust crack beneath ii, and at
last comes the sound that tells of the end of the race— the
deer's blatting when the dogs seize It—that's a sound to make
a fellow's heart bound, 1 tell you. One never hears it in the
fall running, because then the dogs cannot get in their fine

work, and the deer do not cry out when in the water, even
hit with an oar.

When the deer yard has a lot of the animals in, half a
dozen races or so are had in a day—not long ones, but
enough to give the dogs a taste of it. Ano her day lilce that
and the pups will run the deer without their being wound d
first—at least that is the experience of all the Adirondack
woodsmen 1 know.
Of course it is against the law to run deer in the winter,

but how can we tram our dogs if we don't? A dog trained
in the tall on bare ground i^n't true, nor will it hold the trail

till the deer goes to water. It is all right that we should do
so, to our minds, because the city chaps kick a bare groucd
trained dog out of t^amp and get the crusler, an-l pay the
owner well. Lem Lawson.
Seabebry Settlement, N. Y.

Forest-Fire Lanes and Fires.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. dO.—Miim^ Forest and Stream:
Apropos of the recent articlp in youi- paper upon a bill which
had been introduced in the Legislature of New York provid-
ing for the cutting of lanes through the woods to prevent the
spreading of forest fires, I can only say that, in my humble
opinion, your views are, as usual, entirely correct. Aside
from the diflticulty of disposing of the trash and light stuff
which such a cutting would be sure to leave upon the ground,
aside from the difHculty of keeping su h a swath free from
second growth, aside nom the unsightly character of such a
blot upon the lace of nature, the whole scheme would not
only entail enormous expense, but would be worse than use-
less. The framer of that bill had eviaently not seen fire run
through green land, where the pines and spruces grow thick.
I have.
Last spring—which was an especially dry one in the Prov-

inces—! was fishing a branch of the Tusket River, in JSlova
Scotia. Late in the afternoon a fire—^which some idiot had
started wiih the intention of a ' new burnt" for moose hunt-
ing in the autumn, and which had, I think, exceeded his
wildest expeetations—carne roaring down through a tongue
of heavy pine timber which extended from the edge of the
barren lidge which ran parallel with the river almost to the
water's edge. About 200yds. back from the river, on the
opposite side and across a bog, the pine and spruce timber
began again. As my guide and I were in no danger, being
some distance above the fire, and fearing that we might get
into trouble if we left the water, we stood and watched it.

The sight was one of the grandes't I have ever seen, and the
roar of tbe flames was something appa'iing. As we stood
gazing a cloud like, dun-colored mass of vapor, which we took
to be smoke, but which I suppose was a volume ot gas gen-
erated by the intense heat, went sailing away across the river,

and just before it reached the tops of the pines on tbe otber
side of tbe water, between 200 and 300yds. away, burst into

^

flame with a loud roar, and in less time than it takes to write

it the fire was raging in the tops of the trees on the east side
of the river.

Now where, I ask, ia there any merit in the lane theory if,

in case of fire, large bodies of gas can travel through the air,

and, bursting into flame, can ignite timber standing hundreds
of yards away? The idea may look very well on paper, but
in practice I feel sure it won't work, Wadleigh Brook.

In the Gatineau District.

I liEAD with a great deal of interest the letter entitled
"Camp Blair," by A., of Haddam, Conn., in Forest and
Stream. To one w^ho has lived for some years on the con-
fines of the Laurentides and who each day looks from a
distance of a few miles on the beautiful Chelsea Hills, and
whose chief delight is a day or a week, as the case may be
and circumstances permitj wandering among their lakes
and streams and hills, gathering wild flowers, catching
trout or bass, shooting rufled grouse, or simply ' just doing
nothing," according as tlie time or season will permit,these
experiences of others have a peculiar charm.
The natives and residents of this Gatineau district are not

many of them as anxious for the observation of the fish
and game laws as we would like to see them.
There are still too many of them who can see a good

deal more sense in galfing a barrel of trout off the spawn-
ing beds in October than in whipping a stream all day in
May or June for a basketful, and they have other like
playful pursuits, and that is the reason why we expect
those who know better to set them a better example, and
there was one reference in A.'s letter Avhich I did not like.

He arrived in camp, from his own story, on the after-

noon of Sept. 10, and "for four or five days * * * with
trout, and partridges enough to supply the table," etc.

Now, is A. aw^are that in the Province of Quebec the close
season for ruffed grouse extends to Sept. 15, and that he
has been breaking the game laws, which I will do him the
credit to say, from the general tone of his letter, I can
hardly understand that he would willfully do.

St. Hubert.
[While we are slow to make excuse for law violations in

the woods, we can in this instance say for A. that his
oflfending. was due to that ignorance which excuses no
man.]

Game in Western Pennsylvania.
Gkeenville, Pa., Dec. 19 —Editor Forest and Stream:

Game in this part of the State is becoming scarcer year by
year, and it is high time that something is done to protect it

while there is a little left. My own observations for the past
eigbt years or more prove this fact to me. In the first place,

the long woodcock spason has played havoc with ruffed
grouse, because hunters, under the pretext of woodcock
shooting, kill the young grouse, and when the grouse season
opens most of the grouse have already been killed off.

The woodcock which are bred in our covers on account of
the long season are killed off, So that very few are left to
return to their breeding grounds in the spring. I think that
scarcely a dozen were killed south of town the last season.

Quail are becoming more common than a season ago.
They were all frozen out four seasons d^o, but if the winters
are not to be too severe they will increase so that in few sea-

sons they will be plenty..

Duck shooting is not what it should be; j'^ear by year the
decrease of water fowl along the Shenango River and the
marshes near Conneaut Lake is clearly to be seen. I think
that the spiiog shooting is the fault of this and should be
prohibited, not only in this State, but in every State, if we
wish to have water fowl shooting.

Squirrels are scarce, in fact in some localities they are a
thing of the past. Rabbits are not as plenty as they might
be on account of the ferrets, which are used by many of the
hunters.

I think that the hunting season should be shortened and
the sale of game prohibited. It is better to have a brief sea-
son with an abuudance of game than to have a long season
and no game. H. P. B.

Shootingf -with Two Eyes.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Posbibiy my experience in learning to shoot with both

eyes open will benefit E. R. I found that the muzzle at-

tracted the attention of my left eye to such a degree that
it was impossible for me to sight the gun properly with
both eyes open.
To overcome this trouble I simply grasped the barrels

with my left hand at such a place on the fore end that the
hand acted as a blind, thus shutting out the muzzle from
the left eye. This will bring the left hand where it prop-
erly belongs—well along the barrels.

After a, little practice E. R. will find that both eyes are
free to fo'low the game, but that only the right eye will be
used in sighting the gun. Legality.

The Virginia Game Supply.

Pink View, "Va. —The open season has closed with more
rabbits left over than has been known since 1878, and
with more wild turkeys and pheasants than usual. Bob
White has also increased very much; the little fellow has
one more year to increase in unmolested, by which time
I think he will be again with us in his old-time plenty.
Fox hunting has been attended with but little success

this season. Last summer's storm left so much fallen tim-
ber that sly reynard has things very much his own way.-

Squirrels are very numerous along the Rappahannock.
W.L.O.

New Tork Seasons.

Cato, Feb. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In Forest and
Stream to daj, over the signature of the president of the New
York State Association, is the proposed demand for the one
open season for grouse, woodcock, rabbits and squirrels,

Sept. 15 to Jan. 1, This is the best law we could have, as a
great many grouse are killed by rabbit hunters in January
and February. I think the increase of grouse in this section
last fall was due to the short open season on rabbits in 1895.

J. K. R.

New Jersey Game.
Thtd coming year's prospect for game in the section where

lam now- several m les west of Freehold, N J.— is very
encouraging, as there are near us one large whole covey of
quail and several quite large remnants of other coveys also.

A greater number of rabbits has been left over than the local

hunters were at first aware of.; so, taking it all in all, the
outlook is very bright. L. *

Iowa Needs a Warden Force.

Nevada, Iowa, Jan. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In
Forest and Stream of Jan. 23 your correspondent, who
signs himself as One Who Observes the Law, gives a true
statement of the condition of the game and game laws of
Iowa. We have excellent laws for the preservation of
game and fish, but the game laws are practically a dead
letter. As E. H. S. states in the same issue, Mr. Delevan
has done excellent work in enforcing the fish laws, but
could do much more if he had more assistants and more
liberal appropriations. What Iowa needs for the preserva-
tion of her game and fish is a fish and game warden for

each county. Each county warden should then have the
power to appoint a deputy in each township in his county.
The deputy should be some farmer interested in field

sports, and could be paid by giving him one-half the
amount of fines collected for game law violations in hia
township.

_
If our sportsmen's clubs would take hold of this matter

at once and all work together, something might be accom-
plished. Our member of the Legislature from this city,

Representative J. F. Reed, is a great lover of field sports,

and is a reader of Forest and Stream. If this letter

should fall under his observation I hope he will give it

more than a second thought. Nevada is the county seat
of Story county, the home of both Representative J. F.
Reed and Senator Boardman, both of the State Legis-
lature; also the home of our county sheriff", Mr. A. K.
Banks; and yet no respect whatever is paid to the game
laws. Game, both in and out of season, has bfeen exhib-
ited in our meat markets and sold in open violatibn of the
law. J. 0. Briggs.

Square Muzzle Gun.
Guns have been in use about 600 years, and in all that

time manufacturers have not deviated from making them
with a cylinder bore. About twenty-five years ago experi-
menters found by making the inside of the barrel a little

smaller right at the muzzle (called a choke-bore), it in-

creased the effectiveness of a gun's shooting very much.
A few days ago. Dr. A. S. Kennedy, of this city, thought

he would try an experiment on his choke-bore Winchester
repeating shotgun, by making the round barrel square at
the muzzle. He had previously talked of the plan with a
number of gun experts, and though none of them had ever
heard of such an idea, they were all unanimous in the be-
lief that a gun with a square muzzle would soak a load of
shot all over a sap-brush.

Well, the very first shot was an immense surprise, for
no round-muzzled gun had ever been known that gave
such penetration, and made such a close, even pattern at
the same distance, as did the gun with a square muzzle.
The whole secret lies in the fact that the four flat sides

of the barrel, beveling inward toward the muzzle, simply
shovel the load into a compact bunch, as it leaves the gun,
without the tearing pressure made by a round choke.
The doctor has applied for a patent on square-muzzled

shotguns, and though he has had no opportunity yet to
test the same principle applied to round nozzles on hose
pipes, he believes it would greatly increase the distance a
stream of water could be thrown.

—

Auburn {If, T.J Adver-
tiser.

Winter Game Notes from Iowa.

Nevada, la., Jan. 28.^—We have had a very mild winter
up to the night of the 23d, when the thermometer indica-

ted 22° below zero; last night the mercury reached 24°

below. This will be pretty hard on the quail. On Jan. 5,

while out rabbit hunting, I was very much surprised to see
six mallard ducks arise from a small pool of open water.
I have since heard others speak of seeing wild ducks in
this vicinitJ^ I do not remember of ever seeing or hear-
ing of ducks staying here so late before this winter. Rab-
bits have been more numerous than ever before. There
have been thousands of them killed in this county. One
ofmy neighbors shot two out back of my house on some
vacant lots one night, and a few days later shot another in

the minister's garden, just across the road from my house.
I have seen a good many rabbits in town this winter my-
self, but do not shoot them, as I think it dangerous to dis-

charge firearms in the city.

There are a gOodly number of prairie chickens left over
from last season, and the prospect is good for very fair

chicken {pi:pnated grouse) shooting next autumn.
' J. C. Briggs,

The Winter in North Dakota.
Fort Ransom, N. D.—We are having a fearful winter

out here. The last week of October we had a terrific snow-
storm, consequently lots of small birds got caught; the
meadowlark in particular, and hundreds of them perished.
Grouse are all on the Shyenne River, feeding on the rose-

buds and other berries, as there is no feed on the prairie

for them—everything is covered with snow, even the hay-
stacks.

How the jack rabbits live I do not know; but they took
all my apple trees except the stumps. Prospects are good
next year for grouse and chickens. They were strong and
wild on Sept. 1, and not many were shot. H.

Vermont Deer.

Waterbtjry, Conn., Feb. 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some few weeks ago the writer sftw an article in some
paper stating that the Yermont Legislature were consider-
ing a bill to open the season on deer in that State for a short

time next fall. Can you inform me if the bill passed, and
if so what time was designated as such open season?

Charles E. Hall.
[The season will be the month of October; only deer hav-

ing horns may be taken; one person may take oaly two deer;-

one carcass may be transported.]

Specimen Copies.

Any subscriber who would like to have a specimen copy
of this paper sent to a friend will be accommodated by send-
ing us, on a postal card, the name and address to which he
would liKe the paper sent.

That article by Pellets in Forest and Stream of Jan.
16 gave me the kind of keen pleasure which is the best kind
to have ttiese hard times, namely, that kind which produces
one hearty laugh after another. George Kennedy.
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Proprietors of fluking resorts v>iU find it profitable to advertise

them in Fobkst and Stream.

ELKHORN.-I.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Within a short hour's ride of the State capital flows a

Btream—known little to the outnde world of anglers or
tourist travel rs—that for gameness of its black bass, variety
of scenery with which its alternating courses constantly de-
light and charm the eye, and for ttie days of memrrable
sport that have fallen to the 'ot of the eager angler is a ver-
itable love stream to many Kentucky hearts, Th s is the
famous Elkhorn Creek that, fed by the clear, cool springs of
the Blue Grass region flows westwardly in its north and
south branches till they unite at the Forks, and thence, with
uncertain course, now this way, now that, after some miles
of sinuous windings, finally enters the gorge of the Ken-
tucky Kiver. and mingles with the waters of that picturesque
stream, twelve miles below Frankfort.
Whtre Elkhorn C-eek got its name no one knows. Back

along ttie line of pioneer days the first settlers on its banks,
old enouah to remember when deer and turkeys were seen
on its hills and m its bottoms, knew it as the Elkhorn of still

earlier pioneers. When B )one and Kenton ranged the cane-
brakes of its upper sources, or the rough hills near its mouth,
they found plentiful evidences of the existence of elk; while
the buffalo trace, as it is called, deep cut in the clay soil, ran
straight away fiom Frankfort across its course to Big Bone
Lick, showing the travel path of that now almost extinct
deu'zcnof the forest and prairie.

Perhaps some tragic incideot in the early discovery of the
stream, or some fertile fancy m the gossamer of frontier
romance, or, more likely still, a profusion of the shed horns
of tue elk, relics of earlier abundance of that noble animal,
attached to the stream a name that is full of reminder of a
past that can never come again to bless and ctieer the
hunter.

B<! that as it may, there is no more lovely stream in all

Kentucky—a stream brimming with picturesque delights
and with bless d memories of red-letter days. Its long
reaches of quitt, deep water, formei by the dams on its up-
per branches, are full of silver perch, that most delicate of
fish for the table, with black bass and rock bass in reasonable
quantity. But below the famous Macklio Dam— a cemented,
cut-stone structure arched against the current, and possessed
apparently of an eternal stability—clear down tbe rugged
defiles, and along the wider valleys to the Kentucky River,
are thf trysting places of the anglpr. D ep cut in the Silu
rian hills, Ihertcky channel of Elihnrn changes direction
from sheer necessity at short intervals, the gentle vall(-y tome-
times abutting tquarely against some towering, cragey cliff,

beneath whose beetling brow the shaiowy pools see little of
the sun. In these tranquil waters, where the angry floods of
the sprir g rises have swept out the loose stones and boulders,
leaving only the greater rocks that have fallen from the hill-

sides and the concealed ledges, the bronzed warriors find
lurking homes and cool retreats. Here they are safe from
the seiner and the drag; but too often, ala^! just such spots
attract the attention and deadly expl laives of the dynamiter.
At the foot of the deeper pools, which recur at short dis-

tances, are shoals and ripples, where the water splashes and
sings merrily and musically in its swift gliding ovtr the
gravel and boulders, over ttie broken limestone shelves and
around the jugged corners, until it finds rest in calmer
depths, whose surface mayhap be freckled with sunshine
sprinkled through the overhanging tree tops of some wooded
dell. At the head of the pools in spring, and at their foot in
the fall, the bass are wont to lurk and feed Ytt wben the
trees are in scarlet scarcely a submerged rock or projecting
shelf but has its hidden supply of the finny tribe ever on the
alert.

Here and there are gravelly banks, sloping to the water,
shadowed by thick-foliaged forest tre«-s aad edged with a
carpet of green, velvety grass, -making the mo t delightful
picnic grounds for a day's outing. Thea there are more ex-
tenjsive fiats, near bubbling springs, for campers of longer
stay.

The bed of Elkhorn Creek is formed largely of the fiat
layers of bird-eye limestone that outcrop everywhere along
the valley of the Kentucky. These layers or ledges project
along tne sides or tar into the pools—ei'her o'erhanging t!ie

ledge beneath, or the soft clay between has washed out, pro-
ducing deep r> cesses where the fish lie secure from attack in
summer and free from the dangers of floods in winter.
These secret dens are where the blue and mud-cat invariably
stay, coming out at nightfall to hunt their prey in shallower
water. Here they rest reasonably se ure from all enemies
until the two-legged "assastin," slick in hand, prowls along
their rock home, stoops down till sometimes a battered hat
over a pnir of fierce eye alone shows above tbe surface,
pruds with the stick carefully under ihe ledge till it touches
something that moves, reverses the stick, feels again and then
sends the sharp, barbed steel ho<'k deep into the fish, drags
him out and "puts him in de big."

°

Sometimes this style of "assassination" is carried on with
the naked hand, in which ease the owner not infrequently
finds dimself in touch wiih snake or turtle.

The rocky shdllows, full of pebbles, gravel and fragmen-
tary stonts, afford splendid breeding spots for the small-
mouth black bass, found here in all the strength and btauty
of his active nature He has exclusive possessioo as against
his large-mouth ralative. This fact, witn the abundance of
food supply—minnows, crayfish, helgramites, etc —pre-
vented the ceaseless, skilled efforts of hundred* of anglers in
all the years back froai making the fishing of Elkborn Creek
a memory only. True, the number of the fl^h has dimin-
ished much and the average size has sadly lessened in the
thirty years since first T cast a hook in its attractive waters

;

but during the past year many fine strings have been taken
and there is sport yet for the angler who loves his art and
knows how to apply it. A red letter day in this particular
we shall note later on
To the intrepid, artful, gallant warrior bass of Elkhorn

Creek—the gamest of game fish according to its size—fighters
while strength la^ts, full of expedients and daring—is due,
as we honestly belicve, the raising of a crop—or two gener-
ations, if you please—of as fiue anglers within d-ady reach
of its waters a^ ever cast a book or wel a hue. Edu< ated
with tbe best of tackle—a ililam reel and a Kentucky cane
rod, with lines deLder and f<trong— they waded among the
boulders on the smooth, slippery ledges, patiently" and
gently drew the minnow about ana across the retreats of the

bass, and as coolly fought the battle out with the hooked
fish as if his e^capp would not add another beat to the heart
that was throbbing quickly enough within the breast
When one of these old veterans took a bee line for the

creek or was seen standing about its pools there was a grim
certainty that there would be ultimate need for the frying-
pan at home. The novice, the water splasher and the min-
now killer could only look on and grow green with envy or
despise himself for his lack of knowledge. How often has
the hungry imitator watched one of these veterans—fixed his
bait on tbe hook just as he had it, got the same kind and
s\zi of minnow from the bucket, edged up close, let out the
same quantity of line, fooled around the same spot, and
then—with a ghastly grin and on all-overish mean feeling
watched the "old man" yank 'em out, while his own bait
was haunted wi*h neglect, and his line lay limp and listless.

No use, mere wishing doesn't catch fl>ih any more than it

controls men; it U knowledge, experience, patience, skill,

that does the work in one case as in the other.

Among the famous fishermen of Eikhorn Creek—"men I
have fished with," or most of them—was Gen Geo, B. Crit-
tenden. He seemed intuitively to know juit where the bass
ought to be and j ust what kind of food would tempt an
appetite when not spt^cially edged. He never seemed so
contented as when wading the waters of Elkhorn in his
anglrs for bass, often btauding for hours solitary and alone

—

his minnow, free of cork or sinker, led gently about tbe bot-
tom, or left at will to search, apparently, for some fiuny
monster with an appetite Even in winter, when some clear
day warmer than usual would come, he would sometimes
walk out to Benson, a tributary of the Kentucky near
Frankfort, break the fringe of ice along the edge and wade
in to fish.

Silent, thoughtful, reserved except to the few friends he
cared to talk with, the last days of his life after the wreck
of the Confederacy were spent mainly on Elkhorn in sympa-
thy with nature, following his favorite pastime and at peace
apparently with all the world. He never ate fish, and de-
spised to catch a catfish.

He was the best creek fisherman I ever knew, and always
insisted there were at least two days in the week when fish

would bite His knowledge of fish and their habits, his ex-
tended travels and experiences of army life, and his close
observation of nature in all its varying moods, made his talks
ever deligbtful.

Another noted fisherman was Dr. Wm. Morris—a country
physician—who was always after the biggest bass, and gen-
erally got them. A teniai gentleman of the olc school, hos-
pitable and kindly, he sandwiched many a trip to the creek
between visits to the bedsides of his patients. He fished
without sinker generally, but moulded a bit of conical lead
on the bottom of his cork to give weight for the throw-out.
In the lall, long after frost came, he caught many big bass
by fi-^hing on the bottom. Tue odd days he would tpend in
his shop, hammering out steel tins for his friends or mend-
ing and oiling his tackle. He constructed his own minnow
seines, and was an expert in giving tnem the proper length,
depth, bag and lead line.

The hero of the "big bite," aa heretofore told in Forest
AND Stream, when a "shite poke" walked out from the
grass, ascended his set pole with awkward balances and flew
away unnoticed except for the nodding of the pole, cau-ing
him to exclaim "Thar's a bite!" was one of the best fisher-

men of hia day. To Uncle Lee Walking the creek was an
open book, with rock and boulder and ledge and crevice and
step-off plainly marked on the page. Selecting a spot for
the day's sport, he would bait his hook witn great care, and
after a trial or two would land his minnow or "soft craw" at
the proper place, ejaculate a satisfactory "jusi right!" plant
his pole, fill his pipe with tobacco and begio a smoke of
contentment as he watched the tremulous motion of his line.

His waitirg habit often brought a success in the size of his
fi h thai more active anglers could only equal in numbers.
Nor did he care for fish—he said his stomach "couldn't bear
'em."
There are those who were trained under the guidance of

Uncie Lee Watkins who will swear to day "he was the best
fisherman that ev r took the creek " And they are no mean
judges of the Waltonian art—capable, in fact, wire the old
man alive to-day, to make him "hustle" to hold his own.
Then there was Thad Sullivan, who was said to know by

name the fish of the creek from Knight's Bridge to below
Peak's Mill. It is certain at least that when he saddled his
horse, took his minnow bucket and started for the creek, the
fish were sure to respond to his call to "come out of the
wet." His favorite fishing grounds were about the Cow
Pond in Giult'a Bend, the head and foot of the Qiv Hole,
the long pool above Jackson's and the Meeting Hoiise Hole
above P. aK's Mill. And he had much of the hunter's in-
stinct, for he was one of the first to know when the "blue-
wings" were on the creek and the tirft to get 'em He
enj jyed fishing as a woman enjoys shopp ng—with infinite
zest—and no fish protector ever bore a more cordial hatred
of the ways of the dynamiter and fi^h hog than he. H was
sturdy in his defense of the rights of the honest fisherman
and an earnest advocate of fish protection and propisaiion.

Dr. Ben Duvail grew up by the creek in eirJivr life and
was ever eager to renew the angles of his youth. His skill

in linding the bionz .--backers was only less thin his natural
gi ts in the diagnosis and cure of disease Rimoved to Ihe
city in later ;ite, he s-eemed to yearn for the restful periods
when he could break away from the rhythm of the pulse to
the rhythm of the waters; from splints and band g.s lo the
bend of the rod and the click of the reel. In hi^ fading
strength the presence of the creek gave balm to his spirit,

and a sense of healing was wafted • n the wings of the sott
winds that came to him over the meadows.''

In his last hours, when the end was only a matter of lime,
the subject of fishing was mentioned, and with sudden
strength he rose halfway in bed, his eyes full of light and
his cheek? aglow, and eagerly exclaimed: "Oh, Sdm, we'll
have one more good fish together yet!"

A near neighbor to Dr. Duvall in the early days was an-
other splendid fisherman, Hillory Bedford, whose home
crowned the hill top above the creek. A forceful mind
and intelligent observation gave to his knowledge of
the art more than ordinary value. His discriminative talks
on the habits of fish, the freaks and foibles with which the
art of catching the black bass was attended, the eager relish
he showed in their capture, gave to his companionship a
pleasure zealously sought.
Then there were Jeff Jones and Wick French, whose

prowess on the M.iin Pork have long ago made their names
household words wiih anglers and ihe synonyms for suc-
cess.

Oncle Llewellyn Holf?n, cow past the three score and ten,
was long the "king bee'" of the Forks as to all matters relat-

ing to why fish bite, when they will bite, where they stay,

how they grow, bow to induce them to come out of tho
water responsive to the call of a good angler, and why igno-
rant and presump'uous people can't catch fish.

We doubt not he has taken more fine fish out of the rocky
pool at the confluence of the main and south branches than
would fill a faii'-sized corn crib.

When his success supplied more fish than the needs of his
table and friends, he deposited the remainder in the large
basin of his spring, where they swam in the pure waters till

needed—some of them occasionally remaining all winter.
The basin was full of fine fish one winter, partly preserved

for Christmas, when the night before Christmas a party of
young fellows visited the spring during the quiet hours,
when Uncle Llewellyn was asleep, and stole eighteen fine
bass that weighed ov r 2(bs. each. They were taken to El-
lis's famous restaurant in town, a choice company gathered,
and a genuine "Christmas wak^" was hell, with fish as the
center att action, till breaking day caused the company to
scatter. To this day Uncle Llewellyn doesn't know who
robbed him, though he carried a cigar, found at the spring,
for weeks to find who smoked cigars like that.

Many years ago, when Judge Nutter (famous as the judge
who adjourned court to see the elephirt swim tbe Keniucky
River) presided in the Franklin Circuit, Uucle Llewellyn
Holton was summoned on the jury This was unfortunate,
as he had just arranged with a party for a deer hunt in the
Owen Hills. Coming to town on Saturday (court met the
Monday following), he went to see Judge JS utter and laid
the case before him, asking to be excused f'•om jury service;

"Well, Llewellyn," said Judge Nutter, ' I haven't eaten a
real good fish for a long time—see if you can't find some
and bring "em to town Monday, and we'll see what we can
do

"

It i^ doubtful if Holton observed sacredly the Sunday fol-

lowing, but at any rate he was in town early Monday morn-
ing with a fine string of 3 and 31b. bass, which were duly
consigned to Judge Nutter.
Before court opened Holton edged up to the judge and re-

marked, "I reckon you'll let me off, judge—them was fine
fiah."

"Now, look here, Llewellyn," replied Judge Nutter, "if I
were to let you go now it w )uld look too much like bribery
—I guf'ss you'll bave to serve." .

All day long Holton served on the jury ^but his heart waa
not in it. The matter didn't seem right to his square way of
looking at things.

Just before court adjourned Judge Nutter beckoned Hol-
ton to him. "Llewellyn," said he, "I reckon we can get
along without vou—you can go "
Mo-t of the older fishermen mentioned have crossed to the

shade beyond the great river. Their footsteps no longer
tramp tbe windings of the cre' k.

Then— "there are others"—di-^ciples of the older class, apt
scholars too, and, full of the spirit of the fathers. No grass
grows uu'ier their feet when the time comes to "goa-fishtu'."
Many of thtm are "past graduates" ot Eikhorn and masters
of the art of bail fishing-for the dainty, deceitful "fraud of
the fly" has seldom dropped upon the crystal waters of that
charming stream
The Elkhorn bass decline to feed upon such unsubstantial

viands. Thty hold their noses as they oass by on the other
side. They kno v well the juicy minnow, sucker, doe- belly,
shiners, forked-tail and delicious steelback—soft and hard
craws, angle-worms, grubs, crickets, grasshoppers and hel-
gramites or "go-devils"—but these new tangled bugs, unlike
anything on earih below or in heaven above, they will have
them not.

Of the host of the present generation of anglers, some of
whom can always ' e found upon the creek in the fishing
season, th re are those who could teach the "daddies" a few
points in the art of angling Jimmie Gibbens, with his No.
8 Clark 0 N. T. thread dne, playing a 3 pounder in hiS
wild dashes for liberty, and finally landing him safely upon
the bank, a gasping, exhausted captive exhibits a skill that
borders on the marvelous S ^wing thread of ihe caliber
meniioned is largely med by Frankfort fishermen in silver
perch, bream and bass fishing but the awkward or inatten-
tive will find It most reliable in the parting.
Dick Church tak-s front rank in the line of expert fisher-

men, and H-n y Duvall knows every rock and 1 dge and
wa'.er gap, from the mouth of the creek to Jones's Dam or
Scott's Crossing.

Dick Morris grew up on the creek under the teachings of
two generations ot angl rs, and the fish he has caught are
like the sanjs for multitude. He is a member of the King-
fishers, as are Chas. C. Purr and G.o. L Payne, who find
the bass of E.khorn the "gamest of the game," aeile acro-
bats and vicious fighters, if less weighty than their brethren
of Carp, Echo, Manistique or Hubbard lakes of the Njrth.
Dick Crutcher handles a rod and reel with that exquisite

ease of action that denotes long and careful experience, a keen
eye, an i a certainty of doing the right thing at the right
lime. He is tireless and peri-i^tent in bis aughng outings,
compaaionable and lib ral ii. flibmg am -nities; and seldom
is it that he returns homeward with a light Cieel—never an
empty one.

No less 8ucc^>8sful and skill fid is genial Ned Cburob,
Who lives near the Baib cue S^-)ring, famoi^ for its "fl -h

fries" of the olden time. Ned ih a whole acr^ of sunshine
when he is od the ere. k— lull of j ikc", aud with a keen ap-
pn ciatian of ihe humorous lines of a good ti'^h story And
withal he handles a rod to perf ctioo. When Ned don't
catch fiah, tney don't bite and wou't bite.

In gathering numbers are other expert anglers, who handle
line and reel aud rod wiih lofiuite grace and skill—as Junie
Todd, Jim Hawkins, Dr. Thompson, Oby Morgan, L'-'wis

Craig, James Withraw, Will Culter, Jno. W Rodman, Geo.
Ddi>ie, (Red) Will Saffell and, we may almost add, the lialf

of Franiifort's male population, to which class belong such
resident fishermen of the creek as Joe Holton, Frank French,
Nels Alley and G o. Bacon.
The story of the expert fishermen of Elkhorn is not yet

fully told, lor what old Jim Batcher was to the Kentucky
River, Jesse Hocker is to the creek—the king of colored
anglers. With lunch bag over shoulder, and rod and min-
now bucket in hand, he silently stedls away to some spot
where tne fish stay and "yanks 'em in" with ceriaiuty and
ease. Able to drop his bait in a tin cup at thirty steps, he
finds no place too d>lflcult to reach with his seductive hook.
In tne senson it is doubt); ul which gets the most of his time,
the creek or his shop,

Cl-oac up wuh Jes>ie, and sometimes disputing the front,

is Andy D nni.^on, another expert colored angler. He sup-
plies ihuse Who havtn'i time to g t it wuh bail minnows and
"craws." And wiihal he is a cook of no mean pretension*
at fiah fries and picnic parties.
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Glorious old Elkhorn I Its raemoxies grow sweeter as the

years go by and the music of Its rippling, sparblipg waters
as they plash and sing over the shallows, or move placidly

through the deep pools in their onward course from the

Blue Grass Meadows down to the junction at the Forks,
thence by the -wrecked dam at Steadmantown, on by the

Barbecue Spring, by Indian Eock, by Knight's Bridge,

through the sweep of Gault's Bend, on by the Meeting
House Hole and Peak^s Mill, till they mingle wiih the waters

of the Kentucky—this music will ever linger as the most
enchanting of strains in memory when the limbs no longer

'aiifiWer the call to wade their waters and when the tackle

hot is a victim of neglect. Possibly by that time, to most
of us, the dear old creek will have felt the cold hand of

Utilitarian necessities, aided by the fish hog, the seiner and
the dynaiaiter, and he in reality as in memory a dream of

days that are done^ Oi^d Bam.

ANGLING NOTES.
American Trout !n Europe.

Fob years past, in fact almost since their introduction

abroad, the habits and characteristics of American trout,

fontinalis and irideus, have been discussed in the angling
papers of Europe. This discussion ha^ been intermittent,

and recently it has received a fresh impetus, judging from
what I have read, principally in the Fishing uasette. It is

safe to say that neither of the trout, brook trout nor rainbow,
is regarded as highly in England as is the common brook
trout of Europe, the fish that we know as brown or Von
Behr trout. Of our two fish, the preponderance of evidence
in England seems to place the rainbow trout above the brook
trout. In Germany also the rainbow is, I believe, con-
sidered the better fish as a game fish. In this country, when
the rainbow is brought from the Pacific slope and planted in

Atlantic streams it is quite apt to disappear after the second
year; and in Europe it is almost a universal complaint that

our brook trout will do the same thing, a habit which is not
true of the fish as a rule in home waters.

Herr Jaffe is to day perhaps the foremost fish breeder in

Germany, and he has sent me some notes in regard to our
American trout in German waters, the results of his personal
observations:
"Rainbow trout; They do well iere up to the fifth and

sixth year; they decay then rapidly.

"Plantings of yearlings in the lower deep levels of big
sluggish streams have turned out well. Also those of two-
year-olds in highland lakes; fish of 2 to 51bs. have been taken
after two years in both cases.

"Rearing: In the year)ine and two-year-old stages blind-

ness is rather frequent; the fish gets black and thick; next to

no cases of blindness in the older stages.

"It is a frequent occurrence that the rainbowsspawn here
in ponds with just a small intermittent water supply, say
a small trickle, and that their numbers increase in such
cases.

"The great difficulty with the rainbow is the uncertainty
of the egg crop. I have had cases of 10, 15 and up to 50
per cent, loss among perfectly good looking ova, and I know
of the same from others. Cases of glassy (hard, clear) ova
on extrusion are not rare.

"Chax {fontinalis) ; Rather subject ta intestinal inflam
mation at spawnmg time, but the great difliculty is still the
rearing of the fry. A rapid fall of temperature puts them
oS the feed dangerously quickly. Egg loss as with the rain-

bow; not impregnated."
On a good many occasions I have, so far as was in my

power, discouraged the planting of rainbow trout fry in the
trout brooks of New York, simply because they disappeared
from the streams, as a rule, after the second year; but during
the past few years my opioionof the fish has changed materi-
ally, or rather I have concladed that the failures were more
owing to the manner of planting the fish than to the fish

themselves; for there can be no question about the game and
table qualities of the fish, for t bey rise well to the fly, and
jump above the water when hooked, after the manner of the
black bass, which our common brook trout do not, in spite

of the pictures showing them in the air with fly in mouth
Perhaps we do not fully understand the rainbow trout yet,

but I am satisfied that when we do, and the fish is properly
planted in suitable waters, we will have in New York a most
desirable addition to our game fishes.

The late Col. Marshall McDonald, U. S. Commissioner of
Fisheries, told me that he had planted thousands of rainbow
fry in the stream on which the Wytheville, Va., hatching
station was situated, and they all promptly disappeared
the second year; but when he planted yearlings of the same
species in the same stream they remained, Now, it is en-
tirely beyond my comprehension why yearlings should re-

main and propagate and the fry should disappear when they
reached the age of two years. In some few streams the fish

have remained when planted in the fry stage, and that is

evidence that if the waters suit them and food conditions are
right for them they will remain. Of one thing I am satisfied,

that they are not the fish for small mountain brooks, In one
stream in Saratoga county a few big rainbows have been
caught in the lower part of a stream where the water is

deepest and of good volume. That they are not trout for
small streams anywhere one will be convinced by looking at
the fish at the Bath hatchery which were caught when run-
ning up the hatching streams from the lake to spawn, for
there are fish in the lot that weigh lOlbs. What Herr
Jaffe says will be of interest and is evidence that if the rain-
bow trout are planted in the deep, still portion of a stream
there is reasonable hope of their remaining if they find food
in abundance:

"I can assure you that there is no gamer fish, nor any that
will rise freer to the fly, than the rainbow The fish is in no
way a competitor of the brook trout, and to plant it where
the brook trout thrives would be doing the rainbow harm"
("brook trout," as used by Herr Jaffe, means the brook trout
of Europp, or brown trout as we know the fish on this side
of the Atlantic).

'
'We have planted many thousands of them

for trial in the upper shallow reaches of streams, and have
always found the rainbow to slip down to the deep, slow
reaches of the bigger streams, and to water generally too
warm for brook trout. Htre they stay and grow, and we
now only plant them in similar waters or in lakes and reser-

voirs, which latter quarters they seem to like best. I have had
them brought to me this autumn ('96)—a 3ilb. fish planted
as a yearling in the spring of 1894, caught from the Ems, a
river very much of the charactet of the Thames below Lon-
don, but rather cleaner.

' Rainbow trout, as a glance at the mouth of a full-grown
fish Will lead one to expect, are nothing like as cannibalistic

sls fontinalis or Levenensis" (the Loch Leven trout, which in
this country cannot be distinguished from the brown trout

[/anoj, and which Dr. Day believed to he identical with it),

"but they require a deal of food and should not be turned
out into barren waters. I have found them do best in deep,
warmish reservoirs, with plenty of shellfish food and stic-

klebacks, and here their growth is really good, J- to Jib. as
two-year-olds, 3 to 31bs. as three year-olds, and 3 to 71bs. as
four year-olds. At four years of age the rainbow seems to be
fully matured, the growth afterward being small, although
I have raised five year-olds of 131bs The peculiar thing
about the rainbow is the extraordinary push they make be-

tween the second and third years, jumping of(cn from i-lb.

to 3 and 4ibs..in nine months; and what is more, the males
do not grow at anythmg like such a rate as the femaies.

"Rainbows, on the whole, are very well behaved fish and
quarrel decidedly less than brook trout, but when closely
confined in hig numbers and not carefully sorted they will
of course develop cannibalistic tendencies.

"In one of my breeding ponds, of about one acre surface,
I keep three and four generations of rainbows tofi;ether with-
out any thought of cannibalism developing, a thing I would
not venture on with fontinalis; but they have much room
and plenty of food."
During the past year several waters in the State have been

planted with yearling rainbow trout, acting upon the prin-
ciple advocated by Herr Jaffe, although his letter had not
then been received; but ex.perience seemed to point to lakes
and the lower portions of big streams as the proper waters
for this fish, but it will be a few years before the results will
be known positively. If the rainbow can be established
in waters easily accessible, where they take the fly readily,
the lerritory for sporting fish can be doubled. Superintend-
ent James Annin, of the Fisheries, Game and Forests Com-
mission, is a firm believer in these fish, and as he is an ac-

complished fly fisherman he knows a game fish as well as
any one in the State.

Fish Plantinsr.

A letter came to me early in January which 1 put aside to
quote from in this column, as it shows more than ordinary
interest in the work of stocking waters with food fish, and
an earnestness in the work which can be followed with
profit by others who desire to establish the salmon family in

fished out streams. The letter is written from Middletown,
N. Y.

:

"I made an effort last year to stock the Wallkill River
with wall-eyed pike, planting 50,000. I think with a little

effort we can make a success of it, as I now have quite a
number of our local sportsmen interested in the undertaking.
One of our local fishermen brought me for identification

about Nov. 1 a couple of wall-eyed pike caught while taking
bait fish, which were about 6in.'long. This makes me feel

that the planting will be a success.

"I have tried for four years to stock the Little Shawangunk
with brown trout, and have, I feel confident, at last suc-

ceeded. Last spring for the first time I kept my fry in a
small spring pond, and this fall I had trout 4in. long, which
I turned loose into the stream in November—about 4,000, I

think. I am convinced that no fry .should be turned loose to

shift for themselves until they are big enough to hustle for
their own food.

"1 think all streams could he more successfully stocked
were this method adopted by the State; plant nothing but
yearling-', and I don't believe the cost would be any more, if

so much."
No one will dispute t{iat streams can be more successfully

stocked with yearling fish than with fry, but when my cor-

respondent says the cost would not be any more, if as much,
provided the State adopted this method, I fear he does not
understand the situation. During the past fiscal year the
Slate distributed 144,985 trout between the ages of eight
months and eighteen months, and that certainly is a begin-

ning in the right direction, and on Sept. 30 there were nearly

200,000 fingerling trout at the different hatching stations

being reared to yearlings ; so I can safely say fhe Stat j has
adopted this method so far as it can at present, for I find

from looking at the reports of the old Fish Commission, pre-

vious to the organization of the consolidated Commission of

Fisheries, Game and Forests, that no yearling fish were reared
for planting in public water, except 150 sea salmon, If any
one thinks that 100,000 yearlingtrout can be reared as ch.eaply

as 100,000 fry they forget that fry are planted as soon as they
are ready to feed, and that the rearing of yearlings practi-

cally dates from that time, and thereafter for twelve months
the young trout must be fed and cared for daily. But it is

not the cost of the food nor wages of the attenaants that are

the chief obstacles to overcome in rearing yearling trout; it

is loom and water. Only a portion of the hatching stations

can rear yearling fish, and at these stations all the space and
all the water is being utilized as rapidly as the means of the
Commission will permit to this end. A certain amount of

the water supply must be devoted to the stock fish, or there

would be no fry or flngerlings; and the space and water that

will accommodate and support a given number of fiugerlings

(fish of eight mouths) will not accommodate and support
half that number of yearlings, so that there is a limit at each
station to the number that can be received to become
vigorous, healthy fish. Overcrowding will be fatal to

the whole crop. If yearlings cannot be reared in per-

fect htalth, it is far better to plant the fry Anyone
who will visit one of the hatching stations of the State, and
observe the space required and ihe water necessary to raise

a few thousands of jearlmgs in health, will not won-
der that all the millions of trout hatched by the State

are not reared to yearlings, and will see that it would be a
physical impossibility at present. For instance, at the
Pleasant Valley hatchery every gallon of water is utilized,

and the capacity of the hatchery—stock ponds, hatching
trough and rearing boxes—would not be as great as it is if

it were not that the water is thoroughly aerated by artifioid)

means. The plan mentioned by the correspondent can be
followed to advantage by applicants for trout fry, and the
fry reared in a small pond on the food found in the water if

it is not overstocked. Such a pond should be constructed
on a tributary stream to the stream to be stocked, and
screened to prevent the escape of the fish, The trout will

have many enemies (one snake was killed at Caledonia with
sixty-four joung trout inside of it) and there will be loss of
fry under most favorable circumstances, but those remain-
ing in the fall will more than repay the care and expense,
particularly if the pond is used as a rearing pond each year.

A fritnd in Vermont was most successful with a pond of
this description, and his contributions to the main stream
from his. rearing ponds were important factors inrestockirg
it. The question of food foi the fish in any stream must
not be overlooked, as it will be useless to rear yearlings or
flngerlings if the food supply in the planted water is inade-

quate. A. N. Cheney.

AS TO CARP AND OTHER THINGS.
St. Louis, Jan. 30.—1 have noted at various times articles

in Forest and Stream and in oth-;r papers telling of the
destructive habics of the baltalo and of tne carp with refer-

ence to the soawn of other fishes There has been in the
Chicago Tribune a number of communications telling how
these fish have prevented the increase in game fish through
the destruction of spawn.
Very lively the writer himself has made just such objec-

tions to the introduction of the carp, but on tliiuking the
matter over he has at)Out concluded that the carp and buffalo
are scapegoats for other criminals. I am informed by the
old settlers in this section that when they first came here the
abundance of the buffalo was something enormous, and stocks
at the present day do not compare at all with those of that
period. They also state that the quantity of game fish exist-

ing in the same water with the buffalo was immensely larger
than at present, and that no one ever imagined that the pres-
ence of the buffalo was destructive to the existence of game
fish The characteristics of the carp and buffalo are so
closely related and their habits are so similar that one may
well doubt whether these fish are the cause of extinction of
the game fisnes

;
may it not be that they are the effect and

not the cause; that they multiply and occupy the waters
formerly occupied by the game fi^h which have been de-
stroyed by the persistent and evcrlaslin!; fishing of the mar-
ket fisherman and his twin brother, the city fish hog.

This naturally brings up the subject of game protection,
and 1 am pleased to note that an effort will be made at the
present session of our Legislature to have the game laws so
amended as to be really effective in the way of protection.
A bill has been introduced which provides for an annual
license of $1 to all parties who fl^h or hunt The fund thus
collected is to go to defray the expenses of fish wardens. An
appropriation from the State will also be asked for to enforce
the law.
The present extreme cold weather will also do something

toward preserving the fish supply, as all the livers, lakes and
sloughs are firmly frozen over. The extremely warm
weather up to last week had enabled the net fishermen to

pursue their business without any hindrance except from
high water. It is a good thing nature does her share
toward the protection of our fish, or the supply would soon
become exhausted. Aberdeen.

A PICKEREL STOCKING EXPEDITION.
Far up on the summit of one of the roughest and most

jagged peaks of the Bearfort range of mountains, in the
northern part of Passaic county, N. J,, 1,400ft. above sea
level, stands the handsome and commodious club house of
the Orean Park Association, with 33,000 acres of adjoin ng
club land peculiarly adapted to a fish and game preserve.
Here, four miles from the nearest habitation, four gsime
wardens of the State of New Jersey held forih during the
third week in November. Their mission was to net the
Clinton and Oak Ridge reservoirs t j obtain pickerel with
which to restock Greenwood Lake, and thus infuse new
blood in the much inbred and deteriorated fish of that beau-
tiful lake. The wardens were known to one another as
Handy Shot, Riley Water, Kersey and Nantuck They
were accompanied by the commodore of a large two-horse
truck, whose business was to navigate the steep mountain
roads, transporting the nets and fish cans from one point to
another, and who was dubbed Lay Low Punk.
The first day's work at the Clinton reservoir amounted to

little, only a few yellow perch, suckers and several thousand
chub being captured; these fish being deposited in Cedar
or Orean Lake, a pretty expanse of water several hundred
acres in extent in front of the association's c'ub house.
When the day's catch had been deposited in the lake, a

good, warm supper, prepared under the s^illiul direction of

Mrs. Post, the lady of the house, was enjoyed, and the war-
dens gathered around the huge fireplace, where blazing
white birch logs gave forth both light and heat.

The gray light of the new morn was j ist showing in the

eastern sky when a yell ttiat would have done credit to a
Comanche' Indian awoke the sleeping wardens. A prep
through the window showed the form of Riley Water
standing on the great rock in front of the house, waving his

arms and shouting that the lake was covered with wild
geese. The yell had the effect of bringing all the male in-

habitants to the spot, but the only evidence of geese was
Riley Water's word. Lay Low Punk made a tour of in-

spection along the dam, but upon his return tapped his

head and, pointing to Riley Water, said "Daft."
When the morning meal of wild honey and buckwheat

cakes had been stored away, the start was made for Oak
Ridge reservoir, eight miles distant. A stop was made at

Clinton reservoir to pick up the nets used the day before,

and a flat-oottom boat, the only one in the neighborhood,
was placed on Corneel's wagon and properly lashed for the
ride over the steep mountain roads.

Upon arrival at the Oak Ridge reservoir and a suitable

shore being found, the nets were unloaded and a haul w .s

made, with only one little pickerel and several sunfish for

the result. It was decided that the fish had taken to deep
water, and the big State net, designed to fish in 15Et. of

water, was got in readiness. The net was cast and both
ends had been landed, and bets were being made upon the
number of fish that would be caught, when the cork line be-
gan to sink, indicating that the net had caught in some ob-
Btruction.

Corneel declared that the bottom was formerly cleared
farm land and he could not understand what held the net
unless it v\ as an old line fence.

Sjuodiogs were taken and it was learned that the net was
held by the lOOts of a stump in 13ft. of water. Carneel
then remembered the existence of an old apple orchard in

that vicinity, but supposed that the old roots had been re-

niioved.

The wardens, wet to the skin, labored uatil the middle of
the afternoon in a vain attempt to release the net. and thee
abandoned it, hoping that on the morrow, with the aid of
chisels attached to poles, the roots migut be cut away and
the net saved intact.

The detection of Handy Shot waving his handkerchief at

a short, stubby cedai- tree in a distant field, which he bad
mistaken for a buxom female, caused a iittle merriment and
somewhat lightened the feelings wxiich had become glooiny
on account of the ili luck of the day.

Dry ciothes and a wirm supp r griatly raised the spirits

of tne boy.^, and the programme, airanged before the big
fireplace after a pipeful of tobicco, was early to bed and
early to rise for the morrow's work.
And bright and early it was that work was commenced
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the next morning. In vain was the attempt to release the
net hy use of the cltiisels attached to the poles, and the net
w as finally cut from the cork line toward the bottom as far
as one could reach, and then torn by thain strength—fortu-
iiately all of the net was recovered.
A smaller net was then used at the head of the reservoir,

and millions of chub and other small fish were captured and
sent to their different destinations. The attempt to capture
larger fish was then abandoned till a better seasoa of the
year. The nets were gathered together the foil jwing morn-
ing and the start made for the Newfoundland depot.
Thus ended the first attempt to capture pickerel from Oak

Ridge and Clinton reservoirs for stocking purposes.
Wild Honey.

Good Work by the New Jersey Commission.
The New Jersey Fish and Game Commission have been

Yetj_ successful in obt dning game fish from the Delaware &
Raritan Canal for restocking some of the depleted lakes and
ponds of that State. The waters of the canal were recently
drawn off, leaving many deep holes or basins filled with fish.

These places have been netted and thousands of pDuuds of
black bass, Owego bass, pickerel and yellow p^rch have
been captured. The pickerel, some measuriug 20in. in
length, went to Greenwood Lake. The bass were sent to
Lake Hopatcong and the South Branch of the Raritan, at

Clinton. The yellow perch went to New Egypt Pond,
Ocean county, and also to Hartshorne's Pond at Freehold,
N. J.

There still remains a large number of fish which the Com
mission will order captured and sent to lakes or streams
most needing them. The present cold weather has greatly
hindered the work.

Steelhead Enthusiasts.

vSan Francisco, Cal.—Humboldt county, in this State, is

the home of that king of game fish, the steelhead trout.

During my last vacation I met two old gentlemen—one an
Englishman, the other aa Irishman—who have fished
throughout Great Britain and the United States, and they
pronounced the steelhead equal to any trout they had ever
caught, for its game and table qualities In proof of this

statement, these gentlemen undergo the inconveniences of a
rough sea trip of 250 miles and the crossing of one of the
roughest bars on the coast every year in order that they may
indulge in their favorite pastime. T.

Three Fish on a Hook.
Last week we noted the fact that Van Meigs caught two

fish on one hook. Tuesday morning he repeated the act,

this time a 12Ib. pickerel swdUowing a l^lb pike which had
been hooked. If we count the minnow which was used for
bait we 8uppo,se we could truthfully say that Van had three
fish on one hook.

—

Fox Lake {Wis.) Bepresentative.

The New Vork Commission Report.
The demand for the report of the New York Commission

of Fisheries, Game and Forests for 1895 has largely exceeded
the supply, The edition has been exhausted, and we under-
stand that there are on fi^le the names of several tnousands
of applicants for whom there were no books left. A second
edition may be issued.

The Fishes near New York.
Before the New York Linnsean Society, at the American

Museum of Natural History, on Feb. 23, Mr. Eugene Smith
will read a paper on "The Fishes of the Fresh and Brackish
Waters of the Vicinity of New York City," illustrated with
specimens.

Dr. J. A. Henshall.

Dr. J. A. 1Iensh:ai.l has taken charge of the newly-estab-
lished United States fish hatchery at Bozetnan, Mont.

"Men I Have Fished With.
The continuance of Mr. Mather's series of chapters "Men

I Have F.shed With" will be given in our next issue.

The Natchaug Line and Reel.
Mr. a. D. Chaffee, manufacturer of the famous Natchaug line, has

hit upon the device of a wmding reel, wound upon which, when it
comes from the factory, the line is ready for transferring to the reel
proper with the least possible trouble. The illustraiion in the Nat-
chaug adv. shows what a happy trick it is, It deserves to make a hit.
- Adv.

FIXTURES,
BENCH SHOWS,

i'eb. y?- 5. New York, Westminster Kennel Club.
March 3-6. St. Louis —St. Louis Kennel Club
March 10-13.— Chicago Mi^scoutah Kennel Club.
March vi-n —Pittsburg —Duquesne Kennel Club.
March 17-20,—Louisville - Kentucky Kennel Club.
March 30-April y.—Baltimore.—Baltimore Kennel Association.
March 30-April 2. -Kansas City.—Kansas City Kennel Club.
March 3 -April 3.—Sak Josfi—Santa Clara County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.- Stockton.—Stockton Kennel Club.
April 1!-17.—Los Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB.
Echoes of the Annual Meet.

Db. a. C. Heppengee, of Portsmouth, N. H., president of
the Brunswick Fur Club, is eminently the right man in the
right place. He can not only wield the gavel and bring a
meeting to order in double-quick time, as well as furnish a
good song or two with a rollicking chorus, but he also pos-
sesses the requisite qualities of generalship that go to make
up an ideal president. Torment and Joe Forester, the two
hounds that the president had along with him, are both
good- lookers, but I had no chance to see them work.
The conditions under which the annual meet of the

Brunswick, Me., Fur Club was held this- year made it ut-
terly hopeless to criticise hound work M'ith any degree of
fairness and accuracy. It was just such weather as is liable
to make the best of hounds loafers. What was the nee of
trying to drive a fox without a particle of snow on the
ground, the thermometer hovering around the zero mark
and with a .strong northwest wind blowing that made it

feel even colder than it was. That hounds could do any-

thing in such weather and under such conditions was
what astonished me.
Mr. C. J. Gilman, a resident of Brunswick, did not brave

the rigors of the wintry weath er on a runway , but he nightly
braved the atmosphere of the Green Room of the Tontine
Hotel and killed more foxes and coons over the round
table than anybody else. He made a bold bid for the
meerschaum pipe, but failed to touch Fred Wilson's score.
In the matter of hunting, fishing and the procuring of

,

various articles of seafood Mr. Gilman is never "out of
soundings" (as the commander of the Brunswick navy,
Capt. E. B. Nickerson, would nautically put it). In fact,

what Mr. Gilman doesn't know about Casco Bay, its clams,
lobsters, inlets and outlets, is not worth knowiiig. Though
Mr. Gilman publicly stumped me with many of his ques-
tions and theories, I bear him no malice; my Ijat is off to
the gentleman.
Rich Hunnewell, of Lewiston (or rather South Dan-

ville), Me., is one of the sort of men whom one calls

"Rich" on first acquaintance, no matter if his full name is

Richard. Rich was present on the finst two days of the
meet, and on the second day I stuck to him because he
wasn't everlastingly piling off after the hounds. He hunt-
ed foxes just as I like to hunt them when on foot. He'd
sooner sit still and listen to the music than pound up and
down in hopes of cutting off' the fox; not but what Rich
can run when he thinks he can beat the fo.^. He is the
owner of a foxhound that is quite a wonder in its way,
according to Noel Money, who has seen it work. And, by
the way, Mr, Hunnewell told me a good story about Noel
Money that runs somewhat as follows: Last October Noel
was stopping for a few days among the foxes and ruffed
grouse around Lewiston and was the guest of Mr, Hunne-
well—I mean Rich. It happened that Rich had met with
an accident that made him rather crippled in his move-
ments, but he wanted to show Noel some sport. They
drove out one morning Avith Rich's hound and three
Welsh foxhound pups of Noel's, Meddler, Minstrel and
Madcap. Tbe.se four hounds had hardly been in the cover
a couple of luinutes before they struck a hot trail, and had
the fox going in no time. Rich says the first thing he saw

m

diagram of the bob-tailed dog incident.

ill

was the hounds streaming away over a hill with Noel
Money just behind them. They soon ran out of hearing,
but gradually he began to hear them coming round again,
as the fox swung back for his original berth. At last he
caught sight of the fox coming down a field pointing slight-
ly to one side of him, so he hobbled away to cut him off if

he could. Meanwhile he saw the hounds only a few rods
behind the fox running like mad, and only one rod behind
them, running as if he was tied to them, came Noel in prac-
tically the same position in relation to the hounds that he
was at the commencement of the three-mile ring. Rich
said to me, in speaking about it: "I thought I had a pretty
fast hound until Noel came to hunt with me!" (N.B.

—

Rich killed the fox, and he and Noel got two more that
day.)
Bob Perry, the M. F. H., can apparently walk all day and

every day. He is here, there and everywhere, turning up
at the most unexpected moments, and yet I never saw him
move out of his fast walk on either of" the days I was out
with him and the hounds.
Noel Money went to New Brunswick from Oakland, N.

J., to see what his fifteen-months-old Welsh foxhound
pups would do with a Maine fox at this time of the year.
The bad weather was a great disappointment to him, as it

did away with all chance of good hound work. He also
had another disappointment, one of the puppies. Minstrel,
having been taken ill with distemper. Madcap and Med-
dler went out with the pack oh Tuesday, Jan. 12, and
Madcap never showed up at Brunswick again. Meddler,
however, a tine-looking hound indeed, and one that bids
fair to be as go d as his fatherj Marquis, stayed by us and
sang bass in great style whenever he got a chance to help
drive a fox along. In regard to Madcap Noel Money has
written me as follows: "Madcap, my bitch Welsh hound
pup that you didn't see at Brunswick, as she and three
other hounds that were with her on the last fox on Tues-
day, Jan. 12, did not return for some days, has been found.
She did not come back to Brunswick at all, but turned up
on Sunday night at Rich Hunnewell's, at South Danville,
where I had her last October. Rich heard a noise at the
door in the middle of the night and went down to see
what it was, and w^as awfully pleased to find Madcap try-
ing to get in. He says she was not very hungry and
looked well. Pretty smart for a pup to find her way there
when I only had her there a week last October." Since
getting the above letter I have had a talk with Noel, and
he tells me that Minstrel, the flower of the flock, is dead,
and that he has givea Madcap to Louis Berry, who lives
near Poland, Me., and who has been looking after the three
pup.s. Meddler has come back to Oakland and will try to
teach New Jersey foxes something under the tutorship of
Marquis. Melody, etc.

N. Q. Pope's hounds, Clay and Samson, showed to great

advantage each day I was out, and were indefatigable
workers all the time. I can only speak of the hounds as I
saw them work. On Wednesday morning the fox must
have slipped by me in the brush within SOyds. of where I
was standing on Rocky Hill watching the hounds carry the
line over a piece of plowed ground. After getting the line
straightened out the pack of seven hounds came along by
me, the three leaders being Clay, Samson and Clinker, the
latter Bob Perry's black hound; the others were, as I made
them out, Meddler, Goss, Sport and Scot. Badge and
Sancho had something going in the woods to the left of the
road over Rocky Hill and paid no attention to the pack as
it passed by them. I have an idea, but it is possibly wrong,
as several foxes were on foot, that these two had nicked in
ahead of a fox started by Billy and Dot, and that in a check
later Clinkerjoined issues with that fox and helped to drive it

past C. L. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, who achieved the dis-
tinction of capturing the only pelt of the meet. I cannot
think that the fox killed was the one that was driven past
Rich and myself, as two hours later Clay and Samson
came back with a fox over practically the same ground as
in the first run, only this time the fox swung to the right
before entering the woods on Rocky Hill, and went to the
woods on the banks of the Androscoggin River, giving us a
pretty bit of hound work before the hounds were finally
run out of scent or holed their fox.

J. H. Gaffney, of Petersham, Mass., has a couple of nice-
looking hounds in Goss and Sport. Had the weather been
more favorable and more encouraging for the hounds,
Goss and Sport would have been able to do more toward
decreasing the supply of foxes around Brunswick than the
zero temperature permitted.

Billy and Dot, hounds owned respectively by Marshall
Parks, of Bradford, Vt., and C. L. Wellington, of Waltham,
Mass., were two old standbys on every day of the meet.
On the third day, Thursday, Jan. 14, Billy got ofi' a good
joke on Will Stetson, of Brunswick. It happened this
way—and here it is necessary to refer to our chart of the
day's hunt (not drawn to scale): As nearly as I can remem-
ber, there were seven of us sitting in the sun eating our
lunch to leeward of some pine trees at the spot .maked 6
on the plan. Will Stetson had been sitting on a big rock
on top of a knoll, marked 5 on the plan. No hounds were
within hearing, and Stetson retired into one of the houses
marked on the plan in rear of the rock, presumably to
warm up a bit. While in the house he must have heard
Billy giving tongue on a trail down the hill on the far side
of the big rock, for we saw him (although he didn't know
it) run out toward the rock with his gun at the "ready" and
take his .stand behind the first tree. Making up his mind
that he would do better to be at the lower tree, he ran
down there, and just as he got to the tree Billy appeared
on top of the rock behind him, and took in the situation
before baying to let Stetson know that he "saw him
first."

The story of how we hunted a bobtailed black dog on
this day is an incident worthy of note. The seven re-
ferred to iabove (Nickerson, Nason, Knight, Given, Tooth-
aker, Turpin and self) were on our way along the road
marked on the plan "To Rocky Hill ultimately," but
were walking toward the point marked 1. Suddenly to
our right we saw making off across the bottom of the mea-
dow a small, dark object that we took to be a fox. It ran
as marked in the plan, and stopped a moment behind an
apple tree near the little houses marked 3; it then ran past
the houses and turned to the left, sitting on its haunches
as if listening for the hounds a moment or two before
jumping over the two fences that line the road to South
Durham, and then kept on through the woods. We prayed
for some hounds to come, and blew a horn or two, but
none came. Shortly afterward we saw two hounds run-
ning a trail of something away up the valley. Knight and
Turpin, both of whom were a little skeptical as to the vul-
pine nature of the animal seen, sat down just below the
house marked 4; Given ran off to get the hounds to lift

them on to the "fox's" trail; Nickerson, Toothaker and
Nason went over the bottom- to the houses marked 3, while
I went to the left to a rocky ledge to cut off the "fox" if it

tried to make its original point (as we had reasoned it out).
Whatever trail the hounds were then on (the hounds were
Fred Wilson's Wanda and the Thompson boys' dog), it was
a cold one, and Given had no difficulty, out of breath as
he was, in taking them to the trail of the "other fox." As
they refused to enthuse over the trail, we began to realize
that something was wrong about our "fox," and gave it up.

Later we learned something more about our "fox." Noel
Money and Bob Perry joined us at the point marked 1 on
the plan. From them we heard that Dr. Wilson had been
standing near the big rock marked 8, and that a fox had
run within 10yds. of him, but that he had not seen it until
too late. His hounds and the "Thompson boys' dog" had
come up twenty minutes after the fox had passed, and
were slowly puzzling out the trail when Money and Perry
came along with a hound or two that paid no attention to
the said trail, for good and sufficient reasons best known to
themselves. Anyway, Dr. Wilson said something when he
thought that Perry and Money were "bothering" his
hounds. Just previously to this both of them had seen a lit-

tle black bobtailed dog run through the woods, coming
from the direction in which we had seen our "fox" depart.
A few minutes later Dr, Wilson said something more when
he saw "some blamed idiot" calling his hounds off the trail
and taking them away to some other point. (Given was
the "blamed idiot," innocent of all wrongdoing.) The
whole made a delightful episode in the day's hunt, and
furnished us with a hearty laugh or two while eating apples
and having our photographs taken as we sat on the bank
below the house marked 1 on the plan. The cross roads
marked at that point is the place where we started in in
the morning. What the name of the place is I can't say;
the "boy in the red stockings" who lives there applied an
opprobrious epithet to it.

W. A. Bragdon has a fine hound in Sancho, the only
one of his four he had with him that came specially under
my notice. Two of the four were out with Madcap, I
think, and did not show up while I was at Brunswick, or
if they did I didn't see them; Gypsy I know was missing
at roll call. Mr. Bragdon is an amateur photographer of
great skill; his photographs of hounds at work are, I am
told by those who have seen them, works of special merit.
I wonder how that photograph of the hunting group taken
Thursday afternoon turned out.

This is what Rich Hunnewell says (Jan. 26) in a letter
to Noel Money: "We have a foot of snow, with a crust on
it that will bear a man nearly all the time, while the light
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snow On top makes fine running for fox dogs, and foxes
are plenty. The snow has blown off some of the hills, but
more is liable to come at any time. The sleighing is fine.

I would like you to take old Marquis and come on here
for a week or so. I can go out with you now and we will
have a bang-up time." By way of explanation, I would
say that Marquis is a Welshman of blue blood, and the
daddy of Meddler, Madcap and the late lamented Min-
strel.

Capt. E. B. Nickerson carries a double-barreled 8-gauge
gun on his hunting trips. Tlie gun weighs about 171bs.,

and each of the huge brass shells in the chamber is loaded
with lOdrs. of black powder and 3oz. of BB.shot, or some-
thing like that. AVhen the commander lets the gun ofl'

everybodj' for miles around is aware of the fact. On
Thursday I was away off by myself, doing just as every-
body else was doing—sitting on a rock enjoying the music
of the hounds, who were driving a fox around in a piece of
woods to my left. Suddenly I heard the report of Nicker-
eon's gun, and waited for "the signal that told of a kill.

None came, and I realized that the old story would conie
up again, "Too far off." ft did, and this is how it was told
to most of us: "I was st:mding still listening to the dogs,"
said Capt. Nickerson, "when I heard a partridge getting up
behind me. Then I heard a conplemore jump, and two or
three more got up after them. Wondering what made them
jump, I turned around and saw a fox making for the woods
across a bottom. He was 'too far ofi",' but I shot well ahead
of him in the hopes of turning him, but he kept straight
on. No hounds were after him; at least, none came up
while I stood there waiting for them to come." Later a re-

port was started, based upon hearsay evidence alone, that
the fox was only 35yds. from Capt. Nickerson when his
gun went off. This is barely credible, as it was with this
gun that he made his record bag of "thirty-seven small
birds and three geese" at one shot! (The point marked 9
on the plan shows where Nickerson shot at the fox.)

Edwaed Banks.

[Since writing the above I have learned that Messrs.
N. Q. Pope and McGregor have lost Clay. On Jan. 24 Mr.
Pope's hounds, kenneled at Portland, Me., under the care
of McGregor, got started fighting in the yard, and before
Mac could get to them Clay had been choked to death.
Mac's feelings can be better imagined than described. For
my part I look upon the death of Clay as a loss to the
Brunswick Fur Club, for he M'as just about the "best o' the
bunch." The following is a short review of the hound and
his capabilities furnished me by a friend who has seen the
dog work and who knows what he is talking about: "Clay
was a Goodman hound and vvas bought in Kentucky by N.
Q. Pope. In every respect he Avas a grand hound; would
generally lead any pack and had a beautiful voice. He
tried out far and wide for a trail, and when he struck one
always worked very quickly up to his fox. On the bench
he won manj^ honors, and but for his death would have
been at the New York show. He was nicely marked,
black, white and tan, with rather a white face; and al-

though about nine years old did not show his age at all."]

THE BOSTON SHOW.
The thirteenth annual show of the New England Kennel

Club, held in MfcLanics Building; on Feb 2 to 4, will he a
memorable one in the annals of the club, in that it is Ihe
most successful show it evtr held. Good weather favored
the show from first to last, and so good was the attendance
that at the close of the second da.y ficancial succeFs was
almost a certainty, and at the close of the show the balance
on the ri^ht side of the accounts was said to be better than
that of any other show in the c ub's history, and the number
of visitors which attended the show on the first day was
greater than that of any other one of tbe club's show days.
The wisdom pf splecting; an earlier date, one free from en-
tanglement with those of the spring outdoor amusements,
was flemonstrated by the success of this thow. Last year on
the dog show dates ihe base ball season opened, there was a
people's holiday also, and the balmy, fine weather of the
springtime eohanctd the outdoor attractions ro such a
degree that the dog show suffered an undeserved neglect.

Good wiutt r weather favored the show this year, bat it was
bad weather for country picnics and base ball games.
The poultry show occupied the hall on the week preced-

ing. In consequence, the dog show beQchi-s', which this

year was done skillfully and will by Spratt Pa>ent, was de-
layed. The erection of the benches was not begun till Mon-
day night, and the fioishing touches on Tuesday morning
delayed the commencement of the Judging. The judging of
the regular classes was not finished till Wednesday evi ning.
As to the awards, they were oa the whole quite well re-

ceived, though there was a fittle dissatisfaction here and
there in particulfir ca^es, as th^re has been and will be to the
end of shows; but in one instance, that of the foxhound
judging, the dissatisfaction wa^ well grounded. The judge

p obably could have done better had he stopped thinking
and started guessing. However, his knowledge seemed to

be greater and more uniform m respect to the poo er hounds,
or ratoer his best fancy seemed to be opposed to the best

dogs. In justice to him it may be said that be never pofcd
as a judge of hounds, and the club is not free from blame in

making its arraogements for the foxhound judging. A
numbjr of foxhound entries were withheld in cousequence of
the unsatiafaclory arraDgements, and of this the club knew,
so that it meiitsreCuketor giving such shibby judging talent

in retu n for the support bestowed. The Boston snow is the

greatest foxtiound rallying pjinl in the East, it being a cen.
ter of foxhound interests, as Kentucky ismtheWtst. A
cheeseparing policy or a m>ikesnift arrangement in resoect

to judging the New Eugland foxhounds is not treating them
with the consideration they deserve, nor is the club thereby
doing justice to itself.

Mr. Chas. H. Mason judged bloodhounds, mastiffs, St.

Bernards, Great Danes, beagles, bull dogs, bull terriers,

poodles, Scottish terriers, Skye terriers, whippets and mis-
celianeous class.

Mr. James Mortimer judged Boston terriers, collies. Old
English sheep dogs, deer h unds, wolfhounds, Newfound-
lands, Irish terriers, dachshundf, bassets, French bull dogs,
Bedlington terriers an > D^ndie Dinmont terriers.

Mr John Davidaon j idged pointers, setters, greyhounds
and Cbusapeake Bay do^s

Mr. German Hopfems judged fox teriiers, black and tan
terriers and foxhounds.
Mr. T. Parrar Racsham judged all toys.

Spratts Patent btnched and fed the dogs in a most satis-

faciory manner.
'Hhe members of the committee were indefatigable in

heir efforts to perform the infinity of duties a,ssigned to
hem. Mr B. M Oldham superintended the show and did

It well. The lunch given to the exhibitors on Tuesday sur-
pasaed any of like generous attentions given by tue club
In past years. The room was krge, the tables long and
every seat was filled. On Wednesday night the club gave an
entertainment to some invited gue ts

The quality of the entries was excellent, taken as a whole,
and the total, whicb, of course, included some re-entries,
was 942.

"The Club Cup," a special for the best dog or bitch in tbe
show, all first prize winners to compete, the competition for
it to be judged by all the judges on Wednesday, excited ir-
tense interest It was won by Messrs. L. & W. "Rutherford's
fox tijrrier Warren Sentence.

Col Magi.us Shult's trained Great Danes performed some
heavy capers each day, which served to entertain tue
visitors.

Foxhounds were a fairly good lot, though in numbers
they were much less than they might have been. They
were very unskillfully judged Songster had a'walkover in
the class for Edglisii dogs and bitches, Ameiican fox-
hounds, puppy class for dogs and bitches, ha;l three entries.
Slermer, first, was coarse, lacking ia symmetry, aod was
hardly deserving of a mention. Second went to Sing Maid,
ex eilent in legs, feet, neck andgo .d symmetry; though a
bit lathy, by far the best hound in Ihe class. 'The novice
class, for dogs and bitches, had four entries. Fir.st went to
Rawleigh, plain in h(ad and a fair hound otherwise.
Second went lo Flash, a strong bitch, pood in quarter?, hack,
shoiildtrs, m ck, but lacking in general sj'mmetry. In the
field trial class, three comp ted. Big Strive, a well known
winner, was rightly p1a ed first. Rock, s cond, is coarse in
head, good in body and 8iau<is piaeon-loed. Flash the re-

sfrve, is cnar'^e in head. There were s^even entrie- in the
open dog class, one absent. Dukr, a f' rraer winner, took
first. Joe Blackburn took second, and Rawleigh, tirjt in
novice class took third. The reserve went to R ick.

Thire were five in the open bitch class Fashion, first, is

ordinary and lacking in chatacter. Flirt, second, is an ex-
cellent hound, though showing a trace of Eugh&h; and
Flash, third, is a superior houud. of good muscular develop-
ment^ symmetrical and having good hound character. The
reserve went to Song Mai-i. In the challenge class for dngs
and bitches, Femur, >lack in build, was placed over Big
Strive, which was as wrong as ii could be, and Femur had no
competitor in Ibe champion's class.

Chesap ake Biy dogs had nearly all their support from
the Oak Grove Kennels. Judy and Dimple, the onli' com-
petitors in the open bitch cla s, were first and second m the
order mentioned. Bret, a light built dog of fair quality,

had no compttlior in the dog class. Deacon, in excellent
condition, had no competition in the challenge class.

Pointers were a fairly good lot as a whole, though mixed
as to quality, as is commonly the case. Duke of Kent III., a
small, weedy puppy, was lucky to receive first without com-
petition in the puppy dog class, a single letter being more
than he merited. In the corresponding bitch class Ztlla
Strideaway took first without competition. She is light in

muzzle, plain in head, but a fairly good bitch otherwise.

There were six which competed in the novice class for dogs
and bitches. Kent's Kate, first, is straight in stifles; goocl

body, neck, shoulders and synjmetry. Furlough Bloom,
sfcond, is slightly open in feet, rather heavy in shoulders and
skull; still she is a good bitch. Third went to Betty M.,
liaht muzzle, heavy shouldeis and too round in formation.
Queen of Monocacy, reserve, is out at elbows and plain in

head. Ightfii ld Diana had a walkover in the field trial class.

There were eight in the open class for dogs, 551b3. and over.

Roswell, first, has a coarse head and is slightly coarse gener-
ally, rather long cast and a trifle cowbocked. Furlough
Mike, second, was shown in good condition, and beats Ros-
well in head, neck, shoulders, legs, feet and gem ral symme-
try. He was protested after the judging on the ground of
under weight, but the protest was disallowed. Dusty Way,
third, was" too thin in flesh; ears set too high ; skull heavy;
toes turnout; quite a good dog nevertheh ss King ol Lynn, re-

serve, carries a lot of lumber. In bitches, 501 bs and over six

competed. Urada, first, is quite a good bitch, though open
in feet, shoulders t' o heavy and head not clean cut Second
went to Furlough Bloom, second m novice class; and third

went to Ightfield Diana, a very sound bitch. Kissawav, the
reserve, is light In muzzle, heavy in shoulders and back.
MoUon Banner had a walkover in the heavy weight challenge
class, and Josie Bracket won over Alice Leslie in the corre-

sponding class for bitches The open bitch class light

weights had six entries. Brighton Flossie, first, is heavy in

flews, but ia cjuite a good all routd bitch. Kent's Kate,
already mtntioned, won second; and third went to Gyrene,
light in bone and muzzle; she is symmetrical. Lady Bang
II., leserve, is hiavy in shoulders, but possessed much raeru,

There were six competitors in the class for dons under 551 bs.

First went to Straighta-way, a trim-built, symmetrical dog,

sound in legs and ft et, body wtll shaped, and good quar-
ters. Ned, second, is hght in body, ordinary in head,
and was shown too thin in flesh. Fuilough Dmid was third,

and Chaucer, a coarse dog, was reserve In challeDge
bitches, light weight. Lady Gay Sp-nki-r won over Mias
Rumor; and iu challenge dogs Shotaway beat Ridgeview
Ci>mfct. The champions' class had two entries, Lady Gaj^

S; anker and Mohon Banner, the former winning easily.

Eoghsh setters were a fairly good lot. There were two
dog puppies. Lem Bondhu and Roger Bondhu, first and sec-

ond, both ordinary; Constance had no competiiion in the
bitch puppy class. There were five competitors in the novice
class for dogs and bitches. Ruby D. III., a pretty, sym-
metrical bitch, excellent in legs, feet, body, mck, c^irnage

of tail, but rather narrow ia skull, to k first easily, Knight
Templar, second, stands perceptibly out at elbows, is light

in bone, is symmetrical, and has excellent setter characttr.

Robins Cora, reserve, has a light body, is uodf^r sized and
about average in merit. Montell had no competitor in the
field trial class. There were six in the open dog class.

Count Dick, first, is a good, large clog, though he is marred
by throatiness and might be better in short ribs. Robin
Goch, second, is coarse in head, though a passably good dog
o heiwise; and third went to Knight Ti mplar. Freckled
Monk, the reserve, stands in at elbows, is flat in ribs, and is

generally slackly built. There were six competitors in the

open bitch class. Ruby D. III. won first ea ily. Roi ins

Juno, quite a good biich, took second; and Monk's Nun,
both former winners, took third. Cactus and Maid Vlarion

Were without competition in their respective chHllcDge
classes, and Albert's Ranger was alone in the champions'
class,

Irish setters were not strong in niimbers, and in respect to

quality they were only fair. One puppy was shown. In

the open dog class Rockwood IT. took first. He is a little

long cast aod light in body, fairly gond iu head, color,
legs, feet, neck and general symmetry " Garnet, second, ia

short in muzzle, but otherwise is well built, and was very
close to first in merit. St. E'mo, third, was thin, flat in ribs,

and ordinary in quality. Robert, reserve, wa« ordinary.
There were but two bitches in the open class: Duchess, a
good, muscular hitch, quite well made, and Lady Rockwood,
sec nd, light in build and leggy. Kildare and Queen Vic
took the honors without competition in their respective chal-
lenge classes.

Gordon setters were fairly well represented both in num-
bers and thty were of f^^ir quality. Au ordinary puppy
took first without competitbu in the dog puppy class, and
Puemont look first over Fannie R. in bitch puppies. The
latter was the superior of Pioemont in every way s+ve color.
There were nine dogs in the open chtss. King B., not in
first rate condition, took first. Sfcond went to Dwight
Grouse, bead heavy, color good. Grouse W.. thi'd, has a
short, heav head and is lackiDS in symmetry He is only
average in merit. The remainder of the class was or Imary.
There were eight in the open bitch class. Dwight Bee,
first, is narrow iu miizzle and ordinary in symmetry Queen
B., .second, has a light muzzle, ligbt bead, i, thick through
shoulders, short in ntck Monk, third, carries ears badly, is

htavy in shoulders, light iu muzzh- and has a smudgy tan.
The class was of middhag qua'ity at best. H-aiher Lad
won over Count Noble in the chall nge cla.'-s and the chal-
lenge bitch cl .ss had no entry. Heather Lad had a Walk-
over in Ihe champiot/s' class.

Sj)ani< Is were a rare good lot, and the entry was a large
one, nunjbering with re-entries about eighty-isix.

Beagles also were strong both in numbers and quality,
nunbtTing sevtnty-five. There were eleven in the dog
puppy class. Thoruwood, an excellent puppy, though a
shace too long cast, won first with something to i^pare.

Thire were four bitch puppies. Nine competed in the
novice class Thornwood won first easily; second to Tru-
man, fight in hips and waist, a trifle out at elbows and light
in bont-

,
yet a good beagle. Third went to Thelma. wide

in shoulders, out a bit atelbovs; good beagle cbaractir.
There wre five iu the field trial class, first going to a good
beagle, Francis; .second going to Nell R., a good beagle,
IhougD too full sprumi in ribs There wire ten in the class
for dogs over ISin. Trump It, first, a good beagle, liaht in
waist, and in pasterns he might be better. Florist,
second, is not first-rate in front; and Riogwood, third,
is belter in legs than flri^t and second wiuners, and is

more symmetrical, thoutrh a bit ligbt in chest.
Thise three were very close in rrerit. Th<re were
seven in the bitch cl iss over 13in. Nrll R won first, and
Lady Glenwood, wide in front, took second; Thelma third.
Little Wonder, in dnga, 13in, and under, took first. He is

light in quarters. Roving Mike, sen nd, and Leader, third,
were fairly vood beagles. Laick's Roy, reserve, is heavy in
shoulders Bitches, 13in. and under, had nine entnes.
Frances, first in field trial class, won, and Marjory,
wide in rib«, look second. Dotsty, third, is light in body,
but far inferior to Marjory in beagle character. Challenge
classes for dogs and bit< hes, 13in. and under, had each but
one entry, Razzle and Evangeline. In challenge dogs, over
13tn., Ringleader wi u over Sherry, and Lonely won over
Daisy Corbelt in the corresponding class for bitches. In
the champions' class Ringleader was defeated by Lonely.
She shows age and is hardly equal to Rmgleader in merit,

LIST OF AWARDS.
FOSHOUN'DS.—English 1st. BragrloD & McGregor's Songster.—

Am&rican—Puppies: It-B and 2u, N Q. P pe's Stormer and Song
MAd. Res., Blue Mownt Forest Kenrn-ls' Wantige.—I^ovrCK Isr and
2rl. Wali£.-r& H-sKaD's Kawleigh and Flash. Res.. Dr. H T Thiirber's
Neida.—FiBLD Trials class— 1st and res.. Wallcer & Hagan's Biz
Strive and H lash; ad. G. E Carr's Rock. - Open D ys: Isr, N. Q.
Pupe's Liuke; -ia and 3d, Walker & -lagaa's Joe BlackDurn and Raw-
iFijfU. Rps., G. E, Carr's Rock. Bitches: 1st, and 3d. Wnlker &
Hagaw's Fasbion and Klasb; -id and r-.s , N. Q Pope's Flirr, and
SoDgn aid. ( hallekge— Isr, Dr. H. T. Thurber's Femur.—Champion
—Isr, Dr. 11. T. Tnuroer's Femur.
NEWFOUNDLANOB.—Isr. H. Wachen-'orf's Lola.

CHFSAPSA.KE BAY DOGS. -Open -£«c/ies.- 1st and ?d, Oak
Grove Ke nets' Judy and Dimplf, Uotjs-- ist, H. McAllister's Bret.
— CHALLB^•GK—Isr, Oak Grove Kennels' Deacon.

POINTi.RS,-PDPP]ES-Z>o5r4,- 1st. G. H. Bootbby's Duke of Kent
m. Bitchea. 1st, F. ti. Eitun's Z-lla Sirideaway. - ^ovioh—1st, F.
J. Leuoir'r. Kent's Kate: 2d, G. J. Gould's Furlontrh Bloom; .Id. R. 0.
McQuillaii's Betry M. Res , Monocacv Valley Kennel-i' Queen of
Moi.ooacy.- Field Trials f^'LAss let. G J Gjuld's Igi tfleiu Diana.
—OPBN-DoflS (55 bs. and oven: 1st. C. Heaib's Roswell; ad, G. J.
GouIj's Furlough Mike; 31, F. E Clark's Dusty Way. Res., E. W.
Fool 's King ot Ly n. Bitches & Ihs and over): 1st, F. J. Lenoir's
Ur.ida; -id and ;^d, G. J. Goulo's Furloutjh Blooni and Ightfif Id Diana.
Res., tl H. Graves's K.ssa way.— ( HALLENOE Dogs (5 lbs. and over)

:

1st, Glen Rock Kennels" Molton Banner. Bitcken (oUlbs. and over);
Isi! G. J. Qi'uld's Josie Braiket. Res , E. M Beale's Alice Le>litj.—
Open—£t/c/ies (DLder MilDs ): 1st, Mrs. A, K. Armstronc's Brigbtun
Fio-sie; 2a, i*'. J Lenoir's Kent's Kate; Sd, G. W. ijovell's Cyrene.
Re.s., A. Laver.v's Lady Bang II. Dous (UD'ier '=6lbs.); Ist, A. Burlin-
game's Brraishtawa> ; Sfi. Glen Rock Kennels' Ned: 3d. G J. Gould's
t\ rlougb Druid. Bes. E. P. Mascn's haucr.—Challenge-.Biici'i^s
(iinder oLliis j; 1st and res., G. J Gould'^ Lady Gay Spauker and Miss
Rumor. Dci^s (under oOlbs ): Is', G. W. Loveli's Sboiaway. Res., G.
J Gould's Ridgeview Comet.—OHAMPioN—lst,, G J. Goulo's Lady Gay
Spanker.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-PuppiES—DfiffS.' 1st, H. A. Belcher's Lem
BoU' hu; to, D. Beleiier's Rogtr Bonobu. Bitches; Ist, Warwick Ken-
nels' Consiaucp.- Novice Isi.J. E Bordeii's Kiiby D III : S.J. R. W.
Ci'nniDt ban 's Knigut Ttmpiar. Hes.. D.J. Peters's Robins Co'-a.

—

FiELii Tel\ls Class—1st, H. L. K-yes's MonD-li. Opm—Dogs: iPt,
Oak G.off Kenti' is' Oeunr Dick; ad, D. J Peters's Romti G cb; 3 1,

R \V Cimi iuEban 's Knight Templa-, Res., (l R. Hickox, Jr.'s.
Fieckled Monk. Bitche.s; isr. J. E. Borden's Ri;by D. Ill ; ;d, D J.
P, ters's Roi ins Juno; .3d, Oak Gri ve Kennels' Monk's Nun Res , H.
L Keyes's Blue M.ii. Challenge Doqs.- 1st, J, B-^eti's nans.
Bitches: 1st, H. Pape's Maid Marijn.— ( hampion—Ist, Warwick Ken.
nels' Alberts Ranker,

IRISH SETrERS.-P(TppiES-Do£is: li^t, F. C. Wbitlng's Rex,—
Open Dous: h-t. Woooba y Kenn-ls' Rockwood II.; 2d,G. A, Ten-
ney's Garnet; .Sd, S. Cnulson's St. Elmo. Res,. R. W Rop^s's Robert.
Bicches: 1st. Oak Grove IJi nnels' Duchess; -'d, Woodbury Kennels'
Lady Rockwood. Chall nge Doas: 1st, O.Jk Grove Kennels' Kildare.
Bitches: 1st, Oak Gi ove K> nnels' Queen Vie

GORDON PEtTERS.-Pl-ppies-I'o.ss; ist, Wanoosnoc Kennels'
Ranger W. Bitches: ls% E. H. MoriU's Pin'emont; '^d, O. T. Brow-
nell's Fanme B OphN Dogs; Xs', C. T. Brownetl's King B. ; yd. J.
A. Ougbtoii's Dwij;lir Grouse; Srt at d res.,W'anoosnocKenntl5'Grouse
W. and Wanoosnoc Prince. Bitches: 1st and res , J. R. Oughton'a
Dwight Bee and Dwlgbt Sarab: 2d, C T Brownell's Queen B.; 3d,
Woodoury Kenn^ls' Alonk Challenge -Dogs: 1st. J. R. Ou^bton's
Hearder Lad. Re.s., Miss S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble.—Champion—1st, J. R. Oughton's Heather Lad.

SPANIELS. - (American Spaniel Club ClassificaHon No. 1. Fiela
Spaniels, over ^iblbs.l-Chall nob Dogs; ist, Dr S. J. Bradbury's
Dravton VVarwiek Re-i., ri. P. Mul'ens's Wooiton Barou. Bitches;
isi, R. P.Keasbey'^ Moonlitrht B-IK Re-., M. A, Viti's Pcndal.—
All Breeds (ofer 210'^.)—Champion l?i. Miss A. Gretn's Dennis.—
liELD Spaniels, Ulaok 'cver a lb*;.)-Opbn— Dog-.s.' 1st. Toon &
1 tioa.ia='s E. i.clitl'e bisQop; ~d, M A. Viti's Royd Moi'arci Res.,
fllis^A Gret-ii'.i Wurdl^sworln .s .veep Bitches: i s , Toon & Thomas's
Ecdclill'^ Myrtle: ad. Miss A Gn en's Zalu -Any other ' olob (over
iSl s.) Dogs: ist, fl. P Muil^ns's Wo-^lt :.n Wonder. Bitches: 1st,

R. P. Kcasoey's QvpseyB-11'* Cocker Spaniels, Black or Liver
(not over •.;^lbs.- CHALLKNoe-Dofirs; l^r, J. H Herb^rtson's Picftpinia;
2d, Swiss Mountam Kennels' Middy. Res., Mepal Kennels' Commo-
dore. Bitches: iBt and Ees., Swiss Mountain Kennels' Dart and
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Gabrlelle; 2d. Mepal Kentipls' Woodland Princes*.—Amt otheb Color—iBt, Belle Isle Kennels' Gaiety Girt; '<?i and Res., Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Ruth 8. and Goldie 8.—Champio^n (all Cockers) -1st, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Miss Waggles.—Black rnot over 281ns.) -Opun—
Dogs; 1st, G, Douelas's HTavoc; 2d, J. P. Wliley's Paro; ad, Brooiiside
Kennels' Figl. Res.. Dr. C. D. Hlnmon'.s JtmmT. Bitches: 1st,
Brookside Kennels' Brookside Miss Ptiyl'ls: ad, Mepal Kennelsi' Miss
Jerry; 3d, C. O, MouUon's Ida B. Res.; J. P. Willey"s Lady Jamie,—
Red OR Lr^ER (not over 281bs ) -Z)o(7sV 1st. Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Raven R ;

2d, Brookside Kenoels' Brooksi'-ie Kiog:. Bitches: 1st,
Brookside Kennels' Red Dollie: 2d. Swiss Mouniain Ktnnels' Miss
Squeers; 3d, Bayvi<»w Kennels' Bavview Meig^. Res., S. W. Mallory's
Lady Buff.—Any OTHER CoLOR-Dogs; 1st, A. P Ricketts's Lorran;
2d, Swiss Mourtain Kennels' Pepper; :ici, S. W. Mallory's Robert
Bruce. Res.. W. T. Payne's Wyo. Bitches: 1st and ad. W."T. Payne's
Tansy and Elska. Res.. Brookside KsnneU' Woodland Trilby.—Pup-
pies—Dot/s; 1st, Swis.a Mountain Kennels' Cupid S. ; 2d, Brookside
Kennels' Figi: ;-!d, G. Douglas's Parron Res , 8. W. Mallory's. Robert
Bruce. Bitches: 1st, G. Douglas's Woodland Countess.—Clumber
Spaniels Dogs: 1st, H Jarrett's Major Gilfeaiher. Bitches: 1st. H.
Jarrea's Susie —Challenge -l.«t. H. .Jarreti's Glen'A'oad Greeting.—
Irish Water Spaniels—Challenge—1st, Miss A Green's Dent is.

BEAGLES.—PuppiES-Dogfs/ 1st, J. Lewis's Thornwood; 2d, Wald-
ingfleld Beagles' Bachelor; .id, J. Caswell's Titus Bitches: lst,Wald-
insfield Beagles' Havoc; 2d, J Caswell's Melody. Res., Glenwood
Beagle Kennels' Rhoda Glenwood.—Xoviob -1st. ,1. Lewis's Tborn-
wood. 2d. Hempstead Beagles' Truman : Hd, C. S. Wixom's Tbelma.—
Field Trials— 1st, Glenwood Besgle Kennels' Francis; s-d and res.,
G. F. Heed's Nell R. and Mag R Open -Dogs (over 13in.): 1st, C. S.
Wixom's Trump 1"; ad and res.. Hemp-steaa Beagles' Florist and Tru-
man;.Sd, J Lewis's Ringwood. Bitches; 1st and res , G. F. Reed's
Nell R. and Mag R. :

2d, Glenwood Beagle Kennels' Lad v Glenwood;
8d. C. 8. Wixom's Tbelma Dogs (lain, and under): 1st, C^ S. Wixom's
Little Wonder; 2d, Weeks & Turner's Roving Mike; 3d, Hempstead
Beaeles' LeadT. Res , Protection Beagle Kennels' Laick's Koy
Bitches: 1st. Glenwood Beagle Kennels' Frances; 2d, Waldingfieid
Beagles' Marjory: ?d, T. Shallcross's Dotsey. Res . G. F. Reed'.s
Snifter.—Challenge -Dogrs (13in. or under): 1st, C S. Wixom's Razzle.
Bitches: isc, O S. Wixonat's Evangeline. Dogs (over i3in.): Jst, J.
Lewis's Ringleader Res., C S. Wixom's Sherry. Bitches: isl, J.
Lewis's Lonely. Res., C. S. Wixom's Dsisy Corbett.—Champion—1st
and res.. J. Lewis's Lonely and Ringleader.

DACHSHUNDE.—Puppies—1st. Venlo Farm Kennels' Senator Puck.—Novice -l-l. Worth Kennels' Cboc'let; 2d, Jamts L Little, Jr. 's,
Zigzag.-OPEN—Red—Cogs; 1st, Worth Kennels' RavK. ; 2d, Joseph
Lythgoe's Janty. Bitches: Isr, Worth Kf-nnels' Cocoa: -Jd, Joseph
Lytbgoe's Jeanne.- Any other Variety— Z)0(?s; 1st, J. L. Little. Jr.'s,
Zigzag. Bitches: Worth Kennels' Ohoc'ltt.

"

BASSET HOUNDS.-lst, Weeks & Turner's Turk.

nel Club has disbanded, and turned over its assets to the
Olympic Gun Club, and the latter has applied for admission
to the A. K. C.

POI^fTS AND FLUSHES.
At a meeting of the Kentucky Ktnnel Club last week sev-

eral changes were made in the list of ofRcerp, some of the
original being unable to accept on account of business not
permitting them to give the club's aflfairs the proper atten-
tion. The revised list of officers is: Gen. John B. Castle-
man, President; Roger D. Williams, First Vice-President;
Henry J. Cary-Curr, Second Vice-President; Francis J.'

Hagan, Secretary; Luke 0. Cox, Treasurer; Bench Show
Committee—W. S Apolegate, chairman; Francis j Hagan,
Lewis Barret, St. Marc M. Alundy and A). P. GerinaD';
Directors— Gen. John B. Cattleman, R D. Wdliams, H. j'

Gary Curr, L. O. Cox, Francis J. Hagan, Dr. Alex. Hart-
hill, M. M Mitchell, J. A Reaves, Morris Belknap, C. W.
Depauw. Arthur G. Langham, L. Barret, W. S- Appleeate'
St. M. M Mundy, Al. F. German.

t^f & ,

A meeting of the executive committee of the Canadian
Kennel Club will be held at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, on
Saturday, Feb. la, at 8 P M. Business to come before' the
meeting: 1. Reading of minutes. 2. Discussion of our re-
lations with the A. K. C and appointing of delegates to
their annual meeting. 3. Non-payment of prize money at
the late Montreal show. 4 Other bitsiness.

A local show wil) be held in New Haven next week.

Mr. Caldwell informs us that a sweepstake, |35 entrance,
was arranged at Boston between himself and Mes-rs. Ritchie'
Hunneweli, Rutherfurd, Carnochan and Foote. Of the
three wire haired bitches which constitute the entry of each,
the produce of this year is eligible to compete in the sweep-
stake which will be decided in 1898.

The Manitoba Field Trials Club will hold its annual meet-
ing this week, and will arrange in ail probability for a field
trial this year. If trials are held in Manitoba this year the
Northwestern Field Trials Club will ^ive a diploma (costing
$25) similar to the one won by Jingo; entry fee or entry and
starter fees to be divided.

The annual meeting of the Gordon Setter Club of America
will be held at Madison Square Garden on Monday evening,
Feb. 22. at 7::-j0 o'clock, for the election of officers and the
transaction of such other business as may then come up. Mr.
L. A. Van Zandt, the secretary, requests members to send to
him their annual dues (|'5) and the names of tho^e to be pro-
posed for membership.

The annual mpeting of the St. Bernard Club of America
will be held at Madison Square Garden, New York at 8
o'clock, P. M., Ftb. 23.

The annual general meeting of the Irish Terrier Club of
America will be held in Madison Square Garden, at 3 P M
Feb. 23. .

The Alabama Fi Id Trials Club has issued a circular an-
nouncing the p stponement of its field trials till Feb in,
and the closing of entries till Fdb U The M. & C. R, R.
will make a rate of one fare for the round trip to and from
the trials, and the L & N. the same, or oae and one third
fare. The club extends a cordial invitation to sportsmen to
attend.

The premium list of the Kentucky Kennel Club can be ob-
tained of the secretary, i^'rancis J. Hagan, 317 Fourth
avenue, Louisville, Ky.

The annual meeting of the A. K. C. will be held in the
Madison Square Garden, Feb. 24, at 2 o'clock P. M.

A number of cash specials have recently been added to
the Mascoutah Kennel Club's premium list, for Gordon set-
ters, ma.stiffs, pointers, poodles and dachshunde. Addi-
tional classes have been trade forpoodlts as follows: 143A,
challenge curly dogs; 143B, challenge curly bitches. Class
144 is changed to cballenge corded dogs and bitches. Tne
prizo for challenge I alian greyhounds, class 273, is flO,
Beagles will be judged by Major J. M. Taylor.

The election of officers of the Associate Members of the
A K. C resulted as follows: President, H. H. Hunneweli,
Jr.; Vice President. H. G. Trevor; Secretary. Fred E. Lewis'.
Delegates: A. C. "Wilmerding, H. K. Bloodgood and G W.
H. Ritchie. At the committee meeting, held recently, Mr.
T. J. Farley, of Albany, was disqualified. The Pacinc Ken-

At the Pittsburg show a valuable silver cup will be offered
for the best dog in the show, besides a number of cash and
other special prizes.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

THE ART OF PEDALING.
A NOVICE wonders why it is that some riders go up hill

without apparent exertion, while he is straining every mus-
cle in his body to accomplish the ascent, and even then
perhaps fails to reach the top without dismounting. His
bicycle wabbles from side to side of the road and there can
be no question but that he is exerting a much greater mus-
cular effort than the other men ; and yet, as if by magic,
ihey slip by him, riding smoothly and easily.

Similarly, against head winds, and even under favorable
conditions, the novice finds ih^t the experienced riders have
an advantage over him in ease of riding and freedom from
fatigue that he cannot explain on ordinarv grounds.
Of course a portion of this superiority lies in the hardened

muscles and better jurjgment of the experienced rider, but
much the greater part is due to skill in pedaling.
Good ankle motion is the secret of all good riding, and it

is indispensable for hill climbing or conditions where the
exertion is ereat and continuous.
The accompanying diagrams are intended to show the

difference between good pedaling and b id, and to demon-
strate the way in which power is gained by proper ankle
motion. The first shows the incorrect way— characteristic
of unskilled wheelmen—in which the rider propels his ma-

in the first, the knee follows a jerky and ungraceful
course, which can best be represented by a succession of
angleti, and at the height of the stroke it reaches a point
several inches above the position of the knee in the second
diagram.
This jerky and excessive knee action alone would con-

demn the first method as compared with the second were
other reasons lacking. The main fault, however, is to be
found in the position of the foot and ankle, which is directly
responsible for the other fault just noted. Here in the first

diagram we see that in all positions of the stroke the foot
occupies practically the same position relative to the hori-

zontal dotted lines, since planes passing through the sole are
parallel. The only force for propulsion that caa be ex-
erted is downward and is limited to positions from 1 to 4
inclusive, wl-iile the stroke is really effective through 2 and
3, or only one-quarter the entire revolution of the ptdal.

It will also be noted that, ag the leg is further from a
straight line here than in the corresponding positions in Fig.

3, the thrust of the leg, even at its most effective points,

must be less powerful than where the second style of riding
has been adopted.

As most wheelmen have two legs, and as the force for pro-
pulsion of each' leg by the flat footed method is extended in
some degree through one-half of the revolution of ihe pedal,
it is perfectly possible for the rider to get along under ordi-
nary conditions without ever acquiring a knowledge of scien-
tific pedaling On smooth, level surfaces the lack of this

accomplishment is not seriously felt but bring the rider up
against a hill or a head wind and at once h finds himself
heavily handicapped. The bicvcle loses the momentum im-
parled to it by the effyctive part of one stroke (positions 3
and 8) before the opposite pedal can be brought into position
for the following stroke. The rider strains every muscle to

overcome the dead p lints and exerts a force greatly in ex-
cess of that which ia actually required, and as a result either
fails in his effort or is unnecessarily exhausted.
!Now turn to the second diagram and note the great ad-

van tagt^ the wheelman has when, instead of riding flat footed,
h ' acquires a proper control of his ankle action. 'Here by
simply raising and lowering the heel a "kicking" and "claw-

I. THE WRONG WAY.

4-

11. ANKLE ACTION.

8"

chine by a series of flat-footed thrusts. The other diagram
shows the proper style, in which, through the medium of
ankle motion, the propelling power of the rider's legs is

exerted continuously instead of by fits and starts.

In order to clearly appreciate the point at issue, we must
consider for a moment the principles of crank-driven mech-
anisms Take lor example a grindstone which is fitted with
a handle of the type usual in such machines. Turn the
handle slowly and it becomes evident that the power exerted
to do this may be divided into a series of direct forces.

Suppose you are standing behind and a little above the
griadstone, with the handle at its highest point. Fu'st
thrust the handle away from you, and the force expended is,

roughly speaking, a forward horizontal one. Then press it

down, and yovi have a downward vertical force. Then be-

fore it quite reaches its lowest point draw the handle toward
yourself, .and the force is a backward horizontal one.
Lastly, lift it over the relative dead center, and you exeicise
an upward vertical force.

Thus, to turn the grindstone properly we see thai the force
must be expended in four directions: first forward, then
downward, then backward, then upward.
The same principle exactly, viz., of keeping up the appli-

cation of power all around, should be adopted as far as pos-
sible when riding a bicycle.

It is not possible of course to copy it in full, as the upward
pull is impractiL'able, but three of the four motions may be
duplicated. A morkey has the entire series at his command,
and should make a good -bicycle rider.

Lacking his foot grip, man has to make up for it by in-
telligent cultivation of the use of the ankle joint, the object
being to txert throughout as great a part of tne revolution of
the pedal as possible, a force which shall tend to propel the
bicyele. As the author of the volume on cycling in the
Badmington Library remarks, "Good ankle work even in its

least developed stage prevents the rider from holding down
when the lowest point is reached, a trick which very often
has much to do with the notable slowness of a promising
looking nder."

Referring to the diagrams, it will be noted that in both
the positions "of the hip of the rider and ut the trauk axie
are always in the same ho'izontal lines.

Tois is essential, as the distance from saddle to crank axle
is fixed. It will als ' be noted that n each case the supposi-
tious saddles are adjusted at the greatest height consistent
with the different styles of riding. In all other respects,
however, the diagrams differ.

ing" control of the pedal is obtained that extends the stroke
through nearly three quarters the revolution of the crank.
This is a tremendous increase of power, and effectually ob-
viates dead centers The resultant motion of the knee is

easy and graceful, and readily falls in with the curve sug-
gestive of a wave line, as indicated by the dotted line, while
nowhere is the leg greatly bent or its moat eflecive muscular
power saciificed.

As an actual matter of measurement the knee rises and
falls 50 per cent, less with proper ankle motion than when
one is pedaling flat-footed.

In the second diagram the stroke may be made effective
from positions 1 to 6 inclusive, though as an actual matter of
fact few riders possess so great a scope. As the pedal bt gins
to rise at the latter part of the stroke (positions 7 and 8; the
heel is sharply dropped, so that it is ready at 1 lor an effective
forward kick. Then follows a simultineous straightening of
the ankle and knee joints that is the essence of power in <5.

3 and 4
At position 5 a backward "clawing" motion begins, which

helps to lengthen thu stroke, and which is continued through
6. Finally at 7 the heel is quickly dropped to prepare for
the following stroke.

The greatest power is of course available in positions
from 1 to 4 inclusive, and this is the part of the stroke that
tells most effectively in hill climbing. With a firm grasp on
the handle bars, \vhich greatly increases the force of the
thrust, the full strength of the rider is effectively expended
for the propulsion of the wheel, while dead points are ob-
viated by the subsequent clawing action.

AN EASY ROAD TO RIDING.
An old sea captain, who wants to learn to ride a bicycle,

but who is somewhat timid about beginning, as the result
of a two-minutes' irial on his son's wheel some time since,
has devised a phn that he intends shortly putting into
operation, which he believes will rob cycling of its terrors
to the beginner,
At ibe Sportsmen's Exposition two years ago this old

gentleman saw in op-raiion a "home trainer," mide by
placing three wooden rolUrs in such a position that
they support the wheels of a bicycle. These rollers are
pivoted so as to turn easily, and when an expert rider
mounts the bicycle he can pedal away at a great rate, and
get all the exercise he wants while staying in one place, as
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the rollers take tip all the motion imparted to his driving-

wheel.
The bicycle on the rollers is of course influenced^ by the

same laws that govern it on firm ground, and will only
stand up as long as pedaling is continued.
The home trainer made a deep impression upon the cap-

tain's mind, and he believes that in connection with the

"breeches buoy," used for bringing shipwrecked sailors to

land, the device will afford an easy road to the art of bicycle

riding. He intends rigging such a machine in the cellar of

his house in Brooklyn, and will support himself by a rope
from the ceiling directly above his bicycle, which will be

placed upon the rollers. The rope will be just long enough
to permit his resting on the bicycle saddle, but when the

wheel slues sideways or develops any of the numerous idio-

syncrasies peculiar to it, he will be held aloft by a firm

hand, as it were, and preserved from the unpleasant conse-

quences of a fall, The length of rope will be just sufficient

to enable him to sit on the bicycle when it is in a strictly

orthodox position, and as long as all goes well he can pedal

as correctly as any one.

The moment anything goes wrong, however, his- weight is

thrown on the breeches buoy and the fractious bicycle is

brought up with a short turn. It is pleasant to contemplate
the old gentleman's enthusiasm in the matter, and no doubt
we will soon meet him on the Coney Island Path or on the

Boulevard, a finished wheelman.

Bicycle Postal Route.

Before the days of the first transcontinental railroad im-
portant mail used to be carried by pony express Eelays of

horses were in waiting along the l,90()-mile trail from St.

Joseph, Mo , to Sacramento, Cal , and mail went through
in about eight days. The charge was $5 per letter.

In Australia to-day under similar conditions bicycles do
the work of horses. A bicycle postal route lias been estab-

lished between Coolgardie, in the center of the gold fields,

and Duadas, its port of entry, a distance of 280 miles. Let-

ters and telegrams are carried backward and forward in

small letter boxes strapped to the back of tfte machines at a

charge of one shilling and five shillings respectively, the

rider making one trip a week each way. The country is

arid and infested by highwaymen, and a water bottle and
weapons are essential to the wheelman's outfit.

RICH IN PROMISE.
There is rich promise of good things for Forest and

Stream readers in the weeks that are to foUow. Here is a

partial list of some of them: In our next number will be

given the second of two papers descriptive of

The Elkhorn,

the black bass stream frequented by the anglers of Frank-

fort, Ky. The writer is "Old Sam," of the Kingfishers; and

his chapters deal "both with the fishing which has made the

Elkhorn famous for generations, and with the fishermen

who have done their part in making it renowned.

In subsequent issues will be given, among others, the fol-

lowing:.

The House by the Lake.

Some winter pictures of a boyhood home in the far-away

woods of a Northern State. By Frederic Irland.

Canoeing in South America.

Adventures on the Parana River, one of the largest in the

world. By J Gr. King,

Hunting on the Spanish Main.

A naturalist-sportsman on the line of the Nicaragua Canal.

By J. F. Le Baron, late engineer in charge.

Hud Turtle.

A day in camp with Uncle Lisha, Sam Lovel, Joseph and
Antoine. By Rowland E. Robinson. This is to be enjoyed

best by those who have read in these columns or in book

form Mr. Robinson's "Uncle Lisha's Shop," "Sam Level's

Camp" and "Danvis Folks."

The Florida Everglades.

Describing a visit to a Seminole village on the occasion of

the celebration of the Hunting Dance. By J. W. Stranahan.

Where to Hunt in Florida.

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 21.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
If you have any friends who purpose going to hunt this

winter in Florida, I shall be glad to recommend to them
a guide with whom I have always had the best of sport.

In addition to being able to show plenty of the feathered
game of his . section, he is a noted deer hunter, and he
now writes me that he has some fine dogs. Florida.
(Our correspondent is a reliable man, and speaks very

highly of the guide he refers to. Anybody who contem-
plates a trip to Florida can obtain the name and address
of the guide by writing to F. S., care of Forest and
Stream Pub. Co., 346 Broadway, New York.)

Weights of Moose.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have bought and read your paper for many years.

Recently a discussion has sprung up among my friends as

to the weight of moose. They have feilled them all the

way from SJOO fco S.OOOlbs. Will you give us some record

weights in your Answers to Correspondents? S, H, S.

Skis and their Use.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On the subject of skis and their management—can some

of your readers explain a few things to show how thi^

nhi coasting act is done?

Is a pole necessary, and to what use is it put?
Is it possible, with a pole or any other means, to steer a

shi, or change its course, or brake it in any degree when
coasting a hill?

How are two skis on two feet, and influenced only by a
toe strap, to be induced to hold true, to not toe in and
clash, or not toe out and separate indefinitely?

If, in coasting, the start is on soft snow and there shows
up a strip of hard, smooth crust, what prevents the skis

doing the balance of the trip riderless? And per contra, if

A TEXAS TABPOM.

railroad speed is attained on hard snow and soft snow is

encountered, why shouldn't there result a distance record-
breaker as a header?
Readers are led to think from published accounts that

cross country trips are taken, even in mountainous dis-

tricts, and great hills coasted with no previous knowledge
of the locality or the particular hill, amid flying snow and
with a gasp for breath, and after a moment of extreme ex-

hilaration and suspense, lol the safe arrival.

The interjection here is: What of the trees standing
or fallen, the big rocks, or even the patches of sweet brier

or blackberry, that might have been there directly in

front?
It wasn't luck that saved him every time, we suppose;

so who will tell of the science that makes this hazard a
pleasure, with not too many grim smiles over recollections

of close calls that might have sent the coaster off a flying

ski on to a never-stopping toboggan? Novice,

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream ts the

recognized medium of communication between the maker of ynchts-

men''s'suppUes and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its column

continuously for years.
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YACHT DESIGNING.—XIV.
BY W, P. STEPHENS.

[Continued from page 93.]

Thus far, as in Plate I., we have considered the three plans
in the relation in which they originally stood to each other, as
adjoining parts of the box surrounding our model. This ar-

rangement is not a convenient one, and in actual practice a
different one is followed. It is always easier to draw a line

which is concave with respect to the draftsman than one
which is convex; and for this reason the half-breadth plan is

reversed from the position shown in Plate I., the middle or
base line being placed on the side toward the draftsman, the
lower edge of the paper, and the deck line and level lines

being further from him, as in Plate II. In all drawing the
draftsman's body may be considered as the center of a circle,

and hia arm aa the radius, swinging freely in a circular
sweep. In marine drafting, where so many of the lines are
curves, it is easier and more natural to draw them in this

way than in the reverse; and it is also more natural to stand
as it were at the center rather than outside the circle to scan
and inspect them. The half-breadth plan then is commonly

placed near the lower edge of the paper, with its base lin
next to the draftsman.

It is often desirable to draw in a full deck plan, showin
both sides instead of one; the full breadth giving to the eye a
more correct idea of the true proportions of the deck. When
this is done the right hand side of the deck is shown on the
near side of the middle line, its outlines being of course con-
vex to the draftsman; and the left hand side, with the level

lines, is shown as in Plate II. The right hand half may be
finished up to show either the arrangement of hatches, sky-
lights and other deck fittings, or the construction of the
deck frame.
Between the half-breadth and the sheer plans a space is

usually left for the diagonals (expanded), the inclined water-
lines, and any similar lines. If the curve of areas is plotted,
it is also placed here.
The body plan, which in Plate I. was shown in two parts,

is in actual practice always drawn in one, the two halves on
opposite sides of a common middle line, the bow half on the
right hand side. It is always located at the same height on
the drawing as the sheer plan, in order that a T square may
be used to transfer the heights from one to the other.
A common plan, and a very good one, is to make the body

plan a part of the sheer plan, Station 6 of the latter being
taken as the middle line of the body plan. This lessens the
length of the drawing and makes it more compact, and at
the same time diminishes the chances of error through im-
perfections of the T square and the edge of the board. It is

less confusing to the beginner to keep the two entirely sepa-
rate, but the practiced hand finds it easier to have the body
plan at the center of the sheer plan, both directly under his
eye and hand.
It must be admitted that a complete set of lines is compli-

cated, even to the expert, and simply bewildering to the
novice. In Plate I. the eye fails to catch the really essential
curves of the vessel, being distracted by the rectangles
formed by the numerous auxiliary lines. In order to bring
out in the necessary relief the principal lines, it is customary
to use inks of different colors, and much may be done in this
way to lessen the apparent complication of the drawing.
There is no common standard for such coloring, but each de-
signer follows his own fancy to a great extent. In the
course of practice we have worked out a method which
seems to answer the purpose, but which we will only men-
tion briefly here, leaving it to be described in detail in its

proper place later on.
The framework of the drawing (the base lines of the three

plans), the stations in the sheer and half-breadth plans, the
level lines in the sheer and body plans, the diagonals in the
body plan, are drawn lightly in red ink; these lines being
laid off very accurately as soon as the dimensions of the
yacht are finally decided on. Five of these lines, it must be
stated, are drawn in blue instead of red: the l.w.L, the mid-
dlelline of the body plan, and the stations at 0, 6 and 12 in
the sheer and half-breadth plans. In this way the eye can
locate instantly the most important lines, the l.w.l. and the
stations at each of its ends and its middle. It will be found
a great help, both in sketching in and fairing, to have these
lines in blue standing boldly out from the red. The bow-
buttock lines in the body and half-bredth plans are drawn
in green. This framework being completed in ink at the
outset, it is not destroyed in the necessary erasure of many
parts of the design in the succeeding processes, as would
be the case if it were left in pencil until all the lines were
completed. When this latter stage is reached and the final

inking in begins, the deck line, sheer line, side line, etc.,

are drawn in black, the level lines in the half-breadth plan
in blue, the l.w.l, and all below it being solid lines and
the upper level lines being broken. The stations at 0, 6 and
13 in the body plan are drawn in blue, the others in black;
the bow-buttock lines in the sheer plan are drawn in green, ^

the expanded diagonals in green, and the inclined l.w.l. in
blue. By this method, the fine red lines being less conspic-
uous than the other colors, the numerous straight lines of i

the drawing do not dominate everything else, as is the case
in Plate I,; but the keel line, sheer line and deck line stand
out boldly in black, the l.w.l, is clearly seen as the upper
one of the solid blue lines in the half-breadth plan, and the
diagonals, bows, buttock lines, etc.

,
appeal to the eye without

the distorting effect of the many straight lines.

Of course it is impossible to follow this system in a paper
or book other than by costly supplemental plates; but we
have endeavored to obtain a similar effect in the numerous"
designs published in this paper. The arrangement followed
to that end is shown in Plate II., precisely the same plansi
and lines as Plate I,, but arranged in a different way. In
this drawing nearly all of the straight lines are omitted, but
in every case the positions are plainly indicated, so that theyi
may be drawn in if needed. The upper level lines in the
sheer plan are merely indicated at the extreme sides of thei
drawing, thus throwing the topsides out in relief. The lower
level lines are shown only within the limits of the hull; asi

few straight lines as possible are shown in the body plan, and
in the half breadth plan only portions of the stations and the
bow-buttock lines are nsed, to show the under-water as dis-'

tinct from the out-of-water body. The upper level lines in
this plan are broken, the l,w,l. and the lower level lines beingi
solid. The bow-buttock lines in all three plans are a com-'
bination of dashes and dots. The No. 6 station in the body
plan is a broken line, to distinguish it from No. 7, which is

of very similar contour and liable to be confused with it, the
two crossing.
Three new lines are shown in the drawing: a dividing line,

a horizontal ribband line, and a line of heads and heels of
timbers. The former encircles the vessel at the turn of the
bilge, and is normal to or at right angles with each of thei

stations in the body plan. Its other projections, expanded or
on the sheer and half-breadth plans, are not shown. The:
horizontal ribhand line is the true projection on the half-
breadth plan of the upper diagonal, No, 1. The line of heads,
and heels of timbers is the true projection of the same diag-
onal on the sheer plan (m the previous paper it was incor-

rectly stated that this line and the expanded diagonal were
identical). Similar lines may be drawn in the sheer and
half-breadth plans for each of the other diagonals.
The expanded diagonals and the inclined waterlines art

laid off from the line representing the greatest half breadtl
of the vessel as a base line; this line not being drawn in full

in the plate, but only indicated by its extremities.
There are two very important lines which have not yet

been mentioned, the rabbet line and the bearding line.

Where the design is made to the inside of the plank, both o:

these are essential from the start; and in vessels of the ol(

type, with a keel and deadwoods distinct from the hull, th(

rabbet line Is quite as important as any in the vessel. In thi

modern yacht, however, the rabbet line is properly a part ol

the const/ruction and not of the form; and, as we hav«
started out to deal only with the form of the exterior surface
of the vessel for the present, both of these lines may be left

to a later consideration, as their introduction here would
only be confusing.
The various lines thus far enumerated include all that aw

of material use in yacht designing, but it is necessary that
the student should become thoroughly familiar with th«

nature and use of each,
A comparison of plates I. and II. will show the superiority

of the latter in displaying prominently and clearly the really
important lines of the hull,

[to be continited,]

On Jan, 28 the steam yacht Argo was sunk in collisiot

with the fruit steamer Albert Dtmiois, her bows being atovti

Two guests on the yacht were drowned: Messrs, H, Pm.
Herter and F. Blassini.
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YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The report that Will Fife, Jr., was to design and build a

large racing cutter for A. B. Walker is officially contra-
dicted.

The fine steam yacht Eugenia, which was recently built

by Messrs. Hawthorne & Co., Leith,to the order of Mr. J.

Gardner Cassatt, of Philadelphia, underwent her official

trials in the Firth of Forth on Jan. 6. The new boat proved
herself to be not only a fine vessel, but also an excellent sea
ship. She is luxuriously fitted up, and is provided with all

the latest appliances for a vessel of her description. Euge-
nia has been fitted out for a Mediterranean cruise, at the con-
clusion of which she will proceed to New York.

—

Yachting
World.
On Feb. 1 the New Rochelle Y. C. held its annual meeting,

electing the following officers: Com., Henry Doscher, cutter
Banshee; Vice-Com., Eugene Lambden, sip Twilight; Rear-
Com,, Joseph Fallert, sip. Wanita; Sec'y, O. W. Meyrowitz
Treas., B. B. Strong; Meas., E. H. Kingsland. Trustees: W.
P. Montague and W. N. Bavier (three years), Henry Andruss
(two years). Regatta Committee: Charles P. Tower, P. A.
Meyrowitz, J. R. Thomas, A. P. Weston and J. C. Lippen-
cott. Membership Committee: H. H. Todd, A. S. Cross
and Philip J. Krackehl. Law Committee: C. W. Voltz and
J. F. Lambden. Com. Henry Andruss, who has held the
office for so long,' positively declined a renomination.

The Staten Island Y. C. held its annual meeting on Feb.

1, electing the following officers: Com., Chas. F. Hicks; Vice
Com., William E. Horn; Treas., E. S. Simonson; Sec'y, Ed-
ward S. Seguine; Meas., Adolph Panick. Trustees: Charles
Winsch, Matthew Taylor, Jr., and Howard Hitchcock.
On Jan. 19 the cutter Britannia sailed from the Solent for

the Mediterranean, . Ailsa following the next day. Ailsa,

after her experience of last season with the Riffian pirates,

carries a complete armament of Martini-Henry rifles and
revolvers, and some 2,000 rounds of ammunition.

Fra Diavolo, steam yacht, owned by the late Prof. Her-
mann, in winter quarters at Greenport, N. Y., has been seized

by United States Marshal Henry I. Hayden, for a claim of

$604.50 made by Samuel P. Hedges, for supplies and services

rendered.

The Gravesend Bay Y. C. has elected the following officers:

Com., Robt. H. Sherwood; Vice-Com., Edmund J. Bates;
Rear Com., Herman Heidelberger; Meas., Richard W. Rum-
mel; Pres., Cornelius Furgueson, Jr.; Vice-Pres., Thomas
Cleary; Treas. , Lawrence F. Wilson; Rec. Sec'y, James W.
Wakelee; Fin. Sec'y, Charles W. Kennedy. Trustees: Chas.
W. Morgan. Constantine Schubert, Walter L. Bryn, Frank
A. Bolles, William E. Johnson, Henry W. Pfalzgraf, Albert
A. Ehrlich, William Morgan, J. Hudson Riley, Edward Leh-
man, and Messrs. Morse and Hamilton. The club now has
136 members; a movement is under way to build a suitable

club house before the season opens.

H. M. Crane, brother of C. H. Crane, of El Heirie fame, has
placed an order with Lawley for a flu-keel for the Seawan-
haka 20ft. class. It is understood that she will be tried

against the centerboard which has already been ordered by
C. H. Crane, and that the faster of the two will be the one
to compete in the Seawanhaka trial races, or if the previous
trials are not satisfactory both will enter the contests for

the selection of a challenger. The Crane brothers thus show
themselves wise in not piitting their eggs in one basket and
in having a fair trial at the vexed question of fln vs. center-

board. Both boats are sure to be interesting ones, and will

be closely watched in their performances.

—

Boston Globe.

The Stamford Y. C. has elected the following officers:

Com., Howard C. Smith, steam yacht Halcyon; Vice-Corn.,
Frederick M. Hoyt, cutter Syce; Rear-Com., Walton Fergu-
son, steam yacht Ava; Treas , Char)e.« H. Leeds; Sec'y, A.
H. Smith; Fleet Surgeon, Samuel Pierson, M. D.; Meas., I.

Franklin Wardwell; Chanlain, Richard P. H. Vail, D. D.
Directors: Henry K. McHarg, Schuyler Merrit, Albert C.

Hall, Edward C. Hoyt, Malcolm R. Pitt, James D. Smith,
E. E. Bruggerhoflf, Stewart W. Smith, Alfred S. Pitt and
Frederick W. Lockwood.
The annual meeting of the New York Y. C. will be held

on Feb. 11.

Mr. Thomas Fleming Day, who has the unique faculty of

writing technically correct sea poetry, is about to issue

under the title of "Songs of Sea and Sail" a collection of his

verse. An extra fine edition, to be sold by subscription only,

will be printed. The price is $2; orders may be sent to Mr.
Day at 155 Broadway, New York.

The Philadelphia Y. C. held its twenty-second annual
meeting on Feb. 3, the following officers being elected:

Com., Francis Shunk Brown; Vice-Com., M. R. Muckle;
Rear-Com., J. J. de Kinder; Secy., A. L. English; Meas., P.

H. Johnson; Harbor Master, Sylvester Bookhammer- Sur-
geon, W. Joseph Hearn, M. D. Trustees: Samuel F. Givin,

J. Lewis Good, William Annear and Robert P. Thompson.
Regatta Committee: George T. Whitaker, George D. Gideon
and George W. Fite. The annual regatta will be sailed on
June 12.

A yacht club under the name of the Wollaston Y. C. has
been formed at Wollaston, Mass., the officers being: Com.,
Frank Bnrgess; Vice-Com., A. T. Barstow; Rear-Com., E.
Hardy; Fleet Captain, Henry Nelson; Treas., Chas. P. Marr;

^ Sec'y, S. L. Willis; Fin. Sec'y, C. W. Page; Meas., E. W.
Green.

Mr. J C. Meyers, American Model Y. C, has submitted to
the club a model for a 20-footer for the contest already men-
tioned. The dimensions are: Over all, 32ft.; l.w.l., 19ft.;

beam, 7ft. 6in.; centerboard, 2701bs. The model is to a scale

of lin. The club will make an extensive exhibit of model
yachts at the Sportsmen's Exhibition.

The annual meeting of the Atlantic Y. C. was held on Feb.

8, the following officers being elected: Com., Geo. J. Gould,
steam yacht Atalanta; Vice-Com., Frederick T. Adams, schr.

Sachem; Rear-Com., Benjamin H. Whitlock, auxiliary
schooner Hildegarde; Sec'y, David E. Austen; Treas., Geo.
H. Church; Meas., George Hill; Trustees—J. Rogers Max-
well, Philip G. Sanford, Alexander P. Ketchum, Newbury
D. Lawton, Thomas L. Watson and Henry B. Howell; Re-
gatta Committee—Newbury D. Lawton, David E. Austen
and George W. McNulty; Committee on Membership—Louis
F. Jackson, Spencer Swain and Henry W. Banks, Jr.

The annual meeting of the New York Y. R. A. was held
on Feb. 3 at O'Neill's, in New York. The following officers

were elected: Pres., A. J. Prime, Yonkers Corinthian Y. C;
Vice-Pres., E. Langerfeld, Hudson River Y. C; Sec'y,

George Parkhill, Columbia Y. C; Treas., Robert K.
Murray, New York Athletic Club. Executive Committee:
Alex. F. Roe, Jersey City Y. C; Joseph Ellsworth, Bayonne
City Y. C; John Kursteimer, Audubon Y. C. ; Thomas -G.

Roach, Pavonia Y. C, and J. A. Styles, Tappan Zee Y. C.

The Association now includes the following clubs: Columbia,
Hudson River, Jersey City, Newark, Pavonia, Tappan Zee,

Yonkers Cor. , Kill von Kull, Greenville, Bayonne City, Au-
dubon, Tower Ridge, New York Athletic, Ossining, .Graves-

end Bay and Yonkers. The following resolution was
adopted: Rearolved, That Com. A. J. Prime, of the Yonkers
Cor. Y. C; Com. E. Langerfeld, of the Hudson River Y. C,
and George Parkhill, of the Columbia Y. C, are hereby ap-

pointed a committee to confer with the committees of

other yacht racing associations, with full power to act as

they may deem best in the matter of forming a national

yacht racing association, for the purpose of establishing uni
form rules and regulations.
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The Seven Seas.*

The latest of Mr. Kipling's volumes has broupbt up anew
two qnestious tbHt have already been di.scu^^sed in conuec-
tion with hi« farlier works; Is Mr. Kipling a poel? aud are
Lis rhymes poetry? These are very importaut questions, to
the author at least, and possibly to the whole world of let-

ters; but for ourselves we are well content to leave their de-
cision to posterity, to accept the talented writer for what he
most certainly is—a keen, close observtr of the world at large
and a master of word painting in the English language—and
to cruise with him over "The Seven Seas":

"Coastwise—cross-seas—^loiind the world and back again.

Whither the Haw shall fail us or the Trades drive down."

The new book is a collection of some forty poems, many of
them connected with the sea, while some belong to our old
friends, the "Barrack Room Ballads." All are good, but the
sea unquestionably has the precedence over the land, and the
best in every sense are those relating to it.

The first and the most pretentious of the collection, the
"Song of the English," is apowerful piece of writing in vary-
ing measure, made up of several songs, the "Coastwise
Lights," "The Song of the Dead," and others. While from
its nature it appeals directly to the subjects of the Queen, no
one can read it without appreciating its spirit.

The "La«t Chantey" is verily a song of the sea, with a
swing and vigor that goes straight to the heart of the sailor-

man, It is the prayer of all the millions who have followed
the sea since the beginning of time, for its preservation
through all eternity:

"Loud sang- the souls of tbe jolly, jolly mariners,

Crying: 'Under lieaven there is neither land nor lea!

Must we sing forevermore

On the windless, gla'sy floor?

Take back your Rolden fiddles, and we'll beat to open sea,'

"

* ' « » * * •

"Sun, wind and cloud shall fail not from the face of it,

Stinging, ringin? spindrift, nor the fulmar flying free;

And the ships shall go abroad

To the glory of the Lord,

Who heard the silly sailor foltr and gave tbem back their sea."

There is nothing here of the smooth and flowing qualities

of Byron and Barry Cornwall, nothing that lends itself more
than readily to the declamation of the schoolboy; but the
measure is strong, rough and vigorous, as befits the
theme, and the result is a new song of the sea that is likely

to find a permanent place beside others that have become
classic.

"The Merchantmen" is a fine poem in similar plain and
salty strain, the song of humble merchant ships of all classes

and ages through their long lives of peril, work and disas-

ter:
"By sport of bitter weather

We're waUy, strained and scarred

From the keoiledge on the keelson

To the slings upon the yard.

Sis oceans had their will of us,

To carry all away

—

Our galley's in the Baltic,

And our boom's m Mossel Bay.*****
"Let go, let go the anchors

!

Now shamed at htart are we
To bring so poor a cargo home,
That had for gift the sea?

Let go the great bow-anchors

—

Ah ; fools were we, and blind—

The worst we baled with utter toil,

The rest we left behind.

"Coastwise—cross-seas—round the world and back agaui.

Whither the flaw shall faU us or the Tradus drive down:

Plain sail—storm sail lay your board and tack again—

And all to bring a cargo up to London Town."

In "McAndrew's Hymn" Mr, Kipling ventures into a
comparatively new field, and one in which, from the mature
of things, he can have spent but a brief time in the cotirse

of his busy life. That he should handle familiarly and ac-

curately the bewildering technicalities of steam engineering,

old and new, is wonderful enough, but that is a small part

of it all; he has gone far deeper and imbibed the whole
spirit, as though he had spent all his days in the shop or the
engine room. The old Scotch engineer is indeed a wonder-
Iti Icharacter creation: a mixture of technical skill, religious

fanaticism, dry humor aud kindliness of heart, thinly

veneered with a skin of misanthrophy; and his s6Iiloquy is

perhaps one of the cleverest things that Mr, Kipling has

yet produced. One must- not only read it, but sludy it

through and through, to come at a full appreciation of its

merits; stray quotations can in no way do it justice, but
there are many odd parts that can well stand aloue:

"Lord, thou hast made this world below the shadow of a dream,

An', taught by time, I take it so—exceptin' always steam.

From coupler-flange to spindle-gulde I see Thy hand, O Goi-

Predesiinaii n in tbe stride of yon connectin' rod,

John Calvin might ha' forged the same—enormous, certain, slow,"

* * « * » * * • »

'My engines, after ninety days o' race and rack an' strain

Through all the seas of all Tby world, sUm-bangm' home again.

Slam bang too much—they knock a wee—tbe crosshead-gibs are

loose.

But thirty thousand mile o' sea has gied them fair excuse."

* * * * * *

"—the auld Fieat Engineer,

That started as a boiler whelp—when steam and he were low.

I mind the time we used to serve a broken pipe wi' tow.

Ten pound was all the pressure then— eh ! eh I—a man wad drive;

An' here our workin' gauges show one hundei' fifty five."

"We'll tak' one stretch—three weeks an' odd by any road ye steer—

Fra' Cape Town east to Wellington-ye need au eugitieer.

Fail there -ye've time to weld your shaft-av, eat it, ere ye're

spoke,

Or makeKerguelen under sail-three jiggers burned wi' smoke;

An' home again, the Kio run: it's no child's play to go

Steamia' to bell for fourteen days o' snow and floe and blow—

The bprgs, like kelpies over.^iile tbat grin an' turn an' shift,

Whaur, grindin' like the mills o' God, goes by the big south drift.

(Hail, Buow and ice that, praise the Lord, I've met them at their

work,

An' wished we had anither route, or they anither klrfc.)

"

,^ijt*******
"An' nosv the main eccentrics start their quarrel on the sheaven.

Her time, her own appointed ime, the rocking iink-head bides,

Till— hear that note?—the rod's return whings glimmerin' through

the guides.

• XDe B-'ven Seas." By Rudyard Kipling. t>. Appleton & Co., New
York, Price $1.50.

They're all awaT True heat, full power, the clangin' chorus goes]

Clear to the tuner where they sit, my purrin' dynamos.
Interdf pendence absolute, foreseen, ordained, decreed.

To work, ye'll note, at any tilt an' every rate o' spued.

Fra' skyliyht lift to furnace-bars, backed, bo ted, braced an' stayed.

An' singin' like the Mornin' Stars for joy that they are made;
While, out o' touch o' vanity, the swealin' thrust-block says;

'Not unto us the praise, or man—not unto us the pr Ise!'

Now, a' together, bear them lift their lesson—theirs an' mine:
'Law, Order, Duty an' Bestraiut, Obedience, Discipline!'

"*********
"Oh, for a man to weld it then, in one trip hammer strain.

Till even first-class passengers could tell tbe meanin' plain!

But no one cares except mysel' that serve an' understand
My seven thousand horse-power here. Eh, Lord! They're grand—

they're grana !"

It goes without saying that such a poem as this is entirely
too technical for the average reader, whose enjoyment and
appreciation of it are limited to odd parts, but to the eri-

gineer who can appreciate it as a whole it is a wonderful ex-
position of the intricacies of his science. Any industrious
writer might learn from books to handle the terms with fair
accuracy, but there is nothing in the books that teaches a
man to understand and appreciate the wonderful music of a
great ship, or to love his engines as sentient beings.
We all know the Bolivar, of evil memory,

"Just a heap o' broken plates

Puttied up with tar." ,

* * -I' ***** *

'•Over loaded, under-naanned,

Built to founder."

In "The Mary Gloster" Mr Kipling introduces ns to the
"merchant prince" who built and owned the Bolivar and
others of her kind; and who on his deathbed reviews his long
career from 'prentice boy to the owner of shipyards, ships
and titles. A pleasant retrospect it is:

"Lord, what boats I've handled—rotten and leaky and old;

Ran 'em or—opened the bilge-cock, precisely as I was told

Grub that 'ud bind you crazy, and crews that 'udturn you gray,

And a big, fat lump of insurance to cover the risk on the way.
And the others, they duren'c do it; they said thfy valued their life

(They've served me since as skippers), I went—and I took my wife."

Tbe last dying vision of the man makes a fitting ending to
stich a life:

"Down by the head an' sinkin'. Her fires are drawn and cold,

And the water's splashin' hollow on the skia of the empty hold —
Churning and choking and chuckling, quiet and scummy and dark -

Full to her lower hatches, and risin' steady. Hark I

That was the after bulkhead -she's flooded from stem to stern

Never seen death yet, Dickie? Well, now is your time to learn."

Many of the poems have the truly musical quality for which
others of the writer's works are already noted, a swing
and a rhythm which suggests a good chorus. The military
Eortion of the work is introduced by a quaint and comical
it of verse, "When 'Omer smote 'is bloomin' lyre." and then
we meet our old friend Thomas Atkins, "Back to the Army
Again." This poem, the "Bird of Prey," "Sappers," "Chol-
era in Camp," and others, are in a faniiliar strain, most of
them with a chorus. There is, however, no lack of variety
throughout the book; the tragic and comic, the grave and
gay, the idle chorus and the tale with a moral are there to
charm the reader by their contrasts.

The 80ft. Special Class.

Apropos of the statements made of late in several papers
that Vaquero held the record In the 80ft. special class for last
season, it is but fair to state that the first honors in the class
go to Asahi, her record being fifty starts, twenty-four firsts,

thirteen seconds and five thirds. Asahi is owned by Bayard
Thayer, and was sailed in all of her races by Capt. Nat Wat-
son, who had previously raced Pappoose, Sayonara and Con-
stellation for Mr. Thayer.

PADDLING CANOES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was very pleased to notice in your last numbfr that Mr.
Scott had brought up tbe vexed question of racing canoe
reg'ulations. This is a subject that should be thoroughly dis-

cussed, because 1 believe there is to be a revision of the pres-
ent unsatisfactory A. C. A. rults.

Mr. Scott proposes to use one class of canoe for all the
races, and he thinks that the number of entries and the in-

terest in tbe paddling races will be increa^-ed thereby. In
my opinion he has not prtsented his arguments quite fairly,

nor drawn bis conclufions correctly.

The four paddling events meniioned by Mr. Scott require
at the most three canoes, because the only difference between
the single open canoe and the tandem open canoe is a weight
of 5lb3., so that the canoe can be built to the lower weight
(50) and ballast carried for the tandem race.

The idea tbat one man mutt bring a fleet of canoes is mis-
leading. Suppose our one man wishes to enter all the races;

he cannot enter the tandem with any hope of success wiih-
out a partner, who, let us hor.e, will p-jy half the expense on
the canoe. Neithti will he do well in The fours race without
three companions, each of whom will pay one-quarter of the
expense on the canoe. He will have to pay the whole ex-
pense on the canoe for the trophy, but he can'use the tandem
canoe for the singles. Then, to sum up, he would have to

pay the expense on what would tqual one and three quarter
canoes if he wished lo enter all the races under the present
rules.

Mr. Scott's plan wotild involve paddling the fours in a
16ft. canoe, .and no one ought to know better than himself
that this 18 quite unreasonable, Surely he has not forgotten
the fours race at the meet of 1895, when the Northern
Division canre filled and sank on tbe last half of the conrse,
and he and I had to swim to shore for a canoe with which to
pick up the remainder of our crew. A four crew should go
faster than a tandem, that anyone will admit, yet it cannot
do so in a 16ft canoe. Again, if a 16ft. canoe is to be used
for a fours man crew the men in the crew must all be li.Jtt,

,so light that a man of ]501bs is barred out if succe.ss is to be
attained. In the vicinity of Montreal 16ft..cano' 8 are used
for the lours The rule reads: ' Cinoes must njt be less

than I2in, deep,' etc., the result being that canots are built

14 or 15in. dtep, and speoial contrivances are used to keep
out the water, so that in fact one canoe cannot be used with
advantage for tandem and fours even there. Besides it is

not unusual for several of the crews to sink in spite of all

the precautions. A year ago the A. €!. A. rules were made
to allow a 20ft. caf;oe for the fours. The Toronto C 0, had
two built to that length They have given every satisfac-

tion. Tbpy are very fast, staworthy, and little more ex-,

penBive than a 16fc. canoe.
Mr. Scott is strongly of the opinion that the trophy pad-

dling race should be paddled in his "standard" canoe, and
he_ considers that this would be a fair test of a paddler's
ability However, before the present rules are changed a
very thorough expression of opinion should be obtained
from men who have paddled m the trophy race in former
years. I for one do not believe that it is advisable to use a
larger and heavier canoe for this event, because in so doing
an immense advantage would be given to a man of great
strength and little skill. At the same timi the speed would
be very much reduced, and although some may not consider
this an argument, yet it is universally seen that in all kinds
of racing there is a tendency to make use of anything that
will give greater speed, and this tendency does not entirely
arise Irom a deairc to get the better of a competitor, but
also from the love of going fast, which everyone possesses.
There has certainly been a lack of entries for the trophy

paddling in the last two years, especially in 1895, when
there were only two, but in that year the race was paddled
in canoes of the size advocated by Mr. Scott.

Several years ago, when entries for the trophy paddling
race were plentiful, racing canoes were used, and not longer
ago than 1894 there were live of these canoes on Toronto
Bay. I do not thiik, therefore, that the regulation tor the
canoe used in the troi)hy paddling race has had anything to
do with the lack of interest in that race. The interest in
any kind of sport rises and falls from time to time, and I
feel sure that the interest in th,e A. 0. A. trophy padlling
race is now rising Last summer there were several entries,

and next summer there will probably be more.
After attending the Muskoka Lakes As'iociation and the

A, C A meets last summer, and talking over the subject of
canoe regulations with several paddlors, Mr. D. H Mac-
Dougall and I drew up a set of rtdes, which appeared to meet
the requirements very well, and which did not conflict

greatly with the rules in force at present in several locali-

ties

The canoes are divided into three classes, and each race
commonly in use is assigned to its proper class.

The proposed regulations are as follows:

Class 1.—The canoe must not be more than 16ft. long, less

than 28in. beam, nor less than 9in deep.
Race for the class: Trophy paddling
Class IL—The canoe must not be more than 16ft long, less

than 30in beam, less than 12in deep, and must weigh at
least 50lbs.

Races for the class; Single paddling, tandem paddling,
hurry-scurry, ladies' paddimg, ladies' tandem, mixed tan-
dem, novice paddling, tail-ena race, upset race, tilting, gun-
wale race.

Class III.—The canoe must not be more than 20ft. long,
less than 12in. deep, less than 80in. wide, and must weigh
not less than 751b3.

Races for the class: Club fours, tug-of war.
Prom a glance at these rnles it is seen that the Class II.

canoe is the all-round canoe, such as any canoeist possesses,
and this canoe is suitable for most of the races.

We have been careful to classify the minor races which
are left in doubt in the A. C. A. Year Book, and which
caused some trouble last summer. The class III. canoe is

good for cruising, as well as fast, and suitable for either
three or four men. Three men with this canoe can easily
distance a tandem.
Tnere is one more thing I would suggest, that some official

A. 0. A, hurry-scurry race be devised. This race is

generally defined as a run, swim and paddle. At most
places where canoe races are held it is very inconvenient, if

not impossible, to hold the race in this form. This has led ua
at Toronto to adopt the following for the hurry-scurry : Com-
petitors start kneeling in oroinary position ; on the firing of a
gun they must stand up and paddle; on second gun they
jump out and swim, towing their canoes; on third gun they
climb in and finish paddling on the gunwale. This form of
hurry-scurry has been found very satisfactory wherever it

has been tried, and we think it should be officially adopted.
I may mention that we sent copies of the above rules to

the commodores of both the A. C. A. and the M. L. A. last

October. R. O. Keng.
Cambkidgk, MasS;

Canoeing in New Zealand.
The following letter recently found its way to the secre-

tary-treasurer of the American Canoe Association from the
other side of the world, as the result of a magazine article by
JVlr. D'Arcy Scotfc, of Ottawa:
Christchukch, New Zealand, Dec. 10, 18%.—Secretary,

American, Gaiioe Association: In the August number of
the Massey Magazine I notice an article ori the objects of
your Association. Being an ardent canoeist, I shall take it
as a favor if you can give me some information regarding
your club, especially the camp rules and the dimen.sions of
your cauoes. We have no canoe club here, but there are a
great many canoes on the rivers about Christchurch, mostly
of the Rob Roy pattern. A few have been built after the
style of the birchbark, but the.se are noticeable chiefly for
their scarcity. We have some rivers eminently fitted for
canoes, but few seem to avail themselves of the opportunities
afforded by nature.
My brother and a friend are about to take a long trip, and

I understand that they will be the first white men over the
rotite. They will go up the Wanganui River to its source,
then by portage to Lake Taupo, and then down the Waikato
iiive.r to a point near the sea, where they will pick up the
railway and proceed to Auckland. For the greater part of
the distance they will be traveling through the Maori King
country. The canoe they are taking is a canvas one, built
after the birchbark pattern. These canvas canoes seem to
be the best for most of our rivers, as rapids and snags
abound. Wooden canoes seem to break up too rapidly, and
they will not stand the knocking about that they are neces-
sarily subjected to in these rivers.

Mr. Scott's article has inspired me with a hope of forming
a canoe club here, and any information will be most accept-
able. E. H, T.

American Canoe Association.

The annual meeting of the executive committee of the
Atlantic Divi.sion, A'. C. A., will be held at the Astor House,
New York city, on Friday evening next, Feb. 13, at 8 o'clock
sharp.
The important question of holding the annual division

camp as a four days' cruise upon the Delaware River from
Easton to Delanco, and a camp upon the beautiful site at
the latter place for the remaining three days of the week,
will be taken up and disposed of. All the Division members
are most cordially invited to be present.

Joseph E. Mtteeat, Vice-Corn. Altantic Division.
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Tbe Tropby Paddling' Race.
Effitor Forest and Stream :

Hhv read wi h iaierest t>e letters in tlip late i'sue" of

your nap^r on ttiis subject, I beg to add my quota to tlie dia-

cussion.

The suggestions made T)7 IVtr. Sr,o*t I b 'llfive are io the

right direction, and would meet with hearty approval in

many quarters were he to except the club fours, as suggested

by Vic(!-Oom. Barns
To more fully meet the object aimed at by these changes,

T would suggest that the regatta committee be instructed to

make the race with a turn.

This would prevent the building of iia-keel boats, puch as

have som times passed muster as paddling canoes. The fol-

lowing reasons occur to me as to why the change in dimen-
sions and making the race with a turn should he tned:

1. Abiliiy to turn easily is an essential of a good piddling
canoe and canoei-t.

2. The interest in the race would be grpatly increased to

the spectators, who will be able to see the start, turn and
fimsh.

3 The number of contestants would probaldy be increased,

as a well-finistied ordinary canoe would not be seriouily

handicapped by competing against one specially built fur the

race.

4. Starting and finishing from the same, point would be
iHore convenient f ir ihe contestants, as they would n )t be
compelL d to p>iddle a mile awn'y from the camp and wait

for some one who pnddles slowly to the starting buoy. The
waiting would be done on shore. Glob 4

ifle ^dnge mid ^hUci'it.

'Small Calibers at the Sportsmen's Exposition.
• The BportRinen's Associaiiou , as already announced in tihese col-
UTiuB. has appcinted a cotomiUe© to cairyojt i'S plai s for clism-
pionship coniests for .22 pbort caliber rifle during the week ot the
Exposition ai MadLscn Sq are Gtirden, March iS-'iO This coram ttee
consists St prPKencof H. D. MuUer, i'hai>'ujau: Edward B'nk-. Secre-
tary; B. Walthers, Gtis Zimmerman, C G. Zettier, G. W Plaisied and
B. Bu.«se.
The committee has met a few times and has adopted a prograrDme

which it believes will meet the views of riflt^men. Bei'o e finally
adopting the same It will Pe subiDitiea to a me^tln^ of ihe captains
of the various liflp clubs in this vicinity. This miJetirg «ill beheld
on Feb. 16 at 'he room* of the Assceiatior , ro. la 1,009, Noa 3,7-3 fl

Broadway, ar 3 P. M It sbould be rememher-d that ihf cbarapion-
ship,s provided for ii. the prograiumi- do not oonfliut with anv similar
titles, but are '"yportsmen's A.ssociation's championsbip^, 189

'"

The entrance fee for the "Indiviiual Championship" is $5, which
sum i eludes a season ticket of admission to the Garden during the
Exposition The proposed progrtmrne i^! as toUoivs:
Spi^rtsmen's Esposi.ipn. Madison ijqiiare Garaen, New York city.

Match 13-.0, 189 , Open compeiiiion for .22 short caliber rifles.

PROGRAMME.
Individual Championship milcii. open to all, 100 shots, off-hand,

25-rii g target, '0 be shot in strings of iusbot=, only one entry allowed
each competi or. Auy .aj shoit calioer rifle allowed. Entraoce $-5,

including season ticKet of admission lo the Sportsmen's Espjsitiun.
Compeiiiors can shoot their .0 targets during the week as they de-
sire Distance, lOOfi. exact

Prizes: First, trophy and $30; second, $25; third, $20 fourth,
fifth $\2; sixth, «in; seventh, $U'; eigiith, S9 mnth, tenth. S.5.

Each w inn»r can take either his cash prize or its value iu a trophy.
Individual match, open to all: entr inc-* for ticket-; of thre^ shots

each, 50 cruts; off hand. Re-entries unlimited, but only one Driz<^ ob-
tainable by any one competitor. Two htjst tickets to count To be
shot on 15 ring target. Any .22 short caliber rifle allowed. Distance,
lo tft. txact
Pr ZBs: First. $40; second. $'0: third, $?5; fourth, S20; fifth. $ 5;

sixth, 'giS; seveatn, f 10; eiehtb.$iO; ninth, $9; tenth. S8:ele .entb, $H;
twelfth, $8; itdnesnrh, $T; fonr,.renih. $7; fifteenth, $7; six-eenid, $6;
seventeenth, $6; eighteenth, $6; nineteen h, $3; twentietii, J.^i; tu'enty-
flrsl, $5 ;

twenty second, $4; t« eoty-thiro, $1; twpntjr-tijUrth, $i;
twenty-fifth, $3; twenty-sixth, f3; twenty.seventh, $3; twenty eighth,
${; twenty-ninth, $ ; thirtie'.h, Si
Premiums: For the best flre tickets, gS: for the second best Ave

tickets, $4; for the third best five ti kefs, |3
Zimmerman tr phy; IMr Gjs Zimmerman will donate a special

trophy, to be competed for on toe Zimmerman target, and uuaer
special conditions that will be annouaced later,

RtTLES.

All targets will be counted and entered by the official scoreras soon
as shot, and will be returned to the shooter. The referee committee
will decide ajl matters pertaining to any doubtful score.
A shot mu.st cut the ring to count.
SiitHhle rifles and ammunition wid be furnished free to all compet-

itors by the Z tiler Bros . who will have charge of the rnnges.
The referee committee is as fol ows: Chairman, G k ZImmorraan;

0 G Zf-.ttler and R Busst ; Official Scorer, Geo. W. Plit-ted; Hec'y
Tournament Committee, Edward B^nks; Chairman Tournament
Committee. H. U Muller.
The call for the meeting on Feb. 16, above referred to, is worded as

follows, the circular being addressed to the captains of aa many of
the local rifle clubs as possible:
New York, f eb. 8 — Dea-- Sir: The Sportsmen's Association has de-

cided to promofe a series of contests for . sJcal. rifles, to take pli.ee at
Maaisoii Square Garden during ti e week of the -Sportsmen'^ Exposi-
tion, Mareh i;--2i, 1-9 ; and has appointed the foUowioj committee
to carry out its objects: Chairman. H D M tlle-; Secretary, Ediyard
Banks; Gus Zimme m m, 0 6. Zettier and B. Waithers
This committee at a meeting held on Jan u-i named you as delegate

for your ciub, and now asRS your earnest co-operation in its efforts.
For this purpose it requests that you will attend a mei-ting ot the
committee, to be held Feb. 16, 189. at 3 P M., in the rooms of the
Sportsmen Association, room I,' 09, No. 377 Broadway.
The special object of this meeting v. ill be to adopt a programme for

the above tournament. Yours truly,
Henrt D. MttLivEH, Chairman.
Edward Banks, Secretary.

P. S —If you are unable to attend iu person, send a duly accredited
representative for j'our club.

Columbia Pistol and RiBe Club.
San Fhancisoo, Cai., Jan. -^4.—The Columbia Pistol and Hifle Club

heldit-treg Ur semi-rai>n truly contest, op in lo all comers, to-day on
Shell IVlouad Range. The records made ware a - belOA':

Rifl-*, 20.iyds , re-ent y macchfti, F. H. B is iaell Diedri.1, three sho*s
to a score: A. H. Fape 9, 10, Jl; Dr. L. O. Rodgers 10, 10, IS: F. O.
Young 0, 1

' . 13
William Gildemann miUtary meial, 10 shots, military count: F.

O Young 49, J. E. Gormiu 4B, E. Havey46, E, Jajoosen43, H. J,
Wickf-r 3<).

Young rifle record medal, 10 shots: Dr. L. O. Rodgers 50, H. J.
Wicker 60
Cash prizes for most fligs during the month: A. H". Pape 5. F. O.

Yoang 3, Dr L. O. Ro i.?ers 3,

Pistol, re-ea ry mtitches, 5iyds., Gofdon Bland mg medal, 3-shot
scores: F O.Young 5, 9; C. M. Daiss 7,0, 9; J. E. GirmaaO; A B
DotTell 10, 1-3.

Howard <:;arr medal, for any revolver. 6-shot scores: J. B. Gormin
30. 38, 37: F O. Young 35, 36, 3 •, 33, 40, 44: S. Roberts 40. 41, 41: M. J.
AVhite 53. a3; Dr. J. JT Giusti 99.

Diamond pistol rec ird medil, 10-shot scores: J. E. Gorman 38. 40;CM Daiss41. A. B. Dorred 4^. F O. YouQ^4t.
Achiile Roos .i^^Jjal medal, 5 shots: El Hovej 11, 1'^, 13; S. Ingalls

12, 13: A. 8. Darrell liJ, 13; U. J, Wicker 1-3, 20, Mrs. L. J. Cratt'* 17. i9;

Mrs. M. J. White 19. Hoebl.

West Newburg^h Giia and Rifle Associatioa.
Newbcrgh. N. Y" . Jin. 3^. —Thi^ foliowiag scores were ma^le to-day

by memoers of thd West Newburgh Gun and Rirte Asaocittion in the
contest for the Mascroft ride. Saeed, ivitu a score of 69, wins the
second heat as belOAf:
Sneed ^^.6 8 8 •? 7 4 8 8 7 6-89
Harrison «4»........8 559 6-5B68 4 -eo
Kco't 3 5 10 344897 3_tj0
Dickson 5 66634646 5—5i
Broan 3 545642B4 6—4-5
Bhaw 0 0420032 0 ti—11

W. A. ICiDD, Sec'y.

Leadinq dealers in sportsmen''s supplies have advertised in these

columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the followinsr:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 12.— JTackrnsaok, N. J —100-target handicap event, unknown

angles, $2 entrance, targets extra at 1 cent each. Shoot commences
at 10 A. M. O. O. Gardner, 8ec'y.

Feb. 1.;.—Newark N. J. All-day shoot of the Forester Gim Club.
Targets. H B Wiiians, S'-c'v.

Feb. 2?.—New Haven, Conn.—All-day shoot of the New Haven Gun
Club. Targets. Win. H Ha'-el, Sec'y.

F=!b. 52. WissiJfOMiNG Station, P. R R., Pa.—All-day shoot of the
Florists Gun Club, ot Pniladelpnia. Targets.
Feb 3. Parkbrsbiieg, W. Va —All-day shoot of the Mountain

State Gun Club Turg-is. Leo Ep.stein, Sec'y.
Feb. ia.— Newark N. J —All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club.

Tftreets H. E. ^^ Hiana, Sf^e'v.

Feb. -7. Hackensack, N. J Contest for the B C. cup, on the
grounds of the Htrtgeo t'ounty Gun Club. C. O. Gardner, Sec'y.
March 4 -Yardvillk, iN J. Inaueural nanoic p, 20 birds, $1!},

birds included, at 25 c-»r;ts each ; handicaps 38 to 33vds. Open to all.

March J6-19.—BAYt!HESTER, N Y—Second annual tourn-imerit of
the Cobwtb Gnu Club; live birds and targets. Cobwet) hanuicap at
live bird^, $7)00 guaranteed. Open to all. Nobody barred.
March ;3-2&.- Nhw Y'ore —Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at ElkAOod Park. $1,000
guirunteed in the main event, all surpltis added. Entries close
March 20
April 14-16.—ATCHisoN,Kan.—Airy LoaHart'stbird manufacturers'

amateur and foiirie.ei th open to-ali tournament
April 14-i6.—Baxtimore, Md —Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under I tie a >pices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April l.'')-17—San Antonio. Tex.-Tournament of the San Autonio

Gtin C^nb. Open to amateufs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. < om.
April .20-23.

—

Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty -flrst annual tournament of the
Kebiaska 'tate Sport- men s Association. Added money later.

April 2 -28.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association, O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April ?8-''9.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, undi-r the auspices of the West Fnd Gun Club.
.\la.y 5-7.- Newbuboh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

Newbureh Gun ano Rifle Ass( ciaiion. First two days, targets; third
day. live birds. $ 0 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target, ev-'i ts. Open to all.

May 11-13. PEkKSKtLi^, N Y Annual tournament of the PeekskUl
Gun Club First t o days, targets; last day, live bi'ds.

May 17-22.—Kansas City. Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
State Go me ann i isii Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'y.
May -f-29.- East St. Louis, III.- Annual tournament of ihe King's

Smokeles-^ Gun Clnb.
Jiiue -4—-PRiNGFiELD, O —Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' League, uuder the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club
June tS- 1.— Aitburn, N. Y New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. U. VV. I'uttle, Sec'y
Jun- 9- 0.—BIoNROE, La. Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the au'-t>ices of thn Monroe Gun Club.
Juue 16-17 -Fargo, N D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
.June (third week) —Cletblakd. O — Fourth annual tournament of

the l.hamberliD Oartririee and Target Company.
J ine 22-25. -Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sptrtsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to B C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City, Pa.
July 14-15. New Havin, Conn. Tournament of the Interstate As-
ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
A ug. 4-5 —Lbwiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. :l5- 6. MoNTPELtKR, Vt.—Toumament of toe Interstate Asso-

ciation, under tlie aii-pices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

At-sociation, under i he auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.

—

Newborgh, N Y —Annual fall tournament of the West
Newburgh G jnai ci Rifle Association, First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties iti all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all sucli matter to Forest arid Stream Publishing Company, SIS
Broadway, New York.

Fred Gilbert won the flrst conte=<t for the Dti Pont trophy and
chose to defend his title to it on VVatson's grounds. Claridge won
the trophy last August, and Malone and Roll had to meet him on the
B'iltimore Shooting Association's groiinis. Roll took the trophy
frnm Baltimore, and Winston tackled him and won the tt-ophy on
WatsoL.'s grounds Win.^ton in tnru male George Mosher come down
to Z virlein's grounds, Yardville, N J., to shoot for the cup on Jan.
I'l Winston then said openly that any Western man «vbo chal-
lensres will have to come to Zsvirlein's or Phil Daly's, and that any
Eas ern man will have to go to Chicago with him He made the
announcement so that there need be nothing said after any challenge
bad been made. Tne conditions made by the E. I du Pont de
Ntmours i Co. regulating the holding of the trophy very properly
give the 1 older the risTl'it to name his own grounds. VVhern is there
anything unfair in Mr. Winston's statement as announced? As tne
ma ter stands, we can see no earthly reason for the following wail
f. om a Western co'emporary : "If this pronuneiamento is allowed to
stand, it really means that Winston will receive no mo e challenges
for the emblJni. and therefore wdl be able to hoM it until it is re-
deemed by tbe Du Pon' company for their next tournament, and will
viriually bury all interest m the trophy for the next four or six
months We hope the Du Pont Company wdl take a positive stand
ia this matter an.i Insist that Mr Winston play fair with those who
m iy wish to compete for tbe trophy. If an Eastern man should
challenge him for it, there would he no sense in or good reason for
Winston taking the race to Chicago, and he should not be permitted
to do so as long as there are so many good shooting grounds in the
Eart If a Westetn man cballenrfes'Mr. Winston for the trophy, and
the holdar is making nis home in the East, he would have a perfect
right to require the cnallenger to come to some Eastern shootine:
grounds to shoot the maieh; but if, on the other hand, Winston
should be located in tht:! West at the time he received the chal-
lenge, he should be required to sboot the match on some convenient
Wesiern ground. Tne uu Pont Company, when they gave the liolder
the ritihD to name date, grounds and number of birds in a match—if

iu exees.-< of 5 -never for a moment, we are positive, expected that
the holder rf the trophy would take any unfair advan'age of a would-
be competitor, and tht^y should aC ooce give Mr. Winston and all
others to understand that schemes of the kind mentioned, to hold
the cup, will not be p rmitted."

The programme f ir the Cobweb Gun Club's tournament^ during tbe
week of the Sportsmen's Exposition is now well under way acd will
soon be made public. The main event is, of course, tbe live bird
handicap, the "Cobweb handicap,'' 15 birds, Sl5, birds ex^ra, goOO
guaranteed. As a means to entertain its gue ts, tne club proposes to
hold a ball on the night of the dav when the above event is shot
(Friday, M-ireh 19), to which all visiting shooters will be made
weicnme by the club. In guaranteeiUfC JfoOO in one purse the club is
m iking a big Ciid tor the attendance of all locil shooters as well as
those from a distance Handicaps will range frcn v6 to 33yds. The
handi;ap committee chosen by the club IS as follows; j M. Taylor,
Jt ob P ntz. Will K Parit and the trap editor of Forest and Stream.
The lournament will be managed by Neaf Apgar, woo rt'ill have full
charge of inakirg thmss hum on both target and live-bud days.
Avei-age moneys for b^st aggrejates in all target events wdl oe dis-
Iri uted dail.y. whllt; the club will deduct only i cents a target from
the purses This fact shows as plainly as possible that the club is not
atter the shooti-ra' money.
Mr. E. A. Wadsworth, secretary of the Catchpoie Gun Club, of

Wolcoti, N. Y.. writes as follows: "A gun club was recently organ-
ized in this place with fifteen charter members. The veteran, Uncle
Ben Catchpoie, was elected president of the club, a fact that augurs
success for the organization. This club will commence work imme-
diately and will hold regular weekly shoots."

The 8al°m (N. Y ) Bevtew-Fresg Of Jan. 22 coittins the following
item in regard to the ne v gun club oraranized in that <'Vj: "'<alera l«

to have a sf'ootlug club. A number of sportsmen gathered in the
Ondawa House on Wednpsdn,y evening, and thf su j'-'ct w").s discussed
thorou'?h!y. Dr J H M^guire was elected chairman of the meeting
and J Gibson, Jr.. •=pcr"t'ary. and af er the enrollina' of members the
following permanent officers we'e elected: J- M Willianfls, Pres.;
H. Lant, Vice-Pres. ; Wm. L Campbell, Sae'y; M. .Johnson, TreaSv
Committee? were apDointed as folio -ts: b.y-la"ws and constitution—
W. L. Campbell, Rev J F. Dinahue. 0. Whitcomh; buildings,
grounds and traps M. Roberts, H. Robertson, A Baker; birds- Dr",

H. S. Blackfan. Dr. J. H Magnire. Dr. Madison, B Austin, J. A Mc-
Dowell, 8 Burgess. H Lant. G. Robertson. D. Connor; entertainment
—H B Cruikshank, Wm. M. Dundoo, J Gibson, Jr The flehl backf
of the railroad track above the Main street crossing will he xsed, and
the committee on buildings, etc., have already made arranpements
with W J. Cruikshank for the erection of a field house. The name
©f the club and the by-Iaivs will be adopted a' the next meeting. It
is expected that there will be a shoot here within a few weeks."

A Minneapolis daily of Feb 1 has the following item: "Tne Water-
town (S. D ) CJtin I'lub held a meeting recently at the office of French
& Slawson. By-laws had previously been adopted, and this meeting
was for tbe nurpose of electing officers and perfecting the organiza-
tion. The folloi«jing officers were chosen: E'resident, Lee Scover;
Vice-President, J. A. Gilchrist: Secretary, Lew French; Treasurer,
W. O Friser. A committee, consisting of John Ojg, Ciari s Berner
and Will Warner, was appoin*ed 'o solieif. membnrship Th«? fees for
admission to membership we' e fixed at $' .50 This covers the total

co'-ti'f membership, no provisions having been made for assessm nts.
Trap-shootmg with clay pigeons wfll become a feature of the club's
wort.

The Brooklyn Run Club's opening day is Saturday next, Feb. \%.

Tbe Brooklyn 'Zllub is a new orgnizitiiia th tt has arisen fnm the
ashes of the Vernon Rod and Gun Clu'i. of Brooklyn, N. Y. The
Brooklyn Gun Club occupies the same grounds over which the Ver^
nons usfd to shoot, and it would b=i hard to find au.v grounds more'
conveniently located in the cioy limits thin tbos^ of th? club at. Lib-'

erty avenun and Enfield street; thev are withto fl^e minutes' walk of
the terminus of the Kin<9 County Elevated R. R. Oq Fab. 13 the
club will lay itself out to drive its gue-its a good tine and pl'inty of
shooting. Lunch will be served on the grounds, and shooting will
commence at 10:30 A. M.
An interesting match was scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 4, on the

grounds of the Westminster Kennel Club, Binylon, L T The con-
testants were W. A, H Statl'ord, of Carteret, and 0. .^I. Mpyer, of th«
New Utrecht Gun Club. Mr Meyer missed conneations with the 10'SO
train at Thirty fourth street ferry, thus blocking the match Stafford,
accompanied by W. W Wairous, was on hand and shot a few birds.
The form that he di-played showed that Meyer would have had a big
contract on hand to win the match. Out of the '^0 or more birds shot
at by him, he scored all but one, and that one fell dead just over the
30.yds. botmdary. but within the 50yds. fence.

We stated in "Drivers and Twisters" last week that Miss Annie
Oakley would .shoot a match at 50 live birds with Frank Kleirz on
Feb 22 at Yardville. N J. We also stated that Miss Oakley bad met
Kleinz on two previous occasions, being defeated once and ti> ing on
45 each the other time. Our authority for the above statements was
Frank Butler. That there was an error somewhere is made plain b.y
tbe following letter from Mr Butler, dated Nutley, N. J., Feb. 5:

"Kindly correct and i^ave a fight. Annie Oakley and Prank Kleinz
onlv shot one match, and that was at Reading, Pa., in March, 1889,
before about 5.0(0 people They tied on 45 each, and as she saUed
for Paris two days later there was no chance to decide the tie."

The Florists' Gun niub, of Philadelphia, Pa , ha^ gotten out a pro-
gramme for its all-diy shoot, Fab 22, nonsistiag of ten 11 target
events and two 1.5-rarg^t even's; the entrance fees in the 10-tJ.rgeb
events range from 5 > cents to $ , and in the 15 targcst events are ftl.50.
Tne Rose svs'eui will be us^d in dividing purses. T-irgets thro ,va at
13^ cents each. To get to the grounds at Wissanotning take Frank-
ford trolleys on Tnirl or Fif h streets, with exT iange to Wissinom-
ing l>n»; these cars carry the sbio';ers to tbe grounds Trains over
the P. R R. land shooters at Wissanomldg stafion. Shooting com-
mences at 10 A. M. The grouods have a sky b tckgrouud.

Monday of this week. Feb. 8. was "preparation day" at Hot Springs.
A 10 bird race, $5 entrance, and a mis^-and out. $2, were tlii? two
events on the programme. To da.y, Tue->day, Feb 9, tbe Arlington
Hotel handicap, 25 birds, 810, birds extra, %VQ added, is the main
attraction. On Thursday, Feb. 11, 15 live birds, $10, Ave high giins,
is schedule'! ; and on Friday, Feb 12, the E istmau Hotel hmlicap. 2,'}

biris, S15, birds extra, $100 added, occupies the programme. The
main eviint of the meeting, the ArTcanmw Traveler's handicap, 25
birds, S 5. birds ex^ra, $50D added, is sst for a week from to-day,
Tuesday, Feb. 16.

A club for tbe protection of fish and game and for the promotion
of trap-shooting has been organized at Bntler, Pa., under the name
of the Butler Gun Ciub. The fodowing oifirjers havn been elected for
the next twelve months: President. Har'T Colbert; Vice-President,
I. E Starr: Secretary Treasurer. Ed E Gumpper; Captain, Joseph
Weis^ntine; the above, together with J. L. Colbert and 0. H. Miller,
will form a board of directors. The club has a membership of 39.

We learn lhat there is little likelihood of the Work-Macalister
versus Murphy-McAlptn match taking place. There is. howver, a
good prospect of a match in tbe near future between Edgar Murphy
and G. S. McAlpin, 2C0 b'rds per man, 30yds. ris°. 30yds. boua Jary,
for a substantial stake. This ma'ch would be of more than passing
interest, as McAIpin has met and defeated pretty nearly all the best
men in this .section. It may be noted also that Pbiladflphians are
willing to make a match between R. A. Welch and McAlpin.

Charlie Zwirlein writes that he will shoot a return match with Lee
Helgans at the Yardville, N J., grounds on March 4. On the same
day there will be a handicap sweepstake, 20 birds, K15, bu-ds included
at ;5 cents each, handicaps ranging from '-8 to .SS^ds. This handicap
will be known as the Inauguration handicap.

The attraction at Elkwood Park Feb. 12, Lincoln's Birthday, will
be the Lincoln handicap, 10 birds, $10, handicaps ''5 tn 83vds High
gims. Shoo'ing will commence at 12.:30. On Saturday, Feb. IS, the
Asbury handicap will be started at noon. The conditions will be 15
birds, $lr;, handicaps from :-6 to 31yds. ; high guns.

The Yantacaw Gun Club, of Nutley, N .J , has a. field day on Satur-
day of this week. Feb. 13. Mr Prank Butler and his wife, the latter
perhaps better known as Miss Annie Oakley, are both members of the
Yantacaw Gun Club. Miss O-iklay will take pirt in tbe events on
the programme. As announced last week, she will shoot a 50-bird
race with Frank Kleintz on ZA'irlein's graands, Yardville, N^, J,,
Feb. 22.

The newly organized gun club at St Johnsburv, Vt., is getting well
under way, and will have everythingruuniug smoothly by the time
spring is here. Some of the members will orobably beheard from at
the Interstate shoot at Montpelier, Aug. 25-26

Frank Coleman, a member of the Rockaway Point Rod and Gun
Olult, an org mi/.ation that holds its monthly shoots at Rockaway
Park during the winter months, did some pood shooting at tbe lust
shoot of the club, held Feb. 1. In three individual matches with R.
Woods he was the winner each time. The contests were ati5 targets
per man.
Tbe shooters of PotCstowb, Pa , have organized a gun club under

the ti'le of the 0 ik Leaf Rod and Gun Club. The club has a mem-
hershio of 3 ! to s'a'-t with, and has elected the fol'owing officers:
Pres , M. Swavely; VIce-Pres,, H. Y. Wolf; Sec'y, H. F, Rhoads;
Treas.. H. L Minter; Financial Sec'y, A. R Dillecker.

The New Haven, Conn., Gun Club has gotten out a nice little pro-
gramme for its W.ashington's Birthday shoot. Six 10 target events,
five 15 targe*-, and one 20 -target events go to make up that pro-
gramme All purses wi 1 be divided into four moneys untier the
Rose system. Refreshments will be served free to shooters; SlOin
gold will be given away to the four best averages. Shooting com-
mences at 9.30 A. M.

At a recent meeting of the Hamilton, Ont., Gun Club it was re-
solved that the next annual touroament of the clu'o, to be held in

December, shall be open to the world, with the object in view of
securing the attendance of several of the crick American wing shots.
An attractive programme will be arranged for lheo:casion, vrith cash,
prizes ofTered aggregating not less than §1.500.

The Haz°iwood Gun Club, of Pittsburg, Pa . holds open shoots on
the second and fourth Saturdays of each month, shooting commenc
ing at 2 P. M. each day tharp. To get to the ground^, take Second
avenue cars to Johnson avenue. Everybody is invited lo attend these
gatherings of the club.

At the annual meeting of he Yanticaw Gun Club, of Nutley, N J.

»

the following were elected oftlcers for fhe ensuing year: Robert H-
Deabin, Pre.sident : A. Orhtman, Vice President; Ed. Macy, Treasurer;
John Hopkinson, Secretary; Dr. De Wolf, Field Captain.

The Peekskill, N Y., Gun Club claims the dates of May 11-18 for its

annual spring tournament. This tournament will follow right after
the Newburgh, N.Y.. shoot, and will be managed by Neaf Apgar;
both these facts should signify a good attendance.

The Forest Gun Club, of Pniladelphia, held its annual meeting on
Friday evening, Jau. 15. Tne following list of ofBjers for 1897 was
elected: President, Stephen J. Hoihersall; Vice. President, Arthur
Baum ; Secretarj'-Treasurer, Wm. Morison; Field Captain, Thomas
Rowcroft; Official Scorer. Chas. Riotte.
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Saturday last was about as bad a day for sbooting in this part Of
the country as one ever meets with, even at tUs season of the year.
The northeast wind blew a gale, while the rain—a cold rain, too—
came down in torrents. Coming from the northeast, it was naturally
right in the face nf the shooter. Those who wear spectacles, and we
know of some who do. labored under a handicap unlinown to their
more fortunate brethren.

J. S. S. Remsen, of Brooklyn, N. T., the winner of the first contest
for the Kf'CreaMow cup at Hackensack, N J., last December, leaves
for Florida on the nth. He remains North just long enough to try
for thp cup on the 10th, and will do his best to make it "two straight.'"'
He will, however, meet some warmcompany, juiigins from the lUt of
entries already received by the management of the club.
Prank Class, of Morristown, N. J., and John Rehrig., of Allentown,

Pa., will shoot a 50-bird race on the Duck Farm Hotel grounds, Allen-
town, on Feb. IS. The John F. Weiler Gun Club, of lUentown, will
also hold its merchandise shoot on the same grounds on Feb. 22.

While paying close attention to the doings of the cracks at Hot
Sprines, Ark., and to the near aoproach of the Grand American
Handicap, shoot-ers should not lose sight of the Cobweb Gun Club's
tournament, held at Baychester, N. Y.. March 16-19. A purse of S^OO
is not guaranteed every day, particularly in an event of "15 birds,
$1S, birds extra."

A figure 9 in the place of a figure 7 makes a big difference. The
pigeons in the Larchmont Amateur Championship were 70 cents a
pair, not 90 cents, as it was made to appear in last week's Drivers and
Twisters.

The Ohio Trap- Shooters' League will hold its annual tournament
at Sprinpfipld. Ohio. June P-^. The annual meeting of the League
will be held at the Arcade Hotel on the evening of June 1.

The Boiling Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., will have an
invitation live-bird shoot on Feb. 33. The club is going to make this
shoot specially attractive.

The Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association has
decided to use magautraps at its annual shoot, Kanssis City, Mo.,
May 17-22.

There will be live-bird sweeps at Dexter Park, L. I., on Friday next,
Feb. 12. All sweeps open to the world. Shooting commences at
10 A.M.
The Interstate Association will give a tournament at Portsmouth,

N. fl., Sept. 15-16, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gua Club.
The East Pittsburg, Pa., Gun Club will hold an all-day shoot at tar-

gets on Feb. 16, All purses will be divided on the Rose system.

Feb. 9. EdwarP BanSs.

ChicasTO Clubs.
CHiCAfeMj, tn.. Feb. 6.—The Cook County League held a special tneet-

ihg last Saturday nieht; present, members of five clubs; President A.
W. Adams in the chair. Vice-President J. H. Amberg having re-
signed. Mr. H. Levi, of Garden City Club, was elected to that ofSee in
h's s'pafi. It was decided to pay the secretary ?35 a year for his
labors, and to pay a scorekeeper $2.60 for each half day's" work in the
Jeae"p contests. It was voted that no individual or club should be
eligiWe to more than one prize during the season, except in case
where an individual wins the highest class average prize for the sea-
son. Two amendments to the by laws were adopted, these having
been earlier stated when offered for consideration. As amended the
articles read as below:
Art. I , Sec. 1. All contests for trophies shall be between teams of

six men who are members of the same club, in their respective
classes. One or more teams may be entered by the same club in
either claPs.

Sec. 2. Class A to consist of members whose individual average in
their club shoots for the past season shall have been 80 per cent, or
better.
Sec. 3. Class B to consist of members whose individual average in

their club shoots for the past season shall have been 70 and up to 80
per cent.
Sec. 4. Class C to consist of members whose individual average in

their club shoots for the past season shall have been 60 and up to 70
per cent.
Sec. 5. Class D to consist of members whose individual aver-

age tn their club shoots for the past season shall have been below
60 per cent.
6ec. 6. If a club has not sufficient men of one class to form a

regular team it may combine its men as follows: Three class A men
and three class C men to form a class A team; four class A men and
two class D men to form a class B team; three class B men and three
class D men to form a class C team, or »ny cornbination of class men
to form a team; providing the grand avf rage of any team shall not
be above the limit average of the class entered.

Sec. 7. Each team shall pay an entrance fee at each shoot of $1.!50

to the treasurer of the league, to be used for the purchase of suitable
prizes.

Art. II. The contests for the prizes shall be held monthly from
April to December, inclusive, on the grounds of the clubs composing
the league, each club drawing for its turn. Any club, however, may
exchange with another club with the consent of the governing com-
mittee. All contests shall be held on a Saturday and commence at 1

P M, sharp.
Directors of the Eureka Gun Club, of Chicago, met Friday to take

preliminary steps for the annjial meeting, which wiU be held Feb. 82.

E. Hough.

How they do it at Carletoa, Mich.
The boys at Carleton, Micb., have many ways of getting a crowd

together for a day's sport with a shotgun or rifle. There are many
devotees of both weapons in that city, and both contestants and
spectators congregate in good numbers when a tournament is on
hand The turkey shoots held last December were remarkably well
attended, notwithstanding the bad weather. There were several
ways in which a man might win a turkey

:

First, bv shooting at an Sin. bullseye at JOOyds. off-hand and mak-
ing 10 points, or 13 points at a rest, in one shot with a rifle.

Second, by going into a team of ten or fifteen members, shooting
once each and making the highest number of points in one shot with
a rifle.

Third—By shooting with a shotgun in a team at a mark, and put-
ting the greatest number of shot into it.

Fourth - By going into a team and sbooting live pigeons, the one
killing most taking the prize
Fifth—By forming a team of eight or ten, and shooting atbluerocks

thrown from a trap, etc. In all events the shooter had to pay ID
cents to enter.
With such a varied programme it is not hard to imagine that the

scorers were kept busy from the time the shoot commenced until it

was too dark to see a stationary target or a flying bluerock, animate
or inanimate. The reports of the shoot furnished m by our corre-
spondent show that the ventures were entirely successful.

Foughkeepsie Gun Club.
PouShkeepsib, N. Y., Feb. 4.—The regular weekly shoot of the

Poughkeepsie Gun Club was held this afternoon. Ed Williams won .

the club shoot with SO out of 35. In a sweep at 30 targets per man
H. Perkins was ahead with U6 out of 30. Scores were:

E Williams. ... llllOUlODlliniOllllOlll—«0W Perkins .i..... ..01C0nil0niini0!lllllin-19
A Traver 1011 1110001 UOlOlll 10 1 111—17W D Hriggs Ill 110010101111 1101101100-17
F S Eastmead OOlOlOlOllOIllOOlOlllOllO- 14
AVonderlynden OlOlOllOOlUOOOllOlOlOlOl—1.3

H Reynolds OIOOIOOIU 11 001 00001 10001—11
W Manney 1001 11 0001 OlOOOOl 00011010 -10
P Horsefall lOOOlOOOlOOlOOlOOOl 101010— 9
L Carpenter, Jr llOlOOOOOOllOlOOlOOOiOOlO— 9
HKing 0000000000101000110001001— 6

A sweep at 80 targets resulted as below:W Perkins 101111110111111111100111111110-28
F S Eastmead 001110101111111101011011111110-22
Ed Williams .lllOlOCOOlllOlllllllOOOllllOll—SO
A Vonderljmden .lllOlOillOlOOlllOl 101101110001—19
H Kine .„ , ...0101010110000001111011011011 11—17
A Traver ^ .00100101111101100101w —11

SBCKETABr.

I'eam Race at Rochester.
Rochester.., N. Y., Feb. 3.—The only shooting of interest this week

wasaiwo-men team race between Borst and Byer against Norton
and Foley. The shooting was very hard on account of the high wind.
Foley's team should have won by about 10 targets. Scores:

L V Byer 11110111111111111011110111111011111111110111101101—43
Capt Borst. , . .11111100111111101111101101111011101011111001110111—89—82

Foley 's Team.
Capt Foley.... 11111111111010101010111111110111001111111110111111—41
Norton nillOniOlUlOlOOllOllOlllOllOlOOllinilllllllOOl-37-78

De Witt.

Championships and Championships.
In our issue of Jan. 2-3 we published a communication from C M.

Grimm, dated from Clear Lake, la., Jan. 16. In a personal letter that
accompanied the communication referred to Mr. Grimm asks us tomake some comments thereon. That request must be our apology
for thrusting upon the notice of a long-suffering public a few re-
marks on the cast iron championship and other emblems of a similar
character and purpose. In making our comments, it would perhaps
be best to go back a bit and remind our readers of the circumstances
that gave birth to the badge known as "the cast iron champion-
ship."
On Monday, Nov. 12, 18.14, there was a small gathering of "cham-

pions In Chicago. Among the number were J. L. Brewer, Dr. Car-
ver, J. A. R Elliott. C. W. Budd, C. M. Grimm, etc. On the date men-
'^^loned these gentlemen, none of whom could get hitched up as they
vi_anted to in individual matches, acting, we believe, on a suggestion
of Dr. Carver s, put their heads together and agreed to purchase a
badge of no intrinsic value other than the great title attached to it;
to put up §.50 apiece, and to shoot for this badge, its title, and the
piu-se, everything to belong to the winner. This arrangement was
arrived at on Monday, and the date set for the decision of this cham-
pionship battle was Thursday, Nov. 15. three days later. The grounds,
of course, were the Watson's Park grounds. Jim Elliott at flr.st re-
fused to go Into such an arrangement, but was talked over, and shot
along with the rest when the day came. Geo. Kleinman, B. S. Mott
and Eddie Bingham were the other contestants for these champion-
ship honors. It will not be forgotten that Geo. Kleinman came out
of the rut and won with 91 kills, Brewer being second with 89. Liter
Dr. Carver challenged Kleinman and won the badge on a forfeit,
owing to Kleinman's health giving way. The next and only other
contest for this badge w»s shot on Dec. i.3, 1896, when Charlie Grimm
defeated Dr. Carver in a race that was remarkable for the high
scores made. Such, as we understand it, is the history of thin little
badge
After making the aboVe comments it is scarcely likely that we

would have thought it worth whfle to add anything further, except
to reiterate our suggestions to Elliott and Grimm that they go lo
work and make one trophy out of the cast iron badge and the Kansas
City Stai' cup, a trophy that has actually as much claim to cham-
pionship honors as its rival. It may be that its claims are even
greater, as the contest, for this cup was thrown wide open and plenty
of notice was given to the shooters of this country—something that
was entirely lacking in the conditions under which the cast iron
badge was shot for. In one respect both badge and cup are alike, so
far as we are aware: There is no string to either of them, In both
instances it is only a case of put up your $100and challenge for one or
the other. It is now necessary, however, to run to greater length.
The following, clipped from a cotemporary, is our excuse:
"A cotemporary suggests that Charlie Grimm and .L A. R. Elliott

shoot a series of three races for the cast iron medal emblematic of
the American championship on live birds, and the Kansas City Star
cup, and whichever wins to rivet tbe cast iron medal to the cup, thus
making one emblem. And then, in the same issuer speaking of the
Sohmelzer & Son's inanimate t.ireet cup, which is sometimes spoKen
of as a championship emblem, says there is only one champion at in-
amroate targets, and only one inanimate target championship trophy;
that Rolla Helkes, of Dayton, O., is that champion and the E. C. cup
the trophy. Why not as well suggest that the holder of the Schmel-
zer cup and Mr. Heikes shoot a race for the target championship and
the winner join the two t'^ophies together and make one rrophy, as is
suggested to do with the cup held by Mr. Elliott and the Anierican
championship medal held by Mr Grimm? If the E C cupisiheonly
inanimate target championship emblem of America and Rolla Heibes
is the champion—a proposition that we readily accede to then is the
cast iron medal the only live-bird championship emblem of America
and Charlie Grimm, of Iowa, the champion live-bird shot of this
country, so long as he holds It. A trophy with a string tied to it can-
not be a national trophy, and as the cast iron medal and the E. C.
cup are the only trophies untrammeled bv special conditions they
are the only American championship emblems now open for coni-
petition."

^We are not to blame if our cotemporary see? an analojy between
the claims of the rival live-bird championship emblems and the
claims of the E. O, championship cup and the Sohmelzer trophy
The conditions of the E C. cup are 50 singles, unknown angles; 50
singles, expert rule, one man up; and 25 pairs. The conditions of
the Schmelzer trophy are 100 targets, revtrsed order. The condi-
tions of the cast iron badge and ihe Star cup are prectsplv the same:
100 hi e birds, S 00 a side. The E C. cup is emblematic of the cham-
pioDship of the United States at targets, the conditions embracing
the three styles of shooting most generally adopted, The Schmelzer
trophy is stated to be emblematic of the championship of the Uoited
States (or the world, we forget whicH) at targets thrown at kuown
angles from trans pulled in reversed order. The cast iron badge and
the Stor cup fcoWi cl'Um to be emblematic of the championship of
the United States at live birds
The modest suggestion that we made to Elliott and Grimm, and

which has brought down the above rebuke, was made with a view to
clearing the live-bird championship atmosphere a little. We now
make that suggestion for a second time, and urge a careful consider-
ation of its merits upon both the gentlemen concerned.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
CROSSLAUD DEFEATS M'PHiIRSON.

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 38,—J. N. rirossland, of the Hszelwood Gun
Club, and S. McPherson, ot the Herron Hill Gun Club, shot a race
to-day on the grounds of the Hazelwood Gun Club. The match was
at to birds per man, and was won with ease by Crossland, his op-
ponent retiring In the iPih round, hopelessly defeated. The birds
were a rattling good lot, and were aided by a strong wind. The tem-
perature v\ as about zero. Considering everything, Crossland shot a
great race. Scores were:

Crossland 22f0i?3"3202?20"2'P22a2203-19
233i3<!20.'3a22232232022i22—23—42

McPherson 2022 0.'2'220Oi'OK2')00003i0-14
ax o-mm> 0 0w — 9 -ss

John JMcNeil, Pres'fc.

BAST PITTSBURG QTIN CLUB.

Jan. SO.—The January shoot of the East Pittsburg Gun Club was
held to-day. The contest is a 100-target handicap race for a cup pre-
sented by the E. 0. Powder Co. Peters, with a handicap allowance of
10 extra targets to shoot at, was the winner with 88 breaks. Mack,
one of the scratch men, was next with 85, Uncle John being third
with 82 out of 100. Scores were:

Peters, 10111111110011111111111001111111111111111111111011-44
iiioiooioioiooiioiiiiiiioiiiooiiiiiiioiiiiiiiioioi-au
1101011111 _ 8-88

Mack lOlllllllinilOllOllllllllIOlllllllllllllllOlOllll 4.3

oioiiioiiiiiiioinniiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiininiioioo-43—85
Uncle John. . .OllllltlllOUnni iinilllllllllllOllllOOllOlllllOl—4i

iiiiiiiiiioinniiioioioiooiiiiiiniioinioiioioii-40—8i
Ferguson 11111001101110001101111011010111110011111111011101—36

11110111111011010110011101111110101111011011111100-37
1001 110010 — 5—78

Gallup llOlOllOlUlOllOIllOllllllllOimillOOUOOOlOlOlOll-34
OOlllOOllOlllOlllOlOlCOlllllllOOllOllllOOlllllllll-35
1111 _ 4-7.3

Benton llllUlllOOOOllOOllOllOllllllllOlllllllOllOlOlCOlO-85
0110011110111011011110111100111111111001111111C011-37—73

Koethe.. 0111100011101110011110001111110001 0111001101010111—31
llOOlOlOOOllllllOlllllOOlllOllOlOlOOlOCOOllUlllOO-30
11010010111 — 7- 68

Meyer Defeats Bradley.
New Yohk, Feb. 5.—C. M Meyer, of the New Utrecht Gun Club,

shot a lOJ-bird race to-day with D. I Bradley, a member of the
Larchmont Gun Club, on the grounds of the latter club. The condi-
tions as to rise and boundary were 29yd8. rise, 8lyds boundary.
Bradley started well with 38 out of 25 to Meyer's 31, but the score
was a tie at the end of the 48th round, Bradley leadiog by 1 at the
end of the first half owing to Meyer losing his 50th bird. The score
was a tie again in the tOth and 66th rounds. From this point Mey-^r
walked away, winning by 1 bird after losing 3 out of his last 5, viz.,
96th, 99lh and 100th. Scores were

:

D I Bradley. , , , 222233122^29211 1211212^«1—23
;!121121 1 1 2«3a31 .21 .101 223-21
1211»1332.'3123103'c01033i2-"<0

2«2<;«331223331052l5il0J312-21— 85
C M Meyer 12ai0123i0320n321203^213—21

23i!li02333121« 3?2338i3310—2a
lS2«21383U2a21«n22aS08a-S;2
222ai03332223r.>1332321200—21—86

Miss-and-outs, $5 entrance, were shot as below

;

No. 1, No. 2. No 3. No. 4. No.5.
D I Bradley £0 210 11S3 1112 223
CM Meyer i:i.;.iiiiii.iii^.ii...«.2» 21S20 • 2223 ?•
CCHibbard .........SO 12331 1112 SO
HOtten ...,.,....23 0 1210 0 120
L Meyer ..-^..»v.. ........Sl 11120 2110 2210 220
Giavixmini ..i:.«.j.v.tr>tf. <> .•>•• .m- •«•• ^0

IN NEW JERSEY.
EtKWODD PAKE'S SATURDAY.

Jan. SO,—Eleven events in all were decided to day on the Elkwood
Park traps. No, 11 was the contest for the W-A trophy, W. Patten
being the winner in the lOth round, the contest being shot in series oC
5 birds. At the end of the flr.st series five out of the seven entries had
killed all their bird.s. In the second series Hank White chased Pa' ten
right home, losing his lOth bird after a lorg string of one-barrel kills.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9 were miss-and-outs; Nos. 4, 5 and 6, "Jersey
sweeps," viz., 4 birds, $3; No. 10 was a private 5 bird mat«h. Dr.
Knowlton also shot at 25 birds for practice, scoring 1 9 out of the ?B.
Cannon shot at 7 practice hirds and Daly at 5, both men scoring all.

The scores in the sweeps were:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No.5. No. 6. No.7. No. 8.

J G Knowlton,. ..20 210 1223
20 220 0 in3 2102
S23tl 0 22 1111 0112
2-2'.3 0 20 0202

H White 21^2 10
6'

2111 ioooW H Green . .

.

,2223 112 0120 - 0120
0 a « • a » • •

20
10

A Sevmour ,

,

W Patten ..

* Re-entry.

1222
2000
1101
8022

soii

1020 1313

20
31
0

23
20

110
0

2122

2130
S?32

No. 9.

Patten., 0
Heyer 20
Sevmour . . . . .11332112
Daly i. ... „ 1 3222232
Pat ten (re entry) ,,. . i„ ,,,.>,,., 2823220
E C Landis, .*••..«. c-. . 4 t-i. 4.-.^. r. .......
White
W Conklin , ;..

Knowlton

No. 10.

22013

No. 11.
122-'822222

11121102
232320
03020

..... 2311111110
,

12111202
1120

Feb. 3.—The Central Gun Club, of Long Branch, N. J., now holds
its live-bird shoots at Daly's grounds, Elkwood Park. To day was its

first shoot on these grounds. In the competition (event No. 1) for tlie
Elkwood medal, E W. Price was the winner with 10 straight, nobody
else being even close up. In the three miss and-outs the handicaps
were: Price 80yds., Daly 29, Van Dyke, Cubberly and Seymour 28.
Scores were:

J Van DykH (29)..

No. 1. No. 3. No. 8. No.i
2131121322-10 23 22 10
0220121201 7 0 0 0
0120211210 7
0200221131— 7

330,23.'0202500- 6 20 23
0111120001— 6 0 20 230
0220021SOO- 5 20 0 all

10
20

Cubberly (re-entry).
Seymour (re-entry)

.

Feb. 6.—The followmg scores were made on No. 2 set of traps at Elk"
wood Park, a northeast gale and heavy rain sweeping across the
traps from left to right. Scores were:

Elkw-ood
Handicap.

5'oney(38) ,0132'J21121-

9

Patten (37) .220t022232 - 8
M HeiTiog-
ton (28).. .2222202832—

9

Morfey (30).33a2030223-8
Daly
D Bacon
Patten*... ..........
Herr'gt'n*
Money*...
* Re-entry.

Nxxl, No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.
SO 132 22 0 0 1110
223 0 SO 31 231 222312232220

SO 0 0
1302 20 111 10 10 113111123213

223 30 21
2^0 0
230
20

J23

Daly
Morfey (re-entry)
Patten (re-entry j

Money (re-entry,
No. 13,

Money 10<I03

Morfey 02001
Bacon
Pat' en .....
Money (re entry)
Patten (re-entry)

No. 7. No. 8. No. 9, No. 10. No. 11.
02Js!003n 010223 223 123211 0
20^002 03 13 030 2S0 0 SllO
20's;2ai!'.23 13012221213
2232120203 2325;2202^03 123 0 2333
024220202 2101210100

1331233210 226 1120
8:'J223

312110

No. 13.

. 00020
3J000

No. 14.

20
138

230

No. 15.

23
20

SO

1121
No. -16.

0
12130

0
1231113
33-J3320

ARLINGTOH SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.

Feb. 3.—The regulai- monthly shoot of the Arlington Shooting Asso-
ciation was held to d8,y under unfavorable conditions, a strong gale
from the northeast making the shooting very hard. Mr, v\ alters'S
low score is due in a measure to the strong wind, but is also partly
due to the fact that he was trying anew gun. Score.s:

MHerrington ....,„.. .1111011110011001111111001-18
AS'chuler ...,,„..,....'......i.-..ii...i^a.ll01011011010001001 111011—15
F Walters |. 4 .101100101000101101101 1110—14
Sickles llOlOlCOIOOlllllfOOlOnnO—12
Crawford lOOOllOlOOOOllOlOlOOOlOl!-11
Simpson ,, 100010101 lOOOlOOllOlOOlOO—10
Mon tgomery , , , , 00000001000101 1 00001001 10— 7
A Stratton lOOOOOOllOfiooiOOllOOOOllO- 7

H. Frjpwell, Sec'y,

AT ZWIBIiEIN'S.

Feb. 4—The following scores were made to-day at Zwiriein's
grounds, Yardville. on targets:
No. 1, match at £0 targets a side, losing side to pay far all:

C Allen 1111101 1 lltOll 1 1011011111—SO
W Taylor .1101110111100010100111031-15—35
T Harrison llOlllUlllllllllllllOOUO—20
G Cubberiy 1111110111111111011110101-21—41'
No. 3, match at 100 targets a side, losing side pays for all:

GGiberson.... 11 11101 1101101011111100111100111101101010100101110-31
H Wvcoff ...11101111101101111111111111110111101111111111011101-43-77
G Cubberly...llinillllOllllOOlllinOUllllllOlllllllimuilOl—44
T Harrison. .11110111111111l011110ll01110110110IllllllllH11111-4;l-8r
In a sweep at 12 targets, 5(J cents entrance, the following scores

were made: Harrison -and Allen 11, Taylor and Francis 9, Williams 8,

Thomas 7.

C. Allen and T. Harrison then shot a match at 25 targets for the
price of the targets. Allen winning with 23 to 21.

Live-bird scores were shot as below:
Match: J. Duble vs. T. Harrison, 35 live birds, $35 aside, SSyds. rise,

50yds. boundary:
Dlible 4 ........ i .S020033a220812032332332 ;0 -1

9

Harrison , i......0103822032320220332330333-1

9

Tie will be shot off later. C.

At Watson's Park.
Chicago, 111.—Both targets and live birds were shot at to-day. In

a 100-iarget match Wright heat Chas. Aotoine by 92 to 91. In a io-
target match Goodrich beat Glover byvSto 15,

Bennett and Wallace shot a live-bird match, 50 birds per man, Ben-
nett winning easily by 43 to 30. Scores;

Wallace 1103120C01123011030.11100-15
103t'Oi;l33000111100lOO]110-15-3

Bennett 221 11 1 1 331 1 1121 1113230113—24
03H1011]10113323il011301-19 -43

Hollester .' 10139111321112231301 -18
Comley 1111013113210311101^31330- 21

1012311100011110100101110-16—
Wright .....23121321232033sl20132233i3 — 3
Goodrieh,,,,..,,,...,.,..,.,.......,,.. ,1112211110 — 9
Bush .............,.•...,,,.,.21333 — a-

Kavelriqq.

ON LONG ISLAND.
ZWIBLEIN DEFEATS HELGANS.

Feb. 5,—^Chas Zwirlein, of Yardville, N. J., shot a 5ff-bird raceto-
day with Lee Helgans, of Brooklyu, N. Y., on the grounds of the
Parkway Gun Club. J. Bennett was referee. At the end of the 50th
round the men were tied on 43 each. The tie was shot off at 10 b;rds,
Zwirlein winning with 10 to Helgans's 9. Scores:
Zwirlein 31112.'033ail 121111110233—23

131l;:22I3£0-'13^220211S202—-^2-45

Helgans , 2122301231 20223121 1 1 20123- 22
2201233022213323211312321-23-43

Tie:
Zwirlein. glSSlSSSJ^-lO Helgans ; m)H18S8—
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The Second Midwinter.
Sak Antonio, Tex., Jan. 81.—The first big target tournament of the

season of 1897 closed yesterday after a week of the most villainous
weather experienced in this part of Texas in years It has become a
proverb here that it never rams except there is to be a shooting tour-
nament,- a baseball game or horse racing;, or any other outdoor
sport, v?bich is likely to bring to the city a number of visitors. The
visitors who came here the past week evidently are not very much
impressed with the cUmate. and are loath to believe that they ever
have anything else at Santone but rain and mud in the winter time.
Had these parties attended last year's tournament they would have
formed a different opinion.
That the success of the second midwinter did not exceed that of the

flrst is no fault of the projectors, but is entirely due to the elements,
and when these are taken- into consideration it is a wonder that it did
not prove a failure. But it was very far from being such,
the visitors outnumbering those of last year, and with favor-
able weather it would have been a brilliant success Every-
thing had been done, as the management supposed, to insure the
comfort of the visitors, but the weather upset all calculations and
was the cause of no little adverse and unjust criticism. Such a pro-
tracted spell of bad weather occurs only occasionally, and we of the
South are never prepared for it. Had the conditions been anything
like those of last year the preparations would have been amply suffi-
cient, and the skeptical few would not have had any cause for com-
plaint. As it was, the management spared no pains to make it pleas-
ant and agreeable for the visitors, and anything that would add to
their comfort was provided. Great fires were built at the score to
enable phoolers to keep warm, while a good flre was always kept
roaring in the stove that furnished warmth for the shooters in the
buildmg that was also the restaurant, where good meals were served
to order at all times of the day. This building was not of the sub-
stantial kind that they have in the North, so that during extreme
cold spells it is dillficuk to keep it warm.

THE GROUNDS
The tournament was held at San Pedro Springs, a pleasure resort

just within the city limit.s; the buildings are such as are generally
found at such resorts in the South. The grounds are easy of acces.s,
as electric cars run right to them. Here again a circumstance arose
that was no fault of the njanagement and could in no way be over-
come by them: The electric line that runs to the park has a double
track all the way, but the city was improving the street that led to
the grounds, and the car people were only permitted to use one track,
as the other was torn up for the present, and the cars had to meet at
a given point; this made them few aiid far between. No such com-
plications existed when the management made arrangements for ilx€f

use of the grounds, so it could not be censured for this.
Two magautraps were in position, and these furnished ampleshoot-

lug for all, as it is an easy matter to throw 10,000 tars-ets a day from
two of these traps. There was also a set of five expert bluerock
traps, which were only used in the Schmelzer trophy event. The
building where the shooters congregated was situated some distance
from the score, and this made the duties of the squad hustler a little
more arduous. The screens were painted green, and artisticallv
decorated with htmtlng scenes, whicti were much admired by the
shooters : the dogs and birds that appeared on them were well exe-
cuted. Fulford was very much taken with them, and requested per
mission to take one of tbem back to Utica, a request that was readily
granted; but Fulford left rather sudd nly the night the shoor closed
and doubtless forgot his intentions. He at flrst informed me that he
would attend the Hot Springs shoot, but changed his mind at the last
minute. Tbe background was extremely difificiiit and deceptive
Straight ahead was a heavy growth of low bushes about the usual
height a target is thrown, while to the right was a long row of big
trees that extended for quite a distance. Then again the traps faced
southwest, and if the sun shone it was right in the sbo .tors' eyes
from about 2 o'clock until it disappeared. As oreviousiy starferl,
magautraps were used, and taking into consideratloa all the diffi-
culties that had to be overcome, they worked very well, and thiew
plenty of targets, many more than could have been thrown from any
set of five traps. Paul North looked after them, of course.
Unfortunately Albert Steves was sick, as were also several of his

children, and for this reason he was unable to be at the shoot ali the
time. Thus the management of the tournament devolved on Joe
George and Oscar Guessaz, and it is needless to say thaf. they had
their hands full, and were kept busy answering questions and seeing
that everything was kept moving smoothly They were ever on
ha.nd, the first in the morning and the last to leave the grounds
while at night they were at the hotels mingling with the shooters.

'

Robert Tendick was squad hustler, and despite his 3801bs. of avoir-
dupois performed his duty well, though along to^vard the close of
the week he complained of his feeo being tired. Leo Ferlet filled the
arduous position of cashier in a very acceptable manner; his experi-
ence of the previous year stood him in good stead. His assistant, a
gentleman whose name I have forgotten, was both capable and cour-
teous; he, too, saw service a year ago.
The daily papers published a very concise and authentic report of

the tournament, something that is rarely the case with dailies Mr
Hank Dyer, who did the work for the Express, is thoroughly familiar
with the sport, being a shooter himself and a writer ot considerable
ability.

TRADE REPBKSENTATIVE8.
The 'Winchester Repeating Arms Co. had a number of representa-

tives present. They were Rolla O. fleikes, Dayton, O.; J. A E El-
liott, Kansas City, Mo. ; B A. Bartlett, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Ferd . V Van
Dyke, Dayton, W, J.; J Hildreth, Jr., New Haven, Conn. ; Wallace
Miller, Austin, Tex. The Peters Cartridge Co. and the King Powder
Co. were represented by T. H. Keller, Plainfleld. N J. ; Jack Parker
Detroit, Mich. ; J. H. Mackie, ancinnati, O. Tbe Du Pont and the
Hazard Powder companies had Herbert Taylor, St. Louis. Mo ; Ralph
Trimble, Covington, Ky., and Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la

, present
Parker Bros.' interests were taken care of by A. W. du Bray, Dayton'
Ky.. and O. R. Dickey, Boston, Mass. Harvey McMurchy, Syracuse'
N. Y., was furnishing information about the L. C. Smith gun repre--
senting the Hunter Arms Co.; C. E. Willard, Hartford, Conn , was
there to represent the Colt's Patent Fire Arms Co. ; E. D. Fulford took
Care of Von Lengerke & Detmold ana Schultze Powder- U M 0
Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn., looked out for the U M. C. Co 's shells
and ammunition: J. L. Winston, Washington, lod , said a good many
things about Austin Powder; Paul North, Cleveland, O., explained the
merits of the magautraps to those who were interested

OTHERS.
Richard Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis.; Chan. Powers, Decatur, III • W

W. Peabody, Jr. (Wirt), . incmnati, O.; Col, Bill Settle (Little Sure
Shot), of Madisonville, C; W. G. Sergeant, Joplin, Mo.; T. F. Norton
and J. J, Oomett, Kansas City, Mo. : George 0. Beck, Jno. Cooper
Royal Robinson, E. H. Tripp and Dr. 0. H. Britton, Indianapohs, Ind •

John J. Sumpter, Jr , Hot Springs, Ark. (the Original Arkansaw Ti-av-
eler); J. H. Fletcher, Little Rock, Ark.; F. S. Parmelee G W
Loomis, Plumber Read, G. E. Brucker, Wm. Krug, Omaha Neb • C
D. Liuderman, Adams, Neb. : R. D. Leacb, Tripp, S. Dak.: C L Funk
and L. G. Morse. PueWo.; A. D. Mermod, Cafion City, Col.

; Oapt .J

S. Sedam, Denver, Col.; <'. A. Young, Spriugfleld. O ; J. W. Sexton'
Leavenworth, Kan.; A. H. Barlow and Geo. Stevenson, Waterville

'

Kan ; C. H. Calhoun, Weir City, Kan.; C. M. Sumner, Galena, Kan '•

Miles Miller and J. A, Jaekson, Austin, Tex ; Dr. A. A Forsythe'
Monroe, La ; John Conner, Knoxville, Tenn. ; Dr. J. L. Weller and
Sim Glover, Rochester, N. Y. ; W. F. Norman, Greenville, Tex. K M
Moore, Farmersville, Tex.; P. M. Faurote, Dallas, Tex : J.J. Hallo-
well, Tucson. Ariz. ; CM. Grimm, Clear Lake, la.: C. W. midd Des
Moines, la.; P. L. Murphy, Philadelphia, Pa. ; CecU Keunard, Isle of
Skye. Scotland; J. B. Kennard. Gonzales. Tex.; G. W. Gish, Dennison
Tex.; H. P. Dens 1 (Pete), Marshallton, la : M, L. Evans. Eraer-<on
la.; A. F. Wilson. Heam, Tex.; John Elhsand Hutchmgs, Jr.,GalvesI
ton, Tex.; Dr. VV. F. Carver, Chicago, 111.

GENERAL AVERAGES.
There were no average prizes, but it might be of intprest to some to

know in what order tbeir respective idols finished. Only tbose who
shot through the entire programme are included in the list given
below. This is an exceedingly small one -just 18 The Schmelzer
trophy contest played havoc with the percentage of several
though with none so much as with Bartlelt, who only scored 60 in
this event. This brought his general average down to 81 .4, while had
this event been omitted he would have an average of 84 1 Raluh
Trimble did not shoot in this event, and, of course, his uame is not
on the list; his general average though is about 90 for all events he
participated in. The standing of th^^ 38 who shot through the pi-o-
Krammeisa.s below. Heifees, as usual, heads the list, with Fulford
second and Parmelee third:

Shot. Broke. Ave.
Heikes 890 821 92.

a

Fulford 890 80J ^9.H
Parmelee 890 794 89. -j

Glover 890 781 87.8
Grimm 89J 776 87.1
Gilbert 890 77b 87.1
Sergeant 890 765 85.6
Van Dyke 890 761 85.4
Merrill 890 760 85.3

Shot. Broke. Ave.
Young 890 7S8 85 1
Dickey 890 751 84.3
Sexton 890 745 83 9
Elliott 890 739 83*

Loomis 890 739 8.3

Calhoun 890 735 Si 5
Parker 89J 733 82 3
Jackson 890 731 82*1
Bartlett, ....... ..890 7*5 ilA

First Day, Jan. 26.
There wa« nothing gained by postponing the shoot, in so far as the

weather conditions wer« concerned, only thai it made ail of the
Shooters willing and anxious to sho,.t, re^rdiess 9f the fact that the

ground was covered with ice and sleet, and quite a little of the latter
fell during the eariy part of the day. The raw wind that blew from
the north only added to the discomfort ot the shooter and made the
shooting harder. Blowing directly from the score, it caused the tar-
get to dip, and to this factor alone not a few of the ciphers are to be
attributed. The cold, too, necessitated plenty oE warm clothing, and
this naturally hampers the shooter. It was late before a start
was made, and there not being any protection for the shooters at
the score, the shoot; Oragged, for just as soon as the shooier finished
his score he would make a run for the building: that stood in the rear
some distance away to gel by the flre. This made it difficult to get
the squads to the score in proper time, and the large number of
entries also made it impo8.«ible to finish the day'.< programme. Only
six events were shot out.. The other two were begun, but only about
eight squads shot out
When the eight f0-1 arget events that cons' ituted tbe day's pro-

gramme were finished Rolla Heikes showed up in front with an aver-
age of 94 3, .just two birds ahead of Parmelee, whose average was
93.1. Then came Tnmble with 5 birds less, havine just 90 per cent.
Dicke.y and Bartlett were fourth, while Sfrgeant, Elliott and Fulford
were tied for fifth po^sition. Winston was the fortunate shooter of
the day, as it fell to his lot to make the only straight in event No- 3
The table below shows the position each shooter finished in. and in

addition to the names that appear in it Fletcher. Lee, Ed Steves,
Krug, Kennard, Sedam and Lucas; shot in one event, making in all
seventj'-seven shooters that p'jrticipared during the day. The largest
number of en' rics in any event was seventy-four. The programme
consisted of eight 20 bird events.

Events:

Heikes
Parmelee..,.
Trimble
Dickey
Bartlett . . .

,

Sergeant
Elliott

,

Fulford
Grimm ,

Parker
W R Miller. .

.

Glover
Calhoun
Piety
Gilbert
Taylor ........

Robinson..,.
Corneit
Merrill
Van Dyke. . .

.

Powers
Faurote ,,

Stevenson.,,,
Young
Monroe
Leach
Hallo Tell,.,.

Cooper
Winston. . . .

.

Norman. . , . ,.

Linderman...
Loomis
Murphy
Partington ,.

.

North
.lackson
Connor
McCormack..
Sumpter
Sexton
Bruckner
Foster
Wirt ,

BarlO'V
Morse ,

A Steves
Weller
Tripp

,

Moore ,

Guessaz..,,.,,
Crilzer
McMurchy. i„
Fritz
Funk
Keller
George..,,
Mermod., .

,

Booney , .

,

Beckham.,,
Beck
Whitworth
Pete.
EUiq. ......

,

Sumner,...
Plumber. .

.

Mackie
UMC
Hildreth...
Fish
Keei'son, 4 i-kiwrn^i E j,« •

PIB.ST DAY'S S00RB.S.

13345678
. to 19 17 17 19 £0 20 19
. 17 18 19 19 90 19 18 19
. 19 vO 18 17 19 17 17 17
. 17 17 19 20 20 16 17 17
,. 18 16 19 16 19 SO 18 17
. 17 18 17 18 ;8 16 19 19
. 18 16 19 19 17 18 18 17
. 19 18 9 17 17 17 17 18
. 17 13 18 19 19 18 20 17
, 15 tlO 18 16 19 16 17 18
. 19 17 19 17 19 15 16 17
. 18 17 18 15 18 18 18 15

. IS 16 17 19 18 17 18 18
. 19 15 18 19 17 17 15 16

. 20 17 17 18 17 14 16 17
. 19 16 17 16

16 19 17 14 18 17 14 18
. 18 15 15 16 17 18 18 16
, 15 17 17 13 16 17 18 19
. 16 19 18 13 17 15 16 18
. 19 16 16 11 19 15 16 19
. 16 17 17 15 19 14 16 17
15 18 19 14 16 17 16 15
17 13 1/ 17 17 18 17 14
12 17 17 18 16 17 16 17

, 16 17 18 16 19 18 16 12
17 17 16 17 19 15 15 13
18 14 18 16 14 10 14 19
15 16 40 35 14 n Vj 16

,
19 15 17 15 17 36 34 15
14 n 16 16 14 37 19 20

, 14 19 13 13 17 18 18 14
14 15 39 15 15 15 18 15
18 16 16 16 18 Ifi ,. ..

17 15 11 13 19 19 14 17
, 18 16 14 16 16 32 15 18
, 17 18 16 17 15 15 11 ..

37 17 12 18 13 15 37 13
15 16 18 16 14 18 16 U
13 14 16 16 15 IS 15 15
16 11 15 33 18 13 20 16

15 13 15 16 17 .. ..

15 15 15 17 != 12 17 15
16 16 16 13 18 18 10 16

, 13 17 35 19 34 16 14 13
.. .. 1-i IS 14 36

16 13 36 13 17 12 17 16
13 36 14 11 18 18 1) In

15 l-<; 1") 36 16 16 16 34
li 38 14 13 '6 15 iv! :S
10 15 15 15 37 19 13 15
16 11 16 11 18 18 15 14
13 1-i 13 aO 13 15 17 16
17 14 11 15 39 15 10 16
16 14 13 16 11 16 17 14

11 15 14 15 14 16 15 13
14 14 14 15 15 15 .. ..

17 12 12 15 16 12 .. .

.

13 13 12 Ic 15 14 .. ..

15 15 14 32 15 12 11 34
14 9 15 15 15 12 .. ..

16 15 13.13 12 9 33 17
10 38 15 34 13 13 37 12
13 13 17 13 11 12 15 32
17 1-1 13 14 13 14 11 9
16 13 11 11 16 12 12 15
12 9 14 13 14 13 12 15
5 13 12 11 11 9 .. ..

13 10 13 « 35 13 9 11
15 r 11 12

Shot at. Broke. Av
161 151 w-t .o
16) 149 W.J , 1

360 144 90
160 143 OI7 . .5

160 143 0!J ,

160 oO. t

160 142 RftoO
, <

IPO J ^ * Oo . (

360 J** I oo. 1

160 A O.I, cO.O
360 1' Q (50. o
3 G

1

oO.D
360 n.>

160 336 )i«:

loO iOU
80 DO oO
161 J .^o OO . 1

160 J 00 OO. 1

160 o4.D
160 J O ia-> fc:04. o
160 J Dl WI Q

363 ft 1 fiol .0
160 ol ./i

161 ol .

«

1" 0 1-30 ol
160 JO J ol .4
16

)

160 129 HO 6
3 60 198 so'
360 128 80
361 127 79.3
16) 326 78.7
160 326 7H.7
120 94 78.3
161 125 78.1
160 lv5 78.1
340 309 77.8
160 124 77.5
no 134 77.5
IfiO 122 76.2
360 122 76.2
100 76 76
363 121 75.6
360 321 75. (j

HO 121 75.6
80 60 ,7.2

169 120 73
160 no 75
360 - 120 75
360 119 74.3
160 119 74.3
160 139 74.3
160 319 74.3
160 117 73.1
16) 117 73.1
100 116 72.5
liO 87 72.5
IVO 84 70
120 82 68.3
161 108 67.5
ISO ^o 66.6
16) 106 66.3
160 106 66.2
160 105 65 8
160 305 ^ 65.2
360 305 65.2
160 102 63.7
120 61 .58.3
160 92 57.5
80 45 56.2

Second Day, Jan. 27.
When day dawned the sky was overcast, but later on the sun came

out and it remained clear the rest of the day. The wind still blew
strongly from the north, and was cold and nenetrating. The ihiT-
mometer was down to 17° above zero, while tinder foot it was damp
and disagreeable from the sleet that fell the day previous. Under
these circumstances It was a hard matter to get the shooters out
early; therefore it was again impossible to finish tLe day's pro-
gramme. The two unfinished events of the day previous were fl-st
vShot out, and then the da3'-'s programme proper was begun. Thi.i
consisted of five 20-target events with §50 added to each, and the
Schmelzer trophy conte.st, a 100 target race at reverse order, entrance
$10i The total purse, less tbe price of the targets, went lo the winner
of the previous contest, J. W, Sexton, of Leavenworth, Kan. There
being 27 entries, this netted him the neat sum of $189. The man-
agement also added $75 in this event, which was divided 40. 30 20
and 10 per cent, ; none of this went with the tropby, however 'in
this event five expert traps were used -bluerocks, of course. These
n ere set to throw a very hard , low bird, and with the ass'stance of the
wind frequently flew 80yds. and over. To this more than anything
else the low scores are to be attributed.
In the first string of 25 Fulford and Young led with 28; when each

had shot at 50 Fulford was still in the lead with 43 In the next string
of io he again scored 31, and led Sergeant, his neax-est competitor, i y
2 targets. Young and Van Dyke were next. 3 targets behind Ful-
ford. At this stage of the game it looked a good deal like a cinch for
Fulford. Heikes had only scored 5S out of his first. 75, and was gen-
erally considered out of the race.

It was nearly sundown when the first squad started to shoot their
last string of 25, but even in tbis uncertain light Heikes fiounded our
24, and went out with a total of S2. Sergeant only scored 17, and fin-
ished with 79, as did Sexton, the former winner. It had now become
too dark to go on with the contest. So some one suggested that ihd
scores made by the squad just flnhbesl should be rubbed out and shot
over again the next morning; naturally Heikes pro ested, and justly
so Then an eff ort was made to have the next squad shoor, out their
score, but Fulford had left the grounds, and operations were sus-
pended until the next day.
The first thing the nest morning the contest was resumed, and it

was only necessary for Fulford to score 19 to win: but this he was
nnable to do, as 37 was the best be could do, and this made his total
81, Van Dyke and Young both scored 83 in their final string, and
tied with Heikes for the cup on 8 i. Fulford and Eliioic divided first
money on 81. The tie for the cup was not shot oft', but will be at
some future tournament. Heikes, Young and Van Dyke each own a
thu'd interest in it now.
In the sweeps Heikes again made the best average, scoring 97 out

of 300; Sergeant, Robinson and Fulford were next with 92. Then
came Powers and Bartlett with 91. The others followed in the order
shown in the table The first five rows of figures are the scores maae
in the sweeps; while the four last ones are the scores made in each
stnng of 25 in the trophy con :est, with tbe to'al scored last. In all
seventy shooters took part in the events of to day.

.SECOND day's SCOtlBS.

Events: X 8 3 4 5 Shotitt. Broke. Ave.

, SO 20 19 2) 18 lOO 9T 97
Sergeant. .

.

. 20 18 18 18 IS 100 93 92
Robin.son.

.

. 19 19 20 19 15 rco 93 9J
Fulford ,,, 18 19 17 19 19 -00 92 OJ
Powers .... . 18 20 10 18 15 100 91 91

,
19 18 17 19 18 100 91 91

. 17 17 19 to 17 100 90 90

. 18 19 16 19 17 100 89 89

Cup Contest.

20 3 9 19 21
81 19 21 17

zi a 21 if
10 21 IH 19
19 14 16 31
19 21 34 23

Tl

82
79

81

74
60

Faurote ....

Trimble
Fritz
Critzer .....
Comett
Merrill
Sexton
Dickey , . , ,

.

Glover ....
Jackson
Elliott

W Miller....
Loomis
Grimm
North
Tripp
Du Bray , . .

,

Sumpter
Van Dyke. .

.

Parmelee.. .

.

Leach
Norman
Linderman..
McMurchy.

.

Calhoun
Young . . . .

.

Wirt
Morse
Sedam
Keller
Monroe
Murphy . . .

.

Guessaz
Mackie
Parker
Winston ....

George
Britton
UMC
Piety
Stevenson. ,.

Weller
Sumner
Beck
Brucker
Funk
Cooper
Pete
Hallo II...

McCormack.
Evans
Whitworth..
Barlow
Plumber
Taylor
Beckham.. .

.

Kieran

19 18 19 19 14
20 18 16 17 18
19 18 17 16 18
16 20 16 38 ^8

16 17 18 20 17
15 18 17 18 20
14 7 ?0 30 17
17 18 19 17 16
16 15 1) 18 19

16 17 17 17 19
17 16 ;0 17 16
17-19 16 18 18

16 16 19 17 18
17 18 20 15 16

,
20 18 18 16 14
18 16 19 15 18
.. . . 18 16 ..

17 17 17 18 16
16 19 16 H 36
18 17 17 36 17
17 18 IS 16 36

18: 15 37 38 16
3

7' 34 19 16 18
16 17 17 .. .

.

35 13 16 16 21
13 1ft 17 38 17
16 18 13 37 17
36 34 39 36 17
18 13 19 15 17
15 15 18 17 17
!< 15 16 18 34
17 is 16 15 15
15 17 ., 16 16
13 ir 35 17 18

15 17 19 12 37
38 15 15 9 38
14:14 37 18 ..

17 15 15 35 . .

18 15 37 14 34
35 14 38 35 16
16 15 15 17 15

17 16 12 16 36
15 18 34 18 17
13 16 38 14 14
12 17 16 34 16
16 17 16 17 9
12 12 17 38 15
16 18 15 12 13
12 33 14 15 38
35 36 35 33 ..

t2 ll 38 35 16
.... 35 16 11
16 13 8 14 18
11 15 16 17 10
14 15 10 15 .

.

15 14 12 .. ..

10 16 .. 11 ..

AO UQOw
J '<j o i

Oil

in 1 UQnM ucOO
J ytiJ OO OQGO
101 )3Qfjo DO

i' u OO
1 nn WflOO Ol
iVU Q7O 1 Qi
10 1i\f 1 0/ ol
1 \f\J n(| Hfi

100 OO (IKon
11)11 r'D kitiOO

o ) no
J U ( no Q io )

cU O >

1 nn a A OR

in y 1
o-J OO

) U '
QK 8

1

QX
Oi>

OKOO
Uf;

'50

1m oO CO
u 1o4 OA

C-l
Q'iOt C 1

O '
W J ooi.o

ti?OJ Oo
0 i ro

inn 00
inn Q Joi Q.'-yOi
inn a

}

05 Hi
inn OS OO

"

o<;
inn Q tO 1 ol
inn Q

1

ol 0 tol
)>{n 0'+ art

XKiV O J OJ
J' u wn n J

Qitf'i '"n ^

HI Do 7* 7
Rn fioo« ^(O.O
inn lo io
-1' u 1 O 7*2lO
1 nn 7 S
1 nn CO" 77
mn in n't:

inn to

110 75 75
100 75 75
]00 74 74
10J 74 74
100 74 74
80 59 78.7
100 7i 7i
60 4; 70

101 63
100 m m
80 54 67.5
fiO 41 68.3
60 .37 6I.fi

16 SO 19 24
21 19 18 n
16 SO 21 19
17 31 ^9 22
15 17 17 15
20 18 22 -n

21 16 21 ]A

:31 19 21 20

2? 21 18 21

17 2i 20 24

is '9 16 7.

14 19 19 14
22 20 19 21

79
79
76

64
81

75
80

83
79

66
8i

13 3,7 20

18 17 16 20
16 21 17 20
19 16 15 15

16 14 16 18

ie 16 16 U

16 19 17 20

17 16 ir
.

71

71
65

63

62

Third Day, Jan. 28.
Notwithstanding that it was cloudy, this really provfld to be the

best dar of the week. Tbe wind had abated, and the cold had moder-
ated considerably. This made everybody feel better, and more shoot-
ing was done, though it was impossible to finish theprogramme which
consisted of eight iO target events and the unflni.shed' events of the
previ )us day.
Parmelee was at the head of the list to-dav with an average of 93 7

while Heikes had to be content with second place, with 92 5- thencame Glover, Young and Merrill in the order named. The' entries
held up very well, as sixty-nine shooters participated during the dayThe table below only shows sixty-flve names, but Gisa, McCormack!
HiMreth and Kennard also took part, though only shootin^- in on<>
event, or failing to make an average of 60 per cent. Fiftv" dollars
was added in each event.

Events:

Parmelee.
Heikes, ...

Glover.,,.
You g....
Merrill. ...

Fulford ..

Trimble. .

.

Loomis...,
Powers ...

Winston .

Van Dyke.
Sexton.

.

Gilbert..
Sergeant .

Dickey....
Leach.....
Whitworth
Robinson..

,

Jacbson. .

.

Faurote. .

.

Beck
Morse
Calhoun. .

Que.ssaz...,
Bartlett ...

Sumpter . .

,

Keller
,

Grimm....,
Mackie
Stevenson

.

Fritz ....
Linderman,
North
W Miller...
Elliott
J iety
Parker ....

Mesmod.,.,
Tripp
Cornett ....

Fo.ster
Sedam
McMurchy
Monroe ....

Critzer
Hallowell ^.

Moore .

UMC.
Murphy
Norman.
George
Cooper
Partington
Funk
Barlow
Wirt
Filer ,1,,.

Du Brav i?. . ..

Plumber . . .v. . .

,

Sumner, .......
Evans
Kennard, Tex
Pete

,

Brucker

THIRD DAY'S SCORES.

13345678
. 20 19 18 17 20 38 18 20
. 19 20 19 38 37 18 39 18
. 20 18 18 17 17 39 19 19
. 19 17 18 37 39 38 39 19
, 80 39 38 37 37 38 18 18
. 38 18 36 19 38 36 20 39
. 17 37 SO 9 19 19 17 36
. 16 38 17 18 16 JO 19 39
. 18 17 19 36 39 39 38 17
, 36 16 14 19 38 38 21 18
. 16 23 14 19 39 17 19 18
. .17 20 38 18 16 17 17 18
. 14 37 19 20 39 36 19 37
. 15 17 38 17 39 37 39 18
. 18 16 19 17 18 15 20 17
, 16 36 39 36 35 39 20 38
. 20 14 18 17 19 16 19 16
rl8 16 38 14 37 37 19 20
. 19 35 14 19 19 16 18 19
. 18 36 35 37 39 38 19 17
. 18 36 19 18 38 15 36 17
. 19 17 17 37 18 18 34 16
. 19 16 17 16 17 18 17 36
. 17 16 ., 18 .. IS 36 18
. 15 39 37 38 35 18 16 17
, 15 17 18 17 19 17 17 14
. 16 17 18 15 IS 34 39 17
, 16 18 16 15 JO 16 14 19
. 16 15 14 IS 19 17 18 17
, 17 14 19 17 16 17 .. .

. 17 14 16 16 17 16 17 IS
, 17 14 18 16 18 17 16 15
17 16 15 16 17 17 17 16

. 15 15 17 18 17 17 14 18
15 18 19 18 11 12 16 17
19 16 16 9 18 17 17 17
15 14 17 15 15 18 19 15

. 16 15 19 17 14 12 .. 17

. 15 17 16 20 37 33 13 36
15 20 17 14 12 16 .. .

18 34 15 . . ..

18 13 13 17 36 19 33 16
16 15 14 19 16 17 14 14
15 17 38 15 35 16 16 12
17 15 19 17 14 12 12 16
16 14 16 17 15 13 15 16
37 13 17 12 15 16 19 13
16 14 Vi 12 15 19 16 16
13 30 35 16 12 r> 39 20
16 35 13 36 35 38 32 34
36 16 14 17 13 34 35 31
lii 14 36 12 14 14 17 39
16 17 14 12
17 37 36 35 30 35 33 14
15 16 16 16 13 12 16 12
34 10 15 13 17 15 16 14

16 12 15
'

15 1-i

18 14 15 13 8 15 15 13
14 13 15 11 17 10 14 13
13 ,2 16 13 15 14 12 12
14 14 13 13 9
13 11 13 9 16 34 32 11
18 8 11

Shot at. Broke. Av.
161 350 93 7
16) 148 9-;.

5

160 147 91.8
361 346 93.3
16) 145 9).6
360 144 90
163 144 9)
160 341 89 3
160 343 89.3
361 14i 88.7
36) 14! 88.7
16) 141 88.1
160 141 m.i
160 14) «7.5
16) 14) 87.5
161 m (^6 8
ISO 139 86 8
36) 3;-9 !6 8
16) 131 J-6 8
160 1.39 86 8
160 13' 85 6
160 1 6 85
J6) 136 85
l-'O 10 J 85
160 3.H5 3 .3
160 134 83 7
160 134 81 7
l^'O 134 >3.7
160 134 83.7

f3.3120 lOJ
160 !.31 81.7
TO in 81.7
16) 131 81.7
160 131 H.7
169 1'9 83.6
160 129 80.6
160 1<:8 81
140 112 8)
160 1 7 79.3

73 3120 94
.60 97 78 3
leo 125 78,1
160 1-5 78.1
160 124 77,5
16D 122 76 2
361 1 2 76 2
100 1*1 76.6
161 10 75
360 120 75
160 119 74.3
360 118 73.7
160 118 73.7
80 69 73.7
160 117 73.1
160 16 72.5
3(0 114 7l.'H

71.660 43
40 28 70

160 111 69. ;^

360 1U9 f ',]

361) 307 (6.H
300 63 IS
361 93 '1.7
60 37 6 7

Fourth Day, Jan. 29.
To-day the weather clerk dealt out som;^tbing different a^ain and

this lime It came in the form of a snowstorm—something tliatot Ivoccurs at long intervals i.ere. 'l=his continued until about 11
o clock, when it ceased. This delayed the commenc.'ment of the
shooting, and once more the day's events remained unflnished when
darkness came on.
The contest for the E. C. cup took place to-day. This had 61 entries

at .$^5 each, and there was also $75 added money, the cud iroine- to
the highest scare; 8:0 the next highest, and $ 5 to the third highestThe entrance money, after the price of the targets was deducted was
divided 4 •, :-0, 20 and 10 per cent, making 6 moneys and the 'cuo-
class shooting. '

Gilbert ran 50 straight for the cup, as did also Rohinson No little
inttrest was manifested as it became apparent that Robinson misbt
run straight; not a few expected him to drop a bird, as to do thismeant $ U to him, there being no 49 or a pos.siale; but he iust smashed
the last taraet as he had aU the rest, and tied Gilbert, leaviu-McMurchy. Heikes and Tripp to divide the $30 on 48. The tie for thecup was shot ofC at once at it birds, and resulted in Robinson caotur,
ing the cup on x 2 to Gilbert's 21.

^
In figuring the averages for the day, GUbert is flrst with 94 thencomes Fulford with 93.5, and Trimble and Heikes with 92 3 The ei -

tries exceeded those of the two previous days, as 71 shooters tOv,k
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Shot at Broke. Av,

part. Ellis, Norton and Arforfc are the ones whose names do not ap--

pear in the list: these shot only in one event.

FOUBTH day's SCORES.

Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6 7

Gilbert 20 IT 19 19 18 17 ?0
Fulford 20 n 30 20 19 18 46
Heikes. 18 16 io 21 IS 19 48
Trimble 14 18 20 19 19 ' 0 47
Grimm 20 --O is 19 16 16 46

roster 18 19 19 45
Powers 17 18 - 0 18 IT 19 4'i

Monroe 17 18 20 18 17 la 46
Winston 18 17 18 19 18 19 <•&

VanDyKe..,. 19 18 19 17 18 18 41
Partington 20 17 17 T8 ,. .. ..

Sexton 18 19 18 17 17 IK 44
Toung..... 16 19 18 16 17 '8 47
Glover 19 17 '7 18 18 17 44
Tripp 18 17 19 17 14 17 48

Robinson.. Ui IS IS 13 16 18 SO
Murphy 19 19 19 '8 17 I'' 4i
Jackson 17 17 18 19 19 '7 42
Bartlett 16 8 '6 18 18 19 44

Whitworth, ...... .... 16 19 20 1-=; Iti 16 42
Calhoun 18 18 17 20 18 1H 4'

Merrill. ,.iit... .>.....'. 19 '6 15 '9 20 19 40
Serseant..... 17 19 14 i8 6 '8 45
McMurchy 14 18 14 14 20 I9 48

George 18 18 18 16 6 '9 4)

Parmelee. 20 16 18 12 18 19 44
Pie'y. 14 17 18 18 0 17 43
Willard r 17 17

Moore..,.- 18 iB 17 18 '9 15 43
I.inderman 15 18 1 0 6 16 4i

Parker 18 17 '6 6 1 '0 44
L"ach 17 1 > 1 le 1' 1 43
GupgsRZ . ,

17 16 19 16 1 i 16 '4

Mcnormack 1'14!
F<»urole 19 14 13 Ki 17 17

Dickey.... 18 1« 1
' '6 18 18 <<0

Wirt., ., 15 '0 -il 1- 1-. 16 37
Looml<5 17 15 1' 18 15 17 41
rritzer 17 1 15 1« in 17 43
Mackie 17 15 19 15 n 17 4l
Norman 17 15 16 15 18 14 ri
Cooper 15 15 18 17 1^ 15 40
Beeb 18 16 1- 16 16 13 40
Morse ..... .... ...... !< 15 18 li 17 I'i 41
W Miller 18 17 18 14 16 14 41

U W C 15 an i:j 16 li 16 3i
Elliott 16 14 15 18 IR 15 4)
Corneit 17 1~ 14 20 15 13 37

Taylor 15 14 13 16 16 17 37
Funk 16 10 11 15 17 17 43
Sedam 15 9 17 IS 15 15 39
Brucker 14 14 17 13 14 18 .,

Beckham 17 W . .. ,

Keller If' 16 17 16 14 14 35
Hallowell v.-.iVi, 14 13 13 16 16 18 36
North ........ 15 18 16 1^ . .. 30
Weller 14 16 19 16 10 13 .

.

Fritz..... 16 13 18 13 17 17 39
Evans 15 14 14
Hutchiaer.. 12 16 12 1^
Kpnnard,Te£ 13 .. 17
Hddreth 13 9 .. ..

Sumner 13 14 13 11

Settle ...4.,,...,. 16 14 14 18

Huichings..,...;..^^,.. 13 11 .. ..

Pete
Gish

40
13 ..

.. .. S9
14 14 84

7 11 U
16 .. ..

14 16 10 13 11 11 35
^7

J i u 04 1

1sou f3 5

IW g ; .3

1 7(1 91 .6
1 \n1 1

V

170 153 9'.1

170 I'fi 91I1
1 • t 91.5

170 158 99
72 90

J * u 151 HH 8or? , 0
170 151 ^ 8

1 7

)

15) 88.2
17(1 1 51 88 2
170 149 87.6

149 K7 K

170 149 87 6
170 149 87 G
170 148 87
170 148 87
17(1 148
170 147 86 4
170 1 47 grt 4
170 1 47 ><6 4
10 147 86.4
170 147 86.4
6 > 61 85

170 145 84.7
170 144
ro 144 84 !t

170 143 83 5
170 14 : 83 5

0 7 K-i 3
170 141 8 ' 9
id 14

)

8 !.3

1 0 14

1

82.3
1 0 14 1 82.3
170 1 9 M .7

110 139 Pl!7
170 13S 81

!

170 1:8 81 1

10 1 <7 80 6
170 13" 8 >

10 135 79 4
170 135 79 4

170 135 79 '4

1 0 133 78 '3

170 128 75.8
170 U'8 75^3
17') 1 8 75 '3

120 90 75'

40 3* 75
170 li7 74,7
170 1 0 74.1
130 95 73 5
1-0 87 73.5
170. 133 71.7
60 . t3 71,6 "

130 01 71.5
60 43 70
90 61 67 7

170 114 f7 5
170 114 67.6
60 40 66.6

170 110 64.1
170 93 54.111 14 13 10 8 10

Fifth Day, Jan. 30.
After s'Tdays of bad weather one would naturally supyjose that the

weather man would take some compassion on the shooters and at
least elve Them one fair d!»y. But ttii se who entertained any such
anticipations had them speedily blasted, for of all the bad weatber
the shooters experienced rhis was the worst. About 10 o'clock it be-
gan to drizzle, and this soon turned into a steady rain that afterward
became dreochiog. In avery short time all those wlio were exposed
to the weather were soaked to the skin, there not being any protection
at the scorn.
The programme consisted often 20- target races, with several unfin-

ished events carried over from the day before. Ttiis made a big day's
shooting, but one that could be accompiis> ed if an early start was
made and the weather did not interfere. Owing to the beavy rain it

was decided to discontinue for the day after 7 events had been shot,
but here again a contentious few objected, claiming that the.v had not
come all the way to Texas to sit around and watch it rain. Still none
of the kickers shot it out, but very prudently stayed under the shelter
of the bailding. The shoot continued, and as the entries kept falling
off it was possible to finish by dark. The last event had only 31
entries.
The water bad submerged the wires of the battery and they became

short circuited. Hence it became nece.«sary for Pa'ul North to mount
his iron horse himself and trip the birds by hand when the shooters
called ••Pull." Oscar Gupssaz performed a like duty at the other trap,
and these two looked more like two drowned rats than human beings
when the shoot was finally over. In addition some of the help em-
ployed by the management rebelled on account of Che rain and re-
fused to continue work, so Joe George was forced r o act as scorer,
while Albert Steves performed the duties of rr'feree, and some of the
more compassionate shooters also rendered thek- assistance in
various capacities. The events were finished at last and the (iianage-
ment heaved a sitih of relief. They had kept all their promises and
fulfilled all their obligations to the shootert, but vvere unable to over-
come the elements
The average? show Heikes first with 93, Fulford secona with 91

McMurtjhy and Glover next wi'h 90.5. McMurchy shot in somt-thing
like his old-lime form, hui^ it was vei'y imprudent to shoot in such
weather, especially after being as sick as he was two days ago. The
added money to-day amonnttd to fSJn, $59 in each event.
Despi'e the Oi.:aereeable weather fifty-nine .shooters took part in

the events of the day. Settle, Krug and Hildreth failed to make an
average of 60 per cent., and their names are not in the table below,

FIFTH day's SCOHES

Events; ^ 183456 7 8910 Shot at. Broke. Av.
Heikes. ,„..,,.'.. SO 19 19 18 '30 19 16 17 19 19
Fulford. 18 19 17 17 17 19 18 18 )9

McMarchy 18 16 19 18 19 18 19 10 17 18

Glover, 18 19 19 18 30 19 19 16 18 15

Grimm 17 16 18 15 20 19 19 19 20 16
Bartlett 17 19 19 '6 19 14 20 17 18 18

Piety 17 19 18 18 18 16 17 17 18 18
Parmelee ..i... 18 16 17 18 17 SO I6 18 19 15
Leach...... 18 16 19 16 20 17 17 16 17 17
Trimble 20 18 17 19 18 17 16 16 17 15
Gilbert 19 16 20 16 17 17 16 15 IS 18
Moore 19 18 18 13 17 16 16
Parker iO 16 19 13 14 17 18 20 18 16
Lbomis 19 17 17 17 18 17 17 16 14 17
Merrill 18 18 15 15 20 13 19 18 14 19
Jackson 19 17 18 12 16 18 18 18 18 14
Van Dyke 20 19 30 18 18 13 15 17 13 14
Miller 18 16 16 18 IH 14 17 16 17 16
Sedam 18 18 18 15 19 13
Elhott 17 19 17 17 13 15 17 16 18 17
Young,. 20 16 19 16 18 17 17 16 17 10
Calhoun 19 16 17 16 18 15 18 16 19 17
Sereeant 17 19 19 16 13 IS 19 16 17 17
Dickey 30 16 13 16 18 15 18 17 18 14
Monroe 19 19 18 16 14 15 14
Linderman 13 16 17 16 19 15 16 18 19 15
Guessaz ............ 16 16 14 17 18 17 16 14 19 16

George.............. 17 17 16 18 18 13 16 13 14 11

Fritz 17 19 16 11 17 16 18 14 ., .,

Norman 14 16 12 19 17 17 17
Mackie..... 16 18 18 14 16 12 18 .. .. ..

Powers 19 17 18 15 17 13 14 14 16 w
Winston 19 16 16 15 16 13
Sexton 16 18 11 17 17 14 17 16 16 16
Wirt 17 15 15 15 15 16 Iti IS 15 15
Hallowell 17 19 17 16 14 17 18 13 13 13
Tripp 15 16 17 16 16 16 18 11 w ..

Mtirphy..,, 16 18 16 15 w 13 li 16 .. ..

Beck 19 15 19 20 18 14 IS 16 14 .

.

Cooper.............. 18 15 1? It 1,1 13 li
McC.irmack...^....,, 17 15 15 12 15 15
Whitworth..,,...... 13 15 13 9 14 8 19 IB 17 14
U M C. 18 14 15 10 16

, .. .,
Hrucker 16 l-i 13 17 16 13 w
Funk. 17 14 16 12 17 16 17 16 .. 11
Morse 15 16 17'll 11 ., ., 16 . . ..

France 13 18 11 15

soo •388: m
i%i 91

200 181 90.5
2t0 181 90 5
200 179 89.5
200 177 h8.5
2f0 1^6 88
30O 174 87
21)0 173 8ri.5

2(0 173 86.5
100 173 86
l40 130 85.7
200 171 85.5
SO) Ib'l 84.5
200 168 . 84
200 168 84
atjO 167 83.5
200 167 83.5
180 100 83.3
200 166 83
200 166 Kl
200 166 83
200 165 83.5
30) 165 83.5
140 115 82.1
200 164 82
200 163 81,5
200 163 81.5
160 128 80
140 113 . 80
140 112' ^o
180 143 79.4
130 95 79.1
2U0 1E8 79
'.00 157 78.5
2 0 156 78
IHO l-.'S 76.5
140 107 76.4
l.-O 151 75 0
140 104 74.4
1.0 89 74,1
30U 147 73.5
100 73 73
130 87 73.6
180 139 71.7
120 86 71.6
8U 57 71.5

160 114 71.8
180 1:18 71,1
140 99 70.7
ISO 84 70
100 70 70
81 65 P8.7
80 54 67 5

160 106 66,3
120 77 64.1

Cornett 12 17 16 .. 13 W 18 12 13 .

ASteves ........... 16 14 15 12 16 n 18 11 14 .

Hutohings. 15 Ifi 15 16 11 13 13
EobiDson. 17 17 13 11 1412.. . ...
Foster 15 17 16 9 13 ,. ,

Fsurote 16 14 10
Oritzer 13 10 15 16
Plumber 10 11 13 11 18 15 17 13 . . .

Kennard.Tex 11 14 12 12 .. ,, .. U 17 .

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Never have we seen so many sick sboiter.s at a tbiirnament ! Char-

ley Budd and Dr. Carver fared the worst. Charley arri^^ed on Friday
and was able to prac' ice a little, but was taken down Sunday and was
never able to shoot a eun during the tournament. He left for home
on Feb. 1 still very sick; Grimm accompanied him, and under his care
he should be able to make the trip. Charley hopes to be well enough
to return to Hot SpriDg.s in time for the bit? handicap
Dr. Caryor had to go to bed irnmediately and was never able to

visit the grounds. We saw the Doctor Monday at the Government
Hill Club'« shoot and he appeared rather thiu. He intended to de-
part for Chicago the next day and had given up the idea of going to
Hot Springs.
Totn Norton also belonged to the bard luck crotvrt; he was sick all

the time the shoot was in progress, but managed to shoot in one
event, the E. C, cup race.
Grimm. McMurchy, Dr. Britton and several others were al'JO on

the sick list part of the time M-^Mnrchy very imprudently shot on
several day) v.-hen he should have remained at the hotel.
.John J Sumpter, ,Tr., was on hand with a supply of programmes

and a few of the souvenir badgps that he proposes to srive to those
who attend his shoot. Of course he was tellinar what a good earae
he had prepared for the boys. Some people don't eat turkey, and
that's why the programme did not please everybody, so all of them
will not be at the feast, esppciailv the sure thing cro "d.

Ou Saturday at preliminary practice Oillpert broke 9 targets out of
100
Chan Powers irore a nice new shooting suit escciaUy designed for

the occasion, and also sho" a brand new P I rRer gun,
XJ M C. as is hahitual with him, wasn't, saying much, bttt tie

knew just how many were shooiins- U. iU. r, eroods, and then fo vary
the monotonv he went ou^ and b-oke a straight
Paul r- orth shot like a novice for'several days. Then he changed

guns, using Fulford'.s single barrel Francotte, and with it he managed
to keep in the money ri.ght along, and floallv made a straight.
There we two Kennards at the sboot. neither of whom knew the

other was in existence. The one was from E igland and 'he othfr a
Texan. To designate one fmm the other they were dubbed English
Kennard and Texas Kennard respectively,
Witt was unfortunate in scoring 15s; h" scored this number oftener

than any other shooter, and as the 15s only eot fh for mone.y twice,
it was not a very remunerative hole. On the fourth day he developed
quite a streak, however, getting two straights together and making a.

run of 51 straiaht
On the fourth dav of the shoot a very sinsulnr occurrence took .

place A flock of sandhill cranes fl^w high over the shootinggrounds,
and as soon as the .s;hooters perceive! them they opened fire on them,
.though they anpeared to be far out of reach of any shotgun Capt.
Bartlett, as soon as he saw them, cut a shell so that it would act as a
concentrator, as did Glover. After a number of shots had been fired
at them the crowd was amazed to sea one of the birds begin to
totter, collapse and fall to the ground dead The distance this bird
was killed -'as variously estimated at l.'O up to 'JSOyds. Such a shot
seems incredible, but this was witnessed by m"re than a bund ed
.people. The charge of shot had struck it .iust at the base of the
neck and had severed the jusrular vein and the wind pipe, but had not
broken the neck; a large rageed hole was torn in the skin. As soon
as the bird fell considerable contention arose as to who had fl'-ed the
fatal shot. Glover proclaimed very loudly that he hud performed
the wonderful feat, while Capt, Bartlett was equally convinced that
he had fired the fatal shot, and to substantiate his statement one in-

dividual avers that he saw the snell in its tligbt, and also saw it strike
the bird. Furthermore, the color of the shell wai red, and everybody
knows the color of a Leader shell, while that of a Trap (the kind that
Glover was using) is green. Be this as it may, the skin of the crane
is now stretched over a dummy in Cr^tzer Bros ' store.

It will be a surprise to a great many to see that John Conner only
shot on the first day. He was called home by telegram, and his
case was not one of gunshyness, as lack of form never causes him to
quit.
In the fu'ure Frank Parmelee will be known as Li Hung Chang.

This is the result of having his hair cut and wearing a crusher.
Van Dyke missed a gooii chance to make a killing; on the last day

in the second event he ran 19 straight und then dropped hi< last one.
It eventually turned out that this bird was worth about $.50, for no
one made a. ^traight
Ralph Trimble was the lusky fiaaii at tli*» shoot, noliwithstanding

that Heikes outshot him by at least 4 pir cent. Ealph quit about 850
ahead of Roll.
The Qi^vernment Hill Club, an organization composed of the oflScers

stationed at Port Sam Houston, got up an informal little shoot Mon-
day afi;ernoon for the entertainment of the shooters who were yet in
the city. It being a beautiful day, all those who remained accepted the
invitation. The follo.vins were present: Heikes, Bartlett, Elliott,
Trimble, Dr. Weller, Glover. Taylor, D.yer, Mackie. Keller, Robinson,
Tripp, Beck Cooper. Winston, Dr. Carver, Teudiek, Scone, George
and myself. Capt. Foster ann Lieut. Whitworth seem to be the mov-
ing spirits in the club, and all those who attended spent a very pleas-
ant afternoon.
We are authorized to state that fofar.as the Big Three are con-

cerned there «ill be no more midwinter shoots at San Antonio. Tbey
claim not to have developed any briHtles, but Know when they have
enough.

If the bird that, has beej producing the single standard eegs in
Texas has been stilled, there is no one to blame hut a few narrow-
minded, conteniious shooters whose kicking propi^nsities h ve
thorouKhly disgusted the Big Three, Financially the shoot was not
a success, and in addition to their time and labor they will have to
make up a deflcierjcv. This they do not ol)iect to, but t hey do not be-
lieve in being censui'ed for things they could not overcome.
After the tournament quite a number of the shooters went down to

the coast to shoot ducks. M.-. W. W. Peabody. Jr., took down in his
special car Richard Merrill, Chan. Powers, William Settle, Frank
Parmelee and Oscar Gue.ssaz
Hildreth, of the Winchester Arms Co., did notaret Into the money

very often, but this gave him little concern. What interested him
most was the number of pumps in use at this shoot.

PAtJIi H. LiTZKE.

John F. Weiler Gun Club.
Allbktown, Pa,, Feb. 3.—The John F Weiler Gim Club, of this city,

held its regular si oot to-day on the grounds of the Duck Farm Hotel.
The scores made in the different events were sliot under unfavorable
conditions, ^now falling all the time. Below are the results in to-
day's events:

S Weiler 11111101111101111101110tll01011111100011111010nOl—38
H A Acker OlOUOUiro OIOll 111111011101110111 1 10110110000000-31
LG Grammis llllOlOOlOOOOOOlOIlllOOlOOIOiniOlOOUllOiOill 1000-37
O Oriesemer lOinooOl OOI lOtnOlOI 10100011 101 11 1 lOOOTOOlOi'lOlloi—3-2

F MiHer
,

01 1001 1000 lOlOOOlO 1001 0 1 1 1 10 1 101 1001 '"000, OWI 0 11 01—21
B Jeam lOOlllOOOOOOOlOOiOOllOOOOOlOOO'JOJOOlOGO 30010010011—13

The above event was shot as two events at S5 targets each. A
sweep at 5 live birds per man resulted as follows:
JF Weiler i2113-5 S Weiler 012-31-4

O H Acker 2U02—4 0 Kramlich ir20^3—

4

A Griesemer 101'21 -4 A S Weiler 1^103- 4
Ed Mmnich. Oi!ll-i—4 B Meyer 10121—4

The medal event resulted as follows:
O H Acker 1010I1£)11110'011111111111—SO
C Hohe , 00 1 1 1 0000000 1 0 1 000 1 lOOOO I— 8
C Kramlich ... lOlOlO 101110010101101110-15
AS Weiler tOllOl 01110011111 1103101—15
Ed Minnich liiltiOlllHOIlllllOOr 001-18
C Erdman . . ., OOOOOniroo'OOIlOllOOlOOlO— 7
Ed Jeaues, ....,,>.., , ...11 000 01 0 0011 lOtOI 01—13
A Griesemer, ' OllOOO O'-O 00 OOOKOOUl— 9
H Ack.r 0 0 000000000000000000001— 1

Fred Miller ....lOlOOlllUlOOlOlniOOl 000 -11
O Oriesemer ,...0 00000110 OO'IO'O 000010 - 4
S WeiUr 0111101101001101110111111-17

A. Grib&kmkb.

Boston Gun Club.
Welmngton, Ma«s , Feb. 3,—The inclemency of the weather to-day

prevented t.'ie usual attendance at the Boston Gun Club's grounds.
A terriilc wind blew the entire afternoon and the shooters present
were kept tolerably busy endeavoring to do three things at once:
retaining their equilibrium, their head gear and pointing their gun in
presumably the riyht direction. Ttiat a successful combination was
not effectetJ the toUowing scores will bear testimony to, yet: all eon-
soled themselves with the fact that some of the misses were escus
able. All are anxious to try again and only wait for a fine day to
prove that the expected improvement, like Christmas, is coming. It
only required a snow accompaniment to recall two occasions of a

3 5.
8 9
1 3

$ .
s

2 ' "8

3 8
1

year ago, when the shoots were held in out-and-out blizzards. Hence,i
there was something to be thankful for. Shooting as follows:

Events: 1 3 3, 4 5 6 7 8 9:

Targets: B B 10 S e 10 S 6 6,

Ha'ris (15) 4 1 7 4
Shaw (15) 2 1 4 3
Payne ('51 1 0 1 %
Williams f15) 1 ,.

, ^
Greener (1.5) , ,

' 8 :8
'

Dennison (15) 6 ^
Miskay(17) 3 4
Needham (15) ^ , 2
Horace (!,>).. , .....

Events 1, 2, 3 and 6. known angles; 4 and
and 9, pairs.
Second contest, handicap prize series, 31 targets, 10 known, S un

known and 3 pairs:
Shaw (1,5) i.. 1111011111-9
Miskay (17) 0111111101-8
H-MTis(51 , 1011001100-5
D^'ncis^n ('5) ,, .,iiioonoono-3
Payne (I5i OlOOdflOlOO 3
Horace (1.5) 10OO1OOOifl-3
N!=edham (15)..,.. 1010010010-4
Williams (K-i) 0001000100—2
Greener wiilidrew.

0
4

2
1
3
2.

3

3
2:

7, unknown -angles; -6, a

01100—2
10101-3
inoi—

4

01011-3

10 10 11-4-15
10 11 00-3-14
00 00 00-0— 9
00 00 11-2— 8

11110—4 00 10 10-2- 8'

10011 3 01 00 10 - 2- 8
OOflOO-0 00 10 11—3- 7
11011—4 00 10 OD-1— 7

Audubon Gun Club.
BirmrAi.o, N, Y , Jan. 3", The regular weekly shoot of th'^ Buffalo

Audubon Club was held to-day und^r perfect weather ronditiois for
target shooting The attendance f^lt 'be effects of the favorable'
weather and was exceedingly eood. Th" scores in all the events
ruled high, and in the medal shoot L W Bennett made a. clean score
of 25, winnins the CI 'ss A medal for the thir-l time and ad(iing an-i
other Tiofch to hisscore rf wins for thf^ 'stra'gtii'-coore" trophy

ff N Aide-rm in won B ria»s t ada-Pi and W. H Woodbury won C
n»iss. The fMii- h ece- 1 " as i he mon'hly ci'p sbont, which is a han-
dicap aflfiir, hand caps runsinEr from Starg-ets to,3 target", of which
no shoote' can becedi ed «i'h more than 2.5 There w*^re five ties in
this event— f"rrest°r, AH. Zoeller. L. Frle«, E Reinecke and Wm.
Hines, Jr. In the shoot-off Ala. Zoeller won, rnaking a clean score Of."

16 straight
Scores were as follows:

Events: 1 2345 (STS
Targets: 10 15 35 c s IS IS 10 SO

E C Burn-
bardt ... 9 14 ?3 24 12 13 8 17

Norris 7 15 21 23 10 13 10 16
C S Burk-
hardt ... 7 13 SO 22 10 13 8 ,,

Forrester.. 7 16 25 ia 10 .. .

Svvope 6 11 2> 34 13 15 10 15

Stacy 9 n 20 21 14 14 9 15

Waif, 6 13 21 29 10 11 Gil
Sandy 10 15 "33 9 9 7 13

G Zoeller.. .. 12 19 E6 10 13 7 ..

B I'alsma.. 5 .. 20 t3

21 24 13 11 9 18
17 22 12
81 26 .... 10 ..

Evetds:'

Targets

:

E Reinecke
Hammond.
A Coombs.

1 8 3 4 5 6 7 8-

10 15.^5 ca. 15 15 10 SO,

E W Smith.
J E Lodge.
L Bi-niiett.

18 -28 . .. .
..

21 22 12 ..

14 27 ..

17 ?3 11 13 6 15
16
17 20 . . - .

So .. 14 13 9 18
17 fo
17 18 10 12 7 10

Alderman

,

W Storey. . .

.

W Bines,,Tr ..

E McC'ney .. 10 19 14 9

Woodbury. .... 16 ,. 8 10
J Beck .. 10 8
McCarney
1 idler 13 8 5
Skiro 12 14

9 19
6 ..

Cobweb Gun Club.

New YoBE, Feb. 4.—Below are the scores of our montTily live-bird
shoot. The day was bright and clear, with a light breeze blowing.
O ^ inff to the ground being covered wilh snow white biri^s were very
hard to see. In the tie for the class V medal, the tie being shot off at
3 birds, Mr. Barker won with 2 to President Bage's 1. Scores were;

Tie.
1211«

11112—

B

Medal Shoot. No. 1.
' No. 2.

Gus Greiff (A, 30) 13'^31-5 21128-5 Iv.sa-

4

CZorn(A, 30) 20131—4 122S^2—5 .....
E Milb r (A, 30) imi 3
P F McKeon (A, 30). .. 0.201-2 11210-4 •1131-4
C Dornelly (B. 88) 22J-22-6 01110--3

A Elliott ( B, 2^) J2S32-4 11310-4
G Barker (C. 27) OflO—3 00-211—3
A C Bage (C, -31) 20300-2
G W Thompson (Z, 25^20011—3 ....
R lTugh°s (Z. -351 01200—9
J Dnncaii (Z. 25' 0«'«»-l . .....

C Walters (Z. 35) ••0(l»-0

*WCashan( 5) 00200-1 .....
*JM Baker (30) 21230- 4 21131—

&

* Guests.
Two matches for the price of the birds were shot as follpws,'

McKeon settling In the first match and Baker in the second':
First match: -i

Ca-^han 1111000311- 7 McKeon.. .lC»l«0i22w-
Second match: <« m nij = 1,:

Greiff 1118213231—10 Baker. . .•, ; . v?.''.
. .\''."h<S131302122- 0

G. W. THOMP.SON, .Jk
, Sfec'y,

dtLtXeioix Rifle Club.
OiELBTON, Mich,, Fehj l.—TbeCarleton Ride Club holds bi-monthly

shoots at its range in this citv. These ^shoots are held .on the first
and third Tuesdays in every month. At our last shoot, held under
superb weather conditions, with the exception of an irregular wind!
that bothered the shooters a little, some fine scores were made. J.
Orion and L Richards each made 30 consecniive bullseyes on the
American standard target, 8in, bull, 200yds. Scores were:
Members' record, rest match:

J Orion .10 9 1"

12 11 9

L Richards 9 il 9

8 12 8
JasOshorn. 7 6 9

7 6 8

All comers' off-hand match

;

.Toe Foye 2 9 5 8 7
John Smith 9 7 3 4 8
Frank Ross 7 4 6 9 5

10
8 9
9 U 10
8 12 9
7 10 8 10

7 11 7

9 12 10
8
9
9

9

9 12 12—105
9 12 9-
9 11 10- 99
12 9 11- 9«

8- fc;9 8
7 11 7-

7- 58
4- 57*

5- 55,

^nswetf to i^ams^andfinh.

No iiOtlce taken of anonymona communicationfi

Ij, B, M , Canada.—The ifnport duty on firearms brought into the
United States is 80 per cent,, ad valorem.

W. S. L.—The record tarpon is probabljr Senator Quay's fish of £631b«.

We shall print the others very shortly m our angling columns,

Antokee, Toledo, O.—From dme to lime much interesttng infor.

mation has aijpeared in .your columns in regard to venomous rep
liles. Not knowing much about these creatures, though sometimes
hunting in their domains. I would like very much to know how heavy
a leegiog or bootleg should be to resist the fangs of a rattler or coi-
lonmouth. Will some brother of the field and woods having knowl
edge on this subject kindly inform me through these columns? Ans.
Ordinary leather or canvas legaings wUl be a protection.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT,

The Acme Engine.
The Rochester Machine Tool Works are noted not onlv for their^

marine engines, but also for general utility engines of various types.
The Independent of Jan. 28 has the following to say with regard If

,

Acme Engines: \
-There are thousands of readers of the Independent who need and*

can make excellent use of the a cme Automatic Engine. For a thous
;

and and onethingsit is essential; the purhpingof water, for small boats
and yachts, for use by farmers in cuttmg and steaming feed, sawma
wood, for churning and running separators, for printers for driving
xiresses, etc., for gentlemen owning country places w^here it is nece.i
sary to draw and raise water into tanks to supply houses and s-rounds
and" for almost any number of businesses the Acme Engine Is essen-
tial. They a'-e built in all sizps, frcm doe-half to six horsepower
They do not require a skilled engineer to itin them, and they are
adapted for either kerosene, wood or coal. They are fcmall, compaci
aud very effective. They have been sold in nearly every country oi
the world, and the manufacturers, the Rochester Machine Tool
Works, of Rochester, N. Y., are continually receiving the highest
testimonials from persons who have used them, ijut whom they havj
never seen. The Rochester Machine Tool Works will send to anj
one, upon application, their illustrated catalogue and price Ust."-
Adv.
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Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The

subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksnipe Coming: In.

Vigilant and VaDtyrie.

"He's Got Them" (QnaU Shooting).

Bass Fishing: at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to ola or new subscribers on the following terms:

Forest and Stream one year and the set offourpictures, $S.

Forest and Stream 6 months and any two of thepictures, $3.
Price of the pletures alone, $1.50 each ; $S for the aet.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

I trust indeed that the day will etc long arrive

when all trtte sportsmen will set their faces steadily

toward game protection^ and as steadily against

those false brothers of the gun who^ crying out
"protect^ protect,*^ yet lose themselves no oppor-

tunity^ when unsuspected or unseen, of slaughter-

ing for the bag and for the brag, at all risks, in all

manners, and at all seasons* Frank Forester*

AUDUBON BIRD PLATES.

In our issue of next week, Feb. 27, will be given the fifth

in the series of half-tone reproductions of Audubon's

famous bird portraits, from the rare first edition. It will

be of the American golden plover. The list of plates al-

ready printed and to come includes:

The Black Duck, Sept. 26, 1896.

The Pkairie Chicken, Oct. 24.

The Oanvasback Duck, Nov. 21.

The Willow Ptarmigan, Dec. 19.

The American Golden Plover, Feb. 27, 1897.

The Shoveller Duck.

The Bedhead Duck.

The Purple Sandpiper.

PENNSYLVANIA AND THE PLATFORM.
The State Game Commissioners of Pennsylvania have

proposed to the Legislature a new game code, one pro.

vision of which makes unlawful the taking of game for

sale, its sale within the State or export out of the State.

Tins is a righteous measure, and it should have the warm
support of every sportsman in the State. The market-

shooter is out of his place in history. He has had his day.

Game is no longer, in sound public economy, an article of

traffic. We shall rejoice to see Pennsylvania by the adop-

tion of such a law make good the ending of the professional

hunter's industry within her borders.

NOCTURNAL PROTECTIVE COLORING IN
ANIMALS.

To the Ameriam Journal of Science for February Prof.

A. E. Verrill contributes an article on "Nocturnal Protect-

ive Coloration in Mammals, Birds, Fishes, Insects, etc.,

as Developed by Natural Selection." The paper is full of

interest and suggestion, and is likely to lead other ob-

servers to contribute facts bearing on this question.

Very much has been written concerning imitative and
protective coloring in these various groups as seen by day-

light, but little or no attention had been given to their

colors as seen at night until the subject was brought up
some time ago in a paper read before the American Mor-
phological Society by Prof. Verrill, of which the present

article is an abstract. Prof. Verrill shows that many of

the colors whicli are protective by day are still more so

under moonlight or starlight. It is evident that in the
case of all nocturnal animals protection is much more
needed at night than it is by day. Such animals as rats,

mice of various sorts, moles, shrews, some herbivorous ani-

.mals, mi Qtber creatureij belonging tg many different

orders, lie hidden during the day, and only venture forth

to seek their food during the night. Such animals require

protective coloring in order that they may escape the

notice of other animals that prey upon them. In the same
way many of the animals that capture those just men-
tioned need protective coloring in order that they may
escape the notice of the creatures that they prey on, and
may succeed in capturing them.
S J it is that many small nocturnal mammals belonging to

many groups are gray or brownish-gray in color, and so are

protected at night,when they are abroad, although this color-

ing would be a positive disadvantage were they to be abroad

during the day, for it would be in sharp contrast to the

grass in which they live and on which they feed. The
common meadow mice, which are very dark gray, can

hardly be seen even in a bright moonlight and in locali-

ties where they are very abundant, and when the numbers
close at hand are so large that the sound made by their

teeth in eating can be distinctly heard. Many of the noc-

turnal carnivorous animals are black or very dark in color,

and so are extremely inconspicuous at night, although thej'

would be readily seen in daylight.

The same principle will apply to many birds, reptiles,

fishes and insects, many of which are very active at night,

and by day conceal themselves in holes, or hide in thickets

or in the grass. But it is not only nocturnal creatures that

need protection at night, for many which are active during

the day rest at night in exposed situations, where, if ob-

served, they might be destroyed by enemies. Small birds

roost in trees, bushes or reeds. Small fishes rest at night

on the bottom, or among sea weeds, grass or stones. Both
are thus exposed to the attack of nocturnal predaceous

species.

Often it is true that the same color is equally protective

at night and by day. Examples of this are found in the

green plumage of birds that live among foliage, and in the

gray and brown colors of birds and mammals that live on
the ground, among rocks or dead leaves and on the trunks

of trees. The white colors of some birds and mammals in

winter, and in arctic or alpine regions, are other familiar

examples. Some colors, however, which are not at all pro-

tective by day are eminently so at night. Black and
brown are colors protective by night and not by day, since

in the black shadow cast by the moonlight a dark animal

becomes invisible. This invisibility is often increased by
the presence of stripes of light color on a dark ground,

which look like patches of moonlight falling across a dark

shadow, and thus serve to break up the outline of the body

of a bird or beast which otherwise might be recognized.

Transverse bands of black or dark brown on fishes, and
black fins and tails, have the same effect of weakening

and confusing the outline of the body. Where fishes rest

among eel grass or seaweed these dark marks look like the

shadows and shaded surfaces of the weeds. The striped

colors of the tiger and the spotted patterns of the leopard,

jaguar and panther, which live in thickets and jungles

among straight canes or twisted shrubbery, have the same
eftect of making indistinct the outline of the animal's body
even by day, and the eftect would be still greater by
moonlight or starlight.

Among insects numerous examples of coloring, evidently

protective at night, might be cited, and these can be ex-

plained only on the basis of natural selection. Such color-

ing may, or may not, be more or less protective by day.

Often it appears to be the reverse of protective. Many
hutterflies, for example, are brightly colored and in no waj'^

match the objects among which they live. Species that

are black or dark blue, striped or blotched with light yel-

low or orange, and those that are spotted or striped with

red, orange and black on the upper surface of the wing, are

conspicuous whether flying or at rest. Their active habits

and acute senses no doubt give these species a measure of

protection by day. When resting at night, with wings

folded, the colors of the under surface of the wings usually

harmonize very perfectly with that of the flowers on which
they rest. Certain butterflies have silvery spots on the

under surface of their wings, which, when they are resting

at night, look like the dew drops which surround them.

Many nocturnal insects that liv'e on the ground have
colors that are protective only at night. Many of these

hide themselves during the day, so that no protection is

then needed. Other insects, which are abroad during

both day and night, have acquired green or yellowish

colors, which are protective at all times to such as live

among grass or foliage. Examples of this are seen in kfity-

dids, green gr^eph.oppers and others,

As a rule, patches, stripes or spots'of strongly contrasting

light or dark colors are more likely to be protective by
moonlight than by day, whether on birds or fishes. We
know less about reptiles, but among the nocturnal am-
phibians protective coloring certainly occurs. Some of our

native black salamanders are conspicuously blotched or

spotted with white or light yellow.

The whole subject is one of very great interest, and it is

remarkable how little is known about it.

SNAP SHOTS.

The results of the last trials of poachers in the Yellow
stone Park are very satisfactory—-as much so as some d
the earlier ones were discouraging. Of the two men
arrested, one named Decker was shown to have had no
gun and was in the Park only as an assistant to help the

real criminals pack out their meat. He was therefore

acquitted, and properly enough, since though he was an
accomplice, it was hardly worth while to treat him with
the severity which his ofiense merits. It is wiser to work
up the punishiuents gradually on these offenders rather

than to enlist sympathy in their behalf The other man
arrested, George Scott by name, is an old oft"ender, who
claims to be a hardened and desperate man, but is not,

Scott was sentenced to six months in jail and to pay a fine

of $200—an eminently fitting punishment. He may per-

haps take the pauper's oath and so escape the fine, but he
will have to suffer the imprisonment, which will undoubt-

edly do him a great deal of good and will make his friends

and neighbors do a large amount of thinking. This is

likely to make them and others pause before killing Park
game again. There is little doubt that this same Scott has

killed buffalo in the Park, and in any event he is entitled

to no sympathy.

At a book sale in New York last week a copy of Walton
and Cotton's "Angler," in two volumes, extended to four by
the insertion of six hundred and fifteen- illustrations, was
sold for $460. Walton is a book which readily lends itself

to extra illustrating, and it has often been devoted to

this purpose. The illustrations suitable are practically

endless. In portraits one might begin with Walton
and Cotton themselves, their friends and contem-

poraries, and follow with all the famous anglers

down to the "Men I Have Fished With." Of fishing locali-

ties which might be pictured, from waters frequented by
Walton to those of our own country, there would be no
end. Pictures of fishes make up another branch; and

then the field of angling sketches, engravings, prints and
'

drawings, stretches out illimitably. Once the extra illus-

trating mania takes possession of the possessor of a two-

volume Walton, he has a life work before hirn. It is

the first step that counts.

The scheme of imposing a license tax for the privileges

of shooting and fishing is constantly gaining ground as a

game protective expedient. It has reached its most ad-

vanced stage in Maine, where the plan of imposing a stifl:

tax on sportsmen's guides is now under discussion by the

Legislature. In other States it takes the form of a heavy

fee exacted from non-residents, while citizens go free or

are taxed in a nominal sum only. The principle under-

lying the system is that those who profit most directly by
the shooting and fishing resources of a country

should contribute toward the maintenance of the

supply. Tax the sportsman, say the license advo-

cates, and devote the funds so provided to warden

and protector services. Another impelling motive is

to keep the foreigner, the non-resident, out of the State.

This rule holds more especially in the Canadian North-

west, although in the Province of Quebec there is no desire

to exclude sportsmen from the United States, but, on the

contrary, inducements are held out to bring them in. The
various license systems already prevailing in some of the

Western States have not been in practice long enough yet

to afford a sound basis for determining their utility. It

may be said that everything which diminishes the number
of shooters decreases also the amount of game destroyed;

and yet this wholesome result may be entirely offset by un-

restrained slaughter on the part of native shooters.

The National Game, Bird and Fish Protective Associa-

tion convened in annual session in Kalamazoo, Mich., last

week, twelve members present, and adopted the custom-

ary regular annual resolutions respecting wildfowl eggs in

Alaska, They appear to he bopelegsly dftft oij duck eggq.
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HUNTING ON THE SPANISH MAIN.
Naturalist-Sportsman on th^ Line of the

Nicaragua Canal.

BY J, F. LE BARON, C. B.,

Late Engineer in Charge of the Nicaragua Canal.

The Nicaragua Canal, as laid out and commenced, crosses
the American Isthmus through the southern part of the
Republic of Nicaragua, and on ihe boundary line between
that country and Costa Rica.
The country through which it passes is necessarily the

lowest between Cape Horn, on the south, and the northern
limits of Alaska. The canal line is located through
swamps, lagoons, river beds and lakes; but immediately
adjacent thereto the volcanoes and rocky spurs of the Cor-
dilleras rise to heights of over 5,000ft. Commencing on
the eastern side, the canal passes through the coast swamps
and up the valley of a small stream called Deseado; crosses
a spur of the Cordilleras into the valley of the San Fran-
cisco River, a small stream, from Avhich it passes into the
San Juan Rlvey, which it follows to Lake Nicaragua. The
Sari Juan River is a large stream, averaging over a quarter
of a mile in width; and Lake Nicaragua is an inland sea,
seventy-five miles long by thirty wide, and with a depth
of over 100ft., and it is elevated 102ft. above the level of
the sea.

The most impressive fact in connection with this canal
is that a vessel of 900 tons has steamed out of New York
Harbor, passed down the coast to Nicaragua, ascended the
San Juan River, crossed Lake Nicaragua and anchored on
the western Mde at the proposed canal entrance; and from
the maft-head the smoke of steamers on the Pacific, only
thirteen miles away, could he plainly seen, and the great-
est elevation of land intervening was only 45ft.! This
shows how near nature has come to making a canal be-
tween the two oceans, and how little remains for man to
do.

The writer lived for over two years on this strip of land
between the two oceans, in charge ofthe surveys and work

. of the canal, and is familiar with every foot of it, and witli
its fauna and flora, its climate and seasons.
The width of the Isthmus between the Caribbean Sea

and the Pacific Ocean at this point is 120 miles, but the
line of the canal is diagonal, and the distance by the lo-
cated line is 169 miles in round numbers.
The climate of the two sides ofthe Isthmus is essentially

different. On the east side the northeast trade winds blow
almost incessantly from the Atlantic, laden with moisture
which is condensed and precipitated upon striking land,
and the result is a hygrometric condition which is not ex-
ceeded for moisture by any country on the globe, with per-
haps the exception of parts of India. Rain gauges were
set up and carefully kept under my direction, while I was
on the Isthmus, at various places on the line, the result
showing that at Greytown, the eastern terminus of the
canalf there,was an annual rainfall of 296in.

,
On the west coast, between Lake Nicaragua and the

Pacific Ocean, the climate is entirely difierent. The rain-
fall is only about 57in. a year and there are regular rainv
and dry seasons, whereas on the east coast there is no
regularity in this respect. As they say at Greytown, "It
rains every day and every other day it pours." The re-
porter of the N. Y. Herald, who accompanied the party
wrote to his paper in January that it had rained so far
every day, but the old inhabitants of the place assured him
that there would not be as much rain next month pre-
sumably, as he thought, because February had fewer days
The eastern slope of the Isthmus between the Caribbean

Sea and Lake Nicaragua is covered with an almost im-
penetrable! tropical forest as dense and unexplored as the
forests of the Congo in Africa, so graphically described by
Stanley. Between the sea and the lake there are no

,

settlements whatever except a few straggling huts of In-
dians and negroes on the immediate banks of the San
Juan River, and the small village of Castillo, clustered
around the old Spanish fort, where the Nicaraguan Gov-

.
ernment maintains a custom house, or resguarda, with a
small cpmpany of soldiers.

All the rest of that immense territory, 100 miles in
width and extending northeast and southwest for 700 or

-800 miles, is an unbroken and unexplored wilderness
without a road. or even a cattle trail, and inhabited only
by a few scattered tribes of Carib Indians and direct de-
scendants of the Aztecs. In this great forest the wild game
roams undisturbed and unmoIe.sted except by a few India
rubber hunters, who penetrate it in search of rubber
which they pack on their backs.

'

The narrow strip, however, between the great lake and
the Pacific is covered with farms or haciendas and dotted
with groves of cocoa, mangoes and oranges, and numerous
villages and all the large cities of the Republic are situated
on this strip.

The line of the canal was divided into sections and a
surveying party of twenty men assigned to each section of
about four to six miles. On the eastern side every foot of
the line had to be hewed out of the virgin forest, which
was so dense that the sun could not be seen at midday
and the vines and thorny palms and tree ferns grew so
thick that a person could not penetrate it at all without a
machete, or what the Jamaicans call a cutlass in one
hand to clear the way. Only on the tops of the' highest
ridges and hills would the vegetation permit a sight of an
object 25ft. away as large as a man. In most places a man
was as completely lost to view if he stepped 10ft. off' of the
picket line as if he had been swallowed up in the ocean.
In this forest, the foliage of which was never dry hnt

always dripping with water from the almost incessant
rams, we established our surveying and later our con-
struction camps, and where the surveyors worked like
moles tunneling through the green walls and arches of
vegetation, and in which they were wet to the skin in five
minutes after entering by the water dripping from the
leaves shaken by their passage. Transportation to the
camp was by canoe up the river and its affluents, as near
as possible to the camp, and the rest of the way on foot
No mules or horses could be used, owing to the depth of
the. swamps and tjie steepness of the slippery red clav
hills, ......
At first we had Ave camps distributed on the line and

later twenty-eight. It was the duty of the writer to visit

each of these camps as occasion demanded and lay out and
supervise the work. Besides this he was constantly en-
gaged in making explorations to discover new and better
routes in all directions. This duty gave him most excel-
lent opportunities for discovering and securing all the
kinds of game that abounded in the region, and he always
went accompanied by a chosen and trusty Indian guide
and two or three macheteros, or men with machetes, to
carry the provisions and guns. The last always consisted
of a Winchester .45-90 and a double-barrel Remington
breechloader. No. 12 gauge.
The animals met with on these excursions consisted of

the tapir {ElasmotJierium bairdi) or American elephant,
called by the Nicaraguans the "dauta;" the peccary (Sag-
ino) or jobili (wild hog), called by the Nicaraguans
chauchas and by the Caribs warri (two varieties); the
Suma or South American lion {FeUs concolor); the tiger or
^orth American panther {Felis oiica); the ocelot or spotted

leopard [Felis pordalis); the sloth; three varieties of
monkeys: viz., the great black Congo monkey, the red or
gray monkey (most common), and the white-faced monkey.
In the rivers and lagoons were great numbers of mana-

tee or sea cows, but being so thoroughly aquatic in their
nature they were rarely seen. Also occasionally an armadil-
lo, large gray rabbits, a small gray squirrel, not much larger
than our Northern red squirrel; a species of marsupial re-
sembling an opossum, but as large as four or five of our
Southern opossums; the pisote {Nasuasocialis), an animal
resembling a raccoon, but larger; and a small antelope, of
a species unknown by name to the writer, probably Gervus
rufus, which was found, v^y rarely in pairs, in the dense
woods.
The rivers and lagoons abounded in immense crocodiles

diff'ering in a marked degree from the Florida alligator,
and often growing to a length of 20 to 25ft,, and very sav-
age.

On the plains north of Lake Monagua and on the west
coast are large herds of deer, but few are found on the im-
mediate line of the canal. I found also some otter, called
"water dogs."
Of birds there were great variety. The first in impor-

tance as a game bird is the wild turkey. Of these there
are three varieties, all called turkeys by the natives. The
largest is the curassow, called "pavon" and oco {Penelope
ho(xo) by the natives—a noble bird, the male a glossy blue^
black and the female a chocolate brown, each ofteh weighs
ing 20 to 251bs. Then there is the tree turkey (Peneiope
cnstata), very common, and excellent eating, called "pavo"
by the natives; and there is also a smaller but similar spe-
cies, not so numerous, called "chochalaca."
The mountain hen.a specif 8 ofgrouse or pheasant {Perdm

Mexicuna), was very abundant, and the pretty little Cali-
fornia quail, also was very numerous.
In the lagoons near the coast I found a large duck—as

large as a brant goose—called there the royal duck, which
is shot there the year round, and in the interior the long-
legged or stilt duck, a kind of teal. In the fall and winter
I shot in the lagoons and in the harbor of Greytown blue-
wing and green-wing teal and gadwalls; also sickle-bill
curlews, peeps or least sandpipers, and brownbacks or
grass birds. On the Tipitapa River and Lake Monagua I
found great numbers of water turkeys or darters, and
white and blue herons, and egrets; and the woods are fair-
ly alive—especially near the San Juan River—with green
parrots, paroquets, and the gorgeous red and green moca-
cus, called by the natives laras {Psittacus mocao mocroeereus)',
also toucans and banana birds, which last build great
hanging nests as large as a half-bushel basket. They build
in colonies, and a tree on the borders of the river is often
seen with one or two dozen oftheir great nests hanging from
the topmost branches like a crop of crook-neck squashes
or gourds. The small songbirds, fly-catchers, vireos and
hummingbirds are a legion.

The tapir or "dauta" is semi-aquatic in its habits and is
generally foujid in the swamps or wallowing in the water.
Those of Central America are larger than those of South
America that I have seen, and they are of a uniform
mouse color, without the white bands of the East Indian
variety. They belong to the order Pacherdemota, having a
very thick skin that lies in folds over the body. On the
back of the neck the skin is fully L^in. thick, and like that
of the elephant and rhinoceros is nearly bare, having only
a few scattering hairs. The adult animal will weigh as
much as 1,200 to l,5001bs. They swim and dive with great
facility, going long distances under water, and when pur-
sued utter a trumpeting cry like an elephant. Although
so clumsy in appearance, they can climb the steepest hills
and run with remarkable swiftness, like the rhinoceros.
I shot three of these Immense animals while on the Isth-
mus, and in each case from my boat while traveling from
one camp to another through the labyrinth of creeks and
rivers.

Our camps were generally located on the bank of a river
or creek, in order to be convenient for supplies and com-
munication, and when I went on a tour of inspection I
traveled in a steel canoe, of which the company furnished
twenty-two, made to order in New York and brought out
with us. These canoes were propelled by paddling, as the
natives are more expert with a paddle than an oar, and I
always had a crew of five canoemen—four paddlers and
one steerer. I sat in the center of the boat, with my gun
on one side and rifle on the other, ready for use in an
instant.

The first tapir I shot as he was swimming the San Juan
River near our headquarters camp. I had been down the
river about six miles all day, making a sextant survey of a
part of the river, and was returning to camp just before
dark. The men were paddUng up against the strong cur-
rent, when they saw the animal swimming in the river
and making for the little island on which our headquarters
was established. He was quite near the island when we
first saw him and we were slowly creeping up the river
close under the island. He saw us and turned to recross
the river, the current of which was rapidly bearing him
down upon us.

One of our physicians, Dr. Salinas, a native of Nicaragua,
was with me, and w.e both had our Winchesters. The
Doctor had a new rifle, which he had just ordered from the
States and had never used, but in his hurry and excite-
ment he got a cartridge jammed in the mechanism, and
could neither open nor shut it, and was obliged to be an
unwilling looker-on.
As the animal turned and was swimming powerfiilly for

the other shore I fir.e,d. at about 206ydB.. distance and

struck him on the nose, only his head being visible above
the water. He dove under water at once, but the strong'
current swept him down oh tp us, and when he roge hei
was not

.
more than 100yds. away. I immediately fired;

again, without hitting him, in the gathering gloom.; He
turned and made for the island. I immediately threw in
another shell, and this time I hit him-equare in the head,,
he being about 75yds. off'. He sunk at once close to the!
shore, and the bubbles showed that he had lodged in the
branches of a tree that had fallen into the stream. We !

brought the boat over the spot, where the water was about
9ft. deep.
My trusty Indian guide, Leocardio Ruiz, who- always

accompanied me, was equal to the emergency, however.
Quickly stripping oft' his clothes, he took our sounding line,
cut off the lead, and with one end of it in his hand he dove
overboard and attempted to fasten it around one of the
animal's legs. The first time he was unsuccessful, but he
came up and reported that he had found him. The next,
time he went down he succeeded in putting a half hitch I

around one of the hindlegs, when we all took hold and
hauled the creature to the surface.

It was now quite dark,and we were unable to propel the
boat against the current with the carcass draggimg astern.
We therefore run the boat ashore, and the men jumped out
and pulled him up to the bank. We then cut down two
small trees and rolled them into the water, placing the
ends on the boat, so that at last, by the united efforts of
seven men, we rolled him into the boat. The weight sank
the boat nearly to the gunwales, but we only had about
300yds. to go to our camp. The water being low in the
river, the banks were fully 12ft. high, and we had to rig a
block and tackle to an overhanging tree to raise the huge
beast up to the top of the bank.

All hands lived on tapir steak for the next few days, and
we distributed the meat to all the camps, where it proved
a welcome change from canned meats and salt junk. The
flesh of the tapir is coarse in texture, but is sweet and
juicy, and was much relished by all.

The Doctor never heard the last of the unfortunate
trick his new rifle played him on this occasion. He got
the cartridge out of his rifle before the game was hauli^d
ashore, but too late to get a shot. i-

There were forty young men in the expedition, who had
all provided themselves with various kinds of rifles, and
there Was a constant fusillade of shots for practice arouijd
the headquarters,the favorite mark being an empty salmon
can set on a convenient stump. -

My chief clerk and commissary was an old paymaster's
clerk from the navy, and the shooting annoyed him so
much that he frequently complained to me about it. I
never joined in these target practices, as I and my rifle

were well acquainted through years of use in the swa'mps
of Florida.

"^Well," said the grizzled old veteran, "the captain ain't

much for shooting tin cans, but when he wants meat he
gets it."

The capture of my next "dauta" or tapir was a very
cottimonplace affair. 1 was returning In my canoe from
an inspectioh of a camp on the Dauta River, and we were
silently paddling down the narrow stream, When, just aa
we rounded a low point, covered with tall grass and cone,
I caught a glimpse of the mouse-colored back of a "dauta"
in the grass. The next second the boat shot round the
point, bringing the beast in full view, which started with
a tremendous rush for the thick woods. My rifle was at
my shoulder in an instant, and I gave him a shot behind
the foreshoulder. The next moment the boat shot up into
the grass on the shore and the men jumped out with a
rush, and there lay the quarry breathing hia last, not
20yd8. away. We skinned and quartered him and took
the meat to camp.
A few weeks later, when coming down the San Fran-

cisco River, I discovered a tapir swimming down in mid-
stream. He trumpeted and dove. The men plied their
paddles with a vim that made us gain on him rapidly, and
when he rose he was not over lOOyds. oft'. He made
directly for the shore and I fired at his broad back
twice as he was climbing out on the bank. We immedi-
ately landed and followed the trail about 50yds. up the
bank, finding him dead. As it was late, M'e left him
there for the night, sending a party after him the next
morning, w^ho cut him up and brought hinj to camp. It

proved to be a big bull and the meat much stronger and
tougher than the female's.

One dog I had had an exciting encounter with two of
these animals at the same place. I had been up the river
inspecting the line, and had been joined by the chief en-
gineer, who had come out from New Y''ork for a two weeks'
visit to the work.

I had left my boat and entered the boat with the chief
engineer to return to headquarters, leaving my gun and
rifle in my boat with my men. We had started in our
boat in advance of the other boat, which was waiting for

some of the men, when as we floated quietly down the
stream we espied two tapirs enjoying a bath in the river

,

under an overhanging tree. The water was low and the
banks were high and steep, and the two animals started

as soon as they saw us, swimming and diving down
stream, searching for a low place in the banks by which to

escape. They uttered their shrill trumpeting and swam
with great rapidity, but we rapidly gained on them. AVe
had no firearms aboard,^ our only weapons being ma-
chetes. On such expeditions, in that country, I always
carried a sharp-pointed machete, or short sword, in my
belt. The animals kept ahead of us for fully a half mile,

sometimes not two boat lengths away, when they found a
depression in the left bank, where a small creek entered,

and both made for it. Our men redoubled their exertions,

and we arrived there not 5ft. behind them. As one of
them dove under the boat to reach the little creek on the

other side, I plunged my sword into his back. The water

was tinged with blood, but they escaped up the creek and
disappeared in the tall grass of the savanna, nearly over-

turning the boat as they passed under it.

These animals are very powerful and very ferocious

when brought to bay or when accompanied with their

young ones. "They make tremendous rushes at an enemy
and seize him with their mouth and flexible proboscis and
stamp him to death with their heavy, pillar-Uke forefeet,

which have hoofs like a bull, two hoofs on each forefoot

and three on the hindfeet,

I once surprised one in a deep arroya in the hills, buttie

climbed up the almostperpendicular sides and disappeared

before I could cock my rifle and get aim on him. How
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;b a heavy, massive, clumsy-looking animal could do it
ould never understand, for the banks were fully 30ft.
;h and I had to pull myself up by the bushes to cret out
i_ found it no easy job. The tapir seized hold' of the
)ling with his proboscis and pulled himself up and went
like a whirlwind, crashing through the underbrush and
jaking down saplings as thick as a man's fist. These
imals resemble in some respects the elephant, the rhi-
3eros and the hippopotamus. They live on grass and
latic plants. It is said by the natives of Central Amer-
to conquer the puma and tiger, who often seize their
jng ones. The female tapir, at such times, rushes for-
rd and seizes the puma with her proboscis and tramples
0 death under her massive forefeet.
'he wild hog oripecca.ry (Dicotples labiatus) is very numer-
1 in this part of the Isthmus. They are about .3 to 3^ft.
ig and weigh about 751bs. They go in large droves of
eral hundred and are very savage. The old boars have
y formidable tusks, and do not seem to fear anything.
By often surprise the lone hunter and oblige him to
Qb a tree for safety. So dangerous are they that orders
re issued to the surveying parties never to go away
m camp without a gun. The company furnished a gun
L ammunition to each party. One dav one of the par-
i disobeyed these instructions and went off to work
hout taking any firearms with them. They encountered
cove of these animals, which charged on them, and they
re all obliged to drop their instruments and climb trees,
ere they were forced to stay for several hours, all the
e watched by the drove, who rushed squealing around
foot of the trees, mad with rage.
'ortimately another surveying party, returning to camp
1 before dark, found their comrades in this unpleasant
dicament. Being well supplied with guns and revolv-
they opened fire on the herd, and killed fourteen before
y could be driven off and the men in the trees could
le down.
'hey emit a strong musky odor, and the location of a
ve can often be determined by the scent long before
y can be seen in the thick woods.
n.e day I was making an extended exploration for the
Ltion of a dam, accompanied only by my Indian guide,
en we scattered a drove of "warri" or peccaries. I was
led with my Winchester and my guide carried myRem-
;on breechloader. We cautiously advanced toward
in and soon came up with them in some thick under-
wth. By standing perfectly still, each behind a large
: about a dozen or two paces apart, and peering care-

Y into the bushes, we soon saw them advancing toward

iTJien I first saw them the foremost were not more than
3s. away. Waiting for a good opportunity, I fired and
Inded one, which immediately began to squeal loudly,
s brought all the herd grunting and squealing up to the
mded one, and I kept pumping in shells and firing,
)ckingover a hog at about every shot. The Indian

tied up to me, much excited, and said we must climb a
, as the drove was advancing on us.
ure enough on they came, the old boars in front, snap-
g their tusks like castanets and grunting savagely,
could see their long front, as much as 50yds. wide, aU
,ds on toward us. They seemed to be puzzled to know
ere the deadly volleys came from, for they could not
us, as we kept out of sight behind the trunk of the
;e tree from which I had begun firing. They would
le forward a few steps, stop, snap their tusks and
nap their feet, then glare all around in search of the
imy. We had full belts of ammunition and kept up a
idy fire. When within about 50ft. of us they sheered
to the right, giving us good broadside shots. The
jds seemed to be full of them, to judge by the noise
y made. As fast as one fell another from behind would
ply his place.

'he situation w^as beginning to look ominous, when
denly, without any warning, they took to their heels,
ling off through the forest with a great squealing and
nting and crashing of brush.
'hen we sallied out and counted up the slain—thirty-
en dead and dying. It was a close call for us, for if

y had once seen us they would have charged us, and if
ammunition had given out we would have had to de-
d on our machete .swords, and I was assured by the
lian and others that they would rush up and tumble
ir each other to get at you, the smell of the blood of
se killed apparently making them ten times more
»ciou8. We took one hog to the boat and went to
ip, and I at once sent a boat back which brought them
loaded to the gunwales. They have a musk gland on
top of the back in front of where the root of the tail
hit to be, which must be cut out, or it renders the whole
jass rank and strong. They are excellent eating after
Ipg this precaution. They have no tail whatever,
like the tame hog, they do not have fat all over the
y, but the meat is more like venison in appearance and
ie than anything else.

^hen we commenced firing there was a large company
monkeys on the trees overhead, which fled chattering
ay at the fii-st shot. They were the red and gray
iety. These monkeys—the red monkey—are exceed-
ly numerous and very bokl, often swinging by one
id or tail directly over your head and breaking off
gs and branches and throwing them at the intruder,
ittering and scolding all the while at a great rate,
'he men often shot them (the red and gray ones) to eat,
;he Jamaica negroes, of which we had many in our par-
! as boatmen and oxmen, were very fond of them for
d.

'he rnother monkey carries her young one on her back
;il it is about half grown, and the men often shot the
ther in order to secure the young one for a camp pet,
was once witness of a very pathetic scene, which

iwed the strong maternal instincts of the mother mon-
r, and an intelligence almost equaling a human being:
e of the assistant engineers shot at a female monkey
rying a large young one on her back, but, his aim being
i, he shot the baby instead. The mother felt the baby's
QS, that were clasping her around the neck, relax, and
mediately stopped and took the baby in her arms
ictljy as a human mother would do. She looked inquir-
ly m its face and stroked its headv She pressed it in
arms and fondled it to her bosom, and .with one hand

5 for the wound made by the rifle ball. When she
md it she tried to stop the flow of blood by picking off
ves and bits of moss and trying to press them into" the
und. But the struggles of the poor dying baby grew

weaker and weaker. In vain did the poor distracted
mother hug the little form anjd pat it with her hand, then
start and run along the branches and leap from tree to tree
to overtake the herd that had gone chattering away in
fright. Then she would stop again, look down reproach-
fully at us, who were following along on the ground; then
take the now dead and limp baby and look inquiringly in
its little face, then with one arm clasping it to her breast start
off again, then stop and hold her hand on the wound and
look wildly around.

It was the most pathetic pantomime—there in the deep
shade and solemn stillness of those primeval woods—that
I ever witnessed. She would chatter and 'talk" to the
baby like a human being, and the wild, frightened, yet
reproachful manner in which she looked "around her
seemed so natural and so much like a human mother that
it only wanted words from her that we could understand
to complete the resemblance.
Suddenly a shot rang out. One of our men following us

some distance behind had fired at a turkey. The shot so
startled the monkey that she dropped her dead baby and
leaped off over the branches and was soon out of sight on
the way to her companions. The scene produced such an
impression on us both that we turned back feeling as if we
had committed a murder, and both of us took an oath
never to shoot any monkeys of this so human-like variety.
The great black Congo or howling monkey {JSfycetes) is

quite a different creature, being more like the baboons; and
while the red monkey is sprightlyand intelligent, and makes
an interesting pet, the Congo is sluggish and stupid, and the
white-faced monkey is vicious and hard to tame.
The latter come down to the ground very often, but it

was remarked by all that the red monkey was never seen
on the ground in a wild state, and it was an open question
how they ever obtained water to drink. The Congo or
howling monkey also always stays in the tops of the high-
est trees, and will often be noticed from the river lying
apparently asleep on the topmoft branches, looking at a
little distance like some peculiar fruit in the tree.
They get their name of howling monkey from their

habit of howling at sunset and just after, and it is truly
astonishing how so comparatively small an animal can
make such a terrific roar, resembling a lion in a small way.

I have often J^ad newcomers who had just arrived and
joined the expedition come in alarm to my tent to know
what animal it could be that made such a frightful roaring;
and one party of new men barricaded their camp with
provision boxes and logs, expecting to be attacked by some
unknown but hideous monster during the night. They
are quite harmless, however.
While passing in our boats up and down the narrow

streams, where the branches meet overhead in an arboreal
arch, we often espied numerous turkeys on the trees over-
hanging the stream, and shot numbers of them. They
were generally the "pavo" or tree turkey, and excellent
eating. When picked they are nearly as large as the
"povon" or curassow, but the body and neck is longer in
proportion. I never saw them on the ground; but the
curassow, on the contrary, is more often found on the
ground, but when alarmed they take refuge in the trees
and are easily approached.
The mountain hens and quail are very numerous, and

fine sport could be had with a good dog. Their meat is
white, and they are very plump and fine eating.
One day my dog, which was a long-bodied, short-legged

Dutch hound, treed four pisotes, an animal resembling
somewhat a raccoon, but larger and longer-bodied. They
have the rings of dark fur on the tail like a raccoon. They
were very tame, and I shot them all and took them to
camp, where they proved to be good eating.
The great tree lizard, the iguana, abounds on the Isthmus,

and I have often shot them measuring 8ft.. in length.
They have an alarming habit of dropping suddenly from
an overhanging limb into the water direct!v alongside a
boat w^hich might happen to be passing beneath them.
Such a large creature falling from a height ofperhaps 20 or
SOlt., without any warning, into the water, often barely
grazing the sides of the boat and throwing the water in a
shower all over the occupants, has a startling effect. Thev
never are seen again after striking the water, and must be
able to swim under water for long distances. We often
shot them and found them delicious eating, and their eggs
are a great delicacy. They are a truly hideous and fero-
cious-looking creature, but harmless.
Pumas, tigers and leopards are very numerous in these

forests, and are much dreaded by the natives.
I was once sitting down resting after a long tramp, with

my back against a large tree at the crossing of two picket
lines, and my rifle lying across my knees, when suddenly
a beautiful ocelot, or spotted leopard, stepped noiselessly
into the path, about SOyds. in front of me, and stood still.
To bring my rifle to my shoulder and fire was the act of an
instant, and simultaneouslv with the shot the leopard
bounded 5 or 6ft. into the air and fell with a terrific snarl-
ing and roaring into the bushes by the side of the path. I
fired again twice at the animal as it lay writhing and
snarling on the ground, and soon had the satisfaction to
see it stretch itself out and lie still. I did not venture to
approach it for some little time, but contented myself with
watchmg it closely, with my rifle ready for another shot.
At last I cautiously approached and found it quite dead.
It measured 7+ft. from the nose to the tip of the tail, and
was splendidly marked with small black spots on a white
ground. The skin now adorns my study.
Some of the pumas are as large as a half-grown African

hon.
In a future article I will speak of the fishing on the coast

and m the firesh-water lakes and streams of the interior.

Goshawk in Michigan.
NoRVELL, Mich., Jan. 22.—Editar Forest and Sti•earn: On

the morning of Jan. 8 I shot and killed a fine specimen of
the American goshawk or black-cap hawk. My natural
history book says this bird is rare and scarce in north and
east North America. It came to the poultry yards and
pounced down on a Plymouth Rock rooster, having him in
its talons when shot. The fowl escaped the charge of No. 6
shot and ran away. I have taken the hu-d to Kief, the
noted taxidermist, and had it mounted in fine shape. It
weighed Slbs. when shot. H. H. R.
[The goshawk is nowhere very common, yet

*

it is not
especially rare. It is distributed over northern North
America at least to the Rocky Mountains. It is one of the
most audacious and fierce of our hawks—one of the few
that is not regarded as useful.]
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IN IDAHO MdUNTAII^S.
Otte morning late in August the Major and I stepped out

into the deep, hot dust of an Idaho town. We looked oiit

on what can be .'^een in a hundred other frontier towns!
Straight away stretched the broad village street, beginning
in the prairies and losing itself again in the prairies. On
either side scattered, square-faced buildings. Here and there
a loitering man , red or white, a stray pony or two, and a
few swine were the only assurance of life, excepting of course
the saddled ponies which stood at the railing before the two
or three houses where by such token roulette, faro and
whisky might safely be inferred. The scent of sage was in
the air, and a pair of wheeling plover, questioning with sharp
cry the intruding train, made buoyant our hearts for the day
of freedom ahead. We were on the threshold of a trip into
the mountains for big game, and here we were to meet our
guide and a prearranged outfit; and John Hall, trapper, In-
dian fighter, deputy sheriff and guide, stepped forward to
greet us even as our eyes were noting what is already
told.

Typical of the characters developed in our Western coun-
try before railroads and immigration, Hall stood before us, a
man of forty-five years, his medium height cut down a trifle

by rheumatism; a restless, clear blue eye; grizzled, stiff

mustache: shiftless, easy speech, which had hardly out-
grown a Yankee drawl ; a pair of legs which were shambling
whether carrying him afoot, and equally when loosely flung
about his pony, toes straight out; a grin which seldom sub-
sided and often became a laugh, but never failed to disclose
the absence of front teeth. This man commended himself at
once as the survivor of rough experiences; and he was. As
a hoy of twenty, emigrant from the East, he started freight-
ing to the Black Hills. Shortly promoted to the shoes of a
massacred predecessor in the mail service between army
posts in the Sioux country, those amiable stoics scarred Mm
for life with their arrows. Next and ever since a trapper
and nomad, following the retreating frontier, the outer edge
of civilization has at length caught hitn and harnessed him
to her service as an oflQcer of law, where a gun is still as good
as a court precept in sustaining the law's majesty. But be-
hind this man were two entities, important as a true part of
Hall himself and because of the part they later took in our
adventures—two dogs, mother and son: Nell, a mongrel
collie, mature, demure, with knotted muscles and a quiet air
of experience which showed instantly the dog drilled to any
experience likely to come to a frontier dog; Jack, her son,
a bold, courageous young dog, spoiling for novelty and ex-
citement. "Jack," thought I, "you have not yet had your
baptism of porcupine quills."

In twenty-four hours our small caravan was headed for the
hills—eight ponies, two wagons, a teamster, a cook, Hall,
the Major and myself. The first camp was pitched in the
pines by a little pond, already possessed for the night by
great nu mbers of sprigtail and mallard. From their numbers
we levied toll enough to put off the day of salt pork famine.
Early the following morning we struck up the shoulder of
the first foothill, sending the team to a rendezvous agreed
on, and by noon were in the heights, where blacktail and elk
roam and fatten. Alas! we read the story of roaming Indian
hunters in the numerous tracks of unshod ponies, in the
smouldering camp-fires and burning forest, and in the scat-
tered game. Clearly we must pass through and beyond their
desolating path.

For four days we drove and an added daywe packed, until
on the evening of the fifth day we laid our burdens down at
the confluence of two streams, assured that the ruthless red
men had not yet worked their annual havoc in the country
about, although they came fast on our heels, as the future
disclosed.

During the few days just passed Hall showed us a trick in
the use of a collie dog which deserves commemoration.
Moving as we did along the ridges, there were often dis-
closed on the hillsides and in the narrow draws below us
patches of poplar and other cover, promising harborage for
game. Digressions through such cover were impossible, and
Hall was not a man to do unnecessary work. Out of just
such necessity, often before presented in his trips, John had
evolved an effective labor-saving plan, and his dogs were
part thereof, as you shall hear. He first found a
dislodged rock and summoned his eager dogs to his side.
They were persuaded easily, for they had come to look on
what was to foflow as a rare sport. Tipping the 50 or lOOlbs,
of stone over the hill's edge, the dogs were cried on to the
novel chase. Off they went, yelping in fall chase at the
heels of the revolving meteor. Fast and faster rushed the
wild, amazing chase, the stone bounding like a frightened
deer, loosening other stones in its career, and dogs and stones
beclouding with dust the hillside in the mad flight; Jack
especially snapping and yelping so close to the deadly mis-
sile that one's blood curdled in fear for his life. Finally all
would disappear into the "poples" and their course there-
after be traceable only by the path the stone cut in the
mowed trees. My astonishment at this unheard of method
of "hounding" deer so overcame me that at first I hardly
stopped to consider how effective a "beater up" the combina-
tion made, until at one trial there bounded out away from
the pursumg bedlam foui- blacktails, one of them carrying
as fine a head as ever sat on a mule deer stag. Thereafter
until poor .Jack got caught under this car of Juggernaut, I
restrained my mirth at the dusty comedy to save my streneth
and profit by Hall's wit, / ^

When camp was shaped for the night I shpped off to the
water's edge, partly for the company, partly to see the rieh
sunset reflections on its surface as the stream hurried on
toward the rainbow west, but shadowy forms in the still
water of a deep pool sent me hurrying for the hollow steel
rod which the Major had brought with him. At the first
cast of brown-hackle and miller I was fast to a trout. In
the next thirty mmutes I had stretched out on the sand five
fish, only one of which fell short of an even 21bs. in weight.
I confess with shame—and at times since with longing—that
I did not once again wet a line during our week's stay in the
camp.
On the next evenmg Hall and I sat ourselves at sunset by

a spring hole where ample evidence was of recent use by
deer and elk. The spot afforded full view of long stretches
of mountainside. Our horses grazed in the rich pasture at
the brow of a ridge a mile away. The sun was down, twi-
hght was not yet dim, and a quarter-full moon hung' free
from the hill toward which we faced. My attention was
caught by one of the horses which was separated from its
companion and was feeding across the stream from the
others and high up on the mountain. As we watched it
work slowly down the hillside, its lowered head and curious"
gait led to closer scrutiny. After puzding a little we turned
the glass on it aod discovered that our horse was bear aod

•
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his; bear too. headed down IiUl toward the beaver swale

along the river.

We started with coat tails flving to iniercept our "horse"
short of the willow thicket. It was a mile and a quarter to

traverse. Now, John had rheumatiem, as 1 have relat°d,

but he had besides incipient asthma. His rreakin? back
and gaspings for breath grew fainter to my ears as we raced
along. I missed them more and more as I drew rear the

point where we hoped to renew the shagey vi ion. There
seemed a lessening honor in "breasting the tape" first against

80 badly haodicanped a competitor. My chivnlry conquered,

and I tarried, permitting my appreciated friend John to

overtake me on its further shore.

Togethpr with faithful Nell we passed along a game trail

in the willows to an opening which again gave us full view
ahead. A quick survey showfd that the bear had just

dragged his or her drippine body over the stones on the

bani, and into the wlHow jungle. Nell, relu- tantly obe-

dient, followed in, but came hurrying back to refuge with
us.

I clo«ed the episode then and there by declining to di-'tuTb

ft bear big enough to be a horse, and a erizzly bear, as it later

pri/ved, which was within the shelter of a dense jungle, and
protected as well by the partial moor light; and I now
frankly say that my head was leveler than yours, my bold

xeader, who would have fought it out at close quarters for

tiie sake of glory.

1b another paper I will introduce other bears, and a story

•f how the Indian hunts elk—perhaps. TwraKLE.

QUAIL AT SEA.
Santa Catalina TsLAifc, Jan. 10 —Southern California

is indulging m self-congratulations, and with good reason.

I^ast winter the rain was much bflow the average, resulting in

a late and short season ; but this year nature has smil- d broadly

on the land. The first good lain came pourine down early

In November— nt arly 3in. in sime localities; sufficient to clear

the atmosphere, lay the dust and penetrate th*» ground for
1ft. or more. A few days later it cleared, leaving the lofty

p?ak8 white with snow, tne lower range with freshened ver-

dure.
In what seemed a few days indications of grefn appeared

along the by-ways and urustd streets ; gropes th-)t had not
been ploi'ghtd frr years took on a verdant look, the hills

caught the infection, and old bar'ey fi<-ln8 volunteered ard
sent up delicate ere«-n i-p'ruls. E^'h day th" color grew
and when the Wi»rm suu poured nuwu alter the cltarii g off

the alfllana made mt h rapid strides that soon the land, like

magic, had put on its win'er coat ot g ef-n.

In two we< ks another dtencbing liiia cime. and, for the

first time in several y ars, the Caiiforniatis claim, a ijpical

winter— a winter wh' n by I he 5 h of De' ember the country
presented the spp aranoe of a beautiful green lawn.
The beauty of this early winter is perhaps better apprecia-

ted at sea among the islands, especially at Santa Catalina.

Here the mountains rise like points of emeralds m a fetting

of azure, the water thnt ripples against their, base being a
rich and indescribable blue.

Approacbing the island from the mainland, it is seen to be
a mountain chain twenty-' wo miles in length cut by myriads
of cafions that wind down to the sea, outlined in darker
greens by the deep shadows ibat seem to lie restLss under
the constantly changing sunlight. There are no forests, and
few large tries; but the eastern sli pe is c<'vered with low
trees and shrubs, wild lilac, various oaks, wild cherry, sumac,
manzanita and others.

Santa Catalina is a natural game preserve, and when
stocked with deer and elk will present ideal conditions for
the sportsman. At present it abounds in quail, doves and
wild goats, which afford good sport. The little town of Ava-
lon, which lies on the scuthe astern shore on a placid bay, is

the headquarters of sportsmen. Here are the holeh and
cottages or the winter and summer visitors, the natural con-
ditions calling to mind San Remo.
At one of the Ijotels a score of sportsmen are discussing

quail shooting. Several have just returned from a eoat
hunt, and relate wonderful stories of };ame shot across deep
cafions, and veoturesome climbs along the precipitous wesiern
shores. They tell the newcomers that to find ihe best quad
country the upper island must be climbed, and the following
morning the horses are brought out and the bunt begins.
The trail leads directly back of Av-tlon. winding up the

sides of the cafion, every lurn revealing new attractions In
and out, facing deep canons where the descent is several
hundred feel sheer; now facing the sea or the distant and
interminable hills and mountains, the climb is slowly made,
finally ending at the summit, a broad, undulating plateau.
The horsemen walk to the edge and look away over the sea.

To the east lie the distant mountains of the Southern
Sierras, the h ftiest peaks capped- with snow and f^eemingly
banging in the air, while to the west is the limitless ocean,
with the flai-topped island of San Nicolas twenty miles
away.
Plunging down a little cafion the riders go; pushing

through patches of wild rose; now in the bed of a brook
beneath an arbor of willow. The horses stop and snort as a
roar/of wings suddenly breaks the stillness, and scores of
brown plumed forms go whirling over the brush into the
thick cov- r of the mountain side
The quail country has been reached, and not far beyond,

where the cafion widens out beneath ihe shadow of a range
of hills, is Eagle Camp, the mountain headquarters of sports-
men in the isle* of summer. Leaving the horses in the care
of the Mexican guide, the hunters were Foon walking down
Ihe cafion in the warm January sun. Mountains and bills
stretctied away on every side with no suspicion of the sea,
yet a mile away it lay, its saline odors blowing in to mingle
with the perfume of the island wild flowers.

The cafion or Middle Ranch, as it is called, gradually
widens our, carpeted with green, with here and there patches
of cactus and groups of trees. Along the stream grows a
hedge of willows, and breaking through the barrier the
mouth of a small diverging cafion was si en. Ten steps
through the chaparral and there rose on the air the welcome
notes of the quail, then across the green gorge a responsive
call.

Quail shooting in California differs somewhat from that of
the East. The moat successful method at Santa Catalina is

to move on the flock as quickly as possible, separate and
-then take the birds as they ii e This course was pursued,
and presently through the brush, in the midst of a cactus
patch, the flock could be seen. It was the oppo'tuni y of a
llfttime for the pot-hunter. The birds were standing per-
fectly still in attitudes of attention, listening to the warning
of the cock in the distant brush, who had doubtless seen the
enemy and was uttering his warning and defiance with all

his power. But the flock, in fancied security, stood 'a

moment and then began fee 'ing in the sand The males are

beaut ful little creaturea, with a jet black throat and white
stripes down the sides of the head, the brea ts gleaming
with an almost iridescent tint of blue, while from the top of

the bead rises a jaunty crest of eieht or ten ffeathers tbat are

enlarged at the upper end and incline forward. This orna-

ment is subject to great changes of position. When the

birds stop to listen it is cocked brav ly in the air, but when
they run it seems to drop forward in a languiil manner. The
crept of the hen is much smaPer and inconspicuou,?.

The little birds have all the decorative beauties of the

pheasants; the upper portion of thf abdomen being a rich

golden brown, the lower portion black, and each feather

richly col' red and edged with black. On the back of the

neck are numerous eye spots, while down the side of the

cheek are two pronounced white streaks—too choice and
beautiful a creature 10 shoot if one continues long in con-

templali n.

Very soon the notes of the cock changed to a short, sharp
call, which wan answered by the fijck. and then with a

sudden movement they ran, and the hunters, guns ready,

rushed into th^ open E-r-r-r-r! came the roar of wings,
and scores of dark meteors si era* d shooting- through the

air, plunging ioto the brush which lined the canon; while
othfrs rose over the green slopes as though over a rising sea

and dipappean d. It was then that the guns look them right

and left, the frightened birds scattering in every direction.

Some turned and flew into the lowlands behind the sports-

men, others flew hither into the rangi^. Skirting the ridge,

some on one side and some on the other, the hunters picked
up the individual birds, which rose sometimes almost under-
foot, darting away wilh marvelou'! rapinity.

It was difhnult to find the quail in the brush, and when
well scattered «nd they were ri ing rapidly there was alwavs
the temptation to drop several if occasion offered before the

first was secured. Retrieving was impossible in such a

place and dogs are not employed.
^

One by one the birds were started and finally the flock was
driven into another canon; later thef were seen to rise, a
faint black cloud, skim over a gi'een' divide, for a single sec-

ond hover in the air and then drop out of sight b hind the

barrier o^ green. Up the canon the sportsnjen slowly fol-

lowed, starting the buebir'^s that plunged down into the

green aby.^s wiih discordant cri s, until the ridge was
reached. A long steep slooe extended down to ihe oc an,

rur, here and there with canons, into one of which ihe birds

had gone.
The afternoon fog in fleecy ma?ses was sweeping in, blow-

ing up the cnflon, where it was rapidly broken up. Up
through the mist came the roar ot the waves as they broke
sullenly on the rocks a thousand feet below, while now and
then the harsh barii of sea lio-^s told of the herd below.

Taking <ine of the many zigzag trails which the goats bad
cut, the hunters entered the bru h that hf recovered the slope.

Presently out of the depths were heard the notes of a male
q'jail, and further on the answtring call.

The birds had joined other bird^i and soon tbey began to

rise all about, the sharp crack of the guns reverberating

down the cafion, starling others.

Late in the day, with well-flUed basrs, the quail hunters re-

turned to Eagle Camp, fully agreed that uownere had they
found fo novel a quail couijtry as this uniciue island, where
the winttr has all the agreeable features of a summer.

Catalina.

A FRONTIER INCIDENT,
I NEVER expected to write this story for various reasons,

but a man who lives in the East asked me to tell some-
thing about the frontier life of twenty years ago, and so I
will tell eometbing that is very vivid to me, fur I can re-

member the day as if it were yesterday, and it happened
in 1873.

I went to Colorado in 72, and formed a kind of part-

nership with a man on Trinchara Creek, thirty miles east

of Trinidad. The spring of 73 came, and I concluded to

buy cattle and stay there. About the 1st of June Texas
Allen landed a bunch of cattle on the West Carriso, feirty

miles east f)f the Trinchara. The Cheyennes had broken
out from Camp Supply, Indian Territory, and came west,

killing ranchmen wheu they could catch them, whicu was
seldom; for they ran when they could and fought when
cornered in a cheerful way, which must have been dis-

couraging to a respectable Indian gentleman who was out

after hair.

My partner was gone to Pueblo, and New York and I

were alone on the ranch. York was a nice boy, twenty-one
years old. His real name was Addison J. VVhitnian, and
he now lives somewhere in Colorado. He ha^d been in

Texas and Colorado for three years, always on the frontier,

and was able to take good care of himself tm all occasions.

Prom what I have seen of him t think he enjoyed fight-

ing. Now, I don't and never did, and I always try not to

be there the day the war comes ofl", but I have been un-
lucky all my life in that respect. I went to Colorado for

my health and not to associate with Indians or rude
people.

Evj^ry few days we heard a new Indian story and knew
that there must be several small bands near us, but we saw
none, and finally one morning York said, "Let's go to

Carriso and see those cattle. I don't think that we'll see

any Indians;" and so we started early one morning. We
were mounted on two little Texas stallions that were tough
and fast. York had a Spencer carbine, .56cal., and foriy-

two cartridges. I had a Sharps .45-70 and only had ten

shells loaded, but I thought that was plenty. It was a
lovely day, anel we rode slowly along the Bufialo Road,
so called because it was made by the Mexicans, who went
east every year to hunt buffalo.

After we had gone eighteen miles I saw something that

looked like some crows flying low just over a ridge about
two miles away. They did not look jusf right, and so I

tried the field glass on them. It was the heads of five In-

dians who were riding to cut us off, I passed the glass to

York, and he looked. "Shall we go ahead or shall we turn
back?" said I. It was safe to turn back, but we were boys,

and so we decided to make a run for Chagnau Canon, anti

then make a stand if we had to. The Indians had to make
three miles to our two to cut us off, and we commenced to

lope our horses. Faster and faster we went, and then we
fool boys haei a horse race then and there, and forgot the
Indians till after I had beaten York's horse badly, and he
yelled to me to slow up. We galloped across the e^afion

side by side on panting ponies, and here came the Ineiians

behind us, strung out and coming at a run. They were a

mile away, but we had run our horses almost down,
There was a little mound on level prairie just after we'

crossed the canon, with a patch of scrub oaks on it that
was about .30ft. in diameter. "We must make a stand
here," said York. So we rode into the brush, dismounted,
bol)bled and tied our horses in the center of the patch and
crawled to the edge. The scrub oak was nothing but
bushes, not high enough to conceal our horses entirely.

The Indians could see their heads and the horns and
cantles of the saddles showed. They saw where we were
and circled south and then east; but they kept about
400yds. away. I suppose they thought that we wanted
to go east, and that they had cut us olf. I had a good look
at them as they passed us on the south. There were three

that looked like young men, and one old fellow that had a
niuzzleloatling rifle. The fifth did not look like an In-

dian. He was yellow, and had short hair that I think was
kinky. All wore moccasins and leggings. Four wore
blankets and dropped them when they commenced fight-

ing us, and their copper skins shone as if they were
grease. They had long hair that floated in the wind as

they rode fast. The other fellow had a shirt and an old
blue coat. When they charged us he swore at us in Eng-
lish. The others howled. They were all mounted on
little thin hammer-headed Indian ponies, but they ran
better than they looked. They only had three guns; two
were rim-fire Henry's, and one was a muzzleloader. When
they hollered they "made me terrified. It's the worst and
most savage noise I ever heard, and now I felt that the)''

would get us sure. 1 wished I had loaded more cartridges.

I wished 1 had stayed in Hartford, Conn. I thought how
much nicer it was to read a dime novel about Indians
than to be where I was.

I told York some of these things and he laughed at me,
and said; "See me take that big buck next time he rides

past us and cuts up his fool monkey shines." The Indian
was circling around us, lying on the side of his horse away
from us, and' had' cracked away at us several times. The
next tihie he came past York cracked awaiy three times at

him, and the last shot hit the horse in the neck. Dowm
he came and the Indiatv turned several somersaulls, struck

the ground hard, bounded up, and ran off on foot. Theru
the four others charged us. and I ha-d to shoot. II did my
best, and Yeirk keft banging away;; and though a good!

many arrows came whist ing close to us, and I heard the
purr of several balls, they did not touch us, and we made'
it so hot for them that they turned' and rode off, but we'

did not touch them either.

Then they got together at about half a mile away and
consulted and I plunked a ball right through the bunch
and they seattered like a flock of quail, and I had only five-

cartridges left. Then they separated and came up on all

sides, and when we had made them go back I had only
two cartridges left. I told York that the next m-an I fired

at should not be over 20yd8. I told York also that I knew
we would both be killed, and he said he knew better, and'

said he liked it. But he didn't.

The wounded pony had got up and was eating grass.

He had a hole through his neck that I could see through,

where York had hitliim. Pretty soon an Indian ran in

and drove him away, but he was weak and reeled as he
went, and York shot twice at the buck, but did not touch-

him. They got the saddle off the horse, two got on one-

horse, and they all rode away toward the southwest. I

don't know why they quit us, but they did.

We soon mounted our horses and rode east at a slow
lope, and York told me not to say anything about the
fight when we got to camp, for he was ashamed of our
shooting and besides the Texans might say we were liars.

I did not feel a bit good till we gfjt to Texas Allen's camp
and found twenty cowmen well armed, and then all was
well. But I have never been without fifty loaded car-

tridges'since then.
This is a dry tale and seems not well worth telling, but,,

my boy, if you had been there and beard those gentlemen
yell I "don't believe you would have liked it any better

than I did. W. J. IX

WOLVES AND COYOTES.
Brooklyn.—In days long gone by I have watched the-

large gray Avolves that follow bands of buffalo, and their-

actions while on the move so closely resemble the fashion

of a war party of wild Indians marching across the breaks

of a rolling prairie country that the sight has more than
once afforded me entertainment. There was little amuse-

ment, however, in watching a war party, but more of con-

cern and anxiety.

The wolf will trot along the sheltered edge of a ridge or-

swell of land, pausing now and then to peer about him and-

survey the country, his companions meanwhile (and I have-

seen them in packs of fifty or more) trotting noiselessly on
in advance, Avith uplifted heads in movement of wild grace-

that was significant of the roving habit, fixed with the re-

morseless craving to satisfy the inner wolf.

The "Okshena Dutas"—red boysof the plains—imitative-

by instinct, utilize professionally the sly proclivities of the.

wolf, fox and panther.

I once came suddenly upon two gray wolves at a buffalo-

carcass. They instantly broke away in opposite directions,,

paused a moment at the exact distance to take a wild look-

at me, then disappeared in the gulches.

At anoth-r time we were pursuing "bad" Indians, whO'

had counted roup on Custer and his men. The pursuit had'

reached the Yellowstone River, and Bull Eagle, with most

of his tribe, was on the opposite side. Our half-breed in-

terpreter, Billy, had managed to parley with three or four-

wild-eyed Sioux braves, who had been hanging on the

flank of the column, and three of us rode up in a friendly

way toward them. In response to Billy's promises they

waited for us, but when we were almost close enough to

shake hands the wnid instinct of the savage nature, never

in repose, flashed out on a sudden, and they broke away in

the same manner as the wolves, only they kept their eyes

on us as their swill ponies carried them away. Our com-

mander was a Utile bit mad, thinking an important con-

ference had been interrupted; but it turned out all right.

At that day—1876—wolves had become very scarce in

Montana, and, as a consequence, the buffalo and other

game increased in numbers. In the few years that fol-

lowed the cessation of active hostilities, the buffalo bad dis-
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appeared before the accurate aim of the professional skin
hunters, who came into that country from the South.

It is in stormy weaiher that the wolf appears to be in hie
^l^thfent; the uhekrtbly chorus, ringing all the changes of
the gamut, startles the hunter in cainp or the traveler by
night. A wolf delights in getting on some point of rock ih

a storm and howling in uaiSon with thp blast that sweeps
through the gulches or canong of thfe foothills. The wild
dogs that infest Indian camps howl in chorus like thfe

wolves, and it requires an expert to distinguish between
the two.
About twenty-two years ago Flat Willow Creek, which

runs south of the Judith Basin, Montana, into the Mupsel-
shell, was a pretty wild-looking country. AVe pitched
camp there one winter's day in a very respectable and
commodious-looking Sioux war house, built, tepee fashion,

of dry poles and chinked fairly tight with broken slabs

and sticks of cdttonwood. Wewere after wolves, foxes and
beaver*

In the afternoon 1 sallied out by myself totake a look at

the country. Before me were the dark gnlches of the
Musselshell, topjjed by cedar-covered.buttes that looked far

dvvay toward the YelloM'Stone. Crossing some little prairies

aiid creeks, I came to a flat that-had once been the home Of

d village df prairie dogs, and ori a rise beyohd it 1 saw a
buffalo cow standing alone..

I maneuvered for some time to get close enough for a
shot. When I looked again the cow had lain down. The
point was rather difficuJt of approach, and I was crawling
along low ground, when I saw two large wolves trot up to

the cow in feint of attack, the cow gettiiig up and lowering
her head to repel them. It was then that I saw she was
lame in one leg. The wolves sat down in the most impu-
dent way and watched her. I presume these wolves had
followed the cow some distance.

After a while they left the cow and trotted around to

where T was partly concealed, and surveyed me with great

curiosity from several points, coming Avithin 15yds. or

nearer. I made no move for fear of disturbing the cow. I

did not care about the wolves, although they were about
as large as any I had seen. I have never heard of wolves
attackmg people in the Northwest. They soon left me and
returned to the cow, and edging a little closer I pulled up
my .44 Winchester and shot the cow back of the shoulder.

She fell a short distance off, and approaching I saw, about
100yds. away, some standing, some sitting, about twenty or

more large wolves.
They formed a very pretty picture on the gray prairie,

that was almost wind-swept of snow. They were not the

dirty gray buffalo wolf, but seemed to be more of the tim-

ber species, with tawny markings, some approaching to

creamy white. What surprised me was their utter uncon-
cern as I came into view. They were lined up in a row, as

if they had been bidden to a feast, and were not particular

as to the manner in which it was served. I proceeded to

satisfy them. Laying my gun and belt on the ground, I

di.semboweled the cow, cut and slashed the meat in the
usual way, and loaded the carcass with about three-eighths

of an ounce of strychnia. My audience took an unusual in-

terest in the work of preparing this bait, but .scarcely moved
from their first position.

I surmised that this was not the first time they had
posed as spectators of a meat-carving diversion, and that

they had probably foUowed the Indians on a buffalo hunt.

Though uninvited guests, 1 felt that their appreciation

should not pass unrewarded. When I had finished cutting

up the buffalo I gathered my gun and belt and retiredfrom
the scene as I came.
A day or two later as we rode that way their beautiful

carcasses covered the prairie, and we secured twenty-two
fine pelts, L. S. Kelly.

Maine.— I am greatly pleased with the recent papers
treating of the wolf and coyote, and hope for many more
such. 1 have had but a comi^aratively small experience
with the vermin, and that in the dim past; but these
articles call up the scenes so vividly that I cannot resist

the desire to recount it.

From earliest recollection the howling ofthe big gray wolf
was occasionally heard on winter's nights in the back set-

tlements where I was living in Vermont, although at that

time their number had dwindled, but there were still

enough to cause considerable loss of small stock, and to

cause much anxiety to foot travelers by night. I saw my
first wolf in a trap that I had set for foxes. I was out on a
look at traps ere it was fairly daylight, and at the first trap
I saw what I took to be a large dog, as it lay curled up in

the shade of some brush. I had taken one dog that gave
me great trouble to release with safety to niyself, not caring
to dispatch it. On this occasion I crept up, guarding myself
with a forked sapling. I wondered at hislying so still, never
moving a muscle or looking up, but on getting near there
came to the nose a smell so rank that I instantly recalled

what I had heard said about the wolf I stepped back and
pried his head up and got one furtive glance from his eye,
and then knew my quarry and released him in a manner
I had not intended for a dog. Several years later, in the
.same section, I shot a wolf that was chasing a hound. It

was close up and had gashed the sides and rump of the
hound, which was giving vent to the most agonizing yelps.

Why the wolf had not killed the hound, as he was quite
able to do, was curious; he just seemed to be torturing it as
a cat will a mouse. The hound, seeing me, approached
seemingly for safety, and seeing me a little later the wolf
faltered, so that the space between enabled me to clear the
hound with the charge of coarse shot that laid out his pur-
suer.

My next experience with wolves was in Maine forty
odd years ago. With two companions I moved to the
vicinity of Moosehead Lake. It was in September, and
before pitching on a place for the ensuing season's trap-
ping we decided to have a whirl with the moose, which
were as "thick as spatter" then. Joe Morris, father of the
guide, Charles Morris, lately so prominent before the pub-
lic, entertained us a couple of days at his snug camp at
the foot of the Northeast Carry on the West Branch of the
Penobscot, and directed us to Lobster Lake as a good spot.
I shot a calf moose on Lobster dead water and took along
the hindquarters, camping the same night at the head of
the lake. We turned up the birch and spread blankets
ready to turn in ere it was sunset, for we were dead tired.
Just then a wolf howl was started in the direction of
Katahdin, which was immediately answered from a quar-
ter far away. Soon there was howling apparently from
scores of the bruteSj and all seemed centering upon us and

fast approaching. We discuBsed the situation nervously,
our skins goose-fleshing, I remember. As the brutes came
together on the low bank, where a deep moose path led
away to "Little Lobster," not more than ten rods from our
position, in a huddle and plainly enough to aim at, we sent
ih a volley from two rifles and a Queen's arm loaded with
buckshot. We had gotten the canoe into the water for a
hasty departure in Case oUr shots did not disperse them.
The ho\ii'Hhg ceased, but the snapping ofjaws, the snarling
and crunching of bones, Was quite as disturbing. It was
not long, however, until all was again quiet, when we
made all snug again for the night and turned in. Next
morning by daylight we visited the spot. The pucker,
brush and moss was trodden down for several rods, with
flecks of blood and a quantity of hair, but never a bone or
bit of remnant.
The number killed and wounded we could only conjec-

tui e, and I dare say it amounted to six or eight; enough at
least to satisfy those living for the time.

I have had less intimate acquaintance with the coyote.
Fifty years ago Uncle Sam had a scrap with Santa Anna
down in Mexico, in which I joined, carrying a Springfield
flintlock in case it was needed. At Vera Cruz we found
the coyotes most plentiful. There during the vomito sea-
son the coyotes held high carnival on the dead soldiers.

A ttench was opened every morning for the dead, which
were but slightly covered, and soon as night shut down an
army of coyotes commenced their gruesome feast. Ere day-
light all }iad departed to the sandhills and chaparrah A
visit to the trencll disclosed what would have beeh a sick-

ening sight to a tenderfoot. Arms and legs were exposed,
stripped of flesh, and bodies in many instances dragged out,

some reduced to skeletons; and this was ofnightly occurrence.
On several occasions when on guard I was surrounded
by large droves of the brutes. Often they approached
in a solid mass within a few paces, snapping and snarling,
thirsting for my blood, but too cowardly to strike. There
was a constant flashing of heat lightning, giving the yel-
lowish-white brutes a ghostly look. I was not afraid, but
kept them stirring pretty lively. And how I did want to
unhitch on the crowd with the load of lead, one bullet and
three buckshot; but that was not in the play. I did, how-
ever, on one occasion take a rise out ofthem when I hurled
my musket with fixed bayonet as a lance, when it found a
lodgment in one, and came near getting me into trouble
by losing the bayonet, it having been wrenched off in the
brute's struggles and carried away; but the rest of the pack
saved it by devouring the maimed one then and there, and
the weapon was found at my daylight return to post.

Allegash.

THE WILD ANIMAL INSTINCT
DIRECTION.

OF

How do our migratory birds know north from east, and
south from "nor'-nor'west, two points west," in a strange
country on a cloudy day or in a dark night?

Evidently they do—at least as a general rule. Occasion-
ally one may get lost. I have heard of such, but I have
never yet seen a wildfowl of any of the migratory species
which' did not appeal- to know the direction in which to go
in order to reach its next place of habitation quite as well aa
I knew the road to mine.

I have for many years watched such birds when on their
regular flights. 1 have seen them arrive and depart in angu-
lai-shaped battalions, sometimes stopping, sometimes not.
When they stopped, their action in stopping showed no ca-
price. They stopped just as if that was a regular stopping
place on a predetermined line of travel ; and when they left,

after feeding and resting for a day or a week, more or less,'

I could see no more signs of hesitancy as to which way they
would go than I have felt myself when, at the end of a day's
shootii g, the bait-bottle got empty, the shadows grew long,
and nightfall was at hand.

Is there anything in human experience which tends to
throw light on this question? Lft us see.

Occabionally while traveling, like Job's satan, "to and fro
in the earth," 1 have ended a day's journey after dark at a
place 1 never visited before. Invariably in the morning,
fcven thougti it be cloudy or before sunrise, I instinctivelv
and often unconsciously lix 'n my own mind the points of
compass. This is north, and yonder is east, the place or
direction of sunrise, provided the sun retains the good habits
which characterized his movements the last time I saw him
And generally 1 get it right, though if I were called on to
explfiin the reason I could not for the life of me tell how or
why. But sometimes 1 get it wrong, and when it is wrong
the impression or conclusion thus instinctively formed is as
lasting and as ineradicable as if it were right. I never in
such a case can get tlie points of compass straight without
stopping to think.

To illustrate: About ten years ago I became a member of
a shoiiiiog club away up in central Wisconsin. On my first
trip there I arnved at the club house by wagon about 10
P. M. on a starless and moonless night. In the morning I
was out on the club house porch before sunrise, and while
lookiog out across a small lake which was covered with
quacking, swearing ducks, it took me only about ten seconds
by the watch to decide in my own mind that I was looking
due west. The lact was that it was due south; and though
I have shot on those waters two and three times a year from
that day to tiis, when I am there south to me is west, and
the sun invariably rises not near the western terminus of
the Atlantic cable, as it ought, but somewhere a little east
of the center of the arch of the aurora borealis. And when
my vigUant and watchful guide whispers "Mark west " to
warn me of a bird coming from that direction. I invariably
look somewhere which isn't west, and the bird don't stop
Sad, isn't it?

Now, all this leads me to suggest that probably our bar-
barous ancestors of some thousands of years ago—say along
back toward the glacial period, or possibly earlier—had this
instinct of direction well cultivated and developed- if not as
much so as the migratory animals, as least sufficiently to
enable them to follow with certainty any predetermined point
of compass wititout any necessary reference to landmarks or
skymarks; that they could fix their points of compass any-
where and at any time—on the tundra of Siberia the
steppes of Russia, the prahies of America, or in the forests
of darkest Africa. But in the rise and growth of civiliza-
tion, with compasses, charts, maps and weather vanps with
roads, streets and fences laid out and located in defined di-
rections, with rivers and trout streams whose every curve is
plotted and labeled, with known landmarks always in siffht
man has little use for and seldom has occasion to use the
instinct of difection. He has ceased tb aaltime it and is

gradually losing it. What is left is simply the residual re-
mains of an oM instinct for which he now has but little nse,
and which, being seldom used, has lost its infallibility.

Now that this faculty of unconsciously trying to fix pmnts
of compass is an instinct, and not a matter of reason or judg-
ment, will appear from a single consideration.
An error of judgment, once corrected, is dropped, and

ceases to be an element of control in respect of one's actions.
The original error disappears, except as a recollection, and
the mind is thereafter guided in its vohtions by the correct
facts. But when a man gets wrong on his points of com-
pass, no amount of correction will ever eradicate from his
mind the erroneous impressions formed. He may learn, as
a matter of fact, that he is wrong, but the instinctively
formed error will never depart from him. And this is just
where an error of instinct seems to dilfer from an error of
judgment. Some different principle of mental operation
seems to be involved.
Now my next suggestion is this

:

That the migratory anima's have always retained and still

possess this instinct of direction which civilized man has
almost wholly lost. If so, then which way to go when on a
migration is not with them a matter of judgment or observa-
tion, but of instinct. They probably h-ave no more hesitancy
about the direction of their migration than a honey bee has
as to the shape of its cell. And, by the way, the honey bee
shows a like instinct of direction, when, after flying here and
there, zigzag, back and forth, every which way, over several
miles of territory in gathering plunder from "the flowers, it

will, when loaded, strike a "bee line" for its hive. So the
seals -Will go through the unmarked', traickless watefs of the
Pacific for a thousand mile*? or more, and pu\l up at the
Pribylov Islands with as mach accuracy as an ocean liner.,

So also with the carrier pigeons. And aay one who has tried
to lose a worthless dog or an obnoxious cat by sending it off
miles from home, shut up, sightless, in a hag or basket, has
satisfied himself on fl.nding it back home the next day that
its instinct of direction was too much for him.
From all which and sundry other considerations, I am

strongly inclined to the view that all animals have an instinct
of direction and locality by which they are unconsciously
guided in their ordinary movements—that the migratory
birds, when the time comes for a migration, do not have to
stop and think which way they will go . They just get up
and go, and unless misled by influences they are not familiar
with, as the glare of a lighthouse lamp, they never mnke a
mistake or get lost They may be frightened and become
confused, as by being frequently sbot at, but once "beyond
the danger line," their instincts regain control and they will
resume their journey in a direct line for their ultimate
destination, and that too without stopping to think which is

the right way.
The actions of some animals, particularly ducks and bees,

would suggest the possibility that this instinct of direction
operates most readily when the animal is disassociated so far
as may be from Ucal surroundings^ in other words, that
landmarks are a hindrance rather than an aid in getting the
right direction. The honey bee, when ready to return to its

hive, rises some distance from the ground, and after swinging
around two or three times, usually in rapid and apparently
angry fliglit, it strikes its course and is off like a bullet. The
earner pigeon is said often to act in the same way. So far
as we can judge, both the bee and the carrier pigeon take
their course without guidance from local surroundings, for
they act just the same way in localities they never saw be-

fore as where they are perfectly at home.
The same habit prevails among many of the wild ducks,

when, after feeding and resting, they resume their migratory
flight, they commonly rise high and for a few minutes or
seconds soar around, gradually gathering in flocks of some
size, strike their course and go. From these facts I infer
that their guiding instincts work best and more freely when
local landmarks are left partially "out of sight."

But possibly all this is bosh, but I do not think so. Who
knows? ShaganOss.
PlTTSBUBG, Pa.

A Horned Cow Elk.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Apropos of the discussion coricerning hornless bucks, I

send you a sketch that I made from life in Paris last De-
cember. It represents a double, semi-antlered, female
elk, The history of the specimen I do not know, but I

DOUBLE SEMI-ANTIjBRED COW ELK.

In the Jardin des Plantes, Paris. Drawn from life byJE. S.Thompson

saw her many times in the Jardin des Plantes. On the
right side of her head there is no trace of an antler; on
her left are two small but perfectly distinct antlers. She
is a large, well-formed animal, and in all respects other
than the possession of antlers is all that a model doe elk
ought to be. Ernest Seton Thompson.
Sloat Hall, Tappan, N. Y.

Pelican in Nioj^ara River,

LocKPORT, N. Y., Feb. 8.—On Nov. 5, 1894, an Ameriean
white peliean (Pelicanus erythrorhnchm) was taken in,

Niagara River near Buffalo and mounted by taxidermist
Grieb. Mr. James Savage, of Buffalo, reported the above
to me in February following, and also sent me the wishbone
taken from the specimen. J. L. Da^sOK.
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Owls and Crame Birds.

Owi-s have played sad havoc with the .eame birds of this

section during the last two moEths. In the district of

Saanach scarcely a pheasant is left, and in that district over

100 owls have been killed. In this city and district fully 200
Lave paid the penalty for their marauding instiact, and 500

would be a low estimate for the number of owls killed on
Vancouver Island alone.

From the east coast and southern mainland and from the

neighboring State of Washington come the same reports of

devastation. Owls have simply swooped down on the land

like an army of locusts, and are devouring everything in

their way, pheasants, grouse, quail and domestic fowl, and
even house cats, very unlikely subjects for owls to tackle,

but two well-proven charges for this crime are against these

prowlers in this city.

In this army of invasion some half dozen species are

represented, but the one most in evidence is the dusky horned
owl {Bubo mrginianus saturatus).

Sportsmen of course have been waging a war of exter-

mination, and the number killed for the whole Province
would probably reach 1,000.

The question is now, what brought this army here? In-

dians and wise old men predicted a cold winter, but these

predictions have fallen far short of the truth. In fact, the

winter has been extremely mild, and at the present writing

flowers are in bloom in the gardens. Cold weather may
have driven these birds down from their northern homes, but

it does not follow that cold weather is going to follow them.
This influx, however, is in my experience unprecedented.

John Fannin.
Vjctobia, B. C, Jan. 18.

How does the Flying-Fish Fly?

Ediim' Forest and Stream;
Your correspondent, Mr. Harry Higgins, who writes so

intere-stingly of the flying-fish in your issue of the 13th inst.,

has evidently had unusual opportunities for observing the

movements of this fish while it is in the air. Having seen it

only from the deck of a steamer, I have never been able to

determine to my own satisfaction the exact manner in which
the pectoral fins are employed after the fish leaves the water.

It is my impression, however, that they are used as para-

chutes, not as wings, and that whatever movement occurs
in them is a fluttering vibration due to the resistance of the

air. In extended "flights" the flsh apparently derives fresh

motive power by striking the crest of the wave with its tail;

it also usually seems to leave the water from the face of a
wave. It has been my experience, therefore, that in calm
weather, when the sea is smooth, comparatively few flyingr

fish are seen, and that they sail but a short distance; whereas
when the sea is at all rough flving-flsh are far more numerous
and their "flights' ' are much longer.

Doubtless your correspondent can give us some valuable
information on this subject, and I should also be glad to have
him describe the "croaking" note of the peHcan, to which
he refers. Frank M. CHAPMAsr.
Ameeican MusEtiM OF NATDHAii HisTOH?:, New York City, Teb. 10.

Briinnich's Morres in Northern and Western
New York.

LocEPOKT, ]Sr. Y., Feb 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
As the occurrence of Brlinnich's murres {Urki lormia)

is bping noticed in your columns, I will add what little in-

formation I have on the subject.

Two years ago I received a letter from Mr. George Sheley,
a young man residing on Red Lake, in the town of Theresa,
Jefferson county, N. Y., in which he stated that "on Nov. 8,

1894, he had killed four queer-looking ducks," and on de-
scribing them said "that their bills were black and the shape
of crows' bills." I wrote him that his ducks were undoubt-
edly mm-res, but that I had never known them to occur so
far inland, and asked him to send me one of the heads and
feet. He did so. and also a pair of wings. I readily identi-

fied them as of Brtinnich's murres. About this time I re-

ceived a call from Mr. James Savage, of Buffalo, who in-

formed me that three Brilnnich's murres were taken on
Jfiagara Eiver on Dec. 9, 1894, and a short time since I re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Savage saying that on Dec. 19 last

five birds of this species were taken near Buffalo. Two
years ago I also saw three specimen skins of this species
taken on Lake Ontario, in Orleans county. The first Buf-
falo record of Mr. Savage, I think, is the earliest reported of

this species in western New York. J L. Datison.

The Woodcock's Whistle.

Editor Forest a7id Stream:
I have read many articles in Forebt and Stream con-

cerning the woodcock's whistle, and writers differ in regard
to the manner of producing it. Harris No. 1 has made a
recent ^est by holding the bird up by the bill, while Harris
No. 3 says it comes from the throat. Like the Harrises, I
too was desirous of knowing and took a wing-tipped bird
home to make a thorough test; but 1 only found him to utter
a quack, as Harris No. 2 described; and was almost as igno-
rant as when I commenced my investigation until August
came and the birds were moulting. I was very much sur-
prised to find a bird which flushed with a whir and no
whistle at all ; others in flusliing would whistle for 20 or
80ft. and then stop; still others uttered no sound during
their short periods of flight. Now, if the whistle was made
by the rotary movement of the wings, as Harris No. 1 de-
scribes, how could the woodcock stop whistling while on the
wing? No singing bird will sing while moulting, ncithfr
will a woodcock whistle, so by this observation I am con-
vinced that the woodcock utters a quack, as Harris No. 3
describes, in starting, and then the rotary movement of the
wings increases it to a roll, which makes that beautiful
whistle that every true sportsman loves to hear.

Ta;s:ii)ERmist,
Pennstlyania.

Birds Winter Visitants.

Report from Framingham, Middlesex county. Mass , to

Feb. 5, records: No redpolls, no grosbeaks, nosnowflakes, one
snowy owl, two goshawks. The season is remarkable for
the abundance of this last species. Notices of its presence
are coming in from various parts of New England. I
Should say twenty at least have been shot in eastern Massa-
chusetts. It is about fifteen years since I have had it re-

ported in this vicinity. A flight similar to this is stated to
have occurred in I860. F. 0. B.

^ijg md ^m.

DECOY STORIES.— I.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
My reputation for veracity among iny fellow sportsmen
has been seriously impaired, if not entirely destroyed, by
my insisting upon the truth of the following experience
that be'fell me last Thanksgiving Day: My boy of fifteen

and myself were indulging in a few days' outing at a little

club liouse on the Potomac a short distance below old Gun-
ston Hall. The weather was fine, in fact, too fine for our
purposes, as we were after ducks. Early in the morning
we put out, oft' the old historic Hallowing Point, dear to

-many duck hunters, about forty new wooden decoys, as
handsome as I ever saw, and then took our positions in
the blind, full of those feelings of exhilaration and expect-
ancy which all true sportsmen are bound to feel in some
degree, even when all favorable conditions for sport are
dead against them. After a few hours' waiting in came a
bird, which my boy knocked down prettily and with much
enthusiasm retrieved, but which proved to his disgust to

be nothing but an old merganser, or saw-bill, known in
these parts as a "fisherman," a bird, I need hardly add, of
large size and of beautiful plumage, but absolutely unfit for

the table.

The incident over, we waited and waited, with no results

until finally, leaving the decoys in position, we went back
to the club house, prepared and ate a luncheon, and then
took a stroll back into the woods and fields on a tour of
inspection, when, finding our heavy clothes rather oppres-
sive under the sun's rays, we concluded to return to the
blind, where we were sure to find it more comfortable be-
cause of the light breeze that was coming over the water.
On arriving at the blind, we noticed that one ofthe decoys
was positioned some 25 or 30yds. from the others. My
first thought was that it was adrift, and I was about putting
out in the skis' to recover it when I noticed that it did
not change lits position, although the tide was running
quite briskly. Could it have floated off and become again
caught? Could it have dragged its anchor that long dis-

tance while the others remained undisturbed? These and
other theories were being discussed by us, when suddenly
over our heads from behind there passed a dark shadow,
which on our looking up proved to be made by a large
eagle, and as we gazed upon him he sailed out over the
straggler decoy about which we had been solicitous, poised
himself for an instant, and then settled down suddenly,
and with outstretched talons grasped the poor, helpless
wooden thing and rose with it until the leaden anchor
showed at the surface of the water, when for some reason,
perhaps because of the discovery of his mistake or because
of the sudden and unexpected increase in the weight of
his burden, this king of birds dropped his quarry into the
water with a splash and scuttled across the river as though
to keep a suddenly remembered appointment.
When we had partly recovered from our astonishment

my boy remarked, "'^''ell, if that isn't a pretty bird for a
national emblem! What a fool!" while I could only ex-
press my admiration for the discernment and good taste
ofmy excellent friend John P. (thorough sportsman as he is)

in selecting such life-like deceivers for his fall campaign.
It is mainly because this selfsame John has once or

twice looked curiously at me while hearing me recount
this adventure to others that I have been moved to ad-
dress this communication to you, in the hope that some
one of your many readers may have had a similar experi-
ence, which he will kindly relate in your columns, and
thus bring my narrative within the bounds of what most
ofmy friends would claim to be reasonable probability.

Melville Church.

SHOOTING MALLARDS IN ICE HOLES.
Late in the fall or very early in the spring very excellent

shooting may be had at times in ice holes. These holes are
found in running water, or at what are generally known as
air holes. When the weather has been cold and prairie
ponds are frozen, driving the ducks from open land to tim-
ber, naturally at this time they seek water wherever it may
be found. They fly through the timber and over the trees
in constant search for open water—places where gxperience
had heretofore taught them that water and feed could be
found in plenty. Their flight is slow, their search thorough,
and they are not unrewarded, for they find a spot where
water may be had.
When they find a place like this they alight in great num-

bers. The quantity lighting in the hole depends on the num-
ber of them coming. This hole, like an omnibus, always
has room for one more. After the hole is filled they become
generous, and wishing to make room for fresh arrivals, they
crawl out and sit on the ice, quacking vigorously, or with
craws distended with corn, fruits of the last overland trip,

sit on the ice pruning themselves and sleeping the time
away. Their loud calls vibrate and course through the still

woods, carrying welcome music to the alert ears of the
hunter.
He marks the direction, and stealthily proceeds to locate

them. Then some noisy duck, having partaken too freely of
corn, and feeling the effects of its fermentation, raises her
voice so loudly that he marks the spot where they are locat-
ed. He shows his open palm to his dog, and thus conveys
to him warning for great caution. The dog understands
this signal and crouches close to ' the earth. Those two
Jriends stand silently behind a projecting tree, the hunter
debating in his mind whether to step boldly out and rout the
birds or attempt by crawling to get a sitting shot. He de-
cides on tlie former, and when he steps out in open sight is

seen^ and with a grand roar that fills the woods with its vol-
ume the tjirds arise in fright, and in pairs and flocks, both
great and small, fly away. The dog looks askance at his
master, questioning the propriety of routing such an im-
meme fiock without firing a shot, but a reassuring pat on
the head and he silently acquiesces to the judgment of his
master.
The ducks are loath to leave a place like this, and soon

begin to return—they will not keep out. Coolly the hunter
knocks them right and left; the dog is in an ecstasy of de-
hght. Constant exercise has caused his blood to rush
through his veins. He comes and goes in and out of the
water, his brown coat ghstening with ice, forming brilhant
beads in the sunhght; then be marks the course of a wing-
tipped drake as it tries hard to follow the flock and faUs
from 100 to SOOjds, from the shooter. Away he goesj over

ridges, brushpiles, and frozen sloughs, and soon returns, the

drake in his strong jaws, its good wing beating against his

nose, and delivers it to his master.

When a man finds a place like this he has found a mine
which is exhaustless for that day. If he intends staying in

the neighborhood he should hunt some other place similar to

this—hunt them on alternate days, and his shooting will be
good each day. It is advisable to scatter corn in the hole

and around the edges on the ice, but plenty in the hole if the
water is shallow. The birds will soon discover this, and
come often; and if the hunter is a good shot, will tarry long.

As fast as killed, set up the dead ducks for decoys; keep on
until you have a good-sized flock. No fear of having too
many—the more the better.

Jn building a blind, advantage must be taken of locality.

If in timber secrete yourself well, with a good open place to

shoot through. Better have an indifferent blind with a good
place to shoot through than one where you find you cannot
shoot without interference of limbs. Should you find the
shooting must be bad in an exposed pond or river, where
a shore blind cannot be made, your ingenuity will be taxed
to hide yourself, and you must depend as much on quietness
ai d patience as on a blind. Should the ice be strona; enough
to bear you, build a wall 10 or 13in high of ice or snow to

conceal you. A little hay, a rubber blanket spread over it,

cover yourself with a white cloth, wait patiently; it's a

splendid place for contemplation, especially if the thermome-
ter registers down about zero; you can drive away the cold-

no ss by thinking of Turkish baths, strawberries and cream,
and the church sociables you enjoyed the past summer.
One writer, speaking of ice-hole shooting, says a good way

to build a blind is, ''take a barrel, chop a hole through the
ice so the barrel will slip through, nail pieces of scantling on
the sides of the barrel, fill the barrel with water unt'l it sinks

down far enough, then bail the water out, first cutting nar-

row edges through the ice, push the scantlings down, give

them a half twist and they will hold the barrel where
wanted. Put in hay and push snow against the sides and
top of the barrel to hide it, and the blind is complete." No
doubt this would work, but it would hardly paj' to go to so

much trouble The only good way is to shoot from the

shore, as first mentioned; any other manner has drawbacks
that will more than offset the pleasure derived.

Never take any chances in trying to get duck shooting
around ice. Better not get a shot than attempt to get to

some place where there is a flight, and then take chances of

breaking in. If you haven't a boat or a good dog, you know
you cannot get the dead birds without retrieving them your-
self over ice that might be weak; turn your back to that hole

and walk away—you have no right to take any such chance,

and no wise man will do it. Death by drowning is said to

be an easy death. If, then, you prefer death in this way,
choose summer time; the water will feel decidedly more
pleasant and flowers are much cheaper. G, L. E.

GAME PROTECTION.
The question of better protection of our game will soon

be brought up before the New Hampshire Legislature.

Speaking of this section of the State, the supply of ruffed

grouse has been fair. Woodcock seem to grow scarcer each

year. Both the woodcock and gxouse are hunted to death
and grow wilder every year. As for my hunting, I have not

tried or worki d hard to make large bags. Six birds in a
few hours has been my best score, with a total of some sixty-

five grouse and a dozen woodcock. The time has been, and
not long ago, when I would kill as many in a week; but I

got enough, as many as we cared to eat and a few to give

away. I am now giving my time to the foxes and hope to

thin them out to some extent before spring with the old-

fasliioned hound I have. The first eight foxes he started

were killed.

A few deer are wandering about our woods. A three-

year-old buck was killed early in November a few miles

from here, and a few days since while himting grouse I
jumped a deer twice. Doubtless during the present winter
a close season for a number of years will be put on deer in

this part of the State. In a recent number of the Manches-
ter (N. '3.

) Mirror, which has a department devoted to shoot-

ing and fishing under the heading of "Sport," the editor

says: "The men who are shooting our grouse for the mar-
ket are the ones who need checking. Stopping the sale of

game, as advocated by Forest and Stream, will do more
to preserve our birds than any law we are likely to pass.

When the Forest and Stream came out boldly, saying,

'The very best protection of game will be to stop its sale at

all times and in all places,' many sportsnaen thought such a
measure would be of great benefit, but that it would be al-

most impossible to pass and enforce such a law throughout
the country." I predict the time will come, perhaps not until

the next generation of sportsmen are in the field, when we of

to-day will be blamed for not insisting upon suohalaw,
Mr. E. E. Robinson, in his story of New England fields and
woods, speaks of the present century as one of extermina-
tion.

In the first half of the present century the buffalo of the

Western plains were apparently inexhaustible. The skin

hunter got in his work, and they are practically extermi-

nated. The elk and antelope bid fair to follow the same
course. Dr. W. F. Carver told me a few years since that in

a trip across the plains he saw but seven antelope, while on
the same grounds not many years before he had seen thou-
sands, and killed 1 won't say how many.
The moose of Maine and the Provinces, while they cannot

be slaughtered as easily as the large game of the Western
plains are being hunted and killed to such an extent that
unless rigid mea.sures are taken in time the day will come
when the moose hunter of the future may consider himself
lucky should he even see an old track.

One f if Maine's oldest and best known guides could tell a
story, if he would, of moose killing in years past. How the

moose in that region lying between Patten and Oxbow, in

Aroostook covmty, were killed for their hides alone. How
one man on snowshoes hunted up the yards, shooting every-

thing he found, and his partner following on his trail did the
skinning.

Caribou, according to accounts, are growing scarcer, with
possibly the exception of Newfoundland. Ciribou, as I

have found them, were not hard to kill, but it was usually
very uncertain about finding them. The question which
seems to be now before the commissioners of Maine is what
to do to better protect the moose. It is proposed to shorten
the open season and to prevent, if possible, hunting by proxy,
which some men calling themselves sportsmen are doing. It

certainly is easier to stay in camp and hire guides to do the
hunting and killing, and the latter are more likely to succeed
if well paid. A large amount of taoney is left aiinually in
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Maine \}j hunting parties, and of the number who go with
hopes of killing a moose only a small percentage succeed.

Making the open season for November only will lessen their

chances to a great extent. I hardly think a moose caller in

the State would pi-omise to call a moose in November, and
should there be no snow the still-hunting would not be much
better. Many sportsmen who are well aware of the uncer-

tainty of moose hunting under present conditions would
doubtless prefer to give up such hunting trips should they
consider their chances to be materially lessened. They are

absolutely certain to spend a good deal of money, and most
of them want a chance of getting something to show for it.

There are quite a number of sportsmen who have been
successful in moose hunting, and many of them keep on
hunting each season. Why would it not be a good plan to

shut down on the men who have already killed a certain

number of moose, say two or three. At present there are

none too many moose to supply those who heretofore have
never killed one. I saw a claim made for a certain gentle

man who had been to the Maine woods often eaough to

know something about hunting large game. The claim
was that he held the champion record of his State as a

moose killer. A champion record at the target or traps is

well enough, but to aspire to a championship for killing ani-

mals as large as oxen—well, I would advise any such an in-

dividual to devote the rest of his days to hunting rabbits.

Seriously, however, I think it would be a good plan to shut
down on every man who has killed a certain number of moose.
There would not be much trouble in knowing who had;
about everyone who has killed a moose has told of it so often

that all of his friends and acquaintances have got sick of
hearing about it. It might, however, put some fellows in a
hole, who have brought out the head and horns of a bull,

claimiog to have killed it, when in reality it was killed by
proxy. What do you say, you who have been successful?

'

U. M. Stakk.
DUifBARTON, N. H.

REPORT OF THE MARYLAND GAME
AND FISH PROTECTIVE

ASSOCIATION.
Bai>tijioee, Jan. 21.

—

M7\ President and Members of the

Maryland Game and Fish Protective Association: In ac-

cordance with Article VI. , Section TI., of the constitution, on
behalf of the executive committee, I herewith submit my
annual report on the condition of the Association. This,
like many similar organizations, has had many obstacles to
overcome before it was established upon a permanent basis.

The greatest difficulty encountered was that of confidence,
as it was believed by most of our sportsmen and anglers
that the organization would not be permanent; that the
officers and promoters of the Association would soon lose

interest, and in a short time the Association would lapse into
a quiet sleep.

In soliciting members, some would replv, "We will wait
and see what you do. ' Others would answer, "What is the
use? Tou will not be able to accomplish anything. We
have belonged to similar organizations and have never seen
any results except failure to do anything." That there were
just claims for such assertions we do not deny; but a great
mistake was made m estimating the determination of the
officers and members of the Association to make the organ-
ization permanent and successful.

It is gratifying to know that after an existence of two
years it has been demonstrated conclusively and unmistak-
ably that the Maryland Game and Fish Protective Association
is a success and has come to stay. A glance at the roll of
members will disclose the fact that the membership is largely
represented by the leading citizens of Maryland of every
vocation, which in itself must inspire confidence. While it

is encouraging to report that the membership is gradually in-

creasing, it is to be regretted that there are hundreds of
sportsmen and anglers in this Sta e who are not members,
but ought to be. It is to be hoped that every sportsman who
pulls a trigger and every angler who wets a line, residing in
this State, will come and dwell with us. We believe it will
be well for them to do so. The necessity for an organization
like this has long existed. It has been apparent for years that
unless restrictions were placed upon the wholesale destruc-
tion of the game and fish supply of Maryland, by the enact-
ment of proper laws and the rigid enforcement of the same,
the supply once so bountiful would soon be a thing of the
past.

This Association does not want to prohibit. It wants to
restrict and regulate the killing of game and catching of fish

to a proper limit by proper means and at proper seasons, and
insists upon the enforcement of the laws, so that all citizens
will have equal rights, which must evidently redound to the
welfare of all, whether they shoot and fish for pleasure or for
profit. It has been very difficult to enforce the game and
fish laws in the past; but when this Association, following
the example of other States, had an act passed by the General
Assembly last yesur creating a State game warden, with power
to appoint deputy game wardens, the problem was solved.
Governor Lowndes appointed Mr. J, Olney Norris State
game warden, and by his energetic methods Mr. Norris has
an organization of 135 deputies throughout the State, and
never before have the game and fish laws been so rigidly en-
forced and generally observed. The game warden's depart-
ment is in perfect harmony with the Game and Fish Protec-
tive Association. Since the organization of Jhe department
last June there have been about seventy-five arrests for vio-
lations of the game and fish laws. Convictions followed in
ueai'ly all cases.

We deem it but just to call attention to the splendid serv-
ices rendered by Capt, Wm. J. Keen, of the State Duck
Police. Capt. Keen has performed his duty faithfully and
fearlessly, making more arrests for violations of the ducking
laws this seasoQ on the Susquehanna flats than the whole
force has made for years. Mr. J. Olney Norris, the State
game warden, and nis efficient deputies, co-operated with
and assisted the duck police in every way possible.
Mr^ Norris supplied able counsel to be in attendance upon

almost all prosecutions for violations of the duck and fish

laws. This was necessary on account of the many repeals and
amendments in the duck and fish laws, in order that a careful
and correct presentation of the law was made, and besides it

would have imposed a great deal of extra work upon the
State's prosecuting attorneys, particularly for Harford
county, where so many prosecutions took place at a con-
siderable distance from the county seat, and not accessible
by railroad.

It is the consensus of opinion of the executive committee,
and we believe of every member of this Association, that the
game laws of this State should be as nearly uniform as pos-
sible; that the fish laws in the tide water districts and the

Chesapeake Bay ought to be amended to regulate the size of

meshes for all kinds of nets, regulating the size of rock bass

and perch taken, making it compulsory that all fish caught
in nets under the lawful size be put back into the water. The
ducking law needs remodeling, or an entirely new law would
be better, made so plain and simple (without granting special

privileges to any class), so that the law can be correctly in-

terpreted by anyone. This we believe can be done by con-

ference and arbitration of all parties interested, through their

representatives, in convention, some time before the meeting
of the General Assembly next January. This will bring
about good will and harmony among the box shooters, the
bushwhackers and the shore shooters. A law of this

kind will benefit all elements, whether they gun for

pleasure or for market, and especially the latter class,

All our Association desires is that the laws be faith-

fully observed. This the duck police and the game
warden will attend to Another very important matter is a
uniform State law for the protection of the world-renowned
Maryland diamond-back terrapin. This delicious luxury,
once so plentiful and profitable in Maryland waters, is fast

b coming extinct, and it is imperative that diamond- back
terrapin be properly protected in order that they have a
chance to recuperate. The apprehension, speedy trial and
conviction of James H. Butler for poisoning 3,000 English
phea ants and several hundred fowl on the property of
Bowley's Quarter Ducking Club was one of the most im-
portant things accomplished during the year. It was a das-
tardly act and a severe blow at the private rights of clubs
and game preserves. This Association determined to ferret

out'the guilty party or parties at all hazards. The secretary
was empowered to leave no stone unturned in working up
the case. Detectives were employed and after a month of
tireless, skillful work, the guilty party was arrested, and is

now serving a three years' term at "Jessup's Cut."
Another very important scheme that was so successfully

carried out under the auspices and direction of this Asso-
ciation was the seining of the Chesapeake &. Ohio Canal
for the purpose of transferring the bass to the Poto-
mac River, and the destruction of all carp caught;
12,50!) bass were put into the river, 5,000 white perch
and over 1,000,000 small fish of various kinds, such
as the bass feed on. It is but just to say that without the
co-operation of the Washington anglers, composed largely
of the Blue Ridge and Woodmont Rod and Gun clubs, the
scheme could not have been carried out. The anglers of

Washington not only contributed the bulk of the funds,
but assisted in every way possible. Hagerstown also did
nobly.
The Blue Ridge, Woodmont and Hagerstown Rod and

Gun clubs are all auxiliary clubs of our Association, Cul.

G. L. Nicholson, general manager of the C. & 0. Canal, not
only gave permission to seine the canal, but rendered valu-
able assistance in many ways. Col. John J. Brice, U. S.

Fish Commissioner, furnished four men from his depart-
ment, equipped with seines, rubber suits, etc. Capt. Harron,
who had charge of the men from the Pish Commission, ren-

dered valuable service. Having been authorized by the
executive committee to take charge of and superintend this

work, I want to return my thanks in this report to Col.
Nicholson and Commissioner Brice for their kind attentions
and for the very valuable services rendered me.
Our Association now has 201 individual members and six

auxiliary clubs representing 130 members. It is hoped that
a united effort be made to double the membership at this

meeting. Very respectfully submitted,
Geo. W. Massamoke, Sec'y-Treas.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
Kalamazoo, Mich., Feb. 1'3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed find clipping from local press regarding the annual
meeting of the JSational Game and Fish Protective Associa-
tion as held in this city on the 10th inst,, the attendance to

which being very slim.

We have had some good cold weather and plenty of snow,
but our quail have pulled through o. k. so far. I saw a flock
of about a dozen blackbirds on the 10th inst.

Ben O. Bush.

The Kalamazoo Press report runs

:

The third annual meeting of the National Game, Bird and
Fish Protective Association was called to order by President
M. R. Bortree, of Chicago, at the Burdick House Wednes-
day afternoon. Committees on credentials, amendments to
the constitution, memorial to Congress, memorial to the
New York Legislature and memorial to the State Legislature
were appointed, and A. L, Lakey and M R. Bortree were
appointed a committee to draft a skeleton bill to prohibit the
destruction of wild water fowl eggs in Alaska,
At the evening session the several committees reported.

The memorial to Congress regarding the bill now pending to
amend the interstate commerce law so as to prohibit the
shipment of water fowl eggs, had also a clause relative to the
destruction of song and plumage birds for commerce.
The memorial to the Legislature of New York State was

adopted. It petitions the Legislature to amend the game
law which now allows game to be received and offered for
sale in the markets of that State, contrary to and in violation
of the laws of many other States.

The committee on uniformity of game laws recommended
a union close of season in each of the following five sections
of the country

;

All that proportion of the United States east of the Mis-
sissippi (Minnesota excepted) and north of the Ohio River,
and bordered on the south by the southern boundary of Penn-
sylvania and New Jersey.

All that portion of the United States east of the Mis-
sissippi and south of the boundaries mentioned in Sec-
tion 1.

All that portion of the United States west of the Mississippi,
including Slinnesota, and north of the southern boundary of
Iowa, Nebraska, Wyoming, Idaho and Oregon.
All that portion of the United States west of the Mis-

sissippi and south of the boundaries mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.

It was resolved that the Legislatures of the different States
and Territories appoint committees to confer with each other
in the respective sections, to accomplish this desirable uni-
formity for the lasting protection of the game and fish of the
United States.

A. L. Lakey made a report in the form of an amendment
to the national game laws, making it unlawful for any one
to take the eggs or molest or destroy the nests or breeding
places of any wild watei-fowl, any game or any song bird in
Alaska, or in any territory or on any waters owned or con-
trolled by the United States

The following officers were elected: President, A. L.
Lakey, of Kalamazoo; Vice-President, M. B. Davis, of
Waco, T X.; Secretary, C. E Brewster, of Grand Rapids;
Treasurer, J. P. Barnum, of Prairie du Chien, Wis.; At-
torney, F S. Baird, of Chicago; Executive Committee: M.
R. Bortree and George W. Btrell, of Chicago, and M. W.
Ellis, of St Louis.

The constitution was amended so that associations and
clubs ahall alone constitute the membership.
Kalamazoo was made the permanent headquarters of the

Association. The Association will take out a national
charter under the laws of Michigan. The charter fee will

be $5. St. Louis will be the next place of meeting.

Dr. Morris Gibbs read a paper on the destruction of song
and plumage birds for mercantile purposes—for use in orna-
menting ladies' hats. Five thousand copies were ordered
printed, to be sent tojwomen's clubs and societies throughout
the country.

President Bortree gave an excellent retiring address.

The following members of the association were present at

the Kalamazoo meeting: M R. Bortree. F. S Baird, G, W.
Strell, Chicago; A, L Lakey, Dr. Morris Gibbs, C L. Cobb,
G W. Locke, George C. Hall, Kalamazoo; J. W Gebhart,
Three Rivers; C. E. Brewster, Grand Rapids; C. H. McGur-
rin, Kalamazoo; L. Q Palmer, Grand Rapids.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Left out the Clam.

The report of the New York Commission of Fisheries,

Game and Forests is an admirable volume, and I wish to thank
Mr. A. N. Cheney, State Fishculturist, for a copy which he
has been good enough to send me. I am pained to note,

however, that while the habits of the Virginia deer, the

ruffed grouse, the red fox and many other game creatures

are described and set forth at great length and with much
precision, no mention whatever is made of another game
animal, of which Mr. Cheney himself is qualified to speak
with familiarity and authority, as being of habitat adjacent,
contiguous, or identical with the territory falling under the
scope of the above mentioned compendious work. Need I

say that this is that humble but meritorious game bird, the
clam?

Squirrel Story True.

My friend, the Chief-with two- Stomachs, and his friend.

Dr. Rogers, have made joy over a squirrel story in which I
am supposed to believe that squirrels can be kdled after
night, and they say, moreover, that the "story is true." Of
course it is true! To this story I demur. That is to say, I
admit each and every allegation, but deny ground of action
thereon. The Chief hath had wide experience at night, but
hath evidently not yet seen all the things seeable. If he
thinks for a minute that Mr. Lamar Fontaine, Capt. Bobo,
or any one of many Mississippi hunters cannot kill a squirrel
at night, he is advised wrongly in the premises. Nay, more;
they even kill far larger animals, such as opossuma, coons,
etc., etc. As I may prove by Capt. Bobo, I have seen a bear
killed at night, and with no lantern near. The Chief is led
astray by his friends, who are putting up a job on him. If
he thinks squirrels cannot be killed at night, I was going to
say I would* bet him the suppers I could show him they can;
but on deliberation I think I would better not make that
wager—I couldn't afford to lose it.

Dog with a Wooden Lesr.

Chicago has a dog with a wooden leg. This animal is a
fox terrier belonging to Mr. C. Raymond, who lately had an
expert maker of artificial limbs fit a cork foot to the front
leg of the dog, the right foot having been cut off in an acci-
dent. The terrier at once expressed great joy at this im-
provement upon the former order of things, and is now pur-
suing its daily avocation of killing rats with even more than
its pristine celerity and gusto. There is no use trying to get
ahead of Chicago. Has New York, for instance—or par
e:cample, as we say in Chicago—a dog with a wooden leg?

Chicago Fat Dogr.

Far in the north of China there is a certain breed of dog
much beloved of mandarins and other club men fond of good
living. It is called, so says a Chicago daily paper, the
"wunk" dog, this name in Chinese being descriptive of its

highly edible qualities. A good fat "wunk" will weigh
some 401bs., and will give basis for an almost incredible
amount of fine, rich soup of extremely nutritious sort. The
"wunk" dog is fed altogether on grains, and never eats meat
of any kind. It is a mute, inglorious sort of dog, a non-
sporting class all by itself, whose mission in life is not to
learn to labor and grow strong, but simply to eat cracked
wheat and cream, and thus dream thi'ough the golden hours
of life until called hence by the soup-seeking chef of wealth
and luxury. We are reported to be practically certain of
having a Chinese "wunk" dog at the coming Chicago dog
show. Let other cities cease in the mad struggle to surpass
Chicago. Has New York, for instance, ever had a "wunk"
dog? To repeat, we trow nit.

Smartweed Seed for Ducks.
Mr. F. A. Howe, of this city, many years president of the

Tolleston Club and always an active member, tells me some-
thing of the eflforts made by that organization to supply feed
for the wild ducks. The club has for a long time made a
custom of putting out corn on the feeding grounds of the
birds. Wild rice is native to the club marsh, and the club
has planted wild rice to great extent to increase native stock.
It is a singular fact, to which attention has earlier been called,
that the wild rice of Tolleston Marsh is in a fair way to be
destroyed by the carp of the Little Calumet River. "These
fish fairly swarm in those waters, and run out into every
slough and bayou over the rice marsh as far as they can get,
wriggling themselves fairly out of water sometimes to get at
the wild rice roots and grain. The carp have killed the rice
over acres and acres of this country. Mr. Howe has care-
fully studied the habits of these fish. He says thut in the
winter time they do not burrow in the mud, as is sometimes
asserted, but go to the deepest water they can find. Here in
some deep hole of the river they will swim round and round
in hundreds and thousands, not feeding at all, but losing
weight through the winter season. He sajs that a fish that
would weigh 121bs. in the summer may weigh only 8or lOlbs.
in the winter. The carp are the first fish to run in the
spring, and as soon as the waters open they are out all over
the marsh seeking for anything ihey can find to eat. As
soon as the spawn of other fish is deposited the carp at once
suck it up. They eat the germinating seeds of wild rice
which has been planted or which has fallen into the water.
They eat the feed which has been put in the shallow water
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for the ducks, and in fact leave desolation behind them,
almost incredible as such an assertion may seem when speak-
ing of so harmless an animal as a flsh.

It is well tenown among all duck hunters that ducks, es-

pecially mallards, are very fond of the seed of the plant
known ai the ftnartweed, there being only a few other va-
rieties of food which they prefer to this. Mr. Howe has
heen experimenting with smartweed on the Tolleston
marshes, where he has been planting it for some years. It

has sprung up in great luxuriance over the flats, and in
places naabes a dense thicket higher than one's head as he
Bits in his boat. At first Mr, Howe got this seed, a bushel
or 80 at a time, chiefly from the flaxseed companies, at

whose works it is separated with the other seeds from the
flax. The flaxseed m^ n told Mr. Howe that it was loo ex-

I)en8ive to separate the smartweed se< d from other weed
seeds oeixed with it in the refuse, but Mr. Howe told them
to go ahead and do the best they could, and so obtained a
few sacks last year. He tells me now that he has bought a
ton of this seed, which will be planted on the Tolleston
marsh. The seed is, of course, not quite pure, but there will

be enough to make a great showing. The beauty of this

smartweed ig that the carp do not disturb it, and Mr. Howe
feels some exultation over the fact that he has discovered the
means of outwitting one of the most insignificant, but one of
the most dreaded enemies of the club, that great North
Ameripan nuisance known as the German carp.

'

Elk at Jackson's Hole,

^lecent dispatches from Wyoming state that more elk are
wintering in Jackson's Hole than for many years past. They
have been traveling in thousands from the Snake River to
the Q-ros Ventre Hills, and it is estimated that 15,000 head
of elk have been seen in one herd.

"The Black Duok."
Mr. Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg, Man., continues his

quest for information in regard to the "black duck," and
this time I think his request will result in something definite.

Under date of Jan. 21 he writes te me; "My dear Hough:;
I read your remarks about the black duck in Forest akd
Stream of Jan. 9, and to find if the duck that breed at Big
Lake and Lac la TBiche are really the same kind of black
duck found in Ontaiio, I wrote Mr. W. H. Cooper, of Ed-
monton, to send me one It arrived to-day and I am send-
ing it on to you. He had only one, a female, and on com-
paring it with the female black duck shown in reproduction
of Audubon's original picture (Fokest aho Stream, issue

of Sept. 26) I fail to find any difference Anyway you no,
doubt haye killed lots of black duck and wUl readily see if

this is one. It may be, as Mr. Wells says, of some other kind,
but it is certainly not found in Manitoba. Anyway, tell me
the name of the specimen sent you. It was killed 1,000 miles
north of Winnipeg."
The duck mentioned by Mr. Johnson arrived safely, and

yrhen I took it out of the box I at first thought I had a can-
yasback. It needed no second look, however, to tell the
difference between those birds, although the duck was as
large as a hen canvasback and something of the same color.

The head was slightly disfigured, but it could be seen that
the bill wag a sort of cross between that of the canvasback
and that of the bluebill. There was not the sliiihtest

resemblance between this bird and that one called "the black
duck" in thia country and Ontario. On looking up the
ikudubpn portrait of ttie "black duck" I could not agree
vyith Mr. Johnson on the similarity of his bird with that
portrait. The Audubon portrait shows clearly the marsh
duck head, just as this bird shows the unmistakable deep-
w:ater head. It is true, the Audubon reproduction shows a
yery dark body color for thp black duck, and also shows a
touch of white at the tip of the wing coverts. This touch
of white would be more realistic could there be shown also
the green col®r above the white tips, though this is im-
pessible outside of lithographic reproduction. This is prob-
ably the misleading part of the picture, for Mr. Johnson's
bird has white tips to the feathers just where the white is

shown in the black and white portiait of the Audubon re-

production.
I took the bird to the Chicago Academy of Sciences and

laid it before their ornithologist, Mr. Frank M. Woodruff,
who at once told me that it was the female of the velvet
scoter {Oidemia fusea). This is a maritime species, perhaps
locally called "black duck" in some regions. I had never
seen this bird before, and Mr. Woodrufl: said it was rarely
found in this region. He showed me in the collection a
specimen of the same bird which was shot on the Meredosia
Flats of the Illinois Biver by J G. Parker. This bird was
valued very much. Another specimtn of the same family, a
fine male of the white-winged scoter {Oidemia deglandi) was
killed by Mr. Woodruff himself on Nov. 2, 1895, from the
Government pier, not far from Lincoln Park. Thus it

stems that Chicago is not to be behind the world in the mat-
ter of weird fowl. Mr. Johnscn can now rest assured that
his so-called Manitoba "black duck" is a base fraud, and no
black duck at all. Doubtless before this time his mind has
been set quite at rest by seeing in the Fobest and Stream
the excellent portrait of the black duck printed from the
photograph in the issue of Jan 23. In that picture, better

than in the Audubon reproduction, he can see the distin-

guishing peculiarity of the real "black duck" {Anas obscnra),

and can see how like a mallard it is, whence its sometime
ram^, "black mallard.

"

Rare Birds at the Academy.
While I -was at the Academy of Sciences Mr. Woodruff

showed me some other birds rare in this locality and much
prized oh account of the tact that they were collected in this

country. There was a good specimen of the auk or guille-

mot (Brtinnich's murre), which was killed at Forsman, Ind.,

Dec, 1, 1896, by a market hunter, who sent it into South
Water street, Chicago, with some quail. What the bird
was doing down there, inland in Indiana, is difficult to tell.

Mr. Woodiuff recently fhot on the lake shore, cff Lincoln
Park, a fine specimen of the kiitiwake gull, a bird practi-

cally unknown in this country. This specimen he prizes

very much. Among other specimens unusual in this coun-
try is a turkey buzzard which was killed in Cook county,

111., thought, to be the only one $een in this region. (I have
often sefn them in Iowa at this latitude )

More rare and valuable than the Cook county turkey buz-
aard is a specimen of the genuine northern raven, a bird
•aircely seen ihis side of Alaska {Consm corax prindpalis).

This specimen was kitleai by Mr. Woodruff at Mtredosia,
111., Ntiv. 11 . Ib92. He sent the specimen on to the Smith-
sosaian Institution for confirmation, snd was told that he had
ft treasure of a bird, worth at least flOO.
Y»t another bird rare in this neighborhood was collected

by Mr. Woodruff recently at Miller's Station, Ind. This
was a robin snipe in full plumage At the same place,
which is but about thirty miles from Chicago, Mr. Woodruff'
killed a good specimen'of the beetlehead or black bellied
plover. This bird looks something like our golden plover,
but is larger. It ia rare in this country.
While we were looking at the case containing these differ-

ent specimens of birds I saw near some specimens of our or-
dinary jacksnlpe another jacksnipe which fairly made my
eyes start out of my head." It was a perfect giant, a mon-
ster of a jacksnipe, exactly similar in every way to our jack,
but at least a third larger, with bill and legs in proportion.
I had never seen such a jack as this, and Mr. Woodruff
smiled at my enthusiasm before telling me that it was killed
in South America, where it seems that all jacksnipe grow
that big. I think I shall move to South America.

The Meat Dog Aealn.

From time to time I have said so much about the meat dog
that readers of Fohest aivd Stream might be pardoned for
kicking against any more of him. Although they might be
justified in this, I feel myself that if 1 shall ever be able to
say anything to discourage the perpetuation of the slab sided,
cowardly, short-winded, scanty-brained, tissue paper imita-
tions of dogs known as field trial performers, T shall after
all not have lived in vain, whatever the majority of my
friends may think about that. This time I think I have
rea'ly found a meat dog, and I append a letter from Mr.
George McDougall, of Butte, Mont , which describes him.
Tne only suspicious thing about the matter is that Mr.
McDougall is willing to sell the dog. I never knew a man
who had a real meat dog who would sell him at any price
If I had a meat dog and was broke, I might eat him, but I
would never sell him. Probably Mr. Mcl*(ugall is only
joking about selling this dog, and therefore the advertising
editor will OTerlook his statements about price, etc., which
do not strictly belong next to pure reading matter like Chi-
cago and the West. The public wid please note what Mr.
McDougall says about "entertaining letters. " Thig marks
him as a man of great discernment and judgment. He goes
on to say:.

"For the last three or four years, every time I have read
one of your very entertaining letters in Forest and Stream
I have felt impelled to write you—not that I have anything
particular to say, but just to teU you how much I enjoy your
communications. Shake!
"About meat dogs. I have just the one your friend wants

—a pointer; will soon be two years old - but I don't feel

much like parting with him unless for a whaling big price,

for who knows when I will get another? I forget your
exact requirements, as it is a long ti me since you published
your specifl-cations in full;, but as to bemg run over by a
wagon, will you count a rather heavy, two-seated surrey
loaded with your most obedient and 'the lady that owns me,'
two heavy saddles, aOlbs. dog biscuit,' about 501 bs. of am-
munition, three guns, three valises and a couple of gunny
sacks of clothing and general dunnage, about aOlbs. of oats,

an 8X10 wall tent, and old Twister (greyhound, about 751bs.)

reposing in his most dignified style on top of the load— will

that go for a wagon within the meaning of your specifica-

tion? We were starting on a trip about 130 miles south, and
had got about ten miles from Butte. It was a beautiful, crisp

Sepiembir morning. The aforesaid meat dog, Sam (good,
old-fashioned name), and three greyhouds were following
the wagon,, and we were going through some very likely

jack-rabbit ground. I was afraid Sam would put one up,
which might make it bad for the greyhounds —I had no fears

for him, nothing hurts him—so I tied him behind the wagon
with a nice, light greyhound lead. It was his first experi-

ence at being led behind a wagon, and he is so consistent a
conservative that each new experience is considf-red by him
cassis belli. The result was that he tried to haul the wagon
around by the hind axle, the hind wheel went over him, and
I was out a good lead. But he followed me the rest of the
way—130 miles, or thereabout—hunted on an average every
other day for five weeks, followed me home and arrived

here in the best of spirits, a little thin, appetite fine, and
pretty nearly as hard headed as ever. It took five days of
steady pounding to make him point, two more to make him
stand to shot and wing, and a couple more to wail till told to

retrieve. I never hammered a dog so in my life, and think 1

would have failed to break him then had it not been that

my hunting chum shot him accidentally as he was breaking

after a bevy like a quarter-horse. He did not know it was
an accident, and came back very humble and with such a

respect for the report of a gun that I had very little more
trouble with him. It made me wish I had shot him a

little before. Of course the shot did not hurt him
—nothing does. This fellow is now a perfect meat
dog, has a great nose, understands the habits of chickens,

grand retriever, ranges to hand fairly well, though he would
much rather pick his own range, distrusting my judgment
about such things; not a very good galloper, being of the

old-fashioned, heavy build, but strikes a lively canter and
keeps it up week in and week out. He bites all tramps, the

Chinese washerman, the butcher, baker, groceryman and
other visitors who are not ari&tocratic enough to suit him;
will run a jack with enthusiasm, though a shot in the air will

stop him since he acquired his respect for the gun
;
helped

the hounds to kill a c oyote and did most of the fighting after

he got there, which was a little late; won't ride in a wagon
unless tied down and cross hobbled, with a boy to hold him
and pound him on the head with a club, for he regards it as

waste of valuable time in which he might be hunting, and
wilt only back a dog in whom he has complete confidence

—

with others he investigates for himself. Now, I am not try-

ing to sell this fellow particularly, but your friend can have
him for $150, though I had a little rather he would think

that too high. He has no pedigree, or what he has is not

long enough to get tangled in the sagebrush. His sire is

Sam, a good chicken dog, and a handsome fellow, who
came from the Lord knows where; his dam is my Lit, a

good chicken dog, but worse to handle than he is, and never

was thoioughly broken. She was got by a 'dog,' don't

know his name, parentage, ownership or previous condition

of servitude, but he was said to be from Johnny Wise's ken-

nel, though Johnny denies it. Her dam was from Old Do-
minion's kennel and had a kind of a pedigree, and there you
are. I have lost my job in the court here—new administra-

tion did not want me—and don't know where I will be this

fall; but if I am here, I now invite you to take a hunt with

me between Aug 15 an I Oct 15. The game will be sage

chickens; I will take you where you can kill 200 in a day, if

you can shoot straight enough and walk far enough, or you
can ride if you are too lazy to walk, and 1 will not kick if

you fill Sam's hide so full of shot that it won't hold water

—

it won't hurt him and may do him good—and the aforesaid
'lady that owns me' will cook sage chickens for you so that
you will swear they are as good as blue grouse, and help you
to kill them and handle Sam into the bargain. Only one
season of his future is behind him, but it was a good one,
full of hard work and tribulation for both him and me,

"About jack rabbits. This is where I reside, po to speak.
I am a candidate for the position of purveyor of jack rabbits
to the crowned heads of Europe and America. I can furnish
jacks till you can't rest—good, hu'ky blacktails, price $1
each, f. 0. b. Market Lake, Idaho. They had a drive down
there last month and killed thousands. I was invited to at-

tend and offered tranfporlation, but could not go. About a
year ago they rounded up over 2,*)00 and shipped them to

Salt Lake City in hog cars to be distributed to poor people.
Send in your orders and the j>xcks will be forthcoming."

I submit that the above is about the nearest we have come
to a real meat dog for some time, and it would give me great
pleasure to shoot over him and shoot at him, as it would re-

mind me of old times with my old dog. We used to use
him to pattern our guns on, and he really enjoyed the sport
very much. In regard to the sage hen shoot, 1 am glad to

have the invitation. I was shy an invitation for August,
though I think I have all the rest of the year covered with
invitations to shoot, fish or camp out from New Brunswick
to old Mexico and from Maine to Montana. I am rapidly
endeavoring to so arrange my affairs that T shall not have to

work any more.

Protecting Rabbits.

Mr. G. G. Xuykendall, of Carmi, III., writes to Forest
AND Stream upon the subject of game laws as below, and
there is a general justice in what he says, although it may
yet be difficult to secure a game law on rabbits. The farmer
is a man too little considered by those usually asking for

stricter game laws, and it is gratifying to see this interest

among Illinois farmers in the matter of game protection, and
to note that they realize the scarcity and the impending ex-
termination of the game which was once so abundant on
their land. Mr, Kuykendall says:

"In order to give the sportsmen of this State some idea of

the views and wants of the farmers of this part of the State

with regard to protecting the little remnant of game we have
left, I write this letter so the sportsmen who help to frame*

our game laws may know the likes and dislikes of the
farmers. We would like to be able after the open season is

over to keei> men, both black and white, thai care for no
law nor any one's rights, and would kill if they could every
mite of game that is left by the farmer and his friends for

next season's supply—all such we want to be able to keep off

our farms.
"Fifteen months ago four prairie chickens came to my

farm. I was feeding cattle and tney wintered on the farm,
and in the spring nested across the line on my neighbor's

farm. He and 1 agreed that we would protect them if we
could. When the broods were grown we had twenty-four.

We had little trouble during the open season, but since the

close season the negroes and the class of white men that I

spoke of come on to our farms pretending to hunt rabbits,

but in fact are hunting and shooting chickens and quail. I
have chased several away, but failed to get near erough to

them to know them or afterward to learn who they were.
"If the law would protect bunny at the same time it pro-

tects bu'ds, then the plea of hunting the rabbit would be
done for.

"If the ral^bits become destructive to young trees or

shrubbery of any kind let the law allow the farmer to

destroy the rabbits. I have talked with many of thefafmers
on this aubjpct and they all think that so long as the hunting
goes on all winter, professedly to kill rabbits, our supply of

birds will continue to decrease."

Killing Things and Protecting Things.

So much as above for new and rapid ways of killing

things We do not hear so much about new and desirable

ways of increasing and protecting- things. Man seeks al-

ways to destroy, and trusts always to nature to furnish some-
thing for him to destroy. Only thinking men are the ones

who"stop to reflect that even nature can protest and finally

go on strike. All sportsmen of thoughtful methods to-day

realize that we must protect the game or soon have none to

shoot at. One of the earliest men to reach this conclusion

and to advocate his view has been Mr. Charles Hallock,

whom some day I think we shall be calling Sir Chaiies, as

the only man in America such a title would suit and would
not spoil. Mr. Hallock always believed in uniform game
laws, and he is Siill at his old idea, and has out a printed

scheme for a system of game laws to cover the entire country
of the United States. He divides the country as Ceesar did
ancient Gaul, into three parts, or "concessions," as follows:

Northern Concession.—The following named States com-
prise the Northern Concession, to wit: The six New England
States, the Middle States the two Virginias, Ohio, Kentucky,
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Missomi, Iowa, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, the two Dakotas, Kausa.s, Nebraska, Montana,
Wyoming and Colorado, to the summit of the Continental

Divide.
Southern Concession,—The following-named States com-

prise the Southern Concession, to wit: North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkan-
sas, Louisiana, Florida, Texas, Indian Territory and New
Mexico, to the crest of the Continental Divide.

Pacific Coni-ession.—Thefollowing-named States constitute

the Pacific Coast Concession, to wit,: Washington, Oregon,
California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah and Arizona.

The law as submitted for each "concession" is, for the

most part, stringent enough and wise enough to please any
sportsman. There is one concession, however, and a very
important one, which Mr. Hallock has left out, and that is

the concession which our friends the game dealers will not

he likely to make to the sportsmen when they see this ' "Hal-

lock code" approaching them some dark night. We are told

that a cat may look at a king, and that there is no law for-

bidding a mortal to gaze, therefore it is perhaps not illicit to

long for uniform game laws. Heretofore we have mostly
been obliged to tak'e it out in looking and longing, not as yet

having acquired the consent of his majesty the game dealer

to do more than look and long. E. Hough
120ti BoscB BciLDisa, Chicago.

Se Might Establish an Endowment Fund for
those Descendants.

Inclosed please find SIO for Forest ai»d Stream for three years

—

Jan. 1, liJ'Ji", CO .Jau. 1, IMO. Hopin.;? ttiac some oC tuy desesndants
wilt duplicate this subsoriptioiQ for tJie years iSd? to sOOO, I remain,
fraternally yours, G- E. W.
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THE MAINE GUIDES' SONG.
From the Lewiston Journal.

The projwsed law, whereby Maine guides mmc register, secure a
license by ihe payment of $«i and wear badges wben engaged in their
business, has ruffled these free-and-easy Leaiherstoeklngs. They pro-
test in breezy fa hlon, especially to that clause whereby they are re-
quired to beep a record of gaoas seen, game killed, flsh caugh', etc.

A brand new Maine hunting song is resoecrfuily suggested to these
recalcitrants, who ought to assist Commissioner Corieton In his re-
forms.

We're off, we're oif to the noble greenwood, ha, ha, and eke likewise,

he, he.

It's perfectly awful, but still we are lawful, authorized guides are

we.

Oh, say, is the duflle all tight and all right? Have you looked it care-

fully o'er?

Look out for the sun, for we have only one, hut of typewriters we
must have nacre.

For we're off, we're off to the good greenwood, with our badges and
licenses too;

With our legalized, authorized permits and modernized orders of

what we must do.

We must keep a li=t of the game that is missed and of critters that

scampe>' away.
We're got to keep tab whenever we nab a buck or a moose as we

stray.

And when we start out with a party to guide we're ordered to write

out a census,

With ages and names, square as old truthfulJames ; and woe if a
slip-up prevents us.

So, hurrah for the wood, we will try to be good and descrilse all that

crosses our way.

We'll study stenography, typewriting, photography; we'll scribble

away all the day.

We'll try to deserve it-the Ucense we got; our badges we'll wear on
our breast.

We'll write of our rambles, our tussles, our scrambles, enumerate
flies and the rest.

And if we've permission, or if the Commission would like for to have
us inform,

We'll halt bucks and ewes and solicit their views on the question of

tariff reform.

Then hurrah for the wood, we are going, last call; do you want to

go with us for fun?

Take another typewriter; as the pack must be lighter, I guess we
won't need the old gun.

For I think when they see us with license and badge a-jotting down
points, as I've Sdid,

The deer that we're after will double with laughter and squirm in a
fit and fall dead.

Boston, Feb. 13 —The gui<ie license bill has passed one
readiog in the Mnine House at Augusta with scarcely a dis-

senting voice But Hincklev, of Rangeley, has a'-k>d for
delay until Thursday, the 18ih, that he may offer an amend-
ment providing that men simply working for sportsmeo tem-
porarily shall not be obliged lo take out licenses. As the
bill now stands, "any person engaging in the business of
guiding, as commonly understood," is liable to a fine of $50
if he does so without a license, Speoi.\l.

Maine Moose Protection.

Editor Forest ami Stream:
Tae moose is the largest game animal and tbe most valu-

able, and, unfortunately for him, the only anim 1 which can
be calkd from Ma most si-cure places in the forest bv tne use
ol the barb horD. The experienced guides can so cljsely

imitate the call of the cow moo'c thnt the bull can be
brought within a short range of the h mier's rifle. They are

60 much sought after that the ambitious hunter had rather
kill one moose than fi ty deer. Furthermore, there are so
many more expnienctd guides ana hunters now that with
vtry little trouble they can locate almost every bull moose
in Maine.

If a bull moose having a good head of horns is wnrt'i $100
to the hunter. I think, he would be better vforth *1,000 to

the S.ate of Maine to be left in the wilderness for five years
for breeding purposes. If the bull moose is allowed to be
exterminated, of what use is it to protect the cows? Protect
all moose while there are some lo protect— don't wait until

they are exterminated before takind action. If there is not a
continued close time put upon moose at once I sincerely be-
lieve there will be none left to protect when the Legislature
meets again.

It is no reason for saying that moose are plenty that so
many have been killed of late by the numerous hunteiv, and
by poachers iu the deep snows, where the moose are so per-
fectly helpless. That so many have bten killed is reason
enough that they should now be scarce. There are 1,000
hunters who go to Maine for the purpose of killing a mnose
or other large game now, where theie were fifty twenty five

years ago; and the guides are becoming more familiar with
the forest since it has become so easy of access.

Twenty-five or thirty years ago moose could be found all

over the large forests in Maine, now there aie very few
places in Maine where they can be found at all.

Put a close lime on aU moose for five years, and a fine and
imprisonment for the killing of any ; half tne fine to go to the
informer.

Oo all other game shorten the open season the mnnth of
.D Ctmber. Permission to hunt in that month brings very
little money into the Stale, and the dangei<.u^ slaughier
in the snows of that mouth should be prevenied A fine

should be imposed upon any one cariying firearms into
the woods duriog close time. That will pr.jiect the game
in the State of Maine, I believe, better than any other
measure.
The deer and smaller game are so plenty they will afford

the hunter good sport for a number of years lo come if they
are properly protected, and if a more hberHl approptiation
could be made by the L-gislature for the protection of the
flsh and game, it would enable the Commissioner lo do the
work that is so much needed at the pr< sent line.

D. H, Blanchakd.
Boston, Feb. 8.

Ducks in Maryland Waters.
Stockton, Md., Feb. 4.—"When I wrote on Jan. 10 there

had been no redheads and very few blackheads, and as far
as I could hear the same lack existed all the way to tue
capes. I had letters from three gentlemen who had been.to
the Broadwaters; they reported lots of coots, south-souih-
erlys and black ducks, but few bluebilis and no redheads.
Another gentleman stopped here over night commg from
there with the same report. As he had to take the lU :10 train
North the next morning, I had him out on one of the islands
by daylight. We put out a few decoys for cub-heada (a

nice-siz?d duck, always fat, called whistler and jlngler on
the Caesapeake and golden eye North), and were back by
9 :30 with seventeen ducks, well satisfied with the two bouts'
shooting. I state this to show that as far as I could learn
there were few redheads bf-low previous to Jan 10.

On Jan. 33 I was at the landing when one of the oyster
boats came in. C<pt Tom said: "Say, boss, you ought to

be out there now," pointing to the shoals, "it is alive with
ducks and all /edheads " I aske i him if he would go out if

I got my gun and shells. As it is only a quarter of a mile
to my house, I was soon back. He had my box on board,
and abjut 150 decoys, so we were soon under way. G iing

ou^. I saw bunch after bunch coming down the eastern chan-
nel and crossing to the upper shoals, which was evidence
enough to me that they wtre northern durks. It was after

4 o'clock when I was all fixed in the hix. Tom was to sail

up the b ds, come back in half an hour, run down the drift

of dead d icks and gathi r them. The ducks when routed
came in great bunches of hundreds, made no offer, and in
fad took no nonce of the decoys. However, by the time
Tom got back I had down thirteen redhi'ads, all single ducks
or pair^^ that had turned out ot the big flights.

1 was pleased with the show, and that night telegraphed
to some gentlemen in New York who were wailing lor such
news. Sunday night the wind came out from the northwest,
and blew a living gale up to the 27i,h.; then cha ged to the
east, with snow Tnal night the wind went back lo north-
\i est again, blowing very hard tor four days, freizmg up
everv creek, cove and the great bay itself fr<»m shore to shore^
Feb 2 the wind turned to the south, warm; on the .3d and 4tli

it blew hard from the east, but still warm, bringing in a big
tide; and on the 5\h evevy panicle of ice was gone from tae
b ly. S6me little cotild be seen where the ice had piled in
shallow coves, but aside from this everything was clear.

Eow it i^eems perfectly plain that thes.e ducks come from
the Nofth in Iront of this most severe Storm. 1 was out on
the shoals this morning; toere are a great many ducks there
already, the majority, as far as I could see, being redheads.
All these seem to be coming up from the lower shoals,

showing that they will not stay South, but are anxious to

beyin their northern flight again. I saw also a few bunches
of biaat and plenty of geese. Yesieruay I killed fl(re jack-
snipe, the first tnis year; tney were thin and very wild

O. D. FOULKS.

Bob White in the Northwest.

Latona, Wash.—Ranchers in the island counties of the
Stale are not in love with dogs to any great extent, and the
way hounds disappear down there makes deer hunters keep
shy of those parts. This is a good thing, for hounding deer
in the island country would .n time exterminate the deer on
all the islands of the lower sound, and this the ranch owners
do not see fit to permit.

On the islands are many fi- Ids of oats, wheat and other
small grain. Some parties procured a number o; Eistern
quail several years ago and liueiateii them oo the most tav. r-

ao.e spots. Tais year I siw Bob White in the Siiattle mar-
kets as a refult. The biids have multiplied and spread over
a good section of country. The average Siwash has no
idea of sport, but he Knows how a Hudson Bay musket will
scattershot, and he never wastes a load. Result—Eastern
qa<iil at 15 cents per head in open marset in S-attle.

"Where do you get them?" "On, down on the islands,"
answers tne butcher. W. S Pkilllps.

Spring Shooting in New Tork.
Troy, N- Y„ Feb. 12.— Editor Forest and Stream: The"

following excerpt was clipped Irom yesterday's legislative

proceedings:
"Senator Krum, extending the open season for killing of

plover, j icksnipe and other similar birds from April 1 to Dec.
31, itj stead of from July 1 to Dec. 1."

If this is the s )rt ot legislation that is to be advocated by
the Chairman of the committee on game laws, we may ex-
pt ct very little of good to be accomplished in the way of
game protection at tnis session, notwithstanding the ad-
vanced position taken by the Fisheries, Game and Forest
Cummis loners in their recent report to the Legislature.
Senator Krum's bdl is.wrong in principle, and should not
become a part of our game law. M. Schenok.

Louisiana Quail.

Opblottsas, La,, Feb. 1.—We have just been experifnc-
ineadreadtul spell of weather. We had sleet and snow
and t je wnole country was covered with a white surface.
Freeze after freeze followed and business and farm work
we e stagnant. Exposed horses, cattle, etc., suffered terri-

bly A c aange for the better took place night before last,

and yesterday we had rain and lots of ii, which served ma-
terially to thaw and melt tue cake of ice on the ground.
Those who have been out afield have killed good bags and

it is reported that quail were never more plentiful. A party
of three gentlemen sportsmen (?; from New Orleiusweie
here a few weeks ago and they, in company with a Jucal
trap shot, bagged about l,a00 quail iu a week. This is what
you call blaugulerin the first degree, and if such work con-
tinues very Lng we will have little game left. T. A. J.

A Bag in Up-Country China.

Editor Forest and Stream:
My friena C. J. Ashley, of Shanghai, China, long a sub-

scriber to >our paper, advises me, under oaie of Jan. 11, of
his returu from his annual up country hunt. The paity.
four in number, were aw,>]y eleven days, making a bag of 554
pheasants, 26 ducks, 18 deer, 14 geeae, 20 teal, 10 woodcock,
50 partridges, 7 hares, 1 fox, 1 wolf—701 victims.

J. K. D.

"How Birds Affect the Farm and Garden "

The Forest aod Stream Publishing 0 impany requests us to say that
Miss Merriam'd p per wai be supplied at coat by that compauy for
g'ensral uisu'l juiion We mike tue statement with the greatest
pleasure; and we nope that tbis litile tract of thirLy-two pages may
bavc tne (videsc possiole circulation. In every sease of tue word ii is
a useful and mstructive tract. It does not iuuulge eveniu seniiment,
tbouiib t-etitinieui, as oisiinguisiiea from seuumentaiism, is a tii;<tily

mordltuini. The object of inis iracc i> lo s'ate soiiu /acts woicb
oufcui 10 06 known concerning Dbe uscs of oird.^ in the oconomj of
nature, ana lueir speeiil uliii y to toe f.iriner and tUe gardeiiei-. The
autuor CBkdS up seriatuin a loug list . f Amertcau binis, and shows
toe poculidr uiiliiy of eaen in tue uesiracticu or insects wui, b are
pi ejauiciitl to tue p.aut. life fiotn wnicu the farmer and sa'iJiner
mah.e their wealcn; Ihe iaference to.ljwlQg, as a mat er of cou.se,
that the bird in question ous:bt to be carefully proi c:el by all ^ho
are engaged in agriculture and horcicuUure.—Our ^rt;/>iaZ t'ritnnt.

I*roprietoors of ft^hing reeortg will find it profltabte to ctdveTtite

themw F0RB3T and Stream.

ELKHORN.—II.

OifE bright October morning in the past fall, when the bub
began to peep above the hills near the big trestle, Jimmie
Gibbons wended his way to the Midland Depot. He had
made up his mind—as he often does—to go a-tishing, And
where else could he go at that time of year—when the rains
had retired from the front and taken on a season of absti-

nence and th-i rocks were showing in the smaller streams

—

ttian to Elkborn. Oi l Hirrison, his colored porter, had
borne his buCKet of minnows to the depot ahead of his
arrival, and from time to time was adding a little more fresh,

water, to liyen tdem up, from the hydrant under the bag-
gage room. It was a choice lot he had selected for the day's
sport—q-iick, active fellows, 4 and 5in long.
With wading boots in hand, a cold lunch stowed away In

his pockets, a slender cane rod of exquisite taper and elastic,

steei-like temper, a No. 3 Mihm reel holding a supply of
C ark's thread wound from a No. 8 spool, and with that in-
evitable oue-h'ilf pint flask of "wratb" for sudden crampa,
Jimmie Gibbons entered the depot just two minutes ahead
of train-starting time, in the be-t or spirits. He thinks it

awful funny to give the train the benefit of a minute or so
of time, in the vague impression that it is going to get away
before he arrives. But one day wnen his watch was wrong,
or a customer talked too long, and he saw the rear end of
the train stealing away up the long grade, it wasn't half so
funny as it usually seemed. Oa this particular morning

—

the 21st of October—bt ing on the bright side of two minute*,
he had nothing to grieve over and much toeX(>ect. Slowing
his minnow bucket and himself and tackle in the baggage
car, the train was soon climbing the lOOft. grade under toe
labored pulsings of the engine. On the right were the pre-
cipitous slopes and rough blastings of the big cut, while to
the left the hillside was strewn with the d&>ris of
stiattertd ruck, cast aside to make way for the passage of
the iron horse. Below lay a peaceful valley, bending as the
ra nbow, witb Frankfort as its bag of gold at one end and
the other terminating on the Kentucky below Lock No. 4,
The Buffalo Trace Trestle, with its slender columns,

crossed, the summit a vanishing height to the rear, a quick
transit o er Elkhorn Bridge and its adjicent trestle, a short
stop at Elkhorn Station, and scarce twenty minutes have
elapsed before the whistle announces Swiizer Depot.

This is toe favorite stqpping place for scores ol flshfrmen,
for close by is' the creek and the long, deep pr>ol »f Jones's
Dam. The dam is in piain signt from the depot, and the
old mdls, growing rickety with age, and turned to ignoble
uses as tobacco barns form a quaint picture of the vanish-
ing age. Th lotting logs of ine uam, with here and there
a great gaping rent on tne lower face, made by the winter
floods, portend only too vividly when there will be a roar,

a crdCking of timbers, a great ru h of waters, and Jonea'a
Dam will be a thing of toe past; while the miles of deep
water, brimming with fi:h, will go tearing away to the
Kentucky River.

Thouaauds ot beautiful and toothsome flsh have been
caugbt in Jones's Dam—mainly silver perch—and there are
thousands yet that swim in its miles of cool, clear, placid
waters, broken only by the ripples brushed up by the incon-
Btant wind.

Close by Switzsr Depot, nestling under the brow of the
hill, and only a stone's throw from the rustic creek bridge,

is the hospitable home of Uncle Billy Bristow, wnere tired

fi hermen find a hearty welcome; soft, clean beds, and an
old-fashioned Kentucky meal that my mouth waters now
to think about. His attentive wife knows when the corn-

pones are browned to a nicety and cri^p with sweetness;
when tbe fish are dune to a turn, and the chicken tenderest,

with its juice:, basted in butter gravy; and adding fresh but-
termilk iiom the churn that stands tver ready for duty in

the back porch, there floats in suggestive lines a vision of the
old plantation days before the war. When I invadtd those
piled plates of corn pones, and drank the rich buttermilk
flaked with ungathered tidbits of butter from the stone
churn (such diet is loo rich for city folk nowj, involuntarily

my thoughts ran back to the long ago, when the Kentucky
farmhouse was the home of hospita,lity and comfort.
Most of ttie incidents that gave attractiveness to that

time are gone now, or aie going fast—the simple things,

whose presence gave cheer and content—the suppers of
short'nin' bread and fresh sweet or buttermilk, with golden
butter without age; the big tire-place and huge mantlepiece;
the crane in the caimney, with hjoks pendant for the ket-

tle; the broad, sione hearth; the blazing fire of hickory
against the big back-log; the coals drawn under the oven
and sprinkled over its heavy top; the yeast bread in the pan
drawn to the corn, r to get its "rise" for the morning meal;
the ebony cook bustling with importance to have things in
shape to please the bouse lolks; -the barefooted pickaninnies
sittiug in the cornen? ,

grinning and g ggling, and anon
scrjuging for the best seats, their toes making prints and
furr...w8 iu the ashes, and ocea ioually "het up ' with a live

coal—well, well, tempora nMtantur, et nos miUamur in iUis.

Ii we sit still we will get ruij over in ibi luiiiiaiiun age—this

ru bing, grasping, piactical age, when pleasure iisell is too
otien, alas, made a business, cut to lengths and widths.
But we must not lose signt ol our fiiend Giboons, who has

aliguted from the train, gataered his traps, and is siaxting
Westward down the track toward the branch that enters the
creek at the loot ef the Pump House Po 1. The sua was
now Well up in the east and its genial warmth started the
bli'he clurrup ot the ciickets under almost every stone. The
brown grasshoppers that liy in the warmer dust of the pike^
thai rati parallel with the track, at iiit ivals would spring up
in the an and go through that stationary fanning of the
wings that we presume is part of their daily puysical' exer-
cise. 1 his athletic performance was gieatly tacilitated by
the quick step or Gibbons, who was eager to reach the creek
and lest the tetnpcr of the bass.

Turning to the left beyond the rustic bridge that spanned
the branch, and following tne farm road by a tobdcco barn,
it was but a tew steps tin tue ghattning waters of Eikhorn,
as th y broke spaikliuj over the suoal at the toot ot the
Pump Houae Pool, CdUghc hia eager ey s. Tnis Pump
Houie Pool, utxt beluw J ^n o'o Daiu, gets its name floiu a
wind mill pump, Ijcateu on jts noutii bank, to supply water
to a larmer's mtock on the Utighis adjAceut. The upper end
of the pool, which latter la quite broad and generally shal-

low through its length, haa detached fragments of brush.
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«rhich hare become fastened in the mud of thebottom^ wbile
the lower end is rocky and the holtom rough and uncertain.

These conditions make favorable grounds for silver perch and
catfish near the head and for bass at the middle and lower end
of the pool.

But to day our friend ignored utterl7 the charms of the

Pump House Pool, and quickly submerged his minnow
bucket in the clear waters of the pool below, changing the
water several times as soon as the minnows began to show a
disposition to raise a racket under the influences of the life-

giving otygen and pure water.
Mucb has been said and written on the subject of keeping

tninnows alive—a desideratum hungered for by all fisher-

inen. It takes just two things, in our judgment, to preserve
the graceful little darlings for later immolation hy their larger

brethren: pure, cool water and fresh air, the oxygen of tbe

latter performibg its life-giving oiiice through the medium of

caused the angler to "feel the fish," he sttuck firmly. Not
too hard, for the No. 8 Clark's thread was never made for
death-dealing blows nor the fierce strokes of amateurs.
Quick as a flash the hooked captive started for the sunken
ledge on the opposite side, but the steady strain of the rod
caused him to change his purpose, and like a flash he went
out of water. A big one surely, the heavy splash in the
wat<ir and widening circles attested as he went down again.
The line seemed slack and inert for a moment, and tbe fear
sprang up that in the vigorous leap the hook had been
shaken loose. But no, as the reel gathers in the thread there
is resistance at the end, and again, with rapid movements,
the fighting begins. Swift drives for the ledge and again for
the rocks at the lower end are mingled with short, sharp
dashes below the surface as the gatlant small mouth seeks to
shake from his jaws the offensive hook. The water, where
he touches the bottom and its sifted mud layer gathered by

ON THE MAIN ELKHORN, NEAR STEADMAN'S DAM.
Photo by Dr. W. E. Baxter.

the former. The devices for providing these necessities arc
various as the ingenuity of the mind, but the few common
devices accessible to all are most in demand.
No good fisherman will leave his minnow bucket sittiag

on the bank in moderately warm weather while he is dab-
bling in the pool to get a bite. In hot weather it would in-
dicate idiocy. Nor will he place his bucket in the water top
up and bottom down. Nor will he empty out all the warm
water, after along walk or travel, and fill his bucket with
water from a spring at a temperature of 50° to 55°. Much
less will he submerge his minnow bucket, filled with water
at moderate temperature, in water that is warmer.
The minnow bucket should be kept always in the water,

lying on its side or top up-stream ; the changes of water
should be gradual and frequent during the late spring and
early fall, when the water approximates the hot atmosphere.

Agitation has kept thousands of minnows alivje, when still-

ness meant sure death. When we suspect danger, even dur-
ing the walks from pool to pool, we violently shake the
,bucket; and traveling to the creek by train, we make it a
duty to shake the bucket at intervals.

Years ago, accompanied by Dr. Morris and Dick Morris,
we started on a fishing trip to lower Elkhorn. Our minnows,
in two buckets, were placed in a meal sack, and the latter
slung saddle-bag fashion across the horse that Dick rode.
The trip was on horseback over a rough road, and the creek
five miles away. When we arrived at the creek there wasn't
water enough in the buckets to cover the minnows. It was
merely a mixture of froth and foam, and the minnows packed
close as sardines. Yet, after a few minutes' submersion they
all recovered and were lively as crickets.
Another instance of the fact that it isn't the supply of

water that always preserves minnows, but rather its condi-
tion, occurred the past summer when I took seven buckets
of minnows along for a fortnight's outing on the creek.
These buckets I submerged in running water at the foot of a
riffle, on their sides, tops up-stream, and 1ft. or more under
the surface, the spot shaded by forest trees. I saved scarcely
a bucket for use in the next three or four days, though the
.dead minnows were thrown out each morning. I attributed
the loss to the warmness of the water, and the fact that the
hogs were rooting daily on the shoals for crawfish, helgra-
mites, snails and mussels, keeping the creek milky with im-
purities in its low stage.

Jimmie Gibbons keeps his minnows the summer and win-
ter through in a barrel in the rear of his store, freshening the
water "when needed from the hydrant. It is a capital plan,
and may be well followed by others.
When Jimmie had livened his minnows with the fresh

water of the creek, he waded diagonally across the head of
the pool to a gravelly bar 3ft. under water, and extending
along the bank to where a rocky shoal broke the waters at
the lower end to form a second pool. Taking a lively steel-
back minnow from the bucket, and inserting the point of
the No. 2 Cincinnati bass hook upward through the lower
lip till its barb appearing through the upper Hp denoted a
secure fastening, he gently dropped the bait a few yards out
in the stream, where the eddies of the riffle smoothed away
in the deeper water. As the tremulous line, unweighted
with sinker and unretarded by cork, followed the wander-
ings of the minnow along the bottom, suddenly there was a
slight twitch, as if the minnow found reason for a change of
base; the line straightened out and steadily started down
stream.

Gathering up his slack, taking the rod firmly in his right
hand While the left guarded the reel that no knot form nor
loose end catch, the handle, he lowered the tip toward the
water, and when the right moment seemed to press decision
with a few gentle turns of the reel till the tightening line

the fall leaves that have settled in drifts', becomes discolored,
and following his rapid circles boils to the top.

Electric thrills pulsate the nerves of the angler as mes-
sages to tell of the battle that is more to the conception than
the sight. The rod bends in graceful obeisance to the vault-
ing turns and erratic sweeps of the gallant warrior, who
seems to realize well that life trembles on the issue.

But fight as he may, gallantly and gloriously, the skill of
the angler and the elasticity of the rod are wearing his strength
away; his circles are lessening, his tugs are" weaker, his
dashes grow short with broken energy, and drawn resist-

ingly to the top, as becomes a true warrior, he shakes his
head in defiant despair at the captor who has wrought his
ruin with that insignificant No. 8 cotton thread—and he a
full pound and three-quarters small-mouth.

It was an auspicious beginning. Stringing the bass, Gib-
bons selected another active minnow and threw across to the

GIBBONS AND S.1S PISH,

edge of the sunken ledge whose outlines were visible through
the semi-transparent water, slightly colored by a recent rain.
This le'^lge ran diagonally down the stream, ending beneath
the bank below, abrupt in its declivity and shaded by a row
of sycamore and elm trees. Scarce had the minnow disap-
peared when there was a swirling in the water, followed by
a subsidence of the wavelets and an inactivity that brooded
doubt, with danger. Giving time for the wary fish to swal-
low the bait—a time that nobody can teach, but is only
learned as the fruit of long experience aided by the prompt-
ings of intuition—Jimmie gave the fatal blow and started the
fight and fish. The battle was short, for the contestant was
only a half-pounder and socn wearied of the unequal strife.

Three more small-mouth bass were taken along this ledge
and two among the boulders at the lower end of the pool,
making seven splendid fish, ranging from ^Ib. to Iflbs.—all
captured within the hour after reaching the creek.
There was a lull in the biting and a change of locality

suggestive. Wading close by the southern bank, whose
covert of willow.^, alders and weeds made bank travel im-
possible, a^id keeping out of the deeper water that threat-
ened to inundate his boot-tops, the angler crossed the nar-

row, exposed rocky creek bed that was covered at high tide^
and sought the temptations of the next pool. Slightly,
longer, it was almost a duplicate of the first, with sub.;

merged rocky ledge, gravelly bottom, shoaling gradually oij

the south side, and rough rocks and boulders at the lowffl
end, terminating at a water gap. - f
Near the head of the pool was a tongue of land reaching

out halfway the stream from the south bank, affording
excellent vantage ground for casting and a good landing
place for fish indisposed to "come out of the wet." '

The same good luck attended tbe angler here as in the first

pool, and half a dozen nice fish were landed as fast as hools
could be baited and the frisky fighters persuaded to chang^
their habitat. There was one spot at an angle of the ledg«
and opposite a big rock on the bank that seemed especially
productive. The minnow would scarcely touch this fruit-

ful spot when his interest in life lost force through the atten-
tions of some watchful small-mouth, eager with appetite.

S veral good ones had been led out and away to swell the .

growing string when the temptation of an extra-sized min-
\now brought to the timely strike a resistance that portended

trouble.

There was a lusty dash down the creek that seemed aimed
for the water gap, 30yds. of line were unreeled ere it was
deemed wise to check the bold ranger, and then as the line '

grew taut and the rod bent under the strain the bass broke i

water in a shower of spray, "shook his jaws" (regardless of
Dr. EUz^yl, and disappeared for further battle below the sur-
faoe It was a grand, an exciting battle, for he promised
upward of 21bs. to the scales. After a fight full of gallant/
efl'ort and fruitful in resource, his strength yielded and he
was drawn toward the bank, and then—there was a sudden i

parting between hook and fish, and the latter had business
elsewhere. The big ones, you know, always get away. A
moment later, as if in recompense for the loss, a bass of over
lib. was landed.
Fishing the pool downward to its lower end, bass after

bass was added to the string. They were on their feed with
a hunger thit seemed rapacious. Below the water gap was
a short, rociiy pool that yielded three bass of over lib. each,
with several of lesser weight. A touch of hunger suggested
the noon hour, and the bank being shadv, the angler con-
cluded to dispose of his lunch, Casting his baited hook
well out in the creek, he set his rod with the aid of a couple
of stones, emptied his pockets and was getting away with i

an enticing spread, when the click of the reel sounded its
alarm Halting in his repast, he quickly transferred the dis-
turber to a domain of restricted liberty. The meal resumed,
a second interruption occurred, and finding lunching in peace
impossible, he fished with one hand and ate his mtal in sec-
tions from thCyOther.

The afternoon was spent in a long and rough Journey over
a rocky path down the right bank of the creek to a longer 1

and wider pool than had yet been visited, and in the retuin !

journey over the same ground back to the starting point, i

The lower pool yielded its quota of sport, and when the der
|

clining sun In warning shadow beckoned him to the train
'

from Elkhorn's enticing waters, there was weariness of
'

weight to flagging footsteps in his string. Over thirty bass
*

that weighed Sllbs. was the score—truly a red-letter day! i

Several days later, over the same ground, he caught fifteen
'

that weighed lOilbs., all with No. 8 Clark's O N. T. thread.
'

With the same slender line he took, several years ago, a 51b.
bass from Lost River, near West Baden Springs, Ind.
The bass of Elkhorn are not in average the monsters of

the Northern waters—though 3 and 4 pounders are by no
means rare—yet in every inch and in every ounce they are
full of fight and pluck, and every fine of the body speaks of
symmetry and strength and motion.
Jimmie Gibbons is a most enthusiastic fisherman, a foe to

seiners and dynamiters, anda warm advocateof fish protection
and propagation. The singing of the reel is to his ear the
sweetest of music, the leap of the bass in furious fight the
most charming sight to his eyes, and as he talks of fish and
fishing he will involuntarily rise from his chair and with
that peculiar inimitable outward motion of his left arm send
out the imaginative lure to the very spot where the wary
bass lie in ambush. Old Sam.

[Old Sam writes of the illustration: The camp was made
a year cr so ago near Steadman's dam, close by the creek,
shown slightly on the right of the picture. The party on
the left with Derby hat irDr. Baxter, inventor of a most ex-
cellent camping outfit in compact form for carrying by hand.
The one on right is Zach Merritt, the cook. Next, with cap,
is Geo. L. Payne, one of our "Kingfisher" gang; next in
order are Jack Murphy, Jake and Lewis Cox.]

The Silkworm Gut Supply.
We have received from Eobert Rimsbottom tbe following

report

:

In reporting upon the gut crop of 1896-7, I have to an-
nounce a diminished production of the shorter lengths,
mostly used by the American market and the Continent.
The diminution amounts to about one-third of the crop, and
liter in the season will have the effect of hardening prices.
Of the ordinary kinds for the English market there is an

average crop, but of the two extremes (finest trout and
heaviest salmon) the supply is by no means equal to the de-
mand, and great difficulty will be experienced in filling
orders as the season advances, the more especially now that
America and the Continent are taking increasingly large
quantities.

The quality this season is fully maintained and leaves little

to be desired. Prices for the present remain practically un-
changed, but an upward tendency will probably be shown
before the earliest shipments of next season's crop.

The Michigan Netting Law.
Lansing, Feb. 10.—Attorney-General Maynard has just

rendered his decision upon the subject of spearing fisb in
Michigan: ' ' '

"It is unlawful for any one to catch or kill, or to attempt
to catch or kill, in any inland lake, fish, with the exception
of when a hook and line is used. A person found upon the
water with a spear, net, trap, set Hue, artificial light, dyna-
mite, powder, or any exjjlosive, that shall be deemed pnma
facie evidence of a violation of the law, and he may on con-
viction be fined $35 or imprisoned in jail thirty days."
In 1893 the Legislature sought to change the law, but the

Supreme Court decided the law as amended and passed to be
unconstitutional, and the provisions of the old law remain in
force. There has been some misunderstanding regarding the
exact provisions of the law, and the Attorney-General has
made the decision public to correct any false impression upon
the subject. Julian.
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MEN 1 HAVE FISHED WITH.
XXXII.-BIlIy Shaw.

Among men who occasionally go a-fishing there is a class
of jolly old roosters to whom a fishing trip means enjoy-
ment of various kinds, the least of which is the capture of
fish. Billy was easily in this class, but not one of those
who make an angling trip an excuse to cover a spree, and
then try to save their reputations by buying a lot of fish

and sending presents to friends as trophies of the angle.
There are such men, and most of us have known them.
As they do not come under the head of fishermen nor an-
glers, I write no more of them. Billy loved good company,
and plenty of it. He was not a Walton to sit by the river
bank alone, and contemplate while watching his cork or
quill go down; but I'll try to introduce him to the acquaint-
ance ofreaders ofForest aUd Stream as a fairly good fellow.
The idea of an introduction in this way is not original.

A few days ago I met my old arm}'^ comrade, Judge W. E.
Slocum, now of Brooklyn, who said: ''I want to thank you
for introducing me to some interesting men. I had not
the pleasure of knowing Francis Endicott in life, but I
know him now, and thank you for the introduction," The
Judge gave words to a thought that I could never have
expressed. The idea in these sketches has been to show
you the man, and not to tell fishing stories of more or less
credibility. With this understanding between us, permit
me to introduce to your notice Mr. "Billy" Shaw.
His tombstone, for he is dead, probably has the name of

"William Shaw" upon it; but I will affirm that I knew
this man from childhood, and never once heard him called
William.
As a chronicler of some facts which may have partly es-

caped the notebook, but have left an imprint on the gela-
tine film of memory, it becomes necessary to refute an in-
sinuation of Judge Slocum that "All the 'men I have
fished with' are dead;" and the inference which it implies.
He is ten years my junior.
My earliest recollection of Billy is that he was the only

child of a poor widow, living in Greenbush, and that he
had to hustle to help support his mother as soon as he was
old enough. He took an occasional part in our tumbling
in the bark pile back of the tannery of Ruyter & Van
Valkenburgh, but was rather too closely knit for somer-
saults and never got near the head of that class. He was
about my age and once or twice went down with our
party to fish in the island creek, the Popskinny, as we
spelled it. A trifling thing fixes this in memory. John
Atwood said: "Look at Billy Shaw's line! He's got bis
hooks below his sinker, just as if he was a-fishin' ofFen the
dock and the current would hold the baits up." We were
fishing from the bank with hand lines in quite still water
and naturally his baits lay on the muddy bottom. Swing-
ing the sinkers around, we would cast " out ,30ft.. into the
middle of the creek, and the hooks, being above the sink-
ers, would rest near but not on the bottom. Billy was
green at fishing, but altered his rig and learned a lesson.

Billy's little cafe in Albany was in full blast when I re-
turned to Albany in 1865, and it was famous for its oysters,
and once while one of his men was opening some Shrews-
burys a trifle faster than I could dispose of them he
asked:
"How are you getting along now?"
"Slowly, Billy; I'm getting a few pounds of meat on my

bones and can walk without a cane, but will never be good
for much."
"Come along with us on our annual fishing trip; we'll be

away for four or five weeks, maybe six, and it'll help you
more than to stay here and mope around."

"Can't do it, Billy. Why, I can't walk a mile on pave-
ments, and a rod among briers and vines would do me up
No, no! Couldn't think of it."

"You needn't walk a rod on shore, for we've got a
schooner and will tow down the Hudson to New York, then
up the East River and sail up Long Island Sound and fish
for bluefish down about Orient Pointy Plum Island and
other places. The schooner can accommodate ten and
there's only six to go, seven with you. How's them
oysters?"

"Fine! This is the only place in Albany where Shrews-
bury s are kept. My miserable stomach can digest them
because they have not been plumped in fresh water, but it

refuses freshened oysters."
"Last week," said Billy, "there was aman from Schenec-

tady came in and called for oysters. He didn't ask for
any particular brand; just said, 'gi' me a dozen,' and the
oyster butcher opened him a nice, fat Shrewsbury. He
kicked up a row and I went to see what was the matter.
'See here,' sez he, 'you don't s'pose I'm a goin' to eat an
oyster that's got tlie janders, do you? Look a-that!' I ex-
plained that the oysters from the Shrewsbury River, in
New Jersey, were always tinted by the yellow clay of the
river bed, and told the butcher to open the gentleman
some East Rivers or other white oysters. While he was
eating the other oysters with great satisfaction Erastus
Corning and a friend came in and called for Shrewsburys.
The man from Schenectady watched them closely and saw
that every oyster they ate was yellow. He paid the
cashier and then said to me, 'I'll be durned ef I didn't
think them isters had the yaller janders. an' you wastryin'
to play 'em off' on me 'cause I come from the country.'
Next day he came in and said: 'Gi' me some o' them val-
ler isters, I forget the name of 'em,' and he came here
every day while he was in town. But how about the fish-
ing trip; will you go?"
"When do you start, who is your cook, and will you take

a doctor along?"
"We win leave Albany on the 3d of .July; Sam, our cook,

will be the doctor, and he is a very highly colored man.
If your blooming stomach can't stand his cooking vou can
cook for yourself. You needn't eat a thing on the whole
trip if you don't want to, but it'll do you good to see us
eat. You've been discharged and haven't got to report to
any duffers, so come along."
A week later the stanch schooner Rainbow left Albany

in company with a big tow of barges and canalers for New
York. The dwellers in towns along the river who were
awake saw a fine display of fireworks from the schooner,
and as I sank to sleep about midnight the last thing I
remember was hearing Shaw say: "No, sir! We won't
hoist the Jolly Roger until we get to Long Island Sound.
Who ever heard of a pirate ship being towed by a steam-
boat?"
The next morning we arranged things in the hold, where

there was plenty of^space to hang up clothing. Four of

the party were old acquaintances and the others soon were.
It soon appeared that I was a member of a gang of pirates
who were to strike terror to the people of Long Island, and
that the owner of the schooner and his son—who were the
working crew—were to be pressed into the service after
passing the fort on Throgg's Neck and entering the waters
of the Sound, which we did two days later. It was also
evident that the party had been selected for some musical
ability, as "Capt. Kidd's Minstrels" held their first rehears-
al the next evening.
Leaving the tug after saluting the fort with our port gun—which also did dutj'- as the starboard gun, if required

—

the Jolly Roger was run to the fore and saluted with cheers.
It was an enormous one, made of black bunting with the
white skull and cross-bones neatly sewed in,and large letters
saying "No Quarter," over very small ones, "to Fish," added.
On the mainmast was tacked:

A List of ye Pirates.

J. H,' Norton, clam opener, weather regulator and fiddler
(crab).

Billy Shaw, first fish liar, splicer of the main brace,
middle man and interlocutor.
Ben Van Voast, keeper of the Jolly Roger and of the

cribbage board; also second fiddler, if he can plav "Old
Dan Tucker."
Frank Quackenbush, assistant fish liar, chief of the

horse marines, compass oiler and manipulator of the tam-
borine.

F. M., keeper of the log, head eel skinner, custodian of
the keel and tormentor of the banjo.
George Van Allen,auchor polisher, grub destroyer, juggler

of the bones, heel twister and jigist extraordinary.
C. F. Bell, bell boy, pie biter, keeper of the seal (if we

get any) and basso profundioso.
Sam, head galley slave, concocter of lobscouse, maker of

dundyfunk, originator of plum duff*, and audience of the
troupe.

Old Joe and young Joe, supernumeraries, wigglers of
the tiller, letters-go of the jib and custodians of the sheet
rope.

Orders.

1. Any pirate giving quarter to any dogfish, whale or
spider crab, or a quarter to any native for bait, unless the
native is watching his clams, shall have no plums in, his
duft' during the voyage.

2. Any one using any appetizer except bilge water be-
fore breakfast shall have his elixir confiscated for the
benefit of the crew.

3. No one shall sleep more than twenty hours out of the
twenty-four.

4. No one shall use Sam's brush without his per-
mission, and any pirate M'ho shall use charcoal for drawing
charts on Sam's face shall be blackballed.

5. No one shall mention hooking a big fish unless he
can show him on the deck. Put up"(your fish) or shut up.

6. Any pirate heard speaking of the hold as "down cel-
lar," or of the deck as "upstairs," shall be forced to splice
the maih brace.

7. None of the conipany shall throw the skipper over-
board in a gale and take the helm unless we are in
danger.

8. When the water is rough every pirate must heave
when the skipper sings "Heave ho!"

The fishing was good and we struck a big school of blue-
fish in Plum Gut one day and took nearly 800 in about five
hours, the fish averaging about 31bs. each. Our stores
needed replenishing and we sailed around to Greenport,
sold the fish to a dealer who sent them to New York that
afternoon, and we laid in fresh eggs as well as other good
things and then tied up for the night. In fact we sought
a harbor most every night in order to stretch our legs on
shore. But there is no harbor between Port Jefferson and
Orient, something like fifty miles, and twice we anchored
near the smaller islands.

When the nights were fine, as most July nights are on
Long Island Sound, Capt. Kidd's minstrels held a perform-
ance—with white faces—on deck, mainly for their own
aniusement and incidentally for that of any rats which
might be about the wharves. Our quartette was very
good, Quackenbush having a pure tenor voice that was
well known to Albany churchgoers of that day, and he
had also sung in English opera with the Caroline Rich-
ings Company. As I sit writing this I feel incompetent to
tell you what a gigantic mountain of fun we had ! When
Van Allen came on deck in knee breeches and shoes with
parchment soles, sprinkled a little fine sand on the cover
of the hatch, and doubled and trebled every kink in the
lyric that the banjo sang, old black Sam, our permanent
audience, would scream: "Look a-dah! Listen to dat
little double while he's weedin' cawn! Now he kivers
taters, fust single an' den double, an' by golly he tribbles
em! Um, um, I t'ink I hab see' some jiggin' in ole Var-
ginny, but dat ah boy he beats 'em all, he do, fo' a fac'.
Yah ha! He make more music wid he foot dan der banier.
I golly!"

'

Sam was a good specimen of the old-time Southern
darky—happy and improvident. Always anxious to get
a dollar, and in as great haste to spend it. His pay on the
pirate craft was not large, but his tips for special service
and the princely wave of the hand when a pirate said,
"Keep the change," were beyond the dreams of the most
avaricious pirate of our fleet. In answer to my question
Sam said: "Yes, sah! I does make a few dolla's in de
summah season, sah, but somehow I'se nevah lucky at
faro, pokah nor policy, sah, an' I'll tell yo' dat ah policy is
a game dat I'm alius gwine to beat, but somehow de right
numbas doan cum out. Las' winta I plaved de wash-
woman's gig, fo' 'leven fo'ty-fo', 'leben times," an' each time
two ob de numbas cum, an' it was de same wid de nigga
gig, nine, ten, nineteen, an' I 'suit de dream book, but I
specs I's hoodood."
"Sam," said I, "why don't you put away a dollar in a

bank once in a while, so as to have something to bury you,
as you have no family nor friends?"
"Lordy, Miss'r Fred, dat's no use to me! What I want

save money to bury me fo'? When I'se dead de Boa'd
o' Health dey bury me; dey doan leave no dead col-
o'd folks layin' 'roun'. No, no, dev'll take cah o' me. Yah
ha!" " '

Days passed, we took no note of time. Billy Shaw once
remarked: "Some old dufl'er once said, 'Time was made for
slaves,' but he forgot to include setting hens, for it takes
just twenty-one days to hatch a chicken." In my capacity

as keeper of the log" there seemed to be no log to keep;
for we hadn't been near a sawmill, and if there had been
a saw log floating in our vicinity and we could have cap-
tured it I would have done my best to keep it. How can
a fellow keep what he hasn't got? As the head eel skin-
ner I was alert, but no eels were caught; and as the '-cus-
todian of the keel" I—but there's no use in bragging.
The keel came back in good order and spoke for itself.
On Sundays we had plum duff", and for the benefit of be-

nighted inlanders who have never been outside of Sandy
Hook It may be well to say: "Duff"" is a sailor's word for
pudding, and is merely .Tack's mispronunciation of "dough,"
which m years agone he rhvmed with "enough." See
Mister? "Plums," of course, is English for what we call
raisins," and there you are. Billy Shaw said: "Plum pud-
ding and plum duff are one and inseparable, now and
hereafter. FlumUbus pudding, epluribm duff." On other
days a dessert of some kind, to my relief; for a heavy
boiled lot of indigestible dough, whether you call it a plum'
pudding or give it the more sailor-like cognomen of plum
duff, is a gastronomic abomination.
One morning Billy Shaw was detected in eating some of

the bait clams before breakfast. He was promptly seized,
bound and, brought before Norton, the clam-opener. He
pleaded guilty, but craved indulgence because he had not
swallowed the shells. Mercy, tempered by extenuating
circumstances, prevailed, and Billy was permitted to live
and be restored to his lamily without the stain of crime
upon him. Pirates are partly human. They have feelings
the same as sand worms and mud turtles, and we didn't
propose to blast the life and business prospects of Billy
Shaw in Albany on account of a few miserable clams. Of
course he had violated the rules, and we could have killed
him and fed him to the sharks, and no right thinking man
would have said that we did wrong; but there was a spark
of humanity left in the breast of every pirate, which said-
"No, I druther put up fur a bushel o' clams, an' all the
salt, vinegar an' peppersass 'at goes with 'em, 'an to have
Billy Shaw sent home dead for vi'latin' some rules about
eatin' clams!"

.
We anchored and fished for blackfish, as we called the

tautog, sea bass or anything that chose to bite; and before
we had been out a week the fun of filling some pirate's
bed with sea spiders, starfish or clam shells seemed to lack
variety. The crew settled down to serious business. Old
Joe, our skipper, made us a speech one morning, and he
said: "Gentlemen; I'll call ye gentlemen ef you do try to
be pirates, fur I hain't seen ye do nothin' disrupable, an' I
hain't got much knowledge o' how pirates act. But I don't
think some things is fair. Now, I've sailed ye, an' Black
Sam has cooked fur ye afore, an' he's as good a cook as any
schooner carries; but the goin's on o' this trip is diff'runt.
You've allers used me well, but I don't think you're fair
on Sam. Of course if some one cuts up Mr. Shaw's sus-
penders and slips 'em in the bean soup when Sam ain't
a-lookin', he can't help it; but it hurts his rippitation as a
cook when the soup comes on the table and the pieces of
suspenders is found in it. Now, I like fun fustrate, an' I
don't mind a handful of curled hair taken out of a cushion
ef anybody wants it, but to find it mixed in the hash hurts
Sam's rippitation, and I don't see no fun in it. Besides, it
spiles the hash. That's all, gentlemen, I ain't got no more
ter say."

Capt. Joe's speech was applauded and Van Allen of-
fered a resolution that anyone who should introduce any
foreign substances, not generally used as food, into the
soup or hash, should be considered an ungentlemanly pi-
rate; and that in future if buttons, combs, suspender
buckles, gold Avatches, or other valuable articles should be
found in the soup they were to be the property of the
finder.

Quackenbush and Norton had been fishing for sea bass
in one of the small boats and had been gone all day. The
weather was fine and there was no fear for them, but with
the tenor and first violin gone there was no minstrel per-
formance as we lay at anchor in the Sound. They came
aboard unheeded in the night, for these careless pirates
simply put lights in the rigging, as law requires, and went
to sleep. Such combined carelessness and respect for law
is not on record in the annals of piracy.
In the morning they told of findinga dead man floating

near them and how they towed him into Port Jefferson
harbor, as the nearest place to get rid of him, and then
turned him over to the coroner, but they must be back at
the inquest to relate the particulars. So, with "A yo heave
ho, and a rumbelow" our mud hook came up 'and the
Rainbow stood in for the harbor with the morning breeze.
The poor fellow belonged near the harbor,,was a hard-

working bayman who had somehow fallen overboard dur-
ing some momentary dizziness perhaps, but he had been
missed for nearly a fortnight; the tides playing him to and
fro. There was a weeping widow and several small chil-
dren, and they were in desperate want. Their bread win-
ner had not been winning for some time, yet Sam man-
aged to fill up the children and the pirates added a little^

cash to the fund that the charitable people of the place
chipped in, and then a merchant suggested that we give an
entertainment for the benefit of the family of the dead
man in the town hall. Capt. Joe cheerfully gave up his,
cushions for wigs and the thing was done. "Capt. Kidd's
Minstrels" made their first and only appearance in pub-
lic on this occasion. I have no programme and can only
recall that the features of the evening were the rendering
of "The Lost Child," from the opera of "The Bronze
Horse," with its echoes, and a tenor song by Quackenbush
about a father who did not come home when "the clock in
the steeple struck one," and a sub-cellar lament by Bell
because he was rocked in some cradle of the deep. The
banjo obligate was perfectly horrible, yet we escaped with
our lives and Shaw turned over some money to the widow.
Perhaps it is due to her intercession that we left the place
without molestation.
As the first fish liar, Shaw exacted a promise that none -

of us would contradict any yarns that he and his assistant,
Quackenbush, might tell in Albany. We agreed; and as
the keeper of the log it gives me pleasure to say that I have
never heard a man doubt the fish stories told by any mem-
ber of the piratical crew that infested Long Island Sound
during the century of which we write.
While returning home up the Sound we dipped the

Jolly Roger and fired a gun as we passed Execution Rock
and light, in honor Of some pirate or two who were hanged
there in the long ago. We knew at the time the names oi
our predecessors who danced upon the wind over that lone
rock, but really I was a pirate for such a short time that I
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;may plead it as an excuse for forgetting the names of

those ornaments of the profession. No names come up
now but those of William Kidd, who was no more of a

pirate than we Avere, and who was unfairly hanged in

London; and Babe, who, I think, met the same fate on
Bedloe' Island in New York Harbor, where the Liberty

statue now stands. Babe was a sure enough pirate, but

never attained the reputation that Kidd did, who wasn't

even an amateur pirate.

Returning to Albany in 1874, 1 wandered up in Beaver
street to find Billy Shaw. His business had been closed

out and a man told me that he had died same months be-

fore. Van Voast died soon after, and Bell contracted a

fever in Texas, where I sent him to hatch salmon, and
died on his way North. Of the others I know nothing.

Billy left a widow, but no children. I can see him now, a

small man with a thoughtful face, which to those who
knew him seemed to be concocting some joke. He was
not a man of keen nor of subtle wit, for it needs some
learning to polish and perfect such a mind, but he was a

man with a love of harmless fun and with a coarse humor
•which can best be illustrated by his getting Bell to sing

that lugubrious basso song, "The Old Sexton," and m be
sang the words:

"He stooci. hy a grave that was newly made,.

The sexton leaned on liis earth-worn spade,"

Shaw would interpolate a clog step: "Eat-a-tat-a-tat-tat,

irat-a-tat," and so on throughout that dismal ditty. He was
inot much more of a sailor than 1 when it is rough, and I

.can heartily say with Douglas Jerrold:

"Love the sea? I dote upon it—from the beach."
FiiED Mather,

ANGLING NOTES.

Women A'pglers.

'On every suitable occasion 1 have for many years advo-

'cated angling for women, particularly fly-fishin?, and when
they have placed themselves in competiiion with men, or

rather when from force of circiimstancee thty have "been so

placed, I have noticed that Ibey occupy a position close to

\the front, even if they do not fill iht; first place. I thinK it

was only last year that I mentioned in Ibis column that a
;summary of salmon fishing in Ireland showed that the

largest salmon killed the previous year was killed by a
woman Readers of this journal will recall the fact that

the record tarpon killed wiih rod (for I believe Senator

Quay's fish was not) was killed by a woman. In looking

over the notes made by John Enright, the world's champion
fly-caster, of salmon over 401bs. m weight killi d at Castle

vConnell, Ireland durmg the season of 1896, I flad that the

largest fish weiahed iUlbs , and that a fish of 441hs., which
came very near the top, was Jiilled by Mrs. A. C McCorqiio-

dale. Women as fly-tyers exi-el, and why should tbey not

excel as fly-fishers? Oae esperit nee always appears before

my mind's eye whenever I ttink of women as anglers.

I was at Parmachenee Lake in Mame, when .John Dan-
forth was proprietor of Camp Caribou, and before the

property passed into the ' possession of the Parmachenee
Cluo. My neighbor at the table was a young woman who
had accompanied her husband to the camp over the carries,

one of them six and a half miles, and once there had seem-
ingly nothing to do but read or stroll about the small island,

nearly covered by the camp buildings and the standing

trees,' while her husband was at one or another of the

back camps, where Ihe fishing was belter than in

the lake about the island. I thought her sympathy with her
h.usband'8 sport, which led her, as it were, to sacrifice herself

in her devotion to him, moit charming, and 1 was sure that

there was a harp and a halo awaiting her as asaintin another

world, if not in this. My f ..ce was burned after a trip up the

Magalloway River, and my neighbor prescribe'l cold cream
and furnished the cream, and I was sure I could see the halo

growing about ner head,. I felt much sympatny that I could

not express that ^he should be doomed day after day to be
confined to that island, watching aloue, with nothmg to do
hut watch the sky or read a book, while all the men were
away enjoying the best of fishing. One afternoon I started

after dinner with my guide to go down to Black Cat Brook,
which comes into the iiver below th« lake, and I said to my
neignbor, who had not only prescribed for my burned face,

but had fuinished me with fly oil when I had none of my
own, regret exceedingly that you have no inclination to

fish, for at the sun goes down I think the trout will be feed-

ing." I am not sure about the precise words in which I

made a general ass of myscif by oftering her a seat in the

boat provided she had been fond ol fishing, but she smiled

hke a saint, and I went off like a st Ifish beast, taking it tor

granted that she cared nutning about fishing

There is no occasion for ine to r^fer to my fishing journal

to find what I caught that afternoon, lor I remember well

that I caught all the trout that it was proper for me to kill,

and that one fish weighing 2oz. under Slbs. jumped from the

water twice after it was hooaed on a Montreal fly. That
was one of the very few brook trout that I have known to

jump out of the water after it was hooked.
Returning to camp about sundown, I was very well satis-

fied witu myself, and JVlarshall Linnell, the guide, was
quietly padoling the boat along the shore wnen, as we
rounded a point and got a view of the lake neai-ly opposite

the camp, where a brook came in from the east, I was
astonished to oiscover a woman standing in a boat and cast-

ing a fly like a past grand m-xster of the art. Marshall must
have been as surprised as I was, for he ceased paddling and
in silence we watched the caster. It was my neighbor and
jshe was alone anl unconscious of spectators, and made a
most charming picture of independence and skill as she cast

her flies as gracefully as it is poss^ible to imagine. It was
not tournament casting, it was fly-fishing in the hrghest

degree of excellence, and it was catching as well as fisning.

I would have been glad had there been some back way for

me to sneak into camp by going around one of the moun-
tains, where no one couid see me I had actually felt

sympathy for this woman because she had no inclinatron to

fish when big trout were to be had for the casting, and
doubtless showed it in my manner when I had given her an
invitation with a string to it to go fishing, and here she was
fisfilng equal to the best of the anglers gathered at the camp,
and far more gracefully, and she did not require a guide or

the assistance of any man to paddle her boat urland her fish.

My self- satibfaction oozed out at my fiugtro' ends and I hope
that I showed it, and as boldly as 1 could I congratulated

my fair neigobor upon her skill and went on to camp, I

can always recall the picture of the fair fly-casier, and the

lesson that this incident taught me will remain as a warning

never to take It for granted that a woman cannot fish be-

cause she does not parade the fact after the manner of men
who fish.

Parmachenee-Belle.
The Parmachenee-helle is one of the best flies ever tied that

does not pretend to represent an insect of some sort. Mr. H.
P. Welh has told how he came to design the fly during a
nooning with that prince of woodsmen, John Danforth, on
one of the Maine lakes near Parmachenee (not Parmacheene,
as it is so often spelled), and that it is perhaps as much like

the belly fin of a trout as anything else.

I have found the fly good tor trout and black bass, and a
standard fly in many waters Last year I found that the fly

was cot sidered one of the very best for trout in the waters of

the Triton Club
Last season the steelhead trout were for the first time

planted in the waters of New York State, having been
brought from the Pacific coast and hatched by the Fisheries,

Game and Forest Commission. The fry of the steelheads

were planted on Long Island and in Lake George, and the
qu stioa is often asked if the steelheads are a game fish and
if they will take the fly.

A Canadian salooou fisherman, who has caught the stgeU
head in British Columbia, says they take the fly readily, and
on the hook are as game as a salmon in a Cmadian river.

A correspondent of Land and Water, wri ing from Britich

iColumbia, s'jys: "I do not thick the trout in the rivers of
interior British Columbia feed very much, if at all, on small
fry. I have never noticed them striking at them as do the
trout in England, and out of several hundreds which I have
seen opened I have never observed anything like a small fish

inside them. They appear to be full of larvae and salmon
roe. Neither have I seen a trout over about lib in weight
rise to a natural fly; and I think the big ones only take the
artificial fly, like Jack-Scott and Parmachenee-belle, pre-

sented to them as salmon do in the old country, viz., out of

curiosity. The Parmachenee-belle, by the way, is a very
killing fly in Briash Columbia waters, although it would
scarcely attract the trout in E glatd."

If the steelheads ha^e a fondness for the Parmachenee-
beJle they will fiad the lure ready for them when they have
grown to catchable size.

Sunken Files for BIr Trout.

One expression in the article I have quoted brought back
to me a matter I had almost forgotten. This is the expres-

sion: "Neitner have 1 seen a trout over about lib. in weight
rise to a natural fly."

Before I went to Maine Mi'. Wells told me that he had
never known of a big trout taking a fly on the surface. I

think he said a trout over 21bs. m weight. To catch the big

trout the fly must be allowed to sink 1 or 3in., and then

drawn beneath the surface. I practiced this slvle of fishing

at Parmachenee and at Rangeiey almost entirely, for I was
sine Mr Wells had investigated the matter thoroughly, as it

is his custom to go to the root of any subj et, and natui ally all

the large trout I caught were caught in this way; but from
the time I did my last fishing in Maine I cannot recall that 1

deliberately^made a practice ot fishing w^ith a sunken fly. In
Canada, where large trout grow, I never thought of sinking

the flies (in Maine i used but one fly), but fished them on the

surface, and the fishing wasguod enough. If it is my good
fortune to fish on the Triton Club tract next September I

will try and remember to try one good-sized fiy and sink it

below the surface to see if it will take larger trout than when
the fly is drawn on the surface.

Brown Trout.

A correspondent, Mr. E. W. Raymond, writes: "Will you
give us, through FoiiEST and Stream, information in regard

to German lake truut? Do they require about the same feed

and temperature of water as our native lake trout, and to

what size do they generally grow? with any other informa-

tion in regard to them."
There is no fish that I know of called the German lake

trout The first eggs received in this country of the com-
mon brook trout of Europe came from Germany, and the

fish, now quite common in this country, are sometimes
called the German, or German brown trout. Brown trout is

the name commonly applied to the fish in England, although
they are called yellow trout in Scotland. In Germany they
are called brook trout. If this is the fish, and without fur-

ther information I must assume that it is, they require prac-

tically the same food as our native brook trout, but moie of

it, as they grow faster and to a greater size. They will bear

a slightly higher temperaiure than our native brook trout

and it is not good policy to plant the brown trout in small

streams with our native trout. The European fish grows to

a weight of over 201bs. and in this country uas been called a

cannibal; but this is also true of our native brook trout

under the same conditions that make the brown trout a can-

nibal. Mr. Marston—and there can be no firmer advocate of

the brown trout
— "Walton's trout"—says: "To attempt to

stock American streams with brown trout which are akeady
stocked with native brook trout seems to be unnecessary, if

not unwise. * * * In England the finest trout are found
in the slo.w streams watering the richest parts of the coun-

try, streams flowing through old-fashioned villages and

quaint country towns. The better cultivated the land and
water is, tne better the trout will thrive. * * * Given
fairly pure running water and our trout do well anywhere if

they have a good supply of food
"

This I consider tne best information that can be given in

regard to the brown trout. Too often the mistake has been

made of planting the brown trout in smalt mountain trout

streams. They are a fish of rapid growth and require an
abundance of food, if planted m large, slow flowing

streams, or in lakes from which the native trout has been

fished out and the conditions have changed to make it un-

wise to restock them, the brown trout will doubtless prove
satisfactory.

Texas Tarpon FlshinR.

Some months ago I quoted in this journal from some let-

ters written by my rriend, Mr. William D. Cleveland, of

Houston, Tex
,
concerning tarpon fishing in Texas waters,

and FoBEST akd Stream reproduced a photograph of Mr.
Cleveland and a tarpon which he caught foul-hooked after a

long struggle. At the close of one of the letters I suggested

that the Texas method differed apparently from the one em-
ployed in Florida, for Mr Cleveland referred to a float on
his line, and intimated that he might wi h profit to ail con-

cerned explain his method of fishing in Texas.

i have just received a letter fi:om Mr. Cleveland, in which
he says: "My buainess has kept me so constantly occupied

the past season that I have had no time to write even about

tarpon fishing. I have had a number of outings after tarpon

since writing you, and have caught several, and wish i now
had time to give you a full description of one big fellow of
about 1561b8. that I got hold of. His antics were far beyond
those of any other tarpon that I have hooked, and after he
had run under my boat two or three times and jumped over
my head as many times more, I concluded that it was wiser
to stand up in the boat, so if he struck me it would be in the
legs and not in the head. I had rowing for me a Mexican
whose complexion was somewn at darker than my own, and
when the fish first jumped over the boat between me and
him he turned as white as a sheet, and I actually
sympathiz' d with the fellow as he sat shivering with fear,

almost unable to handle the oars as he was directed. This
fish jumped clean out of the water on to the bank and rolled

back twice I lost him at last by his running around some
bridge timbers and breaking the line. I did not know how
they did fish for tarpon until a friend sent me a St Lours
paper with an account of Piorida tarpon fishing in it They
do not fish for tarpin in Florida as we do here, for I never
before heard of fishing on the bottom with dead bait, such
as is mentioned in the article Besides, I do not think it

would give as much sport as trolling or still-fishing with live

bait, i use a regular tarpon rod and reel such as I have
described to you. Just above the leader in still fishing I

attach a cork which keeps the live mullet near the surface of
the water, and when the tarpon takes it, it is with such a
splash and with such force that it makes the blood tingle
from the tip end of the toe nails to the lip end of the fioger
nails and the tip end of each particular hair. Besides it is

so startling that one never entirely recovers during the whole
fight of the fl^h. It is the same way in trolling, tbe bait is

near the surface and you have toe same experience. I
believe one would have more success fishing the way they
do in Florida (that is, they would land more fish because
they would more certainly hook them securely than in
the method we employ), but I would rather catch a dozen
tarpon on my hook, play them for half an hour and lose

them, than to have the trouble aod work of landing ooe,
because after half an hour or so it becomes very hard work
and the sport is pretty well over."

Black Bass Through the Ice.

My friend Dr. J no. D. Quackenbos sends me a newspaper
clipping, with what is apparently a tehgrapb item, dated
Exeter, N. H., announcing that Wen. E. Rjbinson while
fidhing through the ice at Little Pond, Kingston, N. H.,
caught a small-mouth black bass of 4ilbs. in weight. The
item gives further information as follows:

"So far as recorded, this is the first black bass ever caught
through the ice in winter, and scientists have declared that
the bass hibernates, burying iu the mud and there remaining
dormmt until spring

"Dr. Henshall in his treatise declares that he has yet to

learn of a black bass ever caught through the ice, except in

the early spring when tbe ice was breaking up.

"Dr. 'D C Estes, a Minnesota authority, and G C. Scott
declare to the same eli ct, and a Smithsonian Institution re-

port says black bass are never caught in winter."
The person who pruned that item could not have been a

constant reader of Fobest and Stream, or he or she would
have known that, in spite of the authorities quoted, a
great many small mouth black bass have been caught
through the ice. It is true that b'ack bass congregate
in the fall as cold weather approaches, and pass the
winter in a partially dormant condition, but not neces-
sarily in the mud. They have betn kmwn to bury
themselves in the mud, but as a rule, ir the cond lion? obtain,

they gather in bunches among boulders or broken rocks
in deep water. They have been found in a hollow log in the
water, but it does not follow that they always resort to hol-

low logs. Fishermen who know where the bass congregate
on the deep shoals can and have caught them through the
ice, as 1 related m this column a year or so ago, and it is for

this reason that the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission-
ers have recommended a close season for this fish to end on
Oct. 15.

The bass can be caught if the baited hook is placed
before their noses even when they are hibernating, as it is

called ; but they afford no sport. Only last tali, iu one of the

New Tork lakes, the largest catch of black bdss of the season
was made after the bass Jiad gone into winter quarters, and
it was so the fall btfore. and it was r.bout that time that the

large string of big bass was c ught through the ice, as I re-

lated. I have never caught black bass through the ice, for I

never fished for them at such a time; but i did once fish for

them just before the ice formed. It was with M.r. Cleveland,

whose letter I quoted in the preceding note. For several

years we had been to Brant Lake, in northern New York,
for black bass ; but one year we spent the summer in West
Virginia and in the fall went to Maine, and finally to Lake
Champlain; so that it was late in October and quite cold
when ne said he would like to go to Brant befoie he turned
back to Texas. We both realized that it was far too late for

good bass fishing, but the journey was a pleasant one, with
the fall foliage one mass "of brilliant color, such as is not
given to a Texan as a home attraction, and we packed our
fishing tackle and started.

When we reached the "bass pavilion" of Uncle Ben Hays
the fishermen had long before deserted it, and tha fishing

was over for the season.

We fished the waters, with which we were perfectly famil-

iar, a whole day without getting a single bass bite, and the

next day I began sounding the lake to find a mass of sunken
rocks and thus half a day was spent, but we found what we
were searching for, and in the afternoon began to fish.

Baiting our hooks with minnows, we lowered them into the

crevices of the rocks or between the big boulders, and finally

we got faint nibbles, and that was all we did get; but such
nibbling and mouthing of minnows I never knew before that

day by any kind of a fish Besides minnows we had for bait

larvae of the darning-needle, which had been sent to a fisher-

man at the hotel, and arriving atter his departure Uncle Ben
had kept them in wet "eel grass" and turned them oyer to us
after we arrived. Baiting our hooks with the "what is it,"

as the larva was called, the same nibbling was practiced

down among the rocks by the bass until one wearied of it.

It was nibble and strike, nibble and strike, nibble, nibble,

nibble! Once in a while we would hook a bass, and when
this happened the fighting, game black bass would come to

the landing net with just as much play as a dead and salted

codfish. There is nothing about this kind of fishing which
even remotely resembles sport; it is meat hunting pure and
simple, and if a man is starving and can get food in no other

way he wuuld be foohsh not to avail himself of feeling for

bass in the rocks with a hook. It is burning the candle at

both ends with a vengeance to catch bjack oass through the

month of June when they are spawning and brooding their
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young, and then descend upon them in the fall when they
are congregated in winter quarters and pull them out like so

many leaden weights, so sluggish that they can scarcely
wriggle their tails in protest at the outrage.

Black Bass Plantlnar.

While on the subject of black bass, I wish to call atten-

tion to the applications made to the State for this fish. 1

have ah-eady noted that millions of black bass are applied

for each year when the State at best can furnish but a few
thousands, for they are not hatched artificially. An appli-

cant fills out his application for perhaps 10,000 bass and gets

100 or 300 adult fish, enough to thoroughly stock a lake ten

miles long, if the bass are protected during the breeding
season and the law as to size of bass killed is observed.; but
the next year the same man will put in another application

for more bass for the same water, and I presume if the fish

were furnished the application would appear annually, just

as a shooting club might turn out eacli season enough quail

to furnish the members of the club with quail shooting for a
season and renew the stock by purchase each succeediug
year. The State has not got the bass and cannot get them to

stock waters annually, and there is no need of such stock-
ing. A lake in this State which hai furnished the largest

black bass of the small-mouth species ever caught, and
probably tons of bass of all sizes, during the past ttventy-

eight years was stocked with thirteen little bass about 4in.

long. Not for twenty-six years after it was originally

stocked did it receive another contribution of black bass, bat
it furnished many fish for stocking other waters and was
fished as few lakes of its size (one and one- quarter miles

long) have ever been fished. A. N. Cheney.

Black Bass in the Northwest.

Latona, Wash.—The extremely high water of the fall

wrought havoc among the trout in some sections of the State.

A friend lately from Snohomish county tells me there were
places where this game fish had been left stranded in the
fields by the overflow.
About seven years ago the fi^sh commissioners planted a

number of large-mouth black bass, crappie, perch, sunfish

and catfish in lakes Union and Washington; and last year
all of these fish were very much in evidence. The native

fish are rainbow trout in both lakes, and they seem as plen-
tiful as ever in spite of the inroads which the bass must
make on their numb^-rs.

Lake Union has produced some bags already of 4 and 51bs.,

caught with live rninnow or fpoon.
Lake Washington is twenty-five miles long and about four

to six miles wide, with the best of bays and best of feed for

bass, yet they have not been caught to any extent in this

lake—probably because of its size,

Ihave heard several times of grayling in Lake Washing-
ton too, but have not been able as yet to locate them, Ex-
Mayor Phelps, of Seattle, says he has caught them in several

parts of the lake, and there is no reason to doubt the state-

ment. Other parties have also told me of catching them, yet

I have never caught one nor seen one thai was caught there.

W- S, Phillips.

liandlocked Salmon the Coming Fish in Maine.

CoMinssiONEK 0. H. STANLEY Writes: "We had the
largest run of trout and salmon to their spawning grounds
last fall I have ever known in Maine; also the largest fish,

esptcially at Sebago; we took in our weir several salmon
that would run over SOlbs. ; 1 thmk the average would come
up to 8lbs. We have got as many s^almon eggs as we can
hatch and feed the young fry until October at all our hatch-

eries. S ilmon put in an appearance last fall in miuy new
waters, ponds that I am happy to say I stocked myself.

The coming fiih in Maine is to be the landlocked salmon.
He will thrive with the pickerel and live in higher temper-
ature than the trout. All he needs is plenty of pure water
and smelts for food. He is king on the hook as well as for

the table. He also knows enough not to take every bait that

is offered him. 1 have even known him to refuse the Stanley
smelt sometimes; but that is rare. We now have some very
fine bass fishing in Maine, which attracts many anglers here.

One thing is curious: where the black bass have been put in
pickerel ponds, which were good trout waters before tne in-

troduction of pickerel, the bass have thinntd out the pickerel

and the trout are coming back m considerable numbers. I

don't think they interfere with the trout at all."

"AngUng Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining cliat about men, fishermen, fish,

fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Scream Fub-
lisbing Co.

F I XT U RES.
BENCH SHOWS.

iFeb. a2-''5.- NEwyoRK.. Westminister Kennel Club.
March 3-6. St. Louis —Sc. Louis Kennel Club
March 10-13.— Chicago M:^scouiah Kennel Ciub.
March i^4-v7 — Pittsburg — Duquesne Kennel Club.
March )7-C0.— Louisville - Kentucky Kennel Club.
:March 30-April •-.— Baltimore.— Baltimore Kennel Association.
March 30-April 2. - Kansas l ity.—Kansas City Ktnnel Club.
March 3 -April 3.—San Josfi.—Santa Clara County Poultry and

•Keunel Club.
April 7-10. - Stockton —Stockton Kennel Club.
April lJ-17.—Los Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

FOX HUNTING IN ILLINOIS.
Editor Forest and /Stream:

Fox huntmg in Illinois is not what it used to be a great
many years ago. Then when a fox was started the horse-

men and dogs were bothered with no fences, especially wire
•ones, which are so troublesome now, although we had to

contend with swamps and wild grass. The swamps now
.are tilled.

The hunt which I am about to relate occurred Jan. a3,

1897. We were to start from Pairview Farm at 8 o'clock
A. M. The morning was fine and warm, the sun shining,

•ihe snow about Sin. deep and melting, and a southwest wind
was blowing.
The boys arrived in due time with eight dogs, four of

which were owned by L W. Green, Jr ; two were Ken-
tucky hounds and two were imported hounds; three were
owned by R. Sandusky, one imported and two were Ohio
bred. One was owned by George Baum, all of Indianola.

There were twenty-two horsemen. No guna were allowed.

We started north and struck a fresh track. The hounds
took the fox three miles east to Indianola, He then turned
in a cornfield, making a complete circle and getting the best

of us by about ten minutes by back tracking. He then went
west to where he started froin all the time keeping in the
cornfields when possible and running diagonally to the

route. Then he made another turn north, going west
through a large hedge, and here we first saw him.
We had ridden north when the dogs turned west through

the fence into the cornfield. We therefore tui-ned west, and
as we did we saw him about lOOyds away making a circle

south and around us. There were sis of us in that squad,
the remainder of the party being scattered over a section of

land. When he was sighted everybody gave chase. He ran
southwest to a large ditch, thence down the embankment
one-half mile, with four of us only 50yds from his brush
and yelling worse than a band of Apache Indians. He ran
the length of the cornfield, about one-half mile, turned east

and south to the railroad, shook his brush in the air and bade
us good day. Then begaa the hard running after a scared
fox.

He went down the railroad nearly to town, through the

meadow to the timber, straight for the Little Vermilion Ei ver,

which he swam; then over hills, hollows, through pastures,

cornfields and barn3''ards, till he cime to the high grade of

the railroad. The dogs were then about one and one half

minutes behind the fox and twelve milos from the starting

point as the ''crow flies," so we were told by a farmer who
lived near. Here is where the fox got in his work and where
he got his title, "Cunning as a fox." He mounted the grade,

took a look back over his shoulder, then trotted over the

trestle, 800yds. in length and 40ft. high, came down the

same side of the track at the other end of the trestle,

and made bis circle toward home. Here he threw
the dogs oS the track, but we made a circle of

one-half mile and found it, and were hot after him again,

with a loss of fifteen minutes. We then ran him back
through the same country, but he began to get tired and to

hunt the bunches of cattle and horses, and run through
barnyards to throw the dogs oft' the scent, but he was found
every time without much delay. We ran him to the timber,

up the Little Vermilion River again, and came in sight of

him crossing a plowed field. We ran him one-fourth of a
mile across this and a white spotted hound. Rowdy, took
the lead by sight and ran up to within 10ft and couldn't

gain any more, so it seemed; but as soon as the fox struck
the smooth ground along the plank fence then Rowdy be-

gan to crawl up on him, inch by inch, until within lOOyds.
he was only about 8 it. from his tail, and both dog and fox
lying low on the ground and going like the wind. A few
jumps and reynura tried for a hole in the fence, and then it

was all up. Rjwdy struck him like a cyclone and both
rolled over and over in the snow, aud by that time Rowdy's
brother from Ohio was with him and the chase was over.

Out of twenty-two men who started in the chase with eight

dogs, only nine men were left and tour dogs. The distance
traveled was about thirty-five miles.

Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Winnipeg, Man., Feb 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A
regular meeting of the club y?as heid this afternoon at the
Hotel Manitooa, President Simpson in the chair.

The resignations of S. B. Borradaile as second vice-presi-

dent, and John Wootton as secretary-treasurer, were then
read and accepted. The following offleers were then duly
elected: First Vice-Prcsident, John Wootton; Second Vice-
President, Wm. C. Lee; Secretary -Treasurer, G. B. Borra-
daile, Winnipeg. Four new members wei'e elected by
ballot.

It was decided to have the same stakes as last year, viz.,

Derby and All-A.ge slakes, each $350, and also an Amateur
Stake, open to all amateurs resioitig in (Janada.

The tntrace fee to Derby and All-Age stakes will be $10;
to start, |5 additional. A committee of three, including the

president, were elected to secure a judge.
JoHK Wootton, Sec'y-Treas.

Irish Setter Club Meeting.

No. 1813 De Lancey Place, Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

—

The annual meeting of the Irish Setter Club of America will

be held at the Madison Square Garden, New. York, during
the W. K. C, show, on Wednesday, Feb. 24., at 12 o'clock.

Geo. H. Thomson, Sec'y-Treas.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
The entries of the last W. K. C. numbered 1,409 Those

of this show greatly exceed the former, the total b-ing 1,667,

diviiled among the different breeds as follows: Mastiffs 10,

St Beinards 153, bloodhounds 13, Great Danes 51, New-
founds 4, Russian wolfhounds 18, deerhounds 13, grey-

hounds 27, English foxhounds 11, American foxhounds 17,

Chesapeake Bay dogs 7, pointers 92, English setters 60, Irish

setters 56, Gordon setters 38, field spaniels 37, cocker spaniels

82, collies 107, Eoglish sheep dogs 8, poodles 91, bull dogs 86,

French bull dogs 19, bull terriers 70, Boston terriers 119,

dachshunde 53, btagles 64, Irish teiriers 57, Scottish terriers

16, fox terriers (smooth) 80, fox terriers (wire-haired) 40, Btd-
liijgton terriers 11, SKye terriers 4, DauOie Dinmont ttrriers

2, Black aud Tan leiriers 25, while English terriers 1, wh p-

pets 4, schipperkts 3, Pomeranians 3, Maltese teiriers 6,

Vorkshire territrs 15, toy terriers 8, pugs 23, toy spaniels 47,

Italian greyhounds 4, miscellaneous 9.

We are informed by Dr. J. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn.,
that a bill embodying some radical changes concerning the

licensing and ownership of dogs was presented to the Con-
necticut Legislature, and in turn referred to the Judiciary
Committee. He asks that the interested residents of each
district exercise their influence with thek Representatives

and Senators to secure the passage of the bill. Briefly stated,

the bill provides thai all dogs registered in the A. K. C. S. B.
shall be licensed for $1.15, and bitches so registered shall be
registered for the surn of $5.15 A special license, to be
issued on payment of ^35, to be known as a liennel license,

shall be issued to breeders of registered dogs, said license

permitting the licensee to keep not more than ten dogs, and
exempting from the license law all puppies under twelve
months. Every person owning a dog shall appraise the same
upon the tax list ai its actual value, and any person stealing

or killing any dog so listed, except that killing may be justi-

fied by doing it in self-defens5, or if the dog is actually en-

gaged in worrying sheep, shall be liable for the value of the
dog so killed, or shall be punished by fine and imprisonment

he same as if the dog were a domestic of like value.

The sum at which the owner lists his dog shall be prima
facie evidence of its value in either a civil or criminal
prosecution.

Further special prizes have been added to the premium list

of the Mascoutah Kennel Club. The St. Bernard Club of
America offers the Waters challenge cup for the best Ameri-
can-bred St. Bernard, and two silver cups, one for best stud
dog with two of his ffet, and one for best bitch with two of
her progeny. The |Butterfly Bench Show Association offers

three medals, one each for best sporting dog, non-sporting
dog, and best terrier.

The W. K. C. announces that additional valuable specials
have been offered by the Boston Terrier Club, the English
Bloodhound Club of America, the Bull Dog Club of Amer-
ica, the Brunswick Fur Club, and others, for spaniels,

poodles, French bull dogs, beagles and Irish terrierg,

There will he an annual meeting of the Irish Setter Club
of America in Madison Square Garden, Thursday, F<^b. 35,
at 13 o'clock M,, for the election of officers and the transac-
tion of business. The secretary, Mr, Geo. H. Thomson,
1813 De Lancey Place, Philadelphia, requests that members
send in their annual dues ($5) and the names of those who
are to be proposed for membership.

The annual business meeting of the American Pet Dog
Club, the secretary, Mr. T. Fa-rer Rackham, writes us, will
be held at the Lincoln House, New York c'ty, on Wednes-
day, Feb. 24, punctually at 3:30 P. M. The election of
officers and other important business will take place.

Mr. John Wootton, of Manitou, Ma^s., writes us that the
outl lok for the Manitoba trials on chickens is good, andt hat
he expects to tee a much larger entry list this year than last.

Communicationsfor this departmerit are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

THE NATIONAL CYCLE SHOWS.
At the great cycle show held in Chicago a few weeks

since six acres of fioor space were devoted to the exhibition
of bicycles, while in the Npw York show, which has just
come to a close, nine acres were given up for the same pur-
pose. The individual exhibits at each place counted well up
among the hundreds, while the attendance was reckoned by
numbers that ran up to six figures.

The Drift of Affairs.

At both New York and Chicago the same tendencies were
marked. One that appealed to the manufacturers was that
national cycle shows, at least at the time of year they are now
held, have ceased to be of very material profit to the ex-
hibitors as far as direct returns are concerned. This was
especially true of the Chicago show. Agents who formerly
came to purchase stock for the ensuing year's trade have
been conspicuous by their absence. The shows are no
longer great marts of trade, for by the time they are held
dealers are already slocked, and those who visit the show
are no longer susceptible to argument. They come rather
to renew old friendships or to become personally acquainted
with the men with whom as a result of previous negotiations
they are to do business during the year. This condition of
affairs, though of gradual growth, has taken expression this

year in a way that is not to be mistaken, and exhibitors in
general have had to be satisfied with the indirect returns
that come from the advertising of their product through the
shows themselves and through the newspaper notices that
are given of them.

Approaohlnsr a Standard.

Another general tendency noted at both shows was the
growing conservatism of the manufacturers, which was ex-
hibited not only in the lack of sensational features in their

product, but also in business methods There is a marked
disposition to get away from all that is impracticable, and to
solidify and simplify methods and manufacture. It has be-
come an established fact that a man who promotes a machine
out of the recognized and generally accepted type comes to

an untimely and disastrous end. The effect of this conserva-
tism is to conform bicycles more and more to a certain fixed
type that embodies what is best in the opinions of the major-
ity of manufacturers. Though mioor details are founa in
endless variation, most of the chief features of cycle con-
struction show a remarkable uniformity.
The length of wheel base in the models exhibited this year,

for instance, shows much less variation from the average
than heretofore, and moderate sizes of tubing for frame con-
struction are the rule

The practical absence of chainless bicycles from the show
demonsirates as well as anything this conservatism. No
doubt the manufiictm-ers have all given the subject of fum-
ing out such wheels due consideration, and vtry poss-ibly

some of them will add chainless bicycles to their line in
course of time, but so far none of the prominent manufac-
turers have shown any undue eagerness to rush into the
business.

The Racer no Longer Supreme.
A commendable tendency, which is very marked in some

quarters, is the attention paid to the feature of comfort in
cycling. Wheels are being made with a greater clearance
between forks to permit the use of larger tires, and tires are

made heavier and of larger diameter than heretofore. Hygi-
enic saddles are very much in evidence, and no one will

hereafter have cause to complain that he cannot procure a
safe and comfortable saddle. A year ago there were many
who said that existing saddles of the fence rail type were
good enough for anybody, but the popularity of the double
point of support styles is good enough evidence that they
were mistaken. Common-sense ideas will prevail, and com-
foit and strength are more carelully considered each year by
the manufacturers.
The big tires are intended to reduce the jar of riding over

rough surfaces, and another improvement with the iameend
in view is the cushion frames. No less than a dozen manu-
facturers in the New York show had wheels fitted with an
unobtrusive pneumatic cushion frame device.
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Simplifying Construction.
Another feature that has the almost universal support of

the exhibitors is the simplifying of the mechanism of their

wheels. All aim to make the taking apart and assembling

by amateurs as easy as possible. In the matter of cranks,

for instance, nearly every manufacturer had some improve-
ment to show to permit taking them off without the use of

too much violence. The bearings also are generally supplied

with retaining devices, and the matter of adjustment is made
less difficult.

Odds and Ends,
Wooden handle bars are one of the features of these shows

^of recent development. Now anyone can have them as an
option on his wheel. Wood at present is exclusively used

for rims, and in ladies' wheels it enters largelj' into the con-

struction of chain and wheel guards, and there seems to be a
•slight tendency toward its use for bicycle frames. More
wooden bicycles were shown than chainless types. In all

these machines, however, metal wheels were used, probably
because they are to be had cheaper than wooden spokes and
hubs.
I'ew gear cases were in evidence. Gear cases conduce to

'the comfort of the rider and make possible wet weather
wheeling, and inasmuch as their use would tend to extend
the wheeling season, which for the majority of riders is prac-

tically limited to the summer, manufacturers should encour-

age their use. One reason why more gear cases ai-e not seen

Ss the difficulty of attaching them to wheels of American
manufacture. If our bicycle builders would make some pro-

vision for gear cases more would be in use, and riders gener-

ally would come to recognize their advantages for muddy or

dusty roads.

A number of new brakes were exhibited. One was oper-

ated by compressed air; another by twisting one of the

handle grips, while others still became operative through the

act of bacli pedaling, A novelty in the line of mud guards
was a hollow rubber roller, which runs on the rear wheel
and causes the mud to fly backward, instead of over the

rider.

The Future of National Shows,
Just now it looks very much as if we had seen the last of

national cycle shows. Chicago's was unsatisfactory from
the exhibitor's standpoint, and New York only partially re-

deemed herself. If changes there be, however, it is more
likely to be in name than in actual substance; and whether
"national" or not, New York and Chicago will undoubtedly
have as great cycle shows in 1898 as in 1897.

At the annual meeting of the manufacturers' board of

trade on Feb. 10 the following resolution was passed:

"Besolved, That it is the sense of this meeting, that the
National Boari of Cycle Manufacturers discontinue its

annual national cycle exhibition is deemed advisable by the

board of directors, and in place thereof it encourage and
sanction local cycle shows under terms and conditions pre-

scribed by the board of directors upon the following general
lines;

"Sanction and encouragement to be given first and prefer-

ably to local cycle boards of trade.

"A percentage of the gross receipts of all local cycle

shows to be paid to the National Board of Trade of Cycle
Manufacturers for its maintenance and increase of its useful-

ness.

"The conduct and terms of such local cycle shows to be in

conformity to such rules, regulations and provisions as

the Board of Directors of the National Board of Trade of

Cycle Manufacturers may prescribe.

"Sanction to be granted only for such local shows as com
mence not earlier than the last Saturday in February and
terminate not later than the first Saturday in April of each
y^ar

"Spaces to be of uniform size, and no exhibitor permitted
to occupy more than two spaces. Price of space to be ad-

justed in accordance with location."

The New York Cycle Show.
'The New York cycle show of 1897 was held in the Grand

fCentral Palace of Industry, Forty third street and Lexington
avenue, Feb. 6-13. This is New Y'^ork's third national cycle
exhibition, the two previous shows having been held in the

.Madison Square Garden.
The accommodations for this year's exhibition were not

nearly so good as at the Garden, ' The various exhibits were
scattered over four floors instead of being concentrated
ton one, and owing to the intricate construction of the build-

iing it was often a very difficult matter to locate any particu-

lar exhibit. In the center of the Palace of Industry is a
large court, which is open from the second floor to the top of

the building. Access to the various floors can be had only at

the east end of the building, and the elevator accommoda-
tions are very poor.

The second floor was th6 central part of the exhibition of

bicycles, and on it most of the leading firms were repre-

sented. Occupying the central position in the Court of

Honor was the Board of Trade exhibit, which was also the

central feature of the Chicago show. This was a pagoda-
shaped pavilion erected on a broad pyramidal base and sur-

mounted by a huge golden dome crowned by a bicycle sup
porting a cluster of incandescent lights and surrounded by a

number of other illuminated wheels. In this pavilion were
exhibited medals and trophies won by champion cyclists.

Nearly 800 spaces were given up to the (xbibits as against

650 at Chicago.

to compile before May 30 a practically complete list of
yachts and owners for the Sound racing.

We leara from our Chicago correspondent that there is no
likelihood of a challenge from Chicago yachtsmen for the
Canada cup. This is to be regretted, as a race this year
would do much to help yachting on the lakes. It would
also attract the interest of salt-water yachtsmen to the sport
on fresh water. There being no race for the America's cup
this year, an international race on Lake Ontario would,
after the race of 1896, draw many Eastern yachtsmen for the
first time to this beautiful inland sea; whereas, should such
a race occur in the same year as one for the America's cup,
it would pass almost without notice. While thus far no
challenge has been sent from Chicago, the Chicago and
other American papers have not hesitated in accusing the
Royal Canadian Y. C. of being afraid of a second trial; and
if correctly quoted, the owner of Vencedor is responsible for
the same accusation.
We have little doubt that if the owner of Vencedor is will-

ing to try for the second time to defeat Canada, and is will-
ing to build a yacht to her class, 42ft., and with the same
minimum of section, 38 per cent., the holders of the
cup will waive the ten months' notice and make a match.
The odds in this case, of building to beat a known boat,
would be on the side of the challenger; but we believe that
the Canadians are good enough sportsmen to disregard them
and make a match.
If Chicago yachtsmen are really in earnest in their desire

to retrieve the honors lost last year, they can at least put the
matter to a test by a fair and bold, challenge to race Canada
against a new Chicago boat.

As stated elsewhere, there is a prospect that Chicago will
send a yacht to the trial races of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C.
We hope that this report is true, not only because the pres-
ence of a Western yacht will add materially to the interest in
the races, but because the visit of a Western yacht to
New York waters will have a beneficial effect at home.
We would like to see as contestants in the trial races half a
dozen of the best representatives of the fine racing fleets that
have been built up of recent years on Lake Geneva, Lake
Mlnnetonka, Pewaukee Lake, Fox Lake and other Western
waters. The glory that would follow even a successful per-
formance in the trial races would well repay the effort to
build and race the yacht.

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.

The annual meeting of the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. was
held on Feb. 1, with Vice-Corn. Fitzgibbon in the chair; the
following officers being elected: Hon. Com., Sir Donald A.
Smith; Com., James Ross; Vice-Com., A. F. Riddell; Rear-
Com., Harry Abbott, Q. C; Hon. Sec'y, W. A. C Hamilton;
Measurers: D. A. Poe, R. Fitz Gibbon and H. K. Wicksteed.
Executive Committee: A. Pringle, W. Barclay Stephens,
F. S. Martin, J. E. Schultze, H. G. Badie, E. Kirk Greene,
W. McLea Walbank and G. H. Duggan.
A vole of thanks was tendered the retiring officers, and, as

a mark of appreciation, the Hon. Sec'y-Treas., Mr. W. A. G.
Hamilton, was presented with a suitable souvenir for his
valuable services to the club.
The secretary-treasurer presented a long and very satis-

factory report, in which the following allusion is made to the
international races:
"True national pride may readily be expressed on the

splendid victory of Com. Ross's bonny craft, our club's fiag-
ship. She was designed, built, owned and sailed by Cana-
dians, everything in, on or about her being strictly Canadian
from stem to stern. She easily vanquished all yachts of
other Canadian designers, besides joining El Heirie in beat-
ing some of the most able yacht designers and builders in
the world.
"Before leaving this glorious result of our club's first at-

tempt at international contests, we would record our appre-
ciation of the cordial hospitality extended by the Seawan-
haka Corinthian Y. C. to our representatives and members
attending the races. We note the kindly feeling expressed
in this organization's annual report, and congratulate
ourselves on having the opportunity to further cement the
existing pleasant relations, notwithstanding the evident
keen rivalry.
"The club had representatives at Brockville, Lake of Two

Mountains, Valois and Ogdensburg, who more than held
their own against all comers. At Ogdensburg and Lake
of Two Mountains kind hospitality was shown our mem-
bers, sufficient to require no second bidding to bring us to
their shores again."
The following summary of the racing of the 15ft. class for

the season was given in the report:
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The following amendments to the racing rules were prt

sented:
Rule 1 to be amended to read as follows:
Section 4. The maximum draft of any yacht when in raf|s(

ing trim shall not exceed that specified for her class in th|

following table, exclusive of centerboard, except as hereafte
mentioned. But this limit shall not apply to any yacht i

existence at the time of the passage of these amendment
when racing in the class in which she was classified prior •

that time. This exemption, however, shall not be so coi
strued as to permit a vessel launched prior to Oct. 22, 1896, t:

increase her draft beyond the limit allowed for her class.

The story which we reprint this week from the Boston
Transcript is but one of many of the same tenor now circu-
lating through the American press. If those Canadians
who have opposed the Royal Canadian Y. C. in the amend-
ment of the racing rules are possessed of any national pride,

it must be gratifying to them in the extreme to know that
through their efforts their countrymen and fellow yachts-
men are now being advertised through the States as a lot of
sharpers. We know of no good whatever which has come
from this unfortunate and unnecessary quarrel, while no
end of harm has been done to the good name of Canadian
yachtsmen through the widespread circulation of such
stories in the American papers.

The Fokest and Stream is desirous of reporting as fully
and accurately as possible the races of the Sound Y. R. U.
during the coming season. As an aid in this work we shall

, be glad to receive at as early a, date a possible the books of
the different clubs, announcements of fixtures, race pro-
grammes, etc.; and in particular names, measurements, rac-
ing numbers, etc., of yachts, both old and new. We should
,like, with the assistance of the Y''. R. U. officers, to be able

0

Sec. 6. Any yacht which has her measurement increase

Glencairn, Com. Ross 3 3
Viva, C. H. Routh and A. W. Shearwood 15 .. 1 3 2 1
Mischief, Artliur Hamilton 13 1 3 2 2 2
Sbanet-a-Boo, Eear-Com. Fitz Gibbon 15.. 2 3 3 1

Otowynn, L. J. Smitli 2 ..

Anita, H. G. Eadie 13 2 3 2 1 ..

Bantam, J. C.C Almon 14.. 3 1 .. 3
Sothis, G. H. Dusgan and F. P. Shearwood. ... 12 7 .. 3 , . ,

,

Titania, W. M. Kirkpatrick and J. H. Prissick. 15 1 2 1 1 1

Osma, E. S. CJouston 5 ,. 1 .. ,. ..

Sais, I). A. Poe 6 1

Nouya, R. R. Wallace 6 1

Gyascutis, A. L. and H. R. Drummond 3
Windward, 0. O. Clark , 6
Missie, Rev. Hy. Kittson 8 2 1 ., 1 ..

Oneida, L. H. Dinning 5 .. .. 1 .. .,
* Won Hamilton challenge trophy.

Work is now under way in the club on a large number of
20-footers. The club will build a new house on the present
site.

New York Y. C.

The annual meeting of the New York Y. C. was held on
Feb. 11, the following officers being elected: Com., J. Pier-
pont Morgan, steam yacht Corsair; Vice-Com., Lewis Cass
Ledyard, schr. yacht Montauk; Rear Com., August Bel-
mont, cutter Mineola; Sec'y, J. V. S. Oddie; Treas., F. W. J,
Hurst; Meas., John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, Morris J. Asch,
M. D. Rpgatta Committee: John C. Barron, Theodore C.
Zerega and W. Barton Hopkins. Committee on Admissions:
Edward M. Brown, C. Oliver Iselin, Lewis Cass Ledyard, W,
Butler Duncan, Jr., and James A. Wright. House Commit-
tee: Edward E. Chase, Frank M. Cronise, F. H. Davies, C.
L. F. Robinson and C. Alfred Grymes. Library Committee:
Fordham Morris, Arthur H. Clark and A. V. H. Ellis. Com-
mittee on Club Stations: William H. Thomas, Frederick H.
Benedict, F. Augustus Schermerhorn, L. Vaughan Clark,
Tarrant Putnam, Frederick P. Sands, Frederick Grinnell,
John P. Duncan, Amzi L. Barber and Edward R. Ladew.
The secretary's report showed £l membership of 1,217 and a

fleet of 828 yachts. The date for the annual regatta was
fixed, Thursday, June 17. The date for the cruise was not
decided on, but Mr. Ogden Goelet offered again two cups
costing 11,000 and $500 for schooners and cutters, to be raced
for as usual off Newport during the, cruise. An invitation
was read from the Yacht Racing Union of Long Island
Sound inviting the New Y''ork Y. C. to join the Union; it

was referred to the special committee on the proposed yacht
league.

Ill

for the purpose of sailing in a class above that in which sh
would sail according to the last official measurement take
prior to Nov. 1, 1896, shall not be entitled to any time allov
ance from other yachts in that class.

Rule 4 to be so amended as to read as follows:
Sec. 4. At least two yachts must start in each class

entitle a yacht to a prize of full value. Should a yach.
obliged to sail alone in her class, go over the course of hi

class, she shall be entitled to a prize of one-half the value
the regular prize,(and upon the same shall be inscribed "Sail
over prize."

Sec. 5 (new). Any yacht alone in her class may sail in til

class next above, but in such case such yacht shall assu:
and be entered as of the mean racing length specified for tl^

class in which she so enters; but this shall not be so co
strued as to permit a single-masted vessel or yawl to enter
a schooner class.

Rule 16—To be so amended as to read as follows:
Sec. 8. An overlap is established when an overtaking yacl

has no longer a free choice on which side she will pass, ar
continues to exist as long as the leeward yacht, by luffin
or the weather yacht, by bearing away. Is in danger
fouling. The owner or representative of an overtakii
yacht intending to claim an overlap shall notify the ovt-

taken yacht to that effect by hailing her.
Sec. 14. If an overlap exists between two yachts when bo

of them, without tacking, are about to pass a mark on
required side, then the outside yacht must give the insit

yacht room to pass clear of the mark, except as provided
Sec. 15. A yacht shall not, however, be justified in attemp
ing to establish an overlap and thus force a passage betweij
another yacht and the mark after the latter yacht has alten
her helm for the purpose of rounding.

Sec. 15. When two yachts in maneuvering for the stav
both on the same tack, one to windward and one to leewar
and the weather yacht being freer than the leeward yaoh
should the leeward yacht be close hauled on the wind, ai

before an overlap has been established, the leeward yac
shall have the right to hold and maintain her course, ev
if thereby the windward yacht should be forced on the wroi:
side of the starting mark.

Sec. 16. When a yacht is approaching a shore, shoal, pie
rock, vessel, or other dangerous obstruction, and cannot
clear by altering her course without fouling another yact
then this latter shall, on being hailed by the former, at on
give room; and in case one yacht is forced to tack or to be,

away in order to give room, the other shall also tack or be
away, as the case may be, at as near the same time as is pc
sible without danger of fouling. But should such obstru
tion be a designated mark of the course, a yacht forci

another to tack under the provision of this section shall
disqualified.
The amendments to Rule 1 and that to Rule 16, Sec.

were passed; the amendments to Rule 4 and Rule 16, See.
were lost; and the others, to Rule 16, Sees. 14, 15, were
ferred to the regatta committee. The following new mei
bers were elected: I. Cox, Dr. A. G. Brower, L. C. Wacl
muth, Ensign O. P. -Jackson, U. S. N.; Lieut. G. A. Ci
houn, U. S. N.; Lieut. Wm. H. Driggs, U. S. N.; A. A
Soper, W. L. Elkins, Jr., Lieut. T. D. Griffin, U. S. N.; Wi
T. Lawson, Lieut. J. D. McDonald, U. S. N.; Ensign J.

Bradshaw, U. S. N.; J. Cotting, C. McK. Leoser, M. S. Bti

ger, A. Marshall, N. Hathaway, N. Witherell, Surgeon M,
Guest, U. S. N.; Gen. T. W. Hyde, T. Beckwith, Lieut. Kf
Rohrer, U. S. N.; C. A. Andresen, Lieut. R. H. Gait, U.
N.; E. S. Woodward, F. A. Dallett, A. Schwarzman andSr|
geon L. Morris, U. S. N.

j
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The Yacht Racing^ Uaion.

The council of the Y. R. U. held its monthly meeting
Feb. 8 at the Seawanhaka C. Y. C house, a number
portant matters being under discussion. In deference
requests of owners of the special SO-footers, it was decide
by a mail vote to allow these boats to be measured witho 7

crews and to carry the satne crews as in 1896, but to i

i'

steered only by amateurs. In the matter of courses, the u
of triangular courses exclusively is recommended, to
sailed twice or three times, the distances being: J
schooners, 30 miles; single stick yachts, first, 70£t., 60ft., 61
classes, 25 miles; 43ft., 86ft., and 30fb. classes, 20 miles; 30
cats and 25ft. sloops, 15 mjles; 25ft. cats and 20fb. sloops,'
miles; and the 20ft. and I5ft. cats and 15ft. sloops, 10 miles^
It was decided to retain the present system of starti

signals; but where each class is to be started separate
from the gun the class letter shall be displayed on a lar,

white sphere at the masthead of the committee boat. JV'

John Hyslop was elected official measurer of the Union, a
the POKEST AHD STREAM was named as the official organ t

the publication of all notices, etc. Arrangements were aj

made for the preservation and compilation of racing recon
It was decided to invite the New York Y. C. to take rep

sentation in the Union, and also to renew the invitation p
viously given to the Larchmont Y^ C. The Atlantic Y. w
now having no station on Long Island Sound, is nominajr
disqualified for membership in Uie Union, but a conferencei
the two bodies will take place very soon, the Atlantic Y.

j

now having a special committee for the purpose of con:"

ring with other clubs as to future union.
A special committee of three, Messrs. E. Burton Hart, '

P. Tower and Sec'y Jones, was appointed to visit Boston a'

confer with the executive committee of the Mass. Y. R.

Possible Chicago Boat for Eastern Races.
There is a vague rumor out in Chicago this week,

with a certain amount of confirmation, though not.«ufficiti

to warrant of a decisive announcement of it as news, tl

there will be a pne-rater built in the West , at or ml
Chicago, this spring, which will go East to compete in i»

Seawanhaka Y. C. trial races. The boat would go by rJ

from this city, and should the owner conclude to carry ci

his present unformulated decision the building of the b(l

would be hurried from now on, so that the boat could f

tried on Western waters before going East. The possij
skipper has not yet given any order for the boat, and d(
not care to have his name announced, but tells me he n;

see fit to do this. It is much to be hoped that he will do
as this would be something of a novelty in boating matte
No Chicago craft has gone for these races, and the notionl
such a competitor is one very hard to relinquish. I can p
so far as to say that should this gentleman build this h<i

he will prove himself to Eastern men a competitor worthjf

their friendship and of their best efforts in the contesj

Should the boat go East there will be a large and enthusi|
tic Chicago contingent go with it, and thus there would 1

pleasant rivalry between the two cities, of that sort wl
among sportsmen makes friendships of the most lasti
nature. Let us hope the young Chicago yachtsman will c|

elude to build and sail this Chicago boat for the honor of
city E. HOTOt

1206 BoyoE Bdilding, Chicago.
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The Quebec Pilot Boat.
The Quebec "pilot boat" is to the lower St. I/awrence what
e catboat is to Great South Bay and similar localities, and
e ia interesting as being a direct imnortation from Brit-
ny. She is the chasse maree of the French Channel ports,
odified to a certain extent by the climate and conditions of
e lower river, but only to a comparatively small extent.
The chasse maree, speaking broadly, is a lugger with very
uff ends above water, a big displacement, and varies in
se from an open boat to a craft big enough to cross the
fclantic. The "pilot boat" is never too big to permit of her
ing handled on shore by her crew, and the boats are
ays beached at low tide. The larger craft of the river

e the universal schooner, the typical craft of America in
ite of the sloop, and perhaps an adventurous pin flat.

The pilot boats are not rigged with the lug, and the rea-
n for this is not hard to find. The lug requires for its effect-

e use a big crew, and a big crew is not available in the lower
. Lawrence any more than on any other American water-
ay. I take it for granted that why no localized American
aft carries a lug rig, and that why so many of their Europ-
ji prototypes do is mainly because men were and are more
entiful, and cost less in wage and share, in Europe than on
is continent; as it is with an engine lathe, so is it with a

^11: the American has had to invent something that would
> the work with the least possible amount of labor, and the
)ld countryman," to use a Canadian colloquialism, has not.
The pilot boats are powerful craft of about three beams
length, built on a straight plank keel, projecting 9 to lOin.

slow the garboards. They are very full fore and aft above
le waterline, and have what used to be called a lifting bow,
id good big quarters. Their dead rise is of about 15* with

year were sailed under conditions willingly agreed to by the
Chicago yachtsmen, who at this late day cannot evade the
blame for their defeat by pleading the "baby act." If the
Chicago papers are to be believed, as well as the statements
of Western yachtsmen. Lake Michigan has nothing to learn
from the East. Apart from the purely local skill, amateur
and professional, it has now the services of the real designer
of Vigilant, Gloriana, Niagara and Defender, as well as of
one of the best of Defender's crew. After the boasts made
last winter of the superior skill of the men who were making
the match, designing the yacht, and who proposed to and
finally did sail her, it is idle to cry over having been out-
matched as well as outsailed by the other side, which said
little or nothing, but went to work quietly to meet the chal-
lenge in the best possible manner.

The match from the start was an uneven one; it could not
be otherwise under the circumstances, but the only ones to

blame for it were the Chicago men. who held back their in-

tended challenge until their yacht was partly built, and then
sought to force the other party into a special size and type
which was not only most undesirable in itself, but in which
the challenging party would have a very great advantage
over the challenged. The refusal of the Canadians to build
after the Niagara class and type made a race impossible ex-

cept by some special arrangement, and such was made after

due discussion and deliberation by the challengers, some of

the most experienced yachtsmen of Lake Michigan. Not
only the Vencedor party, but the Canadians as well, were
bound by set limits from the signing of the agreement early
in the spring; the latter came to tiie line in August with
warerline and sail area within the limits; the former was
prepared to sail on a shorter waterline than agreed, and to

TBCE QUEBEC PILOT BOAT.

hard bilge, and they are heavily and strongly constructed,
enerally carvel, but if lapstrake it is of the heaviest and
rudest description, the full thickness of plank being carried
ver the lands. This is typical of all the French-Canadians'
ipstrake constructions.
1 One very funny part of their outfit is the leg that keep«
lem upright when they go ashore. It is an iron bar
hackled to the gunwale, with a shoe on the bottom to keep
t above the mud.
' The rig is as shown in the sketch, and while it is much cut
ip it is still about as simple, effective, and has as low a cen-
er of effort as a rig can have. The boats are very stiff and
Fcatherly, and the stone ballast goes up to the windward
rhen it blows, so that they carry sail hard; but if it blows
iftrder, as there are no reef points, there can be no "haul out
,nd tie down." The mainsail is doused, then if the breeze
she blow some up," in comes the jib, then the jigger sprit
omes out, then the sprit out of the foresail, and by that
ime nothing but a pilot boat and a 4,000-tonner have much
>usiness to do on the lower St. Lawrence.
One little peculiarity of the rig is worth noticing; the miz-

,en is stepped off the center to let the straight tiller come
aboard, .^nd it does not seem to do them any harm.
The boats are strong, seaworthy and weatherly to a degree,

.ccidents being unknown, and yet the lower river is no
looming picnic ground; and they have a great reputation
or speed, as have all local boats of this class that possess the
aore necessary good qualities enumerated. Retaw.

The Lake Yachtsmen.
FoK a journal which is as a rule both well informed and
air-minded, the Boston Transcript has, in the following,
ichieved a collection of misstatements which almost entitle
b to the local supremacy in this peculiar line of misrepres-
Intation and undeserved abuse:

"It looks now as though the formation of a lake yacht rac-
iig association, on which pretty much depends the future
if international racing on the Great Lakes, would be a diffi-

ult matter. The Canadians interested in racing on the
Jreat Lakes appear to be a grasping and obstinate set of
nen, and although the Americans have made some impor-
ant and as a good many of them think uncalled-for conces-
lions, it is not thought that the rules which have thus far
>een put forward will be adopted by the four associations of
rhich the union is to consist. If the reports of the proceed-
Qgs which have been sent on here are correct, the American
'achtsmen on the Great Lakes must be a particularly guile-
ess and unsophisticated set of men, and entirely wanting in
he astuteness which has so often been shown by their breth-
en. of the salt water in international racing arrangements,
^he races last year were sailed under conditions which made
hem practical gifts to the Canada. There is no question
hat she is the better boat of the two, but the arrangements
fere such that the Vencedor could not have won if she had
een proportionately better than the Canada. At one of the
eoent meetings for the formation of the union, one of the
ules which was presented by the Canadians, and was only
ejected by the Americans after an elaborate consideration,
raa one providing that the midship section of all new boats
hould be 35 per cent, of the load waterline multi-
died by the extreme draft. The Canada's midship sec-
don is 28 per cent., so that it can easily be seen just
tbout how much chance there would be to build a boat
inder such a rule which would beat her. This rule was
inally rejected, and a set of rules which was not much better
yas adopted. These rules provided that the percentage of
ihe midship section of the new boats should not be less than
hat of certain boats which were cited, one for each class,

md every one of which was a Canadian. This rule is not
tnly unfair, but impracticable, as it would be almost impos-
(ible for American designers to secure the measurements of
he Canadian boats. The general opinion of the Americans
iu the Lakes is that the Canada people do not want to race
'or the cup again."

There is in the above hardly a single statement which is

within hailing distance of the truth, and the whole tenor of
he article is most unjust and niisleading. The races las

carry a larger clubtopsail. The agreement explicitly called
for Corinthian crews, and Canada was manned throughout
by amateurs; while two of Vencedor's crew, offered as
Corinthians, were rejected by the judges because they were
professional yacht sailors, their places being finally taken by
ot hers.

If their own word is to be taken, the Chicago yachtsmen
are neither guileless nor gullible, but a particularly sharp
and wideawake set of men; here is the evidence of one
Chicago journal, given when the race was first proposed:
"The Lincoln Park Y. C. is "a club of paramount standing
with Larchmont, Atlantic, Seawanhaka or even New York
on tidewater, and just a little bit higher up the shrouds and
better stayed than any individual club of the Lake Y. R. A.
(Ontario)."
The statement of the Transcript, that the proposed rule

was "that the midship section should be 35 per cent, of the
waterline multiplied by the extreme draft," would indicate
that it had paid no attention whatever to facts or common
sense, but had merely jumbled up a lot of statements that
might serve to create ill feeling between Americans and
Canadians; such nonsense as this is of itself enough to dis-
credit the whole article. The rule regarding the midship
section was proposed by some Canadian yachtsmen and in-
dorsed by many of the 'American members of the Lake Y.
R. A. as fair and sensible. But one American club opposed
it, the real serious opposition being from two Canadian
clubs; and this purely for local and personal reasons. The
action of these clubs at the Buffalo meeting in advocating
the proposed rule with but a small difference in the size of
the coefficient, proves that they had no real quarrel with
the principle involved. The dispute is in no sense an inter-
national one between American and Canadian clubs, but
purely a local quarrel between Toronto and Hamilton. It
was through the American clubs on Lake Erie that the pro-
posal was retained in the Yacht Racing Union of the Great
Lakes, just as it was through the influence of a few Can-
adians that it was opposed in the Lake Y. R. A.
The midship section of Canada was made public early last

season, long before the race, by her owners, and has been
published in the Forest and Stream, as well as in many
other American papers. The proposal to take for the stand-
ard certain Canadian yachts was made by the opposing
party; and was finally reconsidered and killed by the action
of the men whom the Transcript so severely condemns.
These same "grasping and obstinate men" have from the

first agreed to exclude their yacht from any advantages she
might gain by the passage of the amendment which they
proposed in furtherance of what they believed to be the in-
terests of sport on the lakes; and they have also given to the
new Union, which they have aided to found, the cup won by
them last summer as ' a perpetual challenge cup. This, as
the first holders, they are now ready to defend from any
qualified challenger within the terms of the deed, as recently
published.
The local quarrel on Lake Ontario has done enough to

hurt yachting on the Great Lakes, and there is no need
whatever for such articles as this in American papers, tend
ing to stir up ill-feeling between men who have for years
worked and raced together without a thought of which flag
they were under for the time being. We hope that the
Transcript will at least take the trouble, as it easily may, to
inform itself of the real facts and to make amends for its
incorrect and unjust statements.

A ICational Union.
The failure in the New York Y. C. of the proposed nation-

al league scheme by no means settles the question, and it is

evident that the influences to which we have frequently re-
ferred are now working very strongly toward a union of
considerable extent. Whether or no any actual union of the
Sound and Eastern clubs is made this spring is a small mat-
ter, it is now plain that the parties concerned, both exceed-
ingly prosperous in their home work, are in harmony on
many points, and tend strongly toward a union. The posi-
tion of the three large New York clubs, the New York, At-
lantic and Larchmont, with regard to the Y. R. U. is still

uncertain; the Atlantic Y. C. at least is in hearty sympathy,
and only a nominal obstacle to its membership exists. The

Boston Qlobe discourses Very fairly and sensibly on the
question of one union of the coast clubs, as follows:

In spite of the refusal of the New York Y. C. to join the
movement for a national association of yacht clubs, the
movement goes steadily forward, while at the same time
the plan grows steadily in favor with clubs which do not
have to support the burden of being the premier yacht club
of the country.
Which is as it should be.
Even if it cannot at once secure uniform measurement

and classification rules, or even if such uniformity can never
be entirely brought about, a national association can benefit
the sport in many ways, and bring the yachtsmen of the
country into closer and more friendly relations than at pres-
ent.

If a club does not care to join at present, the remedy is to
make so good an association that the club cannot afford to
stay out; particularly if the association requires no sur-
render of strictly club rights, but simply asks a lending of
influence in ways which will benefit all the clubs.
Uniformity in sailing rules i.s, for instance, one of the

things which a national association could brine; about with
advantage to itself and to all of the clubs affiliated with it.

Time was when the New York Y. C. was considered the
model for all others, but with the growth of other clubs
and the spread of racing the clubs have struck out for them-
selves, and have found that practical experience counts for
more than prestige.
The sailing rules are indeed very nearly uniform at the

present time, but they still differ in several vital points, and
if these points could be made uniform by mutual agreement
a standard would be established which even a premier club
could not afford to ignore.
With all the clubs in one association, the possibility of

future uniformity in measurement rules would be largely
increased, for comparisons of the advantages of various rules
could be systematically made and intelligently discussed.
It is possible, owing to varying local conditions, that no uni-
form rule could be found for boats of under 30ft. waterline,
but certainly a uniform rule for boats over that length does
not present such difliculties, while in any event the effort at
uniformity is well worth the making.
The question of joining a national association will be

brought before the Yacht Racing Association of Massachu-
setts the coming week, at a conference to be held in this city
between the Association's exectitive committee and a special
committee from the Yacht Racing Union of Long Island
Sound. The proposition for a conference comes from the
New York people, and should result in an interchange of
ideas which will be of advantage to both organizations.
So long as the Ma=isachusetts Y. R. A. ia not asked to

change its present measurement rule, any action of its ex-
exutive committee looking to a national association would
doubtless be approved by the clubs now having membership
in it But even if they did not express approval finally, they
would undoubtedly like to hear the arguments pro and con
for a national association, so that the conference cannot fail
to be worth the time taken for it.

The way toward a national association will be made much
easier by a general recognition of the fact that no immediate
action is possible in the matter of measurement and classifi-
cation. No club or association has to-day a rule which it can
confidently support as satisfactory for local or universal use.
For the present at least, and until some better rule is pro-
posed, there is no necessity for a difference as to which of
several imperfect rules is the better. A great many impor-
tant ends may be attained by the immediate formation of a
union; but the question of measurement may well be left to
"local option." It should ultimately be possible to devise a
rule,or perhaps two rules, for yachts over and under 30ft. , that
would be applicable to every club, large and small, through-
out the country. The universal adoption of such a single or
double rule, however, would of necessity be gradual, several
years at least being required before all the clubs were
obliged to conform to it.

In the meanwhile there is plenty to be done in the uniting
of the different associations and clubs, the unifying of the
racing rules, and the concerted effort to discover a new and
better measurement rule.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
At Tebo's Docks, South Brooklyn, the steam yacht Sul-

tana, J. R. Drexel, is fitting out for a cruise to the West In-
dies. The steam yacht Buccaneer, formerly Unquowa, has
also fitted for a cruise to Cuba. Her present owner, W. R.
Hearst, has refitted her most elaborately below. Lasca, schr.,
Gen. James S. Watson, is nearly ready for a cruise to the
Mediterranean. Coronet, schr., after her long cruise to the
Pacific, is again in the basin.

A yacht club has been recently organized at Osterville,
Mass., on Cape Cod, under the name of the Osterville Y. C.
The oflicers are: Pres., A. B. Robbins; Vice-Pres., M. C.
Crocker; Com., Herbert Crosby; Vice Com., Wilton Crosby;
Sec'y-Treas., Alexander Till.

The French yachting journal, Le Yacht, of 55 Rue Cha-
teaudun, Paris, publishes a very large and complete list of
works on yachting, navigation, etc., in different languages,
published or sold by it.

The Sibbick 52-footer Samphire will this year meet a new
rival in the Mediterranean, where she now is, in the yacht
launched on Jan. 9 at the works of A. le Marchand, at
Havre. Luciole III. is a fin-keel of the modern type, with
long overhangs—a very handsome craft, to judge from her
photos. Her owner, Mr. L, Viton, of Bordeaux, is an en-
thusiastic racing man. The new yacht is one of the largest
racing yachts recently built in France. Her design and
construction, as in the case of the very large number of
smaller yachts, bear witness to the wonderful advances
which the French have made in recent years.

Marietta II. has been renamed Llewellyn by her present
owner, Alfred Carr.
Some San Francisco yachtsmen are now planning to build

half a dozen yachts from the designs of Myra, skipjack,
published in the Forest a>jd Stream. Quite a number of
boats have already been built from this design in different
places, giving great satisfaction to their owners.
Mr. Archibald Hogg, N.A., has recently issued through

the Tyne Printing Works, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Enu., a
useful little book of "Tables for Constructing Ships' Lines."
The tables, which are adapted to commercial work, passen-
ger and cargo steamers, etc., are intended to enable the de-
signer to secure quickly and accurately any required dis-
placement, coefficient of fineness, position of C.B. and areas
of sections. By their use the design may be rapidly roughed
out, with a certainty that these main elements will be cor-
rect. There is also included a formula for wetted surface.
On Feb. 1 the Southwork Y. C elected the following offi-

cers: Com., Joseph Peoples; Vice-Corn., Thomas Platz;
Rear-Com., William Johnson; Sec'y, John O'Shea; Ass't
Sac'y, R. Bennett; Treas., .J. Wilhelm; Mea.surers: B. Wil-
on, T. Murray, C. Brown, R. Benuett; Trustees, E. Dealy,
B. Wilson, R. Murray; Steward, Harry Quinn.
The Hudson River Ice Yacht Club has elected the follow-

ing oflicers: Com., Archibald Rogers; Vice-Com., James
Reynolds; Sec'y-Treas., John Hopkins; Meas., Thomas New-
bold. Regatta Committee: Guy C. Baylpy, Chairman;
Archibald Rogers, H. Livingston, Thomas H. Ransom and
Charles W. Swift.
On Feb. 8 a meeting of yachtsmen was held at Oshkosh,

Wis., and it was decided to attempt the reorganization of
the Oshkoah Y. C.
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Atlantic T. C.

The aaniial meeting of the Atlantic Y. C. was held onB'eb.
'8 at the Waldorf, with Com. Gould in the chair. The fol-
lowing officers were elected: Com., George J, Gould, steam
yacht Atalanta: Vice-Corn., Frederick T. Adams, schr. yacht
Sachem; Rear Com., BenjaminM. Whitlock, auxiliary yacht
Hildegarde; Sec'y, Col. David E. Austin; Treas., George H.
Church; Meas., George Hill; Trustees, J. Rogers Maxwell,
Philip G. Sanford, Alexander P. Ketchum, Newberry D.
Lawton, Gen. Thomas L. Watson and Henry B. Howell.
Membership Committee: Louis F. Jackson, Spencer Swain
and Henry W. Banks, Jr. Regatta Committee: NeWberty D.
Lawton, Col, David E. Austen and George W. McNulty.
The report of the secretary showed a membership of 400

and a fleet of 234 yachts. The following amendments to the
rules were passed:
In Rule 6, Sec. 4, substitute the word "minimum" for

"mean."
In Rule 10, at the beginning of the rule, substitute the word

"prizes" for the words "sail-over prizes," and add at the end
of said rule the words, "in classes in which three or more
yachts start a second prize shall be awarded to the second
boat, and in classes in which five or more yachts start a third
prize shall be awarded to the third boat."
In Rule 32 substitute for all that portion of said rule fol-

lowing subdivision 6 the following:
"The preparatory signal for the start of the regatta shall

be given at the time stated in the circular of the race, or at
^ny even quarter of an hour thereaftei-. The yachts shall
fee started in divisions to be announced in the circular of the
irace. The preparatory signal shall be a blue peter, to he
'displayed for ten minutes, which shall be the preparatory
interval for the start of the first division.
"The signal for the statt of the first division shall be a red

Imll, displayed at the expiration of the preparatbfy interval.
The sienal for the start of the second division shall be two
led balls, displayed five minutes after the signal for the start
'Of the first division. The signal for the start of the third
division shall he three red balls, displayed five minutes after
the signal for the start of the second division. If necessary
"to start the fleet in more than three divisions, additional
•signals for the other divisions will be announced by the re-
igatta committee in the circular for the race.

Rule 24, Sec. 14, was also amended so as to read:
"When two or more yachts, in maneuvering for the start,

are on the same tack, should the leeward yacht be close-
hauled on the wind, prior to and at the time of an overlap
being established, such yacht shall have the right to hold her
course, even if thereby the windward yacht should be forced
on the wrong side of the starting mark,"
The final steps have been taken for the carrying out of the

removal of the club to a new station on Norton's Point. A
most eligible site has been obtained, and a large and com-
fortable club house will be built, with a basin for the yachts.
A special steamer service between the station and the city
win be established. Vice-Com. Adams repeated his gift of
last year of two cups for sloops and catboats. A vote of
thanks was passed by the club to Mr. John L. Bliss, of the
regatta committee, for his labors during the past season.

Chicago and Western Yachts.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 13.—It is thought among the yachts-

men of Chicago that the season of 1897 will be an unusually
busy one for this city. There is a strong movement on foot
for the consolidation of all the Chicago yaclit clubs into one
organization, to be known as the Chicago Y. C. Effort
^would be made to take into this club the smaller bodies of
lyachtsmen who have boats on the inland lakes of the Wis-
consin summer country, Oconomowoc, Pewaukee, Geneva
and other lakes, where a great number of Chicago men are
interested. Should all these men come into the central or-
ganization, there would seem a fair chance to unite elements
'which are now in some cases affected with discordance, and
to build up a stable interest for these waters, where hereto-
fore yachting has been but a spasmodic sport at best.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrlck, Gait, Canada,
Sec'y-Tress , John E. Blaie. Qalt, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PTJHSKBB.

Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N. Slat St., Phila., Pa.
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Qouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, F. J. Barrage, West Newton, Mass.
Northern Division, Francis H. Macnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, ; initiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F. fennewell, Detroit, I^Ilch.

Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111,

Bear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'y-Treas., W. D Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. M. Lamp, Madison, Wis.; C. J. Stesdman,

Cincinnati, O.; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee, Wis.

CRUISING INFORMATION.
In the early days of the American Canoe Association sys

tematic attempts were made to collect and distribute infor
mation such as is needed by cruising men. Such a scheme
as this was at the very foundation of the Association,
Mr. N. H. Bishop, the organizer of the A. C. A., having long
been devoted to a study of American waterways. At a time
when cruising was more general, about 1883^1, many were
found to furnish inform-^tion as to waters on which they
had cruised, and there was quite a demand from men about
to cruise. As the interest in cruising decreased, racing
alone claiming the time and attention of the leading canoe-
ists, this work was of necessity neglected, and for ten years
nothing has been done. The present officers, the commo-
dore in particular being a cruising man, have decided to
attempt the revival of the scheme, and to that end have
just sent ont the following circular:

GALT, Ont., Jan. 10, 1897.—Fellow Canoeist: It has been
suggested to the executive ofiicers that the general interest
of the canoeist in the Year Book of the Association could
be increased by the publication of a "Cruiser's Guide." We
wish to publish the names of those who have an acquaint-
ance with the several waters suitable for cruising, and also
are willing to supply information to intending cruisers con-
cerning those waters.

If you can assist us in this object, we would be pleased to
have you fill out the accompanying schedule and return it
as soon as convenient to the address of the Secretary-Treas-
ujerer, Gait, Ontario, Canada. Thanking you in advance, I
am yours truly, (Signed) John R. Blake, Sec'y-Treas.

While we would like to see the scheme succeed, if onlv as
an indication of a general interest in canoe cruising, we "can
foresee several difficulties, the main one being ttie small
number of men who cruise enough to need such information
for themselves or to obtain it for other.s. The experiment
may be tried in a way by publishing in the Year Book a list

of canoeing waters and the men familiar with them; but to
go into the matter on a really adequate scale, by publishing
a,yearly guide, would involve an expense out of all propor-
lon to the good to be derived.

Pistol Shooting at the Sportsmen's Expositi6n.
New York, Feb. 15.- The comiDg revolver tburnamfiif, to be held

under the auspices of tbe Sportsmen \s A>=sociation and during it.s

third annual exposition. March IS- O, at Madison Square Garden, is
designed to be the nntionql standard championship contest that will
fpst tbe qupstion : '-Who is the be.st pistol shnt in America?" Theman selected as dirpcfor of tbe tournanienc at the Sportsmen's Ex-
position iR Captain James S Conlm, of the Knickerbocker Athletic
Club The general committee of therevol^'er touraament consists of
Dr. O. T Adam«. Chairman; Capt J S. Conlin. Sboofng- Director;
Capt .Jaraes 0 Summers, Secretary; Gen Bird Wi Spencer. Com-
missioner; A. P. Andrews, Major W. R. Pryor; W. C. Soiithmck, Guy
E, Robinson, Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Dr, H, fe. WPstbav, r-ol. Leslie C,
Bruce, A. C OouM, Dr. RegibiJd H. Sayre, Dr. W. J. Furness, C. L.
Lewis and B. C. Williams
The prices to be cbmested for are not yet specifloally defined, but

will mclU'le artisn'c and valuable trophies representative and em-
blematical of the important contests in which their recipients must
prove victorious
The tournameat will be conducted in a s-allery constructed accor-amg to improved and approved methods, after supg-e-stions de-

veloped out of Captain Conlin's filrty years' cotinfiftion with sboot-
ine, and the committee's combined experience. The gallerv will be
located in the basement of the Garden on the Twentv-sixtb street
side, tbe butts located toward Fourth avenue. 3?owpr fans nHU clear
the smoke away, and tbere will be a space suitably decoraled and
containing an unrivaled collection of souVenirs and illustrations of
shooting contests, v-here the interested publibcan view the ,<ihnbtinff
for the American championehib. We^itern frontiersmen, $outberners
witb a heredifary handiness for pistols, and the gallery cracks of the
tost, will commingle in a frieodly rivalry, and all try to put thirty bul-
lets into the sm,alle&t space.

'

Thei-B will be three prinripal matches, desigoateii as "Police " "Mili-
iai;y" and "Any" These will be subdipided into team and indi-
vidual matches. In addition to thi=i classification, it is proposed to
have a press match for ir^dividual journali.sts and teams representing
differeBt journals, and possibly pre^s clubs.
The police are taking a great deal of interest in their end of the

tournament, and in the departmentR of Pittsburg and Baltimore it
is reported (as well as New Yorkl. they are practicing for the coming
contest. The guardsmen of different States, as well a-^ regulararmy
men, will compete, and the naval reserve has been heard from, and
teams representing Philadelphia, Boston and New York will competem the military tournament.
The committee on rule-< and regulations has reported, and printed

copies can be obtained by addres-sine Seeretary. Treasurer J A. H
Dressel, at the new offices of the Spopcsmen's Association. -STr-SIO
Broadway. The rules are twenty m number, and provide for the
service of three officials of the tournamenc. These are desiijnated as
statistical and financial oflfieer, range officer and officer of the day.
All the Phootiue is lo be at : 0yds,, ana il e rules and qualiflcat ons
are sufficiently strict to insure that the American champion will be
proud of a distinction hereafter not easily to be won.

Revolver ShootinS' in England.
OHtT the heavy charged amtnunition as used in England will

he allowed at Bisley this year, and no comnetitions will be held
for any but .44-esl. or larger revolvers. This will prevent any cbih-
parison being made between tbe Wnited States, or in fact any othfei-
ponnti-y's mliirary Revolver, aiid the English large caliber, heavily
charged one.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
CxNciNNATi, O., Feb, 7.-The foUowmg scores were made to-day bymembers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association. Conditions: SOOVds

oft-hand, standard American target and German ring lareet Canr'
Gindele made the fine score of 94: " ' '

German ring target:
Gindele,„,iii.. 22 21 3? 2H ?.3 22 24 21 23 f3-a?4
l;ayne la 19 19 34 S2 24 22 19 22-vla
,Welbnger 20 21 22 gl 23 19 2*1 ai 21 18 206Topf 2J 5 12 kS 16 11 12 U 12 20 15(j

J""^ V2 15 22 90 34 16 23 20 iS 23-19.5
See

, 17 24 19 19 17 25 19 21 21 lO mHasenzahl 17 24 21 2.5 2J 43 17 22 23 22-ii6

Standard target:
<^indele 10 10 10 10 6 8 8 10^0 9-91

9 9 10 10 8 9 10 9 10 10- 94
7 9 10 9 10 10 7 8 9 10-89

Payne

10

9 6 6 8 9 9 9 10 9-S5779847G 10 9 7-74
.. 7 6 7 6 8 10 8 3 7 9-71

Trounstme 6 5 8 4 10 6 7 3 4 7-i O7478647 10 8 5-68
^ 944499747 5-62
Wellinger 9 8 10 10 7 8 10 8 8 10-88

8 8 10 10 9 9 6 .-5 8 6-79™„ 768 6 89889 8-77
Topf 10 7 4 8 10 10 5 8 a 5-6984747 10 745 5-61

10 6 7 1 7 7 9 8 6-64
JL'UX 6 10 8965666 6-67

4 6 8 9 6 ({ 9 5 9 6-65
E» 4 4 7 3 5 10 9 4 7-61

See 5 9 9 10 95467 8-72877468996 8-72
„ 7 6 6 5 6 9 8 8 9 6-';0
Hasenzahl 99 10 7 10 7 896 6-Sl

10 10 8 9 7 7 6 6 8 y 80
„^ . . . 7 7 10 10 6 6 8 10 9 10-83
Stricfemeier 7988 3 9? 98 10 -7 s799798568 7-7773879 9 10 87 6-74

Rifle Notes.
The contests for the .22 short rifles at the Madison Pquare Garden

March 1.3-2i, during the week of the Sportsmen'.i JBxposiiion. « ill unl
doubtedly be of great inierest to riflemen ihrougtioui the country
Valuable prizes wilt be riTered for competition, the list pubhshed in
last week's issue of Forest ajjd Stheam giving a foretaste of the good
things in store for these wuo can bold wrll and steadily TheZtm-
merma' n trophy contest wiU be specially interesting

'

On aionday, Feb. 8, Charley Zettler, of Zettler Bros ' rifle gallery
had an expetience tbat was a startler About 2:,30 P. M t ,' o stran-
gers came ii. to tue gallery and gave him to underscaud that they
wanted to see which of the two was the best shot. As neither ofthem knew a thii g about a rifle, Zettler loaded and cocked it for
them. Each fired 10 shots, and by some means one of them got a
bullet somewhere near the center. Hrt won. It was not until the last
shot wa.s being fired bv the losei- that it was seen what he was doimr-He was holding the gun and pointing it down the rauge; with his eye
glued to the telescope at the side of the tunnel, he waited until "he
caught sight ot the target through Dhe telescope, than he pullad the
trigger!
Here's a hint for proprietors of shooting salleries where business is

slack: "Taking a hint from a Louisiana drummer, a Tampa Fla
uropiietor of a shooting range, where business had become slacK be-
cause people were tired of flrine at a neero's head, had a new targetmade repiesen ing Weyler. with the bullseye over the heart. Imme-
diately Cubans and their sympathiz rs swarmed about his place
formingin line to await their turn at the rifles. Some of the excitable
01 es offered a bonus to be allovved to stab it and to beat the efflev
with clubs."

Rosenbaum was in Great Form.
Jersey City. N. J., Feb. 4.-A lOO-shot match was aecided on the

range of the Hudson Rifle Cluo to-day. t'apt. 11, Wahlenbrock andWm. Koseribaum, both members i f the Hud.son Rifle Club were the
contestants. The match was for a small .side bet and the'"refresa-
ments." Rosenbaum shot hi great form, and put up 2,im poinLs out
of a possible 2,500. His 100 shots were so many const cuiive bullseyes
and his score of 2 483 Is the highest, ever made on this club's range'
Rosenbaum beat bis opponent by 31 points, Capt. Mahlenbrock
scoring 5;,40a. The conditions were S5yds., 25-riDg target U\n ritigsSome lime ago Mr. Michael Dorrler stot a 50-shot matca on this
range and scored or an average of 2422,; he is con idered to be
one of the best gallery shots in the country. Kosenbaum'.-< average
in his match with Mahlenbrock was a^ss^f,; Mah]enbrock's24}JB

Androscog'gin Gun Club.
Lewiston, Me., Feb. 4.-The members of the AudroRC«ggia Gun

Club, of thfa ei'y, made the following scores to-day in the contest for
the Doten medal, each man shooung at2T targets'
Medal shoot: G. R. Kunnewel! -.5, Rich ^4, Anderson S3 Cobb •'3

Jo-Iyn a2, Doten 20, Godfrey 19, Brown 16, Masou 17, Dester 16 An'drews 16, So-uth lo. .

'

Considering the fact that the boys have not been doiiag much shoot
ing this winter, the above sco''es compare very favorably wicn thosemade elsewheie. Hunuewell's a5 straight is his first et.say over the
raps since he got hurt last August.

>

Leadlncj d'eaters in !iportsmen''s supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter centm-y.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the followinfir:

FIXTURES.
Feb, 22.—New Ha>^n, Conn.—Alt-day shoot of the New Haven Gun

Club. Targets. Wm. H Havel, Sec'vi
F^b. 23, WisslNdMiN& StAtIo.^, P. ft, R , Pa. -All-day shoot of the

ritsrists Gun Club, ot Pniladeipoia. Targets.
Feb 22.-PAftfcEasBTm&, W- Va —All-day shoot of the Mouiitatn

Stflte Gun Cluli Targets. Leo Epstein, Sec'y.
Feb. 22,—Ne^arS. N. J —All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club.

Targets. H. B. Winans, Sec'y..
, . ,

Feb 23.—Blkwood Park. N. J,—Full programme of live-bird events.
Shooting commences at lu:30 A. M
Feb. 22.—Marion, N J —All day shoot of the Endeavor Gun Club.

Targets. A. R ^trader, Sec'y,
Feb. 23.—iNDiANAPOLiSr Ind.—All day shoot of the Limited Gun

Club. Targets. Royal Robinson; Sec'y. , ,,

Feb. 2i.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Target sdo Jt of the Pittsburg Gun Club.
Elmer Shatier. Sec'y.
Feb. •.;7. - Hackensack, N. J - Contest for the E C. cop, on the

grounds of the Btrgen County Gun Club. C. 0. Gardner, Sec'y.
March 4— Yahdvillb, N. J. -Inauaural nandie p, 20 birds, $15,

birds included, at 25 cents each; handicaps 28 to .33vrJs. Open to all.
March 16-19.—Baychbsteh, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and larget^!. Cobweo hanaicap at
live birds, S-iOO guaranteed. Open to all. Nobody barred.
March ! 3-25.—New Tore -Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at Elkwood Park. $1,000
guarumeed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20.

AprU 14-16.—Atchison, Kan .-Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'
amateur and fourteenth open to-all tournament.
April 7 —Hackensaok, N. J -Third contest for the Recreation cup,

under the auspici-s of ine Bergen Coun y Gun Club, Cup contest at
12 noon sharp. CO Gardner, Sec'y.
Aprd 14-16.—Baltimore, Md —Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation. Under the .spices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15.—YouKGSTOWN. O.—First tonrnament of the Pennsylvania

ana Ohio Border Gun League Geo H. Jones, Sec'y,
April 15-17—San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska ftate Sportsmen s Association. Added money later.
April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—SecoLd annual meeting and tour-

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association, O, C, Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April 27-30.—Fonda, la.—Tournament under the management of

Gto. E. Hughes and C. R. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28- '9.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West tCnd Gun Club.
iUay 15-7.—Newburgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West'

Newbnrgh Gun and Ritie Assficiation. First two days, targets; thu-d
day, live birds. $bO average money to three higb guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 11-13.-PEEK8KILL, N. Y Annual toumamen; of the Peeksklll
Gun Club. ITirst t«o days, targets; last day, live birds.
May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and tisti Protective Association. Fred T, Durrant, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of tbe Interstate Associa-

tion under the au-piees of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 20 -Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo H Jones, Sec'y.
May ide-29.—East St. Louis, HI.—Annual tournament of the King's

Sraokele.ss Gun Clnb.
June s;-4.

—

Springfield, O.—Annual tounmment of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. G. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.—Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third touruament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
June 16-17.

—

Fargo, N D.—Third annual tournament of the North
Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. \V. Smith, Sec'y.
June (third week) —Cleveland, O.—Fourth annual tournament of

the Chamherlin Oartrioge and Target Company.
June 22-25.— Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportemen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live bu-ds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser. Sec'y. Oil City. Pa.
July 14-16. New Havsn, Conn.— Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec^y.
July 22.—MeADVille, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Uhio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5 —Lewiston, Me.—Tournament ol ihe Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 19 -Warren, O.- Fifth tournamejit of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun Lepgue. Geo. H -Jones, Sec'y
Aug. -..5- 8. MoNTPELiEB, Vt.—Toumameut of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the au-pices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

A'^sociition, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.--NEWBtiBGH, N Y -Annual fall, tournament of the West

Newburgh Oun aLd Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
oay, live birds. $30 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are covsidered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Compayiy, 3k6
Broadway, New York,

Fei'd Van Dyke reached New Jersey on Monday, Feb. 8, and was
in New York for a fepv hours on Tuesday before leaving for New
Haven. Van was feeling good, an*! seemed to be quite satisfied with
bis experience of Texas and northers combined. He spoke in high
terms of the way in which the Big Three earn, d out the programme,
despite all drawbacks and despite climatic conditions tnat might well
have made a stouter combination quail, Tne ownership of the
Si'hmelzer cup— for which Van, Heikes and Charley Young tied—was
not decided at San Antonio, but will be soot oS at some date that
will be set to suit all three of the claimants.

The result of the Greiff-Boss match shot on Friday last, Feb. 13, on
the grounds of the Cobweb Gun Club, at Baychester, N. Y., came
fcomewhat in the nature of a surprise It was not so much the big
score made by Ross as it was the poor showing made by Gu=! Greiff
that surprised us. The birds were not good ones; they couldn*c be
good with the w eather such as it was—a northeaster full of snow and
sleet blowine right in from the traps. No birds could fly well under
such circumsiances; they were almost bound to be incomers; but
still fast incomers are about as nasty a bird as any one wants,
especially if they bave the wind under I heir fails. The difference in
the totals does not accurately represent the shooting capabilities of
the two men. Ross shot a great gait, but Greiif was away out of
form. The score was something like 83 to 79.

F. Shmock, the winner of the cup at Hackensaok, N. J., on Feb. 10,

is a young shooter who hails from Newark, N, J., where he is a mem-
ber of the Forester Gira Club. Sinnock shoots reeularly with his
own club on the Newark marshe.?, just west of the embankment
where the Lehigh Valley crosses the Pennsylvania main line. On
this occasion he was shooting a Winchester repealing shotgun for the
third time, and was naturally pleased with the result of his combioa-
tion of such a gun with W-A powder and leader shells. A score of 94
out of 100 is good on any kind of targetR. and is fast enough to trot
in any comuanv- He broke 46 out ot .^0 at known angles and 48 out
of 60 at unknown; in the latter he lost. his 25th and 86th targets, each
time sp'oiling a '<!5 straight. '

i
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The monthly shoot for the Portaste county (O ) championsbio E. O.

Clip and thf handic p championship baHge wa< he'd at ibe Biy^nna
Gun Club gromr^s on Tuesday, and wa<! a vpry infer. S"'ng affair,

shooters from different parts of tTi^ co'nity eontestin^, some of tde

new shooters makine it inferesHas for the older ones. These shoots

are held on ihe second Tuesday of each month, and are at 50 tai-gets,

unknown angles. The cup was donated by the E O. Powder Co.,

and the gold badge by a friend of the club Mingo, of Ea^enna, won
the cup, score 47: Spiers, of Atwater, the handicap championship
gold badge. Crail and Madone divided first purse, Kellogg won sec-

ond, Schweitzer third. The contest wa* witne-^sed by a numder of

people who swemed to enjiy tbe spor', and especially the marvelous
ghooling nf George S. Paine. Mingo's load, score 47 dead, was .l^drs.

of E. C powder.

Tom Morfey. of Piterfon, N. .T., is doing some practice work on
targets on t tie grounds of the Bergen County Gun Club a^ Hacken-
sack. N J. MorPey i« fastcomingup in target shooting, and is harder
to heat in a match than in a sweepstake. He w ill naturally "come
on'" faster now than h'-retofore. a« he is getting more and more in^ er-

ected in smisbing targets. His 91 out of ino on Feb. 1?, in a strong
nor'easter, with sleet nd snow to bother him. was a really good per-
fnrrr>ance, particularly ss he shot an uphill race from s'art tn finish.

GHfiflths. of the home club, gave him a hard tussle iraiil the last tar-

get had been shot at.

The And 'oscoggin Gun Club, of T.ewiaton, Mn., is a club of which
we and the readers of FoEEST AND Ptream hnve heard but little.

The doings of thi' clnb will attra* t more attention from now on. from
th" fact thatj tbe Ttiter<t;afe Association will eive a tournament at

I.e'^istnn on Aug 4-5 next under the au^'pice* of the Androseosgia
Gun Club. We publish this week a recori of tbe scores made b.y

members of this club in a medal contest, a regular dub shoot of S5

targets per man. A straight, one 84, two ?8s and a ^'2 is a pretty good
record for any club to boast of The natives will evidently not be
very easy when Aug. 4-1 comes on dect.

We thouebt it was well understood that Capt. A. W, Money was not
com ng back to this coun'ry until the mi.ldle of February at Ihe
(earliest. We note conseqiientl,y with much surprise that one of our
cotemporaries s'ates that, he' has returned and that be showed to
great tidvan'age ov'"r the Elkwoood Pork trans im Saturday, F°b. 6.

As a matter of fpct, it was Noel F. Money, "one of the *ioney Bros ."

who was at Elkwood on that date, and who. with M. Herrington. of
the W-A powder, divided the honors of the day.

Elsewhere we give a review of the proeramme for tbe Grand Amer-
ican Hanrtirap meeting at Elkwood Park. K J . March i.3-95 We
have extracted freely from the programme because it is all good
rending, and besides being of interest to shooters and intending par-
ticipants in tb" Grand American Handicap, is worth noting by rlub
secretaries and others who care to study literature on toumatDents
and how to get up a programme. We look upon this programme as
the maste'piece of such efforts on the part of the Association.

The Pennsylvan a and Ohio Border Gun L<iague, an organization
that was started last year, and that met with great success at i's

monthly team shoot", starts out this year with a very good prospect
of beating i^s last year's record The' schedule o* its dates shows:
April T a. Your, gston- n, O : May 20, Greenville. Pa: June 10, New-
castle, Pa.; July 2\ Mea'^vilie, Pa

;
Aug. 19. Warren, O. The attend-

ance at its five monthly shoots la-:t season averaged 60,

Tbe Nor-hSide Gun Club, of Pittsburg. Pt., viU hold a shoot on
Washington's Birthday at ii-s grounds, Marshall aven"e, Al egheny
Cit,y Tbe regul t proeramme commences at 1 P. M. sharp, pre-
liminary practice commencing at noon. All pursi^s will be divided
under the Rose system Tbe club members will al"© compete for
one of the W-A trophies, presented by the Laflin & Rand Powder
Co.

The IntTstate Association ',s circuit for target tou-naments for the
season of 1897 i^ now completed, the As'-ocia'ion having arranged for
a tournament at Savannah Ga . on May "9-0 We can trace the
bands of the Palmetto Gun Club's boys in thisnaatter, the Charleston
shooters having bad two InteratatM tournaments held on their
grounds The Savannah sboot will be a popular one.
" Neaf Argar has gotten a new gun and has struck his old gai*.
poinding out straights and ' all-bnt-ones" with the ree-ulariiy that
marked his work in the past. Tn the flr.st three strings for the
Recreation cup at Hackensaek. N. .7., on Feb. 10, he knocked out two
Sis and one 951 Tbe 'argets may n^t have been thrown "60yds.," but
no one else could duplicate his efforts.

Seor'^tary Hoyal Robinson wri'^es th^t Ihe Limited Gun Clnb. of In-
dianap^lis, Ind . will bold a shoot at targets on Washinsfon's Birth-
day. The oroeramme will consist of ifi-rerget and ?0 target events
alternatelv; 'be entrance fees will be $1.^0 and $2 re poctively; four
moneva in ihe 15 target events and five moneys in those of 30 targets.
Shooting commences at 9 A. M,
Ttie Winchester Repeating Arms Co. are in tbe market with a new

shell, to be known as the N«w Rival. It is sp* cially designed for black
powder, and is made of an excellent class of paper, with a primer bnle
well and clearly cut. th"s ir^suriug perfect ii'nition Its color is olive
green, so that it will readily be recognized from any shell now on the
market.

The Penacoob (N. K ) Gun and Rifle Club is a new organization in
New England, having been organized on Feb. 9 with a membership
of S5. Dr. A H. Hoyt is the club's president; Guy H Hubba'd its
secretary. The club has grounds for both rifle and shotgun, and
commences life with bright prospects of success.

From tbe communications we have rereived during the past three
or four weeks, it looks as if every gun club of any size was goine to
have an all day shoot on Monday nent. Washirgton's Birthday.
Times may be fard. and the boys may not shoot quite as many shells
away as they used to do, but when it comes to a holiday they'll all
be there.

We are making notes of the fixtures we announce, and also of the
spaee we devote each week to running no*^s of coming shoots sent
Tjs bv parties ioteres*ed in booming such affairs; we a'e also making
notes of those who rememUer us when the shoot is over and our
services no longer reeded. "We'll never tell," but—we'll do some
thinking.

Harry Ooldren. of Reading, Pa... and John R°hrig, of Leigbton, Pa.,
shot a race on Feb 9 at 5*1 live birds per man. $10(1 aside The match
tor k place on the Spring Valley shooting grounds, at Reading, the
birds fuinisbed beiner strong flyers. The match was a close one
throughout. Col iren finally winning by a margin of 1, the scores
standing 44 to 4.3.

The Donaldson medal, a badge for wbiob members of the Florists'
Gun Cl'ib. of Philadelphia. Pa . have competed "'A times, was finally
won on Tuesday, Feb. 9, by C D. Ball, af*^er a tie with George 1 'raig,
both men Laving 4 wins to their credit. On the shoot off Ball was an
easy winner.

R. S. Waddell. general agent central S'^ates for tbe t)u Pont and
Haz'rd powder companies, and also for the S.ycamore Powder Co.,
of Nashville, T^nn.. was in New York last week and paid a visit to
this offtc*'. It was our loss that we were absent from the city when
Mr. Wa'i dell called.

The Pittsburc (f»a ) Gun Club will hold a tareet shoot on Wash-
ington's Birihday, on the Marshall avenue grounds, Allegheny City.
The W-A trophy, presented by theLaflin & Rand Powder Co.. will
he shot for, shoitmg commencing at 1 P. M. Elmer Shaner is sec-
retary of Ibis club.

Anew gun club has been organiz«?d at New Canaan, Conn., under
the ti l'^ of Engleside Gun Club Only a temporary organization has
been effected

;
permanent ofiBcers are to be chosen on Monday next.

Feb. a^, the date of the club's first target shoot. Mr. A. S. Bunnell is
secretary vro leni.

The Endeavor nun Club, of Jersey City, N. J . will bold an all day
shoot at larg' ts a": its Marlon grounds on Washington's Birthday.
Feb 22. The ffi' II. Lilly prize shoot of the clnb will be held in connec-
tion with this s-hoot. Traps ready by 10 A M.

There will be a four days' lournament at Fonda, la., April 37-30,
under tbe management of Geo. E. Hughes and C R. McCord. The
programme will consist of live-bird events, $800 in cash being added
to the programme.

Billy Fleles has organized a gun clUb at Christiana, Pa., and has
Already gotten together more than a squad of shooters. Something
must have been wrong with Billy at tbe new olu(j's shoot oa Feb. 4.
His scores were not those cf a couple of years ago.

Jim Elliott and Charley Grimm have not come together as yet.
Maybe we shall hear scmetliing after the Graud American Handicap
of 1K97 has become a part of our trap-shooting history.

Alfred and George W. Olay, of A'lsterlitz. Ky., bold a shoot on Feb.
17 at crows and targets on the grounds of the Bourbon Gun Club,
near Paris, Ky.
Some of the boys are getting lots of practice for the Grand Ameri-

can Handicap, i bey are keeping tbe tjaps at Hot Springs, Arb., busy
all day and every day.

The third contest for the Recreation cup will be held at Hacken-
saek, N. J., April 7, under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun
Club.

Elkwood Park will have a full programme of live-bird events for
Washington's Birthday.
FtB. 16. ;^DWABD Banes,

ON LONG ISt.A.ND.

BRooEtrN arm club.

Feb. 13.- So far as the weather was t oncemed. tbia was an excel-

lent day for the iiiiial sboot of the newly organized Brooklyn G m
Club, There were, however, t o many counter attractions 10-day for

a la' ge attendance of shooters to be looUeii for In addition to this,

there bad been a great deal of shooting around New York durmg the
past week. Still a dozen shooters on hand insures a good afternoon's
sport, and that was just what the boys had at the traps of theB'-ook
lyn Gun Club. The traps worked well, and threw the targets "out of

sight." It was real bard shooting, the targets flying far and fast,

while the trappers lined tbem up and down the scteen in a way that

made the shooting very difiicult. The dazzling whiteness of tbe snow
under ihe rays of a hot sun caused temporary breaks in the shooting
of many a man, and targets would occasionally steal a march on the

bojs. The lav of Ihe ground, too, makes the shooting naturally
harder than at most places: To the left it slopes off abruptly into a
small sized ravine, while to the right it rises gen Iv ;

right quart' rers

seem to be rising fast, while lefr-quarterers appear to have a much
flatter trajectory than thev reallv poss-^ss. Right quarterers were
shot over and left-quarterers shot ^mder with a regularity that some
of the shooters foui'd very depre-ssing.
The shoot was run bv Messrs. John Wrigbr, Theodore Baron, and

the club's secret ary , Eddie Morehouse. E ^ery thing went r ff smooth-
ly not a hitch occurring anywhere not evfo in the ma'ter of luuch,
the latter article disappearing with a smoothness and rapidity ibat

showed anpreciation. Among tbe shooters wt-re N'-af Apiar. J. G.
Grier, of Dunellen, N. J : Dick Phister (Woods). Plait Adams, Kd-
ward McAdam. H. J. Knebel, Billy Mills. F. S. Edwards, etc. Team
races and sweepstake shooting made up the programme for the after-

noon, scores in the team races beirg as below:
No. 1. team race, 15 targets, unknown angles: Edwards's team:

Edwaids 12. Mills II. Baron 10, Woods 8—41. Apgar'S team: Apgar
1? , Grier 10. Adams 8. Patterson 3- 35.

No. 2. same conditions; Edwards's team; Edwards IS, Baron 10,

Mills 7, Grier 7 37. Apgar'steam: Apgar 1.3, Woods 10, Adams 8, J,

PatterKon 1—,32.

No 3, fifteen targets, known angles: Edwards's team: Edwards
1,3, Baron 13, Woods It, Mills 9, Wright 6 -51. Apgar's team: Apgar
13. Grier 13, Adams i3, McAdam 13, Henry 9- 61.

Nn, 4, same again: Edwards's team: E. S. Edwards IS, P. Adams
U.K. J Henry 11, R. Woods 9. T. Barou 7-51 Apgar's team: John
Grier 13. N. Apgar 12, E McAdam 10. W. Milis 9, J. Wright 6 ."iO.

A special feature of these team races was the way in which
Nos 1 and 2 were decided, the boys naming tbem "FoRtcsTAUD Stream
Bazzle Dazzles." The nay they were managed wds prot'uctive of

much fun, nobody knowing on which side he was until the whole
score had be< n shot out. Edwards and Apgar were chosen captains,

and two numbers (1 and3) were put into abat, the captains rTawIng
a number each without fhowing what they were. Slips numoered
3 to 8 were then put into the hat, tbe other six shooters each drawing
a number ard putting it into his pocket also without looking at it.

As soon as Ihe scores bad been shot, a general "show up" followed,

those having the numbers 1, 3, 5 and 7 being on one side, and Nos 3,

4, 6 and 8 being on the other side. In each ease thelosiug side paid
for the winners' targets. The c ther team races, Nos 3 and 4, were
ordinarv "pick-upsides."
In tabulated form the other scores sho": to-day were as folows:

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111313
Targets: 10 10 lO 10 15 15 15 15 10 10 10 10 25

Apgar 8 8 6 « 13 11 5 6 ,.

Baron 5 6 4 7 .... 13 .. 6 6

Wright 5 9,, .. 4.. .. 5
Edwards... 7 8 10 11 12 8 6 22

Adams. , 5 5 7 7 10 8 10 6 8 6 5 .

Woods ........14.. 5 5 10 ., ,. .. ..

Green ,.,,.,,1 6 10 11 .. 10 .. ,, 5 5 18

Mills ..,.14.;... .. .. .. 5 10 4 .. ..

Knebel 8 .. :. .. ,.

McAdam 8 "fl 10 10 8 5

Piatt ., 8 ,. ,. ,. .. ..

Richards....-..,. 7 10 1110 7 6 8 .; ..

Nos. 1 and 8 at known angles; No. 3, expert rule; Nos. 11 and 12 at 5

pairs; all others at unknown angles.
EBIE GUN CLtTB.

Jfeb. 10.—The Erie Gun Club turned out strongly this afternoon, the
occasion being the regular monthly live-bird snoot of the club at
Dexter Park. John Plate, of Class AA, was the only man to score all

his 7 birds. Scores;
John Plate (AA, 23) . ...1112232-7 J Schmidt (B, £7) 0021190-4
H Dohrmann (AA.'28) . .001231^—5 G Fuchs (B. 37) (0:0 '11 - 4

C Detlefsen (AA, 28) .... 1 01 1200-4 B H Plate (B, 27) 01 0032 - 4

H Muller (A,-28) 31003'8 5 Fred Gref (B, 37) 00310 3—3
H Klacbl^y (B. 37) 0'2-^Or^—5 G Sohuf-ldt 011<r20.'—

5

W Ro'^ert^ (B. 2:) 300.022—5 C Runge 1030011-4
H Jankowski (B, 27) 11 10302—5 C H Luhrssen O0OGOi2—

3

UNKNOWN GUN CLTTB.

Feb. n.—The regular monthly live-bird shoot of the Unknown Gun
Clvib was held this afternoon ac Dexter Park. Sixteen members took
part in tbe shoot, four of the number making clean scores, as below:
Dr Fchwartz (2-) 1112121-7 John O'Hara (351 3021201—5
John Bohling (SO) 8311313-7 Frank Ibert (33^ lOniiO-4
William Sands 3 ) 2333223—7 Gabriel Selig (35) .]3?0l00-4
H Boemmermann (25). ..1183111—7 John Akhurst (15) 0'C0il3-4
EAVroome(39) 3121011—6 .John Knebel (23) 1100210 3

Moses Brown (38) Ill-'IOI-O J B Voorhefs (29) 0O-'iO03—

3

Dr Moore (^6) 1231330 6 Henry Knebel (26) OCOllOi'—

8

Robert Smith (25) 021 11 1 1-6 AC Rankin (.35) lOiOlOO - 8

NEW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

Feb. IS.—The New Utrecht Gun Club held its regular shoot this
afternoon on its target grounds at Dyker Meadow, Seven members
shot in the club event, D. C. Bennett winning the Class A badge with
2i straight, and Fleet I aking the Class B badge with 18. The club
shoot conditions have been changed from tiiose which prevailed last
year; the conaitions now are unknown angles, handicap allowances
of extra targets to shoot at, tbe members being divided intodifferent
classes. A full afternoon's sport was had, everything being in favor
of good scores, with the exception of a strong glare from the snow.
Scores were:
Club shoot, 35 largets, unknown angles, handicap allowance:

D C BenDett(A, 3.5)...... lllUlIlllllllllimillU —55
J Gaughen (A. : 5) 1101111111011111111009111 -20
J A Bennett (A, 2i7) 111110111110100:0110 111011—19
F AThomps n (A, 25) 1101 iCODlllllOlllOOllllll —]8
P A Grace (A, a-) llOOOOimnniooiOOlO iOPOOIO-10
OC Fleet (B. v7) 11 0 0 10100 0 0111011^00.1-16
T A Smith (B, 36) 0(01001110 O'lOOlUlfiOOOO —lO
*W HTaompson OlOllllOOllOOOllOllIOUll "—16

* Gue.st, shotat "5 targets.
Other sweeps were shot as follows. No. 7 being at 5 pairs and all the

others at unknown angles, 10 targets in eacb event:

Events: 13345678 Events: 133456 78
Targets: 35 S5 t5 25 i.5 S5 15 SS Targets: iS 15 S5 25 25 15 25

GO White. 18 50 11 10 .. L Hopkins. 2 4 16 17 6 .. 4 ..

A R Stone. 17 20 19 11 . . EH Dott 13 13 14
Csykeg.... 15 16 15 17 G Hoefer 9 .. 8
WJPickett 6 14 31 20 14 .. 3 ..

ORESCENT A C, OF BROOKLYN.
Feb. 13.—The Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, expected a visit

from a team of the Princeton College Gun Club, but the expected did
not happen. The members of the home club had an a'ternnon's
shooting, a number of matches and sweepstakes being decided. Nos.
3 and 4 were handicap events, handicaps of misses as breaks being
allowed. In No. 3 C Sykes shot at scratch, allowing Pickett 5 misses
as breaks and Hopkins 13; in No. 4 Sykes allowed Pickett 4 and Hop-
ki' s 11 misses as iDreaks. In the other events everybody shot from
scratch. Scores were:

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7
DC Bennett. 7 8 7 10 9 8.. F Thompson. 5 9 4 6 6 7 5W Thompson. 7 7 9 9 8 ,. .. C C Fleet 4 6 6 7 5 6 3
J A Bennett.. 6 5 5 5 8 8., J Gaughen 9 7 7 8 9
PA Grace.... ft 3 4 6 4.. .,- T A Smith., 3 8 10 7 5

New Guns for Chicago.
Chicago, III., Feb. 13.—Within the past month Louis Jordan, a ris-

ing and alread.y popular gunmaker of this city, received from the old
country a consignment of arms possessed of more than ordinarv in-
terest to s-portsmfu. Of these guns there were twenty-four in all,

most of tbem going out at once on special orders for which thev were
made. At this writing only seven out of the twenty-four are left. Of
the lot eight were fine ejectors, from $ 50 to %l' 5, many of these verv
highly engraved and admirable specimens of the auumaker's art.
Three of the guns were three-barrel arms, nfle and shot, the barrel of
the rifle underneath. These were as p actical tnree-barrel guns as
one IS apt to see, and the surprising thing is that they weighed not
over t^^lbs. One of these was made for Dr. C. E. Fuller, ot this cuv,
who is highly pleased )Vith the little gun. The other guns are $9i)

or $100 grade guns, n'ot so highly flnisbed, but very attractive
weapon .s.

The interesting thing aV'Out tbe guns above mentioned is thfJr ex-
treme lighinevg in « eight. I do not think a gun out of the twemy-
four was so heavy as 7ibs . yr-t they are guaranteed to res'st any
charge of tbe strbnaest nitro made, to any point possible in any
other gun Thi* fact is due to the material used in the barrels the
new material kno" n as 'he Krunp special steel, which in reports

once printed in FoSest and Stream by Mr. Armin Tent er was shown
to posf ess a smaular roughness and strength, combined with great
lightnpiiK in bulk required to attain all the desired qualities of a per-
fect uun barrel. Mr. Jordan, who has relatives In the great factories

of Fr. Krupp in E sen, Germany, has been fortunate enough to

secure the agency for AiTierica for these barrels, and already has
had mary itiq'iities from gunmakers as we'l as individual sportsmen
of this countiy. Should all continue to go well with Mr. ,lo'"dan, he
should make a success of this new line of trade. He is a skil ed and
artistic gunmaker himself, and receivfd the World's Fair diploma
for hand made guns of highest excellence.
Tbe puns shown in the Krupp barrels are delightfully neat and

light. It seems the tendency of the day to u-ie lighter and lighter

arms both in rifles and shotguns, and some of these little fellows
were beauties. The Krupp barrel-^ are set on the bri^ech block in a
peculiar wav It seems this metal " ill not stand brazing, so the bar-
rels are set im the block by means of a dovetail joint of great strength
and absolute riaiduy, solder only being us'^d to make tbe joint

watertight. This arraogem-nt of the barrels gives a wide and
strong look to the arm," which indeed is a sturdy weapon, light

though it may be. In color the Krupp .steel is blue, unflgured,
resembling the Crown steel or Whitwortb fluid steel in ap-
pearance. Mr, Jordan ha=< had requests to fit such barrels on
other actions, but rwing to tbe p-caliarity above mentioned of
fastening on the barrels to the b-eech block, be does not counsel
this, as the Job does not suit his eye when so made. Louis
Jordan has long had a good clientage of his ow n in this city, but baa
not thought upon eoing out of local trade so much until be was lucky
enougb to make this arrangement for tbe agency f>f tbe Krupp steel

barrel. I understand this came about through tbe fact that Louis
Jordan bad an uncle at court. It is at times a very good thing to
have an uncle As a matter of local pride. Chicago is-glad that Mr,
Joroan had this uncle, and so brought to Chicago this interesting

addition to the useful and beautiful improvements tbe sunmakers
of to day are continually bringing forth tor those pampered beings,

the; sportsmen. Mr Jordan had a regular lefee on the day " hen the
guns were ut packed, h"s shop being filled with shooters admiring tbes

new guns, which are something of a novelty here as yet.
E. HOUGHI

Rochester Bod and Gun Club.

Rochester,, N, Y , Feb. 10.—The Roches'^er Rod and Gun Club held-
a tournament open to all to day. There was match, prize and'
sweepstake shooting. The programme called foreleven events. No.
6 was a free priie contest, five prizes, each a lib can of Gold Dust
Smokeless powiier witu measure. The ties were shoe off and won as

-

follows: Byer first, Meyer second, Davis third. East fourth. Dr. Wel-
ler fifth.

After the programme was sbot off there were two matches shot.

The first was between Davis and Byer The fipcond was a three-;

cornered match, winner to take the money. Mr. Davis is a new and'
young shooter of -.0. lbs , and carries a chip on his shoulder that cor-

responds wlh his weigbf Some of the old heads tried to knock it

off, but Davis has a nerve of steel and can point the gun like an ex-
pert, puts up the money, smashes the targets, walks in and jW'6k3 up"
the money, puts it in his pocket, and smiles

Events: 13345678 91011
10 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 10 10 W
8 777 8 17 7 7 6 ., ..

Targets:

Borst. ...... ..V, . . . (.>

Ausion 7 4 6 7
Davis 8 8 19
East 8 3 8 5

Mann 7 6 6 7

Gardiner ............... 6 4 6 8 .. 17

Quirk 7
Wride .. 6
Byer ..: 6 9
Waller..,, „ii., 8 13

Hicks. 15

Meyer •!»•••• : •• ••

6 15
7 to

7 14

7 13

8 9 ,. 12
« 8 9 16

7 7 17

8 8
9 9

9

Pulsefer
Special matches:

First Match.
Davis 11)1111111—10
Byer .1101111101— 8

Meyer

9
10

7 6 5
6 4 9

9 7

7 7 8 9

4 6 5 6
9

2 4 3 2

Second Match,
lllllinoi— 9
1011011111- 8
1111110100 7

Db Witt.

Trap Around Pittsburg'.

HEBRON HILL GUN CLUB.

PrrrsBtniG, Pa., Feb. lii —A fast lot of birds were trapped to-day at
the grounas of the Herron Hill Gun Club. Seven shooters took part
in tbe 15 bird race, Ales King and Anson being hi?b ivith 14 eacb.
In the 7 bird event Strong was first alone with a straight. Scores:
Ansoi 2013 2iSaa22-.;22-14 0.3I1-2—

6

WSKing 2121-J.O 2." OJ 3-12 210212i—

6

All King 23212'v32202i.'2-14 22f0122-6
McPherson 2222 0i'20iiJv0t2 -12 2 00^ 0—4
S roug „ 22lO:0OJ222.'.OO— 8 2-21212-7
Young .... .,20iiJ2i 122241130—13 lD1102i-5
John J Sims.... 202222222220212-13 22 00.2—

5

Lewis 2100201-4

HAZBLWOOD GUN CLUB.

Feb. 13.—A. good sboot was held to day on the grounds of the
Hazelwood Gun club, the weather being fine and the birds a splendid
lot. Scores were as below

No 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Messner 2212222.'22—10 22.J2i2J2J2-9 S2223i2i22002?0 -13
Crossland 10 232121J-9 2'2222 0;2-l- 2112220000^^02-10
Munson 1101111222— 9 02 '^2 3 22-9 202if2200200000— 6

Pralton \iiOi-mm-^
Wiloert 200022112 <:—7 022001200322122—11

Elkwood Park's Pfogramme.
Below is the programme for Elkwood Park on Siturdny, Feb. 20,

commeijcing at l'..':30 f. M. : Brookdale handicap, 10 birds, fl 1, handi-
caps 46 to 31,vds., high guns. Sweepstakes on the other t..o sets of
traps.
For Washington's Birthday. Moniay. Feb. 22, the following pro-

gramme has been arranged, shooiing commencing at 10:30 A M.:
JNo. 1, Star miss-and-oufc, $1.

No. 3, the Washington: 15 bicds, 515, 3 moneys. Kose system; pro-
fessionals, 3-2yds. ; amateurs, 30yds.: ties, miss and out.

No. 3, Long Branch handicap: 10 birds, $i; handicaps from 25 to
30yds. Those at 2i and '..6yds. allowed 2 m sses as ''no birds;" 37 and
!i8yds. 1 miss as a '-no bird." High guns, ties, miss and.oul: allow-
ances do not run on lies.

Western Trap.
"sporting" news.

Chicago, Feb. IB.—Advice was piivately received in Chicago last
Monday, beb. 8, that Mr. Daniel Stuari, a magrate of present resi-
dence at Carson, Nev , where he contemplates holding at an early
dare a carnival of slugging, in which Mr. Corbett and Mr FitzsimT
mons will be leading actor.s, has just decided to give also a two days'
tournament at pigeons, adding tbe neat sum of fi.O 0 to such sweep-
stake money as fhall seem expedient for the shooters present. He
expects to attract a great many prominent gentlemen shooters from
Chicago. New Yoik and other large cities. This is pprhaps th-i first

time on record when alive-bird tournannent and a prize fight have
been adverdsed as joint atfactions. The juxtaposition even in the
types will hardly please a great many who do not interpret the word
"sport" perhaps quite as Mr. Daniel Stuart does. E. HotJGH.

The last issue of Harper^s WteMy contained some excellent repro-
ductions of portraits Taken dming the recent Larchmont amateur
championship sboot, Jan. i 9-30. Tbe positions at the score of both
Murphy and 3Iftcalester are characteristic, while Dr. Wynn"8 picture
shows him as he appeared lOii limes on tbe rwo days—just beiore he
stepped to the scoie to shoot. There are a few remaiks in tbe .-ame
paper regarding ttie shoot itself. The remarks are signed by Caspar
Whitney. One of the criticisms passed upon the shoot is rather in-

teresting. It runs thus: ''C'onsidering chat the prizes aparr from
the cbampionsiiip trophy, were certain percentages of the sweep-
stakes made up from taxing each entry SlOO, the average sportsman
wUi be perplexed by t* e 'amateur' description of the affair. It is no
clearer to me than it is ro him Ir in pigeon shooting men may com-
pete for a purse and be called amafpuxs, it will be interestiag to learn
what conditions describe tbe professional." It is always rasli to
jump at a con'-lusion, but on this occasion the conclusion is forced
upon us that Mr. Whitney has not only not studied the subject which
be essays to criticise, but .is also palpably ignorant of what consti-
tutes an amateur or a professional,.
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Hot Springs Tournament.
Hot Sprinos, Ark., Feb. 8.—The opening: day of the tournament was

not productive of a large attendance, but this was not to be expected
as this tournament is to be a prolonged one. The weather too had a
tendency to keep the entries down. This morning it was cloudy, and
the atmosphere was Weak and raw; but in the afternoon the sun
came out and made it much pleasanter. Another thing that added
pleasure to the shoot was a telegram from Wirt announcing that he,
Parmelee, Merrill, Powers and Stjttle would he with the boys to-
imorrow.
At no time during the day did the entries run high, the largest

number in any event being fourteen. In the first event Sharp, a
novice, gave the boys a surprise. He borrowed a gun from Hughes,
and with it knocked out a straight, all one-barrel kills, cutting up
first money with Bartlett. The second event, a miss and-out, was
productive of quite a shooting match between Sumpter, Heikes, Bart-
lett, Du Bray and Elliott. There were twelve entries in this, and all
went out rather early, thoueh Winston managed to stay 11 roundg.
After his departure the Ave first mentioned proceeded to have it out
The birds in this event were rather ordinary, being somewhat, like the
shooters, hacnpered by the weather; but it'is seldom that we see such
scores put up by five men. even on ordinary birds After each of the
five had killed iO straight from the .10yds. mark, Elliott proposed that
they go back 4yds. in order to finish it. If Jim thought he had any
the best of it here he soon had this illusion dispelled, as his very first
bird came very near going out. being in by only about 1ft. Tl en he
got down tliree more, and the others did the same; but his 15th, a
fairly fast one, went out of bounds. No sooner had Jim been dis-
posed of than the others decided to cut up the money. There were
two other eveots, another miss and-out and a 30 bird event, both
handicaps, the scores of which are given below:
The feature of the day was the fine shooting of Capt. Bartlett; he

shot at 53 birds and scored all but one of them, the lost one falling
dead out of bounds. Du Bray also shot in fine form, losing only one
out of 35 shot at.

No. 1, 10 birds, entrance $5, three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:
Sharp 10, Bartlett 10, Murphy 9, Winston 9, Parker 9, Du Bray 9,
Dickey 9, Sergeant 9, Heikes 8, Houston 8. Ellis 7, Hughes 7, Taylor 6.
No 2. miss-and-out, $i: Sumpter, Heikes, Bartlett and Du Bray,

35; Elliott 24, Winston 10, Keller 8, Parker 6, Houston 4, EUis 2,
Murphy 2, Dickey 1

No. 3, same: Winston, Ellis, Murphy and Bennett. 8: Heikes 7,
Bartlett 5, Parker 4, Wallace 3; Sumpter, Keller and Dickey, H; Nor-
man 0.

No. 4. 10 birds, $5, three moneys, handicap: Norman (37) 10, Bartlett
'ifiO) 10, Bennett [-49) 10, Murphy (59) 10, Smnpter (30) 9, Wallace (28) 9,
.Heikes (31) 8, Keller (23) 7, Parker (30) 7, Dickey (31) 6, Ellis (37) 5,
Winston (30) 5

Second Day, Feb. 9.

This was the day set for the Arlington Handicap, but the weather
again kept the entries down. The false hopes that had been
awakened in the shooters' minds were all dispelled when they awoke
in the morning and lound the sky overcast and the same bleak wind
that blew most of the time at San Antonio once more very much in
evidence. At times the sun managed to break through the clouds,
but only for a little while, so it had scarcely any efCect on the tem-
perature. The shooters were late getting to the groimds, so to warm
up matters a little a miss-and-out was started. This had twenty en-
tries, but was not a very long drawn out affair and lasted only six
rounds, when only six remained. These six—Parker, Elliott, Heikes,
Bennett, Wirt and Powers- agreed to divide the $40.

THK HANDICAP,
Immediately upon the conclusion of the above the handicap began

with twenty-four entries. Of these only one, Norman, killed straight^
•'he is a beginner and was therefore given the 27yds. mark, atf4
vwas also exceedingly fortunate in drawing easy birds. There were
three 24s: Parmelee, Merrill and Settle. Parmelee shot in good time
saod in good form, and the' only bird he lost wais a fast outgoer which
'managed to avoid both loads. Merrill got off wrong, as he lost his
'first one, a fast one similar to that which threw Parmelee down. He
afterward atoned for this by shooting a good, steady pace, and made

..•s everai brilliant stops of exceedingly fast birds. His seventh was
lithe fastest of the lot and was killed far out by a good second. Settle
=also shot Id a very smooth style, his first was very effective and
mearly always well placed.

His only lost bird, a dead oj't of hounds, was not a very hard one;
ihe drew a number that were much faster, all of which he scored.
*Capt. Bartlett, Sumptef, Bennett and Houston scored 3:i. Bartlett,
•who had shot so briHiantly the day before, had the bad luck to lose
his Isc bird dead out of bounds, and that by less than a yard ; it was
a rapid driver. -and though hit hard with both loads went out. His
lOth bird did the same thing, but this one went much further. Sump,
ter shot alcmg in elegant style, going straight up to the 15th round,
when be missed a rather slow one, that lingered at the trap. Then
ihe settled down to that fast pace he had displayed all along, until his
'final bird, which was a very rapid incomer This miss was excusable
froiii the fact that it was a black bird and nearly dark when the miss
•occiUTCd. This round proved disastrous to many. Bennett is an
•assumed name, and is the colors that a deaf mute shooter from St.
Paul sails under. This shootpr has a style that is very captivating,
and his judgment is such canas only come by long experience. His
tsvo losses were dead out of bounds. The first was one of the slob-
bering kind, but the second was of the hard lu;k order, an instance
where the bird was too strong for both loads and struggled out.
Houston, the other 23. is another inexperienced shooter, aud on the
strength of this was given the 26yds mark. Both his losses were
clean misses. The first was a quartering towerer that doubtlessly
was undershot, while the other was a fast outgoer.
In the 2i hole were Heikes, Wirt, Powers, Keller and Elliott.

Heikes's three losses all got away without any apparent injury, and
only by the greatest streak of luck was his 15th scored to him. This
bird, a towerer, acted very peculiarly; it flew straight away and
when almost out of bounds came hack, circled aroimd over the
grounds, but was never out of bounds, and finally started back for
the dead line, and when all but out suddenly collapsed, much to the
satisfaction of the shooter, who had already left the score. Powers is
another one who avoided the 21 hole; he lo-t two birds dead out of
bounds, one of them a fairly fast one. Wirt had two dead out of
bounds, but missed rather an easy one along toward the last, just as
he w as expecting to go out with 23. Keller scored 23 and was well
satisfied with his showing, and with any kind of luck would have had
two more added to his total : two dead out of bounds his score shows,
and both very close to the boundary. The cipher in bis score repre-
sents one of the hardest birds that was trapped in the entire 60O, and
only got out on account of bad light. EUiott is the remaining 22; his
first miss occurred on a very fast driver, but the second was a rank
easy incomer. The dead out of bounds was a good hard bird, the
kind that any one will miss any time. Sergeant, Hughes, Du Bray
and Leach wound up with SI.

THE BIRDS.

As is usually the case in these events, the birds were a mixed lot
some fast ones and some poor ones, but the most of them only fair'
For a while there were some very good ones, and then came some
soft ones, and then at the close, as it was nearly dark, a fast lot was
sprung on the boys that caused lots of trouble, and several mis'^ed
just when some of them were figuring on going out with one more to
their credit.
Arlington handicap, 25 birds, entrance $10, birds extra, 5 moneys

class shooting: '

2V»i> score type—Copyright, iso?, by Forest and Stream I^ibUsMng Co.

4344445542232152115414554
Norman (27) 2 1181122 1 2 2 21112 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—25

454245234531344 B1S3431213
R Merrill (30) 0 212222222122 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-24

3455424254283511454323132
F S Parmelee (32). .1 12 3 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2212222^2222 2 2—24

4116334442441433545154442
i-^H.T/' Ty"T^/^/^<-/^-*^>^<-^^HT/-4-

WHSettle(27)....a • 12,S2212211322222222 12 1 2-24

3451453142414461313464445
BA Bartlett (30)...• 31322212212112ia8 ^7^21 1 2-23

233154333412 3 551344521153
Benuett (30) 2 212122221.2.32221112111 1-33

142 5 54135 3 23232 3445354155
^^-^\r>+^->T^^T-»r^TH-»H^'/'<-.^.^ \ H

Houston (86). 1 211 12212122202222102231 2-S3

4 2 114 4 3 4 5 2 3 118 14 5 112 4 3 2 8 4

J J Sumpter, Jr(30).2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 0—S3
513 13 52244214244132532345

JAB Elliott (33), ..2 2 2 0 1 2 3 3 3 3 2 a333223S20»l 2 2-28

R O Heikes (31).

,

THKeUer (28.).

523543133 12 36412344141214
..2 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2-23

4 3 32111145 a 3411244 3 11542 ;i

..3 2 2 2 2 3 0 1 1 2 2 1 2 . 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 .-22

3 5 45431123444531444323521
C M Powers (30). .Nitn^^t':^^^ l^^^^2 1-22

452454141614543135 83 13443
Wirt (27) J>IIttT^Ti^^^"l^2^i^2fr2tV2^V22

1435455363113 8 431335 3 8423
A W du Bray (29)..K Vo St^^l^Tt'^^ f | ^ l%%tY2To-,:

33 8 431533544443 3 21124 5 142
GW Hughes (.7). ..^ ^t^ItiKll^^ ItVl'imi-n

4341218444 5 4111212 3 14314 3
^ ^ t ^--^T 1^ \ \ t Tt TT-^1 ^^

^

-""""2222222202022222323 0-I'Sach (?9) • 2 2 3222222222 02 02222lj 32 3 0-21

25 42544434245243313 132 3 48
W G Sergeant (27)..^^!W^^^t^a^V^ro^raVl^slFs^Sl

3 23 1243354144534 3 35333534
ORDickey(30).,..^JJi^?^I^rfiilKyfF3''3^1^it-20

533545414111321545433 2 345

.12012»2222121021»a 22212« 2-20Wallace (28).

J Ellis (27).

2414152421133546 3 13313535
.2 03222322a22033032220«23 0- 19

J Parker (30).

P L Murphy (29).

Sharp (37).

35 2 2343348114854451236454
.11211«1.3103010222»22112 2—19

1422244344345382433212311
,.2»0222«1111121«0«22 2 1«28 1—18

3 445344323235454514 3 11143
t vr'1.1 \\^ T A^<^r^\ t^ \ \-> i \

.0 12211202113202010210201 2-18

J L Winston (31).

Winston.

Murphy.

213 241441233 8 131114412513
t /''T'^ T t /Ti^^/ <-t T/^ ^\ t-*-*^
.3 020322 2 20220220«2«20222 2—17

Third Day, F^b. 1 0.
There was nothing on the programme for to-day, and the forenoon

was spent in practice, and three miss-and-outs were shot by McDon-
ald, Leach, Winston and Wfrk; in each of these Leach managed to
stay, and the last one he landed all by himself. About noon Winston
got into his elements again : for some time, in fact, ever since we
met him going to San Antonio, be has been talking matches, so fioal-
ly to-day he got on one with Murphy, but not exactly to his hking,
as it was a one-ban-el game, 25yds. rise, gun below the elbow; yet he
won by 2 birds. Score:

Trap score type^CopyHght, isbt, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

3544224824545343.'i 34323342
.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 0 . 1 1 1 11-23

13 15 5 3 14 5 3 2 5 3 2 5 3 2 5 3 4 4 15 3 2

.1 • 0 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 I • 1 1 1 1 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 i_80

Miss and-out, §9, handicap rise, re-entry in the first round:
Powers (30) 20, Du Bray ( 9) 20, Settle (27) 20, Sergeant (27) 18, Win-

ston (31) 17. Werk (26) 15, Wirt (ar) 14, Norman (2S) 11, Parker Im 10,
Heikes (31) 8, Dickey (3P) 8, Ellis (27) 6. Bartlett (30) 5, Merrill (30) 2
Mnrphy(29)2. Sumpter (30) 1, Leach (29) 1.

Wirt, Bartlett and Blerrill re-entered after mi'sing their first birds.
After the match the above mis^i-and-out was shot, which proved to

be very interesting and was finally divided by Powers, Du Bray and
Settle with SO straight When it was shot down to seven men Win-
ston asked for a divide, as his shells were exhausted, but to this the
others would not agree. He lost his eighteenth dead out of bounds,
and the next round proved disastrous to Sergeant After each of the
remaining ones bad kiilpd ?0 straiehtthey dtcided to divide.
The weather again was very unfavorable, being dark and threaten-

ing and not any too pleasant. Paul R. Litzke.

Fourth Day, Feb. 11.
There was only one event on the programme to-day, a 15 bird race

entrance $10, five high guns. This was not shot until some time afier
dinner. By agreement Winston and Murphy were to shoot two
matches to day, one at 10 o'clock in the morniDg aud tme in the after,
noon. Notwithstanding that this has been the worst day of the lot so
far as weather was concerned, both principals were on the grounds
at the appointed time ready to begin the match. Winston again
selected the birds, but the mean, wet, drizzUng rain that was failine
made easy birds of most of them. Murphy won the toss and the
match. Owing to the poor quality of the birds, which is mainly at-
tributable to the weather conditions, there was Httle of interest in the
match. Murphy led off, scoring a kill, and continued to do so until
he had stacked up 25 straight. Murphy's best bird was his 20th; thi-!
was a very fast twisting quarterer, and was well killed by an excel-
lent second. Winston shot well, killine: all his hard birds, which were
not numerous. The bird that cost him the match was a rank easy in-
comer that was hit too far back with the first, ••vhile the second did
no damage, being used with poor judgment. It came almost straight
in, and Jack made a greaf effort to catch it, but it got over the dead
line. He came very near losing another one, his 21sc, a verv fast
twisting incomer, that fell almost on ihe dead line. His best birds
were his 8th and 24th, both of which were well killed.
Conditions were 25 live birds, $.'5 a side, loser to pay for the birds,

Winston at 30yds. and Murphy at 28:

Trap score type—Copyright, isin, by Forest and Stream PubMahing Co.

32133 3 1235341241326141444
PL Murphy (28)... 1 1112113 2 2113 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2211 3-35

14 3 482342455423541435 3 235

J L Winston (30). ..1 11822222222 2 22.22222 2 22 2—24
In addition to the programme event, two other events were shot, a

10 bird race, $5, three moneys, and a $2 miss and-out. The scores of
the 10 bird race are given below. The miss and-out, which had
seventeen entries and two re entries, was cut up by Sergf-ant, Parme-
lee, Parker, Wirt and Sumpter on the sixth round. The 15-bird event
had eighteen entries; five scored all and divided the gll3. In this
event everybody stood on the 3i)yds. mark. Sumpter did the oest
shooting to-day, scoring 30 out of 31; his lost bird was one of the
best trapped during the shoot. Scores in the 10-bird event were as
follows:
Ten birds, jS5, three moneys, class shooting: Murphy 10. Wirt 10,

Merrill 10, Sumpter 9, Settle 9, Powers 9, Norman 8, Bennett 8, Ellis
8, Leach 8. ,

The totals in the 15-bu'd event were a« below: Sumpter 15, Bennett
15, Heikes 15. Norman 15, Du Bray 15. Ellis 14, Bartlett 14, Powers 14,
Merrill 14. Wirt 14. Settle 14, Parmelee 14, Leach 13, Dickey 13,
Murphy 13, Winston 13, Sergeant 12, Wallace 9.

Fifth Day. Feb. 1 2.
After a long time those shooters who made their trip South have

at last experienced the pleasure of shooting on one day of sunshine.
The weather is absolutely perfect, the only thing lacking being good
wind to aid the birds in their flight. Just to stare the ball, a $i miss-
and-out was shot, with everybody on the 34yds mark. The birds in
this event were like the weather, and it was not a long-drawn out
affair. At the end of the 3d round Bartlett, Parmelee, Settle, Elliott,
Sumpter, Parker, Merrill and Du Bray were all of the 20 starters that
had stayed, so it occurred to Jim Elliott that it would be a good idea
to divide. Tnis was agreed to.

EASTMAN HOTEL HANDICAP.
This event, like the Arlington Hotel Handicap, had twenty-four

entries. Of this number only one scored straight, and the lucky one
was the promoter and manager of the tournament, John J Sunipter,
Jr. All ihrouerh the shoot John has been shooting in great form,
having lost only one bu-d out of his last 6 '. In his preseno form he is
a hard man to beat, but he had some good luck connected with his
shooting to-dav: not that he drew all easy birds, as he ^ot his share
of the good ones, but his 18th bird, a fairiy fast one, showed
no effects of the loads sent after it, and looked like a lost one
as it flew straight away; when It was almost out, it ckcled,

came back toward the score, and toppled over close to the dead
line. Had it kept on its course it would certainly have fallen
out of bounds. This time there were only two 24s, Merrill
and Leach; Merrill seemed booked for a straight, but after
he had grassed 81 he slipped up on a bird that should have been
scored with the second at least. This bird towered when it left the
trap, and Merrill undershot it, but it turned and came back so as to
present an easy incoming shot; this is where it should have been
easily killed, but the second net-er touched ir, though the first had
done the damage, as the bird afterward fell from the roof of the
pavilion. Leach also lost his bird dead out of bounds; this was a
good fast one, and after it had gone out it fell on the hiUsideand
rolled back in.

As will be seen, Norman, the winner of first in the Arlington Hotel
Handicap, failed to get in for money, but he was moved back 2yds,
and 4 of bis 5 lost birds were dead out of bounds.
Conditions, Eastman Hotel Handicao, 25 bhrds, S15, birds extra,
moneys; first $138, second $115, third $92, fourth $69 and fifth

Trap score type— Copyright, mt, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

23154 8 2 213 44414412454 8 844
Sumpter C30) 22 2^2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 ?1 if 1 2 8 1 3 1 1 2 3-85

5 5 4153332S413331111484131
Merrn,(80) -^nn^'^^r2^2^VrF2p2r8^^.1^2V24

835 3 12314 5 513445554344213
E H Leach (28) 1 2 2 2 2 21 123.31322222 2 3328 3-84

548444455331341542 2 432343-
Sergeant (27) 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 0 2 1 1 22 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 23 -23

4341211534433453143454254
Wirt (27) 0 2122310511813121221 22 1 1 2-23

11311444445 3 4452112253241
Dickey (39) 2 2 2 2112 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 2 3 0 2 2 2 2 2 2-23

334853334 3 545 4 21841154 6 44

Benn6tt(30) 1 1 8 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 0 1 3 2 3 ft 10 1?2 11 1-23

31834513355123 3 1322442123
Heikes (31) 8 2222 2 2 .223122222 2 222.22 2-83

1456S34431142346533452224
Elliott (33) ..2 02.32222232222222232233 2—23

3423-5 233 3 4112341354225443
Settle (88). ...... i . .8 022 2 12202122222 2 3112313 2—23

13111425318344435115 21233
Bartlett (33) 3 1 1 • 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 2 2 3 2 2 i 2—82

24441545.5 5 3 3 4143438 3 11444
Powers (30) 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1-23

3134354521423 5 24148183514
,

t~^^tT-^^^^.^^r^r->HT^^TT<-^TH^.
Parmelee (32) 1 882222.323220188 3 323221 0-28

45515 4 4338535382434414335
147 (30) 0 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3^8 3 0 2 . 3 3-82

8831214 3 14214432333444344
XT .

->t.\-^'^^^-^//''<-<-H-^^^^HTH H H^^'\
Houston (27) 1 8221 1 1120221 10201233222 2-82

41223 3 5485313 141554238182
E!hs(.30) ,.32 . 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 3 2 2 2 2—22

443 5 33 3 4141313352215323 2 1

Hughes (i7) 1 2221124221 2 3 3 023130111. .—81

44423513 1262324554135838 3

Du Bray (29) 2 01 2 23211321201020121223 2-81

543314113 432 3 1213 44583314
Parker (80) 0 3 . 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1-1 3 1 1 !j 2 .3 1 3 a -21

5332253424315532323335834
Norman (29) 3 3 2 22.2. 120a 2 2202. .23 333 2—20

4 1 3 3 84 21 2 1 2 4 3 3 343 424 iHH

4

S

Murphy (39) 1 121112 . 00111113 2 0 0 2 1 2 1 2 1-20

4451212 4 2548318 5124353353
Wallace (36) 8 2 132 31122022112010.2 1 10 1-30

3441142 3 44851551244332 2 14

Werk (37) 0 020.21011202133alll3221 0-18

45 5 2 3 4244.•1 3 44313458324453
T;Kt T T (^\.^ \T t i^x T/* T TJ^ H

Callender (28) 1 832321.l.3.2iOi.^2oaio'0 2-ir

Foughkeeprle Gun Club.
PouoHKEEPSiE. N. Y., Feb. 10.—The Poughkeepsie Gun^lub held

its regular monthly meeting this evening. At the meeting articles of
incorporation were signed setting forth that the club is organized
and incorporated for the purpose of advancing field sports and for
the protection of game in Dutchess county. During the meeting a
communication was read from the secretary of the New York State
Association announcing that the Poughkeepsie Club would be ac-
cepted as members of the State Associaiion. This will give the club
the privUege of sending five delegates to the next meeting of the
State Associaiion. It was decided to extend an invitation to the local
clubs along the Hudson River to attend the sweepstake shoot at live
birds to be held on Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22, on our grounds.
The Poughkeepsie Gun I'lub will shoot a match of twelve men on a
side with the Marlborough Gun Club on the former's grounds, Thurs-
day, Feb. 18.

Feb, 11.—The following scores were made at the club's regular
weekly shoot, held to day:

J MSjiencer 0111110011111111111111111—28W J Perkins 1111111111101111101011011—31
A L Traver , 0101010111101111111111111—20
H Valentine...,. , 1110110100111111011111111—20
F Wood 0110111000011111110111011—17
H Sisson ....llOllOlOOlOllinilOOlOOlll -14
E Wilhams OllOllOOUCOUOOUlOOOlOl—13
L Carpenter, Jr lOinooOlOOOOllllOUOlOlll—13W D Briggs *,<>... . .0101011 100 ilOOl 1010010111-12
P Briggs 1011000001011100000011101—11
H King 0000010110100000011010110 - 8
G Van Wagnen 0000000001000011010110110— 8

W. J. Pekkins, Fin, Sec'y.

The Grand Prix at Monte Carlo.
The Grand Prix du Casino was decided at Monte Carlo on Feb. 3.

Signer G. Grassplli (an Italian) won first prize, about $4,000 and a
trophy An Englishman, Hon. F. Erskine, and M. Horodetzki, a
Russian, divided second and third prizes, a fum of about $ j,500. M.
A. Poizat, a Frenchman, won fourth money. $900. Eleven tied with
11 out of 12 shot at, four of Che eleven missing theh- 12th birds. On
the shoot off, miss-and out, Signer Qrasselli won in the 5th round.
The Americans. Messrs. Crittenden, Robinson and J O'H Denny, re-
tired in thelUh and 5th rounds respectively with two misses„against
them. There were 118 entries in all. the conditions being as follows:
Grand Prix du Casino of £-0

1, added to a sweepstakes of £8 each;
second received £1-0 and 23 per cent, of 'he entries; third £80 and 25
per cent. ; fourth £40 and 15 per cent.; four birds at 26 metres, eight
at 27 metres; the winner in 1S93 to stand back 2 mStres, previous
winners 1 mStre ; three misses to put out; 118 subs.
Siernor G. Grasselli shot a Greener gun and Walsrode powder; Hon.

P. Erskine, a Bogs giin and Schultze; M. Horodetaki, a Russian giui
and Schultze.
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IN NEW JERSET.
SECOND OUP SHOOT AT HA0KEN8AOK..

\Fe6. Jo.—An entry list of 16 in a lOO-target scratch race Is some-
thing for the Bergen County Gun Club to be proud of. The second
contest for the Recreation cup, emblematic of the amateur cham-
pionship of the gun clubs of New Jersey, took place to-day on the
grounds of the above club, 16 men entering for the race This club
may be young in years and experience, but it does nothing by
halves, and as a result of its work it can look back to to-day's con-
test as its banner shoo'' to date. There was only one thing lacking
to-day to make the m nagement of the shoot all one could ask, and
that was an insufficiency of help E. G. Horton is a man who has
only the normal (quantity of limbs, and it is hardly fair to expect
him to do everything, even to carving the turkey, spreading bread
and butter, pouring out coffee, taking entries for new events and
squaring up old ones. The club shoiud not ride a willing horse to
death. (This is written and will appear without Mr. Horton being
aware of it. We might add that he never uttered a single kick aU
day) The referee was as usual, C. E. Dawson, and had his good
eye with him. The puller and the trapper boys all worked hard and
did a great deal to make the shoot an easy one to run. There was a
slight rumbling of a mutinous nature when empty stomachs grew
numerous behind the trap screen. A brief rest and some solid re-
freshments soon made the sky bright again. Apropos of the turKey,
it is only right to mention that the club "set up'' an excellent lunch
free of all charge, making the shooters its guests In deed as well as in
name.
Among the shooters were F S. Sinnock, the winner, from the For-

ester Gun Club, Newark; Neaf Apgar, of the Climax Gun Club, Plain-
field : Harry Thurman, of Philadelphia, Pa., Fhooting as a member of
the Climax Gun Club; J. S. S. Bemsen, the winner of the cup at the
first shoot in December last, a member of the Bergen County Club

;

Noel E. Money, of the American E. C. Powder Company; T. w. Mor-
fey and Chris Wright, of Paterson : Job Lott, of New York - the last
four being also members of the Bergen County Gun Club; F. S. Ed-
wards, of New York; Ed Taylor, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Com-
pany; M. Heri-lngton, of the W-A Powder; G. H. Piercy, of Jersey
City: the last four are members of the Endeavor Gun Club. Theo-
dore Baron, representing Von Lengerke & Detmold, and a member of
the Boiling Springs Gun Club; J. G. Lindzev, of the Dunellen Gun
Club; C. F. Lenone, of the Passaic City Gun Club; J. E. Banta, of the
Oritani Field Club; Hexamer, a shooter whose club's name we can-
not recall. The above list makes a formidable one even for New
Jersey. Gus Greiff, W. H. Huck, Dutchy Smith, Tom Brantingham,
Warren Smith, etc., were absentees.
Sinnock, the winner, shot an excellent race and landed in the lead

by one target, though it looked as if Apgar should have won the cup
hands down. Sinnock shot a Winchester repeating shotgun. Leader
shells and W-A powder. His victory, therefore, was gratifying to Ed
Taylor and Marshall Herrington. Neaf Apgar, of course, shot Austin
powder and a Smith gun. Harry Thurman shot Noel Money's gun
and Au tin powder, as he came to the grounds totally unprepared to
take part in the contest. Edwards shot a Winchester and E. C. pow-
der in U. M. C. factory, loaded Smokeless shells The score, as fur-
nished us, shows a 25 straight for Sinnock in the last string; this is
an error, as he lost his first target. The only 25 straight was made
by Apgar in his third string. The score book also shows Edwards's
total carried out, ?3 for his last string, while the detailed score gives
him three misses: his totalis thus 91, if the score is correct (and
the detailed oflBcial score goes in this case, of course). Remsen broke
badly in his first and last strings, but scored 47 out of his middle 50.
The conditions were 100 targets per man, $i entrance, optional

sweeps of 50 cents on each 35. The 100 targets were thrown 50 knowu
and 50 unknown angles, the known angles being shot first. Banta
arrived late and only shot 50 targets at unknown angles. The win-
ner of the race scored a win for the cup, the second receiving $5 and
the third man saving his stake. The cup is to be shot for five more
times, the shoots taking place in the months of April, June, August,
October and December. The man winning it the greatest number of
times to become the owner of it. The scores are higher than at the
first shoot for the cup, Remsen winning then with 8-'. But the targets
were thrown much harder on that occasion than they were to-day.
Though the sky was clouded, there was no wind to play tricks with
the targets, everything being in favor of good scores. The back-
ground is by no means an easy one, targets thrown low and to the
right being hard to gauge accurately. Scores in detail were:

F Sinnock. ,,. miiiiioinnmoiiminiiiui mionnioiinui - 46
iiiniiniiiiiinnHiiiooiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-48—94

N Apgar iniiiiiminiioiiiiiimnmiuoiiuiniiiiiiii -48
iiiininiiiiiiimninimmoiininiooiioiim—45—98

F s Edwards..iiiiioiniiinniiiiiniiiniioiimiiiaiJoniioi-46
iiiiioiuiiuoininiiinoimoiinniioiiiiimii-45-91

H Thurman.. iiiniiimmininiionionniiiimiinoinioii—46
iiiiniiiooiniiiiininioiiioininioioinunni-44—90

J S s Eemsen.ioiiioniiiiiioniinioiniooiininniinniiini-44
iiiiiiiinoiiiiiiiiimiiiimioiouiioninioini—45-69

NE Money... iiioinioiiimniniiniiiiioioiimiiiiiiiiioiii-45
oouinoioiinoiiiiiioiiimiiiininioniiioniii-48—87

T W Morfey. .10111111111111110001111111100011011111111111111101-41
imillOlOOllllOllllllUlIinillUlOllllllllllllll—45 86

Job Lott iiiiiioimiiiiioiiiioiiiiniiioiiniiioiiiiiinii-45
iiiiiiiimiooioiiiiiiioiiioioioiouimiiiioiiiii—41—86

GFairmount. 11110111101011111101110010110110101101111111111111—89
11110111111101111111111111101111110111111111111001—44-83

Ed Taylor ...01011101111111011111111100111011111101111110010111—39
11111111011111011111110111101111111110)11101111010—43-82

Hexamer lllllllolllllllllOllllllllloillllllllOlllOlOllllll—44
01011111111110001111111110011110111111110111100011—88 - 83

T C Wright... iniOllllllOllllOOOlllOllOlllllOOllOlllllllllOUn—39
10011011111111111110110101111111111111111111110111—43 82

M Herrington. 11011010010111110101110111110101111111011101111111-38
11101111111111100111111011100111011110111111111101-41—19

T Baron lOlOlllllllllllOlOllllOllllllllOllllllOlimiOOm—41
11110110101110101110110111111111110101001111001111—3r—78

J G Henry. ...10001101111110111111101011111111110111011111110011—89
OllOlllllCOOlllOlllOlOlOlOlOllOlllllllOlllllllOlll—36—75

C F Lenone... 11111101011110110101100010100011111011110111011100—31
11111101ll010llOOUn01111110001111101001000011111-.34—67

J E Banta 01011110111101111101101111010011100100010101111111-33

In addition to the 100-iarget race for the cup, a long list of sweeps
were also shot off. Apgar followed up his good work in the long race
by scoring 67 out of 60 in three 20-target races. Scores were as he-
low, twenty-seven shooters taking part in the day's sport:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14
Targets: SO 15 20 SO tO SO SO 10 SO 15 SO 35 SO 10

Edwards 19 14 18 20 18 18 17
Money 17 13 16 19 17 19 19
Morfey. . ,.4. . 4... ..i... ....... 15 12 17 19 17 17 19 9 18 11 19 21 15 8
G Piercy , 15 12 18 18 20 17 19 6 14 13 16 19 15 6
Herrington 17 8 14 16 16 15 , ,, ..

Sinnock 18 12 16 16 19 ,

J M Taylor 12 . . . . 13
Lenone 12 .. 11 14 11 13 13 3 4 .. 10 .. ..

Hexamer 17 .. 16 17 14 .. 17
Barron. 19 .. 11 .. .. , > . .. .,- ,

Lott 18 .. 15 19 18 18 18 9 16 .. 18
Thurman.,, ..18 ,. ..

Banta I...,..,. 15 14 16 4 19 11 14 16 ..

Remsen , 17 17
Wrient. 17 15 13 7 17 . . 16
Blauvelt... , 12 la
Gardner t,,. ^ •••• 4 ..,..,(.,,.,;, ,.

Apgar SO 19 18 i

Lindzey 17 18 17
BeU 5 16 10 14 16 .. 3
Van Keuren..,. 4 .. 20 14 6

Ed Taylor shot in No. 5, scoring 19; Brackett in No. 6, scoring 16;
Prest in No. 7, scoring 4; in No 8 Johnson broKe 7, Coe 3 and Ward 7,

Over 8,700 targets were thrown during the day.

BERGEN COUNTY GUN CLDB.

Feb. /2.—Lincoln's Birthday, Feb. 12, was pitched upon by the Ber-
gen County Guu Club as a suitable date for a trial of a 100-target
event, handicap, unknown angles, on its grounds at Hackensack.
The date may have been suitable as such things go, but the weather
experienced, oy those who went to shoot at Hackensack was the sort
that makes outdoor sports closely resemble hard labor. It wUl shorten
matters, and be just as eftective, if we extract from the New York
Svening Sun of this date the following In regard to t .e weather:
"This city experienced the third big storm of the winter to-day.

Nearly 6in. of snow had fallen at 3 o'clock this afternoon. Much
of it came down in the form of sleet, turning into
snow of the consistency of coarse salt as it sti'uck the ground.
To the layman it seemed like hail that would turn naturally
into rain in a short time, but Local Forecaster Dunn explained
that hail and sleet, though each will sting like a hornet when driven
by a gale, are born of essentially different meteorological conditions.
He held out no hope of relief before to-morrow. A high northeast
wind, gradually increasing to a gale, prevailed all day. Shipping
was warned all along the Atlantic Coast to stay safely in port.
Travel was delayed in the morning, and snow plows and sweepers
were kept busy all day clearing the lines of steam and surface rail-
roads. The temperature remained stationary at about 21=' all day,
nd no material change is expected before to-morrow."

With such conditions to combat against. It was really a wonder
that any good scores were made. Tom Morfey's 91 and Grifflths's 89
were a great deal better than they look on paper. The driving snow
and sleet drifted into the left eyes of the shooters, and made the
breading of left-quarterers considerably a matter of luck. If a snow-
flake didn't hit one in the eye at the critical moment it was all right;
otherwise, and it was all wrong. Neaf Apgar was in trouble from the
start; he is a south paw and naturally, under the conditions, made
heavier weather of it than the starboard handed craft. He faced the
sleet and snow, while the others humped their hacks to the gale.
The trapper bovs stuck to their work bravely, and it was entirely

due to the amount of hot coffee poured down their throats that none
of them were fi'ozen in their nests. Referee Dawson's task was about
as unpleasant as it could' be, but Ije held the fort, and dealt out
"dead" and "lost" with his usual impartiality. The puller has a neat
little house, in which he accommodated the ecorer, f. H. W. Fleming,
the energetic secretary of the Bockaways and Cuckoos, who kindly
consented to take charge of the score sheets.
The handicap was one of allowances of extra targets to shoot at,

and every man's handicap was based upon a calculation to bring him
as close as possible to 92, that figure being named as the highest pos-
sible, unless some shooter broke more than that number out of his
first 100 targets, in which case such number would be the highest
possible. Morfey came within 1 point of not needing a handicap at
all, but GrifiQths needed every target he was allowed to shoot nt.
Bell got into second place with an allowance of 11 to shoot at, while
Louis Piercy, who dropped 8 out of the 10 allowed him, broke 90 and
won third money. The purse, as is necessary when a highest
possible is named, was divided under the Rose system. Scores were:
*TWMorfey(5)011111101111H110011111111110inillHlllllllHlHl-45,

11111111111111101111111011111111111111101111111101-^6
1 — 1—98

G Griffiths (5). 01111111111111111111111111111111111101101101111111-46
11011101111111111111011111111111101111101010111111-48
10011 _ 3-93

T BeU (11) .... 11100111111101101110111001101111111111111111111111-42
iiiiiiioioiiiniiiioiiiuiiiioiiiooiooiioiioimii-40
10111111011 _ 9_9t

L Piercy (10). .11110111111111111010101111111101111101111111111010-41
ioiiniiiiiimioiiiiiiiioiiiiiooioiiiiiiiioiiioii-4i
1111100011 _ 7_90

Q Piercy (7). ..lOOllOlOOlllOllllllllllllllllOOllllOOlOllIlllllOH-38
iiiiiniiiiiniiiiiooiiiiiiiiooiiinmiiiiooiiiii-44
noun _ 6-88

Job Lott (8).. .10100111111111011111111111111110010111111111101011-41
lllOIOOOllllOlllllllllllllOllllllUOllOllllllCOOll-39
11 1011 II _ 7—87

F Edwards (0)10111111101100011111011111111111111110111011111111-42
111111110111111101110111111111111111111101100111111-44-86

N Apgar (0)...100I111110110001I111111110111111110110101111110I01—39
111111110)1110110101111101111111110111110111111111-43-82

»J Banta (18).. 111000011011001110011000;01101111111111010I0110110-,31
ODlOllOlllOOOlllOiniOllllllOllOlOOllllOOllOIlOlOl-32-63

Jackson 0110101000010101001001100011000111000010001)001111—22
001111111111)1010001011110111100111]OOI0011inil001-.3,3—55

Warner 1000;0000010010111011)O.X)0100010110000010000010011—18
llllUllOlOlOOlOOlOOOOlOlOOOailOlOlOOOOOllOOlOOOOl-22—40

* Morfey only shot at one of his allowance. Banta did not shoot
his handicap, as he had no chance to win.
Sweeps were shot as below, all events being at unknown angles:
Events: 1 S S U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1! IS lU 16 IS
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25 20 20 20 15 25 85

Banta 8 7 9 6 .. 5 7 6 4 .. 13 10 .... 17
Weber......V..:.'.^. 6.. 3.... 6
Griffiths » 8 8 7 8 .. 9 6 9 83 .'!

','

Gardner,,.,.,.,.,....,,.. 4 ,. .. ,, .6 3 " 'g

Ward ,.. 5 7 .. 6
BeU .i 8 7 9 6 .. 7 7 6 16 11 .'

"

Morfey ., 7 7 10 7 ,. 6 6 5 S3 16 17 17 11 81 ..
Jackson.....,,,,,.,,,.,,,' ,,, 3,, ., , jq
Warner,,..,..»,.„„..... .., f.,.., 6 7
Post . .. 6 6 7 .. 5
Edwards...M , 10 7 ,. 10 8 10 23 18 17 18 7 24 22
Apgar , . . „ 7 6 21 15 19 15
G Wercy 20 15 17 16 8 13 18
Lott 19 17 15 13 9 22 21

About 2.500 targets were thrown to-day notwithstanding theheaw
fall of snow,

A STORMY DAT AT BOILING SPRINGS.

Feb- 6.—None but cranks would have tu/ned out to-day. The wind
blew a gale from the northeast, driving the heavy rain before It in
sheets, and yet. simply because it was the regular monthly club
shoot, fourteen members of the Boiling Springs Gun Club put in an
appearance at the club's grounds, at Rutherford, and went out to
shoot their scores in the 50-target handicap race that constitutes the
club's regular monthly cup event, Piatt Adams was also on hand
but he had better sense than to go out and risk pneumonia, grip and
rheumatism for the sake of a cup and other honors that go with it
Huck shot a great race and scored 44 in the best of styles. Edwards"
who was shooting a strange gun and wearing rain-washed spectacles'
was next to him with 39. Frank, with 5 handicap, was next with 38'
Greiff (scratch) and De Wolfe (5) were in fourth place with 37. The
scores made were as below:

Lewis (15). .
.11000010000101001010011101100110101111001000110110- 24
00111111)10011 —10- 84

James (6) 101111011111000101010001000I0011091111100110010100-S6
OOllOO _ 2_2a

Edwards (0). .00110)01]11111111110;0101110111111)llllllll]iilOOO —89
Huck(0) 1101111111011111)1011)1111111011011111111)111011)1 —44
Frank (5) 00110011101101110111000111010111111011100110111011-38

11111 - 5-88
Lane (15) OOlllOlllOlllllIlOOlOOOlOlOlOIOlllOOOllUOllOlO 01-29
Barron (2). , . . 111O311O10OO1O11111111111O1111O1OO11111111O111O1OO .35

01 - 1-36
DeWolfe (5)..1010011100111101110111111100011H001010I1111101100—37

11110 _ 4_4i
Wise (0) lOllOlOOOlllOllllOlOllOllOOOOOOnoillllllOliniCOOO -31
Greiff (0) ... .DlOllllllllllllOniOOlOOllllllllllllllUiiiicoOOOO -37
Jeannsrette(8)01110J01)11111111101001100110001111101110100110100- 35

1011)010 _ 5_43
Just (15) OOOOOOOOOOOOlOOlOllOllOlOlOllOMOUlOllllOOOJllOOl-21

00)011000100000 — 4 -en
*Snow 103000001 lOlonOOOOOOOOOOOll _ r
Cutler OOIOOIOOIOOUOOOOOOOIOOIIOI _ g

* Lane did not shoot his handicap. Snow and Cutler only shot at
25 targets each.

YANTICAW GUN CLUB.

Feb. IS.—The first open shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Club, of Nut-
ley, N. J., took place to-day and was quit* well attended, as the
scores show. The object of the shoot was to get better acquainted
with out-of-town shooters and to have a good time. We succeeded
very well, and when the weather gets more settled and warmer we
are going to try it again. We tried to hit upon a day when there
were no other attractions, but as there are a great many gun clubs
and only four Saturdays in this month it is not possible to get "first
place alone." Scores:

1 2

M. J Coman, John H. Bowker, John H. Capatlck, A, W. Clapp, ex-
Presldent John H. HaU, John Alexander, T. Van Tassell, G. G. Farn-
ham, Chris Kelly, Adrian Norman, John J. Slater, Richard Morrell,
Jas. A. Parker, Orrin Van Derhoven, Noel E. Money and the trap
editor of Fobest and Stream. Messrs. Mahoney and Van Derhoven
are representatives of the press m the city of Passaic, N. J.
The president, Mr. Wise, acted as toastmaster, making a few short

remarks when introducing the speakers, who responded in the fol-
lowing order to the various toasts: "The Club," Hon. William F.
Gaston; "The Sportsman," Hon. Andrew McLean; "The Press,"
Dennis W. Mahoney; "The Committee," ex-President John H. Hall;
"Drivers and Twisters," the representative of Forest and Stream;
"Sport of All Kinds," Noel E. Money.

It is unnecessary almost to remark that the dinner was A Wo. 1.
With Capt. Hall as head of tJie committee, the creature comforts of
the guests were scarcely likely to be lacking. The menu is sufiacient
commentary on this point: •

menu.

Vin.
Cocktail. Hultres.

Olives. Celeri sauclason.
Oh. Oourblac, '85. Tortue verte, claire.

Red snapper, sauce Genevoise.
Sauternes. Bouch^es Toulouse.

Superieur. FilPt pique, k la Martin.
Nld de pommes soufile.

Pommery sec. Asperges, sauce Hollandaise.
Mumm. Sorbet Montmorency.

Caille Casserole au Genevie,
Salade Panachee.

Liqueurs. Pantalsie Parisienne,
Cigars. Gateau Regent.

Cigarettes.
Fromage. Fruits, Mendlants.

Caf6.

fokester gun club,

Feb. 12.—The scores given below were made to-day by members of
the Forester Gun Club. Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5. 7, 8, 10, 12 and 15 were at
known angles; Nos. 2, 9, 11 and 13 at reversed order; No, 14, expert;
No. 6, B pairs. Scores:

.
Events: 1S34667 8 91011 IS 13 14 15
Targets: 10 10 25 25 20 10 10 JO 10 10 10 20 25 10 10

Hayes 9 9 17 19 14 4 8 ., .. 0 8 "

J Fleming 8 6 17 17 12 3 9 12 9 9 7 14 18 5 7
Wambold 10 7 20 .... 5 9 17 .. 10 8
Winans 4 2 14 5 .. 5
D Fleming 14 7 6 9 14 19 7 8
Sinnock .. SO 20

H. E. WiNANS, Sec'y.

Detroit Tacht Club's Shoot.
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 9.—I send you the score of the Detroit Yacht

Club's shoot at Bell Isle Park on the Ice in front of the club house
The Detroit Yacht Club has a membership of about 300, and at the
last meeting of the club, as there are a large number of the members
who are fond of shooting as well as yachnnsr, the club appointed a
committee to ask permission of the Park Commission to shoot on the
ice in front of the club house. The permission was granted. The
club requested W. H. Brady to manage the opening shoot, and on
Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 3, several extra events were shot, and in
all 1,905 blue rocks were thrown. The club was so well pleased with
this first effort^ihat it has decided to give a club shoot every Wednes-
day afternoon as long as the ice lasts. After the shoot the bovs were
treated to a nice little spread prepared by Mr. M. Kramer. You will
appreciate that the club house Is built on Bell Island, or the city park,
consequently they will not be able to shoot on the Park Grounds'
proper. Scores:

Events: 1 3 S U 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS IS lU 15 16
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 15 15 25 15 15 10

Scotten 656556943588 13 10 11 3
Avery 86967667 18 97. .19
Marks 2 6 8 6 6 8 4 6 8 8 12 8 9
Menler , 6 10 6 8 7 5 6 7 8 6 12 9 .. .!

" "
Cabinaw 6 6 5 7 1 4 4 6 8 6 .. 10 .. 8 10
Brady ...;...:.;> 8 4 6 7 4 7 7 10
Weisse 7 10 6 .. ,.
Tristan 4 7 6 9 .. 14
Kline 2 11 8 6 9 15 ,.

PWood.... 6 13 5 13 11 18 11 18
'5

Morris 8 6 12 .. .. 6 10 4
jCorbett.„...,...r., U 5 10 11 13 13 ,. ..
Brossy. 9 6 .. ..

Wallich..^ 13 10 14 8 ."
"

Boyd ..10 8 .. 10 10 6
Stolle 6 12 , 7
Hall S3 14 "9 '6

Schmidt ,., .. .. 3 .. . 9
Turnbull id ..
Doran .,' 15
Rohrig '5
Kramer..
Habel , 7
No. 16 was at 5 pairs.

"

" Detroit

7 4

Events:

Targets;

3 4 56 7 89 10 11
15 10 10 10 10 15 10 10 15 35 15

De Wolfe....
Schneider.,,.
Huck

Butler
Macy
Berg

Delafield

.

Sawyer...
Ray
Norton...

8 8 8 10 10 7 7 18 10
.. 13 7 8 7 8 11 9 8 11 n
,. 6 6 6 5 7 11 5 7 13 8

, 15 9 8 13 13 13
9 6 '7

6 7 11
'2 "6

14 10
10 6 8 7 5 13 5 6 10 11

6 4 6 5 7 5 9

•: r
5 4 6 11 6 5 9
4 4 3

U
6 8 11

'8

6
"8

'5
5 10 10'9

9 9 11 14 J3
13 6 8 13 10 13

6 5 11 « 11
.. 4 4 '5

4 7 4 3
7 8 13 10

'9
" '9

8

Pennsylvania and Ohio Border Gun League.
Wahren, 0., Feb. 4. The spring meeting of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun League was held in the city of Warren, O.. to-dav
The following cities were represented : Meadvillf

, by Messrs. Ereot and
Kride; Greenville, by Messrs. Henlein and McGiry; New Castle bv
Messrs Weakland and Andrews; Youngstown, br Messrs. Ewalt and
Jones; and Warren, O., by R. W. Ewalt and Geo. H. Jones.
The tournaments held by this League the past year were the

largest held in the Middle States, the attendance averaging stxtv
and the prospects are most flattering for still greater success the'
coming season.
The Remington Arms Co., Cleveland Target Co., King Powder Co

E. C. Powder Co., U. S Smokeless Powder Co. and Du Pont Powder
Co. have made the League handsome donations to assist in making the
list of prizes attractive.
At the monthly tournaments given by the Loague each city will be

represented by a team of five men, who will compete for the trophy
cap and prizes. Before and after these contests sweepstake shootins
will be shot, open to all,

*

The following dates were chosen: Youngstown, 0., April 16* New
Castle, June 10; Greenville, Pa., May 20; Meadville, Pa., July 22- and
Warren, O., Aug. 19. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.

An Interstate Team Race out West.
We have received the following interesting item from Ogden Utah

dated Feb. 6: '
'

"Arrangements for a team shoot between a Utah and Montana
team of four men each have been perfected and articles of aeree
meut signed. The match is to be shot at Ogden, Utah, Feb 22-24 for
a purse of $800. A. S. A. rules to govern; each man to shoot at' 100
live pigeons.
"The members of the Montana team are: John F. Cowan and M

Wright, of Butte, and James Conley and D. D, Twohy, of Anaconda'
The Utah t^am consists of J. M. Bro^vning, M, S. Browning G L
Becker and A. P. Bigelow, all of the Ogden Gun Club.
"The match has been arranged with a view to Increasing the inter-

est in trap shooting throughout the West, and It is expected thatmany of the trap-shooters west of the Rockies will be present as
reduced railroad rates have been obtained. There will be no diffi-
culty in getting a fine lot of fast birds, as they are largely raised
around Ogden.

"It is expected that two days will be consumed in shooting the
match. The third day will be devoted to sweepstake shooting and a
general good time is promised to all who attend,"

JcHN HopKiNsoN, Sec'y.
PASaAIC OITY GUN CLUB.

Feb. 10,—The annual dinner of the Passaic City Gun Club was held
this evening at the Hotel Martin, University place and Ninth street
New York city. It has been customary for the members of the'
Passaic City Gun Club to hold these annual dinners at this' time of
the year and in this hotel. Previous efforts in the same line have
proved successes, and the annual dinner of 1897 was just as success-
ul as any of its predecessors. The attendance was large and in-

fluential. Among those present were;
Colin B. Wise, president of the club; Hon. Andrew McLean R B

Tindall, DeimH W. Mahoney, H. K. Beatty, Walter Klpp, Georee T*
Welch, W. S. Clearwater, Ed T. Ivimy, A. M, Ferguson, E. M. Kevitt
Ira A. Cadmus. J H. Piatt, Hon. Wilham F. Gaston, W. McDonald'
B, Abbott, L. F, Schulting, John Jelleme A. W. Shaw, A. McAllister'

Hyde Park Gun Club.
Hyde Park, N. Y., Feb. 9.—Several members of the Hyde ParkGun Club met this afternoon on the club's grounds. Lover's Lane

for the purpose of taking part in some events at target shooting Theday was a flue one for the occasion, the sky being clear the sunwarm, and not a breath of air stirring. The traps faced east and the
targets were thrown against a sky background. Several spectators
were present to watch the shooting. The scores made are fau- as
with une or two exceptions, all are novices at the traps. The scores
in the S6-target event were as follows:
|aker. .....lllH1111111010011110niO-20
gussell........ 1011111110111111110011110-20
Blumfleld OlOOOllllllOlllOlOOlOllll-ie

• •
'v " iioionioiiooiiiooooooooo-11

Betbsworth OlllOOUllOOlOOlOOOlOOOOl-ll
Leonard OlOlOOlOOOlOOOOlllOllOOOO- 9
Wicker. , OllOOOlOlOOOOOOOOOOOllOll— 8
fogers , OOOOOllOOOllOOOlOOOOllOOO- 7
2-6^ .0000000000000000001100001— 3

Skobetars.
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Grand American Ha.ndicap.
THE PR0G1RA3IMB.

The programme for the Grand Ame'-ican Handicap is now ready
for mailing, and advance copies of ihe same have been received by
Forest and Stream. In drawing up the programme the Association
has been at great pains to make it, a popular one. There are some
new features on the lisD, features thai we think have been very hap-
pily chosen Giving to the extra leugth of the reading matter in the
programme, as well as to the number of important points touched
upon, it is almost impossible to do more than give a review of i(s

contents. Intending shooters should lose no time in v riting to the
secretary oi' to the manager for a copy of the programme, as there
is sure to be a big rush for them. The secretarv's address is John
L, Lequin, P. O. Box 605, 44-48 Cedar street, New^ork city; the
address of the manager is Elmer E. Shaner, 122 Diamond Market.
Pittsburg, Pa. •

THE INTRODUCTION

is really a review of the past Graud American Handicaps, and as such
will be of interest and must be allowed space ia this issue. It runs as
follows

:

"Tne Interstate Associatioa, in presenting the programme for this,

its fifth annua,! Grand Americ£.n Handicap, feels that it should do
soQietbing more than make an ordinary announcement. There are
reasons for this—good reasons. A few figures; will tell the story.

"On April 5, 1893, the Grand American Handicap was inaugurated
with an en ry list of just tsventy-one shooters. The tournament was
held at Dexter Park, L. I. Of the tweni;y-0De shooters four tied on
33, and shot otf miss-and-out, Bobt. A. Welch, of Philadelpliia, wit-
uing in the fourth round. His handicap was aSyds. Tlie others who
tied him were Noel E Money (28), George Work (30), and Ferd. Van
Dyke (30 J. There were toree moneys, divided as follows: $i'i1l.'.0,

$i6a 50 and $ .11 ; a total of $757 in the purse.
' The secon i annual Grand American Handicap was also held at Dex-

ter Park, L. 1., the date being April 5, 1894 That the event was growing
in popularity isplainlv shown by the fact that theentryiisCnumberea
fifty-four, bf this number, Capt. A,W Money ^30) and T. W. Morffj-
(, 8) each scored 5;o straight, tieing for first and second moneys. On
the shoot oflC at 10 birds each scored 8 and tied again. They then
shot oS miss-and-out, Morfey winnine in the second round. F. G.
Moore (iS) won third with 24. The total purse was $1,335.

"The third aiinual Grand American Handican was di^cided at Wil-
lard Park. Paterson, N. J., on April 4-5, 1895. Once more there was
a marked increase in the number of entries, 6 1 shooters sending in

their names, r 8 of the number competing: :3 paid forfeit. The total
purse was $1,531—a large enough purse to saiiffy anybody. Of the
58 shooter^s 3 scored 35 straight J. A E. Elliutt (33), Frank Class 02)
and J, G. Messner (25j On the shoot-off at 30 birds Mess-ner won
with 10 straight: Elliott was second with !f, his lost bird falling dead
out of bound-; Class scored 7.

"The fourth annual G. and American Handicap wasdecidedat Elk-
wood Park. N. J., on Slarch iz- 6, l.'-Qfi. The emry list was a most
gratifying surprise to me Asst eiatien. Froni.6; in 1895 it had sprung
to 109 in 1896 - a number greater than ever befjre in the history of
trap-shooting in this country paid entrance money la an event of this

kictl. An entry list of 109 shooters in an open-to-aJl handicap at 15

biros, S^5 entrisncp, bird"; extra, broke all records. The division of
the purse, no doubt, had much to do with the increased list of eu-
tries, and something will tie said on that point later. Only 5 men
forfeited, so that the actual number of shooters was- 104. Of than
number not a man went straight. Eight tied on 24, while 13 were ued
with 23 for the last 6 moneys, the purse under the system of division

of moneys adopted by the Interf ta^e Association providing for 14

moneys,' high guns. On the shoot-off O. K. Dickey (39) won in the 6Lh

round with a total of 30 out of 31. Messner, the ivinner of the pre-
vious (jrand American Handicap, was handicapped at t'9yds., and
finished llth. The total purse reached the gr. at figure of $3.7i0.

"From the above figures, ana trusting also to other attractions

fully set for^h later, the Interstate Association feels every confidence
thai its annual Grand American Handicap will continue, as hereto-

fore, to hold its place as the leading live-bird event of America."
The next poini touched upon is

THE SELECTION OF GEOtrNDS.

This portion of the programme deals with the choice of Elkwood
Park for the second time in the history of ti.e Association, and gives
reasons why such choica was made. It closes with the following
short paragraph; '-Eain or storm, the Grand American Handicap of
1897 will be shot in comfort, and with the perfect system for rapid
work in .shooting ofl events possible with suou appointments as are
now in position at Elkwood Park, it will be feasible to shoot off the
Grand American Handicap in one day unless the entry list reaches a.

mark higher than thit of 1SS:6
"

Then comes the

CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE MAIN EVENT.

So important are they that we extract Ihem in full;

"Twenty-five live Dil•d^^ handicaps ranging from 25 to 3.3yds., 50i'dg.

boundary, vith a dead line at the 38yds. mark; f1,000 divided 50, 30
and 20 pt-r cent, to the three highest guns. All money in the purse
in excess of S 1.COO will be divided among high guns other than the
three first. The number of parts into which the surplus money wiU
be divided will be deteroiined by the number of entries received; en-
trance mone^ $!o; g ,000 guaranteed by the Interstate Association,
and all surplus added ReguUr entrijs muse be made on or before
March 20, ibOT, and must be a'^companied by 310 forfeir.; the re-

maining $15 may be paid up to the last shot of the second round.
Penalty entries may be made after March ao. up to the last shot of
tiie sei-ond round, by paying .p5. Entries will be received at the New
York office, John L. Leq'iin, Secretary Treasurer, P. O. Box 605, 44-48

Cedar street, New York, N. Y."
The next page contains the

'

' FIRST DAV'S PROGRAMME.

There are four events on the schedule, calling for a total of 39
birds. The conditions of the Nitro Powder Handicap are changed,
and it must also be noted that all events are high guns, not class
shooting In order the events and their conditions are as follows:
Elkwood Park Introductory : 7 birds, $5 entrance, birds extra, 30yds.

rise, three moneys, 50, SO and ItO per cent. High guns, not class
shooting.
Nitro Powder Handicap: 15 birds, 810 entrance, birds extra, handi-

caps 5 to 3Syds. The number of moneys into which the purse will

be divided will be determined by the number of entries received, as is

fully explained elsewhere in this programme, The handicaps con-
testants receive for the Grand American Handicap will govern in this
event. High guns, not class shooting.
Brancbport Sweepstakes: 30 birds, $7 entrance, bird's extra, sOyds.

rise, four moneys, 40, 30, >J J and 10 per cent High guns, not class
shooting.
Sportsmfn's Delight: 7 birds, S5 entrance, birds extra, 30yds

rise, three moneys, 5 ', 30 and 30 per cent. High guns, not class
shoo lag.

SECOND OAY'S I'ROORAMME. . .

The programme for the second day &s u^ual consists of one event
only—the Grand Amciioan Handicap, the greatest event of the kiid
in the country, and an annual affair. The- division of the pur.se is on
the same system as last year, the trial in 3890 proving so extremtly
satistactory. Shortly, the system is as follows; $1,' 00 is divided 50.

30 and 20 per cent, among the high guns; the surplus is divided on the
basis of two additional moneys for every ten en ries over fifty. If
there are more than forty entries (the number necessary to till), but
not more than fifty entries, the surplus over the guarantee of $1,000
will be divided 50, 80 and 20 per cent, to the 4t!. , 5tn and 6th high guns
rest ectivelr The s.\ stem is very fully explained, and provides for
entries up to 15 ) With that number of entries there would be alto-
gether twenty-?-ix moneys. The explanatory article closes thus;

"Briefly summarizing the foregoing, it will be noted thut the purse
will he d vidpd in accordance with the number of entries received;
the three high guns m any ca>-e receiving respectively $oOO, $300 ana
$300 By this division two places are created for every ten entries
over fifty. It is nut possible for fourth money to exceed third, anil

the moneys would seem divided in such manner as to be just to alh
For instance: It there are fifty entries, fourth gun woulu be entitled

to $75, whde eighth gun would just save entrance.' If eighty entries,
fourth gun would receive $190, and the twelfth gun 850. If 300 en-
tries, fourth gun would get 8195, and the 16th gun $45. It should be
remembered that the Grand American Handicap is not class shooting,
and high guns will win "

THIRD rATT'S PKOGRAMM"?.

Shooting commences this day at 10 sharp, the first business being
the completion of the Grand American Handicap if it is carried over
from the second day. Then come three more events, all interesting
ones:

Consolation Handicip: 15 birds, .$10 entrance, birds extra, handi-
caps i'5 to 33yds. Thii number of moneys into r.hich the purse will

be divided will be d' termined by the number of entries reeeiveil, a«
is fully explained elsewhere in this programme. Winners of monty
in the Grand American Handicap will have 1yd. added to their
handicJap. High guns, not class shooting.
Long Branch Scramble: 10 birds, $7 entrance, birds extra. 30yds.

rise, four moneys, 40, -30, xO and 10 per cent. High guns, not class
shooting.
Auld Lang Syne Sweepstakes: 7 birds, $5 entrance, birds extra,

80yds. rise, three moneys, 50, 30 and 80 per cent, Higb guus, not cJags
- i^iioptiug. '

-

^ ;

-

As stated above,
ALL EVENTS ARE HIGH GUNS,

the Association having been tempted to change the old order of
things. We recommend this <-hange to the careful consideration of
all shooters, and we vt-nture to say that the vast ma.iority will coin-
cile with Forest and Stream's expressed opinion that the change is
fo^ the better. The Association rias this to say on the point: "The
Interstate Associatinn beinsr a progressive organization, and familiar
with the requirements of such an event as the Grand Ameririfln
Ha.jdicap tournament, has deemed it best to make all events high
guns. In making ibis change the A^sociitioi has nor, moved without
much thought. It has. however, bet-n plainly shown time and
agaiDj at both large and small tournaments, that imderthe old system
of class shooting a man 'could kill them all' and yet com"^ out
wor.se off in pocket than another who had missed on? or more birds.
This error the Association is atteropling io correct and yet make this
shoot a popular one with shooters. A careful perusal of the condi-
tions governing each event will show that everything has been pre-
pared with great care."
In the 15- t)ird events the system of dividing the purses will be on

th« same plan as in the Grand American Handicap—2 moneys with
1 to 10 entries; over 10 entries, 2 moneys additional for every 10 en-
tries. In the 10-bird events and in the 7-bird events it will be "high
guns, pure and simple "

THE GROUNDS DESCRIBED.
The deserip':ion of the grounds is very full and ample Readers of

Forest AND Stream's trap columns have already been made aware
of the many excellent features of these grounds. In the reading
matter on this point in the programme will be found the cut show-
ing the location of the grounds which has made our readers familiar
with the same. The arrangement of the club house, the facilities for
trapping birds, etc., all this is treated of fully and makes good
material for a programme.
The shooting rules will be those of the Interstate Association

(Hm-iingham rules revistd) No guns larger than la^gauge will be
allowed, and all guns over Slbs.iii weight tjff-ttatrefa.' Other
points are as follows:

'

In order to expedi e the shooting a contestant missing two birds in
any event, except the Grand American Handicap, must drop out,
with the privdege of re entering in case he has a chance to win any
portion of the purse. In the Grand American Handicap it will be
three misses out with the same privilege Shooters calling "no bird"
on birds slow to start will be charged for same, providing tney prove
good flyers. . All ties must be shot off at the original handicap dis-
tances. All contestants will shoot their score at the same traps.
Birds will be extra in all events. When entering for any event the

shooter musi pay for all birds called for in that event, in addition to
the entrance fee. Money wiil be refunded for all birds not shot at on
application to the compiler of scores, who will furnish rebate tickets
that will be redeemed for cash at the cashier's office

HANDICAPS.

Messrs. Jacob Pentz, of Shnotinq and FisMng; E^i ward Banks of
F'obest and Stream; J. M. Taylor, of American Field; W K Park, of
Sporting Life, and Elmer E, Shaner have been appointed a handi-
capping committee, and will hnndicup all contesrants from 2.'3 to
-S3yds. Half yards will be given wherever such course is deemed ad-
visable.

In order to place oil contestants on an equal footing, handicaps will
not bs aimounced until the evening of March 22, the day on which the
committee meets.

HOW THE GRAND AMBRICAN HANDICAP WILI, BE SHOT.

The manner of shooting the Grand American Handicap this year,
and in fact all events scheduled for the tournament, is as follows:
Shooters will be called to the score in turn, snooting their first bu-d
at No. 1 set of trap=; as soon as a shooier has shot at his first bird,
he passes on to Ho. 2 set and shoots at his second bird on that set; he
then shoots at anoiher bird at No. 3 set and passes into the building
through {.he right wing, waiting until it is time for him to go out and
shoot at his 4th, 5th and 6i;li birds, and so on

In case the Grand American Handicap enti ies are so numerous
that it is impossible to finish in good light on March 24, the referees
shall stop the shooting at any time they may deem it necessary; in
this case the shooting will commence at 10 o'clock, sharp. Thursday,
llarch 'ia. Positively no entry will oe taken, nor shooting up allowed,
after the end of the secona round. A contestant missing three ( .)

birds must drop out, with the privilege of re-entering in case he has
a chance to win any portion of the purse. The Interstate Associa-
tion reserves the right to refuse any entry.

ADMITTANCK TO ELKWOOD PABK.

An admission fee of 25 cents will be charged each day All con-
tesi;ants in the Grand American Handicap will receive a badge which
will admit them to the park free during the entire tournament. Any
shooter who is not a contestant in the Grand American Handicap
will have the i:5 cents paid for admission refunded (at the cashier's
office) upon his making entry in any sweepstakes event.

COMFORT OF THE SHOOTERS

The comfort and convenience of the contestants, as well as the
spectators, has been looked after carefully, inasmuch as the entire
club house is closed in with glass front and heated throughout. The
left wing, located within a few yards of the traps, will be leserved
for the exclusive use of shooters, where they can witness the sport
when not actively engaged in it.

OOMPILEB OF SCOBES.

The office of compiler ot scores will be filled by Mr Edward Hanks-
His services last season in a similar capacity are a suHieient guar-
antee of excellent results on this occasion Mr. Banks also will act
as press representative.

FREE HACKS.

Conveyances will meet trains at the Elkwood Park s'opping place
and carry shooters free of charge to club house. Shooters are i-e-

quested to make sure that thfy ride iu the conveyances provided by
the Elkwood Park management; and show admission badge to con-
ductor.

LUNCHEON.

A warm and substantial luncn will be served each day in the
club bous9 for the sum of 50 cents. Shooters dedring meals d to
carte can secura same at Elkwoot Ian.

sportsmen's EXPOSITION.

The Interstate Association having arranged for space at the Sports- .

men's Exposition, in Madison Square Garden, New York, iVtarch 13 to
20 inclusive, entries for the (irand American Han lic^ap will be re-

ceived there during the period named. This will be a convenience
to many shooters who conterupl.il e taking part in the toui-n anient.
The concluding pages of the programme contain a railroad lime

table, directions how to get to Brancbport, and a full list of hotels,
with their rates, number of rooms, etc. From the atwve extracts it

will be seen that the work of getting up this programme has been no
sinecure.

WHERE TO SHIP YOUR SHELLS.

This small point, small at least in a live-bird tournament, has been
overlooked apparently. We can take it upon ourselves to say that
all guns and shells shipped in rare of Daly & Chanfrau, Eik Arood Inn,
Braachportt N. J., will be taKen csreof by those gentlemen, and will

be delivered at the grounds free of charge.

Audubon Gun Club, of Buffalo.

Buffalo, N Y., Feb. 6. -It rained hard here all day, but the steady
downpour did not prevent ]5 members of the Auduoon Gun Club
from taking part in the various events shot at the regular weekly
shoot of the dun this afternoon, la the club badge evsut. No. 3,

JSorris and L. vv'. Bennett tied for toe Class A badge; ou me sh ot off
BPDuett won; Reynolds and Ooomns were the winners in Class B ana
Class C ri^spectiveiy. Scores were as below:

Events: 13345 « 78 Events: 133 45678
E U Burk- A Coombs 39

hardt.... 9 14 23 12 13 15 8 13 McCartney .... 18 9 H H 11 13
Norris .... 7 13 34 10 13 15 16 14 Swipes 35 9 10 6 7 18
C S Burk- Waltz 20 10 32 14 13 11

hardt.. . 8 33 1\ 12 13 13 19 13 Reynolds i9 .. 33

L Bennett. 10 33 23 11 la 33 13 12 G Braiidle. 7 13 .. 6
Hines. Jr.. .. 10 39 33 33 12 10 Fidler e

B Tolsma.. 9 10 20 Simon. 14 8
W REaton .... 9 .. ,, 8 ,. ,,

Event No. 1 was at 10 targets; ?, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, 15 targets;
No. 3, 5 targets.

Michigan Gun Club.

Detroit. Mich., Feb 4—Below are the scores made to-day on the
grounds of the Michigan Gun Club. The conditions were 10 birds,
30yds., 50yds. boundary, $5, three moneys. Scores;

Marks M!ii2miZ—10 Youngblood IfSSOHSOl— 7
Weisse 12313a£a2l- 9. Mercier, .2.'v:i2]2a^2—10
Renick.. 82^212il21—10 Wood.... -.iZmozm— 8
^rady ,..,mmmi~iQ Scottep,. ., sjau aoia- g

27 4 30
15 5 30
25 3 18
27 0 27
27 0 fe7

SG 0 2h
2 56

25 0 £3
91 4 25
38 6 24
16 8 !4
38 6 84
'.3 0 S3
3S 8 S;3

13 0 i3
22 0 2j
39 3 22
n 4 21

5 10 35
24
2-4

20

T?ew Haven Gun Club.
New Haven, Conn., Feb. 30.—The New Haven Gun Club held its

second mouti.iy shoot of the year to day. There was quite a large
attendance, twenty members takuig part in the different events. We
also had as guests Messrs. Gaines, Parker and Davis, of Mericlen, who
shos along with the club Mr. Da-vis distinguished himself by break-
ing 8 in a sweep at 5 pairs and tied for first place. In shootirg off
the tie he held out well, but finally succumbed to Stevens. Messrs.
Parker and Gaines also shot w^ell, Parker breaking 14 out of 15 at re-
versed angles.
The members of the home club did some good shooting, as will be

seen by the following scores. Trap shooting has been practically
dead for the last year or two through this State, but we expect to
make things hum the coming season. Scores:
No. 3, 15 targets, rever.sed order: Parker 14, Clark, Whitney 13, Van

Dyke, Bennett, Stevens 11, Cowel 30, Gaines 9, Gormley 8, Davis,
Rvggiori 7.
No. 3. 5 pairs: Davis, Stevens, Tan Dyke, Gormley 8, Stevenson,

Whi'ney 7, Ort.seifer P, Clark, Bristol, Cowel, Kelly, Washburn 5,
Gaines. Reggiori, Parker, Merriman 4.

In the haiidicap the scores were:
Handicap, 30 targets, 15 known and 15 unknown

:

Broke. Allow. Tot.
Bement 00nilllllllll1ll3ll0'1l1lllll
StPvenson...:^, a. ....,101301111011110113330111111111
Kelly....". ....00illllllini0lll130l3l!0111ll
Van Dyke 11 13101111I11I011101I1131113 U
Clark .111011111311111101013111113311
Bristol loiiouioiniiiiiiiiiiniiioii
Orts ifer 111011111111013101111300011111
Cowel iililtlOimill 110110 OllOilll
Meiriman .....101011111(0 llOUlOOlOUlnllO
Bennett 3 1 10I110l3010.il iCOllCOOOOi 1111
Washburn 0 OiOill 31 3 lOOOi •QllOlOlOOllOO
Rsggiori lOOlOOlOill'OOOnilllOllllllOiO
Whitney- 1 13301 liO"tl11ilOll-niiinO'3ll
Bror.n OOllOOllOOlOlllOOOOlOliOlllOU
S evens lOlUlllO'OllllllOllUliOllOlO
Potter. 311111133031331100301011100011
GUbert .,,..100111011121010311600101111010
Strorg imOlllOOOOlOCOll 11 '010001111
Kegf-lmeyer, ^OOOllOOOlijOOOiDCOOOOlOOOOOiOOOO
Gaines 013301313110100114111131101111
Parker 011011011011311011110011311131
Davis 101133000011001111101013311101

Ties on cO shot off miss-and-out, Stevenson winning in the '?d round
Ties on 2' shot ofl also miss-and-out. Van Dyke winning in the 8th
round. Scores in the team race were as below

:

Team race, 20 targets, ktiown angles:
Clark's Team; Clark 19, Van Dyke 18, Stevt ns 19. C^wp] 39, Ort-

seifer 16, Gilbert 14, Strong 14, Stevenson 17,Kegeimeyer 9,Washburn
13; total 158.

Whitney's Team: Whitney 35, Potter 18, Bennett 1.5, Bristol 13,
Kelly 39. Merriman II, Bdinenc li, Brown 10, Reggiori U, Bassect It;
total 346. G. W. BAaEL, Sec'y.

Ft. Dodgre versus Dayton.
Ft Dodge, la , Feb. 8.—Five members o£ the Ft. Dodge Gun Club

went to Dayton to-day to shoot a match at live birds with the same
number of men fi-om the Dayton eluD. We were nicely entertaiced
by the Dayton Gun C lub until the time for the match, 9 A. M. , when
we were taken to the club's grounds, which are nicely laid out and
well furnished. The'cluh has a house, a covered shooting stand, five
expert target trap^ with electric pulls, five King hve-bird (raps, a
wire fence boundary for live t irds. and in general an equipment
wi ich would do justice to a far larger team. The club members are
men whom it is a pleasure to m-'ef, and are shoo ers of no small
ability. The day was cold, dark and about as ' ornery" weather as
could have been made to order. Notwithstanding the efforts made
to keep the club house warm, the shooters were all handicapped by
the cold. The birds were a fine lot, only two failing to fly when the
traps fell, and on« of these was found lo have been hu t; the other
rose uromptly on being flxgged The stiooi was nooody's game until
the finish, though at one lime Day ton was seven birds in the lead.
Ft Dodge made a strong finish and won by one bird

This is the second mai eh between the clubs. Ft. Dodge winning
both by the narrow margin of 1.

Conditions; 20 live birds per man, 30yds. rise, A S. A. rules.
Score:

Dayton Team.
O W Norman ........ .....020?3a.2i22022392200—15
F Corey .20;32103:--a20J0 2-0«- 14
C D Waterbury. 20:OOOC00.020.0.'OCOJ- 6
0 F Cole.. 200,2 i2i 232222100 02 -35
W E Kinney 1022i0222220000iOOOJ-10- 60

Ft. Dodge Team.
A J Reynolds 20210092.0202220=220 -13
C A Brrant .

2m!i 2vommo<2i-n
H F Carter..... 2tJUOi20C0032210il22—13
J FDrake ...^ ,t i,;i.t..5.-23O2l-O.'OS20On2 20V2—13
R Christen .-.-..-sj „,cj-i.i,»,,.C0Ji0020j3;520u0^i23—11—61

C. A. Bryant.

Trap at Norfolfr, Va.
Norfolk, Va . Feb 8 — On Feb. 5 several of our shooters had a

shoot fat live bi'ds and targets. The following, clipped from the
Virginian of this city, of Feb. 6, tells the story cf the live-bird shoot-
ing:

'"At 2:80 o'clock .yesterday afternoon a number of crack shots
gathered in the old fli3lil opptsite the Catholic cemeiery and partici-
pated in a shooting match, in wtuch birds as «'eU a.s targets wtre
used. The participants were: Messrs. Hurst, Fulford, Peed. Lam-
bert, Smith, Barnes and Garrett, of orfo k; Messrs. Gallagher and
White, of Portsmouth, and Captain Cranmer, of the schooner Lydia
B. Roper."
The score was as follo'ws:

Capt Cranmer It2i2a3.20— 7 ,1 E Barnes lllOO —3
. E Hurst 111111112.'—10 WN White aiOaj —4

.IE Fulford 12^220000— 6 P .J Gallagher .... ^ .2 200 —3
LW Lambert '^«22 1 Ji2—10 Blackburn 222 000002 - 6

No notice taken of anonymous commnnlcatloiia

F. C, Lehigh, la.—Address secretary A. K C, 55 Liberty street.
New York.

W. P. F., Jr., New York.—We do not know where to refer yoa- for
skye terriers; no breeders are advertising these dogs.

B., Hartford, Conn. -t Give me the address of the American Spwtel
Club. Ana. Rowland P. Keasbey, Sec'y, 874 Broadway, New York.

StJBSOfiiafiH, Bio, Wis.—Where c=in I secure an official record book
of thotoughbred (logs of theUoited States? Ans. Address Mr. A.
P. Vredenburgh, secretary A. K. C, 55 Liberty street, New York.

McK , Detroit, Mich.—Is it the accepted theory among sportsmen
that imported pointers and setters loss to a considerab.e degree the
sensitiveness of their nose by reason of the ocean voyage? Ans.
Such a theory is not even promulgated by men who have any correct
knowledge ot the matter. It would be quite as unreasonable to ad-
vance a theory that the dog, by reason of an ocean voyage, has im-
paired eyesight, or hearing, or tasting, or feeling, all of which are
Junctions of the senses, as is the power of smelling.

G. , Fort Wayne, Ind.—Is it permissible for a pointer dog to have
any erectile pjwer at the base of the ears? Or is this feature an in-

dication fd'poor breeding? The feature referred to above seems to be
quite universal according to my own observatlon.s, although Points of
Judging say "without any tendency to prick." Ans. All pointers
and setters have m ire or less erectile power in the ears, which th^y
frequently employ when in the act of listening. At other times they
should hang correctly in place. The standard refers to ears which
are naturally set too erect, or prick-eared.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Mardi Gras—New Orleans.
The Southern Railway, the direct line between New York and New

Orleans, announces one tare, round trip rates, from Washington to
New Orleans. Tickets for sale on Feb. 26 to March 1 inclusive, and
good to return within fifieen days from dare of sale. The time be-
tween New York and New Orleans is thirty-nine hours, and the
service is perfect in every respect. Dining and sleeping cars on the
limited trains. For further inforoiation cjall on Or address New York
PQIoe. %n Eroatjway.— 4(^v,

'
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FOREST BESERVATiONS DOUBLED:
Almost a year ago, in March last, we announced th6

appointment by the Secretary of the Interior of a forestry

commission, consisting of experts nominated by the

National Academy of Sciences. This commission was to

go into the field and study existing forest conditions,

and then to report as to these conditions, and to recom-

mend what the Government ought to do in order to

conserve and to increase our forests, and to make them

of the greatest benefit to the country. The commission,

as will be remembered, consisted of Professors Charles S,

Sargent, Oliver Wolcott Gibbs, Alexander Agassiz, General

HenryL. Abbott, Professor William H. Brewer, Mr. Arnold

Hague and Mr. Giflbrd Pinchot. An appropriation of

125,000 was made by Congress to enable the Secretary of

the Interior to meet the expenses of the commission's

investigation and report on the inauguration of a national

forestry policy for the forested lands of the United States.

The members of this body, except Prof. Agassiz, spent

part of the summer in the field, traveling over much of

the territory west of the Missouri Eiver, and after their

return to Washington undertook the collation of their ob-

servations and the preparation of their report. This was

submitted some little time ago to the Secretary of the In-

terior, and by him was transmitted to the President with

Certain recommendations. As a result of this, the Presi-

dent on Monday last signed and promulgated thirteen

proclamations, establishing thirteen additional forest re-

servations, containing in the aggregate 21,379,810 acres.

These reservations are scattered over a wide extent of

territory, extending from the outlying mountain ranges in

the plains country east of the Continental Divide to the

Coast Range of the Pacific slope, and from the boundary

line between the United States and Canada south to south-

ern California.

The reservations so established are described briefly in

the following list:

The Black Hills Reservation embraces the central por-

tion of the Black Hills in South Dakota, with an area of

more than 967,000 acreei'

The Big Horn Reservation embraces both slopes of the

Big Horn Mountains, including almost 1,200,000 acres.

The Teton Reservation covers nearly 830,000 acres, south

of and adjacent to the Yellowstone Park Timber Land

lieserve. Tiiis includes the Teton Range and Jackson's

^ake.

The Flat Head Forest Reservation embraces both slopes

of the main Rocky Mountain Range in northern Mon-

tana, from near the line of the Great Northern Railway,

northward to the International Boundary. Its area is

nearly 1,400,000 acres, and it includes in its eastern portion

the lands purchased from the Blackfeet Indians by the

treaty ratified hj. Congress,June 10, 1896.

The Le wis and Clarke Forest Reservation embraces both

slopes of the Continental Divide in Montana and extends

from near the line of the Great Northern Railway south

nearly to the 47th degree of north latitude. It has an esti-

mated area of about 2,900,000 acres.

The Priest River Reservation includes portions of

northern Idaho and northeastern Washington, and has an

area of 645,000' acres.

The Bitter Root Reserve comprises 4,100,000 acres in

Montana and Idaho, including the Bitter Root Mountains,

tributaries of the Clear Water River, of the Salmon River

and of the Snake River.

The Washington Forest Reserve extends from about

120° west longitude nearly to 122°, and from the Inter-

national Boundary south to about the 48th degree of lati-

tude, and etnbraces nearly 3,600,000 acres.

The Olympia Forest Reservation includes the Olympian

Mountains, and embraces nearly 2,200,000 acres.

The Mount Rainier Forest Reserve is an enlargement of

the old Pacific Forest Reserve by 1,267,000 acres, making a

total of 2,234,000 acres.

The Stanislaus Forest Reserve is in the summits of the

Sierra Nevada Mountains in California, and includes about

700,000 acres.

The San Jacinto Forest Reservation in California em-

braces 737,000 acres.

The Uintah Forest Reservation is in northern Utah, and

includes the northern slopes of the western part of the

Uintah range.

These proclamations more than double the area of our

forest reservations, and will be of incalculable benefit to

the Western country. We have at last a basis for a satis-

factory system of forest preservation.

The work done by the commission deserves the highest

commendation, and amply justifies all that was said about

its composition at the time of its appointment. It may

be added that this work, admirable as it is, might

however, have gone for nothing if it had not been for

the intelUigent appreciation of the subject shown by

the President. His mind early grasped the importance of

the preservation of our forests with intelligence and firm-

ness, and he has shown himself earnest to do all that lay

in his power in behalf of this subject. In fact, without the

encouragement which the commission has received from

him, it may be conjectured that the report and the recom-

mendations now acted on would have been very much less

sweeping and so less valuable than they are.

Everything that has so far been done by the commission

merits the highest praise. It now remains for Congress to

enact such laws as shall carry out the recommendations,

which will, no doubt, be found in their report when it is

published.

PROTECT TEE GRAND CANON.

With each recurring session of Congress come fresh at.

tempts to raid the National Park. These raids sometimes

take the Torm of throwing open a section of it to settle^

ment, or of running a railroad through it, or again of et^

tablishing a monopoly in connection with some special

ieatureofthe Park. There are always plenty of people

collected in Washington who are ready to use this reserve,

tion—or for the matter of that any other possession of the

Government—to further their schemes for making money.

Such ambitions have perhaps nothing criminal about them,

yet certainly when they take the form of destroying the

attractiveness or the usefulness of the possession in question

they are infringements on the rights of the public, and
must be opposed by those persons who have the public

welfare at heart, and by Government oflicials whose duty

it is to look after the public interests.

The most recent of the attempts to injure the Yellow-

stone Park is an old one, revived now, and being pushed

with vigor in the Interior Department—the project to put

an elevator in the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone River,

mmediately bglow the Lowpr FaUs, By means of this it

is proposed to carry visitors to the Falls from the level of

the upper river down into the bottom of the canon. As
we have said, this project is an old one, and it has more
than once been denounced by the superintendent of the

Park and by those who take the deepest interest in the

reservation. It is difficult to imagine any scheme which
would more effectually destroy the strange, wild beauty of

the Canon of the Yellowstone. The great charm of this

marvelous piece of natural scenery—unequaled anywhere
in the world—is that no evidence of man's handiwork is

to be seen in it. To interrupt the purity of this scene by
an elevator shaft, by an inclined railway, by an engine

house and a tall chimney vomiling forth black smoke,
would be actually to destroy the beauties ofthis scene. To
do this would be a crime.

It is understood that application for a lease of land on
which such structures shall stand and for permission to

build them has been made to the Secretary ofthe Interior.

What action might have been taken on the matter is un-

known, for the new secretary of course can have but little

knowledge of the Yellowstone Park. Fortunately the re-

vived scheme was discovered by a gentleman of Washing-
ton who is one of the oldest, most watchful and warmest
friends of the Yellowstone Park, and was by him brought

to the attention of Senator Vest. On Feb. 16 Senator Vest

introduced in the Senate a resolution, which by unanimous
consent was considered and agreed to. The resolution

reads:

"Beit resolved, Thatthe Secretary ofthe Interior is request-

ed to communicate to the Senate whether any action has

been taken, or is contemplated to grant to any person or per-

sons the privilege of erecting a steam plant, elevator or other

appliances on the Yellowstone Canon in the Yellowstone

Park, for the purpose of conveying persons from the top of

the canon to the bottom; and the Secretary of the Interior

is further requested to withhold any action in the premises

until it can be determined by Congress as to the propriety

of the granting of such privilege."

The resolution will undoubtedly bring out the facts in

the matter, and will lead to a discussion of it which is very

much needed. Usually a little publicity is all that is re-

quired to bring about the downfall of projects which are

to benefit individuals at the expense of the public, and we
shall be glad to have this one fully discussed.

There are many persons of the sternly practical sort who
would be glad to build mills of different kinds all along the

Yellowstone River, to take out the water from above the

falls to rim these mills, and to run the waste from the mills

down into the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone. There

are persons who would think the Grand Canon of the Yel-

lowstone well destroyed if it brought to their pockets a

single dollar, but the value of this canon is not to be meas-

ured in dollars and cents. We have in this wonderful

piece of natural scenery one of the acknowledged marvels

of the world, and anything that defaces or iiiterfeies wiih

its naturalness is entirely to be condemned, and if possible

to be prevented.

The strongest friend which the National Park has in the

United States Senate is Senator Vest, and he may be

trusted to stand now, as he has always stood, sturdy in his

defense of the Park. He will do all in his power to opi)Obe

this act of vandalism and to prevent the ruin of this grand

piece of scenery. The present wonder and impressiveuess

of the Yellowstone Canon are felt by all who visit it. I( is

real nature, and indeed the whole charm of the Park is

due largely to the fact that few evidences of civilization

are seen there. All who are interested in retaining some-

where in this country one little bit of real nature will be

glad to lift their voices in support of Senator Vest in his

efforts in behalf of the Park.

AUDUBON BIRD PLATES.

In this issue is given the fifth in the series of half-tone

reproductions of Audubon's famous bird portraits, from

the rare first edition. It is of the American golden plover.

The list of plates already printed and to come includes:

Tub Black Duck, Sept. 2o, 1896.

The Prairie Chicken, Oct. 24.

Tub Canvasback Duck, Nov. 21.

The Willow Ptarmigan, Dec. 19.

The American Golden Plover, Feb. 27, 1897.

TuE Shoveller Duck,

The Redhead Duck.

The Purple Sandpiper.
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ON THE SPANISH MAIN.— II.

Fish and FlshinR !n Nicaragua and Costa Rica.

BY J. F, LE BAEON, C. E.

The fish found along the eastern coast and in the inlets

of Central America resemble in general those of Florida

and the Gulf of Mexico. Like the Florida inlets, these

waters teem with innumerable numbers of the finny tribe.

In Nicaragua, where I was stationed for over two years

in charge of all the operations of the Nicaraguan Canal, I

organized a crew, gave them a boat, and procured a SOOfl,

seine from New York. At this time I had twenty-eight

camps of engineers and laborers, some of them containing

over 100 men, at work on the line of the canal, including

the dredges and snag boats. This fishing crew of three

men kept these camps and my headquarters supplied with

ftll the fish we could eat.

I noticed the following varieties: Mullet, 25 to 30in.

long; crevalli or jackflsh; rovalli, or "snout," as it is

called in Florida, called by the Nicaraguan guovina; the
rockfish {Laheax Uneaius); kingfish {Eumbrina alburnnis);

redfish {Coracionm); drumfish or el tambor; the porgie

{Bogrus); the mackerel {Scomber coUas); the grouper, or, as

they call it, "garupa" (Serraims), and many others.

There also occur in these waters several varieties of

sharks (Spanish, tiburon). the sawfish or peje sierra (JPristis

sqiialus), the hog fish {Eelops), the eel {Murmna auguila),

the barracuda {SpJiyrmna iarraeida), the tarpon or grande
ecoile, and many others having only Spanish or Indian
names whose scientific names I do not know.
In the fresh-water streams I found the guapote, which

is the same as the big-mouthed black bass, called trout in

Florida; also the zavolo and the zavolete {Aloza), the for-

mer of which grows to enormous dimensions (and is be-

lieved to be the tarpon, but I am not sure); the barbudo
( (7j(prm'M8 or barbel; the tigrilla. the mojarra, etc.,

etc.

In Lake Managua they catch great quantities of a small
white fish which they call sardines and which they dry in

the sun, and which form in this condition a considerable

article of trade. They consist of several mixed varieties,

such as Tetragonopterus, AntheinicMys, etc., etc.

A very singular fact is noticed here, and that is that Lake
Nicaragua and the San .Juan River swarm with immense
sharks and sawfish, which have not lost any of their

voracity by their life in fresh water.
I saw great numbers of hammerhead sharks at the con-

fluence of the San Carlos and San Juan rivers, fifty miles

above the salt water.
There is a Reiquada, or custom station, at this point,

where I stopped several days while examining the site for

a dam across the river, and in company with the officers of

the station frequently bathed in the river; but while doing
so we kept a sharp watch for the back fin of the monsters,
and when we saw one approaching we at once beat a hasty
retreat from the water.

This is the only place on this continent where sharks
have been known to ascend and live in fresh water. They
have been noted m the waters of the upper Nile and one
other river in South Africa.

It is extremely dangerous bathing in the waters of Nic-

aragua. Not only are the waters—fresk as well as salt

—

teeming with voracious sharks, but there are great num-
bera of immense crocodiles from 12 to 20ft. in length,

which are very bold and vicious. I lost two of my men
on the canal, who were seized and devoured by crocodiles

while bathing. One was a Jamaica negro and the other a
Swede. The negro was bathing on Sunday in the harbor
at Greytown in front of the receiving camp when he was
seized and dragged under. His cries brought 200 men to

the shore, who were in the camp. Many of them had
rifles and revolvers, but the saurian dove at once, dragging
the unfortunate man under water, where he soon drowned.
The reptile rose again with him in his mouth after a little

while, but it was seen that the man was dead. Several
shots were fired at the animal, which dove again with the
man's body, and neither was ever seen again.

The crocodiles of Central America are very different

from the alligatoi's of Florida. They are lighter *in color,

attain to fully double the length of the alligator and have
a much sharper snout. The upper jaw is hinged, which is

not the case in the alligator, so that they can throw It up
at right angles to the body. They have a peculiar habit
when sleeping on the sand banks of lying in the sun with
the mouth wide open, the upper jaw standing. I have
often seen them lying in this way on the sand banks in
the San Juan River and the harbor of Greytown.
They diff'er from the alligator also in the manner of de-

positing their eggs, which they lay in the sand like a tur-
tle, without making any nest whatever. The Florida alli-

gator, on the contrary, makes a large nest of sticks and
grass, often 10ft. or more in diameter, in the marsh or
raised out of the shoal water of the morass.

I have never heard of the eggs of the alligator being
eaten, but the eggs of the Central American crocodile are
largely used as food by the Indians and negroes. The
crocodile is much more ferocious and dangerous than the
alligator.

The manatee or sea cow {Manatua amerimno), that cross
between a fish and an animal which is supposed to be the
origin of the fabled mermaid, is very numerous in the
lagoons and rivers of the east coast of Central America.
Their meat is very good eating, and is a staple article in
the market of Greytown. The flesh is white, sweet and
tender, somewhat resembling veal.

When we first arrived in Nicaragua we were told by
some officers of the navy, who had been in the country on
former canal surveys, that there were plenty of fish in the
streams, but that they would not bite, and could not be
caught with hook and line.

It did not take us very long to thoroughly disprove the
latter statement. At first I was inclined to believe it, after

snaking numerous unsuccessful eflbrts with diflTerent kinds
of bait, but I saw the quiet pools in many places swarming
with fish, and shot several, finding them excellent eating.
Instead of giving up the matter I called to my aid one of
my Nicaraguan servants, and with the ,camp doctor—

a

jovial Englishman, long a resident of the country—we
lart©d QW day in » feoat oji tbt §a» Oarlos River ia Oogt»

Rica to try our luck. Under the skillful tuition of the
native we had no difficulty in capturing a fine string of
guapote (pronounced warpote), identical with the black bass
of Florida. We caught also several barbudos, or barbels,

a good pan fish.

I had previously appointed a camp hunter for each
camp, and I now supplied him with hooks and lines, and
was pleased to find that the chiefs of the different camps
reported a good supply of fresh fish brought in, which was
a very welcome addition to the bill of fare.

On one of my numerous excursions to reconnoiter and
map the country I ascended the Trinidad River to Lake
Maniti in Costa Rica. This stream is an affluent of the
river San Juan just above the Serapigui, about thirty miles
above Greytown. The upper part of this river that emp-
ties into the Maniti Lake is a mere creek about 25ft. wide,
and just where it debouches into the lake I had rare sport
with a spinner on a long line trolling behind the boat,
catching eight very large guapote or black bass from 20 to

32in. long in less than half an hour. I used no bait onmy
spinner except a red flannel rag. The fish were very
gamy, often leaping clear out of water, and required skill-

ful playing to kill.

The boats that we used were galvanized steel canoes, of

which we had twenty-two, from 15 to 22ft. in length, made
to order in New York and brought out on the ship with
us. They had no rowlocks, but were paddled; the natives
of that country not understanding the use of oars, but using
the paddle to perfection.

My boat's crew always consisted of fourmen and a cock-
swain or oapitan, w^ho steered. All our traveling was done
in these boats and in steamers on the San Juan River and
Lake Nicaragua, there being no roadswhateverinthe east-

ern side of the country. The small streams are all filled

with logs, fallen trees often extending clear across

and completely barring navigation. Sometimes we were
obliged to take all our provisions and camp equipage out
of the boats and haul them around on the bank; at other
times, when the log was not too large, we would cut it in
the middle and it would then sink sufficiently to allow us
to pass, but generally we would haul the bow of the boat
as far up on the log as possible, putting all the weight in

the stern, the officers also sitting in the stern, to raise the
bow. Then, when the men had hauled the boat as high
up as possible, all the weight would be shifted to the bow,
the officers standing there also, when the men, jumping
overboard and standing in the water, would raise the stern

and launch her over the log; the weight would be dis-

tributed again and we would continue our voyage. I

crossed in this way, ascending the Trinidad River, fifty-

five logs in a distance of ten miles. With wooden boats, or

any less strong than the excellent steel boats furnished us,

this would have been impossible, as the boat's back would
have been broken and the seams opened; but these boats

stood this work for over two years, until the bottom was
actually worn through. Add to these troubles the fact that

it generally rained twenty hours out of twenty-four
every day, and some of the discomforts of canoeing in that
country can be appreciated. This is on the east side ofthe
great lake, or the country between the lake and the Carib-

bean Sea, where the rain gauges that I established and had
measured every day recorded a rainfall of 298in. per year.

On the western or Pacific slope the climate and country
are entirely different, our rain gauges showing only 57in. of
rainfall per year, and where good roads exist and the coun-
try is inhabited, and not like the eastern slope, a howling
wilderness, without a single road or even a cattle trail for

100 miles. There are a few settlers on the immediate
banks of the San Juan River, but none whatever back
from the river.

At Castillo rapids there is a little town of perhaps fifty

people, clustered around the old massive stone fort that
was built by the Spaniards in 1673, and here the Nicara-
guan Government maintains a custom house (Greytown
being a free port) and a garrison of twenty-five or thirty
soldieirs.

At these rapids there are great quantities ofthe voracious
fish called zamlos, or savages, from their ferocity. They
will rush in a school at anything thrown overboard from
the steamers, and it appeared an easy matter to catch
them, so I got out my rod and line and baited with a
piece of meat from the cook's galley and tried it. At the
first throw a dozen fish from 1ft. to 2ft. in length rushed
for the bait, and although I hooked one at once I was un-
able to land a single fish, for they would tear the hook
and be off before I could play them or haul in. Several
of the other passengers on the steamboat tried also, but

- with no better success. These fish are so voracious that
they will attack any person in swarms when bathing and
bite any part ofthe body they can reach.

While I was in charge of the surveys for the canal I had
my headquarters on a small island in the San Juan River,
called San Francisco Island, about forty miles from Grey-
town. While here I had some fish traps made and set in
the river, and we caught quite a number of fresh-water
crayfish about a foot in length and quite similar to a
lobster, but lacking the large claws. We found them very
nice eating.

I saw numerous tarpon in the river here, and one day I
concluded to try and harpoon one. I had amongmy boat-
men a Carib Indian, who, like all of that tribe, are very
skillful boatmen and fishermen, I had provided myself
with a good "lilly iron," a kind of fish spear so made that
when a fish is struck the stick is detached and floats off on
the water, the line being fastened to the spear head. We
took about 200ft. of large line, about the size of a clothes
line, to the end of which was attached a float or buoy
made of bolsa wood, which is as light as cork, and which
grows abundantly all along the river banks in that
country. Thus equipped we entered a canoe and paddled
out in the stream, which was about a quarter of a mile in
width at this place. The Carib stood in the bow with the
harpoon ready poised, scanning the water, while I slowly
and noiselessly paddled the boat from my seat in the
stern.

It was not long before he saw the silvery sides of a tar-

pon gliding across the bow of the canoe, and he launched
the harpoon with so true an aim that the harpoon pierced
the side of the fish, which gave a tremendous leap and
rushed off", making the line spin out as if shot from a can-
non. The Carib instantly threw overboard all the line
and the buoy, which the immense fish dragged off,making
it spin through the water as if dragged by a locomotive.
Now up the river the buoy went, then across and back, the
beautiM fisb often Jujjipingefli.o^: mor© 9Ht of th© water

in the vain attempt to free himself from the line, his sides

glistening in the sunlight like burnished silver. But the
harpoon held, and the weight of the drag and loss of blood
began to tell on him, and gradually we could see by the
slower movement of the buoy that he was succumbing.
We picked up the harpoon stick and watched him, and for

fully an hour he kept up the fight against death. Some-
times we thought he was dead and moved toward the buoy,
but he would gather his energies and start off again, ap-
parently as lively as at first. More than a dozen times he
leaped clear of the water, falling back again and dashing
the spray high into the air, and darting off with an almost
indescribable velocity. At last, however, the float lay quiet
upon the water, drifting down toward us with the current,

and we paddled up to it and drew it in, finding the noble
fish dead. We drew him into the canoe, not without some
trouble and danger of capsizing, and returned to camp,
where we found him to measure 6ft. 2in. in length, and
very fair eating. The scales measured 2^ by Sin. each.
The object of the buoy is to give the fish play, and to

drag him back and so tire him out. If the line had been
fastened to the canoe he would have speedily overturned
it, and probably have torn out the harpoon in his first tre-

mendous rush. There is probably no gamer or more ener-
getic fish than the tarpon. I have harpooned sharks, saw-
fish and big drumfish weighing over lOOlbs., and jewfi&h
of double this weight; but nothing that I ever saw so much
resembles the embodiment of electrical energy as a tarpon.
The fish in shape and general appearance resembles an
immense herring.
The disciples of Izaak Walton will find abundant sport

in Nicaragua and Costa Rica, and the naturalist will be
rewarded by many unique specimens. The fishing in Lake
Nicaragua is excellent, and one can stand on the beach at

Greytown, as I have done, or on the rocks of Brito in the
Pacific, and catch small fish, such as rockfish, sailor's choice,

etc., in abundance. In the Caribbean Sea, off" Greytown, I

have had fine sport catching crevalli by trolling behind
one of our tug boats. - .

,

.

.

We incidentally killed a great many fish with dynamite
in the Descado and San Francisco rivers when engaged in

blowing up logs to clear the channel for our steamboats to

reach the canal line, among which were many strange and,
to us, unknown varieties.

Great numbers of green turtles are caught in the Carib-
bean Sea, and they formed a staple article of food with us.

I fenced off a part of the harbor at Greytown and bought
these delicious turtles by the hundreds, keeping them in

'

the "crawl" thus made until wanted to send to the camps
in place of beef, which was difficult to obtain there, and
more costly. AVe obtained their eggs also in large number?,
They are round, with a soft, membranous shell, about the
size of a pullet's egg, and we became very fond of them

'

for the table. It is impossible to boil them hard, like a'

hen's egg.

The fishing in Lake Nicaragua is very fine around some'
old wrecks at Fort San Carlos, and the small, cold streams-
falling from the mountains contain many small but fine

fish; but I did not see any trout.

THE GOLDEN PLOVER*
{Charadrius pluvialis, Link.).

The golden plover spends the autumn, winter and part of

the spring in various portions of the Uuited States, appear-

ing in considerable numbf-rs both along the coast and in the
interior, and not infrequertly on our highest grounds. A
much greater number, however, proceed in severe winters

beyond the limits of our Southern States, and tbe partial

migrations of this species are much influenced by the state

of the weather. They are more abundant along the sea

shores of the Middle and Eastern districts, from the middle
of April to the beginning of May, whereas in autumn they
range over the interior, and more especially the Western
prairies In the early part of May they congregate in im-
mense flocks, and commence their journey toward more
northern regions, where they are said to breed.

The account which Wilson gave of this species refers in part

to the bull-headed plover (Charadrius Jielveticus), although

his figure cannot be mistaken for that of tbe latter, even in its

first autumnal dress. But the editor of the second edition

of Wilson's work has rejected the golden plover as an Amer-
ican bird, although he might have frequently seen it in the

very markets of Philadelphia. The Prince of Musignano
corrected this error In bis valuable "Observations on the

Nomenclature of Wilson's Ornithology " Mr. Selby, in

speaking of the golden plover, gives it as hia opinion that

the bird so called in America differs from that of Europe.
This opinion, however, I cannot consider as correct, as I

have seen and examined the golden plovers of both coun-

tries, and have found their manners, tone of voice and ap-

pearance precisely similar.

This bird moves on the ground with sprighfliness. When
observed it often runs with considerable rapidity to some
distance, suddenly stops short, nods once or twice, vibrating

its body at the same time, and if it should icnagine itself

noticed it often lies down and remains crouched until the

danger is over. At the time of their departure from the

north, and while on the sands or mud bars on the sea shore,

they often raise their wings as if to air them for a few mo^i

ments. While searching for food they move in a direct

manner, often look sideways toward the ground, and pick

up the object of their search by a peculiar bending move-
ment of the body. They are frequently observed to pat the

moist earth with their feet, to force worms from their bur-

rows. In autumn they betake themselves to the higher

grounds, where berries as well as insects are to be met with,

and where they find abundance of grasshoppers.

When traveling to a considerable distance, the golden
plover flies at the height at from 30 to 60ft. , in a regular

manner, with considerable velocity; the flock, when large,

forming an extended front and moving with regular flap-

pings, an individual now and then uttering a mellow note.

Before alighting they often perform various evolutions, now
descending and flying swiftly over the ground, then curvr
ing upward or eidewise, closing and extending their ranks,

until the sportsman is often tired of watching them
; and,

after all, the flock, just when he expects it to alight, may
suddenly shoot off and fly to a distance. Wheg they aligljt;

" # I'row "AudubQB's Or^itUologiosi Biogr»pljy/"
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witliin shooting distance, the moment their feet touch the

ground is the critical one, for they are generally in a com-
pact body, and almost immediately afterward they disperse.

• I have often discovf^red them, while flying from one place
to another, suddenly check their course for a moment or
two, as if to look at the objects below, in the manner of
curlews.
While at JSTew Orleans on March 16, 1821, I wag invited

by some French gunners to accompany them to the neigh-

borhood of Lake 9t John, to witness the passage of thou-
sands of these birds, which were coming from the northeast
and continuing their course. At the first appearance of the
birds, early in the morning, the gunners had assembled in
parties of from twenty to fifty at difHerenl places, where
they knew from experience that the plovers would pass.

There stationed, at nearly equal distances from each other,

they were sitting on the ground. When a flock approached
every individual whistled in imitation of the plover's call

note, on which the birds descended, wheeled, and, passing
within 40 or 50yds., ran the gauntlet as it were. Every gun
went ofl: in succession, and with such efffct that I several
times saw a flock of a hundred or more reduced to a miser-
able remnant of five or six individuals. The same was
'brought up after each volley hy the dogs, while their mas-
ters were charging their pieces anew. This sport was con-
tinued all day, and at sunset, when I left one of these lines

of gunners, they seemed as intent on killing more as when I

arrived. A man near the place where I was seated had
killed ^ixty-three dozens. I calculated the number in the
field at 200, and supposmg each to have shot twenty dozens,
48,000 golden plovers would have fallen that day.
On inquiring if these passages were of frequent occur-

rence, I was told that sis years before such another had oc-
curred immediately after two or three days of warm weath-
er, when they came up with a breeze from the northeast.
Only some of the birds were fat, the greater number of
those which I examined being very lean; scarcely any had
food in their stomach, and the eggs in the ovaries of the
females were undeveloped. The next morning the markets
were amply supplied with plovers at a very low price.

I have again applied to my friend William Macgillivray
for an account of the manners of this species during the
breeding season, which 1 now lay before you:
"The golden plover is in many parts of Scotland, but es-

pecially in the Northern Highlands and in the Hebrides, a
v6ry common bu'd. When the weather begins to improve
toward the end of spring these birds may be seen flying
over the shores or fields in their vicinity at a greaf height, in

loose flocks, which now extend into a wide front, now form
irregular angular lines, move with a quiet and regular flight,

frtquently emitting their peculiar soft notes, and at times
utlering a singular cry, somewhat resembling the syllables

courlie-wee. These flocks are leaving their winter haunts
and returning to the Inland moors, over which they disperse
in pairs, In the beginning of May, should you traverse one
of the dreary heaths, yon will often bcfr the plaintive cry
the plover, mingling perhaps with the feeble cheep of the
dunlin or the loud scream of the curlew. Before you have
advanced to any considerable distance there maj come up
and alight on some mossy knoll beside you a male clad in
his beautiful summer vesture of black and green. You may
approach him within ten paces if yon are inclined, and in
some districts it would be easy for one to shoot many dozens
of them in a day at this season. After incubation has com-
menced the females seldom make their appearance on such
occasions. Whether the males assist their mates at that
tihie or not, they certainly do not forsake them. The nest
is a slight hollow in a tuft of moss, or on a dry place among
the heath, irregularly strewed with fragments of withered
plants. The eggs, of which the full number is four, are
placed, as usual in this genus, with the small ends together.
They are much larger and more pointed than those of the
lapwihg, being at an average Sr'zin. in length and l-^in. in
their greatest transverse diameter. The shell is thin and
smooth, of a light grayish-yellow or cream colnr, irregularly

spotted, doited and patched with dark brown, and some-
times having a few light purple spots interspersed, the mark-
ings larger toward the broadest part. The young leave the
nest immediately after they burst the shell, and conceal
themselves by lying flat on the ground. At this period the
female evinces the greatest anxiety for their safety, and will

occasionally feign lameness to entice the intruder to pur,9ue

her. I have several times seen one fly ofl: to a considerable
distance, alight in a conspicuous place, and tumble about as
if in the agonies of death, her wings flapping as if they had
beea fractured or dislocated. The eggs are delicious, and
the young birds when fledged not less so.

"When the young are able to fly the plovers collect into
flocks, but remain on the moors until the commencement of

winter, when they advance toward the pasture lands, and in

severe weather betake themselves to the low grounds near
the shore.s. During continued frosts they feed on the sands
and rocky shores at low water, and in general during the
winter remain at no great distance from the sea.

"When a flock alights at this season on a field the indi-

viduals disperse, run about with great activity, and pick up
their food. Sometimes one finds ihem so tame that he can
approach within 15yds., and I have often walked around a
flock several times in order to force them together before
shooting. In windy weather they often rest by lying flat on
the ground, and I have reason to think that at night this is

their general practice. In the Hebrides I have often gone
to shoot them at night by moonlight, when they seemed as

actively engaged as by day, which was also the case with
the snipe; but I seldom succeeded in my object, it being ex-

tremely difficult to estimate distances at night. The num-
bers that at this season frequent the sandy pastures and
shores of the outer Hebrides is astonisMng,
"The golden plover, although occasionally addicted to

wading, evidently prefers dry ground, in which respect

it differs essentially in habits from the Totani and Liraom.
It frequently probes the moist sands, and in summer the dry
eow dung on the moors aind upland pastures is seen per-

forated by its bill. It affords delicious eating, and in my
opinion is scarcely inferior in this respect to the woodcock."

! REPORT YOUR LUCK |

1 With Rod or Gun
\

I
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RANGE OF THE ANTELOPE.
Fort Assiniboine, Mont., Jan, Vh —Editor Forest and

Stream: Antelope am never seen in the vicinity of this post

under ordinary conditinrs. Early last November there wa=»

a snowfall of nearlv a foot without drifting. This was fol-

lowed by about five weeks of the most intensely cold

weather, the thermometer going down to 40° below and
ranging below zero all that time. Toward the end of this

period large droves of antelope moved into Milk Eiver valley

for the food and shelter which they could not find in their

usual haunts. They w-ere in this part of the country some-

thing over a week when the weather broke, a "chinook"
carried off the snow in forty-eieht hours and nearly all the

antplope vanished. A railroad man who is also a sportsman
tnld me that he believpd there were 40,000 head in Milk
River valley between Havre and Glasgow—125 miles—that a

band of Ihem was seen every half mile. I saw six bands
within three miles of this post and caught twa individuals

with my greyhounds. These antelope were slaughtered un-

mercifully; vou conld buy them at considerably less per

pound than beef. For several weeks a band of several hun-
dred were in a large field, four miles square, several miles

from Havre. For all 1 know there may be some there yet; I

know that some apparently had not been able to get out

after several weeks. There are a few small bunches and
scattered individuals that are still occasionally seen a few
miles from the post.

Now as to their usual distribution. Last summer I had
occasion to accompanv a detachment conveying a band of

Cree Indians to the Canadian line from the vicinity of

Helena to Coutts. near the Sweelgrass Hills. I carefully

inquired about srame and found antelope rare during sum-
mpr along Sun River and the Teton, but reasonablv plenty in

winter. Between Teton River and the Marias River I per-

sonally saw none, but several lar^e bands were seen by our

detachmpnt North of the Marias, esp'-c'ally between the

railroad and Canadian line, they were more than plenty. 1

suppose l8aw .adoz°n small bunches in the course of an
afternoon. I learned that they were alwavs plenty in the

vicinity of the Sweetgr^ss Hills, and was told by members of

the mounted police at Coutts that they could And antelope

any time without much trouble On returning to this post

the detachment went to the eastward of the Sweetgrass.

A.ntelope were not hunted, but one was killed and a number
seen.

I later spent a month hunting in the St. Mary's Lake
country. On the return of the detachment from there, the

line of the railroad was followed. Between Blackfort and
Chester, about 100 miles, antelope were common, although a

large surveying party was saM to have driven most of them
out of the country. I know of the presence of a few ante-

lope on Sage Creek, twenty miles to the west of here; and a

sheep man on Milk River, about twenty-five miles west from
here, told me he roped several fawns last spring.

In 1895 I served at Fort Yates, K. D., about sixty miles

below Bismarck. I heard that antelope were reasonably

plenty a, day's journey back from the river, and I saw a tame
one in Mandan at that time. I am told bv oflicera here that

antelope were plenty on the Fort Buford Reservation, N. D.,

recently abandoned, and understand that they are plenty

during" the fall and winter south of Glasgow. I bplieve an-

telope are plenty on the great plains north of Milk River,

from its source to its mouth, but they keep well away in the

bad lands and breaks and are seldom seen This country is

the "abomination of desolation," without wood or water,

absolutely rather than relatively, and with ordinary winters,

which will not drive them from their usual haunts, the ex-

termination of antelope in that section is far distant.

Edward L. Munson, Ass't Surg , U. S. A.

PRAIRIE DOGS OF THE PLAINS.
While conducting scientific Investigations in the West a

few years since I became interested in the prairie dogs
{Gynomys ludovicianua) of the arid plains, especially in south-

western New Mexico and Arizona
So murh has been written by various authors that a de-

scription is unnecessary. Some facts were obtained by me
which I have not seen mentioned by others, and many which
other writers have chronicled, are here recorded mainly
because of their value as corroborative evidence.

In southwestern New Mexico these animals certainly ab-

stain from the use of water, unless it be during the short

rainy season, and I have no direct evidence that even th^n

this animal makes use of its opportunities and uses it. It is

believed by some that the prairie dog receives a sufHcient

amount of moisture from the grasses and other plants on
which it subsists to answer all demands for water.

If this be the case, however, it could thrive without any
water; for it has been demonstrated by long continurd obser-

vations by me that the plants on which it lives contain such
a small amcuntof moisture as at least to amount to practically

nothing as such.

At certain seasons of the year the prairie dog becomes Tery
fat; but where it gets sufficient food for this, especially at

these times of the year, is rather difficult to say.

The villages vary from those containing only half a dozen
holes to those containing tens of thousands and extending

unbroken over a stretch of country seven miles in length.

Such an extensive village exists on the plains west of Cook's

Peak, in southwestern New Mexico.
JSot infrequently the traveler will find old, abandoned vil-

lages with perhaps not a single living occupant; or at most,

not more than half a dozen inhabitants.

At times a large village will quite suddenly become depop-

ulated, and for no apparent reason. This phenomenon I

have personally observed, and could find no good cause for

it; neither could old plainsmen, who had observed the same
thing, throw any light upon it.

It is sometimes the case, however, that a few families of

prairie dogs will for some cause leave the old village and
start an independent one of their own; and sometimes the

place they select will be located in a narrow, stony valley or

gulch, among the foothills bordering the plains.

During the late fall and winter the prairie dogs become
very fat, as just stated, and their skins fine. In some cases

during these periods large numbers are trapped for their

skins and oil, both of which are said to possess considerable

commercial value.

StockMien generally look upon the prairie dog as an un-

mitigated nuisance, and nee every known method to destroy

them. During 1889-93, while I was in New Mexico, thou-

sands were destroyed by various methods, poison being the

most successful. The most barbarous and inexcusable

method employed, however, was to fasten several large fish-

hooks into a board and place itin the entrance of their holes.

In coming out the dog would meet with no difficulty^ from
the obstructions, but on entering the burrow would invari-

ably be impaled on these hooks, and being unable to extricate

itself would be left there to die of starvation or to be eaten

by its companions; for although a true rodent, the prairie

dog is also under certain circumstances carnivorous in its ,

habits, as I have abundant evidence to show.
It is often noticed that with a species which has a very

;

pTPat geographic range, especially in latitude, those indi- i

viduals existing in the one extreme will exhibit in habits

some q dte marked departure from those of the other extreme.

It is of interest, however, to note that with the t»rairie dogs

their general characteristics and habits are identical— so far.

as I have observed and learned—throughout the great range
}-

occuoied by them, and which extends from the prairies of

the British possessions on the north to the distant plains of

Ml xico. ,1

This being the case, I cannot do better than to quote a few
,|

statements regardina: their habits from the excellent paper on
the subject by Mr. Vernon Bailey, of the U. S. Department
of Agricullure, in its annual report for 1887: "The prairie

dogs feed on grasses and various kinds of weeds indigenous

to the regions occupied by them. i

"Their holes run down at an angle never far from 45°, and
seem to go straight in at that pitch for about 8 or 10ft. at :

least. (I often observed them to extend nearly, if not quite,

straight down for the first 3 or 4ft.) The holes are usually

smaller at the opening than further down; the entrances ara
slightly flattened, so that the two diameters are not alike.

"In most cases the dirt is thrown out of the hole all

around, instead of in a pile on one side. It then forms a

cone like a volcano around the opening, the rim varying in

height from lOin. to less. The quantity of dirt thrown out

varies much; at some places there may be two cubic yards

of it, while at other places there is none.

"The earth is very h9rd at the edges of some holes, and
forms a sharp rim around the hole. The animals are very

shy. When they see you they run to the nearest hole, and
then sit up like a gopher and watch until you approach
within forty rods or less; then they dodge down the hole, or

sometimes crawl part of the way in and continue to watch,

until you are quite close, bat if shot then and killed they will

slide down beyond all reach.

"When they are sitting up at a distance watching you,

they keep up a chippering that is almost exactly like the

bark of a very small dog, but is faster.

"Whi'e barking they keep their tails flipping up and down
very fast, and also when they are running and when they;

start down a hole. In very many cases in these towns quite

a large number of animals under ordinary circumstances oc-

cupy various holes, but have one hole which appears to be

home, and to which they usually run if scared ; and on reach-

ing it they will all usually stand up sti aight around its margin

to watch you, and when six or seven are there they certainly

present a comical appearand.
"When six or seven go into one hole, generally the last one

stays out and barks until approached quite near, when he too

dodges in ; and as you come nearer he gets lower down in

the hole until almost out of sight, but keeps barking and flap-

ping his tail until he thinks the danger is too near, then with

a parting shake of his tail down he goes.

"When they run into their holes they will often come out i

again in a few moments, or perhaps not for an hour or even^

half a diy. So far as my own personal observations go, they

do not hibernate, at least not in their southern range."

In only one or two cases during my long series of observa

tions on this animal did I observe the. burrowing owl to live

with them, and never did I see a rattlesnake in any of their i

villages, Clement L. Webster.
Iowa.

AN INTERESTING PET.

Some years aso, while out in the mountains, I came across

the works of a fittle animal that interested me very much.

These occurred along the borders of mountain streams and

wet, grassy places, and consisted of holes in the banks, trails

under old logs, and always with places in the immediate

neighborhood where grass and weeds had been cut down i

and packed away, and although I have since noticed these

signs in many different parts of the Province, I have never

been able to satisfy myself as to the identity of the author

until about a year ago, when I was out after caribou.

We had climbed to the summit of the mountains between

Adams and Shuswap lakes, and for two days had worked

our way through a tangle of down timber and scrub pines till

we finally came out on an open stretch of grassy land, which
wf)Si to be our camping place dm-ing our stay in the moun-
tains.

, . ,

We pitched our tent beside a small stream, which, cours-

ing its way down from the timber toward the open land,

only showed itself at intervals from beneath a raft of moss-

covL-red roots, fallen trees and brush. Here again I saw the

work of the little "haymaker," as I called him, and I made
up my mind to make his acquaintance before leaving. We
were camped about aOft. from one of the open places in ths

creek, and next morning the Doctor and guide had started ,

ou,t after caribou, and while I was standing by the fire

watching this open space a flash of gray darted round its

upper end, rested on a piec3 of rotten wood, dipped its

hands down into the water and commenced with very rapi I

motions to wash its face. This done, it turned its head one •

side, listened for a few moments, then lowered itself on all

fours and started to feed on some weeds that grew on the

edge of the stream. The mystery was solved. I identified

my fittle "haymaker" as the sewellel or bank beaver {A'plo-

dontia leporina).

My gun was within easy reach, but the first motion I made
toward it he was gone fike a flash, and I neversaw hhn again

or any of bis friends during our slay. 1

In "September last a friend of mine in Seattle sent me aJ
live specimen of this interesting little animal, and it did not!
take us long to become great friends. I kept him in a bo^
with wire netting front, divided into two apartments, one fori

his eating room, the other for sleeping in. I made his bed

of excelsior, in which he would bury himself so that no part

of him was visible. In the morning when I went to feed

him I generally had to whistle to get him out, when he

would come with a rush, and shaking himself clear of the

excelsior he would spring up the wire netting, hanging on by

his long claws and making his lips go aa if he were saying,

"Now bring on your grub." I fed him on grass and dande-

lion. Of the latter he was very fond, and his mode of eat-

ing was very comical. He would grasp the dandelion by tue

lower end, slap the stalk once or twice into the dish of water

which was kept in the cage, then starting at the lower end he

would feed it in through the aide of his mouth till the top or

seed was reached. This he would throw away. I tried him
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on apples, carrots and turaips, none of which he appeared to
sare for. When through with his meal he would very often
wash his face, and his motions, though very quick, were
strangely like those of a human haing. ^He was very fond of
olay, taut if a stranger came up he would scurry off to his
bed, I never heard him make a sound.

It was my intention to take his Bhoto and send it with
this, but the other morning on reaching the museum the first

Dews I received was that the little beaver was gone. Hehad
Baten a hole through the wire netting and escaped.

Victoria, B. O.
~ JOHN Fajtodt.

BURLS AND THE CAUSE OF THEM.
The nature of burls is a subject that has not been so

closely studied as it deserves. These curious and frequently
ealuable monstrosities on trees have, however, a law unto
themselves by which they and the origin of them mav be
satisfactorily explained. In these woods of the Blue Ridge,
where insects and birds and burls abound, the burls may be
studied with interest and satisfaction to those who like my-
jelf permit their minds to have no rest until the true inward-
oess of what they see is discovered. This is a region of
Durly trees, not only both for the very common knots which
;o by the name of burls, but as to that other meaning, size or
hulk. For here we have sassafras 30in. in diameter, poplars
)ft., chetsnuts 7 or 8, and the common laurel large enougbjto
jaw into boards, and as well trees with burls as large as flour

aarrels, and in some eases as sugar hogsheads. Being of a
restless sort of mind, and always wanting to know the reason
for things, I have studied these excrescences on the trees

mi have learned that they are due to various causes. The
woodpeckers often start this abnormal growth; sometimes it

is the nature of the trees tbehiselves which are given to these
ieformities more easily than others, from the curly nature
jf the fiber of the timber, but mostly the cause is some
njury by birds or animals which starts the curious growth.
Now your correspondent, to whom we are indebted for the

Irawing of a curious burl, is not exactly right when he says
he bark of trees has no annual rings as the wood has. It

N the habit of trees to make an annual layer of new wood,
e'lween the old wood and the bark, and one-half of this

iDDual layer goes to make wood, and the other makes bark.
This may be proved by the simple examination of the bark
if some trees in which the bark has distinct annual rings, as

n the redwoods of California, in which it is very conspic-
(ous. But as the trees grow in size the outer layer of the

i lark cracks and forms the rough bark, as the inner layer is

ormed inside. Then the outer bark scales off and drops
rem the trees, in the way every woodsman wl^o studies this

iTowth discovers with as much ease as he does in regard to

he annual rings inside the bark. Now when a bird—as the
woodpecker, rightly called a sap sucker on account of its

racking the sweet sap of the newly formed annual ring of

ilburnum of the tree—bores holes in the hickory, which has
ilmost as sweet a sap as the sugar maple, and the pine as

Ycll, who=e inner bark is so sweet that the boys cut it out
iijd eat it for its sweetness, the bird is after this soft albur-

mm, which in time forms two layers—one of bark and one of

vood. Then the injured bark, in the effort pf nature to heal

±e wounds, grows to excess around these rings, forming in

ime just such burls as the one described by your correspond-
3nt. Of course this new diseased growth takes on abnormal
forms and in many cases just such forms as this. I have
•cen hickories of large size with burls around the tree

e^^eral inches deep, and of such curious texture as when
-:awn and turned in a lathe will make beautiful ornamental
work, the disturbed growth often penetrating quite through
.he wood.

I cannot refrain from mentioning another common mistake
lEadebypersonsinterestedinfishingandfish. Thisisthe com-
mon belief that fish are valued as food for the phosphoric
acid they contain, and are consequently excellent for persons

whoes brain needs stimulating. It was a most happy double

entendre of that genial fouI Mark Twain (who by reason of

his name perhaps has a habit of making these double barreled

jokes) when he remarked in response to a weak-brained
youth who asked what size fish he might reasonably eat at

a meal to strengthen his brain, was ordinary that a moderate
sized whale might do for his breakfast. Now whether the

youth's brain was weak, as some might believe, or the fish was
falsely alleged to be overflowing with phosphoric acid, and
consequently this impossible supply of it was needed ou ac-

count of the small quantity of phosphorus in it, Mr. Twain
never said. But reasoning from the truth of the matter, we
must believe that the reply to this inquiring youth was really

intended to mean that it was a mistake to think that fish are

o well furnished with this element, or the brain either;

for it is a fact that these common beliefs are wholly un-
founded. The popular thought as to fish is based on the

;:ict that stale fish often exhibit a phosphorescene when seen

111 the dark. This, however, is due to some molecular dis-

urbance, much similar to the newly discovered Roentgen
rays, which come from the vacuum tubes in which precisely

this same light is seen. It is the Ught of the firefly, or glow-
worm as well, a light without heat, and precisely the same
as the woodsman is familiar with in rotting wood. It is not

-due to phosphorus at all; and it is a well-known fact that

the bright light following a ship at sea, lighting up the wake
jf It in a calm night like a brilliant flame, is simply due to

i he vast multitude of organisms in the water, which glow
when disturbed as the glowworm does on land. .

There is still one thing more I haye to say, which is that

your interesting correspondent Mr. Hough ought to take

another name, which, as in the case of Romeo, would not

change his interesting character nor the piquant flavor of

his letters. It is exasperating to have to discuss the pro-

nunciation of this gentleman's name with your readers, who
visit us here in the summer in pursuit of sport. Says one,

his name should be pronounced as "How," for bough is pro-

nounced that way. But, says another, rough is pronounced
ruff. Yes, says another, cough is pronounced coff. And
another insists that dough is pronounced do, with a long o,

and so on. Why does he not write Huff, and have done
with this heart-breaking diificulty? H. Stewakt.

Unusual Ducks in Currituck Sound.

Ed'iior Forest and Stream:
While shooting on the marshes belonging to the Narrows

Island Club, of Currituck county, N. C, I killed on Feb. 3

a young male European widgeon {ATias penelope).

During this day many widgeons were flying over the Big
Pond in Brant Island, where I was shooting, but scarcely

any of them manifested any disposition to alight in the poxid

or paid any attention to the decoys or to the calling of the

boatman. They were what the boatman called ''trade

birds, ' that is to say, were making long flights from one

point to another. Once in a while, however, a little bunch
would come down toward the pond and would cut over the
decoys, and in this way I secured a few. The specimen in
question was a single bird flying quite high up, and was shot
under the impression that it was an ordinary widgeon. It
was not until the boatman retrieved it and brought it into
the blind that 1 realized what it was.
The specimen has been preserved.
On the same day I shot here a hybrid duck—evidently the

product of a mallard and black duck. This specimen in
general coloration resembled the black duck, and was sup-
posed to be such until brought to the blind. It was then
seen that the upper part of the head down as far as the eyes
was iridescent green, but a dark green, like the top of the
head of a highly-plumaged black duck; not a bright gi-een
like a mallard. The lower neck and breast were suffused
with a tint of rufous, the feathers being chestnut with dark
centers. The speculum was bordered in front and behind
by a broad, white star. The upper and under tail coverts
were glossy black. This specimen and the one killed later
showed the recurved upper tail covert characteristic of the
male mallard.
A week later, Feb. 9, I killed at Pillentary Pond another

of these hybrids. It was not precisely like the first, but dif-
fered from it chiefly in having the under tail coverts mottled,
much as in the black duck, and in having the scapulars of
the precise color of those of the male mallard, and the plu-
mage of the shoulders and belly freckled with dirty gray.
Both these birds bore a slight resemblance to Audubon's fig-

ure of "Anas limaculate" but the body color was very
much darker throughout.
These birds are not specially remarkable, yet are perhaps

worthy of record. George Bird Gbinnell.

'mr{t mtd §nn.

PHEASANT MANAGEMENT.
Editoi' Forest and Stream:
In accordance with your kind request I have the pleasure

to hand you a few notes on the management of pheasants,
premising, however, that there are no hard and fast rules,

beyond what common sense dictates. Climate, soil and
other conditions vary so greatly according to locality, that
what may be a necessity in one case will be unnecessary and
even detrimental in another.

One thing is certain, viz., that pheasants have come to this
country to stay, their introduction and propagation having
long ago passed the experimental stage. Still I cannot say
that every rood of ground in the Slates will afford them suit-

able accommodation and be acceptable to them as a future
dwelling place; so many people have turned what might have
been from the outset a pronounced success into an utter fail-

ure, from crude ideas about the nature and needs of these
birds. They have thereby caused many others to consider
them merely as an exotic toy, to be admired in aviaries,

where they demand the utmost care, rather than as a hardy
and prolific game bird, to which should be given the free
range of the countryside, and which will in return afford
splendid bags to the sportsmen each recurring year.

I ought, of course, to state here, for tSe benefit of those
whose knowledge of pheasants may be but slendtr, that I
am now referring only to those breeds which are used for
sport, as distinct from the remainder, whose only claim for
attention is founded on their gorgeous plumage,'and whose
fitting place is behind the wires of the aviary. These occupy,
however, the longer list, and comprise such beauties as the
gold, silver. Lady Amherst, Elliott, Impeyan -and argus
pheasants, to mention only a few of the best known. But to

these I shall not allude further in this letter.

Now to hark back; when speaking of pheasants for sport
four distinct kinds only are understood, viz. : the old Eng-
lish dark-necked pheasant {Phasianus colchicus), the Chinese
pheasant (Phasianus lorquatus), the Japanese pheasant (Pha-
sianus mrsicolor) and the Reeves pheasant (Phasianus
reevesii); also one hybrid, the English ring necked pheasant,
which is the cross between the two first-named breeds. The
Japanese and Reeves pheasants are not commonly used for
shooting, and the pure old English bird is but little known
in the States, though the chosen variety throughout the
length and breadth of Europe. In the States the hybrid
English liog-necked pheasant and the Chinese are alone
propagated for the stocking of preserves, and everywhere in
the Northern, Central and Eastern Teriilories the former
has rightly taken the first place. I will not now enter upon
the consideration of the points that cause the Chinese bird
to be less suitable for sport than the English ring-necked
pheasant, as I want to commence without further delay my
remarks on their proper management as game.

I have already remarked that not every place will be
naturally found to be or can be made a fitting abode for
pheasants. They have their likes and dislikes the same as
everything else in this world, and their choice of a favored
spot is often unaccountable and not amenable to any human
explanation, and vice versa. They are essentially a woodland
bird, but thel-e must be plenty of arable land in their vicin-

ity, where they can fetd on the fallen grain and scratch in
the stubble for insects. In the daytime, especially' early in
the morning, and again as the shadows lengthen of an even-
ing, they will be found roaming over the fields in their search
for food. At these times if disturbed they will wing their

flight back to their leafy shelter or "scoot" for the protection
of the nearest hedge. It is useless to put out pheasants
wheie their natural food is not abundant, for they will not
remain there to starve. They will not inhabit large forests

any more thaa ©pen expanses. Much, of course, can be
done to render a very unlikely place entirely acceptable to
them, in the former case by clearing open spaces or forming
glades where crops of buckwheat or millet can be grown for
their delectation and support. If, on the contrary, the land
is bare of any trees, spinneys must be planted to hold the
birds, affording warmth in the winter and shade in the sum-
mer, besides roosting places at night. They will at once
make their home in and never leave any wooded hollow,
where cedars and other evergreen trees abound, through
whose depths runs a never-failing stream, and which lies

* amid fields of grass and grain. Such is an ideal harborage
for them, where their every want will be supplied.

I am often asked whether it is better to begin by buying
eggs or birds when desirous of establishing a head of "]ong-
tails" in a preserve. This is a question that no one can sat-

isfactorily answer without a fuller knowledge of the iiir-

cumstances and surroundingsof-the locality than is generally
to be gleaned from a letter or a brief, perhaps vague, de-

scription. When the experience of these birds, is not large
and the amount of the initial expense is of secondary consid-
eration, I would, as a rule, recommend the purchase of birds
as the easiest and surest mode, due common sense being used
and advice asked, and when given followed out.
There are, needless to say, two ways even of putting out

pheasants in a wood or coppice; a right and a wrong. Never
let them loose in the daytime, when, being frightened, they
will fly and run till their strength fails them, and they finally
come to a halt on a distant neighbor's land, never to return
to yours. On the contrary, carry them of an evening to the
selected thicket, and at some spot where the shade is densest
open gently the case containing the birds and retire. They
will then, finding themselves at liberty, seek at their ease
repose on some bough close by. With the dawn they will
investigate all the nooks around, and if satisfied take up
their abode there permanently. Should such change of
domicile happen between the late autumn and the early
spring, it is advantageous to scatter grain in some glade or
favorite resort to insure them a sufficiency of food, however
deep the snow may be lying, and thereby save them from
encountering icy breezes in the open. A pheasant has no
objection to cold even when it is far below zero, but it does
detest those cutting arctic blasts that would shave a brass
monkey. To still further secure their attachment to the
place, I would recommend the making of a small wire in-
closure, open at the top, among the trees, in which to place
the birds after cutting or pulling out the feathers of one wing.
It is only necessary to extract the cut quills five weeks before
the date desired for liberation from the pen, by which time
the lost plumage will be renewed, and meanwhile the
strangers will have become perfectly at home in their new
surroundings.
The same man must each day give them their food and

water till they are full-winged again, when they will fly out
of their pen for exercise in the exuberance of their spirits.

The scene of their captivity wiU continue to have an attrac-
tion for them for some time, being a species of cupboard
love, and they will haunt its vicinity in hopes of finding
food till frosts are past. The date of their self-release should
be timed for the commencement of the breeding season, that
is to say, about the first days in April, as such occupation
will be an additional tie to the spot. The great point to re-

member is to thoroughly establish your stock on the place,
to get the nucleus of your pheasants permanently attached
there. Certainly some birds more enterprising than others,
or preferring more elbow room, may wander away; but if

your pheasants have once taken a liking to the place, and
gone through a nesting season there, very few will seek other
quarters if properly thinned down by the gun. It is an utter
waste to turn out pheasants in a large forest, through which
they will wander for miles on end, with no inducement to
halt anywhere. They will never bs found again, any num-
ber short of many thousands being swallowed up by such a
vast, wild expanse.

I should have mentioned that in tfying to set up a qtock of
pheasants no efforts will be fully repaid, no success will be
perfect, unless a determined and continued onslaught is

made on their foes, furred and feathered. The brook so
necessary for their comfort is the lurking place of the mink.
The grateful shade of the trees harbors hawks and owls, and
many a brood will be left motherless, and many a hen be
bereft of her young, unless all such depredators be ruthlessly
exterminated.
Now let us turn our attention to the alternative'manner of

providing a head of pheasants for a preserve, namely, by
hatching their eggs under fowls and rearing the progeny by
hand. Volumes have been written on this most interesting
subject, and I can now but briefly sketch out the main rules
within the limits of this letter. Well, if this course is

adopted one important fact must be remembered : that these
birds only lay duilng two months ip the spring, and the
early laid eggs are the more fertile and their chicks the more
easily reared. So, having decided to buy eggs, procure
them as early in May as possible, a sufficiency of barnyard
hens being ready against their arrival. Bantams are quite
unnecessary, as they cannot cover more than seven to nine
eggs apiece. Any hen with clean legs, not weighing more
than 31bs., will do equally well, so long as she is not clumsy,
sits well, and can easily cover fifteen eggs. If the nests can-
not be made on the ground, put a large, thick sod at the bot-
tom of each, slightly hollowed out, with a wisp of straw
suitably arranged around it. The ventilation must be plen-
tiful and all the surroundings clean and sweet. Do not
place the eggs under hens in close, dirty, smelling houses.
Air penetrates the shell through the pores, and a foul atmos-
phere will weaken and often destroy the embryo. Leave the.

hen during the period of incubation as much alone as possi-

ble. If she is a good mother no one can teach her her busi-
ness; if a bad one, remove the eggs at once to the care of a
better. Should any be broken in the nest, wash the others
well in warm water and remove every particle of stale yolk;
and do the same should the hen foul her nest, as some close
sitters do. If a hen when incubating becomes restless, do
not wait till she has finally resolved to abandon it altogether,
nor try to induce her to change her mind. It is a sheer
waste of time, and what is far more serious, a waste of the
entire nestful as well. At once, therefore, remove the eggs
to another hen—not another hen onto the eggs. Sometimes
a hen will suddenly give up sitting, but never during the
night time, when sleep compels her to crouch down on her
charge. So if the round of the sitting hens is made early
each morning, and one be found tired of her duties, the eggs
can be placed under another before any barm will have come
to them. When the embryo has once attained any size its life-

retaining powers wax stronger each day, so that after the first

fortnight they can remain on a warm day neglected even
for hours without any more deleterious results than a slight

delay when the date for hatching comes round. The dura-
tion of incubation for pheasants' eggs is twenty-four days.
As soon as the eggs begin to chip shut the hens in, leaving
no crevice, because the young ones will run as soon as dry
and try to escape. Let the hen remain absolutely untouched
tiU all the eggs have hatched and the poults are strong and
dry. The aay previous to hatching I always go round each
nest, and by gently shaking the eggs I can tell the good
from the bad. The addled ones I remove, so as to leave
more room for the fledgelings. Before quitting this point let

me warn against using an incubator—a sure means of wast-
ing money, time and expletives.

We must next direct our attention to the place where the
rearing operations are to take place. It is as well to choose
a field in close proximity to the covert which the birds are
destined to inhabit later on. The soil should not be of a
damp, wet-holding nature; on the other hand, if it is sandy
it may be too hot and void of an abundance of insect life,

which is absolutely essential. Nothing is better than a field
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on a gentle slope, bearing a good crop of clover and timothy.
Thf poults tDust be well protected from the broiling rays of

the sun, and the clear stems of the clover do not clog ihe

young birds witb wet to their exceeding detriment in rainy
weather or when the dews are extra heavy. It is all im
portant to keep the rearing field free from intruders of every
kind, so the space needed should be inclosed with wire 8ft.

high, the lower portion being snake and vermin proof. In
this inclosure coops should be placed 15yds. apart every
way, a narrow path being mown to connect each. The
coops are constructed of thin planks, 2ft. square on the

ground, veith a sloping roof 20in. high in front and lOin. at

the back. The front of the coop should be barred with
lathes suflaciently wide apart to allow the young birds till

two months old to pass between, but close enough to retain

in confinement the maternal hen.
Everything being in order and the little pheasants being

strong and lively, remove them and their mothers ia baskets

to the rearing fields and place them in the coops. In front of

each coop construct little yards, a broad plank high, 2ft.

wide and 3ft. long, in which to confine the little creepers
till they have learned their mother's call and are strong
enough to make their way through the grass. These yards
are only required for the'first two or three days, and when
dispensed with, the coop must be daily moved onto a fresh

piece of turf.

As regards the food of the young pheasants, fowls' eggs
must be their chief sustenance. There are many ways of
preparing them. The easiest way and certainly as success-

ful as any is to boil them hard and when cool hash them
up, shell and all, quite small. Then add some bread crumb*,
or, what will save"an immensity of trouble, the finer portioD
of Spratts patent game meal, slightly soaked in water. Thus
an excellent food is lealy. S >me people prefer to give
custard made with swett unskimmed nilk and esrg-', from
which the whey has teea expressed. But this is slightly

more troublesome to prepare After a tortnight the f( od
need not be given quite so fine and a little well-boiled rice

and chopped lettuce can be mingled with it. borne barley
and corn meals should be sifted over the other ingredients,

enough to make the mixture neither sloppy nor too floury,

but of a crumbly consistency. When the birds are a month
old add some meat to the other food, and if more bulb is

required some boiled potatoes pressed through a colander.
During the first month the food should be given six times a

day, and the frequency reduced by degrees to three times a
day at ten weeks, when whole grain can bi substituted for

the last meal each evening This is a brief account of how
to feed the young birds till they are old enouah to leave the
maternal care and fly away lo the woods. Then, they will

be able to support themselves for the remainder of their

existence, till a charge of No. 5 causes it suddenly to cease.

When first put in the coop the hen requires no more food
than is giv n to her young ones, as she must teach them to

eat. Aft.rward a handful of soaked grain can be given to

her evtry day.
The giving of water to young pheasan s is a very much

debated subject. It is unnecessary in damp weather, but
when the days are hot and dry I consider it a sine qua non.
The water must be fresh drawn, given in a china saucer, and
oaly left for the birds to drink of for ten minutes.
Of course, where an unlimited supply of ants' eggs can

be got regularly, nothing exceeds their perfection as the
principal article of diet, but it is dangerous to commence
giving them if the quantity obtainable is doubtful, for the
young birds find them so appetizing thit they will not touch
any other food when once accustomed to this, and will often
pine away sooner than accept other sustenance, which would
otherwise have contented them.
A much vaunted but entirely overrated article of nutri-

ment are maggots. They are quite unneces ary considering
the extremely offensive operation entailed in procuring
them, and if needed on a large scale the neiahborhood of
the charnel house becomes perfectly pestilential. I once
essayed to re ^r some ihousauds of young pheasants on this

diet, and as half a dozen dead horses a week were required,
1 rendered the life of everyboiy, including my own, unbear-
able for a radius of a mile round. Ih addition, the maggots
must be very carefully prepared or they will scour the poults,

and So do more harm than good.
I have forgotten to mention the chief ingredient in the

pheasants' food, viz , common sense. The exercise of this

quality and scrupulous cleaaliness in everything connected
with the birds far outweigh experience alone.

The last subject is the diseases that young pheasants are
liable to. Their chief complaints are four in number, viz.,

gap38, scours, blindness and cramp. In every case prevec-
tion is better than cure. If the ground is damp, low-lying,
or is in any way not sweet and clean, especially if lately run
over by fowls, gapes will infallibly annihilate the broods.
The scours are caused by ill-prepared food, either stale or
sour, or put in dirty utensils. If too much food is given
and allowed to lie in the sun the birds will soon sicken.
Bhudness is generally the result of aa insufficiency of shade,
and cramp comes after wet where there is no natural drain-
age. Young pheasants will never recover entirely from any
attack of these four destroying agencies, even if their lives
are saved. So again I urge to avoid giving any excuse for
the presence of such pests
In th>3Ee few notes, which I trust will prove of use to those

anxious to stock their demesnes with these superlative game
birds, I have carefully avoided all really controversial points,
and have tried to give as much information as possible within
a brief space. Needless to say, I have not been able to enter
at length into details, or been able to give all my reasons, or
fully discuss the pros and cons. Nor have I been able to
attend to the many nostrums advocated as infallible for
pheasants, nearly all of which are needless. Only remember
that till the down on the occiput is replaced by feathers,
young pheasants are more delicate than chickens; but that
when once approaching maturity, they will undergo severi-
ties of climate that would exterminate the hardiest barnyard
fowl.

In the winter time I have often over a thousand pheasants
on an open, exposed field, the snow lying 1ft. and moie
deep, and the thermometer ranging about z;ero, and never a
bird sick or sorry. No greater proof can be given than their
success in Vermont and Nova Scotia, where I have sent lots
of these birds for stocking preserves I have written the
above for sportsmen who may desire to rear a more or less
considerable head of pheasants, not for the mere dilettante
who potfers around a coopful of poultg, and at the end of a
few weeks proclaims his experience, as often wrong as right
uriietorbe for public admiration and guidftnce. The rear-
ing of pheasants is not a new firt, but was reduced by our
grandfathers, and by geueratdgDS before them, to a regular
fcjstem, I b»Ye occupied m:yielf witb the paclical {liatiage-

ment of these birds for over a dozen years and am still learn,
inar, taking world-wide authorities as my guidp, backed by
experience, I shall be glad if the know'edge I have gained
f>nd sketched in outline above may be of some slight service

to all go'd lovers of sport. Verneb db Guise.
Mahwah, n j.

CATCHING A DEER.
New Yobk, Feb 13.

—

Editor Fcn'est and Stream: It isn't

everybody who can put salt on a bird's tail, neither is it

everybody who can get their hands on a deer's tail, providing
the deer is running at large in the full popsession of his pow-
ers and understanding. "When such a feat is accomplished,
therefore, it is worthy of mention, and particularly when the
facts of the case are so well substantiated as the deer catching
episode in which Mr. Champaign (spelling not guaranteed),
of Whitehall, N Y., took pait.

Last week I was in Whitehall talking with Mr. C. B Pike,
the spoon bait manufacturer, when a little man ran by the
front door, his coat tails flying and evidently in a hurry.
Mr. Pike no sooner saw him than he exclaimed, "There's
Champaign, the Frenchman, that caught the deer on South
Bay," and he sent one of his clerks after him post haste, so
that I could hear the story from his own lips.

Meanwhile Mr. Pike volunteered a few words of explana-
tion.

A few weeks previously he had been hunting rabbits on a

mountain overlooking the South Bay of Lake Champlain,
which was frozen from shore to shore, and on whose surface

a number of men were fishing through holes in the ice, when
he saw a deer dash out of the woods, pursued by a cur dog.

The deer ran toward the fishermen, and, as luck would have
it, came so close that one of them, the Frenchman Cham-
paign caught it.

Here Champaign appeared in person in tow of the clerk.

He was a swarthy little French-Canadian of wiry build,

with a scrubby black beard, and very voluble. During the

conversation which followed he never stood two cons' cutive

seconds in the same spot, and as he became interested in his

recital he gesticulated like a man fighting flies. They say a

Canuck couldn't talk with his arms cut off.

Yes, he had caught the deer, he was willing to acknowl-
edge. ' Not bad for a hoi' man fifty-five years hoi', eh?
An' Ah'll tell you he kicked to beat the band when Ah get

a straddleof 'im, now didn't he, Mr Pike?"
Then he of the effervescing name proceeded to go into

detail.

"Ah see him comin' at me, and Ah jumped out an' waved
me 'at, an' the deer he slipped an' fell out like a wet towel
on the ice.

"He was so far from me"—Champaigo indicated a dis

tance of about lOft. to the door. "No, little mite furder,"

and he moved back about 6in

"His legs .slip out in front, an' Ah think Ah'll have 'im,

but he jumps up and come right for me Ah sttpped to one
side, an' as he went by Ah grabbed 'im by the tail an' down
he went, and down Ah went too. That deer had the biggest

taU Ah'll ever see, eh, Mr. Pike?" and Champaign indicated

its size in the manner of fishermen describiag their big fish.

"Yes, sab, his tail was 3ft. long. The deer he shook me
once, but Ah got im again by the tail an' held 'im till Ah got
a--traddle. He couldn't hurt me none, for Ah had on this

big coat and the.se lumberman's leggin's So Ah took ma
belt from around ma coat that held it together an' Ah
stopped the deer's front legs, an' then Ah took some siring

and I tied his hiadlegs together, and when Ah look up there

was mos' fifty men standin' all around, looking at me an'

the deer; but Ah got him all alone, didn't Ah Mr. Pike,

hein? Den Mr Pike he tell me Ah'll better let the deer go—'gainst the law to have deer in January. Ah'll didn't

want to keel 'im. Ah wanted to take 'im home an' tie 'im up
an' keep 'im. But Mr. Pike he said. Better let 'im go ' He
was fat, an' wasn't he pret'yl He'd weigh over a hunderd
dressed Sleek as a calf, but Ah dida't want to keel 'im If

Ah'd been there all alone Ah wouldn't have taken my knife

an' cut his throat. No, sah, not me,
"Some of those mens said Ah caught 'im because he was

too tired to stand, but when Ah'll let him go he went over
the tops of those bushes like a bird. Den when he got lo

the edge of the woods he stopped ard looked back over his

shoulder. Wasn't he pretty ! You wanted tn raise j'^our gun
and keel 'im yourself, now didn't jm, Mr, Pike.

"Ah'll wisti Ah h>idn'c let 'im go! Ah'll never catch an-

other deer by the tail like that, not me; no such luck! eh,

Mr. Pike?" • J.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
The Story of a Book.

Chicago, 111., Feb. "12.—When I was a boy I had a b !ok.

It was the first book I ever really and truly read. Of course

I read in the "readers" at sctool, passing from the "Primer"
up through the "First Reader," "Second Reader,' "Third
Reader," "Fourth Reader," and even the "Fifth Reader;"
but I went through these literary collections of Mr. McGuf-
fey's not because I wanted to, but because I had to. I also

early in youth gave great delight to my good parents by as-

siduous reading of the Scriptures, until it was by chance
discovered one day thar I was confining my studies entirely

to the Old Testament, more espicially to those portions

which described the fighting and great battles between the
contending kings. The first book, then, that I ever really

and truly read was this one that 1 have now in mind. I

began upon it when words of more than one syllable were
stumbling blocks. By the time I had gotten so far along as

Mr. McGufley 's "Fourth Reader" I had quite gone through
this book from front to back. Then I read it through again,

again and again, until by the time I was ten or twelve years
of age I had read it I should not like to say how many
times.

It was a rather big book for a little fellow to handle, so I

used to put it on the floor, pound it out flat with my fist,

and then lie down on my stomach and read it by the hour.

I read the covers off it, made of stout leather though they
were, 1 read the yellow Indian off from the back read the
title page off, read the frontispiece away ; and page by page
Tt ad the entire book away, until after a while it had van-
ished into thin air, going no one knew whither Before \]i\s

lime had come, my dear mother had sought to preserye the
book by sewing together the stout leather backs wher§ they
had broken apart at the creases. Seeing that this would not
do, the dear old lady made for the cover of the bo^k a hand-
some backing of blapk and red checkerboard v. Ivet, which
J rememb r was constructed from a frock I wore before 1

got into the "First Reader," and wtiich was, in our family.

copi^eyf^ to be a very iwell ^m, Qr^iml^j I read away

this cover also, and so rn until, as I have said, the book was
gathered unto the good fairies who produced it It made
no difference; its contents were in my head By day I re-

hearsed the actions of its chief characters, practicing the

loading of my (wooden) rifle while running at full speed,

in lo Lewis Whetzel, or acquainting mj^self with the best

way of detaching the scalp from the head of a foe, said foa

often being improvised from a turnip whichhad its leafy top

on. By night I dreamed and shivered as the thrilling scenes

of the book flitted before my eyes. From that day to this

the book has been mine, although gathered back unto the

fairies.

This wonderful book bore the title on its back, "The Great
West." The time when I read it was twenty-five years or

so ago. Fremont was then but lately done with making his

explorations across the Rocky Mountains. How I regretted

that I had not been old enough to go with Fremont! How
I wished that I had been a backwoodsman back in Ohio and
Kentucky, with Kenton and Boone and Louis Wheizel ! Even
then, twenly-five years ago, it seemed to me that there had
departed the glory of the "Great W^est," of which this book
spoke 80 thrillingly. The book told the story of arms and
of men. It had not a dull page within its covers. Hunting,

,

trapping, fighting, exploring the ways of man in the primi
five backwoods times of the "West, such were the ti'emes

treated. As I absorbed these stories into my boyish heart,

they came to have too great an influence over me. so that, as

I have since told a friend, I could never tell whether I iohf-r-
.

ited from my father or from this book the love for the out-

door life which has since then kept me from being president

of the United States, and later led me into trying indeed
fef bly and ineffectually, to learn about and write about that .

"Great "West" whose spirit whispered from the first printed

page I ever loved
By industry and perseverance my parents succeeded io

preventing me from becoming an Indian fighter and trapper,

and induced me to go to school. All this I write not in an
egotistic vein, but simply to tell the story of this book, as

shall presently appear After I came out of school, it seemed
necessary for me to make some sort of a bluff at making a
living. Thus gradually, and more and more as the years

passed by, my idolized book faded away from my mind;-
that is to say, its incentives faded, though its records rr-

mained somewhere in the basement of that funny thing we
call the brain. From time to time as I wpnt back to the old

home I would think of the book and ask about it, but no one
could give any trace of it. It had been gathered to the

fairies. I could find in the slough near the old homestead
the tall weeds which used to furnish spear shafts for us boys
when we played at being Indians; and I could find on the

prairie not far away dark green places which might have
been the very spots where we kindled our midnight camp-
fires, around which we played at being hunters, thrilling

meantime with secret fears of the darkness which compassed
us about I could find all the places in ihe hazel brush
thickets where I used to do the scouting act^ but I could
not find my book.

By and by, as 1 grew older, there seemed to come into life

a stronger demand for the thing tangible and not the thing
imagined. I knew 1 had my book in my head, but I wanted
to hold it in my han-is. I wanted to see the yellow Indian
on the back, the buff-colored picture in the front, in which
an Indian stood upon the hill and looked out .sadly over the

settlement of the white man now extending into bis wilder

ness. I wanted to see the strange old woodcuts, the picture

of the emigrant family, with theit Avhite-topped wagon and
their wayside fire; the picture of the white woman chopping
off the heads of Indians as fast as they were intruded into

her cabin door; the picture of the prairie dog town on the

plains, and that of the wagon train bound for the further

West I wanted to see the rusty leather of tae cover, and
the yellow of the pages, and the turned-down cnrntrs

which marked the tracts especially eood. Alas! I could not

find my bcok. It was gone absolutely. No one could tell

me where 1 could secure a copy. The best librarians of the

country failed me so far as I was able to make inquiry. I

could not learn who wrote tbe bo)k, or wh j published it

originally, and could give no oae more accurate description

than that the name of the book was the "Great West," and
that it was the most woudertul book ever written.

Thus year after year passed, and finally I came to believe

that my old-time friend had perished off the face of the

earth Sad commentary on the glory of letters, for it seemed
to me that if this book could not survive, then certainly all

books must die.

It chanced that within the past three or f )ur years I was
reading one of the monthly magazines, and dropped upon an

article by Mr. Theodore Roosevelt upon "St Clair's Defeat."

Now it chanced that the story of "St Clair's Defeit" was
one of the choice bits of my old book, according to my
notion, and although I had not read it since I was ten or

twelve years of age, I should say, I knew the whole story

—

all about the reeking scalps, the bloody retr. at, the man hid

in the tree top, and every little detail of the like. Something

in this magazine article, which I do not at this timu exicHy
recill, convinced me that the writer had either seen my old

book or some of the original books from which mine was
perhaps compiled. I was almost tempted to write and ask

the author if he knew any place where 1 could get a copy of

my book, but never did so, and so went on a few years more
groping about in the dark. 1 asked all the writers on West-

ern t )pic3 whomi knew if they had ever heard of a book
called ' I'he Great We«t," but not one of them had ever seen

or heard of it. Then, a couple of years ago, 1 met Mr.

Ripley Hitchcock, editor of the "Story of the West" series

of books published by D. Appleton & Co. Surely, I thought,

this is the man to And me my book, Mr. Hitchcock pleaded

itinorance, but undertook to do all he could in the search.

Finally he stnt me a letter from Mr. George C. Hurlbut, of

the American Geographical Society, of New Y'ork city.

Ttiis letter bears date of Jan. 16, 1897, and is addressed to

Mr. Hitchcock, but the writer has no satisfaction to give.

He says: "I am sorry to say that I am unable to aid you ia

the search for the book on 'The Great West.' It is not in

this library, and I have not succeeded in tracing it.". Mr.

Hitchcock promised to look further, but I had no further

word from him,

At about this tim-? I happened to pick up a copy of Sloooi-

ing and Fishing, and in it saw a contribution over the name
of IJorace Kephart. A - 1 had earlier found this name to be

always attached to something good, I read the article, which

had to do with rifle shooting in the early backwoods time

As I if'M along I struck a paragraph from the first few words,

of whicn there flashed forth an instantaneoi^s pictqre of the

whole. I could have said it almost word for ^ord, I pould

have told about this snufljog the candle in the dark with the

vitie, I com teve toI4 ligw t^e; bftekWQo4a riftemao .yae^
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to rest his rifle lightly against a tree stamp wheft ta^in^ a
rest shot, sometimes making a soft pad of moss for the

barrel. In yet another article I had confirmation of what I

knew was a certainty. This man, Horace Kephart, had
read ray book ! Yet, thougb he gave due credit to the
sources of his information, he said not a word about "The
Great West," but credited one Dodridge as being the author
of the book from which he gave his extract Dodridge I did
•not know, and indeed 1 did not know Mr. Kephart, but I sat

down at once and wrote him a letter in care of the paper in
which his article appeared. All I knew was that Mr. Kep-
hart was a delightful writer. He might live in New Zealand,

. -New Eogland or Mesopotamia, for all I knew But i knew
that he would write to me, and I knew that when his letter

came my quest would be ended 1 should again, in some
way, see aad take in ray hands this wonderful book I had
;read when yet a boy

!

What Mr. Kephai t would write all readers may easily

^ess, and I think he will not therefore object if I use his

Very words. They gave me the only thorougti knowledge I

lhad of my book after all; for while I knew all the Indian
Mghts in it I did not know even its date of publication. Here

what Mr. Ktphart said:

"Meecanttle Libkaby, St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 1.—I have
known you long and intimately in 'he happy hunting ground
of FoKEBT AND Stkeam. Your quest for the first book you
evtr read shall not go unrewarded. I know just how you
feel about it, for it was only a few months ago that my
mother found and brought me the first hook that I ever read—^|)0or, battered and thumbed old "Robinson Ciusoe"—the
identical copy that I used to take out iaio the little cotton-

wood grove and read over and over, while I played Robin-
son and was Robinson on that pi airie sea. Good Lord I it

was nearly thi J ty years ago! and I suppose the unbroken
prairie of my recollections has long since been cut up into

farmp.
"Your book was entitled 'Historical Colled ions of the

Great West,' and was compiled by Henry Howe. It was
first published in Cincinnati in 1851. Later editions were
dated '53, '58, '54, '55 (at Greenville, Tenn.), and '73. I have
the latter before me, and the quotation from Dodridge is

on pp. 227-8. Within a few days I hope to liave the pleas-

ure of sending you a copy of one of the early edition .

"Whenever you visit St. Louis, please drop in here and
7]^tft-ie show you some other books. The Mercantile, of St.

iha^hi, is the only library thqt makes a specialty of wildcraft,

,
(A^j^red Hild, or Coeney, or any other of your Coicaffo

libtaf^ns what that mems, and I'll bet a box of primers

, they fm'^ tell you.)"

So it eeemed Mr. Kephart was a librairian who knew the

I
desirablity of having ia his library the most wonderful book

,
in the world.
When I got his letter I at once wrote him again, glad to

find him—as I had half suspected him to be—a man curious

in literature, as well as a sportsman by instinct I begged
.. him to tarry not, but to send me the oldest and dirtiest copy
, of my book which lie could find, for that I must have it, no
i
matter what tlie cost. Before my letter had readied him

1 tbere came into my office one morning a bundle well wrapped
, in dark-brown paper; before the expressman had thrown
I this bundle on the table 1 said: "It is mybookl" I knew
; it. 1 could feel i-;. It was the identical copy I had read

, out of existence years ago It had c jme back to me from
-, the fairies! I could feel it speak as I cut the twine and tore

. off the wrapper.
It was my book. I have it. It lies in my lap as I write

\ thege lines about it. Money cannot buy this book. Tne best

V that my best friend can do about it is to come here and read
it under my immediate supervision. I shall hav« a large

ipocket made in my overcoat for it Tnis book, as I wrote
tto Mr. Kephart, shall be prized and kept forever, with the

long old muzzleloading rifle which my father gave to me, a
treasure kept since his own boyhood.

Il.was delicate of Mr Kephart that he gave me a gift of

,
this book. I do not know where he got it, but in some way
he conamunicated with the fairies and had them give it back

^^^^ me. It was the same copy, I am sure, which i had when
T ^ a bjy. The backs are ready to fall oS, and are

uiece.-^
with pasted leather The mahogany and brown of

the cov ^ same, and the deep stamping on the leather

is identicc"^^'
yellow Indian with his bow is still faintly

visible in tL
materiahzed book, about as he was at perhaps

the fiftieth rci.
of the passing of the book, rhore than a

Quarter of a ceL'*'"^^
^^o- The picture of the aged pioneer

sitting under a y/^^'^w lithograph v|ne and fig tr^e is the

same The ambitu""^ lithograph of the Indian and the

city is there unfaded. by page I turn througd, and

from every one speaks . '^'"f
familiar sentence. Personally I

presume my memory is ^^^"5 t^^"^ average but^I

find I remember this book ^l^^ost m toto. So much for the

vividness of youthful impi '««sion8. bo inuch too, for the

glory and dignity of the tbe
'^'^ bandied m this book, one

indeed worthy enough to en^"^^'^ ^
pte^est or to

direct his efforts. As for Mr .^^f'^^^'J
s'-^Pj^ cannot

thank him, and am not going to ^^y- ^^^^^

given me a greater pleasure. • *
i

• •

It seems to at my Oook was sometb ^.^^1?^ '°

time, and it met the large sales that it ,

^ieserved My copy,

which is the fourth edition, has at the t. ""P.
"Jf

title p,ge

the suggestive words, "Fortieth Thousanu r
•'"^ ''^'''^

page reads as follow

:

(Fcr ieih Thousand.)
HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS

of the

GREAT WEST.
OontaiDins

Narratives of the .MosMtnportant aad lateres ing Even s i.i Wesi. ein

His ory-Remarkablelodividual Adventures—Sketches o<.° Froa-
tiei- Life—Descriptions of Natui-al Curiosi ies—To wnic'o

are Appended His orical and Deacripcive dketcnes
of Oregon, New Mexico, Texas, Minne-

sota, Utah and California.

BY HENRY HOWE,
Auther of "Historical Collec.ions of Vir^ia," "Historical Co'Uec-

lions of Ohio." •

Illustrated vfLh Numerous Engravings;

VOLS. I. AND ir.

Oincinuati: Published by Henry Howe at; E. Morgan & Co.'s.„No. II
Main s reel. 1854.

I have rambled so far in my story, which h perhaps not so

interesting to others as to myself, lilac I shall not have any
lime to describe in eietaU the ctiaracter of ttiis book, which
is indeed an interesting and a standard publication. Bai we
may judge of the w;hirling march of civilization in the

"great West" since the day when this booli was printed if

we look at one or two things mentione d in its pages. Thus
I find that the author slates gravely tb at in 1850 the "entire

white population of the State of filiimesota" was about

8,000. It says, "St. Pauls (sic), the capital, is 327 miles
above Galena, 111;, and eight miles below the falls of St.

Atilhony. It is principally on, a beautiful leyel plateau,
about 8ft. above the Mississippi River, and has 1,200 inhab-
itants." (Minneapolis, it seems, was not then heard of.)

We learn also that the Great American Desert has an exist-
ence. We hear that there has really been a project formed
of building a railroad across the continent! Of this our
author says: "A project more gigantic than any that has
yet been achieved in the world s history is now agitating the
world's mind." He adds: "Upon the further question of the
route to be pursued by the new road, the judgment of the
counttyis far from being settled." And so the quaint, queer,
delightful, fascinating old book goes babbling on about
things which, God bless us! have been decided, passed by
and forgotten, so fully are they taken into the daily knowl-
edge of the millions. "The trappers of the Rocky Moun-
tains," says the book, "are a genus by themselves The
majority of them are French- Canadians or St. Louis
Creoles!" And so on and so. But one dare not begin to
thus make quotations fr»m this book of the "Great West."
It would run full and overflow the entire Forest
AND Stpeam with matter of which fhe readers of tne
paper would demand more, and then more. Here is

a mass of the most valualjle material for those who
really wish to learn of that early West, which was really a
West, With this one book a man could set himself up as an
authority upon these topics, and this he might do with im-
punity if only he could claim age enough. As to anybody
else's knowing anything aljout the book, that would be
highly unlikely, for here I have been trying for twenty-five

years to find some one who had heard of it, and so far have
found but one. Of the 40,000 persons who had bought this
work at the time my copy was printed, or rather of the many
more than that, for each book is read of many men, and of
the thousands who after that date read it, it would seem that
all have died or have forgotten all about it. Only Mr. Kep-
hart and myself are left; for I am not sure that Mr. Roose-
velt ever saw this work, having perhaps had access to some
earlier writers who were of service to Mr. Howe in making
his book. I have never found any other trace of the work
except as above noted. If there are among the Forest
AND Stream readers others who hh.ve seen this ski book of
the Great West it may please them to be thus reminded of it,

and to know that a copy of it actually exists and is acceg-
sible. Mr. Kephart will show it at the Mercantile Library,
of St. Louis, and I will show it here to any who may like to
see it. It is one of the treasures of this place, and I am more
than ever reminded of the Forest and Stream luck when I
look at it. The fairies have brought the book and laid it

dovfn at precisely the right spot, here under the wing of
Forest and Stream, the mother of all things pertaining to
the outdoor air and to manly days, whether of to-day or of
the past.

Illinois Sportsmen Meet.

Chtcaoo, 111., Feb. 19.—Puisuant to call issued by the
president of the Illinois Sta'c Sportsmen's Association, some
thirty members of clubs of this or closely adjacent cities met
last evening at the Sherman House. Pres. C. E Felt^n
was in the chair and Mr. F. R. Bisseil, secretary of the State
Association, was at the desk. The evening was given over
to a general discussion of game law matters, this being the
season when new measures come up for action in the Legis-
lature, It is thought that the sportsmen have a very good
Ciiance to secure some legislation this year as they have in
the Legislature a very good friend in the shape of Mr H, D.
Nicholls, a well-known Chicago sportsman who is willing
to take hold and work for any good measure proposed by
the craft. Other members are friendly to the sportsmen, and
all in all it may be within the realms of possibility that some-
thing may result.

At the meeting word was had from Wisconsin that the
shooters of that State looked to Illinois to do something in
the way of abolishing spring shooting. This matter was
discussed at length, and all present agreed that the shooting
of any birds in the spring should be stopped. Yet it is well
known to all who understand the Illinois game law situation
that every member from the lower or river counties of this

State goes to the Le«!islature already pledged to kill any meas-
ure looking to the abolishment of spring shooting. It will
always be next to impossible to get a bill of this sort through,
as the lower part of the State will kill it, though the upper
part would be glad to see it go through
Warden Blow was present last night, and was approved by

the members present. He will be up for the place of game
warden again.

A committee of seven was appointed to draff resolutions
for submission to Cjngress in support of the act already be-
fore that body to amend the Interstate Commerce Act iu so
far as to regulate shipment ot game from States not having
uniform laws. This committee will report later at call of iis

chai man, Mr. F. S. Baird, who framed the bill sent to Con-
gress.

A committee of five was appointed, consistins of Messrs.
R. B Organ, Wm. Doe, of Elgin; Warden Blow, H. U.
Waters and F S. Baird, these retiring to draft resolu-
tions in accordance with the sense of the call i-sued for
the meeting, the main clause of which was in relation
to non-resident license laws passed by other State;?.

The committee reported a set of rcjolutions, which
were adopted, the fame given below. It would seem
that Mr. Baird mu-t have offered a minority report, as he is

counsel for the National Association, whose predilection for
Bon-resident licences is well known. The sportsmen of
lilifioig must of course shoot as non-residents if at all nowa-
daj§, so the position of the resolutions is a necessary one.
But as to the "right hand of fellowship" to sportsmen of
other States, one may be pardoned for helieviug the latter

will not care much for the hand, because there is nothing in

it, so to speak. Our game is all gone, so we can afford to

jmake laws to protect it, and to invite others to help kill it.

^e don't want it. We can give the glad hand to anybody
5vbo does want it, more especially if there is a show for a
«wap with some other Slate not quite so far along in the
•road, of civilization and wildernesslessness. The resolutions

were .as follows:

Wherms, In certain States acta have been passed which
make license fees greater for non-resident sportsmen than
required from citizens for permission to shoet in the open
season; and

Whereas, Legislation in other States is being attempted to

similar ends; and
Whereas, Sportsmen who secure licenses to shoot game are

prohibited from snipping or taking the game they kill out of

'4,he State in which killed; and
Whereas, Many sportsmen in this State own property in

the States where such unfiiendly acts exist, or where such
legislation is attempted, or are members of clubs ownicg or
leasing property ; and

Whereas, Such legislation has not secured much reventie;

but has resulted as almost prohibitive to our sportsmen; and
Whereas, The sale of game in our markets woiiid be free

and uninterrupted but for the action of the members of the
Illinois State Sportsmea's Association, which has for years
devoted its best energies and its purse to prevent gale ot
game during the close season; how, therefore, be it

Besolved, That it is the sense of this meeting of sportsm'en
of the State of Illinois, held under a call from the officers of
the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, that any legisla-

tion in any State which makes requirements from sportsmen,
citizens of other States inore restiictive than those required
from its own citizens is unfriendly, unsportsmanlike, un-
American and wrong; and we respectively ask the sports-
men of such Slates as have such unfriendly laws to cause
their repeal, and such as are endeavoring to pass such lavvs
to cause their defeat.

Besolved, That the sportsmen of this State, through their
State Association, have done all in their power thus far to
further the interests of game protection by legislation and
enforcement of the laws, by preventing the sale out of sea-

son of game killed in other States; and we declare to still

continue that good work; but we are continually menaced
by the assertion, if not the fact, that those who destroy the
game of any Stale are not non-resident sportsmen, but gen-
erally local residents or those who are temporarily residing in
game districts, and that such persons are not prosecuted by
local authorities as they shoidd be.

Besolved, That this meeting is not advised as to the merits
of all the bills now before the legislature of this State, as
several bills which have been introduced have not as yet t een
printed; but we express our unqualified favor of such bills as
will reduce rathisr thau extend the open season, make penal-
ties for violation of tb'e laws greater rather than less, better

secure their enforcement by increasing the number of game
wardens, and in other ways ; and also that we extend the
right hand of fellowship to sportsmen of States wherein laws
do not discriminate against their fellow sportsmen in thi?
and other States. We favor also uniform laws as to open
seasons, one State with another, where the same is compat-
ible with longitudinal lines or climatic conditions. We also
ask the women of Illinois to frown upon all fashions which
include the wearing of plumage which cannot be secured
except by the destruction of birds.

Whereas, The outrageous and brutal methods pursued for
years by the aulhorities of this city in impounding dogs
merits the condemnation of each and every good citizen, and
should not longer be permitted; and

Whereas, The Illinois Humane Society have prepared a
bill, to be introduced in the Legislature; of the State, with a
view to correcting and preventing such brutality; now,
therefore, be it

Besolved, Tuat we give to the passage of that bill our best
effort, or to such other bill as will better secure that result,

if one be offered. E. Hough.
1206 BoYCE Bdiloing, Chicago.

WISCONSIN INDIANS AND GAME.
Spooner, Wis.

—

Editor Forest aiid Stream: I notice in
your va uable paper frum time to time comments on the
game laws m different sections of the country, except the
State of Wisconsin, which is sadly in need of sbme law and
its enforcement to protect game in this great game country
from the market-hunters and Indians. I have patiently
waited for some one to write of the slaughter of game, and
of the protection game gets, but being disappointed I write
you a few facts, trusting your paper will reach some of our
legislators and show to them the immediate necessity of
relief.

Who kills the game of Wisconsin? Not the white people,
not the hunter that comes here from the different States to
spend a vacation, targeting his rifle and trying for a deer;
not the farmer, no. Tne Indian slaughters the game, espe-
cially the deer. The Indians kill the game because they are
not interfered with. They kill it because agents of the
various express companies have men who go to them and
buy all the "saddles" they can get, offering them a few
cents per pound for their venison, whether in or out of
season, and paying them in money and wet goods. I know
of there being 8,0001bs of venison bought by express agents
on the Omaha line as late as the middle of January. This
venison was killed by the Indians. It may seem strange to
some why this goes on when there are game wardens, but
the truth is the game warden is a side partner in this unlaw-
ful business. I don't mean to say all game wardens do this,

but there are some who get the position for honor, while
others get the position and try and do their duty.
What is the use of laws unless enforced? Stop the sale of

game altogether. Give the game warden a salary. He
may be a poor man with a family, and he can't afford to take
the chances of leaving his position and hire a livery team to

go in the country hunting for some one to make expenses
and a living off of. He may arrest and convict, but if the
party can't pay and is sent to jail, where does the game war-
den get his money? No money collected, nothing for his
trouble. This, I say, is one of the reasons why the law is so
rigidly enforced in the loafing places about town and around
the fireside. Give the game warden a living salary, together
with a per cent, of fines he can impose and collect, and stop
the sale of game, and see how quickly our deer will multi-
ply. The Indians say, "White man 'fraid to interfere with
us; if he do we shoot 'em up."

T?here was a party of four Indians in northern Wisconsin
this fall that killed and sold to market buyers over 240 deer.
Now this is only in oue locality, there being other sections
where there have been as many killed as Uere, and all of
which fell before the Indian's deadly aim. They kill tnem
by the thousands. One Indian was known to kill fourteen
in one day.
As to pheasants and grouse, they are rapidly going. The

agent of the express company who bought the venison also
bought and shipped 25,000 pheasants and grouse this

season.

How long can any country stand this? Not very long.
I travel over the Omaha road often, and am well ac-

quainted, and what I have just stated is fact.

In a recent issue of your paper I noticed an article signed
Maine, which stated that there were no moose in Wisconsin.
No doubt Maine is a sportsman and would like the inlorma-
lien : that there are plenty of moose in northern Wisconsin.

Observer.
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MAINE GAME INTERESTS.
Boston, Feb, 20.—^After all, tlie fish and game protective

and appropriation bill is not having the plain sailing it

started off with early in the present session of the Maine
Legislature. It seems the proposition to appropriate $40,000

a year for two years is causing the friends of other appro-

priations some alarm, since their beloved hosiiital, normal
school, bridge and other schemes have all been split in halves

as to appropriations, and they are getting even with the

friends of fish and game who have dared oppose them. The
bill has been called up in the House, where it was tabled,

and amended by cutting the appropriation down to $25,000

each year for two years, instead of $4.0,000, as first proposed.

The same amendment has passed in the Senate and the bill

has been sent to its second reading. So it looks as though
the Commission would get only $35,000 to spend for fish and
game instead of the much desired $40,000. For two years

past they have had $25,000 a year. The guide license

part of the measure is also meeting with considerable

opposition, and another hearing has been had before the

committee, notwithstanding tne House had already passed

the bill to one reading. James Matheison, president of

the Eangeley Guides' Association—seventy- five in number

—

appeared before the committee in opposition to the measure.

He was faced by Commissioners Carlton and Oak, and
though at a disadvantage is reported to have made a good
showing. He told the committee that the guides did not de-

sire to be registered nor to wear badges. It would be de-

grading and would be of no advantage to them. The law

would not be generally obeyed, and it would only add tojthe

work of the Commission to apprehend the breakers of tha

guide license law. He boldly asserted that Mr. Carlton was
trying to "run things too fine." Mr. Carlton asked him
sharply if the by-laws of his Association as first drawn did

not favor breaking the game laws. Mathieson replied that

they did not. Mr. Carlton charged that the guides had never

aided the Commissioners in enforcing ttie game laws.

Mathieson replied that the guides he represented were will-

ing to do so, but did not desire to be under the ban of a

license in their business. Other sections of the State might

need a guide license law, but Bangeley guides did not. In

the evening, after the hearing, Mr. Carlton is reported to

have had several wordy interviews with representatives,

guides Mathieson, Snowman and others. He intimated that

threats from the guides would do no good. The measure is

Btill on the table in both houses.

Representative Stetson, of Bangor, has presented a bill to

help provide funds for the protection of fish and game in

Maine. His bill provides that every non-resident who hunts

in the State shall pay $35 for every bull moose killed, $15
for every caribou, and $5 for every deer; the money to be-

come a permanent fund in the hands of the State treasurer

for the protection of fish and game, the interest to be used

only. Violators of the provisions shall be fined $50 and
costs ; this money also to go to the same fund. Ail game
shipped shall be'tagged by the Commissioners, stating that

the law has been complied with.

Really the Commissioners would have to be numerous and
present everywhere to put such a law in force. How would
it do to hang every non-resident who dares to hunt or fish in

Maine, seeing that his tribe is only willing to pay millions of

dollars annually into the State, for which he gets a liitle

game and a few fish? Inside of him there must be a mint of

money hid, and if hanged by the neck till dead some of the

money might drop out.

Some of the Boston lovers of the rod and gun are "swap-
ping" fish and game yarns this winter in order to get ready
for the spring campaign. In one business ofiice, wnere con-

siderable congregating is done, each man's name is posted

when he tells a story. The biggest lie goes on top; that is,

the teller's name. One man told the other day of a wood-
chuck which climbed a tree when frightened and the dog
got between him and his den. Immediately the teller's

name went up to the top of the list. But I confirmed the

truth of the assertion and referred the disputants to the files

of the FoHEST AND Steeam, where it has been established

that a cornered woodchuck will take up a tree. Immedi-
ately Mr. J.'s name came down a peg. But he is not done
with, the boys yet, and tells of a squirrel, a red, that he
clubbed in a tree when a boy. The squh-rel's leg was
broken. The next morning he was encaged in a box trap.

But behold his broken leg was nicely wound with a tough
blade of grass and ready to heal. The squirrel was allowed
to depart and doubtless his leg did heal. Mr. J.'s name is

up at the very top again. Can any of the readers of the

FoBEST AND Stheam help him out? Do the squiirels set

broken limbs?

Capt. F. C. Barker, proprietor of the Bemis and Birches
camps, is always interested in keeping up the fishing at the
Rangeleys. He has a spring, a couple oi miles from Btmis,
that is a natural trout hatchery. Naturally great numbers
of trout thread their way up a little stream, through a mead-
ow, to this spring to spawn. The stream and spring are

closed to fishing, and over the spring Capt. B. has erected a

building. During the breeding season hundreds of beautiful

trout gather there and the eggs are deposited in the white
sand and gravel in the bottom of the spring, which is some
15 or 20ft. broad. This is surely a natural hatchery, and is

of great benefit, doubtless, to the fishing in Mooselucmagun-
tic Lake. Formerly net and spear fishermen were accus-
tomed to carrying off the trout by bushels every fall. But
now the spring is carefully guarded, a man staying in a little

cabin there night and day. Capt. Barker was in Boston the
other day with the matter in mind of buying 100. 000 trout
eggs of some one of the Massachusetts trout hatcheries, and
putting them into his own trout hatchery. He is aware
that many thousand eggs were deposited there lust fall, but
is quite certain that the capabilities of the spring and stream
down to the lake are equal to many thousand more. Not-
withstanding that the State is doing something for the
Rangeleys in the way of landlocked salmon, he believes
thoroughly in keeping up the supply of brook trout, the fish

that are natural to those lakes and have given them so
wide a name.

Mr. Fred 0. Billings, Supt. of Buildings, of Somerville,
had the good fortune to shoot a white fawn last fall in the
Maine woods. He is having it mounted, and believes that
he has a specimen that is rare. Certainly there is nothing
of the sort in any of the museums in Boston, though one or
two others have been captured in Maine in former seasons.
Now they are telling of a newspaper man, an amateur

sportsman decidedly, who has just returned from a rabbit
hunt among the hills of New Hampshire. He fired dozens
of shots, banging away all day long at the cunning little

white heads, but always just after the game had passed.

I^ot a rabbit was secured for his bag, and he returned to his

stopping place much disgusted. The next morning, as he
was dressing, he happened to glance out of the frosted win-
dow into some trees in the lot. Great heavens! there were
a couple of handsome birds right in the tree, in easy gun-
shot! He would not have to go back to Boston empty-
handed now. Down stairs he rushed in his stocking feet,

but with trusty shotgun in hand. He opened the siied door
and bang! bang! went both barrels. One of the birds tilted

slightly on its percb. and then fell with a dull thud to the
snow below. The other boldly stood his ground without so
much as rufliing a feather. The hunter was only prevented
fn m jumpicg into the snow barefooted to secure his prey
by a laugh behind him. He had shot at a couple of old de-
coy ducks the boys had perched up in the trees. Already
they were pretty well loaded with shot from other amateur
sportsmen. Special.

POISONING WOLVES.
Though never a wolfer by profession, I have learned a few

things concerning the art of preparing poison baits for wild
animals which may be of interest to those who live in the
regions infested by gray wolves, and who are not already
better posted in the business than I am.
The methods of the wolfer of the old days are unsuited to

present conditions, for reasons which I will endeavor to give,

and yet it is quite necessary for many a stock grower to un-
derstand the best method of procedure in his endeavor to de-
stroy the ferocious brutes which prey upon his herd. The
wolfer's business was to get wolf pelt?, and his methods
were not only very wasteful, but in the long run prejudicial
to the business itself. Still we must give him credit for in-

genuity and skill, for his plan of operations was the best for
his time and circumstances, while we must look for a belter
one.

When a buffalo carcass was prepared for wolves by a skill-

ful operator it was indeed a deadly affair, and a drove of the
prowlers of the plains were sometimes turned toes up thereby
in a single night.

But among other difficulties it was found that' while some
got just the requisite dose for quickly fatal results, others got
their medicine on lop of a gorge of good, nutritious food, and
the poison being consequently a longer time in operating, the
stricken animals galloped off over the plains, sometimes miles
away, before death ensued; while, worst of all, some got only
half enough to kill, andrecovering therefrom were ever after

shy of the wolfer and all his host. Some hunters were quite
confident that these half poisoned brutes had a way of influ-

encing other wolves to avoid the poisoned baits; so that the
business seemed beet on virgin soil and among unsophisti-
cated wolves. The best plan for perfect work under present
conditions seems to be to give each wolf just the necessary
dose and on an empty stomach. This is a thoroughly prac-
tical scheme, though a laborious one. The best time is dur-
ing cold weather, when food is scarcest.

The poison should be crystallized strychnine, first pulver-

ized, and then an amcunt about equal in bulk to four or five

grains of wheat placed in the center of a ball of lard a trifle

larger than a hulled walnut. This should be done very care-

fully, not touching the lard with the fingers, in order that it

be absolutely free from human scent.

In cjld weather a mouthful of fat, lard or beef tallow is to

the wolf what a piece of pie is to the urchin; and if there is

nothing suspicious in the scent of it he will, urchin-like, take

his dessert first. Consequently, when this little ball of frozen

lard is dropped into his hot and empty stomach it is very
quickly melted, and a fatal dose of poison has instant connec-

tion with the naked coat of the stomach. No fear of his eat-

ing now.
When everyihing is done just right it is really surprising

how quickly this will kiU. He must not have two doses,

and it the bait be placed near open water it is best for the

wolf which may have already eaten a hearty supper, there-

by hindering quickly fatal results, for in that case a raging
thirst is produced, the slaking of which is a death warrant.

. Now take a fresh Ijeef hide or a quarter of a dead horse or

steer (if meat is used scorch it over a fire—it will smell

fuither), chain it behind a light wagon, and travel. A few
shreds of meat dropped occasionally—nottoo much—and the

baits distributed along just so that each wolf will get but
one, and where the bail is to be left let the hide or meat be
diaggtd around a little extra, that the wolf will stop and
smtJl around and not miss the bait, and you can rest assured
that if your work is well done there will be mischief afoot.

In the Christmas number of Foeest and Streajj: such an
expedition is mentioned, resulting in the death of twenty-
eight wolves and cojotes, but the plan of operations was not
explained.

I was taught this plan, and witnessed its working upon
red foxes in northtrn Minnesota about forty years since.

The fate of one red fox is distinctly recollected. A light

fall of snow kept record of his every movement.
He had taken the bait and apparently stood just long

enough to lick his chops and pat himself on the shoulder

over his good lunch when grief overtook him. Starting off

for a dozen steps on a trot, his pace changed to three or four
sidewi e jumps, developing into a race of 300yds. in length

and in the direction of a half circle, finishing with a few of

the most prodigious leaps possible.

His last jump was his longest, and into this he threw all

his soul.

This carried him across the road and head first into a big

snowdrift, where stretched to his fullest length and buried

to his hips, with hindlegs and brush projecting into the open
air like the blaze of a camp-fire, we found him frozen soUd.

Orin Belknap.

A Fox Hunt that Ends in a Iiawsuit.

Pike Falls, Oot,, Feb, 17.—On Monday morning last, as

M r. John Best was going to the woods to chop, he heard Red
Tom Code's dog running a fox, so concluded he would take

a hand in It himself. Retm-ning to the house, he called his

hound, and procuring his gun, started for the chase. The
fox was running in Tom Moore's swamp back of the village,

and in a vtry short time had no less than seven hounds after

him, including Best's. Everybody keeps hounds around
Pike Falls, as they are all fox hunters. After taking a
couple of large circles the fox came Best's way, when he
got a shot, wounding the fox, which by this time was hard
pressed, as the running was good, about Sin. of soft snow
on top of a crust. The fox on being wounded started

directly for the village in hopes of something turning

up so be could baffle the dogs. He had circled around the
schoolhouse a couple of times when a son of Red Tom
Code's silting in a back seat heard the voice of Sport, his

father's-dog; and being a chip of the old block, could not
restraiii himself, but immediately, to the teacher's con-
sternation, vanished out of the door, followed by the

rest of the boys in school. The racket now began in
earnest, and in less time than it takes to tell it the whole
village, men, women and children, all joined in. The fox
by this time had taken refuge in Ham Dunham's yard, where
Miss Dunham eventually killed it with a pitchfork. Best M
came up and claimed and took the fox on account of having M
previously wounded it. When Ham Dunham came homer
his daughter related the circumstances of the killing, and he
immediately started for Best's and demanded the fox, which A.

Best refused to give up, and in consequence Dunham is tak- I'

ing it to the courts to find out who legally owns it.

The Colonel. '

INTERCOMMUNICATION OF WOLVES. I

Portland, Ore.

—

Foeest and Stream, always replete i

with good things, presents something of unusual interest to I

sportsmen in its issue of Jan. 23
|

I have reference to the remarkable paper by Mr. ErnestA
Seton Thompson on Intercommunication of Wolves. It is afl
subject jf great importance to all thoughtful sportsmen, ^odH
Mr. Thompson shows such a masterly knowledge of details*
and such a thorough study and investigation of the subject*
that 1 hope those of your readers who passed it by becauseH
they were not particularly interested in wolves will turnfl
back and read it.

The fact that the paper is ostensibly devoted to an investi-:

gallon of the instincts, habits and senses of wolves is not,

to me at least, its most attractive feature. It is an able and
scholarly introduction to the whole subject of intercommuni-
cation between the world of animate nature. For ages the
learned have sought the "missing link" in the problem of

life—the link next to man. For my part, 1 think there is no
link missing in the matter of intercommunication between
animals, and that it is not confined to varieties, species,

classes or orders. From the oyster to mankind there is in-

tercommunication, and those of different species and orders
can and often do communicate, not by words or significant

articulate sounds, nor by oral utterances, which usage has';
made ttie representatives of ideas among men, but by a

more subtle, if more crude, method, which might be denomi-
nated a sixth sense. And while proud man, with his thou
sands upon thousands of words representing ideas, may com -

municate with bis fellow man and even with some of the
lower orders, he has no right to presume that he alone
monopolizes the blessing of ability to communicate his ideas.

It is my belief that without the ability in some form to com-
municate ideas, even among the lowest orders, life on ^ia^

mundane sphere must soon cease to exist at all.
]Who that has hunted and fished and observed will for one

moment deny that he ha^ discovered among all animate cre-

ation with which he has come in contact methods of inter-

communication by which they are enabled to disclose to each
other love, pleasure, fear, hunger, anxiety, desire and all the

other sentiments and sensations fish, flesh and fowl are heirs

to. Charles Darwin, Sir John Lubbock, Dr. McCook and
others in their investigations of the ant discovered marvelous
methods of intercoTnmunication. And that daring professot

who caged himself in the forest among the gorillas even diS'

covered a language, not of words, it is true, but of sounds,)

which with the various inflections, intonations and accentfi

enabled them to communicate their wishes and sentiments.

Some of the Indian tribes are but little further advanced in

their methods of intercommunication. There is the sign

language by which nearly all tribes are enabled to communi-i
cate with each other. And too, among the Indians one word
or articulate sound is made, by accent, intonation, etc., tc:

express different ideas or modifications and variations of th^
same idea.

In the Chinook jargon, for example, the word S'i-dJi-ma^

may be so pronounced that it will indicate either near, fsa

or very far. ;

Among the lower orders instinct plays a most wonderful
part. In fact, instinct is a higher faculty than reason in

many respects. But who can define instinct in that flnei

sense to which Mr. Thompson has called our attention? Ii

has been cefined as "the operation of the principle of organ,

ized life by the exercise of certain natural powers directed tc

the present or future good of the individual," but I think

that Mr. Thompson has shown us that an element of reason

is mixed in with the instinct that enables wolves to inter-

communicate. That being true, it is probably likewise true

to a greater or less degree in the intercommunications of al,

other animate existence. S, H. Greene. '

[As to "the daring professor," it is stoutly denied by per.

sons cognizant of the facts that he did cage himself amon|
the gorillas.]

MAm^.—Editor Farestand Stream: In regard to my belief

of intercommunication of animals, I think the ideas givei

by Mr. Thompson are quite correct in many instances, al'

though I should very much doubt the ability of an anima
that scented danger at one point to communicate it al

another. But even in that he may be right, as oftentimes ii

still-hunting deer you will find that when a deer in companj
of one that is killed passes through a section where there arc

others, all will be on the alert. Many instances that h(

mentions are quite correct, although a man in the wood*
thinks nothing about it, as it gets to be as common an occur'

rence as the street car passing is to the city man. I do noi

think the power of intercommunication applies to animali

alone, but the birds and fishes have to some extent the same
power. R. A. S.

Texas Notes.

Petty, Tex,. Feb. 11.—Editor Forest and Btream: Th«
presence of an unusual quantity of small birds in this local

ity during the winter has been noted with much pleasure b^
me.
Among those most abundant is the slate-colored junco oi

snowbird. He is a jolly little fellow and may be seen al

times when all of his feathered kindred have disappeared tc

find shelter from the raging storm. He is rightly called

"the winter king." There are also an unusual amount oil

chipping sparrows here this winter; also I notice a certair

kind of small bird which I am unable to locate, in size he if

between the junco and meadow lark, and very much resem-

bles the latter in color and marking; he has the same olivf

bolsters, black crescent in breast, and walks one foot at &

time, same as the lark or quail. The males have a smali

tuft of black feathers growing out of the sides of the hea^
back of the eyes and about ^in. in length. I have observec

these little fellows in bunches of from ten to thirty or fortj

in number. I would be pleased to know what their correct

name is. [? Shore lark.]

We also notice an unusual number of crows this winter.

There are great flocks of them, and their familiar cawing
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1 1 most makes one thmk they were In a timbered country.
I noted a conple of robins on the 13th in a small tree; this

9 an unusual thing, although I have seen them in goodly
lumbers in the upper cross timbers.
The much hated English sparrow has taken possession of

)ur town and increased in numbers since 1893—when 1 frat

'bserved them here—until now they may be seen in large
lunches. A large flock of gee^e passed near by town ye8-
crday and 1 think they lit in a field near here.
The snows of last month proved very fatal to the rabbits

cottontails), in that it furnished the f.armers a leisure, and I
l ui told that a great many were slaughtered. I know of one
jarty of four persons who killed thirty-five of these little

mimals one evening in about two hours' time. I have also
leard of some large bags of quail, a party of three Btiooters

tilled over 100 birds iu one day. F. E. W.

New York Game Law.
Albany, Feb. 30.—The forty fish and game protectors in

tie employ of the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission
lave just concluded a session of several days' duration. The
ri<3etiDg was called to discuss the best means for forest

l eservation and the protection of fish and game in the sev-
;ral counties in the State. The following are some of the
imendmenta to the fish and game law approved by the pro-
ectors, and the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission will

je asked to cause the amendments to be introduced in the
Legislature:

"That no device except angling shall be placed, drawn or
used for the capture of any fish in the waters of New York
iand Raritan bays, nor in any of the waters of the State ad-
liacent to the county of Richmond or the county of Kings,
escept that shad may be taken by shad nets between March
15 and June 15, but such nets shall not be allowed to remain
Lo the water from Saturday at sunset to the following Mon-
lay at sunrise. A violation is to be deemed a misdemeanor,
iMid. in addition a fine of $100 is provided,
"No garbage, cinders, ashes or refuse of any kind shall be

thrown from any vessel into the waters of Kill von Kull,
Staten Island Sound, Raritan Bay, New York Bay, Great
South Bay, or Long Island Sound, or into the bays and har-
bors opening into the same, west of a line drawn from Old
Field Point, due north to the boundary line between New
y(9rk and Connecticut, and within two miles of the shore;
aul no starfish shall be thrown into any waters of the State.

Whoever shall violate or attempt to violate the provisions of
this section shall b^^ guilty of misdemetnor, and in addition
thereto shall be liable to a penalty of $200 for each violation
thereof.

"That the season of brook trout should close July 15 each,

year in the southern tier of counties and in Wyoming
county.
"That no black bass shall be taken from any waters of

this Slate between Oct. 15 and June 30, nor during the
open season between 9 P. M. and sunrise the following
morning.

"That a uniform date should be made for the opening and
closing of the season for partridges, squirrels, hares, rabbits
and wookcock.

"That muskallonge shall not be fished for, caught or
possessed, except from June 15 to Dec. 15.

"Prohibiting the use of snares or traps of any kind for the
catching of hares and rabbits

"That wild birds shall not be killed, caught or ipossessed
at any time. , .

"Entirely prohibiting the killing of deer in Sullivan
county, as well as the other counties in the Catskill Park
region, and in the counties of Otsego, Albany, Schoharie,
Broome, Chenango, Rockland and Orange.

"That every person killing deer in the State shall report
the same to the town supervisor where the deer is killed

within ten days."
The following resolution was adopted:
Eesolmd, That our personal observation of the condition

of the forests in northern New York and the extensive timber
cutting now carried on there by the lumbermen and pulp
wood operators leads us to firmly believe that unless the
State acquires immediate ownership of that region these
lands will cease to be of value as a reservoir for water sup
ply, and that the thmning out and removal of the woods
must result in the gradual extinction of game and disappear-
ance of fish from our lakes and streams.

Besolved, That in the interest of guides, hunters, sports-
men and tourists who frequent the Adirondacks, and in the
interest of all good citizens throughout the State at large, we
earnestly recommend that the members of the Legislature
give this subject their careful attention and appropriate the
funds necessary in purchasing these forests by the State.

A resolution favoring an amendment to the law extending
the open season for deer so that they could be killed from
from Aug. 16 to No 7. 15, and to prohibit the killing of does
for five years, was defeated.

One Warden to Iowa's 56,025 Square Miles.

Vinton, Iowa, Feb. ^.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
PoKEST AND STREAM J)f Jan. 23 a correspondent says we
have no game wardens in this State, and wishes to know if

something cannot be done to have a game warden in each
couuty.
There is one game warden, whose duty it is to look after

ninety-nine counties with an area of 56,085 square miles.

He lives in-Estherville, in the extreme northern part of the
Slate; and it may be that the game laws are respected
around that town, but they are not here.

I think a law could be passed placing a tax on each gun
Good wardens can be hu'ed for |50 a month. Many a trust-

worthy man is working for much less than that. I believe
that a tax of from 50 cents to $1 on each gun would in
many counties amount to enough to pay that sum. I would
let each warden appoint his deputies, and would have them
paid with one-half the fines in cases in which they are the
informants. I would have each fine include |5 to be paid
into a general fund, and this to be used to help pay wardens
in counties where the tax is insalflcient ; and if this should
not be enough, then the balance made up from some other
State fund.

1 believe that the open season for prairie chickens, instead
of beginning on Sept. 1, as at present, should begin on the
opening day for quail, Oct. 1. During the month of Sep-
tember many late chickens are weak in flight and have no
show before the gun. With wardens in each county, I
think it would not be necessary to have a close season for
rabbits, as .suggested. Farmers are not yet ready for that,
bat will favor any game protection law that does not inter-

fere with the peace, happiness and welfare of their homes.
Mount Tom.

Adirondack Winter Deer Hounding.
Two deer, killed by hounds, are now lying dead on the ice

of Lake George opposite the Waltonian Island. A third one
is in a clearing on the east side near by. A little herd of six

or eight does and fawns selected for their winter home a
favorable spot near Dark Bay, in the town of Putman. 'The
spot was well chosen, except they did not realize they were
locating among the most notorious poachers in the whole
State. As soon as the snows of January betrayed their

presence, the war of extermination began, and has ended
with the last one dead.
Would that I could send to the committee on game laws

(now considering at Albany what the law shall be for years
to come) a photograph of these poor dead does, both pros-
pective mothers, as they now lie on the ice in sight of our
village. Will they still persist in the attempt to make a
"happy family" of hounds and deer? Had one of these deer
been killed by a wolf or panther the bounty on such animals
would have been doubled at once, while the hundred times
more destructive hound is petted for his cruelty.

Tills same cruelty is being enacted throughout the whole
Adirondack country wherever deer are to be found ; but not
a case in a thousand is ever heard from. 'l?he owner of
hounds will not conform to the law. As a general thing, he
is too ignorant to read its meaning, and is influenced by
petty gifts and praise for his zeal by an unprincipled em-
ployer, who will use him while he may, and is sure to desert
him when his hounds, for lack of care, get him into trouble.—A. O. G. in Glens Falls Bepublican.

"Holland."
The grand sketch entitled "Holland," by Shadow, Hammond, is the

finest sketch of New England woodcock and grouse shooting that I
ever saw published and I am an old sportsman of forty- three years'
experience in the field. Ic is lifelike and real. ' D.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XXXIII.—Benjamin Van Voast.

Afteh the pirates returned to Albany they forswore
piracy until the time should come for the next cruise to
the bluefishing grounds. They dispersed, and were swal-
lowed up in the whirlpool of civil life, just as the great
armies of 1865 disappeared, without creating a ripple on
the surface of society. Benny returned to his desk in my
father's office, where I also held down a chair, the sum-
mer's tan faded from our cheeks, and if we held converse
it was of invoices, vouchers, way bills, and things with
which pirates have nothing to do. In fact a Western
drover coming in to pay freight on several cars of cattle
would never suspect us to have been pirates. Our disguise
was perfect. It was only when we met at Billy Shaw's
cafe that the past was mentioned.
Next spring, when the ice went- out of the upper Hud-

son, there was the usual overflow ofthe bottom lands, and
my naturally good constitution had repaired damages
sufficiently to ^errnit frequent trips to the muskrat grounds
on the Popskinny with Port Tyler, who was after fur,

while I needed the exercise which the sport brought.
Perhaps it wasn't sport! I shot the little brother of the
beaver, which we miscall a muskrat, for no other purpose
than to exploit my marksmanship and kill something, to
get out in a boat over the meadows and be in company
with my beau ideal of a master of woodcraft, old Port
Tyler. I did not want the game for food nor for its fur;

yet the latter was utilized and life was not taken in vain.
Not the highest form of sport? No, not the highest by
long odds, but I spent every odd day in early spring at it,

when business was not too pressing; and then there was
always an eye out for black ducks and mallards when we
were among the willows which marked the line where the
creek was when the waters were down.
Benny wanted to go and see what hidden charm lay in

shooting the musquash, and so we went down on the
island one Monday night and slept in the hay of Eiven-
burg's barn with old Port. The questions that Benny
asked about rats, snakes and other "varmints" showed
that the whole business of camping was new to him. He
was not at ease after we had eaten supper and had crawled
under the hay.
"Mr. Tyler," he asked, "do snakes ever crawl up in the

hay in these barns and bite people?"
"Not as I ever heerd of," Port answered; "the fact is that

snakes never come out of their winter quarters until the
days are warm, and even in the hottest weather they are
quiet at night, an' besides, there's no harmful snakes about
here anyway."
In order to soothe Benny I remarked: "What Porter

says is true to a certain extent, but there are exceptions to all

rules, and the snake that wallowed through the snow and
killed the family which lived just below here, some ten
years ago, was the exception; yet I hardly think any
snakes will disturb us to-night, for themoon is in the south,
yet we can't be sure."

In the morning Benny looked tired, and when Porter
found a chance he said to me: "Your friend is afraid of
snakes, and I tried to quiet him so's he'd sleep; but you
went on about snakes wallerin' through snow, an' you
know better'n that. There wasn't no family killed—^now,
honest, what'd you want to tell such stuff as that for?"
"To encourage and amuse Benny; that's what he came

for. Fun is what he is after, and if he thinks that snakes
are dangerous and are abroad while there's snow in the
valleys, it's fun to let him think so."

After breakfast we started in three light boats over the
meadows, making for every pile of driftwood where the
game gathered for refuge after being flooded out in their
houses and homes in the bank. Benny had not told me
that he had never shot a gun, and his actions were funny.
After giving him full directions about loading, for we used
muzzleloaders in those days, he shot both barrels and then
snapped a lot of caps at the swimming rodents, but the
charges did not explode. In despair he rowed over to me
to ask for advice and assistance. I snapped several caps on
each barrel without effect, and then with the worm on the
end of the ramrod drew the charges. In each barrel he had
put the shot in first.

Porter remarked, "I guess your friend Benny ain't done
much shootin', and ifhe puts his powder on top of the shot
every time he won't get many rats. I'm a. little afeerd to
shoot with men as green as that, for there's no tellin' but
you'll get a charge of shot into some part of your body
where you don't want it. It's too bad that you drew the
charges and show'd him how to load."
An apology was due to Port for bringing a man to shoot

with him who had never handled a gun, but my excuse
was that I had no idea Benny wa.^ so raw a recruit or I
would not have brought him; for, like Porter, I knew that
he was to be feared, and after this explanation we sepa-
rated and kept our boats so far apart that there was no
danger from Benny. He banged away all the morning,
and when we assembled for the noon lunch he had three
head of game, which he displayed in triumph as he joined
us. "How many did you get?" he asked, and as the boats
pulled up at the barn he looked at the piles in each and
exclaimed, "Geewhilliken, what a lot!" He counted them
and there were over eighty in the boats.
After a bite and a smoke we left Porter to "peel" his

game, and Benny and I went forth again. In little bunches
of sticks, straw, fence-rails and other flotsam which lodged
against the willows, stakes and similar obstructions, the
game would be found singly orin numbers, and would dive
at our approach, leaving a wake that marked the course,
but the necessity of their breathing gave opportunity to the
gunner, and he must be quick or the breath would be
snatched and his game be far away on thesecond stretch and
out of distance. This, and this only, gave the shooting a
slight claim to be called sport, if indeed it had any sort of
claim to the title. It required a quick eye and a snap
shot.

Perhaps two hours had passed and we had done much
shooting around our district, for above and below us men
were shooting, and it was not the correct thing to invade a
neighbor's territory, and one could always return to a drift
pile in half an hour and find it tenanted apparently with
as many squatters as before, for these animals never take
to the hilla when drowned out of their homes, but remain
near until the waters subside. I was floating, gun in hand,
looking toward Benny waiting for a head to appear wnicn
I had hit once, when I saw him fire one barrel and then
jump up and fire the other, while the frail boat slipped
from under him and scooted away. He had somehow
fallen on a pile of drift which kept him dry above the
waist, and he evidently did not need the advice always
given in the army to any fellow in difficulty: "Grab a
root," which I involuntarily yelled as I went after and
captured his boat. After getting him into his light Scow
again and bailing it out there was a gun missing, and after
setting all the drift^free from the old fence post which had
collected it the wafer was too muddy to see the bottom, al-
though only 30in. deep; but it couldn't go far, and I located
it with an oar, and after many trials lifted the muzzle of
the gun above water by clasping it with both oars, and we
went to the barn, Benny very silent. There is no use in
saying "I told you so;" it only exasperates the party of the
second part. Let him alone to think it all over, and on
this principle there was little conversation as we rowed our
boats up to Eivenburg's barn, which stood on an elevation
of some 2ft. above the highest flood recorded.
Porter was still at work and merely glanced at the game

we brought, and I blew tlie water out of Ben's gun and
snapped a lot of caps on it to help dry it, after wiping it

inside as well as possible. "What's the matter with the
gun?" Porter asked as he saw all this going on.
Before I could reply Benny broke in with: "Like a

durned fool, I forgot that you both said that I mustn't
stand up in the boat to shoot, and I went overboard, gun
and all. I saw both of you stand up to shoot, and in the
excitement of firing the second barrel I jumped up and
went overboard." There was a pause. He had virtually
said, "You told me so," without mental irritation at
any one but himself, and we w^ere still friends. He stood
in his wet trousers, kicked a dead muskrat and continued:
"This muskrat shooting isn't as much fun as I thought it

was; let's go home." And so we took the largest boat,
placed the skins in the bow, and Old Port and. the un-
skinned game in the stern, while Benny with the bow
oars after a w^hile learned to keep a regular dip in unison
with the stroke oar. Port kept on skinning and the dead
(muskrats) steered by the dumb (Benny) went upward
against the flood.

As soon as the ice dam at Castleton or above, on what
the old Dutch settlers called the "overslaugh," breaks, the
waters about Albany subside and the rich bottom lands
emerge with a deposit of fertilizing leaf mould and other
sediment which has come from the Adirondacks and the
fertile Mohawk Valley. Then the perch begin to gather
in those bayous which are called "creeks" on the upper
Hudson, for the natives do not distinguish these from a
brook, which is also a "creek;" the river herring run up to
spawn in the cold waters, the bullheads emerge from the
mud and the early fishing begins, or at least did begin
before the railroad filled in the place which it formerly
bridged and caused the filling of the creek by stopping the
flow, and now there are few fish in the stream where we
boys could in the early days catch more than we could
carry.

Young Charley Bell, another of the amateur pirates, and
I often went down there, and our tales of fishing awoke a
desire in Billy Shaw and Benny to go along; so just as soon
as the ice was gone, and the song sparrow began to rejoice
that a portion of the springtime had come, even though
not to abide permanently, we went down one pleasant
afternoon and slept in the hay of Hotel de Rivenburg.
Benny's mishaps had been fully related, enlarged and
beautified each time they were told. "That's all right,"
said Benny, "I don't want any more shooting, but fishing is

better sport. I'd like better to sleep home in a good bed,
and come down here in the morning. . What fun is there
in sleeping in an old spook hole like this?"
"Fun!" said Shaw, "why, Benny, if you were at home

you'd miss all this good company, you wouldn't hear the
tree toads peeping, nor the owls singing, and besides all

that you can study astronomy through tne roof."

"Durn the peepers and the owls! The hay tickles my
face, and the last time I was here a spider or a cricket
walked over my face. Now, on the schooner last summer
there were no spiders nor crickets to bother you after you
went to sleep, and I like a civilized life."

"No," replied Billy, "there wasn't any spiders sor erick-
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fets in the bunks on the Rainbow, but for choice I would
have preferred them. How's that, Eell?"

"Well, yes, the crickets are larger and they sing; like
y6u, I prefer the insect life of the barn, but tastes differ."

"Benny," said I, "to-morrow we will have breakfast and
be fresh for the fishing by the time you could get yourself
dressed and down at the Albany dock, and it gives us a
good start. You talk as though you are sorry you came,
and if so I'm sorry also."

This had its effect, and there was no more grumbling.
He realized what a nuisance a grumbler is, and he and
Bell sang, and we told stories of more or less probability
and went to sleep. In the morning, as we stepped outside
our hotel, there was Port Tyler frying a lot of perch and
Hver herring. "I've got some gill nets down the crick,"

he said, "and I walked down the railroad, an' seein' your
boat I took it and went down an' got some fish, for I ain't

breakfasted yet, I see by the boat that ye hadn't been
ia-fishin' yet, and thought I might as well fry enough for all

hands. An' there's Benny too, four on ye; well! if ther'

ain't fish enough for all I'll go get some more. Why,
Benny, I thought you'd got enough of the island creek on
the last trip; goin' to try the fishin, hey?"
"Yea, 1 think I'm better at fishing than at shooting; but

hold on! You've walked about four miles and then been
down the creek after fish and cooked 'em; you sit down to
breakfast and Bell and I will go to the nets and get more
fish; he says he knows how to get them out of the net."

While they were gone we laid out our rations and break-
fasted. We had calculated on hot coffee, but not hot fish,

and on a chill March morning they were welcome. A little

Bong sparrow warbled a melody from the willows, and we
listened as it sang again and again. "It makes me feel bad
now when I hear that bird," said Porter. "They used to
sound cheerful like, an' I was allers glad to hear 'em, but
since last week they make me solemn, somehow, an' I

wish they wouldn't sing." No one made an inquiry, and
after a pause the old man continued: "It was this way:
When my nets are out in the spring I allers bring my gun
along to pick up an odd duck or two or a muskrat, as long
as their fur is in good condition. Well, I was a-rowin'
down the crick, keepin' close to one side or the other so's

to see around a bend afore anything sees me, an' I see a
muskrat on a stump a-sittin' there an' a-cleanin' his face
with his paws, jus' like there wasn't a gun within ten mile.
He was a-kickin' in the mnd afore he heard the gun gooli,
an' I rowed down an' reached him with an oar an' brought
him in, washed him an' started on, when I see somethin'
else a-kickin' in the mud under a willow beyond the
stump. It was a little bird, and it had been in range of
my shot, and there it was on its back, an' a-flutterin' its

little wings in the mud. I lifted it on the blade of the oar
and brought it to me, but there was blood in its nostrils,

an' it died in my hand; it was one o' them pretty little

•ingers." No remark was made, and he added: "Con-
found it! I wish I'd let that muskrat go; his fur wasn't any
good, anyhow."
After the boys came back and had breakfasted we saw

Porter lift his nets. He had three gill-nets across the
creek, and took out several hundred "herring" (as the river
alewife is there called), some perch, bullheads and two eels.

These astonished me, as I had no idea that an eel could be
caught in a gill-net, and his were of 2yin. mesh, made for
the head of the herring; but Porter called my attention to
meshes which were coated with eel slime where the fish
had slipped through, "But," said he, "these eels have been
a-fiUin' up on angleworms durin' this high water, an'
they're a leetle too stout to slip through easily, an' proba-
bly they ain't been in the net long. P'raps I'd a -got them
other fellers if I'd a-been here a few minutes after they
struck the net. Now these eels, they work along a gill-

net to feed on the fishes that get caught in it, an' some-
times they get h'isted into the boat jes' like them two
fellers, but mostly they eats the belly out of a herrin' or a
shad an' leaves the rest. Now here's a herrin' all gone
but his head and his upper parts. The eels seem to like
the innards best, an' they'll spile a dozen herrin' in pickin'
out the ch'ice parts, when I'd thank 'em to finish up one
fish afore tacklin' another."

After this lecture on the habits of eels by a past master
in fishology, while he removed the fish and left his nets to
work for another day, we left him and went on. We
fished from bank and boat, with both worm and minnow,
and took a goodly lot of yellow perch, bullheads (catfish),

and a few pickerel. It is the unexpected that always hap-
{)ens, and Benny Van Voast, the poorest fisherman in the
ot—one who did not know how to put a minnow on a
hook, nor how to cast it after it was put on for him—^took
the biggest fish of the day, a pickerel of 4lbs., which was
lib. above any fish taken by the other pirates. I say
"pirates," because we were all on that piratical trip to salt
water the previous summer, and we had a right to the title.

As we rowed our boat back up the creek Shaw's attention
was attracted by three gangs of poles, three poles in each,
set with a noticeable regularity. "What are the poles for?'

'

he asked.
"They're put out there to fasten boats to," answered

Benny.
In an evil moment I was prompted to correct this false

statement, or rather to enlighten Benny. That's my very
weak point—the hope of enlightening the masses. They
have never arisen in force and demanded enlightenment
from me, and that's where they have missed it. I have
tried to force knowledge upon them, and that's my failing.
Benny had explained why the stakes were placed there.
I did not know enough to keep my positive knowledge to
myself, so I said, "No, Benny, those poles hold fyke nets
in place; the two nearest together are the wings and the
apex of the triangle is the bag of the fyke, or 'hoop net,' as
some call it."

"Who sets that kind of net in the creek," asked Shaw, in
a careless manner,
"They belong to Mr. Tobias Teller," said I. "He lives

up here on one of the Teller farms, is a bachelor, but puts
in his nets to get fish for his own servants as well as for
the family of his brother, Mr. Jacob Teller, father of our
friend Col. David, and it gives him fish in a fresher—

"

"What!" exclaimed Shaw. "You don't say that these
trap nets belong to Tobi' Teller! Turn around! We've got
to see to them an' take 'em up, if we have to send all the
fish we get out of 'em up to the almshouse." And, against
my protest, I showed Shaw which pole to lift and how to
untie the trap-cord and empty the fish into the boat. It
was well that there were only three nets, or we would have
been swamped with the weight of fish; buthe emptied them

all, and then tied to each bag-stake a card on which was
written:
"This net was emptied by Billy Shaw, aided and abetted

by * * *, members of the Society for the Preservation
of Cruelty to Animals, for fear these fish might die in your
net. If Mr. Tobias Teller will call on Mr. Shaw at his place
of business he will receive all the satisfaction which he
may get."

The load of fish from the nets, in addition to what we
had, was a heavy pull after we struck the current in the
river, but we reached Albany in time to send messenger
boys with presents to every one we could think of, and left

a lot to the man who took care of the boat. Mr. Tobias
Teller dropped into Shaw's next day, as Benny expected
he would, and there he saw a placard on which was
painted:

"Fresh herring from the Teller farm.
Perch from Teller's fyke.

,^
Bullheads skinned d la Popskinny.
Order quickly if you wish Tobias.

Tobi or not Tobi, that's the question!"

As he read it four of the pirates who had cruised Long
Island Sound with the Jolly Ro^er at the fore, and who
had lately extended their operations to the peaceful Pop-
skinny, appeared from an ambush in an adjoining room,
and gravely shaking hands with the old gentleman, asked
in turn: "How's the fishing down your way, Mr. Teller?"
He bore the indignity like a Christian martyr and re-

plied: "The fishing has been very good until yesterday.
We have had enough for our families and farm hands as
well as some to spare for the neighbors, but the fish must
have deserted us, for the fykes were empty last night. But
I just dropped in to eat a few oysters, and if you'll join me
it will be a great pleasure. Waiter! five dozen raw and a
bottle of Sauterne to begin with. By the way, boys, the
next time you go down the creek on a fishing trip let me
know and I'll join you, and if you don't get enough to suit
j^ou we'll raise the fykes."
"Not for me," said Benny, "I wouldn't eat a fish that

came out of a net. I don't eat many fish, but those taken
on myown line always have a flavor above all others."
This sentiment met with a hearty commendation from the
other three, yet in the ' Song of Fairies" we read:

"Stolen sweets are always sweeter;

Stolen kisses much completer;
Stolen looks are nice i a chapels;

Stolen, stolen be your apples."

Feed Mather.

"FOREST AND STREAM'S" BIG FISH
RECORD.

A Provisional List of Big Fish of Various Species,
Supposed to be the Largest of their

Respective Kinds Captured or
Possessed In America.

Salmon {Salmo salar), 541bs.—Killed with fly in
Cascapedia River by ex-President Arthur.

Small-mouth Black Bass, 1 Olbs.— Caught in
Round Pond, Warren county, N. Y.. by Nathaniel Parker,
of Glens Falls, N. Y- Caught with rod and reel. The fish

was 35Jin. long and 19in. in circumference. I put this flgh

first, as it was exhibited in public, and I weighed and meas-
ured it.

Reuben Seelye, town of Queensbury, N. Y., claims to

have caught a small-mouth black bass in Glen Lake, Warren
county, which weighed llilbs., 25in. long and 21in. in cir-

cumference. Several people saw this fleh, and in my opin-
ion, after an exhaustive inquiry, there can be no question
about the weight provided the scales were accur^-te, and the
measurements of the bass stem to confirm the weight; but it

was not weighed in public, as was Parker's fish.

Large-mouth Black Bass.— In the autumn of
1896, while I was making a call upon Gov. IForton in the
Executive Chamber at Albany, he asked if he had ever told

me about the big black bass captured in his lake at his
country seat, Ellerslie, on the Hudson. I had not heard of
the fish, and the Governor said that seven or eight years aso,
soon after he bought Ellerslie, he had the lake on the prop-
erty drawn down to clean it and find out what kinds of fish

it contained. The chief capture was a large mouth black
bass weighing 241bs., and the Governor asked if I had ever
heard of a fish of the species so large, and I said I never had
from the waters of this State, although I believed that
Florida waters had produced the large-mouth bass equaling
or exceeding the Ellerslie fish In weight. He said

I was not alone in never having heard of a
black bass so large as 241bs. from New York
waters, because (and he laughed hearitly) he had
told the story a good man. times to different people and
none of them had heard of the hke, and had evtn asked if

he was sure of the weight of the fish. Mr. Walter C,
Witherbee, who was present, told the Governor that he was
entitled to the master degree as a fisherman, but he saw the
point of the joke at once, and replied that he witnessed the
weighing of the fish, and there was nothing fishy about the
story except the fish, and when it was first placed before
him he was prepared to believe most anything about its

weight, as it was so large. The lake at Ellerslie has been in
existence for more than 100 years, but Gov. Morton has no
idea how the bass got into it, nor can I even guess when
asked to do so. Last summer 1 noticed that the lake at

Ellerslie was rich in fish food—particularly-so,-—and prob-
ably the bass had little, if anything, to do but wax fat and
large. 1 told the Governor that I should have to' put his big
black bass in the Fokest and Stream big fish records, and
1 was particularly obliged to him, for I had no record of

big black bass of the lurge-mouth species until he furnished
one that would stand at the head for years to come.

Mascalonge, with hook and fine, 474^lbs., caught in

St. Lawrence River by John B. Spafford, Jr., and Capt.
James Millward. The late Dr. Elisha Sterling, of Cleve-
land, O., speared a mascalonge in Sandusky Bay that
weighed 801bs.

Brook Trout (Salvelinus foniinalis).—The employees of
the Maine Fish Commission netted a trout in Rangelty
stream that weighed 18lbs. and returned it to the water
after weighing it.

1 am aware that a trout of great weight was recorded-in
this journal as having been caught by an angler in the
Rangeley Lakes, but I was there that season and an investi-

gation convinced me that the fish weighed only between 9
and lOlbs. The weight of thd I31bs. fish is authentic, as I

got it from Commissioner Stanley.

Mr. Charles Hallock has written of a IGlbs. trout from the
Nipigon River, and I told in Forest And Stream what I
knew of the claim for a 20lbs. trout caugnt in the Wayaga-
mack Lake in Canada.
New York State never equaled the Maine and Canadian

waters in the size of their brook trotit. The largest fish taken
with hook and line of which I have record was a trout of
7ilbs., caught in a lake in the town of Moriah, Essex county,
in 1895. Previous to that the largest record brook trout was
one found in a djing condition in Loon Lake, in the Adiron-
dacks. The fish is now mounted in the Loon Lake House,
and when found was credited in the newspapers with a
weight of 6ilbs. I saw the fish this season, and was told by
Mr. Stevens, of the Loon Lake Hotel, that the trout weighed
a little more than the weight given in the newspapers. This
is now of no importance, for this fall a trout was found dead
in Loon Lake with a hole eaten in the side of its head, as
though done by a mink or other animal, which when placed
on the scales weighed full 81bs. The fish is being mounted
and will be placed in the Loon Lake House. This is the
largest trout of which 1 have knowledge ever caught or found
in the waters of New York State.

Lake Trout {Salmlmm mamaycush).—The largest
trout of this fpedes ever reported to me as having been
caught In the waters of New Yoik was a fish of 5311)8.

caught in Lake Kush-a-qua. I have no information as to
who caught the fish, although I tried to get some details of
the capture while at the lake last summer. While it was
admitted that such a fish was takeo from the lake, I could
not even learn the name of its captor.

Striped Bass or rockfish {Roccas linmtus).—The
largest fish of this species taken with rod and rtel of which I
have record is 641bs., caught by W. R. Renwick, of the Cut-
tyhunk Club.

Pike, commonly called pickerel {Lucius lucias).— 85]bs.,
caught in Lake Le Bouef, Erie county, Pennsylvania, by
Charles Phelps.

Yellow Perch or ringed perch {Perca americana).—
51b8., caught by Pick Squires in Schroon Luke, N. Y.
While these fishes may not be in all cases record Ssh, they

will serve as starting points to correct the records.

A. N. Cheney.

Pike-Perch in New Jersey.

The stocking of streams and ponds with pike-perch fry by
the New Jersey Fish and Game Commission has proved a
success in at least two instances.

The fry were received from the Pennsylvania hatchery at
Corey on May 12, 1896, and about noon of the same day
50,000 were placed in Cedar Brook, opposite the Lehigh
Valley depot at South Plainfleld, about three miles east of
New Market Pond, into which the stream empties. An-
other lot of 50,000 was placed in a small brook thret-quar-
ters of a mile from toe pond at Lakeside, a settlement one
mile south of Metuchen. As soon as liberated, the squirm-
ing little transparent bodies, with their prominent, bead-like
ejes, much resembling tadpoles in size, darted here and
there, finally seeking shelter under the edges of stones and
pebbles on the sandy bottom.
The brook being inaccessible for the greater part of its

length on account of the thick underbrush and briers, the
growth of the fry was not noticed until Sept. 18, four
months later, when, upon my stepping upon a piece of over-
hanging bank near the junction of the brook and pond, a
number of fi^^h 5 or 6in. in length darted from beneath to
the opposite fide, their dark, irregular markings, and olive
colored sides being plainly visible in the clear, transparent
water, which also undoubtedly slightly magnified their size

Bv stamping along the edge of the brook many other pike-
perch were driven from their hiding places.

The only other fish in this lake at that time were seventy-
three Oswego bass, measuring from 9 tolSin., placed in the
lake a few months previous to the pike-perch, and innumer-
able dace and other bait fish, all other fish having been lost
two }^ear8 previous by the breaking of the dam, a permanent
dam having since been built and the lake refilled by its many
springs and streams,

A few weeks later a trip was made to Cedar Brook in com-
pany with Thomas Lindabury, yard-ma%ter of the Lehigh
road at South Plainfield, and many pike-perch were driven
from beneath the banks of that stream, all showing the
same growth as their kin at Lakeside.
One million fry of the pike-perch were planted by the

Commission in different lakes and streams of the State on
that date, May 13. Wild Honey.

Potomac Bass Fisbing.
There will be no fishing for bass in the Potomac River

and its tributaries hereafter above the Little Falls between
April 15 and .Tune 1 of each year, and the fish cannot be
taken at any time other than by means of a hook and line or
a dip net. The use of the trot or out-line, by which the fish
supply in the upper Potomac has been almost decimated in
the past, will be also illegal hereafter. The penalty for
breaking any of these regulations will be imprisonment for
not more than six months or a fine net exceediog $800. or
both fine and imprisonment. This applaudable result is'due
to the recently organized District of Columbia Game and
Fish Protective Association, of which Commandi r Robley D.
Evans, of the navy, is president, anu wnose memhership com-
prises the leading gentlemen sportsmen in Washington as
well as in the f urrounding States.

When the Associa ion was formed the States of Virginia
and Maryland had already passed laws containing the pro-
visions enumerated in tbe opening lines of this article. To
become optrative, however, it was necessary for West Vir-
ginia to adopt the same law.

The executive committee of the local association, which
consists of fifti en well-known spor smen, took immediate
steps to secure the recjuiaite action by the Legislature of
West Virginia, and at a meeting held last Monday night
delegated Dr. Geo. W. Massamore, a member of the Associ-
ation, chiet deputy game warden of Maryland, and secretary
and treasurer of the Maryland State Game and Fish Protect-
ive Association, to proceed to Charleston and urge the pas-
sage of the bill. Dr. Massamore was courteously provided
with strong letters to members of the West Virginia Legis-
lature by Senators Elkins, Faulkner, Gorman and other in-
fiuential gentlemen, and when he reached the West Virginia
capital he found the bill sleeping in a Senate committee. He
was received with pleasant welcome by the legislators, and
out of courtesy to him the bill was taken up out of its regu-
lar order and quickly passed through both houses. Dr.
Massamore had an interview with Gov. MeCorkle, who is

an ardent sportsman, and it is regarded as certain that he
will sign the bill.
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The effects oE tMa measure cannot be overestimated. It

will mean the placing around the basa and all varieties of
game lish, which are also enumerated in the prohibitive
clauses of the bill, of perfect protection from the forays of
pot-fishers, which have been so constant in the past, and will

especially protect them during the spawning season, from
April 15 to June 1. Mr. G-eorge L. JSIicholson, the manager
of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, who is a zealous sports-

man and always eager to help anything that will seek to pro-
mote sport in its proper sense, will haTe all the canal walkers
of the system under his control appointed deputy game war-
dens at a very early dale, and, as these wide-awake, alert

men virtually patrol the Potomac from • l^ashiogton to its

source, the persons who have heretofore kept up predatory
warfare on the game fish in its waters will be compelled to

give up their business. Heretofore it has been impossible for

the State authorities of Maryland and Virginia and West
Tirginia to stop the law breakers in the river, because when
approached by the officers of one State they would seek the
shore of the State opposite and evade arrest. Under the new
law, however, they will have no chance to continue this sys-

tem.
Immediate steps will now be taken to have Congress pass

a law similar to the one described, extending the protection
from Little Falls, where the District begins, to the east line

of thePistrict, below Alexandria.

—

Washington btar, Feb. 30.

The New fork Bass Season.

Ehinebeck, N. Y., Feb. 3'3.

—

Edit^or Forest and Stream:
I noticed some weeks ago the proposal of the New York
State Fish and Game Commission to submit to the Legisla-
ture an atpendment to open the season for black bass on
July 1 and to close the same on Oct. 15. There seems to
be good reason for extending the close term from May 30 to
July 1, as the bass are at best only leaving their spawning
bed's during June, and during that month should be left un-
disturbed with their young; but as for putting the anglers of
this part of the State into winter quarters on Oct. 15, 1 do
not believe it should be done without a protest.

When I first noticed this proposition I wrote to Mr. Che-
ney, fiahculturist, whose very interesting communirations,
under tbe head of angling notes, prove such a valuable ac-
quisition to your paper; and he informed me that the contem-
plated change in the law was due to the fact that so many
bass were slaughtered late in the autumn, after they had re-

tired to the deeper waters for the winter. His reasons are
fully set forth in the last issue of Foeest and Stoeam (Feb.
20). While such may be the case in northern New York,
this condition does not obtain in Duchess county, nor
do 1 believe it does in any of the southern counties.
The finest fishing days are throughout October. The
great heat of July and August makes it diflicult to
coax the bronze-backer, and it is only during Sep-
tember and October that he is in "fighting form." I will
promise my friend Cheney something better than "a dead and
salted codfish" on his book if he will then urge one of our
Dlack bass to the test, for in the frosty October mornings they
take the bait with one grand rush, rather than with "nibble,
nibble, nibble." There is no retirement to deeper water in
October in this section, but the fish are taken in the same
quarters as in summer, and never in large numbers. 1 am
no advocate of pot-hunting, and am always content if three
or four grown-up fish come to the boat, sending those under
a pound and a half back whence they came to grow
some more. If I mistake not, your paper contains each year
reports from lakes Mahopac, Greenwood, Tuxedo, etc , of good
sport—not slaughter—in late October, and it does not teem
reasonable to so amend the law that fishing in all parts of the
State must cease on Oct. IS. It occurred to me that the in-
terchange of opinion on this subject through the medium of
Forest ahd 8tkk)am, a journal so devoted and loyal to the
highest mterests of the bportsman, might bring about the
correct result in the solution of the proolem as to the clos-

ing of the bass season. Should it not be extended to Nov.
10 or 15 rather than closed on Oct. 15? A. Lee Wagek.

THE OUANANICHE AND ITS HOME.*
This is by far the most beautiful angling book printed

in this country devoted to an individual fish. The author
is widely known to Canadian and American anglers as a
writer on fishing in the Provinces; and in this work he
has given us the result of long and loving study and prep-
aration. The chapters deal with the description, classiii-

cation and habits of the ouananiche; sketches of camping
and fishing experiences in its pursuit; and well-written
descriptions of the country and its surroundings, which
after all constitute so much of the ever-renewing charm
of an angling excursion. The text has worthy presenta-
tion in all that beauty of type and printing and picture
and paper and binding can contribute.

It is pretty clearly demonstrated in Mr. Chambers's
book that the Indian name of the fish was not always
pronounced uniformli?^ by the aborigines themeelvee, and
it appears that ivananish represents as close an approxima-
tion to the Indian sounds as the English language can be
made to furnish. Common names of fishes have about
as little permanence as names traced on a sand beach be-
tween tides, and people who go fishing take the liberty of
selecting for their favorites whatever designation stnkt s
their fancy. Even tbe author in his charming descrip-
tions lapses into the synonym "fresh-water salmon," ai-d
at other times characterizes the red-spotted Marston trout
as a "bewitchingly beautiful leopard of Northpm water,"
while the brook trout becomes "the leopard of the brook."
These are mere straws, but they show which way the
wind of popular nomenclature blows, and after all the
names of fish are among the least important of their be-
longings.
As for the scientific name of the ivananish, or ouanan-

iche, that is another matter, and one that is to be settled
by more nearly precise methods. If it be established that
the wananish at Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Canada represent a single variety of the Atlantic salmon,
it is more than probable that most ichthyologists will con-
tinue to associate with them the name seSagro, first applied
by Dr. Girard in 1854 to the little fresh-water form found
In lakes in the southern part of Maine. It is useless to
say, "There never was a variety sebago." That name
was given to the toananisli; the types ot tbe description
were preserved in the Smithsonian Institution, where
they were examined and redescribed by Dr. Suckley in

* "The Ouananicbe and Its Oanadian Environment." By E. T D.
Cbambtrs. Blustratad. New York; Harper & Bros. "1896,

^861. Both the original description and tbe account pub-
lished by Suckley made mention of certain characters
which will serve to distinguish the wananish from 1 he
Atlantic salmon.
The points of difference between grilse and wananish

are well stated in Mr. Chambers's book by a quotation from
Walter M. Brackett (page 17), showing that tbe eye of
tbe wananish is much the larger, the profile rounder, the
dark spots larger and much more numerous, the caudal
pedunclei broader and flatter, and the head larger in pro-
portion to the body. On page 32 Mr. Charles G. Atkins
still further distinguishes the sebago salmon from the sea
salmon by (1) its diminutive size, (2) its leaner flpsh, (3) its
lower tone of color, (4) its less permanent sexual marks,
(5) its greater liability to ovarian disease, (6) different
habits of feeding, ahd (7) the larger size of its eggs and
very young fry. Additional confirmation of the same
nature is to be found on pages 20 and 31, whereon tbe
author himself reviews the differential characters and
quotes the excellent description by Mr. Creighton. The
distinctive name is evidently based on some things that
are more important than "different habits alone."
We cannot agree with Mr. Chambers in accepting the

doctrine of the fresh-water origin of the common Atlantic
salmon as if it were established by satisfactory proofs.
This is distinctly debatable ground. As far as observa-
tions have been recorded the fish now reproduces in fresh
water only, but it is impossible to tell how long that habit
bas characterized the species. Until the ancestral salmon
has been found fossil in fresh- water deposits the origin
of tbe common form in fresh water must remain an un-
proved theory. It is true that Prof. Cope has described a
genus of salmons from a tertiary fresh-water lake, but it
is not certain that the fossil belongs to the salmon family.
It is also true that a museum in Canada has some unde-
soribed fossil remains closely resembling the genus of
Pacific salmons from tertiary clays of a river in British
Columbia, But nothing is established with certainty
upon this interesting subject and theories should not be
too readily accepted. One thing, however, admits of no
question : the name Salmo salar belongs to the sea salmon

,

and if a specific name be needed to distinguish the
tvananish from the migratory form, Girard's name is
clearly available.

Why do the salmon go to sea? Perhaps most members
of the family have possessed the sea-going habit from the
infancy of the race as well as the infancy of the individ-
ual, assuming that reproduction has always taken place
in fresh waters. It is certain that the sea provides
abundant food and that the troublesome paraskes and
fungus, which make salmon life wretched in the rivers
and lakes, disappear and cease to annoy in the salt water.
There are serious drawbacks, however, for the marine
salmon, in the form of seals, sharks and some of the large
predaceous fishes which make life a constant struggle
and render more endurable a periodical exchange of af-
flictions by a return to fresh water.
The pink color of salmon flesh appears to be poorly ex-

plained by reference to a diet of red crustaceans. Many
fish of the family that never feed upon such animals still
have pink flesh and many marine fish which are known
to subsist chiefly upon red crustaceans have pale flesh. If
observations count for anything the principal food of the
salmon at sea consists of herring, capelin and sand
Isunce. It is difiScult to understand how such an expla-
nation of the red flesh of salmon should have been so
long accepted and repeated without contradiction.

It seems a pity that the author should have accepted so
readily the idea tbar the golden trout, or Sunapee saib-
ling, is an introduced species which should be looked
for also in the St. Lawrence basin. A little closer search
into the columns of Foeest and Stream, wherein the
trout was very early and very fully described, should
have satisfied him that the species is indigenous to Dan
Hole Pond, N. H., and Flood's Pond, Me, That it will be
found elsewhere is almost unquestionable; but there is no
more reason for identifying it with the European saiblirg
than there would be in considering it the same as the
great red-spotted trout of Labrador or the Western Dolly
Varden.

Since the author and the publisher have given to anglers
and book lovers such a rare combination of entertaining
text and superb illustration, it is an ungrateful task to caU
attention to some defects, which mar the beauty and <o
some extent destroy tbe usefulness of the work. The ai -

thor should not have spoken of the "chub and other white-
fish," for the first belongs to the Cyprinidce, and the last
as he well knows, is a member of the salmon family. e'

brook trout is not Salmo salvelinus, but 8. foniinalis
The dote is not a "near neighbor of the pike" in the seni e
of relationship, since it is a spiny-finned fish, while the
pike belongs to the soft-finned order. Unionidce, it seem s
needless to say, is a family name and not a "generic
name." The whitefish of Hamilton Eiver and other in-
land waters of Labrador, as also of the Deoharge, may not
be identical with the common whitetish of the Great
Lakes. Judging from what is said of it by Mr. Chambers
it seems more likely to be the Labrador whitefish (Core-
gonus Idbradoricus).
In "The Ouananiche and its Canadian Environment"

the publishers have added another beautiful book to their
long series of splendid publications. It is too bad there-
fore, to see it marred by occasional examples of such
proof-reading as, for example, Salmo salvelinus marstonii
for Salmo (Salvelinus) Marstonii (pp. 255 and 270), David
T. Jordan for David S. Jordan (p. 15), C. Brown Goode
for G. Brown Goode (p. 334), Moutagnais for Montagnais
(d. 114), Bastican for Batiscan (p. 277), Exos lueius f( r
Esox lucius (ip. 283), the Atlantic on tbe west instead of
east (p. 133), entomostracce for entomostraca (p. 81).

Thfi utility of such a list of authorities consulted as the
one beginning on page 331 is open to question. It is not
an index of literature pertaining to the species mentioned
in the book, and for the tvananish it is far from complete.
The student of the salmon family must search further and
range more widely if hewishes to become possessed of an in-
timate knowledge of certain problems presented in "The
Ouananiche and its Canadian Environment."

'he Mmmt
FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

March S-6. St. Louis —St. Louis Kennel Club
March 10-13. < hioago M- scoutah Kennel Ciiib.
Miich "1- 7 - Pittsburg - Diiquf sue Kennt-I Club.
March n-' O.- Louisville - Kentucky Kennel Cluh.
March 30-April Baltimore.- Bahimore Kennel Assrciatton.
March 30-April 2. - Kansas LiTY.-Kansus City Ktnnel Club.
March 3 -April a.—San .Jose.- Santa Clara County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.- Stockton.—Stockton Kennel Club.
Aprill 1-17.—Los Angeles. -Southern California Kennel Club.

'Angling Talks.'

We have a very few copies of George Dawson.'s "Angling Talks " a
Eerits of chapters of enterlaining chat about men, fishermen fish
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co.

IN-BREEDING OF ENGLISH SETTERS.
A BELIEF has been steadily gaining ground among prac-

tical sportsmen that much of the old theory and practice of
breeding English sptteis, in so far as it applies to breeding
on certain old lines of in-breeding, was faulty and harmful.
In the boom years of English setter breeding, when stud
f( ea were high and one dog brought in a revenue equivalent
to a good income, and when puppies had a fictitious value
and were many times more valuable as a marketable pro-
duct than they now are, the "science" of breeding was the
pet phrase of all fashionable breeders, whether they were
empirical in their practice, and beginners of yesterday as to
experience, or whether they were wise and experienced.
The native dog was designated as cold-blooded; the im-
ported was blue-blooded or thoroughbred, both of which
terms were used arbitrarily. The blue bloods became the
fashion, and that, once established, no argument avails
against it, and none is needed to maintain it. It lives ti.l it

dulls aa a matter of fancy, then declines.
The "science" of breeding consisted chieiiy in breeding to

imported dons, ones costing large sums and also commanding
large sums for stud fees, jPield trials and bench shows en-
hanced the value of the progeny. The commercial value of
dogs was so great at that time that the matter of pedigree
transcended all other considerations. Instead of selecting a
pedigree with the sole object of producing really good field

dogs, it was selected with a view to selling dogs.' By breed-
ing to dogs of a fashionable ownership and pedigree, the
sale of puppies was assured if the bitch had any claim to a
line or two of fashionable blood. The average purchaser
seldom gave much attention to anything other than pedigree.
Gradually, as the commercial value of pedigree became- bet-
ter recognized by many breeders, and as winners became
more numerous, still mort; attention was paid to pedigree,
and in pnTticular to having the names of a large number of
winners appearing in it. iSome of the pedigrees so con-
structed were pleasing to look upon, though as to the dogs
to which they referred so much could not always be truth-
fully said of them. The same sire might appear repeatedly
in several generations. Such repetition was held forth as the
multiphcation of good qualities of the sire and the clinching
of them in the progeuy. Besides the good qualities, the
mat er of color was considered of prime importance;, so
much so that dogs other than black, white and tan were not
approved, and some breeders went to the extrenae of killing
all puppies which happened to be of a color other than
black, white and tan.

JSow, there is no reason to disapprove of a fancy for color,
or for the practice of breeding intelligently to winners. .But
either can oe perverted or misapplied, or conducted in an
unskillful manner.
The result of tbe in-and in-breeding was that many of

the fashionably bred dogs were in time bred on very narrow
lines of blood. The combination of breeding to construct a
catchy pedigree, with a view to stud fees and the sale of pup-
pies, resulted in the degeneration of certain families of dogs.
Still it was difficult to secure a purchaser for any dogs, how-
ivergood, if the fashionable pedigree were absent. It was
much easier and incomparably more remunerative to deal in
the dogs of fashionable requirement— goods already in de-
mand and thoroughly well advertised-^than it was to deal
in dogs, however good their merit was, if it were unknown
to the public or not desirtd by it. Dogs whose breeding
was not fashionable were not profitable.
The effects of so much rank bad breeding under the

shibboleth of "science" was that there appeared numerous
undersized dogs, some mere midgets or weeds, many of them
with extremely narrow heads ana sharp noses. Many showed
mental weakness, they bting stupid, or whimsical, or, work-
ing with much diligence for themselves, they worked with
little interest to the gun, even it they, ever understood its

pui poses. Many of them were weak in constitution, predis-
posed to disease, and with little power of resisting
ii when it attacked them. The mortality among the
-"scientifically " bred stock was enormous, yet so numerous
were the breeders everywhere that the supply was equal to
the demand; and notwithstanding the enormous losses from
disease and death, lue profits of setter breeding were great.

It need not be
,
inferred that no good dogs resulted from

such breeding, or rather, good dogs here and there were pro-
duced in spite of it Such, however, were paraded in some
instances as proof of the soundness of the "scientific" breed-
ing. There might be one success and one hundred failures,
but the one success was made to prove that the hundred fail-

ures were a part of good breeding. A native doe, though of
pure breeding, sound constitution, high intelligence and grtat
working ability, was considered a cold-blooded brute, wnile
a dog, by virtue of a trip across the ocean, even though sent
with the stigma of being a cull, was acceipted on trust as bdng
the true article.

Field trials, as they were run at that time, did much to
perpetuate the incompetent dog, for the nursing and helping
given him by his handler in a field trial were not properly
considered as something apart from the dog's own perform-
ance, and sharp handling flourished for a while in conse-
quence.
As the winner of erery heat was announced after the heat

was run, there was thus more available maiter for advertising
purposes; for John Doe could say that his dog beat Dick,
which beat Sam, which beat Bob, owned by the illustrious
sportsman, Mr. So-and-so, and as a matter of fact Dick, Sam
and Bob might be of much or no merit, as the case might be.
The short heats also helped out the meflicient performers.
The trials of the present day are run on much better and

sounder lines. The judges generally give the winners a thor-
ough test in an intelligent manner. Really good dogs are
not run off their feet, as they were sometimes in the years
gone by, and poor ones are dropped out on their own indi-
vidual merit, instead of conung in on the inferiority of a
competitor, as was the case when the heat system prevailed.
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AN EIGHT HOURS' FOX CHASE.
The most exciting hunt of the season, if ever better, was

had to day in Hack's neck, formed by the tributaries of the

Chesapeake, Pangoteague and Kawadna creeks. These long,

narrow necks of land, lying along the eastern shore of the

Chesapeake Bay, formed by the many tributaries making up
into the mainland, abound with small game, and especially

the red fox, while in the creeks duck shooting is good.

There has recently existed quite a friendly spirit of rival-

ry du/ing the hunting season between the Only and the

Mappsburg clubs, each of which is known to have some
very fine dogs, and to-day they threw their packs together,

making a string of thirty, and assembled at the head of

Hack's Neck to decide an unsettled question. Their com-
bined packs started, and by 8 o'clock had reynard raised,

and a little later under way. Off they went, at a terriiic

rate of speed, through swamps, over fields and meadows,
well packed, giving the best of music in the world to the

people of Hack's Neck, the 100 huntsmen and the surround-
ing country. The air being damp and still, the dogs might
iave been heard for miles away.
On they went, not making the shadow of a break or

showing any signs of distress up until noon, when the fox,

finding his case a hopeless one, and seeing that speed and
endurance were unavailing, resorted to strategy, no doubt,

by running a fence, leaving and making a cross double on
his track in the rear of the dogs—a maneuver difficult for a
pack to straighten up, and which occupied at least half an
hour of time and gave reynard just so much rest. The old

dogs, however, understood his tricks, and by making a

broad circle again struck the trail, which by loss of time
had become rather cold, and for a little while they had to

work rather slowly.

This bother settled, the dogs were at once close on the
heels of the fox, and for the next couple of hours the chase
jlf possible became more intensely exciting than before. It

was a sight fit for a king to behold, the fox many times
running the public road, then in the open fields, giving con-
stant view as he struggled to escape his pursuers, which
would have been long before unavailing had the ground not
been soft and muddy owing to the recent thaw ; while the

fox was an old coaster, not to be run down without a clear

test of endurance. So the chase went on up to 3 P. JVE. with
but one halt, to which we have referred.

Hack's Neck is twelve miles from the head to the extreme
point adjacent to the bay, and this route had been made by
the fox and dogs five times during the six hours already run
(8 A. M. to 2 P, M.), during which time the pack had per-

formed well, standing together and exhibiting fine qualities

of blood and staying power.
The next two hours were very interesting, particularly in

exhibiting endurance in the dogs. As we have said, the
ground was in 'the very worst condition, especially in the
fields, and now the pack began to strand, especially in dogs
yet rather under age and those getting too old to stand a
heavy strain, although the latter were still holding on, but
far behind those of the pack yet going to the front.

The fox was reported with tongue out and brush drag-
ging the ground, it being no hard matter to sight him at al-

most any time; the dogs still stranding until the pack was
reduced down to eight or ten, three Black and Tans in the
lead showing decidedly superior qualities of endurance.
The club members were talking money on their respective,
dogs, now reduced to about equal numbers, riding right

along with the remnant of the pack, yet holding on, cheer-

ing and forcing them to the front, ambitious whose should
make the iinish and be the first to tackle reynard, whose es-

cape had long since been out of the question. Still a field

for a mile and a half was dragged over, the fox being some
little way ahead of the dogs, and could have been rode down
very easily, if this -were not against the rules of hunting;
but on reaching the next woodland, where the dogs could get
better foothold, the three Black and Tans brought the hunt
to a close by the capture of an immense old dog fox, whicti
no doubt had many times before evaded its pursuers.

The clubs of Only and Mappsburg may well be proud of

having dogs of great endurance, which must be of a fine

strain of blood. T. G. Elliott.
Keller, Va , Feb. 4,

AN UNKNOWN HERO.
SoMERvrLLE, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I scarce-

ly knew him more than one brief hour. His history and
name were unknown to me. He was unwashed, unkempt,
scarred and wayworn, but since the hour when his poor
unloved life was so suddenly blotted out I have felt that

earth held for me one true, unselfish friend the less.

The little that I know of him can soon be told. One day
in October, 1896, I had occasion to visit a country town some
thirty miles from Boston, I had planned to take the noon
train back to the city, but, owing to some unforeseen com-
plications in the business which had called me away, was
unable to do so, and to my vexation I found myself stranded
at one of the most unattractive of country stations, with a
long two hours' wait before me. To pass this time in the
dull waiting room, odorous of stale tobacco smoke and
kerosene, was not to be thought of. A short distance down
the track, however, I found a tolerably comfortable resting
place in the shade of a half-grown maple. Here I settled

down to re-read the morning paper. As I had already
abstracted everything of interest from its columns, however,
some hours before, this was not a particularly absorbing oc-
cupation, and my mind soon wandered from the printed
page before me to ponder over certain business puzzles
which had been claiming my attention for some days past.

So great was my abstraction that I lost all remembrance
of my surroundings, till, through the mists of my reverie, I
became conscious of a continuous, cool, moist touch on my
hand, and came back to the present with a start, to find

that I had for a companion a large dog, who was licking my
hand affectionately. He belonged to no particular type.

So far as I could determine, he was ' jist dog;" but to what-
ever station in life he was born, his best days were evidently
long past, for he appeared now to be scarcely better than a
tramp. But the one eye that looked up into' mine from the
poor forlorn face instantly riveted my attention. It was
the most pathetic, beseeching eye into which I had ever
looked. It seemed to say to me, "Be my friend. I am
alone and homeless. I am nobody's dog." My heart in-

stantly responded to the silent appeal. Notwithstanding
the unattractive outward appearance of my canine compan-
ion, in some mysterious way I felt irresistibly drawn to

him.
"Good dog," I said, "nice old fellow," stroking and pat-

' ting his shaggy head till he went into raptures of delight,

frisking awkwardly about me witli m evident attempt at

emulating his puppy days, long past. Presently he settled

down by my side, seemingly perfectly content, with his

head on my knee and his rnournful eye looking gratefully
up into mine. Every few moments he would give my hand
an affectionate lap. Somehow I felt strangely drawn to the
poor old creature, and really began to consider the possibility
of taking him home with me, resolving to ask the agent,
when I returned to the station, whether he knew anything
of his antecedents, and if he were in truth as friendless as
he appeared.
Suddenly upon the stillness broke the whistle and shriek

of a locomotive close at hand. My friend, for as such I
shall always remember him, who had been lying on the side
furthest from the track, gave one leap to my other side,

pushing me further away from the approaching train as he
did so; then, without an instant's pause, sprang directly in
front of the locomotive. A moment more, and the train

was gone, speeding away into the distance, but my late com-
panion, where was he? Gone forever from the world which
had held so little of comfort for him, his poor life cruslied
out in an instant's time by the cruel iron monster. My eyes
were unused to tears, but a strange blur came over my
vision, blotting out the countrj'' landscape, and mercifully
hiding from me the cruel red stains on track and wayside,
and the mutilated remains of my poor lost friend. The sta-

tion agent came leisurely down the track toward me.
"What'_s the matter? Dog killed?" he remarked coolly.

"Well, he's better off; d id n'c belong to nobody hereabouts,
just picked up a livin' here an there; a mighty poor livin'

too, I guess 'twas, sometimes. I'll send Jim out to clear up
the carcass," and he was gone again.

"Clear up the carcass!" How the words rankled in my
sore heart! The carcass of what? Of whom? Of him
who had nobly given his life to save mine. For so I believed

then, and so I shall always believe. My theory is that when
the train came upon us so suddenly he was seized with a
quick terror for my safety, and that is why he sought to

thrust me further from what he believed to be the oncoming
danger. But when, my safety assured, he sought also to

save himself, his poor blind eye played him false, the leap

was taken in the wrong direction, and in an instant's space
all was over for him. His death, coming in this way,
touched me as deeply as though it liad been that of some
human friend, and, resolved that he should have a resting

place w©rthy of his hero soul, I again sought the station

agent, and arranged that he should be placed in a quiet cor-

ner of a little cemetery whose white turrets I could see

gleaming in the distance. Over his grave now stands a

plain white stone bearing this simple inscription:

AN UNKNOWN HERO,

Died Octobee 13, 1896.

To this day I cannot think of him without feeling a chok-

ing sensation in my throat, and for his sake f always have
a friendly feeling for all dogs who are homeless and friend-

less as he was, till the day when a painful death opened up
for him a way into everlasting rest. E. Mayfield.

Amateiir and Professional.

LocnsviLLE, Ky.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In Pobest
AND Stream of Feb. 6 I notice your remark that the ama-
teurs who competed in the Combination Stake, which was for

professionals and amateurs, have by so doing become profes-

sionals. 1 profoundly regret it if such is a fact. On look-

ing up the names of the amateurs who competed, I find they

were Messrs. Philip M. Essig, Natchez, Miss. ; J. H. Mcll-
henny, Avery's Island, La.; W. F. McCarley, .Jackson,

Tenn.; and from my knowledge of those gentlemen 1 am ab-

solutely certain that they never intended to become profes-

sional handlers. If they have become professionals, the

U. S. F. T. C. was very careless, to say the least, in so ar-

ranging an amateur stake that it would make professionals

of all who engaged in the handling of it. So improbable
does it seem that I am inclined to think that there is some
mistake about the matter. Surely the club would not arrange

an amateur stake which would make professionals of the gentle-

men who compete in it; and on the other hand, if a stake

were so arranged, the gentlemen would not compete in it.

A sportsman who runs dogs for pleasure and not for profit

dislikes to be classed as a professional handler. If he makes
his livelihood by some other business, he should not be
classed as a professional. He may be classed as such on a
mere technicality, but it is an injustice to him if the techni-

cality does him a wrong. My own opinion is that, though
running in an amateur stake which was run in the All-Age
Stake, they remain amateurs still. Fair Plat.

Manitoba Field Trials Club.

A REGULAR meeting of the Manitoba Field Trials Club
was held at Winnipeg on Feb. 8. All the members were
present. The resignations of the Second Vice-President, G.
B. Borradaile, and Sec'y-Treas. , John Wootton, were read

and accepted, John Wootton, of Manitou, was elected First

Vice-President; W. C. Lee, of Winnipeg, Second Vice-Presi-

dent; G. B. Borradaile, of Winnipeg, Secretary-Treasurer.

It was voted that the club offer the following prizes to be
competed for at their annual trials at Morris, Manitoba, on
Sept. 6, 1897:

Derby Stake, for setters and pointers whelped on or after

Jan. 1, 1896. Entries to close July 1, 1897. Purse $350.

First, 1100; second, |75; third, $50; fourth, $25, $10 for-

feit, $5 for starters.

All-Age Stake, for setters and pointers who have not won
first place at any recognized field trials in any previous

year. Entries close Aug. 1, 1897. Purse $250. First,

$125; second, $75; third, $50. $10 forfeit, $5 for starters.

Amateur Stake, for setters and pointers (dogs eligible

mufct be the property of amateurs residing in Canada; the

following are barred: dogs having won first place at any
recognized field trials in any previous year or whose owner
may have trained for money; all dogs to be hannled by
owners or other amateurs). Entries close Aug. 1, 1897. $3
forfeit, $2 for starters. Prizes will be announced later.

Pres. F. G. Simpson, Second Vice Pres. W. C. Lee and
Sec'y-Treas. G. B. Borradaile are a committee to secure a
judge. G. B. Borradaile, Sec'y-Treas, M. F. T. C.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
At the annual meeting of the American Fox Terrier Club,

held in Copley Square Hotel, Boston, on Feb, 2, a list of

gOTernors for 1897 was elected as follows; Messrs. Ruther-

ford, Cobb, Belmont, Rathbone, Ritchie, Belt, Carnochan,
Foote and Hunnewell, Eight new members were elected.

The present membership numbers forty-six. The next an-
nual meeting will be held at the New York show in 1898.
In the future the challenge cup will be put up during the
year at the three shows that the governors consider most
desirable, and the dog winning it twice will be proclaimed
the American Fox Terrier Club Champion for the following
year. In 1897 the cup is to be competed for at Boston, New
York and Chicago, The Stud Dog Stakes will be left open
till June 1 of each year. The Yankee Stakes have been
changed to read from July 1 to July I, instead of from Jan. 1

to Jan. 1. The Homebred Stakes, in case the N. E. K. C,
in 1898 holds its show in February, is to be twinsferred to

some other show and some other stakes substituted for it.

Ten per cent, of the Stud Dog and Grand Produce stakes
will annually be reserved by the club to pay expenses in-

curred by all the stakes.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without charge ; and blanks

(famighed free) will be sent to any address. Prepared
Blanks sent free on application.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Mr. A. B. Hughes claims the name Jim ]I for Irish setter, whelped

Nov. 7, 1896, by Faddy Borstal Norna.

Communications for this departm^t are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

Packing' on Bicycles.

In the cm-rent Outing Lieut. James A Moss gives some
details regarding the method of packing bicycles employed
by the 25th United States Infantry Bicycle Corps, of Fort Mis-
soula, Mont. It will be recollected that on the Yellowstone
Park trip made by the corps an average of about 801bs. of
equipment and supplies to each bicycle was carried.

In describing the method employed, Lieut. Moss says:

"One of the first problems to be solved was a system of

packing, which was devised as follows: The knapsack was
strapped to the handle bars on the front of the bicycle; on
the knapsack was can-ied the blanket roU, containing one
blanket, one shelter tent half and the tent poles; the haver-
sack was carried either on the front of the knapsack or on
the horizontal bar, well to the front; the tin cup was secured
under the saddle, and protected from mud and dust by a
cloth bag; the canteen and cartridge belt were on the body
of the soldier; every other soldier carried a rifle strapped
horizontally on the left side of his bicycle; those not so

armed carried revolvers, and had canvas luggage cases in

the diamond of their wheels; every man carried thirty

rounds of ammunition.
"To facilitate the packing of the rations, the flour, salt,

sugar and coffee were carried in rubber cloth bags about 8in.

by 20in., and stored away either in the knapsacks or the lug-

gage cases; the bacon was cut into small chunks and wrapped
in cloth. Can goods, such as corn, baked beans, jelly, deviled

ham, etc., were generally carried in the knapsack.
"The cooking utensUs, consisting of three dripping pans,

one patented baker and one large coffee pot, were carried in

a tin case attached to the front of the bicycle and resting on
a frame.
"Every soldier carried in his knapsack one summer

undershirt, one pair summer drawers, two pairs summer
socks, one towel, two handkerchiefs, one winter undershirt,

one pair winter drawers, one pair winter socks, one tooth
brush and powder, one cake soap, one blanket, toilet paper.

Every other man carried a comb and brush, and every-

one carried in his haversack a knife, fork, spoon and meat
can.*********
"On Aug, 15 we left for Yellowstone Park, na Fort Har-

rison, Mont., where we were to draw a fresh supply of

rations. The following is a list of the provisions with which
we started out: Slbs. prunes, 251bs, flour, 141b8, sugar, 41bs.

ground coffee, 161bs. bacon, 3 cans milk, 1| cans syrup
(181bs.), 4 cans baking powder, 1 box pepper, olbs. rice, 2 cans
jelly, 3 cans deviled ham, lOlbs. bologna sausage, 1 jar Ar-
mour's extract of beef, 2 cans chocolate, 4 cans corn, 6 cans
baked beans, 5 cans salt.

"Besides this we carried medicines, tools, repairing mate-
rial, tents, blankets, extra underwear, cooking utensils,

arms, ammunition, extra bicycle parts, one pair extra tires,

and a number of personal effects."

New Tork's Good Roads Bill.

Senatok Higbee's Good Roads Bill, which has the sup-
port of the League of American Wheelmen and all who are

interested in securing a uniform system of good roads
throughout the State, provides for the appointment of a

"State Highway Commission," to consist of three members,
to be confirmed by the Senate, one of whom shall be a civil

engineer. They shall serve for three, four and five years

respectively, as the Governor shall order. Each commis-
sioner shall receive $5,(i00 annual salary, and the commis-
sion shall have $10,000 for office expenses annually.

The commission shall determine upon the bvst method of

constructing roads, and shall advise county, city, town or

village oflicers of their conclusions. The commission shall

hold a public meeting at least once a year in each county of

the Slate and cooperate with highway oflicers throughout
the State, and furnish plans and directions for improving
public highways and bridges.

The road construction contemplated by this act being for a
substantial and permanent roadway, Ihe State Highway
Commission shall cause plans and specifications of such roads

or sections of such roads to be thus improved, to be made
either for Telford, macadam, or good gravel roadway or

other suitable construction, taking into consideration climate,

soil and materials near by where the road or section is to be
built or improved, and the extent and nature of traffic likely

to go upon such road, specifying in each section or subdivi-

vision the kind of road a wise economy there demands. The
improved or permanent highway or roadway of all roads so

improved shall not be less than 8 nox more than 16ft. in

width.
. The commission shall designate what road improvements

shall be subject to State aid. A Board of Supervisors, by a

majority vote, or upon the receipt of a petition representing
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two-thirds of the value of property, shall determine whether
roads approved by the State Commission shall he improved.

Upon the receipt by the State Highway Commission of a

board's approval of any road improvement, there shall be
advertisements for bids.

This proposed law is to take effect immediately, and pro-

vides for the levying annually of a State tax of one-tenth of

a mill, to be known as a State highway tax. The money
thus raised is to pay the State share of the expense of high-

way improvement. The tax provided in the bill would raise

annually $436,000,

Xiii A. W. Measures.

At the recent convention of the ISIational Assembly of the

League of American Wheelmen, held at Albany, matters of

considerable importance were acted upon. A strong effort
'

was made to have Sunday racing legahzed, which took the

form of a motion to allow divisional option in the matter.

Representatives from northern California and some of the

far Western States were particularly active in support of the

measure. The motion was, however, defeated by a decisive

vote, more than three-quarters of the delegates casting their

ballots against Sunday racing.

An attempt to induce the league to admit professional

wheelmen to active or associate membership, though sup-

ported by President Potter and ex-President Willison, was
lost. A motion was, however, carried providing for both

amateur and professional championships under league

auspices. It was urged in support of the amendment that

such a division was essential to satisfactorily determine the

real champions in their respective classes each yeai-.

Another important measure which was carried was the

adoption of a resolution that all contests at closed, college

and school meets be decided under the rules of the Intercol-

legiate Athletic Association.

This amendment simplifies the relationship of the college

organization with the league and removes a snag in the way
of harmony that resulted from the allowance of certain

stated expenses to college athletes contrary to the rules of

the L. A. W.
An experiment, the results of which will be watched with

interest, is the creation of a loan committee, consisting of the

executive committee and the secretary and treasurer of the

league, for the purpose of loaning funds from the big

divisions to any of the smaller ones, with the object of aid-

ing the latter in recruiting their membership and aiding in

road improvement work.
Ex President Sterling Elliott will continue the publication

of the league Bvlletin for 1897. The next, meeting of the

National Assembly will be held in St. Louis in February,
1898,

As the yachting journal of America, the Fokest iHD Stbbam is the

recognized medium of cormnunicati'on between the maker of yachts-

men's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons idho have employed its columns

continuously for years.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

81. Harlem.
JDNE.

5. Knickerbocker.
12. DouslastoD,
19. Larchmont, spring regatta.
26. Seawanhaka-Corintliian.
88. Stamford, special.
29. Indian Hnroor, special,

30. Corinthian Fleet, special.
JUIiY.

1. Horseshoe Harbor, special.

2. Sea Cliff, special.
3. New Eochelle, ariBnal.
4. Larohmont, annual.
6. American, annual.

10. Riverside.
17-24. Larchmont, race week.
28. Stamford.
31. Sea ClifE.

AUGUST.
7. Indian Harbor.

14. Hempstead Harbor.
21. Horseshoe Harbor.
28. Huntington.

SEPTEMBEB.
4. Huguenot.
4. Larchmont, special.
6. Larchmont, fall regatta.

11. Larchmont, special.

As A most timely comment upon the hypocritical protes-
tations of regard for the interests of the poor American
workmen that have accompanied the arguments for the
passage of the Payne biU, comes the interesting news that
two of the great American shipyards are now preparing
to build torpedo boats for the United States Government
from English designs. The proposals for bids called for de-
signs from the builders, without stipulation as to where
such designs should be obtained, and two of the successful
firms have managed to procure their designs in England,
being unable to make them in their own drafting rooms.
Further than this, as a mere matter of economy, arrange-

ments have been made by at least one of these firms to have
all the drafting done at Southampton, England, where the
wages of skilled draftsmen are much lower than in this
country.
The Forest and Stream has no objection to offer to the

purchasing of designs abroad if better ones can be obtained
there than at home. Such a policy is absolutely necessary
in many branches of naval design, notably at present in
ocean steamers and steam yachts. There is absolutely noth-
ing to be gained by a nation in building worthless vessels.
The first thing is to secure good designs, abroad if they can-
not be made at home. What we do object to is the selfish
and cowardly attitude of those American shipbuilders who
are back of the Payne bill, who demand that the yachtsman
shall be compelled to purchase at a high price at home what
he wants, while they are allowed free access to the markets
of the world for what they want. If the American yachts-
man must not purchase a yacht on the Clyde, why should
the American builder be not only permitted but encouraged
by the Government to buy both brains and labor on the So-
lent?
The Payne bUl will do nothing whatever for the American

designer, the Atherican draftsman or the American mechanic.
Under such laws as now exist, and with themanner in which
they are enforced, the shipbuilder is free to employ foreign
labor of all grades, from that of the eminent naval architect,
who makes long visits to this country when important new
work of purely American design is under consideration,
down to the riveter and caulker in the yard; in every depart-
ment—^the office, the drafting room, the shops and the yards
—the foreigner has at least an egual footing with the native

American. It is the men who are responsible for and who
profit directly by this state of affairs who presume to dictate

to American yachtsmen as to where they shall spend their

own money. The most disgusting part of the whole busi-
ness is the canting cry of patriotism and protection to Ameri-
can labor.

The conditions of steam yacht building and torpedo boat
building in the LTnited States to-day are radically different.

The American builders have proved by a series of costly

failures that up to the present time they are unable to turn
out a first-class steam yacht, regardless of cost or time;
yachtsmen who wish a really satisfactory article being com-
pelled thus far to go abroad for it.

I In torpedo vessels such is not the case; one American firm,

the HerreshoflE Company, has for many years made a spe-
cialty of this class of work, increasing the speed and size in

answer to the very moderate demands of the Government.
Now that these demands have increased, the firm has shown
itself quite capable of meeting them, as is proved by the
recent remarkable success of the new No. 6, designed entirely

by N, G. Herreshoff and built at the Bristol works.
Under the circumstances it would seem in every way both

reasonable and just to discourage the purchase abroad of
torpedo boat designs, when equally good ones can be pro-
duced at home; and, on the other hand, to permit yachts-
men to purchase abroad what they cannot obtain at home.
The exact reverse of this is actually the case—^the American
builder is permitted by the Government to purchase what
he wants where he can get it the cheapest, while at the same
time he is granted an absolute monopoly in his dealings
with his customers.

On Feb. 17 the Sandusky Y. C, of Sandusky, O., a member
of the Interlake Y. R. A., held a meeting and decided to
challenge for the Canada's cup, provided that the Royal
Canadian Y. C. would waive the ten months' notice. It is

proposed to challenge in the 33ft. class. There is little

doubt that the holders will consent to waive the notice and
make a match.

YACHT DESIGNING—XV.
BY W, P. STEPHENS.

Continued from page 135.]

The reader should by this time be fairly familiar with the
nature and use of a marine drawing, enough so at least to
enable him to study one intelligently. In order to enable
him to make one, it is necessary to describe the various in-

struments and appliances of the mechanical draftsman,
and their uses. Before doing this, however, we shall con-
tinue the present portion of the subject a little further in
outlining the general method of constructing such a design
as that shown in Plate II. This series of operations will de-
mand a detailed and elaborate explanation later on, after
the student has made good his claim to the title of drafts-

man, and is prepared to claim that of designer; but a brief

review now will be of assistance in that it gives a broader
view of the entire subject treated in these papers.
As stated in the opening chapters, the first step toward

making a design of a yacht is to decide what sort of a craft
is desired, of what rig, class and general type, and the prin-
cipal dimensions. In this work the designer must be guided
by his knowledge of vessels and by such actual yachts and
published designs as are accessible as a basis of comparison.
These preliminary points being once settled, the next step

is to make a sheer and sail plan to a small scale, from }i to
}4in. to the foot. A base line is drawn near the lower edge of
a sheet of paper, and parallel to it, at a distance above it

equal to the draft assumed for the yacht, a second line is

drawn, the L.W.L. The proper length of L.W.L. is laid off

on this line, leaving sufficient distance on the right hand for
the projection of fore overhang and bowsprit, and on the left

hand for the after overhang or counter and the boom. "Ver-

tical lines are drawn through the points denoting the ends
of the L.W.L., the L.W.L. is divided into twelve equal parts,

and other vertical lines are drawn through the points of di-

vision and at equal intervals in the overhangs. The lowest
point of the side, the least freeboard, will be somewhere
about Station 7, and at this point a light pencil line is

drawn, parallel to the base line. The length of the fore
overhang is then set off along the L.W.L. to the right from
Station 0 and a perpendicular line drawn; on this latter is

laid off the intended height of the,stem above water. Simi-
larly, the length of the after overhang is laid off on the left-

hand end of the L.W.L., a perpendicular drawn, and the
height of the taffrail is plotted. The sheer line may now be
drawn in, after which the outline of the counter, usually a
straight line, and the line of the sternpost, also straight.
The round of deck amidship is laid off from the sheer line
and the centerliue of deck drawn in. Now the stem above
water is sketched in, and the curve is carried down to the
forefoot and then on to the, keel, finally touching the base
line, which represents the extreme draft. The rudder is

next drawn in and then the centerboard, if there be one.
Now, by methods which wiU be explained later on, the

area of the immersed portion of the sheer plan, the lateral
plane, with that of the rudder and the centerboard, and the
center of area of each, are calculated, and the common cen-
ter of the three, the C.L.R., is plotted on the plan. The
center of the hull alone and of hull and rudder without cen-
terboard are also marked.
The next step is the construction of the spar and sail plan

above the hull. The center of the mast, measured from the
fore end of the L.W.L., is marked on the center line of deck,
and a perpendicular is drawn. If the mast is to rake a little,

as is often the case, a second line is drawn through the same
point, on the center line of deck, but at a slight angle to the
first, for the true center line of the mast. The rake of a
mast is usually calculated at so much per foot of length;
3^iu. per foot, or Sin. in 12ft., is quite moderate; the extreme,
such as was seen in the original rig of the schooner America,
as well as in the pictures of pirate craft that thrilled us in
our boyhood, is about 23^in. to the foot.

The two sides of the mast (or rather of its projection) are
now drawn in on each side of the center line, with the appro-
priate taper from deck to masthead and then up to cap or
truck. Similarly, the bowsprit is drawn in, with the line of
jib or forestay and bobstay. The outline of mainsail and jib

are then drawn, and the areas and centers calculated, altera-
tions being made in the dimensions of the two sails and pos-
sibly in the position of mast and length of bowsprit until
the necessary area is obtained, with its center, the C.B., in
the proper relation to the C.L.R., generally a little forward.
In deciding on the total area of sail, the position of mast,
length of bowsprit, boom, hoist and gaff, the designer will
be guided by the dimensions and qualities of certain known
vessels of about the same size, some of which perhaps carry
even more sail and are amply stiff, while others may be over-
canvased with a smaller sail plan.
Assuming that we now have about the correct amount of

sail, and this suitably balanced over a hull with adequate
freeboard and good ends, the next step is to complete the
picture, for such this preliminary drawing really is. The
double lines of the rail may be drawn in, the line of gold
stripe, finished out with a light sketch of the carved trail-

boards at stemhead and on the quarter, the cabin house,
companion, skylights and similar deck fittings may be
sketched in, and the full details of boom, gaff, shrouds, hal-
yards, etc., added. The idea of this work is to get at the
outset as correct a picture as possible of the vacht as she will
look when under way. As the picture nears completioni a
close scrutiny will show where changes may be made to ad-

vantage: the sail plan may not be a graceful one, properly

fitting the hull; perhaps some slight changes of proportion,

making no material difference in area or balance, may
greatly improve the looks. The sheer and the lengths ana
outlines of the overhangs, though seemingly fair and true
when seen alone, may now demand some alteration to fit

them to the other parts; and so through the whole design.

The more accurate this drawing is, and the more complete
in all of its details that appeal to the eye, the better may all

parts be adjusted and harmonized to produce a handsome
and symmetrical ship in both hull and rig.

It is sometimes the case that sufficient space is left on the
right hand of the drawing, between the bowsprit end and
the margin of the paper, for an end view of the yacht, show-
ing the mast and the spread of the shrouds, the spinaker
being dotted in, overlapping the mainsail plan. Space may
also he left at the bottom of the paper for a full-breadth deck
plan, on which the actual outlines of the entire deck may be
sketched in and altered until the corresponding sweeps of

the two sides appear satisfactory to the eye.

It is also convenient, perhaps on the back of this same
sheet of paper, to sketch in the No. 6 or the midship sec-

tion to a larger scale, i4 or lin. to the foot. To do this the
base line is drawn as before, a little longer than the beam of

the yacht, and a perpendicular is erectfed at its middle. The
L.W.L. is drawn parallel to the base line and at a distance
above it equal to the draft. The height above the L.W.L. to
the top of the rail and top of deck are taken from the first

drawing and set off to the proper scale at each end of the
L.W.L., a line is lightly penciled through each, and the half
beam at deck, as originally decided on, is set off along this

line on each side of the vertical center line.

The width of keel at the bottom is next decided on and set

off on the base line on each side of the center line. If the
yacht has a metal keel, a rough calculation of its bulk and
consequently of its weight will be necessary. If the extreme
beam is greater than the beam at deck, it is measured off on
the L.W.L. on each side and perpendiculars drawn upward
from the L.W.L.
Starting at the deck, the outline of the section is now

sketched m, continuing until it meets the bottom of keel.

The outline of one side is next copied exactly on the other,

the deck with its appropriate round is drawn in, also the
cabin house or skylights. After an inspection of the draw-
ing we can decide how far down the floor may be located,

with due regard to space beneath for knees, deadwood, etc.,

for "footroom," in the form of breadth of floor clear of

frames, locker fronts, etc., and for headroom under the deck,
trunk or skylight. After the floor is thus located, the seats
or lockers and any other necessary furniture may be sketched
in.

Retmming now to the sheer plan, we will sketch in very
lightly in pencil the floor line, top of lockers, bulkheads,
cockpit, etc.

We now have a craft of fairly good appearance and certain
definite accommodation; on inspection it may appear that
the latter may be further improved by small alterations to
the midship section or sheer plan, and the work is continued
until generally satisfactory results are obtained, when this
drawing may be laid aside for some time.
The preliminary drawing has been made to some scale, 3^

or §^in. to the foot if it is a yacht of under 30ft. l.w.l., that
will call for a sheet of paper about 24in. square. The main
drawing, similar to Plate 2, will be to a larger scale, perhaps
lin. to the foot, from 3ft. to 4fc. long and of width in pro-
portion. The base line is first laid off an inch or so from the
lower edge of the paper; the ends of the L.W.L. are marked
on it, also the extreme ends of the over all length, as taken
from the first smaller drawing; the L.W.L. is divided into
twelve parts and the necessary stations are drawn in at the
points of division. The extreme half breadth is then laid off

on the end verticals and a line drawn parallel to the base
line. Jilst above this line is drawn the base line of the sheer

Slan, with the L.W.L, above and parallel to this. The
eights of the sheer line and the keel line above the base line

are now measured on each station of the small drawing and
plotted to the proper scale on the large one. The outline of
the sheer plan—that is, the sheer line, contour of keel and
stem, sternpost, rudder and line of counter—are now drawn,
care being taken to make all the lines perfectly fair. The
deck line in the half-breadth plan is next drawn; if the deck
plan has been drawn in the first drawing, the breadths at
each station will be taken from this, otherwise the line will
be drawn in by eye on the main drawing tangent to the line
marking the extreme breadth at about Station 7, unless the
topsides tumble home.
The midship or the No. 6 section is next drawn at the ex-

treme left of the paper, where the body plan is placed in
Plate II. The various level lines are now ruled in at the

Eroper distances in the sheer and body plans, and the bow-
uttock lines are ruled in at distances of one-eighth the ex-

treme beam in the half-breadth and body plans.

The next step is to draw in the half-breadth plan the half-

breadth of the fore edge of stem, bottom of keel, sternpost
and rudder, the side line. The breadth at the bottom of keel
is determined usually by the amount of lead or iron which
it is desired to carry; the wider the keel, the lower the weight.
The fore edge of stem is thinned down as much as possible,

allowing for a stemband proportionate to the size of the
yacht. The thickness of the sternpost adjoining the counter
18 usually governed by the size of rudder stock necessary to
insure ample strength.
The side line being thus drawn in the half-breadth plan,

it is next set off on the body plan, the height at each station
being taken from the sheer plan, and the half breadth from
the half-breadth plan. In this way a number of points are
determined in the body plan; Stations 6, 5, 4, 3, etc., on the
right side of the center line, and Stations 7, 8, 9, etc., on the
left. The projection of the side line in the body plan is next
drawn, a fair line through these different points.

Now we go up higher and deal with the deck line precisely

as with the side line. The height, as at Station 6, is taken
ffom the sheer plan and set oif near the right edge of the
body plan. The half breadth on the same station is taken
from the half-breadth plan and set off at the height already
marked, on the right of the center line in the body plan.
Every station is thus dealt with until we have a row of
dots on each side of the center line in the body plan.
Through each of these rows of dots a fair line must be drawn;
as the line of the rail should show perfectly fair when seen
from dead ahead or astern, as well as from the beam and
intermediate points. It will probably happen that a few of

the dots—we shall henceforth give them their proper name
of spots—^will not accommodate themselves to a fair line

passing through all the others. In this case we must make
a small alteration in the sheer line of the sheer plan or the
deck line of the half-breadth plan so as to alter the height or
distance out of the spot in the body plan and bring it on the
line. By this process of fairing we shall finally have the
projections of the edge of the rail in all three plans show as
fair lines.

We have now the general outlines of our solid figure, but
there are many lines to be filled in. The first of these is the
L.W.L. in the half-breadth plan; we already have it as a
straight line in the sheer plan and also in the body plan. We
have in the half-breadth plan the two ends of the L.W.L. at
Stations 0 and 13, and we can get another point, its half
breadth at station 6, from the midship section; this we trans-
fer to Station 6 in the half-breadth plan, and through these
three points we draw a long line, probably of very easy
curvature forward and much more abrupt aft. The exact
amount of fullness throughout the length of the line must
be determined by the judgment of the designer and by in-

spection of known designs.
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,
Having the L.W.L., we find two other steps open before us.

In the fore body we will takeNo.4station;ltsupperandlower
'ends are already plotted on the body plan; we can obtain
the half breadth on the L.W.L. from the line just drawn in

ihfe half-breadth plan, and this we will transfer to the
L.W.L. on the right of the center line in the body plan. We
Jiow have three points on the frame at station 4, and through
them we draw a curve somewhat similar to the midship sec-

tion, but of course smaller in every measurement.
Now we will take the middle bow-buttock line in the

body and half-breadth plans, straight in both, and we find,

starting forward, that we have six spots: one where the bow
line intersects the deck line and one where it intersects the
L.W L. in the half-breadth plnn, both of which we project
upward on to the sbeerline and the L.W.L, respectively in the
sheer plan; one where the bow line intersects Station! in the
body plan, and one where it intersects Station 6, both of

which are transferred to the respective stations in the sheer
plan; and one where the buttock line in the half-breadth
plan intersects the deck line, and one where it intersects the
L.W.L., which we project upward on to the sheer plan.

Now we can draw a fair line, full forward and much finer

aft, through these six spots, the middle bow-buttock line in
the sheer plan. The fore end of this line will probably be
Incorrect and require subsequent alteration, but that is of

no consequence; the after end is most useful to us. It runs
out fairly, showing a good shape to our counter, as can be
seen by the eye; and this much being secured, we will go to

Station 10 in the body plan, where we will set off first the
half breadth on the L. W.L., as taken from the half-breadth
plan, and next the height on the middle buttock line, as
taken from the sheer plan, drawing the complete section
through the four spots: at deck, L.W.L., buttock line and
keel.
We are now rapidly building up a solid form from the

many separate elements; the next step, after we have per-
haps run in Station 2 in the body plan, is to draw the traces
of two or three diagonals in the body plan and to plot from

. the various intersections the three expanded diagonals. If

the preceding work has been done skillfully the diagonals
will merely call for some minor alterations by way of fair-

ing.
Following the diagonals, we will run in B level line in the

half-breadth plan, and then W2, using every possible inter-

section in both body and sheer plans, on both stations, and
bow-buttock lines If these fair up properly we can run in
the two remaining bow-buttock lines, and when they are
faired, no easy matter in the bow, we can take all of the re-

maining stations of the body plan, running them infromthe
distances in the sheer and half-breadth plans, using all the
intersections.
We have dealt only with the drafting processes; it is neces-

sary in the course of this work to keep therunof the aOiount
and disposition of the displacement, involving the position
of the C. B; if this is done properly as the workproceeds, now
that the drawing is finished the full and final calculations
can be made with a certainty that they will result satisfac-

torily.
The main drawing being thus completed, we will take up

the preliminary drawing; any alterations of the original
plan that may have proved necessary in the course of the
work are now made also in the smaller drawing, and it is

finished up as a spar rigging and sail plan. The spars,
standing and running rigging, blocks, cleats, tiller, turn-
buckles, etc., are shown in their places in the sheer plan and
also the deck plan below it, and the drawing is finally inked
in and a tracing made.

It is not unusual, after making a rough sail plan to ascer-
tain the general balance as compared with that of the hull,
to begin with the main design, leaving the sail plan and
similar details until this is completed. It will be found
more satisfactory, however, to work as we have indicated,
making the complete sheer and sail plan, if not the deck
plan as well, to a small scale, and doing the thinking,
sketching and most of the altering on thi? drawing, only
taking up the principal drawing after all ideas have been
thoroughly matured. The pictorial side of the drawing is

no small aid in the production of a shipshape and sightly
vessel; it is not enough that every line should be fair in it-

self, in the flat drawing, but each must do its part toward
the production of a harmonious whole in the solid yacht.
The construction of a reasonably perfect design calls for a

thorough familiarity with yachts and their qualities, a care-
fully trained eye, a knowledge of drafting instruments and
appliances, and no small amount of skill and dexterity in
their use. These last, at least, may be acquired by study
and practice, and to them we shall next turn our attention.

The Payne Bill.

From The Yachtsman, Feb, U.

The passing of the Payne bill by the Senate can hardly be
considered likely to benefit American yachting, though no
doubt it is intended to have such an effect. The bill has it

that a yacht built outside the United States, and owned, char-
tered or used by a citizen of the United States, must enter
and clear at the custom house of every portthat she may visit

In the States. That the measure is not retroactive is its

single small redeeming feature. Henceforth no orders for

steam or sailing yachts will be given to British builders, nor
will any of our yachts be bought or hired, save for foreign
cruising perhaps.
How this is to benefit America is a matter best understood

by protectionists, but of one thing we are certain, viz : that
had this law always been in force in America, the great
America's Cup would have been in direful jeopardy when Sir

Richard Sutton took Genesta out to i-ace for it. The lespons

learned by American designei-s from Madge, Clara, etc.

,

were learned well, and the result to-day is manifest. It is

not, however, among sailing yachts so much that the effect

of the bill will be felt as among steamers; and it is precisely

in steam that America is deplorably astern of, England, for

the specimens of her steam yachts that we are accustomed
to see in our waters are such as to readily, explain the pref-

erence notably shown by wealthy citizens for British-built

vessels.
How are American builders to have their wits sharpened

by being prevented from seeing and studying the superior
work of foreigners? And unless yachtsmen, or would bo
yachtsmen, have the opportunity of inspecting well-appoint-

ed and handsome vessels, it is not probable that they will be
tempted into giving the protected builder an order.

The rush to the Clyde for steam yachts of late has, we
have no doubt, been mainly due to the admiration excited for

~

the work turned out by the Scotch designers and ship-
wrights—work with which America has absolutely nothing
to compare, and ^which, in fact, she is incapable of produc-
ing.
The citizens of the States cannot be forced into throwing

their dollars away among the builders, and it is question-

able, therefore, whether the bill will have any effect in en-^

couraging the industry that it seeks to cultivate. Men will

be rather apt to say to themselves that, seeing the impossi-

bility of getting the really good article that other nations
have, they prefer to go without altogether.

It requires a strong and, if we may say so, a misguided
sense of patriotism for an American to have a large steamer
built at home, and the capacity of the builders to turn out a
handsome and well-appointed craft is not likely to be in-

creased by the knowledge that they have no competitors
abroad.

. -, , , . „
The Payne bill has little indeed to recommend it. Even

the builders find themselves hampered by the duties which
they have to pay upon many of the most important materials

required in yacht construction, and a better kind of Govern-
mental help would surely be to relieve them of these burdens.
At all events, this would be a real support, whereas the pre-
vention of foreign competition can at the best be considered
only a problematical boon.
But the thought of the millions of dollars which travel

over the Atlantic to the pockets of British builders is one
that no American legislator can regard with equanimity, and
the Payne bill is a specimen more of short-sighted financial
considerations than of far-seeing legislations. It will do the
British industry little harm, but the same cannot, we think,
be said of the American.

One-Design CI asses.

One of the most instructive phases of British yachting is

the rapid development of the one design classes in all parts
of England, Scotland and Ireland, yachtsmen in each locality
abandoning the existing rule and substituting some .special

regulations of purely local influence. Under such regula-
tions there are growing up many separate families of small
craft, most of them of excellent design and well adapted for
their special locality and the demands of their owners.

It is much to be regretted that as good boats cannot be
built under the regular measurement rule, as it is evident
that the special and one-design classes appeal to the great
majority of yachtsmen, even those who place racing among
the chief charms of yachting. There is no avoiding the
obvious moral of the success of the one-design classes: that
comparatively few yachtsmen of to-day are really desirous
of attaining the fastest yacht at the sacrifice of all other
qualities, and that if all be restricted alike in the use of ex-
treme features there will be more yachts and better racing.
One of the most important of the special classes thus far

produced can only be regarded as a direct protest against
the course of unrestricted racing on the Solent, where an ex-
treme of design and construction has held full sway for sev-
eral years Last year an effort was made by some of the
Solent racing men, who had tired of building a new and
more costly and less useful yacht every year, to establish a
restricted class, to one design, and with rigid limits on ex-
treme features both of design and construction. So success-
ful was it that over a dozen boats were built by Messrs.
White Bros., of Cowes, to their own design, the dimensions
being: Overall, 32ft. 8in.; l.w.l., 25tt ; beam 7ft. 6in.; draft,
5ft. The result was a fleet of smart little keel yachts of
lasting construction and good accommodation. They have
raced throughout the season and have proved most success-
ful, the class being good for an indefinite time.
This year a similar, but smaller, class, to be called the

Redwings, will be established, the yachts now being under
way at the yard of Camper & Nicholson, Gosport; Mr. Chas.
Nicholson, of the firm, being the designer. The dimensions
are: Over all, 22ft. 3in. ; l.w.l., 16ft.; beam, 5ft. Sin.

; draft,

2ft. llin. The boats are staunch little cutters, as shown in
the accompanying drawing. The conditions under which
the class has been created are as follows:

BtTLES,

1. A one-design small boat class has been established in
the Solent, with the object of affording class racing that is

not expensive, and giving the owner of a boat an opportunity
of exercising his skill in designing her sails and rig. Sail
area is limited to 200sq. ft., actual measurement of sails only.
No spinakers are allowed in class racing as separate sails,

but jibs may be boomed out.

2. Each owner will be provided with the sheer plan of the
boat, with the C:L.R. marked.

3. Each owner will have to pay £1 a year to defray necessary
expenses, any balance being devoted to the prize fund. There
will be an entrance fee of .£1 after twelve boats are ordered,
which will also go to the prize fund. Applications for boats
and for membership are to be addressed to the hon. secre-

tary, and the names of applicants will be submitted to the
members of the class for election. In such elections one
black ball in five to exclude; five owners of boats to form a
quorum, one vote one boat.

4. In all cases of voting there shall only be one vote per
boat, except in committee, and no alterations and
additions to these rules shall be made without a two-thirds
majority.

5. A captain of the class shall be elected annually, who
shall undertake the duties of hon, secretary.

6. The committee of management shall consist of seven
owners or joint owners of boats; two to retire annually, who
shall not be eligible for election for one year. They shall be
responsible for the entire management of the class, and their
decisions shall be final and binding on all owners. Two
shall form a quorum to decide minor questions which may
arise, and all vacancies shall be filled by general meeting.

7. There shall be no limit to the number of persons on
board, but no paid hands are allovved in class racing.

8. The committee shall be responsible for the measure-
ment of sails, and also that the sails are made of uniform
material, which has been selected by the committee and is of

red cotton; the hon. secretary will give information as to
where it may be obtained.

^
9. No boat is allowed to have any alteration made to her

hull or ballast, and any alteration rendered necessary by
change of rig must be notified to the captain of the class.

10. No boat shall be allowed to start unless her sail area is

certified by the committee.
11. Each boat shall carry when racing an anchor weighing

20lbs., and not less than twenty fathoms of 2in. grass rope
cable and sufficient life-saving apparatus for her crew.

13. The following form the committee: Col. Moreton, Mr.
F. Hardcastle, Capt. du Boulay, Mr. Gerald Fitzgerald, Mr.
G. H. Harrison, Mr. H. C. Sutton. Mr. B. O. Cochrane,
captain and hon. secretary, "Oakleigh," St. John's Park,

: Ryde.
^ 13. The ownership of boats will be decided by lot,

SPECIFICATION OF BOATS.

Planking, yellow pine, >0n. full when finished.

Keel, English elm, 4in. tnick, about Sin. wide.

Stem, English oak, 4Xin. moulded, 3in. sided.

Stem timber, English oak. Sin. moulded, 4in. sided.
' Bent timbers, American elm, Min. moulded, %in. sided.

Clamp, yellow pine, 3Xin. moulded, l>ain. sided.

Beams, white pine, 8>iin. moulded, IJ^in. sided.

Cockpit carllnes, 2>^iu. moulded, 2in. sided.

Coamings, Englisti elm, 4in. above deck, fitted with outside
capping.
Stern finishing chock, pitch pine. Covermg boards, teak,

l>^in. thick. Deck, white pine, Mil- thick, painted, and cov-
ered with unbleached calico painted two coats.

Six wrought iron galvanized floors.

Twelve oak beam knees, mast partner 3ft. long, and all

timbers in this length to be lin, xl^^in., to take chainplates
where required. One knee to be fitted where required for
chainplates.
Rudder, English elm, blade with wrought iron straps and

stem working in iron tube. Galvanized tiller fitted to head
of rudder stem, with nut and screw.
Cast iron keel, lOcwt., fitted with lin. and %in. through

bolts, with nuts inside. Topsides and inside to be painted
three coats, and bottom black varnished. All fastenings of
copper.
White pine platform to be fitted where required.
Eyebolts each end of keel for hoisting out.
Boats to be delivered afloat in Portsmouth Harbor.
Length over all, 22ft. lin. ;

length l.w.l., 16ft.; beam, 5ft.

5in.; draft, 2ft. llin. Price £45.

The Royal Mersey Y. C, of Liverpool, has a class of eentar.

board boats, not of one design, but all built to certain rigid
restrictions, as follows:

RTTLES FOR THE dLASS OF ONE-RATING CENTERBOABD BOATS.

Rating—Not to exceed 1-rating, as per Y. R. A. rule of
1895.

Time—No time allowance.

SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS.

1. The length on L.W.L. shall not exceed 22ft. noi: be less
than 20ft.

2. The draft of water, independently of centerboard, shall
not exceed 3ft.

3. The centerboard shall be of iron or steel, hot exceeding
%h). in thickness, and the exposed area not exceeding
lOsq. ft.

4. The ballast, including C.B., shall not be less than
16cwt.

5. No fin or bulb, or any combination of either, shall he
allowed. The sternpost shall be of wood, solidly attached to
the keel and deadwood, and otherwise form part of the shape
and structure, in every respect as in an ordinary vessel; and
the longitudinal (or profile) section of the immersed portion
of the vessel shall show a solid straight line from where the
sternpost leaves the counter or truck to the after end of the
lower edge of the keel, and from the after end of the lower
edge of the keel to the fore end of the L.W.L. shall be either
a straight line or show outside such straight line in a fair,

continuous curve, without break or hollow from end to end.
6. The fore part of the rudder shall closely follow and be

hung to the sternpost, and extend down to within not more
than2in. of the after end of the lower edge of the keel; but
no part of the rudder shall project below the line of the
lower edge of the keel.

7. The area of the deck shall not be less than 70 per cent,
of the deck plan, and the waterways on each side shall not
be less than 16in.

8. The planking shall not be less than %in. carvel or J^in.

in clencher-built boats, and the deck planks shall not be less

than 5^in. thick, these in all cases finished sizes.

9. The framing shall not be less than l)iin. by %in., or
equal sectional area thereto.

10. The spacing of the frames shall not be more than 7in.

in the clear.
IL The boats shall be measured with three hands on

board, or a weight of 4481 bs., at the measurer's option.
12. The owner (or his representative) shall submit to the

measurer a public weighing machine weight note, certifying
the weight of ballast and centerboard carried by his vessel.

Crew—No boat to carry more than three hanas, all told, in.

any match of the club.
Helmsmen—To be members of the Royal Mersey Y. C. or

Cheshire Y. C.
Life Belts—Every member of the crew while racing shall

wear a life-saving apparatus, to be approved by the meas-
urer.
Measurer, to be appointed by sailing committee, to measure

and inspect the boats, and grant certificates of rating and
qualification. Should the measurer not consider a boat to
conform to these rules, the matter to be referred to the sail-

ing committee, whose decision shall be final.

One of the accompanying cuts shows Ethilda, built and
raced last year under these rules. She was designed for
Messrs. Chas. Livingston and Geo. H. Warren, the latter at
one time a member of the Eastern Y. C, of Boston, and
owner of the cutter Stranger. At present the i^acht is owned
by Mr. Harold Forwood, until recently a resident of New
York, and a member of the Seawanhaka and other clubn.
The other picture shows a boat built for the_ similar regula-
tions of a restricted class on the Menai Straits.

On the other side of St. George's Channel, at Kingstown,
the Dublin Bay Sailing Club has just started a new class,

to be called the "Colleens," to one design by the local
builder, James Doyle. They are 22ft. over all, 17ft. l.w.l.,

6ft. Bin. beam, carrying 250sq. ft. in a lug mainsail and jib,

no spinaker. They are clinker-built and well put, together,
with floors of steel or gun metal, and all fastenings of cop-
per or Muntz metal. The price of a boat complete is not to
exceed £52 ($260).

Gilbert's Bar, Fla., T. C.

This club was organised in October, 1895, with eighteen,
members. It now has a membership of forty-five. The
club house is situated on a narrow strip of land, with the
ocean on one side and Indian River on the other. It is one-
half mile south of Gilbert's Bar House of Refuge and two
miles north of Santa Lucia Inlet, and opposite Gilbert's
Rocks as marked on the chart.
The club holds a field day every month, when there is a re-

gatta and other amusements, followed by dancing in the
evening.
The results of the last regatta, held Feb. 13, are as follows

:

BOATS kSPT. ^ND OVER,
Corrected.

Albatross 40 4

1

Ziugan . ..

,

i...«t.U..>.< .37 S9
Joker .38 iitt

Winner, Zingan.
BOATS UNDER 2 "FT. '

Correcfed
Gull ..48 4:1

"

Swallow •..,......41
I3elle . , 1 , . , , • . . a a I . . * I I ' ifi'v.-, 4 aa^ ^1 t .^M.. KJi'a J .4^ J
llderim ...,......,...,...>.,... .........a.'. .,..,.461 '

g4
Eclipse 45
Beatrice » t» ^4
Winners: first, Beatrice; secord, llderim.

The following are the officers of the club: Cotja..^ "Slim. H.
E. Sewall, Sewall's Point, Fla.; Vice-Com., E. (j, B. I.yndall,
Esq., Waveland, Fla.; Sec'y, Paul M. Asto-jj, Esq.., Wave-
land, Fla.; Treas., C. H. Racey, Esq., \Vavelan "d, Fla.;
Meas., Capt. H. W. Bessey, Sewall's Point,, Fla,

Chicaso Tacht Mutters.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 19.—.Columbia Y C, or Chica, go, holds

a smolser this evening at its comnciodioub rooms. 1 'here will
be plenty of good music and o'oher entevtaining features,
among which will be some sparring matches of a p: urely am-
atuer sort. Columbia Y. C. has about 150 merabe rs, and is
much of an athletic organization.
The First Battalion Naval Militi.a of Illinois, o ffered an

interesting entertainment at Central Music "Hall on the
evening of Feb. 17; Mr. H. G. Peabody, of Rosto n, Mass.,
delivering a lecture, finely illustrated witk ste reopticon
views of yachts. Government warships, martoe "viewH, etc.
On Feb. 24 Mr. Peabody loctures on "Historic Jios ton."
The yacht Tartar, tne Peterson boat wliiek ti immedup

everything on Minnotonka and the White Rear chain last
fall, has been bought by Walter Dupee, a.yo ung gentleman
of this city, and will be sailed on Ocononxttwoc waters, Wis.,
next season.
Further word from the young Chieago> yachtsman who

talks of bringing a boat East for the Seawa nhaka races indi-
cates that he thinks more and more stEongly of the lde&. It
is all a question of ability to get a design and a builder in
time to turn out the boat. The gentleman is looking for
both, and though by no means sure of success, is still hope-
ful he may get the work under way soon- There is talk that
he may go yet further West before he settles on his plans, as
he wants to see what is the last thing ou t Minnetonka way.
There is nothing definite as yet determijAed in regard to the
matter. E, HouQH.

1206 BovoE BtnUjOixe, Cbicago.
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The Payne Bill.

DKPAKTMENT CIHCULAU NO. 34.

TreAsurt Department, Bureau of Navigation, Waihing-
toD, D. C, Feb. 10—To Cnllccf.nrs of Customs and Others:

The attentioQ of the officers of the customs is invited to the
act of Feb. 8, 1897, printed belovr. Under the statute
foreifn-built yachts owned, chartered or used by citizens r

the United States, if the ownership or charter was acqiiirtd.

on or after Feb. 8, 1897, are subject to tonnaare tax in the
United States in the same manner as vesstls eiiKaged in

trade. Action will be taken by you accordingly, whether or

not the yachts are documented tinder th=>. laws nf any for-

eign country. Eugene T. Chamberlain,
Approved; Commissioner.

S. WiKE, Acting Secretary.

Racing Records.

In 1896 Mr. J. A. Brand failed his new l8-footer Spruce-
mil. in fifty-four race«. winning twenty eight firsts, eigh-

teen other prizes, valued at £57 5s. 6d. The best record of the

season in British waters is that of Kismet, Linton Hope's-

18-footer, with forty-five starts, forty firsts, and five other

ETHILDA.

Mersey Restricted One Rater,

prizes, valued at £315. The Sibbick 30-footer Tatters, owned,
by H. Welch Thornton, started in fifty-seven races; Phillip-

pine started in fifty five, Satanita in fifty-nine, Britannia in

fifty-eight, Ailsa in sixty, Penitent in fifty. Niagara started

forty-three times, winning twelve firsts and eight other
prizes, £340 in all. Penitent, for her fifty starts, won fifteen

firsts and fourteen others, valued at £378; Saint, also in Niag-
ara's class, started forty-two times, with twenty firsts and
seven others, value £400. Ail«a won twenty-one first prizes

thirteen others, and £3,020. Britannia won fourteen fir.sts^

ten others, and £1,563. Satanita won six firsts and six others,

value £545 Meteor II. started twenty two times, winning^
thirteen firsts, four others, and £1,465.

A Racing- 80-Footer.

The Field says: "Mr. G. L. Watson has been intrusted
with a design for a new racer, to come out about 80 linear

rating, for the Duke de Abbruzzi, Italy, and to be built by
Messrs. D. & W. Henderson. She is expected to be readv to

make her debut at the opening of the Clyde fortnight. It is

said that the duke will become a member of the Royal Clyde
club, and be nominated for the Royal Yacht Squadron.
Onpt. Sycamore is to be in command, and the boat will proh-

fibly be raced to the end of the season. Count Biscaretta di

Ruffia will represent the duke on board thenewracer, which
to be named the Bona." On the strength of the above,

positive and exclusive information as to a new challenge for

iihe America's Cup is now in order from American journals,

YACHTING NFW3 NQTRS
The Baltimore Y. C. has elected the following ofl^cers;

Com,, E. L. Bartlett; Vice-Corn., R. Ramsay; Rear Com., D.

B. Fitzgerald; Sec'y, Dr, W, G. Poster; Treas., J. A. Smyser.
Board of Governors—E. L. Bartlett. R. Rnms^iv, D. S. Fitz-

gerald, J. A. Smyser, M. G Gill, Dr. W. G. Foster. W.
Aoofcey. House CQoamiWee-;. T, Norris, M. Q, %

Redwood. Regatta Committee—W. Ancker, E D. Booz'=>,

P. W. McAllister. During the pa=?t year the olnb has made
: sub-itantial improvements in the grnn'id-! and hoiisft at Cur-
tis Bay. The member.ship is about 150, with a fleet of thirty
yachts.

The Manchester Y. C, of Manche.iter, Mas.o., has elected
the following officers: Com , R. C. Robhins; Vice-Com , W.
A. Tucl<er; Rear Cotu., H Blanchard; Sec'y. A. W. Steven?;
Treas., G N. Whipple; Meas., D. Fenton. Executive Com-
mittee—Ex-Com. A. M. Merriam,W. Burgess and G. Prince.
Regatta Committee—G. M. Morgan. E A Boardman, Jr.,

J. L. Bremer, R. F. Tucker and A. H. Higginson.

FThe Eastern Y. C. has elecfpdthe fnllowing officers: Com.,
H. W. Lamb; Vice-Com, G. F. Fayban; Rear-Com., A.
Hemenway; Sec'y, W. S. Eaton, Jr.; Treas., P. T. Jack.son;
Meas., H. Tflgsard.' Members of Council at Large—F. E.
Peabodv and G. A. Goddard. Reeatta Committee—H. H.
Buck. T. Nelson, R. E. Forbes, A. N. Rantoul and H. Tag-
gard. Committee on Admissions—C. F. Adams, ^d, T. Par-
.sons, G. Dexter, W. C. Loring and W. S. Eaton, .Tr., secre-
tary (cx-offi.cJn). House Committee—F. E. Snow, J. P. Loud,
R. Saltonstall, F. Brewster and W. S. Eaton, Jr.

The Riverside Y. C. has elected the following: officers:

Com., George G, Tyson, schooner yacht Nirvana; Vice Com.,
William A. Hamilton, launch Alcedo; Rear-Com., Frederick
Gerken, steam yacht Wabeno; Treas., J. E. Peck; Sec'y,
John G Porter; Meas., E Frank fjockwood Trustees, to
serve for three years: Charles E. Diefenthaler and William
H. Fischer. Regatta Committee: Frank B. Jones, George B.
Clark and Edwin Binney. Entertainment Committee: Wal-
ter G. Buxton, J. Cabot Varian and C. P. Stewart. Chap-
lains: Rev. George C. Houghton, Rev. Rufus S. Putney and
Rev. F. R. Sandford. Fleet Surgeon, H. H. Tyson, Jr.. M.D.

Messrs. R. Kidney & Son, of .West Pere, Wis., issue a cata
logue of steam and gasoline launches, skiffs, sailing boats,
canoes, oars, etc.

One of the most interesting lectures yet given before the
iSeawanhaka C. Y. C. was that of Theodore Roosevelt on
"The Lessons of the War of 1813," delivered on Feb. 9.

The yachtsmen of Lake Minnetonka are busy this winter
with plans for a new clas« of boat, .«imilar to the Seawanhaka
:20-footers, and some half dozen at least will be built. Owing
To the lessened expense it is quite probable that the new
boats will supersede the old "first-class" sloops with large
crews.

Coronet, schr., Messrs. James, arrived at New York on
Feb. 7, after a voyage of 114 days from San Francisco. The
yacht sailed from New York on Dec. 5, 1895, for San Fran-
cisco; then left for Japan with a party to observe the solar
Hclipse of August, 1896, returning to San Franci'^co on Oct.
13 and sailing for New York on Oct. 15. Capt. Crosby, who
has been with the vessel since her keel was laid in 1885, is
still in command.

The racing two and one-half-rater of a few years ago,
.Manx Cat, Lieut. H. G. Tipping, haa recently been con-
verted into a steam launch.

At the annual meeting of the Corinthian Y. C, of San
Francisco, on Jan. 27, the followiuK officers were elected:
Com., Alex. J. Young; Vice-Com., Carl Westerfeld; Sec'v,
E B. Lathrop; Treas., C. L. Barrett; Port Capt., John H.
Keefe; Meas., H. H Gorter. Directors: A. J Yonng, Carl
Westerfeld, E. B. Lathrop, C. L. Barrett, F. R. Cook, W. F.
Fisher, J. H. Keefe. Retiatta Committee: J. H. Hopps, P.
J. Martenstein, T. J. Kavanaugh.

On Feb 17 Nourmahal, steam yacht, .J J. Astor, sailed
from the Erie Basin, Brooklyn, for New Orleans, where her
owner will join her for a cruise to South America. On the
same day Lasc-i, schr.. Gen J. S. Watson, sailed from New
York for the Mediterranean, where her owner will join her.

The aunual meeting of the Corinthian fieet was held on
Feb. 17 at the Murray Hill Hotel. The following officers
and committees were elected: Com., Charles W. Browne;
Vice-Com., Clark A. Miller; Rear-Com., Guy Standing;
Treas., Charles Chamberlain; Sec'y, William R. Corwine;
and Meas., G. S. Pelham. Regatta Committee: Clark A.
Miller, W. Irvine Zerega, W. B. Sutton. House Committer;
Guy St>'tnding, Samuel L. Smith, A. M. Hunter, Entertain
ment Committee: Guy Standini?, E Hanford Sturges, J. K
Pauw, Frederick Paulding, W. W. Hollingsworth. The
scicretary reported a membership of 100 and a fleet of se\-
euty-one yachts. The annual dinner will be held at the
Hotel Manhattan on March 1.

Last year the Pantasote Co. furnished a complete equip-
ment of its upholstery to the cutter Meteor 11. An order
has recently 'been received for an outfit for the cutter Brit-
annia, including everything in the way of cushions and
similar upholstery. Pantasote has been thoroughly tested
tinder all extremes of heat and cold, moisture and dryness,
and found particularly-suitable for yacht furnishing.

The annual meeting of the Larchmont Y. C. was held on
Feb. 17, the following officers being elected: Com., Clarence
A. P9§iley, sohooaer Qoloaia; Vice-Ggm-, vizard S. Hatch,

yawl Huron; Rear-Com., Charles F. Ulrich, fchr. Carlotta;
Sec'y, Edward .1. Greacen; Treas , William Murray; Meas.,
John Hyslop. Trustees: Harry M. Gillig, Augustin Monroe,
to serve three years; Eugene L Bushe, to serve two years;
Oswald Sanderson, to serve one year. The membership is

561, with a fleet of 303 yachts. Various amendments to the
con.'.titntion and by-laws were proposed, but not adopted.
On motion of John F. Lovejoy, a committee of five was ap-
pointed to consider the invitation of the Y. R. U. to join that
body.

The annual meeting of thelnterlake Yachting Association
of Lake Erie was held at Sandusky, O , on Feb, 13. The fol-
lowing officers were elected: Com , S. O. Richardson, Toledo;
Vice-Com., Henry Look, Detroit; Sec'y-Treas., O. K.
Schimansky, Sandusky; Rear-Com., George T. Bliss, Erie;
Fleet Captain, W. L. Otis, Cleveland; Meas., J. W. Hep-
burn, Toledo; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. E. Beeman, of Cleveland.
Regatta Committee: R. D. Potter, Toledo; Otto Barthel,
Joseph Blessier, W. G. Bean, Detroit; and G. P. Anderson,
Sandusky. The annual race meet will be held at Put-in Bay
at a date to be fixed by the Regatta Committee. The rules
of the Y. R. U. of the Great Lakes were adopted. E. W.
Raddef, Cleveland ;'P. B. Hower, Bufi'alo; and S. H. Jones,

MENAI STRAITS.

Ku&iricted OiiB Rater.

Detroit, were elected dt-legates to the Yacht Raoiiiii Union
The Detroit Boat Club whs aiim tted to m mbt-rship.

moving.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97,
(Jotnmodorp, .T-'hi N. MacKenlr'cfe, Gait, Canada,
Hec'y reas , Joh R Blafee U It, Cauaae.
Librarian, W. t. dteplians, Bavonne, N. J.

PURSKRF,

AMantic Di'-ision, H. W. FleischIna^, 1611 N. 21-t St., PhiH.,
(Vnrral Difisl ^n, Laurence O. vVondwc-tci, G lurarneir, N.
E^ntern sM^islon, h" .1. B in-a?**, W - ^ N 'wtou. Miss
N-^rthern D vision, Francis '-' VI "q Kicjgoion, Can via.
Annual dues, %i \ initiation fee, $1.

Pa.
Y.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1 395-96,.
Uomruudcre, C. F ennewell, DetroiL, i\licl .

Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, L .

Bear-Commodore, E H Holmea. M.ilwauke , Wig,
Sec'y-Treas., W. D Stearns, Detroit, ft'iicti.

Executive Committee: R. M. Lamp, .dudiscn. Wis,; 0. J, S .-'a'liiian.

Oin(>innati. O : F. W nifVonfi. ,< si.i'r'

r

A. C. A. Memberstiip,

Applications for membership may be made to the purser
of the division in which the applicant rei^ides on Ijl^iiks fur?
nished by pur=er, the applicant becomingamember i»i-uvided

no objection be made within fourteeu days aftei- hi< t^nme
has been officially published in the FOKEST AKD STi{^.A^[.

ATLANTIC DIVISION,

Name. U^sidenc''. r'"''

Herlsert G. Johnson. ... * ..Wainfield, N. J ——

^
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Small Calibers at the Exposition.

PLANS FOH THE COMINO TOURNAMENT.

The Tournament Committee empowered by the Sportsmpn'a Asso-
ciation with the carrying out of the rifle tournament, to be held at
Madison Square Garden during: the week of the Exposition, March
18-20, has not let the grass srow under its feet. Though called to-

gether less than a month ago. all details as to ranges, programme,
etc., have been arranged, and we are now in a position to give in full

the plans of the committee.

FOB .33-SHOKTS ONLY.

Owing to the conditions under which this tournament will be held,
only ,2a short caliber rifles will be allowed on the ranges, which are
KOf t. in length. As there will be four targets, it is only fair to assume
that these will be kept busy durine shooUnsr hours, 3 to 11 P. M. on
March 13, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19. On March £0 all shooting will cease
promptly at 9 P. M., in order that the committee may figure up the
winners and distribute the prizes. Shooting on the bullseye target
will close on Friday evening, March 19. All riflemen will readily un-
derstand why this is done.

VALUABLE PRIZES OFFERED.

From a perusal of the programme it will be seen that the list of
prizes offered is a valuable one. Over $oOO in cash will be distributed,

and in addition to that sum two handsome trophies will also be
donated.
The Zimmerman Troph.v Match is one aroimd which special inter-

est centers. In this match Mr. Gus Zimmerman offers a very hand-
some trophy, a perfect work of art, to the winner. The conditions
are special ones, and were drawn up with a view to placing it in the
power of anybod.y to go in and win. No re-entries will be allowed in

this match; only five tickets can be shot, each ticket being good for
three shots ; the two best tickets to take the trophy. The entrance
fee is $3 for the five tickets. There is another feature about this

contest that will atti'act the .shooters. The special target to be used
in this match is one which has never been used in gallery work in
this country, but has, we understand, been tried on the continent of
Europe. It is elliptical in form, tbe rings in consequence being
slightly wider above and below th° center than tliey are at the sides.

In all other respects it is like the 25-ring target.

THE TOUEJtAMENT COMMITTEE.

The committee that 1 as charge of tbe tournament is constituted as
follows: H. D MuUer, C^'airman; Edward Banks, Secretary; Gus Zim-
merman, O. G. Zsttlpr, B. Walther, G. W. Plaisted, E. Busse, R. W.
Dewey, H. Mahlenbrock, William Dalton, C. Boag, A. Ludwig, D.
Meersse, Wm. Hayes and Ignaiz Martin.
Further information as to rules, particulars of the various matches,

etc., will be found in the

PROGBAMMB.
Individual CHAMPioNSHrp Match.—Open all, 100 shots, off-hand;

25-riDg target. To be shot in strings of 10 shots. Only one entry
allowed each competitor. Any .92 short caliber rifle aUowed. Entrance
$5, including season ticket of admission to the Sportsmen's Exposi-
tion. Competitors can shoot their strings of 10 shots as they desire.
Distance, 100ft. exact.
Prizes: First, a handsome trophy and $20; second, $25; third, $20;

fourth, $15; fifth, $12; sixth, SlO; ses-enth, $10; eighth, $9; ninth, $8;
tenth, $5. Each winner can take either his cash prize or its value in
a trophy.
Continuous Match.—Entrance for tickets of 3 shots each, 50 cents

per ticket; ofl^-hand. Poe-entries unlimited, but only one prize obtain-
able by any one competitor. Two best tickets to count. To be shot
on 25-ring target. Any ,22 short caliber rifle allowed. Distance, 100ft.

Prizes: First, $i0: second, $35; third. $i5; fourth, $20; fifth, $15;
sixth, $13; seventh, $10: eighth, $10; ninth, $1; tenth, 88: eleventh,
$S; twelfth, $8; thirteenth, $7; fourteeuth, $7; fifteenth, $7; six-
teenth. $6; seventeenth. $o; eighteenth, $6; nineteenth, $5: twentieth,

$5; twenty-first, $5: twenty second, $4; twenty-third, 84; twenty-
fourth. $4; twenty-fifth, $3; twe"ty-sixth, $3; twenty-seventh, $5;
twenty-eighth, $2; twenty-ninth, $3; thirtieth, $2.

Premiums: For the best five tickets, $5; for the second best five
tickets, $1; for the third best five tickets, $3.
Zimmerman Trophy Match.—Open to all, five tickets of 3 shots

each, entrance $ii for the five tickets; no re-entry. Two best tickets
to count. To be shot on the Zimmerman special target. Distaace
100ft. exact. Any .32 short caliber allowed.
Mr. Gus Zimmerman will present a handsome trophy to the winner

of this match.
Bullseye Target.—Open to all. 3 shots per ticket, entrance 50 cents

per ticket; re-entries unlimited. Any .32 short caliber rifle allowed.
Distance 100ft. exact. Best single shot by measurement to count.
Only one prize obtainable by any one shooter
Prizes: First, $30; second, $15; third, $10; fourth, $9; fifth, $7, sixth,

$6; seventh, $5; eighth, $5; ninth, $4; tenth, $4; eleventh, $3; twelfth,

$3; thirteenth, $3; fourteenth, $2, fifteenth. $S2.

Premiums: For most bullseyes, for second greatest number of
bullseyes, $4: for third greatest number of buUeyes, $3.

All shooting on this target will close on Friday night, March 19.

RULES.

A shot must cut the ring to count.
All targets wdl be counted and entered by the oflacial scorer, and

will be returned to the shooter in case there is no dispute. The
referee committee will decide all matters pertaining to doubtful
scores.
Any sights, except telescope sights, allowed.
All questions in dispute, not covered by these rules, will be decided

by the referee committee.
(Note—Messrs.. Zettler Bros, will have charge of the ranges, and

will furnish riflf=s and suitable ammunition free of all charge to com-
petitors. All kinds of .2a short ammunition will be on hand.)

OFFICIALS.

Tournament Committee: H. D. Muller, Chairman; Edward Barks,
Secretary; B. Walther, C. G. Zettler, O. W. Plaisted. R. Busse, Gus
Zimmerman, R. W. Dewey, H. Mahleabrock, William Dalton, 0.
Boag, A. Ludwig. D Meersse, William Haves, Ignatz Martin.
Referee Committee: Gus Zimmerman, Chairman ; C. G. Zettler,

R. Busse, H. Mahlenbmck, William Dalton.
Official Scorer: G. W. Plaisted.
For programmes, etc., address

iSdward Banks, Sec'y Tournament Committee,
Forest and Stream Pub. Co , 316 Broadway, New York City.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's sxipplies have advertised SA- qw?"

columns continuouslyfor almost a quarter century>

Polica Revolver Scores.

The following scores were made by the police teams from the first

and second platoons at their regular weekly shoot.
William A. Jones,

Roundsman in charge, school for pistol practice.

SECOND PLATOON TEAM—FEB. 17, 1837.

Name. Rank. Precinct. Scores.

Milton "Woodbridge Roundsman .35 73 71 71 71 70
John Townsend. i...Se«geant 24 70 B9 68 66 66
John JMcNally.;....-..^. .i... .Sergeant. 27 7t 69 66 66 61

George W Brown. ...„iiiii,r..Act. K'dsman ....C. O. ..68 67 67 66 65
George H Eckhoff. .Patrolman 10 67 64 63 6i 58

FIRST PLATOON TEAM, FEB 18, 1S97.

Name. Bank. Precinct. Scores.

Henry J Eberman Patrolman .-.11 70 69 67 66 65

John Leddy Patrolman 34 70 68 64 64 f3

Henry B Schryver ....Roundsman 4,,..,. 70 70 67 65 63
WmHWard .Patrolman S!) 65 63 61 61 60

Hmry G Stennes Patrohnan 13....-..es 67 6T 66 63

West Newburffli Gun and Rifle Association.

Newborqh, N. T., Feb. 13.—Below are the scores made on our range
to-day by members of the West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association

in the competition for theMascroft rifle:

Shaw 4 10 5 7 7 7 4 7 4 5-60
Scott 5 355 10 5468 9-60
Haviland -6 57569556 5-69
Taylor '1' 76557954 3-58
Sneed 6 59656347 7—58
Harrison 3986734455- 54
Higginson.»,;,.li*... 6 58546465 5—64

Dickson ,,...."4 3 75543576 6-51
Gesrow ..;..,.',,..;..;;->.,... 7 75S43 3 44 7-49
Brown ......................5 27535534 4-43

W. A. KiDD, Sec'y.

rif you want your shoot to be" announced here
send in notice like the foUowinsr:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 27.—HAOKENSACK, N. ,1—Contest for the E. 0. cup, on the

grounds of the Bergen County Gun Club, C. O. Gardner, Sec'y.
March 4—Yabdville, N. J.—Inaugural handicap, 20 birds, $15,

birds included, at 25 cents each; handicaps 28 to 33yds. Open to all.

March 16-19.—Bayohbster, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of
the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb handicap at
live birds, $500 guaranteed. Open to all. Nobody barred.
March S3-25.—New York.—Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at Elkwood Park. $1,000
guarunteed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20.

Aprfi 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'
amateur and fourteenth open-to-all tournament.
April 7.—Hackensack, N. J —Third contest for the Recreation cup,

under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club, CUp contest at
12 noon sharp. O. O. Gardner, Sec'y.
April 14-16.

—

Baltimore, Md —Tournament of the Interstate Asso-
ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15.—YouNGSTOWN, O.—First tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League Geo. H, Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17.—San Autonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. Willard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.

April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tom--
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April 27-30.—Fonda, la.—Tournament under J-be management of

Geo. E. Hughes dnd C. R. McOord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28-'29.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
May 5-7.—>)EWBURGH, N. Y.—Amiual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 11-13.—Pkekskill, N. Y - Annual tournatnenS of the Peeksklll
Gun Club. First two days, targets; last day, live birds.

May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
Statse Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 18-21.— Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. S. Seely, Sec'y.
May 20 —Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.

May 26.-89.

—

East St, Louis, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's
Smokeless Gun Clnb.
June 2-4.

—

Springfield, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament, C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.—Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

'

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo, H. Jones. Sec'y.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
.lune (third week).

—

Cleveland, O.—Fourth annual tournament of
the Chamberlln Cartridge and Target Company.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser. Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.
July 14-15.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H,
Hazel, Sec'y.
July 22.—Meadvtlle, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. .Tones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gtm Club.
Aug. 19.—Warren, 0.—Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiER, Vt,—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciatiou, under tbe auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament ot the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.

—

Newbuhgh,N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited, to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any neivs notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are consideredas divided u7ups8 otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream PubUshirij} Compann, ShB
Broadway, New York.

Paul North is great on hooks. His latest work is an essay on the
magautrap, a prettily gotten up affair, with a picture of Paul in
bicycle costume, mounted on a magautrap to show the elegant con-
tour of his pneumatic calves, as an embellishment for the co\-er.

And, speaking of the magautrap, we would hke to say something
about what we take to be the correct pronunciation of that awful
word which has been precipitated upon the trap:Shooting world by
Mr. North: The word is comxjounded from the following three
words: magazine aittomatic trap, the italicized letters in those
words forming the whole. Hence as we read it, the word is magau-
trap, not "morgatrap," as it is often called. Anybodv who wants to
know anything about the "bicycle trap," or who wants a picture of
Paul North, should write to that gentleman at Cleveland, O., and aak
for a copy of his last book
While on bis way home from theSanAntonio shoot, Plumber Read,

of Omaha, Neb., siopned off in Kansas City and took in the monthly
I ive-bird shoot of the O. K. Gun Club, of that city, scoring 13 out of
his 15 birds. But this is not what we started out to tell, which was
this: While in Kansas City Mr. Read suggested that a team of eight
men from the Omaha Gun Club would stand a good .show of defeat-
ing a team of like number chosen from the rank.s of the O. K. Gun
Club. "The members of the O. K. Gun Club seemed to think well of
the proposition, and it is said that the first match is liable to come off
about March 1 on the Kansas City grounds, the retui'u match taking
place a month later at Omaha.
The following incident occurred ih the seventh round of the Grand

Prix at iV'oute Carlo, Feb. 2 (we quote from the Loudon J'jeZd) .'

"Among those who killed well being Mr. A. Blyth (a very quick bird
from No 4), Mr. Robinson (who grassed a quick bird with a fine sec-
ond barrel), and Count Trauttmansdorff. The last named, hewever,
had luck as well; for, after stopping a wonderful bird from No. 1 trap
with his second barrel, the pigeon dropped sitting on tbe boundary
fence, and it was just a toss as to which side of it he would fall. For-
tunately for Count Trauttmansdorff the bird was gathered." The
expression "dropped sitting" is rather a hard one to decipher, and
opens up a world of conjecture.

The account we give in this issue of the shooting for the Grand
Prix du Casino, at Monte Carlo, will prove of interest to all who care
anything about live-bird shooting. It seems somewhat strange that
with all the good amateur shots that this country can boast of, only
two— Mr. Robinson, of California, and Blr. J. O'H. Denny—were on
hand to do battle for the Stars and Stripes in the biggest and most
international live- bird contest in the world. Mr. Denny killed his
first three birds, but lost his fourth and fifth. Mr. Robinson stayed
in until almost the last, ending somewhere around the 14 hole, with
eleven ties for fli'st place. Mr. Lorillard, who won the first contest
for the Grand Prix 0872) is the only American who has finished first
in this event.

Three times within the past week we have received letters from as
many different correspondents asking us which set of live-bird rules
limits the weight of guns. Rule 25 in the Interstate Association's
rules is the only one so far as we are aware that limits the weight of
gun. It says: " * * * No guns larger than l2-bore, or over 81bs.
In weight, shall be allowed." A. S. A. rules state positively that "the
weight of all guns shall be unlimited." Neither Hurlmgham nor the'
Gun Club rules limit the weight of the gun, but both sets of rules
prohibit guns of larger caliber than an 11- gauge. The Grand American
Handicap will be shot under Interstate rules, hence no guns over 8lDs.
n weight will he eUgible.

To the ingenuity of a Frenchman, Paul Giflard, says an exchange,
is attributed a "miracle gun," a repeating rifle which requu-es no
gunpowder. The proiectine: force is liquefied air, obtained under
pressure at a temperature of hundreds of degrees below zero, thus
representing an enormous expansive power. This rifle is much
lighter in weight than the ordinary one, and the steel cartridge, 9in.

long and as thick as one's thumb, contains 3D0 bullets, which may be
discharged as quickly or slowly as one likes. There is no smoke, no
flash, and only a sharp and low report. As soon as one cartridge is

empty another can be screwed oninstantly, 800 shots costing but 2}^
cents, I

As a direct outcome of the Ross Greiff match, shot on Feb. 12 at
Baychester, N. Y., when Ross scored 93 to Greiff's 78. a match has been
arranged between Ross and Aaron Woodruff, of Elizabeth, N. J.
When Ross meets the Elizabeth left-hander he'll know he's been in a
shooting match by the time he gets through. Woodruff is about one
of the best shots in this part of the country, although he has never
yet been raa'ched against any of those who may lay claim to the
title of cracterjack.

A lOO-target handicap race wiU be shot on the grounds of the Ber-
gen County Gun Club. Hackensack, N. J., on Wednesday, March 3,
The conditions will be 100 targets, uni?nown angles, handicap allow-
ance of extra targets to shoot at, $8 entrance, targets extra at 1
cent each. Optional sweepstake of 50 cents on each 25 tai'gets. The
event will be started at 12 noon sharp.

Mr. J. H. Babcock, of McKee's Rocks, Pa., writes to us under date
of Feb. 16 that a gun club has been organized at McKee's Rocks
under the title of the Chartiers Gun Club. Mr. Thos. Dickson was
elected president and .J. H. Babcock secretary. The club has an en-
rollment of twenty-one members, with prospects for a large increase
of membership.
The Osoma Valley Gun Club, of Salem, N. Y., sent us an invita-

tion to be present at its opecine shoot, to be held on Washington's
Birthday, when pigeons and sparrows are to be trapped. Forest
AND Stream makes its bow to the Osoma Valley Gun Club, and
trusts to make the acquaintance of its members on some future oc-
casion.

By the time this issue appears on the news stands most of the wan^
derers who went to San Antonio and lo Hot Springs will have come
home. Some few will have tales to tell of victories won, but the vast
majority will only have excuses; and as for excuses, any old thing '11

do.

AVe hear nothing but favorable criticisms of the programme for
the Grand American Handicap meeting. The arrangement of events,
together with the system of dividing the moneys, seem to meet the
wishes of those who shoot live birds.

The Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club has been doing good missionary
work in the line of game and fish protection. Roger Van Gilder has
something to say on this point in a communication given elsewhere
in these columns.

Pittsburg, Pa., has a bad attack of whatmay be termed tbe "Grand
American Handicap fever." The way the boys out there are talking,
it looks as if Pittsburg would have about a dozen entries in the great
event.

The contest for the E. C. cup will occupy the attention of the mem-
bers of tbe Bergen County Gun Club and its friends at Hackensack,
N. J., on Saturday next, Feb. 27.

No date has so far been set for the return match between Louis
Duryea and G. S. McAlpin. The match, when shot, will come off
ovar the Elkwood Park tr.aps.

The eighth annual meeting and banquet of the Eureka Gun Club,
of Chicago, was held at the Sherman House, Washington's Birthday,
Feb. S2.

Feb. 23. Edward Banks.

The Cost of Trap-Shootingf.
Forest akd Stream is always alive to the best interests of Its read-

ers. Every week its Columns are full of good things, articles that
fairly reek with life, and that take one back into the forests and
to the banks of trout streams with a reality that makes a chained-to-
business man forget his fetters for a few hours.

All such articles, alas) faU to the lot of other departments. In the
Trap dppartment we have to use our best endeavors every week to
make the figm-es 1, 3 and 0, not to mention Utile black dots for "dead
out of bounds." appear in the latest Paris .styles, so that they will
attract and hold the attention of the readers of that special depart-
ment, Such being the case, it is easy to imagine what a perfect erod-
send such a "good thing" as Paradise Lost's essay on the deca-
dence and cost of trap-shooting is to our depirtment. The essay in
question appeared in last week's issue of one of our eotemporaries.
So refreshing is it in many of ils essentials tbat we have thought it no
discourtesy to our cotemporary to extract the letter verbatim and
give It to ow readers:

paradise lost!

"Worcester, Mass.— Manufacturers and dealers must change their
methods. They have done indirectly-and not so vpry indirectly,
either— just what they have spent thousands of dollars not to do.
They have killed public and general personal interest in trap-shoot-
ing, while all the time trying to encourage it. They have sent then
out all over the countj-y "whom they have paid from $100 to $200 per
month—traveling and hotel expenses included— to arrange toitrna-
ments and introduce their products, powders, shells, guns, etc., get*
ting large crowds together to promote interest in the sport. And
what have these men done? They have attended tournaments far
and near; they have visited every gun club wherever oppoi'tunity
offered, and have soon become "more expert as shooters than any
member of any club who did not devote his whole time to it. They
have fostered the idea that there could be no enjoyment of the sport
without sweepstakes, and then they have fleeced all comers, 'They
have killed the goose which laid the golden eger. We have had a
taste 'of it here. About a year ago a tourna meni was arranged which
was largely attended by shooters from various parts of the country
as well as by many local shooters, as many, in fact, as could be ac-
commodated. The traps were kept eroing from early morning until
dark. One man is said to have made $127 in one day. Of course
those who went to see the crack shooters and set some of the sport
themselves were out of pocket. If one gained so much, others must
lose. Then they began to reflect. Another tournament was arranged
a few weeks since. Under favorable circumstances it should have
been as large as the first. When the time came only four persons
were present. Three of those came from a distance to see how much
more money they coxiid make than at home; the other was the mana-
ger of the tournament. These men who travel on a salary, with all

expenses paid, with guns and ammunition furnished free, ca.n lose
nothing as long as interest in the sport continues, and they have every
chance to make much while it is the fashion to shoot for money.

AN EXPENSIVE SPORT.

"Another reason for the falling off in interest of shooters is the
high cost of target*! at tournaments. The managers say that targets
cannot be thrown for less than 2 or 3 cents each, and when the price
of the targets is taken from the amount won by any except those at
the top there is nothing left. One Worcester club has maintained
the price of 1 cent each for targets thrown for its members for the
last six years, notwithstanding the cost has been at times nearly or
quite double what they can be bought for now. Another club in the
city reduced its price a year or two ago, and last year the oldest and
leadmg club brought its price of targets down to 1 cent for each tar-

get thrown. Now, if shooters can have targets trapped for them at
1 cent each every week in the .year, they feel that they ought not to
be called upon to pay two or three times that amount on a few spe-
cial occasions, when the cost should be less rather than more. They
are not willing to pay the price, and they; will not do so. The best
loaded shells now cost 2 cents each, and if the target costs 2 or 3 cents
more $5 is easily gone in a short afternoon, even if no sweepstakes
are shot, and this is quite too large a draft on a poor man's pocket-
book. Yet the poor man enjoys shooting quite as well as his more
fortunate and more opulent neighbor, and wfil do quite as much of it

if it be not too expensiv e.

PRICE OF TARGETS MIGHT EE LESS.

"The price of targets is now quite reasonable, but it might be less.

It cannot cost as much to make a thousand targets as a thousand
bricks, either for handUng or material, and still a brick costs less

than a target in most jiarts of the country, both in small and inlarge
quantities-
"The price of ammunition must be reduced, too, before trap-shoot-

ing will again be as popular as it has been. One reason why the price
of loaded shells has not been more largely reduced than it nas is that
too many persons have to make a profit on them. One firm manu-
factures' the powder, another the shot, a third perhaps the wads, a
fourth the case they are packed in, while still another must have a
profit for loading. Then the dealer who sells to the shooter does not
do the business for nothing. Taking all this into consideration, the
wonder is that the price Is as low as it is. Still, with the raijid-flre

system, it is no trouble at all to use up 100 shells in an afternoon, and
it is not impossible that we shall have to go back to the old-fashioned
way of shooting: unknown angles, one man up, which, after all,

afforded a great amount of enjoyment. Paradise Lost."
The writer of the above letter has unfortunately for the welfare of

his cause only taken into consideration purely local conditions. He
states as a broad fact that applies to the whole country the conditions
that exist in his immediate vicinity, and therein he makes a greatj
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mistake. He should read the trap oolunins of each issue of ForesT
AND Stream and learn how every week new gun clubs are springing
into existence, and how old clubs are being revivified by means of
trap-sbootine tournaments given under their auspices or In theu- im-
mediate neighborhood, There is more target shooting going on
to day than at anv previous point in the history of the sport. There
are more gun clubs in full blast, more targets are thrown every day,
more shells are shot away each week, than at any time in the past
that Paradise Lost can mention.
Instead of plunging into print, he should have first consulted the

chief manufacturers of factory-loaded ammunition. They would
have informed him that never before was there such a demand for
"factory-loaded" ammunition. We refer to the U. M. C. Co., the
W. R. A. Co. and the CbamberUn Cartridge Co. He should also have
written to Paul North, W. Fred Quimby and other manufacturers of
targets. The replies he would have received would have set him
thinking as to where on earth so many millions of targets were shot
at. Letters to the Du Pont, Hazard, E. C , Schultze, Walsrode, etc.,

companies, as to the output of smokeless powders, would have
aflforded him so much food for thought that he'd never have had
time to sit down and write the above letter. He would have learned
also that the proportion of smokeless powders loaded for the purpose
of being u'?ed in the field was a mere drop in the bucket compared to

the tons of that article loaded for trap-shooting purposes only.

LACK OF LOCAIi INTEHEST.

Id short. Paradise Lost argues from a single failure of a local club
in the line of tournament giving that trap-shooting has been;killed

all over the United States. As a matter of fact, the failure may really

be traced to lack of local interest in the sport. Local interest can
only be infused into any sport by the presence of one or two enthusi-
astic hard workers, for on one or two persons everything that goes to

make the life of a club depends. And that one or those two will ulti-

mately get tired of doing everything, with the natural consequence
that trap-shooting locally suffers until a new Moses arises to lead the
band.
Paradise Lost also argues that it has been the presence of paid

experts at tournaments that has "killed the goose." We have had the
pleasure of being present at many "amateur" tournaments, and have
seldom found that they were much of a success. Of course there
were exceptions, but we can name one or two clubs who have stated
positively after trial of the "amateur only" tournaments, that noth-
ing goes with them in future but "open to all." The reason for this

action is not far to seek. There are plenty of amateurs, pure and
simple, who are just as expert as the paid man—the professional.
Those expert amateiu-s carried off the money just as the paid experts
did ; the "novice" got left, as usual, and the entry list dwindled to a
pitch that became a farce.
The real keynote of the whole letter is struck when Paradise Lost

states that "when the price of the targets is taken from the amount
won by any except those at the top there is nothing left.'" (The
italics are ours.) The moral seems to be, "Get to the top; don't get
what is left," or else don't shoot unless you can afford to los?, and
lose with a good grace.

EXPERTS HAVE PAID FOB EXPERIENCE.

One point always seems to have been overlooked by men like our
friend Paradise Lost: experts have paid for their experience, and in

most cases—we .«peak feelingly—have paid dearly. It is the case in

every walk in life, and will always be the case unless human nature
alters greatly before the end of the world.
The man who knows a good horse when he sees it, and who also

knows how to train it when he has bought it, is the man who gets the
best of the persimmons; but he has paid for his experience. It's the
same in yachting, athletics, everything, even in business. There will

always be a select few on top, with a vast majority below them ; and
many of that vast majority can't or won't see why they shouldn't
have just as much of the good things of this life as the select few.

KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT BRICKS ANTWAT.

Paradise Lost is in his element when it comes down to bricks. He
says: "The price of targets is now quite reasonable, but it might be
less. It cannot cost as much to make a thousand targets as a thou-
sand I)ricks. either for handling or material, and still a brick costs
less than n. target in most parts of the country, both in small and in

large quantities." We have never been in the brick business, neither
have we had any capital invested in targets, and cannot therefore
speak with that authority which seems to be Paradise Lost's preroga-
tive. We would, however, point out to Paradise Lost that in all busi-

ness transactions the questions of supply, demand and competition
are very large factors in governing prices.

We quite agree v/ith Paradise Lost that I cent targets will return
enough profit, to clear the expense of tournaments where no added
money is offered. On that point we are glad to shake hands with
him, because we have always been openly in favor of 1-cent targets
at all club .shoots and at tournaments where there is no added
money.

MOT A POOR man's SPORT.

The last portion of the second paragraph in Paradise Lost's com-
munication to our cotemporary is written evidently under a misap-
prehension of the case. The dragging in of the poor man as a plea
tor increased cheapness of the sport is done by force. The poor man has
actually no status in the matter. We have no right to mulct the man-
ufacturers out of their means of livelihood and maire poor men of
them simply for the benefit of other poor men who want to indulge in

a sport that is beyond their means. Trap-shooting is an expensive
sport; it is one that costs money to its devotees. If a man cannot
pay for lOD targets and 100 shells without depleting his pocketbook,
he'should divide that number in half or less if he must shoot.

There are many poor men who are just as fond of fast horses as
any of those who are able to enjoy such privileges by reason of their

wealth. But it would be just as reasonable to urge that 2:10 horses
should be reduced to 10 'cents apiece, and pneumatic-tired sulkies

sold at the rate of 2-for-5, as to demand that manufacturers reduce
the prices for guns, shells, targets, etc., in order that a poor man might
enjoy a sport his purse cannot afford. Suppose some one should
demand that boats like the Defender should be built and rigged for

49 cents each, or steam yachts like the Nourmahal sold for $1.99, in

order that the "poor man" could go yacht racing ! The cfews woul 1

have to be paid in proportion, say engineers and captains at 5 and 10

cents a dav respectively. Womdn't there be a kick?
Surelv Paradise Lost has lost himself indeed! "The price of am-

munition must be reduced, too, before trap-shooting will again be as
popular as it has been," Tet -"the best loaded shells now cost 2

cents eachl" He must want the earth. Edward Banks.

RECAPITULATION OF THE LIVE-BIRD CONTESTS POK YEARLY TROPHY, OALD-
MET HEIGHTS CLUB.

A Class.

Total Per cent.
Broken. Broken.

Calumet Heigbts and Eureka Records for 1896
Chicago, Feb. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: I send you the fol

lowing interesting showing of what some of our I'hlcago trap-shooters
have been doing:

KEOAPITDLATION OF MEDAL SCORES IN CONTESTS ON TAKGETS, CALUMET
HEIGHTS CLUB

A Class.

Classified Target 10 Best Scores Total
Contests. 2£0 Targets. Shot at.

ACPaterson 231

G C Lamphere £30

S M Booth 213
R A Turtle., ..........i

GH Knowles ...i.... 207

CD Westcott 193

H A Ferguson
Samuel Young

B Class.

F A Hodson..... ,

AWCarlisle ....^....i...^..,,.

G WCarson. ........... .............. ,..

E Copehu
JE Hinkins.. ...

G E Marshall ...m....... 197
F S Lewis it.ati^.-,

SH Greeley 181

A T Whitman....
PD Norcorm....... 195W Metcalf 203
JS Houston 117

Class C.
John McMichaels
K B Carson 138

A P Haiper
AC Black 173
LL Davis 109
A WHarlan ..i..... ...... ....... 156

CC Chamberlain.......,...^..,^.... 164
JA Morgan
N O Mumford. ...

C W Spalding,...W A Wilde
G J Reid
H A Boedker
KMarks .........
H B Black..

700 550 84.28
425 365 85.88
450 366 81.33
175 99 56.56
350 275 78 57
250 192 76.80
60 37 74
50 3S 7lt

150 109 73.86
200 123 61
25 18 73
125 90 73
100 53 53
450 306 68
100 61 61

400 263 65.50
150 93 64
650 408 63.76
6;5 458 73.28
250 177 70.80

2B 12 48
300 149 49.66
125 83 66.40
400 229 57.25
275 115 41.81
625 275 44
475 256 53.47
150 68 45,33
li5 51 40.80
25 13 53
125 65 53
50 24 48
25 18 72
25 8 33
75 11 14.66

8500 5496 6^68'

Handicap Total
Events, 1896. Shot at.

Total Per
Killed Cent.

Handicap Total
Events, 1896. Shot at.

Total Per
Killed Cent.

G H Knowles .

.

50 41 86 Sam'l Young. . 5 1 20
AC Paterson.. 50 87 74 0 W Carson.... 25 13 62
a T .Q TvinVi o I'd*T V' XjcHUJJUcI C 40 88 82. .W Qa on

Sam'lM Booth 30 25 83.83 H A Ferguson. 10 6 60
0 D Westcott.. 49 80 75

B Class.
A P Harper.... SO 22 73.33 A W Carlisle... 20 16 80
W Metcalfe.... 51 39 76.46 Dr J 0 Hobbs. 10 4 40
G E Marshall.. 51 36 70.58 P S Lewis 30 23 73.33
P D Norcom. .

.

81 25 80 64 F A Hodson... 10 4 40
J S Houston . .

,

10 7 70 E Copelin, 10 10 100

J A Morgon. .

.

21 16 76.17

C Class.
A C Black 22 13 59 H B Black 10 7 70

3J 16 50 C L Dougherty 10 3 30
R B CarsoUi... 32 25 77.50 20 18 65

15 10 66 66 5 0AW Harlan... S2 11 31.25

The Grand Prize, a silver tea set, was won by Geo. H. Knowles on
the average of 9 i.RS, on scores of shoots held Decoration Day, July
4th and Thanksgiving Day of 1896. Recapitulated by

A. C. Paterson.

reOApitolation of mbdal scores of targets for the tbAB 1893,
EUREILA GtJN CLUB.

A Class.
Scores.

A W Adams 16
Fd Bingham 7
H H Frothingham
L H Goodrich 21
O von Lengerke 9
W B Morgan 8
AC Paterson 16
C E Willard s^..mti tt,,^i.^-k,'t,.i 1

Ed Steck i. ?6
FPStannard 20
Thos Marshall
GuyDeeriog , 7
Dr C W Carson 11

NW Holt

.

H F Carson....
G C Lamphere.

,

Dr F LiddyW P Mussey ...

. , ^ -4 ff1. 1 111.

2
14
12
7'

Shot at.

400
175

hkh
225
200
400
25

650
500

175
275
.M)

850
?00
175

Broke.
311
146

.374

166
161

806
20
659
437

ii7
186
38
272
211
187

Per cent.
77.76
£0.34

7i'.2i?

74.22
80. SO
76.25
80
86
87.40

72; 6.5

67.63
76
77.71
80.33
78.20

E C J Cleaver.
Dr R B Miller.
WE Phillips,.

B Class.

J L Jones
H L Thornburg..

S Matthews

E B Ellicott,.
John Glover .,

E A Sheppard

,

. . ...... .......... ..^a . . 4'. I

i . . f^~^f-.^».:4. ..... .'i . .

Jos Lewis .v...!,,.
Geo Taylor ,

C Class.
W A Jones 5
Dr C E Morton 15
A W Mor ton ......................
JEHinkins 3
W J Arnold
G V Weart
C F Svlvester
E W Heath,.
AH Peck.....
HB Morgan 13
E B Carson
J H Long 3

J D Bisbee..,.

4 100 63 63
5 125 95 76

15 .375 246 6^60
9 225 159 70.66
18 450 298 66 33
2 50 34 63
2 50 28 f6
13 300 195 65

12 360 184 6i!33

8 200 121 60.50

14 277 79 [ii

12 iro 237 79
4 100 77 77
7 175 no 63.85
4 100 66 66

5 125 57 45.60
15 375 215 57.33
4 100 53 5S
3 75 44 58.66
2 50 18 36
3 73 £9 38.66

13 sis 108 33 .'s3

6 150 47 31.83
3 75 16 21.33

MONTHLY TROPHIES FOR YEAR, WON BY:

April—A, F. p. Stannard; B, O J Buck; C, W. A. Jones.
May—A, Ed Steck; B, John Glover; C. Dr. 0 E. Morton.
June—A, F. P Stannard; B, O. J. Buck; C, W. A. Jones.
July—A, Ed Steck; B, W. D. Stannard; C, none eligible.

August - A. H. F. Carson; B, none eligible; C, Dr. C. E Morton.
September—A, Paterson and Steck tie; B, W. D. Stannard; C, H. B.

Morgan.
October—No one qualified.
E. C. cup won by Deering in June, Morgan in July, and W. D. Stan-

nard in August, September, October, and so absolutely.

85,000 targets thrown from May 2 to Nov. 36, 1896.

Chicago Traps.
Chicago, III., Feb. 19.—Eureka Clnh, cf Chicago, will hold high

banquet and general good time next Monday evening, Feb. 2i, at the
Sherman House. Some business matters will be taken up at this the
annual club meeting. The many troohies won by Eureka Club and
its members this past season will be displayed, and an evening of fel-

lowship will be enjoyed.
On Saturday (to morrow) and on Washington's Birthday (Feb. 23)

the new shootmer park at Evanston, under charge of J. J. Smith, will

be put iQ use. Mr. Smith will run a live-bird and target park for the
convenience of shooters who live in the upper part of the city and for'

the use of all comers.
Mr. W. L. Wells, of this city, author of the ' Clover Leaf Field" de-

sign which was shown in Forest and Stream early la t fall, soon
after the big Du Pont shoot here, is wondering whether the clover
leaf field of Elkwood Park, which is dPsoribed in the Interstate A'^so-
ciation handbook as the place for the holding of the Grand American
Handicap, could possibly have been contemplated before the publi-

cation of his design. The park is spoken of as being so improved "in
the fall of 189(3," which might have been after Mr. Wells had made
public his plan. Mr. Wells and myself may have been remiss in not
seeing it, but so far have not noticed any credit given to him for the
design ; so probably it was a case of anticipatinn, or of two parties
thinking of the same thing at once, iodepenaenily of each other. Mr.
Wells is a thinker, a man of ideas, and a very pleasant gentleman,
though not seen at the traps. I think I violate no coflrlence when I
say that though he has no patent on the clover leaf scheme, he was
surprised to see it in actual use so soon. I reckon we might as well
claim it for Chicago anyhow, and state once more that it is hard to
get ahead of Chicago, which has idea' to burn, from each idea de-
pendent along forelock, which whoso mns may swipe and welcome.
For instance, a lot of men from New York were out here last week
looking at our electric elevated roads. I understand they are talking
of putting in elevated railroads in New York. Naturallv they came
out to Chicago to see how it was done. E. Hough.

1206 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

VAtson's park.

Feb. 16.—Match at 50 live birds:
J B Weaver 21O3112l212OI0^000113r23'011111111O0002101110010OOm 021 0311 20 11 20230J 01 1 01n 01 100?2n 01 1 32001 102 1 21

1112101110000123121 !00nilll31103110J12')2101220121—105
8 M Wilson..... .021002000111 1 !22a2131203101003011C00300300U0000221

0112!)2122t01C21201]2flOJ2J3]1010101201121 0012210112
022l00010C010J22100002!0110001110i033120112D121111— 89

Feb. j(7,—Audubon Gun Club, For club medals

:

Allowed.
F A Place 102012121121213-13—3—15
W Dupee .v. - 00J2122w
C S Wilcox Ol0012230('11112-10-2-12
W W McFarland ............ . , 220321121133122—13—1—14
O von Lengerke '...^..n., !^03232S03a22022-12-l—13
C B Dicks ...v.,.....'. 001220020013220— 8-2-10
W P Mussey 230321222032223-13-2-15
GiUespie 122111 1 21120120-13-2-15
J E Price 22101 10100310

w

H H Frothmgham 222022233312231-14-0-14
F R Bissell 111112221013322-14-3—15
W E Gray .,:.;,..,,.„.<..,,..... 101102012.301000- 7-4-11
C Morris 011322002101201—10—4-14
F HoUester 111112100180131—12—3—14
H B Foss 011300012012100- 8—3—10

JH Amberg 010112000002120- 7-3-:9
C E Felton 001110222121012—11—2-13
Ties on 15:

Place ........01110210W
Mussey. ...02202223330w
Gillespie 11 1 2 1002 1 11 1 122—13-2—15
BisseU 002121 022110w
Feb. 18—W. R. Wright and O. von Lengerke and D. T. McClureand

Chas. Thompson, 25 birds a corner, $25 a corner:WR Wright .2220203S02112232022020?22—19
0 von Lengerke 2202032323200032323030333-18—37
D T McOlure..., 2003032302200331220010123-16
Chas Thompson 113030332300112 .'2302210-20 -17 -33
Twenty-five bird match:

Chas Thompson 12101110010123011 30X13320 -16
O von Lengerke 0323002203232022320222303-18
Fifty-bird match:

Wiley 00010120233002000111 112100030212212212101 121'20011-.S?
Comley 12110111113100001103100111032111121311101011310111-88
Feb. SO.- Garden City Gun Club:

HLevi 010100110000010- 5 Amberg 022121322102233-12
Gillespie 100231011011101-10 Grimes 210120201020000— 7
Wilcox 101130011021010-

9

Boston Gun Club.
Wellington, Mass.. Feb. 10.—The Boston Gun Club's third serial

prize shoot was held this afternoon at Wellington, and was attended
by eighteen shooters, all eager to take part in the programme of
events. A better day could not be asked, just a little wind and not
particularly cold, altogether the reverse of weather encountered on
the previous meeting. The shoot developed into a partial reunion of
the "winter crowd'' of a year ago, and it was noticed that good-
natured rivalry was as rampant as ever. Mr. Sawyer was the re-
cipient of many congratulation? on his reappearance after suffering
a severe injury to his arm on the ball field some montlis ago. Win-
ters was high in the match with 17 out of 21, knowns, unknowns
and doubles, standing at 18yds. rise, gun below elbow. Events were
as follows:

1S3456 78 9101113Events:

7
9

7
2

10

10 10 5

6 6
4

5

1

1

4
1

1

2
4
3
3
4
3
4
4 3
4 ,.

4 1

and

10 10 10 10 10

5 6 6..,.
6 .. 6 ,.

5 5 8 6
9

0 D
b 8

'2 '3

5 7

7 10

.. 7

9

4 5 3 .. ..

10, unknown

Targets: 10 10

Gordon (17) 6
Miskay (17)..... ..i......-..-..r.i.... 8
Woodruff(17) 6

Powers (16). 9

Sewall(15) / 9
Winters (18)....,. .................. 8
Williams (15^ 9
Mack (15) ......„t4t...... 6

Sawyer (16) ....... . . . ., „.,,,, 5

Spencer (16)..,..........,. , o
Hardy (15) 7
Paine (15) 2
Dove (16) 8
Harris (15) 9
Horacs (15) • •i«^v«4,»»i itftiii •

Nickols(15) 6
Benton (14) 7
Needham(15) .. 5
Events 1, 4, 5 and 8, known angles; Nos. 2, 6, 9

angles; 11 and 12, reversed; 3 and 7, pairs.
Third contest, prize series; distance handicap, 21 targets, 10 known,

5 unknown angles and 3 pairs:
Winters (18) 1111111100-8
Miskay (17) 1110.01111—8
Dove (16) 1111110111—9
Spencer (16) 1111011110—8
Harris (15) 1111101101-8
Sawyer (16) .1101011010-6
Woodruff (17),.., i.i.. 00)1111101- 6

Hardy (1 5) ^ 1 11 0011 101-7
Nickols 06) ,.0001101111-6
Horace (15).,.. ..,1111110110-7
Gordon (17). 1010010111—6
Paine (15) 110111C0 O—

5

Williams (16) 1111010110—7
Benton (14) ,.. iniOlllllO—

7

Sewall (15) 0111011110—7
Powers (15) ................ ,1000000011—

8

Needbam(15)..,. .....1100000011-^
Mack CllOlOOOOO-3

10111-4
11011—4
10111-4
61111-4
10011-3
01001—2
11111-5
11100 -3
11101—4
01111-4
11011—4
11010- 3
00100-1
11011- 4

OOOlO—

1

00001 -1
10101-3
COOlO—

1

11 10 11- 5—17
11 10 01-4-16
19 10 10-3 -16
20 20 00-2—14
10 10 01-3-14
11 01 11—5—13
00 11 00 -9-1 .i

01 10 n-3-13
10 01 10 -.3—13
10 10 00—2—13
10 (0 10-2-12
10 ni 01-3—11
00 10 11-3—11
w -11
10 10 00-2-10
10 11 10-4— 8
01 00 00—1— 8
10 10 CO—2— 6

10 11 IS

0 10 10

7 r
5 .,

2 ,.

4 ..

6 ..

Feb. 17.—Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 17, emerged bright and smil-
from the general moisture of the previous week, and twenty shooters
met on the Boston Gun Club grounds at Wellington to celebrate ac-
cordingly. The events progressed with the usual celerity and dis-
patch, and the misses appeared as frequently as of yore. Mr. Spen-
cer placed a good 19 to his credit nobody else approaching his total
to-day. Other shooting:

Events: 1 S S U 5 6 7

Targets: 10 10 6 5 6 10 10

Gordon (17) 6 5 3 4 4 8 6

Woodruff (17) 9 6 1 3 3 5 6
Johns (15) 6 3 2 3 4 2 2
Winters (18) „..,...*.,,.,...... 7 S 3,, 3 7 5

Willard (16) S-S 4 8 3 6 5
Horace (15) 6 ,. 3 .. .. 8 6

Sawyer (16) 5 2 4 3 3 «

Williams (15) 3 .. 3 .. 8

Spangler(16) 2 4 .. ..

Dennison (16) , 3 8 4
Spencer (16) 3 5 10

Miskay (17) 3 8 7
Greener (15) 1 6 7

Paine (15) ., 2 7 6

Harris (15) 8 7 4
Dove (16) 3 9 5
Powers (15) , 1 5 4

Sewall (16) 7 4
Needham (15) 8 5
Walsh (14) 1 3

Events 1, 4, 8, 7, 10 and 12 known angles, 2 a,nd 8 unknown, 10 re-
verse, 3, 5 and 9 pairs.

Fourth contest, prize series: Distance handicap, 21 targets, 10

8

pairs

:

1111111111—10 11111--5
lOIOIOllll— 7 10101 - 3
1100011100- 5 11101--4
(OIUOOllI— 6 11110--4
1001111011— 7 01101 3
0110100100- 4 10100 -2
iiniooooi— 6 lllOC--3
0 0, 101111- 6 011 10--3
0110111000— 5 11000 -2
11101 ooou--6 03101 -2
,11101:0000-4 00111 3
101 111 0100--6 10010--a
0 0010 1 011--5 1101

0

-3
O'OOOIIOIO--4 11101--4
0101001 no

-

5 01001--a
1000011100- 4 01001--2
lOioumi-8 w

-3 00110 -2
-3 00010--1

10 10 11-4-19
10 10 10- -3 -13
10 11 10-4—13
10 10 10—8-13
10 00 10—2-la
11 11 11—6-12
10 00 01-2—11
00 11 10-2-11
10 01 10- 3—10
10 00 10 2-10
11 OO 10 3 10
00 10 10-2-10
00 10 10-2 -10
10 10 '0 2-10
10 1U 00 2 - 9
10 00 10 -2—. 8— 8
10 00 OO-l— 5
w 3

D.

John F. Weiler Gun Club.

Allentown, Pa., Feb. 15 —Below are the scores made to day on the
groundH at the Duck Farm Hotel. Both targets and live birds were
used. A special feature of the day was the 50 bird match between
Frank Class, of Morristown, N. J., and J. Rehrig, of Lehighton, Pa.
Scores:

Events: 1 58 3 4 Events: 1 SS '3 4
Targets: 10 S5 10 10 Targets: 10 So 10 10

Brey,., 10 ,. 10 .. HAcker..,. 16 ,. .,

Hope 8 ,. 9 ,, E Jeans , 7 ..

MiUer 7 ,. ,. .. A Weiler..,;,,....:.., ,. .. 8 ..

Acker 6 Erdman 6 ..

Kramer . .J.. 7 M J Hoch 8
Ulmer 7.. 8., W BarraU 6

S Weiler 19 .. .,

The two live-bu'd sweeps were shot as below:
No. 1, 10 live birds: O. Acker 8, J. Weiler 8, E, Ulmer 7, B. Huf-

fort 6.

No. 3, 6 live birds: H. Mohr 6, J. Weiler 5, O. Acker 4.

The score in the (31ass-Rehrig match was as belo w

:

F Class 220022232 :0(;2122322202233-20
222232232020 220220 3123222—21—4

1

J Rehrig 2300223012101082123222212—20
2220131333122021310101120-20- 4 0

A, Geiesemer
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Arkansaw Traveler's First Annual.
Hot Sfbikgs, Ark., Feb. 17.—Little of interest remains to be told

coBcerning the tournament which closed liere yesterday. The at-
tendance was hardly such as the promoter had reason to suppose

—

especially after the number of letters he had received from shooters
all over the country assuring h'm that they would most certainly
attend, and further would lend their hearty cooperation toward mak-
ing: the tournament a success, but nevertheless in this respect the
shoot was hardl.y such. True, there are numerous causes that
brought this about, but none of them figure so much in the result as
the bad weather expen?nced at the Midwinter tournament at San
Antoiiio. which was conducive of no little sickness among the shoot-
ers and a great deal of dissatisfaction; many -who had intended to
come from there to Hot Springs became disappointed and returned
honae. Then again that class of shooters who may appropi-iately be
designated as the sure thing crowd did not like the handicap.
The $500 added event looked alluring enough, and at flrsc they
displayed considerable avidity to have a try at it, but
as the time approached for the event to take place, and
furthermore as some of them failed to gather in the shekels they
bad anticipated at the Midwinter, they snifCed at the bait "several
times, backed away, and tben crawled into their holes until some-
thing more easy should turn up. An even break with the producer
is not what this crowd is looking for; they want at least 30 per cent,
the best of it. Well, notwithstanding that the attendance was rather
slim the tournament came off just the same, and the programme was
carried out to the letter, just as though there had been a hundred en
tries. Financially this tournament was like its predecessor, the Mid-
winter at San Antonio. In addition to the time and labor spent, the
promoter, John J. Sumpter, Jr., will have to make up a deficiency of
about $300; and yet heisnot cured, but speaks of holding another next
winter on a more elaborat-e scale, of two weeks' duration - one week
of targets and one week of hve-bird shooting. Fortunately for Sump-
ter, be shot in great form and quit several hundred dollars ahead of
the game. This in some measure will help make up the deficit. That
S5 straight alone in the Eastman handicap, and again that remunera-
tive S3 in the Arkansaw Traveler's Handicap, went to make up the
bulk of his winnings.

WHITTINGTON PARK.

The place where the tournament was held is very suitable for this
feind of shooting, but has one drawback: that of not being large enough
to permit of the use of two sjets of traps should such have bpen
neccFsary. The backgruund fo"r pigeon shooting is good, except that
on the left as the shooter faces thw score there is a high. mountain,
on which the brush and rocks make a very deceiving background for
ibrown or chncolate-c lored birds, and also any dark colored bird
that should choose to fly that way late in the evening. This very
thing was responsible for several ciphers in the last round of the
Arlington handicap. Aside from this, the grounds are perfectly level
and afford a good view from all other directions. King's traps were
used, and the trapping was done much faster than is usually the case
at tournaments of this kind; something over 100 birds an hour were
.trapped without any special effort.

THE BIBDS.

Collectively they must be classed a's 'a good lot; true, there were some
(poor ones and some exceptionally 'fiist ones; such is always the case
where 'large nnmbers of birds a're 'trapped. About 4,509 were used
(during the shoot, a iiTim'ber which could have been much increased
ihad the mauagement desired. But trapping birds in Hot Springs at
25 cents apiece is like swaijpiug dollars. Nearly all of the birds were
ibought in St. Louis and wefe^bipped in hundred dozen lots, and each
one Of these consignments aimounted to from $i40 to $J.50. This in-
cludes express charges and *oops. This left a very narrow margin
ito cover trapping and losseiB dccasioned tbcough dead birds and those
lost in trapping, as wdll -as those refusTOg to fly. Very little was
realized on the dead birds, and only about forty dozen were disposed
•of at St a dozen. The balance had to be given away, as no place
icould be secured to store them. It has always been customary to
•charge 30 cents apiece for birds in Hot Springs, but so that no one
should have any cause to complain that the management was charg-
ing too much they were trapped at about what they cost.
The first part of the tournament the weather was very disagree-

able, but later on it turned out fine, and tlie last four days it was all
Ethe shooters could wish for.

VISITORS,

R. O. Heikes, Dayton, O. ; B. A. Bartlett, Buffalo, N. Y., and J. A.
H. Elliott; of Kansas City, Mo., were the Winchester Repealing Arms
Co representatives present. iPhen there was John Parker, Detroit,
Mich., and Tom K.eller, of Plainfleld, N. J., representing the King's
Powder and Peters Cartridge Cos., of Cincinnati, O. Herbert Taylor,
of St. Louis, Mo., took care of the interest of the DuPontand Hwzard
Powder <^o. A, W. Du Bray, of Dayton, Ky , and O. R. Dickey, of
Boston, Mass., were shooting Parker guns and talking about them.
Then there was J, L. Winston, of Washington, Ind , to take care
•of the Austin Powder Oo's interest, Tom Callander, of Nashville,
Tenn . representing Laflin & Rand Powder Co and shooting W-A.
Then there was G. W. Sergeant, of JopUn, Mo. ; Peter L. Murphy, of
Pbiladelphia, Pa.; the one barrel champion, John Ellis, and George
Hutchings, of Galveston, Tex. ; W. F. Norman, of Greenville, Tex.;
Houston, of Chicago, 111 ; Bennett Charles Thompson and Wallace
D. P. McClure, of St. Paul, Minn.; Dr. W. C. Porcman, Jackson, Minn.;
L. B, Sohlndler, Wmdom, Minn.; Wirt W. W. Peabody, Jr., and
Emile Work, Cincinnati, O ; W. H. Settle, Madisonville, O.; Richard
Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis ; Chauncey M. Powers, Decatur, 111.; F. S.
Parmelee, Omaha, Neb.; A. E. Leach, Tripp, S. D.

Sixth Day, Saturday, Feb. 13.

This was another blank day in so far as programme events are con-
cerned, though it was by no means an uneventful one. Winston and
Murphy shot, another match, and once Murphy took a fall out of his
opponent. Then Norman and Winston shot two target races, which
resulted in each winning one. The first one each shot 50 targets, un-
known angles, and this was won by Winston with a score of 41 to 38.
The next time Winston allowed the first 10 of Norman's to be scored
dead, or in other words shot at 50 while Norman only shot at 40 and
then added 10 to his score. This one Norman won by 44 to 42. There
was also a team match between Heikes and Bartlett on one side and
Winston and Parmelee on the other. The conditions of the match
were fO singles and 25 pairs per man, and at tois kind of game the
Winchester men proved too much for the other combination, i be final
score being: Heikes Singles 46, doubles 4i, total 88; Bartlett—Singles
45, doubles 34, total 79; team total 1(37. Parmelee led the other tea'.a

by scoring -Singles 47, doubles 38, total 85; Winston—Singles 43,
doubles 3i, total 75. making their team total 161. This was purely an
exhibition shoot, with nothing at stake. Heikes and Bartlett gave an
exhibition of rapid and fancy trick shooting. Heikes broke 100 tar-
gets with five Winchester guns in three minutes and twenty-one sec-
onds. Then Bartlett did his usual acts and teveral new ones. The
trick of making kindling wood with a Winchester is a new one. Bart-
lett tosses up an empty box. as shells are shipped in, and he and
Heikes cut it all to pieces with loads from their Winchesters, so that
fire could readily be started with the splinters.

MUEPHY vs. WINSTON.

The weather conditions were superb for a pigeon match, and this
time Winston had really succeeded in selecting a good fast lot of
pigeons, which were further favored by the weather conditions, as
there wa.« a good stiff wind blowing away from the score. Murphy was
the first one to miss ; this occurred in the 4th round, when a very hard
fast one from No. 6 trap got away with the loss of a few feathers.
Wmston had a narrow escape on his ad bird, which was missed with
first and brought down by a great second within a few feet of the
boundary line on the right. When 10 birds had been shot, Winston was
straight, while Mui-pby had but a single lo.ss to his credit. The 11th
round brought disaster to Winston, as he lost a very fast left-quarter-
ing driver from No. 5 trap that fell about a yard out of bounds; his
next bird, also an excellent one, was scored with the second, much to
the surprise of all. Then followed another fast one, though it had an
incoming tendency ; it towered as soon as the trap was opened, missed
clean with the first, but closed up like a knife with the second. Then
came a fast driver that was well killed; but the next, similar to the
previous one, though a twister, carried the shot that struck it over
the boundary only by a few feet. All this time Murphy was not draft-
ing duffers by any means. The 15th, which he missed, was an extra
fast low driver. When Winston lost his 17th, it put Murphy 1 in the
lead, but he evened up matters when he missed his 18th, alow twisting
driver that was out of bounds with three beats of its wings. Up to
the 23d round matters were even, but it was the S3d that lost Winston
the match. This bird was acirelinglncomer, apparently an easy one,
that got away unharmed When Murphy killed his 24tb, one that
was as hard as the best. Jack's chances went a-glimmering, as Mur-
phy's last one was an incomer, and landed him a winner by 1 bird,
the final score being Murphy 22, Winston 21.

The conditions of the match were 25 pigeons, for $25 a side, loser
to pay for the birds, Murphy at 28yds. and Winston at SOyds. This
concession virtually cost Winston the match, for 2yd8. nearer would
have scored all 3 of Ms de^d out gf bounds, neither of which was
more than lOfc. out,
Here are the results, the-number of the trap and the flight;

Trap soure type—Copyright, im, by Forest anA Stream Publishing Co,
44S4824454545 4 331533 3 3345
J- > 1^/; ^ N N T /N T T T M<<

Winston -4 88«§^§383(iaa3«3,22§2gQ8

3845245415184143453535 3 43

Murphy,. 3 82022122222210220823822 8—22

Monday, Feb. 1 5-Seventh Day.
This was an ideal day for shooting, and as the target traps were

still in position, also to vary the monotony, a couple of sweeps at this
game were shot. Winston and Norman again got together; this
brought about two matches, both at targets, in each of which Winston
conceded the first 10 dead to his opponent. The first one resulted in a
win for Norman by 46 to S9, and the other one was a tie, each having
46 to his credit; $5 a side wns at stake oneach. Winston also matched
Powers with Sergeant for $10 a side and the price of the targets, 50
targets each. This Powers won by 46 to 44.
The scores in the target sweeps were as follows:
No. 1, SO targets, four moneys: Sumpter 20, Sergeant 2", Dickey 19,

Powers 18, Norman 17, Winston 17, Merrill 17. Hughes 17, Leach -16,
W. Wirt 15, Muiphy 15, Settle 14. Bennett 14, McDonald 7
Event No. 2, same as above, three moneys: Powers 18, Dickey 17,

Winston 17, Sumpter )7, Norman 17, Merrill 17, Sergeant 16, Wirt 14,
The programme event? consisted of a 7.bird event, $5, four high

guns and a 10 bird race, $10, four moneys.
Dickey did the best shooting at live birds, scoring all of hisbirdsj

while Powers lost but 1, Hutchings, of Galveston, Tex,, was a new-
arrival to day.
No. 1:

Sergeant... ...liai»12112- 9
Ellis... 2311322022- 9
Sumpter a22»212312- 9
Houston 123121ia2i—10
Werk 3220122220 - 8
Settle 1'.02112?01- 8
Merrill 12222222*?— 9
Hutchings .222021- 022— 8
Po' ers 22102J2V22— 9
Dickey 12ill2-3232-10

No. 2:

Sumpter 2«22ia2-6
Hutchings 0212012—5
Wirt 0211202-5
Powers 2821191—7
EUis 12S2202—

6

Settle l»21221-6
Norman 21 1 0202—5
Murphy 2»22220-5

Murphy,...
Wirt

,

Bennett,,.,
Wallace,...
Portman,

,t.r...2?22220»21— 8
201 Jill?.!— 8

.•22«1«1112— 7
-^,,...2»22*!21in— 8

...2222"22-210— 9
Pu Bray 2aig»l»-VJ- 7
Norman....,,, 20152 1122—10
Winston ........ . ,., . .222222^5 22-10
Leach .002213.0i2- 7

Dickey 122222S- 7
Werk 1101002-4
DuBray 1328221—7
Leach 1222222—7
Merrill •121112-6
Sergeant. . . . . ,V. ...... . ... .23221 2-2—7

Wi n ston . , , , £2,'0202- 6
Bennett 1212011—6

Tuesday, Feb. 1 6—Eighth Day.
ARKANSAW TRAVELER'S HANDICAP.

Up until Monday night John J. Sumpter. Jr., the promoter of the
tournament, had confldentlv expected to see a number of new shoot-
ers arrive to tak« part in the handicap to-day and to contest for the
$500 added m^ney This was the da.y that the Arkansas shooiers had
promised to put in an appearance, especially those from Little Rock
and Pine Bluff, as well as the Memphis and T^xas shooters. Not a
single one came from either place, and yet there has not been a tour-
nament at any of these places within the last four years that has not
found the "Arkansaw Traveler" present and shooting through the
entire programme.

Begardle's that there were only twenty- three entrie=, the handicap
was shot just the same, and the $500 were added as advertised. There-
fore those who stayed for the big event had notblug to regret, and
those who shot into a place received more than they put in.

As there were a number of shooters who wanted to leave on the
?:45 P M train, the event was started promptly at 10 o'clock, and was
finished by 5 P. M. Sumpter was the first to the score, and spoiled
the anticipations of his friends by losing his first bird dead out of
bounds. This was a rank easy one that flow like a carrion. I47's
good luck held owt, and he drew a screamer as a starter that had just
enough vitality to struggle out of bouods The 2d round was pro-
ductive of four ciphers; Murphy, Elliott, Du Bray and Bennett all fell
down on good birds. Round 3 put Wirt and Houston in the
mourners' class, while Du Bray added one more goose egg to his
scoie, Houston lost an incomer that looked easy, Win's was ordinary,
but Du Bray's was one of the star birds of the race.
Fourth round Ellis missed a good one, and Houston increased his

losses one more. Werk, Hughes and Callender were the straight
men who lost in the 5th round, and each had a good bird. Li Hung
Chang was the unfortunate in round 6, a fast outgoer proving too
much for him from the 32yil. mark. Du Brav again drew a sci earner
and mi-jsed his 3d one. Dickey. Parker and Wallace failed to score in
round 7. Dickey's was a slow incomer and got over the dead line,
while the other two lost good fast birds. Leach now missed a very
fast one, as did 147. Elliott missed a duffer of a circling incomer; so
ended round 8. Round 9 saw Norman's prospects for first money
spoilt, while 147 and Elliott missed their 3d, making two in succes-
sion. Parmelee and Bennett also had a loss chalked up to them.
The 10th round found Dickey all but shot out, as he scored his 4th
miss. Parker, Dickey and Hughes dropped their second one, and
Hutchings marred his straight. Parker, Dickey and Hughes's were
all incomers, but Du Bray and Hutchings's were corkers. Every-
I'Ody got over the 11th round without a skid, but Houston and
Hutchings could not survive the 12th. The unlucky 13th was fatal
only to Wirt and Ellis, the former being dead out of bounds, and
Ellis let an incomer get away.
Though Murphy had a bird scored to him that was clearly lost, he

slobbsred a slow quartering incomer, and as it was about to cross the
dead line one of the boys who load the trap made an effort to stoo it,

but let it get by. though he succeeded in knocking it on the ground,
where it would have crossed the dead line had not another boy
grabbed it This was a lost bird, and the referee at first decided it

fco, but changed his decision when Murphy protested. Eventually tbis
proved very costly to the men who scored 24. Ellis missed again in
the 14th round, but this time it was a fast driver that quartered
slightly to the right. 147 went all but out, as he scored his 4th
miss. Dickey got his 3d one, another incomer By the end of the
I5lh round Norman and Wallace had two misses, Hughes three,
and Houston four. Hutchings lost the only birds in the IBih round,
which made hi« total three. At this juncture the trappers
sprung a lot of home-raised birds on the shooters, which brought
grief to several of them, Sumpter, the first man on the list, got a
screamer and sai down with a smile that was rather sad. Merrill was
straight up to this point, but one of tbis lot threw him down; the b st

that he got was a strike, Werk got his 2d g' ose egg, Bennett his 3d,
and Dickey and Hutchings their 4th. In the 18th round Powers, one
of the few remaining straight men, lost a very fast towerer; Callen-
der got a dead out of bounds, which made 3 for him; Werk got a
cipher, making 3 lost for him ; Houston got out of the money by hav-
ing one die out of bounds, as this made 5 lost for him. The 19th
round Settle, one of the two remaining straight men, mi-sed a
driver, so this left Sergeant in for first all alone, with but 6 more
to shoot at. Parker lost his 3d, Hughes hfs 4th and Hutch-
ings his 5th, putting him out of the money too. Round iO
shows a dead cut of bouuda for Wirt and Houston, and a
zero for Ellis and Hutchings, making 3 lost for Wirt and 4 for
Ellis. Parker got his 4th loss and Hughes his 5th one, and all sup-
posed tbis would put him out of money ; thus closed the 21st round.
The 2-<!d saw Leach lose one dead oat of bounds, and Wallace, Cal-
lender and Bennett missed. The expected happened in the 23d round

,

as Sergeant, the only remaining straight, mLsted a little easy bird
that flew straight away and then circled, coming back from thr aead
line. The shooter ran from the score and tried to head it off, but it

had plenty of life left, as it bad been hit but slightly, and sailed over
the grand stand This gave Hughfs, who had lost 5, a chance for
money if he killed out, which he did. Houston lost his 7th bird.

Dickey missed his 5th one, ard the loss of Werk's dead out of bounds
made a like number for him; Hutchings, who was shot out of the
money, alsalost another one in this the s!4th round. The final round
brought on more trouble. Leach got a screamer from No. 4
trap that beat his 1st, but went down from the 2d; he
started to retrieve it himself, then decided to lei the boy
go after i', but when the latter was yet some distance from the bird
it gatbered it!-elf up and struggled out of bounds. Callender drew a
high towerer that fell dead out of botmds, Parker missed a slow, easy
one, Dickey had a good, strong bird fall dead out on the hillside,

Werk too missed his last one, which put each of them out of money.
Nobody made a straight; Settle, Powers, Merrid, Sergeant and
Murphy scored 21 and divided first, $322.50, making SOi.fO eacb

;

Sumpter, Parmelee and Norman finished with 23. and cut up $ib8 75,
which made each one's pro rata $89 50. Leach, Wirt, BlHott and Wal-
lace were those in the 32 hole; third money was $215.25, and paid pacb
one $53.75 Twentv ones were more plentiful, ho less than tiye tial-

lender, Bennett, Ellis, Dw Bray and l47-fltiisbing -with this total.
Fourth money was $161.25, and each got $33 v5. Two went out
with a total of 20, Hughes bnd Parker: this p9.id better than 21 and
exactly the same as 2-<i; as fifth money was $107 5Q, each drew $53.75.

After the lOth round Du Bray did some great shooting, up to which
time he had lost 4 birds, but finished out with an unbroken string
of 15, 147 had to kill his last 11 straight to finish vrith the total he did.
Neither he nor Du Bray drew many easy birds in the race.
The weather conditiuns were beautiful, thputtn a rnfl? too pleas-

ant, while the wind ibat prevailed was also very fliful, coming first

from one direction and tben another.

COKDrriONf?, OF ABKANSA-W TRA-?BIiER' i HANDICAP.

Twenty-five live pigeons each, eutraBse ^25j birda extra, av§

moneys, class shootlhg, handicap rise from 35 to aByds., $500 added
money; 83 entries at $25 made up the purse of $1,075.
For the benefit of the statistical fiend the score, the flight and the

number of the trap are given in the detafled score appended:

Trap score type—Copyright, iS97, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

2444834838443323551845233
Settle (28) ....1 2 1 3 2 2 1 8 2 2 1 2 2 2 8 3 1 2 0 3 3 2 1 2 8-24

332 3 531 42 4585445214 3 44485
T\\ ? f ? ^ Si N\->TH \^\T ^ -t->

Powers (30) 1 81138311313131320232123 3—84

2415458 5 133453 3 413 3 582114
Merrill (fO) 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 i 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 • 2 3 1 s" S 8 3-24

4338 5 44333444331345518146
Sergeant (37) 1 2^231318^ 1 8 ^ i § 2 8 2 3 2 8 3 6 8 8-84

8211345.5 382385 3 2132553345
M ^v. ^?/'tH-l.r^4.^t•^^>^'^H^t^r^^T-»^^-
MurtihyC?8)i!^8,.i.2 •32811113313221223 2 3 888 2—24

4 542 5 443433158454243 3 1333
Sumpter (30) • 88111181111112102222138 1-S3

5135411531132551551351583
Norman (28; 1 31112120212830113113123 2—23

323114455 3 12334513 5 33 4 3 35
, ^„ H5.t^/t^l•/'^,^4.-^^i^^'-^^'^^^TTT^T

Parmelee (3») 1 2 2 310380812312832223322 8-83

53 3 6 8 151551 3 533 J 32152 3 1 3 4

Leach (29) 2 33212208231223323228»28 •-22

55342431853443314241 14446
Wirt (-27) 8 20322112122«131123^2112 2—22

42145 3 3 3511433342 3 3 454425
r+? kt"/^ t H Ht\\\\^-+-t/' T i^^-^,^/"/'

Wallace (28) 1 2113 1 0112 2 8 3 1 0 3 2 3 1 2 8 0 8 1 2—33

45414445543381528 3 85253 3 4
t.N s< <-r> 1^ / N^ H \ i S. \T ?

ElUott (83) 3 03 8 22200112228222222388 2-28

4324433335843133444452548
Callendar(27)...,..l 2 2101 12223338231»111028 •—SI

85414154533213 41414358551
Ellis (30) 3 8302382338200 3 a 22103323 3-21

348445444835543 3 188445131
JS/ 1 1 i/e.;'! Si 1 1 1 / \ \Si ^ >^ H\ S< li';"

Du Bray (29). ...... 3 00310833022132222222223 2—21

333 14 4251318 1415134813513
\ t -ss v^S(\\s H T \/'^-*T \ ^^/ \ s Si Si

Bennett (30) 3 01818110111811102211013 1—81

33448111 3 53S211 4 344488355
Winston (-30) • 33883300138203 3 32223323 2—21

8 114 3 4 4 5 3 8 3 5 3 2 3 8 13 4 13 4 114

Parker (29) .,2 11313033011111118030881 0-20

2644358433444445142,5 423 3 8
N,^\t Ts TS TS'S->t-»H

Hughes (87) 3 2 2 2 0 3 8 1 301112^122020'113 8—80

444133 4 3545434451 32251 4£1
Dickey (:30) 3 32382^2801210 2 102 8 32120 •-n

4353543324423115 3 413 133 14
ivr'sTX>.^^Si?i-^<-,;nt?\?t/Si\t-h4. ?

Werk (27) 3 31a0312313211»1^01ia30^ 0-19

8 143813441114145 3 44132482
\ \\H NTt^ <-T-*\/t NS T \ Si Si -+

Hutchings (87J 8 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 8 0 0 3 1 1 0 1—18

315133544 3 311841454411244
i t ^J'/' 1t^^<-l^l^'^%^''^Sl<—>l.N/"v^->i^'f-

Houston (38) 11^0221 8 188011011^1« 2 302 1—18
PAtfL E, LtT2KB.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
EAST PITTSBCRG GtTN CLUB.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 16.—The all day shoot of the East Pittsburg
Gun Club, held to-day on the club's grounds, was a thorough suc-
cess. There was a large attendance of shooters, and a good day's
sport was enjoyed. In addiion to the eight 15 target events, several
10-target events were shot; in these events Black Cloud made three
straights, Hartmann two, and Prof. Briggs, Oliver, Nimrod, Mack,
Mot z and Born, one each. Scores in the 15-targeb events were as
below:

Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6 8 Events: 12345678
Drilie 9 13 .. 13 8
Kee 10 11
Ferguson 9 9 7. .12
Giu'ba'es 7 .. .,
Sterf
Motz 14 11 12 13

H 9 11 10 ,. .. ., .. Born 13 5 8 11
13 13 Vi 13 10 11 18 .. Thomas 9 11 ..

Oliver 13 14 14 13 15 13 . . . . Krop 8 6
Green 7 ,. 9 Hartmann 13 15
Anderson. 7 .. 11 6 9 .. ,. .. Hauck 11 7
Eyler 12 . . 9 . . 13 . . . . Taylor 12 10
McCune 6 7 .. Shaw,. 8 ..

HEBBON HILL GUN CLUB

Feb 17. -The regular monthly practice shoot of the Herron Hill
Gun Club, held to-day at Davis Island, was well attended. The scores
were not as high as usual, but some good work was done by the
shooters. Scores in the five events decided as were follows:

ProfBriggs 13 15 13 13 15 1-.! I? ..

Macs 9 12 11 12 13 14 18 18
Rl'ckCloud 13 13 14 11 14 12 11 ..

Richie 9 8 i.

Budd .... 10 n II 12 18 \^ 13 11

Old Hosa.. 11 11 13 13 13 9 11 ..

Moyer.
Nimrod .

.

No. 1.

Fargo. 13222221182a033?llf023388—?3
Anson a2322228-3a22 e820 ?22203222—28
W S King....,,......S3?22 23i0»031-?3i;210aia-2—3-3

A H Kins 220<!221-i0908i3i22-22-i203.;2—21

McPherson.. 2211 2313; 2i'0- 02]022aa2aO—81
W H Wills, V02^0il21-<^112 1^221 2'iiaOll—21
Toung a20222«2J2120022l8021- 232—31
Jacque 2a00J2^3i0280232a2; 2022^3—20
C A May
Bessemer
Duffy
Pierce

No. 4.

AH King ,^...........2i2a22i!

McPberson 20
W S King ...............2821110
Fargo 8820

AnsoQ > 20

C A May. ^80

Duffy i . . . , ... . . i^^. .
' 2221 21

Pcerce 21830

No. :

2822132
0220
2211S31
20222i'0

3.:0123-i

?20!S-ii

22222 e3
02103^8
0332021
1322121

No. 5.

812333
0
182223231
11111180
8iil233283
221122-233

20
0

No. 3.

1011
8il'^233

12 0
2222382
2-203

222220-J

3322888
202
0-23

81010

MiltLindsley removed to Ohio ostensibly to take charge of the
manufacture of King's Smokeless at King's Mills. Such was his ex-
cuse to us for leaving the generous soil of New Jersey. It seems,
however, that the manufacture of ppwder is not all that he is doing
in the Ohio Valley; he is shooting live birds, and having whittled his
gnn stock at last into a sbape conyenient for hjs right cheekbone to
repc'^e upon, has struck a gait that has not only paralyzed his Cincin-
nati friends and rejoiced the liearts of those he left behind in New
Jersey, but has also arouspd every member of the handicap commit-
tee for'the Grand Ai^erican Handicap to the really sterling merit of
this coming shooter. Jn a match at Hartnell, Ind., in company with
some shooters from Cincinnati, he ran 25 straight without falling

dead. In consequence of this work he has been challenged to shoot a
match by -W. Fred Qtiimby for a "steak," a private championsbip
toat does not conflict with either the Kansas City Star cup or the
Cast Iron badge, and also for the priee of the birds. The match will

be shot the latter part of this aontU at Qoodtoan's shooting park,
CincinDatj,
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The Grand Prix at Monte Carlo.

At the present time, when the shooters of the United States are
thinking about the comiDE Grand American Handicap, a few facts

and figures about the twenty-sixth annual Grand Prix at Monto Carlo,

shot Feb. 1 and 2, will be of more than ordinary interest. As told in

last week's issue, the winner was an Italian, Signer G. Qrasselli, who
won out in the shoot-ofif, miss-and-out, with ten other competitors.
The condit'ons of this great event are given again for the better un-
derstanding of the manner in which the event was shot:
"Grand Prix du Casino of £8C0, added to a sweepstakes of £3 each;

second received £160 and 25 per cent, of the entries; third, £80 and
25 per cent.; fourth, £40 and 15 per cent.; 4 birds at 26 meter.*, 8 at

27 meters; the winner in 1896 to stand back 2 meters, previous win-
ners 1 meter; three misses to put out; 118 subs.
Out of 118 entries there were nine who had previously won the

Grand Prix: Mr. Roberts (1883), Baron de Dorlodot, Signer Guidicini

(]8fi6, 1890, 1893), Count L. Gayoli (1891), Count Trauttmanadorfif (mi).
Signer Benvennti (1895), and M. Journu (1896); while Count L, Gayoli,
who divided second and third prizes last year with M. Scribor, and
two of the three who shared fourth prize—Signor Calari and Signer
OUva—were also among the competitors.
Of the above number, therefore, M. Journu, last year's winner, had

to stand back 2 meters, the other eight previous winners being peual-
ized 1 meter. Four birds are shot at 26 meters, that is about 2t'.yds.

14in ; the last are shot at 27 meters, or about 29J^yds. On such birds

as they usually have at Monte Carlo, an addition of 1 meter is some-
thing to take into consideration, while 2 meters is a heavy handicap.
The boundary, which is a wire fence 40in, high, is 17 meters, or 18yds.
2l}4in., in a straight line from the center trap.

That the Grand Prix is gaining in popularity is proved by the fact
that this year's entry list of 118 beats all previous records. Up to

this year the entry list of 105 in 1895 was the record ; last year's list

was 102. It seems to have been almost a matter of regret that the
entries were so numerous, as the men who had to shoot toward the
end of the list on the first day suffered a serious disadvantage in

having to shoot in a poor light at the end of the 4th round. Four
rounds only were decided on the first day, Feb. 1. The birds were
"generally good, and there was just enough wind to help them, espe-
ciaU.v on the first day."

It is interesting also to note that the general average made on the
718 birds shot at in this event was a fraction under 67 per cent.. ; <:37

out of the 718 were scored "lost." (These figures are exclusive of
the birds shot at in the ties.) This will be snecially astonishing to

shooters of this country who are so accustomed to 25 straights. It is

necessary to see the birds and grounds to properly appreciate the
conditions.
On the first day the three first rounds were shotwiih 113 men

on the list; but the 4fh round, also shot on that day, had only 81

shooters, 37 having dropped from the list, either under the rule of
8 misses out, or retiring to facilitate matters with 3 misses against
them. In the 1st round 89 of the 118 lost their birds; in the 2.1 round
there were 41 lost birds, and 42 in the 3d round. In the 4th round 26

of the 81 still in lost their birds, 13 of that number retiring from the
contest, leaving 68 to continue the shoot on the second day.
When the 5th round had been shot on Feb. 2, 22 additional ciphers

were added to the score out of the 63 shot at, and II more men
dropped from the roll. This left 57 in for the 6th round, and in this

roimd 18 lost birds were recorded, 13 names being crossed off the
list in consequence. In the 7th round 12 more men retired, 16 out of
the 44 shooters losing their birds.

This narrowed thmgs down considerably, only 32 out of the original

118 starters being in at the commenc-ement of the 8th round. In
this round 10 lost birds were scored and five more names dropped
from the list. The 9th round started with only twenty-seven shooters
and only 7 lost birds were scored, but those losses were fatal lo the
chances of six men, their names being taken from the list. This left

only twenty-one to shoot in the 10th round. The birds about this

period of the shoot were decidedly below the average, the corre-
spondent for the London FieM stating in connection with this round;
"The 10th round brought out twenty-one shooters, but of these Signer
Sani was put out of court by a second miss, his bird (a quick rising

one), going clean away, and his was the only failure, the birds still

being so bad that little credit attached to the killmg of them. But
Mr. Blyth, M. Moncorg^ and Count Trauttmansdorfl; had their work
cut out for them, as they got birds of better quality than most of the
others."
In the 11th round, with only twenty lett in, 8 misses were recorded,

as "the pigeons were much better." These 8 misses were fatal to the
hopes of six men who were dropped from the list. The other 2 lost

birds were scored to Mr. Izzard, an Bnghshman, who is said to be one
of the best inanimate target shots in that country, and to M. Mon-
corg6, a Frenchman; these misses Were their first, each having killed

10 straight up to that roimd.
For a description of the 12th round, in which only fourteen took

part, we must again quote from the report of the London Field:

•'The 12th round was entered upon with every probability that the
flrstprize would, as last year, not fall into the ties, but that, just as
M. Journu then killed 12 running, one or more of the four who had
not yet missed would again bring down their bird. But a regular
'funk' set in, for out of the first six who shot all but one missed, the
failures including M. A. Poizat, to a bird flying low near the boundary

;

Count Trauttmansdorff, whose bird, a rismg one, fell dead just over
the rails; and Mr. fir.^kine. who failed to touch a low-flying bird from
No. 4. Signor Dauielli had not yet shot, so he had only to kill for the

prize to be his; but the emotion was, no doubt, too much for him, as

he clean missed a very easy bird. The excitement which ensued
may be readily understood, for, with these 4 misses, the 7 others who
had only failed once came in again, and here we were left with 11

good men and true who had killed 11 out of 12. They comprised 3

English (Mr. Erskine, Mr. Izzard and Mr. Berridge), 4 Italians (Sig-

nor J. Grasselli, Signor Riva, Signor G. Qrasselli and Signor Banielli),

2 Frenchmen (M. Poizat and M. Moncorg6), a Russian (M. Horo-
detzki), and an Austrian (Count Trauttmansdorfl;)."

The miss-and-out to decide the contest was very short, Signor Gras-
selli winning at the end of the 5th round as follows:

Signor G Grasselli (first prize of £S03 and objet a'art) 11111—5

Hon F Erskine (divided second and third prizes of £n2) 11110—4

M Horodetzki (ditto) 11110—4

M A Poizat (fourth prize of £181) ............... ^ , 11100-3

Mr Izzard i «.« ....^'Wi.t^w.i «. r^... . .110 —2
M R MoncorgS. . . ., i>ii.ii.i4.^^^ii.'..i'.;^i.......llO —2
Count Trauttmansdorff <i,,,,........iiii..i..w...^.......lO —1
signor Riva ................10 —

1

Signor Danielli 10 —

1

Mr Berridge ••1" ~^
Signor J Grasselli 0 —

0

A good idea of the excitement that prevailed at the close of the
12th round wUl be gathered from the following from the London
Field: "The twenty-sixth contest for the Grand Prix du Casino was
brought to a close about 4 o'clock this afternoon, amid a scene of ,ex-
citement rarely if ever exceeded, for although up to the 12th round
it did not seem probable that the competition would present any
feature of exceptional importance, the collapse in that round of the
four men who had alone killed all their 11 birds had an electrical

effect upon the onlookers, and for a few moments the shooting was
su.spended, people scarcely realizing what had happened, or what
would now be the course of events. The effect of the startling col-

lapse was of course to let in the seven others who had killed aU but

1 and so the contest ended in a brilliant 'barrage' (as the French call

the ties) among eleven of the 118 original competitors."

Below are the scores of those who stayed in up to the 12th round

:

Si'^nor G Grasselli (ItaUan), Greener, Walsrode lllOllUllll—11

Hon F Erskine (English), Boss, S lllimiUlU—11

M Horodetzki (Russian), Russian gun, S 111111101111—11

M A Poizat (French) ....111111111110-11

Count Trauttmansdorff (Austrian), , 111111111110—11

Signor Danielli (Italian) j.< lllllllUllO—11

Signor J Grasselh (UaUan)... ............. 111111011111-11

Mr Izzard (English) , Ill 1 11111 101-1

1

Signor Riva (Italian) 11 ill 1110111—11
Mr Berridge "(English) 111111011111—11

M R Moncorgd (French) llllUllllOl—11

Mr W Blake (English) 111101111110—10

Si^-nor Fadini (Italian) ....i....lllll0111110—10

Mr A Blyth (English) .111110111110—10

Signor Asti-Cesai-e (Italian) 11101111110 — 9

Mr Robinson (American) ,,.,10111111110 — 9

Signor 8 LugU (Italian) 11111110110 — 9

Capt Brooke (aiglish)... ......... i.. ......11101111110 - 9

Signor Castaldi (Italian).... 11011111110 — 9

Signor Pederzoli (Italianl .........11111010110 — 8

Signor Sani (Italian) 1111110110 — 8

The order in which the other 97 retired is given below in rounds as
numbered:
Ninth round, 6: Signor Galetti (Italian), Signor Marino (ItaUan), M.

de Villaviciosa (Spanish), Mr. Mackintosh (Australian), Count Lam
beriye (French), Signor Garabaro (Italian).

Eighth round, 5: M. de Maubenge iBelgium), Count de Montesquiou
(French), Mr. Heygate (EngUsh), Lord Savile (EngUsb), Signor P. Nava
(Italian).
Seventh roimd, 12: Col, Boswall-Preston (English), M. Desmonts

(French), Baron Bianchi (Italian), Coimt Voss (German). Count Si-

brick (Austrian), Mr. Anderson (EngUsh), M. Dr6von (French), M.
Joiiniu (French), M. Verdavaine (French), Mr. Watson (English),

Coimtde Robiano (Belgium), M. Lonhienne (French).

gistbrouDd.lS; M.Ii6on (French), Mr, Wiogrore (EngliBh), Htm.

W. Beresford (English), Grand Duke Peter (Russian), Signor Grand!
(Italian). Count du TailUs (French), Baron de Montpplier (French),
Mr. V. Barker (English), Signor Vaccari (Italian), Count L. Oajoli
(Itahan), M. Lebreton (French), Mr Hannay (English), M. D. Urzaiz
(French).

Fifth round, 11 : Signor Marconcini (Italian), Mr. Bullets (English),
Count Dolflu (French), Mr. Oakeley (English), Mr. Waltprs (Englisb).
Baron de BrouUly (French), Signor Bellusci (Italian). Mr. J. Dpnny
(America). Sienor Majno (Italian), Signor Calari (Italian), Signor
Bernaroli (Italian).

Fourth round, 13: Mr. Roberts (English), Herr Schoenboern (Ger-
man), Mr. Nixon (English). Lord Lovat (Enslish)," Signor PpIoso
(Italian), Signor Oliva (Italian), Mr. Harding Cox (English), Signor
Soldi (Italian), M. PiQ.son (fielgian). Signor Brias?o (Italian), Signor
Fantachiotti (Italian), Signor Oasapiccola (Italian), Earl of Carnarvon
(English).
Third round, 37: Signor M. Guida (Italian). Mr. Hair(English), Count

Erdody (Austrian), Signor Bergogna (Italian), M. R. Gourgand
(French), Signor Memmi (Italian), Mr. Chase (English), Herr Han^
Marsch (German), Count Esterhazy (Austrian), Signor Guidicini
(Italian), Mr. Thomas (English), Mr. Kennedy (English), Mr. A. Court
(English), M. A Ginot (French), M. A. Brasseur (French), Prince
Schirinski (Russian), Bsron de Dorlodot (Belgian), Signor Benvennti
(Italian), Mr, Callander (Eneli.sh), Signor Quairolo (Italian). Signor
Colongo (Italian), M. Hoth (French), Count LeMarois (French), Signor
Paolo Gazelli (Italian). M. Lo (French), Signor Fiacbetti (Italian),

Signor Ralto (Italian), Prince Poniatowslci (French). Mr. Haydon (Eng-
lish), Signor Verri (Italian), M. Paccard (French), Signor Mainetto
Qhido (Italian). Mr. Howard (English), Signor Crespi (Italian), Prince
Bariatinsky (Russian), Mr. Yall (English,) Baron de Heeckeren
(French).
Signor G. Grasselli. this year's winner, is one of three brothers who

have been shooting at Monte T'arlo, on and off. for several years, but
he himself did not dis'inguish himself last .reason, though he killed
82 pigeons out of 117 and accounted for five out of seven in the Grand
Prix.

The previous winners of the Grand Prix since its creation in 1872 are
as und^r:
187i. Mr. G. Lorillard <U. S.). 1885. M. L. de Dorlodot (Bel-
18"3. Mr. J. Jee (England). gium).
1874. Sur W. Call (England). IS^O. Sign or Guidicini (Italy).

1875. Capt. A. Patton (England). 1S87. Hount Salina (Italy).

1876. Capt. A Patton (England). 1888 Mr O. Seaton (England).
1877. Mr. W. A Yeo ^England). 1889 Mr. V. Dicks (England).
187«. Mr. H. C- Pennell (England). 1890. Signor Guidicini (Italy).

1!:79. Mr. E. B. G. Hopwood (Eng- 1891. Count L. Gavoli (Italy!
land). 1892. CountTrauttmansdorfl(Aus-

1880. Count M Esterhazy (Aus- tria^.

tria). 1893. Signor Guidicini (Italy).

1881. M. Camtoer (Belgium). 1894. Count C. Ziehy (Austria).

. 1882 Count de St. Quentin 1895. Signor Benvenuti (Italy).

(French). 1896. M H Journu (France).
1883. Mr. J. Rob^r s (England). 1897. Signor G. Grasselli (Italy).

1884. Count de Caserta (Italy).

It will be seen that since its foundation the prize has been won ten
times by the English (bu" not once sin''e 1889), eight tiaies by the Ital-

ians, three tirnes b.y the Austro Hungarians, twice each by the French
and the Belgians, and once by the Americans.
Two other events were shot on Jan. 29 and Jan. 30 respectively.

That on Jan. 29 was the

SRANDB POtn-E d'essai.
*

For this event the number of entries exceeded all previous records
for the same event. A total of 105 entries was obtained. The con-
ditions were: Grande Poule d'Essai of £80 and a gold medal, added
io a sweepstake of £4 each; second received £20 and 25 per cent, of
the entries; third £12 and 20 per cent., fourth £8 and 15 per cent. ; 25
meters, ties at 26 meter>--; 105 subs.
Mr. Robinson, the Californian, who finished 14th in the Grand Prix

three days later, finished fourth in this event. The winners were:
1st, M. Horodetzki, Russian gun and Schultze powder, £187; M.
.Tournu. Purdev gun. French powder, and Signor Calari. Scott gun
and Schultze, divided second and third moneys, a total of £321; Mr.
Robinson. Smith pun and Schultze, won fourth money, £71. M.
Horodetzki scored 13 straight; M. Journu and Signor Calari, 12 out of
13; Mr. Robinson, 9 out of 10

LA PRtX D'OTTVERTURE

Was shot on Jan. 30. As in the Poule d'Essai, the number of entries
beat the record in this event, 106 entries being on the list. As the
scores of the winners are .something out of the way for Monte Carlo,
it may be as well to quote from the London Field's report in regard
to the quality of the birds trapped on this day : "The birds—which,
as on Thursday, were English, and were trapped by Roberts—were
(as a rule) good, and though the wind was not particularly strong
they proved too good for a large proportion of the competitors, as
may oe gathered from the fact that forty missed in the first round,
twenty- four in the second, and twelve in the third; the 106 eomfeti-
tors being thus reduced to thirty in a short space of time."
The conditions were: Prix d 'Overture of £120 and a gold medal,

added to a sweepstakes of £4 each; second received £30 and 25 per
cent, of the entries; third, £30 and 20 per cent. : fourth, £10 and 15 per
cent.; distance, 26 meters, ties at 27; 106 subs.
Count Trauttmansdorff lost his bird in the 11th round sfter he had

run 10 straight, thus leaving only four in for the prizes. These were
M. Verdavaine, Mr. Mackmtosh (an Australian). Signor Calari and
Signor Riva. Signor Riva lost his bird in the 16th round and took
fourth money, £74. Signor Calari hung on to the 18th round, when
his bird got away; he won third money, as on the previous day; his
share was £105. Seven more rounds were needed before a de-
cision was come to, M. Verdavaine and Mr. Mackintosh kiUing their
birds until the 25th round. In that round the Australian lost his bird.
This gave the gold medal to M. Verdavaine, the two shooters dividing
first and second moneys, £341.
The guns and powders of the winners were: M. Verdavaine, Purdey

and E. C ; Mr. Mackintosh, Greener and Schultze; Signers Calari and
Riva both used Scott guns and Schultze powder.

Iieroy Gun Club.

Lekoy, Pa , Feb. 12.—The members of the Leroy Gun Club had a
little shoot this afternoon, ten shooters taking part in the five events
shot. No. 1 was at 15 targets, 50 cents entrance; fij-st prize, a woollen
sweater; second prize. Ho. can of King's Smokeless. A. Kelly won
the sweater and C. McCrawey the powder. Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 were at

10 targets each, 50 cents entrance, two moneys. The scores show
some improvement, and all the members seem to be interested in the
sport. The club will hold monthly prize shoots.

Events: 12 3 4 5 Events: 1 13 3 4 '6

Targets: IB 10 10 10 10 Targets: IS 10 10 10 10

THMorse... 6 .. .. .. .. C McCrawey 10 4 .. ., 6

L W Quick ......... 8 6 6 6 7 E Kitchen T
A Kelly H 6 7 5 7 S D Lloyd 5 4 5 6 4

APercival 7 R Holcomb 7 6 8 7 6

CHolcomb 9 .. 8 9 7 Chas Mott 4 7 ,. 5 6

B. F. Smith did not take part in any of tho sweeps, but shot at 50

singles, unknown traps and angles, and at 25 pairs just lo show the
boys what he could do with King's Smokeless. He broke 39 out of
the singles and 45 out of the doubles. For the singles, the targets
were thrown very hard; some low, some high, and up and down the
screen. Scores:

Fifty singles, unknown traps and angles, and 25 parrs:

B F Smith. ...... ,11101111011111011110110110111100111110011111111011-39
11 11 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11
11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 00-46

On Feb. 23 B. F.Smith and C. E. Armstrong, of Troy, Pa,, will

shoot a match at 50 live birds, $100 a side, loser to pay for the birds.

Smith stands at 30yds., Armstrong at 28yds. The match will be shot
at Troy, and will commence at 2 P. M. There seems to be quite a lot

of interest taken in this match, and Armstrong, who is well known
around here, appears to be the favorite in the betting. S, D. L.

Soutb End Gun Club, of Troy.

Tbov, N. Y., Feb. 16.—Owing to the heavy snow and the unfavor-
able weather only four members turned out to take part in the regu-
lar monthly shoot of the South End Gun Club, of this city. The
conditions of the contest for the gold badge are 25 targets per man,
unknown angles, handicap allowances of misses as breaks. Capt. W.
H. Jackson and J. E. Costello were scratch men and succeeaed in
breaking 16 and 18 respectively. H. B. Tucker, with 3 misses as
breaks, scored 19 in all. whUe J. Sholan, of Watervliet, with 6 misses
as breaks, scored 16. Mr. Tucker thus won the gold medal. All four
shooters exceeded their averages for 1896 and obtained one point
each. The executive board of the club has decided to award prizes
to the members getting the largest number of points in 1897. Scores
were:
H B Tucker (3)...., OlllOllOlllOOOllOUlCOlU—16-1-3-19
J Sholan (6) .llllllllCOllOOOOOOOl 10000—12-1-6—18

J E Costello (0) 1111011100011101110011111 —18
WH Jackson (0) ,

„..miqoiiiooiiioooiiiooiii -i(}
W. B. CsRisTOPBEt?, Sec'y,

The Enoxville Gun Club.
KNoxvrLLi;, Tenn., Feb. .13.- The plan of our club contests for 1896,

briefly stated, was as follows; The general average of each member
of the club was determined from the preceding year. Taking this as
each member'-^ basis of shooting, the club offered to each member
one-half of bis target money in each club contest (consisting of two
20-target events) if he equaled said average. If each or any member
exceeied this average basis the club offered as a special premium a
certificate of merit valued at 25 cents, and to be redeemed by the
club at the end of the year. Said certificate was subject to challenge
by any member holding a certificate. To win the same each contest-
ant must exceed his average base, and failing in same they tied re-
gardless of scores made. Under these conditions the following mem-
bers were the winners of the club contests for the year ending Dec.
31, 1896:

ID *^

So
eS

Averagi out

ol

Target

wius. Cerliflci
wms.

18 10 4

S Van Gilder.,
, 18 16 7

R Van Gilder.. 18 20 10

T C Eldridge

.

H B Lindsay

.

. 16
. 16

22
21

17
14

F C Morris. . .

,

, 16 5 2

J C White 16
,

14
14
12

10
8
2
1

8
0
0
0

Shell. Powder.

Leader E. C....,.,

Leader. Da Ponfc.

.

Leader.

.

.E. C.

Gun.
(Daly
) Ejector
j Smith

•
( Ejector
j Smith

•
i
Ejector ]

Leader Du Pont Smith
Blue Rival. . . E. C Parker

Leader E.C.DuP'nt
]

Leader Du Pont Parker
Leader Du Pont Parker
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WOBKlNG FOB THE GAME AND FISH.

The club has been very active during the last three years, working
to educate the people to the proper understanding of game and fish
protection. And to this end, that a fish hatchery has been loca'ed,
about 100 miles from our city, convenientfor the distribution of game
fish in the pure mountain waters of adjacent territory. Laws making
dynamiting and fish poisoning a felony have been enacted after many
hours of labor by the active and zealous members of the Knoxville
Gim Club.
The club also bought, April 10, 1896, ten hen and five cock ring-

necked pheasants, pla.n<ing them out on a preserve of some 2,000
acres. We have secured from the Legislature now in session laws
Erotecting them against killing or capture for five years. The birds
ave propagated freely and give indications of prolific breeding.
The club also bought and liberated this month 200 live quail for re-

stocking, so that the near future promises the members of the club
the delights of the rod, dog and gun, such as but few are permitted to
enjoy. This Legislature, we are now assured, will pass the non-
export law, and prohibit the netting, trapping or snaring of quail.
Much time, labor and zeal have been employed to accomplish such
results, and we doubt not that the rewards for these endeavors will
be rich when the good old dog makes a point.

R. Van Gildee, Sec'y.

, Glen Echo Gun Club's Shoot.
EocKviLiiE,M:d-, Feb. 13.—The third day of the Glen Echo Gun

Chib's tournament was the most successful of the shoot. The at-
tendance was good, while a number of spectators were on the ground
to view the shooting. Among those who took part were: Dr. Lupus
and Charles Bond, of Baltimore; WilhamF Wagner, of Washington,
etc. The shooting was hard, so high scores did not prevail, but were
rather in the minority. Mr. Bond was the only one to make a
straight. Scores were:

Events: 1334:S6'789101118
Targets: so SO S5 15 15 35 S<J SO S5 SO 25 15

Dr Lupus 17 15 21 13 13 21 16 16 22 17 22 14W Wagner 15 18 16 U 11 19 18 14 21 17 20 13
O C Waters. .,.-,.'.t..... ..,.....>... 14 15 16 10 8 15 .. 11 18
Brown 4... 14 ,. 19 .. .. 22 15 .. 2:j ..CB Wise , 13 .. 15 9 .. 13 11 14 17 .. 17 10
Weatherald 8 .. 8 4 , . U . . . . 21 10 13 .,
Kidwell. 7
Kelley

,
6 ,. 6 .... Vi .... 10 ..

Moors 4 .. 6 .. .. 11 .. .. 2
Mattingly. , 15 13 9 20 16 17 24 16 23 ,',

Mitchell..,..ij..4,;,..4i........,...,, ,. .. 14 .. .. 12 .. .. 10 .. 13 ..
Watts ii..„..i,.,£i., -.: .. 11 11 15 16 18 18 .. ..:

Holmead ;.. ,,,,, , 10 22 11 18 T
Bond 18 13 18 17 iO 2U1
Rothwell 18 . . ..
Clifford 1^. 10 .'. 13
Geo Wise...,..,....,..,, 13 .. .. 9 9 16 .'.

Halpin 11 .. 20 .. 17 13
Lainhart 911
Sheirer 16 ..
McC'ormick , 14 ,\ \\
Hyde , ; a )]
H=hn i....... .. .. 9 .. 16 ."!

Baltzley. 12 14 9
Roberts.,,.,..,. i-i 6
Drury 10 ..

Oriole.

Shooting at Memphis.
Memphis. Tenn., Feb. 9.—Great interest in pigeon shooting is being

manifested by members of the Memphis Gun Club. We are prac-
ticing on the sly m the hopes that we may develop a Grand American
Handicap winner before that important event occurs. Our old-time
friend and genial sportsman, Irby Bennett, has been spending a few
days with his Memphis friends, and we endeavored to entertain him
with a live-bird shoot to-day, with following results:

No. 1. No. 2. Ho. 3. No. 4.
Poston (29) 11111-5 11111111111101011111—18 1111111111—10 11101-4
Callendar (28). 11111—5 1«1111«11.011.»111»1—13 0111110101— 7 11111—5
Neely (28) 10111-4 lllOlllllOl.iOOOOlU—13 l«ll«w
Bennett (27),.,. 11110-4 •01111111011111111.0-15 1111111110- 9 llOli—

4

Robertson (27). 11110—4 0110.111011110011Oil—13 1111111011— 9 01110-3
Duncan (28).... 11011-4 1.111111111111111011—18
Graggs (28) , 1101111110— 8 illll-5
Weaver (27) 1111111011— 9 11101—4
No. 5 was a hiiss-and-out, 81 entrance. In this event Bennett, Cal-

lendar, Graggs, Weaver and Porter all kJUed 3, and had to divide up.
Robertson lost his first bird.
Of the above events. No.. 2 was a team face; Poston, Duncan and

Robertson shooting against the oUier three. Postou's team won by
49 to 41. In the scores the second- barrel kills were not marked.
We will have another shoot on Feb. 13, and will report results.

Chief interest centered in the team race, which was thought to be
about an even match, but the result was such as to fool the best
posted. We have a number of good live-bird shots in Memphis, and
can, we believe, make a good showing with any club in this section.

"

Mejiphis.

Baltimore Shooting^ Association.
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 13.—The Maryland handicap, which has been

postponed for two weeks, was shot to-day on the grounds of the Bal-
timore Shooting Association. The conditions of this event were 20
birds per man, $10 entrance, birds extra, handicap rise. C. A. Mac-
alester, Du Pont and James Malone tied for first place with 19 each,
Coe taking second place with 18. Another 20-bu'(l race, for the price
of the birds, was shot between Macalester, Kingsbury and Whistler;
Whistler had to jiay for the birds.

A $2 miss-and-out was also shot, with the following result: Du
Pont 7, Brewer and Macalester 6, Whistler 5, Kingsbury and Thomas 1.

In a 10-bird race the following scores were made: Macalester (.30) 7,
Thomas (28j 8. Green (27) 8, Ktngsnury (26) 6, Whistler (25) 6, Du Pont
(39) 9, Malone (29) 9. Hawkins (29; 10.

Scores in the other events were

:

Maryland Handicap. No. 2.

C A Macalester (.30)223aOJ<J22i212122ii2«-ld 2102221210J210021203—15
DuPont (29) 11112111221310222112—19 ^

J Malone (.iS) H2I2a20«] 111231223-19 ...r.........:,.,...
Coe (Ji8) 22222202i2122iaai220—18 , . ,

Thomas (28) 112022il20a22.0i02i!0—18
Kingsbury (a9) 101102'20111211112120—16 l2010HHli001022Ill—15
Ro'ob (25) 0::2iOi 11212100011111—15
Whistler (27). 1011-<il010022l2120202—14 21120010120211111010-14
Hawkins (30) ; .0112201l00w

Rising Sun Gun Club.
Rising Sttn, Md., Feb. 9.—The Rising Sun Gun Club held its monthly

shoot this afternoon. Keen won the medal with 24 out of 25. Scores
were aa below:
A. B, Keen 24, Hartenstine 20, J. Gifl'ord 19, S, Terry 13, Et(gland 23,

Cla.yton la, Martindale 18, TV^OfClUOgton 17, Alexander 19, C. Kirk 16,
Sterrett 15, I^etts 17. •• H. L. WoRTHiNfixoN, SeoY.
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ON LONG ISIi&ND.
ROCKAWAY POINT ROD AND OUN CLUB '

,
Jfeb. J5.—The regular monthly shoot of the Eockaway Point Rod

and Gun Club was held to day at. theclub's grounds, Rocka way Park.
Tbe attendance was small, and only eight events in all were decided.
Topi Lewis and Frank Baxter did the best shooting. Scores:

Events: 133456 78 Bveots: 133456 78
Targets: 10 15 10 10 10 S5 25 25 , Targets: IG 15 10 10 10 23 25

T Lewis.... T 33 8 10 .. 81 S3 24
F Baxter., 6 IS 5 4 ., 21 21 SO
F Coleman 5 9 .. .. R 17 .. 20
HtSCott.. .. 11 .. .. 5

J Jones 30 .. ..

J TlTnan 39 iri4
EJBourke 11 15 ,,

Fef>. 16.—The last monthly shoot ot the season of 1896-7 for the
Emerald Gun Club, of New York, took place this afternoon at Dexter
l?ark. The attendance was not as large as usual, but was still large
enough to show that the Emeralds can turn out a goodly num-
ber of members at the finish of the season Five men went
straight, among them DickPhister, who thus lands in first place with
the total of 93 kills out of lOD shot at in the ten monthly shoots that
he has attended. The scores ^s a whole ruled high, and yery few
pigeons escaped the cracks. Below ace the scores, showing the flight

of each bird":

Trap soore type—Copyright', mor, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

jTob Lott (A, 29) 7 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2-10

tl Phister (A, 29) i .2 2.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-10

i6us Ivowak (A, ?;8).

i H Moore (A, i8).. 6^.

,.2 1 1 1 2 3 a 1 2 2-10

,.2 12121212 1—10

,1 , , WW'Z-^^-^P'A
Jaeger (B, 25).... 4^ 2 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2- -10

,.2 22021 232 2—9& B Grieff (A, 29>-. 7

E JClark (A,S9) 7 i 2 2 2 1 3 0 2 3 2—9

M Herrington (A, 28)... 7 8 2 2 3 2 2 0 2 2 1—9

F W Place (A, 2?) . ..123211 301 1— 9

R Regan (A, 28)...,. ti , 1 3 1 1 2 3 0 1 2 1—9

BAmend(A, si8).,,

W Amend (A., 2d):.

la Weiss (Hi 26)

t Short (A., 28).... i

G F Dudley (A, 28).

,, 8 2132102s! 1— 9

..3 3 3 1 3 3 2 5i 0 2— 9

.,3 23223220 1—9

..2 1 1 1 a 2 10 1 0- S

...3 013131 2 3 0-8

C Stueli^le (A; 28) 6}^ 2 2 0 2 3 1 1 3 U 3— 8

..2 22203323 0-W Sands (A, 28)

Di RiGhter (B, 25) 5 8 2 0 2 1 02 1 2 1-8

Dr Hudson (A, 28)

E A Vroome (A, 28)

H P Fessenden (A, 28)

JBanzer(A, 28)...,

J Woelfel (A, 28)

T Codey (B. 36)

G BHiUers (B,85)

HF Burns (B, 25)

F Stopenhagen (B, 25) ,

GKBreit(B, 2&)

,,0 21310133 0-7

,.3 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1—7

,.2 200383230—7

6^

6 0 02323103 0—6

5 0 12112000 3-6

8 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1-6

5 .....1 02800202 2—6

,.1 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 1—6

..0 00302283 3—6

4H .

5 0 221 10020 0-6
NEW YORK GEaOMAN GTIN CLUB.

Feb. 17.—The regular mon'hly shoot of the New York German Gun
Club was held at Dexter Park to day. The attendance was very good,
twenty two members taking part in the club event, which was at 10
live birds. The birds were a more than ordinary lot and the conse-
quence was that only one man of the twenty two scored 9 out of 10,

live others scoring 8 each. John Schlicht was the one 9, and he lost
his first bird, but ran straight to the clo'se. Scores:
John Schlicht (6}^). ..01213^11-^—9 J_H Boesenecker (5). .llOSiaOJOt—fi

Dr Hudson (7)

J Wellbrock (7) . .

.

Sau er (H)

J P Dannefelser (6)

HyOebl('i^)
H Leopold (6) 10 1220010—

H

F Kronsberg (b]4)... .0s;21200110—

6

New members, unclassified:
Phil Moersch

,

.ir'2J 101 103—8
EiwardHotz 013012 0 JO—

6

W G Meisenholder. . .12^0000302-5

..0121022J11—8 MBondon(5) 0010)21011-6
,..210^110113 8 ALeM;oult(5) 0!00302iOJ—

6

..l0l011212.'-8 P Garms, Jr (6) l'"02111000-5
,,.0113110121—8 HTbamford (6) 00 lOlOlii; 0-

4

,..ll^0Jsi0.J.i2—8 E Badle (5)^) Il000021f 0-4
B Koenig (6) SOX'OOOilC—

B

H Nobel (6) 0000010130—

3

Rob Dehacher IIOCOOIOOI—

4

Henry Meyer .
,

2l»'O0O0J3 - 4

Jacob Bissinger lOSOOJOOOO 3
Feb. 18 —The con>mit ee appointed at the annual meeting of the

New York German Gun Club to apportion handicaps for the ensuing
year made its report to-riight. the list of handicaps reading as folio tvs,

all shooters standing on the 8yds. mark:
Seven points -Dr. Geo. V. Hudson, John Wellbrock, S Julian Held,

Philip Leiblnger and Eugene Doeinck; 6)-^ points—P. J. Eppig, Geo.
H Smith and John Schlicht; 6 points - J. P Dannefplser, J. W. C.
Elftf PS, Peter Garm?, Jr., Bernard Koenig, Charles Lensus, Henry
Nobel, W. H Pye, Fred Sauier, August Schmitt, Henry Leopold and
Henry Thamford; tj^ points -Fred Kronsberg. August Lucas ana
Ernest Radle; 5 p ints—J. H. Boesenecker, Michael Bondon, Dr.
Klein and A. Le Moult; 4,% point-5—Henry Oehl; 4 points -Jacob
Bauer, Henry Greitner, Marim Qoetz, Fred Huff, E'lward Hotz, Wm.
Kurzer, George Loewer, G. A. Leutheusser, John Racky, Hugo Sed-
lacgsk. Emil Stradtniann, Jacob Bissinger, Robert Debacher, Wm.
G. Meisenholder and Philip Moersch.

FOXJNTAJN BOD AND aUN CLUB.

Feb. IS.—There were good birds trapped at Dexter Park to day for
the members of the Fountain Rod and Gun Club to shoot at. The
club event is at 10 live birds per man, but W. H. Lair and Dr. Adfur
Eldy were high with 8 out of 10. Dr Wynn was second with 7. Ihe
saores were as below

:

W Lair (30) ^212202126—8 W R Selover (30) 2100211002 -fi

Dr ABddy (28) H3iO-2l10-8 W R Allen (29) Uu2220«3a-,i-

6

Dr W Wyxm (30) 31l:0J2«0l 7 J E Lake (-8) 011100^210-6

NEW tJTRBOHT GUN CLUB.

Feb JO.—The New Utrecht Gun Club held its first shoot of the sea
sou at its old grounds, Woodlawn. The members turned out in gc od
force, thirteen taking part in the club event at 10 live birds per man.
C. Furgueson was the winner in class A with 9 out of 10; Gaughen in
class B made the same st-ore, being the winner In that class. C. D.
Lohmann was an easy winner in class C. W. H. Thompson shot 8s a
guest of the club. Scores in the club event and in the sweeps shot
during the afternoon were as below:

Class A.
Cor Furgueson (30). . .2222220222- 9 W F Sykes (30). . .... ,8332»112«3-8
CM Meyer ( £0) 02220f3i23- 8

Class B
J Gaughen CS) .3022221122—9 F A Thompson (28), ,.8?«'320322« 7
t;onny Furgueson (28)1S0 '11121« -8 J A Jones (28) f»»02.0i32-6
n C Bennett (2S) aJ112<0333—8 JN Meyer (2e)...,,,, 0810201020-

5

J A Bennett (?8) 212013.,:038-8

''

'
*

) 1 1 T Class G ,

C D Lohmann (26) .... 32002»1«13—6 E G Frost (36) .0003002200 3
CELohmanu (26).,.1«01200«00—3 *W H Thompson (28).2213210111-

9

Guest,
Sweepstake, 6 birds: Conny Furgueson 5, Gaughen B, Jones 5, J.

A Bennett 4, F. A. Thompson 2.

^veepstake, same; F. A. Thompson 5, Bennett 4, Jones 8, Conny
Furerueson 3.

Sweepstake, same; C. M. Meyer S, Conny Furgueson 4, F. A.
Thompson 3, Jones 4, Cornelius Furgueson, Jr., 4, J, N. Meyer 4, W.
H. Thompson 4, J. A. Bennett 3, D. C. Bennett 3.

CRESeENT A. e , 0# SkOOKL^N.
.Feb SO.—In weather that was unfavorable foivhigh scores, owing tp

fhe high wind that prevailed, seven members of the Crescent Athletic
Club had a little practice preliminary to its two matches next week.
On Washington's Birthday the club meets a team from Celumbia
College, and on Saturday, Feb. 27, a team from the Princeton College
Gun Club will visit the Bay Ridge grounds. Scores to-day were as be-
low, the events being shot as follows: No. 1, unknown angles; Nos. 2
and 7, known angles; the otharj, expert rules.

, Events: 1 2 3 4 5, 6 7 8 Events: 13346678
D QGeddesl9 19 13 .. 19 .. 15 .. G Notman. .. 18 10 12 .. 11 .. 8
GO White 15 ., 13 .. 15 14 .. 11 WP Pickett.. 18 ,, 13 .. ,. 8 ..

L Hopkins 10 ., .. 10 .. .. 8 .. CSyKes.... , ,. .. 14
HWerlemau7 6 .. 6 ..... 13 5

BROOKLVN GUN CLUB
,Fe6.20.—The grounds of the Brooklvn Gun Club are hard enough

even in fine,, still weather. With a wind blowing liJse it did this after-
noon high scores were almost an impossibility. This not being a reg-
tflar shooting day of the club, only a few members showed up for
practice work. Scores were;

,

Events: 13 3 4
T Baron 6 8 8 5
J W Williams 5 5 5 2
TBBartlett ..,„ 8 8 13
F Patterson. .............. i .i„- 110

6 7^ 9 1011 1^
..454

2 3

No. 18 -was ac S pairs. All events 10 targets.

IN NEW JERSEY.
KLiWOOD PARtC.

Feb. 12.—The heavv storm of snow an4 wind put a, Stop to any
chance.of a big entry in to-day's events. Only two shooters wefe on
hand: L. T. Dttfyea, of New York, and E. Walters, of Saginaw, Mich.
These two shot at 65 birds eadh, The first eveut was a 23-blrdihatch,
Duryea conceding his opponent 3yds. as a handicap. Diiryea won
this eyetit with 22 to 31. in the second match, under the saine condi-
tions, bcith Ued with 24. They agreed to settle the tie by shooting off
in strings of 5 birds;,iu the flrsiiString it looked as if Walters had it

sure, but he lost his last bird. In the secon^ string each scored all 5

birds. In the third series Duryea scored bife 5 birds, while Walters
lost his third. Below are the scores;

, No. 1:

L T Duryea (39).,...... ....282222225;0222Sl-:220111220-22

F Walters (27) -..,,....„.., 2?0l233?3t8122222i00102i2—21

.22332202I2112121111112111-fi
232 2121 1 1 3 1 132221 23021112-24

No 2:

Durjrea (29).

Waltel-s CfV
, Shoot-off in strings of 5;

Duryea,.... ...23031 11113 11123 Walters 23120 23312 2?0?2

i\Feb. g.—The chief event on the programme for to-day was the As-
bnry Handicap, 15 birds per man, $15 entrance. Duryea, Morfey and
Hank White tied with 14 each, and shot off miss-and-out; White lost
bis second bird in the shoot-oll, and the other two divided the purse.
It will be noticed from the scores that the handicaps were changed
f very event, winners being penahzed, and losers being put forward.
This is the rule at Elkwood Park, and it is one that is bound to en-
courage the weaker shots. Tc-day's scores were:

No 1. No. 2. No. 3.

T W Morfey ('9). ..12 (30), .1 20 ('W) , .0

LT Duryea (29)...0 (29). .22221211210 (29)., 112223
Marshall (38) 20 (.;8) .,23211321332 (39) . .22320

Morfey (re-entry) .. (30), .122310

H White
P Daly, Jr

No. 5.

Morfey ("9}^) 0232iaO!20-7
Duryea (29) 120323010
Marsh al I (29^) 0022123122-8
Daly (?PJ^).....................,r.8230-2O0

White {-») ...i.„,.V,..'.VJ.;..*i,..010312l221-8
Hever (28) .221 1 212101—9
Walters (<8) 024100

No. 4.

(•;9)..'^223C03ii33- 8
(30),. 011331 GO
(39)..2033301323-8

(28).. 1211001310—

7

... (39).. 2032032333-

8

No. 6.

(29) . ,32323332222 3202-32

(?9)..1231122i'311222022

(38).. 220323233020
(29),. 12232030332323
(27).. 11102321131213230

No. 8.

C7)., 233310121 2011
No. 9,

10J2122331- 9

2011312101—8
112il2-233—10
1121212111-10

i niiss-and-out.

No. 7
Morfey (39i^) 1222221113210
Duryea ( 9)...;..,.,... .fO

Marshall (; 8)... ....20
Daly (28) ^.,.,....0
Walters (38),.... 111?9112232!0
ConUlin (38).. 232.2211131220

Daly (re-entry), 2121222222212
Walters and Daly decided the tie in No. 9 by a

Daly won on the second round.

TEBEY vs. DAVIS.

Feb. J5.—There was quite a large attendance to-day on the Oakwood
Inn grounds, Nate Astfalk's new shooting grounds, to witness Che live-

bird match between William Terry and Ge.orge Davis, both of West
fluid. The conditions were 35 hve birds each, $'0 a side, .30yds. rise,

A. S. A. rules. Terry was the favorite, but he could do no better
than tie bis opponent, each losing 13 out of the 35 shot at. The tie

was not 81 ot off, although Terry was very anxious that the match
Should be decided. Both men had plenty of chances to win; Davis
lost his last 2 birds and Terry his last Scores were;
W Terry K23232O03l332O03203u 02300320:2120 -33
G Davis , 21212:0 20 iSOJCO 33^202011201100 200—23

A.
m'alMn And hoev At Hollywood.

Feli. 19.—G. S. McAlpin and Fred Hoey pact this afternoon in a 100-

blrd race on the grounds at Hollywood, near Long Branch. The
Hollywood boundary is less than 21yds,, and in addition to this .«hort

boundary a strong wind blew directly from the shooter to the traps,
carrying many a driver that was killed stone dead out of bounds,
without the shadow of a chance for the shooter to have done better
or quicker work. The scores are decidedly ragged and plainly show
the effect that this short boundary had on the shooters. The birds,

of course, were extremely fast, but five misses in succession, five
losses out of six shot at, and five out of eight, seem to talk of some-
thing else besides fast birds, short boundary and dead out of bounds.
It looks like the result of extra hurry to gel in the second barrel, if

needed. McAlpin had 12 drop dead out of bounds and Hoey 11.

At the end of the 25th round McAlpin led by 3 birds. Then came a
break on his part, 5 successive pigeons being scored lost; Hoey lost 2

of the 5 also, but ended up the 30th round with I to the good of
McAlpin. Out of the next 4 birds Hoey lost 3, while McAlpiu killed
all and took the lead by ^ btrds at the end of the 3 th round. When
£0 birds each had been shot at the score stood 37-36 in favor of
McAlpin. Both scored 19 out of the next 25, Hoey 'osing 5 out of his
last 8 birds in this string. They thus entered upon the last quarter
with McAlpin 1 in the lead.
The last quarter was a curiosity, Both lost their 76th birds, but

McAipiu also lost his 77th and with it the lead, the score being a ti".

Out of the next 8 birds Hoey lost 5 to McAlpiu's 2, the latter agam get-
ting the lead, but this time being 3 ahead.. The 85th and fc'Oth rounds
saw no change, both scoring their birds. Then McAlpin lost his 8Sth,

9)th and 93d birds, the score being again a tie, as Hoey killed all his
birds. Both scored their 89th birds, and they entered "the 9)th round
Tied. From this point McAlpin ran 6 straight, but Hoey lost hi,
9 th, 9isc and 93d birds, and with them the match, by 3 birds. Scores
were:
G S Mp-Alpin (3J) ......2280202320220222203232232-20

C0««t333-3333222233 - 0 i02 ?•- 17
2233?»22?»0222232«3023« 33- 1

J

0'22222;'«»3302»2?«3332 '32— 1 8—74
Fred Hoey (30) 282»3320 •32j3302308»v032-18

•2033. 0«2323303fi8 32'3:- •33 - 1

B

20223i2 33222222 2»0 02310—19
023 .0«30»02332223 j3«}2003 -16-71

South Dakota Tenth Annual.
Canton. S. D., Feb. 13.— Editor Forest and Stream: The tenth

annual tournament of the South Dakota Sporlsmen's Association
will be held at Canton, S. D., on May 19-31, under the management
of the Canton Gun Club, Open to amateurs on(y.

" C. M. Sebly, Sec'y^

TThe return match at live birds between the Endeavor Gun Club, c f

Jersey City, and the East Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., takes place
on the grounds of the East Side Gun Club on Thursday next, Feo. j5 -

T h=i first m itch was ^hot at Marion and resulted in an easy win fcr
tbe East Sides,

Trap Around Buffalo.

BISON GUN CLtTB

BiTFFALO, N, Y., Feb. 9.—The Bison Gun Club gave amcist enjoy-
able shoot to-day on its grounds, Walden avenue. It was an all day
shoot, with a programme varied enough to please anybody; spar-

rows, targets and pigeons were trapped during the day. Below are
the scores in tabulated form;

m m »
* K |r & &
S "S ? P P

c3 <8
aa -

00 w

a
8
it

'S,

I
g H) a)

5
5̂3 5a

to
^

^ eg

a. a
.to to

r'ooper . ..

Giesdorfer.
Nowell
Werlin , , ,

,

S'orey
Wheeler...
Sfgrist ....

Bauman,.

.

Oeiton ....
Anderson

5 4 4 8 3 Danser...
3 W H W. .

.

Vine...,
3 3

1 2

3
5 1
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AUDUBON GUN CLUB.

Feb. IS.—The regular weefcly shoot of the Audubon Gan Club was
well attended. In the club badge shoot, event No. 3, E. W Smith
won the Class A badge; Storv. the badge in Class B, and W. H. Wood-
bury the Class C badge. Capt Alex Forrester, who has been on the
sick hst for some time, took part in to-day's events. Scores were:

Events: 1234507 8 Events: 133 45678
,
Targets: 10 15 S5 15 15 SO 10 15 Targets: 10 IS 16 15 15 SO 10 15

^JReid... 6 10 16 1113 14 5 12 Norris.... 7 13 24 13 14 18 10 14

McArthur.
F O Kelsey
Waltz 8 8 17 9 12 15 8 10

< 12 20 8 11 12 ,. 7
7 10 20 13 14 18 10 IS

G Zoeller,.
L Fries
A Coocr.bs,

9 12 21 13 13 Hines, Jr,.
8 16 20 E W Smith

Sandy

Tifroodbiiry
BTolsma..
E O Burk-
hardt

Alderman.
C 8 Burk-

,
hardt.... 8 14 23 12 12 IR

Forrester.. 10 15 23 10 13 18
L Bennett. 10 11 22 15 12 It

9 12 23 12 15 15
9 13 19 10 13 14

9 »

7 33

9 13
9 15
7 la

story,
Reynolds.
Phillips....
Flynn 9 13 B

Hammond 10

9 12 15 11

. 8 21 9

,. . 16 ..

8 14 14 11

. 7 23 .

.

. ,6 19 12

, 11 21 .,

, 8 13 ..

11 19

8
14 30
9 14
12 .. ..

7 .. ..

12 ,, ,.

8 8 4
18

IS

0 L gwope V, 12 19 8 10

At Watson's Park.
,. Chicago, 111., Feb. 12.—Below are the scores made to-day on the
grouiids at Watson's Park:

,
. j i

Willey 01002119011^00211011111111221111118111112—34
Cnmley ........123]i2lOll2113312linil01110ll21111111110-3r
Irish . , . . . .2232032!)03320222011131001200l3 —22

i^'eb. ill-Long Lake Rod and Gun Club: i

Ru'sell (29) 1231010120-7 Neal (30) 2120123101—8
Thatcher ( 9) ,,.1122032033-8 Striker (39) 2201310110-7
The following were the practice scores made to-day:

Adams 203320001211 1 001 221221212 —1

9

Wright 22020 230;0323322i01321121122( 0020201011-23
Wiiiey..... .....oi3iaooicoooo3icoi2iaiooioo:o -14
Fish m0102;'180]220 61012110100310 —19
Comley.... 0231(0210110011101100111010100 -37
Hollpster.... 1010.0r)lo20322011211 —13
Smi h .,.20U201010 —6
Striker 0.91331003 —7
Neal , 122.010232 —8
Gotdnch, •031133222 —9
Dering..... ....... 2112102102 ' — 8

Levi 102010 — 8
Ravblbiqg.

Auburn Gun Club.
Auburn, N. Y., Feb, 18.—The Auburn Gun Club has held its first

practice phoot over its magautrap, with electric pull attachment, and
is well satisfied with the scores made. In a team race, 8 men to a
team, the scores were as follows:
No. 1 team ; Corning 24, Garrett 24, Barnes 23, Whyte 22, Church 20,

Gilmore 19, Cattle 17, Kennedy 17-166.
No. y team: Knapp 24, Hunter 23. Cart 22, Bris'er 21, Egbert 20,

Goodiich 19, Tuttle 18, Steel 14-161.
The records made in all the other events figure up as follows:

Shot at. Broke.
83

Carr. ,.&•«.,<. k.'.k^..^,,,,110 98
79
4^^

27
40 SI

Steel , ,25 14
48

Cattle fO
Whyte 95
Corning 85
Church ..i.llO
Gilmore....,...,,.,.. 50
Garrett ..100
Barnes .,. 60
Alexander.,.,, 36

Shot at. Broke.
33
83
79
88
33
88
46
29
K.

O. K. Gun Club, of Kansas City.

Kansas Ci5Tf, Mo., Feb. 11.—The O. K. Gun Club, of this city, held it§

monthly medal shoot to-day at Washington Park. The weathef was
Very unfavorable, but it did not appear to have much effect on the
attendance. Eighteen shooters took part in the main event at 15 live

birds, among the number being J. C. Plumber Read, of Omaha, Neb,

,

who was on his way home from the Ban Antonio shoot. Hickmaa
and McDonald both made clean scores. Gottlieb, McCurdy and
Lamb each losing on6 bir(J. Scores in td-day's race were:
Hickman 2i-3l 13318223122—15 Fel-giison 212012101110112—12
C Herman 101210011 If2311—11 Everingham . . .111011111012111—13
Gottlieb 031211123121231-14 Phillips 120.2£0a0il0111—11
McCurdy 112212311201111-14 Grant ,.,,.021201311311182-13
Miles .,, .111203332201313—13 Brnmhall 003123201320121—11
W Herman 121231012112101-13 McDonald 1331S2311221122—IS
Walden 212012101122103-13 Mikado 812320. 00111831—13
Whittier 223111121221200—13 Hubbard 102311111111120-13
Lamb 212112031213123—14 Read 131221120310203—13

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

What a .30cal. Winchester Will Do.
The Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., has

printed for free distribution a leaflet descriptive of the powers of
their new smokeless powder repeaters.
Mr. S. M. Emery tells of shooting deer at distances up to 425yds.

without changing his sights, and probably not elevating a great deal
from the point blanfe. No more wonderful advance has been made
in the present century than in this matter of trajectory. It is only a
matter of sixty years ago that as a result of experiments undec-
taUen with the English service arm the soldiers were insl rueted to

aim l,..Oft, above a man at 600yds. if they wished to hit him!

—

Adv.

The Savage Arms Co. Calendar.
The Savage Repeating Arms Co., Utica, N. Y., has p iblished a

handsomely hthographed calendar, lOXUin. in size, entitled "Six
Shooters." The six shooters referred to are six swarthy little savages
(no pun intended), who, armed with bows, are executing a war dance
about a pyramid composed of three stacked Savage rifles. A dusky
maiden meanwhile plays an accompaniment on a tambourine.
(}ood reproductions are given of the Savage smokeless powder can-

ister and Savage cartridges, of which latter four different styles are
available in the same ri&e.—Adv.

Iiancaster's Guns.
Charles Lancaster., 151 New Bond street, London, England, pub-

lishes a catalogue of high-class guns and rifles that is well worth
sending for. This includes descriptions of Lancaster's famous single -

trigger guns, ejectors and other hammer and hammerless guns for
pigeon shooting, wildfowling and general shooting, as well as guns
with one, three and four barrels, combined ball and shotguns con-
structed on the "Columbian" plan, and single and double-barrel
rifles of various types.—Adv.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
O. F., Philadelphia.—To answer your question in full we would

need to write a lengthy article on dog traim'ng. ''Training vs'. Break-
ing," price $1, or "Modern Training," price g2, will give you the
information ha full. We can furnish 1hem.
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*
Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as pYemiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The

subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksuipe Coming: In.

Vigflant and Valkyrie.

"He's Got Them" (QuaU Shooting).

Bass Pishing at Block Islafld.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are ddtie in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to olu or new subscribers on the following terms

:

Forest and Stream one year and the set offourpictures, $S.

Forest and Stream 6 months and any two of the pictures, $3,

Price or the pictures alone, $1,50 eneli ; $5 for tfao let.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York

Forest and Steeam %oillbe glad to meet its friends at Spac-e

78 in the Sportsmen's Exposition, ni Madison Square Qarden,

on March 1'6 and thefollowing tceek.

But the scarcer the fruity the more prized it is

;

and seldom have I experienced greater pleastJres

than when on the Florida Keys, under a burning

sun, after pushing my bark for miles over a soapy

flat, I have striven all day long, tormented by
myriads of insects, to procure a heron new to me,

and have at length succeeded in my efforts. And
then how amply are the labors of the naturalist

compensated, when, after observing the wildest

and most distrustful birds, in their remote and

almost inaccessible breeding places, he returns from

his journeys, and relates his adventures to an inter-

ested and friendly audience* Audubon.

the seaf6^v^occupying the Farralon Islands in something

'ike their old-time abundance. The action taken by the

Ughthouse Board in this specific case is altogether to be

praised. It may be hoped, however, that a general order

of like tenor, applicable to all lighthouse stations on both

coasts, will be issued before long, and when this is done a

very effective force of bird protectors will have been ap-

pointed. The subject is one which is constantly growing

in interest, and the United Stales Government should not

be far behind the public in its action in this matter.

BIRD FRESEBVATLON ON THE EABRALONS.

It will be a matter of congratulation to all who are inter-

ested in the matter of the preservation of our bird life to

learn that the Lighthouse Board has acted on the sugges.

tion made to it last October in Forest and Stream, and

has given orders that the traffic in birds' eggs on the Far-

ralons shall cease. In the editorial referred to we said;

"It would seem as if the simplest and most natural way to

act in the matter would be for the Lighthouse Board to is-

sue instructions to its subordinates all over the country to

protect rather than to destroy tlie birds which may breed

or have their homes near tlie lights kept by the various

keepers."

The traffic in eggs carried on by the Greeks and Italians

of San Francisco, who for many years have made a busi-

ness of visiting the Farralon Islands and collecting the

eggs by permission of the light-keejDer, threatened to ex-

terminate several of the species which formerly bred in

countless numbers on these islands, and within the past

few years a marked decrease has taken place in the abun-

dance of several sorts of birds. It was high time that this

destruction should cease, and the Lighthouse Board is en-

titled to great credit for the promptness with which it has

acted in the matter. The Bird Protective Committee of

the American Ornithologists' Union has also been active

in the matter.

There was no good reason why orders such as have now
been issued by the Lighthouse Board should not have

been given at once, but we are so accustomed to have any

dealings with the Government occupy years before any

definite point is reached that it is encouragmg to find now

and then a body that is willing to act iwith reasonable

promptness.

This was a question t6 whicli there "was only one side

The gathering of the eggs by the lighthouse keeper and

his helpers was a perquisite—a business which they car-

ried on at certain seasons in addition to the work of tend-

ing the hghts. The light-keeper, liowever, is hired to do

certain work; he and his assistants are paid for their time

and their labor by the Government, and should not be

^llowed to engage in any outside avocations.

In the course of a year or two we may now hope to see

WHILE FISHES SLEEP.

Some ^time ago, while Prof, Verrill was working with

the United States Fish Commission at Wood's Holl, he

made some very interesting observations on fishes while

a'lleep, which have just been made public in an article in

the American Journal of Science. These studies were unfor-

tunately interrupted before as many observations had been

made as was intended, yet the facts published are of very

high interest. Perhaps the most interesting of the discov-

eries made was the quite unexpected one that a number of

fishes have the habit of changing theif colors at night and

while asleep.

It can easily be understood that it was not easy to make
the observations to be described. Most fishes sleep very

lightly and are readily awakened by the least jar, or by

anything which causes the water in which they are resting

to vibrate, and the utmost care had to be taken not to

awaken them. The fishes were in the Fish Commission's

aquariums, and were observed usually between midnight

and 2 o'clock A. M., after every one else had retired. The gas

jets near the tanks were turned low, and it was necessary

for the observer to use as much caution in studying them

as the hunter exercises in approaching a moose. A heavy

footfall, a sudden movement, or the sudden turning up of

a gas jet was enough to awaken the fishes.

In many cases it was noticed that the change of color

mentioned consists of nothing more than an increase in

the depth and intensity of coloring, the pattern of the

colors remaining the same. This is the case with several

kinds of flounders. Those that are spotted or mottled

with dark color show these dark markings in much
stronger contrast with the ground color by night than they

do by day. Several species of minnows, which are

marked either with longitudinal or transverse bands of

dark color, show these markings as a decided black at

night. The same is true of the kingfish, in which the

obliquely marked transverse stripes of dark color come

out much more strongly and better defined at night than

by day. Tlie same thing is true of the black sea bass and

of the sea robin. Several examples, of the common brook

trout were observed to become much darker at night than

b/ day, but Professor Verrill was not sure that these fish

were really asleep.

It is a well-known fact that trout, flounders and some

other fishes have the power of measurably changing their

colors even in the daytime to adapt them to the color of

their surroundings, ' This power is possessed by other

animals, as some frogs and toads and some reptiles. For

this reason a darkening of color at night would be ex-

pacted, even if the fishes were not asleep. All such

changes are undoubtedly of a protective character.

There are certain' fishes, however, which change their

colors while asleep in a way much more remarkable than

those already mentioned. Among these is the common

scup or porgy. This fish, when active in the daytime, has

a bright silvery color, with iridescent tints. At night when

asleep its ground color is a dull bronzy hue, and the body

is crossed by about six transverse black bands. As this

fish rests in nature among eel grass and water M'eeds, this

coloring, assumed when sleeping, is obviously protective.

But when one of these fish was awakened by suddenly

turning up the gas to its full height, it immediately took

on the silvery colors of its daylight dress. This experi-

ment was repeated many times on many individuals, and

always with the same result.

A common filefish showed a change in color pattern

when asleep. By day this fish is mottled with brown and

dark olive green, and the fins and tail are a little darker

than the body. But when asleep at night the body be-

comes pallid gray or nearly white, while the fins and tail

change to a decided black. Among the rocks and weeds^

where the filefish lives, these colors are in a high degree

protective.

Besides his observations 'fixx color changes in fishes at

such times, some odd positions in sleeping are mentioned

by Prof, Verrill, The filefishes, for example, usually

rested when asleep on the bottom, with the back resting at

a considerable angle against the glass of the aquarium or

against a stone.

The common blackfish or tautog has the odd habit 01

resting on one side, half buried among the gravel or partly

under stones, and is often curved in strange positions. It

is suggested that the flounders might have originated from

some ancestral form, symmetrical like most fishes, that^

like the tautog, had acquired the habit of resting upon one

side, at first only while sleeping, but afterward continually^

owing to the greater protection that this habit and its

imitative coloring afforded. The one-sided coloring of the

flounder and the changes in the positions of the eyes

would gradually follow, in accordance with well-known

laws.

On several occasions the common squid was observed

while asleep. At such times it rests in an inclined posi-

tion on the tip of its tail and the bases of its arms, which

are bunched together and extended forward. The head

and the forward part of the body are thus raised from the

bottom to give room for breathing. The siphon tube is

then turned to one side. At such times the color is much
darker and the spots more distinct than when active.

THE NEW FOREST RESERVATIONS.

On Sunday last, six days after the issuing of the procla-

mations setting aside the thirteen new forest reservations^

the United States Senate adopted an amendment to the

Sundry Civil Appropriation Bill nullifying these proclama-

tions, and opening to settlement the lands (some 21,000,000

acres) set apart as a forest reservation by executive procla-

mation of February 22, i

This step on the part of the Senate seems difficult of

satisfactory explanation. President Cleveland's action in

this matter, following the report of the forestry commission

of the Kational Academy of Sciences, was universally

approved by the press and the public as wise and far-

sighted. It is impossible that the Senate should know

any more ahout the subject than the public does, and nat-

urally it cannot know so much as the President, who by

his action approved the recommendations' of the forestry

commission. The haste shown by the Senate by this at-

tempt to nullify the President's action seems, therefore,

extremely undignified, and by many persons will be at-

tributed to a feeling of irritation toward the President.

No such feeling should be allowed to interfere with the

general good of the country. No harm can possibly be

done by permitting these tracts of mountain and forest to

lie reserved until the subject can have proper deliberation,

and until the facts concerning the land reserved and the

uses to which it can be put shall be considered in a calm

and temperate way,

A large proportion of the Senate know little about the

needs of the dry West, so far as water is concerned, and

thosa who are ignorant on this subject are assuming a

serious responsibility when they throw obstacles in the

way of an improved supply of the water so greatly needed

by the inhabitants of our arid lands.

It is earnestly to be hoped that the amendment inserted

in the Sundry Civil BiU will be stricken out in one House

or the other, and that these reservations may be allowed

to stand until such time as, the subject can have fuller

consideration,

WHAT IS HE READING f

What is he reading? What is your boy reading? It is

a question to which is given attention for the most part

spasmodic and brief; rarely does it receive the serious con-

sideration and the careful thought it demands. Just now

there is some discussion in the journals of the day respect-

ing the influence of young people's literature upon plastic

minds and characters; and in its degree and importance

this formative influence can in no wise be over-estimated.

Manly reading will work to the end of making a manly boy

and a manly man. For a boy who is some day to be a man

there is no better literature in all the world than that of

the field, and the recreations of the field and the world of

nature, with its charms, joys and delights. If a boy likes

to read of shooting and fishing and camping and woods

life, there is no need to Avorry about him. And most

healthy boys do take to forest' and stream literature. If

your boy has such a taste, cultivate it; if he has not, do

your beat to instill it.into him.
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MUD TURTLE.

BY EOWI^AND E. EOBINSON.

In the morning, when eating breakfast, no plans were
laid for spending the day, and after the meal no one made
the usual preparation for depai'ture, but all idled about the
camp as if without a present object in life but the mere
pleasure of existence.
The day was one to invite indolence, the sun bathing

the earth in such a mellow warmth that it soon dispelled
the morning chill and left no use but pipe-lighting for the
fire, which burned with a laxy flicker of transient fiame •

and lazier drifts of smoke jets from snapping embers and
brands.
UnrutHed by the breath of the sleepy air, nor broken at

all save where some waterfowl languidly cleft its surface
with a silent wake, lake and creek bore the motionless
doubles of painted shore and reedy margin, and the deeper
azure of far peaks and cloudless sky; while from the tran-
quil scene arose no busier sound of life than the lazy call
of a duck or the faint noises of farms so remote that they
seemed beyond it. Near at hand, but no more obtrusive,
there was a drowsy hum of warmed flies and the slow
chirps of crickets and the light scurrying of a chipmunk
among the leaves.
"Wal, seh, boys," said Antoine, breaking the silence of

the circle as he arose and stretched himself with a yawn,
"dis was too pooty day for lose it. What all you eoin' do
wid it, hein?"

"It is a turrible neat day an' that's a fact," Joseph de-
clared with unwonted decision, after a slow and careful
contemplation of earth and sky. "An' I be thankful 'at w'e
hain't obleeged tu waste it a-workin'. It alius did kinder
seem tu me as 'ough 's if it was a sorter heavin' away o'
the Lord's blessin's tu spend a ri'daown pleasant day a-
workin'. Some 'at I misused that way years and ypars'ago
lays heavy on my conscience yet."

'

"Naow, Jozelf, don't be no harder on yourself 'an what
other folks is," said Uncle Lisha, in mild sarcasm. "You
must have an almighty tender conscience an' an almighty
good mem'ry. I can't remember but precious few such
misduin's tu lay up ag'in ye."
"Wal, the's more'n I wish't the' was," said Joseph, staring

retrospectively into the smoldering embers as if they rep-
resented the cold ashes of the past. "It does seem 's 'ough
it was weeked, most 'specially 'long in the fall an' winter
comin' on, when the' won't be no rale pleasant days aou'
door tu speak on, for a feller tu be a-breakin' of his back
diggin' taters, a-humpin' up ag'n the blue sky, with his
nose an' eyes tu dead tater tops an' naked sile, when ev'y-
thing looks so putty all around, an' it a'most the last chance
o' seein' o' it, or putty nigh, mebby. Then take it in the
winter when the' does come one o' them kinder stray days
'at got left over aouten fall, er comes afore its reg'lar time
in spring, a feller do' want tu be a-tunkin' at a tree julluk
a woodpecker, an' lose all the good on 't, 'ceptin' what sun-
shine soaks intu his back. When ag'in come spring you
jest wan' tu thaw aout an' git the good on 't yourself, an'
not be tapped julluk a maple an' have your sap b'iled
daown for other fo'kses benefit. Take it "in summer, it's

tew hot most o' the time tu work, anyway, an' when the'
is a comi'table day it seems 's 'ough a feller ort tu jest lay
in the shade an' see things blow an' grow an' git ripe erless
go a-fishin', which I wouldn't in no boat of nary sect, not
for ri'daown enj'yment, don't seem 's 'ough I would, not
if they bit faster 'n you c'ld yank 'em."

•'Bat was de bes' comfortable Ah'll can took in dis worl',
me," Antoine remarked, while Joseph took breath, "jes'
for feesh, an' hab de feesh do hees half."

"I don't s'pose it's sca'cely right," Joseph continued, "but
sometimes it 'most seems 's 'ough I putty nigh wanted tu
cuss the man 'at invented work; he sartainly did begin a
tormented sight o' trouble."
"Not no gre't for you, Jozefl"," Uncle Lisha commented,

and went on to eay, "I do' know as I hanker arter work,
but if I bed me my tools here on a shoe tu mend, jes' for
knittin' work, I cal'late I sh'ld enj'y myself tol'able well."
"Work kinder goes ag'in the grain when it interferes wi'

huntin'," Sam said, thrusting a cedar twig into the dying
embers and watching its tardy kindling, "but then the
work gives a better relish tu the huntin' when you git it."

"One' Lasha sjjikin' 'baout de shoe mek me t'ink prob'ly
Ah'll bes' was gat mah t'read-needle an' men' mah traow-
ser," bending to inspect his frayed knees, "bah gosh! Ah
wish mah clo's was grow up jes' sem lak you' skin w'en
you tore it. Ah do' know all what Ursule goin' said w'en
he see mah traowser all wore off so. Ah guess Ah goin'
tol' him it 'cause Ah'll been pray for him an' de chil'en so
much. It take good many pray' for go 'raoun' all of it,

a'n't it? Wal, Ah guess Ah embroider mah knee." Then
having got needle and thread and lighted his pipe, he sat
down to the uncongenial task.

"Dis mek me rembler one—" he began, and then inter-
rupted himself with a sharp indrawing of breath and an
imprecation. "S-s-s-p, Sa-cre!" as he jabbed the needle
point into his knee. "Dat mek me rembler one man
Canada."
"Good airth an' seas! I was a-hopesin' you'd forgot him

for oncte," Uncle Lisha shouted with such emphasis that
it arrested the flow of anecdote. Antoine suddenly be-
came silent and plied his needle with sullen diligence.
"Wal, you might as well trot him aout, Ann Twine," the

old man said, moderating his tone, "th' won't be no gettin'
red on him naow."
Thus encouraged, Antoine went on with his story, while

his audience listened with more interest in the manner of
his telling than in the matter.

"Yas, sah, dey was one man Canada, one tam, an' if
you'll a'n't b'lieved it Ah can tol' you nem de place w'ere
he live, honly Ah'll fregit now. "One tam in de fall his
waf was mek it new pair clo's all over, new shirt, new
coat, new traouser, everyt'ing. De hwomans he feel putty
plump 'cause he'll weave it all heese'f, an' cut it all up an'
sew it togedder heese'f, an' he lak for look at hees mans
w'en he gat all on for go on de market.
"One day w'en he go, jes' 'fore he'll ready for start, he'll

hear hees leetly dog bark very hard in de hwood not more
as leetly way from de haouse. He was terribly hunter
mans, an' t'ink prob'ly de dog was tree up a coon. So

he'll took hees hoi' fusee an' ran off for shot it a minute,
an', bah gosli, w'at you t'ink?

"It was pant'er, hoi' big feller, hugly lak meat-ase. But
de mans he'll a'n't scare for run. He p'ant hees gaun an'
pull it an' de flint jes' go 'pluck.' An' de pant'er jomp on
de man, 'scroonch,' an' tore oft' all dat new clot's not more
as two ninches wide. Oh, bah gosh, Ah'll tol' you haow
dat hwomans was feel bad w'en she see it all spile up dat
clo's she was be so troublesome for mek. Dat was too bad,
"Dar, sah," he said as he regarded his needle^vork with

proud satisfaction and caressed the grinning stitches, "Ah'll
b'lieved dat was mos' as han'some as if Ah'll had quiltin'

party work mah knee. All Ah'll 'fraid for was Ursule
t'ink Ah'll gat some oder hwomans for sew me up."
"Did the man get hurt miich, Antwine?" Joseph in-

quired.
"De man? Oh, he was be keel, Ah b'lieve so. Wal,

Ah guess Ah'll goin' han'some mah oder knee so hees
brudder a'n't be shem of it. One' Lasha, if you want it

Ah'll sew you clo's. Ah'll was be preflic tailor man, me."
When the last stitch was taken he sawed off the thread

with his tobacco-clotted knife, put the needle carefully
away, and then studied all the landscape with an unde-
cided air as he said:

"Wal, Ah do' know if Ah'll go feeshin', or pick some
wa'nut, or borry some happle, or go 'long up de crick for
see wat Ah'll see. Ah guess Ah do dat," he said, coming
to a decision as his eyes dwelt on the shaded level shore,
"Any of it goin' 'long to me?"

"I guess I'll jes' laze raound tu-day," Uncle Lisha said
after a little consideration, and Joseph after larger deliber-
ation concluded to stay and help him, for "it seemed 's

'ough it was a consid'able of a hefty job o' sittin' raound for
a man o' Uncle Lisher's years tu ondertake alone."

"If I had Drive here I'd set some o' these Lakefleld
foxes tu dancin' tu a Dan vis tune," Sam said, studying the
lay of the land with a careful eye, "jest tu see haow nigh
I've guessed the runwaj's. As it is, I believe I'll poke
along up tu Mr. Bartlett's, an' take 'em a pair o' ducks."

Failing to induce any of them to accompany him, An-
toine shouldered his gun and set forth alone along the
shore of the creek, making stealthy approach to every
marsh-locked pool that offered harbor to a duck, and
searching every nut tree for squirrels. But the water-
fowl were abroad and the squirrels at home, so he con-
tinued his quest beyond the imperceptible junction of the
shores of creek and Slang. Now and then he was startled
by a bittern springing in awkward haste from the marshy
covert, or by a heron launching himself to stately flight
from some still pool; but he did not care to chance the un-
certainty of a flying shot on such poor game, nor did he
discover anything worthy of capture till he came near the
log causeway that formed the approach to the Slang bridge.
There he came upon a monstrous turtle scrambling along

in a ponderous haste, the eldest patriarch of the marshes,
bearing moss of a century's growth upon his venerable
back. Antoine rejoiced at the discovery of such noble
game and hastened forward to secure it, but the wary old
turtle immediately faced him, and pivoting on its hinder
legs met every attempt of his assailant to seize him by the
tail with quick out-thrusts of the head and vicious snaps of
the ugly jaws.
"Bah gosh, you'll a'n't felt very good-nachel, dis morny,

a'n't it. One' Mud Turkey?" cried Antoine, with growing
respect for his venerable antagonist. "Wal, Ah'll goin'
give you somet'ing for bit a'n't so soft Ah was," and lay-
ing aside his gun he went in search of a suitable stick.

Taking advantage of this cessation of hostilities, the tur-
tle retreated to the bare border of the marsh and began
burrowing into the soft muck with such speed that he was
more than half his length out of sight in it when Antoine
returned after a very brief absence.
Laying hold of the turtle's tail, the stout Canadian tugged

with might and main before the creatui-e's obstinate resist-

ance was finally overcome and he was drawn forth and
laid sprawling helplessly on his back. One end of a stick
was now offered him, which he seized savagely, and was
dragged thereby well up on to the mossy bank, where An-
toine took counsel with himself concerning the present'dis-
posal of his captive.

" 'F Ah'll took you home jes' you was, you a'n't han'some
for look, an' prob'ly dey a'n't t'ink you was fit for heat.
But meat jes' han'some anybody, so Ah'll jes' honly took
dat for mek you 'quaint of de boy. Ah'll was very sorry
for you, One' Mud Turkey, but Ah'll obleege for cut you
necks. You was took you' las' ride on you' hown foots, an'
you'll a'n't pull some more leetly dauks by hees leg of it

an' bit hole on hoi' homans geeses prob'ly. Oh, a'n't you
shem for do so gre't weeked?"
Thus hardening his heart for the execution, he drew out

the turtle's neck to its fullest extent by the unreleased
grip on the stick and severed it at one stroke, with little

apparent eflect on the creature's vitality, and proceeded to
dress the meat, using the broad shell as a trencher where-
on to bestow it.

Having completed this task and washed his hands, he
felt need of the refreshment of a smoke and made prepara-
tion therefor, but then discovered he had neither matches
nor punk, though he was provided with flint and steel for
firing the latter. In this extremity, with appetite whetted
the keener by disappointment, he looked about for the
means of relief and discovered in a bushy clearing at no
great distance a forlorn little cabin.

A whisp of smoke writhing from the low chimney
promised fire enough to light a pipe and Antoine made
toward it, bearing his spoils till he came to a safe place of
deposit in a fence corner.

It was a squalid habitation, indicative of shiftless pov-
erty. A path led to it, bordered on one side by some
stunted rows of frost-bitten corn, on the other by hills

of weed-choked potatoes, and close to the threshold a
starved heap of pine roots, the sole miserable representa-
tive of a woodpile in the midst of the abundant forest.

The place of missing panes in the single sash of the only
front window was filled by a weather-beaten straw hat and
a faded, tattered remnant of calico in some sort emblematic
of the occupants, Antoine thought, when he entered after

knocking on the sagged door that could neither be quite
opened nor quite shut.

A tall, gaunt, hollow-eyed woman and a tallow-faced boy
of similar habit and features sat smoking short pipes by
a scant open fire, and turned their listless faces toward
him without surprise, sca,rcely with curiosity, as he ac-

costed them.
"Good morny, ma'm, dat was very nice day dis morny."

"Hm, I s'pose so," the woman assented dubiously in a
dolorous, monotonous tone, "for them 'at's well 'nough t'

enjoy it. We hain't, me an' Jul'us."

"Ah'll very sorry you a'n't felt better," said Antoine,
with an expression of deep concern in his voice;- "'fAh
could lit mah pipe Ah'll was felt better, me. Ah'll a'n't gat
some fire."

He held forward his pipe to indicate his need, and the
old woman poked the embers with a stick, hitching her
rickety chair aside to make room for him. Antoine
scooped up a coal and puffed diligently a moment before
he asked:
"What was be de matter of it, ma'm?"
"0, it's the rheumatiz in my limb, an' Jul'us is peaked.

No appetite for nothin' but terbarker. I s'pose it's me a-
growin' old an' Jul'us a-growin' so fast—grows lak a weed,
he does; la'ge of his age, an' sma't as he is la'ge."

She regarded her son with stolid admiration, while he,
sucking his black pipe persistently, as stolidly received her
praise of physical and mental growth and the visitor's

hearty confirmation of it.

"Yas, ma'm, he'll was smart boy, lak steel traps, an' he
beeg lak bosses. Ah'U b'lieved he be man 'fore you was,
mam."
"I do' know haow in this livin' world he grows so, with-

out no more nourishin' victuals," the fond mother contin-
ued. "We hain't had nothin' but pertaters an' johnnycake
an' green corn t' eat for a fortni't. My limb has pained
me so't I wa'n't able to arn nothin' duin' for the neighbors,
an' he hain't able to work no time—^it takes all his stren'th
a-growin'—so we hain't bed no meat victuals."

"Dar was plenty dauk an' feesh," Antoine suggested.
"Haow be you goin' to get ducks without no gunner, no-

body to shoot it?" she drawled, without changing her mon-
otonous tone. "Er ketch fish when you ain't able? Fish
hain't no nourishment neither, if you hain't no fat poi'k to
fry 'em in."

"Dar was a lot of mud turkey," Antoine further sug-
gested.

"Mud turkles!" the old woman exclaimed with expression
of intense disgust in voice and features. "D' you s'pose we'd
eat mud turkles? H'mp'! I'd livser eat snake!"
Antoine felt indignant at the starved crone's contempt

of what he considered a choice delicacy, but inquired
blandly:
"Prob'ly you'll a'n't lak cheekin pooty good, a'n't it?"

"Why, yes, me an' Jul'us can eat chicken, the white
meat, if the' hain't no skin on't."

"Wal, naow, Ah'll tol' you, ma'm, dat was purty good
lucky, 'cause you see Ah'll was gat some cheekin all dressed
up dat Ah'll was carry to mah frien' on de camp, an' Ah'll
be glad for give you some of it 'f you len' me dish for fetch
it."

The old woman nodded assent, and pointed over to the
table with the air of begrudging a favor. Taking a broken
blue-edged plate from the table that was scant of every-
thing but untidiness, Antoine went to bring, the alms.

"Ah'll can't help it," he sighed as he knelt before the
improvised trencher, and reluctantly selected a generous
portion of the lightest colored meat.

" 'F Ah'll goin' taught it for heat mud turkey Ah mus'
beegin wid de bes'. A'n't he look jes' lak cheekin. Bah
gosh, he was cheekin, honly he grow on mud turkey."
He carried his gift to the cabin and presented it to the

old woman, who, after a critical inspection, began prepar-
ing it for the pot; while her son awoke to such interest in
the prospective repast that he sauntered out doors, and
with the dull axe pounded some pine roots into suitable
lengths for the fire, which being kindled he sat down
again to the restful enjoyment of liis pipe and the growing
fragrance of the seething stew. Antoine wished he might
stay and see with what relish it was eaten now he was sure
his half kindly deception was not suspected, but he could
find no excuse for tarrying longer.

"Wal, ma'm," he said, as he dallied long over the fire

with the relighting of his pipe, that he might inhale the
odor of the pot, "you cheekin smell very good, an' Ah
hoped he tas'e more better as he smell, prob'ly, an' Ah'll
hoped you'll gat over your limb. Ah'll had one of it one
tam in mah knee, an' he was very bad t'ing for had. An'
Ah'll hoped you' boy grow long an' wide. Good morny,
hose of it."

"Thank you, an' I'm obleeged to you," the old woman
said, with some cordiality. "I s'pose you couldn't fetch a
drawin' o' tea if you come this way ag'in?"

Julius withdrew his wrapt gaze from the steaming pot
to cast an inquiring glance on the departing visitor, who
went his way pretending not to hear the request.

Antoine took up the precious burden, which had been
somewhat lightened by his generosity, and bent his care-

ful steps campward, praying that he might fall in with
nothing worth shooting, and compelled an answer to his
prayer by refusing to see a chance for a shot. He would
not look to the right when a partridge clucked and stirred

the leaves with deliberate footsteps among the under-
growth close beside his path, nor to the left when an un-
suspicious squirrel barked and squalled in the nearest
hickory, nor turn his eyes toward the marsh to seek the
cause of the bickering and splashing that was going Oh
behind the screen of sedges.

So, without interruption, he came to where he saw the
white tent shining like a welcome beacon among the
trees. He presently found Uncle Lisha and Joseph bask-
ing in the sifted sunshine, the one trying to content him-
self with idleness, the other making no effort for the ftill

enjoyment of it.

Antoine set down the shell of meat before them and ex-
claimed as he pointed proudly toward it:

"Dar, sah, Ah'll fetched you somet'ing for heat dat was
victuals."

"Good airth an' seas!" cried Uncle Lisha in surprise,

"where did ye git some fresh meat? You be'n where they
was a-boocherin'? I ain't heard no squealin', an It ain't

no pork nuther. What is 't?"

"No, sah, One' Lisha, Ah'll be'n butchy mase'f, an' he'll

a'n't squeel nor beller, an' he was pork an' beefs, an'—wal,

dey was fave kian's of it, but Ah'll fregit toder, 'cep' cheek-
in; Ah'll guees he was all gone prob'ly. A'n't you mek
aout you min' of it, Zhozefl'?"

"Wal, I don't seem to make aout ezackly," said Joseph,
deliberating on all fours over the heap of meat and sway-
ing and crouching in various points of observation. "Meb-
by it's beef, but I guess it's pork, an' I do' know but it's

veal, some on't, an' like 'nough 't hain't nary one. I do'

know."
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"An' you'll was gat.Mm 'baout raght, an' it was more
better as all. It was mud turkej'!''

JoBeph recoiled upon his haunches aghast at the revela-
tion, and Uncle Lisha exploded a snort of disgust.

"You'll a'n't want for stick you' nose up 'fore you gat it

in you mout'," said Antoine, as he set about his cookery.
"You a'n't w'en you smell heem, an' w'en you heat you be
happy."
His companions watched him in a silence that was a

protest against his operations while he put the meat in the
pot and set it on the replenished fire, when after a final

approving glance he relegated to them the further care.
"Ah b'lieved Ah'll goin' keel dauk over on de bay, me,

an' if you'll was goin' loafer 'raoun' here j'ou can jes' well
keep de kittly bile, ZhozefF, an' One' Lisha keep you from
heat all up of it," and when Joseph after pondering awhile
did not refuse the duty, Antoine shouldered his gun and
strolled out of sight among; the trees.

When the sound of his departing footsteps could no
longer be heard, Joseph stalled up with unusual agility

and whispered wheezily, "Say, Uncle Lisher, it don't
seem 's 'ough we orter eat that diimbed hejus riptyle jes' tu
please him, does it naow?" The old shoemaker shook his
head in decided negative, and he went on, "Wal, then, I
tell ye what, le's take an' empty aout the consarned mess
an' put in some duck meat in place on't; he won't never
know the difTance. Seem's 'ough it wa'n't no more *'n

sarvin' him right, seein' what a heaowdelow he made
'baout me a cookin' that bowfin an' wouldn't let me cook
my own mud hen, which if it was of the mud specie was
'nough sight better lookin' faowl an' what a mud turkle is."

"I hain't no objections," Uncle Lisha said, "for I don't
like the idee o' bein' 'bleeged tu eat what I don't want tu.

But we won't heave it away; we'll jest hide it till we git

aour dinner eat, an' the critter c'n sit up nights an' cook
an' eat his'n if he wants tu."

The conspirators at once set about carrying out their
plot, emptying the present contents of the pot into a pan
which they hid inside the tent, and substituting therefor
the fraud. Wings, skin and larger bones were rejected,

and no flagrantly incongruous member put in except one
gizzard, which Joseph popped into the bottom layer.

When all this was accomplished in haste and fear of dis-

covery, and the pot again set to boiling, the two sat down
to tend it with more leisurely care, but were hardly settled

in their seats when they heard cries of distress arising
from below the clitf.

"Oh, Unc' Lasha! Here, Zhozeff', come fas' you can! Oh,
Ah'll broke off mah leg, bose of it! Ah guess mah arm,
prob'ly. Come, quick!"

Greatly alarmed, thej' hurried down the steep path
with a speed so unwonted that it endangered their own
limbs. They searched the foot of the clifi', expecting at

every step to come upon the helpless form of their com-
rade.
"Ann Twine! Ann Twine! where be ye? Grunt if ye

can't speak," Uncle Lisha called loudly, but no response
came.

" Wha' d' the dumb fool wantu go an' tumble oS o' there
foi? He might ha' knowed it 'ould pooty nigh kill him.
Mebby he is dead, poor cre'tur'; I wish't we'd ha' let his

turkle be jes' as he fixed it."

The most careful search failed to discover Antoine or

any trace of him, and after a meditative silence Uncle
Lisha broke out:

"Consarn his pictur', he be'n -a-foolin' on us wi' his
dumb French cadidoes. 'T wouldn't no more'n sarve
him right if we hove him over the rocks an' his mud turkle
after him."
"Er make him kerry us up on his back," Joseph sug-

gested, as they toiled up the path. "Seems 's 'ough that 'd

suit me tol'able well."

They rested themselves while they watched the pot,

and in the middle of the afternoon Antoine returned,

tired with tramping and sharp set for the aldermanic
feast.

"Darned cunnin' caper, wa'n't it, a-hollerin' bloody
murder the way you did?" cried Uncle Lisha, and won-
dered at the innocence of the Canadian's face as he an-
swered in surprise:

"Me? Ah'll a'n't holler, but Ah'll felt holler all de tarn,

an' de more Ah'll smell dis de more Ah'll felt so. Ah guess

it was loon you hear, Ah'll see one of it. Or wal' geeses,

prob'ly; dar was big drove of it roos' on de lake 'tween de
li'thaouse."

"Ann Twine," Uncle Lisha said sadly, "you be thelyin-
est sarpent I ever see."

The others watched Antoine furtively as he eagerly

sniffed the steaming pot and peered into it, but they saw
no shadow of suspicion on his intent face.

"Dar, sah, One' Lasha, an' too you, Zhozeff, a'n't you'll

cure you foolish all de tam you been smell dat mud turkey
git ready for heat? Oh, Ah tol' you he grea' deal more
better as dauk an' he jes' tendry as cheekens," he con-
tinued, as he prodded the contents of the pot with a fork

, and then lifted it from the fire to the center of the table.
' i^aow, Zhozefi", brought de plate an' de bread an' de pet-

tetto, an' git ready for beegin. Come, One' Lasha."
"I can't help a spleenin' ag'in it, Ann Twine, but I'm

goin' tu try it a hack, jest tu please you," said Uncle Lisha,

taking his place with feigned reluctance, and Joseph fol-

lowed in like manner, after performing his part in furnish-

ing the table.

Each helped himself sparingly and took tentative mor-
sels, while Antoine fell to with unquestioning faith and
good appetite. The latter was so fully shared with him by
his companions that they soon forgot their pretense of
aversion and vied with him in the onslaught, and ex-
changed knowing winks when he extolled the excellence
of the dish and smiled upon them in benignant triumph.
When hunger was appeased, Joseph began to be uneasy

under the burden of his secret and troubled to know how
to relieve himself of it, when Antoine gave him the oppor-
tunity.

"Dar, sah, One' Lisha, Zhozeff", naow you was be heat it,

a'n't you willins for hown he was putty good, hein?"
"Wal, tol'able, when a feller's hungry 'nough not to be

p'tic'lar," Uncle Lisha admitted, "but I don't call it nothin'
stror'nary."

"Tu tell it jest 's 't is, Antwine," said Joseph, after due
deliberation, ' it r'ally don't seem 's 'ough it was a turrible

sight difTent fm duck."
"0, he a'n't, a'n't he?" cried"Antoine. "O, Zhozeff, what

for you a'n't talk sem you heat? You was heat more as you
was in two day 'fore. Naow, what for you'll a'n't hown dat

mud turkey was grea' deal more better as dauk, hein?"
"You won't go tu r'arin' up and gittin' mad 'f I tell ye?"

Joseph asked, swelling with suppressed laughter and
hitching a little nearer to Uncle Lisha, who was chuckling
audibly.
"No, sah, Ah'll a'n't never git mad raght after dinny,

'special w'en he was mud turkey. Dat always mek me
good-nachel," Antoine magnanimously declared.

"Wall, you- hedn't ortu, 'cause you know you was con-
sid'able uppish abaout me a-cookin' my mud hen an' haow
you went on consai'uin' a bowfin 'at I fried one time, an'
it don't seem 's 'ough ary one looked wus'n a mud turkle
or a eel, so it don't seem 's 'ough you'd ortu rare up much
when I tell ye it haint nob'dy nor nothin' but duck we
be'n a eatin'."

"0,_ he'll a'n't, a'n't he? Wal, he was putty good dauk,"
Antoine remarked, with imperturbable coolness,

"It wa'n't nothin' else, an' the way on't was, you see, me
and Uncle Lisher kinder spleened ag'in that 'ere turkle so
it didn't seem 's 'ough we could eat it, hungry as we was.
So, arter you was gone, we jest emptied it aout'n the kittle

an' filled it up wi' duck, which it is what you be'n a-eatin'.

But we didn't heave away your turkle meat. It's in the
tent yender, an you c'n eat the hull caboodle on't."

The two conspirators curiously watched their victim,
with the expectation of seeing lum burn with wrath or wilt
with shame, but he calmly continued the careful cleaning
of his pipe without speaking until he assured himself of a
free draft by vigorously blowing and sucking. Then grin-
ning benignantly on them while he whittled and ground a
charge of tobacco, he said:

"Wal, naow, Ah'll goin' toF yo'. Ah was mek four peo-
ples heat mud turkey to-day, an' dey a'n't know it. Fus',

SOME MORE ABOUT WOLVES.
Mdiior Forest and Stream:

I am very glad to see the life history of wolves come so
prominently before your readers. There are several points
that I should like to know more fully about.

In my experience the gray wolf is the only predaceoxis
mammal in America that organizes in bands to circumvent
a quarry too swift or strong for it. A partial exception to
this is the coyote, our American jackal, which often hunts in
pairs; but I never saw a case of more than two coyotes
hunting together.

The ordinary howl of the gray wolf is its rallying cry; it

means :
' 'I've found meat, but it's more than 1 can handle

alone; come on."
When wolves howl around a house at night, it is an at-

tempt to drum up force enough to meet any emergency that
the attempt to get food may give rise to.

The short yelping howls of the hunting wolves are to no-
tify their friends that game ia afoot, and also to drive said
game, just as beaters shout in driving a cover.
The rallying cry of the wolf is sometimes described as dis-

cordant. To my ear it is a most melodious note—far finer

and smoother than the tongue of the best hounds.
Those who consider the fox the acme of cunning have

probably never had any wolf expeiience. The reason a fox
maintains his existence in settled country is that he is a
small animal and is subterranean in habits. If the wolf
with its cunning were to adopt the underground habits of .
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w'en Ah dress him up Ah'll fan' hoi' hwomans an' hees
boy; dey a'n't mos' got not'ing for heat, but dey can' heat
mud turkey, oh, no. De good meat walkin' all 'raound
a'n't quat good 'nough for it; dey mus' had cheekin, an' de
hoi' hwomans an' hees boy, dey was very satisfy. Den
Ah'll brought de res' an', "bah gosh, you was very kin' for

cook it an' help me heat it, w'en Ah'll know you'll a'n't lak
it for heat mud turkey."

"I tell ye, Ann Twine, it wa'n't turkle!" Uncle Lisha cried

in some heat. We wouldn't eat the dumb stuff, an' so we
changed it, jest as Jozeff says."

"Dat was so, for Ah'll see you do it, me. Yes, sah," he
continued, complacently regarding their astonished faces.

"W'en Ah go 'way Ah'll fregit mah pipe an' Ah'll come for

gat it an' see you an' Zhozeff was fuss wid de pot, an' Ah'll

hid behin' dat bush till you gat it all fix as you want it.

W'en you'll hear me holler you'll a'n't fin' me, a'n't you?
Dat tam Ah'll come back here quick an' Ah'll swap demeat
ag'in, an', bah gosh, sah, you'll gat lot of dat mud turkey
inside of you."

"Ann Twine, you're a-tellin' one o' your lies," said Uncle
Lisha, incredulously. For answer Antoine brought forth

the pan of duck from the tent and set it before them.
"Dar," he said, pointing to the gizzard conspicuously dis-

played on the top, "has mud turkey gat gizzar'? A'n't

Ah'll see you put heem on de pot, Zhozeft? A'n't

Ah'll see you poke for it when you heat, hein? Oh, you
was lak de gizzar' very much, Zhozeff", but you'll a'n't fin'

it honly but jes' de chip Ah'll put in for improve mah
storee for be true," and after a moment's search at the bot-

tom of the pot he fished out a cedar chip on the point of

his fork and held it triumphantly before their faces, whose
expression of blank amazement broadened to imbecile
grins, while Antoine laughed uproariously.

"Oh, One' Lasha! Oh, Zhozefll A'n't you putty smart
for foohsh me an' gat foolish you'se'f more as Ah was,"
and he pranced about in an ecstasy of triumph, while
Uncle Lisha groaned in disgust.

"The dumb thing makes me feel crawly. I shall be a
snappin' at ye fust ye know."
"Wait, Ah'll look see if de moss beegin for grow on you

back, One' Lasha. Oh, don't you go crawl on de ma'sh,"
as the old man stumped down the path to the landing.

"Say, Antwine," Joseph said confidentially, "it don't
seem 's 'ough the'd be any use o' tellin' Saniwil. If you
won't say nothin' I won't, an' we'll come it on him."
But when Sam came he stumbled upon the fresh turtle

shell, and remarked as he kicked it aside:

"Hello! be'n a-havin mud turkle, hev ye. Wal, gi' me
some if you got any left. I al'ays be'n wantin' tu try it."

the fox, it would swarm wherever the country is rough,
wooded or mountainous, in spite of settlers.

Firearms are the only things a wolf greatly dreads, and it

is this_ dread, combined with the knowledge that all men in

the West carry them, that makes the American wolf avoid
a meeting with man.
In Europe, where it is the exception for men to go armed,

the wolves abound and are dangerous to human beings in

every country. This excludes only Holland; in every other
country, even in France, a number of persons are reported
each year devotued by wolves. In that country bounties on
about 200 wolf heads are paid each year, and there is no
perceptible diminution of the numbers.

In America I have never known an authentic case of
wolves killing a human being, speaking, of course, from my
own kaowledge.
A map of the present range of the American gray wolf

would no doubt coincide with the range of the deer

—

i. e.,

the whitetail, or Virginian, in East and South; the mule
and blacktail in the West ; and the caribou in the North.
Aside from such purely artificial preserves as that on

Long Island, I doubt if there is any deer country in Amer-
ica to-day without its due proportion of wolves.

In the woods near Tappan, IST. Y., one dark night last

autumn I several times heard a howl, which, if not that of a
gray wolf, was a dog voice of the most exceptional kind.

It is extremely difficult to get measurements of our large
wild animals. The will and the opportunity arerarely com-
bined. But valuable service might be rendered if some of

your huntsmen would record a large number of weights and
dimensions. It is desirable to have:
Actual weight on a reliable scale or steelyard.

Total length from point of nose to end of bone in tail-

Total length of tail from insertion to end of bone.
Length of hindfoot from top of hough to point of longest

claw.
Height at shoulder standing.

Length of head from tip of nose to point of occiput, or
failing this, from the point of the nose to the tip of one e^r,

when the animal is quite dead.

There are three other measurements of value, to the artist

at least:

Girth of chest.

Length from top of elbow to point of longest fore claw.
Length in a straight line from the point of the breastbone

to the ischium, or tone which reaches the surface an inch or
so below the insertion of the tail to one side.

As a rule the more measurements the better.

One point more: While there are numerous records of
dogs and wolves crossing, did anyone ever know the hybrids
to reproduce, either int&r ge or with either parent stock? I
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have known tliis to happen in coyote cross dogs, but not

with gray wolf hybrids.

I inclose a wolf story from the pen of "E. H. Hickey. It

appeared in the Leisure Hour, 1892-3. It bears all the in-

ternal evidence of truth, and is, I think, about the best wolf
siory ever written. I hope you will reproduce it.

Eknest Seton Thompson.

A Wolf Story.

Instinct or reason, whieli, good sir? Oh, instinct in brutes, you say,

And reason only in lordly man. Well, think of it as you may,
I'll tell you of something not unlike to reason I saw one day.

Is it only men that are makers of law? Perhaps, yet hearken a hit.

I'll tell you a tale— say you if e'er you have heard a stranger than it.

It was many and many a league away from ihe placi where now we

are,

And many a year ago it happened in the land of the Great White

Czar.

It was morn-—I remember how cold it felt—but under a low pale sky.

When we moored our boat on the river bank, my companion Leigh

and I.

And the plunge in the water unwai'med of the sun was legs for

desire than pluck,

And we hurried on our clothes again aad longed for our breakfast

luck;

When all of a sudden he clutched my arm and pointed across, and

there

We stood up side by side and watched, and as mute as the dead we
were.

We saw the gray wolf's fateful spring, and we saw the death of the

deer.

And the gray wolf left the body alone, and swift as the feet of fear

His feet sped over the brow of the hill, and we lost the sight of him

Who had left the dead deer there on the ground Uneaten, body or

limb.

So when he vanished out of our sight we rowed our boat across,

And lifted the carcass and rowed again to the other side. The loss

For you, good Master Wolf, mucL more than the gain for us will be.

'T were half a pity to spoil your sport, except that we fain would see

The reason why with hunger unstanched you have left our quarry

behind;

Ked-toothed, red-isawed, forgone your meal; Sir Wolf, we'll know
your mind.

Hungry and cold we watched and watched to gee him return on his

track;

At last we spied him atop of the hiU, the same gray wolf come back,

Ko longer alone, but a leader of wolves, the head of a grewsome
- pack.

He went right up to the very place where the dead deer's body had
lain,

And he sniffed and looked for the prey of his claws, the beast that

himself had slain.

The deer at our feet and the river between and the searching all in

vain.

He threw up his muzzle and slunk his tail ^nd whined bo pitifully,

And the whole pack howled and fell on him—we hardly could bear

to see.

Breaker of civic law or pact or whatever they deemed of him,

He knew his fate and he met his fate, for they tore him limb from
limb.

I tell you we felt as we ne'er had felt since ever our dnys began—
Less like men that had cozened a brute than men that had murdered

a man. —E. H. Hickey in Leisure Hour.

THE PANTHER IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
The range of the puma or panther {Felis concolor) in Brit-

ish Columbia is confined almost entirely to the coast, includ-

ing Vancouver Island, where its center of abundance seems
to be located. It is found but sparsely east of the Cascades,
where in many localities it was never known until a few
years ago ; and the Indians there who have seen one have no
name for it, and hold it in terrible dread. It ranges along
the coast of the mainland from our southern boundary to

about 52° north, but is extremely rare in the northern portion
of its habitat. On account of the great damage done by this

brute to the farmers' flocks, the Government has increased

the bounty from |2.50 to $7.50, and I here present a table

showing the number of panthers on which the bounty has
been paid for the last six fiscal years

:

Years. Panthers. Years. Panthers.
1890-9 1 .47 1893-94 123
1891-92. . , , 71 1894-95 ; 115
1892-93,.,. ...89 1S95-96 106

These figures do not represent the full number killed, as

not a few are taken by sportsmen, who prefer to keep the
skin intact rather than have it mutilated for the sake of the

bounty.
I have never known a single instance where a panther has

attacked a human being—that is, where such instance could
be traced to a reliable source. Courage is no part of a
panther's composition; as a matter of fact, he has no cour-

age, as the animals he lives on are not taken in open com-
bat, but by stealth and quickness of action—two qualities

which no animal in the mountains possesses to such a degree
as does the American panther. He is simply built on springs,

and the ease with which he can cover distances is marvelous.
The young are said to be spotted, but not always so, as I
received two about a year ago that could not be over two
months old that had no spots ; and again I handled one
about a year and a half old which showed the spots quite

plainly.

According to our newspaper reports, few panthers are

killed in British Columbia measuring less than 7ft , while
8ft. and 9ft. would not be unusual. I have kept a record of

the lengths of panthers measured by me during the last

seven years; of this number—118—the greater portion of

which came under my notice in the matter of paying the

bounties, one measured 7ft. 6in., while only ten reached the
7ft. mark. I have been very anxious to procure one of those

hig panthers, and five years ago I made an offer—which is

still standing—of $20 to any one who would bring me a
panther in the flesh, killed in British Columbia, measuring
iSft. ' This reward has been claimed twice, but in each case

the measurement feU short from 1ft. to lOin.

Two years ago at Beecher Bay, about eight miles from
this city, two girls, one fourteen, the other twelve years, were
returning from school along a woodland trail, accompanied
by a collie dog, when a panther sprang out in front of them
and trotted on ahead. The dog immediately gave chase,

and the nearest tree was not any too near for the panther,

who tore up to a place of safety out of reach of this terrible

little dog. The elder sister, who is an expert rifle shot, left

the younger girl with the dog to guard the panther while she

went to her home about a quarter of a mile distant for her
Winchester. Keturning. she killed the big cat with the first

shot. It measured 7ft. 3in., and is now mounted in the Pro-
vincial Museum.

It is more than probable that panthers prey upon pheas-
ants, though I have no evidence that such is the fact.

John Fannin.

ANOTHER GREAT MOOSE HEAD.
Wb have received from W. T. Sheard, of Tacoma, Wash.,

two photographs of a moose head which far exceeds any-
thing yet recorded. The horns are shown in one case with
a tape line stretched across them, and in the other with a
man standing by them. The tape line shows a measurement
of 73^' n The horns appear to be very even and as nearly as

possible of the same length, the figure 37 in the photograph
coming near the middle of the skull, between the two burrs.

The horns are also about as wide in front as they are behind.
On the whole, these antlers are most remarkable and ought

*
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to be seen by naturalists. We infer from IVlr. Sheard 's letter,

which accompanies the photographs, thatjthe horns are sup-
ported on the natural skull, for he distinctly says that the

skull has not been cut.

We illustrated the other day a moose head in possession of

Mr. Hart, of this city, measuring 70Jin. spread. It is an in-

teresting fact that both these large heads come from Alaska,
but no hasty conclusions should be drawn from this fact.

In all probability it means nothing more than that Alaska is

the home of the moose, and a home in which it is but little

hunted. For this reason the males have time to grow great

horns—horns, as shown by the specimens in question, which
are so large that they closely approach the Irish elk (cervus

megaceros), that giant of the deer tribe which flourished im

Europe so recently that its bones have not yet had time to

become petrified.

A Submarine Contest.

One of the most novel and amusing contests ever recorded

was a race between two edible crabs, each drawing an eel

skin to which was attached the head of an eel.

The members of a club whose house boat was then moored
at Spermaceti Cove, Sandy Hook, had caught a number of

eels during the previous nisrht, and while the tide was out and
the sand flats bare the eels had been skinned and the refuse

thrown over the side to be carried away by the incoming
tide. With the tide came innumerable" crabs (our scaven-

gers, as they were called) looking for and carrying away
every particle that would serve them for food, and it was
very little that they ever left behind.

'The tide had covered the flats to the depth of a foot when
two crabs of apparently equal strength were noticed in the

clear water wrestling wiih eel skins some 18 or 20in. in

length. The attention of the several members upon the
upper deck was attracted simultaneously and all interest was
centered in the struggle.

The eel skins, after a few moments' exertion on the part

of the crabs, were pulled clear of some clam shells which had
fallen upon them, and the crabs, one darkly colored and the

other of a lighter shade, started for a large patch of eel grass

at the rear end of the house boat, about 40ft. distant. The
struggle was against tide and the start was even.

Each crab held by its claw the tail of the skin; the head,

forming a bunch at the far end, waved from side to side

with the "swirl" of the current.

So much interest had now been taken in the race that the

members began laying wagers as to which crab would reach
the dark liae of the grass" ahead. The crabs seemed to be
aware of the great attention paid them and they apparently

put forth their best efforts to reach the line a winner.

Now and then the current would swing the head end of

the skin against a small tuft of grass, the crab would then
bury its legs into the sand and with a mighty pull clear its

burden from the obstruction.

Thus the race continued for nearly twenty minutes, some-
times the dark crab would be in the lead and then the other

would forge ahead. The interest grew apace and the

wagers were doubled and trebled. The noise of the excited

members on the upper deck had attracted the whole company
before the race was half over, and those who witnessed the

latter part of the contest became as deeply interested and ex;-

cited as those who were in at the start.

When about 10ft. from the finish line the dark-colored crab

was obliged to cross a small soft bottom patch, which lay
directly in the path, and it could get but little foothold, its

legs sinking in the mud.
The light crab here had the advantage and gained a lead

of several feet before the dark crab again secured a good
footing.

The finish line was only a few feet distant, and the back-
ers of the light crab were in high glee over the po?ition it

had gained over its rival, and those who had staked their

money on the dark colored racer were about to ackuowl-
edge their defeat, when a big blue-clawed crab paddled out
of the eel grass and, seizing the head of the skinned eel,

yanked the light crab and its burden several feet backward
over the course it had traveled, while the dark crab un-
molested slid sideways through the edge of the grass a

winner.
If the pieces of coal and bits of wood hurled at that blue-

clawed crab could have reached its back, its shell would
have been crushed beyond recognition. Wild Hokey.

Flight of the Flying-fish.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Feb. 20 Mr. Frank M. Chapman wishes

to know if flying-fish really fly. I am aware that there is a

difference of opinion among naturalists in regard to this

question, owing perhaps to the difliculty in being able to

observe them at close quarters.

During many months' experience with the flying-fish fleet

off Barbadoes 1 saw them rise from the water in all kinds of

weather, and I emphatically assert that they do fly. They
break from the surface at any part of the wave in calm or

windy weather, in a billowy sea or a flat calm. If, however,
they get up in the hollow of a wave they do not fly, and are

often unable to surmount the impending crest.

I have taken them immediately from the net and placed

them on the palm of my hand, from which they would fly

to a distance of 300ft. or more with no impetus from me
whatever.
« If they get u,p in the teeth of the wind they invariably

wheel and scud away before it. The end of their flight is

caused solely by a cessation of the motion of the wings, and
is simply a settling down or sailing like that of a pigeon.

I know that the flying-fish also vibrates its tail while in

flight, and it is my opinion that he derives part of his motive
power from this source. 1 have clipped the tail before start-

ing them from the palm of my hand, and found that their

flight is seriously interfered with in consequence.

One can also test the sustaining power of the wings by
holding the fish suspended from the hook and line, and
watching its movements, The motion of the wings is very
rapid and extends through an arc of 45 degrees. The fish is

exhausted by this motion in from ten to twenty-five seconds.

It is my belief that the moistening of the wing membrane
has nothing to do with the flight of the fish. I have thrown
them perpendicularly into the air to a height of 40ft., but
this elevation did not prolong their flight, as they would
always fall again swiftly when the wing motion ceased.

I do not wonder at Mr. Chapman's interest in this little

fish, for he possesses many attractions in his flight and
habits to delight and instruct those who can observe him,

Harry Higgins.

Are Maine Moose Degenerating?

One of the stock arguments of those who favor a close sea-

son for a period of years on moose in Maine has long been that

all the big bulls have been killed off, and that nothing but
small moose remain, thus proving that the stock is nearing

extinction. Without entering at all into the general discus-

sion of whether absolute protection is needed at the present

time or not, it might be well to submit a few figures which
indicate that large moose are still met with in Maine While
in Bangor last week I asked Mr. Crosby, the taxidermist,

how the size of the heads which he received for mounting
averaged as compared with previous years.

He replied that they were larger individually and in the

average, and for curiosity's srke I got him to measure twenty
of the largest heads, witli the following results:

No. Spread. Points. Ivo. Spread. Points.

1 60in. .. 11 46in,

2 58in. at) 12 48in, 24

8 SSj^in. 39 33 SOin.

4 60in 28 14 48iii.

5 54in. 24 15 4»iD.

6 5^in. .. 16 48in.

7 59in, S5 17 him.
8 48in. 24 38 45in.

9 57iu. .. 19 56m.
10 59iii. .. SO 47in.

This gives an average spread of over 52^in. for twen'y heads

killed in the hunting season of 1896. Arg-ue from this any
way you like It may mean a round-up of the last moose in

the State, but it certainly proves that the argument so freely

used before the last hunting season, that the big bulls were all

gone, is without foundation. J. B, Burnham.

Wild Life on Sandy- Hook.

The Sandy Hook country is a United States reservation,

but I am sorry to say that no attention is paid by the author-

ties to gunning or trapping, either in the closed or open

sea?on I have destroyed a number of rabbit box traps, and
most generally they were found ia the vicinity of the life-

saving stations.

There are more rabbits on Sandy Hook than in any other

portion of the State, yet many are destroyed by cats which
have been carried there by residents of the mainland. These

cats have bred and become quite numerous, and are as wild

as some of their kin of the West.

I have asked the State Commission as to my authority on

a United States reservation, and the question has not as yet

been satisfactorily answered.

Most of the violators of the game laws reach the Hook by
means of boats, from New York as well as New Jersey, and
the only way to capture them would be to arrest them within

the reservation limits.

There are hundreds of large patches of ground that snow
never reaches, and should the wind be blowing a gale the

only evidence of that fact would be the roar of the surf,

such is the protection afforded the birds by the thick cedars

and sandhills. During the different seasons all the berries

and fruits of this climate can be found growing there in

abundance, the seeds having been dropped by the birds.

Wild Houet.
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A BIT OF GOOD COVER.

Given a bright, beautiful morning in late October, a fair
retriever and plenty of time to accept the invitation that
smiling nature held out^ and a sportsman ought to have
been happy. This waa my opportunity in October, 1896,
and I proceeded to improve the situation. I had looked
in vain for cock in some favorite haunts, and had about
abandoned hope of finding any until the fall tiight, which
in this locality, the Western Keserve, Ohio, does not usu-
ally take place until about Nov. 1, It was Nov. 3, 1 think,
when T shot the first flight birds in '96. I had in mind a
rough bit of second growth, perhaps eight acres in extent,
where I had shot quail late in the season, but never had
visited it early enough for woodcock. This ground was
about three miles from the house, so I went up by way of
the river bank, thinking I might pot up a stray duck, in
which surmise I was disappointed, however. Occasion-
ally a gray coat could be heard barking in the tall oaks,
but I was not out for squirrels that day and did not molest
them.

After about an hour's tramp the ground was reached,
and I thought my pointer Ace looked ruefully at me after
surveying the almost impenetrable thickets of scrub oak
and blackberry bushes, several feet higherthan one's head.
In fact it was about the toughest cover I ever tried to hunt,
and especially tough for a short-haired pointer. The long
bushes had a very frequent and loving way of twining
themselves about my neck at critical moments or leaving
a bloody trail across my ungloved right hand. About two
minutes after striking the cover Ace had a point, and as I
urged him on a grouse rose clucking and perched on a limb
over my head. I watched her a few moments, then flushed
and was compelled to watch her go away unharmed (as
the Ohio law of '96, while not prohibiting the shooting of
grouse at this time, did forbid their possession before Nov.
10), We (Ace and I) then worked down the west side,
where the ground seemed moist and suitable for cock, but
not a bird did we find here. We then tuT'ned back and
went up on the slope, where the ground was as hard and
dry as a bone. This seemed to promise better, however,
for Ace soon had a point in the thick bushes. I tried to
urge him on to flush, but he would not budge, and I had

I to smash into the tangle myself, flushing a pair of cocks
that went out on the other side unseen. I had their gen-
eral direction, however, and soon had one in mj'^ pocket,
but his companion gave las a longer chase. I finally flushed
him from a brush heap covered with bushes and he joined
his companion in my coat.

The next bird went out up the further side of a thicket
without giving opportunity for a start. I marked him
down in some ferns in short brush, and it was an easy mat-
ter to add him to the bag. I then called the dog and went
over to the east side, where the brush was thicker if pos-
sible, but briers were less numerous. Ace soon discovered
a taint in the air that interested him, and after roadinc
some distance stiffened to a point. On walking in ahead
of him a large bevy of half-grown quail rose, flying but a
short distance, however. I let him work up a few singles
to see if he possessed his good quail nose still, but he
seemed thoroughly disgusted with me for not improving
the many chances to break the law. After having our fun
with the quail we started for the low fence running east
and west and dividing the patch in two parts. Before
reaching it I bagged another bird which rose wild and
tried to get away over the tops ofthe trees. After crossing
the fence we worked without reward for some time. I was
following down the side of a small swale, keeping Ace on
the other side. Einally I flushed a wild bird on my side,
which went on ahead and crossed the swale, where I
thought I marked him down in a jungle, I should call it.

This was one of the worst places "in the cover, and about
the only way I could get through was to hold my gun above
my head and push my way through like a snow plow in a
drift. There was no such thing possible as a cautious ap-
proach, and I soon saw a brown body in the air, hustling
for the woods on the west side. I did not "raise my gun,"
but lowered it from above my head and pulled both bar-
rels in quick succession, but seemed to accomplish nothing
but to accelerate the speed of the bird, which I watched
out. of sight. This I thought was the bird previously
marked down, but it proved not to be, for I had taken but
a few steps (or pushes) when the bird rose within easy
shot and was gathered with his friends. I then coaxed
Ace into the bushes and got out where I could see a little
better, soon walking up a bird which gave me a straight-
away shot which was duly improved. Just as this bird
fell, another flushed by Ace attempted to cross in front of
me, but was stopped with the remaining shell. In trying
to mark down both birds as they fell I was a little uncer-
tain of either, and they gave us a weary hunt before both
were located. Ace did his best, but it is hard for a pointer
to work in briers that a rhinoceros would shun. This
seemed to be the end of birds in this vicinity, and as I was
due at home at an early hour that day, concluded to take a
look for ttie bird that escaped and then strike for home.
The search was unsuccessful and I was soon homeward
bound, promising myself an early return.
A few days later this promise was fulfilled, and we

started in on the east side this time, getting a point on a
pair of grouse almost as soon as we reached the grounds. I
was obliged to let them fly away unharmed, but promised
them my attention later in the season. Ace worked the
ground thoroughly for a long time with no sign of birds
when finally I heard the tamiliar whistle behind me and
turned to see a cock heading for the fence and giving me a
good cross shot. I swung in a little ahead of him and at
the crack of the gun saw the top of a small tree topple over
and thought the bird was lost. I was happily disappointed
however, as Ace soon came trotting out with the bii'd.

'

This reminds me of a day with grouse this fall, when I
did not get the bird, or rather birds. I started' in with
three shots at grouse, and each time cut oft' a small tree in
line with the birds, and they all got away. But that is
another story. This solitary bird was all we could raise
on the north Bide of the farm, so we crossed, and soon Ace
had a point in the thickest kind of a brier patch. I tried
to make him flush the bu-d, but he was immovable, and I
had to crawl in ahead of him. The bh-d rose right at my
feet and went back over my head too close to shoot even
if I carried one of those 20in. "bell-muzzles" which' seem
growing in favor with meat hunters of late. There was no

such thing as marking down a bii'd in this cover, but I fol-

lowed the direction of his flight. He rose wild the next
time, and I scored a clean miss, but bagged him when he
rose again. I put up another while going back where this
one started, and bagged him with the second barrel. We
found another up the swale that cunningly waited until I
had passed him and then tried liard to get awa}"" behind
me, but was a little too slow in his movements. Soon after
Ace flushed one in some ferus at my right. I dropped him,
but needed the second barrel to do it. He was only wing-
tipped and fell in a villainous patch of briers, where, after
a long, unsuccessful search, we wei-e obliged to leave him.
I secured one more down in the woods, and then think-
ing the ground all worked over, started for home. The
only neglected spot was in the N.E. corner, and cover
there was so light it did not seem thick enough to hide a
quail. We swung around that way, however, on our way
out, and were rewarded by bagging three woodcock in
about as many minutes. This made eight this day, and
seven the day before, which with the one lost was a total of
sixteen for small cover of seven or eight acres. This may
not be many when cock are thick, but was the best patch
I had found in many moons.
Why cannot we have a little more grouse and cock shoot-

ing in our favorite paper, Foeest and Stream? Rise up,
brother sportsmen, and give us your experience.

Adikondack.

CAN HOWL TO FOOL A WOLF AND
A WOMAN.

Washington State, January 2*7.— Editor Forest and
Stream: While mining on the Clearwater in 1868, one Sun-
day morning about the first of May I took my revolver and
went over to the cabin of my partners, and proposed to go
up on to tbe hills and kill some grouse. They got their re-
volvers and we started.

Here the blue grouse come every spring to raise their
young, and as they were so plentiful, we did aot consider
that spring shooting was so bad as we do now.
While going up the hiU we saw where a very big wolf

had gone along very recently, and it bad kept in the trail
until we came to where the trail forked. It had taken the
trail leading up the river. We stopped for a few minutes,
and while we were standing there speculating on what the
wolf could be doing there that time of the year we were
startled by its howling. It was not very far away. I shall
not attempt to describe the feehngs of other people, but
when that dismal wail broke out it made me shiver from
head lo foot. When the echo had died away I mocked it,

and the echo of my howl had not ceased before the wolf
answered me, this time with renewed vigor. Then I again
answered it.

I said to the boys that if we would wait here a little while
the wolf would come. They ridiculed the idea, and we
started up the ridge after grouse. Soon I flushed one,
which went up into a big fir, and we were trying to locate
it when we were startled by the wolf's howling back to our
left. It had come to find its mate. We ran up on to a
small mound and sat down, and I howled— but low, fearing
that the wolf might be able to detect the fraud. This time
it did not answer, but in a few minutes we saw it coming,
trotting through the small brush on the ridge. It came to
where there was an old pine lying on the ground with the
limbs rotted off, jumped on to the top and trotted down to
near the root, and stopped and looked toward us. It had
hardly come to a stand when I shot at it, and at the crack
of my revolver it tumbled off from the log. We ran up to
where it was, and as soon as it found it could not get away
it sulked, wolf like. The boys finished it with their revol-
vers. We took the skin, and although it was not fiist-rate
it would make a tolerably fair rug. On cutting the wolf
open, we found several large pieces of venison that showed
but little signs of digestion.

About a year after that time, going from Mount Idaho one
iDorning, I had gone but a short distance when I saw where
a very big wolf had come into the trail and had kept down
the way I had to go for about a mile, then it had gone down
into the fir thicket at the head of the canon. Here my trail
kept to the left, and when I got around halfway of the
thicket I stopped my cavuse and howled, just to see if I
could get an answer. The echo had not died away before
the answer came, and such a howl! While I knew I was
perfectly safe, there was that same feeling of dread that
always passes through my frame whenever I hear a wolf
howl, no matter where I am, and I started on and had- come
out on to the ridge in the open timber and was intendino- to
howl again when I reached the divide; but just before I^'o-ot
to the divide my horse threw his head around and looked
back, I stopped him, and turning around in the saddle I
saw a very big gray wolf not more than 150yds. behind me
When I stopped it stopped too.

I started on; then it gave a howl, and I answered it rather
-low. On looking around I saw it coming, but it was very
suspicious. Down on my trafl there was a small branch to
cross, and if I could get the wolf to follow me as far as that
I could get close enough to shoot with a certainty of killing
it. Every little while it would howl and I would answer it
low. When I came to cross the branch it was about 300yds
behind me. When I got out of the brush and just over the
turn of the hill I jumped off and ran back to within about
20yds. of where the trail came up out of the brush, and to
one side, and here I sat down and waited. I did not have
very long to wait when the wolf came out of the brush and
stopped and looked ahead in the direction the trail went

I had my revolver ready, and it Had hardly come to a
stand when I fired. At the crack of the revolver it fell
tried to rise, but could not, I had shot it through the heart'
I ran up and shot it through the head, and then went back
and brought my horse and skinned the wolf.
One day a short time after this, when I had gone after our

express, a big wolf came on to the opposite side of the river
near the house and howled. The boys thought it was I and
called to me to come on, that I could not fool them ' My
wife said she knew that was a wolf. Her brother-in law
asked her if she had ever heard Lew call a wolf "No "

said she. ''Then," said he, "you can't tell." After dinner
the boys went to work, and they saw where a big wolf had
been along on the ditch; so when they came over that night
she laughed at them about my howhng. When I came home
she told me that she knew it was a wolf. A few days after
that, while up on the ditch, I gave two howls just to see if
she really could teU the difference. When we came over to
our dmner the women wanted to know if we had heard the
wolf howhng up on the hill. I asked my wife if it was
really a wolf. "Yes, indeed it was," said she "Then"
said I, "madam, you cannot tell the voice of the bio- yfon
from that of Lew Wilmot. "

FOR SUNDAY'S DINNER.
Editor Forest and Stream:

After numbers of sportsmen have read in your good paper
so many stories about hunters getting big game, such as
moose, bears and deer, and of others getting big bags of
quail, partridges, ducks and geese, an account of such a lit-

tle event as a squirrel shoot must seem to them rather small
potatoes; yet still there may be some who, like myself, don't
often have a chance to get a whack at anything big in the
line of game, that might be a trifle interested in an account
of a New Jersey squirrel hunt, so for such I have written
up the following:
One warm, still day in the latter part of last November I

shouldered my rifle and struck off out west of Asbury Park
some four miles distant and came to a big tract of swampy
land covered with a heavy growth of pines, with a few
large chestnut and oak trees scattered among them.
Not seeing any signs of squirrels there, I kept on through

the woods about half a mile further and came to a shght
knoll in the swamp heavily timbered with oak, chestnut and
a few hickories, the knoll surrounded with many large gum
trees with considerable underbrush among them; a good
place for grays, thought I. While stealthily going along, all
at once I heard one jumping among the leaves and soon saw
it as it ran up the trunk of a big tree and stopped 6 or 8ft.
from the ground.
Taking deliberate aim, I made a good shot and it dropped.

Before I had time to gather the game, I heard the hmbs rat-
tie up in a tree at quite a distance away and saw another
squirrel among the branches, running for all it was worth.
Taking a shot at it, I made a clean miss. Then going on, I
came to two bed trees standing some distance apart. Taking
a position among the bushes so as to watch both trees, I
waited perhaps twenty minutes or so, when all at once three
big fellows put in an appearance on a gum tree about lOOyds.
away—too far for me to be sure of a hit; so I waited a little

while longer, thinking that perhaps at least one of them
might come near enough so that I could bag him. Just then
out came a big fellow from one of the holes I was watching
and sat on a limb, making a splendid mark against the blue
sky. It was a lovely shot, being just about the right dis-
tance away, and one that I was not long in taking. Having
neatly dropped that squirrel and put it in my pocket with
the other, I took a look after the three, but of course found
them missing. Then I sat down behind a big tree at a good
shooting distance from where they were seen and waited a
half hour or so, when on looking from behind my tree I saw
one running on a limb of the gum. Carefully bringing my
rifle to bear on him, I waited until the squirrel just stopped
a moment, then pulled trigger and he tumbled, and he
proved to be by far the largest one that I ever saw.
Having now three squirrels, all big fellows, enough for a

first-class stew for Sunday's dinner, I concluded to put in a
little time tramping through the woods, and if possible
locating some other bed trees and places where the grays
would most likely be found, so as to know where to strike
for should I go in that vicinity on another hunt.

After stroUing around for a while I found another place
that looked rather promising; so seating myself on a partly
decayed log, 1 watched and waited for a few moments, when
along the ground came a squirrel and began to dig among the
leaves at about the right distance for another splendid shot,
which I deliberately took and got the game, thus raaking
four big ones gotten with five shots. With the game in the
pockets of my hunting coat, I started for home, and arrived
there before night—in time to dress the game for Sunday's
dinner—after having run the gauntlet of guying from my
acquaintances, just the same way that nearly every hunter
does while coming home and carrying game through a
thickly settled place, something like this: "Lyon, how much
did you give apiece for them squirrels?" "Say, which mar-
ket did you buy them at?" "Did somebody give them to
you or did you find them dead?" "Have they many more
where you bought them?" and such like. Fellow hunters,
we have all been there. On arriving home 1 felt as well
pleased as if I had shot a much larger number.
By the way, my squirrel rifle is a Winchester single shot,

No. 3, weighing S^lbs., .33ca]., rim-fire, long, with knife-
blade and buckhorn or Eocky Mountain sights. I like a
heavy rifle much better than a light one—seems as if one can
hold it much steadier. The .33cal. is large enough for small
game like squirrels at oven quite a long distance away, be-
sides, the ball doesn't tear the game like one of a larger
caliber. I have also another rifle of the same pattern for
target shooting, having Lyman sights, and takes a much
larger cartridge. a. L. L,

Rhode Island Ducking.
Providenob, K. I., Feb. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Samuel Hollaway, of Wakefield, caught a black bass in
Worden's Lake through the ice last Wednesday that weighed
511 bs.

According to the annual report of the Park Commissioners
of this city, there have been presented to the menagerie at
Koger Williams Park during 1896 one American white rab-
bit, four opossums, one steel-gray pony, one black goat, and
a pair of moose. The last-named animals were captured in
their native wilds.

Last Thursday Judge Bliss, Senator David S, Ray and
Henry J. Pickersgill, of East Providence, went to the reser-
voir in Swansea to fish for pickerel, and succeeded in cap-
turing but eight, but they were very large. Recently in the
same pond Leon Donance, of East Providence, captured six
pickerel which weighed 191bs.

Capt. George H. Covo and Solomon H. Tyler, of Warren,
made a successful duck-hunting trip to Rumstick Point
Thursday morning and secured a large bag of black ducks.
Capt. Covo employs live decoys, which he secures to the
rocks by a string about loft, in length, which aflows- them
to swim about the rock. The decoys, by thek lively quack-
ing and constant motions in and out of the water, attract the
wild birds, which are shot from a boat on the shore covered
with white canvas, resembling the snow-covered shore.
Thursday morning an event occurred which is seldom expe-
rienced by a sportsman. Tyler had just tethered a decoy to
the rock on the Point when a live diick alighted on the rock
by his side, so close that he could have killed it with a club,
and then deliberately waddled down the side of the rock and
was slowly swimming away when it was shot by Capt. Covo.
Hundreds of the birds passed the Point Thursday morninc--
from all directions, attracted by the loud and constant quack"
ing of the decoys, which are necessary aids in the prosecu-
tion of the sport. The decoys espy the wild bhds a long
distance off, and attract them by a continuous and vocifer-
ous quacking, seemhigly knowing the object of their work.

W, H. M.
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A PARRY SOUND DEER HUNT.
Miif<or Forest and Stream:
About a year ago I sent you an account of r deer hunting

expedition to the Parry Sound distxict, and as the game laws

of Ontario have been amended since then, the experiences of

my party and myself under the changed conditions may in-

terest some of your readers.

The amendments are as follows: The killing of deer in the

water or immediately after leaving it prohibited: each hunter

to procure a license, in which he is described as far as age and
color of hair and eyes are concerned, the license to cost $3;

two coupons to be attached to each license and to remain so

attached until the holder ships his deer after his huat, when
they are to be detached and one used as a shipping tag (they

being of a suitable shape) for each deer. The licenses are

signed by the licensees when issued and the coupons signed

when about to be used, so that the signatures can be com-
pared. The,season remains as before, frorn Nov. 1 to 15,

both days inclusive, and each hunter is limited to two deer,

so questions being asked of a party as long as its total mmi-
ber does not exceed two per man. The fund raised by the

license fees, or at least a large proportion of it, was used for

the payment of deputy wardens, a large number of whom
were sent into tbe deer hunting districts. A close watch
was kept on the hunters and a good many convictions of

transgressors were secured, so many that the chief game
warden at Toronto has quite an armory of confiscated rifles

in his office.

Though the law was violated here and there, decent hunt-

ers, of course, respected it, and the amendments were fol-

lowed by the desired effect, as the following, clipped from
the Toronto Globe, the organ of the Pro-vincial Government,
will show:

"Chief Game Warden Tinsley says that judging by all the

reports to hand the new regulation forbidding the shooting

of deer in the water has resulted in the diminution of killing

this year by more than one-half as compared with last sea-

son. He does not think more than 1,500 to 2,000 deer have
been killed, all told, while more than double that number of

licenses were issued. From one station, Bracebridge, only

forty-two carcasses were shipped out, while in 1895 there

were more than 200."

I may add to this that many a hunting party, the mem-
bers of wbich had formerly killed most of their deer in the

water and had been very successful season after season, went
home with very few deer or none at all. I know of four

parties of four men each or over who did not get a single

deer among them.
My party, as usual, was composed of six members, three

of the original ones, jEd, John and myself, who had hunted
together for seven seasons, and three new ones : Wales, who
had had some experience, and two novices, Moore and my
fifteen-year old son Kenneth, a very large and strong boy
for his age. Moore was a good rifle shot and Kenneth a fair

one. We had six dogs—four foxhounds and two beagles.

Notwithstanding the changes in the game laws, we were
as successful as usual, partly because we bad never made a

specialty of canoe hunting and had nearly always killed as

many deer by stil hunting as by the help of dogs, and partly

because we went further into the woods tban most hunters,

and deer were particularly plentiful in the neighborhood of

our camp, which was twenty-three miles from ttie steamboat
landing at AJunic Harbor
We reached Alunic Harbor on Get. 29 at about IP M.,

had dinner at the tourists' hotel at that point, and about 2

P. M. set out for our camp. Our outfit was conveyed io the

wagon of a German si ttler, Charley Lorentz, who lived about
six miles from our camp and who had come to meet us. We
walked the roads being too rough for comfortable or expe-

-ditious traveling in any kind of a vehicle, and walking was
not particularly pleasant either, as it rained steadily all the

afternoon. At about 6 P. M. we reached a small hotel, thir-

teen miles from our starting point, and put up for the night.

We were off again bright and early next morning, the

weather having cleared up, and reached our camp of the

previous year within a couple of hours. It was situated on
a lumberman's "cadge" road, one aod one half miles to the

west of ihe Governmeat road, by which we had traveled

most of the way and which ran northward. The cadge
road ran parallel with and about a mile to the south of Pick-
erel River, but we found that some one had been kind enough
to burn down our old shanty and 'also the bridge across the

river on the Government road.

Though we had with ua a tent large enough to accommo-
date our party, we preferred a shanty, and struck for another
deserted lumber camp two miles to the west on the cadge
road. On reaching il we found that some of the buildings

had been burned, but that one mhabiiable one had been left.

We took possession of it, and went to work to prepare beds,

set up our sheet iron stove, and make ourselves comfortable
generally.

By Monday morning, when the season opened, we were
ready f(;r business, and went to work with the understand-
ing that no fawns were to be killed except by Moore and
Kenneth, who, having never killed deer might commence
with a fawn each if they could do no better. As it was
raining hard, we left our dogs in camp and went out for a
still-hunt between the cadge road and the river. Within
five minutes after we left the road Kenneth had a fairly good
chance at a large buck, which he .-jumped out of the edge of

a small swamp about 50yds. away, and at which he fired

two shots without effect. He saw the flags of four more
deer before noon, but had not time to fire at any of them.
No one else saw as many and no one got a decent shot ex-
cept Ed, who killed a spike-horned huck,
A couple of fairly fine days followed and we were able to

use our dogs—Kenneth and Moore each killing a fawn
ahead of them, and Wales shootmg another while still-hunt-

ing. Wales was put on trial when we reported at camp for
breaking our rule re fawns, but he explained that when he
fired he could see nothing but a head and neck, which he
imagined were those of a doe. As he had shot the fawn
through the neck close to the head, the verdict was "not
proven" and he was let off with a caution. A very wet
day following the fine spell, we crossed the river for a still-

hunt la the burnt lands, or rather racks, on its north side. The
' 'burn" was of some miles in extent and wa- a very rough piece

of country. Here were alternate huge ridges of almost bare
granite rocks and deep gullies. The timber in some of the
latter had escaped the fire and was very thick. Moore
jumped a large buck in one of the gullies and fired a. snap
shot at him, but missed; and Ed saw the deer a long way
off making for the top of one of the highest ridges. Just at

this time I happened to be ascending the ridge from the op-
posite side. I knew nothing about the whereabouts of the

buck, but I was moving slowly and carefully, and keeping

up a sharp lookout. When I got my head on a level with

the top of the ridge I stood and watched for a few minutes,

and finally saw something move behind an upturned root

in a slight depression about 75yds. away. I was uncertain

whether it was a deer or some dried ferns shaking in the

wind, but I waited and was rewarded at last by seeing the

head and shoulders of a large deer emerging from behind
the root, but owing to the mist I could see no horns. I

aimed behind the shoulders, fired, and then I could see

nothing of the deer, but on going up to the root 1 found that

I had dropped the buck in his tracks, my bullet having

struck him close behind one shoulder and gone out through
the other. He had a fine eight-point head and weighed
ITOlbs., dressed. I called Wales and Ed to my assistance,

and we dragged him down toward the road, which was only

a few hundred yard8»away, and hung him up.

We had no more luck that day, but on the following one,

the weather having cleared, we put out our dogs and ran a

large doe to Ed, who waited until she was quite close to him
and then dropped her with a shot behind the shoulder. In

the evening 1 went out still-hunting in the thick bush near

the river. Finding a crossing where tracks were numerous,

I sat down on a log to watchr After some time I saw a large

doe approaching about 60yds away. When I attempted to

raise my rifle she saw me and stopped. 1 stopped too* and
we stared one another out of countenance for some t me. At
last she seemed satisfied that she was looking at nothing

more dangerous than a stump or a rock, and again began to

advance She passfd behind a large tree, and I raised my
rifle to my shoulder and waited for her. When she appeared

on the other side I fired, but stupidly aimed behind her

shoulder instead of at it, forgetting that owing to the angle

at which she was approaching my bullet would range too

far backward. When it struck her, she plunged through a

thicket up the side of a ridge, and I fired a snap shot at her

and missed. I went to her track and followed it up the

ridge, finding that she was bleeding on both sides, my bullet

having gone through her. Tracking was slow, as there was
no snow, and I kept at it until dark without seeing her

Next morning John and I resumed the tracking, but failed

to find her; and just as we were making up our minds that

she was lost, John saw from the top of a high ridge a spike-

horned buck standing in a gully about l25yd^ away, and shot

him throuah the shoulders. The buck dropped, but strug-

gled a good deal, and John gave him another bullet through

his headj which settled him.

The buck made up for the loss of the doe, but I was
greatly difgust* d with myself. The shot I had at her was an

easy one, but I would have felt better if I had missed her

clenn instead of wounding her fatally and losing her.

A couple of days later we had the best luck of our hunt.

A few inches of snow had fallen, and the weather was rather

cold. John put out a pair of dogs and made for the high

ridges near the river. Just as he reached the place where I

wounded the doe he jumped a grand buck and paralyzed

him by a neat shot through the neck. Ed was close by, and
helped to hang up the deer. Kenneth and I were posted on
crossings in a deep gully which ran from the road down to

the river He was near the river and 1 some distance above

it on a comparatively high point between two swamps. A
log road ran through the gully to the river. I shivered at my
po-t until alter 11 o'clock and was thinking of starting for

camp, when a buck ran out about 5yds. from a thicket 50 or

GOjds. away. He had apparently been scared by the d gs,

but they were not running him, and he was keeping a better

lookout ahead than he would have done if that had been thfe

case. He saw meat once and turned back, and I had just

time to fire a snap shot at his flag—evidently without t fleet.

I stood where 1 was for a few minutes in a rather unpleas-

ant state of mind, and happening to look down thegully wfcs

astonished to see the buck standing on the log road 125yd8,

away in the middle of the swamp. 1 could not see his Lead,

but he appeared, from the way in which he stood, to be look-

ing away Irom me and down the gully. I was shivering

with cold, but managed to hold on him behind his shoulder,

fired and he disappeared among the alders. From the wsiy

in which he plunged I knew I had hit him and went down
to lock for his track. Before I reached it Kenneth appeared,

coming toward me. We struck the track almost together,

found plenty of blood, and after following it about 40yds.

came upon the buck, stone dead. My bullet had hit him
about lOin. behind one shoulder and had gone out close be

hind the other. Kenneth explained that he had been on his

way out to the road to go to camp when he heard my firit

shot, had stopped, but hearing nothing more had come on,

and was about as near the buck when I shot it the second

time as I was. The deer, being headed off on the runway,
had evidently cut across the swamp rather than go back
toward the dogs, had heard Kenneth just as he reached the

log road, and was standing watching for him when shot.

This was a rare piece of luck. Moore turned up just as we
had got the insides out of the buck, and helped us to hang
it up. While we were doing so tne dogs came quite close to

us with another deer, but apparently it heard us at work and
turned off. Both bucks had ten-point heads. John's

weighed exactly 2001 bs. dressed and mine 185lbs.

During the next couple of days we had no luck. The
weather became mild and wet, £0 that we could not use our

dogs, and the snow crunched so loudly under our feet that

still-hunting was useless, though we stuck to it faithfully,

the only result being that John wounded a buck which he

declared was larger than the one he had killed. It was
scared toward him by Bob Lorentz, a brother of the Ger-

man settler, who came in to have a day's hunt with us, and
he had a long shot at it running through some undergrowth.

He did not know where he hit it, but found that it was
bleeding. He and Bob tracked it for some time, but the

bleeding appearing to have ceased, they made up their minds
that the wound was slight and gave it up
The weather clearing up, we got to work again with our

dogs. Moore shot the largest doe of the hunt on a runway
just in rear of an old camp. The dogs ran it within 50yds

of him, and he made a neat running shot, boring it

through the ribs from side to side. It fell when hit, but got

up again and ran about 50yds. before it dropped, to rise

no more. Wales killed a spike-horned buck, also on a run-

way, and Kenneth wound up the hunt by shooting a large

doe at his stand in the deep gully below the place in which I

killed my second buck. He saw the deer running toward

him, and waited until it was opposite, when he bleated at

her and she stopped, but with her hindquarters toward him
and her head turned to look in his direction. Fearing that

he would spoil good meat if he shot her through her hams,

he aimed at her neck and only grazed it across its top.

Away she went and he fired at her body, putting a ball

through one of her hams and breaking the bone. This

stopped her about eOyds. away, and he put two balls

close together through her ribs and another through her

head. This was shooting her full of holes with a venge-

ance, hut the only hit that damaged any meat to speak of

was that in the ham, and the performance was not bad for a

fifteen-year-old.

It will be noticed that each member of our pirty killed

the two deer allowed him by the game act, thus carrying

out the letter of the law. As long as its spirit is respected

and the members of a party kill no more than an average of

two each no questions are 'asked, but whenever that aver.=ige

is reached it may be considered almost certain that souie

one has exceeded his limit and someone fallen short of it.

We have reached the limit repeatedly in my party; but,

though we have always tried to give the best stands to those

who have been behind in the score of kills, we never suc-

ceeded in making it anything like even until last season, nor

do 1 know of any other party that has done it in any

season.

We had no time to spare to hunt anything but deer.

There were bears in our neighborhood, but none were seen,

except a smalllone that the dogs ran near Moore one day. He
got only a glimpse of it and had not time to get his rifle off,

and he did not think of following it to see whether the dogs .

treed it, which it is possible that they did.

Rufft d grouse were numerous and remarkably tame, but

we did not get very many of tbem, as we shot at them only

when we got chances to cut their heads off with rifle bullets.

There would have been grand sport among them With a dog

and a shotgun. We had a few of them hung up in one of

the camp buildings in which we kept our provisions, and

Wales, finding that something had meddled with them, got a

mink trap, which Kenneth had brought with him, and set it

below them. Next morning there was a mink in it and on

the following one a skunk. It was an awkward customer to

capture within a few feet of our grub. All except Wales
\

were in favor of shooting it where it was, but he insisted thai;

if not unduly hurried it could be led out of the building by

the chain attached to the trap, and that it would do no dam-

age. He persuaded us to let him try it, and he unfastened

the chain and walked off, dragging his skunkship first outsf

the shanty and then down to the creek which ran through
.

the gully. The skunk behaved beautifully until Wales put

it into the creek and smote it on the head with a club, being

careful the while to keep out of range of its business end,

On being smitten the animal gave up the ghost, hut not un-=

til it had given us proof that'^its perfume atomizer Was in i

perfect working order, though it had forborne to put it into

operation as long as it was handled quietly. We did not

linger to admire it, but left it in the creek. Wales caught

nothing more in the shanty, but Kenneth captured another

mink by the creek, and besides them we killed nothing more

except a couple of porcupines.

Ravens were very numerous, but though our deer were

generally hung up where they were shot and not collected

until shortly before Charley Lorentz came for them with his

team, none of them were damaged except the buck which I

shot on the burnt rocks. After snow had fallen Kenneth

and I crossed the river to drag it out along the Government

road to the remains of the burnt bridge. On nearing it we
saw ravens flying away and found that they had just com-

menced operations on it and had eaten a small hole in one of

its hams. Two or three of them followed us to the bridge,

apparently to see what we did with the deer, but after get-

ting it across the river and hanging it up with two others,

which the balance of our party dragged to the same point,

we fastened a handkerchief to a pole and set it above them.

Though they Were left there for some days, the wary birds i

did not meddle with them Charley Lorentz came to our camp

a couple of days before we were ready to leave and took out i

a wagon load of deer, which he left in a storehouse

at Alunic Harbor, so that when we broke up camp he was i

able to take the balance of our deer and our camp outfit m
one load.

We were favored with fine weather on our way out, and

reached Alunic Harbor without accident, and found D pUty

Game Warden Labrash, a most efficient ofiicer, on hand to

stethat none of the returning hunters, of whom there were

several parties besides ourselves, had exceeded the limit. He'

examined aU haggage for smuggled venison. In a box be-

longing to a party of three hunters he found a fawn, but

they had only five other deer, nothing came of it except that

the fawn was ordered to be taken out and expressed in the

manner laid down in the game act, which I have explained

above.
, , i j

Having passed inspection, we had our deer tagged and ex-

pressed and started for home, all hopmg for another outing

on the banks of the Pickerel Eiver. W. P.

Milton, Ont.

MAINE GUIDE LICENSE.
Boston, Feb. 28.—The Maine guide license bill is meet-

ing with still more opposition. It is now plain that the

matter came very near to being "sprung" before the guides

were generally aware of its nature. It came up again be-

fore the Committee on Inland Fisheries the other day at

the State House. At this hearing the Rangeley guides hac

two able attorneys to represent them—John P. Swaaey ant

J. F. Holman. Holman argued that the bill was not called

for, and put the guides under unnecessary restrictions and
degradation. He put upon the stand Capt. F. C. Barker, of

Bemie; Mr. Fuller, of Eustis, and Mr. Richardson, of Ken-
nebago. The testimony all went to show that the guides

are all opposed to the law. A remonstrance of 150 guides'

names was presented from Moosehead and Aroostook

county. The claim was that the names were nearly all

guides; but the Commissioners, on examining the petition,

declared that the names were those of only twenty-six

guides. This brought out some bad feeling, and may lead

to more. Witnesses were also put on by Commissioner

Carlton to show that the guides are not all opposed to the

measure. Mr. Nichols, of Foxcroft, declared that the

guides in his section are now in favor of the biU and will-;

ing to have it passed. Altogether the chances of the bill

being passed in its present form are growing less. Sonie

new game protection measures have been proposed. Tbe
moose season will undoubtedly be shortened one month-
December. Caribou may be included, but the deer law

will doubtless remain as it is. Fines for illegal hunting and
killing will be increased and imprisonment added. There'

are no propositions yet introduced to change the season oi;

grouse, but it is proposed to increase the fine from .$5 to $10

for each bird illegally killed or had in possession.

Joshua G, Rich, the veteraa hunter and trapper, died al

his home in Bethel, Feb. 17. His age was about seventy-

seven years. In 1844 he went to Rangeley and made a

home for his fiamily at Haines's Landingj on Mooselook-.
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meguntic Lake, where lie hunted and trapped for two
years; then moving to Metalluk Point, on MoUechunka-
munk Lake, where he remained for a number of years.

Mr. Kich built the first public camp in the lake region. It

was at Middle Dam, and he named it "Anglers' Eetreat,"
which still clings to the resort there. Probably no
hunter in Maine was better known than Mr. Rich.
Later in life he studied a great deal, and delighted
in writing admirable hunting and fishing adventures
for publication. The readers of the Forest and Stream
will long remember his very readable articles. The re-

port of his death says that he is the last of the old
Rangeley trappers to pass away. This is an error. R. B.
McAlister, of Andover, is still hale and hearty, though
nearly eighty. He has hunted many seasons with Mr.
Ricli,, and can relate many thrilling adventures. Mr.
Rich had a good legal mind and was greatly respected by
his townspeople. He was for many years a justice of the
peace, I believe. Special.

A NEW ENGLAND FOX HUNT.
A Newspaper Man Tells of his First Day After

the Hounds.

BY HERBEBT L. JILLSOJir.

This night's work was done and the boys upan the repor-

torial staff of the S sat about the diogy editorial room
lazily, save for two who were over in one corner playing at

cbes's The smoky incandescents shone brightly from under
their heavy green shades, revealing a floor strewn with news-
papers, crumpled manuscript, cigar stubs and burned
matches. Upstairs the "chunkety-chunk" of the linotypes

broke the stillness, and occasionally the bell above the night
editor rang three tim_es for copy. From below the sound of

escaping steam and' the smell of the stereotype room gave
warning that the hour for printing the paper was not far dis-

tant. Outside the main thoroughfare was practically de-

serted. The last electric had whizzed down to the barn,

and only a few midnight strollers attracted the attention of
the cabmen who had night stands; but as yet none of the
men in the newspaper office had begun to think of going
home. Tbe city editor had finished wielding the blue pencil
upon the stuff that the new man had turned in. He came
out of his den in his shirt sleeves and exclaimed, as he sank
into a chair with a yawn: "We'll have a mighty good paper
today."
All was quiet for a moment. The man who had brought

in a "scoop" looked proudly about as he puffed his cigar.

The man who hadn't done anything took the opportunity to

tell how hard he had worked as he filled his cob pipe. Con
versation began and drifted from one thine: to another, and
finally to fox hunting. The editor, who had been quiet,

roused at this, and a tunny smile overspread his face as he
remarked: "How well 1 remember my first fox hunt in these
old New England hills."

The fellows pulled up their chairs, relit cigars and pipes,

and placed their feet upon the desks as the chief went on

:

"It was the fall followmg the summer that I became a mem-
ber of the editorial force of this paper. I was full of en-
thusiasm for the buiiine^'S and hopes for the future. It was
the time when I covered the whole city without exhaustion
and traveled a mile to secure what could as well have been
obtained by going one-quarter of that distance ; when I car-

ried one coat-pocket filled with note books, the other stuffed
with daily papers, and had my vest-pockets bristling with
pencils. I took occasion to inform every possible person
that I was a representative of the 8

,
thought that re-

porters ahoul 1 be provided with a badge or uniforms to dis-

tinguish) them from the ordinary p<;ople, and did many
other things that a new man in the business takes such de-
light in.

"Well, upon the night in question I was just preparing to

go home. It was midnight (I went home early in those
diys) when the city editor called out from his little roo'm

:

'Have we got anyone here who can hunt?' There was no
response. The boys were all very busy grinding out coj^y.

Atier a moment's hesitation I ventured the mformation that
I owned a gun and had done some shooting.

" 'You are just the chap,' said the editor, coming out;. 'I

want you to go with the Fur Company to morrow. It's the
day 01 the annual fall hunt. Men and dogs will be here
from all parts of New England. They start^from the Lin-
coln House at 5 in the morning. Be there and the president
will look out for 3'ou. Give tuem a good story.'

"Hastily gathering eaough note paper to last a year or to

cover a Democratic convention, I started home, delighted
with the prospect of a day afield and the opportunity to

write a big story, and way down deep in my heart I felt that
it would not bd at all strange if I should come back from
the hunt with a pelt dangling from my btlt.

"1 hardly shut my eyes that night, fearful of oversleep-
ing, and long before the hour for starting was up preparing
for the trip. I was the possessor of quite an outfit beside a
gun: a brown corduroy suit, canvas leggings, a cartridge
belt and a sweater, which 1 donned A short time later I
was down town eating a sirloin, with French fry and coffee,

in the restaurant that kept open all night chiefly for the ac-
commodation of the newspaper men. Some of the boys
were there reading the morning papers. They looked my
ng over in an amused son of away and poked a httle good-
natu ed fun at me. Hurrying through my meal, 1 went to

the hotel The hunters were astir. Guns were being
cleaned and polished, cartridge belts filled, lunches stowed
away, and dogs fed and groomed. It was not long before
several big barges rolled up to the doors and the hunters grad-
ually piled into them. I got inside in rompany with several
other scribes, men of experience. They looked my suit
over, enviously, 1 thought. They wore "ordinary business
suits, and one was without a gun. It seemed absurd to
me. They were busy getting notes; I was watching tbe
hunters.

"A blast from the horn, and we were off for the meet.
The barges rolled clumsily over the rough pavements, while
the private teams sped off ahead. The city was quiet. Few

.
people were astir; but now and tiien a newsboy or some
sleepy workman with a dinner pail, oblivious to all about
him, would hurry by. Out we moved into the country,
further and farther away from the city.' Pass the busy
farmhouses and up the hill, from whicn, away off in the
east, the glowing sun could be seen struggling through a
mass of purple clouds, tingiag them wdth gold and making
the dewdrops upon the grass sparkle like gems. The crisp,

fresh, invigorating morning air sent a thrill through my veins.
It seemed contagious. Men who had been snugly tucked
jiway iu cproers roused themselves and looked about eagerly.

The hounds sniffed the air, their eyes brightened and they
yelped expectantly. The horses sped on over the road and
we were soon at the farmhouse which was to be the head-
quarters of the hunt during the day. Everybody was astir.

The genial host and his hired men were assisting the drivers

in unharnessing the horses from the barges. The hunters
were taking guns from cases, while the hounds tugged at

their leashes and yelped impatiently. It was a splendid
sight, I tell you; and it must have been magnified to my
uninitiated eyes—the picturesque corduroy and canvas suits

of the hunters, the gleaming guns^ the blooded hounds with
their glossy coats and mellow voices; all against a back-
ground of timber that, for aught we knew, held so much
sport in store. Suddenly the president of the club got hold
of me and calltd:
" 'Here, Fuller! take this man in with you. He is from

the S and is to follow the hunt.'
"Mr. Fuller drove up, and I was soon upon a rear seat of

his fight wagon, behind a spanking pair of bays.

'We'll hurry down the eastern road,' said Fuller. 'The
hounds are to be put in back of the house, and if they start

a fox in that growth, as I think they vrill, he will run in

that direction,' and with that we were off at a clipping gait.

Hardly had we rounded the curve which bid the farmhouse
from sight when a sharp yelp broke the stilluessof the morn-
ing air. A chorus of yells followed it.

" 'I told you they'd start a fox there,' said my host, and
down came the whip on the backs of the bays. They
jumped madly forward and we grasped our seats to keep
from falling out as on we sped like the wind. The baying
of the pack, now in full cry, came to our ears. It was great
sport, I tell yout

" 'The road is lined with good stands,' called Fuller; 'I'm
going to drop you fellows out along the way, and if you
wait patiently some of you are sure to get a shot, for the fox
must come m this direction arid cross this road.'

"Suddenly the horses were reined up with a jerk. 'Here,

you, newspaper man !' called Fuller, 'get out and make for

that oak on the hillside which stands just north of the
cover. It's one of the best stands hereabouts. Nate Har-
rington has shot tleven foxes there.' So out I tumbled and
started for the tree, loading my gun nervously.

" 'Get where you won't be seen, keep your eyes open and
be ready to shoot,' shouted my companion as he drove away.
"The grass was wet with dew and quickly soaked my

shoes, but I heeded it not, for the baying of the hounds
kept growing louder and nearer. I hurried on, stopping oc-

casionally to listen and look. Reaching the oak, 1 concealed
myself behind a neighboring bush. The baying was now
loud and clear. At times it seemed to me that the fox must
be in sight, so close did it sound. Then the voices would
die away, only to come nearer again. This sort of thing
continued for five, ten, fifteen aod twenty minutes wittiout

change. I peered into the cover until my eyes ached, and
held my gun ready to shoot until my arms were lame.
There was apparently no change in the situation, and getting

discouraged, I looked around. All along the road the
hunters could be seen, some were hidden behind stone walls,

others standing erect against trees. The hill was bristling

with guns. Tney seemed to be waiting patiently for some-
thing and I wondered what, having come to the conclusion
some time ago that there was no fox ahead of the hounds.
The baying at my right continued, now strong, now weak.
Frequently the sound of the dogs as they thrashed about in

the dead leaves could be heard, so near were they; but no
fox could be seen, and, knowing nothing of the nature of the
animal to play about in an endeavor to throw the pack off

the scent, I left my stand and started down the hillside for

the road, determined at least to be where there were other

hunters and some companionship. I had crossed the first

stone wall and started through the opening field adjoining.

The baying grew louder and louder, but I paid no attention

to it, so frequent had been the change. Down in the road
the hunters seemed greatly agitated. They were waving
their arms frantically and seemed to be beckoning mg.
Thinking they wanted me to hurry, I started forward on a
run, but they motioned to the rear, and stopping I tiuned
slowly about.
"The fox had broken cover within a few rods of where I

had been waiting so impatiently, and was dashing down the

hillside, with the pack in ljull cry running at sight. Chag-
rined, I lilted my gun to fire, but realizing the folly of such
an action lowered it and stood watching the magnificent
sight, forgetting for a time my disappointment. Down the
foot of the hill went the fox, a bit tirtd, to be sure, from his

turning and twisting in the cover, but nevertheless in good
condition for a long run yet. His tongue was out, and his
handsome brush swayed to and fro as he jumped from hil-

lock to hillock. Some twenty rods behind the pack was
thundering along, frantic with delight at sight of the game.
They looked more like a flock of bees than a pack of
hounds, so closely were they massed. At the head ran a
little black rascal—Dick Luther's Nigger—more fleet-foott.d

than the rest. The dogs were gaining I Hunters forgot all

about concealing themselves in the excitement, and jumped
to their feet. They stood all along the path that the fox
surely must go. There was no possible way of escape Turn
which way he might now, and he would run under the bar-
rels of half a dozen guns. On, on went, the dogs and the

_ fox like the wind. The excitement increased as ' the chase
drew nearer the hunters. Suddenly the little animal turned
sharply and started up the hill under cover of a stone wall
straight for a bunch of hunters. A rod more must be his

last. Half a dozen men raised their guns to shoot. There
was a puff of smoke from behind a rock at the left, and the
report of a gun. Reynard staggered for a moment, but pulled
himself together and leaped on up the hill. The dogs, now
close at hand, were wild with frenzy. Another puff of smoke
and report from the same location, a falter, a fall; but as the
hunter started out from his ambush the fox regained his feet,

and with a final supreme effort gained a rift in tne ledge and
disappeared. A score or more of hunters, most of them
within gunshot, looked stupid. The baflied hounds bayed
franliraily at the hole; but the sly creature had escaped the
hands of its executioners, probably to die beneath the earth.

"The hounds were leashed and a little chat ensued We
learned that a fox had trotted out ioto the road near the
farmhouse just after we left, and, while he stood gazing in
wonderment at the unusual signs of activity, was knocked
over, A short time alter a trio of hunters had kicked a fox
out of the corner of a pasture, which they shot easfiy.

"Then the hunt was resumed and the foxes were soon
going in all directions; but the 'balance of the day, good
sport as it was, offered bo such excitement as the first chase.
As the moisture dried upon the grass the sport grew dull,

and an hour or more of uneventful riding was followed by
a jolly lunch, aft«r which came a cold bottle, cigars aad fo^

hunting stories ealore. The day's sport ended with a series

of splendid drives at sundown. The hunters gradually

found their way back to the barges and the city. In the

evening came the hunt dinner. Six foxes lay upon the table

at the head of the hall. And the dinner! Such a delicious

spread I never hope to taste again. No man who has not

spent the day afield can have any conception of how good
the things were.
"My story? Well, it didn't contain as complete a^lisf^of

the hunters and the dogs as the other fellow's, and the city

editor asked how I happened to get left on them; but we re-

ported that particular drive to the Queen's taste. I did

many a hunt after that," remarked the editor as he put on
his coat preparatory to going home, "and learned to love the

quiet of the woods and the music of the hounds more than
anything else on earth in the way of outdoor sport ; but I

never hope to as thoroughly enjoy a hunt as I did that one."

Then be lit his pipe, tooK his lunch basket, and with a

cheery "good morning" went out as the newsboys were
tumbhng downstairs into the street with the morning papers.

THE X PLACE.
Texas, Feb. 22.—Snevets, with whom I usually go hunt-

ing, was mad because I had asked another party the time

before. Snevets is sensitive, and didn't want to go, but

when I told him that I had permission to go to the X place

he reconsidered his determination and forgot that he was
offended. •'« y

Snevets was pessimistic. All the way to the X place he
contended that it would rain, he knew it would rain, and
expatiated at great length upon the unpleasantness of shoot-

ing in the rain—but it didn't rain and we had a great day.

"Good mawning, sahl" said Mr. X, as I knocked at his

door. "Good mawning! Come up to shoot my birds, have

you?" Mr. X has very decisive views in regard to the first

clause of the game law that we are trying to pass in this

State, i. e., that all game shall be considered the property ef

the State, and that killing thereof shall be construed to be a

privilege, not a right. He says, "The game on my place is

not the property of the State and never will be; it's mine,

and I'll kill it ia or out of season, as I like."

From which it will be seen that, m order to get the de-

sired permission to shoot on his place, our game law pro-

clivities had carefully to be suppressed, and our friend to

be placated by reference to the fact that at any rate he kept

market-bunlers out.

"Just follow the hedge that begins here at the house until

it comes back—this being a quaarilateral, it does—and by

that time 1 will be ready and take you down in the valley,"

he continued.

We followed directions and the hedge, and we found the

birds, two large, strong coveys of quail that looked as if they

had not nad a shot fired at them tuat season; and when we
had worked the hedge round to the house again we found

that we had—no, 1 won't say how many, as we did not have
nearly as many as we should have had, but we had enougn
for a starter.

Then our friend Mr. X took us, or rather we took him,

incur buckboard down in the valley, it was beautiful

country to us, for most of this section of the Slate is flat,

with hills rising all around the valley, from whose tops we
could see the city, twelve miles away, with the sunshine

glinting on each house top and projeciion of the roofs, the

whole hallowed and softened by distance.
"
'Tis distance

lends enchantment to the view," says the poet, which one I

really have forgotten:; out if the poet had been with us he

would not have lingered o'er the view, he would have done

as we did—chased nimself down into the valley to the hedges

and the birds. We found them. Oh, didn't we find them!

They would get out of the hedge in coveys that seemed,

without exaggeration, to have 20Q birds in them.

And we would ishoot, and shoot, and shoot, and sometimes

get one and sometimes not. Once 1 did actually kill turee

on the wing with a right and left; and then too, on one glori-

ous occasion never to be torgolieu, 1 wiped Snevets's eye,

and Snevets almost had the suik.8 about it, until by some un-

foreseen accident I missed a bird whicn he killed.

This was because i had much the longer shot.jand because

I stumbled, and because i didn't see Ihd bird soon enough,

and because the gun was too dirty. 1 had stveral other rea-

sons at the time, but 1 have forgotten them now.

Then we had dinner, consisting ot breakfast bacon cooked

on the end of a stick held in tne flame. This would seem a

rather unappetizing mess to the uninitiated, but to those

who know tnere would be no mystery us to why we steadily

cooked bacon, put it between two shoes of bread, ate it and
repeated the operation till we could hold no more.

Up to this time we had had lair success, but in the after-

noon after trying the quail again we stumbled on to a pond
full of jacksuipe—ana tnen we had more fun. So did the

jacksnipe to a certain extent; then Snevets wnaled his puppy
most unmercifully because ne wouiuu't reiiieve them, and I

guyed him, and we hau sonie more general good time.

And then we went home and diniriouted thirty-one quail

and sixteen jacksnipe. And we nope we may go again.

Makion WAltNEB.

Penns^ Ivania. Game Laws.
New Yokk, Feb. 21.

—

Editor Fi>red and Stream: Your
this week's issue contains notice of propoaition to change
game laws of Pennsylvania. I belicVe the woodcocK. season

IS a curse to tne ruffed grouse. .Why not make tne wood-
cock season uniform with that of the ruffed giouse? 1 have
hunted iu Monroe county. Pa., for the past itiirteen or

fomteen yeais, and never nave seen but one wood-
cock ; neither have 1 seen any wojdCQck shot by auy other

hunter. 1 believe tue wooacock (,?j hunters of July and Au-
gust shoot the young ruffed grouae.

Is it intended to prevent a hunter from bringing his game
borne with him? 1 reside in this city but always huut in

Monroe county. Pa
Why not limit ihe number of ruffed grouse which may be

shot by one person in a seasun? F. W. S.

Brant Killed by a JLiglitbouse.

Keller, Va., Feb. 26 —After a deuoc fog on last Sunday
night iho keeper of H .g Island Ligut Was pleased, on saun-

tering irom his babication at early dawn, to gatner up 11.5

line brant that had fallen within the grip of UiS lominuus
rays during the night. Thhty of the birds were wing
broken, while the rest were stone dead. This beats gun
practice out of hollow.

We quote from Chincoteague Bay: "Wildfowl, especially

ducks, never so plentiiul in our waters. Mr. Daniel Bow-
doin killed 105 redheads this week, which he sold tor $100."

T, G. E.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Game Law Matters.

Chicago, III., Feb 27.—To-day I met Mr. H, D. Nidiolls

on the street and interviewed him in a doorway. Mr.
Nicholls is a member of the Cumberland Gun Club, a sports-

man well known in the city and recently elected to the -

State Legislature. Asked as to the prospects of a sports-

men's game law this season, he said that there was never a

better chance for one, as all the various opposing elements
were in a fair state of reconciliation for the time being. "It

all rests with the sportsmen of the State, and more espe-

cially of the city of Chicago," said Mr. NichoUs, "as to what
the future of a good game bill may be. If you men here in

Chicago will agree as to what you want I think it not too

much to say that there is agood opportunity to get the measure
through at the Legislature. If there is any strong game dealer

lobby at the Capital this year, I have not seen or heard of it.

As to the game warden, I don't know who will be put up
for that oiiice ; but I am assured that Gov. Tanner (our new
Governor) will listen very attentively to what the sportsmen
may have to say, as he realizes that they have studied this

situation carefully and have the facts better in hand than
anyone can have to whom the subject is entirely new. It

seems that there is some divergency of belief among the Chi-

cago sportsmen as to what the desirable features of a new
bill should be, but if there should ever seem to be a consen-
sus of opinion on these subjects, I can only say that I will

do all in my power to further the measm-e agreed upon.

There seems "to be a better understanding of these matters in

the Legislature now than there was a few years ago, and I

think we have more than a fighting chance "to get a rational

game law enacted."
What the [State of Wisconsin will do at this session of the

Legislature is still a problem. All sorts of weird proppsi-

tiona are before the lawinakers, There is a bill up which
would put a $30 license on all non-resident deer hunters, and
a license of $25 on all hunters pursuing anything else but
deer. This is not yet in a forward condition, but there is a

strong feeling for a non-resident licenise act similar to that

enacted by Michigan. Spring shooting is decried by certain

sections ot the State, but there is every probability that Wis-
consin will hold to the childish, dog-in-the-manger position

of allowing certain forms of spring shooting so long as

Ilhnois does so. Should this be the case, it is altogether likely

that many years will elapse before Wisconsin stops spring
shooting, bo the gentlemen of that State reflect upon the dif-

ference in climatic conditions between the southern end of Illi-

nois and the middle portion of Wisconsin, for instance? It

will be a work of many years before the country precincts

of southern Illinois will agree to a spring shooting law. Is

it for that reason rational that the men of Wisconsin should
deprive each other of their own shooting by the wasteful
methods of shooting breeding birds in the springtime? This
does not seem wise. The Wisconsin men should remember
that the sportsmen of Illinois are not the ones who oppose
most strenuously the passage of a spring shooting law, but
that it is the shooters who are less entitled to the claim of

sportsmanship. It does not appear rational for them to in-

jure each other in their own State for the sake of waging
war against men who do properly classify with themselves.
The sportsmen of Wisconsin have for some time had far

greater weight in the State Legislature than have the sportsmen
of Illinois. They should remember their good fortune in

this matter and not seek to wage retaliatory war
against the sportsmen of Illinois, who are not the

ones really to blame for the state of affairs, and
who certainly are not to be accused of the geographical
arrangement of the State, with its hundreds of miles of north
and south extent, covering a variation of thirty days in

shooting seasons, on more birds than one. The sportsmen
of Chicago are always looked up to in the matter of game
laws, and are criticised for not securing better laws, but do
all the critics know the conditions under which the efforts

at better laws are made by the Chicago men? They have to

fight the whole lower end of this State, which is solidly

arrayed against Chicago and the upper part of the State, and
moreover they are obliged to fight the game dealers, those
heathen near at home who constitute the chief menace
to the Illinois game and the game of every Western
State. Is it logical or right that the sportsmen of

Wisconsin should "retaliate" against the sportsmen of

tipper Illinois? If Wisconsin had Chicago and "Egypt"
on her hands, both at the same time, she might know
grief. If she had a great game market, such as Chicago,
Boston or New York, within her confines, she might
better understand the difliculty of attaining what she knew
was a desirable game law. The thing for Wisconsin to do
is to pass just as strict a game law as she can get through,
and not to make it any easier on account of vphat Illinois

does or does not do. This is business, and business for her
own men, who are the ones most benefited. There does not
exist upon the statute books of the last State of the Union,
not even among all the mass of freaks and absurdities of

game law legislation, a more absurd and more puerile law
than that which says Wisconsin will stop all spring shooting
as soon as Illinois does. This is empnatically cutting ofi:

one's nose to spite one's face.

Ducks Coming: in.

The question of spring shooting will come up for individ-

ual settlement very soon now for this season. The ducks
have made their appearance in this latitude already. At
Swan Lake Club they were observed in some numbers this

week, and they have also been seen on the Kankakee in some
numbers. A few parties have gone out for an early scout,

and within the week, if the weather should remain mild,
there will bemany guns taken from their cases. A friend of
mine says a game hog is the man who kills the game one
wants to kill himself, and a spring shooter isa manVho does
what we would all like to Qo ourselves. How about this

cynical look at good old human nature?

Shot in the Field.

Mr. Harvey McMurchy, of the Hunter Arms Co., is in
Chicago this week, having thus got this far north from the
San Antonio Midwinter shoot. It is now thought that Mr.
McMurchy will not be forced to suffer amputation of the leg
which be had frozen in the Sunny South last month. While
at San Antonio Mr. McMurchy and Mr. C. E. Willard
dropped down to the gulf coast for a little shoot at ducks,
quail, etc. At Rockport they met a friend, Mr. Suydam,
late of Denver, who has discovered Rockport to be the place
he long has sought, and who has settled there for a life of

ease and healthfulness. Mr. Suydam took out the
two Northern men and gave them a rar« touch
o£ sport which extended through duck and goose

shooting, quail shooting, doTe shooting, and angling for
redfish at Aransas Pass, in all of which branches of
activity they were very successful. Finally they went out
for a quail shoot on the Coleman-Fulton Pasture Co.'s ranch,
being joined in this by still another Northern man, an Ohio
gentleman who is spending the winter in this Southern para-
dise. The latter gentleman proved a little bit excitable, and
found occasion during the first fifteen minutes of the hunt
to shoot a load of bird shot into the front part of Mr. Mc-
Murchy's form. The main portion of the charge, which was
fired at a very close range, fortunately struck in the ground
close at Mr. McMurchy's feet. A few pellets of shot dented
his gun stock and a few struck him on the arm, penetrating
his heavy corduroy shooting coat. Of these a portion
went in to the bone of the elbow, but were extracted on the
spot without trouble. One or two other pellets are carried
as souvenirs of the occasion. It was very fortunate that the
charge ot shot did not strike Mr. McMurchy in the face, for
had that been the case his eyes must surely have gone It

is perhaps unnecessary to make comment upon an incident
of this Mod.

Personal.

Mr. A. Hirth, mentioned earlier as forced to leave his

Avork at the tackle counter of Spalding's by reason of seri-

ous illness, is still a very sick man, though he has struggled
down on two different occasions to his place at the store.

Mr. Hirth is much pulled down, and will need many weeks
of rest and recuperation before he will be himself again.
There is no man in this city who could take his place, for
his personal hold on the high-class tackle and gun trade of

this city is something no other salesman of the West has
ever approached. Both customers and friends, therefore,

wish his speedy return to the place he has hardly left for a
number of years preceding.

Mr. Thos. H. Keller, of the Peters Cartridge Co., Cincin-
nati, is in Chicago tJiis week, working on East after his

Southern trip. Mr. KeUer expects to save two or three of

the fingers on the hand which was frozen during the blizzard
in the Sunny South. He stopped for a look in at the Hot
Springs, Ark., trap tournament, and then went out into

Iowa for a business run.

Mr. Harry McKinney, of Janesville, Wis., one of the best

canrasback shots around Lake Koshkonong, was in Chicago
for a short time this week and called at this oflice for the
purpose of offering confirmation of facts stated in regard to

the artesian canvaaback well on the Bingham homestead.

Dull Times.

There is general talk among the gun men and other travel-

ing men that times were never so dull all over the country as

they are this season. Gun stocks are allowed to run lower
than ever was known, and all similar lines of sporting goods
are equally inactive. It is hoped that warm weather may
liven things up a bit and relieve the traveling representatives

somewhat of the blue feeling they now experience.

Good Otter Season.

I have word from Fay L. Buck, a hustling young trapper

of Manitowish, Wis., that the present winter has been a

very good one for fur in bis country. He says he trapped

one month before Christmas and caught four beautiful otter,

but has done no trapping since Christmas. Had he not been
taken sick and laid up he thinks he could have caught at

least a dozen otter this winter, for he has never seen them
so plentiful as they were early in the winter. Fay is now
running his line again and expects soon to have a little ship-

ment of fur on hand.

Western Game Law Views.

At first sight it seems a far ciy from Congress to Chicago,

but really there was a bit of Congressional action recently

which has a certain significance to Chicago men who have
kept track of the game law movements of the day. Men-
tion has been made in these columns of the proposed Baird
amendment to the interstate commerce laws regulating the

traflic in game so that it shall be unlawful for one State to

receive game which wag unlawful in the State from which
it came,"with other and further restrictions not at this time
needful to recapitulate. In the .debate on the oleomargarine

bill in the House on -Tan. 14 some features came up which
are almost identical with those involved in the Baird amend-
ment. The oleo bill was finally passed, 126 to 96.

"The bill saj's that all articles known as oleomargarine,

butterine, imitation butter, or cheese not made exclusively of

pure, unadulterated milk or cream, upon arrival within the

liinits of a State or Territory shall be subject to the opera-

tion and efliect of the laws of such State or Territory in the

same manner as though such articles had been produced in

the State or Territory, and shall not be exempt by reason

Of being introduced in original packages or otherwise."

If Congress can do thus with the product of a State, why
can it not do so with another? Why will these provisions

not extend handsomely to the shipments of game made from
one State to another? That is interstate commerce, and
there is a good deal to it. Is it necessarily folly to suppose
that a like amendment cannot be made to the interstate

commerce laws as regarding game?

A Cry from Minnesota.

There comes to this office of Forest and Stream a letter

from Mr, G. W. Millhouse, of Minnesota, which properly

belongs in the editorial rooms of Forest and Stream, but

which I take great pleasure in stealing. It is one of the

strongest proofs yet offered of the wisdom of Forest and
Stream's editorial platform plank, now famous; "Stop the

sale of game." It is an easy promise that the paper will do
anything it can in furtherance of Mr, Millhouse's plans, and
anyone who can help in this pioneer Western movement for

the estabhshment of the "plank" will be doing good for

sport in one of the few remaining Western States which
have any game left. Mr. Millhouse's letter follows: "Rqad-
ing the Forest and Stream, I have become convinced that

the only solution to the question of saving our game was
your idea of stopping the sale of the same at any and all

times, and any and all kinds of game; I firmly believe it and
have been talking to Senator H. J. Miller, of this place,

relative to the introduction of a bill to prohibit the sale of

game in Minnesota.
"During the session of 1895 and 1896 he sounded some of

the senators upon this subject and found quite an opposition

from those districts in the northern part of the State where
a great many of the poorer class reside, because they can
partially subsist on the money obtained from the sale of the

State's ducks, chickens, quaU, partridges, etc. Now Sen-

ator Miller is strictly in line in this matter, he is himself an
ardent and fair sportsman and believes this thing shoul'd be

brought about. He has asked me to prepare argument in
favor of this measure, and I, fearing that I cannot get all

the reasons why in the best possible manner, turn to you,
whom I know to be deeply interested, and ask that you pre-
pare and send to me your very best effort to bring the North-
ern senators in line, and your strongest plea for the pas'^age

of this act. Will you help us? " G. W, Millhoufe,"'

Planting Cottontails.

Mr. L Kennedy, of Janesville, Wis., who deals in furs and
that sort of thing, writes me that he has just received an or-

der from Winters & Suess, of Negaunee,'Mich,, for 200 live

cottontail rabbits, which are to be turned loose in the Michi-
gan forests. Mr. Kennedy says he will send some rabbit?,

but hardly expects to fill the entire order. He says: "I have
twenty cottontail rabbits in brush houses made for them.
They are not inclosed by tight fences, but still they do not
leave. I feed them corn and clover hay, and they seem sat-

isfied where they are."

This is the first time I have ever heard of shipping cotton-
tails for the purpose of putting them down as game. The
winters in upper Michigan are very severe, and the big hares
do better than the cottontail, but perhaps the little fellows
will thrive in the Negaunee region, E. Hough.

1208 BoYCE BuiLDiNO, Chicago. !.

A MARYLAND WEEK.
Philadelphia.—Editor Forest and Stream.' In January I

made a trip to Stockton, Md., where I was the guest of Mr.
0. D. Foulks, and enjoyed a week of quail shooting far

superior to what one could expect in these daysof depleted
covers. There were birds everywhere, and good-sized

coveys at that, but they were not "easy"—quite the con-
trary, being large, strong, educated birds—seldom found in
the open, and when so found taking to the densest cover
at once, making the shooting of the most difficult order
and testing the dog's nose and bird-sense to the fullest

extent, all of which is the very acme of sport to one who
goes for sport alone. The pot-hunter could hardly earn
enough to pay for his shells in this country, as it is a suc-

cession ofmarsh, cornfield, rank sedge, cat-brier thickets,

woods, and all that affords the quail the safest cover and a
natural preserve. Nothing will prove disastrous to the
birds here except the hardest of winters.

The people so far have been very generous in allowing
sportsmen to shoot over their grounds; but how long this

may continue is a matter of conjecture, though as a class
i

they are the most generous, frank and unselfish people it

has been my fortune to meet.
I enjoyed some of the finest shooting ofmy life over my

i

pointer puppy Sam—now fourteen months old—a thor-
,

oughbred, and the gamest puppy I ever saw afield. Mr. F.

raised and trained fiim for me as a personal favor, and with
such success that the pup found all our coveys, all singles

—

and some in places where it looked impossible—and re-

trieved every bird shot; dead, wing-tipped or apparently
lost, it made no difference, he found every one. He
hunted day in and day out and made a jiractically errorless

record. Needless to say, I now envy no man his field trial

winner nor his meat dog. Mr. F. does not train dogs for the
public, but he could do so with credit and profit to himself.

Mr. F.'s house faces Assateagne Bay, famous for geeise,

brant and ducks, and where I have enjoyed many days of

good duck shooting, as all the facilities are at hand for

that sport in the way of sink box, decoys, blinds, etc.; but
the wildfowl .shooting has been poor this winter, for what

;

I'eason none of the old gunners seem able to tell. Can it t

be that ducks are getting scarce? We were out one day '

and killed four, but could have done much better had it i

not been for the drifting ice. The bay is planted with the
choicest of salt oysters, a goodly portion of which belong
to my genial friend and thorough sportsman, Mr. Alfred

Child, so that the best the bay afforded was none too good I

for us. Home comforts in the leisure hours, with a friendly 'j

acquaintance with all the neighbors, helped to pass all too .

quickly the bachelor's vacation—a week, that will live long

in memory as a time of pure and unalloyed pleasure, due
to the untiring efforts of Mr. Foulks and his interesting

family. And, best of all, I have the invitation to 'come
again." That is luek good enougli to report to Forest li

AND Stream. Bachelor.
|

Florida Hunting and Fishing^.

PuNTA GoRDA, Fla. , Feb. 16.—Mr. Chas. A. Dean, of

Boston, who has been cruising along the Florida West Coast

in his launch Myakka, with headquarters at Hotel Punta
Gorda, returned Jast night from a short hunting trip near

Myakka. He came back with a snake story which I think
will interest readers of Forest and Stream. Just about

noon, after a morning of fine sport, he raised a covey of quail.

He wounded one, and his dog, a young pointer, followed the

flock. Immediately after he heard a rattler, aad soon saw
the snake in a clump of bushes. It had been hunting too,

and had its fangs fastened in one of the quail. Mr. Dean
tried to call off his dog, but Jack was after quail. He ran

in and pulled the bird right out of the snake's mouth, As
soon as he could get a chance, and while it was coiling for

another spring, Mr. Dean blew off the reptile's head. Later

in the day he shot another rattler, even larger than the first.

Ml'. Dean usually carries with him materials for treating

snake-biies by hypodermic injection. This day he had left

his outfit at the hotel, and those were the first rattlesnakes

he has run across this season.

Mr. Dean reports the game and fish as very plentiful along

the West Coast this season. He and the other hunters keep

the hotel larder well stocked with these delicacies, which are

served at their tables nearly every night. As one Nimrod
remarked, "That is half the fun of hunting from the Punta
Gorda."
Mr. D. H. Moore and wife, of Ohio, got back the other

day from a week's camping under the Florida pines. They
were out in one or two severe rain storms. The last night

for a little while it blew a regular gale, so that Mr. Moore
and the two guides were obliged to hold on to the tent in

order to keep it over Mrs. Moore. In the morning they

found themselves in the midst of a veritable lake, and water

within Sin. of the bottom of their cots. It quickly drained

off, however, so they were able to get out without any
difficulty. But this was only an incident and an experience.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Moore thoroughly enjoyed their camp-
ing out, and only regretted that business called them home
so soon. They brought in one deer, nine wild turkey

gobblers and quaU by the dozen. B. M. D,
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Ne^v York Deer Laws.
Bditor Forest and Stream:
The present game laws of New York that pertain to the

deer seem very unsatisfactory in their present form, and the
universal opinion is that they will be changed by the present
Legislature; and it would seem to me that suggestions in the
Forest ksj) Stkeam from sportsmen, giving their views of
the matter, might be of great benefit to themselves as well as
to the deer. There is no question that a law can be made
that will in five years increase the deer in the Adirondacks
tenfold or more, and at the same time not deprive the true
sportsman of any of hia pleasure, and also be of great benefit
both to Ihe hotels and guides. Have open season from Sept.
1 to Nov. 10, and hounding from Oct. 1 to Nov. 1, all in-

clusive, with a penalty of $100 or more for any person having
a deer in his possession without head on or without horns,
or for killing more than two deer in the same season.
Now we only get estimates of the number of deer killed

each year. Have a law compelling each person killing a
deer to report the same, with date and his place of residence,
to the town clerk of the town in which the killing was done
within ten days after killing, or pay a fine of $25 for neglect;
the town clerk of course to receive recording fees for his

services, and he to mak*^ a full report to the Commissioners
of Fisheries, Game and Forests within thirty days after the
close of the season. About one-third of the deer killed in
1895 (by Mr. Fox's report) were killed night hunting, all of
whicti was practically over with by Sept. 10, and of the
1 233 deer reported killed a very large per cent., fully 75,

were does that had young, and the killing of the mother was
really killing two fawns at the same time; for at this season
of the year they were too young to maintain themselves, so
that the report of 1,333 killed night hunting in 1895 should
read 3,081 if the real truth was known.

Stop killing the doe and you more than double your flock
every year. R. F. "Meech.

The Sum of it is that it's a Pretty Good
Country to Live in.

"Wabasha, Minn , Feb. 24,.—Editor Forest and Stream:
There is one chapter in Mr. Robinson's book, "In New Eng-
land Fields and Woods," that I wish everyone who hunts
might read ; not that I think it would have any effect on
some of the blood-seeking butchers who thirst for gore and
the noise of a gun, but it would help to set a large number
of young shooters to thinking and older ones as well I

refer to Chapter XXXI. : "A Plea for the Unprotected." It

fulfills to the letter my idea of the matter. I have for

years made a practice of never killing or destroying anything
from mere wantonness, and I have built my camp-fires for
thirty consecutive years. The Bible says, "Let man have
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of the
air, and over the cattle and over the earth, and over every
creeping Ihing that creepeth over the earth." How few
there are who do not abuse the blessed privilege of this

law.
If there was only some one who could or would write as

delightfully of scenes, events, birds and animals pertaining
to our Northwestern States, it would also be intensely inter-

esting; but writers having the characteristic talent of Mr.
Robinson are rare indeed. But we must admit that there is

a certain charm about old New England not equaled by any
other section of the country, more particularly to those who
passed their youthful days among the hills, as I did; for I
caught big trout and shot squirrels in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire before I was in my teens. However, for a
right up and down hunters paradise, as I have seen it for

thirty odd years back, give me old "Star of the ISlorth" and
the badger, Wapahustj.

In the Chicago Wilderness.

1 READ with much interest the thrilling account of brother
Hough of his adventures with his companion among the
sandnills back of Jlichigan City. It was really sad to read
of the sufferings of Hough and "Patti" on account of not
having sufficient water in their camp while Lake Michigan
was so near them. "Patti" has ceased to be a hero to me
since he was unable to get sufficient water from the big lake

for drinking purposes. Why did he not scoop out a hole in

the sand and let the incoming wave fill it, and then he would
have had suflicient water to fill his vessels. Or supposing
that the waves froze as fast as they came in, why did he not
take his little hatchet and chop ofi! a piece of that big cake
on which he was standing and carry it to camp? He could
•not spill it, and it is well known that melted ice produces
water

; besides, hot ice water in camp is a great luxury.
Abbrdbeit.

Proprietors of fishing resorts vMl find it profitoMe to advertise

them in Fohest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.
Pike Fishing In Lonjf Lake.

Can it be possible that there are no longer trout to be
found in Long Lake in the Adirondacks?
. Has the introduction of pike, the pickerel of New York,
into th^it famous lake been the means of exterminating the
last of the brook and the lake trout which once swarmed in

the lake? It would seem so, judging from several news-
paper items that I have read, or the fish law of the State has
been violated openly, and the violation of the law widely
advertised. Section i04 of the law forbids fishing through
the ice in any waters inhabited by trout, salmon trout or
landlocked salmon except in certain named waters, and Long
Lake is not one of them. Whoever violates this law is

guilty of a misdemeanor and is also liable to a penalty of $25
for each violation thereof, and $10 for each fish caught or
possessed.

Mr. J. C. D. Kitchen is a "citified man" who is spending
a portion of the winter at Long Lake, and he "writes to hia
friends in the city" much as an explorer would write home
from a strange land: "The natives resort to bickering, de-
ceit, lying, stealing and pettiness of every description, for
cause if there he any, and if there is none simply to pass
away the time." To give cause and to stir up the depths of
this iniquity generally, Mr. Kitchen arranged a fishing con-
test, offering small prizes for the biggest fish and for the
largest quantity caught by any one man. The narrative
coniinues: "The fishing on the Adirondack lakes is done
by drilling holes in the ice with a crowbar, through which

the baited line is dropped and attached to a tip-up or ar-

rangement of cross-sticks which causes a miniature flagstaff

to arise and flutter a signal in the wind when there is a tug
at the line. * * * These natives aren't a bit afraid of
work," writes Mr. Kitchen, "not a bit! Why, they will lie

right down beside it in this particular instance."
A<i an example of the aforesaid "bickering, deceit, lying,

steahng and pettiness," Mr. Kitchen relates that it was found
that the claimant for the prize for the largest fish had filled

his "pickerel" with shoti.

I do not know what Ed. Butler, Jerry Plumley, Dave
Helms, Charlie Hanmer and other friends at Long Lake will
think of Mr. Kitchen's analysis of the Long Lake natives,
but that is a matter entirely aside from the fact that as a re-

sult of the fishing contest inaugurated by Mr. Kitchen he
came into possession of 34 pickerel (let me see: $25 for each
violation and $10 for each fish makes $365—quite a tidy
li'.tle sum in these hard times, but that is what it figures,

provided the trout have not all been caught out or eaten out
of the lake to make Sec. 104 inoperative), weighing 1701bs.,
and sent them to the Knickerbocker Athletic Club in New
York City.

Dr. John Todd.
Rev. Dr. John Todd, writing of the people of Long Lake

in 1841, said: "Nearly in the center of the wilderness we
came to a beautiful sheet of water, the Long Lake, which
is about twenty miles long and from half a mile to three
miles wide. It is studded with islands and surrounded by a
heavy forest, and in the warm sky of summer seems like a
fairy land. Scattered along toward the head of the lake
we found a little community of eight or nine families. They
are here alone, shut out from the world. The hunter's axe
alone had marked the trees when they came. They lived in
their little log houses, and their little boats were their horses,
and the lake their only path. A pocket compass was used
as frequently as by the sailor. They were skillful in taking
the moose, the deer and the salmon trout, and these were
their world." These people are no longer shut out from the
world, now that fifty-five years have passed, and they may
protest that the picture that Mr. Kitchen has drawn of them
is not a true one.

The book from which 1 have quoted is entitled "Long
Lake," and was published in 1845. Hallock first told me of
it, and I searched so long and fruitlessly for it that I thought
Hallock was mistaken; but I found he was not when a friend
sent me a copy. I was particularly anxious to get the book,
for I first met Dr. Todd in the woods. I was at a lumber
camp on the Cedar River fishing. I think it was in 1859.
One evening Dick Birch, the guide, came to the camp with a
man he called Doctor, For some reason I assumed that he
was a doctor of medicine and not a doctor of divinity, but
why I do not know, except at that lime perhaps the former
were much more likely to be in the woods with red and gun
than the latter. That night I had a little misunderstanding
with Dick Birch, which he did not know about for some time
after. I had made a deer lick not far from the camp and
one of the men spoke about it. Dick, without consulting
me, said he would go out that night and watch the lick and
perhaps get some venison for the camp. This did not meet
with my approval, but it was my father's lumber camp and
I could not say no without violating the laws of hospitality

;

so when Dick loaded his rifle and placed it in the storeroom
shanty I drew the ball out of it and replaced it with a wad
of paper well rammed down. Dick and the camp keeper
went to the lick, and the Doctor, my boy friend and I went
to bed.

Fishing In the Dark.

Our beds were over the storeroom shanty, and there were
seven or eight in a row. The Doctor selected one, pulled the
sheets over his face and began to snore. Such snores I had
not heard up to that time, and it was more than I could
stand, added to Dick Birch's attempts to kill my deer. There
were two beds between the Doctor's and mine, and from my
tackle box under my bed I got a lake trout line used for fish-

ing at a buoy. The hook was a big one made by a black-
smith from a rat-tail file, and I unwound the line and crawled
over the two beds, and hooked the hook through the bed-
clothes on the Doctor's bed When 1 was back in my own
bed I began to pull gently on the line until all was taut, and
then gradually i pulled the bedclothes from the bed of the
snorer. Suddenly the snoring ceased with a violent snort,
and while I could not see, I could feel that two hands were
making desperate clutches for bedclothes dissolving in the
cold night air. It was evident that the bedclothes were
secured and replaced in proper position, for the snoring was
resumed at the old stand with unabated vigor. Then I pulled
in the slack in the line, and finally pulled off the clothes as
before. The snoring ceased, only to be resumed whea the
bedclothes were again captured. This was repeated over
and over. Once the Doctor seemed to be feeling in the next
bed toward which the clothes continued to slide, but he
found nothing but undisturbed bedclothes. Another time
after awakening with the usual snort it took him longer to
arrange the clothes, and I heard a jingling of metal like a
bunch of keys; and when the snoring was resumed it con-
tinued until morning, for when I pulled in the slack in my
line I had lost my fish and my hook, for the line was parted
by the cut of a knife blade.

The Round-up.
Remorse did not sit oh my neck next morning when I

heard Dick say he shot at a deer, but had no ball in his rifle;

that it was the first time in his life that he ever did such a
thing; that he could almost swear that he remembered taking
the patch from the patch box, and putting the ball on it,

driving it down; that he could not understand how it hap-
pened, etc. I could not face the Doctor at breakfast, for
his case was different, and I was not sure but the laws of
hospitality had become a little warped in the dark hours of
the night. A few years later I was sent away to school,
and my first Sunday in Pittsfield, Mass. , I marched with the
school to church, and when from behind the pulpit rose the
head and shoulders of a man with short, stiff, gray hair,
standing straight up, homely but kindly face, with keen
eyes looking out through spectacles, I knew that Dr. Todd
was not a doctor of medicine, and remorse not only sat upon
my neek, but jumped on me with both feet. I patched it

all up with the Doctor afterward, but not with the patch
that Dick Birch thought he drove into his rifle around a
rifle ball to kiU my deer, as I considered the animal he shot
at with a charge of powder.

Artificial Floods.

The English sportsmen's papers have recently been die-
cussing the feasibility of producing floods in the salmon
streams in summer by storing the water ia the spring, when

the snow from the hills about headwater lakes, panicularly
in Scotland, is melting and producing an over-abundance of
water, and when the streams are low, and the salmon will

not run, to let the water from the lakes down to create an
artificial flood. Opinions on the subject seem to be about
equally divided. One writer says that there will be no diffi-

culty in storing the water and letting it down at times of
drought through sluice gates, but it will avail nothing.
"The red deer and the grouse might be rather astonished to
see rivers running brown and flooded when the land was
parched for want of rain, and none had fallen for weeks;
but they would be about the only creatures to witness so
strange an event except the sportsmen who caused it."

If he means by this that fish will not run on an artificial

flood he is in error, for fish will run whether the flood is

made by rain or by "tripping a dam" in time of drought.
It is not so many years ago that good trout fishing could
be had at times on the upper Hudson River, from The Glen
north to the mouth of the Boreas River, but the best fishing

was in the tributary streams when they were flooded by the
lumbermen for driving logs into the main stream.- At such
times the large trout wsuld run up into the tributary streams
from the river, but the fishing was not good at the height of
of the flood. When the water was falling after a flood was
the time to fish for big trout. Thirteenth Creek, the outlet
of Thirteenth Lake, which comeS into Uhe Hudson just north
of the hotel at North River P. O., was famous for its flood
fishing, and the trout caught were river trout. A man who
lived just at the mouth of the creek was fond of fishing, and
being on the ground, and knowing just when the flooded
stream would be at its best, he was able to make some won-
derful catches of big trout. I was once wading the upper
Hudson with Dick Birch and fishing for trout, and when
we got to the man's house Dick took me to see the live trout
he had in a tank, and it was a sight worth seeing. To fish a
flooded stream one must be on hand at the proper time. A
friend, the proprietor of a stage line running • to Schroon
Lake, came to me late one afternoon to say he had just
heard that a creek flowing into the Hudson had been flooded.
He telegraphed for relays of horses along his line and we
started about sundown and made a record drive to the creek
that night, and early next morning we were fishing it; but
the flood was over and we got only a few small fish, while
others, two days before, caught large river trout.

A. N. Cheney.

Still Harping^ on Carp.

St. Louis, Mo.—In the Bulletin of the United States Pish
Commission for 1895 will be found a long article on the
introduction of carp on the Pacific coast. In connection
with this history the report gives many complaints of peo-
ple in California, who state that these fish destroy the wild
celery beds, which are the food of ducks, and destroy the
spawn of game fishes. It is well to state in connection with
these complaints that no evidence was produced to prove
the truth of these statements, but the disappearance of the
celery was laid to the carp without any investigation. The
same is true in regard to the spawn of game fishes. The
United States Fish Commissioner himself expresses doubts
in the Bulletin as to the truthfulness of these reports, and
intimates that a thorough examination of the stomach of
carp is required before the question can be considered
settled.

The Fish Commissioner states that the white bass intro-^

duced into the Pacific coast has flourished and is now very
abundant. He also says that almost their entire food in fresh
waters consists of carp, and hundreds of bass have been
opened to make examination of their stomachs. Now, if

the white bass will feed on carp, why will not the black bass
do the same?
In this same report of 1895 will be found an illustration of

the German carp, showing the peculiar arrangement of the
scales. This recalls to mind the statement made by an
Illinois correspondent of a Chicago paper, in which he told
how the carp and the buft'alo had crossed, and the result was
a mongrel fish, with very few scales and a sort of leathery
covering. Of course what he had seen was the German
carp, and his reasoning is a fair sample of the other com-
plaints made against this fish. As for myself, I have noth-
ing particular to say in favor of the carp, but am anxious
that the truth should be found out. Let some facts be given
and not all theory. Aberdeen.

Fly-Casting Indoors.

At the third annual Sportsmen's Exposition, March 13 to

20, at Madison Square Garden, will be held an indoor fly-

casting tournament. The committee in charge of this
unique feature consists of P. Cooper Hewitt, chairman;
William C. Harris, sec'y; James L. Breese, H. C. de Rham,
Edwin Clark Kent, Robert B. Lawrence, William Kent,
Charles Bryan, Frederick Engle, C. G. Levison, John G.
Heckscher, Nathaniel S. Smith, H. W. de Forest, William
B. Williams, P. Lorillard, Jr., W. R. Garrison.
Those who desire to enter the tournament will be fur-

nished with the rules, entry blanks and all necessary infor-
mation by applying to the Sportsmen's Exposition, Madison
Square Garden. The fly-fisherman will cast over the sur-
face of an artificial lake. For long casts they will have a
clear stretch of water, but when the utmost Ji?iesse of putting
the artificial insect just where the angler wishes it to go la

attempted, the contest will he made difficult by semi-sub-
merged branches of trees in the water and bushes irregularly
disposed about the water's edge, where they are likely to

prove metaphorical thorns in the impatient fisherman's flesh.

The fly-casting tournament will go on every afternoon and
evening during the sportsmen's show.
The entrance fee for contestants will be $2 for one event,

or $5 for three or more events. There will be eleven different

contests, every one of which is bound to be interesting to all

fishermen and to every spectator.

A Man We've All Fished With.

St. LoTJia, Mo.—Regarding the excellent pen pictures by
Mr. Mather of men he has fished with, he seems to have
been a mighty fortunate individual, for all his fishing com-
panions appear to have been thorough good fellows. Is it

possible that he never went fishing with John Doe, who was
never willing to row up-stream; who wanted the first cast at

every favorable point; who took the biggest bait in the
bucket; who would slap down his hook beside yours when
you had a bite and was always grumbling when the fish did
not bite fast enough to suit him ! John Doe ought to be
written up, and we hope brother Mather will run his gaff
under him and hold him up to public view. John may not
be a reader of Fqeest and Stream, and again he may be,

but we think he is known to all its readers. Aberdeen,
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MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

XXXIV.-Charles F. Bell.

Ohakles was almost like a son to me. One of tlie

dreams or desires of early life was tliat I might have a son

of vay own, hut it never came to pass. In imagination I

would show him the secrets of angling, and be sure not to

spoil him hy sparing the rod, whether of ash or lancewood
or split hamboo

;
yet a real son might not have cared for

these things as the dream son did. My fondness for a boy
naturally led to the companionship of the sons of other

men, and Charley Bell was with roe constantly for some
eleven years, from childhood to man's estate. lie grew up
under my care and we were great friends. It all happened
in this way:

Bobert H. Bell was a wood carver in Albany, and was
also foreman of one of the old volunteer fire companies. 1
made his acquaintance in 1862, when he was a captain in

the regiment in which I served. He was then a man nearly

fifty years old, and while we were in the forts about Wash-
ington he brought his family there, a wife and two sons.

The eldest, and subject of this sketch, was then nearly ten

years old. When we were sent to the front, in May, 1864,

Captain IJell was wounded, and died a mouth later. It was
in .Tuly of the next year that we took Charles ou'that pirati-

cal cruise with Shaw, and although only twelve years old he
could sing very fair bass—a very strange voice for that age.

Then he wanted to go fishing with me down the old Pop-
skinny, and I longed once again to forget all about spear-

ing and shooting; fish, as learned in the West, and even to

drop all ideas about fly- casting, which I had learned from
Charles Hallock, and sit on the bank and pull 'em in hand
under hand, in good old boy fashion. In the third one of

these sketches it is related how .John Atwood sneered at

fishing with a pole by saying: "There ain't no fun in it, for
you h'ist 'em out too quick with a pole. Throw that away
and take olf your float; rig yer sinker below the hooks, and
when you get a fish haul 'em in hand over hand, and feel

'em wriggle all the way in ; that's sport!"
Writing of this brings a desire to fish that way once more.

Bait the hooks with good-sized worms, spit on the bait for
luck, whirl the sinker three times by the right side and let

it go just on the upward start to plunk in the water at the
proper distance, running out the neatly coiled line at your
feet, and then, taking in all slack, wait for a bite. Nibble
and strike, nibble and strike; "I've got him!" And then
haul in fast, with the fish sending electric thrills up the line,

and all the while you are nerved up by wonder as to the
kind of fish and its prcbable size. An eel of 31bs. makes
you think you've got the bitrgest perch that ever swam, and
your heart beats fast until you see what it is, and then, with
all your care, the beast puts knots in the line in a minute
that will take you a long while to untangle, and you knock
satisfaction out of him with your heel. Verily, looking
back upon my life as an angler, there seems to have been
no sport like this. Of course, you will say that the high
strung animal which we call a boy enjoyed things which he
would not care for half a century later, when he is a man
and blase. So be it. Have your own way, only let me enjoy
the recollections. Our pleasures are in the past or are to
come. "The good old days" are gone, but the boy of to-
day will look back at the closing days of this century with
regret in 1950,

Of course, no man could be about that island creek in
those days without meeting with old Port Tyler, The
bayou was only some six miles long, cutting in below
Douw's Point, a mile or so below Greenbush, and coming
out again above Castleton, and Port ranged it for fin, fur
and feather most of the year. Summer was at its height.
Pond lilies bloomed in bends where the current was not
strong, elderberries were ripening and the milkweed pods
were almost ready to burst. It was near noon; the fish

were taking a rest, and Bell had wandered off after black-
berries, while 1 lay in the shade of a willow and slept.

The early start, the generous snack, with the pleasant
odor of the mud flats at low tide, had a Efoothing effect. If
my dreams were peaceful it was because of the surround-
ings. If they suddenly changed to bursting shells and the
cheers of charging hosts it was because Bell rushed in on
me, calling out: "Get up and run; there's a wild man down
there in the brush and he's got a gun!"
"What did he do? Did he say anything to you?"
"ISTo, he only looked at me; but I saw the gun. He's a

wild man sure, for he's got white whiskers under his chin.
Oh, come on, let's go."
"Did he point his gun at you, or threaten jqy. in any way

with his whiskers?"
"No; but I was picking blackberries in the brush, and

when I looked up he was on the other side of the bush with
his face close to mine, and I never heard him coming, His
eyes were like coals of fire and he was going to grab me, but
I ran away."
The description was amusing, and while enjoying the

boy's fright and lazily thinking what to say to him the
"wild man" came to the willows where 1 lay and BsU bolt-
ed for the open field. 1 told Porter how he had scared my
boy, and he laughed in that silent way usual to men who
live with nature and said : "I was comin' up the crick and
stopped to pick a few blackberries, when tae boy came to
the sanae bush. I on'y stood still and looked at him, an'
was goin' to speak, when he seed me an' away he goes like
a cottontail."

After a while Bell made a reconnoissance, and found the
enemy smoking the pipe of peace under the willow, and he
came in with some misgivings, but with an eye on those
Horace Greeley whiskers. In his short life there had been
nothing like those "lace curtains," as he afterward called
them, seen in either military or civil life. It was this slight
frame to the human countenance which had alarmed him.
He crawled up and listened to the talk, which was upon
the culinary excellence of young quawks, of which Porter
had three, and Bell looked them over with great curiosity.
In the immature plumage they resembled the adult poke,
but Porter pointed out the fact that the young night herons
had no daik patch on the side of the neck, nor buff stripes
on the throat, although they were spotted with bro"wn like
their day-feeding relatives.

"Now these here birds is nieht feeders," said the old
trapper, pleased to find one who took interest in questions
which to him exceeded all others, "an' in order to help 'em
get fish on dark nights—^fur they've got to feed no matter
how dark or stormy it may be—and when you can't see yer
hand afore yer face they've got to see a fist in the water.
Jess look at his long shanks with no feathers on 'em to get
wet . That's so's he can wade out where he can watch fer
fish, an' his long neck and bill lets him get down after 'em
y;f\)Sn he strikes. Ye see, he can stand up as high as a tur-

key, while his body ain't bigger nor a pa'tridge. His wings
are big, and that makes him fly easy ; but the p'int is how
he kin see a fish in the water on a pitch-dark night. These
here yaller patches o' down does it; thev gives out a light
like a bit o' fox-fire, and many a night I've thought it was
fox-fire,* but when I've put the boat in to'ards 'em a quawk
allers got up. But before he got up the light went out
Now ye can see that when he stands in the water an' sort o'

opens his wings—get down, here comes a shitepoke." He
shot, picked up the bird, showed the ditt'erence between
the species, remarked that he didn't care to eat a poke, and
settled down to his pipe, after his very long lecture on biolo-

gy, although he would not have known what the word
meant if he heard it. After he left us the boy said: "Mr,
iporter krows a whole lot about birds, doesn't he?"

"Tes, Charley, he knows a whole lot about ev'ry living
thing that he sees He would be a treasure to a closet natu-
ralist. Tell me, what made you afraid of him when you
saw him at the blackberry bush?"

"I dunno; he was so still. I was picking berries, and
when I lifted my eyes there he was a-lookin' at me; and
then he was so different from the men in the city, I can't
tell you how it was."

In the fall it had been arranged that Porter and I should
have a day with the ducks, snipe, yellow-legs, rail and
sandpipers. Charley had a hint that he was not wanted,
but when Porter and 1 met at the old barn in the evening,
and had talked ourselves out before going to sleep in the
hay, the boy turned up.

"Charley," said 1, "what did you come down here for?
You know you should be in school to-morrow. Are you
sure that you asked your mother if you coidd come down?"

"Yes, sir, I have permission; and as to-morrow will be
Saturday there is no school. I thought I'd be lonesome and
I did want to see you shoot. Please let me go. I'll promise
not to be in the yfay, and will keep back and not be a nui-
sance."

I was for sending him home in the morning, but Porter
said: "Let the boy stay; he can take care of the boat an' set
us ashore or across, an' it'll save us a walk back to the boat,
if he'll on'y watch wheie we go an' keep well behind."
That settled it Porter had taken a fancj- to the boy be-

cause of his interest in living things and a desire to know
more than how to kill them. Looking back upon it, there
seems no other reason for my liking him, outside the senti-

mental ones connected with his fathers death and the fact
that his open, honest way was attractive. There was a bit

of water, then known as Dead Creek, which ran from the
river up into the island, and we got our boat over into that
and Charley pushed Porter among the rushes, where the
rail congregated, while I looked for yellow legs and other
shore birds. Porter said that the boy soon understood every
signal, and his bag of rail was evidence of the success of the
trip

In April, 1867, I got my first ideas of fish brer ding from
Port Tyler by seeing the strings of eggs of yellow perch
hanging in the air on twigs when the spring frtshets sub-
sided. Porter said : "When the perch lays these eggs there
ain't nothin' in 'em, but the he one comes along an' fills 'em
up an' they hatch." Bell was greatly interested when I
took some strings of eggs which had not dried, and he saw
the fish move in the egg. We put a lot in a box and saw the
fish swimming next day. A year later we fertihzed some
eggs and hatched them in the State Geological Rooms in

Albany, f
This very bright and good bov had become my familiar,

and when, in 1868, I bought a farm in western New York
to engage in trout breeding he went with me. He was then
fifteen years old and helped me make ponds, and in his en-
thusiasm brought in a great number of spawning trout from
the adjoining brook. He went through the public schools
and wanted more. I sent him to the academy at Brock-
port, N. Y., where he graduated in two years, and then
wanted to study medicine. In the report of the American
Fishculturists' Association, held in New York in 1873, will

be found a paper by Charles Bell on the fecundation of fish

eggs, in which he denies that the spermatozoa are distin-

guishable as independent organisms, instead of being merely
free-moving cells. He attacked some of my theories, but he
was my own boy and I admired his dash and his learning.

We all remember how Lord Byion hated Lord Castel-

raugh, and, when the latter cut his throat, the poet quoted
from the reports: "'He severed the carotid artery,' my
blessings on their learning. ' In this spirit I read Bell's

learned discourse on independent organisms andfi ee-moving
cells without giving an order to my hatter to enlarge my hat
block; but there remained that personal pride which we take
in the foot-ball team from our school, and which after all is

only a personal pride—the team or the boy is part of our own
personality, which, by the way, is the greatest thing on
earth.

We lived a mile west of the village of Honeoye Falls,

some sixteen miles south of Rochester, N. Y., and Caarles
studied with Dr. Brayton for a while and then got the notion
that he would go to Albany to finish up, for, said he, "If
I'm going to be a medical Johnny I've got to get where
there is a chance to see the big medical Johnnies operate and
hear them lecture. My studies so far are only preparatory
to serious study, just the A B C of the business. There's
nothing more to be learned here."

"At the Brockport Academy do the boys speak as disre-

spectfully of all the learned professions as you have now.
done of one which you hope to follow?"
"Yes, they've got names for all of them; you know that

boys are not overburdened with reverence. What can you
do to get me a job in Albany that will help pay for my
schooling?"

I gave him letters and he went to the stock yards at West
Albany and weighed cattle for some time, but in 1874 he
learned that I was going to Germany with young shad and
he wanted to go. My assistant had been selected by Prof.
James W. Milner, then in charge of the shad work of the
IT. S. Fish Commission, and I begged to have Bell substi-
tuted. The other man I had never met, but as it was care-
ful work, for the success of which I was partly responsible,
I urged that I should name my assistant. Mr, Milner was
with me, but the man had thrown up his business at his re-

* This is the name given to wood when it is in that state of dry r©t
which gives a phosphorescent light. Only those who have been in
the woods at night, and have found a portion of a stump which has
been protected from moisture, have seen fox-fire; but the writer has
seen pieces which came as near being ''light enough to read by'' as
he ever saw moonlight. He has read of brilliant moons, but never
could read by one.
+ An account of this will be found in the reports of the American

Fisheries Society, and perhaps in the United States and the State re-
ports, The volumes are not at hand as I write.

quest and Bell did not go to Germany. Knowing his enthu-
siasm and care of all details, he was my choice. It would,

"

however, have made no di:fference in the result. Mr. An-
derson was as faithful and attentive as a man could be, but
the young fish starved to death because they needed food
which to-day we cannot supply.
Throughout the next winter the boy's letters to me showed

a desire to get back on the trout farm, to go with me in the
shad work and travel. There was less said about ambition
to be a "medical Johnny," and reading between the lines it

was plain that his ideals had changed. This is. a very com-
mon thing with boys, as I have studied them, and myself.
Reading Marryat's novels and Cooper's sea tales, I struggled
to like plug tobacco, but failed. Robinson Crusoe seemed
to live the right kind of life until "The Life of Charles XIL,
of Sweden," came in my way, and then the career of a sol-

dier seemed to be the only desirable one. This in turn was
knocked out by Cooper's "Leatherstocking Tales," and 1 can
at this late day understand how ahoy just entering manhood
may be undecided between several ideals The story of
Whittington and his cat, or the yarn of Ben. Franklin
walking Philadelphia streets, had the slightest inducement
to emulate them. Few boys know their minds from year to
year; why should I expect Charley to be an exception?
Somehow he wanted to get back, I wanted him back, and
he came.

In the spring of 1875 PVof. Baird wished me to naake ex-

periments in retarding the hatching of shad eggs, with a
view to hatching them e7i route to Germany. Prof. Milner
had met Bell, as I had taken him as an assistant to Des
Moines, Iowa, with shad fry from the Hudson, and he as-

signed him to help me in experiments on the Delaware
River,* but we did not feel satisfied with the trials when
Mr. Milner telegraphed that two other men were ready to go
with their apparatus. They went and failed. They knew
of our experiments and hurried to get ahead, but we agreed
to stay. The result was the "Bell and Mather Hatching
Cone," which was the first thing that hatched fish eggs in

bulk without the use of screens for layers of eggs, and the
original is now in the National Museum.
After showing the new cone to Milner, Clark, Chase and

other fishculturists who were hatching shad at South Hadley
Palls, Mass., Milner asked if it was or would be patented.
When we told him that it would not be patented because
we had a prejudice against patents, having used the product
of other men's brains in almost everything we handled, he
said: "Well, you've solved the problem of hatching fish eggs
in bulk." Bell had gone on with me and 1 was anxious to
push him, so I gave him all the praise and credit possible; I
didn't need any.
We had taken a lot of quinnat salmon from Niles, Mich.

,

to Austin, Tex., in baggage cars, a long and tiresome trip,

but the boy liked it, and when at the close of the shad
hatching season of '75 I was sent to Tickfaw, La., with a
lot nf fry for the Natalbany River, and to collect the fishes

of that region. Bell went to assist. Later in the year he was
sent to Austin, Tex., to put up troughs and hatch quinnat
salmon in a tributary of the Colorado. His last letter said:

"The workmen here are slow. I've been working up to my
waist in water and have a severe cold." The next known of
him was when he staggered into the house of Prof. Milner,
at Waukegan, 111 , on Nov. 30, delirious with typhoid fever,

where he died four days later, aged twenty-two years. He
lies in the Rural Cemetery at Albany, N. Y , his native city.

Feed Mathek.

* See Reports U. S. Fish Comniission for that year.

Penobscot Salmon.
Mr. E. a. Buck, of Bangor, Me., the man who makes

the moccasms for Uncle Sam's red men, as well as hunting
shoes of all kinds for sportsmen, is a dyed-in-the-wool salmon
fisher.

The other day he talked of fish and flies and wound up by
asking me if I had ever seen a "singed cat," I had seen a
singed cat, but I failed to see what that had to do with sal-

mon fishing till Mr. Buck kindly explained that he referred
to a nondescript fly that had proved successful in the Ban-
gor pool where others failed to get a rise. A singed cat is a
dusky drab-colored fly that does not belie i s name, and a
salmon must be in a pessimistic mood when he favors this

diet.

Last year was a great year for salmon at Bangor Mr.
Buck said they came up the river in myriads, and probably
twice as many were causht as dm-lng any other season in re-

cent years. He thinks that the latter pat t of the run were
cultivated fish, with which the river has been stocked. They
were all young fish, averaging olbs. Itsain weight ihan the

usual fish, and of a different shape and characterized by
blunter snouts.

Mr. Buck caught his first salmon April 27 and his last

June 18. The week from May 22 to 37 he took ten fish. On
the 2.5th he took four. It was full moon and the time of
big tides, He was out on the river on the last of the ebb, a3

soon as it was light enough to see, and at .o:30 stopped fish-

ing, having landed three salmon that weighed 45!b3. After
supper that day he went out again and look one 201b. fish.

The pool is about five minutes' walk from Mr Buck's
house and only a little further from his place of business. Is

any such sport to be found so close to civilization at any
other place in the known world ? J, B. B.

Pike-Perch in Missouri Waters.
St. Lonis, Mo., Feb. 22.—Anglers in Missouri wei'e

treated last week to a genuine sensation in a press dispatch
from St. Joseph, Mo , where there is located a State fish

hatchery. The dispatch stated that some public-spirited

citizens were to contribute funds, and that the Fish Commis-
sioner at St. Joseph was going to hatch wall eyed pike for
introduction into the lakes and rivers in Missouri. The wall-

eyed pike were to be obtained from Minnesota, and the con-
sent of the Governor of that State and the Pish Commissioner
were to be obtained to seine some Minnesota waters to secure
the fish When one considers that there is no more abun-
dant game fish in the waters of Missouri than wall-eyed pike,

or as is commonly called "jack salmon," it is readily seen
where the sensation comes m. Perhaps the Fish Commis-
sioner at St. Joseph does not know that the jack salmon and
the wall-eyed pike are the same fish, and that the proper
name for it is the pike perch. Anglers of Missouri are to be
congratulated that politics have no consideration in choosing
Fish Commissioners in this State, but that they are selected

for their knowledge of fish and fi-hculture. Aberdeen.

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen, nsh,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co,
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BENCH SHOWS.

March 10-13.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Ciub.
March s;4-37,—Pittsburg.—Duquesne Kennel Club.
March 17-20.—LouisviUjE.—Kentucky Kennel Ulub.
March 30-April a.

—

Baltimore.—Baltimore Kennel Assrciation.
March 30-April 2.—Kansas Urrx.—Kansas City Kennel Club.
March 31-April 3.—San JosS;.—Santa Clara County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.—Stockton.—Stockton Kennel Club.
April 14-17.—Los Augkles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW.
The twenty-first annual dog show of the Westminster

Kennel Club was held in Madison Square Garden on Feb.
22 to 25.

The judges and their classes were as follows: Miss A. H.
Whitney, St. Bernards and Newfoundlands; Mr. Chas. D.
Bernheimer, Great Danes; Mr. Geo. E. Pollock, Chesapeake
Bay dogs; Mr. Geo. Raper, of England, mastiffs, blood-
hounds, greyhounds, Enghsh foxhounds, pointers, setters,

Irish water gspamels, Clumber spaniels, iield spaniels, whip-
pets, pugs and toy spaniels; Mr. L. P. C. Astley, of Eng-
land, Russian wolfhounds, deerhounds, collies, Old Eng-
lish sheep dogs, all terriers, schipperkes, Pomeranians,
Italian greyhounds and miscellaneous; Mr. John H.
^Matthews, bull dogs; Mr. R. D. Perry, American fox-
hounds; Mr. Geo. B. Post, Jr., beagles; Mr. H. W. Lacy,
poodles; Mr. L. A. Klein, dachshunde; Mr. Andrew
Laidlaw, cockers; Mr. Dwight Baldwin, Boston terriers.

There was a great deal of discontent over the awards in
a number of classes, particularly in some of those judged
by the talent from across the water.

Dr. H. Clay Glover attended to the veterinary require-
ments of the show in his usual satisfactor}' manner.
The benching and feeding was done by Spratts Patent,

and well done; the new and brighter colored paint of
the benching making a much more pleasing general effect.

Mr. James Mortimer superintended the show, and it is

unnecessary to add that it was skillfully superintended.
Good weather j^revailed, and the show was well at-

tended. Every circumstance indicates that it was a finan-
cial success, as well as a success in all other respects.

The judging of the setters and pointers was re6eived
with much more than the ordinary complaints which are
inseparable from dog showing, and there was ground for

much of it. Those classed had a remarkably strong sup-
port, and it was generally expected that the foreign judges
would give mucfi. better satisfaction than the home talent,

but so far as the setters and pointers are concerned it was
otherwise.
Eoxhounds were but eighteen all told, English and

American. Of the former there was but one, Songster,
shown in the challenge class. There were seven in the
open dog class, first going to Blackburn, a strong, sym-
metrically built hound, but rather short coupled. Pope's
Samson, second, is somewhat loosely built and light in
bone. Pope's Striver was a good third. The reserve went

^to a tidily built black and tan, Rice, excellent in shoulders,
t)ack, quarters, neck, legs and feet; plain in head. There
were seven bitches. Flirt, a well-known competitor, won
first. Flash, second, is lighter in build than Flirt, sym-
metrical, lean neck well set on good shoulders; feet a trifle

open. Veracity, third, is heavy in head and strongly
made. Frisky, reserve, is poor in head and of average
merit otherwise. Challenge class for dogs and bitches had
three competitors, of which Big Strive competed for

specials only. Bowsprit, an excellent bitch in every way,
took first; Duke, a well-known winner, taking second.
Chesapeake Bay dogs were treated rather harshly and

rather unjustly, in that the first prizes were withheld,
though the number and quality of these dogs were far

above the average. There is no breed before the Ameri-
can public to-day which needs so much encouragement as
does the Chesapeake Bay dog, so far as its bench show in-

terests are concerned. In- its special field it has a fame for
•excellent performance, and as a working dog it is much
iprized. To the bench shows the owners have not taken
kindly. • The dogs shown at New York are the best speci-
mens which have competed at the bench shows in recent
years, and nearly all had a first prize win to their credit.

The dogs were in good condition. To withhold first under
the circumstances was treating the owners most unjustly,

as well as indicating that the judge was not so well in-
formed of the situation as his position as judge would seem
to indicate. Five competed in the dog class, and Deacon,
shown in excellent condition, was awarded second prize.

Beaver was awarded third. He is better in head than the
winner, and is a much smaller dog. Five bitches com-
peted. Lot, in good coat and a fairly good bitch, won sec-
ond; third going to Dell, also a bitch of merit. No com-
mended cards were given.
Pointers were in good numbers and quality. The West-

minster Kennel Club had four of its famous pointers on
exhibition, namely: King of Kent, Sandford Druid, Hemp-
stead Daughter and Ightfield Tyne—all in good condition.
There were five dog puppies. Brandywine, first, is long
cast and_ light in barrel, straight in shoulders and stifles,

slack built, good head and neck. Sir Donald, second, is

flat-chested, in at elbows, feet turn out in front, tairly good
in head. Rocket, third, is better in muscular development
than first or second, and had also more symmetry and was
better in legs, feet, body, neck, and had a fairly good head.
The novice class had nine competitors, Fairview Jim,
firstj is good in head, is wide sprung in ribs, thin in thighs,
yet is a fairly good pointer. Tick Kent, second, is light in
muzzle, is better in legs than the winner, and stands bet-
ter on them; body well shaped. Lad of Bang, third, is

moderately splay-footed, too heavy in shoulders, excellent
in back and quarters, symmetrical, and was better than
first in many respects. Spot Gold, reserve, is light and
thin. Open dogs, under Solbs., had ten entries. First
was won by Princess Boy, tending to legginess, though
symmetrical. Sir George, second, is light in head, leggy,
throaty, long cast. Third went to Fairview Jim, already
mentioned; and the reserve to Straightaway, the winner of
first at Boston. Omega, vhc, is quite a fair pointer. Dogs,
551bs. and over, numbered ten. Sir Walter won somewhat
easily. He is a smooth, sound dog. Heath's Roswell, sec-
ond, is a bit heavy in head, not coarse, as we stated of him
in our last comments on him. Furlough Mike was third.

- The reserve, King of Lynne, is throaty. Challenge dogs,

imder 551b8., numbered three—Ridgeview Comet first,

Shotaway second, Ridgeview Chancellor third. Challenge
'

dogs, 551bs. and over, was a troublesome class; for first Lad
of Kent was awarded the prize in a walkover. He was
shown in good condition. Molton Banner, his only com-
petitor, was marked absent. Then Mr. Lewis, handler of
Banner, presented the plea that Banner was not absent,
and later the class was rejudged and Molton Banner was
awarded first, which was quite as wrong as it could be; for
first he was in bad condition, with some rather evident
traces of mange, and second, Lad, is a better dog, though
he has his faults, Mr. Geo. Jarvis, Lad's owner, protested
against the rejudging, and the protest was allowed, the win
then standing to Lad's credit. There were four bitch puppies.
Zella Strideaway, first, is light in head and long cast. Fur-
lough Maud, second, is light in muzzle, but otherwise is a
well-made puppy, better than the winner in legs, feet,

body and head, and also stands better in front, Dilwyn
Belle, third, is commonplace. There were fourteen novice
bitches. Fairview Meally, first, is not clean-cut in head, is
flat in chest and stands in at elbows; in quality about fair.

Belle of Eastch ester, second, is a well-made bitch, shown a
shade too thin in flesh, good in neck, a trifle too shallow in
chest and plain in head, Ightfield Blossom, third, is

heavy in shoulders, yet a good bitch. Mischief of Hunt-
ington, the reserve, is light in muzzle, too straight in
shoulders and stifles. Furlough Bloom, vhc, is a smoothly
made bitch, better in head, body, shoulders, chest, legs and
feet than first or second. Westlake Startle, vhc, was sym-
metrical, but thin in flesh. There were thirteen bitches
under 501bs, Kent's Kate, quite a good bitch, won first.

Fairview Meally was second and Belle of Eastchester was
third, both already mentioned. Princess Trilby, reserve,
is light in head and is throaty, otherwise quite a good
bitch. Bitches, 501bs, and under, had six competitors,
Urada won first; she had the like honor at Bos-
ton, Ightfield Blossom was second and Furlough Bloom
was third. Beggie, fourth, is heavy in shoulders and loosely
built, is poor in head and wide in front. The challenge
class for light-weight bitches had four. Miss Rumor was
placed over Lady Gay Spanker, which was an error, and
the reserve went to Brighton Flossie, In challenge
bitches, heavy weight, Alice Leslie was placed over Josie
Bracket, which was another error. There were two in the
field trial class—Ightfield Diana and Strideaway, first and
second in the order mentioned. George J. Gould took the
kennel prize. Molton Banner was awarded the prize for
the best pointer owned by a club member.
English setters were well represented in numbers, and

mixed as to quality. Nine dog puppies competed, Arden
Rod, a fairly good puppy, took first. Philip, Jr., second,
has a light head, Braggelone won third. There were
nine novice dogs; Orangeman, throaty, and loosely built,

though a fairly good setter notwithstanding, took first.

Paxtang II., a throaty, stockily built dog, took second.
Knight Templar, third, is good in head, legs, feet, body,
and was the best dog in the class. Rockingham II,, re-

serve, has much merit. There were twelve in the open
dog class. Freckled Monk, first, is slab-sided, heavy in
movement, narrow-chested, in at elbows. Second went to
Count Dick, a much better dog than the winner. Orange-
man won third. Rambler, reserve, has a plain head, short
neck, and is wide in ribs. Cactus, shown in good condi-
tion, had a walkover in the challenge class. There were
seven bitch puppies. Sufiblk Beauty was first, and Psyche,
a good bitch, took second. Sappho, a pretty, light-built
piippy, took third. There were seven novice bitches.
Juno, first, is a good all-round bitch, Nellie Hunter, sec-
ond, is short in muzzle, light in head, over-sprung in ribs,

and about ordinary in quality, Blanche G., third, was the
best bitch in the class. Nine bitches competed in the
open class. Juno was first. Flower of Sulphur, second, is

long cast, slack in loin, light muzzle, slightly throaty. Nel-
lie Hunter took third. Laundress, fourth, is narrow in
muzzle; she is a fairly good bitch. John Brett won the
kennel special. Maid Marion had no competition in the
challenge bitch class, and Montell beat Rodfield in the field

trial class, though the latter excels the former in many
respects.

Irish setters were fairly well represented in numbers, but
in quality were about average. There were eight in the
dog puppy class. Red Signal, first, is a little light in muz-
zle, fairly good head, and is a tidily built and symmetrical
puppy, Parker, second, is an inferior specimen, an unno-
ticed dog, Guy Baker being far his superior. Hunter,
third, is inclined to lathiness,but is far better than Parker.
There were eleven in the novice class, first going to St.

Elmo, good in neck, back and quarters; ears set on well,
and his symmetry is superior. Kildare Swiveller, second,
is straight in shoulders, faulty in head and was less sym-
metrical than St. Elmo. Pilot of Efiingham, third, is a
fairly good dog. Prince Elcho, vhc, was better than two
placed in the money next over him. In open dogs there
were eleven competitors. Shamrock O'More, first, stands
in at elbows; is flat in ribs, head not clean-cut,
and he shows some throatiness, but is a fairly
good dog nevertheless. St. Elmo, second, is a bet-
ter built dog than Shamrock. Third went to Kildare
Swiveller, already noticed, and fourth to Pilot of
Eifingham. In the challenge class for dogs Kildare won

- over Finglas and Pride of Patsy, the latter being
reserve. There were two bitch puppies: Bessie Thasmo
and Belle Thasmo, first and second respectively, and both
not above average. There were three novice bitches.
Belle of Kildare, first, is throaty, but fairly good otherwise.
Second went to Lady Lockwood, light in build and muzzle,
and somewhat leggy; and third went to Molly Redstone,
short in neck, and shoulders not well set. The open bitch
class numbered seven. Trine, first, is a good all-round
bitch. Belle of Kildare was second and Lady Rockwood
third. Ruby Glenmore II., short in head, thin in flesh,
won fourth. She would have shown much better had she
been in condition. There were six in the challenge bitch
class, Queen Vic carrying ofi the honors with much to
spare. Duchess won second, and Delphine was reserve.
Gordon setters were about average in number and qual-

ity. There were two dog puppies, both very ordinary.
Five novice dogs competed. Grouse Ranger w^on first;

he stands on good legs and feet, has good black and tan
color, and pleasing symmetry. Ladview, second, is
throaty, faulty in, head, and is moderately swaybacked.
Brandy, third, was out of coat. Gordon, reserve, has a
short, hght muzzle, is rough in coat and lacking in Gordon
character. There were eight in the open dog class. Doc,
first, is throaty, but ie a fiairly good dog. Heather Bruce

was a good second. Hia shoulders are well set, he has a
good neck, though he is throaty; head rather plain. Forest
Guy, third, is narrow in head and too heavy in shoulders.
Jack Sharp, fourth, is poor in head and lacking in symmetry.
There w^ere two challenge dogs, Heather Lad and Heather
York, the former carryingoff the honors. Bitch puppies had
but one entry, and that so faulty that it deserved nothing.
Four novice bitches faced the judge, Mabel R., first, has
a short muzzle, a light head, excellent neck, shoulders and
quarters, and sound legs and feet. Princesview, second,
is shallow in chest, light in body, small head, a very com-
monplace bitch. Brunhilda, third, is smudgy in tan and
plain in head. This class was a poor one. There were
eight in the open bitch class, Dwight Bee, first, is narrow
in muzzle, but is a fair bitch. Sally Beaumont, second, is

light in muzzle, plain in head and throaty, Venus, third,

has a light muzzle, is throaty, plain in head, good in body,
shoulders and quarters, Dwight Sarah, fourth, is a soundly
made bitch. The reserve went to Princesview, Heather
Bee won over Flomont in the challenge bitch class, and
Flomont and Sallie Beaumont were first and second re-
spectively in the field trial class. The kennel prize was
won by James B. Blossom, and his Heather Bee captured
the special for the best Gordon,
Beagles were a rare good lot and were strong in num-

bers. The judging was well done and gave reasonably
good satisfaction. Nine appeared for judgment in the
puppy class for dogs and bitches, Thornwood, an excel-
lent beagle, though a little long cast, won first with some-
thing to spare. Churchman, second, is quite a sound dog,
not so symmetrical and smoothly turned as the winner.
Soda, third, is also quite a good beagle. There were ten
novice dogs and bitches. Truman, first, is out at elbows,
otherwise a soundly made, symmetrical beagle. Directum,
second, is marred by a throaty, heavy neck, but is thin and
sound otherwise. Wharton's Harkaway, third, is light in
bone and his forefeet turn out, yet he is prettily formed.
There were five in open dogs not exceeding loin,, and of
these Leader was disqualified for being over size. Hector,
first, in knees is a trifle faulty, but he is clean and
tidy in build; a very sound dog all over. Thornwood took
second and Young Royal third, the latter heavy in shoul-
ders, light in bone and wide in ribs. Open dogs, 13in. and
not over 15in,, had thirteen competitors. Florist, first, is

a finely formed, good all-round beagle. Lee III., sec-
ond, is wide in front, pinched in muzzle, out at elbows,,
and has large feet, Robino II., third, is a strongly
made dog, much better than Lee HI. in every way;
he stands on good legs and feet, has a well-shaped body,
and is quite a good, sound dog. There were thi-ee challenge
dogs. Ringleader taking first over Roy K. Bitches, not ex-
ceeding 13in., had nine competitors. Lonely II., heavy in
shoulders, took first. Marjorie, second, is "light in bone
and wide in ribs. Eldred Briar, third, is deficient in
short ribs. The reserve went to Beagle. Bitches, 13in.
and not over 1.5in., had six competitors. First
went to Oronsay Matron, a good all-round beagle; second
to May R., well made, but lacking the symmetry of the
winner. Frantic, third, was well made and more symmet-
rical than May R. Lady Glenwood, reserve, is heavy in
shoulders. Lonely had a walkover in challenge bitches,
Frank Forest won over Leader in the field trial class.

The special for the best kennel was won by the Hemp-
stead beagles. The special for the best beagle in the
show was a closely contested prize. It was won by Barker,
shown in much better condition than at Boston. He was
closely pressed by Ringleader, the latter better in many
respects, if not quite his superior.

AWARDS.
ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.- Challengk—1st, Bragdon & Mc&reg-

or's Songster.

AMERICAN FOXBOUNDS.—Open -I>oj/s.- Ist, Walker & Hasan's
Blackburn; 2d and Bd, N. Q. Pope's Pope's Samson and Pupe's
Striver. Res., J. H. Van Corn's Rice. Bitches: 1st and res., N Q
Pope's Flirt and Frisky

; 2d, Walker & Hajian's Flash ; 3d, J. Gibbs's
Veracity.—CHALLENaE—1st, MuskedUQder Kennels' Bowsprit; 2d, N»
Q. Pope's DuKe,

f
> .

•

CHESAPEAKE BAY TiOG'i.-Dogs.- 2d, Oak Grove Kennels'
Deacon; 3d, Wm. Simpson's Beaver No 2. Bitches: ad and 3d, Wm.
Simpson's Lot and Dell.

POINTERS.—PcppiES-Dofirs.- 1st, C, P, WillcoX's Brandywine; 8d
Electric City Kennels' Sir Donald; 3d, R. A. Pairbairn's Rocket.—
Novice— i>o(?s,- Isc, Anderson & Wilcox's Fairview Jim; ad, A.M.
Hopper's Tick Kent; 3d, Electric City Kennels' Lad of Bang. Res,
Dr. J. R. Daniels's Spot Gold.- Open -Doj?.? (under 551bs.): Ist and s;d,

W. G. Brokaw's Prince's Boy and Sir George; 3d, Andersons Wil-
cox's Fairview Jim.— (551bs. and over): 1st, W. G, Brokaw's Sjlr
Walter; 2d, C. Heath's Heath's Roswell; 3d, G. J. Gould's Furlough
Mike. Res., P. H. Andee's Kentish Lad.—Challbngk- Dogs (under
•551bs.): 1st and res., G. J Gould's Ridgeview Oomet and Ridgevievv
Chancellor; 2d, G. W. Lovell's Shotaway.— (55ibs. and over)- ]st
G. Jarvis's Lad of K&ut.—Vis-eems—Bitches: Isr, F. S, Eaton's Zella
Sti-ideaway

; 2d, G J, Gould's Furlough Maud; 3d, Dr. J. E. Hair's
Dilwyn Belle.—Novice—-BiYc/ies.- 1st, Wilcox & Burtis's Fairview
Meally; 2d, W. G. Brokaw'.s Belle of Eastche.ster; 3d, F. J. G. McAr-
thur'slgbtfleld Blossom. Res., G Furguson's Mischief of Hunting-
ton- Open—.Bi^cAes (under 501bs ): 1st, P. J. Lenoir's Kent's Kate;
2d, Wilcox & Burtis's Fairview Meally; 3d, W. G. Brokaw's Belle of
Eastchester. Res., Tallman & Davenport's Princess Trilby.— i.iOlbs,
and over); 1st, F. J. Lpnoir's Urada; ad, F. J. G. McArthur's Ightfield
Blossom; 3d, (x. J. Gould's Furlougli Bloom ; 4t.li, G Furguson's Beg-
gie.—CHALLENGK-£«c?ie6- (under 501bs.): 1st and 2d, G. J.Gould's
Miss Rumor and Lady Gay Spanker. Res., Mrs. R. Armstrong's
Brighton Flossie. -(501bs. and over): 1st, E. M. Baale's Alice Leslie;
!^d, G. J. Gould's Josie Bracket.—Pointers that have bben placed in
ANY P0BLIC field trial IN THE UNITED tjTATES OR CANADA-lSt, G. J,
Gould's Ightfield Diana; 2d, B O. Damon's Strideaway.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Puppies—Do^rs.- 1st, L. D. Smith's Arden

Rod; 2d, 0^ G Pierce's Uno; 3d, J, White's Braggelone. Bitches.; 1st,
Q S. Raynor's Suffolk Beauty; 2d and 3d, A. Boote's Psyche and
Sappho. Res., Glenwood Kennels' Beauty Bondhu II.—No.^^CE

-

-Dogs.- 1st, J, Brett's Orangeman; 2d, K. E. Beach's Pax;tang II.; 3d,.
R. W, Cunnmgham's Knight Templar. Res., H. Bartholamae's Rock-
ingham II. Bitches: 1st, A. Boote's Juno; 2d, W. Jlarris's Nehie
Hunter: 3d, W. H. McGarry's Blanche G.

-

Opbn—iSoffs; 1st, C.
R, Hiekok and Mrs. L. McK Garrison's Freckled Monk; 2d,
Odk Grove Kennels" Count Dick; Kd, J. Brett's Orangeman;
4th, Miss B Rogge's Rambler. Bitches: 1st, A. Boote's Juno;
2d, J. Brett's Flower of Sulphur; 3d, W. L. Harris's Nellie
Hunter: 4th, Eldred Kennels' Laundress, Res., D. J. Peters's.
Robin's Juno. -Challenge -Dofls.- 1st, J, Brett's Cactus. Bitches:
1st, H. Pape's Maia Marion.—English Setters that have been
PLACED AT ANY PUBLIC FIELD TRIAL IN THE UNITED StATHS OR CANAI>A
—1st, H. L. Keyes's Montell; 2d, P, T. Madison's Bodfleld.

IRISH SETTEES.- Puppies—Dogs; Ut, H. A. Smiths Red Signal;
2J,E. W.Tynan's Parker; 3d, P. T. O'NeiU's Hunter. Bitches; 1st
and2d,F, M Thomas's Bessie Thasmo and Belle Thasmo.—NovlOE—
Dogs; 1st, S. Coulson's St. Elmo; 2d, W. L. Washington's Kildare
Swiveller; 3d, Effingham Park Kennels' Pilot of EfQngnam; Res., W,
S. N. Tilden's Chief Bitches: Is , W. L. WashiHgton's Belle of Kil-
dare; id, Woodbury Kennels' Lady LockwooG;3d, Redstone Kennels"
Mollte Redstone,- Open -Dog-s; 1st, G Shlppen's Shamrock O'Moore:
2.1, S. Coulson's St. Elmo; 8d, W. L. Washmgton's Kildare Swiveller;
4th, Effingham Park Kenne s' Pilot of Effingham. Bitches: Ist, D.
E. Bowers's Trine; 2d, W. L, Washington's Belle of Kildare; 3d, Wood-
bury Kennels' Ladv Rockwood; 4th, E W. Tynar's Ruby Glenmore
II.— CHALLBNGE-iJog's.- Ist, Oak Qrove Kennels' Kildare; ad, W. L.
Washington's Finglas; Res., J. M. Bullock's Pride of Patsy. Bitches:
1st and 2d, Oak Grove Kennels' Queen Vic, and Duchess; Res., J. B.
Blossom's Delphinne —Irish Setters that have been placed at aky
fVBhK viSLD tfojA w iss ViaTED &TATSS OR Cak^a; let atid aa, ;|,
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B. Blossom's Lady Alice and Bedford? 2d, W. ti. "Washtagton's
Finglas.

GOEDON SETTteRS.-PTOPPiES-Doysl-lst and 2d, L P. Braive*s
Taral aud Dogget. Bitches: 1st, E. H. Morris's Pinemont.—Novice—
Dogs: 1st, W. C. Gleason's Grouse RaiiKer; 2d, J. R. Oughton's Lad-
view; 8d, A.W. &C. il. Swain's Brandy; Res., Woodbury Kennels'
Gordon. Bitches: 1st, Jobn Bedfield's Mabel B.; 2d. J. R. Oughton's
Prineesview; 8d, C. K, Clarke's Gunhilda.—Open-Oocts.- 1st and ^d,
J. B. Blossom's Doc and Heather Bruce; 8d, C. A Stone's Forest Guy;
4th, C. E. Ma.ther'rf Jack Sharp. Bitches: 1st, 4th and Res , J. R.
Oughton's Dwight Bee, Dwight Sarah and Prlncesview; 2d and 3d,
J. B. Blossom's Sally Beaumont and Venus.—Challenge -Dogs; 1st,
J. E. Oughton's Heather Lad; Res, J. B. Blossom's Heather York.
Bitches: Ist and Res., J. B. Blossom's Heather Bee and Flomont.—
Gordon Setters that have been placed at ant field trial in the
United States or Canada: 1st and xcl, J. B. Blossom's Flomont and
Sallie Beaumont. '

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-Open-iJoffs.- 1st, T. A. Carson's
Mike 0. Bitches: 1st, F. D. Baylay's Kiltie O'Donnell; ;^d, Miss A.
Green's Venus.—Challenge—1st, T. A. Carson's Marguerite. Res.,
Miss A. Green's Dennis.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.-Open-jDo£/s: 1st and Sd, H. Jarrett's
McGregor and Ma.ior Gilfeather. Bitches: 1st, H. Jarrett's Susie.—
Challbngk—1st, H, Jarrett's Glenwood Greeting.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Puppies -2d, Miss A. Green's Berry Nell.—
Novice-1st, H. P. Mullens's Woolton Dagmar; 2d. Miss A. Green's
Darkest Africa.—Open-Blaok -Doss.' Ist, Toon & Thomas's End-
clifle Bishop; 2d, M. A. Viti's Eovd Monarch; 3d and res., Miss A.
Green's Wardleworth Sweep and Fashion, Bitches: Isc, Toon &
Thomas:s Endcliffe Myrtle; 2d, W, A. McClellan's Princess Alice; 3d.
Miss A. Green's Zulu.—Any other Color—Do£rs.- 1st, H. P. Mullens's
Woolton Wonder. Bitches: 1st and 3(i, R. P. Keasbey's Gypsy Belle
and Saybrook Cyprus; 2d, H P. Mullens's Woolton Dagmar —Chal-
lenge- Doc/s.- 1st, H. P. Mullens's Woolton Baron; 2d, Dr. S. J. Brad-
bury's Drayton Warwick, Res., R P. Keasbey's Coleshill Rufus.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, R. P. Keasbey's Moonlight Belle and Drayton
the Shrew.

COCKER SPANIELS -PuPPiKS-lst and res., Gr. Douglas's Premier
and Patron; 2d, F. McK. Robertson's Red Mollie; 8d, H. P. Mullens's
Woolton Cherry.—Novice—1st, 3d and res . Mepal Kennels' Miss
Jerry, Mepal's Floretta and Mepal's Beetle; 2d. Q. Douglas's Premier.
—Open—Black— Z)os's.- 1st aud res., G. Douglas's Havoc and Arab;
2d, Brookside Kennels' Figi; .3d, A. C. Wilmerding's Watnong I.
Bitches: 1st and 3d. Brookside Kennels' Brookside Miss Phyllis and
Woodland Belle; 2d, Mepal Kennels' Mepal Jerry. Res., C. & D.
Priest's Trilby II.—Red or Liver—Dog's.- 1st, F. McK. Robertson's
Red Wonder; 2d, G. Bell. Jr.'s, Red Coat; 3d, Brookside Kennels'
Brookside King. Res., H. N. Munn's Cardinal. Bitches:. 1st, G.
Douglas's Silk Gown; 2d, F. McK. Eobertson's Red Nell; 3d, Raven
Kennels' Baby Ethel. Res,, Dr. J. fl. Lyke's Commotion.—Ajny othbr
Color— Oofirs; 1st, W. T. Payne's Brown Hal: 2d, H. P. Mullens's
Woolton Blue Gown; 3d. A. C. Wilmerding's Wainong Tommy. Res.,
Midvale Kennels' Bruion Bathbrick. Bitches: 1st and 2d, W. T.
Payne's Belle and Tansy: 3d, Brookside Kennels' Woodland Trilby.
Ees., F. McK. Robertson's Cora G.—Ohallknge—Black or Liver—
Dogs: 1st, J. H. Herbertson's Plckpania; 2d, Mepal Kennels' Commo-
dore.-Any other Color -1st, Belle Isle Kennels' Gaiety G-irl; 2d,
Raven Kennels' Hamilton Jack. Res., Brookside Kennels' 'Red Doll.y.
Bitches: 1st, Mepal Kennels' Baby Ruth.

National Beagle Club of America.
A qtjaeterXjT meeting of the National Beagle Club of

America was held at the Madison Square Q-arden, Feb. 33.
President Hermann F. Schellhass presided. The follovping
members were present; Jas. W. Appleton, George B. Post,
Jr., A. Wright Post, George F. Reed, Wm. Saxby, John
Batemau, N.A. Baldwin, H. L. Kreuder, Jas. L. Kernochan/
A. 0. Picbhardt, L. 0. Peters and George W. Rogers.

It was voted that the same futurity committee be ap-
pointed for another year, dating from Feb. 3, 1897; that no
specials be olfered at any show unless the .judges be selected
from the club's official list of judges or from the members of
the club; that a bronze medal be offered at the Baltimore
Kennel Club show for the best beagle in the show, opened

.

to members of the N. B. C. of A. only; that the scale of
points and standard be also revised, and the chairman ap-
point two separate committees of two practical breeders and
owners of beagles, members of the N. B. C. of A., to con-
sider the scale and standard and refer matters oC difference
to an umpire first to be agreed upon, and present a
scale and standard at the regular meeting of the club to be
fixed by the chair. A Produce Slake was submitted and
voted that a committee be appointed by the chair to arrange
the above stalie on the lines submitted byMr. Kernochan.
The following were elected to membership: John Caswell,
Boston, Mass. ; Maxwell Stephenson, Hempstead, L. I. ; R.
H, Post, Bayport, L, I.

Meeting adjourned. Geo, W. Rogers, Sec'y.

National Greyhound Club Meeting.
THEiheeting was held in Madison Square Garden Feb. 25.

There were present Messrs. H. W, Huntington, H. Nelson
L. C. Whiton, R. P. Little, Jr., J. L. Kernochan, C. f!
Lewis, A. McGregor and Dr. Barr.

The election of ofiicers resulted as follows: President, H.
W. Huntington; Secretary, R. F. Little, Jr.

; Treasurer, L. c'.

"Whiton; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Barr, J. L. Kernochan, H. W.
Sharpless, A. L. Page; Delegate to A. K. C, H. Nelson.
The following were elected as members: Mrs W. W.

Green, P. Daly, R. C. Briuijley, H. M. Nelson, F. Herring'
F. Holy, H. S. Griffen, W, D. Griscom, Robert White, R.
L. Lee, W. L. Andrus, Robert Walker, C. M. Higgins, G.
H. Lambert, Dr. Behrendsohn, E L. Kraus.

Executive Committee: H. W. Huntington, Dr. Barr, R
F. Little, Jr., L. C. Whiton, Dr. Lykes.

Treasurer's report was adopted as read.

The dues for 1897 were remitted to those who had paid
dues for 1896. H. W. Huntington, Pres.

The Death of India.

MoNTPELiEU, Miss., Feb. Editor Forest and Stream:
It is with much regret that I write you of the death of the
pointer bitch India. The kennel has sustained a most severe
and sad loss, and one that is almost impossible to replace. She
was in whelp to Jingo, some of which died before birth and
gave her blood-poisoning, which caused her death. She was
by Rip Rap ex Dolly D., and won the Pointer Derby at
West Point, Mias., in 1896. Really good pointer bitches are
very rare and hard to breed. She was one of the highest
class field bitches I ever saw, and this quality, combined with
her rare form, constitution and character, made her one of
the best and most valuable bitches in America. Her death
is a general loss to the pointer interests of the country.

C. E. Buckle.

, Collie Club Meeting-.

At a meeting of the Collie Club, held on Feb. 34, at Mad-
ison Square Garden, a hst of officers was elected as follows:
President, Jenkins Van Schaack; Vice-Presidents, J. Pier-
pont Morgan and J. L. Lincoln; Secretary, James Watson

;

Treasurer, J. D. Shotwell ; Executive Committee, the above-
mentioned officers and W. L. Stewart, W. T. Ford, R Mc-
Ewen, C. Y. Ford, J. A. Long, Henry Jarrett A few re-
visions were made in the constitution, the most important
one being that the dues of those elected to membership cover
their indedtedness for a year so far as dues are concerned,
beginning from the first of the month in which membership
IbegiQS,

A, K, ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the A. K. C. was held in Madison

Square Garden on Feb. 34; Vice-President Edward Brooks
presided. There were present: Associate members (G. W.
H. Ritchie and H. K. Bloodgood)^ American Fox Terrier
Club (H H. Hunnewel), Jr.), American Dachshund Club
(L. A. Klein). American Scottish Terrier Club (James L.
Little), American Spaniel Club (E M. Oldham), Baltimore
Kennel Association (William P. Riffgs), Bloodhound Club
of America (Dr. Alfred F, Stahl), Boston Terrier Club (L.
A. Burritt), Collie Club of America (James Watson), Colum-
bus Fanciers' Club (J, M. Taylor), Danbury Agricultural
Society (G. E. Sears), Gordon Setter Club (Jatnes B. Blos-
som), Great Dane Club of America (Clifford Wood), Mas-
coutah Kennel Club (C. F. R. Drake), National Beagle Club
(H, F, SchellhasO, National Greyhound Club (Horatio Nel-
son), Pacific Fox Terrier Club (C! B. Knocker), Poodle Club
of America (H. G. Trevor), Mohawk Kennel Club (W. T.

•Ford), Butterfly Bench Show Association (D. E. Waters),
•New England Kennel Club (Edward Brooks), Southern Cal-
ifornia Kennel Club (C. D. Bernheimer), St. Bernard Club
of California (George Bargate).
The secretary announced the election of officers and dele-

gates of the associate members as follows: President, H. H.
Hunnewell, Jr,

; Vice-President, H. G. Trevor; Secretary, F.
E. Lewis; Delegates: A, C. Wilmerding, H. K, Bioodgood
and G. W. H. Ritchie.

The credentials of B. S. Horn, delegate of the Duquesne
Kennel Club, not being in proper form, were rejected.
The minutes of the last meeting and of the financial re-

port were accepted as published in the Qazeite.

Officers were elected as follows: President, August Bel-
mont; Vice-President, Edward Brooks; Stud Book Commit-
tee: James Watson, chairman, and Messrs. Schellhass and
Knocker; chairman of field trial and coursing committee,
H. F. Schellhass; Committee on Constitution and Rules: H.
K. Bioodgood (chairman), G. W. H. Ritchie vice Dr. Foote,
and Mei-srs. Watson and Schellhass.
For finance committee the present members were re-elect-

ed, excepting that Mr. L. A. Burritt was elected in the place
of James Mortimer; Mr. A. C. Wilmerding is chairman.
Messrs. Oldham and Bernheimer were elected members of the
inembership committee.

' The credentials of Mr. R. McEwen as representative of
the Canadian Kennel Club were read and accepted The
purpose of the representative was to arrange terms of reci-
procal agreement, and failing better terms to close with the
A. K. C. on the basis of the agreement rejected by the C. K.
C. three years ago. With him was associated Dr. Wesley
MilJs- 'The aforesaid representatives were granted a hear-
ing, and the A. K. C. appomted a committee of three to con-
fer with a like committee of the C. K. C.
The report of the committee on constitution and rules, as

published in the August and January numbers of the Gazette,
regarding the amendments that were put over from the Sep-
tember meeting, was read, aud after considerable discussion
unanimously adopted. It was carried that the changes in
the constitution take effect March 1.

As a reply to a communication from the Bull Terrier Club
asking what rights they had in offering prizes at different
bench shovps, and whether the bench shows could accept
such prizes from a suspended club, the following resolution
was passed: "That no special or regular prize can be
accepted from any person or club under "suspension or dis-
qualification."

The executive committee then met. The afore-mentioned
delegates were present.

On recommendation of the committee on field trials and
coursing meetings, the application of the New England
Beagle Club to have recognized the wins of its first and sec-
ond annual field trials, held respectively in 1893 and 1894,
was granted.

The matter of holding a bench show by the California
State Poultry and Kennel Association on dates which in-
cluded Sunday, and which matter came up at the September
meeting and was referred to the Pacific Advisory Board, waf?
acted on by that body as follows:

Whereas, The California State Poultry and Kennel Associ-
ation has already complettd arrangements for holding its

bench show on certain dates, therefore be it

Resolved, That the best interests of said Association demand
that the dates claimed—viz., Jan. 9, 10, 11 and 13—be granted
it, notwithstanding the fact that one of these dates falls on
Sunday,

,

Resolved, That the Pacific Advisory Board, by the author-
ity vested in it by the A. K. C, does hereby consent to the
holding of said show in the city of Sacramento on Jan. 9, 10
11 and 12, 1897.

'

On motion that report was accepted and placed on file.

The matter of the protest made against the bull terrier
Harper Whiskey at the Stockton show, the ground of the
protest being that the dog belonged to the judge, and that
the dog was shipped to the judge, and that Mr, Heller had
the shipping tag, and that he took off the tags, was disal-
lowed. He was also protested on the ground of deafness.
The Stockton Club did not sustain the protest. Mr, Heller
appealed from their decision. The A. K. C. sent the papers
to the Pacific Advisory Board for investigation, and that
body reported that after a careful reading of the evidence
submitted by both parties the board found that Harper
Whiskey was the li07ia fide property of J. J. Sparrow at the
time of his entry in the Stockton show; that the money was
paid for the dog on the day before the entry was made, and
that said entry was made within the legal time. The board
found further that Harper Whiskey is so deaf that he cannot
hear the ordinary commands, but the board could not decide
whether or not such was his condition at the date of the
Stockton show. The board recommended that as to the
matter of deafness the appeal be dismissed and the award
allowed to stand. The board further recommended that the
forfeit money xjut up by Mr. Heller be returned to him.
The board's report was accepted and placed on file.

In another report the board by resolution decided against
the recognition of the Olympic Gun Club and in favor of a
kennel club. This resolution was, on motion, laid upon the
table.

The report of the committee on membership was next
taken up, and it reported three applications for admissson to
the A K. C. from clubs in California, namely, the San
Francisco Kennel Club and the Olympic Gun Club, of San
Francisco, and the Santa Clara Valley Poultry and Kennel
Club, of San Jose. The application of the Olympic Gun
Club was disapproved by the committee, as it did not
qualify properly for membership. Some debate followed,
showing the animus of the Olympic Gun Club toward a
special keuael club in Sau Francisco. The report of the

membership committee was accepted and its recomtiienda-
tions adopted, upon the ground that the Olympic Gun Club
was not eligible to membership. On ballot, the San Fran-
cisco Kennel Club and the Santa Clara Valley Club were ad-
mitted to membership.
Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh was elected secretary.
The resignations of the Live Stock Society of America,

the Washington City Kennel Club and the Northwestern
Beagle CJub were accepted.
Mr. Samuel Hammonds communication recommending

the making of a new rule compelling specially clubs to file
each year a correct list of accepted judges and roll of mem-
bership with the A. K. C, and the communication from Mr.
Chas. M. Bryant on the subject of making a new rule to
govern all breeds of dogs where divided by the weight limit,
were referred to the committee on constitution and rules.
The appeal of F. J. Rommell, Chicago, for reinstatement,

was referred to the Stud Book committee. He was disquali-
fied in 1893 on the matter of a pedigree.

In respect to the violations of the rules by exhibitors at
Boston, the wins of the following dogs were disqualified:
the pointer Alice Leslie; the setter Cactirs; the spaniels Wool-
ton Baron, Scandal, Middy, Commodore, Woodland Prin-
cess and Goldie S. ; the bull terrier Starlight; the fox terriers
Warren Safeguard and Warren Captious. The following
violations were the fault of the N. E. K, C, : Bloodhounds
Nenus, Clumber, Glenwood Greeting; fox terrier Thornfield
Knockout; Scottish terriers Rhudunan, Wankie Tam and
Wankie Diana The above entries having been made cor-
rectly by exhibitors, the club's forfeit of ,$85 was forfeited.
The secretary was directed to notify the clubs in arrears

that if their dues were not paid within thirty days from date
they would be dropped from the roll.

The treasurer's report was as follows : Balance on hand
Jan, 1, 1897, $8,356 97; receipts from all sources to date,
$1,946.85; total, $5,303,32; disbursements from Jan. 1 1897
$664 16; balance on hand, $4,539.06.
Nine clubs Wi re reported in arrears. The Seattle Kennel

Club informed the A. K C. of the suspension of the bank in
which its funds were on deposit, and promising to liquidate
as soon as possible.

The menibership committee approved the applications for
membership of the Irish Terrier Club of America, the Kan-
sas City Kennel Club and the Kentucky Kennel Club, aud
they were declared active members.
The following prefixes were granted : Abaco, Mrs. M. P

Dawson; Briar Cliff, E. J. & P. Becker: Bristol, Oliver
Ames; Cherokee,W. S. Applegate; Diamond, M. M. Mitchell;
Hudson, C. H. Mantler; Rodney, C G. Hopton; Shiloh, W.
Le Monnier; Woodbine, Frederick Jacobi.

American Spaniel Club.
The annual meeting of the American Spaniel Club was

held at Madison Square Garden Feb. 23.
The president presented the meeting the inclosed report of

the executive committee, showing the work done by the
committee during the past year.
Mr. M, A. Viti, as chairman of the committee on revision

of by-law!5. reported the following changes have been made:
Article IV. to read as follows:

Section 1. It shall be the duty of the executive committee
to endeavor to obtain suitable classes for spaniels at all
bench shows, and that at such shows as agree to abide hy
the standards of the club, and appoint a judge who has been
duly elected to the club's list of judges; the committee shall
have full power to offer such prizes as they may deem ad-
visable in addition to those given by the show authorities.

Section 3 At all shows adopting classification No. 1 the
executive committee shall offer the following prizes: Cash
specials for the best brace of field. Clumber, Irish water and
cocker spaniels.

At all shows adopting classification No. 3 the executive
committee shall offer cash specials for the best brace of field,
Clumber or Irish water and cocker spaniels, and at all shows
adopting classification No. 3 the executive committee shall
offer cash specials for the best brace of all spaniels over
381bs. and for the best brace of cocker spaniels. Provided,
however, that the special prizes to be offered as aforesaid
shall not be paid or awarded to any exhibitor unless at least
two braces of spaniels shall compete for these prizes, and
provided further, that the secretary shall so notify any
show committee adopting the club's classifications.
At all shows adopting classification No. 1 the executive

committee shall offer at least two challenge prizes, and at
all shows adopting classification No. 3 the executive com-
mittee shall offer at least one challenge prize, in addition to
the above cash special jjrizes.

Section 3. That these prizes shall be known as "American
Spaniel Club special prizes."

In Article V., changing Section 1 so as to provide for the
annual election of club judges. «

Also by changing Article IX. to read as follows: "These
by-laws may be altered, amended or suspended by a majority
vote of the members present at the annual meeting of the
club, provided ten (10) days' notice has been given' to each
member of the club of the proposed change. Notice of
such alterations or amendments shall be sent at once to each
member of the club."
The executive committee also reported that in future the

words "over381bs. and under 381bs." shall be stricken out
wherever they appear, and that the spaniels be designated aa
field spaniels and cocker spaniels according to the standard
of the club.

Some .slight changes have been made in classification No.
1, copy of' which is herewith inclosed.

Ballots were taken fcr an executive committee for the en-
suing year, and the following gent,leme;i duly elected: E. M.
Oldham, M. A. Viti, Dr. S. J. Bradbury, K. Bioodgood,
R. P. Keasbey.
Meeting of the ,new executive committee was held imme-

diately after the annual meeting. Mr. E M. Oldham was
elected president, and Dr. S J. Bradbury sec'y-treasurer,
and Mr. E. M. Oldham was elected delegate to the American
Kennel Club.

The following motions Were duly seconded and carried:
Wliereas, R P. Keasbey, Esq,, has by diligent efforts effi-

ciently served the club as its secretary for several years, and
whereas Mr. Keasbey has declmed a nomination for that
office.

Resolved, That the thanks of the club be extended Mr.
Keasbey for his services during the past, and that these min-
utes be spread upon the records of the club.

Resolved, That a vote of thanks be offered to Dr. S. J. Brad-
bury for the use of his apartments by the executive commit-
tee for their regular monthlv meetings.
The annual dinner of the club was held at 17 East Twenty
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second street, Zaughere, on the same evening, and was voted
a great success by all present. The executive committee
only hope that another year will see more present.

Dr. S. ,T. Beadbtirt, Sec'y-Treas.

Irish Setter Club.

The annual meeting of the Irish Setter Club of America
was held at the Madison Square Garden, New York, Feb.
a.5, at 13 o'clock; Dr. G. G. Davis in the chair,

Present: Dr. G. G. Davis, James B. Blossom, B; L.
Clements, F. L. Clieney, Woodruff Sutton, Geo. H. Thom-
son, and by proxy W. L. Washington,
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and ap-

proved.
The treasurer's report, showing a balance of $68.46, was

read and apjjroved.

It was moved and seconded that the secretary be em-
powered to have the constitution and by-laws printed as
amended, with the list of officers for the ensuing year.

It was decided to continue the standard for Irish setters

originally adopted by the club.

It was also decided to offer a special prize of $10 to the
Kentucky Kennel Club and $10 to the Baltimore Kennel
Association for the best Irish setter in open classes that has
been placed in any stake in a field trial, said setter to be
owned by a member of the Irish Setter Club.
Mr. James M. Bullock, of Philadelphia, was elected a

member,
A field trial committee, consisting of Messrs. Cheney,

Clements and Thomson, was appointed, with power to offer
such prizes at field trials and bench shows as in their judg-
ment may be best calculated to further the interests of the
Irish setter.

The following gentlemen were then elected to hold office

for the ensuing year: President, Dr. G. G Davis; Vice-
President, James B. Blossom; Secretary-Treasurer, Geo. H.
Thomson; Executive Committee: P. L. Cheney, Woodruff
Sutton, B. L. Clements, Dr. Wilham Jarvis and Ray Tomp-
kins.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.
Geo. H, Thomson, Sec'y.

Gordon Setter Club.

The annual meeting of the Gordon Setter Club of Amer-
ica was held in Madison Square Garden on Feb. 22,

The minutes of the previous meetings and the secretary-
treasurer's report were approved. The president was em-
powered to make arrangements for and hold field trials

during the coming autumn if in his judgment he should find
sufficient support to do so. The president, Mr. Blossom,
was continued as delegate to the A. K, C. The election of
members during the past year was approved. It was
resolved that the managers of dog shows be requested to in-

crease the number and value of prizes in the challenge classes,

so that the good dogs which were continually being buried
therein might be resurrected to public competition by induce-
ments at least equal to those offered to poor novices and
poorer puppies. The following were re-elected ofiicers and
executive committee for the ensuing year: President, James
B. Blossom; Vice-Pre&ident, John R. Oughton, Dwight, 111.;

Secretary-Treasurer, L. A. Van Zandt; Executive Commit-
tee: C. C, Hendee, E. K, Sperry, Geo. Bleistem, E. H.
Schusen.

Pointer Club of America.
The annual meeting of the Pointer Club of America was

held on Feb. 22, at 'Madison Square Garden, New York.
Present: Me,ssrs. Jarvis, Brush, Root, Mott, Blyth, James,
Westlake, Knox, McSherry, Webster, Lewis and Pickhardt.
Mr. J Roger McSherry presided. The minutes of the last

meeting were read and accepted. The treasurer's report was
read and accepted.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as
follows: President, George J. Gould; Vice-President,
Frederick S. Webster; Treasurer, C, F. Lewis; Secretary,

W. H. Brush; Board of Governors: J. Roger McSherry,
Thomas Blyth, R. E. Westlake, J. D. James, George .Jarvis,

James Mortimer; Delegate to the American Kennel Club,
George Jarvis. Mr. Frederick G. Lenoir was elected to
membership.

It was resolved that the Pointer Club of America shall
offer a breeder's cup, the conditions under which it shall be
competed for shall be regulated and determined by the board
of governors.

E. F. T. C.^ Meeting.

A MEETDTG of the Eastern Field Trials Club was held in
Madison Square Garden at 4 P. M , Feb. 23. Twelve mem-
bers were present. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., President, in the
chair. The reports of the secretary and treasurer were read
and approved. The treasurer's report showed a balance of
$65 in the treasury for the year ending Dec. 31, 1896.
The club's trials are to be held at Newton, N. C, on the

club's preserve, beginning with the Members' Stake, Satur-
day, Nov. 13, to be followed with the Derby, open to all

pointers and setters whelped after Jan, 1, 1896. The All-
Age Stake is open to all pointers and setters which have not
won a first prize in the open stakes of the United States and
Continental trials. The purses in each stake are $600. The
Subscription Stake is open to the world for pointers and set-

ters. I'he heats in the first series to be two hours each.
Purse $500. The judges selected are: Col. Arthur Merriman,
Memphis, Tenn., and S. C. Bradley, Greenfield Hill, Conn,
The third judge will be selected later.

S, C. Bradley, Sec'y.

Irish Terrier Club.

A RATrPiCATiON meeting of the Irish Terrier Club of
America, which was organized in December, 1896, was held
on Feb. 23, at Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr.
Edward Brooks presided. Present: O. W. Donner, Edward
Brooks, G. M. Weld, H. G. T. Martin, E. L. Beadleston, S.

L. Sacketc, W. A. Thomson, Morton E. Cobb. Bancroft C.
Davis, M. Bruckheimer, Thos. Wise, Jr., Singleton Van
Schaick, A constitution and bj'-laws was adopted, and an
election of offi cers for the ensuing year resulted as follows

:

President, Oliver Ames; Vice-President, W. L. Beadleston;
Treasurer, S, D. Parker; Secretary, O. W. Donner; Board
of Governors: Oliver Ames, W. L. Beadleston, S. D Parker,
0. W. Donner, Edward Brooks, B. L. Sackett, G. M. Weld,
W. A. Thomson; Delegate to the American Kennel Club,
W. L. Beadleston.
The standard adopted by the club is the revision made by

the Irish Terrier Club of Great Britain.

THE GOULD CUP.
MoNTPBLiER, Miss., Feb. 22.~E(litor Forest and Stream:

I have just received Forest and Stream of Feb. 6, in
which your reporter ably describes one side of the question
of the All-Age Absolute for the Gould Cup, which should
have been run for at West Point, Miss., Jan. 23. I will en-
deavor to give another side, which the said reporter carefully
ignores.

First: The holder of the cup had no right whatever to
have the said cup in his possession, his time of hokling it

having expired, and it should have been delivered over to
the secretary of the club before the competition.

Second: The said holder of the cup had no possible fur-
ther claim on the same, as he was beaten in the All-Age
Stake.

Third: In Rule L of the U. S. F. T. will be found that
the management shall be intrusted to the governors of the
club, and with them lies the interpretation of all rules. They
shall decide upon all matters not provided for in their rules,

I think it will be found in the minutes of the club meeting
that evening that the judges did not decide that Tippoo had
won by default of Tony Boy, as stated, but that it was so
decided by the members present. I know Mr. Dexter pre-
sided at the meeting and declined to vote or have any say in
the matter, he being the owner of Tippoo.

I believe in the case of all horse and yacht racing when
one competitor fails to start the cup is awarded to the other.
In the face of this, 1 would say that if the judges erred at all

it was in not making Tippoo run over the course that day for
the two-hour limit.

Of course I am aware that a win by default is a very
empty honor, but the cup was awarded to Tippoo, and legally
so, by the rules of the club, and in the face of the above 1
fail to see the right of the former winner to withhold the
same. C. E. Buckle.

[Briefly touching on Mr. Buckle's foregoing charge of an
ez parte treatment of the matter of the absolute heat for the
Gould cup at the recent II. 8, F. T. C. trials, it is but fair to
say that the cup matter was treated in the most impartial
manner by us, and in accordance with the facts pertaining
to it. As Mr. Buckle is a directly interested party, it is not
a cause of wonderment that our impartial statement might
to him seem to be partial when it was opposed to bis personal
interests and beliefs. Under such circumstances his letter

might have been in better taste had it dealt with the matter
on its merits instead of weakly pleading unfairness.
As the circumstances may not be known to every one, it

may be well to review them. On Saturday, .June 23, the
All-Age running was finished. The Derby absolute was
run. The All-Age setter and the All-Age pointer winners
were next in order of competition for the Gould cup. Mr.
Rose then announced that Tony Boy was ill, and therefore
he objected to running him. Both judges made a personal
examination of him. Mr. Buckle, who was near by all the
while, then announced that he did not care to win the cup
by default. The discussion and hesitation lasted some min-
utes. At last the judges announced that the heat between
Tony Boy and Tippoo was postponed to some day in the week
following. The party returned to town with this under-
standing. The secretary wrote it on the club's bulletin
board and it so stood during several hours. We maintained
in our report that there was no default on the part of Tony
Boy under the circumstances. The consent of all concerned
to a postponement of the heat till a day in the following
week waived all question of default. That later the club or
judges or both arbitrarily decided that Tippoo had won by
the default of Tony Boy is no more pertinent to the matter
at that stage than if the King of Ashantee had so decided it,

since they had no authority to decide in that manner.
In his letter to Mr. W. B. Stafford, Secretary U. S. F. T.

C, Mr. George J. Gould, announcing the gift of the cups.
Imposed certain conditions, among which were these: "The
winner of the Pointer All-Age Stake and the winner of
the Setter All-Age Stake to run a final trial for the trophy,
the heat or heats not to be shorter than two hours, the
judge or judges to insist on thoroughly broken dogs."
Mr. Gould specified that the trophies were offered under

the ''conditions and restrictions" specified by him.
It is palpable that the donor did not contemplate a win by

default, and it is equally palpable that the U. S. Club so in-

terpreted it when it incorporated the following in its rules:

"The absolute trial for the Gould cup raust be at least one
hour's duration in the Derby and two hours' duration in the
All-Age Stake," etc. This is a mandatory condition. This
rule fully provides for the matter, contrary to Mr. Buckle's
third objection, dealt with hereinafter.

Mr. Buckle makes his objections under three heads. The
first one will now be considered. The holder of the cup had
a right to hold it till there was competition for it again.
The "conditions and restrictions" of the gift absolutely re-

quired competition for it. The U. S. Club's rules were man-
datory in requiring competition. Now there either was
competition or there was not. If there was, the cup could
be awarded. If there was not, it could not, Mr. Buckle
did not compete for it, and therefore he has no more stand-
ing in the matter than all others who did not compete. That
he was qualified to compete makes no difference. Actual
competition is what is essential. To be eligible is another
matter.

Now as to his second objection, it may be said in reply
that the All-Age stake within itself had do bearing whatever
on the cup except in so far as to qualify a competitor for it.

The cup had no relation to the determination of the All Age
Stakes. It was distinctly detached from them. It applied
only to the winners of them. The competition of the two
winners for the cup related to the two winners and no other
dogs. Whether the holder of the cup was or was not beaten,
in the All Age Stake is entirely irrelevant. Until there was
competition for the cup, the last holder of it was rightfully
the legal holder. The competition in the absolute heat is the
point at issue, and not what was done elsewhere.
As to the third objection, the club's rules undoubtedly

govern its own affairs. The cups, however, were special
prizes, governed by "conditions and restrictions" not in the
club's rules, and yet they were "conditions and restrictions" to
which the club had acquiesced when it accepted the trophies.
Those special restrictions were paramount to the club's rules.
They govern the trophies absolutely.

Mr. Buckle raises very indiscreetly the point that the man-
agement shall be intrusted to the governors of the club, and
with them lies the interpretation of the rules, and that they
shall decide on all matters not provided for in their rules.
The implication is that they can do about as they please.
However, the plea made by Mr. Buckle is irrelevant:
first, because managing the affairs of the club is some-
thing distinctly apart from the judging; and, second, the

whole question at issue is fully provided for in the rules. He
thus is wrong in his understanding of the board's relation to
the matter-. If the board of governors rejected the decision
of the judges in the matter, and took it upon themselves to
decide arbitrarily as it best pleased them, they could place
any dog in the stake as they pleased, overrule the judges as
they pleased, and generally convey a most unpleasant implica-
tion of the extent and trend of their powers. And yet if

they choose to act illegally, as Mr. Buckle holds they did do,
it by no means follows that their ruling will be either re-

spectfully heeded or obeyed. If the judges did not decide
that Tippoo won, the board surely had no right to arbitrarily
take the matter into their own hands.
The matter of horse and yacht racing is not analogous. If

the horse or yacht owner waived his right to win by default,
the case would then be analogous to the one under considera-
tion.

In conclusion it maybe said that once recognize the sound-
ness of a win by default and the honor of winning the cup
would not be worth a picayune.]

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
The prize list of the Duquesne Kennel Club's fourth an-

nual show, to be held beginning March 24, can be obtained
of the secretary, Mr. W. B. Littell, Box 754, Pittsburg.
Entries close on March 13.

Mr. S. B. Cummings, secretary of the Monongahela Val-
ley Game and Fish Protective Association, writes us that
the association's next trials will be held on its preserve,
Greene county, Pennsylvania, on Nov. 2 to 6.

At a field trial held recently at Aiken, S. C, Mr, H. B.
Duryea, judge, Mr. F. R. HitchcocR's Tory Topaz won the
cup offered by Mr. F. T. Moorhead. The number of entries
and other particulars are not at hand, but it was a friendly
local affair of the kind that could be copied with profit
throughout the game country.

Mr. W. E. Littell, Secretary of theDuquesne Kennel Club,
writes that Mr. L. C. Sauveur has resigned as judge at the
Pittsburg show, and that his classes have been turned over
to Mr. J. Mortimer.

Owing to delays in making arrangements for the show of
field trial winners at the Sportsmen's Exhibition, the matter
has been given over for this year.

"My Dog and I," a treatise on dogs, by H. W, Hunting-
ton, the latest work on canine matters from the press, con-
tains the scale of points and description of nearly every
recognized breed of dogs There are also special depart-
ments devoted to the dog in health and sickness.

The first field trials of the Alabama Field Trials Club
were run on Feb. 15 at Madison, Ala. The judges were
W. B. Stafford and W. B. Hamilton, Columbus, Miss,
There were five starters in the Derby, namely, H. H. May-
berry's pointer Alabama Girl. T. W. O'Byrne's pointer Red-
skin, H. K. Milner's pointer Alameda, Ash ford & Spencer's
Oiho, and T. T. Ashford's pointer bitch Balsora. Winners:
First, Alabama Girl; second, Alameda; third, Balsora. In
the Alabama Stakes there were four starters: F.W.Dun-
ham's pointer Elgin's Dash, T. T Ashford's HessieD., W. J.
Love's Ijove's Kent, and R. M. Ward's setter dog ISrook's
Gladstone. Winners: First, Elgin's Dash; second, Hessie
D. ; third. Brook's Gladstone,

A meeting of the committees of the A, K. C. and the C.
K. C, in the matter of reciprocity between the two clubs, was
held in the A, K C rooms, 55 Liberty street, New York, on
Feb. 25, and no settled conclusion was reached. The C. K,
C. was requested to formulate what it would concede.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

Wheeling for Trout in the White Mountains.
Ipswich, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Frank and I
had been at Jackson for two weeks on a fishing excursion.
We had brought our wheels, for although the surrounding
country is very hilly we thought that it would be easier to
wheel than to walk, and much more economical than to hire
a carriage every time we wished to go a-fishing.

JacRson is a summer resort in the White Mountains. It is

a veritable fisherman's paradise, abounding in numerous
streams filled with sleek, gamy trout.

One evening after a very fatiguing tramp through the
Notch and Tuckerman's Ravine, I was sitting on the piazza
of the hotel enjoying my cigar, when Frank came to me and
said: "Ted, I have just been talking to Mr. Crawford, and
he tells me there is excellent fishing at Glen Ellis Falls. I
want you to go with me to-morrow. Will you?"

"Yes," said I; "but as it is a seven-mile jaunt and mostly
up-hill work, we will need an early start."

' 'Is 4 o'clock too early ?"

"Not a bit."

Having thus settled the matter, we left orders for an early
breakfast and lunch to be put up, oiled our bicycles and put
our tackle in order.

After a very short sleep, in fact it seemed to me as if I
had just closed my eyes, there came a loud knock at my
door. I hustled into my clothes and soon joined Frank.
On emerging from my room I heard some people moving

about downstairs, and soon a carriage drove up to the deor.
"What does all this mean, Frank?" said 1.

"It means that some of the other guests have heard of our
prospective trip and are going to follow us to the fishing
ground," he replied.

"Well, in that easel don't need any breakfast." said 1.

"Is the luncheon and bait ready? Yes? Well, let's mount
and get away."
At last we were under way and swiftly pedaling on to-

ward our destination. After an hour's hard riding we
arrived at the falls, and unstrapping our rods and lunch we
hid our silent steeds in the woods.
We had been fishing nearly half an hour before we heard

the hotel party. Their horses seemed very much worn out
and exhausted, as if they had been urged in trying to catch
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up with our wheels. The three men who composed the

patty soon appeared on the hanks of the stream arrayed in

long fisherman's hoots, shooting jackets and large sombreros.

We went up stream wbile they went down.
A t noon Frank had twenty bea,uties, I had only seventeen.

While eating our lunch we saw a great dark cloud gather-

ing overhead.
Frank remarked that he believed it would rain cats and

dogs inside of two hours, but as the fish were rising freely

Tve waited a little longer before turning homeward.
Just as we were taking our rods apart the party from the

hotel came in sight. They had had poor luck, having only

caught ten small trout for three rods.

"It's all your fault," they said. "You fished oat the

stream ahead of us and got all the best trout."

_]iSiatura]ly they were not in the best of humors. While
talking to them we made fast our rods to our wheels and

prepared to leave, hut the hotel party were loath to go, hop-

ing to retrieve their bad lucK. Afterward they had reason

to regret that they did not go when we did. Having got

everything ready, we started on our downward journey. It

was a thrilling coast! Not having on brakes, and not being

able to hold liack on the pedals, we had to coast. Down we
flew, bumping over stones and swerving from side to side as

we rushed on. Soon the lightning began to flash and small

raindrops to strike our faces. The church spires of Jackson

were in view, and there was only one mile more to go.

Looking at Frank, who was. ahead of me, I saw his wheel

give a leap into the air; he went at least Ifl. above his saddle

and I expected to see him fall, but he did not. By some
miracle he regained his seat, steadied his wabbling wheel

and continued on his way.
In watching him I had failed to notice a deep gully in the

road made by the rain until too late. Now I was in the air,

my wheel seeming to leap from under me By luck I re-

gained my seat and flew on.

Soon the hotel loomed up, and I managed to put my foot

under the front fork against the tire, thus stopping slowly

and gradually. 1 uttered a silent prayer of thanksgiving for

my preservation and restoration to the comforts of civiliza-

tion.

After we had been home for three hours, during which
time it rained fast and furiously, the hotel carriage started

for the party who had chosen to go fishing with a team
rather than on wheels Frank and I did not envy them their

. enforced stay in the woods, exposed to the fury of the ele-

Lments. Theodore 8. Haxb.

Bicycle Tools.

American riders, as a rule, like to ride with their wheels

stripped of all encumbrance. Anything tending to detract

-from the appearance of their machines or to increase the

weight is looked upon with disfavor. Even lamps and tool

.bags are dispensed with when possible.

From time to time we meet with ingenious riders who
^itilize the hollow space of the tubing for carrying the arti-

cles which commonly go into the tool bag. When the seat

]post is out there is a convenient receptacle in the center

brace tube which can be utilized by fitting inside a long,

narrow bag. The wrench, provided it is small enough,

small hand pump, lire repair outfit, including plugs and tape,

graphite, extra hnks for chain, etc., may all be carried 'in

this bag, care being taken to wrap the metal articles so that

they wdl not ] attle. Sometimes the seat post itself is utilized

instead of the tubing of the frame, but as a rule its inside

dimension is too small to admit carrying the common tools.

The chief objection to this method of dispensing with the

tool bag is that it makes too much trouble getting at tools.

It offers an advantageous receptacle for extra nuts, links, or

tire repair outfit, articles which are not often needed ; but the

pump and wrench should be where they can be gotten at

more easily.

We are told that a combined pump and wrench that will

shortly be put upon the market will have an important effect

in doi'ng away with the tool bag. The pump is a hand pump
of the best type, which has an elliptical cross section, and

which, while more easily carried in hip or breast pocket than

the ordinary pump, has about double its capacity. The
wrench fits inside, and is characterized by great strength and

leverage, gained by the addition of the pump section. A
screw driver is also incorporated in the tool.

A Pocket Bicycle.

A Fbencb^man named Leguir, who is an enthusiastic

bicyclist, and has untold trouble with train guards and bag-

gage-men when transporting his wheel on the rai'ways, has

invented a pocket bicycle. This name is not to be taken

literally; the bicycle cannot he folded so closely as to go into

a man's pocket. However, each whed, after the rubber

.tiring hasi)een removed, may be taken apartin four sections

and these sections clapped together as a fan would be, so

that the whole machine goes into a case of about the size re-

quired for five or six umbrellas. M. Leguir carries the pack-

age with a shawl strap. A Berlin editor who went to Paris

to examine the machine, with the intention of having one

made for his own use, remarked after his return: "All very

well, but we shall think a long time before trusting our own
bones to this machine."

signed for J. B. Mills. Both of these yachts would have
been built just the same, whatever the fate of the draft
limit scheme had been.
In the smallest class, the Seawanhaka 20-footers, the indi-

cations are that quite a number will be built, and in the East
the itft. l.w.l. class will be strong in new boats. In theWest
the 30-footers and 1-raters promise to be very popular, and a
number of new boats are under way.
The next size, the "raceabout," or the fl,n de sledle perver-

sion of the late knockabout, promises to be popular and
numerous. The Herreshoffs alone have orders lor four of

these boats, Lawley's shops are full of both "raceabouts"
and knockabouts, and other Eastern designers and builders
are busy over the same classes. Some veritable knockabouts
are on the stocks, but it is very evident that they must be
essentially cruising and not racing craft.

The larger classes up to 30ft. or so promise to be well filled

with new and old boats about New York and Boston as well,

and the only racing of the year will be in these different

small classes. In the large schooners the rebuilt Emerald
will meet Colonia for what promises to be the final struggle
of the pair.
The greatest activity in building is in the class of naphtha

and other power boats of small to moderate size Much has
been done of late to develop the naphtha craft of 60ft, or so
l.w.l., a size that gives fair accommodation and is capable of

general cruising, and more of these boats are under con-
struction than ever before. The demand for the smaller
cabin launches of 35 to 40ft. is also very good; while the open
launches of all kinds are quite as popular as ever.

In steam yachts proper very little is being done, some five

or six yachts of moderate size, and no very large ones.

Taken altogether, and considering the long prevailing de-

pression in business, the outlook is not so bad as it might be;

but as far as the revival of yacht racing in the large and
medium classes is concerned, it is most discouraging.

The meeting of the representatives of the Boston and
New York clubs took place at the Bo.^ton Athletic Club on
Feb. 22, there being present from the Y. R. A. of Massachu-
setts Messrs. Louis M. Clark, A. H. Higginson, A. T. Bliss,

H. M. Faxon, T. B. Jacobs, Walter Burgess and N. B. Stone;
and from the Y. R. A. of Long Island Sound, Messrs. F. B.
Jones, E. B. Hart and C. P. Tower. Pres. Clark occupied
the chair, with Mr. Bliss as secretary. The question of a
national association, and of its details, was thoroughly dis-

cussed, the opinion being in favor of some action, in spite of

certain obvious obstacles. It was finally decided to call a
conference of American yachting associations and clubs, to

be held at New York on Oct. 1, 1897, with_ a view to the or-

ganization of a permanent national association.

As matters now stand in yachting, the Boston and New
York associations have taken the best action possible in
postponing immediate action just prior to the opening of the
racing season, but at the same time determining on a defi-

nite and positive policy for future action. At the present
time it would be impossible to accomplish more than a nom-
inal union, with a few uniform rules and a general difference'

in the main point, the measurement rule. Seven months
hence the conditions may be different; for one thing, the
idea of union will be a familiar one to all interested. It is

further possible that by that time some practicable sugges-
tion for a new measurement rule may be produced; and also

that the mischievous tendencies of a length rule with no tax
on sail may be fully demonstrated in the East, thus pavjng
the way for a more rational and modern rule.

The progress thus far in the direction of union, in spite of

the wet blanket thrown by the New York Y. C, is most
gratifying. The idea has been widely exploited and general-
ly well received, yachtsmen have become interested in it and
are now studying its possibilities. By the time of the.con-
ference the way should be open to organization on a perma-
nent and fairly complete basis.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream is the'

Recognized 'medium of communication between the maker of yachts-
' men's supplies and ths yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns

continuously for years.

Now THAT the building season is nearing its end, it must
be admitted that the show of new boats is most unsatisfac-

tory. When the proposed changes in the rules were before

the clubs in the fall, stories were heard on every hand of men
who were eager to build racing yachts, schooners, 70-footers

and 51-footer8, but who would be deterred if the limit of

. draft and similar measures were not at once rushed through.
The rules as proposed were adopted, willingly in some clubs

and unwillingly in others—and with the result that not one
- new keel was laid. The only racing yacht of even moderate
size that will be launched this spring is the 5t-footer Syce,

F. M. Hoyt, and this yacht begun before the limit of draft

was proposed. Later on in the year, too late for the racing,

Another jaxiixi yriH he added to the class, the Fife ya«ht de-

One-Design Boats for the Bristol Channel.

The Yachting World of Feb. 13 publishes the conditions
of a new one-design class established by the Penarth Y. C.
on the Bristol Channel, all being built from a design, by
Harold Clayton. The committee has drawn up the follow-
ing regulations, the object being to produce a wholesome
and useful type of boat of limited cost, and yet capable of
racing:

1. All boats to be built from the accompanying designs
and specifications, and under the supervision of the designer.

2. Sail area limited to 200sq. ft., Y. R. A, measurement,
to be distributed at the discretion of the owners. Sail area
to be measured by official measurer of the class.

3. No boat is allowed any alterations of hull or ballast, and
any alteration rendered necessary by change of rig must be
notified to the committee.

4. Each hoat shall be provided with either tanks or corks,
80 as to be rendered unsinkable with crew on board. All
boats to be so tested by official measurer.

5. Sailing Rules.—(a) Y. R. A.; (b) crews shall be limited
to two; (c) no paid hands allowed; (d) each boat shall carry
when racing an anchor not under 151bs. in weight and 15
fathoms of rope, also a life buoy ready for use.

6. Management of Class.—All members of the P. Y. C.
shall be eligible as members of the class.

7. Gentlemen not members of the P. Y. C. may be admitted
at discretion of the committee of the class on payment to the
designer of his fee of £1 Is. for use of design, and shall be
allowed to compete in all races.

8. A committee consisting of boat owners of class (one
boat, one vote) shall be formed, which shall decide on all

questions (other than racing) concerning boats competing in
this class.

9. No alteration or addition to these rules shall be made
without a two-thirds majority.

10. All races shall be sailed under the management of the
sailing committee of the P. Y. C.

SPEClFICATIOJrS OF BOATS.

Keel—American elm, 6 x l^in, amidsliips, tapering to fore
end.
Stem—English oak, also apron.
Transom—American elm.
Timbers—Bent timbers, American elm, 1 x }£in.

Deck Beams—%in. x Sin. in middle and Sin. at gunwale, of
white pine. Beams at each end of well to be of elm, with
upright support underneath.
Center Case—Yellow pine, lin., 5ft. xl5in., slot Hin., with

larger hole for bulb to come up.
Rudder Trunk—Brass pipe.

Planking—Kin. full archangel spruce, picked wood, ten
strakes a side.

Deck—3^in. spruce, to be covered with calico and painted,
the middle plank to be %m., and let in flush with the rest.

Deck, 7in. round at the highest point.

Cockpit Carlins—1 x 3in. white pine joined to gunwale by
half beams %x2in., 1ft. apart.
Rubbing Strake—American elm, IxlJ^in., half round.
Coamings—American elm, 4in. high forward and Sin. high

aft.

Samson Post—Oak, 2>^ia. square, to be fitted 4ft. from
stemhead.
Mast Step—Block of oak to be screwed on to keel.
Cockpit Floor—Jain, soft wood flooring, to be supported

on six soft wood timbers, Kin., to be butted against center
coae aud screweA to 9kiQ ot boat,

Moulds—Boat to be built on eleven moulds (a full-sized

drawing of which will be supplied).
Fastenings—All fastenings to be of copper or brass.
Painting—Two coats of paint inside and one outside, to be

supplied.
Rudder—English elm, J^in.
Weight of Plate—801bs., with bulb 180, made of Kin- mild

steel and galvanized.
Draft with Plate-^ft.
Price of Boat—.£20. Estimated price complete, including

sails and all fittings, 15 fathoms of mooring line and moor-
ings, £30.

The Xiake Yachtsmen.
We have received copies of the new books of the Yacht

Racing Union of the Great Lakes and the Lake Yacht Racing
Association. The former thus far includes the following
clubs: Buffalo Y. C, Citizens' Y. A. of Detroit, Cleveland Y,
C, Detroit Y. C, Put-in-Bay Y. C, Sandusky Y. C, Toledo
Y. C. and the West End Y. C; all forming the Interlake Y.
R. A. of Lake Erie; and the following clubs forming the
Lake Y. R. A. of Lake Ontario: Bay of Quinte Y. C, of
Belleville; Buffalo Y. C, Kingston Y. C, Oswego Y. C,
Rochester Y. C, Queen City Y. C. and Royal Canadian Y.
C. , of Toronto; Royal Hamilton Y, G., Victoria Y. C. , the
latter two of Hamilton, Ont.-

The officers are: Chairman of Council, ^milius Jarvis, R.
C. Y. C; Sec'v, Frank R. Frey, Toledo Y. C. Members of
Council: E, W, Radder, Cleveland Y. C; F. B. Hower, Buf-
falo Y. C; S. H. Jones, Detroit Y. C; E. H. Ambrose, R. H.
Y. C; J. E. Burroughs, Rochester Y. C.
Thus far the Lake Michigan clubs have held aloof from the

LTnion, some of the yachtsmen being opposed to the rules
adopted by the yachtsmen of the other two lakes as to
measurement, Corinthian crews, limitation of midship sec-

tion and other important points. It is unfortunate that dif-

ferences exist which prevent a union of all the clubs on the
chain of lakes, as the interests of fresh-water yachting de-
mand on all such a union as now exists on two. The rules
of the Y. R. U. have already been published in the Forest
AND Stream.
The officers of the L. Y. R. A. are: Pres., E. H. Ambrose,

R. H. Y. C; Vice-Pres., T. B. Pritchard, Rochester Y. C;
Sec'y, Frank M. Gray, R. C. Y. C. Council: F. B. Hower,
Buffalo Y. C. ; Frank Strange, Kingston Y. C; R. A. Downey,
Oswego Y. C; Owain Martin, Queen City Y. C; Rev. C. E,
Whitcombe, Victoria Y. C. The rules of the L. Y. R. A.
differ from those of the Y. R. U. only in that they recognize
a 22ft. class and that the limit of midship section is less by
l}{ per cent, owing to the action of some of the delegates, as
already recorded^

The Imperial Yacht Club, of Germany.
We have just received a copy of the very handsome year

hook of the Imperial Yacht Club, of Germany, one of the
most elaborate books of the kind published. The illustra-

tions, as usual, are a prominent and interesting feature, the
frontispiece being a double-page illustration in colors of a
painting by Hans Bohrdt of the Imperial yacht Meteor,
winning the race of June 19, 1896. Meteor's dimensions are
given as follows: Length over all, 123ft. 4in.; l.w.l., 89ft. 3ln.;

beam, extreme, 24ft. lin.; l.w.l., 23ft.. 4Kin.; draft, 18ft.; sail

area, 12,477sq. ft.; measurement by German Sailing Union
rule 226.00, by Y. R. A. rule 101,9 L. R, Some excellent half-

tone views are given of Meteor under way and in dock, and
of her steam tender Evangeline. Other pictures are views
of German yachting ports. Very full accounts of all the
races of the .season, and also of cruises made by the club
yachts, are given. The collection of designs, which is always
an interesting feature of the book, this year includes three
small yachts, as these craft are now of special importance to
Gertnan yachtsmen. Two bulb-fins, Luv and Hay, with the
famous Sorceress, now owned and raced by a German yachts-
man under the name of Cuckoo. His Majesty, the Emperor
of Germany, is commodore of the club, and his brother,
Prince Henry of Prussia, is vice-commodore.

The Indiana Yacht and Boating Club.

We have received from the Indiana Yacht and Boating
Club, of Wawasee Lake, Ind., a very handsome pamphlet,
containing a list of members and yachts, fixtures, et<3. This
inland club was founded through the exertions of one man,
Dr. John F. Wright, of Columbus, Ind., an amateur de-
signer, mechanic and sailor, whose work has been illustrated
in the Forest and Stream. It is located far from yacht-
ing centers and from other clubs, and was formed under
many difficulties; but it has now a membership of twenty-
five and a fleet of eleven yachts. Races are held regularly
through the season, the programme for 1897 being: Series
for club trophy, July (3, 13, 20, 27, Aug. 3; annual fleet man-
euver, Aug. 10; series for Wawasee Inn trophy, carnival week,
Aug. IS, 18, 20. The officers are: Com., Dr. John F. Wright;
Vice-Com., R. M. Fishback; Sec'y-Treas. , J. K. Lilly, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Regatta Committee: W, P. Kappes, H. S.

Hicks, J. K. Lilly. The book is illustrated by excellent half-
tones, a portrait of Com. Wright, and views of the yachts
and waters. The Wawasee Inn trophy was won last year by
the 20-footer Problem, designed by Com. Wright.

The Mediterranean Races.

The first day of the Mediterranean races, Feb. 20, was
rainy and hazy oft" Marseilles. Ailsa, Britannia, Samphire and
other yachts of various sizes started in a handicap race over
a 24-mile course, three rounds of a triangle, for three prizes
offered by the President of the French Republic, open to
yachts of over 10 tons. Britannia won, with Ailsa second
and Samphire third. The next day was clear, with a strong
N.W. wind; the same course was sailed, Britannia beating
Ailsa by 8 seconds in corrected time.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES-
The annual meeting of the Interlake Y. A., of Lake Erie,

was held at Sandusky, O., on Feb. 13, the following officers

being elected: Commodore, S. O. Richardson, Toledo; Vice-
Commodore, Henry Look, Detroit; Secretary-Treasurer, O.
Schimansky, Sandusky; Rear-Commodore, George T. Bliss,

Brie, Pa,; Fleet Captain, W. L. Otis, Cleveland; Measurer, J.

W. Hepburn, Toledo; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. B. Beeman, Cleve-
land. Regatta Committee: R. D. Potter, Toledo; Otto Bar-
thel, Joseph Bressler, W. 6. Bean, Detroit, and G. F. Ander-
son, Sandusky. The association formally voted to accept
membership in the Yacht Racing Union, and the following
delegates were elected: W. Radder, Cleveland; P. B. Hower,
Buffalo, and S. H. Jones, Detroit. The Detroit Boat Club
was admitted to membership.

The decision of the courts by which the original verdict in
the suit of C. C. Clark against Bayard Thayer, for damages
in the collision of the schooners Idlewild and Constellation
was set aside, has just been reversed by the Appellate Court,
and the verdict of $4,500 for personal damages in Mr. Clark's
favor stands, the allowance of $450 for damages to his yacht
being set aside.

Another new yacht has been ordered for the Seawanhaka
20ft. class, to be designed by Gardner & Cox, for Com. Rouse
and Colgate Hoyt, of the club. She will be a fin keel, and
will be sailed by Sherman Hoyt, who handled Paprika so
ably last season. Mr. Cox and F. M. Hoyt, owners of the
new 51-footer Syce, wiU sail this week for Bermuda, taking
Paprika with them. They propose to race her agaiftst the
smallest class of Bermuda boats.
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The Kingston (Mass.) Y. C. has elected the following
officers: Commodore, Capt. John C. Danes; Vice-Commo-
dore, Capt. Nathan B. Watson; Fleet Captain, Capt. Justus
A. Bailey; Secretary, Henry M. Jones; Treasurer, Lemuel R.
Ford; Measurer, Edward A. Bansom; Regatta Committee:
Commodore John C, Danes, Philemon W. Maglathlin, Wal-
do S. Cole, Harrison I. Cole and Edward A. Ransom; Execu-
tive Committee: Commodore John C. Danes, Alexander
Holmes and Charles H. Drew. Dr. Wendell H. Adams was
appointed fleet surgeon. The club has voted to join the Y.
R. A. of Mass. and chosen Vice-Commodore N. B. Watson
as its delegate. The club has a membership of 271.

The steam yacht designed by Watson for John E Brooks,
of New. York, was launched at the yard of the Ailsa Ship
Building Company, on the Clyde, on Feb. 18. being christened
Andria by Mrs. Brooks. The yacht is of 440 tons, 16lft. long,

23ft. 6in. "beam and 14ft. Sin. depth. When completed, Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks will sail on a long ocean voyage.

The regular February meeting of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C.

was held on Feb. 23, the following amendments being passed:

To add a new Chapter V., to read as follows, and to change
the numbers of all succeeding chapters: Chapter V.—

A

signal officer shall be appointed bj^the commodore, and shall

have charge of making and returning colors and making and
returning salutes and signals from the flagstaff at the club
house at Center Island, and shall rank as captain. The
amendment of the regulations on club uniforms will be
moved as follows: Under the heading of "Full Dress Sleeve
Ornaments," after the words "fleet captain," insert the words
"signal officer." Under the heading of "Gap Ornaments,"
after the article on "fleet captain," introduce new article to
read as follows: "Signal officer. Same device as for fleet

captain, substituting the letters 'S. O.,' in silver, for the let-

ters 'F. C"
B. B. Crowninshield has established hims'?lf in business

as a yacht designer and broker, with an office at 81 State
street, Boston, and already has several orders placed and
others in prospect. One of the orders is for a racing knock-
about, and after his experience in Vishnu Mr. Crowninshield
should be able to turn out a fast one. The knockabout is

for A. D. Irving, of New York, who spends his summers at
Marblehead Neck, and will race the boat in Marblehead
waters. She will not be a wide departure in any respect
from previous models, but will be fined away to the limit,

and will be of light construction. Her lead keel will not be
bulbed, and her metal rudder will be hung on the sternpost
in the same manner as Vishnu's. The model shows clean
lines and a very easy form all around. Robert Saltonstall

has ordered a 17ft. centerboard knockabout for use at Man-
chester. She will be designed solely for afternoon sailing.

For Horton Bros. Mr. Crowninshield is designing a "sjjlash-

er," for racing with the Nahant Dory Club. She will be
23ft. overall, 18ft. waterline, 7ft. beam and 9in. draft, with
a big rig. Mr. Crowninshield has sold the sloop Vandal to

C. F. Ayer. Also the 18ft. cat Elsa, built by Lawley last

year for Sidney Burgess, to Charles Sargent, Jr. It is pos-

sible that Mr. Crowninshield will have a boat for his own
. racing in the knockabout fleet.—iJostow Globe. [Mr. Crown-
inshield did his early sailorizing on the cutter Witch, whose
lines were published some years ago in the Forest and
Stream, an excellent little boat in her day. We wish him
all success in his new venture.]

The Roberts safety water tube boilers, after thorough
trial, have found favor with the United States Government,
as is shown by the following list of vessels in which they are
now used: Snag boat Mandan, on Upper Mississippi River;

dredges Ohio and Oswego, on Ohio River; Commandant's
barge Minnie, Brooklyn Navy Yard; torpedo planter Dyne,
Whitestone Station; revenue cutter Penrose, Pensacola Sta-

tion; revenue cutter Tybee, Savannah Station; revenue cutters
Scout and Guard, Puget Sound Station; revenue cutter John-
son, Detroit Station; War Department steamer Reid Whit-
ford, Georgetown Station; War Department steamer Angler,
Savannah Station; War Department steamer Gen. George
Thomas, Newbern Station; U. S. Harbor Supervisor's steamer
Scout, New York Station; U. S. Harbor Supervisor's steamer
Alert, New York Station; U. S. Harbor Supervisor's steamer
Active, New York Station; U. S. Harbor Supervisor's
steamer Argus, New York Station. Roberts boilers are also
used in the New York city police boat Inspector, the New
York city dumping boat Cinderella, and the Quarantine Com-
missioners' steamer State of New York.

The Rev. F. L Humphreys, Morristown, N. J., has ordered
of the Daimler Motor Co. a large auxiliary yacht. She will

be 83ft. 6in. over all, 60Et. 9in. l.w.l., 13ft. lOin. beam, 3ft.

6in. draft. Two Daimler motors of 24 H. P. each are located
abaft the midships, driving twin screws. Forward of the
engine room is the main saloon, toilet roon, one stateroom
and pilot house. Aft is a galley and the smoking room.
The yacht will be schooner-rigged. A smaller yacht for F.

Skinner, of Boston, is under way at the Daimler works. She
will be 57ft. over all, 44ft. l.w.l., 9ft. beam, and 3ft. 9in.

draft. She will have a Daimler 16 H. P. motor and will he
schooner-rigged.

making.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrick, Qalt, Canada.
Sec'y-Treas., John R. Blake, Qalt, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUBSKRS.

Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N. Slat St., FhUa , Pa.

Central Division, Laurence O. Woodworth, Gouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, F. J. Burrage, West Newton, Mass.

Northern Division, Francis H. Macnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, $1 ; initiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Bear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'v-Ti-eas., W. D. Stearns, Detroit, Mich. „ . .
Executive Committee: R. M. Lamp, Madison, WiB.; C. J. Steadman,

Cincinnati, O. ; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee, Wis.

This year the officers of the Atlantic Division propose

to profit by the numerous disastrous experiments car-

ried out by their predecessors in the form of division

meets. In place of a fixed camp site and arrangements
which were always expensive and usually very faulty, a

cruising party wUl spend a week on the Delaware River, four

days of cruising, ending with two or three days in camp at

one spot. The novelty of the cruise should attract men to

it, and we hope that the efforts of the officers will meet with
the appreciation which they deserve. There must be still

some cruising canoes in the varioiis club houses, with the

dusty remains of canoe kits and cruising duffle. Now is the

time to get them out and overhaul them; the rendezvous at

Easton is easily reached from New York and Philadelphia, a

short trip by rail, and the river offers an easy course dowri

stream. The most enjoyable canoe meets ever held in this

country were those primitive and informal camps at Plum
Point in lSS4r-85, camps which cost nothing to the general

treasury, but which were successful both in attendance

and in the true camp life which characterized them. With
proper support from the members of the division, a similar

meeting may be had this Bpring.

The North Shore Canoe.

The Rice Lake canoe has become so widely known, and
is in such general use, that it has usurped the name Cana-
dian perhaps without just right, for there is another Cana-
dian canoe which I think was developed long before the
Rice Lake and which is a typical boat of the great river of
Canada, the St. Lawrence.
Above the Long Sault the pleasure boats of the river are

the St. Lawrence River skiffs, as built at Clayton, Ganan-
oque, Brockwell, Kingston, and a modification of the Bice
Lake canoe—^boats developed by the English-speaking people
who live upon its shores.
Below the Long Sault the boats are those of a simpler

race, who "hold by the right of birth" to a degree that the
English speakers do not, for the French-Canadians are by
length and purity of descent more truly American than any
other European people upon this continent.
The Rice Lake canoe, T am confident, has been developed

not from the birch canoe, but from the log. This is a matter
of dispute, I know, but I have traced the descent of the built
boat of practically the existing model directly from a log
canoe, have traced the history of that individual canoe and
obtained the evidence of the oldest white settlers of the
Trent districts. The Trent canoe would be a far more cor-
rect name for the boat in question than any now used, and I
have no doubt whatever that the prototype of the Rice Lake
canoe was the log canoe and no other.
There is, however, among the typical boats of the St. Law-

rence a canoe that has been developed from the birch bark,
and the best of the birch barks, and this craft is the North
Shore canoe. The North Shore is that great stretch of wild

north land that lies beyond the St. Lawrence from below the

island of Orleans to the gulf, where it merges into Labrador.
Below Quebec there is a fringe of farms and villages on the

river's bank, but gradually they thin down, until the ancient

wilderness is only broken by isolated fishing stations, and
nowhere is the wilderness very far away.
This wilderness, a stern north land, but not a barren, has

been from time immemorial the country of the Montaignaics,

the most easterly branch of the great Algonquin people; and
the Montaignaics, like all their kin, are clever workmen and
great hunters and trappers. Their canoes, in particular, are

the best birch barks made—graceful, strong, seaworthy, and
fairly well modeled. The French-Canadians, to a greater ex-

tent perhaps than any other of the European settlers of

America, were content to learn of the Indians. It is prob-

able, I think, that their hold on the soil, their prosperity in

the face of adverse circumstances, and their astounding
fecundity, particularly during the first quarter of this cen-

tury, has been in great measure due to this. They adopted
the birch bark canoe as their own from the first, and they
have used it ever since, and continue to use it.

I would like to discover whether the white man has ever

learned to build the bark, or has ever built it in any num-
hers. It would seem as if he never had, for as soon as the
Indians begin to fall back before the clearing and birch barks
begin to grow scarce, the white man seems to replace them
with built boats. It was so on the North Shore at all events,

but on the North Shore the built, boats were as close a copy
of the bark canoe as the builders could make them. This is

the origin of the North Shore canoe.

The North Shore canoe is used principally of course on its

native waters, from Quebec to Tadousac and beyond. And
there it carries the mails, is surf boat, pleasure boat, fishing

boat, everything and anything and a little more. Its lines

are not ungraceful, but its construction is, and in this respect

it is much inferior to the Rice Lake. The boats are clinker

built, but the lands are not thinned down and the work is

very coarse. They have about five streaks a side. Kin. stuff,

and the timbering is heavy. The paddle is not relied on, as it

is in the Rice Lakes, the pin oar being generally used.

A good many of these boats have drifted up the river, and
they are so strong, stiff and seaworthy that they stand an
xmlimited amount of abuse. They are generally about 14ft.

long by 83in. beam, but as each builder doeth what is good
in his own eyes, and the use of a foot rule is not compulsory
on the Shore, they are about any dimension, and might be
classified in "fathoms" like a bark if they were built in large

Retaw.sizes.

Tonkers C. C. Dinner.

The members of the Yonkers C. C. celebrated the eleventh

anniversary of the organization of the club by enjoying a
dinner at Bardin's Hotel, South Broadway, Yonkers, on
Wednesday evening, Feb. 17. There were about forty pres-

ent, including guests from the New York, Knickerbocker,
Brooklyn and other clubs.

The menu cards were the work of the club artist, Mr. W.
G. Wood, representing the Y. C. C. house, the A. C. A. and
Y. C. C. flags, canoes and various emblems of the sport, to-

gether with an enticing list of good things.

Mr. Wood also painted little canoeing scenes in water color

on the designation cards at each place. Beside each plate

was a package of cigars and cigarettes, held together by a
rope grommet. The Roman punch was served in the shape
of canoes with a little Y. C. C. flag stuck in the end of

When cigars were lighted Com. Paul B. Rossire opened
the speech-making in an appropriate manner, and then
called upon Everett Masten, who told of the "Early History
of the Club;" P. F. Hogan, of the Brooklyn C. C, who gave
his version of "Jonah and the Whale;" Jas. K. Hand, of the
Knickerbocker C. C, spoke of "The 1897 Meet;" Rev. W. M.
Gilbert, chaplain of the club, told what he thought of canoe-

ing, the club and its members; Gabriel Reeves, an ex-com-
modore, responded to the "Ex-Members." Mr. L. W. Sea-

vey, of the K. C. C, spoke of his early canoeing; Mr. T. S.

Oxholm told what he thought of the ladies; and Mr. H.
Lansing Quick, Mr. Louis Simpson, Edwin A. Quick, F. W.
Retter (president of the Palisade Boat Club, of Yonkers) and
D. B. Goodsell were not outdone in eloquence by any of the

others.
The speeches were varied with songs by Mr. Frank Taylor,

of the Newburgh C. C, and instrumental duets by Messrs.

Taylor and Hale.
The other diners were: Robert Peebles, of the K. C. C; S.

L, Cooper, C. C. Rossire, W. R. Haviland, Louis Hunter,
Edward MuUer, E. M. Underhill, C. B. Carling, A. D. Bal-

lard, B. F. Barnes, J. J. Lawrence, Robert Edgar, W. R.
Simpson, Samuel Raynor, E Russell Coles, Elliott Hol-
brook, J. E. Humason, G. I. Eddie, J. W. Fowler, Leo Shire,

W. G. Wood, A. M. Reese, W. J. Moore and W. N. Mc-
Vicar.
The arrangements showed that the dinner committee, con-

sisting of Messrs. Hale, Quick, Holbrook and Fowler, had
been selected because of efficiency.

The present officers of the club are: Com., Paul B. Rossire;

Vice-Corn., Thos. Hale, Jr.; Sec'y, D. B. Goodsell; Treas.,

Everett Masten; Capt., Elliott Holbrook; Lieut., J. W.
Fowler.

The Atlantic Division.

The executive committee of the Atlantic Division, Ameri-
can Canoe Association, has decided in place of the regular
Division meet to hold a combined four-days' cruise down the
Delaware River, from Easton, Pa., and three-days' meet at

Delanco, N. J., at the end of the cruise. The programme is:

May 27, rendezvous at Easton, Pa. ; May 28, down the Dela-

ware to Frenchtown, N. J.; May 29, to Trenton, N. J.; May
30, to Arlington, N. J.; May 31, to Delanco, N. J.; June 1 ta

3, meet held at Delanco, N. J.

Washington Canoe Association.

The Washington Canoe Association held its eleventh an-
nual dinner on Feb. 23, many members and guests being:
present. Mr. E. S. Hubbard gave an exhibition of lanterm
slides. The officers are: Com., E. S. Bxley; Vice-Com., R. J.

Whitton; Sec'y, Dr. Charles A. Davis; Treas., I. P. Libbey.
The association has a membership of 97. Some time in the
summer a meet will be held down the Potomac, lasting sev-

eral days, with races for canoes and yachts.

A. C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-

nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest and Stream.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Name. Residence.

Will K Park Philadelphia, Pa.
E. W. Crittenden., Philadelphia, Pa.

NORTHERN DIVISION.

A. B. Cunningham Kingston

Cluh.

§tfle §mge md §dhrg.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 14.—Nocwith.staDdinp a steady drizzle,

there was a good attendance to-day at llie medal shoot of the Colum-
bia Pistol and Rifle Club. The records made were;

Eifle, 200 yards, i-e-entry marches, F. H. Bushnell medal, 3 shots.

Scores: A. H. P^pe 10, F. O. Young 10, Dr. L. O. Eodgers 13, D. W.
McLaughlin 18.

William Glindermann military medal, 10 shots CCreedmoor count) :

F O Ynung 47, F H. Busbn-^ll 47, E Jaccbsen 44. C. F. Waltham 41
F. O. Young rifle record medaJ, 10 shots: F. O Young 65, A. Gehret

74. D. W. McLausrhlin 75. F. E. Mason 63, V. J. Lamott 171.

Class medaN for members only, 10 .sho's:

Champion Class—A. H. Pape 5fi. F. O. Young 60, Dr. L. O. Rodgers
76, F. E. Mason 94, D. W. McLaughlin ^04.

First Class—H. J. Wicker 57, O. A. Bremer 61, E. Jacobsen 87. A.
B. Dorreli 88, L. Barrere £6, C. M. Daiss 100, H. Hillberg 109, A. Geh-
ret 113.

Second Class—J. E Gorman 93, G. Schultz 107, F. H. Bushnell 113,-

G M. Barley 135, M. J White 16a.

Third Class- G. F. Waltham 9i, A. Hinterman 145, A. Kennedy 166,

W. J. Unfred 205, V. J. Lamoit 133.

Pistol, 50yds., class medals for members, 10 shots: Champion
Class—C. M Daiss 43, J. E. Gorman 49, F. O. Young 54, Ed. Hovey
56, A. B Dorreli 63, A. H. Pape 65, L. Barrere 110.

First Class—Dr. L. O. Rodgers 55, M. J. White 6i, F. E. Mason 67,

D. W. McLaughlm 75, E. Jacobsen 101, Captain J. E. Klein 109, A.
Gehret 132.

Second Class-F. H. Bushnell 72, G. M. Barley 73, O. A. Bremer lOB.

Tbird Class-C. Robens 64, Mrs. M, J. White 68, C. F. Waltham 113,

W. .1. Unfred 116, A. Hinterman 140, V. J. Lamott 183, R. W Fores.
202.

A)l-comei's' re-entry matches—Diamond pistol record medfil, 10

shots: F. O. Young 51, Ed. Hovey 52, A. B. Dorreli 61, J. E. Gorman
64.

Gordon Blanding, 3-shot scores—A. B. Dorreli 7, F. O. Young 8, J, E.
Gorman 10, F. H. Bu.shnell 14.

Howard Oarr, any-revolver medal, 6 shots -A. B. Dorreli 43,38;
C Roberts 45, 47.

'

Achilla Roos, .22cal. rifle medal, 5 shots—Ed Hovey 10, A..B. Dor-
reli 12, 12. BOEEIi.

Carleton Rifle Association.

Carleton, Mich., Feb. 16.—The Carleton Rifle Association held its

regular shoot to-day on its range near this city. Tcese shoots are
held twice a month, on the first and third Tuesday -. To-day there
was a good attendance of shooters and .some capital scores were made.
Below are some of the best scores made on the 200yds. range, stand-
ard target, Sin. bullseye:

Members' Record Rest Match
J Orion 32 11 11 12 9 10 9 10 12 12-108

10 9 16 12 9 10 9 IS 12 10-103
James Oshorn H 11 9 7 9 12 10 12 9 7- 97

9 9 tl 7 9 9 9 10 11 9- S3

John Cole 10 12 8 13 9 9 10 9 I'l 7- 96

9 13 12 7 9 8 10 11 9 9- f6

L Richards 9 9 9 10 11 10 12 9 9 95
9 9 7 6 9 10 12 8 8 11— 89

OrvaHarwood 9 11 8 9 U 7 8 8 8 II— SO
All-Comers' Ofl.'-Hand Match.

H Williams 7 3 B 6 8 6 8 7 4 5- 55

JoeFoye ..... 8 7384744 3 6- 54

The Carleton Rifle Association has received a proposal from the
Idaho Springs Rifle Club, of Idaho Springs, Col., to shoot a series of
three or five match shoots under the following condiiious: siiOyd.s,,

ofC-hand, standard target, teams to consist of six or eight members,
each team to shoot at its own range, scores ana targets to tie ex-
changed. The proposal will be accepted by our club. J. Ubion.

Small Calibers at the Sportsmen'is Exposition.

The programmes for the rifle tournament, to he held in Madison
Square Garden during the weeli of the Sportsmen's Exposition,
March 18-20, are ready formaiiing, and will be sf nt to parties desiring

sameon appUcation to J. A H Dressel. seerelary-lreasurer Spor s-

men's Association, Room 1,009 No. 3 7-379 Broadway. New York; or
to Edward Banks, secretary Tournament Committee, care of Forest
AND Stream, 346 Broadway, New York.
There is no change in the official programme from that published

last week in these columns, wiih the exception of a note at the con-
clusion of the conditions of the Individual Chan plonshlp match,
whicB states that entries may be made to either of tbe above-named
officials, or to any member of the Tournament Committee.
Toe conditions of the Individual Cbampionship match give tho en-

trance fee for the 100 shots as $5, including season ticket of ad-
mission to the Garden during the entire week o£ the Sportsmen's
Exposition. Any person who is alreaiy a memberof the Sportsmen's
Association, and who is therefore possessed of a season ticket as
above, will be entitled to compete in this match on payment of the
entrance fee less the price of such season ticket.

Tbe ranges will be open for shooting from 3 P. M. to 11 P. M. on
each day of the Exposition, with the exception of Saturday night,

March 20, when all shooting will close at 9 P. M. Competition on ihe

bullseye target closes on Friday night, March 19.

Revolver Shooting in England.
London, England, Feb. 12.—The English National Rifle Association

has just issued its report of the Bi-^ley meeting for 1896 The revolver
competitions seem not to have been (juite as popular as in 1895.

There were 3,379 entries as compared wich 3,952 in '95, a decrease of

573.
The chief falling off was in the two series 3, the rapid-flnng ones

for military and "any" revolvers. These dwindled down from 560

and 7.i8 respectively to 137 and 315, less than half of former entry
hsrs. Mr. Winans has by practice become so expert at this that it is

a foregone aonclusion that he will come out on top as soon as he
begins shooting, and this is most likely the reason other shooters
have become discouraged. As this is, however, the most practical
set of series for revolver shooting of the lot, it cannot well be dis-

pensed with even if it is uripopular, as all difficult things generally
are. Where the greatest increase in entries came in was at the dis-

appearing series, which is too slow, and consequently easy. O.
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Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 31.—The members of the Cincinnati Eitie As-

sociation were out to-day in good force. The weather being bad,
good scores were the exception. Foliowing are the records made on
the Standard target, 200yds., oflE-hand, 7-ring blaclj:

Gindele.
10 9 10 10 7 7 9 9 7 9—87 9 10 9796 10 90 9—

W

10 4 10 10 7 9 8 9 5 10—85 9 8 10 7 8 7 9 19 7 9 -84
Payne.

8 10 8997876 7—79 ' 78696986 10 8-77398799769 8-77 98677G6 10 7 9-75
Topf.9S5588736 6—6.3 896666567 4-P3884653438 6—56 46S656 4 54 10-55

Wellinger.
5 10 8 9 8 10 10 5 9 10 - 84 6 9 10 16 8 9 8 6 10 7-83
7 7 8 9 7 9 5 8 10 8-78 8 9 7 8 7 10 6 6 8 7—7d

Lux.788765887 6-65 6564668 3 7 8-59
4 5 7 9 5 4 5 8 3 5 -55 6 4 1 6 9 4 1 9 9 4-t3

See.
10 9 10 6 6 7 9 6 10 10—83 95 10 869679 9—76
7 8 10 10 9 8 7 6 5 7—77 6 10 9 7 6 8 8 5 8 9—76

6 9 5 10 6 9 9 6 8 10 -78 9' 97757698 8^75
6 5 7 7 9 8 10 6 10 5—73 7 7 8 5 8 8 8 8 7 6-72

Strickmeier.
10 8 8 10 7 7 7 8 10 6—81 10 869 10 7498 9—80
6 8 6 6 7 8 10 9 6 6-72 5 9 8 8 5 5 8 10 5 9 -72

Drube.
2 10 10 7 6 4 6 9 6 9 -70 5 4 10 5 4 6 6 6 7 7-60596 10 75763 6-65

TJckotter.75661-9697 5-61 4944 7 5736 .5—54

Pittsburg Rifle Club.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 18.—The following scores were made to-day

by members of the Pittsburg Kifle Club on the 200yd?. outdoor
range at Wilkinsbui'g:

Av. Av.
Ittel 90 8S 84 82—85 Hoffman 72 81 77 75 - 76
Kelgey,,,. 75 8T 81 ..—81 Lawrence 71 77 68 69 -71
Brehm 82 79 79 81-80 Davis. 73 68 59 61-65
OarUsle........ 77 74 74 81-77 Hepburn 61 63 57 61-61

Leading dealers in sportsmen^s supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

rif you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the foUowins:

FIXTURES.
March 16-19.—Baychester, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb handicap at
live birds, S500 guaranteed. Open to all. Nobody barred.
March 13-25.—N^w York.—Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live bu-ds), at Elkwood Park. fl.OOO
guarunteed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20.

April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Harfs third manufacturers'
amateur and fourteenth open-to-all tournament.
April 7 —Hackensack, N. J —Third contest for the Eecreation cup,

under the auspices of the Bergen Covmty Gun Club, Cup contest at
13 noon sharp. C. O. Gardner, Sec'y.
April 14-16.—Baltimore, Md.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15.—Youngstown, O.—First tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17 —Sak Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Ciub. Open to amateurs only. Willard T, Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 10 —Windsor Locks, Coim.—All-day tournament of the

Windsor Locks Gun Club. Targets. C. F. Cleaveland, Sec'y.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.
April 21-23.

—

San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'^y.

April 27-30.—Fonda, la.
—^Tournament under the management of

Geo. E. Hughes and 0. R. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28- i9,—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April £8-29.—Pehu. Ind.—Tournament under the management of J.

L. Head.
May .5-7.—INKWBirBGH,N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme ta rget events. Open to all.

May 11-18. Peekskill, N. Y - Annual toiu-nament of the Peekskill
Gun Club. First two days, targets; last day, live birds.

May 1M3.

—

Connersn^lli:, Ind.—Tournament of the Connei'sville
Gun Club. Live birds. T. F. Thomas, Sec'y.

May 17-23.—Kansas Cii"y, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri
State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

End (Hm Club. Horace B Derby, Sec'y
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May ie-21.— Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. S. Seely, Sec'y.

May 20 —Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.

May 26-69.—East St. Loxtis, III.—Annual tournament of the Kiug's
Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 31.—Canajoharib, N. Y.—^Eastern New York Trap-Shooter«

I^eague tournament, under the auspices of the Canajoharie Gun
Club. Charles ^ eeks, Sec'y.

June 2-4 —Springfield, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Sprmgfield Gun Club.
June 8-11.—Atjbdhn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec y.

June 9-10.—Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Mom'oe Gun Club.
June 10.—NEycA.sTLE, Pa.—Third touraament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.

.lune Ib-lS-'.

—

Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Faego, JS. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportf men's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 23-25.—Oil City, Pa,—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the OU City Guu Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: So live birds per man. $25, |1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H C Reeser, Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.
July 14-15.- New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auispices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y-
July 23.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y,

Aug. 4-5.—Lbwiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.

Aug. 19.—Warben, 0.— Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.

Aug. 2.5-36.—Montpelieb, Vt.—Tournament of the Innerstate Asso-
ciatiou, under the auspices of the MontpeUer Gun Club.

Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.

Oct. |6-8.

—

Nkwbubgh, N. Y.—Annualfall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gnu and Rifle Association. First two days, targets: third

day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for puhlioatlon in
these cohimns, also amy news notes they may care to have printed.

Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream PxMishina Company, 3U6
Broadway, New York.

Secretary Charles Weeks, of the Canajoharie (N. Y.) Gun Club,
writes that the Eastern New York Trap-Shooters' League will hold a
tournament at Canajoharie under the auspices of the above-named
club on May 31. All events will be at targets.

Field Sports, one of Our cotemporaries that is doing its best for
sport on the Pacific slope, makes a grave error in its issue of Feb. 30:
"With the opening of the trap-shooting season there promises to he
a very general revival in the use of hand-loaded shells The belief is
growing stronger each year that the best results at the trap can only
be obtained by the use of carefully hand-loaded ammunition. The
experts have recognized tliis for several years,"and always go to the
traps with shells of their own loading, or those loaded by some o'ne
in whose care and precision they have unbounded confidence, and
then- scores emphasize the correctness of their judgment." While
the above might have been true a very few years ago, it is far from
bPing correct for the condition of affairs at the present time. The
experts are now to a very large extent using factory-loaded ammuni-
tion, without any apparent diminution in their percentage of receipts
from the purses." In the same issue of this paper is given a sample
of Field Sports' score card. Rose system. It is a cleverly gotten up af-
fair, being practically a cashier's card as well as a score card. Afoot-
note states that "these score sheets may be used for either live-bird or
bluerock scores, under the Rose system, the ordinary percentage sys-
tem, or class shooting." The last three words, "or class shooting," are
misleading, as the Rose system is only one of several schemes for di-
viding purses in class shooting. All purses are divided under one of
these two plans, high guns or class shooting. When it is class shoot-
ing there are several ways of dividing the purses: the old and inequit-
able system, the Ro.se system, Jack Rabbit, Pumphrey's system, etc.
And the Rose system is the best of all, and keeps the boys shooting
because it is equitable, reduces the winnings and losings, and prevents
crooked worJr. Forest and Stream found Mr. Rose, and Mr. Rose
found the system. Some people may not like the system, but you
all know why that is.

Mr. Edward C. Drawbaugh, of Shenandoah Junction, W. Va., writes
under date of Feb. 22: "I inclose you a few items for your Drivers
and Twisters column. There is a lively interest in trap-shooting cir-
cles, and I think this part of the State will furnish you with frequent
batches of material for your trap columns this season." One of the
items referred to reads as follows: "Dr. T. C. Siotler, of Shepherds-
town, W. Va., has moved to Harper's Ferry and will practice his
profession there. Ic will be remembered that the doctor usually
manages the Morgan's Grove trap-sbootiag tournament, which is
given by and is a feature of the Morgan's Grove Fair Association, at
Shepherdstown, W. Va. Last year he was ably assisted by Dr. Fort,
of Ellicott City, Md., in the management of this tournament. These
shoots are affairs of some magnitude, and are much enjoyed by the
local contingent as well as by shooters from a distance. It is hoped
that this association will hold another tournament in connection with
the fair this year, and that we will again hear the doctor asking his
usual question, 'Have you entered this event? Dollar, please.' " An-
other runs thus, showing that trap-shooting is not dead in West Vir-
ginia: "There is a great deal of interest displayed in trap-shooting
circles at Harper's Ferry, W. Va., which bids fair to blossom Into a
good-sized tournament at that point this coming summer. Walter
Winters and Dr. Stotler have been grinding np a few targets for their
own amusement. When Capt. Spencer, Sheo. Gatrell and Charlie
Cavalier hear of it, they will take a hand too."

Capt. A. W. Money arrived from England on Monday morning, Feb.
23, on board the steamship St. Paul. He had just gotten his baggage
through the customs when he was met by Noel Money and C. Ken-
nard, Moel's brother-in-law, both with a gun over their shoulders,
being en route for the grounds of the Westchester Country Club.
"You've got 10 come along and shoot," said they. Although in his
best store clothes, Capt. Money didn't demur, but, picking a gun out
of those he had along with him, went as he was bid. As it happened,
there were three cups up for competition at the Country Club on that
date. Noel Money won the first, Capt. Money the second, aod Noel
the third! Mr. Kennard left for Indian Territory on the Pennsylvania
Limited on Friday morning. He expecDs to be absent on this trip for
two or three months.

A correspondent, who for certain reasons desires to be known as
"Gun Crank," writes to us from Cincinnati, O., under date of Feb.
23. as follows: "I notice in your issue of Feb. 30 a letter from your
Chicago correspondeut, Mr. R. Hough, in which he claims that certain
guns in the possession of a Chicago gunma.ker are of great interest
because the barrels are made of a 'new material, known as the
Krnpp special steel, which in reports once printed in Forest and
Stream by Mr. Armin Tenner was shown, etc' Now, Mr. Editor,
how long does it generally take for a 'new material' to get out to
Chicago? If I mistake not, gun manufacturers and gun dealers in
ciiies in the East can tell something about this 'new miterial '

Krupp special steel barrels are good, but 'newl' I don't think."

It seems a pity that pigeon shooting should be mixed up with prize
fighting, but from what one reads such is going to be the case at Car-
son, Nev

, on or about March 1~. The Kansas City Star has quite a
lengthy note on the subject in its issue of Feb. v2, and appears to re-
joice in the fact that Stuart has announced something that reads like
"$1,000 added," as that amount entitles him to call upon the Star to
put up its cup (no-w held by Jim Elliott) for competition at Carson at
the same time and place as "the fistic carnival " Calling the exhibi-
tion to be given by Corbett and Fitzsimmons a "fistic carnival'"
doesn't lesson the fact that it is simply a prize fight, something with
which trap-shooting has nothing in common.
In om- issue of Ja.n. 30 we printed an invitation from T. W. Morfey,

of Paterson, N. J., to John L. Winston to shoot a maicb on Winston's
own terms, on Winston's own dates (March 1 to March 10), and on
Winston's choice of grounds (Elkwood or YardviUe), for $100 a side,
the amountnamed by Winston. Aforfeitof $50 accompanied Morfey's
invitation. It will also be remembered that when the match was
made, viz., on Jan. 16, nothing was put up, but Winston bet Morfey a
S5 hat that he, Morfey, wou'd not shoot. The "invitation" was, as
stated above, published in our issue of Jan. 31, and over five weeks
have elapsed since it appeared. When this issue makes its appear-
ance there will be just one more week for Winston to make good his
side of the case oi* buy the hat.

The Windsor Locks (Conn.) Gun Club will give an all-day shoo"- on
Fast Day, April 16. The programme contains seven 10-targPt events,
four 15-target events, a 20- and a 25-target event, making a total of
175 targets all told. The entrance fee for the whole programme is
$15.15. Targets will be thrown at 2 cents each, with four moneys in
all events. Refreshments are free to shooters, shooting commencing
at 9:30 A. M Anyone may shoot "for birds only." S.'^B. Douglas is
president of the club, and O. F. Cleveland secretary. Messrs. P. L.
Harvey, H. L. Cutler and Videon, members of the Windsor Locks
Gun Club, were present at the New Haven Gun Club's shoot on
Washington's Birthday.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Citizen of Feb. SO contains the following
item of interest from Tampa, Fla.: "The first live-bird shoot occurred
at the hotel this morning, and it was very interesting. Pigeons were
used at a 30yd. rise, with a 50yd. boundary, both barrels being used
Only three entries were made-F. Bacon, Boston; F. H. Brown, Con-
necticut, and Arthur Schleman, hotel guide. The score was: Bacon
9, Brown 7, Schleman 8. Guide Schleman to day sold Jack and
Molly, his two finest pointers, to S. B. Sexion, of New York, for g-300.
The dogs are superb hunters, and after using them during his stay
Mr Sexton became so much attached to them that he decided to pur-
chase them."
Paradise Lost, the gentleman whose letter we criticised last week,

and who is supposed to hail from Worcester, Mass., should cast his
eye over our trap columns this Wfck and then write his impressions
of the decadence of trap-shooting with a new pen and another kind
of ink. It seems a shame to mention the worthy name of the city of
Worcester in connection with such an epistle. A city that claims
V. D. Kenerson, J. T. Mascroft and W. L. Davis, not to mention lots
of others Just as good as her citizens, can, however, afiEord one Para-
dise Lost.

, The 95-bird race shot on Saturday, Feb. 27, on the grounds of the
Larchmont Y. C, Pelham Manor, N. Y., was won by Louis T. Duryea
with 21. from the 30yds. mark. There were sevente en entries, six of
the number tieing on 23 tor second and third money s. On the shoot-
off fmiss-aud-out) for these moneys, J. P. Knapp, F. G. Moore and E.
R, Laidlaw divided with C straight kills. The other three dropped
out as follows: Justus von Lengerke iu the 6th round, Col. Butler In
the 5lh round, and G. S. McAlpin in the 3d round.

For the information of some of our correspondents we would state
that we have been informed that all handicaps for the Grand Ameri-
can Handicap will be figured on the 12-gauge basis, and that every-
body using a 16 or 20-gauge will have to shoot at the distance
awarded him. The reason for this is that the Interstate Association
rules recognize no guns of any other caliber than 13-gauges. No gun
over 81bs. m weight will be allowed.

Programmes for the Cobweb Gun Club's shoot at Baychester, N.
Y., March 16-19, during the week of the Sportsmen's Exposition at
Madison Square Garden, are now ready and can be obtained by
addressing the secretary, George W. Thompson, Jr., Cobweb Club
2377 Third avenue, New York City. The first two days are at targets,
the last two at live birds, with the Cobweb Handicap, $500 guaran-
teed, as the j/iece de resistance on the last day, March 19.

Prior to leaving for the Indianapolis sparrow tournament and the
Texas Midwinter, Rolla Heikes gave an exhibition of rapid worlr on
targets with a Winchester repeating shotgun for the benefit of the
Mutoscope Company, of New York Perd Van Dyke stood by Rolla
and loaded the guns as fast as they were emptied. Photographs were
taken at the rate of forty to the second, and every one is as clear as
possible. The whole thin§ will be shown at some date in the near
future at Keith's New Union Square Theater.

Ferd Van Dyke, of the W. B. A. Company, will be one of the entries
In the Grand American Handicap this year. Van was at Elkwood on
Saturday, Feb. 27, and shot a few birds, incidentally scoring 15
straight in the handicap event on the programme and pocketing first

money, $57. For the next few weeks Van will be in evidence at most
of the important shoots around New York, being temporarily located
In this city until after the Sportsmen's Exposition week.

G. S. McAlpin made an excellent score on Thursday, Feb. 25, at
Riverton, N. J., when he defeated T. S. Dando, of the Riverton Gun
Club, b.v scoring HO to 73 out of 50 pairs of live birds, 25yds., .50yds.
boundary. McAlpin's record for this season has been a remarkable
one, his string of victories being almost entirely unmarred.
Memphi'5, Tenn., will have three entries in the Grand American

Handicap; Irby Bennett says so, and as he has just returned from
that citv he should know all about it. W. R. Oliver, of the firm of
Oliver-Finnie in that city, was in New York on Wednesday last. He
spent the fore part of the week in New Haven with Mr. Bennett,

A new league of gun clubs has been organized in Connecticut for
the purpose of furthering the interests of trap-shooting and increas-
ing local enthusiasm in the sport The objects of the league and its

members is the subject of a note made elsewhere in these columns.

The tournament of the Cobweb Gun Club at Baychester, N. Y.,
during the week of the Sportsmen's Exposition, promises to be a
popular one. The train service between New York and Baychester
is very handy. Trains leave the terminus of the Third avenue ele-
vated at a quarter before each hour, and it only takes fifteen mihr
utea to run to Baychester.

A trap-shooting league has been formed from the clubs that shoo'
In the vicinity of Philadelphia, Pa. The chief object of the new
league is to bring the trap-shooters in that vicinity into closer touch
by promoting monthly team contests between the clubs composing
the league.

The next contest for the E C. cup, on the grounds of the Bergen
County Gun Club, of Hackensack, N. J., will be held on March 27.

This club will hold its anniver.>ary tournament early in the month of
June, and will make the shoot attractive by hanging up a little added
money.
The rivers have been on the boom around Pittsburg. Pa., lately.

Those present at the Pittsburg Gun Club's tournament last June can
form some idea of the amount of water in the rivers fi-om the fact
that at one time 12ft. of water covered the place where that tourna-
ment was held.

The interest in this year's Grand Americah Handicap seems to us
so much greater than in any previous year that we feel almost em-
boldened to prophecy a new record for the Interstate Association to
brag about for the next twelve months.

Mr. J. L. Head, of Peru, lad., wri'es us that he is promoting a tour-
nament at that place for April 28-29. As told elsewhere in Mr.
Head's own words, his object in promoting this tournament is to
organize a league of the gun clubs within a radius of 75 to 100 miles of
Peru.

Thursday, March 4, Inauguration Day, the following programms
will be carried outat Elkwood, Park, commeaciag at 12:30 P. M : Mc-
Kinley handicap, 25 to 31yds., 12 birds, $15 entrance, birds included;
high guns. Tie.s, miss-and-out. Sweeps at other two sets of traps.

The Unknown Gun Club, of Brooklyn, N. Y., will hold its regu-
lar monthly live-bird shoot on March 11, at Dexter Park, L I.

After the club shoot the ties for last year's gold medal will be shot
off.

The Connersville (Ind.) Gun Club will give a two days' tournament
at live birds May 12-13. Programmes will be gotten out later and
may be obtained of the secretary, T. F. Thomas, Faloiouth, Ind.

Annie Oakley defeated Prank Kleicz on Saturday last, Feb. 37, at
Yardville, N. J., in a 50-bird race by the score of 36 to 35.

TheVPest End Gun Club, of Albany, N. Y., M'ill hold its annual
spring tournament on May 18.

March 3. Kdwabd Banks.

Larchmont.
New York, Feb. 27.—There was an excellent attendance to-day at

Larchmont, an attractive programme having been gotten up by Mr.
A. Marshall, chairman of the shooting committee The birds were a
good lot, and several of the shooters foimd difficulty in stopping
them within the 2lyd. boundary. In the main event, a '25-bird handi-
cap, Louis Duryea shot very steadily, running his first 31 straight,
losing a twisting driver in the last round. Hix tied for '-^d and 3d
moneys and shot off, with the result shown in the ecores which fol-

low:
No. 1, 5 birds, handicap rise, ?5; 3 high guns, ties, miss-and-out: W.

S Bdey (?8) 7, G. S. McAlpin (30) 7, E. F. Thomas ( 9) 7, J. P. Knapp
(30) 6, F. G. Moore (29) 6, W, A. H. Stafford (3S) 4, J. G. Knowlton (29)

4, F. Muser (^7) 3, Col. H. S. Butler (28) 3, B. A Gould (27) 2, L. T. Dur-
yea (30) 1. D. I. Bradley i98) 1, H. S. Redmond ( 7) 1.

No. 2, all at 30yds.. two misses out. $10: G. S. MciUpin 20, L. T.
Davenport 19, H. B. Gilbert 17. Fred 3. Moore 15, Nofl Money 11, E.
R. Ladew 9, J. P. Palmer 2. F. Miiser 1. H. S. Redmonds, B. A.
Gould 3, Col. Butler 5, W. S. Edey 3, D. 1. Bradley 8, Dr. J. G. Knowl-
ton 2, W. A. H. Statlord 6, E. F. Thomas 4, «. S. Hoyt 3, W.
Hoyt 6 ^
No. 3, 25 birds, handicap rise, $25, a cup valued at $50 to the win-

ner, ties at 5 birds, seventeen entries: L. T. Duryea (30) '^4, J. P.

Knapp (30) 28, Fred G. Moore (29) 23, B. R. Ladew (28) S3. ./ von Len-
gerke (29) 23, Col. Butler (28) 23. G. S. McAlpin (:10) 23. Others who
shot were: H. B Gilbert (29), B. A, Gould (i7), H. S. Redmond (37),

Fred Muser (27). W. S. Edey (28), D. I. Bradley (38), W. A. H. Staf-
ford (28). G. S. Hoyt (27), W. Hoyt (26), N. E. Money (29)

The Khoot off for second and third moneys resiilteri as follows:
J P. Knapp, F. G. Moore and E. R. Ladew (divided), 6, J. von Len-

gerke 5, Col. Butler 4, G. S. McAlpin 3.

Rochester Rod and Gun Club.
Rochester, N. Y,, Feb. 22.— The Rochester Rod and Guu Club held

an open tournament to day. There were ten events on the pro-
gramme, but ram interfered, and only seven events were shot off.

No. 6 was a free merchandise event, with ten prizes, which were won
as follows: Bolton first. Lane second, Hadley third, Gardiner fourth,
Schleyer fifth, Rogers sixth, J Ri.'singer seventh, G. Du<b eighth.
East ninth, Ho Jack tenth. Mr. McClintock announced just before
No. 6 event opened that he would give five lib. cans of King's Smoke-
less powder to the five high guns faihng to wm a priz;e. The five
were Hicks, C. Rissinger, McClintock, Borst and TasseU. The scores
of the day follow

:

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 18 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 10 10 15 10 10 25 10 Targets: 10 10 15 10 10 25 10

Tassell ,. 6 10 11 8 8 20.. Gardiner 6 7 12 8 20 8
McClintock... 5 4 11 7 3 18 6 Bolton 6 9.., 9 7 24 10
Borst. 9 9 9 9 5 18 5 Rogers 7 5 3 18 7
G Dust 7 7 .. 8 .. 16 8 East 9 6 ., 15
Elecut 0 0 .. 0 1 6 2 C Rissinger 7 6 20 7
Hadley 8 7 10 6 8 81 .. Ho Jack 7 .. 14 ..

Burnett 10 6 5 .. 8 J Rissinger 8 17 7
Killick 11 8 7.. 7 Schlfyer 5 19 8
Lane 7 8 11 .. 6 23 8 HicKs .. 3i 7^ De Witt,

Catcbpole Gun Club.
Wolcott, N. Y., Feb. 25.- Below are the scores made by members

of the newly organized Catcbpole Gun Club, of this city, at the club's
weekly shoot held this afternoon. The weather was very cold and
stormy, and altogether unfavorable for trap shooting. Mr. Wrlde, a
member of the Rochester (N. Y.) Rod and Gun Club, was a guest of
Uncle Benn's, and took part in the shoot.

,
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Uncle Benn 0111001101-6 OIlllCOOll- 6 lOlOinOll-7
Fowler onOOlOllO-5 0011100000 - 3 IHOOIOIOO-

5

Wride .,...1100001101-5 nilOlliOO-7 1011111101-8
Foster 0111011110—7 lOOlinoiO-6 1111110111-9
Olmstead .,.,1100001010-4 0010011000 - 3 1003003011-3
DeWitt 0111101111-8

.

Cosard OlOllflOUO-5 0001110001-4 lllllOlCOl—

7

Burke OCOlliOCOO-3
WadBWorth llOlOOllll-r 1111010010-6 1010110111—7
Valty 1111010001-6 ..

Burnett......... ... 1100111111—8
E- A . Wadsworth, Sec'y.

English Gunpowders in America.
The London Fifld of Feb. 20 contains the following upon the gun-

powder situation in the United States as concerning English powders:
"We understand that it has been decided to amalgamate the Amer-

ican interests of the Sehultze Powder Co., Ltd., and the American E.
O. Powder Co., Ijfd. This decision has been arrived at by reason of
the undesirable state of affairs prevailing in the States at the present
time. It is stated that this resolve will not affect in the slightest de-
gree In the United Kingdom the interests of the Sohultze Gunpowder
Co or the original E C. Powder Co. (the latter being entirely distinct
from the Ameriqan E. C. Powder Co.)."
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Classification of Trap-Shooters.
PROPaesioNAiiS and amateurs defined.

Professional: Any person who makes his livelihood in whole or

in part by shooting at the trap; tbat is, any person who receives a
salary or remuneration in casli from a firm of manufacturers of

sporting goods for shooting a certain make of gun, a certain brand
of powder, or a certain shell, for the purpose of showing the merits

of the same, is a professional trap-shooter. Also: Any person who
shoots exhibition matches for gate raceipts, or who receives pay for

taking part in the same, is a professional trap shooter.

Amateue: All other trap-shooters who do not come under the above
conditions are amateur trap-shooters,

A StUOH-VKXBD QUESTION.

The definition of what consticutes a professional in trap-shooting

circles has been a much-vexed question ever since the sport first

came into existence. The rapidity with which "paid men" came
into the field to take part in touruatnents for the purpose of exploiting

certain guns, powders and guns, started the ball rolling. It was kept
rolling so fast that it has now acquired an impetus that needs sum-
mary treatment, otherwise the well-being of a most healthy sport, as

well as health giving amusement, will be in danger of compassing
its own undoing.

It has always been customary for Forest and Stream to step mto
the breach and speak its mind without fear or favor. In every branch
of sport its record is the same. Game hogs, pot-hunters, despoilers of

thenati nal parks and reservations, game law breakers—all alike

have felt the power of the press and public syuipathj^ through the

medium of the columns of Forest asd Stream, Yachting and Kennel
have both done their part to bring about a more satisfactory condition

of affairs in the world of sport most intimately connected with those

departments.
,

And so with Trap. The dropper has been dropped upon until he
has almost dropped out of sight. The adoption of the Rose system
for dividing purses was first advocated in these columns, and it was
a long time before others, seeing the handwriting on the wall, fell

into line and whooped her up as if they had discovered something
new. Skin games in the trap-shooting world and trap-and-handle
matches have been scored Heavily in the trap columns of Forest and
Stream, until- such affairs are now almost out of date, or are only

prosecuted behind closed gates and with the utmost secrecy, much
after the plan adopted when a cock fight is booked to take place.

We have delayed defining
' WHAT CONSTITUTES A PROFESSIO:^!.

for certain good and sufficient reasons. We may have run a risk of

one or other of our competitors getting ahead of us in this matter by
opeuirig up a discussion in its columns, but tl is risk was fancied

rather than actual, as there are some who always prefer to follow

instead of going ahead and showing the way.
The definition given above as to what constitutes a professional

has not been made recklessly. The question has been discussed in

all its aspects and has been carefully considered, and we hold that

the definition is concise, accurate and well turned. t>£ course there

will be some who do not agree with us altogether, but we feel that

they will form such a small minority that they may almost be left

out of consideration. It must be understood, however, that we court

criticism to the fullest extent. Forest AND Stream's columns are

open to all its readers, aud nothing but good to the sport of trap-

shooting can come of such a discussion.

"in whole or IN PART."

The definition reads; "Any person who makes his livelihood in

wholeor in part bv shooting at the trap. * * * is a professional

trap-shooter." The explanation that follows in the definition seems
to us to cover the ground, if any explanation of the above terras is

necessary. A man's salary, that is, his means, or part of his means
of livelihood, must be dependent upon his shooting at the trap for

such an one to be called or classed as a professional. He must be
paid a certain sum to be present at tournaments to show off guns,
powders or shells, to come under the head of a professional.

The "gate money" part of the definition is self-evident, and needs
no additional explanation.
We have heard it claimed that shooting or taking part in

SWEEPSTAKES FOB CASH

was enough to make a man a professional. If such were the case,

then 90 per cent, or more of the trap-shooters of this country are

professionals. But such a hypothesis is absurd.
If the fact that a man competed for cash prizes was sufQcieut to

cause him to lose his amateur status, then Pierre Lorillard, August
Belmont and others in the horse-racing world in this co'mtry must
be professional racing men. Also the Emperor William of Germany,
the Prince of Wales. Mr. Barclay, the Marquis of Ailsa, Mr. Edwin
Gould, and others who race yachts for cash prizes must be classed as

professional yachtsmen. Again, a man who plays a match or a

three-cornered game at billiards with friends for a side bet ot 'a

half" climbs at once into the same class with Ives, Slosson or The
Wizard, although he may be selling gent's furnishings over a

counter ell day long, and every day of the year except Sundays and
holidays.
That the L. A. W. has forbidden amateurs to race for cash pnzes

has nothing to do with trap shooting. Bicycling tournaments are

few and far between, and no man competes in ten or a dozen events

in one day for three or four days at a time, as in trap-shooting tour-

naments.
AN INCENTIVE IS NEEDED.

In all competitive contests of iskill some incentive is needed to keep
up the popularity of that sport Cups may do very well in some
branches of sport, but trap-shootmg is so constituted that aups are
only possible as adjuncts; that is, to mark some one special event or
circumstance. Some other incentive outside of trophies is needed to

keep up the interest of the shooters, and to urge them on to improv-
ing their skill in the use of the gun. Hence sweepstakes, in very
many instances for merely nominal sums, are shot at all, or nearly

all, gun club shoots. The club shoot for yearly medals, or for a
special cup, may have no sweep attached to it, but that is for the
reason that an mcentive to win the trophy or the badge already ex-

ists. In all contests there must be something to mark the winner,

something to compete for; and in shooting at the iraj) under all con-

ditions nothing fills the bill as satisfactorily as sweepstakes.

THE TITLE OF "AMATBUR"

has been misapplied more often probably than any other word used
in a similar sense. It is frequently, we might say generally, applied

to a man who is a comparatively poor shot. It should b-^ remem-
bered that trap-shooters are more properly classified as professionals

and amateurs. These two classes may each again very aptly be divid-

ed Into three sub-classes: experts, semi-experts aud novices. Read the
.definitions of professional and amateur at the head of this article,

and don't use amateur when you mean novice.

The question is now open to debate.

Greenville Gun Club.

Qrebn'ville, Pa., Feb. 32.—The Greenville Gun Club held a shoot
this afternoon. Among the events was a special match race, which
has been looked forward to for some time and which was watched
with a great deal of interest by local shooters. The match was 100

targets per team, 50 per man, between G. H. GraueJ, Cam, J. A. Mc-
_Nary and C. E. Witaier. Although shot in a drenching rain the score

Iood;
Qrauel 11011011111111111101111101011111111111111101101111-4.?

Witmer 10011101111100101011111001001100010110011000000000—25

Cam iiiiiooiniiioiiiooiiioiiomouiiiiiiiioiiniino-40
McNary 11010111111111111011111100011111111111111011111000-40

Grauel and Cam won with the score of 83 to 65. Cam is the name
which Dr. C. A. Miller adopts when shooting.

During the shoot Warren Taylor, of Sharon, a member of the team
which rej resented this city in the Pennsylvania and Ohio Border
League last year, was presented with a handsome gun case by the
members of the club. Mr. Taylor will be a member of the team this

year, which, by the way, will be a good one, if hard work and good
management count for anything.
Weekly shoots are held by our club every Tuesday afternoon.

Robert E. Beatty.

Harrisburg Shooting Association.

Hahrisburg, Pa., Feb. 33.—A few members of the Harrisburg
Shooting Association had a live-bird shoot to-day. The chief event
was a 25-bird handicap, %25. No. 2 was at 5 birds, $5, one money;
Nos. 3,4,5 and 6 were $.3 miss-and-outs ; Nos. 7 and 8, 4 birds, $3.

Scores were:
No. 1.

bennis (30) n03121]«19l21112111..311-21
3onway (*!8) 0102212332013112120111021-«0

Dill (30) 022222223332022203x010112- 20

WcOann (29) 1312010223202311222121C01—20

U.lller

No. 5.

Dennis. ,, -0

3onway.; 9111110-20

DiU........... .......,,»......••>••> •22=^^=^=^032

ilcCann,,,.,, t,, ........ ^ 2U

(VlllQOt »c>•<>•••m •« ........

No, 2. No. 3.

5012220 1211
01111 123 3112
10323 213 30
00233 020 2210
12121

No 6. No. 7. No. 8.

22211 1010 3)0
2110 3^10 1232
11210 12c3 021
22111 0

010 so'

Eureka, of Chicago.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 23.—Eureka Gun Club, of Chicago, held its annual

meeting and banquet last evening, Feb. 23, at the dining hall of the
Sherman House, some twenty-four members of the club present. Pres-
ident John G. Glover in the chair. The banquet was nicely served
and proved a very enjoyable little affair. The tables were hand-
somely decorated, the club trophies occupying places of honor along
the long board. Most conspicuous of these was the big Mussey Em-
blem, a great cup indicative of the club team championship of the
Cook County League. This is a very fine bit of silver and worthy of
the honorable title that goes with it. Mr. Mussey, its donor, was
present as the guest of the club. Other trophies were the E. O. cup
won by the hard-shooting Mr. Steck, and the Shooting and Fishing
trophy won by the club in the State team contests. It was in evi-

dence that the men of Eureka are handy with the shotgun beyond
their brethren of this vicinity.

It was about 10 P. M when the meeting was called to order for
transaction of the club business. Secretary A. C, Paterson made his
report at some length, and in satisfactory tenor. Treasurer O. J.

Buck in his report showed that the club was in possession of some
8900 worth of personal property and was out of debt, though the bal-
ance in the treasury was small. A number of minor matters were
referred to the board of directors. The trophy committee reported.
It was resolved to hold regular live bird shoots during the winter
months hereafter, begicming in October and continuing until April,
monthly. Suitable medals will be provided for A, B and C classes in
these live-bird events, to go to the best averages in not less than four
shoots of the season. A motion to lease a magaiitrap was laid on
the table. It was resolved to extend the courtesy of 1-cent targets
to any member of a Cook County League club in good standing,
when such member should be a visitor at Eureka grounds upon any
but a club contest day. It was-voted unanimously that hereafter the
Eureka Gun Club shall not at any future banquet allow the use of
any wines or liquors on its tables It was suggested that ladies
be invited to the next banquet. One new member, Mr Thos. L.
Parker, was propoised for membership, his name going to the
board of directors for their next meeting. One name, that of A. W.
Morton, was dropped from the club lists for violation of Section 3 of
the by-laws. It was arranged to employ a regular scorer during club
contests, and all remaining matters were handed over to the directors,
as the hour of midnight was by this time approaching. In the elec-
tion of officers Dr. C. W. Carson was chosen President; F. P. Stan-
nard, Vice-President; W. A. Jones, Secretary; E. M. Steck, Captain.
(The offices of secretary and treasurer were by vote under the by-
laws declared one.) The Board of Directors was chosen as follows:
Messrs. J. L. Jones, J. G. Glover, H Carson, L. II. Goodrich, O. von
Lengerke. The Classification Committee will he Messrs. C. W. Car-
son, E. M. Steck ana W. D. Stannard. The Medal Committee will be
Messrs. J. L. Jones, E. M. Steck and W. A. Jones.
The affairs of Eureka Club are in highly prosperous condition, and

it enters upon the duties and the pleasures of another shooting
season better equipped than ever in its tiistory as a representative
shooting club. E. Hough.

1208 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

Marlboro Defeats Foughkeepsie.
PouGHKEEPSiE, N. Y., Feb. 18.—Teams of 12 men each, represent-

ing the Foughkeepsie and Marlboro, N. Y., gun clubs, respectively,
met to-day on the grounds of the Poughkeepsie Gim Club. The
teams shot at 300 targels each—that is, 25 targets per man. The
Marlboro team won by 15 targets, breaking 224 to 209. There was a
large crowd of spectators present to witness the shooting. Mr. J W.
McDonald acted as referee. The scores in this race were as below:

Marlboro.
S Mills 1111111111111101111110111—23
C W Frost 1111111111011111101111110—23
T Rhodes.,.. , 0111111011111111111101111—23
C Bingham 1010101111111111111110111—21
N T Kniffln 1101111111111010011111111—21
F Covert OllOOllllfOlllllllOllllll—19
J Rhodes 0011001110011110111111111-18
A Fuller .. 1101111101110111001110010-17
F Vail 0011111111111100010101100-16
MUlard ...,.:„.,... 101111011 UOlllOOnoooilO -10H Wyatt..,., lllfiOOOOlIOUOlOOllUOlll -15
E V Covert lOllllOlOOOOOOlllllllOOlO—14 234

Poughkeepsie.
WCorliese 1110111011110110111111011-20
J Tallman '....„„..... OlinilllullllllllOnOlOO-19W Perkins..... ........... ..„.,.,....,llliO10011100l01111111111—IS)

J M Godinez ................ ...,.....]1]1110]01110110111111100-19
HVonderlinden.. ...... 1101111010111111010310111 - 19
E Williams 1111001100010111101111111-18
J M Spencer lllOOlllOlOOllinOOlllOll-17
H Scott ^„,.^.^.\..i....,^ IIOIOOIOOIOOIIOIIII'OIIII—17
F Wood... ..........1110110111011110010101010 -16
A Traver

, ..j n i , , i . ^ ' 01 01 1 lOlOlOll 1 11011 10010—1

6

H Valentine........ „;;,*.., 01001 01110001100101111111-15
H Sisson .11110001110100)1011010010-14—209

W. R. Perkins, Sec'y.

Trap Around Philadelphia.
I'LORISTS' GUN CLUB.

Philadelphia, Pa,., Feb. 22.—The attendance at the Florists' Gun
Club's shoot to-day at Wissinoming Station was affected by the bad
weather, rain falling until about 11 A. M. In addition to the'l3 events
on the programme, several extras were also shot. In the table below
we give the scores made in the programme events. Nos. 1, 3, 5. 7, 9
and 11 were at known traps and angles; the balance at unknown
angles. Scores;

Events: 133456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 10 10 10 16 10 10 15 10 10

6 10 14
9 7 13
9 10 11
9 8 13
7 8 11
7 9 9
9 7 18

8 6

9 ..

7 8
7 8
9 9

8 10
H 10
9 11
9 14
S... .

8 6
10 8

H 9

Thurman..,. 9 9 9 9 11

Torpev. 7 5 7 7 11

Houpc 8 8 9 8 13
Cowan .,, 9 8 10 9 13

Dillin .,. 6 8 6 4 10
Anderson 9 6 9 9 U
Landis 8 8 8 6 11

Ward..,, 4 4
Pechin 6 (j

Burton.,., .8 6

Evans..,.,, <...... ....-i.-...:,-..) t ti

I^ife , I T
Aiman ........r' 7 7
Woodstager , ,. ..

Doyle
McKarahari..i_.j^ii,,, 5 5
Daniels ^ 4
Barrett .. 4 5
Jones 4 3

Brown ..^ i.^ .. 3 3
Van Schaick 8
Dorp 1

Carlisle 3

10 10

8 '7

9 5

9 10

T 10
.. 9

5 ..

4

7 6

7 y

5 ..

8 6
7 7
ti 7

Nichols vs. McKeon.
New York, Feb. 19.— Grant Nichols and P. F. McKeon, both mem-

bers of the Cobweb Gun Club, of this city, shot a match to-day at the
club's grounds at BayChester, N. Y., at .50 birds per man, Nichols
winning easily, although the scores were both below the average,
The pair met on Jan. 29 under similar conditions and shot a tie race,

each scoring 45 birds. To-day was favorable for the birds, a strong
northwest wind blowing directly over the traps; the sky was bright
and clear. A good crowd of friends of both men were on hand to

witness the match. E. Miller acted as referee, Fred Pringle as trap
puller and G. W. Thompson, Jr., as scorer. Scores were-

Trap score type— Copyright, issr, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co,

3153355 3 314544'i3 5 2 3 232112

Grant Nichols. .0 2122»1213 2«12212 2 032l2«3-20
52544 3 2211345552223411512
23321««2«233023221011202 2—19-39

3345232 3 152112455523213 25

,.1 01001321313301121201301 2- 19P F McKeon

21534453835543 5 3243345183
\<-<-^<-<

—

>r^^ r*-^i-W ->t./^ ^1 /
• 1 3 01211102 1 01200101i.l«2 •—15- 9i

A small team race, two men to a team, 5 birds per man, 30yds. rise,

was also shot, with the following result:

A Elliott 20123—4 J Elliott 02202—3
Cashan... •:3301—3—7 H Hoffman O.lOO—1-4

G. W. Thompson, Sec'y,

Poughkeepsie Gun Club.

PouGHKBEPSiB, N. Y., Feb. 22,—The Poughkeepsie Gun Club held an
all-day shoot to-day at live birds, eighteen shooters taking part in the
sport.
The shooters from out of town were: Dr Hill, Mr Hume and Mr.

Myer, of Kingston; Covert, Rhodes and Kniffln, of the Marlboro
team; Russell, Sleight, Wicks and Hover, of Hyde Park; Tallman and
Foster, Millbrook; A. Tallman, Hopewell Junction; Jameson, of
Clinton Corners, and Cramer, of Red Hook. The best shooting of the
day was done by E. J. Foster, of Millbrook. who scored 30 out of 35

shot at. Nos. 1, 2 and 4 were at 5 birds, ^3.50, three moneys, class

shooting; Nos. 3 and 5, 10 birds, $5, three and two moneys re-

spectively. Scores were:

No. 3. No. 3. No. 4.

20110—3 0031201100— 5 01022—3
22100-3

No. 1.

Varian 01111-4
Perkins 22210—4
Sisson ...,00000-0
Cond i t 02303—4
A Tallman ,..-...00300—1
Williams 13100-3
Cramer 01110-3
Jameson, ............ . 10)33—

i

Spencer w...03213-4
Foster ..i..i...31131—

5

I Tallman. ..,.^.11310-4
Covert , ....

Rhodes , , ,

,

Meyer ,

Hill
Valentine
King
Hume

23323 -5
20000-1
10000-1

2*320i—

4

20302-4
11111-5
20110-3
01000—1
00220-2

2020323220- 7
0000002000— 1

0310300000- 3

01102-3
012i!l-4

31303—4

2103210102— 7
1311113121—10

21111-
03202-

2103302203— 7
0300020100— 3
2211213131—10
1222212020— 8

00001-1
01200-2
02103 - 3
31002—3

,
2230020000 -4

FosteE 2122200111—8
Traver, 0210002301—5

No. 5 was at 10 birds and resulted thus:
Valentine 2112000323—7 King.
Condit . . . . ;

3333330200—7
I Tallman 2212001102—7
Varian 22O300O203-5
About 1,000 targets were also thrown during the day, several

sweeps being decided at targets.

Feb. 35.-Scores made to-day in our regular weekly club shoot
were as follows, Valentine being high with S3 out of ?5:

H Valentme 1111100111111111111101111-33
F Wood 1110110110110111111111011—20
W D Briggs. , ... , 11111101011 11100111111010-19
A Traver 0111111101101100011101111-18
H Vonderlvndon 0111111011011010101111110—18
GVanWagnen IIOIIOOIIOOIOOOIOOOOOOOOO— 8

W. J. Perkins, Sec'y.

Tournament
Lockport, N. Y , Feb. 22.-

at liockport.
The Lockport Gun

N. Y.
Club is not an old

organization, but it held a tournament to-day that would have made
a record for many an older club. Shooters were on hand from Buf-
falo, Rochester and Hulberton, among the visitors being many of the
cracks Simon Glover, of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club, was as
usual high average for the day. In the team race the Audubon Gim
Club, of Buffalo, came out on top, defeating the Hochester by the
narrow margin of 1 break, and taking the cup to Buffalo in conse-
quence. Scores in the team shoot were:
Audubon No. 1— C. S. Barkhardt, Norris and Hammond—88.

Audubon No. 2—E. C. Burkhardt, Kelsev and Alderman—38.
R-chester No. 1—S. Glover, E. C. Meyer and L. V. Byer-37.

Bi?on G. C, of Buffalo -Seagnst, Wheeler aud Banman—84.

Lockport No. 1— Ward, Covert and Atwater-31.
Rochester No. 2— Davis. Weller and Quirk—27.

Lockport No. 2-Burt, Welsher and Angevine—26.

The scores made in the sweeps shot in addition to the team race are
given below in tabulated form:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111313
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 20

Glover 10 15
Davis 9 13

13
11

8
9
13
10
7

Weller 4

Quirk......,, ,,,,, 6

Meyer 6
Atwater ,. 6

Covert 4
Byer ....i.. 9
Angevine
Ward » 8 12
E C Burkhardt 7 ..

Kelsey 6 12
Wing 3 5
Alderman 7 9

Seagrist 3 4
Wheeler. 7,11
C S Burkhardt, ... 10
Tiddler .•.„,,..... o. .,10
Welsher .. 3

Burt..,,,,.,iii.;ii,.,„.,..,i.. ,. ..

Norris ,

Hammond ,.

Wilson
E Baker..
Jackson, , i.ri^...v. ., .,

Lealer . , , , ..^

E Moody '.i.i

McCarney

10 13
7 11

6 8
8 11
7 11

7 ..

6 11

9 13
3 ..

6 9

8 13

4 14
6 13
8 ..

8 13

8 ..

9 11

8 11

8 18
6 15
7 14

7 ..

10 15 10 15 10

9 12 8 It 9
8 10 9 13 9
6 12 4 14 8
6

9 9

8 9
9 11

3 6
7 12

5 8
7 8
6 11

6 8

8 13

.. 15
7 15

.. 10
8 15
10 15
10 17
8 16

.. 14
5 11

.. 18
10 16

.. 15

15
11

6 10 8 16
7 9 10 17
4 .. ,. ..

7 7 6 14
.. ,, 3 ,.

.. .. 7 ..

15
11

8 .. 10 10 ..

7 13 6 10 5
7 12 5 18 7
4
9 12 6 13 8
5 14
9
4 12 9 8 ,.

6

15 'e

8 . . 9 9 10
.. 12
7

lb 13 '9 id '7

7

8

7 ,. ,. 19 6
5 6 9 13 7

A New League in Connecticut.
An organization of gun clubs of the State of Connecticut has been

effected under the title of Connecticut Trap-Shooters' Association.
The idea of the organization is to have monthly shoots during the
season on the grounds of the different clubs forming the Associa-
tion, and to generally boom trap-shooting in the Nutmeg State.
Among the clubs that go to make up the Association are : New Haven
Gun Club; Colt Gun Club, of Hartford; Parker Gun Club, of Meri-
den; Windsor Locks Gun (jlub, etc. The first shoot will be held on
the grounds of the Parker Gun Club at a date that has yet to be
named.
The programme at all these joint shoots will be a uniform one, and

the conditions of the tournaments will be as follows:
"On each ground where a shoot is held the club holding the tour-

nament agrees to give as added money the sum of $15; $10 of this

amount is to be contested for in a six-men team race, 40 targets per
man, 20 at known angles and 20 at unknown angles, the money to he
divided 60 and 40 per cent, to the two best team scores, the re-
maining $5 to be divided 50, 30 and 30 per cent, to the three best indi-

vidual scores in the team race; optional sweep of SI on each 20 tar-

gets m the team race; one man from each club to constitute the
managers of the tournaments, the managers to issue a uniform pro-
gramme to govern all contests of this association; places for holding
these tournaments to be drawn for."
The programme is as follows : No. 1, 10 targets, known angles, 50

cents; No 3, 10 targets, unknown angles, 75 cents; No. 3, 15 targets,
known angles, $1 ; No. 4, 15 targets, imknown angles, gl ; No. 5, team
race; No. 6, 15 targets, known angles, $1; No. 7, 15 targets, unknown
angles, SI; No. 8, 10 targets, reversed order, 75 cents; No. 9, 15 tar-

gets, unknown angles, $1; No. 10, 10 targets, known angles, 75 cents.

McAlpiu Wins Another Match.
On Thursday, Feb. 25, G. S. McAlpin went down to Riverton, N. J.,

and shot a race at 50 pairs of live birds with T. S. Dando, of Philadel-
phia, a member of the Riverton Gun Club. The conditions were two
birds in each trap, 5 unknown traps, 25yds. rise. McAlpin shot
strongly and won easily, scoring 80 to Dando's 73. McAlpin had
three fall dead out of bounds, Dando lost 8 dead out. The scores
were as below:
McAlpin (35) 11 U 11 01 11 •I II 01 01 11 11 11 11

11 11 11 00 11 10 •! 11 11 11 11 11 —42
10 !• 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 10 11 11
01 11 11 11 00 11 01 01 11 01 11 01 -33-80

Dando (25) 00 Oi 11 11 l« il 11 11 11 mO l« 11 •!
11 II 11 01 01 11 11 11 .1 11 11 10 -.38

10 01 10 00 11 11 00 11 11 11 11 U 10
10 10 10 11 !• 10 •! 11 11 1» 11 11 —35-78

Philadelphians at Thomasville, Ga.
Thomasvillb, Qa., Feb 26.—Below is given the result of a 3-men.

team match shot to day, the members of the teams being Philadel-
phians, who are now stopping at the Mitchell House, and who are
well known in trap-shooting circles up North:
Dolan 01111111101110111111111111111111111111111011111111—46
E F Toland. ,

.11111110111111111111111111111111111111111110011110—46-93

C M Chapin.. .11011111011011110011111111111111101111111111111111-44
Schurmeier. . .11101111111110111111011111011001111111111011111110-41 -8
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IN NEW JERSET.
AT BLKWOOD PABK.

Feb. 20.—Eleven events in all were decided on the Kllcwood Park
grounds to-day. All were $5 miss-and-outs with the exception of Nos.
3, 7 and 11. No. 3 was the Brookdale Handicap, 10 birds, $10; No. 7
was similar to No. 3; No- 11 was a match at 6 birds between Messrs.
Barker and Walters. Scores in all the events were as below, handi-
caps being readjusted at the end of each event, as usual:

No. 1.

N Money (28).. 2121220
l^Duryea (29). 91212222
Morfey (29). . .12122120
Barker (28)... 210
P Daly. Jr (28)31^2333
E Waiters
*M:orfey
Seeds
Kennard
Fred Hoey...

Ke-entry.

No. 2.

(28) -..210

(2Pl^).. 12123
(29) . .0

(38) ..12310
(28j^).. 2220
(S8) . .2320

33222

No. 3.

(28).. 2223123122
(3P).. 12121 23321
(2!)).. 2222122223
(58).. 131020
(28).. 3122122210
(98).. 1122022212

No. 4,

(281.^).. 212210
(30) ..211222?

(29K).. 1221222
(28)

(283.^).

(28M).

,20

,2220

,223120

(28)..2013200211
(26).. 1002333121 (SC)

(29)

..120

..2222320

No. 5. No. 6.

(98*^).. 2120
(30),...

0

(80).... 2320
(28>.... 222210
(281^).. 23222?
(28) .... 222212
(20).... 22110
(29) .,.. 220

No. 7.

(28;^).. 3212222222
(30^4).. 2222222122

(30) ."...12312320

(39).

(29).

..122222028

..2222221232

(29).,.. 02112123

1S1221

Ifo. 9.

(29) ..12

(29>^)..30

(30)

(SO)

(26)

(28)

..10
..0
..22
..10

... (25),.

No. 10.

(29k)..

0

(29^).. 23

(30) ..6'

(26)

(28)

..0
..23

.202211200

No. 11.

(28). .2232

(30).. 3130

Money (28) 0
Durvea (2914) 22122211110
5iorfey(?91.... 22212222222
Barker f28) 0
Daly (28U) 0
Walters (28) 22222122122
Kennard (26) 0
Hoey (29) 80
Money (re-entry) . , , . 22232222223
Barker (re-entry). ... 20
Daly (re-entry) 0
Kennard (re-entrv) , . 0
Duryea (re-entry). •

Stewart. , , ,;

No. 8.

Money (29) 220
Walters (29i^).,. ........ ...320
Dalv (29) ...........4120
Morfey (30)...... 1222
Hoey (29) 2220
Kennard (26).....- 1111
Barker

Feb. SS —There was quite a good croiivd of shooters to-day at the
Elkwood Park traps. The programme, too, was an interesting one,
and contained variety enough to satisfy anybodv.
Event No. 1 was a star miss-and-out. The purse in this was divided

at the end of the 14th round between five of the eleven starters. Of
this five, Justus von T^engerke was the only one that had not lost a
bird. Loening and Walters starred in the 1st round ; Morfey in the
2d; Walters starred again in the 6th, Canon also letting his bird go in
that round and starring. Canon had to do the same trick in the
7th round. From that point all killed out and agreed to divide as
above.
No. 2 was a 10-bird handicap, $5 entrance. 27 and 28yds. men al-

lowed one miss as no bird. Walters. Sanders and Muirbead lost their
first birds and used up their allowance as shown in the score. Loen-
ing missed In the 3d round, Green in the 4th and White in the 7th.
and used their allowances as shown in the score. White's allowance
being: of some use to him, as he shared in the division. The foin- 10s
divided.

No. 3 was 15 birds, Sl.5, three moneys, Kose system : Morfey. with
15 .straight, rook first money; Walters with 14 and Canon with 1.3 took
second and third moneys respectively. This made the division just
the same as it would have been under the old system.
No. 4 was at 5 birds, $3, three moneys. Canon and Walters with

straights divided first and second. The tie for third was not decided
until the loth round, when Hank White outshot Morfey.
No. 5 was the same as No. 4. In this event the scores were: Canon

(26V6) and White (38) 0 (divided the purse, there being only two mon-
eys)". Wooley (28), Walters and Greene (38) 3, Morfey (29J^) lost
his first two birds and withdrew.
Scores in the flrst four events are given in detail below:

No. 1, Star Miss-and-out.
TW Morfey (99) 20221283121222

E Walters (27) 01222021222311

J von Lengerke (28) 22112212111211
Baker (27) 20
D Bradley (27) t 21220

Sanders (27) 21120
H While (27) 10W Canon (96) 21122001311211
W H Green (28) 13110

MuirUeHd (27) 0
ALoening (37)..... ...02222221122221

No. 3.

Morfey (30) 331211232321223

Canon (30) «.101121102212211

Walters (30) 229120322323322

Baker (30) 202222223321010
Sanders (30) 200200

E E Heyer (30) .2223110003210

A Woody, .,

H White
Green

No. 2.

..22222220

..003

..29211101

..2211131231

..2392221223

..0010

..21112112U
..1231121221
..2210112223
..101100112
..11012U120
No. 4.

(29^),... 22029221 1212210
(96) 13111

(28) 23222
(28) 11200

(26) 20n20
)98) 00
(98 1...... 00202
(28) 011111111121112
(28) 011110

(30),

.

(38) ..

(39) ..

(27)..

(27)..

(27) .,

(28) ..

(27).,

(98)..

(27) ..

(28) ..

THE EAST SIDES WIN AGAIN.

Feb. «.5.—The East Side Gun Club, of Newark, has now fairly turned
the tables upon its opponents, the Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey
Citv. by making it two straight in the series of team matches at live

birds arransed between these clubs. The Endeavors won two
straight in the target team matches, so honors may be said to be
even. -

The East Sides are hard men to beat on live birds, the team again
making an average of 90 per cent. Koegel shot well during the after-

noon, scnring all his 18 birds. The shoot took place on the grounds
of the East Side Gun Club, Perry street, Newark. The birds were a
mixed lot, some sitters among them, but some of these when started

were as fast as one could wish. The weather was against the blrds»

being dark and damp. There was some hard luck in tlifi matter of
dead out of bounrJs. the visitors having rather more than their share
of that article. Still the East Sides won. and won on their merits.

The members of that club are also, in addition to being good live-

bird shots, royal entertainers when they invite their friends to visit

them . Scores were

:

Bast Side Gun Club.
Koegel 2113122311—30
Hassineer. 2122110112- 9

Leuthauser... 1022112121— 9

Fisher 2112202211— 9

Perry... 2101221121- 9

Ferment 2220211110— 8—54
Endeavor Gun Club.

Job Lott 2239223312-10
Ovon Lpugerke... ,.....112na2]«l - 9

MHerrington 1.11212211—

9

A Woodruff 031312^022- 8

©HFairmonnt 1.12121301- 8

A B Strader . , •10»3222«2- 7-51
Waldman . . ,

Erhardt i.....
Baibold •

Nugent.,.. ...^...i...
HilferS,%:4. £^^4 i .-^ . .

Lyons. ....T......

BilliDgs.........
.i.;.* . t ...... .t I

No. 1.

12311—5
12131-5
11212—5
12213—5

0«110—

3

13231-5
13231-6
01S21—

4

31233—5
]3»22—

4

01101-2
00122-3
13201—4
01113-4
10120-3
110»3-8
12103-4

CaptMoney(0)llllllin01011111111110110101000111011110111011111-39
Ed Taylor (3). 11001101111011111111011111111101101110011101101101-38

100 — 1-89
HBlauvelt(lO). 00111101101011100111110101110001001001001100111110-29
B James (5). . .11011101101100001001001010111101011011011100011000- 27
A team race, 20 targets per man, unlcnown angles, was also shot

between 6-men teams, captained respectively by Ed. Taylor and M.
Herrington. Taylor's team won a close match by 85 to 83. Scores:

Taylor's Team.
Edwards ......11111111111111111111-20
De Wolf 11111011010111111110—16
Money., 10110110111110111110-15
Taylor

^ ; 11101001100011111011—13
Blauvelt. ...... ...-.1 .1011 01 1 1 100011 110011—13
Horton ...^ ^ 00001100101011011003— 8-85

Herrington's Team.
GreiEE 1IIIIIIIIOOIIIIIIIII—18
Jackson 11110111111111011110-17
Herrington..,..^....,.....^^..,. 10111110111111010010-14
Bell .>i....vi-..i.. 11111101011111010100-14
Banta 11111111100101101010-14
Gardner, Sr OlOlOlOOOOlOOOOOOlOl— 6—83
During the afternoon the following sweeps were shot, all at un-

known angles

:

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 18 13 14

No. 2.

111-3
103—2
1»0-1

201-2
001-1
110-3

110-
213-

120-2
211—3
• • ft

iOl—

2

111-3

Grant,

8 13 10 10 12
7 8 .... 12
8 10 13 12 11

15 10

10 10
6 8
8 ..

11 9

SO 25 25

20 19 ..

15 19 16

14 .. ..

16 17 22

11
13

18 ..

18 18

12 ..

10 6
3 3

.. 8

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 15 15

FS Edwards., 9 10 9 10 9 10 15 13 15
Capt Money 10 9
MHerrineton 5 7 .. 6
DrDe Wolf. ................ P 5 7 6
Ward 7 4
Ed Taylor ,M.,i4.i. 10 14 14 14 11

G EGreiff.. 9 15 13 13 13
B James ...... 7
TBell 13 13 13 9
H Blauvelt
C O Gardner, Jr .. ..EG Horton
J A. £t&ll -•«'*<> ^ ft*a> «• *i

Post ....
Jackson. ', ,

No. 12 was the team race.

FORESTER QXm CLOT, OF NEWARK.
Feb. 9S.—The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, held a pleasant shoot

to-day and threw over 3,000 targets. The strong wind and the club's
new expert traps proved too good a combination for the shooters.
The scores given below fully prove that fact; when such shooters as
Warren Smith and F. S. Sinnock (W-A) fell down, the game must
have been a hard one.
No. 1 wa<! at 10 known and 10 unknown; No. 2 at 10 unknown ; No. 3,

reversed ; No. 4. same as No. 1 : No. 5, 10 known and 10 reversed ; No.
6. unknown; No. 7, 10 known and 10 reversed; No. 8, 10 unknown and
lOreversed; No. 9, known; No. 10,10 Known and lOreversed; No. 11,

unknown; No. 12, 10 unknown and 10 reversesl; No. 13, 10 unknown
and 10 known; No. 14, unknown.-
The scores were as below:

14 21 18
13 14 15
6 .. ..

8 .. ..

14 .. 18
.. .. 12
17 12 .

.

Events:

Targets:

1 S 3 U 5 6 7 S 9 10 U IS IS U
20 10 20 20 20 20 20 SO 20 20 20 90 20 10

13 9 15 13 15
9 10 13 11 8

6 10 .. 8
12 11 13 11

J Fleming 13 8
D Fleming...,,,., 11 4
H E Winans, .................. 5 4 .

.

Sewell .. 5 .,

WmSmith .f..,.,-,.. .. 8 11

Warren Smith 16 1.5 14 16 16W A 19 14 15 13 17
JHCummings .. ., ,. ..

Dr Oummings .. ., .. .. , ,.

C M Hedden
Dawson r ,. .. .. ,,

Partridee
McQuoid
O Smith
Tarleton .. ,.

Goode ,

Backus

30 3
9 13

'6

13 12
13 13
16 15
a 9
13 12
16 14
,. 13

.. 14

.. 6

.. 11

.. 10

.. 4

.. 10

11 13

17 ..

17
6 ..

15 ..

. 16
13 13
7 ..

13 9 4"

14 6

13 5
18 9
15 30
.. 3

6

11 13
6 10

.. 17

.. 13
10 11

.. 4

9

6 3 5

ENPEAVOH GUN CLUB.

Feb. 22.—The Endeavor Gun Club held a shoot to dav on its grounds
at Marion. The attendance was small, every club in the vicinity hav-
ing a shoot on this date. A S73ecial feature of the sport was a team
race between 6-men teams, captained respectively by Carl von Len-
gerke and G. H Piercy. The ma'ch resulted in an ea«y win for Von
Leneerke's team bj- the score of 63 to 50. Scores in this event were
as follows:

Piercv's Team
G Piercy . . .100100101101010— 7

L Piercy . . . .01 1 01 1 1 1 01 ion 1—1

1

Chambers.. 101001011000101— 7
Creveling . . .00 11 10 1 1 101 1 01 1 -1

0

Hepsley.... 100101001101101— 8

Banta .011001000110011— 7- 50

Von Lengerke's Team.
C von Len-
gerke. .... 011011111111111—13

Asmus 101110111111011—12
Proctor OllOOlOrOMlOl— 8
Billings 100111011101110—10
Patfield. . . .011101111001101-10
Hughes 100011110101011— 9- 62

The following 8 events were also shot: Nos. 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 were at
unknown angles; No. 4, reversed; No. 5, expert rules; No. 6, 10 pairs.
Scores:

Events: 1S346678 Events: 13345678
Targets: 1015 15 1010 2015 15 Targets: 1015 15 10 10 201515

Q Piercy 6 11 14 4

Colgate 4 10 10 4
Delafleld 3 8 8 2

L Piercy 7 13 11 6

C v Lengerke 613.. 8

Proctor 10 9 5
Creveling 10 2
Chambers 4

K. d. COP AT HACKENSACK.

^g^eb. 27.—The re.sular monthly contest for the E. C. cup was shot at

Hackensaek this aftei-noon on the grounds of the Bergen Count/
Gun Club. It was a lovely day, with a bright, clear sky, a consider-

able touch of frost, in the northwest wind, but not enough strength m
that wind to bother the steady flight of the targets. The number of

entries for the cup was small, owing to the large amount of shooting

that has been going on in this section during the past week. The
winner was M. Herrineton, who had the satisfaction of landing the

E. C. cup with some of his company's W-A powder! Herrington's

25 straight in the second string of his 50 was a good piece of work,

and his win of the cup with 47 out of 53 was both well-deserved and
popular. C^apt. Money, who seemed to have a good chance at the

end of the flrst string, made a poor showing for him in the last 25.

Sweeps and a 6-men team race, all at unknown angles, made up the

programme for the afternoon. Capt. E. G. Horton as usual acted as

entry clerk, squad hustler, second cook, host, etc.. while C. B. Dawson
straightened out many a kink in his vocal chords when it came to

calling "Dead" or "Lost." The scores were:
Herrington (3)11011101111111011001111111111111111111111111111111-45^^

G E GreifE (2) .11111111001111100011111111111111111101111111101111-/3

01 — ^—
DrDeWolf (10)01110110111011110110111001101100111011100001111101-33

1111111011 — S-42
FSEdwards(0)nllin00111111011111101111111111101100moil01111-41
T Bell (3) . . . . . . lllinnillOllOl 1109101001111111110011110110111110- 88 ^

of the 60 shot at. Darkness prevented the tie from being shot off.

The birds trapped were a fair lot. A. Greenleaf was referee and
A. Gregory scorer. The scores were:

North Bergen Gun Clubj
Hefflich 1211121182—10
Thourot 3122220022— 8
Parutel 1010202101— 6
Grassdorf 0I0120.110— 5
Harms.... 1112111201— 9

Hackensaek River Gun Club.
Hexamer 2131011201— 8

Cutwater 1322211112—10
Stuhler 1.32211101— 8
Toot 100023f«10- 5
Kleber 1022122111- 9

Englebrecht, . . .2101122233- 9-47 Jack 120110203,;— 7-47
Wm. Hbsambr, Sec'y pro tern. H. R G. C.

DAVIS ANB TERRY AT WBSTPIELD. .

Feb. SS.—'Wm. Terry and George Davis, both of Westfleld. shot a
small race to-day at 15 birds. This race was a sequel to the tie

match shot on Nate Astfalk's grounds, at Elizabeth, recently. To-
day's match was shot at Westfield under the following conditions:
15 live birds per man, one trap, 30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, use of
both barrels, $25 a side. There was a good gathering of spectators,
among the number being: Fred Divine, of Utica, N. Y. : Chet Smith;
Owen McVeigh, of Point Pleasant; John Davis, of Greenville; Nicho-
las HolUns and Alex Reid, of New York; Ellison Davis, of Perth Am-
boy: Iceas Lambert, Clarence Lambert, Scott Terry, W. Grogan
(stakeholder), J. M. Singer, W. Chamberlain. John Miller. C. H.
French, Tbos. O'Neill, James English, John Marsh, John Robinson,
Aug. Frantz, John Banner, etc.

In the match Terry outshot his opponent with ease, the match be-
ing over at the end of the 14th round, the scores standing then 13 to

11, as below:
Wm Terry 31221123D23223-13 G Davis 22011331103120-11
After the above match had been decided a move was made to Ben-

ner's hotel, the Fanwood Road house, to witness a match at 35 live

birds between the proprietor, John Benner, and Clarence Lambert.
The conditions were: 15 live birds per man, $10 a side, loser to pay
for the birds, Benner at 29yds., Lambert at S6yds. The result was a
win for Lambert, the score after Benner h.ad shot a.i his 14th bird
standing 11 to 9 in favor of Lambert, who had only shot at 13 birds.
Scores:
John Benner (29).02010320123110 - 9 C Lambert (26) . . .2031013211333—11

BOlLINa SPRINGS GUN CLUB.

Feb. S3.—The live-bird handicap, open to members only, shotonthe
grounds of the Boiling Springs Gun Ulub to-day, was a great success,
26 entries being marked on the scorp sheet. The event was originally

fixed for 15 birds per man, but the birds ran short and the event had
to be cut down to 14. Of the 26 entries A. A. Hegeman was the soli-

tary straight when the end came. B. James and Collins (not Eddie
Collins) were nest with 13 each.
After the live bird shoot, three target events were decided, Dr. De

Wolfe easily carrying off the honors with 29 out of 30. Scores in the
target events were:
No. 1. 10 targets, unknown angles: Huck, De Wolfe, Frank and

Baron 9. Hall, Laue and Coe 8, Lewis, Broshart, Harding, Palmer and
AbboTt 7, Beam, Wise and Jeanneret 6, Adams and Strader 5, Hutch-
inson 3.

No. 2, same: De Wolfe 10, Huck and Harding 9, Baron and Laue 8,

Beam, Wise. Frank and Jeanneret 7, Adams, Abbott, Palmer, Coe,
Strader and Collins 6, Lewis, HaU and Black ,5.

No 3, same: De Wolfe and Wise 10, Huck 9, Hall 7, Abbott. Frank
and.Ieanneret 6, Beam, Palmer, Broshart, Coe, Baron and Hutchin-
son 5, Laue and Lewis 4.

The scores in the live-bird handicap were as below:
A Hegeman (28).11121122132122-14 Seeley (3;) 011.1021220111-lrt

B James (37). .
..21201212221131—13 P Adams (25). ...03111023021011-10

Collins (25) n2301lv321121 -13
Parsons (25) ....11110123012221—12

G EGreiff (30). .212]232102»111—13

Abbott (26) 22221120201111—13
Beam (38) 11102322222202—12

Dr De Wolfe (27).10131132201 111-12
Mulvaney (27). .

.212222022312.2—12

M Lewis (25) 11110022021133—11

W H Huck (28) . . 1 •ll 2120 i2i0 11—1

1

F Krebs (37) 2101333t02«lll—

U

Laue (27) 0120122233Si230-ll

9 10111313
7 5 6 7..

6

6 l.-i 12 7 Billings... 7 5,, 99
5 10l;i 9 Asmus 6 6 .. 911
612 1211 Hatfield 4 3.. 8 8
5 .. 1014 Metz , .. .. 9 ..

512 1211 Fames 11..
610 911 Hughes...... 11 6

3 Banta , 7
210 11 8 Hepsley....

A. R. Strader, Sec'y.

BERSEN COUNTY GUN CLUB.

Feb. St —The Bergen County Gun Club held a shoot to-day for a
Winchester repeating shotgun. The event was at 30 targets per man,
handicap allowance of misses as breaks, g2 entrance, re-entries al-

lowed. T. Bell -won the gun with a highest possible, made on his
reentry. With his first chance he scored 29, tieing Van Keuren for
the gun unless a highest possible had been made Several sweips
were also shot during the day. All the scores are given below:

Bell (re-entry-3) 111111110011111111111111111111-28-1-3-31
Bell i-lst chance- 3)...., 111101111011101011111111111111—v6-f-:i-i9
Van Keuren (7) - 010111110110111101011100111111—22-f7—i9
Everett (reentry-8) 011101010011110011101111110111—31-1-8—29
Griffiths (1st chance-2) 10111111111011110101 1011111 111-954-2-27
Everett (1st chance- 8; 00 1 01 1 1 1 101001 01 0 1 001 1on 1 11 1 1— 1 9-(-8 -27
Brackett (7) 101100111011011101101101011011—i0-|-7-27
Letferls {re-entry-6) 011101111110101110001101111011—3l-|-6 -i.7

Griffiths (re-entrv—3) lllioail 1111001111111111101001—2.3-f3-25
George Ricardo (3) 0 1101 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00000 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 -i 0-1-3 -itS

Henry Craft i6) 01010llll01in010110ll010i010l-lH-|-5-23
Leflerts (1st chance - 6) 0 : 000 ! 11 1 liniOlW I OOTO )0 1 II 001 -1 5-|-B -21
Dr Blakeslee (10) 1000l0000111001l000101LiOOiOOlO-ll-{-lO -21
Jackson (10; OllOOlOOllOOOOOlOOlUOOOOllOOOl—lO-j-lO—20

Other sweeps were shot as below;

Events: 13345678
Jackson 5 .. 6 ., .. 7 8 9

Craft 8
Bicardo 3 11 , ..

Dr Blakeslee B 5.. .. 6 4..
Van Keuren 7 14 .. 7 8 9 7 4.... 4 5..
LefEerts 8.,.. 9 5 6 8 8 5..
Bell 9 11 .. 8 8.... 8
Everett , 6.. 7.. 9 4 7 5 S

Griffiths 10 .. 86 9 4787468..
Brackett 5 .. 8 4 7 5 6,. 6

Steel .............t 8 6

Rubia i.i^iv.^-^. 5.
Prest ............ a..*.t........t.i. .. 8 .. .. .. .. *. .. .. .. ,. ,,

Warner 5 5 3 .. 4 ..

BdWard .... 8 6 8 8
Chris Wright....... .... 6

Russell 6

Pool 6 6

Mabie. 4 6 ;

Post 8 .. .. 7

Harding 4 ..

Provost 3 .

.

Nos. 1 and 13 were £0 cents entrance for a box of cigars. A^l events
were at 10 targets except No. 2, which was at 15.

E. G. HoBTON, Capt.

A TIB BAGE at pigeons.

Feb SS.—Ihe North Bergen Gun Club and the Hackensaek River
Gun Club met to-day on the grounds of the Hackensaek River Gun
Club, Bergen county, N. J., and shot a 6 men team race at 10 live

birds per man. The race resulted in & tie, both teams scoring 47 out

C R Wise (39). . .232«0S22203303-10
T Barron (3i ) . . . .20200023331312-10 •

F Hall (39) 22101.2021O112-1O
Buryess (35) 13302.30110213-10
Blauvelt (27) 002.3021221120-

S Palmer (27).... 2101212110^000-
Coe (^'6) 10101«3221C021-
W Harding (a5)..32100113.00(X)3-

Hutchinson (26).1110102»001010-

E Hollister (39)...fl0222I1200w -

A R Strader (27).CO«m«3312010«—

FOUR months' programme for elkwood park.

In addition to the week's shooting at ElkTvood Park the latter end,

of March, the main feature of the week being the Grand American
Handicap. Messrs. Daly and Chanfrau, managers of the new shoot-

ing grounds, have arranged a programme for the coming four
months, the last event scheduled being the first summer handicap on-

June 26. Below is a complete list of these fixtures:

March 9—Preliminary handicap, 25 to 33yds., so birds, $10 entrance, 1

high guns.
March 18 -The Hoey cup handicap, 25 birds, $35 entrance, open toi

all amateurs 45 per cent, and cup to winner, 30 per cent, to second

and 90 per cent, to third, high guns, ties at 5 birds, if not decided
then miss and-out; post entries; miss-and-out events on other traps.

Shoo'ing commences at 12:30 P. M.
April 3—Navesink cup, 30yds. all, amateurs Only, 20 birds, $15 en-

trance, high guns.
April 10 -Wolf Hill handicap, 25 to 38yds., 10 birds, $7.50 entrance,)

birds extra, Rose system.
April 17 - Monmouth county handicap, 26 to 31yds., 20 birds, $30 en-

trance, birds included, high guns.
April 24—Spring handicap, 25 to 33yds., 15 birds, $15 entrance, high

guns.
May 1—Floral handicap, 25 to 33yds., 15 birds, $20 entrance, birds

included. Rose system.
.

May 8 -The Kinnekeet prize, 30yds. all, 10 birds, $10 entrance, higtt

guns,
*

May 15—Salvator handicap, 87 to 30ydS., amateurs only, 25 birds;

$10 entrance, high guns.
May 23-Hepatcong handicap, 25 to 30yds., 10 birds, $12.50 entrance

birds included. Rose system,
Ma.r 39-Pennsylvania Club cup, 15 birds, $15 entrance, profession

als S-jyds., amateurs 80yds„ high guns.
June 5—Bird allow^ance handicap, 56 to 30yds., 15 birds, $10 en

trance, contestants at 2()yds. allowed 3 misses as "no bird," 27yds.

misses as "no bird," 28yds. 1 miss as "no bird," allowances to carry
until used, high guns.
June 13—The Lakewood prize, all at 30yds., 7 birds, $7 enirance

high guns.
June 19 Bird allowance handicap, 25 to .31yds., 15 birds, $15 en

trance, birds included, 27yds and under 3 misses as no birds, 2Byds

and under 1 miss as no bird, allowance not to run on ties, high guns.
June 26-First summer handicap, £5 to 31y(ls.,15 birds, $15 entrance

high guns.
In these events all ties will be shot off at miss and-out unless other

wise stipulated.

Boston Gun Club.

Wellington, Mass., Feb. 23.
—^Though but one day separate

Washingtoo's Birthday, an acknowledged Netv England trap-shooj
ing holiday, and the Boston Gun Club's weekly shoot, yet a doze
sportsmen journeyed to Wellington this aft<^rnoon for the purpos
of entering another prize score. Delightful weather rendered tl

shooting enjoyable, and several events were shot up till within
minute of train time. The convenience of the grounds for Boatq
people is a fact often commented upon and duiy appreciated;
simple 10 minutes' ride in the train at an expense of 6 cents, wi(

only a step from the train to the club's boarded walk, allows
shooting 15 minutes after leaving Boston, and it is quite possible fc

a business man to practice at £0 or 75 targets with tiie loss of only
couple of hours all told.

Horace and Gordon divided the honors in prize match.
' Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 1

Targets: 10 10 6 10 10 10 5 6 10 10 10 10 10 J

Gordon (17) 8638894 8874.. 10
Woodruff (17) 74158543697 .,..,
Shaw (16) 7 7354 5 2378684
Paine (15) 463576315 3 638
Benton (14) .4.,*,..^....;^ 3 4 0 7 5 .y .

Willard (15).. ........^..i........ 5231538064 7,. 3
Miskay(17) 10 8 2 3 7 8 6.. 6
NickolB(16)....^..,....>.. 8 7 4 3 ..

Spencer (16) 7 7 4 4 8 10 7 9 9
Horace (15) .... .... 7 8 4 4 6 9 6 .. 7 ^
Needham (15) 9 8 3 .. 4 5 .. 7

Events 1, 4, 5, 6 and 9, known angles; 3, 7 and 10, unknown; 3 and
pairs; ll and 13, reverse; 13 and 14, known angles, use of both barre
Prize match, 21 targets, 10 known, 6 unknown and 3 pairs. Distan

handicap:
Gordon (17) 0111111111-9 11110-4 10 10 10-3-
Horace (15) *.,V,.. 1110111011-8 11011—4 10 01 11-4-
Spencer(16) 0111101011—7 01111-4 10 01 11-4-
Needham (15)... ..lOllllUU—9 10110-3 10 10 10—3-
Nickois (16) IIUOOIIOI—7 10111—4 00 11 10-3-
Miskay(17) ...1111110011—8 01100—2 10 11 00—3-
WoodruflCdT) llOllOQlCO-5 01111-4 00 11 10-3-1
Sbaw(16) 1100111000-5 10001—3 11 10 00-3-
Paine(15) ,,,, 1011001110- 6 10011—3 00 00 1 0-1-
Willard(15).....„ .....1000000110-3 11010—3 00 00 00-0-*

BOSTOM
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ON LONG ISLAND.
CRESCENT A. C. VERSUS COLUMBIA COLLEGE,

I. 23.—The 5-men team race between teams representing the

lenb Athletic Ckib, of Brooklyn, and Columbia College was shot
V- on the Crescent's grounds at Bay Eidge. The home team
jasily by 36 targets, each man shooting at 25 targets, known
and angles. After the team race a handicap event was shot

Silver cup, the trophy being won by Dr. Hall. Scores were:
Cj'escent Athletic Club.

3edde8 1111011111111011111110111-23

i-ish lllilOlliOOnilllllOlllu-21
lail 1111011111010111111110110-20

Ivkes 1101111101111101110(10110-19

White , inOOl 10 1 11 1 0 101100 1 101 00 - 1.5-97
Columbia College.

Prentiss .....1111001110111001101110110-17

boffin, . ,. noiooiuoin 101010011010-15

FCnant) ..,.,.>... 1110001001110010110101101-14

Tilt .
lllOOOllOfOOllOUOllOOllO-13

Mittendorf ., 1000001110011000111011001 -IS-^Jl

s Washington's Birthday Handicap resulted a*! follow^s, the allow-

of extra targets to shoot at being shown in brackets after each
:er's name

:

B. Hall CO) 23, A. R. Fish (0) 20, G. C. White (2) 80, B. B. Tilt (4)

G. Geddes (2) 18, J. H. Prentiss (i) 16, Grant Notman (i) 16, J.

aapp (3) 16, T. R. Coffin (3) 1-4, W. Kitchen (0) 7.

BILLY MILLS'S BENEFIT.

). 22.—The attendance of shooters to day at Dexter Park showed
igh appreciation in which the services of trapper Billy Mills are

by those who shoot regutoly at this popular resort. Billy put
Fo guns to be shot for; Dr. Hudson winning the first, and Job
and Henry Braniwell holding title to the other after a tie on the

ound with Dr. Hudson. Scores in these events and in the three

pstakes also shot are given below. The birds were an excellent

f flyers, and reduced the i*anks of the entries in the gun shoots

rapidly.
. 1, gun shoot, 7 birds per man: Dr. Hudson 7, C. F. Dudley 2,

kGildersleeve 2. John Wye 2, J. B. Craft 2, William Lair 1, Her-
Otten 1, Walter Seaman 1,E. J. Clark 1, Henry Bramwein,
Lotto, Charles Stf-ffens 0, Robert Packard 0, William Sands 0, G.
iOng 0, Owen Mulcahey 0, Emil Matson 0.

, 2, same:
Lolt 12232232-8 Rohert Packard ...SO -1
T Braraw ell 21 . 2 il22—8 Walter Seaman 10 —1
udson 212-42230—7 F K Gildersleeve ,,0 -0
Wye 1212220 -6 Herman Otten 0 -0
Matson....... 1122210—6 William Sands 0 —

0

am Lau- ^'22m -4 George W Long 0 —0
a Mulcahey 220 —2 William Levens 0 —0
Dudley 20 —1 J B Craft 0 -0

I. 3, 10 birds, 30yds., $5: Matson 10, Otten 9, Sands 8, Clark 8,

7, Seaman 7, Mulcahey 6. StefEens 6. Gildersleeve 4.

. 4. same: Alatson 8, StefEeus 8, Packard 8, Dudley 7, Otten 6, Lott
mifel
. 5, 5 birds: Lott 4, Steftens 4, Packard 3, Renifel 3, Otten 3, Mat-

MASSAPEQUA GUK CLUB.

5 The Massapequa Gun Club held a live-bird shoot to day
mityville. The honors in the mam event, a .nweepscake at 10

ttirds, were divided by Hai-ry Edey and George Schard, Jr., on 8

J, Scores were:

ihard, Jr 2222101221-9 D E Chichester 022012012J-7

Edey 11220iii2i-9 R D Feuschel 20102.'10v^l—

7

hard ....022'012212-8 T Carman 1111002210-7

:usctiel 1102210221—8 H M Burtis 1022011231—7

Hsor 0r221-?O12r-8 W Powell 110020102^—

6

Ooud 1102201221-8 H HKlinker 0012000220-

4

BAY SIDE ATHLETIC CLUB.

&. 2g.—The Bay fide Athletic Club's shoot was won by Charles

t, who scored 9 out of his 10 birds, as shown in the following

e:

ark 3822 1 21 :02—9 C Ruland 1 102 :02203—

7

ce 10123110-32-8 GHamil 2'01020221-7

ox' ..,1100a-21SOJ-7 JMunda ,...10220011^0-6

Powell 0i2m02Ul -7 W Poole 02i!0120021-6

ROCKAWAT GLASS BALL CLUB.

*. 23 —At the holiday shoot of the Rockaway Glass Ball Club,

to-day near Forsbach's Hotel, Union Course, the mniu event aD

(irds was divided between D. R. McGlynn and James Leddy.
res

McGlynn 1111011011-8 Burt Laney .1011101011-7

les Leddy.,......0111111110-8 Jos Forsch bach 01011 IUOl-7
B Hillers .1101011011-7 Henry Starter 0j0U0310C0 -1

I Abrams. .... OUllOOill—

7

HELL GATE GUN CLUB.

j5 _There were 20 members of the Hell Gate Gud Club pres-

ih'is ' fternoon at the club's monthly live-bird shoot at Dexter
k. So good were the birds that Fred Frostel was the only man to

e his li) birds. Three others killed 9 each. Scores:

Class A, 30yds., 7 Points.

oeiuck 12210^1321- 9 G Nowak 32Z.120312- 8

28yds., 7 Points.

trostel .2-212222212—10 P Woelfel ?0I1220222- 8

Sands 1012:212221- 9 Ed Payn tar •021012001—5
Voss 223012-2222— 9

28yds., 634 Points.

hlieht 1220212201— 8 LT Muench 2O1O22O03D- 5

tfffens 121.120122- 8

S8yds.. fi Points,

rpber .2»1G21 122-2— 8 J Hcmruelsbach

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6

''orster,

,

letz....

legan
Dannefelser.

.,210.301102-
,..Jl!i0220ia-

..1201002010-

>ang.

2202130121- 8 Dr Bauer.
.21210201221- 8 D Valente

28vds.
,
514 Points.

.132012-2U2-2— 8 E Peterson ,.01.2022010— 5

.2220103122-8
SSyds., 5 Points.

.22?0-2012-<il— 8 A Knodel 010020.120— 4
Class B. 26yds.. 4i4 Points.

leUle ...... . .220l021ii21— 8 E Marquardt 0120.02200— 4

1^ Eichter .. ......3202212022 - 8

26yds., 4 Pomts.
e-wman .22a0»202l0— 6 M H Smith* 210210.201-^6

ICBreit a0.al02010- 5

Guest.
MEW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

The first shoot for the New Utrecht Guu Club's new Holi-

cup was held to-day at Woodlawn, 10 members taking part in

event. Jere Lott made the only 10 straight, and thus secured ihe
iwinfortbis cup. J. Gaugheo's gun broke down in the first

Qd of the cup race and spoiled his chances. One sweep at 5 birds

shot before the cup race, and auother shot after the big event
Lio-ht the afternoon's sport to a close. As the club handicaps have
yet been given out, all stood on Che same mark (28yds.) in the

race. Sjores were:

uy Fupgueson..
Th ompsDn,,,.

.

aughen
Nostrand..,,^..

,
Bennett, .

.

urgueson, Jr....
^ Sykes
Meyer

Club Shoot. No. 3. No. 3.

1111211111—10 aisoo - S 1011.- 3
,12-2-202211^— 9 32113- 5 13322- 5
.0.121121.1- 7 01-2-21- 4 22223- 5
.0012-2000.0— 3 02222--4
..22.122001— G 111-21- 5
..2.-22I2<il32— 9 21112- 5 21.21--4
. 2.222122-2-2— 9 .2-232--4

,2122021-222— 9 21.10- 3
,222101-222.— 8 ..121- 8
101002.201— 5

0.0.0--^3Frost...,

'eb- g?.—To-day was the regular target shoot; of the New Utrecht
_i Club at the Dyker Meadow grounds. Nine members took part
he club shoot, which this year is shot under entirely different

ditions to tba,c of 1896, The conditions now are 25 targets, unknown
;le8, allosvance handicap o£ extra targets to shoot at. J. Gaughen
i F. A - Thompson, both scratch men, tied in Class A, Fleet win-

g in Class B. Fleet also had the honor of breaking more targets

of his first 25 than anybody in Class A. Scores were:
OlSfSs A

aiighen(O) ......'..llllOllllOOOlllirOUlOOll —17
.TQompson'(O) OUlOlllOOllOlOllOllllllO —17
S Pool (2) 111100001110100)00101111110-16

H Thompson (0) < 011101110111010011001011 —].5

BeJinett (0) lOlllOOOlOlllOOOOUlOOOOO —11
"
Bennett Ul . 01 1001O1011O;O01110O100COlO-ll

' • •
•
' Class B

3 Fleet (!) ',,111100100110110011111111100-18

O'Brien(O) lOOllllOllOllllOOOllUlOl —17
Shepard (1). lOlllOOllOOllOOUllOOllllO —16
Ux sweepstakes, all lO-target events, and all at imknown angles,

re also shot with the following result;

Events: 1^ 3 4 5 6
FAThompson.. 8 10 7 6 6 7 D C Bennett 6 5 8 7 7..
Dr Shepard 8 4 C C Fleet 5 5 6 8 4 4
J A Bennett 7 8 4 8 5 6 J Gansrhen 8 6 9 10 8

WHThompson.. 7 6 7 8 8 7 Dr O'Brien 7 1 5 7
G E Pool 7 7 6 .. i. :.

BBOOKL-VN Gim OLUB.

Feb. g?.—The regular monthly cup shoot on the grounds of the
Brooklyn Gun Oliib was h<^ld this a(:tft^^o^n, snven members compet-
ing. Dick Phister, whose shootiug name is Wor>ds, scored the first

win for the trophv with 46 out of 56. The conditions are 25 known
angles and 25 unknown; handicap allowance of extra targets to shoot
at. Scores wfre:
Baron (5) 111111H1111111O0O1O11111111O11O11O111111011110110-4O

01110 — :i-43

Billings (15),,. 0110(1111 10111011100011010110111001101000011000100 -28
01100i110"0T'1O — 7—35

Adams (5) llOlllOOllllOllOlCOIlOOlOlllllllOlllOllOllOOimOO-33
11110 — 4 -.37

McAdam (7). . .10000110110000010111010010101101111110000000101111—35
0110100 — 3-28

Woods (6) llllOOllllllUllllllOllOUllOlOlOOlllllOllOIllllOi—41
011111 —5-46

VonLeneerke 10100111101111111110110011101010000110101110001001-30.

(3) Oil — 3-32
DrLittlefte)d.,11'100101010110111I1011ini01001110111110100I00110-32

(6) 011101 — 4-36
Scores in the sweepstakes were made as follows, all events being

at 10 targets:

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7

Adams 4
Woods 9
Baron ........ 7
Had field 5

Billings.. 5 3

5 8 6 8 6 6 CVL 7 9 5 7 7 7 8
9 7 .. 8 .. 8 GRemsen 7 .. 7 5 7 ..

7 3 9 8 8 7 DrLittlefleld 4 3 .. .. 6
,. 3 .. McAdam 7 8 .. 3 6

. 9 . . T. Baron, Sec'y.

ORESCENT A. 0. VERSUS PRINCETON.

Feb. 27,—After a couple of disippointments in the way of failing to

meet, the Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, met and defeated a 5-

men team representing the gun cluh of Princeton Uuiver.sity. The
match WHS shot to-day on the grounds of the Crescent A. C, at Bay
Ridge, and resulted in an easy win for the home team, although the
scores of the winners were remarkably low. Below is the result of
1 he match in detail:

Crescent Athletic Olub.

A R Fish 1111101011111111111111011-22
OA Svkes .-ii^v-.* 1000010101111111111111101—18

D GGoddes .• oonooiiiioiiniimnniiii_i7
DrHall 011iroilnoi00111101001011-14

G Notman 001 1 001 0101010001001 1 1100—1 1- 82
Princeton University.

H W Canning 0101110011011111101111111—18

GE Brower 0000011101011110111111101-16

E L Kendall HI 0001 101 001 01 1 1 1001 01 01—14WW Young 1101110101110000100011101—14

H S Paine OOIOOOOIOIOOOIOOOOIIOOOIO— 7-69
Sweeps were shot as below, all events being at 25 targets:

Events: 1 8 3 4 Events: 13 3 4
Lott 15 14 .. ., Geddes 17 17

Pickett....... 1013 .. ,, Syjces 15 14

Werlemaa... 7 6 8,. Notman,,,,. 15..
Hopkins 13 13 Fish,.., 17

Hegeraan ...... i...... 10 .. 16 ,.

Buffalo Scores.
BISON GUN CLUB

Buffalo. N. Y., Feb. 18 —The attendance to-day at the Bison Gnn
Club's shnot on the Walden aven'ie grounds was very good, 27

shooters taking part in the events shot during the afternoon. Esson
and Wilson tied on 20 each in the badge shoot, event No. 7, and the
tie will be shot off later. Scores in all the events vvere:

Events: 13345678 Events: 1334S6 78
Targets: 10 10 10 10 15 10 25 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 IS 10 «5 10

Coper 1*^ .. Wilson .. 20 ,.

Ditton 5,. 6 5 6 3 14 6 Snider..,. 3 8,,.. 4.. 6..
We-lin 4 6 8 8 4 11 ., Siegrist. ... ,, 5 ., 9 10 5 13 5

Kiniier.,,. 7 .. .. 3 8 3 11 ,. «rown 10 ,,

Norvell.... 5 7 .. 6 9 5 13 .. Kam 8 7 .. 14 ..

Estes .... 4.4 .. .- ..-4 11 3 Dawson , .. 2 4 .,

Wheeler & 6 i» T ^ 6 Eidener 4 .,

Smith 1 .. 3 9.. Storey.,, 5 6 11 6 11..
Shorty 7 10,. 19.. Bauman 7 8 10 5 17 7
Bavser 4 8 6 13 7 Anderson 6 5 9 6 .. 5

Lentner 2 .. .. 6 4 15 6 Cook 2.. ., 1

McCa-ney 8 7 10 5 19 5 r-oie...., 4 3.. ..

Esson 7 9 6 20 4 Krotz. ...... 4., ,.

Mignerey. , 5 , , . , 4 8 . . 9 ,

,

AUDUBON GUN CLUB.

ff.;,. 30 —To-day's scores must be class-^d as good ones, owing to

the high wind that blew across Audubon Park. In the badge contest
McAi-lhur won the Class A medal with 25 straight; U. B. Storey -n'on

in Class B, and J. E. Dodge in Class C. Scores were:

Events: 1 2345C78 Events: 1 33 45 6 78
Targets: 10 15 35 15 15 15 20 10 Targets: 10 15 i5 15 15 15 SO 10

E O Burk- J Lodge... 6 10 19 7 10

hardt.... 6 10 19 12 1110 15 10 Phillips.... 5 1119 11 8

McArthur. 6 9 25 13 10 11 19 7 BTalsma.. 5 8 18

C S Burk- A Coombs 15

hardt .. 8 13 23 12 14 13 19 8 Norris 13 20 12 11 1.^ .. ..

Smith 5 9 14 7 13 8 13 4 L Bennett 2i 13 10 J3 16 ..

GZoeller., 9 9 17 U E Story 24 9 7

Hanks. .
« 7 21 12 12 13 16 7 Hines, Jr 15 13 10 11 .. ..

TWinslow 9 10 16 7 8 8 12 5 McCarney 17 13 9 13 9..
Forrester.. 10 10 20 13 12 13 16 .. CW 9.. 13 13

G Brown.. 9 8 14 11

BROOKS & KLIPFKL TROPHY.

jTeh. S.5.—A programme of five events was shot to-day at Audubon
Park. No. 2 was the last of the series of championship events for the
Brooks & Klipfel trophy. E. C. Burkhardt won to-dav's contest with
44 out of 50, and this gave him tw-o wins, tieing him for the trophy
with Warren. In the last three events this tie was to have been de-
cided, but Burkhardt and Warren could not be separated, tieing in

each event. Scores were:

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 Events: 1 3 3 4 5

Targets: 10 50 35 15 15 Targets: 10 50 25 15 15

E C Burkhardt.. 7 44 23 13 11 ACH 5 4T .. 13 14

Wai-ren 9 41 23 13 11 McA.rthur 39 .. 11 11

Norris..", 8 36 .. 14 8 Anderson 6 35 .. 10 10

WABHINGTON'S BrRTHDAT AT AUDUBON PAKE..

Ffib. 22.—Five target events were shot to-day at Audubon Park, and
also two events at live birds. The attendance was small, owing to

several members of the Audubon Gun Club, of this city, being away
from home, taking in the Locki^orb, N. Y., shoot. The scores In the
live-bird events were:

No. 1, 5 birds; Oebmig, Floss, Huebbers and A. O. fi. £; Alexander
4; Du Pont and Geisdorfer 3.

No. 3, team shoot, 5 birds per man:
Du Pont a, J. Soergel (captain) 4, Garbe 4—13,

G. Zoeller (captain) 3, Floss -3, Phillips 3—9.

Target scores were made as below

;

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 Events: 1 3 3 4 5

Targets: 10 15 25 10 10 Targets: lo 15 25 10 10

George Zoeller 9 10 21 9 .. Huebbers 7 12 20 7 6

Oehinig 9 14 23 .. .. Phllhps 7 11 18 6 .,

Floss « 11 "21 .. .. Hines 11 18 6 ..

Warren 8 13 23 9 8 EW Smith 7 15 8..
AlPxander ; 9 12 18 9 6 Myers 13 19 8

AOH ,
8 13 31 7 10 Rossi ter,,.....-..

Du Pont 8 12 21 8 8
20

Washington Heights Gun Club.

New York, Feb. 32.—The Washington Heights Guu Club, of this

city, held w4ive-bird shoot to-day at its grounds. One Hundred and
Seventieth street and Kingsbridge Road. There were eleven shooters
presenc, and each shot at 9 birds in the club event; E.Meckel was
flrst with 8 out of 9. losing his last bird; Arthur Belden was second
with 7 kills. The bu-ds were a fast lot, and the dark background had
much to do with the low scores made. Scores were:

E Meckel 111111110-8 F M Sherry, Sr 111100001-5

Arthur Belden 111101101—7 R Romer lllOnoilO-5

E Searlea 111001011—6 George Moore 111001100-5

F M Sherry. Jr 111000111-6 C RTerwilliger ,.011110001-5

H W Oliver 001111011-6 George xMcKowen 001110110-5

John Hainhorst 111001101-6 G, A. P.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
EA.ST PITTSBURG GUN CLUB.

PiTTfiBURG, Pa., Feb. 16.—Belov are the scores made at the tourna-
ment of the Bast Pittsburg Gun Club, held to-day on the club's
ground?. The weather was fine and the attendance v^ry good.
Some good shooting was done during the day. Prof. Briggs. Muck,
Oliver and Nimrod had some good score'i to their credit, but Uncle
John and Old Hoss were not up to their standards. The latter is

probably saving his sand for Elkwood Park in March. Scores follow:

Events: 1 S 3 U 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS IS lU ]5 16 17 18

Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 5

Uncle John 8 10 9 11 6 11 7 12 8 13 9 13 8 l'^ « 11 R 0
Mack ^ 7 9 8 13 7 11 9 12 8 14 10 li 9 13 9 13 9 i

Prof. Briggs ...... 7 13 7 15 10 12 .. 13 9 15 8 19 8 15 7
Bla* Cloud 3 13 5 13 10 14 .. 11 10 1^ 9 13 10 11 6
Old Hoss 8 11 6 11 8 13 7 13 7 12 8 9 6 11

Oliver 13 8 14 10 14 9 1.^ 8 13 8 13 9

Moyer 8 13 7 9 6 11 4 10 ,

Nimrod 12 7 13 9 13 ,, 13 10 10 S 11 & 18
Richie 6 9 5 8 6
Anderson 7 7 ,. 7 11 9 .. 6 9 5
Green 7 6.. 4 3 5 ,. 3
Eyler .. 8 12 8 ., 9 9 .. ., 9 13
McCune 4 4 6 .. ., 7 ,. 7 .. .. 7 8 5 ..

Ferguson ". 9 7 9 6 7 13 8 11
Drylie 8 9 8 13 12 8 8 ., .,

Rterf 2,, 3 3

Gurbates .. 5,, 7,. 7.. 4
Krop 6 9 8 11 2 8.. ..

Thomas., .ii.i 6 9 11 5 ..

Bom , 13 a 5 9 8 5 11 10 15
Matz 14 7 11 9 18 10 13 9 13
Hartmann 6 13 10 15 lO 9

Kee 4 10 7 .. 11 7 ..

Taylor 6 13 7 10 7 ..

Hauch 3 11 7 7 5..
Shaw 6 8

SwENSON, Sec'y.

NORTH SIDE GUN CLUB.

Feb. Si.—^The shoot of the North Side Gun Club, held to-day on th-^

Marshall avenue grounds, was a good one. The scores too were good
under the existing circumstances. As announced, two trophies were
to be competed for to day, both silver kee-s of W-A powder Dre=(ented
by the L^flin & Rand Powder Co. to the North Side Gun Club and the
Pittsburg Gun Olub respectively. The conditions under which thes<i

troDhies wftre shot for were a' follows: The member of the Norfh
Side Gun Club making the highest total outof the first 50 targets shot
at to win that club's trophy; the member of the Pittsburg Gun Club
making the highest total in the second .50 shot at to win that, cl 'b's

trophy. John Shafer won the North Stde'.s trophy wil-h 43 break«; Old
Hoss "won the Pittsburg Gun Club's trophv with 41, beating Elmer
Shaner by 1 target. Scores in all events were as below:

Events:

Targets:

J Shafer...
R Lovett.

.

Benton....
Oliver
Old Hoss.

.

E Shaner.

.

Mac
Bi-idd .....

S Sanders..

1334567 8
15 15 20 15 15 20 15 S5

13 14 16 14 10 19 9 19
13 13 12
11 8 17 8 18 18 12 15
14 15 16 13 14 19 11 23
13 13 16 13 15 13 10 18
12 12 17 11 11 18 10 19
12 11 9 9 10 14 11 19
13 14 14
9 11 .

.

Events: 13345678
Targets: 15 15 30 15 15 20 15 25

Edwards.. .. 6 , 13 10 .

.

Frazer 8 ,.

Motz IR 15 11 16 12 80
Carter 3 .. 6-^3 10 ..

Kelsey 12 19 14 11 J3
Zimmer 13 15 17 .. ..

S Shaner 11 10 12 11 18
Y'g Flicker 9 8 10 2 ..

Captain 7 .. 11 13 .,

HBRRON HILL GUN CLUB.

ifleb. 22.—Owing to the wet weather, the attendance to-day at the
Herron Hill Gun Club's grounds was only small. The 2>bird race
was not shot on account of the weather, but several miss-and-outs
and a 15-bird race were decided. Scores were as follows

:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 8. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

Strong- 2112 0 2212-223 1212122 121-2230 1211120
A H King 3132 213 20 1220 2212221 13
WSKing 211 2 12110 1222223 9211212 93-31122

Bessemer 10 3 20 22320 2292222 2222^22 120
Anson 12 230 1222222 1222312 3222332 2' 12122
CA May 3'3e223
McPherson 8033333

No. 7. No. 8. No. 9.

Strong 211232222-222232-15 121210 22220
AH King 00 — 0 0 2-222222'0
WSKing 223212222223021-14 21230 20"

Bessemer V22222122223332—15 232220 233223222
Anson 322292021-32-2222—14 0 0
CA Mav 022222-222212S2-2—14 223-232 20
McPherson 203-22-32-22-222-20 -12 921122 220
Fargo , 221222312312028-14 001 0
Hamilton 32-223023221 —10 22112?222
McWhorter , 12100 — 3 223223-223
Hofmeister 1-3030182133 — 9

HAZBLWOOD GUN OLUB.

Feb.SS.—The programme at the Hazqlwood Gun Club's grounds
to-day was rather an unusual one. There were three main events
on the card : one at sparrows, one at pigeons and one at targets. The
scores in these events were as below:
No. 1, .25 sparrows:

Munson 1101110111100111101110111—19
Topper 01 1 10 110011101 01 010101011—1

5

Walton 1101010011111001011011011—16
Wilbert .'. 1001110110101110110110110-16
Brotton.. 0011101111101011101101011—17
Porter 1100011010110110110101011-15
Crossland 0111111100111110111111111-81
No. 3, 20 pigeons, $10, 3 moneys:

Stilley 12110322.11222231223—18 Munson . ...21301810210232011331—16
Wilbert. .

,.3002110121313-20-20012-14 BrotCou. ...02002123-200232202181—14
Walton.. ..21-2222020011100-20211—14 Porter 00232020101220120121—13
Crossland. 10'.ll221ia221.;i331—17 Bedell 81320220202132103218-16
No. 3, 25 bluerocks, $1.50, 3 moneys:

Conerton 10101 1 001 11001 011001 10001—1

3

Bedell ; llOlOllOOOllOOUOllOllill—16
Walton 0001100111101101111010111-16
Wilbert -..,,.>,- 1011011101100110110010110-15
Topper 1100011011101101010001011-14
Siilley ., llOlllOUlOllOaillOlOllll—IS
Parsons 1110011011011100101110111—17
Crossland , , . . .1111111101111101111111011—23
Nopkins 1100110110011100111101111—17

Pa-vetuxet Gun Club.
Pawtuxbt, R. I , Feb. 23. —The Pawtuxet Gun Club he'd a shoot

to-day for ."iOO shells loaded with Hazard's Blue Ribbon. The shells,
-whicn were donated by the Hazard Powder Co., were divided into
eight prizes, the winners being: First, Arnold; second and third,
Sheldon and Whitaker (tied); fourth, fifth and sixth, Greene, Ham-
mond and Root (tied); seventh and eighth. Badminton and W.
Ha wkins (tied).

Our next all day shoot will be on March 17, when we shoot for a
keg of Du Font's Smokeless presented to the club by the Du Pont Co.
To-day's scores were as below, several visitors taking part in the

shoot:
F Arnold (.30) 101011111111101101110010110011 —21
W Sheldon (35) 1110011110111111101111101 —80
E Whitaker (35) 1101111011110110101111111 —20
S D Greene, Jr (2.5),... ......1101110111110111011110101 —19
F Hammond (35) .0111110011110011111101111 —19
R Root (31) . .1001101100111111111010000310111 —19
H Badminton (30),... OlllOlOOlOllllOLOOlOllOinUOl —18
W Hawkins (32) 01110110111001011011110100011000 -18
OThunell(32) OllllOllOOOOlOlOlllOOlOlOlOOlllO —17
*SBrownell (35) 10101101 lOllOOlUllllOOlO —16
A Hawkins (28) , OOlIOllOlllOUOOOllllllOOOlO —16
Dr Wilson (-25) .- ,-, lOlOOllllllllOlOlOOOOOUl —15
J Cann (8-2);.,...,.,,,. .......OOlOllOOlOlOOOlOllOlinOllOlOOCO —15
G Cann (31) ,01000110 lonoi 1 001 1 1 lOlOOOlOOlOl —14
C K Staniels (-35). ,„,,.,...,.,.. .1011011001000010011111001 —13
*F Latham (25).,,,,.;;........,.01iJ01'il011l01000111100100 —13
NHorton(33)...,.,....,..... ...OOJOIOIIOOCOIOOIOIOOIOOOOIOOIIOIOII—13W Crandall (2.5).....,., ItOOOOUOUIlOOCOJlOllOlO —13W Adams (.3.3) OlOlOOOlOlCOllOOlOllOOlOOlOlOlUOO .^13
* Woodruff (25) OUOOOllllOlOlCOlOOlOlOOl —11
WMooneyC25) 0000000111101011101110001 —11
Hflorton(.31) OCOOOOOCOllOOOOO. 01010011100101 — 9

L H Talbot (25) lOOOtOOiOOlOJOOOOllllOOOO — 8
ALippitt(35) ....... lOOOOOOOOJCOOlOOOOlCOOlOJ —4
*Barstow OlOlOllllllllllOOOOl
*H H Moore .111101111111110
* Brownell, Latham, Woodruff, Barstow and Moore were visitors

and not eligible to compete for the prizes.
Ci-andall, Mooney, Talbot and Lippitt did not shoot out their handi-

caps. Their allowances were 8, 3, 7 and 10 extra targets respectively.
W. H. Sheldon, Sec'y,

T
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Washinjsrton's Bipthdajr at New ^aven.
The New Ha-ven (Connl) Gun. Club atinouncBd a fe-vr weeks aso

that it wouM hold an all-day sboot on Washington's. Birthday. For
reasons that are immaterial the trap edifor of FonesT and STBfam
deemed it advisahle to,go and see how shoots are run in tbeicity tliat

boasts of one of America's greatest universities. It is pultins it very
mildlv to state that thev Imo how to run thitigs on the grounds of

the New Haven Gun Club. The fact is, the mpmbei*s of the club's

board of manasement are past masters in the art of hustling things

and making it pleasant for the club's guests If there was a kick

made during.the day we eo ild-not name tl»,e party tbat made it. rdr

w6 heard no kick registered. It was a pleasant shoot from begin-

niuk to end.
,

' '

THE ijljILI, GRAY SKY,
, , . ,

(Without 9' touch of sunshine aU day, was cfDough to make shooting

hard on almost any-grounds. ; On the New Haven ground" the want
of a goad, brightsky was manifested in the totnls tnude. The back-
ground is a hard one. particularly when the targets are thrown low;

they slam across a slight dit> in the ground and then rise above the

railroad embankment and the distant hills; but by the time they

have! gotten above the horizon, they are about 45yds. from the score.

They stol'J awav time and time again in an almost miraculous man-
ner: snap shooting was an impossibility, one had to be deliberate

and hold true to break.
. , ,

THE CLTTB IS POPULAR.

The New Haven Gnn Club claims about sixty active members, and
of this nurabsr more than thp ordinary proportion was on hand.
There were thirty shooters in all that took part in the events, bat of

course many of that number were from out of town. Amoflg the lat-

ter were Messrs. C. E Willard, of the Colt Gun Company; Pitkin,

Burbridge, Bishop and Green, all of Hartford; W. F. Parker, of the

firm of Parker Kros.; Gaines. Hull and Faupel, ail of Meriden; F. L.
Harvev, H h Cutler and J H. Video", of Windsor Looks; Merritt, of

Springfield, Mass ; Mills, of Bristol; U M. 0. Thomas, of the U. M. C.

Company, of Bridgeoort; Ed Tavlor. of the Laflin & Rand Powder
Company, of NpwYork;E. L Post, of Wallingford, and the repre-

sentative of FoRTiSTAND Stream, from New York.
The home olub had a strong contingent on hand in the shape of

Ferd. Van Dyke. B. W. Claridge and Wbi'ney, of the W. R. A. Com-
pany; Myron H. Clark, the president of the club; Bristol, Cowee,
Stevens. Stevenson, etc. Presideat Clark's shooting to-day was but
another example of the fact that a ma.n cannot do himself justice

with a gun and at the same time hustle around, score, and do the
thousand and one-things that. Mr. Clark did to help along the shoot.

Mr. Bristol also was always in evidenc", paving more attention to

everybody's comfort than his own. His scores likewise suffered
severely in consequence. '

In the cashier's offloe everything wa^ iri the hands of Messrs. J. H
Gould and W. H. Hazen, the latter gentleman being the club's ener-
getic secretary. There was no ball up in this department, and the

purses, all of which were of course divided under the Rose sys-

tem, were paid o i as promptly and accurately as one could possibly
wish,

WHERE THE GROUNDS ARK LOCATED.

The club's grounds are located out near Schuetzen Park, right at

the end of the trolley line, and are easy of access, cars running fre-

quently—that is, somewhere about every 10 minutes. The distance

is about ?0 minutes' run fr^m the center of the city (if you take the
above route, which is the quickest). Should you be as unlucky as we
were and take another route, it mav beanvwhere from an hour to

two hours before you land up at Schuetzen Park. The conductor of

the car we boarded at 8:55 knew all about it; could put his finger right

on the grounds themselves; they were located out near Yale FiPld.

Relying upon his informaiion, we went along with him and were
d 'imped at the end of ihat lice Vithout a sonl in sight. A gun and a
i. rip, the latter with 250 shells in it, are no light matter to tackle up a
small hill, but it had to be done We did find some people a little

way up the road who told us it was "about a quarter of a mile fur
Iher," When we had covered that distance without hearing a shot
tired, or seeing a person that looked like a trap-shooter, we held up
a milk wagon: this was the result: "You want to be over that waf
about half a mile; it's on Chapel street You go up to the next cross
road and keep that road until you come to Chapel street. Then turn
to your rieht and you'll flnd.it right ther ." We didas we were told,

being at the mercy of the inhabitants. Toe day was a pleasant one
for a walk, but we were in heavv marchine order, and that 351b=. of
shells began to weigh more than double. We can also testify to

there having been quite a snowfall some days p'-eviously. There's a
drift up there -between Yale Field and Chapel street-that is likely

to be in evidence for some weeks .vet. There is al.^o a little house
•up there" for which we have the Kindliest feelings; it shelters an
honest Danish lad, eight months in this coimtry, who, when we found
liim, was hitching tip a white horse to a Ught wagon. The Dani?h
language being a strong "isoint of ours, we stayed by the boy and in

that wagon until we met a street car going cityward. It was 10:40

before we reached Schuetzen Park. Time. 1 hour and 40 minutes
from the hotel. The return trip was made in less than ^5 minutes.

AVSrXgES for P.IIZBS.

The club donated $10 in gold as prizes for the four best avf rages,
to be divided into four moneys, 40, -iO, 20 and 10 per cent. Events 4-li
were counted as average events, a total of 135 targets. At the close
Van Dyke and Stevens were tied for flrst with 111 breaks each; Whit-
ney was neit with ill, Claridse third with llOi and E 1 wards fourth
with 108. Five others finished la the following order: Ed Taylor 104,

Burbridge 103, Pi tkia 112, Mercitt 99, Videon E)7. Ic is hardly neces-
sary to add that Ferd Van Dyke was tickled with the showing made
by the Winche ters; out of the five men in for average prizes all but
one, Stevens, shot repeating sho'guns.

"tkaPs wkrb KffiPT BiJsy.

Some idfca of the way in which the traps worked, and the prompt-
ness with which the shooters got to the score, may be judged by tue
fact that although it was a short day owing to the dull sky, over i,200
targets were thrown from one set of 5 bluerock traps. This is good
work indeed, as an.v body who knows anything about running shoots
will agree. There is another point about the scores that is worth not-
ing, and that is the fact that only four out of the thirty shooters on
hand shot at less than 100 targets; thisshows ihat the boys were there
to shoot, not to look on. The natural conclusion is that the Interstate
shoot on these grounds next July will be a bumper.

BaOKE OR LOST.

S3U5 6 7 S91011Events:

Targets

Van Dyke..
Whitney, ,,.

B Claridge.,
F Edwards.
Stevens
Pitkin
Ed Taylor.

.

J H Videon.
K LPost,...
Ctirrie
W F Parker
Burbridge..
Bishop ,

Merritt
U M C
Gaines
Mills
C B Willard.
Green
M H Clark..
Hull.
Cowee
Sexton .

.

Stevenson.

.

F L Harvey.
D W Bristol
HL Cutler.
Faupel
Crane
Avery

10 10 10 15 10 15 10 :

10 7 10 14 9 14 5
9 9 8 11 9 14

~

6 7 6 13 8 14 9

,, ., 8 11 8 15 7
i 7 fi 14 9 lii 9

.. 9 8 14 8 12 10

7 10 5 18 9 14 9

,. 10 9 1<S S U 7

7 13

10 13

7 7 6 8

.. 5 6 1-^

.. 6 8 j3

9 7 9 11
9 9 ti 9

8 .. 10 13

8 7 8 12

.. 4 10 11

.. 7 7 1^

9 1.3

7 11

8 14

8 l4
7 11

8 U
6 11

7 11

9 9 6

8 8 8 13

6 8 7 7

.. 8 S Vi

6

8

.. 8
9 5

6 11

6 8 IZ
6 10

6 9

5 7
4 .,

5 ..

11

9

U
10
In

11

8
13

11
li

9
13

13 Jlf

:0 15 15 10 15 10 15Shotat Broke Av.

19 13 14 10 14 10 II

18 14 15 9 14 9 IS
18 13 13
17 15 )3

19 13 15
1(j 11 U
17 14 11

17 \i la

13 11 Vi

18 .. 8
18 13 1-4

17 1» 18
18 13 111

18 13 10
17 11 li
10 11 18

16 11

.. 11

16 10
1(1

14 9

la 11 13
9 .. ..

13 .. ..

14 8 6

10 11 12
11 11 8

.. 11 8
5 5 7

9

H

11

10 13

8 11

9 li ,. .,

(i 11 .. ..

5 1-3., .,

en 8 ..

5 15 10 13

9 15
6 1^

7 VI
7 13

6 13

6 8

7 10

7

7 10

9 10 9 G
5 8 17 ..

8 li 9 6

6 10 10
.'1 10 ..

6 8..
9 5..
.. 2 ..

18' 160 b8.8
180 159 83.5
180 1-4 85.5
j6) 136 85
1.55 1.8 8! 5
145 1:9 8J
155 1^6 81,2
155 124 80
10) 7.1 79
95 75 78.9

lt)5 130 78.8
145 114 78 6
145 114 7^ 6
180 :4l 78 3
155 113 70.9
14.1 109 7M
l-.O 9d 73 9
1<I5 91 7<!,8

103 76 7=!.

3

180 12>* 71.1
165 115 (.9.7

180 lai 08 8
70 48 68.5
90 to 06.7

155 103 66.4
145 65.-5

145 63.4
lib 73 58.4
100 t3 51
iO 9 45

The above fourteen events were all at either known or uakoown
angles, with the exeeption of No. 7, which was at reversed order.
This event was a stuuibllog block to many in the hunt for averages,
and had a good deal to do wica Viu Dyke's posiliion of tied-for-flirst,

as he scored only 5 ia that event.

A NOVEL MISS-AND-OUT.

Another event was also shot, the scores of which do not appear ia
the above table. It was a miss-and-out, 25 cents entrance, targets
out of the purse. This event had twenty entries, but under the con-
ditions .that goyern these events at New Haven the 51 h romid saw a
division. The conditions were these: Evei.vbody shot in turn at a
straightaway from No. 3 trap; as soon as the flrst round was fin-

ished, the survivors stepped back to "the next joint in the platform,"
about 6ft, ; this made the rise about 18ydS, At the end of the second
round the survivors stepped back another 6ft. toward the club house;
20yds. rise. At the end of the third it was a case of another Oft.

hack, a rise of 3s!yds. When the fourth round was finished there
were only four left in to go back another yard and stand against the

club house; these four were M. H. Clark, F. Van Dyke, Gaines and
Stevenson. Clark led off. and missed; Van Dyke followed suit; then
Gaines broke and received a round of applause that was renewed
with vigor when Stevenson also broke and divided the purse. The
scores were;
Gaines and Stevenson 5, Clark aal Van Dyke 4, Cowee, Claridge,

Ed vards and Harv -y 3, Taylor, Whitney, Parker and Post >, Merritt,
Hull, Stevens and Bishop 1, U. M. C, Outler, Willard and Yideon 0.

FiBWABD Banks.

^ohn f. Weiler Gua Club» of .^Uentown.
, A LLiiisiTOWN (Pa., Ffb. 83.^Thp aU-day shooti of the iohn F; \yeiler

Gun OJub, hejld tOiday at the DucK Farm Hotel grounds, was an eur
tirp success, 3i shooters taking part \n the events, among the number
bpinar visitors from Reading, Lehight jn, etc. Scores in all the events
ai'p given below:

,

Events: J » 3 4" ^- 6 7 8 9 10
H Porter 8 7 10 8 8 9 10 8 S) 8

E D Jeanes 6 .. 8
A W Knauss , , 4
JToo'e

.

O H Acker.
5
7

CFKramlich 4
J R-hrig ..

J Shaaber,

.

J Bell
A S Weiler
n Andrews

9
10
6
8
6

J Irwin..., i,.i>«.).ii'.^,. 10

6
5

's

8
6

'.5

10
6IHeil 7

D Cooper, 5 . . . . .

.

O S Hill 9 8 7
0 Hoke , 6 2 6
Wilson Desch .,,,(.,...,,...., 4 4
t<hiQdle Weiler.. .;,.;.;,„.., 8 9 4
A Grieseraer 3
Ed Ulmer 6

H F Kausman 3

5
5

io
7
7
6
5

8
5

3

10
10
6

10
8

10
4

7 5 4 .,

5 3 5 .,

9

8 9 8 8
Allen Heil 5

O 1 Melot
H Acker
E J Scheirer 5 5 7 4 7

L, P- ssler 3

JSHagey , 4 4 ., 5

P S Wendling...... 6 3 8

E Minni'-h, 9 .. 3

H Benning 3 ,. 5

O S Eiiglcman 5 7 3

J F Weiler 5

Dr A.S Habenold 4

A race at 10 live birds, $ ', was shot for a handsome ouyx.table with
banquet lamp. The scores in this event were as follows, J. Rehng
winning the p iza with 10 scraighi

:

Hy Andrews 1210000311-
Ji'o FWeU6r.„. 9310011000-
JBell ..,,,010-^101800-

P Toole 112 Oifi020

i">r Rabenold COJ-0!a202-

O S Heil 0OC02)1011-
Mulherin lODOOlOOlO-

J Hehrig,,,.; 11221 2212—10 Hy Andrews 1210000311— 6

P S Wendling 111212 210 - 9 .T.'o F Weiler 9210011000— ft

Hugh Porter 1.01212112- 0

O I Melot vOZ'^i-ili 3— 8

J Irwin 21!012f 02i - 7

JS Hagey,... 10031220 2 -7
J Shaaber SI00121H0 ^ 6

E J S.'heirer 100101^231— 6

The race for boys only at i5 targets each resulted as follows:

Shindle Weiler inilllOllOlllllOlllllOfl 21

L Grammes, Jr 110111101 OaiOlOlllOlllll 18

O Griesemtr .OJOOOOCOOOOOOIOIODOOUOIO- 5

Fred Miller OOOllnOlOllOlOOnOinOOJlOl— 9

A .\cker 0101111011101111101011001-17

B Jeanes ..,100.010 10100000) 01001 '0- 7

,

' ALLBNTOWN.

Altoona Rod and Gun Club.

Altoona, Pa., Feb. 2.'.—The second all day shoot of the Altoona
Rod and Gun Ctub for the year 1897 was heli to day on the Campus
Ridge shoot ng grounds. The day was not favorable for trap shoot-

ing; dark, lowering clouds huag all around with just enough wind
and rain to make the targets erratic and goose eggs numerous. The
weather conditions, ho vever, were the only drawback to the day's
sport, as m point of attendance and a general good time the event
was a success in every particular; 31 shooters took part during the
day. There were present as visitors the following: Messrs. Went-
woVth, Earhart, Melley, Hiarbberger, Dr. Hough and Gapt. Kerr, from
the Cresson Gun Club; and U. S Houck and Ike Green berg, from the
Huntingdon Olub
This being the flrst target practice the boys have had since last fall,

they were, of course, a little slow in getting on to 'em, Tais, co n-
biued with bad weather; accounts in a measilre SSi the low scores
made
The scores were as follows!

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 n 14 15 16 17

8 .,

4 6
3 4

B 8 7 fi 7
7 4 7 8 6
5 7 5 7 6
4 4 9 6 r
6 4 7 57
7 6 6 45

4 .

.

6 4
,, 4

4 ., ,.

Booky 9 7 7 5 7 4

Houck 10 9 8 6 7 6

Sands 6 5 6 7 6 6

Greenberg 7 6 6 7 4 4

Killets....r.v;i,<4..^. 7 9 8 6 8 8

Clover 5 9 6 7 4 6

liell .-.V....... 9 8 5 5 7
Earhart, , ... 1 ft 5
Kerr 2 3 3

Wencworbh '6 7 8

Melley 1 4 ..

Highberger 2 6 6

Hough. ,
6 .. 6

Fay
Murray...... ........ .. .. ..

Jim ..

Mulhollen
Hrady , 5 .. ..

Fortuey 4 4

Greeley 4 3

Tappah ..i V. °

House i 4

Barley 5

Bowtuan .. .. 2

8 8 6
6 3 5
7 7 ."i

0 6 S
7 d 5

6 .. 7 747747f)4., ..54555664..
4 ..

. 1 2 1 .... 3 5 1

7 6 5 4
6 4 5..
,. 5 .. ..

.. 5 .. 7
5

The averages made are given below
Shot ar. Brolje. Av

Baoky 170 114 67}^
Houck 170 lOr 63

Sands 170 6 14

Green berg 170 99 hhy^

Kdletts 170 113 67

Clover ....140 84 60

Bell 70 4 1 60

Earhart......... 60 27 4.0)4.

K-rr 60 17 ib'^

Went worth 70 4i

MeU-y 50 14 ^8

Highberger 41 lO 5J

Shot at.

Hough 70
Fay 100
Murray...,. 110
Jim ,

20
M'llhoUen 70
Bra'^y lO
Fortney 60
Greeley .'0

Tappen 20
House 30
Barley 20
Bowman 10

Broke. Av
31 55%
51
54
5
17
5
SO
22
10
16
10
2

59
49
P5

24M
5

5)
4 I

50

50
8)

W. S. B.

Osoma Valley Gun Club.

Trap at Liticoln, Neb^
Lincoln, Neb,, Feb. 23. —The Capital City Gun Olub, of this ;Ci

held an all-day shoot to-day at targets and live birds. Tbe s'tp

kept away visitors from out of town, but the home contingent tiiri

out well. Event No. 9 on the target programme was a 15-lar

handicap for a Winchester repeating shotgun This event createi

great deal of interest, and had ihe largest number of entries of;
event decided to-day. Harley, Mockett and Young tied for the g
on 15 each. Scores in all the events were as follows;

Events! 1 3' 3 4 5
.Targstsi 10 16, 15 10 15

hardBPX 9 13 14 -9 14
llagpirman 0 13 12 10 14;

Green

10

14 14 ip lo
Welch .,. 7 13 la 6 11
Lindmnah ..; 9 14 13 9 14
Rogers , 10 12 13

Salem, N. Y'^., Feb. 22,—The Osoma Valley Gun Club considers lis

ini iai shoot in every way a successful one. The day was not bad for
snooting, there being little wind and no sun. The ilub was compli-
mented OQ its grounds, and particularly upon i's live bird traps,

which were designed and maae by its preaicfent, Mr. J M Williams.
The club hopes that ic may ai some future date be fivored with a
shoot given by the Interstate Association. To-day's scores were:

No. 1.

J M Williams (37) 11231

C Ktlgour ( 6) 0
M P Robert-! (30) •

O Surges- (,25) , 110

J Smith (3 ) .... ^.;.^...v2;l»

HLang ( 6i.- ..2120

V Walburg (26) 0

J H Maguire (-6) ...2 0

M Campbell ( 5) 0

J Bptis('lO) 12w«

M B Roberts (26) 33221
W L Thorn (iO) 11213
tommodore....
Campbell
Tu( ker
F A Smith
Geo Robertson ,,

Brock way
Black Fan ,

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4 No. 5. No. 6.

0011010 11a
12)2020 iii iia 0
2! ion 3 111 111
3121011 211 10
3312111

6" 110 II

• ilOll* 113 12» 231
0J02111 0 1*
0*1 2020 111 131 iii
0312103
0132»I« i8l ia'

3111110 0 113 210-
1«32111 10 0 0

10 20
110 0 iio
110 111 322
113
111

6" 6"
0

1«.
t:12ai

10
0
S21-:3

No. 7.

10

aiii
0
1111

10

11120
iio'21113

10 1111
10

16"
0 0
1210
1123J

6""

11311

11

13

7 8 9

15 10 10 15

14 9
13 8 ( ]^

10

I n
14w 8 io

"7
• C:

13

15

%
8 9

7
14

11
I
0 i4
5 13

Jones 9
Alexander .. ..

Miilford 11

R y.-
Erb . v. 14

Mocke't..,,i.^.i..,»,,,, 15

Denhani..,.i.,ji„i,.i....i.. 6
Bain 10

Young . . 15

There were four live-bird events shot during the day No. 1 wa
miss and-out. 5I entrance. At the end of the 7th round the purse t

"eaten up by the birds," so the contest ended thus: Green, Gard
and Hagerman 7, Linderman 6, Jones 3.

The other live-bird events resulted as follows, No, 4 being a $1 m
and out, in which the purse was exhausted with four men tied r

each. Scores: No, 3. No, 3, No. )

Gardner 02i23- 4 20-1 222111;

Alexander., 91000—2 ,.

Jones..,,..,,,,,.,,.,..,,... 2 3i 5 ,,

Ray 21235-5 11-3 lilUl;
Rogers..,.,.,.........., 30.'l1-4 U 2 nVim
Harley 22333 -5 20—1 132212;

Mockett,..!..,.,,.. 00132-3 ..

Denham... 30120-3 .. ......

Lamberton ,. 2221 12(

R, M. Welch, Sec'i

Proposed Trap-Shooters* League for Indian:
Peru, Id d., Feb. 20.—It is my intention to open the trap-shoot

fea<<on of northern Indiana with a tournament at this place on A;
38-9 I have reason to believe, from the encouragement I have
ready received from the shooters iti this vicinity, tbat the tournam
will be one of the largest in point of attendance held in this vicii

in years, as well as one of the largest amateur tournaments 'hat
be held in the middle West this season. I had the pleasure of atte
ing a large number of tournaments in this vicinity last season, at
great many shooters spoke to me concerning the formation o
Northprn Indiana Trap Shooters' League.
We have within 100 miles of this place more than 2'0 trap-shoot

and it is " ith the intention of forming such a leaeue that I am giv
this t' Urnament so early in the season. Weshould beableto secu
circul- of from twelve to fifteen cities within a radius of 75 to 1(0 mi
thus rendering the distance the !-hooters would have to travel ci

paratively short. Such a league, with a short circuit, would <

tainly prove interesting, as well as furnish plenty of shooting for,,

diana shooters and their neighbors.
I am now negotiating with a well known manager of tourname

to be present and look after the details of this tournament, and
taking plenty of time to prepare for the comfort and enjoymeni
the shooters. Bly programme will be out the latter part ot MHrcb

J. L. HbA

No notice taken of anonymoas etsmmnnicatic

C. A. S., Florence, Mass —I have some plain braided silk line of
quality and want to make it waterproof | can you tell me whatina
tr.c;urers use for doing this? Ans. 1. Soak it in boiled linseed

and strip off superfluous residue by drawingtheline through hetfli

the thumb and finger. 2, Or take two parts boiled linseed Oil 1

one part best coach body yarnish mixed together and warmed U
it will singe a feather. Soak t wice anH rub once, the mixture b«

at a temperature not exceeding IOj^' Fehr. Finish and polish wit
parafSne candle.

W. P.. Milton, Ont.—There are several methods which have b
found to be successful The most successfulmethods are those w
associate the report of the gun yyith something XJleasurable to
dog. At meal time, when he is fed, a light load should be fired,

report of a percussion cap is i^uffieient at flrst. If he refuses to c
forward and eat, remove the food and mike no further atf,empt
the nest meal time. Thisj if patiently persisted in; will gener
tirove effective. 01- if you can shoot a rabbit or other small wild
imal ahead of nim, or where he can readily see it killed) then pei
him to eat the entrails, a cure may be effected at once Or take
to a tournament and chain bim in open ground where he camiot 1)

and he wiU become habituated to the noise sooner or later.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The Disagreeable Weather Driving People Sou
For Ihe last two weeks the travel southward has been very iq

The cold and changeable weather in the North has been doini

work. The principal resorts S mth are beiog rapidly fiUf'd, an<^

transportation lines in that direction have been doing an immi
business. The Southern Railway system, whosenorthern termin
at Washington, D C. and penetrates every State South, operatiq
trains from New York over the Pennsylvania to Washington, tu':

over its own rails, has made great improvements in railway transpi;

lion, in every instance looking to the comfort of Southern travel,

they are being rewarded hy running their three limited trains t.

from New York filled to their capacity. The service offered by
great system is equal to that oltered b.y any railway on the Amei
continents. Its limited train service to Florida, New Orleans ant
Pacific Coast is perfect in evi-ry resppct. Any one contemplati 1

trip to any points South, South ivest or the Pacific Coast should ^

the New York office of the t^outhern Railway, i;7l Broadway, anc
complete information relating to schedules, eto., and descriptive

ter of the charming country through which this great system I

you on a Southern journey.—.dciu.

FR'JM SNOW TO SUMMER IN ALITTLB OVER TWENTY-FOUR HOUR.S
quick and Startling transition, but improved railway travel ha
complished it. Good roadbeds, handsomely-equipped trains, rei

breaking time make a trip from New York to Fiorida a pleasant
The Atlantic Coast Liae via Richmond is one of the most po]
lines to the South In connection with the Pennsylvania Railro
carries passengers in solid vestibuled, steam-heated and elet

lighted trains, known as the "ISew York and Florida Special,"
Jersey City to St. Augustine in exactly tyyenty-seven hours U
has fast through-car service to Aiken, S. C , and popular Georgi
.sorts. The bureau of information is at 229 Broadway, N. Y.—Ao-

Pleasure Boats and Canoes.
C. B. Mather & Co., Rowley. Mass., publish a catalogue whic

eludes a complete line of canvas and cedar pleasure boats andc;
(finished in various .styles, decked or open,paddlingor sailing), tli

dories, clipper sailln? dories, sneakboxes, yacht tenders, etc.
'

catalogue will bfc sent free to any address. - Adv.

St. I^awrence River Skififs.

Messrs Wilbur & Whhelock, of Clayton, N. Y., build a hand
line of pleasure boal.s at reasonable prices for honest work. Inq
regardtntf prices, cccstruction. etc., will be promptly answered
satisfaction guaranteed in case of purchase.—

No. 8 was another miss and out and resulted as follows: Lant 3,

Bm'ge.ss and Robertson 3, M. B, Roberts and Commodore 1, Mason
and Baker 0. SV. L. Campbell, Sec'y.

Bow-facing Oars.
Fred A- Allej?, Monmouth, HI., issues a neat little folder '

specialties, which, besides his well-known "bow-f^icers," inc

duck calls, decoy frames, game covers, brass shells, awaaes.
Adv.
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Forest and Stream^Water Colors

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The
subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksnipe Coming In.

VigUant and Valkyrie.

"He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting).

Bass Fishing at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 19 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to ola^or new subscribers on the following terms:

Forest and Stream one year and ike set offourpictures, $S.

Forest and Stream 6 months and any two of the pictures, $3.

Price oftbe pletores alone, $1.S0 each ; $6 for the aet.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.
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FOREST AND STREAM OFFICE

346 Broadway

NEW YORK LIFE BUILDING

Present Entrance on Leonard Street
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He who follows game with a camera, and who
feels the satisfaction of matching his faculties

against those of his game, will, however, derive

a keen sporting enjoyment from his failures; and
if he meets with success, great will be his pride and
contentment. He will learn much about the

habits of game which has escaped him before; and,

not needing to use his rifle, his opportunities for

observation will be more frequent and satisfactory.

For myself, the few pictures that comprise the

results of my hunting with the camera have
brought me a keener enjoyment and a greater

sense of satisfaction than the finest heads in my
collection, possibly on the ground that we are dis-

posed to value most that which has cost us most.

W* B, Devereux.

CONCERNING RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES.

A coEBESPONDENT who writes from Pennsylvania, where

a proposition is before the Legislature to forbid the sale of

game, bases an objection to theproposed law upon the miscon-

ception that it will take away from citizens "the same equal

rights and privileges that they enjoy under the Constitu-

tion." No valid objection to the law forbidding the sale of

game can reasonably be based upon constitutional grounds,

for the courts have repeatedly upheld the right of the

^

State to control the disposition and use of game
after its reduction to possession, and the constitution-

ality of such statutes has been fully upheld. The latest

of these 'instances, and the most important because the

) most decisive and far-reaching, was the Connecticut case

recently determined by the United States Supreme Court,

in which it was held that the State might extend its

authority over its game so far as to prescribe the purposes

for which the game might be killed and to prohibit its ex-

portation to another State. Indeed, the whole fabric of

game legislation may be said to be built upon the principle

I

that the State confers upon the individual only a qualified

right to take game and only a qualified possession in

game after it shall have been taken. Nothing is more
firmly established in game legislation than this constitu-

tional right of the State even to game which has been
killed and reduced to possession. The law not only pre-

scribes seasons for killing, but seasons for selling, transpor-

tation and having in possession.

When we consider the purpose of such restrictive limita-

tions and reflect how absolutely essential they are to any
efficient system of game conservation, we shall not rebel

sA the principle involved, nor denounce it as a violation of

our individual rights. Our "natural rights" are hedged
about, restricted and abrogated in countless ways. Depriva-

tion of full individual liberty with respect to game is by
no means a peculiar hardship difi"ering in principle

from other deprivations and restrictions in various fields.

If we cannot all do as we would with our game alive

or dead, no more are we free from the law's control with

respect to our cattle alive or dead. If the farmer's

cows are afliicted with certain diseases the law steps in

and destroys them; if he would market his veal before a

certain age, the law seizes it; if he would convert his po-

tatoes or corn or rye into whisky, the law prescribes cer-

tain rules with which he must comply; if he would build a

house on his city lot, the law prescribes what he may build

and what he may not. In short, in the control of his live

stock, his crop, his lands and his houses, the citizen is sub-

ject to restrictions about which he might just as vocifer-

ously and just as reasonably complain on constitutional

grounds as about the game and fish laws.

These restrictions are among the characteristics of soci-

ety which distinguish the civilized man from the savage.

All men may have been created free, but when the human
animal comes to live in communities, the individual with

his fellows, the common interest requires such a cui'bing

of the pristine freedom as shall make society bearable and

advantageous. The rule of the greatest good to the great-

est number holds sway, and if the greatest good is found

to require it, even the small boy who wants to snare a

partridge for market must forego that particular one of his

'equal rights and privileges under the Constitution."

All of which has been said before, and all of which will

be said again. For while the game laws do not diff'er in

principle from other laws, no other statutes are more often

denounced as unconstitutional; and of no others are viola-

tions so frequently excused as being assertions of constitu-

tional privileges.

ADIRONDACK FOREST INTERESTS.

The committee of the New York Legislature known as

the WagstaS" committee, which was appointed last year to

investigate the condition of the Adirondack forests, has

made a report recommending that for the preservation of

the water supply for the Erie Canal, the Champlain Canal,

and the Hudson and Mohawk rivers the State should act

at once in the acquisition of lands covering these water-

sheds.

The lands now included in the Forest Preserve are in

disjointed tracts, with other lands lying between, and so

separating them as to render difficult their due protection

and seriously impairing the eflfectiveness of their purpose

as a water reservoir. In accordance with the recommen-

dations of the Wagstafi" committee, a bill was introduced on
March 1 by Senator Ellsworth "to provide for the acquisi-

tion of lands in the Forest Preserve," a defective title, by
the way; for all the "land in the Forest Preserve" was

acquired before it could be in the Forest Preserve; the

meaning is, as set forth further on, to acquire land "in the

territory embracing the Forest Preserve." The measure

provides that the Governor shall appoint from the Com-
missioners of Fisheries, Game and Forests and the Commis-

sioners of the Land Ofiice, to be confirmed by the Senate,

three persons to constitute a Forest Preserve Board, who
shall serve without pay, and whose duty it shall be to

"take such measures as may be necessary to acquire for the

State land, structures or waters, or such portions thereof

in the territory embracing the Forest Preserve, as defined

and limited by the fisheries, game and forest law, as it

may deem advisable for the interests of the State."

The board may take possession of any land, structures

or waters, the appropriation of which it shall deem neces-

sary for the purposes of the forest preservation law. The
owner of such property is to be notified that his lands or

waters or structures have so been appropriated; and there-

after, upon such notification, the property shall be deemed
the property ofthe State. Claims for the value of property

taken may be adjusted by the board if an agreement can-

be reached with the owner; otherwise they will be deter-

mined by the Court of Claims. The act appropriates for

the purpose one million dollars.

The seizure of land is an heroic measure; in it the State-

has resort to the right of eminent domain. The justifica-

tion of the step is declared to be found in the facts sub-

mitted by the Wagstafi" committee, showing the necessity

of immediate action. Gov. Black is understood to be im

favor of the bill.

AN ENTHUSIAST.
As A rule all sportsmen have a supreme faith that the

particular sport they themselves pursue and cherish is the
most wholesome, spirited and difficult of all sports to

master in its full compass and refinement. To them the

dullness of appreciation of others by no means afiects the
worth of their sport, though it may win a sympathetic
feeling for nature's omission—that is to say, the lack of

capacity to appreciate the beneficent and the recreative at

their best.

The quail shooter extols the merits of broad fields, with
stubbles, hedges, brush, ditches, fences and woods with
glades and thickets, in which dwell his favorite bird, all of

which furnish the setting for the galloping dogs, the find,

the flush and the miss or kill. The ruffied grouse wins the

praise of its devotees for its rare cunning and swiftness, the
density of its habitat and the consequent high attributes in

the way of woodcraft and skill required by man and dog.

The woodcock, mystic bird of darkness and secluded

haunts, has a following of enthusiasts who paint their sport

in the delicate coloring of devout faith in the transcen-

dental excellence of their sport above all others. And so it

is with the fishermen as compared with the followers of

the gun, and each class of fishermen against other classes.

And this supreme faith is a most admirable trait, for it is

the true index of genuine enthusiasm and honest sincerity.

To each, as his own peculiar choice of wholesome sport

affords him the highest degree of satisfaction, it is the

best, for however the manner of it may be, it is all sport.

But each kind of sport seems to evoke a different kind

and degree of enthusiasm from its followers. The quail

shooter will admit that there is much of good in ruffed

grouse, duck, snipe, woodcock and chicken shooting, and
mce versa; though the knight of the gun is often loth to ad-

mit any merit in the knight of the rod, and the latter

has a pity for the coarseness of the work with the

gun when compared with the gentleness and bloodlessness

of his more refined pastirhe. And this is all good up to

the time when the fisherman catches a ouananiche. His
nature then changes; henceforth it is measured and bound-

ed by things ouananiche. Others may describe the merits

of other fish, or the thrill of pursuing birds with dog and
gun. Their efforts are crude and inefficient. They are

weak in details and lack persistence in the theme as a

whole and in its parts. The true ouananiche fisherman is

fired with his subject the moment it seizes him. He not

only describes his battles in words—he lives them over as a

reality. His being is changed, for no longer is the past

sport a pleasant memory. It becomes on the instant a

present reality. His ardor at the start of a reminis-

cence is greater than all other followers could work
up as a climax. Each detail is a sweet morsel to

be enjoyed bit by bit, for does the ouananiche

leap out of the water ninety and nine times he describes

each one ofthe times specially, showing how the rod bent

and the line cut the water in that direction, and the butt

of the rod was held in this direction, all at the same time,

and how each moment had its peculiar emotional thrill;

and at last the beauty was landed, its panting sides glisten-

ing in the light. And now follow in rapid succession the

attempts to lure the next fish, each detail, each incident

with the proper side notes appertaining; and then the glo-

ries of the ensemble—a store of ecstacy too great to be

measured by hours or space. The apex of the pyramid of

sport is the ouananiche. It is fine gold as compared to

boulders. No fish or bird affords the afflatus for high

color and sweet sound that it does. A ouananiche enthu-

siast is the most enthusiastically enthusiastic enthusiast in

the whole realm of enthusiasm.

THE SPORTSMEN'S EXPOSITION.

The Sportsmen's Exposition, which will open in Madison

Square Garden in this city on Saturday of this week, gives

every promise of supplying abundant interest and enter-

tainment. In some respects—particularly in the collection

of trophies and prizes—the display will excel anything

before shown in this country. There will be revolver and

rifle competitions for prizes, and fly-casting under condi-

tions peculiarly favorable for record making. The pro-

jected bench show of field trial winning dogs has been

abandoned.

The Forest and Stream will welcome its friends at Space

73, where all to whom these presents may come are invited

to call.
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AMONG THE SEMINOLES.
TkB Everglades of SGutliern Florida are very well described

as a trackless waste of saw grasi^and water with an occaKsion-

al island, scattered through which are a few small villages

occupied by the Seminole Indians. The most feasible rdute
to travel to reach the EveTg;lades from the East Coast is

by the way of the Florida East Coaat Railway to New River,
which empties into the Atlantic Ocean 841 miles south of
Jacksonville, New River is a broad, deep stream, and is

navigable to a point within two mDes of the Everglades,
which are about fourteen miles from the ocean. The river

aSords great sport to the angler, as any fish from the shiner
to a shark can be caught ia its waters. At the liead of nav-
igation the river forks out into a forest of cypress, live oak
and a great variety of other trees and slirubbery which bor-
ders along the edge of the saw grass.

With one of our Seminole friends we once made a tour of
about fifty miles of this great unexplored wilderness. Seated
in the bow of a canoe with our camera, we took a great many
snap shots at some of the moss-covered cypress, giant live

oaks and broad spreading rubber trees. The great number
of narrow channels leading through the saw-grass requires a
careful eye to follow the right oi^e and not get lost in a saw
grass pooket, or lake, where there is no visible inlet or outlet.

There is no part of the United States which could be com-
pared to the Everglades, except the chain of lakes in northern
Minnef Ota between Dululh and Brainerd,
The Seminole Indian, who has held undisputed possession

of the Everglades, are the only Indians in the United States
who hold possession of their ancestral homes. They have
successfully resisted all attempts to remove them. We ven-
ture the assertion, based on an experience of fifteen years
among the Western and Southwestern Indians, that the
Stminole Indian is the only pure-blooded tribe in the United
Stales, A conservative estimate of their number would be

the day getting started, we were compelled, after going six
miles, to camp at Robert Osceola's old camp on the south
fork of New River. True camper's luck came to us during
the night, as it rained in torrents and we had to use all

available canvas for covers for our supplies and roll our-
selves under the palmettoes for shelter. Daylight found us
up, and after a hasty breakfast we started out determined to
reach the island for dinner. The water at this season of the
year is very high, and io many places small rapids are
formed which call for more weight on the pole to propel the
canoe. The saw grass, which grows high and rank, often
made us change c^ur course, but we arrived at the island at
about 1 o'clock in the afternoon.
About 100 men, women and children were at the landing

to meet us, as they had seen us coming for about a mile;
After a general all-round handshaking our canoe was un-
loaded and the contents taken up the Mil to Jackson Charlie's
house, where the best quarters were placed at our disposal.
This house is a very elaborate building, and is 75 ft. long by
25ft. wide. It is built of lightwood posts and peeled cypress
poles, and roofed with palmetto fans. The house is braced
in a way which shows good mechanical ideas in its con-
struction. There are three rows of tables about 3ft. high,
10ft. long by 5ft. wide, five tables in a row, and one large
table at the end of the building, where the meals are served.
The small tables are used for sleeping on, and during the
day the house is a headquarters for all the village.
Soon after our arrival the never- failing sofka kettle was

placed in the center of the large table, surrounded by large
pots of strong cofah (coffee), baked ah-haJis (potatoes), baked
cvsM (squash), roast echo (venison), imi-e-im-tik-a-lege (turkey
pot-pie), boiled sal-o-le-sok-a7i4o se-na (pork and beans), and a
number of other dishes. A bell which was hung over the
table was rung by Old Doctor's squaw, which was a signal
to humbugus-stah.-ojm (eat plenty). We took our seats in the
circle, and after a few signs and motions by Old Doctor
were made to know that we had the honor of starting the
feast, which we did with a vengeance, for there is nothing
which will create a good, hearty appetite like pushing a
canoe with a pole for about twenty-five miles.
After dinner the usual smoking and visiting took place

DR. JIJIMIE TTJSTANOGEE WITH HIS TWO WIVES AND THE CHILDREN.
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about 700, and they are increasing gradually. Their form
of government is pure socialism. Collective ownership of
all the means of production and distributioa is a great
feature in their government. Honor and virtue are their
strong traits of character. The council meets once a year at
Big Cypress City, and all tbe men over thirty five years of
age are entitled to a seat. There is no head chief of the
tribe, as the council selects a head man each year to preside
ov( r the council for the session. When the council adjom-ns
the head man is just the same as one of the common mem-
bers of the council, and all are guardians or officers of the
law. Immorality is punished by death. Dishonesty and
rascality are punished according to the seriousness of the
offense. In some cases the tops or bottsms of the offender's
ears are cut off or a scar like a letter X is cut on the fore-
head. Indians bearing these marks are not allowed to sit
in the council. There are but a few which are marked in
this way.
The council meets yearly in the little moon in June. Af-

ter the council meeting is over, the Green Corn Dance, which
is one of their annual festivals, takes place. The dance lasts
from ten to fifteen days, and all the marriage rites are per-
formed. The men are not allowed to marry under twenty-
five years of age, and the women must be over twenty years
old.

Tbe dress of the Seminole is very picturesque. The men
wear moccasins and leggings of tanned deer skins, which are
fringed and beaded. Their coats and shirts are made of
many colors of calico, frilled and pleated in a way which
would be a credit to many a white sfamstress. The men's
hats are made by folding a shawl to about 4in. in width, and
wrapping it around a framework of palmetto fiber like an
Arab turbaa. The women as a rule go barefooted, and wear
long skirt dresses and a waist or jacket similar to the Eton
jacket which is worn by the white ladies.
The Hunting Dance is one of their annual festivals which

takes place during the little moon in September, and lasts
from four to ten days. We were given an invitation by
Cypress Tiger, Old Doctor and Tom Ah-list-ah to attend
theu- dance at Pme Island, which is about twenty-five
miles from Stranahan's camp on New River, After
packing a large basket of provisions, and laying in a
supply of fancy colored calicos, thread, beads and some
staple groceries, we started from Stranahan'd store in
true Indian style, J. G. Farrow, who is a guide in
the tourist season and hunts alligators and otter in the
hunting season, held the position of honor at the stern of
the canoe, while I with a paddle of mammoth proportions
furnished the motive power at the bow. As we were late in

until about 3 o'clock, when we were given an invitation to
witness a game of iok-in-ha. In the center of about an acre
of cleared ground stood a pole about oOft. high; 10ft. from
IJie top of the pole a black ring was painted around the pole,
about gf t. from the ground the pole was hewed flat on two
sides where the score was kept by marking with a piece of
charred light wood. The game was played with ten men on
a side and each man had two bats similar to a tennis or la
crosse bat. The ball, which was about Sin. in diameter,
was thrown in the air by the scorekeeper and a wild scram-
ble began, accompanied by yells which would be a credit to
a national game of football. The players were not allowed
to touch the ball with either hand or foot, and the point in
the game was to get possession of the ball and throw it and
hit the pole above the black ring. Each hit counted a score,
ten scores counted game The tok-in Jui game lasted about
two hours and was won by Tom Tiger's team by a score of
10 to 8.

After the ball game we went back to the pavilion and
opened our store and sold and traded our small stock in a
short time. After supper we made preparations for the
dance. Arrayed in our best suit of Indian clothes, we were
escorted by Old Doctor and old John Jumper to a seat
where we could see and hear what was going on. The
opening of the da.nce was announced by a series of yells,
after which Tom Tiger went to the fire and, taking a burn-
ing brand, held it high over his head and made a short
speech, which was vigorously applauded by all. A circle
about 40ft, in. diameter was then formed around the fire and
the leader began singing and marching in a circle, keeping
step to the time. There was no music except of a drum
made by stretching a raw cowhide over a barrel head and
pounded with two drum sticks. After a few dances we
were invited to join in the alligator dance. There were
seven women and seven men in this dance beside the leader.
We took our places in the circle, and after a few words from
Tom Ah-lis-tah, our leader, we joined hands with the dusky
damsels and saluted the fire, I'he leader started the song,
which reminded us of the first of the chorus in "The Sweet
By and By," and at times a ttace of harmony could be de-
tected; but taken all together the singing is like chant
music. The alligator dance lasted about thirty minutes, and
we received many compliments for the good steps we made
in it. The men were dressed in their finest clothing. The
women, in addition to their fancy colored dresses, wore a
piece of deer skin about bin. wide which was mounted with
five box terrapin shells which contained a number of small
sea shells and sea beans and hard berries. This attachment
was worn just below the knee and was held by tying or

lacing it. The sound which comes from these shells while
the women are dancing is similar to that of the rattle-box
which is used to beat the time for a sand shufiie. The deer
dance, the bear dance, the panther dance and several other
dances were danced before the gray streak in the east came,
and a short dance to the sun ended the ceremony for the
night. We retired to our quarters at the pavilion and
arranged our blankets and mosquito bar and were soon
sound asleep.

About 9 A. M. the bell rang and we rolled out to find that
we were the last ones up. After a refreshing bath in the
fresh-water lake we ate breakfast and were kept busy the
rest of the day answering questions and explaining the
many customs and ways of other Indians of the West.
We remained at the island three days, and then having

loaded our canoe with alligator skins and other things we
had bought and traded for, we shook hands all round and
started for home. Old Doctor was one of the last to shake
hands with us, and bestowed the honorable title of Good-
white-man-doctor on me, while Mr. Farrow received the
title of White man-good-hunter.
The Everglades afford a great field for the naturalist,

botanist, geologist and historian. We may be able at some
future day to give you a more definite ide"a of the country
and its inhabitants. J. W. Stranahan.

RECOLLECTIONS OF IOWA.— I.

"IftiLLED in the countless chambers of the hrain,

Our thoughts are linked by many a hiddea chain.

Awake but one, and lol what myriads rise !

Each stamps its image as the other flies!"

It IS midnight I wife and baby in an adjacent room are
enjoying the "honey-heavy dew of slumber, "the south wind
is sifting Oregon mist against my window, and I sit here
gazing into the fire and reflecting.

You must know that our baby Jennie is now twenty-one
months old, healthy as a wild rose and pretty as—but pshaw

!

was there ever a baby, white, black, red or yellow, that was
not pretty? All babies are pretty to me—even a China baby.
Yes, she is healthy and fine^ but I am on the verge of nerv-
ous prostration every chilly night (and most of the nights
seem chilly to me) since she had the croup one night nearly
a year ago; so I sit up, look after the fires and watch the
thermometer until the wee sma' hours nearly every night.
It does beat all how idiotic us old fellows can be over a baby!
particularly when the baby's mother was teaching it to call
us papa.
The neighbor women say that croup never comes after

midnight. So, when the "iron tongue of midnight hath
tol'd twelve" a sense of relief comes to me. and generally K
can go to bed and to sleep. But to-night 1 don't, feel sleepy,
and so I continue to sit here alone, gazing into the fire and
reflecting. To-night I am thinking of old Iowa, and for some-
reason she, like Banquo's ghost, will not down. But while^
she has "driven sleep from mine eyes away," she is a good^^
natured ghost, and

"Invites ray steps and points to yonder glade,"

The seventeen years of life in Oregon, with all tiieir ups
and downs, seem like only a well-greased mental tramway
for my thoughts to roll back to the scenes and incidents of
my early life in dear old Iowa, God bless herl

In the year 1847 a young fellow by the name of Benjamin
Greene, from Oswego, N. Y., was teaching school at Keokuk,
la. By the decree of fate or otherwise he made the acquaint-
ance of aHawkeye girl by the name of Parmelia Sturges
and married her. In February, 1849, they were blessed
with a baby girl (wonder if she was sweet and croupy like
the one next room), and Benjamin began to feel the responsi-
bilities of a married life. Iowa was young then, Govern-
ment land was plentiful, and Benjamin concluded to "go
West and grow up with the country," setting an example
which even Horace Greeley afterward referred to as the cor-
rect thing to do. He hitched his yoke of oxen to his prairie
schooner, loaded his wife, baby girl and rifle into it, started
up the Des Moines River, followed it until he came to old
Fort Des Moines (now the capital of the State), at the junc-
tion of Main Raccoon River with the Des Moines; thence
traveled due west twenty-one miles to the west bank of North
Raccoon, where he took up some Government land and
founded the town of Adel, now a prosperous village and
county seat of Dallas county, one of the wealthiest and best
counties of the State. It was a sort of trading post prior to
his settlement there and known as Penoach (Indian for far
away, as near as I can determine) ; but at father's suggestion
the Indian name was dropped and the name of Adel
adopted. He, witli his wife, four married daughters, and a
subsequent generation or two still live there. In fact, he is
now living at the identical spot where he erected his cabin
nearly half a century ago.

"And to-night he sits by the fireside

In a mansion quaint and old,

With his children's children around him.
Having reaped a thousandfold.

"

In 1850 they were blessed (?) with a boy, who still lives
(thank God!), and now growing old in the land of the setting
sun.

In the spring of 1853 grandfather Sturges loaded his earthly
possessions, consisting in the main of wife, five children and
his rifle, into a wagon and started across the plains, impelled
probably by the same restless spirit that had led him west-
ward from the Adirondacks many years before. After six
months of weary toil, danger and privation, they at last
settled on the banks of the Molalla in Clackamas county,
Oregon, where now the ashes of dear old grandfather and
grandmother are mingling in the dark union of insensate
dust.

"In the heart of the grand old forest,

A thousand miles to the west,
Where a stream gushed out from the hillside,

They halted at last for rest.

And the silence of ages listened

To the axe-stroke loud and clear,

Divining a kingly presence
In the tread of the pioneer "

Obviously my recollections of what transpired prior to
and probably for some time after Feb. 13, 1850, are rather
vague and indistinct. To be exact, possibly I ought to
reckon from Feb. 14. It has never been definitely deter-
mined whether I was born ou the 13th or 14th, as our folks
had no clock or other timepiece then, and fixed upon the 13tfa
as the auspicious day only for the reason that none of the
family, except mother, had retired for the oight. However,
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it might have been done in order to give me the advantage
of an additional day on earth, or possibly in consideration of
the luck that is supposed by some to cluster around the num-
ber 13.

Mrs. Warden, the first friend I met on my arrival home
that fateful morning, has often told me that she knew I was
born on the 14th, "because there was quite a peep o' day
when I let my fust yell." However, a day or two, or even
a year or two, doesn't cut mueh figure in some lives, and this
is not intended as an autobiography except in so far as it re-
lates to those scenes and incidents in Iowa's early history
"all of which I saw and part of which I was."

The first thing I recollect "for sure" is carrying a hull
pup home.
The difficulties I encountered in capturing the little fellow

among the old boxes and barrels out in the back yard at our
neighbor Beasley's made a lastia": impression upon my young
brain, aside fro-n the exquisite pleasure 1 derived from the
knowledire that I at last owned a pup of my own. That
must have been in 1854, for old Cola lived fifteen years and
died while I was away at college Jn 1869. He was strictly
business and left a good record, not only as a farm dog, but
in the matter of varmints. He was also one of the best re-
trievers on water fowl I ever saw, strange as it may seem.
But he dearly loved to hunt prairie wolves, and in this con-
nection I might add that the next in order of my distinct
recollections is standing by the window and watching father
come home from across the prairie in the winter time with
two, three, four or more wolves hanging across his horse.
He was a dead shot, as in fact were nearly all those fron-
tiersmen, but he never used a gun in hunting wolves. His
arms and accoutrements consisted of a greyhound, bull dog,
hickory club and a rattling good horse His methods were
simple and positive. The outfit would sight a wolf; the
greyhound would speed away and overtake nim and enter-
tainMm until the bull dog could get there, when the con-
troversy was ordinarily soon settled. If the wolf happened
to be unusually large and strong, the hickory club closed the
arguments. Many and many a lime I have seen father come
home with all the wolves his horse could carry. Father
never could resist the temptation to give chase to a wolf, no
matter what the conditions or circumstances. In those days
people that lived within five or ten miles of each other were
regarded as neighbors. Over on South Raccoon, some six
or seven miles from Adel, lived a family by the name of
Hill, with whom our folks were on very friendly terms.
The two families visited nearly every pleasant Sunday.
Either we would go to see them or they would come to see
us. I remember one bright Sunday in late winter of the
early fifties father hitched up, loaded us all in and started
over to Hill's for the usual visit. We had nearly reached
our destination when a large wolf crossed tlie road, and hav-
ing reached a respectful distanc stopped and looked at us.
Father could not resist the temptation. He jerked the har-
ness off old Nance, tied the other horse to the wagon, and
away he went. Old Nance was no spring chicken at the
husiness, and entered into the spirit of the chase with all the
ardor of a three-year-old. There seemed to be trouble on
the wolf's mind the way he spun across the prairie, and
father seemed to be gaining on him when they disappeared
over the ridge. Presently father returned leading the mare
and holding his face, which was covered with blood and
terribly disfigured. The mare had stepped into a badger
hole, and in falling had struck father full in the face with
one of her hoofs. That was more than fortv years ago, and
when I last saw father, ten years ago, that frightful scar
was just about as much in evidence as ever. Doubtless it

will go with him to the grave.

Probably the abundance of raccoons in the woods along
North, South, Middle and Main Raccoon suggested the
names for the streams. There were coons everywhere, and,
by the way, the streams are not called Raccoon bv the people
living there—just plain Coon. I remember being out with
father one day along North Coon Bottom among the elms
and cottonwoods. We sighted a big nest of some kind up
among the branches of a big cottonwood, and father figured
for a long time on what it could be. To settle the question
he sent a shot up through it, when out tumbled a big fat
coon. We were bending over the victim and examining him
when—spat! another big_ coon fell dead at our feet; a pretty
good chance shot, was it not? There were plenty of fur-
bearing animals in Iowa in those days—beaver, mink, musk-
rat, coon, otter, and some bob cats, panther and bear.
There were antelope and buffalo on the prairie not far west
of us. Deer and wild turkeys were in abundance along all

the Coon rivers, and doubtless they were equally abundant
along other Iowa streams. When five or six years old I was
out one day with a party of men after wild turkeys just
above town. One of the party captured a young hen turkey
alive and gave it to me. I took it home, put it in a pen, and
tried very hard to raise it; but it declined to eat and soon
died.

One July 4 in the early '50s exuberance of patriotism in-
duced the settlers to hire a band of wandering Indians to
give an exhibition war dance for the entertainment of their
families and as a manifestation of patriotic sentiment that
could not, under the circumstances, find expression in fire-

crackers and brass bands. 1 can only dimly recall the enter-
taining features of the dance, but the memory of the wind-up
is quite vivitl. The settlers became unea.sy at the earnest-
ness with which the Indians entered into the spirit of the
entertauament, and finally hurried their families away and
got their rifles in anticipation of trouble. The Indians took
the hint and moved on.

Probably most of the older readers of Forest and Stream
are more or less familiar with the horrible outrages and mas-
sacres that occurred the following spring (March, 1857) at
Spirit and Okoboji lakes, in norinern Iowa, and at Spring-
field, in southern jyiinnesota. Chiefs Ink pa-du-tah and U tan-
ka sa-pa (Black Buffalo) headed a band of about eighteen
lodges of Sioux, who robbed the settlers and committed the
most inhuman outrages, culminating in the massacres of the
8th and Qth of March, 1857. During the year 185(5 a dozen
or more families had settled about the lakes, w^hile along the
valley of the Little Sioux River at Smithland, Cherokee and
Rock Rapids there were settlements. Ink-pa-du-tah and his
band commenced their depredations at Smithland, and pass-
ing up the Little Sioux continued their depredations, killing
stock, etc , but committed no murders until they reached the
settlement at the lakes. There and at Springfield, a small
settlement in Minnesota a few miles northeast, they killed
forty-one, wounded three, and took with them as captives
four women—J^Ii-8. Howe, Mrs. Thatcher, Mrs. Marble and
Miss Gardner. Twelve persons were missing, some of whose

remains were afterward found. Of the four women taken as
captives two were killed on their flight—Mrs. Howe and
Mrs Thatchfr Mrs Marble and Mi's Gardner gained their
freedom some months afterward. The settlement on the
lakes was entirely wiped out. Some of those bloodthirsty
devils approached our settlement to within a few miles, and
I well remember how father, during those trying times,
walked the floor nights with his rifle lying across the table.
And T remember, too, how the horseman dashed through,
our settlement crying at the top of his voice: "The Indians
are coming! The Indians are coming!" And how Brady
escaped from his captors and came into the settlement nearly
or quite naked. Twenty years later, on the bank of a little

stream in the Black Hills, I sat and listened to the details of
that horrible affair from the lips of a Sioux that participated
in the massacre. He seemed to thoroughly enjoy his own
story in all its most horrible details, and my finger played
with the trigger of my Ballard so nervously that my com-
panion insisted that we should move on at once, for any bad
break on our part would certainly have resulted very disas-
trously to us, as the Indians were "quite numerous and very
bold

^

About the time of the Spirit Lake massacre, father, in
some trade with the Indians, secured a handsome little bay
mare. That same evening I rode her after the cows. All
frontier boys in those days almost literally left the cradle
for a horse. At seven I was about as good a horseman as
any of the Indian boys of my age, was a fair shot with the
bow, and could skate and swim—all the accomplishments
considered necessary to gain admission to the inner circles
of the best society, particularly among the kids. The rifle

and lariat belonged to our elders. Well, as the sun was set-
ting behind the grassy billows of the west, I jumped, or
rather, climbed "the pony" and started out across the prairie
after the cows. Evidently the pony had been used by the
Indians in hunting buffalo or stealing cattle (probably both),
and was right on to her job. No sooner had I turned in be-
hind the cows than the circus commenced. And talk about
your Iowa cyclones! That pony could have given a cyclone
cards and spades. Away went the whole outfit on the dead
run. Not a creature was allowed to lag behind; and if one
showed any disposition to weaken she was brought to a
realization of what was required of her by a vicious bite on
the rump that started the hair if not the blood. These evo-
lutions were something new to me. They were not down in
my code, and right at the start I came near losing my seat.

Hold her I could not; she paid no more attention to my
earnest efforts than she would have paid to the attack of a
buffalo gnat, probably not as much. We were more than a
mile from home, and I could plainly see that the programme
meant the fulfillment of more than the ordinary circus ad-
vertises—three rings under one tent and something new and
novel transpiring in each ring without delays. I dropped
the reins and hung on to her mane for dear life. And let me
say right here that Icame in along with that circus, and sitting
right up in the band wagon The cloud of dust that loomed
up ominously in the west admonished father that something
was wrong, and he came out to meet us, but he quickly got out
of the way and let the procession pass, while his anger gave
place to anxiety. I didn't see him for, I was otherwise en-
gaged, and found no time to view the scenery or engage in
conversation. When we reached the corral the whole thing
was over with the pony in a second, and as for the poor cows
you could have lassoed their eyes with a grape-vine, and I
really do not remember whether their milk was saved that
night or not. A strange feature of the whole business was
the fact that mother and the girls could all pile on that pony
at once and she would go along like an old sheep, but the
moment a man bestrode her she was like a whirlwind let

loose. She died from lockjaw after a fifteen-mile run after
a wolf one sleety day of a winter late in the fifties, and there
was mourning in our family—at least among the women
folks. I felt bad enough, of course, but it wouldn't have
been "manly" in me to cry, you know. Her colt, Gip, a
bright iron gray, fell to me as a matter of course. A boyish
claim of that kind ia seldom disputed until later on. Ordi-
narily it is a case of "baby's pig and daddy's hog.'' But in
this particular instance I asserted and continued to assert my
claim to Gip with so much earnestness and confidence that
it was finally conceded by everybody, even father himself.
Gip was a dandy in his class, and I cannot remember the
last time I rode him. He had some peculiarities, however,
which I never felt inclined to encourage. He would carry
me like the wind until he took a notion that he had gone far
enough. Then he would stop And 1 might add that that
stop was generally suggestive of the point of contact between
a catapult and a stone wall. Ordinarily I could not bring
myself to the same mental conclusion and physical condition
simultaneously with his aforesaid conclusion and condition,
and the result was that I would go over his head like a rocket.
Then he would look at me in a knowing sort of way and go
to eating grass. But if I stuck he would buck, and generally
Gip came out winner. We were great friends nevertheless.

There was politics even in those good old Whig and
Democratic days, and embryo Presidents (in their own
minds) were just about as numerous as nowadays. I well
remember at least a dozen of our old frontier neighbors, all

of whom were thoroughly qualified (in their own minds) to
fill any office in the gift of this great republic. There was
Bob Bailey, 0. D. Smalley, Jerry Perkins, L. D. Bums,
Squire Babb, George B. Warden, two or three Millers and
others, and even father was not averse to holding office
when called, like Cincinnatus, from the plow. I think
father was Dallas county's first prosecuting attorney, and I
know that he was in the Legislature of the State two terms
during the fifties. 0. D. Smalley and Bob Bailey were both
Democrats and warm friends. Perkins was a consistent
Whig, and 1 remember that at one of the early elections
Smalley and Perkins were opposing candidates for some
office, county judge, I think. Smalley lived over on the
Des Moines River, and had shortly before this election killed
a very large bear. Some orator from Fort Des Moines had
come up to Adel to present the political issues of the day
from the Whig standpoint. He was very gushy and let the
eagle soar pretty high. Incidentally he proceeded to give
his friend Perkins a send-off for county judge, and Bob
Bailey was coirespondingly mad. "Gentlemen and fellow-
citizens." said the orator, "it is with pride and pleasure that
I take this opportunity to remind you, my fellow-citizens,
that you have among you a gentleman and a statesman of
whom you should feel justly proud, one who is most capable
and willing to serve you in the capacity of county judge. I
need not speak his name, fellow citizens, for you all know
of whom 1 speak, Jerry Perkins." Bob was gettmg madder
and madder. ' 'FeUow-citizens, " continued the orator, ' 'there
is a man blessed nqt ovij witlj great learning, bi^t witl^

quickness of perception, great penetration of mind and the
faculty of nice discrimination. He came among you when
the country was young, when you needed bold and deter-
mined men; he drove back the howling wolf and killed the
bear." Bob could stand it no longer. Bob was nothing if
not dignified. He arose with all the dignity of a Soman
senator and said: "Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point of per-
sonal privilege. It wasn't Perkins that killed the bear; it
was Smalley." g. h. Greene.
Portland, Ore., February.

ON THE POTOMAC.
If we take into consideration the great length of time

which has elapsed since the lands bordering oh and adja-
cent to the river Potomac have been permanentljr colon-
ized and cultivated, in connection with its central and ac-
cessible location, there is no other river in our country
which retains to such an extent its original features, or
presents to the eye such a primeval aspect as this grand
old historical stream. There are numerous points alon^
its meandering course where jutting headlands or a series
of rugged hills have been neglected and unimproved to this
time, and are still crowned with some of the aged mon-
archs of the forest primeval. Many of the decayed and
massive trunks of once towering oaks, whose foliage shel-
tered the aborigines, coeval with the earliest settlers, still
remain, though bereft of vitality. The cause of the appar-
ently immutable condition of those points spoken of may
be accounted for in the immense extent of the domain of
the early colonists, who selected from their countless acres
the most accessible and easily cultivated, a practice which
has been continued by their descendants. Consequently
those neglected places which meet the eye of the tourist
stand out in bold relief as mementos of the early days in
the history of the Old Dominion.

If permitted to draw a simile in connection with the
text of this article, I would say that the banks of the Hud-
son represent the progress and refinement of the present,
while those of the Potomac retain unequivocal evidence
and mementos of the past; representing the time and lo-
cation where our earliest great statesmen lived, meditated
and counseled together to devise and implant principles
in the political body of our infant republic which would
make its future, if possible, indestructible.
In fact, there is scarcely any portion of the river be-

tween Arlington and Wakefield that is not teeming with
historic lore. Therefore it may be styled the classical
river of North America with as equal propriety as that
appellation has been conferred upon the Eurotas of Greece
or the Tiber of Rome.
The above general description I propose to supplement

with more definite details of personal experience about
sixty years ago. As a great many incidents in connection
with transactions of those halcyon days have, from the
lapse of time, become dim, I concluded to revisit the local-
ities with the view of restoring to memory some of the in-
cidents nearly obliterated. Therefore, with anticipated
pleasure of gazing upon and wandering once more amid
those sylvan scenes ofboyhood, I set out from Washington
during the last days of October to accomplish my tour by
crossing the Potomac. The first notable object which
meets the eye on the Vu-ginia hills is the stately mansion
at Arlington. This fine old colonial edifice, apparently
gazing down upon the Federal city, was once the home
and patrimonial estate of G. W. P. Custis, the ado.pted son
of George Washington, and more recently the residence of
Gen. Robert E. Lee, the son-in-law of Mr. Custis, from
whom the general inherited it. The spot is now in posses-
sion of the IJnited States, and a part of it has been con-
verted into a national cemeterv.
The next point of interest in the tour, about six miles

^below Washington, was the ancient city of Alexandria,
'now sleeping on the banks of the Potomac, which sixty
years ago was a scene of animation, and one of the princi-
pal business marts of foreign commerce. This city was
also a center of social refinement from its earliest history.
Among the prominent residents sixty years ago were
many of the descendants of those who ardently and con-
spicuously contributed their wealth and intellectual ability
to advance the revolt of the colonies from its conception
through the darkest days of adversity to its ultimate tri-

umph. A few of those family names are still fresh in my
memory: the Herberts, Taylors, Brents, Fitzhughs, Lees,
Dulanys, Fendalls, Thorntons, Vowells, and others. In
addition to the coterie of brilliant resident magnates, there
was a large number of distinguished transient visitors,
whose frequent presence contributed greatly to the social
intercourse of the city. It was here that the wealthy
planters of the northern neck of Virginia, and also those
from the Maryland banks of the Potomac, shipped the sur-
plus products of their plantations—tobacco, grain, etc.—and
received in return products of foreign climes. Those busi-
ness transactions and familiar visits were carried on for
years prior to the Revolution as well as subsequent there-
to, and history informs us of the character and ability of
the planters along the Virginia banks of the Potomac, and
also of those residing on the green hills of Maryland
adjacent to this majestic river; and in the catalogue of
visitors to this ancient and hospitable city we find
thfr name of Washington at a time when the site
for the city which now bears his name was a
howhng wilderness. George Mason, the author of the
bill of rights and of the constitution of Virginia, upon
which the constitution of the Republic was founded; Col.
Fairfax, whose plantation joined that of Mount A^ernon,
and who voluntarily abandoned his inheritance and title

as one of the lords of England's realm to spend his days
in the wilds of America; Philip H. Lee, the father of the
late Gen. Robt. E. Lee, who, by his splendid horseman-
ship and heroic exploits during the Revolution at the head
of his cavalry, acquired the significant title of Light Horse
Harry; John Randolph, of Roanoke, the talented and ec-
centric Virginian who had the reputation of successfully
answering iti six words—"The Greeks are at your doors"

—

a speech which Mr. Clay was two days in delivering in
favor of an appropriation for the suffering Greeks; in fact,
all the prominent men who had occasion to ti-avel north
from the western or southern portion of Virginia neces-
sarily came through Alexandria. Therefore we find em-
blazoned upon the pages of history numerous names of
those who honored tlie city with their social familiarity,
and whose fame will increase as years roll on.
In addition to the distinguished men who conferred

J^onor upon the ancient city there are many interesting
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historical objects still existing in tangible form; notably

the ancient English church and the historical Bi-addock

house, both of which are in good preservation. lit was in.

this house that the unfortunate general called around' him
several of the Colonial Governors and' also afew ofthe pronn--

inentprovincials,.among them Geo. Wasbitigton, although
then, only about twenty-two years of age, but who held a.

colonial commission as colbnel, to consultwith him in refer-

ence to measures necessary to prosecute the projected cam-
paign against the encroachments of the French on English
colonial territory at Fort Du Quesne, Pittsburg, to which
plkce Washingtbn accompanied him as aid-de-camp.
Although the troops were completely routed and Brad-

dock was killed, yet the still and coolness displayed, by
Col. Washington in saving the remnant ofthe army gained:

for hito a milita,ry reputation which subsequently placed'

him in command of the army that gained us our inde-

pendence. Incidents and historical events crowd memory,
but admonished by time and space I forbear.

Then my course led to the margin of Hunting Creek,

which r crossed a short distance above its junction with

the Potomac, to which it is tributary, and also forms the
southern boundary of Alexandria. It is over a mile in

width at its mouth, and as it does not diminish nor con-

tract perceptibly for two miles above, it occupies an exten-

sive area, the entire bed of which produced a great abim-
dance of the diflferent aquatic grasses and other vegetable

prodhctions suitable for the various species of waterfowl

which annually migrate hither. It always appeared to me
that it was an especially favorite resort with them. I

know it was the case with myself Possibly mutual feel-

ings produced reciprocal tastes. At any rate, we frequent!}'-

met there, although I had but poor facilities to entertain

them—nothing but a single-barrel with a flintlock.

l)ouble-barrels were not very plentiful, and percussion

locks were a curiosity, and I do not think the inventor of
the modern breechloader was born, Nevertheless I gen-

erally secured some of them. Of course, not by my skill

as a wing shot—you know a sportsman scorns to boast, ex-

cept perhaps when they go to Canada and catch sortie

weighty salmon—but simply for the reason that I dis-

charged my gun, if she did not snap, which was always
expected, in the direction of the greatest number;
consequently all could not escape. It was not the acquisi-

tion of the game, so easily obtained, which fascinated me
with this magnificent feeding resort for all the various

species of waterfowl known as divers; all of which were
here, robed in their diverse and magnificent plumage, and
apparently unrestrained in their natural habits and move-
ments, which I greatly enjoyed, and which was the at-

traction to me. I have frequently, from a secluded posi-

tion, watched them with delight for hours within close

range, but felt no desire to disturb them in their interest-

ing and graceful evolutions.

Adjacent to this famous feeding resort of the divinpj

fowl, in fact, only separated from it by an embankment
thrown up around the shores of the creek and river, there
is an extensive tract of swamp and jungle, covering per-

haps 500 acres, equally as attractive and prolific in food

suitable for the various classes of non-divers, and also

numerous species of birds and animals belonging to the
progressive or evolutionary class of amphibians, a detailed

description of which I will postpone for the next stage of

my tour. At this point in past years I have frequently left

with regret

""Where oft I have lingered and crazed with delisrht

On my feathered compaDions, in repose or in flierht
"

James Noeeis.

Habford Cotjnty, Md.

THE INTERCOMMUNICATION OF
IDEAS AMONG THE LOWER

ANIMALS.

I HAVE been interested lately in the question of the inter-

COtDmunication of ideas among the lowpr animalg because of

fome questions in biopbilis^m which have been asked me,
and bpcause of what I have noticed from Mr. Thompson,
F. E. W. and others in the Natural History department of

FOKEST AND StEEAM.
That ideas pass from the mind of one animal to that of

another there is no one, I take it. who even passingly sees

animals (to say nothing of observing them) who will doubt

when his attention is called to the matter, as most people's

must be to anything relating to the orders of beings under
man. But intercommunication is something more than
communication. I communicate an idea to a person when
I smile at him, frown at him, or make some passing remark,

intercommunication between that person and me begins

when he returns an idea to me upon receiving mine. In the

intercommunication of ideas reaf on is involved—the arrival

at a conclusion, the adoption of means to an end. The
common use of the word conversation conveys the notion of

intercommunication of ideas.

In his "Introduction to Comparative Pyschology " 0. Lloyd
Morgan gives this story, "communicated to me," he savs,

"by my friend, Mr. Eobert Hall Warren, of Bristol :" "My
grandfather, a merchant of this city, had two dogs, one a

small one and another larger, who, h«ing fierce, rejoiced in

the appropriate name of Boxer. On one of his business

journeys into Cornwall he took the smaller dog with him,

and for some reason left it in an inn in Devonshire, promis-

ing to call for it on bis return from Cornwall. When he did

so the landlord apologized for the absence of the dog, and

said that some time after my grandfather left the little dog
fought with the landlord's dog and came off much the

worse for the fight. He then disappeared and some time

afterward returned with another apd larger dog, who set

upon his enemy and, 1 think, killed him. Then the two
dogs walked off and were no more seen. From the descrip-

tion given my grandfather had no doubt that the larger dog
was Boxer, and on returning home found that the little dog
had come back, and that both dogs had gone away, and
after a time had returned home, where he found them."

Were it not for his "canon of interpretation," as he calls

the measure to which he submits all facts (if they do not con-

form with which, the worse for the facts), Mr. Morgan
would freely admit that between the little dog and his big

friend Boxer tJiere was intercommunication of ideas.I^This

seems to me much more reasonable than that the little fellow

only indicated to the big fellow that he wanted him to fol-

low over weary miles, and that the big fellow did so blindly.

Boxer went because he saw at the end of the way what he
so dearly loved—a fight.

To show that dogs have the power to intercommunicate
ideas—the power of conversation—allow me to tell a story

which eame to me from a Mr. Woodruff, of this State.

There were two dogs at a summer hotel in the Oatskill Moun-
tains. They were once noticed to chase a woodchuck
into a hole. To this hole there were two openings
—one on each side of a stone fence, The dogs
saw the two openings, and each of them took one
and began digging. Because the day was hot and the

work hard, because they saw that the stony character of the

ground would not allow the sufficient enlarging of his open-

ing to let the larger dog in, or for some other reason, the

dogs simultaneously quit digging and met in consultation on
the vrall. When their plan was completed, the smaller dog,

who bad sutficiently enlarged the opening at which he had
been working for the admission of his body, entered, while
the lar.ger dog took his station at the other opening. What
took place in the hole I do not know. All that I know (on

the very best evidence) is that the woodchuck soon appeared
at the larger dog's opening, was nabbed, dispatched, and the

two dogs had a great feast.

As to how these dogs carried on their conversation I can-

rot say, but that they did so there can be no doubt. They
formulated a plan. Tbeir knowledge of the plan was mu-
tual. Their snouts were together as they talked on the wall.

Their interchange of Ideas may have been telepathic, if there

he such a thing as telepathy, of which I am not sure.

CjJARLEs JosiAD Adams,
EossviLLE, Staten Island.

Montana. Wild liife.

Ktpp, Mont.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: While hunt-
ing in the vicinity of St. Mary's Lakes last fall my friend

Wm, Jackson found thirteen goats, all in a pile, which had
been killed by a snow slide. They had been pretty badly
mangled and crushed, but from the thirteen he secured seven
perfect horns, of which he has made a ver\f handsome gun
rack.

Speaking of wolves, Mr. Joseph Kipp gave me a brief out-

line the other day of seme he once saw which gives me an
idea of what wolves were in this country before strychnine

was introduced.
"In the fall of 1864," he said, "the American Fur Co., at

Fort Bpntnn. sent me with a stock of trade goods to winter
with the Piegans, who were camped on the Marias River.

Early in February a man was sent out to assist me, and I lost

no time in going on a hunt with the Indians, for I had been
cooped up in a lodge all winter and wanted a change.

"One day we ran a large herd of buffalo, which we found
a mile or two north of where Cutbank Stream joins the

Marias. I had a splendid horse, but as soon as I killed a

cow I stopped, for that was all the meat I wanted, and more
too, I had reached the herd some time before the Indians

did, and when they saw me disniount one of them asked me
to exchange horses with him, as he wanted to make a big

killing. I let him have it, and tying his horse to the horns
of the buffalo I proceeded to skin it. In less than five

minutes the wolves began tn gather about me. It was the run-

ning season, and each hitch was surrounded by a number of

dogs playing and fawning about her, and quarreling with
each other just like a lot of dogs, The wolves kept about 50 to

60yds. from me, but one coyote came up quite close, and
a couple of kit foxes ventured up within 8 or 10ft. I felt a
little uneasy to be surrounded by such a big pack, and consid-

ered for some time whether to fire at them or not. I had only

four balls left a'- d rather wanted to keep them. Finally,

however, I did shoot at a big white dog, and not only killed

him. but another one beyond The balance of them, however,
didn't pay any attention Well, I only took the depouille and
bossrib^ of the cow, and tieing them on behind my saddle. I

rode off about 50yds. The wolves immediately ran up to

the carcass, and such a snapping and clicking of teeth you
never heard. In a very few minutes the cow was eaten up,

and the bare bones dragged and scattered about. The
wolves, as soon as the carcass began to he fairly well pecked,

commenced - striking out toward the northeast, and finally

all of them went off in that direction, leaving only the kit

foxes to keep me company. I cut off several bits of meat
from the ribs tied to my saddle, and they would pounce on
them almost before they struck the ground.

"In the old times wolves were much more numerous than
royotes, and to-day the conditions are directly the reverse.

If wolves were so much sharper and difficult to catch than
coyotes, as some people say, how does it happen that they

are very scarce in the whole West, while coyotps seem to be
more numerous than they were in the old tinafs?"

J. W. ScinJLTZ.

Early Birds, Early Spring.

South PoETSMOTJTH, R. T., Feb. 36.—In this section it is

no uncommon thing to see robins during the winter, as some
few specimens stay with us throughout the year in the cedar

swamps of Tiverton. I have many times seen single speci-

mens in December, January and February, but they are never
seen in any numbers except when they make their appear-

ance during their spring migration, and when they do appear
the farmers think that spring has surely come. In this we
are rarely mistaken, for we seldom have much severe weather
once the robins come in any numbers. One season, however,
they got here ahead of time—the ereat March bhzzard in

New England—and large numbers of robins and blackbirds

perished from cold and starvation, no doubt. Robins have
appeared the earliest this year 1 have ever known them to

during a period of thirty-five years' observation. Feb. 17 the

first blackbirds were seen, and again on the 23d. Feb. 23

robins were heard, but not seen. Feb. 25 over a dozen were
seen, and one was heard singing the same as during their

mating time. Large flocks of blackbirds were also seen. We
trust the little fellows are not mistaken in thinking it time
for spring; but it is about two weeks ahead of their earliest

appearance before as noted by me. Wm. M, Hughes.

Hardy English Sparrows.

In St. Paul, Minn., English sparrows commenced building

nests on Feb. 14. Hundreds of these hardy birds have
weathered the rigors of temperature ranging from zero to

minusSO". One is seldom found frrzen A good many hug the

lee sides of chimney stacks and steam-heated buildings, and
so keep warm. They are a sturdy and vigorous lot, pro-

ducing from three to flye broods in a year.

Protective Instinct in the Kildeer,

Last June, while traveling through the southeastern por-
tion of Nevada, I was surprised to notice the avifauna that
frequented every watering place. The chaparral was fairly

alive with hooded quail, and road-ninners that properly be-
long to a more southern climate were as common as rabbits.

Just after crossing the line into Utah we struck a marshy
level, kept constantly moist by the running snows of the
Pine Valley Mountains. This flat was covered with kildeer,

most of which were newly hatched. The shrieks of the
parents and the baby cries of the goslings filled the air. I
had no trouble at all in picking up a couple of the fledgelings

and exhibiting them to the party. Their mother, instead of
flying away with the rest of her brood, hovered about the
carriage, darting in our faces in her anxiety to rescue her
chicks. As soon as I put the little ones upon the ground,
the mother came within 1ft. of my hand, and then dragged
herself away exactly in the manner of the female partridge
when endeavoring to decoy the hunter from her young. She
trailed a wing, was lame of a leg, and seemed absolutely
forgetful of her maternal duties. As I had never heard of
this trick of the kildeer, 1 started to pursue her, and she led

me a merry dance for a quarter of a mile. She took just the
direction in which we wei e going, and it was not until the
wagon rounded a bluff', hiding the flat from our view, that
witti the characteristic scaipe she returned to her charge. I
hastened back as rapidly as I could. The bird's flights were
short, and she remained for a few minutes on duty as a sen-

tinel. Then with a low single note, almost like a cluck, she
called her brood about her, and in another moment the
swamp was as noisy as it had been before our arrival.

Is this trait common to the kildeer, or to any other of the
snipe and plover? Shoshone.

A Doe with Horns.

ToPEKA, Kan., March 3.—In a recent issue of the Foeest
AND Stream I see an article on does with horns, and that
letter calls out this note

:

In the summer of 1887, in company with four gentlemen
from Boulden, Colorado, I made a trip to Steamboat Springs,

and while camped there had the good fortune to kill a doe
with horns. We had made a trip about ten miles up the
river after meat, and on the second day killed a small buck,
and were returning to camp after a pack horse, when my
companion, Mr. Geo. A. Andrews, and I noticed five deer
across the canon. They were so far off they did not seem
afraid, and we watched tbem some little time and noted
that one was much larger than the balance. Thinking to

see them run I, fired at the largest, and by some chance
killed it dead.
The horns of this deer were in the velvet, and more re-

sembled the horns of an elk than a deer, being very heavy
two point horns. Though 1 did not succeed in saving them
with the velvet on, I did make a fairly presentable pair of

horns of them, and now have them in my office.

This was the largest deer killed on the trip, and the largest

I ever saw. It was all three men could do to hang it up.
This was a barren doe and had never had young. It was so

fat that great chun lis of tallow came off with the hide on
the rump, and was of more than passing interest to the

settlers; in every respect being a perfect doe except the

horns. H. W. Seery.

A Muskrat Pet.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Yesterday I received a letter from my young friend, Mr.

James Savage, in which he says; "A wt?ek ago, with my
friends Mr. and Mrs. H. B., who are great out-of-door peo-
ple, I was on a tramp to Stony Point. As we were crossing
the field .we saw a setter dog after some animal, and when
we got closer we saw it was a muskrat. The rat was suc-
cessfully standing off the dog; it sat on its haunches like a
bear, facing the dog, and rushed at it every time the setter

came near. We watched it for some time at close range
and longed for our cameras. After awhile I went nearer
and the rat came at me with a rush; I lifted it several times,

hanging on to the toe of my shoe with its teeth It was too

good a specimen to kill, so when its attention was on the
dog I put my foot on it and caught it by the tail; I,had
never handled one alive before, and I was ready to let go if

it should turn on me. It was unable to do so and I soon
had my captive caged in a watering can. I feed him apples,

bread and vegetables, and think I can soon tame him; he
feeds out of my hand now, but I don't dare handle him yet;
will get some photos of him later."

If I receive a good photograph of Mr. Savage's "new pet, I

will forward it to Forest and Stream. Have written Mr.
S. that I shall expect an invitation to the feast when he gets
his musquash in prime condition for the table.

J. L. Davison.

African Birds.

The Field Columbian Museum has issued a Catalogue of
a Collection of Birds Obtained by the Expedition into
Somaliland, by D. G. Elliot, F. R. S. E., which is No. 2
of the first volume of the museum's ornithological series of
publications.
The list covers 125 species—a large number, when we

consider that ornithological collecting formed no part of
the expedition's plan. This was to collect large mammals,
and all the party's preparations looked to this end. Mr.
Elliot remarks that there was no difficulty in collecting,

for birds were both numerous and tame, and had the ex-
pedition been properly equipped for this work very large
collections might have been made. The list is one of in-

terest to all who are familiar with African forms of bird
life, and the notes—in some cases quite full—which are
given about the different species tend to popularize it,

Several new species and subspecies are described.

The liinnEean Society of New York,
A KEGUUAR meeting of the society will he held in the

American Museum of Natural History on Tuesday evening,
March 23, at 8 o'clock, and a paper will be read by Mr.
Eugene Smith on the Fishes of the Fresh and Brackish
Waters of the Vicinity of New York City, illustrated with
specimens, in the lecture hall of the American Museum of

Natural History, Seventy-seventh street and Eighth avenue

]C<ong Island Bird Occurrences.

East Hampton, N, Y., Feb. 17.—So far I have had
mounted this winter one guillemot, two small auks, one
large snow owl, The owl stands 23in, high and is a very
fine apecimen, E. B. MxrCHM:oBBa
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PARTRIDGE SHOOTING.
Among the birds I have mounted this fall is one that

always carries me back to the golden woods of airtximn,
when the trees are shedding their richly colored foliage,
getting ready for the coming of old Boreas. No other bird
in my. collection fills me so with the spirit of the woods or
creates that longing to shoulder my breechloader and call
the dog for one more tramp after its gamy relatives. I
refer to that lordly ruffed grouse yonder that holds its

head up like a king—and king it is of allits gamy tribe.
Talk of the snap shot that dropped the darting woodcock
jnst as it topped the trembling poplars; of the shot that
sent the whirring quail heels over head into the grass at
60yds. from the gun—there was twice the pleasure and
satisfaction in stopping that cunning old cock as he darted
from behind yon pine to the dense thicket close to it.

Picking it up carefully, you smooth down the feathers and
store it in your game bag. Gladly would you restore it to
life for the pleasure of hunting it again along the winding
brook among the pines. The delicate penciling and rich
blending of brown, black and gray on its back and wings
match the beautiful leafy carpet of the forest. It belongs
to the woodland, and has something wild and free about it

that at once stirs your forest-roving propensities. Added
to this, cooking does not destroy its gamine.«s. AVhat epi-
cure would not delight in a dinner of ruffed grouse prop-
erly fried in butter. Sad to say, some cooks stew all the
taste out of it. but then the bird is not to blame.
There is a fascination about the pursuit of this bird that

never loses its charm so long as the sportsman can handle
a gun. Hunted, as it generally is, in the balmy weather
of late autumn, through woods resplendent with all the
glory of their autumn covering and along running brooks
of clear water, there would be a fascination without the
excitement of the chase, but added to which no other sport
can surpass it.

No other tries the hunter's skill and endurance so much
and none is so uncertain. In dense woods, or swamps
where the underbrush is thick and fallen timber plentiful,
it is no easy task to tramp all day and be constantly
on the alert, so as not to lose a shot at this sudden
riser. Along in the afternoon perhaps you have not seen
a bird for some time; your vigilance relaxes, the gun is

shouldered, and instead of watching your pointer, who
ranges systematically ahead, you look for the best road,
when whir-r-r-r, up goes a partridge some 20yds. and flies

off into the next county, leaving you in derision to recover
from the nervous start he gave you.
The bird is likely to rise at any distance from 5 to 50yds.

from you, and does so generally when you least expect it.

It must watch the shooter, and only rise when, a tree or
thicket intervenes, darting oflf with a loud whirring noise
at a fifty-mile rate for less dangerous quarters. This judg-
ment in timing its flight has saved many an old grouse.
When put up from the far side of a log or thicket, it gen-
erally flies low until out of range. The speed of a fright-
ened partridge is from forty to sixty miles per hour. I
have often shot behind them when holding 6ft. ahead at
forty yards. . They fly nearly in a straight line from 100 to
.SOOyds., according to the shelter and season, for they sel-

dom stop in poor cover, and they fly further in the latter
part of the season than in the earlier. They lie much
closer in the bright and sunny days of September and
early October than they do in the stormy, windy days of
I^ovember.
Two different guns are needed for grouse shooting. The

first, a cylinder bore, is suited for the early season, when
the shooting is all at short range in dense cover, as its

large killing circle increases one's chances greatly and
does not mutilate the game. You may only see a gray
streak in dense cover, but fire away, giving lots of lead,
or the shot will go several feet behind. Hold above all

bu'ds that rise from the ground and below all that fly out
of the tree tops. Keep both eyes open and fixed on the
bird, and then if the gun fits the shooter it will come to
place at once. Some sportsmen swing with the bird, and
others hold ahead. Which is the correct or best method?
Can the shooter keep his eye on the bird and trust to his
arms to give the desired lead? Would some fellow sports-
men give their opinions on these important questions?
No. 6 shot has an average velocity of about 840ft. per sec-
ond for the first 40yds. Therefore it takes one-seventh of
a second to go that distance, but in that time a bird going
forty miles per hour will fly over Sft. It also takes time
to pull the trigger and for the shot to pass out of the bar-
rel, so the lead at that range and speed would have to be
at least 10ft.

To come back again to the subject of suitable guns, the
second gun should have the right barrel modified and the
left full chocked for late fall shooting, when the leaves are
off' and the birds rise wild and fly far. In September No.
7 shot is large enough, but later No. 6 will give more satis-
faction. Whatever you do, don't fail to thoroughly test
your gun with various loads, combinations of wads, sizes
of shot and makes of powder, and when you have got the
best load for your gun use that and no other. My gun
handles 3drs. of powder and loz. of No. 6 shot better than
any other load.

The shooter's clothing should be of some neutral tint, as
a light gray or brown. It is better too light than too dark.
In hunting this, the shiest of all game birds, make as little

noise as possible, especially avoiding loud commands, etc.,

as the human voice is a source of terror to all wild game.
As for a dog, any real good setter or pointer will do, but

it must be thoroughly broken. A wild, uncontrollable dog
is worse than none at all, putting the birds up out of range,
and often out of sight on ahead. If your dog is a retriever
so much the better, for there is no harder bird to mark
down than a partridge, and a wounded one Avill run and
hide under a log or in some out-of-the-way place where
you might hunt a week and not find it. I have a pointer
"bitch, Vic, which I take out and work on birds before the
season opens to locate the coveys and get her in training.
Her movements are controlled by the whistle and motion
of the hand, and her bird sense, owing to long practice, is
wonderful. She seems to know just where to look for the
skulking birds. She ranges about 50yds. from me, depend-
ing, of course, on the density of the" bush, quartering her
ground carefully at an easy trot, with head not as high as
some dogs, but meaning business every inch of it. As a
rule, very fp^y birds are flushed without her pointing, but

on some days in late fall they will not let a dog get near
enough to point. Her weight in hunting trim is just 451bs.,
and no amount of work can tire her, which is more than
can be said of many setters. Another advantage she has
over her long-haired rival is freedom from burrs, which
infest many of our best covers. A black or liver-colored
dog is a constant source of annoyance, for even the point-
ing of a white dog will sometimes be overlooked in these
dense thickets.

I must relate a little incident that happened on a par-
tridge hunt this fall; for what hunter is not ever ready to
tell of the M^onderful feats his dog has performed? While
passing through a small pine grove, the dog was ranging
some 50yds. off" on my right w^hen she suddenly turned
and pointed. It was a beautiful picture. IThrough the
pines was a small creek, and beyond stretched a green
meadow. There stood the dog as if chiseled out of mar-
ble, her head out straight in front and her tail straight be-
hind, its tip trembling with excitement. Her eyes seemed
to bulge from their sockets, while she measured each
breath, lest she might disturb the hidden game. She was
pointing into a small fallen pine which lay alongside one
of the largest trees in the grove. As I approached she
moved up a few feet in under the prostrate trunk, and
there, with back arched under the trunk, came again to a
point. Walking on tip-toe, I moved up on the other side,
doing my best to get a view of the bird. As I came up op-
posite the standing tree Yic pointed again on the other
side, and before I could take another step the partridge
came round the trunk and burst into the air like a rocket,
iust passing within 2ft. of my face. Turning, I snapped
at it as it disappeared in the thicket, but missed.
In this part of the country three or four birds in a day

make a big bag, and we are often glad to get one, but one
for every four shots fired is considered fair shooting, and I
have known several hunters to tramp all day and fire from
six to a dozen shots and then not get any. An additional
charm is added to the sport by its uncertainty. Hunting
ruffed grouse is like pursuing the will-o'-the-wisp. Where
you most expect to find it it is not, but is hiding perhaps
in some less likely part of the same woods. Although you
missed the last three or four shots, still your hopes are
high that perhaps the next one will count. Something
was wrong with that last bird—the woods were too thick

—

the light poor—of course it was not your fault—and so
you ti-amp on mile after mile after this phantom bird.
Don't let me mislead the reader to think that finding

and hitting these birds are all chance and guess work; far
from it. There is no other sport that so taxes the hunter's
skill in shooting and woodcraft. The way our woods are
stocked to-day the novice might tramp all day and not see
a bird where the experienced hunter would bag two or
three. In western Ontario it is found only in large, thick
woods, a part of which usually is marshy, and through
which a watercourse runs. It is always found in most
abundance near water where the woods" are thickest, and
seems to have a partiality for pines. There are few better
places than a pine ridae running along a stream or swamp.
The birds feed upon the pine buds and roost among their
sheltering branches. These birds stay in the ssfme locality
all the year round, but may be driven from one part of the
woods to another by the sportsman, high water or a dearth
in the food supply. The food consists mostly of buds of
various plants, partridge berries and fruit, such as berries
or grapes. The sportsman should never miss an opportu-
nity to study their haunts and habits, and the better he
understands them the greater are his chances of success.
The spring of the year is a good time to discover their
whereabouts by the drumming incessantly kept up in the
mornings and evenings. If you can locate the nest or the
covey of new-fledged birds, so much the better, as they are
sure to be in the near neighborhood in the fall.

An article on ruffed grous^ shooting would not be com-
plete without at least one account of a hunt. Let me ask
you to accompany my wife and me some hazy day in Octo-
ber. Starting from home about 9 A. M., we proceed south
along a creek to the woods, which here run midway be-
tween the eighth and ninth concessions for more than a
mile without a break, varying in width from one-fourth to
three-fourths of a mile.

The winding Catfish flows through the eastern end of
this wood, its narrow, shallow basin broadening out near
the railroad bridge, where it is covered with long, coarse
grass and dense willow thickets, making the finest wood-
cock ground in these parts. The woods proper consist
mostly of large beech maple and elm, with here and there
small pine groves, and plenty of imdergrowth and down
timber. The north and south edges are skirted by small
streams, the southern one rising in a small swamp covered
with dense willow thickets along the southwestern part of
the woods. From the above description an old sport would
at once pronounce it a great place for partridges, and so it

was. In the early spring, while gathering sap, we could
hear them drumming on all sides; and in late summer,
while working my dog, I put up some ten or twelve in one
covey, besides several other pairs and smaller bunches. In
season the report of firearms is heard throughout the day,
but, thanks to Dame Nature, she has placed the birds in
such covers and endowed them with such cunning and
power of wing that they still exist in spite of the persecu-
tion. One shooter told me that he went out one day and
fired a dozen shots without getting any. In the early sea-
son I frequently fired six or eight shots without scoring.
Pressing on along the creek through some dense beech
thickets and small pines, Vic, slowly worming her way back
and forth through the cover, suddenly turned and pointed.
On our moving up a partridge disappeared like a shadow
in the thicket beyond without giving any chance for a shot.
Forcing om- way through the briers, we found Vic pointing
the same bird on the other side of the thicket. As she
stood there, every muscle in her hard, lean body bulging
out, we both agreed she was the finest and prettiest dog in
the country. Whir-r! whir-r-r-r! away went the bird,
keeping a dense thorn bush between itself and danger
until out of range.
Upon entering the woods I noticed a hlack squirrel

working in a tall bush, so leaving the dog with my wife,
who had a hard time to hold her. I stalked on in front and
secured two black beauties. We soon reached Catfish
Creek, and followed it to the east end of the woods, flush-
ing two more grouse. One from a tree top over my head
seemed to dodge the shot as it went thundering down the
creek. Across the creek was ten or twelve acres of dense,
low woods and swamp, which we next carefully beatj out,
and here I made the shot of the day. We were slowly

making our way over logs and brush through the thickest
part of these woods when Vic suddenly turned and pointed.
Hp went a partridge some 20yds. to the right front, going
like a cannon ball off to my right. The way it went
through tree tops and missed" limbs in its mad flight was
surprising to us both. Off to my right was an open glade,
and as the bird flew across I held ahead and pulled. The
report was more like that of a cannon than a shotgun; I
was hurled round, and my partner was scared out of her
wits. "Did I get it?" "Are you hurt?" was her anxious
response. "No; guess I must have pulled both triggers bv
the way it kicked," and so I had. The smoke shut out all
sight of the bird after firing. Directing Vic to seek dead
bird, I moved on in the direction of its flight. The faith-
ful pointer showed game at the edge of a fallen tree, and
we found the bird, a beautiful cock grouse, Iving on the
ground just as it bad fallen, stone dead, with "three or four
shot in its back. The distance to where the dead bird was
lying was some sixty odd paces. Smoothing down the
feathers of this beautiful denizen of the forest, we put it in
the game bag and went on.

"See, see the partridge, John!"
"Where? I don't see it."

"On the ground vonder, running along.'
But do my best I could not see it. The dog came up and

pointed, and the bird flew off; but the cover was too thick
to give me a shot.

"Why didn't you let me shoot it?" came rebukingly from
my companion.
And indeed I felt guilty of uncalled-for selfishness; but ,

men are selfish. e.specially in such circumstances. Shortly
after she brought a big woodpecker down from a tall elm as
slick as any man could. Give your wives a fair chance,
boys. Don't laugh at and scare them when they first try
to shoot, and they will soon take as much pleasure in it as
you do. Why should the fair sex be denied the pleasant
walk, exhilarating fresh air, calm excitement of a day
afield? During last October and November she brought
the dog and gun to school at 4 o'clock two or three times
every week, and we went hunting in the neighboring
coverts. These hunts shall be always treasured up in our
memories as among the most delightful moments of our
lives. The bag, usually a partridge or a rabbit, varied oc-
casionally by a brace of" quail or woodcock, bore no propor-
tion to the amount of pleasure, which was greatly enhanced
by having some one there to share it.

One evening w^hen returning from one of these hunts
along the creek the dog was lost to sight for some time in
the dense thickets. I whistled, but she did not come; so
concluding she was pointing, we stopped in a little glade
surrounded by willows, and I got ready to shoot in case a
bird came that way. Sure enough, on it came straight for
our stand. Aiming high, I turned it with the right barrel
and dropped it with my left. By the time I had reloaded
and was ready to look for it my wife had returned with the
grouse, and trembling with excitement held it up for my
inspection.

"Isn't it a beauty? Won't j'-ou mount this one?"
To return to the subject. We hunted that woods through

and ate our lunch sitting on a log beside the creek. After
dinner we got more woodcock than partridges, for the
thickets along the creek near the railway bridge are noted-;
boring grounds of the longbill. The cover here is so dense

'

that it is impossible to keep track of the dog, which in this
case took good care of herself, flushing the birds if nobody
came up when she pointed. It was not long before a par-
tridge passed directly over our heads in its mad flight for
cover. Swinging on it, my right was too far back, but the
left brought it down amid a cloud of feathers in the very
center of a bunch of willows. This dead bird also was
pointed by Vic, who has been trained not to retrieve, her
foi-mer owner using her mostly with other dogs which did
that kind of work. A shrill, quivering whistle caused me
to seize my gun and turn round just in time to make a
snap shot as a woodcock disappeared in the willows,
but without success. Stooping down, we half walked,
half crawled under the thicket,bending the smaller bushes
under foot and raising the larger with our hands until we
came to another stretch of sod. Another cock rose and flew
across at some 30yds. range. Missing with the right, I took
a little more time with my left and had the satisfaction of
seeing him turn over and fall like a wet rag some 40yd8.
away in a small maple. Without Vic we would have "lost

this one, as it looked for all the world like a bunch of dead
leaves there under the willows and maples. How apt one
is to shoot too quick, not covering _ the bird carefully
enough, and consequently losing many birds and only
slightly wounding others. In a great many cases I have
missed with the right, but taking a little more time with
the left killed the bird slick and clean. Nervous shooters
are apt to get into the bad habit of snapping at everything
as soon as they see it, making more misses than
hits, and badly mutilating their game when they
do hit it. To be able to make a good snap
shot at the right moment is a great accomplishment,
especially in grouse shooting, which of all shooting is the
most snappy, but still there must be an approximately
correct aim when the trigger is pulled to insure even a
fair success. Well do I remember an amusing incident
that happened while hunting with a friend from St.

Thomas. We had tramped all day, and dusk found us
approaching a small piece of swamp densely covered with
willows. The dogs were working on ahead, when up went
a large woodcock out of range. We marked it down at

the far side of a small clump of willows that stood out hy
itself, and calling in the dogs advanced to the attack. To
make a long story short, that bird got up within easy
range and went nearly straight away, and may be going
yet for all the difference our four shots made. And that
was the last and largest cock of this season. Some farm
hands husking corn in a neighboring field had the laugh
on us that time. All sportsmen have their days off and
days on. In the latter they run up big scores of straight
kills if game is plentiful, and in the former big scores of
easy misses, and the harder they try to shoot the worse
the shooting. That must have been our day off.

To resume my narrative, we searched that cover thor-
oughly, flushing one more grouse, and adding a rabbit to

our bag by way of variety by a lucky snap shot through a
dense thicket. The shades of eveningwere settling slowly
over the woods. The long, dark shadows of the pines ex-
tended across our path. Broad arrows of light descending
through the scant foliage lit up the beautiful carpet of the
forest. All the trees have donned their richest ' mantle,
which now assumes a golden hue in the^rays of the Betting
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sun. The sighing of the pines and the murmur of the
brook combine with the numerous other sounds in a con-
fused harmony the music of tlie forest so dear to the lover

of nature. The robins are making the air resound with
their chirping, ae they congregate for the night in the
beech thickets along the ridge yonder. Far away in the
distance in the direction of the great cedar swamp comes
the hoarse hooting of the owl, which is answered by a pair

of screeching bluejays in the little pine grove by the creek.

Smallflocks of blackbirds are passing over in their long
southward journey. A loud rapping from the elms on the
higher land, varied occasionally by a still louder "whick-
whick-whick," remindsus that apair ofgreat northern wood-
peckers have been seen in the vicinity for a week or more.
As we cross the creek on a fallen tree, some muskrats that

have been sporting along its willowed margin disappear
under water with a loud splash, a steady, advancing ripple

marking their course to the holes in the banks. Silently

emerging from a grove of pines, we are surprised to see a
woodchuck sitting upon a hollow pine stump, into which
he rapidly dives out of sight. Out on the commons the
turtledoves are coming in in small flocks to their roosting

place in the solitary trees that dot the pasture. All nature
is alive and full of music. Crossing the fields, the sounds
of the forest give place to the tinkling of distant cowbells,
lowing of cattle, shouting of farm hands and barking of

watch dogs. Trudging wearily on through wheat and oat

stubbles, climbing fences and crossing brooks, we at last

reach the house. Yic, business-like, retires to the kennel,
and awaits her hard-earned evening meal. The gun is put
in the corner to be cleaned the first thing after supper.

Thus ended another hunt, the memory of which will fre-

quently give us pleasure throughout the long winter even-
ings to come. ' J. A. Mackenzie.
Ontario.

HOURS IN THE BLIND.

The Start.

The sky was overcast and black; wind northeast, temper-
ature 38°; prospect of snow or rain Huring the day. I had
-eaten a good breakfast, had strugeled into the heavy outer
clothing needed on a day like this, and was just leaving the

house when the clock struck 6. This was in good time, for

the sun did not rise until 7, and it would take us less than
an hour to get to our point.

Down at the boat house John was waiting in the skiff.

Everything seemed to be there—guns, ammunition boxes,
lunch kettle, my oil clothes—while from a little coop under
one of the thwarts came the low chuckle of a live duck or
two to be tied out with the wooden decoys.
The mast was stepped and we pushed out from the little

dock, the wind caught the sail, the boat heeled over and be-

gan to glide swiftly along, with a pleasant ripple of water
under the bow and a stronarer gurgle under the stern. We
had gone but a very short distance when the whir of wings
and a splashing on the water warned us that we had dis-

turbed some ducks, and a little later vociferous quacking
above the marsh which we were skirting told of black ducks
frightened from their reedy resting places. Now and then
as we passed close to some point of land, the boat's way was
checked for a moment as the tall growth of canes cut off

the wind and the vessel resumeed an even keel, while the sail

for a moment shook in the still air. Again, when tbe point
was passed and the breeze was felt once more, the skiff heeled
over and darted forward like a good horse touched with the
spur.

Already the sky was beginning to grow light in the east

when we heard before us the clear, trumpet-like calls of

geese talking to one another, and a moment later the louder
tones and the splashing of water, which warned ua that the
birds had taken wing. In an instant the air resounded
with their clamor, and now we could see them against the
sky before, above us, and on either hand—some of them
almost within oar's length of us. Still the guns remained
in their cases and still I smoked my pipe, while John still

tended sheet and tiller, for the law of Korth Carolina provides
that birds shall not be shot except after sunrise and before
sunset, and we respect the law.
Soon the geese are gone, and now we can see against the

sky long lines and wedges of canvasbacks and redheads wing-
ing their flight north or south to the feeding grounds, which
pleases them best, while through the quivering air falls the
ringing whistle of a thousand wings.
Such are the sights and such the sounds that meet us

under the breaking day as we cross the Sound and enter a
quieter bay, where the boat's prow touches .the marsh and
we have reached our ducking point.

The Land and Its Peoole.

We had been sailing over the waters of Currituck Sound,
from which the low^ sandy shore runs inland on a dead level

for many miles. Much of this land is forest-covered, chiefly

^ with tall trees of the Southern pine, whose straight, clean
stems stand close together, often without any undergrowth,
and remind one somewhat of the forests of the Northwest
coast, if such small things may be compared with great.

Here and there the land bas been cleared and the stumps
rooted out, the fields for a few years plowed and sown with
corn or cotton or sweet potatoes, and then their cultivation
abandoned when new growths of seeding pines spring up,
and after a while the old fields start new forests again.
Most of the inhabitants of this country are to day small

landholders—farmers during the summer and fishermen and
gunners in winter. They are a kindly, well-disposed people,
truly Southern in the deliberateness of their actions, in their
courtesy and in their hospitality. Many of the most intel-

ligent and well-to-do of them barely know how to read and
write. Although the winter weather here is often very cold,
the houses are not built for cold weather, the chimneys are
on the outside of the house, and the edifice itself is perched
on stilts above the ground; either piers of brick or sections
of thick pine logs supporting the timbers of the frame. At
intervals of a few miles at the edge of the road may be seen
standing in the pine forest churches at which the people
gather on Sunday, for they are most of them regular attend-
ants at church, this being the only form of entertainment
and diversion which they have.

In the corner of some iot along the road near each farm
that one passes may be noticed tiny shingled pent roofs, 6 or
3ft. long and half as broad, standing a foot above the ground
and supported at each corner by a post. For several years,

as I passed through the country, 1 speculated as to what these
might be.

These roofs are shelters built over the graves of the dead,
^nd there is surely a deep pathos in this custom of protecting

from beating rain and drifting, snow the last resting places of
the forms of those whom we love so well. Many a mourn-
ing mother in her comfortable home, her heart rent with the
anguish of recent bereavement, has suffered an added pang,
as the storm beat upon the house, at the thought that the
dear form which she has so often held in her arms lies in a
grave out of doors exposed to all the fury of the tempest. It

is a sweet thought in these simple North Carolinans
to erect these shelters over tbe dear ones who have left

them.
Some of these roofs are new, some are now gray and

weathered, and others still have fallen to decay and lie in

little heaps upon the ground. The generation by which they
were erected has passed away. There are left now no liv-

ing hands to tend these old time graves. Even the names
of the dead are only vague memories or have been for-

gotten.

The dwellers on these little farms make fair livings from
their produce, which they ship by rail or by steamer to a
market; or if by chance their crops fail, they turn to the
waters of ihe sound to supply them with food or with money.
For his canvasback ducks the gunner receives $2 per pair,

and the common duck and the fish find a ready market in a
little city only forty miles away, which is reached by water
transportation. So really the Sound is the people's salva-

tion, and to day, just as it did centuries before the white
man's foot touched this continent, it supports tho^e who dwell
along its shores.

These men, between the gatheilng of their crops in early

autumn and the preparing of their land in early spring,

spend much of their lives on the Saund ; so they are good
boatmen and, as a rule, know all the sloughs, leads and
channels in these waters. Many of them are good shots and
from bush blinds and batteries kill, first and last, a great
many ducks. They are also fond of hunting on the shore,

chieiiy with the aid of hounds, and sometimes follow the
fox or drive the deer through lines of waiting men. They
are a kindly people and easy to get along with, the worst
faults of the worst of them being drunkenness and a failure

to respect the game laws.
Of course, there is a large negro population here, though

it is said to be only 25 per cent, of the whole for Currituck
county. As a rule, the negroes have made very little pro-
gress since the war. They still fail to appreciate the neces-
sity of economy and the saving of money; and eat, drink
and wear all that they earn. The number of negroes who
have accumulated property and become landholders in the
county is very small.

The Waters."

Currituck Sound is a long and shallow lagoon two or

three miles wide, separated from the ocean by a narrow
sand beach. The Sound is bordered by low marshes, in

which are many shallow ponds, leads, and creeks, and is

dotted with islands, also low. All this low marsh land
supports a growth of tall cane, which in summer is bright
green, turning yellow in the autumn.
In ancient times—there are men still living who can re-

member it—the water had nearby connection with the sea.

There were inlets through the sand beach and tne tide

ebbed and fiowed through these channels. Beds of oysters,

clams and scallops flourished here, and even now the boat-

man who is unfamiliar with the channels may sometimes
run aground on the old shell banks whose life has long de-

parted.

Still longer ago the primitive dwellers on this coast drew
a fat living of shellfish from the waters, and to-day at

many points on the marshes of the mainland may be found
heaps of shells which represent spoils gathered from the
waters and carried to the camps, where the shells were
thrown away after their contents had been extracted. Per-
haps investigation of these shell heaps—true kitchen mid-
dens—might yield implements of this primitive time which
would be of real interest.

Tying Out.

The skiff's nose struck the soft marsh and Gunner sprang
joyfully ashore, while the sail slatted furiously in the breeze.

Then John ran forward, unshipped the sprit, rolled up the

sail against the mast, and unstepping this and raising it on
his shoulder, jumped ashore and carried it into the cane out
of sight and left it there. I handed out on to the marsh the

different articles needed in the blind, until at length nothing
was left in the skiff except her furniture and the decoys.

Then we carried the things up hack of where the blind was
to be made, and while I began to arrange matters there John
returned to the skiff and pushed it off to put out his

decoys.
These were piled in the skiff on either side of the center-

board trunk, and there were perhaps in all seventy-five of

them The lines by Which their weights were attached

were 10ft. long. Using his pushing oar, John moved his

boat about 20yds. from the point, and then, thrusting the

oar down into the mud, tied his painter to it by a close hitch,

and picking up the decoys began to throw them overboard.
He rapidly unwound the line from each, and then holding
decoy in one hand and the line about 2 or 3ft. above the

weight in the other, he tossed them in all directions about
the boat. It seemed to be very quickly and carelessly done—
but there was no lack of care in it. When all that were
needed had been thrown out it was seen that the head decoys
were well up to windward of the blind, while the others

were strung along from them to leeward, so that the last of

the decoys were just a little to leeward of the blind. About
opposite the windward decoys, but a little inside—toward the
marsh—from them, were put the three wooden goose decoys.

The finishing touch was to set out the live decoys—^three in

number, two ducks and a drake. For each live decoy there
is a "stool," which consists of a sharpened stick 2iU. long,

surmounted by a circular or oval piece of board 6in across.

Fastened to the stick which supports tfiis board is a leather

line 3ft. long and terminating in two loops, which are slipped

over the duck's two feet and drawn tight so that the bird

cannot get away, yet not so tight as to press unduly on the
flesh.

Pushing his boat up to the head of the decoys and fasten-

ing it as before, John pressed the point of one of the duck
stools into the mud until the little table on which the bird

was to stand was ain. below the water's surface. Then
opening the coop, he took out the drake, passed its legs

through the loops, drew them close and put tl>e bird in the
water. It flapped away fiom the boat with frighttned
quackings, but recovering at once, began to bathe and to dab-
ble in the water. The boat was now pus-hed to tbe tail of
the decoys, and the two ducks put out there. Then John
pushed the skiff along the marsh, hid it behind a little point.

and soon was heard coming crashing through the cane
toward the blind.

Meantime 1 had not been idle. I had brought everything
to the blind, had s. t up in the ground the four forked sticks

which were to supp-^rt the two guns, had taken off the gun
covers, opened the ammunition box. loaded one gun with
duck cartridges and one with those for geese, had fixed the
chairs, had broken an armful of cane and begun to repair

the blind. In a short time, with John's assistance, the work
was all done and I was standing in the blind waiting for the
birds to come.

This, then, was the condition of things: The wind was
northeast and I was facing south. The leading decoys were
a little south of east of the blind, and the tail ones about
south. Any birds coming from east, south or west would
swing out in front of me and lead up over the decoys, and I
ought to shoot at them just as they were passing over the tail

decoys. My two guns, loaded and cocked, lay across their

rests, muzzles to the left. Behind me was my chair, into
which 1 would crouch if birds appeared. My clothing was
yellowish gray, harmonizing well with the surrounding veg-
etation. The top of the cane which formed the blind was
broken off about breast high, so as not to interfere with the
shooting.
As we approached the point in the morning we had dis-

turbed a flonk of 200 or 300 ducks arid a small flock of geese,

which had flown away unharmed to other feeding places.
These birds we confidently expected would come back a little

later, and now we began to watch for them with all our eyes.
For a time, however, nothing came, and 1 studied tbe actions
of the live decoys. These were having a very good time
washing themselves, preenine their feathers, and occasion-
ally tipping up to feed on tbe bottom. After a while one and
another of them swam up to its "stool" and clambered on it,

standing there and arranging its feathers. From time to time
the drake would call to the ducks and they would answer
him, and when a buzzard or a blackbird passed over the
water all three would call earnestly. Couples,

[to be continued.]

A MOOSE HUNT IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
Fob the history and geography of New Brunswick I must

refer you to the books, but if you are interested in big-game
hunting I think that the followmg tale (a true one) will inter-

est you;
Three years ago I killed a bull moose way down in Maine,

and I thought then that I should not care for any more
moose hunting nights for many years to come; for in order
to get him I spent many a long, dreary, cold night calling,

cramped up in the prow of my birch-bark canoe, which I had
entered before sunset and never once leaving it until after

sumise. Toward dawn sometimes it was an open question
which I most desired to see; the sun rise and a cup of hot
coffee or a bull moose.
But in spite of former hardships and privations the hunt-

ing fever came on again this fall, and on Sept. 10 I packed
my traps and left for the wilds of New Brunswick to try new
hunting grounds and to see if I could not break the record;
for I had heard that there were monster moose up in that-

unknown wilderness.

I left St John, N. B., via tbe Intercolonial Kailroad, which
is advertised as "the fast line," in irony 1 suppose. After
several hours' ride I got off at a little station, hired a team
and drove twenty miles to the last settler's house,
where I hired another team and drove some twenty
milts more, still further from civilization, over an
execrable road, so dangerous and so rough that I
was often reminded of my latter end. At last we
came to a river, and were glad at the prospect of a change in

our mode of travel, though it did not prove to be any easier.

We loaded aU of our stuff into a couple of pirogues or dug-
outs, which were 28 and 30ft. long, and spent the better

part of two days wadinp, poling, hauling (and I was about to

add swearing, but that would not be true). With a little

less water that so-called river would have made a very good
road; yet in places it was deep, rocky and rapid enough, as

we found out to our sorrow when one of our dugouts got
capsized and we were obliged to plunge into the cold stream
to save our clothing and provisions as best we could. The
river was so full of trout, grilse and salmon that they fairly

jostled each other, and I mourned over the fact that it was
the close season and that 1 did not have my fly-rod. At the
point where we left the river we pitched a shelter tent and
stored some of our provisions, for we had more than we
could carry in one trip. When the guide returned to get
the things he found that bears had torn down the tent, eaten
our pork, and had gone off with a jug of molassts and a
stiff hat. After we left the river we made a long, hard day's

carry of about ten miles, and pitched our teni^t last, just

at dark, in a balsam grove in tbe very heart of that vast,

wild and unbroken wilderness, through whose trackless

wilds the southwett and northwest branches of that splendid
salmon river, the Miramichi, flows. We named our camp
Camp Indian Devil, m honor of a mysterious lake by that
name which was supposed to be within a few miles of where
we were camping. This lake had never been seen by but
one sportsman.
Early the next morning Arthur, my guide, and 1 struck

out to look for moose signs and to select a good calling place
from which to call moose some night. Unlike Maine, all

the moose calling m IN. B. is done on the land, and on that

account is both more exciting and more dangerous. For if

the enraged or wounded bruie should charge upon you and
you could not drop him before he reached you, it would
probably be your last moose hunt, save in the "happy hunt-
ing grounds." But if in a canoe, ami a moose should charge,
you could easily slip away. I doubt if there is an Indian
moose caller in the State of Maine who could be hired to call

moose at night from the land, even if be were allowed to

carry a rifle. My guide called many a night without a rifle.

Toward the middle ot the aftf^rnoon we found fresh tracks

headed toward Lake Indian Devil, but as it was getting late

and we had to find our way back to camp as best we could,

for there was no trail through ibe woods, we decided to re-

turn to camp and to try again the next day to find tbe lake,

and to come prepared for calling and to stay out all night.

'The next morning gave every promise of a splendid night.

The moon was at its full, and all signs pointed to a bright
moonlight night, clear, cold and still, just the night for call-

ing.

After taking a "bite," or "grabbing a root," as they say
out in the Rockies, we began to get ready for the tramp and
for an all-night call at the lake.

Since 1 had done a little pardonable bragging about my
game hunting out in the Rockies, my guide took it for

granted ttiat 1 could tramp, cany a pack, rough it, and
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sleep out niglits (or try to) just as "well as he eould. And of
course after what I had said T was ohliiied to keep up my
eutl. We rolled up our blankets, putting in them some
"grub" for a couple of meals and a small tin pail in which
to 'bile tea." Arthur slung on his pack, took his axe and
ptBrt( d. Putting my pack on one shoulder and slinging my
Winchester rifle (.45 90, model '93) on the other, I followed.

We struck right out through the woods without any trail in

a southwesterly course, following our compass and the sun,
all the while keeping our eye peeled for a large, smooth-
barked, white birch tree (which were as scarce as moose)
from which to make a horn to call with. We succeeded in

finding one, though it took us out of our course and used up
precious time. After making and trying the horn, we con-
sulted our compass and hastened along as fast as we could,
for we wanted to reach the lake a couple of hours before
dark in order to select a calling place, study the wind and al-

low time for our scent to die out. As we were going through
some thick underbrush I snagged a big hole in the bottom of

my rubber boot, which was hard luck, for we had to cross a
wet bog and to ford a stream, and the water felt as if it had
just come from a glacier. Changing our course slightly

toward the east, we left the woods and came out into a
marsh, which grew more and more wet as we proceeded,
and the trees smaller. We felt sure from these signs that

we must be Bearing the long-looked -for lake. It was almost
dark and we had no time to spare. "There it is!" said Ar-
thur, pointing through a small clump of pines to the right.

I looked and got my first ghmpse of Lake Indian Devil. It

is a beautiful sheet of water, about one mile long by one-
half wide, and in Ihe shape of a pair of spectacles. It is

entirely surrounded by heavy timher, except at the narrow
neck of land from which we approached it. This neck of
land led to or ended in what was really an island, and was
marshy and dotted over with pine trees and bunches of

hardback.
We proceeded carefully lest we should scare any gamewhich

might be in sight on the shores of the lake. It was now
past sundown. The full moon was just rising over the tops
of the trees. It was clear, not a cloud in the sky, frosty and
almost a dead calm. We were stealing along, speaking only
in whispers, keeping out of sight as much as possible, and
trying to reach the island, thinking that would be a good
place from which to call; for it commanded a pretty good
view in two directions, and the wind would he in our favor.

We had almost reached the island, when we were startled

by a peculiar noise just off to our right. We both stopped
and listened. "There it is again!" whispered Arthur; "it's

a moose." We realized we could get no further, and it was
hardly safe to move; but we managed to creep on our hands
and knees just a few feet and crouched behind a little bunch
of hardbacks. .Just as we got there we heard a tremendous
splashing in the lake not over 200yds. oif, and we listened

almost breathlessly to one of the most ferocious battles be-

tween two mad bull moose which was ever fought by those
huge and powerful brutes—the largest which roam on this

continent. The uproar and confusion made by those two
infuriated bull moose—those monarcbs of the forest—was
something terrific, appalling, never to be forgotten. It was
a battle apparently to the death. As the bulls rushed
together to lock their great antlers the splashing of the water
and clashing of their horns could be heard for miles on that
still, moonlight night. Ob, what would I have given to be
nearer! At last one was driven off or killed, and all was
deathly still again.

We waited a while and gave a low call; no answer. Then
A. drew the horn through the hardbacks, making a sound
similar to that which the moose makes with his antlers.

Evidently the victor thought he heard another or a fresh
challenge, for immediately he gave a grunt and started

toward us. Then the excitement commenced again. He
came straight on, grunting. I dropped on one knee to keep
out of sight and to take steady aim. When he got to the
edge of the woods, about 150yds. off, he stopped to listen

and to peer out into the opening. Then he started off as if

to circle us, when A gave a low call. He turned and came
grunting out into the clearing, but too far off for a shot at

night. He stood there fully three minutes (I thought it was
three hours) and never made a sound or move except to

swing his great head from side to side. We expected to see

a big one, but Ihis fellow surprised us. He was immense.
He really looked bigger than an elephant. It was a grand
sight, those great antlers shining in the moonlight. I kept
my rifle on him all the time, admiring him, hoping he would
come nearer, and yet fearing I might not get him. We
were afraid to change our cramped positions in the least,

although I had one knee on the ground. That lump would .

come in cur throats and we could hear each other breathe.
The tension of the muscles holding the rifle so long in that

posi'ion and the excitement of the mind became painful, so

that it was a positive relief when the moose moved back into

the woods out of sight, and gave us a chance to change our
positions a little But he was no sooner out of sight than 1
wished 1 had tired and taken my chance. I feared I should
not see him again, and we both agreed that he was the big-

gest fellow in the woods. We could still hear him grunting
as he stalked through the timber. Arthur broke a couple of

dry slicks and rasped the horn on the bushes.

Immediately the moose gave a loud, savage grunt, and
staittd for us. He was ready now for another fight, for he
came i astur and grunted louder. A. crouched on the ground
and I dropped on one knee again with my rifle to my shoulder,

determined to fire this time if he came in sight again. On
he came, neater and nearer, grunting and taking great strides.

He was mad clear through, and evidently intended to make
a charge upon us this time. The excitement was intense as

we waited and listened and watched in the direciion from
which the bull moose was coming with all our ears and eyes.

As he broke out of the woods he looked bigger than ever,

perhaps because he was so mad and full of fight

On he came. I was in for it now, and must either get his

pelt or he would have mine There was no shelter or tree

to climb, and we had but one rifl.^ When within 50yds. he
angled off a little, and fearing he might scent me I fired.

He stopped and looked straight at me, as if undecided wheth-
er to charge on me or not. As he stood there his great ant-

lers cast his body in a shadow. 1 fired three times more as

quickly as possible. At that he turned and started for the
woods. I jumped to my feet, and gave him two more shots
before he got out of sight. I felt sure I had given him a
death shot, or he wouldn't have stopped in his mad charge,

though firing at night at that distance is uncertain. 1 ex-
pected to see him drop every minute, and when he disap-

peared in the woods 1 was terribly disappointed. I feared I
had lost the biggest moose of the forest.

Soon after 1 thought I heard him breathing hard, and I
whispered to Arthur, "He's my moose." We decided it was

best not to try to follow him until daylight, for it would
have been impossible in the dark woods, besides it was best

to let him lie down and get stiff from his wounds.
We went onto the island, which was heavily timbered,

groped our way about at midnight, built a fire, thawed out>

"b'iledmore tea," rolled up in our blankets and lay down on
the ground beneath the big trees, and tried to get a little

sleep.

1 lay awake a long while watching the shadows in the
woods made by the moon, the blue sky and the stars as they
peeped down at me through the tall trees. At intervals all

through the night the stillness was broken by a beaver strik-

ing his tail in the water. It sounded like a clap of thunder.
At last 1 fell asleep thinking of Indian devils and wondering
if I should find my moose in the morning. As soon as it

was daybreak we started. We soon found the trail—as we
supposed—but no blood, which was a bad sign. We fol-

lowed the trail round onto the other side of the lake, and
there in the water about 100ft, from shore lay my moose, a

portion of his body and one antler showing out of Water.

We threw up our hats, shouted and danced, two of the hap-
piest and proudest hunters you ever saw. After we had
shook hands and danced again the serious question arose as

to how we were to get those great antlers and scalp which
were way out there so far from shore and in 4ft. of cold

water. We made a raft, and by using it and wading we suc-

ceeded in getting our prize to the edge of the lake, where we
soon took off his scalp and antlers. We were not mistaken
about his great size. I found that I had put three bullets

into him, two of which were dead shots. How he managed
to go as far as he did was a mystery.
We had a lug, but finally succeeded in landing our prize

in camp, where we had another jollification. You ought to

have seen the boys' eyes stick out. They one and all agreed
that it was not only one of the very largest, but also the
finest moose head ever shot in New Brunswick. As I re-

member the measurements, the antlers had a spread of over
4i-ft., width of blades 13 to ISin., and nineteen or twenty
points. Both antlers were perfect and well notched. The
blades were finely curved. According to New Brunswick
custom, since I had killed a bull moose to the call at night, I

must sing a soner, which I did with great gusto amid shouts
of applause. Since both the words and tune were original,

1 will spare yeur patience, fearing that I have taxed it too

much already.

I also sh»t another moose and three caribou, but as Kip-
ling or some one else says, that is another story.

Col. C A. Hopkins and E. B. Holmes, Esq., of Brook-
line, Mass., were with me. My guide was Mr. Arthur
Pringle, of Stanley, N. B., who is one of the best moose
callers and all-round guides in all New Brunswick.
To the ambitious hunter who seeks fresh and practically

unlimited and unknown hunting grounds, big moose and
big caribou, I recommend the New Brunswick wilderness,
although difficult of access. Hoping you will brave the
hardships and be rewarded as I was, I remain yours truly,

E. A. Slack.
Bbookline, Mass., Dec. 1, 1396.

MAINE GAME LAW VAGARIES.
Boston, March 6.—One of the most peculiar pieces of

game protective legislation asked for at Augusta, Me., this

winter is a law to prevent the trapping of foxes. The pro-
mulgators of the measure are the lovers of fox hunting
with hounds, and there are a great many of them in that
State. The measure is reported to have originated with
the fox hunters of Lewiston, Auburn and Buckfield. In
these cities and that town are some of the finest strains of

the foxhound to be found in the country. The lovers of
following them declare that under the present practice of
trapping foxes are rapidly becoming extinct. One petition

from Lewiston and Auburn alone has over 1,000 signers,

praying that the trapping of foxes be prohibited by statute.

The measure w^ill be bitterly opposed by the farmers out-

side of the cities, who are also generally poultry raisers.

They have always regarded foxes as "varmints" of the
worst kind, and have welcomed any method of destruction
that promised to lessen their numbers. There are many
trappers of foxes, themselves farmers, living in the sparsely
settled and mountainous districts. Some of these trappers
secure large numbers of foxes every season, disposing of
their furs in the spring. There are numerous records of
trappers taking forty, fifty, and even up to seventy-five and
eighty foxes in a season. The bounders look with dis-
pleasure on such trapping, especially when going over the
same ground with their dogs and not being able to start a
single fox. Hence the bill to prevent trapping. The bill

is being urged by the officers of the various fur clubs at
Brunswick, Buckfield and other towns.
The guide bill is being more and more opposed. It

seems that the guides are really awakening to the features
of the measure, 9,nd are more and more opposed to it.

One sensible guide, writing from Andover, Me., says that
he is opposed to having to take out a license, and can see no
more reason why he should be obliged to do so than to
cut wood or haul logs. He says he is wiUing to obe)^ the
game laws, but is opposed to being registered or to being
obliged to make out returns concerning the parties he
guides and the sections he visits; says that the recording of
the fish caught and the game taken would be giving the
"whole thing away" for some other party to run over. He
pronounces the whole measure the worst kind of a farce.

As for wearing a badge, he says he wants nothing of the
kind. If the commissioners insist on his wearing it he
will wear it inside his bootleg. As for the guides making
but retm-ns, he says that not many of them are capable of
doing so. He mentions an instance of a horse trade of
his own with a fellow guide, who wrote him a letter. It

was as follows: "Der Sur: mi hos ast $10025; yu hav hem
fur that." He was able to English the letter; the guide
wanted $125 for the horse, but considering this too much
he sent $100 and got the animal.
But the guide license bill is really in a bad way, accord-

ing to the latest reports. It has been before the Commit-
tee on Fisheries and Game three times. The last time it

comes out shorn of the badge; with the compulsory regis-

tration made optional, though the Commission reserves
the right to register any guides. It is also deprived of the
clause calling for returns. Alas, for Mr. Carlton's great
measure, if it must go through the Legislature in this way!
The latest reports are that it is again tabled in the House.

Still the legislative cranks never give up. A lawyer,
who ought to know better, has just introduced into the
Maine House of Representatives a bill which proposes to

make bicyclists take out a license in that State, in order to

have the same rights as other people on the streets. No
bicycle shall enter upon any road, or highway without
first having been licensed at an annual cost of $1. Ten
cents of this money is to go to the town clerk and the bal-

ance to be used in repairing the highways and in keepihg
them in order. Why not make wheelbarrows pay a li-

cense fee? Then there are carts and drays; why should
they go untaxed?
Another lawyer proposes to stop Sunday fishing. It has

long been a peculiar feature of the Maine fish and game
regulations that Sunday is a close time on shooting and.

hunting, but nothing is said about fishing. The lawyer's
new bill proposes to make Sunday a close time on all fish-

ing. This bill may pass, but the peculiar feature of it will

be that no attention will be paid to it, unless in case of pe-
culiar spite or desire to injure. Commissioner Carlton is

also out with the followihg proposition: "Whoever on the
Lord's Day fires or discharges any rifle, shotgun, pistol ot'

other firearm, except as an act of necessity, shall be punished
by a tine of $10 and costs of prosecution for each offense;'*

But the Seventh-Day Adventists are after this measure.
They appeared at the hearing with considerable aggression;
Two of them—one an elder and the other a layman-
appeared with Bibles in their hands and cited holy writ
to Mr. Carlton. It is reported that the bright Kerlnebec
lawyer and fish and game commissioner, who is also a stu-

dent of holy writ himself, found rather more than his

match. The crowd which gathered at the hearing is said

to have been decidedly entertained. The committee voted
to report the bill, but with an amendment that it shall

apply to cities and large towns only, lest it should be made
illegal to fire a gun in the backwoods of Maine on Sunday.

Special.

IN UNHAPPY CUBA.
Havana, Cuba, Feb. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: It

is a long time since 1 have written a line to Fokbst and
Stream, though my interest in it and the wholesome sports

which it advocates and represents has not lessened. It is a
long time, too, since I have fired a gun at game of any kind,
and the pleasure I now have with rod and gun is one of
memory only—a memory associated with a past time, when
peace reigned throughout this beautiful and fertile island,

and every one sought happiness and prosperity in such ways
as best pleased him. But the present unhappy condition of

Cuba, where life and property have undergone such whole-
sale destruction that desolation, grief and fear reign supreme,
saddens the heart and destroys any zest for pleasure. Our
domestic deer and quail are therefore httle hunted now.
For many months there has been such a condition of

affairs, one so sad that the inclination for sport with the gun
is deadened, and so serious that one could not actually en-

gage in sport even if so inclined. The horrors of war are
visible everywhere. In a large part of the island, where
once were peace and a flourishing people in a fertilo land,

there are now sugar and tobacco plantations laid waste and
deserted, families scattered or partly lost, costly machinery
destroyed or rusting into worthlessness, homes and build-
ings pillaged and given to the flames, and the cattle driven
away or destroyed. And the destruction is constant and
goes steadily on. It is now hut a large fighting ground,
with all the horrors and losses which come from war.

In the great war between the States the center of active
warfare was so far removed from the people at large, and
confined to such a small area as compared with the whole
dominion, that the people witnessed but little of the active
horrors of war. Most of them knew of war only as they
read of it. Here we know of wax- as something at our very
doors.

So it is that snipe and ducks can come here to rest at the
end of their winter migrations with a safety unknown to

them in times of peace. The favorite haunts of the migra-
tory birds, hence a favorite shooting ground of those who
used the shotgun, have lost their glories in the greater glories

and greater griefs of present war.
Our winters are so mild and balmy that those from the

States who spent their winter months here must now suffer

a loss by being forced to remain at home. The range of the

thermometer between November and March is from 70° to
80° Fahr., with an occasional though rare drop to 60°.

In reply to your inquiry concerning Ucense, the following
is a summary of the matter:
Our privileges in the legal use of firearms were subject to

many restrictions, these" requiring the payment of a tax
which added materially to the revenues of the Government,
and consequently served indirectly to protect the game.
There were six classes of license: one for the use of all kinds
of arms not otherwise prohibited, one for the use of fire-

arms for the defense of rural property, one for the
use of a pistol or revolver for personal defense out-

side of cities or villages, one for the use of pistol or re-

volver for personal defense inside of cities or villages, one for

the carrying of a fowling piece and to use it, and one for

fishing in rivers, lagoons, tanks and pools. Those concern-
ing pistols and revolvers are restricted to the use of Span-
iards, while those concerning the carrying of fowling pieces

and fishing are free to all, though an honorarium in the form
of a piece of gold may add greatly in reducing any possible

friction. All licenses may be revoked at any time. The
Hcense fee permitting the carrying of a gun is $11 in gold,

and for the privilege of shooting quail or deer on sight a sec-

ond license must be secured at a cost of $11, making a total

of $32 for the year. The shooter must secure a written per-

mit of the landowner on whose land he desires to sheet, »r

must be accompanied by some one who has such permit.
Perhaps there may be a hope that in the near future the

guns of war may be put by to rest, and the shotgun, whose
use brings health and pleasure, may then again become the
favorite weapon. Sportsman.

"The Great West."

A NOTE from Mr. Frank Henry Howe, a son of the author
of the book "The Great West," tells us: "The book had a

sale of more than 100,000 copies instead of 40,000. The
author was the son of Gen. Hezekiah Howe, who pubhshed
the first edition of Webster's Dictionary at New Haven,
Conn ; and the first introduction to literature of Henry Howe
was the carrying of the proof sheets of Webster's Dictionary
from his father's printing office to the home of Noah Web-
ster. Hemy Howe died at Columbus, Ohio, in 1893, at the

age of seventy-eight. In Appleton's 'Biographical Cyclope-
dia' can be found a sketch of his life; but a more complete
sketch, with reminiscences of Henry Howe, can be found in

the back part of the first volume of 'Historical Collections of

Ohio,' which can be seen in the Chicago Public Library,"
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
The "Black Duck."

In regard to recent ment ion of ttie black duck breeding
grounds, made in these columns by Mr. W. B Wells, of
Chatham, Ontario, and Mr. Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg,
Mr. Geo A. Boardman, of Calais, Me , writes me as below:
"In the last Forest and Stream. I see your remarks about
what is called in the West the black duck. What the
shooters in Minnesota call the black duck is our scaup duck
{Fiilis marila), called also here b'ackhead, also bluebill.

Our Eastern black duck is only accidental in the West. I
have been several seasons in Minnesota and one of the old
duck shooters on the Minnesota bottoms shot one of oiu-

real black ducks, the first one he ever saw. 1 told him the
name and got it mounted for him as a curiosity. This scaup
duck is very plenty there and is a diving duck, not very
good eating, and 1 have always heard them called in the
West black ducks. They are of two sizes, same color, and
I can see no difference, only size."

In this part of the West and in Minnesota and other sec-

tions I have often heard the bluebill called the "blackhead,"
"blackie" or "black jack," but never the black duck, which
I fancy is locally restricted in this country. We never
heard it called the scaup in this part of the West. Mr.
Boardman speaks of its "two sizes." I think he will find
the smaller duck called also the ringbill, and a clear distinc-

tion is made between the two in the shooting of this part of

the country. I have never heard the real black duck or
dusky duck called hj that name in this part of the West,
but it is commonly called the "black mallard," more rarely
the dusky duck. ' In Ontario it is called black duck and
mallards are called "gr&j duck."

Speaking of Mr. Boardmau's "smaller" bluebills, I think
if he had the two together he might see a difference in the
marking on thebdls between the ringbills and the bluebills.

At first look the birds are exactly alike except, as he says, in

regard to size. I speak now only from memory, not having
the bird at hand for examination.

Iilr. John G. Smith, of Algona, la., writes as below to add
his quota to the black duck fund of information;

"I was very much interested in your 'black duck' article

of Feb. 20. In my younger days I killed quite a good many
black ducks on the meadows near Boston and on Cape Cod.
I had a lot of live decoy ducks, which were quite well
trained to call, and I always found the black ducks quite
easy to decoy.

"I have seen three black ducks killed in northwest Iowa.
In 1872 Hon. Perry Belmont killed one that came to a wheat
field with a lot of mallards. When I picked up the ducks I
was very much siirprised, as I did not think they ever came
West. That same fall my brother shot one that was with
two mallards near Buffalo Fork, in this county. Some years
after my brother and I were coming down the Des Moines
Biver in a boat and he shot one that was with three or four
mallards; two of these were drakes and one a duck. Their
habits are very much the same as those of a mallard They
have the same 'quack,' and their movements are alike, "l

have never known any to breed here.

"The velvet scoter {Oidemiafima) is often killed in north-
western Iowa. They fly with the canvasbacks. I have
never seen over two in a flock of canvasbacks, and think
they must be strays. Their flight is a little dilferent from
the canvasback, and I have always found them in poor con-
dition. When I am shooting and' notice a strange duck in a
flock I always try to kill it, and have let many a fine canvas-
back slip by while trying to shoot the stranger."

The Sixth Sense.

Some very interesting siseculations are at times indulged
in upon the question of a "sixth sense" in some of the lower
animals, more especially the dog. Not a few philosophers
say that in mankind this additional faculty is dormant, and
will yet be evolved to the dignity of a separate sense. Allied
herewith are all the separate questions of mind reading,
telepathy, thought propulsion, etc., etc., which are things
but barely dreamed of in our philosophy to-day.
The other evening down at the Calumet Heights Club a

few of us fell to talking of these things, and the conversa-
tion took the form of relating such incidents as came to the
mind of those present of evidence of a "sixth sense" in the
dog, or some ill understood faculty by which that animal
did things which would appear impossible did it rely en-
tirely upon the recognized senses of touch, taste, sight, hear-
ing and smell. One gentleman spoke of the case of a North
Side butcher who owned a dog in partnership with a brother.
The latter went to Joplin, Mo., and the dog was sent with
him. Some weeks afterward the dog disappeared from the
Missouri town, and after a time appeared at its accustomed
haunts on the North Side in Chicago. He was gaunt and
worn, but apparently glad to get back home. No one has-
ever been able to tell bow he got there or how long it took
him to make the trip. How he knew which way to travel
is the question which bothers his owner.

I recalled the case of a friend of mine, a Mr. W. Y.
Smith, who lives out on Washington Boulevard, near Fortieth
street, this city. Mr. Smith had a dog which did not please
him, and he wished to get rid of it, the affection of the
creature extendiug to personalities such as jumping upon at

new pair of trousers with his muddy feet, etc., etc. Mi-,
Smith did not wish to kill the dog, and so resolved upon th©
less humane idea of turning it loose in the down town streets
of the city. The dog had never been down town before,,
and Mr. Smith took him in on the Wisconsin Central steam
cars. He turned him out into the cold world near the Board!
of Trade, and thought that he had at last solved the questiott
of getting lid of the dog. That night when he went home-
the same dog greeted him at the front doorstep and planted
a pair of muddy but affectionate front feet on Mr. Smith's
trousers. I am glad to say that his owner gave it up then
and there, and never tried again to lose the dog. The latter
lived the remainder of his life in the family and died there
of old age not long ago.
Yet another gentleman spoke of a dog which belonged to a

member of the Calumet Heights Club, who lived at Blue
Island. The latter place is a suburb of Chicago, some fifteen
miles out on the Eock Island road. The dog was raised
there, and had never been down town. The Calumet Heights
Club is on the B. & 0 road, some thirty miles from Chicago
and perhaps nearly that far in a different direction from
Blue Island. One day this gentleman took the dog into the
city with him, as he was intending to go on out from the city
to tbe club, and wanted to take the dog down to the club to
leave him there for a time. At about dusk he arrived at the
club, ma Chicago, with the dog, and soon was comfortably
engagedm having a good time, forgetting for a time that his
dog was more of a stranger there than he was himself The
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dog came to the club house door once or twice before mid-
night and whined to be let in, but was repulsed and rebuked.
Nothing more was heard of him at the time, and in the morn-
ing his owner could not find him. He left instructions for the
dog to be tied up if found, and was forced to go on home with-
out any word of his missing animal. When he got home to
Blue Island he found the" dog there ahead of him. There
had been no possibility that the dog could know the way
either to the city, to the club, or from the club to his home
at Blue Island. It was a mystery how he knew which way
to go, yet he did know.

Still another gentleman, Mr. L. J. Marks, who took part
in the conversation, related a story quite as strange as the
above. Mr. Marks said that some years ago he and Mr.
Alex Loyd were engaged together one evening in an attempt
to do some excava'ing about an old boat which had been
wrecked on the beach about a mile or so from the club house.
When they went out to their work they were accompanied
by several of the dogs about the club house, among these
two dogs belonging to Mr. Sam Booth, one of the club
members. They dug away for an hour or so at the boat,
which was half buried in the sand, and in the meantime the
dogs busied themselves by romping and playing around in
the sand. While this was going on it came time for the
arrival of the railway train at the club station, which was
something like a mile or more across the sand hills from
where they -were. The men heard the whictle of the
engine presently, and in a few moments one said to the
other: "It is just about time for the club wagon to be
starting over from the station to the house." A mo-
ment or so after this all the dogs started off down the
beach toward the club house on a stiff run. About
a hundred yards or so from the place where the men were
working three of the other dogs turned back and came
back to the boat, and made no attempt to go on with
the other two, which continued on a run to the house. These
two dogs were those belonging to Mr. Booth. Before they
started for the house they had both stopped, thrown up their
heads and looked off over the hills toward the wagon road,
which it was, of course, impossible for them to see in any
part from that spot, and which was over a mile distant.
Then, as though they had received word or heard a direct
call, they started on the run and left their companions, who
seemed to understand all about it. When they so started oft"

Alex Loyd remarked quietly, "Don't you see, Sam Booth's
on that train, and he's coming over in the wagon now." And
this indeed proved to be the truth. Yet there was not any
regularity whatever in Mr. Booth's visits to the club, and he
never came oftener than once a week. No one knew he was
coming that evening. Both Mr. Marks and Mr. Loyd agreed
that the dogs must have smelled him and recognized the
scent; or if that were impossible, that they must have known
of his presence by some faculty unknown or unrecognized by
man.
When Mr. Loyd and Mr. Marks made known their facts

as above at the club house, there was some discussion over
the matter, and all agreed that it would have been out of the
question for the dogs to scent any human or other being at
that distance. "I don't know about that," said the club
keeper, who lives at the club the year round and wno has
charge of the dogs left there by members of the club. "I'm
ready," he continued, "to believe even more than that. You
know that we are not so very far from the city here, and once
in a while some of the tougher elements of the city wander
down in this direction. It is not imknown that a prize fight

now and then is held in this wild country, near Whiting,
Mniers or some of these little way stations out of the ken of
the city or county authorities. I remember that not long ago
one morning all the dogs about this club house ran down
on the beach, and all beaded up the beach, standing there
and barking like mad for two or three hours,
their hair standing up on their backs and every motion
showing them to be much excited over something, though
they did not make any effort to leave their place or to run
oft' after anything. I learned on the following day that a
party of these prize-fighting toughs had come dpwn by boat
and had landed on the beach for their little entertainment
early in the morning. This was at a point between four and
five miles away; yet 1 know that those dogs smelled the men
or knew about their being there through some channel of in-
formation other than that of scent. Of course it sounds
unlikely, but these are just the facts."

This sort of thing sounds a bit uncanny to our ears now
To the ears of folk following us a distance of a century or so
in time they may not seem so strange. A few centuries ago
they burned dogs as witches sometimes because they did not
understand dogs. We do not yet understand all about them,
thouEfh we have ceased to burn them for what we do not
understand.

Wisconsin Game.

Feb 13.—Kr. Val Eaeth, business manager of the Wiscon-
sin Voncaris, of Milwaukee, Wis., has a long article in the
columns of the Milwaukee Sentinel this week upon the sub-
ject of game protection in Wisconsin. Jilr. Baeth thinks
that the growing demand upon the State game requires im-
mediate iiction if the game of the State is to be preserved
in any considerable quantity. He is in favor of a State and
non-1 esident license, laid for the purpose of raising a warden
fund, all wardens to be paid salaries. He is not in favor of
selling any game at all. In many of his positions he is

sound, as for instance in his views as to the amount of game
any one person should be allowed to kill or take from the
State; but in his notion about spring shooting he takes up
the fallacious tenet now prevalent in Wisconsin, that Wis-
consin ought not to forbid spring shooting until Illinois does.

This interstate watchfulness and jealousy is quite different

from the idea of uniform game laws between the States, and
is far less worthy. In the matter of non-resident hunting,

more especially for deer, Mr. Eaeth quotes Forest and
Stream as to numbers of deer hunters who visited the State

last fall, and is of the opinion that between 5,000 and 6,000
•deer hunters were out in Wisconsin the past season after

•deer, "and their number would have been increased to 7,000
had OUT Supreme Court not spoiled the game." He com-
plains that non-resident hunters do not observe the State

laws, but openly violate them, especially in the matter of
•using dogs, which is forbidden by the law. Mr. Eaeth goes
on to say the following words of warning and advice, words
which non-resident hunters might do very well to heed, for

it is to the interest of the non-resident hunter as well as the
local hunter that the game be preserved, if both expect to

hunt for it upon the same ground

:

' 'During the last few years Wisconsin has been the most at-

tractive territory for all kinds of hunters, because the States

•of Michigan and Minnesota and others demand of every non-
resident hunter a license fee of $25. In case Wisconsin fails
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to do the same thing, most of the liuhters of this country will
abuse our ill-advised liberality, and within a few years game
will be extinct in this State. The same would be the case
with the fish in our lakes,

"Several Supreme Court decisions affirm that fish and game
are 'common property,' therefore the State is duty bound
to fix by law the share each one of us may have of these
gifts of nature to mankind. At any event, no one has any
right to pursue hunting as a business, and under no circum-
stances should the State any longer allow game to be consid-
ered an article of merchandise. If the 'market-hunter'
cannot sell his game, he will be compelled to give up his
murderous vocation, and if the Illinois fisherman (?) can
only take 20!b3. of fish with him he will not rob our lak^
of 44olbs. of fish at one fishing.

"If the privilege of hunting any kind of game in this State
can only be secured by obtaining a permit from the State,
and if shipment and sale is regulated as above suggested, it

will only take a few years before the forests, swamps and
lakes of Wisconsin will again be alive with fish.

' 'It is to be hoped that our legislators will enact a law in
harmony with the above suggestions,, in order to secure real
protection for both game and fish."

"The Last of the Trappers."

A Chicago daily reporter found a good story the other day
in the presence in Chicago of two trappers from Montana,
near the Flathead country, who had managed to lose the
trail in Chicago and wound up in the police court. These
men were natives of New York, and were on the way back
home for a visit. They either told the reporter, or he imag-
ined it, that they were the last trappers in the West, and as
such were entitled to respect. The story ended thus: "And
then the last trappers of the. West moved on toward the New
York farm which the old man had left in 1845." This is

sad. We have had the "Last of the Buffalo" a good deal.
Are we now to have the "Last of the Trappers?"

Destruction of Illinois Birds.

In the report of tlie A. O. TJ. committee on protection of '

North American birds, published in January of this year,
Mr. Euthven Deane, member of the committee for Illinois

and a well-known ornithologist of this city, makes mention
of the fashion of decorating feminine headwear with plu-
mage. He finds a great naany such decorations made of
chicken feathers dyed, but learns that egret plumes are much

!

in demand. He does not think our song birds are suffering
'

at the hands of the milliners, and goes on to say:
"Eeally the only destruction that is now going on among

our native birds is evidently among the herons and egret?,

and, while this has been on the increase for the present
fashion of this spring (1896), the general opinion is that it

'

will die out, not to return to the extent that has heretofore
'

prevailed.
"1 have recently been using my influence upon a number

j

of ignorant country boys, who have annually made a gi-eat
'

depredation among the herons in what is known as 'Crane
Heaven,' on the Kankakee Eiver, in Indiana, and, while my .

influence was only on a moral basis, several promised to de- ^

sist from any wanton destruction this year. Two gunners
would visit the heronry once or twice during the summer and
slaughter from sixty to eighty great blue herons in a day,
leaving them where they fell on the ground." i

In a later communication Mr. Deane writes as follows:
"Fashion in feather ornamentation has not materially

changed since I wrote you in detail in the spring. Weocca-
!

sionally see the heads or wings of some of our native species •

worn in their natural color, yet the tame pigeon and egret !

head the list in this section of the country. I

"I wrote you before that I had endeavored to use influence
in the protection of a certain 'Crane Heaven' on the Kankakee
Eiver in Indiana. During two trips in the past two weeks
in that region I find, quile to my satisfaction, that no raids
were made on the heronry last spring and summer, as had I

yearly been the custom of the native boys, and, I am sorry •'

to say, some so-called sportsmen. My appeal may have done
some good, but tbe fact that a bad fire played havoc in the
woods near the heronry made the approach much more dif-

ficult. The location where the night herons bred, a long
stretch of low 'pucker brush' bordering the marsh, was
wiped out by fire, but the birds evidently found another
favorable site, for they are much more abundant now than I
have seen them in years."

Mongolian Pheasants.

Mr. H. F. Bosworth, of Milwaukee, is just back from an i

extended visit in New York and the East, and while in Chi-
cago on his way home called several times at this office,

though much to my regret I was out and did not meet him.
I should have liked to ask how his big hatchery of Mongo-
lian pheasants is doing this year. Mr. Bosworth, as has been
mentioned in these columns, is the largest breeder of these
birds in the West, and his interesting experiments have
really passed the stage of experiment and reached the point
of success long ago. I infer that the birds are doing well, as

he still advertises the eggs for sale. Mr. Bosworth deserves
much commendation for the plucky way in which he stuck to

the work of establishing these birds in Wisconsin, in spite of
backsets of a most discouraging nature.

St. Faitl, Minn , March 3.—Weather at St. Paul moder-
ate, but 2ft. of snow. Work of game wardens on illegal

venison handling has been very effective this season.
Moose abundant in upper Minnesota now, and when the law
is off in 1898 there will still be enough to make sport sure.

A local shoe store here shows what I have long ago schemed
out, a rubber-soled moccasin, or a trapper's low rubber shoe
with buckskin top sewed to it. This combines softness and

,

waterproof quality and should make good snowshoe wear,
j

At Montreal, Can., good snowshoes sell at |3 a pair; in Chi-

1

cago and St. Paul we pay $5 and $6 for same quality. At
|

Montreal the snowshoe and toboggan fad is falling off so
:

one cannot buy a blanket coat in the whole city. Ten
banks failed in St. Paul and JMinneapolis in two weeks dur-
ing the height of the hard times, and the depression is such
that few persons are spending money in sport. Every other
man in the twin cities wears a fur coat, yet fur dealers had a
hard time this winter and one or two heavy fii'ms assigned.

Two genuine Indian painted buffalo robes, property of Maj. .

McLaughlin, Indian trader, are shown in Kennedy Bros.' i

windows at St. Paul. Ice fishing on Lake Minnetonka is

illegal. Large numbers of crappies were sometimes taken in
this way. A pike weighing 20lbs. 8oz. was taken by a lady
in Minnetonka last fall. This is all the news I have time to

know. E. Hough,
1208 JBoYCE Building, Chicago.
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GOLDEN PLOVER DAYS.
Rochester, N. Y., March Z.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Tour reproduction of 4iidubou's pictures of birds is not

the least of innumerable favors which you have done that

part of the public that loves animated nature and field

sports. As a member of that body, I wish to testify my
gratitude for the rare pleasure which your enterprise has
enabled me to enjoy in contemplating the work of the great

naturalist.

The bird represented in the last picture published—the
American golden plover—has long had a singular interest

for me, and as I gaze on the counterfeit presentment which
your artist has so admirably reproduced it awakens recollec-

tions that extend over many years, and beyond the Atlantic;

for 1 have a distinct remembrance of seeing plover in a bag
of game that was shot in Ireland a good many years before I

was. old enough to sight a gun—and I began young. The
County Wexford (Ireland) was, and may be still for aught I

know, a favorite place for the golden plover, and I absorbed
some mighty interesting stories of sport with the bi rds on
its fertile fields.

1 exulted with the sportsman who told me of picking up
thirty-six gray plover after getting in both barrels at the

"plump" of a tiock, and 1 sympathized v?ith him as he re-

lated the incidents of an evening when, carrying a single-

barreled duck gun (made by AngUn, of Wexford), he stalked

an immense flock of plover on a meadow by means of a
punt and a ditch that ran through the field, only to have
the cap miss fire when the gun was aimed at 10,000 of the

birds.

There was good sport to be had with plover up in this

quarter of the State in my day, and although I have not
&een a flock of the birds for a long time, tne music of their

plaintive call has not altogether faded from memory, and I
-would walk a mile or two—or wheel ten miles—any day to

isee a flock whirl by in its graceful gyrations. It is not for

the purpose of ear'ning the reputation of an "old inhabitant"
that I recall the autumn day, so far back that that part of

this city now covered wiih houses was a nursery, when
with my "cuttj' gun"—a single-barrel—I lay in wait toward
sundown for an expected flight of plover, and when a fine

flock went over me had my gun miss. 1 used G. D. caps.

A man who was beside me got in both barrels at easy range,

and as the birds divided at the shot I thought that he had
brought down the whole flock. Strangely enough, he did
not touch one of them. It has been a mystery to me ever

I

since, for they were nicely bunched as he "hred. It was not
far from that field that one day, as I was going out in an
early snowstorm, a plover got up from beside a roadway
'ditch and I brought it down with a long shot. It was very
fat, and why it had remained here so late was a puzzle to

me.
I have heard from men who lived here when Rochester

was but little more than a village that plover came every
fall in countless numbers, and I can well believe it, for I saw
them in pretty fair numbers myself. At a comparatively
recent period large numbers of- the migrating birds have
heen heard going over the city, and were either attracted and
confused by the lights or were present in thousands, for

their whistling could be heard for hours.
Thus it is that your picture of Audubon's plover brings to

mind many an incident that long had slept, and many of

tnem are not unpleasant to re-awaken. Mtin.

PENNSYLVANIA'S PROPOSED LAWS.
Stevensville, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I desire
through the press to express a few thoughts in regard to
the proposed Pennsylvania game laws soon to be brought
before our legislators, with the hope of eliciting opinions
from other sportsrnen throughout the State before the bill

comes up for final' action. Every good question has two
sides, and while one side of the game law question has
been thoroughly discussed, the other and equally as impor-
tant side has been totally ignored.
Now while some features of the new law are in tlie right

direction, and as such are to be commended, others are so
much at variance with the thoughts and opinions, and so
curtail the rights and privileges of our citizens, as to savor
strongly of old English laws and class legislation, and as
such would not command the respect and obedience of
many of our people.

I am neither a market hunter nor a game dealer, and in
my humble way have done my full share toward game
and fish introduction and protection; but I don't want to
enjoy a right nor a privilege under our laws that is not as
fully accorded to the poorest and humblest in our Com-
monwealth. In the interest of common sense and fair

play, what difference can it make in game protection
whether the legally captured groase, quail or woodcock is

exchanged for tea, coffee or sugar, and by transportation
goes on the table at Delmonico's to tickle the palate of a
gastronomer; or finds its way through somewhat difierent
channels into the shooting coat of the millionaire sports-
man, to be served to his friends as proof of his own prow-
ess? In either case the game supply is lessened to just the
amount of the game taken; and whether it is taken by the
pot-hunter and the yaller dog, or the well-dressed sports-
man and the silken-haired setter, the injury to the game
supply is the same.
A bill similar to the one now under consideration was

introduced into our Legislature about a year ago, but after
passing both branches was vetoed by our worthy Governor
(much to his credit), who showed the courage of his con-
victions in the face of the most powerful organizations and
oppositioxi in the State.

That our present game laws need revision I do not deny.
Summer woodcock shooting and September squirrel shoot-
ing should never have found a place on our statute books.
Eepeal them and add bounties on all vermin, whether
furred or feathered; call for an appropriation sufficient to
pay for the introduction and protection of a few new
hardy species; let the State appoint suitable game wardens
to see that the laws are not violated, and in spite of all

legitimate shooting during our present open season game
will more than hold its own against its enemy, man. In
the"rui'al districts," where the game is reared and fostered,
where the farmer's boy jealously guards the secluded fence
corner or the brier-tangled thicket, where the wary grouse
secretes her treasures; or the orchard, or the wide-open
meadow, where the quail sends forth his cheery greeting to
his patient spouse on her weU-filled nest; or the rocky hill-

side interspersed with sumacs and alders, where the stupid
cony rears her shivering young, the proposed law would be
a dead letter, or if observed at all it would be through fear

and not through respect for the law itself. What
boy, with the sense of fairness for which every
boy (and especially the American boy) is noted, would
patiently guard and wait from the early spring, or the
long midsummer, till the merry days of brown October,
for the game to grow from feeble childhood to vigorous
manhood, only to find its way into the game pocket of
some well-dressed, well-dogged, well-gunned, wealthy
sportsman? The grouse, the quail, the rabbit, means to

him (when the season is fairly open) so many dimes for

powder and shot, for pens, paper, pencils, stamps, and a
hundred little things that are luxuries to the poor, and
are of much greater value to him and more highly prized
than the game that he cannot afford to eat and is not per-
mitted to exchange, even for the necessaries of life. Would
he save and protect for others that which he could not
himself enjoy?
Would you, my fine city sportsman and misguided game

protectionist? If not, can you ask more from the boy than
you expect from the man? Further still, I deny the right
of the State to say what disposition I shall make of that
of which I am legally possessed, providing such disposition
does not conflict, nor interfere, nor in any way infringe on
the rights of others.

Make the open season as sh,ort as you please, make the
penalties for violations of the laws as heavy as you please,
but grant to everj^ one under the State laws the same equal
rights and privileges that they enjoy under the Constitu-
tion. W. W. McCain.

DECOY STORIES.—II.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent issue of Forest ato Stremi a correspondent

gives an interesting account of the pugnacity of an eagle in
attempting to carr}'^ off a wooden decoy.

Last November oin- party of five enthusiastic duck shoot-
ers were encamped on Lake Nipissing. The weather had
been simply detestable. It was rather mild and it rained
every day, and a most impenetrable fog hung low
down over the water, with not enough wind to move it.

The ducks were not moving, and there were many vacant
spaci s on the sides of our house-boat which we had fondly
anticipated to fresco with bunches of mallards and. black
ducks. When the fog would lift enough we could see a
small bunch of bluebills out in the open water. They kept
up a tantalizing acquaintance with us, but from constant
shooting and disturbance gave all points and suspicious-
looking "contraptions" a very wide berth when provoked to
flight. This of course brought out various stratagems and
devices to circumvent the wily Blue Williams. Two of the
party, Harry K. and Will J., with infinite pains and trouble
had constructed a good blind right out in the channel, where
they smoked and impatiently watched their flock of decoys.
That evening around the supper table at the usual experience
meeting, and one of the very pleasantest features of our out-
ings, Harry K. told us that, while watching the decoys dur-
ing the afternoon, he heard a rushing souna, and upon look-
ing up quickly he saw a large hawk descend from the sky
with almost incredible swiftness and fasten his claws into a
solid cedar decoy and lift it a clear 8 or 4ft. from the water,
when he suddenly dropped it and flew away.
The next day and at the same place they noticed three

widgeon drop in among their decoys and suddenly disappear
under the water, when like a flash the same hawk dashed
down and again grabbed a decoy, lifted it clear of the water
and dropped it, tben seize another, drop it, and make a dash
at a third, and again flew away. This particular hawk evi-
dently could count up to three, as he made three determined
efforts to secure a meal.
The next day my brother and myself had gone about a

mile distant from the locality of the previous day's encoun-
ter, and had got snugly hidden in a grass blind, waiting very
patiently for a bunch of black ducks that we had raised to

.

return, when we suddenly heard loud cries of alarm and dis-
tress above and opposite our decoys. Looking up quickly,
we saw a great awkward blue heron coming toward us like
the wind, with a large hawk right on top, worrying the
agony out of him. We both sprang to our feet, which
seemed to add to the poor crane's fright, for he dropped into
the tall grass with an awful squawk. His tormentor pau-ed
a moment in surprise. My brother, who had been as in-
tensely interested as mysf If, quickly caught the pirate with a
charge of No. 5 chilled shot and ended the marauder's
career. A local taxidermist set the bird up in good shape,
and as he now looks down on me from his perch over my
desk with those vindictive yellow eyes of his, I find myself
wondering at the total of his record of game killed during
his life. This specimen looks more like a falcon than the
ordinary hen hawk, which at first we supposed it was.
Hawks were unusually plentiful last fall, an occurrence

which several of your contributors have noticed.

KOSHEE.
GRAVBNH0BST, Ont.

Elk in Jackson's Hole.

Memphis, Tenn.—I send you a clipping from a Boise
City, Idaho, paper of February date in regard to the elK in
Jackson's Hole, thinking that such news would do your
many readers good, and also showing how important it is

to incorporate or include Jackson's Hole in the limits of the
Park. I have been out there and know that much of the
Park game is killed in Jackson's Hole. The game invari-
ably winters in -Jackson's Hole, as this place is more pro-
tected from the blizzards and winds than the Park proper.

Alfred B. WrNGFiELD.
The report says : "Thirty thousand elk are wintering in

the Jackson's Hole country of Wyoming, according to the
estimate of the game warden, who says that in one herd
which he saw there were 1.5,000 of them, stretching over a
distance of six miles. The sight, he said, surpassed any-
thing he had ever seen, and utterly amazed him. The elks'

trail over the snow was like flint ice, he said, so hard had
the snow been packed down. The animals are seen by
thousands a.ny morning, moving along the Snake River from
the Great Swamp to the Gros Ventres hills, and at night the
wails of the calves straying from their mothers may he
heard."

"Lancaster's Art of Shooting."

This work has been advertised as for sale by the Forest and
Stream Publishing Co. The consignment of books sent
for us from England was shipped on the steamship Cambria,
which was disabled and towed into port in the Azores last

Saturday. Until further notice we shall be unable to supply
the hook.

BROWNIE'S REVENGE.
One afternoon in the golden fall,

Dame nature's f§te for great or small,

In the land where sportsmen's hearts accord.

Of "sky-tinted water," VEtoile duNord,
Where woods take holiday attire,

And glorious thoughts thrill youth and sire,

A sportsman, worthy of the name
By gentle magic of his fame,
Was tramping the lowlands up and down;
"Brownie" they called him, ail clad in brown.

Now 'mid beacon flres and colors blending

Of sumac, branch and vine, ne'er ending,

Through reeds and rushes of brownish red,

And nut-brown cattails with nodding head.

With dogs in rapid course he keeps in view.

As faithful their circling way pursue;

Watchful and cautious he threads his way,
With eagle eye for winged prey.

And stealthy now, by brambly thatch perchance,

The canines of royal blood advance

;

Sharp cracks the nitro, left and right.

As swift from cover bursts in flight

A pair, cut down both quick and neat,

At once retrieved and at his feet;

Now he strokes the brown plumage of scolopax,

Admired by the eyes of retriever Max;
While, nervous and restless, pointer Don
Anxiously awaits the word "Hie on."

Then lies the way by slough and pool,

'Neath bending willows and shadows cool;

Where beauteous landscape doth surround,

On moss-grown log a seat is found,

Where oft his majesty the grouse

In muffled thunder calls his spouse;

A place to puff the fragrant weed,

In quiet, peaceful rest indeed.

Now on by trail through sedge and grass,

Toward wild rice fields and a famous pass;

And here in the open did Brownie spy
A .stranger sportsman passing by;

"What luck," cries the stranger, curious no doubt,

For the other's game pockets were bulging out;

And the voice, as it echoed o'er the silent marsh,
To Brownie's ears sounded coarse and harsh;

And giving the fellow a second glance.

He guessed at once what he'd met by chance;

Then -sotto voce—"Think I know that jay,

He's none of my kind, but I'll meet him half way.'

For Brownie was a type of sportsman true,

Never talked of himself, as some you hear do;

And to boast of tilings his, and the score and the kind
Of game he had bagged, never entered his mind;

A natural woodsman and flrst-class shot.

He hunted for sport, and not for the pot;

In touch with nature's every whim.
And ttie autumn bird warbling its parting hymn,
When marsh and meadow take somber hue,

And days seem short and far too few;

Never sold a head of game in his life.

Gave the most to his friends and the rest to his wife.

He was rotund and Jolly and full of fim.

And carried a sixteen featherweight gun.

In quiet voice he now replied,

Assuming tone quite dignified.

And his conjecture found quite true,

As distance shortened between the two;
For the hunter whom now he stood 'oefore

Was of ttie genus "pot," with a big eight-bore;

And Brownie, though not of a critical kind,

Sometimes abruptly spoke out his mind;
Although with the other not inchned to discuss.

He referred to the eight as a big blunderbuss.

And made other remarks that might have lent

Further material for argument;
For he had no use for one who would stoop

To kill all he could at "one fell swoop."

Now the stranger was not in a pleasant mood;
Neither in tune or accord with the solitude

Of marsh and meadow, and the fragrant scents,

Or ttie turtle dove cooing on yonder fence;

Neither light nor beauty, joy nor song, ,

Had charmed the way as he passed along.

To kill for meat was his heart's desire.

And nothing else could his soul inspire;

And the first thing this fellow proceeded to do
Was to tell of the bags he had made, not a few,

And the kills he had made with his wonderful gun:
'Twas the greastest "shootin' iron" under the sun.

Just then up the marsh there appeared in sight

A lone pair of teal coming in for the night;

Swift they come, down wind with bullet-like speed,

Heading on for a favorite place to feed;

Bang! bang 1 roared the eight as the pair whistled by;
Crack! crack! the sixteen. Brownie neat "wiped his eye,"

And as Brownie's dog Max went the blue wings to retrieve

He said to the other: "One would scarcely beUeve
That a little sixteen's up to that kind of biz."

Then he turned and strode off, with a grin on his phiz.

Wapahasa.

Quail Shooting at Karnak.
Kaknak, Egypt, Feb. 1.—Day before yesterday with my

guide de la ehasse and a number of boys i went after quail,

which are just begining to appear.

I flushed fifteen single birds, bagged six and shot down
thirteen. Compared with our birds, they are easy. They
flip up like rails from the corn grass. I hunted in half-

grown wheat.
In a couple of weeks they will he very plenty in the lentil

fields, and it is said that a fair shot can bag a hundred birds.

The way in which these birds fly would make an Ameri-
can quail blush to the roots of its feathers. Ramon.

Georgia Quail and Turkeys.
Thomasvtlle, Ga.—The Mitchell House here has a pre-

serve of 10,000 acres especially set apart for the use of its

guests, and nearly every day some of the guests bring in
good bunches of quail. One shooter bagged five turkeys at

a sh.ot last week. Sayvtllb.



LMarch 18, 1897.

Ignorance of the Iiaw.

Uditor Ibi'est and SPi'eam:

While in the eyes of the law "ignorance of the law ex-
cuses BO man," still I am positive that there are many viola-
tors of the game laws who would he rigid observers of the
same were they not ignorant of them. The other day two
young fellows from the city passed my house, and each car-
ried a shotgun. Gut of both side pockets of the coat of one
of the young fellows hung the tails of a number of gray
squirrels. The law on squirrels vpent into effect on Jan I,

yet these young men made no secret of the success of their
day's shooting. Stopped and questioned as to the locality
where they had shot the squirrels, they proudly said that
they had shot them in Warner's woods, a famous place for
squirrels. When asked if they did not know they had
broken the law and were liable to arrest, they answered that
they supposed there was no law on squirrels.' That the two
young fellows who had the squirrels were honest and re-
spectable could be instantly seen by glancing into their faces.
I know a young man who saw two Italians passing through
the village of Westville last November. One was a jolly,

good-natured son of Italy, yet was showing openly a hand-
kerchief half filled with small trout which he had netted in,
the Gaylor brook. Now, that Italian was unconscious that
he had broken the law, otherwise he would never have laid
himself liable to arrest by displaying the trout to every per-
son he met.
Why would it not be a good thing if bills were passed by

the legislatures authorizing their fish and game commission-
ers to see to it that every road leading out of the cities into
the cpuntry be posted at regular intervals with framed cop-
ies of the fish and game laws?
As our country contains so many people who speak other

than the English language, each notice should be printed in
two or three different languages, so that the foreigners as well
as ttie natives could be enlightened.

Besides the laws, each notice should contain a brief lecture
telling why the fish and game should be protected, and
pointing out the benefits to be gained by the people at large
through such protection. Such an argument would open
the eyes of many who never stop to think that it is possible
for the game to entirely disappear should there be no restric-
tion whatever placed on the killing of game and fish.

WiLiiiAM H. Avis.
CdifNECTictrT, Feb. 24.

His View of It.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I noticed an article or two in a Foeest and Stream I

picked up headed something like this, "Who Owns the
Game the Guide Kills?" "To Whom Does it Belong?" I
read one of the articles, in which the writer says the guide
claimed all the game he (the guide) killed. He could not
have been much of a guide or he would have claimed all
the ganae, the guns, dogs and camp outfit while he was
about it. Any self-respecting guide ought to have every-
thing. I am surprised that that guide did not take the
gentleman's watch and clothing and hold him up for his
bank account. I don't think that guide understands his
business. A guide has no object in taking a gentleman on
a hunt except to make all he can out of it. He may agree
to go for $1.50 a day, or say $3 a day at the most—the
money is no object. The guide's object is to get the man
out and hold him up for all he is worth.
There are guides, though, who don't do business that

way. They charge for their services a fair price, and not
only expect to do, but do everything possible to make a
gentleman's trip a success in every way. They never think
of claiming anything they kill. They suppose that if they
sell their time and services to a gentleman, anything they
do, anything they kill (if the employer wants them to
shoot at all); belongs to the party who hires them. They
know or suppose they are out for his pleasure, not their
own; that he hires them to show him the game he wants,
not only the game, but anything of interest, from a flower
or insect to a mountain or glacier. Such a guide's business
is to please his patrons; he treats them as gentlemen and
expects to be treated likewise. His efforts, time and best
endeavor given, for the time he is paid for, to make the
trip satisfactory in every way. If by chance it is not, he
feels disappointed, usually more so than the person who
hires him. He would not think of claiming any game he
killed. In fact, come to think a,boiit it, I never heard of
such a thing or read of it before I saw it in your paper. Is
the gentleman who complained sure he had a guide with
tim? ^ G.

Yellowstone Park Game.
A COEKESPONDENT, writing Under date of Feb, 24, from

Gardiner, Mont., @n the edge of the Yellowstone Park, re-
ports: There have been several hundred elk just across the
Yellowstone Kiver from town, also about a thousand on
Crevasse. Several were killed, but the Stale game warden
came up and made an arrest, which put a stop to the hunt-
ing, and the elk are not molested any more. McCartney's
field, which is just opposite Gardiner in the Park limits, has
from seventy-five to one hundred antelope in it every day,
and one could almost at any time stand in Sargent's store
and shoot one. They are very tame. The sheep are in the
canon again this year, and elk are scattered all around. I
hear that there are more elk in Jackson's Hole this winter
than usual.

California Notes.

Murphy, Calaveras County, Cal., Feb. 20.—I got a letter
the other day from a friend who hves in the southern part
of this State. In it he says: "We have just had a little

rabbit drive out my way. About fifty guns were out and
we got 500 of the long-eared pests." Pretty good.
Our quail season has just closed. Although this country

has been very closely shot over during the last few years
there is yet some good shooting to be had. We have two
kinds of quail here—mountain and valley. The mountain
quail live in the higher mountains most of the year and only
come down here in winter. Our altitude is only 2,000ft.
The valley quail are more numerous here during the autumn
months than at any other time during the year. Five dozen
to two guns is om' best day's record.
There are a few ruffed grouse in the mountains north of

here. But few are killed, however, as they are wary birds
and know just where to hide in the thick timber. Some of
this timber is over 300ft. in height.
Yery few deer have been killed around here this winter.

There has been but little snow in the mountains and as a
result the deer were not forced to come down to feed. A

favorite way of hunting with our sportsmen is to wait until
the hills are covered deep with snow and then go for deer in
the deep sheltered valleys where there is seldom much snow.
A party of three in this way got twelve deer in a two days'
hunt last winter.
The wild pigeons which were once so plentiful in this

country are now almost extinct Ten years ago a good shot
could bag a hundred in a day, while now yon are lucky to
see a dozen in a season.
We have some very good dove shooting here in the

autumn months. Now our game is limited to jack rabbits
and gray squirrels, and some good sport we have with them
too. Two years ago oyer 1,000 gray squirrels were killed
around this town. Walkob.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XXXV.-Pete.

It took Pete a long time to learn that small, "no account"
fish were as desirable as those which were large enough to
eat, but what they were put into kegs of alcohol for Jie
never did understand. The postmaster at Tangipahoa had
recommended him as a darky boy who knew all the fish-
ing places in the vicinity, and I engaged him to help
Charles Bell and myself collect the fishes of that part of
Louisiana whose waters flow into Lake Ponchartrain. He
was a strong boy, quite dark, and was active when he
wished to be, and he enjoyed the work.
This was in June, 1875. Prof. Spencer F. Baird was then

the United States Fish Commissioner as well as the head
of the Smithsonian Institution, and in his order he said:
"After you deliver the shad fry in the river at such place
as you may select, I want^ou to collect the fishes of the
rivers and pools, keeping an eye out for trout."

"Trout in southern Louisiana, Professor?"
"Yes. So many letters have been received from citizens

claiming trout are native there, and asking for more, that,
while we have doubts on the subject, we can't deny their
statements; and I want you to see if you can find a fish
there which you will call a trout, and if so preserve it with
great care." Then with a variety of fishing tackle fit for
trout, bass or pike. Bell and I started on what not only
promised to he, but was a most delightful trip.

Coming down on the railway, before we reached Tick-
faw, the fact that we had live fish in the baggage car was
known throughout the train, and visitors came to look.
In conversation with a gentleman on the subject of trout
he said: "Trout are plenty in all these streams, sir, yet
from what you say you seem to doubt it. I was raised in
the North and have caught trout in Vermont, Canada and
New York, and I know a trout when I see it." That
should have been conclusive, but the sluggish streams filled
with pond lilies did not look trouty. I've taken trout in
waters where pond lilies grew, but always in the colder
parts of the pond; and here we were in Louisiana. "Yes-
sah," said Pete, "datta's a trout, sho 'nuff," as I landed a
black bass of the big-mouth persuasion, and the old settler
who was "raised" in the North declared it to be the same
kind of a fish that he had taken in boyhood in the streams
of Vermont. On returning to Washington 1 reported to
Prof Baird that I had fished diligently and had taken
many fish which I called black bass, but which all the
people about Tangipahoa called trout, and furthermore I
had not seen a fish which I would call a trout. The Pro-
fessor merely said, "I thought it would turn out so."
On this trip we did not see a small-mouth black bass,

and the largest big-mouth we took weighed 81bs. on the
grocer's scales. Here let me get away from the story to
ask why, in writing of the two black basses, we all agree to
say "small mouth," while some of us use "big mouth" and
others "large mouth" for the other fellow? There are al-

ways two sides to a subject, and a white native said to me;
"I don't see what right you've got to come an' tell me that
our trout are bass. They've always been 'trout' here, an'
we've got as good a right to name 'em as yo' have." That
was a clincher.

Tangipahoa could not only give us better accommoda-
tions in the matter of food and lodgings, but was nearer the
Tangipahoa and Natalbany rivera than any other, and was
therefore the place to make headquarters, and we cap-
tured Pete. The little village had perhaps 300 inhabitants,
of assorted complexions, and we were genuine curiosities
to them. There was no newspaper there; but the grape-
vine telegraph, which runs over the back fences in all
country settlements, soon informed the people that two
Northern men were there on all kinds of missions.
Pete may have been sixteen years old, but he felt several

inches above his normal height when he started on our
first trip with a bodyguard of half a dozen boys of all the
shades between ebony and light molasses cakes. Pete in
front with the air of a drum major, the boys behind carry-
ing nets and pails, while Bell and I tried to live up to the
dignity of traveling with an escort.

As we walked down the railway track Bell remarked:
"We have done well in getting Pete. He may not do
much, but he has a host of volunteers for us, and the Gov-
ernment gets the whole gang for Pete's half dollar a day.
I don't know, though, but we could have got Pete for a
quarter a day, and perhaps- he would serve, like the vol-
unteers, for the honor, if he was only put at the head of
them."
"What you say is probably true, Charles, but we must

not grind the faces of the poor, and the people of America
would not bless us if we saved them that little sum.
Again, if Pete served us without pay we would have as
little control over him as he would have over his assist-

ants."

"That's so; but I was only moralizing over the love of
authority that many men have and which is exemplified
in this negro boy. Yesterday he was only a common boy
like the rest; you have given him position, and see how
he has assumed an importance among his fellows and
how they look up to him. You must admit that it is a
true reflection of human nature, drawn in charcoal."

We had passed several pools beside the railway where
excavations had been made to throw up the roadbed in

this yery flat country, and I should no more have thought

of looking for fish in them than in the temporary ones in
more hilly lands, but a little thought showed me that
these pools were permanent. A swirl in one of them
caused me to ask a question.
"Yes, suh," replied Pete, "dese pon's is full o' fish, but

dey's no 'count, on'y little ones. Wen we comes to de
ribbah we gets big ones."
Ordering a halt, the boys unloaded the small 15ft. Baird

net and started in to drag the pool, which was not over
/5X 100ft. The result was a surprise. The long bag brought
out a mass of fish life, and Bell made a rough assortment
of it into the buckets and I went over them again. The
supply of alcohol would not warrant keeping many speci-
mens, and we were the sole judges, if not of the first class,
of what was worth preserving.

It was practically midsummer in Louisiana, and the
vegetation was rank, and I ask you to believe that the
air was several degrees above what could be found in
Alaska on the same day. Every darky boy was bare-
footed and bare-legged. We had seen many snakes slide
into the pools by the railway, but had paid little attention
to them. The fact that these darky boys waded In where
the serpents went was to us proof that the snakes were
harmless. In one haul we brought out a snake and I
promptly held it under my foot preparatory to examining
it, for I was on intimate terms with the dirty water snake
of the North, having reached for him in a hole under a
bank in my trout ponds, bringing it forth alive, striking
me with its harmless teeth before I could twist its head off
with the other hand. So you all see I was very well ac-
quainted with the ill-tempered Tropidonotus sipedon, which
lives on fish and frogs, and I thought this animal might
be the same.
Pete called out: "Take cah, dah! Datta's a wawtah

moccasin, an' he kill yo' if he bites yo'." And he was
right. It was a very deadly relative of the Northern
copperhead and scientists know it as Af/kistrodon piscivorus,
and yet those darky boys went into pools bare-footed
where they knew this dangerous serpent lay, even after
seeing it glide into the pool. This was a puzzle, especially
as they were horrified to see me handle the snake after it

was dead. I opened its month with a pocket knife, saw
the poison fangs and pressed out the poison to make sure
that it was a venomous reptile. The dark, vertical bars, in
place of alternate blotches, proved that it differed from
my Northern acquaintance.

Pete said: "Da moccasin he's good 'nuf w'en yo' don'
'sturh him. He git outah way ef he gotta chance, but w'en
yo' put yo' foot awn him he bites, an' he p'ison sho 'nuff;

he kill a da'ky boy las' year down 'bout Tickfaw, an' long
time back one bit ole Massa Kya'ta (Carter) down by de
big swamp, an' he put a hot nail in de hole an' drink a
pow'ful heap o' w'isky, an' he doan die, hut he leg got
small an' he been ailin' since; can't eat no fat po'k, no
possurn, only cawn pone an' 'tatahs. How yo' gwine take
bread in yo' han' w'en yo' had datta snake dah?"

"That's all right, Pete, I'll wash my hands before I eat;
but if you are so afraid of this water moccasin, how is it

that you boys go into these pools barefooted when you
have seen snakes go in first?"

"It's dis yell way: W'en you go slow de moccasin he
git out yo' way. On de Ian' he see yo', an' in de wawtah
he heah yo', so w'en we go in de wawtah we go slow an'
splash an' make noise, an' he go 'way."
Here was an interesting bit of snake lore from an unex-

pected source. An ignorant darky boy taught me some-
thing, and was so sure of his knowledge that he seemed to
risk his life on it. I say seemed to risk his life, because
from his point of view there was no risk so long as he ex-
ercised a proper care. He was a scientist in his way. He
was afraid to touch a dead snake, but just what reward
would tempt me to wade about barefooted in a pool where
I knew deadly serpents were hiding I have never figured
out. During our stay I watched the boys and found they
had a system. If our larger 30ft. seine'would sweep one
of these holes beside the railway, it was done with boys
on each bank; but if the pool was larger, they took it in
sections, going slowly and making a great splashing. If
we hauled out some snakes, they cared little about killing
them; Northern white boys would have killed them all,

but these boys seemed to live on peaceful terms with this
very common reptile, which is also called the "cotton-
mouth," from some reason unknown to me. Perhaps Pete
expressed the feeling of indifference to killing them when
he said: "Wat's de use killin' a few snakes w'en dey'e so
many in all de holes an' in de swamps?"

Bell and I complained to the landlord that our beds
were not made. The first time we thought it a mistake,
but when it occurred again we protested. He called a
chambermaid and wanted to know. She looked indignant
and replied: " 'Deed I isn't gwine in datta room 'mong all

dem snakes dey's got in dem glass bottles, to make any
beds. Ise pow'ful sot ag'in snakes, I is, an' I dunno wot
men's gwine 'roun' gettin' em fo'. Ef a man wants snakes
in his room he can make hees own bed; I doan gwin dah,
Um-m!"
And so it came to pass that Pete was duly installed as

our chambermaid. He had no fear of pickled snakes,
dead and well sealed up; and from the disfavor with which
we were looked upon by the colored girls we thought it pos-
sible that Pete's services might be required to wait on us at
table. Our mission was a mystery that no explanation
could solve. AVe were under more suspicion than when,
as pirates, we had cruised long island Sound with the
"Jolly Roger" at the fore. But then we proclaimed our
mission and were understood; now we were suspected
of having some occult purposes, the exact nature of
which these colored people had no clear idea. There were
glances and whisperings. At last Pete let it out.

"Dey sez 'at yo' Yankees comes yeah to get snakes an'
fish to take up No'th to make all de cuUod people slaves
ag'in. Is dat so?"

The question was an honest one, and demanded an hon-
est answer; but what could we say?
"Who says so, Pete?" I asked.
"All de gy'ls at de hotel who wouldn' make yo' beds, an'

all de cuUod people dey want to know wheffo you ketch
snakes an' put 'em in bottles, an' dey tell me not to wuk
fo' yo', cause you's bad."
"Anything more, Pete?"
"Yessah, dab's Massa Almy, a w'iteman up by de station,

who says yo' is doin' bad t'ings an' ought to be stopped."
"Charley," said I, "this boy tells us a story which, read

between the lines, means that we are looked upon as sus-

picious characters. He is honest and square with us be-
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cause we pay him, 'but there is more back of it than he
tells or knows. If we are ordered to leave the country for
the country's good, we can easily and graceftilly retire
with all the honors; but, my boy, if it comes to a lynching;
party I should hate to die in so poor a cause. What d\e
think?*'

Bell looked amused, and replied: "This thing is very
funny. As for the talk of the hotel servants, that's noth-
ing; I don't like colored servants anyway, and the further
they keep away the better I like 'em. Let's go up and see
this duffer, Almy, and talk to him, and find out what he's
got to say; we may knock a lot of fun out of him if we work
it right. I know the old excrescence very well, for I have
talked astronomy to him, and when I told him that the
moon was shaped like a clam shell and sometimes had
only an edge toward us he said he knew that.-'

We sat on the steps of the railway station and talked
with Almy. Suddenly he said: "I s'pose you don't believe
in voodoos; most white men don't, but I've been studying
voodooism, and I know they have a hidden power."
His remark being partly in form of a question and di'

rected at me, I answered very truly that I had never paid
any attention to it. With a look at me, Bell innocently
asked: "How is the power developed, by gas, coal, electri-
city or solar heat?"

Ignoring the question of the young man, he said:
"There's an old colored woman who lives close by here
who has great power. After you go to bed, if she should
mark a cross in front of your doorstep and you were the
first to step over it, she would have power over you all

your life. She could strike you blind, or dead, even if you
were 1,000 miles away."

"Datta's so," said Pete, ' "de cullod people 'bout yeah's
pow'ful shy o' her, an' w'en de kyars run offen de track—

"

"Shut up, Pete," said Bell, "you'll find some o' them
pickled snakes in your bed if you talk too much."

"This is a new and interesting subject t^» me, Mr. Almy,"
said I, "and I would like to investigate it. Suppose we try
it! Let her make the cross before our door to-night, and
I'll make Mr. Bell step over it the first one in the morn-
ing."

"All right," said Bell, "it's a go. Here's a |5 bill for
the old gal in the interest of scientific investigation; no
doubt the amount can be put in the expense bill and the
result of the experiment be reported to the Government,
after which we will receive the thanks of Congress for
being pioneers in a new field of observation."
Pet sat with open eyes and mouth, gazing at the man

who was willing to sacrifice himself for something beyond
his power of understanding. Mr. Almy gazed awhile at a
fence lizard which was taking a sunbath on the hitching
post, and then, in a tone deeply tinged with regret, said:
"I wouldn't let you do it for all the world! I s'posed you
didn't believe in the voodoos, none of the white folks 'bout
yere do, leastwise they say they don't, but I know better."
Bell was disposed to knock a little fun out of this man b}'^

asking ridiculous questions, such as: "Could she make a
marble statue change from a Roman nose to an ingrowing
face?" but I looked at him in a manner that stopped his
fun, and explained our mission to Mr. Almy, and he un-
derstood why we wanted fish and snakes.
After we left our new friend Bell broke out with: "Well,

what's got you? It's the first time I ever knew you to
refrain from working a mental curiosity for all there was
in him. Perhaps I alarmed him, and there's more fun to
be got out of him by your own plan. What are you re-
serving him for?"

"Charley," I answered, "there are a few other things to
be got out of our friend besides fun. Professor Baird did
not send us here merely to have fun; incidentally we may
have a little, but primarily we must collect fishe.s for more
learned men to study, and this man. Pete says, is the best
man to shoot big fish with a bow and arrow- that there is
in this parish, and I want to see the work and get a look
at the fish, thus combining duty and pleasure while Ave
are learning something. But if we go at him to 'knock
fun out of him,* as you incline to do, we make him our
enemy at once. The man is intelligent on all other sub-
jects than voodooism, just as you may know more than he
gives you credit for. I tell you, my boy, one man is not a
fair judge of another. He thinks he is, but he measures
him by his own mental tape, on which the inches are very
long. Every man sums up his fellows, but he has only his
own measure by which to gauge them. As you suggest,
we can get some fun out of his ''queer notions, but by ig-

noring these he will be valuable in other w^ays. Every
man thinks he has tlie proper mental balance. He has
no other to judge by. He thinks that many things in this
world were unevenly divided, but knows that he got liis

share of brains. Let the man alone; he is seriously in-
clined, and what you may think funny when you are play-
ing for my applause will not only exasperate him, but will
make him an enemy. No one appreciates the unconscious
humor of his theories on witchcraft more than I, but per-
mit me to call your attention to the fact that the man who
has the keenest appreciation of humor seldom laughs."

"That's true! There was 'Fat Jack' Evans, of Albany,
who would laugh imtil apoplexy threatened, and when he
got through couldn't tell the nub of the joke. But it is

true that when you want to get a lot of fun out of some
fellow who is really funny and doesn't know it, you
mustn't laugh, or you'll queer the whole show."
Pete tracked a turtle and found its nest containing

twenty-seven eggs. These we took to eat because he said
they were good, but we did not care for them. We had
seen soft-shelled turtles and a fine hard-shelled species
over a foot in length, but we did not catch any. The
people there spoke highly of the flesh of the latter, but
were disgusted to know that we ate frogs. Pete was our
mentor, and from him we got the local names of the
fishes. My note book shows that the fresh-water drum of
the Great Lakes is a "gaspergou." "Warmouth" is applied
to several species related to the rock bass of the North,
while the names red eye, goggle eye, etc., were applied to
the same fishes, and the darky boys disputed over the
names with the ardor of scientists. "Brim" and "blue
brim" were no doubt corruptions of the English bream,
and were large fishes of the sunfish type, growing up to
21bs. weight, and there were many new fishes.

I had arranged with Mr. Almy to go down the river
with him in a dugout and shoot fish with an arrow, leav-
ing Bell to fish with Pete. That, however, is another
story. When we finally left Tangipahoa and badegood-
by to the few friends we had, Pete took from his head a
thing which he was pleased to consider a tat and said;

"Ise pow'ful sorry you is gwine away, an' if yo' come back
nex' yeah I want tu wuk fo' yo'. I doan mine wot dem
wimmen at de hotel say; Dey say you is voodoo Yankees
^cause you is got snakes in bottles, but Miss'r Almy he say
yo' ain't hu't nobody, an' he know all 'bout the voodoo."
The engine whistled "off brakes," and Bell and I swung

on board, waving farewells to Mr, Almy and Pete, with his
bodyguard of darky boys; true and good friends,who stood
and Avatched the train until it vanished in the distance.
To those who value friendship merely in a commercial
way Pete and Almy would be forgotten at the first curve
of the railway. Often they come up in a backward glance
and their memories are sometimes with me when musing
on the pleasures of the past. Fiied Mathek.

ANGLING NOTES.
Undersized Trout.

Mb, Albert C, Clifton, of Hagu'^, on Lake George, N.
Y , writes rae the following letter under date of Feb. 18:'

"I wish to call jour attention to a practice now common
on our lake of catching liltle lake trout of ilb. or |lb. in
weight. When they are of that size they have a habit of
collecting in certain favorable spots in great numbers,
and are caught with fine tackle by still fishing. The most
noted place near us for ihis kiufl ol fl^ihing is at Anthony's
Nose, where thousands were taken last season, not one in ten
of which would weigh i^\b. As many a% sixty a day were
taken there last i-ummer by one boat, and it is not unusual
to see four and six boats on the spot a1 once The only
remedy I can suggest would b« 1o make the limit at which
lake trout can be billed and possessed nothing under 21 bs. in
weight, with a penalty severe enough to deter the pot-fishers
from catchiog the litlle flngerlings that tliey never contribute
a cent toward placing in the lake. No sportsman would be
seen with such fish in his possession, and no hotel al our end
of the lake will Duy them."
The first water m this State to be do ed to trout fishing

through the ice was Lake George, la the old day^s it was
customaiy to fish through the ice for trout in season and out,
for it was always the case that there was ice in the lake after
the legal season opened, and it has been one long light to
prevent poachers from fishing for trout during the close sea-
son.

When the State began to res*? ;k the lake with lake trout
the hike was nearly depl ted o. this fish, but after a few
yearb' stocking the fishermen apparently set to work to
exterminate the planted fish. The season opened April
1, and there was ice in the lake (for only once within
the memory of man has the ice left the lake anywhere
near April 1, as it does not generally go out until
toward the last of this month), and the fish caught
through the ice were little trout such as Mr. Clifton refers' to.

The markets were overstocked with these little trout, and an
effort was made to stop it by prolonging the close season
until May 1, as at present. It was the exception to get a big
trout through the ice, and it was also the exception to get a
(mall trout after the ice was gone. To be sure, after the ice
was eone the fishing was mostly trolling, and through the
ice it was necessarily stlll-fishitig. Trofiing was so success-
ful ttxHl the oM style of buoy fi'hing in spring and summer
was practically abandoned. Within a few years I have
known oi cottagers who again resorted to buoy fishing, and
from their own statements they rarely get a big trout at a
baited buoy, fish from 1 to 21bs. being the rule
B'ook trout cannot tie killed legally under 6in. in length,

and ttie same Umit law applies to lake trout; but what may-
save the brook trout until some may .spawn will not, when
applii-d to lake trout, have any effect upon saving them, A
young lake trout in the spring is long and slim, and if the
limit of length at which they could be killed was fixed at
I3in. it would place them in about the same class with the
brook trout at 6in. It is difficult to fix the limit of fish to be
legally killed by weight, and a length limit would be far
be' ter.

As Mr, Clifton says, no sportsman would be seen with one
of tnese little trout in his possession ; but in every commu-
nity there are a ftw, or many, men who will, unless re-

strnined by law, ligidly enforced, catch everytning of fish
kind that comes to their hooks and kill it. They have no
thought or care about the future fishing in the water they
despoil, they simply take everything in sight. The killing
of fingerling fish does incalculable harm, and restocking in
some waters will not replace the waste from this cause Men
who .'should know better have been known to bewail that
there is a 6in. limit law for brook trout, because they like the
baby trout to eat, fried brown, soon after they have absorbed
the umbihcal sac. Potatoes cut to the same size and fried
brown in hot lard would be far better in every way.
For two years past there have been complaints that lake

trout fi-hing in Lake George is poor, in spite of the fact that
500,000 trout fry have been planted annually for many
years. It is not true that trout are not in the lake, for there
are plenty of them to be seen even if they are not caught, but
catching baby trout will not help the fishing. People com-
plain about the fishing in a lake or stream and clamor to
have it stocked, and as soon as the water is planted by the
Stale there seems to be a competition as to who shall catch
the greatest number of fish. A small lake in New York has
been overfished without doubt, as it contains large black
bass and people came from fnv and near to catch them. It
was-urged ttiat the Siate should make a planting of black
bass in this lake, and last year 100 adult black bass were ob-
tained and sent to the lake by the Fisheries, Game and For-
est Commission, A man who has been active in having fl:h
planted in the lake owns a hotel on its shores, and a week or
two after the State had sent the 100 adult bass to restock it I
saw in a newspaper that the professional fisherman em-
ployed at the hotel had caught sixty black bass in one day.
Perhaps that lake will get another lot of bass from the State
this year and perhaps not.

Everything that is not popular in these days is called old-
fashioned, and I am old-fashioned enough that I would not
attempt to stock any water with fish unless there is a senti-
ment in the community where the water is located favorable
to the perpetuation of the fish. If people wish to catch
black bass on the spawning beds and howl to the State for
more, they would not get the bass if I were the State. If
they caught the fingerling trout as soon as they are big
enough to bite a hook, they would not get any more trout.
There are waters enough in the State that need stocking or
restocking where the sentiment favors just and adequate pro-
tection to the fish to keep up the supply, and let tne spawn-
ing bed lobbers and fingerhng butchers think it over on the
stool of repentance.

Last year I liappened to be on the State fish car wliea it

was loaded with yearling brook trout, some of them Sin.
long. As they were being unloaded, a man looked into one
of the cans and asked where they were to be planted, for he
would like to go and catch some of them when the season
opened a few days later; and from his manner I had no
doubt he would do that very thing, had he found out where
the fish were to be planted; and yet before he finished talk-
ing he condemned the commission that was planting the
fish for not making the fishing better in that locality.

Trout, Black Bass and Pickerel.

Here is another letter received from a gentleman in Scran-
ton, Pa :

"I notice in one of your Forest and Stkeam notes
something about black bass in trout waters. When I called
on you some two years ago or so we were speaking of this
in connection with a lake near here. This is a lake of 3g0
acres, 50 to 66ft. deep, spring fed, and unusually clear aid
cold It was originally a trout like. Some seventy years
ago or so it was stocked with pickerel. Of course the trout
disappeared. Then about 1870 it was stocked with black
bass (small-mouth). Landlocked salmon and other species
of fish were planted, but never seemed to come to anything.
The black bass got the upper hand of the pickerel and pretty
much lun them out. Our Association, on my suggestion,
started in to stock with shrimp, smelt and different kmds of
food, and followed it np with different species of trout, prin-
cir>aliy lake trout about 4in. long, of which we put in tome
3,000.

"This present winter a number of lake trout 41bs. in weight
have tjeen taken through the ice. We have not yet provtd
much, but as far as it goes this would indicate that lake trout
can take care of themselves as against pickerel and black
bass."

The chief interest to me in this letter is the pers-st-
ency displayed on the part of the writer and his friends
to stock the lake in the face of adverse circumstances with
the choicest fish, and apparently the lake trout were estab-
fished only after the lake had been planted with fish food.
Another point is that the lake trout were estabfished by
planting fingerling fish. It is not unusual to find lake trout,
black bass and pickerel {Lucim lucius) in the same water,
living without one interfering with the others. Lake
George, already mentioned ia this column, has always had
pike, the so-called pickerel, lake trout and black bass, and
never, so far as diligent irquiry ran discover, has a trout been
found inside of the bluek bass or p'ke except in one instance.
In Upper Saranac Lal?e a lake trout wa,s cautrht with a num-
ber of piKe in ide of it. In Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire,
there may be found common speckled trout, landlocked
salmon, Sunapee saibling or golden trout, black bass, pike
and pike-perx;h. The speckled trout are not as abundai l as
the golden trout or tne landlocked salmon, but all the fish
named are found in the lake. It is the speckled trout and
the black bass or pike that fall afolil of one another as a
rule, for all three maybe considered shallow-water fish in
contradistinction to the lake trout, landlocked salmon and
golden trout, Avhich may be termed deep-water fish. More
and more I am inclined to think that brown and rainbow
trout may be made to thrive in waters containing pike (pro-
vided food and temperature conditions are suitable) if the
pike are netted at spawning time in the spring, and the trout
planted are yearlings or older fish.

I have frcqueuily referred to Loch Leven, in Scotland,
which contams pike and the Loch Leven trout, and yet by
netting pike the trout have increased in size and numbers,
for carefully prepared statistics concerning the fish of the
lake are published annually. That food for fish is one of
the most important factors in establishing any species of fish
there is no reason to doubt, and perhaps further expt riments
will demonstraie lhat we have held erroneous ideas regard-
ing the habits of some of our fishes, because the conditions
have not been what they should be or what they could be
made to insure other bubits.

Planting Lake Trout Fry.

The Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission of New York
issued a circular giving instructions how to transport and
plant young fish. In it occurs this passage: "Lake trout
should be planted among boulders or rocks on a shoal in
mid-lake, very near to deep watir, into which the young
trout soon find their way," The circular further s-ays the
trout may be planted on spawning bed shoals if other shoals
are not to be found and the spawning beds are known. Tne
reason for this distinction has been explained that eels and
other fish resort to the spawning beds and the fry may be
safer on shoals i ot usi d as spawning beds.

Recently I was talking with a professional fisherman, and
he said the directions in the circular were correct, but they
were not always carried out by those who planted lake trout
fry, and he cited a planting of lake trout fry made last year
on the shore of a lake. The fry were planted among the
boulders near deep water, but on shore instead of in mid-lake.
He said he caught perch on the shore in Jxmethat were filled

with little trout, and this would not have been the c-dse had
the trout been plauted as directed, for the perch spawn on the
shores in May and do not resort to the mid-lake shoals until
July, by which time the young trout would have found their
way into deep water, and so they would not meet the perch.
The reason for planting the tiout on the shore was that

one of the men who planted the fish wished to make sure
that the trout would oe established ne-ar a cottage he owned
(.n tne shore. The man ought to have known better, as he
has lived on the lake all his life, and has Isnown of trout
being planttd since 1876, and they have always been found
on the same grounds, no matter in which part of the lake
they have been planted,

"Forest and Stream's" BIg-Flsh Record.
Forest and Stream's record of big fish is now in its

infancy, but I expect before a year rolls around that addi-
tions and corrections of the record will bring out some big
fish that have perhaps been Ling dormant for lack of just
such a record as Forest and Strbam has now provided t©
bring them before the public,

I have a letter from a gentleman in New York city, from
which I quote: "Referring to your contribution to Forest
AND Stream's record of big fish, 1 would call your atten-
tion to the followine faces, and perhaps Dy looking further
into the mat er j on may get some information taat will be
of interest to you. Some time during May or -June of last
year a young man came into the oifice to order some goods,
and showed me a veiy large mounted brook trout, which he
was taking to somebody" in Walton, N. Y. I asked him
what it weighed and where it was caught, and he said it

weighed over lOlbs., and was caught in the Delaware River
near Waltoo. I have forgotteu the aame of the persoa for
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whom the mounted fish was intended, but I believe he is a
hotel keeper in Walton. In September, while at East Wind-
ham, N. T., I was talking to some acquaintances about fish-

ing and shooting, and mentioned having seen the large trout.
Mr. Jerome Campbell told me he had been in Walton shortly
before, and had seen the mounted specimen ; and he also
told me that a larger one, weighings I think, over 121b3., had
been caught afterward by a carpenter who, having dug up
some worms while digging post holes, thought he would try
his luck fishing before going home. He tied a hook to his
plumb line, and baitiuc: with a couple of worms caught the
big trout. This latter fisti, I believe, was not mounted. Mr.
Campbell told me that everybody in Walton was talking
about the two big trout, and therefore you will probably be
able to locate the persons interested and get a reliable state-

ment and the exact weight of the two fish referred to."
The names of people were given in the letter for me to

write to, but as I am going to Walton very soon I prefer to
wait and investigate personally on the spot. Having heard
ttiat some salmon of about the weight given had been caught
in the upper Delaware, I wrote to my correspondent asking
if the mounted fish were not a salmon. He replied:
"The mounted .fish to which I referred in my previous let-

ter was certainly not a salmon, as it showed all the charac-
teristic markings and spots of the brook trout, which had
been touched up by the taxidermist. The fish was very
broad and deep for its length, and the young man who had
it said it was very fat when caught. When you go to Wal-
ton you will be able to locate the fish and get positive infor-
mation in regard to its weight, also in regard to the heavier
trout, which I was informed was also caught there."

"

Twelve pounds is rather large for a brook trout in New
York waters, but the Fobest and Stream record has put
me on the track of a larger one. I am not ready to spring
all the facts on an unsuspecting public yet, for I am going to
the lake where this bigger one came from when the season
opens. At present it is sufficient to say that the lake is in
the Adirondacks, or rather pond, for it is not large enough
to be called a lake. I have known of some large trout being
taken from it, and they were called brown trout. It is a
planted pond, and all the trout so far caught have been
large. The gentleman who planted it supposed he planted
brown trout, as that is what he applied for. 1 went to it one
year just after the ice was out, but caught nothing. Lately I

heard of the "whopper" from the same p„nd. After my
visit to the pond I was inclined to question the species of
the fish, because of a photograph of a catch which showed
marks which indicated that the fish might be brook trout;
and a friend sent me a specimen, weighing about 3|lbs.

dressed, which he said was like the other fish in the pond.
The fish I received was a brook trout {foniinalis), and not a
brown trout at all. Later I found thai my friend had not
seen the fish before it was sent to me. It "was dehvered at

his house, and the man who caught it said it came from the
pond, so he telephoned from his office to have it packed and
sent to me. From this it will be seen that there is doubt
about the species of trout in the pond; possibly the one can
of fry planted may have contained both brook and brown
trout, l3ut that question my friend and I propose to settle the
coming spring. One thing, however, is certain : a trout came
from there which weighed 131bs. 3oz., and the man who
caught it and his wife will both swear to the weight.
Another one weighed lllbs. 7oz., and another one 71bs. 4oz.
Naturally I aminclimd to believe that the larger fish are

brown trout, but nothing will determine that positively until

an investigation is made to find what the pond contains.
The man who caught the fish of 131bs. 3oz. says that in the
fall of 1896 he saw eleven trout in the stream in one pool, and
that he thinks one of them would weigh over 201bs. That
fish is there yet, and it is the one my friend and I are going
there to cultivate if possible. Personally I will be satisfied

with one of 7lbs., but I wish my friend to add the biggest
one to the Forest and Stream record as his catch; or, better

still, have his wife add it as her catch, and I hope it may
weigh over 201bs. A. N. Cheney.

FISHERMAN'S LUCK.
Uncle William, one of old Virginia's big-hearted, joUy-

dispositioned gentlemen of the old school, was out walking
one Sunday afternoon in earlv June. For companions he
had two younger men, who, like himself, were disciples of
Izaak Walton. The day was perfect; soft breezes from the
south gently swaj^ed the newly-leaved boughs of grove and
hedge, the emerald green of the pasture was liberally

sprinkled with the bright yellow of the dandelion blossom,
and the ear was pleased with the hum of busy bees and soft
cooing of the turtledove, intermingled with the twittering
song of birds.

•Under these conditions it was not to be wondered at that
the footsteps of our three friends followed the natural incli-

nation of the fisherman's mind and led them to the banks of
a small stream, on either side of which was a natural grove.
In the rich loam under the forest trees myriads of wild
flowers were in bloom. Gathering flowers, watching the
antics of an occasonal squirrel or feathered denizen of the
forest, these Sabbath strollers were enjoying themselves as
only lovers of nature can under snch circumstances.
As they paused beside 1 he stream a school of minnows

darling through the water caused them to forget the sacred-
ness of the day and aroused in their minds the passion of
their favorite sport.

Instinctively reaching back into his hip pocket. Uncle
William drew forth a small line with hook attached, the
others soon found pole and bait, and Uncle William, forget-

ful of all else but his favorite pastime, was soon engaged in
extracting the hungry minnows from the stream.

All but the larger ones, which were 3 or 4in. in length,
were returned to their n'dtive element About a half dozen
of the largest minnows Uncle William concluded to take
home with him.
As the sun sank near the horizon the angling was quit, and

then arose the question as to how to get those fish home
without attracting the attention of inquisitive eyes and gos-
siping tongues. The value of the fish was no consideration
for taking them home, but Uncle William knew they would
please his invalid boy, B, suggested tieing together the four

- corners of a handkerchief, placing the fish inside and then
inserting flowers, so it would look to the observer that Uncle
William was taking home some wild flowers with the roots
attached for the purpose of transplanting. This plan was
adopted, and proved all right until the party was nearly
home. Passing through the town, many acquaintances who
were on their way to church complimented Uncle William
on his beautiful flowers. They were within a block of home,
and were congrat'ulating each other on the successful ruse
for concealing the fish, when Mrs. K., a great lover of flow-
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ers, spied them passing her residence. Calling Uncle Wil-
liam, Mrs. K. aFked what kind of flowers he had. "Ohl
just some wild flowers," replied the old gentleman. "But
let me see them!" insisted IMrs. K., reaching out her hand.
With some misgivings. Uncle handed over the flowers.
"Oh! ohl aren't they beautiful! How lovely they do smell!
I will just take two or three for—owl oh! mercy, goodness!"
screamed the good lady, as one of the fish flopped out into
her hand. The shrill, feminine screams of course brought
the rest of the family and several neighbors, who smiled very
audibly as Uncle William gathered up the fish and flowers
from where they had been strewn by the frightened lady.
The next morning, when Uncle William went up to the

office, the fish story had preceded him, and it took a goodly
number of cigars to satisfy the boys. John C. Briggs,

A Home-Made Rod.
Philadelphia, V&..—Ediiar Forest and Stream: "For ac-

count of whom it may concern" I want to tell those of your
many readers who are interested in the capture of the wily
bass of a most remarkable rod with which I di.d nearly all

of my fishing last September in the waters of the upper Del-
aware. The original creation was the product of the fertile
brain and skillful hands of that best of boatmen and fisher-
men, Jlillard F. Hauser. He has used one for two years
past, and last autumn, on our first day out, he presented one
to me, which with, I fear, father a pitying air I decided to
try, so that he would not feel hurt; the result being that for
the nest four weeks I discarded my cherished split-bamboos
and dagama woods, and fished altogether with my latest
acquisition.

As Hauser explained it to me, the method which he pur-
sues in the manufacture of his rods is this: He procures the
best pieces of Calcutta bamboo (the kind with the brown
markings) which he can obtain, selecting one about 11 to
13ft. long and about l^in. in diameter at the butt. Tliis he
seasons on racks up against his kitchen ceifing for from four
to six months. He then takes it down and gives it, at such
intervals as may be necessary for perfect drying, three coats
of fine coach body varnish. He then proceeds to wrap the
rod over its entire length with best quality of black patent
thread, of which it requires about l,aOOyds, for a rod. This
is followed by three or four more coats of outside varnish,
each one of which is allowed to dry thoroughly before the
next one is applied. The tip, guides and reel bands are put
on in the usual way and their wrappings varnished, and the
rod is done.
This method of treatment seems to work a radical change

in the nature of the bamboo. It produces a rod which is

elastic to a degree which will almost permit one to throw a
fly with it, and it cannot be broken. I have seen Hauser
with one of these rods and without a sinker cast a helgramite
or stone catfish over 100ft., manipulating it as he would a
fly rod, and I found no difiiculty in casting from 80 to 90ft.

The tip can be doubled back upon the butt with the absolute
certainty that no fracture will result, and one can strike a
fish as with a steel spring. Don't ask me why all this is. I
don't know. I am simply giving results for which I do not
pretend to account. The only objection to which I can see
such a rod is open is its liability to take a "set," but this can
be readily straightened out by bending it back with the
hands.
Of course it does not lend itself readily to transportation

by train, but where one is on the river from day to day, and
the general method of locomotion is by boat, the length is

no great inconvenience.
To the scoffer who "don't believe it" I can only say one

thing, viz., try it.

.. I use the same fine line, leader, and carefully adjusted reel
as hitherto.

As much of the fishing in the upper Delaware is done by
"drifting," that is to say, by dropping slowly down through
one of the long eddies, witti your minnow or cattish 50 to
75ft. astern, and as on many occasions you will find that at
the time that you want to strike your fish he is double that
distance away, inasmuch as on seizing the bait they run up
stream like a flash, it can be readily seen that a rod must
have backbone to overcome the resistance of the water upon
such a length of line. Many and many a time, despite the
most careful handling, have my fine rods given way at the
ferrules under the strain of striking a hea-vy fish under such
circumstances, but I have never seen these rods suffer in any
way.
Should any one of your readers care to experiment in this

direction I should be pleased to have his experience.

Wadleigh Brooke.

Some More I<arge Fish Records.
Cincinnati.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have spent

a good deal of my time the last ten years fishing;
generally having a month in the spring and a month
each fall on Kinnikinnick Creek, a stream in Lewis county,
Ky., fishing fof bass and pike; and I generally have fairly

good success. In the fall of 1895 I caught a large-mouth
black bass that weighed 5|lbs., and, being the largest one I
had ever seen, I was very proud of it. But on Oct. 4, 1896,
I caught on rod a large-mouth bass that weighed 8i-lbs. and
was 32fin, long, and 7lin, from back to belly. When I
first weighed it I thouglil the scales must be wrong, so I sent
it to Vanceburg, Ky., and it weighed S^lbs. there, and four
responsible men saw it weighed; I then sent it to Cincinnati
and wrote them to show it to everybody and to weigh it. It

weighed 8jlbs. the third day after I caught it. I also

caught quite a nice lot of pike: one Slbs., two 61bs., one
8lbs., one lOlbs., one lllbs. Oct. 23 I caught three: one
61bs., one Slbs. and one lOlbs.

The oldest inhabitants of Kinney say that the 61b. bass
was the largest that they had ever heard of before 1 caught
the 8ilb. one. Geo. C. Walker.

The Adventures of a Mess of Minnows.
Wheeling, W. Va., March 3.—Last October, while bass

fishing in the South Branch of the Potomac with a party of
Wheeling and Washington gentlemen, we had our bait
buckets carried away by a freshet. The water was very
high and muddy for several days. When it fell we had a
fruitless search for our bait.

In January one of the family with whom we had boarded
saw through the clear ice one of our buckets, which he knew
by the initials C. E. H. painted on it. Cutting through the
ice, he fished it up and found all the minnows alive, in spite

of their crowded quarters and rough and muddy journey.
Is this a hard living for miimows from 3 to 4in. long?

A. G. H.
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Pennsylvania Trouting.
Patterson, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: As the trout
season is approaching, a word from our section may be of
interest to some of your readers. The streams of Jilniata
county have been nearly depleted by illegal fishing. Long
before the season opens our streams are fished, and some
vandals use fulminating caps and fuse, and destroy all the
fish, little and big, in the holes where they use the explosive.
Mr, Wells and I went fishing in Big Eun, and only caught
ten trout in a day's fishing. We were told by a young man
we met that a party had taken out 150 trout by the use of
explosives a few days before.
Licking Creek, which used to be one of the finest trout

streams in our county, is fished in season and out of season
by trout hogs, who sell their trout to hotels. They are not
particular as to how they are caught, or the size of'the trout.
Unless some measures are taken to prevent this wanton de-
struction, in a very few years there will be no trout in our
streams.
But notwithstanding the scarcity of trout the trout brag-

gart is still in evidence. I have in my mind one who, like
Abou Ben Adam, leads all the rest. In the following dog-
gerel I have parodied the poem to describe his propensity;
as I have left his last name blank, it may apply to others
affected in the same manner:

Abou Ben , may his^tribe die out,

Awoke one night after he had been for trout;

And there traced on the wall, to his surprise,

Were name.s of men who had told trout lies.

He saw their lies recorded, saw the size

Of trout they had caught with worms and flies;

He saw their measures taken good and strong,
None less than fifteen, many eighteen inches long.

He waited patiently to see whose catch was best,

And lo! Ben 's led all the rest,

Sancho Panza,

Anglers* Association of Onondaga.
At the eighth annual meeting of the Anglers' Association

of Onondaga, in Syracuse, last week, the committee in charge
of ordering fish fry for the waters of this county reported
that they had made requisition upon the State Commission-
ers in the name of the Association for the following: 500,000
pike fry for Seneca Eiver; 500,000 pike fry for Oneida River;
5.000 trout, fingerlings, for Onondaga Creek; 1,000 black
bass, yearlings, tor Oneida River.
W. S. MacGregor, WiUiam Everson and M. J. French

were appointed a nominating committee to name candidates
for officers for the ensuing year and reported the follow-
ing: D. H. Bruce for president; Henry Loftie for vice-
president; J. E. Bierhardt for secretary, and Charles H.
Mowry for treasurer; for members of the executive commit-
tee: L. A Stevenson, M. H. Schwartz and W. S. Mac-
Gregor. The candidates were unanimously elected,

It was resolved that the name shall hereafter be "The
Anglers Association of Onondaga," thus dropping the
apostrophe from the name and changing it from the
"Anglers' Association of Onondaga of Syracuse, N. Y."
The meeting resolved, after a spirited discussion, to in-

dorse the bill now before the Legislature providing for
special legislation for Oneida Lake in connection with the
continuance there of a State hatchery and a bill providing
for a bounty for the capture of nets illegally used in fishiug.
The following committee was appointed to have charge of

the arrangements for the fly- casting tourney to be held in the
spring: Walter S. MacGregor, C. W. Smith, George B.
Wood, Charles H. Mowry and W. S. Barnum.

Gov. Morton's Bass.
Editor Foi'est and Stream:

In your issue of Feb. 37 Mr, A. N, Cheney refers to a
large-mouthed black bass taken from a pond on the premises
belonging to Governor Morton, and which weighed 241bs.

Mr. Cheney is very justly regarded as authority in all mat-
ters relating to fish, and unless the error in regard to this
fish is corrected, the statement made by Mr. Cheney will
very naturally be regarded as authentic, although the story
is aiven by him simply for what it is worth.

It is enough to say that those who then were in the se-
cret, and which has now become an open one, all admit that
this fish did weigh 241bs,, but it happened to be a striped
bass which had probably just been taken with a net from
the Hudson River. It was photographed at the time and
some of the photographs are still extant.

If I am correctly informed, the fish in question was never
exhibited to Governor Morton, but a report was simply made
to him that in drawing oif his pond this fish was found, and
that it was a large-mouthed black bass.

So far as I have been able to ascertaui, no large-mouthed
black bass have ever been taken in this county or in Ulster
county exceeding from 8 to 91bs. in weight. One was taken
in Lake Mahopac some four or five years ago which was re-
ported to weigh between 18 and ISlbs., but this weight has.
never been verified. J. S. Van Clbep.
PouGHKEEPSiE, March 8.

Trout Fishing Conditions and Fish..

Editor Forest and Stream:
The following may be of some slight interest to your

readers

:

The season was the last of May, 1896. Lakes east of
Moosehead. Weather cold and raw, high winds^ small
chance for fly-fishing. Twenty-two fish caught, smallest
weighed nearly 3lbs. Three only were caught on ordinary
trout flies, the rest by trolhng. Method used, a strong
leader over two large black bass flies, and either small spoon
or very small minnow strung on a large hook same way as
when casting for bass. Two lines made up in this style
simply with flies of different kinds, one with sinker, the other
a surface line. By these measures my guide and myself
were enabled to capture the fish.

The photograph I send is of the four larger ones, weights
61bs., 51^1 bs., 4flbs., 4lbs. ; all handsome fish and good fighters;

none taken on the spoon, several on;the minnow. The rest
struck the large bass files well, as they were fairly deeply
sunk. Casting the small flies over the same ground seemed
to bear alone poor results. Cause was in all probability
cold, windy weather and no natural flies on the surface.
All fish taken were fierce biters. F. M. Johnson.

Mr. Conroy's Removal.
Mk. Thomas J. Conkot has removed his fishing tackle

establishment from Broadway to No. 28 John street.
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Trout. Planted in New Jersey.

A CONSIGNMENT of 5,000 brook trout was received by tlie

New Jersey Fish and G-ame Commission on Saturday, Feb.
37. The fish measured from 3 to oiu. in length, 3,000 being
planted in north Jersey streams, 1,000 at Woodbury, and
1,000 w ere divided between several streams in the vicinity of

New Egypt. None of the fish were lost in transportation.

The Commission has contricted with Toledo, 0., parlies for

a large number of adult pike-perch for stocking streams and
ponds. Wild Honey.

A Trout Stream Threatened.

Latona, "Wash.—I am "down in the mouth." these days
because the Government has got a fool idea into its head to

build a ship canal right straight up my favorite trout stream
from Salmon Bay into Lake Union 1 What right has tlie

Government got to ruin a fellow's picnic that way? Guesa
I'll get out an injunction. El Comancho.

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining cbat about men, fishermen, nsh,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co.

Wh0 Mmmt
F I XT U RES.
BENCH SHOWS.

March 30-1.3.—Chicago.—BIfscoutah Kennel Ciuh.
March '4--?7.— Pittsburg.—Duquesne KenntI Club.
March 17-^0.— Louisville — Kentucky Kennel Club.
March 30-April *<;.

—

Baltimore.—Baltimore Kennel Association.
March 30-April 2. —KUj^sas City.—Kan.^as City Kennel Club.
March -3 -April 3.—San Josfi.—Santa ClaJ'a County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10,— Stockton.—Stockton Kennel Club.
April 11-17.—ijo.9 Angblbs.—Southern California Kennel Cluibr,

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. e. - Manitoba Field Trials Club, iMorris, Man.
Nov. 2 —Monongahela, Valley Gama and Fish Protective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8. Union Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. 0.

ST. LOUIS BENCH SHOW.
The second bench show of the St. Louis Kennel Chit)

opened at the Exposition Building Wednesday, March 3.

On the opening day tlie weather wa'» favorable. The
attendance, especially at night, was very large, although
the cash box was not largely benefited, as most of those in

attendance came in on complimentary tickets, the club being
lavish*]n their distribution—more so, it is said, than Boston,
New York or Chicago. It is supposed here that all others will

follow the swell set, and complimentaries were lavished on
them. La,st year this plan worked well. It remains to be
.seen if it will pan otit so well this year.

The dogs were well in their stalls Wednesday by 13 o'clock,

though some owners complained they had no stall tags sent
them, and had to ask for their tags on arrival. The judging
in four rings commenced at 1 o'clock Wednesdaj^ "31r.

Trickett, having the smallest class, soon finished his labors.

Mr. Watson also finished bis by Wednesday night, and left

the same night for the East. Mr. Mason, Mr. Mortimer and
Dr. Stahl having too many classes for one judge did not
finish until Friday afternoon. The judging, with the excep-
tion noted in their respective classes, svas as satisfactory as

judges usually perform those arduous duties In some in-

stances the judges had to wait longer than necessary for the
attendants to bring in the dogs. "The judges, having passed
on all dogs in the open and other classes, would often con-
sume time by having the dogs brought in the rings a second
and third time to award specials. The judges, having
seen the dogs and passed on them once, could have
taken their award sheets and gone over them and
saved time in awarding the specials. The specials were
given almost exclusively to the dogs owned in St. Louis.
Five specials were mentioned in the regular classes sent otit

with entry blatks The committees attending to the donat-
ing and collecting of tbe specials did not report the result of
their labors until the Saturday before the show and after the
entries had closed. These specials did not add a single entry
to the show because no one knew anything of them when
they made their entries. The club was clearly outgeneraled
in the price paid for the Exposition Building, and paid
dearly for their acts. The same building, your reporter was
told, was rented for other purposes for the same length of
time the club used it at two-thirds less, a saving of .11,000 to

the club. We were also informed by one of the oflicers of
the club that the club refused an offer of $1,000 bonus for
the show, the party to pay all expenses of the show, which
offer was declined. Another olfi.cer, who ought to know, said

he had not heard of such an ofl:er. Had one been made,
however, he would have voted to decline it, as in his judg-
ment the club would have done better by running the show
itself.

There seems to be a wide difference of opinion among the
officers of the club as to the best policy of running the club,

and unless same is harmonized before another show is held,

it wUl not be to the advantage of the club The dogs were
benched in the different naves of the exposition building by
Spratls. The benches were too close together. There was
no room for visitors to pass in the aisle between the benches
with a moderate attendance; when a crowd, it was an im-
passable jam. The naves, being wide apart, were confusing
to visitors. The building -was comfortably heated, and
lighted by arc lights when the weather was gloomy, which
it was the second day of the show—the worst day, a steady
rain falling all day and night that partly froze as it fell,

which could not have made an outing less attractive, and the
attendance reflected the weather for that day and night.

The attendance on Friday and Saturday will have to be very
large to pull the club out whole. Friday the weather was
all that could be desired

;
quite a change from Thursday.

Fiiday the attendance was better m the afternoon. The
weather being favorable, a record breaker will have to be
made on Friday night.

The local fanciers came up with about 400 entries, a good
showing. The local greyhounds swept the decks, beating
the cracks in the challenge classes when they went for
the .specials. The interest in this breed is very great here,
St. Louis being quite a racing center. The total entries were
948, with the usual number of absentees.

There is much kicking in regard to the specials that go to
the St. Loius owners. The St. Louis merchants donate
these specials, it is true. The local exhibitors think they

ought to bave tliem, and the outsiders think they ought to

be up open to all exhibitors; so there you are.

The pointer class was about the average run. No sensa-

tional new stars made their appearance. Mr, Geo Grould's

kennel can-ied off the premier honors, capturina; the kennel
prize and first, does Solbs. and over, with Furlough Mike,
defeating a good field Among tlie good ones he beat were
Heath's 'Ro3well and Ashford's great field trial winner Yon
Grull. The latter was shown in bad shape, looking as if he
had been stuffed for the occasion, throwing him out of sym-
metry. In the SOlbs. and over bitches G^o. G-ould won with
Furlough Bloom, beating a fair field. In challenge class,

dogs under 551bs., Kidgeview Comet won, beating Shot-

away. Lady Gay Spanker added another to her long list of

wins. In the open dogs, under 55! bs., Mark Tapley, a

young dog of excellent symmetry, won, his greatest defect

being in head, that may improve with age. Furlough Maud
won in the bitch class under SOlbs., beating a fair field.

Yon Gull shows much quality and pointer character, We
thought him superior to Furlough Bang, placed OTer him.
Bang was shown for all he was worth. Yon Gull was han-
dicapped on account of his condition. Sedalia Wid, third,

open dogs under 551bs., though a good dog, begins to show
age, and ought to be retired from the bench. Molton Ban-
ner was first in challenge over oolbs. Alice Leslie beat Josie

Bracket, a decision we do not agree with.

English setters were not up to last year in quality. With
Eodfield absent and Marie's Sport out of form. Cincinnatus
Pride had an easy win in the open class, though he was
shown too fat, and was soft in flesh. Tour reporter thought
Marie's Sport, tliough short of feather, ought to have been
placed second over Santa Fe, placed second, beating him in

body, legs and symmetry, equaling him in head; Santa hav-

ing the best tail and the most feather—the latter, with some,
like chanty, covers a multitude of defects. He should have
been placed over Count Seven (third), being superior in all

points to Count. Cactus had no oppo.sition in the challenge

dogs. Flower of Sulphur, the only entry in the challenge

bitch class, was absent. In the open English setter bitch

class Minnie K. again scored first, with something to spare.

Miller's Nellie, second, won first here last year in novice
class She is a nice bitch, full of quality, her h^ad being

her weakest point. Lady F., tJiird, is only a fair bitch.

The others in bitch class were a poor lot. Puppies
were nothing that bid fair to make a sensation on the bench
as they grow older.

In the field trial class Marie's Sport was the only one pres-

ent. There was quiti a number of absentees.

Irish setters made a better showing in quality than the

English setters. Finglas seems to be invincible in the chal-

lenge class, find added another win to his already long list.

Bessie Finmore beat Ruby Gienmore in the challenge hitch.

class. St. Elmo, winner of first in open class, is a good dog
and won his first from a good field. Prince Elcho, second,

shows Irish sttter character enough to compete in hot com-
pany. Kildare Swiveler is another good dog, and in less hot

company is liable to go higher. Timothy Titcomb, reserve,

is a very fair dog. Like all of Mr. Morgan's dogs, he was
handicapped by want of condition. Ruby Gienmore, re-

serve, is also a good dog. Letters were bestowed liberally

in this class, showing it was a good one. In the open bitch

class Bessie won, with something to spare. Belle Kildare,

second, was closely pressed by a puppy, Blanche Finmore,
about nine months old and winner of third ; if she lives she

wi'l crowd the best. Niva, reserve, was only fair; the others

were quite ordinary. In the novice class Blanche Finmore
had an easy win. Moose is a very fair bitch, but does not

belong in the same class as the winner of first. None were
good enough for third. Bessie, reserve, is an ordinary

bitch.

If we are to judge Gordon setters by thdse shown, they
are going down bill. They did not compare with those

shown last year; Heather Lad, in the challenge class, being

the only good one, and be is nothing exl;ra. No entries in

challenge bitch class. In open dog class Dwight Grouse is

a very poor specimen. Lad Yiew, second, is not so good as

the winner of first, Gordon, winner of third, is still a

worse dog than winner of second. Of'the others, the less

said the belter. In open bitch class, Mabel, winner of first,

like the dogs, was poor. Dwight Sarah, winner of second,

not so good. Rosalind, winner of third, stiU worse. In the

puppy class for dogs those shown did not indicate the breed

was being improved. Monx Carl won first; Don il,, second.

The Gordon setter pupp}'' hitches showed a poor one in May
Simmons, the only entry.

Beagles showed up well, These little musicians were out

in strong force and were of good quality. In challenge

dogs Ringleader scored another win to the many already

won. Lonely was the winner in challenge bitch class. Dogs
over 13iu. found the winner in Ringwood. Newton Spot,

second, is a good typical beagle. Karlo, third, is also a

beagle all over. In bitch class over 13in.| Lady Gl n-

wood scored first; second went to Girl. Thorwood, the

winner of first in class for dogs 13in, and under, is a typical

beagle. Roving Mike, second, and Royal Dick, third, are

both good hounds. In puppies, dogs, Thorwood scored first.

Sherry Boy second. In bitches, puppies. Marvel was first,

the only eiTtry.

American foxhounds, challenge dogs and bitches, had
only Big Strive. In open dogs, Hagan caught the judge's

eye for first and second with Raleigh and .loe Blacliburn,

Judge Laughlin securing thu'd. Bitches had Hagan & Wal-
ter's Flah show up winner of first; and a grand foxhound .

she is. If the writer was asked to select the mosc typical

dog or bitch of any breed in the show he would select Flash.

Second was won by a good bitch, Flashaway. Fashion,
third, was also good. The hounds are better than usually

seen at shows.
In field spaniels there was no entry in either dog or bitch

class. In open class for dogs over 281bs. (black) first wei- 1 to

Endcliffe Bishop, second to Eudclifte Ben, the only two en-

tries. Both dogs showed well. In bitches over 28rbs. (black)

Endcliffe Myrtle was the only entry. Field spaniels, open
dogs, any other color, the only entry was Uncle Yic. The
judge thought he was only good enough for third. No en-

tries in field spaniels, open bitches, any other color, and in

puppy class. Field spaniels, novice dogs and bitches : first

prize withheld, second went to Monte Christo. Cocker
spaniels, challenge dogs, black or liver: the only entry that

laced the judge was Brother S., who won first.

P. H, Beyson.
AWARDS.

FOXHOUNDS (American)—Challkngh Dogs and Bitches: 1st,

Hagan & VValker's Big Strive.- Open—jDoj/s,' 1st and S:d, Hagan &.

Walker's Eawleigh and Joe Blackburn; 3cl. 0. Campbell and Judge
H. D. Laughhu's Bob. Bitches: 1st, Uagan & Walker's Flasb; Sid and
3d, C. Campbell and Judge H. D. Laughlin's Fleek and Gypsy.

POINTERS.—Challenge -HofifS t55lbs. and over); 1st, Glenrock

Kennels' Moulton Banner. Bitches (SOlbs. and over): 1st, E. M.
Beale's Alice LesUe. Res., G. .1. Gould's Josie Bracket.—OPK3sr—Z»ogfs
(551bs. and over) : 1st. G J.Gould's Furlough Mike; 9d, C. Heath's
Heath's Roswell; 3d, T. T. Ashford'.^ Von Gull. Res., G. C. Burleigh's

Tra sv. -Bifc/ies (aOlbs. and over); 1st, G. J. Gould's Furlough Bloom;
?d, F." J. G. McArthur's Ightfleld Blossom; 31, H. H. Mayberry's Ala-
bama Girl. Res., Monocacy Valley Kennels' Queen of Monocacy.—
Challenge—Dofifs (under fSlbs,): 1st, G. J. Gould's Ridgeview Comet.
Res , G. W. Lovell's Shotaway. Bitches (under oUlb.s.j: 1st and res.,

G. J. Gould's Lady Gay Spanker and Miss Rumor.—OPBN-Dog-.s (un-

der 55lbK.): 1st, J. W. Scudder's Mark Tapley; 2d, G. J. Gould's Fur-
lough Bang; 3l1, ftl. Voorhees'a Sedalia WkI. Res., R. B. Morgan's
Hir Hector. Bitches (under oOlbs.): Ist. G. J. Gould's Furlough Maud;
2fl, G. W. Lovell's Gyrene; 3d, M. A. Brueggeman's Queen IV.—Pup-
piES—Bitches: 1st. G. J. Gould's Furlough Maud; 2d, 0. D. Ploesei-'s

Princess Bonnie. Res,. B. Reusch's Rippointa.—Field Trials—1st,

T. T. Ashford's Von Gull; 2d, H. H. Mayberry's Alabama Girl.—
No^^:cE—1st. G. J. Gould's Furlough Bloom; 2d, T. T. Ashford's Von
Gull. Res., J. W. Scudder's Mark Tapley.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge -Dogs.- 1st, J. Brett's Cactus.
—Opm^—Dogs: 1st, E. A. Burdette's Cincinnatus Pride; 2d, L.
Rausch's Santa F6; 8d, Atkms Bros.' Count Seven. Bitches: 1st. E.
H. Kessler's Minnie K; iid. Cole & Barker's Miss Jimmie; 3d, C. Tho-
man's Lady T. Res., CJ-. A. Wilkins's Adelina Patii.—PcppiES—Dog's."
1st, R B. Morgan's Dan M.; 2d, R. B. morgan's Piatt M. Res., E. E.
Ray's Doctor Ben. Bitches: 1st, R B. Morgan's .TessM.; Wd. R. B.
Morgan's Jeauette M.—Novice—1st, L. Rausch's Santa FS; ad, Atkins
Bros.' Count Seven.—Field Tria.ls Class—1st, H. B. Ledbitter's
Marie's Sport.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dog's; 1st, W. L. Washington '.^ Fin-
glas. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Eakins's Bessie Finmore. Res., W. L, Wash-
ington's Rul)y Gienmore,—OPBN-Dogs.- 1st, S. Coulson's St. Elmo;
2d,R. F. Straine's Prinee Elcho; 3d, W. C. Washington's KilJare
Swiveler. Res., R. MorgEm'sTimnthy Tilcomb. Bitches: 1st, S. L. Mc-
Bride's Bessie: 2d. W. L. Washington's Belle or Kildare: .3d, W. H
Eakins's Blanch Finmore. Res, Mrs. C. Darhns's Neva 11. Pup-
pies— Dofirs,' 1st, H. C. Cttttis's Dan Deronda. Bitches: Isc, W. H
Eakin's Blanch Finmore.—No'vice —1st, S. Coulson's St. Elmo; 2d,
Dr. H.J. Cummings's Moose. Res., S. L. McBride's Bessie.

GORDON SETTERS.—CHALLBNGE—Doi^s: 1st, J. R. Oughton's
Heather Lad —Open—Dogs; 1st and 2d, J. R. Oughton's Dwight
Grouse and Lad View; 3d, Woodbury Kennels' Gordon. Res, B.
Schmidt's Don Bruce. Bitches: 1st, J Redfleld's Mabel R.;2d,J. B..

Oughton's Dwight Sarah; 3d, P. Lauff's Rosalind. Res., R ScUmidt's
Don's Libbie.—Puppies —Dogs: 1st, C. L. Kruse's Monk Carl; -.^d, Dr.
J.VVhitaker's Don JI. Res. J. H. Schlachter's Chas. Simmons. Bitches:
1st, J. Schlachter's May Simmons.—IN ovicE—1st, J. Redfleld's Mabel
R.; 2d, G. C. Kleinecke's Pansy.

CHESAPEAKE Ba'Y DOGS.-Dofifs: 1st, H. McAllister's Bret.

FIELD SPANIELS.-Open-Black-Xio.gg.- 1st, Toon & Thomas's
Fjidchffe Bishop; 2d. E, W. Stern's EndcHffe Ben. Bitches; 1st, Toon
& Thomas's Endcliffe- Myrtle.- Any other Color-Dogs.- 3d, Wood-
bury Kennels' Uncle Vic—Novice - 2d, T. J. Curran's Monte Christo.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Black or Liver—Challenge—Doj/s; 1st,

Swiss Mountain Kennels' Brother S. Bitches: 1st and res., Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Gabrielle and Dart.

—

Any othbr Color—1st, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Gotdie S. Res., Broofcide Kennels' Lorraine.

—

Open— Black—Dofirs; 1st, G. Douglas's Havoc; 2d, C. G. King's Gov-
ernor

; 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Guy S. Res., Woodbine Cocker
Kenneh' Woodbine Prmce Bitches: 1st, Brookside Kennels' Wood-
land Belle; 2d and 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Lady Betty and
Susanne. Res., G Douglas's Woodland Countess.—Red or Lfver —
Dogs: 1st and 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Raven R. and Darby 8.;
ad, Brooksidp Kennels' Broukside King. Res., G. Douglas's Red
Spark. Bitches: 1st, 2d and res., G. Douglas's Silk Gown, Edge-
nocd Hebe and Rosa Belle; 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Hope.—
ANY Other Color - Dor/s,' 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Cupid S
Bitches: Jst, W. T. Payiie's Belle; 3d. Brookside Kennels' Woodland
Tiiloy. - Puppies—Dogs.- 1st, G. Douglas's Premier; 2d, Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels' Cupid S.; 3d, Omaha Cocker Kernels' Barney. Res,
Wood nine Cocker Kennels" Woodbine Prince. Bitches: 1st, G. Doug-
las's Viliaee Belle; ^d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Jess R. ; 3d, T. J. Cur-
ran'.s Susan.—Novice -Dogs; ist, G Douglas's Premier: 2d, Omaha
Cocker Kennels' Baraey; 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Laddie R.
Rps , Miss L Y. Wear's Peter. Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Susanne: 2d, G. Douglas's Village Belle; 3d, A. B. Koenig's Missouri
Btlle. Res , J E. Fleming's Bona Vera.

American Pet Dog Club.

The annual meeting of the American Pet Dog Club was
held on Wednesday, Feb. <i4, at the Hotel Lincoln, Broaa-
way and Thirty-second street. New York city, at 2:30 P. M,
The following members were prestnl: Mrs. Horace Stokes
in the chair, Mrs. Stephen B-arnum, Mrs. Walter Stanton,

Mrs. Manning, Mrs. M. A. Cunningham, Mrs. C. Frederick
Spalding, Mr. E. Morris, Mr. C. Frederick Spalding and Mr.
T. Faricr Back bam. By proxy, Mrs. Thomas Barr, Mrs.
Charles Beach, Mr, W. j. Pryer and Mr. .J. W. Burkharf.
The treasurer's report was read, showing a substantial

balance in hand, and was ordered on file. The following
eleven new members were duly elected: Mrs. "Robert j.

Lowry, Mrs. Wm. Gulliver, Mrs. James D, Leary, Mrs. Dan-
iel .J. Leary, Mrs. Morrdl, Mrs. E. A. Perkins, Miss Fielding
Koselle, Dr. J. D. Brown, Capt. Robert J. Lowry, Mr. W. E.
Taylor, Dr. Qrosvenor Lowry.
The election of officers for the ensuing year then look

place, with the following result: President, Mrs. Walter
Stanton; Vice-Presidents, Mrs. Stephen B-arnum, Mrs. C.

Frederick Spalding, Mrs. Robert J. Lowry; Treasurer, Mrs.
Horace Stokes; Stcretaiy, T. Fairer Rackham.

Trustees: Mrs. Wm. R. McKee, Mrs. Dudley Kavanagh,
Miss Fielding Roselle, Mrs. Rob.rt K. Pritchard and Migs
Florence Gale.

The Executive Committee: President, Secretary and
Treasurer; Mr. W. J. Pryer, Mr. C. Frederick Spalding,

Mr. Edwin H. Morris and Dr. Brown.
Three new members were proposed, namely: Mrs. Anna

Bernstine, Mrs. Marie Berth and Miss Sophie Berth
The election of Delegates lor the American Kennel Club

was postponed, as also was the election of club's judges.
It was resolved that the secretary ba instructed to tender a

vote of thanks to Mrs. Stanton for the cordial and lavish
entertainment given to the members of the club by her, at

the state apartments of the Waldorf Hotel on Dee. 9 last.

An adjournment was then taken, in order that the mem-
bers might partake of the hospitalities extended by Mrs.
Horace Stokes.

Gordon Setters.

New YciEK.— Editor Forest and Stream: As a matter o''

interest to lovers of Gordon setters, please state that my
Gordon setter dog Doc, winner of firsD in open class dogs,

and my Gordon bitch champion Heather Bee won the special

for the best setter dog and bitch, any breed, in the late New
York dog show. The other contestants were the English
setter dog champion Cactus and bitch Flower of Sulphur,

and Lridh setters champion Kildare and champion Queen
Vic.

In Great Britain the Gordons often carry oii the prizes for

the best setters of any breed in the shows—a deserved tribute

to the handsomest dog that walks on earth.

The silver vase which I won for the third time at the New
York show, and which thus became my property, will be
put up again by me for competition at coming New York
dog shows.

1 was much pleased to see so good an exhibition of Gor-
dons, the best I ever saw, and hardly a poor one among
them. In quality, I heard it remarked that they more nearly

approacheo perlection than any breed of sporting dogs in

the New York show. But there is room for improvement,
and we breeders of Gordons must do our best to reach per-

fection.

As might have been expected, tlie number of entries in
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the challenge classes of pointers and settei-s showed a great
falling oif at the New York show. If managers will give
three prizes instead of one they will see the challenge dogs
appear again at the exhihitions. I don't believe any other
plan will bring out the good dogs that inevitably, after being
so unfortunate as to win four lir.'t prizes, are buried in that
tomb—the challenge classes. But getlers-up of dog !-hows
seem to think novices and puppies better entitled to encour-
agement.
Can nothing be done to make the exhibition less slippery?

As it is now, a dog of free movement often sbps on his

side, while the stiff, ungainly and slow animals appear to

better advantage. What a farce it is to start one's good dog
on a run by the judges' order and have him slip and slide

and actually appear inferior in action to a poorer specimen.
James B. Blossom.

Irish Terrier Club of America.
Boston.—Kindly mention that at the recent meeting of

the Irish Terrier Club of America a rule was passed that no
cropped Irish terriers born.after March 1, 1897, can compete
for any prizes offered by the club.

O. W. DoNNEB, Sec'y,

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
"the sectetary of the Baltimore Kennel Aasooiation writes

us that, notwithstanding that the date of closing the entries

has been changed to March 20, several entries already have
been made, A number of new classes have been made and
valuable specials also have been added.

We are informed by Mr. W. B. Wells, the honorary sec-

retary of the International Field Trial Ckib, that his club'd

trials will commence on Nov. 16.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to tlie sportsman is particularly desirable.

WHEELING ON THE ICE.

New Yobk, March 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Upon
investigation I found out that there are very few wheelmen
who iiuow anything about cycling on the ice. Some old
riders said that a bicycle wouldn't stand up on the ice; others

that it was an impossibility to mount while on the ice.

Some offered the suggestion that a little snow would help, as

it neutralized the treacherous slipperiness of the ice; but
others, who knew something of the combination, said that

snow was the worst possible adjunct, and that the rider who
trusted to it would land on his ear before he knew what had
happened.

iEach one of these advisers spoke positively, and presum*
ably from persona^ experience, and it seemed a diiiicult matter
to reconcile their statements with each other and with my
own experience, for I had seen wheelmen riding over glare

ice with apparent ease, and I bad found a light snow give

good holding to the tire.

Nevertheless they were all true—you can't ride or mount a

bicycle on ice, and you can; you can't ride en snow covered
ice, and you can.

It is possible or impossible, according to circumstances,

and the conditions are very similar to those governing riding

on asphalt. Every wheelman knows that when asphalt is

wet and covered with slime it becomes treacherous, and the

same is true of ice. If ice is wet, it is slipperier than slimy
asphalt, while if it is dry it affords almost equally good hold-

ing with dry asphalt. A slight dust of new fallen snow has
the same effect as water upon ice, but if the snow is several

inches deep, or if it has become a little "set" to the ice, it

gives secure tire bold and admirable riding. A parallel

might here again be drawn between ice and asphalt, for

a foreign substance like sand makes asphalt slippery, as

those who have tried turning a corner where a sprinkling of

sand covered the surface know. There is plenty of friction

between the tire and sand, but altogether ton little between
sand and asphalt, or between the individual grains of sand
themselves.
These statements regarding riding on ice are made as the

result of practical experience gained on a trip up the Hud-
hon River the last day of February. C. M D and myself
left New York on a morning train over the W( st Shore
R, R bound for the nearest point on the rivf r where the ice

Would hold. Two weeks before I had seen men skating

near shore at Havtratraw and horses on the ice at Peekskill,

forty-two miles from New York, but there had been almost
coniinuous warm weather since then, and we were therefore

not unprepared to find the Hudson open water for more
tban sixty miles from its mouth.
The conductor told us that at Marlboro, a station eight

miles above Newburgh, we would find the first solid ice. VVe

had checked our wheels for a shorter distance, but we had
no difficulty in arranging to have them left on the train till

we wanted them. The train men were very obliging, and
though running the first part of its course through New Jer-

sey, the railroad made no charge for carrying our wheels.

Four miles above Newburgh we came in sight of the first

promising looking ice. Below that point we had seen noth-

ing but small fields of floe ice, or occasionally a narrow strip

fringing the shore of some protected bay. But here the

river was spanned from shore to shore, with only occasional

disjointed pools of open water. The presence of these open
places, however, and a certain patchy appearance of the ice

itself, took away a good deal from our pleasure, for they in-

dicated that the ice was rotten and hardly safe to ride upon.

We were prepared for emergency, for C. M. D. had provided
himself with thirty feet of -Jin. rope, which he carried in his

pocket, and it was understood that in any ticklish places the

two of us should ride a good long distance apart to obviate

as far as possible the danger of both going through at ihe

same time. We were not bent on any foolhardy feat, but
we were determined to be prepared in case of emergency.
At Marlboro stands the first of the Hudson River ice

houses. The season had been disastrous for it, as far as the

ice crop is concerned, and if I am not mistaken not a s.ngle

cake of ice had been cut.

On leaving the train we were met by the pleasing informEt-

tion that the ice was not safe and that a man had been
drowned the day before while attempting to cross the river.

Despite this chilling information we determined to give it a
trial, and shouldering our wheels we picked our way across

the barricade of great rocks tliat protect tue tracks at thia

point from the river, and a moment later were standing on
the frozen surface of the stream A few inches below our
feet ran the powerful current of one of the world's great
rivers, cruel and ncercilesg as only inanimate nature can be.

All that upheld us from its frigid" embrace was a thin shell of

honeycombed ice, at no point thicker than 4in., and in

many places worn to its last extremity. Here and there

were open pools around whose edges the gently lapping
waves, driven by a south wind, were constantly at work en-

larging their domain, sapping little channels back into the
field here and there, and undermining everywhere.

In the early winter water looks black as ink in contrast

with snow ice. Now ice and water were so nearly assimi-

lated that there was no conirast. A day or two would see

boats sailing and ducks feeding where we were standing.

We mounted our wheels without the slightest difficulty

and rode up the river before the wind, keeping as near the
shore us the condition of the ice would allow.

A spin of a few hundred yards sufficed to show us that in

ice we had found the finest riding surface that either of us
had ever tried. Absolutely level and with a surface so

smooth as to offer no jarring resistance whatever, the work
of pedaling was reduced to a mifiimum, and one felt as if

there was uo limit to the speed he could attain.

Ice has a quality all its own. Asphalt is always disap^

pointing as a riding surface, for its relative smoothness is

offset by a ceitain deadness and drag. Ice, on the other
hand, setms to possess life, and the longer one rides (judg-

ing from a limited experience) the lighter his wheel seems
and the 1- ss the eff it to propel it.

It struck me tha^t ice more nearly resembled a board floor

as a riding surface than anything I had ever tried.

Quart' r of a mile above Marlboro a little stream came
tumbling down the side of a hill, and thinking that the ice

further out would be safer than where it entered the river

we steertO well out from shore. An ominous cracking of

the ice, however, warned us that we were trying a danger-
ous exptriment, so at the first oppoiiunity we swung in-

shore again. Everywhere the ice showed short radiating

clusters of cracks that betokened its early break-up.

We rede on up the river till we were in plain sight of the

Poughkeepsie bridge and no great distance froih it. Then
we turned about, though the ice looked good ahead, and we
might have ridden to Albany or the Adirondacks as well as

not, and riding leisurely along ate the lunches with which
we were proviced. It was no great feat to ride hands oft'

on the ice, as we found it up near Poughkeepsie.
Passing Marlboro again, we came to a long wooded point

terminating in a little rocfey wart upon which was perched
a lighthcufce. The river was open outside the point, but we
rode from the ice up on the shore, and could have crossed

the point without dismounting had it not been for some un-

dergrowth that barred our way. Below this point we found
occasionally a little water on top of the ice, and in such
places it n quired the most careful riding to prevent a fall.

Despite our precautions, both of us went off on different

occasions in places where we would not otherwise have
chosen to dismount
Once 1 tried a pedal mount wbere the ice was wet, which

resulted m an inglorious failure, though previously I had
hnd no difficulty in so mounting.
Und' r the influence of a warm sun the ice gradually be-

came slipperier, and at the fame time the head wind we
were breasting increased in force. Under these conditions

it became difficult to mount at all, as one could hardly keep

his footing while starting the wheel. Eventually we found
a way out of the difficulty, heading with the wind while

mounting and afterward turning to our desired course. We
could turn all right, and if we went slow enough the short-

est turns were negotiable.

Near an old brickyard C. M. D, picked up a cast horse-

shoe, which he carried with him for luck. Once when we
had dismounted on some bad ice for the reason that we had
gotten into a sort of cut de sac, without room to turn, he took

this and with one blow drove it through the ice. We felt

the need of something lucky then, as we gingerly made our

way to the shore.

We rode down the river till open water from shore to shore

was witbin fight, only a few hundred yards away, before

leaving the ice. Then we took to the railroad embankment,
and as a contrast to the unexcelled riding afforded by the ice

had a taste of about the worst postible. Between the tracks

it was sott enough in places to nearly cover our tires, and at

such times riding over the ties was only a case of Hobson's

choice.

Despite the poor track, however, we made fairly good
time, covering tne distance between some of the mile-posts

in SIX minuies .«nd eventually we made Newburgh just in

time to catch the train we were anxious to get. It had

s art! d to pull cut of the station as we rode up to the bag-

gage car, L)Ut the baggageman signaled and stopped it, and

we got. our wheels aboard.

C. M. D. wrenched a crank loose while riding on the ties

across an open culvert, but otherwise our wheels stood the

ordeal nobly
Riding on the ice is a success from our standpoint, and

next winter we hope to make up for sport lost through

ignorance by long ice rides whenever possible. J. B B.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest akd Stream is the

recognized medium of communication between the mal'er of yachts-

men's supplies and the yaohling public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns

continuously for years.

FIXTURES.

31. Harlem.

5. Knickterhosker.
12. UoufilasCiiD.

19. Larchmcni, sprirp rrgatta.

26. Seawanli jka-CoriDtbian.
iS. Stamford, special.

29. Iniiian H r'.or, spec'ul.

30 Corinthian Fleet, i-pecial.

1. Horseshoe Harbor, special,

g, hea Cliff, special.

3. New Rocbelle, annnal.
4. Larch mout, annual. _

6 American, annual.
10. Riverside.
17-a4. Larchmont, race week,
28. Btamford
ai. Sea vm.

MAY.

JUNE

JULY.

YACHT DESIGNING.—XVI.
BY W, P. STEPHENS.

Wontinned from page 774 ]

A?r inspection of a thoroughly equipped drafting roona,

even of small size, with its assortment of revolving and lift-

ing tables, drawing boards of different sizes, cases of instru-

ments, splines, spline weights, blueprint frames and cabinets
for paper and drawings, is calculated to discourage the be-
ginner and amateur, who is apt to consider that all of this
complicated and expensive paraphernalia is necessary to the
production of a design of a yacht. Such, however, is by no
means the case; an outfit of this kind simply means that
time is money, and where much work is to be done it pays
well to have the best possible tools and appliances, and
plenty of them. So far as the quality of the work is con-
'cerned, the very best may be attained with a comparatively
simple and inexpensive outfit, and with this, as we shall de-
scribe it later on, the average amateur will be well content.
A great many of our readers will not care to cumber them
selves with any more elaborate a "plant" than can be con-
veniently stowed away in a desk or drawer when not in use
Hind handled within the limits of an ordinary table.

Those who have the space at hand, and who propose to
make something bf a permanent occupation or hobby of de-
signing, will find it advantageous to establish themselves in
some special corner, whi re they can keep a good-sized draw^
ing board permahently in position, with shelves, cupboards
and drawers handily disposed for instruments, etc., and if

possible several large s^hoal drawers in which the drawings
may be preserved without rolling. The plea of convenience
and easy stowage is no excuse at all for the practice of roll-

ing drawings, even blue prints and tracings If it is in any
way possible, every drawing should be kept perfectly flat

and smooth, never being rolled at all. When it is necessary
to roll for carrying or mailing, the drawing on its return
should be can fully rolled the reverse way and laid in the
bottom of a drawer, with other drawings or a thin board on
top to restore it to its original flat condition. The best
drawer for this purpose is one not over 2iin. deep, otherwise
the pile of drawings will be so heavy that it is difficult to
withdraw the lower ones. Across the back of the drawer at
the top is a light b(. ard about lOin. wide, to prevent the cor-
ners and backs of the drawings from turning up and thus
being torn; on the front is a strip of wood 3 or 4in. wide,
and hinged to the front, its weight serving to keep the front
edges of the drawings down. A loose piece may be used in
place of the hinged flap if preferred (Fig, 24). It is custom-

PIG. 24.

A—Drawer, With board across back.
B—Section of Drawer at Front, showing hinged strap.

ary to roll a drawing with the face inward, but it is often

better to roll it the reverse way, with back inward, the face

protected from dirt by an extra piece of paper. When un-
1 oiled the drawing will then tend to lie flat through its own
weight, when if rolled the usual way the ends will curl up,
and weights or pins will be required to keep it even partially

flat.

A drawing represents a permanent record of some im-
portant fact, and is obtained only by the expenditure of con-

siderable skill and labor. It is, then, worthy of careful

handling when in use and careful preservation when out of

use. However simple and plain it may be, it should be
made neatly and carefully on a clean, flat piece of paper,

with edges squared ; even in the simplest and most hurried
work there is no excuse for drawing in a slovenly way on
odd scraps of paper of so poor a quality that it will not
stand ordinary handling. The beginner is earnestly advised
to make every drawing in .such a way that he will not be
ashamed to show it for inspection, and from the first to pre-

serve all of his work. The habit of hasty and slovenly
drafting is much more easily acquired than cured, and the
amateur in particular is very likely to fall a victim to it, aa

he reasons that when once his yacht is finished the drawings
will be of no further use to him. Even if this is the case

(and if he continues the pursu't it is not likely to be) he will

learn more rapidly and be a better draftsman in the end by
practicing care and neatness from the first and doing every-

thing in the best manner that he is capable of.

Eor professional designing, or for the amateur who has the
opportunity and desire to make a permanent study of de-

signing, the average size of paper for a design such, as

that in Plate II. will be about 4ft. long and 2tt. wide. A
common scale of sizes established by yacht clubs for their

drawings and models is as follows: For yachts of over 70ft.

l.w.l. length, |in. to the foot; over 46ft, and not over 70ft.,

iin. to the foot; 46ft. and under, fin. to the foot.

A steam yacht of 200ft. length over all will measure about
48in. when drawn to a scale of Jin. to the foot; a 90ft. l.w.l.

cutter to a fin. scale will also measure about 48in. over all,

as will a 70ft. cutter to a im. scale, or a 46ft, cutter to a fin.

scale. Going down to the smaller sizes, a yacht of 30ft.

l.w.l. will measure about 48ft. over all, and a scale of lin. is

a convenient one for this size ; a racing 20-footer of over 301t.

over all length will be nearly 48in. long to a scale of l|in.,

and a 15 footer of about 23ft. over all will make the same
length when drawn to a 2ia, scale.

These are very convenient scales for the various sizes of

yachts, and a draicing board and set of splines fitted to them
Will ibe ample for all ordinary practice. Tie lengths gives
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are those of the sheelr aad half- breadth plaas, aud do not

allow space on the left of the drawing for the body plan, as

shown in Plate II. If the length of the board will not allow

of it being thus placed) it may be, as in many of the designs

in thet'^EEST and Stream, a part of the sheer plan, No 6

station beiag the center line. This disposition of the body
plan has the advantage of concentrating the whole drawing,
and thus facilitating the work.
The advantages of working on a paper of this size—about

4ft. long, with a proportionate breadth of 2ft.—are that the

small parts and fine lines are less complicated; quicker and
more accurate work may be done with long than with shoH
splines; the short curves, that are drawn with set curves in-

stead of battens, may also be more accurately drawn on a

large scale; and the final errors inlaying clown in the mould
loft are reduced in proportion as the scale of the original

drawing is increased. At the same time it is po.ssible to

make a drawing that is accurate and satisfactory in every
way on a drawing board not over 2ft. long and 20in. wide;
the outfit of straightedges, splines, I squares, paper, etc

,

being thus reduced to a much more convenient compass.
For the larger class of drawings a board about 5ft. long

and 2ft. 6in. wide is ample.
A good light is one of the first essentials of the drafting

room. The board should be placed near a window which
faces the north, so that at no time of day is the sun directly

on the drawing. The more light there is, from a skylight or

.side windows, the better (provided that it can be properly
shaded), as on cloudy days, or toward the end of the day in

winter, there will be none too much light at best. The light

should fall from the left side of the board, and from above.
In some situations a screen of white paper may be used to

throw more hghl upon the hoard.
Drawing by artificial light is much more diSicult, owing

to the numerous shadows, and more trying to the eyes, and
should he avoided if possible. The amateur, however, is

often forced to do his drafting in the evenings. A good
light of some kind, with a reflector, should be used, and in

addition wat candles are most useful. Three or four of

these, in perfect Ij clean candlesticks, may be placed directly

on the drawing and shifted so as to light any particular spot.

The simplest arrangement for supporting the board is a
pair of plain tn sties, such as here shown (Fig 25), which

FIG 25.

Trestle, support for Drawing Boanl.

may he made hy anyone familiar with carpenter's tools.

The height may be such as to bring the surface of the board

from 36 to 40in. from the floor, according to the height of

the draftsman. A better plan is to use a table or a special

stand about SOin. high, and on this a light framework to

support the board. This framework may readily be arranged

so as to be raised at the back, thus inclining the board toward

the draftsman. On the table and under the drawing board

is a space for weights, tools, etc., making it an easy matter

to keep the board itself clear of all encumbrances (Fig. 26).

It is the general custom to use a board that is fixed both
laterally and vertically, but no one who has once realized

the comfort and convenience of a first-class adjustable draw-

ing table will care to endure any longer the^primitive fixed

board. The writer has used for a number of years one of

the smaller and simpler makes of adjustable table, with tilt-

ing top, but 20x24in. ; this being large enough to support a

drawing board 42x30in. The board was simply laid on the

table, tne slight ledge along one edge of the table fitting into

a groove in the under side of the board. In using a dozen or

more spline weights of nearly 51bs. each, as was constan'ly

done, some care was necessary, the clamp controlling the

tilting of the top had to be set up tight, and the weights had
to be distributed over the center of the table, and not all

placed on one corner or one edge.

This table has more recently given place to one of newer
and more elaborate construction, and greatly superior. The
top is 48x30in., carried on a strong central standard, which
permits it to turn freely. A hinged connection, with strong

clamp between the top" and standard, admits of the top being

tdted and secured in any position, from the horizontal to the

vertical. The standiU-d is arranged with a strong spiral

spring, which balances it and the top at any height from 34

to 44in. above the floor, and it can be clamped at any point

within this range of height, either so as to revolve, or to be

firmly locked to the base. Eeing moun ed on castors, it can

be moved at will, as light and other considerations demand

:

by day its place is in a bow window facing N E. by N. ; m
front of it below the front window is a shelf for splines and
a lower one for weights; at the right is another shelf for the

instrument case, inks, etc, with long scales, T squares and
straightedges hung above on the wall. Beside it stands the

^mailer and older table, with top 24x30in., a convenient

place for the small scales, tools, curves, etc., that would
otherwise cover the drawing. When occasioually used by
night, it is whcpled ovpr under the rays of a wall lamp, with
other lamps on a fixed table

When in use the top is clamped in any conv nii'ut p'^'^i-

tion; for plotting and small measurements, or drawing bidy
plan and details, it is raised to a good heigrht, allowin? the

draftsman to stand erect or sit on a high stool. When draw-
ing long lines it is lowered, and if these lines are near the

further edge it is placed very low, so as to allow the draft=!-

man to reach over easily. (In .similar work at a fixed table

a movable step 3 or 4in. hiah is necessary.) Sometimes the

top is tilted shghtly in lettering or figuring, and on occasion
it is made vertical like an easel, the drawing being pinned
fast.

At whatever height it may be, the top is in constant circu-

lar motion; when a measurement is taken from one part of

the drawing, a mere touch turns the table and brings another
part near to the hand; the turning of the top allows all

FIG. 26.

A—Drawing Board on Table.
B—Support for Board, center piece pivoted to raise at back.

curves, large or small, to be drawn from the jVsjtfe instead of

from the outside, as already described in a previous chapter.

It also obviates the necessity of reaching all the way across

the drawing to draw the lines at the top. One of its greatest

advantages is the change of position which it permits the

draftsman to enjoy; after drawing for an hour with the top

at a certain height it maybe lowered several inches, permit-

ting a totally diflferent position. Anyone who has spent ten

consecutive hours over a fixed table will appreciate the bles-

sings of this scheme.
The base being comparatively small, the spline weights

cannot be thrown recklessly around, as on a fixed table, but
if used with reasonable care there is no difficulty or danger
in piling on 601bs. or so of lead. It is a great convenience,
too, when a spline is finally adjusted, to be able to swing the

table until the light is thrown in exactly the right position

along the edge of the spline. While the top is made as a
drawing board, smaller boards can of course be used on it.

The cost of such a stand, from $15 to |18, is a small item
when much drawing is done and time is an obji.'Ct. It is not
practicable to use a revolving top of over 48 to 50in. length,

a slight disadvantage when the drawing is of the length we
have given as desirable, but this is a small point against the
many in its favor.

A Fresh-Water Challenge Cup.

The Green Lake Y. C. of Dartford, Wi^., is one of the
many clnhR established of late years on the numerous small
lakes of Wisconsin and Minnesota, and devoted to theracing
of modern yachts of the smaller classes. Theinierlake com-
petition in the different localities is very strong, and every
effort is made to secure the fastest and most improved cratt.

The following explains itself:

Dartfoed, Wis., Feb. 15.

The Green Lake Y. C, in its efforts to promote yacht-
ing intercourse between clubs on Wisconsin lakes, in-

vite you to participate in a contest for a challenge cup, given
by the club, under the following rules and regulations, viz.:

Article I. Name.—This cup shall be called the Green
Lake Yacht Club Challenge Cup, and is offered as a perpet-

ual challenge cup for all inland lake yacht clubs of Wiscon-
sin, to be contested for annually by representatives of the.^e

clubs. The following regulations shall govern all contests

for the cup, wherever held:

Aeticle II. Clubs Eligible for Competition'.—The cup
shall be subject to challenge from any organized inland lake

yacht club in the State in good standing having not less than
twenty active members and not less than three yachts,

measuring at least 15ft. on the waterline, in ballast without
crew aboard.
Article III. Challe>jging.—Application for competition

shall be made in writing from the secretary of the challeng-

ing club to the secretary of the club holding the cup, and
shall be made not later than June 20 of each year. All con-

testants entering shall sign an agreement in duplicate to

abide by the rules and regulations governing the cup, one
copy of which shall be sent to the secretary of the club hold-

ing the cup and one to the secretary of the Green Lake Y.
C.,tobe placed on record. Blanks can be had upon ap-
plication to the secretary of the Green Lake Y. C.

Article IV. Number of Entries.—Entries from each
club, including the club holding and defending the cup,
shall be limited to one boat, to be chosen by the club from its

registered fleet.

Article V. Number of Races.—The contests for the

cup shall consist of three ra.ces. The first two shall be open

to all challengers, and the third to the winners of the two
previous races only. The boat wanning two of the three

races shall take the cup. One of these races .shall be sailed

over a regular triangular course, and the other over a course
equivalent in length straight to windward or leeward and
return, the course to be sailed being determined by the sail-

ing committee on the day of the race, and the contestants
notified not less than half an hour before the start of the
race.
Article VI. Date of Races.—The first race shall be

sailed on the first Saturday of August of each year, the sec-

ond and third on the Monday and Tuesday following, re-

spectively.
Article VII. Size of Contesting Y'achtss.—The size of

the contesting yachts shall not be less than 16ft. nor more
than 35ft., racing length, as calculated by the measurement
rule hereinafter specified.

Article VIIT. Courses.—In arranging contests for the
cup, clubs shall provide courses of a length of at least eight
miles and with a depth of unobstructed water over the entire

course of at least 7ft.

Article IX. Measurements.—The formula for deter-

mining racing length shall be as follows:
L.W.L. + VS.A.^j^^^.^^g Length.

2
Yachts shall be measured without crew on board, but in-

stead thereof, at the time of measurement, a weight of

ISOlbs. for every 4ft. or fraction thereof exceeding one-half
of the load waterline shall be placed amidships to represent
the crew.
L.W.L. (load waterline) is length on the waterline exclu-

sive of any part of the rudder or rudder stock ascertained
when the yacht is afloat, as above, with all fixed ballast in

proper place and crew aboard.
S. A. (sail area) shall be the actual spread of canvas carried,

calculated from measurements taken as per the rules of the
Green Lake Y. C.
Article X. Shifting Ballast.—After measurement, no

shifting of dead ballast before or during a race shall be
allowed. A weighted centerboard shall be considei-ed fixed

ballast. No outrigger or other mechanical device for carry-

ing live ballast outboard shall be allowed
Article XT. Time Allowance.—The time allowance

shall be calculated by the Herreshoft" tables.

Article XII. Crew.—The crew, exclusive of the captain,

shall be limited to one man for every 4ft. or fraction thereof
exceeding one-half of the load waterline length. Each con-

testing boat shall be sailed and manned entirely by active

amateur members of the club to which the boat belongs.
Article XIII. Starting.—The judges' boat shall fly flag

on the after staff upon leaving for the race course,

said flag to remain hoisted until the race is finished or de-

clared off.

The judges' boat, having been brought to the proper posi-

tion at the starting buoy, shall fire a gun and hoist a flag

at the forward flagstaff. This signal shall remain in

position five minutes. At the expiration of that time it

shall be lowered and a gun fired, which shall be the signal to

start.
The time of all boats shall be taken from the signal.

Article XIV. Racing Committee.—The racing commit-
tee shall consist of one representative appointed by each con-

testing club from its membership, they to choose from some
regularly organized yacht club one additional member, who
shall act as chairman.
This committee shall have general charge of races, the

power to fix the starting time, the time limit, etc., for each
race, and the appointment of judges and timekeepers.
Article XV. Judges.—The judges shall be invested with

the usual powers of such officials and may postpone any race
at their discretion.
Article XVI. Reversion.—In case any yacht should dis-

organize, or fail to comply with all these rules while holding
the cup, the cup will at once revert to the Green Lake Y. C,
and the next contest for the same will be held on Green
Lake.
Article XVII. Additional Regulations.—Sailing rules

and regulations not herein especially referred to shall be in
accordance with the rules of the Green Lake Y. C.

Article XVIII. Amendments —In presenting this cup to
the yacht clubs of Wisconsin for competition, the Green Lake
Y. C. reserves the right to alter or change the regulations
governing the challenging and sailing for the same.

George C. Eldredge, 240 La Salle street, Chicago,
William J. Starr, Eau Claire, Wis.,
Edward Rosing, 115 Monroe street, Chicago,
ChAS. D. Peacock, Jr., 197 State street, Chicago,
William H. Haseltine, Sec'y, Ripon, Wis.,

Cup Committee.

Biscayne Bay Y. C.

EISCAYNE BAY, FLA.—MONDAY, FEB. 22.

Eleventh Annual Hegatta.

The annual regatta of this most Southern of American
yacht clubs, which was held on Feb. 22, was one of the most
successful and enjoyable ever sailed on Bi.scayne Bay. The
day was perfect, with a strong, steady breeze from the south-
ward, and though the entries were few in number, there
were enough evenly matched contestants in the several

classes to make very pretty work. Besides the racing yachts,
the vicinity of the course was dotted with a score of sail

boats and launches from the great new Hotel Royal Palm,
which has been erected and become the center of. all Interests

in this region since my report of one year ago.

The racing course was from a stakeboat off the club house
at Cocoanut Grove up the bay to the black buoy midway
between Punch Bowl and Bear's Cut; thence to the inner
Cape Florida Channel Buoy and thence home, making a 12-

mile triangle. The first leg was run with lifted sheets; the
second was a thrash to windward against a strong fiood tide,

and the third a run home.
Having become tired of complicated measurements involv-

'

ing mathematical calculations that required a professional
knowledge of the subject, the regatta comrhittee of this year
returned to first principles, and doing away with restrictions

as to crew, ballast or sail, based their time allowance on
L.W.L. only. For this they allowed Im. to 1ft. for each 10

miles, with results that proved satisfactory to all hands.
In Class A, which included schooners and yawls, there

were but four starters; and in Class B (sloops) there were
only five; but half a dozen other yachts, too timid or too in-

ditferent to make formal entry, accompanied the racers over
the entire course, and so added materially to the beauty of

the show.
In the flrst class Com. Munroe's ITtilis, which; is preemi-

nently the best all-round boat in these waters, easily

dropped her own competitors, and in spite of her yawl rig

made things remarkably lively for the sloops of her own
size. Thus the whole interest of the race centered in the
windward work of this speedy yawl and the sloops Pelican,
owned by Paul Ransom, of Buffalo, and Widow, owned by
Mr. Alfred Peacock, of Cocoanut Grove. The first mark
was rounded by Pelican, Widow and Utilis in the order
named. These three able boats were handled to perfection,

and were so evenly matched that for the first half dozen
tacks it was a question with the spectators as to which
would cross the other's bow. At the end of the first tack
Utilis led; then Widow forged to the front and held a short
lead over Utilis, with a longer and ever-increasing lead space
of open water between her and Pelican during the whole of

the exciting thrash down along the outer banks to the sec-

ond mark. This was approached by Widow aud Utilis
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within a biscuit toss of each other, with the former still in
the lead.
In this work, however, Ralph Munroe, formerly of Staten

Island, is too old a yacht sailor not to be thoroughly posted
on all the neat points of the business. Thus, as they fetched
close to leeward of the buoy and Widow stood off for a short
tack, the Commodore made a pilot's luff, and, his boat fore-
reaching handsomely, he spun around the mark with about
2in. to spare, and started for home well ahead of the bewil-
dered Widow, who did not seem quite to understand how the
trick had been done.
Utilis was not, however, allowed to enjoy this triumph un-

challenged, for Pelican now started in, and after passing the
plucky little Widow crept up inch by inch on the two-
sticker until she was also finally passed, and the sloop headed
the procession across the finish line. She was only three or
four lengths ahead of Utilis, however, and was beaten by the
latter boat in acttial time by 13s. On corrected time she was
also beaten 48s. by Widow, so that the latter now flies the
cbampionshiij pennant of her class for the year 1S97.
The following table of elapsed and corrected times will

show to those who care to study it the relative positions of
the several yachts at start, finish and afterward:

CLASS A.
start. J<'inish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Utilis 10 39 03 1 08 16 2 .37 13 2 31) 13
A-llapatta 10*28 00 1 24 CO 2 56 00 2 46 OJ
Alva 10 17 35 Withdrew ... ..

Mischief „. 10 82 05 1 39 10 3 17 05 3 11 05
CLASS B.

Widow ,v. 30 26 45 1 13 00 3 45 15 2 38 25
Pelican . 10 28 30 1 07 56 2 39 26 2 39 S6
Augusta 10 22 47 1 23 56 3 01 C9 2 S? 33
Hornet. 10 19 04 Withdrew
Mattle L 10 22 45
Black Jack 10 26 05

Two days later the club fleet,"to the number of a dozen
boats, sailed up to Miami, anchored in line off the Royal
Palm, and as goon as darkness set in decked themselves from
waterline to trucks with hundreds of colored lanterns, at
the same time enveloping themselves in a blaze of glory and
red fire; all of which was but a prelude to the complimentary
ball tendered to the members of the club by Manager Mer-
rill, of the great hotel.
The fine yawl Flying Cloud, which, when in Southern

waters, sails under the flag of the Biscayne Bay Y. C, ar-
rived in the bay from the North on Sunday, Feb. 38, and is
now at anchor off the Royal Palm in company with
Lounger, Jupiter and Gipsy. Steam yacht Buccaneer sailed
for Nassau on the day previous. O. K. Chobee.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
According to a recent report, Valkyrie III. will be fitted

out very soon for the British racing season.

Vigilant, cutter, has been sold by Com. Gould to Percy
Chubb, former owner of Queen Mab. Mr. Chubb will use
her only for cruising.

The race for the town prize of 1,.500 francs off Hyeres on
Nov. 3 over an eight-mile triangle, twenty-four miles, start-
ing in a light breeze, a fresh westerly wind made a good
race, Ailsa beating Britannia by 7 min. Samphire won from
Malgretout by 30 sec.

The officers of the Philadelphia Y. C. are: Com., Francis
Shunk Brown, schooner Helene; Vlce-Com., M. R. Muckle,
Jr., yawl Julnar; Rear-Com., J. J. de Kinder, Zeeland; Fleet
Capt., John S. Muckle, Carol; Fleet Surgeon, W. Joseph
Hearn, M. D.'; Harbor Master, S. W. Bookhammer; Meas.,
Philip H. Johnson; Treas., Samuel B. S, Barth; Sec'y, Abra-
ham L. English, room 604, City Hall, Philadelphia, Pa. Re-
gatta sCommittee: George D. Gideon, George T. Whitaker,
Geo. W. Fite. Anchorage, Essington, Delaware county. Pa.

At the annual meeting of the Shackamaxon Y. C. on March
2 the following ofQcers were elected: Com., Wm Gaun;
Vice-Corn., John Engle; Fleet Capt., Frederick Anderson;
Fin. Sec'y, R. B. Murphy; Rec. Sec'y. Henry S. Anderson;
Treas., James Slemmer. Board of Directors: John Engle,
Wm. Gaun, Smith B. Edwards, Max Schladensky, Henry S.
Anderson. Measurers: Wm. Cravin, R. G. Morgan, George
Le Sage. The date of the annual meeting was changed from
March to the first Tuesday in January.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Oommodore, John N, MaeKendrick, Gait, Canada.
8ec'y-''''*eas , John R. Blake, Qalt, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUHSBHS,

Atlantic Division, H. "W. Fleischman, 1611 N. 2l8t St., Phila , Pa.
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Qouverneur, N. Y.
EaBtern Division, F. J. Burrage, West Newton, Mass.
Northern Division, Francis H. Macnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, $1 ; initiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, 0. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes. Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'y-Treas., W. D. Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. M. Lamp, Madison, Wis.; C. J. Steadman,

Cincinnati, O. ; F. W- Dickens, Milwaukee, Wis.

The secretary-treasurer of the A. C. A. requests that all
American canoe clubs having members associated with the
A. C. A. will forward to him as soon as possible the name of
club and list of officers.

Buffalo C. C. Dinner.

The fourteenth annual dinner of the Buffalo C. C. was
held at the Ellicott Club, on Friday, Feb. 26.

Were one to judge by the large proportion of the total
membership present, the enthusiasm of the various speakers
as to the future of the club, the promises which the several
committees held ont as to the growth and increased activity,

the witty and eloquent responses to the several toasts, the
many good songs and hearty choruses rendered, the gusto
with which the club yell was given—an outsider would
prophesy that before many seasons the burgee and deeds of
the B. C. C. would be knownfrom one side of the contineat
to the other.
For many years the club has struggled along with a very

limited membership of a dozen genuine canoeists, but during
the past two years this nucleus has gathered about itself a
host of genial fellow.'-pirits until to-day they haveafull mem-
bership of 100, and before the season actually commences
Sec'y Rosseel expects to raise the limit to 125.

This club, like the A. C. A., is international, as its hand-
some and commodious club house is on the Canadian shore
of Lake Erie at Point Abino, ten miles by water from the
city. There many of the most active spirits .spend about
four months of the year.

On account of the open water on which the club sailing is

done, the sailing craft are slightly beyond the A. C. A. lim-
its.

During the banquet Com. MacNabb outlined a scheme

—

which was so enthusiastically received that it is sure to become
a ffict—by which the club would become the posscEsor of 1 en

or twelve duplicate 17ft. craft from the latest model from
the shops of Gilbert, of Brockville, the noted designer and
builder.
Com. MaeKendrick, of the American Canoe Association,

was present, and replied at length to the toast of the A. C.
A., setting forth the aims of the Association and inviting
the club to identify themselves therewith, which invitation
was accepted in a most practical way by Vice-Com. Forbush
placing in his hands twenty-eight applications for member-
ship in the A. C. A., and before the party broke up many
had expressed their intention to attend the '97 meet at
Grindstone. The club owns two 25ft. war canoes, and we
may expect to see a full crew paddling the B. C. C. burgee
to the front in the war canoe race next August.
Success to the enthusiastic "Bisons" is the wish of their

fellow-canoeists.

The Atlantic Division Meet.
At the meeting of the Atlantic Division Executive Com-

mittee, held at the Astor House on Feb. 12, it was decided to
hold a Division cruise and camp, commencing on Friday,
May 28, and terminating the following Thursday, June 3,

Those participating in the cruise will meet at Easton on
the Thursday evening before the day fixed for the start as
above, which will enable all to get under way at a good hour
the following morning. It is proposed to consume four days
in making the run, with stops at Frenchtown, Park Island
(the home of the Park Island Canoe Association), and Bur-
lington Island, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights
respectively. Full provision will be made by the cruising
committee for lodging and boarding the participants at all
stopping points along the river. On the Monday following
the start, permanent camp will be made at Delanco, N. J.,
upon a beautiful site at that point, with excellent water
available for sailing and paddling.
The cruising and regatta committee will issue a detailed

circular about March 25, giving particulars of the cruise, its
requirements in the way of boats and outfit, and a descrip-
tion of the interesting country through which the cruise will
be made. To this the transportation committee will add di-
rections for reaching the starling point, and getting boats
and duflie to and from camp,
We hope that the Division's members will find in the nov-

elty of this proposed cruise and camp sufficient attractions
and advantages to induce them, whether they be novices or
experts, to spend their Decoration Day holiday with us in
large numbers, and thus make the event an enjoyable and
memorable one.
Cruising and Regatta Committee: Alvin S. Fenimore;

Robert J. Wilkin; Harry C. Allen, Chairman, 17 W. State
street, Trenton, N. J.
Joseph Edward MdbkAt, Vice-Corn., Atlantic Division.

The Canoeists' Club.
The annual dinner of the Canoeists' Club will be held at

the Arena, No. il West Thirtj -first street, on Saturday even-
ing, March 20, at 6:30 o'clock. Member.'!, and canoeists in
general, who desire to attend are requested to remit $1.50,
the cost per plate, to Mr. Thomas Hale, Jr., treasurer, No.
32 Nassau street, not later than Monday, March 15.

The oilicers of the Atlantic Division and the committees
who have in charge the proposed Delaware River cruise and
camp, from May 28 to Jtme 3 next, will be on hand, so an
excellent chance will be given for the discussion of this new
and welcome departure in the Division's history.

Canoeing on the Connecticut.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A party of fonr is de'-irous of ihaking a canoe trip down-

the Connecticut River from near Lancaster, N. H.. to White
River Junction. Can you give me any reference that will be
of service in making the trip?

I would like to know especially what accommodations we
would have for getting the canoes from Lancaster to the
river. E. H. C.
LowELt,, Mass.

A. C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which tlie applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest and Steeam.

FOB ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP.
Name. Residence.

Mrs. G. C. MacKenzie. ..Elizabeth, N. J
Miss Eva M. Wilkinson..Goderich, Ont
Miss Ora Z. Wilkinson . ..Toronto, Ont
Miss Jessie Clara Bell . . .Kingston, Ont
Miss Ethel W. Macnee. . .Kingston, Out

NORTHERN DI\aSION.

William D. Hart Kingston
J. E. Cunningham Kingston

CEJJTRAL DIVISION.

L. M. Proctor Ogden.ebiirg, N. Y

Clnh.

^^itnge mid 0dlhr^

Revolvers at the Sportsmen's Exposition.
We have received the followina; note in regard to the coming re-

volver tournament, to be held in "Madison Square Garden during the
week of the Sportsmen's Exposition, March 13-30:
''Tbe coming national ihampionshiip tournament, to be held during

the Sportsmen's Exposition, which opens March 13 at Madison Square
Garden, is assurniDg importance in English eyes, according to private
correspondence just; received here, principally because of its revolver
contest. Entries from revolver shooters are coming in to J. A. il.
Dressel, secretary-treasurer of the Sportsmen '.s ExpoRition, at 877
Broadway Tbey Include the bes . crack shots of the Eastern States.
The Eastern experts are turning expectant eyes westward for dan-
gerous dark horses. The country is large, however, and unknowns
here and there may have easily enough attained an unheard-of ac-
curacy which will enable them to take the Sportsmen's Association's
trophy."

NEW RULES FOB THE BISLEY MEETING OF 1897.

Capt. James S. Coniin, who has charge of the gallery at the Knick-
erbocker Athletic Club and who will also be director of the revolver
shooting at the tournament referred to above, has received a letter
from a famous revolver shot in England, who corresponds with him,
but wishes not to be quoted on shooting mattei'S The writer stated
that they are gettivig up a revolver club ar Brighton, England, on the
lines of the Eiiickerbocker's revolver club, and asked for information
about builairg a range under cover, as all the revolver shooting in
England is done in the outdoor clubs.

Capt. Coniin 's correspondent reviews the new revolv<=r shooting
rules, not hitherto published in America, of the British JJational Rifle
Association for the 1897 meet at Bisley. Mr. Conlin's friend criticises
the association's prescription for revolvers because it prescribes
weapons that are now generally recognized by military experts as
mo^t effective. He writes:
"The English National Rifle Association has just published its rules

for revolver at Bisley for the current year's meeting. No gallery
revolvers, sights or ammunition will be allowed this year (in former
years there were two classes of revolvers, military and target or any,
and similar prizes for each).

"•The rules are very amusing, showing how very backward the
English are, never adopting any improvemtnt till it is ancient his-
tcry in America, and thinking that everything English is best and

nothing else worth even noticing. The rules say; 'The description of
revolvers and ammunition admissible to the competitions at Bisley
shall be such as are suitable for military purposes in the opinion of
the Council of the National Bifle Association.' The rules then go on
to give the details of the old English army revolver, not less than 44
cal., and so on, entirely ignoring the fact that this old revolver Is ob-
solete in all other armies; the small caliber, nickel-coated buUet and
small charge of smokeless powder are the only ones used by any other
nation, but the Council of the English National Rifle Association
calls them all unsuitable for military purposes, and forbids them to
be used at Bisley in consequence.
"The competitions at Bisley, if ruled by a progressive council, would

be the nutsery and experimenting ground for all the latest inventions
in firearms. The revolver competitions should be open to all n -
volvers and ammunition which are military regulation in any
country, and in fact, more than that, any revolver which has pene-
tration enough to kill a man should be allowed, so as to give an open
hand to all inventors, whereas now competitors will be obliged lo
shoot old gas-pipes

;
they might about as well be told to use flintlock

dueling pistols or matchlocks.
"The feeling against; this old-fogyism is growing so strong, how-

ever, that there is hkely to be an organizsd opposition among mem-
bers to elect men to the council who are a I'tile more progres-
sive, but it is feared this will not come in time to make any difCerence
in the coming Bisley meeting."

The Rifle Tournament at the Exposition.
The tournament committee has now gotten everything in trim for

the opening of the rifle tournament in Madison f'quare Garden at 3
P. M. on Saturday afternoon next, March 13. Messrs. Z9ttler Bros,
have been busy this week erecting tbe ranges, of which there will be
four. From what we can learn, nothing has been left undone to
make this tournament thes success its promoters, the Sportsmen's
Association, has been anxious to make it.

The interest taken in tbe tournament is not by any means confined
to New "iork and -vicinity. Letters have been coming in to the sec-
retary of the tournament committee, and to J. A. H, Dressel, secre-
tary-treasurer of the Sportsmen's Association, from all parts of the
country. It is true that a few—a very few—of the writers were dis-
satisBed with the barring frotn the competitions of ail but .22 short
rifles. As this tournament is only a first attempt—a trial, as it were
—everything has been done for the best and with a view to pleasing
the greatest number.
The Winchester Eepeating Arms Co. has, with its usual apprecia-

tion of tbe conditions, donated one of its latest Schuetzen rifles of the
highest finish as a trophy to be competed for at this tournament.
The man who feels that he is going to be the winner of the individual

ZIMMERiaiN' SPECIAL TAHSET.

championship match can look in the ffindows of the Winchester
Oo.'s New York store, 312 Broadway, and take a peep at this beauti-
ful weapon.
Another trophy well worth winning la th«! Zimmerman trophy, the

handsome bronze donated by Gus Zimmerman to the winner of the
special match on the Zimmerman target. This trophy is also on ex-
hibition in the windows of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. We
eive herewith a cut of the special target to be u.sed in thus competi-
tion. Remember that the conditions are: Open to all; five tickets of
three shots each; entrance 83 for five tickets; no re-entry; two best
tickets to count; to be shot on Zimmerman special target; distance,
100ft. exact; any .23 short caliber rifle allowed. The fact that no one
person can fire more than five targets, no re entry being allowed,
makes it practically anybody's trophy, This is a truly sporting
match, and will create probably more interest than any other on the
p 'ogramme.
Another fact worthy of note is this; All persons who are members

of the Sportsmen's Association—that is, who are holders of season
tickets of admission to the Garden during the Exposition—can enter
for the Individual Championship match on payment of the balance
of i3 Instead of $5, season tickets costing $3 each. The simplest way,
however, is to send in your entrance money of go tn Edward Banks,
s^cretarv of the tournament committee, Forest and Stream Publish-
ing Company, 346 Broadway, New York city ; or to J. A H. Dressel,
secretary-treasurer Sportsmen's Association, Room 1009. No. SVT'-.S?!)

Broadway, New York city; or to any member of the tournament com-
mittee. That insures your getting your season ticket of admission
that allows you to go in and out of the Garden as often as you want
while the Exposition is open to the public.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
San Francisco, Feb. 58 —Notwithstanding the gloomy day, the Co-

lumbia Pistol and Rifle Club turned out in good numbers to-day.
Some good scoring was done, notably by Mr Pape, who made 7 m
three shots (Columbia target), and Dr Rodger.*, who made 46 on the
10 shot record medal shoot.
Scores in detail;
hifle, 200yds., re-entry, F. R. Bushnell medal, three shots- A H

Pape,?, 10, 10, 11, 11 ; Capt. Kiihnle, 10: Dr. L. O. Eodgerg, 12; W. Glm-
demani), 14; F. O. Young, lo.

W. Glindemann military medal, re entry, ten shots, Creedmoor
count: E. Hovey, 47, 46; F. O. Young, 46: C. F. Waltham, 45; M J
White, 4i. 41.

F. O. Young rifle record medal, re-entry, ten shots: Dr. L O
Bodgers, 46; F. O. Young, 61 ; Capt. Kuhnle. 62.

Most flaes during tbe month, cash prize's: A. H. Papa 6 F O
Young 3. Dr. L. O. Rodgers 3. Capt. Kuhnle 2.

±- i •

Pistol and revolver, re entry matches, 50yds., Gordon Blandine
medal, 3 shots: F. O. Young 10, J. E. Gorman 11.

Howard Carr army revolver medal sis shots: C. Roberts, 27 35, 36
41; A. B. Dorrell, 27, .35, 39, 40; Captain J. E. Klein, 51. 53. ' '

'

Diamond record pistol medal, ten shoti: J. E. Gorman 43 Ed Hovey
45, 52; F. 0. Young 46, A. B. Dorrell .^6,

Achille Koos 22-caliber rifle rredal. .50yds., five shots- Fd Hovey
11, 12, 12; A B. Dorrell. 11, 12, 13; F. O. Young, 11, 13; Dr. L. O. Kod-
gers, 31; Mrs. C. F. Waltham, 19, 22. Eoeel.

Some Tall Scoring' by Rosenbaum.
We have received from an anonymous correspondent the details of

a large score said to have been made by Wm. Rosenbaum recently.
Tbe totals for the 100 shots are very large, and we will gladly give
onr readers fuh particulars if our correspondent, who signs himself
"Brooklyn ite," would comply with our regulations by sending us his
name and address (not for publication), not omitting the name of the
gallery on which the score was made. -
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Leading dealers in sportsmen's si(.pplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
March 16-17.—Sandusky, O.—Tournament of the Sandusky Gun

Club. Tareet*, pisPon« and sparrows.
March 16-19.—BAycHESTER, N. Y.—Second annual tournament of

the Cobweb Gun "Club; live birds and targets. Cobweb handicap at
live birds, $500 guaranteed. Open to all. Nobody barred.
March 53-35.—Nfw York.—Inter.state Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at Elkwood Park. gl.OOO
guarunteed in the main event. a.ll surolus added. Entries close
Slarcb 20 to John L. Leqtiinn, Secretary-Treasurer Interstate Associ-
ation, 44-48 Cedar street. New York city.

April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'
amateur and fourteenth open- to-all tournament.
April 7-—Haokensack. N- J -Third contest for the Recreation cup,

under the auspices nf the Bereen County Qxm Club, Cup contest at
12 noon sharp. C. O Gardner, Sec'y.
April 14-16.—Baltkiore, Md -Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association,
April 15.—YouNaSTOWN, O.—First tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo H. Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17.—San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. Willard T. !3impson. Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 10—Windsor Locks, Conn.—All-day tournament of the

' Windsor Locks Gun Club. Targets. G. F. Cleaveland. Sec'y.
April 20-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-flrst annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportstnen 's Association. Added money later.
April 21-23.

—

San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. 0, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April 27-30.

—

Fonda, la.—Tournament under the management of
Geo. E. Hughes and C. E. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28-^9.—EiCHMOND, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April 28-29.—PsBir, Ind.- Tournament under the management of J.

L, Head.
May 5-7.—Newbubgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. Eirst two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 11-13.- Peekskili-, N. Y - Annual tournament of the PeekskUl
Gun Club. First t^^o days, targets; last day, live birds.

May 12-13.—CoNNBRSViLLB, Ind.—Tournament of the Connersville
Gun Club. Live birds. T. F. Thomas, Sec'y.
May 12-14.

—

Waterloo. la.—Tournament of the Waterloo Kenne
Clnb E. B. Walker, Sec'y.
May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missotiri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'y.
May 18.

—

Albany, N.Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West
End Gun Club. Horace B Derby, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah. Ga,—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion tinder the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 19-21.— Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. S- Seely, Sec'y.
May 20 —Greenville. Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo H. Jones, Sec'y.
May 26-89.—East St. Louis, HI.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 3t,—Canajoharib, N. Y,—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters

Lfaeue tournament, under tlie auspices of the Cana.ioharie Gtm
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
June 2-4.—Springfield, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shonters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 8-9. ,—Tournament of the Trap-t hooters' League

of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.—MojTROE, La —Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—NBWOAsfLB, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
.June 15-18.— CLEVELiJfD. 0.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries toH 0. Eeeser. Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.
Jul.y 14-15.—New Havbn, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec',y.

July 22,—MEADvrLLE, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5,—Lbwiston. Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 19.—Warren, 0.- Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gnn League. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y
Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiER, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. '6-8.—Newbubgh. N. Y —Annual fall tournament of the West

Newburgh Gunard Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
club t^ecretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they viay care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, SA6
Broadway, New York.

The annual meeting of the Florists' Gun Club, of Philadelphia. Pa ,

was held on March 2. The Public Ledfjer. of that city, of March 3
gives the following programme for 1897: "The annual meetingof the
Florists' Gun Club was held yesterday afternoon at Horticultural
Hall. The members present were: Charles D.Bali. A. B Cartledge,
John Burton, George Craig, Thomas C. Brown. John G. Carlisle,

George Geoble. William K. Harris. George Anderson, J, William Col-
flesh, John Westcott and J. K, Starr. The officers elected for the
ensuing year were: President, J. W. Colflesh; Vice-President, W. K.
Harris; Secretary and Treasurer, A. B. Cartledge; Field Captain,
George Anderson Committee on Grounds: C. D. Ball, A. B Cart-
ledge and 6. Anderson. Entertainment Committee: G. Geoble,
Lemuel Ball and John Westcott. Handicap Committee: John D.
Carlisle, T. C. Brown and J. K. Starr. The club bas purchased two
silver Clips, which wiU he contested for at the twelve regular monthly
shoots, under a handicap system, ,50 targets, 55 known and 25 un-
known angles. To qualify for the prizes each marksman must com-
pete in at least ten of the twelve matches. A friend of the organiza-
tion offered a silver cup, to be competed for once a month, but not on
the regular club day. The conditions are the same as for the club
cups, with the exception that a marksman winning it three times
will become the final owner."

The organization of the gun clubs of Philadelphia, Pa , into a
league, under the title of Traji-Shootei's' League of Philadelphia, has
become an accomplished fact. This is mainly due to the elforts of filr.

J. K. Starr, the secretary of the league, who has worked hard for the
end he had in view, viz.: the organization of such a league for the
purpose of booming trap-shooting in the City of Brotherly Love.
There are 11 clubs in the league, a numbfr that strikes one at once as
being head and shoulders over any similar organization. This large
membership goes to show that Mr. Starr bas the confidence of the
members of the different shooting clubs of Philadelpt ia, and also

augiu-s well for the future success of the league itself The following
dubs are charter members of the new organization: Florifts', Inde-
pendent, WajTie, Frankford, Silver Lake, Forest, Glen Willow, U. of
P., Norristown and Southwark. The first shoot of the league Tvas

held on Saturday last. March 6. on the grounds of the Florists' Gun
Club, WissiDoming Station, P. R. R. The team shoot consists of
teams of six men from each club.

Pittsburg, Pa , will have seven representatives in the Grand Ameri-
can Handicap this year. Old Boss says so, and we never doubt his
word. He'll be there, of course. We learn also from the Pittsburg
Commercial Gazette of the 6th insl. that the Herron Hill Gun Glub,
of that city, has chartered a special car for it? shooters and their
guests. Bill McCrickart's coming too.

The Waterloo da.) Gun Club has decided to hold a tournament
May 12-14. The following item from the Waterloo Courier of Feb.
27, mailed to us by Mr. J. C. Ha.rtraan. tells the story: "The meeting
of the gun club, held at H. G. Bloeser's tonsorial parlors last even-
ing, was well attended. The club bas lost its genial president, Bob
Smith, by reason of removal to Mason City, and the me°ting was
called to" order bv Vice-Pres. J. 0. Hartman. with B. B. Walker as
secretary. A vacancy in the office of secretary and treasurer of th*
club being declared, E. W. Coburn was elected treasurer and E. B.
Walker secretary- It wa'' decided to hold a three-days' tournament,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, May 12, 13 and 14. and ^he Follow-
ing committees were appointed: On Grounds— Dr. E. R. Shannon, E.W Coburn, L. Van Vleek; on Live Birds—G. Place. G. Hackett, H.
G. Bloespr. C. 8. Choate; on Programme and Advertising—E. W.
Coburn, .1. 0. Hartman. The club is a.nxious to secure permanent
grounds, that a substantial club house may be erected and grounds
laid out in proper style. This is a matter that has been deferred un-
til the route of the electric railway to Cedar Falls is decided upon,
when a site will be selected that will be easy of access from b^th
cities. The grounds most in favor are on the big cut-ofT, and should
the electric line cross the river at the park an effort wilt h« made to
buy or lease a few acres of land on this island for the club's use. The
coming tournament will be held on the common east of tbe amphi-
theater at the Cedar River Park, if these grounds can be secured. As
the shoot will be held nearly six weeks in advance of the Chautauqua
season, it is thought that the permission of the park authorities can
be readily obtained. Three thousand birds will be purchased, and
tbe club hopes to make this tbe largest and most successful ovpnt of
the kind ever held in Waterloo. Secretary Walker closed a deal this
afterronn with a poultry dealer from Jessup by the name of Bennett
for 3,000 live birds, all to be good flyers, to he delivered in Waterloo
May 12.

AptopoB of Upson's victory at Riverton on Friday last, we mav as
well tell the following story about him; it's good enough anvway

:

Upson is a keen shooter, and no one takes luore nains than be does to
shoot well. As a man at Knoxville in 1895 said of him: "He carries
a whole fly-book full of sights with him t" One day last year be
missed a target just when be wanted it, and the thought of that lost
target haunted him. He woke up one fine morning and lay abed
thinking over it. Suddenly he had an inspiration, and. getting our.of
bed in his night apparel, seized his gun and began pointing it at dif-
ferent objects in the room and out oF tbe window. Now, ae it^ han-
pened, Upson was having the outside of his house painted, and right
here's where the trouble began. The painter was climlriing up the
ladder to goto work, paintpot and brush in hand; he reached the
level of Upson's bedroom window just as Upson was throwing the
gun to his shoulder, pointing it out of the window at the gho=t of
that lost target. The sight of a man in his night shirt, pointing a
shotgun slap at him, was too much for the painter. He didn't climb
down the ladder, he simply fell off. paintpot and all; it was the sim-
plest way after all, and two stories don't amount to much when
there's a gun in question, even if It isn't loaded, so long as vou don't
know that fact. The rest of the story shall be told—by Upson him-
self.

Tbe Cobweb Gun Club's tournament at Baychester, N. Y., March
16-19, is the next large event on the card for 1897. The first two davs
will be given up to targets; the last two days to live birds. Shooters
should not overlook the fact that tbi«! tournament takes place at the
same time that the Sportsmen's Exposition is in session, and that
while they can spend tbe dayspleasantlv at Baychester, the evenings
cannot be long, as the Garden will be full of attractions of all kinds
for those who like guns, etc. Of course the main event of the tour-
nament will be the Cobweb Handicap. $15, birds extra,.$500 guaran-
teed. This event will be shot on March 19. The average mon^v on
tbe target days should get the boys out early. Two cen+s for targets
and $50 average money shows that the Cobweb Gun Club is not after
the shooters' money. All the club asks for is fine weather and plenty
of shooters. It will make everything else pleasant. Neaf Apgar
will see to the ninning of the tournament and will keep the squads
busy breaking targets.

It is misleading and of no possible use for any newspaper to state
that ".J. L, Lequin, secretary of tbe Interstate Association, 1= receiv-

ing numerous entries for tbe Grand American Handicap." As a
matter of fact,,the entries to date are few in number, but are at least
800 per cent, greater than they were at the same date last year. Al-
most all intending competitors always hold off until the last week,

>• and then entries come in with a rush. We believe that whei the
Sportsmen's Exposition opened last year there were just five entries
for the big handicap. In the next six days the list went nn to about
105! And we look for more than that number this year, ReroRmbf»r
that entries for the Grand American Handicap close on ]March 20;

after that date entries may be made no to the last shot of tbe second
round by paying a penalty entry of $35 instead of $25. Send your en-
tries, accornpanied by $10 forfeit, to .Tobn L. Lequin, secretary-
treasurer, 44 Cedar street. New York, N. Y. Don't forget to send
your shooting name as well as the one you sign to your checks.

The Standard Gun Club, of Baltimore, has entered uoon the tenth
year of its existence. On March 1 last it held its ninth annual meet-
ing in the ofiflce of Allen C. Chase, 2 Light street. The following of-

ficers have been elected for 1897; President. G. Gent; Vice-President,

W. E. Buckbee; Secretary, E. H. Storr; Field Cantain. John Devall.
Messrs, W. T. Harvey, W, T. Clements and J. W. Eddell. together
with the four above-named gentlemen, were chosen to form the
board of directors for the club. Tbe question of arranging a series

of team races between the Standard Gun Club and other clubs was
discussed. Messrs. Harry Ducker, John Devall and E. H. Storr being
appointed a committee to arrange such matches. The regular shoot-
ing day of the club will be Saturday. Some improvements have
Ijeen made at the club's grounds at Point Breeze, and the Standard
Gun Clnb starts this year without a debt charged against it, and with
its shooting grounds, club house, etc., in good working order.

Will Park wrote the following in last week's issue of Sportinrj Life:
"The holder of tbe target championship of Ohio, the sparrow cham-
pionship of United States and maker of best record for consecutive
breaks on inanimate targets for the year of 1896 was in Philadelphia
one day this week. He was not looking for trouble, but said that he
would not run out of the way of it if it stood in his path." The
partv referred to is understood to be Dennis A. Upson, of Cleveland,
O. Judging from the work of A. D. Williams (none other than D. A.
Upson himself) at Riverton on Friday lost, March 5, he was aerially
hunting trouble, as he didn't do a thing but beat them all out with a
score of 94. That he found trouble is also shown by the fact that he
retired on the following day at the end of the 86th round of his match
with Louis Duryea when 6 birds to the bad. He acknowledged then
that his name was Dennis.

Mr. LedridPe. of the Switch and State Journal, of O^den, Utah
was kind enough to send us aii account of the Utah-Montana team
race referred to elsewhere. As our other account was in type, and,
as the scores were identical, we merely clip the following from Mr.
Ledridge's account: "The Montana team was composed of four of
the very best shots in that State; John F. Cowan, holder of the live-

bird championship for 1894-5: James Conley, who has held both the
live-bird and blue rock champion.ship medals; Mat Wright, present
holder of the live-bird championship medal ; and D. D. Twohy, pres-

ent holder of the blue i-ock championship medal of his State. The
Ogden t.eam was made up as follows: G L. Becker, present holder

of tbe Utah blue rock championship medal: A. P. Bigelow; John M,
Browning, of national repute as the inventor of the new rapid-firing

gun adopted by the United States navy, called the Peacemaker; and
his brother. Matt. Browning."

"Where's Skinner?" said some one to us the other day. "Out West,

"

said we promptly; but that was all we could say. It may have been
a case of thought transference, or simply a coincidence, but an.vway
here's a letter we received Monday afternoon. March 8. from W H.
Skinner himself, tbe letter being dated from Phoenix, Ariz.. March 2:

"I am very happy to inform yon that I have been connected with the
abovecompany fthe CaiifomiaPowder Co.) since Jan 1. and have done
very nicely foi* them. The company is one of the best on the Coast,
or anywhere else. After working the Coast thoroughly I am coming
East,"and will see you and all the bojs this summer. Our speeialties

are the 'C. P. A ' smokeless, for shotguns, and the 'Peyton Military

Smokeless,' for all high power rifles." Now we know where Skinner

The following is from the Galveston, Tex.. JVeics of Feb 24: "After
a prolonged lull in trap-shooting at Hanley's Park it will be revived

and pushed with renewed vigor for the balance of the year. Some
of the most active sportsmen have been out of the city for several

weeks, which bas made the attendance at the last shoots quite small

;

but the sportsmen have returned now, and a shoot has been arranged
for to-day, which no doubt will be well attended. There is a move-
ment on foot DOW toward the successful organization of a gun club.

There is little doubt of the scheme being pushed to a successful ter-

mination, in which event the club will give a tournament at their

grounds, which have been conceded by all who have seen them to be
the best and finest e(jnipped in the State, and excelled by few clubs

in any State. Shooting will be commenced at 2 P. M. sharp."

The Utah team, composed of the "Pour Bs," A. P. Bigelow, G. L.

Becker, J. M. and M. S. Browning, can congratulate itself upon its

great team total in its recent match with the Montana team. Scores
of 95. 94. 93 and SO, maldrg ahogether a total of 372 out of 400, an
average for the team of 9'1 per cent., makes what we believe to be a
new record for team shooHng at 100 birds per man, four-men teams.
Forest and Stream has to thank Mr. E. J. Ives, of Ogden, Utah, for

the interesting account of this shoot which appears in this issue,

One of the New York dailies on Sunday morning last gave a de-
scription of the Duryea-Upson match on March 6 that reflected

seriously upon Mr. Duryea's character. The account stated that he
purprsely missed birds for reasons which, if true, would class him
with the skin-game nigeon-shooter, a cl-iss, fortunately for the sport,

that is becoming rarer every day. To defend Mr. Duryea's reputa-
tion from the refl''etions cast upon it would be a work of superero-
gation, so far as Mr. Duryea's friends and those who know him are
concerned. For the information of those who do not know him. how-
ever, we have not the slightest hesitation in classing the statements
referred to as falsehoods of the rottenest description.

Among the twenty-three entries for the Grand American Handi-
cap received by Secretary.Treasurer Lequin to date are the names
of twelve Western .shooters, who are coming East in a body under
the guardianship of Mr, E, S. Rice, the popular representative of the
Du Pont and Hazard powd«r companies in th'' West. One-half of
this contingent will repre.sent the Du Pont Co., the other half the
Hazard Co. This friendly invasion should be a cause for warm con-
gratulation on tie part of the Eastern shooters; it is safe to prophecy
that when Mr. Rice and h?s friends leave us they will feel that they
have been at least the guests of men who know bow to appreciate
pluck, energy and skill (for they'll be skillful).

The following is from a New York daily of March 1 : "By the way,
the chappies who fought it out over the traps of the Larchmont Y. 0.
Saturday did not all abandon the foolish notion of not shooting in
their own names, as had been promised for them, Joseph Palmer
Knapp's gun name is still .Joseph K. Palmer, and some of the others
retain their soubriq^iiets. The old Idea that a gentleman must have a
nam de guerre for every move be makes in sport was exploded long
ago. In these davs of enlightenment the theory is that a gentleman
shouldn't do anything he would be ashamed of. If he can't do it in

his own name he oughtn't to do it at all." We have yet to learn that
a nam de guerre, nom deplume or "nom de fusil," adopted by any
one, necessarily means that that party is ashamed of what he Isdoing.
Simply saying that it does is no proof of the fact.

Tom Keller is back again in the cit,y, and will be round about
Broadway for the next month. He has his own tale to tell about the
horrors of cold weather at San Antonio, but is not carrying about
with him any kicks on other accounts, particularly in a business way.
Milt Lindsley. he says, is so busy that he can't get into mischief, being
at the factorv about twelve hours per day. (Note—The 4:30 train

from King's Mills has been taken off, so Mi'thas to stay at the office

or freeze to death until about 8 o'clock.) Keller also reports that he
will make one in the list of entries for the Grand American Handi-
cap, and trusts that this early declaration will not keep out many
entries.

The management of the Carteret Gun Club has long contemplated
moving house to other and more desirable quarters than its present
location on the eastern shore of Newark Bay at Bergen Point (now
Bayonne). N. J. Owing to the houses to the eastward of the grounds,
the traps had to face about northwest, thus bringing the prevailing
winter wind right in the faces of shooters at the score, and also caus-
ing trouble when a shooter drew a left quartering driver late in the
day, on account of the sun shining right in his eyes. It is now given
out that the club will move to a convenient location on Long Island
within a comparatively short space of time.

We learn that during the 100-bird race at the Riverton Gun Club's
grounds on March 3 Mr.Dando, of the home club, had the misfortune
to have his gun burst in bis hands when firing at his 48th bird . The
gun, we are told, was a Smith, but in the absence of any positive in-

formation as to how the gun burst, why it burst, what powder and
how much was being used, it is manifestly unfair to lay the blame on
the gun. A slight obstruction in the barrel often causes a gun to

burst; but it is generally the gun that is to blame, if you listen to

what people say about it.

There was a curious feature in the 10-bird sweep for a cup at

Riverton on Saturday last. March 6. Morris, who received an allow-

ance in the 10 birds of 2 misses as kills, was tbe only one to score a
highest possible; be missed his 6th bird, but his allowance gave him
a straight 10. Capt Money, Lou's Duryea, D. A. Upson, R. A Welch,
T. 8. Dando and J. H. Davis all tied on 9 each. Pinletter lost 2
birds out of his first 5 and withdrew. George McAlpin missed 3

out of his first 5 and dropped out in the 8th round. Phil Daly,
,Ir,, lost 2 out of 8 and retired. Hot company, and not a 10 straight

among them I

The Worcester, Ma=s., Sportsmen's Club held its annual meeting,
banquet and election of officers on Wednesday evening, March 3.

During the evening President BI. P. Roach presented W. L, Davis
with a diamond scarfpin as a souvenir of his havinsr held the L. C.
Smith trophy during the season. The election of officers resulted In

the unanimous choice of the old board, as follows: President, May-
nard P. Roach; First Vice-President, John T. Mascroft; Second Vice-
President, R. W Walls; Treasurer, Frank M. Harris; Secretary, V.
D. Kennerson; Executive Committee: the officers and Fred. Bucklin,
A. W. Walls, E. W. Ide, George M. McLellan.

We had not met W. N. Drake, of the Maplewood, N. J., Gun Club,
for many months until last week. BHly says that he has been too
busy to do any trap-shooting, but adds that the South Orange Field
Club has started trap shooting again, and has some capital grounds
for the purpose. Drake is just now booming an excellent style of
bat for trap-shool^ing in warm, sunny weather, the hat being made
by the firm of E. V. Connett & Co., of Orange Valley, N. J., with which
firm he has been connected for some time.

J, Hildreth, one of the Southern Spates representatives of the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Company, informs us that Mr, Faurote, the
well-known Texas trap shot, has entered into partnership in the gun
business, and will open up a gun store at Greenville, Texas.

The Sandusky (O.) Gun Club will hold a tournament at targets,

sparrows and pigeons on March 16-17. In the target events blue-
rocks will be thrown fi'om a magautrap. Some of the target events
are open to amateurs only, but the majority are "free to all."

A party of New York shooters will visit Peekskill. N, Y., early in

April to spend the day at Peekskill as the guests of the home club.

The "Up-the-Hudson" boys are never backward at "go'ng visiting,"

so it is only fit and proper that the compliment should be returned
occasionally.

Ferd Van Dyke has been shooting a rifle so much of late that he
has scarcely gotten back into his old-time form at targets. He made
a mistake, "too. and acknowledged it, when he tried to break targets
on Wednesday, March 3, with a live-bird load.

The Elkwood Park traps are growing in nopularity daily (no pun).
The facilities for rapid work in running off events, with a choice of
three groimds to insure a "straightaway" wind, naturally attract
shooters.

Wm. Renick, of Detroit, Mich., who won the Washington trophy at
the annual shoot of the Pastime Gun Club, of Detroit, the other day,
used a Smith gun, King's Smokeless and Petera's cartridges.

Don't forget that it costs just $10 more to shoot in the Grand Amer-
ican Handicap if you fail to enter on or before March 20.

March 9. Edward Banks.

Sherburne Gun Club.

Sh'rburne, N. Y., Feb. 23.—I have been taking your paper for two
years, and as 1 am a member of the Sherburne Gun Club. I thought I
would send you the scores made at Lake Earlulle to day by our club.
No. 3, the. handicap event, was at 15 targets, the number of breaks
being added to each man's handicap points. M'ller. of EarluUe, won
th« cup by 1 point. Scores:
No. 1, 10 targets' Burlison 8, Dalrymple and Partridge 6, Hartwell

5 Mdler 4, Bemis 0.

No. 2, samf : George 9, Reynolds 8, Wilcox and Burlison 7, Shep-
ardson 6, Miller and Stanton 4, Jackson 1.

No. 3, Handicap:
Miller (14) llUllOIlCOOlli—114-14-25
Partridge (14) OlOrOlinOimi-10—14—"4
HartweU (Ig) .110001100101101— 8—12-20
Burlison (8),..... 101100110101111—10— 8—18
wiicox(ui) rootomoioooii— 7-1-10—17

George (81 .1111000000)1101— 8-|- 8-16
Dalrymple (10) ,

COllCOinOlIlOCO- O-f-lO-lfi

Jai k on (15). ....iM..... OOCOOOUOOCCO 100— H-15-16
George.

Acme 6un Clul>", of Washln^on, Pa.
Washington, Pa.. March .5.—Below you will find scores made to-

day by members of the Acme Gun Club, of this city. All events
were at bluerock targets, and were shot at the Prigg range It rained
hard nearly all day, the events being shot between showers. Scores
were:

Events: 1 8 3 4 S 6 V Events: 1 8 3 4= 5 6 7

Targets: 10 10 JO 10 10 S S Targets: 10 10 10 IC 10 S 5

C Baker 4 6 7 4 10 5 4 J Canan 5 5 6 7 4-33
JPrigg 4 6 7 3 1.... SWeirick 6 6 5 ^ 6;,. ..

J Jorden 3 3 WWeirick.,., 4 7 4
M Prigg 6 8 7 7 4 1.. D Baker ti 4 5 6 0 .. ..

HMackey,... 4 5 8 8 6 4 4 HWard... a 8 3 0 1 0
H. T. MaokbV.
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Utah vs. Montana.
A NEW RECORD m TEAM SHOOTENO.

Ogden. Utah, Feb. S3 —An almost perfect day greeted the contest-
ants as they faced the traps iu the much-talked-of interstate match,
for a purse of $800, between the Utah and Montana teams of four
men each, which was finished to-day at the half mile race course,
Ogden, Utah. Fairly Kood weather prevailed during: the contest.
The conditions were 100 live pisreons each at 28yds. rise, S ground
traps, American Shooting: Association rules.
As the match progressed it became apparent to all that the Mon-

tana men had undertakpn a larpe sized contract, as the Utonians
wpre shooting in great form. At the close of the first iay the score
stood: Utah 189, Montana 1~6, each team having shot at SOO birds

;

Utah thus having a lead that was almost too great to overcome.
When the sportsmen from the Land of Copper entered on the last
half of the match It was clearly written that they were outclassed,
and that they would return to their Northern homos wii^hout the
sf^alps of the Utes danglirg in their belts It is a satisfaction to the
Montana delegation to Icnow that they were shooting a score that
should win under ordinary circu mstances, but that the Utah men
were putting up a mark that was almost phenomenal in team shoot-
ing. The birds were a very fair lot
The guns used were as follows: A. P Bigelow, Smith eje'-tor; G. L.

Becker, J. M. and M. S. Browning, Winchester repearerf; M. Wright .

and D. D. Twohy, Greener fjpctors; John F. Cowan, Hcott ejector:
and James Conley, Smith hammerless (10 gauge), at ::50yds. rise. All
used Du Pont Smokeless, except Wright, who shot 8. S.
Messrs. Browning Bros, used the late model Winchester repeater,

which is a product of their ingenuity, and from an examination of
their score it will be seen chat they not only have the genius to in-
vent, but that thev are also consutnmate masters of the product of
their invention. The gun used by Gus Becker attracted considerable
attention and comment (not favorable, however, as it isnot a thing
of beautv), the gun in question being one of the ordinary grade Win-
chester lever action (also Browning's patent) and very much worse
for wear, but it did not seem to bother Gus much to run uo a score of
95 out of 100, which goes to show that a cheap gun will shoot very
straight if held righ^.
Below is the score in detail

:

Montana Team.
John F Cowan 222?«as2-2 02 2i?23-:'»232"3-^2

22 'f •i'2<;2221 1 2 2. 1 22« 2 81
52 22 J2f 2^-<i222 W22222 2 al

222 a2002-^32i;2011i2 3322 -fl 88
James Corley, < 0122iyy2022»«2tia]2,'32.l- 20

21'22«32a8123.i2:111 12. 12-24
21212120 l -« '112 01222210 21
0;'mI2 ''S202;ils222121-<i^2—21- 86M Wright 2.'ia2-.i322020'022li'i22ni2—22
2 '2a . 31 .22i 1 1 81 - 2021 11 13-24
i 3 '.-'2 ] 121 1 2 1 0»1 121201 0 1 1 3 -21
0 2.'21012 0mm 2122 0i22—20 87

D D Twohy 22«1«»3-.i222-.i223^22222<;l22-22

2212222011 3222v«2n 22201 0—21
C012222 k 0«3221 2 '3i02 - 222-20
S228v22;'»1323e0212 -222222 -£3-86 - S47

Utah Team.
J M Browning 22223?32«222222222J222202—23

222!i2213222222122V2212213—25
22 22^222 J2201 22222s 222222—23
2i;222232020» 281 1321 <il 1222—22—93

A P Bigelow , .2112222222!i32131232122012-24
1212212111221118 32ai211—25
1«221 238222i; 1 22 121-,;2»1 222-23
23!28188122222»?«222222222 - 23—9.5

M S Browning 2228822180 118l820113.'021-22
28ll22I22i2231233I2222»3i—24
20283a21«2»0i222<!222»2il2- 20
023222252 :22 22221 11 1221 12- 24-90

G L BeokeCi a2022111321212211222210!l—23
223 3 .2«2222 .'f22222222^12-23
8222i2v^222220i 3.* 2i-?22?20 - 23
22282282228223s22422i2222-S:5-94 - 372

The traps fell as follows:
Montana Team: No. 1. No. 2. No 3. No. 4. No. 5.

John F Cowan... 11 14 SS 19 32
James Conley 13 23 25 21 19

M Wright .18 13 25 19 25
DD Twohy 12 SO 13 19 36

Utah Team:
J M Browning

12

f5 19 25 19
A P Bigelow f8 23 22 16 11
MS Browning , 21 15 19 25 20
G L Becker

25

24 21 18 12

Below Is a table showing concisely the flight of the birds drawn by
each shooter, and also showing the proportion of each kind of bird
such shooters missfd. It will be noted that the draw was really re-
markably even as a whole, taking team for team. Outgoers were
quite nuiuerous, the Montana team having i;l5 out of their 4' 0 of that
class; the Utonians drew the same number of the samn kind. Thus
470 out of the 800 trapped in this match were outgoers; incomers
were 123 altogether; the rest were 157 right quartertrs and 60 left-
quarterers. Table follows:

FLIGHT OT BIRDS.

Montana Team,

t/" 'v-»<- \ i^i Total.

J F Cowan 18 S3 19 18 6 9 3 4 100
Lost 3 3 1 i , . a 1 1 12

J Conley 21 20 13 19 9 8 3 7 100
Lost 4 S a 3 .. 1 .. 2 14

M- Wright 22 24 16 2a 3 7 4 3 100
Lost ,. 6 .1 .. 2 ,. .. 2 13
DD Twohy 26 23 10 23 7 8 1 2 100
Lost. 4 1 a .. .. 4 1 2 14-

Total b7 90 58 82 25 .^3 11 15 400
Lost...,.,.. 56 10 5 6 .. 7 3 7 53

Utah Team.

J M Browning 18 18 17 32 5 14 8 4 100
Lost 4 .. 1 1 .. 1 .. .. 7

A P Bigelow 35 24 14 17 8 6 8 4 JOO
Lost 3 1 1

, 5
MS Browning -'0 24 19 16 4 7 5 5 100
Lost 3 4 I .. .. 1 .. 1 10

GLBecker........l8 20 13 20 8 8 3 5 100
Lost 1 2 1 1 1 6

Total 81 86 68 75 25 35 12 18 400
Lost 11 '3 3 .. 3 1 2 i8

K J. Ives.

Trap Around Buffalo.

BISON GUN CLUB.

BuFJ-AT-o, N Y., Feb. 26 —The Bison Gun Club held a shoot to-day
at the Walden avenue grounds. The attendance was not as might
have oeen expected had the event been more lull? advertised The
special match between F D. Wheeler and George D. Cooper at 25
sparrows per man, $25 a side, was won by Wheeler, who scored 24 to
Cooper's 32. Other events shot were as below, Nos. 1, 4 and 5 being
at 10 sparrows; Nos. 3 and 3 at 10 and 5 sparrows respectively:

Events; 18 3 4 5

Cooper , 4 8 5.. 1

Wheeler , , 8
Siegrist. 6 .. .. ., .,

Werlein 8 10 3 .. 6

Dawson 4 Mignerey
Ditton 3 6 5 3 .. Siegrist 2
Woodbury 3 8

Events: 1 8' 3 4
Alderman 8 9 S' 6
Apfel 7 .. 4
Bauman 9 3 5
Uausei" 5 5

8 8

Who is Paradise Lost?

Utica, N. Y.. Feb 35.— Editor Forest and Stream: Just read your
answer to Paradise Lost. Put her there, old boy. That is good,
sound reasoning; you hit the nail square oq the head. It goes to

prove what I said long a^o, that the trap editor.of Forest and Stream
is the right man in the right place. E. D. Fulpord.

Mountain State Gun Club's Tournament.
Pabkersburo, W. Va , Feb. 23. -The Mountain State Gun Club, of

this city, is destined to make a mark for itself, if a large member-
ship composed of wealthy, gentlemanly, enthusiastic and first-class
shots count for anything. This club has just been reorganized upon
a thoroughly business and active basis. The present list of members
is composed of sportsmen of influence and determination, who, pos-
sessing the means, are not to bn deterred from carrying out any plan
they formulate.
The opening s^oot for 1897 was held on Washington's Birthday. It

WIS the in'entiou of those haviug the matter in charge to simply give
a httle club shoot, and as It had been raining steadilv for days prior
to yesterday, and as the flood was at such a stage"that travel was
almost at a stand till. itwa« not thought possible that any outsiders
would be pr- sent .fudge the management's surprise when the fol-
lowing genilem'-n arrived and registered at the hotels: H. E Norton,
of Ironton O., rppreseu ing the Winchester Bepealing Arms Co : B.
S. Waddell, of Cmcmnati, General Agent Du Pont and Hazard Pow-^
dpr companies for the Central ard Southern States: J. H. Mackie, of
Cincinnati, representing the Pe-ers Cartridge and King Powder com-
panies; Ralph L Trimble, of Covington, Ky., who so ably represents
and looks af'er the interests of the trap-shooting departments of the
Du PoDt and Hazard Powder companies; W. L. Colville, of Batavia,
N Y., representing Gold Dust powder, was present for a short time
to day. Other visitors ijresent were Capt. A. W. West, Portsmouth,
O. ; P. Schlicker ana R. Beer. r,f MariPtra, O : W. L. Qorham and E.
O. Bowers. o£ Sistersville, W Va ; J. E. Wright, of Wheeling, W. Va

,

and H. R Nye, of Sharon, Pa. Had the weather been at all favor-
able some fifteen or twenty others would probably have been
present.
The opening day (yesterdav) broke cold and clear At 8:30 A. M.

the shooters were conveyed to the grotmds, which are located on an
eminence just back of to»r. It was a surprise to the visitors to note
the general pxcellence of the club's grounds, and the completeness
V ith which every requirement had been met as to screens, electric
pulls, board walks, seats, a commodious club bouse, a warm dinner
and other things necessary to their comfort, all of which tends to
make trap-shooting an ideal sport About noon it again commenced
to raia so hard that the irogremme was finished by coatestants
shooting from under the club house eaves, which are built low and
stand about 20yds. from the trans. With this handicap it was almost
impossible to do creditable work; however, all events were finished,
Tnmble winning first average, closely followed by Wright and Mal-
lory. Of the twenty-three men who took part in the programme
events twenty used Du Pont Smokelpss loaded in the Leader shell,
and of the other three two used Du Pont powder in the Smokeless
case.
By the unanimous consent of all present the shoot was continued

to-day, and everyone congratulated himself on staying for to-
day's programme. They were agreeably surprised by the manage-
maot, who informed them before leaving that in a short time the
Mountain State Gun Club would claim dates for a tt urnament in
which s fHcient cash would be added to draw all the shooters of
prominence. Following are the scores as furnished me by Leon J.
Epstein, the club's popular secretary:

Buffalo, N. Y., March 5.— Bdiior Forest and Stream: I have just
read your issue of the current week, and have scanned Che trap
columns with rather more than my usual eagerness, because I

thought I should find in them some apology from Paradise Lost, of
Worcester, Mass., for that letter of his which you printed m the issue
of Feb. 87. Am much disappointed in consequence at not fluding
any such reply. Who is Paradise Lost anyway ? You handled him
all right, but you kept your gloves on when you did it. Such men
should be handled without any gloves, as they do harm to trap-shoot-

ing wJaUe professing to be wording in its interests. 48 Grains.

Events:

Scores of Feb. 22.
13345678 910 1113Shotat.Broke.

Maekie 14
Norton 12
Trimble 14
Waddell 13
JPMaUory 12
Wright 10
Gorham 12
Oole iO

Kiser 8
F E Mallory 11

West 12
Ciark 13

Bowers 11

STMallory 10
Crozier .... 10
Nye 11

Wallace....... ...... ..

Schlicher
Alford .

.

Beer .

.

Stephens
E W Mallory...,

12 13

11 10

15 14
13 13
13 14
15 13

10 15
9 12
18 10
14 13
U 14
11 13
13 10
10 12
11 9
11 10
13 12
.. 11

.. 11

13 14 11

10 13 11

14 14 12
10 14 11

15 14 15
15 13 13
14 10 8
11 9 12
13 12 10
14 11 IS
12 13 13
14 11 13
13 11 11

11 10 8
12 13 10

12 13
11 10
12 13
18 11

13 10
15 11

8 11
13 11

12 13

13 13
14 11

13 11

U 14
13 13
0 13

9 11

11 8
13 12
IS 12
13 12
14 10
11 13
13 12
11 12

14 13
15 11
13 11

13 8
10 7

11 ..

12 13
7 13
13 14
14 10
13 )1

13 U
13 13

9 9
11 12
13 14
10 11

12 8
10 10

9 10

13 13 9 14 14 12 9 12 10
11 13 14 12 14 12 10 10 12
10 9 11 7 11 9 8 .. ,.

5 11 .. 6 14 6

,. 10 12 13 10 12 11 18 ,.

.. 10 13 8

180 145
180 12b
180 160
180 145
180 154
180 156
180 137
180 129
180 137
180 155
180 146
180 Ui
180 1.33

180 123
135 94
45 33
165 131

lEO 119
120 76
75 43

105 80
45 30

On the second or extra day, Feb. 3', sixteen events were decided,
all being 15 targets except Nos. 15 and 16, which were at ;5 targets.
Below are the

Scores of Feb. 23.
Events: I 2 SUB 6 T 8 S 10 11 lH IS 11, 1$ 16

Mackie 8 13 8 111110
Norton 11 10 13 13 13 15 14 10 9 14 12 11 10 13 20 23
Trimble 12 14 13 12 14 11 12 11 11 12 12 14 18 12 21 20
Waddell 11 13 12 15 13 13 9 10 15 13 10 11 11 10 .. ..

J F Mallory.....; 15 15 10 11 13 10 13 11 13 14 13 8 13 15 22 19
Wright 11 13 13 12 14 12 15
Cole 6 8 9 10 11 11 10 12 8 12 13 13 11 11 19 ..

Gorham 8 13 14 13 11 15 13 12 11 13 13 13 13 13 20 22
FE Mallory 11 10 Vi 13 13 8 12 12 15 18 15 18 13 12 18 vO
ST Mallory. 11 10 7 11 10 10 11 14 10 7 10 13 9 10 15 15
Kiser 13 10 10 15 11 11 12 12 13 12 13 13 13 12 15 19
Allen 9 5 8

E W Mallory 8 9 8

Epstein 8 .. ..

Wallace..... 13 10 13 14 13

Schlicher 10 9 9

Clark 8 14 U 12 13 11 14 14 13 15 14 10
Buckner 8 3 8
Goodnoe....iiii.ii. 10 10 .. ..

Oliver. 6

Stevens 10 12
Hogan 9 8 . . . . . . . . . .

.

Swiveller 10 13 8 10 10 ..

McVey , 10 9 15

The records of targets broken for number shot at were as below:

6 11 n
13 9

9 8

9 11 12 11 13 13 13 10 9 30 20
9 9 10 11 13 13 9 13 8 13 .. ..

Shot at. Broke.
Mackie. 90 BO E W Mai
Norton ...260 209 L Eosteii
Trimble........ '60 813 Wallace.
Waddell ......210 166 Schliche:

J F Mallory.. 260 213 Clark. . .

.

Wright ......105 90 Buckner,
Cole * 335 164 Goodnoe
Gorham 260 215 Oliver...

FE Mallory 200 209 Stevens.
STMallory..... i60 173 Hogan..
Kiser ,,,,....260 192 Swiveilei

AUen 150 82 McVey.,

Shot at. Broke.
131 68

, 15 8
f60 200
195 ]3i
180 148

. 45 19
30 20
15 6

. 80 23
, 30 17

50
45 34

Lester.

But this is not what I was about to get at. To use a figurative ex-
pression, I observe the raise that Sporting Life makes of three years,
and raise it back about three years better. When it comes to a mat-
ter of unpubU«hed discovery of the clover-leaf field, Chicago still has
slightly the best of it, though I did not know this untfi to-day, or the
matter would have been published before this. I think that the col-
umns of Forest and Strkam of some five or six years ago will show
that about that time the sportsmen of Chicago were figuring on es-
tablishing a big shooting park out on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad. Mr. P. S. Eustis, general passenger agent of that
road, was mterested in the project and it attracted a great deal of
interest at the time.
Mr. W. L. Wells, the author of the clover-leaf design published in

F0RE.ST AND Streaji, was a-member of one of the committees which
made the investigation of the grounds. At That time he formulated
this idea of the clover- leaf field for this big new park, and he spoke of
this to Mr. E. B. Organ, Mr. W. P. Mussey and other prominent shoot-
ers. He also made a rough sketch of the design, and this sketch be
to-day possesses.
Of course I dtrnot wish to accuse BIr. J. E. Soule of plagiarism or

anything of the kind. The idea was open to all, and could have been
used by any one who learned of it. It is very possible that Mr. Soule
never hpard of it and evolved it from his own consciousness, just as
Mr. Wells did. There may be something in this thought-wave or tele-
pathy business. Mr. Soule may have unconsciously absorbed this
idea in Chicago. He does not seem to have absorbed it before he
came here, I cannot say positively whether his visit here was before
or after this shooting park agitation in Chicago, but am of the im-
pression that the columns of Forest and STRiSAid will show that he
was here about that time or a little after it. On one point I am very
clear: Mr. Wells thought out the idea himself and had no suggestion
of it from any one else, for he so told me to-day. Of course my own
interest in the matter is simply a news interest, as the idea isnotmine
in any sense of the word. E. Hough

The Clover-Leaf Field.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 27.—Last week I had occasion to make comment
upon the Clover-Leaf Field idea, which it seems was put; in use for the
first time last fall at Elh wo d Park, N.J. I mentioned the fact that
the use of the idea seemed to be subsequent to the pubhcation in
Forest and Stream of Mr. W. L. Wells's oesign, although of course
I did not claim that the idea was taken from that design t'o day I

am in receipt of a copy of Sporting Life of Sept. 5, which says:
"The clover-leaf field idett of arranging a ground for live-bird shoot-
ing so that three sets of traps can be used in small space is over three
years old to members of the Riverton Gun Club, of Philadelphia.
About three years ago Mr J. E. Soule, a member of the Riverton
Gun Club, of Philadelphia, had an idea of the clover leaf plan of
arranging traps and had a splendid colored drawing made of the
spacious grounds of the Riverton Gun Club, showing the arrange-
ments of raps the same as Brother Hough has explained in his

paper. The Riverton grounds are large enough for four sets, and
could be connected with the mam cluo house oy an underground
tunnel, although three sets will be enough to accommodate the mem-
bers. Tnis drav/ing has been hanging m the club house at Riverton
for over three yeais. New ideas in trap-shooting are good things,

but we supposed that the clover-leaf field was well known to most
trap-snooiers. The Riverton Gun Club has long had this idea under
discussion, and had it not been for certain reasons would have used
this plan three years ago, and If we are not very much mistaken
they will use it before any other club in this country, as they have
plenty of ground (over thirty acres) and ate the leading live-pigeon
shooting club in the United States. The clover-leaf field idea belongs
to Mr. J. E. Soule, ot r.ne Riverton Gun Clun, of Phllaaelphia."

1 am glad to note the above comment, which has not earlier been
called to my attention. It is in a wav interesting, and adds a little

news to the question of the clover-leaf field, but it is by no means
ultimate or conclusive. The fact that the clover-leaf design hung in
the tiiverton club house does not constitute proof of pubhcation.
As a matter of fact. Forest and Stream did publish it first. It has
sort of formed a habit of doing that kmd o£ thing. This I say with
proper apologies.

Boston Gun Club.
Wellington, Mass.. March 3.—Though this afternoon turned up

gloomy and wet. evidently fourteen trap-shooting devotees were un-
dismayed at the prospects, for the 1:45 and 2 :45 P. M trains unbur-
dened themselves to that extent, and shooting was continued up till
5 o'clock, when it began to pour in earnest. To add to the amuse-
ment, one of the fourteen appeared with a gun suitable for celebrat-
ing the President's inauguration, only as luck would have it, the
time was a day too soon. The 5drs. of black powder made itself
both seen, heard and felt, for the weather was exactly right to show
up the disadvantages of black powder; and the boom in comparison
to the 23^ or 3drs. of nitro was terrific. Yet the tiser of some four-
year-old ammunition stuck manfully to his task, and though not suc-
ceeding so weU as with his regulation load of smokeless evidently
enjoyed the sensation he created among the more peaceable and
quiet nitro advocates.
Spencer was again hieh on the match. Straights were made by

Miskay, Spencer, Gordon and Paine.

Events

:

Targets:

Gordon (17) ,. 9 5 5
Powers (15)....,,...,,, 7 3 3
Woodrufl; (17)..,.,.,
Paine (15)
Shaw (15)...

"

Banks (14).,
Harris (15)... *..'.',]'.... 6
Mack (15; 6
Williams (15) 9 „ _
Miskay (17). 10 10
Spencer (16) 7 10
Needham (15) 7
Howe (17) ,

Bertrand (14) ..-.,.4.

r-a « t 4 •« « <• 44 «

1 9 3 4 6 6
10 5 5 6 10 10

5 8 9
5 6 6
2 6 7
3 9 5

6 4
5 .,

9
2

7 8 9101112
B G 10 10 10 10

S 9 7 5 10
3 5 6
2 10 9

3 7
S 4

5 8
5 8

9 9 10
4 3 4

7
3

8 -5

3 0
.. 8

4 6
1 2
5
3
4

6 5..
4 4..
8 6..
9 9..
6 8 10
4 6 4

3 "4 !'.

iijvents 1, 5, 6 and 9 were known angles; 12 known, use of two bar-
rels; 3 .7 and 10 unknown; 8 straightaways; 11 reverse; 4 and 8 pairs.
Sixth contest, price series, distance handicap, 21 targets, 10 known,

5 unknown and 3 pairs:
Spencer (16) 1111111111—10
Ml.*ay (17) 1111111111—10
Gordon (17) 1011111111— 9
Harris (15) 0111101101— 7
Wmiams (15) , 0011101010— 5
Woodruff (17) ..,,.1110101110- 7
Paine (15) ,,1001100101— 5
Powers (15) ,,,.„.,...,,., ..,,1111100110- 6
Needham (15) ..,........,,..1101111011— 7
Shaw (15) ,,.,,0001001011— 4
Mack (14),,. .....,.„..,1000000110— 3

01011-3
10101-8
00111—3
10110-3
11011—4
10111-4
11111-5
00011-3
10110-3
00001-1
00000-0

111010-4—17
101100-3-16
110010-3—15
101011—4—14
111011-5—

K

110000—2-13
101010-3-13
101000-3-10
000000—0—10
100100—2— 7
000100—1- 4

D.

Trap-Shooters' League of Indiana.
Indianapolis, March 5.—The organization of the Trap-Shooters'

League of Indiana has progressed far enough to be an asstired suc-
cess. The purpose of the league is to promote ana elevate trap-
shooting, and to bring about closer relations between the gun clubs
of the State of Indiana.
The officers of the association are as follows; President, E. H.

Tripp, Limited Gun Club, Indianapolis, Ind,
;
Vice-President, D. A.

Meyers, Greensburg Gim Club, Greensburg, Ind.; Secretary-Treas-
urer. H. T. Hearsey, Limited Gun Club, Indianadolis, Ind. Execu-
tive Committee: Royal Robinson, Limited Gun Club, Indianapolis,
Ind.; C. L. Bender, Muncie Gun Club, Muncie, Ind,; J. E. Sherwood,
Bedford Gun Club, Bedford, Ind.; A Liveuguth, Lafayette Gun Club,
Lafayette, Ind.; Frank Smith, Brookville Gun Club, Brookville, Ind.
The first annual tournament of the league will be held June S-9, at

a place yet to be named by a vote of the clubs. Please mention these
dates in your paper among coming events.
In conclusion 1 beg to say that as secretary of this league I shall be

very much pleased to hear from the different gun clubs throughout
the State of Indiana. Our constitution and by-laws will be ready
within a few days and 1 shall be pleased to send the same to any
club in our State, or to any of our friends on the outside.

H. T. Hbarskt, Sec'y Trap Shooters' League of Indiana.

Cobweb Gun Club.

New York, March 4.—The weather to day was perfect for live-bird
shooting, and the attendance at the Cobweb Gun Club's grounds,
Baychester, was large in consequence. The winners in their respect-
ive classes were: Class A, M. B. McDonnell; Class B, Charles Don-
nelly ; Class C, Charles Ditmar.
We have received quite a number of advance entries for the Cob-

web handicap, March 19, 15 birds, $15, $.500 guaranteed, birds extra;
among the list of entries is the name of E. D. Fulford. Programmes
will be mailed on application to the secretary, George W. Thompson,
,Ir., Cobweb Club, 3a77 Third avenue, New York city.

To-day's scores follow:

Class A, 30yds. Ties at 3 birds:

M B McDonnel 1 33232—5 112

F Hendrick 22113-5 02

PF McKeon 11110—4

Class B, S8yds.:
Chas Donnelly 81111—5

Class C, 27yds.:

Chas Ditmar, 10032- 3 322
HMifier 00112—3 01

G O Barker . , . . . .((3203-3 0«

F AKerker,.
C Zorn
EMiher...,:,

.S1102-4
.,,,....1302»-3

, . . .3011W

122 WmCashan 32212—5 1»1

G Thompson 3O0OO—

1

A C Baige 0««00^

Geo. W. Thompson, Jr., Sec*y.

Pawtuxet Gun Club.
Pawtuset. B. I., Feb. 37. -The scores given below were made to-

day by members of the Pawtuxet Gun Club, who indulged in a little

practice at the trap. A good illustration of what practice will do in
this way can be seen in the scores made by Mr. Root, who is a be-
ginner, never having shot at the trap before a month ago, and who
has shot very little in the field. Mr, Root is a new memoer of the C.
F. Pope Gun Company. The scores made were as below;
W^ H Sheldon ,„.... imilllllllllllUlllUU—25
F Arnold nillOlllOlllonijOOlllll—20
H Badminton , 0110111110111011101011101—18
A Hawkins .001100111101110001101011 1—15
W Horton 1 1 1 1 001 1 llOOOOOOOllOlOOOl—12
H Horton :. 0100000111100011011000101-11
R C Root 10111010111011111111011111011111101111101011001101-38

10110011101111100111011011101101110100101101000111-33
110101110011011101011 —14

J, R. Sheldon, the seven-year-old son of W. H. Sheldon, made the
following scores, usinga .44cal. shotgun, the targets being thrown by
band:
Twenty-five singles ....1111110111111011111111111—23
Five pairs u...... ...H 10 11 U H— 9

Pawtoxbt.
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IN NEW JERSEY.
AT ELKWOOD PABK,

Feb f7 —To-day's programme called out a good attendance at the
Elkwood Part traps. Among those present were Irby Bennett and
Ferd Van Dyke, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co, ; Frank
Class and James Timmons, of Morristown, N. J. ; A. L. Ivlns, Hank
White, Joe Baker, T. W, Morfey, of Palerson, etc. Ferd Van Dyke
ran 23 straight before losing a bird, and during the afternoon scored
altogether SO out of 81 shot at. He was the only one to score 15
straight in the main event, No, 4, the Avenel handicap, 15 birds, $12,
birds included. Ivins started badly, losing 5 out of the Ift shot at in

the handicap; he then pulled himself together and shot in something
like his old form, scoring 17 straiia;ht in the last two mlss-and outs.
Morfey shot well, but was unlucky, losing his birds at the wrong
time. Class scored 32 out of 37 shot at. Scores in all events (every-
thing being $5 miss and-outs except No. 4) were:

No. 1. No. 2. No. .3. No. 4.

T W Morfey (39) ,
2 '2 -m 2^2312Ual3^v232—14

P Daly (38) ^ 210 22220 120 2v2i2.'122l 12022—14
JBaker(28) 212 221110 21imi!lUOilOO-12
Irby Bennett (28) S0322 im
Frank Class (^9) 11220 10I01S22I0-2212^—12
F Van Dyke (59) 223222 322222^2]222222-l6
H White (28) 221:211 I?0]22ni22i211- 14
ALIvins(28) ... 0223J202imiOO-10
.Tas Timmons (28) 2220v0^a2i22i20-13
Jones (28) 1122102U 0il22—13
Hooper (28) 102003223112121—12

No. 5. No. 6.

Daly (28) 222220 (28) . . . .113222222
Haines (2fi) 21112220 (28). . . 0
Morfey (29) mm (^9),.., 222222322
White (281^) 122120
Van Dyke (293^) 220 C^H).. 22222£

0

Class (29) . 23223282 (29>6). .222:^22220

Ivins (28) n>S2m (28I4)
. .233212232

Jones (28) 0 (28), .. .213310
Walters (28) 20 ('8). , . .23i.O

Bennett(28) 20 (28).... 2120
Baker (28) 0 (t «)....

0

March 3.— Ij. T. Duryea and H. B. Gilbert, both members of the
T..archmont ( lub, New York, shot a 100-bird race on the new grounds
at Elkwood Park to day. Gilbert practisally lost the match in the
first 25, when he could do no better than score 18 to Duryea's 21, being
thtis 3 birds behind. In the next 75 rounds they scored 08 to 67 in
favor of Duryea. Scores were:

. L T Duryea (3i) 1123030212032212211210222- 21
23^222321221122231 '211120-24
1 ] 23032203 1 8321 ] 23S2 1 1 231- 23
230 1 21 11 1 1 20!02 1 21 1232230- 3 1—89

' H B Gilbert (31) 0132220231S0230222010--230-18
1 22 '2S22 '2222223!i2«3023^2- 24

1200I2)02323ni220i23l23ii- 31
k-0 J20i22i202222211122i211—i3 - 80

March A.—To-day the main attraction was the McKinley Handicap.
In this event Daly was the winner. Scores were:
McKinley Handicap, 12 birds:

J Daly, Jr (28) ... .221023122122-11 T W Morfey (39)... 021121221020- 9

J Q KQOwlton (28J223023222S022—10
Miss-and-outs, $5 each, were shot as follows:

I

Events: 1334567 89 10
.Morfey....... 3364044.753
' Daly 2 5 4 4 S 3 3 1 4 .

.

Knowlton. 151 5 313742
1 Conklin. , 1 4.. .. 1.. .. 5,. ..

[
Price 2 4 4

I
March 6.—The attendance at Elkwood Park to-day was not as large

as might have been expected. A good list of events, however, was
shot off, Walters doing the best work, scoring 23 out of 24 shot at.

, Scores were:
No. 1. No. 2.

r Hj^land (-30) 2121223111221221100012123-22 002i221220 -7
E Becker (28) ; 0112210110112111010100121-18 1120312302-8
F Becker (28) 02100031003il0u3a0001200—12 02i001COOO—

3

Thomas (-W) 101023310000211211w
Seven miss-and -outs were shot by Thomas and Walters, the latter

winning all but one.
No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.

Thomas (i8) 21211030 0 0 0 2 1 13J2210 110

, Walters Ci^8) 21212031 2 1 3 0 221222233 222

ARLINGTON SHOOTING ASSOCIATION

2''e6. 2J.—Below ai e the scoies made by members of the Arlington
Shooting Association on the club's grounds to day (Washington's
Birthday):

Events: 18 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7

A Crawford., 5 3 5 5 3 4 5 J Chatellier . . 2 H 5 4.. 7 2
KM Woods,. 5 7 8 6 5 .. 8 De Month... 1 6 3 5.. 7 3
J Sickles.,,., 9 7 8 6 4 .. 5 Montgomery. 0 I 3
Chasmar.."... 0 4 3 1.... 4 Brock 0 0 ..

Gibson 3 3 4.. 5 3 Rooney..,, 0
E Walters.... 8 8 9 8 9 9.. Orowell a

MHerriDgton 6 6 6 10 .. 8 6 King 0 0 0 ,,

Simpson 5 4 5 5 ., 4 2 H Woods 4 4 3 ..

Stratton 3 4 2 5 .. ., 2 Bush 3 3 3 3 .. 5 4
Q. H. Frapwbll, Sec'y.

ANNIB OAKIBY DBPSATS FKANK KLEINZ.

Feb. 27.—Below are the .scores made to day in the 50-bird match
between Miss Annie Oakley and Frank Kleinz, of Philadelphia. Miss
Oakley vron by 1 bird. The birds were too mucn for the shoolers,
being a very fast lot indeed. About 300 people were present to see
the match:
Annie Oakley 2322»n.2Ml«102220222023-]8

000121.,'0032322123132.12i—1 8 - 36
Prank Kleinz 212001u2232222U0232010;il—18

10020321.01 3:^022002222113-17-35
. Note —The above score was received too late for our issue of March
6. In mailing it to us Charlie Zwirleln says (speaking of the quality
of the birds) : "1 would like to see some of the cracks from Carteret
and Larchmont come up on March 4 and try some of the birds."'

BKRGBN COUNTY GUN CLUB.

I March 3.—The Bergen Cotmty Gun Club, of Hackensack, announced
l-a lOO-target event for to day's programme. The conditions were: ICO
targets, unknown angles, extra allowance o£ targets to shoot at, $2
entrance, targets extra at 1 cent each, four moneys, Eose system;
optional sweep of 50 cents on each 25 targets. That the conditions

,
were popular is fully proved by the fact that fifteen shooters took
part in tne event, although the weattier was far from promising.
A fog, accompanied in the morning by a sUght rain, hung over the
Hackensack meadows and made the prospect as gloomy ag possible.
When the main event was about half over a strong but fitful wind
sprang tip and played havoc with score.?. At times it was quite im-

i

possible to gauge the flight of the targets accurately, the bad light
' making it harder shooting than usual.

I

The position of Capt. A. W. Money at the close of the race was de-
cidedly popular, and was well deserved, the Captain having spoiled a
straight in the first 25 by losing his last target, and running s5 straight

I (the only one made) in his third string. With the aid of their bandl-
1 caps eight out of those in for money drew down money out of the
I purse, quite a good showing notwithstanding the erratic shooting of
' home of the men The handicaps were awarded by Messrs. Pentz
and Horlon, the latter the club's hard-working captain. Their
figures were based upon a man's supposed percentage, and enough
targets were added to be shot at to permit of his running up to 100, the
highest possible of course, provided he shot up to his form. We re-
commend this style of handicapping in preference to any other, for
the reason that it gives more men a chance to get in for money and
take down something than any other system, but it would be totally
inapplicable under any system for dividing purses other than the
Rose system or the Equitable system. It mignt do if the conditions
were -'high guns," but altogether we nail our colors to the mast for
the Rose system in all similar events.
The hustling- work lor this shoot was done as usual byE. G. Hor-

ton, aided, by Van Kem-en; C. E. Dawson, of course, was the referee,
and time and again his best eyes were needed to see "small pieces"
in the bad light. The fumes, too, from the gunpowder were annoy-
ing to the throat, »he fog causing what little smoke there was to hang
around the platform; hence Dawson's voice at the finish was not
what it was at the start. The traps worked well, there being really
very little breaking. The Bergen County Club has a capital set of
trapper boys, who seem to enjoy their work, and who do it well and
quickly. An electric bell from each trap gives warning at the score
immediately a trap is ready after a broken target has been thrown
aud refused. The conveniences of this appliance, and the saving in
lung power, are so great that it is strange more clubs do. not install
a. similar system. The free lunch served by the club was, as usual,
gooa and highly aiapreeiated.
Among the gnooters w^ere P. H. Mason and Harry P. Dain, who had

come down from Peekskill, N. Y., to take part in this shoot. Otheis
present were Capt. A. W. Money, ot the American E. C. Powder Co.;
Ed. Taylor, of the Laflin & Raua W-A Powder Co. ; Gus E, Greiff, of
Von Lengerke & Detmold, the United States agents tor Schultze
powder; J, Hildreth and Ferd Van Dyke, ot the Winchester Repeat.

ing Arms Co.; Neaf Apgar, shooting Austin powder: F. Sinnock, the
holder of the Recreation cup, which he won on these grounds with a
score ot 94 on Feb 10 last; 0. C Hebbard, whoso name is best known
in connection with the Empire Target Co., althouKh he is no v kf>ep-
ing house at 310 Broadway, and sells L.C.Smith guns under Fred
Quimby's instructions; Chris Wright, a raitling good live bird shot,
who hails from Paterson, N. J.; W. M. Smith, of the South Side and
Forester gun clubs, of Newark; Van Keuren and J, H. Blauvelt,
both members of the home club.
As stated above, Capt Money won first place; his score, including

his allovrance, was 98. Close after him came Edwards (practically
the scratch man) and Charlie Hebbard, tied for second place on 97;
Neaf Apgar and Ffrd Van Dyke tied for third on Mf ach; fourth
place was filled by Ed. Taylor, P. H. Mason and H. P. Dain with 93
each. Eleven of ibe entrle.s went into the optional sweeps on each
25, These sweeps resulted thus:

First 25: Money first with 24, Edwards and Sinnock second with 23,
Apgar third with 21.

Second 25: Edwards and Sinnock first with 24, Apgar and Mason
second with 2^, Van Dyke, Money .nud Dain third with 21.

Third 25: Money first with 25, Edwards second with 24, Van Dyke
third with 32.

Fourth 25: Apgar and Taylor fl-st With 22, Van Dyke and Wright
second witb 21, Edwards, Sinnock, Greiff, Mason and Dain third witb
20.

The purses in the opUonals were all divided under the Rose system.
It will be noticed that in he fourth So nine out of the eleven in the
sweep drew money.
In addition to the lOO-target event several 10 and 15-target events

were shot, somewhere in the neighborhood of 3,0J0 targets (blue-
rocks) being thrown during the day. Scores in the handicap event
follow:

Capt Money.. iiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiioioiiiiiniiiniiiiioiinoi -45
(12) iiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiinoioiioiiiiiiioonmoin-44

moiioiuio — 9-93
F S Edwards. lllllllOlllllllllllOlllOIlllimilllinilllOltllll 46

(8) niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiooiiiiiiioiioiiiiioiim—44
11111011 — 7-97

C C Hebbard.OlllinOlllllllllllOllOllllOUllOlOlllliniOinilO -41
(15) iiiiioiiiiiiiiniioiiiioiiiniiiiiiiionoioiiioin-43

linlllOlllOlll —]3-97
N Apgar (10).l(i01101111lllllll01lllI1101111]1011110111111111111-43

11111(0111111111111 joooiiiiioiianiiinoiiioiiiii-42
lllllOllU —9-94

F Van Dyke.. lC011110011101111inni10I1010111111H100111111111—40
(11) lllllllllllllllllIlOUOlOJlOlllllllOllllllllOlllll-43

11111111111 . -11—91
Ed Taylor (IH)lUOlllllOllllOOO 0O111011OO10110ll0]OD0IO;01OO101-59

inininoiiniiiiiooiiioiiiiiioiuioiiiiiiiiiiiii-43
iioonnoionooioi —11-93

PHMa8onC14).ll01110lOn0101111111lll011'0110111111111in011111-4l
11011110111111111111110001111101011111011101110111—40
OimilOllllll —12-93

H P Dain (15). 11101011111010011011111111111111111110111110011101-41
loioioniioiininiiiiiiioiioiioiiiinooiiiiiiiiii—41
111011110111101 —12-93

F Sinnock (9). 11111111011101011111111111111101111111111111111111—45
11100110111111111091111111111111011111010010111111-40
110101011 — 6-93

C Wright (13). 11110011011101111111011100101101111010101111111000-36
11011111111110001100110111111101111011111111110111-40
010:010110110 — 7—83

G E GreifE (12)11011100111110111101011011110001111101111110111110-37
llllOjOlllUOlOllOOOOlOllllOOlllllOlllllllllOllOll-35
llllllllllll —12-84

Van Keuren..l011110t011100010I1010010I110101000110011100011001—27
(25; 11011100011111111010110101111011111111011111001111—38

OllOOniOllOOIllllOllOUl —17-83
W Smith (:5).0110110J0001inil011110111010010101101100001010111—29

OOlOllOOOlllOOOOlOlOOlllOlllOOlGllOlOlOOOOlOllllll—25
OlOOrOOOOOlOOOOl 11 1 1 1 1101 — 1 1 -65

J Hildreth (I9)00101000001]00010UllC01111110]0(:/001]OIinillllOll-S9
0110111101)0111100101101010010010001111111011111100—20
OllOOCOOOOOOlOO w — 3-62

=fj H Blauvelt.OCOOOlllOlOOOllOllOlOOOllOOlllllOOCOlOOIOOOlO.OOOO -30
01111010010000100llOi)1111110ll01111110000011101010- 38- 48

* Blauve.Et did not shoot his handicap. Edward Banks.

WESTFIKID GUN CLUB.

Jiarc/i A.—A new club was organized recently at Westfield, N. J., with
a list of thirty-three members. The following are the ofiicers of the
new club: President, C. P. Wilcox; Vice President, N. C. Sears;
Secretary, G. W. Peek; Treasurer and Captain, W. H. Chamberlin.
The club lias not yet gotten its grounds, but will shortly have some aa
good as any in the State. The mt-mbership roll contains the names
of men who have joined it with the intention of carrying out its ob-
jects, viz , for the purposes of encouraging trap-shooting and aiding
in the better protection of the fish and game of the State of New
Jersey.
A smalTpractice shoot was had to-day, the fnllowing scores being

made at 25 targets per man: W. H. Chamberlin 20, C. P. Wilcox 19,
Ohas. Btirtis 12, W. Burtis 7, G W. Peek, Jr. (only shot at 15) 10.

'

BOILING SPRINGS GUN CLtIB SHOOT.

Maroh 6.—The regular monthly club shoot of the Boiling Springs
Gun Cliab, of Rutherford, N. J., was held this afternoon in dull
weather. Notwithstanding the gloomy nature of the sky and the
raw dampness of the wind s;5 shooters took part in the club cup shoot,
21 out of the 25 being members of the club Among the guests were

. Ed Taylor, of the Lafiin & Rand W-A Powder Co. ; J, Hilnreth. of the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co. ; J. A. Banfa and Capt. E, G. Horton,
of the Bergen County Gun Club, of Hackensack.
The club shoot is at 50 targets, 25 at known angles and. 25 at un-

known angles, allowance of extra targets to shoot at, the allowance
being shot at unknown angles. Dr De Wolfe, who has of late been
striking a gait that is hard to beat when he has any allowance, won
the CHp with 47 out of 65 shot at, a good score under almost any con-
dition'!. Clo.se behind him were four scratch men: Edwards 46, Van
Dyke 45, Apgar and GreifE 44 each. Scores were:

("up shoot, handicap allowance of extra targets:

DrDeVVolfe(5) 11111101111110111011111011111101011111111111011111-43
01111 —4-47

Edwards (OV ..OllllllllOOlllllllllllinnnilllllllllllllliniOl-46
Van Dyke (0)..11100in01111011111111lllllI11111111111111101lini- 45
Neaf Apgar (0)011111111111111011011110, lllllOllOllllllllinillll-44
G E Greif? (0). llOlllllllllOllIlllllllllOlllOlOllllllIlllOlimil-44
F Krebs t.5;. , .11111110101111010011101100111111111101111111101111—40

11110 —4-44
T Baron (3), . .11111111111101101111011110011110110110011110111111-40

11 — 2-42
W H Huck (0).1011111111101111111111110101101111101101010U11111-41
*Bd Taylor, ...lllllllllllllOlOllOllllOlllOOlOllllOllllOllllinU-41
S Palmer (.5). ..11101101001101011110101111111011111110111110011011-37

10011 — 8—40
E Jeanneret(8)1111011110r001111101110110010111100111101011111001-34

11110101 — 6-40
*JABanta,.. .11001111111111101111111111101111011001010101101111 -;39
*E G Horton. ,01110111010111111111011101110011110111100110011111-3?
L Marvin (15), 11001100110000000111111101001000110001110111001001 -25

lllOlOlllOllUO -11-36
C R Wise (0). ,

.1011010101111011101111100111001101011110101110111-35
A Hegeman.,11100 OOOlllllUlOulOlllOllOlOllOOlOllllOOlllOaOO- 81

(9) 001100100 — 3-S4
P Adams (3), .01101110110011111101101111001111101010011001000110-31

001 — 1—32
*J Hildreth,. .11111110010010011100110100111100010011001111010110—29
Cutler (15;. . . .lOlOlOlOOlOOlOJlOOOOlOlOOllOOlOlOlOOOlOOlOCOOlOlOO-20

100100111100110 — 8—28
Snow (15) lOOlOlOOlOlUllOOlOOOOlOOOOOOlOOllllOOllOOOlOlCOlO—21

lOulonOOOOlOOl _ 6—27
P Just (15)....OJ00000001000010 lllOOlOlOOUllOllOlOCOOlOilOOOOlO-20

OIOOOOOUOIOJIO — 5-25
Broshart OOlllOOOOO.,0(j000000010000110C010'ill011100111010110-19
Black (8) OllOltOlOulCOOCOlOOOjOOOOlOOOltOOllOllOlOlOOllOOlC—17

COO 1 0000 _ 1—18
B James OlUOOOllOOllOOllOlOOlllO —14
Hartman OlOUOOCOOllOlOlOOlOlllOll —12

* Guests.

Broshart did not shoet his handicap allowance. >Iames only shot at
25 known angles, having to leave on business; Hartman took his
place and shot at the 25 unknown angles, this being his first essay at
bluerocks.
Eefore lunch, and while waiting for the same to be gotten ready,

Van Dyke and Edwards shot a little race at 15 experts and 5 pairs.
Van won easily, taking lunch as his opponent's guest. Scores follow:
Van Dyke lillllllllllin 11 11 11 11 10—24
Edwards 101111111110010 Of) 10 10 11 10—16

Edward Banks.

T Dutchy Smith's absence from the Jersey traps has been sorely felt
for some months. Dutchy has been very ill indeed, but is now'look-
ing and feeling very much as usual. He has lost a little weight, -we
understand, some :i(llbs or so, but that is causing him no anxiety, for,

as he says: "'Soon I get me some pleiity, then maybe I give you some
neitheri" All of which means that he'll soon be Bmasbtug targets %3
usual and taking all the moaer.

Riverton Gua Club.
Philadklphia, Pa , March 5.—Eight entries were obtained for the

Riverton Gun Club's 100 bird race to day on the club's grounds at Riv-
erton, N, J. Although J. P. Knapp, George Work and Fred Hoey were
absent, as well as 0. A. Macalester, the quality of the shooters ranked
quite highly. Among the number were G. S. McAlpin and L. T. Dur-
yea, from New York; D. A. Upson, from Cleveland, O.; T. S. Dando,
Count Langen, L. Finletter, R. A. Welch and R. Toland, all halhag
from Philadelphia.
Welch and (5ount Langen started off strongly, and at one time it

looked as if Welch was going to duplicate his victory at Larchmont,
He could, however, do no better than tie Duryea and Cieland for
second money on 9 i. McAlpin lost his 99th bird, throwing him out of
the money. The winner was rather a surprise party for the club
men, D. A. Upson, of Cleveland, runnin.g out with 91 to his credit,
scoring 4'" out of each 50, Finletter finished very strongly indeed,
scoring 54 out of the last 57 shot at, his 3 lost birds falling dead out of
bounds
The match was shot on two sets of traps, the "old grounds" and the

"river grounds," The eight entries were divided into two squads of
four each, one-half going to the "old grounds," the other half to the
"river grounds " Thus Upson, Welch, Dando and McAlpin shot their
first .50 birds on the "old grounds," Duryea, Langen, Finletter and
Toland shooting their i3rst 50 on the "river grotmds." When the
match was half over, the squads changed places. Judging from the
scores there does not seem to be as much difference between the two
grounds as is generally supposed. Below is a table showing the birds
scored on both sets of traps:

Old Grounds. River Grounds. Old Grounds. River Grounds.
Upson 47 47 Toland 44 44
Welch 47 45 . Langen 40 46
Duryea 4? 45 Dando 43 43
Finletter... .48 44 — —
McAlpin.,.. 46 45 m% 859

An analysis of the above figures shows, however, that on the "old
grounds" every shooter save one (Count Langen) either beat or
equaled his score on the "river grounds." The claim of the mem-
bers of the Riverton Gun Club that the "new" or "river grounds" are
the harder of the two seems to be well founded.
Scores in detail show flight of bird, number of trap as pulled, and.

result of each shot, as follows:

Trap score type -Copyright, isar, by Forest and Stream PuVUshing Co.

225313 13321444238 3 3312331
D A Upson (29) 2 20222^013 3 2221333333111 1—23

.T 3 15554553115112 3 131 3 4531
^^^^t.^^.^H^^H4.^-^i^H^'\t^^'i^2323al221223332lll323310 2-24

14 2 5 14 3 2 2 113 3 8 4 1112 4 13 15 2

3»13 12 3»3323220223232233 2—23

2434223 5 42435431421444315
2,8 8333122233233023222222 2-24-94

1 3 1 3 1 2 3 1 5 4 3 1 2 3 .5.3 1 5 5 5 3 3 1 3 1

R A Welch (30).l 22212SJ2221S5222312 3 133333-25
3324144 3 14553513 241322524
S\\ N\ N/i T t t"^<-T /NN i 1^ \->122222»a«11233Ull2133131 2—23

182332 3 1131 5 2413325 5 3 3 412

31220123332211«»322llols2 2—21

5224415 541223352 5 14451541
^ 4. t -^"^.^ \N T t N t ^''H*-^ T T ^ H233231111021133222323333 S!-24-93

314 5 11212 8 133353435145121
LT Duryea (80).3 1 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 0 1 32 33. 3-23

55154412542215 414113 23354
22»3al2121»222>il3323022l2-23
3125152131314 5 3 11213 45 8 41
t T T <-<— T ->-»*-«-^<-T T N322 2 23.332313313333 3 3221 3—21

242555515121413 3 13115 4143
133220332312023 2 33 3 2 2 3 3 8 3—33—93

4211441313 515142245431331
LFinletter (30).3 2325J32303^3333 2 3323«332 3—23

3 5 41431328224363541824333
• 2022322223323233U33JJ3.2 2-21

4 5424135553414253 26 33 2442
332.123 3 282283323332232 2 3—24

3 5 8 14 3 3 3 8 5 5 4 3 12 12 2 2 4 13 2 4 1

88332»a33«33333 2 3333<S3«J3 a—34—93

155416123111344413 48555 13

GSMcAlpin(80)3 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3»d2333 2 3—fS
33 3 55533114414634144 3 4511

3320 2 3»23222323232.a33 2 332-23
4813 113124422153134423115
83 3 332333233al30 2 2 333222 0—23

22134412 4 3 453 3 141231 3 2 3 4.

S

3883SJ2332223«323202 2 «3 3U 3—28-91

143143341122.J 412135344244
<—» i T T .f"^ 4. t <-^/^ t T T <-.^ i -»<—

*

E Toland (Vi). ..3 323»33013»222333«2 2 2323 1—21

832113241513 3 411331133821
<-t 1 4. T 4- -^--^ <-<-^ T828022811233810321113133 3-23

3 311454255122 :^ 4134 3 3 335 3 5
tf-^<-/'/->t->^<-T ? T/'<-^/^-*T<-T->T T
3 33131123123031321332032 3-33

1512115342521214832238813
2231213^ 2 103 2 320202323 2 • 3-21-88

554332532 4 53225413143214 3

C't Langen (26).l 2112113233xi313313233383 3-25

4155582414424342444432415
2023 1033310333«333322333 2—21

8 154441213313435 3 3 5452211
-*<-^-»t t<-t 4-^ T<--^/'<-4./'^i^<^:i.*-<-Ta8o021223013013331122«32 0-20

143413 5531145423 3 25121244
023203asi012 3 20128 3 l3 323« 3—20-£6

5112183113832111151223125
t N^<- ? ^ N N^^- 4. N\\ H ? -Ti \NT

T S Dando (.30).« 221«312l33132223a331133 1—23

424 3 133425543313 15213224 3
/» T Ni^i'/^ N/^/'-^'^ N ? ? N\.s" HJTNX/'

T

3lllU312 8l3 3u«1281310301 2—20

441521512143 3 3 54135 3 32143
N.rN^^Ni/'/'-^tTt—^^Z- 1/<

—

1U1111»-.J 133211121213«820 1—21

14 6 13 2 2 13 14 8 15 4 14 2 5 13 13 3 1
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ON LONG ISLAND.
ACME GUN CtUB.

March 3.—The Acme Gun Club has been reorganized under its old
name, and proposes to hold a target shoot at Dexter Park on the first
Tuesday of every month. It seems hard to get Long Islanders inter-
ested in target shooting, and as a consequence only eight members
took part in the club's first club event tbis afternoon. The scores
were as follows, Job Lott winning with 18 out of 20:

Club shoot, 20 targets, known traps and angles:
Job Lott. .11111111110111111101- 18 J Banzer.. 10010011000011110001— 8
T Short. ...11111111101101110111-17 G B HDlersnOlOOOIlOOOllOOlOOO— 8
E J Clark..llllllllll0100001111—16 H LippackOlOlOOOOOOOl01010011— 6W Sands . .00111100100100100110— 9 J Linck. .. .00100000000010100001— 4

OONBY ISLAND BOD AND GUN CLUB.

March 3.—Only six members of the Coney Island Rod and Grun
Club turned out at Dexter Park this afternoon for the club's monthly
live-bird snoot. The club event is at 7 birds, and in tbis event W. H.
Lair (30) and Dr Rsynor (26) tied for first on 6 out of 7. On the shoot-
oflE Lair won with 3 to 2. Scores were:W H Lair (30) 21022i2—6 J B Voorhees (29) 1110220—5
Dr Raynor (26) 2022121 - 6 J Schlieman (28) 2010120-4
H Knebel, Jr (30) 1082110—5 HMcLaughiin (27) 0101100-3
A 5-bird sweepstake resulted thus: Lair 5, Voorhees 5, Raynor 4,

Schlieman 4, Knebel 3, McLaughlin 2.

CRESCENT GUN CLUB,

Mardh i.—There was a very small attendance at the monthly live-
bird shoot of the Crescent Gun Club at Dexter Park this afternoon.
Of the four members present, G. E. Loeble was the only one to make
a decent showing in the club event at 7 birds, he winning the event
with 6 out of 7, losing his last bird. Scores were:
G E Loeble 2222220-6 L O Hopkins .20001 wW J Passmore 0300^0—3 W D Gilman 0200

w

A sweep and team races filled iip the balance of the.afternoon, the
scores in these being as below:
No. 1. Sweepstakes at 3 live birds, then miss-and-out, all 28yds.:

E. H. Lott 2, L. C. Hopkins 2, W. J. Passmore 2, G. E. Loeble 1.

Shoot-off, miss-and-out: Lott 1, Hopkins 0, Passmore 0.

No. 2. Team match at 3 live birds, $2, birds extra, all 28yds.:
Loeble's team: G. E. Loeble 3, E. H. Lott 3, W. J. Passmore 1; total

7. Gilman's team: W. D. Gilman 2, John Sullivan 2, L. C. Hopkins
3; total?. Shoot-ofl, 1 bird each: Loeble's team 3, Gilman's 2.

No. 3. Same. Gilman's team: W. D. Gilman 2, John Sullivan 3, L.
0. Hopkins 0, Dr. Littlefield 2; total 7. Loeble's team; G. E. Loeble
1, E. H. Lott 3, W. J. Passmore 1, '>Blind" 2; total 7. Shoot-off, same
as above: Gilman's team 7, Loeble's team 5, withdrew on last round.
No. 4. Same. Gilman's team: W. D. Gilman 2, John Sulhvan 8, L.

C. Hopkins 1, Dr. Littlefield 2; total 7. Loeble's team: &. E. Loeble 2,

E. H. Lott li W. J. Passmore ,1, "Blind" 1 ; total 5.

No. 5. Team race at 3 birds: Dr. Littlefield 3, E. H. Lott 1; total 4.

G. E. Loeble 8, Hopkins 0; total 3.

NEW UTOBCHT GUN CLUB.

March e.—Warren H. Thompson, a new member of the New Utrecht
Gun Club, won the club shoot to-day at live birds on the Woodlawn
grounds after a shoot-off with C. Furgueson, botn men having scored
10 straight in the event. Thompson won the shoot off by scoring 2
to 1. The scores in the main event were;

C Furgueson (30) .... 1222222232—10 J Gaughen (28) £022022222- 8
W H Thompson (27).1132111U2—10 J A Bennett (29) 02^2022021 - 7
N E Money (8&) 1011218222— 9

Class B.
ConnyFurgueson(27)2210212221- 9 Dr Littlefield (30).... 1011002032— 6

F A Thompson (29).. 2010201122- 7

Two miss-and-outs and two 5-bird sweeps were shot during the
afternoon, the results being as below:
No. 1, miss-and out: J. A. Bennett 3, Money 2, F. A. Thonapson 1.

No. 2, same: J. A. Bennett 5, N. E. Money 5, F. A Thompson 2.

No, 8, 5 birds, club handicap: Money 4, W, H. Thompson 4, Conny
Furgueson 4, P. A. Thompson 4, J. A. Bennett 4, John Gaughen 4,

Cornelius Furgueson 8.

No. 4, same: Money 5, F. A. Thompson 4, Bennett 4, Cornelius
Furgueson S, Conny Furgueson 3.

ORESCENT ATHLETIC CLUB, OF BROOKLYN.

March 6,—The attendance at to-day's stoot on the Bay Kidge
grounds was not as large as other shoots of the Crescent Athletic
Club have proved to be in the past. Out of the seven events shot,

four were merely practice shoots, with D. (Seddes and H. C. Werle-
man as participants. Geddes made the best record of the day, man-
aging to get to the top of the list in each event decided. Scores were:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 3 3 4 5 G 7

D Geddes..... 17 16 19 23 21 21 23 C A Sykes 15 19 19

H Werleman. 8 7 11 13 10 10 8 G Notman 14 15 20

BROOKLYN GUN CLUB.

March e.—Only two members of the Brooklyn Gun Club were pres-
ent to-day at the club's grounds. Liberty avenue and Enfield street.

These two were H. P. Toler and F. Floyd-Jones. To pass the time
away they shot a race at 50 targets, Toler winning by 2 breaks.
Scores were:
H P roler OOlOOlllOlOlOOlllllOlllOlOlllUOIOOlIlOOllllOlOOlO-ag

F Floyd-Jones. . . .10110110111010111010101011010110100101010100101000—37

EMERALD GUN CLUB.

March 5.—The annual meeting and election of officers of the Emer-
ald Gun Club was held this evening at 9 Madison street, New York
city. The officers elected for this year are: President, Wm. Amend;
First Vice-President, Dr. Wm. Riehter; Second Vice-President, Chas.
Stuetzie; Recording Secretary, Emil Weiss; Financial Secretary, Jos.

Banzer; Treasurer, John H. Moore.
The distribution of prizes, which was also a part of the regular busi-

ness at this meeting, was made as follows:
Average, Average,

Prize. Points. Percent. Prize. Points. Per cent.

1 RPhister 23 93 8. .Gus Greiff.... 16 98

2..CW Floyd.,.. 23 88 9..EJClark 16 83
3,.JohnWoelfel. 20 72 10..Wm Sands. . .. 15 80
4..Gu8Nowak... 19i^ 84 11..GE Loeble ..15 80
5..HPPes8end'n 17W 84 12.. Emil Weiss.., 15 83
6..Wm Amend.. 173^ 80 13..FW Place..., 14}^ 80

7..Job Lott 16" 85 14..GKBreit 2 43

Mr. Breit's prize was donated for the lowest number of points. The
club's boundary will now be EOyds. instead of 80,

Warren Gun Club.

Warren, O., Feb. 25.—The Warren Gun club opened the 1897 Pea-

son to-day with its first club shoot, the scores of which are given
below. On account of the inclement weather—a blinding snowstorm
driven by a gale of wind directly in the faces of the shooters—the
scores are not very high.
At our last club meetuig we decided to put up the elegant silver cup

won by our team in the Pennsylvania and Ohio Border League con-
tests last season for an individual trophy. It will become the per-
sonal property of the member who wins it five times. We have tried

to equalize this contest by giving a handicap allowance of from 1 to
8 misses as breaks to some contestants. On this occasion it was won
by E. A. Biery, who broke 21 out of 25 targets shot at, which with his
allowance of 5 gave him the highest possible score.

Cup contest, handicap allowance of misses as breaks:
E A Biery (5) llOlllOllllllllllOUllllO-21+5 - 26

J W Nonneman (0). ..... , OOllllllllllOOlUIlllllll —21
A J Sutcliffe (5) .0101111011101110111001100—16-f5 - 21

C L Schoonover (0) IIOOOIIOIUOIOIIOIUIIIII —18
RWEwalt (0) 1111011110000111001111011 —17
H Miller (3) 0001111011001001111010110—14+3 -17

T G Dunham (2) 1000101010101011101101200 -13-|-2—15
Another S5-target event resulted as follows: Schoonover 20, Non-

neman 18, Ewalt and Biery 17, H. Miller 15, Sutcliffe 13.

R. W. Ewalt, Sec'y,

Baltimore Shooting Association.

Baltimore, Md., Feb. 24.—The team race at 50 birds per man,
Johnson-Simm vs. Bonday-Jamison, was the main event on to-day's
programme, the cup contest being again postponed until March 13,

The first-named pair won the race with 79 to 76, Jamison losing his
last 5 birds just when he and his partner looked sure winners. Scores
were:
Johnson. . . . . .08022121022002302122212321212102212232223232022202—41
Simm 12222231221222220«11222021201120100202022021203202-38—79

Jamison 231320022220123222232C02S202203221201222»120200000-36

Bonday 22332021120120222111020021121«»1222I20122222203223-40 -76

No. 2, 10 birds, $7 entrance, ties shot off in next event: Simon 9,

Dupont 9, Jamison 7, Jackson 9, McCormick 9, Gent 9, Bonday 8,

Malone 8.

No. 3, 1 birdg, ^5 entrance : Simon 7, Dupont 7, Jackson 7, McCormick
6, Gent 5, Bonday 6, Malone 4.

No. 4, $3, miss-and-out: Dupont 1, Jackson 3, Jamison 3, McCormick
1, Simons.
No. 6, same: Dupont 5, Jackson 1, Jamison 4, McCormick 3, Simon

Trap-Shooters* Leagrue of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 6.—The first tournament of the newly-

organized Trap-Shooters' League of Philadelphia was held to day on
the grounds of the Florists' Gun Club at Wissinoming Station. Eleven
teams competed in the team race, the teams consisting of six men to
a team, and each man shooting at 25 targets, known angles. The race
was won by the Independent Gun Club with 188 out of 150. In second
place came the Penn Gun Club with 119. The Florists were third with
116. Scores were

:

^o^^^^P®"**®"* Gfun Club: I. Wolstencroft 28, H. Landis33, W.Wilson
22, W. H. Wolstencrof1 33, H. Ridge 31, H. Thurman 17—1S8.
Penn Gun Club: J. Yost 33, Wood 31, Bitter 31, Smith 20, P. Yost 19,

Gross 15-119.
'

Florists' Gun Club: C. D. Ball 31, G. Anderson 20, S. P. Life 20, J. W.
Colflesh 19, J. Burton 18, A. B. Cartledge 18—116.
Silver Lake Gun Club: Ford 23, Apker 31, Woodsteger 20, Vincent

18, Mink 17, Hahn 13-111.
f> '

Glen Willow Gun Club: J. Cowan 32, C. Weinman 19, W, Butler 17,
W. Cowan 17, C. Sturm 15, J. Innes 11—104.
Boxborougn Gun Club: G. McFalls 31, W. Free 19, J. Taggert 18,

H. Blundin 16, R. Gilmore 16, Q. Lancaster 14-104.
Southwark Gun Club: Thompson 20, Timme 30, La Rue 18. Stoffer

16, Leaming 15, O'Brien 13-102.
Forest Gun Club: G. G. Frances 20, Morison 18, Baum 18, Hothersall

18, Morgan 11, Van Nort 11—96.
Frankford Gun Club: H, George 18, J. Crowther 16, D, D. Mercer

16, W. Lesher 15, G. Radchffe 15, B. Bourne 9 -8a.
^- Club: Kistler 18, Freed 18, Cooper 16, Tuthill 13, Steel

13, Conkim 6-85, .
i

Wayne Gun Club: Soistman 23, Seidel 18, Treadway IB, Emory 12,
Connell 9, Green 7-8a.

" J'
>

s ^

Several sweeps were shot during the day, all events being either at
known or unknown angles. Scores were:
Events: l S S U B 6 7 8 9 10 11 1$ IS Jk 15 IB 17

Targets: 10 10 15 10 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 15 10 10 15 10 10

Angles: KUKKKKUKU KKUKKKUD
Thurman . , - 10 7 14 7 10 9 8 13 12 10
Landis 8 8 14 10 7
Ridge 8 8 14 8 10
Houpt 10 8 13 8 10
Hothersall 7 8 13 6 9
Treadway 6 8 11 5 4
Burton 6 7 7 7 ..

Anderson..,,....,,,. 7 9 9 6 10
Johnson...,,..,,,,.... .. ,. .. ., ..

Ross
Smitli...
P North,,
Craig. . ,

,

• >.4...4.,.i a *..

9

. . 12 14
8 13 ..

10 .. 14
8 10 12

9
6

8 13 10
8

8

9 8 10 13 7
7 9 .. .. 5

6 8
'9

8
6 14 13
5 6..

9 8..
6

7 9 11 7 8

9
9

.. 12
8 .. ..

9 .. .,

7 9 11
8
9

8 11 10

8 9 13 10 7 .. 13 7
5 .. 10
4
5 6 9 8
5 5 11 .. 8 7 9 6 6
5
6 8 6
9
6
4 4 8

13 9 8 13 8 9

6

0 -

.

3

5 «

W Wolstencroft 9 15 14 10
I Wolstencroft 8 13 .. ..

Cowan .. 14 7
La Rue ,..,.*.„ 11 8 8 14 9 7 14 8 6
McFalls .. ., i, .. ,. 7
Mink 4
Force... 9
Wilson. , .. ., 7,
George .. ,, ..

Bourne , , , 4
Ford.... 7 13 10
Simons...... 14
Mack ., ,, .. .. ., „,..>.. .. 12
Weiman. , .. ... ., .. 13
O'Brien 7
Bell 6
Harris 8
Kennedy , 11

Butler 7
Vincent . . 12
Steel .. ,. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 13
Morison , , .. .. 3 ..

Van Nort........,.,,, , ., ,. .. 7 ..

Davis................. .. .. ... .. .. 6 ..

8 9

9
7 ..

9 10 10
5 7.,

8 10 8

Ball i, ..

Soistman,, 9

Gilmoi-e ,. .. .. ,. S ..

Tuthill : 8
4Kriss V.

Brey,.
Myers,

7

J. K.

At Watson's Park.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 23 —A good many birds were trapped to-day at
Watson's Park, several shooters trying their hands for the sake of
practice. Scores made were as below:
Comley 112111111111011113112111121111-39

21 1 3101311111001 21 1 303 .'Ol 1 1001—23
Nuslv S32101301083210021001121101000-19

1001i;22101010110111101031 —17
Einfeldt 012100011121031211010101011320—20

1010110001 — 5

Fish *4 1 . i i f W- • i 1 0^000201000031031 102201000000 -13
Barnard. . . f*;..,,.,ii........ 003000010001110 — 6
Hollester. , . , ,,. tH 111111122111112 —15
Schuchardb,;, 2021110211 — 8

Veder J.,. 0031008001 - 4
Stannard 0222002032 — 6

Feb. 35.—Practice scores:

E G Rice 1123021130110110100202000 —] 5

Ed Bingham 3321102213113211111132032 -23
A W Adams 0100120121220211003032311 —17
H McMurchy 1011031111222001112312111 -23

Feb. !86.—Practice scores:

Grimes * ...... • 321331S331 32133

Neal ...... ... .... .iJ^. I. ... i .. ....... 1203133210J3220

Feb. 27.—The scores made to-day by members of the Garfield Gun
Club for the club's medal were:
R Kuss 8g013£0a012031100121—15
D E Russell „,.,..,.,...,.„,... .0010233221020^010010-11

S Palmer 3l022023222ai0120 ill-18

E E Neal 32232312222221211020-18

J M Young ,
0101022001 12 il230110-13

C E Oomley „..^.. 11000211012111012013-14

Dr Shaw ....00111221230000111130-13

F M Fish V...,.,.*,.*,.:,....,.* 02110110111200631311-14

T E Graham 0 i3222l00 2223^321 1 02—16
BW Wright ; 32023022222302332002—15

T P Hicks 21213121011112102000-15

Extra scores for last month not being present:

—15
—13

Dr Shaw...
T E Graham

...I 1 1 *

.

...1122S01120122021t0I0 -14
. .S13220-20132320^31120 -16

Palmer.

Pish....,
Cocoley.
Wright.,
Neal. . .

.

.11112—5
,00011—2 66220 -2 1113311321- 10
01000-1 8131310302- 8
20321-4 i6i32--4
..moi-i 030w'
,.22111—5 11111--5 1111112130- 9
01202 3 22033 -4

, 81033-4 0200J--2
31123-5 12213--5 1121131010- 8
00101-3 03111--4 OOllOiUlO- 6

March «.—To-day Col. Glover and R W. Wright shot a team race
with Eddie Bingham and E. S. Rice, 35 birds per man, at Watson's
Park. The colonel and Mr. Wright won by 39 to 87 as below:
Ed Bingham 01202131 101 U 101 12101111 1—20
E S Rice 0221010201023112103320120-17-37

B W Wright ... .32220g220300231023?28 2232 - SO
Col Glover 232;2022033200212a0212S10--19-39
Practice scores were as follows:

Col Emory 11202000320000101033—10 Col Glover. 1201 101 110 —7
RWWrighl3322213220 — 9

March S.—Fifty live birds per man

:

E S Rice . .
22220301SOaOl01002032000132203000100230220I0122330—29

Dr Carver 3.3011222202U-2i02232222COJ13002120ll0332221233311—41

Ed Bingham 1322010131321113023311310 —31

March ,4.—The following three-cornered match, 25 birds per man,
was shot here to-day;
Dr Frothingbam. .2322132022220001121139201—20

Dr Carver 2333123l23211120ini£8212-24

J H Amberg 31180383312333202033 W

March 5,—Pracfice scores shot to-day:
E S Rice.. 1002230300031101201120100—43

30311210102021100,20022201—16
1120010000203102200102100-12-43

Dr Carver .03101313>22211212i3031118—81
212)3I2121810103.20132!^3-22
32211100 w — 6-48

March 6.—Scores made to-day by members of the Long Lake Gun
Club were as below

:

Long Lake Gun Club.
E S Graham 2222O23=:00— 7 Neal 2131231123—10
C Strieker. .0900300201— 3 Thatcher 0220001100— 4
Russell 2220110201— 7
Score for^last month

:

E S Graham . * .2220322320-8
Practice scores were shot as foUows:

B W Wright 8302202223303202233280332220322—24
Doyer 2222S 011311211210200 —16
Grover „ ..032183223233138 —14
Hollester........ ..,,.0131232101 —8
DeWolf 3011t020101 —6
Goodrich... SllU —5

BAVELRin«,

Trap Around Pittsburg.
HAZKLWOOD GUN CLUB.

were made
to-day.on the grounds of the Hazelwood Gun Club:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3.
2322222—7 2302002-4
2233332—7 3232003-5

Stilley .....,....r.^ 3022282-6 2222022-6 0033033—4
03310 w

0382213-63211320-6
2(»2303-5 2203023—5

Shaffer 1013110-5 1132310—6 8010101-4
McPherson . ,

.

3023020-4 3202232-6 k220320-5
3221003-6
1002002—3

Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were 3 high guns, $5, birds extra.

March S.—The shoot to-day on the Hazelwood Gun Club's grounds
was a good one. The weather was fine and the birds very good flyers.
Scores were:

No, 1. No. 2.
Messner , 3332032220222322222330323-23 33032-4
Oliver 3x2002222203202333asi02032-19 23202—4
Munson 0222s2i220020333220202223- 19
Wllbert 02023i!0022233003202303022—15 023:0—3
Burehfield 230< '332323002220203 . 20222—18 22233—5
Jack. , . . 0.00200200223^00000822283—13
Stilley... ,7....... .3322002023^03302322023033—18 03023-3
Duke.

. . , , , , ,.„.„ . . ,8222000032200202220202020—14
Crossland ........ ,832002323203033323282223.3—21 32323—5
Keystone 23320^

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Asheville and Hot Springs.
Paradisb is said to be ''A place of bliss, a region of supreme felicity

or delight." Better terms cannot be used descriptive of Asheville
and Hot Springs, N. C, and yet the thousand attractions which exist
there must be seen to be appreciated. Situated in the heart of the
mountains, with the Smoky, Blue Ridge and Balsam ranges in sight,
is "The Land of the Sky," and one of the most beautiful spots in the
whole world. At a distance from Asheville, and forming a distinct
outline against the heavens, stands Mount Pisgah in all its glory and
magnificence. Western I«)ortti CaroHua is not a fau-y land, but a
country beautiful beyond description. In the trip over the Southern
Railway to these charming resorts nature's panorama is unfolded,
showing picturesque scenes of the grandest kind. It matters not
whether you view the mountains or gaze into vast depths or sylvan
glens, all you see inspire you with the glory of your surroundings.
Asheville is 2,300 feet above sea level. The climate is delightful the
year round. The air is never damp, and sunshine is prevalent.
There is where the invalid, business man and pleasure seeder come
to breathe the pure, invigorating mountain air.
A more delightful lime of the year cannot be found than to spend

the month of March in the mountains of western North Carolina,
Protected by the ranges of moimtaios on all sides, the disagreeable
March winds that are prevalent are avoided. The Southern Railway
operates a most perfect through-car service between New York,
Asheville and Hot Springs, leaving New York daily at 4:30 P. M., via
Pennsylvania, reaching Asheville next afternoon at 3 P. M. and Hot
Springs 4 P. M.
Full particulars regarding excursion rates to the resorts can be had

upon application to the New York office (371 Broadway) of the South-
ern Railway, who will give you all information regarding the resorts
located in tne glorious mountains of western North Carolina.—

j

Land of Snow to Royal Palms
Can be reached from New York within twenty-eight hours' ride on
the most superbly equipped vestibuled train via Pennsylvania R, R.
and Southern Railway. Three trains except Sunday every day in the
week between New York and Florida. The peerless New York and
Florida Limited leaves New York at 13:10 noon daily except Sunday,
giving a most perfect service. This train is composed exclusively of
Pullman dining, compartment, drawing-room, observation and sleep-
ing cars, and is operated solid between New York and St.- Augustine,
reaching the land of palms before dinner next day; or you can
leave New Y'^ork at 4:30 P. M.; through Pullman drawing-room sleep-
ing cars are operated between New York and Tampa; 13:15 A. M,
through Pullman drawing-room sleeping cars. New York and Jack-
sonville. Connections are also made on above trains for Augusta
and Aiken. The New York and Florida Limited also carries a Pull-
man drawing-room sleeping car New York to Augusta, New York
ofiSce, 271 Broadway.

—

Adv.

Salmon AND Trout Fishing Lbases.—Five-year leases of the exclu-
sive right of angling on a large number of the best salmon and trout
rivers and lakes of the Province of New Brunswick are to be let at
public competition at the Crown Land OfQee, Predericton, on
Wednesday, March 24. The salmon rivers embrace the famous
Bestigouche, which is divided into eleven sections of five or six miles
each; the Kedgwick, Patapedia, Upsalquitch, Jacquet, Renous, Dun-
garvon, Toblque and Green. Among the trout streams are the Poke-
nouche, Tabusintac, Bartibog and Upper Upsalquitch, and the South
Oromocto Lake. Particulars may be had from D. G. Smith, Fishery
Commissioner, Chatham, N, B., or Hon. A, T. Dunn, Surveyor-
General, Predericton.—^dv.

From snow to summer in a little over twenty four hours is a
quick and startling transition, but improved railway travel has ac-
complished it. Good roadbeds, handsomely-equipped trains, record-
breaking time make a trip from New York to Florida a pleasant one.
The Atlantic Coast Line via Richmond is one of the most popular
lines to tbe South. In connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad it

carries passengers in solid vestibuled, steam-heated and electric-
lighted trains, known as the "New York and Florida Special,"' from
Jersey City to Sc. Augustine in exactly twenty-seven hours. It also
has fast through car service to Aiken, S. C, and popular Georgia re-
sorts. The bureau of information is at 329 Broadway, N. Y.—Adv.

Down the Shenandoah, but up Broadway.
The Norfolk & Western Railway, Shenandoah Valley route, the

most picttiresque route to the Southern States, announces a change in
the location of its New York office. No. 487 Broadway (telephone,
18; 5 Spring) IS where J. E, Prindle, N. Y. Pass. Ag't, and L. J. EUi^,
the Eastern Pass. Ag't, of the Shenandoah Valley route, have now
hung out the shingles of the road they represent.

—

Adv.

Audubon's Birds.

Db. J. D. Usher, Siefiy Island, La , advertises for sale copies of
Audubon's ''Birds of North America," and Audubon & Bachman's
"Quadrupeds of North America,"—-4cly,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
North Woods Fishing Partv, Brooklyn.—A young man desires to

join, eitlier aiuflting or a fidhing party going to the North Woodg,
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Bear-Ixuntmg:, as a g-enefal rule, I do not think

would appeal to most sportsmen. It is rathet slow
work^ and one is often very inadequately reward-

ed for the time and trouble spent in hunting; up
bruin. There is hardly a portion of the moun-
tains where there are not evidences of bears^ but I

do not believe that in any locality they are espe-

cially abundant. They have been hunted and
trapped so long; that those which survive are ex-

tremely cautious. In my experience there is no
animal gfifted with a g:reater amount of intelli-

gfence, and, in this reg^ion, the hunter^s chief virtue,

patience to wait and stay in one spot, is sure to be
'

rewarded, sooner or later, with a good shot which
should mean success. Archibald Rogers.

THE NEW FOREST RE8EBVES.

In another column we print a letter from a Washington

correspondent, who takes exception to a recent editorial

in Forest and Stream on the new forest reservations, and

gives a number of reasons for his belief that the setting

aside of these new reservations will work injury to the

Western country and to its residents. This letter voices a

sentiment which is widely extended through the West,

and which is natural enough to people who imagine that

their interests are threatened. The alarm manifested,

however, is groundless, because it is based on an entire

misapprehension of the facts.

When the National Academy was requested to nominate

a committee of forestry experts, it was for the purpose of

examining the forests of the public domain, and preparing

a comprehensive plan Jbr' their preservation and care.

The first part of this work has been done. The forests

have been examined, and as a result the Commission has

recommended the establishment of the thirteen reserves

which we have enumerated. It is now continuing its

work, and has passed on to the second portion of it, that is

to say, to the preparation of a plan for the care of the

forests. After this plan has been worked out, it will recom-

mend legislation looking toward the preservation of the

forests and such use of them as shall make them of the

greatest value to the people of the United States, no matter

where they reside.

In considering the recommendations of the Commission,

it is worth while to remember that the men who compose

it are those of the very highest rank in their various special

fields ofwork. The Commission includes not only a trained

forester, but also an engineer, a geologist, a botanist, a min-

ing expert, a naturalist and a person familiar with our river

systems. With hardly an exception these men have for

many years been familiar with the Western country and

its needs. Several of them have spent more than thirty

years traveling North and South, and East and West, over

prairie and mountain, from the Pacific to the Missouri

River, from the Mexican boundary line south to Mexico.
'

They are thus neither "pilgrims" nor persons dominated

by a single idea, since they represent as many professions

as they do individuals, and since each one stands high in

his profession. It seems, then, reasonable to believe that

such men will take a broad view ofthe subject of our West-

ern forests, and will consider carefully not only how they

may best preserve these forests, but also how they may best

avoid working harm to persons of any class, or to the resi-

dents of any section.

Oar correspondent, and the dispatches published from

widely separated localities in the daily newspapers, talk

about the injmy to settlers, the injury to miners, and the

injury to stockmen, that will be worked by the establish-

ment of the forest reservations. We believe that these

people are all wrong, and that they say these wild things

merely because they do not understand the facts ofthe case.

We have it on the best authority—that of the Commis-
sioners themselves—that the Commission will recommend
that agricultural lands lying within the reservations

named shall be excepted, so that the settler who wishes to

do so may take up a claim of arable land within the reser-

vation just as he might have done before the reservation

was established; that miners will be allowed to prospect

and to mine on the reservations, and to cut timber for use

in their mines; that actual settlers will be allowed to cut

such timber as they may need for domestic purposes—that

is to say, for the building of houses and barnes, of fences

and corrals, and for fuel. But we may feel confident tha*

miners will not be allowed to burn the forests through

carelessness or by intention, and that individuals will not

be allowed to go on the public land and cutfor commercial

purposes the timber which belongs not to them, but to the

people at large.

Thus it will be seen that the rights of no individual are

to be interfered with; that no settler will be prevented

from taking ujj a ranch; that no prospector will be hindered

from searching for minerals, no miner from working on his

claim. All the temper, all the speeches and all the resolu-

tions which have been expended on this subject have been

uncalled for. They have been shots fired at a phantom.

No one who has long been familiar with the Western

country (and especially with the forests of Washington

and Oregon) can be ignorant of the enormous damage that

has been done by forest fires there, nor of the vast quan-

tity of timber that has been cut on Government land,

taken but, sawed and sold, without one penny of return to

the general Government. It is to put an end to abuses

such as these that the forests should be cared for. They
are to be protected, not in order that they may not be

used, but that they may be used, but used in an intelligent

way, and so may become to this Government what they

surely would be if they were in private hands: a source of

income, a part of the material wealth of the people.

It is worth while in this connection to recall what has

been the course of affairs in other forest reservations, set

aside in recent years. In such reserves no settler has been

disturbed, no miners have been interfered with. Instead

of this, settlers have carried on their ranches; built their

houses, barns, fe^nces and corrals, and pastured their cattle

on the reserves. Miners have prospected, established

their claims, sunk their shafts, run their tunnels and tim-

bered them. To none of these classes of individuals has

any injury ensued because of the setting aside of the

reseiwations.

It is necessary that such reserves should be established.

This is the initial step in a system of forest preservation

such as all intelligent persons must acknowledge that this

country needs. No one's rights can be encroached on

without legislation by Congress, and no legislation can be

enacted without a full discussion, in which each section of

our country will have a voice. Such alarm and apprehen-

sion as are expressed by our correspondent are uncalled

for. It would be better for the people du-ectly con-

cerned not to get excited about things of which as yet

little or nothing is known, but to wait until fuller infor-

mation shall enable them to form an intelligent opinion

on the subject.

In many comrnunities there has been ill-considered

agitation about these reserves, which does not at all reflect

the sober judgment of the general public. It may very

well be that much of this hasty talk comes from per-

sons who "go off at half-cock," and make speeches and

offer resolutions without at all knowing what they are

talking about. It must be remembered though that the

great body of the American people who are adults use

intelligence and reason, and do not, like little children

frightened by a stump bear, run shrieking away from a

danger that does not exist.

We urge the people of East and West alike to take a

temperate view of this subject of the new forest reserves

and to await the final report of the National Forestry Com-
mission before rushing to a conclusion that either the East

or. the West is to be ruined by the establishment of the

reserves. A priori, the facts are all in favor of wise recom-

mendations by a Commission made up of such men as is

this one; and we venture to predict with confidence that

in a few months those persons who are now making the

most outcry about the injury likely to be done will be the

most enthusiastic in favor of the plan which the Commis-

sion shall recommend.

FOR THE INDIGENl POOR.

It has been left for a New Jersey assemblyman to take

a step which will go far to compel for the game laws the

sympathetic indorsement of all charitably disposed citizens;

in one State at least no longer will be heard denunciations

of game protection as a system unjustly devised and main-

tained for the benefit of privileged classes. Henceforth the

game law of New Jersey may shine forth as a beneficent

provision for a deserving part of the community. Mr,
Ambruster has introduced in the Assembly at Trenton a

bill which runs:

It shul] be lawful for the board, body or authority having charge of

matter affecting the indigent but worthy poor to issue permits to said

poor to shoot game, birds, rabbits, catfish and quail, in order that they

may so provide for their sustenance and uo longer be a charge ©n the

municipality in which they live.

Is not one who is simply poor quite as much entitled as

one who is both poor and indigent to gather a sustenance

of wild game? Should the indigent poor have hunting

privileges refused the poor? Moreover, if the indigent

poor of New Jersey are ever to fill themselves with quail

and catfish, Mr. Ambruster's measure should carry with it

an appropriation for powder, shot, car fare, dog hire and

mosquito lotion.

SNAP SHOTS.

We regret that the New York (City) Association for the

Protection of Game should have considered it expedient

to compromise with the market men as to Section 249 of

the game law, permitting the sale ofgame the year around.

As we understand the case, the Association was moved to

recommend a compromise, because President Gilman, of

the commission men's organization, gave out that he owned

the legislative committees, and any new legislation ap-

proved by those committees would be only such as he, their

boss, might sanction. Before accepting Mr. Oilman's re-

presentations, it would have been the part of prudence for

the Association to inquire whether or not he really did

carry the Albany committees in his pocket. There is a

possibility that he was bluflBng, and there is a probability

that the Senate and Assembly committees would give hon-

est consideration to the subject. Under such conditions,

united action by the sportsmen of the State, as represented

by the State Association, would prevail to win repeal of

the iniquitous measure. As the case now stands, one hears

it said at Albany that the New York (City) Association is

for compromise, and that therefore compromise, and not

repeal, is the expedient action. There should be no com-

promise. Section 249 should be repealed unconditionally.

The committee on the Fly-Casting Tournament at the

sportsmen's show at Madison Square Garden is composed

of anglers who are so devoted to the sport that they need

little to intensify their enthusiasm. If anything was lac-k-

ing, an incentive came for them in a telegram received

Monday by Manager Frank W. Sanger from Horace

Smythe, secretary of the San Francisco Fly-Casting Club,

who triumphantly wired that Walter D. Mansfield, the

club's president, had just broken the world's record for

long-distance fly-casting during the progress of the club's

tournament Monday, Mr. Mansfield's cast was 108ft. 6in.,

and was a single-handed cast.

The Baldwin bill in the Pennsylvania Legislature is an

excellent measure in so far as it will provide a State game

and fish warden and a force of deputies. There should be

such executive machinery in Pennsylvania as in every

civilized commonwealth. To leave the enforcement of the

fish and game laws to an unsalaried fish commission is

the poorest possible economy. We believe that the wiser

plan would have been to make the warden wholly inde-

pendent of the Fish and Game Commissioners. There is

no necessary connection between the activities of fish cul-

ture and fish planting and the enforcement of the fish and

game laws. The Fish Commission should not be taxed with

the work of executing the statutes. To give them the ap-

pointment ofwardens is to put upon them a thankless, bur-

densome, distracting and aggravating task, in which petty

politics interfere with their proper work. However, the

system provided by the Baldwin bill is so decidedly an ad-

vance upon the present situation that the measure should

have the heartiest support of all good citizens. Fish and

game law violations in Pennsylvania are disgracefully

common; an end must be put to them; this cannot be done

unless to do it be made the duty of some one responsible

official. This is the purpose of the Baldwin bill. We trust

that it may become law.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF IOWA.—II.

"And did the dust

Of these fair solitudes once stir with hfe
And burn with passion? Let the mighty mounds
That overlook the rivers, or that rise

In the dim forests crowded with Old oaks,

Answer : A race that long has passed away
Built them. The red man came-^
The roaming hunter tribes, warlike and fierce—

And the moimd builders vanished from the earth.

The solitude of centuries untold

Has settled where they dwelt. The prairie wolf
Howls in their meadows, and his fresh dug den
Yawns by my path, * *

TflEBE was plentjf of novelty and romance in my early life
in Iowa in the long, long ago. Now Iowa is regarded as one
of the old States, and, if my memory serves me, statistics
show that she produces more hogs and corn than any other
State in the Union. Really it doesn't seem possible, for
when I was a boy it was about all we could do to get' hog
and hominy enough to keep us through the winter. But 1

presume times are changed. Well do I remember the time
when there wasn't a house or other evidence of civilization
for a hundred miles northwest of our house. But then that
was a long time ago, and the world keeps moving along, I
suppose. Even the traditionary mound builders were forced
to give way to the plundering red man of later times, and
now the red man has given place to his pale-faced successor.
Yes, he and his night of ignorance and superstition, in which
lie so delighted to reveh have given place to the light of in-
telligence and civilization.

ISTovel indeed, and in a sense romantic, were the early days
in Iowa. Even going to mill in those days, when there were
no roads, no bridges, no ferry boats, and scarcely any con-
veniences for traveling, was no small task where there were
so many rivers and tieacherous streams to be crossed. Such
a trip was often attended with, great danger. But even
under these circumstances some of the more adventurous
and ingenious ones in cases of emergency found the way and
means by which to cross the swollen streams and make the
trip. At other times again all attempts failed, and they were
compelled to remain at home until the waters subsided, and
depend upon the generosity of their more fortunate neigh-
bors. The Ellis boys had been on their claim but a few
months when it became necessary to go to mill, for although
hominy was a pretty good substitute for bread, the corn thev
had brought with them was about out; and not only had they
to go 100 miles to mill, but they had first to work to buy the
gram. It was not unusual to be gone three or four weeks on
sucb a trip. At the start, in this instance, North 'Coon, then
out of its banks, had to be crossed. There was no 'ferry
boat, not even a canoe, and wagons, yokes, chains and camp
furniture had to be taken over on log rafts. The current
was too deep lor setting poles, and swept them a lono- way
down stream. The wagon had been crossed and debarked
in shallow water, the four oxen driven across, yoked and
chained together, the traps loaded in, when the'osen, true to
thtir reputation for stubbornness, took it into their heads to
return to their stalls on the west bank. When they struck
the mala current it swept them, of course, down stream and
tbey soon became entangled in their chains and the flood-
wood. They struggled and strangled for a long time, until
in fact they all save one seemed to have a through ticket
Old Ben would paddle for the west bank whenever he came
up. Isaac Ellis, the youngest, finally stripped and swam to
them, and with his pocket knife cut the bow keys unyoked
the oxen, and got them safely to land. About this time
Isaac Ellis went west of the Missouri, hunted with the In-
dians, and supplied for some time several stations of the
overland stage comjiauy with deer, buffalo and other wild
meat. When last heard from he was with the Indians in
British America. But hcie was an example of the difliculties
and dangers to be encountered and overcome by those hardy
frontiersmen of the early days in their efforts to supply
themselves and their families with the very necessaries of
life and keep the wolf from rhe door. Although too young
to engage in any of these hazardous undertakings of pioneer
dajs, It was one of my chief delights to sit quietly in a
corner and listen to the stories and discussions of my elders
regarding tliem. It has never been satisfactorily explained
why it is that scenes and incidents of comparative insignifi-
cance transpiring in one's youth remain fresh in the memory
indelibly impressed upon one's brain for scores of years-
yes, even until death—when incidents of greater importance
transpiring quite recently vanish from memory as if they
had never occurred at all. Possibly it is because "the morn-
ing of life is like the dawn of day, full of purity, of imagery
and harmony," and while we shut the door against the set-
ting Sim

"In our remembrance blossom
The images long forsaken."

At any rate, nearly all the scenes and incidents &t our
youth are as fresh and well defined to-day as if they had oc-
curred only yesterday.

I remember hearing William Ellis telling father how he
and George Haworth set out to follow the Raccoon River
on the ice from Fort Des Moines up to Stump's cabin, about
twenty miles by land. After a hard day's travel of about
twenty.five miles, they found themselves, when night over-
took them, not more than half way to their destination
They attempted to cross the country, but for various reasons
had to give it up, and they had to camp for the night. They
had neglected to take matches (unpardonable in frontiers-
men) and they had to either walk or in some way get a fire
They got a fire after the expenditure of a good deal of
patidDce and powder by firing their guns into dry grass, and
then they carried their fire to the timber a half mile away
where they spent the night with a reasonable degree of com-
fort: The relation of the incident made a lasting impression
Tipon my young mind, and I cannot now recall ever being
caught without matches.

There was game in abundance in that country during the
time of which 1 write. Deer and elk were quite plentiful
for some time after the first settlements were made, and
there were some great hunters in those days as well' men
who enjoyed the sport too as well as any of us do at the
present time. The capture of elk calves was, in those early
lays, a favorite pastime. In these adventureiB John Wright

was the leader. The outfit consisted of teams and covered
wagons sufficient to convey provisions, camp equipage, etc.,

and to bring home the proceeds of the chase. Cows were
taken along to furnish milk for the young elk, and sometimes
the expedition would be gone a month or more. From
Gtreene county to the headwaters of 'Coon was the favorite
hunting ground. The hunting was done on horseback.
First the old elk were found and then, with the aid of dogs,
the calves. These were generally found in the tall grass sur-
rounding the ponds that abounded in that part of the State,

When the calf found that he was observed he would spring
from his hiding place and run for dear life, and if he was
two or three weeks old it took a good horse to overtake him,
among the bogs and ponds. Many a good horse was ruined.
Sometimes a calf, if very young, was captured by springing
upon it in its bed. On one of these excursions John Wright
saw a dark object in the distance, which he, true to his

nature, proceeded to interview. It proved to be a half-

grown black bear, which took to immediate flight. John
came up with it and, by a flying leap from his horse, at-

tempted to grapple with it. As John landed the cub turned
and received him warmly. John was now in his true ele-

ment, and after a long struggle, in which one of his hands
was badly lacerated, besides sundry other bites and scratches,

he bound his captive and took him to camp. On this par-
ticular trip John captured at least twenty young elk besides
his bear. The last heard of John Wright he had followed
the footsteps of Isaac Ellis and disappeared among the
Indians of the far Northwest. These elk were a sad
disappointment to the settlers. They had theorized
upon the subject and concluded that they could be
made most useful domestic animals for the plow and
cart, and possibly for the dairy. In size, form and gen-
eral characteristics they were cousins to the reindeer. Their
speed and bottom had been proven, and their meat was
equal to or better than the ox. They could winter where a
mule would freeze, and were easily domesticated. Take a
young elk that never before saw the face of man, carry it in

your arms a short distance, and it would follow you through
fire and water. The theory was fine, but in practice the elk

turned out to be unmitigated nuisances. They would not
work at all, and wouldn't play only in their own way. In
the early fifties much valuable time was spent by father and
the others in breaking them to harness and saddle, Elisha
Morris harnessed a span of two year-old bucks to a light

buggy and started for some of the Eastern cities, where it

was thought the out&t would command a good price. Eight
days' drive took him to Oskaloosa, where he swapped the
whole outfit for a horse, which he sold for $80. Lish said

said they wouldn't work—"they were too much like an In-

jun."
Around home they were regarded as outlaws, going at

their pleasure into fields and gardens and doing much mis-

chief just out of pure wantonness. They seemed to know
that a horse would stampede at sight of them, and they had
lots of fun out of it. They would curve their necks, throw
up their great horns, set their hair forward, and snort to

make it more interesting, and runaways were very frequent.

I well remember how Bilderback's elk over on South 'Coon
scared father's team one day when we were going to mill,

and how the horses in their fright tried to straddle a big jack
oak, demolishing the whole outfit except father and me. When
we saw the inevitable right in front of us father and I slipped

out over the hind end gate and escaped injury.

At certain seasons of the year the males were as dangerous
as mad bulls. A son of Dr. Rush at Fort Des Moines was
attacked by one, his abdomen ripped open so that his bowels
protruded, and for a long time his life was despaired of; but
he finally recovered.

I cannot remember when I first began trapping prairie

chickens. It must have been at least forty years ago. There
were myriads of them. They were in the cornfields, in the
wheatflelds, in the buckwheat fields, in the grass—every-

where. During the autumn and winter they would gather
in flocks of thousands. The first telegraph wire that was
strung across the State passed our place. Only a single

wire, it is true, but many chickens lost their lives on it by
flying against it, and us boys used to go out along the line

after school hours and gather up numbers of them. Father
had large fields of various kinds of grain which I appropri-

ated as my exclusive chicken preserve, and compelled the

other boys to respect my rights, often by force and arms.
I sold my chickens at the corner grocery at 50 cents a dozen,

and was regarded by the other boys as the chicken king of

the country. I did make lots of money, and to the best of

my recollection never missed a circus that visited Fort Des
Moines from the time I was out of my swaddling clothes. I

remember one winter in particular. I think it was in the
winter of '59 and '60. Father had a ten-acre buckwheat
patch right by the house that did not mature properly, or at

least it was not harvested, for some good and sufficient rea-

son. During almost the entire winter that piece of ground
was one living, moving mass of prairie chickens. And rest

assured that I was not slow to reap where others had sown.
I made the best that a nine yeai-old boy could of the oppor-
tunity. Most of my traps were made of lath with figure 4
triggers, and four or five chickens at a clip in each trap was
nothing unusual. But I had one trap made of rails with a
wide shingle on a pivot at the top and an ear of corn
suspended over it. The chickens would jump up on the trap

and walk out on that shingle to reach the corn, when it would
tip, let them down inside and fly back to place. I took
twenty-three chickens out of that trap at one time.

It was about this time that I shot my first chicken. The
incident is still quite fresh in my memory for various and
obvious reasons, and I guess I will have to relate it. 1 have
fired many, many thousands of shots _ at various kinds of

game since that time, but I cannot now recall one that made
a more lasting impression. Father had a No. 14 muzzle-

loader (of course it was a muzzleloader) that 1 had been
taught to look upon as forbidden fruit. It generally hung
high up on the wall—^to lessen the temptation, I suppose.

Well, on that auspicious day I had started out to my traps,

when I came upon a vast flock of chickens on the side hill

above the barn. They were very tame and manifested no
disposition to fly, and it occurred to me that if I only had
father's shotgun I would fix them plenty. It has been said

that he who hesitates is lost. I hesitated. Then I stole

back to the house, got up on a chair when no one was observ-

ing me, and took that shotgun down from the rack. Doubt-
less I felt somewhat as Adam must have felt on that inaus-

picious day when he took down the first apple in the Garden
of Eden. But I had the gun at last—at last. The chickens

were still there on the side hill, and very accommodatingly
tame. I squatted down, slipped the gun well back under mj

arm so as to get my eye as near the rib as possible, aimed at

the nearest chicken, shut both eyes and pulled, * * » it

bursted both my lips, knocked my nose out of place, kicked
me clear down hill, jumped on me and kicked me some more.
1 did not look for either gun or chicken, but gathered up my
face and ran for the house. Of course mother sympathizsd
as mothers do, and relieved me as only a mother can, but fa-

ther said nothing. He simply put on his hat and went out.

Presently he returned with the gun and a chicken, and re-

marked that I had made a good shot, 1 said nothing, but
wondered then anil have often wondered since whether it

was really the chicken I had shot at. Father was a man of
pretty good sense, and he saw that I felt that it was time for
me to learn to shoot. So he proceeded to teach me how to
load and handle the gun, and from tbat time on of course the
gun was mine. As a matter of curiosity I wish that I knew
how many chickens, quail, pheasants, ducks, geese, sandhill
cranes, squirrels and rabbits fell by that old gun before it

met its ignominious fate. Several years after 1 had assumed
fall and complete possession and ownership of the gun I was
helping the hired man haul corn fodder from the field one
winter's day, and had the gun along to shoot chickens off

the com' shocks. It was part of my business to open and
shut the gates, on which occasions I would leave the gun
lying across the sled. Its time had arrived. The breech fell

through between the cross bars of the sled, and before the
team could be stopped it was twisted all out of shape and
totally ruined, Guns were scarce iu those days, and my
lamentations were correspondingly profound and prolonged.

' S. H. Gkeene.
FoRTtiAND, Oregon.

fro BE COSTINTJED.]

PODGERS'S COMMENTARIES.
San Fkancisco, Feb. 28.—^I read the other day in the

Forest and Stream an article discussing whether fish had
memories, I don't suppose it makes any very great" difler-

ence to the community whether they have or not, but
there are a great many readers of Forest and Stream
doubtless who will take an interest and give their experi-
ences, for there is precious little above the waters or imder
them that the said readers do not know something about,
and are full of "wise saws and modern instances," and we
should like very much to hear from the cow counties what
is known, pro or con, on this subject. For myself, to lead oti'

in the discussion, I am inclined to think that fish have
memories, and very good ones; for many a time when I

have pricked a trout, notwithstanding all my eSorts, chan-
ging flies and reporting to bait, trying all the allurements
possible as he lay in his hole visible in the clear water,

slowly vibrating his tail, and saying as plainly as a fish

can say, ' No, you don't, my love; you can't play that game
on me twice; that hook was not pleasant." It was ho use
while he was cogitating over it to fool away the time, but
next day, when I hoped he had forgotten all about it, and
probably with a better appetite he would try it again; but
it always seemed to me that he went very gingerly about
it, showing very possibly a lingering recollection of the
previous experiment.

Again, I have noticed in artificially raised trout in fish

ponds that when the person who was accustomed to feed-

ing them passes near the edge of the pond they would all

rush toward him and follow him around, but did not do so

when I walked along the path. They certainly recognized

the man, and did not know me. Was it memory, or in-

stinct, or reason?
To recognize is memory. Many people argue that all

examples of intelligence in animals is instinct, wherein
they are wrong. Do not horses, for instance, remember
the hours at which they are accustomed to be fed, as is the
case of every animal in a menagerie. I have seen instances

where, when fish in an artificial pond are fed at noon, they
would gather at the particular spot where they were fed

some minutes before the time, awaiting their dinner. So,

on the whole, I am of the opinion that fish have mem-
ories.

Our Legislature is again in session, and I see that the
crank of a granger is attempting to get in his work, as

usual. One bill was introduced giving permission to shoot

quail at all seasons of the year; another to kill all the mead-
ow larks, assigning as a reason that they ate all the grain

and grapes. Why they did not include the boys who eat

grapes, and apples as well, must have been overlooked.

The granger begrudges the birds the waste of grain that is

left after gathering, presumably, as that is the only time
they do. Liberal-hearted are these gentlemen who intro-

duce such bills. No wonder the Lord gives them short

crops occasionally as a punishment for such meanness.
But to the credit of the Legislature these bills were thrown
out, and they passed a bill forbidding the shooting of rob-

ins at any time, which is commendable. Another bill

was introduced repealing the close season on salmon, but

that was squashed also, so we have hopes that the poachers

are not going to have things all their own way this time.

They are the lowest order of foreigners, Greeks and Aus-

trians, who decry all laws, and are the roughest element

we have; yet they find politicians who pander to their

votes, regardless of the interests of the decent community.
It is a source for congratulation that the present Legislature

is starting oflF so well, and we hope our game laws will not

be tampered with this session.

The legal fraterhity is generally accused of possessing a
superabundance or what in American parlance is termed
"cheek," and they don't seem to deny it; but if proof were
wanting of the hardness thereof, it was in evidence in 4
case that a few days ago occurred a short distance from the

city. A lawyer and friend were driving along the country

road in a buckboard where the quail were very abundant,

when whack! came a stunning blow on the legal gentle-

man's cheek that made him see stars, and a small object

dropped into the bottom of the wagon, which proved to be
a quail, and as stone dead as a quail was ever seen. In
flying across the road it had struck the gentleman fairly on

the cheek and dro_pped dead, killed by the concussion.

But what about the gentleman, say you. There is where
the joke comes in. Beyond a brief lesson in astronomy

and view of the constellations, it never phased him; but

the quail paid for his ignorance ofthe predominating char^

acteristics of the legal profession. A case somewhat paral-

lel to that of the snake that bit the old woman, resulting

in a dead snake, I may add that the quail met the usual

fate of a client—liad his bones picked,
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The last number (Feb. 20) was particularly interesting,

especially the description of "Hunting on the Spanish
Main," by J. P. Le Baron. That is somewhat familiar
ground to me, for I have crossed the Isthmus of Nicaragua
several times, and by the same token I call the lake of
Nicaragua one of the most beautiful lakes I ever saw, and
I thought what a lovely time I could have with a trim lit-

tle yacht, in which to cruise along its shores. Mr. Le
Baron's allusion to the peccary or mule-footed hog reminds
me of an episode happening to a Mend in Tampico,
Mexico, who was engaged to be married. The morning of
the day it was to come off, he being debarred of the society
of his lady love that day by reason of the necessary prepa-
rations for the ceremony, and taking his gun and strolling
out of town to pass away the time intervening, encoun-
tered some peccaries, one of which he shot and wounded.
This brought a large drove of them, which he found were
decidedly belligerent, and perforce he had to take to a
tree, which they surrounded, and persisted in remaining to
guard. The time wore on with no signs of their departure.
The evening shadows were falling. The wedding cere-
mony was to come off at 8 o'clock and how to get down
from the tree was a question. He tried banging away at
the animals, but that onlj'- made matters worse. The
bride and friends were punctual at the church, but no
bridegroom put in an appearance, and after waiting a full
hour the bride went home in tears and mortification,
under the impression that she had been jilted. The
bridegroom had been seen going off in the morning with
his gun, and becoming alarmed at his non-appearance, a
party was organized next day to go in search, concluding
some accident had happened to him. They found him still

in the tree surrounded by his tormentors and rescued him.
The explanation satisfied the bride, and the wedding came
off all right that evening, but the poor man never heard
the last of it.

A friend who went out for a day's shoot a few days ago
came back in high disgust without a feather, and being
questioned, said he found that every place that looked like
good quail ground was posted; and as an evidence that the
schoolmaster was abroad he put one of the notices in his
pockets, which read as follows: "Doods with guns and fish
poles are warned to keep off these ere premises.

—

Joe
BuNCE. N. B.—I keeps a dorg." «'

Speaking of signs reminds me of that of a Chinese wash
man, who evidently had employed some waggish "Meliky
man" to paint it for him, reading; "Ching Sing, Washing,
Pinking, Ironing, and all that sort of thing," and being at
a loss for a finish, had added, "We may be happy yet."
There was a sign on a Sacramento street miners' hostelry
that read in the old days, "Rest for the weary and storage
for trunks." In those early days it had a significance, as
there were no express wagons or impecunious gentlemen
to tote baggage from the steamers. Every ragged, seedy-
looking chap you saw lounging around had a pocketful of
gold dust, and scorned anything like work, hence every
man had to shoulder his own traps, and by the time he
reached a house of entertainment was quite likely to be
"weary." The first time I landed here on the beach from
the steamer, after paying $10 for landing myself and trunk,
I looked around for help to carry it up a short distance to
the shanty of a friend, and seeing a colored gentleman
leaning against a pile of lumber, asked if he would take
hold of one end. Rather to my surprise he complied, and
when I asked how much I owed him he replied, "Oh,
nothing, boss; I specks I has more money than you has,"
which I have no doubt was the case, after my enforced stay
of six weeks in Panama. Those were the days when a
man with a wheelbarrow or handcart could earn his $50
every day of the week. He would be a smart man to do
it now in a month. Podgbes. »

A STORY OF THE MATANZAS.
Ottumwa, la.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. Fred

Mather's most interesting and touching account of the trials,

troubles and sad end of his venerable companion Geo. Ray-
nor recalls to my memory an incident which happened to
me during my rambles in Florida in the winter of 1876-77,
which is of such a weird and uncanny nature that I have
always refrained from telling it in pubUc for fear of injuring
my reputation for veracity. However, a few of my intimate
friends have listened to my tale to the end, but their re-
marks have ground harshly upon my feelings, and it is some
fifteen or sixteen years since 1 have related the incident for
the last time. It was forgotten until Fred Mather refreshed
my memory with his charming account of Geo. Raynor,
My only reason for bringing the story before the public now
is a desire to ascertain if possible whether or not there is

any truth in it. I will give it as it was eiven to me by the
victim one beautiful night in March, 1877:

I had but a few days left for my sojourn in St. Augustine,
and intended to gather what shells and sea beans I could for
distribution among my friends. In a small sailboat and
with a fair easterly breeze I soon landed on St. Anastasia
Island, at a place called the Divides. This is where the
waters meet when the tide rises, flowing north from the in-
let at Matanzas, and south from that of St. Augustine. To
my right 1 noticed a clearing about half an acre in extent
planted with vegetables of various kinds ; at the end of it,

among the dense and luxurious undergro wth of the island,
stood a shanty built entirely of saplings and resembling the
bamboo houses afterward seen in the Siamese village at the
World's Fair in Chicago. I wondered how any human
beings could possibly content themselves in such a house and
such a place for any length of time, little dreaming of the
terrible tragedy connected with it. Picking up my fishing
tackle and an empty 501b. flour bag which I had brought
with me for a container of my findings, I started for the
other side.

1 had barely crossed over the sand bluffs when a cloud of
mosquitoes embraced me, which made a hasty retreat com-
pulsory. For some time I did not know how to overcome
this ditficulty. To travel half a mile through an atmosphere
every square inch of which seemed to contain thousands of
mosquitoes was simply out of the question. I thought of
theflom* bag—a bright idea indeed. I drew the bag over my
head, carefully tucked the ends under my coat, stuck my
hands deeply into my pockets, and boldly faced the music.
Music? well, I guess it was! It seemed as if my head was
inside a beehive filled with millions of enraged bees, and
each cf them humming a dift'erent dirge in a different key.
I could just see enough through the bag to keep the path,
and the speed I developed in crossing the island was some-

thing wonderful. I reached the end without any mishap,
and as soon as I got over the bluff on the Atlantic side the
mosquitoes gave me a mournful farewell and retired to the
jungle. It seems they drew the line about 200ft., more or
less, from the salt water, I have never been molested by
them when close to the surf.

It did. not take me long to secure all the shells and sea
beans I needed, and to fill out the day I captured a lot of
small fiddlers, and baiting my hook I started out fishing.
But it was labor lost. The fish were not hungry, or the bait
was not the proper kind; at any rate there was no sport in
it, and I gave it up. My return trip was easy; not a mos-
quito appeared. Great was my surprise and chagrin when
1 found my boat missing, and in its place a rickety old flat-

boat with a short piece of board in its place for a paddle.
Here was a fine situation to be in! Would I have to paddle
this old tub twelve miles with that rough piece of timber? I
had fully made up my mind that some unprincipled individ-
ual had willfully, premeditately, and with malice afore-
thought, exchanged craft with me, and I was compelled to
wriggle out of the dilemma as best I could. Just then I
noticed a man coming out of the shanty previously described.
To him I explained my plight: "I found my boat gone and
that miserable old scow in its place; some scoundrel has
played me a fine trick; how am 1 to get to St. Augustine in
that thing?" "H'm! I reckon nobody exchanged boats
with you, mister; that old mud-scow belongs to me, and
there was no boat here when 1 came at 2 o'clock this after-
noon. You landed here with low water, and your boat went
out with the tide. You won't lose it though. I see you had
it on the northi side of the Divide, and it has gone toward St.
Augustine. Let us look around the bend ; we might find
her on the bar."

Well, we found her, but not on the bar; the mast had got
caught in some overhanging branches close to shore, and in
a very short time we had her back to the original landing
place.

How to get it back to the city in a dead calm I did not
know, and I mentioned the fact to my companion. "Well,"
he said, "if a hammock in my shanty will do you, you are
welcome to it. In the morning you are sure to get a good
breeze to go home with."

I gladly accepted his hospitality, joined him in his scow,
and during an hour's good fishing got pretty well acquainted
with him. There was something mysterious about the man
that aroused my curiosity, and his actions toward me indi-
cated that he was well pleased with my company.

After supper we lit our pipes and several smudges, and sat
down in front of the house facing the river, to pass away a
few idle hours in contemplating the beauties of a Southern
moonlight night and to listen to the mockingbird's songs.
We had drifted into that delicious, di-eamy condition which
overcomes a tired person just before going to sleep, when
suddenly the hooting of a "distant owl came floating over the
perfect calm of the night. Immediately my companion
jumped to his feet, put his hands to his mouth and imitated
the call to perfection. Again and again he repeated it, and
the owl came nearer and nearer, and more hoots came from
other directions. Suddenly a shadow flitted over the ground
in front of me, and looking up I saw the bird lighting in the
brush. This was indeed amusing, and I broke out in a
laugh. "Hush," he said, "keep quiet; I'll give you a con-
cert such as you never heard before in your life." And he
did. The owls kept coming, singly and in pairs, until we
were surrounded with them. There must have been several
dozen, and the hooting was kept up incessantly. In the
midst of this weird concert he related to me the following
story

:

"I formerly lived in Milwaukee; my wife had a sister

come to visit us whom I had not met before. An affection
sprung up between us that outrivaled the one between me
and my wife. The result was an elopement; we never
stopped until we reached this spot, built this shanty, cleared
what little ground you see here, and were happy and con-
tented until a year ago last May. One day a stranger came
to the house and inquired of my sister-in-law where he could
find me, stating that he had been informed at St. Augustine
that I was acquainted with the river and knew all the good
fishing points, and he desired to employ my services. I was
fishing; she pointed me out to him and told him to go down
to the edge of the river and hail me and I would come after
him. She had no more than uttered the words when quick
as a flash he had his hands upon her throat and was stran-
gling her to death. Then he came to the river's edge and
iiailed me; I rowed over, took him in, and turning around
to sit down I heard the report of a pistol. That is the last I
remember. When I partially regained my senses I realized
that 1 was badly hurt and 1 tried to remember what had
happened, but I could not. I was covered with blood and I
felt numb, and was breathing through a hole in my throat.
I had not enough strength left to raise either my head or my
arms, and soon I again lost consciousness. Several weeks
elapsed before I found myself again among the living, and
from then on I mended rapidly and was soon able to be
about.
"Meanwhile the assassin had been captured and held in jail

for trial, I was the main witness against him. He con-
fessed and pleaded for mercy ; the verdict was imprisonment
for life at hard labor. My wife in Milwaukee was acquitted
by the court, as there was not suflicient evidence to establish
her connection vdth the crime.

"Now all I am lelhng you," he went on to say, "with the
exception of what occurred in the short time it took to row
across the river after he had called me until I heard the shot,
is the murderer's own confession. After turning my back to
him to sit down to row the first bullet struck me in the head
and made me uuconscious, the second penetrated my shoul-
der, and the next my neck. Then he dragged me out of the
boat, beat the top of my head into a jelly with a large cluster
of oysters, cut my throat from ear to ear, rolled me into the
river and then left."

"Great heaven?, man!" I exclaimed, the cold chills run-
ning up and down my spine, "what are you telling me? If
you were not dead before he rolled you in the river, how did
you escape drowning?"

"Oh, yes, it seems miraculous; but that was really my sal-

vation. The salt water stopped the flow of blood and kept
me from bleeding to death. My face was probably not under
water at all, and as the tide was going out I was soon left on
dry land. My neighbor, who lives two miles north of me,
found me late that afternoon, and with the help of others I
was taken to St. Augustine. Come in the house ; I will show
you the proofs of my story."

I followed him, he lit a candle and gave it to me to hold,
then he took a red bandana handkerchief from around his
neck and raised his beard. There was a ghastly scar from
ear to ear, the bullet scars were there also, and the top of his

head was a sight to behold. The evidence was too strong to
doubt his words, and I asked in amazement:
"But what had you done to this man? What was his

motive in doing all this?"
"Well, you see, he was after my wife in Milwaukee, and

she had promised to marry him as soon as she had proofs of
our deaths; that was all."

The owls had disappeared, the concert was over, and we
retired. I put in a very restless night, and was glad to get
an early start in the morning.

If any of the many readers of Forest aitd STBEAMhas
ever met this man or heard his story, I would be thanlsful to
him if he would kindly inform me, either through Forest
AND Stream or by maO, whether or not it i'i an actual oc-
currence. O. VON HoiiTZSCHUHERB.

II.

The Forest and Stream cannot undertake to investigate
all the yarns told its fishing friends by the light of the Flor-
ida moon, and punctuated by the hooting of howls; but in
this particular instance we have sought to vindicate Mr.
Holtzschuherr's responsibility. His relation was sent to Dr"
DeWitt Webb, of St. Augustine, who has written as follows:

III.

"St Augustine, Flu.—Editor Forest mid Stream: The
story is an o'er true tal?, although strange to say I had never
heard of it. The next day after the receipt of your letter I
asked the man who drives for me, as we were riding, whether
he knew about a tragedy that happened down the Matanzas
River near the divide some twenty years ago. He said,
yes, he knew all about it, and proceeded to tell the story
substantially as your correspondent has it. The man's name
was Keech, and he may be still living. The man who came
so near killing him was namtd Newton, and was sent by
Keech's wife from Milwaukee, she giving him the pistol
with which to kill her husband. The evidence shows that
the woman was shot in the back as she was standing before
a glass combing her hair. I suppose she might have been
choked afterward. Then when he had, as described, shot
Keech and pounded his head to a jelly with a clump of
oyster shells (and you know a clump of coon oysters would
make an ugly weapon), he threw him in the edge of the
water; and then wanting to make the job complete, turned
him over and cut his throat. This brought his head out of
the water, and the receding tide left him diy. The hemor-
rhage may have brought him out of his insensibility. New-
ton could easily have escaped if he had not stolen Keech's
horse to ride away with; for, as he was passing George Car-
ter's, Carter noticed the horse and went down to Keech's to
find out about it, with the result of finding Keech in sorry
plight.

"Newton was arrested and brought to St. Augustine for
trial. Mrs. Keech was arrested at her home and brought to
the State. Her lawyer fought for delay, so that Newton was
tried and convicted before her trial, and on account of his
confession was sentenced to_ imprisonment for life instead of
being hanged. His conviction saved her, because as a con-
victed felon his evidence was worthless, and so she was
acquitted.

"Another informant told me that Newton was shot whUe
attempting to escape from confinement some years after.

And strangest of all, he said that rumor had it that Keech,
after leaving the neigborhood of St. Augustine, lived after-
ward with his wife in Jacksonville.
"How will all this do for a plain, unvarnished tale of love

and blood? DeWitt Webb."

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
Lowell, Mass.— I have read with much interest the

articles from your many contributors concerning the whistle
of the woodcocfe. I know very few men who have hunted
this beautiful bird more than I have, covering a period of
about thirty years, and while I have not yet learned all

there is to know about this shy and mysterious creature, yet
I have come into possession of many facts by close observa-
tion relating to his general habits and to others which are
due to and contracted by change of locality.

I offer the above prelude to these few lines to show that,

while differing from some of your correspondents, I feel a
modest degree of assurance that many of my observations
have been correct. If these few notes, covering so many
years' observation about the woodcock's whistle, meet with
the approval of the Forest and Stream and its many
readers, some time I might venture to air my views, which
are due to observation, on some of the general and local

habits of this singular bird, many of which are at the
present time either in dispute, or not generally known.
The young of the woodcock never whistle. I have seen

and caught them during spring while following small brooks
trout fishing, and have seen the mother bird early in the
morning after a dark rainy night feeding her little one3. I
have seen them when hardly able to fly, and when after a
few yards of flight they would slowly sink to the ground,
striking stones, sticks, trees or anything which might be in
their way, just as young grouse do when learning to fly. I
never saw a young bird that whistled.

The feathers on the wings grow out before they get strength
to make rapid flights. When well along in the summer and
the birds have grown strong of wing and are capable of
swift flight, then like the old birds that can fly swiftly; they
always whistle during rapid flight.

Most of your correspondents only recognize the fact that
this bird whistles while rising. This goes far toward con-
vincing me that moat of them see him only when hunting,
and that the less audible but distinct whistle which he makes
during flight is overlooked or is not heard at all.

Many years ago, when mink pelts were worth $10, I used
to put out my traps early in the spring before the ice was
fairly out of the brooks, and often used to visit them at

night, going over the whole fine if the nights were on a big
moon. Woodcock were frequently seen and heard, often
flying so near that they wbula pass within an arm's length,

and as they were all old birds at this season of the year,
every one had his whistle with him, and was plainly heard,
especiahy if the nights were without much wind.
During the summer months, while I have been in camp on

the shore of lake or by the bank of some liver, these birds
have often been seen and heard while flying at night. Also
when I was softly plying the paddle or fishing at night
woodcock have passed so near that they could be reached
with the paddle, and on nearly all of these occasions the
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whistle, alfhough not so loud as when rising in cover, was
. plainly and distinctly audible. Later still in the summer,
after the family has grown up, they are in moultina;, and if

my observations have been correct do not fly or move around
f ither by day or night so much as at other seasons of the

I year, but still he has his whistle with him then when iu full

motion.
Some twenty years asro, while I was hal?e fishina: during a

foggy October night off Wood Island Light, in Saco Bay, a

woodcock oaid us a visit, alighting on the deck of our smack.
He immediately took flight again, but flew around and
among our rigging several times, as thoueh loath to leave a

place that afl'orded a chance to alight. The night was ftill,

and we could follow his course plainly by his soft, low
whistle.

In my hunting this bird during many years hundreds of

opportunities have presented themselves to hear the whistle

other than when rising, a few of which 1 will relate. Once
while hunting with the late Newell Abare, as true a sports-

man as ever trod a cover, a woodcock was wounded badly

by being shot in the head ; in fa'it, the under mandible of bis

bill was broken nearly off at the base and was hanging. Tlie

bird seemed to lose his reason, and flew around back and
forth over the cover in larse circles, something like the man-
ner of a bat. Sometimes he would come almost within the

length of our gun to us, then he would work off at a dis-

tance, only to come back again. Curiously we stood and
watched his singular flight. At all' times when near his

whistle was distinctly audible. I also noticed that in turning

sharplv, or when struggline for a greater height, the whistle

varied by being louder. After viewing for a number of min-
utes this freaky and singular flighty I again shot, and ended
the instructive exhibition.

Many times wounded birds have come to hand that were
not wing-broken, and frequently have been held by the feet

and allowed to beat their winge as in flight. Oo all such
occasions the whistle was all right, and was in good condi-

tion so long as the wing beats lasted. The same birds have
also been held firmly by the head and bill, and, like the other

cases, so long as the wing beats were maintained vigorously

his whistle was in the best of order.

When rising in tall cover and in much baste, as is usually
the case when alarmed, bis wing beats are quick and power-
ful, and the whistle which we all love so well is clear and
sharp. After gaining the top of the cover and good headway,
it softens down to a much lower key, and is heard best on
still days or when a bird passes near by you.

Did any hunter ever hear a cock whistle when the notes
were not in perfect time with his beating wings?
On one occasion, while hunting with a young friend, at the

signal for a point I went over to where he stood, and he
pointed at a cock only a few feet before the dog's nose. He
wished to catch him alive, and while 1 stood guard in case

of a flush, he laid down bis gun and dropping on his knees
plunged suddenly forward, and covered with both hands the
much surprised woodcock. The many experiments tbat

were tried, all of which bore a large crop of whistling in the
best of condition, and all coming from his beating wings,
would have satisfied any one. I could give many more cases,

but I think that I have stolen from the leaves of my memory
suflicient to account for the faiih that is in me as to how and
when the woodcock makes the air vibrate with the many
varied notes of his tremulous whistle.

Geo. W. Dearboen.
]ffASSACHlDSETT.S.

INTERCOMMUNICATION OF ANIMALS.
I HAVE read with interest the article "by Ernest E.

Thompson on "Intercommunication of Wolves," in your
issue of Jan. 23. His statements regarding the odors of
different animals, and that the odor of the same animal
differs under different conditions, are all correct, and what
all intelligent hunters have known for generations.

Signal Posts.

In regard to the amount of information wliich animals
obtain from what he calls "signal posts," many ofus would
differ. These so-called "signal posts" are some promi-
nent object, either a rock, bush, stump or moimd near a
game trail, or if in winter on the ice or shore of a pond or
stream. No doubt wolves, foxes, dogs and other animals
can tell by the scent where animals of their own species
have been, whether they were friends or foes; of what eeJc

and whether searching for a mate; but I doubt if they caii

tell much more by the scent left on these "signal posts." If

they can tell where they came from and which way they
were traveling, it is by smelling of the track and not by the
ecent left on the post. Of course the animal last at the
post left his track, and, as Mr. Thompson states, any animal
can tell which way a track leads. Going to the post, he
finds the track, and gets his idea of whence the animal
came and where he is going from the track and not from
the scent on the post.

Animals do not find places entirely by scent, although
in many cases the scent helps them locate the exact place
more easily. Ir proof of this, set up a bush which you
know to be perfectly clean on the ice near where foxes
travel. The first fox which passes will go to it, after that
any other fox will follow, but the first fox will go by sight
because he expects to find that others have been there.
Wolves do the same, and many a one has found the poison
and met his death by investigating a "sign post" where no
wolves had never been before.

All animals know where animals of their own kind will
travel, and one who has hunted any animal a long time
will get so that he in a measure partakes of the instinct of
the animal he hunts, and can tell very nearly where it

will travel and where to look for signs of it. Any good
otter hunter canoeing on a strange stream can at once
point out many places where otter slides will be found be-
fore he lands, and on lakes or ponds can locate them when
long distances away. Any good mink hunter can tell you
places where every mink will surely visit, even on streams
he has never seen before. Those who hunt deer or foxes
with hounds know that the runway where they ran fifty

years ago, if left just as it formerly was, is the place where
they will run to-day. I alwaj's judge that animals know
as much about their own concerns as men do; and that
what a man can find without scent an animal can.
Bears leave signs by biting prominent trees, usually near

old roads or game trails. Every bear which passes leaA^es

his mark, I know that they can tell where a bear has
lately passed and how high he could reach (unless they
cheat by standing on a log, as I have seen done), but I
doubt if they find out more except by following the track.

Squirrels and some animals of the cat kipd leaye thpir

signs by scratching trees or logs of rotten wood. Fisher

and marten will leave sign on prominent logs and rocks,

but I believe that all this communication only tells that

the animal has been there, with perhaps the sex and con-

dition. The real communication is in an entirely different

way, and one to us as yet unknown.

Animals, Traps and Trappers.

Mr. Thompson speaks of wolves learning about traps

and poison, and teaching others. This is correct. Most
animals (and in this term I mean to include not only

beasts, but birds, fishes, reptiles and also insects) learn to

know and shun, and teach others to shun danger. There
are exceptions, as in the case of Canada and Franklin's

grouse, but this is the . general rule. The bear of to-day

can only in rare instances be caught in the same way in

which he could be fifty years ago in places where he has
been trapped. For many years he has known enough to

tear down the sides of the house around the steel trap, and
in some cases to take hold of the clay and haul the trap

out .of the house. A bear which is well educated can dis-

count any wolf ever born in the tricks he can teach a
trapper. Many can now be taken only by setting the

traps in water with scent, as is practiced in setting for

foxes. Most fishers know enough to trip a log trap and
steal the bait. Any one who tries to trap the common
house rat will find that, although he may have a college

education, he has still a good many things to learn. Fish

learn to avoid nets. In Solomon's days he found that it

was "in vain to set the net in the sight of any bird."

Where mosquitoes are persistently hunted they learn to

alight on dark objects to escape being seen.

Where telegraph lines have been long used, birds have
learned to avoid them. As "dead men tell no tales," it is-

reasonable to suppose that all kinds of animated life

(unless we except men) learn by the experience of others.

The young ruffed grouse begins life where his parents left

off. "City nighthawks learn to use gravel roofs, and chim-
ney swafts to use chimneys instead of hollow trees. But all

these are only examples of learning from or communica-
tion with each other by scent, example or teaching.

Migrations of Bears.

There are' ways of communication which are far more
wonderful. Whjle birds migrate at regular seasons, and
from well-known cause.?, in their usual spring and fall mi-

grations many animals, and some birds, tuigrate at itregu-

lar intervals o.ver great extents of country and from no
known cause. Take" our black bears for an "example. The
first notice of one of these migrations is to be found in a

book by John Josselyn, entitled "New England Rarities

Discovered," published in 1673. In this he says.(I liave to

quote from memorv. not having the book at hand) that

where he lived at York, Me., the bears sometimes trav-

eled in great companies and crossed the river (probably

the Piscataqua River) in large numbers.
The next migration of bears of which I have any sure

proof was witnessed by my father some seventy years ago.

Early in September a very large number of bears came to

the east bank of the Penobscot River, in the town of Or-

rington^ some seven miles belo\V Bangoh The tiight tv^as

so dark that they could not be seen, but they could be
beard calling to and answering each other, till just low
water, when they took the water and landed on the

Hampden side. In the morning it was found by the
muddy tracks that a large number had crossed. My father

saw three tracks across a single plank in a shipyard. Al-

though a large body of men searched all day, none were
seen, as they had kept straight on, traveling west.

Although my father, being a fur buyer, would have been
likely to have "learned if there had been other migrations,

we heard of none till about thirty years ago, when an old

hunting friend of mine, Mr. Henry Clapp, who is quoted
in the article oh bears in Cassino's "Standard Natural His-

tory," told me on his return from a hunt that he set ciut

his'traps in the fall, but found few bears till on going out

one morning in November, after it had snowed the night

before, it looked as if the country was full of bears. He
counted the tracks of nine different bears, all going up one
narrow valley. They kept coming for some days, all trav

eling from east to west, arid not njakihi? any stop till it

came time to den. fie had his ttaps out very early this n ext
spring, but as soon as those nedr by cable out of th^ dteiis

they at once resumed theil- niardh westward. Others followed
from the east fol- a few days, and then there were no bears
left in the county. If in either case any of these bears
ever returned, it was in such scattered parties that no one
was ever aware of it. Although I have bought bear skins
by the thousand, and have always inquired of all the hunt-
ers, I have never known of any general migration since,

although bears, like other animals, often move over small
spaces of country in search of food. In both of these cases

lack of food did "not seem to be the reason for moving.

Migrations of Other Animals.
When T was a small boy, or over fifty years ago, the car-

ibou were often seetl in di-oves of fifty or more oh Chemo
Bog, only some fourteen miles east of Bangor. In a few
years they all left, and not a caribou was left in Maine,
For a good many years not a single one was known to be
taken. In the lUlls of 1857, '58 and '59 I spent months in

traveling over a large part of northern Maine, but never
saw a caribou track, nor heard of one beine seen. I heard
of a few caribou being taken in 1860 and '61, and in a few
years they became quite plenty. When they migrated it

was said that they went east. It is quite certain that those
coming back in 1860 and '61 came either from the north or

northwest.
Lynx were so abundant that several hundred skins were

sold in this market every year till about the last ofthe war,

when in a short time all had left, so that not a single skin
was offered for several years. Then they returned in such
numbers that within a few years after the first came I was
buying some 20O yearly. Red squirrels also frequently

emigrate from east to west. I once in September count-

ed ten red squirrels in the course of half a day's paddling,

which were either swimming or out on leaning maples, and
just entering the water, and which were all going west. I

have also known foxes and rabbits, fisher and marten,
almost entirely to leave a large tract of country in a veiy
shoi't time. In most or all ofthese cases there was no lack

of food. T have known foxes in great numbers to appear
suddenly. I once bought over 600, all taken within less

than six months on a space less than ten miles by twenty.
One farmer took sixty-five near his home. When the sea-

son closed they were said to be as plenty as ever.

In the same waysome kinds ofbirds, notably owls, will all

at once leave a large extent of country as if by a precon-

certed arrangement, and all go in one direction. Some years

the snowy owls comedown from the north in greatnumbers
all along the line from Maine to Dakota. In other years

the hawk owls come, and a few years ago we had a great

flight of the great gray owls, and a bird which had been
so rare that previously I know of the record of but a single

one ever being taken in Maine suddenly became abun-
dant. The fact that the snowy and great gray owls, which
feed on the same food, did not come in the same year,

would indicate that food was not what they emigrated for,

and in dissecting*at least twenty snowy owls I found that

all were in good condition, I have also known ruffed

grouse and Canada grouse to migrate in large numbers,
and as they subsist on entirely different kinds of food, and
both can get all they need anywhere in the State, the lack

of food certainly was not the cause of their coming.
_

I could also cite numerous instances of fish and insects,

like locusts, grasshoppers, ants, caterpillars and others, all

moved by a common impulse, moving over great distancea

and all going in the same direction.

These facts prove that animals of all kinds do by some
means communicate over immense distances both of land
and sea, and where there is no possibility that any indi-

vidual can ever see others of its kind or see any sign to

indicate that such a movement was contemplated. This is

not only the case in America, but in all other countries, of

which the migrations of lemralngs in Europe is a striking

example.

Warnings of Dahgef.

But besides this there is a communicating- to inoVe i<3

escape danger or to go to new breeding grounds. Dr. Liv--

ingstone, M'hom every one who has read his writings will

acknowledge both a close and scientific observer, and
whose statements are reliable, says of antelojie: "Have they
a guardian spirit over them? I have repeatedly observed
when I approached a herd lying beyond an ant hill with a
tree on it, and viewed them with the greatest Caution, they
very soon showed symptoms of uneasiness. They did nof
snuff danger in the wind, for I was to the leeward Of th&taj

but the almost invariable apprehension of danger which
arose, while unconscious of tbe direction in which it Ifty^

made me wonder whether each had what the ancient
physicians thought we all possessed—-an archon, or pre--

siding spirit.'' Those -vidio have watched wild ducks much
must have noticed the same thing. Whole flocks will be.*

gin to be uneasy and quit feeding wheh there is no chancel

to either see, hear or smell the danger.

There is positive proof that when a wh^le has heed
struck every whale wdthin the range of a spy-glass 1*^111 at

once turn flukes, being in some way notified of danger iri

a second's time over a great extent of water. I have often

seen every porpoise in sight go down as if by one motion
when one was killed, and all" those which were under
water when they rose, only gave a single short, sharp pufl

instead of the three slow long puffs which they usually

give.

It is a matter of record that plover—and in some plaCeg

ducka—'rt'hen thev have been shot at for yeafs at points

where they usually passed in theit migratione, have
changed their flight lines and made new paths through

the air, which every flock followed. It is also well known
that sperm whales, from being hunted, left therf old

grounds and sought new and remote places. Porgieg also

entirely left the Maine coast for years on account of being

netted so persistently. Dr. Nansen tells us that on his

voyage in a sealer to the south of Greenland the herds of

seals all lay on the outer edge of the pack to escape the

ice hears; but when he returned some years later to make
his trip of exploration across Greenland, and was working

his way in boats throush the pack to land on the south

fend of Greenland, he found that the seals, from being

hunted, had changed their grounds and were now on the

inner fedgfe bf the i^ack, hating concluded that the bears

were less dangerous than meh;
• . •

j

Now in all the cases cited these khimals ipust haVfe itt

some way communicated with others not ohljr thaf; theM
was danger to be avoided, but must have made e^ch_ other

understand the exact direction to be taken to avoid it,

lfanyon,e needs further proof that animals can com-
rhuhicate about tueeting at a cettain point at a long distance

off which thev have never efeen, I will quote ftom A, Conalt

.

Doyle on page 464 of McClure's for March, 1897 (italic^

mine): "For breeding purposes the seals all come togfethe*'

at a mriable spot, which is evidently prmrranffed among
them, and as this place may be anywhere within many
hundreds of miles of floating ice, it is no easy matter for

the ^sher to find it. The means by \Vhich he sets about it

are simple, but ingenious,. As the ship makes its Wat
through the loose ice streams, a school of seals is observed

traveling through the water. Their direction is carefully

taken by compass, and marked on the chart. An hour
afterward perhaps another school is seen. This also is

marked. When these bearings have been taken several

times, the various lihea upon the chart are prolonged until

they intersect. At this point, or heat it, it is likely that

the main pack of the seals will be found,"

Now here is what seems to be positive proof of great

numbers of animals, scattered over vast expanses, all being

moved to meet at a certain well-understood point, which
very few if any of them have ever seen. As it is an im-
possibility that any one of this vast multitude could a year

beforehand have been notified by any "walking delegate"

of the time and place of meeting, and certainly there can

be no landmarks or "sign posts'' in all this wilderness of

moving ice to guide those coming from different directions

to a given point, the only other reasonable explanation

seems to be that in some way they are influenced by some
kind of mental telegraphy, to which our nearest approach

at present is telegraphing without a wire. If there is such

an influence exerted in any way, then another mystery ig

as to whence it proceeds. Solomon says: "The locusta

have no king, yet they go forth in bands." All these vari^

ous kinds of animal life seem to have no leaders, but they

all move at once in onje direction, as if acting under the in-

fluence of one mind. I have stated the simple facts anrt

leave it for others to theorize. M. Hardy.
Maine.

The FoHOBST AND STREAM 18 put to presR each week oh Tmsdo,.,

CQi-)-espondence intended for publication should reach us at iha

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practiaMe.
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HOURS IN A BLIND.— II.

When Birds Came.
As 1 stood there -watching the live decoys enjoy the water

and their freedom from the coop, I heard John call "Mark
to the east/' and turning saw a single bird coming low over
the marsh. Gently lowering my body until my head was
hidden by the cane which formed the blind, I watched the
simple bird's approach. John had given utterance to vigor-
ous quacks, which had caught the bird's ear, and it had
seen the decoys and was flying toward them. While it was
still liJOvds. distant the old drake saw it and saluled, and
the ducks lifted up their voices in sonorous calls, This was
too much for the lone black duck. He passed outside the
decoys, well beyond gunshot, swung up into the wind,
turned back, and with lowered flight and down-bent neck
surveyed the decoys and prepared to alight. He swung
over the live ducks and up toward the drake, and J jumped
up, put the gun on him and pulled. Bang went the first

barrel and bang the second; the duck, climbed and climbed,
and kept climbing; Gunner tore through the cane to see
what had fallen and to bring in the bird ; John made no
Comilient and I said nothing either, though I had missed a
shot that a ten-year-old tioy ohght to have killed.

I knew why I had missed the bird, though not how. I
tad let him get too far over the decoys and past me, and
had shot at him when he was going away, and failing to
allow for the velocity of bis flight, had shot behind him. Bo
my first shot for the season was a disgraceful miss.

I do not know how other men feel about missing, espe-
cially about missing easy shots, but it plunges me into an
abyss of shame and mortification from which I do not easily
emerge. At the best of times I am a very bad shot, and
often my missing makes me declare that I will give up
shooting altogether. When, however, the time comes for
me to get an outing again, I forget all about my past misses
ahd start forth as hopeful and as free from anxiety about
missing as if I were a good shot Instead of being a villain-

ously bad one. So I mourned over this miss, and felt hor-
ribly ashamed that John, and even that Gunner, had been
witnesses of my disgrace.

As I sat there thinking of this John whispered, ''Mark be-
hind,'' and, turning my head, I saw a pair of mallards—

a

big greenhead and a duck—almost over me. To grasp my
gun and throw it to my shoulder seemed but a second's
work; but in a second a duck can go a long way, especially
down wind, and by the time the muzzle of my gun was
pointed in the birds' general direction they had passed over
us and were far beyond the decoys.

In desperation I fired both barrels, and again I heard
Gunner rush to the water's edge, saw him look in vain for
something to bring in, and saw the ducks like a pair of dis-

jointed parentheses melt into the gray sky and disappear.
"Those two came badlj-^, sir," ventured John. "Yes, they

came badly," 1 replied, "but we ought to have been looking
out for them."
Some little time elapsed without any further excitement,

when suddenly— although we thought that we had been
making ^ood use of our eyes—a duck appeared quite close
to the decoys, coming in as gently as one could wish. I very
slowly bent to get my gun, resolved that this time, if it came,
1 would retrieve myself. On the bird came, looking only at

the decoys; I rose up slowly, but he saw me and flared" I
followed him, but gave the gun a little too much swing, and
shot over him. Another miss.

Again despair seized me; and when a little later I missed
an easy double at a pair of sprigs, which were alighting
among the decoys, it tightened its grip. John said never a
word in comment, nor did I. The trouble was too deep for
words.

It is astonishing how much room there is in the air

around a duck. I have seen the time when the birds were
so thick in the air that it seemed as if it would be impossible
to shoot a charge of shot through them without killing one
or more, but how very easy it is to spare their lives. After
a few more misses John seemed to feel that I stood in need
of comfort and consolation, and ventured the remark that
there must be something the matter with my cartridges. I
was shooting wood powder, and he asked if the shells were
not old ones. They were old ; but I knew very well that if

the gun was held right the cartridges would do their work
well enough, and—though I say it myself—I was too honest
to attempt to excuse my lack of skill on the plea of poor am-
munition.

It was not until after lunch that I got my first bird. John
and I had both become careless about looking out, for it

seemed useless to see the birds, as I could not hit them.
Suddenly a big black duck cut across the head of the decoys,
and, not seeing it until it had got by, I threw up my gun
and took a snap shot at it, and killed it dead. It fell on the
edge of the marsh and Gunner brought it with much pride.

John too was delighted, and assured me that the shot was a
good one and that I was getting onto them now. I shook
my head wearily, for I knew what an accident this success
had been. Still I presume that I was unconsciously a little

bit encouraged. At all events, we both kept a better look-

out, and a little later, when three widgeons came by over the
decoys, but not lowering to them, I doubled on a pair with
the right barrel and killed the third with mj left. This was
a little better, of course, but still it did not give me much
courage. A little later, however, when a pair of mallards
came up the wind high up, and I killed both, I began to
take heart and really to feel as if perhaps 1 could do some-
thing. The conceit was quickly taken out of me, however,
by three widgeons, which stole in and alighted among the
decoys unseen. These I missed on the water with the first

barrel, and on the wing when they flew. They were not
Boyds. from me.

It was still early in the day—only 2 o'clock—and there
was time yet to kill a lot of birds if they kept coming and

—

if I could only hit them. But there did not seem to be much
chance of my doing that. John was encouraging, however,
and regaled me with anecdotes of the numbers of birds that
certain men whom he had accompanied bad killed in the
afternoon ; and especially of one who only a few weeks be-
fore, after a day of very bad luck, had in an hour's shooting
just before sunset run his score up to over thirty. I antici-

pated no such goad luck, but I determined to endeavor to
use greater care in shooting; to take my birds earlier, to

hold further ahead of them, and not to shoot unless I felt

reasonably sure that I was holding on each bird about as I
thought 1 ought to.

M^itating thus, I was watching the sky to the south and

east, when suddenly I heard from John (the grating^callTof
the canvasback, followed by several loud honks, and sitting
down I strained my eyes to see where the birds were to
which he was calling. Peering through the stalks of the
cane, I presently saw off to the right a single canvasbacii
coming with the. steady flight that distinguishes these birds
from almost any other ducks. He was an old male, white
and handsome, and was headed straight for the decoys.
John continued to call, and the bird had evidently made up
his mind to come. We had a few canvasback decoys out,
and these with the geese were more likely to bring him; for,
as is well known, canvasbacks will stool to geese as well as
they will to their own kind. He came on swiftly and stead'
ily, and at length, just as he was over the tail decoys, I
arose, held about 2ft. in front of his bill and fired, and the
noble bird fell. He had hardly struck the water before
Gunner had plunged in, swam through the decoys and
seized him, and in a few moments he was in my hand, and
I was smoothing out his plumage and admiring the rich
coloring of his head and neck, and the wonderfiS delicacy
of his back plumage.
"Mark in front, high up," said John, before I had finished

looking at the canvas. High up in the sky to the south of
us I saw a pair of black ducks, which, in response to John's
vigorous calls, and to the invitation otfered by the live
ducks, rapidly lowered their flight, took a quarter oircle lo
the west, and then coming down to about 6ft. above the
water flew confidently on toward the blind, one about 2ft.

behind the other. I waited till they were over the last of
the decoys, rose to my feet, and killed the first and then the
second in capital style. "They did not see me and never
knew what had hit them. This was cheering.
From this time on until it was time to take up I shot

fairly well—very well for me—and at night when we re-
turned to. the house I had twenty-two ducks, and believed
that I had in some small measure effaced the feeling of con-
tempt that John—and Gunner—must have for me.

I had other hours in the blind during my trip, and in some
of them I did better than on this first day; in none worse so
far as missing went, though often I came in with a less

number of birds.

Men of the Marsh,
Now and then, while we were sitting in the blind, John

and I would be joined by one of the club watchmen, whose
time is devoted to patrolling the marshes, driving off poach-
ers, preventing night shooting, and generally doing all in
their power to preserve the shooting. These men are farm-
ers in summer time, but during the winter are glad to earn
what they can by watching the marshes; for this is a steady
job, which pays much better than fishing or gunning. They
are most of them old gunners, familiar from childhood witli

these waters and their islands, and with, all the ways of the
wildfowl. Constantly on the marsh and on the water, they
know just where the ducks are "using," and what are likely
to be the best shooting points on any given day. They are
thus always consulted by the men who are going to shoot
on the marshes under their charge, and their advice is

usually taken.

The life of these watchmen is a lonely one. For six days
in the week they live on the marshes in little houses built for
them in the fall, but on Saturday afternoons they report at

the club and then go to the mainland to spend Sunday with
their families. Leading such a life, the watchman is de-
lighted when one of the club members comes to shoot on the
marsh under his charge, and often he spends most of the day
with the gunner, helping his boatman to tie out and take up,
assisting in retrieving the birds killed, and during the quiet
times sitting in the cane with the boatman and gossiping.
Some of them are silent men, but others are great talkers.

The subjects which the two discuss are varied. Of course
the ducks and their actions are a fruitful theme, but home
matters claim a good share of attention; the recent social

events on the mainland, the last sermon of the circuit

rider; farming, past and futui-e; marriages, sickness and
deaths.

I heard one of them tell John a story which will perhaps
bear repeating. He said

:

"I never knew tell the other day that coons went fishing."

"Why, of co'se they do," said John; "they mostly live on
fish and crabs.

"

"No, that ain't what I mean. I mean fishing with a hook
and line. The other day I was going up a little lead and 1

come to a bend, going slow and quiet, so's to see if they wus
any ducks sitting in there. Just as 1 looked over the p int I

see an old coon a little ahead of me runnin' round on the
beach this away and that away, like he was plum' crazy, and
waving his paws. I watched him a little to see what he'd
do, and pretty soon I see he was working around a little pool
that had some minnies into it, and pretty soon he druv
'em up into a corner and he made a rush and swep' a lot of

'em ashore with his paws. 1 expected now to see him eat

'em, but he didn't; he just put 'em up where they couldn't
get back to the water, and then he took one and trotted down
to the water again. When he got there he stopped and
looked about a little. When he found a place to suit him he
stuck the minnie on one of his sharp claws and held that foot

in the water. Pretty soon I saw from the way he acted that
a fish was biting at the bait, and in a minute the coon jerked
his paw out of the water and threw a little fatback out on
the bank. He ran to it, carried it upon the marsh, and put
it on a little patch of grass, and then went back and baited
his claw with another minnie. Then he caught another fat-

back and put it up with the first one and then went on fish-

ing again. He kept this up until he had caught quite a
number, and at last when he carried a fish to where the
others was lyin' on the grass he set up and put bis hands on
his knees and looked at the pile of fatbacks, and seemed to

be studyin'. Then he laughed right out and said ; 'Ha, ha,

ha! seven. Enough for supper.' That made me laugh out
loud, and the coon grabbed up his fish and run off in the
marsh.'

' 'Huh!" said John. "Expect me to believe that?"
The lives of these marsh men are monotonous. The watch-

man rises with the dawn, and as soon as it is light clambers
up to his post of observation—the roof of his house. Tliis is

only a one story shanty, but standing here he can see over
the cane which surrounds him and can look down into the
larger bays, ponds and creeks which are within his jurisdic-

tion. He can see if birds are sitting in these waters, and
whether any are flying, and easily gets a notion of what is

taking place in all the neighboring marshes, Day after day
he watches the ducks, studying their habits and learning
their ways, and no one can give better advice lo the gunner
as to where he should tie out.

Now and then a bit of excitement comes into the watch-
man's life, but it is excitement of a kind that he does not
like. It is given in doses too strong for enjoyment. Occa-

sionally the marshes are invaded'lby'^night shooters, who

—

with or without a light—scull up to rafts of sleeping ducks
or geese and shoot them on the water, creating havoc in their
close-packed ranks. When this occurs the watchman salhes
out in his light skiff, and, knowing all the leads and short
ctits, he usually has no difliculty in coming ud with the
poachers, whom he tries to drive away. On two or
three occasions watchmen have been shot at by these
gentry, though no one has ever been injured in this
way. Several, however, have been badly frightened, and
more than one has given up his berth under'the stress of
such a scare. Others, more courageous and wiser, put a bold
face on the matter and give back threat for threat. Such
persons the poachers speedily retreat from and avoid in
future, for your true poacher is not a courageous animal.
He does not enjoy a fight. Since the shootings that have
recently taken place on these marshes the watchmen have
taken to carrying shotguns and rifles about with them at
night, and in the future the night shooters may expect a
little shooting from the other boat.

Besides his work of guarding and patrolling, the watch-
man has little to occupy his time. Of course he does his own
cooking, dish washing, wood chopping, and so on, and now
and then he may be obliged to make a journey to the main-
land for wood or water or provisions; but still he has plenty
of idle time on his hands. Often he employs a part of this
in trapping the minks, muskrats and coons which abound on
the stands. The few skins that he may get he sells at the
store, and the cash which he is paid for these goes a little

way toward helping out the family living, or perhaps toward
the expenses of next spring's farming operations.

Certainly these men are not the least interesting of the in-
habitants of the marsh. Cotjples.

[to be CONTIjSfUED.]

THE FOREST RESERVES.
Editor Forest and Btream:

It has been so uniformly my custom ever since your paper
was founded to indorse the opinions of the editorial depart-
ment in matters within the scope of its columns that to call
up for question one of your paragraphs at this time creates
for me a novel experience. But your editorial in the issue
of Feb. 27 lauding the action of ex-President Cleveland and
the report or findings of a forestry commission, by which
vast areas of the public domain in the Northwest have been
segregated and sft aside—including several millions of acres
in the State of Washington—as forest reserves, moves me to
ask how such action of the executive will, to quote your
words, "be of incalculable benefit to the Western country?"
The millions of acres included in the so-called Washington

Forest Keserve and the Olympia Forest Reservation, while
they include portions of the densely wooded foothills and
slopes of the Cascade and Olympic ranges, also include the
rock-ribbed sides, gulches and treeless summits of these
mountains that are rich in mineral deposits. All of the rich
minerals, including valuable quarry stone, abound in the
country which a commission of experts say should be closed
to the mechanic arts. Probably more than half of the land
situated in this State that is included in this "forest" reser-
vation, and thereby withdrawn from entry, is entirely desti-
tute of merchantable timber, and contains at best a scrub
growth fit only for minins; purposes as fuel, while a large
portion is a treeless, snow- covered region.
When i came to Washington a few years ago to make my

home in the Pacific Northwest, I soon learned that the
present as well as future development and wealth of this
section of the United States depended largely on its timber
and mineral resources, and I made an^ effort to become
acquaintjed with some of the lands that are now embraced in
the reservation order. Therefore in this connection permit
me to say that capital has come freely into this State, seeking
investment in the development of the mineral as well as.'
timber values lj?ing within the proscribed districts. Thou-
sands of prospectors have located claims within their borders,
and a large number of claim-holders have spent time and
money, and risked life and health, in prospecting and in
prosecutmg assessment work necessary to secure patents from
the Government to perfect their titles. To-day hundreds of
men are threading the caiions of the Cascades and Olympics, '

defying the dreaded avalanches of snow incident to this

time of year, prospecting for the precious metals, some of
whom are struggling with poverty or meager "grub stakes,"
while others are backed by the hberal hand of moneyed
capital.

The late act of the President will seriously embarrass the
existing situation of affairs and check further development.
Capital will become frightened ioto abandoning enterprises
already entered into, and will seek other countries, where
experts in forestry do not erect Chinese walls around mineral
belts. The homes of hundreds of settlers are practically

withdrawn, and all future settlement therein discouraged. ,

Roads, mills, camps, trading posts, and all the means of de-
velopiog a country rich in natural wealth are virtually pro-
hibited, so far as the exercise of any liberties therein is

concerned, notwithstanding the members of a forestry com-
mission have reported their examination of the situation and
recommended that the reservations will be beneficial.

Looking at the matter from the standpoint of a resident of

the State from which this enormous area of valuable land is

withdrawn from entry and practical use, permit me to ask
you on what hypothesis you base your belief that the sweep- *

mg order of the President will redound to the incalculable
benefit of the Western country? Cayctga.
EVKBEiT, Washington.

[Our comments are given elsewhere.]

Manitoba Deer and Lumber Camps.
The provincial authorities are determined to enforce the

newly enacted law prohibiting the kilhug of deer in the
Province for a period of two years. Last Wednesday Con-
stable Cox made a raid upon a camp of hunters, who felt

themselves secure when in the depths of the Riding Moun-
tains, and arrested three men who have been in that country
since last fall, and during that time, it is charged, have killed

many animals. The heads and hides of the elk and moose
were thrown out upon the snow to rot. Numbers of these

were found by Constable Cox scattered about the bush. The
meat was used lor food and, it is thoueht, sold to lumber
camps. The trio were somewnat surprised when Constable

Cox dropped in upon them before breakfast, catching them
with a supply of the meat on hand. The offenders were
taken to Dauphin, where they appeared before Magistrate
Smith, and were fined $50 and costs. Two of them were
unable to pay, and were taken to Brandon jail to serve

out a sentence of two months.

—

Winnipeg Free Press.
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DECOY STORIES.-III.
Gnii/POED, Conn., March 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stfeam:
Yoar correspondent Melville Church, who writes in your
issue of Feb. 20 in regard to an eagle trying to carry off one
of his wooden decoy ducks on Thanksgiving Day, puts me
in mind of aa iacident of a similar nature which occurred to
me one afternoon in the latter part of October. I took a
half dozen black duck decoys of wood, placed them ia a salt

hole out in the meadow back of the beach, and as the wind
was blowjng strong from the south, which would drive the
ducks in from the Sound, I took my position back of a small
bunch of beach plum bushes which I had stuck up in the
meadow about six roods from the salt hole. The ducks did
not come in as I had expected, but I watched until almost
dark, when I saw quite a large bird coming over the beach
straight for the salt hole; he hovered oyer the decoys for a
moment, then down he came, grabbed one of the decoys and
started off. Now I had no idea of losing my decoy in that
way, and brought gun to shoulder in short order, and a half
minute later I was hauling the decoy and bird ashore. It
proved to be a large gray owl, what is called here the horned
owl. I hope this will reach the eye of Mr. Church, for I
think it will make him feel better. M. D. Stevens.

LIFE AMONG THE LUMBERMEN.—I.

AsHLAKD, Wis., Jan. 24.—"We haul no logs to-day. Dat
snow come more like he spill out of the sky."
So spoke Ernest as he stamped the snow from his feet

in that little old camp in the wilderness just sixteen years
ago to-day. On the deacon-seat by the old heater I was
pulling on my shoe-packs, ready for a long day in the
pines. The cook came down the row of bunks, calling in
no gentle voice: "Koll out! roll out!" emphasizing the
call by shaking or pulling the extended feet of said occu-
pants, whereat said occupants slowly changed ends, and
crawling put of their warm beds with eyes still heavy with
sleep felt for their footgear. The extent of their talk was
a smothered sacre from a Frenchman and a mavel from a
Swede—swear words of the different nationalities being
the only speech heard.
The boss sat on the end of the seat next the cook's apart-

ment quietly smoking. As I passed him on the way to the
"wash sink" he caught me by the belt and pulled me to
the seat beside him. "George," he said, "there's the devil
to pay. The snow was too deep before to work the timber
we are in, and now comes another snow of 18in. in a night.
We'll have to quit that ridge, that's all; and go down near
the river to some thick clumps, which I will cruise out as
soon as I get time. But that isn't all. The cook tells me
we are practically out of flour and meat. The tote train is
due here to-morrow noon; but they'll never get here with-
out help. We are the furthest camp up on the river, and I
am going to take Jake with his four horses and narrow sled
and start to meet them just as soon as we have breakfast.
I'm going to leave you in charge. If it clears up, go out to
the works with the loading team and bring in the tools.
You won't starve; there is plenty of corn and oats ground
together for horse feed, and the cook can keep you alive on
that."

As he finished speaking the low door opened, and the
teamsters came in, Jake in the lead, Kronquish in the rear.
With them came a breath from the outer world, a little
whirlwind of snow. "Whew!" said Jake, "worst storm I
ever seen;" and he continued in a low, grumbling tone:
"hard three-trip road anyway; and now the skidways are
all buried, the cross-hauls and go-devil roads all filled up,
it's going to be tough the rest of the winter."

Just then the cook called out, "Take it," and we all
dropped into place around the table. With the exception
of Ernest's chatter the meal was eaten in silence and
quickly. The boss rising fii-st said quietly to Jake, "Jake,
put your team on the tote sled." Half an hour later the
gloom of the tote-road swallowed them up, while yet no
sign of daylight appeared. The crew, with the exception
of Ernest and myself, crept into their bunks again, and
were instantly sound asleep. Slowly daylight peered
through the single light of glass over the door. Slowly the
candle on the end of the table burned into the socket,
fluttered and went out, at which I was forced to close the
book I was reading; noting that day was at hand, I stepped
out to see about the weather. It was, as Ernest had said,
as though the snow was literally spilled out of the sky. It
came in chunks, compact and hard, and struck the face
with suflicient force to make the skin tingle.
"What will we do, Ernest? We are all but out of gnib,

and time will move slowly until they get more supplies in
here. If we only had some ammunition we could get deer
and plenty of partridges and spruce hens, but the cook
shot away all the powder and shot last fall, and all the
shells for the Winchester."

"Bien, we see. The cook he have a little powder left;

I chew some tea lead and make some bullet, then we get a
deer; we get him to-day, you see."

An hour later we were dragging slowly along the log-
ging road in the direction of the "works." Arriving at
last where the last trees had been felled the night before,
we found numerous deer signs, where they fed on the
small maples and ironwood that had been broken down
by the tops ofthe pines in their fall. "Now," said Ernest,
*we chop down maple; de deer hear him when he fall;

then we keep still; maybe leetle while, maybe long time;
de deer come eat de top; then we shot him."
We soon had a tree about lOin. in diameter smashing

down among the alders at the edge of the swamp. Then
we dug down beside and about midway the trunk, and
spreading some pine boughs on the floor of our ambush
settled down to wait.

I was fairly paralyzed with the cold, Ernest having
placed a strict embargo on any movement whatever; and
we were fairly buried in fast falling snow when Ernest
whispered, "Listen! now I hear stick crack! Deer come
sure."

A moment later out of the gloom of the swamp there ap-
peared one, then two, deer, followed by two more. They
came straight for the tree top, and almost before I had
fairly noted the number the leader was within 20ft.

Ernest poked the gun over the edge of the snow fort, there
was a report, and I was scrambling along the tree trunk to
where a stricken deer was floundering in the snow. It
was a big doe and was dead before I reached her. "Ha,
ha," said Ernest, "dem feller sleep in camp eat horse feed.
We have meat for supper. We be plenty hungry too when
we get camp."
Already the early twilight was falling, and by the time

we had wallowed out to the logging road, dragging our
deer, night was fairly upon us. We were likely to be, as
Ernest said, plenty hungry before we reached camp, and
to say truth I had in imagination eaten almost the whole
of that deer before we finally came within sight of the
rough comfort of the interior and heard the steak sizzling
in the frying pan, while the cook, delighted with our suc-
cess, sang as he sliced the coarse bread for our supper and
did a bit of a dance on one of the smoother planks of the
floor.

_
Then with a few deft movements he placed a

steaming heap of steak before us and we did eat. How
the memory of that meal comes back to me. Your dwellers
in cities, buried in piles of stone and brick and steel, with
tables spread with everything good for food, will never
know the sweet pleasure of eating until they have earned
the meal to be eaten by a hard day's hunt, even though
the meal so earned be corn and oatmeal bread and veni-
son steaks. After supper the pipe, then oblivion; and as
the sense_of perfect relaxation and rest swept over me, the
cook's voice sounded low and sweet as he sang, while rat-
tling the knives and forks in the dishpan:

"Oh, remember the valley you're leaving,

How lonely and dreary 'twill be;

And remember the sad heart you're breaking,

And be true to your promise to me."
G. W. M.

[to be CONTlNUEBf.]

DAKOTA SCREENINGS.
Stbictly speaking, among screenings some grain should

be found. It is doubtful if there is any wheat in this. I
have been watching several jack rabbits start off tiding- to
determine which hindleg they were lame in, but until I used
my horse judging rule for lameness I could not decide. To
tell which foot a horse is lame in watch carefully and pick
your foot; it is always the other foot that is hurt. This
works great on jacks.

Half-breeds as Hunters.

The North Dakota half-breeds are good sneak hunters, a
good deal like coyotes, great on finding other hunters'
cripples and dead birds. As deer, moose, elk and antelope
hunters they are undoubtedly a success, but as goose, duck
and crane hunters they are poor. From what I have seen of
them their favorite way is to sneak up and take a pot shot or
to "ground sweat" their birds. They sneak on to a bunch of
birds on or near shore and try to get birds, geese particular-

ly, where these birds water and rest, instead of going back
to stubble fields and digging pits where geese are feeding
morning and iifternoon. The breeds walk the shores very
much as the Sunday town boys do with their store clothes
on, and shoot out over the open water at birds they cannot
reach with BBs.
They are successful in one way at least, and that is in

frightening all birds away, particularly geese, changing
their feeding grounds, habits, elevation when flying, and
hours of coming to and leaving water for stubble. What
few birds are left soon scatter and leave that section ; those
remaining water at small, clear lakes and sloughs, and do
not come in to big lakes until it is perfectly dark. The
breeds kill one goose or other bird where a so-called city

dude who knows his work kills a dozen; and they frighten
away 100 where the city man would only drive away a few.
Of couui', the cities turn out all manner of shooters and
sportsmen, but I refer to city men of some experience with
the rare gift in man or dog called bird sense.

There is one point of similarity between the Sunday town
shooter and the half-breed, and they are both consistent in

it, and that is color; they are both great admirers of black as

a color. They nearly all wear black hats, coats and trousers,

and use powder of the same color. It is too bad that these

black clothes people do not concentrate their forces for a
purpose for the benefit of the farmer. At times rains are
uncertain and much needad in the Dakotas; if these men
would line up and fire altogether a number of rounds, as

they do in a scattering way on a duck fly-way, the results

would be marked. 1 believe the uncertainty of moisture
would be over with; as rain makers they would be a success,

and add greatly to the productiveness of the soil of the State.

In Texas and Wyoming the rain makers found that a se-

vere sudden shock would sometimes produce a fog; if these

men could be handled scientifically they might produce a
shower whenever needed. The shock is then all right, and
if they would use less old felt boot and binder twine for wad-
ding it might make sharper reports; but the good old-fash-

ioned thrum-rum hang-fire explosion is what gives them real

joy. It is a good deal like the old muzzleloader squirrel

shotgun that used to kill 'em dead at twenty rods every shot.

The breeds eat most anything. One day one of us shot a
badger and left it on a plowing by the road, next day it was
gone and doubtless furnished a meal for several. They will

eat a badger poisoned by arsenic. They skin the animal and
let it soak in water until all or most of the poison is out, and
in a few days are apt to call around again to see if there are

any more. This comes from a postmaster direct, who has
given them more than one poisoned animal. Skunk is a
warm favorite with them; they will eat any animal that gets

drowned or stuck in a slough. Their food is limited when
winter sets in and consumption kills many. Their clothing

is poor and they have no buffalo robes, as in the past.

Last year we had lost several white cranes, that is on our
way out we had ijlanned to get some; on our way back we
did not take any, and as the law says you must not, we did

not. We were glad we did not get any. We had not
marked four or five white sandhills with any bands like the

carrier pigeons of to-daj, nor put any leg seals on such as

they put on a $50 China cochin pullet at the New York
show. We had no left double upper cut, nor a single right

under cut, such as they sometimes try to put on a razor-back

shote in the overflow lands of Arkansas or on a sucking calf

on the Montana ranges. Our crane were slick-eared crane
all right enough. We had seen but very few, probably
less than ten all the fall; one day we saw four, two
old, two young. As a general rule they go four in

a bunch, and it is nearly always an old pair with two
young. Although wild, we saw they lit within a

mile beyond a hill, and decided to try for one; so going as

near to the hill as we dared and lying down, we sent driver

and team around to try to get them to fly over us. They
rose wild and flew too far to one side, but by straining the

guns we managed to down the nearest one, a y^oung bird

showing light brown on body, wings, head and neck.

About two weeks later, when together in a goose pit, with
decoys out on burnt stubble, we heard cranes, and looking

out through weeds without rising, we saw four white cranes

watching closely before feeding. We could do nothing but
wait. After about twenty-five minutes they began calling,

showing that they had seen something and were on the look-
out. It seems that our driver had seen them light and gave
them time to rest, feed and look around before starting
toward them to try and get them to fly within range of us.

We could tell by their calls they were "getting nearer, but we
dared not move; at last they rose and we were up and ready
for them, and got the four—two old, two young. The lead-
er was winged and ugly, and no one cared to pick him up
for several reasons ; he could run 100yds. in about eleven
seconds, and he could use his bill to advantage to himself.
After chasing him on foot and with team we surrounded him
and the drivei made a lasso out of the reins and got a body
hold first throw ; the rest was easy. He weighed SOlbs, One
young one weighed 17lbs.

There is one curious thing about the so-called snowbird,
which winters in North Dakota. It is a small bird, about the
size of the English sparrow and not unlike the female sparrow
in plumage in summer, in the winter it turns nearly white;
whether the feathers fade to white or are shed I cannot say.
Natives say they fade to white. I have often noticed that
after a cold spell with a flurry of snow I would see quite a
few birds partly white, particularly white on wings, where a
few days before I had not seen a white bird. 'This would
seem to indicate that perhaps the weather quickly affects the
color of their plumage. They go in immense flocks, and
when snow is on the ground feed on weed seeds where snow
is blown away, also on roads and on weed seeds falling on
top of snow. Milwaukee.

THE ADIRONDACKS GAME LAW.
Gloversville, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: In look-

ing over the suggestions from the tish and game protectors as
a result of their late meeting in Albany, 1 notice some of the
following recommendations to our State Legislature: First,

that deer shall not be hunted with a dog for five years from
June 1, 1897; second, the making of a uniform law as re-

gards the open season for partridge, woodcock, squirrels,

hares and rabbits.

In view of the fact that, according to the information of
men that have given it considerable attention, deer are on
the increase in most places in the Adirondaeks and its sur-
roundings, and that nine out of ten of the citizens who hunt
deer prefer to hunt them with dogs, it would seem unneces-
sary to deprive a large majority of the sportsmen of the
State of the privilege of their particular style of hunting,
providing of course the deer are showing a healthy increase.

According to the report of Superintendent of Forests
William F,"Fox, and published in the Forest anh Stream
of Jan. 16, 1897, there seems to be a general belief among
guides and hunteis that a great many deer die from starva-

tion, as the following paragraph, taken from his report, will

show: "In the vicinity where the carcasses were found all

the foliage of the evergreens and buds of the hardwoods
within reach had been devoured, and the deer under the
protection of the game law had increased so rapidly within
the last few years that there was no longer a suflicient sup-
ply of food for them all during the winter season." I have
received the same information from some of the most prom-
inent guides and hunters of Piseco, West Canada and Cedar
lakes.

Now, as TVe understand them, the game law's are made,
first, to afford ample protection for a healthy increase of

game; second, tbat the greatest good and enjoyment shall

accrue to the greatest number. And if Mr. Fox's report is

true (which it undoubtedly is), what is the need of a change
in the present law to one that will simply increase the suffer-

ing and mortality of the noblest game of our State Park.
It is a fact that all game near the Adirondaeks is on the

increase, unless it be perhaps in some place which is easy of

access or near some thickly populated community. For in-

stance, in our own particular county of Fulton deer are often

seen where three or four years ago there were none. Any
one taking the time and trouble will find that the decrease

in some locaUties is largely influenced by being in the imme-
diate neighborhood of some lumbering camp and when the
deer are surreptitiously used to fill the capacious maw of

some French-Canadian woodchopper. If hounding is so

destructive, why is it that, according to the report of Mr.
Fox, they are on the decrease in some localities of St. Law-
rence and Lewis counties, where hounding is not allowed,

and are Increasing in some localities where hounding is

allowed?
We mistrust that a great part of this agitation comes from

people who never hunt deer, or more probably from the in-

veterate floater. I wish to say a few words in regard to the

favorite style of hunting of some sportsmen, namely floating,

or j icking, as some call it.

Assuredly there can be no more destructive and cruel way
of hunting deer than for a man to paddle up to a deer whUe
it is in the water and is fascinated with the light in the

"jack," and shoot it down or perhaps wound it so that it

crawls away into the woods and dies, and perhaps not only
entail the death of that one, but of others that are depending
on their mother for their sustenance, and consequently wan-
der around and starve through the loss of that sustenance.

But this is not the worst of this diabolical mode of hunting,

for I have frequently been told while talking with men who
prefer floating, that they have shot at as many as four differ-

ent deer in the same night, and in one case a man told me he
had killed three deer during the same floating.

And this, if done when the jacker prefers, which is during
his summer vacation, is when venison is in its poorest con-

dition, especially so soon after breeding season, when the

does are yet f-ucklmg the fawns.
We would gladly recommend an amendment to the law (if

it should be proven that the deer are decreasing) which would
prevent any one person from killing more than one deer in a

season; this would have a tendency to prevent the large

parties who go to the woods for a general hunt, and after

feeding on venison for from ten days to two weeks prevent

them Irom having the privilege under the law of each bring-

ing out a deer after the hunt is over, as can be done under
the present law.

If there is any necessity for a change, why would it not be
a good plan, instead of abohshing hounding altogether, to

amend the law so that deer could not be killed in water
while swimming, as is done to such a lai'ge extent at present.

But instead must be killed on streams or runways, where
they would have a greater chance for escape.

Now, in regard to the recommendation of a change in the

existing laws on partiidges, woodcock, squirrels, hares and
rabbits. Where is there a place throughout the whole Adi-

rondack region where there has not been reported an increase

in the number of partridges? And if it ia a fact that thej are
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on the increase, why change a law that is bringing such
beneficial results? When have we ever had a betterlaw than
the present one on hares and rabbits? The idea of making
the season for woodcock and hares the same. What man in
the State would care to hunt hares unless they could be
tracked on snow, or could be killed in front of the hounds?

It would be a much more sensible thing to stop the killing

of woodcock altogether for two or three years, so that they
could have a chance to increase in proportion to other game,
as it is a well-known fact that they have been decreasing
every season for four or five years.

But the best Jaw that coald be framed for the protection
of game would be one that would forbid the sale of game
altogether. This continual pecking away at the game laws
where we have good and just ones already is unwise, as it

puts everybody in an uncertainty as to what is the open or
close season.

Would it not be more to the interest of game protection
for those same people who are advocating a continual change
in the game laws to use the same amount of effort to have
a law and its necessary appropriation which would legalize

the appointment of a deputy game protector in each town-
ship, so that the laws we now have could be more success-
fully enforced?
Would It not also be equally as wise for those same game

protectors to show a little more zealous efi:ort in enforcing
the laws we now have instead of recommending so many
radical changes?

1 think it is the general opinion of the people who are in-

terested in game protection that the laws we now have (with
the exception of the law which allows the sale of game the
year around under certain restrictions) are all right, and all

that it requires is a more rigid enforcement.
Cayadutta.

NOT ALL ALIKE.

Editm' Forest and Btream:
Could we analyze the emotions which causes various classes

of men to go to the woods and fields for game, we would at

once be able to divide these men into three classes, the dis-

tinctive features of each being the objective result to be ob-
tained from the trip. Class 1st, the men who strive to obtain
a material, tangible result in the shape of the coin of the
realm.

Of the second class is the so-called true sportsman, who goes
for a lark, a change, to gratify his vanity, and chief of all to

I bring back birds or game, no matter by whom killed, how
killed or when killed, so long as the game is in his hand,

j

and he can exhibit it and brag about it. The seventeen men
' from Ohio who went up into Minnesota and sneaked out
with six deer belong to this class. What blessed things the
memories of those seventeen must be stored with!
The third is the single-standard class. They go after game

. for the sake of the chase. The knowledge of the game's
ways and the excitement of the chase are more than the mere
result of bringing home a certain number of birds or heads
of game. He will have none of the guide except to inform
him of the lay of the land, the sign, etc , when in a strange
country. But as to letting the guide carry a rifle, it is not
to be considered.

Once I met a guide who claimed that he had been engaged
by your correspondent, Mr. C. M. Stark, to go into the
woods with him, but on putting in his appearance be saw
that he was expected to leave his gun behind and instead to

carry a big pack of goods, and he very promptly "thi-ew up
the job." This same man, by the way, is a curiosity in his
way. Born and reared in a large manufacturing town, he

I

had studied cheap hunting literature until he fancied himself
1 a hunter. When I first met him he lived in the woods,
' eking out an existence by gathering spruce gum; too lazy
and ignorant of the ways of the woods to hunt or even^flsh,

he was squalid and filthy to the last degree, but made a
brave effort to pose as an ideal woodsman to such green-
horns as chanced to believe his yarns. No doubt C. M. S.

saw his true nature and would have none of him. Many of

your readers who have been to the Franconia Mountains will

recognize him in this description. To do him full justice

would require quite a lengthy article, and I don't know but
that 1 will try it some day—he is such a character, and it

might serve to point a lesson to those young men who revel
ia cheap sporting literatiu-e.

To return to the sportsman of the second class—enumerated
above—one of the greatest sinners against the law of sports-

men's ethics and against the common law are his wife, family
and friends. About the first thing they utter after the first

greeting on a return from the woods or fields is this: "What
did you get?" As if this were the ne plus idtm of the sports-

man's desires. However, a man in such a position and fear-

ing the foolish nagging of his friends and neighbors, is sure
to obtain game in some manner not truly in accordance with
sporting ethics, if he cannot get it "straight," and thus we
find that the blame can often be placed elsewhere than on
the shooter himself. It is not the custom in all countries
thus to judge the chase by its material results—quite the con-
trary in many parts of Europe, and especially among the
high Alps of the Tyrol and Switzerland. Nowhere in the
world is true sportsmanship so fully developed among the
poorer and more ignorant classes as it is among the chamois
hunters. Many and many a poor man will work hard for
ten months in the year and the other two will chase the
elusive chamois, securing perhaps two or three per season,
which he invariably sells. He has the chance of killing
deer, roebuck, etc., which when sold would fetch more than
the chamois—but he never hunts them. It is his passion to
hunt the chamois, and he loves it because of the very diffi-

culties and dangers of the pursuit. These men are true
sportsmen, whatever their shortcomings and however slender
their pm'se.

How different are some we meet. "What ye got?" is the
first question when such an one sees a man with a gun. It
is he who killed the deer of Vermont on the crust until there
were none left. It is he who skins the covers to the last par-
tridge and the last rabbit, takes the game to the store and
swaps it for goods, any kind, wet or d^J^ Would he eat
bird or rabbit when he could get a few pennies' worth of
store goods for .them and salt pork worth only 8 cents a
pound? Not he. He will lie awake nights thinking how to
get that last rabbit that's running in the hollow five miles
back. Often I have had a day in the woods with one of
these critters, but invariably on bagging a bird its market
value was considered first, trees and lovely landscapes were-
estimated as to how many feet of lumber could be extracted
from them, and I well remember the smiles and knowing
looks which were caused by my occasionally ascending a
steep hill to view a particularly pretty sunset or sunrise. Of
course a sunrise has no market value, and so there must be

something wrong with the man who would ascend a hill to
see it—and it not even worth one red cent.

Mattbbhobjt.
WeLls BivbR, Vt.

Maine liegislation.

Boston, March 13.—^Mr. Frank Jones, of Portsmouth,
who now holds the. title of Hon., gave his annual fishing
entertainment to fifteen of his friends, at Tunk Pond, Han-
cock county, Me., last week. The gathering was, as usual,
first at Bar Harbor. The company included railroad men
and politicians. Annually about the same company as-
sembles, though but little fishing is done. But the hospi-
tality of Mr. Jones is described as most bountiful,
A part of the famous guide license bill has passed both

houses of the Maine Legislature, and will doubtless be-
come a law. It has been amended so many times that it

is not easy to give it in full text. But I believe that it is

shorn of compulsory registration; guides may register, and
the commissioners may require them to register. Com-
pulsory badges are cut out of the measure, and compulsory
returns to the commission are not required, unless the
commissioners see fit to require them; doubtless in special
cases. Such is the form of the bill, unless other amend-
ments have been tacked on since reported to me. Other
peculiar measures have suffered at the hands of the com-
mittee on fisheries and game. They have reported an ap-
propriation of $750 to advertise the fish and game attrac-
tions of the State. Leave to withdraw has bfien granted to
the petitioners proposing to regulate the number ofpounds
of pickerel and perch that might be caught. Legislation
inexpedient has been reported on the matter of taxing
non-reaident sportsmen for game killed. The measure to
prevent the trapping of foxes has also died in the hands
of the committee; also a proposed measure to prevent the
hunting of fur-bearing animals by non-residents. The
asking of legislation to authorize the maintaining of pri-
vate fish ponds has again failed in the committee. "The
commissioners are justly down on such ponds and the
granting of special favors to their owners, especially the
taking of fish in close time. The measure to prevent Sun-
day fishing has been branded "Ought not to pass" by the
committee. "Ought to pass" has also been put on the
measure for the repeal of a lot of obsolete and private fish
and game laws.
But no attempt has been made to repeal the unjust

measure that allows of ice-fishing or fishing before May 1.

by residents of the State, while non-residents are denied
that privilege. This measure works particular injustice at
Sebago Lake, where the ice goes out in April, and sports-
men from Portland can fish legally, but Boston fishermen
are liable to arrest. Special.

From the Eastern Shore.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Brant are still pounding away at Hog Island light tower,

the keeper having gathered into bis fold over 100 one
night last week, while scarcely a night passes that he does
not get a fine bunch. The light at Hog Island is of the
first order, revolving, thereby sweeping far out to sea, and
when turning inland it lights up the bay for miles, the in-

tention possibly being that the light may be seen in the
Chesapeake Bay over the mainland, so as to be of service
to vessels in that body ofwater too. However, is it not fair

to conclude that this light will eventually drive from our
waters not only brant, but our numerous supply of ducks
of all sorts?

Brant are now on the flight from Southern waters, and
are reported in great abundance and tame. Local gunners
are doing better where shooting for market than ever
before. Black duck shooting is never worth much after

Christmas. We have shot a great deal in years gone by,
and while finding the best of shooting during November,
and especially in December, have found that after that
month the ducks will pay scarcely any attention to de-
coys.

We met a friend during the week from Chincoteague
who reported the very best of shooting there, redheads
and brant being very plentiful.

The time is near at hand for the Northern flight of At-
lantic coast birds, which will be plentiful through April
and May along our coast. These months afford the very
best of shooting. We will not undertake to give the names
of the birds further than to say all sorts and kinds may be
found. Stick a few decoys on the meadow and a few cedar
boughs to hide in, and no fear need be felt as to the sport
to be had. Many times, from the 50s to the 70s inclusive,
have we battered among them until at last we have be-
came tired of shooting, or possibly it was laziness, having
to tote the birds for a considerable distance.
A word about fox hunting. It is a fact—so the boys

say—that their dogs catch the foxes so quickly that there
is no longer any sport in the chase. A few days since they
raised a staving old male and picked him up in less than
an hour, and this is the case almost each week. Talk
about flyers, why, these dogs down here in Viginia fairly

singe the grass, they go with such lightning speed.
T. G. Elliott.

Kelleb, Va., March 12.

A New Brunswick Moose Head Seized.

St. John, N. B., March 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I inclose clipping I cut out of the St. John Telegraph of
to-day's issue

:

"During last fall Mr. Charles Church, of New Bedford,
Mass., arrived in the city and proceeded to the vicinity of

the Washademoak for a couple of weeks' outing. He pro-

cured the services of a man who is a hunter and taxidermist

as a guide, and started to take in the Canaan Kiver. Game
Warden Samuel McDonald asked Mr. Church if he wanted
a license, which is worth $30, and was answered in the nega-
tive. During the time Mr. Church shot a beautiful moose,
and then the trouble began. He left the country for the
States, and his guide started in to mount the head. The
mounting of the moose head was finished about a month
ago, and Chief Game Commissioner L. B. Knight being in-

formed of the matter, ordered its seizure, which was accord-
ingly done by Warden McDonald, and the head arrived in

the city on yesterday's Pacific express, and was greatly ad-
mired as it was drawn through the train shed on a Dominion
Express truck. Mr. Church got out of the country without
paying the fine of about $80, and it has not yet been decided
on what wiU be done with the head, which is one of the
finest captured in New Brunswick.

"

You will notice that through trying to escape the license
the person referred to has got himself into trouble, and no
doubt should he visit New Brunswick again the wardens will
be sure to watch for him. I saw the moose head referred to

;

it is a splendid specimen. H. H. H.

The Man in the Hollow Tree.

Montkeal, Can., lA.BS(ih.lO.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I inclose clipping from the Montreal Gazette of 9th inst.,

containing our old, old friend of the bear story

:

"A correspondent sends an account of an adventure with
a bear m the county of Chateauguay. He had started on his
return from Howick to Peasoup village with some tea, and,
to save time, made a cut across the country and lost his bear-
ings in the swamp. Climbing a pine tree stub to get a bet-
ter look at the country, he found it hollow, and eventually
fell inside. Here he might have remained to die, but that
the place was already occupied. He felt something moving
and saw the exit darkening. Putting up his hand, he caugtit
hold of the hair of a bear and held on till the top was
reached. Here the bear leaped to the ground and then pro-
ceeded to crawl into its lair among the roots again, where
the correspondent killed it. Then be skinned the animal
and also captured two cubs, one of which he gave to a friend
on the Scotch Concession, and one to a peddler for 51bs of
tea."

I think your collection of varieties of this yarn is pretty
extensive by this time. F. W. G. J.

[In a former issue was given the collection to which our
correspondent refers. The story of the man in the hollow
tree, whence he was liberated by a bear, was told in the
Middle Ages, when bear stories were written in Latin, and
it has been repeated at frequent intervals ever since in all

lands the world over haunted by bears. It will outlast the
wilderness on this continent; it may live long after the last

"stump bear."]

Game in Central Iowa.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have jilst read something that brought to mind some
observations I made between July, 1879, and September,
1880, in central Iowa. In the fall of '79 1 saw ducks and brant
so plentiful among the cornfields bordering the Des Moines
River, in Boon county, that the most insatiable might have
tired of the slaughter. They drifted like clouds, and their
quacking was incessant. I did no shooting, but frequently
sat in the buggy and watched the flight. I was much
amused one day at the antics of some sandhill cranes. There
were about a dozen of them on a bared spot near a small
lake, and they were having a game something like tke leap
frog of our boyhood days. I drove past them not over
200yds. distant, but they went on with the dance, apparently
undisturbed by my inquisitiveness. Prairie chickens were
much in evidence also. A farmer living between Ogden
and the river told me that in midwinter they came to his
barnyard and hayricks, and he could almost walk on them
before they took wing.
Will some reader of Forest ajtd Stkeam tell us how it is

there now. G. W. Cunningham.

Probably a Red-Throated Diver.

Norfolk, Neb.—Fast fall while hunting ducks on Lake
Quinnebaugh, Nebraska, my friend, Mr. Geo. A. Smith, who
accompanied me, shot a bird that puzzled us to classify.

In size it was a little smaller and with head and bill shaped
exactly like the common loon, but the colors and markings
were entirely dift'erent, the back and wings being of a slate

color and the breast white; in flight it resembled the
speckled front brant somewhat, and for which bird Mr.

.

Smith mistook it when he fired. Only one person at the
lake at the time claimed ever to have seen the bird before,

and he called it a gray loon. I am sorry now that the bird

was not saved for identification, but unfortunately it was
mutilated by some animals and so thrown away.
Ducks and g^ese were both wild and scarce last season;

though lacking in numbers, they made up for it in variety, as

we killed ten different kinds of ducks in the first fourteen
shot. H.

[The bird probably was the young of the red throated
diver ( Urinator lumme) ]

Rhode Island Game Wardens.
Providence, R. I., March 15.—A meeting of the Rhode

Island Fish and Game Association was held last Wednes-
day to take measures to notify the city and town clerks of

the law providing for the appointment of the game war-
dens in April. After some discussion it was voted that the
secretary notify all city and town clerks of the law and ask
them to take action on it. Last year thirty-six were noti-

fied and twenty-two replied. It was announced that the
revised game laws that are being drafted would be pre-

sented to the General Assembly at its next session.

Bluebirds and robins have been reported as individuals

in various parts of the Stsrte during the past few days, also

several flocks of blackbirds.

Flatfish have commenced to bite, the first catch being
reported at Bullock's Point steamboat landing on Thurs-

day, when Hezekiah Bunn, of Riverside, caught several,

one weighing 21bs. 4oz. W. H. M.

Ducks in Massachusetts.

Gov. WoLCOTT has vetoed a bill exempting coots and
other fowl, and has given his reasons as follows:

"'The purpose of the first is to exempt from all legal pro

tection at any season of the year certain of the so-called duck
species, therein described as white-wing scoters, commonly
called coot, sheldrake, old squaws and loons, it being illegal

under existing law to kill these birds between the dates of

April 15 and Sept. 1. These birds have little or no market-

able value, and their presence in our waters affords pleasure

and interest to many, and the right to destroy them during

the entire year instead of during seven and one-half months,

as now permitted, would, in my opinion, materially increase

the enjoyment of few and the profit of none."

By this action the Governor has placed sportsmen under
renewed obligations for his sensible exercise of the power of

veto as applied to game legislation.

The Forest and Stream ia put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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Proprietors of jMving resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

QUEBEC GAME AND FISH TERRITORIES.
Department of Lands, Forests and Fisheries, Quebec,

Marcli 11.

—

Editor Forest and Sl/ream: Several of your
fellow-countrymen who are no doubt desirous of acquiring
exclusive liunting and flshiag rights in this Province over
certain sections which our laws allow the G-overnment to

lease out, after having previously erected them into hunting
and fishing territories, frequently write me for information.

I hope you will allow me to make use of your paper to

answer their questions, as it is read throughout the United
States by all sportsmen, and by publishing my answers you
will convey information not only to those who write directly

to us, but also to all to whom the same may be of interest.

I will be as brief, as concise and as clear as possible, an-
swering each question put to me.

1. To whom must, applications for leasing a hunting terri-

tory, a salmon river or any lake be sent?

Always to the Commissioner of Lands, Forests arid Fisher-
ies, at Quebec.

3. Oa what conditions can leases be effected?

The conditions vary according to the extent of territory,

its proximity to means of communication, and the intrinsic

value of the territory whose lease is applied for.

3. In what parts of the Province are the best lakes for fish-

ing and the best salmon rivers?

The best salmon rivers are those of tlie Gaspe Peninsula
and Labrador, which flow into tlie St. Lawrence on the north
and south. There are also some which fl.ow into the Sague-
nay. All these rivers are well known to American fisher-

men.
The best lakes for fishing are those in Labrador, in the

Lake St. John district; in the counties of Ottawa and Pon-
tiac, in the district of Temiscouata, and in the region north
of Montreal. They contain an abundance of speckled trout
{Salmo fontinalis), gray irout [Salmo conjvnis), touladi, bass,

etc.

4. In what parts of the Province of Quebec are the best
hunting territories situated?

Li Labrador, the counties of Ottawa and Pontlac, the
Temiscouata region, the county of Charlevoix, the G-aspe
Peninsula and the Matapedia Valley, where there are num-
bers of moose, caribou, red deer and smaller game. Moose
and red deer are found in abundance, especially in the
counties of Pontiac, Ottawa, Montcalm, Terrebonne, Temis-
couata and generally throughout the region comprised be-
tween Lake Temiscamingue to the west and the Saguenay
and Lake St. John to the east. There are a good many also

in the Gaspe Peninsula and tbe Shick-Shock Mountains.
Caribou, both woodland and ban-en ground, exist in large

numbers, the former in rear of Quebec, about Lake St. John,
in Temiscouata, and in Saguenay as far as Newfound-
land, Labrador; the latter in the upper regions of Canadian
Labrador, adjoining the vast plains of Hudson's Bay.
Woodland caribou are especially abundant in the counties

of Saguenay, Charlevoix, Montmorency and Chicoulimi on
the north, and in Gaspesia and the Shick-Shocks and Temis-
couata on the south shore of the St. Lawrence.
Canadian Labrador—that is to say, that portion comprised

between the Saguenay on the west and the 57ih mer-
idian on the east— contains the most valuable fur-bearing
anijmals, from the shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence on the
south to the parallel of 53° 10' on the west and near 56^ on
the east. In this region are found the marten, pekan,
beaver, gray wolf, black bear, mink, wolverine, lynx, black
fox, silver fox, cross fox, otter, etc.

5. Can the lessee of a hunting or fishing territory ibvite his
friends to come and hunt or fish with him without their
being compelled to take out a permit or pay for a license?
Undoubtedly. For all hunting and lishing purposes dur-

ing the open season the lessee is master of his own territory,

and may invite whomsoever he pleases to share his pleasure
and amusements without his guests having to pay for
licenses, whether they do or do not reside in the Province.

6.
" What rights are conferred by the lease?

The lease gives the lessee the exclusive right to fish and
hunt in the territory leased to him during the open season.

7. What extent of territory can be leased for hunting pur-
poses?
A hunting section cannot be greater than 400 square miles,

but there is nothing to prevent any individual, company or
club from leasing several sections. Sections of 10, <iO, 30,

40, 50, 100, 200 or 300 square miles can also be leased.

8. What is the cost per square mile of hunting territories?

Everything depends on the location of the land selected,

but it cannot be less than $1 per square mile. If the terii-

tory contains a considerable number of large game, such as
moose, caribou and red deer, and if it is easy of access, as
much as $10 per square mile may be charged. The territories

most easy of access are those along the Canadian Pacific, the
Temiscouata, the Pontiac, the Gatineau Valley, the Interco-
lonial, the Grand Trunk and the Lailce St. John rail way s^

By the Canadian Pacific one can reach the region north of
Montreal and the upper Ottawa. The Pontiac and the Gati-
m au Valley railways run through territories containing con-
siderable numbers of large game. The Temiscouata takes
the hunter into the center of a region where caribou and red
deer abound. The Intercolonial gives easy access to the
Matapedia Valley. The Grand Trunk takes one through the
Eastern Townships, where there are also great numbers of
large game. The Lake St. John Railway runs through the
district of that name, which is already so advantageously
known to the public. The .Jardinp, in the county of Charle-
voix, are reached by the steamers of the Richelieu c% Ontario
Navigation Co. and by tbe colonization roads opened by the
Government. Labracior is reached by steamers running-
weekly between Quebec and the north shore of the St. Law-
rence.

Of course, in a letter like this I atn compelled to restrict

myself to general information, but I will always be at the
disposal of those who may wish for more details. Moreover,
I will in a future letter revert to this special and. very im-
portant subject.

9. For how long are the leases?

They cannot be for less than two nor for more than ten
years.

10. When, where and to whom are the rents paid?
The rent is paid on signing the lease and every year after-

ward at the same date, at Quebec, to Ifhe Commissioner of
Lands, Forests and Fisheries.

11. Can the lease be transferred?
The lessee may sublet, sell his rights or transfer his lease

;

but such transfer or sale is subject to the approval o£ the
Government.

12. Have the lessees the privilege of cutting timber needed
for building their houses, for fuel, etc., on lands belonging
to the Crown?

Yes.

13. Have lessees the right to take to the United States the
game Rilled or fish caught by them?
Beyond a doubt, provided the hunting and fishing have

been within the open season.
But, Mr.. Editor, this letter is already long enough. Next

week 1 will answer other important questions bearing on
the subject. L. Z. Joncas,

Superintendent-General of Game and Fisheries.

PENNSYLVANIA GAME AND FISH
WARDEN.

The PennsyIvVAnia Fish PROTECTrvE Association,
PhttjAdelphia.— Bditor Forest and Stream: We are work-
ing for the defeat of a bill eotitled 'An Act to appoint a
Game and Fish Warden^ and to prescribe his power and
duties," now before the Legislature. If enacted one warden
will be appointed to the otfice by the Governor, who reports
to the Governor, Auditor-General and State Treasurer, and
is not responsible in any manner to the Game and Fish
Commissioners. He appoints all deputy wardens and ap-
parently handles all moneys relating to his work, without the
power of veto by tiie Commission. The jjowers delegated to
him are dangerous and may prove inimical to the fish and
game interests. The Fish Commission has accomplished loo
much good work for any friend of fishculture or protection
to assist in striking a blow which will certainly impair or
destroy their future usefulness. M. G. SEiiLBRS, Sec'y.

In comment upon the above communication, Mr. James
H. Worden, ex-president of the State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion, writes as follows:

Editor Forest and Stream:
This article in many instances is misleading; in order to

justify, the action of the supporters of this measure, and
that every citizen of this State may have an opportunity
to judge of the merits of this act, I mail you herewith
a copy of the bill. Will you kindly publish the bill,

that every citizen having an interest in the protection of
both fish and game in this State may have the opportu-
nity of examining its provisions, enabling him to intelli-

gently address the member and senator of his district
for or against the passage of this act.

As one of the supporters of this act, I hope the widest
publication of the two communications will be given the
weekly and daily press of this State, that the sentiments
and wishes of the people of this State may be voiced on
this subject.

During the past ten years the Board of Fish Commis-
sioners of this State have had appropriated to them
$204,000, $42,000 of which was specifically appropriated to
them for water bailifis; and I believe it would be interest-
ing to many citizens of Pennsylvania if the writer of the
article referred to would have kindly made some authen-
tic statement of the number of arrests and convictions se-
cured, the number of cases of violations, etc., investigated,
and the amount of fines imposed and collected as the re-

sult of this expenditure, rather than to have made the
sweeping assertion "that the Fish Commission had accom-
plislied too much good work for any friend of iishculture
or protection to assist in striking a blow which will cer-
tainly impair or destroy their future usefulness."
There is no one who has a higher personal regard of the

ability, integrity, honesty of purpose and usefulness as
citizens of this Commonwealth than the writer of the
gentlemen composing the Board of Fish Commissioners.
But I do claim that their system of protection is anti-
quated, selfish, inoperative and expensive,which I propose
to prove by this article.

Notwithstanding the fact that a large majority of the
citizens of this State interested in both the protection of
game and fish are dissatisfied with the present system,
they insist on continuing it upon a more elaborate and ex-
pensive method bj^ asking the State to empower them to

appoint a water bailifiT in each of the sixty-seven counties,

at a fixed salary of $10 each per month and reasonable
expenses.
Computing this at the lowest possible fixed basis, it will

create an annual expense of not less than $17,000, or three
and a half times greater than at present, and this for the
protection of fish alone.

The game and fish warden act, now known as the Bald-
win act for the protection of fish and game, which, as your
readers will see, limits the annual expense to the State to

$6,000 and furnishes 212 fish and game protectors. A sec-

retary for both the Ga'me and Fish Commissioners, whose
duty it is under the direction of these two commissions to

render their annual reports to the Governor in detail,

establishes an office in the State to which every citizen

can appeal for any information desired relating to game
and fish, and. to which they can report any violations of

the game and fish laws, which, under the provisions of

this act, must be promptly investigated. All the appoint-
ments of the warden are made subject to the approval of

the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners in joint ses-

sion met; he handles no money except that which is paid
to him and his 'deputies upon warrants, which must be
verified under oath. His plenary powers are just to all

law-abiding citizens; the person who willfully violates the
game and fish laws of any State is an outlaw, and the
powers conferred to meet such violations must be strong

enough to place the warden on a physical par with the
violator. To attempt to combat this upon the feeble score

that he might not use the powers delegated to him with
discretion at times is as absurd as it would be to oppose
the appointment or election of certain other necessary
officials. There is little doubt that on the passage of this

act the Governor would soon have a list of eligible, capable
men from which to choose.

An act similar to this has been in successful operation in

Michigan for the past ten years, and I quote a brief synop-
sis of the workings of this act, taken from the fifth biennial

report of the State game and fish warden of the State of

^Michigan, in which he reports for the years 1895 and 1896

as follows: Violations investigated, 1,788; arrests made,
I,007; convictions secured, 814; amount of fines and costs,

$12,831.33; seized $100,000 worth of illegal nets—all of

which was accomplished at a cost to the State of Michigan
for the years 1895 and 1896 of $10,506.90. And to ofiset

this the State's receipts arising from prosecutions, etc.,

were $12,831.33, or $2,324.42 more received by the State
than the cost of conducting the operations of this system.
Kindly compare this system with the one now being

operated by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. Draw
your own conclusions from an impartial standpoint as to

which you consider the best system.
Believing there are none who recognize more Ijeenly and

considerately the very creditable work that has been ac-
complished in the past by the Fish Commissioners in
propagating and distributing certain game fish and food
fish than does the writer and the many supporters of the
Baldwin act, we do claim, and that without fear of
successful contradiction, that the Baldwin act does provide
a better system of protection than the one now being
operated to the detriment of this valuable Commission
and the people of this State.

There is no system of successful protection, that has
ever been operative, that did not require the personal at-

tention of some one to direct the work of the department.
Quoting from the State warden of Michigan, he says:

"Whatever success the warden has had is due to the fact

that he has devoted his personal attention to the work,
conducting prosecutions both in justices' and circuit courts,

where local prejudices or other causes made it seem desir-

able to appear in person, and endeavoring not to shirk his
share of the disagreeable work of tramping through the
woods for violators, or spending nights upon lakes and
streams to catch netters and spearers. A chief who takes
no personal interest in his work will not inspire the proper
zeal in his subordinates, and, in my opinion, the law
should compel the warden to give his whole time to the
oflice, having no other business." This the Baldwin act
does.

It is beyond the province of the acts creating the boards
of game and fish commissioners, serving as they do with-
out compensation, to either expect or compel them to give
their personal attention to the proper patrolling and pro-
secution of this work.
The purport and intention of the Baldwin act is not to

destroy the usefulness of these two commissions, or in any
manner to interfere with their good work, and it is unfair
and unjust to assume that the Governor of this Common-
wealth would appoint a person who would be antagonistic
to the workings of these two commissions; but, on the con-
trary, is it not fair to presume that he would zealously
guard against the selection of such a person, and aim to
appoint one whose every efibrt would be to assist them in
every particular.

By an act of this nature we unite every organization, as-

sociation, club, corporation and individual interested in the
protection of our game and fish. In doing this we also

create a more advanced, less expensive and more successful

system of protection, and will also harmonize and cultivate

a uniform interest in which all will aid in furthering the
work of these departments. It is with the purest motives
and the most honest convictions that we submit this com-
munication for the consideration of the public and the
friends of better protection. .Iames HI Worden.

The Game-Warden Bill.

An act to provide for the appointment of a game and fish. -warden,
and to prescribe his powers and duties.
Section 1. Be it enacted, etc., that from and after the passage of

this act, it shall be the duty of the Governor to appoint some person,
a resident of this State, game and fish warden. Said warden shall
hold office for four years, or until his successor has been appointed
and qualified, unless removed for cause by the Governor; he shall
receive a salary of SI.800 per annum, payable monthly, and shall also
be reimbursed his actual expenses necessarily incurred by him while
engaMd in the performance of his duties, to be paid on the warrant
of th^Luditor-General, monthly, on the approval of his vouchers
therefor.

Skc. 3. It shall be the duty of said game and fish wardien to devote
all his time to the position to which he is appointed, and he shall not
be engaged in any other business or vocation while filling this posi-
tion. He shall be secretary of the boards of game and fish commis-
sioners, and he shall occupy as his permanent headquarters the room
assigned the game commissioners at the Capitol in Harrisburg; it

shall further be his duty to collect, classify and preserve all such
statistics, data and information as in the judgment of either board
will tend to promote the objects of their department. He shall take
charge of and keep all reports, books, papers and documents which
shall in the discharge of their or his duties hereunder come into
their or his possession, or under their or his control. He shall make
the annual reports to the Governor as required under the direction
of the game and fish commissioners.
Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of said game and fish warden to seize

all nets of illegal mesh found in use in the waters of this Slate, and
all nets and other fishing apparatus or appliances found in use in
violation of the laws of this State ; and to enforce the statutes of this
State for the preservation of all insectivorous and game birds and
game mammals; and to enforce all other laws of this State for the
groteetion and propagation of birds, game and flsb, now in force or
ereafcer enacted ; and to bring or cause to be brought, and to prose-

cu e or cause to be prosecuted, actions and proceedings iu the name
of this Commonwealth to punish any parties for the violation of said
statutes and laws. Such actions and proceedings may be brought in
tbe name of the Commonwealth in the like cases, in the same courts
and under the same circumstances as they may now or anytime
hereafter be brought by any individual or by the presecuting attor-
neys of the several counties, under and by virtue of any laws now ex-
isting or hereafter enacted.
Sec. 4, Said warden may make complaint and cause proceedings to

be commenced agamst any person for the violation of any laws for
the protection or propagation of game or fl-h n ithout the sanction
of ttj6 prosecuting attorney of the county in which such proceedings
are commt need, and ID such case he shall not be obliged to furnish
security for costs. Said warden may also appear for the Common-
wealth in any court of competent jurisdiction iu any case for viola-
tion of any of the laws for the protection or propagation of fish (Sv

game, and prosecute the same va the same manner and with the same
authority as the prosecuting attorney of the coimty in which such
proceedings are commenced.
Said warden shall have power to search any person, and exam Ine any

boat, conveyance, vehicle, fish box, fish basltet, game bag or game coai,
or any other receptacle for game or fish, when he has good reason to
believe that he will thereby secure evidence of the violation of the
law ; and any interfeience or hindrance, or attempt at interference or
hindrance, with such search or examination shall be jorinia facie evi-

dence of a violation of the law by the party or parties who hinder or
interfere with, or attempt to hinder or interfere witb, such search and
examination.
Said game and fish warden shall at any and all times seize and take

possession of any and all birds, animals or fish which have been
Caught, taken or killed at a time, or ia a manner, or for a purpose,,
or had in possession or under control, or have been shipped contrary
to any of the laws of this State ; such seizure may be made without a
warrant.
Any court having the jurisdiction of the offense, upon receiving

proof of probable cause for believing in the concealment of any bird,
animal or fish caught, taken, killed, had in possession, under control,
or shipped contrary to any of the laws of this State, shall issue a
search warrant and cause a search to be made in any place ; and to
that end may cause any building, inclosure or car to be entered, and
any apartment, chest, box, locker, crate, basket or package to be
broken open, and the contents thereof examined by said game and
fish warden.
All birds, animals or flgh, or nets or fishing appliances or apparatus,

seized by the game and fish warden shall be disposed of in such a
manner as may be directed by the court before whom the offense is

tried, or by any court of competent jurisdiction.

Said game and fish warden shall not be liable for damages on ac-
count of any search, examination or seizure, or the destruction of any
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nels or fishing apparatus of any kin^, in accordance with the provi-
sions of this act.

Sec. 5 Said game and fli=h warden shall have the same power to
serve cjiminal process as sheriffs, and shall have the same rights as
sheriffs, to require aid in executing process. Said warden may arrest

,

without warrant, any per.son or per.?ons caught by him in the act of
violating any of the aforesaid laws for the protection or propagation
of birds, game or fish, and take such person or persons forthwith he-
fore a justice of the peace, or anj' other magistrate having jurisdic*
tion, wno shall procped without delay to hear, try and determine the
matter; and the same proceedings shall be had as near as may be, as
in other criminal ma' ters. triable before a justice of the peace, or any
other magistrate tia^lng jurisdi'j ion. Such arrests may be made on
Stmday, in which case the person or persons arrested shall be taken
before a justice of the peace or any other magistrate having jurisdic-
tion, and proceeded against as soon as may be on a week; day follow-
ing the arrest.
Sec, 6. Said warden shall, in the month of December in each year,

file m The office of the Auditor-General an account in writing, stating
the days ano parts of days spent in the discharge of his duties, the
kind of service rendered, and the places where rendered, and ihe ex-
penses paid and incurred in the time of the discharge of such duties,
that said amount as claimed had actually been expended and he had
in no wise received return therefor, which account shall be verified
by the oath of said warden stating that the same is correct and true
in every parJcular.

Pec. 7. Said warden shall, at the close of each calendar month, file

with the secretary of the Commonwealth arf'port in writing and in

detail stating the service performed by him during the last preced-
ing month, including an account of the suits commenced at bis in-

stance, as herein provided for, the disposition made of the same, the
result of any brought to trial, the amount of fines collected from each
case, and the condition of any undisposed of, and any other particu-
lars he may think proper; and no payuient for services performed or
expenses paid by said warden shall be made until he shall present to
the Auditor Genentl, in addition to the usual oath of performance
and payment, a certificate from the said secretary of tne (Common-
wealth" that he has made the report requli-ed by this act, The secre-
tary of the Commonwealth shall cause the monthlj reports of said
warden, or so much thereof as may be of interest to the public, to be
transmitted annually to The Legislature when in session.

Sec. 8. Said game and fish warden shall have the power to appoint
deputy game and fish wardens, by and with tbe consent of. the
boards- of Game and Fish Commissioners, in joinc session met, who
shall have the same power and authority herein provided for the
game and fish warden himself, subject to the supervision and control
of and to removal by tbe game and fish warden. Said depuiy game
and fish wardens shall receive $3 per day for each day actually spent
in the discharge of their duties, under the direction of game and fish

warden, and their actual expenses necessarily Incurred when so em-
ployed; said $3 per day and expenses to be paid monthly on the war-
rant of the Auditor-General, on the approval of itemized vouchers
thereof, verified under oaih and ceriifled by the game and fish

warden; but the number of depuiy wardens s;hall not exceed ten,

and the total amount certified by the game and fish warden, and ap-
proved by the Auditor-General, for compensation and expenses of
deputy wardens in any one year, shall not exceed the sum of $3,000.
Sald game and fish warden shall also have the power to appoint in

each CO jnfy not to exceed three residents thereof as county game
and fish wardens, who shall have the same powers in their respective
counties as herein provided for the game and fish warden himself,
subject to the supervision and control of and to removal by the game
and" fish warden. The said county game and fish wardens maybe
employed by individuals, clubs, corporations interested in the en-
forcement of game and fish laws, and shall receive such other com-
pensation as may be allowed and approved for by the county com-
missioners of their respective counties.

Any person who hinders, obstructs or interferes with, or attempts
to hinder, obstruct or interfere with the said game and fish warden,
or any deputy or couH'ty warden in the discharge of any of his duties,
shall be deemed guil y of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof
shall be fined not Jess than $\0 nor more than $50, shall be confined
In the county jail until said fine and casts are paid, provided that said
imprisonment shall not exceed thirty days.

THE CEDAR RIVER, IOWA.
Though nearly one-half a century has elapseti since the

settlement of that portion of Iowa (especially Mitchell, Floyd
and Chickasaw counties) througa which the Cedar Riyer
flows, it still retains much of its picturesque scenery and
ideal camping grounds.

Boating, bathing and fishing are still pleasurable pastimes,

and the adjoining prairies hold forth inducements to the
sportsman in the way of jack rabbits and prairie chickens;
while the wooded sections are frequented by the quail,

pheasant, cotton-tail, gray and fox squirrels. Dticks antl

geese, in their migrations both spring and fall, furnish good
shooting, often lasting several days during their flights.

Charles City and all of the towns and villages along this

stream from its source (sixty miles north) and as far south

as Waterloo (fifty miles south) have their flouring mills and
various water-power companies All the dams that cross

the Cedar this whole stretch of 120 miles have no runways
for fish; thus their natural habit of rimning up in time of

June and spring freshets and dropping back during the sum-
mer and autumn months is balked. Although there is a

law that requires all corporations to place fishways in their

respective dams, up to the in'osent time it has not been
enforced.

Native game fish, pike, pickei'el, bass (black and rock),

are yet quite pi ntiful considering these impassable barriers

and the wholesale slaughterwith spear, which was lawful up
to four years ago.

The Slate Fish Commissioner caused to be placed above
the dam some five years ago a few hundred Oswego hAHS and
crappies and their growth and yearly increase are quite

noticeable. Specimens of the bass have been caught weigh
iug 4ibs, One year ago 25,000 wall-eyed pike eight days
old were placed below the dam.

Splendid strings of pike and bass were taken from these

waters last season. Pike are more numerous below the dam.
Twenty-nine that weighed 65lbs. were caught the first week
in October. Dtu'ing the freshet in .Tune the largest wall eyed
pike known to this region was caught with bare hands by a
Mr. Jennings; weight, iGilbs.

Notable among the fisn taken in 1896 were eleven pike

weighing 631bs. , and two black bass, one of 6^ and the other

biibs. The two big bass were taken one day apart, and in

ihe same place, eighty rods above the dam, in 9 or 10ft of

water. The O^lb. bass took the second prize of $15 ofliered

by the Black Hawk County F'uh Club for the next largest

bass caught in the State for '95, whether a member of their

club or not.

The very best fishing for black bass in this region is at

Floyd, six miles above Charles City. There is good water
for three miles above the Floyd Dam, and it is here that

parties camp for weeks during the summer. Greatledges of

limestone, 40 to 60ft. high, alternate along its shores'. In
many places these walls are so abrupt and free from soil that

nothing but the gnarled, scrubby red cedar can find root

here. Most of the fish taken are caught with rod and line.

The silk phantom and the gang-hook spoon are used, wliile

soft crabs are in demand for bass fi?hiug in July and
August. The chub and shiner constitute the principal bait

for the majority for all kinds of fish.

The best catch of the season was made by Dr. Sitzer, with
a casting rod, using a small patent frog. His remarkable
catch has already been published in Forest and Sthbam
(Oct. 17), namely: six black bass, weight l&Jlbs., in foriy-

five minutes. These bass were caught by wading and cast-

ing 100ft. below.
Over 2,000 bass were taken last season' at Floyd, aside

from a goodly number of pike.

An active game and fish club, with a salaried warden,
will, we hope, do awa.y with unlawful hunting and fishing

as practiced in this section in the past. Vajte SmMOiiDS.

ANGLING NOTES.
Si^ns of Sprlnar*

"Abotjt these day=i," as Josh Billings used to say in his

almanac, the angler hegins to watch for signs to determine
whether the spring is to open early or late. For months in

this region his eyes have been directed chiefly downward to

see where he placed his feet that he did not get a fall on the
icy sidewalks; but now he is looking aloft to see if by chance
the bright sun, high in the heavens, has induced a robin to

wing his way north and perch witli the sparrows in the leaf-

less trees, while it looks over the situation, and the snow, to

decide wjaetlier it is rushing the season or not. All the long
winter the angler has taken things as they have come—snow,
sleet, rain, frost, have meant nothing to him, except that he
must put on extra clothing, or a mackintosh, or carry an
umbrella; but now it is different, for he watches the snow
banks to see how rapidly they diminish, and he looks at the
thermometer with interest, and turns the paper to "Old
Probabililies" to see what is going to happen as to weather in

the near future, and when the street gutters are running full

of water he thinks of how the trout Isrooks are breaking up
and running bankful with rain water and melting snow.
We know what Tennyson said about a young man's fancy

IP the spring and the fuller crimson on the lapwing's breast,

but he seemed to know nothing about the fever in the blood
of a man who is not young which indicates the appropch of
spring as surely as the livelier iris on the burnished dove,
"rhat glorious fever which no one dreads and for which there
is but one cirre. The symptoms are always the same, and
every one can diagnosticate his own case and save a
physician's fee. A mild symptom is when the angler looks
into the tackle shop windows, but this is not an infallible

sign of the spring fever, for he is quite liable to look in at

any time of the year; but if this is followed by an overhaul-
ing of fly-books one may look next to see him going over his

rods and other tackle, and if he gets out his fishing clothes

and shoes the fever is near its height. He will turn to the
fishing department of Forest and Streajm to see what its

correspondents may have to offer as to probable indications
regarding the opening of the waters in different sections, and
he will peruse the advertisements of tackle dealers to see
what they have to ofl!er that is new. Then he will send in
an order for some flies and leaders, perhaps a new rod or
reel, and when they are received he will be in what may be
considered a critical condition, and the spring fever is con-
suming him, and he must go a fishing or lose a lung, as that
is the only remedy known- to the materia medica which will
abate this peculiar and ever recurring fever. What a
delicious remedy it is, and what large doses of it one can
take without the slightest protest, and how efficacious it is

to cure other ills than the spring fever, for the list is larger
than the list of ills that the patented cure-alls are so familiar
with When I saw the sparrows wateyng on Washington's

. Birthday I pitied the poor things for not having a better

knowledge of this northern climate, but yesterday two grass-

hoppers were found kicking their heels in the sun on the
south side of a barn, and before 1 write another line I must
look at an old -pair of fishing shoes that gave out in Canada
last fall and which I have not thought about since.

Florida Fishing.

With tbe approach of tbe season when fishing will open
in the North the Northern angler who cannot avail himself
of winter fishing in the South takes less interest m the fish-

ing in Florida waters ; but two of the Fisheries, Game and
Forest Commissioners of New York, Messrs. Charles H. Bab-
cock and Hendricli S. Holden, have been taking a shoit
vacation in the South, and have distinguished themselves by
excelling previous records in kingfishing. Mr. Holden's
father, Mr. E. F. Holden, and Wm. J. Gillette, of Syracuse,
constituted the remaining members of the record-breaking
fishing party. The largest fish weighed 201bs., and was
caugiit by Mr. E. F. Holden, but the average weight of tne
catch was lOlbs. Commissioners Babcock and Holden are
accomplished fly-fishermen, with decided preferences for the
tiout of the Adirondacks and Canada and the ouananiche of
Lake St. John and the Saguenay, but Mr. Babcock tells me
the kingfish on a reel makes one's blood tingle, and the sport

is fast and furious when a big school is found. Both gentle-

men are very enthusiastic about their Florida fishing, and saj^

they never saw such a sight as on the day that they caught the

big kingfish at Miami. Fish would jump 10 or I5ft. out of

the water, and when one fish was hookf d the rest of the
school seemed to follow it until it was landed or it wt.s cut
into bits by a shark.

Never Uo I hear of kingfish fishing but I think how, inad-

vertently, the late Prof. Goode made me steal some other
man's thunder hy ascribing to me in his book, "American
Fishes," what some other man had written. The trouble is

I do not know who this other man may be, nor did Prof.

Goode when I called his attention to the error. He says:

"Its great gameness (the kingfish), its beauty of color and
form, and its excellent flavor, Mr. Cheney assures us, caused

the loyal citizens of New York in colonial days to call the

species the kingfish,' and in former times, when it was abun-
dant in New Yora Bay, the kingfish and the small striped

bass were the crowning glory of the old timd fishing."

I regret that 1 never wrote anything of the Rind, nor did I

write what is credited to me in the same chapter later on
about tackle and the manner of fishing for kingfish. I have
always expected that some one would accuse me of pilfer-

ing his "instructions," for I had a copy of the book m my
possession for some time before I discovered the error and
informed Prof. Goode of it. He intended to make a coitcc-

tion if the book ever reached a second edition, but now it

will never be corrected by the author.

Mr. Kowland Ward, of London, probably the most emi-
nent man in his profession as a taxidermist, writes me that

he will sail the middle of March for this country with hi»

wife to try the tarpon fishing in Florida. Mr. Ward had
heard of tarpon fishing in this country and had seen a

mounted specimen, but did not quite know how to set about
getting to the tarpon grounds, so he wrote to Forest and
Stream ana got in return full sailing directions, and it is to

be hoped that he will be successful in killing some tarpon
when he arrives, as did another Englishman who came over
and outfitted himself with tarpon tackle in this country at

the suggestion of this journals

Fl&h Laws.

Every winter there is an increasing number of amendments

to the game law of New York, good, bad and worse. It is a
big^State, and it is a difficult matter to reconcile all interests,

aside from the selfish interests.

One bill that I noticed this winter had in it a clause that

permitted spearing in one of the interior lakes when the fish

in the lake were on their spawning beds, and I was told that

tbe bill was introduced at the instigation of a fish and game
clu.b, as they claimed that the fish—whiteflsh—could be taken
by no other means. This bill got a great start toward final

passage, when it ran against a snag of some sort It was
whispered in Albany that Gov. Black had a fine new pen and
penholder, with a supply of ink, on purpose to veto the bill

when it came to him for approval. However this may be,

the spearing clause was stricken out of the bill without any
opposition that I coidd hear of. I have the best cossible
authority for saying that Gov. Black is as much interested

in the fishery interests of the State as he is in its forestry in-

terests, and I believe that no bad fish and game legislation

will meet with his approval, however well it may be con-
cealed in verbiage.

A bill has just been introduced by Assemblyman Eldridge,
of Warren, which forbids trolling or fishing in Lake George
from a steam or naphtha launch. This measure was recom-
mended by the Fisheries Commissioners because there was
almost a universal demand for such action by the residents

of the region around Lake George. The claim has been
made that some few owners of steam yachts catch more
trout and bass, fishing to make big records for publication,

or to have the fish photographed, than the occupants of a
dozen rowboats, and that such fish, caught ostensibly for

sport, are turned over to the guides, to be sold for their own
benefit; and that in this way over a ton of trout found their

way to market in one season from one steam yacht. Natu^.
rally the rowboat fishermen conclude that they are out-

classed, for they cannot skim the lake with rowboats as can
the owners of steam craft. In the fall the steamboat owners
can fish pretty much all the d<=sirable shoals in the lake in

one day, while it would be difficult for one rowboat to cover
one hundredth part of the water in the same time.

A. N. Cheney.

Salmon Reported Taken Through the Ice.

Haddam, Conn.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: During iHe

last of February I felt that some fresh fish fried brown in

pork fat would taste very good ; and as a couple of young
friends of mine had informed me that they had some fine

bait fish, I told them I would furnish transportation to

Cedar Pond if ihey would do the work; and this arrange--

ment being satisfactory, we went fishing through the ice. . I

do not think it is right to catch any kind of fish in this State

in the winter except eels, and would be glad if it were pre-

vented by law, but you know the lines, "We know the rigbt

and oft approve it too," etc. This was my case exactly; so

we went fishing. We caught thirteen pickerel and four yel-

low perch—no large ones, but all of fair size, and when
cooked as aforesaid they were good; in fact, they were very
good.
Now, if this were all there was to the trip, I should not

trouble you with it, but we had a very enjoyable day—saw
numerous rabbit tracks in the snow, end several places

where three or four partridges had crossed the road ; and got

sight of one cock partridge that looked as large as a smnll

turkey, as he stood broadside to us, with head up and out-

stretched neck, with the snow for a background. These
things were pleasant to see and assured us that when the

autumn comes again the alders, the white birches and the

sumacs will not be tenantless. May we be there to see.

At noon we went to a farmhouse near the pond, and Ihe

good old lady gave us a table on which we spread our lunch,

and she kindly added a pitcher of excellent cider with which
to moisten it. And now comes the part which induced me
to trouble you : One of my young friends who is a hunter
and a fisherman told me how last December, while fishing

with "tip ups" through the ice on Salmon River, he saw a
"flag" go up, and on taking hold of the line he felt that he
had a very large fish, and pulling carefully he raised a salmon
about half its length out of the water when it dropped off, as

it was not hooked at all, but had held to the bait fish to be

raised thus far. He said he thought it would have wtighed
as much as 81bs. I had supposed that salmon left the fresh-

water streams before winter set in, and did not know that

they would take a minnow bait, though I must confess I am
not up on salmon. Perhaps Mr. Cheney will tell us all about
it. By the way, did not the Carman Biver trout that I tried

to tell Forest and Stream about several years ago deserve

a place among your big fish? Was the fish too big or the

story too thinly authenticated? As I remember the story the

trout weighed ISIbs., and I believtd it then; and I think I

gave names of people then living at Brook Haven who could

confirm the account. A.

[We do not recall the statements regarding Ihe reported

13lb. fish, hut it is safe to assume that it was not a brook
trout. Can our correspondent give more specific informa-
tion?]

The Striped Bass Record.

South Portsmouth, R. I.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Noting in a recent issue the weight of a striped bass for

which was claimed, as far as known, the lecord weight of

large fish of that species, I would state that on July 11, 1882,

a striped bass was taken chum fishing on Sichuest Neck, R.
I., with rod and reel by Wm. M. Hughes, of South Ports-

mouth, R. I. It was weighed at the market of Wm. Law-
ton, of Newport, in the presence of Chas. LawLon, Albert

G.ish and Daniel R. Connell, and was found to weigh, after

cleaning, 671bs. There is no doubt that this fish would
have weighed over 751bs. undressed. This fish has always
been known as the record tish for Newport, and, so far as

known, is the largest fish taken in this section, concerning
which the facts and weight of the fisli can be substantiated.

W>i. M. Hughes.
P. S —Dr. D E. Cone, of Fall River, Mass., saw this fish

Tveighed, also Dr. McBurnie, of Philadelphia, Pa., before

carrying to Newport, and it then weighed 6711bs.
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THE SPORTSMEN'S EXPOSITION.

The third annual Sportsmen's Exposition in Madison
Square Garden, this city, is in progress as the Forest and
Steeam goes to press. The exhibits are manifold and in-

teresting, and are attracting large throngs of visitors. We
give to-daj' a review of the principal exhibits. The thirty

odd illustrations aiford a capital example of the possibili-

ties of the illustrated journalism of to-day. The work was
necessarily done in a rush. The photographs were taken
in one day and developed and printed by night; and the
prints were given to the engravers early the following

morning for reproduction as the half-tone engravings

TOION METALLIC CAKTEID6E COMPANT,

which are presented herewith. By this expedition it was
possible to supply in the mid-week of the Exposition ad-
mirably comprehensive and accurate pictures of the indi-

vidual exhibits. From these iUustrations and with the
text accompanying them readers who did not visit the
show may gain a very satisfactory notion of just what it

was.

The Exposition opened last Saturday with sixty exhibits
in place. There is a noticeable divergence of the character
of the exhibition this year from that ofthe original one; the
show of 1897 is not so closely confined to the sports of the
rod and gun as was that of 1895, although it is clearly
manifest that the real interest centei's about the gun dis-
plays, the powder exhibitions, and the hunting boats and
the field equipments. One feature of the present Exposition
is the largely increased number oftrophies and prizes shown
by representativesof^allbranches ofsport, including rowing,
fencing, swimming, yachting, la crosse, running, football,
tennis and athletic sports in general; there are extensive
collections of such trophies shown by individuals and
societies. There is also a novelty in an exhibit of live
game birds, including snow, Canada, Hutchings and blue
geese; black brant, black ducks.mallards, domestic call ducks
and others; and Mr. Verner de Guise shows English ring-
neck pheasants, dark-necked pheasants and Mongolian
pheasants. The rifle-shooting contests are attracting de-
cided interest and promise to be a success exceeding the
anticipation of the promoters. There is also revolver
shooting, and fly-casting contests are held afternoon and
evening over a miniature pond provided on the south side
of the Garden.
The attendance at the Garden has been very satisfactory

in number, and there is a noted improvement in its

character. Many trade representatives are here and the
Exposition has proved a meeting ground for dealers and
sportsmen from far and near.

IT. M. C. Company.
In arranging for a display of its manufactures at this

year's exposition, the U M C. Company, of Bridgeport,
Conn., devised something in the way of an exhibit that is
not only novel, but decidedly striking. The arrangement of

LAFLIN & BAND.

the different kinds of goods manufactured by this company
is boun^ to attract the notice of all visitors to the Sports-
men's Exposition.
The location and the amount of space occupied by the

firm lhi« year is precisely the same as in the expositions of
'95 and '96. This year, however, the black and gold pagoda-
hke structures that held the U. M. C. Co 's goods ia those
years are absent. In their place is a mammoth lozenge-
shaped pyramid composed entirely of cartridges in the
origmal packages, that is, in the paoer boxes that contain
100 cartridges, and which are so well known to trap-shooters
generally. The base is built of the green paper boxes con-
taining Trap shells. The next few steps are built of the

white paper boxes, lettered in red, that speak of the Smoke-
less shells inside. Next ceme the maroon boxes with Nitro
shells, followed step by step by boxes of Acme, Black Club
and High Base in order named. The whole is capped with
more of the green boxes of Trap shells. The pyramid
bristles -with ammunition for rapid-firing guns from I pound-
ers up to 12 pounders.
The pyramid occupying a square space, but being lozenge-

shaped, there are necessarily four small corners to utilize.
And here again the display is simple but effective, the pyram-
idal style being adhered to. Each of the four corners is

occupied by a miniature pyramid of wads in the original
packages, and each pyramid is surmounted by a glass globe
filled to the brim with samples of the wads that go to form
the base such globe is resting upon. The four kinds of wads
represented are: white felt, field, pink edae and black-edge.
The four corners of the space occupied by the U. M. C.

Co. are markf d by gilded pillars; on the lop of each pillar
is an electric hght of high power, whose rays are softened
by being inclosed in a ground glass globe. Each corner also
contains a gla s showcase tastefully arranged, and each dis-
tinctively of its own kind. No. 1, for instance, shows sam-
ples of the various kinds of military rifle ammunition manu-
factured by the company : No. 2 is' devoted solely to sporting
rifle ammunition ; No 3 exhibits shells for shotguns, loaded
and ) ectionalized to show wadding and powders used ; No 4
shows the immense variety of caps and primers siill in use
lor the fireariBs of the world. That showcase. No. 4 con-
tains an excellent object lesson on the old adage of "many
mf-n, many minds," and we might add, "many guns "

In addition to the brilliant lighting obtained from the
electric lights all over the Garden, and the lamps at each of
the four cotners of the space occupied by the company, an
electric sunburst (no other name is so appropriate), hanging
just above the apex of the central pyramid, adds greatly to
the effectiveness of the U, M. 0. Company's exhibit during
the evening sessions.

It is unnecessary to add that Mr. J A. H. Dressel, the
secretary-treasurer of the Sportsmen's Association, and also
a representative oflicial of the U. M. C. Company, is nearly
always in evidence around the company's exhibit. But the
exhibit itself is directly in charge of "U. M. C." Thomas,

CLEVELAND TARGET COMPANY.

the company's ballistic expert at Bridgeport, Conn., who is

always on hand, and who is untiring in his efforts to explain
the nature of his firm's exhibits to those interested in the
same. We believe the originality of this year's exhibit is

due mainly to Mr Thomas's consideration of this matter.
Mr. Herbert F. H. Dressel, son of Mr. J A H. Dressel, as-

sists Mr. Thomas in looking after the exhibit.

Liaflin & Band Powder Company.
In the space occupied by the Laflin & Rand Powder Co.

are two very catching exhibits. The first is a working model
of the entire plant of the company at Wayne, N. J., known
as the Wayne Powder Works. The buildings and machinery
are so faithfully reproduced in miniature that it is possible
under the tuition and guidance of Mr. John Lyon, the
masttr mechanic of the company at Wayne, and the gentle-
man whose deft fingers so skillfully framed the model, to
pass, as it were, with the raw material from building to
builfling until it finally becomes the finished product" for
blasting purposes for which this firm is noted. At Wayne
nothing but blasting powder is manufactured. At New-
burgh, N y , and at Schagbticoke, Renssi laer county, N.
Y, , the company's bli3ck powders for sporting purposes are
manufactured. The firna's W-A Smokeless powder is manu-
factured at Pompton, N J , under the superintendence of
Capt. Aspinwall. Thus, in looking at Mr. Lyon's model of
the Wayne Powder Works, it is just as well to remember
that one is not looking at a reproduction of the entire plant
of the companv, evc'n if those works do cover a great" deal
of ground and do employ about 135 hands. Mr. George
Paterson, who has the superintendency of the entire operat-
ing plant of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co,, makes his head-
quarters at Wayne.

After the model mentioned above, the second article of
great interest is the beautiful rock of crystallized saltpeter,
the interior of which has been hollowed out to admit of the
whole being suffused with the rays of an electric light in-
closed in a red globe. The effect is very beautiful indeed,
the formation of the ci'ystals being bold and rugged.
The remaiuder of the exhibit of this company is mainly

made up of kegs indicative of the many products in the pow-
der line manufactured by the company. The company's
W-A always attracts attention from its peculiar features.
As one lady expressed it: "It looks more like something good
to eat than gunpowder!"

Visitors to Lafl'n & Rand's exhibit will be greeted by Ed
Taylor, late of Cincinnati, but now, we are glad to say, of
Jersey City, N. J. Mr. Taylor and Mr. John Lyon, whom
we have reierred to above, have charge of the exhibit.

Cleveland Target Company,
The Cleveland Target Company occupies the same position

this year that it has done in past expositions. The articles

exhibited by this firm, the makers of the bluerock target, may
be briefly and effectively enumerated as follows: One mag-
autrap; four barrels of bluerock targets, draped with yellsw
and black cloth; four expert bluerock traps, and Paul North.
If we have omitted anything we are not altogether to blame;
for, small though the number of articles exhibited may
sound, the magautrap and Paul, or Paul and the magautrap
(we don't care which way you put it), are sulficient to keep
one's attention from anything else while in their vicinity.
An examination of the magautrap will show at once that

changes, though slight perhaps, have been made in the con-
struction of the trap. The attachment of an electric pull is

the greatest improvement of all; but the magautrap as a
whole looks far more businesslike than it did last year. So
popular has "the bicycle trap" become that Paul North and
the Cleveland Target Company will have to look out next

HAZARD POWDER COMPANT.

yeai" for a novelty. Speaking of the number of traps now
leased and in use by clubs, Mr. North informs us that his
company cannot keep pace with the orders received. It may
be as well to mention also that the Brooklyn Gun Club, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., and theYanticaw Gun Club, of Nutley,
N. J., have each leased a magautrap and will shortly hold
special shoots for the purpose of introducing them to the
trap-shooters of New York and vicinity.

Of the expert bluerock traps, and of the Muerock targets
themselves, nothing new can be said; all shooters know
what these articles are, what they are like and what they
can do. As for the black and gold drapery, Paul says he has
to have that, as it sui*s his complexion,

Hazard Powder Company.
The Hazard Powder Company's exhibit is in the hands of

John L. Lequin, secretary-treasurer of the loterstate Asso-
ciation, also secretary of the Hazard Powder Company;
and of E. S. Lsnti'hon, assisted by B. H. Norton, the
company's popular representative in the New England
States.

The chief feature of this exhibit is the working model of
a single-wheel rolling mill used in the process of mixmg
the ingredients of black powder. This mill attracts lots of
attention and is an essential part of the company's exhibit.
The back wall of the space occupied by the company is

artistically decorated with kegs showing the varieties of
powders manufactured by the company, among the black
powders being its Electric, Duck, Trap, Kentucky Rifle and
India Rifle (the latter for export). Of course readers of
FoEEST AND Steeam vcry generally know that the com-
pany's smokeless shotgun powder is the Blue Ribbon. They
will be reminded of this fact by the draperies of blue ribbon
that deck the showstand, on which one can see the raw
material and the finished product, a brick-red, which it

seems almost a misnomer to call "Blue Ribbon." It is per-
haps in these exhibits of raw materials and manufactured
products that most people take the greatest amount of inter-
est; it is certain anyway that they are worth far more than
a mere cursory examination.

It will not do to close this notice of the Hazard Powder
Company's exhibit without mentioning that a portrait show-
ing the familiar features of Col Hazard, the founder of the
Hazard Powder Company, forms part of the decorations in

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD.

the rear of the exhibit. The artistic and effective arrange-
ment of the many colored ke^s of powder upon this wall is

mainly the work of Mr. Lequm, the company's secretary.

Von I^engerke & Detmol^.
An exhibit which, from the very variety and excellence of

the articles displayed, is bound to attract and hold crowds of
interested spectators, is that furnished by the firm of Von
Lengerke & Detmold, 8 Murray street. During the evening
the joint signs of E C. and Schultze powder, in incan-
descent lamps on a white and gold ground, are certain to
catch all eyes. Once caught, there are other things to look
at.

This firm makes a specialty of Francotte guns, and these
guns need looking at only once to take the fancy of a lover
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of shotguns. All sorts and grades of these arms are on view

'

single or double 8-ganges down to 41-gauges; hammer or
hammerless; $80 or $500 grade; all works of the gunsmith
who knows his business. Among the noied guns on view
at this stand are two which respectively own Edgar Murphy
and J. P. Knapp as master, and which, under the guidance
of these prominent amateurs, made records to be proud of,
winning the Larchmont amataur championships in 1895 and
1896. The gun exhibit is a large portion of this firm's dis-
play, but there's plenty more.
On the other side of the stand is what we generally call

"John Wright's department," viz , the fishing tackle exhibit.
And this year, as in the past, John Wright has laid out some
of the prettiest pieces of work ever put together by a fisher-
man. From tarpon rods, the gradation can be followed by

M. ABBOTT FBASER.

steps until one comes to the delicate fly-rod that seems more
like a toy than an article intended for practical purposes.
The handles of these rods form no unimportant feature:
they are of various kinds: solid cork fitted to the hand, as
it were, while others have the usual round handles of cork,
lapped with fine-drawn silver wire, Thoughts of Izaak
Walton and 7m rod and of the present day farmer's lad
with his bean pole flit through one's mind as one examines
these highly finished specimens.
Another show case on "John Wright's side" contains sam-

ples of flies; silkworm gut in the raw and the finished article

looped for use; Vom Hofe reels; spinning baits, etc. The
special feature of this case is what looks to us like the tiniest

rod and reel ever made ; the rod is a split-bamboo with two
tips, and it almost makes one's eyes ache to think of thread-
ing a single strand of silk through the rings.

At the end of the exhibit next the cross aisle is a full set
of Mott's disappearing traps, with electric pull attachment;
everything being in working order and an exact duplicate of
the sets now in use at Eikwood Park. This part of Von
Lengerke & Dotmold's exhibit will attract special attention
from this cause, intending competitors in next week's Grand'
American Handicap being sure to take more than passing in-

terest in the working of these traps.

Speaking of traps reminds us that Von Lengerke & Det-
mold have on exhibition—loaned to the firm by the courtesy
of Miss Annie Oakley—the first set of regular sparrow traps
ever made in this country so far as we are aware of. These
little traps are for all the world like miniature King's pigeon
traps, and are painted green. They were made some twenty-
three years ago, and were presented to Miss Annie Oakley by
Frank Kleinz, of Philadelphia. Looking like toys, they are
still perfectly practical little pieces of workmanship. Miss
Oakley (Mrs. Frank Butler), who will make her headquarters
at this exhibit, will undoubtedly be glad to show them to all

interested.

Samples of E. C. No. 1 and of E. C. No. 2, and also sam-
ples of Schultze powder, together with cans of the same pow-
ders, cartridge cases, gun cases, and in fact all that a shooter

I SAVAGE KEPEATING ARMS COMPANY.

needs, go to make a dehghtful whole in the form of the er-
hibit of Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold. The exhibit is

in charge of Justus von Lengerke, who will be assisted in
answering questions by John Wright, Carl von Lengerke,
Gus Greiff, Theodore Baron and Eddie Morehouse.
While in England last December, Justus von Lengerke

made the acquaintance of the European woodcock. Two
beautiful specimens of the bird were brought home by Justus
in the flesh and mounted in remembrance of his trip. Al-
though kept on ice, having been killed two weeks previous
to their arrival in America, they weighed about 16oz. each
on the scales in the store at 8 Murray street.

Savage Repeating Arms Company.
A neatly arranged glass case in space No, 72 displayed a

full line of the Savage repeating rifles, both sporting and
military, the identical rifle which successfully contested for
the arming of the New York National Guard being one of
the number shown. It is in excellent condition. A plate of
fin. steel practically illustrates the terrific power of the .303-
caliber sporting rifle. It is perforated with numerous clean-
punched holes, made by the soft-nosed bullets fired from
this rifle. The great penetrative power is shown in a log
in which is embedded a Savage .303 bullet, its course paral-
lel with the grain of the wood measuring 46}in. The differ-
ent effects of the jacketed and soft-nosed bullets are shown
in the wood; the latter spreading and showing more destruc-
tion along their path, but penetrating less. Besides the dis-
play in the glass case, a number of finely finished Savage
sporting rifles are exhibited on a slanting, silk-covei'ed table,
Mr, Arthur Savage, the inventor, is in charge.

Bridgeport Gun Implement Company.
The B. G. I. Company's exhibit will be found at the

Fourth avenue end of the Garden on the Twenty- seventh
street side. Last year it will be remembered that the com-
pany was located about midway of the Garden on the Twen-
ty sixth street side. Changed though the location is, the ex-
hibit is soon found, the space chosen being well adapted for
showing off the specialties of this company's goods, and at-
tracting the attention of the public.

Shotgun enthusiasts and riflemen all need tools for their
guns or rifles, and the B. G. I. Co. has made it its duty to

, find out what is wanted and then to supply that want with
the best articles obtainable. Its show cases reveal what a
variety of implements are actually needed by all classes of
shooters.

The panels on. the walls of the exhibit display consider-
able taste in the arrangement of the different articles exhib-
ited. One panel contains loading tools for shotguns, such as
all kinds of powder and shot measures, the micrometer
measure being used interchangeably for all nitro or black
powders and also for shot; a variety of closers (or crimpers,
as they are very often called) are also on view on this panel.
Another panel shows all kinds of cleaning rods, with scratch
brushes, wool swabs, expansion felt swabs, twisted wire
hristle brushes and field cleaners. Re-cappers, de-cappers,
extractors, wad-cutters, etc., make this panel a neat one.
The third panel may be called the rifle implement panel; it

shows all varieties of cleaning rods for rifles, together with
the necessary tools for casting bullets, pocket oilers, etc.

BKIDGEPOET GUN IMPLEMENT COMPANY.

The B. G. I. Company's exhibit is in charge of Mr. H. B.
Cannon, who will, with the aid of his assistants, gladly give
any information in his power to those who want to know
anything about the goods manufactured and sold by the
B, G. I. Co.

Winchester Repeating Arms Company.
The conclusion is obvious, taking the name of the above

firm as the basis of our conjecture, that the exhibit of the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co. at this year's Sportsmen's
Exposition deals mainly with "repeating firearms," their
ammunition and tools generally. Such, of course, is the
fact, but Mr. David Daggett, the gentleman who has charge,
of the exhibit, shows also a lot of single-shot rifles, light-

weight, weighing 5J to 7lbs. each, that take the fancy of
many small-bore enthusiasts.
The firm's sx)ecialty, however, is really its repeating rifles

and shotguns, and many beautiful specimens are shown,
the most beautiful perhaps being a .45-90, model 1886, that
lies in one of the glass cases at the base of the main ex-
hibit. It is the highest class sporting rifle made, is inlaid
with gold, silver and platinum, while the stock and fore-

arm are exquisitely carved and engraved. This rifle is a
take-down, and is priced at $400. There are also other
specimens of sporting rifles, all highly finished, and listed

at from $400 to $80, any one of which the firm feels it no
disgrace to attach its name to.

This year the Winchester Repeating Arms Company is

making a specialty of light-weight rifles. Among the
number shown to us by Mr. Daggett was a .45-70, model of
1886, that weighed only 71bs.; other light-weights which
we examined were the .38-50, .32-40 and the .32-38.

Another feature of the Winchester Company's exhibit
are the new model half-magazine take-downs, which are
made in any caliber and only weigh from 6| to 7lbs. The
handling of these rifl.es shows at once the vast difference

between one of the heavy-weights and these new works of
ttie New Haven firm. The advantage to a man who has
to carry a rifle over mountains all day in having a light-

weight instead of a heavy-weight is something that has to

ibe tried to be appreciated fully. An extra pound at the
©nd of the day weighs about four times that amount before
(fiamp is reached.
In Schuetzen rifles Mr. Daggett has something new to

show. Matted barrels are not new, perhaps, but the
coarse matting, done by special machinery, is something
that no other firm in this country can boast of so £ar as we
are aware. The company exhibits three new styles of
matted barrels on this kind of rifle.

The company manufactures and exhibits other things
besides repeating rifles and shotguns. In one of the show
cases is the ^all sword-bayonet adopted by the navy; this

little weapon is equally fitted for a trenching tool, a tobacco
knife, to slice a beefsteak or cut a junk of salt pork, or to

be used as a weapon to do a foe to the flag. It is little,

but-—!

Speaking of the navy naturally brings us to the "Lee
straight-pull" rifle adopted by the U. S. N. This weapon
lies on a table alongside the new model '95 and excites
quite a lot of interest. It can be used as a repeater or as
a single-shot, and is the most modern rifle in the way of
military makes. The model '95 was tried very highly
before the New York State Commission appointed by Gov.
Morton to choose a small arm for the National Guard of
the State, The records made by this rifle before the board
are told in full in a pamphlet of which there are always
some to be gotten at the Winchester Company's exhibit.
Some of the catalogues are well worth carrying away as
souvenirs, being works of art in the half-tone line.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY.

Til sights the company exhibits a variety that is puzzling
to any but experts. The chief curiosity in this line is a
seven-leaf express sight for use in South Africa, the big
game country of the world for the twentieth century.
A show case right alongside the main aisle shows some

exceedingly pretty and fanciful stocks fitted to rifles of
superb workmanship. Among the woods used are Califor-
nia redwood, teak, bird's-eye maple, English, Circassian
and American walnut.
The two show cases that mark the corners of the space

occupied by the company abutting on the cross aisle show
different kinds of military and sporting rifle ammunition,
and a variety of shotgun ammunition, with shells loaded
and sectionalized to show wadding, etc. The specimens in
these cases are samples of some of the things not already
mentioned that are manufactured by the Winchester
Repeating Arms Co. at its New Haven, Conn., works.

"To assist him in answering questions, etc., Mr. Daggett
has a large force, among the number being the champion
target shot of the world, Rolla O. Heikes, who shows the
repeating shotgun he handles so effectively to all who
want to look at it. Others around the exhibit are Capt.
B. A. Bartlett, an excellent shot with either rifle or shot-
gun; J. Hildreth, one of the company's representatives in
the South; W. L. Cameron, its representative in Canada;
W. Maynard, from the New York store; Mr. Clark, from
New Haven, who has charge of the advertising depart-
ment, and Mr. Irby Bennett, late of Memphis, now of New
Haven; and others.

Before closing this necessarily brief review of a capital
exhibit, we must remind readers of Fokest and Stream.
who are fond of trap-shooting to go to the Winchester ex-
hibit and see, with the aid of the mutogcope, how rapidly
and effectively Rolla Heikes snuffs out targets.

M. Abbott Eraser.
Entering the Garden from the Twenty-sixth street side and

passing east along the north aisle, we come to the exhibit of
M. Abbott Eraser, of Boston. Here are to be seen a great

H. H. KIFFE COMPANY.

number of heads and hides and of well mounted birds, of
which perhaps the most interesting are a pair of capercailzie,
male and female. A snowy owl, remarkable for its unspot-
ted plumage, is another striking bird.

Dressed hides of Virginia deer, caribou, and a buffalo robe
hung over the rail surrounding the space, make an effective

barrier between the aisle and the wealth of skin rugs and
mats within the spaie. Among these a black wolf hide is

noticeable.

The heads are those of deer, moose, caribou and one musk
ox, which, on account of its size, we take to be a cow. It is

remarkable for its blackness.

The H. H. Eiffe Company.
The H, H, Kifle Co., manufacturers of and dealers in
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firearms, fishing tackle and sportsmen's supplies, exhibited
at space 17, which was decorated in red and maroon. The
stand was in charge of Manager Disch, of the New York
store. The principal exhibit was of fishing rods, including
Kiffe's $1 split-bamboo, and also a split-bamboo weighing
4^02. and retailing for fB,

A self-opening penknife was also shown, the blades open-
ing and shutting under the influence of an electric current.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company.
The interesting exhibit of E I, du Pont de Nemours

• & Oo. is in the able hands of Mr. Pierre Gentieu, the gentle-

man who has fi'led the same position so courteously at pre-

vious expositions. Mr. Gentieu has reason to feel phased
^with the general appearance of the exhibit this year. Occu-
pying precisely the same space as last year, the nature of the
'exhibit and its character are necessarily much the same. A
Kjhange, however, has been made in the upper part of the

white and gold framework that adorns the rear of the ex-

E. I. DTJ PONT DB NEMOTJES & CO.

Mbit, and the change is for the better. The scroll work with
the name of the firm and the age of the company—1802-1897
—^in gold letters on a white ground, call one's- attention

rather forcibly to the fact that one is looking at the exhibit

of probably the oldest powder company in the Unitefl Spates;

ninety-five years in one place—Wilmington, Del —may be
said to be a record in the powder makine line.

Until quite recently the firm of E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. was noted among shotgun men chiefly for its Eagle
Ducking Nos. 1, 2 and 3. In the last two or three years it

has rapidly forged ahead and now puts on the market a nitro

powder that has found considerable favor, known as Du
Pout's Smokeless, Trap-shooters all know of this powder, and
probably there are some who think that the manufacture of

this powder is the chief part of the products of the Da Pont
Oo. They have only to come to the exhibit this year toleara

that actually the manufacture of nitro powders by the firm

is but a drop in the bucket when compared with the blasting

and black shotgun and rifle powders made at the Wilmington
powder works. The nitro powder works, it will be remem-
bered, are located across the river from Wilmington at

Carney's Point, and are as complete as any similar works in

the country. The kegs that adorn the rear of the exhibit

tell the tale of what this company manufactures both at

Wilmington and at Carney's Point.

The show case on the left of the exhibit is surmounted by
a pretty piece of crystallized saltpeter. Below it are the two
grades of charcoal used, the black and the red, together with

the raw material (willow wood), a card announcmg that only

the branches of the tree are used for makiner charcoal. Still

furthet below are the three ingredients for black powder:
charcoal, sulphur and niter. Other articles displayed in this

case arc : Spht ro hexagonal and cubical powders for high

power rapid fire guns ; service gun cotto" ; smokeless powders
for the new .30cal. rifles; samples of blasting powders; shot-

EEMTNGTON 4KMS COMPANY.

gun shells, loaded and sectionalized so as to show the wad-
ding and powder; also the raw material for and the manu-
factured article known as Du Pont's Smokeless. This case

contains a great deal in a comparatively small space.

Remington Arms Company.

As might be expected, the exhibit of the Remington Arms
Company is in charge of Mr. H. B. Gannon. Scatter-gun

men and riflemen will find much to interest them among the

goods under Mr. Cannon's care. For shotgun devotees there

is primarily the Remington hammerless ejector, several

beautifully flnished specimens being on view. These guns

are really "worth far more than a casual inspection, and it

will well repay a shooter to spend a few minutes with Mr.

Cannoa and his assistants at the Exposition.

Riflemen don't need to be told what they will find in the

exhibit of the Remineton Arms Company. The company's
factory at Ilion, N. Y., turns out some perfect specimens of

high class Schuetzen rifles, and some of those Schuetzen
rifles are on view. In the show case with some of these

Schuetzen rifles are several innocent-looking derringers, one
of the best pocket defenders in the world. Some of the

specimens on view are finished so exquisitely that they look
more like toys than deadly weapons.

Military rifles also form no unimportant portion of the

FRED SAUTER.

Remington Arms Company's exhibit The Remington mili-

tary rifle is too well known for Pobest and Stream to dr-

vote much space to mentioning that part of the exhibit The
steady march of improvement in firearms is one of the favor-

ite subjects of conversation with all shotgun aud rifle cranks.

The ellect of this march can be seen in the Remington Com-
pany's exhibit, the guns and rifles shown there now being

capital instances of the strides that have been made in the

past few years by the gunsmiths of the New World.

Fred Sauter.

At the east end of the Garden, in the .space occupied last

year by Messrs. C. G. Gunthers' Sons' cabin, is the large and
varied exhibit of Fred Sauter, of New York. This ranges

from fancy pieces and wolves and wildcats holding card re-

ceivers up to a largfe grizzly bear and a pair of mounted
beaver kittens. A leaping deer is an excellent piece of work,

6. L. OEOSBY—MAINE STATE EXHIBIT.

and so too is a leopard cat which has just sprung on the back
• of a fawn.

Among the interesting birds shown by Mr. Sauter is one

of wHich we should like to know more. It is an unu&ual prai

rie hen, and is reported to have been obtained from Kuapp
& Van Nostrand, market men, of this city. It dift'er.s widely

from the ordinary form of prairie chicken in having the

ground color a bright tawny, almost a fulvous, which seems

to blend into the black bars, the edges of which are thus

made less distinct than in the common form. Can this pos-

W. W, HAET & COMPANy.

sibly be a heath hen? If so it would be interesting to learn

where it came from. The birds still remaining in Massachu-

setts are so few now that the killing of each one should be

known. Before long we will be searctiing foj their skins,

as we do now for those of the great auk and the Labrador

duck.

The Maine State Exhibit—Sumner L. Crosby.

Maine did herself credit as u>ual. Miss Crosby's contin-

gent of guides were fully imbued with the idea of advertis-

ing the matchless game resources of their native State,

which has become the Mecca in the East of all good sports

men. Features of the exhibit were a log camp and a bough
lean to. With these the chief interest was shared by a fine ex
hibit of mounted game and game heads, the work of Maine's
widely known taxidermist, Sumner L. Crosby. A unique
background, effectively used for setting off the largest single

grouping of heads m this exhibit, was made of balsam i3r

boughs, whose fresh green tint contrasted to the best possi-

ble advantage with the subdued color of the game,
A big buck from the Aroostook, mounted entire, was a

forcible illustration of the size this game attains in Maine;
also of the fact that the big buck does not always get aiway.

This old fellow had been raked the entire length of his

back by a I ifle ball. Mr. Crosby also had a large caribou,

which was extremely well mounted, and a number of fish,

including some very large trout. His big moose heads at-

tracted a great deal of attention.

There were four of these and each had an enormous
spread, the group averaging upward of 60in. These heads
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were also remarkable for the broad palmation of the antlers

and number of points, as well as symmetry of proportions.

W. W. Hart & Company.
This exhibit occupies a great deal of room, and includes a

number of ambitious pieces. We spoke last year in terms of

high praise of the group of tisrers, which still remains the

most striking and probably the best group shown in this

space. There is a cage which contains a tigress lying down,
with a cub sitting up beside her. It is an excellent piece ©f

work The roaring lion, and a group of two brown bears

playing with two cubs, have been spoken of before. Both are

good. While we have never seen a calling moose, we are

disposed to give high praise to this figure. The anatomy of

the body is well done, and judging this piece by what we
have seen of whistling elk, the attitude is good. In this ex-

hibit is a large musk ox head, and the great moose head
which we measured some months ago and described in these

columns. There is a good head of a calling mule deer, and
an excellent bear's head. Two groups in this exhibit, each
representing a panther fighting with a grizzly bear, attracted

much attention, and many comments were heard about them.

The Baker Gun and Forging Company!
The Baker exhibit was found at space 91, in company with

the exhibit of the Stevens Arms Company Mr. J. F. Car-
raher was in charge. Col. W. T. Mylcrane, secretary of the

company, was also present at times during the week of the

exhibition. Four lines of guns were shown, a hammer gun
listing at $25, a hammerless with ordinary safety listing at

|30, and a hammerless fitted with the special Baker block
safety listing at $3.5, and listly the "Paragon" pigeon gun,
listing at $80. This latter gun had fluid steel barrels and
was as handsome a gun as one could desire both in outline

and also in point of checking and finish. Baker guns range
in weight from 7 to 9Jlbs.

The block safety gun shown had exactly the same lock

plate as that used in a hammer gun. In a sample gun it was

THOS. W. FEAINEi

cut away to show the working of the lock mechanism, which
is remarkable for simplicity

.

There are only four piects to each lock: the main spring,

sear spring, sear and hammer. The back safety is alwaj^a

in front of the hammer, except at moment the trigger is

pressed, and effectually guards against premature discharge

resulting from accidental or other causes. Of course these

guns are provided with the ordinary safety in addition, but

as the block safety works from the trigger the use of the

gun is in no way complicated.

All Baker guns are bored for nitros, and all are targeted

with nitros.

Thomas W. Fraine.

Mr. Fraine's exhibit is one of the smallest in the Garden,

but what it lacks in quantity it makes up in quality, for it ia
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extremely choice. "We spoke last year of the admirable work
shown in this exhibit in the face modeling of the caribou,

and this year Mr. Fraine shows four heads, representing

three species, which call for high praise. One of these is a
big mountain ram's head, turned, in which the profile of the

face and the modeling of lips are excellent: a ewe,
summer killed, is also very good, and shows a great deal of

feminine character. A Virginia deer head, turned, also

shows this sex character very admirably. A white goat's

head, long and solemn looking, is a fine piece of work, Mr.
Fraine, who we believe was the first man to depart from the

stereotyped position of the mounted head and to turn the face

a little to the right or left, has brought out a new idea in

shields. The moose head referred to is mounted on what
appears to be a slab of yellow rock, and a Virginia deei's

head on an irregular rough shield of dull green, with pine
boughs in dull gold overlying the green background. The
fish shown here are excellently done. Trout of four- kinds
are shown, one a great rainbow trout sent on by the Flint &
Fere Marquette E. E. Co., and caught near their line.

About the Maine cabin are a number of deer, moose and

W. E. BAXTEU.

caribou heads, a. mounted caribou, shown last yqar, and a
number of other small pieces.

In the trophy room are a number of heads, none of them
calling for special mention except a great white wolfs head,
which from its label we may conjecture to have been
brought back from the Barren Grounds by Mr. Caspar
Whitney. Here too is a pair of extraordinarily abnormal
elk horns.

Taxidermy.
The exhibits of taxideimy at this year's show present a

number of features of interest. All over the G-arden are to

be seen the conventional deer, moose and elk heads used for
decorative purposes, but it is to the displays shown by the
various taxidermists that special attention has been called.

There certainly has been a great advance in this art during
the past few years, and while of course there remain in the
trade not a few of the old-fashioned "stuffers," who in
mounting an animal are satisfied if they turn out something
that looks like a pillow on four sticks covered with the
neatly smooth hide of the animal in question, there are
others who really strive to follow nature and who model all

the anatomy of the beast that they are mounting with a care
which almost equals that taken by the sculptor. Indeed
there is one taxidermist in this city—Mr. Storck—who, fol-

lowing out this idea, has produced at least one admirable
figure in bronze. We had occasion last year to call attention
to this artist's work as then shown in the admirable group
of tigers in W. W. Hart's exhibit, and which he again ex-
hibits this year.

Sculpture and taxidermy are arts closely akin. The one Is

carried a little further than the other, but only in that the
actual covering of the bird or animal is laid over its perfectly
modeled body. In both arts there is always the danger of
depicting too much action, since violent action implies the
completion of the act. Repose or very slow motion may
therefore be much more successfully attempted than violent
action, although the temptation to the ambitious artist is

always strong to strive to carry out his conception of some

PARKER GUN COMPAST.

sttikiD!? act, as a panther springing on a deer or wolves pulling
down a buiialo.

Parker Brothers.

The gun exhibit of Parker Bros, is on the same space oc-
cupied by them at last year's exposition. This year, how-
ever, it is differently arranged, the guns being displayed on
two diamond-shaped racks and a circular one which revolves.
They rest nudely in their racks, beautiful works of art, fine

workmanship and utility, enveloped only in the many glories
that so strictly appertain to the old pioneer American gun.
Being in plain view, with no obstruction to interpose, is

much to their advantage, as the closer the inspection the
more thoroughly is the observer impressed with the perfect
fitting, the elegant engraving, rich material used in the con-
struction, arlisiic designing, and their general excellence.

There are displayed in all eishty guns, ranging in price

from $50 to $400. In gauees they are from 8 to 30, and in

weight from 5J to 141bs. The smaller bores are models of

combined elegance and lightness, and withal they are prac-

tically useful far beyond common knowledge. These
dainty, racy small-bores attract a great deal of attention,

particularly from the ladies, who are yearly becoming
more and more Interested in outdoor sports. Every
gun in every detail, even to the most trifling, whether con-

cealed or not, is sharply and cleanly finished, each part fit-

• SCHOVEHLING, DALY & GALES.

ting to its fellow with absolute precision. The barrels are in

different kinds of material, durable, highly finished and
pleasing in their artistic lines. The Whitworth fluid steel

guns , which have so conspicuously won their way to the front

on their merits in the past two years, are of course the piece

de resistancs They are superb weapons, being made of the
very best material throughout, beautiful and artistic in de-

sign, and embellished with the highest skill of the eogi-aver.

In balance, workmanship, design and shooting capabilities

they are all that the most fastidious shooter could wish for.

Capt. A. du Bray is looking after the exhibit, and is de-

lighted to chat with his friends and with the endless stream
of admirers of the Parker gun who constantly engage his

G. W. COLE & CO.

attention. His enthusiasm never wanes, and for his faith in

the excellence of the Parker gun he is ever pleased to pro-
duce proof in the gun itself. No one can hear him "talk
gun" without being a gainer.

Baxter Camping Outfits.

The above title is displayed over a space devoted to sam-
ples of different kinds of camp outfits of marvelous com-
pactness and ingenious construction. The Convertible Table
Kit Case, only 7in. in thickness and llxSOin. otherwise,
carries an out^t for serving from one to twelve persons and
cooking for them. The case, which has many of the appear-
ances of a traveling case, is so cunningly devised that when

A. G. SPALDING & BEOS.

opened and set up it forms a table with legs and braces com-
plete. In the metal articles—stove, pans, covers, etc.—no
solder is used. All the parts are stamped out whole with
special dies. The stove is a wonder of collapsable legs, tele-

scopic stove pipe ; an oven for baking, the heat of which can
be regulated as desired; a grate and ah ashpan; and in it are
packed nicely a whole array of utensils^ a bread pan, dish

pan, skiUets, wu-e broilers, flesh fork, basting spoon, butcher
knife, coffee boiler with detachable handle and spout, water
bucket, scup kettle, salt, pepper and sugar boxes, six coffee or

soup cups, and sis each of spoons, dinner plates, knives and
forks, and a tablespoon, cake turner, dipper cup, can
opener and folding tripods for extra use in cooking.
Two movable gas burners are so designed that they can

be used in the house with the outfit either for boiling or
baking, thus economizing in time and fuel and giving the
stove a broader utility in both home and camp life. All the
parts are most thoroughly made.
For compactness, thorough workmanship and practical

usefulness, these outfits are deserving the consideration of

all who have an interest in outdoor life, or who desire a
compactly useful outfit for the home. Dr. W. E. Baxter is in

charge, and is pleased to display to all the practical useful-
ness of his outfits.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Confine themselves this year to a display of golf goods. Their
exhibit occupies an advantageous position at the east end of
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the center aisle, and is characterized by an extremely har-
monious and pretty arrangement, reflecting credit on the
good taste of Mr. J. W. Curtis, who is responsible for it.

The setting of the exhibit represents a putting green, while
around the back and sides are shown clubs and irons, balls of
imported and domestic manufacture, and caddy bags, as well
as shoes and golf coats of striking pattern.

All of the clubs shown are of Spalding manufacture. The
shafts are of the finest selected woods. The very best Eng-
lish and Scotch workmen are employed, and in many cases
the English models have been improved upon.

"Linkers" or captive golf balls, devised for home training,
were an interesting feature in the display. The golf ball is

attached by a cord to a machine provided with a dial that
records in feet the distance an untrammeled ball would be
likely to travel as the result of a stroke.

The exhibit was in charge of Mr. C. S. Uox, but at the
time of writing these notes Mr. H. S. Wells was more par-
ticularly in evidence.

6. W, Cole & Company. .

Messrs. G. W. Cole & Company exhibited their well-
known "3 in 1" compound at space 113, which was dec-
orated with a color scheme in red, white and blue. Promi-
nently displayed was a clever reproduction of their trade
mark done in small bottles.

As most sportsmen know, "3 in 1" is invaluable for clean-
ing the residue of smokeless or black powders frf)m guns.

It is the cleanest thing of the kind to handle, and in the
case of guns only one application is necessary at the time of
cleaning, as it is an effective rust preventive. In addition
to cleaning and preventing rust, the compound is of value
as a lubricant, and is especially useful for application to the
mechanism of repeating rifles or the locks of shotguns.

"3 in 1" is used by the principal gun clubs, and the manu-
facturers have as yet to receive any reports that are not com-
plimentary to their product. They have testimonials from
upward of 300 gun clubs.

^y. H. MULLlSS,

During the show from 10,000 to 15,000 sample bottles will

be given away. Sportsmen who are not so fortunate as to
be present may secure samples by inclosine a stamp for
postage to G. W. Cole & Co , 111 Broadway, New York.

Gas Engine and Power Company.
The two handsome and graceful boats shown by the Gas

Engine and Power Co., of Morris Heights, N. Y., are the
Diana, a 25ft. launch of 4 horse-power, and an 18ft. boat of
2 horse-power. They illustrate the degree of perfection
attained in the construction of modern pow'er launches
and pleasure boats. Naphtha launches have become
known the woild over, and the models shown by the Gas
Engine and Power Co. prove them to be well worthy of
their broad reputation for beauty of lines and finish.
There is alao shown a triple expansion marine engine of
the compauy'a mftke.
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Marlin Firearms Company^
The Marlin Firearms Co. occupies space No. 58, tlie same

that they occupied last year, wherein they are receiving calls

from a host of their friends. Their display is notable for

both excellence of quality and good taste in the manner of

exhibiting it. JTo attempt is made to exhibit a complete col-

lection of their large line of guns, but there is enough vari-

ety of different calibers, styles and exquisite finish to delight

the heart of the most fastidious rifleman. Among the
seventy-five repeaters shown are many novelties and original

patterns. The taste for artistic ornamentation, which this

company has done so much to develop and foster, has reached
such a stage that the company shows finer and more expen-
sive work than ever before, and the larger part of the exhibit

is a masterpiece of the artistic. The hand engraving is elab-

orately beautiful, and contains pictures of the large and fierce

animals from the tiger and the elephant of the East to the

MARLM FIEEAEMS COMPANY.

better known American specimens, the moose, caribou,

elk, deer, etc.; and the little .33cals. bear engravings of the

game for which they are used, the squirrel, grouse,

rabbits, etc. The most expensive have the central figures

and general outlines in inlaid work of gold, silver, platinum
? and aluminum, giving pleasing color and tone when con-

trasted with the dark polished steel or the rainbow hues of

the case bordering. For those preferring the quieter style

there are designs with embossed figures relieved with back-

grounds of scroll work, leaf designs and beaded surfaces,

offering a tempting variety, while the man with, limited

means sees much to admire and use in the neat line engrav-

ing, highly decorative, but inexpensive withal, and the ster-

ling material and workmanship. Circassian walnut, brought
from southern Europe; American walnut, with the beautiful

feathery effects found in its stumps and crotches; bird's-eye

maple with its delicate figures, and the sycamore with its

snakegkin appearance are used in the woodwork.
These rifles are in all weights, lengths and sizes, the ex-

treme of smallness being a well-tried take-down which has

seen service in the Rocky Mountains in the hands of Mr W.
A. Wright, well known as Mr. Carlin's guide. It is a .30

smokeless, 18in. barrel, holds four cartridges, and weighs a

trifle over 6*lbs. It has the appearance of a large field glass

when In its iOin. case, and, though thus appearing like a toy,

Mr. ."Wright declares that it will kill grizzlies or moose as

clean'^and quick as the larger rifles. For deer and smaller
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animals he has a similar barrel in .25 that "he tises on the

same stock and action. The exhibit also contains an assort-

ment of their pocket revolvers, samples of the Marlin Rust
Repeller, and a variety of rifle sights. Mr. Harry Marlin is

in charge.
Schoverling, Daly Ss Gales.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales had a very complete
exhibit of sporting and athletic goods, shown to good ad-

vantage in spaces 59 and 60, facing the center circle of the

amphitheater. The exhibit was in charge of Mr. T. W.
Stake.
Perhaps the feature of greatest interest was a case of

Charles Daly guns, valued at $8,000, and said to be the most
costly similar exhibit in the Garden. This case contained

fifty guns, ranging in price from $100 to $400, a number of

which were made especially for the Exposition.

Something new in the shape of a hammerless three-barrel

Daly gun attracted a great deal of attention, both on account

of its beauty of finish and also because it is the first three-

barrel hammerless ever constructed. Guns of this type will

be ready for the fall trade.

A very fine line of fishing rods of their own manufacture
was also a noteworthy feature of this exhibit, These rods

listed at prices ranging up to $40, and some of the dainty

littie split-bamboos ran as light as 3oz.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales are agents for the Hor-
ton Mfg. Co., and a full line of Bristol steel rods was shown.
This included some very handsome rods with pearl handles
and oxydized silver finish.

They are also agents for Wright & Ditson, and exhibited
tennis goods bearing the trade mark of that well-known
firm. A very complete assortment of golf clubs of their

own manufacture was also shown. Mr. A. J. Green had
charge of the fishing tackle department, and Mr. Dennis
Singleton tennis and golf.

Martin Automatic Beel Company.
The Martin Automatic Reel Company, of llion, N. T., ex-

hibited their automatic reel at space 71. The exhibit was in
charge of Mr. G. W. Warren. Mr. H. W. Martin, the in-

ventor and patentee, was also present. Various styles of 35
and 50yd. reels, both plain and engraved, were shown. The
finer reels were handsomely engraved and finished, and
marked with monograms or special designs at the option of
the purchaser.
From the time of its invention, six years ago, this reel has

been in the hands of experts, and as a result of practical tests

it has been improved till to-day it is perfect in detail—a good,
strong, serviceable reel of remarkable merits. In it the auto-
matic principle is carried further than heretofore, while the
best features of the ordinary reel are also embodied It can
be made free-running for" casting, and has an adjustable
brake which acta as a drag.
As an a,utomatic reel the main spring can be wound or un-

wound without touching the line, thereby producing any
tension desired on a long or short line. This is accomplished
by turning the main spring drum, which is provided with a
milled edge. The spring may also be wound by drawing out
the line in the usual way. Catching or entangling the line

is entirely obviated by an ingenious device of housing the
line spool.

An entirely new and important feature in this reel is the
friction clutch, which permits the line being drawn out after

the main spring is wound up to its full tension, thus effectu-

ally guarding against the danger of breaking. This feature
practically gives command of an endless spring, as the line

can be drawn out to any length whatever, and afterward re-

turned automatically up to the extent of the spring; after

colt's patent firearms company.

which, if more line is to be taken up, the main spring may
instantly be wound by a few turns of the drum.
The reel has received the highest recommendations from

expert anglers, who have used it during the past two years.

The parts are interchangeable, and each reel is fully guaran-
teed.

J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company.
The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co. occupies a space with the

Baker Gun and Forging Co., a little to one side of the center

of the Garden. They display nearly a full line of their pro-

ducts—rifles in different calibers, weights, lengths, . designs

and purposes. There are take-down models for; the con-

venience of the traveler and for convenience in having differ-

ent caliber barrels adjusted to one stock. There are light

bicycle rifles, delicately slender, yet thoroughly effective for

practical use. There are detachable skeleton stocks so made
as to require no room for packing them; others of rare wood
were of most pleasing design and rich elegance, of finish. ,

Among the lot are some Schuetzen rifles, elaborate of

stock and butt plate, the heaviest rifle being about 141b8. in

weight, and having a record of placing ten shots within a

3^in. circle at 300yds. From that heavy weight are rifles of

different weights down to 4jlbs., all, however, whether
cheap or expensive, having in common the same quality of

barrels, perfect rifling and accm-ate powers of shooting.

Another rifle is neatly fitted with telescopic sights. The
smaller models of pocket rifles, in 10, 13, 16 and 18in. bar-

rels, weighed only S^lbs., and are in , 33, .35 and .,33cals.

They are provided with light skeleton butts. The Favorite

rifle, which retails for the small sum of $6, has the same
quality of barrel and rifling as is furnished with their finest

gun.
GaUery pistols of the Gould, Lord and Conlin models also

are in the exhibit. One, a Gould model, is elegantly fin-

ished in gold and pearl, and exquisitely engi-aved. There
are delicate, slender pistols, weighing but a few ounces,

made for bicyclists and for target practice, and still smaller

pistols of S^in. barrels and 7oz. in weight.

The rifles are laid on inclined tables and make a most in-

teresting display of the guns whose accuracy has a world-

wide fame. All the details of shotgun and Schuetzen butt

plates, palm rests, different kinds of sights, designs of stocks,

styles of barrel, mechanism, etc., for target or field use, are

in evidence. The exhibit is in charge of Mr. Charles Fol-

som, who has charge of the company's New York olBce at

89 Chambers street, New York.

Heublein & Bro.

Messrs. Heublein & Bro. show an assortment, in original

packages, of creature comforts for home and woods con-

sumptiou.

New York Tacht, Iiaunch and Engine Company.
This exhibit comprises a 21ft. mahogany-finished

launch, with 2 horse-power Wing marine gas engines;
16ft. mahogany-finished yacht, tender or rowboat;-4 horse-
power Wing marine gas engine; 25 horse-power Otto marine
gas engine; Foster reversing propeller wheel and three
cases of outward thrust propeller wheels.
The Wing marine gas engine is an innovation for power

in small boats; while combining all the features of other
gas engines, it has several points for which superiority is

claimed. Bearings and working parts are all outside, and
can be gotten at readily. Working parts of electro spark-
ing device are also outside of engine, and, not coming in
contact with heated gases, last longer. In gas engines this
part of the mechanism is the one to give trouble, but with
the arrangement of the Wing any complication from this
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source is done away with. The impulse is taken on the
upward stroke, thus avoiding the jar. There is no compli-
cated noisy reversing gear, the Foster reversible screw
being used. There is no odor from this engine. It is very
small and compact, and gives great speed to a boat. With
this engine the center of gravity can be very low down in
the boat.

The Case propeller wheels, here shown, have never
failed to show greater speed on the steamers to which they
were fitted than any propellers ever before tried. The
Case wheel throws all theories to the winds, says that the
rearward thrust is mechanically and scientifically unwise,
in that it is not against solid, but against receding water,
whereas with the outward thrust the resistance is always
against solid water, and the cant of his propellers toward
the hull instead of from it, or forward instead of abaft a
perpendicular line, is so radical, and yet so successful, that
the experts are completely nonplussed.

The Daimler Motor Company.
The commanding feature of the exhibit of the Daimler

Motor Co., of Steinway, N. Y., is the launch Maud, which
in model, workmanship and machinery is in all respects a
beauty. The boat is 33ft. in length, 8ft. beam and of 2|^ft.

draft. The propelling machinery is a 7 horse-power Daim-
ler motor, burning gasoline, and giving a speed of nine
knots an hour.
There are also shown Daimler stationary kerosene

DAIMLER MOTOR COMPANY.

motors and a horseless carriage, after the model of those
which were in the recent French horseless carriage com-
petition.

The Daimler motor for marine purposes has been proven
not only to develop great steady power and speed, but also

to be a safe, clean and economical medium for boat-pro-

pulsion. It has no boiler or coil, does not carry high pres-

sure, and therefore is not subject to Government inspec-

tion, nor does it require a licensed engineer or pilot. Any-
body, after a few hours' instruction, is able to operate it, as

it requires very little attention, and its simplicity of con-
struction enables everybody of ordinary intelligence to be
his own engineer.

MuUins's Boats.

The showing made by W. H. MuUins, of Salem, O., com-
prises a line of his patented stamped and embossed metal
"get there" safety duck boats, "double-ender" pleasure row-
boats and yacht tenders. There is a yacht tender of
aluminum lift, long, 46in. beam and weighing SOlbs. The
same boat is made in manganese bronze, weight 1451bs.,

and in galvanized steel, same weight. All of the Mullins
boats are made each in the three metals, the manufacturer
recommending the aluminum craft for inland waters, and
the manganese bronze for salt water; this bronze is the
same metal that was employe^ for sheathing the Defender
up to the waterline.
The Mullins boat which getsthe most notice and awakens

the keenest interest is a "get there" ducking boat, equipped
with one of Frank Lawrence's grass boat blinds. This is a
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combination calculated to put one within shot of the wari-
est and wisest of wildfowl. Of Mr. Frank Lawrence him-
self, who is in charge, it needs not be said that as a grass-
suit duck hunter he has had such experience that at this

particular time duckdom is rejoicing that he is chained to
business in the Garden as an expositor of the merits of
the MuUins craft.

** Forest and Stream."
The Forest and Stream occupies space No. 73, near the

center of the Garden. Its exhibit this year is confined
very closely to the journal itself. The space is arranged as
an office, in which the series of bound volumes for the
twenty-four years occupies the central place. Among the

Colt's Patent Firearms Company.
The exhibit of the Colt's Patent Firearms Co. this year is

substantially that of previous years. Mr. C. E. Willaxd, of
course, is the presiding genius. The cases contain a full

and handsome assortment of Colt's revolvers from that his-

toric and always interesting relic, the original arm of 1836,
up to the police model made for the New York force in
1896. The rifle display shows a number of handsome
models, among which the white stocks. Mr. Willard tells

us, are particularly favored by the fair visitors.

Tatham & Bros.

Messrs. Tatham & Bros., of Beekman street, New York,
show a complete assortment of their well-known patent
finish drop shot and chilled shot. The chilled shot is

specially adapted for use with nitro powders, as its supe-
rior hardness enables it to retain its spherical form, and
insures greater penetration.

Lie Roy Shot and Lead Works.
The Le Roy Shot and Lead Works displayed shot of their

manufacture to j^ood advantage on the sides of a pyramidal
structure erected within a gold and ebony pagoda at space
56. Sixty sizes of drop, buck and chilled shot were shown,
ranging from balls weighing over loz. apiece down to micro-
scopic dust shot counting from 3,000 to 5,000 to the ounce.
The exhibit was in charge of Manager O. D Delano, as-

sisted by Assistant Manager R. Sheldrick.

The Interstate Association.

The Interstate Association is in the Garden for business,
like the rest of the exhibitors. It has, however, nothing to
exhibit except perhaps its manager, Elmer E Shaner, who
sits at the desk and receives entries for the Grand American
Handicap.
Out illustration shows the space the Association occupies

when tenanted by Mr. J. A. H. DresseJ, president of the
Association ; and Messrs. A. W. du Bray, Elmer Shaner and
U. M. C. Thomas.

the Exposition.

Monday and will continue

MARTIN ATTTOMATIC REEL COMPANY.

pictures shown is a striking water-color painting of Michi-
gan grayling by Mr. R. Porteous. There are two original

drawings by W. Townsend, in his happy vein of picturing
wildfowl, entitled "Here They Come" and "There They
Go." Mr. Townsend found his suggestion for these in one
of the bright sayings of a Forest and Stream writer that it

takestwo to shoot ducks, one to say "Herethey come" andthe
other"There they go." The series of extremely interesting

wild game pictures shown isthe work of Mr. E. Hofer in the
National Park. The animals photographed comprise buf-

falo, deer, elk and antelope, and the series as a whole is

deserving of careful study. The diploma received by the
Forest and Stream at the World's Fair is shown. The
south side of the space is devoted to the use of the Ameri-
can Model Y. C, who make a most interesting display of
models and winning boats, a detailed description of which
will be given in our yachting columns next week.
There were also shown bright and early Wednesday

morning copies of the Forest and Stream with these
thirty-one half-tone illustj-ations of the show,

Fly-Castins at

Fly-casting was begun on
through the week. The programme for the contests is

;

VFednesday, at 3 P. M.—Bass fly-casting contest for distance only,
open to those who bave never made a record of over 70ft. in any
contest. At 8:30 P, M.—Bass fly-casting contest for dis'ance only,
open to all.

Thursday, at 3 P. M.—Single-handed trOut fly-castin? contest for
accuracy only, open to all, distances 50and 65£t. At 8:30 Pi M.—Switch
casting contest for distance, open to all.

Friday, at 3 P. M.— Obstacle casting for distance, open to all. At
8:30 P. M.— Obstacle fly-casting contest for accuracy and delicacy,
open to all. Casts will be made mider bushes.
Saturday, at 3 P. M.—Single-banded long-distance trout fly-casting

contest, open to all. At 8:30 P. M.—Single-handed long-distance trout
fly-casting contest, open to all. Rods not to exceed lift. 6in. in
length.

CHAINED
to Business?

^

Can't go Shooting?

Do the next best things

Read Oie

Forest «\a Stf^rru

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

March 24-27.—Pittsburg.—Duquesne Kennel Club.
March 17-20.—Louisville,—Kentucky Kennel Club.
March .30-April 2,—Baltimore.—Baltimore Kennel Association.
March 30-April 2.—Kansas Citt.—Kansas City Kennel Club.
March 31-April 3.—San Josi!.—Santa Clara County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.—Stockton.—Stockton Kennel Club.
April 14-17.—Los Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 6.-Manitoba Field Trials Club, Morris, Man.
Nov. 2.—MonoDgahela Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.—Union Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, liid.

Nov. 15.—B. F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.

THE CHICAGO BENCH SHOW.
The eighth annual bench show of the Mascoutah Kennel

Club was held in Battery D, on March 9 to 12. There were
904 entries catalogued, though there was an unusually large
percentage of absentees.
The judges and their classes were as follows:
St. Bernards, mastiffs, bloodhounds, Newfoundlands, grey-

hounds, deerhotinds, Russian wolfhounds, poodles, Boston
terriers, dachshunde, Dalmatians, whippets, Italian grey-
hounds and miscellaneous, Mr. H. W. Lacy; pointers, Eng-
lish, Irish and Gordon setters, foxhounds, Chesapeake Bay
dogs and beagles. Major J. M. Taylor; collies and Old Eng-
lish sheep dogs, Mr. Henry Jarrett; Great Danes, Dr. Mcolai;
fox, bull, Black and Tan, Irish, Scottish, Skye, Bedlington,
Dandie IDinmont, Yorkshire and toy terriers, and French
bull dogs, Mr. T. S. Bellin; bull dogs, Mr. E. A. Woodward;
pugs, Mr. A. E. Pitts; cocker, Clumber, field, Irish water,
Blenheim, King Charles, Prince Charles and ruby and Jap-
anese spaniels, Mr. E. M. Oldham.
There was a good attendance, which was noticeably fash-

ionable.
The sporting classes had the following

^

AWARDS.
AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—NovioE-lst and 2d,AValker& Hagan's

Flash and Joe Blackburn.—Open— J>oj7s; 1st and 2d, Walker &
Hagan's Joe Blackburn and Raleigh. Bitches: 1st. Walker & Hagan's
Flash.—Challenge—1st, Walker & Hagan's Big Strive.—LocaIi—
Dogs; 1st, A. Krueger's Loud.

POINTERS.—PuppiES-i)offS.- 1st, H. F. Gillette's Blucher; 2d, T.
Donoghue's Dan Kent Bitches: 1st, Q. J. Gould's Furlough Maud;-
2d, T. Donoghue's May Kent. Res., H. F. Gille'te's Flora..- NoviOB-i-
1st, Electric City Kennels' Lad of Bang; 2d, G.J. Gould's Furlough
Bloom. Res., F. G. McArthur's Ightfield Blossom.—Open—Dogs
(551bs. and over): 1st, G. J. Gould's Furlough Mike; 2d, C. Heath's
Heath's Roswell; 3d, Electric City Kennels' Lad of Bang. Bitches
(501bs. and over): 1st and 2d, George J. Gould's Ightfleld
Diana and Furlough Bloom; :3d, Fred. J. McArthur's Ight-
fleld Blossom. Res., Monocacy Valley Kennels' Queen of Mono-
cacy. Dogs (under 551bs.): Ist, T. G. Davey's Brightoa Joe; 2d,
Monocacy Valley Kennels' Springside Faust; 3d, A. Burlingame's
Straightaway. Res., G. J Gould's Furlough Bang. Bitches (under
501bs.): 1st, G W. LoveU's Cyrene; 2d, W. H. Victum's Nellie Crox-
teth II.; 3d, G. J. Gould's Fiu-lough Maud. Res., T. G. Davey's
Brighton Lucy.—Challenge— Do.gs (Heavy-weight): 1st, Glenrock
Kennels' Molton Banner.— (Lighc-weie:ht): 1st, G. J. Gould's Ridge-
view Comet. Bitches (Heavyweight); 1st, G. J. Gould's Josie
Bracket.—(Light-weight): 1st, G. J. Gould's Lady Gay Spanker.

—

1jOCA.Li—Do{/s: 1st, H. B Morgan's and C. A. Carlisle's Izzer Ranger.
Bitches: 1st. C. C. Hess's Bessie Ranger; 2d, R. F. Van Dorn's Flirt
Banger.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—PuppiES-Dofiis; 1st, Miss F. Grey's Trouble;
2d, J. T. Williams's Noble Litn, Jr. Res., Mosiman Bros.'s Duke of
Chicago. Bitches: Ist, Mrs. E J. Westcott's Lady Lucifer; vd, Mosi-
man Bros.'s Queen of Chicago. Res.. C. C. Daly's Queenie.- Novice
—Ist and 2d, W. B. Wells's Selkirk Iris and Selkirk Atilla. Res.,
Claremont Kennels' Paul Bo, Jr.—OpgN-/)osfs; 1st, W. B. Wells's
Selkirk Dan; 2d, P. T. Madison's Rodfield; 3d, E. A. Burdett's Cin-
cinnatus Pride. Res., W. B. Wells's Selkirk Atilla. Bitches: 1st, 2d
and 3d, W. B. Wells's Luna, Selkirk Iris and Selkirk Lit. Res., Clare-
mont Kennels's Sousie.—rHALLKNGE—Doffs; 1st. Real English Ken-
nels' Cactus.—LooAL-£>ops; 1st, Miss F. Grey's Trouble; 2d, L H,
Worst's King Rea. Res., Dr. A. W. Cooper's Roos 11. Bitches: Ist.

E. A. Burdett's Abbotsford Marion; 2d, D. C. Coleman's Queen
Mark.
IRISH SETTERS.-PuppiES-2>o.gs.- 1st. W. D. Blackbm-n's Chicago

Grouse; 2d, Dr, T. L. Fenn's King Red. Res., J. R. Mullaly's Mardo,
Jr. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Eakin's Blanche Finmore; 2d.F. S. Thomas's
Bessie Thasmo.— Open Dogs: 1st, S. Colson's St. Elmo; 2d, R. F.
Straine's Prince Elcho; 3d, A. Oarmichael's Lord Elcho, Jr. Res., G.
A. Le Bean's Pat G Bitches: 1st, W. L Washington's Belle of .Kil-

dare; 2d, J. M. Bullock's Lady Rockwood ; 3d, Claremont Kennels'
Sally Gold. Res., W. H. Eakin's Blanche Fmmore.-Challenge—
Dogs: 1st, Claremont Kennels' Chief Red Cloud. Bitches: Ist, W. H,
Eakin's Bessie Finmore.—Local—i'oj^s; 1st. J. J. Hennessy's Prince
Elcho, Jr. ; 2d, C. B. McKibbln's Bones Bitches: 1st, Dr. T. L. Fenn's
Panchette; 2d, J. S. Wall's Belle of Orange.

GORDON SETTERS —Puppies -Do.Qs.- 1st, W. O. Lindley's Max-
imo Gomez; 2d, J J. Budlong's Tom View. Res., Highland Kennels'
Kent Junior. Bitches: 1st, W. O Lindley 's Anita Requena; 2d, High-
land Kennels' Lady M. Res., L. P. Higgins's Maggie.^OPEN—Do^s.-
1st, J. R. Oughton's D wight Grouse; 2d and 3d, Highland Kennels'
Louis S. and Highland Boy. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Highland Kennels'
Ply M. and Highland Beulah; 3d, J R. Oughton's Dwight Sarah.
Res., J. Redfleld's Mabel R.—Cha.llenge—i'ofirs; 1st, J. R. Oughton's
Heather Lad. Bitches: Ist, Highland Kennels' Highland Yola.—
Local - Dofifs; 1st, W. O. Lindley's Maximo Gomez. Bitches: 1st, W.
O. Lindley's Anita Requena.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—1st, H. McAUlster's Bret; 2d, E. R.
Pike's Beverly Jack.

BEAGLES.—Piippies.- 1st, J. Lewis's Thomwood; 2d, Venlo Farm
Kennels" Sova.—Open—i>ogrs (over ISin.): 1st, J.Lewis's Ringwood;
2d, J. L. Alabaster's Tony W. Bitches (overl3in.X: 1st, Venlo Farm
Kennels's Sova; 2d, Glenwood Beagle Kennels' Lady Glenwood; 3d,
L. StefEen's Wild Rose. Dogs (13in. and under): 1st, J. Lewis's Thorn-
wood; 2d, Weeks & Turner's Roving Mike. Bitches (13in. and under):
1st, 'Waldingfleld Beagles' Marjory; 2d and 3d, G. D. Weldon's June
Closer and June Leader.— OHALLENGE—.Dog's; 1st, J. Lewis's Ring-
leader. Bitches: 1st, J. Lewis's Lonely; 2d, Guy D. Welton's Kitty
Clover.

SPANIE LS- Field.—Challenge—DofiTs; 1st, Dr. S.J.Bradbury's
Drayton Warwick.—Open- Dogs (Black): 1st, Toon & Thomas's End-
cliffe Bishop. Bitches (Black) : 1st, Toon & Thomas's Endclifle Myrtle.
Cockers—Open -Dogs CBlack) : 1st and 2d, C. Douglas's Premier
and Havoc; 3d. C. G. King's Governor. Res., Western Japanning
Co. Kennels' Sound Money. Bitches (Black): 1st. Brookside Ken-
nels' Woodland Belle; 2d and 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Susanna
and Lady Betty. Res., E. Glasseo's Lady Pearl.—Red oe Livbr-
Dogs: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Raven R. ; 2d, Brookside Kennels'
Brookside King; 3d, G. Bell, Jr. 's, Red Coat. Res., W. F. Carson's
Barneys. Bitches: 1st, G. Douglas's Silk Gown; 2d, Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Hope; 8d and res., G. Douglas's Rosabelle and Edgewood
Hebe.—Any other Color—JJogrs.- 1st, A. MacAuley's Major. Bitches:
1st and 2d, W. T. Payne's Belle and Tansy; .3d, Brookside Kennels'
Woodland Trilby.—Challenge—Black or Liver -Do^s.- 1st, J. H.
Herbertson'sPickpania; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Middy. Bitches:
1st and 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Dart and Gabrielle.—Ant othkb
Color—X»0£fs.- Isc, Swiss Blountain Kennels' Goldie S. ; ad, Joe Ken-
nedy's Hamilton Jack. Bitches: 1st, Belle Isle Kennels' Gaiety Girl;
2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ruth S.

—

Local— Bogs: 1st, F. H. Stur-
dy 's Red Mindo. Bitches: 1st, F. H. Sturdy 's Trilby; 2d, Western
Japanning Co Kennels' Bonnie BuflE.

Central Beagle Club.

Bharpsburg, Pa., March 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stteam:
The Central Beagle Club will hold its quarterly meeting in
the Exposition Building on March 25, at 8 P. M., in the
office of W. E. Littell. It is hoped that all the members will

attend. The judges are to be elected for the coming field

trials, and other mportant matters will be presented to the
club lor action. ]j, 0. SjauEL, Sec'y,
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The Late Mr. Heywood-ljonsdale.

Mr. A. P. Heywpod-Lonsdale, of Oloverly, neat White-
' church, England, died suddenly on Feb. M. He was con-
spicuous in canine matters in iEngland and elsewhere, field

'trials in particular gaining his stanch support. Twice he
sent a string of setters and pointers to this country to com-

f pete ib the field trials.

*rh« Field (London) has the following to say Of this late

"-eittSbent sportsman:
* 'By the sudden death of,'Mr. Arthur Pemberton iSeywoOd-

Lonsdale hunting, shooting, and the amusements of country
life generally have lost a consistent and liberal supporter.
The deceased gentleman, who was born in 1835, early in life

manifested a decided liking for athletic exercises and field

sports, and when he went to Eton soon joined the 'Wet-bob'
division, and, being exceptionally powerful. Was selected as
a candidate for the Eton eight at a rather earlier age than
usual.

"Late in the 708 Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale succeeded to the
Cloverley estate. A former Lord Kilmorey, who hated the
sight of a hound, had, at enormous cost, surrounded Shav-
ington Park with a high wall to keep out hounds and foxes.
Scarcely had the wall been built than it occurred to Lord
Ktlmorey that he had been guilty of a rather foolish and
slightly unsportsmanlike act, so he proposed to demolish
Ms wall; but this the trustees would not altow. By the
kony of fate the place passed into the hards of an M.F.H.
The Shropshire Hunt has experienced several ups and
downs. In fact, the Shropshire country has been divided
and subdivided 8£rain and again. Formerly there were
two packs, the North and South Shropshire, but the
country was eventuallv united, and at a somewhat critical

period in the hunt's history Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale
agreed to become the late Lord Hill's successor, and he
gladdened all hearts by announcing that he would hunt the
north country at his own expense. In what had been the
south country foxes had in many places led a somewhat
precarious existence, but subsequently Mr. Heywood-Lons-
dale, in the most gracious manner possible, offered to bear
the cost of hunting the south country by Shrewsbury, if the
covert owners would undertake to preserve foxes. In Gol.
Cotes and the late Mr. Bibby fox hunting had always found
good friends, but in some parts foxes were not as plentiful
as might have t>een wished. Still the deceased gentleman
bore the whole cost, carrying on the hunt in the most liberal

manner. Until the time of his death Alfred Thatcher was
huntsman, and though toward the close of his career he was
not a particularly bold rider, yet in kennel he was absolute-
ly first-rate, and perhaps no pack in England were keener
drawers than the Shropshire. The men were capitally
mounted, it need not be said

;
and, in every particular, the

bunt was, thanks to the master's liberality, carried on in
first-rate style. As a mark of respect to the memory of the
deceased, it has been determined that the hounds shall not
hunt again this season."

Continental Field Trial Club.

The annual meeting of the Continental Field Trial Cub
was held in Chicago in the week of the Chicago show. The
President. Major J. M. Taylor, in the chair. A quorum was
present. The minutes of the previous meeting were dispensed
with. Fifteen names were presented and admitted to mem-
bership. A committee was appointed to print the by-laws.
The club will hold trials on chickens in the Northwest.

Location, date and judges to be announced soon.
Trials on quail will be held in Mississippi—most probably

•at New Albany—in Januarv, 1898, following the trials held
by the United States Field Trials Club at West Point. The
judffes appointed for the quail trials are Messrs. N. Wallace,
E. H. Osthaus and W. 8. Bell.

The resignation of P. T. Madison was accepted.
The following oflicers were elected for the ensuing year:

Major J. M. Taylor, President; W. S.Bell, Secretary-Treas-
urer. Directors: George Ewinar, H. K. Deveraux, T. C
Davey, E. A. Burdette, C. A. Draper, B. H. Merrill, F. H.
Perry and E. "V. Fox.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
The Baltimore Kennel Association, energetically up to

date, has provided new classes for poodles: one for
challenge bitches, one for novice dogs and bitches, and
another for champion does and bitches. A challenge class

has been provided for Boston terriers, challenge dogs and
bitches, and another for novice dogs and bitches. For
dachshunde, a class for challenge doga and bitches has been
added. A class has been added for American-bred Irish ter-

riers, dogs and bitches. Numerous club trophies and spe-

cials have been added to the special prize list. The secretary
reports that entries are coming in lively and that the club's

prospects are very good.

Entry blanks for the Futurity Stakes (1 898) of the National
Beagle Club of America can be obtained of the secretary,

Mr. George W. Eogers, 208 West Eighty-eighth street, New
York.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

A BICYCLE RECONNOISSANCE.
As A test of the practical utility of the bicycle for fast

service over rough roads, the reconnoissance from Port
Omaha, made by Lieut. W. R. Abercrombie, of the regular
army, last June, is of interest to all wheelmen. The follow-
ing particulars are taken from the official report as published
in the current issue of the Army and Navy Journal:
The route selected was from Omaha, Neb., to Chicago

and return, a distance of 1,143 miles; and the reconnois-
sance was made in obedience to a special order from Ool, J.

0. Bates, post commander at Port Omaha
Lieut. Abercrombie selected as companions Serg. Geo. M.

Schofield and Corp. Gustav Lindquist. These men were
chosen as possessing pluck and endurance, though neither of
them was a skilled wheelman, the ride being intended in a
measure to test the possibilities of green men.
The three men went into training five weeks before the

start, drilling evety fnoVnibfe lah'd riding every aftei^ooh.
They covered from twenty-fiVe to seventy miles daily over
a brokeb fcotmtry and carrying full etiuipment. After each
tide they were rubbed down with a mixture of equal parts
alcohol and witch haliel, and the lieutenant took especial

pains to see that thei'r stomachs were kept in good condition,
conteerning which he i-emarks: "A man can ride with a dis-

abled hand or foot, but when his stoma,ch goes back oii hinl
his services are valueless as a courieh"
By June i the party were in ekcellenl Condition, 'the

method for carrying e'quipttient and rations included the uise

of a canVas carrying case to fit into the diamond frame, and
a wire frame attached to tke handle bars on which to secure
an extra coat or any other small, light parcel. The weight
of the packed bicycles averaged 501bs., which included blan-
ket, half shelter tent, one change of underclothing, one re-

volver and rations, as well as one spare chain, two pedals,
two tires, two tubes of cement, and a few bolts, distributed
equally.

From May 20 to June't it rained hearly eV^ery day, so that
when the tirpe came for the statt the roads were in the worst
possible condition. Sridges were down and travel by ordi-

nary methods was at a standstill. Nevertheless the first day
out the reconnoissance party covered eighty-six miles. They
left Fort Omaha on June 10 at 5:30 A.M. On reaching the
valley of the Missouri they found the lowlands a vast lake of
mud. Ordinarily a beautiful garden spot, tlie heavy spring
rains had completely covered the young corn and grass with
a layer of waoh from the surrounding terrain. The distance
across the valley is about nine miles. In describing the situ-

ation Lieu+. Abercrombie says: "On inquiry we learned that
there had been no travel across the bottom for two weeks, as
some of the bridges were washed out ; the mud was more
tbaU belly deep for horses, and there was no bottoin for
wagohs. But on pushing fotward we found the crust
formed on the ttiud would hold up oUr broad pneumatic
fires, with the exception of two places, where we cut brush
and walked over in mud aud water up to our knees."
Further albng on their route they found three bridges

gone in a short distance. With the aid of some farmers they
felled trees and thus succeeded in Crossing. For ten miles
they encountered broken trees, which had been blown down
on the road a few days before their arrival. In summing up
for the day, the lieutenant says it would have been impossi-
ble for a horseman to have gone oVer the route which they
traversed on their bicycles.

The following day rain interfered with their progress to
such an extent that after riding forty-flve miles on the road
they were obliged to take to the railroad track. "This was
a new experience to me," says the lieutenant; "I did not be-
lieve the machine would stand the constant shock of bounc-
ing from one tie to the other, and when a trestle presented
itself a new complication to dismount and walk meant to

lose time, and to cool off and stiffen up. So these were rid-

den, although the vibration of the handle bars at times where
the ties were a little more than the regulation distance apart
was terrific. It was remarked by each member of the party
that, had their opinion been asked as to whether a machine
could be ridden loaded over such a road, they would haVe
said positively no; and as I look back now upon the ride I

can scarcely realize that such a delicate-looking machine as

a bicycle could withstand such rough usage. But as there

was but one route left open for us, we took it, and averaged
over nine miles an hour."

Their last day's run was made on the I5th, from Clarence,

Iowa, to Dixon, 111., a distance of ninety-nine miles. As
showing the stuff these riders were made of, it is worth not-

ing that the last fourteen miles of this run were made in
sixty-five minutes over hilly roads, and that the men finished

in good condition.

On June 17 the reconnoissance party arrived at Major-
Gen. W. Merritt's headquarters in Chicago at 11 o'clock

A.M., having traveled a total of 588^ miles over rough and
muddy roads in seven days, an average mileage of eighty-

four per day. Oa the return trip the riders found the roads
in better condition, and were able to cover ninety-three miles

per day. The daily average for the entire journey of 1,143
miles was eighty-eight miles.

To appreciate this record it must be borne in mind that it

was made with machines weighing 501bs. apiece. The best

previous time from Chicago to Omaha is given by the lieu-

tenant as an average of fifty-eight miles per day.
"On arrival in Chicago, I found that the constant jar over

the rough roads had about used up my forearms ; and as we
had made the trip in twenty hours less than the professional

record, and in three days less lime than it was expected, I

rested until the 30th inst
"

The lieutenant is of the opinion that there are only two
conditions where a bicycle is valueless as a means of trans-

portation to a trained rider, namely, in sand devoid of any
vegetation, and in soft, unpacked snow. He advises that in

packing the load be carried as near the ground as practicable,

and recommends for a cooking outfit the aluminum field kit

designed by Lieut. Preston, of the Ninth cavalry.

Finally he says that, as a result of four years' experience,

he is satisfied that he can pick out a detachment of fifty men
from the Second U. S. Infantry that can ride 1,000 miles in

ten days over ordinary country roads, if properly trained and
provided with proper rations, wheels and equipment.
Compare this with the average limit of endurance of sea-

soned cavalry, which is given as twenty-five miles per day
(Upton's Cavalry Tactics, page 477), and it will be seen that

the bicycle has given man an immense advantage for cover-

ing ground, which will prove of vital importance in case of

war.

WHEELING NOTES.
The ability to ride a bicycle has a commercial valuation

nowadays if it is coupled with the proprietorship of a wheel.

The sign "Wanted, boys with bicycles" is not uncommon in

New York.

Mayor Strong. Colonel Waring and General Collis, of the

Pablic Works Department, have all agreed to do what they
can to remedy the evil of the present method of sprinkling

New York's streets. Magistrate Simms, the spokesman of a
committee from the associated cycling clubs, which waited
up6n these officials, put the matter rather forcibly when he
said that the streets having asphalt pavement were flooded
morning, noon and night during the summer, with no dis-

crimination or common sense, and kept continually in a

slimy, slippery condition dangerous to the life and. limb of

all bicycle riders. It is perfectly possible to have an asphalt

street in ridable condition without the dust flying, and
equally feasible to leave a paiTOW strip unyyatered for the

benefit of wheelmeo.
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As the yachting journal of America, theVoREBT ANti StreAu ts thJe

recognized mediivm of communication between the mdker of ydchis^

m'en''s supplies and the yabhting public. Its value for advertistn^

K'Ak he:en demonstrated by patron^ who hJave employed its columns

continuously for years.

FIXTURES.

31. Harlem.
JUNK.

5. Knickerbocker.
13. Douslaston.
19. Larchmont, spring regatta.
•3§. Seawanhaka-Cohnthian;
28. Stamford, special,
29. Indian Harbor, special.
30. Corinthiah t'leet, special.

JCLY.-
1. Horseshoe Harbor, special.

2. Sea Cliff, special.
3. New Rochelle, annual.
4. Larchmout, annual.
6. American, annual,

10. Riverside.
17-34. Larchniont, race T^eek.
28. Stamford
81. Sea OlifC. -

AU&'UST.
7. Indiaii Harbor.

14. Hempstead Harbor.
21. Horseshoe Barber.
28. Huntingtoii.

SEPTEMBER.
4. Huguenot,
4. Larchmont, special.
6. Larchmont, fall regatta.

11. Larchmont, special.

Supplement to "Small Tachts."

The six years that have elapsed since the last revision of
"Small Yachts" by its author, the late C. P. Kunhardt, have
vprought wonderful changes in yachting the world bVet-,

While the broad principles so clearly set forth by Mr. Kun*
hardt in the work which has proved by sad chance his only
monument remain unchanged, their application imder dif-

ferent influences and conditions has produced an entirely

new fleet of yachts in all classes, small and large. As a fit-

ting supplement to the original work, the Forest and Stream
Publishing Co. has issued a new volume, uniform in size of
pages and plates, and containing some 200 pages; the work
of Mr. W. P. Stephens, the present Yachting Editor of the
POBEST AND STREAM.
The new book contains the complete working dravnings of

some thirty-five yachts and sailing boats, from the modern
46-footer down to the sailing dinghy; all types, keel* fin-keel,

semi-fin and centerboard, being represented.

In answer to the general demand for complete, accurate
and specific technical information which is constantly made
by yachtsmen, the plans have been made as complete as pos-
sible, so as to serve for working drawings even for the young
amateur. The dimensions, elements, etc., are given in full,

and whenever possible the history of the yacht, with her per-

formance, alterations, etc., is also given.

Especial attention has been paid to all details of construc-
tion, the tables of scantling and the descriptions of methods
of working being lengthy and elaborate, as a guide to those
who desire to Ibuild their own craft.

Some of the more important modern types which are
treated in detail are the knockabout, the small racer and
cruiser of the Scarecrow and La Gloria type, designed by Mr.
Stephens, both fln-keel and centerboard; the skipjack, the
single-hander cruisers, several of Mr. Wicksteed's best de-
signs being given, and the Cape Cod catboat in different

stages of development. The original "Scarecrow" rig is also

described in detail.

The book is prefaced by a very complete summary of the
measurement rules now in use in this country and Great
Britain, including the new linear rating rule, with directions

for measuring both sails and waterline, and for marking the
latter.
The governing idea throughout thework has been to make

a complete and thoroughly practical guide for amateurs or
for builders unfamiliar with modern models and methods;
and from the large number of examples presented in its

pages one can build almost any type of small craft that may
be desired.

The Skipjack up to Date.

{Republished by request.)

The modern jin de sUcle flyer, such as so many sailormen
now covet, is a most expensive luxury, in even the smallest
sizes expressed by a fraction of a rating, and quite beyond
the means of the average boat sailor. The little craft here
illustrated has the merits of cheapness, -easy construction,
well within the powers of the amateur builder, and of fair

speed and good performance; added to which she has a sheer
plan that might easily be mistaken for something much
more elaborate and expensive, and an up-to-date appearance
that will commend her to many. She was designed and
built by Mr. W. F. Nason, of Georgetown, Mass., who writes
us as follows:

Editor Forest and St/ream:
The inclosed plans show the Myra, a 15ft. cruiser, built by

my brother and myself in the summer of 1893; her perform-
ance has been so satisfactory, and the construction is so sim-
ple and inexpensive, that a description may interest some of
the readers of the Forest and Stream. I have been a read-
er of your paper since 1883, and the many designs which
have appeared in it have been a source of pleasure and in-
formation to me. "Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs"
taught, me to build my first round-bottomed boat, and since
then I have built several others, all of which have turned
out well. The 15ft. Wizard, in particular, is a fast boat,
winning the second class championship of the American Y.
C., of Newburyport, for two seasons, and being first in her
class in the Gloucester open regatta for two seasons.
Myra was not built for racing, but is faster than most of

the working boats about Newburyport; she steers easily on
and off the wind, and is easy in a chop. My expectation was
that with such a bow she would pound in a chop; but she is

quite as easy as other boats of her draft.

The construction will be understood from the drawings.
The keel is formed of the bed pieces of the centerboard trunk,
which extend 3ft. fore and aft of the head ledges; the stem
and stem pieces being scarfed in between them. The bed
pieces are 3x 13in., the stem and stern 3x5, all of oak. Along
the chine, where the sides and bottom meet, is a bilge
stringer of hard pine, 2}>4 x IJ^in., into which are mortised the
side timbers, Ix %in. The planking is of white pine, %m.,
the bottom plank laid thwartships and stiffened by three
strips of hard pine running fore and aft between the bilge
and keel. The topsides run fore and aft in one width each.
The deck and top of house are >^in. pine, canvased.
The cabin being small, necessarily the large amount of

dunnage carried is stowed about the cockpit, a space on each
3ide opening into cabin, a door in each side of the cockpit
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Designed and Built by W, F, NASON, 1893.

SECTION AT A,

BODY PLANS AND SECTIONS.

near the after end giving access to the space at the sides,,

while a deck hatch, inside of the coaming, leads to the space
in the counter. Beneath the cockpit are two large drawers,
which pull out into the cabin. The cockpit and companion
are covered by a tent, and a party of five have been accom-
modated on the three days' trip, though three is the usual
number.
The original intention was to carry from 300 to 4001bs. of

ballast with a crew of three, but the boat has been sailed

mainly without ballast. In this trim she is by the stern as
compared with the design, but seems to sail better than when
ballasted and trimmed just to the lines. With her closed
cockpit and 21in. deck it is possible to heel her to a point
where her speed is hindered, with no fear of a capsize As
the de.«ign is quite capable of enlargement to 18ft. l.w.l., we
give two scales for both 15ft. and 18ft. l.w.l., the respective
dimensions being:

15ft. l.w.l. 18ft. l.w.l.

Length, l.w l 15ft. 2in. 18ft. 2i^in.

overall 22ft. lOin. 27ft. 4m.
Overhang, bow 3ft., 3in. 3ft. lOXin.

stern 4ft. 5in. 5ft. Sin.

Beam, extreme. Tft. %m. 8ft. (iin.

1 w.l 6ft. Bin. 7ft. 10}{m.
Draft, hull only 1ft. 4in. 1ft. 7in,

with board 4ft. 4ft. lOin.

Freeboard, least 1ft. 3^im 1ft. Sin.

Sheer, bow llKin- 1ft. 2in.

stern 7in. Sin.

Mast, from fore end l.w.l. 2ft. 9in. 3ft. 4in.

deck to hounds .... 16ft. 6in. 19ft. lOin.

deck to truck 22ft. . 26ft. 2in.

diameter at deck. . . 5ft. 5Xft.
Bowsprit beyond end,l.w.l. 8ft. 6in. JOft. 2in.

diameter.,...,., ^%m, .3Xin,

• Boom length 20ft. fiin. 24ft. Gin.

diameter. 2^-^in. 2%in.
Gaflf. length 15ft. ' 19ft. lOin.

diameter—egg-shaped 2x3in. 23^x3Kin.
Mainsail area, pq, ft 315 455
Jib area, sq. ft 73 104

Total 388 559
The cost of material was about seventy-five dollars; this

includes rigging and cloth for sailing, my brother and myself
doing all the work, including making the sails.

The sails are made of heavy drill, and have three battens
of hard pine %in. in diameter running through pockets at
the rows of reef points. Without the battens, perhaps heavier
cloth would be needed, say 6oz. duck.
The centerboard is of wood. A metal board would be

better, perhaps; but would add to the cost.

The cabin gives good room for two persons to sleep in, one
on each side of centerboard trunk. Four have slept there,
and seven took refuge there during a thunder-shower. How
they stowed themselves I do not know, for I was not there.
The height is scant, hardly enough to sit upright on the
floor under the companion slide. I think the house could
be made 6in. higher at after end without hurting the sailing
qualities much.

I had the top of the house arranged so that by unscrewing
the bolts with which it was fastened it could be lifted up to
give as much height as needed; but I never raised it, as with
the tent over the cockpit I had room enough, and found no
occasion to take the extra trouble. The cockpit is covered
with canvas on sides and bottom, and painted, and is drained
by holes into centerboard trunk. Some persons object to the
bottom being planked athwartships, saying that it increases
the resistance, and doubting the strength of such a construc-
tion; but I think the difference in resistance is but littje, and

as for strength I have sailed her in a strong wind with seven
persons aboard and sailed with all the cloth she could lug
with four men to windward, and I cannot see that she has
been strained in the least. In sailing with other boats to
windward I find that she can lay about half a point closer

than most of them, and not forget to foot also; this I at-

tribute to having rather more lateral surface for her size

than most boats, and to the sails, which on account of the
battens are very flat. The jib has a sprit from stay to clew
like a Cape cat.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrtck, Gait, Canada.
Sec'y-Treas , John R. Blake, Gait, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUBSKHS.

Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N. 21st St., Fhila , Pa.
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Gouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, F. J. Barrage, West Newton, Mass.
Northern Division, Francis H. Macnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, Jl ; initiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Betir-Commodore, E. H. Holmes, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'y-Treas., W. D. Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. m. Lamp, Madison, Wis.; C. J, gteadman,

Pncinnati, 0, ; W. Dfckens, Milwaukee, Wis.
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SAIL PLAN

A. C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made w^ithin fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest and Stkeam.

NOBTHEEN DIVISION.

Name. Residence. Club.

Chas. H. Anthony Gouverneur, N, Y Gouverneur.
W. E. Cook Gouverneur, N. Y Gouverneur.
H. H. Haile Gouverneur. N. Y Gouverneur.
A. N. MaoNabb Buffalo
F. S. Thorn Buffalo
Lyman T. Coppins. . . . .Buffalo
C. P. Forbnsh Buffalo
Frank R. Rosseel Buffalo
C. Hovi^ard Williams. .Buffalo
J. Palmer Pears Buffalo
Alfred C. Faul Buffalo
Allan I. Holloway Buffalo,
Paul Jarvis Buffalo
Benj. W. Fenton. ..... .Buffalo!
Robt. H. Feary Buffalo
E. E. Wayland Buffalo,
J. C. Milsom Buffalo
E. E. Coatsworth Buffalo
Geo. L. Kelley Buffalo
Raymond F. Brown . . .Buffalo
Fred B. Matthews Buffalo
P. P. Gordon Buffalo,
Geo. J Bailey Buffalo
E. P. Hussey Buffalo
E. W. Dunston Buffalo
E. D. McCarthy Buffalo

, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y... Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
,N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, 2Sr. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, K Y Buffalo.

Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.
, N. Y Buffalo.

OF MYRA.

Small Calibers at the Sportsmen's Exposition.
There can be no question as to the ultimate success of the efforts

of the tournament committee appointed by the Sportsmen's Associa-
tion to carry out its plans for a rifle tournament at the Exposition
now open.
The tournament opened at .3 P. M. on Saturday afternoon, March

13, and will continue until 9 P. M. on Saturday evening next, March
20. The buUseye target competitions will close on' Friday night, in
order that all targets may be figured up and premiums and prizes
paid by the time the Exposition closes for good.
The ranges, which are in the basement on the Twenty-sixth street

Bide of the Garden, are in charge of Messrs. Zettler Bros, and an
able corps of assistants, while the official scorer, Mr. George W.
Plaisted, handles the tickets and cash in a manner that can only be
obtained by long familiarity with such tournaments. From the
moment the competiiions were declared open, the ranges, of which
there are four, have been kept busy. Competitors also stood in line
waiting their turns, so that the popularity of the affair cannot be
gainsaid. The system of checking targets, entering scores, etc., is
very comple e. In fact, there is nothing to be improved, and nothing
left undone that could have been accomplished by the committee in
the brief time it has had at its disposal. The officials are:
Tournament Committee -H. D. MuUer, Chairman; Edward Banks,

Secretary ; Gus Zimmerman, B. Walther, C. G. Zettler, G. W. Plaisted,
E. Busse, R. W. Dewey, H. Mahlenbrock, Wilbam Dalton, C. Boag,
A. Ludwig, D. Meersse, William Hayes, Ignaiz Martin.
Referee Committee—Gus Zimmerman, Chairman; C. Q. Zettler, H.

Mahlenbrock, William Dalton, R Busse.
Official Scorer—G. W. Plaisted.
It is of course utterly impossible to give any idea of how the scores

are running. In the mdiviclual match and in the continuous match
the competition will be very keen indeed. The Zimmerman trophy
is a popular contest also, and the actual winner will not be known
until the last minute. The two trophies offered, the Schuetzen rifle
by the W. R. A. Company, and the Zimmerman trophy by Gus Zim-
merman, attract a lot of attention, and aid materially in spurring
competitors on to fresh efforts.
The ranges are open from 3 to 11 P. M, each day of the week with

the exception of Saturday night, March 20, noted above.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., March 7.- The following scores were made to-day

by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association:
Two hundred yards, oflf-hand, standard target, 7-ring black:

Gindele.
8 9 10 8 10 8 5 10 7 8 -87 6 8 10 7 8 9 9 10 9 9—85899898 10 87 6-82 . 97789 10 769 9-81

' jE[8>k6 *

57663 10 65 10 4—63 '444985564 4—53386835497 5—63 6465771735 -51
Trounstein.

9 10 8 6 • 5 5 6 10 9 9 - 77 9 8 10 8 6 5 7 7 9 5—745688869679 67 676688964 5—65
Nestler.

9 10 9 10 85998 10-87 8 10 77679 10 9 8-81
8 9688986 10 7-79 8795789 10 6 9-78

Payne,
10 10 7 9 7 10 10 8 9 6 - 86 9 7 7 10 9 7 8 10 7 8 81

98 10 75839 7-80 8768998 10 8 7—80
Roberts

6 8 8 9 10 10 8 8 10 10—87 10 10 7 8 10 8 7 6 10 9 -85758997898 10-80 88777 10 779 9-79
A. Lux.88597498 10 10—78 9 5 8 6 8 10 3 10 9 10-78769587394 10-70 7 10 7575677 7-68

Hasenzahl.
7 7 10 10 8 10 5 10 9 9-85 10 9 6 6 7 10 9 9 10 8-84
10 96 10 59778 9—80 999767589 7—76

See.
69 10 9 10 7786 9-81 98568877 10 9-80789 10 68777 10-79 10 796977 9' 6 8-78

Strickmeier.
4 8 7 10 5 10 7 9 10 6-76 9 "7 6 4 8 16 6 10 4 10-748887746 10 6 9—73 886 10 10 7 455 8—71

Uckotter.748942622 6-50 218 10 284 10 2 3-50883555644 2-^50 5 3 4 4 5 4 6 4 3 8- 48
Fabler.869768885 10—75 699695 10 45 7—70

8 4888§§4r 8—69 53564669§ 6—58
* Military,

Bosenbaum's Good Shooting.
Having received the desired information as to the identity of our

correspondent who had neglected to send us his name and address,
always required to insure publication, we gladly give the following
account of some good shooting done by Wm. Rosen baum, a member
of the Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken, and also a member of the Hud-
son Rifle Club, of Marion, N. J. The account runs as follows:
"The shooting was done in practice at the Brendel Gallery, 53 Throop

avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. No sighting shoots were fired. The scores
per string of 10 shots, off-hand, .23 short rifle, Zettler 26-ring target,
were: 249, 245, tcbO (full score), 247, 247, 247, ii49, 248. 246, 244, a total for
the lOO shots of 2,472 points out of a possible 2,509."
In shooting the above score we learn thatMr. Rosenbaum was using

a Ballard rifle and W. R. A. Co.'s .22 short amtnimltion.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
March 16-19.--Bayohesteh, N. Y.—Second annual tournament o£

the Cobweb Gun Club ; live birds and targets. Cobweb handicap at
live birds, $500 guaranteed. Open to aU. Nobody barred.
March i:3-2o.—New Yobk.—Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap Give birds), at Elkwood Park. $1,000
guaranteed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20 to John L. Lequin, Secretary-Treasurer Interstate Associ-
ation, 44-48 Cedar street, New York city,
March 30.—Brooklyn, N. Y.—All-day shoot of the Brooklyn Gun

Club. Targets from a magautrap. Grounds located at terminus of
Kings County Elevated in Brooklyn. Theo. Baron, Sec'y, 8 Murray
street. New York.
April 7.—Portland, Me.—Annual spring tournament of the Port-

land Gim Club. Harry A. Chisholm. Sec'y.
April 7.—Hackensack, N. J —Third contest for the Recreation cup,

under the auspices of the Bergen County Qxm Club, Cup contest ftt

13 noon sharp. G. O. Gardner, Sec'y.

April 10—Windsor Locks, Conn.—All-day tournament of the
Windsor Locks Gun Club. Targets. C. F. Oleaveland. Sec'y.
April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—AiryLou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateur and fourteenth open- to-all tournament.
April 14-16.—Baltsmore, Md.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15.—YouNGSTowN, O.—First tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17.—San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. Wlllard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.

April 16.—Bbidgepobt, Conn.-All-day shoot of the Bridgepor
Gun Club. Targets. V. A. Blakeslee, Sec'y.
April 17.—NuTLBY, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Club.

Targets from a magautrap. Shooting chmmences on arrival of 9:52
train from Chambers street, New York.
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty;-flrst annual tournament of the

NelDraska State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.
April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meetmg and tour-

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April 27-30.—Fonda, la.—Tournament under the management of

Geo. E. Hughes and C. R. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28-'29.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April 28-29.—Peru, Ind.—Tournament under the management of J.

L. Head.
May 5-7.—Nbwburgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tom^iament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live Wrds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 11-13.- Pebkskill, N. Y —Annual tournament of the Peekskill
Gun Club. First two days, targets; last day, live birds.
May 11-14.—Waterloo, la.—Tournament of the Waterloo Gun

Club. E. B. Walker, Sec'y.
May 12-13.—CoNNERSviLLE, Ind.—Tournament of the Connersville

Gun Club. Live birds. T. F. Thomas, Sec'y.
May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual spring toimiament of the West

End Gun Club. Horace B. Derby, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 19-21.— Canton, S D.— South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. 0. S. Seely, Sec'y.
May 20.—Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

.and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. J ones, Sec'y.
May 26-29.—East St. Louis, III.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 31.—Canajoharib, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shootere

League tournament, under the auspices of the Canajoharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
June 2-4.—Springfield, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 8-9. -.—Tournament of the Trap-bhooters' League

of Indiana,
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.—Monroe, La.- Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third touroament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
June 15-18.— Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Spcrtsinen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 22-35.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and Uve birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries toH C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City. Pa.
July 14-15.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Olub. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July 22.—Mbadvtlle, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo, H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-^.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa'

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R. A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000. Opan to all. Write for programmes.
Aug. 19.—Warren, O.— Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiBR, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the MontpeUer Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.-Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.—Newbuhgh, N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns m all pro-
gramme target eyents. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send tJLeir scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties Ml all events are considered as divided unlfss otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Puhlishing Company, 3U6
Broadway, New York.

It seems after ail as if Jim Elliott and the Kansas City Star cup
were going to be present at the "fistic carnival" at Carson City on
St. Patrick's Day. Such an opinion is warranted by the following
dispatch from Carson, dated March 12, that appeared in the morning
papers of the 13th: "J A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, dropped in
from the evening train with a small arsenal In his grip. He is en-
thusiastic over the trap-shooting tournament. Stuart to-day depos-
ited the $1,000 purse in the Bullion Bank. The shoot will commence
at 10 o'clock on Tuesday morning, March 16, and entries will close at
noon. One thousand birds have been ordered by express from San
Francisco, and there will be some sweepstakes shot off on Monday
afternoon on the race track adjoining the big arena." We regret
Jim's actions for two reasons: First, because we do not believe in
making trap-shooting part of a "fistic carnival," alias prize fight:
second, because his presence at Carson on the above date will pre-
clude his attending the Grand American Handicap. Should he de-
cide to attend the latter event, the greatest of its kind in this country
he could hardly; be expected to do himself justice- after the weari-
someness of a trip from Carson to this city.

The following invitation has been Issued by Gus B. Greifif, captain
of the BoUing Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., to thecaptains
of the clubs mentioned in the letter: "You are cordially invited to
take part in a 3-men team shoot to be held on our grounds. Boiling
Springs Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J., on April 10. Conditions of
same are as follows: One team from each club only, $10 entrance, 50
targets per man, known traps, unknown angles Money to be divid-
ed, four teams or more, two moneys; six teams or more, three
moneys. If you will be a participant in this event please let me
know. This shoot is open to the following clubs: New Utrecht G C
Brooklyn G. C. Peekskill G. C, Newburgh Rod and G. C, Bergen
County G. C, Endeavor G. C, Climax G. C , South Side G. C, JSfew
York Athletic Olub, Blooming Grove Park Association, Passaic City
G. C , Yanticaw G. O , Dimellen G. C. and Leonia G. C. Entries will
close April 8. The team shoot will commence on the arrival of the 12
o'clock train from New York, Erie R. R., foot of Chambers street."

That was quite a team race last Thursday (March 11) on the Bergen
County Gun Club's grounds at Hackensack, N. J. ! Van Dyke and J. Hil-
dreth; Edwards and W. L. Cameron, and Tom Keller and B. Waters.
In the pool sold before the race Edwards purchased Van Dyke and
Hildreth for the large sum of 80 cents; Keller and Waters were sold
as second choice to Frank Hyde for 70 cents; Edwards and Cameron
went for 60 cents, and proved dear at the price. Keller's team won
easily, thanks to the steady shooting of its rank and file, who out-
shot its captain both in style and total After the pool had been sold,
Keller went to Hyde and told him that if he didn't let him have a
half interest in the pool he'd "trun him down." In self-defense Hyde
took Tom's 35 cents, and the two whacked up the profits. The high
wind made the shooting very difficult, but Vau Dyke was quite equal
to the occasion. At the start in a practice sweep he ran 20 straight,
and followed it up with 24 out of his first 25 in the team race, finish-
ing with 90 out of his 100.

The Bridgeport (Conn.) Gun Club wUl hold an all-day shoot at tar-
gets on April 16. Mr. V. A. Blakeslee, secretary of the club, writes
that the shoot will be open to all. The programme contains seven 10-
target events and five l5-target events. The club will donate $15 to
go to the four best averages in Events 3 to 10 inclusive, this schedule
calling for just 100 targets to qualify for average money ; $5 extra will
be given to the shooter or shooters making 90 per cent, in the last
eight events on the programme. Shooting commences at 9:30 A.M.
The following are the duecUons as to reaching the grounds: "Take
Stratford avenue trolley, Washington Bridge, Paradise Green or Avon
Park car to the road on the east side of St. Michael's Cemetery; fol-
low down, turning into the right at the first house on the right to the
finest clay-bird grounds in New England,"
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The followins item from the JLondon Meld of Feb. 37 will be of
some interest: '"Altboush paper has been put to a variety of strangre
uses, few people would be iucliued co beUeve iu its successful appli-
cation as a material for gun barrels. Nevertheless it has been report-
ed that this is now done, and that Hprr Krupp has recently made
aeVeral field guns of paper for the use of the German iufautry. The
great virtue of these paper cannons would seem to be their extreme
portability, for they are stated to be so light that a man may carry
one with ease. It will not seem to be matter for much surprise,
therefore, if some experiment were now to be made in the directiou
of paper barrels for shotguns. While, doubtless, there would prove
to be several objections to the use of paper for such purpose, it is

conceivable that some advantages would, on the other hand, be de-
rivable. Provided that absolute safety could be assured with them,
there is Still one objection to the employment of paper as a material
for shotgun barrels which might prove to be well nigh insuperable,
and that is, that by reason of their extreme lightness the recoil would
be so much more severely felt as to become almost unbearable."

Mr. E. B. Walker, secretary of the Waterloo, la., Qan Club, sends
us the following note of interest: "The Waterloo, la., Grun Club will
give a four days' shoot, May 11-14. We have contracted for .3,000 live
birds, and wOl run two sets of traps continuously, one for live birds
and one for targets. We shall do our level best to make this one of
the largest and best shoots ever held in the Stare. Our faciliiies can-
not be excelled anywhere, as we have one of the finest shooting parks
to be found, only five minutes' ride on electric cars from the heart of
the city, with hotel and railroad accommodations second to none.
We shall give two of these shoots annually and aim to make ic pleas-
ant for all who me. Our club is Incorporated and composed of
thorough gentlemen and sportsmen."

Last week we mentioned in Drivers and Twisters that Mr. E. 8.
Rice, the Western representative of the Du Pont and Hazard powder
companies, was coming East to the Grand American Handicap with
a strong team, consisting of a dozen able handlei-s of the shotgun in
the West. The entry book for the Grand American Handicap now
shows the following twelve names in accordance with the above:
Grimm, Giloert, Chan Powers, Kick Merrill, Eddie Bingham, Dr.
Carver, Tom Marshall, Charlie Budd, Dr. Williamson, H. Dunnell, W.
Dunnell and E. Vories. What an interesting feature of the week it

would be to see a match shot between this team of twelve and a simi-
lar nuitober from the Eastern States! Couldn't such a match be shot
on Mai eh 20? It would create as much interest as the Grand Ameri-
can Handicap itself.

There's more fun to the square ineli in the mutosoope exhibit in
the Winchestej- Repeating Arms Co.'s stand at Madison Square Gar-
den than in anything else in the whole sportsmen's Exposition. Ii's
worth a great deal to look inside and see the wonderful reproduction
of Rolla Heikes using a couple of Winchester repeating shotguns,
and doing some quick work on blueroeks with Van Dyke as his as-
.sistant. We're not going to spoil sport by entering into details, but
go and see it for yourselves, and don't take your eyes away until you
see Rolla ''fudge'" -when the magazine of his gun was empty and he
didn't know it. Van didn't loaf at all either when one of the guns
was empty.

The Brooklyn Gun Club, whose groods are located at Bnfleld street
and Liberty avenue, BrooKlyn, N, Y., has decided to lease, and put in
position at once, a magautrap. Ou March 33 it will celebrate the
installment of the "bicjcle trap" by holding an all-day shoot, the
main feature on the day's programme being a 100-target event, handi-
cap, of course, the entrance fee being .$5, targets included. The ad-
dition of the magautrap to the equipment of the club makes it one of
the most complete in this section. As this will be the first time a
magautrap will have been used in the vicinity of New York city, it

is safe to predict that there will be a good attendance to pay respects
to it on its debut.

Dr. E R. de Wolfe, captain of the Yanticaw Gun Club, of Nutley,
N. J., writes us as follows under date of March 12: '"The Yanticaw
Gun Club, of Nutley, has just set up a magautrap on its grounds and
will give a shoot at targets on Saturday, April 17. The main event
will be a handicap a.thO targets, $2 entrance. We have the first magau-
trap in this locality, and we hope the shooters will come and see u?
and break a few targets over the new trap. Lunch will be furnished
on the grounds. Shooting will commence on the arrival of the 9:53
A. M. train from Chambers street. New York."

Descriptions of shooting matches are bound to have a cer.'ain same-
ness about them. It is a hard matter to see wherein they can be
made really interesting unless one is gifted peculiarly in tlie matter
of .similes. For an instancn of the latter case take the New York
Sun's report of the Edey-Mackay malch: "Mackay made his first

miss on his 4th bird, a driver with the speed of a gull, but made
up for it by a sensational kill in the 5th round of a wonderful tow-
erer which rose straight in the air as though blown out of a can-
non!"

Mr. D- P. Harlan, secretary-treasurer of the Newcastle, Pa., Gun
Club, writes, und>3r date of March 9, as follows: "An election of of-
ficers of the Newcastle Gun Club was held on the evening of March 8,

and resulted as follows: President, E. D. Eeis; First Vice-President,
W. L. Johnston; Second Vice-President, R. W. Cunningham; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, O. F. Harlan; Captain, W. H. Hill. Directors: Dr. Or.

W. Greene, Charles Mathews and J. O. Sutherland."

The R A. McCready Company, of Toronto, Can., informs us that it

will hold a tournament on Aug. 17-19, and asks us to claim the above
dates. The company writes: "We intend giving a large shoot at
artificial birds exclusively. The amount to be $1,000, and open to all.

We ask shooters to send us their names for catalogues. " We have
written the company to learn whether the "$1,000" is guaranteed or
added, as there is quite a difference between the two conditions.

The Interstate Association has quite a large space reserved in

Madison Square Garden for the accommodation of its manager,
Elmer Shaner, and Intending competitors in the Grand American
Handicap. A large sign warns all shooters that entries cannot be re-
ceived, without a penalty, any later than Saturday next, March 20.

All handicaps will be awarded on "March 83, and will appear in the
morning papers of March 23. The list of entries is growing quite
nicely.

The annual exhibition of sporting goods now on view in Madison
Square Garden is worth a visit for anybody who can find time and
money to spare. Outside of the ar.icles on exhibition, it is more
than worth the trip to meet old friends from all over the country,
who keep dropping into the Garden. This exposition beats all Its-pre-
decessoi's in every way.

What sort of a gim does Charlie Grimm shoot anyway? One of our
cotemporaries says in its last week's issue that he is coming "to
New York city, to be present and participaie m the Grand American
Handicap at Elkwood Park, where he expects to meet the cracker-
jacks with the shotgun of the entire country." "The shotgun of the
enti're country" should be a corker.

At the last club shoot of the Cleveland, O., Gun Club, held on
March 4, only four members took part. G. B. W., none other than
the son of Ralph "Redwing" Worthington, was high with 24 live birds
out of 35, his i^Oth bird dropping dead oiit of bounds. Elliott scored
i'i, Latham ai, and Bodie 19.

With the Sportsmen's Exposition in full blast and with the Grand
American Handicap at hand, it is hardly to be wondered that one
runs up against champions at ev^ry street crossing onBroadway from
the As or House to Twenty-third street.

Nate Astfalk is going to celebrate St. Patrick's Day, March 17, by
holding a live-bird handicap, 25 birds, $10, birds extra, handicaps
from a" to 33yds, Astfalfc'a grounds are located a short way out of
Elizabeth, N. J , at Oakwood Inn.

The Bei-gen County Gun Club announces that the regular monthly
handicap shoot for the E. C. cup will be held on Saturday, March >il.

The next shoot for the Recreation championship cup will be held on
the same grounds on April 7.

It is hard to tell who is doing the most smiling just now: J. A. H.
Dressel, John L. Lequin or Elmer E. Shaner. The entries for the G.
A. H. are roUing up so fast tbat they've quit guessing "How many
entries '11 we have?""

The Portland (Me.) Gun Club announces that it will hold its spring
tom-nameut on April 7. All events will be at targets, and the tourna-
ment will be managed by Mr. Harry A. Cbisholm.
March IB. Edward Bakks.

Acme Gun Club.
Washikgton, Pa , March Below are the scores made to-day by

members of tue Acme Gun Club, of this city, at the Prigg range.
The day was ve?y windy, making the targe ts hard to hit. Scores

:

Events;

C Baker.

D Baker .W Wylie,
A Logan.
J Wylie
W McCa
J Ohftriton.,

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 SO

8 1 1 6 7 7 6 7 16
6 8 B 8 7 d 5 5 9 13

5 6 6 r'
1 5 6 8 7

4 o 4 6 3 5 7 7 16
5 8 7 5 6 6 9 13

(««• * * 5 6 0 3 5 9
8 5 '4

9 8

••«*•»««*<•«««

•ji

t«

IN NEW JERSET.
BOILIXG SPRTNGS QW CLUB.

March C—Today was the regular club shoot of the Boiling Springs
Gun Club. The cup was won by Dr. De Wolf with a. score of 47 out
of 55, the Doctor receiving a handicap allowance of 5 extra targets
to shoot at. Several sweeps were also shot during the afternoon, all
events being at unknown angles. The .scores in these events were
(Note—The detailed scores of the cup shoot appeared in our issue of
March 13. -Ed.):

Events:

Targets

:

Edwards 10 15
Van Dyke,,.. H 15
Adams 7 10
Baron 9 13
Taylor 8 14
Hildreth 7 10
Grelff 9 14
Lewis 7 8
Huek 8 13
Hegeman 10
E Jeanneret. ... 8

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 Events:

10 15 10 10 15 SO 25 Targets:

9 9 10 17 22
9 10 14 15 20
5 5
7 10 10 17 22 Paul
6 7 HortoD
4 4 10 ., .. De Wolf....
8 Sncyw .,

.. 6 Cutler
9 9 13 .. .. Banta...ii.,
9 6 Coman.
5 8 Bowes......

MAECH 4 AT YABDVILLE.

1 3 3 4 5 6 7

10 15 10 10 15 SO

Wise 5 8
Palmer S 4 13 17 ..

Apgar 8 9 II 15 23
" ... 8

4 6
8 7 15 16 23
4 7
6 6

.. 6
11 ..

10 ..

March 4.—The announcement that Charlie Zwirlein would give a
live-bird shoot to-day at Yardville drew a crowd of shooters and
spectators to his grounds Twelve entries were obtained in the In-
augural Handicap, a really good list when the number of other at-
tractions scheduled for to day is considered. The quality was
unapproachable, some of "the best in the land" were there" The
birds too were as good as any that Zwirlein has ever trapped. A
glance at the scores in the '<0-bird event will tell what sor . of birds
they were. Miss Annie Oakley was one of the entries, and she had
the honor of being the only straight at ihe end of the 8th round,
Welch was the winner of first money ($50) with IB out of SO; Brewer
and Class divided second ($30) on 17 each : Houston took third ($24)
with 16.

Events 1 and 2 were $3 miss-and outs for the sake of a little prac-
tice. These resulted thus:
No. I : Welch and Kleintz 0, Cubberly 5, Zwirlem 3, Roihacker 2
No. ?• Welcb and Kleintz 3, Rothacker and Zwu'lein 2, Cubberly 1.

The Inaugural Handicap is given in detail below, and also the
scores made in Nos. 3, 4 and 5. No. 3 was a $3 miss-and-out; No. 4
was at 5 Viirds, $5; No. 5 was a $5 miss-and out. Scores in these
events follow:

Inauguration Handicap, 20 hire's, $15.

R A Welch (3 J) 22 Ja-.i02110ia. 22-2292 J-l 8
JLB ewer (Si) ..

Frank Class (3 )...

. . 122202021032 ^-i''2v22 J-1

7

2 !2322ais;0 '9201223-17
Hou-ston (28)'. 2U'0.'S1012)2i2>iii002-]6
Frank Kleintz ( 0) 2103 t-<'2Jl 2201 222 'iOO -15
Gao Cubberly (30) .2nc0!22ll0;20211012-15
Jas Timmons (2t) 2222C2Z00r32022C2222-15
Wtidmann (28).

Miss Oakley (-27).,..,

0 Zwirlein (39)

J Rothacker (.8)....
Doc (28)

Rothacker,...,. ...

*Cubberly
Brewer
*Oiass.,....,
+Cubberly

,

tClass
* Re entry

...1020111010U111011I1—16
. .12122122C22 2000220 22-15
.22211810202200020222—14
.02f 0^2-'a220222U'0201 -13

No 3. No. 4. No. 5.

12112 lCO.2-4 2120
0 22222-5 2222
0 022C2-3 20

c6"" i22ii-3
6""

0 21100-3 0
20 02S22-4 0

i2266-3 26"
120

"
10022-3 1220

0 22010-3 120
11202—4 0

£20
0
22322
0
21120
1220

t^ft-tt-t l«4ffll«f*ltf«» 3 2

t Second re entry.

TEAM RACE AT HACKKNSACK.

March 11.- Some little talk on Tuesday morning, Sferch 9, resulted
in a very pleasant afternoon's sport to day on the grounds of the
Bergen County Gun Club, at Hackensack. To make a long story ex-
tremely short, Ferd Van Dyke and J. Hildreth, both of the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Company (the latter being one of the com-
pany's Southern salesmen), constituted one team; P. S. Edwarols
and W. L. Cameron (the latter one of the W^. R. A. Company's repre-
sentatives in Canada) made another team ; and Tom Keller (with
Peters's cartridges and King's Smokeless) aided by B. Waters (a gen-
tleman who styles himself a "novice") made up the third team. The
conditions were: 100 targets per man, unknown angles, lowest team
to pay for the targets.

It was a lovely day, but there was a strong wind blowing that
spoiled many a good calculation. Targets dipped and scooted just
when they should have gone straight, and that caused a lot of
trouble. IE any race ever caused more genuine fun, we have yet to
hear of it. The result of it all was that Keller and Waters (the order
should more properly be reversed) walked off with first honors, leav-
ing the other teams far in the rear. No records were broken, at least
none to boast about. The following scores tell the tale:

Keller's Team.
B Waters 11111001011011111000110111111101111111111111000101-37

lllllllOOlOlli 111011010111100011101110111110101111—37-71
T H Keller.

, . .lOnOllOOOnOllllUlOlllllUlOOlOIOlllOilllllOOlOI—35
OlOllllllOlllOllllllllllOlOOOOOlDlllllCOllllllllll-37—72

146
Van Dyke's Team.

P Van Dyke, ,11111111111111111011111111011111110111101111111111—46
iiiiioiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiimoionoiiiniii—44-90

J Hildreth . ..01110003100010111001000011010111101000110010100001 -21
OlOOlOlCOlOOOOllOOOOOllOlOOOllOlOOLOlOCOlOOOlOOOOl- -16-37

127
Edwards's Team.

FSEdwards..ll01111111101 .1111101111011011111011111111101IO-42
OlOllllllllllllllOlllOllOlinillOlllllIlOlUllllll-43-85

W L CameronOllOIOOlOIOlJOCOllOOOOOOllOOlOaOOOCOllOOllOOOOOOOO—15
11103003011100001010010110000001111111000001000100—aO—35

120
The following also shot along for practice, .some of them also en-

tering in the optional sweeps:
Clayton llllllllOOllllllllllOlllllllOlllllllliniOOlllllll—44

OlllllllllOOlUOllllllllOlOOl w —67
Fairmont llOlllllunilUlllllOlllllllOUlIIOlllllllOlllll 11-43

nilllOllOlOlllllllOlOllllllOlOOllllllOIlllllUlll—41-84
Hyde ..11111101110111111111101110111111111111100111101101-42

11101101111111111001001011111110101010111011111101—37—79
Stern inOUllOOOllllllllOJOUOOlOlOOOlOOOIllllOOOOUllOO—27

01001111110111111000001101010011110010111111101011—31-58
Billings llOnOlllllllOlllllllOOOlUOlOlOOOOllOOOlOOOOOlOOI —28
Horton lllOllOtOllOlOlllOOllllOl _17
The following sweeps were also shot, all events being af unknown

angles except Nos. 7 and 8, which were at expert rules:

Events: 13345 678 Events: 13345678
Targets: 10 15 20 15 IS 15 25 SO Targets: 10 15 SO 15 15 15 S5 iO

Edwards .. 9 13 18 13 13 13 24 18 James 8 7
Keller 7 .. w Hildreth... 5 5 8 9......
Clayton ,.. 8 U 14 12 .. .. 19 17 Cameron.. 13 7
Fairmont.. S II 14 14 18 10 14 17 Hall 8

Hvde 6 11 16 14 Van Dyke. .. 20 14 13 14
".

Waters,.,, 7 6 18 8 Horton 7
Bilhngs.... 6 9 9 Stern 5

Edward Banks.
climax gun oltib.

March lO.-The regular club shoot of the Climax Gun Club was
held this afternoon at the club's grounds near Fanwood. Scores
ruled high, the totals made by the first squad (Van Dyke, Keller,
Goodman and Singer) being pretty nearly a record. Out of the ICO
targets shot at by this team of four, prior to the .shooting of the al-
lowances, the team scored 94 at unknown angles. The scores in detail
were as below:
F Van Dyke (25) 1111111111111111111111111 _S5
TH Keller (25) lllllOllllllllllllllllUl —24
J Goodman (32) 1111111111111111110011111111010 —28
J Singer (3l) llllllllllllllOllOlHOllllHUOllO —29
J Darby (3 i) llllOlHOllllOllOlOlllllllllllOl -26
T Brantmghara (26) lOOllOllllllinOlUlllllll —22
Scott Terry (3;) llllllOOllOlllllOlOOlIlOOlllll —

-.2

C Lambert (10) 01110000010111111011110111010110110-22
Chamberlain (10) IIIIIIOIOIOIIOIIIOOIOIIOICOIHOIOOI—22
Chas LLster tOOJlllOOllOOlOOOUOOllOOw
Stephenson lOOOlllOOllOlOlOlllOOllllw

AT ELKWOOD PARK.

March 9.- Nine events were shot off to-day at Elkwood Pai'k. All
were $5 miss-and-outs with the exception of Nos. 4 and 8. No. 4 was
the preliminary handicap, 35 birds, SIO, three high guns; No. 8 was
10, Sr, two high guns. The tie in No. 5 was shot off m No. 6, and the
lie in No. 7 was shot off in No. S.

Some big scores were put up today: Smith ran 36 straight before
missing a bird, and made a total of 56 out of 60 shot at during the
day. Wilson scored 63 out of 68 shot at; Daly, 60 out of 66; Capt.
Money, 57 out of 63. The large totals rolled up by Smith and Wilson
would not excite so much astopishmene were we at liberty to give the
voting oamea of those two ghooters.

The events In detail were as below:
No. 4, preliminary handicap, 25 birds, $10:

No.l
Smith (28).2222111221221121322211220-24 (28).3223
Daly (38).. 11 81 2032 32222223212312222—24 (28).1220
Money (28)1332111222212122223220112—21 (33),210
Wilson (29).'2]2122312322312200220121—93 (29).2323
Morfey(29)3221222331310022300223222—21 (39).0
Sfyer (27)1212221220102221220111011—19
W'lt'rsf28)3220232,2202201000032120w
Doty (27). .22212232202003W

No. .5. No. 6.

Smith (.,9}^)....0 2'212i0

Wilson CiUH). .212122212 22210

No. 8,

(23J^).12112 (28)
(10i^),lS231 CiO)

(.29).,. 11232 (28),Dalv (28) 221111212 212121
Morfey (29)...,2230 10
Money («8) 111322213 121122 (99). ..110

Walters (28) . , . .220 10 (28) . . .0 (28)

No. 8.

(28>g).212
(38)... 10
(28) .. 110
(.29^).2l2

(29) ...120

(37)... 10

(27)...

O"

10 birds, i
1111211121
032221211
112222313

.1131111123
102313332

No. 3.

(39).23213

(28) .22210

(38);20

(33).23233

(29) .0

7. No. 9.

(28) ...

0

(29) ...132
(•39}^).0

(28).., 26'

(28),,.122

The Art of Scoring.
The art of scoring! It may sound strange to some people to hear

scoring spoken of as an art; but such it is nevertheless. Accurate
scoring under the pressure of the rapid-fire system—particularly with
a scjuad that goes through its work without delay—is a rarity rather
than the rule.
Ideal scorers are bom; others are made. Some men are naturally

accurate and quick in their thinking quaUties; others need training.
The former are "born scorers;" they are the men who can take squad
pad after squad pad, fill them out with Is and Os, return them to the
cashier's oflice and never have a kick registered against their work.
A club that has a man of this class |has a treasure indeed. We
always like to go to a tournament given by a club that announces in
its list of officials an "official scorer." We know then that the club
numbers among its members one who is known to be accurate in his
scoring; his capacity for such accuracy has been deemed worthy of
oHicial recognition,

A MOST IMPORTANT POSITION.

Nothing makes or mars a tournament more readilv than good or
bad scoring. Everything else may be "all lovely;" the lunch good,
sky bright, weather warm and dry, entries large, etc. ; but if the
scoring is bad, the club gets a black eye and its tournaments are
looked askance at in the future. A man likes to get what he breaks,
and as a rule he deserves every target from which a "perceptible
piece" has been broken. It is seldom that one hears of it when
what should have been a 0 has been changed into a figure 1 ; but one
always learns when "they've given me a miss when I broke it all to
pieces!" For this reason the position of scorer is one of the most
important in the list of officials for a club shoot or a tournament.
The position, however, is one that should not be so hard to fill.

The usual feeling unfortunately is that "Anybody'll do for scorer."
We wish to impress upon club secretaries and upon the management
of tournaments that "anybody" won't do. A good scorer is qtute as
necessary to the success of a tournament as a good referee. Where
a blackboard score is kept, an accurate man for the "manifold pad"
is not so necessary as when no blackboard is used, for the simple
reason that "the blackboard goes," the manifold pad being cheeked
up to correspond with the scores as shown on the board.

BLACKBOARDS SHOULD BS TJSBD

whenever practicable. In our article on "Programmes and Tourna-
ments," which appeared in Forest and Stream of Oct. 24, 1896, we
wrote: "Shooters can see their scores being chalked up on the
blackboards, while no one except the manifold man himself knows
what he is doing to the scores; he may be one or two men behind,
and no one any the wiser." The additional cost of a blackboard
man for a tournament is nothing when compared with the additional
satisfaction secured to the shooters. The blackboard too should,
wherever practicable, be placed to the left of No. 1 score, and at
right angles to the fine of the score. This enables every shooter to
see the figures at any time without bothering the next shooter, and
he is also able to scan the Is and Os as he walks uj) the line from
No. 5 to No. 1. The season for tournaments is aimost upon us. and
we need, therefore, no excuse for placing this matter once more
before the readers of our trap columns.

AS A HINT TO SCORERS
we would suggest that it is impossible to pay attention to two things
at the same time, and do both satisfactorily and accurately. Scorers
should always remember that it is the referee^s business to look at
the targets and decide whether they are broken or lost; it is the
scorer\s business to keep his eye on the score sheet, and register on it
the decisions of the referee. An occasional glance from the sheet to
the line of shooters will quickly inform him whether he is right as to
which man's turn it is to shoot. He has nothing to do with watching
the targets. Show us a scorer who, when a Fquad is at work, keeps
lifting his eyes from the score sheet to watch the targets, and we will
show you a man who will sooner or later hear a strenuous and per-
fectly justified kick against the figures as shown on that sheet.
Scorers should be placed where it is perfectly possible to see the

shooters when at their respective po.sitions, as it is sometimes neces-
sary for him to check himself by finding out if the man whose turn
it is to shoot is the man to whom the result of that shot would be
scored. When a blackboard is kept, the manifold man may be
placed with his back to the shooters, but shoidd always be able to
see that he and the blackboard man are "together."

If the above suggestions and hints accomialish anything in the line
of better scoring at club shoots and tournaments, every Inch of space
devoted to the subject in these columns will have been well worth the
time spent in writing and the money expended in the cost of type-
setting.

Vagaries of the Old Percentage System.
A CURIOUS COINCIDENCE AT UTICA.

A PEW days ago we received the following letter from John W.
Fulford, of Utica, N. Y., relating a curious coincidence that oc-
curred in the division of moneys under the old system in a lO-target
event:
"Utica, N. Y., March 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: I inclose you

the scores made in a lO-bird event shot here on Saturday last in
which there occurred something I never saw nor heard of before.
There were twelve entries at 50 cents each, targets taken out of purse
at 2 cents each, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Four men
broke 9 and divided $1.44, tnat is, each man drew 36 cents; three men
broke 8 and each got one-third of $1.08, that is, 36 cents each; two
men broke 6 and divided 72 cents, or 36 cents each; one broke 5 and
drew 36 cents. Thus out of the twelve entries there were ten in for
money and each drew .36 cents."
The scores referred to were: M. Mayhew, Cole, Barker and Cor-

bett, 9; Borland, E. D. Fulford and Tunnicliffe, 8; Wirt and Nought, 6;
Jevons 5, Carey 4, Peckham 3.

While we have never seen an exactly similar occurrence, we have
had our attention called more than once to cases that are on all fours
with the above. One case happened quite recently. It was also a
10-target event, three moneys, 50, .30 and 20 per cent. There were
five 9s, three 8s and two 7s, hence each man drew the same propor-
tion out of the purse. The question that naturally arises whsn dis-
cussing such cases is this:

HOW CAN such a SYSTEM BE DEPENDED?
How can any system of dividing awards for skill, supposedly

according to merit, he defended when that system permits or a 50 per
cent, man receiving the same reward for his work that a 90 per cent
man gets, as was the case in the sweep at Utica? We recall an in-
stance where at Memphis last May there were about seventy entries
in a 25-target event; out of the seventy odd entries about twenty-two
broke 22 and each got about $1.25 for the $3 entrance; 21s were
scarce and each man in that hole got a fair return for his money
The "upper classes" were all right, and It was the hope of getting
into the upper classes that kept the boys shooting. Ic may be that
for such tournaments as the Memphis, the E. C, Knoxviile, Du Pont
and Hazard tournaments of past years, the old percentage system
may be more popular on account of the "chances." We never have
liked the old system, and we have yet to s&ei on, paper a.a& in cold
type any positive and plausible defense of its workings. Won't
somebody come forward and oblige us? We will guarantee him al
the space in our trap columns that he can fill, even if we have to
present his story in serial form.

IT IS DIFFERENT WITH THE ROSE SYSTEM.
With the Rose system it is a totally different thmg. The system,

while it always rewards skill proportionately, does not permit of
"large pots alone;" does not permit of large winnings; for all practi-
cal purposes it does away with dropping fur place and the evils inci-
dent to poohng of interests. There is much that can be said in de-
fense of this system, Much has been said in the columns of Forest
AND Streak on behalf of the system, and every word has told. The
result is patent to all. Programmes are constantly coming to hand
with the announcement that the Rose system will be used in dividing
purses. For the first two months of 1890 we could have counted such
programmes on the fingers of one hand, and not have needed every
digit at that. Both hands are not, sufficient this year.
There must be some solid reason for this great growth in popular-

ity. There is also a reason why the system is not popular with some
people, Neither of these two reasoas is hard to guees if you'U onjy
ibiok a momeat or-two after reading ^9 aboT«.
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ON I.ONG ISLAND.
ERIE GUN CLUB.

MarcJi lO.—The Erie Gun Club, of Brooklyn, had a good turnout
of members at its monthly live bird shoot held this afternoon at
Dexter Park, The club event is at 7 lire birds per man, and onlv
two shooters, Fred. Gref and Charles Plate, were able to kill straight
The scores were:

„ 91*1^ ' Charles Plate 7, Henry Dohrmann 6, John Plate
6, M. J Elsasser 5.

Class A SSyds.
: Charles Runge 6, Henry Mueller 4, John Schmadeke

3, Harry Jaukowsky 2.

Class B, 37yds.: Fred. Gref 7, George Fuchs 6, William Roberts 5,Jacob C. Schmidt 4, 0. H. Luhrssen 4.
'

Class C, 26yds. : John H. Plate 6, Henry Degenhardt 2.
The second event was a sweep at 3 birds per man. ail 28yds , class

shooting, ties miss-and-out: C. Plate, F. Gref. G. Fuchs and J H
Plate, 3; Dohrmann, Eunge, John Plate, Elsasser, Schmidt and
Schmadeke, 2; Robert I, Jankowsky 0.

Bliss-and-out for first money : Charles Plate, 1 ; Gref, Fuchs and J
H. Plate, 0.

Miss-and-out for second money: Dohrmann, Joha Plate and
Schmadeke, 3; Runge, Schmidt and Elsasser 0.

PAEKWAT KOD AND GUN CLUB.
March 10.—Seven membei's of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club

took part this afternoon in the club's monthly live-bird shoot near
the Old Mill, Jamaica Bay. John Wye (26yds.) was the only straight
7 in the club event. Scores:
Club shoot, 7 live birds, handicap rise: .John Wve (26) 7, Ja.mes

Bennett (30) 6, Henry Bramwell (30) H, D. 8. Van Wicklen (26) 5 H J
Selover(a6)5, G. Torborg(26)5, George Wenzel(28)4. <

•

Orher events were shot as below, John Wye and James Bennett
doing the best shooting:
No. 1, 3 birds: James Bennett 3, John Wye 3. Henry Bramwell 2

Henry J. Selover 2, David S. Van Wicklen 2, George Wenzel 1.
'

No. 2, same: John Wye 3, James Bennett 2, Henry Selover 2, David
S. Van Wicklen 1, George Torborg 1, Henry Bramwell 0, George
Wenzel 0.

No. 3, same: John Wye 3, James Bennett 3, David S. Van Wicklen
3, Henry J. Selover 2, Henry Bramwell 2.

UNKNOWN GUN CLUB.

March 11.—There was a large attendance this afternoon at Dexter
Park, the occasion being the regular monthly club shoot of the Un-
known Gun Club. There were 19 entries in the main event, the club
shoot at 7 live birds each. Of the 19 not one scored a straight; .5 tied
for first money on 6 each and divided; 10 scored 5 each and shot ofiC
miss-and-out, Kneble, McGuinness and Sweeney dividing at the end
of the 1st round. After the club race ex-Judge James B. Voorhees
and E. A. Vroome shot off their tie for the yearly medal donated for
last year's contests. The conditions of the shoot-off were 3 birds
each, then miss-and-out. Vroome won by scoring his 3 birds, his op-
ponent losing 1 of his 3. Scores were:

J. B. Voorhees (29) 6, Dr. Moore (25) 6, Wm. Sands (26) B, J. Akhurst
(25) 6, H. Boemermann (25) 6, E. A. Vroome (29) 5, J. F. Knebel (28) 5,
G. Selig (55) 5, Dr. Schwartz (29) 5, M. Brown (28) 5, L. Loue (26) 5,

p'

J Sweeney (26) 5, P. May (25) 5, J. O'Hara (25) 5, J, Henry (25) 5,
-

Knebel, Sr., (26) 4, R. Smith (25) 4, B. Hauff (34) 3. H. von Ste
(23) 3

NEW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

March IS.—Uhe semi-monthly target shoot of the New Utrecht Gun
Club was held this afternoon on the Dyker Bleadow groimds. The
members took part in the club shoot, P. A. Thompson winning the
shoot in Class A, and Dr. O'Brien being easily winner in Class B.
The high wind that swept across the traps made the shooting hard,
and good scores therefore almost an impossibility. Scores were:
Club shoot, 25 targets, unknown angles, handicap allowances:

Olass A
F A Thompson (0). .'..llUllIOll 101111001111110 -SO
M Van Brunt (0). 1111011111001011100111011 —18
JGaughen (0) OUllOllllOOlllllOlOllOOl —17
WHThompson(0) llOllOllOliOllOOimOOlll -.17
J A Bennett (2) llOllOOaOlllOlOllOlOOOlllO—1&
P E George (2) lOOllOOlOOlOlOlOllllOOOIOOl—IS
Piatt Adams (0) llOOOlOlOOlOlOlOOlOOllOU —13

OIBiSS S
Dr O'Brien (0) .'..llllOUlOllOllOOllllllOU —19'
C C Fleet (2) 111001110101010001010110101—15-
Dr Sbepard (1) OllOlOOOllOlOOlOlOlOllOOOl —13
Other sweeps were shot as below, all lO-target events and all at un-

known angles:

H.
Stadeu

Events: 12 3 4 5
F A Thomp
son,

.

Adams
Gaughen.

.

Van Brunt.
J Bennett..

10 7 5
8 8 8
7 7

6 4
7 5
7 9

8 8 4 7 7
4 8 8 6 1)

7 9

6 7 8 Events: 193466 7»
DrShepard .. 4 6 5 4' 6 .. 7

4 7 Fleet 5 4 5 6 7 4
7 5 P George 1 5 5 4 6 ..

9 4 WH
9 7 Thompson 7 8 7 10 7
9 . , Dr O'Brien 8 7 8 8

No. 9 was the same conditions and resulted thus: Bennett,iGaughen
and W. H. Thompson 8, Adams, O'Brien and F. A. Thompson 7,
Fleets.

ORESCENT ATHLETIC CLVB, OF BROOKLYN.
March IS.—A team representing the Crescent Athletic Club, of

Brooklyn, shot a race to-day with the Columbia College team at the
WiUiamsbridge oval. The Crescents won by 83 to 70. In the absence
oC the regular members of the team, shooting at the Bay Ridge
grounds of the club was only desultory. The following scores were
made, all events being at 25 targets:

Events: 12 3 4 5 Events: 12 3 4 5
WP Pickett 15 18 IS 17 19 EF \Vendelstadt 6 10 .. ..LC Hopkins, 8 8 9 12 16

INDLiNS AT DEXTER tARK.
March IS.—The Indian Gun Club held its regular live-bird shoot

at Dexter Park this afternoon. Ten members took part in the
team race, the sides being captained by George Long and Frank
Buckman. Long's team won by 5 birds, each man shooting at 10*

birds. Scores were:
Team race, 5-men teams, 10 Jive birds per man, 28yds. rise all:

Long's Team. Buckman's Team.
Jas Smith 2111110111-9 J Chasmer 1211111220-9
Thos Short 1020132013—7 M McGinnis..... .1210011013-7
HSL Molloy •11»?1«1«1—6 JI- Robertson.

. ,.1011111000-6A Appleyard 2011«00111—6 JB Craft 02000«»011—

3

GW Long •lOOllOOl*—4—32 PABuckman..,. 00200»002»-2!—27

Androscog'sin Gun Club.
Lewiston, Me., March 11.—The contest for the Doten challenge cup

took place to day on the grounds of the Androscoggin Gun Club
Mr. Hunnewell, the holder, was second in this match; G. W Cobb-
winning with 25 straight. Mr. Hunnewell won it at the last' shoot
with a similar score of 25. Fifteen members took part in to-day's
contest, which was held with a high wind blowing and with deep snow
on the ground. Scores were:

GR Hunnewell .,„i.....lllI11110101111111llliiii_?3
G W Cobb iiin.ir.... .1111111111111111111111111—26
N Taylor... 1111111111011110111111101-23
Godfry..... ...^....„.,i.i....^i.. 1111111010111111110110101-20-H E Doten. ,i.».>..,..i... ....... 1111101111110011110111011-20
FBean...... .....ntn^titiy,.. 1111111101111110111111111- a3'

E Cain lllllPlllllOOlllOllllllll-21
Geo Collins 1111111110011111110111010-20'
E F Fields 010111110111111llllliiin-2i
SEJosiyn.....i, .„.,..,.,. ioiiiooiioinonniiiiiii-20
Dexter .....v.v.-..'.- .OlllOlOllllOnOllCOOllOll—17
0 E Nason ICOIOI 91 1 11101 lOlIOlOlOll— 1

6

Hammond 0111101111100110111001000—16
A F Noyes, ., , 1111100111111101111101111—31
1 Moore. .. 1. . . . , .i ,;. ., . t..,,., ., .,,0111011100011110110110011—16^'

Sbc't.

Pawtuxet Gun Club.
!PAWTnxET, E. L, Blarch 6.—In a practice shoot to-day by members;

of the Pawtuxet Gun Club two events of interest were decided. The-
first was the match given below between R. C. Root and W. H. SheU
don. The second was a bit of practice work by Mr, Root, who shot
at 50 singles and 29 pairs. His score of 44 out of 58 in pairs muse be
classed as excellent work when it is considered that he is actually
only a beginner at trap-shooting. Scores were:
Match: Unknown traps and unknown angles, 25 targets per man,,

use of both barrels, Sheldon at 21yds., Root at 16yds,
Sheldon 12201 1 11 1 20011 1 1 101 0221 11 -20'
Root 101210; 121010022110021101—17
In practice Root shot at BO singles and 29 pairs with the following-

result"
Singles ....11101110111001000111110110011101110111000111000111-32:
Pairs... 11 01 00 01 11 11 U 11 11 10 11 10 11 11 10 10 10

00 11 11 01 11 11 IX 11 .11 00 11 11 _44
W, H, Sheldon, Sec'y.

New Haven Gun Club.
NewHaven, Conn., March 10,—Inclosed please find scores of our

regular monthly shoot for March. The members turned out well,
twenty taking part in the team race. J. B. Savage and M, H. Clark
were chosen captains, and each selected a man in turn. Savage hav-
ing the first choice. As it happened, the teams were very evenly di-
vided. Savage winning by the close margin of one break.
in the ao-bu-d handicap race Callahan and Stevenson tied for first,

alone^
^ ^^''^ second, while Savage took third all

Judge Callahan shot exceptionally good, breaking 27 out of 30, andgoing 20 straight in the team race.A number of extras were shot for practice both before and after
the mam events, m which Potter, Stevenson, Whitney and Cowee didgood work.
Over 2,000 targets were thrown, which is pretty fair for an after-noon shoot.
Team shoot, 20 targets, known:

Savage's Team.
Callahan..llllllliiiiiiiiiini_2o
Potter 11111111011111111111-19
Currie lOllllOlllllllllnil-18
Savage. . . . lOlllOllllllllliiioi—17
Stevenson, nillll001110lllllll:_17
Strong .... lOlUlOlOOIllliOlOll—14
Reggiori... 10100111110001110111—13
Sherman.. 01010000111100111101—11
Bennett., ,,11010001100011001110-10
Robertson , 11001100010010000100— 7

. Clark's Team,
Whitney... 11011111111111111111—19
Cowee 11111100111111011111—17
Kelly llOllllOllllOnillll—17
Gould 10111000111111111111—16
Hazel 11110011101111110110-15
Bristol , , , .OlOllllOUinOIOllll—15
Hubinger .10110111111110100110-15
Clark 11101110101100100110—12
Bassett, . . .11010010100101011010-10
Washburn.OOllOllOOOlOlOlOllOO— 9

146 145
Thirty targets, 15 known, 15 unknown:

Callahan v.i..:.,r, 111101111111111010111U1111111-S7-|- 4-31
btevenson,...^...*.,.. llllllllUllOllllllOlllOlllOll—26-f 5-31
Bement. . , imi 1., 011010111101111101111101111111-24-1- 4—28
^ n®''

ii.T-".* .111111111111101111011111111111—28+ 0—28
g-'^^ly 011011001111111111101111111111-25-1- 3-28
Savage,. iiiiiiiiniiiioioniiiiioniii -27-1- 0-27
Reggiori. , , . , 111110 1 llOOOlOinoninOOOOlll-20-l- 6-26
i^.^?:* OlOlCOOOOlOlllllOOllOOOlllllOO—15-f-10-2oWbltney 011111111,10111011111111110101-25-1- 0-25
^a-ssett OlOOlOlOllllOOOlOiniOllOOnOl-17-H r-24
Washburn 1 101101011 llOOlOOlOll 1 10100000-16- - 8 -24
^^^°nett 100101111101111000101001110001-17-- 6—23
^o.wee i.....L.....M.-.M lllllllln01110100011010111111-2;i-- 0-23
^nstol .,011111011011111110101101111110-23-^- 0-23
^'^'^ong 001111110011111100100011110100-184- 4-22

111000011011110I01011111011111-21-- 1—23
yark 001101001110111111011011011111-81- - 0-21
g^ild 010101H111111100110000U10010-18-- 3—21
Sherman 100101111100101011101110110101—19-j- 0-19

G. W. Hazel, Sec'y.

Sherburne Gun Club.
Sherburne, N. Y., March 11.—The Sherburne Gun Club held an all-

day shoot to-day. One of the events was a match between J. F. Pad -
deiford and L. D. Brainard,80 live birds each, 28yds. rise, 50yds.
boundary. Brainard won with 34 to 23. Scores were:

Trap score type-CopyHght, is97, hy Forest and Stream Publishing Co,

J F Paddelfori.l 20111201.10012111111203 1-19

0 113 0 — 3_s.3

L D Bramard. .3 3»201100112111121112 10 1 2-20

2 110 1 — 4-24

In the above match D. L. Atkins was ofiBcial scorer and C. Dart
rap-puller.
Six events at targets were also shot, fifteen men taking part in the

events. Among the out-of-town visitors were: Sheparoson, from
Poolville, N. Y. ; Case and Brooks, of Norwich, N. Y. The scores
given below might have been better, hut the wind blew hard from the-
south right across the traps, making the shooting hard for new men
at the trap. Scores follow:

3 4 5 6
9

Events: 1 8
Paddelford 10 10
Brainard 8 10 9 7 10
Brooks..... 6 6 6 8
Case. , .

,

Sprague
Abrams.
Shepardson.)!!',!
Dart. . ,i

7 4
6 5
8 4
5 9
3 5

6 3
.. 4
5 3
5 6
4 6

Events: 12 3 4 5 6
9 10 9 George 7 6 ,. , ,.

Roland 1 5 4 .: 4 ,.
7 Lipeh 1 4 3 .. .. 3
3 7 Atkins 3 4 6 .. 4 ..

.... Hartwell , 5 8 6.. 7..
6 7 Parmintor 8 9 5 .. .. 7
5 6 PAkyns 4 5 3 2

,

George.

Trap Around Pittsburg.
BAST PITTSBURG GUN CLUB,

PITT.9BURG, Pa., Feb. 27.—Below are the scores made to-day by
members of the East Pittsburg Gun Club in the regular monthly
shoot for the E. 0 cup. Eight men took part in the shoot, which is a-
handicap affair, 100 targets per man, unknown angles, allowance of
extra targets to shoot at. Ferguson, with an allowance of 10 extras,
shot steadily, scoring 42 out of each 50, and 7 out of his 10 extras
wmning the cup with plenty of room to spare. His nearest antagonist
was Uncle John, who scored 83 from scratch. The weather was
clear and bright. Scores in detail follow:

Sharrard (0). ,1111000]Oinilll011011011101I011000101111]lllllllll-36
iiiiiiiooiioiiioiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiii—45-81

Koethe (11). . .11111110000110110111011011100110111000111011011100-32
OllIllllOOlllOUllllOlOlOllOlOOlllOllllOllllllllll-38
10101011101 _ 7_77

McCune (30). .lllIOOOOIlOllllOOlOllllOOOOllllOllOIOlllOllllOlllO—3-2
lllOlllOOOHOlllOOOlOlOlOlOOOlllCOOOlOOlOllOOOOllO-26
10010 —12-70'

Gurbates (25).011100100011111000011111101011111111101C0101101100—31
11011011011001110001101101111111110111010111110101-35
IIIIOOIIIOIOIOOOOICOOIOU —13-79'

Ferguson (10). llOllOllOllllllOlllOlllllllllllllOOllllllOlllllill—42
OllllOlllllllllOllOOllllOlllllinUOlllllllllllOll-42
0110001110 _ 5-89

Gallup (4) 11010011000110111001111111101001100111111111111111-36
lllllOllllllllllOOOlOllOOllODOllOllOOllOOOlllllllO 3^
0111 _ 3_72

Uncle John(0).0010110110011011111111111011111I11110111111111llll_4i
11101101111111111111111111111111111111010101001100-41-82

WUliams (16)..11110011101100001111111101H1110011111111111100011—37
OOlllOllOOlllOOOllllOlllOnilOOOllllllllllOOOlllll—34
IIOIOOIIIIOOOIOI _ 9_80'

SwENsoN, Sec'y.

Trap Around Buffalo.
BISON GUN CLUB.

Buffalo, N. T,, March 4,—The Bison Gun Club held a shoot to-day
'On the VValden avenue grounds. Some good scores were made
Wheeler being ahead with 105 out of 125 shot at. In the badge shoot'
Np. 5, Wheeler and Storey tied on 23 each for the class A badge; this
tie will be shot off later. G. R. Vine won the class B badge Jay-
Brown winning the badge in class C. Event No. 7 was at 5 pairs..
Scores were:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 16 SO U

Siegrist, 4 .. 9 12 12
:Esson

5

.. 11 14 9
Estes

6

.. .. 18 19
Ditton 5 .. 8 7 15
Werlin 7 11 12 14
Wheeler ..,,,...4... 10 U 18 32
Storey 5 II 16 34
Wilson 16
Mignery... ............. ,...„... 11 14 17
Dauser 7 18 13
Vine 16
Bissell... , ., 5 .. 8

Hager 3 10 .. 10
McCamey..... 17 18
Wrench, ••'.....«.... .... > • . .. .. 8
Brown.,,.,...,.. 9
Talsma 8 13 13 .. 8
EB 7 8 10 .. 4

6 7 8 9 10"

10 10 10 10 IS
6 4 4
5 7

74
8 5 8 9 10'

8 8"
8 8 11

7 6 8 6

7 6 8 14-
'5

1 4 5 8.

4 6
2 3

5 4 7 8 16
3

Boston Gun Club.
Wellington, Mass., March 10.—Fifteen shooters journeyed to

Wellington to-day for the regular Wednesday afternoon shoot of the
Boston Gun Club. This was the seventh in the series of fifteen, and
the interest is growing with each succeeding contest. Five have
already placed six scores to their credit, and as many more have five!
six scores composing the prize total, the remainder of series will be
devoted wholly to improvement with the regular attendants. Mr.
Spencer was high- to-day hoth in the match and percentage, and ia
certainly at present shooting somewhat above his handicap His
early scores not justifying any change, his handicap distance holds
good for this series, as the rules admit of no alteration alter three
competitions by the shooter.
Below are complete scores:

Events: 1 S 3 U 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS IS U
Targets: 10 5 6 10 10 6 10 10 5 8 10 10 10 10

Gordon (17) 73366389489998
ShefQeld (15) 74168287346858
SewaU (15) 834 10 5379236871
Paine (15) 7 3 3 87486436757
Mack (14) 5 1 3 3 3 3. 4 2 1 i 4 2..
Benton(14) 5 2 1 6 6 1 5 8 ..
Spencer (16) 9 95 5 9 9 7 8
Ball (15) .3 5 1 1 3 2 ., ..
Porter (15) 6 4 2 8 5 5.,..
Miskay(17) 7 8 4 5 7 9 7..
Harris (15) ,, 5 3 3 5 9 5,,..
Winters (18) : 6 8 5 4 7 9 8 8
Nickels (15) 7 3 3 0
Needham (16) , 5 1 2 7 5 5 7
Horace (15) 7 4 3.. .. 8..
Events 1, 7, 8 and II, known angles; 5, 9 and 14, unknown; 3,6

and 10, pairs; 4 and 13, reverse pull; 1»% known angles, use of both
barrels.

Prize match, 21 targets, 10 known, 5 unknown and 3 pairs, distance
handicap:
Spencer (16).. 1111101111-9 11111-5 11 10 11-E—19
Miskay (17) .....„,,,*„ 0111111110-8 11110-4 111110-5-17
Winters (18) 1011111101-8 11111-5 10 1110-4—17
Gordon (17) 1011111111-9 11101—4 0110 10-3—16
Horace (15) ....0111110011—7 11110—1 10 10 10-3-14
Sheffield (15)., ,„... 1111001110—7 00011-2 10 10 11-4-13
Sewall (15). ,,.,..1011111111—9 10100—2 10 10 10—2—13
Paine (15) ...„.,.,i...i..1010111100-6 11101—4 10 lO'lO-S-lS
Harris (15)....., 0000100011—3 01010-2 11 11 10-5—10
Porter (15) , lOlOOOOlOl—4 00101—2 01 10 10—3—9
Needham (15) . OOlllOMlO-5 00010—1 00 10 10-2—8
Ball (15) „ lOlGOlOllO—5 01000—1 10 00 00—1— 7
Mack (14) 1000100110-4 01100-2 00 00 01—1—7
Nickols(16)....v .0110001000—3' 10101—3 00 00 00 -0—6
Benton (14) 1011000000-8 w D,

W. S. Edey vs. C. H. Mackay.
A MATCH that created a lot of interest among the clubmen of New

York city was that which was decided on the grounds of the Country
Club, Westchester, N. Y., on Thursday, March 11. The principals
were W. S. Edey and Clarence H, Mackay, of California. The condi-
tions of the match were 100 live birds, 30yds. rise, 30yds, boundary,
Edey conceding three misses as kOls. Under such conditions, and as
Mackay has been shooting very well of late, it was thought that Edey
had the worst end of the match, Mackay is only a new man at the
traps, but is developing into a first-class pigeon shot.
At the start it looked odds on Mackay, the first 25 showing 22 to 19

in his favor. The second 25 was 20 to 19 in favor of Edey, the differ-
ence in the scores at the half being 41 to 'id in favor of Mackay.
From this point Edey settled down and did the best work of the
match, running straight xratil the 75th round, making in all a run of
28 straight. Such shooting as that usually has its effect on a match,
and in this one it made all the difference in the world. Mackay lost
his 51st and 5r>th both dead out of bounds, and the score was thus a
tie. Then he lost his 56th, 61st, 64th and 70th, giving Edey a lead of 4
birds. Both men lost their 75th birds, so the last string of 35 was en-
tered with the scores showing 63 to 59 in favor of Edey.

It began to look like anybody's race when Edey lost his 77th, 79th
and 80th birds, Mackay meanwhile killing his birds. This reduced
Edey's lead to 1 bird only, with 20 more to shoot at. Then came a
fatal break on the part of Mackay; he lost his 81st, 8-3d, 83d, 86th and
67th birds, Edey also losing his 85th and 87th birds. Thus Edey again
had his lead of 4 birds. With but 5 birds to shoot at Edey had just a
lead of 3 birds, enough to make it a tie. Mackay, however, lost his
95th and 99th, making Edey's lead 5 birds, and giving him the race
with a margin of 2 kdls.
The race was refereed by Fred. G. Moore. Edey handled himself.

Taut G. S, McAlpin handled Mackay. The scores show that Edey
scored 80 out of 100, with 10 dead out of bounds. Mackay scored 76,
with 7 dead out of bounds. Scores were:W S Edey 20»22332912?«20222«210221—19

221«212-.;1222»2221«»2«2221—20
2222282322222222-21222212(l-24
202«0223c'«202202202022228—17- 80

C H Mackay., . 2220202222202020320321223—22
232220a222222»02020232220—19
•231«0a22?«22«2232i»22220-18
2222ao00220022220202»2203—16—75

No notice taken of anonymous communications

A. S., Philadelphia.—The breeders of Great Danes and wolfhounds
do not furnish the necessary information by advertising, hence we
are unable to furnish it as you desire.

H. A, W., Troy, N. Y.—My setter' is troubled with lica I can find
nothing that will kill them. Will you please tell me what to use?
Ans. Ruh all over the dog a mixture of equal parts of kerosene and
cottonseed oil, wash off in a day or two. Also well wash and scrub
the kennel, and sprinkle sulphur all about it.

A, K., Williamsport, Pa.—I have been approached by a friend in
regard to procuring for him an old rhyme, which i-efers to an old
country divine who was fed by his parishioners on rabbits until he
got tired and broke out in a poetical effusion, which winds up that
he does not want any more rabbit on his plate, etc. Now could any
of the Forest and Stream people help us out and give us the whole
rhyme? The same would be thankfully received. Ans. It was Dean
Swift.who was partial to rabbit. Knowing this, two ladles, with whom
he was invited to dine, set before htm a rabbit dinner, at the conclu-
sion of which he returned thanns in this vein (we quote from mem-
ory):

"Rabbits hot and rabbits cold,
Rabbits young and rabbits old.
Rabbits tender and rabbits tough.
We thank the Lord we've had enough."

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Thomas J. Conroy.
T. J, -CoNROY has moved back to the neighborhood of his old place

-of business after an experience of several years on Broadway. His'
new address is 88 John street, which is only a stone's throw from lower
Broadway, and at the comer of Nassau street.—Adv.

Field Shooting
which is a 30-gauge gun shooting 13-'

For
The "Vena Contracta" gun,
gauge cartridges, is meeting with considerable fa-vbr on the other

5 7

side of the water. Its chief advantage is light weight combined with
extraordinary killing power, A gun weighing about the same as an;
ordinary 20-gauge is said to possess the killing power of a 12-gauge
without increased recoil or other disadvantage. Sportsmen who are
interested in this gun may obtain further information by addressing
the manufacturers, Messrs. Joseph Lang & Son, 10 Pall Mall, S. W..
London, Eng.—.4tZ«.

From snow to susimee in a little over twenty-four Hoims la 6
quick and startling transition, but improved railway travel has ac-
complished it. Good roadbeds, handsomely-equipped trains, record-
breaking time make a trip from New York to Florida a pleasant one
The Atlantic Coast Line via Richmond is one of the most populai
lines to the South. In connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad ii

carries passengers in solid vestibuled, steam-heated and electric-
lighted trains, known as the "New York and Florida Special," from

• Jersey City to St. Augustine in exactly twenty-seven hours. It alsc
has fast through car service to Aiken, S. C, and popular Georgia re-

sorts. The bureau of information is at 339 Broadway, New York.-
Adv.
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ON A FOWLER.
With feeds and birdlime from the desert air

Eumeltjs gather'd free^ thoog'h scanty, fare.

No lordly patron^s hand he deignM to kiss

;

Nor luxury knew, save liberty, nor bliss.

Thrice thirty years he lived, and to his heirs

His reeds bequeathed, his birdlime and his snares.

Isidorus.

" TEE HALLOCK CODE."

That is an extremely interesting scheme which has been

formulated anew by Mr. Cliarles Hallock. It is a code of

game laws so devised that certain belts of territory, em-

bracing all States which lie within corresponding isother-

mal lines, shall be governed by laws prescribing uniform

open and close seasons. For the purpose of practicable

grouping Mr. Hallock designates contiguous States in

what he terms concessions, as follows:

"northern concession.

"The following named States comprise the Northern

Concession, to wit: The six New England States, the Mid-

dle States, the two Virginias, Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan,

Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

the two Dakotas, Kansas, Nebraska, Montana, Wyoming
and Colorado, to the summit of the Continental Divide.

"southern concession.

"The following named States comprise the Southern

Concession, to wit: North and South Carolina, Georgia,

Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana,

Florida, Texas, Indian Territory and New Mexico, to the

crest of the Continental Divide.

"pacific concession.

"The following named States constitute the Pacific Coast

Concession, to wit: Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho,

Nevada, Utah and Arizona."

We have said that the scheme has been presented anew,

because it is in general scope by no means novel. The
plan of uniform game seasons for adjoining States has been

cherished by Mr. Hallock for almost a quarter ofa century^

and his sugo'estions to this end were originally promulgated

in the Forest anp Stream more than twenty years ago.

In the early 70s he was, in these columns, preaching

the doctrine of uniform legislation, and was engaged in an

enterprise of generous scope to give form and force to the

idea.

It was about that time that one of the earliest in the

series of national sportsmen's associations was formed, and

shortly thereafter came an international association, com-

prising a membership extending from Newfoundland to

Texas, and from Vermont to California, and embracing

not only prominent sportsmen, but many noted naturalists

and scientists of the United States and Canada. Never

before had there been collected such a noble array of

names; never has there been one since; we question if ever

there will be such again. If the most distinguished list of

sponsors, if the most advanced scientific attainment, if the

abundant lore of naturalist and warm enthusiasm of sports-

man could ever avail for the purposes of the movement,

one would think that they might have been powerful here.

Committees were appointed to study the habi s, bre eding

times, legitimate open seasons, and to supply various other

data considered essential to the preparation of an adequate

legislative system of protection. But absolutely nothing

ever came of it all. This international association was in

character and extent ofmembership a giant to the pigmies

which have succeeded it in the series, down to the gro-

tesque Kalamazoo, Mich., concern of our own day. But it

never made any progress beyond the "whereas" and
"therefore be it resolved" stage; no national sportsmen's

aesociation ever has done more than this, nor in the very

nature of things ever can.

Although the influence of the national association and
of the international association was decidedly beneficial,

since it stimulated interest in game protection throughout

the country and prompted the organization of numerous

State and local associations to engage in the good work of

enforcing the laws and awakening public interest in the

cause, neither of these did anything whatever of a prac-

tical nature toward patting into eflect a system of uniform

game laws.

Many years have passed since that first movement. At
this time, when Mr. Hallock brings out again his plan of

uniform legislation, the conditions are far different with

respect to public appreciation of the merits of game pro.

tection. We have made prodigious advances since the

early 70.S, aud it might be thought that we had reached

a stage where Mr. Hallock's scheme would be given a very

different reception and when it might possibly be put

into effect. A study of the conditions as they exist to-

day, however, we regret to say, will sliow that we are

as far as ever from the
.
possibility of a game

law system providing for uniform seasons through-

out States included within the same isothermal

lines. Only in rare instances have advances been made
from the local and county game protective legislation,

which obtains in rnany States, to a broader system of a

uniform code for the entire individual State, Until we
can agree, as sportsmen of an individual State, cn a law

which shall give satisfaction throughout the entire borders

of that State, it is fcolish to talk about adopting a law

for two or three States or any number of States so con-

tiguous. In all the larger commonwealths the sportsmen

are at odds as to what they themselves want in their

several localities. In New York, for instance, where a uni-

form game code was adopted in 1892, the Legislature has

been flooded annually with measures from counties and

towns asking special exemptions for restricted localities.

The same principle holds elsewhere. The first step

toward a realization of Mr. Hallock's scheme would be a

system of State laws throughout the Union which should

provide for each individual State uniform seasons through-

out its own territory.

There have been various conferences of the fish and

gatne commissioners of certain groups of States—in Boston^

for instance, representing New England, and in Minneapo-

lis, representing Minnesota and its neighbors—but nothing

has ever come of these movements.

AVe have the heartiest sympathy with Mr. Hallock's pro-

jected system. It is based on sound reason. A law

which adequately protects quail in their breeding season

in one State would quite as effectively protect them during

the same season in a contiguous State. The Hallock code

is, in its general outline, a code of common sense. We be-

lieve that in the end it will be adopted, although there is a

moral certainty that no child born in this year of grace

will live to see it.

The lesson for every individual sportsman, every village

protective club, every county and State association to learn

is that the present, immediate, most pressing and most ef-

fective, efficient and valuable work we can put our hands

to in this field is the enforcement of our own game laws in

our own town, county and State. The place to begin is at

home. The work for us now is home work.

But it is so much more attractive—because so much
easier—to dream about uniform laws to govern the whole

blessed Union, and which shall enforce themselves by the

might of their own perfection.

NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The publication of the first annual report of the New
York Zoological Society marks the end of a year and a

half of energetic and successful work.

Briefly, the history of the Society up to the present time

is this: The act of the New York Legislature incorporating

the Society became a law April 29, 1895, and an organiza-

tion was effected during the summer of the same year

Some time was spent in the consideration of available

sites, and a committee of three experts was requested to

come to New Y''ork and report on this subject. In April^

1896, Mr. W. T. Hornaday was engaged ks director of the

proposed zoological park, and after a careful study of all

the proposed sites, on May 21 application was made to the

Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of New York city for

an allotment of land, consisting of 261 acres in South

Bronx Park, to be used as a public zoological garden.

This application has been approved by the public press

and by the New Y''ork Park Commissioners, and it is be-

lieved will be favorably acted on by the Commissioners of

the Sinking Fund within a few days. If the grant shall be

made, the city of New Y^ork wiU have made the first and

most important step toward setting on foot by far the

largest zoological garden in the world.

Up to this time nothing has been done looking toward

the acquiring of money to carry on such a park, the direc-

tors very wiselj' believing that until the city, by giving the

institution a habitation, had done its part, the question

of funds might be set on one side. So soon as the matter

of site is settled, the Society will set about the work of

raising the |250,000 which it needs in order to begin

operations.

The objects of the New York Zoological Society as set

forth in this report are:

First—The establishment of a free zoological park, con-

taining collections of North American and exotic animals,

for the benefit and enjoyment of the general public, the

zoologist, the sportsman and every lover of nature.

Second—The systematic encouragement of interest in

animal life or zoology among all classes of the people, and

the promotion of zoological science.

Third—Cooperation with other organizations in the pre-

servation of the native animals of North America, and en-

couragement of the growing sentiment against their wan-

ton destruction.

Certainly these are objects which will receive the ap'

proval of all intelligent persons. The executive committee

rightly places first the establishment of the park, since it

is only by this means that the great public can receive the

enjoyment and instruction which it ought to be the main

object of such a society to furnish. Such a park should

contain collections kept under conditions as nearly like

those of their native- homes as possible, with abundant

room for the animals to roam, yet not so much room as to

enable them to hide away out of sight of the visitor. The

purpose then is to make this park stand midway between

the small zoological parks of Europe, where the animals

, are confined in small pens, and the great private game

preserves where they can conceal themselves in the forests

and can seldom be seen. To such a purpose the site

chosen by the Society is well adapted, for it is greatly

diversified in contour, and admirably furnished with trees,

underbrush, open glades and rocky hillocks.

It will naturally be the first object of the Society to bring

together a series of North American types, and of these the

great game animals will be the first chosen. Buffalo,

moose, elk, mountain sheep, caribou, antelope, the various

deer and—if the climate will permit—the white goat will

be se(!ured. Bears, wolves, foxes and other mammals less

in size will find their place here. The abundant water

areas offer every opportunity for the care of wildfowl of

every description, and in open spaces and closed aviaries

there will be many sorts of land birds as well. The

more striking exotic animals, though they will be secondary

to the native forms, will in time be gathered here.

It is the purpose of the Society to devote especial atten-

tion to the matter of labeling the collections, realizing

that, when this is done as it should be done, the value of

any collection ,is quadrupled. With the labels will no

doubt go maps giving the geographical distribution of the

species.

The question of the issuing of publications is one which

is as yet far in the distance for the New York Society, and

its consideration may be postponed for the present. It

helieves that its collections ought to be made available to

all artists and sculptors, and that thus they may have an

indirect educational influence of very great value.

By increasing the interest in our different wild animals,

the establishment of such a park should stimulate the

forming of new game preserves all over the country. For-

tunately many such preserves exist to-day, but it is greatly

to be desired that their number should be increased. It is

only by the establishment of such preserves that many of

our wild animals can be preserved from extinction. If an

adequate system of forest reservations and forest protec-

tion shall ever be established in this country, this will do

much to preserve the game, but the adoption of such a

system does not seem to be imminent.

The aim of the zoological society is to establish a free

zoological park in New York for the benefit of the whole

public. As its collections are to be open to the public

practically all the time, it can hope to derive no revenue

from admission fees, but must depend on the public spirit

of wealthy citizens. It requires $250,000 to put the park

in shape to receive collections and to purchase its animals.

It requires also a large membership whose annual fees

shall meet its current expenses. As yet it has never

made any effbrt to increase its list of members; but so soon

as its site shall be allotted, and when its purposes and

its needs are known, it cannot be doubted that a large

number of persons interested in science, in sport, and

especially in that class of our population which is to derive

the greatest benefit from such a park, will be anxious to

join the Society and to contribute to its needs. Its objects

are most praiseworthy, and it is entitled to the cordial sup-

port of the public.



FOREST AND STREAM.

TALES TOLD BY THE CAMP-FIRE— I.

IIY AMATEUll.

Some tales have been told by the light of the wood fire in
the shades of the mighty woods, now so rapidly becoming a
thing of the past, and under the clear night sky, which seem
worthy of being preserved. But how? The writer knows
of but one way, and that is, if you think as he does: to em-
balm them in print.

Six of us had gone out to Hoy^s Wilderness in Maryland
for a three weeks' hunt back in 1884. Hoy's Wilderness
was the favorite hunting grounds of old Meshack Browning,
the gtfat Maryland bear hunter, who killed more bears than
I care to mention. Originally, most likely, a swamp, it has
to a certain extent dried out, and is, or was, a mass of trees,

briers, heavy grass, undergrowth, and all that goes to make
it what it is called : a wilderness. Here and there are log
cabins, but at long distances apart, and who huUt them or-

occupied them no one seems to know, and no one cares.

They are tenanted from time to time by parties of hunterd
such as ours, among whom is a sort of unwritten law that
on breaking camp whatever may seem to be useless to those
vacating the premises shall be safely stowed away in the
cabin, to be used by any one coming thereto and needing the
same. Thus it was that when we went into our cabin our
guide found in a cupboard two bottles of whisky, a 31b.

canister of powder, a bag of shot, two or three boxes of gun
caps, a ham in canvas and in good condition, a lot of empty
shells for shotguns, and two sets of reloading tools, one 10
and the other 12-gauge, besides a lot of miscellaneous other
things. None of these were used by us, but the supply was
increased when we left.

Our guide, who was going away as soon as he saw us
safely housed, to return, however, from time to lime during
our stay in the cabin, remarked to us as we were fixing up:

"I want to tell you fellers this isn't the safest place in the
world, for you all seem so mightily tickled with it. Back
in 1878 I brought two young fellers here, and I've always
been mighty sorry that 1 did bring 'em. They were nice
young men. You must bear in mind that there's painters in
Hoy's Wilderness, and they're just as savage and dangerous
as any animal anywhere in the world. These two young
men were from Pittsburg, Pa., and they had a good outfit,

but they weren't woodsmen. After I'd left 'em they got
along all right, till one evening seemed like an awful storm
was coming up; the sky was getting overcast, and occasion-
ally you could see a flash of lightnin'. They were standin'
in the doer there, when they beard a cry that sounded off
yonder in the woods like a woman or a child in distress.
They looked at each other, and one said

:

" 'That's surely a child. We can't let a child be out in
such a storm, and the youngster doesn't seem far away. I'm
going out to see what's wrong.'

^ 'No,* said the other, 'we'll both go.'

'"No, we won't;' said the first. 'You're the cook this
week, and you git supper and I'll go out and find the young-
ster; and when I get back we'll all have something hot to
eat.'

"He was about starting off without any gun or any other
firearms, when his partner told him he'd belter take a gun.
And he did take a .44 Remington rifl» rim-fire, and half a
dozen or so of cartridges besides the one in the gun, and left

to hunt the child.

"The other went ahead getting supper, and finally sat
down and waited, and waited, and kept on waiting. Mean-
time the storm blew around, the clouds drifted away and the
moon came out. The young feller that was left here in the
cabin hadn't heard any more of the child, except onte after
his partner left him, and then he noticed that the sound
seemed furder away than it had been. He set here and
played cards with himself—there is a sort of a card game that
I've seen felleis play all by their lone selves, an' seem as
much tickled over wmnin' the game as if they was playin'
for money and had won a whole pot, but I never could get
the bane of it;.mebbe some of you fellers can play it. Well,
he set an' played that game till about 10 o'clock an' more, jin'

then bein' religiously inclined he read a chapter out of the
good book, said his prayers, took a drink o' whisky and
went to. bed, leavin' the supper set out fso that when his part-
ner came in he'd have somethin' to eat
"When he waked up in the mornin' his partSfer wasn't

there, so he ate his breakfast, and was powerful ilneasy,
because I had told ^em there wasn't another cabin nearder 'a
twenty or twenty-five miles off into the wilderness; and you
know it's about twenty mile back to where we started from
Ihis-mornin', and them fellers and 1 started from the same
place,

''Well, he got so troubled in his mind that he took his gun,
a Winchester of 1873, tilled up the magazine, an' took a lot
o' cartridges an' started out after his partner. They had a
dog with 'em that belonged to the missing man, an' he turned
this dog loose, an' the dog started off right on to the trail,

an' led him an awful round, so that he was really lost, but
he managed to keep with the dog, and the dog kept the trail.

At one place back here in the woods, some place, I don't
know exactly where, he saw blood and hair of an animal,
and the dog got very much excited, and from time to time
he saw more blood, but not all the time, and the dog kept on
the trail, till at last the feller found the trees an' things look-
in' familiar, an' about a half a mile up yonder in the woods
he walked out on lo a monstrous big painter dead as a door
nail, and under the painter was his partner, and he was dead
as a door nail too.

"When he found his partner in that condition he felt
powerful discouraged, but he managed to roll the painter off^

of him, an' he picked him up an' carried him here to this,

very cabin, and here he found me, for I'd agreed to come
back occasiona ly, just as I have with you fellers; an' I felt
scandalous when 1 baw him come luggin' in his dead partner,
and when he saw me he just fainted clean away. Well, I
got him to, taut he was ravin' crazy. I took him and the-
corpse home with me, an' then I came back, and skun the
painter, an' I have the hide at home, an' my old woman uses-
it for a bed quilt in extra cold weather. Friends come an''

took 'em both away, the dead and the livin', an' I do hear
tell the live feller's into a 'sylum up in Pennsylvany, a ravin''
man'ac; an' I do hear too he got well an's a-keepin' a store in
Pittsburg; but he's lost all stomach for the woods, an' if any-
body asks him to go huntin' or shows him a gun he goes off
an' gits drunk as liquor '11 make him. I dunno which is so,
but havin' pious notions into him I 'spect the last tale's true
an' that he's a storekeeper.

"Now y(iu fellers remember, there ain't any wotnen wan-
deritt' round loose, nor no babes in the wood, sitiated in

Hoy's Wildfrness, an' if you hear any of 'em hollerin' in dis-

tress you'll know il;s a painter, an' house yourselves up, an'
keep away from it. That's all."

[SKCONO TAIjE to BE TOLU NEXT WEEK.]

SECOND CRUISE OF THE CURLEW.
TltE Skipper, the Surgeon and the Soldier had many anx-

ious thoughts about certain ducks they had seen flying over
the trees and dropping behind them on a little i-land in
Story River. The appearances seemed to indicate (hat there
must be a small pond there, and if it should prove true it

would be a good place to sit calmly down in improvised
stands and knock them over as they came in.

So these thoughts finally crystallized into a fixed determi-
nation to go again. The Curlew was accordingly provisioned
and the trip undertaken. Tne Clerk was too bu y and cou'd
not go, but the other three had a look of stern determination
about them, and it boded no good to any ducks that might
come in sight The breeze was fresh and fair down the har-
bor, and the expedition made sail and departed. The run to

the' mouth of Station Creek, with the help of wind and tide,

was quickly made. Two reefs were taken in the sail to pre-
pare for the windward work in Ihe creek, but the declining
sun took the wind with it, and at dark an anchorage was
found at the ' Doctor's cross over," so named because the
enthusiastic Surgeon saw a few birds flying across the
marshes at that point on the first cruise, and his ardent soul
imagined that the flight would go on forever. They did not
find it so, although tbe Soldier paddled about until it was too
late to see and picked up a few birds. Jt was with sighs of
deep content that the party gathered at the supppr table, richly
stocked with EUiot's choicest efforts, and tot-acco tasted good
that evening, while the guns were cleaned and put away in
readiness for another day.
The other day dawned fair, warm and calm. Light

zephyrs, a little tide and the oars took us nearly Uirough the
creek to Trenchard's Inlet, but an adverse tide and night
came together, and we anchored, ate and slept, like honest
people. On this day we made acquaintance with ihe Dutch-
man. This person was the skipper of a light draft old trad-

ing sloop, hailing from Charleston. When we first found
him he was ashore in the mud on one side of the creek, and
we smiled superior and kept afloat. We were struggling
against the tide with a light wind, and advancing very
slowly. He hailed us with a Scanfiinavian bro gue, and we
had some conversation, christening him the Dutchman, He
was a person gifted with great tenacity and a way of en-

gineering his old sloop through a creek that was amusing.
He soon got his craft afloit, and then taking the bank on the
best side of'the river, he and his crew with poles soon over-

hauled us, and we were left behind. When we could get a
le ading breeze we could beat the Dutchman, but when the
breeze fell the Dutchman could beat us. Finally, however,
we anchored side by side at dark, after a snail's lace lasting

several hours.
In the night at the turn of the tide the Dutchman weighed

his anchor and went on his way, while we slept the sleep of
contented hunters and remained where we were. At day-
light we tried again and made Story River in good time,
struggling with an adveise tide and a capricious wind. As
we approached the suspected island an intense nervous ex-

pectancy seemed to possess the ardent souls of the Surgeon
and the Soldier. They smoked freely, filling their pipes fre-

quently. They searched the sky, the water, the marshes.
They marked the flight of every duck in sight, and at last

they could stand the delay no longer. They tumbled into

one of the boats and pulled vigorously up the river, in ent

upon spying out the land. Soon they disappeared .among
the maishes, leaving the Skipper to beat the Curlew slowly
up the river, until the falling tide left her on a mud flat and
there was no more to do.

Then arose the thunder of the guns from the direction in

which tbe gunners had disappeared, and the frrquent dis-

charges seemed to indicate that they had found "meat." As
the sun declined they returned with ducks galore and
stupendous appetites. The tide floated the ship, and she was
worked up to a convenient anchorage, and Elliot made us
happy with one of his Delaxonico dinners. Suspended in

the rigging, tbe ducks looked finely and made a brave show,
and the Surgeon churk ed to know that his observation was
corroborated by fi ding an ideal duck pond and ducks in it.

Tobacco was balmy after dianer, and reminiscence anei

anecdote were pleasing and inspiring. Solid sleep followed
after, and all trouble vanished with the echoing resonance of

the Soldier's snore,

The next morning dawned gloomy and windy, with rain
in the air. Nothing bette* could be imagined for ducks.
After breakfast the party prepared for action. The Skipper
encased his ponderous limbs in long rubber boots (built

especially by Goodyear and launched on wayf). unfoldeti Lis

enormous oil coat and "sou'wester," reached doA'n his old
10 bore Parker "Destroyer," and anuounc d that he was
ready. He wrfled into ihe boat with Jetry acd the party
started. Fortunately the pond was not far from the lana-

ing and soon all hands were in stands about it, with the gen-

tle Jerry for retriever Soon the fa'led ducks b gan to

come in, and for about four hours the shooting was as good
as one could wish Imagine, if you can, a small pond, just

large enough to shoot across, and to be covered in every part

by three or four guns. Around this the lofty pines, through
which half a gale of wind was whistling, while the under-

brush came to the water's edge, making good shelter. The
sky was lead-colored and threatening, while frequent
showers drove slanting over and through the trees. A long
drought had dried up many of the ponds, whtre tbe ducks
were accustomed to go, hut this one had water in it. The
three shooters were snugly placed on the weather side of the

pond, and there you have ihe situation. If you, Mr. Editor,

m your sanctum on the slippery side of Broadway can map
out a more favorable chance, or combination of chances I

would like to hear how you do it. It was a great day, and
1 fear I shall not see another like it for some time. Later we
visited the same pond on another cruise and found— but that

is another story and must await its turn.

Well, the ducks came in, "sometimes One in a flock and
sometimes two single ones," as a man on Cape Cod once de-

scribed it, but very few ducks that dropped in that pond
that forenoon escaped alive It was fine. The Skipper's

old Destroyer was clearly "in it" until the ammunition
failed, and then the party returned, well loaded down with
prey. The satisfaction with which the hunters absorbed
lood and other comforts was heightened and intensified by
the appearance of the rigging, where duclss hung "solid."

Once, when the Skipper went down to the lower end of

Paris Island after beach birds, he took a camp stool and
Bennelt. a faithful adherent, along. Deliberately planting

tbe seat on a prominent point, with Bennett lying on tho
ground behind, and lighting the pipe of peace, he awaited prey,
it came. Flock aft^r flock of small birds came whirling in,

and shot after shot knocked them oat, until Bennett, tired

anri panting from picking them up, remarked: "For de
Lawd's sake, Cap'n, don't ahoot any more. You got anuff
now."
That was the way we felt after our great duck shoo*;; so

the next morning we filled away for home, happy and con-
tented, and arrived .safety, and seiveei out the "meat" among
our fri nds. Yerily, "out of doors" is better than "in the
house." C. H. RocjiWELL.

IT. S. Navai- Station, Port Royal, S. C

ON THE JAMES.
The title of this article is suggested by the extremely in-

tpre«lin2 comrauniratioa in the Foubst and Stream of
March 13 by James Noiris, headed "On the Potomac " The
James, in no less degree than the Potomac, from Newport
News to Point-of-Fork, tf ems with historic interest, and de-

serves to be styled, ( qually with the Potomac, a classic river

of America. Born aud reared almost on its very banks, for

the half ceituryof my existence.it has bsen the stream
which has afforded me the greatest enjoyment when seeking
recreation with rod and gun. But it is not with the inten-

tion of giving my personal experience that I write, but to

mention facts which are not generally known to your nad-
ers, which 1 am sure cannot fail to interest refined and intel-

bgent persons of the class to which it is evident that Mr.
Norris belongs. 1 shall not rrf( r to great historical figures

like George 'Washington or Robert Edwaid Lee, neither will

I mention such well-known places as Jamestown or West-
over; but I will confine myself to my own little county,
Goochland, and mention only the people who have dwelt
here; not that we airogate to her any superiority in this re-

gard ovtr the other twenty odd cotinties which border on
the James, but b^^cause I desire to tell soinething that is un-
known to most of jour readers, and because if one little

community, which is but a fair sample of the entire region

referred to, can make such a showing, that of itself will go
far toward sustaining the claim to distinction asserted on be-

half of Ihe Jdmes.
Goochland i^ a small county, with an area of about 300

square mil. s, situate west of Richmond, and bounded on the
south for forty mihs by the James. There are in the river

numerous ii-lane!s, which make it a favorite resort in the

winter season for geese and ducks; and its fertile lands and
beautiful sceneiy liave ever made this portion of the valley of

the James a favorite residential section for the wealthy and
refined people- of Virginia. As anilJugtraticn of the beauty
of the country naturally, I send you a sketch of Snowden,
the seat of the late R'chard Selden, E?q , situated in the

western part of the county, made by the Bon. Jobn S Wise
and appearing in his fortlicoming book, entitled "Diomed."
The very names of the families who formerly dwelt along
this valley—viz. : the Pleasantses, Bateses, Randolphs, Sea-

dons, Seldens, Stanards. Flemings, Carters, Skipwiths,

Harrisons, Boilings and others— were the synonyms of social <

elegance and refinement. In all the broad field of periodical

literature of to-day thi re are no more brilliant writers than
were two men raised here: John Hampden and Hugh Rose
Pleasants The former was the darling of the old Whig
parly of Virginia, and his early and tragic death—he was
killed in a duel— created a profound sensation ovtr the

State.

Upon the eastern borders of Goochland, and on a hill

above the river, is historic Tuckahoe, the seat of the Ran-
dolphs, and the home of Thomas Maim Randolph, a gov-

e- nor of Virginia; and near the old colonial dwelling bcmse
is still to be seen the schoolhouse in which Thomas Jeffer-

son went to school. In the same quaiter of the county
James Pleasants, another governor of Virginia in the days
of her wealth and prosperity, was born and raised ; and not

far off there was bcrn Gen. Nathaniel Massie, one of the

early pioneers and distinguished men of the State of Ken
lucky.
Higher up, and on the banks of the river, is Sabot Hill, the

home of the late Jaraes A. Seddon, a distinguished lawyer,,

a member of Congress of the United States, and a secre-

tary of war of the Confederate States. ' Still higher up was
the residence of Judge Sianard, one of the ablest and most
learned judges who formeily graced the bench of Virginia's

highest court, and whose lumioous e)pinions fill many a page
of the published reports of the decisions of that court. And
upon the same old plantation, on an eminence above the

river, a solitary tree now marks the spot where the home of

the Bateses once stood. Htre there wiis born and reared a
man who became a lawyer, one of the most, distinguished of

his day. There is now in Lafayette Park, St. Louis, a raon-

unient dedicated to his memory. His name was Edward
Bates. He was a distinguished judge, a governor of the

State of Missouii, and attorney-general of the United States

under the administration of Abraham Linc»ln. Thus in

time of gre.it civil upheaval, when the country was divided

between two great contending parlies, and when the services

of the ablest and best intellects were called for in the coun-

cils of state, this same little community furnished a cabinet

otBcer to the Government of the Confederate States and a

cabinet officer to the Government of the United States.

Two miles west of Belmont, the seat of the Bateses, and
in an old colonial house, a part of which is still standing,

and which is still owned and inhabited by the descendants

of the Englishman who settled on the place in 1685, there

was born a youth who in early manhood went forth to

the then far backwoods to make a home and fortune. He be
came a citizen of the State of Mississippi, and there attbined

to great eminence, holding many public positions; among
others he was a senator in the Congress of the United States,

and governor of Mississippi, and one of the counties in that

State was named after him. His name was Walter Leake.

S-ill further in the western part of the county an old

Dutch roof mansion stanels to day, which was the residence

of a distinguished physician. He was a poor boy who edu-

cated himself so thoroughly that he became an accomplished

classical scholar. In course of time he became the family

physician and personal friend of Thomas Jefferson, and
when that great man became the rector of the University of

Virginia he had become so impressed with the abilities of his

Iriend, the physician, that he twice tendered him the chair

of medicine in that institution. The physician was Dr.

Andrew Kean.
When the late war broke out there dwelt in Goochland one

whose mortal remains now rest in Hollywood, that lovely
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city of the dead, west of Eichmond. David Bullock Harris
was a distinguished graduate of "West Point Mlitary Acad-
emy, possessing virtues and talents of the highest order. He
was engaged in civil pursuits, where he was amassing wealth,
but although he was opposed to secession, when his native
State called her sons to arms he left all and entered the
"tented field." He served with great distinction as an en-
gineer officer, and was the man who had the maguiiiceiit
fortifications constructed at Charleston which defied the
Union forces by land and sea until Sherman came up in the
rear. In 1864 he was promoted to the rank of brigadier or
major-general and sent to take command at Charleston, but
was immediately seized with yellow fever and died.
And thus I might go on and give the names of others,

women as well as men, citizens of this little county, who
attained eminence, and made their mark on the world's
progress, but I will content myself with one other instance,
and that from the gentler sex.

Not far from my summer residence in this county, and
upon an old colonial road called the "Three Chop" road, a
patch of briars and an old chimney alone remain to iadicate
that a dwelling once stood there. Here there dwelt in
former days a tavern keeper, who had a little daughter, a
bright and attra.ctive child, upon whom he lavished his love.
She became a gifted and accomplished woman, and in the
course of time met Mr. James Madison, then Minister to
France. He addressed her and she became his wife, and
when he afterward became the president of this republic she
was for eight years the mistress of the White House, and all

contemporaneous writers agree that, being possessed of an
attractive person, a cultivated mind and exceeding grace and
charm of manner, she fascinated all who came within her
reach. Such is the brief story of little Dolly Payne.
And so this beautiful valley and lovely river is not only

dear to us for the happy hours we have spent in hunting
along its banks and fishing in its waters, but for.its nobler
associations Our past is not a "dead past," as some would
have yon believe; but it is a storehouse rich in examples of
all that is loftiest and best in human nature, from which we
may draw inspiration to meet the conflicts and vicissitudes
of life, which inevitably lie before us, with strength and
"courage. M., of Northside, Va.

IN IDAHO MOUNTAINS.—II.

(jOonlimied from pageM )

Theee were other appearances of that bear which Jim
and I had abandoned at the willow jungle, as told in your
issue of Feb. 20, and this paper is to touch on one or two of

them; but in the first place 1 am tempted to relate an even-
ing's experience with elk which had some especially pictur-

esque incidents.

The mountain soutli of camp was lofty and precipitous.

Its shoulders were grown deep with rich pasturage and
sparsely timbered. Its top a park-like mesa with scattered
timber. Deep gulches seamed the face it presented to the
river, and here the shelter and lingering moisture favored a
heavy growth of both timber and undea brush. This shade
drew most of the life on the mountain as refuge from the
midday sun, Kell, Jim and I ventured into the deepest of

these draws one afternoon about 4. I am not aware that
we had any verj^ definite pm-pose. The spot was wild and
interesting in itself j it was tracked and marked with signs

of varied wild life; it was dark already with the shadow of
its western edge. There was mystery and uncertainty at

every advancing step. Here was uncorrupted primeval na-

ture. It would have fitted ray mood perfectly to have left

om* rifles at camp, but we didn't. The habit of being pre-
pared to kill is viciously persistent when once acquu-ed ; and
few there are, in my experience, who put it aside for the

more rational pleasures of quietly walking as an animal dis-

posed to be friendly among other animals of equalljr kind
disposition; but, as I say, we had our rifles—Jim's, a single-

shot, rusted gun, with a cartridge of indefinite age in its

barrel; mine, an orthodox Winchester, heavy as a sky-
scraper.

We proceeded quietly along the game trails, stopping oc-
casionally to unlimber a rubber drinking cup and wash out
our mouths, dried in that parching air.

A Steller's jay, I remember, found us out and was greatly
.amused at our appearance; at least his voice seemed to

iaugh and his bearing was certainly gay. The plain, un-
crested, gray jays were there too, bearins the air of tramps
and mendicants, as they always do. Not that the Rocky
Mountain jay is ever less than a jay—and that always means
a certain briskness and debonair air—but they, like our own

• Canada jay, are the poor relatives, with serious temper and
earthy ambitions, as compared with others of the family

—

about the diflEerence that marks the Chinaman from the
Frenchman.
Bruin too was about—not visible, but signs of his house-

keeping were frequent. At one spot lay in the path two or
three quarts of service berries, with which some youthful
stomach had been overloaded.

As we approached the summit, elk sign was fresh and
plentiful. It was hardly a surprise, therefore, when a well-
antlered bull lumbered up from his lair and, obeying the in-

exorable law of his nature, broke away up the hill. A snap
shot or two, and he was gone to the eye, but present to the
ear in a long train of fading crashes through the timber.
Nell was after him like a flash, yelping like a gatling gun.
A crimsoned leaf found in the path of the flight placed on
us the duty of following to the death, despite the lateness of
the hour. When we had made our labored way to the crest

of the mountain, Nell's faint barking, now intermittent, told
of the stag at bay ; not for long, however, for almost at once
the elk turned again from his pigmy pursuer, and this time
stopped not, but passed out of hearing for good. In the
meantime the sun was down, the moon was up, we were
some miles from home. We turned down the bed of a small
stream into a ravine other than the one from which we had
just come and started for home. Nell joined us shortly.
Suddenly from directly behind us there came the sharp
challenge from an elk's whistle. This was taken np and
answered from across the gulch. Again it sounded from
behind us and nearer. It was a chance quickly seized by
•Jim. Prom somewhere out of his ungainly face there came
the voice and the language of a belligerent, defiant, love-lorn
elk. In instant answer came rei)ly from the hillside above
us, and now so near that his footsteps were audible. Then
silence, and in the darkness above the fancy pictured that
stalwart, proud figure, listening like a knight of old for the
summons which might tell him exactly the location of his
rival. Again Jim sent up his treacherous challenge, at the
same time cautioning me to be ready and shoot on the count
of th.ree when the elk appeared. This time no answer came,
but a plunge and a clatter, and then there stood before us in

the moonlight, his silhouette set into the western sky line,
this bristling champion. '

The rest of the story is one of shame, and should be quick-
ly told. At the count of three we fired point blank, with
no sights visible in the darkness. I felt like a midnight
assassin when that gallant figure rolled almost to my feet,

stone dead. His head I have, and I suppose when the ques-
tion Is asked I still say in cheap sportsman pride, "I shot it;"

but 1 am glad of the poor satisfaction of knowing that the
bullet we dug from that hody does not and never could fit

my gun.

Our experiences with bruin were of a desultory and incon-
sequent kind for some days after the first meeting. Once
the Major had brought him out of cover for a hurried recon-
noissance by mistaking his movements in the hemlock for
those of a little band of elk, known to be near; but he van-
ished as quickly as a seal's head in a smooth sea—it was a
trick he had. But there came a day when he multiplied
himself by seven and showed up at all points of the compass
at once. It was this wise.
The rascal, Time, had taken frorii the Major the activity

of youth. He was burdened with those leaden pounds
which weigh down too often the sporting spirit of fifty and
over, and so handicapped the Major had"missed his share of
the game. To set the scales even, a game drive was deter-
mined on, of which the Major was to be the sole beneficiary.
Conditions favored the plan. A broad, open gulch seamed
the mountain from foot to crest on a line which bisected, or
nearly so, a great stretch of timber. Game traveled back
and forth from cover to cover across this space. The eye of
a man placed here could have within its field everything
which attempted the passage. The Major was accordingly
seated in comfort at a point of vantage. His spectacles were
fresh dusted for the doings of that day ; his rifle cleaned and
recleaned; his field glasses drawn and placed by his side.

So was he left, like the dauiitle(?s band at Thermopyla;, to
hold his pass. Jim, the cook and myself started on our de-
tour to get on to the mountain side a mile below. The plan
was for Jim to take the bottom, the cook the middle and
myself the top. Then to advance toward the Major's posi-
tion, storming like Populists.

We did that very thing. We had that hillside moving
like a Roman chariot race inside of five minutes. Elk,
coyotes, red deer, blacktails, owls, bears got up and dusted
from that bedlam like fire horses when the button is pressed.

-Jim's Sioux war whoop almost stampeded me, and as vari-

ous beasts passed me they carried their ears and eyes cocked
back toward those awful screeches. I escaped being
tramped to death, and at length reached the extreme upper
end of the Major's gulch.
Now it came to pass that on three occasions during the

progress of our tantrums back in the cover the Major had
indulged in clusters of from two to five shots, so that now
that 1 was through my part of the work I hurried to see the
results to show therefor. When I came within eyesight of
the Major's countenance I beheld almost a stranger. A man
stood before me who clearly had passed through impressive
experiences. I should think any man might carry a similar
expression who had suddenly lost his mother and simultane-
ously seen the ghost of Julius CEesar. I called from afar:

"Major, what did you get?" He took ofl: his glasses, slowly
wiped them, and made no answer. The query was repeated

;

still no reply. I was now almost at his side. He slowly
arose to his full stature and still in partial trance; addressing
his own thoughts as much as me, he said, "I have had an
elceedingly interesting afternoon." I made no further effort

to force his story, but moved with him down to where the

ponies were tethered. Slowly the Major began to note his

surroundings, and finally sat down on a stump, repeating his

former remark, "I have had a most extraordinary after-

noon." This time it was a prelude to a connected recital of

the happenings of the afternoon

:

"1 was lying on my side, facing your direction, when a

pebble rolled by me, coming from behind. I turned my
head and looked into the face of our bear. He stood about
50yds. off, looking at me. I took careful aim at his neck
and fired. He vanished behind a log. I was sure of my
aim and felt that I had my bear. So sure was I that I cir-

cled around, scanning with my glasses every possible hit of

near cover. No bear was ready to be skinned, so far as I

could see. So finally I decided to close in, and bethought
me that I must lower my sights for closer shooting. When
I started to do so, I found that they were sighted at 300yds.

I had of course overshot ; but I dropped them nevertheless,

and followed on in a forlorn hope of another glimpse. Not
a sign, and I returned to my lookout almost blind with dis-

gust. While still in this mood there appeared in the edge
of the woods opposite another bear, followed by a second
and a third—an old cinnamon and two cubs. Everything
was forgotten in the new excitement. I drew on the old one
and fired, a second, a third shot, before they cut for shelter.

Each shot fell short and stirred the dirt under them." At
this point the Major almost sobbed as he added: "I had left

my sights at SOyds. and I was shooting nearer 300."

We waited in symijathetic silence for him to resume and
tell us where he had buried the three shots still unaccounted
for. He turned to me: "A few moments before you came
out on the path you were following there appeared three of

the scaredest bears that ever ate berries—again an old bear
and cubs. She hesitated a moment, and then turned down
the steep, wet bed of the half dry rivulet. Her cubs fol-

lowed ; none of them could keep their footing. In tandem
style they half slid, half fell the 20ft, or so which brought
them to secure footing. To keep them in view, I jumped a
little hollow and emerged into full view. My rifle was at

my shoulder before I found that the jar of the jump had
loosened and jolted from its frame the right glass of my
spectacles. My sighting eye could no longer tell a rifle sight

from a cholera germ. My left eye witnessed and reported to

me the progress of that flock of bears on to cover. I fired, of

course, and possibly hit one of the Tetons. I shifted to use
my left eye, and finally coaxed a cartridge to explode by a
left-handed shot I felt as congenial to tbe attempt as John
Milton might trying to write "Peck's Bad Boy.'

"

The Major confided to me at a later day that on the night
following he had dreamed that his sleeping bag was a stock
yard, occupied by some thousands of bears, whose skins he
had contracted to turn into rugs. Not a bear could he catch
or shoot, and he was awakened finally when on the point of
being trampled to death under the.se 10,000 plantigrades.
Some sporting recollections grow vivid with time. Until

I am afloat on the Styx I shall bear with me this unfading
picture : An ardent sportsman, out of luck, sitting expectant
and hopeful where possibly his fortune might turn. His
chances fortified with field-glasses, eye- glasses, and three
beaters carrying a Sioux war whoop. Thenbombarded with

bears, his pet game, as June buss bombard a street light

;

fairly put to it to keep from underfoot; the spectacle infused
with a touch of vaudeville in the shape of an ursine ballet
down a wet slide; he meantime seizing each chance to shoot,
with dghts just a bear behind, until at last, and after a half
century of practice right-handed, he fights three bears with a
left-handed rifle and a left handed eye-glass. TwrsTKiiE,

RECOLLECTIONS OF lOWA.-HL
"Work, feed thyself, to thine own powers appeal.

Nor whine out woes thlue own right hand can heal."

Labor's pathfinders were these frontiersmen. May the
blessings of a grateful nation forever rest upon them! The
unwritten histoey of their toils and trials, their joys and sor-
rows, their disappointments and successess, would fill all

hearts with admiration, sympathy and thankfulness; admir-
ation for their courage, sympathy for their distresses, and
thankfulness for the sacrifices they made for the genera-
tions to come. And yet, though unwritten, that history is

not wholly lost. Like the Icelandic sagas, these tales are
handed down from generation to generation, and let us hope
that they will continue to be handed down as long as such
examples "allure to brighter worlds, and lead the way."

"No age hath been, since nature first began
To work Jove's wonders, but hath left behind
Some deeds of praise for mirrors unto man."

And the deeds of praise left behind by the American fron-
tiersman have done more in our nation's great school than
all else combined to gain for our country the enviable posi-
tion it now occupies in the great family of nations that con-
trols the world and moulds its progress.

They taught themselves and their children to labor and
love mankind. Energy, honor, integrity and purity of char-
acter were the indexes to their lives. While generous, they
were exacting. To be a man or woman among them meant
labor, labor, labor. While the nien hunted and tilled the
soil the women spun, and wove, and rocked the cradle.
They worked in happy harmony, and in joyful chorus sang:

"We never know want, for we live by our labor.

And in it contentment and happiness find."

Old Pete was the best horse I ever knew. He was a
powerfully built roan, full of energy, and was never known
to balk. Pete laid the foundation of father's competency.
He was there when I arrived, and for twenty years after-

ward. Father hauled flour from Oskalooaa, seventy five or
eighty miles down the Des Moines, to Sioux City, more than
100 miles west of us on the Missouri. He drove three horses,

two on the wheel, and old Pete on the lead; and Ben Ben-
nett used to tell some rather remarkable stories about father
and old Pete. There were no roads to speak of, and there
were innumerable bottomless swales and mudholes on father's

route. As a natural consequence father was stuck most of

the time. Ben said that he had watched father get out of

these holes a good many times down on the Walnut Creek
bottoms, where he lived. He said that when father found
that he was stuck good and fast he would unhitch all the
horses, put old Pete out on hard grovmd, tie a rope around
his neck, run the rope back between Pete's legs and make it

fast to the end of the wagon-tongue, and give Pete the word.
Doubtless if Ben was telling the story in these days of the
kodack, he would simply say that father touched the button
and Pete did the rest.

Now while Ben was a good citizen, and a hard-working,
industrious man, and with all due respect for his reputation
for truth and veracity (which was not ordinarily regarded as

the best), and his desire to pay a high compliment to Pete's

energy and integrity, the undeniable facts were that when
father got stuck he had to follow the good old plan of toting

the flour out on his back, and reloading it after the empty-
wagon had been pulled out; and there is every reason for be-

lieving that if there had been any such thing in those days
as a good roads club, father would have been a charter
member. But time and toil did their work, and Pete be-

came broken down, blind and helpless. Even then it was
truly pitiful to see the old-time, unconquerable energy and
ambition of Pete's nature manifest themselves. He would
try to appear "just as young as he used to be," and hurt
himself against the fence or shed. Father dug a grave up
in the orchard, led poor old Pete into it, put his arms around
his neck, bade him an affectionate farewell and shot him.
When father turned away he remarked: "There lies the

truest piece of horseflesh God ever made, peace to his ashes!"

Of course we all felt as if some member of the family had
died, but then that was a long time ago; and now old Pete,

with all his good qualities, is only a fading memory, - and
with the passing of the present generation even that will be
forgotten. ' ' 'We bury love, and forgetfulness grows over it

like grass."

Of coiirse father always carried his rifle with him on these

long, lonesome trips. A pioneer without his rifle with him
was not a pioneer. I have known them to even take their

rifles to church with them. A pioneer and his rifle were as

inseparable as is a Comanche Indian and his horse. You
know that if. a Comanche wants to go a mile on business he
will ride if he has to go five miles to catch his horse.

Father would always stop to see us both going and coming
on these trips. We were a kind of halfway house, and so he
always kept us well provided with game, particularly veni-

son, turkeys and chickens.

I did not appreciate then, neither can I find words to ex-
press now, the lonely, dark hours mother outlived during
these trying days of the early frontier life. Left for days
and even weeks without the protecting arm or comforting
influence of her husband, with her father, mother, sisters

and brothers beyond the plains and mountains, with two, and
later three, four and five little children at her apron string,

subject to all the infantile aches, pains and diseases, without
medical assistance, without experience or sympathy—left

alone "to watch and weep and pray for all." Then add the

fact that the country was infested with Indians and ravenous
wild animals, and mother's lot seems to have been hard in-

deed. Well do I remember the tears and sori'ow that she

tried in vain to hide. And so I feel constrained to say that

the pioneer mother's love was

—

"The love of many prayers and many tears.

Which changes not with dim declining years,"

Panther Creek, a tributary of South 'Coon, just west of us
a few roiles, was the scene of many of my boyish hunting
exploits. About all the trapping I ever did, too, was on this

stream. It was the outlet of Pilot Lake in the northwest
corner of the county, and was a favorite resort of otter and
mink. Billy Ludington and I had a great deal of sport
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there trapping, to say nothing of the good hunting we found.

In the earlier days it was also a favorite resort of panthers

and hears. It got its name from the comparative ahundance
of panthers, and I used to hear a great many yarns ahout

encounters with these ferocious creatures along the banks of

classic Panther Creek; hut I think it was John "Wright's ex-

perience with a panther nut there that finally gave the name
to the stream that still ahides with it, and probahly will even

until the end of time. He, with his brother in-law, Green

bury CoiHn, were out on a hunt in that vicinity, and were
strolling along through the tall grass and underbrush, when
they suddenly came unon a very large fhe panther, which at

once showed fight They were both brave men, fully accus-

tomed to such dangers, and they at once appreciated the fact

that their only hope was in boldness and caution. They
were too close upon her when discovered to retreat, and they

had to face the music or do worse. Wright in particular

was a most fearless hunter, and delighted in close communion
-with tierce, wild animals—the closer and 'fiercer the better.

He threw up his rifle, drew a bead on her eye and sent a

bullet through her brain, and turning to Coffin, who had ad
monished him to "be careful," remarked: "I am always
sure of my aim when I have to be." And I guess that John
was about right, for he certainly was a remarkably cool and
brave hunter.

Speaking of panthers reminds me of a little incident that

occurred later on, after I had got out of knee breeches and
felt big enough to go home with the girls. Uncle Billy Pitt

and old Queen, his pointer bitch, had treed a panther over

on the east side of the river, not far from our place, but the

panther had unfortunately escaped and was terrorizing the

whole neighborhood, killing calves, sheep, etc. Now it so

happened that my best girl lived just a mile east of the river,

and I had been bracing up pretty strong of late and seeing

her home from church every Sunday night. There was
undue hilarity and a provoking amount of winking and
giggling among the other boys and girls after this panther

story got a good start, and even mother and sisters smiled

quietly, for it seemed to be the prevalent opinion that the

panther business would in the end abbreviate a certain

courting affair, and possibly break off entirely certain Sun-
day night promenades through the woods east of Adel. I

myself had seriously considered the subject—had even laid

awake of nights contemplating certain probabilities and pos

sibilities. But I couldn't stand the nagging of my well-

meaning friends, nor the snickers of my envious rivals; for

I had claimed to be brave, and besides. Puss was the pretti-

est girl m the whole settlement, and there were plenty of

boys readv 1o take advantage of any weakness on my part

or discomfiture that fate might have in store for me.

Sunday night came, and with it church and Pussy. I

was there, 1 had made up my mind to go home with Puss
that night if it took the hair off. Puss too was brave, like

all frontier girls, and gratifyingly willing, and I thought I

observed a twinkle in her eye as we passed out of the door,

when she saucily threw her head back and surveyed the ob
serving throng. It was as if to say to them, "My fellow is

all right and don't you forget it;" and I felt—or tried to feel

—correspondingly brave and manly. And so we started on
our jaunt with lights steps and brave hearts. At l- ast I am
quite sure that Pussy's heart was brave. It was a long tramp,
and we didn't get to her home until li o'clock. I wanted
to kiss her awfully bad that night, and felt that I was en-

titled to a kiss for my bravery; but someway T couldn't

pucker up the courage to ask her. Honestly, I believe the

dear little creature would not have objected that night if

my bravery had manifested itself in the proper way.
Without the coveted kiss I bade her good night, turned

away into the dark and struck out for home, whistling along
(possibly to keep my courage up), with eyes and ears wide
open and every nerve in its proper place and ready for duty.

I hadn't gone far before I heard something pattering along

in the brush near the trail, and my bravery seemed to be ooz-

ing out at the ends of my hair. I stopped and listened. It

stopped. Then I walked faster, stopped suddenly and lis-

tened. It took a few steps after I stopped and then it again
stopped. I heard it very plainly and saw, or imagined that

1 saw, two halls of fire peering at me from the adjacent
brush. To say that 1 was scared is expressing it very
modestly. 1 stooped down and picked up a couple of good-
sized stones and proceeded on my way in fear and trembling.

At last I came to 'Coon Hill, where, as I felt sure, the tragedy

would be enacted, if at all.

The uiffht was one of those proverbially dark nights when
one "couldn't see their hand before them," and the intense

darkness and stillness impressed me as being just the proper
thing for such bloody work. Lord! but I was scared. If I

could have got out of that scrape then with a whole hide I

would have been willing to take a solemn oath that I would
never go home with Pussy again, even if the boys and girls

tied tin cans to my coat tail. But I wa? in for it and had to

see it through whether I wanted to or not. I had nearly

reached the bottom of the hill when I thought that 1 dis-

covered a very dark spot in the middle of the road right m
front of me. It hadn't been raining and I could not recall

any wet spots on the hill, and I was in something of a

quandary. I hesitated. I involuntarily stooped down and
mechanically put out my hand—and put it right on to

something warm and hairy. I had always been regarded as

a pretty spry lad, and on this occasion my agility found
ample opportunity to display itself. I leaped into the air,

kicked with both feet simultaneously, fired both rocks at

once and let a yell out of me that would have put an Apache
to shame. Away went the other member of the conference
howling with fright and pain, for my kicks had been well

if not wisely placed and my other ammunition had not been
expended in vain. Then 1 discovered that the object of my
dread and unwarranted abuse was only a lost hound that had
evidently been sizing me up and finally concluded to come
out in the road and make a friend of me—only another ex-

ample of the distressing consequences that too often result

from misplaced confidence.

As I have stated. Panther Creek was the outlet of Pilot

Lake, a prairie lake of considerable size in the northwest cor-

ner of the county. And some of my fondest recollections

cluster about that lake. From a slight eminence near our
ouse we could see away off to the northwest the top of a

lonely tree. I had been told by hunters and trappers that it

was the top of a large, solitary elm that grew on a small

island out in the center of Pilot Lake, and after 1 had come
into possession of the No. 14 muzzleloading shotgun men-
tioned in a preceding chapter I used to sit for hours on the
hill and gaze wistfully at the top of that tree and wish that I

was there.

One pleasant autumn day father and I took the wagon and
went over on Miller's branch after aload of wood. The elms,

cottonwoods, oaks and maples were shedding their leaves,

the fquirrels were gathering their crops of nuts, the Indian

summer's sun smiled pleasantly down upon us, and all the

sweet things in nature seemed to be conspiring to promote
peace on earth and good will toward men, boys in particular.

Even the sad leaves and yellow grass

"yyhisper'd of peace, and truth, a.nd friendliness unquell'd."

"So you want to go to Pilot Lake, do you?" said father,

interrogatively.

"Yes, sir," I responded with spirit. I felt like saying

"You bet, ' but I knew full well that such an expression

would not be calculated to improve ray chances.

"Well," said father, "we will hurry things up a little and
go next week."

I was very happy, and during the followinar week worked
with a spirit that T had seldom manifested before.

Knowing, as I did in a degree, the wants and necessities of

a camp on the prairi&s, I had everything in readiness when
the auspicious day arrived. A covered wagon, a spanking

span of bays, father's rifle, my shotgun, necessary ammuni-
tion, a few cooking utensils, some kindling wood and pro-

visions, and two hopeful sportsmen constituted the outfit.

Father was a nervous, pushing sort of a man, and when the

wagon was comparatively empty he always drove on the

dead run. I recall distinctly our departure from home on
this occasinn. I was sitting in the bottom of the wagon on
some hay holding the guns, father was standing up in the

front leaning far out pushing on the lines and putting the

bud to the spnited horses, and the outfit fairly flew across

the country, as if trying to escape from a wild prairie fire.

We had but about twenty miles to drive to reach the lake,

and we reached our destination quite early in the afternoon.

As we drove up on the ridee that overlooked the lake a large

eagle dropped out of the elm thai grew on the little island out

in the lake and slowly sailed away, creating much uneasiness

among the water fowl in his line of flight. And talk ahout

water fowl

!

That was thirty-five years ago next November. I have

hunted more or less ever since then all through the Northern
and Northwestern Slates, but never since have I seen gath-

ered together at one time and place so many or such great

variety of water fowl. There were white cranes, swans,

sandhill cranes, pflicans, brant, geese and ducks_ of every

variety, and in such vast numbers as would seem incredible

to the youDger generation of sportsmen. After unhitching

the horses and tying them at the feedbos behind the wagon,
father fired a shot to start the game. Prior to this the air

had fairly quivered with the movements of the restless birds,

but now, as the shot rang out over the lake, there came a

roar as of a mighty storm, and the sky was fairly darkened
with their numbers.
As an evidence of their vast numbers, standing there in

plain sight and in the broad light of day we killed quite a

number before the flocks had passed out of range, armed as

we were with muzzleloaders. I remember that father at one

shot with his rifle brought down two white cranes, while I

got three snow geese with a right and left. Then we went
down by the lake and hid in the tall grass and shot until

night shut down, and we had about all we could carry to the

wagon. Of course, we did not use decoys. At that time I

had never hpard of such a thing as a decoy, and I doubt
whether father had. That night as we lay under the wagon
we talked of the prospects, which seemed bright indeed, and
father seemed to enjoy the trip as much as I did.

Some time in the night father awoke me and I started up,

chilled to the very bone. The wind had whipped around
into the northwest and a November blizzard was upon us.

For the balance of the night we walked to keep from freez-

ing. The air was alive with birds going and coming, and
their varied calls were incessant and confusing. Peep of

day revealed a frozen lake surface, and the birds had in a

measure vanished, having doubtless pufled out for warmer
climes. It was awfully cold and disagreeable, and I was
about as anxious to go home as I had b'^en to come. And so

ended my first trip *o Pilot Lake; but I shall never, while I

live, forget the sight that met our gaze when we first looked

down upon the placid waters of this lonely prairie lake.

S. H. Greekb.
PoKTLAND, Oregon.

INTERCOMMUNCATION OF ANIMALS.
Latona, Wash.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. Ernest

Selon Thompson has made some very interesting comments
and drawn some very reasonable conclusions in regard to

wolves, and as a hunter of them I wish to say he has described

what every still-hunter has observed, not only among wolves,

but among all of the lower tribes.

AH animals, birds, bugs and fishes do, without doubt, have
means of communicating intelligence not only to their own
kind, but to others as well. Of that there can be no doubt

in a hunter's mind.
All of the senses are undoubtedly used, hut sight, smell and

hearing are the principal ones.

Moose, deer, antelope, ducks, geese and many other spe-

cies locate each other by a call, alarm their fellows by a call

or a motion, have a war cry, another when in pain, and
another when they are in trouble and need help.

This fact calls into being the birch bark horn for a moose
call and makes it possible to make and sell duck calls, which
a great many men use to make a noise with, not knowing
that this httle instrument will give the alarm note as well as

the "good -feeding" note. Therefore, duck hunters, listen

and learn to distinguish this peaceful note from all others,

and then be sure you can imitate it, tone, inflection and all,

if you would make the call of pradical use

We all know how a bunch of Bob Whites scatter when
flushed and we all know that they get together again soon if

not disturbed. That is intercommunication. We also

know that if one robin finds a good feeding ground he

begins to whistle in a way that is not a simple song of glad-

ness and that soon there are two robins, then a dozen there.

That is another phase of the same thing.

Let a bluejay or a crow find an owl in some dark nook.

Immediately there is a hue and cry raised by this one bird,

and in a very few minutes there are numbers of his fellows

on the wing, hurrying to get there in time to help fight that

owl. The cry is plainly a battle call, and every bird that

hears it knows there is going to be a fight just as soon as

the numbers warrant it. That is intercommunication and
with a vengeance.
Yet let the bluejay or the carow discover anything that

means danger, as plainly as the sight of a man with a gun,

for instance. Again the screams and racket as he hurries

away and everyone of his fellows likewise places distance

behind him without stopping to question the cause of the

alarm calls. He knows from the sound that whatever his

friend sees is cfangerous to him and a good thing to get

away from. So does the squin-el among the leaves hunting
hazielnuts, and he scurries up a gnarled oak and peeps

down, silent until he knows the danger is past. A.11 other

birds hear the same a^arm and skip into darkening thickets,

where they are better hid. A rabbit, out for an early nip of

vegetation, hears the call and nips no more, but pops into a
convenient brush heap for cover. The bluejay has told

them all to hide.
,

.

Now let the hunter stop and remain perfectly quiet, mak-
ing neither sound nor alarming motion. Soon the squirrel

slips down, and begins his work of hunting and "cacheing"
nuts again. One by one birds begin to hunt their food and
twitter softly to each other, the bluejay slips back among the

branches, talking to himself, and fairly puffed up with curi-

osity and importance.
These are only a few instances of the intercommunieation

that everyone who goes into the woods and observes his sur-

roundings knows without doubt takes place daily.

Of course, different species have their own way of getting

at these results, but they all communicate more or less with
their own kind and with others; and wolves have become
v.ry proficient, because they must be so or die by the hand of
man. El CoMAfiCHO.

THE ANTELOPE IN MONTANA.
Fort AssiKABOiNE, Mont., Feb 17.

—

Editor Forest ixnd

Stream: From a recent conversation with James Paiotti,

the game warden for this (Choteau) county, I gathered a few
facts which may be useful to you in your work on the dis-

tribution of antelope. He is, of course, familiar with the

distribution of game in this county, butf is also well informed
as to its abundance throughout the State generally. He
informs me thai antelope can be found at the following

points during the entire year, besides which a good many

—

according to the severity of the weather—move in from
Canada every fall

:

Rocky Springs, near the Canada line—Many small herds.

Sweetgrass Hills—Large numbers of antelope.

Antelope Springs, ^oulh of Bear Paw Mountains, near
Cow Creek—150 to 200 head.
Landusky P. 0 , south of Little Rockies—Plentiful.

Sage Creek, twenty-five miles from Havre, west—Several

small bunches.
Milk River, twenty-five miles from Havre, west—Several

small bunches.
North of Chinook, about twenty miles—A number of

small bunches.
Old- man-on-his-back Butte, thirty-eight miles northeast

—

Large hands.
Old Benton and McLeod trail—Scattered bunches any-

where.
Augusta, on South Fork of Sun River—Scattered bands.

Poplar Agency, Fort P. ck Reservation—Fairly plenty.

Southeast of old Fort Claggett, on Missouri—Plenty.
Musselshell county—Plenty.
Between the Musselshell and Billiogs-Plenty.
Antelope Hill, nea- Blackfoot, Deer Lodge county—A few.

This is west of the Rockies.

Lower Yellowstone—Scattered bunches.
North of Hjivre thirty miles, on Willow and Battle creeks

—Plenty.
North of Glasgow—Scattered bunches.

Mr. Parotti has been in this country as hunter and guide for

nearly twenty years. He t^Us me that the fearful winter of

1893, when the thermometer registered 61° below in this post,

killed off four-fifths of the antelope—that they starved to

death by thousands on account of the deep snow. He found,

after that winter, what he estimated were 900 carcasses where
the antelope bad drifted into a deep ravine and evidently had
no strength to get out. Before that time antelope were plenty

through here, but that winter killed nearly all off. While
they were shot by theusands, the number so destroyed was
only an insignificant fraction of the total. He tells me that

these antelope, like those which drifted in this winter, prob-

ably came from the Red Deer River country, 350 miles to

the north of here. He has hunted in that country, and re-

ports antelope there in immense bands, the country unsettled,

and few to molest the game. He believes that a large major-

ity of the antelope now in Montana during the winters drift

in from across the Canadian line. Edwarb L. Munson.

NORTH CAROLINA BIRD NOTES.
I AM spending the month of March in the suburbs of

Asheville, N. C, a fact of no consequence whatever, except

so far as it gives me an opportunity to speak about the birds

I have seen here.

During the last week in February the weather was very

cold and windy. Ice formed every night and once snow
fell. On the 27th an immense flight of robins appeared and
large numbers were shot. We at the INorth feed them on
cherries, strawberries, etc., for our Southern brethren to

shoot and feast on. There are thousands of robins now all

along the banks of the Swannanoa River, which flows

throuah Biltmore, George W. Vanderbilt's vast estate of

100,000 acres. They are on their journey northward.

Yesterday I saw a flock of crow blackbirds (purple

grackles), and to-day a flock of redwing blackbirds, going

north.
On Sunday the cackle of a flicker ijmyerj Tme-y&r!)

sounded from the tall trees somewhere near the house, and
while trying to get my eye on him I noticed a pair of yellow-

bellied sapsuckers. A common bird here is the little white

breasted nuthatch, which runs up and down the trunks of

trees in close proximity to the house, apparently fearless of

human beings It is found in company with the lively little

chickadee, whose saucy investigations are pushed to the ut-

most limits of familiarity. Two species of the chickadee

are found here. Farm atneapillus and P caroUnensis, the

latter being smaller, but not otherwise differing noticeably

except in its call notes.

In my rambles in the neighborhood I have observed such
birds, common to the North, as the crow, bluejay, blue-

bird, junco or snow bird, American goldfinch or yellowbird,

cardinal grosbeak, chippy, song sparrow and field sparrow,

whose hquid notes are so inimitable. But by far the most
interesting bird to me is the tufted titmouse, an active little

blue-gray, 6in. rascal, who is afraid of nobody, and spends

one-half his time by day in seeRing food and the other half

in telling you so in Latin from the highest^tree tops. At
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first his shrill peto, peto, peto is rather musical and pleasant.

After having heard it for ten minutes or so it becomes a
trifle monotonous, and at the end of a half hour you wish
you had a gun. Two hours afterward, cominEj back that

way, you are likely to hear the same bird doing the sam6
thing with a pertinacity that would be admirable if the re-

sults were marked by some variety.

The month of March so far has not been favorable for
ornithological research. Rain has fallen about every other
day or night. The woods are wet. The roads are simply
awful; and the feathered host in Florida and Georgia, ex-

cept the robins and the blackbirds, seem to be content to

bear the ills they have rather than fly to others that they
know not of, unless perhaps by instinct or experience.

J. L. Kearny.
FoHBST Hill, Asheville, N. C, March 18.

WILD BIRDS AT THE SPORTSMEN'S
SHOW.

To many visitors to the Sportsmen's Exposition the most
interesting thing there was the exhibit of live wild birds

sent by Mr. Treadwell, of Long Island, and Mr. Verner
de Guise, ofMahwah, TTew Jersey. As many ofthese birds
were of kinds unfamiliar to many sportsmen, they were ex-
amined with the greatest curiosity and interest.

The wildfowl shown by Mr. Treadwell included two coops
each ofbrant, ofCanada geese, ofsnow geese, and of Egyptian
geese; one each of blue geese, Hutchins geese, black ducks,
mallards, white c^ll ducks and Cayuga ducks, these last

being varieties ofthe domestic duck. Mr. De Guise showed
several coops containing a large number of pheasants, both
the ring-necked and the old-fashioned English pheasant
(P. oolcMcm), together with a coop of prairie chickens

—

pinnated grousef
The admirable condition of the birds shown was re-

marked on by all who saw them. Their plumage was as

smooth and bright as that of wild birds, and the wildfowl
were very tame and showed no uneasiness or alarm when
closely inspected. This was hardly the case with the galli-

naceous birds, which we may suppose to be less accustomed
to confinement in small inclosures. Some of the ring-

necked pheasants strove to push their way through the
wire netting at the back of the cages, and for a time the
pinnated grouse tried to get out. As soon as cloth was
placed over the wire at the back of the coops these efforts

ceased. It is certainly an interesting thing that there are
in this country two large establishments like those of
Messrs. Treadwell and De Guise, where wildfowl and galli-

naceous birds are bred successfully. This and the effort

made by many wealthy men to establish large game pre-

serves are tendencies of the present day in America which
are very suggestive.

Intimation of Spring in Teza^.

Petty, Texas, March 12.—The black martin (the harbin-
gers of spring) are here; I noticed two on Feb. 23. Tbere was
a wind and rain storm on the night of the 2l8t, and early

on the morning of the 22d t heard the familiar note of these

welcome little companions and saw a couple of them circling

about their last year's residence, as if to see that all was well
before taking possession of their summer home.
The wildfowl have begun their northward journey: a

great many wild geese, brant, etc., passed here this week.
The red-breast robin has been with us in goodly numbers

during the last few days, but they seem to be possessed of a
restless spirit. Thev do not remain here in summer. The
season when Bob "White will have the cloak of the law
thrown around him is near at hand, and I will rejoice to

see it come. F. E. W.

Papers on Tropical Mammals.
Two papersby Dr. J. A. Allen, of the American Museum of

Natural History, justreceived, treatof collections of mammals
made in Costa Rica and in Mexico. The first represents mate-
rial a large part of which has been contributed to the Ameri-
can Museum either by Messrs. Alfaro and Oherrie personally,

or by the Costa Rica Museum. The material consists of

about 300 specimens, and represents sixty-five species. Be-

sides this additional material has been received recently.

The present paper enumerates sixly-six species of animals,

of which seven species and one genus are new.
The second collection, Dr BuUers's collection of Mexican

mammals, numbers over 300 specimens, and represents fifty-

five species, of which sixteen were determined as new to

science.

Birds and Locomotive.

A Fort Collins, CoL, press dispatch recently reported
that as the Denver passenger train was coming from Love-
land last evening in the midst of a big snowstoi-m and fog,

' the locomotive encountered a drove of snowbirds which
drove at the headlight with such violence that the glass guard
was broken and the light extinguished, and the train came
from Russell Creek to Fort Collins in darkness. The birds
were killed by the score by striking the cab and pilot," and
fell into the engine and tender and floor of the cab, falUng
so thickly that the fireman scooped them up with his shovel

' and threw them out. When this place was reached at least

100 dead birds were taken from the locomotive and tender.

Snake and Hawk.
THOMAavTLLE, Ga., March 15.—A few days ago Dr.

Hodgeman, of New York, and two friends were out shooting
quail. While eating lunch they saw two hawks sailing well
above their heads. One of the gentlemen said, "I am going
to take a shot at the lazy one." He did so, and the hawk
sailed on. A short lime after, something fluttered to the
ground near them. On going to the spot they found a hawk
with a small snake tightly wound around the hawk's neck
and the lower jaw of the"snake set in the body of the hawt

After killing the snake in order to release the hawk, they
killed the hawk because every hunter does. Sayvillb.

INew York Game Laws.
Albany, March 20.—-The Governor has signed Assembly-

man Hobble's bill prohibiting the hounding of deer for ten
years in the towns of Dresden and Putnam, in Washington
county.
Also Assemblyman Post's, allowing the shooting of web-

footed wildfowl from floating devices, boats propelled by
hand and sail boats, in Long Island Sound, Great South Bay,
^jardiner, Shinnecock and Pecoiiic bays.

^Hg und 0m
HOURS IN A BLIND.—III.

A Windward Point.

The desirable wind for point-shooting is one quartering
from behind the gunner. This gives the birds abundant
room to swing over the water and to come up to the decoys,
offering a good shot to the man in the blind. Sometimes,
however, ii happens that after one has tied out with the wind
just right and everything apparently favorable, the wind
will haul more and more in front of him, or may shift sud-
denly, so that it blows directly on the point and in the gun-
ner's face. One result of this is that his decoys, instead of
riding in a long line head to tail, swing around and now sit

in the water side by side, their bills of course facing the
wind. Worse than this is the fact that the fowl which come
in can no longer swing over the water, but if they wish to
ahght to the decoys must swing over a marsh and come from
behind the gunner and soever his blind. Thus they are
quite certain to see him, or at least some of the strange ob-
jects that he has brought into the marsh; or if they do not
spe him, at least they come from behind him, and he is

obliged to twist around and shoot at them when they are
eoming toward him and nearly ovpr his heid. For most
men, J think, shooting of this sort is very difficult, and usu-
ally when such a shift of wind tak' s place it is better for the
gunner to take up and to move—if such a course is practi-
cable—to some other r>oint, where the wind is rieht.

One of the chief difliculties that I find in shooting at birds
that come in from behind the blind is that a large proportion
of them come quite low, and so are not seen until they are
almopt upon the gunner. By the time he gpts his gun to his
shoulder the bird ia likely to be almost within arm's length
If now it flares and goes directly up in the air the shot be-

comes an easy one; but if, on the otber hand, it keeps on
over the gunner's head he has to twist around and is very
likely to shoot hastily at a straightaway, swift-flying bird
and to miss it.

I have never yei shot in a blind with a remarkably good
Phot—a man who took all chances and killed a very large
proportion of his birds. I know that there are such men,
but it has never been my fortune to see one of them shooting
wildfowl.
Sometimes a bunch of birds coming low over the marsh at

a tremendous rate of speed un.seen may pass over a man's
head with a sound which resembles the escape of steam from a
large locomotive, and which, coming so unexpectedly, has a
tendency to frighten one out Of several years' growth. In
my limited experience, canvasbacks and blackheads are the
worst offenders in this respect, though occasionally an old
black duck coming low down over the blind will startle one
by the rustling of his feathers. On several occasions I have
had a white headed eaa:le ome so near the blind that when
I rose and shouted at him I could plainly hear his feathers
creaking against each other as he threw himself over nearly
on his back, and scrambled through the air to get way.

Passers-by.

It surprises one, though, of course, it is only natural, to see

how many birds there are, which are not wildfowl, that

come close to the blind entirely unsuspicious of its occupant.
Hawks and sometimes, during gray days, owls hunt over the
marsh, eager to prey on the blackbirds and sparrows who«e
haunt is here. Gulls often pass near the decoys, and occasion-

ally one sees flying through the air a loon or a cormorant.
Sometimes one of the latter may be seen perched over the

water on a stake of some deserted bush blind. Eagles and
buzzards, of course, and the ever-present crow, are constantly
searching over the marsh and over the water, looking for

dead and wounded ducks.
From the many ducks and geese that are so lost to the

gunner the eagles and the buzzards no doubt gain a fat live-

lihood, and the clean-picked skeletons of wildfowl surround-
ed by the feathers are frequently seen in the marshes.

Besides these, in and among the reeds live blackbirds,

sparrows, marsh wrens and rails, any of which will venture
closfi to the blind. Sometimes a little Carolina rail in its

peregrinations along the water's edge will even walk into the

blind, and gaze at its occupant with bright, dark eye, uncer
lain what he may be. It is amusing sometimes to see two
or three men and a dog go crashing through the cane in hot
pursuit of one of these little birds, who must laugh to himself

at the clumsy efforts made by his pursuers to capture him.
Often a little whisp of snipe of two or three individuals

pass within gunshot of the blind, or a single bird, like a bul-

let from the sky, may drop on some nearby point of the

marsh, and run briskly about over the mud' at the water's

edge, probing with busy bill for food which is hidden be-

neath. In like manner now and then a killdeer plover or a

pair of yellow-lf gs may fly in from beyond the marsh, and
hurry along over the mud as if greatly pressed for time.

Herons, of course, are abundant in the marsh, and are of

three sorts The night heron—in New England called

quawk—and the bittern are seen less often here than the

great blue heron, which in these parts is known by an ap-

parently unmeaning name—"forty gallons of soup." This
bird is common here, and often comes close over the blind

or alights in the water near it.

It is interesting to watch one when it is fishing. Its huge
wings and long straddling legs make a great commotion over
the water when it alights, though there is no splash when it

puts its feet down. The moment that it has folded its wings,
however, it straightens its legs, neck and body, and for a
long time stands b^lt upright, absolutely motionless, look-

ing for all' the world like a straight, weathered stick standing

out of the water. In this position it resembles anything
rather than a bird, and its attitude is extremely ungraceful.

The position and the entire absence of motion are due, I sup
pose, first to its desire to see whether any enemy is in the
neighborhood ; and second to give its prey, which may have
been frightened by the shadow of its passing body, time to

recover from this alarm.

After a period of stillness which may last five or six min-
utes, but seems to the watcher much longer, the heron, still

holding its neck straight and stiff and its^ bill pointed some-
what upward, takes a cautious step and then stands still for

a moment. 'Then, seemingly reassured, it moves on with
slow, careful steps, its head turned a little on one side, evi-

dently searching the water for its food. It does not take the
conventional heron attitude until it sees some little fish that

is within reach. Then very slowly it draws initsntckand
darts out its strong, keen bill, and usually captures its prey;

not always, however, for I have several times seen one miss
his stroke.

These are big birds, and birds too that one seldom has an
opportunity to kill, yet it always seems to me a pity to shoot
at them. They can be eaten, to be sure; yet no one who has
ducks and geese to eat would be likely to prefer heron. Un-
less the gunner has some use for it, it does not, to me, seera
worth while to kill any bird. Life is something so mysteri-
ous that it should not be lightly destroyed, and I have no
sympathy with the wantonness which leads many shooters
to try their guns on every robin, swallow, nighthawk or bat
that may fly near to them. This is commonly done "for
fun," or to see "whether I can hit it;" but it i? aU wrong.

Strangars from Afar.

Besides the birds of all sorts of which I have spoken, and
the water fowl, which are ao conspicuous, and of which the •

lucky gunner secures a few, there are killed here occasion-
allv birds that are altogether unexpected.
One of the most unusual of these was secured some years

ago by a local gunner, who of course did not know what it

wa«i, but shot it; because it looked so strange. This was a
dovekie, or little auk, a bird of the arctic regions, which is

said to breed in Greenland, and which occurs in small num-
bers in winter off all the North Atlantic States. It is rarely
seen south of New York, and for aU I know its North Caro
lina occurrence may be a record.
The white brant, or snow aroose, is found here every year

in small numbers, one large flock living on the outer "beach
not very far from the Currituck Lighthouse. These birds
do not seem to associate with the common gray geese, but
keep by themselves, and feed largely on the marsh instead
of in the water. Sometimes I have sailed within gunshot of
this flock of .500, and their white heads appearing over the
short marsh grass, which hides their bodies, have a very
curious appearance. When fairly alarmed, they spring into
the air and flyaway with sharp, cackling cries, much less

musical than tho=ie of the common Canada geese. They are
seldom killer!, I believe.

Now and then among the birds brought in by the gunners
will be seen a curious duck, unlike anything known here,
and which the ornithologist at once recognizes as a hybrid

—

something which is not very uncommon among the duck
family. I have killed a male hybrid which was manifestly
a cross between a mallard and the pintail, and have seen
more than one hybrid between the black duck and mallard;

I have heard of two or three strangers from Europe hav-
ing been killed in these waters. These were English
widgeons, usually found associated with the American bird
and recognized as something strange only after they had
been killed and retrieved.

. The Hairy Crown.
An abvmdant bird on the waters of Currituck Sound is

that locally known a'l the hairy crown. This is the bird
called in the books the hooded merganser. I have never
seen these birds so abundant anywhere as they are here, and
flocks of from 75 to 100 are sometimes seen. More often,

however, the companies are much smaller.

If you see these birds coming a good way off. they will
very likely fool you by their manner of flieht, and you will
at first say "Blackheads." and then "No, canvasbacks."
Perhaps it will not be until they are almost within gunshot
that you disappointedly exclaim: "Hauy crowns." These
birds, though commonly they do not pay much attention to

the decoys come up without the least hesitation if they
make up their minds to come, and alight in the water, swim-
ming about with lowered crest and diving for food, quite
unconscious that the decoys are shams. If you stand up in

your bhnd and raise your gun they erect the crest in token
of suspicion, and then may dive and swim under the water
for a long way, or perhaps jump up and offer you a shot. It

is only their swift flight that makes them hard to hit, for

.

they fly very steadily. Sometimes, when a little flock is fly-

ing across at a distance, they can be called to the decoys by
an imitation of their note, which is something like that of
the blackhead—a guttural, grating croak.

The male hairy crown is a beautiful bird, with his elaborate
livery of black, white, tan and delicate gray, but as hairy
crowns are commonly regarded as worthless for eating, they
are often allowed to pass unharmed by the gunner unless he
is shooting for count, when he will try to knock down those
that come to him, as each one retrieved counts as a duck.
The redbreasted merganser is much less common here

than the hooded, hut ©ccasionally drops in among the decoys.
Its local name is sawbill. The goosander I have never seen
here, nor do the men with whom i have talked about it ap-

pear to know the bird.

Calling: Down a Goose.

During much of the day the music and clamor of the
geese, softened by distance, fall upon the gunner's ear. It

may jae that in some channel not far from him great num-
bers of these birds are resting on the water talking to each
other, and often 'flocks of traveling birds pass up and down
the Sound, calling to each other or answering the salutations

of other birds at rest. Often too a sailboat, passing through
a great raft of geese, will put all the birds on the wing, and
they rise in a thick cloud of dark specks against the sky,
looking like a swarm of bees. When these birds have been
so disturbed they often break up into small companies and
fly here and there in different directions, seeking new resting
places.

The man who sits all day in his blind As likely to have
some of these moving flocks of geese pass near him, and
sometimes they may fly so close that he will have an oppor-
tunity to shoot into them, and to pick a bird or two down
from the sky. If he has a couple of goose decoys in the
water, and if his boatman is a good caller, his chance for a
shot is, of course, much better. It is extremely interesting

to see the boatman call down a goose and to watch the
actions of the deluded bird as it swings lower and lower in

wide circles, and at length, with outstretched neck and hang-
ing feet, comes up over the decoys to join its supposed com-
rades at their head. When the bird is distant the men fairly

shriek out their calls, but as it gets nearer and nearer their

voices are lowered, their heads are bent toward the earth,

perhaps they place their hands or their hats in front of their

mouths. "The conversations which they hold with each
other and with the goose are no longer shrill and loud-voiced
JionJcs, but are chuckhng confidences which the supposed
geese on the water are sharing with one another. The in-

coming bird still calls with loud, sonorous tones, as if anxious
to attract the attention of the wooden decoys, but as he gets
nearer and nearer the talk of the men becomes still lower,
until at last, when the gunner jumps to his feet and levels

his arm, it ceases altogether.
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Let no one imagine that because tlie goose is a grpat Tbird

nearly 4ft. long and apparently of slow and unwieldy fligM
it is a matter of course tliat he will kill bim. I confidently
assert that there is nearly as much room in the air around a
goose as there is around a duck, and unless your gun is care-
fully held you will shoot behind the bird. If you miss him
with your first barrel you are very likely to miss him also

with the second, which is likely to be fired with undue haste.

If, however, your first barrel has done the work, and he falls

to the water, your boatman is certain to ofCer you cordial
congratulations which will warm the cockles of your heart.

Often it may happen that, while the goose does not come
down to the decoys, he will alter his flight and pass over the
blind within long range. In such a case your shot may per-
haps fail to break an}' bone and yet may mortally wound the
bird, which, after making a wide circuit or a long flight, will
at last come to the water stone dead. CouPiiES.

[to be continued,]

LIFE AMONG THE LUMBERMEN.—II.

(Continued from page S26.)

Ashland, Wis.—As usual, Ernest was awake first in the
morning, and came over to my bunk, which I had built
separate in the far corner of the camp. He struck a match
and lighted the candle, stuck it in the hole bored in a pro-
truding log at the head for a candlestickj the sizzling of
the match starting me broad awake.

"Well, Ernest, how's the weather; snowing yet?"
"You bet he snow. He keep on leetle longer he bury

the camp. I make snowshoe to-day out of deer hide we
get yesterday, so we can go after more. Snow too deep
for walk; teenk have to make snowshoe for sled for haul
log and snowshoe for horse box."
By the time Ernest had finished this speech I had

dressed sufficient for investigation. I could barely open

A few more steps and we caught sight of an animal mak-
ing as good time as possible through the soft snow. A few
strides, a tap on the nose with the poll of the ax and a
dead porcupine, lay stretched out for our inspection.
"Him all right," said Ernest, "he good for eat like pork.

I cook him. You see."

"But what's this?" I say. "Something has been afoul of
our porky; his neck is all chewed up and that is why we
caught him. What could it be?"
Ernest took one look, and without making any reply

started on the back track of the porcupine. I cut a slit in

the throat, cut a crotched blue beech one branch short and
sharpened, which I jabbed in between the lower jaws, and
dragging the carcass started after. I came up with Ernest
under a huge birch, his gaze dii'ected first among the
branches, nest to the ground underneath.
"You see, de porky feed here. You see where he peel

the bark and eat the bud. Then you look here you see
where something try to eat Mm."

Tliere was a trail from here which we took up and fol-

lowed. It led us in a roundabout way to the roots of a
huge fallen pine and into a hole which seemed to extend
into the body of the tree. Ernest walked the length of

the trunk, came back and said: "I think it be the dev'.

He in there; he can't get out only here; no hole in de top.

You take off your snowshoe, get on top and pound along
the tree. If he come out- 1 shoot him."
I did as requested, and hammering along the trunk was

startled when about 30ft. from the root to hear an ominous
growl, deep and angry, and seeming to issue from some
hidden place deep in the ground.

"Well, Ernest," I cried, "if it is the devil, as you say, he
must be a big one; he certainly has voice enough for an
elephant."
Ernest replied in a tone of voice which instantly com-

manded my attention, "You hustle back here, cut de lil

"AN OMINOUS GROWL. DEEP AND AN&Rt."

the door far enough to squeeze out, so great a weight of
snow was there against it. I turned ray face upward and
felt the flakes fall, soft and silent as down. It bad changed
from the hard pellets of the day before and added to the
depth faster than ever. The temperature had grown
much warmer during the night, ai;d I remember that as
I stood there with the snow to my hips and falling stead-

ily on my upturned face, there crept over me a sense of
security and comfort, and to this day I cannot look out
on a fresh fallen snow without something of the same feel-

ing. Most people, I am aware, are wont to regard the
snow as the winding sheet of earth and associate it in their
minds with the cheerless things of life. To me it is a won-
derful blanket, soft and warm, to cover the sleeping earth,
coming and growing, like the fur on her creatures, when
she needs it, and keeping safe the germ of life in green to

bloom against her awakening.
But what is to be the outcome of this affair? was my

next thought. A new sense of responsibility came over
me. I was "in charge." To me the crew would look for

the conduct of affairs until the return of the boss. It

was apparent now that the storm was something serious,

and that the arrival of the tote team was likely to be de-
layed considerably longer than expected. The main thing,
I judged, was to provide food, if possible, and keep the
men until the roads were open and we could get into thick
timber and finish our winter's work. Luckily for me, I had
able counsellors in Ernest and the cook; and besides I was
only turned nineteen years of age. At that time of life

most of us are pretty apt iinder difliculties to alight, like

the proverbial cat, "on our feet." Sp, feeling as though the
matter was not so very serious, I got back into camp, and
finding the cook up we held a council.

It was decided first that we should devote our energies
that day to making snowshoes, in order that we might get
abroad, and if necessary get down the river if grub was
likely to fail and no supplies reached us. Accordiagly the
crew was routed up and each man was instructed to make
some sort of vehicle for snow transportation. Kronquist
started in on skis, and the rest of the crew, with the excep-
tion of Ernest, followed his lead. It was tough work get-

ting the material, although plenty was at hand within a
few rods; but, as Ernest put it, "we have to swim" in order
to get anywhere.
Toward evening Ernest, with my help, had completed

two pairs of serviceable rawhide snowshoes, and we started
up the logging road to see what we might see. Only a faint

depression showed where the road had been. A short way
from camp we came to where a band of three deer had
crossed, and the snow was so deep they left a trail which
looked as though small saw logs had been dragged along
the surface. It was growing dusk,and as it was extremely
exhausting work to make headway even on snowshoes, we
were about to turn back, when something attracted Ernest's
attention. He was a few steps in the lead, and I saw him
stop, pull off his mitten, and hold his gun ready, looking
intently off" to the right. I shuffled silently up and whis-
pered, "What is it?"

"Something ump. Don't know what. We go see.

pine quick, stick hira in hole. We have to go for camp.
You know where de road be?"

I understood in an instant. It was nearly dark. After
following the trails to the fallen pine I could not tell, to
save my life, in which direction the road lay. Neither
could Ernest. Our only chance was to take the back
track and take it soon. I quickly had the small pine
down, and logging it into three sections we jammed them
into the hole as tight as we could and started for the
logging road. I know not if I should ever have reached
it alone, but Ernest proved a sure guide and led me safely
out. Once on the road, Ernest delivered himself: "I not
sure dat de dev', but I t'ink he be dat. He try eat de
porky. No bear, no wolf try dat. We see to-morrow. If
we stay to get him to-night we have to stay until morning.
Better we go camp, sleep, come back early, he all right.

He no get away."
Night had completely fallen now, and we settled down

to a steady swing, making as good time as possible, but
finding it slow, hard work. All at once as I tui'ned to look
at Ernest I saw frost on his long black mustache and said
to him: "It's growing cold. Feel the frost on your
whiskers?"
"Dat so. Now he stop snow pretty quick." He stuck

his forefinger in his mouth and held it up over his head to

catch the direction of the wind. "The wind from north
now," he said. "He grow cold fas' the snow he stop."

We .soon had evidence that a change was truly at hand.
The storm thus far had been accompanied by little or no
wind, and the silence of it I cannot describe. It was sim-
ply absolute, intense, oppressive. But now there ranged
first through the forest a mighty sigh , then each tree and
shrub seemed to shiver from its topmost branch to its root,

and a deluge of snow plumped down from above to be
swallowed up in the ocean of snow beneath; then the
pine tops started the music and soon the whole woods
orchestra was in full play, the music growing in volume
as the wind rose.

Getting back to camp, we found a game of poker in full

blast, and a little black Frenchman had won nearly all the
tobacco in the wangan. The cards were put away for

supper, and were not brought out again. The boss would
not allow them to be played in camp, and I considered it

my duty to administer affairs as nearly as might be as

they would be if he were present. After supper Ernest
skinned and dressed the porcupine, and the cook brought
out his guitar, while a young Swede produced an old vio-

lin, mellow and sweet of tone; and striking up a lively tune
we soon had a quadrjUe formed, and danced the blues and
discontent out of the camp.
When 9 o'clock came I went outside and found that the

storm had ceased, the stars were shining, the trees were
singing in the north wind, and the frost nipped hungrily
at my ears. As I stretched out in my bunk and lighted

the candle to read for a few moments before sleep over-

came me, my thoughts returned to the animal we had left

imprisoned in the hollow pine, and it gave a zest to the
anticipations for the morrow G. W. M.

[to be continued.]

WILD GOATS IN THE ROCKIES.

While the buffalo have disappeared and the elk are get-

ting scarce, there are still lots of wild goats in the main
range of the Kockies; also in the Selkirk and Cabinet
ranges, which form a sort of stepping-stone to the western
slope of the Kocky Mountains and give to northern Idaho,
western Montana and southern British Columbia its grand
scenery.

There are several reasons why the goat is not himted so
very much, chiefly because the savage hunter thinks that
it is too much like work to hunt for goats on a lofty moun-
tain; it is so much easier for the tenderfoot, fresh from the
city, to hire a man to show him something to shoot where
he does not have to climb mountains.
The head of a wild goat properly mounted makes a very

satisfactory trophy, the slender black horns curving back-
ward very prettily; the hide makes a very tasteful rug; the
hair is very long and snow white.
As a general rule wild goat meat is very poor eating,

being tough and rather strong; a young kid, however, is

fair food. The proper time to hunt the wild goat is in the
early spring, fall, or, if you like hard work, follow them up
the mountains in winter. If you shoot a goat then you
get a prime hide and good horns.
To return to a hunt I once indulged in with my old

friend Col. Wroug.
We pushed up to Fort Steele, British Columbia (which

is a small town of possibly 100 inhabitants lying at the
very foot of the Rockies), from Borum's Ferry, Idaho, by
way of the old Moyra Trail, a distance of 125 miles through
the mountains; the scenery along this trail is superb. At
night we camped on the banks of the Moyra River, a
beautiful mountain stream about 160 miles long. Trout
abound in this river. I have known four men to catch
900 in three days.
Our outfit consisted of a saddle and pack horse apiece.

•Besides six-shooters, the Colonel carried a .40-65 Winches-
ter, and I carried a .45-7Q Winchester; we also took a good
dog apiece.

Arriving in four days and a half at Fort Steele, we
camped there a day to report at the Canadian custom
office and to lay in a fresh supply of grub.

The next day we struck down the Tootenai River to

Bull River, twenty miles north, crossing this stream at the
old pack bridge, which spans the river at the falls (which
are grand, the water tumbling almost 90ft. straight down). _.

We continued on up Bull River, crossing Iron Creek at its

mouth, about five miles above Bull River Falls. Here we
came to the end of the trail; however, we continued on up
Bull River twelve miles further till we found good feed for
our horses, and there we made our permanent camp.

All this sounds very easy, but as a matter of fact it was
very hard woi'k after we left the end of the trail; we were
almost three days making the twelve miles. We had to

use our axe all day in order to get our horses through the
fallen timber. We forded Bull River whenever we could
in order to save work with the axe, but we could not do it

very often, as the river is very swift, and the probable loss

of a pack horse with our blankets and grub was a little too
serious a matter for us.

On our way up we found lots of bear sign, and big fel-

lows too, judging by their tracks. The Colonel saw one
black bear the day before we reached our final camp. The
day we arrived at our destination, after fixing up camp and
hoppling the horses so that they could not leave us, the
Colonel went back about half a mile on our trail, where
we had noticed a big log jam in Bull River, to try and get

a mess of trout for supper. I took my rifle and dog up the
mountain back of camp to look for signs of goat, and hop-
ing to get a grouse or so for food.

Going about quarter of the way up and then around the
side of the rhountain, I came to what I should judge was a

good-sized creek in the spring time, but now it was almost
dry, here and there 15 or 20ft. of water. This creek lay

below me and south, dividing the mountain I was on from
the next one. Going down the mountain to this creek, I

found to my surprise that these little f)ools of water were
alive with trout, M'hich had evidently been caught there

as the water went. Going to one end of one of these pools,

I drove the fish up to the other, and then told my dog to

catch them, which he did by grabbing them in the shallow
water and throwing them out on the gravel. At this novel
way of fishing it only took a very few minutes to have a
good mess, which' I strung on a stick and lay on my trail

to take on my way back. I then proceeded up the creek
bottom.

I had not gone more than a quarter of a mile when I

noticed a goat trail. It was a very old one, probably one
that they had used for years coming down to water. On
examination, I found that their hoofs had actually worn a
trail in the solid rock almost 2in. deep.

I looked around carefully to see if there were any goats

still using the trail, and to my joy I found that there had
been some there very lately.

This was all I wanted to know that day, so I hastily re-

traced my steps back to camp, picking up my fish on the

way. My dog found three grouse for me on the mountain.
I promptly shot their heads off, as the heavy bullet from
my rifle would have torn the bodies all to pieces.

As I had my rifle and eight trout to carry, I gave the

birds to my dog to bring in, and struck camp just in time
to escape building a fire, for according to camp law the

first man in camp builds the fire,

The Colonel had succeeded in landirg thirty-three trout

in an hour and a quarter, but he could not see how I had
caught mine without a hook or line.

Around the camp-fire that night we discussed our plans

for the next day. We decided to get an early start the

next morning and follow up the goat trail that I had found.

Waking up a little before daylight the next morning, I

quickly rolled out of my blankets and we soon had break-

fast. Shortly after daybreak we were on the move. At
first we walked pretty rapidly, but when we were near the

goat trail we moved along more carefully; arriving there,

we made an examination of the tracks at the foot of the

trail and found that there had been some goats there since

my visit the night before.

I'he tracks ran up the rock trail to the south, so that

after making sure that our guns were all right we started

on up the trail, which was very steep, so much so that we
had to use our hands climbing up. Upon our arriving at

the top the trail became very dim; however, we pushed on,

the country being very rough and rocky, with almost no
vegetation in sight. Soon we halted at the foot of a poin
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of rocks about 50f1t. higher than the rest of the country,
and while my companion remained where he was I went
up to take a look around. Peeping carefully over the top,

I saw at not more than 100yds. from me five goats, three
lying down and two standing; one of the two that was
standing was an old "billy;" he was evidently on the
watch. I quietly withdrew my head and motioned to the
Colonel to come up quietly. After he had had a peep we
held a consultation, with the result that I should shoot the
old "billy" while he shot the other one that was standing.
We were to shoot the first round concealed, and then

stand up and cut down the rest if possible.

The first part of our plan worked to perfection, for we
shot the two standing dead the first shot, both bullets find-
ing a heart. The remaining three goats quickly jumped up
and started running, finst one way and then the other.
My companion and I each crippled one, but the third goat
made good his escape. We each took after a wounded
goat; both of them were quickly out of sight, the country
being so rough. Our dogs then came into use. My dog
held the track well, and in about a quarter of a mile I

jumped my goat and had the satisfaction of knocking him
over while on the run. The Colonel was as successful as I,

although he had to go farther before he could get a
shot.

It took us just an hour to take the heads and hides off.

Thinking that was enough for one day, we struck back
to camp.
We camped there four days, and in tha,t time got thir-

teen goats. We would liked to have stayed longer and
had a shot at a grizzly bear; but it was"almost time for

snow, and we were about 100 miles from home. We re-

turned in six days by the old Moyra Trail.

Hknky Chauncey Cryder.

IN THE BIG THICKET.
The Big Thicket is a dense forest, covering a territory

about fifty miles long and from ten to twentj'- miles wide,
situated about seventy-five miles east of Houston, Texas. It

abounds in game of many kinds, from the gray squirrel to

the black bear, and is regarded as among the best, if not the

very best, hunting grounds in Dixie.

This forest is sparsely settled, a large portion of it being
so overgrown with brush and vines and semi-tropical plants

as to be uninviting to the settler; while large portions

of it at certain seasons are partly or wholly submerged, The
few typical inhabitants within its borders give most of their

time to bunting in general, and deer bunting in particular.

These hunters have packs of hounds finely trained to hunt
fither the deer or the bear, for the bear is not uncommon in

this wilderness.

Hunting the wild turkeys, or, as the natives invariably call

them, the "gobblers," is a common employment of these
stml-aboiiginal people.

A more generous, hospitable folk never lived. Their ho£-
pi4-ality does not partake of that characteristic at Delmonlco's
and Sherry's, but is far more genuine and unselfish, though
expressed in rough, imgrammatical speech and devoid of the
superfluities of etiquette. These brusquely unique people
have a special welcome for the stranger coming among them,
bearing the rifle and the fishing rod. They are ready to

ramp with him, and to pilot him through the semi-tropical

jungle to the best camping grounds, and where the game
abounds.
To reach this Eldorado of the hunter and fisher you go via

the Southern Pacific Railroad to the lumber city of Beau-
mont, eighty miles east of the "magnolia" city—Houston,
Texas. From Beaumont an hour's ride on the Sabine &
East Texas Railroad brings you to the village of Kouutze.
Here you can obtain all the necessities for a hunting trip,

including guide, dogs and provisions. Within fifteen miles

of Kouutze the promised land of the hunter is found.
Though it may not be "a land flowing with milk and honey,"
it is one aboundmg with all that fills a hunter's soul with
the keenest enjojment. To relate the adventures, the de-

feats and the successes of a typical hunting party in the Big
Thicket is the purpose of this article.

Our party was made up of Capt. A. F. Wilson, of Hearne,
and Col. A. M. Rhodes and myself, of Bryan. This trip

proved to be "the hunt of our lives," as one of our party ex-

pressed it.

Our Captain and our Colonel—we give them in their rank-
ing order—reached Kountze at 10:30 Sunday morning, while
the high private of the expedition, your humble servant,

went before to assist in clearing the way for the coming of
mighty experts with rifle and shotgun. Our preparations
for the plunge into the wilderness were soon completed, and
after partaking of a splendid dinner at the Berber Hotel,
wliich by the way would be a credit to a much larger town
than Kountze, we were on the way full of enthusiasm and
expectation. At Kountze J. K. Salter and D. H. Hart, old-

lime residents of this region, joined us. We reached camp
at late bedtime that night. Th .ugh we were weary with the

journey, our eagerness for the fray on tlie morrow was as

keen as ever. Oar camp was soon laid out on the hanks of

a small stream known as Pine Isldnd Bayou, surrounded by
an almost impenetrable wilderness. A cheerful fire soon
hghted up the surrounding gloom. Our horses were cared
for, the tent was spread, and soon we were renewing the

inner man with a generous supply of bread, broiled bacon
and strong coffee.

Refreshed with supper, we discussed plans for the hunt,
and finally agreed upon them. Guns were oiled and put to-

gether, shells examined, hunting jackets put within easy
reach, and we were prepared for a daylight start.

Of course we swapped camp stories. The Captain and
the Colonel tried to say witty things and the Colonel even
tried to sing, while the High Private got behind a tree and
laughed, which was echoed by the mournful owl, whose
peace had been disturbed by the attempts at song, while the
hoarse, regretful cry of the coyote filled the forest with
what were to us sounds strange and weird.

Our lungs expanded; our anticipations were rekindled, and
we began to realize that sense of freedom which only comes
to man when he is away from the pomp and power of
crowded city and populous mart. We caught something of
the thought that in camp "all fallacies are detected, all ranks
leveled and all distinctions done away with." Around our
camp-fire titles and worldly distinctions were as unreal and
vague as the shadows cast athwart the tree branches by the
ever-flickering flame. All were hunters, and good will and
strong appetites predominated.

"Well, boys," remarked Capt. Wilson, "I can tell you as
soon as we make the first run to-morrow whether we will
have good or bad luck on this hunt.
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"How's that?" asked several.

"Well," replied the Captain, "if we kill the first deer we
jump we will have good luck, but if it gets away from us we
will have bad luck all the way through."
"How do you make that out?" some one asked.
"I have never seen it fail; I have been on a hundred hunts

and it has always come out that way."
Some were disposed to attribute the Captain's statement to

a tinge of superstition, while others, more considerate, were
inclined to give it consideration. Hunters, as a rule, are in-

clined to believe the weird, strange and improbable. No one
scarcely claims to be a successful hunter who is not to some
extent superstitious. The man who would go deer hunting
on the "change of the moon," or the fisherman who would
fish on the "full of the moon," or either who does not believe
in signs, omens and "rabbit feet," will never be called great
anoong his fellows. But we had no chance to test the Cap-
tain's statement, as the sequel will show.
By the first streak of day all hands were up, breakfast was

put out of sight, horses were saddled and the start was made
for our first drive. By unanimous consent Mr. Hart, or
Dennis, as he h called, was selected as leader. He seems in-

stinctively to know every step of the pathway blind or clear
through the wilderness. The compass, considered a neces-
sity bv most hunters and travelers in the Big Thicket, is a
superfluity to this true woodsman. Ask him, when and
where you will, as to the location of camp, and Dennis will
point his long finger with unerring accuracy in the direction
of the grub box. He knows every crossing, or how to go
around all the ''bad thickets," and where to cross all bay
galls; but neither he nor any other living man can tell which
way a deer will run when started by dogs.

It was decided that we should not take stands, but would
breast-hunt; that is, one man would take the dogs in the cen-
ter and the other hunters would flank him on either side,

stationing themselves about 100 to 200yds. apart. At a sig-

nal from the driver, as the man with the dogs is called, each
one moves slowly forward in line. The plan provides that
if a start is made and the deer doubles or turns back some
one is almost sure to get a shot. Moving out in this order,
Dennis in charge of the dogs, we had gone but a short dis-

tance from camp when the dogs struck trail. It was soon
evident, however, that it was a cold trail. So eager were all

for a run we began to wish the driver would blow off and
try a fresher trail. But the dogs kept working it, and by
the time they had gone half a mile

"TJie antier'd monarch of tlie waste

Sprung from his heathery couch in haste,"

and then the sport began. The deer led off directly from the
drive, and according to previous instructions from the leader

all hands followed. Before they had gone far, however,
our crowd was in bad, bad shape, and about half of them
did not know "straight up."

The Big Thicket is what its name indicates. It is simply
a big thicket, having the appearance of a dense swamp,
though a large part of it is high land, which is dry except
after'big rains There being but little fall to this land, the
surface water is slow to run off.

In places the undergrowth is so thick as to be difficult to
travel either afoot or mounted. In many places tbere are
what are called "openings," but thcj' are known only to

those who are accustomed to hunting in this region. The
stranger who attempts to make his way without a guide
through these thickets finds his progress impeded by vines,

briers, brush and palmettoes, which in some places grow
10ft. high. But this description applies only to a portion of
the thicket. In places one can lope a horse for miles with-
out any obstructions; in others by picking bis way and with
the liberal use of the hack knife, the mde meeum of the Big
Thicket hunter, he can make fair headway. Such is the
extent and density of these "bad thickets" that the compass
is not always to be depended upon, and in some instances
gets one into a mess, or rather into a thicket, out of which
he must cut his way. Still I can advise no one not familiar
with these woods to go into them without a compass, hack
knife, and perhaps a balloon and a few days' rations may be
necessary.

In less than thirty minutes the dogs were out of hearing
and our hunters were scattered in every direction, some try-

ing to get out of unusually dense thickets, some trying to
back track themselves to camp, while others, more venture-
somo, were wandering around trying to ride up a fresh deer.

After having been out of hearing more than an hour the faint

cry of the hounds was heard. Tliey were evidently return-
ing. We quieted down, as each man was on the alert. On
come the dogs, each moment getting nearer and their bark-
ing more distinct. Each man decided that the deer was
coming directly to him; that he was in the right place.

But all were mistaken except the scribe. I had stationed
myself in an open glade near the edge of a thicket, and by
the time the dogs were within half a mile of me I heard the
deer coming. Strange as it may seem, the longer the dogs
run a deer the further it will get from them. This fact is

well known to aU old deer hunters. When he was within
about 60yds. of my covert I gave him my first barrel, which
only seemed to cause him to move more rapidly. My second
shot did the work, and I then knew that if there was any-
thing in Capt, Wilson's "sign" we had begun a lucky hunt,
as the first deer started lay dead before me. The calls were
then blown, and all the hounds were soon congregated about
our first trophy. The condition of our stomachs.and the
place of the sun indicating dinner, we decided to return to

camp, where our deer was turned over to the cook. Our
appetites intensified by the morning's work, added to by the
cook's culinary skill, provided us with a dinner fit for the gods.
Soon we started out again. This time the programme was

changed. We took stands on an old road a short distance
below our camp. Dennis with fresh pack of dogs went be-
low us about a mile to drive back. T'hia time, as before, I

was fortunate enough to be in the right place, I had hitched
my horse and had just seated myself on a "horsing log"
waiting events, when I saw three deer making a bee hue for
me, 1 let them come to within about 40yds. when I fired.

My first barrel brought down the deer nearest to me, and be-
fore the others had made many jumps a second one sunk to
rise no more. The third deer, after making a few bounds,
stopped short in a small thicket. Hastily slipping a shell in
each barrel, the only ones 1 had, I cautiously started in the
direction of the halting monarch of the woods. Before I got
within safe range of it it started

.

By this time the dogs hail started another deer, so I moved
back to my stand. Luck was with me, I was again at the
right place, and soon I saw another fine fellow bounding to-

ward me. When within about 80yds. of me, and when the
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deer was near the edge of a dense thicket, I let drive at it

with my remaining load, but missed.

At the report of the gun the deer turned toward me, and
ran up within 30ft. of me and suddenly stopped. There I
stood with an empty gun, with the deer looking at me. At
once I had an attack of what is known among hunters as
the buck ague. Unless one has had such an attack, no de-
scription could aid you to understand what it ia. After
standing there full two minutes (it seemed hke a month to
me) the deer started off.

The dogs were soon there, but all my coaxing and scolding
could not stop them. On they went, and our day's hunt
was over.

Taking the two deer to camp, we turned in for the night,
each to recount his adventures of the day, and to tell how
near he came to getting a shot and just how it happened that
he burnt no powder. All were tired and hungry, but anx-
ious for the next hunt. Our supper that night was enough
to tempt the appetite of an epicure. We had venison cooked
in several ways, with necessary accompaniments and condi-
ments, besides a delicious stew of gray squirrels, some of
our party having shot several that afternoon.

The Big Thicket abounds with all manner of game—squir-
rels, rabbits, coons, opossum, wildcats, turkeys, panthers
and black bears—and it was decided that the bear should be
our main object on the morrow. To this end Mr. John Jor-
dan, the celebrated Big Thicket bear hunter, agreed to meet
us with his bear pack the next morning. He was promptly
on hand with a pack of the finest and most vicious looking
dogs I ever saw. There were specimens of nearly every
color, size and breed. I wish I could describe this man as
he is. About oft. lOin. high, weighs about 2501bs., with
dark, short-cut hair and blue eyes which "sparkle and
dance" as he recounts his many hand-to-hand conflicts with
bruin, he looks what he is, a dangerous adversary for man
or beast, and a livid scar exttnding from his ear to the lower
part of the chin shows that some biped has had the temerity
to "tackle" him, hut 'twas no use; he is still hunting hear.
The day he joined us he was dressed in a pair of ducking

pants, leather leggings and a short jumper of the same ma-
terial, and with a broad leather belt, to which hung a long
hunting knife. On his head he wore a long cone shaped cap
made of coarse cloth, around which near his head was a
roll about 3in. in diameter, also made of cloth and tufted
with wool—this in case while running a bear he runs against
a tree or limb, to prevent injuring the tree or limb. He is

entirely ilfiterate, that is to >-a.y, he doesn't "know a letter in
the book," but, as the American lady said to the British
colonel, "He can make his mark." He has made his mark
on more black bears than perhaps any man living. In hunt-
ing bears he uses a ,44cal. Winchester rifle, and, as he ex-
presses it, "when near enough to his game he just pumps
lead into him until he quits kicking."

Before starting on tue bear hunt that day Capt. Wilson
took me aside and inquired as to the percentage for and
against bagging a hear on this hunt. He was told the
cbances at this season of the year stood about one in four for

a start and one chance in ten for a -shot if the bear is started.

At this season of the year the bears are poor and can run as
long and as fast as a deer, and they invariably keep in the
worst thickets; consequently, to get a shot is the exception,
not the rule. Later in the season, when they are fat, they
will run but little, sometimes not at all; then they either tree

or fight on the ground until they are killed. It is then royal
sport to hunt them. The Captain at once decided to jump
the bear hunt and go deer driving with several of us who,
having had some experience in bear hunting and knowing
how slim the (jhances to bag game were, had concluded not
to accompany the bear hunting party.

After the bear hunters were well out of sight we turned
loose a few of the deer dogs and started in quest of more
deer. We had gone less than 200yds. from camp when the
dogs struck a running trail, and before they had gone very
far we knew that the game was afoot. We at once spread
out and began pursuit. Capt Wilson turned to the left and
had but just gotten out of sight when we heard his gun, and
the welcome three blows of his horn were sounded which
told us that the race was over. The deer, two in number,
after running straight ahead for about half a mile, doubled
back on Capt. Wilson, who downed them both in one, two
order, so that they fell within 10ft. of each other, 'these
were the best shots of the hunt, as we all declared. We were
back to camp with two fine deer, a doe and yearhng, in less

than an hour from the time we had started, bringing our
score up to five. Some of the party continued the hunt for
deer, others brought down a lot of squirrels, while some
kept camp and indulged in a little draw, "just for fun, you
know."

,

During the day several chances at deer were had, but no
more were bagged.
Our bear hunters returned about 3 o'clock in the after-

noon. Tney were hot, tired and hungry and not very
amiable, having only blank shots to their credit, and having,
as Col. Rhodes, one of the party, expressed it, "not found a
ball-headed thing." He further declared they had gone
through placts so thick that he had to ' lift up the brusn to
bat his eyes." This closed our second day's hunt.
That night we welcomed to our parly J. R. Davenport

and Berch Pedigo, of Kountze. They brought with them a
few fresh anecdotes.

Before sun up we were out. For hours every deer we
started ran wrong, and it seemed that no one could get in
the right place, until finally a fine buck • 'ran over" Mr.
Davenport, who promptly prepared the game for transporta-
tion to camp, making number six. Several of the party had
shots during the day, but Mr, Davenport was the only suc-
cessful man.
That night Capt. Wilson and I tried om- luck fire-hunting,

'

and by 12 o'clocK returned to camp with three fine deer,

Capt. Wilson having killed two and his companion one.
The next day only one deer was taken. Some of the

party went fire-hunting at night, but retm-ned as they went,
without any deer. Friday proved to be the typical bad day
that it is always said to be, for nothing was killed larger
than a gray squhrel.

Saturday morning Capt. Wilson and I went prospecting,
looking for a good place to hunt that night. As our dogs
were all about run down, we decided that all hands should
rest that day and be fresh for an all-night fire-hunt, which
would close our hunt for this trip. Accordingly during the
day we "looked out" our route for the night, and as soon as
it was dark four lamps were lit. Capt. Wilson, Col. Rhodes,
Dennis and myself each carried a lamp, and in order to keey
from getting lost it was arranged that Dennis should take
one side and I the other, while Capt. W. and Col. R. should
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occupy the center of the line. Proceeding in this order, we
had gone hut a short distance when Col. Rhodes began to

shoot, and continued shooting until six or seven shots were
fired.

This being his first fire-hunt, Dennis at -once decided that

he had found a hunch of cattle and was shooting them, think-

ing they were deer. So Dennis started toward Rhodes as

fast as his horse could run, shouting at the top of his voice,

"Stop that, sir. Quit shooting them cows." But Rhodes
kept blazing away.
When Dennis got in good speaking distance of him

he again imperatively ordered hinn to stop, and reminded
him of the value of cattle, and suggested that it would take
all the money in camp to pay for them: but the Colonel
turned on him with a look of scorn and contempt thal would
have paralyzed a Yankee lin peddler, and quietly yet with
great emphasis informed him that he (Dennis) was a "bald-
headed fool." "Why, sir," said lie, "I have been shooting
deer, sir- wild red deer, sir; and I have the face of the earth
covered with their dead hodies, sir. So you will kindly keep
your mouth shut, sir, and assist me in getting these dead deer
together; and if you please, sir, don't leave me too far, as I

do not now just remember the direction to camp."
And sure enough he had killed three fine deer, and had

wounded two more, one of which we secured later in the
night.

About 11 o'clock that night Capt. Wilson killed one of the
largest and finest deer we got on the hunt. 1 got four shots,

but no meat. When we reached camp it was near daybreak,
so vdthout i|oing to bed we began preparations for our de-
parture to civilization. By noon we were in Kountze again,
congratulating ouiaelves upon the results of our hunt. Our
list was: one turkey, fifteen deer, and over 300 squirrels.

This was indeed a hunt never to be forgotten. We had
perfect weather, plenty to eat, good water to drink, and
good luck. JSTot a man was sick, mad or hurt on the trip

Some very poor shootingwas done, principally by the writer,
hut for which we would have bagged twenty five deer.
This fall we plan to visit the Big Thicket again. While we
may get more game, we don't expect a better time, as this

was the "hunt of a hfetirae." W. H. JSTai^l.

Bkyan, Texas, March.

THE PENNSYLVANIA LAW.
DnxESTGEHSViLLE, Pa., March 15.—Editor Fm-est and

Streain: In your issue of March 13 1 read an article from
the pen of W. W. McCain, of Stevensville, Pa., regardine
the proposed game laws of Pennsylvania. I should like to
ask Mr. McCain some questions regarding his views as to
who protects our game. Mr. McCain rightly says that every
good question has two sides. This is very true. Are we
then to take for granted that that of Mr. McCain's pot hunt-
er with the yaller dog. whom he seems to protect, is the
best side of his question? Theman who laughs at game laws
and game protective a8.=ociati3ns? I think it is a fact pretty
well known by the readers of the Forest akd Stream that
the mtiin cause of our gime decieasing is supplied by these
market -hunters with iheir yaller dogs. I can point out if

need be several parties, who shoot for the market, who would
exterminate the last quail in the State for the paltry sum
they would derive from doing it. If Mr. McCain wishes to
uphold thi.=i sort of yaller dog gmtry, all very well; but there
are thousands who do not, and will not.

I have lived the greater part of my life in the country,
have observed, the ways of mo-it all sorts of men who gun,
and have come to the conclusion that the worst men on our
game are those vtry pot-hunters. The meanest sneak under
the sun is this very game butcher, who loafs around country
stores and taverns, waiting until the game season opens to
sneak around the fence corners and get in his mm-derous
work on the coveys of quail as they sii huddled together. Is
this the kind of men Mr. McCain thinks will protect our
game ?

Now as to the millionaire sportsmen Mr. McCain speaks of,
in all my travels afield with dog and gun in thirty-five years
I have met with none. How many has Mr. McCain met?
I should also like to hear from other sportsmen, through the
columns of Porest akd Stream, how many millionaire
sportsmen they have met afield.

As to the bill Mr. McCain speaks of that his worthy Gov-
ernor vetoed, I know alJ about that bill; it was signed by
75,000 sportsmen (much credit to them). 1 am proud to say
I also signed the same bill, and to day I signed another bill
sent me by Dr. B. H. Warren, State Zoologist, of a like
nature. I know it is the desire of every true sportsman of
Pennsylvania, whether he be rich or poor, to see the eame
of his State protected from the yaller dog pot-hunter, i ask
Mr. McCain who was benefited by his worthy Governor
vetoing that bill? Was it the 75,000 sportsmen who wished
to slop the sale of ruffed gTOuse, or was it the pot-huater
with his yaller dog? Our game can never be protected from
extermination so long as the mighty dollar is attached to it-

I have very often heard said: "Field sports were made for
a gentleman's recreation and a loafer's business " Mr. Mc-
Cain seems to have some grievance to settle with the owners
of silken-haired setters and a good-fitting suit of corduroy.
Oh, jealousy, thou art a corker! 1 have some wire-haired
pointers and silken hau-ed setters—the kind Mr. Hou^h
calls 'meat dogs'—and I really like them much better m
the field than those yellow dogs It looks to me as if Mr
McCiiin was favoring the pot-hunter. Does he not know
thai it is the well-dressed, well-dogged, well-gunned sports-
men, whom he despises, who restock the farms of our State
most every year with game birds, and pay the farmers'
boys to feed and protect these game birds duriug the deep
snows of the winter? It is he who goes to the trouble and
expense of having live quail shipped from the West and
liberated, and perhaps when fall ot the year comes around
he does not kill a dozen birds out of the hundreds he has put
out. Who was benefited by restocking these farms? and
why could om- well-drefcsed sportsmen not kill more than a
dozen birds? Because they were not there to be killed? It
was the same old story, the pot-hunter and his yellow dog
got ahead of our well dressed town sportsmen and pot-pied
the whole coveys on the ground.

I trust that the time is not far distant when the sports-
men not only of Pennsylvania, but of every State, can say
"We all of us now have worthy governors, who beheve in
Forest akd Stream's Platform Plank: Stop the sale of
game.'' L W. Mazurte.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A few words, please, in regard to "Pennsylvania's Pro-

posed Law," I have always stood squarely with both feet
No. 98—on yom- platform plank. Therefore I would take

exceptions to the way in which your correspondent W. W.
McCain states the situation.

According to Mr. MctJain, there are but two classes who
kill game, the "millionaire sportsman" and the "farmer's
boy " If such were the case, there is no doubt but the game
"would hold its own against its enemy, man;" and some-
thing such are the conditions that it is proposed to bring
about by the prohibitory clause of the proposed new law.

If he had desired to be fair, would he have ignored the
class who kill at least nine-tenths of the game taken in this
locality? I refer to the market -shooter. And he cannot
plead ignorance in justification. Some twenty years' experi-
ence as a country merchant, during which time he has taken
the game brought in—although he denies being a game dealer—and furnishing in exchange the "tea, coffee or sugar," and
the "hundred little things that are luxuries to the poor,"
and doubtless at a good profit to himself, has not left him
without an accurate knowledge of who kills most of the
game. I could name at least half a score of individuals,
with whom both he and I are personally acquainted, who
go out as soon as the law is off and there is a market for the
game killed, and make an every-day business of shooting
solely for the money there is in it. And Mr. McCain will
doubtless remember how he, as a dealer, ordered an
8-gauge gun for one of these market-shooters, as he—the
shooter—wanted a gun with which he "could mow all the
brush out of the way." Another of these market- shooters
was loud in his denunciation of the law passed by the Legis-
lature two years ago; and when he heard that the Governor
had vetoed the bill he exclaimed: "Good! 'Now I will have
the last bird this fall." Such is the spirit of the market-
shooter—"I want the last grouse as soon as I can get it; it's

worth three shillings."

The game forms one of the chief attractions of the rural
districts that should be preserved as long as possible. 'The
county of old Susquehanna still furnishes plenty of excel-
lent cover for that king of game birds, the ruffed grouse,
and the conditions are much the same in most of the
counties of the Stite. Remove the price from his head,
stay the barter, eliminate the principle of "for revenue only"
and he will furnish inspiration and sport, not only for our-
selves, but for our boys, yet too small to handle a gun, but
whom we shall expect, should this bill become a law, to en-
joy better shooting in the years to come than we have known
in the past.

This rant about farmers' boys in game matters makes me
tired. When any one wants special privileges for himself
he feelingly pleads their cause. When any one wants to ex-
tenuate his own violations of the laws their lawlessness
is cited. After years of life on the farm, surrounded by
(boys of all ages, sorts and conditions, I conclude that farm-
ers' boys are just as conscientious, law abiding and self-re-

specting as the boys of country merchants or -any other
class; and they are second to none in their knowledge of the
habits of game, and many of them are well posted and fully
abreast of the times in all matters pertaining to field sports.
And they are ever ready to welcome any genial, whole-souled
sportsman from the town or city who shoots wholly from a
love of the sport and the scenes with which it brings him ia
contact; and they will aid such an one in every way in their
power. But for the dude sport, who cares more for the
"pistol" he carries in a side pocket than for his smooth-bore;
or the dead beat, who cares nothing for the rights or prop-
erty of others, only intent on the shilling the game will
bring—for such they feel a pardonable contempt.
As to the action of the Governor two years ago, we think

he made a mistake both from the standpoint of the sports-
man and politician, and he doubtless has realized it ere this.

As between the cold storage men and the sportsmen of the
State, 75,000 strong, there is no comparison. He most
certainly made a mistake when he vetoed the bill on consti-

tutional grounds that had been repeatedly passed upon hy
the higher courts and sustained.

We most sincerely hope the biU now pending will become
a law, for to "stop the sale of game" will do more toward its

preservation than all the laws now on om* statute books. In
fact, it is the only thing that will prevent its utter extermi-
nation and that within a very short time. Bon Ami.
Susquehanna County, Pa.

DUCK-HUNTING PORKERS.
Yorr of course know what a game hog is, and doubtless in

your rambles afield have met many of the two-legged varietj',

but did you ever happen to come across one of the four-
legged breed? An experience I had upon one occasion will,

I think, bear repeating.

I was sitting in a blind, built far out on the open meadow,
near Custer's I3roadwater, Va. An eighth of a mile away
there was a'depression in the marsh, where the cat-tails and
a few low bushes formed a thick cover, used by a dozen or
more disreputable porkers as a sort of headquarters in which
to spend the night after their fatiguing worK of hustlicg all

day along the water's edge for soldier crabs, dead fish, etc.

The evening before 1 had remained late, and on returning
to the yacht failed to remove all my birds from the box,
where I had placed them on top of the decoys. Tiiere were,
if I remember aright, some half dozen calico-backs {Arenuria
interpres) overlooked, and these were not discovered until
the next morning, when, the blind beirg reached, I

started to set out my decoys. They were certainly
odoriferous, but nevertheless I utilized them by placing
them ifl as natural positions as possible among the
decoys. A gentle air breathed rather than blew across
from left to right, and being directly to windward of the
depression mentioned above, the raak perfume of the dead
birds floated slowly down to where the hogs reposed. You
know how one's eyes are continually wandering about in his
vicinity at such times. Well, as 1 glanced over there for at
least the hundredth time, 1 saw an old pig waddle out of the
reeds and stand with head in my direction in such a lazy,
trampish attitude that my curiosity was mildly aroused as
to what he purposed doing. Presently he raised his head
and appeared to sniff the air; then slowly, with a hitchy sort
of gait, due no doubt to sciatica or rheumatism from sleep-

ing on a damp bed, he started in the direction of the blind;
never halting, never hesitating, he hitched along until per-
haps half the distance was covered, when another equally
trampish looking porker came out, and after repeating the
same preliminary action of the first he also came on after.

I could not conceive what they were up to, the idea of their
following up a scent for such a distance never entered my
mind, but so it was,
Number one soon arrived, and stalking without hesitation

among the decoys deliberately ate up the dead birds lying
there. He took them all in, and then nosed carefully about

for more, being joined by number two, who had arrived by
this time.

Slowly and thoroughly they quartered the ground. Fear-
ing their presence among my decoys would not prove much
of an attraction to passing birds. I arose and shouted to them
to move on. It was laughable to see the effect my sudden
appearance had upon them; one of them actually squatted on
his hams for a moment, so great was his surprise.

They could not run apparently, so they hitched off in the
same "woebegone and dejected manner as they had ap-
proached. 'There was actually not enough spunk between
them to put a curl in the tails that hung down perfectly limp
and unkinked.

I Lave heard of hogs following the trail of crippled wild-
fowl on the marsh, but this is the first instance of their fol-

lowing a scent that had ever come to my notice. They were
truly a fine pair of "dead game sports."

WiLMOT TOWNSEND.

BLUEJAY CAMP.
For months Sam and John had been planning a camp

hunt for ruffed grouse (pheasants we call them). The
fates seeming propitious, Monday, Oct. 26, was chosen for
the trip. The place chosen was a wild locality, where the
timber had been cut several years ago, and was about ten
miles from Sam's house. As it was accessible by wagon,
we were not forced to scrimp ourselves as to outfit. We
took two tents, a sheet-iron stove for cooking on, an oil

stove for use in the tent, boards for a bunk, a lot of straw
for a bed and lots of blankets. One wall tent was used for

a sleeping room and an A tent as a living tent. We in-

tended the dogs to sleep in it, but they preferred the open
air.

Warren had volunteered to go along and tend camp, as
he was not able to do much hunting; so he and his brother
Jim took the wagon and outfit around by the road, while
John hunted up the creek with his two dogs, Pard and
Gleam; reaching the appointed place about 12:30 with five

pheasants. As the boys had not yet arrived with the
wagon, he looked around for a place to locate a camp. He
found an ideal place across the creek, about 200yds. from
the road, from which it was hidden by second-growth pine
and hemlock trees. There was an old clearing of about
three acres, perfectly level and dry, with plenty of wood
and water handy.
The boys arrived about 2 o'clock, and after cooking and

eating dinner Jim returned with the wagon, and AVarren
and John proceeded to set up the tents and get to house-
keeping. This took them until nearly dark, but when
they had finished they had the satisfaction of knowing
that everything was in shape for comfort.
The next morning they '*ere trying to choose a name

for the camp, when a bluejay lit on the topmost twig of a
big dead pine about 75yd3. from the tent.

"That would be a nice shot for my Winchester," re-
marked Warren.
"You couldn't hit him in twenty shots," replied John.
"Just see if I can't." So saying. Warren picked up his

.38 Winchester, took a quick sight, and at the crack of the
gun the jay bounced off the limb, and came tumbling to
the ground. A fine shot.

"Bluejay Camp," says John, "we'll have a christening
when Sam comes."

.lohn then tpok the old dog, Pard, and went for birds,
while Warren washed the dishes and prepared a couple of
birds for dinner. When John returned at 1 o'clock with
a couple of pheasants he found Sam just arrived, he also
having got a couple of birds on his way up. By the time
the camp had been christened dinner was ready. The
birds that Warren had cooked were so good (as were also

our appetites) that after dinner we were more inclined to
lie in the sun than take any violent exercise. After smok-
ing our corn-cobs and resting, we started out about 3
o'clock. Sam took his dog Tony and went up the north
branch of the creek, where he found a bunch of birds
among the little pines, and bagged a couple of them. One
of them, which he crippled at the first rise, gave him a
great chase up and down the side of the mountain before
he finally captured it.

John took the pup, Gleam, and went down the creek
below camp, where he got stuck in a windfall where the
big pines and hemlocks had overgrown with briers, laurels
and pine and hemlock shrubs until it was impossible for
anything without wings to get through.

If there is anything exasperating it is to have a pheasant
burst out of a tree above your head while you are attempt-
ing to crawl under a fallen tree, and have a snag caught in
your coat collar, a big brier gripping your ear and your gun
tangled up in a laurel bush. He eiidn't have a feather to
show when he got back to camp, but his temper seemed
unruffled. "I'm used to it, you know," he said, and Gleam
couldn't tell what actually had occurred down there in the
windfall.

In the forenoon following they hunted out a strip of
woods where they had found birds plenty the year before,
but did not find many, and those were very wild. They
only brought in a couple. In the afternoon they went up
the North Branch, where Sam found the covey the day be-
fore. While going up an old timber road hedged on both
sides with pine and hemlock shrubs, Tony flushed a bii'd

ahead and just around a sharp turn in the road. Sam, who
was ahead, made a break to get a shot as it crossed the
road, but the bird turned and flew right in his face. See-
ing him just as it was about to strike him, it nearly fell

through itself as it set its wings and pitched into the hedge
beside him. John maele a quick snap into the brush and
knocked a wing off it. He retrieved it himself and Sam
said he mouthed it badly, besides breaking shot.
A little further along the dogs found a bunch of five or

six birds down beside the creek, but the leaves were dry
and noisy, and they all got away behind the pines before
we could get a shot.~

After the birds were all gone, a black squirrel jumped,
or fell, from a tree, striking the ground beside Sam, and
made off on the ground. Sam shot at it^ but it ran up a
big tree. While they were looking for it in the tree it fell

to the ground dead. John declared it got dizzy and the
fall killed it; said it had vertigo or something of "that kind,
as that was the second time it had fallen from a tree in a
few minutes.
We retraced our steps to camp, Sam getting another

bird on the way in, and arrived hungry and tired, as-

usual. The next three days were put in in similar man-
ner, and Sa,turday morning came too soon, when we had
to break camp and return home.
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The weather had been too warm and dry for good hunt-
ing, but we had reasonably good success and an immensely
good time; and we bade good-by to Bluejay Camp, with
many pleasant memories and a resolution to repeat the
ex perience next year if possible. Mc.
Eagle Rock, Pa.

LAKE LE SAULMER, WISCONSIN.
This is one of the choice spots for a party of sportsmen

t') pitch a tent. The site is reached by a wagon road from
Fi field, on the Wisconsin Central Eailway, distant sixteen
miles. The road follows in part the trend of the Flam-
beau River, whose sparkling waters tempt the traveler to

camp on its bank and angle for the lovely muskalonge
that sports beneath its surface. Here and there a wily
deer has crossed the road and left his footprints in the
moist earth, and now and then partridges strut awaj' and
are lost to sight in the shrubbery. The quacking of ducks
may be heard on the river, and a more home-like sound

—

that of the tinkling of bells—comesto our ears as the even-
ing shadows lengthen, and straggling bands of horses and
cattle gather in some nearby chopping to spend the night.

Lake Le Saulmer, nestled among the wooded hills,

empties its surplus waters into the Flambeau River
a mile away. An old lumber road parallels the
outlet and connects with the wagon road, making
it convenient to camp at the outlet of the lake. Patches of
pine and hardwoods alternated originally, and as the for-

mer has been cut out there remains dense forests of hard-
wood and extensive choppings. Near the railroad a few
of these choppings have been cleared, but the soil is thin
and a few crops exhaust it. Game seems in little danger
of extermination from the clearing up of this section of

country; but as for the Indian, who can prevent him from
trading summer pelts for ''drinking liquor" and feeding
his pappooses and curs on tainted venison? From his res-

ervation he roams and camps at will all over northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Jlichigan, and,
summer or winter, in season and out of season, his hunting
instinct acknowledges no law. Le Saulmer is three
miles long by about a half mile wide, and is one of a chain
of lakes that affords first-class sport for the angler.

From our camp at its outiet a beautiful i^icture presented
itself as the morning's sun shed its bright rays on branch
and shrub, bringing to view millions of dewdrops that
scintillated like purest gems in their settings of green,

purple and gold. The view extended from the crown of

the surrounding hills to the placid bosom of the lake—the
diamond superb of the cluster. All the while black bass
were jumping for an October breakfast and pine squirrels

were chaitering among the branches. We caught black
bass within 40yds. of our tent with frogs taken from the
rushes in the outlet 20ft. from our door.

Following the outlet some 300yds. we found two pools

hemmed in by high wooded hills and redembling in form
a pair of eye-glasses. One could easily throw a pebble
across either of them; but we took some fine bass from
them when the air was too raw to angle with comfort on
the more exposed waters of Le Saulmer,
There were ten of us in camp, five of whom had at some

time in the past killed a deet! Each of the ten would like

to kill at least one deer before breaking camp, so after a
surfeit of fish and a few dishes of bear steak from the
quarter of a black bear trapped by a settler in a logging

camp a mile away, we planned a drive hunt. Rain had
been falling in showers every now and then for the two
days intervening since we had pitched camp, and our short
excursions into the forest sufliced to give us an idea of the

lay of the land and of the feeding places of deer, but only
*one of the party had seen game, and he failed to get a
•shot. Since the deer were not stirring much of their own
accord, we decided to form a line and see if we could not
persuade them to show themselves. Down the wagon road
some three miles, where the river makes a horseshoe called

the Big Bend by local sportsmen, there is a chopping that
extends from the road to the river, a distance of probably
two miles. liere nine of our party formed in line about
75yds. apart and started slowly for the river. We had no
dogs, neither were there men on runways. I was on the
extreme left and following the timber line, and had crossed

a small ridge, when I heard Hutchens, who was next to

me, and who had reached the top of the ridge where it

ran obliquely up toward the river, exclaim, "Oh! ohi oh!"

and then followed the report of his rifle three times in

succession. At the same instant I saw the outlines of a
buck as he loped off through some shrubbery.
About 100yds. ahead the chopping turned to the left and

the ground sloped down toward the river. If the buck at-

tempted to make the timber I would get a shot as he
crossed my front, and I prepared to improve the oppor-
tunity. He was going from me, but no doubt winded
danger off to the right and turned toward the timber. He
crossed a slight elevation where the shrubbery did not
cover his body, and here I caught a lead on him and
pulled trigger. He vanished in the smoke from my rifle

and I hurried forward to see the result of my shot, and to

try for him again if he was still going. When I reached
the mound some 90yds. distant, over which he disappeared,

I could see no deer. I saw where the ball from my rifle

had clipped some twigs, and there were the tracks of the
buckjlshowing where he had lumbered off among the logs

and stumiDS. covering 20ft. at a bound. But five of these
mighty junips were all he was able to make, for yonder he
lay, a magnificent creature with six points to each horn.
The boys came up, and we decided not to attempt to take
the buck to camp whole, so I proceeded to dress him while
they hunted on the river. I left the pelt on the saddles
and divided the fore-quarters, making loads for three men.
I found my ball had gone through the heart above the
center. Hutchens, probably on account of being on the
ridge above the deer, had missed, but he has the right stuff

in him, and instead of being jealous, as the manner of some
is, remarked: "George, I tell you I was glad to hear your
gun crack,"
The boys jumped a deer soon after they left me, and got

some shots at long range; but soon returned, and we started

for camp. Southwest of camp were miles of forest, with
very little pine. Occasionally we came to an opening
where a few large trees had been cut, letting in the sun-

light, and a tangle of briers and grasses covered the ground,
making a good feeding place and cover for game. These
large stumps made fine platforms from which to watch for

deer. They were away ahead of a leaning tree or slippery

log, from which one may tumble, with no certainty as to

how he will strike the ground.
One day our man Headington was resting on one of

these stumps. I shall accuse him of resting, for he con-
fessed that he was sitting down on a large pine stump, lost,

not as to locality, but in meditation. After a time (which
is very indefinite) he heard a slight rustling of the leaves

behind him, and turned to see what was causing the dis-

turbance. He was not a little surprised to see a fine doe
loping away through the forest. This was Charley's one
opportunity. Had he the experience in woodcraft that he
has in merchandising, he would either have remained
motionless until the deer came by and in front of him, or

have turned so slowly as to excite the deer's curiosity in-

stead of frightening it. About a mile further west Hutchens
got a shot at a brown bear one evening and wounded it.

He followed a while, but had to give over on account of

darkness, and it was quite late when he reached camp.
We went out next morning and trailed a half mile or so

further by an occasional drop of blood, but as the day ad-
vanced and the leaves became dry the trail petered out,

and Ave gave up the chase. Hutchens picked up a wad of

brown hair where the bear had stood when he shot, and
that was the first evidence we had that there were brown
bears in AVisconsin.

Just south of where we trailed the bear I did some very
poor shooting one day, and while it is not to my credit it

will suffice to "point a moral and adorn a tale." I was fol-

lowing the bent of my inclination and alone, as my habit
is, and was approaching a hill. Off to my right was what
I took to be a tamarack swamp, and beyond probably was
Round Lake, a great lake for muskalonge. Ahead and to

the left was to all appearances dense forest. I was at the
foot of the hill or ridge when crash! went something over
the crest. I sprang forward and bounded up the hill, ex-
pecting to see a deer before it got out of range, nor was I

disappointed. On the hill I ran into a tangle of logs and
brush that a fire had charred, and by the time I could ex-
tricate myself from this surprise another one confronted
me in the shape of a lake at the foot of the hill. Partially

around the lake to the left were a number of dead tree

trunks standing among piles of fallen trees and growing
shrubs, and through this went like a gray streak what I

verily believe to be the largest buck I ever saw. Before I

could find a hole in this obstruction the buck was past it,

and on a bit of prairie theat joined the lake. He was
about two-fifths of the way around the lake, and without
taking my eye off him 1 commenced shootmg, holding
higher each time after seeing that my shots did not take
effect. I sent a fifth shot after him as he went into dense
green woods beyond the lake, and then for the first time
was brought to a realization of my error. It was not
200yds. across the lake. I had "overshot the mark."
One day when I was doing camp duty Headington and

Hoover came in from fishing in one of the small pools be-

fore mentioned and reported hearing strange sounds in the
forest beyond not unlike the wailing of some wild animal.
I had put away the breakfast dishes and had a pot of squir-

rels stewing. The boyS said if I wished to go and look for

the brute they would stay at camp until I returned. I
took my Winchester and started, passing Gable, our luck-

iest fisherman, taking a string of bass at the pools, and
beyond entered an old chopping. The shrubbery was tall

and dense, furnishing good cover for game, large or small.

However, I soon came to more open ground, and here a par-
tridge arose and sailed away. A few steps further and a
deer jumped and stood showing its outline in the shrubbery
about 75yds. distant. At the crack of my rifle it fell.

This was getting interesting, even if I had not found the
brute I was looking for. I walked down the slope to

my deer and found it to be an early fawn. As fawns are

liable to be found in pairs, I stepped upon a large pine
stump against which my deer had fallen, to take a survey
of the field. I was scarcely erect when crash! went a deer
on an adjoining hillside. It lit in an old tree top, and the
next bound would be behind a clump of evergreens. I

threw my gun ahead, thinking to catch it on the jump, and
here an amusing thing occurred. As it launched itself

forward a limb or pole, on which its hindfeet chanced to

rest, broke, and it fell backward on its haunches with its

forefeet in the air. I was no better prepared for this than
was the deer, and though I pulled my gun around, before
I was able to get a bead and press the trigger the deer let

itself down and with one bound was out of sight. Once
behind the clump of pines, it escaped over the hill. I

then shouldered my fawn and made my way by easy
stages to camp, having been absent two hours.

Aboat this time our friend in the lumber shanty trapped
another bear, and I went over to see it. It had a slender
body and large limbs and feet, and in color were was a red-

dish yellow. I took it for a young brown bear, but it was
unlike any bear I had ever seen both as to form and color,

and though the woods may be full of them, to me it pre-

sented a rare and racy appearance. G. W. Cunningham.
Indiana.

Early Rhode Island Woodcock.

Provxdexce, R. I.. March 33.—Town Clerk Angell, of

North Providence, had m his possession on Wednesday last

(17th inst.) a woodcock said to have been picked up dead in

thai vicinity. It is regarded as a sinffular circumstance that

a woodcock should be in these parts at this season of the year,

and two theories are advanced to account for it. The condi-

tion of the bird was cood except the eyes, which were sunken
so as to be practically gone, and this "led some to think that

the bird was killed late in the fall, and had lain in some spot

where favorable conditions prevailed for keeping the body
until the recent warm weather carried away the snow and
ice. Judge Andrews, who is well posted on the habits of

game birds, thinks the more probable theory is that the bird

is a very early comer from the,South, which arrived during
the warm sptll, and perished by reason of the present cold

snap freezing 1 11 the available food supplies, the woodcock,
being a feeder upon worms and the like, which it extracts

from the ground by means of a long bill. W. H. M.
[There is nothing very remarkable in the occurrence.

Woodcock are among the earliest birds to arrive in spring,

and have been found in New Jersey and southern New York:
in February. They commonly reach us in March. May it

not be ttiai this particular bird killed itself by flying against

some obstacle, and that this would account for the condition

of the eyes. Of course, this is only a guess, but an examina-
tion of the specimen should enable one to determine the
cause of death.]

ADIRONDACK GAME INTERESTS.
Sabanac Lake, N". T.j March 16.

—

Edit&r Forest antL

Stream: As is usual at each session of the New York State

Legislature, numerous amendments are being offered to the

game laws. In my opinion, what we need is not so much
new fish and game laws as the enforcement of those now on
the statute books. It is an open secret that in some portions
of the Adirondacks the game laws are flagrantly violated

each year. This is not, however, the fault of the chief game
protector, but it is because of the lack of a sufficient number
of resident game protectors, so that each locality may be
thoroughly watched and the game protected from "pot-
hunters

"

The Adirondack Guides' Association includes the best

guides from nearly every portion of the Adirondacks, and
it seems to me proper that the game protectors for this

region should be cho?en from among its number.
T bilieve that killing deer in the water should be utterly

abohehed, and that if hounding is permitted at all, shooting
on the runway only should be allowed. I think that the

majority of both sportsmen and guides are agreed that the

killing of does and fawns is inhuman, and should be con-

demned by law, and that jacking is, as a rule, a wanton and
indiscriminate method of hunting deer.

I believe that anything that will preserve the game of the
Adirondacks, and increase the deer, birds and fish, will be
beneficial to the region, and to the business of the railroads,

hotels and guides. I do not believe with some that we have
too much wild game in the country, neither do I believe that

the game is likely to die of starvation owing to the increase

of numbers; but, on ttie contrary, I think that the country
is capable of supporting a vastly greater number of deer and
of other game than at present inhabit it, and that if the game
can be protected so as to increase and not be rendered timid

by noisy pursuit, wild animals will be more likely to become
visible; and thus persons who are fond of wild creatures and
love to see them occasionally upon the lake shores, or in the

woods or m the forests, may have the pleasure of looking at

them from time to time.

If this can be done it will prove a great attraction, and
bring each year more people into the Adirondacks.

SeATEK a. MlIiliEK.

Western Spring Shooting.

Nebkaska Citt, Neb., March 13.—Prospects for spring

shooting are perceptibly brightening in the West. The un-

usual amount of snow and rain has filled up the lakes and
sloughs of the prairie States in a most satisfactory manner,
and ducks and geese will find abundance of water every-

where. Already the advance guard has put in appearance,

and quite a number of birds have been killed. As has been
usual for two or three years now, the flight is mostly up the

Missouri River, but all along the course of the stream they
are dropping out into the sloughs, and the sportsmen are be-

ginning to haunt the air holes

Speaking of air holes reminds me that a few weeks ago I

read an article in Fokest astd Stream on the subject of

shooting mallards in air holes that had a strangely familiar

sound, and sure enough, the other day, in looking through
LtfHngwell's "Wildfowl Shooting," I saw the article entire.

Y'our correspondent, G. L. R., "should be more careful in

cribbing other people's thunder. Forest and Stream is

hardly ihe paper in which to steal articles without detection.

-It is a little early as yet to make predictions, but I believe

the shooting this sprmg will prove exceptionally good, both
for ducks and geese and snipe as well, though the large num-
ber of water holes may scatter the birds somewhat.

W. E. H.

Stop Spring Shooting.

Wabasha, Minn., March 13.

—

Editor Forest aiid Stream:
Language cannot express the feeling, bordering almost on
contempt, with which the true sportsmen of the Northwest
regard the attempt of the poor deluded mortals that are argu-

ing in favor of spring shooting. Their arguments are all so

thin that they will not hold water for a moment, and are

purely from a selfish point of view. They cannot advance
the first theory in favor of it, and it would seem as though
they were not endowed with the necessary amount of brains

required to discriminate in matters pertaining to the protec-

tion of game. All true sportsmen are not in favor of spring

shooting, as they see that it is directly opposite to what game
protection is expected to accomphsh. Verily the "great

American game hog" is still abroad in the land, although,

thank God, he is slowly dropping out of the ranks year by

year, which gives promise of ultimately accomplishing some-
thing in the way of game protection. If anyone wishes to

"get back at" me for these few broad assertions let him come
on. Nature's laws, truth and right are all on my side on
this question, and they are "mighty and must prevail."

EL B, Jewell.

Connecticut Deer.

Haddam, Conn.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Two deer

were seen on the east side of the river in this town last fall:

one a four-prong buck and the other a full- grown doe. They
were seen separately and at different times. These deer

were seen on a sort of promontory between the Connecticut

and salmon rivers, a section of 1,000 or 1,500 acres of tim-

ber swamps and ravines, and less frequented than much of

the Adirondacks, and there are many similar tracts of land

in this and other towns of the State. Several reports have
been pubhshed of deer having been seen in different parts of

the State during the last year or two, and it is fair to pre-

sume that at the end of the close period, viz., Oct. 1, 1903,

somebody will have the pleasure of hunting- this big game
within the limits of this small State. A.

Guns in the Woods in Summer.
EasTis, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It has been sug-

gebted that the law should prohibit the carrying of guns into

the wilderness in the close season. To do that would be to

kill the flavor of the whole trip for a large part of our best

company. Many a sportsman takes liis rifle, large or small,

on a fishing trip, and has his best fun at the old log bulk-

head back of th6 camp, spattering lead into the buUseye, or

(just out of it) breaking in his sights and his gun (also his

shoulder), and planning just how he'll do the business next

fall, when he comes back to get a bull moose, a caribou, two
deer, and the old bear and two cubs that ate up his lauding

net full of trout that hung on the back of the camp one
night. . H,
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Michig^an Goose Flight.

Platntille, Mich., March 11.—Wild geese going North,
lots of them. Kobius last -week; probably Avintored near
here. S. B. Negus, of our place, has a fine specimen of the
great horned owl alive ; no use here, maybe some one would
like it. J. H. M.

Weights of Deer in Maine.
EusTis, Me.—I am surprised at "what are called large deer

in Florida. Our Mane bucks go as high as 3701bs. dressed;
those of 2601bs. are quite numerous; and those of 2301ba. to
SoOlbs. are common. H.

m mid §.iv^r ^isJiing.

FLY-CASTING AT THE EXPOSITION.
Special Report for Forest and Stream.

Rather more than a year ago Mr. J. J. Hardy, of England
(then the champion salmon fly-caster of the world), wrote
me a letter, which I quoted in this journal, suggesting that
the conditions under which fly-casting tournaments in Eng-
land were held required to be changed materially to elimi-
nate certain objectionable features, which we on this side
characterize as fakes. He mentioned the black-leading of
lines to prevent their sinking before they were recovered on
the back east, and that a fine and lighter line was spliced to
and behind the casting line to enable the caster to shoot the
casting line to a greater distance than if his linewas all of the
same size. At the time I said this was all new to casting
tournaments on this side of the water. Particularly he
mentioned that In the champion classes in England, in
which rodmakers contested, rods were specially made for
the contests, and were not such rods as were used in ordinary
fishing. The tournament held in Madison Square Garden
last week was the first fly-casting contest to be held in this
country since I quoted from the letters of Messrs. Hardy
and John Enright, the present world's champion salmon
caster, and for the iirst time a black-leaded line was used in
this country. It was, however, used but once, although the
nse of it was traceable to the information furnished by Mr.
Hardy's letter, printed in Forest and Stream. As to the
fine light line back of the casting line, it has never been used
here to increase the length of the cast.
It is true that in some cases rods have been specially made

for casting tournaments, but in other cases ordinary fishing
rods have been used in making record casts. The special
construction consists in making the rod stiff enough to lift
the heavy line used in the tournaments. In one instance in
the recent contest a "C" line was used on a oj^oz. rod, but
usually a "D" line was used, whether the rod was 5^i', 7 or
lOoz. in weight. The rod used by Mr. Hawes in his record
salmon cast of 138ft. at Central Park some years ago was an
ordinary fishing rod with which Mr. Hawes has killed
salmon before and since the tournament. The rod with;
which Mr. Leonard made his champion cast of 106ft. was a
rod of lOoz., lift. long. It has an independent handle of
maple, which makes the rod a little heavier than it other-
wise would be. The rod used by Mr. Cooper Hewitt in his
cast of 100ft. 5}{in. was 10ft. long and 5>^oz. in weight.
The cast was a switch cast. Mr. Leonard, who was second
with an overhead cast of 100ft. SJ^in., used a rod of 10ft.,
weighing 5%oz. In giving weights of rods it should be
stated, for purposes of comparison, whether the rods had
solid reel plates or not; but some of them had solid plates
and some had reel rings only. In a rod of about SJ^^oz. the
solid. reel plate weighs >.<oz. more than the rings, "and in
heavier rods the difi'erence is ^£oz. There were no rods used at
the tournament, and I think I handled them all or nearly all,
that could not be used in ordinary fishing, although some of
them were stiffer than would be necessary if lines of smaller
caliber were used on them, and the most of them were ordi-
nary fishing rods made for fishing purposes only. To be
sure, such rods were unduly strained when the heavy salmon
lines were lifted again and again to be cast with all the pow-
er of the caster's arm, but I believe not a single rod was
b^-oken.
Any one reviewing the records found in this issue of For-

est A3SrD Stream will notice that some wonderful casts were
ihade and many records were Smashed, and yet the reader
may feel that there has been a falling off in form of some of
the previous record makers. It must be remembered that
this tournament was held early in the season, with little or
no opportunity for practice, as the blistered hands of nearly
every contestant testified, and it was held indoors for the
first time under conditions which were novel. Fbr instance^
when Reuben Leonard was casting about 100ft. overhead, hi*
fiy would strike the flags decorating the balcony boxes be-
hind him on his back cast nearly every cast, and he told me
that when he made his record cast of 106ft. he felt his line
going smoothly behind him, and concluded that his fly and
leader had gone into one of the boxes. All the overhead
casters had the same thing to contend with, and the switch
casters had to contend with the spectators, who would get
in the way and be caught in the loop of the line.
Hiram Hawes has used in all his previous tDurnaments^

and in fishing, a slow tapered rod; but in the dead air of the
Garden he could not get his fly out as he could if he had had
a quick tapered rod. I noted his casting for him one day in
practice and he cast 102ft. as clean and neat as possible with,
a rod of 7oz. On the other hand, Leonard always used a
medium tapered rod, and he had no difficulty, as his records
show, in getting out his line when there was nothing in the
way behind him. It will be noticed that when it came to>
accurate casting around and under obstacles the long-
distance men got a shade the worst of it.

Some of the cleanest, neatest casting done during theweek
was done in practice before the crowd gathered to almost lap-
over the edge of the tank- Mr. T. B. Mills's cast of 110ft,.
9J^in. was a most wondprful performance, and it is a matter
of regret that he should have lost his fly and failed to score
his world-beating cast; but Mr. Leonard has cast 111ft. in
practice, overhead, with single-handed rod; and Mr. Cooper
Hewitt has cast il3ft. in practice, so that it need not be^
feared that record-breaking in fly-casting has come to an
end, whether the next trial shall be made indoors or ul the
open air.

When the next tournament does take place it is to be hoped
that the rules will provide that switch casting will not com-
pete against overhead casting, for it is like matching a trot-
ting horse against a side-wheeler; and make the classes for'
rod makers and tackle dealers separate from the classes for-
amateurs and fishermen pure and simple. In this latter sug-
gestioa I am glad to say one of the best-known tackle dealers,
who las a fly-caster is very near the top, fully agrees with
me. Fly-casting tournaments can be made very popxxlar, as
witness the attendance at the Garden, but give the club men
and fisherrhen generally a chaace to win without the risk of:
two or three champions walking all over them,

A. N. Cheney.

There were in each class three prizes, a bronze, a silver andl
a gold medal.
Casting was done in the afternoon and evening. It proved

to be a decided attraction, and was closely watched by large
numbers of spectators. The casting tank was made of wood,
with a metal lining. It was 78ft. long, 10ft. wide, and con-
tained 3 to Sin. of water only, enough forthejpurposes of cast-
ing. Continuing from one end of the tank and level with it

was a wooden platform 40ft. long, on which was a small
movable box-shaped platform 1ft. high. This served for the
contestants to stand on when casting, and for the long casts
was moved back from the end of the tank. Rules, results
and records are given herewith.

Rules Governing the Contest.
Rule 1. The contests shall be governed by two judges and

a referee. In case of disagreement the referee shall decide.
Rule 2. Arrangements shall be made by the judges so that

they may accurately determine the point at which the fly
falls.

Rule 3. All persons competing for prizes shall pay an en-
trance fee as follows: .$2 for one event or $5 for three or more
events. Post entries may be made, but no entry allowed
after content commences.
Rule 4. The order in which contestants shall cast shall be

determined by the judges. The contestants must be ready
when called upon by the judges.
Rule 5. The leader and fly in each contest must be intact at

at the time of record by the judges.
Rule 6. After the contestaiat has taken his place npon the

stand the time shall be allowed from the time the contestant
says "ready." The first cast thereafter shall count. The
longest cast during the five minutes succeeding shall be taken
as his record for distance.
Rule 7. The rod must be held in one hand while casting.
Rule 8. The barb and point must beremoved from all hooks

used.
Rule 9. Trout flies of the usual Professor type, not smaller

than No. 12 or larger than No. 8, shall be used in the con-
tests, unless otherwise specified.
Rule 10. Time will be allowed, in cases of accident, to make

repairs, at the discretion of the judges.
Rule 11. All other difficulties arising shall be decided by

the judges.

Single-handed Long-Distance Trout Flt-Casting
CoNTJiST.—Open to those who have never cast more than
75ft. in any contest. .Judges: James L. Breese, T. B. Stew-
art; Referee, W. C. Harris. Rule 1.—The rod must not ex-
ceed lift. 6in. in length. Rule 2.—The leader must be of
single gut, and exceed 9ft. in length. Rule 3.—Straight for-
ward and back casting only allowed. Rule 4.—One fly shall
be used.
1 W. G. Levison 57ft. 3. .1. von Lengerke 29ft.
8. Dr. H. L. O'Brien 49ft. Victor R. Grimwood. .25ft.
Single-handed Long-Distance Trout Fly-Casting

Contest.—Open to those who have never cast more than
60ft. in any contest. Judges: H. C. de Rham, D. T. Ken-
nedy; Referee, Dr. S. M. Nash. Rule 1.—The rod must not
-exceed lift. 6in. in length. Rule 2.—The leader must be of
single gut, and exceed 9ft. in length. Rule 3.—Straight for-
ward and back casting only allowed. Rule 4.—One fly shall
be used.
1. C. M. Roof. 67ft. Dr. H. L. O'Brien. . . . ,53ft.
2. H. S. Wells 66ft. W. C. Spencer 52ft.
3. Wallace G. Levison ... 54ft.

Light Rod Single Handed Flt-Casting Contest for
Distance only.—Open to those who have never cast over
65ft. in any contest with a rod of 5;i.i0z. or under. Judges: A.
N. Cheney, G. P. Morosini, Jr.; Referee, T. B. Stewart.
Rule 1: Rod not to exceed 5%oz. in weight. Rule 2: Leaders
must be of single gut, and exceed 9ft. in length. Rule 3: One
fly only shall be used.
1. C. G. Levison ....... ,74Kft. H. L. O'Brien 66ft.
2. H.S.Smith 68).^ft. D. Brandreth 65ft,
3. Clarence M. Roof.... 68fc. D.T.Kennedy ...61ft.
Light Rod Single-handed Fly-Casting Contest itor

Distance only.—Judges: Thos. B. Stewart, Clarence M.
Roof; Referee, Robt. D. Lawrence. Rule 1: Rod not to ex-
ceed tfioz. in weight. Rule 2: Leaders must be of single gut,
and exceed 9ft. in. length. Rule 3: One fly only shall be
used.
L P. C. Hewitt... 100ft. 5Xin. 3. Thos. B. Mills. .. .83ft. 6in.
2. R, C. Leonard.. 100ft. 3>tin. Hiram Hawes 78ft.
Bass Fly-Casting Contest foe Distance only.—Open

to contestants who have never made a record of over 70ft. in
any contest. Judges: A. N. Cheney, T. B. Stewart; Referee,
R. C. Leonard. Rulel: The leader shall exceed 6ft. in length.
Rule 2: One No. 4 fly shall he used, and will be furnished
by the judges.
1. B. R. Hewitt. 79ft. 3. D. Brandreth 68ft. 6in.
2. C. H. Mowry 72ft. W. C. Spencer 53ft.

Bass Fly-Casting Contest for Distance only.—Judges:
T. B. Stewart, H. O. Stanley; Referee, C. G. Levison. Rule
1: The leader shall exceed 6ft. in length. Rule 2: Oue No. 4
fly shall be used, and will be furnished by the judges.
L R. C.Leonard.. 101ft. 6in. Chas. B. Mills 92ft.

2. H, W. Hawes.. 98ft. S^in. E. R. Hewitt 75ft. 6in,
3. P. C, Hewitt... 95ft.

Single-handed Trout Fly-Casting Contest for Ac-
•GURAcr ONLY.—Judges: T. B. Stewart, W. C. Harris;
Referee, W. S. Allerton. Rule 1: After the contestant has
signified his readiness he shall make five consecutive casts at
a mark. The distance at which the fly drops from the mark
at each cast shall be noted and the sum of all these distances
in feet and inches added together shall be subtracted from
100. The contestant having the highest average shall be de-
clared the winner. Rule 2: One fly only shall be used. Rule
3: The leader shall exceed 6ft. in length. Class 1: The dis-
tance shall be 65ft.; Class 2: The distance shall be 50ft.

50ft.

Accuracy.* 65ft.

W. H. Hammett 85
D. T. Kennedy 91.5 93.5
D. Brandeth 89
C. G. Levison 87.5 83".5

77 85.5
H. W. Hawes ..,.81.5 91

90.5 92
E. R. Hewitt 87.5 89.5
C. M. Roof 84.5
Casper Hewitt 90 87"

* Fractions of a foot are given in decimals.

Awards.
Class 1: First, D. T. Kennedy, gold medal; second, R. C.

Leonard, bronze medal. Class 2: First, D. T. Kennedy.
Single-handed Long-Distance Trout Fly Casting

CfmTEST.—Judges: R. N. Parish, Dr. C. M. Nash; Referee,
W. C. Harris. Rule 1: The leader must be of single gut,
and exceed 6ft. in length. Rule 2: One fly must be used.
1. R. C. Leonard 106ft. C. G. Levison 73ft.

:2. Thos. B. Mills 91ft. Clarence M. Roof. . . . 72ft.

3. D. T. Kennedy 76ft.

Obstacle Casting for Distance.—Judges: T. B. Stewart,
D. T. Kennedy; Referee, R. N. Parish. A horizontal bar
shall be placed in front of- the contestant at a distance of
30ft., and 9ft. from the water level. Rule 1: The leader must
be of single gut and exceed 6ft. in length. Rule 2: One fly

must be used.
1. E. R. Hewitt 75ft. P, C. Hewitt 69ft.

% R. C. Leonard . . . .74ft. 9in. D. Brandreth 60ft. 6in.

3. Hiram Hawes 69ft. 6in.

Obstacle Fly-Casting Contest for Accuracy and
Delicacy.—Judges: R. N. Parish, John P. Elton; Referee,
Harry R. Harris. Details of conditions and rules to be left

to the judges. There will be placed on the left side of the
tank (which is 10ft. wide) a bush overhanging the water 3ft.

and above the surface 3ft., distance from the casting plat-
form 30ft. ; also another hush under like conditions on the
right side of the tank, distant from the platform 40ft. The
contestant who places the fly most delicately and nearest the
side of the tank to take first award.

John T. Landman . . . mj4tt. Hiram Hawes 4.5i& ft.
R. C. Leonard .39^ft. P. C. Hewitt . 36 9-lOft.
D. Brandreth 86 9-lOft. E. R.Hewitt 36ft,
Clarence M. Roof . . . .24 9-lOft.

Awards: 1st, Clarence M. Roof (first for accuracy); 3d, E.
R. Hewitt; 3d, D. Brandreth,
Brandreth awarded first honorstor delicacy.
Switch Casting Contest for Distance.—Judges: Robert

B. Lawrence,Nash T. Smith; Referee, T. B. Stewart. An ob-
stacle will be placed back of the contestant in a manner
prescribed by the judges. Rule 1: The leader must be of
single gut and exceed 6ft. in length. Rule 2: One fly must
be used.
1. R. C. Leonard 91ft. 6in. 3. C. H.JVIowry 62ft. 6in.
2. P. Cooper Hewitt. 90ft.
SINGLE-HANDED LONG-DiSTANCE Tkout Fly-Casting CON-

TEST.—Judges: Robt. B. Lawrence, S. M. Nash; Referee, J.
L. Livingston. Rule 1: The rod must not exceed lift. 6in. in
length. Rule 2: The leader must be of single gut and ex-
ceed 9ft. in length. Rule 3: Straight forward and back cast-
ing only allowed. Rule 4: One fly shall be used.
1. R. C. Leonard.. . .105ft. 6in. Thos. B. Mills 90ft.
2. Hiram Hawes.... 9Sft. 6in. John T. Landman. 82ft. 6in.
3. P. Cooper Hewitt 95ft. 6in. N. S. Smith 78ft.

ANGLING NOTES.
Women at the Sportsmen's Show.

A NewYork nevsrspaper, in giving an account of the open-
ing of the Sportsmen's Exposition in Madison Square Gar-
den, says: "The old dictionaries do not give a feminine for
gunner, and the 'brolhers of the angle/ beloved by Izaak
Walton, cared little for women save the mUkmaids, who
would slake their thirst from the brimming pail~; but in these
modern times the women are as prominent in outdoor recrea-
tions as men."

It is lamentably true that in the days of Izaak Walton the
women of that time cut no particular figure as devotees of
angling, or if they did there is no record of the fact; but all

that is changed for the better, as is shown by the concluding
sentence that I have quoted. If the writer had stopped
there I would not have written this note, but he goes on to
say: "There were as many women as men at the show' last
night, and the makers of guns, fly-rods, athletic goods, boats
and launches cater for the women's trade fully'as much as
for the custom of their brothers. This medley of the sexes
in search of the latest novelty in their particular sporting fad
gave animation to the gathericg." What I object to is the
woid fad, and I deny that women as a rule follow any branch
oi sport as a fad. Let us see what a new dictionary says
about the word: "Fad, n. A trivial fancy adopted and
pursued for a time with irrational zeal; a matter of no im-
portance, or an important matter imperfectly understood,
taken up and urged with more zeal than sense; a whim; a
crochet; a temporary hobby." If there are any women
who have taken up sport, such as angling or shooting, as a
fad. I do not know of them. 1 do know, however, many
earnest, sensible women who have taken up sport, in one
branch or another, seriously and for their own profit and
pleasure, and who pur£ue it as faithfully and intelligently as
any man. and who are as accomplished in the field as the
men. There is a letter on my desk received within the past
twenty-four hours, and it says: "I send you a newspaper
clipping. Present it to every one interested forme," and I
know of no better way to present it to every one interested
than through the columns of Forest ajjp Stream, and here
it is

:

"The open season hereabouts for upland game (grouse,
quail, etc ) is over, but the markets and stores are full of
these birds, presumably from other States The law which
permits the sale of birds at this time of year if killed outside
of the State is a great boon to the market-shooter If I sell

the storekeeper ten couple of quail shot in New York or New
Jersey, and he tells the law that he bought them fiom a man
who killed them in Japan or any other old place, what are
you going to do about it? Stop the sale of game out of sea-

son, no matter where shot, gentlemen, or you will have no
game to sell in a few years."

The writer of the letter who sends the clipping says fur-
ther :

"There is no doubt that this is the only way to pre-
serve the game, for just as long as game can be sold openly
just so long game will be killed secretly out of season and
sent to market from this State (New York) under cover, and
once in market it appears as game killed 300 miles beyond
the borders of the State. We have got to face the conse-
quences of this very bad law (Section 249), and the sooner
wB~do it the better for our game."
The writer of the letter is a woman, one of the bravest

little women that it is my good fortune to know, and she is

always battling for the welfare of the fish and game of the
State. She knows the difference between good laws and bad
laws, and if half of the men who claim to be sportsmen had
her energy and were possessed of her unselfish interest in

the fish and game, and had acquired the same knowledge in

the field that"she has of what is absolutely necessary to pre-

serve the game, the bad laws would be wiped from
the books. If one should meet this refined, womanly
woman at some great social function in town-^thorough-
bred to her finger tips—one might imagine perhaps
that sport would be with her a fad; but change
the environment to the country of forest and strtjams, and
with double gun, rifle or rod she asks no allowances from
the men, but stands at the scratch, whether the game be deer,

bear, fox, birds or trout, and then it would be a brave man
indeed who could look into her honest eyes, sparkling with
enthusiasm, and tell her that she considered sport a trivial

fancy. When she tells you that there is something loose in

a law that provides that "No person shall kill or take alive

more than two deer in any season," and yet three men may
go into the woods and kill six deer while two of the men do
not fire a gun, the criticism does not arise from the fact

that she considers deer shooting a temporary hobby. When
she says, "Much as I love deer shooting, I would willingly

hang up my guns in the gun room to remain unused rather

than have the slaughter of the past few years continue," it

is not a whim. Standing on a runway while the hounds
were running a fox, a deer appeared before her, started by
the dogs; she said: "I was watching for a fox, but I wanted
that deer, for my deer hunting had been most wretched
during the deer season ; but as I brought my gun to my
shoulder it flashed into my mind that the deer season had
closed, only a few days, to be sure, but closed, and I lowered
the gun and watched the deer until it passed out of sight."

I hope some day to be permitted to tell of a score she made
trout fishing. The trout can be numbered on the fingers of

one hand, but many an angler with frosted paw would be
exceeding glad to mark the weights of the trout in his fishing

record as liis own catch. Secretly I have, in my heart, long
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regarded this friend of mine as a "dead game sportsman,"
never striying for a feminine cqxiivalent for the term, al-

though I have hoped to refine the language of tlie thought
somewhat before I gave it speech. When I thinlr of this

perfect type of a gentle, cultivated, vcomanly woman, who
pursues sport for health and pleasure, and rears her children
to be manly men and refined women, while they follow her
example—and I know there are others in the world like her
—1 naturally dissent from the expression fad as applied to

womeu in the "Medley of the Sexes," and I will let the men
defend themselves.

Striped Bass.

A gentleman in New York city has written me the follow-
ing letter; "I address you in behalf of an old and valued
Iriend, whose pursuit for more than thirty years has given me
a great deal of genuine sport and pleasure, aud,from what I be-
lieve to he inadequate protection, will not much longer fre-

quent the waters of the State in the numbers he has—the stri ped
bass. The only reference to the fish in the laws of our fish-

eries and game is Section 131, relative to length of striped
bass which may be taken. I was informed tuat a law or
section of law was to be passed near the close of last winter's
session of the Legislatuie (but for some reason or other was
hung Tip) for the better protection of striped bass. I am
satisfied from my own observation and the repojts of, I may
say, hundreds of book and line fishermen who persistently
fish for the salt-water striped bass, that their numbers are
lessening yearly. There have been good reasons for placing
Section 121 in the law, and it meets with approval, because
a fish of less than Sin. in length would be of small or no ac-

count as food to any one. It is the unanimous opinion, how-
ever, of all with whom I have talked that the method of
taking this fish at any time other than with hook and line

should be considered illegal in the waters of the State. 1

have seen these fish in September and October say 13 to 14in.

in length, beautiful and symmetrical in their dimensions
and in the following January fish of the same lenath are full

of spawn, with an increase in depth from dorsal fin to belly
of 3in. or more. These fish are taken from the waters of the
State by other devices than hook and line.

' It is said that the striped bass of salt water has become a
high-priced fish because of its scarcity, and the poorer classes

of our community cannot atford to buy. It inhabits our
local waters, and the neighborhood of Croton Point, ih the
Hudson, is considered one of their best spawning grounds,
and they are taken here when they should not be by fishers

for the markets. If the capture of these fish was prohibited
for a term of jears it would doubtless tend to multiply their

numbers and bring prices within the reach of all who desire

ibis splendid food fish; but do you not think that a law
should be passed by the present Legislature prohibiting the
capture of striped bass in the waters of the State at any sea-

son except by hook and line, and make a close season from
JSfovember to the following May, or such other safe dates as

to cover the spawning season ?"

There is a bill now before the Legislature, introduced by
Mr. G. W. Meyer, Jr., 30th Assembly District of iSTew York
city, which provides a close season for striped bass from
Jan. 1 to May 1 following, and the Sin. limit of length is re-

tained. The bill was introduced as ISTo. 516, read once and
referred to the committee on fisheries and game, reported
from said committee with amendments and ordered reprinlel

(ISTo. 1,159), and placed on order of second reading as amend-
ed. It seemed to be the opinion in Albany that this bill

would finally pass.

It is my opinion that all food fishes which spawn in the
fresh waters of the State, or in brackish waters of the State,

should be protected during their breeding season, but it has
long been an open question when the striped bass did spawn
in our waters, The United States Fish Commission says:

"They spawn in the late spring and early summer, some of

them in the rivers, others probably at sea, although this has
not been definitely ascertained."

The striped bass has been hatched artificially first by Hol-
ton and afterward by True, I think; but my recollection is

that those hatched in North Carolina (and this is where they
were hatched) were hatched in July, but my memory may
be in fault as to the time. If I am anywhere near right, the
clos3 season provided in Mr Meyer's bill will not cover the

i pawning season in New York waters. My correspondent
speaks of striped hass having spawn in January, but it does
iiot follow that the spawn is anywhere near ripe at that time.

Brook trout have spawn in May, but it does not mature
until the following October, and there is a vast difference

between ripe and unrijie trout spawn. Striped bass eggs
are smaller than shad eggs, but the fishermen themselves
should be able to throw light on the spawning season with-
out reference to the size of the eggs. Since the foregoing
was wiitten I find that it was Maj. T. B. Ferguson who
hatched striped bass in North Carolina, and they were
hatched in May, 1879. The eggs hatched in Iwenty-fonr
hours.
There should be a close season on striped bass from May 1

to June 30.

Fish Food in Nevada.
The report of the Fish Commissioner of Nevada has just

been received, and under the heading "Fish Food'' I find

that the Commission has planted crawfish for trout food in

some of the waters of the State. "On the same day I de-

posited five dozen of thelarvse of the salmon fry [OorydaUs).
I investigated for results in the fall of 1896 (a year later, for

they were planted in May, 1895) and found the Corydalis in

large swarms."
Large swarms from a plant of five dozen! Just ^ee what

the possibilities are in this line. Bat are we to understand
tnat this is Corydalis cornutus, alias the helgramite?

A. N. CHBSiBy.

Mr. Mott's SalmoD.
These was shown in the Fobest and Stream's 'exhibit

f t the Sportsmen's Exposition last week a Rastigouche sal-

mon taken at Dawson's, on the Restigouche, Canada, June
10, 1896, by Mr. Jordan L. Mott, Jr., of this city. The
fish weighed 401bs,, and Mr. Mott's time in killing it was 45
minutes. It is a handsome fish, and attracted much atten-

tion.

North Carolina Striped Bass.

SwANSBono, N. C, March 11,—Striped bass or rockfish
were in evidence at Swansboro on March 5, Eighteen were
caught which averaged 13lbs. apiece, and sold for 75 cents
each. C. H.

Florida Tarpon.
PnJSTA GoRTiAj Fla,, March IS.^Mr. John Caswell has

landed five tarpoa here this week. F. P. F.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XXXVI.-Mr. Almy.

I HAD often heard that it was thought to be great sport
to shoot fish with a bow and arrow in parts of the South,
especially in Louisiana, and now the opportunity oifered
to take part in it. Others had confirmed what my darky-
boy Pete had said about Almy being an expert at this
sport, and in conversation he said: "Down the river there
are places wide and deep where there are big fish, worth
shooting at, and it is easy enough to float down twenty
miles, but it's all paddle coming back, and while the cur-
rent is not strong, it is not fun to paddle a dugout that dis-

tance up stream. Can you paddle?"
"Yes, I can paddle, and keep the paddle on one side of

the boat and never take it out of the water, if necessary; I
wouldn't propose to go if I couldn't paddle, for two are
enough on such a trip, but I've got a better scheme. We'll
go down, do our fishing and- then get a wagon, take the
canoe to Ponchatoula and put it on a freight train for
home, flow will that suit you'?"

"Good! How long do you want to be gone?"
"We'll stay out two nights if the mosquitoes will permit.

You get ready to start in the morning, after breakfast, and
I'll send all the prodsions that we want down to the boat,
if you'll have something to protect them from sun and
rain."

As we left Tangipahoa the morning was cool and de-
lightful. A light rain in the night had discolored the
water a little, but the little river was not high. Mocking-
birds were rejoicing in the fullness of life, each trying to
beat the other in some ditiicult ruii or trill. The soft cool
of morning and evening was delicious here, but the noon
was torrid. We protected our faces and hands with tar
and oil from the clouds of punkies, gnats, mosquitoes, galli-

nippers and an unnamed host of hungry phlebotomizers
which thir,sted for the last drop of blood we had. But
while our exposed surfaces were well defended, our thin
clothing was easily pierced, and so we made smudges of
fungi in two iron pots and made the best of it.

Almy was greatly interested in my outfit of flies, fly-

fods and reel. He wanted to look the fly-book all over,
bandle the gut leaders and play witli the reel. The rods
he did not think much of, from the scant attention he
paid them, but after the inspection was completed he said:

"Let's see you catch a fish with them things." He watched
the process of rigging up and of casting with great interest,

and when a black bass took one of the flies and bent the
rod he got excited and called out: "Let me get hold of the
line! He'U break that little pole! Pull him in now!" and
a whole lot of other advice. When I lifted a 31b. bass in
the landing net he simply said, "GoUyl"

I unhooked the fish and let it go, much to Almy's sur-

prise, for in this land of plenty he had never thought that
there was need to spare what was not required for use.
He agreed that it was a sin to kill an animal when its flesh
or skin could not be utilized, unless the animal was injuri-

ous to man in some way. He wanted to try fly-casting for

bass, and while I feared for my tackle, I had a reserve in
case of disaster. He promised to keep cool if he hooked a
fish, and to obey my orders. The rod was ash and lance-
wood, and it troubled him to cast its length of 9ft. without
fouling it. I put the canoe ashore and taught him how to
get out about 20ft. of line, and we started out into the
river. After a few casts he hooked a fish, and checked
and gave line as I ordered. After a short fight he reeled
the fish up near the boat, and as I said, "Hold still, keep
him there!" and moved to put the landing net below him,
Almy tried to lift the fish into tlie boat pole fashion; the
fish made a dive as the tip broke, the reel sung until the
bass reached a tree top, where it took several turns around
a limb, snapped the gut leader and escaped. I saw the
fish, and judged it to w'eigh about 41bs. Almy had a lesson
in handling light rods and a lecture on the use of landing
nets. A spare tip replaced the broken one and he brought
a. small fish to the net.

By this time the air was warm and close, as nothing
stirred along our crooked and heavily wooded stream.
We w'ent ashore to cook dinner. Wishing to see as many

fish as possible in these strange waters, I put out two lines
to the bottom, one baited with a big earthworm and the
other with the tail of a crayfish, and soon had two fish in
the boat; the worm having taken a big black sucker which
Almy called a "black horse," and the crayfish captured a
spotted catfish. "These," said Almy, "are the two best fish

in the river, better than trout or buffalo." The sucker
might have weighed 51bs., and the other perhaps Jib. We
fried them, and I agreed with my friend. They had not
the weedy taste of his "trout," which I preferred to call a
"big-mouth black bass," nor were they as muddy as the
buffalo. We had good salt pork for frying, and unless you
use sweet oil you can't beat it much.
The river was so full of fish that you could catch a din-

ner in a few minutes, so we fished along and released the
fish as we caught them, and I made a note of the species
and their local names. The dogfish of the Great Lakes
was a "bowfin," the fresh-water drum was "gaspergou."
The name of "bass" was replaced by "perch," and "sun
perch," "red-eye perch," etc , were common, but I was sur-
prised not to find our common yellow perch there.
Neither did I find a pike, except a little fish of 6in. much
like our Northern brook pike. About 4 P. M. the river
broadened to a quarter of a mile, and about a mile down
we made our camp on a low point and prepared for the
night. We found a diy knoll, covered our provisions in
the end of the canoe, which was raised on a log to keep
dry in case of rain, cooked supper, gathered fire wood and
drift boards to make a shelter alongside the canoe, spread
our rubber blankets under them and lay down.
Almy was a good woodsman, was quite intelligent, and,

with the exception of his belief in voodooism, as related in
the last chapter, there was no sign that he was "oftV or, as
Bell would have expressed it, "had rats in his garret."
All day long I had been interested in the abundance of
life. Snakes, turtles and frogs glided, slid and plunged
into the water; strange birds called, sung or flitted; king-
fishers rattled and dove, while bitterns, herons and other
birds croaked, drove stakes or pumped thunder. The
wealth of fish and reptile life brought an abundance of the
solitary birds which feed upon it.

Now as an old camper and campaigner, who from 1854 to
1865 and slept more nights under the open sky than under
aroof, I thought I knew a whole lot about the sounds of
night; but on that point of laud, surrounded by swamp and
l^ke oear the coast of Louisiana, it seemed as if the echoes

of all the night sounds I had ever heard had come back
and focused right thereon that June night. Owls in--
numerable, and apparently of all the sizes that owls are
permitted to be, screeched, laughed and hooted; night-
herons "quawked," gurgled and fanned the air with their
wings; shrill cries from other wading birds, to the de-
ponent unknown, added their voices to the night's discord.
I've tried to think of something to say of the voices of the
frogs in this happy frog land, but, like that historic man
who was famed for profanity and was dumb when the
boys pulled the tail-board out of his wagon load of apples
when going up hill, I can say: "1 can't do justice to the
subject."

We found a breeze come up from the southeast about
sundown and that meant freedom from mosquitoes and
other insects, for they can't stand against a light wind.
"Almjf," said I, "this is delightful; will it last all night and
allow us to sleep in peace? I don't mind the racket, but
I'm a sinner if I want to be tormented all night and get up
in the morning too weak from loss of sleep and blood to
enjoy the fishing."

"Yes, it is seldom that we don't get a sea-breeze here.
We are only about ten miles from Lake Maurepas, which
empties into Lake Ponchartrain, and not over iifty miles
from the Gulf of Mexico, and it's open water most of the
way to the southeast; you know that New Orleans is be-
tween Ponchartrain and the Mississippi, and we cx)uld
paddle there easily to-morrow."
Giving assent to his assumption of my geographical

knowledge, which I had probably possessed in schoolboy
days, but now relearned, I turned the talk to the racket
about us by saying: "There is a frog here which makes a
rattling sound like bone 'clappers.' I never heard it any-
where except in Kansas, do you know what it is?

"No, I don't, but it is probably one of the small kinds.
Do you know that there are several kinds of frogs, and
that some never grow big?"

"Oh, yes; in the North we have the big bullfrog, which
may be green or brown, and the spotted meadow frog
with a yellow vest, the tree frogs, which we miscall "toads,"
and rarely a small swamp frog, with long legs and a white
line running back of its eye. An old friend, who shoots
and traps for a living, tells me that this little frog makes
a clacking noise, but I never heard it in New York."
"That may be the little fellow that does it. I've seen

'em, but never heard 'em peep. That darky boy, Pete, says
you eat frogs. Is that so?"

"Sure, and I'll cook you some to-morrow."
"Me? I wouldn't eat one for a farm."
"Say, wh at do we want of these boards over us? It's star-

light and ain't a-goin' to rain."

"Don't you remember when we was a-comin' down the
river I called to you to look out when a shitepoke, as you
call 'em, was flying over—we call 'em thunder pumpers
from their noise—an' once you dodged an' had a close call?

Well, these quawks are 'bout as bad, and you noticed how
they foul the shore. They cross this point further down,
as a rule, but it is well to be careful."

In the morning the boards bore evidence to Almy's wis-
dom when camping in Louisiana swamps. A few large
cumulous clouds were floating lazily in the air, and we were
now to try the new sport of shooting fish with the bow and
arrow before the sun got too warm. A long bundle of
canvas was untied and the implements taken out. A fine
cedar bow, 6ft. long, strung with a cord of rawhide, sev-
eral ashen arrows about 3ft. long, and a ligh^ iron spear-
head are the whole outfit. This spearhead has a flat, sharp
point, behind which is a hinged barb, which lies in a re-

cess until an attempt is made to draw it from the body of
a fish, when it spreads out like the "toggle" of a whaler's
harpoon, the arrow complete weighing about 4oz. Theire
is a socket on the spearhead into which the wooden arrow
fits so loosely that it falls out and floats when a fish is

struck, while a light cord which is fast to the spearhead
holds the fish.

After breakfast we shoved off and paddled out into deep,
open water. There was no perceptible current here in the
broad water, and not breeze enough to ripple the surface
and prevent seeing the fish. Slowly paddling along and
watching the water over the side of the boat, I never saw
so many live fish anywhere—fishes of various shapes and
sizes, from minnows up to gars 5ft. long. "Shoot a gar,

Almy," I said.

"No use to shoot a gar in the back, your steel will glance
off his hard scales. A little later in the day they'll be float-

ing at the surface, and then if you can get the arrow into
its gill it's the only chance. Turn up by that tree top.
Steady, stop!" And drawing the arrow to a head he let it

go and it struck the water about 8ft. from the boat, the
wooden shaft floated up, and by the running line it was
evident that a fish was struck. " Gradually checking it, he
gently pulled in a "black horse" sucker of some 61bs. X
had shot fish in Kansas with a rifle, and speared them in
Wisconsin, but this sport evidently required the same care
in judging between the place the fish really occupied and
its apparent position, the refraction being greater the further
away the fish happened to be, and it required more skill to
speed the arrow to the mark than to hurl the spear or
shoot the bullet; therefore it was more sport.

The water was not very clear, and while I could see
straight down in the shade of the boat, one could not see
far in the water at an angle, and it was interesting to hear
Almy discourse on the character of bubbles. The surface
was dotted with those little bubbles that come from gases
in the mud or from minute insect life which seem to sim-
mer on the surface, but he was watching large ones and
commenting on them.
"See that string of small bubbles slowly moving toward

us?" he asked. "Well, that's a turtle working in the mud,
and the air comes out of the mud and the bubbles seem to
hang on long before bursting, but here to the left are
brighter bubbles that come up swift and in patches; they
break at once. There's fish feeding there, but unless they
leave the bottom we can't see. 'em. Paddle over the other
side, in the bend where the weeds are, and we'll try it

there." We found open places among the weeds and lily-

pads aixd I watched Almy kill several fish, including a big
gar which he struck in the gills, as he had explained.
His marksmanship at varying distances and degrees of re-
fraction was excellent. He wished me to try it and I did,
but my admiration for his skill increased with every shot
I made. Finally I said: "Almy, there's a soft-shelled turtle
crawling under the boat, shall I try him?"
"Yes, plug him when he comes out on the other side."

X shot and fai^tened the barb in him and he began to
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burrow in the mud. This gave the animal a purchase
that strained the line to the danger point; the water was
too deep to dislodge him with the paddle^ and in my
anxiety I appealed to my companion.
"Put a strain on him," he said, "don't let him gain

another inch an' mebhe he'll get tii-ed or mebbe the hne
will break; try it that way a while."
"If the line breaks your spearhead is lost."

"Never mind that, there's two more in the bundle. I
want that turtle to take home, it's all the game we can
take, for fish will spoil."

I checked all pr<9gress at the other end of the line, and
waited until the muscles which were working in the mud
might tire. The hope was vain. I think he would have
been there hanging on until the close of this fading cen-
tury if I had not become weary of inaction. My friend
offered no suggestion, but was contemplating nature and
perhaps revolving in his mind the mysteries of voodoo-
ism. The fact that if the line should part we might sur-
vive the shock gradually dawned, and from a passive re-
sistance I slowlv put an aggressive strain on the line, and
it yielded. The enemy evidently was not "wishing for
night or Blucher," but for a firmer anchorage than river
mud, for there was no sign of muscular exhaustion when
he came on board and made our acquaintance.
No more shots with an arrow for me. I had a record;

you may call it an accidental one if you wish, but still a
record; and if the laurels were thin I can console myself
with the thought that they're much thinner where there
isn't any.

Mr. Almy had not only opened up anew sport, but had
taught me several things, especially about the character of
bubbles coming from a bottom of soft mud, and in turn I
could show him the relationship between aquatic larva of
insects and their adult forms.
The morning was passing, the faint breeze expired and

we returned to camp to sit in a smoke which just'permit-
ted us to exist, while it drove otf our insect enemies. I
often wonder if they suffer more than we from a stifling
smoke, or if we brace ourselves to stand it, knowing that
they are suffering as much, but that if we hold out a while
the enemy will retreat and leave us in possession of the
field. It's a question of pluck and endurance, especially
the latter, with us; for if the smoke lets up for a moment
the enemy will make a dash for your blood. With the man
it is merel}'^ a question of two evils, smoke or mosquitoes,
and he chooses what he thinks to be the least. Not so
with the insect. If she—here I take off my hat to say that
those people whom my boy, Charley Bell, if he were alive,
would call "the scientific Alecs" have recorded that it is

only the female mosquito which sings and bites—if she, I
Bay, relinquishes the field it is because she is driven from
it by a force that is irresistible, there is no choice in the
matter.
The metamorphosis of the dragon-fly and the mosqnito

were unknown to Almy, and he listened to a discourse on
them with great interest, but when I brought in a lot of
enormous frogs, dressed and cooked them, he looked dis-
gusted; but after seeing the polish which I put on their
bones he sampled them, and I had the satisfaction of
teaching a man who lived near the great Southern
marshes to eat their greatest delicacy.
Somehow we had avoided the subject of voodooism, just

as you avoid mention of politics when you know that your
friend doesn't agree with you, and it seemed to me that a
belief in the supernatural powers of some old colored
woman was part of his religion, and recalling the fact that
my own New England ancestors, two centuries ago, be-
lieved in witchcraft and preached against it made me
lenient on this subject. He was a poor unlettered man,
they were educated clergymen of the Church of England,
and he knew as much about it as they did.

In drawing Almy out 1 found that he came from Ten-
nessee and had drifted South as railroads were built, but
his desire to shoot and fish prevented his getting steady
employment. As we smoked he said: "Sometimes, in
the fall, I hire out to the rice planters to shoot rice birds
and go away for a month or two. These 'ere birds come
down from the North in great flocks and destroy the rice
crop. I take a dozen or more darkies out and try to pro-
tect the crop of some planter while the rice is in the milk
state. We shoot into the cloud of birds, but it don't seem
to stop 'em from coming on. If the flocks come down on
a rice field when it is in the milk stage, and thej^ are
allowed to feed for ten minutes, there's no use to try to
harvest that crop, it's been gathered. Of course we pick
np some birds and send them to market, and they are fat
and fine. You mightn't believe it, but they get so fat that
they can hardly fly, and in some places the darkies hunt
them with torches and clubs at night and send thousands
of dozens to market. The light blinds them and they
flutter down, too fat to fly, and are picked up by hand or
killed with a switch. In the winter the birds thin out,
the rice fields give no food and they scatter."

Ah, me! And this was one of my favorite song birds, the
bobolink! In the North the male is handsome in its sum-
mer plumage, and its hilarious song has been likened to
"striking the upper notes of a piano at random." In boy-
hood days I have shot them, and I hope to be forgiven. In
New York markets they are called "reed birds," and I wish
to say that I never bought one, but have on several occa-
sions sent the birds back untouched—on ijrinciple—when
they were served at formal dinners. If the Southern rice
planter finds it necessary to kill the bobolink as an enemy
to his crops, no man can object; he has a right to do it; and
then you will please remember that the male bird is in
sober gray feather, and has no song to cheer the rice
planter when he devastates his acres. That shows the re-

verse of the picture.

The Hallock game code, recently published, puts these
elegant song birds among those which should not be pro-
tected, and I protest! A short time ago a Southern clergy-
man, resident in New York city, was fined for shooting
robins, and in defense said he "did not know that they
were song birds." He was right; no birds are song birds
after the mating and breeding season has passed; then the
males change plumage and only use call notes.
For the benefit of my Southern friends, I wish that they

could know the "villianous rice bird" as we know it—sail-

ing over the meadows with its wings in a tremble of nup-
tial joy and pouring forth its soul in a song that the mock-
ingbird could not imitate. Some poet has written a song
beginning:

"Tinkle, tlnlde, Mr. Mncomb,
I am merry Bob o' Lincom."

But that was a merry song, and not at all to my purpose.
There was another one which treated of the bird and gave
words to its song, among which were "winter seeble," and
went on to relate its death by a gunner. I would surely
inflict the quotation on you if it was on memory's shelf,
and therefore you may rejoice. Bryant has given the bird
fame in his "Robert of Lincoln," and there we rest the
case of this particular bird and go back to the swamps of
Louisiana.
We got some frogs to take home, some new minnows to

put in alcohol, and then a darky with his mules took our
dugout to the railway, and so on "home" to Tangipahoa.
Bell and Pete met me at the station, and the darky opened
his eyes when he saw the frogs, and as he preceded us to
to the hotel he sang:

"Sittin' awn de po'ch in de light ob de moon,
I took de banja down fo' to play a little tune;

De grasshoppas sing an' de crickets all dance,
De frogs try to jine 'em, but dey didn't get a chancie.

Den get along, gals, doan yo' see me comin'," etc.

Fred Mathbe.

ARE TROUT GROWING CRAFTIER
Editor Forest and Stream.-

Did you ever know of a true angler who felt that his life

was rounded out, unless when his hair had become gray and
his step less buoyant he could once more visit the stream he
had first waded and where he felt the thrill which he en-
joyed as he took his first trout with the fly? And did you
ever notice how frequently after years of experience he looks
for the same success he enj lyed when a novice, and departs
sadly disappointed, perhaps never to return?

It is true that every pool is there just as it was, and every
boulder i^ as familiar to him as when he flipped and slid

around them or fell over them in his youthful enthusiasm,
thirty or for'y years before, for he could not forget them if

he would; even the gurgle of the stream i3 familiar to him
and seems more sweet than any he has heard since.

The hills with their wealth of laurel or rhododendron were
never so beautiful in his ejes, for to the angler the love of
natm'e grows stronger every year.

Thus far he lives his early experience over again, and here
he stops.

It is true that the stream has not the flow of water it

formerly had. The trout have become depleted from differ-

ent causes, but this depletion should reduce his catch only
proportionately ; for with one-fourth or one half as many
trout in the stream he should, with his present skill, bring
back in his creel at least one-fourth or one-half as many as
formerly.
The same ground i» gone over, each pool and rift is fished

with a skill unknown forty years ago, and yet a fish is rarely
taken fit to put in the crefl.

When the sun is low and the mountains cast their deep
shadows over the valley and stream a few trout are taken,
but not as they could be taken in the evening fishing years
ago.

If the angler thinks that perhaps the stream is too low, yet
if he waits till a generous rain raises it to its former
state and tries again, he will have but little better sue-'

cess.

If this is not the experience of all, it is certainly that of
most veteran anglers who have returned to- fish the streams
of "their first love."

The question arises: What has caused this change? And
there seems to be but one answer.

In streams which are constantly fished the trout of each
generation become more shy than those of the preceding one,

and they transmit this increased shyness through their ova
to their young, that is, the young fish begins where the
parent left off.

Forty years ago the large trout were quite as easy to catch
as the small ones, and now it is as difficult to catch a finger-

ling as a large fish.

This increased shyness must then have been born in the
fish and therefore transmitted by the parent fish.

The above views have been given on account of a question

asked by a scientist in Eogland a few weeks ago, and which
was substantially this : Whether the apparently increasing

intelligence of some kinds of fish is the result of a greater

instinct or because fishes may possibly have the power to

communicate with each other by a sort of fish language, and
he asked for replies to his question.

Every angler who has made as Irequent and thorough tests

as the writer knows that fishes cannot hear any sound
emitted above the water, although it has been suggested that

they may be able to hear sounds emitted beneath its surface;

and if such is the case, then if there is any force in the sug-

gestion made by our English friend, we may fairly assume
that when some successful angler deftly drops his artificial

fly at the head of a pool, some wily trout, which has barely

escaped an unwilling translation into the realms above the

water, will rush around the pool and whisper into the ears of

the other trout which have not learned wisdom by a like ex-

perience, telling them that "that thing is a delusion and a
sham."

Until further light is thrown on this subject we prefer to

adopt the theory that the increasing shyness of trout is

simply another illustration of the fact that the law of heredity

applies to fishes as well as to animals. J. S. V. C.

jPotiGHKKBPsiE, March 17.

A Record Mahopac Bass.

In the Forest and Stream space at the Sportsmen's Ex-
position was shown a small mouth black bass, loaned by
Messrs. Wm. Mills & Son, which was the occasion of much
interested comment. The fish was taken in Lake Mahopac,
Putnam county, N. Y.. on Sept. 7, 189S, by Reubeo Miller,

a guide and farmer. Mr. Miller was fishing at the time near

A. H. Dean's Dean House, and his bait was a 7in. perch.

The bass weighed 8Lbs. Shortly thereafter Mr. Miller took
several other fish of the same species, weighing from 5f to

Tilbs.

The taxidermist has given the big fellow a yellow eye;

but by nine out of ten black bass fishermen no notice of this

peculiarity of the mounted specimen would be taken.

Aughvick Club House.

Cowax's GrAP, Pa., March 21.—The club house of the

Aughvick Valley Fishing and Hunting Club was destroyed

by fire supposed to have been started by an incendiary,

linited States Senator Boies Penrose, Speaker Boyer, Con-
gressman Mahon, Pension Agent George W. Skinner and a
number of prominent Philadelphia and Pittsburg politicians

are members of the club

SOME BASS RECORDS.
Cincinnati, O.—Editor Forest and Bl/ream: In November

of 1898 a small-mouth black bass, weighing Tibs. 2oz., was
taken by Eobert Bartells, of Somerset, Ky., in the Cumber-
land Elver at Punkin Hollow Mill, six miles from Burn-
side. He used a Bristol steel rod of lOoz., a Natchaug silk
line and a silver reel of his own make, and a live minnow
for bait. It took him just eleven minutes to bring it to
net, and while battling for freedom it fought with the vigor
of a three'^pounder and jumped five times out of the
water.

It was kindly sent to the Cuvier Club by the fortunate
piscator, and has been very skillfully mounted by our tax-
idermist, Prof. Drury. Eeally it is not a very gracefully
proportioned bass, for overgrown fish seldom are; but it has
the strong, muscular proportions, broad tail and razor-like
fins which make this fish the royal king of the rocky
reefs. Mr. Bartells has given me a catalogue of the catches
he made last fall of the small-mouth black bass in the pic-
turesque Cumberland, and it runs as follows:

Oct. 1—Thirty bass, weighing 401b3., from 1 to SJlbs.;
eight of 31bs.

Oct. 7—Forty-two bass, weighing 691bs., from 1 to 31bg.
Oct. 15—Sixty-four bass, weighing 84lbs., from | to Slbs.
Oct. 26—Eighteen bass, weighing 261bs., from IJlbs. to

71b8. 2oz.

The next largest I have heard of, and that is authentic,
is the one caught by Capt. H. H. Tinker, of the Cuvier's, in
Lake Erie, near Put-in Bay, weighing 6lbs. 2oz,

There was one caught, which to be in unity should have
preceded the above, at the mouth of the Grand River by
J. O. Sawyer, of Grand Eapids, which weighed 6|lbs., and
was a royal beauty of its mail-clad race, being perfectly
symmetrical from head to tail, and a fighter that came near
gaining its liberty.

Now comes John L. Stettinus, of this city, a very enthu-
siastic angler, who about a decade ago caught one at Put-in
Bay that weighed Bibs. So overjoyed was he with hia
prize that he at once discontinued his sport, packed up, and
hurried home. On his arrival he forthwith gave a supper
to a few of his most intimate friends at the St. Nicholas,
which cost him an even |100. He now angles for striped
bass at Cuttyhunk Island nearly every season, and is very
sucoessful at it.

A short time ago Col. W. B. Smith, of this city—-and a
royal good fellow, too—was up at Green Lake, Wis., angling
for the bronze-backers, and while there heard no end of
talk about the capture of 7 and Sib. small-mouth black
bass. Wishing to secure some of the big fellows, or else
fracture the romances so freely related, he posted up a
notice offering $200 for an 81b. small-mouth black bass,

$150 for a 7j-pounder, $100 for a 7-pounder.
This, he said, was the last he heard of the big bass, and

he thinks the notice is there yet, and if so, will adhere to
the offers he then made.
We hear of a great many big black bass being caught,

but they are generally weighed on their own scales, and
with enlarged optics.

Of the big-mouth bass there are many that run up to it
and 151bs., if not over. We have one in our museum that
weighs ISlbs., and was caught in Southern waters, but the
71bs. 2oz. small-mouth black bass of Mr. Bartells is the
largest we ever heard of that was caught by hook and line,

Alex Staebuck.
Later.—^I have another big small-mouth black bass for

your record, weighing 71bs. loz., that was caught in Honey
Creek, a tributary of the Little Miami, that pours into the
Ohio River some ten miles east of this city. It was caught
a few years ago by Attorney G. W. Hardache, formerly
one of our State senators. He is an enthusiastic angler, and
takes his outing every year for that bull dog fighter of the
rocky reef. ^Alex Stahbuck.

ONE DAY'S SPORT.
Aiii/ our writers, with that happy faculty, inherent in all

humankind, of losing sight of the disagreeable incidents in

the pleasure of recalling the enjoyable happenings connected
with an outing, present the bright side only.

At the risk of being designated a crank, dyspeptic or pes-
simist, I intend to depart from the beaten track and relate

a little experience illustrating the opposite side of the ques-
tion, feeling sure that many of tbe brotherhood of sports-

men will recogniae a true picture of the discomfort that

in some form has fallen to their own lot.

It was at Andover, Me., where I wa?i spending a two
weeks' vacation in company with a friend, Mr. C. O. Poor.
Sept 30 being a rainy day, we made arrangements to dri ve
on the following morning to the south arm of the Rangeley
Lakes, sixteen miles distant, to try for some black ducks, a
large flock being re])orted at that place.

We were np early, eagerly scanning the sky, which
showed favorable signs of clearing, and congratulating our-
selves on the prospect, we hastily harnessed.^ot our traps to-

gether and started; so did the rain. But having got under
way, we made up our minds we would finish the trip, rain or

no rain, at the same time hoping that it would clear up.

With intermittent energy the rain continued, however,
until we had reached our destination; in the meanwhile se-

curing a grouse which ran from the road into the bushes,

where, alter vainly shooting in an attempt to make it rise in

self-defense, I was compelled to blow its head off at a dis-

tance of about 20ft.

Arriving at the lake, and putting our steed up at a shanty
near the road, we procured a boat from Mr O. S. Syke, who
has charg of the South Arm Hotel, and had nicely started

acioss the lake when the rain commenced to fall in volumes
that would have caused Noah to put in a couple of extra life

preservers

We pottered around the lake for a little while, seeing but
one duck. He flew into a little cove and mysteriously dis-

appeared, for although following directly after him we could
not find a feather of him.
By this time we were thoroughly soaked, and concluding

that we had ducking enough in both senses of the word w e

landed and prepared for the homeward journey
With clothes wet and clammy, sixteen miles in a cold

rain, mud 6in deep, an old horse, open wagon, harness

breaking twice, causing delay in repairing it, and you have
a description of our four hours' ride.

' It 15 not all of hunting to hunt," and if one docs not be-

lieve this saying, let him take a trip like the above and he
will be convinced.

I was so thoroughly convinced during that ride that on
reaching home, or rather Andover, I packed my grips, in-

tending ake he fiist train to New York the follawing
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day, inwardly resolving that this should be my last shootiu^
trip. But after a smoking hot supper and an evening passed
before a grand old fireplace with one of Andover's fairest

daughters, wiser counsels prevailed, and I concluded to re

main to the end of my allotted time.
Amply was I repaid for so doing, -as, taking the same route

under more auspicious circumstances a few days later, and
camping at the Upper Richardson Pond, we spent the pleas-
antest days of the stason.

If the editor does not think this' account of the unpleasant
portion of a sportsman's outing disqualifies me from the
ranks of true sportsmen, who in theory should be above
such trivial annoyances, and refrains from consigning this
nai-rative to the tender mercies of the waste basket, I will
furnish an account of the pleasurable part of the camping
experiences of two novices.

I must confess, however, that I am no lover of discomfort,
even though it be in the pursuit of my favorite recreation.

A Bane Clerk.

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angliug Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen,
"

fishing and fishing places. Cloti, 50 cents. Forest and Scream
lishiDg Co.

,
:^sh,
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FIXTURES
BE.NOH SHOWS

March • 4-'27 - PiTTSBURG.— Ducjuesne KenTl^l Club.
March 17-iO.— Lotjisvillb -Kentuci-y Kennel Club.
March 30-April a.—Baltimore.—BaUimore Kennel Assrciation.
JUareh 30-April 2.—KUksas City.—Kansas City Kennel Club.
March .31-April .3.—Sak Josfi;.—Santa Clara "County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.- Stockton.— Stockton Kennel Club.
April l-J-17.— Los Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

FIELD TMAL8.
Sept. 6. - Manitoba Field Trials Club, J^lorris, Man.
Nov. 2 —Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

aUon's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's trial.e, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N, O.

THE INHERITANCE OF MUTILATION'S.
Vebsatlles, Ky.—Since the publication of Dr. Lock-

wood's experiments in breeding tailless mice, it rather seems
accepted as true by the profession that a mutilation has but
to be inflicted on an indefinite number of successive genera-
tions to insure its heredity. While this is indisputably
proven regarding mice, yet facts within the observation of
all cause one to doubt whether the same la true with other
animals. The dehorning of cattle has been practiced for
quite a lime, yet 1 have kncwn no hornless offspring of dehorn

-

utated ancestry. My own family has occupied the same
lands for nearly a century—four generations. Each in suc-
cession has marked hogs with the same mutilation of the ears
Tet none has seen a single pig born with mutilated aural
appendages. And it is conceded that our stock hcgs are of
the same general ancestry on one side, improvement being
sought by changing the sire, which also invariably suffered
the same mutilation.

The custom of culting oflF the tails of joung lambs, which
-is as old as the settlement of this Btale, was brought hence
from Virginia, where it obtained since her colonizsiiion, com-
ing thence from England, extending I ao not know how far
back—at least to ihe era of Little Bo-Peep. 1 have made
careful inquiry of both breeders and buyers of sheep, and
have learned of but two instancts of Iambs born without
tails. Since 1 have myself obseived more than a like num-
ber of tailless calves at! birth, I fairly reason that these were
freaks of nature rather than instances of the heredity of
mutilation.

These examples afford fair grounds for belitf that the
mouse is less tenacious of racial characteristics than any

. other of the lower animals affording means of observation
regarding the transmission of mutilations, if indeed they do
not absolutely show that the inheiitauce of mutilations is a
legacy peculiar to the mouse among all the lower animals.
That there is no such inheritance in the human race we
have a proof as indisputable as can be imagined.
While the iuherilance of mutilations seems exceptional,

and even disproven regarding many animals from fairly ex-
tensive observation and experiment, the transmission of
mental impress is much more susceptible of proof. Mr.
Railey, a noted horseman of this county, had a mare and a
stallion both well trained in the "high school" and "park"
gaits. Their sires probably had received the same education;
1 know nothing as to their dams I have seen a colt of these
two go "high school" in the pasture of his own free will and
inclination, before he ever knew bit or rein. The sire in
question became the property of Mrs. Joe Emmet, and is, I
taink, to be seen in your city to-day.

Another instance of this kind of heredity has been seen by
all. What is known as the "pointing" or "sitting instinct"

in dogs is but the development tbi ough heredity of that
ecstatic pause that the presence of quarry excites in beasts of
prey. It is to be observed lo a sligbt extent in all members
of both the dog and cat family. The pause or "crouch" of
the lion or tiger before springing is not so much for pose of
lirrib tor that x)in'pose as it is the transient hypnosis from
imminence of prey. This hypnosis ot sight or ecstatic ex-
pectancy, devt loped by education and fixed by heredity, is

surely the most reasonable explanation of the distinguishing
characteristic of our bhd dogs It has had no development
in the cat for sufficient reasons. Ske is the mo-t unciviUzed
of all domestic animals. What she originally was and wliat
she is now are one and the same, except as infiuenced by en-
vironment. The cat, is unsusceptible of education. Such
things as further her phy!?ical needs the takes advantage of,

not from the influence of man, but merely as she would have
done had she l<aind the same conditions in nature. As I
have seen elsewhere mentioned, she will rub her back against
a man's legs as formerly against a tree,-prelers the shelter of
a fireside to that of the forest, food freely bestowed to the
chances of the chase; but in native instincts she is in nowise
changed or developed from her aboriginal state, and even in
color constantly tends to the mottling of the mingled lights

and shadows that proved her protection in the pristine "i cr-
ests.

—

S. M. WortMngtoii, M.D., in Medical Record
(The learned gentleman may be very strong on lambs,

mice, dehorned cattle and horses, but he is weak on dogs
and cats; and his knowledge of the hypnosis of the tiger and
lion 18 open to question.

The pm'pose of the dog in capturing his prey is to secure a

food supply. He is a superficial observer indeed who would
claim that the tense muscles and intent alertness which ob-
tain durins' the moments the dog endeavors to locate his
prey by his sense of smell indicate a state of hypnosis. The
extraordinary agility displayed by the dog in his effort to
capture his prey so soon as he has located it proves that point-
ing is but a preliminary pause for information and prepara-
tion to spring and capture,]

AN IMPROMPTU FOX HUNT.
Iltok, N. Y.—Editor Foi^est and Stream: Probably the

reason we hear so little of the beagle outside of field trial

reports is that the owners of those grand little dogs are kept
too busy following them to write of their sport. JSTo one
who has spent one day behind good ones will class them
with the prize-juge;ling spaniel. Other dogs have had their
historians telling of the rare sport of some days' hunt, but
the praises of the beagle have yet to find "a competent
chronicler.

Probably the most interesting hunt we have had this fall

is our impromptu fox hunt, although we have had many
rabbit hunts and succeeded in bagging quite a few. Welett
Ilion a' out 4 o'clock in the morning and did not ariive at

the hunting grounds till after 9, quite a trip for a rabbit
hunt, and all the way on the cars loo. We turned the dogs
loose about 9 o'clock and at 11 we had not seen our first

rabbit. The dogs would start them all right, but the snow
was light and very dry and it seemed impossible for them to.

hold the scent for any distance. About 11 o'clock, as we
were crossing a ridge between two swamps. Dime, the pride
of the pack jumped a fox and away she went, closely fol-

lowed by Bessie and Dime's Dolly. Dime was originally

used to hunt foxes and she never loses a chance to give one
a race unless she is too bu^^y with rabbits.

The noon sun was warming up the snow and made the
running fairly good. The way those dogs made that fox
run was a caution, and for just four hours and twenty min-
utes they kept him going.

Soon we heard a short, sharp bark quite near us, and
Saxby said, "There! they have put him in his hole." He
then fired his gun lo call in the clogs. Soon we saw Dime
come out of the woods and across the opeo ground toward
us, with Bessie close behind. One of the party said, "I
don't see Dolly She must be lying down somewhere on the
track." He probably thought so from the fact that she was
between four and five weeks in whelp. But Saxby said,

"Djn't you worry about Dally; she has got to have her bark
in the hole too, She i&n't far away." Soon he said, "See
that!" We all looked where he was pointing and were able
to see something white moving ab07e the top of the weeds.
It was Dolly, and she had her flag up too.

They are all small dogs. Dime is just enough over 13in.
so she has to run in the 15in. class, and D.me's Dolly and
Bessie are both in the 18in. class. They aU ran at Oxford,
Mass., at the field trials last November.

Little Dolly has run her last race. She died while whelp-
ing last month, and no dog in the p9ck can take her place.
She was the most promising puppy of the lot and the pet of
all who knew her.

After we had disposed of the fox or rather after the fox
had disposed of us, we repaired to the swamps, and soon
had the rabbits going in great shape until darkness com-
pelled us to think of home, Dj you suppose you could get
those dogs to come in? Well, I think not. We had to
catch every < ne of them and put them on the chain and
fairly drag them away. Now let some other admirer of the
beagle tell us what their dogs have been doing this fall, and
let the public know that the staunch little beagle is capable
of giving as fine a day's sport as his severest critics demand.
What is more inspiring to the true sportsman than the music
of the beagle orchestra in full cry. even ic he don't get a
rabbit. J. D. R.

FOX HUNT IN UPSHIRL'S NECK.
Virginia.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Only and

Mappsburg packs, after recuperating from their heavy run
last week in Hack's Neck, again came together to-day, in
order that the important sporting matter might bs fully set-

tled as to the best qualities of their respective packs. The
points to be considered were speed, slaying qualities, strain
of blood, and greater degree ot skill in readily finding the
track when cominig: to a check, besides many other fine poin i

that go to makeup an animal fitforthe enjoyment and sport
of man.
The hunt was one of great excitement, though it did not

last near so long as hunts frequently do. From the time of
raising the fox until his capture was 2 hours and 59 minutes
by the watch.
To give a better idea of the huafc made to-day, it seems im-

portant before going further to give a brief description of
Upshire's Ntck. This is a long strip of narrow, very rich
farming land laying between Matehapungo Creek and Hog
Island Bay, some ten to twelve miles long and averaging
about a mile in width, abounding in small game, with plenty
of red foxes in addition.

We raised the fox on the Davis farm at 7 A. M. about five

miles from the south end of the neck. The dogs were as
gay as larks, and went straight for reynard at a terrible rate
of speed south, the riders following, but failing to keep in
distance, the dogs running two lengths to their one. The
point of the neck reached, the fox doubled and was met run-
ning north, making fine time, leading perhaps by a half mile.
The pack was up almost instantly, well tog. iher, passing us
as it were a shadow, so to speak, at which stage of the hun*;
two black and tans bilonging to the Mappsburg pack and
two of the Only pack were the first to mount the inclosure
of the Fentress farm. Ames's bitch Music and one im-
ported were the next. The dogs were soon out of sight and
hearing, the riders following at all possible speed.
When some five or six miles north we met the fox that

had been out of the neck. As was afterward reported, he
made a circle of perhaos ten miles through the country, and
was returning again down the heck, in fact, was already on
the Bowdoin farm. At this stage of the hunt, an hour and
a half having already elapsed, there was but trifling odds
beween the dngs and the fox as between then and when last

seen, the latter showing no signs of distress, while the dogs
were well packed, running with srreat speed, making the
damp atmnsphere resound as it were the rushing of mighty
waters. It is not possible for one not there present to wit-
ness the sight to realize this grand exhibition of the efforts

of pursuers ^md pursued. The first were obeying the laws
of instinct without the possibility of gain, while the other
instinctively knew that his only hope of escape depended
upon the means given him by na'ture—speed and endurance.

The doss passed on south, where the fdx again doubled at
the point, foUowins: the Broadwater shore north to the B m-
doin farm, where being closely pressed—the hard turf giving
the dogs better foothold—he shied from his course and
crossed the Bowdoin farm; this being the first time, to our
knowledge, that the dogs had sighted him. Even now he
was St en only by the leading dogs, and was too far away to
perceptibly accelerate their speed.
The chase continued to offer every interest connected with

tlje sport, the dogs going north up the neck, crossing farm
after farm, and the horsemen in fuU pursuit. Passing again
out of the neck, the fox made a circuit, as before, and finding
himself hard pressed was soon back again. On sighting him
we found that he was badly broken up, exhibiting a strong
tendency to "linger." The two black and tans had, unfor-
tunately, been ripped almo.st to their vitals by a barbed wire
fence on the north run, and were not with the pack, but the
rest were making good time and quite well together, None
had stranded, while it was apparent that the chase was now
drawing to a clnse. But a short time elapsed before a black
and tan bitch belonging to Ames had the credit of being the
first to pass sentence on poor reynard. The entire pack,
however, must have been close up, as the fox was torn into
jiblets

The same grounds will be hunted on Wednesday next
T. G. Elliott.

Dogs for Packing' in Alaska.
Some time ago an Alaska trader visited the city looking

for dogs. He spent several days here, and left with six lusty
canines which he had purchased at very reasonable rates.
He said he wanted the dogs to take to Alaska and make
common carriers of them, dogs being the only animals that
can stand the grief of a trip up the Yukon, and be good for
anything when they get there. Eskimo dogs are, of course,
preferatle for this purpose, being intended by nature for
.such use, but Eskimo dogs are scarce and expensive, so
ordinary dogs are used to take their places and answt r very
well. All that ia required is a long-haired dog big enough
to haul his share of a sledge, and sufficiently young and
inttlligent to be capable of learning the business. Such
dogs command a good price, a fact which many men who
are now working extra hours for money to feed household
pets will be glad to learn. There has been more or less

inquiry for dogs in Portland and the cities of the Sound
every spring. This year, however, the development of the
mines on the Yukon has taken so many miners into the min-
ing district that the demand for pack animals is greater than
ever, and the dog market is likely to be very brisk before
^QQg.— Portland Oregonian.

Pet Dog Club.

East Orange. N. J., March IS.—Editor Forest and
Stream: At a meeting of the American Pet Dog Club, held
at the Hotel Lincoln, Broadway and Fifty-second street,

New York city, on March 10, the club elected as its judges
for the ensuing year Messrs. Morris, Rackham, Mortimer,
and Miss Whitney, and as delegate of the American Kennel
Club Mr. T. Farrer Rackham, East Orange, N. J.

Three new members, Mrs Anna Bernstem, Mrs, Marie
Earth and Miss Sophie Baith, were elected and ten new
members were proposed. Other business of importance was,
transacted and the club is in a most flourishing condition.

T. Farrer Rackham, Sec'y^

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
A Pittsburg friend kindly sent us the following clipping,

which recounts the devotion and intelligence of a dog:
"Thomas Cain, residing on Hamilton avenue, Brushton,
his wife and three children were saved from burning to
death early yesterday morning by a dog. Fire broke out in
the house about 4 A. M., when they were asleep, and they
were only awakened in time to make a hasty escape by the
dcg barking, howling and scratching at the door of Mr.
Cain's room. The house was destroyed. It was valued at

$'2,000, and |160 which Mr. Cain had in a bureau drawer
was also bm'ned."

The National Pet Stock Association, organized for the
promotion nf the intere.'^ts of the pet stock at fairs and live
stock exhibitions, has issued a circular in which it calls the
attention of breeders to the need of united action and the
succe&s which comes from it. Full particulars can be
obtained of the secretary, Mr. G. P. Reynaud, Mount
Vernon, JN. Y.

Under date of March 17, Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winni-
peg, writes feelingly of his friend: "Only those who knew
the late A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale inLimaUly knew 'what a
great, big, kindly heart he had. Manly sports have indeed
lost a friend. Tne Shropshire hounds, which he had kept
and hunted at his own cost, and English field trials have
lost a most beneficent encourager and supporter. I cannot
better illustrate his kindheartedness than by quoting a fine
from a letter he wrote me when Mr. Braelsford last came to
this country with his dogs; he said; 'Mr. Braelsford, as you
know, is getting well up in years. Pli.'ase, Mr. Johnson, do
all you can for him to make his labors as light as possible,
and spare no exoense in doing so.'

"When I think of Mr. Dexter, Mr Lorillard, and other
great American sportsmen—and wish we had more like
them—.and then, when I remember Mr. Lonsdale, I don't
think it any reflection to say, 'He was the greatest Roman of
them all.'"

Mr. G. B. Borradaile, Honorary Secretary of the Mani-
toba Field Trials Club, Winnipeg, has sent out the following
information in a circular letter to the club's patrons: The
following arrangements have been made in order to prevent
expense, trouble or delay at any of the customs ports of
entry, viz.: Neche, Pembina and Gretna, All dogs that
have been duly entered in any of the Manitoba Field Trials
Club events are allowed to enter Manitoba and remain for
ninety days free of all duty. In order to benefit by this ar-
rangement, an accurate description of each dog, giving
name, breed, sex, color, event entered in, owner's name,
name of person having charge, and line of railway traveling
by, must be mailed to C. G. Borradaile one week previous to
date of arrival at port of entry.

The Forest and Stream is put to press eacli week on Tuesdaiy,
Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at ttie

atest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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Docking Does.
Some time ago a special committee was appointed hj the

jECennel Club to inquire into the method and procedure in
the matterof"docking" or cutting the tails of dogs, specially

with reference to the old English sheep dog and theschip-
perke. Of the latter it had been said that the tail was not
docked or shortened in the fashion usual with terriers, but
when it was born with a tail on the entire appendage was
torn or gouged out, in order that it might appear to have
been originally produced without a tail. TJnscrupulons
dealers sold such dogs as naturally born tailless and led

tbeir purchasers to" believe that all schipperkes, if

"thorouglibred," were so born. No doubt considerable
cruelty in this docking was practiced on the schipperke,
although the members of the English Schipperke Club dis-

puted the charge, to which they gave an "emphatic and
unqualified denial," saying that "a greater calumny had
never been uttered against a respectable body of fanciers."

In their memorial to the sub-committee, already alluded to,

and a meeting of which was recently held, they prayed
that the docking as practiced in their humane manner
should not be interfered with.
There is no doubt that "gouging" or "carving out"_ the

tails was in practice in Belgium, the home of the variety,

but that if it had ever been done in this country such a
case had not been known to tlie club; its members were,
moreover, quite willing to fall in with any suggestion

toward stopping the practice where it existed. The chair-

manof the sub-committee pointed outto delegates represent-
ing the two English schipperke clubs that their description

of the dog stated explicitly "that the tail of the schipperke
should be absent," and this not only induced its breeders
to remove the whole of the tail, but such a statement was
calculated to lead the public to believe that schipperkes
were born without tails. Considerable discussion took
place, and in the end the delegates of the English Schip-
perke Club and the St. Hubert Schipperke Club adopted
the following memorial to the Kennel Club: "The mem-
bers of the above clubs, with a view to the settlement of

the docking question, have agreed to the following alter-

ation in tbeir rules and standard of points, namely, to sub-

stitute and add to the description dealing with the tail the
following words: 'Tail, if not naturally absent, may be
docked, and a stump of 2in. is not objected to; but "carv-

ing" or "gouging out" is not permissible, and shall dis-

qualify.' " This was signed by Mr. B. W. Moore and Dr.

Freeman, the delegates, and it will be laid before the full

committee of the Kennel Club in due course.

No doubt the agitation had arisen on account of what
had been practiced on the schipperke, but as a representa-

tive of the old English bobtailed sheep dog had been in-

vited to the meeting in question, the club in its interests

was represented by Mr. Parry Thomas. The chairman,
Mr. J. W. Eoss, iwmted out that at a general meeting of

the Kennel Club it was stated that the practice of gouging
or carving out the tails of schipperkes and old English
sheep dogs was common; that such a practice was obviously

a cruel one, and that in consequence of this the sub-com-
mittee had been appointed. The meeting was prepared to

receive and report whatever the representatives of the clubs

present by their delegates might wdsh to place before them,
and in framing their views he would remind them that they
must not lose sight ofthe fact that there were gentlemen in

the club who advocated the entire abolition of docking in

any shape; in fact, one member of the sub-committee, Mr.
Edgar Farman, held a strong view in favor of its total dis-

continuance. The whole matter would be laid before the

full committee of the Kennel Club to be dealt with. Mr.
Parry Thomas, in stating the view held by his club, em-
phatically denied, on behalf of his colleagues, the allega-

tion that"old English sheep dogs' tails were either carved

or gouged out, and that to leave a stump Ijin. or 2in. long

was an improvement rather than a detriment. He had not

come prepared with any written statement, but was quite

ready to reduce the substance of his remarks into writing

for the use of the committee. His club were prepared to

pass a rule so as to prevent the possibility of such a prac-

tice as had been alluded to being resorted to in connection

with the old English sheep dog.

In a Flat.

In the appartment house in New York where I live there

are six flats, all occupied by small families, with in no case

more than three adult members. Yet there are nine bicycles

in commission at the present time, with prospects of two
more to be added in the near future. More than 50 per cent,

of the occupants of the house, including both sexes and
all ages, are riderc, and practically all the able-bodied adults

are embraced in this classification. Besides the bicycles, the

rolling stock of the flat includes two baby carriages and
one child's tricycle.

Out flat is not one of those "go-as-you-please"' apartment

houses. It is conducted on the principle that wheeled
vehicles, like dogs and cats, must be subject to carefully

drawn up rules The legislation in this particular instance

requires that they shall be left in charge of the janitor when
under the communal roof, and under no circumstances shall

they be taken to the individual apartments of their owners
to imperil wall paper and track up the halls.

This rule, while not especially obnoxious to the tenantsj

has given the janitor in question some sleepless nights. Last

year he only had four bicyles to look after, and found ample
room for them in the patsage to the coal bins, but with nine

and the prospect of two more in a few days things are dif-

ferent.

To accommodate the nine he has fitted up with racks a

storeroom that fonnerly came in very conveniently for gome
of his own personal needs; but as it is, the place is over,

crowded and there is not room for a single additional wheel

on the floor.

Fortunately the room has a high ceiling, and the janitor

hopes to solve this riddle of domestic economy by persuad-

ing some of the wheeling contingent to suspend their bicy-

cles from above. The two newcomers are to have drop-frame

. wheels, and as he couldn't ask a lady to take the less desira-

ble position, he is using considerable diplomacy to make
some of the original male preemptors of desirable spaces see

the desirability of moving higher. To help out his scheme
he says he will call those who elevate their wheels the

''athletes," as distinguished from the "cripples," who use

tfee grPHad tier.

He will also throw in one free clean up for every one of
the upper story wheels, and guarantees that the tires will last

longer, as they are relieved from the weight of the wheel for

the time being.

With us the cycling season began Feb. 21, and wheels that
had not been ridden since Thanksgiving came out that day.
Only two bicycles were in commission all winter, but there

was remarkable unanimity in bringing the others out for

Washington's Birthday. Dan Daly.

Ran into a Deer.

A TOOTG woodsman had a curious adventure the other
night in the wild woods of Morehouseville, up in the Adiron-
dacks. He was riding along the road on a bicycle. His
lamp was lit, and the light it threw was powerful.

Suddenly in the road ahead, half way down a hill, a form
loomed up in the light thrown by the lamp. Two turns of

the pedals sliowed that it was a deer, which, hearing no
sound and seeing nothing hut the light, had been literally

jacked, as much as ever a deer was jacked from a boat

along a backwoods stream. The sight flabbergasted the
young man, and then, before he thought to jump off, hs hit

the deer fair in the side and doubled it up in a heap.
Of what followed the young woodsman has no distinct

recollection. He got mixed up some way with something.
For a brief instant he ft It deer hide under lis hands, then
something hit him in the side and he went over into a ditch

among the briers.

By and by he got up and examined his wheel. The
handle bars were bent and some spokes needed straightening.

The lamp was dented in several places, but would still show
a light, the glass having been untouched. When he got
things somewhat straightened out he b' gao to examine the

road. There was a place thai looked like a deer's rolling

place, with the imprints of a man's hand in the middle. A
long mark showed where the deer's hoofs had slipped in the

dirt. The deer was not to be seen.

Only once before in that part of the Adirondacks has a
man succeeded in laying hands on a deer while the ground
was bare, and that man was young Frank French, of More-
houseville. A d^er was watching Henry Cook one day up
on the Indian river, and French, who had no gun, sneaked
up behind the deer, and grabbing it around the throat

choked it to death.

—

i\^ei€ York Sun.

THE BUFFALO AT VAN CORTLANDT.
New York, March 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

other day I took a spin on ray wheel out to Van Cortlandt
Park to see the butSalo which have been loaned the city
through the courtesy of the Cortain estate.

The route followed was Seventh avenue to the Harlem
River, Sedgwick avenue, Kiagsbridge road and Broadway
to Mosholu avenue, and then a short turn east on the latter

to the north end of the game inclosure. The distance from
155th street is about six miles.

Mosholu avenue has lately been macadamized and the
wheeling on it was the best encountered after crossing the
Harlem. This is not saying much, however, for the other
roadswere in vile condition, owing to heavy travel; and in

places where the frost was still in the ground it was much
easier to ride over the grass at the side than on the roadway
proper.
Mosholu avenue is all that could be desired, from the

wheelman's .standpoint, even at this the worst possible time
of year, and it was a comfort to get upon its smooth, firm
surafce and feel the bicycle run easily once more.
The day I had chosen for my trip was not by any means an

ideal wheeling day. It had rained only the day before, and
a mist hung over the landscape indicating that Old Proba-
bilities still had something up his sleeve in the way of moist-
ure. There was, however, a compensation for the poor roads
and sloppy riding in the prospect. To my mind no view is

80 charming as when it is given the imaginative cast that
comes from a misty atmosphere, which blots out parts of the
distance and makes others more suggestive while throwing
into relief the foreground and middle distance. A clear at-

mosphere means death to perspective on any but a vast
scale, but with mist the most commonplace landscape as-

sumes unexpected beauties. In England, photographs,
owing to the moist, i-ain-laden atmosphere, and also the ap-

preciation of its possibilities by the photographers, frequently
have the quality of paintings and stand in a class by them-
selves. The main features of the picture are properly ac-

centuated, while the great art of leaving out irrelevant de-

tails has due recognition.

I had been keeping a sharp lookout for the buffalo while
pedaling along the avenue, which at first passes through a
piece of woodland; but not till the open land toward the
eastern edge of the paddock was reached did I get a sight of

them.
The entire herd, numbering twenty-five great animals, was

grouped on a point of the hillside 200yds. away, some stand-

ing, some lying down.
As it happened, when I first saw them all were motionless;

but presently one old bull, whose herculean proportions were
not lessened by the luminous medium through which I saw
him, began fighting a small tree with lazy thrusts of his pon-

derous head. Nearer at hand was a herd of a dozeu European
roe deer lying close together in a little weedy depression in

the open hillside, looking like weather-worn rocks, and sug-

gesting by their clustering proclivities a covey of quail.

A few hundred yards east of where these deer lay was a
thick copse, swampy in its lower portions, through which
runs Tibbitt's Brook. If the deer had been of our native

Virginia stock they would undoubtedly have been found in

this cover, and not out in the open within a stone's throw
of a traveled road. But the European deer come from a long
ancestry of park-bred animals and are used to being looked
at. They are well adapted for parks, but in October afoot

in the woods I should want diflrerent game.
The buffalo and deer are in charge of a Scotchman, who is

known as Billy Morrison. He has been bred in talcing care

of animals in parks, and his charges and he are on the very
best of terms. The bufl'alo cluster about him, and even the
monarch McKinley eats from his hand. In America we do
not breed gamekeepers any more than we do park deer, con-

sequently we have to import them.
Morrison is afraid that the buffalo will get mired in the

bottom down by Tibbitt's Brook next summer. Buffalo, it

seems, need a lot of watching in parks, and are constantly in

mischief.
Perhaps if we go on with our parks and our buffalo, the

descendants of these animals several hundred years hence
may be more tractable and more amenable to their environ-

ment. It is hard to make park animals in one generation
from the stock that roamed the plains and knew no limit to

their wanderings beyond the climatic one imposed at the be-

ginning of the world.
With the advance of spring and the coming of better roads

the avenues of the northern part of the city will soon be black
with wheelmen.

, , .

The buffalo inclosure can easily he reached either from
Jerome avenue on the east or Broadway on the west, and a
sight of the game wiU well repay any one who has the sports-

man's instinct.

How the buffalo will enjoy the opening of the cycung sea-

Bon. remains to he seen. J

.

The Cycle in the Army.
Ajr'officer in the XJ. S. Army, and one who has evidently

given much thought to the subject, writes the following:
"It seems to me that the War Department has, in its road

maps and the continued scouring of the country by cyclists,

a means of acquiring a knowledge of roads and of the
country such as has never before existed in the history of
nations. Many of the oflBcers are most desirous of using the
bicycle officially, but its adoption requires the creation of a
special body of men and a special appropriation. These can
only come through Congress, and Congress should he made
to see the necessity. Army officers cannot advise, solicit or
attempt legislation—it is against the regulations. The mat-
ter shouldhe worked up in all papers. In one trip I covered
780 miles in eight days, examining roads between New York
city and Washington, D. C, and the neighborhood of several
cities. Returning, I went from Washington to New York in
twenty-five hours' actual riding, about thirty-two hours on
the road—a distance of 250 miles, or longer than most of the
lines crossing the campaign grounds in many great wars.
"There is no question as to the desire to use the bicycle, hut

our army is small, and all these things come through appro-
priations. I believe that such a collection of information
should be gathered and stored, and that it would prove in-
valuable in war. All road book information is just what is

wanted by troops—kind of road, hills and grades, streams
and bridges, taverns, towns and villages, etc. Add to this a
very slight description of the country, and one has a mounted
reconnoissance map. Much of this information may reach
the Government through General Stone, but it would be
well to have it reach the army also.
"A light battery marched from Fort Hamilton to a point

well up in New York State. Had they then possessed the
New York Division maps they would have been very useful,
and, in fact, much information was obtained from a district
bicycle map on the return march. When I arrived at a post
a few years ago, not one of the officers save myself rode the
wheel. When I left every one had a bicycle. General Miles
takes a §reat interest in the bicycle, and I know that if it is

possibe it will be regularly issued soon."

Out of Date.

Thk other day an Irish youth appeared on the Boulevard
astride of a machine of the old "houby horse" type, designed
to be propelled by thrusting the feet against the ground.
He had probably resurrected it from some forgotten scrap
pile, but the fact that it was antiquated and ridiculous did
not for a moment seem to enter his head.
The notoriety which he at once achieved, for it was Sunday

and the street crowded with a gay throng of cyclists of both
sexes, did not feaze him in the slightest degree, and he held
his head as high as if he had been riding a wheel enameled
with diamonds and rubies instead of mud and rust—the ob-
ject of envy instead of derision.
The wheels in his machine were a good, longdistance apart,

connected by a flat, springy backbone, and this he utilized
for carrying passengers.
Piloting his machine to a place where there was a sulB-

cient incline for coasting, he took aboard four small boys,
three behind hugging each other closely to keep from falling
oil, and one in front riding on a sort of bowsprit projection
that stuck out a foot or more.
One boy ran behind and gave the thing a start, but in his

enthusia.sm he nearly brought about a catastrophe, for at
the last moment he tried to jump aboard himself, and only
the most skillful steering of the captain and most desperate
clutching and hanging on of the crew prevented a spill.

Later in the day machine and rider took a long run down
the Boulevard in "tow of boy mounted on one of the old high
frame "ordinaries," and seeing the two together it was hard
to say which of the prototypes of the modern bicycle looked
the most out of date.

A Bicycle Fox Chase.

Rathek a novel experience was enjoyed by two cyclists
lately. When out for a spin they espied a fox and gave
chase. After a rough ride across country, they ran the fox
down, killed him, and triumphantly carried home the brush.
This incident, which is enough to lift the hair of all sports-
women with horror^ was not after all so terrible as it sounds
—because it happened at Serpentine, Australia.

—

The Lon-
don {Eng.) Wheelman.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Strkam is the

recognized viediuni of communication betwem the maker of yachts-

me?i's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns
continuously for years.

By the recent final decision in the Conqueror case, yachts
which sail to this country on their own bottoms are not, up
to the present time, dutiable under the tariff laws. 'This-

larger class of vessel has recently been specially dealt with
by the new Payne bill, which pretends to prohibit their use
in American waters when owned by American citizens.

'There has been thus far, we believe, no specific provision
in any American tariff law for a duty on yachts, but those
imported in large vessels have been classed as manufactures
of wood, or wood and metal. In the new tariff bill now be-
fore the House, a specific duty of 35 per cent, is proposed for
"Yachts," but it is not stated whether this is to apply solely
to small craft or to all sizes. It makes Uttle difference, how-
ever, as after the American yachtsman had paid his 35 per
cent, duty he would still have to answer to the new Payne
law, under which he could not .sail her without incurring
fresh penalties every day.

YACHT DESIGNING.—XVI.
BY Vr, p. STEPHENS.

[Continued from page ^15.]

The; drawing board, whether a fixed table top or a mov-
able board, should above all things be perfectly flat or a
trifle convex on top. The former is the better, but a certain

amount of warping can hardly be prevented, and a slight

convexity is of little account; a concave board, on the other

hand, is something to be rigidly avoided, as the straight-

edges and triangles will not lie flat upon it. The best mate-
rial for a drawing board is white pine, as it is known accord-

ing to American usage, the same wood being known as yeJ-

low pine in England, It is no longer an easy matter to ob-
tain this wood of the quality required, for yacht's decks,

models and drawing boards—clear, sound, soft, cutting^

freely—the wood that the tradi'ional Yankee of a generation

back delighted to "whittle." What is found to-day in most
lumber yards is hard, streaky and more or less filled with

gummy sap. Tbia latter defect h of itself enough to con»
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demn the wood for drafting purposes. It must be dry,
gtraight-arraiued and absolutely free from gum For mere
temporary use a wide board, or two pieces glued together,

may ' e planed up and battened across the back or along the
I dges; but we do not recommend such a makeshift exc^pt
for the extra boards that come in handily for small odd jobs
when the main board is in use. A good drawing board is a

Fre 27.

A—"Quaiter-sawn" or "comb-grain" board.
B—Heart or "leaf-gTaln" board.

source of joy to its possessor; with reasonable care it will
last many years, and in selecting or making one some special
trouble to get the best is justifiable. The material should be
carefully selected, of quarter sawn or comb-grain Fig. 27 (a)

rather than the kaf-grain (&). After being dressed on both
sides to a little greater thickness than that proposed for the
finished board, one side of the board is marked across with a
pencil (Fig. 28) and it is then ripped into strips about 2in.

wide. The edges of each strip must then be carefully fin-

ished with a jointer plane until they are straight and
square.

Before gluing together, each piece should be inspected
and all arranged with reference to the grain. The first strip

cut from the board will be laid with the marked side up; the
next strip will be turned over, the marked side being down

;

and so in alternation through the strips cut from the two or

FIG. 28.

A—Board marked for sawing.
B—Strips sawn and rearranged.

three boards necessary to make up the required width. The
reason for thus reversing each alternate strip is that the ten-

dency of one side of the original board to warp more than
the oiher will have little effect on the truth of the assem-
blage of strips when glued up. Now the strips may be in-

spected as to the longiiudinal svum, and the ends reversed if

necessary, so that the grain in each pi- ce on the side which
is to be the top will run in the same direction. The advan-
tage of this will bs seen when it comes to the final planing
up of the top and bottom, the plane cutting smoothly with-

out ripping up the grain. Each strip being thus perfectly

square and straight and the grain properly arranged, they
are glued on the edges, well clamped together, and allowed
to dry.

In order to give the necessary strength to the board, as

well as to prevent it from warping, cleats are fastened to the
back, or some similar means adopted. As the board is cer-

tain to shrink in width, some provision must be made in

fastening the cleats, one common plan being to cut two
dove-tailed gains across the lower side of the board. Fig 29

(a), ia which a piece of hard wood {b) of corresponding taper is

snugly fitted. This piece is screwed on top of a deeper
piece (c), stiffening the board. In shrinking the board slides

on the upper strip. To lessen the tendency to warp, a wide
groove is sometimes cut in the middle of the lower side of

each strip before they are glued up (d)

In another style of board, wide, flat battens are used, with
screws through them, one screw m each strip. To allow for

contraction, the screw holes in the battens are made oblong,

and a brass plate is put under the head of each screw, the

strips thus having freedom to slide a little distance A round-
headed screw, with a common brass washer about lin. diam-
eter, will answer.

FIG. 29.

A—Dovetail gain In board.
B—Strip to at dovetail.
C—stiff ^ntng cleat.
D—Grove to prevent board from warping.

To those who, like ourselves, prefer a board with both
sides smooth and unobstructed, we can recommend another
plan Before the strips are glued together, several straight
lines are marked across them from side to side, and holes are
bored from edge to edge, long iron screw-bolts being run
through these holes, Fig. 30 (a). After the board is dry and
the bolts set up, two strips of mahogany may be got out, one
for the front and one for the back edge; recesses are bored
in each to cover the heads of the bolts on one edge, and the
nuts on the other, and they are screwed on with ordinary
wood screws (5). From time to time, as the board dries and

FIG. 30.

A—Brard bored f^r ) olts.

B—Corner of board, sli wing end of bolt covered by outer strip.

shrinks, the strip on the back may be removed and the nuts

set up tight. When this shrinkage has gone on, as it wil',

until lin. or so of the rod projects beyond the nut, all ti e

nuts may be removed and a new strip of pine added the nuts

being set up. and then the mahogany strip replaced. For a

board 50 by 30in., five bolts of fin. round rod, with hex'igon

nuts, are necessary; for a smaller board, ^in. rod will be heavy
enough Such a board is light, and may be used with either

side up; if it should warp a little the convex side can be used.

With a little care in turning it over from time to time, and
protecting it with a cover when not in use, it can be kept
quite true.

We have still in use a light traveling board made twenty
years ago, 27x20in., and fin. thick. Instead of the screw
bolts, each strip was mortised, |x2in., near each end, and
a strip of sound hickory, iXlf in... was run into each
slot, of course not being glued or fastened, except in the first

strip, which was of soft Spanish cedar. This board is light

and straight and very convenient to handle (Fig. 31).

After a board is glued up and the two sidep faced effi

smooth and true, the two edges are jointed tip straight,

square and perfectly parallel. Then the ends are trued up
at right angles to the edges, making a perfect rectangle of

the board. Like the famed exploit of the second mate of

the ship Guyascutus, this truing up of the four sides and
angles of a board "ain't much of a thing to talk about," but
it is likely to prove "a ticklish thing to do;" and when done,

the truth of the work cannot be guaranteed for any length

of time. It is very nice, in theory, to be able to use a T
square at will from either of the edges or sides of the board,

knowing that aU lines will be parallel or perpendicular; but

FIG. 31.

Small board with hardwood battens inside.

in actual practice the draftsman may well be content if he
can keep the left hand edge and the near side of the board
perfectly straight and at right angles, so that his square may
be used from either. The corners may be slightly rounded,
as at {b) Fig 30. The surfaces of the board should never
be oilecJ; they may be left as they come from the plane, or
they may be finished with shellac varnish. When they be-
come dirty or roughened in any way, they may be rubbed
down with fine sandpaper, using a flat block of wood around
which the sandpaper is wrapped. When not in use, the
board should be stored on edge preferably in a dry place, but
not subject to the direct heat of a stove or the sun. Several
small boards of different sizes are desirable in addition
to the main drawing board for small work, especially
tracings, which may need to be left on the board in position
for some time, work going on meanwhile on the large board.

Spalding' St. ILiawrence Boat Company.
The new annual catalogue of the Spalding St. Lawrence

Boat Company, of Ogdensburgh, N. Y., is a marked improve-
ment in appearance as well as make-up over previous publi-
cations of the company, the letterpress being printed in a
pleasing shade of green, with a very artistic cover of sage
green. The company is this year devoting itself almost en-
tirely to the larger and finer grades of sailing boats and
small yachts, and it is to these popular craft that most of
the book is devoted. They are described in detail as to
model, construction and rig, and a very large number, in-
cluding all types and many size.'', are listed. The different
models are fitted for light or heavy centerboards, fixed or
movable fins, etc., according to the intended uses of the pur-
chaser. The rigs described vary in area from those for single-
hand work up to the racing 20-footer or larger, and in style
from yawl to cat, lugger and sloop.

Among the new models is one that promises to become de-
servedly popular, an all-round sailing boat, double-ended,
16ft. over all, .lift. Sin. l.w.L, 4ft. Sin. beam and 6in. draft, an
entirely new design with thoroughly modern lines, intended
to take the place of the wider canoes and of the skiffs and
other rowing boats fitted with sails. She is of course a
single-.hander and a cruiser, but will carrv a party of half a
dozen for a sail, and is useful for cruising, sailing, fishing or
any similar purpose.
In the way of i-owboats all of the best models have been

retained and a new one added, a reproduction of the pleasure
boat used on the Thames, in England—a very handsome and
comfortable craft for pleasure rowing, picnic parties, etc.

The company lists a large line of power launches for yacht
tenders and of larger sizes, and also the Wing Marine Gas
Engine, for which it is agent.
Daring the past year large additions have been made to the

stock of patterns for yacht brasswork and fittings, and the
company is now prepared to furnish anything that may be
wanted in this line. By special arrangement it is the sole
agent in the States for the new fittings made by the Yacht
Co. of Canada, as used on Glencairn, Sothis and other 15-

footers, these now being made for both 15 and 20-footers.

An important addition to the book is found in the many ex-
cellent pen sketches of yachts under way. The book is

more than a mere catalogue, and may fittingly be classed as
a handbook of modern small boats.

The American Model T. C.

Ak interesting feature of the Forest and Stream exhibit
was the display of model yachts arranged by the American
Model Y. C. , of Brooklyn. At the top of the partition was
placed the model yacht Star, owned and sailed by George W.
Townley, present holder of the club's challenge trophy. On
the floor in her cradle was the model yacht Wave, owned by
Messrs. Cogswell & Thompson, of the Wave Crest M. Y. C,
holder of the Outing cup. Both of these were complete sail

ing models, fully rigged.

The half models were eight in number, of which four are
for the 20fb. class competition. One of these, by O. L. Gray
was a fin-keel; the other three, by J. C. Meyers, Com. J. H.
Lane and Frank Nichols, were centerboards. Two of ; h
models were of galvanized iron and showed very neat work
manship. There was ai^o a display of club flags and a grou
of portraits of the officers of the club.

The American Model Y. C. has recently received a chal
lenge from the Wave Crest Model Y. C. for a second race for
the trophy, which the latter club failed to capture last sea-
son. The race will probably be sailed on July 4. On March
28 a race will be sailed for the Outing cup; Mabel, O. L.
Gray, A. M. Y. C, having challenged the holder, Wave
Messrs. Cogswell & Thompson, Wave Crest M. Y. C.

Portland Yacht Club.

Portland, Me., March 19.—Herewith T nclose notice of
March elections: The annual meeting of the Portland Y. C.

last evening was largely attended. The annual reports of

the officers and committees showed that the year had been a
prosperous one for the club. Officers were elected as fol-

low.';: Com., J. W. Bowers; Vice-Corn., C. W. Bray; Sec'y,

C. P. Flagg; Treas., C. F. A. Weber; Meas., A. M. Smith.
Trustees—W. Senter. J. C. Hamlin, C. W. Bray. Regatta
(jom.—A. M. Smith, R. S Rand, J. C. Fox, W. F. Haddock.
House Committee—W. W. Goold, P. I. Jones and J. C. Pox.
The total membership is 278, a gain of 28 during the year.
There are 67 yachts enrolled, again of 3. During the year two
bonds have been retired; this reduces the debt to only $550.

Hon. W. W. Thomas and J. S. Merritt, Esq., were elected
honorary members. The matter of the date of the annual
cruise was postponed to the April meeting. The date of the
challenge cup regatta for first-class yachts was fixed for
June 26. ChAS. F. Plaqg.
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The Skipjack Myra.
Wateeville, Me., March. IS.—Editor Forest and Stream:

When I looked through my FoKEST And Stream to-day and
found you had hy request republished the plans of Mr.
Nason's Skipjack Myra, it occurred to me that perhaps you
might like to know of some who had already built from the
drawings as first published more than two years ago. I
happened to buy that paperand received so much value from
it that I have not missed one since, and now consider the
Forest and Stream a fixture.

I built my boat from the lines given, and as it was my first
attempt at the business you may be sure I followed them
pretty closely and made the boat as strong as I knew how.
As a result I have a good boat, that is not expensive, that
sails well and handles as well as the best of them, and is
tight and comfortable in every way.

I have used her for two years in one of the Belgrade ponds
and expect to use her again the coming summer in the same
place.
Mr. Nason says he sails his boat mostly without ballast,

but I use SOOlbs. of iron in mine and find it about right for
our kind of sailing. C. B,. Caswell.

and

The Mediterranean Kaces.
On March 12 the racing was off Cannes, with wind light

N.E., course 24 miles. Britannia won the prize, 1,000 francs,
offered by A, B. Walker, owner of Ailsa. The latter yacht
was beaten by about 5m. On March 15, in a fresh N.E. wind,
the two started for the Bennett-Goelet cup. During a long
luffing match in the first round Britannia poked her bow-
sprit into Ailsa's mainsail and both withdrew. On March
17 the two again started from Cannes to Saint Tropez and
return, 49 miles, the prize being offered by Pres. Faure. The
wind wa.s fresh from the south, and Ailsa won by lOm. The
Bennett-Goelet race was resailed on March 19 in a good S.E.
breeze. The course was four turns of an 8-mile triangle. As
it was necessary that three yachts must start, Mr. Goelet
entered the small rater Serina. Ailsa won, beating Britannia
by 8m.

A Cruising' Schooner.
The former owner of the fin-keel cutters Paralos and Pal-

myra, previously illustrated in the Forest and Stream,
Mr. Wm. F. Palmer, of Maiden, Mass., has now on the stocks
at Wood Bros.' yard. East Boston, a new cruiser of some-
what similar type. She will be 47ft over all, 34ft. l.w.l.. 13ft.
beam, 5ft.. 4in. draft, with long and shoal fin of iron, some
six tons in weight. The chief peculiarity of the yacht is her
rig. She will carry a mainmast near the middle of "theL W.L.,
with a single jib on a club. This combination of full lines,
fin-keel and schooner rig, should make a very roomy, hanrly
and generally useful cruiser. Palmyra is now on the sale
list, to make way for the new yacht, which will soon be
afloat.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
If there were any doubt of the increasing popularity of

yachting in the small classes, not only in this country, but in
Great Britain, one need only take into consideration the
steady growth in the number of builders making a specialty
of small craft. This is perhaps the more marked in Great
Britain, where owners are not only calling for a greater num-
ber of boats, but are demanding each year a higher degree of
knowledge and skill in design and construction. To meet
this demand men who have gained distinction as amateur
designers are now taking up designing as a permanent pro-
fession. A conspicuous illustration of this is the announce-
ment of the formation of the Burnham Yacht Building Co.,
at Burnham-on-Crouch, England, of which Mr. G. Umfre-
ville Laws, A. I. N. A., is managing director. For several
years Mr. Laws has had unusual success as an amateur de-
signer of small racing craft, and where his boats have been
in capable hands they have invariably made reputations for
speed and seaworthiness. In the design and sailing
of racing canoes Mr. Laws is without a rival in
Great Britain. Last year, with his canoe Prucas III., he
swept everything before him, winning the British Canoe
Association challenge cup, and easily placing himself at the
head of British canoe sailors. Associated v^ith him in his
new vocation is Mr. J. A. Youl, a canoeist and yachtsman
who has an enviable record for skill in the handling of small
sailing craft. The works in Burnham are in charge of H.
C. Smith, of Oxford yawl fame, whose business at Oxford
the new company has taken over. The sailing course at
Burnham is one of the very best in Great Britain for small
raters. Four yacht clubs are located there, including the
Royal Corinthian and the London Sailing Club. As many
as 150 yachts may be found there at almost any time during
the racing season. To appreciate the great popularity of
small yachting in Great Britain one need only bear in mind
the fact that it is by no means an uncommon thing for a
successful small rater to win sixty prizes in one racing
season.

The New Haven Y. C. has elected the following officers:
Com., Henry S. Parmelee; Vice-Corn., T. W. Hammer; Rear
Com., George F. Eaton; Sec'y, Frank W. Guion; Treas., Geo.
E Dudley; Meas., Edward P. Avery; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. W.
W. Hawkes; Members of the Board of Trustees—Georee A.
Maycock and Joseph D. Sargent; Regatta Committee—C. W.
Rawson, P. N. Kinney and C. W. Webb.
It is announced from Halifax that the silver cup presented

to the Royal Halifax Yacht Squadron by the Prince of
Wales in 1860, for annual competition among members, is to
be made a prize for an international yacht race, under the
express approval of his Royal Highness. The race is to take
place at the entrance to Halifax harbor each year, and is to
be open to the Royal Yacht Squadron of Great Britian and
all recognized yacht clubs of Canada and the United States.
The first contest is to take place during the summer of 1897.
The rules governing the annual event are to be similar as far
as possible to those governing international yachting con-
tests.

The Buzzard's Bay Yacht Agency has now in hand a fleet
of one-design boats for members of the Yale Cor. Y. C.
They will be of the Question type, 22ft. over all, 15Ct. l.w.l.,
6ft. Sin. beam and 6in. draft, with S50sq. ft. or sail. The
club will race them off New Haven.
Palmyra, fin-keel, is now offered foe sale by W, F. Palmer.

This yacht was illustrated in the Forest and Stream of
Feb. 1, 1896. She has a very large cabin, with aft headroom,
on a draft of 4ft. Sin. She was carefully built under her
owner's supervision, and is in all respects an admirable
cruiser.

A. C. A. Membership,

Applications for membership may be made to the purser
of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest and Stream.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Name. Residence. Club.

Moses Colon Auburndale, Mass Wawbewawa.
OENTRAl, DIVISION.

F. C. Howe Peoria, lU Peoria.
S. Pearson Peoria, 111. Peoria.

Tournament at the Sportsmen's Exposition.
DORFLER WINS THREE FIRSTS.

The tournaTnentfor .22 short caliber rifles at Madison Square Gar-
den, New York city, held under the auspices of the Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation. March 13-80, is now a tbin^ of the past, and will pro down' on
the records of the Association as "Milre Dorrler's Tournament."
The veteran Jerseyman from GreenTille more than upheld his repu-
tation a? one of the best men in the country with a .28 short, by plac-
ing three firsts out of a possible four ro his' credit. He won first in
the Individual Championship 100-shot match, gaining thereby the
title of "Madison Square Champion, '97." together with a cash 'prize
of $20 and a splendid Schuetzen rifle of the highest finish, manufac-
tured and donated for the oreasion by the Winchegter Repeating
Arms Company, of New haven. Conn. He also won the handsome
bronze trophy donated by Gus Zimiuerman (himself a rifleman of
more than national reputation) to tbe winner in the contest on the
Zimmerman target. Dorrler. however, did not earn this victory
easily, as he had to go up against a total of 66 that stood to the credit
of Ohas. Horney. This total Dorrler could not beat on his 5 tickets,
but he managed to tie with his very last target. On the shool-ofE
Dorrler pufc up 07, beating his own tiS and winning the trophy, as
Horney's "two best" were but 58 Dorrler's third first was in the
buUspye competition. It is a coincidence worthy of note that in this
contest also he had togotipagainstabuUseyemadeby Chas. Horney,
a shot that measured only 18 degrees. On Saturday night (his lucky
nipht) he made a shot that measured only 16 degrees, and thus went
two points ahead oE Horney's shot.

HOW THE TOURNAMENT WAS RTIN.

The facilitie.-! for running such a tournament in Madison Square
Garden are none of the best, space being limited and the ventilation
far from what could be desired. The tournament committee had
many things to contend wiih, the main thing being lack of due
notice to prepare for such an undertaking as running a rifle tourna-

the 46 were pretty nearly all the best shots with the .23 short rifle who
live in the vicinity of New York city. Pennsylvania, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, the northern part of the State of New York, etc., were
also in the hunt. Hartford, Conn., and Syracuse, N. Y., were both
represented in the prize list for this contest.
Early in the week L. Buss, of New York city, set the pace by put-

ting- up a total of 2..381. and for some time this total was not passed by
any competitor. Oo Wednesday afternoon Michael Dorrler, of the
Greenville (N .1.) Rifle Club, and Fred C. Ross, of the Zettler Rifle
Club, of New York city, both commenced their strings. Dorrler did
not finish that night, but quit after firing five strings of 10 sho s, thn
total for the 50 shots iriving him ^in averae:e of a traction better than
243. Ross fired his 100 shots on Wednesday, bearing L. Buss's total
by 2 points only Up to the end of his eighth string he had an aver-
age of almost i40, and it was conQdentiy expected that he would
leave a mark of at least 2,400 for Dorrler to go after. The unexpected
haopened, and Ross fell to S35 and 239 in his ninth and tenth strings,
his total reaching 3,.S'-3.

On Friday evening Dorrler set to work again and fired his remain-
ing 50 shots. The regularity of his shooting showed true champion-
ship form: onlv once did he drop below 340. and that once was in his
ninth string, when he had the match practically won and the first
prize and the tropliy cinched. The Greenville men were happy, and
the members of the other clubs plainly showed how popular Dorrler
is with riflemen by applauding his work to the echo. His average
for the 100 shots was 24i.l. His 10 targets, shown in these columns,
tell their own tale

L. Flach, of the Zettler Club, the fourth man, started in with a 2.38,
but spoiled his average with 1 wo consecutive strings of 3.31 on hia
second and third targets. In his next two strings he pulled out two
2408, but fell to 234 in his sixth string. Scores of 341, 233, 340 and 239,
to close with, brought his total up to 2,.3<a, 9 points behind L. Buss for
third place. Flaoh ,<5hot bisstriag of TOO shois early in the tourna-
ment, h. P. Hansen, of Jersey City, shot very steadily and averaged
2.36, his total carrying him into fifth place. ' W. Rosenbaum, one of
the best shots in the Miller Bifle Club, of Hoboken, N. J., and the
Hudson Rifle Club, of Marion. N. J., took sixth place with 2,357, his
total being a ?reat disappointment to many of his friends, who had
looked to Buffalo Bill for a better average. It is only fair to Rosen-
baum to state that he was busy all the week assisting in running the
revolver contests, which were held on the same dates as the rifle

DOEBLER'S WINNING TARGETS IN THE SHOOT-OFF OF THE TIE FOR THE ZIMMERMAN TROPHY.

ment on a large scale really is. Under the circumstances tbe com-
mittee had to throw Itself upon the indulgence of its quests, and ask
them to make the best of what it had to offer them. The chief point
lacking was the scarcity of ranges it being impossible to locate more
than four ranges in the space apportioned to the committee in the
basement of the Garden.
The ranges were in charge of the Zettler Bros., two men who are

too well known among riflemen of 1 his continent to need any further
comment on our part. Geo. W. Plaiited was behind the cashier's
desk and handled tickets and cash during the entire shoot. Save for
the necessary interval for supper. Mr. Plaisted was never absent
from bis post, selling tickets, raking in the cash and shaking hands
wi h old and new friends. Nicolaus Mingst, under the supervision of
Messrs Zettler Bros., built the ranges, and his work was all that could
be asked.
The tournament committee having charge of the arrangements

was constituted as follows: H. D. Muller, chairman; Edward Banks,
secretary; Gus Zimmerman, B. Waltber. C. G. Zet ler, G. W. Plaisted,
B. Busse, Ignatz Martin, R. H. Dewey. William Dalton, H Mahlen-
brock, C. Boag. A. Ludwig, D. Meerse and WiUiam Hayes. Mr.
Mullermadean indefatigable chairman, while Gus Zimmerman, R
Busse, William Dalton and Charlie Zettler were always on hand to do
their part of the work in running the tournament. Barney Walther,
D. Meerse, C. Boag, Ignatz Martin and other members of the com-
mittee were also willing at all times to give a helping hand. There
was also plenty of assistance forthcoming when the department
behind the cashier's desk was in need of it. The thanks of the com-
mittee are specially due to Mr. C. Gensch, of Madison, N. .1., for his
very able assistance as a volunteer for the clerical work of keeping
the records of scores made.

A FDfANCIAi SUCCESS.

This tournament, known as "The First Annual," was onlv an ex-
periment. The Sportsmen's Association realized that something in
this line was needed, and that contests of this sort are always of bene-
fit to any branch of sp^rt; hence it decided to call togecher a com-
mittee and set it to work. The venture was (to the Association at
least) an unknown quantity. The first day's work, Saturday, March
13, was a revelati m to the officers of the Sportsmen's Association,
and the fact that the week's tournament was a thorough flnanciai
success is none the less pleasing to them.

It will not be out of place to state here that the entire receipts of
the rifle tournament will, after all expenses have been paid, be held
in trust by the Association until March, 189?, when it will be placed at
the disposal of a new committee, to be appointed for the purpose of
managing "The Second Annual." We make this statement in order
that there may be no misapprehension on this point, it not being a
part of the Association's policy to rob Peter to pay Paul. Plans for
the tournament in 1P9S have already been formulated, and for the in-
formation of out-of-town riflemen we may also state that the pro-
gramme will contnin several new features," such as contests for .33

long rifles, telescope sights, team matches, and so on. We might also
add that the nuniber of ranges wdl run into double figures. It will
be a Sohuetzenfesc indeed, a fitting forerunner to the great gathering
of riflemen at Glendale Park or wherever the National Schuetzenfest
will be held during the summer of 1898.

THE RKFBBBB COMMITTEE.

An important branch of the management of this tournament must
not be overlooked. That was the referee committee, made up as fol-
lows: Gus Zimmerman, chairman: R. Busse. Wm Dalton, C. G
Zettler and H. Mahlenbrock. As might be expecterl. when men of
the class which competed in this tournament are shooting for prizes,
the dudes of this committee were extremely light. The few knotty
points that did arise were decided quickly and (equitably. A fair
field and no favor was the motto which the committee nailed to its
masthead, and it lived up to the terms of that motto.
Nothing more remains to be sail in regard to this tournament be-

fore passing on to a review of each contest separ.ately. Id was a sue
cess in every respect, but—wait un'il .^larch, 1898!

INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP HATCH.

The contest for the Sportsmen's Association's championship was
naturally the mosti nteresting feature of the tournament. An entry
Utat 46 was arget nough to satisfy the expectations of the tourna-

I : ; laltlee, 50 being the outside limit to be looked for. Among

tournament. George Purkees, of the Greenville, N. J., Rifle Club,
stepped into seventh place late on Saturday evening, his total being
2..345. At on" time it looked as if he would land still higher up the
list, but totals of 238 and 237 in bis sixth and eighth strings put a
damper on such hopes Greenvill". however, was quite satisfied with
first and seventh places in the championship contest.
H. M^ Pope, of Hartford, Conn., arrived at the Garden late in the

week, but lost no time in getting on to the Ring target to find out how
he was "holding." He finished in eighth place for the lOO shot match
with an average of 333.9. Dr. Stillman, of Syracuse, N. Y , finished
in ninth place. 2 points behind Mr. Pope. G D. Wigmann, of Newark,
N. J., made a total of S,.333. taking tenth and last place in the bst of
prize winners in the Individual Championship contest. Below are the
totals of thie winners:

THE TEN PRIZE WINNERS.

M Dorrler, Greenville, N J , . . .

.

F C Boss, New York eilty

L Buss, New York city

Louis Flach, New York city

L P Hansen, Jersey City

W Bosenbaum, New York city, ...,4...

G Purkess, Greenville, N. J

H MPope, Hartford, Oonn.^

Dr Stfllman, Syracuse, N. Y. . ^.

G D Wigmann, Newark, N. J. ..........

..238
243

. S<0
S.35

23fi

..838
2:^4

..838
2,36

..2!r
'-•37

..23^
2^8

..S34

235
..338
233

..2?6
230

240
344
239
rag
2'H
243
231
241
'.3-!

3 '8

2?5
238
238
235
a:HO

328
239
233
2-S5

286

240 246
243 s':-y

339 241
241 2.35

237 24.0

234 241

231 240
235 340
2 6 236
340 339
i37
23?
338
a>r

5 86
234
ii,35

943
236 239
234 234
333 231
238 238
233 233
828 236

245
24»—3431
345
239 -2883
3M(i

241-2.381
240
3.39-2372
337
233-2360
241
S'40~835r
23i
333-2345
231
S.38—2339
241
233—2837
388
234- 2333

RIFLES AMD AMMUNITION.

Tbe followingtable shows the rifle and ammunition used by each
of the above ten prize winners:

Bifle. Ammunition.
Michael Dorrler Stevens Ideal U. MO.
Fred C Ross Ballard Peters
L Bu.«s ..Ballard W. R.A.
LoLii^Flacli Ballard....- ,.W. R. A.
L P Hansen ..Ballard W. K. A.
WRosenbaum Ballard. Peters.
George Purkess .W. R A.H M Pope Winchester Peters

.

Dr A A Stillman,... , W, R. A.GD Wigmann ...Ballard W, R. A.

OTHER RKCORDS OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH
The scores made by the thirty-six competitors who ditj not get a

place in this match are given below in fii'l:

SW Burton

S Buzziiii, New York city.

P di Jorio, New York, city

J G D illm , Radnor, Pa . .

,

D H Fanning, Brooklyn

.

17 199 906 816
20fl 213 200 229 214-2090
3:'6 235 237 328 230
386 2 0 33^ 2 6 2.30-9306
230 2?8 2^'5 229 2,3!

2 3 231 23i 239 217-2260
319 319 218 203 Retired.
235 2'H 223 281 237
929 331 f36 '•36 3)3-2310
.217 2 9 2 6 Retired,
218 235 2or 218 333
223 2 8 337 225
3.'6 394 211 317 208
8J3 221 331

217 S30 926 SlTE't'd,
196 184 183 19 i 172
216 233 199 203 233—1990
315 22i 225 228 2-i7

f35 229 2n 220 241-2246
227 334 236 S34

x33 2J6 3'<5 231 834—22^4
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21 \

21

21

21

21 21

\
21 y

PORRLER'S WINNING TAE9ETS.

A P Hofmeister. Pittsburg,

W A Hicks, New York city.,

H W Hawes, Central Valley, N. Y.

ACL Hofmeister, Pittsb

Chas Horney, Brooklyn.

H D Muller,

L Reali, New York city.

P Scloaggie, New York city.

H M Spencer, Dunmore, Pa;

H Van Hagen, New York city.

S M Van Allen. Jamaica, LI...

926 23S S33 339 231
y^d^ot 234 231 -9305
9v>0 215 217 *uy 990

Retired.
229 29d

COO

997 ooo
' oo 999

234 990 931 ft

9^R 242 237 227 9zl1

9^til Ci! { 224 99f^ 991

R

—AO10
. ' O'* -too f27 994

2'S7 228 99Q 99(1aOI— 999R
91 '> 2S8 219 ^O »

997 2?2 220 93=t 997 -4410
9?5 217 227 * CO
9 op; 218 2*8 22^' 9'7fi

*i D- 9991

210 2flfi 226 219 909
90R 218 214 210 91 '-^*l o— 91 9A

2^0 2S6 298
9^lR 235 2f9 9Q 1tOI—-^olo

298 2? 3 230 9 JO

235 236 238 999
9Q9 235 231 530
9^Q 2S0 Retired
99A 221 229 224 999

228 216 228 999 90KA-4i0i
91 Q 239 231 <><i 1

99S 217 238 931--2272
9QQ ^o5 222 229 927
99n 91

Q

* J it 242 2:-

3

239--2305
1 R7 m 216 905 ^04
Jo I 185 205 212 204--1983
oqK 237 234 230 234
233 225 235 222 233--2316
931 227 283 235 298
223 217 226 228 2?3--2J76
200 195 182 189 197
1S6 199 176 207 212--1953
209 229 223 219 Retired.
221 227 225 93 i 230
281 237 £28 233 2^9-3293
231 229 230 936 238
282 238 f30 931 2?6--2326
927 2?7 230 231 Retired.
238 £20 215 Retired.

Tie.

10. .Ignaf z Martin 23
11..Wm Lemke 2S%-]
12..L Flach 23}^ 't,.
13. .J Bodenstab ^Wsl
U..Vogel .

15i.Pdi Jorio 26

R .1 Young, Montclair N J
J Bodenstab. New York cit^

The conditions of the above match were:
Open to all, 100 shots, off-hand, 25 ring target to be shot in strings

of 10 shots, only one entry allowed each competitor, any .22 short
caliber rifle allowed, enlrance $5, including season ticket of admis-
sion to the Sportsmen's Exposition. Competitors can shoot their 10
K'rings during the wf>ek aslhev de«ire; distance, lOCft ex^act. Prizes:
first, trophy and $-7(1: second, $E5; third, $ 0; fourth, $15; fifth, $12:
sixth, $10; seventh, $10 ;

eighth, $9; nintb. $3, tenth, $5.

BULLSEYB TARGET.
The bullseye ta'get was a great favorite during the entire seven

days of the tournament. The conditions of this contest were:
Open to all, 3 shots per ticket, entrance '^O cents per ticket, re en-

tries unlimited, any .92 short cal. ritle allowed, distance 1,000ft. exact;
the best single shot by measiirement to count, only on« prize obtain-
able by one shooter. Prizes: Firpt. $?0; second. $15; third, %\0\ fourth.
$=: fifth, $7; sixth, l"^; seventh. $5: eiehth, 85; ninth, $4; tenth, $4;
eleventh. $3: twelfth. $3; thirteenth, $3; fourteenth, $ '; fifteenth. $2.
Premiums: For most bullseyes, $6; for second greatest number of
bi'llseyes, $4; for third greatest nunaber of bullseyes, $3,
Originally the conditions read that shooting on the bullseye target

would close on Friday night. After the programme bad been issued
it was found perfectly practicable to measure all bullseyes shot eacb
day on the following morning.prior to thp commencement of the shoot-
ing for that oay at 1 P M. This left it possible to continue bullseye
shooting up to within a short time of closing the ranges for good on
Saturday evenine, March ""O. Each day's record on this target were
posted on the bulletin board. For a long time—in fact, up to the very
last minute—Charlie Horney's bullseye of 18, made early in the tour-
nament, stood in first place. When it came to measuring up the
bullseyes made on Saturday ("he last day of thetournamen ), a shout
proclaimed that Michael Dorrler had passed Hormy's mark with
one of 16. This gave Dorrler and the Greenville boys first place in
the buUse.ye contest
In the fight for the premiums for most bullseyes H D. Muller,

chairman of the tournament committee, was easily first with a total
-^f 186; J. Fa'^klamm, of New York city, came next with 124, and Gus
Zimmerman third with 96.

BULLSEYE WINNKBS.
A list of fifteen prizes, given below, was offered by the manage-

ment, and these prizes were awarded as below:
..VI Dorrler 16 9..HMPop6 23

2. .(;has Horney 18
3.,L Buss 181^
4., J Facklamm 183^
5. .Gus Zimmerman. ,. .19
6..JRebham 19^^
7..LP Hansen 20i4

8..HD Muller 21

THE ZIMMEBMAN TBOPHY.
As announced in the programme, Gus Zimmerman, the chairman

of the referee committee, donated a handsome bronze trophy for
competition at this tournament. The conditions agreed upon for this
contest were as follows: Open to all, 5 tickets of 3 shots each, en-
trance $2 for 5 tickets, no re entry, 2 best tickets to count, to be shot
on Zimmernnan special target, distance 100ft. exact, any ,22 short
caliber rifle allowed.
Under the conditions it was anybody's match. The target was a

peculiar one. having the same characteristics in a measure that be-
long to the man target, a line shot having more value than a side
Shot An illustration of this will be seen from the winning targets of
M Dorrler, given herewith.
In this contest nothing really dangerous was made until Friday

night, when Charles Borney made 66 out of a possible 72. He was
congratulated all round ard looked upon as an almost certain winner.
On Saturday evening, about? o'clock, however, M. Dorrler got to work
on the Zimmerman tarset and rol ed up 66—34 and S3—as his "two
best." This tied Horney's total and a shoot-offi for the trophy was
necessary. The committee decided that Messrs Dorrler and Horne.y
should shoot off under the same conditions that the original match
called for, viz : 5 tickets of 3 shots each, best two to count. On the
shoot-off Dorrler won easily with 67 {34 and 33) to Horney's 58. Thus
in the shoot-off Dorrler beat his first score.
A casual examination of the Zimmerman target may give some

people the idea that it is not a hard target. As a matter of fact only
one shooter out of all those who shot in this contest made a highest
possible. His name was P. Uhler, of Harlem, New York city, and
the next, best he could do was a 201 (Note.—The first time the Zim-
merman target was tried in the Zettler 75ft. gallery range by Gus
Zimmerman himself he made a 36, then a 31, and something lower
the next time.)
M. Dorrler thus placed himself at the head of the list once more,

and made a record of three out of four for him and the Greenville
Rifle Club.

SCOEKS OP ZIMMERMAN TBOPHY KATCH.
M Dorrler 32 34—66
Chas Homey, Jr .si 35—66
H Holges, New York 31 .33-64
Ignatz Martin, Brooklyn 30 33- < 3
J G Dilion, Pennsylvania 3 i 3 6a
Louis Buss, New York, 27 .34—61
H Kraus, Jer.=ey City 26 .34-60
L P Hanson, New Jersey 31 31—62
M Herringcon, New Jersey i8 29-57
ACL Hofmeister, Pittsburg . 27 £8—55
Chas E Gensch, New Jersey 27 ^8 r5Wm C Collins. New Jersey 30—57
John Corrie, New York 26 5^9-55
Louis Flach, New York ^'5 27—52
B A Bar lett. New Haven 26 i8- 5-1

R Bu»se, New York 31-64
J Facklamm, New York i3 i5 48
Wm Rosenbaum. New York 29 3 J 59
H M Pope, Hartford i9 30-59
P C Ross, Brooklyn 25 !:8—53
Chas Rein, Brooklyn .. 25 3r-.5v!

Dr A A Stillman. Syracuse 27 £8 E5W P Uhler, New York 30 :j6-56
Q D Wiegman, New York 27 88-55
Barney Walther, New York 21 S6 50
John Rebhan, New Jersey ,24 29—53
Shoot-off:

M Dorrler 33 34-67 Chas Horney, Jr 25 33—58
CONTINUOUS MATCH.

As usual, the Continuous Match was a favorite competition. An
extremely large number of tickets was sold, and the rivalry was very
keen up to 'he close of the ranges at the end of the tournament. The
conditions were:
Open ito all, entrance for tickets of 3 shots each 50 cents, off hand,

re-entries unlimited, but only one prize chtainable by any one com-
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pptitor. two best tickets to count, to bf? shot on 25-j-liig target, any
.3? sT^ort caliber rifle allowed, distance lOfft. exact.
Prizps: Tirst, $50; second, $35: third, $25; fourth. $2"; fifth, $15:

Fixth, $1?: gPVPBth. $10; eipbth, $10; ninth. S9; tenth,?''; eleventh,
$ ; twelfth, $8; thirteenth, $7; fourteenth, $7; flftepnth, $7; sixteenth,
$6: seventeenth, 86; eiehteenth, $6; nineteenth, S5; twentieth, $5;
twenty-frst, $5; twenty-second, S4; twentv-tbird, $4; twenty-founh,
94: fwenty.flfih, $3: t niv-sixtb, S3; twenty-sevtntb, J3; twenty-
fiehth, $9; twpnty-ninfh. $J; tbiriiefb. $2.
Premiums: For best 5 tickets, $5: for second best 5 tickets, $i: for

third best 5 ticket?. }S3.

t. Buss, of New York city, achieved the distinction of beine* the
•only ore of all thoRe who tried their hands in this match to make a
highest possible of 75. With a 75 and a 74 be stood head and shoulders
over the nest two. Gus Zimmerman and L. P. Harsen.who had a 74 and
a 73 esch to their credit. lenatz Martin was in. fourth place with
while Fred Ross, M. Dorrler and D. Johnson were tied for fifth place
OD 145.

For the premiums the competition was decidedly warm, particu-
larly on the last two days, when the riflemen were hard at work try-
ins to better their scores. In this part of the match Gus Zimmerman
was ahead with a total of S63 for the five best tickets, an average of
72'6 per fiekpt. D. Johnson was next to him with a total of S61, an
average of TJ's. Tn third place for premiums were Dorrler and L.
Buss (tied) with 359, an average of H*^.
The winners were: L. Buss 149, Gus Zimmerman and L. P. Hansen

147, Ifrnatz Martin 146, M. Dorrler, F. O. Ross and D. Johnson 145, A
C. L. Hofmeister 144, W, C. Daroron, L. Flach. G. Purkess and H. M.
Pops US. P. di .Torio 142, R. Busse and G P. Williams 140, W. Dalton,
H. D. Miller, Van Allen and E. Minervini 139, C. Gensch. Charles
Horney and W. Bosenbaum 133, J. Dillon and J. Boag 137, G. D. Wig-
mann 136, G. Worn 135, C. Boag, Hy. Holjes, P. Uhler and W. C. Gan-
non 133,

SOOKES OP CONTXNnOYS MATCH.
Louis Buss, New York T....tin......... ....... ..74 75—149
Gus Zimmerman, New York , . , .j . . i .73 74 -147
L P Hansen. Jersey City . 73 74-i4'!
Ign atz Martin

, Brooklyn , , 73 73 -1 46M Dorrler. Jersey City....... ,72 73—145
D Johnson, Boston ,...,..f r...^nt.r,. , .72 73—145
F O Ross, Brooklyn j...^. ,.u...r^ 72 7.3—145
A C LHofmeister, Pittsbui-g.,........,..,:..;:,.:, v.;,.-...i.,....70 74-144W C Damron. Brooklyn 70 73-143
Louis Flach. New York 71 1J—1 43
Geo Purkess, Jersey rity . .. . ., . 71 72—1 43H M Pope, Hartford, Conn...^.', ,.,'„ 71 72—143
P di Jorio. New York

. 69 73-143
IR Busse. New York .'."VO 70-140
G P Williams, Newark, N J,.,,, .'....,,........69 71—140Wm Dalton. Newark. N J ..,r.s-...j>>.....68 71-1.39HD MuUer, New YorK 69 70—139
S M Van Allen. Jamaica. LI,,, 69 70—1.39
E Minervini, New York ., 68 71— 1S9
C E Gensch, New Jersey , 67 71 138
Chas Horney, Jr, Brooklyn .1 ! ! . 69 69-138Wm Bosenbaum, New York , , 68 70—13S
J GDillon, Pennsylvania...

, .....67 70—137
Jos Boag, Jersey City 66 71—137
GeoD Weigman, Newark ..;...,............,,»>....<..... 68 68-1.36
Geo Worn, Brooklyn . . il .^i ........ . 66 69-1,35
O Boas-, Jersey City . .,....;..,.,';......66 67—l;M
Henry Holges. New York 66 67-133W p Uhler, New York ,.,,.....1.... 64 69—133W C Gannon. Lowell. Mass ......63 71—133
Prpmiums for best 5 tickets:

I. GZim'erman.74 73 72 7i 72-363 „ f M. Dorrler*. .73 72 73 71 71-359
2. D Johnson... 73 73 72 72 71-361 ^' "j L Buss*..... 75 74 70 70 70 - 359

* Tie, Edwabd Banks.

Lfadin^ dealers in fporismen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter centwy.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
ilarch E3^28i—Nbw York.— Interstate Association's fifth annual

Grand American Handicap (live birds), at Elkwood Park. $1,000
guaranteed in the main event, all surplus added. Entries close
March 20 to John L. Lequin, Secretary-Treasurer Interstate Associ-
ation, 44-48 Cedar street, New York city.
March 80.—Bkooklyn, N. Y.—All-day shoot of the Brooklyn Gun

''lub. Targets from a magautrap. Grounds located at terminus of
Kings County Elevated in Brooklyn. Theo. Baron, Sec'y, 8 Murray
street. New York.

April 7.

—

Portland, Me.—Annual spring tournament of the Port-
land Gun Club. Harry A. Chisholm, Sec'y.
April 7 —Hackbnsack, N. J —Third contest for the Recreation cup,

under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club. Cup contest at
12 noon sharp. C. O, Gardner, Sec'y-
April 10—Windsor Locks, Conn.—All-day tournament of the

Windsor Locks Gun Club. Targets. C. F. Oleaveland. Sec'y.
April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateiir and fourteenth open to-all tournament. |750 added money.
April 14-16.—BALT-MORE, Md —Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15.—YouNGSTOWN, O.—First tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17 —San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gun Oub. Open to amateurs only. Willard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April "6.—Bhidgeport, Conn.—All-day shoot of the Bridgepor

Gun Club. Targets. V. A. Blakeslee, Sec'y.
April 17.-NiJTLEY, N J.—All-day shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Club.

Targfts from a magautrap. Shooting chmmences on arrival ot 9:52
train from Chambers street. New York.
April 19.—HiNGHAM, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Hingham Gun

Club. 100-target handicap. G. O. Henderson, Treasurer,
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-flrst annual tournament ot the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.
April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
tec'y.
April i7-2Q —Binghamton, N. Y.—Tournament of the Blnghamton

Gun Club. Two first days, targets; third day, live birds.
April s;7-30.—Fonda, la.—Tournament uuder the management of

Geo. E. Hughes and C. B. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April S8-'^9.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Assooi-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April 28-29.—Pbbu, Ind.—Tournament under the management of J.

L Head.
May 4-6 —Das Moines, la.—Tournament of the Iowa State Sports-

men's Association. Live birds and targets. F. 0. Whitney, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Mewburgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 11-18.- Pbskskill, N. Y - Annual tournamenS of the Peekskill
Gun Club. First two days, targets; last day, live birds.
May 11-14.—Waterloo, la —Tournament Of the Waterloo Gun

Club. E. B. Walker. Sec'y.
May 12-13.—CoNNERSviLLE, Ind.—Tournament of the Connersville

Gun Club. Live birds. T. P. Thomas, Sec'y.
May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

End Gun Club Horace B. Derby, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 19-21.- Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. S. Seely, Sec>.
May 20 —Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
May 2e-e9.—East St. Louis, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 31.—Canajoharib, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters

League tournament, under the auspices of the Canajoharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
June 2-4.—Springfield, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Sprmgfleld Gun Club.
June 8-9.—Pbbu, Ind.—Tournament; of the Trap-fchooters' League

of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C, W. Tuttle, Seo'y.
June 9-10.—MoNEOE, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo, H, Jones. Seo'y.

June 15-18.-Cleveland. 0.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Cbamberlin Cartridgre and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportf men's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 22-35.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. S25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries toH. 0. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City, Pa. ,

July 14-15.-NEW Havsn, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-
ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug 17-19,—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of theR A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 19.—Warren, O.— Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun League, Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.— MoNTPBLiER, Vt.—Toxirnaroent of tbe Interstate Asso-

clatloi), under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the loterstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. e-8.—Newburgh, N. Y.—Annual fall tournataent of the West

Newburgh Gun ard Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for pMhlication in
these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 3U6
Broadway, New York.

Tom Divine and Prank Poston, both of Memphis, Tenn., are pre-
vented froin coming to the Grand Ainerican Handicap on account of
tbe heavy floods along the Missis.sippi "Milt Lindsley also, who man-
ufactures King's Smokeless away oif in Ohio, has a pitiful tale to tell
in the following letter: "J fully expected to have had the pleasure of
meeting you before this, bu' Tfind that we arc to a great extent the
creatures of chance, and many times we are obliged by force of cir-
cumstances to change our plan.*. Our little river here, which fur-
nishes the power for the plant, is usually a very well-behaved httle
stream ; but for some reason or other (I don't know of anything we
had done to provoke it) it got on a terrible rampage on the 6th inst.,
overflowed its banks, and in fact raised 5 or 6ft. higher than it was
ever known to do before in its history, or. in other words, in the mem-
ories of the oldest inhabitants. The result was that it came very near
washing us out of existence, and at any rate we were thoroughly bap-
tized; there isn't any doubt about tbat. It looked at the start as
though it would be months before we could ever get to running again,
but as the water went down and we began to clean up, we found
things not as bad as they loosed, and we are now in hopes of getting
started up within a week. Ovring to this capricious little river flood-
ing us at this particular time I am denied the pleasure of visiting New
York during the sessions of the Sportsmen's Exposition and the
Grand American Handicap, and I assure you that I regret it very
much. I wish that you would kindly remember me to all of the bojs
you meet, and explain to them why I am not on my old stamping
ground at this particular time. By so doing you will confer a great
favor."

On the first day of the tournament at Baychester, N. Y. (tbe Cob-
web's tournament), the purses were divided under the Rose system.
On the second day, according to programme, it was put to a vote
which system to use. The "old system" was chosen by a majority
tbat showed that the system was unpopular with some people. As a
matter of fact the crackerjacks don't like It; they make no bones
about saying so, but we have never yet heard any sound arguments
used in favor of the "old system" as against the Ro?e system, and we
have never denied the uise of our columns to the other side. On our
way down to Baychester on the morning of the Cobweb Handicap,
we made this proposition to a whole earful of shnoters, some of the
disgruntled ones being in that same car: "Place yourselves on record,
and state on paper your reasons for upholding the 'old system.' Let
people read your arguments in cold type. You phaU have all the
space in Forest anp Stream that you want, and we'll file a bond not
to use a blue pencil on a single word or phrase," We think this is a
fair oiler, and one that should be accepted if there is any valid de-
fense to make. Surely we'll hear from them now?

This is what we hear from Lou Erhardt in regard to his tourna-
ment, April 14-16: "Will you please add in Fixtures that $7B0 added
wi.ll be distributed among the purses at our shoot? Our programmes
will be ©ut on Maich SO, and we shall be glad to forward them to any
one who writes for one. We will add $?50 cash.no merchandise.
There wUl be eight events, each 20 targets, %il entrance, $-25 added (o
each purse. Five equal moneys; open to everybody; professionals,
manufacturers' agents. and anyone receiving benefits from manu-
facturers will shoot at unknown angles, amateurs at known angles.
We wfll run three sets of traps, no magaulrap. We wiU shoot the
programme on two .sets and keep the other set for open sweeps. The
1S750 will positively be added, rain or shine We will shoot on our
new grounds in the baseball park on top of a hill, with a background
that is perfect; nothing but heaven and clouds to shoot against; $50
per day will be divided as average money among the Ave high guns.We hope and expect to duphcaie last year's entry list, when the en-
tries ran over 100 "

The following dispatch to the Chicago Times-Herald of March 17
tells us all we want to know of pigeon shooting in connection with
prize fighting (note the excuse for "calling off" the championship
event!): "Carson, Nev., March 16.- Owing to the delay in the arrival
of the morning trains the championship event was declared off and
a feries of sweepstake shoots and a match race between J A Hi.
Elliott, of Kansas City, and A. J. Bigelows of Ogden, were substituted.
In the sweepstake shoot, in which Champion Elliott declined to en-
ter, A. P. Bigelow. of Oeden, won first money in the first one on 10
straight kills, while 'One-Barrel' Murphy, of Philadelphia, and Joe
Barnett. of Albuquerque, N. M , tied for second money. On the sec-
ond sweep Murphy won on 10 siraight kills, Joe Barnett won second
money on 9 kills, and G. L. Becker, of Ogden, won third. The 50-bird
race between Elliott and Bigelow followed, and the champion won
out handily by 47 to 4"i."

J. S. S Remsen, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has returned from his South-
ern trip, having spent some pleasant weeks at Palm Beach, Fla.
While at Palm Beach he shot some matches, winning a 50-target race
on March 6 with 4i out of 50. His nearest competitor was W. O.
Brokaw, who scored 39. Remsen's prize in this event was a handsome
set of steins. On March 10 he shot a match with Mr. Brokaw, winning
it by 26 to 20, each man shooting at 28 targets On March 11 he won
the Grand Prix of Hotel Royal Poinciana, a very handsome trophy
presented by W. G. Brokaw. The race was a handicap affair, Rem-
sen being the scratch man. He won with 41 breaks out of 50; the sec-
ond on the list was C. Pratt, who broke 40 out of 65, his handicap of
extra targets being 15. On the whole Brooklyn was well represented
at Palm Beach this winter.

Dick Swiveller was a visitor at the office of Forest and Stream
last week. He didn't find us in, as we were making our home tem-
porarily in Madison Square Garden. (It seems so natural to call W.
L. Colville, of the Gold Dust powder, "Dick SwiveJler," that that
name will have to go this time.) When we did fall across him in the
Garden he had lots to tell of his ten weeks' trip He showed us also
some samples of the new issue of Gold Dust, which is as hard as any
powder we ever hand ed. He claims it is just what all the boys need,
and adds that they'll find that fact out very shortly. Jack Fanning
has come from San Francisco for the Grand American Handicap; he
will receive a warm welcome at the hands of all the many friends he
made while in the East last summer.

Tom Keller was all over the Garden during the Exposition: it was
hard to tell where you'd meet him next. The basement, where the
rifle tournament was held, was about tbe last place one would have
expected to meet Keller, but he was there. Then we had to find out
what brought him down there. That was an easy matter as soon as
Fred Ross began shooting, for he used l^eters's ammunition. When
Ross rolled up 2,383 out of 2,500 Tom was satisfied, and said, "We're in
it again!" When Dorrler, who used U. M. C. ammunition, topped
Ross's score with 2,4-21, Tom wasn't feazfd^ hut said: "We're out, but
we've three in the first ten."

Elmer Shaner tells us that the programmes for the Richmond (Va.)
Interstate tournament will be out next week. He adds that the Bich-
mond shoot will surprise us in regard to the number of entries. We
are looking forward to meeting several old friends there, such as
Col. Anthony and John W. Todd, of Charlotte, N. C ; H. C. Bridgers,
of Tarboro. N. C. ; Fonda, and E. Rastus Gilmer; the Lynchbiu-g boys
—Terry, Dornin, Scott, Moorman, etc.—and goodness only knows how
many more. You can't surprise*us on that point.

The three sets of traps at Elkwood Park have got tbe boys figuring
as to what is the best thing to do in the Grand American Handicap in
case there's a strong wind and they get 27yds. The wind would
probably be a straightaway on one set of traps and an incomer on one
of the others. A close-choked gun would be all right on the straigb'-
aways, but would be like a rifle on incomers. What's a fellow at 16
or 27yds. to do under those conditions?
The extremely large entry list for the Grand American Handicap

of 1837 breaks all records in the line of hve bird events. A glance
Over the names of those entered in this great event shows a marvel-
ous improvement in the caliber of the shooters over that of any pre-
vious year, All the good ones are entered; scarcelv a crackeriack is
trussing, outside of Harvey McMurchy, and, we shoidd add, with all
due humility, the only Milt Lindsley.

Mr. J. L Head, of Peru, Ind., writes us that Jack Parker will man-
age the Indiana Trap-Shooters' League shoot in Peru on April S8-29
Mr. Head adds that Jack Parker, being a manufacturer's agent, will
not take part in the sweepstake events, but will see that eyerVbody
else gets all the shooting he wants.
The Lake Side Rod and Gun Club, of Burlington, Vt., has elected

th 6 folio wing list of officer.* for 1897: President, E. E.Morgan; Vice
Pre=iidenr, W. L. Stone: Treasurer, W. S.Phelps: Secretary, J S.Deumng; Captain, L. O. Harding. Board of Directors: J. G. Bums.
H. E. Spear, Dr. H. E. Colvin, F. H. Owens and B. H. Eagan.
BiUy Crosby, of the Baker Gun Co., of Batavia, N. Y., attended (6

business afl the week at his firm's stand in the Exposition, but took a
run down to Elkwood Park on Saturday, March 20, the last day of
the show. His score of 25 siraight from the 30vds, mark would be a
good one for him to duplicate to the Grand American Handicap this
week.

The Sportsmen's Ilxpositioh of last week was the general meeting
place of all the shooters in the vicinity of New York city. They
came thete for various reasons: To see the guns, etc.; to meet old
friends and to make new ones. There was plenty to .see in the gun
line, because the art of the gunsmith is not retrograding in this
(jountry.

The programme for the interstate Association's tournament at Bal-
timore; Md., under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion, is a good one and is bound to draw a crowd. The local club
adds S450 to the purses, and that's quite a big sum of money now
that the days of '•.?3.000 added" seem to have passed away.
TheR. A. McReady Company, of Toronto, Can., informs us. in

answer to our letter of the 16th inst,. that "the purse of 81,000 is to be
divided in various matches, and is guaranteed. It is arranged in such
a way that the shooters who can shoot will come out with a good, fat
purse." The Toronto tournament will he held Aug. 17-19.

The trials and tribulations of a member of a handicap cothmittes
are many. His joys are few, but there is one thing that he does like to
hear, and that is a good solid kick from a man who should have had
29yds., but who got 28 and then wasn't satisfied.

There was always a crowd of shooters around the Winchester
stand during the Exposition. 'And why wouldn't there be? With
Rolla Heikes, Ferd Van Dyke and Capt, Bartlett as drawing cards,
the company was right in it-

Drivers and Twisters may be a little poverty-slrieken this week
Don't blame the trap department, but lay it up against the Sports,
men's Association and Its rifle tournament at Madison Square
Garden. _

-

The Iowa State Sportsmen's Atssociation will hold its annual tour-
nament at Des Moines May 4-6. The programme will contain a list of
events for both live birds and targets. Mr, F. C. Whitney, of Des
Moines, is secretary, and will furnish all necessar.v information
The Hiugham (Mass.) Gun Club will hold a tournament at its grounds

on April 19. Tbe chief feature of tbe programme will be a ICO target
handicap event.

Several New York shooters win visit the Peekskill Gun Club on
April 1, leaving the Grand Central depot at 10:.30 A M. The Peekskill
boys promise to give a good time and a pleasant afternoon's shoot to
all who attend on that date. Edward E.vnks.

March 23.

Chartiers Gun Club.
McKee's Rocks, Pa., March 13.—The an'xiety with which the meth-

bers of the newly organiKed Chartiers Gun OInb looked forward to to-
day, the day appointed for their initial shoot, terminated in a delight-
ful day's sport. A better day- could not haTe been lhade to order;
the hght was excellent and the grounds as flue as anyone could wish
for. If any excuse is required for the vast quantity of goose esgs
shown in the score, it may be said that some of the members had
never shot at a bluerock before, and the rest either very little or were
out of practice. But the enthusiasm is only intensified and there is a
determination to improve, so that the coming trap season may de-
velop some surprises.
The club boasts of the youngest member, to its knowledge, of any

trap club, in the person of Master Fred Haa-?, twelve years old, who
shot aliitle 24 gauge gun and stood up hke a veteran at 16yds., and
whose altitude and determination augur well for a .successful career
as a trap shot. This was his first attempt at the trap, but he has all
the gameness of his father, who in bis day was no slouch.
The attendance was not up to expectation, hut promises well for the

next shoot.
The score follows, all events being at unknown traps:

Events: 1 3 3 4 Events: 18 3 4
Targets: 15 15 15 10 Targets: 15 15 15 10

Thos Dickson 3 6 4 3 WC Clarkson, ... 374
The Secretary 11 12 13 7 J W Onstott .'. 10 5 7
Frank Bibb 7 9 4 2 J R Z-nkhan 4 7..
Thos Bryan , 6 8 6 5 Fred Haas, Jr .,. ..32.WH Shaffer 2 6 14 9 J A Winiams...,;..^;, .. 10
Frank Bahcork ..7 3 8 Miles Bryan .... 01
J A GrahaoQ .. 7 10 .. S Benner 5 5

J. H. Babcock, See'y.

Shoot at Audubon Park.
Buffalo, N. Y., March 17 —Thirteen shooters were out and did

flrst-cliss work, E C. Burkhardt carried off the honors, making
several clean scores. He was closely followed by Werlin, Francis
and Krotz.
The scores were as follows:

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: JO 10 10 15 ISO 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 15 20 10 10

E Burkhardt. 10 10 10.. 19 7 9 PQMvrea,... 9 8 9
C Werhn 8 9 8 11 16 ^ 8 Francis 9 10 13 W 9 '«

Coppins 8 8 6 .. 11 7 .. Nerval.. 6 8.. .

Seigrist 8 7 S 18 17 7 8 Daacer 6
'

"

Krotz 10 9 7 Geisdorfer 7 7 1'^ 14 '9 7
Snap r 8 .. Wilson 4W Woodbury. 3 9 7 13.. 4 7
No. 8, 5 live birds, entrance $}, two moneys:

EC Burkhardt ....2l2a-i—5 Krotz 01211-4
C Werlin ... .110^3 -4 Stiap
Coppins lll2i-5 Geisdorfer 20203-3
Seigrist 11-^22-5

E. 0. Burkhardt.

Those Western Tournaments.
Little Rogk, Ark.. March 18.-Added Money Later.—For some

time the readers of Forest and Strham have seen this announce-
ment in the Fixtures column iu conueeiiou with the dates of the Ne-
braska State tournament. This week Mr. R. M. Welch, the efficient
secretary of the association, writes me to change this a little and in-
sert $1,(00 added money. This is the same amount added by the
association last year, and wiU doublless have the eft'eet of drawing a
large nuoQber of sportsmen to Lincoln. Much local interest is being
manifested, and the club has a membership of over 100, which alone
should insure a good entry list, Lincoln Park, the place where the
tournament will be held, should be an ideal place for nolding a shoot
with ample room for three sets of traps, all Empire, which will be
used. There will be eight events each day. Another thmg that will
insure a good attendance is that Airy Lou Hardt's shoot, which is
always well attended, will be held the preceding week, thus enabling
those who come from a distance to attend both shoots with very
little additional cost. Airy isn't saying much, but those who know
him are satisfted that when his programme is out the inducements
will consist of added money in sums sufficiently large to draw shoot-
ers from cities other than those in the immediate viciniiy of Atctji.son
Write Lou for a programme, which always contains much of interest.,

Paul, R. Litzke.'

Rochester Two Days* Tournament.
Rochester, N. Y., March IS. -The Rochester Rod and Gun Club

will hold a two days' tournament-April 13 and 14-at bJuerocks, to'
be thrown from one of the Cleveland Target Co.'s new magautraps

JoHN,B. MrLLAN, Sec'y,
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Grand American Handicap.
All preUruioai ifs fur ihe Orauri American Handicap have been con-

indnl. So far as cau be seoatiotiime has been left undone to make
tic running oflE of Ibis shoot Hs smooth as possible. Messrs. Daly &
'iiaafrau, managers ot the Ellrwood Park grounds, and Elmer K.
'.Iiauer, manager of the Interstate Association, have apparenily cov-
Tcd every point. In the matter of help, Mr. Sbaner has the tollow-
ug list of assistants: Referees—Harold Wallacb. Long Branch, N.

: Ed Taylor, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co., New York city; and
ill North, of the Clevel ind Target Co. The official scorers are: J.
Starr, Philadelphia, Pa ; .1. Vone Emmons, of Long Branch; Joim

J. Regan and Howard W. Gray, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The posi'ion of
"ompiier of Scores is filled by Edward Banks, of Forbst and Bthkam.
iV. J. McCrickart is squad hustler and general intelligence depart-
nent. B H, Norton, of the Hazird Powder Co., and J. Meyerlaoff, of
iartley & Graham, will take care of the cashier's department.
in order that all contestants may understand ho x things are being

im, and what to do, the management has issued the following

INSTRUCTIONS TO SHOOTERS.

The right wing of the club house will be reserved exclusively for
liooters.
Winners of money in any event must apply to the compiler of

cores for orders on the cashier for the money due them. No money
vili be paid out by the cashier excepD on receipt of such an order.
Shooters who have rebates coming to them, for birds not shot at,

liust apply to tiie compiler of scores for rebate tickets, which will be
t'leemed for cath at tne cashier's ofQce.
In order to facilitate the shooting, and to prevent delay through

calling up a contestant who has dropped out in any event with two
ir three mi-*ses to his credit,,ofHcials will be placed at the entrances
0 Nos. 1 and 2 sets of traps, whose duty it is to ask a shooter who
jas missed a bird in the current round whether it ia his second or
hird miss. All contestants will oblige the management by lurnish-
!ig the information asked for by these officials.

Shooters musD supply thems.-Ives witti "no bird" tickets, which
an be obtained at the cashier's olifice. These tickets are also good
oi- "byes" or tie birds. Unused "no bird" tickets are redeemable
1 r cash at the cashier's office.

Kule 13 of the Interstate Association rules, relating to the time
irait for gathering a bird, and rule 19, which permits a man to gather
lis own bird, or to send a man for it. have been abolished. All birds
vill be retrieved by dogs, the dog being released the moment the bird
ouches the ground.
The entry list is an extremely heavy one. It breaks all records and

eads last year's Grand American Handicap by 30, and also leads the
Uu Pont Handicap shoot by 34 entries. At Monte Carlo this year the
rutries for the Grand Prix were 118, so the Grand American Handi-
cap of 18a7 may be said with truth, and without any risk of being
:aiiisaid, to oreak all previous records. Below ia a list giving i he
jrder of shooting, each man's handicap, name and address:

THE BNTBISS.

Name. Aiidress.

, A W du Bray Dayton. Ky.
,Wm Dunnell Fox Lake, Wis.
.Charles M Grimm Clear Lake, la.
.J A K Elliott.... Kansas City, Mo.
.Bessemer. fiitsburg.
. W D Stannard, Chicago.
.Irby Bennett New Haven.
.J G Messner Pittsburg.
, J S Fanning San Francisco.

Landis Philadelphia.
..SB EC Meyer Rochester.
..27 OD McElroy Pitisburg.
,,27 Chas Jones Baltimore.
..S9. Noel EMoney Oakland, N .J.

. .SS F W Cooper Mahanoy City, Pa
,.S;9}^ NeafApgar Plainfleld, N J.
. .t? .Tames M Green. Washington
, . 32 Dr W F Carver , , . . . Chicago.

Jrder
of

S'/i oot- Handi-
iiig. caps.

1 .. 27U
2 29
;-J

4
...3!J

...32

»i ...^m
...27

K.....

9
10

-1;!^' > * «

•

n.

J 1.

Pi

17

18
Ill

St)

31

.27 C T Bodie Cleveland

.

QusEGreiff New York.
.2y F D Alkire Woodlyn, Ohio.

-i'i 2C Paul I Clark New -Sork
1'8 27 Tom Farmer Pittsburg.
U 27^ J S Paddelford Sherburne, N Y
i-T. 27 Old Hoss Piit&burg.

30 OA ATay ....Pittsburg.
B7 30 DA Upson Cleveland

303.^ RoUa v Heikes Dayton.
27 Henry See Newark, N J.

•u B Le Roy Campello, Mass.
27 Fred Clayton.. 4,,..'.......Nsw York.

a!... 30J^.... C W Budd Des Moines, la.
;3 27 M Moccasin New York.
yt. 29 ....C Furgueson, Jr Brooklyn.

Si8, Clem Marsh..,.,,,, bfranton. Pa.
i j ....... 27 Jr^ John Glover. Chicago.

..STii^ M Herrington New York.
28 J S S Remsen Flatbush, N Y
20 E B Puck Boston.
3J Dr J L Williamson....... Milwaukee.

All.

41}.

41

.

4i.

Hi

...W L Shepard.

...J Hamilton

...Fred Gilbtrr...,,

...F Wan Djke...

. . F S Parmelee.

....

£8
SO

'<^H...
3014...
Si9 Carl von Lengerke New York.

......27 Strieker Johnson Baltimore
.S;8i^.......... Charles Steffens New York

Chicago.
. .Pittsburg.
..Spirit Lake. Ia.
..Dayton, N J.
Omaha.

49 27 ............ .T D Hooper New York.
W 26. U M C Thomas Bridgeport.

: 27 H W Johns , . . .Phitadt Iphia.
3'J 147 New York.

4 Sbii. K A Welch Pniladelphia.
i4

, .3 ) Chauncey Powers. ..... . .Decatur, III

55 87. , Dallas Cleveland.
28 W R Patten Long Branch, N J.

f 27.... Geo L Pieroy Jersey city
5S........28 Chas WooUey..... Long Branch.
54 29 AH King Pittsburg

2% Jos M Baker Riage field, N J
5 i8 W Fred Quimby New York.
i... 27V^..........Geo A Mosher Syracuse.

ti3 29 ........A L Irvine Red Bank, N J.
t)4 a8~...... Hon Thos Marshall Keuhsburg, Wis
65 Zlhs.. H 0 Whlre Little Silver. Nj'

,
BB 28 Sandy McPherson Pittsburg.
67 18}^ B A Bartlett , Lakewood.N Y
68 29 ST James , Newburgh, NY
69 •41% DrG V Hudson New;York.
70 5:7^. William Wagner Washington.
71 27 J H Covington Easton, Md.
.71 30}^. ....... ..Sim Glover Rochester, NY.
•73... 27 Tnomas Howe..... Hingham, Mass.
•-74 28 Brucker Omaha.
.7^ 27 J R Wert Long Branch.
.76 ........ 2S Richard Phister Brooklyn
\17... i6 L'ojd Taylor New York.

28^ Allen Willey Hadlyme, Conn.
27 Conny Furgueson Brooklyn.
27 J H Sbafer Pittsburg.
!48 The Scribe Detroit.

.....28 .Jas R Malone Baltimore.

.....*7 R S Waddell Cincinnati.

t79

..80

^1

6(83,

28 Harry W Thurman Germantown. Pa.
85

87
88

26 W H Sanders New York
88. 27 ACL Hofmeister , .Pittsburg.
87 ....26 Chicago Chicago

27 ECBumhardt Buffalo.
89 3J R Merrill MUwaukee.
VO 28 WSEddy New York.
9i 28 FG Moore New York.
9S --m.. Chas Zwir.etn Yardville N J.

£9 Ed Voris , Crawrordsville, Ind.
S:7 BH Williams Detroit
29. .Ajkansas Traveller Hoc Springs
23 CaptAW .Money Oakland. N J.
S.9 ....Geo Cubberly Yardville, N J.
27...,..,,,,...Theo Leuthauser .....Newark, N J.
28- ......M MMcMUIan Mahanoy Ciiy, Pa
30U W R Crcsby Batavia, N Y.
.28Jg J von Lengerke., New York

9t
94..

85..
96..

ar..
98..
89..

100
101m
103
104 ....
105
106 ....

107 s<

108 28
109 28]

27 AC Monies
27 J CHaatell
29 C S Guthrie
2? Col J T Anthony....

W A Hammona
WHHyland

......Joe Coyle
.Ralph Trimble......
ED Bike

.27

.Seranton, Pa.
,...Lynn, Mass.
. ...1-ittsburg, Pa.
....Cnarlotce, N C.
....Richmond, Va.

Tarrytown, N Y.
... .Lexington, Ky,

Covington, Ky.
....Dayton, Ohio,

tlj 391^ J M Browning Ogden, Utah.
112 29 Phil Daly. Jr Long Branch, K J.
113 28 B F Thomas Denver, Colo.
114 „, 27 ...........O AY Reed Passaic, N .1.

F B Hyer Colt's Neck, N J.
116 S8.. J GKnowlton New York.
117 29 Harry Dunnell Fox Lake, Wis.
118 26 J R Blarney Holyoke, Mass.
119 2^}^ Fargo PI ttsV urg.
180 T W Morfey Paterson, N J.

121 29 Harry's Coldren.......,., Reading, Pa.
122 30 OR Dick^v Boston.
123 28 Charles Matzen New York.
124 28}^. Seth Clover Erie, Pa.
135 28 Ed Bingham .Chicago.
126 27 BV Jackson Staunton. Va.
127..'.. ...27 W M Thocop3on.....,.....New York.
128 .271^ E A Geolfrey. Newark, N .T.

129 28 K Fran k Kleinz Ph iladelphia.
13) 21^2 Tee Kay Nev,r York
331 2;3| C F Anio Syracuse, N Y.
132 2'S J A Applegate.,.. .South Amboy, N J.
133 ^814 A Dukes Pemberton, N J.
131 27.... A Marshall New York.
1.35 S7M AS Hunter Utica. N Y.
1-6 30 WSKing Pittsburg.
137 t7 J SDuston. .....Newark, N J.
138 80 E D Fulford Utica, N Y.
189 27 ..J Arlington.

. , . Brooklyn.

Elkwood Park, N. J., March 2,3.—[Special to Forest and. Stream.]:
The opening day of the Grand American Handicap tournament at
Elkwood Pa' k promises to be one of the most perfect spring days
imaginable. It is an ideal day for target shooting, but the live-bird
shooters are whistling for a good breeze from the northwest It is un-
necessary to mention the names of those on the grounds; all one has
to do is to glance down the list of entries for the Grand American
Handicap, and that tel'swho is here. Elkwood Inn and its new annex
building with twenty bedrooms in it, commenced ten days ago and
finished on Saturday, are both filled with guests, two in a room. E. S.
Rice and the Western contingent are here in a body, and will stay st
the inn until the tournamentdoses The quality of the talent now
on the grounds is of a higher caliber tLan ai any previous garnering.
Two more names have been added to the li>t of entries in the main
event, viz., A. W. Sherman, Freehold. N. J, <:7yds., and Theodore
Hostetter, of Pittsburg, Pa. Others will be added to the list as the
post entries come in, and all indications point to 140 shooters going to
the score in the Grand American, no forfeits having been declared to
date.
Some shooting was done yesterday, but the birds were not very

good. In a 10- bird race with 17 entries, four hign guns. ICnowlton,
Tryon, Fulford and Jackson, divided on 10 straight. A misg-and out,
$5 entrance, resulted in a long fight, eight men dividing after killing
25 straight. The scores in this eventwere: Sumpter, May, W. 8. King,
Grill, Gilbert, Marshall, Trybn, Dallas, '<5 each; Hostetter 31 ; Merrill
20; Fargo, Money, 19; A. H. King, Bowsrs, 18; Williams 18; iiodie 13;
Winston, Fulford, 12; Bingham, Seriebe, Walters, 10; Voris, Budd, 7;
Bartlett 6; Burkhardt, Leroy, 3; Crosby 2: Snell 1; Jackson 0. To-day
the first event was started very promptly, the large number of
shooters on the ground permit;ing a start as soon as the 8:80 train
arrives
The Elkwood Park introductory, the first event on the programme,

closed with seventy entries, 'i'he conditions were: 7 birds, $5,
birds extra, three high guns; a shooter losing two birds has to
retire, with the privilege ef re entering in case he has a show for the
money. So slight was the chance of 6 out of 7 getting any money
that several shooters withdrew after losing one bird. Twenty-six
men killed 7 straight, tieing for the mon^-y They shot off "miss-
and-oiit for three rounds. The names of the straight men were:
Powers, Merrill, Carver, Bingham, H. Dunnell, W. Dunnell, Vooris,
Gilbert, Hamilton, Messner, Dallas, Heikes, May, McPherson. Green.
Fanning, Trimble, Du Bray, S. Glover. H White, James, Dickey, Kel-
ler, Sironp, U7 and Mersh. In the 1st round of the ties 14. and Mersh
missed and retired. Dr. Carver, Heikes and Trimble dropped out in
the 2d round. In the ad round the twenty-one men still in all killed
and divided the purse of $350. All three sets of traps were used and
everything worked very smoothly.
At la o'clock the second event, the Kitro Powder Handicap, 15

birds, S15, high guns, was started with over 100 entries.
Edward Banks.

IN NEW JERSET.
AT ELKWOOD PARK.

March JS.—There was some good shooting to day at Elkwood Park.
Phil Daly, Jr., won ihe Hoey cup with i4 after losing his first bird.
During the day D. A v\ ilson scored 58 out of 63 shot at; T. W. Mor-
fey had the next best record with 57 out of 6 J, a record close enough
to be called a lie with Wilson's
The Hoey cup was at 25 birds, $ 5; Nos. 3, 5. 6 and 7 were ?5 miss-

and outs; No. 4 was 10 birds, $7, two high guns.
No. 1 was a $j miss-ann-out, and resulted as follows: Morfey (-29)

and Wilson (-JU) 2, Capt. Money (.8) 1, Walters (2b), Daly (28), N. E.
Money (,8) and Loening (27) 0. Other scores were;

Hoey Clip. . No. 3.

P Daly, Jr (28). 022233212a-<;2i2!«sS2222a222- 24 (28) . . .22a<!110
TWMorfpy( 8) 200i222<;l<i22i!222202222282 - 22 {29U) .Zi-J-mm
N E Money (28)'. 22202112^22222-0321202322—22 (..8). . . .2222222i0
D A Wilson (29) 2220i?2223203i222203«20i2 - 21 (i!9). . . .22322^232
P Walters (18) 222U222223220202220322i(Oi—aO (i8j . 23323212J
Capt Money (18) 110002100iJ30-.^12012322al 10—17 (28)..;. 1211110
A Loening ,. (i7)....22a2sr20
H White ('8).... 21231130
ALIvms....: " (28). ...10

. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7
Morfey (80).,2J15213222-10 (S9}^). 11231130 (3(i4).12]2a (30... 220
Walters (38;.0223a33123- 9 (vB)... 23220 ...
Daly (i8). .. 2201*32103 ( 8)... 2212122111210 (28). ..20 (28). 120
N Money (28)0C0 3120 (3H). . .1221312131111 (2814)23120
Wilson (80)..3323232222—10 (29). . .23232 ;l3iJ2211 (3014) 2 0 (3 ).

Loening (•i7).23i2U0i03^ 8 C*7)...120 (.7)...«2232 (-7Uj.O
Capt Money

( 8) 1110223021- 8 (28). . .2111S21 (28).. .11210 028).. 281
Ivins (.8).... 1101211132— 9 (28). . .2213123323:0 ......

FORESTER GUN CLTTB, OW NEWARK.
March IS. The following scores were made to-day at the regular

club shoot of the Forester Gun Club, of Newark. P. Sinuock had the
best record for tbe day, losing -6 oui of J3) shot at; Warren Smiih
beiug a close second with s.8 lost out of the same number. Scores
were:

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101113 13
FSinnock 896 7 87 10 788998W Smith 7 8 9 8 10 8 8 9 5 8 6 8
J Fleming 7577 10 86.. 68 5 7 9
Dr Cummitgs 5 8 7 8 7 8 6 6 6 7 b
HEWinans , 35456333.. *'"

D Fleming... 5 5 h 5 .. .. .'. ['

Wamhold , , . , ; . 8 . . . . ,

.

M Herrington 7 6 7 6 ^8 8 '7

0 Smith b 7 10 7

AT TAHDVIXI,^.

March W.—A good programme of live-bird events was disposed of
to-oay at Zwirlein's grounds, at Yardville, N. J. Nos 1-1 were Jersey
sweeps, 4 tirds, $3; No. 5 \a as a shoot oS. miss and-our, of the ties on
4 in No 4 event. No. 6 was at 10 birds, §3, nirds extra; No. 7 was a
mi s-and-out. The birds were as usual a good lot of flyers. Scores
were:

No.l. No. 2. N0.3 No 4. No 5. No. 6. No 7
J L Brewer 1031 01^0 a222 s,2i0 23 21023iU322 ISS a'iSisi^

Wilson 0233 2322 2320 2023 22 2322222320 131232U2
G Cubberly... 2021 1100 1223 1102 20 1111101211 alio
E Class ...........2^22 0332 2U2i 3100 .. 2022220203
rZwirlein. ...22i3 3311 02^3 1201 20 2020213U2 10
Harris 2012 2200 2220 2C02 .. 3.0l2002i2 2122320
Duble ., 123120232a 232122222

Catchpole
WoLCOTT, N.'Y., March 17.—No.

unknown angles:

Valty lllOOllOiniOlOlOOlll—12
Olmsiea.. OllOOOulllOlOlOlOOOl— 8
Foster OlO.lOjlllOlllOlOlU—la

No. S, same conditions as No. 1:

Valty OlOllOOOOllO OlOJlll—10
Olmsted.. .OlllOiCOOOOinoOOOll - 9
Eoster. . . . OlOlllMOUll ilOUl 11—]3
Wadsw'rlhiniOlOOllOlilOUO.O—13

Gun Club.

], match at 3J bluerocks per man
,

Wadsw 'rthl 11 1 1 01 1 1 11 1 11011010—1

6

Gillett lOIlOOUiullOOlOOll -11
Youngs. ...OJIOOOUIIOOIUOOII —10

Gillett illOl 1 11 COOll1010001—12
Youngs... .0011101101 _ 6
O.is OlOmul 101000111100— 11

E. A. Wadsworth, Sec'y

ON 1-ONG ISLAND.
EMERALD OUN CLVB.

Afctrr/i. W.—fhe number of members present at Dexter Park thl^

afternofjn at the regular monthly shoot of the Emerald Gun Cluti m

just t« enty six, a number that shows that this popular New Yjik
club is not losing interest in the sport oC trap-shooting. E. J. Cla-'K

was the only one of the twenty-six to score 10 straight, Dr. Hudso.i
being second to him with 9, his lost bird falling dead out of bounJs.
Seven killed 8 out of 10. From the above figures it will be seen that
the strong northwest wind and good birds virere both in evidence at
Dexter Park this afternoon:

Class A, 39yds., 7 points:
Ed J Clark 3232333a23-

Class A, 29yds., points:
Dr Hudson 13223311«1-
Geo B Loeble 2111202203-
E AVroome 1023111021-
J H Moore 0«21122203-
F W Place 0222«?2033-
Class A, 28yds., 6 points:

Owen Mulcahv 22.2222033-
Bernard Amend.... 2101101311-
Wm Joerger 0121111310-
G BHilliers llS0rJ22»l-
Class B, i5yds , 6 points

:

Chas Stuetzie ...... ..22» .'211011-

Richard Regan 223<!»33«32-
Emil Weiss 1101C032I2-

Class B, 25yds., 5 points:
H P Burns 2110010012-
TFCodey 0131010013-

•10 R C Clayton 2«1202200«- 5

Thos Short 1202021U3— 7
William Sands 3303222003— 7
H PPessenden •301210030— 5
William Amend . . . .0030201101- 5

Otto Hillmer 0031010110- .5

Jas Banzer 03300110«3 - 4
JohnWoelfel 3001100301— 5

8 OW Billings 0110122011-
8 Dr Richter 0031100310-

GeoK Breit... 010010«ir«- 3

NEW YORK GERMAN GUN CLUB.

March 17.—The regular monthly shoot of the New York Ger man
Gun Club was held to day at Dexter Park. The attendance was go <A

and the members present had their work aur. out to stop Landlord
Lippaek's good birds Not a single man of the twenty-t.vo shooier.s
scored a straight JO, four Ss being tbe best records made. Fied
Kronsberg won the club badge on the shoot-off. Scores were:
Seven points handicap:

Dr G V Hud.son 23x3302211-9 J Wellbrock 1213120211—8
Six and a half points handicap:

JSchhcht 1S2 1221301—

9

Six points handicap:
BKoenig si3133S1110-9 H Nobel •12«210221—

7

H Leopold 11330l!il«l-8 F Sauter 1021120110—7
P Garms, Jr 2031«2l:^ll-8 J P Dannefelser......00«1203332—

6

HThomforde 220200,213-7 A Schmitt 0022000002—

3

Five and a half points handicap:
F Kronsberg 1110332131—9 B Kadel 1010210010-5
A Lucas 31«0101120—

6

Five points handicap:
M Bonden 11O20O3OI1-5 A Le Moult 120310000)—

4

Four and a half points handicap

:

H Oehl 021200C«10—4 H Mayer 120100»200 - 4
J Moersch .......2111O10lflO-6 J Bissinger.... , 0)01002301- 4
G Heissenhold 0112010033—6 E Hotz ...00320J00«0-3

FOUNTAIN ROD AND OUN CLUB.

March IS.—W. Lair won the club shoot to day at Dexter Park, the
occa ion being the regular monthly shoot of the Fountain Rod and
Gun Club. Only four members of the club were present, among
them the winner of the Brixey cup, W Lair, who showed his form
to day by scoring 9 out of his 10, and winning the club shoot. The
scores in this event were as below

:

W H Lair 133.232111-9 Dr A Eddy 221»201122 8W R Allen 2^231»3012—8 J E Lake 0230U201 1—7
A 10-bird match. Long Island rules, between Lair and Dr, Jones

resulted in an easy win for Lair, who scored his last 9 birds. Scores
were:
W H Lair 0111111111—9 Dr J L Jones 1101»01011-6
The same pair also shot a lOhird race under A. S. A. rules, tieing

with 7 each. On the shoo'-off at 6 birds Jones won with 5 to 3,
Lair retiring at the end of the fourth round. Scores in this match
were:
vV H Lair 2102110301—7 Dr J L Jones 2111022100 -7
In another match between these two sbooters at 5 birds per man

Lair killed his 6 straight, while Jones dropped 1 out of his first 4 and
withdrew. A sweeps ake at 5 birds per man resulted as follows: Dr
A. Eddy 5, W. Lair 4, Allen 4, Lake 3, Jones 2.

CRESCENT ATHLETIC CLUB, OP BROOKLTN.
March SO.—The attendance to day at the grounds of the Crescent

Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, ac Bay Ridge, was decidedly small, the
gloomy weather having a good deal to do with it. The following
scores were shot, every event being at 35 targets. Scores were:
Events: 1334:5678 Events: 1334:5678

AHegeman.l9 17 19 .. 14 18 19 13 WPickett..l2 .. 14 12 .. is 13 17
DGGeddes.18 .. 18 14 16 18 14 .. L Hopkins.. 9 8 7 13 .... 7 12
C A Sykes..]5 17

NEW OTRECHT GUN CLUB.

March SO.—3 A. Bennett won the live-bird shoot to-day at the
Woodlawn grounds of the New U recht Gun Club. He scored 10
straight. F. A. Thompson scored 9, while J. Gaughen lost two birds,
bath dead out of bounds. The scores were:

Class A. Class B.
J A Bennett (;7) 1213122233—10 F A Thompson (39).. .1112120193- 9
J Gaughen (v8) •:2i23 ,3.'»- 8 Plate A-dams (38) 00012»H21—

6

W H Thompson (37). 1330023031— 7 Dr Littleflell (30;. . . .2001«0w

Trap-Shooters' League for Indiana.
Peru, Ind., March li.— Editor Forest and Stream: Noticing the

communication in your issue of March 18 from Mr. H, T. Hearsey, sec-
retary of the Si ate Trap-Shooters' League, in which he states tnac
that organization has been perfected. 1 wish to Sfa.y to the gun c ubs
of the northern part of Indiana, througn the columns of your v lu-
able sportsman'.s journal, Forest and Stream, that when I issued the
call for the gun cluos of this portion of tlie acate to meet at the tour-
nament to be given here on April 28-39, 1397, as per my communica-
tion published in Forest and Stricam of ."Vlarch 6, for the purpose of
organizmg a northtrn Indiana trap-snooters' Idague, I was wholly
ignorant of th§ fact that th« State League had baen formed. I now
wish to announce that I will withdraw from my position assumed at
that time i e., to organizg a northern Indiani league—and at this
toiu-namenc, which is novv an as-iured success in every particular, I
will use my every effort to assist in the furtherperfection of the State
organization beUeving as 1 do that one strong State league will fur
ther bant- fit the general in(ere.sts of cue trap .shooters of the State, as
well as arouse a more fraternal feeling among the various gun clubs,
than two or more sec ional leagues. I would further suggest to the
gun clubs of the State that if tbty wi^u to not only promote the gen-
eral interestj of the trap shotting fraternity, but to also strengthen
iheir local organizi'ion, tuey immeaiately put their club secretaries
in communicftiion with Mr. Hearsey with a view of gaining admission
to the League.
Immeaiately upon receipt of the sportsman's journals in this city

publishing Mr. Ueirsey'd let er I secured a meeiiug of our club, ana
they by a unanimous voce decided to enter the League, and our sec-
retary was instructed to at oncd communicate with the State secre-
tary. I also immediately applied for the approval of the State organ-
ization of the holding of the lournamenc at this place on April 28 and
29, which dates were cluimed while I was ignorantof the existence of
tne League, and trust thax such approval will be given.
Trap-shooting is on the increase in this State, and I do not think

there is a 8 ate in the Union better prepared to maintain a State
league than Indiana, j. l. Head.

Audubon Gun Club, of Buffalo.
Buffalo, N. Y., March 13.—The regular weetly shoot of the Audu-

bon Cuu Club at Audubon Park, this atternoon, was well attended.
NlitIs won the Olas-. A badge in event No. 3, E. F Reynolds was the
winner in Class B, and D. U. Swce in Class C. After the club evems
E. C. Burkhardt and L. W. Bennett shot a race at 35 targets per man
to decide the ownership of the Brooks & Kiipfel trophy. Bennett won
with a score of 31 to iO. The scores made iu the ciub events were as
follows

;

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6 Events: 13 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 16 i 5 15 15 SO Targets: 10 15 25 15 IS zo

E C Burkhardt. . 8 12 23 12 12 17 A Coombs n
ML-Arlhur 7 13 31 15 11 17 F Sanuy 18 10 il 9
AUfl..., 8 10 18 lii 13 18 HSRuier Vi 7..
Norris.... 8 14 !i2 13 .14 j3 Jacoo^ 15 11"
Mc^iichael 7 9 21 11 12.. AH........ 111?"
F D Kelsey h la 2.3 10 .. .. kc B 19
E F Reynolds... 9 10 19 LW'B..,. 20'
L VV Bennett.... It) 15 Kl )4 15 19 C W \\ '9 15 iaWm Hines, Jr. . . 7 9 20 Norwell " "

g 8DC Sweet 14 19 13 10 14 Dauser *' "
6 8 '7

McOarney la 19 9 10 18 Wilson 10 g ..
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The Cobwebs* Second Annual.
Toe second annual to uroamsnt of tho Cobweb Gim Club, of New

York, was held at Baycbesier, New York city, March ]6-'9. The
programme, scheduled for the first two days was a series of target
events, the chief one being the Cobweb Handicap, shot on March li),

the last day of the tournament.
The club at presint has no grounds of its own, but uses tbose

located a c Biychesier, which are the property of iVlessrs. Miller &
Zorn. These grounds are easy of access, being only fifteen minutes'
run by rail from the end of the Third avenue elevated railroad. The
fact, however, that trains on this branch of the N. Y., N. H. & H.
R. R. rim every hour makes it incumbent on shooters who want to
1)8 in time to allow sufficient leeway for catching a certaia train or
else wait an hour in one of the dreariest spots it has ever Ijeen our
misfortuoe to he stranded in. Once at Baychester, it is only a couple
of minutes' walk lo ihe club house and grounds, which overlook Pel-
ham Bay.
The stiootius grounds slope off rapidly to the water's edge, and for

that reason are rather deceiving. They are also exposed to every
wind th'it blows, and on the first day, March 16, it blew hard enougQ
to play havoc with averages. There was a snap, too, to the north-
west gale that made the vicinity of a stove a favorite spot whfin not
at the score. The shooting house is really too small for the accom-
modation of any number of shooters, but on the first day it was not
much discomfort to be huddled together around the stove. One end
of the shooting house has been boarded off, forming a neat little
office, in which Geo. W. Thompson, Jr., the secretary tf the club, and
Neaf Apijar, who managed the shoot, kept tnings running in such
tirst rate style that there was never a hitch all day. The purses were
figured up in a hurry, and the proper divisions made in short order,
and the last round of the last event had hardly been finished when
the shooters were requested to step up and draw down the money
coming- to them.

DIAMOND OCT DIAMOND.

Cold as It was on the first day. there was no necessity of tempering
"the wind for the shorn I^imb." There wis scarcely a lamb in sight;
those that did sbosv up and shoot found themselves in company hot
enough to keep tht-m warm. The following list of some of those who
were present on both days will he sufflcieat to illustrate what we
mean

:

Rolla Heibes, champion of the world on targets; Ferd Van Dyke
and B. A. Bartletr, ah of the Winchester R p atiug Ai-ms Co.; C. M.
Grimm, of Clear Lake, la., holfier of tbo ca^t-iron championship on
l.ve birds; C. W BudO, of Des Moines, Ta. ; Si'non Glover, of Roches-
ter, N. Y.; E. D. Fulford, of Uiica, N. Y^ , shootmg a FrancoUe gun;
O. K. Dickey, of Boston, Mass.. -vVinner of last year's Grand Ameri-
can Handicap, and r?pres;nting Parker Bros.; the Bmnet^; brothers,
of Boston, Mass : B. Leroy Woodward, of Campello, Mass.; EJ Rike,
of Bdyton, O., a running mate of Rolla Heikes; Neaf A pgar, of Plain-
lielJ, .1-, etc.
Brom the above list it will be seen that the Cobweb Gun Club can

Hatter itself upon haviug gotten together a round dozen of target
shois that it would puzzle one to pick a team in the United States to
lieat at tnis ?ame. The collection of all this talent under one roof
was acooQi jlished without the aid of any added mocey, outside of
$5J donaicu as average money to the six high gians in all programme
events on bota target days; this, of course, was entirely due to the
fact that ibe Sportsmen's Exposition was in session in Madison
Square Gai den, the following week being that in which the Grand
American Handidap was set for decision. The boys were killing
three bu ds with one stone

Under these circumstances, with such an aggregation of shooters,
there was no mo: ey in it for any one. ^hooling for one anoiher's
money, with cents out for targets," mede it a case of haidroot-
ng to come out even. A choice few got more than they star:ed Willi
—very little more; some broke about cen, but the majority were
forced to chalk down a deficit at the end of each day's shooting.

First Day, March 1 6.

As staled above, thew'ind blew strong and cold from the north west.
Owing to the wind and ihe deceptive slope of the ground, with the
'ineven throwing of the traps chucked in, scores ruled low allSthe way
down the line. -'The Daddy o' ihem all" had to oivn up to li, lost out
of the first l<Oshot ai ; he then puUed himself togeiher and ran 49
out of the last .'50, finishiijg with the only average of or better made
During ihe day— 91.1. He led his nearest opponent by 5 targets when
ihelOtb and last event had been shot. Glover finished In second
place: Gnmm vsas tuird, with Budd and White tied for fourth place.
The outside crowd was not large, only tnenty -five shooters in all

taking part in the sweeps. Among this number were: M. H. Clark,
president of the New Haven, Conn., Gun Club; Gus E. Greill, Fair-
mont, and L. Piercy, of Jersey City; Pringle, F, S Edwards, etc.

SCORES OP MAECH 16.

Events: 133456789 10
Targets:. IS 16 so 15 SO 15 so 15 SO 15

Helkes , 1.3 Vi 17 1.3 19 14 17 15 S^O 14
Glover 11 14 19 12 IS 14 IT 14 17 1*

Grimm U 12 18 14 16 13 19 13 19 14
Budd 13 14 IS 13 19 '3 15 13 17 13
White 14 10 18 13 .9 13 17 13 -8 13
Dickey 13 i3 19 13 U 12 16 13 18 13
Van Dyke 10 U IS 14 18 11 IS la 15 13W Bennett 12 13 14 14 19 13 . 0 11 IB 11

Fulford 13 l:i 16 la 15 14 18 1^ 16 14
Barllett IS 11 16 13 18 15 14 11 16 14

Leroy 13 13 15 :3 14 15 18 9 18 11

Apgar . 10 14 IB li! 17 13 17 13 18 9
Edwards 13 10 17 13 14 11 19 la 15 13
Rike , - . . 13 13 17 12 17 13 lH 13 16 10
Pringle......... 9 15 14 13 14 11 18 13 18 10
CUrk 11 14 16 11 16 13 15 11 16 8
Faii-mont 12 9 13 11 15 10 14 10 18 14
Greiff 13 .. 13 19 la

Wood.....4.M 10 .. 13
Cahrs 10 .. la .. 13
Roe ,„ 8 11 .. 11
L Piercy lO .. 12 .. ..'lO .... 15 9
Cashau .. .. .. Vll 9 .. 7 10 11
McKeon 7 la 6 10 6
Hebbatd shot in Ko, 8, scoring 11 out of the 15.

Second Day, March 1 7.

This was a lovely /lay, not a breath of wind stirring, while a bright,
clear skj and a frosty nip in the air made it good to be out of the
city. The new additions to-day were not many. Tom Keller, of the
Peters Cartridge and King's Smokeless companies, was on hapd, run-
ning riot as usual ; Dr. Mason and Harry Daiu came down from
Peekskill, K, Y., to take in the shoot, Doc Mason plunking oi|t a 20
straight alone in the sevemh event and drawing down enough to
make him whole for the day. Eddie Collins, who has been hn the
sick list for some months owing to a fall from a street car, ^hot in
some events; as did also Landis, a well-known shot fronj: Pmla-
delphia.
The programme stated that the division of the purses on this day

would be at the option of the shooters, a vote to be taken before No.
1 was shot. This vote showed a large majority for the "old system,"
so "old system" it was, and the same old features came up with a
monotony that was wearisome. Not that there was any dropping for
place; nothing of the sort, so far as we could see; it was clean up
and up shooting, with everything in favor of high scores. i3ut it was
under the "old system."
Two features of theday deserve special mention: The first was the

regularity with which Heikes lost one target in each of the first 8
events; the second was Ed Rike's shooting in the last 6 programme
even s and the extra event at ao targets; out of the 125 targets shot at
b.y him m these 7 events he lost just 4, breaking 121 and making a
percentage for those targets of 9t). 8. By this great work he pulled
himself out of list place to ath in the general averages. It was a hot
race between Grimm and Glover all day long, while Bartlett and Van
Dyke fought it out for 5th and 6th places in the averages. Dickey
w as unlucky enough to arrive about a minute late for the 9:45 train,
thus letting himself in for tlie double penalty of having to wait an
hour for another train and being cut out of the averages. Once on
the ground, he made a moderate siart, but finished very strongly wi h
8 1 out of the last 85 shot at in the programme events. Dr. Mason
broke 75 out of the same number (all he shot at), and landed with an
average of 91.7. Apgar's totals on both days must be di'^counted
very largely, as he had to work and shoot, something that no man
can do and make good scores. Below are the totals:

SCOKBS or MARCH 17.

Shot at. Broke. A v.

170 155 91.1
170 15) (8.a
170 19 87.6
170 148 . t7
170 148 87
170 144 84.7
170 143 84.1
i:0 14a 83.5
170 141- 8J.9
ro 140 8a.

3

170 lc9 81.7
170 139 81.7
170 185 79.4
170 135 79.4
170 135 79.4
170 131 77
170 laa 7».l
65 57 87.6
30 2$ 76.6
45 84 75.5
45 31 68.8
85 66 65.8
100 55 ^5
85 41 48.2

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets; 15 15 £.0 35 -21 15 i.'0 15 £0 15 Shot at. Broke. Av

14 14 19 14 19 14 19 14 ao 13 170 lf)9 .91.5
14 15 20 la IG 15 18 15 19 14 170 158 92.9

Glover ..... 15 14 KO 13 18 13 IK 14 19 14 170 158 93.9
Rike 18 13 17 13 19 16 19 14 kO 14 170 157 9a.3
Bartlett ., 14 14 ao 11 16 14 19 14 18 15 170 155 91.1

14 15 1ft 11 18 13 18 13 18 14 170 153 90
Budd .... la 15 18 15 18 14 19 IS 18 11 170 16 J 90
Fulford 14 10 17 14 19 14 18 15 18 13 170 153 81.4
Edwards 14 13 16 14 17 16 17 12 19 la 170 149 87.6

la 14 17 14 18 13 17 la 18 13 170 146 85.8

18 13 17 ]JJ 17 13 19 13 18 10 170 144 84,7
» . 14 1*11 . 14 13 30 ]4 li 11 18 13 18 B 170 143 83,5

1jrroy .... ,^ ,

,

Mason ,,.^,.1.,.^.,.

11 ID itJo lo 11 Jo ].J JO J

4

1 0

. , 14 £0 ]4 IH 11 85 78 Bt,7
Dickejf IB ia Ij 15 10 14 19 14 140 126 im

17 10 4! S4
14 13 85 69 81.1

13 15 17 10 15 la 18 13 140 113 89.7
Life 17 K f>l 3< 76
Keller 13 10 85 63 7i.9

13 U 50 S4 (=8

Clark 10 9 3) 19 tH 3

7 .. 36 15 43.8
Zorn shot in No. 3, scoring 10 out of 16.
As stated above, the club donated S5 1 average money to the six

high guns, not cl<iss shooting, the money being divided into four
prizes of iSlO each and two of $5 each. It will be seen from the fol-
lowing table of

THE GENffHAI. AVERAGES
who won the prizes, and how the thirteen men who shnt through the
programme ended, each man shooting at 340 targets: ^

First Day. Second Day. Total Avera,ge.
92.3
90.5
90 3
88.5
8:
86.4
88.1
85.8
Svs
S-l.T

f3..T

83.6
83

Heikes...., 155 ' 159 314
Glover 150 15 < a.iS.

Giimm .....149 l-iS 607
Budd i... 148 1.'.3 (01
Van Dyke..,..,.-.... 143 153. £96
Bartlett ...140 loi SCS
Fulford 141 153 HSU
Rike... ....13.5 ]h7 S?3
White ........148 141 J93
WWBennett ..........14'. 146 £88
Edwards i:-9 149 Sfi4

Apgar ....139 14i S8t
Leroy U9 140 3,9

Third Day, March 1 S.

The fbird day of the shoot was an uuplea.sBut, one for live bird
shooting. The morning opened foggy and continued so all day, an
east wind adding to the liiipleasartnei-s. At times too a drizzle 1' at
threatened at any momenc to turn into ratn made matters ]< ok
ominous for the Cobweb Handicap on the nexc day. Kotwith.siand-
ing tlie bad weather conoitions tLere wbb quite a good aitfndarice at
the grounns, among he newcomers being R A. Welch and, Krank
Kleinz. of Philadelphia: Cnarlie Z virl-in. of Yirdvillii; Dr. Judson,
of Utica; W Thomp.on, of Jackson. Mich.: M. A Beers. J L. Brewer
and John L. 147 Winston, of the Austin Powder Co.
The birds flew veiy wtll. their good qualiiy being the subject cf

much fp orable comment fomm.my of llie .^hooter.j, who naturally
expected poor birds in suth weaihei. The fac" that out of sixteen
entries in the Harlem Handicap only one man could kill 10 straight
speaks for itself.

Event No. 1 was 5 birds, $5, birds included, four high guns; the
seven straights of course divifled without a shoot-ctf. No. 3 was 7
birds. $7, birds included, class shooting, two money-, Rosn system,
professionals at 30 and amateurs at ;8yds. No 3 was the Harlem
Handicap, 'Obirds, S)7, birds ex'ra, handicap r(-3:yds , class shooting,
ti ree moneys. Rose !-vstem. No 4 was a i^lmila^ event to No. 1. with
the exception that winners of first money in No 3 were penalized
2yds ; winners of second money penaliz'^d 1yd.; all others at ;;8yds.

except professionals, who were to stand at ?,Oyas unless penalized
as above. No. 5 was a miss-and-out. Scores to day were:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3

C M Grimm. . . .E2^.3—5 22a2i;22-7 O'). .22:!aa2 o:3 - 9
MA Beers 0»«12-3 Slvllll—7 (7) 2LlOa22:.'ia—

8

CWBudd ....1« 21-4
F Bennett 2t2;a-5
G R Dickey.... 32 S3 5W Cashau 122«0- 3

F Kleinz 2 01 J- 4

R A Welch . . . .aavii—

5

C Zwirlein. .

.

S Glover
W Bennett .

.

Dr Judson. .

.

J L Brewer.

.

147
E D Fulford.
P F McKeou.
W Thompson
B Leroy

,.123.1 5

..2"3Sa—

5

. 11031 - 4
,. I»noo-l

1V333—

5

aaitiaa- 7

•12i- •"—5
2vai2i3-7
2;0203i-5
1-13333-7
2'iim- 7

1111331 7
a '12322—7
0111213- «
1 0ili9-6
2231313 -7
a-.;a3i03-6
225:0333—6

r8)..niii -5
(30). 03i22-4
(30). a.Jil3-5

(30) .2320^-4
(31) 2.W
(38).. 01 12-4
( 8) .2 •23 4

(t8)..2< 13-4

The ties on 7 in event No. 4 were decided in the following miss-and-
oui:

(3l)..23-20223i01— 8

(:10).. (133333331— 9

(30).. 0 103 f»n2 - U.

(36) .. 1031-. 111.•— 8

(3 ),.112» 0 a.'3- 8
(81)..lsS«212i;C8- 8
( 9)..f20i3<:3-'«a - 7

(30. 9

(39).. 0,1311211- 9
(-.8).. -.1123 22 3—in

(;-ia)..2r.0i;;23ii 9

(30).. 22 '2223002— 8

(3 ).. 02 133333— 9

(37) . .•101111211^ 8

No. 4
(3[))..--2 20-4
( 8). ,10 11-4

.]a;13-5

.11102-4

.lai23 5

(30).

(^8-1.

(-8).

C'9) 9-iZ.l S

(.30)., 12322 5
(2^).. 11112-

5

14.-

Kleinz
Welch
Zwirlem...
McKeon.,..
Brewer. ...

Grimm

112121-7
SO
0

:.-V,l 2112231-7
213<«

Fulford
Bu'ld.,...
Dickey
Thompson . ...W Bennett
147 (re entry).,

,,223]3'I—

7

..£3-21 •.'31—-'

,.2131111-7

..Illl22«

..£0

Fourth Day, March 19.

The weather to-day was even worse th^fu that i f yesterday, the
start being made in dull, gloomy weather, without the <ign of a
breeze to g ve a ray of hope that it would clear up during theday.
At noon it was raining gentlv, but with a persistency that boded ill

for ih<> balance of the day. Two hours later it came down solidly and
everybody had to get under cover or take the wet as it came.
Thn entry list of tbirty-eight was decidedly encouraging to the cl ib,

it requiring only thirty-four to clear the gUAi-aatee of $300. Among
the new arrivals were: Capt Money and Noel E Mone.y, of the E C.
Powder Co. ; Gus E. Greiff, of V L & D , the U S agents for Schultze.
powder; Dr. G V. Hudson, of tha Em.^rald Gun CIuq.' of New York;
J. G. Knowlton, of New York; U, M. C. Thomas, of ihe U. M. C Co

,

of Bridgeport, Conn ; John J. Somp er, Jr., of Hot Springs, Ark
,

shooting under his honorary (ivle of Arkansa^v Traveler; P. D ily,

Jr , of Elkwood Park, and W. R Patten, of Pleasure Bay, N. J.; G. A.
Mosber, of the Syracuse Arms Co ; Co'in R Wise, of Pi^.'saic. N J ;

Dr Summerson, of Staunton, Va.
; Judge Arnow and ex President G.

A. BarKer, both members of the Cobweh Club; the club wa.e al.«o well
reprefented by G. M. Donnelly, Jack Elliott, P, F. McKeon, Gus Greiff
and W. Cashau
Although there were thirty-eight entries in tlie Cobweb Handicap,

o. ly two, D. A. Newton (3J) and C. W. Budd (30), killed straight. fNew-
ton shot a Greener gun and E. C. powder in Leader shell? ; Budd shot
a Parker gun and Hazard powder in U M. C. faetory loaried Smoke-
less shells. The birds were a goou strong lot of flyers; with a wind to
help them they would have been excellent birds.

A curious incident of the race was the sudden tutnble among the
straights in the 13th round At the commenceoaent of that round
there were seven straight scores of 11. Newton, the fourth man on
the list, killed his bird, and Bndd, who followed him, also scored bi^
bird. Gus Greiff. the fifteenth man on the list and tlie only "Cobsieb"
left striaight, lost his bird dead out of hounds. Welch, nho followed
him (Cashau having withdrawn in the 10th round), also lost his bird
in the same manner- dead out. Bartlett, the nineteenth man on the
slate, then spoiled his straight by one getting away from him,
Dickeyi the thirtieth man, had his bird drop dead out of hounds in
this round Thus five out of the seven s raights dropped down into
the 14 hole, leaving Newton and Budd to fight it out Both men killed
out, and divided a trifle over $200; seven men scored 11. and divided
about Si50; fourteen men were in for third money ($100), and five in
for fourth money i$5j). M. B. MiDonnell and Prank Hecdrick, both
members of ihe Cobweb CluD, acted as referee and scorer respec-
tively.
Shooting did not commence until the arrival of rh? 9:45 train from

ISOth street, but a start was mide as soon as tha"; train arrived, the
first event being the New York Preliminary,.') birds. $3, birds in-

cluded, four high guns, 30yds. In this event seven men tied on 5
straight and divided the pot. Scores were:
Preliminary: R. O. Heikes 5, E D. Fulford 5, Ark. Traveler 3, Capl.

Money 5, Noel Money 5, C R. Wise 3. U. Newton 4 Siai Glover 4,

Ferd Van Dyke 5, Phil Daly, Jr , 3, H, Walters 4, Dr. J. G. Kaowlto.-i
4, Chas. Barilett 5. O. R. Dickey 5.

The scores in the Cobweb Handicap were as below:

D A Newton(S0)3231333;23i3:23 15 B Leroy (28) . ..202321323 "^2 230—13
CW Budd (SO).. 11222221 ,333333-15

R A Welch (.10). 213333123 2»232—14
O R Dickey (.30)i2112233333«232—14

B ABartlett( 9)23.'3213-23<iO«22 14

F Bennett (-9) . .0a312231<;333343—14

W Bennett C 8) 203232133111211—14
D - Hudson (38). 2132121120122 2-14
Jack Elliott (i7) 1nil 1 1 2303331 i-1

4

J L brewer (33).22«303111313332 -13

S Glover (81). . . .2«132ia22332033—13
R O Heikes (30).33»222i33»23232—13

F Van Dyke (30)3:.'«232333«23i!32—13

JGKnowlton(2J) 23<!322;02320ia—13

P Walters (3J).,2210-.i222i02a222 -13
ArkTrftveler( 29)«2 1 3 201 13322 1 23 -13
G E Greiff (i9)..31122232a23«»33-l3

P Daly. Jr (39)..2»a33i302323i33— 3

F KJeinz (28).,, .2131032028332^—13

Thompson (38). .122 0 2 20233.S0-13
Claremon t ( i 7j . 2 1 222 -03 . 0 2 1 i2 j-13
G Mosher (.27). .2301233.0221223—13
1 47 (30) 03303332 2223 - 1

2

Capt Moaev (39) 13321 102 ! 13 U 00- 1

2

C Zwirlein (3-J) 3.'2 ;3 21303330 20—12
P McKeon (v7)..l-233l301«011tll—13
C R Wise ( 7). ..v2-33a0220 2022-12
C Grimm (1 1 j . . li:330 22«33»0 .22—11
E Fulford (31).. 0«23333,2 ?lt'2 03 -11

N Money (39). ..3132320«33130J3-11
Summers m (;8)3!2»3l« .2110110—11
U Arno .V (37) . . .11123313«11Q010—11
C Donnelly (27).02i32-3O300w
AV Cashau (27) OUai02030w
Dr Judson ( 83^)010321 300w
UMCC 6) OlOlOOOlw
G Barker (36) , .2-<O30O»0w

East versus West at the Trapsi
In all brancbps of sport, baseball, rowing, shooiing, etc, friend!

rivalry and compel iiion are the very essence of the life of eac
brinch. Once a Feeling of antagonism is aroused, more barm tha
good is the result. There should be no such thing as "hard feelings
among sportsmen, and nothing should be sail or done to excite any
thing of the kind.
In our issue la^t week we suggested in Drivers and Twisters that

match between 10 or 12-men teams representing the Eist ^d the"
West, chosen from those present at the Grand American Handicap,
would be a feature in the world of trap-shooting that would ao a
sreatdeal to.vard creating interest in shooting circles. Since then
the matter has been discussed, and has found much favor in home
circles. Phil Daly, Jr., has offered a tropb.y worth winning for the
team that wins the match; while other suggestions, incorporated be-
low, have also been provisionally agreed upon.
The proposed team race was the subject of animated discussion on

Friday, March 19, on the grounds of the Cobweb Gun Club during the
shooting of the Cobweb Handicap. It was probably from that dis-
cussion that tbe Nevv York 6't(7i gathered the "information"' con-
tained in the following paragraph clipped from its issue of March 20;
"The expert trap-shooters from the WesD who are now here and

who are on their way for the purpose of competing in the Grand
American Handicap have issued a challenge to the wing shots of the
East for a match for teams of teti men. The conditions are that
each contestant is to shoot at 50 birds, entrance f°e $50 each, and the
birJ.sto be paid for by the losing team. D.ily & Cuanfrau have of-
fered a suiiable trophy for the match, which will represent the team
championship of the cwo sections of the country. The make-up of
the Western team is as follows:
"Charles Grimm, Clear Lake, la. ; Dr. Carver. Chicago; Chauncey

Powers, Decatur, III.; Dick Mernll and Tom Marshall, Milwaukee,
Wi.s.; Charles Budd, Des Momes, Ii. ; J. A. R. Elliott. Ksinsas City,
Mo. ; Yr. Crosby. Chicago, III.; Fred Giloert, Spirit Lake, I-a.; and Dr.
Williamscin, Milwaukee, Wis.
"The date of the match has not been decided as yet. bnt it is ex-

pected that it will be held on the Saturday following the Grand Amer-
ican Handicap."
The above contains one gross misstatement of fact, viz., that tbe

WFSt had challenged thp Eist. No cu-iUenge at all had been issued,
and for good reason, no Eastern team having been picked or decided
upon. Tlie Western shooters have certainlv not challenged tha
Eastern men, neither Ohariie P.odd, Charlie tlrimin or Rolla Heikes
bping en tilled to speak for tbe West Such being the case, it is re-
grettable that such a statement should be made at the expense of a
body of shooters who have come Ease (o take part in the greatest
live-oird event ever shot, tbe Grand American Handicap of 1897, and
who while in the East are looked upan by all shooters of this part
of the country as their guests. Something besides courtesy is due
ouf^'s guests.
The latest suggestions in regard to this proposed team race are as

follows: 1 0 men teams, 50 live birds per man, 8jO a side, individual
sweepstake, all at 30yds., losing-team to pay for the birds; a piece of
plate, to be presented ijy Messrs. Daly & Obanfrau to tbe winning
team, to be disposed of as it may see fli ; 10 per cent, to be deducted
from the purse to purchase a small cup for each member of the win-
ning team as a souvenir of the event.

The Baltimore Programme.
The programme for the Iblersiate Association's tournamentat Bal-

timore, Md., under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion, is ready for mailing and can be obtained of Mr. Geo. L Harri-
son, secretary of the Baltimore Shooting Association, ISO E. Balti-
moie street, Baltimore, Md.
ThH programme calls for two days at targets and one day at live

birds. Tbe dates for the tournament have been- announced in our list
of fixtures so long that it is almost supi-rrtuous to add that its dates
are Aoiil l4-;6. The target days are, of course, April 14-15.
The p'Ogramme for each target day is precisely the same five: 15-

target events and five 80-1 arget events each day. The entrance fees
are at the uniform rate of 10 cents per target, viz.: $l..'H0 in the 15-
target events. $ ; in the 20-target event.«. The club adds Si 50 per
dav to the pluses, Sl3 50 to each purse in the 15-target eveuts and
$17 51J in each 20-target event. This makes a sum of S300 added to
the puKses in the target events.
One set of expert bluerock traps will be used, and a magautrap

will supply the place of the other set that will be needed to keep the
boys shooting without giving them time to catch cold. All targets
will be thrown at unknown angles.
Tbe live-bird programme calls for 3 events: No. 1 is the Carrolton

introductory, 7 birds, $7, birds included, $20 added to the purse, all

at 30yds., 3 nigQ guns, 50, 30 and 30; No. a is the Baltimore sweep-
stakes, 10 birds, $10, birds incln Jed, 3;^yds. rise all, 4 high guns, 40,
30. 30 and 10; $30 added to the purse. The 3d event is the Marylanu
handicap, 25 birds, $30, birds included, handicaps from 35 to 32ydR,,
high guns, 8 00 added to the purse. Tne division of the moneys will
be as follows: i5 entries or under, 5 moneys -:tO, g5, 20, 15 and 10 per
cent.: 86 to -30 entries, 6 money3-3f», 20. 15, 13, 13 and 10 per cent.; 31
to :iT entries, 7 monay-j—3?, 20, 15, 13, 12, 10 and 5 par cent.; over .35

entries, 8 moneys—25, 20, 15, 12, 10, 8, 5 and 5 per cent. High guns,
not class shooting.
Two sets of traps wUl be used for aU live-bird events. Notfl that

high guns win. The division of moneys in the target events will be
as folloft's: In all ;arget events there will be4 moneys, pui-ses being
divided on the Rose svstem, with ratio points of 5, 3, 3 to 1.

All guns and suells forwarded in care of the A G. Alford Sporting
Goods Co., 13J E. Biltimore street, Baltimore, Bid., will be cared, for
arid sent out to the grounds. If any further information is needed,
write the secretary, Mr. George L Harrison, above referred to. We
might add that the Carrol on Hotel will, as usu 1, be headquarters
for shooters during the tournament. Roduised rates will be given to
shooters

Barre Scores.
Barrb, Vt., March 19. - Tbe Recreatiou Gun Club held their regular

shoot yesterday. The weather was warm and favorable for good
shooupg and some very good scores were made. Several representa-
tives of tbe Montpebef Gun Club were present and added to the in-
terest. The highest average was 8) per cent., made by D. \V Abbe.y,
H. G. Bennett, of the Recreation Qau Club, and Towne, of Mont-
peli. r. Tbe following is the complete score:

1

5

Pigeons:

Events:

Reynolds 14
Grirtin 12
Fi.sber 8
Hftwes 3 .? S.

Houghton...., 11 "6 ..

J F Perry...... lO .. ..

Kendriek 6 .. ,.

Abbey 6 ,.

Eaton 3 .

.

Martin 1

Bradoury 4
B Eastrnan 6
C M berry ,

.

Bennett
Towne... .. .. .,

Brown....
Barrett
Siiepard ,,

McCloud
Fiske
Hoidington..., 12 8
* iVliss and-out.
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Thbbb is a realistic breath of forest and field in the book of the

Boone and Crockett Club that commends it to tbe practiced Fporta-
men. The men ihat have con 'ributed toils pages show that their
interest in sport is deep fctinded, and with their knowledge of hunt-
ing craft is combined a happy style that makes subjacts which, as a
rule, are attractive onl.v to sfiortsmen equally attractive lo the "lay"
reader.—f/o)7!e Journal,

From snow to siimmth is a uttlb otbk twenty-four hours is

quifk aod startling crausltion, but improved railway travel has a
(ojplished it. Good i^oadbed.s, handsomely-equipped trains, recor
breaking lime make a trip from Nt-w York to Florida a pleasant on
The Ailantic Coast Lme iMf Richmond is one of the most popula
lines to the South. In coi^nection wi'h tbe Pennsylvania Railroad
carries passengers in solid vestibuled, steam-heated and eiectriir

lighted trains, knovm as the "New York and Florida Special," from
Jersey City to St. Augustine in exactly twenty-seven hours. It also
has fast through ear service to Aiken, S. C, and popular Georgia re-
sorts. The bureau of information is at 339 Broadway, New York,—
Adv.
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Take inventory of the good things in this issue of
Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was given
last weelc. Count on what is to come next week.
Was there ever in all the world a more abundant
weekly store of sportsmen's reading?

One affirmed that he had been in a certain

Country^ where their Bees, were as big as our
Sheep* This impudent lye one began to examine^
and therefore said^ Sure then the Bee-hives must be
of a'huge bignesse*' No, saith the other, they are

no \)i.%'gz,t than ours* How then can they get in?
said one* This puzzled the lyar like a Mouse in

pitch; at last he answered. Let them whom it con-
cerns look to that. Fragmenta Aulica (1622).

A PEBENNIAL GHEBB7 TUBE.

A coEEEBPONDENT Sent US the other day two stories which
had been told by a hunter named Kibbe, and told so often

that they had taken a place in the local lore of the neigh-

borhood, to be handed down from father to son as "Kibbe
stories." In one of them Kibbe told how once, running

out of bullets, he had shot cherry stones at a deer, and the

next year had encountered the buck bearing on his frontlet

a cherry tree; and the other story was of shooting at birds

on a log, splitting the log and catching the row of birds by
their toes in the crack. Both ofthese are fairly meritorious

yarns, as such stories go, and the ingenious Kibbe, as the

self-styled hero of them, enjoyed a pleasing fame while

living, and dead was remembered as a hunter who could

draw the long bow with the best of them. It appears

never to have occurred to his simple friends and neighbors

that Kibbe might not have been the original author of the

stories he told, and our correspondent expressed a surprise

;

which was no doubt genuine, when we advised him that

we could not think of printing the Kibbe stories as new,
since they were as old as the^ hills.

The incident is worthy of note, because it furnishes a
mew illustration of the well-determined proclivity of story-

tellers to make themselves the heroes of ancient and
travel-stained tales. This invention of the cherry tree

sprouting from the head of the deer is at least a century

old, for it is given in Miinchhausen, first printed in 1785

and as the author of the Miinchhausen adventures drew
much of his material from ancient stories, this particular

fiction may have been contemporaneous with the dis-

puted date of the invention of gunpowder, and the first to

tell it may have been a Chinaman. But here in an Amer-
ican village lived a genius who posed as the hero of the
episode, and was, by his neighbors, given the credit of its

invention; and there was found a writer to send the tale to

Forest and Steeajm as something original, and deserving

of a place in print. Thus the buck-borne cherry tree

planted so long ago is a perennial, which has been trans-

planted to bud and bloom and fruit in many lands, and it

may be, is destined to flourish long after George Washington
and his cherry tree shall have been forgotten. There is a
flavor to this ancient humor which is just as acceptable
now as it ever was. The same quality which has given
the cherry tree life so long will keep it ever green. Gen-
erations yet unborn will grin as Kibbes spin anew the
old, old yarns in country stores of winter nights.

There is just now going the rounds of our exchanges,
and credited to a New York weekly, that old joke of the
man who when out with the hounds could not hear the
music because the dogs made so much noise. This is an-
other of the long-lived, widely disseminated and always
new anecdotes of the field. It may well be more ancient
than the cherry tree story, for huntsmen followed the
chase and were enchanted with the music of the hounds
for ages before there existed such a thing as a gun for deer
shooting. In the works of John Taylor, the Water Poet,

published in London in 1630, appears a version, which
runs:

A Mayor that was a hunting (by chance) one asked how hee liked

the Cry; a curse take the Dogs, saith he, they make such a bawling
that I cannot hear the Cry.

Since Taylor, like the later Miinchhausen, gathered some
of his good things from Very old fields, this skit of the

music of the hounds may have tickled the fancy of hunts-

men of that distant age sung by the poet:

"When Music, heavenly maid, was young,
While yet in early Greece she simg-."

QBEATEB NEW TOBK.

The German way ofsaying What is the matter?

—

Was ist

denn lost—has been taken over into English slang as "What's
loose?" It is a fitting comment upon the annual flood of

bills which pour in upon the game and fish committees at

Albany. A list of the measures of 1897 is printed in an-

other column; we do not pretend that it is complete, but

the showing of more than sixty separate bills in the

Assembly and one-third as many more in the Senate is

quite enough to provoke the inquiry. What's loose?

The measures include good, bad and indifierent. For

some of them, notably the duplicate bills to repeal Sec.

249, there was urgent need. Others, like Mr. Post's, to

permit the use of floating devices for wildfowl in all Long
Island waters, should not have come out of committee. As
a matter of fact, this vicious measure was rushed through

both houses and was the first bill to receive the Govern-

or's signature. It was prompted by a market hunter, who
secured its enactment that he might more readily kill

ducks for the New York market. This Post law and Sec.

249 (making an open market the year around) are- tpeci-

mens of the game legislation we may expect for the

Greater New York when the city shall be a State by
itself and independent of the rest of the State. Under ex-

isting conditions an unsolved problem of protection is how
to stop the steady progress of game from the country dis-

tricts into the city markets. Under the new order of

things the market will be thrown wide open; and the new
State, constituted of what is now New York outside of the

Greater New York limits, will be compelled to provide

and enforce a very stringent non-transportation system.

INTBODTJG'IION OF EXOTIG SPEGIES.

A CONSIGNMENT of jack rabbits was recently brought

from Kansas for a game preserve in New Jersey; another

lot has been contracted for to go to Long Island; and we
learn that Maryland sportsmen are contemplating the

stocking of certain districts in that State. The enterprise

has been attempted before, but we believe without any
pronounced success. The rabbits, it is said, increase in

size in the East fifty per cent., but as to numbers the stock-

ing experiments have not proved successful. This is due,

no doubt, to the unsuitable conditions which so far have
been encountered. The jack rabbit is a creature of the

prairies; its subsistence is found in the grasses and other

vegetation of the plains. The failure of the species to

thrive in the East is accounted for by the reason that

favorable food conditions have been wanting in the dis-

tricts where it has been put out. Nevertheless, the fact

that on his native heath the jack is classed with vermin
and is accounted a tremendous pest should induce us care-

fully to consider possible results before establishing him in

a new country. In the States of the West the jack has

wrought hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of damage
to crops, and vast sums have been expended from public

treasuries in bounties for his destruction. Orchards, gar-

dens, farm crops have been devoured by the jack rabbit

hordes; the problem of coping with the pest is yet un-

solved, and there is little promise that any adequate rem-
edy will soon be provided.

The individuals and clubs who are engaged in these

well-intentioned jack rabbit stocking enterprises are actual-

ly introducing into new fields a wild creature which is

known to be a species of vermin, and vermin which under
favorable conditions is destructive beyond calculation.

The folly of this jack rabbit introduction will be commen-
surate with the scale of success which shall attend the
project. So long as the jacks shall be confined to game
preserves and the private estates of thosewho are bringing
them East, there will be no occasion for pubUc concern; but
whenever it shall happen that conditions shall favor rapid

increase—the jacks taking to their new food supply and
having immunity from their natural enemies, the coyotes

—we shall have the spectacle of communities casting about
for means to rid themselves of the jack rabbit plague.

This whole matter of wild animal importation and lib

eration should be put under some competent and adequate
supervision; it should no longer be left to individual whim
and irresponsible impulse. There are salutary statutes in
several States to prohibit the planting of new species of
fishes in waters already stocked with food fishes without
the consent of fish commissioners. There should be simi-

lar laws forbidding the introduction of any bird or mam-
mal without the approval of some authority fitted to de-
termine the merits of the enterprise in view of the
probable or possible effects upon agricultural interests or

the native supply of game. Such an authority now exists

in the Biological Survey, formerly known as the Bureau of

Ornithology and Mammalogy, a division of the Agricultural

Department at Washington. The members of the Survey
are engaged in exhaustive studies of animal life. They
have fully investigated, among other species, the jack
rabbits, and their studies should have equipped them to

form an intelligent opinion and to pass judgment with
authority concerning the advisability of introducing these

animals into new countries. States might profitably add
to their game statutes a provision forbidding the introduc-

tion of exotic species without the Survey's indorsement of

the enterprise as harmless. Congress would no doubt
make due provision to add to the duties of the Survey the

new one of sitting in judgment upon the projects of jack

rabbit and other vermin importers.

YANKEE AND H008IEB.

One effect of such affrays as that recent one which
occurred on the ToUeston Club grounds in Indiana, where
trespassers were killed by the club police, is to intensify

the prejudice with which game preserves and game protec-

tion are regarded in many sections. As a result of the
Tolleston incident a bill was recently presented in the

Indiana Legislature forbidding the setting apart of land for

game preserve purposes.

This is interesting and instructive as an expression of

antipathy to the shooting preserve system; but there is no
reason to believe that it represents Indiana sentiment at

large. On the contrary, the general tendency of land-

owners in Indiana, as in California, Ohio, New Jersey, Con-
necticut and elsewhere, is to make more clearly defined

and more stringently enforced their exclusive rights, to

control their lands as they please and to keep off in-

truders.

The trend is in the direction of more rigorous trespass

laws. Instead of the doctrine that an owner may not pro-

tect his own shooting territory, the principle of his un-
questioned right to do so is having wider adoption. In
contrast with the Indiana anti-preserve movement is the

action of the Connecticut Legislature last week when there

came before it a bill to open to the public those streams

which might be stocked with fish at public expense. The
members repudiated the proposition. Connecticut farmers

are willing and eager to have their trout brooks stocked

by the State, but they propose to retain control of the

streams because they can lease the fishing privileges.

They hold out stoutly for the very principle which is op-

posed by the Indiana anti-preserve agitators; and it must
be conceded that in this the Yankees of the Nutmeg State

show themselves shrewder than the Hoosiers.

SNAP SHOTS.

At first blush the connection might appear remote be-

tween the bubonic plague of India and the game supply of

McDonough county, Illinois, but the relation is not fanci-

ful; for Dr. O. W. BlaisdeU, who has undertaken to stock

Illinois with Indian game birds, has been hindered by the
plague from bringing over a lot of chuckor partridges he
had contracted for. Some of the chuckors previously put
out, Dr. Blaisdell tells us, are known to have survived, and
it is possible that from this feeble stock the race may be
established.

Norway and Sweden are intent upon making known to

the world their attractions for the sportsman tourist; and
at the Scandinavian and Russian exposition, to be held in
Stockholm this summer, the sportsmen's exhibit will be
comprehensive and prepared on a large scale. Salmon
fishing, elk hunting, and other phases of sport will be
illustrated.
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TALES TOLD BY THE CAMP-FIRE.-Il.
BY AMATBUE.

After our guide had ended hie yarn we finished arrang-
ing the cabin so that we would be comfortable during his
absence; but his story had cast a feeling of discomfort over
the whole of us, and our feelings were not soothed by the
grewBome reflection that we were camping in the very
cabin that had been occupied by the two hunters, and to

which the body of the one killed by the panther had been
brought. At last the old fellow took his leave of us, and
we were left to our own devices.

"Why do you suppose that old villain told us that tale?"

asked one of our number, addressing no one in par-
ticular.

"I don't believe the yarn, not a bit of it," said another.
"I was up North a few winters ago with a friend, and we
had an old fellow for a guide who took the greatest pleas-
ure in life in telling us all manner of horrible storiesabout
men having been killed or injured in different ways. He
seemed to have a longing to see us shiver. But one'day my
companion remained at the camp, about which our guide
had told us some blood-curdling story, while the guide and
I went out into the woods, and in two or three hours came
back with a brace of fine wild turkeys. As we got within
about a quarter of a mile of camp we heard a tremendous
racket, somebody whooping and yelling at the top of
his voice, though we couldn't distinguish any words. 1

gave an answering whoop, and then everything quieted
down.

" 'What do you think 's the matter, Charlie?' said I to
the guide.

" 'I dunno,' said he; 'sounds as if Jo'd got drunk.'
"I rejected this proposition at once, but the guide shook

his head, and we quickened our pace for camp. As we
drew near we saw that there was a good fire, but Jo, my
companion, was nowhere to be seen. But suddenly we
heard a voice, Jo's voice, saying: 'Here, you fellows! drop
yoiir guns and throw iip your hands.'

"Charlie's gun slid to the ground and so did mine, and
both our hands went up into the air, when Jo again s'aid:

'Now, Charlie, I've got the head of my Winchester square
on your heart, and if you don't swear by all you hold
sacred that all those tales you've been telling George there
and me are lies made out of whole cloth—nothing in 'em
at all—I'm going to shoot you dead right where you
stand. No back talk liow. Are you going to swear Qr
not?'

"I need scarcely say that Charlie took his oath to the
utter falsity of all the local history he had imparted to
us during the trip, and further, that he would confine
himself strictly to the truth on the remainder of the
journey.

" 'Now, you let those guns lie just where they are, un-
less George says they're not loaded, and come on into
camp,' said Jo.

"I gave him the assurance he required, when we took
up our guns and marched up to the fire.

Charlie was the maddest man I ever saw, but along
toward 10 o'clock he cooled down and laughed over the
adventure.
"We had a glorious time, got home all right, and have

been together with Charlie since, but I couldn't help think-
ing that if some one of us should try Jo's trick on that old
fellow that did all he could to make us all feel miserable,
we would have obtained a similar result to what Jo got
from old Charlie."

The next day we had fairly good luck in the woods, but
at night by the fire in the cabin several of the party com-
plained of missing what they thought fair and easy shots.
One of our number spoke and said: That reminds me of
a Uttle tale that I've heard my grandfather tell when I
was a child, and to pass the time away I'll tell it to you for
what it's worth.
My grandfather was born in what is now Greene

county. Pa., in 1780, and was a woodsman and hunter
from the time he could look through the sights of a rifle.

Ezra Engle was married to an older sister of my grand-
father, and Ezra Engle was the gunmakerand gun repairer
for a large scope of country between the Laurel Ridge and
Pittsburg. His guns had iift. barrels, flint locks, were al-
ways full stock, and sometimes, but not often, silver-
mounted. His initials, E. E. in script letters, are always
on them just back of the hind sight, which is always ele-
vating. The front sight is always copper, and stands well
up from the barrel, into which it is fixed without a base.
A few years ago at a sale I bought one of his guns, beauti-
fully mounted, with the original flintlock, all in good con-
dition, and I wouldn't take any money for it to-day. This
is the story as told me by grandfather:

One time, said grandfather, I suppose it was along in
1805 to 1810, I took my gun, a rifle that your uncle Ezra
Engle had made for me; it run sixty to the pound, was
flintlock (there were no cap locks in those days) and had
a single trigger. Ezra didn't put double triggers on his guns,
but he had a way of fixing them with a screw so they'd go
as easy as any double-triggered gun and never creep, or as
hard as an old musket. [The gun I have has this pecu-
liarity, but I don't understand it.] I went out to kill a
deer or two, or something like game. I had several nice,
easy shots, and missed them all. At last I became dis-
couraged and mad, and went home feeling badly over my
bad luck.

When I went in your grandmother said, "Why, Een,
Where's your deer?" [Grandfather's name was Aaron, but
my grandmother always called him 'Een.']

"In the woods," said I, very much out of humor. "I
never had such hard luck; missed every shot I had."
Your grandmother seemed surprised, but said nothing;

but at this an old Indian, very old, who had the liberty of
every house about there, got up and said: "Een good shot-
no can miss if gun all right. Let ole Nosey see him gun if

po load in him."
I don't know the old Indian's name; everybody called

him Nosey, and I had his name Nosey put on his tomb-
stone, for he died at my house, and I had him buried.
[My grandfather would always put in at this point.] I
handed my gun to old Nosey, who threw back the frizel

wl4cb coY©r§(i the pan, an4 loolved at the towch-l^ole awd

pan, and then blew into the muzale of it, and looked again
at the pan, when he said:

"Gun much heap sick, no can shoot. Gun need um
physic. You give gun physic, him git well, then gun shoot
heap much good."
Your grandmother and I both laughed, but I asked,

"What makes you think the gun needs a physic, Nosey?"
"Look at um touch-hole, look at um pan," said he, "you

see water come out of him like lead. When gun do so him
sick, and no can shoot till him git physic."
"But I don't know how to physic a gun, Nosey. Do you

mean I am to clean it?"

"No, clean um do no good, gun sick," said! Nosey. "White
man no kin physic gun, no kin find out how, but ole

Nosey tell white equaw. Een squaw, she mus'n't tell Een,
but kin tell nudder brave, her son if her wants to, and he
kin tell little squaw, him sister, an' she tell Een. Squaw
no kin tell squaw, brave no kin tell brave. Squaw tell

brave, but not her brave. Brave kin tell squaw, but not
him own squaw. If Een willin'. Nosey tell squaw, squaw
git stuff; Nosey make big medicine and give gun physic,
but Een must kick um squaw before she start and Een
must say nothing, nothing 't all."

Your grandmother and I were much amused at this, but
finally agreed to try the treatment. Nosey took your
grandmother out of my hearing and told her what he
wanted. I administered the kick. Before I did so, how-
ever. Nosey said: "Squaw no mus' laugh when Een kick.

Squaw mus' look much heap sorry, an' came back and do
what Nosey tell him."
Your grandmother went out, and after a time came back

and put a lot of roots and leaves and twigs into a kettle

filled with running water. While she was gone I had un-
breeched my rifle and taken out the breech-pin, and Nosey
had plugged the muzzle tight with a wad of tow. He
waited until the stuff in the kettle had boiled, when he
filled the gun-barrel with the boiling watet and stuck the
breech end of the barrel into the kettle, into which he
threw the breech-pin, and left the barrel in the kettle

until the plug flew out of the muzzle and a lot of dirty

foam ran out of the gun-barrel. When this stopped run-
ning he took out the barrel and wiped it thoroughly, and
then wiped the breech-pin. He then'took a lump of deer's

tallow and greased the barrel all over the outside, and
greased the breech-pin with the marrow from a deer's leg

bone. He held the barrel up for me to look through and
it was as bright as silver inside. He put in the breech-pin
and put on the stock, first cleaning the lock thoroughly.
After he had finished he handed me the gun, saying:

"Now, Een, gun well. Now can shoot."

I went hunting next day and killed five deer and two
turkeys without missing a shot.

Your grandmother told your Uncle Jake, he told

your mother and your mother told me; but I can't tell

3'ou, your mother or your grandmother must tell you what
old Nosey's receipt is. It won't do for a man to tell a man.
Your grandmother told Ezra Engle and he used the receipt

a long time, but I had to tell his wife—my sister Charity—
so they could use it. Along after 1815 your Uncle Ezra
Engle concluded to go to St. Louis with his family, and
told his brother Barnes, who Was a gunsmith, and Barnes
told his wife and aftierward tried to use the receipt; but he
never could make the plug fly out of the muzzle, and
rusted all the guns he ever tried it on. But I can take the
worst old musket, if the lead color shows about the touch-

hole, and your grandmother or your mother will get

the stuff after I've kicked her, without speaking, and
make it like a looking-glass inside.

[fourth tale to be told next week.]

QUAIL SHOOTING IN EGYPT.
The temple of Komombos is one of the most imposing

in Egypt. This is not due to its great size, but is owing
rather to its commanding position. It stands on a broad
curve of the river, where the Nile makes a sharp turn, and
the broad, steep wall descending from the yfide part&i're in
front of the ruins to the water brings the massive columns
into majestic relief against the intense blue of the sky.
We were lazily floating down the river yesterday, about
four miles above Komombos. The surface of the water
was glassy, excepting where an eddy sent the water swirl-
ing into silent circles, or one of the large Nile fish leapt in
air in pursuit of its shiny little smelt-like prey. We were
floating now sidewise, now stern foremost, and the sleepy
monotone of our boatmen chanting as they used their un-
wieldy oars, or the sing-song cries of the shadoof fellaJmn
(peasants engaged in supplying water to the irrigating
ditches) as they raised and lowered their goat skin buckets,
were the only sounds. Moving with the current we were, and
making about three miles per hour. It was Very warm, but
Selim, our dragoman, suggested that we go ashore in the
felucca and walk down to the temple, through the lentil

fields, and shoot some quail. * * * The Messina quail
is a curious little bird. Hatched in Europe in June, he
grows up on the fat of the land, and in October, when the
nights become chilly, he travels southward, getting strong
of wing and plump of body from the grain fields of France,
Italy and Greece. He then crosses the Levant, making as
many stops as there are islands in the extreme eastern
Mediterranean. He makes short stays at Crete, Cyprus
and Asia Minor, and, tired out, he at last comes to the Delta
of the mighty Nile and travels up its fertile valley. On
and on he flies, past the first cataract into Nubia, past the
second cataract into the Soudan, past the now unknown
country of the Mahdi and the Khalifa, on and on to Abys-
sinia. There he spends the early winter months and re-
turns by the same route in February to spend his summer
in Europe absorbed with his family cares. On the way
down the valley in February he grows very fat upon the
ripening grain. His favorite food, however, is the lentil or
small bean.
When at last he drops exhausted on the shores of Greece

or Italy he is so "done up" that he can be snared or often
picked up by the thousand, and is served za petit cmlle in
every hotel and restaurant in Europe,

Oii landing we found no trouble in securing the services
of a local sliikin or guide de la chcme. His name was
Achmed Nass, and he soon had six youthful beaters of
ebon hue engaged at ^ piastre each (2^ cents), and wes
started down the fields. I took my position in the center
of a line covering perhaps 50 or 60yds. Selim, having a
gun, guarded the right wing. Achmed walked at my right,

The signal to start is given and our little army moves for-

ward. And now the air is filled with the shrill cries of

the beaters. Each boy pitches his cry in a different key,
and the resulting sounds from end to end of our line are
quite comparable to the chorus made by a number of tree

toads at home, rolling out their shrill calls before or after

a thunderstorm in summer. Soon the little birds begin to

buzz up. They rise singly or in pairs and occasionally

three at a time. They have a rather swift, low flight, and
rarely fly far, dropping into the wheat or lentils with a
sudden tumble, resembling quite forcibly our sora or rail

{Porzana Carolina). In fact, this shooting strongly reminds
one of rail shooting, if imagination but substitutes boats
for men. These fields are completely submerged at "high
Nile" or during the inundation. As the water recedes the
mud dries and cracks, and as little or no cultivation is

necessary before planting, the ground is left very rough
and the walking is disagreeable.

The guns are cracking now right, now left. At every
few steps one, two or three birds flip up, and we pass over
many which rise behind us, but are allowed to escape on
account of the danger, as quite an army of men and boys
follow us as rear-guard and in the hope of getting a little

hacJcsJieesJi '(money).
We pass many groups of the feUakmh) with their don-

keys, camels and sheep. Their summer homes consist of
a small inclosure made of corn stalks woven into walls, and
set on end. The women and children spend their days
squatted on the shady side of this wall, and at night all

sleep inside. There is no roof, as there is never rain in
Egypt. When the inundation begins again in June or
July they betake themselves with their belongings to the
mud villages, which are sufficiently elevated to escape the
water. In times of exceptional flood the mud houses
melt away like snow before the sun, and the inhabitanta
live in boats and upon improvised rafts tied to the truhks
of the palm trees. At such times one sees camels, donkeys,
sheep, goats, chickens and dogs and people all crowded to-

|

gether. -
i

The sharp report of the guns goes on incessantly. A
puff, a cloud of dusty feathers, and little Mamoud rushes
forward to letrieve. A reload and on we sweep. If the
quail are as plenty as this all the way down the valley what
countless millions there must be!

^

The chief engineer of the railway now building tells me
that he hunts these little birds with his fox terriers as
retrievers. They are also hunted with pointers, and afford

excellent sport. . :

Hassah, our boy from the dahabeah, is kept busy sup-
plying me with cartridges, and as his load grows lighter his
giiabia bulges as the dead birds are passed from one or an- '

other of the beaters to his care. As we approach the
great ruin of Komombos it is impossible not to

think for a moment of the strangeness, the incongru-
ity of the scene. Here stands an American, shoot-
ing quail with a hammerless breechloader in the shadow
of one of the grandest works of the hands of man. If
on the eve of the twentieth century of the Christian era
old Tothraes II. (1700 B. C.) could lift his mummified head
from his sarcophagus and look about! What would he
say^ He would rub his eyes for a moment and then, with
Mr. Townsend's Chimmie Fadden, exclaim, "What fell!"

The little quail, however, has never changed. In all

the temples, in all the tombs, one sees the little fellow de-
picted in all his colors with life-like fidelity.

Our dahabeah, the Ammon-Ea, is found at the bank '

above the ruin. How good to get out of the broiling sun.
We use up our last morsel of ice, brought on at Assouan,

,

and we sit and count our forty-five plump little birds.

Incoo.

ALONG THE POTOMAC.
CGontinued frotn page ^oh.")

1 cLosEti the first stage of my tour with a description of a
favorite feeding resort for water fowl on Hunting Creek,
and with a promise in the closing paragraph of a descrip-

'

tion of the adjacent tract of marsh and Jungle, with its in-

habitants.

This immense tract of marsh was in earlier years subject
to overflow at each recUrl-ent tide of the Potomac River.
CoDsequenlly it was useless for cultivation, and also detri=

mental to the health of the surrounding country. The prO-

.

prietor therefore attempted to reclaim it by throwing un an i

embankment along the margin of the river and creek. This
;

was only partially successful, and left it in a condition called

a podoson, by which name it was knoWn in the vicinity. Its

partial drainage apparently produced the effect of changing :

Its condition suSlciently to attract numerous families of the
feathered face, in addition to those previously' domiciled

,

within its bordets. The altered condition also enabled some
of the stnall fclass of quadrupeds, particularly that nocturnal
toarauder, the crafty Coon, to make it their abode and unas-
sailable fottress during the day, and from which they would
make their sorties to plunder the surrounding cornfields. In
short, at the time that I participated in its pleasures (about
sixty years ago) it contained all the elements essential to con-
stitute what a modern sportsman would consider the ne plus
ultra of his desires.

There were numerous small ponds, an occasional islet or
elevated spot suflicient to sustain a cluster of bushes, oc-
casionally a gum tree lifts its head above the surrounding
foliage; and intersecting the tract in different directions
small streams sufficient for the passage of a skiff present
themselves conveniently for those who wish to pursue their
mazy course in pursuit of game. And do not think I can
be justly charged with exaggeration by saying there was not
at tnat time another tract or division of land of similar di-

mensions containing greater numbers of the various species
of the feathered race in the classification of animated nature.
Among the divers species which annually migrated hither
to participate in nature's beautiful harvest we believe the
wood duck, known as summer duck, is entitled to head
the list, as its sojourn is longer. 'Ttiey come early in
spring, propagate and raise their broods, and remain until,

compelled by stress of weather to depart. Thev build, or,

rather, deposit their eggs in the cavities of decayed trees
(which were numerous around the margin of the poco^on),
30 or 40ft. above tbe ground, from which elevation I have
witnessed them transport their young to tlie water, which
operation appeared to be by the mother grasping the neck of;

the young one with ner bill. When placed on the water
the young brood appeared to be as familiar with the use o^
their propellers as are young partridges with theirs on terr^

-firma The different varieties of the mallard family came
annually in abundance; and as food was plentiful, and tbe*
natural surroundings specially adapted to their instincts, their

plumage acUoa covild ?)emu perfeqtiou. Althougli tUe i
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wallBrd is conceded to be the progenitor of our domestic
duck, yet its natural characteristics apj^ear to be more widely
separated from the habits of their domestic descendants than
any of the duclc species. While the domestic progeny of the
mallard are more genfe and fearless of injury than any
other of our fowls descended from a wild race, they, on the
contrary, a.re continually apprehensive of dttnger, exceediosly
waiy, and as alert as Scottish clansmen in expectation of an
attack; and at the slightest alarm will rise from the water,
or apparently bounce nearly perpendicular until reaching an
elevation above the eunounding trees.

This pocoson was also a famous resort for those consum-
mate pirates of the duck species, the widgeons, commonly
called bald-pates, which obtain a portion of their food by
open brigandage. They are fond of the marine olant, which
constitutes the principal food of the canvasback and red-
head, which these wildfowl obtain by diving to the bottom
to secure the roots. As diving is not amon'e the widgeon's
accomplishments, they are compelled to report to drastic
measures to gratify their epicurean desires. Therefore they
repair to the adjacent feeding grounds of the superior fowl,
and mingle with them (apparently socially) during their feed-
ing hours; and when one of the divers rises from the bottom
with the fruit of its enterprise grasped in its bill, one of the
nearest social visitors seizes the coveted morsel without cere-
mony before the victim could shake the water from its eyes.
That quality or mode of acquirement appears to be inherent
in this species of feathered brigand. A<? this quality is im-
planted by nature, I suppose it is all right, and although not
in accord with our system of justice, yet we find some hu-
man bald-pates in perfect syuipathy and practice with their
congeners, and many of them seem to occupy reserved seats
in the front row.
The beautiful little green-winged teal was an annual vis-

itor, arriving in October to participate in the bountiful feast
which nature provided for the feathered species, particular-
ly those of the aquatic classes. Here they reveled amid the
ripe seed falling from the wild oats and various other plants
indigenous to the locality. This beautiful little duck,
although quite numerous here on each returning autumn,
never congrearated in large flocks, either in flight or at rest.
They were clannish rather than social in their habits; I
seldom saw over fifteen or twenty assemble toaether. I have
frequently watched from a secluded spot their little assem-
blages and gazed with admiration on their brilliant plumage
and graceful evolutions, apparently indulging in social en-
joyment after suoplving their bodily requirements from
nature's prolific fields around them. Thfir annual sojourn
here was short, but it was during the beautiful season of
Indian summer, when the scene (in mv estimation) was
more fascinating than at any other time; the surrounding
landscape presenting a picture of matchless inanimate
beauty. The foliage crowning the adjacent forest, and also
the shrubbery and isolated trees alona: the margin, and inter-
spersed through this pocoson, painted as nature only can, in
all the colors of the rainbow, in conjunction with her nu-
merous species and families of animated productions, pre-
sented to the sportsman and ornithologist a picture enchant-
ing and ineffaceable.

Amid this magnificent scenery I have gazed with delight
(oblivious of passing time) upon the graceful and erratic evo-
lutions indulged in by a family or clan of this small but
magnificently clad fowl, the green-wineed teal, whose every
movement or change of position under the glistening rays of
the sun would present to the sight corruscations in conform-
ity with the various tints and colors of their splendid plu-
mage until we could imagine their drapery an aggregation
of jewels
On those occasions Iwould shelter myself in some secluded

spot, from which I could observe their movements entirely
unobserved by them. And when I wished to retire I would
cautiously creep from my concealment to avoid disturbing or
alarming them.
As I invariably carried my gun on these expeditions, no

doubt the mental question may present itself to some who
read this: "How many did you kill?" I have never yet
killed one of those beautiful little fowl which have afforded
me so much pleasure. If asked how many bald pates I
killed after watching (not with admiration) their piratical
operations, my answer might be somewhat different; but
modesty (that inherent quality universally prevalent with
sportsmen) admonishes me to beware of numerical state-
ments, thereby preventing some oflicious game warden from
insinuating that I was indulging in hyperbole—and perhaps
prove it on me.

In addition to those mentioned above, there were other
feathered visitors belonging to the ultra aquatic class of
water fowl, but time forbids me delineating further in that
branch. Within the precincts of this pocoson or feeding
resort could be found at that time all the grades and classes
forming a complete chain of connecting links between the
ultra water fowl and those living and feeding exclusively on
the land.

The different classes or grades relatively connecting the
extremes of the feathered race in one family were as numer-
.ous, and the gradient or change so slight between the
intermpdiate members, it was difficult to decide to which part
of the line of progression each belonged. In fact, there
were two classes, annual visitors in that vicinity, and I have
never been able to decide which part of the chain of connec-
tion they formed the links. Their visits were in the spring,
during the advent of immense schools of fish, with which
the rivers and creeks were plethoric, and which also consti-
tuted the principal food for these birds, the kingfisher and
fish hawk. Where to place them in the lex'con of orni-
thology I am unable to decide. At any rate, they were
there, obtained their food from the water, and were expert
divers, yet I never saw one swimming or resting on the
•water even momentarily. Their mode of capturing their
food is interesting and really exciting. As this communica-
tion is becoming lengthy, I will close with a description from
personal observation of the modus operandi of the fish hawk
in capturing its prey, with its exciting sequel, on this special
occasion.

While standing on the dike separating the pocoson from
Hunting Creek my attention was attracted by an unusually
large fish hawk slowly flopping along about 15 or 30yds.
above the surface of the creek, apparently oblivious of sur-
rounding objects, but evidently his vigilant eye was search-
ing every spot beneath for a suitable victim. When he had
marked his anticipated prey his previoHS sluggish movements
disappeared, and instantly his momentum was arrested and
suspended in mid air with outstretched wings and no evi-
dence of life except a slieht tremulous vibration of his pin-
ions. This position was maintained until his unerring eye
had measured the distance and range of his quarry

;
then,

swift as the lightning's^^flash, he plunged with closed wings

beneath the surface of the water, from whichhe emerged in a
few moments (yet I was somewhat alarmed for his safety),
when he arose with a struge-ling caotivp grasped in histalonn,
and with an air of triumph started in the direction of a dead
tree on the opoosite side of the creek, on which the fish
hawks frequently perched to enjoy their lunch, as it was iso-
lated and consequently could not be approached unseen
by their enemies. Alas! his anticipations of a quiet meal
were doomed to disappointment. He had proceeded about
halfwav across the creek, exerting himself to the utmost to
reach his destination, when he uttered a piercing scream and
vigorously exerted his power to escape some imminent
danger, the cftme of which I had not yet discovered. And
as it was the first time I had beard, when witnessing an in-
cident of this nature, such a piercing scream of alarm (which
was an interlude to the impending contest at the sequel). I
watched with intense interest for further developments.
Upon sweeping the horizon closely I discovered a dark snot
rapidly apm'oaching, which proved to be the unrelenting
enemy of the hawk, the bald eagle, which no doubt had
been watching the movements of the hawk from an elevated
perch until the time arrived to strike. From the moment
the hawk discovered the approaching winged conqueror he
made desperate attempts to escape by ascending in wide
circles, the eagle pursuing the same tactics. It was exceed-
ingly interesting to watch their gyrating movements until
the eagle srained the ascendant, when he plunged upon the
hawk, who in his terror abandoned his fish, for which the
eade plunged again with indiscribable velocity, secured the
falling fish in his talons before reaching the water, then
gliding away with inconceivable celerity made throuffh the
air one of those matchless ascending curves for which the
kinar of birds is celebrated, without flap of wing or flirt of
feather. .Iames Norkis.
Harfobd County, Maryland.

RECOLLECTIONS OF IOWA.—IV.
"Ab, happy hills; ah, pleasioj? .shade;

Ah, fields belov'd m vain,

Where once my careless childhood stray'd."

To those who have reached the crest of the hill from
whence they can survey the beginning and the end of the
journey of life, one of the sweetest pleasures is to sit down
and muse over the course they have traveled, and silently
contemplate the joys and sorrows, the pleasures and pains,
the successes and mistakes that stud its devious way. And
yet how prone we are to forget the miseries and remember
only the delights of our boyhood days. Some way the
clouds seem to have all floated away and left only the sun-
shine. Nature, for some occult reason, smooths the folds
of memory, making ns forgetful of wintry skies, dead
leaves, yellow grass, cut fingers and cold feet, and permits
us only to recall bright skies, pretty green leaves and grass,
birds, songs and happiness. Yes, "nature can soothe if
she cannot satisfy," and for this, if nothing more, she is
entitled to a first mortgage on our gratitude. Even in
those cases where pleasure and distress got so badly mixed
up that we were in doubt then as to which bad the better
of the other on the general proposition we find no room in
our hearts for doubt in after j^ears. Memory has digested
all the distresses and permitted pleasure to assimilate
them.

It was March, 1862. We had passed a hard winter, with
lots of cold, disagreeable weather. But now the leaden
clouds were floating away, the grass was timidly peeping
out from its cold bed, the bluebird was investieating the
condition of its last year's quarters, the ice in the streams
was breaking up, and the quack of the mallard and the
honk of the wild goose were heard in the land. I got down
.my shotgun, stuck a bottle of powder in one pocket, a bot-
tle of shot in another, a wad of paper and a box of caps in
another, whistled up old Cola—my bull retriever—and
struck out for Coon Kiver for ducks. I wanted to get
down the river two or three miles below Foster's, where I
knew that some spring branches put in, and where I was
sure that I would find plenty of ducks. Snow and ice
were still with us, and we took the center of the river to
expedite matters, and also for the advantage that it gave
us over any unsuspecting birds that might be puddling
along the banks. We had proceeded on our way a mile
or so when I began to realize that the ice was unsafe. It
seemed to be rotten, and disposed to quit business in that
niSck of the woods. I had taken but afew steps shoreward
when with a crack and a crash it broke and let me through.
The water was deep and verv cold, but I hung on to my

gun and put forth my most gallant efforts to get out. After
letting me through the cakes of ice had readjusted them-
selves, and when I came up I found myself under the ice.
I thought I would surely strangle before I found a place
that I could get my hand through to the surface, but I
found one and tilted the cake so that I could get my head
out. Then I tried to climb up, but the treacherous ice
cakes would modestly give way to my weight, tilt up and
let me down again. Eeallv I do not know how I did
manage to get out, but I did after a long time. And when,
half dead, I pulled myself up on the snowy bank, I still
liad my gun and ammunition. The powder was all right,
for it was in a corked bottle; and the caps were in a close-
fitting tin box. Thank fortune, neither powder nor caps
were any the worse for my ducking. My clothes were
freezing on me, and the question at once presented itself:
Should I go home? I felt that if I went home then my
condition would call for an explanation, which said expla-
nation would probably seriously aflfect my plans for the
future.

Old Cola had quietly slid ashore at the first intimation
of trouble, and, while powerless to render assistance,
seemed to be a deeply interested spectator, and ready now
to condole with me and ofier some good advice if I could
only understand him. And as a general proposition a boy
and his dog understand each other. If a boy and his dog
can't understand each other, who can?

I construed Cola's manifestations of pleasure as mute
suggestions that we go on with the hunt. He said as
plainly as could be said without words: "Pshaw! that little
ducking will not hurt you; you are too brave and manly to
let a little thing like that spoil all our sport; come on, let's
go on down the river and get some ducks." So we went
oif out to a grassy place among the trees where we were
somewhat sheltered from the wind, and I stripped ofi"

every dud, wmng them out as well as I could, dressed, and
,we proceeded on our way. We had good luck with the
mallards at the spring holes, and old Cola worked with

such unusual energy that I never lost a duck. Apparently
he wanted to show me that I had done just the right thing
in following his advice. We did not return home until
night, and when we did get home my clothes were per-
fectly dry, and I was comfortable and warm. One never
takes cold from such mishaps or exposures if they keep
their blood moving by proper exercise.

When I was a boy in Iowa there wasn't a day of the
year (except Sunday) that wasn't open season for some
kind of sport with rod or gun. And, as with all boya,
Sunday was open too if we could manage to give the old
folks the slip. The only close seasons were such as our
better natures suggested or felt disposed to recognize. We
fished from early spring to late autumn and then speared
the fish through the ice. We permitted the prairie chick-
ens to hatch their young without molestation, but com-
menced to shoot as soon as the young commenced to fly.
No thought of any kind of protection for Water fowl ever

came into our heads. Rabbits and squirrels were out-
lawed by common consent, but there was a tender spot in
all our hearts for poor little Bob White, Spring and
autumn the prairie lakes were fuU of water fowl that
sought refuge in the river during boisterous weather. And
there in the river was where I most delighted to hunt
them. And if I should undertake to tell of the countless
nupabers I killed it would sound too much like a fairy tale
to insure general belief. But, while I made some wonder-
ful shots, I never succeeded in scoring as many at one
shot as did my friend Mr. Baumgardner. He got twenty-
seven mallards at one shot.
Every autumn father and I would go with a covered

wagon up to the northwestern part of the county and
spend a couple of weeks or more with the water fowl, and,
of course, we had great sport. The country had begun to
settle up; and here and there were small patches of com,
which were, for the most part, appropriated by the cranes,
geese and ducks. And in these fields I had some of the
greatest sport of my life. The majority of these fields
were unfenced and therefore seldom harvested by their
owners. The cranes would come by thousands, alight on
the adjacent prairie and then walk over into the corn. By
the time they were ready to go on south there wasn't
much left of it, and it generally had the appearance of
having been torn to pieces by hogs. But if the owner
could manage to fence his little field the cranes were
"leary" and regarded it with suspicion as being some kind
of a trap.

I remember one fall we made our headquarters at Mr.
Francis's, up in Dallas township. There was a small field
of corn about two miles north of our camp which the
owner had fenced against the cranes, but the mallards
gathered there nights and mornings in countless numbers.
There was no house on it, only just a little, lonely prairie
field, and I jumped the claim so far as mallard" hunting
was concerned. Probably the owner would not have ob-
jected any way, for mallards, in such numbers as I found
there, were not calculated to increase his harvest to any
perceptible degree.
One evening as the sun was sinking in the west I took

my dog and gun and hurried away to my preserve, climbed
the fence, went out in the field a few rods, tied four hills
of corn together at the tops for a blind, and commenced
work. I kept the dog very busy bringing ducks until it

became too dark to shoot, and must have had forty or
fifty fine mallards. Then I hurriedly gathered up my
game, climbed the fence near the corner, and struck out
for camp. Now a prairie is much the same, no matter
which way you go, and while I could not observe any
strange or unfamiliar landmarks, it seemed to me that it

was a very long way back to camp and that the mallards
were unusually fat and heavy. It became dark, very dark;
but I kept on walking, and after a couple of hours became
painfully aware that in my hurry T had climbed out of
the field on the wrong side and was to all intents and pur-
poses lost. But I kept on walking, waded through prairie
ponds to my hips, alarming sleepy water fowl and now
and then starting some animal (presumably wolves) from
the long grass, and making myself obnoxious generally.
At last I discovered a light away off across the prairie

and made for it. Somewhere about 11 o'clock I reached it,

and found that it came from a settler's cabin on a little
patch of unfenced new sod; but the settler had a dog that
seemed to be savage and not at all disposed to let me ap-
proach. Finally the dog's unusual conduct brought the
settler to the door, and I inquired if he could tell me where
Mr. Francis lived. I felt my heart sink a little when he
replied, "Yas. about nine miles east o' here." Then I had
to ask him which way was east, and he came out and gave
me the general direction. I wanted to get to camp, for I
knew that the folks would be uneasy, and so I pulled on,
still hanging on to my ducks. And maybe you think they
were not heavy by this time.
After walking another hour or morel heard the faint

report of a gun away oflF across the prairie, which I an-
swered with both barrels. It wasn't very long before
father and Mr. Francis came riding up, and what a relief
it was to get rid of those mallards and astride of a horse.

The best squirrel hunt I ever had was one October day
in 1863. I had two chums by the name of Seth and Cicero
Dodge, who lived down in the forks of 'Coon about four
miles below us. The boys were hauling wood to town and
they told me that the woods down in the forks were alive
with squirrels, and that if I would go back with them that
evening they would, get their father to let them have the
next day off and we would have lots of fun. I went home
and got my No. 14 muzzleloader, plenty of ammunition
and my dog and went home with them. Father Dodge
had built a new frame house, but it was not large enough
to accommodate the family and any strangers, so Cicero
and I slept out in the old log house. I shall never forget
the scare we got that night. As boys will, we lay there a
long time discussing the various propositions that suggest
themselves to two boy chums who haven't seen each other
for some time. Along toward midnight we thought we
discovered the presence of somebody under our bed. To
make it more certain we distinctly heard the ticking of his
watch. We became uneasy, for the ticking of that watch
was regular and incessant. At last Cicero quietly slipped
out of bed, went over to the new house and called his
father, who came and investigated. Much to our chagrin
tlie old gentleman soon discovered that the cause of our
dread and forebodings was only a deathwatch at work in
an old log by the side of the bed.
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Tiiat night there was a severe autumn thunderstorm,
but next morning the clouds had cleared away and the
sun smiled down pleasantly. There never was a more
lovely morning than the morning of that bright autiimn
day when we three boys with our two muzzleloading shot-
guns and two cur dogs sallied forth after squirrels. Nature
seemed lavish with her jewels, for the raindrops, still

hanging to the leaves, in the bright sun looked like pure
white diamonds, and all animate nature seemed to appre-
ciate nature's pleasing display. Pheasants and quail were
in great abundance and the woods seemed to be fairly
alive with squirrels. I remember that we shot six fox
squirrels out of one old oak that stood in the edge of a lit-

tle cornfield. I never saw so many squirrels any one day
before or since. We brought home nearly sixty squirrels
and a number of pheasants and quail from that day's hunt,
which we thought pretty good work for thirteen-year-olds
armed and equipped as we were. Had we been ex-
perienced hunters armed with breechloaders, doubtless
we would have bagged a couple of hundred.

Then, as now, iny natural inclinations took me a-fishing
oftener than hunting. We had no trout, but there were
plenty of pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike, cats, bass and
gr>ggle-eyes. It seems to me that I can recollect distinctly
every fishing trip I ever took in all its minutest details.
Like all pioneer boys, I had to work; and fishing and
hunting trips were uncertain and limited. Of course I
could go any summer evening to the river and fish for cats
and goggle-eyes, but such trips Avere not entirely satisfac-
tory. So in order to get the kind of fishing I moat wanted
I used to enter into contracts with father at the first of the
week to do stipulated jobs, or what we called my "tasks,"
and what time I could earn by diligence and energy I might
appropriate at the close of the week and use -as I saw fit.

Sometimes I would earn all of Saturday, but oftener only
Saturday afternoons. My rods were ironwood saplings,
procured from the sidehill over by Miller's Branch, peeled
in the attic and allowed to season thoroughly. And they
were dandies too; generally about 16ft. long, light, tough,
and straight as rays of light. My lines were ordinary
chalk lines, as a rule. A Chinaman alwaj^s buys the big-
gest boots he can get for his money, and "l followed that
rule in buying hooks. My bait was shiners, chubs and
green frogs, procured from Butler's Branch, west of us.
And I generally had all these things in complete readiness,
so that when my task was finished there were no particu-
lar delays in getting to the river.

To recount my fishing exploits would simply be a repe-
tition of nearly every frontier boy's experiences; but now
as I think back over my forty years' fishing experience I
feel constrained to admit that I have never felt in my
maturer years the same thrills of pleasure with the split-
bamboo, salmon and trout that I experienced in my boy-
hood days with the iron wood, pike, pickerel and bass. I
probably commenced my angling career when about seven
years of age, maybe younger; and now that gray hairs and
"crow's feet" admonish me that the time is coming when
my angling will have to be done, if at all, on the other
side of^the great river, I look back to the good old days
with the pike, pickerel and bass as about the most pleas-
ant of my life. In those days we boys were all still-fish-

ers. There was none of the "wasteful stravagance" of
modern times—no "silver reel contrapshuns and shiny
fish poles dat run riot wid money." What boy of us then
ever thought of artificial flies?

Two miles above our house North Coon River divided.
One arm swept around to the east thirteen miles, coming
back to join the main river almost at our door. The other
arm came straight down and was dammed near its mouth
for milling purposes, furnishing a deep and extensive body
of dead water that abounded with the finest bass, pickerel
and pike. This, of course, belonged to myself and my boy
friends by right of continuous and undisputed possession.
At least our right was never questioned.

I remember one Saturday afternoon when I was about
ten years old—in fact if I should live a thousand years
that particular afternoon will never be forgotten—I had
gone to the slough with my bucket of minnows and three
ofmy best ironwood poles. I had securely planted one
of my poles (not rod, Mr. Cheney) in the bank above an
old submerged log where the water was probably 15ft.

deep. I remember that the line on this particular pole
was a brand new chalk line that Uncle Charley Roden-
baugh, the carpenter, had given me, and the bait was a
big green prairie frog hooked on in a way that was neither
cruel nor torturing to his frogship. I remember, too, of
thinking, as I started up the river to set another pole, that
that new chalk line and green frog ought to be able to
seduce almost any bass in the river.

Well, I had about got the second pole set when a glance
below sent such a thrill through me that I shook as if I
had an attack of the ague. I think that I covered the
intervening lOOyds. in about five seconds. At least my
short legs did their level best. The pole was bending
almost double and the new chalk line was cutting the
water into ribbons. I wrenched the pole from the soft
bank, got astride of it and the fight commenced in earnest.
Well, it was first boy, then fish; then fish, then boy; but I
got him. I did not "play" him much. The "playing"
was mostly on the other end of the pole. It was simply a
case of a boy's strength and grit against a fish's strength,
grit and cunning. The fish seemed determined to get
under the old log among a lot of limbs and roots that I
now for the first time observed, while I was equally de-
termined that he should not. He was a monster. He
looked like a bass, but his size made me very doubtful,
and I finally decided that he must be a buffalo fish.

While I was examining him and admiring the beautiful
proportions and the deep green of his back and sides,
Jake Van Meter, our miller (and by the way a very expert
fisherman), came along and propounded the usual question:
"What luck?" "Oh, not much yet," said I, "for I've only
just commenced, but I guess I've got a durned old buffalo,"
"A bufl'alo!" exclaimed Jake, "let's see him," He took

the fish and examined it intently for a moment, and then
turned to me and said: "My boy, you've got the biggest
black bass ever caught in Coon River."
Then my chagrin turned to pride, and if you ever saw

a young turkey walk in a stubble field you can imagine
how I walked back to my hooks. The basf weighed about
8|^lbs., and was indeed a large one for that river.

Well do I remember that afternoon's catch: Three other
bass of ^|;>Qiit W^igl+t mii, m<X tW9 PipHef§labQut 2ft,

There were two roads home: one was across the prairie
and through father's field, the other was via Main street.
Did I take the Main street road? Well, I wonder! So
most of the boys saw my catch, and I remember wishing
that every man, woman and child in the whole State of
Iowa could see it. Dear old Coon, sweet are thy memo-
ries!

''So nature deals with us, and takes away
Our playthings one by one, and by the hand
lioads us to rest so gently that we go,

Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay."

S. H. Gbeenm,
Portland. Oregon^

WILD ANIMALS OF NEW JERSEY.
Mr. Samtibl N. Rhoads contributes to the Procpcdings

of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadolphia
notes on New Jersey mammals based on personal experi-
ence had during three collecting tripsin the northern portion
of the State. In some cases he has added to his own obser-
vations those of people living in the localities named whose
te timony was considered thoroughly reliable.

"Trip No 1 was made during "the last week in Mav, 1893,
to Nolan's Point, Lake Hopatcorg, Morris county, collecting
being onnfined within a radius of three miles from Nolan's
Point Villa, on the east shore of the lake.

"The stcfnd trip in'cludfH a brief stay of fivp days during
the last week in August, 1898, at a place m ar Delaware Gap
elation, in the western corner of Warren county. Trapping
was res'tricted to a line of woodland and meadow connecting
a lake (Sunfish Pond) two miles distant with the farmhouse
in which I lodged, near Delaware Gap.
"The third and most successful trip covered a peri'"d of

three weeks, extending from the 6th to the 30th days of Octo-
ber. 1896 It included three stops of one week each ; the first

at Culver's Lake, Sussex county; the second at Unionville,
Orange county, N. Y , iuet across the northern boundary of
Sussex county, near the Walkill Valley; and the third at the
southern end of Greenwood Lake, in Passaic county.
"The lakes of New Jersey are numerous; Culver's Lake

and Long Lake together cover a consideral^le tract, and with
their surroundings of swamps and mountains form a natural
forest game preserve that is well worth the future attention
of the legislators of the State. At Lake Hopalcong, the lar-

gest of all, the country is less mountainous, and ihefauna and
flora shade somewhat into the Carolinian elements, but at
Greenwood Lake the western range of Greenwood Mountain
shows the most marked Canadian features noted in the State,
frequent swamps and hogs of while cedar, fir, pine, hemlock
and tamarack nestling among the depressions of the summits.
"The excursions of which the following pages form a

summary are part of the author's plan to make a compre-
hensive zoological survey of all the counties of New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, with special reference to mammalogy and
herpetology About half of this labor has been completed.
"ViRonsiA Opossum,—No specimens of opossum were

taken. Its rare occurrence at Greenwood Lake, where I was
informed by the hunters that two had been captured in the
last two years, is of interest as showing the presence of this
animal in the most boreal surroundings which the State
affords.

"Virginia Deer.—It has been many years since one of
these animals was killed in any of the localities visited. Sev-
eral are confined in a game preserve surrounding Sunfish
Pond, in Warren county, and a few in the Dalrymple pre-
serve, on the east side of Long Lake, in Sussex' county.
"Wapiti.—A hunter near Delaware Gap declared that his

grandfather, who 'killed the last elk shot in Pike county,'
Pa , stated that sometimes the hounds would drive both elk
and deer across the Delaware River onto the Kittatinny Moun-
tain. That the latter species has quite recently been known
to find temporary quarters in Sussex county on this account
is easily proved, and it is probable that in this manner the
wapiti bas either voluntarily or involuntarily become a mem-
ber of the New Jersey fauna within the present century.
"Varying Hare.— Once pretty numerous in the tamarack

swamps of northern New Jersey, this species now seems to
be exterminated, Mr, Larkin Hazen stated that he shot one
about SIX winters ago on Greenwood Mountain just across
the State line in Orange county, N. Y. They used to fre-

quent a small swamp near Culver's Gap, but I was unable to
find any trace of them there.

"Wood Hare.—No specimens of this common species
were secured. On this account I am unable to say whether
the sub-species transitmiaUs is found in northern New
Jersey
"American Beaver.—Num^'rous localities in northern

New Jersey are pointed out as the traditional sites of heaver
colonies. This animal was so early exterminated in these
places that I fouud it impossible to secure any data relating
to the time of their extinction.

'

'WooDCH PCK ; Ground Hog .—Very abundant on the Dela-
ware slope of the Kittatinny Mountain; less so in other locali-

ties named, except at Lake Hopatcong.
"Carolina Chipmunk.—Forty specimens, representing

every locality visited, show nearer atfinities to the Carolinian
than the Canadian form of our Eastern chipmunk. Those
from Delaware Gap are scarcely separable from southern
New Jersey examples, the Greenwood Lake aeries being
nearest to Z^'s^^?"! of Maine, but much darker. This an-mal
is very abundant in Warren, Sussex and Passaic counties,
but not so numerous at Lake Hopatcong.
"A temperature of 28° during my stay at Greenwood Lake

did not wholly silence them, though it greatly lessened their
activity and apparent numbers. Contrary to what 1 expected,
no really fat specimens were procured; and all seemed most
busily intent on gathering and storing acorns at a season
when they are generally supposed to go into their winter
sleep. About 20 per cent, of those taken had the tail short-
ened or injured in some manner.

' 'Carolinian Chickaree.—Numerous everywhere ; abun-
dant in the deeper evergreen forests,

"Northern Gray Sqdikrel.—Not common except in
the vicinity of Long Lake. Even the former existence of the
fox squirrel in northern New Jersey rests on such unreliable
evidence that I am unwilling to include it in this paper.
"Carolinian Flying Squirrel.—A female and three

young taken at Lake Hopatcong, and a male from near CuK
ver's Lake, show no tendency to gradation with the North-
ern am mal.

"Raccoon.—Not rare. A special objegt of sport among

"Canadian Otter.—The otter continues to exist in all

the more secluded bodies of water in the counties under con-
sideration. Specimens had been taken at Hopatcong, Cul-
ver's and Greenwood lakes within a year of my visits to
these places

"Southeastern Mmic—None of this species were seen.
The hunters everywhere reported them scarce.

"Carolina Weasel — Not common, and rarely becoming
whitf in winter, even at Greenwood Lake.
"NoRTHEKN Skunk.—Not having specimens, I am in-

duced to include the skunks of northern New Jersey under
the above name solely on geographical grounds. They are
fairly abundant in the region,
"American BiiACK Bear.—No bears were reported to me

as still existing in the localities visited. The recent killing
of hears at Port Jtrvis makes it possible that they occasion-
ally wander into the northwestern corner of Sussex county.
"Northern Gkat Fox.—Reported to be rare by hunters.

Outnumbering the rod species at Lake Hopatcong.
"American Red Fox.—Numerous in the rocky, moun-

tainous districts.

"American Timber Wolf —This destructive animal was
exterminated irom northern New Jersey so long ago that L
could obtain no definite data of its disappearance.
"Eastern Bay Lynx.—Not yet extfrminated in Sussex

and Passaic counties, but very rarely taken. I have been
unable to get any record of the Canada lycx for this region,
thouah it probably wandered thither in earlier times.
"Puma —The same remarks which I have previously

made regarding the wolf are applicable to this animal."

INSTINCT AND REASON.
1 II been very much interested in the recent arlich s in

Fokbst and Stkbam on the "Intercommunication of Ani-
mals," and am very glad that re earch has been turned in .

that dirtciion. The opinions of Rev Charles Josiah Adams
are especially interesting, as coming from a source from
which we usually look for nothing but opposition to scien-
tific lesf'arch. It has been assumed that man is the only
animal having possession of "reason," while the evidences of
intelligence shown by what are called "the brutes," or "the
lower animals," are set down to a sense called "instinct."
Now, I hold that the dividing line between the two faculties
is very hard to draw and define, and were I to attempt it it

would not separate man from the other animals in any way.
What is known as instinct I hold to be only "inherited

experience," and it is as manifest in the new-born child when
placed at its mother's breast as in any of the other mammals.
It is shown in all the actions of childhood and is plainly
visible in the desires which lead to the reproduction of the
spec es

.

-

On the other hand, the evidences of reasofi, of drawing dednc- j

tions from facts, of fitting means to ends, are so plainly visible

in almost if not quite all other animals, from the giant elephant
to the tiny ant, that we can only claim that we have reason
in a higher degree, and more fully developed, than the horse
or the dog I have been noting the actions of animals and
their evidences of reason all my life, and had I time to ret ail

them, and your readers patience to peruse them, I could fur-

nish a long list in corroboration of facts already given by
your other contributors. Two short examples will show
that the actions described in them could in no way he re-

ferred to what is known as instinct.

When a mere boy I had a cloth cap such as boys usually
wear, but of a rather bright brown color. One of my father's

horses conceived a particular antipathy to that cap, and if I
happened to wear it when I went to groom him he immedi-
ately twiched it off my head with bis teeth, and threw it

under his feet. If I wore a straw hat or any other cap, he
took no notice of them, but he had evidently made up his
mind that he would not have that cap thrust in his face.

Some thirty years ago, or rather more, I had a bull ter-

rier—not one of the dogs now known by that name, but a
cross between a bull dog and a Scotch terrier, with the broad
head, "whopper-jaw" and bowlegs of the one, and the
rough, wiry coat of the other. He was as homely a brute as
one often sets eyes on, but as intelligent and affectionate as
he was ugly. He would take a tramp by the leg of his
trousers and walk him out of the front gate in short order,

if he found one in the yard; but I never knew him to hurt
one, his looks were usually suffleient, and they never offered

resistance. All the while he was very fond of me and of

my wife and children, with whom he was a great pet, and
he usually stayed around the house, though he would some-
times go over the river to my office with me, and lie under
my desk while I wrote my letters.

Now, one day, when I went home to dinner, Grip was
trotting about in the front yard, and what was my astonish-

ment to see him go to the door, stand up on his hindfeet,

take the knob of the door bell in his teeth, and deliberately

ring the bell for admission. What was there instinctive

about that? If it was- not pure reason, I never saw any
shown by any action.

I will not occupy space by further instances, but merely
say that when we revise our ideas of the "plan of creation"

and accept the doctrine of evolution, we shall come to the
conclusion that the difference in the intellectual faculties of

man and the other animals is one of degree only and not of
kind.

Now, as to intercommunication among animals, I know
dogs can talk, for although I cannot understand what they
say, 1 can distinguish very different tones in the inflection of
their voices or "barks" on different occasions. One of my
sisters who lives quite near me, in the old homestead, has a
Skye terrier who is very fond of me, and knows my footstep,
and always greets me with a vociferous salutation whenever
I go over to see her.

If she is not down in the lower part of the house when I
go in he goes to the foot of the stairs and barks in a very-

different tone from his first greeting of "Good morning,"
and if she does not come down at once he goes up to tell her
that I have called. This has been repeated so often that she
knows as well as I do whenever I come in the door.
Another instance of dog language I noticed some years

since, when 1 lived at the other end of the village, in a house
from which I was "burned out." My next neighbor
on the same side of the street was Livingston Stone, well
known to the readers of Forest and Stream, and he
owned a black and tan collie, not very large, but very wiry
and pugnacious. My opposite neighbor, now dead, Mr.
Paris, owned a white and tan collie, a much larger dog, but
not so quarrelsome, and the two had several battles for
supremacy, in which the larger dog was always whipped,
until be got so that he would not appear in the

mm. street witbout hia master, dad if h§ wftot^d Iq
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fro up town alone always went round the back way!
Now J have seen the black and tan come out the gate,
plant himself "on his hurdles," as the Scotch say, in
the middle of the road, with his nose pointed to the other
house, and commence a series of shoit, sharp barks,
somewhat varied in intonation, which he kept up until he
got tired, and the other dog not showing himself, trotted
back into his own gate with a supremely satisfied air. He
was as evidently challenging the white and tan for a fight,

and perhaps calling him a coward and blackguarding him
generally, as anything could be; and it got so far, and pro-
duced such "trouble in the families." that Mr. Stone wisely
sent his dog out of town to a farm that he owned in Dablin,
at the base of Monadnock Mountain.
The facts of small dogs calling in big ones to avenge a

whipping is too well known to need repetition here; but
besides the cases of conversation between dogs and horses,
of which I have noticed many instances, I feel quite sure that
I have known a pricked trout, to warn his companions in the
hole, and the crow "town meetings" I have seen are innu-
merable. I watched one from behind a rail fence, about ten
yea,rs ago, for nearly an hour, and there was evidently im-
portant buriness going on, and if 1 had not got tired and dis-

turbed them I might possibly have found out what it all

meant. Von W.

COYOTE CLASSIFICATION.
It is not very long ago that Dr. Merriam startled us by

increasing the number of species of bears known to inhabit
North Arnerica from three to thirteen or thereabouts. We
were just recovering from the shock inflicted by his paper
OH that subject when a copy of another paper, entitled
"Revision of the Coyotes or Prairie Wolves, with Descrip-
tions of New Forms,'" comes to hand.
In this last Dr. Merriam announces that be finds among

the coyotes three well-marked groups, containing no less

than eleven geographical forms, inhabiting western North
America, from the plains of the Saskatchewan to the south-
ern end of the table land of Mexico, and from the prairies of
the Mississippi valley to the Pacific coast. To those who
have always believed that a coyote was a coyote, and noth-
ing more, this is certainly a startling announcement, and one
which will lead to a closer scrutiny of all individuals be-
longing to the small wolf tribe than has hitherto been given.
It has long been a well-recognized fact among hunters and
trappers and wolfers that there are greater or less diflierences

in the coyote skins which come under their observation ; but
these differences have been usually attributed to individual
variation, although we have heard hunters talk about hy-
brids between coyotes and foxes, and between coyotes and
gray wolves. The red ears of some coyotes have often been
referred to as indicating mixed ancestry, but it appears, ac-
cording to Dr. Merriam, that there is a distinct type of
coyotes which always has red ears.

The author holds that while wolves hunt in packs and fol-

low moving herds, and in winter often perform regular
migrations and roam irregularly over large tracts of country
in search of food, yet these movements have geographical
limitations, as is proved by the constancy with which particu-
lar geographical forms are found within particular areas.

The snow-white Arctic wolf, for example, never reaches the
northern border of the United Stales, no matter how severe
the winter, and the red wolf of Texas is unknown on our
northern plains. In the case of the coyote Dr. Merriam's
studies go to show that except in winter, when migratory
journeys take place, the distances traveled by individual
wolves are not sufficient to prevent the various species and
sub-species from conforming to the faunal zones.

Dr. Merriam separates the coyotes into three groups, of
which the first, known as the Latrans group, inhabits the
upper Sohoran and Transition zones and the southern edge
of the Boreal. The second, known as the Fmstror erroup, in-
habits the lower Sonoran of Texas and probably Oklahoma
and Indian Territories, the table land of Mexico at least at
its southern part and the Peninsula of Lower California.
The third, called Microdon group, inhabits the arid tropical
belts of both coasts of Mexico and the lower Rio Grande
region of Texas, as well as the lower Sonoran desert of
Arizona, Nevada, Utah and Califcrnia.

Oanis latrans is the largest of the coyotes and has the
largest teeth. 0. fruslror and its allies are of medium or
rather large size, and have somewhat smaller teeth; while G.
inicrocbn and its relatives are smaller and have very much
smaller teeth,

The Birds of New Jersey.*
Undek this title Mr. Charles A, Shriner has compiled and

the New Jersey Fish and Game Commissioners have pub-
lished a handsome octavo volume, with thirty-one full-page
illustrations prepared expressly for this work, and made
either from specimens mounted for that purpose or taken
from the American Museum of Natural History in New York
city. The introduction thus explains the purposes:
"The object is the famiharizing of the every-day citizen,

unused to scientific terms, with the habits and economic im-
portance of the birds of the State of New Jersev. The
study of ornithology, as suggested in books treating on the
subject, is one attended with difliculties sufficient to dampen
the ardor of even the more than willing student. The lono-
and high-sounding names used in the scientific nomenclature
—which even Latinizes common English words—the many
divisions into families and species, and the disputes of
authors as to what particular family a certain bird be-
longs to, have undoubtedly in the past deterred many
from following a study in itself so interesting and useful. In
the present treatise the author has avoided all scientific terms
aud designations, and has endeavored to foster a better ac-
quaintance between the human family and its feathered
triends without necessitating the medium of protracted study
on the part of those who would like to know more about the
birds around us. For the advanced student this book wiU
be of no value, for in it will be found no learned disquisi-
tions pertaining to the higher phases of ornithology; it simply
purports to tell in plain language suflicient about the habits
of birds to indicate their value to mankind and by plain de-
scriptions to facilitate identification. The bobolink, with its
variable plumage and merry song, is an object of' interest,
but that interest will be minimized to a great many when
they are told that the first thine: of importance to know
about the bobolink is that he is a DoUchonyj) ori/svorus of the
family of ieteridae: Scientific classification has its manifold
uses, but there is something so deterrent about it to the aver-
age reader that it has been wholly eschewed in the present
publication. A knowledge of the value of birds can be ob-
tained without it.

"The number of birds in New Jersey, which either remain
here all the year or whose visits are more or less prolonged
during certain seasons, is very large, and a comprehensive
treatise on all of them would make a ponderous volume.
The endeavor of the author in the present work has been to
deal with them in accordance with their importance; the
transient visitor, who merely straggles into the State from ad-
joining territory, or who remains only long enough to secure
rest and food to supply strength for further travel, has not
been considered worthy of the attention to be devoted to him
who remains with us at all seasons, or whose sojourn is long
enough to awaken in us either an interest in his habits or a
desire for his return."

Adirondack Wolves.
Clayton, N. Y., March IS.—Editor Forest and Siremn:

Inclosed you will find a clipping that I cut out of a Water-
town paper, relating how Charley Adams, an Adirondack
guide, had a desperate encounter with a dozen wolves, and
barely escaped with his life;

Adams fired and killed one of the -wolves. Tten he did a very in-
discreei thing. He pushed forward to the pack, firing twice as he
struggled through the snow on the frozen surface of the lake. A^s
soon as he came in sight the wolves made a concerted rush at him.
Adams for the first time realized his peri]. He fired twice in rapid
succession on the oncoming animals. Then he clubbed his rifle. Ic
was only by the most desperate fighting that he was able to keep
them from doing him serious injury. Finding his rifle using up his
energy in his attempts to employ it effectively, he threw it as^ide, and
drawing his hunting knife fought with the fiiry of a man who knows
his hfe is at stake. He stabbed and slashed tha snarling, barking,
biting wolves repeatedly Fpw did he cut badly enough lo incapaci-
tate for fighting. Finding his strength failing, Adams began to call
loudly for help. Fortunately for him, some lumbermen wbo were
taking a short cut through the woods to the camp heard his cries.
They rushed to his assistance and drove off the em-aged wolves.

Adams, bleeding from a score of long, ugly scatches and several
usly bites, was carried to bis lodge. One of <he loggers, who knew a
bit about medieme, dressed his woxmds and made him comforrable.
Adams says that in all the years he has tramped about the Adiron-
dacks he never had an adventure equal to his esrperience with the
wolves.

Now I'd like to ask, through your valuable paper, if any
of your readers can give any information as to when the last

wolf was killed in the Adirondacks. I have hunted in and
near that vicinity for the past six years, and have talked with
all well-known guides and hunters who make the northern
part of Herkimer county their grounds, and, with one excep-
tion, I fail to find any one who believed there are vs^olves in
any part of the Adirondack woods. Two years ago I was
talking with Erwin Ackerman, a well-known guide of that
whole vicinity, and he said that he had seen two years before
several animals which he took for wolves while crossing the
plains near the line of Herkimer and St. Lawrence counties.

H S. J,

[The Charley Adams wolf story appeared originally in one
of the New York city sensational papers, and no credence
whatever is to be given to it.]

Breeding Black Foxes.

Macomb, 111., March 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

send you a photo of a black los sent to me by J. E. Knight,
of Boothbay Harbor, Me , who has charge of these foxes on
the island. The company imported thirty from Alaska and
only seven of them lived to reach Maine. These foxes were
brought from an island in Alaska where a company is

breeding them. There were only sixteen hundred black fox
pelts sold in London last year, and fifteen hundred of them
came from Alaska. These pelts are worth $100 apiece.

The black fox and the silver gray have got badly mixed in

that country and it will take some time to breed the gray
out so that the breeders will have the pure black fox.

Should this importation prove successful I have no doubt
that more islands on the Atlantic coast will be stocked with
these valuable animals. W. O. Blaisdell,

* "The Birds of New Jersey." Compiled by Tbarles A Shriner
State Genae and Fish Protevior, PatersoB, N. j. Pncefir

Mr. Knight wrote to Mr. Blaisdell under date of Feb. 15:

"I have been out on the island the past few days. Our
number seems to he good ; I think we have the addition of
only one litter of last season, with better prospects for this

season. They have made themselves good homes, which of
course they did not have when they were put on there one
year ago last November. It was a strange country to them,
and I fancy they did not do as well as they will in time to
come. They are in good order and very lively. 1 have
thought of rabbits many times, but it would be quite an un-
dertakiog now to get the island stocked with them, as the
foxes would kill the young so fast. This winter I have
killed old horses for them. They are about to commence
breeding, and when the young come along the first or middle
of May we shall have lots of fish then for them. The island
has more or less live food on its shores, such as mussels. We
have something like 100 acres well wooded, and I see no rea-

son why the foxes will not do well after they once get
started."

Migrations of Bears.
Macomb, 111.. March 23.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have read M Hardy's article on the migrations of animals
and birds with great interest. If any man in the country
knows the habits of them it is M. Hardy; for he has spent
a lifetime among them. He is correct about bears migra-
ting. When I was a small boy I heard my father say he
saw seven beai's cross the stream on Jogs at East Orland, Me.,
in one day. I asked him why he did not shoot them. He said
it was on Sunday. He was one that believed no one would
ever get to the happy hunting grounds even if they shot a
bear on Sunday. Will M. Hardy give us his opinion what
has become of the wild pigeons that used to be so numerous
from Maine to Arkansas twenty or thirty years ago? I have
written to Arkansas, Indian Territory, Red River and
Arizona, but cannot get any trace of these fine game bkds.
Some three years ago two were killed in this county, and I
understand there was a flock seen in New York State last
year. W . O. Blaisdell.

What Becomes of the Moose Horns.
Cdmbbrland County, Nova Scotia.—As all of our big-

game sportsmen know, the moose loses his antlers annually

;

the older moose lose theirs about Jan. 1, while the younger
ones carry theirs tiU about the middle of March. When a
new set begins to grow and while growing they are covered
with a kind of hair, and the horns are then "in the velvet."
This velvet they chafe off by hooking small trees in alder
swamps, where they stay most of the summer, and by the
middle of August the velvet is all gone from the horn ; then
it stops growing.

Last winter i found a set of antlers dropped a short time
before, and this fall, being in the same locality, I had the
curiosity to see what had become of the horns. After a
pood deal of search, at last I found a piece of bone from next
he pfeuU P.bput the si^e of a goose egg and about the same

shape. On examining the surroundings I soon discovered
that the squirrek and porcupines had regular roads to the
horn,_from which they had had many a good meal. This is

why it is that although thousands of sets of horns have been
dropped in pa.st years there are so few fouod.

1 am very sorry to see that the law prohibitory to shoot-
ing cow moose in Nova Scotia has been repealed, as from
my observations I am able to state with certainty that the
moose have increased very much in the interim Some of
our sportsmen said that there were not bulla enough for the
eows^ This shows how very little they know of the habits
of the moose, and should one doubt me Jet him follow a big
buck as long as the writer did a short time ago. I struck
this noble fellow's track in the morning and never let up till

dark; all of the time he was traveling up wind and bad
picked up four cows then and was still looking for more,
with the four cows after him.
The usual way of ascertaining the age of the moose is by

the number of prongs or points to his antlers—that is, should
he have five points on one side and four on the other he will
probably be four years old. Moose Shank.

The Mystery of the Candles.
Frederictox,- N. B.— A.U odd experience befell Mr.

Hunter during his return from a hunting trip to the settle-
ment last fall. Onfi evening he left a candle burning on the
table in the Forty-Niue-Mile Camp while he went out to the
hovel to look after his horses. To his surprise when he re-
turned to the camp the candle was not only extinguished,
but could nowhere be found! Mr. Hunter is not entirely
free from the influence of those wild, weird legends peculiar
to the backwoods of the Miramichi, especially those that
relate to a fabulous monster known as "the Dungarvon
Hooper." He lit another candle, however, and again went
out to attend to his team. When he came back to the camp
he found that the second candle had vanished as mysterious-
ly- as the first! This was a severe blow to Mr. Hunter's
peace of mind, but ho pulled himself together and examined
the camp thoroughly to see if some practical joker was not
concealed about the premises. Finding no trace of anything
in human form, he placed his third and last candle on the
table, stood his axe within easy reach, and awaited develop-
ments. In a few minutes a flying squirrel hopped in the
door, boldly mounted the table aud knocked over the candle,
thus extinguishing the flame. He started for the door with
his booty, when Mr. Hunter took a hand in and put the little

rascal to flight. Can any of the readers of Forest and
Stream give evidence of any other animal known to them
that has no fear of a lighted candle? Prowler.

Snakes about New "Fork City.

In the recently published "Abstract of the Proceed-
ings of the Linnaean Socipfy of New York, for the Years
1895 and 1896," Mr. R. L. Ditmars priats a list of the snakes
found within fifty miles of New York city, and, together
with brief descriptions of the species, gives notes on their
local distribution and habits which might prove interesting
to collectors. From this list we learn that sixteen species and
sub-species of snakes are found within the boundaries men-
tioned, but that many of them are becoming quite scarce.
We are told that the brown snake is quite common in rocky
portions of the Central Park, as is also the garter snake.
Venomous snakes are the copperhead and the black rattle-

snake. The first of thesfi is common ou the PaUsades, and
has been recorded in Putnam, Westchester and Duchess
counties, New York. The rattlesnake is found in Putnam,
N. Y., near the Hudson River, and occurs also in Connecti-
cut. It is said that a few are fouod annually in the central
part of Long Island. All the localities nimed are within
the fifty mile limit. Within the past two or three years we
have several times seen garter snakes, and on one occasion a
hog-nosed snake, on Manhattan Island south of Fort Wash-
ington.

The Mong^oose in the Hawaiian Islands.

The result of introducing the mongoose into the Sandwich
Islands is told in a letter written by the Commissioner of
Agriculture and Forestry to Consul-G-eneral Ellis Mills:
"The mongoose was first introduced into this country

about fifteen years ago. Previous to the introduction of the
mongoose, the planters suffered severely from the depreda-
tions of the rats in the cane fields. At times whole fields of
cane were utterly destroyed, and at all times much damao-e
was done. The mongoose soon changed this state of affairs.

In one year after the introduction of ihe mongoose hardly a
stick ot rat- eaten cane could be found. The plague of rats
is now ended and we have tbe mongoose,, who, although he
loves poultry, has never been so destructive to them as were
the rata.

"The mongoose are easily caught and one or two terrier
dogs will keep a large premises clear of them.

"In 1898 a law was passed by the Legislature forbidding
the introduction, keeping or breeding of mongoose on the
Hawaiian Islands. A sum of $1,000 was set apart to be ex-
pended by the Minister of the Interior in the payment of a
bounty of not to exceed aS cents per head for each mongoose
destroyed on the island of Oahu. This bounty only applied
to the island of Oahu, the mongoose being considered a
necessary evil in the cane districts of the other islands.
None of the bounty has been paid, as no one has ever
applied for it."

The Coming^ of the Birds.

SATJ1.T Stb, Marie, Out., March 1^.—Editor Forest and
Stream: The first robin arrived here this morning with a
gale from the southeast and rain. He looked pretty well
used up, and I guess it was the unlawful doings in the
United States ou the 17th that made him seek a more law-
abiding community. Algoma.

Augusta, Me., March 2o.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Here are a few signs of spring from this section of the coun-
try: So far March 33 was the warmest day we have had
this year, and on that day I saw a robin near the hou?e. He
was singing loudly, as if happy to get back again. A friend
of mine reported that on Marcti 22 he saw a robin and a blue-
bird. Bluebirds were very scarce here last year. The first
flock of geese on its northern flight that has been reported
this spring was seen March 23. There were about sixty in
the flock, flying very low, and they probably spent the night
near by. Cushnoc.

CHAitLBSTOWN, N. H., March 29.—Spring is coming!
Saw the first pair of robins yesterday afternoon, though Mrs.
W. thinks she heard some three days ago, before the last
storm. Thawing by day, freezing Rt night, good "suo-ar
weather" aaci maple sap running.
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A PLEA FOR MODERATION.
In the following paraoraplis I am about to present in Or

new liglit a most time-honored custom of sportsmen, well

aware that my opinions will oflppnd many a true gentleman

to whom usage is law. I beg him to realize that the shoot-

ing traditions which T attack had then- rise in times when
usage sanctioned many excesses now outgrown; that while

it is no longer, for instance, considered gentlemanly to lie

drunli daily under the dinner table, the custom of unbridled

slaughter of ducks, rail, gallinaceous birds, etc., continues

inexplicably in vogue, this too in the face of threatened ex-

termination of the game. Yet drunkenness has diminished

without the agency of any corresponding menace.
The time has come for sportsmen to decide whether they

will seal the doom threatened to game by wholesale slaugh-

ter, cold storage, etc. , and go on making "the highest possible

*'bags," protected from open shame by the fact that they are

all in one boat in this matter; or begin now, before it is too

late, to practice in shooting and fishing the moderation which
chai-acterizes the gentleman in all other walks of life. He
would feel himself a confessed boor if he gulped down
madeira or port by the quart, yet he calls it '-sport" to "bag"
100 exquisitely beautiful fellow beings in one day, and gen-

erally without a glance at tbeir beauty, as each new victim is

ossed into the pile.

What earthly claim to any target more sensitive than a

clay-pigeon has the man who rates his day's sport by the

number without any limit of birds shot. He could enjoy

the fresh air or ihe 'landscape as well while shooting at his

coal tar targets.

The pleasure of getting a very few birds by delicate co-

operation with a good dog or a long stalk, giving one time

to feel the beauty of his wild .«urrounding8, to realize his

kinship to the fox and hawk, with the growing excitement

when he sees his chance approaching—these are hislegiti

mate delights, not to be spoken of in the same day with the

coarse joys of the fashionable bagmaker.
A still more legitimate joy is that which the naturalist

or artist feels when beholding safe in his hand at last the

wonderful charms of a new bu-d or quadruped—beauties

only to be studied from a specimen held in the hand. Yet
it would be askine too much to demand that only naturalists

should be allowed to shoot and fish, though the fact faces us

all that the sportsman who sees the terrible effect of cold

storage Ipgislation must school himself at once to a much
more refined sport, to four birds a morning instead of forty;

to taste his sport as he would his wine. Then would he
more truly deserve the name of gentleman, and also the

game migrht last.

It is futile to hope to avert the baleful workings of whole-

sale slaughter and cold storage, that unforeseen monster

which has arisen in the bird lover's path. God grant that it

prove not quite so hopeless to summon gentlemen to do their

part.

The self-styled sportsman denounces the large bags of the

pot-hunter, and his snares and set lines Yet in cases where
the grounds are free to both, it is plainly the pot-hunter, with
his living to get, who is most excusable.

The fact that there can always be game of the half domes-
ticated kind in preserves offers little comfort to those for

whom true sport lies, first of all, in its being a return to the

romantic and primitive. Abbott H. Thatek.

HOURS IN A BLIND.—IV.

(Continued from page SiS.)

The Dogs and their Work.

The dogs used in this gunning are Chesapeake Bay dogs,

brown or tan in color, and with coats long or short, straight

or curly. They are admirable water dogs, and those which
are well trained do work that is really marvelous.

To me these dogs look like the pure bred Newfoundlands
which we used to see years ago. before the Newfoundland
had been crossed with the rough St. Bernard, to give him
the size which is regarded as essential for show nurposes, T

know that it is often said that the Chesapeake Bav dogs are

a breed formed by crossing the Irish water spaniel with the
Newfoundland, but I can see in the specimens that have
coriie under my eve no trace of water spaniel character, ex-

cent perhaps color, and every mark of Newfoundland.
Even the color is not that of the spaniel, for we know that

the orieinal Newfoundland was often tan colored. .or had
tan points. The very small ears, the broad head, the short

muzzle, the lack of feather on legs and abundantly feath-

ered tail—the whole ensemile of the animal, in fact—to my
mind point back to a-Newfoundland ancestry much purer
than anvthing we are in the wav of seeing nowadays.

I prefer to believe the tradition which relates that the
Chesapeake Bay dogs originated from two puppies rescued
from a sinking ship which had sailed from Newfoundland
and brought to Baltimore, and that these dogs are New-
foundland dogs of the old type, than which no more faith-

ful, intelligent and vigorous breed ever existed. It may be
that the race has not been kept pure, yet I think it has; for

we see them generation after generation showing the same
physical characteristics, the same splendid courage and en-
durance, and the same intelligence and love for the water.

I am told by a friend that these dogs can readily be
trained to work to the gun in upland shooting, and that
when so taught they display unexcelled nose and bird sense,

and I regard them as most valuable dogs, and wonder that
a breed so valuable has been so neglected.

The amount of work that these dogs will perform is very
surprising. From just after sunrise until sundown, in cold,
blusterinsr weather, they will bring the ducks, swimming
perhaps 75 or 100yds. for each one, or hunting through the
thick cane for those that have fallen on the marsh. Often
each trip to bring a duck is made in part over soft mud,
through which the dog must wallow, as it is too thick for
swimming and yet too soft for walking ; often the ice must
be broken for a long distance to get to the bird ; often the
ice is too weak to support the dog, who breaks throush
every little while, and then must laboriously and carefully
clamber out on the breaking ice in pursuit of a cripple
which is moving along toward a distant marsh or toward
open water.

I have often seen a dog bringing a bird over thin ice lie

down on bis belly with widely spread forelegs and drag him-
self along inch by inch, thus spreading his weight over as

great a surface as possible so as to avoid breaking through.

Then, when a place was reached where the ice was stronger.

he would carefully rise to his feet and trot alona: until the

yielding ice again warned him that he must use especial

care. In a case where several trials had shown a dog that

the ice would not bear him, and that it was a waste of time

or him to try to travel on it, T have seem him advance by
bounds, springing out of the water and comintr down with
all his weight on the ice, thus breaking a lane through it to

the bird. In this pai'ticular case the dog's stifles were so

bruised by continual blows against the sharp edges of the ice

that next day he was extremely sore an.d lame in both hind-

legs.

Another bit of ice work done by another dog seemed to

me to show great intelligence. A bird had been shot high

in the air and had fallen h-^avily on thin ice 4nyds. in front

of the blind. It had gone through the ice and did not reap-

pear. Tbe dog sent out seemed disposed to cross the ice to

the opposite marsh, but. called back, found the hole throuerli

which the duck had gone, but not the duck, though it was
evident that he smelt it. He made several casts about tbe

hole, but did not catch any scent, and then wpnt back toward
the hole, but when 3 or 4ft. from it stopped, looked at the

ice and iDeean to scratch. In a moment or two he had made
a small hole through the thin and soft ice, and, quickly en-

larging it, put his mouth down into the water, nulled out

the duck, and brought it to shore. I believe his finding the

duck—^which bad evidently had life enovigh to swim a little

way under the ice—was pure accident; he happened to see

it; but his digging the hole in the ice showed wisdom.
These dogs have keen noses. They follow unerringly the

trail of a duck through the thick cane, and can trail a crip-

pled duck that has gone ashwre on the marsh to the spot

where he landed by the scent that his body leaves on the

water. I have seen this done many times. They under-

stand perfectlv the live decoy ducks, and swim to and fro

past them without in the least regarding them, though the

decoys do not seem to like it if the dog comes too close to

theni, and splash and quack at a great rate until he has

gone by.

If properly trained, I imagine that these dogs are the best

retrievers in the world; but often they are not well

trained. Some dogs will bring the duck to shore and then

drop it, leaving the boatman to go out and bring it to the

blind; others, after bringing them ashore, will bite their

birds badly, or will carry them into the marsh and leave

them there. I have heard of a dog that got tired and re-

fused to go for his birds; but, being forced to go out, swam
back to the marsh with the bird, carried it into the cane,

and after being gone a long time returned to the blind with
his paws and nose quite muddy. A search in the marsh by
the boatman revealed the fact that he had carried the duck a

little way in from the shore, and had then dug a hole and
buried it so completely that only one wing and the legs

showed above the earth that he had heaped on it.

These dogs, like any others, require careful handling by a

judicious trainer, and in addition, as they are great, strong

"animals, they require a great amount of work. A properly

trained dog, however, is an indispensable adjunct to the

point shooter, and will save him a great number of birds in

a season. Couples,
[to be concldbed.]

EXPERIENCES WITH STUMP BEARS.
Editor Fm-est and Stream:

I enjoy reading your paper very much. I find it both in-

structive and amusing; and when I read the article on
stump bears it reminded me of my experience with one

more than sixty years ago.

At that time bears were quite plenty in Vermont. "We
often saw their tracks in the back meadow. One day I

started to find the caVes and drive them home. It was after

sundown and getting quite dark. I began to think about

bears, and as I came to a stockyard fence T got a stake to

fight with, if necessary. I walked on. "There be is—yes.
there is a bear sure, just at the edge of the brush!" I had
not found the calves yet, and couM not think of leaving

them for the bear to feast on through the night, so I walked

up to Mr. Bruin—I would either kill him or drive him off.

When I was within 1.5ft. of him I knew it was a bear, I

could see his eyes shine; but just before I was near enough
to strike I saw it was a stump, black, of course, leaning

toward me, -with two spots of snow on the top about fiin.

apart for the eyes. I soon found the calves and drove them
home. I got out of that scrape much better than one of our

neighbors, who met a bear as he was going home one night.

It was this way: Seventy-five or eighty years ago, when
the country was new "up in Vtrmont," where I lived, the

neighbors would have logging bees, to help one another in

clearing off the land. Mr. Gordon had a very nice lever

made of ironwood, which he always carried to roll logs with,

and as he was returning home one evening he saw a bear

close by the path, standing un with outstretched arms all

ready to give him a hug. Mr. Gordon was a man who would
not turn out for anything, so he walked up to the bear, swung
his lever and struck with all the power he had. Oh! how
that hurt—the man—not the bear. It proved to be a birch

stump burnt black with the bark hanging off on each side,

representing the bear's arms. Mr. Gordon said it did seem

to him that his shoulders were put out of joint.

Some of your readers may laugh at the idf-a of stump
bears; let them laugh.. I would like to know whether they

would have the courage to walk up to one. It takes just as

much courage to walk uu to a stump bear as it does to face

a real live black bear, and when I say this I know what 1 am
talking about, for I have been there; yes, I have faced a

large black bear in a pasture lot.

This was the way of it : I was plowing in a back lot. A
neighbor came to me (all out of breath from running) and

said, "Take my gun and head that bear,"

"Where is he?"
"He went into Mr. Pelsue's woods."
I knew the bear would go for the mountain when he left

the woods. There was a large sheep pasture between the

woods and mountain; so I ran high up on the side hill and
looked on the south side of the woods There was no bear.

I turned and looked on the west side. There was the bear

just out of the woods. I had plenty of time to walk back
and be ready to meet him as he came up the bank through

the small grov^. He only showed his head, dodged back
and turned to run by me. Soon he came in sight again,

now broadside. I took a fine sight and pulled trigger, but
no report; it did not break the cap; so I pulled back the ham-
mer and tried again ; this time there was a report, and as the

ball struck the bear he turned round, showing his teeth and
snarling. I did not have any ammunition to reload the

rifle, so I started to break it over the bear's head, but he
made good his escape before theiOther hvujters got near

enough for a shot. He was the largest bear I ever saw.

His track in the mud measured 7x9in. Tbe rifle I had was
a muzzleloader And rhjad .been loaded a month for a chip-

munk. II i -r _ - . .

I am now eighty years old. but I would like another such
chance with a bear and to have our Winchester. I would
say, "Bruin, you will stop with me."

I go to the Adirondacbs every year now and enjoy catch-

ing the brook trout as well as I did when I was a boy. I

often catch more than younger men of the nart/v.

R 0. Allen,

A MINNESOTA GAME PRESERVE.
Peobablt there are not a thousand men out of the entire

population of the thriving city of St. Paul, Minn., who could

tell whether or not there was anv truth in +he rumor, occa-

sionally heard, that President James J. Hill, of the Great

Northern Railroad, is the owner of a game preserve where
buffalo, elk and other large game animals are kept. Prob-

ably not one man out of twenty whom one would meet and
question regarding this game preserve could guess within a
county or a State of its whereabouts, even had he ever heard

,of its existence. This in the city of St. Paul, within twelve

miles of which exists this preserve, one of the most consid-

erable of those of the United States, and perhaps the largest

acd most remarkable one west of the Alleghany Mountains.

Tbe uncommunicative nature of the owner, and bis intense

desire for privacy in his own personal matters, is the cause of

this prevalent lack of knowledge upon the subject in his

native city. It is generally known that Mr. Hill has, a few
miles north of St. Paul, a large stock farm, and many would
be of the opinion that the existence of this stock farm was
the sole reason for the growth of a rumor of a game pre-

serve. Over a dozen rnVn were asked about this matter

before one could be found who was able to say positively

that there was- really such a preserve, that there were buf-

falo and elk' there, and that the estate was very well worth a

visit
.

'.

It had long been within tiie knowledge of Forest ANt)

Stbeam that this preserve was a fact, and naturally the pur-

suit of the FoBEST AND Stream's inquiry into the game pre-

serves of the United States made it necessary to obtain the

exact facts in regard to one so notable as this was thought

sure to be. Proper application being made to Mr. Hill, the

latter was courteous enough to allow the necessary visit to
i

the preserve, the news returns of which were quite beyond
the expectations.

Mr. Hill's great farm of North Oaks lies directly north of

St, Paul, in the pleasant lake country which adjoins that

city. It is not entirely correct to call it a farm; for it is

more properly a country place kept up perhaps as much for

the pleasure of the owner as for the profit. At times it is

used as a summer residence, and there are several residence

houses upon the propprty, besides many bams and other

buildings of very great extent. There, are annually raised

herp several hundred head of high gi'ade horses, fine cattle

and other animals. The acreage which may be called de-

voted to these farming pursuits is almost entirely put down
in grass. The care of the many animals demands the em-
ploym^nt of a large number of men, and for the accommod^i-

tion of these a great boardinghouse is kept up. The estah

lishment may thus be seen to be a very large oup. The
propertv is about four miles square in extent and includes ^

seven different lakes, some of them well on to a mile in

greatest measurement. There are said to be something over

8,000 acres of land. Over this the native timber of short '

oaks and other hardwood trees stands uncut and wild. The
whole is a great domain handsomely adapted to the purposes

of the owner, among which, Forest and Stream is now in

position to definitply explain, was that of a sanrtuarj" for :

some of the more important American game animals.

There are now upon this tract no less than 28 head of '

buffalo, of which 22 are full Wood, 4 half breed and 2 three-

quarter breed, ]4 of the entire number being cows. The
first buffalo were put upon the place about six years ago.

Mr. B. I. Hutchinson, the supprintendent of the place, was
unable to tell where tbe buffalo were obtained, but thought

it was near Kali<=pell, Mont., that some or all of them were i

bought. He was not sure, but thought it might have been i

from the Allard herd that thev were purchased. There has

been rather mixed fortune with the buffalo since they came
\

to the place. Four head were lo^t by disease, one story

being that they got into a clover field and ate to the point of

sickne.^'s of this unusual food. This occurred four years,

ago. Five head, mostly of four-year-old bulls, have been

killed, and it is thought" that of the eight pure-Wood bulls

now on hand four will be killed this fall. It is believed that

the animals will breed better if the number of males be re-

duced, for the record of the past is not satisfactory. There

were only two calves this vear. and there have only been

eight calves in six years. The luck has been hard with the

calves, for several of those born have died. Two calves and

four adults died early in their experience on the farm, as

above noted. A veterinary surgeon said that their death

was due to the attempt macle to feed them chopped oats and

other grain. They are allowed to run on grass now, with-

out much attention, and are fed nothing but hay; nor are

they given any shelter except that in the winter they are

allowed to take refuge, if they like, in some covered sheds

prepared for the purpose. The range allowed the buffalo is

over 400 acres in extent, comprising meadows, open glades

and timber, all surrounded by high fence. There is no sign

of depasturage on the range, and the specimens show perfect

condition. One large bull which was recently killed (and

which broke down four paddock fences in succession when
confined away from the rest of the herd) was found to be fat

and in fine order. The carcass of a buffalo brings about

$300 now on the market, aside from the head and robe. Of
course, there is no wish to breed the buffalo for profit, and

specimens are killed only when it is thought the herd will be.

improved or not damaged by lessening the number of males.

It is possible that some of the animals will be bought for the

Yellowstone Park and not destroyed. It is a singular fact

that Mr. Hill now has on his preserve probably more buffalo

than are alive to-day in the National Park.

All the grade animals of the buffalo herd are the offspring

of one mother, an old Galloway cow which raises a calf

almost every year to a full-blooded buffalo sire. This year

there is one three-quarters blood calf. The experiment has

not been tried of crossing the male Galloway upon the buf-

falo cow. 'These grade animals foUow the characteristicj

already determined as reported from other herds in captivity

The grade animal is a superb creature, of great stature an(

constitution, of fine outline, great beef quality and a robe a

the finest and most attractive sort. So nearly as can_b<

learned, the grade animals are the most certain of the entire
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herd to do well and to increase, and there is great hope in

the little herd already accumulating of these beautiful and
desirable animals. It is to be expected, however, that the

full bloods also will do better from this time forward, and
should this be the case there is no reason to doubt that this

will be one of the great buffalo herds of the country—as

indeed it is to-day.

Mr. Hutchinson took us over the beautiful lake shore drive
which lies between the houses and the buffalo park, a dis-

tance of about a mile acd a half, and we had the good for-

tune to come upon the buffalo without much trouble. We
saw the entire bunch of the breeds in a little glade together,

as we were told they always range, they seeming to prefer
their own society to that of the full bloods, though showing
no hostility to the latter. "With the breeds was the old Gal-
loway cow which is the ancestress of them all. In the tim-

ber not far beyond we saw one buffalo, a grand bull appar-
ently about four or five years old, whose heavy head, faded
color and humped back contrasted, one might say, with the

more shapely outline and sleek black color of the grades.

This big bull stood staring at us, with his bead showing over
the undergrowth in which he stood shouldtr deep. The
grades did' not seem much more bold ,

than the pure-blood
buffalo, and this entire little bunch made off at a trot through
the wood after a moment of staring at us, from a distance of
perhaps 100yds. It was a curious sight at this day of the
world. I noticed that some of the grades had horns and
some didn't, and was told that only about half of them ever
had any horns, the offspring thus partially reverting to their

hornless Glalloway ancestry upon one side. This was an
item I have never seen mentioned before in any description

of buffalo crosses.

We had not time to look up the entire herd of full bloods,

which were ranging further away m the woods, but were
told that they all seem in good condition, and that their

prosperity is thought to be assured. They are living along
very comfortably, not disturbed in any way—surely not
often visited by any outsider—and it is a proof of theii* com-
fort that they have fallen almost absolutely into their old
plain ways. There are a number of genuine buffalo

wallows, identical in every respect with those of the plains.

There "are at present no moose upon the preserve, though
it is the intention to try again with this animal. Three years
ago there were five moose put in, but they all died, probably
from scarcity of their proper food of browse in the place
where they were put down.
Of elk there are now eighteen upon the preserve, ten of

them cows. All these are kept together upon a fine wooded
island of eighty-seven acres across the lake from the central
buildings. The deer are also kept here, and the result is that
the ground is fed too close, all the trees being stripped clean
up to a height of several feet from the ground. It is not
unusual to see an elk here standing on hishindlegs and feed-

ing on the boughs high above his head, and they have be-
come very expert at balancing themselves at this style of
feeding. The territory allotted these animals is soon to be
enlarged by a wide meadow and iidjoining strips of low
wood and shrubbery. The elk and deer are fed regularly
in the summer on chopped oats, oats and hay, witn some
fodder of cornstalks. It is their custom to come at hearing
the rattle of the lid of the big feed box on the lake shore,

but at the time of our visit they were all hid deep in the

woods. jVIr. Hutchinson kindly went out hunting for them,
and at length succeeded in finding them and driving them past
the point where my friend and myself were concealed. It

made a great sight when they came swinging by through the
wood, some big full-antlered bulls leading the way. The
visit was in the month of September. Tne antlers of the
bulls were quite grown, and the tips whitened by rubbing
on the trees.

The condition of the elk is most satisfactory. There were
five calves this year, and the future is thought secure for

these animals. One bull was killed last year.

Not so much can be said for the deer (only white-tailed

deer are kept on the preserve), for the five does
,
and single

buck have failed so far to breed at all. The deer run with
the elk. They are fed nothing until the heat of the summer,
and the constant feeding down has divested the range of

grass and browse. The old buck at the time of our visit was
just beginning to take on his autumn pugnacity, and we were
"warned to carry a stick to "bluff" him if he showed fight.

Mr Hutchinson says he is a treacherous sort of creature, and
will slip up quietly and then make a sudden rush at one. I

heard of no deaths among the deer. Of course the interest

does not attach to them which does to other animals on the
preserve, for it has already been estabhshed what can bs done
with the white-tail in captivity. None of the deer have ever

escaped. It is the case, however, and a very strange thing
it is too, that two winters ago five of the elk got away from
the preserve and escaped into the country, and from that

time to this they have never been heard from. This was in

the heart of a settled farming country, and it seems almost
impossible that the animals were not seen and reported by
some one in some part of the Slate. There is no great tract

of wild country into which they could escape anywhere
within 100 miles or more. There are now no elk native in

Minnesota short of the extreme northern part of the State,

where a few may still exist around the edge of the Roseau
Swamp. Formerly the animal was native all over the State.

I talked with a middle aged farmer seventy miles west of St.

Paul, who said that seventeen years ago he frequently saw
elk where his farm now is.

Every year there are many wolves (coyotes) seen about the
place, especially toward spring, and of course every tffort is

made to kill these. Mr. Hutchinson said that he usually
killed eight or ten wolves each year. He carries with him
on his trips about the place a long barreled and heavy
Stevens pistol, .3:ical., with which he is very expert. He
says that often he can see the coyotes playing about on the
ice in the winter time. These animals destroy small game
and killed two of the deer last year.

Attempts have been made to rear the English and Mon-
gohan pheasants, but the results have been discouraging,
vermin having killed numbers of the birds. Mr. Hutchin-
son thought the winters were too cold for these birds, though
that is contrary to the belief accepted in regard to these
birds at this latitude. They do very well in Wisconsin on
about the same pai'allel, though it is well known that the
winter of Minnesota is a rather severe affair

There are numbeis of prairie chickens upon the place,
probably about 100 in all, or some eight or ten coveys. The
rufffd grouse is native and has increased extremely well, a
number of coveys being knowTi to the superintendent.
Quail also are abundant and seem to get aloug ver}' well,
and of rabbits there are quantities. Mss Charlotte Hill is

fond of shooting, and has an occasional day with the pin-
nated or the ruffed grouse. The latter are driven from cover
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and fl.y across the road where she is stationed, thus offering

shooting not quite so hard as that of the cover, to be sure,

but certainly quite difficult enough.
Besides tnese birds, properly to be called native, the wild

ducks have always resorted to the lakes of this region in their

migratory flight, and some ducks breed annually upon the

place, where certainly they haye every protection and ample
room. The wild rice is luxuriant in the lakes of the pre^

serve, and each fall the ducks come in upon the lakes in

numbers, offering the best sort of shooting. In the spring
these lakes are full of ducks, and an ice blind in the winter
has been known to yield shooting good enough for the most
extravagant desire. The birds are never harried and worked
to death at any season, and shooting is allowed only upon
certain days—never at dark—and certain bedding and feed-

ing grounds are kept always untouched. In one lake alone
there are over 800 acres of wild rice. It is whispered that

1,500 ducks have been killed in a week at the height of the

season here by a party of Mr. Hill's friends. Thus it will be
seen that a magnificent shooting preserve as well as a grand
park is among the easy possibilities if desired. It is the in-

tent to increase always the numbers of birds and animals,

and not to shoot down the supply of any kind. There has
been a great deal of trouble with local poachers, who have
been accustomed to shoot ducks where they pleased, but this

trouble has been largely obviated of late 'after a long and
serious educational effort. The grounds are surrounded by
nothing more formidable than a Page woven wire fence, but
the lines of the inclosure are locally very well known.
The waters of the seven different lakes of this favored

place are naturally the home of the usual game fishes native

to Minnesota, especially the pike and the large-mouth bass.

It is a great commentary on protection that these lakes now
fairly swarm with these fish. Sometimes fishing parties of

Mr. Hill's friends have. great sport here, and it is of record
that one catch of eighty-four black bass, weighing 2411bs.,

was made in May of 1895. Every effort has been made to

exterminate the pike, against which ceaseless war is waged.
It is common to take them of 10, 13 or 151bs. weight, and one
was taken weighing 331bs. Last spring Mr. Hutchinson cut
off with nets a certain little creek ihto which the pike were
crowding on their spring spawning run, and killed l,5001bs.

of the despised fish with pitchforks. It is not thought
best to let them increase to destroy the bass, which are more
prized.

There are no brook trout upon the preserve, but there is

one cold spring creek which can be made to afford a quarter
or half a mile of fishing, and it is the intention to stock this

with trout at an early date.

The land embraced in this interesting inclosure is of fea-

tures rather pleasant than bold, the hills being low and roll-

ing, well covered with a heavy growth of short oaks. The
soil is a sandy loam. No attempt has been made at artificial

beautifying, and indeed none is needed. Around the shores
of the pleasant lakes driveways have been laid out, or rather
roads have been worn out of the natural soil, but beyond
this the place is much as nature made it. The extent of the
tract may be guessed from the fact that though we drove
for several miles in our looking at the game we saw almost
no trace of farming operations, except as an occasional sight

of a herd of cattle would indicate it. The "farm" is a big
resting place for a man of big projects and great business
energy. Its care and development are in good hands and the
future of the enterprise is assured. This fact, if the owner
will allow the belief, is matter for congratulation, not only
for him, but for the public. Without the possibilities of

such large handed private enterprise, the time must come
when the American people would lose all knowledge of some
of the great animals which once belonged to all, and which
were not kept. Especially is it to be hoped that the success

with the buffalo will continue and be increased from year to
year. E. Hough.

1206 BoYCB Bdilding, Obicago.

DECOY STORIES.—IV.

DoRVAL, Quebec, March 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I
have read the letter of your correspondent, Mr. M. D.
Stevens, and it reminds me of an experience of mine which
may interest some of your readers. One morning in Octo-
ber, 1894, I rowed from Dorval across the St. Lawrence
River, or rather, Lake St. Louis, to the Chateauguay shore,

taking my wooden decoys and my gun, in the hope of bag-
ging a few ducks before breakfast.

I made a very early start and reached the sandy beach,
where my blind was built, before daybreak, set out my de-
coys and got into the blind, which was built of stones
gathered on the beach, and waited for the ducks, which
always come in to the spot I had chosen just as the light i&

creeping up.
The water before me was very shallow, and about 300yds.

behind was thick bush.
While waiting I suddenly became aware that something'

was moving behind me. I heard nothing, but had the feel-

ing that something was there, and I glanced over my left

shoulder in time to see a, shadowy form flit from one rock to

another. 1 could not see what it was, as it was too dark but
I could distinguish a something.

In a few seconds it darted from the second rock to a third,

and so on, always getting nearer to the decoys, which it was
evidently stalking.

There was a breeze blowing up the river, and suddenly
my visitor got the breeze after it had passed me, and he left

the shelter of the rocks and bolted, but not before I had
seized my gun and fixed a charge of No. 4 over my shoidder.

It was still so dark that I could not see whether he fell, but
on leaving the blind and walking up to where he had been I
found him, a beautiful red fox, stone dead.

I brought him home, took himinto Montreal to be skinned,

and now have his akin in my drawing room, where it

makes a fine show, as the brush is the largest I have ever
seen.

The fox was certainly after my decoys. What a surprise

he would have had if he had got his teeth into one of
them!
On another occasion I saw a large brown owl come into a

flock of wooden decoys, and my companion shot him.
This was on a sandbar in the middle of Lake St. Louis,,

two miles from the nearest land, where we had built a blind
of stakes and rushes. Solitude.

[For previous decoy stories see issues of Feb. 20, March 1.3,

March 20, and the story told by Mr. Townsend last week of
"Duck HuHting Porkers."]

The FoHBST AND STREAM is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at thet

test by Monday, ancJ as much earlier as pi actioable.
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An Adirondack Outfit>

In our trip to Sperry Pond, Hamilton county, Adiron-
dacks, in October, 1896, I saw more large deer in the coun-
try we were in than at any time previous. On a trip up there

say about the last two weeks in October the chances of still*

hunting would be better, as you are very apt to have a light

snow or two and the leaves would be mostly all off. It could
be made by a couple of men, without guide—the way I usu-
ally prefer, as cooking, etc., adds to the charm of camping-^
for two weeks for about $50 each. Such a trip 1 expect to

take next year if the land is not posted, as I am afraid it

will be.

Our outfit has been cut down to the lowest possible weight
consistent with comfort, and for the benefit of anywho would
like to know what it is I give details for two persons:

Two .38-55 Winchesters—the buck dropped with one of

these soft bullets in the neck; two leather knapsacks—we like

them better than pack baskets; two pairs double woollen
blankets, two rubber blankets, small muslin tent with flap,

camp axe, pocket camerai, extra suit of heavy underwear.
Then there will be a number of small articles, but pay a

great deal of attention to them, as you will be surprised to

see when they are all together how much they weigh.
The cooking tools consisted of two tin pails, two plates,

two cups, spoons, forks, one stewing pot, one frying pan, and
cake turner,

All this, with about 651bs. of food, will weigh about 651bs.

for each person to carry, which can be done all right if you
take your time to it. Of course, if you will be near a base of

supplies the grub can be cut down; but we always go so that

farmhouses or hotels can be let alone, and so that we can stay

our time out without trips back for supplies.

A boat is unnecessary at that lime of year unless you have
a guide to carry it, or want it for the purpose our New York
friend did—waiting in it with lasso and pitchfork. But
don't do this. Talie right to the woods. Tramp all day.

Get lost a few times. Let the rain spoil your food or the

squirrels and birds steal it. Get bitten with punkies. And
last, get over it all, and you will enjoy woods life as well as

the writer, who only wishes his two weeks were two months
to spend with rod and gun. S. P. M Tasker, ,Jr.

Fox Trapping.

ScHUTLERVXDLE, N. Y.—^I havc taken your paper for ten

years or mere, and have read the same chestnuts a hundred
times, and have been on the lookout for an article on fox
trapping. Your paper has published points on poisoning

foxes. Our country is fuU of foxes, and nobody kills any.

On page 207, your issue of March 13 tells that they trap

them in Maine. Now how do they do it? C. E. B.

[Use a No. 3 Newhouse trap, which is known as the fox

trap, and follow these directions taken from the "Trapper's

Guide":
"To prevent the smell of iron from alarming the game,

the trap should be thoroughly smeared with blood, which
can be done by holding it under the neck of some bleeding

animal and allowing it to dry. Or, for the same purpose, it

may be heated and covered with beeswax, which at the prop-

er temperature will readily run all over the trap and chain.

It should be set near the haunts of the fox. A bed of ashes>

chaff, or light earth should conceal the trap, and it should

be fastenad to a movable clog of 6 or 81 bs. weight, as di-

rected on page 18. Wool, moss, leaves, or some other soft

substance should be packed lightly under the pan and around
the jaws. The surface of the earth in the neighborhood of

the trap should be brushed with a quill or bush, so that all

will seem natural. Scraps or small pieces of fried meat
rolled in honey should be scattered over the bed of the trap,

except where the pan is. Care should be taked to erase all

footprints.

"Another method practiced by woodsmen is to set the trap

in a spring that does not freeze over in winter, placing it

about iin. under water, and covering the space xvithin the

jaws with a piece of moss that rises above the water. A bait

of meat should be placed in such a position that the fox, iu

taking it, will be likely to put his foot on the moss to prevent

wetting it. The essence of the skunk is sometimes used in

this case in connection with the bait with good effect; but
most trappers prefer the preparation in alcohol above men-
tioned.

"Another good way is to obtain from the kennel of some
tame fox (if such can be found) a few quarts of loose earth

taken from the place where the animal is accustomed to uri

nate. Set your trap in this material, and bait and smooth the

bed as before. The fox, cunning as he is, is not proof

against such attractions."]

Alabama Association.

Secretasv .J. H. Allen is sending out copies of the Ala-

bama Game and Fish Protective Association's Constitution

and By-Laws, with this note of invitation to join its ranks

:

"It has no doubt long been apparent to you that a healthy

public sentiment must be aroused in opposition to the whole-

sale slaughter of fish, game and song birds, or in a short time

none will be left. If adequate Slate laws are enacted for the

proper protection of our birds, mammals and fish, there will

be enough for all to have some, and still have plenty for

propagation.
"In a great many counties in this State there are local

game laws, but in most instances they are inadequate and
observed only in the breach. A majority of the States have

State game laws, some of which are very rigid, and as a con-

sequence game and flsh are plentiful there.

"If we protect the flsh, the United States Government
will stock all our sti-eams with an abundance of the finest

fish, and if we protect the game, the natural increase will

always give us enough for aU our legitimate needs. There-

fore if you have not already done so, send your name and

$3 to the secretary, who will receipt you and enroll your

jQame on the list of members.
"This done, use your influence among the huntsmen and

fishermen in your neighborhood to induce them to be

moderate and reasonable in the quantity of game and fish

taken, and also prevent the destruction of young, or females

with young. J. H. Allen, Sec'y and Treas."

Indiana Quail.

Fremont, Ind., March 34.—Quail were more plentiful here

last season than they have been for many years; the winter

has been favorable" for them, and we can expect to have a

good supply for next November. We know of several

coveys that were not disturbed last season and have wintered

well. All other game is scarce here. Going out for an occa-

sional day's romp with Roy Rodney and my little Holenbeck,

my score for 1896 was 183 quail, 46 woodcock and 10 par-

tridges. Mc.
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West Tirginia's Non-Export tiaw^

HtTNTiNGTON, W. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Our
new law is quite a long step in the direction of shorter open
seasons, and better enforcement of our l&,ws relative to game
and fish. No deer may be killed for five years and no more
hounding, no quail for two years. No bass may be caught
from April 15 to June 15 of each year, and none taken under
Gin. For dynamite using a jail sentence is provided, in ad-
dition to the fine which the court must impose,
No game may be sold out of the State or shipped there-

from.
All Stale, county and city officers are made game wardens,

and upon reliable information of infringement of these stat-

utes must act or are subject to fine. One-half of all fines go
to the informer and the other to the party making the arrest.

This State possesses most excellent advantages for game
fish, and where there has been no netting, and especially no
dynamiting, there is as good fishing as one could ask. This
law starts at last in the right direction of forbidding the
sale of game outside the State, but falls short iu not having
adopted the Fobest and Stream no sale platform ; but we
feel encouraged and tru&t the latter will come in two yearg.

If all members of our yarioua State Legislatures were
only constant readers of the Forest and Stream, soon in-

deed wonld the needed "No Sale" law be passed, and the
statutes of the various States cease to be encumbered with
useless provisos compromise provisions, often inconsistent
and so utterly in conflict among themselves as to utterly
nullify their enforcement.
Let us all try to push the good work along, and when

from Maine to California, from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

there ia no spot upon which game can be offered for sale,

none who will buy and no company that dare carry, then
at last our game problem is solved and to the good work of

Forest and Stream will belong at least the greater part of
the credit. T. R. S.

Deer ariid Train.

A Gloverstills (N. Y.) correspondent sends us this

from his local Adirondack paper: "Deer are evidently be-
coming quite numerous in this vicinity, as two were recently
seen near the Broadalbin Railroad, and people on the train
from Northville had an interesting experience with two of
the animals on its trip to this city this afternoon, The train

had reached a point about half a mile south of Cranberry
Creek depot when the engineer saw two deer jump on the
track. After waiting until the approaching train was within
about lOOi't. of them, the deer turned and ran down the
tiack directly ahead of the locomotive and maintained that
position for nearly three-quarters of a mile, when they turned
and passed into a field through an open gate. The engineer
kept the whistle tooting constantly while the animals were
on the track, and several of tlie passengers, desirous of learn-

ing the cause of the repeated alarms, saw the animals in
their race with the train."

In Wolf Creek Swamp.
Wednesday, 10:30 A. M., found four of our party stand-

ing around a small fire near the swamps of Wolf Creek,
about five miles from town, awaiting the arrival of ihe fifth,

a negrp ^e had employed to furnish the dogs. We heard
the welcome yelp of a hound in the swamp below us, and
soon Joe appeared on the scene with fourteen dogs.

In a few minutes we had decided on our route, two of us
taking each side of the creek, Joe and dogs in the swamp;
and we were on the march. Soon it sounded as if some
fort was being cannonaded. Every few minutes would hear
the report of a gun, and occasionally above the sound of the
13-bores could be distinguished the" loud report of my 10-

gauge. At 1 o'clock we returned to the buggies for dinner,
and after a hearty smack counted the game 'Wehad twenty-
seven rabbits, a quail and a woodcock. We'decided that
this was as many as we had any need for, so were soon on
our way home. For the first time I grew tired of rabbit
croquettes. A Geor&ta Hunter.

Slaughtering Ontario Game.
' Port Arthur, Canada.

—

Editor Forest mid Stream: The
attention of the game warden for Ontario is called to the
fact that moose, caribou and other game is being recklessly
slaughtered in the district of West Algoma, and tbat although
the local warden has been notified, no action has been taken
to,put a stop to the outrageous practice. Indians are actu-
ally peddling the meat around the town of Port Arthur, and
the hides are shipped to Toronto. The Indians have no
more right to kill moose and caribou than a white man, and
if the practice is not stopped the large game will be extermi-
nated. It is also reported that numbers of beaver have been
taken during this winter, and that the pelts have been
shipped to Toronto. The depredations have been committed
principally on the Port Arthur, Duluth & Western Ry. and
east on the Canadian Pacific Ry. The Ontario Govern-
ment should lose no time in having the wardens put an end
to this reckless slaughier. John E. Newsome.

Game Seen on a Maine Trip.

On our annual hunting trip to Maine in 1896 the party
consisted of one lady, two sportsmen, cook and two guides.
Started from Moosehead Lake Sept, 21 and aixived at Grind-
stone Oct. S8. We saw no game until Oct. 5 except
partridges, but before coming out we saw ninety-two deer,
thirteen moose and two caribou. We only took one spike-
horn moose and two deer.

Tbe moose we .saw were five cows, three calves, two bulls
(seen by the guides, who had orders not to shoot any), one
spikehorn, taken for meat, and two seen at a distance, and
supposed to be cow and bull. Partridges were very scarce.

W e only saw about thirty. . N. F. Tufts,

The .22cal. for Duck Shooting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was looking over a pileof Forest and Streams recently

and noticed an article from a man in California speaking in
high praise cf the .23cal. rifle. What sportsman is there
who would not feel greater pride in bringing to bag four or
five mallards with a small caliber rifle than four times that
number with a 10 gauge, if it were only customaiy to hunt
them in that manner?

I think that a club started on some good ducking pre-
serve to allow only the use of the small caliber rifle would
soon have a large membership, composed only of the highest
type of sportsmen. S. R. R.

Spesutia Island Club.

Assistant Game Warden Geo. W, Massamorb was
recently a guest of the Spesutia Island Rod and Gun Club

He reports that the shooting there was fairly good. He and
Mr. Henry T. Carey killed about forty blackhead ducks.

Dr. Massamore said the statements about the great slaugh-
ter of ducks at the island were overdrawn. The club has
twelve members, and several of them are good shots. There
are five shore blinds, and the club has two sink-boxes^or use
on the flats. One rule of the club is that members can only
shoot half of any one day. If thev shoot in the morning,
they must leave the blinds at 1 P. M, If in the afternoon,
they begin at 1 P. M. The club keeps a record of all the
ducks kdled, and from this Dr. Massamore found the follow-
ing:

Tbe club was formed 1889. The biggest kill of any day
since was made by Henry T. Carey and J. W. Auchincloss.
It was March 14, 1895, when they gathered 202 birds. On
March 30, 1894, A. de Barry and Parker Page killed 176 on
the flats. On Nov. 1 of the same year five members
shot on the flats and killed 198 These are top scores.
The total records for each year, both from shore blinds

and from sink- boxes, are as follows:
1889-90, 3,004; 1890-91, 3,074; 1891-93, 1,390; 1893-93,

871; mS-94, 3,452; 1894-95, 2,084; 1895-96. 1,637; 1896 to
and including March 13, 1897, 800.—Baltimore Sun.

The Virginia Shore.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At this writing I regret to have to report a news famine so

far as game is concerned.
Our fox hunting clubs, after a very successful season, have

withdrawn their dogs. The last brant, duck and goose
must have left for their breeding grounds in the far North,
there now being none in our waters. Coast birds are not on
hand yet, but may be expected ere long. Surely it is

between grass and hay. A company of the Accomac Club
men came down by our morning train in expectation, no
doubt, of snipe and coast bird shooting. The famine will
soon be off. T. G. Elliott.
Kel^kb, Va,, March 25.

Two Partridge Heads with One Bullet.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 had the pleasure of a hunting trip in Maine in 1896.

The party made their headquarters at Turner Pond. This
camp is run by Mr. Kinne, of the Birch Island House, Ho-
leb. Me. We remained four days at Turner Pond. Our
party of six got five deer. I was fortunate in shooting the
heads off of two partridges with one rifle bullet, something I
never heard of being done before, The two partridges were
on the ground, and as they passed I shot, which I think was
a very lucky shot. F. L. A.

Barnegat Duck Shooting.

New YoBU, March 29 —Duck shooting in Barnegat Bay
is at its height. I went down last week, and together with
my guide, Mr. J B. Boyden, of Waretown, N. J., killed

thirty-nine broadbills, eleven brant and sixteen sheldrakes in

three days. The bay is fairly alive with ducks, geese and
brant, and any information about the shooting would be
gladly furnished. A, Schoverling.

GAME LEGISLATION AT ALBANY.
Wb give a synopsis of the game law measures introduced in the

New York Legislature during the current bession. The bills are desig-
nated by their introduction order.

In the Assembly.
No. 24. Mr. Sanger—To forbid jacking deer at any time.
No. 47. Mr. Hobbie—To forbid hounding deer in towns of Dresden

and Putnam, Washington county, for ten year.=!.

No. 48. Mr. Hoes—To permit ice- fishing for pickerel, bullheads, cat-
fish, eels, perch and sunfish iu Queechy Lake, Coliunbia countv.
No. SO. Mr. Sanger—To repeal Sec, i49 (the game selling section).
No 185. Mr. Matteson—To protpcc niinks, skunks, muskrat in Cat-

taraugus county. May 1 to Nor, 16; and foxes. May 1 to Sept 30.

No. 189, Mr. Nixon—To forbid taking anyflsh In Chautauqua Lake
from May 1 to June 15; or any black bass, yellow bass, rock Dass and
muskallonge, ex';ept from .June 15 to Dec. 1.

No. 190. Mr. Nixon-To protect State nets while in use.
jNo. 191. Mr. Nixon—To protect woodcock, partridge, rabbit and

squirrel in Chatauqua county, except from Sept. 15 to Dec. 31.

No. 2i3. Mr. Clark-To make "the waters of the Thousand Islands"
bounded by "the boundar.v line between the State of New York and
the Dominion of Canada ac Saint Regis."
No. 376 iMr Glen—To repeal Sec. s;49, but without appHcation to

game already in possession at time of passage of act.

No. 860. Mr. Corrigan—To repeal Sec. a49.

No. 476. Mr. Witter—To protect woodcock, meadow lark, grouse
and squirrels in Tioga county, except from Sept. 15 to Dec. 15, and to
prohioit their export for sale.

No. 500. Mr. McLaughlin—To make the open season for woodcock
and grouse Sept. )6 to Dec. 1.

No. 510. Mr. Hutton—To make the open season for hlack bass in
Lake George and Schroon Lake July 1 to Dec. 31, (It is now Aug. 1

to Dec. 31.)

No. 10. Mr, Sanger—To make open season for squirrels Sept. 1 to
Nov. 15, (It is now Oct, 15 to Feb. 15 ) To make open season for
hare and rabbit Oct, 15 to Feb. 15; woodcock and grouse, Sept. 1 to
Nov 15, with season of possession Sept. 1 to Dec, 1; to forbid
transportation of woodcock, grouse and quail, except when accom-
panied by owner, and provided that no indiviaual shall transport
more than fifteen birds at one time or flfiy in a season.
No. 23, Mr. Sanger—To prohibit entirely the bounding of deer.
No. 521. Mr, Post—To permit use of floating devices and sailboats

for wildfowl shooting "in Long Island Sound, Great South Bay, Shin-
necoek and Peconic bays," (A law.)
No. 5'(9. Mr. Graves—To protect mink, skunk, muskrat, in Oneida

and Maaison counties. May 1 to Oct. 31 ; and fox, May 1 to Sept. 30.

No, 677. Mr. Goodsell—To make close seasons for Orange county:
woodcock, grouse, Jan. 1 to Aug. 15; quail, Jan. 1 to Not. 1; hare, rab-
bit, gray squirrel, Jan. 1 to Oct. 1.

No. 7u5. Mr. Coughlin—To forbid possession of living birds pro-
tected by feec. 78 (song and insectivorous birds).

No. Mr. Brown—To increase the number of game protectors
and foresters (fi'om present thirty-five) to forty-one.
No. 7!i6—To appropriate $6,000 for erection and maintenance of a

food fish hatchery on one of the inland lakes.
No. -420. Mr. Clark—To hmit nets for taking minnows for bait to

40ft. length, 4fl. depth, and hauling ropes to oOft.

No. 459. Mr. Hobbie—To authorize protectors to serve summons
issuing out of justices' court; also giving right of search without
search warrant.
No. 778. Mr. Hobbie—To exclude brackish vpater from the term

"salt water"' when used in the law relative to fishing.

No. 346, Mr. Horton—To permit in Wayne county waters taking of
pei-ch, bullheads, suckers, catfish, eels and sunfish for home con-
sumption.
No. 248. Mr. Ives—To make open deer season Aug. 15 to Nov. 15; 1o

forbid for five years use of jack light or hound; season for squirrel,
Sept. 15 to ISov.30;hare, rabbit, Sept. 1 to Dec. 31; woodcock, meadow-
lark, grouse, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1; possession, ciept 1 to Dec. 1; hare,
rabbit, squirrel, woodcock, grouse, meadowlark may not be killed

for score in a side-hunt ; woodcock, quail and grouse may be trans-
ported only when accompanied by owner, and only twelve at a
time.
No. 812. Mr. Brown—To provide a food flsh hatchery in Hamilton

county.
No. 834. Mr. Coughlin—Provides that nothing in law shall be con-

strued as forbidding possession, transportation or sale of elk meat
from Oct. 31 to Dec. 15.

No. 833. Mr. Gott—Eelative to duty of peace oflBcers to report law
violations to disiriet attorney.
No. 8t7. Mr. Andrews—To make close season for meadow hens,

mudhens, gallinule, water chicken, grebe, e-xcept Aug. 16 to Dec. 31.

No. 875. Mr. Rounds—To permit lee-flshing in Owasco I^ake.
No. 897. Mr. Pierce—For a food fish hatchery in the town of Schroon,

Essex county.

No. 364. Mr. Garby—Open season on woodcock and grouse in Rich-
mond county, July 4 to Dec. 31 ; and on meadowlarks in Niagara
and Richmond counties, Sept. 15 to Dec' 81.
No. 365. Mr. Garby—Open season for squirrel, hare, rabbit, Oct. 15

to Dec. 16; in Richmond county, Nov. 10 to Dec. 10; and rabbits pro-
tected during 1897.
No. 485. Mr. Meyer—To provide for salt-water striped bass close

season, Jan. 1 to May 1; lawful length. 8in.
No. 975. Mr. Hobbie—To forbid pollution of streams in a measure

to interfere with the habits of flsh.

No. 995. Mr. Nixon—To amend Sec. 132 so that Lake Erie nets
may not be used within one-quarter mile of the shore m Chautauqua
county (one-half mile elsewhere).
No 785. Mr. Gott—To make open seasott for trout April 16 to Aug.

31

.

No. 949. Mr, Whritner—To make open seasons in Rockland county

:

woodcock, July 1 to July 31, and Oct. 1 to Oct. 31; partridge, quail,
rabbit, squirrel. Nov. 1 to Dec. 31.

No. 1014. Mr. Dudley—To forbid Lake Ontario netting within one
mile (now three miles) of mouth of Niagara River,

No.' 1015. Mr. Dudley—To permit drying nets on shores of Lake
Erie, Lake Ontario and Cattaraugus Creek.
^^No. 1017. Mr. Halbert—To protect quail in Chemung cOUOty to

No. 773. Mr. Burr—To permit the sale in New York city of trout
taken on Long Island between March S9 and April 16.
No. 816. Mr. McLaughlin—To make open season on black bass June

ao to Dec, 31.

No. 10;9. Mr. Zimmerman—Relative to nets in Lake Ontario and
other waters.
No. 1133. Mr. Eldridge-To forbid in Lake George trolling from

launch propelled by steam, naphtha, gasoline or electricity.
No. 1340. Mr. McLaughlin -Atithorizing removal of Beaverkill

hatchery to another site in Sullivan county.
No. 774, Mr. Eldridge - To protect fish in Warren county.
No. 1186. Mr. Palmer—To protect bass in Crystal Lake, Rensseiaer-

ville, for two years.
No. 1231. Mr, Ives—To protect elk.

No. 1230. Mr, Ten Eyck -To forbid the sale of woodcock and grouse
at any time.
No. 1231. Mr. Ten Eyck—To increase fine for trapping to $35 for

each bird so taken; or imprisonment, $1 one day.
No. Iv33. Mr. Ten Eyck—To limit, transportation of woodcock or

grouse by any one person to twelve at one time.
No. 827. Mr. Husted -To forbid in Westchester county shooting of

game from public highway.
No. 330. Mr. Benham—To permit 600ft. set lines in Canandaigiia

Lake.
No. 480. Mr. McLaughlin—To permit ice-fishing in Sullivan county

waters not inhabited by brook trout.
No. 863, Mr. Gorham—Relative to ice-fishing in certain waters in

Putnam and Otsego counties.
No. 1106. Mr. McKnieht—To exempt from protection, On Long

Island, Wilson's or English snipe.
No. 1314. Mr. Abell—To forbid the sale of wild bird skins with plu-

mage thereon.
No 1355. Mr. Sweet - To permit ice-flshlng in trout waters in Greene

county from Dec. 1 to Pfb. 15.

No. 263. Mr. Mackey—To permit ice-fishing in trout waters iu Dela<
ware county from Dec. 1 to Feb. 15.

No 680, Mr, Hill—To increase the number of pro'ectors from thirty-
five to forty -two.
Rec. No. 101. Mr. Wilcox—To exempt the waters controlled by the

Oneonta Water Works Company from the provisions of the flsh law.
No. 14C4. Mr. Ten Eyck—To make open seasons as follows: Deer,

Sept. 1 to Nov 15 (not to be shot at between 8 P. M. and 6 A. M.);
black and gray .squirrels, Sept. 15 to Dec. 31; hares, rabbits, Sept. 15
to Dec. 31 (use ot ferrets not forbidden); web-footed wildfowl, includ-
ing geese and brant, Sept. 1 to April 1 ; woodcock, grouse, Sept. 15 to
Dec. 31 (only twelve of either biras transported at a time in company
of owner); meadow hen, gallinule, water chicken, grebe, Aug. 16 to
Dec. 31; salmon trout, landlocked salmon, April 1 to Sept. 30; black
bass, May 30 to Dec. 31 (unlawful length, 9in.); pike, pickerel, wall-
eyed pike, May 1 to. Jan, 31 ; salt-water striped bass. May 31 to April 1

(lawful length, Sin.).

In the Senate.
Int. No. 4S. Mr. Daley—To permit ice-flshing in Queechy Lake, Co-

lumbia county.
No. 96. Mr. Nixon—Assembly No. 187.

No. 108. Mr. Raines—To permit spear and set line fishing in Canan-
daigua Lake.
No. 17i. Mr. Raines—Same purport as No. 108.

No. 184. Mr. Muneinger—To repeal Sec. 249,

No. 287. Mr. Krum-Same as Assembly No. 459.

No. 313. Mr, Davis—Same as Assembly No 705.

No. 849. Mr. Guy—To make open season for posses.sion and sale of
venison Aug. 16 to March 1 ;

open season for kuiing squirrels and rab-
bits, Oct. 15 to March 1; wildfowl, except geese and brant, Sept. 1 to
April 1 ;

quail, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1; possession of woodcock and grouse
permittea from Aug. 16 to March 1 ;

quail, Oct. 1 to March 1 ; snipe,
plover, sbore birds, at all seasons. Repeals Sec. 249.

No 363. Mr. Wilcox That Commissioners may give privi'ege of
drawing off waters for taking carp, pickerel and other flsh.

No. 4i5. Mr. Lamy—To increase the number of protectors from
thirty-five to sixty.
No. 433. Mr. Stranahan—As to nets in Lakes Erie and Ontario.
No. 461. Mr. Krum—To open snipe and snore bird season on Long

Island April 1 (instead of July 1, as now).
No. 533. Mr. Brown—To permit taking suckers, pickerel, bullheads,

catfish, eels and sunfish at any time with spear, tip-up, hook up or set
lines, in Wharton, Butternut, Schene vus, Otego and Oaks creeks and
Susquehanna River, in Otsego county.
No. 5i7. Mr. Harrison—Assembly No. 459.

No. 6S3. Mr. Coggeshall—To stock waters of Oneida county with
game fish; to prohibit fishing except with rod and line; to establish a
fund, to be deposited by the Central New York Fishery Association
with the treasurer of Oneida county, for payment of rewards for m-
formation leading to conviction of offenders.
No. 643. Mr. Mullin—To regulate net fishing in lakes Erie and On-

tario.
Rec. No. 118 Assembly No, 459.

Kec No. 115. Assembly No. 320.

No. 819. Mr. Grant-To move the Beaverkill hatchery.
No. 833. Mr. Grant-To make black bass open season June 30 to

Dee. 31.

No. 443. Mr. Grant-To permit ice fishing in Queechy and Conesus
lakes; hooking and spearing suckers in Ononoaga Lake, waters of
Cortland and Tioga counties, Delaware and Charlotte rivers, and
tributaries in Delawareand Sullivan coimties; ice-fishing In Schoharie
River and tributaries in Schoharie county; use M set lines, tip-ups
and hooks for suckers, catfish, eels and sunfish in Wayne county at
any time.
No. 601. Mr. Davis—As to woodcock and grouse—open season.

Sept. 1 to Dec. 15; one person may take only thirty birds in a seasi d;
possession allowed Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 for birds killed in open season or
out of the State; transportation forbidden except for not more than
thirty birds accompanied by owner; importation forbidden in open
season except from points twenty-five miles beyond State lines.

No. 8(4. Mr. Guy—To make close season for wildfowl Oct. 31 to May
1, and to forbid taking except with shoulder gun.
No. S93. Mr. Krum—Open seasons: for squirrels and rabbits, Sept. 1

to Dec. 31; Richmond county, rabbits, Nov, lO to Deo. 10 (1897 closed
entirely); Westchester county, squirrels and rabbits, Oct. 15 to Nov.
1 ; Tioga county, squirrels, Sept. 15 to Dec. 15. Ferrets forbidden ex-
cept in Wavne, Onondaga, Delaware and Oswego counties.
No. 887. jlr, Koehler—To prohibit net fishing in Jamaica Bay, Flat-

lands Bay, Grassy Bay and adjacent waters opening into the ocean
through Rockaway Inlet.

{Correspondence Forest and Stream.)

Albany, March 27,—The Senate has passed these bills; Senator
Parsons, providing for the preparation by the State of a text-book on
birds tor use in schools, academies and colleges, setting forth the
economic value of birds; Senator Malby. authorizing the killing of
dogs that will hunt or pursue deer, when found running at large in a
locality inhabited by aeer; (977) Senator Grant, relative to fishing

through the ice
;
(97s) Senator Davis, relative to the Ulster county

forest preserve; (979) Senator Davis, relative to the season for grouse;
(1,017) Senator Krum, providing for the publication of the game code
as amended.
After a final hearing, the Assembly game committee reported the

Ives bill prohibiting the hounding of deer for five years after June 1,

1897.

The following new law has been signed by the Governor: Assembly-
man Nixon, making it unlawful for any one hut employees of the
State Fish and Forestry Commission to take flsh from a State net or
to flsh within 100ft. of any such net.

The Assembly has passed these bills: (834) Assemblyman Hobbie,
relative to protectors' right to search; (1,693) Assemblyman Benham,
relative to fishing in Canandaigua Lake; (1,093) Assemblyman Mo-
Laughlin, relative to fishing through the ice.

The Assembly has ordered to a third reading the following bills:

Assemblyman Holbert, relative to the close season for quail; (1,71.?)

Assemblyman Gorham, relating to fishing in Otsego county ; (1,719)

Assemblyman McKnight, cloae season for plover and other birds.
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Proprietors of fluking resorts vnll find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest akd Stream.

FISHING WITH A HAND LINE.
To-day, March 14. is a typical March day for this lati-

tude, example of all that is disagreeable in what we have
learned to expect as March weather iu New England.

1 had been gazing out at the line sleet and snow as it

came snapping against the window pane, and shivering a
little as the raw air crept in around the casement, thinking
as I did so of another March day only a year ago, and
remembering longingly the red, pink and white roses
clambering all around the porch railing that day as I stood
in the sunshine cutting them, until my basket could hold no
more.
To forget the weather and memories of other days I took

up a late number ot the Fokest and Stkeam. First I read
Mr. A. JST. Cheney's letter regarding Long Lake and his
reminiscences of t)r. Todd. Mr. Cheney never writes better
than when he is reminded of his boyish pleasures, and I like

hest of all to hear or read of those "days of his youth," and
to remember that a dear old friend of his once "said to him,
"Well, you will always be a boy !" and his reply to me, "I
hope so."

Turningto another page, I found Mr. blather's recollections
of his old companion Charles Bell, and again was 1 led back
to the land of rustling palms and unceasing sunshine by his
words, which recalled my first and last experience fi hing
with a hand line.

It may feaze some lordly man to know of this episode, as
confirming his opinion that "women are not true sportsmen.
Or ever really in earnest in their attempts, therefore not
much use on fishing trips anyway,"

1 am familiar with this kind of remarks and have always
intended proving their injustice, but that "the exception
may prove the rule" I will admit that once perhaps I failed,

and possibly deserved some of the contempt lavished upon
me.

Mr. Mather quotes John Atwood's sneers at "fishing with
a pole" when he said; "There ain't no fun in it, for you h'ist

'em out too quick with a pole. Throw that away and take
off your fioat; rig yer sinkers below the hooks, and when
you get a fish haul 'em in, hand over hand, and feel 'em
wriggle all the wajr in; that's sport!"
Mr, Mather continues: "Writing of this brings a desire to

fish that way once more. Bait the hooks with good-sized
worms, spit on the bait for luck, whirl the sinker three times
hy the right side and let it go Just on the upward start to
plunk in the water at the proper distance, running out the
neatly coiled line at your feet, and then, taking in all the
slack, wait for a bite. Nibble and strike, nibble and strike;

'I've got him 1' and then haul in fast, with the fish sending
electric thrills up the line, and all the while you are nerved
up by wonder as to the kind of fish and its probable size.

An eel of 81 bs. makes you think you've got the biggest perch
that ever swam, and your heart beats fast until you see what
it is, and then, with all your care, the beast puts knots in the
line in a minute that will take you a long time to untangle,
and you knock satisfaction out of him with your heel. * * *

Verily, looking back upon my life as an angler, 'there seems
to have been no sport like this '

"

I can hardly agree with Mr. Mather in recalling my ex-
perience with a hand line, and wishing that I might fish that
way once more, for next time I shall surely take "a pole,"
but I can say with him: "Verily, looking back, there seems
to have been no sport liise tbis."

That fateful morning when at breakfast Mj. Jones, Mr.
Giles and my brother Robert had announced their intention
of going to fish on the beach over on one of the islands
across Sarasota Bay, they ended by saying: "Why don't you
come too? There will be plenty of room in the sailboat.

Tou could bring Maggie with you, and you and she could
ga'her shells. It would d© you good and give her something
to rtlate to her Vermont friends."

Accepting the invitation, I promised "to be ready on
time," and they went on with their plans for the day. Dur-
ing the conversation I had seen the longing look in the eyes
of Eugene, our attendant "gentleman of color," and realized
that in the devotion with which he urged upon me another
chop and hot coffee, and his immediate haste in clearing the
table, meant a mute appeal to be taken too.

As the men went for their fishing tackle I arranged with
Maggie and Eugene about the luncheon, ending by saying to
the latter, "Eugene, we will need you to go with us, I
think." His look of joy was delightful to see, as he
answered, "Madame, I was just thinking it would be much
better if I could go and serve the luncheon for you, and you
know I have learned to row a little since I have been here
and— (I knew this last to be not the lease) madame, I
have never been out in a sailboat, and I feel it will be the
pleasure of my life.

"

Eugene's stately manner and grmdilcquent speeches were
always a delight to me, though somewhac a mystery, after-
ward explained, however, by some Atlanta friends, who
ovtrheard him quoting to me, "Miss Lulu Hardin, madame,
always left everything for me, and for the eleven years I
was Judge Hardin's butler I gave perfect satisfaction."
This was an old story, brought forth always by any criti-

cism, so 1 paid but little attention, but my friends said,

"Now we understand; Judge Hardin ivS a gentleman of the
old school courtliness, and Eugene unconsciously copies his
manner and voice even in everything he says. His extrtme
politeness and formality, which in some way remiuded us
q{ some one, have puzzled us; but they are all copitd after
Judge Hardin, we can now see

"

Trus'ing Eugene and Maggie to provide for the inner
man, 1 hastened to array myself in a wide-brimmed hat and
short gown, and to bunt up a camp-chair, for experience
had taught me the folly of going a-fishing with these partic-
ular men without resources and comforts of my own, hav-
ing found their devotion to last only until the tish began to
bite.

Soon we were all together on the broad piazza watching
the hoisting cf the sails of the pretty Minnie, that had ro( ked
80 lazily and enticingly for nearly a week near the dock in
front of the house. The pelicans nodded wisely to us, div-
ing for their prey in a way to tantalize us, while over their
beads hovered the saucy gull, hoping to snatch their catob.
Old Tom, Mr. G.'s dog, chased the buzzards, while Toddy,
our own Northern pointer, besought with eager brown eyes
and thumping tail to be of the party.
March winds, sleet, snow-laden mountains, work, worry

and weariness are forgotten as once more I am on the Min-

nie, watching the distance increase betwepn us and the roses
and our approach to the shell-strewn beach, upon which the
water glistens and foams so prettily, washing up new treas-
ures with each rush and flash. We could Ste the dark shad-
ows of the redfish as we neared the shore, and grew impatient
with wind and tide. Finally landing, all too soon for me, as
the exhilaration of the sailing is beyond the excitement of
the fishing, everyone hastened to get ready their rods and
lines, when it was discovered that no one had thought to
bring a rod for me. The channel bass and bluefish were to
be seen coming in, and that the others might lose no sport I
said: "Never mind, go on with your own fishing. Maggie
and I will hunt for shells." As we walked briskly on the
lomr, hard beach, how I wished for a bicycle. There one
could ride for miles, and fall too if you liked, with no fear of
dust or comments.
The success of the fishermen led us back to watch them,

and finally aroused my envy and a desire to try my luck; so
I accepted meekly an offer of a hand line, and there is where
I made my mistake. Had it not been for that wretched
hand line I would yet be able to hold my head up as a fisher-

woman of at least moderate skill,

Baiting the hook with a piece of mullet, laying the line
carefully in coils on the white sand, and whirling it until it

had gathered the momentum to take it away out into the
deep water, I waited to rival the poor men fishing with
"poles." Now and then a jackfish or a cavaille would give
a tug on the line, but they were rejected for a more desirable
return. The monotony of this became tiresome, so I re-
solved upon greater ease. Asking Maggie to hold the line a
moment, I sought my camp-chaii', novel, umbrella and a short
stick.

Taking one turn of the line around the stick, I stuck it into
the sand before me; another turn of the line around my right
arm secured it beyond a possibility of slipping; then holding
the piece of board upon which the line had been wound in
my lap, and umbrella in one hand and book in the other, I
sat down upon the camp-chair feeling I could enjoy my
book and waiting for the fish at the same time.

Hardly had I begun to congratulate myself upon knowing
80 much better than the others did how to be comfortable
than there came a nibble. Dropping my book and umbrella,
I grasped the board with my right hand and reached forward
with my left to draw in the line; this was answered by a
twitch, my pull being responded to by a series of jerks,
yanks and jumps—until, even though holding on with all

my strength and standing where the water washed up over
my feet, 1 felt the line slipping through my grasp until the
superior strength at the other end of the line caused it to cut
through the thin sleeve of my cotton gown like a knife.
With an effort 1 managed to untwist the line and release my
arm, when at the same instant my fish gave a huge jerk, I
felt the line go like a flash through my hands, another twitch
and I stood gazing at my empty hands trying to decide how
it had all happened.
Now comes the sad and bitter part of my story. Instead

of a proper concern for a possibly mutilated arm, I have to
record the most unfeeling remarks which broke in upon my
reverie, upon the uncertainty of life and all things in general.
My brother, who should have spoken with love and sympa-
thy, instead said: "What on earth did you do that for?
Where's your line? What did you let go of it for?" etc., etc.

1 meekly said : "It hurt; I only wanted to free my arm—
and—and—I don't know where the line is

—

"

"No matter if it did; you should have hung on," was the
unfeeling answer.
His friend Mr. G., whom I had heretofore admired as

most generous, courteous and appreciative of men, now
proved his insincerity by squarely and openly joining my
brother in his tirade. His wail was all for his precious hand
line: "The very best one I had, and I thought you knew
enough to take care of it." Ending by a last most unkind-
est cut of all: "That is about what I would expect of a
woman who tried to write a book about fishing, though 1
did think you knew something."
My protest about their indifference if I had been dragged

to a watery grave fell upon callous hearts. They thought
only of that miserable hand line and my foUy in losing a big
fish ; and there under the fair Florida sky, within sight of
the pretty home and where we had peaceiully dwelt among
the roses, we "scrapped;" and even Mr. Jones, who had
always been on my side in any previous differences, sat mute
on the dry sand, and with a look of sad reproach which was
not broken by any appeal of mine for defense.
While I stood there one "lone, lorn woman," against those

"three wise men," away out on the water 1 saw the tiny-
brown board upon which the line had been wound, and to
which one end of it was yet attached. There it was, floating
and bobbing up and down with the waves.

°

f Eugene had just gone out in a rowboat. "Oh, Eugene!
Eugene!" I called, "get it, quick! see there! and there!" As
1 pointed he looked puzzled, but finally ui;derstood and start-
ed after it. A long chase it was. Now here, now there,
could be seen the little board, while my tormentors chanted
in my ears: "Oh, he'll never get it; that line and fish are
gone; a great fisherman you are!" in tones of contempt
which echo in my ears even yet.

Meantime faithful Eugene rowed clumsily hither and yon,
learning rapidly in his attempts to catch the coveted board.'
Encouraged by my persistent appeals and directions from the
shore he finally grasped it ; tben came our turn to w onder ! Too
ar out for us to see ought but bis movemeots, we could only
watjn him pull and pull on the line, as he followed the fish
apparently this way and that, until finally it seemed to be
under the boat. After a long contest, we saw him stand
upright, raise an oar, and beat w ith mighty b'ows at some-
thing in the water. After an evident struggle this method
of attack ceased, and we could see him dragging something
heavy into the boat, and then we knew tuat the precious
hand line was safe and could be returned to its wrathful
owner. So I speedily began to triumph over my brother,
saying, "After all my fish will prove the largest one caught
to-day."
"Your fish!" they both scoffed, "your fish! We would

call that Eugene's fish! ' And they persist to this day that
the shark 1 hooked on the borrowed hand line was Eugene's
fish, and that I deserve no credit whatever, though I yet
claim rare good sense in releasing my arm, and not following
out into the "briny deep" that wily shark, and that I did
hook the biggest fish of the day I yet maintain.
But I warn any who "go a-fishing" there are times when

you may hear plain truths of yourself, and my one daj's
fishing with a hand Une has caused me to become a skeptic
regarding any man's compliments; for this one hand line
taught me the shallowness of the supposed admiration of
one man and the obstinacy of a brother who joined in con-
demning my skill and judgment.

Over the luncheon we all "made up," and they promised
never to forget my "pole" again, and in spite of this com-
bination against me I look back upon a happy day, and
would I could bring to you who read a vision of the curving
shore, soft, clear air, wonderfully tinted water reflecting the
glory of the sky, lines of Spanish bayonets guarding with
their white covers the dark green of the mangrove bushes,
and the restfulness of it all which made a "joy of mere
living" notwithstanding the "hand line."

Manchester, Vermont. MART Orvts MABBURY.
MoiiAL—Never wind the hand line around your arm, lest

you be dragged away to sea. I knew of a woman who
wound one around her waist when fishing on the shore,
hooked a jewfish and it—but "that's another story," as
Kipling says. M. E. O. M,

THE MYSTIFYING WAYS OF TROUT.
Seattle, Wash., March 20.— Editor Forest and Stream:

W, A. Hardy, of the Hardy Hall Arms Co., is a keen sports-
man who tells lots of good stories. One of them is as fol-
lows :

' 'All fishermen know that the trout is 'wily,' especially
the old whale who has felt the prick nf the hook; but 1 had
an experience on Nason Creek, an affluent of the Wenatchie
Eiver, near the Great Northern Railroad's Cascade 'switch-
back,' which seems to indicate that a big trout may be a big
fool. I had been lazilv whipping the stream one warm
August afternoon when I came to a deep pool about 30yds.
round, down the middle of which an undulating ripple
marked the channel in the otherwise smooth and oily surface.
Vine, maple and alder branches overhung the sides except
where a little sandbar put out about 3ft. from the shore at
the head of the pool. Standing on this bar, I cast over the
pool without a rise. It looked too tempting to pass by hastily,
so I put a bit of squirrel meat on my fly, attached a detni-
john cork to the line, cast over to the rippling channel and
let the cm-rent carry the floating line down to the end of the
pool. As I reeled in the line came quartering back up and
across the pool toward me. At about 15yds. from where 1
stood I heard a splash, as of a muskrat, but as I was not
watching I reeled in and cast again. Again there was a
splash at the same place, and watching, I saw a broad tail

swat the cork, which danced from the blow. Again I cast,
and again the big fellow's tail whacked the cork. Taking
off the cork, I cast the fly—a No. 6 professor— at the spot
where the fish had risen before. This time he broke high
out of water and came down on the hook. I struck hard
from a free reel, and braced for a hard fight. To my sur-
prise he took no line, and I reeled in quickly, feeling the
chagrin of loss as I felt no weight; but when the fly reached
the sandbar on which I stood there was the fish, who came
right ashore without a motion. I lifted him up, put him on
the bank, took the hook out of his mouth—he was hooked
fairly in the gristle of the upper lip—felt him all over to see
if he was sick, opening his gills to see if they were pale, took
out my knife to open him, and not till then did he move.
Move he did, giving me a lively two minutes to hold him
down. After I had killed and bled him I opened him and
found a .5in. field mouse half digested in his stomach.
Apparently the fish was sound as a dollar. I know he was
fine eating and fat. He weighed 31bs. 2oz., and what I want
to know is why he came ashore without resistance unless he
was a fool?"

Speaking of foolish fish, I saw a bird teniporarily insane
once, I believe. I had been wandering over the beaches on
the Wenatchie divide after an unsuccessful pheasant hunt.
Seeing a big red-headed woodpecker on a yellow pine, I let

go my .23 Marlin at him, and knocked him down. Going
to pick him up, I saw the bird climb the tree from the ground,
and when he was about 10ft. up he began to peck as fast as
he could, and to screech like the deuce at the same time.
He paid no attention to me, but kept on pecking and screech-
ing in spite of mj efforts to reach him. I finally succeeded
in getting him, but ne still pecked and screeched. I couldn't
imagine what was the matter until after wringing his neck
1 examined him, and found that the bullet had simply
SCI aped the skull, producing I suppose concussion of the
brain at first and a temporary insanity, so to speak.

Living in the State of Washington, where streams are
plentiful and nearly every stream is full of trout, my busi-
ness and my pleasure the past seven years have led me to
spend much time "where the trout lurk," and I have puzzled
much over the vexed questions of the fly as a lure. Stand-
ing quietly for hours at a time in all sorts of waters and
weathers. I am convinced that the sight of the trout, at least

that of Salmo mykifis or cut-throat trout, is not keen. It is

my observation that trout, big and li tie, will when hungry
rise at almost any small object that falls in the water, like
leaves, feathers, twigs, sand, berries. In a big clear pool I
have seen scores dart from every corner to rise at a falling
leaf, and the one nearest and chancng to get it would appar-
ently suck it in, then puff it out when he found out what it

was. Often I have thrown in little pebbles the size of wheat
and seen fish rise at th^m. It has come to be my theory that,

just as a bird or other object coming between the human
eye and the sun is seen in on line or in penumbra, so will a
fish below the surface of the water ste any falling obj ct and
he able to distinguish it only when in striking Qistam e.

The fact that fish in an untiihed stream will strike a bartj

hook, as I have often known of their doing, seems to be an
indication that the hungry tish does not see nor stop to ste
what falls within striking distance.

On the other hand, I can form uo idea why a trout will
prefer one lure to another. On one stream that I have fi-ihm
more than any one else, and on which I do not know that
any one except a few of my friends and myself have ever
fished with a fly, I find that a professor as dropper and gov-
ernor as tail fly on a No 6 hook are so sure as to be almost
deadly, I have tried every fly fiom black gnat to white
miller and red ibis with less and less success. I have tried
grasshoppers, worms, periwinkles, meat and salmon eggs,
which last are considered so deadly as to be unsportsman-
like, and yet at all seasons the professor and the governor
will do better than any of them. There is not a natural fly

on the stream at any season which in si;ze, color or shape has
the slight -st resemblance to either governor or prnfessor.
Why should they be so deadly? X. V. Z.

Cayuga Lake Nettings.

A coEKESPONDENT writing under date March 25 says: "I
have reliable information that the door is wide open on
Cayuga Lake and the Seneca Eiver; both wa-ers are full of
nets; that wagon loads are taken daily of bass, pike and
pickerel; that the local markets are glutted."
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THE UPPER CLACKAMAS.
The Clackamas Kiver rises in the crest of the Cascade

Range and empties into the Willamette Elver two miles
below Willamette Palls and about ten miles above Portland.
It Is a wild mountain torrent, and one of the largest tributaries

of the Willamette. At no season of the year have 1 been
able to wade it at any point for thirty-five or forty miles. It

is an ideal salmon stream, and the U. S Fish Commission
have two hatcherits on it, one about six and the other forty
miles frora its mouth. In the spring of the year and some-
times in the fall the salmon readily take the spoon or salmon
roe, partictilarly at the dam about a mile from the mouth,
ily friend Sidney Smyth and myself in one half day's fish-

ing two years ago caught twelve Chinook salmon with both
spoon and bait below the dam. As regards whether the
Salmon in Oregon take the fly or not, I will say that as a rule
they do not, but I know of two cases where a Chmook has
taken the fly, one of which I witnessed myself. I have the
honor of being the originator of the Mead fly, upon which
they were taken. The trout fishing is very good in the upper
tiver and its tributaries during tbe summer months. Salmon
trout are caught at most all seasons of the year.

Shortly after my return from Roaring River, of which
trip my friend S. H. Greene has so well written, while en-
joying a much-needed rest, I was persuaded much against
my will (?) to take to the mountains agaiu by a friend who
wished to get away from business cares and incidentally do
some fishing. On a bright, sunny afternoon in September,
R. R. floge. Dr. Bradbury and the writer left Portland for
Oregon City by the electric car line, loaded down with rifles,

•fish rods and everything that goes to make life enjoyable in
the mountains. After engaging a man for camp work, etc.,

we retired, but not to sleep, for anticipation kept us awake.
We were up bright and early, and left Oregon City at 5
o'clock, and after a fourteen-mile drive we arrived at the
end of the wagon road without any mishap other than the
breaking of the rear axle, which our cook John quickly re-
paired with a small tree, which he lashed to the front axle
and rested the rear upon it.

We found Mr. Willis and his son at home, atid engaging
the latter with two pack horses we proceeded down the trail

as far as horses could go. We then shifted the packs to our-
selves. I had a 401 b. pack, the Doctor the same. John
carried the cooking utensils, etc.,. while to make it easy for
our tenderfoot friend Hoge we gave him the rifles, fish rods,
baskets, boots, etc. His load was the hardest of the lot to
carry down that steep trail, but ignorance was bliss, etc.

All went well until we came to a bid part of the trail known
as "Jacob's Ladder," which is so steep that a rope has to be
used in making tJie descent. The Doctor, John and myself
made it all right, but Hoge was troubled with vertigo* and
could not make it; so I carried his outfit down, and then in-
structing the doctor and John to go on down to th.^ cabin at
the bottom of the canon, about one-half mile below, with
the outfit, I returned to Hoge and found him no better, so
we decided to return to Willis's and spend the night, then
get down by a lower and easier trail which reached the river
a mile below the cabin.

We started early the next morning with young Willis to
help us and reached the boat in good order. The river is

very swift at this point, and we had to get up by means of a
Tope. The boat leaked badly and Hoge did most of the bail-
ing, while I waded and scrambled over rocks, etc. , and WU-
lis acted as pilot. We reached the cabin about noon and
found the Doctor putting things in order and John off up the
trail after the last load. It began raining just as we arrived,
and here let me say that it rained almost steadily for five
days, leaving us one dry day in camp.

After a lunch and a rest I decided we needed fish, I bor-
rowed a sweater of the Doctor, and putting on heavy hip

-- boots I took my steel rod and spoon and started for a large,
deep pool below camp. It was from 15 to 20ft. deep and
full of dangerous swirls and eddies. I started wadmg out in
the riflie above. More intent on fishing than as to my sur-
roundings, I suddenly found myself swept off my feet. I
hung on to the rod and regained my feet, only to lose them
again. I then dropped everything and struck out for the op-
posite shore in order to avoid a large eddy, but the force of
the current was such that I was carried right into it, and
was drawn down till my feet struck bottom. I was doubled
up so that I could not swim, so 1 tried to pull myself up the
steep sides of the bottom by catching hold of the rocks, but
could not get a hold. I finally straightened out enough to
kick and swam out and to the surface, only to be taken under
again by a smaller one further down. On coming to the
surface again I struck a back current, which carried me in
to shore, where 1 had just enough strength left to crawl out.
I found my boots, which fitted tight around my thighs, were
stripped down below my knees by the force of the first eddy.
I walked back to camp feeling very weak, minus rod, reel
and hat, nor have 1 seen them since. With my sweater and
boots full of water, I seemed, in my weak condition, to weigh
a ton. and I was very glad when the boys stripped and rubbed
me down. I rolled up in blankets, slept for a while, and
awoke all right.

The next day, in spite of the rain, we had some good
fishing. The mountains on both sides of the river near our
camp were very steep, those on the opposite side being al-

most perpendicular. John and I decided there were deer
across from the camp, so on Saturday morning early we
crossed the river, and finding a deer trail climbed up, and on
reaching the last bench John went down and I up the river.
I hunted till about 10 o'clock without seeing a deer, although
I found plenty of fresh signs, and then started back. It took
me two hours to find a way down, and when I did I dropped
the last few feet, and found myself a half mile below camp.
1 was very tired when I reached camp, so I lit my pipe and
sat down to wait for John. In about an hour he came
along. He claimed he was not tired, but from the way his
feet dragged behmd him I have my doubts. Sunday we.
loafed around telling yarns, etc.

About midnight who should walk in on us but Sidney
Smyth and Huatly, from Oregon City, and a gentleman
whom Sidney introduced as his father. I did not know he
had one living, but said nothing. They had come down
that steep mountain trail after dark with nothing to guide
them but a lantern. As the bunksjwere occupied, ihey turned
in on the floor. The mxt morning I heard Huntly as well
as Smyth address Mr. Smyth as "Pop," whereupon I be-
came suspicious and finally discovered that Pop was none
other than O. O. S. Immediately there was an uproar.
From that time on Pop was more than welcome to my
bunk, gun, rifle, fish rod and my time. We fished around
all day and caught a nice mess of trout to take home.

\ Tuesday morning Pop, the Doctor, Huntly and Sidney
took ia portion of the outfit up the trail, and Hoge, John and

myself took the balance down the river in the' boat. I, as
usual, took to the water, and was in it, six-shooter and all,

before we reached the lower trail. We reached Willis's all
right, and found the others there. After putting on dry
clothes and eating a hearty lunch we took the team for Ore-
gon City, where we arrived at dark, and after a dinner such
as only campers can eat without ill effects we returned to
Portland on the electric car.

We Went into the mountains for rest and recreation. I, for
one, never worked harder in my life; but we voted the trip
a success, and vowed we would go again. "All's well that
ends well." '

J. Robebts Mead.
Portland, Oreson.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH,
XXXVIL-William Morton Locke.

All the old gunners and trap-shooters in western New
York remember Morfc Locke. No matter where or when
the event was to be pulled off, nor what the demands of
business might be, it was certain that Mort -would turn up
and enter in every shooting contest. When you know this
and also that Mort was a poor man, dependent upon a
small salary as station agent, telegraph operator, baggage
master and sole representative of the New York Central
R. R. at Honeoye Falls, N. Y., on that branch of the road
which extends from Oanandaigua to Batavia, runs two
trains per day each way, and is called "the peanut road"
by the trainnien, you get an idea of his love of field sports
and of shooting. Then, if you can imagine a short, very
stout, bald, blue-eyed man of thirty-five, you will know
him as I first met Mm, thirty years ago, kind-hearted,
genial and jolly. That's the best pen-picture I can draw of
£im.
Most of the summer had been spent in travel, seeking

springs and brooks for the purpose of trout-breeding, and
some man on the train said: "Get off" at the nest station
and ask Mort Locke; he knows every spring and stream
for twenty miles around." And it chanced that I bought
a farm for its spring, and came into the friendship of as
genial and warm-hearted a man as we seldom find. He
had only one limit, and that, unfortunately, was his purse,
for he had the tastes of a man of wealth; here the thought
come.s in that if the figures of the census gatherer should
include this class there would be an appalling lot of impe-
cunious fellows in it, and Mort Locke and I would be lost
in the mass.
The Mendon Ponds, as they are called, are fine lakes in

the township of that name some ten miles south of
Rochester, and there we fished for pickerel. Putting our
boat on a wagon, we usually made it a two days' trip,

camping and hobbling tke horses. Here I learned a new
form of fishing. Mort's rig was a cane pole, selected as to
proper stiffness, and to this a reel and guide rings were at-

tached. He used a spoon and cast it from the bow of tlie

boat, while I rowed slowly. Reeling up to within 1ft. of
the spoon, he would send it whirling and splashing away
near the weeds and then play the glittering lure as the fly-

caster does. Usually the spoon fisher trolls from the
stern, over water which has been disturbed by the boat,
but Mort's method was not only new to me, but was very
Buccessful,

Like many other all-round sportsmen, fishing was with
him a trifle slow compared to shooting, and Mort kept a
couple of foxhounds, and induced me to buy two, so that
we got up a fair cry, and many a winter day have I stood
in the snow, almost frozen, and listened to the hounds
until they were out of hearing, and the next day would be
told; "If you'd stayed there half an hour longer you'd
have got a fox, for the dogs brought him back right by your
stand. I went over and saw the track after the hounds
passed because I didn't hear you shoot."

"But the dogs went away off toward Hemlock Lake, and
sometimes they've gone that way and haven't come back
for three days. I wouldn't stay there and freeze my feet
for all the foxes in Monroe county. I don't want a fox
very bad, anyway; you may freeze your legs off for one, if

you wish, but I won't." And so we would quarrel over my
leaving the runway. As I remember it, one day out of
three we would get a fox; one day out of ten we would get
two, and once only we killed three. Some days it was
warm work, running from hill to hill with a lOlb. 9-gauge
muzzleloader, with its flask and pouch, only to find that
the fox had passed and was liable to double back on the
ridge just left. Feet did not freeze then.
Mort was very proud when he got a fox. If he only

had a few rabbits he would strike straight for home, but if

a fox was slung to his shoulder he would skirt the village
and go up the main street. The day that we killed the
three foxes we were off to the south, and his home was on
that side of the village, but he wanted to go around and
stop in the stores for provisions.

Mort was always moved by some immediate impulse,
and never thought of a thing until after he had acted
upon it, nor did he count the cost unless he was short
of money; for he paid cash and never owed a man a
cent. The following incident illustrates this point. In his
oflSce one winter morning he said: "Yesterday I saw this

advertisement of a famous kennel of foxhounds in Vir-
ginia, and by this morning's mail I sent $25 for one. Oh,
they're rattlers, swifter 'an chain lightning. I tell you
there'll be fun when this Virginia foxhound gets here!"
"Mort," said I, "telegraph down to Virginia and counter-

mand your order. The fox hunters there want swift dogs
and ride after them, hoping to see them kill the fox and
to be in at the death. That's no sport for us. We want
slow dogs, which will bring the fox around where we can
get a shot at it, just the same as in deer hounding, but you
don't want a hound to kill a fox. Suppose he kills his
game ten miles from you and you never know it? The
conditions are different; Virginia gentlemen ride to the
hounds on horses, and ladies join in the hunt, but they
could never follow a fox over the hills and forests of Mon-
roe county, and besides they think it is murder to shoot

"Is"that so?"
"True as gospel, Mort, Sport is an ideal thing. We are

not horsemen, and see no sport in having a hound kill a
fox as a terrier kills a^rat, I perfectly agree with you that
when a fox dies I like to pull the trigger which causes his

death, and I only look to the hound as a secondary cause,

just as I do to the bird dog when a woodcock drops before
my gun. That swift hound is just the kind of dog that is

useful in Virginia, where fox hunters consider it a crime to

shoot a fox; but he is of no use here. When the hounds

run a fox past me, and I can pull a trigger on him and be.
the immediate causa of his death, then fox himting takes
rank with the hunting of the stag, A dog which should
kill either fox or stag before it reached my gun would be
killed by me in return,"
But the hound came, and Mort was proud of his form and

kept him close for some days in order that he might get
acquainted in his new home. In half a dozen hunts we
only had the pleasure of hearing the hounds start the fox
and run him until their voices were lost in the distance;
but no fox came arotind to our posts, and if the Virginia
hound killed a fox we never knew it. We left him at home
after that and relied on our old slow dogs.

If Mort Locke was not the most enthusiastic sportsman
that I had met, he created the impression that he was, and
his enthusiasm was contagious. He induced me to go after
woodcock in a thick and heavy swamp on July 4 because
the open season began on that day. I loved woodcockand
woodcock shooting, but had never indulged in it until the
coming of the brown October days brought relief from the
burning sun of summer; for even in my young days some
degree of personal comfort seemed necessary for enjoy-
ment of any kind. Not that long and weary tramps were
dreaded, nor cold feet were thought of, when prospective
rabbits or foxes were in mind; but the blazing sun of July
was more enjoyable on lake than in a thicket, and after
presenting this view of the case to Mort and listening to
his enthusiastic presentation of the case, we went.
The morning was clear and cool when Mort came to tbe

house as an early breakfast was finished; a three-mile walk
down the railroad track brought us to the swamp. Mort
had borrowed a half-broken pointer from the village, and
my mongrel setter was a dog which preferred chasing rab-
bits to working woodcock or snipe, and was handicapped
by the weight of several ounces of bird-shot which had
been inserted in those propelling muscles in his rear for
his neglect to obey a recall from a rabbit chase, when his
owner thought the marking down of one woodcock to be
of more value than a ton of cottontails. And so we went
forth after woodcock on the first day of the season about a
quarter of a century ago.
While with Mort his enthusiasm compelled one to be

alert for the promised sport; the day was young, and we
were with nature when her vegetation was most luxuriant.
We turned into the swamp, and put out the dogs. Half
an hour seemed to afford sufficient sport for me as I made
for the hill, wet through with perspiration, and face burn-
ing with spider webs. There is an exquisite torture in a
spider web across a perspiring face that is not to be de-
scribed, but half an hour in a dense thicket in July was all

the sport I wanted. There was a broad oak at the foot of
the hill, a cool spring just at its roots, and a light breeze
invited repose. Mort's gun at intervals proved that his
enthusiasm was not lessened by perspiration and burning
spider webs, while the cool breeze fanned me to sleep.
Whether that sleep would have rivaled Rip Van

Winkle's if the panting breath of a dog in my face, as a
heated tongue licking my forehead brought conscioilsness,
can never be known. Then Mort said: "Hello! where've
you been? Didn't hear you shoot but once. How many
birds did you get?"

"Been? Been right here having fun under this oak. I
shot once and got one bird, thousands of mosquito bites,
soaked with perspiration and face burned by spider webs.
You've got eight birds, but I wouldn't spend an hour in
that swamp to kill any amount of woodcock. I've had all

the July shooting I want, and I doubt if the birds will
keep until we get home."
They did keep, and we had them badiy served by Dick

Case, who was said to be good on oyster stews and other
game. But when we brought in some October birds I did
the cooking and served them d la Port Tyler, to the great
delight of Mort and a few friends.

It is sad to think how much game is eaten and how
small a portion of it is properly cooked. At a farmhouse
in Iowa, years ago, a woman actually stuffed prairie
chickens with bread, onions and other things seasoned
with thyme, and said: "Ef I'd a knowed ye was a-comin'
I'd a had a chicken killed, but the boys shot these an' I
happened to have 'em in the house!" Some one has said
that heaven sends us meats, while the monarch of the
other place sends cooks.

Mort had not had chances for exercising epicurian
tastes, but he had them, and once out of range of the cook
in the rural restaurant, or family, he soon recognized thali

each game bird or animal had a distinct flavor which
should be preserved. He readily learned this very im-
portant part of sportsmanship, for a man should know how
his game should be served as well as shot. The day's
sport is not complete with the shooting, but to invite
friends to an evening dinner at which the hard-earned
game is to be the central feature and then to have it

villainously cooked is enough to ruflie the best of tempera.
With this remark we will leave cookery, for although no
one has arisen to publish a little book telling the loving
and well-meaning housewife how to cook the game which
her sportsman husband brings home, I can't do it, Pre^
tending to know when it is done correctly does not include
a knowledge of all details.

Foreight years IMort was my constantcompanion on shoot-
ing and fishing trips. He would get a leave of absence for

a week or two and we would fish in many of those small
lakes of central New York or would shoot ducks on Cayuga
Lake. These ducking trips must be postponed until an-
other time, but the temptation to tell a cooking story on
Mort is very strong. He knew, as all gunners know in a
general way, the edible qualities of the different wild
ducks, and he had thoroughly learned that a wild duck,
which was anywhere near the first class, should have no
"stuffing" of any kind, merely served cm naiurel. We gave
a farmer some "sawbills" and sheldrakes, strong, fishy

beasts, who said: "My wife kin bile them ducks with
inyons an' stuff 'em with summer savory, 'n then roast 'em,
an' you can't tell 'em fum teal nur wood ducks."
Mort drew a sigh and remarked: "Yes, and she could fill

a teal or wood duck with onions and 'yarbs' until you
couldn't tell it from a hell-diver or a loon!" His culinary
education was complete.
Mort Locke was a born naturalist. The Indian mounds

that he dug into filled his house with relics. He collected

insects without any special knowledge of their places in
zoology and he was always busy at something, and that
something was always the acquisition of knowledge with-
out a thought of pecuniary reward.

If William Morton Locke had, in his early life, been
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thrown among men whose livea were devoted to research
in the direction of animal Hfe he would have made his
mark. He was one of "those mute inglorious Miltons"
who only lacked opportunity. He was dismissed several
times because he did not attend to his railroad business,
hut was restored because he was so faithful when the geese
were not flying over.
In 1876 I tried to get up an aquarium for the Centennial

Exposition in Philadelphia, and as Mort had been dis-
charged for locking up the railroad office for some days
and going off after the spring flight of geesie to the Mendon
Ponds, I engaged him to help me. When I threw the
thing up Mort tried it, but soon found that he was power-
less and resigned. Drifting off to Michigan in 1878, he
wrote me that while fishing near Fenton he caught a big-
mouth black bass which had swallowed a lull-grown sora
rail and yet took his minnow.
That same year he was appointed to be the agent of the

Louisville & Nashville R. R. at Marshall's Ferry, 111., on
the Wabash River, a point where grain and meats were
transferred from the river to go South by rail. He wrote
twice a week, and I published many of his letters at the
time. His letters were filled with notes on the ducks,
geese and turkeys, as well as extolling the catalpa worm as
a bait for black bass and the "grindle" {Amia, calm), also
known as dogfish, bowfin, etc., as the best table fish in tjie

river except the black bass. Without knowledge of the
flavor of the water of the Wabash in White county, 111., it

is safe to say that if Mort's judgment on the native fish is
correct they are a job lot, for the "grindle" is said by many
to be uneatable, and, in my estimation, the black bass is a
very poor table fish. Yet how can a fellow talk about
gastronomy when a most lovely woman tells him that she
"dearly loves cabbage!" It is a shock from which he
never wholly recovers, and as he writes this there comes
that old Latin phrase to the effect that tastes are not to be
disputed. So we record that a man whom I had tried to
train in epicurean ways calls the "grindle" a good fish, and
a most charming woman, whom you would never suspect
of having a gross taste, eats cabbage! Truly de gustibus
may appear to be "disgustibus," but what are you going to
do about it? Mort Locke was far from being a model
business man, or a model in any way, but in "Measure for
Measure" Mariana remarks:

"They say, best meu are moulded out of faults."

When Mort went down on the AVabash he took his son
Pred M. with him. As a schoolboy Fred would beg to go
on our fox hunting trips, but would be threatened with
punishment in varied forms if he stayed away from school.
Once when there was doubt concerning which side of the
Mendon Ponds the fox had gone Fred appeared and de-
cided the case, Mort killed the fox and made no reference
to the school, and the boy gave me a knowing wink. Yet
that boy grew up to bean inventor of electrical appliances,
and is now doing business at Victor, N. Y., while two very
studious boys that I had under observation in the same
little village went to the bad. If there is any moral' in all
this—and none was intended—it is that ahoy is a quantity
which may develop in a way that may surprise you. After
he passes his twentieth year he is not apt to do this, but
before that he is mighty "onsartin."
Marshall's Ferry, 111., was one of those forlorn places

where a man could live ifhe could get enough to eat, but
Mort had to go to Mount Vernon, some sixty miles away,
in Jefferson county, for those little things which make life

endurable. Returning on a freight train, he got off at
Upton to speak to the engineer while the engine was tak-
ing water, and in running to the caboose in the rear to
jump on while the train was in motion he fell and his right
knee was crushed under the wheels. It took time for
surgeons to come from Hawthorn and Carmi; his stiength
was impaired by bleeding, and the shock of amputation
was too great. Thus the kind and genial companion pre-
ceded us into the great unknown land. Fred Mathee.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
An ancient healhen philosopher once said^ in illustrating

the duty of meu to each other, that if one has a lighted lamp
and another wishes to hght his lamp at the flame, he ought
to be allowed to do so, if for no other reason because he
thereby attains something without taking anything from his
fellow. As the sweet breath of this mild spring morning
awakened pleasant memories of my last summer's outing,
this saying occurred to me and has taken the modern form of
a suggestion that if one knows of a place in the woods where
the best of fishing and hunting can be had with accommoda-
tions such, as can rarely be found where there is fishing and
hunting, he ought to tell it to the readers of the Fokest and
Stream—it being understood, of course, that those who do
not read this best of hunting and fishing journals do not de-
serve to be told. Indeed, I am indebted to the Forest ajsd
Stream for a knowledge of this place.

Casting about early last summer to find, if possible, a spot
in Maine woods where my wife and 1 could enjoy the pleas-
rn-es of camping out and life in the woods without its dis-
comforts, I naturally turned toils advertising columns, and
there among others I found a modest advertisement of "At-
tean Camps." Writing to the address, J. T. McLaughlin,
Jackson, Me., I received an answer so definite, intelligent
and generally satisfactory that we concluded to risk going
from Pennsylvania to Maine on the chance of this being the
place we were looking for.

So on a beautiful morning early in August, just before the
sun rose, we left a train of the eastern branch of the Cana-
dian Pacific Ry. at a rustic station on the banks of Attean
Pond, where we were met by two guides, edch with a canoe,
ready to paddle us over about a half mile to the camps on
Birch Island. Whoever has been in a canoe on a forest lake
on a midsummer morning, when the first rays of the rising
sun were beginning to touch with crimson the fleecy clouds
in the blue sky above, can imagine how we enjoyed this pas-
sage.

Arriving at the island, we were shown into one of a num-
ber of log cabins standing on the brow of the ascent from the
shore. It had one loom, nicely furnished, with comfortable
beds, and everything neat and clean, in due time we were
conducted to one of the other cabins, which proved to be the
dining room, where an excellent breakfast of trout and the
best of coffee, among other things, awaited us. This was
our introduction to Attean Camps. We were much surprised
to find, as part of the arrangements for the entertainment of
guests, a good piano and several shelve;^ fiUed with books,
two or three of which were written by the father of the mis-

treas of the island, who herself is an educated lady who sings
and plays well, and who is ever ready in the evening to ac-
company any of the ladies who wish to sing.
But your readers will want to know about the fishing and

hunting. Both are excellent. Unfortunately my vacation
came too late for the spring fishing, which of course is the
best, and too early for the hunting season. But the fishing
-was good during the summer, and trout in quantities to
satisfy any reasonable votary of the rod could be caught at
any time. One of the guests, a gentleman from Boston^
took in little more than an hour fourteen trout, whose com-
bined weight was over 231bs., and during £^11 our stay the
table was supplied with them.
The deer hunting is also of the best in its season. As I

have said, I was compelled to leave before this began. But
I had ample evidence that deer are very plentiful. It was a
common occurrence to see them on the shore of the pond
opposite the camps, and it was one of the diversions of the
ladies to watch and admire their graceful movements. The
numerous stretches of sandy beach were trodden over in the
morning as if a flock of sheep had been there during the
night. There can be no doubt that any hunter could easily
get his quota of deer in a short time.
Although we missed the best of the fishing and the hunt-

ing, we enjoyed ourselves thoroughly and remained much
longer than we intended, and were sorry: to leave. We en-
joyed the rest and quiet, the fresh and bracing air, the de-
lightful canoeing trips on the ponds and streams, and the
sound, refreshing sleep which comes after a day spent in the
forest or on the lakes. We were living in the woods with
the comforts of home. This is what makes Attean Camps
especially eligible for sportsmen who wish to take their wives
and daughters with them.
Perhaps I ought to add that Attean Pond is about five

miles long and from one to three miles wide, contains a num-
ber of islands, and is one of several ponds into and out of
which Moose River flows. This stream rises among the
mountains, and by a devious course through the ponds re-
ferred to makes its way finally into Moosehead Lake nearly
opposite Mt. Kineo and the hotel of that name. This affords
opportunity for a great variety of excursions by canoe. Good
guides can always be had at Attean Camps, and a large ex-
tent of the river is within the boundaries of the reserve
belonging to these camps. A comfortable log cabin, fur-
nished and provisioned, and situated on a bluif overlooking
the river, in a grove of tall Norway pines, about fifteen miles
up the river from the camps, is a pleasant place, where guests
may stay over night on an excursion or where they may spend
several days, if so minded, near good fishing.

I believe that whoever visits Attean Camps will thank me
for making the place known to them. J. W. S.

KLAMATH LAKE.
Jacksost CotTKTY, Oiegon.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Perhaps a description of this wonderfully beautiful lake and
its surroundings will not be unappreciated by the disciples
of the gun and rod. By reference to a map of Oregon you
will see that the lake lies on the southern border and a little

to the west of the center of the great State of Oregon and at
the eastern base of the Cascade range of mountains. It may
be said to be the great source of the Klamath River, from
which lake it flows and tuml)les south and west, cutting the
Cascade range at right angles some twenty miles below the
outlet of the lake. In its tortuous and precipitous course of
some 800 miles it falls about 3,000ft., emptying into the Pa-
cific Ocean at Crescent City, nea ly on the boundary line
between Oregon and California. Speaking advisedly, the
river is literally packed with trout from its mouth to its foun-
tain head. The beautiful lake is thirty-five miles long by
about eighteen broad. At places the depth is immense; the
shores are very irregular, adding greatly to its beauty, while
at intervals of several miles (and more particularly on the
west side—the greatest length of this lake is north and soiith)
estuaries or tongues, from 80 to 100ft. wide and from 10 to
20ft. deep, reach back from the shore inland from one-half
to two miles, and all the way of a uniform width and depth.
Always at the heads of these are mammoth boiling springe of
the purest water, and so cold as to be but 8 above freezing,
nor do they vary in their temperature 1° summer or winter.
As a result these estuaries never freeze over even in the cold-
est weather; so that during the winter months, when the
lake puts on her icy robes, the estuaries are actually packed
with dueks of many kinds, which abound here at all seasons
of the year and from which you can take your pick as yon
need them. This is not hunting—all you have to do is to
shoot them. The waters of this lake abound with lake trout
weighing from 41bs. to 16ibs. These fish can be taken with
trolling lines as fast as the most sanguine sportsman could
desire. I know of no better fishing from ocean to ocean, and
experience gives my judgment weight.
Mallard ducks hatch their young in the marshes around

this lake, and to estimate their number would be as unrea-
sonable as to estimate the number of mosquitoes to the acre
in the swamp bogs of New England, From Aug. 1 to cold
weather the number that invites the sportsman is incal-
culable.

If at any time you get tired of this small game and have
the nerve for larger, you can go back from the lake, west,
up and up for twenty miles, to where winter holds uninter-
rupted sway eleven months of the year, and the twelfth is

not without its drifts of snow, ever and ever shining in daz-
zUng whiteness, as the sun looks upon them from his august
throne out of an almost cloudless sky, up to where the ice
and snow clasp forever in their cold embrace the summit of
Mount Pit. But take care how you go; leave your shotgun
by the lake with your fishing tackle, and take your rifle

(.38 to .45 will do). Now, with nerve and some experience,
you can bag most any game indigenous to this section, from
a wildcat to a cinnamon bear; but deer and bears are all you
need to hunt. Nor is it always desirable or necessary to
hunt the beai-; he will probably find you; and if not, and
you are an amateur, it is just as well. But it is necessary
that you have a good rifle and know how to use it upon the
shortest possible notice.

The west side of the lake is the sportsmen's and tourists'
"retreat." This is now included in the Crater Lake Forest
Reserve There are but a few settlers and far between.
They took their claims before this was set apart as a forest
restrve, and consequently hold their rights amid this glorious
solitude

Although this Jake, with its marvelous sporting capacities
and health inviting atmosphere, has been known by a few
for many years, it has only within the last two or three years
come to the knowledge and notice of the outside world, and
as yet is as unknown to the people of Oregon, except a few,
as are the pampas of Russia or the desert of Sahara. But

this is past. Last season it was visited for the first time by
many tourists and sportsmen. They will come again, bring-
ing others with them, and in a few years we predict this will
be the watering place of this coast. A pradical route to the
lake has been opened from Ashland, a distance of about
fifty miles, over mountains, through primeval forest, by lakes
and streams, as grand as the Great Architect of nature could
construct^ and beholding it for the first time you invariably
exclaim; "The one-half was never told."

Iba Wakefield,

Tarpon on the Florida East Coast.
I tniNK that it is now a fairly established fact that there

is excellent tarpon fishing on the East Coast of Florida; and
this has been proved in the last week to my entire satis-
faction.

•

It has for the last few years been said that they Would not
bite on the East Coast, and that unless shrimp could be ob-
tained there would be no fish caught.
The following is the list of the seven days' fishing that I

know of having been done at Miami, Florida:
1. One boat, five hours, two strikes.—One fish, caught by

Mr. Cauldwell in two hours and forty minutes, using a 15-
threarl line; fish was a female and weighed 1411b8.

2. One boat, six hours, seven strikes.—No fish.

3. One boat, three hours, one strike.—No fish.

4. One boat, four hours, seven strikes.—No fish.

5. One boat, six hours, four strikes.—No fish; one on for
fifteen minutes.

6. One boat, six hours, three strikes,—One fish on ten
minutes.

7. Two boats, five hours, three strikes,—Two fish Caught,
one of them a 90-pounder, by Mr. T. A. Havemeyer, of New
York, in two hours and five minutes. This was a very game
fish and fought from the word go. The other was a female
of 1761bs. that I killed in twenty-five minutes. He was a
very "logy" fellow and only made six leaps. I had a great
piece of luck in getting this fish, as he made a run the first

thing from my boat to the sloop, which I had sailed up in,
and got foul of the anchor rope. He had enough play for
the line to slip a little, and finding that I could not get clear
I reeled off about 50yds. of line from my second rod and
made a "flying switch," and transferred to the other rod.
Tugging and straining at the fine when caught, with only a
little give, had so tired him out that I brought him to the
boat in less than five minutes. I repeated this performance
four times, as I had not a gaff, and then brought him up
light to the boat on his side, when my boatman (S^m Rob-
erts, from the West Coast) drove an old harpoon that happened
to be in the boat into him and we pulled him ashore. He
hardly struggled when the harpoon hit him.

Roberts, who has been tarpon fishing on the East Coast for
the past five years, says that there Is much better fishing
here than on the West Coast. Both he and I are looking for
the man that stole our gaff while we were out of the boat,
and if we find him will "gaff" him. I inclose you a scale
and a photo of the fish. Edwaed A. Watson.
Virginia.

The Massachusetts Association.
BosT03sr, Mass., March 2^.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Secretary Kimball, of the Massachusetts Pish and Game
Protective Association, has issued a neat fittle booklet giv-
ing a list of the officers, committees, and active, honorary
and life members of the Association, by which it appears
that there are upwards of 250 names upon the roll. Of
course, in all associations like this there are many who lose
their interest after a few years and allow themselves to fall
in arrears in regard to dues; these have been dropped, and
it may safely be said that the list now represents only those
who are devoted to the objects of the Association, and pro-
pose to do their share toward carrying on the worii it has so
successfully prosecuted for twenty-five years.
The committees for the current year, as appointed by Presi-

dent Rockwell, are as follows: On legislation: President
Rockwell, Benj. C. Clark, Dr. Heber Bishop, Edward J.
Brown, Dr. John T. Stetson, Loring Crocker, Robert S.
Gray, George W. Wiggin, J. Russell Reed; on enforcement
of laws relating to fish : William B. Smart, Charles G. Gibson,
Rollin Jones, Edward E. Small; on enforcement of laws re-
lating to game: Arthur W. Robinson, Loring Crocker,
Charles A. Allen, Warren Hapgood; on publication: Secre-
tary H. H. Kimball, Dr. W. G. Kendall. Geo. O. Sears, Dr.
E W. Branigan; on finance: Charles Stewart, Sidney Chase,
W. C. Prescott, Charles G. Gibson; on entertainments and
meetings: C. J. H, Woodbury, Geo, W. Wiggin, William
Almy, Thomas H. Hall, William B. Smart, Dr. Heber
Bishop; counsel: George W. Wiggin, J. Russell Reed.
In past years considerable good work has been done by the

committees on the enforcement of the fish and game laws in
consequence of information furnished those committees by
parties cognizant of the violations of those laws, and they
would be glad to be informed in the future, as in the past, of
such violutions. To be effective these complaints should be
accompanied by names of parties willing to give evidence
against violators of the law; dates, names and facts are what
the committees desire, and when these are furnished they will
be used in the manner best calculated to bring substantia
results. The address of Mr, Robinson, chairman of the game
law committee, is No. 4 Post Office square. My address is

No. 11 AUston street, Dorchester. William B, Smart.

Game and Fish on the Biltmore Estate.
AsHEViLLE, N. C, March 27.—Thirty thousand rainbow

trout fry were placed this week in the streams which run
through the Biltmore Estate, George W. Vanderbilt's 100,000
acre tract, which lies to the southward of this city. They
were brought from the Virginia State hatcheries at Wythe-
ville, about 80 per cent, surviving the hardships of the jour-
ney, Several fine trout streams have their sources nn or
near Mount Pisgah, which has an elevation of nearly 6,000ft.
above sea level, and is a part of Mr. Vanderbilt's extensive
holdings, though not as yet connected with the main tract on
which the manor stands. Bears, deer, raccoons and wild-
cats are said to infest these lofty solitudes, and turkeys,
grouse, quail, rabbits and squirrels are abundant. Efforts
are being made to raise a few broods of English pheasants,
which will be turned loose to multiply and replenish the
earth, or at least that not inconsiderable portion of ii owned
or coutrolled by the young millionaire, whose friends are to
be envied for the sporting privileges which the future has in
store for them. J. L. K.

The FoHEST AND Steeam is put to press each Week on luesday.
Coj-resvondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday^ and as much earlier as practicable.
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F I XT U R ESt
BENCH SHOWS.

March 30-April 2.—Baltimoke.—Baltimore Kernel Assrciation.
March 30-ApriI 2.—Kansas City.—Kansas City Kennel Club.
March 81-April 3—S^n Josfi.—Santa Clara County Poultry and

Kennel Club.
April 7-10.- Stockton— Stockton Kennel Club.
April 14-17.—Los Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 6.- Manitoba Field Trials Club, Jlorris, Man.
Nov. 2.—Monongahels Valley Game and Fish Protective AsEOci-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.

"DAT Ll'LE ALABAMA COON."
"Away down South in the land o' cotton,

'Simmon seed and a sandy bottom,

Look away, look away, look away
To Dixie Land!"

''Yo' all is all too pow'ful tired ter go coon huntia' ter-

night, ain't yer, gen'men?"
The group of huntftnpn who were comfortably settled

around the log-fire of thfir heaven upon earth, the Wilder-
ness Club, looked up at the stalwart form of the negro who
emerged from the unknown regions of the darkness without
and addressed them.
"Whut's put coon buntin' io your bead, Pete?" the Colonel

asked languidly. The feast whicb they bad bad of savory
mallards and teal done to a turn, and of squirrels barbecued

;1

"thb fur begins to fly "

as only the club cook could do them, together with the re-

membrance of the strings of game, including wild turkeys
ai'd geese, banging in the cold outside air, did not predispose
the party to violent exertion even if they had not spent the
day on the lake or in wading about its marshy borders waist
deep in its proverbial tules and lilypads

Pete's anxious eyes roved from one face to another, t?king
in with a sigh their universal expression of post prandial
satisfaction, as, laying down his axe and sack, he answered:

"Nuthin' 't all, boss, 'cep'in' ez I wus comin' th'ongh de
woods dat yaller dorg uv mine done treed er coon, an' I says
ter myee'f, 'Some deua fine gen'men down ter de club '11 show
wanter see er coon an' derg fight! Why, gen'men, they ain't

nary dorg widin dis county ez kin hoi' er light ter my yaller

dorg—jes' tother day he —

"

"See any possums, Pete?" There were too many adven-
tures and stories to be told to allow Pete's verbosity.

"Possums, did I heah yer say? Why, Lord! dey's thick-

er'n blackberries in fly lime! An' dey's d»ne eat dem 'sim-

mons an' grapes 'tel dey's so fat dey faihly makes yo' mouf
water !" His eyes shone at the mere recollection.

The Colonel turned to the Commander: "Pete reminds
me of that old joke of Bob's; evah heah him tell it, sir?

Whut, never heard Bob—but of cou'se you couldn't when
you 'e evahlastin'ly wanderin' 'round on ther watah ! No-
body in this woT can tell er joke like Bob, but he says 'that

^ "You don't say!" and this time the laugh was on the Com-
mander.
At that the man who had hunted with Bogardus, who had

shot deer in the Adirondacks, buffalo on the plains, moose
in the great Northwest of Canada, and could show the hides
and horns of strange creatures from across the seas, captured
in their native haunts, jumped up and cracked his heels to-

gether: "I don't know what Bogardus would say to such
hunting," he cried, "but I'll find out if the old lady was
right. Will any of you gentlemen join me?"

Despite the fact that they bad been awake "sence long
'fo'e day," as their negro cook expressed it, and, except for
the time spent in ravishing the goodly table spread for them,
had been steadily hunting all the time, three of the men
responded, and with the joyous shouts of schoolboys they
followed Pete out into the night.
Did you ever step from an overheated room into the crisp,

frosty night air, when the firmament above was spangled
o'er with diamond dust wrought into a myriad of patterns,
which were accentuated here and there with solitaires? To
suddenly be in the wilderness, far from the madding crowd,
where e'en the organ-throated voice of Nature was hushed
and still under the glistening coverlet of rime, when the
crispneas made the twigs and dead leaves crackling under
foot the only sound that broke the silence of the night?
Nay, not the only sound, for as you stealthily pursue your

way the barking of the dogs comes quick and sharp, the
flarfling torch comes to a staudstill, the shadowy figures ges-
ticulate wildly in the weird half-light as the negro guide
strips off his coat, and tying the sleeves around the boll
of a tree rushes forward in the footsteps of the frantically
barking dogs.

A "Hie there! What are you up to?" elicits the response
from Pete: "Hit's al'right, boss; they's er possum up de 'sim-
mon tree an' er coon down in de holler!"
Maily following, we arrive in time to see two glistening

balls of fire gleaming at us in the darkness, and then, as
the torch is carried nearer, we witness the gamest fight im-
aginable.

Surrounded by a ring of enemies, with his back against a
tree and no hope of escape, the coon stands his ground cour-
ageously, ready to fight to the death.
One moment only he stands there alone, facing his deadly

foes; the next he is the center of a scrambling, and scratch-
ing, and snarling, a biting and barking and yelping mass,
exhibiting a boxing match worthy of a belt winner, and re-
ceiving yells of encouragement from the men as the fur
begins to fly and the combatants close in.

"Sic him, Tige!"
"Whut's de mattah wid yo', sir?"

"Name o' goodness, look at dat coon!"
"Whut's come over dat yaller dorg?"
Pollowed by a shout of joy as the "yaller dorg," thus en-

couraged, fiercely seizes the coon by the chest and crushes
him until he ceases to struggle.

"Whut 1 done tole yer?" is all that Pete can say, as he
pats the head of his "yaller" mongrel amid the plaudits of
the hunters, and then dropping the coon into the sack leads
the way back to the treed possum.
To get the branch of a tree between you and the new-risen

moon, to decipher the silhouette of what appears to theun-

HOMEWARD BOUKD.

"DK HACOOON HAB a R.INGT TAIL."

trained eye a mere bunch of leaves, to insist that you rec-

ognize the outlines of another possum on what the guide
assures you is a bunch of mistletoe or a squirrel's nest; to

see the coat sleeves, whicb have kept the possum prisoner
during your absence, untied, and the persimmon tree vigor-

ously shaken by the negro until the mass of leaves, or fur, or
what not, falls to the ground and lies there passive, while
the dogs snarl and bite at it; to see the negro pick it up and
wind its tail around his axe helve, which he swings over his

shoulder as he explains; "No, sah, 'tain't no danger uv dia

heah varmint er droppin' off, he'd h.ang on all day ef I was
ter tote him 'roun' ; he ain't dead, sah. Ain't yer never heerd
uv possumin?"—is but the work of a short time, and then the
forest resounds and lake re-echoes the shouts of the return-

ing hunters proclaiming their success to the friends who
await them at the fireside.

Bob-tailed Bulger and Tige, which from a long ancestry of
abbreviated curs were born curtailed, were the canine
heroes in the strife. After bagging old Zip coon and hook-
ine the possum's tail around the axe helve, and turning their

inward eyes toward sweet 'taters and possum soup, with
Dinah and the pickaninnies, Gabe and Pete brushed their cot-

ton-picking chicken-stealers across their banjos, and while
Sam patted with hand and foot they chanted and intoned
with Afric melody, in the heart of that cane brake "mash:"

The Black BasS Season in New York.
JacobstaB'f sends us the following note written by his

friend W. L. Stone, of Mt, Vernon, and printed in the Sun,
relative to the proposed change of the black bass close season
to run from Oct. 15 to June 30.

' 'Now the fact is that in Brant Lake, Warren county,
New York—and I myself stocked that lake in 1875 with bass
sent me by Seth Green—the bass did not spawn until July.
Therefore this proposed enactment, if passed, will, so far as
Brant Lake is concerned, be entirely nugatory. Indeed, I
know of two sportsmen (?) from New York city who,
knowing of this tact, come up regularly each season "in July
and catch large quantities of that fish (often hundreds of
pounds) directly Irom off the spawning beds; and for this

reason, viz. : It may not be generally known that the mother
bass (or any other fish for that matter), while on their spawn-
ing beds and engaged in protecting their young fry, in their

search after food eagerly seize on any bait that appears.
Hence the anxiety of the mother fish to procure all the food
possible for their young just hatched out, rendering the bass
(generally a very shy tish) utterly reckless in procuring their

food. I would suggest, therefore, that the closed seaiaon be
from Oct. 1 to Aug, 1.

"Again there is another point which this game commission
does not apparently take any account of, viz. : that they
cannot make general regulations to suit each particular case.

For instance, near the confluence of the Boreas River with
the Hudson there are two large lakes

—"ponds" the hunters
call them—within one-quarter of a mile from each other,

and known respectively as (he "Upper" and "Lower"
Beaver and filled with trout. Now in the "Lower Beaver"
the trout spawn in September, while in the "Upper Beavor"
the latter part of October, It is thus seen how lutile it is for
the commission to make a universal law on this subject
which shall cover each case.

"The remedy for this, it seems to me, is for the commis-
sion carefully to investigate these facts and make a law
which shall cover all cases, even if it does curtail the "open
season, " for it will at once be seen that in the case of these
two takes a "pot fisherman" may obey the law in regard to

one pond, while he exhausts a month later the other pond,
and all within the law."

Lons-Distance Casting.

EscASTABA, Mich., March 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some twelve or fifteen years since some of the young men of
New York complained bitterly because Seth Green and
Reuben Wood won all the prizes at fly-casting. I joked
them in Forest anb Stream and called them boys, and
advised them to improve their tackle and practice, as I saw
no reason why one should not reach from 90 to 100ft. Soon
after that Dr. Henshall gave me a big shot and warned peo-
ple to look out for anyone who made such a statement—"as
it could not be done." The next year Mr. Prichard cast

over 90ft. ; since over 100ft. has been done, Thos. Mans-
field's cast I do not like; the papers say he stood on the dock,
but fail to say how high above the water. The caster

should be the same as if in a boat. A. F, Y.

The Nepigon Trout Record.
Editor Forest and Stream:

ijjin a recent issue of Forest ajsd Stream on the large fish

caught in the Nepigon River was a 16lb, trout. This should
read "lake trout," as the largest speckled trout caught in the
Nepigon (that is on record) weighed 81bs. 2oz., and was
caught with a fly by a gentleman from Pniladelphia. 1 re-

ported this to FoREs r and Stream at the time. If a 161b.

speckled troutwas ever caught in the Nepigon it is unknown
to anyone around that place. John E. Newsomb.

[The 161b. brook trout of the Nepigon was caught, if at all,

mure than twenty years ago by Dr. Hoy. This fibh has so

long had a place in brook trout records or legends that we
are not disposed to dismiss it summarily upon such testimony
as given by Mr. Newsome.]

Fishing Tackle.
It is a pleasure to record the fact that some of our leading manu-

facturing firms deserve all of tde good fortune that may come to
them. Owing to their .vtraignt forward dealing.s, Messrs. Abbey &
Imbrie, 18 Vesey street. New Yorlr, are a notable example of the
above, as they have been in business—as they put it—'"seventy-seven
honest years," and distinctly owe their success to the quality and
style of their manufactures and honest method of doing business.
We are just in receipt of their handsome illustrated catalogue for the
season of 1897, which they will mail free on request to anyone who is

Interested in flshiog tackle. Upon looking over the catalogue it will
be noted that they ha\e a very large numoer of specialties peculiar
to themselves, also a number of novelties which they are pulling on
the market for the first lime this season. Everyone knows that the
trade mark of Aboey & Imone means sterling quality. Write to
them for information in relation to fishing tackle or for advise as to
"what will catch fish anywhere they are to be found," mentionuig
Forest and hTBsAsi.-^dw.

Fishing Tackle and Sportsmen's Goods.
We have received the following card, which speaks for itself. W. R.

Scott (for many years in churiie of the flshiug tackle department of
Dame, Sioddard & Kendall, of Boston) will open his new store at No.
5sb Bromfleld street (up one flight) on or about April 6, with a finely
selected stock of goods for tne angler and sportsman. New gooris,
low prices and close personal attention given lo orders, bpeclal care
and promptness in response to mail orders. Tackle for salmon,
trout, bass and salt-water fishing, and for trolling in the lakes. Flies
and leaders of every pattern and style for iviaine and Canadian fish-
ing.
Information furnished regarding Maine, New Hampshire and

Canadian fishing and hunting resorts, and namts and addresses of
good guides given on application —Adv.

Salmon Fishing; for Sale.
Freehold, on the best fishing waters of the southwe tMiramichi

River (Burnt Hill), For terms and particulars apply to Thomas J,
Conroy, Srf John street, New York city.

—

Adv.

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen, nsh,
Itehing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream tub-
lishuig Co. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ANbttYokk city reader who sends his paper to a friend in the
country received from him a letter the other day which ran:
"Your papers arrive in due season, and thank you very much for
them, 'i'he Forest and Stream is my favorite paper. It does a fel
low good to draw his chair close by the fire on a cold winter's night
and read a good hunting story like those found in Forest and
Stream. It sends the blood coursing through your veins, and makes
you feel like shouldering jour gun and going out the very next

one linie up in his mountains they wus bavin' er quiltin'—

>

kinder ole-fashioned pahty, yo' know—an' while the young
folks wus courtin' an' holdin' hands in ther dark cornders thar

wus er warm an' animated discussion amoner ther ole ladies

as ter whut wus ther mos' delightful produc' uv ther garden.

One ole lady said thet so 'fur' as she wus 'consarned' she
preferred ther 'perturnip;' another preferred ther 'pertater;'

another ther 'cowcumber,' and still another voted 'ingern'

king But suddenly a wise ole dame raised her spec's an'

settled the question by observing: 'Ah, latiies, you may talk

about yer perlurnips, an' yer pertalers, an' yer passtiip?, an'

other gyaidin-sass, but the sweetest wegetable thet evah
mfltea on the e ole gums o' m ne is ther possum !"

When the laughter which always follows Bob's jokes had
abated somewhat, the Commander asked: "And who is Bob?"

"Well," drawled the Colonel, "right at this present settin'

of ther cou't he ain't nobody in partic'lar, but in Ma'ch he'll

be, for the third time, Guv'ner of the State of Tennessee."

"De raccoon hab a ringy tail,

De possum's tail am bare,

De ole bar's got no tail at all,

And no tail's got de bear.

Ob, dem golden slippers,

We's climbin' fcodes de stars."

Ella M. "Whuatley.
Memphis, Tenn.

A Dog Worth Two Field Hands.
Bob Payne mourns the loss of his wonderful dog, whose

biography we gave in the Enterprise last year, and whose
forte was worming tobacco. This dog, it is claimed, actual-

ly repaired daily to the tobacco patch and carefully sought
for and destroyed the worms which prey on the plant. He
is now at rest from his labors, and Mr. Payne says he will
have to hire two hands to take his place in the tobacco
field.

—

Lebanon {Ky.) Enterprise.
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THE CALIFORNIA CLUBS' TEMPEST.
The storm center of the dog world seems to be perma-

nently fixed la California, with the point of greatest disturb-
ance at San Francisco. Much of it seems to be the result of
personal spite and disappointed ambition on the part of one
man or more, much to the discomfort of many others.
The acute stage of conflict and acrimonious personality

was reached when recently the Pacific Kennel Club ceased
to exist, and made the Olympic Gun Club legatee of its good
will and some of its belongings. The Olympic Gun Club, a
gun club pure and simple, with a doggy afterthought as lega-
tee, and which as a club it recently repudiated, applied for
membership in the A. K. C, trusting that an informal pre-
tense to an interest in dogs and bench shows would make it

eligible to membership. The constitution which the Olym-
pic Club submitted with its application for membership to
the A. K. C, was neither in letter nor spirit what was re-

quired by the A. K. C. ; and said application, as it then stood,
could not have been accepted by the A, K. C. under any
circumstances.

It is a waste of effort to dwell on what the club intended
to do later in the way of amending its constitution. The A.
K. C. could only officially recognize what it really sub-
mitted.

Coincident with the application of the Olympic Gun Club
came an application from the San Francisco Kennel Club, a
new club occupying the same field as had the defunct Pacific
Kennel Club, eligible in every way and with a constitution
which fully filleil all the exactions imposed by the A, K. C.
It further had the favorable recommendation of the Pacific
advisory board What was the result? There could be but
one, and the San Francisco Kennel Club's application was
accepted.

The membership of the new club is strong both in numbers
and the standing of its personnel. It is folly for a handful
of disappointed seekers of power to denounce the new club
and the Pacific advisory board and the American Kennel

, Club, and all else which interposes between their personal
ambitions or likings and the canine world at large. It they
are right, it is extraordinary what a number of 'clubs and
what a number of good men have gone wrong in a matter in
which most of them are entirely disinterested ; and on the
other hand, if they are right it is not at all remarkable that
they should be so when we consider their long schooling,
numbers, high standing and capabiliiy. It would be expect-
ing too much of these men that they would interest them-
selves personally in the personal prejudices or enmities of
factions, and officially such matteis are irrelevant. It is pos-
sible that for the personal factional bitterness they care noth-
ing.

In the Breeder and Sportsman of March 13 Mr. Crowd 1

presents a garbled report of the last A. K. C. meeting, and
draws some false and malicious inferences from it. He
denounces Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh in particular as being the
prime came of the rejection of the Olympic Gun Club's
application. He seems to think such rejection was an infa-
my. He is even more severe in his denunciation of the
Pacific Advisory Board. He gives a list in part of the mem-
bership of the late Pacific Club—though the club is now out
of existence and therefore immaterial to the matter—and
also a list of the members of the Olympic Gun Club, and
eulogizes them. Of the A. K. C. he says: "Regarding the
A. K. C. end of the question, our readers should remember
that the delegates took their cue from the secretary, Mr. A.
P. Vredenburgh. This infamous action must be laid at his
own door, as he, and possibly the membership committee,
are the only ones fully acquainted with both sides of the
question. To this man Vredenburgh may be laid the
entire success of the scheme which was so cleverly
laid at this end of the line. Afraid of the lash
of the "mischief maker" and only too glad to wreck his ven-
geance against the P. K C. for a fancied wrong, he not only
presented the report of the advisory boal-d in as favorable a
light as possible, but hoodwinked the membership committee
and deliberately withheld the correspondence of the Olym-
pias. M. C. Allen, secretary of the O. G. C, wrote to Vre-
denburgh (in the same inclosure that contained the constitu-
tion of the club), that holding a bench show was not the
object of the club when it was first organized, but that cir-
cumstances had arisen which had caused the members, as
lovers of the dog, to desire to incorporate bench shows with
their other objects, and that the board of directors would add
any clause suggested by the A. K. C. or its secretary.
Much in the foregoing is absolutely false. Mr. Crowell

admits that the constitution of the Olympic Club was lack-
ing in the very first essential of what the club should be as a
member of the A. K. C. If the members loved the dog so
dearly, they surely could have said so in their constitution.
They knew all the A. K. C. requirements in this respect
when they made their application, and truly it seems far-
fetched to blame the A. K. C. for their own negligence.
"Why should the Olympic Gun Club expect more of the A.'

K. C. than any other club? Because of its title? Mr. Vre-
denburgh presented the matter of the Olympic Kennel Club's
application in precisely the same manner that he presented
other matters of business for the consideration of the A. K.
C. He gave his best thought to it. There was no "in-
famy" whatever in an officer of the club performing his
duty, and it is an unpardonable libel on the officers and dele-
gates of the A K. C. to assert that any infamous action
would receive thtir sanction or countenance. In asking for
the respect and consideration he claims for the body of men
he assumes to represent, he should not forget that respect is

also due to others. A mere reading of the list of officers and
delegates presect at the last A. K. C. meeting is all that is

necessary to refute the malicious misstatement uttered by the
Breeder and Spwtsman.
The reason which prevented at the A. K. C. meeting a

reading of the full correspondence of the S. F. K. C. and O.
G C. matter was that the A. K. C. had a large amount of
business to consider, and had a long session. The matter
had been thoroughly considered by the membership commit-
tee. In that way it had full official consideration. In view
that the Olympic Gun Club was not eligible, that alone ad-
versely settled its application, and was so accepted by its

representative, Mr. Bargate, and all its correspondence would
not change that fact. There was nothing which required
that the correspondence be read at ihat^ime. If it was
couched in the delicate language and picturesque forceful-
ness employed by Mr. Crowell, it might have been interest-

ing as an unique contribution of mental lawlessness, but
nothing more.
The next stage of official importance was the action of the

St. Bernard Club, of California, which resolved that it would
not support the San Francisco Kennel Club's show. In
plain words, the latter had declared a boycott on the new

club. The St. Bernard Club, as a club, had no standing in
the issue between the Olympic and San Francisco clubs. Its

gratuitous action therefore was entirely arbitrary, and could
proceed only from the personal ill-feeling of a part of its

memberfi. Its unfriendly action was deplorably ill advised,
placing it in open and declared hostility to a feUow mem-
ber with which, as a club, it had no grievance, and in
rebellion to the ruling of. the central body, the A. K.
C. If its insubordination is permitted, there is an
open road to swift disorganization of the whole A. K. C.
structure. If the St. B. C. of C. had a grievance, the A. K.
C, has a regular procedure tor considering and passing
upon it and all other club grievances. As a club member,
it had pledged itself to the support of the A. K, C. and an
observance of its laws To take the law into its own hands
and oppose the A. K. C, and declare war on a fellow mem-
ber in good standing, is contempt and rebellion and injustice
of the most flagrant kind. The hand of the A. K C. should
be laid upon the St. B. C. of C. with a firmness that will re-

adjust it on right lines of loyalty oi out of the A. K. C
entirely. It is contrary to all the ethics that the tail should
wag the dog.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Mr. Thomas Johnson, Winnipeg, has published in the

Daily Nor'wesier a challenge for a match race between one
of his pointers and anything an unknown, who conceals his
identity under a nom deplume, can produce. For directness
and serious purpose his challenge is in sharp contrast to the
columns of serials, stuffed with advertising and inflicted on
the American public up to two years ago After recounting
some particulars, Mr. Johnson slates his challenge as follows

:

"I would suggest that Anti-Humbug procure a pointer dog
from any part of the world that can beat a dog in a field

trial now in my kennel, bred by myself, for any part of

$1,000. As an evidence of good faith I have placed in the
hands of Mr. John Baird $100 to bind the match, and I will

give another $100 to the Winnipeg General Hospital if I do
not prove your correspondent as lacking in nerve as he is in

veracity."

Mr. William Brailsford, under date of March 1.5, in a let-

ter deploring the sad loss by death of the late owner of the

Ightfield Kennels, informs us that it has been decided that

the whole Ightfield Kennel of setters and pointers shall be
sold at Aldridge's in June or July In consequence of his

employer's death, none of the Ightfield dogs will compete in

the coming spring trials, but he further adds that the latter

have numerous entries, and there will doubtless be a strong

competition.

Mr. R. B. F. Randolph, who is in the Department of Bac-
teriology, Hoagland Laboratory, Brooklyn, N. Y., has been
experimenting with the bacillus of distemper with a view to

discovering an effective remedy for the disease. The follow-

ing paragraph, taken from his recent letter to us, will explain
his needs in the matter. Any one who can furnish the needed
subject will do a good work in promoting investigation by a

thoroughly qualified and competent gentleman, and contrib-

ute toward the discovery of specific knowledge concerning
the most destructive disease which afflicts the dog, and
toward a remedy for it. Of course it is desirable that the

subject be as near Brooklyn as possible. Mr, Randolph
writes: "I am very anxious to get a dog with distemper, and
would like most of all to have access to the body of one that

has died of it, as soon after death as possible. It will not be
necessary to take the body to the Laboratory, as if I can
learn the whereabouts of the animal I will go myself and
make the necessary cultures. It is important that these be
made as soon after death as possible, for if decomposition
sets in other bacteria will invade the tissues and complicate
or render futile my search for the bacillus."

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, Oakland,
Cal., recently disbanded and a new club was organized
under the title of the Oakland Kennel Club. The reasons
for this action were local, and the new club is largely the
old club under a new name.

Mr. J. J. Lynn, Port Huron, Mich., secretary of the Inter-

national Fox Terrier Club, writes us that the first show of
the club will be held at Port Huron, Mich., April 31, this

year.

Mr. Belmont is having presumably a pleasant time in the
West, with just enough of adventure to put a mild spicing
to the pleasure. The following, from the New York Times,
recounts the delights of a mountain ride which he enjoyed:
"Denvbk, Col., March 27.—The Denver and Rio Grande

express from the Pacific coast pulled in nearly two hours
late last night, the delay being due to an adventure of
August Belmont, who arrived m the luxurious private car
Oriental. The car contained Mr. and Mrs Belmont and
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. R. Kennedy, of New York When tne
train stopped at Leadville yesterday for dinner, Mr. Belmont
seized his kodak and hailing a cab started up town at a brisk
pace to "take" a few natives. When he returned to the sta-

tion he was amazed to find that his train had gone. The
Rio Grande officials, learning of the New Yorker's predica-
ment, ordered the tram to be held at Malta, and Mr. Bel-
mont boarded a swich engine and started down the moun-
tain side. The speed around curves and over gulches be-
came loo swift for his nerves, and handing a $20 note across
the boiler head, he shouted to the engineer to go slow and
let the train continue to wait. When he overtook the ex-
press an hour's time had been lost, and the train was delayed
just one hour and fifty minutes in arriving in the city.

"Some men," said Uncle Eben, "kin train er dog ter do
anyt'ing dey tells 'im an' at de same time raise de mos' dis-

obejintesl chillun in de neighborhood."

—

Washington Star.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAIMED.

Mr. T. C. Moxhatn claims the name King Krueger for beagle dog
whelped Sept. T, 1896, by champion Koyal Krueger—champion Elf.

BRED.
Mr. T. C. Moxhatn's Marguerite, beagle bitch, Feb. 28, to champion

Royal Kjueger.
Aiiss Sadie U. Spooner's Bloom, pointer bitch, Feb. 4, to chamoion

Lad of Kent.
Mr. J. Danforth Bush's

OarelesB, bull bitch, Jan. 28, to His Lordship II.

Duchess of Leinaler, buU bitch, Jan. to His Lordship II.

Communicationsfor this depurtment are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

THE FIRST LESSON.
For several months I had been trying to persuade my wife

to learn to ride a bicycle. She put it off on one pretext or
another that seemed trivial to a confirmed wheelman like my-
self till a week ago, when much to my gratilication she s.aid

she was ready to begin. The occasion for this change of
heart was my birthday, and it was in honor of the event that
the date had been chosen.

I had already selected the riding school where she was
to learn and had gotten her tickets, but at the last moment
before leaving the house the tickets were nowhere to be
found.

I was feeling a trifle nervous at the responsibility of intro-
ducing my wife to the new world of the wheel, and 1 am
afraid I spoke irritably about the loss of the tickets and
blamed Nellie for their disappearance, though, to tell the
truth. I knew I had put them somewhere myself and couldn't
be sure whether it was on my bureau or in the drawer of the
writing desk; but Nellie was serene and gracious and did not
pick me up or attempt to demonstrate my error.
Of course her equanimity made me ashamed of my attempt

to shift the responsibility, and 1 endeavored to atone by tell-

ing her what a good little girl she was to give up her engage-
ments and home interests just to please me, and then 1 pic-
tured to her the good times we would have on country roads
together, and lastly I remembered that 1 had another reason
for being grateful to her for going this day, as she had re-
cently complained of pains in her back and bones and limbs,
which in connection with a certain feverish glow on iier face,
which I had noted suggested grip, and I mildly expostulated
at her venturing out in defiance of that dismal disease.

Nellie assured me that she-felt in no danger of the grip,
but as we neared the school she grew manifestly nervous.
Several times she asked me if 1 considered learning to ride
an easy thing, and wlien I told her yes she did not seem
thoroughly assured. Thinking it would give her confidence,
I told her that, aside from learning to mount, she would have
no difficulty whatever.
"A woman's wheel is so easily managed, and the instruc-

tors so careful, " said I, "that there is no possible danger of
falling or hurting yourself."

Contrary tomy expectations, she did not accept this as the
oracular utterance of wisdom, though as a rule she believes
implicitly what 1 tell her on subjects with which she is noc
familiar, and I must confess that for a moment 1 felt
ashamed of her lack of grit and lack of confidence in me.
The next instant, however, I saw that the nervousness she

felt at taking up this new and untried art was beyond her
control, and that it was partly due to a desire to do well and
appear well before me and a fear that she wouldn't, and so
1 passed it over, and also her request not to be introduced to
any of my friends or acquaintances who might happen to be
present at the school.

It did not occur to me till after we had reached the place
and she had disappeared in the dressing room that 1 had not
made an engagement for her. I am not accustomed to such
lapses, but Nellie's decision to take this first lesson had been
somewhat unexpected, and I had hardly had time to figure
out the matter in all its ramifications. Fortun>itely the
manager thought he could work her in without any serious
delay, and to make sure 1 walked over to have a few words
with the young lady clerk at the desk.
At this moment, however, Nellie appeared from the direc-

tion of the dressing room clad in a very becoming costume,
which I had not seen before, and I waited an instant to com-
pliment her on her appearance. Then I turned to the clerk,
but that young lady for some occult reason appeared suddenly
to have lost the good sense that a moment before character-
ized her comely face. Instead she was laughing in an inane
kind of way that at once lowered her a good many notches
in my estimation. I began asking her about the previous en-
gagements on her books, but before I could come to any un-
derstanding an instructor came up and said that he had half
an hour's spare time to devote to a lesson, and accordingly I
gave up trying to get any satisfaction from the young lady.
As we walked across the hall I heard the instructor say to

my wife, ' 'Will you have the same wheel you had yesterday ?"

She turned and looked at him in a rather odd way, and he
at once begged her pardon and explained that be had mis-
taken her lor another lady he was teaching. The incident
slipped from my memory for the time being, but later on it

was recalled.

I sat and watched Nellie as the instructor walked beside
her till she had made several circumnavigations of the place.
She seemed to sit on the wheel remaikably well, and 1 tnok
pleasure in thinking how sweet she looked. Pieaently the
instructor got his own wheel, and holding on to her handle
bar with one hand, hopped along for a few steps and then
slipped easily into his own saddle. I could hardly believe
my eyes to see the feat accomplished and to see Nellie riding
there, guided only by a slight touch on the steering tar of
her wheel. As the two came around, pedaling at double the
ordinary speed and passing other riders neatly, I could not
help applauding; and Nellie looked over at me and smikd,
when, according to all precedent, her gaze should have been
stonily fixed on the front wheel of her mount.
And so she made the circuit half a dozen times. Then my

eyes were distracted to the scene of a slight accident at the
other end of the hall, and when I looked for her again

—

could it be true?—she was riding alone. Yes, silling up
straight, with a somewhat strained expression on her face.
Nellie was guidmg her wheel unaided among the other
riders and around the padded pillars, while the instructor
jogged along at a dog trot and made short cuts to keep with-
in reasonable distance in case of emergency.
She gave up after a few more turns, and as she came op-

posite me dismounted.
To say that I was proud and happy at her performance

would be putting it mildly. I gave the instructor 50 cents
for cigars, and congratulated the manager on securing the
services of so competent a man ; and I told more than one of
my friends who were present that it was the first time my
wife had ever been on a wheel.

She meanwhile seemed strangely demure and quiet, and it

was not till we reached the young lady at the desk that I
understood the reason. It came like a bolt of lightning in a
clear sky,

"I want to ask your pardon," said my wife to-this person,
"for the way I made faces at you when my husband asked

I
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about an appointment. He did not know that I have
been coming here for two weeks. It is all a surprise for his

birthday,"
The j70ung lady laughed some more, and it was I who

looked inane this time.
"1 hope you are pleased," said Nellie as she clung to niy

arm, and we breathed the fresh outside air and walked along
Under the kindly robe of night that even the city lights could
not entirely deprive of its property of shielding from unwel-
come observation.
"You said it was so easy to learn, but 1 didn't find it so.

I could show you black and blue bruises all over my body,
and when T spoke once in your hearing of my aches you
thought it was the grip." He^e Nellie sighed. "I did it all

for your sake, and 1 am glad now that I have learned. But,"
and here her voice trembled just a httle, "it is the first and
last time I will ever keep anything from you. They say a
woman can't keep a secret. I don't care.

"

I never want to."

Dan Daly.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. Grafton.—Will Grafton please send us his address?

F. N. C—The inside of the mouth of a pointer bitch is covered with
•warts. What is the remedy? Ans. Give compound sulphur tablets
and apply tincture of iodine to the warts daily.

N. D. M., New Haven.—Would you inform me the weights of some
of the largest pickerel caught in the United States and also the
weight of the largest on record? Ans. Our record is of a 351b. fish

taken in Pennsylvania.

S. S. O., Woonsocket, B. 1.—A party of fishermen before going onto
the pond make up a pool for the man catching the largest fish. Mr.
G., seeing a tilt fly up, instructed guide to pull in fish, which proved to

be largest one caught. Does the pool belong to Mr. Q. or to Mr. W.,
whocHught the next laigest fish? Ans. The prize should go to the
man who caught the next largest fish. The fish taken by the guide
should not count.

J. S., Mechanicsville, N. Y.—My two-year-old foxhound does not eat
and is very dumpish; vomits occasionally; eyelids swollen and a
brown watery substance (not matter) continually running from them.
He has never had distemper or any other disease until now. Eeme-
dies I have given Mm appear to'do no good. Ans. Bathe the eyes
three or four times a day with a hot solution of Doracic acid (lea-
spoonful of boracic acid to two pints of hot water), Give tonics.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream ts the

recognized medium of communication between the maker of yachts-

wen's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns

continuously for years.

With the building and racing of large yachts in such a
condition as it has been for several years and must be for
the coming season, one looks for all sorts of wild and absurd
schemes for the revival of the sport. Even the very discour-
aging outlook, however, does not justify anything so utterly
absurd as the proposal of the Boston Herald at intervals
during the winter for the establishment of an international
cup for the 46ft. class. As this class has only been dead for
five years, it is quite within the bounds of probability that
the Boston Seraldhas not yet grasped the fact, and is still

rejoicing in the belief that it is alive and flourishing.
The 46ft. class was created in 1891 for no good reason, but

merely for a change from the 40ft. class, which was still in
existence. The new class served to kill the old one, and yet
never had sufficient vitality to carry itself beyond the second
season, 1893. The building of Wasp in that year, and her
victory over Gloriana and Harpoon, practically ended the
racing of the class. In the next season or two Gloriana made
an unsuccessful fight against Wasp, and since then the lat-
ter has been the 46ft. class, though sailing with larger or
smaller cutters and with schooners for want of any com-
petitor in the class. Last year the class ceased to have even
a nominal existence, the New York, Larchmont, Seawan-
haka and Atlantic clubs, with theSound Y. R. U., dropping
it entirely from the list of classes. It is still in the
book of the Eastern Y. C, but that club has given no races
for yachts of this size or larger for some time, and the class
was actually dead in the East long before its final demise
about New Yotk. Even if the present rules of all the large
clubs but the Eastern did not bar the class entirely, as they
do, it would still be an impossibility to galvanize it into life
by an international cup or any other means.
There is no question whatever that the thing most needed

for the revival of yacht racing in this country in the classes
above 50ft. or so is an international race; but it is equally
clear that no more international cups or trophies are needed,
there are plenty now on one side of the water or the other.
There is no need whatever for a trophy to suppl'int the
America's Cup, provided that this one great trophy be open

to yachts such as men are willing to build, and on perfectly
fair terms. That this has not been the case in the past is

well enough known, but there is no reason why a change
should not be made that will bring out a challenge for the
Cup. At the present time the competition is practically
limited to the 90ft. class, under what conditions neither the
holders of the Cup nor anyone else can say. It is plainly evi-

dent that no British yachtsman is desirous of building a 90-

footer forracing either here or at hefme; in fact, it is doubtful
whether any more Meteors, Ailsas or Valkyries will be built

unless by royalty, or possibly by some wealthy manufacturer
as an advertisement. The signs of the times in England are
toward a yacht of nearer 80ft. l.w.l. than 90.

Aa far as America is concerned, a still smaller size would
be more generally popular and more certain of individual
instead of syndicate support, down to 70ft. or 60ft. racing
length. The latter class, quite as large and verymuch faster

than the old 70 footers that were once the backbone of

American racing, would be better than the former.
If international racing is wanted, and certainly it is badly

enough needed, the New York Y. C. can open the way to it

speedily by a clearing up of the existing muddle as to the
meaning of the new deed in the light of the latest interpre-

tation of the mutual agreement clause; by making it plain
that it will give perfectly fair terms to a challenger, and by
a positive statement that it will meet a yacht of less than
90ft. with a defender of the same measurement.

If men wish to race anything as small as the late 46-footer

for the America's Cup let them do so; such a yacht, even the
new 51-footer, is perfectly capable of crossing the Atlantic
on her own bottom and also of making quite as good a con-
test for the Cup as was ever witnessed in craft of double the
size. The experience of a dozen years has demonstrated the
impossibility of maintaining a racing class of even 80ft.

l.w.l.; and also that if the Cup contests be limited iu any
way to the largest sizes of yacht they must be held only at
proportionately long intervals. Great as it is, the America's
Cup is not a bit too good or too sacred to be raced for by
such yachts as men on both sides of the ocean are willing to

build, provided that they are more than mere sailboats, as
demonstrated by their ability to make the Atlantic passage
under their own canvas and on their own bottoms. Yacht-
ing in this country has already suffered severely enough
from the long-continued effort to force the racing into one
moribund class, the 90ft., and there is no reason whatever
for a similar attempt to foster international racing in a class

that has no existence, actual or nominal.

Ten years ago, in 1887, and again in 1892, the fleet of the

New York Y. C. raced around Cape. Cod, from Vineyard
Haven to Marblehead, for prizes given by J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, then owner of the steam yacht Corsair I. This year Mr.
Morgan is commodore of the club, with his fine steam yacht
Corsair II. as flagship, and he proposes to follow a like pro-

gramme in taking the fleet to the eastward, possibly to Bar
Harbor. To this end he has provided very liberally for

prizes for both sailing and steam jt6chts. So far as induce-

ments go, there is everything to wi^rant a good race; but
when we come to the question of the yachts which will com-
pete, the outlook is by no means "so promising. In the

schooner division there is Colonia and possibly Emerald; the

former is a certaintv, but Mr. Maxwell's boats never go east

of Newport or the Vineyard. It is tp be hoped, however, that

this year Emerald will cover the whole course of the cruise.

The only other modern schooners, Amorita and Quissetta,

are too small to make a good race with the 90-fopters, and
their possible entry can add nothing to the interest in the

duel between Colonia and Emerald.
In the large division of the cutter class there is as yet noth-

ing; in fact, the available single-stickers for the two classes

are possibly Navahoe and Vigilant, Queen Mab, Wasp,
TJvira, the new Gardner boat Syce, and the new Fife boat for

Mr. Mills. No other new yachts are building, and there are

no other old ones that will enter against the few named.
The race will show one thing, if it does nothing more: the
vast difference in yachting in 1897 a^ompared with 1887.

The ;eau.Quebec
The Quebec bateau is a boatof'Sbout 50 tons, perfectly

flat-bottomed, the bottom being composed of heavy timbers
bolted together, the body plan being as shown in cut. Al-
though she has absolutely no keel, the flat side enables her to

ply to windward even when light. Formerly all bateaux were
rigged with a standing lug, the yard being always aloft and
swinging around the intersection with the mast by means of

a tackle attached to the forward or short arm^ the tackle

(JtlBBBC BATEAU.

being let go the yard "up ended" alongside the mast, and
the sail was brailed in. On account of uncertainty in stays,
making prodigious efforts necessary on the part of the "fore-

mast hand" with a huge oar over the stemhead to bring her
about, the lug has gradually given way to the sloop rig,

shown in the sketch, but the method of furling by means
of brails still remains in force, leading the sail all against
the mast, and the great, open hold readily accessible and un-
encumbered.

These boats go aground on their flat bottoms on the equally
flat bateaux at low tide of the lower St. Lawrence, and
such is the strength of their construction that they are very
often, loaded to their full capacity while ashore from
carts and wagons which drive up alongside. The next tide

floats them out_to the shipping at anchor in the stream,
where they discharge through ports in the ship's side and
return to the mud flats for another load. The bateau was
not invented; it was developed, and stands to-day an example
of the "survival of the fittest." Manned by only two men,
she will often make voyages of considerable length, and to
see one of them range up alongside a huge three-master in a
15-knot breeze and a 6-knot tideway is a whole education in
seamanship. H. K. W.

The Cruise of the Smack Energy—1833.
The letters from which the following extracts were taken

were written by the late John B. Meigs, U. S. N., to his
brother Henry Meigs, Jr.; they are now the property of

Henry Meigs, Esq. , of Bayonne, N. J., to whose kindness, and
that of J. W. Ellsworth, Esq., we are indebted for the privi-

lege of printing them. It is possible that their publication
may be the means of bringing to light further particulars of
a voyage that must be classed as remarkable when the small
size, the build and rig of the craft are considered. The hardy
Yankee sailors, however, seem to have taken it as a matter
of course. The picture is a reproduction of a small pencil
sketch which shows the rig clearly enough, but little is said
as to the model and dimensions of the hull.

_
Mr. Meigs

went out as a passenger to join his ship, then in the South
Pacific.
The first letter is postmarked Boston, July 14 (1832), and

is addressed to Henry Meigs, Esq., New York city, U. S, of
America.

On Board the Smack Energy, at the Oven, lat. 45" 6' S.,

long. 66°, Coast of Patagonia, Jan. 15, 1833.—Dear Brother:
We arrived here on the 8th inst. from Mystic, Conn., from
whence we sailed on the 7th of November, 1831. It is ttue
that these vessels are remarkably small, but I feel verymuch
prepossessed in their favor; they are both smacks, such as
you have in New York, and are remarkable for sailing.

After sixty days' passage out here, and have laid to but once
since we left, and that was when we first made the coast, the
wind being from S.E. toS.W. We have had several very
severe gales since we left, in which I think any other vessels

would have been obliged to lie to, but we settle our mainsail
and take the bonnet off the jib, hoist the jib and set the try-

sail, pull the tiller out of the rudderhead and let her go; she
is like a duck and measures thirty-eight tons and the other
thirty-four. The one that I am aboard of is a remarkable
little craft for sailing, and ever sincewe leftwe have not had
dry decks for more than ten days, all in all. They are bound
to Valparaiso, to carry on the fishing trade between that port
and the islands of Massafuero and Juan Fernandez, and
there is no doubt but that they will make a fortune shortly.
We intend to go through ^ihe Straits of Magellan after we
get a supply of wood and water at Port Desire, about 350
miles to the Sd. of thjs. We are so equal in the sailing of
these two vessels that we have not been out of sight of each
other more than five minutes since we left Mystic; the per-
sons belonging to these vessels are not over thirty-five years
of age, and all from the s^me town.
The harbor that we are now in is narrow, ' but very deep,

and so crooked that no wind can touch you except the
"whilliwows," as the sailors call them, properly called
whirlwinds. It is completely surrounded by rocks running

QUEBEC BATEAU.

perpendicularly from 200 to 500ft.; at the tops of- them, a» far
as your eye can reach, nothing can be seen but a dry kind of .

stubble and what they call Turks' heads, which grow to the,

size of a barrel head and are covered with thorns of 4 tq Sin. in
length; and a kind of bush which produces a smalf black-
berry of the size of the huckleberry, and very Spicy to the
tfiste, which is, I believe, the principal food of the animal •

called in this country the guanacka, which is precisely the
'

same as the llama of Peru, btit rather larger.

I took a boat the other day and went down to the mouth
of the harbor to look for shells, but I got nothing but a few
limpets. Sailing along the beach, I saw one of these guanac-

.

kas walking on the beach; he soon directed his eye toward me
and walked along the beach abreast of me as far as I went;
and then I stopped to pick a few limpets off the rocks, and
looking ashore I saw twelve more of the same kind. I
tacked ship and ran along the beach pretty fast, and they all
trotted along to keep abreast of me; and when I went into,,

the harbor they trotted along on the tops and edges of the
cliffs and the rocks; sometimes they seemed to be directly
overhead and sometimes a little further off; they followed
me up to the vessels in the harbor. In the marshes here

'

there is the same kind of samphire that grows in all our.
Northern States.
We have just finished hauling our vessels ashore to scrub.

On our passage we killed an albatross measuring 13ft. from
the tip of one wing to the other. There are various kinds of
birds here, but none of very beautiful plumage: the condor,
the white crane, and several species of ducks, and millions
of penguins the size of a large goose. They stand perfectly
erect and get 300 or 400 together in a fiock; they will not move '

for you when walking on the beach, but on the contrary will
attack you if you do not get out of their way. There are os-
triches here, but I have not seen any of them. When I arrive
at Valparaiso I wUl give you a more detailed account of my
voyage.
This harbor has derived its name from the intense heat

during all seasons; there is a well of water here which seems
to be made of a solution of alum and saltpeter; it is singu-
larly strange that this water is cold nearly to the degree of
zero in the middle of the day, and as soon as the sun sets it

is so warm that it is scarcely fit to drink. This place is so
completely devoid of vegetation that it is not astonishing
that no one has ever attempted to make a settlement here.
Please report us to the editor of one of the papers, so that

.

the friends of the young men may hear from them (they are
all well), not forgetting to mention the names of the two ves-
sels, and of their keeping company so well. The names are
these: the Energy, Capt. Thomas Eldridge, and the Relief,
Capt. Charles Chapman. I send this letter by the schooner
Union, of Boston, returning home from a sealing voyage.

Off Valparaiso Haeboe, Pacific Ocean, Smack Energy,
Feb. 29, 1832.—Dca?' Brother: You will confer afavor on me.
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and the young men belonging to this vessel and her compan-
ion, by announcing their arrival at Valparaiso. It is now
about 2:30 P. M., there is a ship in sight, and we are both
becalmed; she appears to be bound out, and if so you will
receive this upon her arrival in the United States. We have
had a very good passage of sixty-three days to the mouth of
the Straits of Magellan, where we were detained by adverse
winds and currt'nts. We spoke on our passage to the Straits
the schooners Penguin and Union, the former of Stonington,
and the latter of Boston; also the schooner Montgomery, of
Mystic, Conn., all three- on sealing voyages, and all well.
We sailed from New London on the 7th of November last,

and on the 7th of January we came to anchor in a harbor on
the eastern coast of Patagonia, called by sealers the Oven;
it lies inlat. 46° 6' S., long. 66° W. We had a fine run of
three days from this place to the Straits of Magellan. ' We
have had altogether a passage of 111 days from New Lon-
don. I will be yonr debtor if you will be so kind as to ad-
vertise the substance of this letter. We have all been and
are now in excellent health. These are the smallest vessels
that ever came from the United States to this part of the
world; the Energy is 38 tons burthen and the Relief is 34
tons, and commanded by two very enterprising young men.
We have never parted company for more than ten minutes
during our passage, and the vessels are remarkable for their
equality in sailing in every point. When the next opportu-
ity offers 1 will give you a,more detailed account of our pas-
sage. I will be much obliged if you will, after having had
this advertised, send one of the newspapers that contain it

to Asa Pish, Esq., of Mystic Bridge, Conn., where most of
the young men belong.

P. S.—You will perceive an alteration in the date of this
letter; the vessel that 1 saw off the harbor was a Yankee
whaler waiting for her boat at this place. This letter you
will receive by the brig Montezuma, of Baltimore, which

what would be the surest and best way to keep the much-
coveted trophy which Glencairn brought home in our midst.

Syndicates were got up and orders given for plans for a new
yacht house, and plans were discussed for the boats that
were to defend the cup, and finally orders were given to have
the boats designed and built, and for the last three months
G. Herrick Duggan, to whom naturally almost every one
around Montreal who desired to share in the honor of de-

Though the river and lake are still covered with icej

and though the usual freshets, with their accompany-
ing damage to boat houses and wharves, have not
yet set in, already three of the new boats are ready
to try their luck, and before many days at least two others

will be far enough advanced to be launched also. At
present these boats, finished and partly finished, are kept
carefully guarded in a shed at Lachine, and not even the

prospective owners are allowed to see them. Several people
who have really no business about the shed, or any direct in-

terest in the boats, have already tried to get admission to

them, and there is not the slightest doubt that some of these

were emissaries from some of the builders and prospective

owners of competing boats across the line. In addition to

the boats at present at Lachine, there are others, however,
some already finished, and others that have not yet passed
the embryo stage of design. The boats now at Lachine were
designed and built for G. A. S. Hamilton, Shirley Davidson,
A. P. Riddell, W. A. C. Hamilton, Duggan and Shearwood.
In nearly all cases these gentlemen are the heads of syndi-

cates. All these boats have been designed and built by Mr.
Duggan, and beyond these he has several other orders from
Montreal and elsewhere, most of which it will be totally im-
possible for him to fill. Among the latter is one from Har-
rison B. Young. Three of these are already built, and others

are far enough advanced to justify the expectation that they
will be ready and entirely finished by May 1, so that they

SPEEDY STEAM YACHT. Designed by Dixon Kemp.

sails this day. Y'ou vdll find below a list of'the young men
attached to the vessels:

BELONGING TO THE ENERGY.
Thomas Eldridge, Caot.
David Kellogg, 1st Mate.
Austin Packer, 2d Mate.
Shubael Brown. Carpenter.
John Anthony Wolfe.
William Williams, colored
man, Cook.

And myself, passenger.

THE relief's MEN.
Charles Chapman, Capt.
John Parks, 1st Mate.
James Bennett, 2d Mate.
Robert Brown.
Giles Williams.
Richard Rogers, Cook.

It would be interesting to know more of the fortunes of
these plucky and enterprising ydung men, and further de-
tails of the staunch little craft that carried them so far in
safety. Possibly some further records of the voyage may
still be in existence among their descendants.

The New Montreal 30-Footers.

The Mail and Empire, of Toronto, gives the following
account of the new fleet of racing 20-footers now under way
at Montreal:

While preparationshavebeen going on in the United States
for a successful battle for the Seawanhaka international
trophy for small yachts, which at present is held here in the
custody of the Royal St. Lavrrence Y. C, Canadians have
not been sleeping. While hockey, and skating, and snow-
shoeing have seemed to monopolize the efforts and the time of
our amateur spoitsmen, there were many busy in a quietway
preparing.for tne coming [yachting season,^and figuring out

may take part in the preliminary trial races on the 8th and
15th, and it is also hoped that the entire local fieet will be far
enough advanced to allow them all to take part in the regu-
lar trial race.s, which begin on tbe 24th.

The racing this year will be in the 20ft. class, which, al-

though in name only about 5ft. larger than last year's, is

practically twice the size. The general length over all will
be between 28 and 32ft., and the beam from 6 to 8ft. 6in. The
limit of sail area set by agreement with the Seawanhaka
Club is oOOsq. ft. , and from what can be learned up to the
present time the majority of boats will carry their full al-

lowance, although in one or two cases the owners will try
for better reaching qualities, with less sail and more length.
It is impossible fol- the present to get anything near the de-
finite dimensions of the boats now under construction, or
any of the details of their build, but it is more than probable
that they will be about equally divided between fin-keel and
centerboards. Among the other boats which will take part
in the trials is one which is being designed by Rev. Mr. Kitt-
son, who last year owned the Missie, which proved to be such
a fine heavy weather boat.
Longueuil will in all probability contribute two to the

fleet. Mr. Maybee, of Longueuil, has one boat finished, and
is aljout to commence another. Cuthbert, of Toronto, is

completing a boat for J. B. Abbott, of Montreal, and this
wUl probably compete in the early trial races in Toronto be-
fore it comes here, and will try to carry away the $100 prize
which has been offered by the Royal Canadian Y. C. for
the best 20 footer. There are several other boats talked
of in Toronto. It is generally hoped that Kingston will at
least have one representative in the trial races, and Halifax
has also expressed a willingness to contribute a boat, but

the difliculty of transportation is so great that it is hardly pos-
sible that the Haligonians will be unable to compete. At
any rate there is no lack of enthusiasm, and there is every
prospect that before the final event comes off there will be
some most interesting trial races, which will result in the
selection of a boat fully fit to cope with anything that may
be designed or built in the United States.

Work on the new club house of the Royal St. Lawrence
Y. C. will be commenced within a couple of weeks.

The Steam Tacht Speedy.
This handsome little ship was designed in 1895 by Mr.

Dixon Kemp for Baron Barreto, an English yachtsman, and
was built by Ramage & Ferguson, at Leith. The interior

arrangements were planned by the owner, Mr. Kemp having
charge of the lines and specifications; The hull is of steel,

with four bulkheads, and the vessel is rated 100 Al at Lloyd's.
The contract called for a speed of 12J^ knots on a run of five

hours at sea, with natural draft and not over 150 revolutions.
This speed was made on the trial trip with 133 revolutions,
and on a subsequent trial over the measured mile with
natural draft a speed of 13.05 knots was attained. The details

are as follows:
Length over all 134ft. 6in.

on L.W.L ; 108ft.

for tonnage on deck 117ft. lOin.

Breadth 16ft. 2in.

Depth, top of beams to top' of floors 10ft. 4in.

Draft of water aft 9ft. 6in.

Tonnage, Lloyd's Y. M 141 tons.

Area of L.W.L l,2,50sq. ft.

mid-section 96.2sq. ft.

Displacement on trial, tanks full and bunk-
ers half full 178 tons.

Displacement per inch of immersion at
L.W.L 3 tons.

Diameters of cylinders .12in., 19in , 30in
Stroke of pistons 21in.

Length of boiler. Oft.

Diameter of boiler 10ft. Bin.

Diameter of furnaces (two) 3ft. 2in.

Grate area (total) 36sq. ft.

Heating surface (total) l,003sq. ft.

Working pressure 1801bs.

Screw propeller, diameter 7ft. 9in.

pitch, mean 10ft. lOin.

Surface of all blades (four) 16sq. ft.

Revolutions on measured mile 138
Indicated horse power 395
Speed (mean) in knots, natural draft 13.05

with forced draft 13.05 knots.
Slip, per cent., of propeller 11
Total weight of machinery, steam up 59 tons.
The yacht is very completely fitted with all modern auxili-

aries, electric light plant, See's patent ejector, steam wind-
lass, Caird & Raynor's evaporator, Parson's ashpit forced
draft. The propeller is of manganese bronze. The furnish-
ing is very elaborate. The illustation shows the handsome
and shipshape appearance of the vessel.

New York Y. C.

The regular meeting of the New York Y. C. was held on
March 25 at the club house, Vice-Corn. Ledvard presiding in
the absence of Com. Morgan, who sailed on the preceding
day for Europe. The following letter was read by Secretary
Oddie:
"New York. Feb. 16.—Mr. J. V. S. Oddie. Secretary New

Yorli Y. C : My Dear Sir—I beg to acknowledge the receipt
of your official notice informing me of my election as com-
modore of the New York Y. C.
"In sending you this, my formal acceptance, I acknowledge

with deep appreciation the honor bestowed Yours very
sincerely, J. Pierpont MORGAN."
The regatta committee presented an adverse report upon

the following proposed amendments to the racing rules,

which were before the club for final action, and they were

PASSING AND BOUNDING MARKS.
Section 14. If an overlap exists between two yachts when

both of them, without tacking, are about to pass a mark on
a required side, then the outside yacht must give the inside
yacht room to pass clear of the mark, except as provided in
Section 15. A yacht shall not, however, be justified in at-

tempting to establish an overlap and thus force a passage
between another yacht and the mark after the latter yacht
has altered her helm for the purpose of rounding.

MA.NETJVERING TOR THE START.

Section 15. When two yachts are maneuvering for the
start, both on the same tack, one to windward and one to
leeward, and the weather yacht being freer than the lee-

ward yacht, should the leeward yacht be close hauled on the
wind, and before an overlap has been established, the lee-

ward yacht shall have the right to hold and maintain her
course, even if thereby the windward yacht should be forced
on the wrong side of the starting mark.
Votes of thanks for their services as commodore and on

the regatta committee were tendered to ex-Com. E. M.
BrovsTi and Mr. S. Nicholson Kane. An amendment to the
constitution, reducing the house committee from five to
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three in number, was passed. The following resolution was
offered by Elbridge T. Gerry:

Whereas, There is a plan for certain improvements of the
harbor of Newport, R. I., which plan contemplates, among
other things, the building of a solid masonry pier 600 ft. long
and 35ft. broad, the pier to be utilized for carrying out a
new sewer; which pier, it is stated, would be built largely
for the additional facilities it would give visiting yachtsmen;
and it is apparent that should the proposed pier be built, it

would reduce the available anchorage ground materially
and would further, by the carrying of the sewage into the
harbor at this point, endanger the health of the crews of an-
choring vessels; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That it is the opinion of the New York Y. 0. that
the building of said pier would be of no material benefit to
yachtsmen, and that it is further inexpedient to build the
pier on account of the loss of anchorage room and the dan-
ger to health.

JResolved, That a committee of three be appointed by the
chair to present these resolutions to and to confer with the
proper authorities for the purpose of securing the abandon-
ment of the plan, if possible; or, failing in that, to obtain
such modification thereof as they may think necessary and
proper.
The resolution was adopted, and Messrs. Gerry, Stephen

Peabody and G. L. Rives were appointed.
Vice-Corn. Ledyard announced that Com. Morgan was de-

sirous that the annual cruise be coutinued eastward from
Vineyard Haven to Bar Harbor, and to that end would offer
three prizes of $3,000 for schooners, $1,000 for- the larger
classes of cutters and $1,000 for the smaller classes, for a race
around Cape Cod to some Eastern port. Com. Morgan also
proposes to give a prize for a steam yacht race if a suitable
system of allowances can be arranged.
The following members were elected: A. Hart McKee,

Frederick L. M. Masury, Josiah M. Lasell, J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, Jr., Temple Bowdom, Robert Bacon, Harry S. Thomp-
son, William H. Osgood, William H. Fletcher and Alfred R
Whitney, Jr.

Marietta III.

The new steel steamer Marietta III,
, designed by H. J.

Gielow for H. B. Moore, of the New York and Atlantic
yacht clubs, was launched on March 27 at the Erie Basin
Dry docks, where she was built by the John M. Robins Co.
The yacht is the largest as well as the handsomest that Mr.
Gielow has yet designed, being far superior to his two pre-
ceding boats of the same name. She is 173ft. 6in. over all,

140ft. l.w.l., 18ft. beam, 7ft. 9in. draft, with four-cylinder
triple expansion engine and single screw. The two boilers
were built by the Roberts Safety Water Tube Boiler Co.,
which has furnished the boilers for four of Mr. Moore's
yachts. The hull work was carried out under the direction
of Capt. W. D. Dickey, superintendent of the yard, which
speaks for its character.

The Tacht Racing Union.
The new book of rules of the Yacht Racing Union of Long

Island Sound has just been published. The Union now in-
cludes twenty clubs, whose stations are on Long Island
Sound, The Council has sent out the following notice:

Office of the Secketart of the Council of the Yacht
Racing Union of Long Island Sound, New York, March
31.—Special Notice to Representatives: On Jan. 18 you were
requested by circular to furnish the Council witha list of
the sailing yachts of your club, so that racing numbers
could be allotted them before the commencement of the
season. This list I have not received from you.

It is of paramount importance that this information be
furnished not later than April 5. It is purposed to number
all sailing yachts enrolled in Sound clubs and other clubs
sailing under rules uniform with those ofthe Union. This list
should be as complete as possible, and comprise the follow-
ing information: Name of yacht; name and address of
owner; rig; racing length, if measured; class, if not
measured; whether cabin or open.
Please give this notice immediate attention.
I have recorded the following dates as having been selected

by your club for open races during the coming season: An-
nual regatta, . Special races, .

Please inform me by April 15 whether the annual regatta
will be for all classes, or classes under a certain length, and
for what classes the special races will be given. I would be
glad to know the name and address of the chairman of the
regatta committee of your club for this year. It is hoped to
have the racing schedules ready for distribution by May 1.

Frank Bownb Jones, Sec'y.

The American Model Y. C. Eichibit.

The accompanying illustration could not be prepared in
time for our last issue, but shows the very interesting ex-
hibit of the American Model Y. C. in connection with the
Forest AND Stream exhibit at the Sportsmen's Exposition.
The upper pair of half models were made of galvanized iron,

Kerosene Stoves for Tachts.
Annapolis, Md., March 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Your paper does not, I am sorrjr to say, contain any adver-
tisement of makers of kerosene oil cooking stoves and outfits
for yachts too small for regular coal galley.
The "Florence," years ago, used to be excellent (especially

for broiling, having a special broiler that did not smoke the
meat or allow drip), but I am not aware of its being made
now or where. Would you kindly inform me of the maker
of the best article of this kind now on sale, as I need one in
fitting out this spring.
Thanking you for any trouble, J. Buchanan Henry.
[We will be glad to hear from any of our readers who have

had practical experience with the later makes of kerosene
stoves.]

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
W. B. Stearns, the Marblehead builder, is now turning

out a fleet of one-design craft of the Scarecrow type, but of
his own design. The boats are 33ft. 6in. over all, 16ft. l.w.l.,
5ft. 6in. beam, and 4ft. draft including the fin, which is
fixed. They are rigged with mainsail and jib, the latter set
on a short bowsprit. The lines are excellent, showing an
easy form, with considerable deadrise, a good freeboard and
fair sheer. The cockpit is above the waterline. Mr. Stearns
has planned a construction that admits of rapid work when
many boats are to be built, aiid yet is thorougbly strong

the hull being built over a last and the bulbs cast in an iron
mould. By this means he is able to offer a boat complete for
$!250. These little craft offer an excellent opportunity to
clubs that wish to establish one-design classes, as the price is
very reasonable. Five are already ordered.

The Gilbert's Bar Y. G. held its usual monthly meeting
and regatta on Saturday, March 13. In the first class, 23ft.
and over, three boats entered:

Corrected.
Zmgan V.t...... 0 42 06
Joker 0 4.3 18
Albatross , , .0 46 S3
Won by Zingari.

a^GOND CLASS BOATS—28ft. AND TJMDBR.

.„ Corrected.
Beatrice .......•••.»m*«*. .»..«. .«.»..•....... 0 f2 51
Swallow. ........ , I * i ... . i i • ... s i ... i i i . . .1 00 11
Won by Beatrice.

In addition to the two large boilers for the steam yacht
Marietta III., the Roberts Safety Water Tube Boiler Co. are
busy with the boilers and machimery for the schooner Hilde-
garde, now being converted to an auxiliary under the direc-
tion of H. C. Wintringham for Vice-Com. Whitlock, Atlan-
tic Y. C. The firm has also in hand a boiler for the passen-
ger steamer Martha, building at Yonkers by C. E. Pearsall
for his own use. This vessel will have a compound engine
designed by Thos. Flaron, the old oarsman and shell buUder,
who of late years has turned his attention to marine engines
with marked success.

The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Co. has recently added to
its forces at the Ogdenaburgh shops Mr. L. K. Young, of
Bridgeport, Conn., so widely known as a maker of hollow
spars. Mr. Young is a practical yachtsman and a skillful
sailor in open racing boats, and his large experience has re-
sulted in many improvements in blocks, fittings, etc., as well
as in spars.

The annual meeting of the New Jersey Y. C. was held at
the club house at the foot of Tenth street, Hoboken, on
March 25, the following being elected officers: Com., Alfred
Wenzel, sip. Wanderer; Vice-Com., William Sherman, sip.
Eagle Wing; Treas., Frank S. Ketcham; Fin. Sec'y, Bernard
A. Deetjen; Cor. Sec'y, Edward V. Ketcham; Reo. Sec'y,
Frank Springling; Meas., Henry Nelson; Trustees: Alfred
Wenzel, Alexander Berry. Theophilus Butts, Bernard
A. Deetjen and Frank S. Ketcham; Regatta Committee
Alfred Wenzel, William Sherman, Bernard A. Deetjen.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrlck, Gait, Canada.
Sec'y-Treas . John R Blake. Gait, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUBSEBS.
Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleiachman, 1611 N. Slat St., Phila , Pa.
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Gouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, F. J. Burrae;e, West Newton, Mass.
Northern Division. Francis H. Mncnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, Jl ; initiation fee, Jl.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F, Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Eear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes. Milwaukee, Wia,
Sec'y-Treas., W. D Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. M:. Lamp, Madison, Wis. ; C. J. Steadman.

Ciucinnati, O.; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee, Wis.

A. C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest AND STREAM.

central division.

Al. T. Brown, John W. Ely, Wm. J. Hawkins, Robert B.
Mimmack, H. B. Sqnier, T. H. Thompson, G. Willard Rich,
G. W. McTaggart, E. R. Boiler, Ezra J. Boiler, J. Clifton
Baker, all of Rochester and the Rochester C. C. H. H.
Haile and W. C. Bowne, of Gouverneur, N. Y., and the
Gouverneur C. C. S. B. Hughes, Pittsburg, Pa,

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., March 23.- The following scores were made by

members of the Cincinnati Bifle Associaiioo at their ran^e to-day
Four-Mile House, Reading road. Conditions: SO^yds., off-hand at
the standard target:

'

Gindele.
10 9 10 9 7 10 7 10 9 9-91 9 9 10

t 10 7 9 9 10 10 7 10 8-87 8 10 10
Roberts.

8 6 7 6 9 10 7 9 6 10 -78 9 7 9
10 8 7 8 8 7 10 5 b 8-77 9

Hake.
6 5

9 5 10 7 6 10 6 7 3 9-72 6 5 3
6 7 4 6 6 9 5 5 7 8-63 5

Trounatine.
4 5

6 4 4 10 8 5 5 g 8 6-65 7 3 8
7 3 3 8 8 9 4 7 8 6 70 5

Nestler.
5 7

8 6 9 7 10 7 7 8 8 10—80 8 10 7
8 7 7 9 6 8 9 & 8 9—80 7

Payne.
9 9

9 7 9 6 10 9 8 8 9 8- 83 7 9 9
7 7 4 10 8 7 10 10 7 6—7« 10 6 9

Lux.
5 8 7 10 6 8 6 9 8 5-70 8 5 6
6 6 4 8 9 4 9 6 9 6—67 6 4 6

9
Wellinger.

/ 6 9 8 10 9 6 10 9-63 8 8 6
9 8 7 8 9 8 9 8 9 8-^3 10 8 9

Hasenzahl.
7 10 7 7 10 8 6 5 8 8-78 10 9 7
8 4 7 7 10 9 8 5 e 9-74 9

Drube.
9 6

6 9 10 10 8 6 6 1 fi 10-78 8 10 8
7 7 8 8 7 7 10 8 4 9-76 8

Uckotter.
6 7

10 7 f) 9 10 fi 6 8 9 4-78 U 8 6
S 7 8 4 4 3 4 7 8 5-59 7 5 6

8 9

9 9
9 10—89
9 7-86

8 6 T 'it iO 7 7—17
5 0 7 10 9 9 7—76

9 10
5 6

5 0
6 9

4 7
6 9

6 10

8 4
9-<!8
1-48

6 10- 61
4 8—57

7 7 10 10 7 10 9-88
8 8 9 6 7 10 10-83

7 8 8 7 10-81
6 7 7 10 8—76

6 10 9
5 5 7

8 8
8 10

7 1 6-65
7 8 4-69

9 10 10—83
9 9 9-87

8 8
8 6

8 10-84
7 9-70

8 10
7 8

5 4
4 5

8 6 7
6 10 10

6-78
6—73

5 5 6 9 fi—62
6 7 6 6 7-59

Rifle Notes.
The Springfleld (Mass.) !77ijan, of March 85 contains the foUowinff

note relative to Stevens ritles ac tbe Sportsmen's Expogition- "The
J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co , of the Falls, is much pleased at the
success which its rifles.and other arms had at the recent sportsmen's
exhibit in New York city, as three out of the five shooting contests
which were held were won by Michael Dorrler, of Greenville, N J
with the Stevens rifle. Mr. Dorrler also broke t^vo rpcords. In the
individual shoot the previous record was sJ,420 out of a possible 2 500
but in winning this contest he made the remarkable score 2 4Jl'l-0'
He also broke the record in tbe bullseye target shoot. The rifle be-
longing to Dr. Hodges, of lndianapoh=. attracted as much attention
as anything at the show. A wealthy New York gentleman, who saw
the rifle, has sent an order to tbe company for a similar rifle and will
have it engravrd by the same Japanese workm^B wbo did the work
OH Dr. Hodges's nfle, " •

»
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Madison Square Revolver Tournament.
The winners in the revolver tournament held at Madison Square

Garden, March 13-?0, under the auspices of the Sportsmen's Atsoei-
Btion, are given below:
Any team charapionship—First prize, $'25 cup: Sprioefleld Team—

Capt. C. Axtell 130, Z. C. Talbot 110, J. Goodricli 1S8, A. Smith 130, F.
Hodskins I'JS; total eai. New York Tpam—Capt. R, H, Sayre 123, Dr.
A. F Webber 124, T. Beck 122, F. B. Crowinshield 125, J. B. Paine 115;
total 609.

Military teams, championship—First prize, $'25 cup: R. H. Sayre
129, T. Beck 124, C. Axtell 131, W. R. Pryor 115, F. W. Green 115; total
611. E. R. Partridgre 122, F. D. Crowicshield 120, D. Johnson 106, P.
Anderton 117, J. B. Paine 124; total 589.
Bullseye pool, Tribune trophy; 0. Axtell 115, Dr. A. A. Webber 113.
For the Scribner trophy: Capt. Petty 103.
Military championship'; $75 cup to first, 850 to second, 8.35 to third:

MB. AXTKLL'S CLUSTBKBD THIBTT SHOTS.

a. Axtell 259. R H. Sayre 257. F. B. Crowinshield 245, P.:Hodjrkins?4'',
W. Goodrich 238, J. B. Paine 836, Z. C. Talbot 229, E. E. Partridge 209,
R. S. Edes 202.

"Any" championship, individual-First prize $75, second prize $5^,
third prize $25; C. Axtell 277, F. B. Crowninshield 263. T. B Beck 2,59,

Dr. A. A. Weber 257, G. W. Waterhouse 255. Br R. H Sayre 54, F.
Ander'bn 252, F. Hodskins 251, J. Goodrich 250, Z C Talbot 247. J.
H. Wesson 245, A. L. Smith 241, E. E Partridge 238, Dr. S. J. Foot 23iJ,

P. Weigel, Jr., 106.
Press match; A F. Aldridge 83. James Watson 80, C. A. Bramble

75. S. N. Campbell 71, Francis Trevelyan 65, H. L. Fitzpatrick 58. Geo.
Bleekman 56, E. C. Eckhart 53, A. S. Williams 5^, Samuel Crane 52,
George Stackhouse 50, A. F. Steiner 41, R. E. Leppert 33, J. McGinn

It is noteworthy that all first prizes were won by the Smith & Wes-
son revolver wherever entered m competition.

Revolver Shootings in England.
Thb revolver shooting season opened at the North London Rifle

Club on March 3. The revolvers used bad to be modified from target
sfghtea ones allowed in former years to the mongrel military marie
obligatory at Btsley this year. This had to be done, as the clu^s are
practicing grounds for Bi3le.y. and therefore have to adopt Bisley
ruleg. This coarse sighting will ailect scoring, and in comparing this,

year's results with former years must bi taken into account.
Members are also divided into three classes, so as to give the poorer

sfiots a chance; but for the revolver championship of the cliih all
will have to shoot on equal terms, whatever class they belong to.
The championship will, as before, go to the shooter who has the high-
est aggrregate of six scores in series 1, 20yf)s., slationarj^ target; one
in ser'es 2, alternate hands, aOyds.; one in series 3, disappearing tar-
get, 20yds.; and two at 50yds.

,
stationary target^ One score made

each day during the season.
Resulr, of shooting. March 3;
Revolver series 1, 20yds. stationary target—Class 2: Tilbury -10, B.

W. Holmes 38. W. Luff 19. Class 3: Ledger 19.

March 10. - Revolver seriep 1, 20vds . srationary target- Class 1 : T.
Knapp 37, Carter 37. Class 2: Ho'lmes 38, Breding 37, Tilbury 8~, W.
Luff 31, Capt. Evans 32, Josling 37. Class 3: Lieut. Soames 29. Tread-
w ell 28, Joyce 23.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
April 3.—Gekesko, N. Y.— All-day shoot of the Geneseo Rod and

Gun Club Targets thrown from a magautrap. Shooting to begin
on arrival of Rochester train . W E. Lowe, ^^ec'.y.

April 7.—PoBTLAifD. Me —Annual spring tournament of the Port-
land Gun Club. Harry A. Chisholra. Secy.
April 7.—Haokeksack, N. J —Third contest for the Recreation cup,,

under the auspices of the Bergen County Gun Club, Cup contest at
12 noon sharp. C. O. Gardner, Sec'y.

April 10—WiNDSOE Locks, Conn.—All-day tournament of the
Windsor Locks Gun Club. Targets. C. F. Cleaveland. Sec'y.
April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateur and fourteenth open-to-all tournament. 4s750 added money.
April 14-16.—Baltkuohe, Md —Tournament of the Interstate' Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
April 15.—YouNGSTOWK, C—First tournament of the Pennsylyania.

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo H. Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17.—San Antonio, Tex.—Tournament of the San Antonio

Gtun Club. Open to amateurs only. WiUard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.
April 16.—BBinaEPOBT, Conn.—All-day shoot of the Bridgepor

QUn Club. Targets. V. A. Blakeslee, Sec'y.
April 17.—Nutlet, N J.—All-day shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Cub.

Targets from a magautrap. Shooting chmmences on arrival of 9:5>t

train from Chambers street. New York.
April 19.—HiNGHAM, Mass.—All-day shoot of the HIngham Gun

Olub. 100-target haudicap. G 0. Hendersou. Treasurer.
April 20-2' .—Rochester, N. Y.—Tournament of the Rochester Rod.

and Gun Club. Targets
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament ol thei

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association. Added money later.

April 21-23.

—

San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and toxu--

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Ouessaz.,

Sec'y.
April 27-39 —Binghamton, N. Y.—Tournament of the Bmghamtou

Gun Club. Two first days, targets: third day, live birds.

April 27-80.—Fonda, la.—Tournament under the management of
Geo. E. Hughes and C. R. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28- '.9.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion. under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April 28-29,—Pkhu, Ind.—Tournament under the management of J.

L, Head
May -1-6 —Des MoiNKS, la.—Tournament of the Iowa State Sports-

men's Association, Live birds and lai'sets F, C. Whitney. Sec'y.

May 5-7.—JNewburoh. N. Y.—Amiual spring tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Ride Association. Ifirst ttvo days, targets; third

jday, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
glramme target events. Open to all.

May 11-18,- Peskskill, N. Y - Annual toumament of the PeeJiskiH

OJuto. First, two Uftj's, targetsi last live

May 11-14.—Waterloo, la.—Tournament of the Waterloo Gun
Club. E. B. Walker. Sec'y.
May 12-13.—CoNNBRsviLLE, Ind —Tournnment of the Connersville

Gun Club. Live birds. T. F. Thomas, Sec'y.
May 17-22.—Kansas City. Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y,—AnnuHl spring toumament of the West

End (iun Club Horace B Derby, Sec'y-
May 19-20.—Savannah. Ga —Toumament of the Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May lE-2t.— Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual, C. S, Seely, Sec'y.
May 20 —GRBBNvxLLi5, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo H . J one?, Sec'y.
May 2P-a9.—East St. Loms, III.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb,
May 31.—Canajoharip, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Sbootere

Leaaue toumament, under the auspices of the Cana.ioharie Gtm
Cluh. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
June 2-4.

—

Springfield. O.—Annual touruament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Sprinefield Gun Club.
June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap-?- hooters' League of Indiana.
June 8-11.—AuBtTRN, N. Y' —New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec y.
June 9-10.

—

Monhoe, La. - Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the au'^picea of the Monroe Gun Club,
June 10.

—

NewcastIjE, Pa.—Third toarnament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun Lengue. Ge \ H Jones -Sec'y

.June 15-18.— Cletvkland. O.— Fourth annual tournament of the
Chamberlin Cartririg-e and Target Company.
June 16-17 -Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tonroamentof the North

Dakota Sprrtfmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith. Sec'y
Jnne 22-25.— ()iL City. Pa —Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylviria State Sprrtpmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. ' Black i owder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries toH C. Beeser. Sec'y. Oil City, Pa.
July 14-1.'). - New Havsin. Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
H.Tzel.SPC'.v-
July 22,-^Meadville, Pa.— Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. .Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5 — Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of ihe Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R A McPready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Opan to all. Wiite for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 19 —Warren, O.- Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gi-n Lesgue. Geo. H .Jones, Sec'y
Aug. 25-S6.-M0NTPELIER. Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept. 1.5-16.—PORTSMOtiTH, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

AFsociatinn, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.--NBWBUKGH. N- Y —Annual fall tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun ard Rifle Association. Firs' two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Glub secretaries ajre invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are consideredas divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such waiter to Forest arid Stream Publishing Company, SU6
Broudtvay, New Yorh.

The tournament of thn Rochester (N. Y.) Rod and Gun Club, an-
nounced in our last issue for April 18-14, has been postponed onew^ek
on account of the Interstate shoot at Baltimore. April 14-16. The
Rochester dates ai-e, therefore, April 20-91. Dr. Weller and Messrs.
E.C.Meyer and G. Borst. forming the committee in charge, have
arranged a programme of one 10, six 15, two 20 and one i/5-tars;et
events for each day. The entrance fees are at the uniform rate of 10
cents per target, a total of $16.50 for the programme. Targets will be
deducted from the purses at 1]^ cents each. In the 10 and 15 target
events thpre will he four moneys; in the ?0 and 25-t8rget events there
will be five moneys. Five per cent, of the entrance moneys will be
deducted for a general average fund, to be divided 40, 30. SO and 10
percent. Shooting commences at 9:.30 ench day. The Monroe ave-
nue or Park avenue ears take you to the grounds. Bluerocks will be
Thrown from a masautraro, so that this occasion will be good practice
for the State shoot of 1897.

Secretary H. T. Hearsey, of the Trap-Shooters' Leaaue of Indiana,
has mailed tbf» constitution and by-laws of the Trap-Shoooters' League
of Indiana to all the clubs in the"State, with a cordial request to be-
come members and help along the eood cause in which all are inter-
ested. He says: "There is no selfishness in this movement The
strong clubs will help 'he weaker ones, and it is hoped no club will
feel strong enough to remain independent of the League, or none so
weak but its influence vi id be felt and respected. But little time re-
mains to prepare for the annual tournament, so it is important that
clubs join promptly in order that a vote may soon be taken to deter-
mine the place of that meeting." Mr. Hearsey's address is Indian-
apolis.

Of the Lincoln, Neb., tournament, April 3P-23. Secretary Welch
writes; -'We beg leave to state that the affairs of thi!< Association are
in a very prosperous condition and that we expect to hold here the
largest Tournament that will be held in the West this year. We are
going to add $1,000 in money to the prizes, and as we follow immedi-
ately after the Atchison tournament we expect to have a very large
crowd here, and it looks now like our entry list"wiil run upward of 100.
Our grounds are located at Lincoln Park, about two miles from the
city, and accessible by motor car. We will throw empire targets from
two sets of traps and have one set of traps in reserve."

Lou Erhard' 's shoot, April 14-16, is attracting the atten'ion of the
circuit shooters. Lou will have a good chance of beating his own
record this year, trap shootine being decidedly on the boom in the
section that he draws from. The following week the shooters will
have a readezvous at Lincoln, Neb , for the State shoot. Then Slay
4-6 will find the majority of them at Des Moinei for the Iowa State
tournament. This schedule gives the Wa'erloo (la ) Gim Club a eood
chance for a large attendance, as its tournament (May 11-14) follows
immediately after the shoot at Des Moines.

The Bison Gun Club, of Buffalo, N. Y.. will hold a two day.s' shoot
on its grounds at Walden avenue. City Line. April l."-16. Bluerocks
will be used on the first day, all targets being thrown from a magau-
trap. The entrsnce fees are reasonable, and the programme an in-
teresting one. Targets will be chargd fer at the rate of 1 cent each.
On the !-econd day ihere will be four live-bird events: No. 1, 5 birds,
S3; No. 2, 10 birds, S5; No. 3. 15 birds, 87; No. 4. 25 birds. $1,5. All
comm Dications should be addressed to 0. H. Werlin, secretary of
the club, 1634 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.

Friday morning, March 26, the day after the clo?e of the tourna-
ment at Elkwood Park, was not without its sppcial features. The
firs event was a blooded contest, viz . 10 birds, 850, birds extra. The
contesiants were R A. Welch (.30), D.A.Upson (.30), H, S. Coldren
(-9) and Col. Anthony (27). Welch and Upson tied on 9 out of 10; they
agreed to draw down their $'0 each, and then shoot off at 5 birds for
the other $100. On the shoot-off Upson won with 4 to 3, both of
Welch's lost birds falling dead out of bounds.

The Interstate shoot at Baltimore on April 14-18 promises to be one
of the successes of the season. During the Grand American Handi-
cap tournament we heard of several shooters who had "promised to
be thei e." The programme is a good one, and the $450 added money
IS an attraction in thesedays. Ship your shells in care of A. G. Alford
Spo' ting Goods Co,. 120 Ea.'t Baltimore street, Baltimore. Md.
We believe that Messrs. Daly & Chanfrau. of E'kwood Park, hold

the record for hotel building. They erectea a twenty-room hot« .fur-
nished it with all necessary furniture, put in up-co da e sanitary
plumbing, running water, electric liKhtsand an electric b' ll system m
each room, in fact, all modern conveniences and they took just six
days to do all this ! Even with tne twenty extra rooms, it was a case
in most instances of "two in a room" each night of the shoot.

Tom Marshall's victory in the Grand American Handicap was a
most popular win. Of course, after the shoot was over, there were
lots who had picked out Mr. Marshall as the winner; as a matter of
course, the "I told .vou sos'" were numerous. The only one whom
we can vouch for as having actually picked the winner prior to the
shoot was Paul North. Paul guessed it the first lime.

The spring tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun Club will beheld
on the grounds on Terrell'.s farm, Fasn Sherbrooke, Good Friday,
April lb. An aggregate prize will be divided among five highest guns
in events 2, 4, 6, 7, 10 and 11 (75 targets). Rose system in ail events
except No. 1. No postponement on account of weather. Special
hotel rates for shooters and free conveyance to grounds.

The Forrester Gun Clnb, of Newark, N. J., will hold a one-day
tournament at artificial targets on their grounds on Peddle street,
on Wednes-day, April 28. A lunch will be provided for the shooters;
targets will be 1 cent each, and a special handicap race of .50 or 100
empires will be on the programme H, E, Winaiiu, 97 West Kinney
Street, Newftrlj,Ni J"') 's*'^^ secretary,

*

The Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club will hold its spring tournament
April 27-29. The tournament will be open to all. On the first two days
the programme will be made up of target events, the third day's
schedule will be at live birds. All communications should be ad-
dressed to H. W. Brown, manager, Binghamton, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn., is to have an active gun club. At a recent meet-
ing of the club the following were elected as officers for 1897: Presi-
dent, S. P. Griffin; Vice-President, Isaac Hutchinson; Secretary-
Treasurer, F. Newcomb The club stai'ts afresh with a roll of
twent.y-flve members, and has secured a fine ground, whicb ia to .be

equipped with an up-to-date bluerock outfit.

A. W. du Bray, of the ParKer gun, awoke on Tuesday morning,
March 23, to find himself occupying the important position of No. 1

on the list of shooters for the Grand Amorican Handicap. As Du
Bray himself put it: "You can't keep the Parker gun down, old boy;
it's bound to be first somehow."
The third contest for the Recreation cup, representiner the amateur

championship of the State of New Jersey, will be held April 7 at
Hackensack, N. .J., "n the grounds of the Bergen County Qun ClUb.
The cup contest will commence at 12 noon sharp.

The Western shooters outrht to be satisfied, and we have not the
slightest doubt that they are They came East and bearded us boldly;
they have now retired to their wigwams with an important scalp or
two to their credit.

The East versus West team rare fell through a'ter all. Its failure
cannot be attributed to any unwillingness on the part of the Western
shooters to take part in such an event. The West was readv, but the
East had not the wherewithal, viz., shooters, with which to meet her.

Billy Croshy and G. F Carraher, both of the Baker Gun Company,
of Batavia, N. Y., and Jack Fanning, of the Gold Dust Powder Com-
pany, of San Francisco, were guests of the Bergen County Gun Club
at its monthly shoot, Sa'urday last, March 27. The E. C. cup contest
was the main event on the programme.
We have not yet received a line from the rooters for the "old sys-

tem." We are naturally patient and easy-going, but we cannot w'ait
much longer. The subject of "old system versus Rose system" is
still open for discussion.

Our coirespondents will have to be lenient with us this week. Much
matter of considerable interest has bad to be withheld owing to the
pressure on our columns due to the Grand American Handicap tour-
nament at Elkwood Park.

Dr. Oftrver was more than pleased with the result of his trip East.
The Cashmore gun made a record at Elkwood Park in the Grand
American Handicap; hence the Doctor's cause for congratrlation.

March 30. Edward Banks.

Boston Gun Club.
Wellington, Mass.. March 17 —To-day's shoot added another to

the Boston Gun Club's list of successful shoots. Nothing actually
startling was done in the way of scores, yet Mr Paine's 17 was quite
equal to a 19 made under more favorable conditions. A breeze that
carried dismay to the hearts of many present rendered 80 per cent,
scoring somewhat of an irnpossibility. The 16yd. shooters certainly
had their innings to-day. for the 17 and IFyd. people landed at the
bottom of the list in a bunch. The yard or two of distance handicap
meant something with a forty-mile-an-hour wind, leading the asphalt
a merry chase.

Events:

Targets:

Banks (14).,..
Stevens (IS),.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101118
10 10 5 6 10 10 S 6 10 10 10 10

6 8 5 4 8 3 3 a 6 10 7 8
4 6 4 4 6 6 1 4 9 5 4 6
7 8 4 5 6 5 3 2 7 5 8 7
4 5 3

7 1 4
8 6 5 3 4 8 4 5 6 6 7 8
5 5 5 1 6 8 5 2 7 7 8 9
4 3 .. .. 6 4 0 7 7 2 63

3 6 4 2 3 7 6 4 4
1

Miskay (17)..,.... 3 6 4 1 5 4 7 4..
Spencer (16) 2. 87857779
Needham (15)...,,....,,.. ...... 355119636
Gard (15) 7 9 3 3 8 7 4 8
Sewall (IP) 5 3 3 9 8 7 8

Events Nos. 1. 5, 6 and 12, known angles; No. 9 same, with use of
both barrels; Nos. 2, 7 and|ll, unknow nangles; No 3, straiehtaways;
Nos. 4 and 7, pairs; No. 10, reverse pull, use of both barrels.
Prize match: 21 targets, 10 known, 5 unknown, and 3 pairs; dis-

tance handicap:
Paine (15) 1111110101—

S

11011-4 11 10 11—5—17
Harris (15) 0111111110-8 11111-5 10 10 00-2-15

00111-8 010100-2—14
10001-2 10 11 11-5-14

Gard (15) 1111111101-9
Spencer (16) 0 1 1 1 001 1 1 1—7
Sheffield (15) , 1100111100-6 00100—1 01 10 11—4-11
Sewall (15) 1000100111-5
Williams (15)

.

.oouiiinoi-6
Miskay (17) i..;..* 1001110000-4
Woodruff (17) OlOnOlUlO—

5

11010—3
11101-4
lOTOO-l
10100-2

10 01 01-3-11
00 01 00-0-10
11 01 11—5-10
00 10 10-2— 9

Winters 08).... 1010101000- 4 niOOl—^ 10 01 10-3-9
Gordon (17)

Needham (15). .

.

........0000101100- 3 01110—3 01 00 10—^—8

..„, ,,.0011000111-5 01000-1 00 10 00—1— 7

ON LONG ISLAND.
new UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

March 37.—The New Utrecht Gun Club held its regular weekly club
shoot on Dyker Meadow to day. J A. Bennett won in Class A with
5;3 breaks, and Dr. O'Brien in Cla.ss B with 17 breaks. After the club
shoot a series of 10-target sweeps was shot, Scores:
Club shoot:

Class A

.

J A Bennett 111111111111111100111001111—23
J Gaughen 0111011011111110011111101 —19
F A Thompson OOllinillllllUOlliroiOll —18
P E George OlOllOlllllllOf001111100011—17W H Thompson lOlOOllOlOllllOllllOOOlOl —15

Class B.
Dr O'Brien ............ .1100011110001001111111111 —17
C C Fleet i....111011010100010010100011011—14
Sweepstake shooting:

Events: 13345678 Events: 1S3456 78
F A Thomp-
son 6

J Gaughen 7

WHThomp.
son 5

PB George 5 6 .... 7 6 4 9
6 9 9 8 8 7 8 C C Fleet.. 7 7 9 S 5 7 2 ..

8 8 8 10 9 9 7 Dr O'Brien 9 .. 4 8 8 7 5 4
J A Bennett.. .. 6 6 8 9 6 7

6 9 8 6 Sneider 4 9 7 8

Audubon Gun Club, of BujETalo.

Buffalo. N. Y . March 20 —The regular weekly shoot of the Audu-
bon Gun Club, held to-day at Audubon Park, was well attended, twenty
shooters taking part in the various CT'ents scheduled for the after-
noon's sport. Event No 3 was the c'uh hadge shoot, 25 targets, un-
known angles. E. C. Burkhirdt was the winner in class A; Sandy in
class B, and D. C. Sweet in class C. Event No. 6 was at expert rule;
No. 7 at reversed pull. The results in all the events are given below:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 10 15 25 15 15 15 15 Targets: 10 15 25 15 15 15 15

BBurkhardt.. 5 11 23 13 12 .. .. P.W Smith 16 12
GMcArthur.. 7 8 19 11111110 Sandy. 8 8 20 1 0 9 11 9LW Bennett., 8 IS 21 15 18 13 l-'J Norris 13 SO 11W Hines. Jr.. 8 13 20 12 13 14 9 J J Reid 12 16 10 7 8 7
PGMyer 6 9 14 14 1111.. A Coombs 15.. ......
Charlie 9 11 19 8 11 13 8 SnaoS 18
DC Sweet.... 8 10 IS 10 7 3.. B Talsma 19
HMcMichael. 7 9 19 11 L Fries 19 7 12 .. ..
EP Reynolds. .. 12 IR 7 ,. 10 .. J Potts....,.,.,, 10; . . . . 8
UE Story 18 9 6.. .. GWB 6 8

Shooting' at WatEoa's Park.
Chicago, III , March 27.—The regular club shoot of the Garfield

Gun Olub was held here to day. Neal, with 20 kills to his creriit. cari-

tured this event. Some practice shooting was also inauli^ed In, with
the following results:
Club shoot:

E E Neal. .322222?22222112221?2-20 J M Young2'01011110 1021 12012—15
OvLeng'ke2??;J89222e22222s'220a-19 Hussefi . .

.100n]n2i02fiH10<'(i01iJ—10
L P Hicks. 0 22120 2i2122 01111 -17 R Kuss . . . .22!' 02* 'yi2112020w
RWWrighl222<!av022(;*2'202J 22-17 J Smith ...22*20 4G0.'2. Si32w
Graham. ..222101<!102211U02002 -15
Praciice:

Graham £2'22-5 Wright ,
52 32—4

Neal 2iii?J2-4 Yon Lengerke 0-202—3
Kuss ,.,..220J3- 4
Match:

J H Ai»berg„..012039S200?i3?21-lJ Lean }00'32a810ini2g-H
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The Grand American Handicap.
ALL HKOOKDS BROKEN.

The Grand Atnpricon BandicaD for 1897 tas broken all records.
The entry list contnined '46 nntnes. 11 forfpits red"cinpr the number
of flotnai coDtpptflDts to ISS. In our issue last weelr we g:ave the list
of phooterp who bad entered rperilarly, thp list contsining: 139 names.
Six po»t entriep wrp reepifed later, the names being Tbeo. HoKtet-
ter. Pittshurp-, Pa. .T. Eehriff, Lphiehton Pa.; Franfe Class, of Mor-
ristowTi, N. .T.; Prorting Life, of PViiladplpbia, Pa.: B. L. Packard,
New TorV city; Franlr Lswrerce, Nfw York city. The name of A.
W. Sheroian. of Frpphold. N .T., was left out oif onr I'st last wefk
tbro"gh error; he should have been the last on the list, making 140
regrular entriPS.
Among- thp withdrawals were: W. K. Sanders, of New York, who

had the misfortime to bp injured in the radiator explosion in a Turk-
ish hath; Seth Clover, who was linjpine around with a bad case of
"obarlev horse:" John H. Sbaffpr. of Pittshursr. sickness; Dr. .T. H.
Wer^. of Long- Branch, prin Other withdrawals for cause were:
Fer Hooper, of Mshanoy City. Pa. r T. !>. Hooper, New York city; A.
S. Hunter- TJtica. N. T.: Tom Farmer. Pittshurg-, Pa.; E. S. Kibe, of
Chicago: M. M. McMillan, Mahanoy City, Pa.; and A, W..Sherman,
Freehold, N. J.

MOHE POPULAR THAN KVKB.

From the above figures it can be seen that the Grand American
Handicop is more popular than ever. An entrv list of 146 in a 25-bird
racp. $93 entrance, birds extra at 30 cputs each. ^oziJTto'uif 07ie ceni o/
added money, speaks volumes for the popularity of this annual
evpnt.
In 1893 the Grand Ampiican Handicao was stfirfed with a list of. 21

shootprs; it wa« shot off that year at Dexter Park, L. I. In thp i^ol-

lowirffypar, 1894. the event was again shot off at Dexter Park, L. T.,

but the entry liot had prown to 54. In 1895 the Grand American
Handicap was shot at Willard Park. Paterson. N. ,T., the list of entries
that year showinpr a healthy increase over that of 1894; 61 entries
with B8 shooters was thp total for 1895. In 1896 a move was made to
Elkwood Park, and a new sy.stem of dividing the moneys was tried.
Thp result was a big jump in the list of entries: 109 shooters entered,
104 taking part in the event
Then came this year's contest. The choice of grounds was left to

the tournament cbrpmittpe. and although several locations were ex-
amined, when the committee 8<3w the Elkwood Park grounds there
wag nothing else in it. It was a case of Elkwood Park or nothing.
These grounds have been described so often in the?e columns that it

eeros superfluous to say anything more in regard to them. The ac-
companying cut will enable our readers to follow with ease the de
scription of how the Grand American Handicap was run, and will

also give an idea of the manner in which the three sets of traps are
ocated.
There are no such grounds anywhere else in this country or in any

other country, for the matter of that. The shooting public at once
became interested in them, and thus several new entries,were doubt-
less secured. The .system of dividing the moneys which prevailed in

1895 was adopted ngain for 1E97. the divisions, however, being gradu-
ated up to 150 entries in this year's nroeramme. Although we had
confldsrtly exppcted that last year's bigto'al would be exceeded, and
had so stated in several of our recent issues, we were totally unpre-
pared frr such an enormous increase in the number of actual en-

tries as is recorded on the cashier's bonk for 1897. This increase
amounted to 37, an increase of just about 35 per cent.!

SOME COMPARATIVE FlGrSES.

The great shoot promoted in August. 1896, by the Du Pont Powder
Companv at Watson's Park, Chicago, under the management of Mr.
E. S. Rice, the company's general agent in the West, made a new
ecord with a total of 155 entries. The Grand Prix at Monte Carlo
his year also made a new record for itself with a total of 118 entries.

Frorn these figures, therefore, it will be seen (hat 1 he Interstate Asso-
ciation can boast of having broken all records. In regard to the
Grand Prix, however, it must not be overlooked that that event is

' all on the same mark." except in the case of previous winners, who
are penalized 1yd., the winner in the previous year standing back an
additional yard. The conditions also are ISbirds, 540 entrance—prac-

IBBV BKNUEIT.

Chairman Tournament and Classification Committee, Interstate Abs'd.

fcically a $40 miss-and-out, with sub.=!tan' ial money for the winner and
a handsome trophy of silver. Hence it is perhaps unfair to compare
the Grand American Handicap and the Grand Prix.

HOW THE SHOOT WAS BUN.

It may at first glance seem an easy matter to run a shoot when
three sets of traps are provided, but when one comes down to figuring

on it, it will be spen that there is far more in it than meets the eye. As
a matter of fact the running of this year's Grand American must be
looked upon as an experiment, and as such it was a big. success.

There was not a hitch in the whole affair, and everything ran wiih
the smoothness of well-oiled clockwork. For that reason it is highly
probable that Manager Shaner may not receive all the credit that is

due him for his work in his double capacity of "engineer and oiler."

Many bom's of thought had necessarily been given to the running of

the shoot; to all intents and purposes the Grand American Handicap
of 1897 had been shot on paper time and again, and on paper the ar-

rangements looked all right. An actual trial was needed to prove
whether the calculations and preparations were correct or not. That
trial has com" and gone, and the result is a great triumph for Elmer
E. Shaner. The 185 shooters were handled with ease, and the only
delay was caused by the dilatoi iness of the shooters in gptting to the
score. These delays were in many cases almost infinitesimal, but the
number was sufficient to amount to many minutes during the day.
The claim was made in theprogt-amme that with a number of entriPS

no larger than last year's list the Grand American Handicap could be de-
cided in one day on the Elkwood Park grounds, Resultssbowihat this

claim was well founded. Last .year there were 104 shooters, this^year

there were 135; yet with this large increase in the number of shooters

it was possible to-get to the end of the 21st round in one day Then
again, instead of being able to start at 10 prompt, it was necessary to

wait until the 8:30 train from New York city had arrived, or else run
the risk of causing delay by having to shoot up some men after the
affair had started Thus it was fully 10:20 before A. W. du Bray led

off with the first kill In the Grand American of 1897. Later in the
afternoon a squall of wind and rain made a further delay of at least

ten minutes The slight rainfall at the start of the eventin the morn-
ing also caused a cei-tain amount of slackness on the part of some
shooters in getting to the score. On Thursday morning it took just

about forty-five minutes to finish the event down to the ties.

MONEYS DIVinWD AMONG THE TIES.

Hon. T. A. Marshall stood alone with 25 straight and took the first

prize of $500 Nine tied on 24 out of 25 and divided the next nine
moneys-|l,89S.15—a total of $188.46 each. Eleven men tied for the
next eleven moneys— $1,094.85—and divided without a shoot-cff, each
man receiving i99.60.
This disposed of twenty-one moneys and left the sum of $1S64 60 to

FOREST AND STREAM.
be fought for by the "three miss men." Every man who had missed
three birds on the previous day had to withdraw, with a privilege of
re-entermg provided he had a chance io win any of the money. Thus
each of the 135 starters who had missed three birds—114 in all- were
entitled to shoot up for the five moneys until they missed again; in
the latter case they dropped out again. Several shooters were not
on the ground, but there were enough to make ihe shoot-off a very
long matter. It was a shoot-off, praciically miss-and out, v ith S2S4
at stake. Finally IS men scored 22 and divided the purse, receiving
§19 55 each. .

> o

It is safe to assert that with forty-five minutes more time on
Wednesday the Handicap would have been finished; and it is highly
probable that there would have been no shooting up of the "three
misr-s men"' had it been finished on one day. The strong northwest
galeithat swept over the grounds on Thursday morning caused havoc
among the scores. Dr. Carver and H. C. Koegel, two straight men,

,T. A. H. IIRESSKL.

President of the Interstate Association.

both lost their 24th birds dead out of hounds, and both losses were
directly attributable to the strong wind that carried the birds out of
bounds. Mi.ises came so fast in other places that there was soon no
question about a shoot up of the "possible 22s,"

ELMER SHANER AND HIS HELP.
In order to run the shoot successfully and smoothly Manager

Shaner had a small army of help. The referees were: No. 1 set of
traps, Harold Wallack, of Long Branch; No. 2 set. Ed Taylor, of
Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; No, 3 set, Paul North, of the Cleveland
Target Co. The official scorers were: No. 1 set. J. Vone Emmons, of
Long Branch, N, J.; No. 2 set, J. K. Starr, of Philadelphia; No. .8 set,
Howard W. Gray, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The cashier's office was capa-
bly officered I'y B H, Norton, of the Haza'd Powder Co., assisted by
A." Meyerhoff, of Hartley & Graham. The duties of squad hustler
and general utility man were handed over to Bill McCricbart, whose
acquaintance with the shooters of this country is so vide that he is

invaluable in such a position. His capacity for work has never yet
been fathomed, and at the end of the three days he seemed as fresh
as when he started on his arduous duties.
A new position, created by the peculiar conditions of three sets of

traps and "three misses out,-' was that of "Compiler of Scores" (the
title was manufactured by Elmer Shaner; we are not to blame). In
order that the duties of this official (the trap editor of Forest and
Stream, by the way ) may be the better understood' , we shall have to
still further explain the "method of conducting

THE CLERICAL PART OF THE WORK.
All score pads were issued by and returned to the Compiler of

Scores, who had for his assistant John D, Regan, of Brooklyn, whose
quickness and accuracy were of 'he greatest assistance when it came
aown to getting out the score pads quickly. LToder the "three sets
of traps" system it was necessary to keep close tab on the scores, so
that there might be no delay caused by calling up a man who had
dropped out. To explain this diflJculty better we would state that
each man shot a bird at No. 1 set of traps, another bird at No. 2 set,

and a third bird at No. 3 set. He then retired and waited until called
up for his next series of 8 birds, to be shot at in similar order. Now,
suppose that at the commencement of the 7lh round a man had lost

3 birds, the scorers in their respective houses would not know of the
fact, and would delay the game by calling him to the score. To ob-
viate this delay, separate score sheets were provided for each round,
and were returned to the office of Compiler of Scores as soon as com-
pleted. Bach pad contained twenty-five names; thus, as there were
over 125 shooters, six sets of these pads were needed, and were
handled just .<ts if they were squad pads at a target tournament.
As .=oon as each pad was re'urned Mr. Regan transferred the scores

to a main .score sheet and filed the originals for reference in case of
dispute. When a man was found to have missed three birds his
name was dropped from the score pad sent out to the scorers when
it came time for that squad to shoot. This dispensed with atl danger
of delay so far as the soores at No 1 set of traps was concerned.
The next point to be covered was that of a man who had two misses

to his credit when he went to the score at either No 1 or No 2 sets of
traps, and who might score his third miss at one or the other of these
sets. This difflcultr was satisfactorily overcome by stationing
officials at the entrances to No 1 and No. 3 sets, whose duty it was to
ask each man who missed in the current round whether it was his
third miss or not. If it happened to be the third miss a note was dis-

patched by this official per messenger boy to the scorer at either No.
2 or No 3 set of traps, or both, as the case might be, directing him or
them to cross the shooter's name from the score pad. These officials

were: At No. 1 set, E. H. Taylor, son of Ed Taylor; at No, 2 set,

Jerome Smith. Their respective messenger bnys were: Firman
Woolley and Arthur Hearne, boys who did their duty like little men.
It is oniy just to the shooters themselves to state that their prompti-
tude in answering the que-stions of these officials had much to do with
the fmoothness with which the shoot was run. Fred Tahor was the
messenger attached to the office of Compiler of Scores; his duty was
to take out fresh score paas and bring in the others as soon as thej^

were completed. Thus the scoring department had quite a staff of
helpers: (Compiler of Scores and his assistant, three official scorers,
two officials to watch the misses at No?. 1 and 2 sets of traps, and
three messengers; ten altogether, (If anybody will suggest a plan
by which this number can he reduced Elmer Shaner will be delighted
to bear of it,)

REBATE TIOKBTS AND ORDERS ON THE CASHIER.

In all the events on the programme it was a case of "birds extra."
and "two" or "three misses out," as the case might be. Hence the
same system of scoring as regards score pads was observed during
the entire three days. When a shooter dropped out of an event he
had to appl.v to the Compiler of Scores for a rebate ticket calling for
the amount of cash due for birds not shot at; this ticker, was re-
deemed at the cashier's office for cash or "no bird" tickets, at the
holder's option. Orders on the cashier for each winner's share of the
different purses were also issued from the office of the Compiler of
Scores. All these small matters, while they simplified the running of
the shoot, gave us lots of work (o do and also gave us lots of pointers
as to how that work could be cut down at future tournaments under
similar conditions.

.

HOTELS TO ORDER IN SIX DATS.

One of the greatest features about this year's Grand American
Handicap was the annex with twenty rooms, added to the Elkwood
Inn for the accommodation of those shooters who preferred to stop
near the grounds to going into New York or being quartered a mile
or two from the scene of the shoot. Accustomed as our Western
brethren are to seeing towns spring up in a few days, they were
rather astonished at finding that Messrs, Daly & Chanfrau, managers
of the Elkwood Park grounds, were capable of building hotels to

order in six days,
A little more than a week prior to the commencement of the shoot,

Messrs, Daly & Ohanfrau found that there was some difficuliy in

regard to adequate accommodation for shooters in the neighbor-

[AraiL 8, 1897.

hood. To obviate this an annex: containing twenty rooms was
planned, built and ready for occupation in six days from the time
that the foundations were first started. Running water, lavatories,
with the best of plumbing; electric lights in every roona and hall-
ways: electric buttons to call the bell boys or to send m a notice to
the office that hot water, ice water or other liquids were needed,graced
the walls of each room. It was, in short, a hotel built to order In
less than a week! So much for Jersey enterprise.

THE WESTERN CONTINGENT.
From Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and from Iowa came a group of

shooters, evei-y one of whom was well calculated to uphold the honor
of his respective State. From Iowa came Charlie Budd, of Des
Moines; Charlie Grimm, of Clear Lake, the holder of the cast iron
championship; Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, the ex-champion of the
world at targets, and for about twelve months the holder of the Du
Pont championship at live birds. There's a trio for you Wisconsin
was responsible for two shooters of far more than ordinary caliber:
Dick Merrill and Dr. J. L. Williamson, both from Milwaukee. In-
diana was worthily represented by Ed Voris, of Crawfordsville.
But to Illinois we must give the' palm. Her representatives were

ten in number. First and foremost comes Hon. Thos. A. Marshall, for
the past twelve years mayor of his city - Keithsburg, III.—the winner
of the Grand American Handicap of 1897, the only shooter to score
within bounds the total of 25 straight. Dr. W, F. Carver comes next;
he showed wh«t he could do from the 33yds. mark by scoring 23
straight before losing a bird, his 24th falling dead out" of bounds.
(This item is referred to later ) The brothers, W. and H. Dunnell,
from Nippersink; Eddie Bingham, formerly with Montgomery Ward
& Co., but now with Mr. E. S. Rice in the employ of the Da Spntand
Hazard powder companies; W. L. Shepard, of Chicago; W. D- Stan-
nard, of Montgomery Ward & Co ; J. Qlbver, of Chicago; C. M.
Powers, of Decatur, one of the very best shots in a State that boasts
a large number of crackerjacks; and E. S Rice himself, the leader of
the Western contingent and general agent for the Du Pont and Haz-
ard powder companies in the Western States.

BUT THERE WERE OTHERS.
Ohio was well represented. She could claim several of the shooters

as her sons: RoUa O. Heikes, champion of the world at targets and
holder of the E. C. Powder Co.'s championship cup; and E. D. Rike,
also from Dayton ; R, S, Waddell, the Du Pont and Hassard companies'
general agent for the Opntral States, from Cincinnati; D. A. Upson,
E. Dallas and C, T. Bodie, Cleveland; F, D, Alkire, Woedlyn.
Pennsylvania had more representatives than any o her State ex-

cept perhaps New York or New Jersey, the city of Pittsburg being
responsible for fourteen entries; 'The Herron Hill Gun Club sent a
very strong delegation : Charlie Painter, president of the club, who
shoots under tlie name of C. A. May; Alex. King and Will King. J. E.
(Bessemer) England, B. F. (Fargo) Jones, C. 8. (Strong) Guthrie, J.
(Hamilton) Anderson. A. O. L, Hofmeister, J, G, Messner (winner of
the Grand American Handicap in 1895). Sandy McPherson, Theodore
Hostetter and the club's secretary, L Lautenslager. Old Hoss, too,
of the Pittsburg Gun Club, was another entry from Pittsburg.

It would be really impossible to go through the long list of entries
and apportion each man to his own State without taking up too much
of the space available for the description of the Grand American
Handicap tournament. We must, however, not forget to mention
that among those from a distance were: .1. M. Browning, of Ogden,
Utah; Jack Fanning, of Ban Francisco; Frank Parmelee and G. F.
Brucker, of Omaha, Neb,; J. A R. Elliott, Kansas City, Mo., and
John J. Sumpter, Jr., the Arkansas Traveler of to day.
With the explanation that runs at the beginning of the above para-

graph we must tack on an apology for those not mentioned in the
list. It is sufficient to say that never before in the history of this
country, and maybe of any country, was such an aggregation of
shooters gathered together under one roof as in the Elkwood Park
Casino on Wednesday, March 24, the date of the Grand American
Handicap of 1897.

THE APPOINTMENTS OF THE CLUB HOUSE.
If there is anything lacking to make the appointments of the Elk-

wood Park Casino absolutely perfect w© have yet to learn of it. The

J. L, LEQUIN.

Secretary-Treasurer, Interstate Association.

number of shooters was far in excess of what the managers of the
shooting grounds had figured on when drawing up plans for the club
house, yet there was room for all. Rain or shine, the shpot went on
just the same, except for a period of ten minutes or so on Wednesday
afternoon, when a miniature waterspout bur=it over the grounds.

.

Shooters rotated from No 1 to No. 2 and on to No. 3 sets of traps with-
out a scop. They were not bothered or hampered by a crowd at the
score, while the underground system of trapping the birds made
rapid shooting, particularly when there was a miss ; the waiting
shooter then had nothing to do except to step to the score and
call "Pull." The trap was filled while, he was putting shells In his
gun.
The right wing of the Casino was reserved for shooters exclu8lvel.7,

the left wing was ooen to friends of the shooters and men waiting
their turn at the score. The central haU was open to everybody, with

.

the exception of the space reserved for the members of the press,
the telegraph clerks, and the office of the Compiler of Scores. Up.
stairs was the caf6, where a hot lunch was served every day.
Outside the Casino there was no need for a shooter or a spectator

to step off the board walks, It is an ideal shootiug park, and we
cannot see how the grounds and their appointments could be im-
proved. There may be other places similar to Elkwood Park at some
future date, but at present there is but one perfect shooting ground
in the country.

THE BIRDS WERE EXCELLENT.

The pigeons were furnished and handled by Messrs Gilbert, of
Philadelphia, and were of the very best class. The "cuUa" shot at
on Tuesday were a fast lot, but the cream were reserved for the
Grand American Handicap on Wednesday. Of course the windj
helped them, but without a breath of air to start them we would'
guarantee a fast lot of birds anyhow. At times the wind rose to ai
gale, particularly on Thursday morning; then the birds were terrors.'

We cannot speak of them from any sec of traps save No 2, but we
know tbat very many shooters have a great respect for the flying
qualities of many a dozen birds that left ttie traps on the middle sec
of grounds.
The birds were trapped from the Mott disappearing traps, and

there is no question, but what these traps.with fast birds are harder
than any other set of traps under simfiar circumstances These traps
and the automatic pulling apparatus worked like a charm aU through,
the shoot.

THE BAEBTNG OP J. L. BREWER.
The only unpleasant feature of the whole tournament was thJ

necessity, as the Tournament Committee considered it, of barring J.

L Brewer from competing at this tournament. It is conceded hj
almost all shooters, and we ourselves huve often so stated it, thai
John L. Brewer is without a peer in the trap shooting world as t

handler of a gun; and although we concur emphatically in indorsini
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the action of fhe Tournament Coiflmittee, -vye tegrret most sinceifeli'
that cause for such action was found. It would, under any otber
circunmtaaces. have bppn a positive pleasure to hare seen the con-
test for supremacy between such giants as Brewer, Carver, Gtrimm
and Elliott; that such a contest was not po8?ibJe wa=5 most unfortu-
nate As the Interstate Association reserves the lieht in its pro-
CTamme (under tJie head of "Announcement." snbliead "Information
relitlnsr to the Grand American Handicap") to refuse any entry, we
fail to see how any redress is obtainable. All talk about suin.er the
Association seems childish indeed The whole matter is a tnost re-
•gi-ettable incident, and is the only feature that mars the memory of
a most enjoyable tournament.

First Day, March 23.
As stated in our special dispatch to Forest and Stream on the

above date, which appeared in our last issue, the day was one of the
few gpringjlike ones that we have been favored with so far this year.
Shooters were out in force early and a commencement was marie
promptly at 10 A. M, . the number of men stopping: at the Inn and its

"six-days old" annex, as well as those located at other hotels near
the grounds, rendered it possible to make this early start. So rapidly
were the rounds run ofiE that even with the 70 entries in the

ELKWOOD PARK INTHODUCTORT,
the event which opened the ball, it was almost completed before the
9:10 train from New York arrived at the Branehport crossing. The
conditions of this event were as follows: 7 birds, .85, birds eiitra, three
high enns, not class shooting. These conditions made the event
practically a miss-and out when the capabilities of the contestants
fire titlfph ihto consideration. Of the 70 entries 29 killed straieht and
shot off, miss-and-out, for another sefies of three J-oJinds, raakine it

into a JO-bird event . At the ehd of the tOth round the 31 gtill straight
aereed to divide the $8*^0" in the ftut-se. It will be noticed from the fol-
lowing score that out of the 31 Ftraight scores of 10, 7 muse be credited
to the lowa-Illinois-Wisconsin-Indiana deiegatioh.

KLKWOOD PARK INTRODUCTORY.

The Elkwood Park Introductory had 70 entries. The conditiohS
were: 7 birds, $5. birds extra, flOyds.. 3 monejs, high guns. The 81
straight scores divided the purse of $350. The rule of "two misses
out" soon cut down the list of scooters, as will he seen from the
above score;

2231122119—10
..,.....1222232212-10

Powers
Merrill,.,,.,.,

.

.

Budd 21920
Grimm 22220
Williamson 2120
Carver 112222220

T Marshall 5>110

Bingham 2223222?23 -10
H Bunnell 22229292 '1-10
W Dunnell. 2222222223-10
J Glover. fS>n2

Stannard 2230
Voris 22^2222222-10
Shepard 210
Erce 220
Fulford 12190

Hamilton 22a'2?2223- 10
itcMillan 22?*322
Welch ?2^322i

AntbOnt
Willei^. 0220
THessner 2S22222322— 10
McElroy 0220
Bodie ro^O
Gilbert 2322131211—-"O
Dallas..... 1112222122-10
Heikes 223322220
Ceroy 221 "202

Rike...,. 1220112

May 2222122222 10

AH King...., 210

WS King ...3220322
Bessemer 322222«

Mcpherson, . , ,
2222223222-10

Snelh...;, 1200

Bartlett., ,....•22320
Wagner....... 2021120
Green 1211112121—10
Maleae 02201233
fiilrlthafdt 82«0
Fargo O'^^

KnowltoD ........... .2(32

Fanning. . .i,.' 2229211 2131-10
Coyle...... .^t,.,.. 2202292
Coldren. 0933822
Alkire 0222
Patten .....22?023
Waddell .sr.

Trimble. 22322222»
Tryon..,.«..,.......22''3320
Clayton..,. i..r..... .0221223
Arno 22022*
Howe 022120
Du Bray 2222322223-10
Uavfi-t 112002
S Glover 2s!2232a!321—10
Geoffroy 2290O
White 1212332211—10
Viistbh 220183
1-17 22322220
BM C 2'<r«2g0

James 2222323222 10
Dickey. 21522322^3 -lO
Keller 2292322?32-10
Ludwig 30290
Strong 2a',?2a23323-10
Ivin.= 2311^31
MoniKS 32^20
Marsh ., 21232110
Winslow 120

As Soon as the 2i shooiers mehtfoiied afoo'^e had agreed to divide, a
start was made with the second event on the prograuime, the

nItrO i^OWDBB SANDIOAP.

This event had the enormous number of llO entries, but so well did
the lairds fly, and so smoothly and rapidly did the shoot move along,
that only 59 shooters were left in the race at the end of the 10th
round, the conditions calling for those who had missed two bitds to
retire "with the privilege." Seven more retired in the next round,
but only 1 dropped out in the 13^h round. In the 13th round 4 more
dropped out, and 5 in the 14th round. In the loth round both Dick
Merrill and 0. W. Keed lost their birds dead out of bounds, .«i)0iling

their straights and dropping into the 14 hole. The purse was divided
somewhat after the plan of the division of the moneys in the Grand
American Handicap, as follows: 20 moneys, high guns, birds extra, 14

,

12, 7. 6, 6, 5, 5. 4, 4. 4, 4, 3, 8, 3. 3. 2, 2, 2 and 8 per cent. As 18 men tied for
flr«t place, they agreed to divide the first 18 moneys, $1,056; this left

J44 to be shot off for by the ?5 men with 14 each The shoot off Is

shown in the score below, a decision not being arrived at until A. C.
Monies, of Scranton, Pa , and J. M. Browning, of Ogden, Utah, had
both killed 15 straight, in addition to their 14 out of 15 in the event
itself. Handicap same as in the Grand American. Score:

Ties on 14.

Powers (30) 222212232122222-15

MefHll (30) 22212<'32221222.-14 10

Budd (30) I32122833-<;s;223a—15

Grimmm 022333320

Williamson (30) i0 /32332<i333323—14 0

Carver (32) 9233 J331S2J3231-15

T Marshall (38) 218223203^21329-14 280
Binghora (28) 2223223229232S2-15

H Dunnell (- 9) 232212212012213-14 30

W Dunnell (29) 2122020

J Glover (27)^) 23120332310

W D Stannara (2714) 12200

GUbert(30) 121223032122233-14 213811123111110

Shep-ird (20) .22133123131223-14 21 133210

Hice (26) ,
.•<)•

Fttlford (:W> 132232312331312-15

Old floss (27) 010

Willey (38) 20332«333

Messner (SiSJ) 2020

Heikes(30i^) ....022322233232?.

Mav (3')) 23222220i383223- 14 22323333i230

ah: King ("9) 3332202i2.

W S King (SO) 831221111323323-15

Bessemer 3ll) ,.33323022330

Voris (29) "B'^O ^
Mcpherson (28) 22012020

Hamilton (28) 333200

Bartlett (28J^)
333233133222381-15

Malone(28r 812331312013211-14 20
Burkhardt (27). '^^^•^„.,^„
Fargo (38^) 313.3321220

Arkansaw Traveler (39) 321«1U 03 .'33233-14 333»

Clayton (87) 131332U3213313-15

Arno(37U). 320333312330

Howe (37; 020

Du Bray (37U) 111823130933113-14 113310

Meyer (38 330.33392^0

8 Glover(30i4) 21823323333322i -15
Geoffrey (37}^) , 3330120

Haskell (37) 2121313020

H White (rm 111U2010
Duston(37)..: 331113231132013-14 110

147 (30) 3ii32323231030

BMG(27y. 3al31200

James (39). 5*2300

Dickey (30) 221.0

Puck (36) ^31^021330

Phister(38) 333333032333328-14 8380

Ludwig (871^) 323233323323323-15

Strong (39) 0^0

Ivin8 (29) 332322 !22333282-15

Monies (37) . . . ,
21321a2332022ii3-l4 23I223182233I82

Marsh (28) OU310
Weich (3i)Ji) 323133313303313—14 0

Edey (^8) 0/332<;o

Moore (i-8) 220^0

Parmelee (30) ...„„, r 5;233c33S012233 —14 w
Jackson (27) lii«21230

Browning (ivW).. 8333 .'..a 23330322-14 283332323132332

Van Dyke (29>a).,,, 0130

N E Money (39) . . , o,. . . , , 32.23i32S«

A Marshall (37) 2300

Keed (27) 2-23;3233332322f-l4 2333;3;880

Thomas (29) ,.rrf. 012120

Capt Money (38).. ,„,;... . i 00

Knowlton ( ^8) ..... ' .22 !200

Ties on 14,
Bodie (87) 12220232230
Snell(37) 212322229102321-14 20
Dallas (37) 318222393902312—14 20
Brucker (28) 101813113122212—14 w
McMillan (28) ..2028320
McRlroy (37) .208320
Dukes (28}^) 2031 82321 112lOi

Thiirman (28) 219203320
Paddleford (371^) , 32300
Wagner (87fg) 138119831182138—IS
Green (27) 21^'•?•

Arlington (97) 392318012333123—14 0
Timmons {27}4) 2*20
Rike (271^) 013212131122132—14 111120
Elliott (32) ....„.., ..2232929.22220
Patten (28) 2229033sa
Daly (29) 22322222020
Leroy (28) .93392922322200
Coyle (28). . . . 292293238392223—1.1

Oreifl (28^) .i ,. . . 222222228223332-15
The Scribe (88) 312200
Williaiils (87)., 11420
Hofmeister (87)..,...... 100
thompson (37) 22"233'1020

Zwirlein (28) 22220911«
Woolley (28) 2983220392390
Itemsen (28). 222292222303322—14 22333320
Anthony (27) 1«1380
AUdre(39) 1122022-^0

Kleinz (28).... 2()2'23920

Waddell(27) 93 ()21()

Trimble (88^) 911901910
Class (80) 4-.i,..i . . . .31239330323390
Coldfen (89) ; . . .831233232222338—1

5

Fanning (29^4) 111132223182211-15
Keller (27^^) 2898820*
Jf von Lengerke (28i^),.,........ .121221112112121—15
C von Lengerke (28*4). 321211820318233 -14 822212120
Llovd Taylor (36) .08333339«
J S Eehrig (39) . . . ... ..29998920121830
Irby Bennett (87) ................ ,.31 233300
Heyer (27) „ ,

1912222220220
Upson (30) 233133333333318—15

Second Day, March 24.

This was the day set for the decision of the Gtand American Hand-
icap. No day could have dawned more inauspiciously. A strong,
Cold wind from the east, cari-yiog any amount of wet with it, greeted
the shooters when they eanle down to hreakfast. Everything was
water-soaked, and thei'e seemed no ray of hope of its clea,ring up.
The first thing to Cheer the boys was a prophecy made by an old
shellback, a hative of the iblace, that it would clear up later in the
da.y, adding to that statement that "there'd be plenty of wind too."'
At 8 o'clock rain came down in torrents, and fdl- a few minutes every-
thing was afloat. Then it cleared vp a bit: and some of the early birds
made their way to the Casino. About 9:.30 again It simply poured
with rain; no other words can describe the heavy fall of water. Then
it did begin to clear up for good, but a steady drizzle caused things
to move slowly until about 11 A. M. Later in the day rain and a
squall of wind played the mischief with straight scores and some of
the "two miss" men, eventually putting a stop to shooting for about
ten minutes.
With the -tyind coming out of the east, the No. 1 set of traps was

nothing like the bugbear that Nos. 3 and 3 were. On No. 2 the wind
blew strongly from left to right, while on No. 3 it was a straightaway.
As the sun commenced to lower in the heavens the wind increased in
force, and ciphers became more numerous toward the end of the
day. During the series of the three rounds. 19. 20 and 21, several
straight scores were spoiled, and Nos. 8 and 3 sets of traps were to
blame. At the close of the day's shooting, the end of the 31sf round,
there were only three men out of the 135 starters who had straight
scores to their credit. Theae three were Dr. W. F. Carver (32), Hon. T.
A. Marshall (28) and Henry C. Koegel (37). Out of the 135 men who
started in the race there were only thirty eligible to go on with the
event on Thursday morning. As there were twenty-six moneys, it
only required five to fall out in the last foiir rounds to let in all the
"three-miss mfn." This fact was the subject of much discussion on
Wednesday night at the Inn. The general feeling was that; the "23
Hien" would have more than a show for some of the money, unless
there was no wind on Thursday mornmg. This fear of there being
no wind on the part of the "33 men" was put at rest by the generous
way in which the wind veered from the southeast into the northwest
early in the night, continuing to increase in force uniU a veritable
gale greeted the boys as they came down to breakfast on the morning
of the

Third Day, March 25.

The wind was freezing cold too. There was ice in the feel of It, and
as a matter of fact there was ice on the ground. The men who did
the most of the smiling were those who had been retired under the
"three-misses-out" rule. They wished for a chance to shoot up, and
they got their wish. Out of the thirty starters on this morning, nine
fell out before the end of the 25th round. This let in the "three miss''
men, and a long shoot-off for the $250 that made up the last five
moneys was the result. This shooting up put a stop to all idea of
finishing the programme, hut the Consolation Handicap, a 15 bird
event, was decided. The Long Branch Scramble would also have
stood some show of being shot off had it not been for the excellent
quality of the birds. The "two-miss" men in the Consolation Handi-
cap were retired as per rule, but misses were so common that when
it came to the end of the 15th round there were not enough men left
in to decide the ten moneys. This event is described later.

THE CLOSING ROUNDS OF THE MAIN EVENT.

Naturally the chief interest m the closing rounds of the Grand
American Handicap centered in the shooting of Tom Marshall, Dr.
Carver and Henry Koegel, the three straights. Dr. Carver success-
fully negotiated his 33d and 83d rounds at Nos. 1 and 3 sets of traps
respectively. He then moved on to No. 3 set. and here the wind had
full force, blowing right in from the traps, getting under the birds
and lifting them back over the shooters' heads in a very puzzling-
manner. The crowd had followed the Doctor and watched him
closely. A kill on these traps virtually meant a sure 25 straight, as
the birds from No. 1 set of traps were nothing like as hard as those
on the other sets. When he called "Pull," No 4 trap opened and a
towering incomer left it. Dr. Carver held his Are a little too long and
then missed his bird with the first, a lightning second that smothered
the bird being too late; whirled along on the gale, the dead bird
came like a bullet over the boundary and fell with a crash
through the glass that incloses the right wing of the Casino. It was a
dead bird, but dead out of bounds. Henry Koegel was the next
man with a straight score to follow ihe Doctor. He drew a circling
incomer from No. 8, and it also fell dead over the boundary. Tom
Marshall got an incomer from No. 4 and he stopped it well. He thus
entered the 95th round alone in first place. A left quartering driver
from No. 5 was killed in the 25th round, and then the man from Keiths-
burg, III., was seized by the Arkansas Traveler, hoisted on his shoul-
ders, and carried in triumph through the Casino. It was a most popu-
lar win, and not a single shooter begrudged the Mayor of Keithsburg
his well-earned victory. We have heard more than once ihat Tom
Marshall was lightly hanriicapped. As a member of thehandl'*ap
committee, we can hardly be expected to coincide with that opinion.
Mr. Marshall shoi a great race and !'fz«as/n's da?/. (Note.— As a mat-
ter of interest, it is well to state that after his victory Mr. Mar. hall
told us in course of conversation that he had not shot at a single live
bird since tne Du Pont tournamert last August, and, as the bojs say,
"If Tom Marshall says so, it eoes ")

Dr. Carver shot magnificently, from all accounts; his one mistake
w^as his being a bit too oaretul on that 34th bii d. In speaking about
that lost bird, the Doctor satd that he held nis fire with the intention,
of making it score as a dead bird with his first barrel; his failure to
do so was fata], as there was no chance to get in a second.
Henry C. Koegel haUs from Newark, N. J., and is one of the most

popular members of the East Side Gun Club: we believe that he is
the chief executive officer of that club. Mr. Koegel has never shot m
any large event before: in fact, we cannot recollect having seen him
shoot at more than sO birds all told, lie is a steady shin, using his
first barrel with, good judgment, while his second is on hand if he
needs it.

We have told elsewhere how the moneys in this event were dis-
posed of, and the scores that follow, giving trap, flight of each bird
and result of each shot (so far at least as the most part of the con-
testants are coocemed), tell the story more correctly than we from
our position as Compiler of Scores could tell it. The "tnree sets of
traps" idea has one drawback to it, a similar drawback to that which
one encounters in a three-ring circus, viz.: that, locate yourself
where you will, you'll not see more tnan one third of what's
going on.

LitiJe items of interest are often worth volumes of descriptive mat-
ler, so we will only add that on Wednesday over 3,100 oirds were
trapped from the three seta ot traps in less than seven hours, and that
it took just about 3,456 birds to finish, the whole event, including of
course the shoot-up of thft "twenty-two possibles" on Thursday
mormog, -

QtTNS, POWDERS ATO SHEI/Tj3.

With a total cf 186 .shooters facing the traps, it is impossible to give
the guns and loads of each individual. The following table, however,
shows the gun, powder and shell used by each of twenty-one men
Who killed 38 or better:

Gtin. Powder. Shell.

HonT AMarshall nashmore,.......Du Pont Trap.
DrW F Oarver Cashmore Dn Pont Trap.
Dr .T L Williamson Cashmore Du Pont. ...... ...Trap.
F Van Dyke Winchester W-A ., .Leader.
Ed Voris Smith Hazard Leader.
Geo Cubbei*ly Parker Sehultze Smokeless.
JE Aoplegate ...Francotte Walsrode U. M. C.
n F Arno. Lefever Du Pont Smokeless.
HyC Koegel ... ........Smith W-A. Trap.
E C Burkhardt.....i..,.,..Smith Hazard Trap.OW Budd ..........Parker Hazard Smokeless.
BA Welch Purdey Sehultze Tra.p.
R R Merrill .... - Greener .Du Pont , Trap,
0 K Dickey Parker E. C, Rapid.
^•''K'ng ...Scott .DuPont Trap.W Dunnell Grepner Hazard Leader.
FD Alkire Smith DuPont Trap.
C Furgueson Greener Schul'ze V. L. & D.AL Ivins Greener Sehultze........ .Trap.
Arkansas Traveler Smith DuPont. Trap.
Dr G V Hudson Smith .Hazard Smokeless.

Frona the above list it will be seen that the Cashmore gun, a weapon
that one sees but seldom here in the East, practicallv took the three
first posts of honor; Tom Marshall shot It into first place with 2.5

straight; Dr. Carver was at 33yds.; while Dr. Williamson was the only
SOyd. man to score 24, and therefore naturally takes precedence on
the muster roll of those who stood nearer to the traps than he did,
and who scored a similar total.
Lumping other statistics together, we find that out of 134 guns shot

by the 1-36 shooters there weT<=: 32 L. O. Smith", 89 Parkers, 36 Green-
ers, 13 Francottes, 9 Scotts, 8 Winchesters, 7 Cashmores, 5 Purdeys, -3

Lefevers, 1 Hollenbeck and 1 Baker.
In the matter of powders we can only give those used of 133

shooters, three others not wishing their loads to be known. Among
the 133 were 33 who used E C. Powder, and 33 who used Sehultze;
Du Pont comes next with 29, and Hazard follows with 13; 7 used Wals-
rode, 4 used W-A. and a like number used King's Smokeless; 3 shot
Austin and two Gold Dust. In addition to the above, there were the
following combinations: 2 Du Pont and Hazard, 1 E. C. and Du Pont,
1 Sehultze and E. C, 1 Sehultze and Du Pont.
As regards shells, the U. M C. Company was easily first with 97

men who shot either Trap, V. L. & D. Snecial, Smokeless or Acme;
the W. R. A. Company is credited with 34 names of men who shot
their Leader siell, 6 men shot U M. C. and W. R A. shells combined;
2 men shot Peters's Victor; 3 others shot the U. S C. Company's
Rapid, another man shooting the same company's Climax.

THE &BAND AMERICAN HANDICAP.

Twenty.five birds, $25 entrance, birds extra, not class shooting,
handicaps 25 to 33yds. rise, SI,000 guaranteed by the Interstate Asso-
ciation, and all surplus added : .$500 to first high gun. 8800 to second
high gun and $200 to third high gun; all money in the purse in ex-
cess of the $1,000 will be divided in accordance with the number of
entries received:

Trap score type—Copyright , iS97, by Forentand Strearrf Pabliatiing Co.

„ 24411422 3 51545 3 11445131 4.5
Hon T AMarshall ^\^/'-**-rw:'^\it lW/^H<r-\'^7^^^^K

(28), Keithsb'g, I1I.2 122 3 2222232 3 222332328223 25

T. ,x, ^ ^ 2 3 3 3 2 5 5 3 .5 8 1. 1 2 3 4 a 8 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 1
Dr AV F Carver (38) -^H\/^/« ^H:^i<-\ t \<-? fjf^/W^l
Chicago 2 221222232a38222222ai22« 3—24

T. w „• ,o^.
2 2 8 253812143845841251 3 115

DrWilhamson (30) *-H\;^l-^\iJJ-/\\^i-^?f^r^\iJ(-?^Kf\-^
Milwaukee, Wis..2 22222212.22222882288233 2—34

TP ,
5413344 5 568434154541 3 4241F \ an Dyke (29>^) t \ T \ t vT^/^ 1 1 7^ f^-* ^Ai f^P^^^vT^^

Dayton, NJ 3 3333333232302383 2 33 3 822 8-24

• ....
5252554 5 24 3 31 3 333 4. 1 5 53448

EdVoris(29) \^J^^i-'<-'\<-t ^^Wl^ t '^Tf
CrawfordsviUe,Iiid.3 238321222222222 22 •381 3 2 2^24

n r. , ,-,n, H^'^S^^^ "2 252455 831 3 ^4 3 433
Geo Cubberly (29) ^.r^-<-^<-H<-\\t \\->v^^Kt T<-\T7< ^

Yardville, N J....2 2 8 2 8 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 . 2 ^2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-24

T , , . ,oc^ 4 5 8 5 1158 5 42514853452 8 52 32
J E Applegate (28) /'i-i-^^^/^H-X;^ ^^tr*^-<-<-\^.^' H tSouth Amboy,NJ.3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 8 2 2 2 8 2 2 3 0 3 3 3 2-94

C F Arno (271^)
Syracuse, N Y.

55523523 3 3 5315413 313133 5 5

..8 3332233322228228023 2 2 8 2 8-84

24

„ ^ ^ ,
1441542124345338531532332H C Koegel (3() \\^*-^<-\J-l\;^pii-^\K^\ L^\vnL\

Newark, N J 12 1 2 2 3 8 2 2 2 3 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2-'

TT o T, 1 , , /-.^^ 2 4 5 4 4 1 3 4 5 1 3 4 1 4 1 5 3 1 1 1 2 5 3 5 2E C Burkhardt (37)

—

h— ^ t '^^<-i/'^ 1 ;"Hpi t-U\,K
Bulfalo, N Y..\..3 3 3 2 3 8 2 3 2 8 J 3^2 ts 8 3 2 3 2 3 3 8 2 8-24

4134554245514541129 3 211S4
Des Momes, Ia...a 22828833338033883832i8 3 3-23

13313 5 4 84451414524 5 3 58555R A Welch (301^) x^>^\^H^ ^N*-/' H/i T<-Nt NMH^I HTV";,
Philadelphia 8 3 3 2 3 2 2' 8 8 3 2 2 1 1 2^ 3 2 2 8 0 1 3 2 . 2-83

5123 1311325 3 5 33 5251411883
,.3 0 3 3 3 1 3 1 3 0 1 1 1 8 3 3 1 2 3 8 2 2 1 2 2-83
4841534 5 5 51235144S 3 424131

.2 2233232 2 222308232 8 8 1 2 0 3 2-23

15533143341544141
''~203«22 2-23

R R MerriU (30)

Milwaukee, Wis.

O R Dickey (80)
Boston

W S King (30)
Pittsburg, Pa...

5 3 3 3 12 3 5

.2 2313323322222232
413421461113215 8131485152W Dunn ell (29) SH<-Ni^\.^^'Vti^/^.^<-;» <-1 >Eox Lake, III.. ..3 3232 3 0333.33283333 3 3 3 2 8 2-2J23

5454531153343 5 351145313 32
F D Alkire (99) \i /^\/'<-\'iii-^\lKKr^K.7i
Woodlyn, 0 1 83333iJ3233383330338a30 3 8—23

13441433 3 5161118853344538
C Furgueson

( 9) H\e'TH.^-><-'SiA'4.^.^ i T^<-"^-+T.^\\\:i.
Brooklyn, N Y. . .3 3 3 3 3 8 3 8 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3"!rf-23

4335484313 13313 245 3 144431
ALIviDS (39) <-S'\T/^ <-*-«- \T<-t\tN\\/^H<-k!'i^'*-^J'i
Red Bank, N J. .1 3 0 1 2 2 2 0 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 la 2 3 2 3 8 2 3 2-23

11113 14115154241 3 84283535
Ark Traveler (29) /'^^l/<H-^'^'\'^\<r-i-\;^\'^^-l^\,i^^^
Hoc Springs, Ark... 8338330a32233333 a33 ^Ysnil

5534414515448554533455213
Dr G Hudson (27}^)

\

'\flW/''\/^t'h./>t \*-
New York city..l 1 1 8 1 3 3 3 3 3 8 3 3 0 1 1 3 3 a 3 2 2 0 3 3

3-83

3—83

524214543 4 5 53341316 3 43532CM Grimm (.32) .^".^ H->tiT-»H\*-/'T/'<-^/^ \T->i*-\\'V-+
Clear Lake, Ia...3 22.«323333333033 3 2333u3 3-33

323156342431143 33358154 3

4

F Parmelee (30J^). t%^7'*-<-;'' k?'->*-\t ^ l\i/J--^^\i ^\Omaha, Neb 3 33313313823203330011 23 2 3—

S

28

5553583315 55 5 3 33521413143
C M Powers (30) ->4r.^ T H\N \<-T T \\T-^\T\i^T->t t
Decatur, Hi,... ..3« 322310 3 023 3 3303333333!3 2-1^2

244 31363 "1 4 4123 2 1554421411
0 S Gutbria (89) -J-T^—>/s,^^i-iv,<-'^<-i<^->f?,.\^^Sg^^K ,^ ,

PiDcsburg, Pa...3a23Ji.»,3 3 3 a28.3 3 3i«0333 3 i_33

5 3 32 3 5313 8 1543 3 5554341511H S Coldren (29) 1L«-^T^/'T^T>^^f^i7<T'^^^|^^^^X^v^'7<
Reading. Pa 23 3 333a330333333338132 0 3—33

5441845 3 3213 4483154882253
JSRehrig (29) '\T \>'\<r-f^\f W-^/'*-/'^ k?^ i^r
Lenighton, Pa... 2 31 3 22333183323002303 3 3 3 3—32

5125384 3 1843 3 331133 5 16533'
0 von Lengerke «— \ k^N.-*/^ 'h.i^^\Si\H-*\r\j(
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412824 4213428544215484818
J Hamilton (28) H;^"^T^^i/^ /^X\vr->iHT'^ i^'<-\<-T ^ T
Pittsburg, Pa.,. .2 22;iJ0222 2 222230308322323 2—82

S135333444415314323"2 54484
RPhister(88) ^Hx^''s.Tt\ tt^t^t<-^t/«-^^H^;^ i^t/^
Brooklyn, N. Y.. 2 22233202 2 22230833223 3 20 2—22

54352232321121S225 3 185 5 13
F G Moore (28) ;«*-t,t ^ t7'f-^i"<-^^^/<;' t<-w^t i t \<-\HNew York city.. .1 22222202222222221323002 2-22

2323425424333111523233518
Harry Thomas (28)\i^-»H<-N-W t->->;^J^^/"<-y^
Philadelphia.. . . 22 2 2320033123«2323322222 2—32

4 3 13 3 5 5 3 2 3 14 13 5 4 4 2 2 12 3 8 5 3
OolJTAnthony (27) 4. H \ tT->^./lr!'^^'^|'^'^^k<^^^^!'^t
Charlotte, NC. .1 22 1 13212222 2 1222202033. 2-22

4535425421235345414345441
Moccasin (27) \/;^ ^T" HM" \t N*-i/\k;'w^k^'Si;" t Tr+t i^'4,<-
New York city.. .2 223202108223022222222212- 22

4518252545235352211115212
J S Fanning (29^^) -vHit/'i/r^\\t\t ^^*-i^*r-\ t/^^/^^^^'<-
San Francisco. ..2 a 2222«22213212323230202 0—21

13 3 55548411512 3 1333233232
N E Money (29) ^ ^^X^W^'t \l ?^y/'^t^r-^/'^^K^\^'\^''\
Oakland, NJ..., 2 20122223222222320222032 0—21

8454541554125121452543512
JGKnowlton (2S) \'vi/<-\,^i«-\\>^\7"^'^<-?S</T^' Wi^J"
New York city... 2 233322232223«220 2 3 20323 0-31

3133344114 2 948528 5 2 131334
GB Greiff (28J4) t<-Si" J-"V^<^\*-\-»*-\\<-/^
New York city...') 1322132202 3 103322282222 0-31

3 31 12843212443352 3 4554111
J Arlington (^7) -+4^<-\\;'^\iH i^/^ 4.J^/'^ /\T-^-^ t^T T

Brooklyn, NY..2 12J02223211831»12283220 0-81

13518125823543111242453.

5

D A Upson (30) \^,<_^HH^ \t/^H/^\t<-H\\.^\r>T^'
Cleveland, O.. ..8 2 222223208022 3 222»28220 —20

5 5 5 5 4 18 5 15 2 2 5 2 5 3 5 2 5 14 8 4 8

Plainfleld, NJ...2 02.22221 2222 2 2220222820 —20

428524833214115813551132
J yon Lengerke i»->T/' '.^'\ t <-^</<-\/' i^/''t.-»T/'' N/"

(i8^) New York,. :222 8 21111013121121102» —2J

23 48 2 845 3 452445133181142
PI01ark(96) -f

-j-^^ -p^^
New York ciy,.2 212103128821222 2 3033300 -2D

4 3 14 1* 31344 5 5545824634322
JRBIamey (86; ^'^<-T^^4•<-t>"«-f^^T/^/H>'^/'^/'/'"^^
Holyoke, Mass. ..2 2230881222a208332»22810 —20

44115 541581255484214485
J A R Elliott (38) k<^/t;^Htt.^^->i^^^^w^^T^ ?\\T
Kansas City, Mo.2 2323333220233832»30330 —19

415584441535153513 54281
A H King (89) Si/?".^ Wt/^^\K'N\<7' t '^t T ''lii'NT
Pittsburg, Pa. ..,3 2 22222822230«233233«30 —19

33218338514451854 3 31445
P Daly, Jr (39) J.^" T->\\N*-//->e'+>'/' i^'V/*-? 's-C
Long Braneh,N J.3 32223a30033882225i32020 —19

.1 8334213215318144431834
C T Bodie (37) /-i-\^k/R^^f^TT*-N<-.^T->'V\<-\/'T^
Cleveland, O 2 2032222228 3303308821;«0 —19

411424131118324253242
T W Morfey (39>^) ^^\7'-»-^->\\r«-/'-^ 4- "^i^Nt^
Paterson, NJ... 2203328223 2.2332303230 —18

3143318444323113324244
E n Fulford (30) ^,H<-^^T4.<-^->^Tt^^H ^^"i.^^ T
Utica, NY 2 132»21323223 2 2a«0 2 220 —18

245212543544 34 4 5544324
H Landis (28) t '^\/^/"^->T \t i T N^'/'/' v!'T^^->/'
Philadelphia 3 20«222223133^22183030 -18

161451531124144 3 213 213
GFBrueker (28) t /z' T H t T i^-*.^ \i-^t.
Omaha, Neb 1 3121111821032» 3 183010 —18

525 2 148535443415542434
Capt A.W Money t i^;" <-t J- N t T t '\4^^X
(38), Oakland, N J. .8 320212;i22120333S01310 —IS

3413 113166253 5 13853511
BJdie Bingham ^

^

—>->i//^/«N,T\<-\\?
(28), Chicago, 111.3 33 3 003«2313383328 3 a20 —18

134144343 13 43584318155
ED Rike (2(1^) NTi^/^^\t<-'^;"\\i"^\<-4.T/Hw<l:
Dayton, O ...8 1338832283202»lil320o —18

425443225533 2 8 23311215
0 D McEIroy (27) t H t \\4.-^^^T<->^ -^T.^ t
Pittsburg, Pa. .. .2 2 2 2 a 2 0 2 2 3 0 2 1 3 0 2 2 4 J 2 0 —13

5452581 5 4 4818 -1 2513524S
W L Shepard (26) t->T.^'\\^x^'^>'ttN<-T4.''»-^H'^i^«-
Chicago, 111 8 202321328022221211030 —18

52231354315523234415
W H Hyland (i?) y«-/<-i/\\\\4,*-i^\4.\^ 4,^^:1.;^
Tarrytown, N Y.3 32323222a22 3 a023 3»0 —17

811225318 3 54 5'4 4-2 3358
CWReed(2?) f n^j^^, -f-^

Passaic, NJ 3 2222233o3 2 33a32»32 0 -17

228312 3 45582825414315
R O Heikes (SOJ^) /^/»T-^/^^f^"^^^T
Dayton, 0 0 33 2 3322l!233a;i3203a»» -17

11341212416 4136514123
SPLife (29}^) -^^riT4.-><-<-\\/"wr^^\<-T^i"t
PhUadelpnia 2 a 0232 3 830 0 1333121310 —17

15343314414 3 245181254
Ghas Woolley (?8) %H*-t4-<-/^NTt\t<-'WMHM^>'t<-
liong Branch, NJ.3a33202a33332032a2«30 —IT

1353841442 5 1341438483
WDStannard (373^).\->^^'^^'*-.^ T/'^->T/'*-^'*^w^i^\/^ \
Chicago 8 8302228a3220«3a22220 —17

85545 4 3 25111454814484
J S Duston (27) ^^T/"^T TH/^1.i/T-»\/ H<-\:i.<-'k
Newark, NJ 182lol811all212012030 —17

3424581442413124113
Fargo (8834) 4--*^ \t t<-\t i^/"h^1- ^
Pittsburg, Pa 3 3323830a333338802« —16

15145a 33138143ai'l24 3W R Crosby (30J^) T >^T^ T/"<-NV t *^x<;"\e/"T\

T

Batavia, NY 3 2»a2ia200233a2332»0 -16

25425358581541253238
J GMessner (89) /"H-^'VN.^-t-^-i T '^/'/'>4-\-»«-t T

^

Pittsburg, Pa,...0333883Sa33332a«32e0 -16

3 2 2 5 5 8 115 4 2 5 3 114 3 3 5 5
Allen Willey (283^) \i^^':i.'t,/ t<-*-N\/^ t i^'S' TJ^
New York city.. .3 233»322233223203300 —16

1351153 3 535325325213
Lloyd Taylor (26) ;» H.^r*^*-y^/'>N/''\'^T WT/^N./'N^
New York city, .3 322882a22022230220» —16

1483215235332443535
HDunnell(29) H\/«/^ 1 1^- \\\^\T t
Fox Lake, 111....2 283833021 0 133a830« —15

153333453S 3 413353
B V Jackson (87) W^TT/' \/'
Staunton, Va.,..l 222202331333 3 180 —15

2 441314434334 3 4418
EFThomas(89) K^^tr-X-]; \,^-%<r-\'^^t
Denver, Colo. . ..8 38280»32223338330 —15

5S53852523441353581
1 W Dukes (2814) /^i-'[\^'X.-^tT'/'^^^'^t ^-C^Sif^
Pemberton, N J..« 181330288832283300 —15

_ 8413538844 144581533
AW du Bray (27i^)->/TN7>^->^^t \\'<U'<-\/^\ \
Dayton, Ky 2 222308230308238830

384135214343332425
J Paddleford (25^^)-*H N \<-/^ \<-/ \ kT'

Sherburne, NY.3 22 8 3 8 2 281233»013 0

835145334221533353
J Glover (27Jg) is^^,/
Chicago 2 130380832822212»«

31133514534535125 3 2
Puck (2') NN.7'\'^<-.r\N.^t.TH\^-H\/tt
Boston 8 202813801023223320

G Mosher (271^)
Syracuse, N Y.

44518561433182412
4- H;^^(-.^ ;'Tr>/'/^ t/^ i^<-T^
.1 3318033802222220
31852311314411224

J M Green (27) ^W-^\;^4r-\<\<r-)-\rHr-^;^'^
Washington, DC.2 8 8 33388223222000

11434435241238344
C Furgueson (27) —>\w?'\v'-<^/' \ii
Brooklyn, NY...2 232222022382203»

515513884851238
J MBrowning(39i.^)->i/^-t-»->T->Ni^\N 4.

Ogden, Utah 8 8382228833830*
81515411541155543

F Class (30) H Nt/»<-^'ti^T\>^>>'?-l-->'^-^
Morristown, N.l.8 8833300338322020

55 5 435 2 2313154241
B A Bartlett (JSJ^) NT*/^ H '^'^t \/" N/"
Lakesvood, NJ..3 2 3 22221 220200230

14834484384341453
Dallas (37) /«i\\S^'r>J'<-.^i^H i^t<-\
Cleveland, 0 3 333018«81 103 1 3 30

13 411111554253 3 8
W R Patten (28) / jT*-/ ^^\/^X\t<r- Kr'":i.->Wr^
Long Branch, NJ.3 88383802230820»

25515 54231545242
JRMalone(28) ;^4't's^^,T:^^^^!'^/'^/^ >^

Baltimore 8 31121023811031*
435 5 45215522323

JoeCoyle(28) .^"H "V4. T '^t-*^^^^^/"i
Lexington, Ky...2 2223022832032U

335141255832451
A C Moiiies(^7)
Scrauton, Pa 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 3 3 3 3 0 0-

irS33341128111155
MHerrington (271.^)7 H \ t ]. H \ 1 i
New York 8 1 83038280021830

13 13611553443534
H c White (3714) ^^< \\'^T/ \t \T-^

Little Si)ver,N J.3 123211223030030
313523 3 584813 3 31

G H Piercy -^^^ H \ H t \*-/^ t.*-^/''
Jersey City, N J..1 182210222»03 3 20

3 355835213383211
ThosHowe(2") T<-<-^' tiN^<-\N MH/^^-'^T
Hingham, Mass. .2 102220303312310

44323845423283
S Glover (303^) v/ /'s/^ 0.\T
Rochester, NY,.3 33013133310aU

5544413 3 3411481
Fred Gilbert (30) /4-<-4. 1//^ \\T T \t
Spurit Lake, Ia...3 3212»2»23»2a20

Bessemer (99)

Pittsburg, Pa.

2534 3 222213 254

.8 8222 2 30300220

—15

—15

—14

—15

—14

—14

—14

—13

—13

—13

-18

-12

—13

—18

-12

—12

—12

-I2

-12

—11

-11

—10

-11

—11

S Johnson (27), Baltimore 23il2'23023a0»-11
W M Thompson (27), New York .•21228?2ja02i0 11

O Steffens (283^), New York 2ia2-.;2a201010 -10
W Wagner (27>^), Washington , 821033012^310 -10
E C Meyer (28), Rochester, NY 2ia33a<i323000 —10
J M Baker (373^), Ridgefleld, N J aaiaSv-.OSJ^O — 9
C Marsh (28), Scranton, Pa 3132^2300320 — 9
Irby Bennett (27), New Haven, Conn 0131233220080 — 9

H W Johns (27). Baltimore 3122030233020 — 9
B H Williams (27), Detroit. 3310301131020 — 9

C A May (30), Pittsburg. Pa »23330«2330 — 8
J S 8 Remsen (38), Brooklyn 83202031220 — 8
E A Geoffroy (273^), Newark, N J •322023222« — 8
A C L Hofmeister (27), Pittsburg, Pa 2210.'102320 —8
A MarshalU27), New York 9102^22 J300 —8
Tee Kay (21J^), Plainfleld, N J .; 233a20ao230« — 8
Chas Jones (at), Baltimore.. 21212003330 — 8

The Scribe (^8), Detroit 320.2333020 — 7

C Zwirlein (28), Yardville, N J , . . , , . „ 2020221 ^20» — 7

S T James (39), Newbm-gh, NY ," 32«222020 — 6

R Trimble (283^), Covington, Ky. . ; 012203320 — 6

F KleiDz (38), Philadelphia 010122220 — 6
T R Hostetter (28), Pittsburg, Pa 302322200 — 6

J fl Covington (37), Easton, Md , 110212.30 — 6W A Hammond (27), Richmond, Va 101112200 — 6

147(30) 22«a0i'2020 —6
S McPherson (38), Pittsburg, Pa ..123803 — 5
B Leroy (28), Campello. Mass 028200 — 3
Ohas Matzen (38), New York city 011030 — 3

F Lawrence, (273.^). New York city . . , WaoO — 3
F E Heyer (273.^), Colt's Npck, N J...,., 1S«.'O0O — 3
Old Hoss (27). Pittsburg, Pa 02»21«0 — q

U M C (26), Bridgeport, Conn SnauO* — 4
F Clayton (27), New York city 1210100 — 4R S Waddell (27), Cincinnati 01010 — 3
T Leuthauser (27), Newark, N J .10 ?00 —%
J 0 Haskell (27), Lvnn, Mass aOglO — %
B L Packard (2h), New York city. , . .j..., 00220 — g

THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP.

This event was started as soon as the Grand American Handicap
had closed. It had 48 entries at $10, birds extra. So fast were the
birds, owing both to their exceHent quality and the strong gale of
wind, that misses came all too rapidly. Squad pads that started out
with 25 names on one and 23 on another soon dwindled down to a
mere 15 or 20 all told, and it was soon seen that there was danger of
another shoot-up on the part of the two-miss men. In the very last
round this thing happened, only 9 men being left in for the 10 moneys.
There were only four straights— Gilbert, Grimm, H. Dunnell and A.
L. Ivins; these four divided $312. The other five men with 14 apiece
divided the next five moneys, amounting altogether to $153.60. This
left the small sum of $14.40 to be shot off for by the two-miss men, 39
in all. Several of these refused to shoot off, preferring to wait and try
their hands in the Long Branch Scramble. The shoot-off was com-
menced on No. 1 set of traps, but everybody seemed to be killing
their birds, so a move was made for No. 3 sc. Here misses were
morenumerou?, but still it was a long drawn outaft'air. Finally it got
down to Chan Powers and the Arkansas Traveler, Powers ultimately
shooting out the Arkansan. During this shoot-off some great stiots
were made, the affair on the No. 2 set creating more amusement than
all the rest of the shoot put together.
Before the Consolation Handicap was quite finished, it was evident

that there would be no chance to shoot the Long Branch Scramble,
Accordingly Manager Shaner directed those who had entered for this
event to draw down their money and close up their accounts at the
cashier's office.

The tournament of 1897 closed about 6 P. M., after a most success-
ful three days' shoot. The score of the Consolation Handicap fol-
lows:

Clayton 123212112109211
Fanning 311020112120
Coldren 2023023222222232220
Zwirlein 012120w
Fulford 232202121292112
Howe ,.20222901110
Welch , , .0121021220
N Money «.. ..*,'m»....«.3202«20
White o ......... i i 1*3311*11313110

454313 443314554
W Fred Quiitiby .^i/S/ '^T/" i \T H/"/ Ni^

(88), New York... 3 laa.aOa 3 110330
42243543533414

WSEdey 'i\>\'i>W^^^^7"\^'\
New York 8 2003a822a3330

Arno. ., 2a«223»8820W S King , , , . , . , .102a80w
(iuthrie .1. , .„ 220220W
Capt Money. 120.1132132232211232*
Cubberly...,,....,.,.^.. 303tlll0w
Parmelee , 2212120220w
Van Dyke 23022230222222221210
Alkire.

, ,, 0120w
Bartlett 2322.3I233»338931113«
Oarver ., , , 822833332.3210332130
Williamson.,,,.., ,.,.,.„,,..'; 82032010
Marskall 223933323322203
H Dunnell , . . . , 232322822229338
Bingham. , 0832232v:222220220
Powers 3202202223222222311222
Merrill , „ 2229331883303»8
Gilbert .-^.^ . . .838882222128228
Grimm.

, ^ . .232822223222232
Budd ; . . . . , , 33a0212«90
Voris .222322220280

w

Dickey 0»w
'

Burkhardt 28320229822282020
Willey 08322220233022
Williams •.2192«10Ow
Ivins 282323322223332
Daly , 29«2022920
Arkansas Traveler, ...,....,,..,.,,,....„,...,..,. .2232033203323888228333

I r rt ^ « a • •- ' I

...a202a20w
..230210W
..0229229.W
..22932322222«238
...211321121122101
...2232022222»32220
..20«w

. . . .,; r.,... . , v... . . 22222a20923022-281828.
Fairmont i ,. J 1232219.010
I Bennett i.^ , 282810320w
T C Wright... ..,.,,.,...•.„..,.,...30833883322S20222812*
J M Baker bOw

Herrington
Brucker
Sporting Life,
Knowlton.
Duston....
Furgueson, Jr.
Patten
Greiff

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

li. W. Ferdinand & Co.
We take the following from an exchange:
The demolishing of buildings to make way for the new terminal

station in Boston has caused many old established business houses to
locate elswhere. The building at 267 Federal street has been the home
of L. W,' Ferdinand & Co. for more than a quarter of a century, and
they have built up a large trade iu yachting hardware, boat fittings,
paints and oils. This was one of the buildings that stood in the way
of the new station, and they were obliged to seek other quarters.
They are now located at the comer of Federal and Purchase streets,
and 176 to 184 Federal street. The new store is as large again as their
old store, and is light, airy and easy of access, offering every oppor-
tunity to show their large stock of goods to the best possible advan-
tfiere It is the intention of L. W. Ferdinand & Co. to carry a fuU line
of builders' hardware in connection with their regular stock, and
they also occupy two floors at 330 Purchase street with a complete
line of boats oars etc.

—

Adv.

Frizes for two Inventors.
For some time the patent firm of John Wedderburn & Co., of

Washington, D. 0. , have given a monthly reward of $150 to the In-
ventor who should submit the best invention from the standpoint of
simplicity, novelty and utility. The Board of Awards, composed of
Senator Wm. Stewart, of Nevada, Chairman; Representative Claude
A. SwansoD, of Virginia; Mr. John 0. Eckloff, cashier of the Second
National Bank of Washineton; and Messrs. A. C. Moses, of W. B.
Moses's Sons, and F. E. Woodward, of Woodward & Lothrop, two of
the leading merchants of the capital city, has just selected the prize
winners in the contest participated in by inventors who submitted
their devices durins- the month of January. The prize of 8150 goes
to Wm. Taylor, of Kearney, N. J., the inventor of a bicycle brake of
si-nple construction; and the sold medal to Theodore G. Thomas, of
Lamarque, Texas, for a monkey wrench of novel design.—.^dlw.

Bronze, Brass and Aluminum Casting^s.

The Andrew B. Hendiyx Company, 18-34 Audubon street. New'
Haven, Conn., makers of the famous Hendryx reels, announce that,
having added a complete br'ouze and brass foundry to their Audubon
street works, apd purchased the foundry and good will of Messrs.
Henry E. Preiss & Son, of New Haven (employing both members of
the late firm), they are prepared to stapply bronze, brass, aluminum
and white metal castings promptly and of uniformly good quality.
They are also prepared to design new styles and patterns for the

special use of customers at reasonable cost, and solicit the oppor-
tunity to quote prices on receipt of sample castings or patterns.
Yachtsmen and sporting goods manufacturers in need of such work

would do well to address the Hendryx Company.—^dv.

Metal Boats.
W. H. MiTLLiNS, of 16 Depot street, Salem, O., announces that he has

just completed designs for an embossed metal dinghy, or yacht ten-
der, which he feels sure will be very taking with yachtsmen gener-
ally. The model of the boat is perfect and the workmanship unsur-
passed. At present they will be made in galvanized steel, manganese
bronze and aluminum. The bronze and aluminum boats are the
most magnificent boats of the kind manufactured, and Mi". Mullins
feels confident that the wealthy class of yachtsmen, who are always
on the lookout for the very best, will appreciate the style and finish.

—

Adv.

A New Tacht Water Closet.

Alfhed B. Sands & Son, 134 Beekman street. New York, manufac-
turers of folding lavatories and yacht closets, have ready for the
market a greatly improved water clos«t operated by electricity and
fiushed by turning a switch. In this clo«et, as with others manufac-
tured by this firm, there is no danger of flooding, though placed below
the waterline. The arrangement is very neat and compact, and lin

some models may be placed in a locker or transom entirely hidden
away from view.

—

Adv.

"Baker Gun Quarterly."
The March issue of the "Baker Gun Quarterly" has a leading arti-

cle on pigeon farms, where birds for shooting contests are reared, and
also gives particulars of the new Baker hammer gun, model of 1897,
and the new Ba^arta hammerless. The "Quarterly" will be sent, free
of charge, to any one who makes application.—j4cZi;.

Steam and Gasoline Launches.
Messrs. Murray & Tbegtjtha, West First street, foot of E street,

South Boston, Mass., manufacture steam and gasoline, as well as
single, compound, triple and quadruple expansion marine engines.
Their specialties are perhaps the Tregurtha safety water tube boilers
and gasoline engines. They have just issued a new circular of
launches and engines.

—

A&v.

The Parker Calendar.
Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn., have recently published a hand-

1

some calendar for the year from March, 1897, 10 March, 1898, illus-
trated by portraits of prominent trap shooters. These calenidars will

'

be sent free of charge to gun club secretaries, or to others on receipt
of 10 cents for postage.—^dv.

Stevens Rifles and Pistols.

The J.^Stevens Arms and Tool Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass., issue a
1

reduced price list for 1897. The Stevens Company have reason to feel
pleased with the success of their rifle at the Sportsmen's Exposition,
as wins in three out of five contests were placed to its credit.—.<4dv.

' Sunset liimited."

I

The Southern Pacific R. R. announces that the "Sunset Limited,"
between New Orleans and Los Angeles and San Francisco, has been
withdrawn for the season. The laist train from New Orleans left.
April i.—Adv.
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My dog' Bowie-knife thmks that the world is

full of b'ar, he finds them so easy. I never could

tell whether he was made expressly to hunt b'ar^

or whether b^ar was made expressly for him to

hunt ; anyway, I believe they were ordained to %o
together as naturally as Squire Jones says a man
and woman is^ when he moralizes in marrying- a
couple* In fact, Jones once said, said he : Mar-
riage according to law is a civil contract of divine
origin; it^s common to all countries as well as

Arkansaw, and people take to it as naturally as

Tim Doggett^s Bowie-knife takes to b'ar.

Big Bear of Arkansas.

TRE FOEEST RESERVES.

We publish on another page a letter from Governor

"Richards, of Wj'^oming, with reference to the forest

reserves. Governor Richards tells us that we were in

error when we said the other day that no mining opera-

tions or other enterprises had been interfered with by the

setting apart of the reservations heretofore made, and he
cites certain instances where such interference has oper-

ated to -the detriment of interests in his own State. The
statement to which he alludes was based in general on the

absence of any specific warrant for such interference in

the forest reserve law of March 5, 1891. But more particu-

larly it was based upon what had been communicated to

us with respect to some of the very cases cited by Gover-

nor Richards. For instance, we had been informed upon
what was assumed to be adequate authority that the

miners and ranchmen in the Sunlight Basin had some
time ago been advised by the Interior Department that

their operations would not be interfered with; and it was
upon such information that our comments were founded.

The hardships caused by the establishment of the forest

reserves arise from an interference with certain enter-

prises, which is purely temporary. The setting aside of

these tracts implies no forfeiture of any rights, whether
already acquired or in process of establishment. Such
temporary hardships must be balanced against the un-

questioned vast benefits to be conferred on the whole
West by an adequate system ,of forest preservation. The
forest reservations are established not ifor the advantage

of any class, but for the benefit of every community, where-
ever it may be located. If the acquirement of a title, to his

claim by a settler is put ofl" for a time, yet that title when
he gets it, is worth to him far more under a law which pro-

vides forest protection than if no such protection existed.

If'a law providing for surveys and an adequate forest pre-

serve system could have been had, it might have been bet-

ter to liave made the surveys before establishing the

reservations, but the entire disregard of the subject by
Congress in the past justifies the belief that many years

might elapse before the money for such survey would be
appropriated, and in the meantime the forests would be
disappearing, the little streams on which the ranchman
in the dry West depends for his hay, and his garden would
grow smaller and smaller, while the floods which threaten

the fertile valleys of Pacific coast rivers would become
more and more a menace.

We join with Gov. Richards in his condemnation of

the inadequacy of the National forestry laws and in his pro-

test against their inefficiency. Congress should have en-

acted years ago forest laws, under the operation of which
the setting aside of a forest reservation would involve in-

j ury to no one's interests. Whatever of hardship may have
been inflicted in Wyoming has been the result of this in-

difierence and inaction on the part of Congress, and is not

a legitimate fruit of the forest reserve policj^ nor could it

continue after the embodying of that policy in a law by
Congress. The policy was well outlined by the Forestry

Commission in their report last February to the Secretary

of the Interior, in which they said:

"The Commission fully recognized the fact that the for-

est reserves established and proposed cannot be main-
tained imless a plan can be adopted under which their

boundaries can be modified so as to take from them all

lands better suited for agriculture than for the production
of forests, and under which their timber can be made
available for domestic and commercial purposes, and valu-

able mineral freely sought for and mined within their
boundaries,"

The Commission has been continuously at work on

such a plan as was here contemplated; it is very shortly to

be submitted to the executive, and we have urged the

public to await the publication of this report and to take
it into consideration before making final estimate of the

wisdom of the reservations. If the amendment, which at

this writing is pending in Congress, to authorize immedi-
ate survey of the tracts set apart, shall become a law.

President McKinley will have it within his power to

modify the present boundaries precisely in the way orig-

inally contemplated by the Forestry Commission and set

forth in its recommendations as quoted above.

We do not, as Gov. Richards intimates, imagine that the
people of the West are ill balanced. Human naturei

nevertheless, is human nature, whether west of the Mis-

souri River or east of it; the people of the two sections, it

may be assumed, would act very much alike under like

conditions, and the Portland Oregonian was no doubt right

in its editorial expression of March 26 when it said:

"We have illustration here in the Northwest to-day of the spirit

with which protective forestry measures would have been received in

the Allegheny and Tennessee mountains 100 years ago. Tempoi-ary
self-interest, real or fancied, frets at restrictive measures for perma-
nent benefit, just as juries find not guilty the game law violator,

though caught red-handed at his slaughter. The lowland.* along the
Willamette and Columbia may some day witness a repetition of these
Mississippi horrors, if all efforts <o protect the forests of the Cascade
Mountains are rendered ineffective."

This attitude of the Oregonian toward the forest reserves,

by the way, does not go to support the contention elabor-

ated at such length by our correspondent who writes from
Everett, Washington, that the forest reservation policy is

an imposition put upon the West by the machinations
of the efl"ete East. Portland, Ore., is so far removed from
Portland, Me., as reasonably to be credited with freedom
from the tincture of Down-East prejudice; it out-wests

Everett itself on the map, and yet the Oregonian stands

for the reservations as planned by the Commission. In
this, as in so many other interests, we believe that our
Oregon contemporary represents the intelligent public

opinion of the Pacific coast; and we refuse to accept as re-

flecting the real sentiment of the West Cayuga's argument
of sectionalism, provincial • conspiracy and geographical

enmity. Those who are laboring for the perpetuation of

the forest resources of the great watersheds of the North-
west are impelled by an enlightened patriotism which
knows no East as opposed in'interestto the West, nor any
West whose true interests are not the true interests also of

the East and of the entire country.

NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On March 24 a hearing was given by the Sinking Fund
Commissioners of New York city to the executive com-
mittee of the New York Zoological Society. At the close

of this hearing, the Mayor and the other Sinking Fund
Commissioners, by a unanimous vote, approved a resolu-

tion allotting to use of the Zoological Society a tract of

about 261 acres, comprising South Bronx Park. This
allotment was made on condition that within three years

the Society shall raise $250,000, from which it shall fur-

nish building and collections for the Zoological Park. The
grounds shall be prepared by the Park Commissioners of

the city, and the city shall bear the expense of maintain-

ing the park and its collections. The buildings erected by
the Society wiU become the property of the city, but the

collections will be held by the Society; but it is under-

stood that these collections shall not be moved or mort-

gaged except in the event of the failure of the city to pro-

vide funds for their maintenance.

A bill has been introduced in the New York Legislature

to provide $150,000 for ground improvements, prior to the

erection of buildings by the Society. There seems to be no
opposition to this bill, and it is hoped that within a short

time it will become a law. So soon as this money shall

have been appropriated, the Park Department will begin

the work of preparing the ground for the uses of the

Society.

The sum required to comply with the city's conditions is

a large one, yet it cannot be doubted that among New
York's citizens there are many who will be glad to con-

tribute liberally to an object which promises to do so much
for the classes whose pleasures are few and whose horizon

is limited. The fact that the Society's collections will be
open to the public for at least five days in each week, and
always on Sundays and holidays, will make the Zoological

Park a boon and a blessing to the poor, and in itself is a
strong appeal for liberal donations from those who are able

to give.

Among the readers of the Forest and Stkeam there is a
very large number who are interested in natural history,

or in wild animals or in living things in general, and all

such may be expected to feel an especial interest in the
projected park. The Zoological Society will soon be mak-
ing an efibrt not only to secure generous subscriptions

toward the sum required to fulfill the city's conditions, but
also to secure annual members, whose dues of $10 a year
will go a long way toward paying the current expenses of
the Society. It is to be hoped that among the future mem-
bers of the New York Zoological Society there will be
many readers of Foeest and Stream.

Great credit is due to the executive committee of the
New York Zoological Society, and especially to Prof
Henry F. Osborn, its chairman, for the energy with which
the work of pushing the young Society has been carried

on, and the great success that is attending it. Unless un-
foreseen obstacles shall present themselves, the prospects

seem bright for an • early beginning of this important
work,

SNAP SHOTS.

A novel feature of game legislation is contained in a bill

now before the Minnesota Legislature with reference to the
possession of game in close season. Under its terms when
a person has killed or purchased game he will be able to

keep it indefinitely, subject to certain restrictions. These
are that he must notify the Game and Fish Commissioners
of his possession of the game and obtain from them tags to

be affixed to each quadruped or bird, and must sign a bond
that the game so tagged will be devoted to his own use and
will not be sold nor transferred to others. The game
which may be possessed tmder this rule will be limited to

one caribou, one moose, five deer and 100 birds. The pur-

pose of the concession is to disarm that criticism of the

game laws which finds its reason in dissatisfaction with
the clause forbidding the possession of game for more than
five days after the close of the open shooting season. If
the new system can be conducted in such a way that eva,

sion will be made difficult, the change cannot help being

an advantage by enlisting the sympathy of a large number
of people who are now opposed to protection.

In Germany they have just been celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the death of that noted author. Baron Hie-
ronymus Karl Friedrich von Miinchhausen. Milnchhau-
sen was a Hanoverian nobleman, who was born in 1720

and died in 1797. He was notorious for the magnificent

lies he used to tell about his exploits as a sportsman and
on the field of battle. The collection of istories attributed

to him was published in Germany during his life, and the

English version was an expansion of the original. As for

Miinchhausen, it may be said that he has left his enduring
mark upon posterity as a colossal liar.

We said the other day that the principle of game laws
did not involve an unwarranted abrogation of personal

and individual rights. Our Pennsylvania correspondent

appears to have misconstrued our remarks. When we
compared game shooting restrictions with laws which apply
to the possession of diseased cattle, and the conversion of

rye, corn and potatoes into whisky, it was not to class

game in the category with these articles, as being subject

to legislation for the same reasons which prompted the

laws with respect to them. We cited them only to illus-

trate the fact that as to varied classes of possessions the

citizen had not absolute right to do as he pleases, irre-

spective of the community. The reason that the sale of

game is forbidden, or that game may be taken only within

certain seasons, lies in the fact that experience has shown
to the community that such regulations are for the public

good. To make and enforce game laws, then, is not unjustifi-

ably toinfringe any individual rights which one may fancy

he has in these matters. The game laws belong with the

laws regulating cattle, crops, houses, and various other

articles and activities, as coming within the police power
of the State, which in a word means its power to regulate

the conduct of man in a civilized community, so that he
may enjoy his own without detracting from the enjoyment
of their own by his fellows. Thus, if in Pennsylvania

experience has shown that it is against the interest of the

greatest number that game should be snared, or that game
should be made an article of sale, it is within the police

power of the State to forbid snaring and to forbid sale; and
against the operation of such a law no claim of individual

right and privilege can. be held to prevail.
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TALES TOLD BY THE CAMP-FIRE.—IH.

BY AMATETJE.

CContinued from page 3680

The next night one of our number said: "Boys, I feel

moyed by the story told last night to give you another tale

of some of the men named.
"Old Nosey was a medicine man of his tribe, most of

whom were carried oflF by smallpox, and the survivors

united with another tribe of the same blood, by which they
lost their tribal name and became consolidated and com-
mingled with that into which they entered. Nosey lost

his standing as a medicine man, or would have done so

had he gone into the larger tribe, whose medicine men re-

mained the medicine men of the consolidated tribes, and
Nosey would have been simply an old brave. There were
only about twenty or thirty braves of Nosey's tribe left to

enter the kindred tribe, besides some squaws and children.

Nosey's pride forbade his giving up the position of medi-
cine man, and having no kindred he came from what is

now West Virginia down into Pennsylvania, into Greene
county, and lived there as a privileged character among the
whites for some twenty years or more. J. have seen his

grave and the tombstone erected by our friend's grand-
father to his memory. Nosey was a powerful man among
the Indians down to his death and a man of great intelli-

gence, and in his way a man of learning. The token of

his tribe was the bear, and the token of the tribe into

which his remnant were adopted was the raccoon. His
influence was always exerted for peace on the part of the
Indians in their dealings with the whites. I had occasion
to look all this up several years ago.

"The Engles were Germans, or Dutchmen, I think, per-

haps from Holland. There were several Ezra Engles.
Old Ezra Engle settled near where Wheeling, W. Va., is

now, and was a gunsmith there; he settled there very

3ft. Ezra IV. claimed to know how to make a rifle, as he
said, 'self-cleaning,' that is that never required cleaning,

and there was a peculiarity in this respect about his guns.
I have seen them that loaded as easily after the one hun-
dredth shot as after the first. His locks always had steel

pans, and he possessed a method whereby he entirely pre-

vented burning out at the breech, and enlargement of the
touch hole through long use. No man ever saw a gun
made by Ezra Engle IV. with a bushed touch-hole or an
enlarged breech.
"Barnes Engle believed that the more grooves there are

in a rifle the better. He also claimed to be able to make
a self-cleaner sometimes, but not at will. He believed in
the gain or increase twist reversed. I have seen rifles

made by him with twelve grooves, and they were great
shooters. Barnes Engle followed his brother Ezra IV. in
this that he used a copper fore sight, and set it into the
barrel tight and fast, without any base.*
"Ezra Engle IV. married Charity, the sister of our friend's

grandfather, and Ben Wood married Patience, another
sister; while Isaiah Jones, the powder-maker, married
Bathsheba, a third sister. When Ben Wood and Patience
were married, Ezra Engle IV. brought a very handsome
new silver-mounted rifle to the wedding, and gave it to

Wood as a present. The gun in that day was no doubt
worth at least $75. When Engle oflfered the gun to Wood
old Nosey was in the room, and came hastily up and said:

" 'Ben no take um. Gun much heap bad medicine. Ben
have bad luck, all heap bad luck. White squaw bad luck.

White squaw no let Ben take um gun.'

"Ben Wood, however, accepted the gun, and the occur-

rence was forgotten. They lived together, Wood and his

wife, for several years, but had no child. One day Wood
came in and took up the gun, saying a turkey was gob-
bling in the woods and he was going out to shoot it. He
went, but soon returned, saying something was wrong with
his gun; that it had flashed in the pan every time, and he
had failed to get the turkey. He was about to unbreech
his gun when Patience said, 'You'd better take the gun
over to Ezra, and get him to see what ails it,'

THE HOUSE BY THE LAKE,

early, I'm not sure of the year. His son Ezra was a gun-
smith also, and went up the Ohio River and settled near
where Pittsburg now is. These Engles all named their
first-born sons Ezra and taught them the trade. Old Ezra,
or Ezra I. (for he is the first of whom we have any knowl-
edge), was a man at least thirty, maybe forty, years old
when he settled near Wheeling. Ezra II., who settled

near Pittsburg, was a man grown, and had a son Ezra, a
gunsmith, of course; he was Ezra III. and came into
Greene county. Pa., as it is now, and settled, teaching his
son, Ezra IV., the trade, and Ezra IV. is he of whom we
heard last night. Ezra IV. had a brother, Barnes, to whom
he himself taught the trade, because he had no child until
late in life, and he violated the family tradition by giving
the.trade to his brother.
"The Engles all manufactured their own gun barrels,

bored them and rifled them, and each had his own partic-

ular place to mark his initials. Ezra I. put his initials on
the end of the barrel, the flat end just over the bullet
hole. Ezra II. marked his barrels just in front of the fore
sight toward the muzzle. Ezra III. marked his barrels
just in front of the hind sight, and Ezra IV. marked his

just behind the hind sight, while Barnes Engles's barrels
are always marked on the side, so that a portion of the
letters B' E. in script is covered by the stock, and the point
between the letters is always exagtly under the hind
sight.

"Ezra IV. made a trigger action for his guns different

from any that I have ever seen; he was the only one of
the Engles that used it, and seems to have invented it.

As our friend said last night, by means of a screw it

can be set for a very heavy trigger pull or to go at a touch.
"Engle guns may be found scattered through Greene,

Eayette and Washington counties in Pennsylvania, and in

the counties of West Virginia which border on the Penn-
sylvania line, and their maker can always be known by
the position of the initial, as I have given it. These old
guns have nearly always been changed to percussion locks.

"The Engles each had a diff'erent system of rifling their

gun barrels. Ezra I, thought that no gun shot so well as one
with only two grooves, and they very deep. Ezra II.

was of the same opinion, but made the twist of his guns
the reverse of the usual direction. Ezra III, used six
grooves, while Ezra IV. thought no gun shot so well as one
with four grooves, very deep, reverse twist, and one com-
pleteturn in a 3ft. barrel; but most of his guns that I have
leep have eight grooves, a reyeyse twist, a full turn in

"This was three or four miles, however, and Wood said
he could look after it himself. He unbreeched the gun
and took out some loose powder, and then tried to drive
the bullet out, but could not move it. Then he put the
breech into the bright wood embers on the hearth, with
the intention of melting out the bullet, though Patience
told him he would likely ruin the barrel. After the gun
had been in the fire a short time he took it out and held
it up to look at the barrel, when just as he had got it in
position a report came, and Ben Wood fell back in his
chair with a bullet in his brain through his right eye.
Our friend's relatives, who lived near, came hurrying in,
and found Patience in convulsions and Wood sitting dead
in the chair. Her brother Een and Ezra Engle both ex-
amined the gun and said there had been two loads in it,

and the bullet of the first load had acted as a breech pin
and enabled the discharge of the second load. Patience
recovered sufficiently to tell them what had occurred, but
became worse and died that same night, and she and her
husband, with their prematurely born baby, were buried
in the same grave.

"Old Nosey came to the house the day after Patience
died, and asked to see their bodies. After looking at them
awhile he said; 'Poor Ben! Poor white squaw! No do
what Nosey tell um; think Nosey, ole Injun, know nothin'
when he say, "Gun bad medicine. No take um."

'

"Our friend's grandfather was standing by and said:
'Nosey, you were right. The gun was bad medicine.
What must be done with it?'

"Nosey replied: 'Put um on stock, all together, and put
gun and powder horn and bxiUet pouch, all just as he am,
in same box with Ben, at him right side, with muzzle of
gun toward Ben's feet, and gun cocked, an' put um all in
ground together, an' leave um there. Gun much heap bad
medicine, but you do um so as old Nosey say. Bad medi-
cine no kin hurt. You not do um so, gun kill some more,
and kill um till he put in ground as old Nosey say.'

"There was a consultation among the members of the
family, and the gun was buried as old Nosey had di-

rected.

"Some time after this Ezra Engle IV. sold out, and went
to Missouri some time after 1815 and settled at what is

now, and I believe then was, Cape Girardeau. He had no
children until late in life, when a son was born, whom he
named Ezra, and taught his own trade. I saw Ezra Engl©

* paraes Engle died between 1880 and 1890.—WiirrBii's notj;.

V. at his home in Cape Girardeau, and from him I learned
these particulars and many more. He has put out many
fine guns, and, like all the family, has notions of his own.
He uses the peculiar action of trigger that his father in-

vented, and copper front sights. He believes that for a
rifle that runs 100 round bullets to the pound the barrel

should be exactly 3ft. long inside; for larger balls shorter,

and for smaller balls longer. He also claims to be able to

make a self-cleaning gun at will, and believes in using the
hardest steel barrels obtainable. Another of his notions
is a three-groove gun, and he thinks the grooves should
be shaped like a V, the wide part at the bore, and
running to a point, in any rifle. He told me, however,
that he usually turns out fom'-groove guns with gain twist
reversed."

THE HOUSE BY THE LAKE.
When the leaves turn brown and the gusty wind sends

them whirling to form at last a noisy carpet for the frozen
earth, memory takes wing and flies away to a clime where
winter is a glorious reality, a stanch friend of no uncertain
disposition. My brethren of the sunny South, my friends
of the treeless prairies, did you ever follow a deer track
through 6in. of snow amid the music of the pines? Let me
show you a few pictiarea from the gallery of my recollec-

tion, pictures which will ever grow brighter and more dis-

tinct as time swings on.

In the far-away woods of the Northern State which was
my boyhood home there was and yet is a great rambling
house, half log, half frame, on the shore of a lake in a val-

ley among the hills.

Those who have sat by the great fireplace will never, so
long as life lasts, forget the hospitality and cheer that
were warmer than the glowing fire. They will remember
the hearty tenor voice, now still in death, which used to

sing:
"And there I'm gwine to live and die.

In the little log cabin in the dell."

Perhaps, late in the evening, the poultry ih the barri-
caded hen house would set up a tremendous cackling—evi-

dence that Mr. Fox, the sneak, was tr-ying to find a breech
in the palisade which protected the chickens. Then the
lop-eared hound would go to the door and whine, eager to

take part in the disturbance. But Ave all knew that the
wooden ramparts were secure.

The nearest other house was twelve miles away, but
from the very door, looking out on the borders of the lake,
I have counted the snowy tops of more than 100 muskrat
habitations, where, snug and cosy, the little animals defied
the storm and cold.

It seems to me that every right-minded man would pre-
fer to have a muskrat city to look at than to own a hun-
dred town houses.

' And then besides that, there were the ducks that used
to come in hundreds to feed on the wild rice at the far

end of the lake, two miles from the house. Oh, but wasii't

it fun to hide in the rushes and fool 'em with five or six
wooden ducks that had their bills knocked off" and one
without any head because the horse had stepped on it one
day.
Back from the lake half a mile was the eagle's nest,

pl'etty nearly as big as a grocer's wagon and getting bigger
every year. It used to seem wonderful how those birds
could drag up the big sticks they put into the nest.

Sometimes at night two or three wolves would get to-

gether on the other side of the lake and howl. Do you
think the effect of a wolf chorus is depressing? Now let

me tell you that since then I have heard about all the
finest music there is, and music is a lovely thing—the
sweetest intangible thing on earth. But if 1 were com-
pelled to choose between chances—if it was one thing or
the other—^and I could only have the one, knowing what
I do now, I should say "good-by to the Kneisel quartet,

the Boston symphony orchestra, Yeaye, Paderewski and
all the rest of them; let me go back to that farmhouse
among those wild hills; and when I step to the door on a
moonlit night to get a drink of water out of the tin

dipper from the bucket on the shelf outside the doorway,
let me hear again floating across the still lake through the
frosty air the friendly voices of the wolvep."

It makes me laugh now to remember how those forest

vagabonds would shut up their jaws and "make their
sn^ak" when the farm dogs would tune up in reply. The
dogs knew enough to let the wolves alone, though, gener-
ally. The Northern timber wolf, who looked about 4ft.

high—as I remember him—was a bad man for a dog to

tackle generally.
But perhaps you think there wasn't any other fun in

that country besides the music! That is where you are
mistaken. I'll tell you a few.
In the stream fed by the lake was an Old dam—built

years before bj' the lumbermen—and the vicinity of that

dam was the scene of many joyous memories, winter and
summer. In the spring the big pool below was full of
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ttout. Ill yolj iiave caught trout you know all about it, and
If ydu haven't It is no use to tdk to you on the subject.
And up aboVe the daui was A pilace vi^here the deer croissed
bretty often. Such a country for deer! dut by the side
thfe house was a tall rack, whfere the deer often got hung
njjl in the fall; riot a strd,crgling onfei or twd, but flftfeeri oi
t;wenty in a seaspn, and there \Hr^ so nlati^ nidi-e ih tile
woods that it didn't make any difference in the iiuint'er.
I remember one old buck that weighed 3071bs. He is con-
spicuous in the f-enter of the picture. , , .

.

Sonietiiries a black, glossy-coated bear, with crafty little
eyes and short legs daiigled ignominiously from this gal-
lows, high out of the reftch of h^rm from the dogs and
other prowlers less domestic.

_

But, as I was saying, did you ever track a deer through
6in. of snow? In the early morning, after forcing yourself
out of a warm bed on to the remarkably cold, bare floor;
hastily dressing, with chattering teeth, and swallowing a
cup of hot colfee, impatient of breakfast, you started for
the neighbbring hills. First would appear in the path
dhfead thfe ti-ack of the early rising fox, and hie search for
jfeakfast wEis plainly recorded in each place where he had
;urned aside to nose the track of mouse or red squirrel. In
ess than a c|uartefo'f A mile the tracks lengthened out into
long, galloping leaps, showing where he had first hfeaihd
your approafch, stopped to listen, and then humped himsel?
to get but of that. Not forty i-ods further was the faint

THfl! TCAQLE'S nest.

streak in the snow, recognizable 100yds. away, where two
big fawns had leisurely dawdled up the hillside. Over the
ridge the direction of the tracks showed their destination
to be a brushy spot at the head of the little valley. A long
drcuit,'^ careful approach from the other side, and the first

thing you knew you were almost on to them, and there
they were, scudding through the brush in two different
directions. Bang! bang! bang! how a repeater does just
work itself without your knowing that you touch your
lever! As you anxiously watched the result of the rapid
fusillade, almost as if it was some other man who held the
rifle, suddenly you saw a binding fly out helpless. Over
the fallen logs you jumped, regardless of torn clothes and
scratched wrists. There was the poor deer floundering in
the brush, and a shot put an end to its misery. All before
8 o'clock in the morning.
Amid such scenes as those, what though you were forty

miles from town? What though the roads were poor, and
neighbors far away? I suppose, though, that in order to
properly appreciate such a heaven upon earth it is neces-
sary that a man should flrst pass a few anxious years amid
the horrid sights and sounds of pestiferous brick walls.
Then he can justly sympathize with those men of a former
century who, after youth spent in European courts and
castles, were happy to exchange the carpet and chandelier
for the canoe and camp-fire, and to spend their remaining
years among the friendly environments of the forest. To
some men this would be a dreary place if it were all side-
walks and cultivated farms. A continent is getting pretty
crowded when more than half of it is settled.

_ The house by the lake still stands; and, as of old, the
"deer come down to drink, secure in the fastnesses of the
rsecond-growth forest which has sprung up since the devas-
itation by the lumbermen. Great are the recuperative
powers of the wilderness, in regions where the soil does
mot tempt the farmer.
Where lies the valley in the hills, where nestles the

house by the lake, I do not propose to tell. Those who
have been there know, and happy are they.

Fredeeic Ielank.

Eastern Shore Notes.
Ed4toi- Forest and Stream:
We are having quite a good many snipe, more than for

any previous season. Dr. J. C. French is among us. and
meets with fine success in snipe shooting each day that he is
out, giving as his opinion that ours is as fine country as any
he has ever visited for this game Further on we may expect
an increase m the quantity. Accomac and Revels Island
OiuO men are coming by almost every train, in anticipation,
no doubt, ot an early arrival of Atlantic coast birds.

KELLER, Va., April 8.
^*

A POOR SHOT.
In his generous acknowledgment of a very trifling favor,

Mr. Hough has alluded to a little series of mine, relating to
the history of the American rifle, which recently appeared
in Shooting and Fishing. My investigations were prompted
by observing that target shooters nowadays have little
'faith in the markmanship of the old frontiersmen. I sus-
pected that this incredulity tVas due to indiscriminate
novel reading and to yarhs spun by the Sunday news-
papers, rathet than to accurate kilowledge of historical
facts. To test the matter I ijiade a study of contemporary
evidence and reached the following tohcliision:
"There were liars before Ananias; but there vrefe gentle-

men, and crack shots. too, long before you and I, goGd
fellow, cut our teeth."
Mr. Hough's delightful reminiscences make me think of

a practical demonstration of this latter fact, with which I
was recently favored and which impressed rae more than
any possible array of screeds and scrolls. It happened
thus:

My father and mother came to visit us. My father was
born and bred in the wilderness of western Pennsvlvania,
and still takes a keen Interest in woodcraft, though his
occupation has confined him to office work for many
ye^rs. RnoyVing that he would enjoy a tramp in the
woods, I took a day off and 5Ve went out to Mincke.
My squirrel rifle was at the g'uhstoith^s, and the other

hunting rifles were too powerful for such gaflie as we might
see, so I took along my target rifle. Father exaltfiifred it

curiously. He had never seen such a weapon. The wind
gauge and vernier particularly impressed him.

"Well, Well," he would say, "what improvements they
have made since I was a boyl Just look at those sights!,

I wonder what Uncle George would have said about them!'
He used to shoot pretty well with the old flintlock; but,
dear me, our rifles were very crude affairs .in those days.
Do you like such a short, stubby barrel? You do! Well,
I guess it's all right with those fine sights. We used to pre-
fer a 4ft. barrel; but we were away back in the woods and
didn't know much."
He kept it up on that strain all the way to Mincke. I

was sorry for the old gentleman. It made me feel mean
to be enjoying all these improvements when his youth
had been so hard and poor. The contrast must be pathetic
to him. When we reached the vcoods, I thought to cheer
him Up a bit by remarking:
"YeS^ the finish of our rifles nowadays may be finer, but

I suppose the old muzzleloaders would shoot just as
straight."

"I don't know—I don't know," he replied sadly.
"Well, you didn't often miss with them.''
"No, not often. But we didn't dare miss; powder was

too scarce."

"Lead too, I suppose."
"Well, not 80 scarce as powder, for we would use it over

again.-'

"tise it over asain?"
' Certainly. When we had enough powder to shoot at a

mark, which was seldom, Would always put the mark
on a tree and chop the bullets out. Eveh ih shooting at
deer, the bullet would generally lodge against the skiil oi
on a bone, and we would run it over again. No, I guess
you youngsters can shoot much better than we did, for you
have plenty of ammunition to waste ih target shooting; and
then you have such fine sights—I wouldn't even know how
to use them."

' Oh, yes, you would. Here, I'll tack this target on a tree
and we'll try a few shots."

"No, no; you do the shooting. I can't shoot."
"Of course you can. Just try. You'll soon get the hang

of those sights."

"Why, boy, I haven't fired a rifie since the war. And I

never was anything of a shot. Zeke and Abe [two of his
brothers] could beat me any time, and neither of them
could shoot like father."

^'Grandfather was a good shot, then?"
"Yes, pretty good. We had to live on deer and bear

sometimes. He often shot them right in our little clear-

ing, and once 1 saw him shoot a very large panther from
our doorway. Yes, he was a good shot, though his brother
George was better. George was a great hunter, and quite
celebrated as a marksman. But I never took much to
hunting, and was always counted a rather poor shot."

I wished now that I had said nothing about target
shooting. It was thoughtless of me to have suggested
such a thing. He was an old man, and had not fired a
shot in thirty years. I knew him to be the soul of candor,
and that he always meant precisely what he said. Of
course he could not shoot now. Would the result only
humiliate him by proving his failing sight and nerve?
"All right, I'll shoot, and you can score for me. It

wouldn't be fair to have you shoot with a gun you have
never used."

"Well, I'll try those sights anyway," he replied, "just to
find out how they work."
Here was spirit. He wouldn't back down from a chal-

lenge—for so he had construed it—even in the face of cer-

tain defeat.

The target was up. I fired, and nipped the bull at 10
o'clock.

He took the rifle, threw his arm well out, and raised the
piece, but complained that he could not see.

"Bring the peep closer to your eye—there, that's the
way. Now don't flinch when you press the trigger."

I was rather nervous for him and gave him all sorts of
good advice.
"Be careful, father, that is a set trigger."

"Boy," he replied, somewhat sternly, "I never used any
other kind."
Then, for the first time, an uneasy suspicion crept over

me that perhaps I was imnecessarily solicitous about the
old gentleman.

Crack!
I was watching him closely. Blink? Flinch? Not a

bit. He hadn't been brought up that way.
I went to the target. He had a line shot Sin. below the

bullseye.

I took my turn and attain got in the black.

He fired and shot into his first hole.

"That's funny," he said, "my sight was touching the
mark."
He had been holding the aperture as if it were a pin-

head. I explained that the bullseye should be centered
in that little hoje,

Firing again, I missed by lin.

He shot deep into the black.
I began to feel uncomfortable. I had plenty of trouble-

on my hands now, and got down to work. He kept right
on making bullseyes, talking all the time in his quiet,,
serious way about "I never was 'counted a good shot—Zeke
could generally beat me—but father was a good hand with)
a rifle," and so on.
At the end of the tenth round I was a point in the leadr

but he was steadily gaining, and if we had kept the game
up a little longer I would certainly have been beateii.
Father had evidently expected to see me shoot better, but
he was too much of a gentleman to say so. His work
ataazed me; but he kept on apologizing for it, and
the worst of the matter was that his humility was per-
fectly sincere.

By and try he strolled up the hill, while I sat down on a
log and had a big thinlk all to' myself

No, he never was '^counted a good shot—Zeke could beat
him, so could Abe—his father was better than any of
them—and Uncle George was a real marksman. "But
my! what improvements you have made?'

Horace KEPHARTe,
ST Lewis.

DRILLING AN ALLIGATOR.
There lies between the AtlaOtic and the Indi in Mver ra

the ptninsula of Florida a beautlfal island, famous for its-

fruits and flowers and game. It is Merritt's Island. Nature
$for it is said the Creator did not make that part of Florida)
seems to Mte been very careful about how it made that island,
for it Was one of its last tasks. Along the shores of the Indian
River is an unbroken hammock, elevated, tropic. The plaso
recedes toward the Banana River ; is composed of savannas
at regular intervals of one-fourth mile, lying parallel with;,

the rivers,, the interspaces are elevated beds of low pal-
metto. Who does not loVe to wander among these grassy
meadows, flower adorned, hetween their green hedge bor-
ders? To the north is a perfect prairie; in it, here and there,
stands the lone, stately palm, it8 trunk bleached white with
tropic stofms and age. Round ahout, without studied order,
is the small jungle hummock. Nature had spent her 'pren-
tice hand upon the rUgged mountains and strands of the
north, became lazy, romantic and se^thetic when she reached
the tropic sun; adornrd her farewell effort of love with this
picture ; framed it in silver with the rivers and commanded
the winds from the A-tlantic now and then for a change to
frost these frames with the gentle whitecaps of the tropics.
But there is a gator in this picture and he must be caught,

but the ugly saurian hides there in his cave.
Two hunters from the Virginias are partial to that island

and were there, as usual, last winter. One warm, dry day
their hound had long and faithfully been trailing a deer and
became very tired and thirsty, and these hunters led him
from the trail to search for water. At a distance a flag pond
wag seen,- but when examined contained, about the middle,
only a small pool. "Graeme," said Capert, "here is a gator
cave and the gator has just gone in. Ride up with Dick and
let him drink, and Til have my gun ready for the gator if he
makes at him."
Dick knew a gator as well as the hunters, but he was so

thirsty that he crouched and crawled to the brink, and while
drinking, the gator, without stirring the water, eased his
head out, When the white about his eyes and end of his nose
gave him away. He wanted Dick, but came no further, and
it was decided to leave him and let Steen, the camp-keeper,
"drill" him. Steen is a cheerful, good-natured native
Floridian, about 6ft. 4in. high, weighs only about 1401b8.,
and was once a professional gator hunter, in the days when
they were plenty. He was told about the gator, and pro-
posed an exhibition of his skill in drilling, to see which he
was in a few days accompanied by Graeme.

In the ponds inhabited by the gators the roots of the flags

and grasses make a thick strong sod, in this instance quite
2ft. The gator was at home. Before reaching his cave
Steen cut a green pine sapHng, about 2in. in diameter and
about 15ft. long. He carefully trimmed all the limbs and
rough places off and made very sharp-pointed the larger end.
The gator, in making his cave, had burrowed below the
roots in the sod, getting under which it then made a hole
off straight under it. Of course, there was water in the hole;

it was full and stood in a pool at the mouth.
Steen rolled up his sleeves, stretched out on the ground

and thrust his pike in. "I want the bearin' of the cave,"
said he. "This is a long un; my drill won't reach the eend,"
so he thrust his long arm in with the pole as far as he could
reach. "Now I've got the bearin', Mr. Graeme, I'll go to

the other eend and begin to drill
;
you stand on this side cf

the mouth next to me and have your gun ready, and when
you see his knot [this meant head] his two eyes will look
kinder white, shoot him right between them ; when I hit the
cave, you cin tell by the water swellin' out at the mouth. I

hit him, he's comin'."
Sure enough, he had struck the hole with the sharp stick

which he had thrust through the soft earth and sod, and he
repeated this at short spaces, nearingthe mouth at each lime,

until finally almost without seeing a motion or the saurian
he thrust his head out of the cave, still beneath the water,
and Graeme shot him just as directed. Steen left his drill,

ran to the mouth of the cave. "You've done him up, "said he,

and while the water was yet muddy he thrust his hand below
the under jaw of the gator, pressed his head back against

the earth and out of the water, then clasped both hands
around his mouth, and drew out a gator 7ft. long.

"Well, Steen," said Graeme, "this is the first gator ever I
shot, though I have seen quite a number; poor sport for a
hunter; would just as leave shoot a log; only shot it to carry
out our programme of drilling."

But it revived memories of the old-time sport in Steen, and
he ripped his hide off almost as quickly as it had been kifled.

S. C. Gkaham.
VlRGWlA.

New 7ork has always had Game Laws.
To an inquirer who asked the other day about the length

of time New York had had game laws, we replied off-hand

that probably such laws had originated in colonial times and
had held ever since. Mr. Robert B. Lawrence, Secretary of

the New York Association for the Protection of Fish and
Game, tells us: "Without looking up the old session laws I
cannot tell you when the original game law went into effect.

Our New York Association for the Protection of Game (not

the New York State Association) was founded on Monday,
May 20, 1844, and the first suit brought by the Association
was against one Daniel Young, of Fulton Market, on June 8,

1844; so there must hare been a game law that time,"
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COYOTES HUNTING IN BANDS.
Orovillb, Wash., March 22.

—

Editor Forest cmd Stream:
In your issue of the 6th insi, Mr. Thompson asks for in-

formation in regard to coyotes hunting in bands the same
as the big wolf. They do so here in this part of the coun-
try.

A few years ago along in the spring I toot my rifle and
started up into the open hills to kill some grouse, and when
I got up on to the top of a small ridge that puts down be-

tween my creek and the Columbia River, I stood still for

a while listening for a grouse to hoot.

Across from where I stood was quite a higli mountain,
covered with bunch grass and a few scattering pines; the
snow had not all gone, especially near the top. I had not
stopped very long when I saw a deer coming over the hill,

and from the way it was coming I knew there was some-
thing after it. Soon I saw two coyotes down to the right,

and the way they were running I thought they were try-

ing to head the deer ofl" from the river. Soon I saw two
more on the trail, and then I saw two more to the left, and
it looked to me as if those that were on the flanks were
running the fastest. Tliere was a crossing in a gap in the
ridge I was on, and I knew the deer would come through
that gap; so I ran down toward the gap, not that I wanted
to shoot the deer, but I wanted to shoot at the coji-otes that

were on the deer's track.

I had not got quite down to the gap when the deer came
through. It was a white-tail buck and he was doing his

best to get to the river. I had but a short time to wait
when the two coyotes came along. I whistled when they
got opposite to me and tliey stopped and looked up. I
fired at the one that looked the largest. At the crack of

the rifle it started and ran as fast as it could for about
50yds. and rolled over dead. Tlie other followed it for a
few yards and then turned off up the hill, and when it saw
its mate roll over it stopped. I shot at it, and as I did not
make the right allowance for distance undershot and
broke one of its legs. I put my dog after it and he soon
brought it to bay, and I had the satisfaction of killing it.

On another occasion I was coming down fcoTn a neigh-

bor's, and when near the bottom on the Columbia I noticed

a couple of coyotes hunting through the grass and low
bushes; they had their tails up like a dog and seemed to be
as busy.
Soon they were joined by two more and all had their

'tails up, and as they had not discovered me I waited to see

what they were after. I never saw dogs hunt through a
flat more"diligently than they did, and it looked so amus-
ing to see them with their tails up. I think they were
hunting chipmunks. Not having anything to shoot with, I

started on,. and when they saw me they trotted ofl^ up the
gulch, but lowered their tails, coyote-like.

I have often been told by white men and by Indians
that they had seen as many as fifteen after one deer. This
winter while on a trip to Curlew I had to go down on
Kettle-River, and I saw where six deer had been caught
by coyotes. I examined to see whether any big wolves
had been among them, but did not see a track. An old

Indian told me that a few days before the coyotes had
run a deer down on to the ice and canght it and he heard
it bleat, and he ran down, but when he got there they had
almost eaten it up.
This has been a rough year on deer in this part of ITncle

Sam's domain. First came the prospectors, then the
Indians from below, then a hard winter, and now the
Indians along the Okanogan are hunting in the rocky
blufis for what few that have run the gauntlet of the wolves
and snow. It is the first winter in over forty that I have
not killed a deer, and I have no inclination to kill any
more, although should I be where I needed one for grub I
would kill one or more. And yet it will be some time
before you will see a .38-55 rifle offered for sale by

Lew WiLMOT.

DID THEY REASON?
Vinton, la., March 19.

—

Editor Forest and Stream.' A few
days ago my business aflairs (pulling one end of a cross-cut

saw) took me to the grove between my cornstalk field and
hog lot. In the grove is a board gate. East from this gate
is an osage hedge and on the west a woven wire fence.

Shep and Mick (the latter a cross between a spaniel and a
setter) jumped the gate and went into the stalk field.

Soon I heard a yep! yep! and a rabbit came spinning
through the gate. Shep made a clean jump, Mick landed
on top of the gate and the rabbit ran under the hen house,
The dogs came back smiling and wagging their tails and
went into the stalk field again. In a little while there
was a yep! yep! and we straightened up to see tlie hurdle
leap. This time Mick was in the lead, and when the rab-
bit went through the gate he went around through the
hedge and so lost time, but old Shep came pounding along
and sailed through the air like an athlete. The rabbit
rushed in among some hogs, which snorted and jumped in
all directions, and frightened the rabbit so that it squatted
down, which nearlj"^ proved fatal; but it stretched its legs

out just in time to get under thecorn crib. Back came the
dogs wiggling all over and grinning, and again went into
the stalk field.

Mick started the third- heat witli a couple of yeps. A
long way ahead of Mick and coming down a corn row that
led straight to the gate was old Shep, knocking the stalks
right and left and making the run of his life. I saw that
there was no rabbit -ahead of him and wondered what
could be the matter with the old fool. But Shep was no
fool, he was using the best kind of reason. Occasionally
Mick would give a yep, and Shep would let into it all the
harder. Soon I saw the rabbit back of Shep and coming
up a corn row, which also led to the gate and about 12ft.

from the one that Shep was in. Five rods from the gate
the rabbit was running abreast of Shep, who paid no at-

tention to the rabbit, but was kicking the mud into the air

to beat all.

The rabbit reached the gate first, but jumped to one side

and ran along the hedge, and that was what old Shep
wanted to do, but he was under too much headway and
had to make the jump, but it was not that graceful leap
that he had been making; his ears stuck up, his legs were'
sprawled out, and he was so anxious to get to the ground.
When he had pulled himself together he stalled down
along the hedge. Mick came up iust then and went down
he other side.

Now, when Mick had started the rabbit he had hallooed
to Shep to let him know it; but Shep, instead of run-
ning to Mick and the rabbit, ran for the gate, which
M^as in the opposite direction. There is no doubt that
Shep reasoned that Mick would bring the rabbit to the
gate, and that he tried to get there first.

This winter my son started up a rabbit near the creek,
and at that point there was a hole in the ice. The dog
ran the rabbit in a circle, and when it had got to the start-

ing place the dog was pushing it hard, and it ran straight
for the open water,jumped in and swam under the ice. It

stayed under long enough to fool the dog, but when it

came out it was so far gone it could not stand. I let it

stay in the house until it became dry, then let it go. Mick
took its track and ran it into a hole. I went there and
found on the side of the hole a fresh, full-sized rabbit tail.

That was a smart rabbit, but if it jumps into another
water hole, what will the poor thing do with no rudder to

steer with?
Not long ago I saw a rabbit play a trick on a dog that I

. never saw done before. A dog ran a rabbit into the road,

and it came near running under ray horses, but jumped
back, and the dog came near catching it, but it dove into

the snow out of sight. The dog grabbed into the snow
where the rabbit went, but did not get it. Then the dog
put its head into the enow above its eyes and pushed along
in the snow. The rabbit came out of the snow 3ft. from
the dog and went under a bridge. When I went out of

sight the dog stood thei-e wondering how it was done.
It seems to me that the dogs and rabbits did about as I

would under similar circumstances. Mount Tom.

CoUisioos in the Air.

Seattlb, Wash.—The champion story-teller, according to

one of -pour correspondent?, ws the man who saw two wild
ducks flying in opposite directions meet and hit each other,

hath being killed hy the shock. 1 believe the case may have
been ti'ue. On Pug^t Sound sea gulls are protected by law.

In consequence they are very tame, and follow the steamers
"which ply from point to point, searching for scraps of food.

They frequently fly near the upper guards, and passengers

throw food to them to see them swoop and catch it on the

fly. Coming from Dungeness on the Evansel recently, I saw
two gulls, both swooping for a bit of breafi, run into each
other so hard that one of them lost his balance and fell

nearly to the water. On the trip from which I was return-

ing I saw distinctly two wild geese in a flock, into which I

had just fired, run into each other, though going in the same
direction. This last happened though. I surmise, because I

had just fired a reir qutirteriug shot (rifle) in front of the one
who bunched up into hia neighbor.

V/hile watching the gulls I have SDoken of, the mate of the

Evangel told uie, what I bad noticed myself, that the gulls

on the Sound seem to have regular beats like a policeman;
that is to say they pick up a boat at a given spot, and leave

her at another. The mate said that on a certain run he had
fcrmerly made he and the crew identified a certain gull hy
a prculiarly broken leg; and that as regular as clockwork
daily for months, as long as he was on that steamer, that

bird would appear off a certain point and leave at a certain

rock on their course. X. Y. Z.

Crocodiles of Nicarag'ua.

Calais, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The Spanish
Main notes, by J P. Le Baron, are verv interesting, but I

cannot urdersland about the crocodile's upper jiw being
tiinged diii'erent from the alligator, so that it can be thrown
up at right angles to the body. If that is the case they must
be diifefent from the south Florida crocodiles or the South
American, as you can .'re by the skulls io most any large

museum, but the Nicaraguau crocodile may he different I
should like to know. Geo. A Boakdman.

.Iacksontille, Fla.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: As to

the statement of mine that the Nicaragua crocodile opens its

jiw at right angles, you may rest assured that it is correct.

1 have seen 1hem on probably a dozen different occasions
lying in that way, and have shot them when in that position

also. The hotter the sun the more they are apt to assume
this attitude. Thenpperjiw is thrown up perfectly per-

pendicidar, and I have seen them lie this way for hours at a
time on a sand bank in the San Juan River, opposite my
headquarters, when in charge of ihe surveying parties on
the canal. Olher members of the expedition observed them
also, and it would he easy 1o establish the fact by others.

1 am also informed by a civil engineer who has spent several

years in South America, in Bogota and Peru, that he had
often obseiVLd them in the same attitude there.

J Fkaecis Le B.iB.aN.

Birds of the Galapagos.

The "ProreVdings of the United States National Museum
for 18%'' contain, among other things, an i xtremely inter-

esting paper on the birds of Galapagos Archipelago, by
Robert Ridgway, Curator of the Department of Birds.

While tbis lonely group of islands, lying off the coast of
Ecuador, has very often been visited, it cannot be said that

any oae of its members has been thoroughly explored The
present woric is intended to embody practically all that is

knosvu of the birds of these islands, yet for the reason men
tioned it cannot claim to be exhaustive. At the same time
it gives detailed descriptions of 105 species of birds, repre-

senting forly-six genera. Many of these are wandering-
species, which have a very wide range; but there are sevf ral

genera which are pecuHar to Ihfse islands, and which show
relationships in two opposite directions. Thus two of these

genera seem to hive their ne arest allies in American forms
of birds, while three of them have a very obvious leaning

toward well-known Hawaiian forms So it is that the bird

life of these Archipelagoes presents many puzz'ing
questions, which are not tfl-be settled without furthtr in-

formation.
Mr Ridgway gives a number of lists of birds to be found

on the different islands of the Archipelago, and repeats fre-

quently a small outline chart of the islands on which are
set down localities at which certain genera and species have
been found. The paper contains two plates giving o nil iues

ol bills of three characteristic forms ol Galapagoan birds.

Bluebirds in Central Ifew York.
Ithaca, N. Y.—Bird observers note the fact that the blue-

birds were early March arrivals in this locality, the old ticEe

haunts, which for the past two or three years have known
ihem not, being frequented by them quitenumerouslj^ much
to the delight of ornithologists in general, M, CnitL.

^mtie ^Hg mid ^mu

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
In the Blackfoot Country.

Bl,ackfoot ResertatlON, Blackfoot, Mont., March 26.

—

A year ago some of the Blackfoot people made a visit Eist
to the Sportsmen's Ekpo ition, at New York, as guests of
the Forest and Stream This visit is well remembered by
very many friends who met them at Madison Square Gar-
den, and these friends will be glad to hear of them all again.

In turn they have b^ccme hosts, and a rtpresputative of
FouEST AND Stream is their fortunate gue t Bear Chief,

.J W. Schuhz, Billy Jackson, Natoka and the little favorite,

Natoye, are all here and all well Theie is slid another lit-

tle one in Billy Jackson's family now, an infant that is

striving to wrest away from Natoye her supremacy, though
the latter is too fat and chipper to evince much dread of
that or of anything else. Bear Chief is the same as ever,

and he bore a beaming smile when he met ns at the train and
bade us welcome to his country. These several friends of
FoHEST AKD t^TREAM and also Mr. Jos. Kipp, of Kipp,
Mont., vouched lor Mr. O S. McChesney, of Troy, N Y.,
and for the writer, so the agent of this reservation, Maj
G'O. Steell, pulled down the big bars marked "fj. S." and
told us to corLe ahi adand run the reservation for awhile.

We have been doing that very pleasantly and successfully

now for a couple of weeks, as we shall later attempt to set

forth in part. We shall give Maj. Steell back his res.rva-

tion with unfeigned regret, and turn East again witb the
same old sinking of the heart which every one feels when he
turns his back on the Rockies and starts out into the flat

monotony of the prairies, the cities and the mill-round cf

modern business life in the busy centers. The gupst<< of
FoKEST AND Stkejm say that they ihjoyed their visit East,

but surely it must have been a mild pleasure cum pared to
that felt by those who are now their guests.

This is an inspiring country. Imajdne a grr at wide prairie,

illimitable, dow flat and even, now broken by cou ee and
butte, beniuning at the edge and running lo the unseen ulti-

mate. This prairie itself has a great meaning. But out of
it, upon the west rn edge, rise up, boldly and unpremedi-
tatcdly, without excuse and beyond need ot apology, a grand
swing of one of the noblest mountain chains of the world.
You see the Rockies in Colorado, in New Mexico, and they
beg your pardon in a thousard foothills These mountains—

'

the St. Mary's, the Two Medicines—tarry not at all, but rise

at once strongly up out of thelevel. In no other part of the
Rockies is this peculiar abruptness so noticeable. And far

away across the prairies, apparently only forty miles away,
but really about 100, lie the storied Sweet Grass Hills. B^^-

t ween these rocky rims is a gi and level cup full of history,

of adventure, of hunting, and of war and of p^ace and
progress. Much of all this has been told in Forest and
Stream at better hands, and much of it set down in the

"Blackfoot Lodge Tales;" but to see this country and to

learn even a little of it adds new charm and zest to every line

one has ever read about it.

Yesterday Billy Kipp took McChesney and me out -wolf

hunting, and we rode some forty miles or so over what was
once the buff lo country. We found one frayt d and weath
ered bull's horn, the only reminder of the old herds. But
we saw thousands of the spotted cattle, and we saw the
houses of the people who have now forsaki u the chase and
turned their hand^ to other things. The Blackfeet are now
a great family, living in peace and content No tribe of the
American Indians has made such rapid progress as they.

Their agent speaks of his people with affection and pride,

and it is only just to say that this is returned hy the people.

Common supposition, which is common ignorance, pictures

a sad state of affairs always in progress on an Indian reserva-

tion. The Indians are supposed to be always slothful and in

heed, the agent always avaricious and in plenty. It will

take years of education to remove this cruelly false belief.

Here is a people anxious to work, anxious to learn ; and their

executive and head both gives acd receivts of a confidence

worthy of nothing less than the highest name. However it

may he uprn o'her reservations, here at least is one where
the Indiana and the agent believe in each other. Let us hope
that politics will not soon interfere to unsettle this mutual
content
The Blackfeet have ceased to be hunters. They have cat-

tle. They raise oats, potatoes, many things upon their

farms. Among them are many who do not go up among
these mountains which fence tbeir reservation. Last year
they sold a mihion and a half dollars' worth of land to the
Uoited States for the use of the miners, who want the St.

Mary's and the Two Medicines fo'- their own. It is quite pos-

sible that the Indians bargained well, but this spring there is

to be seen again in force one of the qaeer Western crazes, »

mining boom, if not a miniug stampede. Before the grass has

lost Its green again there will be a newspaper printed in the

St Mary's, the sound of its hand lever within earshot for the

strange white goats and for the big-horns. There will be doc-

tors, lawyers, merchants, thieves, in the St. Mary's this sum-
mer. They will bore holes and burn powder, and frighten

the sheep and goats. Then let us hope they will go away,
and leave the sheep and goats to a country which is naturally

their own.
There is no portion of the Rockies more rugged, more pic-

turesque or more fascinating than this wild range of moun-
tains which lies before me as^l write. Ic is the best sheep

and goat country of the whole Rocky range, in all probabil-

ity. It is not surpassed by any section for the size and num--

her of its grizzly bcrs. Indeed, so confident do Messrs

Schuhz and Jackson feel about the abundance of bears that

they publicly offer any gentleman who has lost a bear to take

him out free of charge if he does not get a shot at his bear.

This is fair enough, and a bit unusual, I take it. The month
of May is tlie one for the bears They are not quite ripe yet

or we would pick a few of them. Thi.^, pending the coming
of the newspaper and the location notice, rem-^ios a corner

of the genuine West; for two, McChesney and I, under the

fritndly guidance of J. W. Schuhz and Billy Jackson, have

been sampling the keen delights which are to be found
nowhere except in that genuine We? t. That such an expeii-

ence was possible is to be attributed distinctly to the Forest
AND Stream luck. When 1 say that Maj. Steell told us to

go up in the mountains and kill a few rams (the State lavvs

not applying on Indian lands), and when 1 add that we did

go up into the mountains, and that the Forest and Stream
Juck still held, 1 have said about all that seems meet just

now. There remain yet a few more things to be seen and
done before the wrench of parting from the Rockies I sup

pose that fellows have sweethearts and that sweethearts hav
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Qew clothes ttpou a time, these are the Rockies in new
Lilothes. To me it seems they never were so adorable. To-
iay, for the first time in many days, they are calm and clear
md smilins; of visage, and every feature is clear cut against
he sky. To-day the prairies are running water, but up in
be mountains, as we know from two weeks of winter camp-
Lig there, the snow is very deep and the winds are strong.
But the Forest and Streaji luck held. E. Hough.

taC(j BoycB BDnj)iNG, Chicago.

HOURS IN A BLIND.—V.
(Continued from page 166 )

Life of the Marsh.
' The birds which pass over or stop on the marsh are its

Host obvious inhabitants; but there are many others which
: he casual visitor scarcely ever sees. Of these the largest
ire the half wild horses, cattle arid hogs turned out to winter
jy their owners. They feed among the tall cane, and only
ijow and then come to the water's edge to drink or to eat
he succulent water plants that drift against the shore.
With these animals the struggle for existence must be a

severe one; for, to one accustomed to the pastures of the
•lorth or West it would seem that there is little or nothing
0 eat on the marsh. Of course, vegetation is not lackine;
lilt there can be little nutriment in the hard cane or its

jarsh leaves, or in the coarse round marsh grass which
MOWS only in infrequent patches. The drifting grass,

lich consists of the rejected portions of the water
; juts pulled up by the wildfowl in their search for its roots,
s scanty in quantity and can hardly be very nourishing food.
The hogs do better than horses or cattle, for they unearth
he roots of the cane and the flags, and must procure not a
if lie animal food.

The horses are confined to the outer beach, and visit the
idjacent marsh only to feed. They are little animals, not
uilike the well-known Chincoteague heach ponies, and are
ill branded. They are a tough and hardy race, qualified
brough inheritance and experience well to fight the battle
)t life. The cattle are small, wild and scrawny.
Occasionally when you are sailing through these waters

I 'ou will see, as you pass a watchman's house, a fresh skin
ucked up to dry, and the long ringed tail hanging down
1 om it at once proclaims its species. Coons are abundant
icre, and it is not strange that they pre so. In summer the
itBting birds and in winter the crippled ducks furnish them
tathered food, while at all seasons the waters abound in
isb. We are most of us accustomed to think of coons as

: xiRsing a good part of their time in trees, but the coons of
be mansh must by this time, I should think, have lost the
r i of tree climbing; since, except for an occasional strag-
! liDg pilliatary bush, there is here nothing larger to climb
han a stalR of cane. Rarely seen by the gunner, the coon
u js an easy, lazy life here. Now and then he puts his foot
n ;i marshman's trap; and less often a gunner's dog, hunt-
Dg- for a wounded duck, may suddenly fall upon him, and
be sound of the fight will empty the bUnd, and bring boat-
nan and gunner crashing through the cane to learn the
uuse of the disturbance. It is in such ways as these that
he coon is sometimes killed.

]Next in order after the coon comes the mink— artful,
erocious, daring. Like the coon, he fishes and hunts,
Hit he has ten times the coon's energy. Not satisfied
^ith the wild game of the marsh, he prowls about the blind

I'l may steal a duck, if one is carelessly left at a little dis-
iiice. He fights the muski-at, and sometimes kills and eats
tun, and then he goes fishing every day. The mink is

arely killed except by the trapper.
The muskrat is everywhere, and if you have occasion to

\^'ylk across the marsh you will now and then plunge thigh
Jeep into one of the holes that it has dug. Sometimes as

) ou sit in your blind you will see it swimming toward your
iecoys, or crossing some lead not far away. It does no spe-
cial harm except by its burrowing, which breaks away the
iiarsh, destroys ditches that may have been cut, and makes
nr falls for the careless to fall into.

In the winter, when 1 see the marsh, its reptiles are safely
u Iden away in their wai-m sleeping places. So it is that

snake s, if any there be, and the tortoises are not seen.
J 'it in summer, 1 am told, there are snakes and snappers and
etTapin ; of these last there are not many.
All through the winter, however—except when, as some-

itoes occurs, a freeze has locked the waters of the sound

—

here are fish a-plenty. Of these the most important and
iiuable are chub, which I take to be the large-mouthed

) lack bass; but there are many other smaller sorts which
nay or may not be good to eat. The common blue crab
i ounds here in summer, and everywhere on the marsh its

may be seen—the relics of feasts had by the coons-
In the spring and the late summer these marshes are the

esting places of thousands on thousands of beach birds and
aiKs. Here may be found great flocks of waders of all de-
t liptions, from the tiniest sandpiper up to the great sickle-

curlew. These sandpipers and rails wade busily about
n er the mud flats where the ducks have been swimming or
iiobethem for food. Then gulls of many sorts winnow
btir slow way over the broad channels, and companies of
:ea swallows hunt the schools of tiny fish that swim in the
hallows.

Atr whatever season of the year you take it, the life of the
narsh is abundant, and is worth observation and study.

The Swan Sons.

We are told tliat it is the dying swan that sings the sweet-
!st song. Those that we see about the marsh are musical
inough, but so few of them are killed that I cannot believe
:hat the ordinary note which they utter is the one which
mmediately precedes death. Yet it is a soft, sweet call,

iigh pitched, pleasing and hard to imitate. Xoo, Tioo, kookoo,
fcoZ), is the way it goes, the flock calling to their leader,
ind the leader answering thfm again.
In ancient song and in story the swan holds a firm place,

3or is his eminence confined to any land. To Lohengrin in
iis search for the Holy G-rail, and to the Blackfoot Indian
leeking out the home of the Sun, swans come as supernatu-
ml helpers.

Its size, the purity of its plumage, and its soft, sweet notes
make the swan always a striking object, and it is not
strange that this bird should have impressed itself on the
imagination of all peoples, and that this impression should
find voice in the folk stories of races which have attained
the highest civilization and culture, as well as of tribes that
are still savages. As the mind of man is everywhere the
same, so we see tliat swans are used by the ancient gods as
messengers and beasts of burden, and in the same way and

with a like object they draw the car of a Lohengrin and
carry across the ocean an American Scarface.
The swans move slowly through the sky, with wingbeats

that seem heavy and labored, but which, carry them forward
at a high rate of speed. If that flock were near enough for
you to kill one of those birds and you did so, you would find
that in falling his impetus would carry him a long way for-
ward before he struck the earth or the water.
Swans are killed usually only when by chance they fly

over the blind low enough to be reached with a shotgun.
Few gunners have swan decoys, though I have seen, on the
sloops of one or two professionals, a great pile of these ; for the
swan will decoy readily, coming either to swan decoys or to
the call alone. I remember once tying out at a point in a
bay from which we put out great flocks of swans and geese,
and an hour or two later a single swan was seen flying
toward the bay. My boatman called to it, while I tried to
change the duck cartridges which were in the gun for those
loaded with buckshot, which were laying ready for just such
an emergency. Alas for the chancel The day was rainy,
the chambers of my gun a little foul from smoke, and the
cartridges had swelled. It took me a long time to |et out
the ones that were in and a long time to insert the others in
the chamber. While 1 was wretchedly working at this I
was reduced to the last pitch of nervousness by the boatman,
who punctuated his calls to the swan by remarks such as
these: "Here he comes I" "He's heading right for us I" "Be
ready how, he's almost near enough!" "Now he's right over
the decoys; get up and kill him !" "Oh, shoot, shoot

!"

"There he goes!" "He's gone!" There was a pause, during
which 1 managed to shove first one and then the other car-
tridge into the gun; but before I had closed it the boatman
whispered excitedly : "Here he comes back again, right over
the decoys!" Closing the gun, I stood up and killed the
great bird just beyond my furthest decoys.
"Oh!" cried the boatman, as he ran to the skiff to get the

bird, "that's wuth a dollar—a dollar, sir."

Sometimes swans do curious things. Once watching a
wedge of seven birds that flew over, 200 or 300yds. distant,
and that were slowly lowering themselves toward the waters
of the sound, I saw one bird help himself along by means of
another. The last swan on one arm of the V seemed higher
than the others, which were close in front of him, and with
a quick stroke or two he overtook the bird immediately be-
fore him, caught his tail feathers in his bill, and, bending
his neck, pulled his own breast close to the tail of the other
bird, whose progress seemed absolutely stopped. Then the
last bird let go the tail and they all went on. It looked as if

the last bird had used the other to pull himself down to its

levtl, being himself too impatient to wait for the slower
descent of flight. The occuiTence seemed to me a remarka-
ble one, and called up to my mind the old story of little

birds crossing the Mediterranean on the backs of owls, geese
and cranes, and the story, related years ago in Fore,st and
Stream by Dr. J. C. Merrill, of the "Crane's Back" of the
Crow Indians.

Taking Up.
All day long the gray clouds have hung low over the

waters, and occasionally the sad heavens have dropped down
their rains, which the winds have thrown spitefully against
us Now, however, just at the close of the day, the broad
orb of the sun looks out at us from the western sky just as it

ii falling belosv the horizan. Slowly it sinks until only a
thin red line is visible above the low distant forest which,
bounds the view to the west. I take a last long look about
me to see if perhaps a duck will come before the sun has
actually set; but. seeing no bird, I break down my gun and
say to John, "Take up."
As he crashes through the cane to get the skiff, I unload

both guns and put them in their covers, close ammunition
box, and begin to carry the things down to the edge of the
marsh. John is already among the decoys, taking up first

the live ducks—which he puts in their coop—and then the
wooden ones, which he stacks neatly in their places. Then,
when he pushes the boat to the marsh, I pass him the things
from the shore, handing him last of all the ducks, which he
packs away on and abaft the decoys, counting them as he
lays them down : "Twenty-seven, twenty-eight, twenty-
nine, thirty, and the hairy crown's thirty-one. A pretty
good day's work, sirl"

I put on my heavy coat and step in the skiff, and while I
light my pipe John pushes the boat through the shallow
water, and presently steps the mast and sets the sail, and
with a merry ripple the little boat bears us homeward.

"Well, John, it's my last day, and it has been a good one.
I am sorry to go."

"I wiirh you could stay longer, sir; but anyhow you've
had some good shooting, and you certainly have done right
well—better'n I thought you could that first day."
And so I have. Cotjples.

SHOOTING PRIVILEGES AND TRESPASS.
EdiUi^r Forest and Stream:

I notice in the present issue of Forest and Stream
(April 3), speaking editorially on the shooting afl'ray that
took place on the Toileston Club grounds, in Indiana, that
in condemning the absurd biU to legalize trespass that was
presented in the Indiana Legislature, you go a step fur-
ther and point out what you believe to be the tendency
among landowners of the country at large, namely, "to
make more clearly defined and more stringently enforced
their exclusive right to control their lands as they please."
Very good. We have been taught that it is good law

that the wild game of the country belongs to the people
just as much as navigable waters and highways, the tax-
ing power, etc. But if every owner of land in Indiana,
California, etc., decides to exercise his "right to exclusive
control" of his land, where will the fellow come in who
has a gun, who loves to hunt as well as the landowner
and who has proven his right to live by earning his living.
The game belongs to the State, yet only such citizens of the"
State as happen to own land can touch it. In other words
has the owner of the land something which is yours as mucli
as his, yet can keep you from having it? How is that?

I do most of my hunting on land that is not yet owned
by jjrivate individuals, or by railroads and timber com-
panies that do not yet care to enforce every prerogative
that ownership of land gives. But the moment they do,
what becomes of me? AVhere can I go that I will not be'
at least technically a trespasser? You have been foremost
in the protest against discriminating taxes on guns, which
would place a poor man at the disadvantage of a richer
one in the exercise of his natural right. But if the owners
of land, who are few compared with the army of men and
women who love ;the woods and the fields, and who go

there to fish and shoot and live for a space an ^outdoor
life, choose to exercise their prerogative and keep;;us ofl",

what then?
I am not speaking to defend the action of either side in

these clashes between those who have often made their
privileges valuable by improving them, and that other
larger mass who do not yet sufliciently understand their
natural rights nor the limitations to the exercise of indi-
vidual freedom. I do not excuse the mistakes of either
side; I deplore the killing of a human being, whether by a
game club's warden, who may be acting in a legal way, or
by some ignorant yap who feels that somehow he is being
deprived of a natural right. But I do wish to say that I
certainly do hope that the tendency on the part of owners
of land is not toward a more strict enforcement of their
legal rights to claim exclusive use of that which God has
placed ou their lands for the use of all. It is not some-
thing to be settled in a day, and our present laws of all
kinds are an indication that it will not be settled in many
days; but it is something for thoughtful persons to think
about.

Also, if we are to continue to have some kind of game,
we must look right away to the enforcing of better game
laws, or we will indeed have all the game in the country
in the parks of a few rich clubs and individuals. It is the
testimony of history that where individuals have acquired
privileges which they abused, the people had proven un-
worthy of the possession of their so-called rights. Land-
owners are finding the game disappearing,and they choose
to enforce more strictly their right to that which the law
says is theirs. The abuse of the land-owning privilege is

at the bottom of much of the evil of the monopolies we
hear about, but the surest way to extend the evil is to fail

to provide for the adequate protection of game. If the
country is turned into private game preserves and the man
with a gun but no land has nowhere to go, he will have no
one but himself to blame. If, when adequate laws are
passed, the areas over which a person may hunt become
restricted, then there will be that question to settle; but
tha^one of the game laws is just now the more urgent.
After that let him think of the other. Tappan Adnby.

A TRAGEDY OF THE WOODS.
The day was hot and sultry. The scorching rays of the

midsummer sun penetrated through the verdant foliage of
the large oak forest and sprinkled the winding paths with
plenteous spots all aglow with his reflected rays. The si-

lence was well nigh complete, save when it was now and
then gently broken by the twittering of a hummingbird or
suddenly rent by the fierce calls of a crow. A large black
snake lay sunning himself in the path, and was presently
aroused to proceed in his sinuous career by the sound of
approaching footfalls.

A man, clad in corduroy trousers and canvas coat, armed
with a rifle of small caliber, which he carried carelessly
over his shoulder, entered the wood. His lithe step be-
tokened an active man. He pressed on quickly, yet
no stick icracked under his feet, nu bough was jarred
in his onward career. Invading as he was the realms
of nature, his true hunter's instinct told him that
the skill of man must be used in all its ef-
fectiveness in order to cope with the alert fac-
ulties of nature's children. He knew too that the little

gray squirrel is far from being a novice among nature's
"artful dodgers." The little gray fellow has skill too. And,
dear hunter, is not his skill used for a nobler purpose than
yours? He uses his to evade; you use yours to invade. He
uses his to live; you use yours to kill. His is a weapon of
defense; yours is a weapon of oflEense. Yes, there is a sad
side to a hunter's life. His pleasure is keen while the ex-
citement lasts, but when in sober reflection he glances at
the limp, almost lifeless little form before him; sees its life

blood ebbing away; sees a happy, beautiful, harmless crea-
ture cut off in its career; sees it in the agony of its death
struggles, or hears its piercing cry for help, the animal of
the man goes out for a moment, his savage nature departs
for a season, and that God-like element of pity comes to
the rescue. But this is aside.

The hunter presses onward into the thick of the forest.
Presently he stops to listen. Hark! what is that he hears?
He hears something, for he starts slightly and gazes in-
tently into the wood. It is the sound of falling hickory
nuts, and the hunter proceeds cautiously to the spot from
whence the sounds proceed. Far up into the limbs of a
tall hickory tree there sits a little animal, innocent, yet
alert; graceful, yet muscular. His little eyes shine radiant-
ly. The color of his coat resembles marvelously the limb
upon which he is sitting. His bushy tail is curled over
his back. He sits almost as still as death, and were it not
for the movement of his jaws as he scrapes the hickory
nut he could scarcely have been distinguished from a
knot on a limb. Interested as this little fellow was in
obtajning his daily food, he did not see the hunter ap-
proaehing; he did not hear the click of the hammer when
the rifle was cocked; and he did not know until it was too
late that fate was plotting his downfall. Crack! went the
little rifle, and the little gray fellow started at the
sound. The half-eaten hickory nut dropped from
his jaws to the ground. He tried to scamper
away to his den, but his limbs seem to fail him. He
seemed to have lost his head. After he had darted to
and fro for several minutes, in seeming delirium, he
stopped, he wavered. He would seem on the point of
falling on one side of a limb, but would catch himself with
his sharp claws, only to repeat the performance on the
other side. Finally his efiorts became more and more
feeble. His eyes slowly but surely lost their luster; his
claws by degrees lost their tenacity, until at last he fell to
the earth, dead. The hunter picked up the limp form and
placed it in his pocket, glancing the while to note whether
or not he had made a center shot. Thus ended the
tragedy of the woods.
The sun sunk deeper into the west. A slight breeze

arose and sighed through the tree tops. The hunter went
silently homeward, and as he turned to glance toward the
woods he had just left he sighed and realized that the cur-
tain had fallen upon the closing scene of one little hero's
play upon the stage of life. Bang-Bang,
Virginia.

r/ie FoRKST AND Streaii in put to press tath vttcH on luesdcj/.
Correspondence mltinded for publication nhoitld reach us at tjte-

latest by Monday, and us much tarlier us practicable.
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THE MAINE GUIDE LAW.
Full Text of Chap. 26, Laws 1 897.

Sec. 1. No person shall engage in the business of guiding,
as the term is commonly understood, before he has caused
bis name, age and residence to be recorded in a book kept for
that purpose by the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and
Game, and procured a certificate from said Commissioners
setting forth in substance that he is deemed suitable to act as
a guide either for inland fishing or forest hunting, or both,
as the case may be. Whoever engages in the business of
guiding without having complied with the provisions of this
section forfeits $50 and costs of prosecution.

Sec, 2. Each registered guide shall from time to time, as
often as requested by the Commissioners, on blanks furnished
him by the Commissioners, forward a statement to them of
the number of persons he has guided in inland fishing and
forest hunting during the time called for in said statement,
the number of days he has been employed as a guide, and
such other useful information relative to the inland fish and
game, forest fires and the preservation of the forests in the
localities where he has guided, as the Commissioners may
deem of importance to the State.

Sec. 3. Such registration as is herein required shall take
place annually on or before July 1 ; but nothing herein shall
be construed to debar the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game of the right, in their discretion, to register guides
at any time.

Sec. 4. Whenever any guide, registered as aforesaid, is

convicted of any violation of the inland fish and game laws,
he shall forfeit hds certificate and be debarred from further
engaging in the business of guiding for one year thereafter.

Sec. 5. This act shall not be construed to apply to any
person who does not directly or indirectly hold bimself out
to the public as a guide, or directly or indirectly solicit em-
ployment as such.

Sec. 6. A fee of $1 shall be paid by each person registered
in accordance with the provisions of this act, and all money
thus received shall be and become part of the fund for the
protection of inland fish and game.

Sec. 7. Any person desiring to be registered as a guide,
in accordance with the provisions of this act, may make
application for such registration either in person or by writ-
ten application to the Commissioners. (Approved March
23)

[The moose season is made Oct. 15 to Dec, 1, cows pro-
tected; deer season remains the same; lawful number In a
season, one bull moose, one caribou, two deer.]

THE PENNSYLVANIA GAME LAW.
Stromsville, Pa., March. 28.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have neither the time, talent, nor inclination to enter
into a public controversy; and were it not for the rancor-
ous articles and gross misstatements of your correspond-
ents Mazurie and Bon Ami in the last issue of Forest
AND Stream, I should pass by your own captious but con-
siderate article in issue of March 13, as I know Forest
AND Stream has an honesty of purpose, and exerts a
wholesome, healthy influence on the public mind which
should command the respect of its readers, even though
their opinions may be at variance.

I have always taken a deep interest in our furred and
feathered friends, and for forty years have been familiar
with our game, its haunts and its habits; and in my love of
legitimate field sports and interest in honest, earnest, con-
sistent "game protection," I yield to none; but protecting
for a few to the exclusion of the many is not honest, is not
earnest, is not consistent, is not American.
Taking first Forest and Stream's instructive exposition

of "rights and privileges," with due deference to its high
position and unlimited resources for information, yet I can
see no parallel—no ground for comparison—between the
healthy game legally possessed and the diseased cattle
condemned by the State veterinarian. The one adds to the
wholesome food supply and furnishes a luxury to that class
of indoor workers who lack the time, the skill or the ple-
thoric pocketbook of the "gentleman of leisure," but who
nevertheless might enjoy from the market that which his
more fortunate neighbor had the means, the time, the op-
portunity and the skill to obtain. The other endangers
the public health and is justly condemned. The farmer's
"rye, his corn and his potatoes" are taxed to raise a neces-
sary revenue and p.bate a public nuisance. Can you put
game in the same catalogue, and subject it to the same re-
strictions for like reasons?

Certain plans, forms and specifications must be submit-
ted befote the granting of building permits in our cities, as
otherwise the rights, privileges, pursuits and pleasures of
others would be interfered with and the public safety en-
dangered. Will the public health or individual rights and
privileges be endangered to a greater extent from the sale
of the legally possessed game by the needy pot-hunter
than by its gift by the more fortunate wealthy sportsman?
Will the game eupply sufier more from the sale of twenty
than from the gift of twenty times twenty?
This antiquated cry of "75,000 strong" and threats of

"political slaughter" because a public servant uses his pre-
rogative for the public good is sickening to the senses, and
should have died at birth. From a slight personal ac-
quaintance with our Governor, I believe him fully compe-
tent to defend his own jjosition, and further, that outside
of the wealthy organizations he has the hearty indorse-
ment of the great majority of the people of the State. In
their zeal and interest in the great, much-talked-of 75,000,
Mazurie and Bon Ami forget the great millions in the
State who are as much entitled to consideration as the
little thousands who are asking for "special rights and
privileges." Which is the better gportsman and the more
considerate, consistent game protector—the poor pot-
hunter (?) who legally kills 100 ducks, grouse or woodcock
in a whole season's shooting, and from sheer necessity sells

them to supply his family with the necessaries of life, or
the wealthy club member or yacht owner who kills five
times as many in a morning's shoot and gives them to his
friends and companions? I have spent many months, and
even years, afield with all classes of gunners, from the
"yallerdorg" biped to the kid-gloved gentry, and find
human nature much the same whether encased in home-
spun or corduroy, and have found men of noble character
and generous impulses and big bank balances to their
credit, but as many such among the lowly who were com-
pelled to sell their game to pay for the luxury of a day in
forest and field. I have met an occasional game hog, but
never the "pot-hunter and his yellow dog, that gets ahead
of the town sportsman and pot-pies whole coveys on the

ground." But if I ever am so unfortunate as to meet him I
shall expect to find him encased in a dude suit of cordu-
roy and find his game hanging in the city market soon
after he reaches home.
That "field sports were made for a gentleman's recrea-

tion" is a revelation to me. I had always supposed that
they were made for high and low, rich and poor, all alike;
but if they were made for the gentlemen, then I cannot
blame the gentlemen for asking special legislation for
what they claim as their own.
Bon Ami infers that because in the legal season I handle

legitimate game, I am therefore a "game dealer" and not a
merchant. Bon Ami in the course of legitimate farming
buys, sells and exchanges ducks, geese and chickens. Is
he then a poultry dealer in the sense that the term would
imply? I am "not pleading ignorance in justification" of
the grounds I have taken, but I like to see a subject treated
fairly, and since Bon Ami professes such an intimate
knowledge of my business life, I will ask him if he remem-
bers, during the time we could almost claim to be neigh-
bors, the fish and the game I introduced, fed and liberated,
almost wholly at my own time, trouble and expense, and
whether he at the time or since has lent a "helping hand"
in the same direction? His deductions as to my estimation
of the "farmer's boy" are irrelevant, as I have nothing but
kindly feelings and words of praise for the sturdy sons Oif

nay early associates; but still I am bigoted enough to be-
lieve that not all the good comes from the woods and the
fields, and that there may be other boys their equal in
everything that goes to form the foundation of manly
men.
The fortunate class who can enjoy shooting privileges at

their pleasure, who invest small fortunes in club member-
ships and shooting preserves, are continually deriding the
poor and less fortunate class of gunners, who from grim
necessity must occupy a lower sphere.
Oh, consistency, thou art a jewel! but "market-hunters,"

"pot-hunters," "true sportsman," who are thy possessors?
W. W. McCain.

Delaware County Fish and Game Feotectite A.ssoci-

ATioN, Chester, Pa., March 19.

—

Editor Forest and ISiream:

I read with much interest the manner in which the "Baldwin
bill for the appointment of a game and fish warden" in the
State of Pennsylvania was championed in your last issue.

Tbe writer is anxious for extended publicity of the bill, and
1 hope his wish will be complied with and its readers dissect

the measure with ease.

My opinion of a warden is that he should be an ofiicer that
must give his entire time and attention to his work, patrol

the streams and forest in the same manner as a policeman on
the street. His place of duty should be in the locality where
the violations take place, and not sitting in an easy office

100 miles away. To successfully prosecute violations of the
fish and game laws, and have the proper evidence, is to arrest

the violator while committing the act, and not wait for some
citizen to inform the high chief, who sits in Harrisburg, 100
miles away, that such and such offense was committed in Del-
aware county. He thinks it over, and may send some cne to
Delaware county to look the case up. Time passes on ; the
violator does away with all forms of evidence that could be
used against him, and defies any one to prove that he vio-

lated the law.

The trouble with our Fish and Game Commissioners has'
been that they never could get an appropriation large enough
to successfully carry out the warden service. They have
bad to depend entirely on men who served without pay, con-
sequently the men appointed were wardens in name only.

"The "Baldwin bill" proposes to successfully prosecute all

violations of the fish and game laws with an outlay of $6,000.
If they would tell me that they were going to dethrone the
Qaeen of England with that amount of money I would have
just as much faith in their doctrine.

The bill provides for three deputies in each county, who'
are to be paid by the county Commissioners, but fails to,

state what they are to receive or how they are to receive it.'

It also fails to make the Commissioners provide compensa-
tion to pay them with.
" From the fact that the local wardens are supposed to chase
up the violators, arrest, and secure evidence for their convic-
tion, it seems to me that they are the most essential part of a
successful warden service, and should be provided for in the
bill in terms that would insure them a just compensation for

the services rendered. Until local wardens can secure com-
pensation that will permit them to devote their time and
attention to the work our condition will not improve.

It does provide $1,800 for the main warden and $3 per
day for ten deputies. I would Uke to ask every fair-minded
man what use ten deputy wardens would be in securing the
conviction of the fish and game violators in this great State

of Pennsylvania? I never like to make a statement that is

hot based on facts, but feel that 1 am safe in saying that I

believe this bill is for the sole purpose of furnishing protec-

tion to some secluded spot in our State which is controlled

by either an individual or an organization. It has the ap-
pearance of a deeply-laid scheme to protect some particular

stream or game reserve at the expense of the whole State,

while the balance of the State must suffer.

How easy it will be for this chief warden to sit in his cosy
office at Harrisburg and appoint ten deputies at a salary of

$3 per day to go sit along the banks of a certain stream
located in a certain place.

This bill should be defeated unless some means are pro-

vided to maintain local wardens at a compensation which
will be a fair return for the services rendered. No man is

going to lose time, sit up at night, take rebuffs, abuse, etc.,

which be would receive in the performance of his duty, uoless

he is compensated for it. As I stated before, the successful

operation of a warden service depends entirely upon the faith-

fulness of the local men, who are on the ground and can
make arrests when the violations are committed. I would
much rather see a bill appropriating $1,800 for warden ser-

vice, to give eighteen men $100 each, than to see the Baldwin
bill become a law. W. Levis Burk.

The Platform Plank.

New Hampshiee.—The Platform Plank of Forest xan
Stream seems to be growing in favor in different pai-ts of

the country. I am so situated here that I have a good chance
to note the supply of birds, particularly grouse, in this sec-

tion, and I do not remember a winter when I have seen so

few birds as during the past. There is plenty of good cover

and abundance of food, but the birds are gone, and I am
confident that we want such a law as proposed by Forest
AND Stream. C. M. Stark,

Experience with MonKolian Pheasants.
Seattle, Wash, —The oddest result of a, shot that I ever

made was under the following ckcumstances : My friend
Mr. Thomas H. Downing, of the well-known firm of custom-
house brokers in New York, was shooting with me on Pro-
tection Island in the Straits of San Juan de Fuca. The is-

land is stocked with Mongolian and golden pheasants, eon-
tains about 300 acres, and is preserved. We had been
shooting a couple of days, no one else having shot there for
some weeks, and were going home through a point of woods
on the edge of a high bluff just about dusk, when a Mongo-
lian cock rose at my left at "the edge of the bluff, and about a
dozen yards off. I gave him one barrel and saw him fall on
his back, flutter a moment, and that was his end. As there
was a barbed wire fence and a dead pine thicket between the
bird and us, and as the dog had gone on some distance ahead,
I handed my gun to Mr. Downing, marking with it where
the bird fell, and went around the thicket to pick up the
bird. When there where I had marked the spot, I found
not a Mongolian cock, but a golden cock pheasant shot dead,,

but stone cold, though evidently killed that day, as his bright
yellow eye shone clear! Beating the brush thoroughly, 1

could find no trace of the Mongolian that I knew I had shot,
and after a long search I was giving it up and coming out,
when at my feet I saw a bronzed liog-neck shot dead, and
also stoce cold and stiff! To shoot at one bird and bag two
others in this manner I guess must "beat the record."

Is there a harder bird to kill than an old Mongolian cock
pheasant? I have shot all sorts of birds, from hedge spar-
rows to goshawks and from the least sandpiper to the tough
old "honker," and my observation is that an old "ring-ntcK"
will carry off more shot than any other bird. I have known
one to take a full load of No. 5 shot, driven by 4drs. Schultze
powder at iOyds. , set his wings and sail out of sight. I have
seen a similar shot under similar circumstances apparently
take effect and the bird lie dead till the dog reached him,
when he flew, to be knocked down by a charge of BB and
4drs. of Schultze, and even then he tried to get away. One
cock that I killed had half a dozen No. 5 shot embedded and
encysted in his breast close to the bone, which had been
penetrated by one shot. As for running when wounded, I

saw a hen run at least SOOyds, with broken leg and wing,
and we found that she was running on a stump at that, the
lower leg having been shot clean off. X. Y. Z.

The Flooded Districts.

OsKALOosA, la., March 39.—We are having high waters
all over this part of the country and of course we are having
a high old time with the ducks. While there are not so

many as there were in days gone by, there have been a great
many killed, and unless spring shooting is done away with
the time will soon come when there will be no ducks.

J. W. F.

LtttI/E Rock, Ark., April 2 —The terrific flood in the
Mississippi has played havoc with the game in the bottom.
The negroes driven out by the flood are living on the deer

and turkeys in the same fix, and much of the game has been
drowned. It will take five years of dry weather in that bot-

tom to overcome the effects of this flood.

St. Lours, Mo., April 3.—The abnormally high waters
continue and the great States of the Southwest are as w-"iter-

soaked as a full sponge; every rain, and they seem without
end, rapidly rushes to the rivers, which now are at flood stage

all over this section Immense damage has been done, and ia

the game regions of southeast Missouri and along the Missis-

sippi Biver in Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi the de-

struction of game will be enormous. It was not an uncom-
mon Bight for railroad engineers to find their tracks covered
with game which had fled there to escape the flood, but even
railroad embankments are now covered and the game will

probably be destroyed. While the floods have been destruc-

tive in this direction, they have put a stop to all fresh-water

fishing, and there will probably be most excellent sport in

this line when the floods subside, which will not be for some
weeks to come. Every slough, lake and pond has been filled

with water and fish have been able to ascend to all of them,
Aberdeen.

Decoy Stories.—V.

Jersey City, N. J.—Hearing a noise among our decoys

while duck shooting last all on Great South Bay, on looking

we saw that one of om* decoys was missing. The guide and
I started to investigate, and saw that what he called a sea

toad had one of our decoys in its mouth; the peculiar

feature was that the decoy was being swallowed head first.

In trying to drag decoy, sea toad and all to the boat (for we
were wading with hip boots, the water being shallow), we
ran afoul of the other decoys, when the sea toad let go, after

which there was much lively kicking by the guide, for the

sea toad was mixed up between his legs.

The guide said it was the largest one he ever saw, and
judged it to weigh about loOlbs. He said that in all his

forty years on the bay he hv.i never seen or heard of such an

occurrence.
He showed me a dead one that day as he was poling me

through the thatches, as I did not get a good look at the one

in the morning, for he cautioned me to keep clear of it; and
if what he calls a toadflsh or sea toad is not a brother to the .

octopus or devilfish, arms and all, then I wish some one
would enlighten me on that subject.

I would like to know if this is a common occurrence, for

I don't think it is or can be without it happening more than
,

once in forty years to an old bayman aa Selah Baldwin, of

.

Seafords, L I., is. Otto Keim,
|

Mongolian Pheasants in Ohio.

Chief Warden L. H. Reiftinger, of Ohio, writes as to

Mongolian pheasants: We are having excellent luck with

the propagation of these noble birds. In our pheasantry at

Van Wert, 0 , we have several hundred that are now begin-

ning to lay. l-ast November we distributed 300 of these?

birds with the best results possible. We have just passed

through a very rigorous winter without the loss of a single'

bird; in fact, they are ia better condition than they were last

fall, and if we have no bad luck we expect to distribute at

least 800 birds next November. I find where we have liber-

ated a few pairs of birds in this county in bad weather, or

when the ground is covered with snow, they get into the

barnyards of the farmers and feed with the chickens. A&
the weather gets warmer they do not frequent the barnyard,

j

indicating that if they are liberated and treated properly they J

will stay on the far.ra on wMch they are turned loose.. I
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Tbe Grassy liake Club.

Our Arkansas correspondent J. M. Rose writes: I inclose
• you a picture of the Grassy Lake Club bouse, made after the
highest style of cane biting photography. The piratical-look-

ing individual on the steps with the Burgess gun is the Rev.
' J R Howerton, now to our regret living at Charlotte, N. C.

I can commend him to the brethren of the gun and lod as a
Christian gentleman and a thorough sportsman, I cannot
say much for his preaching, for he had a disagreeable and
uncalled for way of jumping on my favorite sins. I must
say that when he was after some other fellow's sins he was
extremely interesting.

The Grassy Lake Club owed its origin to Dr. D. A. Gray,
the secretary. He wove a Mayne Reid romance about a
large herd of deer led by a monarch of the woods with bi'anch-

ing horns that went dovyn the mountain every day to water,
turkeys that needed some one to kill them in self-defense,

and ducks and geese that darkened the sky. Under these

beautiful stoi ies the club grew and prospered.
But the native love of truth that has so hampered me in my

profession compels me to say that the only antlered animals
I have seen were sundry sawmill goats, and the only turkeys
blessing my vision were the exclusive property of Mrs.
Thompson. But there were ducks and geese, as will be seen

by a few of the former hanging on the porch, the fruits of a
trip of the parson and myself to the lake that day. There
may be that flock of deer up there. I have heard so, but all

liars are not contined to the pages of Fobest and Stream.
Above Grassy Lake lies Clear Lake, and we bought that

also, fenced it, and have kept the pot-huniers with their nets

out of it. The Government helped us stock the waters, and
we hope for tine fishing this summer. The bass in the lake

are quite large, the aforesaid parson holding high hook with
a bass of something over Gibs. I guess that is true, as he got
a lady to certify to it.

Of course the big ones get away, but we strictly enforce
the rule of ho lying about the fish that got away, or the

ducks that were lost in the grass. J. M. Rose.

Michicran Deer Killed for liumber Camps.
Baginaw, Mich., April 2.—Editor Ibrest and Stream: A

traveling man employed by us has just returned from a trip

to the upper peninsula of Michigan and briefly reports the

following:
"Most of the lumber firms logging in the upper peninsula

have hunters out all winter to furnish their camps with ven-

ison. I found hunters at Atkinson, Florence, Beechwood
and Iron Mountain, and learned that they averaged over a

deer per day per man. At certain times, when there is a

crust on the snow, they get from three to five per day.

There seems to be a general understanding between the hunt-
ers and town people, as the latter are fully posted on what
is going on."
Now I have reported word for word the report made by

our salesman, and he further told me that he met one man
who said that his average was about one and a half per day,

aud that he was hunting for one of the K. C. Co. camps.
He seemed to make no bones about it.

If politics could be taken out of our game warden system
I wonder if better results in the way of protection would be
secured. Perhaps not. Probably our State game warden
and his assistants do as much or more woi'k than the salaries

paid them warrant; but at the same time it does seem
strange that a stop cannot be put to violations of the game
laws similar to this. W. B, Mershon.

Maine March Hunters Punished.

If a few more oft'enders were dealt with as summarily as

were three men of Andover, Me., it would act as a whole-
some deterrent on other violators of the game laws.

On March 5 these men were seen entering the woods, and
shortly after several shots were heard in quick succession.

That evening the men hired a team, evidently for the pur-

pose of hauling the deer from the woods. Sherifl! Fred A.
Porter was informed of these circumstances and commenced
an investigation, resulting in the discovery of sleigh tracks

in a logging road, which being followed led to a spot where
the intestines of one or more deer had been thrown, with
other unmistakable evidence of the crime. The men were
arrested, and on being placed on trial, while the evidence
was strong, it was deemed best to make a search of the

house of one of them to prove the guilt of the accused be-

yond a doubt. The search resulted in the finding of eight

deer's feet, with blood still on them, in a pile of sand in the
cellar, where they had been buried.

As this was proof positive, one was fined $80 and costs

and the others |40 each and costs, which, being unable to

pay, they were committed to jdl in Paris, Me.—"sadder
but wiser men." A. L. Burns.

Sale of Game in Missouri.

St. Louts, Mo.—Some time ago Forest and Stream
noted in its columns that a suit against dealers in game was
begun in this city. I have not seen in your journal any ac-

count of the result of that suit, which ended in a victory for the
game dealers. When the case came to trial the defendants
made a plea that the law was unconstitutional, and even if

it were not it was repealed by a law enacted some years ago.

The first game law legislation, the Missouri game law
of 1877, contained provisions covering the possession

and selling of game out of season. The law of 1895
repealed the law of '77, but did not have any such
clause covering the illegal sale of game. The judge decided
in favor of the defendants, and of course the use of game at

hotels and the sale at storehouses is now wide open. It is

stated that another eiiort will be made by the Game Pro-
tective Association to bring suit against game dealers on an-
other issue, and a more favorable decision is looked for.

Aberdeen.

Rhode Island Wardens.
Secretary M. J. Flaherty, of the Rhode Island Associ-

ation for the Protection of Fish and Game, has sent out to

town supervisors this notice of the game constable law;
"Chapter 113, Section 16, of the bird law says 'that every
city or town council shall annually, in the month of April,
appoint not less than one ox more than four persons to act as

game constables.' We respectfully desire to call your atten-

tion to the importance of electing your game officers in the

month of April, as any other time would be illegal and would
cause a great deal of annoyance in the interest of protection

of game?' It will be remembered that important pro.secu-

tions have failed because of a careless non observance of thg
lime of the provision respecting appointment of constables.

Snipe in West Virginia.

Central City, W. Va., April 2.—Though the season has
arrived and the wetness of the ground favorable, few, if any,
snipe have made their appearance, but some of the spring
shooters are looking out for them. I understand that quail
cannot be lawfully shot in this Slate for two years, so then
sportsmen will have to come down on the long-eared quad-
ruped to get much fun next fall. N. D. E.

"That reminds me."

The Tenderfoot's Bear.

Moccasin Bill was a famous Indian fighter, hunter and
guide, living in Silver Cliff, Colo. Sportsmen coming from
the East or England would hire Bill to take them hunting;
and if they didn't kill anything themselves he would see that
they took something home with them.
One day a young fellow came to Bill and said he^ould

like to kill a bear. "Well," said Bill afterward, "I didn't

think there was a bear within fifty miles; but I told the fel-

low I'd hitch up and we'd go up on the peak (Hahn's Peak)
in the afternoon and see what we could do. We drove up a
way and tied the team; he went up a gulch and 1 took up
the middle of the hill, and I'll be blowed if I'd gone 100yds.
before I ran plumb on to a brown bear. I let him have it

where it 'ud do him the most good ; and we skinned him and
the young feller took the hide home with him. And, don't

you know, that fellow thinks to this day that all you have
to do here when you want a bear is to hitch up and go out
and bag him." Walrod.
California.

'm mid ^iv^r ^wJ(ing.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest asd Stream.

WHEN THE ICE GOES OUT.
H. K. W.

When April skf are smiling:

Through the mist of coming showers,

When the spearlike grass is guarding

The first young, fragrant flowers.

Then our hearts are filled with longings

And our thoughts are all about
The tempting laices and brooklets

When the ice

Goes
Out.

What matter if the breezes

Should wildly rage and blow.

Or the air be moisture-laden

With the woodland's melting snow.

The chill winds have no t-errors,

And our only anxious doubt

Is that we may fail to be there

W hen the ice

Goes
Out.

So we gather up our tackle

, And we feast our hungry eyes

On the omnipresent hackle

And our treasured "fancy" flies,

Which in our dreams we cast before

The wily, wary trout;

For we'll all start off a-flshing

When the ice

Goes
Out.

POHTLAND, Me.

MASSACHUSETTS TROUT.
Boston, April 3 —^Brant shooting at Monomoy is rather

uncertain this season. A few have been taken and they are
mainly young birds. Mr. Warren Hapsrood, now over
eighty years of age, with Mr. Walter L. Hill as his guest,

started for Monomoy on Wednesday. With four or five

other gunners they make up the second brant shooting party
of the season to Monomoy. Mr. Hapgood, for so many
years secretary and treasurer of the Monomoy Brant Club,
gave up the oflice last year, feeling that a younger man
should do the work. He is determined to make his annual
visitp, ho wever, as long as he is as hale and hearty as he is

to day. Last year a skunk, shot in a trap, was the only
brant either he or Mr. Hill got. This year they expect bet-

ter sport, though the washing of the sand has destroyed a part
of the brant feeding ground there.

The trout season opened in Massachusetts on April 1 with
rather more than the usual amount of enthusiasm on the
part of the club sportsmen and owners of private waters on
the Cape and elsewhere. The weather was fine; it had
been fine for many days in fact. There has been very little

snow during the past five or six weeks, and the streams were
generally free from roil and snow water on the opening
day. Good reports have been very quick about coming in,

and many sportsmen will follow these reports ; as a guide
once remarked to me, with a twinkle in his eye; "They are
fishing to get the big trout you caught there yesterday."
The first trout of the season was seen in Appleton & Basset's

window on the opening day. It was a good one, and no
April fool. It came up early from the Cape and drew quite
a crowd of admirers. Messrs, L. K, Howe and E. B. Blod-
get brought up from their preserve, in Plymouth, a very
handsome basket of trout Friday, Some of the fish went as
high as 31bs., and were all remarkably large for Massachu-
setts waters. These trout are positively wild trout, and by
no means liver-fed. The Monument Club members are a
number of them at their preserve, or had not returned this
evening. The weather has been fine, and reports say that
their sport is unusually good. The Tihonet Club members
are also well represented at their preserve on the Cape, with
some good fish akeady caught, though the club members
will generally remain over Sunday. E. H. Wakefield, Jr.,

Edward Brooks and R O, Harding left to day for fishing at

a preserve controlled by these gentlemen between Bourne
and Monument, They are to fish two or three days, and
with the weather as good as it has been for each day since

the opening, they will take some creels of trout that will ex-

cite the envy of the less fortunate. Mr. Howard Stockton is

at Monument fishing. Col. Horlon is also fishing in tbe
same direction. He is a salmon fisherman also and a mem-
ber of the celebrated Reatigouche Club. W. K, Churchill
and C. S. Anthony are fishing a preserve in Sandwich.
Cranberry bog stream and pond fishing is proving to be very
popular with Boston sportsmen The owners of the bogs
are also particularly interested, allowing their men to keep
guard and prevent poaching. They are interested not only
for what the sportsmen pay them, but they have a notion
that the trout destroy the larvas of the insects that are de-
structive to their berries.

Waldron Bates and G. Gorham Peters are at their trout
preserve on the Cape,' or were at the date of this writing.

The Tihonet Club people have been at their preserve for

some days, they include Mr. J Russell Read, Mr. Sbattuck
and several others. Good fishing is reported. The Boston
& Maine Railroad is already awake to the possibilities of the
coming sporting season. At the window of the ticket office,

on Washington street, they have a fine specimen of a brook
trout, mounted by Crosby, and weighing, before mounting,
8ilb3 Tno specimen is the property of S. B. Gates, Presque
Isle House, Aroostook county, Me. Bpeoial.

In the Connecticut liCgislature.

Editor Forest and Stream:
An editorial in your issue of March .27 so thoroughly

represents what I have advocated to the General Assembly
of this State for the last three sessions that I feel inclined to

offer your readers some brief comment. I am not alone here
in Connecticut in suppo;t of the "uniform code" advocated
by that grand representative of the American sportsman,
Mr, Charles HaUock; our present Commissioners of Fisheries

and Game are ardent supporters of such a code. Three men
of rare judgment and keen interest in their work are Messrs.
Williams, Collins and Bill, and our genial Governor showed
rare judgment in reappointing them for a second term. Nor
do I and others forget the generous support accorded to our
bill to remodel the Fish Commission into a Fish and Game
Commission, by the Hon. O. Vincent Coffin and his friends

in 1895.
But when you enter the legislative branch of our State

government you find a condition vastly different. The State

Senale has generally been fair in dealing with these questions,

and seems willing to correct or modify bills not in accord
with its judgment rather than kill them outright; but in the

House ail is different. A bill of importance will produce a

scene that is unparalleled by any class of legislation. Let it

be known that the bill is advocated by city sportsmen, and it

will be riddled by amendments and finally indefinitely post-

poned, A ijroposition to change our trout law by cutting olf

two weeks of early fishing and adding two weeks in .July, so

as to encourage more fly and less bait fishing, was met by a

storm of abuse; one to stop snaring on one's own land w^s
used in the same manner, notwithstanding the recent decision

of the Supreme Court that no person had a qualified right in

game birds, and that they were public property,

A bill to permit the Commissioners to make special regula-

tions concerning inland waters stocked by them, and to make
uniform our special laws and post such laws and regulations

on the shores of such wat rs so a stranger might know what
they were, was stamped as the most "audacious piece of

legislation ever proposed ;" and then, to wind up with, the

"farmers" have served notice that they do not believe in State

hatcheries (except for shad), and will cut the appropriation

for the work of the Commission down where it will probably

do little good. Such is the situation here, and if any person

in Connecticut thinks I have misstated it let him reply

through your columns. We have a representation here in

Connecticut based upon the number of acres in a township
and not upon the population therein. Can we look for any-

thing better in the future? C. W. Hall.' •

March 29.
-

Moosehead Lake Association.

Greenville, Me., Moosehead Lake, March 29,

—

Editor

Forest and Stream: Yours of the 5th inst, was receivi d just

as I was starting on a snowshoe trip up the lake and have
not been able to reply until now.
The Moosehead Lake Protective Association has been

formed here for the purpose of mutual protection of the in-

terests of the guides who ply their vocation in this region,

and who constitute the largest proportion of the member-
ship, to foster the summer travel to this locality, and also to

act in a concerted manner in affording protection to fish and
game when protected by law, and looking to the enforce-

ment of all tish and game laws, and the enactment of such
as are beneficial and practical.

Under the new law all guides are required to take out a
license. We shall endeavor to see that no alien is given a
license, or in fact any one who is not reliable' as a canoeman
or woodsman. Many guides come to Maine each season
from the Provinces. They have no respect for our laws and
allow many so-called "sportsmen" to wantonly kill game
out of season. They guide for a year or two, and then are

seen no more. We desire to put a stop to such work. We
also propose to formulate certain rules under which all

parties are to be guided, tending to correct abuses on both
sides which have crept into the relations between us and our
employers, hoping to make such relations more cordial and
satisfactory.

Mutual improvement will not be neglected, and our aim
shall be to lay hold of all that is elevating and instructive in

the great domain of nature, to whose heart we are so closely

drawn as woodsmen. EdgakE. Harlow,
Sec'y Moosehead Lake Protective Association.

Black Bass Caught Through the Ice.

Some time ago I noted in your columns a question as to

whether black bass would take bait through the ice in win-
ter. I can answer this with a very positive "They do."
In Fisher's Lake in southern Michigan, when a boy, 1 caught
black bass by fishing through the ice; live bait was used,

and while fishing was best dmlng the spring, black bass
were caught the whole winter through. They were not dor-
mant by any means, as was frequently demonstrated when
biting would begin on one side of the smaller lake, and as

the fish moved onward there would be biting over the whole
grounds for an hour or so, or until the schools had moved off.

This lake, however, was fed by springs, which may account
for the activity of the fish. Besides black bass there were
caught pickerel, yellow perch, white bass, and occasionally

a rock bass or sunfiah. 1 remember catching one sunflsh at

the depth of about 40ft. Aberdeen.
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MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

XXXVni.-Alvah Dunning.

Only men who possess strongly markerl personalities are
capable of making strong friends and as equally strong ene-
mies. The truth of this has been "well shown in the replies

to lettf rs asking for informatioa about the old woodsman
who is probably the oldest of Adirondack guides. Carefully
sifting these replies, it seems that Alvah is well liked by
sportsmen wliom he has served, and by a few dwellers in and
around the great rfgiou of mountains and lakes which com-
prise about one-third of the great State of New York.
Others dislike him, and among Adirondack guides he is, for
some reason, the most unpopular man in the woods. To me
any old mao in the woods is interesting, and as individuality

crops out more strongly in men who have never assumed the
mask of civilization, we will try to see him. with unpreju-
diced eyes.

Alvah will be eighty one years old nfxt June. He is tall,

spare and wiry. A look at his picture, taken a few years
ago by Stoddard, will show that his .?troDg;y marked f ^ce is

full of character, prit and determination, and it looks lik'^ a
i'ace that could not be developed outside the woods You
can see that he dressed himself before he would pose for

Stoddard, and that his new hat must be "taken" at all haz-
ards. That is not the hat that the old man wouM wear
when tracking a deer or poking through the brush up a

stream to observe where the otter '"uses." This proves that

Alvah is really human and has his vanities as well as the rest

01 mankind.
It was in 186.5 that I first met Alvah. and

fished for trout with him in the Brown Tract
Inlet and Eacquette Lake, I was then regain-,

ing health after a long struggle all summer,
and a couple of weeks with Alvah put on the
finishing touches.

The old man—he was "old" to me then

—

tools good care of me, and I returned much
improved His talk of woods life was very
entertaining, and it was only a few weeks
afterward that I became acquainted with his

mortal enemy, jSTed Buntline. also a fishing

companion, so that 1 got Alvah's story while
it was fresh. Friends of each man have so
mixed up the case that it resembles the his-

tories of Bonararte as writtea by a French or
an English pen.

Although these sketches appear in the col-

umns of ' Sea and River Fishing,'' there has
been no attempt to tell fishing stories; the
idea of the writer being to sketch the charac-
ters of men with whom he had incidentally

fished; and if upon any occasion he had sat

upon one end of a log for ten minutes with a
man who was fishing on the other end, then
the other fellow was his victim for sketching
as one of the "Men I Have Fished With," and
his pen-poi'trait published so that his individ-

uality might stand out, if the pen was able to
make it prominent.

Therefore, my trouting on this trip is

skipped and the man is taken up. Said he:
"These woods is a-gitttin' too full o' people
fer comfort—that is, in summer time; rer

they don't bother the Irsppin' in the winter;
but they're a-runnin' all over here in summer
a-shootin' an' a-fishin', but they don't kill

much, nor catch many lith; but they git in the •

way, an' they ain't got no business here dis-

turbin' the woods."
"They pay yru well for working fcr them,

don't they, Alvahf
"Yes, they do, durn *cmf or I wouldn't

bother with 'em; but I druther thty'd stay out
o' my woods. They'll come anyhow, an" I
might as well guide 'em, fer ef I don''t some un
else will, but 1 druther they'd keep their

money and stay out of the woods. 1 can
make a livin' without 'em, an' they'^d starve

to death here without me. Thej 're the
durndest lot of cur'osities you ever seen; know
more about guns an' killin' deer than any man
in the woods, but when it comes to fishin'

tackle you'd oughter see it."

This talk occurred after we had fished sev-

eral da^s and had looked over the otter "uses" and other
interesting things to be found in the wilderness^ and the old
man's remarks seemed to be so severely personal that they
provoked me to say: "1 am very sorry to have disturbed
you, and will go back home in the morning."
The old man looked up and said: "I didn't mean ycu;

'cause you seem to know how to sit inter a boat an' to know
the voices of the birds an' how to fish. Now don't you go
an' take a meanin' outer my words that I didn't mean!"

"All right, Alvah! But if these people don't kill much
game or fish they can't disturb you much, and I'm a little

curious to know why you object bo much to their coming
here. The woods belong largely to the State, and they cer-
tainly have the right to come into them." This had the
desired effect; it made the old man angry and drew his
fire.

"Yes," he said, after turning the thing over inhis mind in
the deliberate manner common to mm of the woods, "that's
the worst of it; they've got a right to come here and disturb
men who've made their homes in these woods all their hves,
and many of 'em 's fools. I hate fools, don't you?"
Here was a chance to classify fools and to quote Touch-

stone: "1 met a foolin the forest;" but that course might
not have drawn the old man out, so I simply said : "I dunno,.
why?"

"Oh, they pester one so. A few years ago one came up
here and tried to make me believe the world is round and.

turns over upside down in the night, and they all believe it,

all of 'em, every durned one that I've spoke to about it.

What d' ye think o' that?"
"1 think they're wrong, of course, for we can see that

these lakes don't spill out in the night. Yet this world
can't be as flat as a pancake, for here are the mountains
which disprove that, and as for turning over —

"

"You don t believe it?"

"Not a word of it!" And we were friends.

"When we met again in 1883 he recalled the trip, and at
his camp on Racquette Lake he said: "Times is different

now, an' wus. In them days nobody said a word if a poor
man. wanted a little meat an' killed it. but now they're a-

eavin' it until the dudes gel time to come up here an' kill it.

an' some of 'em leave a deer to tot in the woods, an' on'y
take the horns ef it's a buck, or the tail ef it's a doe, just
so's they can brag about it when they go home, an' they'd
put me in jail ef I killed a deer when I needed meat. 1
dunno what we're a-comin' to in this free country."
There was nothing to be said on this subject and I said it.

When dinner time came he called me from the lake, and as
we two sat at table said : "There's some cold boiled ham
and here's a stew o' mountain mutton. Mebbeit's agin your
principles to eat our mutton in June, so I sot out the ham.
I'm goin' to eat the mutton, you can do as you like,"

Ham can be had at any lunch counter. The deer had
been killed, and a refusal to eat a portion of it would not
restore it to life. Writing of it at this late day recalls

Wilmot Townsend's picture of the flight of fourteen ducks
and the ciuery below: "Where would you hold?" The
Lady or the Tiger?
While Alvah is unpopular with many of the modern

woodsmen, he has warm friends, and this proves that he has
sterling qualities in his manly make-up which are overlooked
by those who revile himi as "an old pot-hunter." In the mass
of letters from men who know him this term occurs three
times and proves the statement that begins this biography.
Alvah Punning still lives and is well worth a visit from any
man who loves to study a type of man which is rapidly
passing. Mr. Charles H. Bennett, the well-known Adiron-
dack boat, now of The Antlers, on Racquette Lake, takes
it upon himself that the old man shall be cared for in the
winter; and Mr. J. H. Higby, who runs the summer camp on
Big Moose Lake, also keeps an eye out for this last of the

ALVAH DUNNING.

Prom photograph, copyright, 1891, by J. R. Stoldard.

old-timers of a period before the Adirondacks became a

fashionable resort.

Forty years ago Alvah and one of his brothers visited

relatives at Albany, 111., and his brother died there. That
one visit satisfied Alvah with the outside world and he re-

turned to Lake Pleasant, and since that time he has never
been outside of Hamilton county, N, Y., where he has
lived by hunting, trapping and guiding. The younger
generation are disposed to crowd the old man out of the
woods on account of his following his belief that game is

free at all times to those who need it and that the State has
no right to pass laws concerning it. In conversation with
me, my old friend and guide E. L. Sheppard ("Jack") said:

"I have known Alvah for thirty years, and he is an attable,

hospitable man of the old style, all of whom looked on
garne laws as infringements on the rights of men T^ho live in

the woods. He is the last of a tjrpe that has passed. He
kills a deer when he needs it, catches a trout out of sea'^on

to bait his trap, firmly believes it a sin to kill wastefully,

and destroys less game than many who cry out against him."
There you have the opinion of one of the best of the Adir-
ondack guides, as well as a picture of the man.
Mr. Bennett, of The Antkrs, tells me that Alvah will not

write any more, but in a recent ioterview with him he got
the following from Alvah : "In 1858 Ned Buntline came
into the woods to get away from civilization and write

novels. Ned built a cabin on Eagle Lake which he calJed

Eagle's Nest and hired Alvah to work for him. They
quarreled and Ned killed Alvah's hounds and they threatene d
to kill each other. In 18()5 Alvah built a camp on Racquette
Lake, where he lived alone, trapping, drawing his fur on a
hand sled fifty-five miles to Boonville and bringing back
provisions. It took a week to make the trip. One winter
his skins of otter, fisher, marten, mink and bear brought
him $743. In 1874 his camp on Sunny Island was burned
and he lost everything he owned. That fall he built a camp
on Eighth Lake, Fulton Chain, to get out of the way of
travel, but in a few years returned to Racquette and built at

Brown's Tract Inlet, where he now lives, a much dis-

gruntled man, who says the people are wandering all over
and spoiling the woods. Fifty years ago the Adirondacks

was indeed a wilderness known to hut a few sportsmen.
There were but few boats in it and no mode of travel except
by water. Here Alvah Dunning lived, hunted and reigned
supreme in 'his woods.'

"

Alvah's father was also a hunter, and in 1804 tnoved fronr
Vermont to Lake Pleasant, in Hamilton county, N. Y

,

where Alvah was born a dozen years later. If there is any-
thing in heredity Alvah had the advantage of it, for his.

father was not only a trapper, but also a noted Indian fighter
under Sir William Johnston Vefore and during thg Revolu-
tionary War. Shoitly after that war a few men were in a
village tavern talking over Revolutionary exploits when an
Indian—of whom there were several in the company—boast-
ed of having committed a particularly atrocious miirder of a
young white woman who had lived in the vicinity during
the war. Dunning caught up a bundle of traps thai lay near
him and crushed the Indian's skull by a single blow". He
was tried for his life and acquitted. With such a father
and such an environment, the younger Dunning naturally
became a perfect woodsman.

Rev. Thomas Qt. Wall, D.D., of New York city, to
whom much of the inf(rmaiion in this sketch is due, says:
"Dunning has lived like an Indian, and forty years ago he
looked like one, and is a very close imitation of some of
Cooper's models—silent, stealthy in movement, f\ill of le-
sources; he could almost speak the language of the animals.
I have seen him, by a peculiar chipper, call a mink from
its hiding place in the rocks and shoot it, and have known
him to bring a deer back into the water by bleating and mak-
ing the noise of wading. Dunning was a true sportsman,

never allowing more fish or game to be taken
than was needed. He was employed by our
party in 1856, when I first met him, and 1 have
been with him many times since, and always
enjoyed his society. Indeed, his excellence,
when in his prime, was so generally known
that it excited much of the enmity with which
he was regarded by some, for if he could be
had he was always first choice."
When I met Alvah the last time—some

half d( zen years ago—he was living in the
past. The future had nothing in store but the
destruction of the forests, or, what was as bad,
their being lun over by tourists or the build-
ing of expensive "camps" by wealthy men.
The good times were in the distant past, when
he never snw a strange face unless he went
into the si ttlements. "They're puttin' steam-
boats on the lakes to scare the trout to death,
an' have built a railroad into Old Forgo.
They've put a lot o' black bass into Racquette
Lake to eat up the few trout that's lett^ an'
what good anyone sees in a black bass is

raort'n I know."
To encourage him to ta^k, I said: "The

black bats is a gamy fish—not as gamy nor as
good for table as a trout—and I suppose they
thought 'em better'n no fish ;" and to I excused
the crime of putting bass in Adirondack
waters just to see what Alvah would say.
He said: "They ain't a bit better than a

sucker out of a cold brook, either to eat or to
bait a trap and as for game—well, 1 fish for
fish when I want 'em, an' don't fool away my
time playin' a trout, lettin' him run off an'
then reelin' him up just to see the pole bend.
When I hook a fish I use tackle that will
stand it and bring him in 'thout watchin' his
fightin' qualities, but I show him seme of
mine if he's got lime to think about 'em afore
he's my fish. No, sir, them black bass is the
worst thing they could have put in these
waters—worse'n pickerel, for the young pick-
erel can be eaten by a trout because his fins

are soft, but these bass are like big suufish,
and not a bit better."

The old man was not far out of the way in
this matter. Pie had watched the new tish,

and sized them up in his own fashion. The
State Fish Commission had put the fish in the
waters— or rather Seth Green did it in the
name of the Commission, for in that early day
be ran the work as he pleased—but the result
was a howl, and a law was passed restraining
the Commission from planting certain fishes

in Adirondack waters.

About this time there was a discussion in the papers as to

the scream of the panther, as the North American cougar,
or puma, is called in the East, and while 1 was positive that

I had heard one when a boy T wanted tne opinion of the old
woodsman, and as he was baiting his hook I said: "Some
people say that a panther screams and others say it never
does. What's your opinion?" /

He unhooked a trout and replied: "A panther is like a
cat, hunts like a cat, always still. Now a cat is a silent

animal and never makes a noise unless it wants something.
A dog will bark just to hear his own voice, but a cat 'II lie

around the stove for a week and never make a sound unless

it needs something. If it's hungry it may meow a little

just to let you know it, but that is different from a mating
call. Now, when the panther wants to find one of its kind
it can get up a good loud screech. It's got to, for they ain't

plenty and that call has got to go miles through the woods.
Yes, they can put up a good stiff call for a partner when
they want one, but Ihey don't do it often A man might be
in these woods a hundred years and not hear a panther call

moi'fc'n half a dezen times. They don't do it often and they
are never plenty, like deer and bears.

"

"How long since there were any wolves in the Adiron-
dacks, Alvah?"

"Wall, I don't just know azackly. When I was a boy
they was common an' you could hear 'em howl o' nights
along the lakes or up the mountains, an' we used to shoot
'em an' trap 'em, but never did no p'izinin', like the' do cut
West. Let's seel They was plenty up to about the time
Gineral Taylor died. When was that?"

' That was in 1850."

"The wolves went off about that time; some said they
went into Canada an' some thought they died. I guess if

they'd a died we'd a seen some o' their bones som'ers, but a
few was around here durin' the war, in the 60,3, an' 1 killed

a big one then, but ain't seen none since. Some men say
they've seen 'em o' late years off toward the Saranacs, but I

can't say. While the war was goin' on there wa'n't so many
men comin' to the woods an' things picked up a little."

Last fall the New York published an account of "the
last Adirondack moose." According to the writer of it the
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inoose was killed by Henry Wiley, of Salisbury, Herkimer
ijoiiuty; Frank Faville, of St. Lawrence county, and_ Jed
Tbooipeon, now dtad. It was ear'y in the winter of 1858,
apd the ^ame was killed between the Canada lakes and
Pleasant Lake after a long chase of two days, and the writer
saya that a moose had not been killed m (he Adirondacka in
twenty years.

The fact is that Alvah Dunning killed the last Adirondack
moose in March, 1861 I did not correct the wiiter iQ the
^hn. altbougb disposed to do so at first

"When I was a boy," said Alvah, "moose wa=! plenty in
these woods. Once father an' I killed five in one day, an'

hauled tlie most o' the meat on. sleds to the sottlemtnt an'
§dld it

"

When the last moose was tilled Alvati avd Ben Batchelor
were folio sving a wounded bear that the former had shot the
day before. They found the bear and killed it and then
fcame upon the track of two rnoose, a bull and a cow. They
killed the hull that day and followed the cow all the next,
aiid killed her just at nightfall. Perhaps it's just as wtllj

for it is doubt! ul if one moose would be left a year from
now if a hundred were turned loose in the Adirondacks.
The size of an animal increases the desire to kill it, in most
men, but between ourselves I would prefer to kill a wood-
cock, or a grouse on the wing, to dropping several hundrfd
pounds of meat in its tracks.

t)r. Wall asked Alvah how many moose he thought he
had killed and the old man answered : "Oh, I don't hardly
know, never kept any count, but I guess nigh on to a
hundred." And then he told how on one of his early moose
hunts he had got separated from his father, killed a moose
about nightfall on a cold night, had no matches and rolled
himself in the warm skin and slept, to find himself frozen iu
at daybreak.

Writing of Alvah Dunring brings a desire to spend a
month in his cabin, jot down his stories atd make a closer
study of the most inier eating man now living in the Adiron-
dacks. We all look back on wasted opportunities, and while
enjoying his company I never thouglit of taking notes for
the purpose of writing him up. The. man who approaches
Alvati Dunning in the right way will'get his confidence and
enjoy it, but his opinions of the revolution of the earth on its

axis, and of the injustice of the game laws to woodsmen, are
too firmly fixed to be meddled w th. Let itie old man alone,
wink at his killing a deer when he needs "mutton," or a
Irout when he wants to vary his diet, if he lives for twenty
years he will never do as much h irm to the fish and game of
ihe woods as some of the so called sportsmen. He does not
float for deer on summer nights and kill the first thing that
his jack-light shows has a pair of shining eyes, whether buck,
or doe with fawn by her side. If he needs "mutton" in
summer he prefers a buck to a nursing doe.
Young men, some little concession—charity, If you will-

should be extended to this man who was born in the woods
and considers it his by right of prior discovery and settle-

ment years before you were born I would be the last man
to tell the stoiy of mountain mutton if Alvah cared about it.

1 saw no hide, hoofs nor horns, and under oath I do not
know of what I partook further than it was good meat.
The game laws are all right, but no right-thinking man
should use them to oppress the old hunter whose only larder
is the woods in which he was born a steward. Sock it to me
if you catch me, or to any other man who pretends to shoot
or fish for sport, violating those wholesome laws which are
madcfor our benefit and which it is a crime for us to violate,

but the strict letter nted not be enforced on the man whose
whole life has been spent in a struggle for existence in the
forest, and who could not live out ot it. Put youiself in his
p»Iace! Fked Mathek.

FISH AND FISHING.
This is the season when the mystic bond of sympathy

among anglers manifests itself at every opportunity, and a
frequent method of salutation is: "Hello! Got your fish-

ing tackle ready?" or "How are you? Going into the woods
this spring?" A long pre-existing friendship between
anglers is not always requisite to bring out sucli a greeting.
The fact that each knows the other to be a true sportsman
is sufficient, being a guarantee that they are mutually
worthy of recognition and that the topic introduced is one
of common interest.

It may be a little early yet to inspect your rod, reel, lines,
hooks, flies and other fishing appliances; but nevertheless
you feel like doing it, and ifyou yield to the impulse it is

not strange. You may be sure "there are others who are
experiencing similar sensatigns, and, giving up as you have
done to inclination, are now engaged in looking over their
tackle, at the same time allowing free play to fancy. Their
imagination entertains them with glowing pictures of what
is before them on their anticipated spring outing in the
wilderness, all of which are based upon, or to a consider-
able degree influenced by, the kinetoscopic views of past
experience kindly fm'nlshed by memory.

What a tempting picture memory paints for us as our
thoughts revert to bygone days spent on our favorite trout
brooks! There is nothing wanting in foreground, back-
ground, perspective or tone to make a harmonious whole.
No human artist could so truly depict on canvas the well-
remembered scenes, or even approximately reproduce the
beauty of those balmy spring hours. We see the distant
Adirondack mountain summits enveloped in translucent
blue haze, and intervening a vast, undulating expanse of
gray tree tops. The nearer trees and shrubbery show the
delicate green of the newl)'^ developing foliage, which in
those more remote is lost in a preponderance of somber
perennial tints. Above all is a cerulean sky, and the
whole landscape is bathed in a warm, mellow light.

Naught remains to remind one of the long winter which
so reluctantly departed, save occasionally an isolated little

patch of snow in some sheltered nook in the woods. The
robins are singing among the maples while prospecting for
a satisfactory building site for their summer home, the
voices of bluebirds, thrushes and song sparrows are heard
in chorus. The rattling notes of the kingfisher perched on
the dead limb of a tree near by, the nervous cry of the
bluejays among the balsams, and the chatter of the red
squirrels in an adjacent thicket reach the ear.

The open bark camp, with the fire in front eating its

way through the big pile of birchen logs; the blue smoke
ascending in graceful curls; the steaming coflee-pot, sus-
pended from a pole, where the blaze will just reach the
bottom; and the frying-pan, in which the trout are nicely
browned—all have the old familiar look.

We see the sparkling stream as it winds through the re-

cesses of thie forest, babbling and laughing over rocks, and
dashing and splashing into dark pools. And again we be-
hold it as it emerges from the woods and flows -peacefully
and indolently for a time, as if desirous in the broad stilf-

water I of obtaining a little rest after its lively chase through
the woodland. Thien, as it at length becomes more ener-
getic, we see it, with volume augmented by that of other
streams which have joined it, rushing swiftly through nar-
row channels, carved by the constant wear of ages in a
bed of granite, and anon leaping boldly from a ledge and
tumbling in boisterous tumult in the foaming basin below.
Thence we follow it through the gorge as it races over
submerged boulders or plashes against and over protrud-
ing ones, its swirling current eventually calming down as
it enters into and passes through verdant meadows and
pasture lands.

We catch a glimpse of the dancing waters as they glisten
in the sunlight on the rifts, where many a well-filled creel
has followed the temptation of the speckled beauties.
Once more we gaze on the placid surface of the alder-
fringed Stillwater, which is di.sturbed only by the upward
leap and downward plunge of its carmine-spotted denizens,
or we recognize the deeply shadowed pool 'neath the over-
hanging spruces, where more than one 2-pounder has suc-
cumbed after a bravely fought battle.

But there are some points in these pictures of memory,
not manifest at first, which closer scrutiny will bring out,
though by no means as strongly as the ones previously
alluded to. Those things which we enjoy learning are
apt to be longest remembered; and this is fortunate, for
thus the general aspect of memory's paintings is rendered
pleasing, and the involuntary impressions we receive from
them are vastly more agreeable than they would be if all
the unpleasant minutffi which analysis reveals were at
once apparent. Jt is only by adjusting a mental opera
glass that we bring to view the less agreeable features.

A^ery likely, if we take the trouble and linger long
enough over the pictures of our trouting outings, we may
discover that there were troublesome mosquitoes or black
flies around at those times; that the water in which we
were compelled to wade while angling was uncomfortably
cold; that there were slippery rocks in the creek which
were the cause of enforced, unexpected and unwelcome
baths; that our artificial flies had a provoking tendency to
alight on the limb of a tree and far out of reach, and that
the big trout, the monarch of the stream, took the prof-
fered lure at sight, but with equal promptness parted the
line or leader and disappeared.
But what does it matter? The pictures are pleasing to

look upon just the same, and perhaps after all what we
enjoy is made more enjoyable by contrast with these less
desirable features. A child once defined memory as "the
thing I forget with;" but luckily this is not the case with
everyone. Memory is a faithful artist, if provided with
the proper materials to work with and agreeable subjects
to paint from, and is a friend deserving of careful cultiva-
tion. Let us strive, then, as we go along, to make the most
and best of life, laying by a store of intellectual treasures
and pleasant thoughts suggested by manly and kindly
deeds, from which memory can draw in times wdien their
cheering and wholesome influence will be helpful.

While looking over my fly-book to-day and "reading
between the lines," or, perhaps more properly, reading
among the snells, hooks and feathers, as my lines are kept
elsewhere, my eyes rested upon a 6ft. leader with three
flies attached—a coachman, a red hackle and a Proctor.
The flies gave evidence of having seen active service and
the coachman looked as if he were deserving of a pension.
The engagement in which they received their injuries oc-
cured on a httle lake in the Adirondacks one day last sum-
mer, and the speckled beauties lagainst whom they were
pitted fought gamely. As a result of the encounter my
creel was so well filled after a few hours' fishing that, hav-
ing taken all oiu- party of four could utilize, I abruptly
terminated the contest while the trout were still fierce
for the attack. It does not often happen in these days
that the angler for brook trout ceases fishing simply'
for the reason that he has captured all he w^anfs, but such
was my experience on this lake on two occasions last June.
But memories suggested by tattered flies form almost too
fruitful a topic to open up at this time. The days are com-
ing, however, and they are not far distant, wlien anglers
will be busying themselves trying to hit upon a combina-
tion of flies that will prove taking to the trout. If any one
who reads this article chances td'be puzzled to know what
kind to use while fishing on any ofthe smallerAdirondack
lakes in early summer, my advice is to give the trio men-
tioned a fair trial. Possibly the fly known as the Eeuben
Wood might serve the same purpo.se as the Proctor, which
is very similar in its make-up, but not quite as well known
as the former. The chief point of diflerence in the two is
that, while the body of the Eeuben Wood fly is made of
white chenille, that of the Proctor is of pale pink tipped
with three turns of olive-brown chenille, a change sug-
gested by T. R. Proctor, of Utica, the well-known hotel
proprietor, who has had a good deal of experience with
the trout in the Bisby Lake region.

Some of the veteran fishermen in Utica and vicinity
have an old saying upon w'hich they place much de-
pendence, and this is that the time to go after brook trout
is when the leaves on the alder bushes are as large as a
mouse's ear. Others look to the butternut trees for a sig-
nal, as it is believed that the trout bite the best just afler
their leaves begin to show the green. One expert angler,
who when he goes after speckled trout almost invariably
meets with excellent success, says that for stream fishing
there is no time like that when the lilacs are in bloom.
The trout will usually be found on the rifts at this time.
He claims the rule will hold good nine years out of ten.
There is, however, once in a while a season wdien the
streams become very low immediately after the spring
freshets, and remain so for weeks at a time, there being no
heavyrains to raise them. Under such conditions, or when
there is a prolonged hot spell in May and early June, the
trout spend but little if any time on the rifts, preferring to
resort at once to the cold beds or spring holes, where they
remain all summer. These of course are exceptional sea-
sons, and at such times the stream fishing is very poor,
even when the lilacs are in blossom.

The brook trout occasionally acts in a manner which is

extremely tantalizing to the" angler, and doubtless every

lover of the rod and reel could relate some experience ip
which he has been mystified by their peculiar behavior. I

well remember a June afternoon spent on the rifts on the
West Canada Creek, below Wilkinson's Hotel, in the towh
of Wilmurfc, Herkimer county. It was a warm day, and
the sun shone so brightly that objects in the bed of thfe

stream where the water was not too deep were pla.inly dis-

cernable quite a long distance ahead. After .3 P. M. the
stream seemed literally alive with trout ranging from ^ to
^Ib. in weight; butalthough they were jumping on all sides
of me, oftentimes in very close proximity, and frequently
could be seen in the water apparently on the lookout for
food, not one could be induced to rise to my flies. I fished
with a long leader and three flies, changing the latter sev-
eral times in hopes of finding one that would tempt the
speckled beauties. I tried a long cast for a while and theii
used a short line. Finally I baited the hooks with angle-
worms; but all in vain, not a trout would deign to take the
lure. I noticed that there was a small brownish-white fly

on the water, and it was these insects which the trout were
taking.

It was not far to Paull's boardinghouse, where our party
was stopping, and about 5 o'clock I decided to go back,
there and try and rig up a fly Avhich more resembled those
on the water than any which could be found in my book.
Accordingly I very reluctantly left the stream, and return-
ing to the house spent half an hour in seariehing the prem-
ises for a suitable feather. I finally found in the barnyard
a hen's feather which I thought might answer the purpose,
and hastily attaching this to a hook I hurried back to the
creek. Wading into the water again, I once more began
casting about, this time with the new fly on the lead. I
succeeded in getting a rise now and then, and caught per-
haps half a dozen small trout; but the speckled beauties,
although still jumping freely, seemed reluctant to strike
the fly which I had taken so much trouble to fit up for
them. At length I tried the experiment casting up stream,
and this plan proved successful; for whenever and wher-
ever the flies struck the water and temporarily sank be-
neath the surface they were seized by a trout, and I speed-
ily had my creel filled. It was not an uncommon thing to
take two or three fish at a cast, for as soon as one took the
new fly, which was always preferred, the others were in
demand. On one or two other occasions I have had a like
experience, and always obtained good results by the use of
a browish-white fly cast up stream.

An expert angler, who for many years has frequented G
Lake in the Adirondacks, recently told me of an incident
in one of his trips which is quite in this line. There were
four in his party and all went out on the lake fishing one
afternoon, occupying two boats. It was early in the season
and quite cold. The gentleman who told me the story said
that he and his guide fished unsuccessfully for awhile and
the other boat went to the further end of the lake,
"Finally," said the narrator, "I saw a small black object on
the water close by, and on closer inspection decided it was
the back fin of a big trout. I cast my flies toward the fish,

but he ignored them. Very soon after this the surface of
the lake in that direction seemed fairly to teem with trout
and all were headed in the same direction. For some
time we tried to get them to take our flies, but without
avail. Then the boat drifted over where the trout were
and they disappeared. In course of a few minutes, how»
ever, we pulled back toward where we had seen the fish
and found they were up again. After repeated experi-
ments I at length discovered that by using a very light-
colored fly, casting as far as possible from the boat and
allowing the flies to sink just below the surface before
drawing them toward me, I could tempt the trout to
seize them. This method we worked successfully for quite
a time, and my friends in the other boat, who had re-
turned and joined us, followed my suggestions and we
speedily had all the speckled beauties we could dispose of.

The fish ranged in weight from a i\b. to 21bs."

W. E. WotiCOTT.
Utica, N. Y., March.

In the Blue Ridge.
HiGtiLATOS, K, G., March 19.—Looking northward from

the cotton fields of South Carolina one fine morning about
two weeks ago, I saw for the first time the sky line of the
Blue Ridge cutting the clear air some foity miles away.
The sight of those peaks was exhilarating. I had read of
them and of their history—their Indians and antiquities—their
settlement by the whites, the battles which ensued ; of their
deer, bears, quail, turkeys and trout; their minerals and
flora, and I desired a nearer view. I came, but I have not
seen—that is, not much. This is because of the rain and
mist which this season seems to have a special spite against
the sightseer, and which is so thick that I can cut it with my
hunting-axe.

This reminds me that in Mr. Hough's entertaining account
of his winter expedition through the deserts between Chicago
and Michigan City the comfort and well-being of the out-
fit was seriously endangered because of the short handle of
their axe.

For many years it has been my practice to carry in the
forest an axe weighing, with the handle, about S^lbs., and
measuring over all 28iin.

I inclose an outline sketch of this implement, which, though
sometimes a little more in the way than a "pocket-axe," is

easily carried in a suitable loop, and in my experience has paid
for the little additional trouble It may have occasioned.
There is no extra flummery about this axe—it is straight
business, and anybody can get one if he chooses.

I observe that the tracing makes the handle appear some-
what wider than the original—perhaps fin.
On Walden's Ridge, in Tennessee, where I passed the

winter, there was no shotting or fishing worth the mention.
Some gray squirrels and rabbits, a very ftw turkeys, and
scarcely any quail or grouse, are what one may look for if he
carts to shoot. Perhaps before 1 leave these mountains I
may find something to write about.

I inclose a few leaves of the galax, which is said to be
found nowhere but on the Blue Ridge and on the mountains
of Japan. Kelpie.

Trout Streams in Central New York.
Ithaca, jST. Y., April 1.—The trout streams in this pail of

the Stale are practically free from snow water, and all the
conditions point to a successful opening day a couple of
weeks and as many days hence.
The irrepressible brook trout angler, in jovful anticipa-

don of the event, has unlimbered his tackle and daily does a
tWO-step with becoming agility. M, Chill.
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ANGLING NOTES.
At the Sportsman's Exposition.

In one of the fly-casting contests Mr. C. H. Mowry, of
Syracuse, was on the platform and casting as perfectly as,

possible in eyerything but distance, and ifwas for distance

'

that be was casting. His fly would come straight as a die
out over the tank from 6 to 10 or 15ft. above the water at the
end of the cast, and then die away or curl back on the
leader or line. In no contest in which I served as one of the
judges was the fly at the end of the cast so far above the
wattr as when Mr. Mowry was casting The judges com-
mented upon the fact that the fly did not do what it should
in the way of dis'ance for such admirable casting so far
above the water when (he limit of the cast was reached, but
it was not within their province to tell the caster, and so a
friend in the audience back of the judges informed him that
there was something wrong with his shooting of the line.

When he stepped down with a mark of 72ft. 1 told him that
if his fly had had any push behind it he would have made a
better record, and he said he knew it, but he could not un-
derstand why his fly died away so, nor why his line would
not shoot when his rod and line were straight and going
]evel. 4fter the contest Mr. T. B Mills took up the same
rod for practice, and after casting for a few minutes re-
marki d that something was wrong, and reeled in to examine
his tackle. He found that in about the middle of the tip the
line passed through a rod ring and then around the tip before
it passed through the next ring, making what might be
called a cinch against record-breakina: Later I met Mr.
Mowry on the floor and told him how he had been hoo-
dooed, and he made some remarks which I will draw a cur-
tain over.

The Egyptian Goose.
The exhibit of domesticated wild game birds was particu-

larly interesting, and no single part of it was of so much in-
terest to me as the Egyptian goose. This is how the geese
appeared to a writer on one of the daily newspapers:
"There are several specimens and they all seem unhappy.

They look more like aquatic buzzards than they do like any-
thing domestic. Of elongated legs and attenuated figures,
their marbings are palpably cuneiform and their expressions
sphinx like. The slate-^gray of their backs shades into the
rich seal brown of their wings, and in their mottled bosoms
is a dark-brown patch bearing a notable resemblance to a
m^p of Abyssinia,"

I watched these birds for some time one day and I did not
see them at all as the writer did whom I have quoted, and
torday 1 could not recall anything about the color of their
backs or wings if I had not noted what he said. In fact,
a,bo\^t the only peculiarity I noted wag that each bird was
t);earing on its breast and sides enough feathers to make many
dozens of perfect imitations of the wings of the green-drake
or May fly. Collectively those birds had feathers enough to
make a thousand gross of the very best trout fly wir>g8. A
friend, a physician, who was with me went into raptures
OYer the various birds in the different boxes, looking at them
entirely from the point of a gunner, while I saw only the
feathers for artificial flies going to waste. He wished to
s^^oot the birds flying, while 1 wished to pluck the feathers.
A good imitation of a May fly, or rather of the green-drake.
1.8 difgcult to obtain, and the Egyptian goose and the wood
or summer duck furnish the best, because they furnish a per-
feet feather that is undyed. I have been looking over the
price lists of several European dealers who furnish feathers
and skins for fly dressing, and not one quotes the feathers or
skins of the Egyptian goose. The summer duck's feathers
are quoted at 50 cents per dozen ; bu^ this duck furnishes but
a very few feathers of proper mottling and color, while the
goose furnishes hundreds.
When Stanley returned from his last exploration of Africa

ne was to complete his book, '-Darkest Africa," in Cairo,
before he proceeded to England. Mr. Edward Maiston, of
his flrm.of publishers, went to Egypt to meet Stanley and re-
main until the MSS. were completed, and necessarily lie
remained some time. As he was about, to leave London, his
son, Mr. R. B. Marston, asked him to be sure and secure
some Egyptian geese for the feathers to make May flies; but
the elder Mr. Marston was obliged to return without a single
feather, vphieh shows that his son did not send to the right
place, for there were plenty of the birds in Madison Square
garden.
Eor years 1 have searched far and wide for the feathers of

the summer duck to obtain material for dressing flies, and
while 1 have obtained a comparatively small number I have
liearned of far more that were wasted.

"'Lady Fly-Casters."

It was with pleasure that I learned during the week of the
show that there was to be a class for "lady fly-casters," and
it is to be regretted that it did not fill, and the management
of the Sportsmen's Exposition will be wise if next year they
provide a class for women fly-casters and announce it at the
outset, for there could be no more popular feature of the
shOiW.

0.ne morning there were some ladies present, relatives of
one of the men who was a prize winner, practicing on the
water of the tank, and no more graceful casting was done
during the show than by these ladies, confirming what 1
long have believed, and advocated in print, that fly-castino-
was particularly a sport for women. I learned of one
woman in l^ew York who is very fond of fishing, and who
can cast between 80, and 90ft. of line, and do it easily, for
she has never e Hst for distance or in a tournament, as all' her
practice has cc ae from fishing for fish and not for medals.

Trout and Camera.
During the show this thought came to me: Is the photo-

graphic camera responsible for the decrease of trout or other
fish, and if so in what degree? Will it be necessary in order
to preserve our fish to insert in our game laws a section pro-
viding that no fish of any kind, except for scientific pur-
poses, shall be photographed

;
or, not more than four trout,

salmon, lake trout or black bass belonging to one man shall
be killed and photographed in one day; or, any man who
has his photograph taken with more fish than he can eat in
fresh condition, or send to his friends, shall be sent to jail for
six: months?'
The desire to have one's picture taken with a lot of fish,

more apparently than can be used as food, seems to be a dis-
ease that is spreading, and it is a disease that should be dreaded
as much as yellow fever. The camera fish hog is probably
an own brother of the trout hog that Nessmuk used to write
about.

It is rather funny that in these photographs or reproduc-
tions of photographs of people with a lot of fish that look as

though they had just been taken from a net or a fishing
smack, in spite of the rods, reels, bait, buckets and fly books
that are put into the picture as properties, the people are
never beardless boys, but men grown—men with gray hair
and beards, men who look like intelligent men, and yet they
will pose before a camera with a wagon load of fish like the
hero of a great battle fought and won.
How it may strike other flshermen 1 cannot say, but when

I see a picture with a man or a lot of men photographed
with more dead fish in their possession than the law of
decency should permit, and read that the fish were caught
in Trier Pond, near John Smith's Hotel, Trier Pond is the
very last place that 1 would visit for the purpose of fishing;
for if John Smith encourages the camera fish hog to adver-
tise his hotel I should feel that all the fish from Trier Pond
had been used for photographic purposes, and it would not
be a good place to visit tor simple angling alter the camera
had done its deadly work. We talk and scold about the
poacher and net fisherman, and the spearer and set line
fisher, but I sometimes think the camera fish hog should go
in the list and be given a front seat.

I have referred to a man's having his photograph taken
with more fish than he can eat or send to his friends, but I
never yet could see where I paid anv one a com pli ment by send-
ing him trout that had been railroaded and packed from the
wilderness to civilization ; so I never try to pay such a com-
pliment, and never in my heart can thank any one to send
me fish that are not fresh.
Trout to be in their best condition must be eaten where

they are caught, and you cannot bring trout from Canada or
the Adirondacks and have them as fresh as when first taken.
If a naan wished to send me a fish 1 would thank him most
heartily for a fine salt mackerel, but no trout that have been
toured. Last year a friend came from the Adirondacks and
brought me three fine trout, that is, they had been fine trout
in their youth, but age had stolen over them in consequence
of being taken from the water; and even while he talked and
told me of the sport he had in catching them, I knew the
fish were going into the ash barrel as soon as he was gone.
He meant well, but I fear he had lost his sense of smell.
The camera and a desire to pay a worthless compliment to
friends are together responsible for the slaughter of many
fish that must be wasted. Look at the Maine Central publi-
cation distributed at the Sportsmen's Show. Six men and
sixty big trout and salmon are displayed in a reproduction
of a photograph, saying that the catch was made in one
afternoon. I presume all the fish may have served some
good purpose, anyway I will assume that they did; but
which is the better picture, and which will more quickly
arouse the angler's enthusiasm: the sixty trout and six men,
or the picture in the same publication of five trout weighing
from to 3ilbs.? One is a genteel sufficiency, and the
other is not.

Last year I saw in a camp in Canada a lot of trout hung
in festoons like sausages in a market. They had been hung
for photographic purposes evidently, but the occupants bad
left the camp and did not return till next day, when they
packed and departed for good. 1 do not know anything
about it for a certainty, but I presume all those trout were
spoiled and wasted, if they were taken from the camp they
could not have been good to eat, for the camp was a long
way from a railroad or other transportation line, and doubt-
less the trout served only to make a picture.

A. N, Cheney.

rCew Jersey Fishing.

AsBUKY Park, N. J., April 2.—The trout season opened
in this State yesterday, and the day was favorable for such
as could improve the opportunity. Dr. Kinmouth, the most
enthusiastic trout fisherman in this section, was on his favor-
ite grounds earl;^ in the day. fie fished Pine Brook, the
best stream in this county, and took seventeen fish. He re-
ports the fl^h abundant, but running very small; he took a
great many under the legal sizs and returned them to the
water. This last can be depended on, for so enthusiastic is

he that he would fight at the drop of the hat with any man
who would kill an undersized trout. He says the good
work of planting by our State Commission last year is in
evidence, as it was not unusual to have a half dozen finger-
lings at a time dash at his cast.

White perch are now biting in the lakes and estuaries, and
are welcome indeed after our long winter's wait. The fish
is in no manner to be despised when taken on a fly rod. As
is well known, he is a congener of the striped bass, and in
consequence activity prevails among the bass fishermen;
rods and reels are being put in order and tackle is being laid
in for immediate use. I saw three beautiful specimens of
bass which were taken at Salem on Tuesday night of the
present week, in shad nets, the heaviest of which weighed
47lbs.

Owing to the disasters of the past season, fewer pound
nets will be in use along the coast the coming summer. This
should add to the angler's pleasure and secure additional
gue&ts to the hotels. The same old fight has been carried on
during the past few months in the Legislature against the
pound nets, and the bill was lost by only one vote, which
shows the trend of public opinion in relation to the indis-
criminate destruction of food fish. The passing of the
pound net in its present form is an assured fact in the not
distant future. Leonard Htjlit.

Charlotte Harbor Tarpon.
It may be of interest to your readers who are tarpon fish-

ermen to know that tarpon fishing has been very good in
most of the waters of Charlotte Harbor during all of March.
At Captive Pass, Matlaeha Pass, Marco and all below Myers,
and about St. James and Blind Pass, a number have caught
two in a day, and one or two three in one day. Quite a
number of fishermen have caught ten tarpon in the month.
There is an abundance of fish of all kinds, and this season

shows that there will be good fishing some time to come.
The weather has been very warm, with plenty of wind,

C. A. D.

American Fisheries Society.
Glens Falls, N. Y., March 37.—The twenty sixth an-

nual meeting of the American Eisheries Society will be
held in Detroit, Mich., June 17, 18 and 19. Members are
requested to prepare papers to be read before the meeting,
and send titles to the recording secretary as early as possible,

80 that a notice of articles may be sent out with a later an-
nouncement, giving place of meeting and headquarters of the
Society in Detroit. A. N. Cheney, Recording Sec'y.

Attean Liakes.
In a note on the Attean Lakes, Maine, last week, the

station Jackman was incorrectly printed Jackson.

Wisconsin Lakes.
Three Lakes, Wis , April 3.—The lakes will be open in

ten days or sooner; and I think the fishing will be good.
F. R. Fhesch,

Mr. Mansfield's Record Cast.

LAST Sunday was a great day for the San Francisco Fly-
Casting Club. It was a day of" rejoicing; for it was the sec-
ond time that a member of the club had broken the world's
long-distance record. Last October Mr. H. C. Golcher raised
the figures to 103ft".., and set the angling world to thinking.
But last Sunday Mr. W. D. Mansfield fairly electrified the
whole assemblage by smashing all previous records with
the most apparent ease, and giving the whole world a new
mark and a new champion.
Following are the scores of the contests held on last Satur-

day and Sunday in the long-distance cast, the longest cast of
each competitor being given:

SAN FRANCISCO FLY-CASTINO CLUB—CONTEST NO. 3.

Medal contests, series 1897, held at Stow Lake, Golden Gate
Park:
Saturday Contest—Judges; Col. G. C. Edwards and E. A.

Mocker; Referee, A. E. Lovett; Clerk, A. R. Crowell.
Sunday Contest—Judges: J. S. Turner and F. H. Heed;

Referee, A. B. Lovett; Clerk, A. R. Crowell.

Saturday, March 13.

Peet.
W. E. Batcheller .

Horace Smytli....,.,,.
A. R. Crowell 67
H. Battu mi4
A. E Lovett............. 8 4^
C G.Young 69

"

E A Mocker 71
Col. G. C Edwards 77
A T. Vogt'lsang 71
J. P Babcock 73
*W. D. Mansfield lOsS

Dr. K. N. liOwry 80

* Handicap, 53^ft.

Sunday, March 14
Fpefc.

J. S Turner 69
F. H. Keed 81U
<W. D. Mansfield. ............ ,108;^
Horacs Smycu 76J^
Charles Huyck. 75
H. F. Muller 81
E. A. Mocker 76
H. Battu 7-2!4

C. G.Youner... 78
A. E. Lovett ...^..i,.... 8=11^

A.T.Vogelsang,,.. 94
"

A. R. Crowell 68
A. B. Pinch 68
H. Isenbruck..., 50
Charles KleiQ 65
J. P. Babcock 70

In this issue we publish a half-tone of Mr. Walter Damou
Mansfield, the champion long-distance fly-caster of the world.
Mr. Mansfield is an attorney by occupation, and an expert
angler by natural selection. In statue he stands bub 5Kft.

,

and weighs ITOlbs., and is thirty-six years of age. It cannot,
therefore, be said that he is of athletic build; but there is a
muscular force of great elasticity in his make-up, and this,
from his very toes to his wrist, is utilized to a wonderful
extent in making his marvelous casts, not only in distance,
but in accuracy and delicacy also.

His method of casting is what might be termed a free-arm
movement, aided by the muscular spring of body, legs and
feet; throwing the body well back and the arm at an angle
of not more than 40° from the horizontal in the back cast,
he brings the arm and body well forward until the arm is

nearly horizontal and the upper part of the body almost so in
his forward ca=*t; the line gradually unfolding until at last
the fly slowly flutters down at the end of a straight line like
a falling snowflake, just in time to recover before much
more than the leader touches the water.
The tackle used in his wonderful performance of last Sun-

day was originally an lift., dlgoz. Leonard rod. Recently
this rod had been broken just below the ferrule of the second
joint, and in repairing it it was shortened to 10ft. Sin. A re-
pair also made at the handle increased its weight to lOoz.
The line used was a double-taper "D" line, with a 9ft. taper
leader and a No. 10 fly. The weather conditions could not
have added to the chances of making great casts. The day
was cloudy and somewhat hazy, with a moderate wind veer-
ing with uncertain gusts.
Nor was the cast by any means a chance one. Of the casts

after time was called more than a dozen were over 100ft.
After making the record of 108} four more were made as
follows: 102, 104, 105 and 108^.
Last October, when Mr. Golcher with his cast of 103ft.

broke the world's record of 1023^ft. , then held by Mr. R. C.
Leonard since 1888, we predicted that before a year from that
time, with the rapid improvement being made and the skill
shown, that 110ft. would be reached. But half of the allot-
ted time has elapsed, and the record is but l^^ft. short of our
prediction, and a new champion modestly wearing the
honors. Either of these gentlemen is more than liable to
reach our mark before the expiration of the allotted time.
Mr. Mansfield has been a fly-caster all his life, never using

under any circumstances either bait or spoon; but at the in-
auguration of fly- casting tournaments on the coast he was
but little, if any, better in a long-distance contest than any
other members of the club, his longest casts only reaching
from 70 to 77ft. He at once became much interested in the
sport, and has studied the art from all its bearings; listening
to the advice of others and trying all methods until from
them all he has evolved a method of his own, which, wheth-
er the best or not, has enabled him to place in the most
delicate manner possible the frail little fly at distances never
before reached by any other—a mark for many to reach for,

and but few, if any, ever to surpass.—J?'iel(Z Sports,March SO.

Salmon Fishing for Sale.
Feeehold, on the best fishing waters of the southwest Miramiehi

River (Burnt Hill). For terms and particulars apply to Thomas J.
Oonroy, 88 John street. New York city. —jdt/i'.

THE FORESTRY RESERVES.
Cheyenne, Wyo,, March 25.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with much interest your editorial on the forest

reserves, appearing in your issue of March 20. Upon mat-
ters of interest to the West you have heretofore been so uni-
formly fair that I feel confident you desire to be so in

discussing this question. A correct understanding of the
facts and existing conditions is a condition precedent to a
candid discussion of this forest reserve proposition. Instead
of having this knowledge, it appears that each side in this

controversy is charging the other side with the grossest
ignorance. An intimate acquaintance with the people living

west of the Mississippi -^River, extending over a period of
twenty-eight years, constrains me to believe that they are not
given to "doing or saying wild things," or to "going off at

half-cock" upon propositions where their own interests are
nearly concerned. The Forestry Commission was com-
pelled to make some sort of a defense to the severe criticism

which their action called forth, but it is not satisfactory to

us to have them attempt to quiet our apprehensions with
promises of what they propose to do, while at the same time
our alarm is attributed to ignorance of their plans, no inti-

mation of which was given until after the storm had broken
upon their devoted heads. The Commission had been
warned of the danger of hasty and inconsiderate acliou, and
its statements now appear to people familiar with the
rules governing forest reserves not as reasons, but as ex-
cuses
As a friend of forest preservation, as the Governor of a

State where, prior to the recent action of the President, nine-

tenths of the people were active advocates of an adequate
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forest preseive law. and -where our newspapers and political
parties without exception were united in advocating sucli
legislation, I believe that the Forestry Commission has, hy
its methods, needlessly antagonized the influences on which
success most depends; has made its recommendations
without sufficient knowledge of the facts; has disregarded
the opinions and advice of those best qualified to determine
the proper course to be pursued, and has, by these blunders,
discredited and seriously imperiled a worthy cause. I do n it

believe I am talking about something of which I know noth-
ing, and shall endeavor to be fair and dispassionate, stating
nothing but known facts, trusting in this way to escape the
admonitions of your editorial.

Our first objection to these reserves is that until the law is

changed they will accomplish no useful purpose. It is the
experience of the people of this State, and the admission of
the Commission which recommended these reserves, that the
present law does nothing to preserve timber from fire, the
chief agent of its destruction. Withdrawing these areas
from all beneficial uses is of itself of no service unless some
provision is made for their management and for police super-
vision. The present law makes no such provision. It with-
draws from these reserves the protection of local interescs
and leaves them exposed to the camp-fire of the hunter, tour-
ist and sheep herder, the irresponsible sources of the destruc-
tion of more timber in this State than all the causes you
have enumerated.
Your assurance that "no one is injured," and that all our

objections have been "shots fired at a phantom," would be
exceedingly comforting if true; but when we reflect that if

a settler's home is included within the boundaries of a re-
serve, there is no way for him to get title thereto; that if

UQtimbered agricultural land is included within such bound-
aries, there is no provision in our present laws for having
this mistake corrected and the lands opened up to settlement
and development; when we remember that there is no
provision for the miner to continue his search for undiscov-
ered mineral wealth or to operate mines already known; that
there is no legislation under which we can use the splendid
iiTigation reservoirs which exist in these mountains, or by
which righ.ts of way can be had for ditches, roads or other
needed local improvements, we are warranted in believing
that the advantages of these reservations are in to wise com-
mensurate to their abuses, but, on the contrary, no more
serious blow can be struck at the growth or prosperity of
any section than through the segregation of land under this
law.
You say that the Commission is going to recommend that

all these abuses in the present law be remedied, and seem to
consider that this recommendation is equivalent to the enact-
ment of a law on that subject. For the good of Wyoming I
wish I could believe this, but the unhappy experience of our
people during the past six years makes me believe that there
is a wide difference between this Commission's recommenda-
tions and the passage of a law by Congress, In 1891 Presi-
dent Harrison, by proclamation, set aside as a timber reserve
a large area south and east of Yellowstone Park. It includes
the upper portion of the valley of the Stinking Water Eiver,
which contains no timber, but which, at the time this reserva-
tion was inade, was partly settled by people who had con-
structed in igation works, 'built houses and created homes.
Including this land is an admitted blunder. There has never
been any controversy over the facts, but repeated petitions of
settlers and the persistent efforts of our delegation in Con-
gress have been insufficient to secure either a modification of
the boundaries of this reserve or the enactment of legislation
which would give these people the right to own and enj )y
their homes.
On the head of Sunlight Creek, in the same reservation, is

a mineral belt where prospecting had been going on for three
years prior to the creation of this reserve. Discoveries of
known value had been made, money had been raised and ar-
rangements perfected for the development and operation of
these mines. The creation of this reserve put an end to all

this. Here at least is one district where tunnels have not
been run nor shafts dug, but, on the contrary, I am informed
that the holders of these claims were notified that they had

' no right to continue theu- work within the boundaries of this
reservation.

These two illustrations were duplicated in other portions
of this same reserve. Hence the solicitude manifested about
the results of this extension, and which will continue until
we learn whether or not the Forestry Commission is able to
control legislation and secure results not possible to our Con-
gressional delegation.

But if there was no objection to the law governing these
reservations, there can be no two opinions as to the methods
pursued by the Forestry Commission in fixing the bound-
aries of some of those recently made. It is no sufScient
answer to the criticisms which have been made on this score
to say that its members are of high rank and distinguished
attainments. In my judgment this fact only renders the
criticism to which they have been subjected the more de-
serving. The reservation made on the summit of the Big
Horn Mountains was one of the most important with which
this Commission had to deal. It affects the most important
agricultural district In Wyoming. It deals with an area in
which there are important mining camps and a large num-
ber of valuable reservoir sites, some of which have been im-
ptoved. It withdraws from the settlers occupying this region
every opportunity of making a legitimate or harmless use
of the timber, and in one way and another vitally affects
fully one-fourth of the people of this State.

I cannot understand how a commission could expect to
deal intelligently or adequately with so important a measure
as this without informing themselves fully, from personal
observation or otherwise, as to the actual situation and the
consequencas of their action if taken.
The Commission made no examipation whatever. They

passed through Wyoming on the fast train of the Burlington
Kailroad, which at no place is within fifteen miles of ttiese
mountains. When this train stopped at Sheridan the people
of that town, having become accidentally advised of the
.presence of the Commissioners, solicited them to stop at least
for a day and make an examination of the reservoirs and
irrigation works akeady built within the limits of the forest
areas on these mountains. Provision for their transporta-
tion, all the expenses of their maintenance were to b3 pro-
vided, not by interested parties, but by a member of the
State Board of Water Control of the State and one of the
officials of the Slate most interested in forest preservation.
Instead of doing this, they preferred to pass on without stop-
ping and to consider these matters in the attractive and salu-
brious surroundings of Yellowstone Park, a hundred mUes
from the area with which they were dealing.

Later on a member of this Commission wrote to the State
Hagineer of Wyoming, requesting him to mark the bounda-

ries of the forest areas on the Big Horn Mountains on a Land
Office map. In reply thereto the engineer explained that it

was impossible for him to fix accurately these boundaries, and
th«it the map which he sent theni was only an approximate
outline. After expressing his interest in forest preservaiion
in Wyoming, he made the following suggestion, vrhich is

worthy of consideration, in view of the complete change of
public sentiment on this subject which has followed the Com-
mission's action

:

"I trust, therefore, you will not think I am lukewarm in
the cause if I suggest that I beheve it would be much better
policy to withhold making these segregations until provibion
can b3 made for a survey which will accurately define the
boundaries of the timbered areas and only include these, thus
avoiding the withdrawal of agricubural land. The segrega-
tion of any considerable areas not timbered furnisbe3 a basis
for criticism and for bringing into local disrepute the whole
policy of forest preservation.

"I am also convinced that there ought to be immediate
provision made for policing these reservations and for the
proper disposition of timber to settlers. The simple segrega-
tion without some measure (Jf police supervision does little

good in either preventing fires or in restricting the depreda-
tions of sheep, while on the other hand it is very irritating
to the settlers on contiguous areas if such segregation hap-
pens to include a little land not timbered on which they wish
to file, or think they do.

' T offer these suggestions because I want your recommen-
dations in regard to comprehensive laws to receive the sane
tion of Congress, and I believe this is of far more importance
than a little delay in securing additional segregations, and I.

am fearful that some of these will arouse antagonisms in the
arid States which might defeat for the present the whole pro
posed reform."
The reservation as made on the Big Horn Mountains in-

cludes a number of irrigated farms which liave been occu-
pied and improved, but not filed on because of the absence of
accepted public land surveys. It includes extensive areas of
land on which till re is no timber. It includes the region
around several improved reservoir sites and through which
ditches have been built. It includes mining camps and dis-
tiicts believed to be rich in mineral wealth, while it excludes
the most densely timbert d portion of the Big Horn Moun-
tains, in which the camps of a railroad tie contractor are
located.

It is the belief in this State of those best informed on this
subject that to extend reservations under the present law is
to multiply abuses instead of benefits; that the first thing to
do is to enact an adequate law governing these forest areas;
that ii these reservations are of sufficient importance to be
made at all, they are of sufficient value to justify the making
of a preliminary survey to determine what iands are timbered
and what lands are agricultural, and that no such important
action should be taken until there has been at least a person-
al examination. It is the general belief tha every reserva-
tion which has thus far been made in this State has been
improper^ made; that they embrace large areas which have
no timber, and that they exclude equally large areas densely
timbered, and which should have been included if the law
itself was of any value. No one in Wyoming has ever been
able to furnish a rational explanation for the boundaries of the
limber reserve south and east of Yellowstone Park It in-
cludes large areas of untimbered lands south of the Park and
east of the Park. By not being extended along the entire
east side of the Park, it excludes one of the most densely tim-
bered sections of the State. It is suggested that this exclu-
sion was made through the influence of Montana parties,
whose interests would thereby be affected. It was not left
out through any consideration for either the irrigation, for-
est or any other material interests of the State of Wyoming.
The opposition to the recent reservation is not opposition

to forest preservation. It is a protest against the abuses and
inadequacies of the forest leserve law. and the arbitrary and
incompetent methods pursued in its enforcement. It is

neither captious nor ignorant, but is based upon an unhappy
experience in its previous operation, and grave solicitude as
to the character and success of the proniised measures for
its betterment

VVM A. EiCHARDS, Governor of Wyomin g.

Everett, Wash., March 20.—Editoi- Forest and Stream:
In my letter appearing in your issue of March 20, protest-
ing against the forest reserve and asking you to point out
in what manner the segregation of millions of acres in
Washington will redound to the benefit of the Western
country, you reply by characterizing the alarm manifested
as groundless because based on an entire misapprehension
of facts. Permit me to say that the people of this State
most earnestly desire those facts, as the conclusions arrived
at by the Forest Commission are not warranted by the con-
dition of affairs as viewed by the residents of the territory
involved. It may be that the Forest Commission has
divining powers superior to any possessed by the people of
this State in looking to our future welfare, but it is logically
certain that the people of this coast claim to be more com-
petent to judge of the effect of the reserve order on the
present condition of business interests here than the non-
resident gentlemen who, in making up their reports, seg-
regated the lands without consulting the persons first
interested. It seems to me that the protests of the people
directly concerned should be accorded a fair hearing, not
thrust aside as the hasty talk of persons who "go olF at
half-cock," ignorant of what they are talking about. Nor
does your suggestion to wait until fui-ther information will
enable them to form an intelligible opinion on the subject
seem pertinent when it is asserted that injury has already
been sustained.
When persons see their homes and business invaded it

s natural to express some apprehension of the results that
may follow, and enter their protest; hence it is logical,
when this interference intrudes under the guise of benevo-
lence, to hold the alleged benefactor at arm's length until
he can give an account of his proceedings.
The proposition to set aside the lands in Washington did

not emanate from residents of this State, but from people
on the Atlantic coast. The Eastern press is loudly in favor
of the reservation, while the Western press opposes it, and
in the face of statistics it would appear that some of the
Eastern papers are as densely ignorant of things concern-
ing our country as are some of the foreign writers on
American institutions.

The New York Tribune, cotnraeDting on the reserves, says: "It
has insured so far as Its operation extends a lasting timber supply,
protected the headwaters of streams, and incidentally preserved
scenery and game in regrions where both were exposed to unprofitable
ravage." "If the opposition proceeds from persons claiming that

their privileges are attacked, it is true and pertinent to reply that
they are them elves trespassers."
The Springfield (Mass.) Republican says: "Who then are the people

of Washington and the other States about those reservations who
are making their clamor roar against the act of the President? They
belong no doubt to that class of timber thieves and prospectors and
ranchmen who make a business of appropriating public land to their
own uses without authority or expense."
The Boston (Mass.) Jowmai says concerning the opposition: "It

is doubtless inspired primarily by the individuals and corporations,
concerned in the promiscuous cutting of timber on the public lands.
There is no reason why consideration should be shown to these tim-
ber thieves." "By a dispatch it is estimated that 900,000 homes,
would be wipsd out by this order. This is non.«ense. Doubtless
there are some settlers who would be incommoded." "But these
lands * * * are all public lands " "How happened these settlers
to he on lands which do not belong to them?" "No one who has
given intelligent and disinterested consideration to the subject doubts
for a moment that the proposed reservations are in the public inter-
est and are practically indispensable if anything is to be done to pre-
vent the drying up of water courses and the sterilizing of soil througti
toe destruction of forests. It is monstrous that this reform shotiid
be thwarted by the clamorous greed of the very men who have henn
foremost in producing the evil whose consequences it is attempted to
relieve "

The Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal says: "Mr. Clark, of Wyo-
ming, in discussing (in the U. S. Senate) the setting apart of forest
reservations, complains that the fourteen Senators of the States
affected by it had not been consulted. Mr. Clark appears to think
that the public lands of the United States belong to the mining
camps On the contrary, they belong to the whole people of the
United States, and the fourteen imitation Senators have no more to
do with it than Senators from real States."

The above are samples of the arrogance and ignorance
as well as falsehood displayed by prominent Eastern
papers that seek to pose as public educators. Their false
and presumptuous statements may be disposed of in short
order. Anyone at all conversant with the homestead laws
of the United States knows that the people who have set-
tled on the public lands are not trespassers, because they
were invited to go on those lands for settlement or location
by the terms and provisions of those laws wherein they
were assured that they would be accorded a preference
right to entry as soon as the lands become surveyed.
Millions of dollars have been paid to the Government by
settlers, and if the United States had used the money in
surveying out the remaining lands these people would be
the owners.

Furthermore, it will be news to individuals and corpora-
tions in Washington that they make a business of appro-
priating public land to their own use without authority or
expense, as the effde Massachusetts press puts it. We have
heretofore, and are still deeply impressed with the fact
that public lands here cannot, under the existing laws, be
appropriated in the manner stated any more than private
lands. Ifthe editors of the Massachusetts and Kentucky
press will inquire at any of the United States Land offices
located in this State they will be able to obtain some valu-
able information concerning subjects pertaining to the pub-
lic domain, of which they are now densely ignorant. In
fact, an Everett schoolboy can give them some valuable
points on the land practice. But why should the people
of Massachusetts and Kentucky show such an interest in
the welfare of this State to the exclusion of our having a
voice in a matter virtually concerning us? The public
lands in Washington never cost those States nor the Fede-
ral Government |l of the people's money; and when the
people residing within the borders of this Territory and
Oregon desired to come into the Union the Representa-
tives of Massachusetts vigorously opposed recognition of
these lands. Both Massachusetts and Kentucky, on their
becoming parts of the Union, were, upon their imperious
demands, left in possession of the public lands lying with-
in their respective borders. Is not their assumed dictator-
ship over our people somewhat strained?
The three proposed reservations in Washington consti-

tute nearly one-quarter of the entire State. They consti-
tute an area almost twice the size of the State ofMassachu-
setts, and nearly one-third as large as New York. The
mineral land included in one single reservation in the Cas-
cades will contribute more wealth to the world in the next
twenty years than the whole State of Kentucky has con-
tributed in the 100 and more years of its settlement; and
to-day with only seven years of age as a member of the sis-

terhood of States, Washington has more white inhabitants
than had Kentucky when she gave to the Whig party its

national leader.

Let me next call your attention to a paragraph in' -the
description of the Washington reservation covering the
Cascades, contained in Section 8 of the order: '"The re-
gion embraced extends over both sides of the Cascade
Mountains, and is exceedingly broken and entirely clothed
with forests. The reserve is one of the most rugged, dffii-

cult, leastknown and least settled partsofthe United States."
The italics are mine. Mr. Editor, you can, I am sure,
verify my assertion that the description is false by refer-
ring back to various columns in your journal. Were I to
state to you that the Cascades are clothed entirely with
forests, as the Forestry Commission has asserted to mil-
lions, I should expect to be severely rebuked. From my
oflace window is visible the Cascade range, from Mt.
Baker to Mt. Eainier; and summer and winter the moun-
tain tops present a snow line in distinct relief against the
clear blue of the eastern sky.
From personal examination, and from reliable informa-

tion derived from engineers, prospectors and miners, I be-
lieve fully three-fourths of the Cascade country embraced
by the reserve always has been, and is destitute of timber
worth marketing, while one-fourth of the area is devoid of
trees, and is a vast tract of snow, glaciers and naked rocks,
rich in mineral. The Cascade tract includes more than
half of the counties of Whatcom and Skagit and one-third
of Snohomish, while on the eastern slopes one-half of
Okonogan county is included. In Snohomish county
where I reside there are thirteen prosperous towns included
in the reserve whose mining properties give employment
to over 1,000 people and the means of support to 20,000
more. There are over 4,G00 mining locations in this single
county, and there has been expended in their develop-
ment, and in the construction of concentrators, tramways,
tunnels, smelter, railroads and fixtures, an aggregate of
$6,500,000. Aside from these millions there have been ex-
pended enormous sums in purchasing and bonding mines
in this county. In the other counties there have been ex-
pended large amounts, although not to the extent of tt«
development done in Snohomish county. From this f

certainly does not appear that our Monte Cristo district is
the least known and least settled part of the United
States.

Few have any conception of the difficulties to be over-
come to carry out the work of exploration, location and
development. With the opening of spring this work
would have been renewed on a larger scale than ever.
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New claims would have been located in the vicinity of

Othferg already made, and the people and transportation

Companifes were rfeady for it. Itwas just in the preliminarjr

Stages that the etectitive order came which placed a clieck

on development of further Work, and caused capital, whose
agents wete on thfe ground, to suddenly seek other fields of

investment. It is in view of this sudden check that has
been put upon the mining interests pending further con-

sideration t)f the inatter at the National Capital that causes

tne to demur to the assertion that we are like children

frightened at a stump hear. We have certainly found to

our cost that your stump bear was teal enough to make that

capricious goddess of capital so suspicious as to put a stop

to further work in our prospecting.

I regret to notice that your paper, along with other repre-

sentatives of the Eastern press, acts upon the assumption
that we of the Northwest are so ignorant as to be unable
to minister to our own wants. But you seem to forget that

the men in Washington who are developing the resources

of the State are from among the educated and energetic

classes of the East who have widened their intelligence by
labor in this new tield of operation. We have men who
came here with theoretical ideas ofthe sciences of forestry,

engineering, natural history and mining, learned at the
universities of Cornell, Harvard, Princeton and Yale, who
have by contact with and study of the peculiar conditions

met on this coast, under all conditions, added to their

knowledge. These men have personally explored the

cafions and snow-capped summits of the Cascades, trav-

ersed the scrub-grown ridges and slopes, and penetrated

the gigantic forests of the lowlands. They are also famil-

iar with the local histories of the different sections of the
State. They have also studied the homestead, timber and
mining laws of the United States, and become familiar

with the rulings of the Land Office. They are not timber
thieves nor ignoramuses.
These men say that if the object in creating the Wash

-

ingto reserve, as is asserted, is to preserve the forests of

the State irom depredations of corporations or individuals,

and for the prot,ection of the watersheds as a means of

climatic equalization, that the objects will probably mis-

carry. For the purpose of preserving the forests that have
commercial worth, the order comes forty years too late.

All of the valuable timber west of the Cascades grew at

near sea level and within twenty-five miles of Puget
Sound, This area has all been surveyed, and ne&rly all of

it patented, and the mill companies have been assiduously

at work culling the choicest timber under their purchases
from the Government. The western line of the Washing-
ton reserve barely touches timber of merchantable qual-

ity. As to protecting the headwaters of our rivers, the re-

serve or its object does not seem to cut an important

figure. The twia great rivera of the State—the Columbia
and Skagit—rise in British Columbia, far from the boun-
dary, while nearly all of the rivers and streams of prom-
inence in the State have their sources in the everlasting

glaciers.

In the Puget Sound district a diminution of the rainfall

is rarely considered. Because when the timber on the low-

lands is out a second growth springs up so suddenly that

for one tree six will replace it in three years. As the new
growth is more dense than the old it preserves moisture

and shades the ground more completely than older trees.

Even if denuding the lands of forest would diminish rain-

fall as understood in the East, there is no reason to believe

it would do so here; for so long as the winds sweep land-

ward from the Pacific, and the great mountain chain favors

condensation as we now witness it, there sliould be rain.

There should be no fear that denuding the land of trees

would favor sudden freshets by the melting of snow in

large bodies, since here where the forests exist there is

practically no snow, while on the other hand snow exists

in large quantities in the sections where there is little or

no timber. As to protecting the scrub growth that exists

on the mountain sides and in the reservation from any
depredation, every one here realizes that the prospectors

and miners are particular to preserve all the trees in the
vicinity of the mines as very useful barriers to snowslides.

Furthermore it is current rumor that some of the forest

fires that have occurred in the mountains have been
started by tenderfoot hunters from the Eastern States.

How well these conditions were considered by the com-
mittee of experts is not known, but the sweeping nature
of the order would indicate that they had given the mat-
ters but superficial attention if any. Neither does the re-

port show that the committee personally visited and in-

spected the lands reserved, nor sought information from
competent persons. It is currently reported here and be-

lieved that the committee made no further examination
than was available by a ride across the country in the

cars.

Most of the coast residents are aware of an existing rule

of the Interior Department predicated on the law of 1891

for creating reserves, which requires special agents who are

requested to make recommendations for forest reserves, to

acquire full knowledge of the proposed reserves and co-

operate with the authorities and citizens of the States for

whose benefit the reservations are to be made, and before

recommending the reserves to publish in the newspapers
in the county where the reserves lie full descriptions

thereof and file the same in the Land office in the district.

None of these requirements were obeyed, no distinctive

tracts were reserved, but a blanket reservation was placed

on the unsurveyed lands irrespective of towns, roads or

mineral locations. The whole proceeding was so sinister

in its appearance when first promulgated that many be-

lieved it a part of a scheme in the interests of the railroads

whereby they would be enabled to select sections in more
valuable localities in lieu of the ones apparently withdrawn
by the order.

You state that the order was only an initial step to be
followed by recommendations from the commission, per-

mitting agricultural lands to be occupied and mining to be
prosecuted, but the trouble is that the recommendations of

such a plan was not concurrent with the order of reserve.

People here who are familiar with dealing with the Gov-
ernment, recognize that an order from the executive of the

Interior Department means what it says, and must be
obeyed; and they do not propose to transgress its terms
with the thought that there may follow some unmentioned
modifying edict. In your effort to defend the laches of the
Oommissson in failing to have embraced in the order of

reserve excepting clauses permitting settlement and min-
ing, you say that in former reservations no settler or miner
has been interfered with. I fail to reconcile the stateme»t

with the Yosemite cases which the Federal Courts passed
on, And deprived settlers of thousands of dollars invested
in improvements;

I notice that the Commission is defeiidirig its action
through the Eastern press. It does not deny that inter-

ests already established will be injured, but declares its

purpose to prepare plans foi- the widest uses of the reser-

vation compatible with the preservations of the "forests;"

but uhfortunately in the meantime business interests must
come to a standstill, ovfing to their oversight. Western
people realize that when public lands are withdrawn from
entry that no personal liberty ot rights can be exercised
therein except by permission of the Department, which
past experience has shown to consist of a slow process of
red-tapeism. Hence this little oversight or matter of

neglect on the part of the Commission caused locators and
other interested persons to suspend operations pending an
examination of the situation.

The Commission further excuses itself by citing the
action of California in declining to have its reserve opened.
But if the members of the Commission have given the
matter examination they should have recognized that the
California reserve is a bona -fide forest reserve whose timber
and-scenic effect constitutes its principal value. By its

admissions and acts the Commission stands convicted of

blundering in the matter, M'ith neglectful consideration of

the rights of people concerned; hence the order of reserve
should be revoked to make place for a further considera-

tion of a reserve that shall be properly and justly made
whereby the rights of persons shall be protected coexist-

ent with the reservation.

The people residing in the Puget Sound country favor

public reservations when properly made. They will advo-
cate the setting apart of such scenic regions as are em-
braced by Mts. Rainier, Baker and Olympus as public j^arks

or preserves for the protection of the fast disappearing
fauna of our country. They would also favor the setting

aside of a portion of the dense forests of giant firs, such as

are seen on the Snoqualmie and Skagit I'ivers, to preserve

them for their grandeur and beauty, before the unpatented
lands on which they now stand pass into the hands of

commerce. But they oppose the segregation of mineral
lands, rich in gold, silver and copper, and devoid of mar-
ketable timber, under a blanket reservation, equal to one-
quarter of the State, and designated as a forest preserve.

Caytga.
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FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

April 7-10.- Stockton.— Stockton Kennel Club.
April l4-!l?.—XiOs Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 6. Manitoba Field Trials Club, Jtorris, Man.
Nov. 2 —Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

aiion's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— tJnion Field Trials Club's triab, Oarlisl«>, Ind.

Nov. 15.—E F. T. Club's trials, Nesvton, N. C.

The Dogs of Madagascar.

An acquaintance of mine who has just returned from
Madagascar tells many interesting stories of that far-away

land of trouble, but being a greatadmirer of dogs he never

tires of dwelling on the remarkable intelligence of the

nondescript curs that infest the island.

"Like the dogs of Constantinople," said he, ''they know
no owners, permit no familiarities and make no friends.

They are self-reliant scavengers, with all the cunning and
intelligence that chronic hunger inspires. They are no-

madic in their habits, and always travel in large packs,

sometimes traversing great distances in an extraordinarily

short space of time.

"The island is cut up by a great number of deep, sluggish

streams, and pestilential swamps which are infested with

crocodiles and caymans. These voracious reptiles don't

want a better dinner than a stray dog, and no one knows
that any better than the dogs themselves. • When a pack
of marauding canines come to a stream, they know that

they have to resort to strategy in order to cross in safety;

so the whole pack get together, and they bark and howl
and bark furiously for several minutes. A crocodile or an
alligator that has slept for- a month will wake up as soon

as he hears a dog bark, and commence a still hunt for the

dog. The result is that every reptile within hearing of the

yelping pack hustles up as near as he can approach and
waits for one to plunge in. When the river is full of them
the dogs suddenly dash up stream about 300yds., plunge in

and swim across before the alligators get done snapping

their jaws together, and scurry o^f till they come to the

next stream, when the strategy is repeated,"—^'an Fran-

cisco Post.

Blended Odors.

Ploeida, March 22.—Ijditor Forest and Stream: The fol-

lowing recouutal of an incident showing the acute nose of a

pointer dog may be of interest to my fellow readers of Pok-

EST AND Stream and also to yourself:

My pointer Cbummy, sired by Robert le Diable, and given

to me by my friend Louis T. Duryea, of Glen Cove, L 1., is

a remarkably good dog, and 1 have had many dogs. He is

very rapid and a great fiuder of quail, and then goes to Eng-
lish snipe—a bird so vastly different that but few dogs are

real good or even passably good on both; hut he is. He
seems to know how fickle the snipe are, and he is as careful

as a cat over them, poiiUing them at distances thai thows

acute sense of smell.

Getting nearer to the poiBt, I will mention th't woodcock
have been an almost unknown quantity in Florida, or at

least, hereabouts ; for few sportsmen have seen any, and I

only saw one in five years of shooting here until last winter,

when we had a regular inUux of them in our swamps
Chummy proved fine on them, working close and careful.

Now for my story : Accompanied by my man Jake, we
were hunting woodcock in tije swamps, when I heard Chum-
my bark short and sharp. 1 quickly saw Dim haviog- a

large white and black skunk at bay, which was facing him.

I at once called him off, at which the skunk made tracks,

putting a tree between us ia his run. I ran to get him in

sight again, meaniog to kill him, for he ia an egg-ealer.

Chummy took roy demonstration as an incentive to run in

and grab Uiro, wuich he did, and paid the penalty, for he

got it in eyes, nbse and mouth. The skunk ran into a shell

of a palmetto log about 2dyds. long, and Chummy, blinded
and foarning a1 the mouib, made off. We spent some five

to eight minutes in locatiug thf-; skunk in the log, by punch-
ing through here and there with a sharp stick. Meanwhile
the air, filled with the skunk odor, was so strong as to make
our eyes smart, like the effect of ammonia. The skunk lo-

cated, was shot, and, noticing that Chummy was still

gone, I called him several times. We concluded he had
gone to the wagon or home, and we also started ; hut went
no further than 40yds., when we came on him standing stiff

and true on a woodcock, which I killed.

I have often been tempted to write you this story, and
now that 1 have I would like to know "if such experience
has been known of before. T. B A.

[In the chicken trials at Fairmont, Minn., in 1882, a dog
pcinted chicken^ under similar circumstances. There have
been other instances of a similar kind mentioned in the col-

umns of Forest and ISthbam, though they occur but
rarely ]

The Catahoula 'H.og Ttog.

A FEW weeks ago we had occasion to publish on the
authority of our friend, C(>1. E H Lombard, a very inter-

esting narrative regarding the celebrated hog dog of Cata-
houla, and so remarkable were the performances of this dog
as related to us that many of the deacons of the church, as
well as personal friends of Col. Lombard, did him the in-

justice to class him as a romancer. We are glad to be able
to state, however, that Col. Lombard's story has been cor-

roborated in every particular by no less an authority than
Mr. Wash Wigsins, one of the best-known citizens of Oata-
lioula parish. Mr. Wiggins says, and he has signified his

willingness to be quoted, that the hog dogs of Catahoula are

the most intelligent animals on the face of the earth, and as

their arcestors before them were hog herders, they take to

the woik without any training whatever.
It is claimed that the wild hog of Catahoula is second

only in the matter of jjugnaeity and ferocity to the roaring
tiger of the Bengal jungle. In order to get a drove of th' se

hogs into a pen the hog dog of Catahoula, as Mr, Wiggins
informs us, operatesas follows: Keeping always in mind the
direction of the pen or corral, the dog goes into th'i woods
and flushes a drove of hogs Then keeping himself invari-

ably in front of the hogs harks forth a challenge; the hogs
accept the gauge of battle and make a dash for the enemy,
and the dog, tucking his tail—if fortunate enough to have
one, which is seldom the case—skedaddks toward the pen,
regulating his speed so a^j to save at all times a distance of
about 30yds.
Should the hogs halt in their pursuit, the dog returns and

renews his dare, and again he is charged, and again he slopes.

In this way he lures the hogs on, until in their mad chase
they follow him through the open gate into the pen, when he
immediately proceeds to jump the fence on the opposite side,

while his master, who has been .^eated on the fence during
the pursuit, whistling and shooting tobacco juice at passing
bumblebees, hurriedly climbs down and closes the gate on
the entrapped porcines. The faithful and intelligent dog,
which is found nowhere else but in the languorous shades of

the Cataboulan wilds, is rewarded with a pone of corn bread,

and the next day there is a great hog- killing time, followed
by feasting and revelry —JSfeio Orlcarin State.

Gordons at St. Ijouis.

DwrGHT, 111., March 28 —Editor Forest and Stream: I am
not in the habit of paying any attention to what the reporters

say in regard to our Gordon setters. Mr. P. H. Bryson, in

his report of the St Louis show, is either prejudiced against

the Dwigbt Kennels or he dots not know a good Gordon set-

ter when he sees one. Heather Lad has been shown since

'93, defeating every dog that has ever been shown against

him under A, K C. rules, and he has the best record oi any
Gordon setter in America.
Dwigbt Grouse, he says, is a very poor specimen. Dwight

Grouse was good enough to win first in puppy and first in

novice classes at Isew York in '96, and all the sporting

papers claimed he was an extra one. He also won second at

Boston in a class of nine. He won first in St. Louis and first

in Chicago, where they claimed the Gordons to be extra

good. A. L. Orr.

And Good Riddance.

It is reported that old age has made an end of a blood-

hound known as Old King, at Butte, Mont. The dog was
owned by ' Uncle Dick" Sutton, with whose "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" Company the animal had traveled all over the world.

It was so thoroughly trained that if anyohtS^began to recite

the lines of the play it would go through its old part.

Dixie Bed Fox Club.

Waverlt, Miss., March Editor Forest md Stream:

The third annual meet of the Dixie Red Fox Club will be
held at Waverly, Clay county. Miss., on Nov. 1, 1897. \

G. V. YoDNG, Sec'y.

American Kennel Club.

A MEETING of the Executivt Board of the A. K. C. was
held in the club rooms, 55 Liberty street. New York, on
April 6. There were present Messrs. Hunnewell, .Jr. (Chair-
man), Watson, Schellha.«s, Bloodgoodand Wilmerding.
The matter of the St. Bernard Club, of California, in Its

official intention to boycott the San Francisco Kennel Club's
show, was first taken up. The official communications were
read. Mr. H. T. Payne, secretary of the Pacific Advisory
Board, on March 25 was notified that said contemplated boy-
cott was illegal, and _ he was instructed to notify the St,

B C. that if it did not rescind its boycotting resolution on or
before March 80, the Pacific Advisory Board was directed to

serve notice of suspension on it and its officers. On March
27 the A. K. C, was notified that the Rfc. B. C. refused to re-

scind, and appealed from the action of the Pacific Advisory
Board. The latter was then instructed by the A. K. C. to
siispend the St. B. 0. at once. On March 28 the Pacific Ad-
visory Board reported that the St, B. C. was suspended, and
notice served accordingly on its officers. On March 29 the
St, B. C. notified the A, K, C. that it had consulted with the
San Francisco Kennel Club, and had unanimously rescinded
its boycotting resolution. On March 29 the Pacific Advisory
Board was instructed by the A. K. C. to remove the St. B.
Club's suspension. On March 30 the Board removed the
suspension as directed.

In regard to the penalties concerning incorrect entries in
bench show catalogues, the club ruled as follows:

That the forfeiture of deposit money in the cases of all

shows held subsequent to September, 1890, be regulated by
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such action as may be taken by the A. K. C. at its next meet-
ing regarding any amendments that may be recommended
by the committee on rules, to which the matter is hereby re-
ferred.
The following kennel names were granted: Cairnmuir, to

6. M. Carnochan; Franklin, to Summers & Zelt; Sunny-
croft, to Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff Sutton; Hempstead
Beagles, to Kernochan & Stevenson, conditional upon ob-
taining consent of Thomas H. Terry.
The champion classes at Baltimore were ruled upon as fol-

lows: That the title champion can only be acquired in the
manner provided for in the American Kennel Club rules,
and that the title of champion classes at Baltimore be ordered
changed to special classes. That the medal be in accordance
therewith, and that the winners be notified of the change of
title.

It was resolved that the secretary of the Bull Terrier Club
be directed to show cause why the club should not be ex-
pelled for causes prejudicial to the welfare of the American
Kennel Club.
Concerning the Scottish Terrier Club's specials at New

York, there having been no public notice given in regard to
these specials, it was ordered that the awards made be can-
celled.

The Stockton Kennel Club, Stockton, Cal.-, Northwestern
Kennel Club, Minneapolis, Minn.; Oakland Kennel Club,
OaklatKl, Cal., were admitted to membership.
It was ordered that the action of the officers of the A. K.

C. in suspending the St. B. C. of C, and subsequent proceed-
ings leading to reinstatement were indorsed and approved.

Comrmmications for thie department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

Winnipeg Bencli Show.
Winnipeg, April 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: I inclose

you herewith a list of the prize-winners of our local bench
show held last week and trust you will find room in your
valued paper for its publication. Our secretary was to have
attended to this, but I have just found out he neglected to
do so. It was the first attempt of our young Association and
was a decided success, both financially and otherwise. The
object of the Association is to promote the purely amateur
element, and so far we have been most successful, both in
field trials held last summer and the present bench show,
where our entries numbered over 200—no cash prizes being
given. Our setters and pointers were very good, but some
of the other classes, noticeably the St. Bernards, would stand
improvement.

P0INTERS.-i)0£f.9 (over .^•51bs): 1st, N. di Marco's Portia; 2d, B.
Gordon's Buster; cd, E R, T. Rowan's Croxteth Ole. Bitches (over
50lbs.): 1st, J. Howden's Dutchess; 2d, W. Van Vliet's Lena. D&gs
{mbs. and under); 1st, W. Wbyte'a Hal;2d, Dr. M. Clarke's Brownie;
ad, F. U. J. McArthur's Flingo Stray-deway. Bitches (501bs. and
wnder;: 1st. F. G. .J. McArthur'a Ming:oKtnc; id, K. E, Green's Fan;
3d, F. Collier's FI7. Puppies: 1st, W. McMillan's Shot; 2d, A. C.
Patterson's Jim; 3d, F. E. Green's Fan. Best kennel, A. C. Patter-
son's three pointers. Best dog or bitch owned by a member of the
Manitoba Dog Owners' Association—Ist, W. Whyte's Hal; 2d, B. Gor-
don's Buster.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—X>0!?s (over 551bs.): 1st, Ch'mo Kennels'
Pi ince Rupert; Sd, O.Graham's Gladiator; .^id, W. Plaxton's Nero.
Bitches (over 451bs ); 1st, F. W. Weir's Kan; M. Collier & Taggert's
Gray Lass; 3d, O. A. Boxer's Qu'Appelle Belle. Dogs (iSSlbs. and un-
der): 1st and bd, Ciimo Kennels' Larrican and Doc York; 2d, J. O'Don-
ohue's Manitoba Tosi. Bitches (4ait)s. and under): 1st, Cbimo Kennels'
Ortolan ; 2d, Titania; 3d, Winnipeg Kennels' Lady Bell. Pupines: 1st,
H. R. Garwood's Master Mark; ;id, H. S. Eolston's Count Cambria; 3d,
F. W. Scott's Mark. Best kennel—1st, Chlmo Kennels; 2d. Winnipeg
Kennels; .W, George Carle. Best dog or bitch belonging to a mem-
ber of the Manitoba Dog Ownero' Associatiun, Chimo Kennels' Lar-
rican.

GORDON SWtT^B&.-Puppies: 1st. 1\L W. Canniff's Lady; 2d. Joe;
3d, Hugh. Best kennel, M W. Canniff

W. C. Lee.

Some Results of Ear-Croppingr.
Ant one who has heard the "megaphone" must have won-

dered at the extraordinary power of increasing sound that
is produced by form; and I would like to call attention to
one point in connection with cutting dogs' ears that I do
not remember to have seen mentioned anywhere—that is,

from an acoustic standpoint.
I have lately purchased a small Yorkshire terrier, imported

from England only a few months ago. Its ears were clipped
in England, after what the seller of the dog declared to be
"the very latest style."
The ears were first clipped and then stiffened up, witt

three effects on the dog:
First, that the buzz of a bee or fly causes him to retreat

under cover of safety.
Second, that he ducks his head when about to be patted, a,

sure sign of the length of time the pain of the operation
must have lasted.
Third (an effect I had not expected), that he has absolutely

no idea of the direction of sound.
In the ears of a mastiff dog, any one who observes the

shell-like, form of the ear-opening may easily imagine the
immense power of such a trumpet-like instrument to in-
crease the volume of sound. A change in the acoustical ar-
rangement of the flap of the ear would necessarily entirely
puzzle and bewilder the owner as to the direction of sound,
and this one point on ear-cutting would seem of itself tO'
condemn the practice.—A, M. P. in Our Animal Friends.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Under date of March 29. Mr, Frank Richards writes us as;

follows: "Del Monte dogs are in the pink of condition
Minnie T. was recently bred to Tony Boy, and Betty 13. to
Count Gladstone IV. With this breeding of such noted in-
dividuals the very best stock should be produced. I have
finished my work here for the present, and shall soon depart
for Stewart, Minn., where I will remain until July, when I
shall move to Manitoba to begin work on chickens, and pre-
pare for the Manitoba and Continental chicken trials. All
of the other trainers have gone North except myself. George
Gray went on the loth; George, my brother, and Johnson,
Buckle and Rose have all given the high water the slip. If
it continues to rise I will have to engage a flat-boat."

Three judges and a professional Eastern superintendent,
Spratts Patent wire benching, $10, $5 and §2 for cash prizes
dozens of great big silver cups, hundreds of gold medals'
and $3,000 for a guarantee fund, are some of the indications
of the tidal wave in San Francisco dogdom.—Field Sports.

A printed report of the governors' meeting .of the Amer-
ican Fox Terrier Club, held Feb. 22, can be obtained of the
chib's secretary, Mr. H. H. Hunnewell, Jr., Boston, Mass
The treasurer's report shows a credit of $803 31. The club
has also issued a circular letter setting forth the purposes of
the club, the advantages of membership in it, etc. All who
are interested in fox terriers should avail themselves of the
opportunity to learn of the benefits to be gained by member-
ship and of the good work accomplished by the club.

It is gratifying to know that the St. Bernai-d Club at last
did a sensible and just action, even though said action was
brought about under great pressure. Nevertheless, that is
no bar now to think freely over matters at last which it-

should have thought over freely at first.

Mr. J. J. Lynn, secretary of the International Fox Terrier
Club, Port Huron, Mich., writes that the dates of the club
show have been changed and will be given later. This
action has been taken to avoid conflicting with Toronto and
Minueapolia,

DEER, DUCKS AND A BICYCLE.
Loco, I. T.—Editor Forest and Stream: On Oct. 15 I de-

cided to spend a day among the bluebilis on Mud Creek. I
arose early the following morning, and taking' my little

hammerless and a lunch mounted my wheel and fctarted for
the creek, ten miles distant.

It was dark at the time, and I lit my lamp and pedaled
along quietly till the first streak of dawn appeared, when I
dismounted and blew out my lamp. Daylight found me
speeding along a smooth road "treading the wind" to the
music of the familiar click of the chain and the songs of
many birds, and wondering why there were not more
bicycle cranks. The real unalloyed pleasure of a country
spin in the early morning hours must be felt to be under-
stood,

I soon reached the lake, and found the ducks in countless
numbers. Selecting a good position, I awaited my chance,
which was not long coming. Almost at once a nice bunch
came swinging by. I took careful aim and pulled, the old
American wood popped, and I distinctly saw my duck double
up in mid air. Quickly covering another, I pulled again, with
the same result. For two hours or more I kept up a fusil-

lade, after which the ducks seemed to draw off, and the
best of the morning shooting having passed I got on my
wheel again and started down the creek, hoping to find
some squirrels.

I had only gone a short distance when I heard some
hounds running oif to my right. I happened to think that
Uncle Pomp was out that" day after deer, and I knew the
game was heading for a crossing about a mile down stream,
so at once I started at a lively gait, hoping to intercept it.

The land was a soit of overflow, and was rough and hard
riding. 1 could hear the hounds coming at full cry, and for-
got all about my wheel and the road and put forth my every
effort in trying to reach the crossing first. It was a nip and
tuck race, and I knew it would take the hardest kind of rid-
ing to intercept the deer. On T sped, not looking where I
went, through bushes, briers and mud holes, over limbs,
chunks and logs. Coming in sight of the crossing, I

checked my wheel as quickly as possible, and jumped off
and stood behind a tree. I had hardly time" to get my
breath when I saw the deer come dashing down the bank.
The next instant I raised my gun and pulled both triggers
together, sending S^-oz. of No. 4 shot into his side. He
dropped his tail and went dashing on, and the dogs swept by
like an avalanche.
Their cry soon after ceased, and I knew the deer was

down. Uncle Pomp and three other men rode up just then.
Uncle Pomp sung out; "Hello, Whit, did you shoot that
deer?" "I shot at him," I replied, "but I'm not sure whether
I hit him." "We'll soon see." said he, as he forded the
creek and disappeared in the direction the deer had gone.
He soon returned with a nice four-prong buck behind him on
his horse. "How in thunder did you ever get here?" he
asked, "I thought you were up at the lake."

1 explained to his satisfaction my quick ride, and his won-
der then changed to surprise that 1 had been able to make it

without breaking my neck.
The men took the deer, promising to leave a good part at

my house. After they left 1 ate my lunch and then returned
to the lake, where I had good shooting for several hours.
Upon counting my bag I found I had forty-three bluebilis,
eight mallards and three canvasbacks. I tied them on to my
wheel, and, though heavily loaded, sped along homeward
without diflSculty. Wing Shot.

To be Taken with a Grain of Salt.

TxME flies and the world moves. In the spring of 1892
one of our largest bicycle manutaclurers spent thousands of
dollars publishing an advertisement,that read as follows:

"Before selecting your bicycle for the coming season be
sure that you are right on the lire question. * * * Rg.
member that makers who failed last year with their cushion
tires are trying to divert attention by offering so called pneu-
matics, which are mostly inflated hose pipes. * * * Re-
member that nothing can be devised to compare with the

—

cushion tire."

That was only five years ago, and yet to-day this very
manufacturer is one of the strongest advocates of the "in-
flated hose pipes " Though no prophet, he was shrewd
enough to find out in time his mistake, and he dropped
cushion tires as if they had been hot potatoes.
The thousands of people who bought wheels fitted with

cushion tires, as a result of their confidence in his statement,
when they might have had the vastly better pneumatics, suf-
fered, of course.

They had taken the word of a man who ought to have
known, but who did not, and bumped along on the old hard
tires when they might have been comfortable on the newer
invention.
There is a moral in this. Unobtrusive excellence suffers

by contrast with blatant mediocrity. Many of the best
bicycles to day are not widely known, while others of only
moderate merit enjoy a large sale. Last year, for example,
a manufacturer of world-wide reputation turned out a large
number of poor wheels.
The fact leaked out early in the season, and people who

keep posted in such matters advised their friends to have
nothing to do with this particular wheel. The bicycle was
lavishly advertised, however, and despite its known faulty
construction had a wide sale.

Frames came to pieces, spokes broke and bearings wore
away on the slightest pretest, yet the wheel continued to
sell, and many of the deluded buyers actually believed that
all bicycles were built that way, and were content to lose
the use of their wheels for weeks at a time while being re-
paired because of their faith that the was the best
wheel made—a faith, be it noted, implanted and fostered by
the remarkably clever advertisements of the manufacturers.
The people who advertise most will sell the most wheels^

but they do not always sell the best. Also, the best wheel
made will never sell unless advertised. Also, it is not always
wise to be influenced by the statement of one manufacturer.
The majority are much less apt to make mistakes than indi-
viduals, as is illustrated by the case of the man who had the
cushion tire and advertised that nothing could be devised to
compare with it.

WHEELING NOTES.
The Manhattan Elevated Railroad has begun c<lrrying

bicycles on certain trains in New York city. At present the
service is limited to the S xth avenue line and to half hourly
special trains running morning and evening on Sundays
only. A small additional charge is made for carrying the
wheels, but the service is bound to be popular, as it opens
up the fine systems of good roads on Staten Island and parts
of New Jersey that have heretofore been practically inac-
cessible to many riders living in the upper part of the city.

Ladies especially have objected to the long ride through
the city necessitated in going to and from the down town
ferries, and as Ihe distanre for the round trip often foots up
to twenty miles the objection is not to be wondered at.

Previous" to this action, the Manhattan Company has per-
mitted the carriage of wheels on their trains on the same
terms as other merchandise. New wheels or parts have been
carried in rear cars, and sometimes sharp-witted riders in
distress have taken advantage of this fact, and by taking
apart their wheels gotten them admitted to the trains.

Screws and nuts sometimes contract a habit of working
loose even in the best regulated bicycles. A cure for this ill

is to sprinkle a little powdered rosin over the thrpad or else
to dip the threaded part in melted tire cement. Sometimes
a loose pedal may be held in place by screwing on with a
small piece of soft wire laid across the thread. This is not
successful, however, when the thread is badly stripped.

Smoking lamps and lamps that will not stay lighted are
one of the banes of the city wheelman's life. The lamp must
be clean and the air passages unchoked to insure a steady
flame. Another point to remember is to kerp the wick
trimmed with a hollow in the center, as smoking always
results when the flame runs to a point.

A correspondent in Montreal asks for the address of a
manufacturer of bicycle boats either in America or England.

Cyclometers this year are being made to register not only
the total mileage for the season, but also the distance covered
in single trips. They are so arranged that the trip figures
can be set back each day to zero without interfering with
the regular register.

As a result of the protest made by the associated cycling clubs
through their spokesman, Police Magistrate Simms, it seems
reasonably certain that the asphalted streets of New York
will be in better condition this summer for riding than ever
before. General Collis, Commissioner of Public Works, has
noiified the Street Sprinkling Association that hereafter all

sprinkling of streets, roads and avenues and public places
paved with asphalt must be done before 8 o'clock in the fore-
noon of each day.
Wheelmen who have suffered from the slimy, dangerous

pavements in time past will appreciate tiiis action.

One of the many improvements to be credited to the bi-
cycle is the modern road book, which is a dis-tinct advance
in the art of map making.

In the best of the forthcoming books for 1897 detailed in-
formation is given as to the condition and character of roads,
height and grade of hills, points of interest along the com-
moner routes, etc., as well as directions for crossing cities
that lie in the way of the wheelman. Such information is

invaluable to toiu-ists, and horse owners and pedestrians
alike profit along with the cyclists.

Wheel insurance companies assert that more than 17,000
bicycles were stolen during 1896.

Women cyclists more than men need to learn a good ankle
action in riding.

Women like to appeaf Well on bicycles as elsewhere, and it

is an absolute impossibility for them to do so if they ride
flat-footed. Nothing is more ungraceful than the up and
down motion of the lower limbs of such riders, and the un-
gallant comments often made regarding women on the bi'
cycle are the result.

The fair rider, if she wishes to fill her mission in the
world, and add her natural quota of brightness and beauty
to life, should have her saddle adjusted so that she can just
reach the pedal at its lowest point with the ball of her foot.
Then, if she is of the right metal, she will soon learn to rise
in her toes as she would in dauciog, and her knees will no
longer be thrown out in front like cats fighting in a bag.
Beauty awheel is dependent upon rhythmic motion with

the least perceptible indication of muscular effort.
It would be a good thing if some of the dancing masters

who find the times dull on account of the bicycle crazs would
turn their attention to instructing ladies in wheeling.

Bicycles are baggage now In Oalifornia and Arizona. The
number of other States that have recently adopted similar
legislation is large, and it looks very much as if there would
be no States without bicycle baggage laws in another year or
two.

At the recent conference in Boston of the representatives
of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. and the Long Island Sound
y. R. U., it was decided to call a conference of representa-
tives of tJxe vVa^rious associations at the end of the racing sea-
son, on Oct. 1, with a view to the organization of a national
association. Since this decision was reached a change has
been made in the plans, and it is now announced that the
conference will be held at the beginning of the season at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, on May 1. Invitations have been
extended to the different associations, and also to some cluba
not connected with any association. It is uncertain as yet
just what action may be taken, but the meeting is likely to
lead to the formation of a national association either at once
or after the close of the racing season.

A VERT interesting experiment has lately been made by
some members of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. in the
racing of a 15-footer in Bermuda waters against the local
boats, considered invincible by the natives. Messrs D
Le Roy Dresser, Irving Cox and F. M. Hoyt visited Bermuda
last month, taking with them the fast 15-footer Paprika, de-
signed and built last season by L. D. Huntington. At Ber-
muda they discovered another member of the club, William
Whitlock, who had been spending the winter there. During
their short stay Paprika was sailed against the local 15ft,
boats of much greater sail area with marked success. The
boat was left in Mr. Whitloek's hands for a final race, which
she won, and has since been shipped back to New York,
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The Measurement Rule.

The following letter comes to us from Mr. G. R. Liije-

kten, of Gothenburg, Sweden, and deals with a subject that

Is just now of great interest to yachtsmen, as it is evident

that some improved form of measurement rule miist be had
in the near future:

This question of a suitable measurement rule, which is a

daily subject of discussion among nearly all persons inter-

ested in the sailing sport, seems in all methods of measuring
as yet proposed to aim only at rendering it impossible for

the fin-keels to dominate the racing courses and to capture

most of the prizes. Certainly nobody will deny this object

to be a just one.
All the rules of measurement known to-day have ap-

proached more or less this end, but by ways which, to my
belief, are not the right ones; for instance, the Danish (Ben-

zou) rules and the new English rule.

The rule I now wish to propose is, for aught I know, the

only one of its kind either in its practical composition or

its theoretical correctness. .

The formula for the corrected length or racing length is:

"pT V CD. /C. p. \ C.,D.

L. signifies the racing length; S. A. the sailTlHere R. L. signifies the racing length; S. A. the sail area,

measured according to the usual method; L. the length ot

load waterline; C. and d constants; P. the area of mid-
ship section, measured on the drawing or from the yacht on
land and controlled by the position of the yachtm water;

and D. the displacement expressed in cubic feet.

As to the theoretical correctness of the formula, I beg to

quote the following proposition, known to most theorists;

"If two yachts are constructed from the same drawing on
diflEerent scales, their speed will be in direct proportion to

their respective 'L., if they are provided with sail areas pro-

portionate to their respective L.'" Their resistances grow
as L.« (Froude), hence S. A. must vary as L.s undertheabove
conditions, for S. A.=driving power=resl8tance.
As is easily seen, the racing length of the yacht grows di-

rectly as the length and sail area, but, on the contrary, in-

versely as the area of midship section; that is, the smaller

the midship section, the greater the racing length. This is

the reason why, for instance, fin-keel boats, light center-

board boats and modern light keel yachts (bulb-keelers with

wooden fin) have so great a racing length, whereas those ot

greater body have a considerably smaller measurement.
The table following, in which the proportions between dif-

ferent types and sizes are compared in accordance with my
system, the Y. R. A. rating rule and the Seawanhaka sys-

tem, presents very remarkable figures.
, , , ^ ,

It, for instance, appears that the fln-keel boats Vencedor,

Commodore, Blenda, Yum Yum and the Martin craft, as

well as the centerboardboats Ostsee, Yohanna, Glencairnand

JSl Heirie, and the modern keel yachts "New Yacht" and
<3rarm, have a considerably, not to say immensely, greater

racing length by the system now proposed by me than by

aither the American or the English systems.

The area of midship section of both Blenda and Yum ium
are only calculated, not measured; yet I venture to declare

with decision that the numbers expressing their respective

areas are not too small, rather the reverse.

Careful attention should be given to the respective figures

of Ariadne, Perkun, Thora, Aura, Carmen, Viola, Vira, all

yachts of very diflEerent types, although not one of them has

a modern, small midship section or very limited displace-

In Sweden I have been met by the objection, that the mid-

ship section is not measurable in the water, but in reply to

that I will remark that a simple machine for such measure-

ing certainly could be easily constructed and would give

very exact results, as exact as is practically required; for an
error of some square inches would, no doubt, be of little im-

portance in the practical use of the system, when, for in-

stance, the sail area is measured according to the method
now customary.
The time allowance is, in my system, equal to the wnole

diflEerence between the respective T; and T is equal to

3600

1.1. 'rtl:'

that is, the theoretical normal speed is equal to 1.1. ^ R. h.

By comparing calculations I have in the first formula to

R. L. fixed the constant C. = 1.48.

In the English system the time allowance is equal to the

diflEerence between the respective T, and T in the tables is

the time allowance of the yacht to a 1-rater. If the length

over all exceeds 1.5. L W.L., I would assume L. = L.W.L. +
U [L. over all—1.5. L.W.L].

Name.

40-rater
Excelsior
The Martin craft.

.

Vencedor
Blenda
Commodore. ......

Canada
LaUy
Ostsee, c.b
Ariadne
Perkun
New Yacht
Yohanna, c.b
Thora
Aura (94)

Aura (84)

Tyr
Carmen
Yum Yum.
Oarm
Viola
Vira
Qlencairn.,,,j.,,.i
El Heirie

My Old Seawan-
System. English halia.

L. S A P. R.L T. Rat, T. R. L. T.

57.6 4140 51.8 56.4 437 40 187.8 61 461

58.0 3475 49.5 54.4 444 84 182.3 58.5 465

45.0 2400 23.5 52.0 455 18.0 158.0 47.0 5i5

43.0 3265 22.6 50.0 464 16.25 153.2 45.3

35.5
37.8

1910 15.

S

47.5 477 11.3 138.4 39.6 572

2600 32.4 43.4 4f8 16.4 154 46.9 526

37.4 3163 29.0 41.3 510 13.4 146 4i.O

40.5 1820 29.0 41.3 510.5 12.3 142 41.6 559

36,1 1588 20.0 41.1 511 9,6 131 37.7 587

35.5 1366 24.8 36.1 547 8.1 128 86.2 598

3t.75 1480 25.5 35.8 548 8.25 124 36.3 599

,6.0 1168
836

15.25 32.75 573 5.1 100 30.1 656

24.7 10.8 31.75 581 8.45 79 6.8 696

c9.5 1280 23.7 31.7 581.5 6.3 110.7 32.7 681

25.8 1015 18.2 29.2 607 4.45 93.8 28.8 672

25.8 908 18.3 28.2 617 3.90 85.9 28.0 678

615 10.05 27.6 624 2.30 55.3 23.7 740

22.5 7.^5 12.54 27.4 626 2.85 68.4 25.0 720

19.4 381 5.40 26.2 640 1.23 14.8 19.45 817

19.90 444 8.00 24.6 661 1.47 26.7 20.5 795

19.65 484 9.72 23.5 6r5 1.5*' 31.7 20.8 793

485 9.72 23.85 677 1.56 30.7 20.7 790

15.84* 292 2.15 27.8 620 0.63 —86 14.92 932

15.50* 240 2.00 26.9 631 0.£6 —44 14.87 934

*L.=L.W.L.-f [L. over all—1.5 L.W.L.].

G. R. LlTJEGREN-.

We are not suflaciently familiar with all the yachts quoted
by Mr. Liljegren to pass a critical opinion as to the exact

value of the proposed formula; but short of this we are en-

tirely in accord with him as to the desirability of using

either displacement or the area of the midship section, and
as a divisor; thus placing a premium upon displacement up
to a certain point, with its accompanying advantages in

greater internal space. We do not, however, favor the plan

of Mr. Liljegren so far as it places the centerboard type on a
par with the fin-keel under the rule, and practically excludes

It from the racing. We should prefer to see a formula that

would encourage the keel yacht of moderate proportions and
good bulk, and at the same time would still give a fair

chance to the centerboard yacht of similar qualities. As
we understand the proposition of our correspondent, the

centerboard type would be penalized so heavily as to bar it

entirely from the races.
Dealing with the leading type, the moderate keel boat, we

have made some calculations as to the possible operation of

the proposed formula In the 43ft. class of the Lake Y. R. A.,

to which Yama, Zelma and Canada belong. We have as-

sumed the same L.W.L. (37ft.) and S. A. (2,209sq. ft.) for

four yachts of the class, with diflEerent areas of midship sec-

tion, the racing length by the proposed formula being as fol-

lows:
Midship
section.

Racing
length. -Allowance.

16sq. ft 50.30ft. Allows.
20sq. ft. ... . .4fi.7ft. 3 50 Allows.
24sq. ft 44.0ft. 7 01 .3 11 Allows.
28sq. ft...-...41.7ft. 9 58 6 08 2 57 Allows.
33sq. ft 40.0ft. 12 19 8 29 5 18 2 31

The midship section of Canada, a semi-fin, is 22sq. ft. (Mr.
Liijegren's figures for Canada are too high), and of Yama, a
cutter of moderate beam and rather large displacement, is

27sq. ft. From this it will be seen that the first example, of

16sq. ft. area of midship section, represents the fin-keel type;

the second, a fin of greater displacement; the third, a yacht
of strong S-sectiou, such as immediately preceded the intro-

duction of the fin-keel; the fourth, of 28sq. ft. area, a Wide
cutter of the Minerva type; and the fifth, a narrow cutter,

somewhat less extreme than the old lead mine. Assuming
that the five were of equally good construction, and that by
virtue of appropriate dimensions they all carried sail equally
well, the fourth column shows the allowance from the fin-

keel to the others in order for a twenty-four-mile course. As
far as can be estimated from an inspection of these figures.

than that shown in the drawing, both ends having been ex-
tended after the first design was completed.
The yacht is building for Mr. Palmer by Wood Bros. , of

East Boston, and is now nearly completed. The fin and bulb,
of iron, are cast in one piece, with wide flanges for bolting to
the oak keel, a plan successfully followed in the former
yachts. The keel is 12iu. wide amidships and 4in. thick,

tapering at each end, and is steamed and bent to the re-

quired sweep. The fin i'* fastened with %'in. galvanized iron
bolts, two to each floor, forty-eight in all; the heads being
countersunk in the flanges of the fin and the nuts set up be-

low the top of the floor timber, so as not to project through
the floor of the cabin.

The frames are all single, of oak, sided 2in., and moulded
2]4'm. at heels and 2in. at heads, spaced lOin. Most of them
are bent, but some in the counter are sawn from knees. All
the bent frames are got out to shape, staylathed and beveled
before setting up. On each pair of frames is a floor timber
of Sin. oak plank, lOin. deep at the middle, and about 6in. at
the ends, the upper faces beveled to take the flooring of the
cabins. The lower bilge clamps run over the ends of these
floors. There are two bilge clamps on each side; one just
over the ends of the floors, the other at the turn of the bilge.

The main deck beams are 3 by 4in., the others 2 by 2>.<in.

The planking is of hard pine in single lengths, finishing

IXin- thick, and the deck is 2 by l>ain. The deck frame is

well kneed o£E with both hanging and lodging knees of hack-
matack. Contrary to the usual practice, the rudder will be

BODY PLAN OF SCHOONER,

we should say that in the first place they show that the ex-

treme fin is barred, in the second that they would place

the other types on very fair terms of equality. It seemsthatthe
end in view—the encouraeement of the medium types, as

represented by No. 3 and No. 4—would be attained; at the

same time there is a fighting chance for the more extreme
types on each end. It is doubtful where the moderate "com-
promise" centerboard type would come in; but, considering

all things, it is not likely that this type would be any more
successful than it has been under the Seawanhaka ruie m
competing with Minerva and Gloriana.

Of course this method of comparison is more or less partial

and superficial; to cover the case thoroughly it would be

necessary to make a sketch design for a yacht of each of the

five types to the class limit of 42ft., giving each the propor-

tion of L. and S. A. that the particular type demands, and
then to compare their probable performances without time
allowance. We shall be glad to hear from any of our read-

ers who may be sufliciently interested to study Mr. Liije-

gren's formula further and to test its practicability. The
objection mentioned, on the score of the difficulty of obtain-

ing the measurement of the midship section, is of no mo-
ment; it seems almost certain at the present time that either

displacement or area of midship section—the two being prac-

tically convertible—must be an important factor in any new
rule; and that, however difficult to obtain, one or the other

must be had.

A Fin-Keel Cruising Schooner.

The yacht whose lines are here presented will be recog-

nized as the sister to two yachts already illustrated in the

Forest and Stream, Paralos and Palmyra. This peculiar

type of fin-keel, of limited draft, full body and great internal

capacity, essentially a cruiser in its characteristics, has for

several years been a subject of special study with the two
gentlemen who are responsible for the present design, Mr.

George B. Wilbur, of Taunton, Mass., and Mr. Wm. F.

Palmer, formerly of Taunton, but now of Maiden, Mass.

These gentlemen, both amateurs, have worked together in

their designing for some years; Mr. Wilbur getting out the

lines, while the calculations are made and the details of

cabins, fittings, etc., are arranged by Mr. Palmer, who has

owned and cruised in both Paralos an l Palmyra.
The new design is the result of a very satisfactory experi-

ence in the previous craft, and is similar in form, but in rig

she is a decided novelty. The sail plan, which we will publish

next week, shows what might be called, according to some
of the absurdities of yacht nomenclature, a "cat schooner."

Absurd as such a term is, it has its parallel in the terms

"cat yawl" and "cat sloop." The rig is certainly a schooner,

but the foremast is stepped iust forward of the waterline, as

in a catboai; the mainmast being in the center of the water-

line.

The dimensions ot the yacht are;

Length over all 45ft. 9in.

L,W.L 32ft.

Overhang, forward , ift. 9iu.

aft...'. 'J'ft.

Beam, extreme 13fr.

L.W.L 12ft.

Freeboard, bow 5ft.

stern 3ft. 6in.

least 3ft.

Depth, rabbet to planksheer, midships 5ft. 5iii.

Draft, hull only 2ft. 3in.

vfithfln. i..;..v, 5ft. 4in.

Displacement, to designed L.W.L 9.67 long tons.

Fin and bulb, cast iron 5.72 long tons.

Midship section, area W SOsq. ft.

from stem IS.Obrt.

C.B. from stem 17.60ft.

Lateral plane, area, hull 46sq. ft.

fla 60sq. ft.

rudder 12sq. It.

Total.. Il8sq. ft.

C.L.R. from stem, without rudder. 15.66ft.

Lower sail area j.l,60Osq. ft.

With a light scantling and limited iiiterior fittings, the

yacht will trim to the designed L.W.L.; but a thoroughly
strong and durable construction has been adopted, and the

yacht will be completely and comfortably fitted up for cruis-

ing service, thus increasing the displacement to about
25,0001bs., the l.w.l. to 84ft., and the draft to 5ft. 6in., with a
proportionate reduction of freeboard. The over all length,

as actually built and given in the table, is a little greater

of wood, with a Sin. locust stock, 27 per cent, of the blade
being forward of the center.
The extent and nature of the accommodations can only be

understood from the interior plans, which, with the sail

plan, we will publish next week.

Important, If True.

The Chicago Chronicle of March 31 is responsible for the
following story, for which we cannot vouch:

A syndicate of prominent New York yachtsmen have
about closed negotiations for the purchase of Com. Berri-
man's crack yacht, the A'^encedor.

The Eastern yachtsmen want the Western sloop to pit
against Howard Gould's fast yacht, the Niagara, There is

nothing on the Atlantic coast that can give the Niagara a
good race, and the salt-water sportsmen have been forced to
lay aside their prejudice and come West for a yacht to test
the champion's merit. They have been obliged to do this or
build a high-class racer. Aside from the risk attending the
latter experiment, the cost of the venture would be a neat
sum, for no builder of reputation would undertake to build
a yacht to sail against the Niagara except for a fancy price.

The quality of the Vencedor is known all over the Lakes, and
her reputation for fast work in a heavy sea has traveled up
and down the seacoast.
The chances of the Yencedor being able to give the Niagara

a race have been carefully considered by the yachtsmen who
contemplate her purchase. Aside from what is known of
her public performances, the Eastern yachtsmen have been
seeking private information concerning her sailing qualities.

Poekel, who designed her, advised them that he would go as
far as he could in recommending her without giving an
actual guarantee. Com, Berriman said he would go further.
He agreed to put up a bonus of $1,000, which the purchasers
should take if the Vencedor failed to defeat the Niagara in
two out of three races.
Both of these crack yachts are of the same general type.

The Niagara was the model Poekel had in miud when ne
designed the Vencedor. He aimed to make a yacht of the
Niagara type with a few improvements. He thinks he suc-
ceeded, and risks his reputation as a builder of racing yachts
when he states in emphatic terms that he believes the
Vencedor will have little diflficultyin defeating the Gould
yacht.
The Niagara is inEurope at present, but it is understood she

will be brought over very soon. As a racing machine, both
in this country and abroad, she has had an almost uninter-
rupted line of successes. Out of fifty-two races sailed she
has won forty-eight.
Commodore Berriman is willing to part with his fast fin-

keel because he cannot get another race with the Canadians
for her. Should the pending negotiations be completed, he
will challenge the Canadians, and build a yacht to suit their

class. They will not sail in the Vencedor's class, claiming
she is too big. The Vencedor and the Niagara are well suited
to a race in point of size, the Eastern yacht being only 3ft,

bigger, racing length. On a twenty-one mile course the
Western boat would claim a time allowance of a little more
than two minutes.
Yachtsmen will be much interested in noting the perform-

ance of a lake yacht over the salt-water courses.

American Model T. C.

At the annual meeting of the American Model Y. C, held
on April 2 at their rooms, 227 Fulton street, Brooklyn, the
following oflficers were elected for the ensuing year: Com.,
James H. Lane; Vice-Com., Cornelius Van Ness; Treas., Geo,
W. Townley; Sec'y, Geo. F, Pigott; Meas., Prank Nichols;
Trustee for three years, J. C. Meyer. Ofificial reports for the
past year were read, showing the club to be in a thoroughly
prosperous condition. The report on the half models sub-
mitted to Mr. A. Cary Smith was read, showing the success-

ful half modelers as follows; O. L. Gray, J. C. Meyer and
Frank Nichols.

It was decided to open the boat house at the salt-water

station, foot of Thirty-fourth street, South Brooklyn, on
April 18, when preparations for a lively season of model
yachting will be in order. The club has its eye on the Eagle
cup, and intends to have its hands on it hs soon as one of the
fastest models is selected by the trial races. No doubt Star
will make a bold bid for first place, but the race wall not be
a sail-over by any means, as she will meet some fast boats.

Frank Nichols.
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YACHT DESIGNlNG.-XVli.
BY W. P. STEPHENS.

(Continued from page MB.)

Being provided with a suitable drawing board and a sup-
port for it, tbe next question for the draftpman is what to
put on the board to receive his drawing? At the present
tune drawing paper can be had of every grade, from tbe
coarsest and poorest up tt the finest, and practically of any
size desired; 6ft. wide by 30, 60. and even 90Ft. long are
stock sizes, and still larger can be obtained. It is amusing
now to read in the old books on drafting minute instructions
for scarfing and joining the comparatively small sheets then
obtainable, in order to make one large sheet. To-dav paper
is made in continuous lengths, and of almost any width up
to 10ft. or so; some of it being afterward cut into sheets of
various sizes and sold in that form, while the rest is cut into
convenient lengths of 10, 20 or 80yds , and sold in the roll or
by the yai'd.

The first and most important consideration in selecting
drawing paper, and one too frequently overlooked, is econ-
omy ; and to this end only the very best should be bhosen,
regardless of the first cost. A sheet of Whatmann's "Se-
lected Best" hand made papeJ-, of ' Double lilephant" size,

a7x40in., costs 30 cents, and two thirds of this sheet, costing
'iO cents (]8x40in.), will be of the ri^bt size and proportions
for a set of lines. The drawino to be made on this piece of
pajDcr will probably require three or four days' time at the
least, and an outlay of $15 to $B0 for labor. Such paper as
13 too commonly used—a coarse, rough brown, filled with
clay or other adulterant—may cost from 2 to 5 cents for a
piece of the same size. Against this saving of less than 20
cents in first cost must be set the loss of time, amounting to
many hours, which is due to the coarse and unsuitable sur-
face, the diificulty of making erasures, and the probable
spoiling of the whole drawing when it comes to the inking
in, as apart from the difficulty of making a pen work at all

on such a rough, furry surface, the ink will spread wher-
ever an erasure has been made. On a good white paper the
most minute measurements may be plotted; very fine nencil
lines may be drawn; erasures, even of ink lines, are "easily

made without damage to the surface; the inking in may be
done in half of the lime and with far greater neatness; and
the lines of the finished drawing, fine as they are, stand out
in bold relief. Even the beginner and the amateur, though
he counts his time as of no money value and is desirous of
economizing in bis cash outlay for materials, will find it the
worst kind of economy to purchase paper of a poorer grade
than is suitable for the particular work lie may be engaged
on.

Really good drawing paper can only be made of good
materials and by expert workmen, the presence or absence
of both being soon detected when a piece of paper is in use.
The paper should be strong, so as to stand continual hand-
ling, and it should be durable, not becomiag brittle or dis-

colored with age. It should be of uniform thickness and
i ven surface; it should shrink or stretch as little as possible,
and equally in all directions; tbe surface should not absorb
inks, but it must receive them freely, and must be capable of
standing the complete erasure of ink marks and redrawing
in ink. For some kinds of drafting it is necessary that the
paper should stand the application of water in washing in
broad surfaces of color, but this is seldom the case in marine
drafting. It is not possible to obtain all of these qualities in
any one make of paper, but from the very extensive and
varied stock carried by the dealers in draftsmen's supplies it

is possible to select a paper exactly fitted for any particular
purpos".
The drawing; of a set of lines for a vessel requires very

accurate work, with fine lines and presumably considerable
erasure and alteration ; for this purpose a thick white paper
with a smooth surface is the best. Each maker or large
dealer has a series of names for all of his papers, and this

class of white papers is listed under such names as "Para-
gon," "Par Excellence." "Peerless," "Universal." "Anvil,"
"Linnien," "Hercules," etc. ; the first three being the belter
grades The best of these papers cost by the single yard,
42in. wide, 45 to 50 cents, or half this price for a piece 18x
42in., enough for the average drawing; by the roll of lOyds.
they are still cheaper. The sail plan may be made on the
same paper, but as it requires less alteration and erasure a
lighter grade will answer as well. For preliminary sketches
of sheer plan, etc., for details on a large scale, and similar
open and simple drawings, the better grades of brown detail

paper?, costing from 8 to 13 cents per yard, are quite good
enough, and of course much cheaper than the first mentioned.
For laying off any parts full size, such as the body plan, the
cheapest grade of manilla paper is suitable; some of these
papers, made for commercial use rather than for drafting,

being so cheap when purchased by the roll that they are used
on the mold loft floor for laying down the lines full size.

For sketching and for the amateur's practice in the study
of drafting, and in fact for amateur drafting in general, the
ordinary linen ledger and letter papers, which may be had in

sheets of large size, and of course unruled, are excellent,

and considerably cheaper than the heavier drawing papers.
They will take ink and will stand a reasonable amount of
erasure. They, as well as some of the thinner of the regular
drawing papers, may be used for blue- printing direct, with-
out the labor of a tracing, and thus are very convenient.
The roll paner, which may b&had in 10yd. rolls ot 36, 42,

58, 63 and even 72in. width, is more economical than the
sheets, as it may be cut to any sizes desired wfthoui waste;
it is also convenient to store; but it has one serious objtction,

it will not lie flat on the board. Tnis may be overcome by
damp-stretching, as describtd later, or by rolling the paper the
reverse way when the roll ia first opened and leaving it for a
time, afterward cutting it into large sheets and putting them
where they will lie perfectly fiat and under pressure. This
is advisable with all paper, as it improves with age.

In addition to the heavier papers for original drawings
there are the transparent papers and cloth used for tracing,

very indispensable adjuncts. The papers are the cheaper,
costing about one-third as much as the cloth, and they
answer very well for certain work that is not much handled.
The}' are very fragile and easily torn, however, and much,
less "satisfactory to draw on than the cloth; the latter being
in every way preferable for tracings that are to be frequently
handled or are of permanent value. It is most annoying to

spend hours of careful work over a tracing and tnen m a
short time to find the paper tearing at the edges and corners
and in a fair way to become worthless. We would impress
upon the young draftsman the lesson that it took us many
years of practice to learn, that the slight saving due to the
use of a poor quality of paper, or of tracing paper instead of
cloth, is dearly paid for in the end.

The invention of the blue-printiiig and other similar but

more complicated processes—a comparatively modern im-
provement—^has made the tracing in one sense even more val-
uable than it was before, though it has decreased the necessi-
ty foi" numerous tracings. In this process it is necessary to
have a drawing on some transparent medium, which drawing
is equivalent to a photographic negative. This drawing is

placed over a sheet of sensitized paper, and a sheet of heavy
plate glass is laid over the two; they are then exposed to the
bright sunlight for five minutes or so, or for a longer time if

the light be less intense. The sensitized sheet, which was
originally of a light yellow tint, and after exposure under the
tracing has turned to varying shades of blue-gray, is now
quickly washed wilh cold water and hung up to dry. The
final result is a dark blue ground with white lines. Other
processes give black or very dark lines on a white ground,
but they are more difficult and expensive, and for most pur-
poses no better than the humble blue-print. The value of
this simple process is almost incalculable; before its inven-
tion it was necessary to make a separate tracing from the
original for every copy of a drawing, a number being re-

quired in large establishments. Now but one' tracing is

needed; from this any desired number of reproductions can
be made rapidly and at a nominal cost.

A suitable selection of paper for ordinary work would in-

clude a roll of white paper, what is termed" "thick" or "me-
dium" "smooth," cut into as large sheets as can be stowed
away; some plain linen ledger or writing paper of various
sizes and thicknesses, a roll of detail paper of good quality,
tracing paper and tracing cloth.

The almost invariable custom of draftsmen is to fasten the
paper permanently to the drawing board, leaving it there
until the drawing is entirely completed, when it is removed
to give place to a new piece of paper. To follow out this
plan, it is of cour e necessary that there shall be a good sup-
ply of drawing boards of various sizes, or else that but one
drawing shall be in hand at a time. The paper is fastened
to the board either by tacks or paste, the former method
being much the easier. Special drawingpins or thumb tacks
are made for this purpose, a large flat head of brass or Ger-
man silver with a steel point screwed in, not riveted. The
usual sizes have heads from | to ^in. diameter, and points
about -,\-in. long. A cheaper variety, introduced within a
few years, has the head and point stamped from one piece of
sheet steel

;
they are quite as good as the more expensive ones.

The heads of these talks stand up high enough to obstruct
and sometimes to damage the edges of the T squaies and tri-

angles; and a veiy good substitute for them may be found in
the common carpet tack of iron or copper, which will leave
the surface of the paper practically unobstructed. In jjlacing
the paper on the board it should be trimmed square, the
lower side of the paper parallel to the lower edge of the
board, and the left side of the paper quite near to the left

edge of the board. This side may be fastened with a tack
in each corner; then the opposite side may be fastened at the
corners, being well stretched, after which other tacks may
be placed along all four sides until the paper Is held firmly
and smoothly.

In some establisbmerts it is the custom to keep a number
of drawing boards of tuch sizes as the work demands, and
as soon as one is cleared of a drawing it is covered with mus-
lin, put on the board with starch and tacked around tbe
edges; then a sheet of paper, which may be thinner than
that used without backing, is well soaked with water on the
back, allowed to expand, covered with starch and placed on
the muslin. It is adjusted in position, its edges parallel to

those of the board, and then rubbed down with a soft rag, a
piece of brown paper being used to protect the damp surface
of the drawing, paper. Beginning at the center, all air bub-
bles and wrinkles are worked out, the edges rubbed down
hard, and the board is set away to allow the cloth and paper
to dry and season thoroughly until wanted for use. This
gives'an excellent surface, hard, solid and smooth, and the
drawing is in shape for permanent preservation; it, however,
involves some trouble and also some time, in order that the
drying may be complete. When the drawing is finished the
paper and cloth are cut around the edges and the cloth
pulled off the board.

For some classes of work the paper is best prepared by
the process of damp-stretching, and the method may fittingly

be described here, though it is seldom used in the class of
work of which we are treating. The sheet of paper should
be cut a little larger all around than necessary for the fin-

ished drawing. It is then turned face upward on the draw-
ing board, a straightedge is placed about Jin. in from one
edge, and with a very sharp knife point a cut is made less

than halfway through the paper, and the strip is torn off by
a steady pull from end to end. The other three sides are
now treated in the same manner, leaving the edges of the

paper thinner than the rest of the sheet, and also with a
rough surface that will hold the paste or glue better

than the original smooth back. The edges of the paper,
for a width of from i to f n,, are now turned back on to

the upper surface and pressed smooth with a paptr-
folder or hard piece of wood; the paper is then
turned face downward and the back is thoroughly wetted
with a sponge and cold water, the edge being left dry. After
the paper has absorbed sufficient water to rnake it perfectly

soft and pliable the surplus water is sponged off and the
sheet again turned face upward. It is now adjusted in place

on the board and carefully smoothed out, working always
from the center, using a soft rag and a piece of common
paper to avoid soiling the face. After the paper is smooth
and free from wrinkles, four strips of any common paper are
cut anei laid under the edges that are folded back to keep the
paste from the face of the paper. For securing the edges,

mouth glue, specially prepared for draftsmen's use and to be
bad in the stores, is often used ; but deMrine is still better.

This should be mixed with water to a stiff paste and applitei

freely to the edges that have been turned back to receive it

The middle portion of the near side is first coated and rubbed
down with some hard tool, such as folder or knife handle,
using a piece of paper to protect the sujface; then the mid-
dle of the opposite side is treated in the same way, after

which follows the middle of one end and then of the other,

the corners and the remainder of the sides being afterward
dealt with. One advantage of the dextrine is that it can be
readily softened by water, either in finally cleaning the board
or in "correcting any eriors in applying the paper. The glue
or dextrine, if rubbed down hard, will dry in a short time,

and the paper will be ready for use as soon as the water has
thoroughly dried out of ir. One caution is necessary in re-

moving the paper from the board, which is done by cutting
around the edges just inside of the pasted margin. After the

first side is cut, an adjoining and not the opposite side shouM
be next cut, otherwise the contraction pf the paper may tear

the drawing badly.

In the previous chapter no mention was made of a style of

drawing board called a panel hoard, which is used for the
purpose of damp-stretcMng. This board is made with a rab-
beted 'frame like a picture frame, with an interior panel fit-

ting flush with the upper surface of the frame and fastened
by buttons on the back. The sheet of paper is well damped
and allowed time to expand ; then it is laid over the panel,
projecting an inch or so over each edge, and the panel is

pressed into the frame anel fastened by'the buttons. As the
paper is forced into the rabbet, it is drawn tight over the face
of the panel, and when dry it should be smooth and free
from wrinkles. This class "^of board is only used for small
work, water-color painting, etc. In place of the process of
pasting muslin and paper together on the board, as previously
described, all the better qualities of drawing papers may
now be had already mounted or backed with muslin, and in
any sizes. This paper and cloth combination has a good
body and is excellent to draw on, while practically inde-
structible; it is, however, more than twice as costly as the
paper alone. It is used for important and complicated draw-
ings which require a great deal of labor.
The great bulk of mechanical drafting— architectural, en-

gineering or machine— is executed with the aid of the T square,
a ruler or straightedge with a fixed head at one enel, which
slides on the edge of the drawing board and keeijs the
straighteelge always at the same angle with the board. Thus
all the lines drawn from one edge of the board will be paral-
lel; and if, as is at least nominally the case, the adjoining
edge is at right angles to the first, all the lines drawn with
the head of the T square in contact with this latter edge will
be perpendicular to those first drawn. If the board be per-
fectly true on all four edges and angles, which is seldom the
ca?e, the T square may be used from any edge. This use of
the T square of course carries with it the assumption that the
paperis fastened to the board by one of the methods described,
which is usually the case. The ordinary architectural or
machine drawing is composed of a large number of straight
lines, parallel to one edge or the other of the board, and
many of them quite short. The accuracy of the draw-
ing depends but slightly upon these lines all being
absolutely parallel or perpendicular to one another; any
small errors are likely to be merely local. In a marine
drawing, as we have aheady seen, there are comparatively
few straight linea, but these few are quite long and must be
absolutely straight and parallel. For the former class of
drawings the Tsquare'\% not merely useful, but indispensable;
by its aid the principal lines, vertical and horizontal, may be
drawn with all necessary accuracy, and the many smaller
lines may be drawn very rapidly and quite accuritely
enough. The convenience and quickness of the T square in
marine drawing cannot be questioned ; but of its accuracy,
except in drawings only 24 to 80in. long, as much cannot be
said. With the most perfect appliances, a steel blade with
metal head working against a metal straightedge fastened to
the end of the board, the foundation lines of the sheer and
half-breadth plans, perhaps 4 or 5ft. long, may be drawn
both straight and parallel, but such perfect apparatus is not
always at hand.
In the case of a design but 2 to 3ft. long, the fjapermay be

fastened to the board, tke latter being enough wider than the
paper to admit of sxilme imgMs being used on each side, and
all the lines as well as the intersections may be drawn with
the T square with a marked saving of time. When it comes,
however, to drawings 4ft. or more Ion?, there are good rea-
sons for laying aside entirely both the T square and the
thumb tacks, and resorting to other and simpler if less rapid
means.

In the first place, all drawing paper, plain or mounted, will
stretch or shrink to an uncertain but often annoying degree,
perhaps seriously impaumg the accuracy of the drawing
even before it is finished. Such shrinkage may confidently
be counted on in the case of the elaborate process ot dump-
stretching, already described, as soon as the drawing is cut
from the board. There is no better preventative of this an-
noying evil than to keep the paper, whether plain or mounted,
for as long a time as possible, laid pprfe ctiy flat and with a
board on it, in the atmosphere in which it will finally be
used; and a supply of paper should always be on hand "sea-

soning. A sheet of thi^ kind, already nearly of the size re-

ejuired for the drawing, will change but little when taken
from the pile a short time before it is needed anei laid in a
drawer It should by this time be in such a condition that
when placed on the drawing board it will lie perfectly flat

and smooth without the aid of paste or pins. If left entirely
to itself, it will change much less than if confined to the
board in any way.
The nature and proportions of such a drawing make it

desirable that any part may be brought at will under the
draftsman's hand, and while this is easily possible with a
loose sheet of paper, it is not with one fastened to the board.
In the latter case there must be left a margin of at least 6iQ.
of board outside of the bottom and possilily the top of the
paper, on which to place the spline weights; and if this is done
the draftsman will frequently have to lean far over to reach
the center or upper side of the drawing. With the drawing
free, it may be pushed back when working on the near side,

or drawn down when working at the top, on the sheer, rail,

etc.; or for the same purpose it may with advantage be
reversed, the upper side being temporarily turned toward the
draftsman. This will almost inevitably be necessary in
drawing the curves of the body plan. A revolving table such
as previously described obviates the necessity for actually
turning the paper around; but even with itth-e paper will re-

quire to be moved toward one edge or the other. Siill another
advantage of having the paper thus free is that, when work
is finished for the time, the drawing may be laid away se-

curely in a drawer; and if it becomes necessary to lay it aside
for a time to take up other work, tbe drawing board is left

clear for the latter. After being brought up to the conven-
tional use of the Tsquare in various classes of drawing, and
following it as a matter of course for years in marine draft-
ing, we have finally hung up all save the shorter ones in a
nice quiet place on the wall, where they can rest at ease,

only coming down at long intervals for some special piece of
woik. Of course, the smaller ones are in constant use on
sail plans, details, fittings and similar work more closely al-

lied to machine drafting. Another consideration, though a
slight one, is worth mentioning; if the drawing be free, it is

possible to turn it over and sketch on the back, which has
almost as good a surface as the face, many useful details,

thus keeping them conveniently at hand on the one sheet of
paper.

The 31ft. knockaboub recently illustrated in the Forest
AKD Stbeam is about completed at the yard of her designer
and builder, W. P. Stearns, Marblehead. She will be named
Verona, and will be owned by C. B. Tucker, of Boston. Mr.
Stearns is now very busy with the new 16fb. fin-keels and
other work.
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Oil Stoves for Tacbts.

New Yoek, April 1—Editor Forest and Stream: Having
had considerable experience with stoves of all kinds on a
yacht, I have found the one called the Oil-gas. made by a
firm on Pearl street, this city, to be the best. The burners
should be renewed every season to get the best results.

I understand that there will be another blue flame kero-
sene stove for yachts brought out during the summer, about
which great claims are made, but which are yet to be proved,
A stove called the Primus is gnorl, but small, and apparently
not as controllable as the Oil-gas. Neither of these have
wicka. The Florence wick stoves are manufactured still to
the best of my knowledge. E. T. Birdsall.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES
The prospect for a large fleet ia tho trial ra^-es of the Sea-

vranhaka 20ft. class is improving as the beginning of the sea-
son nears. The contract for the Rouse-Hovt fin keel has
been placed by Gardner & Cox with the Spalding St. Law-
rence Boat Co., and work will commence at once. The same
firm has also an order from C. H. Crane for a 20 footer in ad-
dition to the boat already built by Lawleyior Mr. Crane.
The second boat is for a syndicate of which Mr. Crane ia a
member.
Scythian, steam yacht, Miss Susan De Forest Day. reached

New York on March 30 after a cruise of thre*' months in the
West Indies, calling at St. Croix, Saba, St. Christopher,
Basse Terre. St. Kitts, Nevis, Montserrat, Guadeloupe, San
Domingo, Point a Pitre, St. Lucia and Jamaica. A good
deal of heavy weather was enconutered on the cruise, but it

was most enjoyable; the yacht has proved herself a comfort-
able and seaworthy craft. It will be remembered that the
yacht vvas originally a trarap steamer, but refitted last year
when purchased by Miss Day.

Eleanor, steam yacht, W. A. Slater, has been chartered by
Tams & Lemoine to. Oliver H. Payne, of New York, who
will sail about June 1 for British waters and the Baltic.

Capt. W. 0. Scott, who was formerly in command of Mr.
Slater's yacht Sagamore, and who has been connected with
Eleanor since the first plans were made, afterward taking
her around the world, is still in command.
Yampa, schr., R,. S. Palmer, has been laid up all winter at

New London, where she is now fitting out for a cruise to
British waters and the Baltic. On her rruise to the West
Indies a year ago all of her boats were smashed in a blow in
the Gulf Stream. Messrs. Tams & Lemoine have just
furnished her with two new boats from special designs by
W. P. Stephens, and built by the Spalding St. Lawrence
Boat Co. at Ogdensburgh, The gie is 24fr,. lone and the
cutter 20ft., the latter fitted with a centerboard and two
rigs, sprit mainsail and mizzen or mainsail and jib.

Messrs. J. F. Lovejoy and H. C. Wintringham will remain
on the Larchmont Y. C. regatta committee for the present
season, with Mr. Howard W. Coates as the third member.
Lasca, schr., Gen. Jas. S. Watson, has reached Gibraltar.

Com. George J. Gould, A. Y. C, has reappointed Gen. T.

L. Watson fleet captain and Dr. W. R. Townsend fleet sur-
geon for the season.

Narada, steam yacht, nee Semiramis. ex-Margarita L,
now owned by Henry Walters, will visit England this sea-
son. She is now at New London.
Alcedo II., the new steam yacht building for George W.

Childs Drexel from designs by A. S. Chesebrough, will be
launched on April 10 at Harlan & HoUingsmith's yard, Wil-
mington.

On March 17 the two American steam yachts Varune, Eu-
gene Higgins, and Ma.rgarita II., A. J. Drexel, were at
Venice; their next port being Messina.

Buccaneer, steam yacht, W. iT.' Hearst, was at Nassau on.

March 23.

Duquesne, steam yacht, T. R. Hostetter, arrived at New
York on March. 2G from a long cruise in the West Indies.

Columbia, steam yacht, J. H. Ladew, arrived at Key West
from Nassau on March 25.

Lufra, ketfh, has been cruising this winter in the West
Indies with Sir Cecil and Lady Miles.

Nourmahal, J. J. Astor, arrived at St. Thomas ou March
9, and sailed two days later for St. Ci'oix.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N, MacKandriok, Gait, Cauada.
Bec'y-Treas , John R Blake. Gait, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PXTB8BRS.

Atlantic DiWsion, H W. Fleiachman, 1611 N, Slat St., Phila , Pa.
Central Division, Laurence 0. Woi dworth. Gouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, ti\ J. Burrage, West Newton, Mass
Northern Division, Francis H. MHonee, Elagaton, Canada.
Annual dues, £1; iBitiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. P. t^ennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes. Milwaukee, Wis,
Sec'y-Treas., W. D. Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. M, Lamp, Madison, Wis.; C. J. Steadman,

Cincinnati, O.; F. W. Dickens. Milwaukee. Wis.

The lanthe C. C. will hold a smoker on Saturday, April 10,

at S P. M., at the club house at Wood&lde, near Newark, to
which all canoeists are invited. The club house may be
reached by the Newark Branch of the Erie R. R. from the
foot of Chambers street, New York, by the 7:30 P. M. train

British Canoe Association.

From coiTespondence from the other side of the big water
we learn that the prominent sailors of theB. C. A. will make
a most determined eflFort to win back the Challenge cup
which was won by W. W. Howard, of the New York C. C ,

The races will be sailed during the latter part of June.
The B. C. A, annual meet will be held July 10 to 31, and

they will try the experiment of a genuine crui.'^ing meet from
Athlone down the Shannon through Lough Dey to Killaloe,
with seven different camping sites en route.

A. C. A, Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks tur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Pop.est A3SD Stream.

NOI?THKI!>J PIVISIIIN.

Name. Resiclence. Cluh,

Arthur F. Macnee . . . ..Peieriioro, Ont Kingston Y.

CKNTUAL DIVISION.

Andrew Irving Gouverueur, N. Y— Gouverneur C.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
San Francisco, Cal,, March 14.—There was a lot of rifle and o'stol

work at Shell Mound ranges to day. The liarht was erood during the
greater part of the day, and the wind was fair. Good scores were
made.
A. H. Pape broke the S-.sbot rifle record in the Bush^ell modal

match. He made 1, 1, 4—6 in three conseoutiTO shor.s. This means
that two bullets struck the inch center and the third was only 2in.
from the center, or an average of 3 shots in a Sin circle, off hHnd,
SOOyds. In this match Pape yesterday lowered his record by 6
points, his best 30-shot scores averaging 90 points on 31n. bullseye
hits.

The class medal scores and best scores on the re-entry matches,
Columbia target, were as follows:

Rifle, SOOyds., clatfs medals, for members only:
Champion class; A, H. Pape 65, F. O. Yoimg 7'. F. E. Mason 96
First class: O A. Bremer 75. A, B. Dorrell 77, E. Jacobson 81, C. M.

Daiss 8(3. G. SchnUiz 101, A. Gehret 103.

Second class: J. E. Gorman 71, M. J. White 121. G. Barlf.y m.
Third class: G. Mennel 133. C. Hinterman 1E9, V. J. Lamotte 14?,

Mrs. M. J White 175, Mi-s. L. J. Crane 182.

Pistol, 50yds., 10-shot scores:
Champion class: C. M. Daiss 43, Dr. L. O. Rodgers 47, F. O. Young

54, J. B. Gorman 55.

First class: F. E. Mason 46, M. J. White 67, E, Jacobson 77.
Second class: G. M. Bailey 50.

Third class: C. Roberts 72. H. J. Wicker 77. R. W. Forrest 96. Mrs.
M J White 96, Dr. J. J. Giusti 108. Mr, L. J. Crane 13', A. Hinterman
151, Mrs. C. F. Wallham 171, V, J. Lamotte 913.

Rifle, all-come'-s, re-entry matches. F. H. Bushnell medal, S-shot
scores: H. H. Pape B. 10. 11; F, O. Young 13, 12.
William Gliudeman military medal. 10 shots, Creedmoor count: E.

Hovey 48. 46, 45; F. O. Young 46, .J. E. Gorman 45, E. Jacobson 44, C.
F. Waltham 42.

F. O. Young riflp-reoord medal, 10-shot scores: O. Young a",.!.
E. Gorman 65, F. E. Mason 71, Dr. Bangs 76, Dp. Barter 80
Achille Roos .22ca]. medal. 50yds., 5-shot scores: E. Jacobson 8, 9.

10, 11, 11; H. J. Wicker 15: Mrs. L. J. Crane 11, 12, 14; Mrs. C. F.
Waltbam 20, 22; Mrs. M. J- White 2S, 33.

Pistol, aOvds.. Gordon Blanding medal, .S-sbot scores: P. O. Young
7, \0, 11,' 13; C. M. Dai.ss9, 9, 11, 11; S. Carr 18, 14.

Howard Carr—Any revolver, medal, 6 shot scores: C. Roberts 36,
3P, 47, 47.

Diamond pistol, medal. 10-shot scores: C M. Dais« 3% iO. 4-^, 44; F.
O. Young 54, 57, 60; Ed Hovey 54, 57; S. Carr 49; A. B. Dorrell 51.

The Madison Square Tournament.
The Tournament Committee having; in charge the manaeement of

the recent tournament in Madison Square Girden. during the week of
the Sportsmen's Exposition, baa wound up its affairs and gone into
retirement with honor.
The committee met on Thursday last. Aji'il 1. in Room 1,009. 377

Broadway, the quarters of the Sportsmen's Association, and pre-
sented a .statement of its receipts and disbursements for the purpose
of haying the same audited and approve<l by the secretary treasurer
of the Association, Mr. J. A H Dressel. The balance to the credit
of the committee was a sum approximatiog $3)0. That sum will
be held in trust by the Association, io be placed at the disposal
of the committee for next year's tournament when such committee
is appointed.
An elaborate scheme is under advisement for next year's tourna-

ment. In addition to contests similar to those he'd this year, team
matches and contests for telescope sights, .23 lonsr rifles, etc . wUl in
all probability And a place on the programme. The prizes, too. will
be proportionately greater, and the number of ratges more than
doubled.

c.

c.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the followinar:

FIXTURES,
April 10—Windsor Locks, Conn.—All day tournament of the

Windsor Locks Gun Club. Targets. C. F. Cleaveland. Sec'y.
April 14-16.—Atchison, Kan.—Airy Lou Hart's third manufacturers'

amateur and fourteenth open to-all tournament |.750 added money.
April 14-16.—Baltimore, Md —Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Baltimore Shooting: Association.
April 15 —YouNGSTOWN, O.—First tournament of the Pennsylyania

ann Ohio Border Gun Leagrue. Geo H. Jones, Sec'y.
April 15-17 —San Antonio. Tex.—Tourn amen t of the San Antonio

Gun Club. Open to amateurs only. Willard T. Simpson, Chairman
Ex. Com.

April 16.—BBinGEPDRT. Conn.—All day shoot of the Bridgepor
Gun Club. Targets. V A Blakeslee, Sec'y.

April 17.— NuTLEY, N J.—All-day shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Club.
Targets from a magautrap. Shooting chmmences on arrival ot 9:52
train from Chambers street. New York.
April 19.—HiNGHAM, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Hingham Gun

Club. 100-target hand ican. G 0. Hender^o'n. Treasurer.
April 20-2'.—Rochester, N, Y.- Tournament of the Rochester Rod

and Gun Club Targets
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Keb.—Twenty-flrst annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen s Association. $1,000 added.
April 21-23.—San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and toiu--

nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Sec'y.
April 27-';9 —Binghamton, N. Y.—Tournament of the Binghamton

Gun Club. Two first days, targets; third day, liye birds,
April 27-30.

—

Fonda, la.—Tournament under the management of
Geo. E. Hughes and C. B. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.

April 28-'.9.—Richmonu, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-
tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April 58-29.—Peru, Ind.—Tournament under the management of J.

L Head
May 4-6 —Des Moines, la.—Tournament of the Iowa State Snorts-

men's Association. Live birds and targets. F. C. Whitney. Sec'y.
.May 5-7.—Newbuhgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournamentof the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Assreiation. First two days, targets; third
day. live birds. $30 average money to three high "guns in all pro-
gramme target everts. Open to all.

•'May6. -Sh rburne, N. Y —Annual tournament of the Sherburne
Gun Hub. One day at targets. L D tiiainard, Sec'y-Treas

.May 11-13.- Peekskill, N. Y Annual tournamen: ot ihe Peeksklll
Gun Club Firsr rwo days, targets: last day, live birds
May 11-14 —Waterloo, la —Tournament of the Waterloo Gun

CluD. E. B. Walker. Sec'y.
May Ii'-13.

—

Connersville, Ind - Tournament of the Connersville
Gun Club. Live birds. T. b^. Thomas, S( c'y
May 17-23.—Kansas City. Mo.—Annual lourrament of the Missouri

State Game and Usti Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

End tiun Club. Hcace B. Derby. Sec'y.
May 16-19.— Forest City Ia. - Hill Ciiy G m Club's second annua

touriiament
; S'OO added. J. W Mahoney. Sec'y.

May 19-20 - Savaknah. Ga - Tournameiit of ibe Interstate Associa-
tion vnder the auspices ot the Forest City Gun Club.
May 19-21. Canton, S D. -South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. 8. Seely, Sec'y.
^lay 20 —Greenville, Pa.—Seci'ird tournament of thePennsylvania

and Ohio Border tiiin League. Geo H Jones, Sec'y.
May -29.—East St. Louis, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 31.—Canajoharib-, N, Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters

League tournamert, uoder tne auspices of the Cana.ioharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
June 2-4.

—

--pringfield, u.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices "f the Springfield Gun Club.
June 7-8 - Parkersburg, W. Va.—Tournament of the Mountain

S '.te Gun Cl'iti Target . $.350adried r.eon .1 Epstein. Sec'v.
J nt 8-9.—Tournameit ot the Trap thooters' League of Indiana.
June B-)l.—AUBURN, In. Y.—New York state Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Euttle, Sec y.
•lune 9-10.—Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the au•^plces of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10,— Newcastle, Ha. -Third louruameni of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun Liigue. Gen. H. Jones. Sec'y.
June 15-18,—Cleveland. O — Fourth annual tournament of the

Ch-imberlin Cartri'ige and Target Company.
Jii le lti-J7 — FaRBO, N D.—Third annual lonrnament of the North

Dafcjta bportsraeo's Association, Targets. W, W. Smith, Sec'v.

June 92-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the
Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries toH C. Reeser. Sec'y. Oil City. Pa.
July 14-15.—New Havbn, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

oeiation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
.Tuly 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of thePennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournamentof the R A.McOready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Opan to all. Write for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 19.—Warren, O.- Fifth touroament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Glp Lepgue. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y
Aug. 2.5-26,—Montpelier, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under tbe auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.--NEWBURGH. N. Y —Annual fall tournamentof the West

Newburgh Gun arii Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, liye birds. SoO average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club spcretaries are invited to send thr.ir scores for publication in

these columns, also anynevjs notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Fublishina Company,
Broadway, New York.

The board of governors of the California Inanimate Target Associ-
ation held its annual meeting on Saturday, evening, March 20. The.
meeting was held at the Olympic Gun Club rooms. The president ot
the Association. Mr. M. C. Allen, occupied the chair. The president^
in presenting his annual report, recommended that some system of
division of purses, whereby all ties divided, shonld be adopted at the
next tournament He suggested the adoption of the Rose system or
some similar plan. An in formal discussion on this point showed that
the consensus of opinion on the part of those present was in favor
of "all ties divided." The treasurer's report showed a handscne
balance in hand to the credit of the Association. The Encinal Gun
Club, of Alameda, was elected a member of the Association. The
elec ion of officers resulted as follows: President, M. C. Allen. Olym-
pic Gun Club; Vice-Presidents: F. B. Norton. Reliance Gun Club; T.
R. Barney, Alameda County Sportsmen's Club; C. Carr, Monterey
Gun Club; Chas. Van Valkenbury, Los Angeles City Gun Club, and
C. J. Haas, Stockton Athletic Association Gun Cluh ;' Secretary Treas-
urer, L. P. Bolander, Golden Gate Gun Club. A p1ea=!ing feature of
the occasion was the presentation by Mr, Frank Norton, on behalf of
the members of the Association and of thesnortsmen of California, of
a gold watch and fob to the president, Mr. M. C Allen. The members
p-esent at the meeting were: Lincoln Gnn Club, R. G. Wenzel and D.
Daniels; Reliance Gun Club, Wra. Marshall, Col. S. I. Kellogg and
B Norton; Empire Gun Club, F, W. King and F. L, Judd; Olympic
Gun Club, H. H.White. M. C. Allen and T. R. Barney; AKmedq,
"ounty Sportsmen's Club, Geo. E. Perkin« and T. R Rarney: Encinal
Gun Club, J H. Walker, H A. Hoyt and H. Betten : Golden Gate Gun
Club, T. Lewis, C. M. Wollam and L. P. Bolander.
While in Hartley & Graham's store, 313 Broadway, on Saturday

morning last, we had the pleasure of meeting Mr. R. P. Cory, of 18^8
South Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. We very nearly shook bands with
Mr. Cory without the ceremony of an iotroduetion, for he is an exact
double of a very prominent member of the New York State Sports-
men's Association who resides in Rochester, N. Y.,viz. : Mr. Rich-
mond, a gentleman who never misses the State sboot or its annnal
meeting. Mr. Cory, however, made amends for not being Mr. Rich-
mond by showing us an invention for doing away with the necessity
of two sets of barrels, field and trap. This invention has been
patented about a year, and Mr. Cory is now devoting his time to put-
ting it on the market, so we are not disclosing any secret by giving a
description of it Mr. Cory handed us a neat little gun with 27 or 28in.
barrels, and explained that it was a pure cyhnder, and naturally an
'xcellent quail or brush gun. He then pulled out of his pocket about
2 n. more of the same gun barrels with a perfectly simple attachment
underneath that practically made the gun 30in and full choke at that.
' There you have a duck or trap gun," said Mr. Cory. And it was a
fact. He further explained that over 5,000 trial .shots had been fired
through the (what we may call) ''spUced gun," for the purpose of
fully testing its capacity forwear and tear. He also told us that with
the cylinder 28in. barrels he got a nice even pattern at regulation brush
distance, and increased that pattern more than .33 per cent, when the
"fplice" was made. Although the idea is not exactly new, the method
of attachment is and it is the most simple, effective and practical one
we have ever seen. Why shouldn't it be ju=t the tbing for a man who
wants to shoot both quail and ducks with the same gun?
In a letter to ua, advising that a programme of his tournament had

been mailed us. Lou Erhardt says: "You will note a change in the
programme. We will all shoot the Sergeant system, which is no ex-
periment. We tried it, and it is simply perfect. Any club can use it
without any extra cost. Any kind of target can be used. Our
grounds this year are also perfect as to background. To protect
amateurs we have five equal moneys, with $25 added to every purse,
and $50 per day to the five high guiis." The Sergeant system referred
to ia the idea of W. G. Sergeant, of Joplm, Mo., and may be described
as follows: Shooters' platform is 1 2yds long, making 3yds. between
each of the five shooters at the score. Three traps are placed direcUy
in front of No. 3 score, 16yds. from that score, and each trap only
30in. apart, or 5ft. between the two outside traps. By this means, that
is, by having the traps so close together, it is claimed that no loss of
time is the result of a target breaking in the trap. If a target breaks,
the shooter calls "Pulll" again, and the next trap is pulled. All traps
are pulled in rotation, and the traps are so close together that it is
practically known trap, unknown angles, all the lime.

One of'the funniest things in the way of reporting a shoot that we
have seen lately occurred in a Rochester (N. Y.) daily quite recently.
The article, which treats of a shoot held by the Rochester Rod and
Gun Club, is headed "A New Tiap for Throwing Squabs." As a mat-
ter of fact, the Rochester boys have just leased a magau rajs, and
this is how the local reporter described Paul North's new machine
and its workings: "Tbe magautrap is new in this section of the coun-
try; yesterday's trial was the flrso it had had in this section of the
State. One boy can run it. He rides astride a saddle and works bi-
cycle pedals which revolve a sprocket, which runs a chain connecting
with an arm. The arm revolves in a line parallel to the earth, or it
can be elevated a little so as to send the birds in the air. The feeder
holds as many squabs as one cares to put in it, and as the pile lowers
it is only necessary to place others on top of those already in. One
magautrap will send birds flying all day without stopping. E%ch is
released by the action of eltc ricity, and as last as one can push a
button a bird is released."

The following notice has been sent out to members of the Boston
Gun Cub; "Out of respect to the late Mr David Kirkwood, the Bos-
ton Gun f^lub '97 prizes will ne postponed rwo weeks; the remaining
sis shoots taking place April 14 to May 1 9 inclusive, instead of March
^l to May 5." The following obituary no' ice is taken from a Boston
p iper: • D^vid Kirkwood,of Mallen,who was so well known throughout
New England as a gunmaker, with an office in Boston, died this morn-
ing at his home, No. B7 Waite street, in that cty, after a lingering ill-

ness. He was born in Edinburgh, Seotland. fifty six years ago, where
he was apprenticed to the well known gunsmith Mortimer. After
serving some years he went to Germany and worked at the trade,
finally settling down for a lime in London. Mr. Kirkwood came to
this country in 18^2, and soon after started in business with Henry
Mortimer, a son of he man with whom be served his apprenticeship.
After a few years the partne'ship was dissolved, and Mr. Kirkwood
carried on the busint^ss up lo the time of his deacD. He served forty-
six continuous .rears at the bench. His place of business in this city
was on Elm st/eet."

E. 0- Burkhardt. of Buffalo, was one of the 24s in the recent Grand
American Handicap E. C had a lit le ill luck too, as his lost bird
fell dead out of oounds. We don't know anybody who has worked
harder in pa-^t years for honors in the Grand American than Burk-
hardt; it was therefore with much pleasure that we handed him his
order on tbecasbier for $188.45, the frutfs of his 24 out of 25. And by
the way, Mr. Burkhardt did not return kind for kind, as he caused us
no end of trouble by losing his 15th bird in the Consolation Handicap
on the last day. Had he scored that bird he'd have saved us all the
worry and bother of shooting up the raft of 138 who fell in for a share
of the $14.40, the tenth money in that event. His remissness in this
respect caused the cancellation of all entries for the closing event,
the Long Branch Scramble, and robbed Elmer Shaner of the glory of
finishing the programme.
Immediately following Lou Erhardt's shoot at Atchison, Kansas,

comes the 21st annual tournament ©f the Nebraska State Sportsmen's
Association, to be held April 20-23 at Lincoln Park, Lincoln. Empire
traps, pulls and targets will be used, and all events will be at known
traps, unknown angles. One thousand dollars will be added to the
purses, and fhe tournament will be thrown wide "open to the world "
Programmes for the shout are ready for dislribu'ion. Write for oi e
to the managers, George Rogers, H~ H. Barley, or K. M. Welch.
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Col. A. tJ. Courtney, of the Lefever Arms Co., was present at the
'Grand American Handicap, and was kept quite busy sihaklns; liands.
'Court has a vastscquaiTitanceamone shootine: men, and is deservedly
popular with them. One of hi& chief recommendations is his talent
as a rwc^iiteiir, talent that may be equaled, but never surp »ssed. He
has a record of never having been at a loss for a story to beat the one
.jnSt previously told. He relates tales of hairbreadth escapes wbile
hunting with the nonchalance that bespeaks the true hero. Court
and his gun, a Lefever, of course, are consequently always welcome
at any shoOt, and no State shoot in New York is ever corapiele without
ihls presence. We shall see him at Auburn next June,
We gladly give space to the disclaimer (given elsewhere) from Mrv

A W. Wells, one of the most prominent members of the Wor^cester
(Mass.) Sportsmen's Club, that he was not the author of the article
signed Paradise Lost, which was dated from Worcester and recently
published by one of our contemporaries. At the time that we re-
printed that letter—and treated it rath'^r more courteously than it

deserved—we stated, in fact, that Mr. Walls cotild not be the author
of such a tangle of misstatements. We are, nevertheless, glad to
hear from Mr. Walls, and now repeat the old question : "Who is Par-
adise Lost?" '

Dick Merrill and Chan Powers did not return West with the other
members of the Western team. They stopped off a week and looked
around New York. We met Mr. Merrill on Friday last and he ex-
pressed himself as delighted with his trip, and as particularly pleased
with the manner io which the Grand American Handicap bad been
iiandied by Manager Shar-er. Bis sentiments coincided exactly with
those of all who spoke to us on this subject, ti was a great shoot
«nd superbly managed.
The next big shoot in this vicinity will be the Baltimore Interstate,

April 14-16. We have already given full particulars of the pro-
igramme, so that we have nothing more to add save to state that,
<from the present outlook, the Interstate's ooouing target shoot for
5837 is going to be a bumper. It L« as well to remember too that on
the live-bird day, April 16, all events are high guns, a programme
tthat is bound to be popular The grounds will be open for practice
ton Tuesday afternoon, April 13.

The Caaenovia, N. Y„ Gun Club is an organization that moves with
the times. Last Tuesday, March 30, it held an all-day shoot, and
threw targets at 1 cent e'aeh. We have often maintained that tar-
gets can be thrown at 1 cent each and a profit made on the outlay^
atsd we guarantee that the Cazenovia. Club did not lose any money
"on its venture. The club has also leased a magautrap, and the aboVe
fhoot was in honor of its inauguration.

On Thursday, April 8, Charlie Zwirlein will have a ]!ve--bird shoot
:at his grounds, Yardville. N, J'. The conditions o£ the main event
'will be 20 live birds, $15 entrance, birds included, handicaps 23 to
-33yds. The train for shooters to take is the 9:10 from New York,
leaving Newark, N J., at 9:36 A. M
The three-men team race at the Boiling Springs's grounds on Satur-

day next, April 10, jjromises to be a decidedly interesting allair, as
several clubs have signified their intentions of being represented on
that date. The conditions are three men to a team, 50 targets per
man, unknown angles, $10 per team.

Saturday, April 17, is the date set by the 'S'antlcaw Gun Club, of
Nutley, N. J , for the inaguration of the new addition to its apparatus,
a magautrap. The club through its captain. Dr. De Wolfe, issues a
cordial invitation to all 1 rap- shooters to attend.

Ferd Van Dyke won the club cup shoot at the Boiling Springs Gun
Club, Rutherford, N. J„ on Saturday last, April 3, by breaking 49 out
of 50. Neaf Apgar, Jack Fat)ning and j. L. Brewer, who were also
among the contestants, scored 46 each.

Annie Oakley enters upon her engagement with Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show on Monday, April 12. The show opens at Ambrose Park,
Brooklyn, on that date, and will remain there two weeks. Miss Oak-
ley's friends will thus have an opportunity of seeing her once more
exhibit her great skill with shotgun and rifle.

The Oil Oily, Pa., Gun Club has elected the following list of officers
for 1697-8: President-L. L. Graham;,Vice-President—A. Snaedley;
Secretary—H. O. Reeser; Treasuter—H.' 0. Dorworth; Directors—F.
S. Bates, C. H, Lay, Jr., and C. T McChntock.
Mr. George Rogers, of Lincoln, Neb., writes us under dat« of

March 27: "Please make a not.o. of the fact that the Nebraska State
Sportsmen's Association adds $i,000 to the purses at its tournament,
April 20-2-3."

The Mountain State Gun Club, of Parkersburg, W. Va , announces
that it will hold a tournament at targets, June with $350 added
money. The secretary of the c ub is Leon J. Epstein.

On and after July 1 Von Lengerke & Detmold will be found at 3'8
Brr-adway, the ground floor of the same building in which Forest
AHD Stream made its home for some years.

We have received no notice as yet from Mr. John L. Winston as to
date and place for the match between himself and Charlie Budd for
the Du Pont championship trophy.

Apeil 6.
" Edward Banks.

Programme for the Riclimond Tournament.
ADVANCE copies of the programme for the Interstate Association's

tournament at Richmond, Va
,
April S8-29, have been furnished us by

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, the Association's manager. The programme
commences with a short review of Richmond, its location, advan-
tages

,
society, climate, etc, all good and interesting reading—for

Richmond has about her an air of romance that loses nothing as
years roll by. Shooters who visit the city of Richmond for this
tournament will see something besides targets and traps, as the loca-
tion of Richmond is picturesque in the extreme.
The West End Gun Club, the local club under whose auspices the

Interstate Association will give this tournament, has decided to make
the programme attractive to outside shooters; it has therefore deter-
mined to add $100 a day in cash to the purses. The schedule of
events for each day is precisely the same, viz., ten 15 target events,
SI.60 entrance, $10 added to each purse, known traps and unknown
angles The Rose system of dividing purses will be used, all purses
being divided into four moneys. Bluerock targets will be thrown.
Shooting commences at 9 sharp each morning. .

The totu-nament will be held at Blandon Park, two lines of electric
cars coanecting with a line of stages that wiQ carry shooters to the
grounds. Murphy's Hotel, Eighth and Broad streets, wiU be head-
quarters for shooters during the tournament, a satisfactory rate
having been secured. The hotel: is on the European plan. It" has a
great advantage in the fact that street cars to the shooting grounds
run past the hotel.
Guns and ammunition sent in care of T. W. Tignor's Sons, 13-22 E.

Main street, will be delivered at the ground'* free of charge. Any
further uaformation that may be desired can be obtained by address-
ing the secretary of the club, Edwin L. Hewitt, 8C3 Main street, Rich-
mond, Va.

Buckeye Gun Club.
Dayton, O., April .3.— I inclose a clipping from a local paper giving

an account of our opening shoot:
"The Buckeye Gun Club held its first shoot of the season for certiB-

cates yesterday on the club grounds, and it was a red-letter day for
all the members present, as the scores will show. The champion clay
bird shot of the world, Rolla Heikes,put up the best score he has ever
made on the home grounds, and the boys all put up a good score, and
the club that goes up against it will thinli they have been to a shoot-
ing match if they beat it The happiest man in the club to-day is Dr.
Adams, as he made the best score he ever made, but the bojs say it

was not him, but the gun he was shooting. He shot Heikes's old
Monegrame gun, the one that he has shot over 150,000 shots out of.
Rolla just told the doctor to hold the gun toward the traps and the
gun would do the rest Among the visitors was William Lyman, an
old-time Dayton shooter. The club has adopted a new rule of shoot-
ing for certificates this year. Heretofore one could be woii on 20
birds, but now you must shoot at 100, and you must make a certain
per cent, given you by the handicap committee, and it met with the
hearty approval of all present yesterday- The club ia expecting to
shoot a team race with the Limited Gun Club, of Indianapolis, in the
near future."

"Officers of the club for the year are as follows: President, C. W.
Raymond; Vice-President. W. Scott McDonald; Secretary, John
Ciu-phy : Treasurer, C. D. Kiefaber; Executive Committee: Hi Prots-
man, Al. Wroe, Dr. L C. Adams; Handicap Committee: Dr. L. C.
Adams, C. D. Kiefaber, W. Scott McDonald.
"The following are the scores made in the above shoot out of 100 tar-

gets for certificates: James Achey 65, Charles Miller 8i, Michael
Schwind 79, Andy Mumma S3, Shorty Bacon 91, Bd. Rike 96, R. O
Heikes 97, Al. Wroe 80, Hi Protsman 83, C, D. Kiefaber 00, Dr. L. C.
Adams 68." Buckeyb No. 2.

Who is Paradise Lost?
Worcester,, Mass., March SI.—Editor Forest and Stream: Will

you kindly inform the trap-shooters through the medium of your
valuable paper that I was not the author of the article recently pub-
lished in one of the sporting papers and signed Paradise Lost.
Oh, no, gentlemen, when I write such an article as that I shall want

tJie whole world to know how very 3ma7't I ma, and shall sign myself
A. W, Walls.

Pigeon Shooting in Paris.
The Circle de.=! Patineurs, the crack gun club of Paris. France, which

has beautiful grotind'--, known as Les Acacias, in the Bois, ^laS gotten
up a most interesting programme of events rorthebfenefitof its mem-
bers and guests during the spring motaths. Many prominent Ameri-
CHDS are among the tnembets oE this club, and a par' ial list may be
given as follows: Messrs. Walter Watrous, Lewis M. Rutherford,
George de Forest Grant. George Work, Walker Breese Smith, Clar-
ence Mackay, Peter H, Morris, Fred Hoey, T. B. Bumham, Chai-les
MacalestPr, Ray Mi'ler and Wm. Rogers.
Probably some of the above may be in Paris durlne the two months

or 80 covered by the programme, and if so it ia liirel.V' that we shall
hear of the United States figurine somewhere nbaf the top in obe ot
more of the events in the follow tng ptogramme:
"The season wiU open on Saturday, Ani-il -1 with the frix Bournet,
for a piece of silver offered by the club, added to a Sweiep of o loiiis

($20), handicap rise, miss-and-out.
Saturday, April 10-PriS du Printemjis, for pielde of tiher and $30

sweep, at 25 meters, miss-and-out.
Tuesday, April iS—Pri^ deS Feuilles, for piece of silver and $20

sweep, handitsap rise, iniss-and-out.
Satut-day, April 2i—Prix des Lilas, for piece of silver, $ .0 sweep,

hapdicap riSe, miss-nnd out.
Tuiefeday, April 27- Prix de la Pelouse, for silver, $20 sweep, 26

meters rise, miss-and-out.
Saturday, May 1—Prix de Bagatelle, for silver, $30 sweep, handicap

rise, miss-and out.
Tuesday, May 4-Prix Vansittart, for sflvel-, $20 sweep, handicap

rise, miss-and-out.
Saturday, May 8—Prix Latoiu--Mauhourg, for silver, 820 sweep, 27

meters rise, miss-and-out.
Tuesday, May 11—Prix Chateaubriand, for sllvei-) $'i0 sweep, handt

Gap rise, miss-and-out.
From May 11 to May 18 the International toUrbaiiient will be held.
Tuesday, May 18-Prix de NeUilly, Toi- silver, %W sweep, handicap

rise, miss-and-out.
Wednesday, May 10.—iPrix de Madrid, for silver, $20 sweep, handi-

cap rise, miss-ahd-oht.
Saturday, Mny SJ.-Gracd Prix de Paris, for silver, $'0 sweep, at 7

birds, 28 meters rise.
Tuesday, May '^5.- Grand handicap for silver, $ 0 sweep, miss-aid-

out.
Friday, May 28.—Prix deLongcharop. for Silver and §90 sweep, 2

pigeons at i7 meters and 8 at i.-8 meters.
Saturday, May S9.-Prix d'Auteuii, for kilver, $C0 sweep; handicap)

rise, miss-and out.
Monday, May 31.-Prix de St. James, fttf silver and tiO sweefc, 7

pigeons at 5 8 meters.
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 1 and 2, for the tihampionship and

a gun offered by the club, with a S20 swef^p. Thirty pigeons at 28
meters. Ouly those who have shot in some one ot the previous
sweeps are eligible for the cba.mpi'otishil5.
Wednesday, June ICv-PriS de Consolation, for silver and sweep of

$20, handicap rise, miss and out. Winners of previous sweeps are
excluded from this obe.

At the I<archmont Traps.
LADEW defeats KNOWLTON.

New York, March 31.— Dr. J. G. Knowlton and E. E. Ladew, both
residents of this city, shot a match to-day on the grounds of the
Larchmont Yacht Club, Ladew winning after a close and exciting
match, in which the winner had an upnill fight from the start until
almost the last bird had been shot at. The conditions were ICO birds
per man, Knowlton at 80yds. and Ladew at 28yds

,
30yds. boundary.

Ladew started uadly, losing 7 out of bis first 25 birds, while Knowl-
ton lost but 3 out ot the same number. In the second s§ LadeW
pained 1 b'rd by scoring 28 to Knowlton's 21. In the thil-d string ot
£5 Ladew evened matters up by scoring 23 to Knowltoh's 20, the
scores being a tie at tlie end of the 75th round. Ladew t hen lost his
ISth, but Knowlton aeain tied tbe score by losing bis SOtfa. In the
84th round Ladew killed, but Knowlton's bird fell dead out of
bounds. The latter also lost his SB h, thus being 2 behind. Ladew,
who was shooting strongly, ran straight Until he lost his 9i'd bird
dead out of bounds, the totals being thUs only 1 bird apart, with 8
birds more to shoot at. Knowlton was then unlucky enougu to lose bis
9jth dead out of bounds, and followed this up by also losing his 99th;
as Ladew killed straight to the end, this gave him the victory by
3 birds after a most meritorious uphill struggle. The scorps were;
E R Ladew 22l2010120ai03kr22«010a]21-18

22i03a«2ai2i2112220m3ll—23
123211212021712212221 101-23
3101121212231 1 12«1 3221213—23—86

Dr J G Knowlton 22.1211 111310220221211112-22
121232S2i'»l«3111212S20 •3—81
12201 21 1 220233-; 0 JlOCO 1 131—20
11120311«20i23 2222»3i202—20 83

GUTHRIE WINS THIS GVV.

3.— An interf Sting day's sport was had to day on the Larch-
mont grounds. There were cine entries in the main event, a iS-bird
race, among the entries being Chauncey Powers, of Decaiur, 111., and
C. S Guthrie, of Pittsburg, Pa. The latter tied with Dr. Knowlton
for the cup on out of 25, and then won the cup on the shoot-ofT.
The shoot off was rather a peculiar affair: Guthrie lost his first bird,
Knowlton following suit with a "dead out of bounds." Then Guthrie
iilled his second bird, but Knowlton's bird again carried the shot out
of bounds.
The scores in this event are given below:

H B G Ibert (29) . , 21g220223S2322«32rO331222- 21
C S Guthrie (-.9) 232»13i22n2210321111]212-23
Al Marshall (38)...... , C02'v21000 — 5
Chaunc(-y Powers (--IO) 2-,^22C2« J'.;2321«23£2322«232—21
Dr J G Knowlton ( 9)..... 3i223i 3'332C2333330«23t—23
E RLadew ^9) ia332i8ic' 00S'2211( 22222. .-21
Fted G Moore (?9) 222Cm03322 3-^9,'fO —IM
Benj Horton (28) .22»010«in]»0:3»iJ — 9

D A Bradley (.'8) £• ii 022 323; 2 20223222;3?—22
Other events shot were two 5-bird S" eeps and two 10-bird sweeps

In the first 5-bird event Guthrie took flrsr money with 5 straight from
the 5:9jds. mark. Id No 2 D. Bi adlev (3t) was high with 5 In the
first 10-bird event Guthrie (29) and F. G. Moore (;H) divided with 10
straight. In the last event, also at 10 birds, H. B. Gilbert ( 9) and C.
Powers (30) were tied at the end of the 10th round. Instead of civid-
ing, they shot off, miss-and out, Powers killing 14 more, Gilbert
losing his llth bird in the ties. Scores in these tour events follow

:

Events: 13 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Birds: 5 5 10 10

Al Marshall (3-) 4

Birds: 5 5 10 10

D Bradley (38) 8 5 8 8

B Horton (i8) 3 3 6 5 C Powers (30)., . .. .. .. 24
CSGuthrie(i9) 5 4 10 4 Dr JG Kuowlton (30) 4
E F Thomas (;i8) 3 4 0 7 ER Ladew (39) 8
J Bender (38) . . . , 3 8..,. W A H Stafford (i8) 8
P G Moore (2^).... 10 5 G8Hoyt(38) 4
H Sanford (29)

23

W Taylor (8 ) 3

At Watson's Park.
Chicago, III, March 39.—Following are the sc. es made at; Wat-

son's Park to day:
Wiley 2023 01 00211 120201 1 ] Oil 101—1

7

J M Franklin 031010101013001120^001021—14
March SI,—Practice:

John Snipe.. 00222223322032 233i2—17
April 1.—Fifty-five live birds per man

:

J M White 13032212030310103:002222220011
0311121310231213322320331 -43

R B Wilson 002001020COOOn0003nC3i210103
Oini0302301003223012CO:0 -89

O Z Hammer ...,.».... .0102i32003013ilOai'i2223001SSll
3313000101113101210101100 -38

RM Russell 0310J133100002001COa — 8

HoUester. 110010120113100121311102111231—23
JH Amberg , 00321311130383311031 —16

Ravelrigg.

Marlin Gun Club.
Marles, Texas, April 2.—The following scores were made to-day by

members of the MarUn Gun Club:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.WW Turner.. 0110011110- 6 10011100O1-5 11010—3

0 J Bartlett..... .0011101100 -5 0010001001—3
K B Louis. ..„..^ik..,.,.0001C01010-3 0111001000-4 10010 -2
OAOltorf. ................1111111001-8 0100100010-3 10111—4
JGOltorf 0111000000 3 lOUOlOulO—5 11001-3
J R Emery 1000100111-5 00011—1
The above events were all at bluerocks, known traps and angles.
This club will hold a shoot of some importance in the near futiure;

the principal event will be a handicap for a souvenir keg of W-A
powder, donated to the club by the Laflin & Band Powder Co.

E. R. Emeky, Prea.

The Atchison TouruatUent,
T.ait Atfehi^on tournament will be liiahaged, ,as usual, by Jack

Parker, Lou Erhardt acting in conjunction with Jack to see thai; all
the shooters get what shooting they want. .4s already aphounceiJ,
the programme consists each day of eight 20-target events, S3 en-
trance. $!5 add^d to each purse, five equal moneys, all ties divided—
a sitnpl'e programme, and one easily carried in the bead. , It will also
be an easy one to handle; and Under the managempnt of jack Parker
everj-tbing is bound to run smoothly. In addition to the qhoye
e^ ents, an open set of traps will be kept busy with events to suit those
present.

,
,

.

Ahiong the "rides and regulations'^are the following notes;
Latest revwed A. S. A. rules (rapid-fire) to govern. Tbe referee's

decision is, final under all circumstances. We mean what we say.
We are going to have a dead square shoot. Programme events, with
addfd money, will be five equal moneys, divided 20, iO, 20, iO, '0 per
cent. No dropping for place will be tolerated, We have added $.^0
a day for averages- five high guns AmatPurs must be protected.
Shooting to commence promptly at 8:30 A. M. Contestants requested
to make entry for the entire programme for each day. Money re-
funded for all uncontested events. Electric street cars run to the
grounds every fifteen minutes. We have nev grounds at ball park,
with perfect background.
Byram Hotel will be headquarters. Accommodations secured in

advance tor those desiring it. Shooters wishing to send shells, gunis,
etc., in advance can address same to Louis Erhardt & Co.
Three sets of traps will be used W. O. Setgeant gys etr. Ex-

cept if more satisfactory, will stand in setni-cirele. If shot lit

squads of six men, regular walk arouhd. If In sctuatls of.".fl*^e

men and SO targets, shoot In rotation from one to five, and eaCh opfe
shall Sboot at 4 targets and then all moye up one position. In this
Way each contestant shall shoot at an equal number of targets frpm
each of the different positions. Traps are pulled in rotation. Should
target break in trap contestant immediately calls "Pull I" again, when
next trap in rotation will be sprung. These three traps are so close
together contestant can notice no difference, and it is equal and fair
to all. This is no experiment. It was used at tbe Leavenworth tour-
nament, March 17, and one ard all of twenty five participants were
more than pleased with it, and pronounced it the only system.
,

1895 record— Highest entry, 94. 1886 record-Highest entJ-y, 108,
Lou. Erhardt's celebrated band loaded shells of all kinds wul be rot
sale on the grounds at reasonable Jjrices.
Traps wiUbe ppen for practice and sweepst- bes, Tuesday, April 13.

Addfess all letters to Lou. firhardt, Secretaiy, Atchison, Kan.

A Ladies' Gun Club.
Wb clip the following from tbe Breeder and Sportsman ot (3a3U

fornia, of March S7, feeling that it will interest; many of our readers:
"The latest fad in soutuem California is a ladies" gun club. The

members of tbe club are; Mrs. Leslie C. Brand, President; Mrs. M. L.
Wicks, Secretary and Treasurer; Mrs, Cbarles Haekins, Mrs. U. S.
Wildemuth, Mrs. Spencer Millard, Mrs. Chas. Luckenbach, Mrs, Mayor
Snyder, Mrs. Chas. Sessions, Mrs. Hervy L. Pinney, Miss Pinney, Mrs,
Gude, Mrs. Daniel Innes, Miss Innes, Mrs. Arlhur Morlan and Mrs,
Howard Starker.
"The dues are devoted to the purchase of prizes and ammunition.

The clubwomen meet every Saturday at 3 P. M. at Mis. Brand's,
where they practice, many of them being quite skillful marks-
women.
"The scene is always animated, for each lady owns a dog, and a

dog which loves a gun. Mrs. Brand has four dogs-a pointer and
three setters. Mrs. Wicks has? a water spaniel, Mrs. Hasfeins has a
spitz, Mrs. Millard a setter, and tbe others dogs of various breeds.
Indeed, it is ohe of the rules of the club that each nismber must owh
at least bne dog.

,

"The recent tramps have showii the ladies the folly of ennventional
gowns in gun clubs, .and a pretty costume is now being evolved,
which consists of a skirt of Lincoln green, a tan blouse and leather
belt, bloomers, high laced leggins, and a little tan cap with a green
Visor.
"Of course the score is kept, and each month a prize is awarded.

Mrs. M. L. Wicks proved the most efficient markswoman last month,
and fell heir to a beautiful f-rn, an immense maiden hair, in a hand-
some jardiniere, of which she is justly proud.
"Each lady entertains tbe club in turn one day in the week, when a

few guests are invited. At these social afternoons, which are purely
informal, the refreshment is simple, the conversation is confined to
sporting subjects, guns are overhauled, the prizes decided upon, ahd
many other important tbuigs receive due attention.'*

Sandusky Gun Club.
PANnUskV, O , March 17.—Below are the results of the Sandusky

Gun Club's tournament, which closed to-day. The regular order of
the programme was not followed out, as most of the shooters came
straggbng out to the grounds about 10 A. M , causing considerable
delay ; consequently the target events were dropped, ahd the remain-
der of the day devoted to live-bird events. The second day's shoot
was devoted exclusively to live-bird shnoiing.

Vi.'^itors from other clubs were C. G. Bodifield, G. E. Worthington,
and Mr. Elliott, Cleveland. 0 ; and Mr. Wells, of the Morwalk (O.)
Gun Club.

All ot the boys are amateurs at live-bird Bbootiug, and from the
results of their scores, with a lit le practice, would develop in o very
good wing shots:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7
Pigeons: 5 5 5 7 7 15 Pigeons; 5 5 5 7 7 15

Deyo 4 6 9 15 Graves 4 4.. 6 ., w
Speer 5 5 3 4 7 11 i7 Knopf a .5

Talbot 4 6 .. 16 Ely.
, 713 80

Valentine.... 5 5 5 7 .. 14 19 Mattern., 6:,. 19
A F Miller 3 3 6 6 .. 17 Elliott 5 14 17
Wells 1 4 6 .. 10 .. Boody ,. .. 7 18 20
Copt Miller 2 4 6 5 .. 16
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and i were shot on March 16; Nos. 5, 0 and 7 on March 17.

Nos. 1, 3 and 3 were 81.50 entrance; No. 4, S3; No. 5 was $1 50; No. 6,
|5, and No. 7, S7. All shot from tbesame mark, viz.: 28yds.

A. F. Miller, Capt.

Rhode Island Trap-Shooting Association.
PAWTtrsET, R. I., Aprfi2.—The Rhode Island Trap Shooting Asso-

ciation opened its season to-day, tbe weather being perfect and the
attendance large. About 2,2C0 targets were thrown dunng the day,
a novelty being in' reduced in the shape of targets with feathers on
them The scores made in the 25-target event, known angles, was
as below:
H Moore t... lOOOlOlllllflOllllOllllOCO—15
F Glezen..,..,^*^., IIOOJOIOOIOIOIIOIOOOOOOOO— 9
R C Root. i'l . i i : OOCOOIOIIOIOOIOOIOIOIOIIO—10
F Greener , , , • it 4 . "OCOl 1000101001 Oi OlOOIl 1 1—11
Badmlngton ,,,r^,r, 0110110001001010111110100-13W Richards 1110111111111101111101011—31W H Sheldon, lllOOllllllllOllllUlllll—22
E Wbitaber 00 00001 10100001 01101 111 1—11
Comett t^.., lOOOllOlOllOllllCOlOlOUl-15
BarnweU It OIlOOllICOlOOlllOlOllOl—14
P HRandall. , ,

, , 00001 10100110101101010100—11
Wilson lllOtlllllOlOlllllOOIllU—20
Norton , IK OOOOOOlOOOOOOl 1 000001 1— 7
C Brown ........,,,,„.,>.„.,, lllOCOjllllOOlOIOIllCOOOO—12
A Swindalls 0010101011010010000110001—10
J A Goff 0010011011100100110110110 - 13
J F Rossie. , rOllOlllllOOlllOOOCOOlOOO—11.

J Campbell OIIOCOIOOIOIOIOOOIOOUOOO- 9

Audubon Gun Club, of Buffalo.
BCFFALO, N. Y., March 27.—The list of shooters at today's shoot

of the Audubon Gun Club was a long one, as usual. Tnere were
twenty-five entries in event No. 3, the weekly badge contest. lu this
event F. D. Kelsey won the Class A badge with 24; E. Heineoke the
Class B badge with 20, and D. C. Sweet the Class G badge with 16.
No. 4 was the monthly cup shoot, and in this event E. W. Smith was
the winner with 26. No. 7 was at 10 targets, expert rules. Scores:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7
E Burkhardt. 9 10 19 25 13 11 7 D C Sweet 10 16 21 .

GBIcArihur.. 4 10 17 14 7 II 4 U E Story 17 ?4
Foster 10 8 20 13 3 9 5 J E Lodge 10 14 21 .

.'
"

LW Bennett. 7 10 20 23 EMeCarney.. .. 8 16 23 9 is
JJReid 7 7 17 30 5 7 3 W Hines, Jr. . . . 13 20 20 14 13 8
PDKelsey... 7 14 24 23 12 .. .. ACGOmbs.... .. .. 8 ...... .

Hanks 8 12 31 33 10 11 .. L Fries...,,,. .. .. 37 84 ,\
.'.

n McMichael. 5 7 17 14 11 .. .. B Talsma 10 .. 20 19
OOehmig.... 8 9 10 18 E Reynolds... ... ,, 30 U. .. 7
E W Smith. , . 9 . , 30 23 P G Meyer 17 15
Alexander..,. 7 11 20 19 8 .. 3 Norris 3J 33 11 .. ,»
Sandy 3 7 11 19 9 .. S W Woodbury. 9 8 ., 18 .. ...

J A Kennedy. 8 8 11 9 4 .. 4 J Potts. 7., ,.16 9..
EReinecke 20 SI .. ,, „ Floss, ., ., „ .. ,, 7
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Tournanaent at Sistersvillei

SrsTEHSviLLE, W. Va., March 19.—Sistersville, W: Va., is a typical
"Oil City;" business is on a boom and the city is the possessor of
numerous attractions not easily found elsewhei'e. The grun club is

Cbmposed of gentlemen of high" standing and influence, having the
necessary means to do ariything to which they make take a notion.
Trap-shooting in this State is decidedly on the increase, and is

augmented by the friendly rivalry which exists between the Parkers-
l-urg, Sistersville and Marietta gun clubs for supremacy. On Wash-
ington's Birthday the Parkersburg cluh gave a one day shoot and
now Sistersville has just finished a two days' tournament, during
which $1S0 was added to the programme events. Parkersburg is not
to he outdone, so they are now working hard to secure at least 8500,
which they will add to their shoot, which comes ofl: early in June.
During the first day of the Sistersville tournament a friendly match

was shot between a picked team of six men from Parkersburg and a
like number from Sistersville. This restilted in a victory for Sisters-
ville by a score of 119 to 108.

A Writer on one of the local papers was so highly elated over the
victory that he took occasion to deride the visiting team and add
just a tinge too much to his roasts regarding the shooting qualities of
the visitors. There is no question but what it was intended as a good
joke, and no harm was meant in any sense of tbe word: but at the
same time the matter should have been handled more skillfully.

The grounds of the Sistersville Bod and Gun Club are situated on a
very high eminence halfway up a steep bill which lies west of the
city. The plateau is reached by ascending a long flight of steps,
which invariably caused a goneness to overcome those who were
brove enough to attempt to ascend them. The club house, board
walks, screens and other accommodations are faultless and strictly

up to date in every respect. The shooters face directly east, the
background beitig composed of the remaining half of the hill (or
taouhtain) referred to. To the right it slopes down and in all direc-
tions can be seen the tall oil derricks and power houses. It is a busy
scene, and by turning around to the west one witnesses a picture
which can never be forgotten. Far below lie hundreds of oil wells,
forming a continuous line as far as the eye can see, and even
then only a very slight conception of this vast industi-y can
be formed. Among the visitors from out of town were R. S. Waddell
and R L. Trimble, of Cincinnati, representing the Du Pont and Haz-
ard Smokeless powderj J. H. Mackie, also of Cincfnaati, represent-
ing the Peters Cartridge and King Powder companies; H. E. Norton,
of Ironton, O., who so ably looked after the interests of the Winches-
ter Repeating Arms Co.; F. D. Alkire, of Woodlyn, O.; J. E. Wrigbt,
Wheelings J. G. Gall, Martin's Ferry, O.: C. E. Verges, Lowell; P. S.

Schlicher and Geo. AiCord, Marietta; F. E. Mallory, L. Stephens, J.

E. Mallory, L. J. Epstein. 8. T. Mallory and Kobt. Clarke, of Parkers-
bm-g; D. A. McGillis, St. Mary's; T. S. Bibbee, Elba, O.; and A. H.
Donnolly, of Fairmount. Mr. Mackie was doing good work for King's
Smokeless, and made many friends. R. L. Trimble won first aver-
age, J. F. Mallory second, and F. D. Alkire ihird; Of the 25 contest-
8 nts participating, over 20 used Du Pont Smokeless loaded iQ the
Leader case. Following are the scores iu full:

Events

:

First Day, March 1 7.

13345078 9 10 11 13
Targets: W 15

•trimble. 10 11

Alkire 9 14

Norton..... 8 14
Stub 5 11

Rice 7 10
Verges 7- 11

Mackie 5 9
Gorham 8 11

J P Mallory.

,

Go! I

Wallace. . . . .

,

Bower
Hall
Schllchef 6 9

Allen 7 13
ST Mallory 6 10
McGillis 6 11

McVey..,,.i 8 10
Clarke. 711
Stevens.. 7 11
F E Mallory 12
Alford 11
Agnew,,, 11

Epstein .. ..

Kckbert
Bibbee

8 18
5 1.3

7 14
8 9
5 12

IS IS

13 11
1.3 11

13 14

8 9

12 13
11 11

12 13
12 14

13 12

9 11

13 14
10 10
13 11

13 10
12 1.3

7 7
9 10

10 10
11 9
9 ..

11 13
12 10

11 10

15 15 16 15 15 15 15 15

14 11

11 1^

13 11

13 n
13 13
10 8
13 11

10 13
12 12
11 11

8 9
14 10

11 11
11 12
9 12
7 9

8 11
13 13

11 12
10 ..

14 14
9 8

10 13

13 11 12
13 12 14
15 12 11

11 7 10
15 10 13
11 11 8
10 10 11

12 13 13

12 12 14
10 10 9

10 10 12

14 12 8
11 8 10
11 7 12
10 11 7
9 11 10

10 8 8
10 12 9

12 12 9
12
11 13 ii
11 9 9

14 14 13
12 12 l!i

10 13 13
10 13 10
13 12 7
10 13 10
11 la 1.5

12 13 12
11 12 14

11 11 8
8 12 13
14 13 12
12 7 9
9 10 7
9 6 11

9 6 11

11 7 h

10 10 10
12 8 7
8 .. ..

13 10 11

12 6 9

5 4 ti

.. .. 10
,. 8
3 5
9 10

Shot at.

175
175m
173
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
17.9

175
175
85

165
75
75
45
45

The team race referred to above was as follows:
Sistersville Team.

D S AUen 0111111111111111111011111-

E 0 Bower.. ,
lOlllllllllllllllOlUOni

LM Gorham ^...,.4 ,
llUlinillllllOOIllllOll-

AD McVey J^...... ...lllllllllOHOIOllOllllOll-
D M Wallace lOOllllOllOlOlOllOOllllll-
Curt S Hall COlCOOOllOlllllOlOllOUll-

Parkersburg Team.
J P Mallory 1011111001111110111110111-

PE Mallory 1011111111101110011101101-
Robt Clarke 1001010111011110111111111-

S T Mallory llOllllllllOOllOlllOlllOO-
Levi Stephens Oil 11O011111O11O1111O0O11

D A McGillis 4, OllOlOllOlOOllOUOlOOllll-

Broke,

147
147
14?
118
138
121

132
143
143
119
1.30

133
119
117
113
102
104
125
114
57

135
106
54
31

18
i:8

23
22
22
-20

-17

-18- 119

-20

-19

19
-18

17
-15—108

Events:

Targets:

Trimble,,,...... 1*
Alkire..,,.,..... 12
Norton 11

8 nb ...13
Rice 14
J E Mallory 13

Mackie 13

Gorham 13

J F Mallory 13

GoU 11

Wallace 13
Bower 7

McVey.. 13

Bibbee 7
McGillis 11

Allen..... 14
Schhcher...,,.. 10
Verges 10

Donnolly. 11
Alford... 12
Hall
8 T Mallory

Second Day, March 1 S.

12SU56789 10 11 1S

15 15 15 15 20 15 20 15 15 15 15 20 Shot at. Broke.

13 14 12
12 14 13
12 14 11

13 7 .

.

12 14 13
13 13 10
15 13 n
10 10 8
12 11 15
11 11 ..

12 11 12
9 10 8

13 12 11

11 14 9

9 .. 12
12 11 18

14 II 13
12 9 18
13 11 10

8 9..
.. .. 11

18 14 IS 14 13 13 14 19
13 14 18 11 15 15 9 19
11 18 15 14 13 9 12 17
15 .... 10 13 13 12 16
18 13 17 11 13 11 13 17
20 12 16 9 11 9 12 15
16 12 18 14 13 13 9 15
17 8 11 10 14 6 11 15
18 14 15 15 16 13 12 16
12
12 IS 13 18 15 12 12 16

16 9 18 10 13 10 9 17
18 10 14 10 12 10 12 12
14 11 17 7 8 11 10 18

12 ii 17 "S ii 16 'a 13
11 10 16 9 12 7 14 15

17 VI 17 10 13 10 10 14

12 18 16 12 13 6 S 14

13 9 15 .. ,

16 11 15 11 13 12 13 15

9 11 9

195
1^15

195
145
193
1P5
195
1S5
195
65

195
195
195
19 i

45
195
195
195
195
100
150
60

176
164
151
112m
152
162
13
169
45

1.33

136
146
187
33
141
142
146
139
66

137
23

Lester.

Pawtuxet Gun Club.

Pawtuxht, R. I., March 17.—The Pawtuxet Gun Club held a prize
shoot to-day, the conditions being 25 targets, handicap allowance of
extri targets to shoot at. The prizes were six cans of Du Pout
Smokeless, donated by the Du Pont Powder Company, and 100 shells

loaded with Du Pont Smokeless, donated by R. C. Root, of the C. F.
Pope Company, of Pi-ovidence. ill-. Cory shot in this race as a guest
of the club. Firstprize was won by Arnold, who broke 17 out of his
25 and then broke all his allowance, making his total 21. Scores
were:

Arnold (4) OOlllllOllOllOOOlOfllllllltU —21
Sheldon (0) 001111U11111011010111110 —19
WU3on(0)... OOOlOOlOllOlllUlOlllllU -17
Mooney (i).,,.... ...... OOOOlilIOOOlllUllOlUlOOOll —17
*Cory 11C0:010llOHO110110inOl —16
Badminton (4) , ]0011011101(K)lllliil0110;00101 —16
Thunnell (7) ,, ICOlOllOUOlOOllOOlIOUO 0(110110—16

Stockard (6) , OOlOlOnillOllllfOllOOOOOOlOOll —16
A Hawkins (3).... lOOllllOlOlOOOlOllOOlllOllOO -15
Root (5) IIOIOOOIOIIOOIOIOJOIOOOOOUIIO -13
W Hawkins (6) lOUOOOlOOlOlllOiniOlOOi.OlOOlOO —13
J Armstrong (7; 11011O10O00O0O0OC0in03101100101-12
Greene (0) lOOllUOOiWOlllOJlOlOJlOO —11
JOann (7) OllCOOOlO'.OllOOOlO lOlODOCCOOOOl-lO

» Guest.
Sweepstakes were also shot as below. No. 6 being a miss-acd out;

Events: 1 3

Targets: 7 7

Sheldon... 6 6
Arnold 4 7
Root,,...,. 5 5

Cory 5
preene. , , . 4 5

3 4 S
7

4
4
5
4
4

0 7 8

7 15 .. 10 5

5 10 9 5 5
6 10
6 13
0 10

5 ..

6 4
7 6

Events: 123 45678
Targets: 7 7 7 7 15 10 6

Wilson 10 3 5 5
Badminton 5' 5 8 10 fi 6 ..

Gai'dner... 4 ii . . ..^ .. ..

A Hawkins .. .. .i .il2'.. .. .,

Stockard 9

Wi H. Sheldoi?,

Ti-ap Around Pittsbul'g.
HAZEWOOD GUN fcLtTS'S OPENING.

Pittsburg, Pa.. March S7.—Tbe Hazelwood Gun Club held the first
shoot to-day on its n'^w grounds. The question as to who should
have tbe honor of firing at the first bird trapped on these grounds
was decided by lot; Crossland won the toss-up and killed his bird
with the Brst barrel. This pigeon will be mounted by Vice-President
Messuer, and will adotn the main room of the new club house.
Scores in the sweepstake events are given below:

No. 3.

110012200221122—11
22l«21232112i02—ia

•322nS3»211222—13

222«i2i2i2ii2n—14
OI«002-313aiO101— 9
300192320022123- 9

No. 1. No. 2.

Hughes SlOO 32l 222- 8 1 •.2123292—

8

Munson.. Sl012«0232—7 1012«122?2 8
Evans i 00201«2'?OI-6 l£0n22030-6
Crossland ae.riiaa 'y- 8 l?e2212-il 1 —9
Riley 0002210230-5 0211C01101-6
StiUev
Wilbert.
Snapshot ,,

W.SON WON ONEi ANtt LOST ONB.

March sg.—D. A. Upson, of Cleveland, and Theodore Hostetter. of
this city, shot a race to-da.von the grounds of the Herron Hill Gun
Club, the conditions being 100 live birds per man, $350 a side. Upson
won easily with 93 to 74, Hostetter being clean out of all form, and
at no stage of the race was the Pittsburger at all dangerous. Scores
were!
Upson 1111111111111111111111111—25

1111111110111111110111111-23
1111111111111111011111111-24
1110111111111101111110011-21-93

Hostetter 1111111111000110111101110—19
1100101110111111111010100-17
1101111111101111111011111-22
0111011100111111001001110-16 -74

March SO.—A return match was shot to-day between the above par-
ties and the tables were turned, the Pittsburger winning handily with
the big total of 96 to 93. It is .stated that the stakes in this match were
larger than in yesterday's contest. In this match Hostetter was
looked after by Bill McCrickart, Jack Allen lookiug after Upson's
interests. Scores were as below, second barrel kills being ignored in
the totals given:
Hostetter, 1111111111111111111111111-25

1111111111111111111101011—23
1111111111111111111111111-25
1111111111111100111111111-23-96

Upson 1111111111111011111101111-23
1111101111111111111111111-24
1111111011111111111111011—23
1110111111111111110111111—23-93

IROQ0OIS HIFLE AND G0N CLUB.

, j4j}n7 S.—Below are the scores made at the first monthly shoot of
the Iroquois Rifle and Gun Club. A strong wind was blowing, inter-
fering greatly with the scores. All moneys were divided under the
Rose system. Scores:

Events: 1 SS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 :!8 13 14
Targets; 10 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 16 10 10 10

Bayne 3
Born 6

7 5
6 18

8 5 13 10 9 7 13
9 11 13 12 13 10 10

McElroy , 6 10 11 14 8 13 9 10 12 13
Budd...... ...... 5
Wood 7
Fay 6
Mack.. 6 15
Ross
Motz
Evans ....

Hartman.
Filson i. '. ., 13
Coltei'hn , 16 7 16
J Jones. 12 12
EJS 12

8 7

8 8

12 11 12 12 14 14 15 13 9 13
8 8 11 6 14 11 11 10 11 10
8 8 12 9 12 13 11 10 9

14 11 IS 12 10 10 13 10 10
10 7 14 11 16 11 14 13 8 .. ..

14 12 10 14 18 11 9 11 14 10 10
.. .. 13 10 8 11

18 11 9 13 11 10 8 6
6 5 14
9

9
5

io

9 7

Jacob Motz.
TEAM race on DAVIS ISLAND

^

April S.—An interesting team race was shot to-day on the Herron
HillGun Club's grounds, Davis Island. The teams were of four men
each and were captained respectively by C. A. May and W. S. King.
Each man shot at 25 birds. May's team winning with 85 to 78. Will
King was high with 23 out of 25. The birds were an extra good lot.
Scores:

May's Team.
A H King 21202S-221?2222122022?0121— £2
Riehev 22?20222;0022202222222220 -20
MePherson , 02221202221 22220022222123—21
C A May 222222222C000222222211222—22—85

King's Team.W S King .. .2220212211222J222220 1222-23
Fargo , 1220012021 222021202222] 20-19
Jacque , .22222202< 0222020022235322-20
Skillman .222020220020022s:23C002223 -16 -73

South End Gun Club, of Troy.
Tboy, N. Y., March 20 —The regular monthly shoot of the South

End Gun Club was held Saturday afternoon, March 13, at its grounds
on Carroll's HUl. The conditions were 25 targets per man, unknown
angles, handicap by breaks, American Association rules. After an
exciting contest, in which some excellent shooting was witnessed,
Thomas E. Brown, with 6 breaks allowed him, succeeded In capturing
the medal with a total of 38, beating J, E, Costello by 1 bird, who
made a straight run of 22, missing 3 on the start. This is the second
time that Costello has lost the medal by heavy handicaps. The
weather whs anything but favorable for good, shooting. Complete
scores follow:

Broke. Missed. Handicap. Total.
HB Tucker 12 13 3 15
JohnLSheary 6 19 4-10
J E Costello 22 3 Scratch. 22Wm H Jackson, 16 9 2 18
TEBrown;..... 17 8 6 23

W. B. Chbistopher, Sec'y.

Acme Gun Club.
Washington, Pa,, March 19.—Below are the scores made to-day at

the weekly shoot of the Acme Gun Club, held on the Prigg range, P.
Moser did not shoot up to bis mark, as he is a much better man than
his scores to-day show. C. Baker, Mackey and Canau shot up to
their average, but J. Wylie and D. Baker were a bit off. S Werich
shot his best gait. It rained all the afternoon, but we had a good
time in spite of the wet weather. Scores:

Events: 1^ 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10

P ttlo.ser 3 3 8 9 7
C Baker 7 6 8 8 7
JCanan 6 8 8 7 7

HMackey,... 7 5 8 9 7

S Werich 7 9 9 6 6

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 5 S

D Baker 1342543
3 3 J Werich 1 4 3 5
3 3 J Wylie 3 4.... 1 ..W Prigg 3 .

.

H. T. Maokey.

5 5

3 4

4 2
5 3

Poughkeepsie Gun Club.
Poughkbepsie, N. Y., Mirch 18.—The follnwing scores were made

to day in the regular club shoot of the Poughkeepsie Gun Club:
W Corlies 1111111111101111111101111-23W J Perkins llOlllllllliiiOllllllllOl—22
H Vouderlyndon llinOOllllluOllllllOiii—21
H Valentine OllUDOOllOllllllOlOlOHIl—17W D BriggH lirOlOlllllOlOllllOOlOlOl—16
A Traver .1110011010111101010101100—15
F Woods 1101010001011011111101001—15
D Van Wagnen lOlOllOlOlllOillOlOlOOOOl—14
FRikert , lfl0100110111i00100COlOOOO-10

W. J. Perkins, Sec'y.

Catchpole Gun Club.
WoLOOTT, N. Y., March 31.— Below find scores made by members of

the Catchpole Gmi Club. The attendance was small on account of
high winds that made the shooting difdcult.

No. 1, 10 targets:
Burke 1010111100-6
Wadsworth 0111101111—8

DeWitt 0111100111-7
Foster 1111011110-8

No. 2, same:
Wadsworth 1110111111—9
Foster 1110011101—7

No. 3, same:
Wadsworth 1110101011-7
Foster lOlOUOilO-H

BeWitt ..lOlUOlOlO- 6

DeWitt 1011101010—6

E, A, Wapsworth, SecV.

Rbchester Rod and Gun Club*
BotjHESTER, N. Y., March 3.—Mr. Davis, a member of the Rochester

Rod and Gun Club, has put no for competition a fine gold badge, tc(

be known as the Davis Challenge badge. The first contest for this
badge took place this afternoon. The attendance was very small,
and the scores were correspondingly low. Below are the totals:

Weller lllllinOO:i00111110110lOI1010111101111101110lll01-.37
Byer 111111111001101111101lOll0310011101110111lll010lOO—35
Borst IIIOIOOIIOIOIIOOOOIIOOIIIIIIIIIOIIIIOIOOOIOOIOUOI—30
Meyet 11001111110010000010010010010111000110111000011111—29

Martih P.—A liVe-bird shoot was held to-day on the grodnds of the
Rochester Rod and Gim Club. Mr. Sioi Glover managed the shoot,
everything passing ofiC without a hitch of any kind that could be laid
to the management. The only drawback was the weather, rain set-
ting in early in the day and continuing to fall almost through the
entire shoot. Under the conditions the birds could not be good ones,
and the scare ropes had to be ilsed on nearly every bird. Harry
Whitney and Glover scored every bird they shot at; Glover shot at 41
and Whitney at 27. Among the shooters were E. C, Burkhardt, of
Buffalo; G. A. Mosher and Hiram Bingham, of Syracuse; H. B. Whit-
ney, of Phelps, and several members of the home club. Scores were:

No. 2.

1022220
2011221
2112211
2011012
0010212

2210111
1121111
2002212
0121111
2112118
1211210

No. 4.

2111111
2222110
lllllll
2211122

2222111

No. 1.

Weller 0
Meyers 1110
Glover 1111112
Burkhardt 128311

1

Mosher 2182121
Weller (re-entry) 20
Meyers (re entry) ...1121111
Bver ,

Whitney
Bingham ,

Bolton
Worth

,

Lane...,.
Skinner. ,,, , , ,

.

No. 3, handicap:
Glover (.80) 12111321112211121113—20
Whitney (29) 21211111211811118181—20
Bingham (27) 13111121121112111212-20
Burkhardt (87) 30122112212222211211—19
Meyers (28) ...... ,dii..,...t«.-t.r.ir..........M....U222ll8112211102218-19
Mosher {?8)..i:i;i,ii... ....,....„.,.,.,.•..... ...30220223121231112212—18
Weller (37) 2031 12302211211 Hill—18
Byer (27) 30221110121121221110-17
No. 5 was a match at 5 birds, for $25 a side, between Davis and

Quirk. The latter won with 5 kills to Davis's 4.

March 31.-Several members of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club
journeyed to Cobb's Hill y'esterday to test the magautrap just in-
stalled on the club's grounds. A series of ten 10-target events were
shot with the results shown below:

Events : 1 2
Borst 4 6
Blckman.,,, 7 3
Weller 5 4
North 3 .

.

Bolton 6 8
Gardiner 4
Byer 5
Rogers , , , . , .3

Palmer 3
Davis 8
Hadley,..
Glover..,^,,,.,,.,..,,...,.,.,,,,,, .. ..

Slocum. ..... ,1.. , ^.
Kay ,.,4 4

.

Dutch,......,..,;.,, 4..........
Red mond
La Force,,... ,

Nichols
De Witt

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7 3 5 4 5 5 7
3 3 6 9 10

6 '6
5 8 'e

'7
'5

6
S 5

5 3 7 6

6 6 3 6
7

'4
2 4 5 6

"e
'6

4 4 ..

5
8 5 7 7 8 7 3
7 "e

_
7 5 6 ..

8 7
"8

9 7 8
10 • 7 9 9 9 8

7
"4

7 4 6 3
"6

8 8 1 0 9
6 4 ..

All Fools' Day at Peekskill.
A PARTY of seven shooters journeyed from New York city to Peeks-

kill, N. Y., on April 1, for the double purpose of having an after-
noon's sport at the traps of the local gun club and shaking hands
with the Peekskill boys. The delegation, which left New York via N
Y. C. & H. R. R R, at 10:30 A, M,. was made up as follows: Ed Taylor
W. Crosoy, Neaf Apgar, Tom Keller, Jack Faaning, Seth Clover and'
Perd Van Dyke. The party was met at the train by some of the
Peekskill shooters, taken to the hotel, entertained at lunch and then
driven up to the shootiDg grounds.
Other shooters present were: J. S. Taylor, Capt Wood, Harry Hig-

gmson. Doc Stanbrough and E. C. Likely, of Newbnrgh;.Dr. P. H
Mason, Jack Halsted, Fat, H. P. Dain, Hill, Snowden and Loder, of
the home club.
The menu at the hotel dining table was an excellent one, but the

club surpassed this in its menu for the afternoon's sport:

ALL fool's DAT,

1.

2.

3.

4.

MENU.
1897.

$050
.75

1 00

50

10 Verplanck Points for
15 Consomme, per plate

20 Hudson River Shad, each
State Camp Croquettes, Miss Anout style!

(Potatoes extra)
5. Forest and Stream Roast. 85 Handicap

for Troph.v. Complimentary 03 00
6. Conglomerate Pudding (E. 0., Sch., W-A, Aust., Wals,, etc.)

20 plates i.oo
7. All Fools' (one-at a-time) Cafe

15 everything unknown .59
8. 10 "Imperials" (cigars) sj5

$1.00 per plate.

It will readily be conjectured that with the above bill of fare noth-
ing but fun reigned during the afternoon. It was a matter of deep
regret to us that a case of "grip" prevented our being present on this
occasion. The scores made on the above menu are given below:

Events: 13 3 6 7

Targets: 10 15 SO SO 15

Crosby 7 13 13 12 10
Apgar 9 10 17 16 8
Keller 7 10 13 13 10
Fanning 9 11 17 19 10
Clover 7 13 18 13 10
Van Dyke 7 12 20 16 13
Fat 4 9
Mason , 5 9 16 .. ..

Ed Taylor 5 13 18 15 7
J S Taylor 8 12 16 17 11

The detailed scores made in Nos. 4 and 5 are given below:

Events: 12 3 6 7
Targets: 10 15 go SO IS

Wood 6 15 17 16 9H C H 6 8 17 14 ..
Halsted 7 10 15 16 7
Stanbrough 9 8 13 11 3
Likely 6 .. ..
Hill 5 .. .. 14
Dain 8 16 15

"9

Snov^den.. 7 13 ,

Loder 5 .

No. 5, handicap. Forest and Stream Roast, no
entrance. Prize, a silver pocket flask:

Van Dyke(25)... ,1111111111111011111111111 -24
Halsted (28) llllllllllOllllOllUOlOlllll —24
Fanning (26).....lllllln01UllH1101111101 —23
Hill (SO) 111111110101011110011101111101-23
Mason (27) 111111110100101011111110111 —21
Loder (30). ..... . .110101101111111111001110011000-20

Tie:
10101
01000

No. 4,

miss-atkl-
out,

50 CIS.:

llllllU
11111110
111110

10

Apgar (26) llllOllllOlltOUlOnillOll
Crosby (26) lllOllOllOllllOOOlOlOimi
Wood (28) 1111111111001010 010111010
HO H (28).......0111101101C001100111111011
Clover (26) 1101 100001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1000 lOOlOl
Stanbrough (27). .llOlllUllllOOlOOOllOOlilOO
Dain (27) Ill 1100011 1010101 IIOIOIOIIO
Keller (27) lOlOOlllllOOCOlOOllOOiOUlO
J S Taylor (87)...11010001101110011inoai0000
Ed Taylor (29). . .OllOOOllCOOOOlOlOlllOUOlOO
Snowden (30) OOlOOiiOllltOlOUOOOCOllOUOOll—14
Likely (30). , , .. . .000010100101111010100100100110—13

—30
—18
—)8
-18
—17
-17
—17
—14
—14
-14

11111110
110
10
1110
IIUIIIO
10
mo
0
11m 111
0

Edward Banks.

Marlin Gun
Marlin, Tex., March 29.—No. 1, 10

angles, practice:

WW Turner 1110101111-8
E R Emery OOlllllCOO-5

No. 2, same:
Turner , 1111100101-7
Emery 0000000001—1

No. 3, 5 bluerocks:
Turner ....,,.„,,.,, 11111-5
Emery, ,,,,.,,,^,,,,,,,,,,,0ni0-v}

Club.
bluerocks, known traps and

J J Spencer 1100010000-3
Chas Oaorf 0101101111—7

Spencer .0001000000—1
Oltorf 1111111000—7

Spencer 11000—2
Qitorf,,,,,,,,,,i.i<'...---.01U9-3
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IN NEW JERSET.
AT ELKWOOD PABK.

"Z-March 20.—Five events vrere shot to-day on tlie Elkwood Park
grounds. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were S5 miss-and outs; No. 4 was the Home-
stead Handicap, 25 birds. $35; Ko. 5 was 10 birds, $10. E. D, Fulford,
W. R Crosby, of the Baker Gun Company, and D. A. Tryon, of Cleve-
land, O., did some excelknt shooting:. Scores follow:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Walters (38) . , saSSO 20 (S8) , . . . 11 28-320

TiTon (d9) 1312112 111110 ($9).,,,211S?0

SumpterCJS) 1112111 2222212 fi 9). .. .2221222
Toland (38) 22,'8120 2t0 (?8j .... 0
Herrington (28) 0 2120 (?8) ... 8231211
Fulford (iO).... 1120 1211122 (50i^),.0
Gates (3') 1221133 2123312
Daly (28) 8S0 22220 (Sg). .. .222220
Crosby (30)... 2221213 (30?^). . a 33220
Heyer(37) 220 (2T)..,.20
No. 4, Homestead Handicap:

Fulford (30) 1122121211111222211211112—2.5
Crosby (3 0) 122221 21 222233222i23 22232—35
Tryon (29) 21 2 1 22 1 232 1 1 211 201 12 »8 ;12—24
Toland (28) , S0J22al20«2l221I2;2I2i22—23
Walters (27) 21 2 '22^23220 ^ 01 1 22222233-23
Daly (28) 2012221022221202221221121-22
Herrington (28) 2223 i22 32C21021 20 1 2 1 220 1 2 - 21
Sumpler (38) 222121220232221 1 1 J 0002i 22—21
Heyer (27) 1 121 201 1 221 1 21 1 01211S0131—21
Baker (v8) 022322323212001232021310
Hyde ( 8) 02S01102020
No. 5:

Walters (27) 22J2222200-
Hyde(38) 22113200w
Baker (aS) 10101C0300-
Fulford f30^) 1222311211-

8 Toland (28) 102131l0w
Sumpter (291^) 2101213222- 9

4 Dalv (33) 3022222223— 9
10 Tryon 09y->) 3211211013— 9

The following scores were made to-day at Elkwood Park, the only
Walter Patten, of Pleasure

Several double-bird matches
shooter.'? present being Pail Daly. Jr
Bay, and Hank White, of Little Silver,

were decided. Scores:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Daly (?5) ...10 11 01—4 11 01 01 11-6 01 11 —4 (28). .102122112-8
Patten (25). .11 01 11-5 01 01 Olw 01 01 lO—S (38), ,102^23220-7
While ( 5).. .10 Olw 00 11 01 03-5 00 00 11—3 (28),.0i202w

No. 5,

Daly (33) 10 11 11 00 11 10 10 10 11 11-14
Patten (80) 10 10 11 00 11 11 00 11 10 10-12
Daly (-28) 11 11 11 11 01 10 11 01 11 11—17
Patten (38) 11 11 11 11 11 00 10 11 11 10-16

Afarc/i, $7.—A full day's sport was bad to-day at Slkwood Park. A
long list of-events was decided, John J. Sutnpter, Jr , the Arkansas
Traveler, carrying off first honors for the day. The chief fe.iture of
tbe programme was a match between Hank White, of Little Silver,

N. J., and Walter Patten, -of Long Branch, or rather Pleasure Bay.
The conditions were 25 pairs, a style of shooting at vrhich White is

said to be particularly strong. To-day, however, he was defeated
after a close race by 3 bird s : the sc ore was a tie at the end of the 20th
pair, but in the last 5 pairs Patten puUed the race out of the fire by
scoring 9 out of 10 to White's 6. Scores in all the events shot were as
below

:

ifD; 1. NO. 2. iTo. 3. No. 4 No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8
213
20

8133
20

12420
0
>1222
111:0

13=1
20i2
2123
00

No. 12. No. 13.

0 0
2 0
0 3
0 1

No. 18. No. 17.

Daly (28) ,
1233 2!213 02212 0

Bart (25) 00 3112J ICOl 11

P/itten (37) 3 22 222) 5'12J3 22

Sumpler (29) 1211 31212 0;0 20 111 1111

Appleaate (28) 2ill 11210

Woolley (27) ........1^33 20 ,

Midgely (26) 0 0111

No. 9. No 10. No. 11.

Daly (281^) , 2 10 1212
Bi»rt(5) ,. 1 0 20
Patten (28^4) 0 3) 2320
Rumpier (.9) 0 13 1212

Midgely ( 6)..,.. 0 10 0

No. 14. No. 15
Daly (28W),... C2222 2.221S20 0 31311

Bart (25).. ?2101 20 1 2 0 21220
Patien (28^,) C2223 £0 220 20
Sumpter (29) , 01121 22221211 1121 11212
Applegate (28; ,....„.. 232S13i2

Heyer (27) 0 S3110
V^hite(28) 1211 181 10

No. 18 was also 4 birds, $3, and resuUgd thus: Daly (281.^), White
(28S^) and Sumpter (3)) 4, Hyer (27) and Patten (27), 3, Bart (aS) 2.

No. 19 was a similar affair: BarC (25) and White (28) 8, Daly (39),

Patten (27) and Sumpter (30)^) 3.

A lO bird race between Snowley and Anderson, both at 30yds., re-

sulted thus;
Snowley 2000820012-5 Anderson 0200012000 -.3

A match at 25 pairs between W. Patten, of Long Branch, a rid

Hank White, of Little Silver, N. J., resulted in a win for Patten, as
below:
Patten 10 01 01 10 00 00 10 10 10 10 10 11 10—13

11 11 00 10 11 10 10 11 11 11 11 10 —18-30
White 11 11 00 11 10 11 01 00 00 11 10 10 00—14

10 00 10 10 10 11 01 11 00 OO 11 11 —13-27
OAKWOOD INN SHOOTING GROUNDS.

March i7.—The notice sent out by N. H. Aslfalk, proprietor of the
Oakwood Inn Shooting Grounds, near Elizibeth, that he would have
a shoot at live birds to-day, brought together several well-known
Jersey shooters to take part in the 25-bird race, f 10, birds extra,
scheduled as the main event for to-day. A 5-bird sweep shot prior to
tbe main event resulted thus: Astfalk 5, Williams 4, Ross and Toler
3 each. Then came the main event-, the scores in this being as below:
No. 3: 35 birds, $10, birds extra, 2 moneys:

Eoss 3 422220001203012221 20l?ll—1

9

Astfalk , . . , , 321122;^223?0222203S122223-23
Toler 0l200010100331£02112i220—36
Williams , ..,.0211222221220211132113201—32
Scott 2150123321012103312011332—20
Match: 15 birds, 530; Ross vs. Wm. Terry:

Terry 1221 1022 1 1002

w

Ross ,
2322223213313 —13

March 20.—As an outcome of the shoot of the 17ih, given above, an
agreement was made for a team race between the Terry Bros., of
Plainfield, and Ross and Toler, to be shot to day, the conditions to be
35 birds per man, $50 per team, losing team to pay for the birds. The
race was a clo- e one, Ross's team w inning mainly by his good shooting,
his score of ; 3 out of 26 practically winning the match. BpIow is the
score in full:

Tr^B score type -Copyright , lagr, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

34215514 44141534243351212

W E Ross 3923202221321223311122232 -23

1523331823243521315415134
4-\ / \N 1/\ 1 1 t z'-*^ N "^-^ T /

, .8 a 1 3 0 1 0 a X • 3 8 u fl o laiossogs 3-17-43

5 3 25 8 35154513185253431484

,.3 000822 3 31023383212080233 19

Hugh Toler.

Wm Terry

,

. 5 5 24553118 3 141464<1413 5 155
i// N 1/ ^ ^ ;^ ^ ^-^^ / \N ^ \ \ ,^ \

Seotl Terry ... 2111 2 0201313003128283080 1—19-88

A 7-blrd even*, $h entrance, two rooaeys. resulted as below;
Toler IS2:0;2—8 Hass'nger 0211022-5

Scoti Terr\'.'.....ii ,0122212-6 WTeiry ......8 01122-5

j<oss . .
32C011!—5 Chamberlain. .ii,i.i...,»030320—

4

Johnson .0221310-5 Balsoh. .02C0w
W. M, Parker.

B. C. cup AT HACKENSACK.

Jfarc/i 27,—The regular monthly shoot for the E. 0. cup, donated
by theE. C. Powder Co. to the Bergen County Gun Club, of Hacken-
sack, took place to day on the grounds of the club. Ttiere was a good
attendance of shooters, among them being Capt. A. W. Money andN.
E. Money, of the E. C. Ponder Co. ; M, Herrington, of the W-A Pow-
derCo. ; J S. Fanning, of San Francisco, representing Gold Dust
powder; W. R. Crosby and W, P. Carraher, representing the Baker
Gun Co., of Batavia, N. Y.; Neaf Apgar, shooting load 147; F. S- Sin-

nock, of Newark, N J., winner of the contest for the Recreation cup
last February; J. Hildreth, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.

;

Piatt Adams, of the New Utrecht Gun Club; Messrs. Dawson and W.
M, Smith, from the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, etc. Elmer E.

Shaner, of the Interstate Association, was also present as a spectator.

The weather was not unfavorable for big scores, there being no
wind to speak of until toward the close of the afternoon, w hen the

sun came out strongly and counteracted all the ill effects that the
wind might otherwise have had on the scores, The cup race was a
close <\*''<ivr, Edwards winning from scratch with 49 out of 50; close

behlD i Him was Dr. De Wolf with 48 out of 67; Crosby (scratch). W,
M Smith (9) and T.Bell cl) were tied for third place with 47: Jack
Fsvumng (siCfatoh) and Sinnock (1) tied with 45 each. In the sweeps

shot prior to the cup shoot Fanning made a run of something like 47
straight:
FSEdwards(O) 11111111111311111113111110111111111111111111111111-49
DrDeWoif, (7;U11111l:iOl01101110301O10111111101111101111111111-41

1131111 - 7-48
WRCrosby (0)11111111111111110101111111111110111111111111111111 47
T Bell (4) 10111111011111111101111111111110111111001111111130-43

nil — 4-47
W J,I .'Smith (9)10110110111111111101111111001111110111111110111111- 42

olonoioi — 5-4?
,1 SFanning(0)10!1011131101]131111111011111i:0111113111131111111-45
FSSinnock (1)11111111333133301111131113011111111111011011011111-44

I — 1-45
Herrington {1).1111111111101110011111111110101011111111011111111- 43

1 — 1-44
J A Banta (IS) lllOlllllOlllOllUOOllOllOlOr.ODllll 11000111101111—35

llOCOlllllll , — 9-44
N Apear (0)...11111111111111011011111111101101111011111110101111 —43
CaptMonev(2)11113013011010illllllll011111110101111111011101101—40

II —2-4?
WCarraher (5)11100111111111011011111110010101101011111110111111-39

01010 — 3-41
HBiaUvelt (?)011110C0101011111111111111110010111011101000111011-33

0111011 — 5—40
N E Money (0)1101111111111110llllllilllllit)l00111000i011110101t -33
PlattAdams(5)011130I111101111011010011010013011111001U01101011-34

11131 —5- -39

Dawson (9).. ..111111111111110J00110000111011113000010111101I0110-3i
ICOIOIOIO • — 4-86

J Hildreth (tC)01o;0110111010001111111011011011000111011111C01111-32
1000011 100 — 4- 36

Sweepstakes were shot as follows, all at unknown angles:

Events: 13345678
Targets:

Capt Money.,
Herrington. .,

Adam'
,

N IC Money.

.

Edwards
Sinnock
Crosby
Olover.
Do Wolf i

Carraher
Argar
J Baker
Hildreth
Raymond, ...

Smith
H Blauvelt .

Fanning
Dawson
James , .,

B Johnson...
Bell
E Johnson...
Jackson ,

Ross

10 10 15

5 8 13
8 6 13
9 8 13

15 15 15 15 i5 10

14 13 11 14 18 7
10 1.3 13
8

9

9

9
6

10
10
10
6
7
5
6
9

8
8

14 14 8

,. 1.2

7 14

'7 14

7 16

10 15
.. 12

10
11 13
11 15 ,,

14 15 ..

13 14 15

14 14 15 15 14

13 9 i. ,.

13 13 13
30 ,. ..

11 13 ;g
11 .. .,

8 7

9 10
15

18
12
10
18
13
11
14

14
11

9
10

8 11 ,.

8 13 .,

9 11 ,.

13 18 8
12 13 15
11 13 .

..13 9

.... 7

.. 35 10

12 9 8

13

15 10 32
11

YANTICAW GUN CIAIB.

March 19,—The club shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Club, of Nutley,
was held this afternoon. Tbe conditions of the contest are 35 targets,
unknown angles, allowance of extra targets to shoot at. Scores were:
M M Michael (8) fOOOlOOtJOOIUIIOlllOlOOll-15
B M Macy (8) 0101111000130100011010)11 - 21

F C Butler (7) - 0113000100 00101100000011-17
G O'Reilly (5) llllllOllOOOOOlllOCOlfOM—18
F A Wallett (4) . . , , , •, 1001 0)1000 1 1 1 lOllCOI 01 000—15
WBerg (5) 0100O0ilO1330113OllCOiCO)—16
CHRav (8) ......i,..; lOOOOOOlOCOCOOOlOOOlOllOl—15
G R Tilton f3) 1 01 i 001 1 11 ProOO 10000 1 1 101—15
J de Piccaya (7) , ..010100001 110000013000:o;0 -15
GeoDeakin (7) OOOIOIIOOOUOOIO 110110000-16
ERde Wolf (0)... 1111111111110111111011111-23

TOM'S RIVER GUN CLUB,

March 18.—A large attendance of members and a good lot of birds
marked to day's shoot of the Tom's River Gun Club. The club shoot
is at 6 live birds, and only one member. Grant, was able to make a
clean score. Scores were:
US Grant t24) 231112-6
Geo C Low (27) 121021-5
AT Wilson (34) 201191-5
Geo Van Hise (24) 321012-5

C L Holman (26) 130100-8
J Lake (26) 100100-2
Chas Seaman (23),.. 0C0)ni-l
Robt Holman (^6), OllOtO-3

S C Applegate (23) 001100-3
D C Brewer (22) 00200w
F, C Disbrow (34) ni2220—

5

JWGrover(i7) ...,210210—5
G H Holman (;'4) 101002-S
E B Probst (24) 120101 - 4
Thos B Rosvs (31) 111100—4

Datid C. Behjwee.

ON LONG ISI1A.ND.
HELL GATE GUN CLUB,

Jkfctrc/i 'S.—The regular monthly shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club,

of New York city, was held this afternoon at Dexter Park. It was
well attended, over thirty members taking part in the club shoot at

10 live birds psr man. These club shoots go to decide the ownership
of yearlv prizes and are shot on double handicap bases of points and
yards. Below are the scores:

Thirty yards, 7 points:

Gus Nowak 2133213218-10
Twenty-eight yards, 7 points:

Fred Tr'ostel 3212131211-10

Wm Sands 2323230323- 9

Henry Seaman 3131103221— 9

Twenty- eight yards, points:

Eugene Doeinck . . . .1102328131— 9

John HVoss •11]»11181— 8
Ed Payntar 0103210111— 7
Ph Woelfel 2300301000— 4

6 Emil Steffens .0002010201—4

ChasSchaefer ,3020020310-5
J Htmmelsbach.,... 0310310200- 0
Henry Forster 0000180130— 4
E Metz a000211»?3- 6

E Peterson , , . . 1»2013^310— 7

6 A Knodel 0101300003- 4

J Linck. . . .

J Newraau

,

,
.0310023200— 5
..•200001001— 5

H Guenther .0311100020— 5
J Furboter 108^100000— 4

LT .Muench Ollli 32800
Twenty-eight yards, 6 points:

Conrad Weber 1301120322- 8

John Schlieht 0010312311— 7

HW Smith 0101012121- 7

John Kreeb 5202200010- 5

Dan Valenti 0)1022022*- 5

Twenty-eight yards, SJ.^ paints;

ChasRieger 02O22il232- 8

R Regan 032022210;— 7

Twenty-eight yards, 5 points;

Chas Lang 0203002131-

Twenty six yards,m points:

LStelzle 23J21103I3- 7

E Marquardt ..300033122 !- 7

Twenty-sis yards, 4 points:

GKBreit 02113illl0— 8

J Kessler 20)0021231— 6

F W Biehter..,,,....1000132003- 6

POUR HANDED MATCH AT BABYLON.

March $7 —The strong northwest wind that swept over the traps at
the Westminster Kennel Club to day had, perhaps, more to do with
the low scores made than the extra good quality of birds provided
specially for the occasion by L. M. Gilbert & Son, of Philadelphia,

and trapped and handled by George S Mott, the club's superin-
tendent. The conditions of the race were Gilbert and Knapp against

Stafford and Butler, 100 birds per man. The former pair won with
151 out of 300 to 1351 The highest score that could be made out of
any string of 25 by either party to the match was 81. Gilbert scored
that number in his last string, and Butler secured the hke number
out of his third 25. Knapp could do no better than two 30s and two
17s. The weather conditions and the quality of the birds were all

against high scores Below are the scores, showing each man's
toial George Mott was referee. As regards dead out of bounds,
Gilbert lost 9 of his birds tkat way and Knapp 7. Stafford lost 13

dead out of bounds and Butler 11. Scores:

H B Gilbert 02223C012202202222''33:023 -39
202322?2.301223;'O2O 2222023 -20
221013222082100200)232022 -17
0222 220223 2-23 ;32313202013-31—77

J P Knapp 2i2001 2202222001222312233—20
1010010222V32023.-2003; 083—17
32i33O200822223iO323 2:03—£0
200202222222002202028 '213 -17—74—151

W A H Stafford 320323 222S002202c-230. 2 223-20
002520 02032< 03 X02C0 '3S2-13
lt'20231 1200022022^0033320-17
2032022020)3 0 :.2 1212220000— 3 4 -64

H G Butler .02102220-20P300301 23231013—36
32100222000112023121201 12-18
13323 1 0 1 1823220031 8 221303-21
23311000 ?20 3101 183003 00 21- 16-71-1 £ 5

BROOKLYN GtTN CLDB.

jlfctrcTi SO,—To-day was the day chosen for the inaugura'ion of the

magautrap lately placed In position at the grounds of the Brooklya
Gun Club, The day was a lovely one for target shooting, and tbe
attendance was decidedly above par, considering the amount of trap-

shooting that has been going on recently in the vicinity of this city

and Brooklyn. Amoog those present were Ferd Van Dyke, of the

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.; W. R. Crosbj% of the Baker Gun
Co., of Batavia, N. Y. ; Jack Fanning, of the Gold Dust Powder Co.,
of San Francisco, Cal ; Neaf Apgar, representing the Austin Powder
Co.; Seth Clover, of Erie, Pa,: J S, S. Remsen, president of the
Brooklyn Gun Club; T. Baron, the club's secretary; Liidwig, a
shooter who, though large of bulk, hides his identity for busi-
ni-ss reasons under a short nom defiisil; Dick Phister, Dr. Little and
ot lers.

Twelve events in all were shot off, and about 3,000 targets thrown
during the afternoon. The club's e-rounds are somewhat conven-
iently located for persons who live in Greater New York, and should
prove a very popular resort under the present energetic manage-
ment of the club. To reach the grounds (where shooting takes place
every Saturday afternoon) take the King's County Elevated R. R.
from the bridge or from Fulton Ferry to the end of the road; the
grounds are less than five minutes' walk from the terminus of that
road. Scores In to-day's shoot were as below:

Events: 1 ^ 3 It 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 U
Targets: 10 10 10 35 20 20 20 30 20 20 20 20

F Van Dyke,.. 10 8 10 14 39 18 30 19 16 16 16 ..
T Baron 8 8 8 .. 36
JSSRemsen. ............... ....... 8 9 10 8 17 18 18 38 16 18 34 ..

J S Panning 9 8 7 32 19 36 17 38 18 19 18 I4W R Crosby , 7 10 9 14 19 17 17 19 15 l4 18 17
Oreene 8 9 13 11 14 90 16 14 35 15 13
Bissett 3 7 9 13 15 15 13 13 16 19 .

,

Woods 7 10 14 13 31 6
Apgar ,. 12 36 16 17 17 14
Clover 7 14 14 13
Payne.,... , , ;. 8
Ludwig , 11 17 16 17 35 ,.
Stewart,.., .. 15 33 16 13 13
Hobble , 34 11 9 11 ..
Dr Little. ,,f....i, ,i4i 5 9 11 5 10
Dr Weber 9 5

FALCON GUN CLUB

March The Falcon Gun Club held its monthly live-bird shoot
at Dexter Park this afternoon. Nine members took part in the club
event, which is at 7 birds, secona barrel kills to count half a point.
0. M. Meyer led witli 7 straight one-barrel kills. Scores:

Points.
J MoPller 1200221-5 SJ^
CG Miller lloilOO—4 4
C Dosher..,,,.,.. 0000311—3 8

J Bohling 0110111—5 5
J Vagt 1101111-6 6

C M Meyer 3111111-';
A Volges 1111100—5
J Meyer 1820111-6
J Herrmann 1012023-5

Points,
7
5
5

3>^

ORESCENT A. C, OP BROOKLYN.

April 3.—To-day wround up the target shooting at the Bay Ridge
grounds of the Crescent Athletic Club for the season. The attend-
ance of shooters was not large and only live events were decided.
T. W Stake won first honors with three firsts out of as many trials.

Scores were as below, all events being at 25 targets:

Events: 12 3 4 5 Events: 1 3 3 4 S
H A Growtage 4 14 7
H Maxwell...... 8 11

E H Lott 17 13 15 .. 18

J E Allen 10 7 7 14 12

T Watake.... ,. .. SO 18 30

NKW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

April 3.—This afternoon was the date for the semi-monthly live-
bird shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club, at Woodlawn, L. I. Ten
members competed in the club shoot at 10 live birds per man, J. N.
Meyer being high with 9 out of 30. J. A. Bennett this afternoon made
an "offer to the club in the following terms: To donate a silver cop for
compe ition at targets on the Dyker Meadow grounds under the fol-
lowing conditions: 25 targets per man, class A men at scratch; class
B men allowed 3 extra targets, and class C men allowed 5 extra tar-
gets; allowances to be shot out. The club accepted Blr. Bennett's
offer and the tirst contest will be held on Saturday next, April 10.

Scores in to-day's shoot were:
Club Shoot.

C M Meyer (A.) 222229«02J-8 A Eddy (B)_. 0013.21113-7
JGaughen (4) ?t22022223 8

J A Bennett (A) •2322»3200-6
J N Meyer (B) 2232!le221—

9

FA Thompson (B) . . .2022023322—8

J E Jones (B) 02223220CO- 6
Dr BParmelee (B).. ,.0001C20«02-3
EG Frost (C) 2330100830—6
D Lohman (C) . . , •203w

Other sweeps were shot as follows;
No. 1, 5 birds: C. M Meyer 5, Thompson 5, John Meyer 5, Gaughen

5, Eddy 5, Bennett 4, Jones 4, D. Lohman 3, E, Lohman 1,

No. 3. miss and-out: Bennett 4, Gaughen 4, Jones 3, C. M. Meyer 3,

John Meyer 3, Thompson 1.

No. 3, same: Jones 8, John Meyer 8, O. M. Meyer 7, Thompson 6,

Gaughen 3.

HAPPY DAY GtW CLUB,

April 2.—Below are the scores made by members of the Happy Day
Gun Club at their regular monthlj live- bird shoot held to-day on the
club's grounds. Woolsey Point, L. 1,

Chas Kieger (28yds). .000100200— 8

Fred Passe (28) 01C01C012»- 4
Dr F M Bauer (28).. .20a22121«0- 7

Dr Wm Richter (27), 0020210122 - 6

E Weiss (28) l)0310e»2]— 6

L Bock (27) 2130010010- 5
L Niederstein (28)...120j2»1211— 8

A Beck (25; 0020201003- 4

A A Weiss (25) 012C0113C0- 5
G Mover (26) 2O22.O2303— 6
J G Jetter (35) CO002O211O- 4W G Ringler (25), . . .0003220011— 5
L Wanamacher (85).110O001O0O— 3
H Hanleln (25) 2020C02GOO— 3
Fred Siebel (28) .... 0010031020- i

Emil Weiss, Sec'y.

Warren Gun Club.
Warren, O , March 11.—Below are the scores made at our club's

shoot; held this afternoon. In tbe cup conte.=t, 25 targets per man,
handicap allowance of misses as breaks, Sutcliff and Parker lied on
23 each. On tbe shoot-r fl Sutcliff won by 1 target. Scores were:
Nonneman (0) PlllOlOOlOlUlOOlOlllOlOl —15
C L Schoonover (0) OOUIllllllllllOlllIlOlll —21
Ewilt (0) 1111111111110111111110130 —82
Rummell tO) 0001)110101301111111)1111 —19
Tvler (9) OCOCOllCOOOC'OOOlOrOlOGOlO- B-f-9-34
Sutcliff (6) lOllOOllllClllK 111101100-17-)-6-33
Biery (4) OClOlOllUlOlOOlOOOllOCOOO— g-|-4-13
Miller («) llOlOCOlOOGOOlOllOOOOOlOO— S-f-S-U
Parker (3) 3111101111110111110011101-30-1-3-33
OhrySt (6) 011001 lOlCOOCOOl 1 OOOOOll 1—10-f6-1

6

Stiles (3) lOlOllOlOlllOOOlllOllOin—16-f3—19
15 unknown traps

No 3. 5 oair doubles. and angles,
Nonneman , li 11 U 10 30 311000011110010-16
Schoonover 11 10 10 01 11 101010110110110-16
Ewalt ,

10 11 CO 11 11 111111111111011—81
No. 3.

Ewalt...... 1111011001111111111111011-21
Schoonover 0001ll0111011llllllllllll-20
Nonneman 1110100011111111111011010-18

Dr Gagnon 0011C010C01010001010110;0-10

Biery lllOlllOlOOllOlOlOCOlltOl—34
Horton OOllll 1130101300111010101—16

Thomas 13111O011O1O310O11OCO01OO -1»
Cramer 003 CiO 1 011110101001 OllOO . —13
Rtimmeil 0001111030110111111111111—19

R, W, Ewalt, Sec'y.

Arapahoe State Bank Gun Clnb<

Arapahoe, Neb., March 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: On the
evening of above date J. W. Den, J. H. Mooney, W. I. McKenna, E.
N Allen, M. Mitchell, Fred Boehner, Alf Garey, Charles Atkinson, O,

S Kunkel and E. C. Wagner met in the office of Fred Boehner and
proceeded to organize the Arapahoe State Bank Gun Club. J. W.
Tomblin was elected Presidfnt; W. 1. McKenna, Vice President; J. H.
Mooney, Secretary ; E. C, Wagner, Treasurer; J. W. Den, Captain.
An executive board cf six members were elected as follows: Tomh-
llD, Mooney, Den, Baxter, Allen and Atkinson,

John H, Moonby, Seo'y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Marsh,—What does tbe gauge of a gun mean? or what is it based

on, or how is the gauge determined? Ans, The gauge of a gun de-
notes ihe diameter oi its bore, and the latter term originally was
based on tbe different sizes of moulds casting spherical balls; thus a
10- bore or lO gausewas the same diameter as a ball of which 10 made
a pound. The gauges are now arbitrary, as follows: Diameter of in-

terior of barrel, 28 gauge, ,.'i50in.; 34-gauge, .579in,
;
20-gauge. ,615in.;

36 gauge, .f 62in ; 14 gauge, .693)n.; 13 gauge, ,729in
;
10-gauge, ,??5ih

;

8-gauge, .tSain,; 4-gauge, ,l,052in. : 3 gauge, ,l,325in.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Von Lengerke & Detmold.
Messrs. Von Lengeere & Detmold, whofe name has long and

favorably been known in connection with their Murray street ad-

dresSi will move into new quarters at 3J8 Broadway, July l,—Adv,
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
ASTEN'Tioif is directed to the new form of address labels on the

wrappers of subscribers' copies. The label shows the date of the

close of the term for which the subscription is paid.

The receipt of the paper with such dated address label constitutes

the subscriber's receipt for money sent to us for a new or renewed

subscription. Unless speciallj- requested to do 39, we do not send

separate receipts.

Subscribers are aslced to note on the wrapper the date of expira-

tion of subscription; and to remit promptly for renewal, that delays

tnay be avoided.

For tJrospectus and advertisings l-ates see page ill.

There is an art^ little known an4 pfaeticecJ^ that

invariably succeeds in outflanking most wild ani^

Hials ; an art simple in conception and execution^

but requiring: patience; a species^ so to speak^ of

Hgfh art in forestry—the art of sitting on a logf.

Nessmuk.

too. The little trout in the far-away brook has cast Ms
spell over them. The fever spreads.

It is a healthy malady. Man's mind is diverted from

the exactions of business. The fever takes him out among

nature's best of the wholesome and the beautiful, where

there is fresh air, fragrance and pure sunlight; where there

is quiet and peace and health. The impulses of the spring-

time, to fly to the woods and fields and brooks, are those

which bring him needed rest, a recuperated being and a

longer life.

THE SPELL OF THE SPBTNaTlME.

As THE sun in its springtime orbit gathers strength and

infuses its magic warmth everywhere, the annual miracle

of the revivification of animal and vegetable life begins.

The ice-bound waters, snow-clad landscape, leaden sky

and frosty winds are forced to give place to waters aglow

with the light and warmth of the sun; to fields and slopes

and woodlands dressed in vivxd green, refreshing and

pleasing to eyes and mind; to breezes balmy, gentle

and laden with the fragrance of herbs and flowers; and

arched over all a deep blue sky, patched with a few fleecy,

lazy clouds. The transformation from the cold and sere

and dismal season of dearth to the bright and cheerful

season of renewing plenty is a period during which all

nature rejoices. Hardy flowers burst forth to welcome the

first spring warmth of the sun, bravely risking the strag-

gling flurries of departing winter. The unfolding of vege-

table life follows in quick succession. The buds gradually

open, flowers of rare beauty bloom and gladden the scene;

the trees blossom and a new fragrance pervades the air.

There is brightness with beauty everywhere to please

the eye. The ear is delighted with the hum of bees and

the melodies of long-absent song birds. Sheep frisk in the

meadows, the horses race about madly, and the cattle es-

say a few heavy capers; yet all are merely giving expres-

sion to a gladness which comes from the stimulus of the

springtime. All nature is warmth and color and melody.

Man feels it to a more exalted degree than any other

animal. The enchanting spell of the season infuses a new
buoyancy into his being. He is most susceptible to the

impress of nature in her kindest mood and her most beau-

tiful adornment. Though he enjoys the charm ofthe pres-

ent in itself, he enjoys it the more in contrast with the

cold, bleak and dormant season which preceded it.

It has more than this. It has its witcheries. The open

waters, with their incessant glintings in the sheen of light,

and with ducks resting or feeding in the favored nooks,

arouse the instinct of the duck shooter. The impulse of the

gunner is upon him. He thinks of the sport over decoys,

of sport in a blind, of sport in a pass, of the dusky phan-

.tom speeding down the wind which he, with a quick shot,

Bent plowing and splashing into the water; or of the high-

flying mallard he so deftly tumbled out of the sky, to the

surprise of his companions; or of the ducks which he de-

coyed by skillful calling, though they were suspicious of

being on dangerous ground. And thinking of all this, he

is indeed a better sportsman if he will refrain from spring

shooting, because he thereby contributes to the general

good. By refraining he denies himself a pleasure that

others may have pleasure, and that he may not pawn his

own shooting of the future for the momentary gratification

of shooting in the present.

But the waters have other treasures. In the cold, swift

streams the trout, shy, cunning and fastidious, is a worthy

prize of the most delicate skill. A miniature demon of a

beautiful fish—aggressive, swift of action, predatory and a

fighter by nature—he casts a spell over man which reaches

from the brooks to the very centers of the towns and

cities. The trout fisher prowls about from store to store,

inspecting new colors and forms and materials of flies.

He holds long and grave conversations on rods and reels.

He overhauls his fishing paraphernalia, and although he

piay not go fishing, he engages in all that appertains to it

as earnestly as if it was foreordained that he should go.

The witchery of the brooks is upon him. The fever of the

season has infected him. He meets a friend, who, pressed

by business cares, has forgotten all about the season. A
word or two, aud m a mouieiit friwd \m tUe f|Yer

CAPTAIN ANDERSON AND THE PARK.

Among the War Department orders issued last week was

one which will be read with regret by all who have fol-

lowed the history of the Yellowstone National Park in

recent years. Captain George S. Anderson has been re-

lieved from duty in the Yellowstone Park and ordered to

Fort Robinson, Nebraska. His place will be taken by

Lieutenant-Colonel S. M. B. Young, who has been in charge

of the Yosemite Park.

It is now a little more than six years since Captain An-

derson took charge of the National Park, and in that time

he has done for it more than any other superintendent has

ever accomplished. Within this time great changes affect-

ing the reservation have taken place. When he assumed

command a very large proportion of the residents of the

adjacent territory were bitterly opposed to the protection

of the Park. They regarded such protection as an infringe-

ment on their rights, and no language was strong enough

to express their hatred of the superintendent and their

opposition to his work. All this never moved Captain

Anderson. Cajolery, abuse, threats, were alike wasted on

him and left him steadfast. Like an oft-quoted American

hero, when he was sure he was right he went ahead and

nothing turned him aside. To-day the great majority of

the residents near the Park desire to see it protected, and

applaud the superintendent's efforts. When Captain An-

derson went there, no law existed for the punishment of

offenses, and all his efforts to put down evildoing appeared

to be ineffectual; they seemed to be blows wasted on the

empty air. But time passed, and in 1894 Congress enacted

a law.

While Captain Anderson was not the first superintendent

to insist on respect for and obedience to the regulations

established by the Secretary of the Interior for thegovernr

ment of the Park, he was the first to devise effective

methods of stopping minor offenses. For example, it has

been the practice time out of mind for vain and silly peo-

ple to inscribe their unimportant names in public places.

The smooth white stone of the geyser cones offers a tempt-

ing surface for the lead pencils of such scribblers, and the

snowy geyserite used to be liberally adorned with their

names. Expulsion from the Park had usually been the

penalty for the commission of such follies when detected;

yet this seemed a punishment too severe, and one that

conveyed no object lesson to others. Persons guilty of

writing their names on the geysers and on geyser pebbles

never seemed to realize that by doing this they were leav-

ing a trail that was easily followed, since they were also

writing their names each day in the hotel registers of the

Park. Captain Anderson obliged any one detected in de-

facing the geysers in this maimer to return to the spot

where he had proclaimed himself an offender, and there

with scrubbing brush and soap to wash out the name-

This method of punishment not only afforded unbounded

delight to the other tourists, but had a most wholesome

effect on such persons as wished to see their own names

on the formations. Captain Anderson, on more than one

occasion, sent a man back thirty miles over the road to

scrub out his name.

The subject ofprotecting the pine forests of the National

Park against fire early engaged Captain Anderson's atten-

tion. His previous experience in the West was of great

value to him here, although many dangers threaten the

forests of the Park to which those of most of the Rocky

Mountains are not exposed. The great number of campers

here, and the fact that a large proportion ofthese are wholly

ignorant of the dangers of fire or of the ease with which

it may be started, make the problem of forest protection

in the Park one of great diflaculty. Notwithstanding this

diflaculty, and notwithstanding several years of excep-

tional drought, during which the danger of fire is many

times multiplied, we believe that during the six years of

Captain Anderson's rule in the Park there has been only

one very destructive fire.

The wuu^erous arrest^; of |)oacher8 in the Par^ testify to

Captain Anderson's vigilance as a game jprotector. If the

poachers were set free again and the destruction of game
continued, and the poachers were rearrested and again set

free, this was only because Congress year after year refused

to enact a law by which violators of the regulations could

be punished.

When Captain Anderson took charge, the wayhad in some

measure been paved for his administration by the previous

military superintendents. Major Harris and Captain Bou-

telle; yet, after all, only a beginning had been made. What
was needed there then was a strong man, cool, firm and

clear-headed, accustomed to dealing with men, devoted to

his duty, and with a keen enthusiasm for his work. These

requisites were combined in Captain Anderson, whose six

years' management of this beautiful region have inefface-

ably impressed themselves on it. Those interested in the

National Park owe Captain Anderson a debt that they can-

not pay.

It is gratifying to see that the Government at Washing-

ton has appreciated Captain Anderson's peculiar fitness for

the position he has held, and has recognized the value of

his services by prolonging big superintendency much
beyond that of any one who has previously held the place.

It is a matter of regret that he could not'have been contin-

ued in this position indefinitely.

DEATH OF PROF. COPE.

Prop. Edw. Deinker Cope, Ph.D., of Philadelphia, well

known as a paleontologist and anatomist, died an Monday

last at his home in Philadelphia. Prof. Cope was a Phila-

delphian of pure Quaker stock, born in that city in 1840.

He was educated there and in Europe, and in 1866 be-

came professor of natural science at Haverford College. It

was about that time that he began the investigation of

vertebrate fossil forms, which he continued imtil his

death, and which resulted in the discovery of a vast num-

ber of new forms of the very highest interest. His earlier

investigations were in the cretaceous green sand of New
Jersey, but subsequently he studied the air-breathing

vertebrates of the coal deposits of Ohio; and later, in 1870,

made excursions into the West, where he served for some

years in connection with the Hayden Geological Survey,

the Wheeler Survey, and the United States Geological

Survey. He was a man of abounding energy and of great

ability. The ground covered by his scientific studies is

extremely broad, and his papers and volumes are said to

number over 350 separate titles. Two years ago Prof.

Cope completed his revision of the BatracMa for the

Smithsonian Institution, and his latest important work,

just completed, was a volume on the Reptilia.

THE LOST MAN OF LABRADOR.

Dr. Eobt. T. Morris sends us the report made to him

by a Newfoundland correspondent who undertook to gather

the particulars of the appearance and wanderings of the

mysterious lost man of Labrador, about whom Dr. Morris

had written in these columns. As we have said before,

the theory that this individual was the "Lost Man" of the

New Brunswick wilderness, of whom Mr. Frederic Irland

and others wrote, was disproved by a discrepancy of dates.

The story which we print to-day is one of most extra-

ordinary hardship and endurance, and affords an instruc-

tive demonstration of what the human animal is physic-

ally capable of undergoing when once he sets out to brave

the elements. We know of nothing that can compare

with this narrative except the description of Mary Shel-

ley's Frankenstein wandering over the ice fields; but

Frankenstein was inhuman, a monster of fiction; this

Labrador wanderer was an actual man.

WRITE TO TOUR SENAIOR.

We print in another column a statement of the effort

now making in Washington to secure a law under which

the National Capital shall no longer serve as a dumping

ground for game out of season.

It is a standing disgrace that Washington, the seat of

government, should hold open its markets for game killed

in other States and shipped to it when State laws forbid its

sale elsewhere. We have a right to expect and to demand

that this encouragement by the Government to game de-

struction in the individual States shall cease; and it should

cease now.

Read the communication on page 309, and write now to

your Senator asking for the enactment of Mr. Proctor'g

measure, Senate Bill 1488,
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A LETTER FROM ANTOINE BISSETTE.
i)ANVis, State Vairmont.

—

M'mu F&t'is SMmi' Every
sin' Ah'll was leetly boys Ah'U see so many fashi'n come
an' go off, w'en Ah'll look naow it seem lak Ah was been
dream, or was dream naow, Ah do' know.
FuB w'en Ah'll come on de State w'en de young feller

was dress up for go see de gal ot ball or Fours July he'll

wore long tail brass coat with blue button, an' he got col-

lar mos' lak boss blinder, so he a'n't able for see one side
or de pder, an' he'll gat traouser strap under hees boot, so
he jes' smooze lak stofe pipes.
Naow he mus' wear black coat 'f he goin' see de gal ol*

dance, jus' sem 'fhe goin' fun'ral, an' hees collar tip over

j

prob'ly, 'f he a'n't stan' up leetly way, ah' hees traousers
gat rimple all way daown, jes 'f he was been squeeze on
cheese press jes 'fore he put him on.
An' de gal—oh, bah gosh, he met tne mos' crazy in

mah head, he alter so fas' and so mooch. Sometam he'll

had hees skirt lak one-leg trauser so he mos' can' step, but
short, for show hees hankie was vel-y pooty. Den it big
'nough for Injin wigwam, wid hoop lak barrels, or prob'ly
drag on de graoun' lak peacock, so you can' help trod on it,

and den he be mad lak sixty. Somelam hees dress be
short on one end, sometam on de oder, so he was mek
3'ou I'embler w'en j'^ou was bebbee. Sometam hees sleeve
be lak hees skin, sometam lake balloons, an' sometam he'll

a'n't gat any.
W*en Ah'll was yoimg mans, hees buhnit big 'nough for

jput hees head in, an* he had some posy all raoun' de inside,

an' Ah'll tol' you hees face look pooty an' modes' way in de
back en' of it, jes' lak big posy in the middler oflot of leetly
posy. Naow dey head all aoutside what dey call dey bun-
nit, so small you mos' can' see it, an' he can' tell if he gat
it on 'fore he feel of it; an' he gat no posy, only poo' leetly

bird dat was be grea' deal more pooty for sing on de bush
as roos' all dead on de gal hees head of it. Bah gosh, dat
was mos' bad as Injin wearin' leetly chile scalp on hees
clo'se; dat mah 'pinion. 'F dey a'n't stop it, de live bird
all goin* aout offashion prob'ly.

Dar was fashi'n for heat everyt'ing wid you fork naow,
an' prob'ly you'll gat for heat pea soup wid it, a'n't it? An
you'll gat for wap you mout' wid leetly tableclot' 'stead of
you han'; an' it weeked for pour you tea on you sasser some
more, an' blow it for cool.

W'en Ah'll was young mans dey a'n't anybody dat was
brought up much dat was chaw gum. Naow you see lot of
dress up folks chaw lak he heatin' tough ol' beef he can'
Bwaller. You go on de store, an' de clerk wid hair part in
de middle an' ring on hees finger showin' de calico an' rib-

bin to pooty gal, all dress up too, and dey bose of it chawin'
"n'gou n'yum, n'yum, n*yum," lak hoi' caow chaw hees
cud, so you mos' can' on'stan* him. It more fus' it was for
chaw tobac, an' a'n't grea' deal more pooty.
De fashi'n was change in de way folks talk sin' Ah'll

was I'arn for spik Engleesh, but Ah was stick on to de hoi'

fashi'n, me.
Wal, seh, Ah'll see de fashi'n, Ah'll hear de fashi'n, Ah'll

feel of it, but de curies' was for smell of it. Yas, sah, all

de peop' dat was dress up naow was preffume hees clo'se so
he'll smell jes' sem he was been trap moosrat, mans,
hwomans, all of it. You shook hees ban', you touch hees
clo'se, it come off on you so you smell jes' de sem. Bah
gosh! Ah'U call it queer fashi'n for everybody smell jes' de
sem, a'n't he?
Wen Ah trap moosrat in de sprim, w'en Ah'll go on de

store, dey mos' can' bore me, dey holler "Whew!" an'
squeeze dey nose, Ah'll so preffume, but dey all raght for
have it on dey hamperchy, an' dey clo'se so t'ick you'll
a'n't able for draw you breeze. Ah'll a'n't lak dat pooty
well, 'cause sass for geeses jes' good for ganders, a'n't he?
Wal, seh, Ah'll goin' tol' you story 'baout dat.

You see, dey have it Chris'mus ball on Hamner Hotel,
an' Ah'll took notion Ah'll go, 'cause Ah'll a'n't be'n some-
where sin' Fours July. Ah know dey won't prob'ly let

hoi' Frenchmans dance in dat fancy co'pany, but Ah'U
can heard de music an' heat some suppers jes' sem as some-
body.
So Ah bought ticket day 'fore for be sure, an' dat evelin'

Ah'll put on mah bes' pair clo'se an' start cross lot. As Ah
go 'long Ah'll come where Ah'll gat trap set for skonk, an'
Ah'll see he was pull in de hole, an' Ah'U t'ink Ah keel it

so he a'n't be suffer. So Ah'll gat steek all ready for struck
it an' begin for pull de chain softie, an' bah gosh! dat feller

gat more preffume he want for heese'f, an' he give me more
as Ah want too, raght on mah traouser, an' full up dat lot

all full, more as twenty nacre.
You s'pose Ah'll goin' home for leetly t'ing lak dat? No,

eeh, Ah'll a'n't goin' loss mah ticket on dat ball 'cause mah
prelTume a'n't sem fashi'n lak dey gat. So Ah'll knock de
skonk an' go on mah beesnes.
W'en Ah go on Hamner dey all beegin heatin' dey suppy

,

an' Ah'll walk raght up on de diny room sem 'f he bee-
long to me. Pooty quick dey use dey nose more as dey
jaw, den dey all try for be fust for de door an' it a'n't more
as fav niimite 'fore Ah'll was all 'lone. 'F you ever see
forty chicken w'en hawk come daown on de barnyard, den
you see haow de folks scratter.

Ah'll sit daown to de table w'ere de victual was be t'ick,
turkey, chicken, r'oysty an' oysty, bose kan of it, tongue
beef, ham meat, everyt'ing. Dey a'n't nobody for wait on
me, but Ah'U able for help mahse'f very well, t'ank yon,
an' Ah'll bet you head somebody a'n't never heat so much
on Hanmer as Ah'll was. It mek him mad for see one
mans full up so, Ah tol' you.
He come hoi' hees nose on de door an' holler; "Git aout

dat, you hoi' Frenchman, you," an' Ah'll tol' him; "A'n't
Ah'll got ticket, hein?"

He'll ax me, Ah'll a'n't gat some beesuess for be so
preffume. Den Ah'll tol' it, "A'n't every mans gat raghts
for took hees chouse on hees preffume, a'n't it? You folks
took hees chouse on moosrat; dat aU raght. Ah'U a'n't say
not'ing, a'n't Ah? Ah'll a'n't run off, a'n't Ah? Wal, eeh,
'f Ah'U took mah chouse on skonk an' dey mine for run
off; dat a'n't mah beesness too, bah gosh. Ah'll a'n't tol'

it for go, me."
Den Ah'U took some more turkeys an' put free spoonful

w'ite sugar on mah coffee. Dey 'fraid for touch hoi' of
me, for fraid de preffume rub off on it, an'bamby dey come
for push me wid pole; but Ah'll tol' it Ah'll paid for mah
suppy, an' 'fdey drove me 'fojre Ah'U heat it, Ah'U sue it

up to de law.

So dey let me 'lone some more, stannin' way off wid dey
nose in dey finger, lookin' at me t'rough de door an' win-
der, jes' sem you see cat watch dog heat hees breakfus*.

Bamby, w'en Ah'll had more as Ah'll want, Ah'll gat
t'rough, an' sot back an' pick mah toof, 'fore Ah'll holler
to Hamner, de suppy was very nice an' plenty for me, an*
sem tarn Ah'U willin' for de company heat ^long to me.
Ah'll was very 'bUged to it for go aout, 'cause de moosrat
preffume was very disagreeably for me w'en Ah'll heatin'.

Den Ah'll go, an' long as Ah can hear Ah'll hear it call

me more as forty deeferent kan of Canuck, 'cep' good one.
But Ah'll felt so comfort, Ah don' care, me, an' Ah'll go
'long home w'istlin' jes' lak rooster, an' dat all Ah'll said.

Your very respectably,
AnTOINE BlSBETf e.

SHOOTING IN THE BOHEMIAN
HIGHLANDS.

ThB sun is just up* and the dew on the grass sparkles
like priceless gems.
Our rendezvous is on the high road^ and at the boun-

dary of some particular Itetier which the chief forester

has determined to be the scene of our sport on this occasion.

One by one carriages roll up, and warlike looking individ-

uals clad in loose wraps get out, and divesting themselves
of their covering display shooting costumes of Tyrolean
Loden, Warm and waterproof. Gun barrels gleam in the
red sunlight, game bags full of lunch and cartridges,

flasks full of good red wine, refreshing even when
warmed by the sun; every gun slung by a strap over the
shoulder.
The dogs chase to and fro, eager for the sport to begin.
Finally the last guest has arrived, and with a little speech

announcing the game of the day to be the partridge, the
chief forester gives the signal to advance.
A dozen hunters deploy to right and left, while between

them step in the game beaters. The line now advances,
the dogs working beautifully in front.

Our course lies over a rolling country, planted largely
with potatoes and sugar beets, in the shade of which the
partridge loves to "bathe" in the soft earth. Woe be to

him not provided with leggings or high boots, for the
vines will soon wet him above his knees as he plunges
through them.
The German ItebJiulm, or partridge, is as large as a

pigeon, and has only three toes. It cannot perch upon a
tree or fence, consequently, but is always found upon the
ground. The young birds have yellow legs, which become
gray with age, and the cock has a red shield on his breast.

As the line advances the dogs point from time to time,
and with guns ready we slowly advance, and as the covey
"raises" each hunter chooses his bird directly in front of
him. The game not bagged at once flies forward and is

flushed again later.

About 10 o'clock a halt is made and a sandwich and a
glass of beer are indulged in. It is still too wet to sit down
—unless a convenient stone can be found.
Away we go again. The sun grows powerful, and per-

spiration and gunpowder smoke transform us into a com-
pany of Moors.
We have gradually ascended, and now we look down

over the borders of Bohemia into Saxony, ' 'SacJmn too die

sckoiie Mddchen wacJmn." Behind us loom the Isergebirge

and old Jeschken's cone, while ahead of us the restaurant
on the summit of Oigelsberg beckons alluringly and hints
of cool beer served by pretty waitresses.

We wonder if our path to-day will extend within reach
of its hospitality.

The fields of oats and rye are not yet reaped, and they
fairly scorch us as we work our way around them. A few
weeks later and we will have an open country. However,
Bohemian grain fields are mere garden spots in point of
size, and do not interfere much with our march.
About noon we come to a spot, selected beforehand,

where in the shade we find a table set with bread and
butter, cheese, cold game and plenty of beer and wine.
Cartridges are withdrawn, guns secured, and it is with a
relish that only follows hard work that we eat our dinner;
then we rest on the grass, smoke and swap lies, called by
the polite Austrian "hunters' Latin," and discuss the more
remarkable features of the day's sport.

The sun grows less powerful, the atmosphere becomes
gray; over the tops of the mountains come rolling heavy
clouds, which tumble down upon us; the air becomes
chilly; it begins to drizzle, and finally pours. Old Rtibe-
zahl resents our trespassing upon his domain. Small won-
der that the superstitious peasant believes implicitly in the
God of the Mountain when the weather can make such
sudden changes as this. Quite as suddenly, however, the
mist rolls away, and old Sol comes out as hot as before,

while we tramp along with soaked feet.

About sundown we arrive at some village inn, to which
our carriages have been sent, and partake ofthe simple meal
of roast pork and potatoes with cucumber salad. After the
meal the Oberjaeger, who sits at the head of the table, takes
out his little book and notes the number of birds killed by
each hunter, and much fun arises from the fact that the
totalnumber of birds actually killed is usually less than the
number reported shot by the respective Nimrods. This
is sometimes due to two hunters claiming the same bird,

but I am afraid that exaggeration sometimes is indulged
in. The number Of misses is next asked of each hunter,
and he must pay two kreutzers, or about 1 cent, into a
fund for the education of foresters' children for each miss.

'The most successful shot is then proclaimed king by the
Oberjaeger, and glasses are filled and healths are drunk
with the fortunate individual, who must try to make a
more or less witty speech. After this the party is free to

drive home as they please, though some of the older men
may sit longer over a friendly game of SMat.

"The result of such a day's sport will be, in a good season,

300 to 400 birds.

A more interesting hunt for an American takes place
just before Christmas, when the ground is frozen and cov-

ered with snow. This is the Krei^agt or circle hunt. The
game is hare.

A hundred hunters more or less, with as many beaters,

are on hand; and at the direction of the Oberjaeger the
Jaegers step out in opposite directions, followed at inter-

vals by the hunters as designated by the Oberjaeger^ and
between every pair of guns is a beater. Each Jaeger leads
his line to form a great semicircle, finally meeting his col-

league, and thus forms a circle a mile or more in diameter.

As soon as the Jaegers announce with their horns that the

circle is completed, the Oberjaeger blows a signal for the
whole line to advance slowly to the center. Every now
and then a shot is heard, and a hare is seen to roll over or
to run across the circle, only to meet the deadly row of
guns on the opposite side. The circle ;grows smaller and
the firing more rapid, while the nufiaher of perplexed
hares scampering from one side to the other increases.

The Oberjaeger now blows his horn to indicate that the
circle must no longer be fired into. We still advance, but-
allow the hares to break through the line, turning and
shooting them after their escape.
The circle has now become quite small and seems ahve

with hares, so the third signal notifies the shooters to stand
fast while the beaters advance alone. Now comes the ex-
citing moment, w^hen it seems to rain hares. Only one
instant; but hares to the right and left break through the
lines, running for their lives. The guns boom like an en-
gagement of infantry, and when the smoke clears away the
ground is strewn with the slain.

Several hundred hares are the result of such aKreis,a,nd
these are hung on frames fitted to the backs of some of the
beaters, who are dispatched home with the booty.
Enough hares escape always to prevent their extermina-

tion, and the game is sold to wholesale dealers at from W
to 50 cents each. Thus the result of such"a day's sport nets
the proprietor several hundred dollars.

Another pleasant hunt is that for the roebuck.
Here, after the usual speech from the Herr Waldbereiter

wai'ning against shooting a doe, and urging strict compli-
ance with the directions given as to the line of fire, in
order not to endanger the life of a comrade, the hunters
receive their stations, surrounding a piece of forest, and at

the signal of the forester's horn the beaters start through
the thicket, hitting the trees with their sticks and making
a terrible racket. Each hunter is on the qui tive, for any
moment a buck may dash out, and not to shoot would sub-
ject him to as much ridicule as to shoot and miss. A shot
cracks now and then, and he wonders who the fortunate
hunters are, and comforts hinaself with the reflection that
he knew in advance he would not get a shot, when a rush,

a crackling of bushes, and—bang! "By George! he's gone."
Crestfallen he stands, not daring to move, until the Jaeger's

horn announces that the Trdb is over.

Soon the Oberjaeger appears, inquiring who fired, and
Nimrod admits that he fired and probably missed. A
dachshund with a Jaeger follows the trail of the animal,
and in a few minutes shouts announce that the game has
been found, much to the satisfaction of our crestfallen

friend.

A moment later and the Jaeger emerges from the brush
with the buck on his shoulders. Nimrod then tries to

conv^'nce everybody that he knew all the time he had
bagged his game. The Oberjaeger now breaks the tip off

a branch of pine, and with due formality presents it upon
his hat, and this trophy the fortunate gunner wearsproudly
in his hat as evidence of his skill, presenting it to his best
girl that same evening—if he is not too tired.

John B. Hawes, M.D.

THE VALLEY OF PLEASANT REMEM-
BRANCES.

Doubtless every lover of the woods and fields has,
among his recollections of pleasant places, a remembrance
of some particular spot which has for him a peculiar
charm, and when his thoughts turn to the woods, and a
panorama of beautiful scenes flashes across his memory,
there is always one scene that stands out in unusual clear-

ness and recurs with per&istent frequency. In time he
comes to look upon this scene as a type, and whenever he
thinks of the country it is this particular part of it which,
in his mind's eye, he sees first; when he longs for a breath
from the pines or meadows it is the fragrance of this spot
which imagination brings to his nostrils, so that it finaUy
becomes symbolic of his ideal country.*******
Hidden away among the grand old hills of Petersham

and Barre is a valley which might, at this day, well be
called Peaceful Valley. Many years ago this valley was
the home of a large family, at whose head was a strong
man. It probably never occurred to any of his fellow
townsmen to think of him as a strong man, yet he had so
impressed upon this valley his personality that even its

original name was lost sight of, and it came to be known
by a title which always associated with it this strong man.
In those days it was known as Pirate Hollow.
By most people it is now called Swift River Valley, from

a branch of that river which follows the vaUey's course,

and a most delightful bit of country it is. There is no
other place quite like this valley to me, one reason for

which is very likely the fact that my outings there ha^e
always been made with friends—not society friends, nor
even the friends of business, but the objects of that

stronger, deeper friendship, the friends of the stream and
cover.

In our eyes this is a wonderful valley, for we have found
there that rare attainment—satisfaction. It is a great thing
for a modest country valley, this satisfying of a human
being. It is a great thing for a valley, this consciousness
that men carry away from it only pleasant recollections;

that they come again, year after year, to wade the cold
waters of its streams or thread the alders of its covers,

and go away with little thought of trout or game, but
with brightened eye and expanded lungs—cheerful, sat-

isfied.

For many years we have made our pilgrimages to Swift
River, The valley always holds out a hope, for there are
trout in its streams and birds in neighboring covers.

Years ago both were plentiful and the valley had a certain

fame; but now little remains of either save the memory of
what used to be, and the valley is forgotten. But the river

is so bright, so companionable, and looks so "trouty," that
it always seems as though we could find a few nice ones if

the water was right. And the alders and birches are so

clean, so inviting, that they must hold any number of
woodcock. If only we could catch a flight. If the signs

were only right.

And so we go j'ear after year ostensibly for trout or birds,

but really to see the dear old valley again; for we have
fished the streams when weather and water were most
auspicious, hunted out the hillsides when every cover
nearer home was holding flight bu-ds, and always with
just enough of success to save the trip from failure.

And now we have come to look upon this valley not as

the valley of trout or birds, nov eyeji the vallej^ of Swift
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Rivelf, but there has grown up within us a name based oh
associations rather than on locality. To us it is the Valley
of Pleasant Eemembrances.
In the Valley of Pleasant Eemembrances there are no

harsh notes, no discordant colors. Not a house has been
built there since I first made its acquaintance. In the long
ago there were mills to pollute the water with their refuse",

and fill the air with the hum of unseemly sounds; mills
wherein men with the sordid commercial instinct ground
out the lives of fellow men, with little thought other than
of how many cents' profit per day could be realised from
each one's labor. Then it was Pirate Hollow.
Now the mills are gone, the house where lived the sstrong

man has been long deserted, and the only tenants of the
valley are a few farm owners.
tn the Valley of Pleasant Eemembrances the hills are

always fresh and green. The few cultivated fields are so
scattered as not to appear out orharmony, and the advent
of that ravisher of nature, the steam sawmill, is as yet only
a"fear, a dread.
In the Valley of Pleasant Eemembrances the waters are

always clear. The streams head in cool springs far up on
the hillsides and sweep down through the valley, churned
into foam by the rocky stream beds, kissed by the sun-
light, and with never a pause where contamination might
lurk.

There never were greener pines than those which cover,
like a mantle, the rugged clifis of "Gray's Mountain;''
there never were cleaner bircbes than grow on the slopes
of ''Popple Camp," and there never was such crackly,
sparkling ice as "Pat" harvests yearly from Swift Eiver
Pond.

Is it any wonder then that the city folk, summering at
the fashionable hotel on the hill, are frequently to be seen
riding or driving on the valley roads? Is it any wonder
that, with the approach of each trouting season, I hear the
robins and thrushes of Swift Eiver pouring out their songs
of gratefulness at being there; that I smell the pines of old
"Eum Eock" or hear the partridge drumming down "Eut-
land Brook?" Is it any wonder that there comes again a
longing to see once more this delectable valley, where
all is peace and restfulness, to add one more to an
already long list of happy memories "that rust cannot cor-
rupt?"

If a man's wealth were only reckoned from his recollec-
tions rather than from his gold, how rifch would be the
lovers of the Woods, and what an El Dorado would spring
Up iii the Valley of Pleasant Eemembrances,

THE LOST MAN OF LABRADOR.
Habbok Geace, Newfoundland.—i?oJeri; I. Morris,M D.:

Dear Sir—According to promise I have made inquiries con-
ceruing Gilmer Cams. I have also engag"d the aitention of
our local papers, particularly the Harbor" Grace StaMard, to
Tnake inquiries relating to him. The result I here inclo.^ei

During my vacation on the coast of Labradol' the past sum-
mer I received the fqllowihg infoj'inatioh ,^hile taking passage
on the Labradot- mall steamer Virginia Lake:
Aug St, 1896 — Salmon Eiver on the Canadian Coast,

Labrador, Gulf St. Lawrence.—Thomas Sweet, of this place,
says that in April, 1893, a strange-looking man walked here
to our fishing station in a most pitiable condition. All the
outfit he had was a small axe, a tin pan and a pair of snow-
shoes. His clothes were torn, his boots worn out. He was
hungry and asked for food.wh'ch we gave him; he said that
he had traveled from Quebec during the past winter; that his
name was Curry and tnat he was going to Newfoundland.
We were somewhat frightened to think that any man

could walk all the way from Quebec, over mountains and
forests, through the snow and frost of a severe winter and a
distance of over 800 miles, and with no food, no coyerifig
from storm or frost. Men eiperlenfeed and living on this
coast think it imjjossible tor man to perform such a feat and
in BUch a short space of time. He stayed with Edward
Grant one night. Next day he left and traveled on to the
north again.

Going north, the next port of call for cur mail boat is

Blanc Sablon, which is the westernmost part of Newfound-
land dependencies on Labrador. There again this stranger
appeared in the month of April ; I could not get particular
dates.

Traveling on north still, he got on to Red Bayi having
about seventy miles to walk from Salmon Eiver to reach
that place) with nO rbads, nothing but piles of soft snow and
tnountainstb get over, snd barren plains and rivers to cross
bti the ice. Thomas Yetman, of that village, mterviewed
him there. He had a small axe, a tin pan or drinking cup,
and a pair of snowshoes. He put up here one night. They
gave him food to eat He would not take any food with him
when he was leaving.

Henly Harbor is about forly miles to travel from Eed Bay
further north. Here again We find him ; John Stone saya:
"A man came to my house about the first of May, 1893.
Said he had Vralked from Quebec during the past winter.
His clothes were a loose coat, a Scotch cap, a pair of mocca-
bm hoots nearly worn out. He had with him a small axe
and snowshoes, This being an island, he came here by
crossing on the ice. The ice broke up and I put him on the
mainland in a boat. He walked from Heniy Harbor to Cape
Charles over mountains, crossing rivers and arms of the sea
by means unknown to us, a distance of over thirty miles,

and with not a living being within that distance to assist

him with food. You must know that there are no roads on
any part of Labrador. So that in my opinion he must
jpossess something more than human endurance to be able to

^tilimb over such high mountains, and down again into the
valleys, with many feet of soft snow and running water to
wade through."
He must have got to Battle Harbor by crossing over from

the mainland of Cape Charles on the ice, as Battle Harbor is

pp an island, with about thirty families living there.

Mr. Isaac Smith, of that piace, makes a statement and says

:

f 'Some time in May of 1893 a stranger came here, who said
jtbat he walked from Quebec. He had with him a small axe
ibnd tin dipper. He appeared to be very fatigued. 1 brought
bim to my house and gave him food, and lodged him for two
'days and mended his boots. He slept tn a bed with me. He
appeared to be a very intelligent man, I did not think that
he was insane. His height was about 5ft. 7in. ; brown mus-
tache; hair very thin; think part of his head was bald.
Told me that his name was Cawley. That he had a sister

living in the States, where he belonged, and that on ac:-

count of the demoralized coBt^ition Of the place be left it ami
WtDt to Qu' bee" ^ '

I aslied iSx, Smith wbat religion tb^ mmg^x was piotees*

ing. He said he thought that he was a Catholic, "for he
spoke in favor of the Pope and he got like a madman abus-
ing me when I said anything to the contrary; so that I had
to tell him to be quiet. When I knelt to pray before going to
bed he also knelt to pray." I asked: "Did yon mo him
make the sign of the cross before he prayed?" Mr. Smith
said that he Was not sure, but said he knew that he made
ugly offers at it. He also said that the stranger had
a latge prcketbook with him; he kept it inside his clothes,
there were a lot of papers in it; he also had a curious knife
that he used to shave with; and there Were letters on his
shirt; the second letter was C, but he did not know the other
one. He also told me that the stranger gave Mr, Gre.en, of
Seal Islahds. a prescription for medicine written in Latin;
there was no pei'sbn there who could read it, and there was
not a, drijg store at that time within 200 miles of Seal Mands.

After two days he went on north Three days later he was
seen at Francps Hai-bOr, and on the ^'2d of May he crossed
St. Michael's Bay on ice that would hardlv bear a cat, A
trapper who resides ihere during the winter time saw him
and was scared to see the man out in the bay on such ice.
Between falling through and getting up on the ice again he
reached the shore. The traoper allowed him to dry his
clothes in his hut and gave him food ; and he went oa again.
Five or six days la^er on he got to the nf xt settler's house

in Snug Harbor. This settler's name is .James Ward, who
says that when this strange man got to his place he was very
much fatieued; his boots were worn out so much that his
bare feet were on the ground or on the snow: his feet were
bleeding; his toes were very sore, caused by beina: frost-bit-
ten. "We did the best we could for him, myself and my
sister; we poulticed his feet, mended his boots with seal-
skin, washed and mended his clothes. During his stay with
us, which was three days, he appeared to be well educated.
He used to read our Bible and sing bvmns for u^. He said
that he belonged to the Episrooalian Church. We put him
across the bay three miles to Venison Tickle, where there is

a winter station. He knew nothing about a boat; he could
not row the boat, and his hands appeared soft and fine hke
those of one not used to work with his hands."
This last remark would show that he did not speak truth-

fully when he said that he had been serving on board ship.
He also called himself different names in the different places
that he went through, but strange to say that the names he
gave himself always began with the letter C; sometimes he
called him«elf Curry, other times Cawley and OoUins.
He left Venison Tickle after a stay of one day. The nest

place that I heard from him was in Cartwright, Sandwieh
Bay, which must be over 100 miles northwest for him to get
over by land
Dear sir, with my knowledge of the coast line in that part

of Labrador, if any man were to tell me that a man walked
there from where the Venison Island people landed him, I
would say that it was impossible However, it is a fact, for
he got there, as is well defined by a letter from Mr. Payne,
clerk in the employ of the Hudson Bay Company. In fact
he must have swum acrofs inlets and rivers, clambered over
precipices; doWn again through ravines, gullie'? and sulches,
and more places through tangled lindergroWth forest; and
without food or shelter from rain and storm, I cannot think
of any way by which he could have sustained life, if it is not
possible to do so by eating heathbeiTies or Marchberries, of
which he could very likely have found some when the snow
melted off the ground.

Ml-. Payne's letter in the Harbor Grace Standard shows
that the strange man got there on June 36, 1898. jVIr Payne's
gues9 at his age differs very much from those of all the other
people I questioned on that point. Some say that he ap-
peared to be about thirty-five, others forty or over. Some
people say that the portrait sent to me by the Forest and
Strkam was like him; others that it was not like him. He
was but a short time in any one place, so that people may
not retiiember his features. Mr. Smithy of Battle Harbor,
said that it was his likeness.

After leaving Cartwright he proceeded on to the north,
and after another hundred miles or more of the same sort of
country as previously described, without the habitation of a
living being, he reached Hamilton's Inlet, at the Narrows,
and by some means crossed over to Eigolette, where there is

another station belonging to the Hudson Bay Company.
There he was nearly being devoured by Indian dogs, and but
for the timely assistance of the owner of the dogs he would
have been torn to pieces. Crossing this river he lost his axe,"

So that he wEls Without a weapon to defend himself against
dogs or bears or other wild animals.
He next appeared at a place called Holten, fifty miles fur-

ther on, where the people saw him swim across a harbor
a half mile wide, with his clothes tied on his head, and again
at -Cape Harrison Harbor. From Cape Harrison he took to
the forest and mountains again. Although by this time he
had summer weather, it being well up in July, his endurance
must have been something wonderful, where he had to exist

on the few stunted berries that remained on the ground
from the year before.

About 100 miles north of Cape Harrison, on a straight line

from headland to headland (which must be double tliat dis-

tance for him to walk), we find report of him again, in a very
poor condition, as follows:

Capt. J, J, Hennessy, who does trading business at Win-
sor Harbor (a place about twenty miles southeast from
Hopedale) during summer time, went to an inland bay in a
schooner. On his return in the night, when passing by a
point of land, he heard a human cry coming from the shore.

The night was cloudy, with httle or no wind, and if you
spoke above the ordinary way of speakiDg you would hear
the echo of your voice coming back to you in a most
extraordinary manner, so that the human cry or call com-
ing from the shore over the smooth surface of the water and
its echo sounded most dismal when one was not expecting

to hear or see a human being so far from the habitation of

man. The words came like this, "If you don't assist me
to night 1 shall die." It was with no little fear and hesita-

tion that Capt. Hennessy lowered a boat, armed the crew
and went on shore. To their great surprise, the person
whom they had to encounter was not, aa they expected, a
desperate, wild maniac, but a weak, halfTStarved man, who
bore all the traces of having undergone days of starvation

and incredible suffering. He confessed that he had seen no
food for eight days. Capt. Hennessy took him on board,

gave him same food, and was surprised to see him so soon
recover from the effects of his long exposure. His clothes

were torn into rags, boots worn out, his bare feet on the
ground. Capt. H. gave him some clothes and a pair of

boots. He told the captain that he had walked from
Quebec. He had not the small axe now in his possegsiou

wbicli he ia reported to b'dve had on fortcer ocotwioos,

Capi. Eeo66«ey e»y8 \M be appeared tg bim to b« 6

of about forty years old, in beisrht about 5ft. 6 or 7m, ; does
not recollect color of haii', thinks he had light-colored whis-
kers; hair very thin on his head, turning gray; could not
identify him by the Forest .ikd Stream portrait, which I
showed him.
He told the captain that he intended going toHudson Bay,

where he expected to get a situation. He said he was a
printer by trade, and if be did not succeed in getting a situa-
tion at Hudson Bay he would return to St. Johns. The
manner in which he tried to conceal his identity by givino-
different names and telling different stories, and his sudden
disappearances, seem to indicate that he was trying to flee
from civilized man.

After staying two days at dapt, Hennessy's place he sud-
denly disappeared and was heard from next at Cape Harri-
gan, thirty miles north of Hopedale, having gone there in a
boat with some Indians,
From there he must have got a passage in some fishing

schooner to Nakva, north of Cape Hugford, for we find .that
he crossed the peninsula to George's Eivor, Ungava Bay,
where there is a station belonging to the Hudson Bay Co",,
and kept by a man named John Ford. It is reported that
Ford knew from some Indians that this man was on his way
northward, and thousht him to be an enemy of his, whom
he had injured gome years before, and who had vowed to
return to Ford's place to kill him. It is also reported that
Ford became alarmed and asked the Indians to protect him.
However that may bp, this stranger arrived at Ford's place
in the winter of 1893-94, Ford states to his friend that this
strange man arrived there and was teaching his children for
some time during that winter. One night ^he rushed to the
door of Ford's room, calling out: "Mother! mother! .she is
in there. I saw her," Ford called his men, who tried to
catch him, but he ran up a snowbank on the back of the
house and either fell or jumped over the front of the house,
falling on a boat and kilhng himself. Ford says he was
buried there.

This is all the information which I have of the strange
man. But one thing 1 wish to say is that the lara:e pocket-
book containing papers, and which he kept with such care,
should be found and reported of. The harbor in which he
is reported to have died is in George's Eiver, Ungava Bay,
and is on Canadian territory.

Whether this strange man be Dr. Cams, or whoever he
may be, his journey from Quebec and along the Labrador
coast to Ungava is remarkaole for feats of endurance and
adventure which are almost superhuman.

Nicholas FiTzeEEAiiD,

TALES TOLD BY THE CAMP-FIRE.—IV.

BY amateur.

CContinued frnm paqe 2S^,)

On the next evening another of our number said:
"Some years ago 1 had occasion to make extended re-

searches into the early history of western Pennsylvania,
and especially of Fayette and Greene counties.
"Fayette county contained numerous forts and block

houses, built by the early settlers for protection against
the Indians, and was traversed at several points by the
old 'Indian warpaths,' which were traveled by the red
men long before the white men came into the country.
The Great Catawba warpath starting in New York State
was one of these, and the celebrated Braddock road, in the
eastern part of Fayette county, follows that warpath for
many miles. The Braddock road was laid out by George
Washington, and started near where Confluence Borough,
in Somerset county, is now situated. That point was
known to the Indians, and named by them Turkeyfoot,
because the North Fork, the Castleman and the You--
ghiogheny rivers unite here in what, viewed from the
surrounding hi^h hills, bears a strong resemblance to the
foot or track of the turkey; and it was so known to the
whites even in my boyhood; but a town was laid out there
and the name Turkeyfoot, which was full of historic asso-
ciation and significance, was thought too homely—too
paganish, if you will—and was supplied by the name
Confluence, which the nlace bears to-day. Here was the
Big Crossing of early history, while the Little Crossing
was some eight miles up the stream, exactly where the
old stone bridge, on the National road, is situated, at the
town of Smithfield—though from the name of the post-
office it is more often written Somerfield. Washington's
feet have trod all over that country.
"Somerset county was not the scene of any great Indian

outrages or outbreaks, but their murders in Fayette and
Greene counties were numerous and most cruel. Our
friend's story of night before last and the one of last night
have brought to my mind a number of recollections of
which he may not know, and which, following his lead, I
shall rehearse.

"Our friend's great-grandfather was named Elias Blank,
and he was one of the early, if not the earliest, settlers of
Greene county, Pa. He derived his patent from the Perms
direct, and his particular homestead was called 'Delight.'

On it there was a very high hill, and on top of that hill

was a tree, and it was the old man's boast- that he could sit

under that tree and not see off his own land except when
he looked beyond the Monongahela Eiver into what is now
Fayette county. As our friends have indicated, it was cus-

tomary to carry down the name of the father to the first

bom son. Elias Blank's son Elias died young, but the
name Elias was given to many of his grandchildren, as waa
the name Aaron of one of his sons, the 'Een' ofwhom we
have heard.
"Dunkard Creek is in Greene county and was the scene

of many terrible Indian outrages. It was so named from
a settlement of people belonging to the Dunkard Church,
to whom Elias Blank gave a grant of land along that creek,
which flows into the Monongahela Eiver. Elias Blank's
grant from the Penns is a peculiar one in that it gives to

him, his heirs and grantees the right to fish and to draw
nets in any running streams on the land granted by Penns
to Blank, and specifies the Monongahela and the creek
flowing into that river, designating the Dunkard Creek by
its Indian name, which I have forgotten. The Dunkards
were Baptists, but believed in trine immersion and some
other peculiar doctrines. Elias Blank was a Quaker.
"In early days a man named Bowers settled on the

Dunkard Creek, and had a grant from Elias Blank of Iftnds

lying on both sides of that creek for eighty perches up the
creek from the Monongahela Eiver. Bowers was a Bap-
tist, aot a Punkard, and did some great favor for old Eliaa,

whiob brought him tlie grant of land, But In that grant
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the right to fish in the creel?: whose Indian name was
and now known as Dunkard Creek, from the big sugar tree

which marks the west line of this grant, and Btands on the
north side of said creek, to that point in the Monongahela
River at which the waters of the two streams cannot be
distinguished by the eye; and to draw nets in said Dunkard
Creek and that part of said river in consideration of cer-

tain benfits received, and in further consideration of the
payment to the grantor during his lifetime of the first fish

taken each year; and further in consideration, that the
grantor and his descendants may demand as a right from
the grantee and his descendants forever the right to draw
one net in the waters covei'ed by tliis grant in any one
year, and should this right ever be refused them when de-

manded, this fishing right shall revert to the grantor and
to his descendants after his death.' This, as nearly as I can
give it, is the wording of that old grant, which is of record

in Greene county.
"But after the Legislature of Pennsylvania passed the

first act relating to fishing with nets in the waters thereof,

an attempt was made to break up the Bowers fishing in the
Dunkard Creek—along in perhaps 1873 this was—and
Bowers was notified time after time (he was perhaps the
tbird in direct line from old Bowers, to wbom Elias Blank
made his grant); but he paid no attention to the notices,

and he was finally indicted in the Court of Quarter Ses-

sions of the Peace of Greene county. He employed no
lawyer, but came to court, and when his case was called

appeared and said he 'would try his own case and make an
end of it very quickly.*

"The judge was familiar with the early history of Greene
county, and asked him what he had to say.

"Bowers replied that the Legislature of Pennsylania had
no authority over him and his fishery; there was his grant
from Elias Blank, whose grant from Penna was on
record, and the act of 1779 gave full faith and confir ma-
tion to both of them, and before any further steps were
taken be asked the Court to decide, as matter of law,

whether or not the said grants and the act of 1779 were a
protection to him, and the fishing right vested in him as

a descendant of the original grantee of Elias Blank, and
not in the Commonwealth of Pennsj'lvania.

"This created a commotion. The judge examined the
papers and the act, declared that the signatm-e of old Elias

Blank was well known, the paper genuine, and Bowers's
right lixed. He directed a verdict of not guilty, at the
cost of the county, and advised Bowers to have the grant
from Elias Blank recorded, which was done. This fishery

is a verj'' valuable one; large fish come up the Mononga-
hela and are caught as they attempt to pass up the Dun-
kurd Creek.
"Old Elias Blank's house was often the stopping place

of the famous Indian fighters, the Whetzells, of whom we
all used to read when we were boys. They were Jacob,

Martin, John and Lewis Whetze'l. All were celebrated

Indian fighters; but Lewis Whetzell is the one whose fame
became most widely spread, and mainly on account of his

having acquired the ability to load his rifle while running
at full sp eed—a very valuable accomplishment,
"Old Elias Blank was a Quaker and used 'thee' and 'thou'

in conversation, which his son Aaron or Een also fre-

quently did, especially when he wanted to be impressive,

or when talking to one he didn't like. When Een Blank
began to thee and thou anyone against whom he had any
cause of complaint, the latter always cut the colloquy

short.

"Old Elias Blank possessed some means, which he never
divulged, of obtaining knowledge of the movements of the
hostile Indians, and it was customary to watch for smoke
rising from the high hill on his tract called 'Delight,'

which I have mentioned, or for a light at night in the top
of the big tree on the top of that hill, and when either of

these signals was given the settlers hurried to the forts

and block houses, and old Elias was never know:n to make
a mistake. He was attacked, however, in his own house
by a band of wandering Indians on one occasion, and find-

ing no other way of escape killed eight of them with his

own hand. He never after took part in Quaker meetings,
believing himself a 'man of blood,' and a saying went
abroad among the Indians that 'Broadbrim had taken the
tomahawk and was worse than the man whose gun was
always loaded' (Lewis Whetzell).

"After the Eevolutionary War Albert Gallatin founded
a little town in Fayette county, Pa., on the banks of the
Monongahela Eiver, which he called New Geneva, and
just opposite in Greene county old Elias Blank founded a
little town which after Gen. Greene he called Greensboro.

Between the two is a ferry, a very valuable piece of prop-

erty, and the right to which is provided for in tlie grant of

the Penns to Elias Blank, and it was in operation long be-

fore either town was laid out. Old Elias established a quit

rent on the town of Greensboro, which still is in force, one
of the very few remaining in Pennsylvania. This quit

rent and the ferry still belong to his descendants, and are
considered valuable property.

"I have in my possession a gun made by Ezra Engle,

from our friend's description last night, I suppose Ezra IV.
This gun is well authenticated, was made before the Revo-
lution, and has been in my family ever since; it descends
to the oldest son. It has the peculiar trigger action

spoken of, the original flintlock, the copper fore sight set in

the barrel arid the elevating rear sight. This gun has no
ornamentation at all, is full-stocked, the thimbles for hold-
ing the ramrod are made of iron, seemingly, as is the trig-

ger guard. A peculiarity is that the gun never becomes
rusty from shooting,and no iron pai-t of it will rust; neither

can you brighten the iron. The gun shoots a ball ofwhich
100 weigh exactly lib. I have the old buUet moulds too.

The barrel is 3tt.'long inside, rifled with four grooves and
one full turn, very deep. The stock is a curly maple with
natural bend, but the butt piece is a walnut knot sawed to

shape, as is the end of stock at the muzzle; but I have
never been able to determine how they are fastened

in place. I shoot ofi" the old gun loaded with a bullet

once every Christmas Day, imless the day falls on Sunday,
when I fire it the day before, and lay it away to the next
year. It is a very well-preserved gun, and money could
not buy it."

Massachusetts Quail.

Danvehs, Mass., March 30.—Spring birds have arrived.

An unusual large flight of woodcock is reported. Snipe
)iave not made their appearance yet. We had a good winter

lor quail and many arc left over, with good prospect for an-

other fall. J. W. B.

SPORT IN THE NORTHWEST.
In a few weeks New York city will be deserted, and from

her miles of streets will have sent forth North, South, East
and West thousands of men who will keep a fatherly eye on
tbeir rod and gun cases. To those boimd for Maine and the
Adirondacks I have no advice to offer. These grounds are

tolerably well known, and if not quite all that is claimed for

them they have at least the great advantage of being easily

got at. and inexpensively too. My fancy, however, takes

me firrther afield when I wander, and to those of the same
way of thinking I tender the following brief notes on sport

in northwestern Canada.
It is a somewhat serious undertaking this arranging mat-

ters for a trip into the wilderness—not a wilderness such as

the Rangeleys and Ai^rondacks, where each camp bed has a
spring mattress, but a vast stretch of uninhabited country,
where you must take in what you require or go without it

;

so that it is perhaps just as well that the season begins late,

and that, so far as the snortsman is concerned, nothing is to

be gained by leaving New York before Aug. 1. To those
that intend traveling merely for the scenery and change of

climate these remarks do not apply; they will be perfectly

happy in the Northwest Territories or British Columbia
after June 15; and at such delightful spots as Banff in

the Canadian National Park, or at Glacier House in the

Selkirks, or at North Bend in the Frazer. they will find

pleasant weather, lovely scenery and good fishing any time
after .June 15.

But the man who goes for sport alone should start about
Aug. 1, and if he can make np a party he will be wise to

hire a special car, the expense of wbich will not be more
than f5 a head per day. This, when money is not an object,

is to my mind the most delightful way in the world of en-

joying sport. It beats a club house and preserve because at

less expent-e you get equal comfort and greater variety.

Supposing that such a party ha« been made up, the first stop

might well be made at Jack Fish sta+ion on the Canadian
Pacific Railroad, on the north shore of Lake Superior. Here
the superb Steel Eiver enters the lake, and the fishing in it is

almost too good. Trout, true fontinalu, are often caught
weighing 61bs., and they take the fly freely in quick water.
In this neighborhood there are many other streams equally
good ; for instance, the famoxis Nipigon is but a few miles
further west; while the Jack Pine, Black River, Gravel
River, Prairie River, and a host of little-known waters may
be reached by short journeys east or west along the line.

Mark my words: This is the coming fishing ground of the
nation. These streams can never be fished out, as the trout

have Lake Superior to fall back into, and even were the
streams ruined there would still remain the unequaled fish-

ing from the rocks of the lake shore. You can leave the

cars at any point for 170 miles, put your rod together, and
within a few yards of the track find all the fly-fishing vou
desire. To my eye the magnificent sweep of Jack Pish Bay,
and the lonely beauty of the inlets and i-lands of the north
shore, are as fine in their way as anything in the Rockies,
and it is only thirty hours from Montreal.
For years it has "been nothing but Nipigon; but unless T

am much astray there are a dozen smaller rivers that will

give equal sport. Mind, I am not decrying the Nipigon; far

from ii ; but is it not true that a stream a man can wade,
easting now right, now left, and catching Iherein a creel full

of trout weighing from 21bs. to 61bs., is fully as sporting a
proposition as a large river where you must canoe it all the
time, wiih a couple of jabbering half-breeds to grate upon
your enjoyment of the scene and sport ?

There is more or less trout fishing all the way through to

Manitoba, but the more becomes less as the prairie is reached.
Pike, pickerel, dore and whitetish are the more common
inhabitants of the charming lakes that stud that part of

western Ontario. It is a better shooting than fishing coun-
try. The sportsman may shoot mallard by the hundred any
time after Sept. 1, and after Oct. 1, 1900, he will be able to

shoot all the moose and earibou any man should wish to

shoot. I do not understand why the Ontario Government
prohibited the shooting of those animals in that part of the
province, as I believe moose are as plentiful to-day within
fifty miles of Kalmar station a.? anywhere in America short
of Alaska, There are some deer south and west of the C. P.

R.R. line, but I do not believe they are particularly abundant,
and J should recommend the visitor's confining his attention

to the mallard, chicken and ruffed grouse. Until the rail-

road was built, sharptail grouse were never seen as far

east as the present site of Rat Portage; now they have
worked their way to Peninsular, nearly 500 miles to the

eastward. The nuinated grouse, on the other hand, have
pushed up from Uncle Sam's domains and invaded all south-

ern Manitoba, edging out the shyer sharptail. The avifauna

of a land often changes, thanks to man's advent.

Supposing the adventurous sportsman to have penetrated

as far into the northwest as Rat Portage, ],300 miles from
Montreal, he will have to decide whether he will stay where
he is, move on, or return homeward. Should he elect to go
further, he will certainly not fare worse; though, until the

antelope country bordering the south branch of the Sas-

katchewan is reached, there will be no change in the game
found. Every slough and pond hole will contain young,
unsophisticated mallard and teal, and the prairies swarm
with sharptail.

The car may be sidetracked anywhere, and yet it will

afford a base from which good shooting may be had. One
piece of advice: be moderate; don't kill more than you can

iise. Some have done it, and their names are a stench in the

nostrils of all good sportsmen. The northwest is big, and
feathered game yet abundant; but should the game hog
malse it his playground, in time even that fine sporting re-

gion must fail.

From the Atlantic to the Rockies there is a familiar ap-

pearance about the vegetation and game; but once in the

range and a new world is opened up. Trees, animals, birds,

fish, all differ from those to which the Easterner has been

accustomed. Nay, more, even the climate, with its soft,

sensual air«, and mellow afternoon sun, is more like Asia

than America. Although British Columbia is but 500 miles

wide at the boundary line, there is a great diversity of

scenery and climate, where, as in the 900 miles between
Winnipeg and Banff, monotony is the keynote of it aU; but

a monotony of mallard and sharptaU is not unendurable,

after all, for some of us.

Let's "make believe" (as the little girls say when they're

telling fairy stories) that our car has been dumped at

Qa'Appelle or some such prairie station, and that we have

had our fill of chicken and duck shooting, just as a month
earlier we were surfeited with Lake Superior trout fiahing.

The date is Sept. 25, and a council of war is held in the

smoking room of the car, or more likely out on the sun-

dried prairie, with the grasshoppers 'oppin' around, and the

little gophers watching us from the mouths of their burrows.

To go on or to go back? The question is discussed pro and
con until, being put to the vote, the "go ons" have it; and
after seeing two malcontents off by the Eastern express at

20:30 that evemng (i. e., 8:30 P. M. civilized time) the car

is hitched to the westward bound train at 6 o'clock next
morning, and exactly twenty-four hours later is sidetracked

at Banff. Everybody traveling over the C. P. R.R. stops at

this famed spot, and many people become so enamored of

the beauties of the place that they return year after year.

Last summer I met several Indian oiHcers and their families

that had gone there in preference to spending their furloughs

(leave) in England. It is a capital headquarters for informa-

tion, as so many hunters of big game are coming and going
that lots of points may be picked up as to where game is or
is not at that particular time. Once in the mountains, big

game may be got almost anywhere by hard work. No one
fives there; it is still a lone land; and once over the ridge

that separates the gorge down which the railroad runs from^

the next valley, you are as likely to find grizzlies, goats,

sheep and deer as if you went lOO miles further into the

unexplored. There are few elk and still fewer moose in the

country between Banff and the boundary line; but goats,

sheep and deer abound. Winter comes on early in the

Rockies, and on account of the longer op°n season in the

coast range 1 should advise the party whose fortunes we are

supposed to be following to push on to Lytton on the Fraser,

and hire an outfit for the Bridge River country. After
three weeks in that region they ought to have some heads to

show, and be ready to start for home and get to work again

;

but, of course, a visit to the coast and Pueet Sound should
be made before returning, or it will be a source of everlast-

ing regret.

Those who make such a trip as I have outlined ai-e almost
certain to repeat it every year. I met last autumn several

carloads of healthy, happy gunners and fishermen, who had
been there before and intended returning in 1897, if all went
well with them in the meantime. Chakles A. Bramblb

FLORIDA PLUME BIRDS.
St. Adgtjstine, Fla., April 3.

—

Edi tor Forest and Strenm;
It is a hackneyed subject, but the only way to accomplish
anything is to hammer away. A man who has just re-

turned from a surveying trip across the Everglades informs
me that a shameful state of things exists throughout that re-

gion, and that there is nothing to base a hope upon that the
barbarous practices will be stopped until the race of plu-

maged birds is so nearly exterminated as to make the business
unprofitable. He says that brutes with the semblance of

white men make it their regular business to collect bird

skins, and that laws are of no more consequence to them
than to alligators. Before they took up the exterminating
business the Indians were sensible enough to make and re-

spect certain laws to prevent a decrease of birds, among
which was an inviolable rule never to disturb them at their

rookeries or roosts, and never to shoot them out of season.

But the white men who have taken up the business lie in

wait for them at the roosts, and when they are all in for the

night they fire into the crowd, killing dozens atashot. Then
they look over the lot and probab'y select one out of five or

ten and leave the rest of the dead to rot, and the wounded
to flutter off and starve. This is in evidence that the differ-

ence between the poor Indian and the low-bred white is as

great as between the edible qualities of a turkey and a buz-
zard. The Indians know that one of their sources of income
is being destroyed, but what can thpy do to prevent if? In
years gone by Florida was swarming with flamingoes, spoon-
bills, egrets and other beautiful plumaged birds, but they
are nearly all numbered with the things that were.

Now the great question is in regard to the way by which
this brutal bird butchery can be stopped. My own opinion

is that the only way by which it can be done is through the

enactment of a general law, with heavy penalties, to prevent

all traflic in skins. These fellows work in a wild, unsettled

region, where they can violate the laws without the slightest

danger of detection; but with proper laws against the sale of

skins their business would be ended , and these laws should
also cover Brazilian and other foreign importations of birds

for millinery purposes.

If women (who ought to be humane and tender-hearted)

would give a thought to the fact that millions of the beauti-

ful creatures are slaughtered every year, while other millions

are left to starve in the nests, they certainly would be wdling
to sacrifice a little decoration for humanity's sake! The
Brazihan Government derives a very large amount from ex-

port duty on bird skins, and the slaughter gives employment
to hundreds of men who ought to be in better business.

If our legislators could only be waked up to face the fact

that there is something in the world besides politics that is

worth considering, we might hope that something would be

done, but I confess that the case locks hopeless.

DXDYMUS.

ADIRONDACK WOLVES.
Big Moose Lake, N. Y., April 5 —Editor Forest and

SlTemn- I see under date of April 3 you publish a clipping

from a Watertown paper relating a thrilling adventure of

one Charles Adams with a dozen wolves. That story may
sound all right to pf^ople who know little or nothing about

the Adirondacks, but those who have spent their lives in the

Adirondacks know that it is not true. I live within a few
miles of Woodhull Lake, where the encounter is said to have
taken place, and we are connected with Woodhull Lake by
telephone, and I have not heard of the encounter.

Such a thing might have happened thirty or thirty-five

years ago, when I first began hunting and trapping in this

section. In those days it was nothing unusual to hear

wolves howl every day, for they were plenty, and occasion-

ally see a band of them in winter on the ice on some lake, for

the deer when pm-sued by wolves would run out on the ice

to get away from the wolves, That part of the Adams story

looks quite reasonable I have known as high as a dozen

wolves to be out in one band on a lake, although I have

never seen but three together, even in the early days, when
wolves were plenty.

I h-ave often talked with old guides, who had remarked

the same thing that 1 have, *. e., the wolves almost invariably

catch the deer within a few rods from the shore after he

starts out on the ice, even when it was more favorable run-

ning for the deer than for the wolves. It puzzled me for a
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long time to know how they did that, I finally settled the
question to my entire satisfaction. The wolves instinctively
seem to know the runways, and a part of the band would cut
across a nearer way to the runway on the lake and intercept
the deer. I have seen wolves station themselves out on the
ice and wait for the deer to come. Such things were com-
mon at one time, but for the last twenty years Volves have
been too scarce for any one who lives in this section to be-
lieve the Adams story, although 1 think there maybe a dozen
wolves left in the Adirondacks.

I have been in the Adirondacks every winter more or less
for thirty years, and have tramped through some portion of
it in Herkimer and Hamilton counties on snowshoes. but I
have not seen a wolf track in eight years. H. S. J., from
Clayton, wants to know when the last"woLf was killed. In
1888 or '89 the writer and Fred Hess, a well-known aruide,
kiJied a large wolf oh the head of Fourth Lake, Fulton
Chain. He had come out on the ice about forty rods and
lain down in the snow to await the arrival of another wolf
that was after a deer. We saw him and went out and killed
him That was one of the last. The very last was killed at
Brandith Lake in 1894, about ten miles from here, by Eeuben
Carey, the Brandith's game keeper. I think the bounlv cer-
tificates will show the same. 1 have not heard of a wolf's
track being seen since.

We had moose at one time, and panthers not many years
ago. I remember one moose my father killed. When I was
aiboy panthers were plenty; they are all afone and the wolves
are nearly gone—too nearly gone to attack any one in a band
of a dozen. j. h. Higbt.

BIRD PROTECTION.
The recently organized State Audubon Society has

issued the following circular, which explains itself:

Attention is called to the fact that the fashion of wear-
ing feathers for ornament causes the destruction ofmillions
of birds each year, and is rapidly lessening their numbers.
Birds are the natural protectois of vegetation against

the attacks of insects; in this way their utility is beyond
estimate. They are endowed with beauty, the gift of
song, wonderful instincts, and a high order of intelligence,
and display a vivacity that places them among the most
fascinating of nature's creatures. They thus appeal to om-
esthetic sense as well as to our economic interests.
Already our song birds have greatly decreased in num-

bers; while the beautiful egrets and snowy herons, and the
graceful terns, once so abundant, have become almost ex-
terminated. What is the cause? At least nine-tenths of
tbis destruction is due to the habit of wearing dead birds,
or parts of them, for ornament.
The remedy is in the hands of women; if they will re-

fuse to wear the feathers of wild birds the destruction will
cease—but never until then.
The wearing of aigrettes is especially to be condemned,

since they can be procured only through the destruction
of the parent birds in the nesting season, which entails
death by starvation of the helpless young in the nests. In
our own country we have few egrets left to protect, but the
war is still carried on in other countries, and will be waged
until these beautiful birds are practically exterminated
the world, over, unless the use of aigrettes is abandoned.
This Society appeals to women to refrain entirely from

the use of aigrettes, and the wings and feathers of all wild
birds; and to intelligent and humane men to secure in
every way possible the protection and preservation of our
native birds. We appeal also to teachers to use their in-
fluence to interest and instruct their pupils as to the use-
fulness of birds, and to stimulate their love and admira-
tion for these fellow creatures.

Believing that it is only necessary to call your attention
to this important matter to secure your cooperation in so
good a cause, we trust that you will not only become a
member of this Society, but will use your influence to en-
list others as helpers in the work.

Declaration of Principles.
First—The purpose of the Society is to discourage the purchase or

use of the feathers of any birds for ornamentation, except those of
the ostrich and domesticated fowl.
Second—Members shall discouraore the destruction of bu-ds and

their eggs, and do all in their power to protect them.
Third -Members shall use their influence to establish "Bird Day"

in the schools of the State of New York.

Fees.
A fee of $1 shall constitute a life membership in this Societv ex-

cept for teachers and scholars in any of the schools of the State ofNew York, who shall pay 25 cents for a life membership.

There is no annual assessment. A certificate of mem-
bership will be sent upon receipt of the inclosed card,
signed with your name and address, and the membership
fee. The fees are devoted to the work of the Society,
which includes free distribution of circulars and reports
relating to bird protection. Address: Miss Emma H.
Lock wood, Secretary-Treasurer, 243 West Seventy-fifth"
street, New York.

The Plumage of Hesperornis.
As long ago as 1870 Prof. Marsh, of New Haven, dis-

covered in the cretaceous chalk of Kansas the remains of a
large swimming bird which had teeth. Subsequently other
specimens of this bird, some of them extremely perfect, were
discovered, and Prof. Marsh described them under the'name
Eesperornu. These, together with a number of other forms
of birds havmg teeth, were fully described and figui-ed by
Prof. Marsh m a monograph on Birds with Teeth, which was
published in 1880.

This large bird, Hesperornis, resembled iu many respects
the loons of to-day; that is to say, it was a swimmino- bird
with a long neck and pointed bill, and with greatly developed
leg^•. But it was wingless, and the sternum, or breast bone
was absolutely smooth and without the keel which is charac'
teristic of aU flying birds, and to which the pectoral
muscles are attached. The only bone remaining in the
wing of Besperomisrwas the humerus or bone of the uoper
arm ^'

In his discussion of the relationships of Hesperornis pub-
lished in the volume refeired to. Prof. Mai-sh considered
these diverse characters, and concluded by expressino- the
opinion that (he hind hmbs, which so strongly resemble
those of the loons, were adaptive merely, and that the bird's
nearest relationships were to the ostriches, which it so closely
resembles in its breast bone, in the bones of the shoulder to
which the wing bones are attached and in some of the
characters of the skull. Thus, in his opinion, Hesperornis
was a carnivorous swimming ostrich.

This view of the relationships of the great bird did not

meet with general acceptance. The characters of the hind
limbs seemed to be much more impressive than the ostrich-
like characters of the sternum, shoulder gii-dle and skull,
and many authors spoke of Hesperornis as related to the
loons.

It IS interesting to learn, as stated by Prof. Marsh in an
article in the last number of the American Journal of Science,
that in the same region where the early specimens were dis-
covered another remarkably perfect Eesperoi'nis has been
found with feathers in place, and that these feathers show
the typical plumage of an ostrich. Thus Prof. Marsh's
earlier conclusions have received strong confirmation.

Carnivorous Squirrels.

We have here a character who among other singularities
has large imaginative powers, but whose reputation for
strict veracity might be hazarded without an alfidavit. He
lays his claim to being something of a sportsman, as having
some years ago done the part of a peripatetic vender of cheap
guns among the mountnineers of western Pennsylvania,

In a recent talk with our brother clubman and all-round
sportsman, Dr. P. W. Levering, the question of squirrel
shooting came up, when our friend (the peripatetic) told of
an extraordinary time he had had with the bushy tails. The
scene is laid in Pennsylvania, about seven miles from
Williamsport, some twentv-five years ago. He told Lever-
ing that in two hours he killed seventy-dght gray and black
squirrels with a muzzleloader. That it was in a corner of a
pasture close to woods where the squirrels came in on two
linps of rail fence to feed on the carcass of a dead horse.

This was too much for .Jacobstaff, so he interviewed the
peripatetic with the following result. In all seriousness he
informed us that it was 105 eray, black and a lar?e kind of
red squirrel that he killed in that time; that the nut crop
and the corn crop in that region had utterly failed, and that
the squirrels were almost famished and would eat anything.
I remarked that I did not see how they could very well, as
squirrels' teeth are designed for an exclusive granivorous
diet, and didn't believe them well adapted as flesh masti-
cators. He sticks to his story and says he can bring proof of
th° facts, time and occasion.
The foregoing is about on a par with a story Doc Cum-

mins, also one of the reliable shots of the J. G. H. G-. Club,
tells of a friend of his that bagged (so his friend says, not
the Doctor) twenty-seven woodcock down in the swamp
back of the house one afternoon with a Flobert rifle; no dog.

Jacobstaff.
[But squirrels are known to be carnivorous on occasion.]

Dakota Rabbit Traps.
Many of the Eussian farmers west of town are complain-

ing about jack rabbits falling down their chimneys and fre-
quently lodging therein, stooping the passage of the smoke.
Their peasantlike houses—which are all provided with large
fireplaces and proportionately laree chimneys—are mostly
low and covered with the "beautiful." The chimneys, o'f

com'se, have to be kept clear of snow. After it has been
shoveled away several times, a large funnel-shaped cone
remains, the walls of which are rendered icy by the alternate
influence of the fire below and the cold above. Any wild
animal prowling around on a bitter cold night, upon near
ing one of these smoke cones and feeling the warmth, would
naturally .seek closer proximity thf^reto," whereupon its ven-
tures would invariably rrsult in a slide, Mr. Animal landing
in the fire-box below.—ATz^?//;, (A^ D.) Wind. -

Doom of Two Pugnacious Robins.
Windsor, N. C, April .1—It is not a very unusual occur-

rence for quail to kill themselves by flying against a house or
other obstruction when frightened, as I have known of at
least a dozen killed in this "manner in the last ten or fifteen
years. Isot very long since one killed itself against my ofli ;e

window. However, 1 started out to tell not about quail, but
robins. Eirly last Wednesday morninsr two maie robins
flew against a house and were picked up by my hired man,
one perfectly dead and the other very near it. They were
fighting, and were so busily engaged no doubt that they did
not have time to look out for houses and such small things.

A. S. R.

^mtic mid ^nn.

THE SCHOOLHOUSE COVER.— 1.

AmoisG the many favorite haunts of the woodcock that it

has been my good fortune to explore none take higher rank
than a sequestered nook nestled among the Berkshire Hills,

known to a select few as the "schoolhouse cover."
I first visited the romantic spot early in the sixties in com-

pany with a veteran sportsman who for several years had
made numerous visits each season to the place, always re-
turning with a good supply of the feathered dainties and an
increased love for the favored spot. The cover, or rather
succession of covers, is delightfully situated just under the
brow of one of the numberless Berkshire Hills, and con-
sisted of patches of alders, birch-covered knolJs and an old
orchard, partly grown up with'witch-hazsl and briers. Just
below the orchard, in the angle where two roads joined, was
the little brown schoolhouse that suggested the name by
which the locality was known to the elect.

It was a bright morning in early October when, at the in-

vitation of my friend the veteran, I accompanied him to the
place. When we arrived at the schoolhouse it was almost 9
o'clock, and nearly two score of bright-eyed, rosy-cheeked
lads and lasses at once surrounded us, and with merry
voices gave us a most cordial greeting. 'The evident delight

of the children was a mystery to me until the veteran
brought out from under the wagon seat a box that contained
nearly a half peck of candy and placed it for distribution in

the hands of one of the older ones. This, he said, was to

pay them for taking care of the team, a charge which they
attended to in the best manner, and we alwaj^s felt perfectly

safe in leaving the horse in theh care.

Starting up the road toward the old orchard, we soon
came to a steep bank some 20ft. in height, covered with alders
and maples, and just at the foot of the bank was a level piece
of ground that was also grown up to alders, making a strip

of beautiful cover some twenty rods in length. In order to

save time, as we wished to go over all the cover, my com-
panion directed me to go to the right while he beat out the
opposite end. Sending on my dog, he took a few strides and
came to a point just at the edge of a green grass plot that

was bordered with graceful ferns, and as I walked in ahead
of him I was greeted with the querulous whistle of a noble

woodcock that I cut down as he topped the alders. This
was the first of a long list of these royal birds that, first and
last, I have bagged in this ideal spot, known to aU who vis-
ited here as the "woodcock's parlor," and a surer place to
find one or two birds I never saw. Indeed it was many
years before I failed to find the parlor without at least one
occupant, although I visited the place several times each
season. In fact, the whole of these extensive grounds was
noted for the celerity with which other birds came in to take
the place of those that were killed, and it was frequently the
case that a party would shoot over the grounds, bringing to
bag all, or nearly all, the birds they found, and another party
the next day would find the same abundance. Upon one
occasion T knew of three different parties shooting over this
ground upon three consecutive days, and all of them reported
capital sport and lots of birds.
After working out the alder strip 1 have mentioned, we

climb the bank and beat through the orchard, which lies
just at its upper edge. Here, among the patches of witch-
hazel, was also a sure place to find three or four birds, and
occasionally a full dozen would be found. Eastj and north
of the orchard were scattered trees and some dense patches
of birches that often held a few birds, while still further
north was quite an extent of scattered clumps of birches
that looked very inviting, but, with the exception of thi-ee
or four favored spots, no birds, to my knowledge, were ever
found here, although it was worked out thoroughly a great
many times both by myself and others. After beating out
the orchard the usual course was to cross the road to the
left, then go down the slope to a swampy piece of ground
that was sparsely grown up to maples, with an occasional
clump pf alders. Although no woodcock shooter would
ever think of looking here for his favorite bird, it was one
of the best and surest places to find them in the whole region.
I well remember that upon my first visit here I chaffed the
veteran for proposing to beat out so unlikely looking cover,
but he only smiled and sent on his dog, and I was soon con-
vinced that thpre was at least a brace of the beauties here,
and when we had gone through it I was thoroughl}^ con-
vinced that appearances are sometimes very deceptive when
you are looking for woodcock.
We had brought to bag some eleven birds, and three years

later with the same companion we found no less than seven-
teen in this small patch of not more than three acres It was
here that the late Hon. George Ashmun covered himself and
the Roper four shot repeater with glory bv handsomely bring-
ing down in four seconds four birds that he flushed from one
point.

Beyond this spot, and covering more than 100 acres, is a
succession of birch-covered knolls interspersed with small
alder runs that was always, in the good old days, a famous
place for both woodcock and grouse : and there is scarcely a
square yard of the whole ground that has not furnished its
quota of sport. At the end of this cover we come to open
pasture, which we cross to the birches on the opposite side.
These we pass through, down a steep slope to the little

brook, when we turn to the left and follow up the brook to
the road, some half mile above, coming out only a few rods
below the schoolhouse. This last run was a capital place
for grouse and occasionally a few woodcock wouldbe found.
When we had the time to spare, we would cross the road and
beat up the thicket beyond for grouse, which were nearly
always plentiful there, although 'the dense growth of brush
and briers made it a hard place to work both for man and
(iog.

This was the schoolhouse cover in the good old days. What
thronging memories of rarest sport come to me as in fancy I
revisit the dear old spot. Familiar forms of dearly loved
companions, many of them long ago translated to the happy
hunting grounds, in fancy again tread with me the springy
turf. Once more I see the soaring woodcock deftly brought,
back to earth again by their unerring aim Again I see the
arrowy flight of the "hurtling grouse" suddenly cease as eye
of faith and finger of instinct have proven more than a
match for crafty cunning and wondrous speed. Once more
old Mack and Trump, and a score of other well-remembered
forms, are gaylv bounding before me over the beautiful
knolls and through the lovely valleys of the dear old place.
What hosts of wonderful living statues gladden my eyes as
they glance over the many favored spots that woodcock and
grouse loved so well. In the silent watches of the night,
when worldly cares have banished sleep, blessed visions of
bygone days of rarest sport often come to cheer my saddened
heart and bear me upon their widespread wings to happiness
and peace. Visions of many, very many, widely separated
resorts, and memories of many, very many, glorious days
afield thus come to me; but none take higher rank, and but
few can equal the beautiful surroundings and happy days of
the dearly loved schoolhouse cover.
One of the best days that I ever enjoyed here was in early

October, just after two or three heavy frosts. In company
with the veteran and our mutual friend Sabin, we took an
early start and arrived at the schoolhouse about 8 o'clock.
Hitching our horse, we took our guns from the wagon and
proceeded to load them—this was in muzzleloader days— the
veteran walked a few steps away, and just as he was about
to ground arms a grouse with a" tremendous roar and racket
started nearly under his feet and flew toward the run across
the road. jSTowthe veteran was one of the coolest men under
fire that I ever met, but he was a bit rattled this time, for he
whirled completely around, and as he caught sight of the
bird he deliberately drew a bead on him and pulled Irieger.

It was very seldom thit we had the laugh on the veteran and
I assure you we fully enjoyed the opportunity, and when
Sabin in a severe tone asked him if he didn't know it was
loaded he heartily joined in our mirth.

After we had steadied down we loaded up and returning
ramrod started for the old orchard, but after taking a few
steps the veteran, bidchng us go on, turned on his heel and
started for that bird. "I'll show him what's what," said he,
and he soon disappeared over the waU Sabin anti I had
just entered the alder strip under the bank wnen we heard
Tiom the veteran, both barrels in quick succession. Sabin
shook his head and remarked that in such cases the result
was usually most unsatisfactory, but I had unlimited faith in
the veteran and offered to back the gun, and as soon as I

caught a glimpse of him coming up the road I knew by the
way he carried himself that all was well with him. When
he joined us and pulled from his pockets a brace of the royal
birds, even Sabin was convinced that there were exceptions to
this rule when our friend was behind the gun.

Beating out the strip, we found in the parlor a brace of
woodcock, which gave the veteran a very pretty double, and
at the far end Sabin stopped a twisting bird in capital style.

As we neared the top of the bank an evil-disposed bird flushed'
not 3ft. in front of me and started down the bank, almost
brushing my legs as he passed me. I whirled around, and
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catcbingmv foot began to tumble; but as I was goina: I
caught a glimpse of the bird as he was disappearing behind
a thick bunch of alders, and threw the gun where I thought
he ought to be and cut loose, and woodcock and I struck the
ground at about the same time, both in rather a demoraHzpd
condition. I was feeling rather badly, as I had msde quite
an exhibition of myself, to say nothing of bruised shins; but
as T gathered myself together pain and chagrin disappeared
under the hearty clap on the shoulder by the veteran as he
exclaimed, "I thought both my doubles very neat, and I felt

proud of them; but I would give tliem and half a dozen
more for a shot like that."

There was onlv one woodcock in ^he orchard which fell to

6abin. Listen to bis story of the affair, as he has told it

many times: "I flushed the bird in front of Trump and
killed it, and in falling it lodeed io the top of an apple tree

that was more than 2ft. through at the butt. The old dog
looked at it a moment, then with a wasr of his tail he deliber-

atply climbed the tree, shook off the bird, then came down,
picked it up and brought it in." True every word of it, as
we all witnessed the performance. Althoueh Sabin never
adds arother word, it may be as well perhaps for me to say
that the tree had been blown nearly down, and laid at an
angle of about forty-five degrees, which made the feat com •

paratively easy for a dog with the sense possessed by old
Trump. When Sabin went to put the bird in his pocket,
somehow he made a misfire, and it dropped on the
ground imnoticed by him, and as he started along I picked
up the bird, and, showing it to the veteran, put it in my
pocket and said nothins.

We then beat out the birches just beyond the orchard,
where we found two birds, both of them coming ray way.
In the ground still further on we visited the good places,
but there was only one bird here, which the veteran
accounted for; at least he thought he did; but as T had fired

both barrels at it there was room for doubt I said nothing,
however, as I very much dislike to mar the enjoyment of a
companion when he anpears to think he has "wiped my
eyes;" in fart, this performance never disturbs me in the
least. T have no reputation to maintain as a sure shot. I
dearly love to shoot, and am pretty nearly sure to cut loose
if there appears to be the remotest chance of getting the
bird, and T often pull the trigger by gness when the game
is entirely hidden from sight. The pleasure of shooting far
outweighs the loss of the ammnnition, and I always consider
myself ahead in the s-ame even if I do sometimes pile un the
misses; and then when one does make a long or diiBcult

shot there is lots of compensation for previous failures, to

say nothing of laying un treasure in memory's storehouse
that will increase and multiply as the years so on, no matte^
how much ©r how often you may draw UD©n it. Why? I
would not barter the memory of one such shot of the many
fhat have fallen to my lot for tenfold the satisfaction en-
joyed by him who never misses his bird.

Crossing the road to the maple swamp that T have pre-
viously mentioned, as we walked down the slope, T kept a
sti'aight course, while Sabin diverged a little to the right and
the veteran to the hft. which brought us to the swamp about
SOyds. apart. Sending on the dojrs, all three of them pointed
at nearly the same instant, and after admiring the beautiful
picture for a short time the veteran gave the signal to ad-
vance. When we went to the dogs almost simultaneously
each of us put up a bird and there was not three seconds
difference in the report of the three gunp. all of the birds
being accounted for. "There," esclairaed the veteran, "I
never saw nor heard of anything like this before, and do not
believe that I shall ever see it agai" " Jt was indeed a
wonderful performance for our rough New England shoot-
ing. Although T have several times seen three and four
birds killed almost simultaneonslv, T have never since seen
it done from three independent points. We found four
more birds here, two of them falling to the veteran's gun and
two to mire, although Sabin should have had nne of these;

but he was a sure shot and thought too much of his reputa-
tion to take chances, and as I saw him lower his gun, refus-
ing the shot, I cut loo? e at the corkscrew and had the satis-

faction of bringing it down.
After leaving the maple swamp we beat out a birch knoll

and the little alder run beyond it without a find. Just as we
reached the top of the bank at the head of the run a wood-
cock flushed wild some 50yds. in front of us, and taking a
circle of about 200yds in diameter it settled squarely behind
us in the run that we had just passed through. Sabin was
delegated to bring it in, and he at once started for the bird,
sending his dog around to the right in order to give him the
wind. When he arrived within about 20yds. of the bird it

arose and Sabin killed it very prettily just as it was disap-
pearing behind a clump of birches At the instant he fired

'a cuckoo about halfway between him and the woodcock
started into the air just in time to catch a portion of the
charge, and it also fell dead; but Sabin knew nothing of
this, and as his dog came in at the report of the gun he.

ordered him to fetch dead. Old Trump went in the right
direction, and when he came to the cuckoo he picked it up
and brought it in. You should have seen the look on that
man's face as he took the bird from the dog. The veteran
and I were almost in convulsions—in fact the veteran did
eo down all in a heap when Sabin came up and solemnly
averred that that bird had whistled just like a woodcock.
The fun of this was that Sabin had an impediment in his
hearing, and often said that he had not heard a woodcock
whistle for years ; but we decided that as an excuse for shoot-
ing the whistle was first class.

VVTiile recovering from the turn this performance had given
us, I saw by the actions of my dog that he had marked the
dead bird, so I silently motioned him on. and he was soon
galloping back with it in his mouth. When Sabin caught
sight of him he at once grasped the situation, and it was
worth almost as much as the rest of it to see the changes come
over his countenance as he turned to u.=i and remarked:
"Pretty good joke on old Trump, wasn't it?"

When we resumed our coarse the veteran's doe: was miss-
ing, "Never mind," said the old man, "he knows the route
and we shall soon find him if there are any birds " Sure
eoough, we soon saw him at the edge of a patch of birches
fast on point. As we came to him the veteran walked in
front to put up the bird. He had advanced three or four
steps beyond the dog when, with a yell, he jumped 8ft in
the air, then scrambling back he tumbled over poor Joe and
both went down together. Wondering what was the matter,
Sabin and I hastened to him, and as he gathered himself to-

gether he very energetically ejaculated, "Holy Moses! what
a snake." It appeared that he had stepped squarely on the
biggest snake he eyer saw, Uenoe the yell and quickly fol-

lowing evolqtioDs. Joe meantime bad picked liimself up
fid resumed bis polDt, witicb the veteran bade m attend to.

Jl§ did 8QttW tM be could bit a barn, As I stepped to

the front I saw the grass and bushes moving a sliort distance
ahead and cut loose at the disturbance. At the crack of
the gun a woodcock flushed just beyond and flew nearly
over the veteran's head. This brought him round all right,

at least he grasspd his bird in good style. We then investi-

gated and found that my aim had been true, as the snake was
writhing near by with a broken back. When we saw him
we not only exonerated the veteran for his part of the per-

formance, but soundly rated him for not yelling louder and
jumping higher; the tumble over the dog we decided was
"faultless.

It was now past noon and high time for lunch, so we
obliqued to the right and made for a cool spring under a
maple some fifty rods distant, where we spent a most agree-
able half hour discussing our lunch and reviewing incidents
of the morning.
Ah! that cool, inviting spring; how many happy half

hours have I passfd under the noble tree that shades the
sparkling waters; how many loved companions have shared
with me the delights of this sylvan spot; how many well-
told tales of sport galore have I listened to here; how many
noble birds with their plumage all smoothed out have I seen
lying side bv side on the evergreen turf ; what delightful
"smoke talks" come to me as my thoughts go back to the

good old times I Shadow.

THE "RICH" AND THE "POOR."
Editor Forest and Stream:
The communication of Mr. W. W. McCain entitled "The

Pennsylvania Game Law," and published in Forest ajsd
Stream of April 10, is similar to a few others which appear
now and then at infrequeat periods, and which represent
nothing more than the peculiar idiosyncrasies of individual
grumblers, whose ideas of economics are awry, or who mis-
take their extremely acute personal cupidity for the true
measure of justice. Their keynote is the injustice done to

the poor man by the rich. They proclaim their personal
vaporings to be general just principles. They arrogate to

themselves the authority to speak as the true representative

of the poor man. I do not believe that they are such. I do
not believe that they proclaim the sentiments of the poor
man. I do not believe thai the poor men of this country (that

is, the meritorious poor men, those who are industrious, intel-

hgent and progressivf) believe that there is an antagonism
and opposition of interests between the rich and poor. Out
of the army of contributors to Forest akd Stream, 1 am
pleased to note that such opinions do not come from the best

writers or thinkers, be they rich or poor. Men of influence,

of high position, of good standing in the community, men
who know what belongs to themselves as men, and what is

due their fellow men as citizens, men who are earnest in pro-
moting the public good, never hold such views. There are.

however, a few men whose contribution to the sum total of
social and financial progress consists of inveighing against
existing conditions, and they even flourish so far as to organ-
ize into bodies, whereupon their scattered ideas crystallize

into a fantastic whole; thus we have Coxey armies, anarch-
istic gatherings, etc., with a few blatant demagogues as

leaders, who declaim against the monster, wealth—a monster
which thty soon get on very good tei'ms with if they can
but capture it.

It is a vicious doctrine indeed which teaches that there
exists an antagonism between the rich and the poor. On
the contrary, their interests are common interests. Their
life in society and its affairs is so interwoven chat there can
be no antagonism without each suffering a common injury.

Wealth and labor are inseparable. Where there is wealth
there «ece«sari]y must be labor, for wealth owes its existence
to labor. To capital and labor we owe the wonderful develop-
ment of this country. They built our vast railroad systems,
canals, bridges, shipping, cities, roads, telegraphs, etc., and
the millions of dollars expended went into "the hands of the
p"or, as milhons still continue to go into their hands for serv-

ices rendered as employees Under the laws all are ( qual.

Rich and poor are but relative terms. Few men are so
poor that they will not find others who are poorer, and few
are so rich that they will not find others who are richer. Of
the rich, many acquired their wealth by years of indus-try,

8<^lf denial, special training, and an aptitude for business.

The same road is open to all. Many men are poor from in-

dolence, or extravagance, or inefficiency in business. Yet
envy only comes when a compari-con is made with the better

fortune of others. No doubt Mr McCain, whatever his
fortune may be, knows of many peop'e poorer than he is

himself; but knowing such men, dois he deny himself the

comforts or pleasures within his means because of that? I

dare say that he is not interested in bringing himself down
to the level of those poorer than himself. He enjoys his own,
as is his right. Human nature is the same through aD the
difftrent gradations of wealth, and each one enjuys for him-
self according to his fancy and his means.

1 have nothing whatever to do with the argument between
Mr. McCain and Mr. Mazurie and Bon Ami. 1 take the
points presented by him as being bad in themselves, entirely

regardless of any application which he makes of them.
He asks with much earnestness the following question;

'•Whicti is the better fportsman and the more considei'ate, con-
sistent Katne protector -the poor pot-hunter (?) who legally kills 100
duck-!, grouse or woodcocli in a whole season's shooting, and from
sheer necessity sells them to supply his lanal'y with the necessaries
of hfe. or the wealthy club member or yacht owner who kills five
times as roan v in a morning's shoot and gives them to his friends and
companions?"

Truly the answer is easy—the club member and the yacht
owner are the better sportsmen. And why? Because the

man who goes forth with no other motive than to kill for

market is no sportsman at all, nor does he care a rap for the
features of sport. He snares, pot-shoots, shoots out of sea

son, and secures the birds any way he can. He is out for

money . To call him a sportsman is to force the tei-m upon
him, Mr. McCain's statement of the question is as unfair as

his weak case demands; first, because no wealthy club mem-
ber or yacht owner ever killed 500 ducks in a morning, and
it is a rare occurrence when he kills so many as that in a
whole season. Second, for every successful hunt enjoyed by
a club mem* r he ha=i had a d(»zen or more which were un-
successful, 'v/f ' club members" or ' 'yacht owners, " not more
than 10 per cent, have successful outings so far as the mere
ki. ling of game is concerned. Wherever they go they give
a liberal return in money paid for services or mater. al.

And alas! the poor pot-hunter who kills only 100 birds in

a season. Poor, poor man! Let us pause to pity him Let
us unite our voices and call him gentleman; yes, sportsman!
Let us make a wreath of laurels for him, B.e has been
maligned and despised these raauY years, tUe abhorred of all

true sport'^meD, How solicitous lie is that he kills hU birds

egailj'i And his modoratioQl Cfentlemen, we have done

the pot hunter a great injustice. Let us henceforth denounce
the sportsman and exalt the pot hunter. Let us do this that
our game may be preserved. Let us do this that we may
learn true sportsmanship. Let us do this that we may scorn
riches and the pleasures that they bring. But before we do
all this let us confer over it.

Where docs the enormous market supply of American
game come from?
Who has swept almost from existence the prairie chicken,

which onf e was found from the Gulf of Mexico to the
regions of Britisji America? The "club member" and "yacht
owner"?
Who exterminated the wild pigeon, whose numbers in

flight darkened th.esky? The "club member" and "yacht
owner"?
We now have a fragmentary flight of ducks. A few years

ago every slough, stream, lake and roarsh was full of them
as they made their way southward in the fall, and later the
bays and coasts of the salt water were filled with them. We
have a few ducks left. What has become of the rest? The
"club member" and "yacht owner" again?
Market-shooting as a vocation was one of the most profit-

able. It is profitable yet to those who have a knowledge of
the best manner of conducting it No greater ignorance
was ever displayed of what was fitting than that shown by
Mr. McCain in asking us to feel sympathy for the poor
market shooter who is struggling to earn a meager living for
a poor and needy family. It is a picture drawn from vapor
ing sentiment or personal interest, and not from fact. There
may be market-shooters in certain poorly favored sections

who do not make any great sums of money, but the shooter
who has the physical ability to travel through field and cover
all day, and has the practice to handle a gun skillfully, has
sutficient intelligence and physical strength to earn a living
in some other manner. Once a man is a market-hunter, be
remains one so long as the game lasts or until the
law prevents. The occupation is followed for the
profit that is in it and for the freedom which
goes with it. In the Western chicken country a
few years ago—with a cheap hoise, a cheap wagon
and a cheap gun, with a d'^e or two to assist, the whole out-
fit costing from $100 to $150 - it was not an unusual occur-
rence for a market-shooter to kill from six to ten dozen
chickens in a day, and th< y averaged about |3 per dozen, or
from $18 to $30 for a day's work. Alas! poor fellow trying
to support a family. The season opened in early August
and lasted into winter. A man afoot could make from $6 to

$12 per day. Market-shooters swarmed there from all the
different States, and some of the resident farmers abandoned
farming during the chicken season to shoot for the market,
finding this more profitable than their regular vocation.
When cold weather set in and ended ' the chicken shooting
the duck season began, and the true market-hunter followed
the ducks all the way south, killing all that he could, and
then shot all winter on the coast, following them back in the
spring. As ho in the gond years gone by could kill any-
where from 50 to 150 ducks or more in a day, it is easily seen
how the poor fellow was deserving of heartfelt sympathy for
struggling so hard to "supply his tamiiy with the necesfcarii s

of life" on $20 or $30 a day. The market-shooters have de-
creased because they hive destroyed the birds. Some of
them found that there were not birds enough for them to

continue their model "sportsmanship." though there are

market-shooters yet who follow the birds north to south, shont
all winter on the southern coast and follow them back again
in the spring. There are also market-shooters who are en-
gaged on a regular monthly salary. There are hundreds of
such engaged every season. They are paid good wages, not,

however, for merely killing 100 bitds in a se ason. This dis-

cussion is not a question of a few impecunio, s men making a
living. It is a question of an army of expei ^^aarket shootcrs
destroying the game of the nation.

To further present something more targible than mere
assertion, 1 consulted my scrap book, in which I presf rve all

matters I deem of value and interest. In it I find the fol-

lowing, from Forest aisd Stream of Jan 5, 1895. It was
written by a staff correspondent of this journal. He wrote
from New Orleans:

"No section of country can preserve its game supply if it is system-
atically worked by markf t-hunters Few sportsmen realize tne
enormous destruction of game which is constantly in progress to
supply the demands of the market. Forty or fifty birds each day i o
one pun do not seem to be a destructive quantity, but it amotmts to
an enormous total in four or five months. When there are several
g^uns in one neighborhood used in market-shooting, such shooiinf?
must result in the destruction of the game in that section. The
western part of the State (Louisiana), I have been informed, is lositg
its game birds rapidly from this cause. Market-shooting is in pro-
gress there on an extensive scale, and not the ola-time style of shoot-
ing, whereiQ the shooter relied on his individual effort, and carried
his modest bag to the nearest dealer to sell for such sum as he could
get, but organized shooting with modern equipments. The shooters
scour the surrounding country, killing all toe birds that they poshi-
bly can. A wagon is engaged to visit certain prearranged points at
stated times to colUct the birds killed and take them to the town iu
which is the shooters' headquarters. The birds are put m a refriger-
ator box made for the purpose, and when l.OOOlb", are collected they
are shipped in the refrigerator to New York. I was told that the
shooters netted from 34:000 to ?5,000 per year from their work in
market-s b00 1 ing.

"

In a letter dated New Orleans, Dec. 32, 1894, he wrote;

'•No one in the North who has not given the subject special study
realizes the enormous qur mines ot game killed ia the South duilng
the winter months. Hundreds of men are employed oti a salary to
shoot for the market by business firms of New Orleans, One dealer
told me that he had bought, at one order, $850 worth of ammuui'ioa
to distribute among his 150 market-shooters, etc. » » » One
gentleman, whose knowledge and veracity are above question, as-
sured me that in past years he has known of upward of 100 baskets
of duck,'! to be shipped from one point in that section, and as each
basket averages about 100 ducks, the total Is almost inc-edi' le. An-
other gentleman told me of a big day, wherein one man shipped as
the result of three or four guns' work a total of 5,700 ducks."

These are statistics from but one or two localities. There
are many such now from JNew Orleans west to old
Mexico. The refrigerator and fast transportation make mar-
ket shooting an occupation of certain prt)fii;. The poor mar-
ket-shooter who "from sheer necessity sells them to supply
his family with the necessaries of lite" setms to be really an
army of able bodied, skillful men followiog shooting as a
regular profession, each one killing thousands of birds each
season, and either receiving good s-alaries (not, howf ver, to

him "who legally kills 100 ducks, grouse or woodcock," as set

forth by Mr. McCain, whose expurieuce as a merchant dealer

in game should qualify him as an authority on sport) or mak-
ing sums which in amount rival the incomes of professional

men.
The markets in all the large cities are filled with an abuq-

dance of game every season and for some days after the sea-

son is (lobfcd. All the hotels, cafes, restaurants, steamships,

etc., numbering ttiousands, aro able to supply their guests

with any variety of game in geason and some out of seaeoa

THh^vs id eoough to supply private u^iH alsoi The eQormou'
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cold storage warehouses carry in the aggregate millions of
Inrda for use in the close season and for the private use of
their customers at all times. Note the Chicago cold storage
case, -which is not so long ago as to be out of memory. The
game warden found 2? 000 birds stored away in Eewanee in
summer, and that warehouse was but one of several in Chi-
cago, and those in Chicago are but a few as compared to the
total number in the United States And who furnishes the
vast supply for the consumpiion of 70,000,000 of people, or
such percentage of it as can afford to eat it? And out of the
total number the percentage must be very great. Of course,
it is the ' 'club member" and the "yacht owner."
As the PoKEST AND Stbeam has often pointed out, our

American game laws aie for the benefit of rich and poor
alike. Law is more for the benefit of the poor man than it is

for the rich, for the latter can have his shooting whether
there is any law or not ; that is to say, he can travel into the
wilderness and find sport in the unsettled sections, or he can
establish a preserve of his own. When a poor man decries
the passage of game kws he is fighting his own interests;
for he is the greatest beneficiary of them. The rich man is

but a demagogue's bugaboo at the most, for by far the great-
est number ol shooters are men of moderate means.
Mr. McCain writes as follows: "The fortunate class, who

can enjoy shooting privileges at their pleasure, who invest
small fortunes in club membership and shooting preserves,
are continually deriding the poor and less fortunate class of
gunners, who from grim necessity must occupy a lower
sphere." 1 deny this in toto. The whole is based on false
assertions, a narrow and ungenerous imagination, commer-
cial interests, and a selfishness which is paramount to all

considerations of what is just to others.

William Henrt Athekton.

THE PENNSYLVANIA GAME LAW.
Habrisburg, Pa., April Editor Forest and Stream:

The article appearing m your last issue, opposing the enact'
ment of the Baldwin bill, is as misleading and evasive as all
previous ariicles have been on this subject. I fail to find a
direct answer to any section of the reasons given for its en-
actment. Drawing upon the imagination to paint a pen
picture of prejudice and fiction is not argument, but is

contrary to the provisions of every section of the act, creating
as well as defiuiug the dutios of the proposed officers.

It can have but one object, that to excite public animosity
•against the proposed officer acting as chief by misrepresenta-
itian. The answer to all such imputations, as well as all the
pretexts advanced, can be found in the facts and figures
taken from the report of the Stale Game and Fish Warden
.of the State of Michigan, and contained in section 8 of the
article of explanation.
Fortunately the provisions of the Baldwin Act are such as

to define the' duties of the chief and his subordinat.s, and
gives ihem the power and authority to act with promptness
iQ all cases of violation, and thus balk the opportunity for
the violator to remove the evidences of guilt

Impossible as it may appear to some, it will not require
more than $6,000 per annum, as a State appropriation, to
properly patrol this Commonwealth i or fish and game viola-
tions. Tne facts contained in the reports of the operations
of this act in another State have convinced me that the sum
named is adequate, and if certain sections of the codified
game and fish laws are enacted, and the Baldwin Act passed,
it will be abundant, and no part of the State will suffer the
extent of ills to which it has been subjected in the past by
violations.

The objector is evidently ignorant of the fact that the
system wuich he proposes is the same old inoperative one
\\hichha& been carried on in this State for the past ten
years by the Boaid of Fish Commissioners. It nas never been
a success or abated violations, and they are to-day as com-
mon as though there was no appropriation for this purpose.

I would lecommend that the opponent first read the
article and the Baldwin bill. Inform himself as to the
ptovisions of the general fish and game bills now before the
Legislature, what has been appropriated in the past, its pur-
pose and Jesuits; also secure and examine the protective
systems now in operation in other Slates, and feel sure that
he will find less time tor the occupancy of downy chairs for
ihe chief warden, and to criticise the supporters of this
practical act.

In this conect'on T desire so make a statement, based on
facts, that the sole purpose of this act is to protect the game
and fish reserve of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, con-
trolled by its individuals and citizens, an organization
composed of all its people, Delaware, Dauphin, and Erie
counties alike, as well a^i all others within its wide domain.
Tne imputation that Mr. Worden had conspired to assist

a measuie for the special benefit of some certain reserve is a
gross injustice to him. I have known him personally for
twenty years, positively know that he does not belong to
any such organization in this or any other State.

J further know that he has done as much to awaken as
well as maintain an interest among the people of this State
in game and 'Ish protection as any one citizen within its

bjrd( rs. He needs no def> use in this community, and ne
introduction to the editors of Forest and Stream. He
has manifested a spirit of fairness lu indoising the Baldwin
Act by setting forta his reanons for doing so, with an able
presentation of the facts as they exist.

1 desire personally to add my indorsement to the act, and
believe it one of the most practical ever introduced in our
State for the enforcement of our game and fisn laws. I trust
that it may speedily be enacted into law.

Akson S. De Vout,

DiLLiNGERSviLLE, Pa., April 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Just a few words, please, in reply to Mr. McCain's article
uf March 28. I uphold neither the rich nor the poorer
class of sportsmen. I believe in equal rights of all men.
But is it honest, is it sportsmanlike, is it American in prin-
ciple, to see our game exterminated? Does Mr. McCain
wish his army of market-shooting friends to have full
sway of our fields and forests, and continue, as they have
in the past, to destroy our game in and out of season?
These men sell their game to their friends, the game
dealers, who always take the deepest interest incur furred
and feathered iriends; and the vast multitude of law-abid-
ing sportsmen must, according to Mr. McCain's views, be
deaiedall rights to use their voices in their grand fight
against the extermination of game, because there are some
more fortunate sportsmen who own a few silken-haii-ed
setters, wear a good suit of corduroy, are not dressed in
"yaller overalls," and shoot a 12-gauge gun instead of an 8-

.gauge brush-mowing cannon, Such a man is dubbed »

"city dude" by Mr. McCain. This is certainly veiy con-
siderate for one who loves legitimate field sports.

I say again that field sports were made for a gentleman's
recreation. A man need not have a large bank account to
be a gentleman sportsman. I have gunned many and
many a day with men who could not well afford to lose the
time and money to enjoy a good day's sport, yet they were
gentlemen sportsmen in my estimation in the fullest sense
of the word. To these men no greater insult could be of-
fered than to ask them to part with their game for cash.
Such men I have found kind and generous to a fault; ttey
would share the last crust of bread in camp with their
fellow companion; but as poor as they were, money could
not tempt them to part with their game.
Let the market-hunter find other employment to sup-

port himself and family than by the extermination of
game; and if his love for the dog and gun be of the right
stripe he will, I am sure, be able to save enough from hia
hard but manly earnings by fall to spend a few days afield.

I believe in protection in all matters pertaining to the
pleasures of mankind, and a limitation even in the killing
of ganae.

_
If we cannot stop the sale of game, let us at

least limit its taking by an individual to so many head of
game in a season; in fact, have passed most any bill that
will protect our game in some way from extermination. I
know several station agents on tbe line of the D., L. & W.
E.R. in Pike county, Pa., who informed me last fall that
they had each shipped between 1,400 and 1,500 ruffed
grouse to New York and Philadelphia markets. In con-
versation with Mr. George 0. Swab, of Harrisburg, regard-
ing the decreasing of our game birds, he told me that a
stage driver in Sullivan county, Pa., had informed him
that he had, during the season of 1896, carried 1,900 ruffed
grouse for shipment to different points. How Mr. McCain
or any sound-minded person can imagine this sort of
butchery of our game will continue forever is beyond my
comprehension. L. W. Mazurik.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent W. W. McCain speaks of your edi-

torial remarks as "captious, but considerate." How could
they be captious, which his dictionary defines as "peevish,
fretful and perverse," and at the same time be considerate,
a synonym for "careful, discreet, prudent and deliber-
ate"?

He refers to the remarks of Mr. Mazurie and myself as
rancor, defined as "malignant enmity, inveterate hatred."
Whether there was anything to justify the use of such
terms I am perfectly willing- to leave to your many readers
to decide. They will also form their own conclusions as
to their efficiency in supporting his position.
He also speaks of "gross misstatements." If they had

been as flagrant as represented he should have able in a
full column to have pointed out at least one. I do not in-
tend to handle that kind of goods. If Mr. McCain will
show me wherein I have erred in any statement I will re-
tract, and do it most heartily. The case needs no false
props. Bon Ami.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Spring at Chlcaeo.

Chtcago, 111., April 10.—We are threatened with spring at
Chicago. A few of the larger lakes of Illinois. Indiana and
Wisconsin are beginning to break open and offer the wild-
fowl a chance to wet their feet. Chicago sportsmen have
already vi ited Lake Koshkonong and the Bingham canvas-
back hatchery in the hope of an early canvasback or two,
and a few small bags of ducks are reported from various
quarters, one of thirty-two by Prof Woodruff, at Liverpool,
Ind. Some irquiries are coming in for jacksnips ground.
The Kanliakee bottoms at Koutts, Ind., nave been as fine
snipe ground as existed in the United States. The high
meadows near Water Valley, Ind., are the first grounds to show
jicksnipe in the spring in this section. I should say that my
friends would be apt to do well at these localities, and on
the marshes that run to ihe north and northeast of these in
Indiana, as those near Warsaw, the big marsh near Swift's
Siding, etc., etc. Of course all this is said with reserve, as
no man knoweth the habits of his majesty the jacksnipe.

In the Northwest.

The heavy floods which have caused such devastation m
the JSTorthwest within the past two weeks will to some extent
affect the game supply of the season, probably in a bene
ficial way, more especially as regards the wildfowl. Many
lakes which have recently been dry will be filled up again,
this more especially in Minnesota and Dakota. Wisconsin
wattrs are higher than for many years. The sportsmen of
Horicon Marsh report more water than for ten years. Wild-
fowl have made their appearance in Minnesota, Dakota and
Montana. Last week 1 saw cumbers of geese in Montana.
In the larger waters of Minnesota, such as Big Stone, Mille
Lacs and Lac Qui Parle, ducks appeared this week in con-
siderable numbers. Lake Minnetonka is beginning to break
loose about the edges. The fish are beginning to run in the
Northwestern walers, and I saw an occasional fish spear in
evidence from the railway car windows as I passed through.
The whole Red River Valley was a vast sheet of water, and
tor miles the wheat lands were submerged It was not
unusual to see farmers punting about in rude little boats over
what nad once been their grain fields.

The dale of the appearance of wild geese in Montana,
near the British line, is March 13 to March 18, there being
but little variation tiom that time.

The Floods In the South.

For many days the press dispatches have been filled with
accounts of the devastating floods which have been raging
along the Del a country of the South, from Tennessee to the
mouth of the Alississippi River. The loss of properly and
life through these .floods is of so serious a nature as almost to
preclude a lesser concern, yet these high walers will have a
pronounced effect on the game of that country. 'The bears,
deer and turkeys will be driven to the high ridges, where
they will be helpless .md without food and easily slaughtered.
The deer will be obliged to wade m the water so long that
the skin of their legs will rot and slough off. All species of
game will suffer from the swallowing up of their food
supply.
The Delta floods have been serious along the Yazoo and

Sunflower districts, and I think that much or most of our
Bobo bear country must at this writing be deep under water,
though Capt. Bobo's plantation is situated upon the highest

grbund of that region, and is ho doubt far from the edge
the flood.

Chicago Mayor a Sportsman.

Carter H. Harrison, Jr., this week elected mayor of Chi-
cago, is the sixth son to bear that name, and the second to
carry the name into the Mayor's oflice of Chicago. Readers
of FoRRST AND STREAM wlll be interested to know that Mr:
Harrison is an ardent admirer of that paper, and a strict be-
liever in its doctrines. There are few more ardent and en-
thusiastic sportsmen than he. His tendencies run perhaps
rather to the rod than to the gun He has for a series of
years been thoroughlv acquainted with the best of the gray-
ling streams of the Michigan South Peninsula, and has also
fished the best of muscallonge wateis of Wisconsin. Con-
nected by marriage with one of the best families of New
Orleans, Mr. Harrison is thoroughly acquainted in the State
of Louisiana, and indeed in all the South. The family ia
originally a Southern one, and perhaps naturally turns to
the sports of the open air. Mr. Harrison is a skillful ama-
teur photographer, an enthusiastic bicyclist, a traveler of the
world, a good shot with gun or rifle, and an expert with the
fly rod. In angling he is fond of tying his own flies. All
these things show that he is a fit man to be mayor of Chicago.
And I will bet $1,000 that the first thing he does when he
gets rid of that job will be to go a-flshing.

North Dakota Game Licenses.

Reference to the report of the State Qame Warden of
North Dakota shows that during the year 8,502 resident li-

censes and sixty non-resident licenses were issued. There is

a disparity here which seems to be more than obvious, I
fear the non-residents did not all register as such.

Wild Possum In Chicago.

A live wild opossum was caught last Sunday morning in
the dooryard of G-eorge Pullman, the sleeping-car magnate.
The beast showed great shrewdness in thus picking out a
place to go to sleep, but I'll bet it had lo pay $2 and a tip.
The origin of this, the last of the wild animals to be discov-
ered in the environs of Chicago, cannot be traced, but it is

believed that the creature was endeavoring to escape from
the clutches of Possum Bill Werner.

Illinois Warden Candidates.

Friends of Harry Loveday, of Chicago, have for somedaya
been earnestly urging his appointment as State Game War*
den. some of these friends having joined Kepiesentative H.
D. Nicholls at Springfield for the purpose of laying Mr,
Loveday 's name before Gov. Tanner. Mr. Loveday is a
member of the Cumberland Gun Club, of Chicago, and a
shooter well known around this city. His nomination, how-
ever, is not made by action of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association, and indeed members of the executive committee
of that body this week telegraphed a protest to Gov. 'Tan-
ner, asking that action be delayed until the Association
shall have made its recommendation. This protest was sec'
onded by F. S. Baird and M. R. Bortree, of the National
Association, who also wish a different man, it seems. Mr.
Loveday's nomination is said to be satisfactory to Mr. Geo
Sloan, who in a way takes the place as king of South Water
street, if any one man can be said to occupy the throne since
the time of Col. E. S Bond. The Illinois State Association
has as yet come out lor no man for State warden, and has
made no secret recommendation to the Governor; but the
claims of two or three men are being quietly investigated,
and before many days have passed there wiU be a choice
made to place before the Governor, with what resnlt is of
course problematical.
Nothing has occurred as yet at Springfield in the way of

legislation which deserves extended comment at this writing.
Mention was made earlier in these columns of the somewhat
remarkable game warden bill drafted by F. S. Baird. Not
long ago Mr Baird, with Messrs, W. P. Mussey and R. B.
Organ, of the Illinois State Association committee, went
down to Springfield in the interest of this bill. BillyMussey
said to-day when interviewed in regard to this: "Well, after
a prolonged effort on behalf of the bill, we at length suc-
ceeded in getting it killed in the committee room. It is not
every sportsmen's committee that does so well as that.

Sometimes one of our bills gets clear up to the House." It
is thought that the efforts of a gentleman of the name of
Blow ha'l something to do with the demise of this bill, but
of this no definite word is known. Warden Blow would, if

pressed, take the otiice of warden again just as it is, and
would, I doubt not, continue towage relentless warfare upon
the farmer boy who shoots a bird. What we need is a
warden who will find some way of getting into the big
game freezers of Chicago. That is a question which affects
the sportsmen of the entire West. The killing of Illinois
game does not affect any one outside this State and very
lew inside of it, certainly almost no Chicago shooter, for no
Chicago shooter hunts in Illinois nowadays. It really makes
no difference what sort of law we have about open seasons
and not very much difference about the question of spring
shooting, although the latter is the main point to be consid-
ered in any new law. The game dealers know this fact if

the sportsmen do not, and they are wilhng to give us almost
any kind of a law we want for the Illinois game. But when
it comes to a question of an act that will really do some
good, an act which will force the marketmen of South
Water street to be law-abiding citizens, such as the rest of
us are supposed to be in our business pursuits—then it is a
horse of a different color. One year of legality on South
Water street in Chicago will mean ten years "more of shoot-
ing for the law-abiding men of the West, Northwest and
Southwest who love a day out of doors now and then.

Col. C. E. Felton. pivsident of the Illinoio State Sports-
men's Association, has to-day written and telegraphed to
Governor Tanner asking delay on the appointment of a State
warden until his association has made report. Col. Felton's
illness has been earlier mentioned, but to-day it is expected
that his recovery will be steady from this date.

Guns Out.

A great many gunscame out of the cases to-day, and a consid-
erable number of our shooters are out of town for a couple
of days after snipe and ducks. Most of these shooters have
gone to Indiana. Within a week, if all goes well, we shall
hear of snipe near at hand. To-day we had snow and a
cold rain, the glorious climate of Chicago being very jealous
of its reputation, and always paying for a bright day with a
dozen bad ones. This climate is simply sinful m the winter,
and it is winter until the Fourth of July. E. Hough,

ISOe BovcE Bmi,DiNQ, Clilcago.
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AS TO SOME OTHER DUCK EGGS.
I.

JV'owi the New York Swn.

Mk. John Hknky Keene, of Baltimore, is writing his
name among the benefactors of the country. For some
time it has been the cause of just regret that the canvas-
back duck, beloved of all good men and gods of good
digestion, is vanishing gradually from its feeding grounds.
The wild celery grows; the mouth waters; but the duck,
oh, where is he? The time seems not distant when not
even the banquets of kings and pontifls will know him
any longer. Mr. Iveene believes that the depopulation of

the Chesapeake is caused by the destruction of the eggs in

the Canadian lakes, where the canvasbacks breed. Ac-
cording to Mr. Keene thousands of barrels of eggs are sent
from the breeding grounds to this country and to various
parts of the United States. He proposes that a prohibitive
duty be laid upon imported wild duck eggs. It seems
that Mr. Iveene has talked with the Governor-General of

Canada on the subject.

ir.

From the Richmond Dispatch, copied by the Washington Star.

The Earl of Aberdeen, Governor-General of Canada, and
Mr. John Henry Iveene, of Baltimore, have started a pro-

tective movement that will doubtless meet with the
approval of sportsmen and epicures generally, and ex-Pres.

Cleveland in particular, the iatter's pronounced free trade

notions to the contrary notwithstanding. The movement
is for the protection of the canvasback duck, or, rather, for

the protection of the eggs of the canvasback duck.
For some years this most delicious of all the duck family

has been growing scarcer and scarcer in its usual feeding

grounds, and not a few especially favored places that once
knew it to plenitude know it now no more.
Mr. Keene, referring to the rapid disappearance of can-

vasbacks from the waters of the Chesapeake and its tribu-

taries, attributes it more to the destruction of the eggs

along the shores of the Canadian lakes, which constitute

one of their chief breeding grounds, than to any great

slaughter of the ducks. In a conversation with the Earl
of Aberdeen, Mr. Keene said he had been informed by
persons who were posted on the subject that thousands of

barrels of the^eggs were shipped during the Iaying_ season
to different parts of Canada and across the border into the
United States, and that the business was a profitable in-

dustry, as no expense and but little capital were necessary
to carry it on. The Earl, we are told, expressed great sur-

prise at this information, and promised to do everything
in his power to remedy the evil. Mr. Keene's idea is that

a heavy duty—a duty amounting to an embargo—should
be laid upon wild duck eggs imported into this country,

and he is to furnish to the Earl certain data regarding the
habits of wild ducks, the time of their arrival in Maryland
and A''irginia waters, their food, etc., which will enable the
Earl to cooperate intelligently with him.
This is a matter of decided interest to the people of Vir-

ginia ^ind Maryland living along the waters of the Chesa-
peake and its tributaries; and that aside from the stand-

point of the sportsman. In these waters canvasbacks were
wont to winter in large numbers, owing to the abundance
of their favorite food, wild celery, and were » source of de-

cided revenue to many of the poorer class. It is conceded
that the canvasback duck is a greater delicacy than any
other waterfowl that frequents this section, and conse-

quently it commands a higher price. If therefore the
movement under consideration shall conduce to restocking
our waters, so to speak, the results may prove quite an item
from a monetary point of view.

III.

Letter from the Forest and Stbeam to Mr. liitene.

We see in the New .York 8un a brief note of your prop-
osition that a prohibitory duty be laid upon importing
wild duck's eggs, because thousands of barrels of such eggs
are sent to this country from the breeding grounds in this

territory north ofthe United States. AVe have been seeking
for some positive and reliable data and statistics relative to

this industry. If you can supply us with such material for

publication, we would be glad to use it for the benefit of
the cause.

IV.
Mr. Keene to the Forest and Stream.

I have yours of the 21st inst. "Positive and reliable

data" relative to the shipping of wild duck eggs can be
only obtained by employing an agent to visit the country
where the eggs are laid, who could thus, and only thus, ob-
tain the information.
The Earl of Aberdeen, Governor-General ofCanada, had

no authentic information on the subject.
You will see how difficult it must be to obtain.proof in.

any other way than by a commissioner visiting the locali-

ties in question.

I met the Earl at Sir Julian Paunceforte's reception and
ball, and we there discussed the question.

I should think the dealers in eggs in New York ought to

be well fitted to acquire full information upon the subject.

New York is a general headquarters for information, and
your reporter could work the subject up to advantage by
starting an inquiry among your dealers.

The information I have is not legal competent evidence.
But there is not a candy nor confectioner's shop that has
not eggs colored, known not to be domestic, and the trade
is enormous. I found the same kind of eggs in London,
Paris and other shops of Europe. When I asked, "Where
did you get them?" they reijlied; "They are wild duck eggs
from North America."
The subject is one that is worthy of careful investigation

and nothing can be done either by your own Government
or by the Canadian until steps are taken in a businesslike
way to thoroughly investigate the question by a commis-
sion. If your sportsmen will take the initiative our Secre-
tary of State would doubtlessly lend all the aid of the
Government to the discovery of the facts, and make a
special report to Congress and get some legislation on the
subject. Nothing more than is now known will be known
unless gentlemen of leisure and means, who take an inter-

est in the question of the cause of the disappearance from
the Chesapeake, Southern and Eastern waters of all wild
ducks, will ever enable us to discover positive, "reliable
data and statistics" upon this highly important public in-
quiry respecting a great food and commerce question
which is involved in the obscure question ofthe foreign egg
traffic and industry.

I have scarce a moment for outside duties, but I shall
cheerfully do the little I may to throw any light upon this
important subject.

V.
FoEEST ANU Sthbam to Mr. Keene.

We thank you for your favor of the 22d with regard to
the destruction of wild duck eggs in the North. Some
months ago it was reported that great quantities of duck
eggs were taken in Alaska and the northwestern Canadian
territory to be shipped to this country for the manufacture
of albumin. We investigated the question somewhat
thoroughly at the time and were imable to discover the
existence of any such traffic We are therefore particu-
larly interested in this subject, and would be glad to co-

operate with you in any way looking toward a determina-
tion of the facts with reference to the importation of those
eggs into this country for confectionery and other pur-
poses.

VI.
,

Mr. Keene to Fohest and Stream.

Yours received. The way to elicit information is to
agitate the question and keep on. There are plenty who
know, and if you would publish such letters as I wrote yon
public inquiry would be awakened, stimulated, and nucleus
be formed which would take deep hold upon public atten-
tion, and then the revolution would commence.

VII.
Js tJiere anything in it?

We have made extended inquiry among egg dealers and
confectioners in New York, and can find not the slightest

trace of wild duck eggs brought into this market for candy
store purposes or any other. The colored eggs in confec-

tioners' shops here are hen's eggs, paper eggs, silk eggs and
sugar eggs; and some of them at Easter are large enough
to contain within the shell a full-grown, full-fledged can-

vasback duck.
Are there any known facts to warrant an opinion that

the depopulation of the Chesapeake is caused by the de-
struction of the eggs in the Canadian lakes, where the
canvasbacks breed?

THEY ADOPT THE PLANK.
FOBEST AND STREAM PLATFORM Pl,ANK~The Sale Of gaUHB shOUU be

forbidden at all seasons.

North DxjNBABTON, N. H., April 8.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: At the recent third annual meetmg of the Hills-

borough County Game and Protective Association, 1 as a
guest spoke of the bentfits of prohibiting the sale of game.
Hon. William C. Clarke, Mayor of Manchester, and a

thorough sportsman, said that I had, through the columns of

Sport, shown clearly that we needed such a huv, and that in

his opinion it was bound to come. The motion was made
and passed that the AsEociation adopt the platform of
FOBEST AND StKEAM.
The Hillsborough Association is young, " but so far has

been active, and it is evident fully intends to be of practical

benefit to the fish and game of New Hampshire. 1 inclose

under separate cover a copy of the Manchester Mirror and
Farmer, containing an account of the meeting.

' The Mirror and Farmer report nans: The third annual
meeting of the Hillsborough County Game and Protective
Association was held at the City Hall Tuesday morning, and
was followed by a banquet and smoke talk at the New City
Hotel in the afternoon. The meeting was one of the largest
and most interesting yet held and brought together sports-
men from many parts of the country. Matters pertaining
to the preservation of fish and game were earnestly dis-
cussed, and especially the subject of closed brooks and the
proposition to pass laws aimed at pot and game hunters.
The morning session was called to order by President Bea-
som at 11 o'clock, and the report of the secretary and treas-

urer was read by that efficient ofl&cial, George P. Kimball,
of Nashua. The report of the treasurer showed the Associa-
tion to be in a good financial condition. The secretary re-

ported: "During the year three siiccessful prosecutions have
been accomplished upon evidence furnished officers of the
Association. Several complaints during the year have been
investigated, but the evidence in each case being insufficient

to convict no arrests were made. The accurate evidence is

very important in order to secure a conviction, and rumor
does not constitute evidence, nor can it be depended upon to
secure conviction. A large amoupt of print ed matter was
sent to every member of the Association at the commence-
ment of the year, consisting of large cloth posters and small
paper folders with a synopsis of the fish and game laws.
We also forwarded some to every postmaster in the country,
with the reqnest to post them in a conspicuous place, and in
most cases we think the request has been complied with.
The work must he kept up in good earnest, and we shall cer-
tainly see excellent results in due time."
The nominating committee reported that the oflicers for

the last year had performed their duties so ably that the
committee could not better the list. They therefore present-
ed the same list as before, with the exception that the name
of E. W. Clark, of Nashua, was substituted in the execn-
tive committee in the place of Hon. Nathaniel Wentworth,
of Hudson Center, who did not wish to serve on account of
being connected with the Msh and Game Commission. The
following officers were therefore unanimously elected:

President, W. H. Beasom, of Nashua; ice-Presidents,
Edward P. Morrill, of Manchester; Dr. H. S. Hutchinson, of
Milford; Secretary and Treasurer, George P. Kimball, of
Nashua. Executive Committee—the president, vice-presi-
dents and secretary, also Daniel Cragin, H. W. Hopkins and
A. Beard, of Wilton; E. W. Clark, of Nashua; C. J. Darrah,
F. H. Thurston, Col. Arthur E. Clarke, of Manchester.
The meeting was then opened for discussion, and Alayor

Clarke was called upon by the president. Mr. Clarke said
that Mr. C. M. Stark had recently called attention to the
necessity for a law against market-hunters and pot-huuters.
Mayor Clarke said that this law must come sooner or later
in New Hampshire, or else our fish and game would be ex-
terminated. A man who went out for a day's spore gener-
ally found that the market-hunter and pot-hunter, who
made it a business, had been ahead of him. Mr. Stark told
the Mayor recently that he knew of one man alone who had
killed 300 partridges in the last year. The Mayor spoke of
Bear Brook, one of the best natural trout'brooks in the State,
which had been closed for three years and would be opened
this June, tie said that there were two pot-hunters named
Foote, who, in his opinion, would get nine-tenths of the trout
that came out of that brook. He said closing a brook for
two or three years simply advertised it when it was opened.
President Beasom said he thought Mayor Clarke's sugges-

tion was along the line that the sportsmen of the country
were fast coming to see would be necessary before long. He
also spoke about the amount of fry put out in this country,
and said that Hillsborough called for less fry than any other
coxmty in the State. He said tnat sportsmen ought to exert
themselves to see that more fry were distributed each season,

and that this would be much more efifeetive than closing of
brooks.

0. M. Stark, of Dunbarton, formerly the champion wing
shot, said he thought that the birds were shot on too close
each season and that not enough were left to breed. He
thought that if there was any way of identifying game, a lot
of Maine and New Hampshire game would be found in the
Boston markets, although the dealers generally claim that
it comes from the West. He spoke of the reported fact that
four men in Texas in one day shoot 1,200 ducks, whichwould
have gone a good way, he said, in furnishing sport for the
whole of New Hampshire. He thought it was in the true
interests of all to protect our game from thepot-hunters, and
said that the principal opposition to such a law would come
from the dealers themselves,
.Judge E. E. Parker, of Nashua, said that regarding closed

brooks, his ideas were about the same as Mayor Clarke's.
The year after they were opened everyone would fish there
and get big strings, and the next year no one could get a
bite, as the brooks had been entirely fished out. Judge
Parker said that he had found many people outside of the
large cities who did not understand the real object of this
Association, and thought that it was simply to meet once a
year and have a big feed. He thought that the members
ought to take particular interest in disseminating the true
objects of the society, and the actual work that it has done.
President Beasom said that perhaps some of the members

themselves did not really understand what the Associ tion
was d oin g. The membershipwas about 100, and was well kept
up. The society circulates copies of the fish and game lawsand
also posters to go on trees and barns. This year the town of
BrookUne has appointed wardens to stock the brooks and to
put out twenty-five posters. One experience hasbeen that the
majority of people, if they know the law, do not go to work
to deliberately violate it. A deer was killed recently on Sun-
day, and within two days Mr. Wentworth and myself re-

ceived notification from a half dozen people. They were as
interested in the killing of the deer as if the man had come
into their yard and killed a cow. The people of Hillsborough
county don't want the deer killed, but ordinarily nothing
would have been done about this. In this case, however, by
reason of the posters, the people knew just who to send to,
and within a week we had that hunter under arrest.
E. W. Clark, of Nashua, made some remarks along the

same line. Edward K. Robinson spoke in favor of restrict-
ing the sale of game. Fred Whitemore, of Nashua, Charles
Hodge, of this city, and others also made interesting re-
marks.
Colonel Noyes, of Nashua, made a motion that the Associa-

tion adopt the platform of the Forest and Stream, and
place itself on record as favoring a law preventing the sale
of game. The motion was passed.

VERMONT GAME.
Sheldon, Vt., April 3.—Spring, spring—chilly, raw,

cold, slushy, sloppy, neuralgia-producing spring—has come
again, and we now between aches and chills look about to

see if the past severe winter has left us game enough for
seed. . ,

.

Rnflled grouse are fairly abundant except ini;he itnmediate
vicinity of the French settlements, where the pot-hunters are
many and hunt seven days in the week without any respect
for the close season.

Squirrels there are none. ,In our rambles through the

sugar bush and over the oak ridges we have not seen even a
sign of a squirrel, gray, red or chipmunk.
We hear favorable reports about quail during the winter.

They were often seen "seed himting" in the farmers' barn-
yards.

Foxes are here in their usual numbers, and are here to stay,

as they are becoming more and more wary and wise each
year. Our fox hunters report poor liick, for reynard avoids
the old-time runways, and is full of new tricks to bother the
hounds. In the early winter I bagged with Whirlwind and
Drive five foxes, when the grippe came along and stopped
our sport for the rest of the season.

A few weeks ago a young man in a neighboring town was
out partridge hunting (close season) and saw in the white
birches a pheasant, whicb he promptly potted, and then ex-
hibited it publicly on the sti-eets in the village. Among
those who saw it were one or two prominent members of our
lish'and game protective society, but no action was taken to

punish the felloAV for this tiagrant violation of the game
law. An outsider, however, reported the fact to the writer,
who was then too ill to give it personal attention, referred
the case to Fisn Commissioner Titcomb, and we are daily
expecting to hear of an arrest and conviction. The penalty
is $25 and costs.

There are unfortunately some so-called fish and game pro-
tectionists who shine at the league's banquets and social

gatherings, but when it comes to doing actual work in
enforcing the fish and game laws, or giving information
against violators of the laws—oh, they couldn't enter-

tain for a moment the idea of stooping to do such a low
thing, and then, "you know," they might vvantto use these

fellows' votes, etc. They are the ornamental tinsel of fish

and game protection leagues—all glitter, but of little or no
service.

We are satisfied that the large majority of persons who
visit our aviary to see the Mongolian pheasants would, if

those birds were released, pot them at sight if they thought
that they could do so undetected. We often hear remarks,
"AVhen arc you going to let those birds out? I would like to

have a crack at them, " Their whole desire so far as game is

concerned is to kill. It matters not how rare or beautiful
the animal or bird may be, their only interest in it is to shoot
or club it to death.

The older we get the more firm we are in the belief that
the trait of true gatne protection is an inborn one. Where
this is acquired through education it is not always to be re-

lied on in the moment of temptation.
A -friend who is an enthusiastic game protectionist is con-

stantly striving to instil this virtue into the minds of those in

his employ. One of his young men whom he believed to be
a sound convert, and to be relied on to observe the game
laws under any and all circumstances, was one day seen to
leave his work in the field and run at full speed toward the
house, when within hailing distance he shouted : "Get your
gun, get your gun, some of Mr. 's birds are down by the
stump fence and we can shoot the whole batch of them at

one shot." Investigation showed a covey of quail huddled
together under the fence. The young man didn't get the
gun.
Robins first arrived here this season March 31; bluebirds

one week later, March 88; song sparrows and meadow larks,

April 3. Stanstead.

The- Fohest Anb Stream is put to press each week on lueai^ay,

Corresndndence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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SOME ODD FIELD INCIDENTS.

I.

Speaking of quail reminds me of a hunt I had one day
iast November with Mr M.. from Norfolk, Va., -who waa
out here on business. Having heard him say he enjoyed
quail shooting', I proposed a drive in the country with guns
ynd doe, which he very willingly accepted. We had driven
a few miles out when old Jack turned in to the left, went
about 50yd8 from the road and pointed ia some broom grass
and scattering pines. We got out, tied the horses and
walked in. I tnld M. to shoot to the left and 1 would shoot
to the right. Wiien the covey flushed Mr. M. banged away
with one barrel, but did not have time to shoot again, as he
had seen his bird fall and could not wait for the dog to
retrieve

;
so away he went and picked up his bird—not a

quail, but a woodpecker, one of the small, dark kind, almost
Itlack, Now, how did this happen? Was the woodpecker
flying past just at the lime he fired, or did he flush with the
quail? When M. held up that woodpecker I felt very much
like laughing, but as he had one charge left in his gun I
thought under the circumstances and from the expression on
his face it might be best to defer the laugh until he had time
to recover.
We have had no cold to hurt the birds this winter, and the

prospect is fine for next fall. A. 8, R.
North Carolina.

n.
While hunting woodcock last September in what is called

"the double ditches," a large swamp about two miles below
Alexandria, Va., a rather strange thing occurred.

It was rather early in the morning when my cousin and
myself entered the swamp and separated, he going on one
side with his English setter Major, and 1 the other with my
two Gordon setters Shot and Quick. Before I had gone
very far my dogs came to a stand by a little branch. On my
coming up to them a woodcock flushed and went down the
branch a little way, then turned into the swamp. Jubt as
he made the turn 1 shot, and saw him pitch forward as if
hit; but on bringing the dogs to the spot and hunting for it a
good while I was about to give it up, when Quick threw his
head into the air and came to a stand right ai the bottom of
a dead tree. In the tree sapsuckers had bored a great many
holes, and on looking up I was very much surprised to see
the cock apparently clinging to the side of the dead tree just
out of my reach; but on examination 1 found that his bill had
run into one of the holes made by the sapsuckers and held
him there. I called my cousin to look at it. but he would
not believe that I did not put it there myself. I hope that
one of your many readers may have had a similar experience
and will tell about it, so as to set me straight with my
cousin. C. H.
Washinoton, D.

WRITE TO YOUR SENATOR.
WAsmKGTOx, D. C, April <!.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Early in February iast a few enthusiastic sportsmen called an
inlormal meeting to discuss the question of game and fish
protection withiu the District of Columbia. They realized
that something must be done to stop the handling and sale
of game and fish within the District of Columbia during the
close season

It was decided to call a mass meeting, that tho<!e citizens
interested in the subject might attend and organize an asso-
ciation for tlie protection ot game and fish. The meeting
was called and resulted in the organization of the District of
Columbia Game and Fish Protective Association, which at ~

present is over BOO strong and growing in membership daily.
The association, finding that the laws were unsatisfactory,
appointed a special committee to draft two bills, one for the
protection of fisii and one for the protection of game.

iknate Bill 1487, introduced by Mr. Proctor, relative to
the Potomac River and tributaries, protfcts black bass,
crappie, striped bass, April 15 to June 1, and forbids sale of
striped ba<!s or rookfish of less than lib. weight.

Senate Bill 1488, introduced l)y Mr Proctor, makes close
seasons as follows: Partridge, quail, Feb. 1 to Nov. 1; wood-
cock, Jan. 15 to July 15: prairie chicken, pinnated grouse,
Feb. 1 to Sept. 1; rabbit, Feb. 1 to Nov. 1; ?nipe, plover.
May 1 to Sept. 1; wild duck, goose, brant, April 1 to Sept.
1; rail, ortolan, reed bird, rice bird, Feb. 1 to Sept 1; deer
tneat, venison, Jan 1 to Sept. 1. The possession and sale
are forbidden in the close season; and "the fact that the said
biyds, fowls or meats were killed or captured outside of the
District of Columbia shall constitute no defense for such pos-
session

The foregoing bills have been introduced in both blanches
of Congress, aod the Association hopes to have them enacted
into laws iu a very short time. Wh. n they are the District
of Columbia will cease to be a place where the pot-hunter can
dispose of his game at any and all seasons. Most of the
game that is sold here is killed in the West, to that the West-
ern sportsmen should be particularly interested in the pass
age of these bills. It is hoped that each and every sportsman
that may chance to read these lines wf 1 use his influence
.with his Senatois and Congressmen to aid in passiog the
fort-going bills. Don't delay, but lend us your helpinjj nand
at once. J. D Akkold

Michigan Deer and Liumber Camp.
CoKCEKNiNG the n port made to Mr. W. B Mershon of

•deer killed for lumber camps in the Upper Peninsula, of
Michigan, State Game and Fish Warden Chase S Oiborn
writes to Mr, Mershon; ''It concerns a matter that has been
common talk up in this country and was a common practice
for years until the past two winters. We have convicted
hunters and lumbermen in almost every county in the Upper
Peninsula for this work and have practically broken it up.
At least one of the towns mentioned in your memorandum
as in Wisconsin, and, of course, we have no jurisdiction
•there. However, lam glad to hav-e any information you
may be able to transmit to me at any time, and if your
representative knows or can learn of any specific violation I
would be glad to have information of it."
One great trouble in the present time though is. as Mt.

Mershon has pointed out, that local or county game wardens
are dependent upon the liberality of the Board of Super-
visors for a salary, and the result is that they get nothing and
'do nothing.

Tellowstone Snow and Game.
.'The deep snows of the Yellowstone Park this winter have

been disastrous to the game. A Cinnabar correspondent
writes that a man recently out from Yancey's reports a num-
ber of calf elk found dead, and that the bulls are in poor
condition.

Belknap County League.
Lacokia, N. H

,
April 10.— Editor Forest and Stream:

The suliject of legitimate game and fish protection is receiv-
ing a good deal of attention among sportsmen in New Hamp-
shire at this time, which is very gratifying to all true sports-
men. In this section of New Hampshire, which is essentially
the lake section of the State, constant care and attention is

required to see that the fish and game laws are observed, and
the subject of an association composed of men who are in-
terested in the protection and propagation of fish and game
has long been advocated by reputable sportsmen in this
vicinity. Accordingly, on the 6th mst., the Belknap County
Fish and Game League was organized in this city. The ob-
jects and puiposes for which the Association is organized aa
stated in its constitution are as follows:

1. The protection, propagation and increase of game and
fish in the woods and waters of Belknap county, to the rea-
sonable, legitimate and equal use and benefit of the commu-
nity for food and support.

2 The securing of the enactment of such laws as shall
£eem best adapted to securing the rtsults for which the As-
sociation was organized.

3. The use of all consistent means to prevent violations of
the laws of the State relating to fish and game within the
limits of Belknap county, and the detection and punishment
of the same.

4. To furnish recreation for the members in trap-shooting,
and further for the accomplishment of the object and pur-
poses for which the Association is organized the members
are pledged to observe the fish and game laws, to exert their
best efforts to secure a like observation on the part of all
others, and report to the officers of the Association any case
of infringement which may come to their knowledge and
cooperate with them in securing the detection and bringing
to justice of the same.
The Association starts off with a large and enthusiastic

membership. s. S. Jewett, Sec'y.

Western Himtiog Grounds.
Phti,adelphia, A^tWI.—Editor Forest and Stream: About

the 25th of this month I expect to start for Red Lodge,
Mont., on the way to the Sunlight Mining district, where I
shall remain until the last of November or December mining
I extend a hearty invitation to any and all brother sportsmtn
coming West on a tour through the Yellowstone Park, or on
a flshing and hunting trip. I shall be glad to have them
visit my camp, and spend as much time as they may desire
gratis. Big game, elk, deer, bears and sheep are plentiful
within a very short distance of camp, and I can guarantee
them all the sport that an honest hunter may desire. I will
cheerfully arrange with good guides, who have safe pack
and saddle horses, at very moderate terms. Stopping with
me will cost them nothing. They can make the Park in one
day's ride from camp.

Last year in my letters to Sammy, which were published
in Forest AND Stream in May, 1 believe,-^I recommended
the guide we had the previous October, Ed. E. Van Dyke.
I wish to apologize to brother sportsmen, and Forest and
Stream in particular, for having done so. Lately I have
received letters asking if I recommend him. To all such my
answer is: I will not. Having spent six months last year
in and near by Rtd Lodge, t have had an insioht'into
much that three weeks' hunting the previous year did not
develop

If any one of Forest and Stream's readers contemplate
taking such a trip and will write me, 1 shall take pleasure in
arranging a hunt for them with excellent men, who will guar-
antee them shots at game or no pay, and who will taue the best
of care of them. Any of the readers of Forest and Stream,
with good credentials from same, I shall be glad to enter-
tain and give them all the sport one could wish with rod and

gratis. Wabash.

Some Truth in This.

Much of the violation of the game and fish laws may be
traced to organizations which are ostensibly strict observers
of the laws, but in reality are not. There is a phase of the
business which is not unlike the attitude of many parents in
relation to coasting. They will cuss policemen if they do
not compel boys to refrain from making toboggan slides of
the walks to the peril of life and limb of pedestrians, and
think an example should be made of every offender—unless
it should happen to be one of their own boys. lu that case
it is different. It was only our Willie, you know, who is a
much nicer boy than any other Willie and in whose case it is
a proper thing to make an exception. He can be depended
upon to violate the ordinance with discretion, eo let him
slide and look after the other Willies. There is ah element
of inconsistent logic like that in many organizations for the
protection of game and fish which makes them inefficient
and often causes them to do more harm than good. They
either are not careful enout^h in the admission of members
or are too lenient with the Willies of their own club family
who drop into violations of the laws. The Willies, or plain
Bills of the interior, are not slow to take note of these incon-
tislencies. If they have be,en made honorary members of a
town club and semi-official deputies to watch the streams it

has stocked, and see that no grouse or other game is unsea-
sonably killed or shot at in the aojacent underbrush, it does
not increase their ardojr in the work to find club members
violating the laws, either on Sundays or other days, or to
have the club smooth the matter over when they report such
violations. On the contrary, the disgusted.rural deputy jg
likely to secure some ammunition or bait and proceed to do
some business \ams,Q\f.—Pittsburg {Pa.) Commercial Qimtte.

Wildfowl Shooting in City of liiondon, 1740.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 find the following curious bit in Tlie York Oourant, Jan.
;8, 1740: "Yesterday great numbers of London Gunners as-
sembled at the several Stairs leading to the Thames to shoot
Gulls, Ducks and Road Geese, which appeared in great
Plenty ; and many of them were killed, though none could be
brought off, the Frost not yet having prevented theCm-renoy
of the Tide. Dogs were of no use to the bringing them off.
the Edges of the Ice on which the Birds settled bemg too
weak for the Dogs to get up by."
.Query.—What were the "Road Geese" and what is the

significance of the term? F. 0. Browne.

Wildfowl in Boston Harbor.
The Massachusetts wildfowl law respecting use of boats

reads:

Whoever pursues any wildfowl with or by aid of a boat propelled
by steam or Ijy naphtha, or by aid of a boat or vessel propelled by
any naechanical means other than sails, oars or paddles, shall be pun-
ished.

A special law, approved March 19, 1897, reads:
Whoever, within the limits of that portion of Boston Harbor lying

westerly and southwesterly of a line running from Deer Island to
Point Allerton, including the waters of Dorchester Bay, Quincy Bay
Weymouth Bay and Hineham Bay, shoots at, kills or pursues any
wildfowl from or by the aid or use of any boat or floating device pro-
pelled by any mechanical means, shall be punishable by a fine of $40
for each offense.

Our interpretation of the new local law, read in the light
of the general law quoted ahove, is that on the waters named
the usd of sailboats is prohibited.

Michigan's Proposed Five-Tears Close Time.
East Saginaw, Mich.

,
April 8 —Bills are before the Mich -

igan Legislature, I understand, to prohibit the use of pointers
and setters, or any kind of dogs, in hunting, and to make a
closed season for quail and partridges for five years. Both
are nonsensical measures. Quail and partridges were never
so plentiful around Saginaw, in my knowledge, as they were
last fall. Stopping all market hunting, enforcing the law
locally and a short shooting season have preserved the par-
tridges, and add to this the favorable winter, and we have
the cause for quail being so numerous. I believe these birds
have wintered well, and if our game laws are generally en-
forced and observed, the game supply of this State will in
crease. w. B. Mershon.

Forestry Commission Recommendations.
As ALREADY Stated, the detailed and formal report of the Forestry

Commission will not be ready for submission to the Secretary of the
Interior for some weeks yet, but it is likely to be made early next
month. Meantime fi^'e members of the Commission have united in
a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, which we print below, which
gives in general terms the substance of the report to be made. This
letter will be read with great interest by all persons in the arid West
and especially by all miners: ~

'

"The legislation relating to reserved forest lands of the public
domain which the Commission of the National Academy will recom-
mend in its iinal report, now in course of preparation, provides for
the following:

"First, that authority be given to the Secretary of War to make de-
tails of troops at the request of the Secretary of the Interior to pro-
tect temporarily and until a forest service is organized the property
of the Government in the forest reservations from fire and trespass
and to enforce such rules and regulations as he may make for their
care.
"Second, the establishment of a permanent forest bureau in the

Department of the Interior, composed of trained officers, to adminis-
ter, mainiain and improve the reserved forest lands.
"Third, the appointment of a commission to institute as rapidly as

possible, under the supervision of the director of the geological survey
topograpical surveys of the reservations, and determine what propor-
tions of them should i)e permanently reserved on account of their
forest covering, and what portions should be reopened to entry and

"Fourth, to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue the
necessary rules and regulations for the protection, growth and im-
provement of the forests on the reservations, for the sale of timber,
firewood and fencing from them to actual settlers in and adjacent to
the reservations, and to owners of mines legally located therein for
use in such mines; for granting permits to sawmill owners to enter
the reservations for the purpose of manufacturing such lumber
as may be sold to actual setilers in and adjacent to the re-
servations, and to the owners of mines located therein; for al-
lowing actual settlers who have no limoer on their own claims
to take from the reservations firewood, posts, poles and fenc-
ing material cecessar.v for their immediate personal use; for allowing
the public to enter and cross the reservations; lor granting the coun-
ty commissioners right of way for irrigating ditches, flumes and
pipes, and for reservoir sites ; and for permitting the prospectors,
under such rules and regulations as he may from time to time estab-
lish To enter the reservation in search of valuable minerals.
"The Commission will recommend that the reservations be opened

to the location of mining claims under the general mineral laws, and
that the owners of valid mining locations in the reservations made
and held in good faith shall be permitted to fell and remove from their
claims the timber growing on them for actual mining purposes in
connection with the particular claim from which the timber is cut.
It will also recommend that the owners of unperfected hona Me
claims or patents of land included in the forest reservations be per-
mitted to relinquish their claims to the Government, selecting in lieii
tracts of vacant land open to settlement, but not exceeding in area
the tracts covered by their claims or patents, and that the owners of
such unperfected claims shall not be subjected to additional charges
for entries or record, and that credit shall be allowed them for the
time spent on the relinquished claims. The Commission will also
recommend that the Secretary of the Interior be authorized to enter
into negotiations with the land grant railroad companies for the pur-
pose of cotjcliiding agreements by which these companies may relin-
quish to the United Slates the title acquired by them to lands within
tneir granted and indemnity limits when these lands lie within the
boundaries of forest reservations, and may accept other unappro-
priated lands in exchange for the even-numbered sections within
their granted and indemnity limits not included in forest reserva-
tions.

"Signed;: C. 8. Sargent, Henry I^, Abbot% William H. Brewer, Ar-
nold Hague, Gifl'ord Pinchot." . -

i- f ^>

New York Legislature..
(Correspondence of Forest and Stream.')

Albaht, April 12.—A, Printed S,C96, Assemblyman Ives, genera^l
amendments to the game law prohibiting hounding for five years, and
m-'king the close season for deer Aug. Jo to Nov. 16, both inclusive.

S. 1,149, Senator Malby, relating to the possession of venison.
A. Printed l,ri>'i. Assemblyman Eldridge, relating to fishing in Cer-

tain waters in Warren count.v.
S. 776, Senator Mullin, making an appropriation to acquire lands

in the St. Lawrence State Reservation.
S. Printed 1,223. Assemblyman Hobble, amending the ^ame code

relative to the right of protectors to make search or examination.
The Assembly has ordered this bill to a third reading-
S. aei. Senator Krum, providing for the publication of the game

laws. "

The Assembly has passed the folio ^ing bills:
S. Printed ],%4, Senator Ellsworth's AdironOacfe lands bill. Signed
by the Governor on the same day it was passed. Chapter 2S0. '

'

A. 485, Assemblyman Meyer, relating to salt-water striped bass.
A. 1,180, Assemblyman Miles, for the prevention of forest flres.

'
"

Mathbe.

"Angling Talks/'
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen, fish,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co.

The Forest and Stream is piit to press each loeeJe on Xkesda
Correspondence intended for publication sho%dd reach m at ih
latest by Monday, and aa much earlier as practioable.

A Stray Shinplaster *
Comes to us once in a while for a copy
of "Game Laws in, Brief;" but shin-
plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
In New York; and 25 cents in postage
stamps will do just as well. ^



$10 FOREST AND STREAM. [APRtL 17, 1897.

Proprietors of fishing resorts vnll find it proftiable to ndveriise

thevi in Forest and Stream.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

XXXiX.-John A. FJsh.

I J'OHSr is a farmer, now living at Honeoye Falls, IST. Y.,

ivhere he was born M'hen the century Was fairly young.
Fishing and shooting with him was one of the pleasures of
life, and I enjoyed his companionship while I lived near
him. He was coeval and contemporary with Mort Locke,
tvho was written up a couple of weeks ago. "When the
huts bfgan to drop we three would meet without appoint-
tnent in the store of William Downey, and after a general
talk some one would say: "It's getting to be most time for

ducks'*; the rest would assent in a manner that seemed as
though they hadn't thought of that before, and we would
wait for the first hard frosts and a word from some friend
of John's on Cayuga Lake.
Then came the happy days of anticipation; discussing

the amount and kind of provisions to be taken, the furnish-
ing of the camp with cooking utensils and with blankets,
all to be recorded in order that nothing should be omitted
and no duplicates carried. The evenings spent in con-
sidering these important questions seem to-day to have
been the most enjoyable part of the outing, because they
covered about four weeks of anticipation wherein the
promise of sport was only a week in camp. In some cases
the pleasure to come was in excess of the experience, but
when we really made a start, and the train actually moved
eastward with our trunk of wooden decoys and our camp
equipage, four adult boys looked out of the windows to

keep their delight from being projected from their eyes.
The pleasures of anticipation do not seem to have received
their proper share of recognition among the pleasures of
the sportsman, as I read their accounts of fishing and
shooting trips, in which the size of the bag seems to be the
measure of their sport. Yet most human pleasure is in
his prospect, with a considerable amount in the retrospect.

Pope, who closely analyzed humanity, wrote:

"Hope springs eternal in the human breast:

Man never is, but always io be blest "

John's crops were secure, and the event of the year was
to come. Mort Locke had his leave from the railway by
paying for a substitute; Downey might get off for a few
days if not crippled by rheumatism, and I looked for a rest

from quarrying rock for the trout ponds which I had dug
with pick and shovel. To hard-working men who could
seldom get away for a full week it was truly the event of
the year, and had been made to cover many wrecks before,

as has been told. There is no rule by which we may meas-
ure enjoyment as one might measure time or the distance
to the moon. "We were like four boys let loose from school,
only the boys experience that pleasure every day, and we
had it only once a year. A man who can take a week off

whenever he pleases knows little of the ecstatic feeling
which we four had on that annual outing; he doesn't look
forward to it and enjoy it in anticipation. Prince Hal says:

"If all the year were playing holidays,

To sport would be as tedious as to work."

Canoga Marsh, on the west side of Cayuga Lake, was
always our camping ground; and we hired boats at the
head of the lake, and did our own rowing, camping and
cooking. That is an ideal way to camp for young men
who can do it. Later in life we prefer to have hired help,
but there is a feeling of independence in camping that is

pleasurable if—and here that little "if" looms up like a
word of ten syllables—you have a party composed of the
proper ingredients. Our party was so composed. Two
could make fun and two could enjoy it; one could kill more
ducks with his big 7-gauge gun than all the rest, taut he
never bragged of it; one was a good cook, and another was
willing to cut and drag firewood. Each fell into his (Jace,

and it was as perfect a party of four as it seems possiljle to
organize.

flowing down the lake, there was a distress call from the
rear boat, and Downey signaled to me to halt, for John
Fish and I were the oarsmen of the two boats, and I turned
back. Mort had essayed a cast when his spoon with a
triple hook lay behind him in the boat, and the result was
disastrous. Fortunately I had a pair of wire-cutters in my
creel, and they snipped off the protruding barbs, and then
the two imbedded hooks were withdrawn; but during that
trip Mort preferred to stand or lie upon one side. John
explained to Mort the nature and uses of fish hooks, and
wrote a few verses commemorating the event.
Did you ever see a loon sink without making a ripple?

We did; and no doubt others have seen it, but I have no
recollection of seeing it recorded. Our blind of brush and
grass was as far out on Canoga Marsh as we could get it,

and keep dry. The fleet of decoys bobbed at their anchors,
some 30ft. outside the rushes. Downey and Mort had
gone to the rear to thaw out and drink coffee, for legs
would get stiff and fingers so numb that an hour in the
blinds—enlivened by a jump in the boat to pick up the
dead, or chase cripples—was about all the sport we wanted
on one relief. John had just said: "Tkere goes a flock of
bluebills up the lake, too far out to see our decoys; mebbe
they'll swing around and come down our way—" He

,
touched my arm, and through the sedge I saw something
rise from out the bosom of the lake, not clothed in white
samite, nor mystic, nor wonderful, but just the head and
neck of a loon, and then the back appeared among the
stools. The bird did not get its body above water before
its quick eye discovered that the fleet of decoys were not
real ducks, and by the time John and I reached for our guns
the sinking of the loon began. It takes longer to tell this
than it did to act it, but that loon compressed itself and
sank out of sight without making a ripple—not by a plunge
«nd a dive, but by settling in the water before the two
gunners could give him a welcome.

Pop! Out in the lake, a quarter ofa mile away, he came
up and swam off with a backward look, as if he said:
"Wooden ducks! Yes, there's a man with a gun always
near them; it's safer out here ia midwater."
John said; "That's an old fellow; he's been among

wooden ducks before, and may have been tickled by a few
shot. He's chucklin' to himself now how he fooled us.
Did you ever see anything so slick as the way he squeezed
himself together and sunk? Never turned until he got
below the surface, for fear he'd make a ripple. There's no
duck that can do that."
"I saw a red-breasted sheldrake do nearly the same

thing on the Mississippi River once; it didn't come up,
like that loon, but it sank just the same."
"A sheldrake may do it," said John. "I don't say it

can't, but I spoke of ducks; now a sheldrake is no more of
a duck than a goose is; nor a loon, for that matter; their
bills—." Downey and Mort came into the blind, and our
going to the rear to thaw out deprived the scientific world
of the ornithological observations of John Fish pn the
difference between ducks, loons and sheldrakes.
On one of these trips Mort Locke was disappointed in

not receiving a new breechloading gun, and left the shoot-
ing to go to Rochester for it, and so lost two days. He
had never used a gun of that kind, for 'they were not com-
mon in the early 703, but he had the craze on, and really
felt that he must get a change of gun to shoot against
John's 7-gauge, which then was the most wonderful duck
gun I had ever seen, and so off he went. John and I
were alone, for Downey was to come back with Mort.
"VVe had some ducks hung in the shade, and John had
killed about a dozen muskrats at intervals when the
ducks were not flying. "Ever eat a muskrat?" asked
John.

"Yes, among the Indians, where the unwashed son of
the forest thrusthisunmanicm-ed hand into the camp-kettle
and his guest could do the same or go hungry; but I was
hungry, and it tasted good if there was an absence of nap-
kins and finger-bowls."

"Let's cook some for Downey and Mort. Put in only
the hindlegs, which look enough like duck's legs to pass.
What d'ye say?"
When the hired boatman landed our friends at camp

near sundown, he said he would "take a bite" and go back
to Cayuga. Downey sniffed around and asked: "Got any-
thing for supper? Haven't had a thing since breakfast."
Mort was hungry enough, but confined his questions
to the game killed, and so we sat down to the feast.

"Have some of this stew of sawbills'* legs? The breasts
are fishy?" asked John, "but the legs when stewed with a
root of wild celery are a delicacy."
Downey enjoyed them, and of course I did; for I was

the cook. All went well until we were about to smoke,
when Mort Locke thought it would be a pity to waste that
last duck leg, and he fished it up. Alas! John had left the
foot upon the leg, and it had evident claws! "Hello," said
he, "what's this?"

"There!" exclaimed John, "if we didn't cook that duck
leg that had a claw on it. The other leg was all right,

web-footed just like any duck's foot; but 1 meant to have
had that bird stuffed."

"It's a durned ole muskrat, that's what it is," said Mort;
"but they were good, though. I wouldn't eat it now that I
know what it is."

Downey made no comment until long after our return,
and then one day he asked: "What kind of a joke was
John trying to play on Mort; trying to get him to eat a
muskrat?"

Central and western ISTew York has so many fine lakes
that the smaller ones are unnamed upon most maps, if

they appear at all. Ontario county has three—Conesus,
Honeoye and Hemlock—all tributary to Honeoye Creek
and the Genesee River, and a drive of some fifteen miles
would bring us to any of them. It was the time when the
bees were working in the apple blossoms, and we drove up
south to fish in Honeoye Lake among the hills which lend
a charm to this beautiful water. The only fish in the lake
which might possibly rise to a fly was the yellow perch, and
so our outfit of lures comprised small frogs, metal spoons,
a can of minnows, and those first principles which are dug
in the garden. John was a firm believer in first princi-
ples, Mort in metal spoons, and I in minnows and frogs.

The result was that John caught most fish, but only perch
and bullheads; Mort took the greatest weight, all pickerel;
while the frogs took some pickerel, and the minnows both
pickerel and perch. Said John: "These perch keep biting
as fast as I can take 'em off, bait again and throw out, and
I don't see but I'm getting the most fun out of it, if you are
getting bigger fish." And when the pickerel preferred
rest to frogs, spoons or minnows Mort and I reverted to
first principles for a while and toyed with the perch.
On Cayuga Lake John knew a grand spot for lake trout.

In the days that we fished the lake I knew the ranges up
and down and across the lake, but have forgotten them
now. Inasmuch as John still drops his line there occa-
sionally, since Canoga Marsh has been bought by a club,
and his great 7-bore no more can awake the echoes as it

drops a duck at a distance that used to discourage Mort
Locke and the writer, the ranges of this favorite spot
would not be recorded here ifremembered. We had been
followed by several boats one day for hours, and John had
kept off his favorite spot, but after they had rowed around
us and got the ranges they left, and we then pulled out to
the trout grounds. Next morning three boats were
anchored near where we had first fished and caught noth-
ing, while we kept away from them and from the good
spot. The day after this we were not watched, and when
we came ashore at Union Springs we had twenty fine

lakers that might have weighed lOOlbs. in the aggregate, if

a scale had been handy.
The fish were carefully inspected by the crowd and pro-

nounced a grand catch for two men. One fellow said: "I
dunno how 'tis. I've watched John Fish many a time, an'
he seems to have luck wherever he goes, but when I get
the ranges and anchor on the same spot the fish don't seem
to be there. I dunno how 'tis."

A young man suggested that John had some new kind
of bait.

"No, he hain't," said an old man, "I've looked over his
minners (minnows), and they're jess a same as we allers

use; he gets 'em down at the foot of the lake, fer I seed
him buy 'em once."
"John Fish," said an athletic student from Cornell Uni-

versity, at the head of the lake, who was training for a
rowing contest, "I'll give you this $10 bill if you'll give
me the ranges of the place where you always get a lot of
trout."

• In the local parlance of central New York the hooded mersranser
is called the little sawbill to diatiuguisb it from the Urg^r aawbUis or
sheldrakes,

Said John: "Gentlemen, we will gladly give you any in-
formation we possess about the fishing spots in this lake.
But what little we know is not worth buying. My friend
and I did not come down here to make money, so please
put up your purse. We came to get a little bite of fresh
air from this beautiful lake and a few bites from the fish
in it. We have neither information nor fish to sell. My
friend is a scientific man who has come into western New
York to study the geological conditions that produced the
Cardiff giant which was recently found in Onondaga
county, and in following the trend of the hills atound
this lake he pointed out the place which should naturally
be the feeding ground of the lake trout; dnd he was cor-
rect."

' "That's all right," said the student, "and the Cardiff
giant is a solid man, but what we want to get at is where
this great fishing place is. You won't sell the secret and
offer to give it to us and then give us a story about the
Cardiff giant and the trend of the hills. I've put up my
monev and you refuse it, I'll double it, if that's what you
want."
"My friend," said John, "please don't get angry, and

please believe me that we are not after money. Like
my scientific friend, I believe that knowledge should be
spread broadcast, and I had begun to tell you how we
found the best fishing place in the lake, and where it is,

when you interrupted me. With your permission I will
proceed."
"My dear sir," said the student, "I had no intention of,

offending, and I beg your pardon. We are sportsmen who
do not count dollars when we shoot and fish, and I think
I speak for the whole party when I say that we will
appreciate your kindness in giving us the ranges of the
spot where you anchor and always have such great success
in fishing. Pardon me if 1 have offended you in any way
in my anxiety to acquire knowledge of the fishing spots."
"There has been no offense," said John, "because none

was intended. You offered to buy what I did not care to
sell. But I don't mind giving these ranges to all of you, if

they are of use, as they seem to be. Row out into the lake
iintil the white spire of the church in Cayuga is in direct
line with that dead hemlock that you see on the hill away
to the north of it, up above the sky-line. That's your
range north and south."
"Yes, that's good."
"Then you see the flagstaff' on the hotel here?"
"Sure!"
"And that great hillside across the lake where that gray

horse is feeding?"
"Yes!"
"Well, after you row out and get the cturch steeple in

line with the dead hemlock, just move your boat up and
down until you're exactly in line with the flagstaff and the
gray mare's tail." And so they learned the ranges of the
fishing hole. Feed Mather.

THE BOSTON FISHERMEN.
Salmon fishermen will be pained to learn of the death

of William Andrew Browne. He has fished the Romayne
for several seasons with Mr. E. C. Fitch, president of the
American Watch Co., at Waltham. Mr. Browne was a
Boston angler beloved by all who knew him. He died at
Baltimore, March 26.

The salmon anglers are now much interested in the
salmon pool at Bangor^ Me. Several salmon have been
taken, the season opening on Saturday, April 3, when
Charles Bissell, of Brewer, took a salmon weighing 14^ lbs.

Since then two or three more have been taken; the fourth
fish being taken on Monday, and weighing ISlbs. Since
that, time the heavy rain has filled the river with roil, and
but little fishing has been done. The ice left the Penob-
scot on the 6th, four days earlier than last year, and the
trout fishermen are figuring that the Maine trout lakes
are going to be open earlier than last year for that reason.
The interest in that subject begins to be very lively.

The Massachusetts trout fishermen have not continued
to have the good luck that the season opened with. The
"Wakefield party, consisting of E. H. Wakefield, Jr., Ed-
ward Brooks and R. 0. Harding, who fished Mr. Wake-
field's preserve on the 2d, Sd and 4tb, found the weather
very cold. They caught an even dozen trout, however.
Mr. Wakefield was to go down again to-day. He is de-
termined to take more trout. No good catches of trout

have been reported this week from the Cape, or anywhere
in the State, for that matter.

Good t)rant shooting is being reported at Monomoy.
Mr, Warren Hapgood and Walter B. Hill, with Messrs.
Craig, of West Medford; Hall; S. Fairbanks, of Winchester;
G. R. Seward, of Boston, and Webber, of Lynn, have re-

turned from that preserve. A great many brant were fly-

ing, and when Mr. Hill left early in the week they had
secured eight or ten, Mr. Hill getting his share, with Mr.
Hapgood also among the fortunate ones. His shooting
was very pleasing to all, by reason of his age. Later in
the week the party secured brant enough to bring the
score up to about forty—a very remarkable number for late

years. What is termed the Boys' Party will leave for

Monomoy on Wednesday of this week, and the five or six
gunners go with great expectations.

The landlocked salmon fishermen are getting their

tackle ready. The Dry Goods Party will be in camp on
Sebago Lake, Me., on the 19th, which is a holiday in this

State. The fishermen expect to find the ice out by that

time, though up this writing the lake is ice-bound. A year
ago the ice left that lake April 24, having started somewhat
the Sunday previous. This clearing was eight days later

than the year before, when the ice was all out April 16.

In 1891 the ice left Sebago April 6. Mr. E. H. Wakefield,
Jr., R. 0. Harding and friends, will visit Dan Hole Pond,
in New Hampshire, for landlocked salmon fishing as soon
as the ice is out. Last year the ice went out of that pond
April 24. This pond has a record of a salmon—taken with
rod and reel in 1895—weighing IQ^lbs. Last year the
sportsmen had poor fishing here, but they will try again
this year. The fishermen are also getting ready to fish

Lake Auburn, Me., as soon as the ice is out. This lake is

well stocked with landlocked salmon and brook trout,

and some excellent fish are taken. But the lake is within
three miles, by electric cars, of the two cities, Lewiston
and Auburn, and fishermen of ever^ grade throng its

shores and waters. Hence many are disappointed, though
the lake yields a goodly number of fish. Spbcia^,
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REMINISCENCES OF EXCITING SPORT.
In tbe great reception room of one of the hafidsomest and

largest of the club houses with which Long Island abounds
a party of fifteen or twenty gentlemen were assemljled. It

was the evening of the first day o^ the open season for trout

fishing, an event to which the de"^btee8 of the beauty Salve-

liilm always Ibok forward with the keenest anticipations.

The weather of the early spritig day, though pleasant, had
been somewhat cold, ahd patchfes of ice were still left in the

quiet nooks and corners of the ponds and streams.
The catbh, hbwever, had been very satisfactory, foi" the

jjrfeserVes that the blub controlled were generously stocked
with fish of goodly size and plumpness, and. the after-dinner

smoke with which the anglers were now regaling themselves
seemed the crowning point of the day's enjoyment.

Seated in a semicu-cle before the rousing fire of oak and
hickory loga !which blazed cheerily in the great fireplace, the

conversatipii of tbe men naturally teemed with reminiscences
of adventufe "by flood and field," and many were the good
"fish stories" and hunting anecdotes that were exchanged
before the hour arrived for retiring.

"Yea," said one of the group, at the conclusion of a thrill-

ing narrative that had been given by one of the veterans of

the club, "we, who have handled rod and gun for years,

have all passed through many interesting episodes, and some
of them were, of course, intensely exciting. I certainly

have had my share of them, and they sorhetimes come back
to memory with a strange vividness.

"Of these experiences an incident that occurred in my
younger days while on a shark fishing trip at Nantucket is

perhaps worth recalling this evening.

"I had hooked a large 'man eater," and with two of my
companions was drawing him to the surface; the line used
was, of course, a stout one, for the strength and weight of

the shark are very great.

"Slowly we hauled up the fish; slowly he yielded, foot by
foot, until his huge, horrible form appeared near the side of

the yacht. I think I never saw anything more hideous and
wicked than that shark, and his cruel eyes, his enormous
mouth, armed with rows of the sharpest teeth, and the rage
with which he snapped at the boat and lashed the water into

foam, I shall never forget.

"Our skipper was just at the point of dispatching the

brute when, turning downward with a sudden dart, the shark
dived, and the line slipping through our hands permitted him
to descend to the bottom again.

"As it was running out with almost lightning speed I was
caught by the leg in a bight, into which I had incautiously

stepped, and in an instant I was over the side and following
the shark.

"It is utterly impossible for me to describe the sensations

that I experienced, as I was drawn down deeper and deeper
in the water. I could feel the pain from the rope about my
leg, a pain that was increased by my companions holding the
line and drawing upon it ; but the pain was as nothing when
compared with the terrible pressure upon my lungs and
brain.

"Singularly enough, I did not entirely lose my presence of
mind; I knew that nothing but a turn in the rope held me,
and I thought that if I could in any way twist my leg around
I should be released.

"But in vain; my struggles were useless, and everything
began to grow dark.

"I must say that my sensations at this juncture were not
unpleasant; the ringing in my ears, the pressure on my
lungs, were forgotten and I seemed to be floating in a sort of

dream.
- "Of course the length of time that I remained in this con-
dition was probably less than a minute, but it seemed almost
eternity.

"Fortunately for me, before it was too late, the hook be-

came detached from the shark and I was drawn to the sur-

face by my friends and lifed into the yacht. I was not en-

tirely unconscious, for I felt the shock of being laid upon the
deck of the boat, but it was a pretty close call. My friends

soon resuscitated me, and I was able to hobble ashore when
we reached the dock, but I was obliged to use crutches for a
week afterward.

"This, gentlemen, was my most exciting experience and I

never want another like it. I will close my story by advising
all who go shark fishing to be careful when they get a bile

not to step into a bight of the line; it is not a knot, but it

holds with all the tenacity of one."

"What an inordinate amount of salt water you must have
swallowed," said another of the group who had been quietly
throwing smoke rings across the room, "and how nauseating
the recollection of it must be to you. Now I once had a
somewhat exciting adventure, but it happened in fresh water,
which is more agreeable to swallow; the story is hardly
worth the telling, however—

"

"Go on, go on," came from all parts of the room.
"Very well, then, since you insist upon it. I was at the

time of this incident the guest of one of the lessees of a
famous salmon river m Canada, and had the privileges of
some of the choicest pools.

"Two of the best guides on the stream had been assigned

to me, and 1 kept them and myself at work every day from
morning until night. On the occasion to which I refer I

had hooked a fine fish in a small pool, below which was a
sti'etch of very wild rapids nearly a half mile in length.

The salmon was strong and gamy, and I had quite a fight

with him in the pool; but before he could be gaffed he started

down the rapids, still stcurely hooked, and we followed him
in the canoe. What a wild run that was, and how exhilara-

ting it seemed as we rushed down the steep white incline of
roaring water!
"At the foot of the rapids were numerous boulders, and

the passage soon became more and more dangerous. I still

held to my fish, however, trusting to the dexterity of my
guides; but in one of the worst places the setting pole in the
hands of the bow canoeman broke, the canoe crashed against
a sharp ledge, and In an instant I was in the furious
waters.

"I do not know how it happened, perhaps it was because
lam a good swimmer; but I was carried down the current
unhurt, save by a few bruises from the rocks, uutil I almost
reached the verge of the great falls.

"At this juncture the outlook was grave indeed, for I
knew that if I was carried over the crest nothing could save
me; for the descent of upward of 40ft. down upon a ledge of
jagged rocks would mean utter destruction.

"In some way, however, I was drawn near the shore, and
I made tbe most strenuous efforts to eSect a landing

j but tbe

force of the stream was too much for me, and I had about
concluded that I Was to be 'gathered in,' when I saw abreast

of me and within mf teach the gunwale of the nearly sub-
merged canoe, which had drifted down the stream.

"Instinctively I seized it, and before the vergewas reached
the frail ci-aft became firmly Wedged between a boulder in

the stream and the rocky shore, and, working my way to the

inner side, I cravi^led out upon the ledge, where I sank com-
pletely exhausted.

"It was not long, however, before 1 was aroused by the
voices of nly guides. They had bsen more fortunate than T,

^ud when the canoe strucfe they jumped upon one of the

rocks, and leaping to others with tne agility of accomplished
river men, they reached the shore in saftty.

"When they joined me they fished out the luncheon
basket, which still remained in the canoe, and finding a bot-

tle of brandy they gave me a cup, which soon revived me,
and it was not long before we chmbed up the bank and pre-

pared for a long tramp through tbe woods to our camp.
Before we started, however, we clambered down the cliff to

the pool below the falls for the purpose of searchiog for such
articles as might havQ, floated down from the canoe.

"We had been there but a few moments when we saw a
salmon jump. He was the fish that I had hooked, and we
discovered that my line was still attached to him.
"Now comes the most incredible part of my story: The

guides cut a long sapling, and attached to the end of it a
hook, which they made from a forked stick, and wading
out into the water they began dragging for my rod, which
they assured me was there and being dragged about by the
salmon; and soon, greatly to my surprise, they actually

hooked it up uniojured, placed it in my hands, and I had
the satisfaction after all of fighting my fish until he was
conquered and landed."

"Oh, oh!" came from all over the room.
"It's a fact, gentlemen; I know it sounds 'fishy,' but it

actually occurred; and you will believe me when I state

that it is a common practice among the natives in some
localities of Canada—those who have no rod and reel—to

hook a salmon and throw their pole, which is a stout, dry
sapling, into the water and let the fish exhaust itself; the
sapling floats upon the water and offers just enough resist-

ance to keep the salmon in motion, and he soon wears him-
self out in endeavoring to free himself."

"The story that we have just heard," said a short, florid,

sandy-haired man, after the comments which it awakened
had ended, "is very interesting to me. I have often wished
that I might have the opportunity of giving battle to a big

and vigorous salmon, but such has not been my good
fortune, and I regret exceedingly that I cannot give a thrill-

ing account of some hunting or fishing experience through
which I have passed, but unfortunately I have had none.
"My angling has been limited to brook fishing for trout,

and my hunting has been confined to snipe and partridge
shooting; but I once had an adventure which was certainly

exciting enough while it lasted.

"I have always been an enthusiastic canoeist, and the ex-
cursions I have taken, sometimes many days in length, are
almost innumerable. I have always carried a camping
outfit in my canoe, consisting of a compact little cooking
kit and a small shelter tent; and when necessity compelled
me—and sometimes even when it did not—I would stop at

the close of a day's paddling, land at a promising spot and
camp for the night.

"On one of these outings I found myself at sundown in a
locality destitute of houses, and as 1 had worked steadily all

day I concluded that I would land and prepare for a night's

rest.

"I soon found a nice spot, where, running my canoe
ashore, 1 stepped out upon the beach and proceeded to re-

connoiter.

"Climbing up the bank of the river, I passed through a
little growth of birches and maples, and came out upon a
stretch of open land, which evidently served as a pasture.

"There were a few trees scattered about, and beneath one
of them waa.a number of cattle. I did not pay much atten-

tion to therd, but continued my investigations. At length,
satisfied that the spot I had selected would prove desirable
for a camping place, £ began to retrace my steps; as I did
so I noticed that one of the cattle had left the others and
was following me.
"At intervals he would utter a low, hoarse bellow and paw

the earth, throwing it into the air in clouds. I saw at once
that I had an ugly bull to contend with, and began to hurry
toward my boat.

"But the brute managed to get between me and the river,

and I soon discovered that there was nothing left for me but
to cut and run for one of the trees in the pasture.

"Gentlemen, I am sorry to say that I am not much of a
sprinter. 1 am not built that way, but in the language of
the novelists, 'fear lent wings to my feet,' and I give you my
word I made a very quick dash for my objective point.

Not a second, however, was there to spare, for as 1 dodged
behind the tree the bull brought up on the other side of the
trunk.

"He gave me no time to recover my wind, but sprang
around the tree endeavoring to impale me with his horns,
which I noticed were sharp to a degree. I see you are
laughing, gentlemen—it was a ridiculous scrape to get into.

"Around the tree he darted, bellowing and gi-owling sav-
agely, and around to the other side 1 dodged, trying as well
as I could to keep the trunk between us, and to a looker-on
it would have been a comical sight indeed to see us waltzing
in that old pasture.

"At last a favorable opportunity presented itself, and I
sprang for a limb that was just within my reach. 1 suc-
ceeded in grasping it and was swinging myself up when the
bull made a lunge, and one of his horns fastening in a por-
tion of my clothing ripped it off as quick as a flash, the horn
at the same time giving my leg a vicious rasping.

"It hurt abominably, but the pain turned my fear to an-
ger. I was mad clear through, and longing for revenge; but
I was powerless.

"Astride that limb I sat for a short time rubbing my leg
and using, I am sorry to say, very profane language, the
bull in the meantime hooking at the tree and mw and then
rearing on his hindlegs in his efforts to dislodge me, a ad so
near me did he come in these attacks that I could almost
have kicked him.
"As I sat there watching my enemy and rubbing my leg,

my hand struck against a hard object in my hip-pocket; it

was my whisky fllaskl

"I have read of the intense joy and gratitude with which
shipwrecked mariners have found a spring of water, but I
doubt if ihey felt a keener satisfaction than I did at my dis-

covery. The flask was nearly full, and never did good old
Bourbon taste as it did tben; it was simply nectar. As {

took a modicum an idea struck me, and a good one it proved
to be.

"Pouring the liquor into the flask-cup until it was nearly
full, I watched my opportunity, and when the bull reared
for another stab at me I dashed the contents of the clip into

his eyes
"The effect was simply magical. The heast gave a snoi-t

and bellow, and sidling away froni the tree he pawed the
earth, laid down upon ths grass and rolled over, and per-

formed all sorts of contortions, as if in the greatest agony.
"Seeing that mv enemy was for a short time disabled, you

may be sure that I quickly descended from my perch and
hurried to my canoe ; but I selected another camping place
for the night, where no animals were being pastured."

Roars of laughter and applause followed this story. He
was a pudgy little man, and the quaint manner in which he
descritied his adventure was very mirth-provoking.

"A vicious bull or horse is a dangerous animal," said one
of the gentlemen when quiet had been restored, "but neither

of them is as bad as an ugly moose, for he is sometimes the
incarnation of wickedness. I once had an adventure with
one which came near costing me my life.

"It happened a little over two years ago in northern Maine.
I was hunting in the neighborhood of Mt. Katahdin, and had
as companion one of the most experienced and successful
guides in the State. Although we had been in the woods
several days, we had not. seen or heard a moose, or in fact any
other large game, and I had about determined that a change
of locality had become a necessity. Early one morning,
however, my guide, who was the most expert moose caller I

ever met, succeeded in attracting the attention of a big bull,

and soon we heard him crashing through the woods in our
direction.

"On he came, bounding over underbrush and windfalls,

uttering at intervals a peculiar, discordant note. With the
guide I was ensconced in a little clump of sapling spruces,

where I waited with ready rifle for a favorable opportunity
for a shot. The guide repeated the call, and the moose drew
nearer; the call was again given in a very low tone, and soon
the huge animal came into view. He was a magnificent spe-

cimen, with very widely spreading and perfect antlers.

"I had raised my rifle to my shoulder, and was at the point

of firing, whea tuore was heard a cracking of sticks a shirt

distance to the right of us, and in a moment a cow moose
appeared upon the scene. She was, of course, instantly dis-

covered by the other, and it took but a moment for him to

join her.

"'I've called many a bull,' whispered th.e guide, 'but

never a cow moose before.'

"I made no reply, but again raising my rifle was about to

draw the trigger when the smashing cf slicks caused by
some large animal was again heard m tbe direction from
which the cow moose had come, and another male bounded
through the thicket and joined the others.

"The scene that followed was the most remarkable that I

ever witnessed ; it was a battle that I shall never forget.

"In an instant the bulls came together with an impact that

seemed to shake the earth; with a loud clash their antlers

met and became interlocked, and then, straining every nerve
and fiber and muscle, each of the savage animals tried to

force the other backward or from his feet. Around they
swung, now here, now there, sometimes the advantage being

with one and as often with the other.

"Ever and anon their weapons became separated, and then

the duelists sought by quick leaps and dexterous lunges to

adroitly reach within each other's guard and strike a vulner-

able spot.

"The agility, the celerity of attack and defense that were
displayed in this battle were astonishing and hardly to be
expected from such huge and apparently clumsy animals.

I gazed upon the scene almost entranced—even forgetting

that I had a rifle and was there to kill—and if it had not

been for ray guide, who touched my arm and pointed to the

cow that stood gazing stolidly upon the fight, I dare say that

the duel would have continued until one of the bulls was
conquered.
"The action of the guide and his whispered remark,

'There is always a female at the bottom of all trouble/

aroused me, and, aiming at one of the bulls, I fired. The
discharge of my rifle alarmed the cow and she quickly dis-

appeared in the forest, but the others paid no attention to

the report and continued their battle.

"I thought for a moment 1 had missed my aim and was
about to send another ball into my quarry, but he began to

waver and stagger about, and soon grew so weak that the

other forced him down and began viciously to gore him.
"Disapproving of such unchivalric conduct toward a con-

quered foe, but not wishing to kill the survivor, we emerged
from our covert and advanced toward the bull, expecting, of

course, that on discovering us he would take flight; but in so

doing we made a serious mistake, for the moose turned like

a flash, and charging upon us caught the gujide before he
could escape, and gave him a toss that I thought was fatal,

and then swung for me. I had no time to take deliberate

aim, but holding my rifle almost at arm's length I fired, and
he dropped as if struck by lightning, the ball having pierced

the thick skull at the only vulnerable point, and entered the

brain.

"The guide was badly bruised, but not seriously injured,

and he was iti a short time able to flay the two carcasses.
" 'I've had lots of scrapes with moose,' he said, 'but that

was nearly the worst of all.'

"

"By .love !" exclaimed one of the group when the story

was concluded, "that was an adventure worth having. I

have always longed for an opportunity to meet a big and
lusty moose, but have not yet had that pleasure. I mean,
however, to make the effort next fall, and it will be strange

if I do not succeed, plentiful as they now are in the Maine
woods,
"My largest game thus far has been our common deer, of

which 1 have killed quite a number in different sections of

the country. I have still-hunted and stalked them with
hounds in the North, and pursued them with hounds
in the South ; in "fact have had my share of experiences

in all the methods that are followed. .Jack-hunting I

have tried but once, and probably shall never attempt it

again. The incident is hardly worth descritnng, but it may
prove somewhat interesting to those who have never hunted
in this manner. It occurred during one of my outings a
number of years ago in the North Woods. A small party of

us had been encamped for several days, sub-isting on trout

and the different 'store goods' we had brougnt with us,

"The supply of these, thougn abundant in quantity, goon
grew monotonous in variety, and it was finally decided that

nothing but 'freeli meat' couid satisfy Hixq oravings oi oa|
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appetites. The term 'fresh meat' in the 'woods tistially im-
plies venison, and it was decided % lot tbat I should procure
it. In compliance with this decision I started early in the
afternoon for my nocturnal hunt, accompanied by two of
our guides who carried one of our canoes on their shoulders.

Our objeotiTC point was a small lake some four miles distant

in the wilderness, where it lay completely surrounded by
mountains. It was a famous locality for deer, but was ex-

tremely difficult of approach, the path leading to it being of

the roughest character imaginable, and an ascending one
nearly all its length besides. I am a fairly good pedestrian,

but my enthusiasm was at a low ebb before the tramp was
ended, and I have always had a doubt concerning the length
of those alleged four miles.

"However, we reached the outlet of the lakie at last,

although it took us until dusk to accomplish it, and we began
preparations at once for the night. Placing the canoe in the
water, one of the guides hghted a small fire and boiled the
tea kettle, while I and the other picked hemlock boughs and
laid them for a bed.

"It took but a short time to accomplish this, and as soon
as our supper was disposed of and we had a brief but enjoy-
able smoke, we were ready to begin the hunt. It was now
quite dark, there being no moon and the stars shining but
faintly through the thin haze which arose from the water.

"As many of you are doubtless aware, the 'jack' is a lan-
tern very similar to some of the carriage lamps in ordinary
use; it is attached to a staff in the bow of the canoe, and fas-

tened behind it is a brightly polished reflector which causes
an intense light to be thrown in front of the hunter in an
ever-widening swath, leaving him and the boat in obscurity.
"Our lantern was lighted'and placed in position, and we

embarked, I sitting in the bow of the canoe with my rifle

laid across my knees, and one of the guides taking his place
in the stern. The other man, not being needed with us, re-

mained at our camping place.

"As we moved like a phantom through the outlet and
npon the lake, impelled by the silent paddle of the guide, the
scene was weird and beautiful in the extreme. The foliage,

illuminated by the brilliant light of the lantern, gleamed
like silver against the dark background of the forest, every
leaf standing out bright and distinct. The gnarled and
twisted trunks and limbs of dead trees assumed many singu-
lar and fantastic forms, and ever and anon some wild bird or
animal, alarmed at our presence, rustled away through the
woods as we passed by.

"Occasionally a muskrat swam alongside the canoe and
inspected us, evidently wondering at our being in that re-

tired spot. Twice we passed through families of wild ducks,
our craft almost touching them as we went by. and once we
drew so near a great blue heron, which was standing on a
jutting point of the shore, that I could easily have touched it

with a trout rod if I had one. The lantern gave none of these
wild creatures the least alarm.

"We had floated along the shore for nearly a mile before
we heard our first deer. He was evidently in the water
feeding upon the leaves of aquatic plants, and as he walked
about the splashing he made could be heard a considerable
distance in the still night air. Slowly and silently we drew
near the sound, and in a short time he was plainly visible.

' 'What a beauty he was ! how large he seemed as the strong
light fell upon him! Closer and closer did we approach, but
he paid no attention to us other than to occasionally look at

our light, which, however, he regarded with as much indif-

ference as he would the rising moon. So stolid did he seem
that I had almost begun to regard him as being stupid, but I
was soon undeceived, for as I was at the point of raising my
rifle he gave a shrill whistle, turned about as quick as a flash,

and with three magnificent leaps disappeared in the forest.

What caused his flight I could only conjecture. I certainly
had made no sound, and the movements of the canoe had
been absolutely noiseless. Possibly in our close proximity he
had 'winded' us, or perhaps the vibration of the paddle in
the water had been felt by him.

" 'Better luck next time,' whispered the guide, 'you waited
a leetle too long.'

" 'Yes,' I replied, 'I was not quite quick enough; the next
one will not get away, you may be certain.'

"The paddle was again resumed, the canoe following the
sinuosities of the shore as it had previously done, and it was
not long before we heard another splash in the water ahead
of us. Drawing near the sound, we discerned two deer mov-
ing around, but as we approached them I discovered that
they were a doe and fa-^s^n, and of course declined a shot at

them.
"A little further on we found another feriiale with fawn,

and it was not until we had seen at least a dozen of these
that we discovered a buck. He was standing on the edge of
the shore, his form showing plainly against the thick back-
ground of alders, the le£ives Of which he occasionally
cropped and ate.

•'Silently we drifted toward him, the canoe gliding with
an almost imperceptible motion ; he stood quietly, but evi-

dently regarded our light with curiosity.

"At length, when we were, as I judged, near enough to

insure a successful shot, I took careful aim and fired.

"How the report echoed and reverberated among the
mountains around usl Back and forth it rolled almost like

a fusillade for at least a minute, growing fainter and fainter

until it finally died away in the distance.

"When we reached the buck we found he was quite dead,
30 quickly and effectually had the bullet done its duty,
"The hunting knife was now used in its allotted work,

and placing our game in the middle of the canoe we re-

sumed our course.

"Following along the shore, we passed several does and
fawns, and two more bucks, but 1 did not try to shoot either

of them, for we had all the venison that could be used.

"But 1 felt a desire to see as much of them as possible, and
for an hour or two we paddled around, sometimes alarming
them while a few yards away, but more often approaching
so closely that in some instances I could almost have touched
them with my rifle.

'At length, probably greatly to my guide's satisfaction,

my investigations came to an end, and turning the canoe
toward the outlet we soon reached the landing place, where,
after hanging up the deer, we quickly joined the other guide
on his bed of fragrant boughs.

"Before I fell asleep, however, m reviewing tlie events of
the night, I arrived at the conclusion that I had not only no
desire for any further experiences in 'jack-hunting,' but
was convinced, judging by what I had witnessed of the ease
with which the animals may be approached, and their utter

unconsciousness of danger as they stand in the strong light

f the lantern, that it is a method that all sportsmen should
ondemn, destructive as it must be if practiced by reckless

"jid unscrupulous persons. I

"Our stay at the mountain lake was but a brief one, for
we arose in the morning with the sun, and after partaking
of a hasty breakfast, in which some choice bits of the veni-
son played an important part, we started down the rough
path for our 'home camp.'
"Our welcome was a flattering one, but I received the con-

gratulations of my friends with much greater equatiiraity
than I would have felt had 1 killed the deer in any other
way than by 'jack-hunting.'"

The deep, rich tone of the gong in the great clock that
stood in the corner of the room sounded the hour of 10 as
the narrative came to a close.

"Well, boys," exclaimed an elderly gentleman rising from
his seat, "the evening has been a delightful one to me, but
it is now my bed hour, and if I am to do any trout fishing
to-morrow I think I had better retire now; 1 will therefore
say good night and leave you."

"Yes," said another, "we tiad all better turn in; 10 o'clock
is good bedtime down here, and I feel tired enough to enjoy
an all-night sleep."

This example was soon followed by others of the group,
and it was not long before the room was entirely deserted.

Edward A. Samuels,

THE NEW YORK BASS SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Among the many proposed amendments to the fish and

game law now before the Legislature is the usual one of

making the open season for black bass commence on the first

day of July, and it is understood that the advocates of this

change claim that an extension of the present close season is

necessary for the reason that black bass are usually on their

spawn beds during the entire month of June and frequently
until the middle of July.
The black bass is the coming fish, not only of this State,

but of most all of our Northern States. Our trout have
been largely destroyed by the introduction of pike or bass

in many lakes and. streams where they formerly abounded,
and the gradual depletion of the water in many of our
present trout streams indicates their gradual extinction in

many waters in the near future.

Within the last thirty or forty years the black bass has
been so generally distributed throughout this State that a
very large proportion of our streams, both large and small,

as well as our lakes and ponds, are now stocked with this

fish, where it furnishes not only sport for the skilled angler
who takes it with the fly, or hy dragging or drifting, but it

also furnishes both sport and food for thousands of our citi-

zens who are limited to a day off now and then for fishing,

and it should therefore be fully protected; but after my
personal observations, extending through several years, and
after obtaining the views of many others who have had a
large experience, I am forced to the conclusion that as a rule

black bass are through spawning in most of the waters of this

State by June 1, and are rarely on their spawn beds for the pur-
pose of brooding their young later than June 10 ; and the excep-
tions to this rule are some of our lakes where the waters are

deep, and remain cold until late in the season.

I am familiar with the conclusion arrived at by Dr. Hen-
shall in regard to the spawning season of black bass, and
recognize him as the most eminent authority on this subject;

but when he made his exhaustive examination into the habits

of this fish, it appears by the books which he has published
that his observations w^ere confined largely, if not entirely,

to lakes, and he has not given us any facts in regard to the

depth or temperature of the water of the lakes which he ex-

amined.
It is well understood that the black bass remains in a dor-

mant or sluggish condition during the winter season, and
does not emerge from this condition and work toward the
spawning ground until the waters are warmed to some ex-

tent in the spring, and for that reason the spawning period

is not at all uniform, and in this particular the black bass

seems to be a fish sui generis.

It was noticed by the warden of the Blooming G-rove Park
Association some few years ago that in one of the ponds
under his charge, which was 75ft. in depth and fed by springs

from the bottom, the bass were on their spawning grounds
until about the middle of July; but the grounds of this Asso-
ciation are about 1,500ft. above tide water, and the lakes are

sometimes not free from ice until quite late is the month of

May, and the surrounding hills are frequently snow-clad
quite late in the month of April, and this simply emphasizes
what is claimed as to the habits of this fish—that it does not
make for the spawning grounds until there is a change in the
temperature of the water. .

,

In our rivers and streams the water becomes more or less

warm, as a rule, at least two weeks earlier than in our lakes

and ponds, except those where the waters are shallow, and as

most of our streams and lakes which abotind in this fish are

shallow, the open season, if the law is made uniform
throughout the State, should commence when the bass in

these waters have left their spawn beds. If it is claimed;

however, that the open season as applied to these waters
would result in the destruction of the bass in deep lakes and
ponds, then as to them an exception should be made, either

specifically or a general exception as to all deep, still waters;

but such exception should not be made without the fullest

investigation as to the habits of the bass in the waters to

which it is to apply.

Without stating at length the sources of my information,

it is enough for the purpose of this article to say that there is

a pond in this county, covering perhaps 600 acres, in which
I have fished frequently on May 30 or 31. The waters
in this pond are shallow, and I have never seen but one bass

on the spawn beds on those days.

1 have in my charge a large, shallow pond in Ulster

county which abounds in bass, which I visited on May 30 a

few years ago, and did not find a single bass on the beds,

and this corresponds exactly with the information I have
gained in regard to other like waters in this vicinity and
throughout the State.

I am also advised that in Canada, where the lakes and
streams are ice-bound at least two weeks longer than in this

State, .the bass are through spawning, as a rule, by June 15

or 20, and there should be a difference of at least the same
time between Canada and the State of New York in the

period of spawning.
If the above views are correct aa to the time when black

bass usually spawn throughout the State, then a uniform
law extending the close season to July 1, or even to June 15,

would practically defeat itself. Such a law would be com-
monly regarded as arbitrary and prohibitory and wholly un-
necessary for the purpose of proper protection.

Thirty-five or forty years ago it was practically impossible

to enforce any fish laws in the counties comprising the lower
water-shed of this State (where trout at that time were very
abundant), for the reason that all the inhabitants claimed
that all the streams and lakes were free, and that they had
a natural right to fish when and where they pleased. "Juries

would not, as a rule, convict on the verj' best of proof, and
an attempt to collect the penalties prescribed by law fre-

quently resulted in the destruction of some of the finest

ponds, where the trout were destroyed by pike which had
been placed in these ponds as an act of retaliation or in a
spirit of revenge. A gradual but decided change of senti-

ment has,- however, taken place not only in this region, but
also throughout the entire State; the rights of riparian
owners are now respected, and the general sentiment is in
favor of observing the law, because its provisions and re-

strictions in regard to the taking of fish meet with general
approval, and the necessity for the protection of our fish

during the spawing seasons is commonly recognized.
If the close season for taking black bass is extended as

proposed, it, will be regarded by our people generally as un-
necessary for protection, and instead of meeting with popu-
lar approval it will be met in a spirit of defiance, and efforts

to enforce the law will generally fail, because the spirit of
approval which now exists will have given place to one of
hostility; and in that case many who now respect the law as
to the present close season would disregard it wholly, and the
bass would in many places be deprived of the protection
which they now have. J. S. Van Cleep.
PouGHKEEPSiE, N. Y., April 10.

THE CASTALIA CLUB.
Mr. J. E. GtTNCKEL sends us these notes from the Toledo,

0., Bee ot the Oastalia Club fishing in March. We think
likely he wrote them himself:

It takes a very enthusiastic angler to follow the winding,
icy bound trout stream of Castalia in the month of March,
particularly if the weather is so cold that the line is covered
with a coaling of ice and it falls heavily upon the water at

every cast. Snow, sleet, rain, wind nor coldwerf known to

stop the members of this famous club from fishing m the
cold creek stream. The opening days in March, with excep-
tion of cold, were followed by unusuallj' good luck, and the
records show an increase in number and weight over former
years. There must be something peculiarlv charming about
these opening days at Oastalia, for Dr. Beeman one day,
walking up the path, exclaimed as he stepped upon the
veranda of the club house: "I have traveled over 1,000 miles
to attend this opening." He did, for he came direct from the
Bermuda Islands.

Notwithstanding, in the pools, in the eddies and under the
floats, can be seen thousands of trout, and very often the
surface .seems perfectly alive with them in their morning
and evening antics; but there are days, and many in suc-
cession, when no bait, be it ever so tempting, and dropped
ever so naturally before these finny beauties, not one will

rise or even wink his eyelid. This is a case when the angler
knows there are plenty of fish. As this is true here, so is it

in the Maumee and adjacent waters.
There is no question but what this stream, with its un-

limited supply of running water, its many pools, tine spawn-
ing beds, contains more trout than any stream of like

dimensions in the world. The hatchery is one of the most
complete in the country and they can turn oat as many
trout after each spawning season as they desire. It may be
of interest to the reader to learn a few points touching this

method of fishing and why it is men are so soon weddedj to

its enchantments. Why it is considered an art.

The Castalia Association has not always sailed over peace-
ful waters. The beautiful stream and its surroundings are
the results of many hard-fought battles and considerable out-
lay of money. In some cases even the Supreme Court has
been appealed to, but just as everything seemed amicably
settled, at the opening' of this season, and the storms had all

passed over with clear sunshine and brighter prospects,
another cloud hangs heavily over these fair anglers. Early
in March it was discovered that the trout in some of the
pools were unusually agitated. They leaped upon the water
cress—some, through fright, even leaped out upon the
ground. This was not confined to one pool, but to many,
and Mr. Englert became greatly alarmed at what surely
meant the total annihilation of the trout. The disturbance
followed the pools up stream. Por many days Andy
watched for a cause. One morning at daybreak, in Sweeny
section, he saw the water foam, the trout leaping in every
direction, and as he raised his head over the high bank he
discovered the secret of the trouble. There, basking in the

sun, he saw a monster muskalonge, that had found its way
from the lake to this paradise. Seeing Andy, it quickly dis-

appeared under a float in a deep pool.

In spite of' his many years' experience as a fisherman, after

trying every known art, he could not capture this fish. He
could pick from any pool the trout he wished, but a monster
like this was beyond his learning. He could do nothing
with a net No bait tempted this greedy fish. A consulta-

tion was held with several members present at the club house,
but their efl'orts proved unavailing. By accident, some one
hinted that, there lived a man m Toledo whose reputation as

a truthful angler was unimpeachable, and whose record for

successfully capturing large fish was unequaled. After
another week passed, and each member took a trial to cap-

ture this fish, using all kinds of bait, the board of trustees

was caUed, and the meeting resulted in the following note
sent to Toledo:

Castalia, Ohio, March 10.—J. E. Gunckel, Toledo, Ohio:
Dear iSir: In our stream there is a fish of monster size, who
is devouring our young trout at a fearful rate. Knowing
that you stand alone in luring these big fish, we most cor-

dially invite you to our club grounds, and hope you may be
able to capture this tormentor. The keeper will be pleased
to show you the hiding places of this fish. The password
to.be admitted on the grounds for '97 is "Gum." .,

By OBDER OF THE TrTTSTBES.
Gunckel accepted the invitation, and a few da:vs before the

season opened he was at the club house. Then in the
shadow of a willow tree, lying at the bottom of a favorite

pool, rested a muskalonge which certainly would not weigh
less than lOlbs. He was motionless, except an occasional

movement of a fin. He was round as a balioon—the results

of his having gorged himself with trout. Gunckel took in

the situation, and after preparing his favorite rod he attached

to the line a Harris floating meadow frog. Down the stream
it floated several times—trembling as if alive, and by its

nature expecting at almost any moment to fall the victim to

some wary fish.

At the third cast the lure floated directly over the appar-

ently sleeping muskalonge—a terrible splash and the bait
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was gone down the stream ]ite a flash of lightning, now
leaping high iu the air, then circling around the great pool.

But lie soon discovered the master iiand of an expert angler.

Owing to the water cress and extending roots the tish could
not be lauded until after forty five minutes' careful handling.

It proved to he a lake muskalonge, weighing exactly 49ibs.

Firmly fastened in its great jawsVere several artificial flies,

one quickly recognized by Capt. Hasbrook. he dtclaring he
was -'snagged by the monster." From its stomach were
taken twenty-one trout, weighing from 4 to lOoz. It is

hinted that Gunckel will he unanimously elected an honor-
ary member of the club at its next meeting.

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATfON.
Philadelphia, April 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
regular monthly meeting of the Pennsylvania Fish Protect-

ive Association was held Saturday evening, April 10, at the

rooDQS, 1020 Arch street, Philadelphia, and was well attended.

A large number of applications for membership were pre-

sented, among them the Delaware County Fish and Game
Protective Association, of Chester; the Bucks County Fish
Protective .Association, of Doylestown; and the Beaver Falls

Rod and Gun Club, Beaver Palls.

Numerous communications were read fromlocal organiza-
tions throughout the State showing the work accomplished
in stocking the waters and the protection of fish.

The executive committee reported having received notice

of the proposed draining of several of the city reservoirs, and
said it would continue the work of transplanting bass and
other fish found therein to adjacent streams, with the

CO operation of the proper officials of the water department.
A special committee reported having made considerable

progress in an efEort to have placed in all the public schools

of the State charts containing the colored plates of fish

printed in the annual report of the Fish Commission,
together with other information for the guidance of the
youth.
The legislation committee reported as to the Delaware dam

hill hearing before Gov. Griggs.
Mr. Marion G. Sellers delivered an address on "Ply-Fish-

ing in the Upper Delaware and its Tributaries," concluding
with a paper upon "Late Developments in the Artificial

Hatching of Small-mouth Black Bass."
M. G. Sellers, Sec'y.

Report of the Legislative Committee of the
Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association.

Philaiiklphia, April 10.—Mr. Pi-esddent and Members: Your Leg-
islative Ccmtnittee reported at the last meeting us efforts at Hari is-

burg. This monih we have to report the effort which we made at
Treuton, and our interview •with GoTernor Griggs in presenting ob-
jections to the New .Jersey bill to allow of the placing of a dam
across the Delaware Eiver at or near Trenton.
The members who were present were Marion G. Sellerg, Wm. E.

Meehan, Howard W. Chase, Bernard L. Iiouredoure, and the chair-
man of the committee. Dr. Bushrod W. James.
We had a pleasant and generous reception from the Governor, who

accorded us full time to express our opposition to the bill.

Mr. Meehan was also the representative of the Pennsylvania and
United States fish commissioners and of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia; he presented their objections and stated
that the objections to it were two-fold: (1) The destruction of the
fisheries, and (S) that valuable franchises were being given without
any compensation, either for the franchise or the Injury done the
fisheries. He aamitted that the corporations interested would bene-
fit, and that the manufacturers and those who used the power would
be benefited, but held that these benefits would be more tban
counterbalanced by the financial and other losses to the pecple
of four States. The destruction of fish by these dams, he
argued, was not speculation, but could be proved, and the three
bodies that he represented stated positively that the shad industry
would practically be destroyed. It was true that the bill provides
tor fishwayg, but experience shows that such fishways were not
entirely eliective for shad. Proof of this was had in the Susque-
hanna. There some years ago, when that river was far more
profitable than the Delaware, a large dam was built at Columbia
from shore to shore, and others placed above, and immediately the
shad industry above there stopped. Fishways were erected, but the
shad refused to go up them in any quantity. Three hundred was the
number of shad caught the following year, and the greatest number
ever caught since while the dam was entire was 3,000. The shad is a
very timid creature, and seems to look upon fishways as traps. But
even if they did go through freely, the bill would still be objection-
able and cause injury to the fisheries on account of the canals and
raceways which might be built. The young fish spent their early
days in the upper river, and on their way down are drawn into the
race or canal ways and would be killed by the million. Many com-
plaints, he said, had been received by both the Pennsylvania and
New Jersey commissions of ithe few raceways that even now exist.
The Pennsylvania Commission has a staiion at Bristol, hatcbing
about 8.000,0 0 annually, and the United States Commission hatches
about 30,000,001) young shad at Gloucester. If the bill passed, the
Bristol hatcbery would have to be abolished, and it would only be a
little time when the United States would follow suit at Gloucester.
Last year the value of shad in the Delaware, at the nets, was halt a
million of dollars, of which $30,000 worth was above the Trenton
Falls. This represen s a million and a quarter dollars at the con-
sumer's price. Five million pounds of fish were caught and 15, 00,0.

0

people fed. Then, too. an infant fish industry is threatened, namely
the Atlantic salmon, a fish that now sells for 60 cents per pound at
the nets—ice greatest food tish known. Two thousand pounds were
caught last year, the second year of the run, and inside of twenty-
five years it will be a profitable industry.
Mr. Meehan read a letter from Commissioner Brice, of the L^niled

States Fish Commission, in which it was stated that if the bih becanie
a law the United States woulrl stop the salmon work in the Delaware.
It was then arfjued that no franchise such as the bill proposed should
be given without heavy money payment, and that large payments
should be exacted for the injuries done to the fish mdustries; yet not
|1 was offered. There was no dire necessity for the dam. Id vio-
lated the treaty between Pennsylvania and New Jersey of 187c<, pro-
viding that the maintenance and increase of fisheries was Ear more
important than the erection of dams.

Dr. Busbrod W. James called the Governor's attention to the fact
that there was a joint State agreement between New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, made many years ago. That they should always main-
tain the Delaware as an open stream by mutual legislation, and tbai
one of the most important rights of either State was the maintenance
of this compact, and that we of Pennsylvania feel tbat by givmg
corporate rights and privileges and conirol to any company at any
poiut on the stream, we would be deprived of our just righ"is in the
use of this public waterway, which is the equivalent of a highway
upon land.
He also stated that the Pennsylvania Fish Protective .Society bad

been working for flfteen years to have the Delaware River proijerly
pro ected b^ good laws and the food fish allowed freer access to their
spawning grounds in ihe upper waters of its tributaries.

•'UHVinfi obtained this aesirable end by statutes adopted by the
Legislatures of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and the products of
the stream thereby becoming more valuable from the increasea sup-
ply of shad, and m time no doubt by the salmon, which are increas-
ing, we are confronted with tnis inimical bill, which destroys ah the
efforts we have made We of your sister State look to the executive
of New Jersey to prevent this uisaslrous result from occurring and
to maintain the neighborly relations which we have thus far en-
joyed."

Dr, James said that the Ai^sociation which he represented was com-
posed of members-from all parts of the State of Pennsylvania, and
thai; their sole object was to see that good laws were maiie to protect
all the streams ol our State as well as the border stream—the Dela-
ware River. It not or ly aimed to have tae best laws enacted, but
desired to defeat bad legislation wherever it presented itself in this
direction. We have no private interests to subserve.
Gov, Griggs inquired whether our organization had not a commer-

cial interest in the products of the river, to which Dr. James and Mr.-
Sellers both replied that there was none whatever. That their whole
object was to see that good legislation was obtained and maintained
for the protection of the si reams which they helped to populate with
good and valuable food fish.

Dr. .Tames called the attention of the Governor to the fact that giv-
ing control of any part of the river to a corporation carried with it

the contents of the stream, hence all the food fish value would be
practically given to the corporation erecting the dam.
Pennsylvania furnished annually from the Bristol hatchery alone,

and New Jersey from the Gloucester hatchery, millions of small-fry
food fish for propagation in the upper streams of the Delaware.
It is now proposed to give this value of the present and the great

prospective future value to a private corporation, which we
believe on an open navigable river it has no right to ob'ain, the river
being, as stated, an open American waterway subject to the Govern-
ment control.
He also took strong grounfl from a sanitary standpoint, that as the

waters of the rirer might be needed for the larger towns and cities

along the Delaware River, in the future, that it was hardly the neigh-
borly act to contaminate the water by damming it up and making
slack water of a now quite rapidly running stream. Sanitarians all

Isnow tbat in order to maintain a stream free from impurities and
deleterious accumulations the water must be kept in constant agita-
tion and exposure thereby to the atmosphere. At Philadelphia we
already take a quantity of the Delaware water for the northeastern
district of the city.

Now this water right corporation will no doubt contaminate tke
water which we are obliged to use by damming it back as slack
water, and not only making it still water, but will fill it with malarial
products by covering over many thousands of acres of land now
under tillage, and which is saturated with soil decomposition.
This covering of these areas with slack water will undoubtedly fill

the water with a vast amount of decomposed vegetable matter, so
much so as to produce a widely diffused malarial mfluence, not only
locally here in and about Trenton and far above it, but the water will

be greatly impregnated by these vegetable decompositions which will

be taken up by the water, and especially so in dry seasons of the year,
when the stream is low and its borders exposed.
Persons along the border of the stream above the dam will cer-

tainly be more or less affected by these contaminating malarious
germs.
As friends and neighbors in friendly relation with you and the peo-

ple of your State, we urge with all of our energies the careful con-
sideration of this whole matter by your Escellenc.y, and we trust that
the bill may fce set aside and the injurious influence which it will

doubtless exert, if it becomes a law, thereby averted.

Mr. Marion G. Sellers traced the shad industry from 1882, when at
least 500 weirs were m use in the Delaware Elver from and above
Trenton, at which time the valuation of the catch was about $62,000.
He laid particular stress upon the hard and persistent effort carried
on by the Association for fifteen years to clear the river and increase
the product to a valuation of more than half a million annually.
The Delaware was practically cleared in 1893, since which time this

great increase has been brought about.
He then contrasted this condition with the Susquehanna River to

show the ruin that must follow if the Delaware is dammed. Also
that fishways would not open the upper reaches of the river (the
natural spawning grounds) to shad; experience with the Susquehanna
had proven this; then again the lormation of sand bars and the
accumulation of debris render them Inoperative.

Mr. Howard A. Chase spoke of the overwhelming public sentiment
in Philadelphia and throughout the State against the bill, as voiced
not only by the newspaper press, but by societies and associations
that had taken action, including city councils. He also told the Gov-
ernor that the member.-* of the Legislature from Philadelphia were
opposed to the bill, and while expressing confidence that the measure
would be defeated at Harri.^burg, he asked the Governor to aid us in
this good work by vetoing the New Jersey bill. He also touched
lirietly on the broad and sweeping rights and privileges granted to
corporations by this bill, especially the right of eminent domain,
which is contrary to the spirit of our institutions. He also referred
to the privileges granted in the bill for consolidation by leasee or
otherwise of the various companies that might be organized under i s

provisions, which would result in a gigantic monopoly.
The same arguments were made before the Senate Committee on

Heat, Light and Water of the Pennsylvania Legislature, at Harris-
burg, March 16, 1897.

The Knack of Fly-Casting.

Mr Andrew Englert, the Castalia Club's keeper, is

certainly one of the most successful fly- casters of tlie times.

"Wbat is fly-casting?" 1 asbed him, as he stood looking over

the meadow stream.

"Well, to get right at the point," replied Andy, "fly-

casting is a very simple movement and not a flourish. Tlie

elbow is kept down at the side, the forearm moving only a
little, and most of the work is done by the wrist. Holding
the rod by the 'grip,' the part of the butt wound with silk

or rattan to assist the grasp, one finds that the reel, which is

just below the 'grip,' aids in balancing the rod. The reel is

underneath in casting, After hooking a fish, many anglers

turn their rods so as to bring the reel to the upper side, thus
letting the strain of the line come upon the rod itself instead

of upon the rings or ferrules. Now," continued Andy, with
right foot in advance, "for the first cast, take the end of the

line, like this, in the left hand, and bring the rod upward
and backward until the line is taut; as you release the line

the spring of the rod carries the line backward. This is the

back cast. Then comes an instant pause, while the line

- straightens itself out behind, and ttien with a firm motion
of the wrist, helped a little by the forearm, the rod is

thrown forward and the line flies easily out in

front. Begin with a Une once or once and a half

as long as the rod and lengthen it out by de-

grees. The main points to be remembered are to keep the

elbow at the side, to train the wrist, to move the rod not too

far forward or back, always to wait until the line is straight

behind on the back cast, and to make sure that in this case

the line falls no lower than your head, a process which it

will take time to accomplish. Now, notice the pull when
the 'Man from Maine' caught his large fish a few years

since."

In less time than it takes to write, Mr. Englert was peace-
fully playing one of those big fellows that has toyed with
Oswald's and Waite's flies for many years. Just as Andy
was dropping the speckled beauty into his creel Dr. Beeman
approached, his face beaming with smiles. "I got 'm this

time," he said. Sure enough, he laid upon the ground
eighteen very fine trout. Mr. Eoglert whispered, "I caught
these for him before he started out this morning." The
largest weighed lOoz.

"I have fished in Florida waters and caught all kinds of

fish," said the Doctor, "but there is more romance and the
finer feelings of man are more easily aroused through the
strike of one of these wiry fellows than the tugging of a
Pensacola shark or a leaping tarpon. 1 am going home and
will begin at once writing a book, in two volumes, 'What 1

Enow About Ply Casting; or. The Recollections of a Busy
l.\ie."'—loledo Bee.

A Liate Connecticut Trout.

Waterbury, Conn., April 5.—Upon preparing for a
pleasiug repast a number of trout that I caught in this neigh-
borhood a few days since, I was surprised to find quite
well developed spawn in one of them. Such an occurrence
never before having come to my observation at this season of

the year, I would ask if it is not something very unusuarr'

F. S. L.
[Yes, it is unusual ; but such untimely fish are occasionally

reported ]

Salmon Fishing for Sale.
Freehold, on the best fishing waters of the southwest Miramichi

River (Burnt Hill). For terms and particulars apply to Thomas J.
Conroy, 38 John street, New York ciij.—Adv.

Clammy Truth.

Editor Forest aiid Stream:
Here is a cutting from the London IrutJi, descriptive of

"the Atnerican way of cooking clams:"

First place them in salt and water to remove all sand ; have ready
a basin of batter (beaten eggs and flour); take the clams from the
water and drain them on a cloth; dip each into the batter and then
pop them into a pan of boiling fat; drain on kitchen paper. Arrange
on an ornamental fish paper; decorate with small bunches of young
watercress, as the fish are of a pink shade. These flsh congregate In

hundreds and go down to the shore to throw off their shells; they are
then collected and sold by the fishmonger as a great dainty to epi-

cures. The flsh are dormant, although alive, and are insensible to the
process of cooking.

This gives us such new and valuable information concern-
ing the natural history of the clam that it seemed to me Mr.
Cheney should be put in possession of the startling facts here
first disclosed concerning the frolicsome and peculiar habits

of the festive clam. Russel Headley.

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

April 14-17.—Los Angeles.—Southern California Kennel Club.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 6. Manitoba Field Trials Club, iitorris, Man.
Nov. 2 —Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Protective AsEOCi-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8. CJoion Field Trials Club's trial?, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. Ib.-E, h\ T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.

LANGUAGE USED IN ADDRESSING DOGS
A VERT interesting treatise, entitled "The Language Used

in Talking to Domestic Animals," is that which was read to

the Anthropological Society, of Washington, March 3, by
Prof. H Carriogton Bolton, Ph.D. There is enumerated in

it a surpiising multiplicity of terms used in communicating
with the lower animals, and still more surprising is the ac-

curacy with which they learn the terms and understand
them. Horses, oxen, shtep, goats, swine, cat=, poultry, etc.,

each have a knowledge of a certain limited language which
is associated with certain needs and acts. The following is

specially devoted to the dog, and is an excerpt taken from
the treatise afore-mentioned

:

The superior intelligence of dogs and their constant close

companionsbip with man enable them to comprehend the

ordinary forms of speech to a surprising extent. The words
used often acquire a special significance, being adapted to

secure definite action on the part of the animal under train-

ing.

English literature at an early period contains many allu-

sions 10 the terms used in controlling dogs. Halliwell quotes
the following hunting cry to dogs:

"Thai halowyd there howndys with how
In holtis herde I never soche hew."

—MS. Douce S03, f. SU.

The same authority gives another cry in hunting:

"Now is the fox driven to hole, hoo to hyni, hoo!

For and he crepe out he wiUe you all undo."
—Excerpta kistorica, p. S19.

In Scotland shepherds incite their dogs to pursue sheep by
tht ciy hoto sheep; how is sa,id to be related to the Islandic

hoa (Jamieson). Another term, for the same purpose, is

thus referred to by Sir Walter Scott: "Little Wasp barks at

Dinmount, who cries while half asleep: 'Hoy Yarrow, man
far yaud, far-yaud,' imagining he was calling to his sheep-

dog and hounding him (Guy Mannering, ch. 48).

la the chorus of the tamous old hunting song, 'A South-
erly Wind and a Cloudy Sky," the terms hoyke and harkfor-
ward are applied to foxhounds:

Drag him on, hoyke, wind him, my steady old hound.

Drag him on, hoyke, wind him, tne coverts resound,

Cborus to the next verse.

Hark-forward, hark-forward, hark-forward, brave boys,

Hark-forward, hark-forward. Zounds ! don't make a nolse^

Chorus to the last verse.

Hark, Diummer, hark, hark. Tuner, hark, Tuner,

He's dodging and jumping at every bush.

Old Vixen has fastened her tooth in his brush.

"Whoop! tear him, whoop! tear him, he's fatrly run down-

Whoop, tear him, whoop, tear him
;
give Joe his half crown.

The chorus to a song by O'Keefe contains further excla-

mations used in controlling foxhounds

:

With a hey, ho, chivy,

Hark-toiward, hark-forward, tantivy,

Hark, hark, tantivy.

This day a stag must die.

The chorus in the "B'ox Chase" has analogous expressions:

Tally ho, tally ho,

After reyuard we go.

While echo on echo

Re Joubles the song.

And in the same song occurs the word yoix:

Yoix, yols, tally ho.

In England trainers of pointers and setters use a number
of words having special significance. Thus to cause the dog
to lie down the word of command is given, doion, or, doion-

eharge, also ch'irgej to come to the master's heel and remain
there the order is, heel; to gallop forward, hold up; to abstain

from taking food placed near, or to slop running in to birds,

the peculiar term tuho is used ; lo prevent the dogs Irom
breaking fence, the order is ware fence, and to come back
from chasing cats, poultry, hares, etc., loare chase; to pre-

vent the dog from chasing furred animals the order is ware
fur, or to stop the chase of bitds, tcare feather. The ab-

breviation of beware to 'ware is obvious. All these expres-

sions bear out my remarks on the dignified speech used by
man toward dogs. Of another character are the common
ejaculations stto encomage a dog to watchfulness, and stu-

boy to order a dog to seize another animal or a person.

bttady, dead bird, bring 'em in, Me on, are words of common
speech; so is sich-'em, a corruption of "seek-iiim," .Jamieson
records the term loho-yand as used in Lanarkshire to make
dogs pmsue horses. At the deatli of the chase, hunters cry,

whoo-up (Halliwell). .

In southern United States almost every hunter has a
special language for his own dog, so that the animal will
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hot hunt for any one unfamiliar with the peculiar com-
inands.

6ome of the calls for "Come here" used hy different na-
tionalities sound strangely to Anglo-Saxon ears, but are
merely corruptions of the words "come" and "come here*' in
the given languages. Thus the Cherokee Indians cry 7m/i,
him, to call their dogs to the person, Iimi being derived from
h'ani, meaning "here." In lilte manner the Polish call
kotdlmid simply means "come here."
.

It is, interesting to note that in Bohemia, Denmark, Cour-
land (Russia) and even in Prussia the natives address dogs in
the French language, even when otherwise ignorant of it.

For example, allez—go on ; start on the chase ; marclie—
get away; o.pporis—bring, and couche—lie down. In East
Prussia couche becomes kuscli, identical in sound, and is used
in combination with German, as kmeli-dich (for miicTie-M),
"lie down."
The absolute dependence on dogs by the several tribes of

the Eskio3o race is well known. The natives at Point Bar-
row urge forward their dog teams with two cries; a man or
VFoman runs before the animals crying tuUa, and another
man runs behind the team calling coo. To call a dog to the
person the Esl<itno crj an, which also means "yes." In
ordering dogs they use the third person, saying, for ex-
ample, "Let him lie down^' (communicated by Mr. John
Murdoch)

\
jThe Eskimo of Baffin Land cry yatit, also yowkm Icoksa,
and 7mee to urge on dogs; to direct them to the right they
exclaim oioa, 6wa, ya-dic; and to the left, clioia, clioia, yd,,

choi; to stop the animals they call o o o-oa (communicated by
Dr. Franz Boas).
Mr. W. H. Gilder, of New York, who has traveled exten-

sively in the Arctic regions of both hemispheres, sent me an
interesting letter, from which I make the following extracts:
"The Eskimo of North America have no domestic animals

except dogs, and in calling them they say Juir-hdr hdr in a
low tone, pausing a long time between each word, or rather
repeating it at intervals as often as necessary to gain the dog's
attention and secure his obedience. In the sled there is

always one well-trained dog for a leader—one which under-
stands the word of command; but it is at no lime a very
easy matter to make the animals mind. They are often obsti-
nate or unruly, and about the best a driver can do is to get
them to go somewhere near the direction he would have
them go, The word to the right is why-ah-imr Mr; the ah
is short, but strongly accented, as is also the last syllable.
To the left is ah rroot, the first syllable long, the a as" in far,
and the r rolled somewhat. The Eskimo use a whip with a
handle about 18in. long and a lash from 18 to iOft. in length.
"The Indians and the half-breeds, as well as the trappers

of the Hudson Bay Co.'s service generally, have a man to
run ahead to lead the dogs where a track has not been bro-
ken. If there is a track the dogs will follow it, but it keeps
them up better to be led by a man. The driver constantly
calls the dogs by name, or throws pieces of sticks at them to
keep them at work.
"The Tchoucktchis of Siberia as well as the Russians of

Kamtchatka say to their dogs tok4ok, to go to the right,
neither syllable accented ; to go to the left they say nah nah,
the a as in hat. The Tchoucktchis use a stick 8 or 4it long^
shod with iron, terminating with a point, which can be ap'
plied as a brake to stop the sled ; it usually has some iron
rings at the top which jingle when shaken, and urges the
dogs to greater exertion, and it reminds them of the skill
with which the driver can throw it and hit any dog in his
team. The driver recovers the stick without leaving his seat
as the sled glides past on the snow.
"In driving reindeer the animals are guided by a rein and

not by the voice. The rein comes back to the driver upon
the sled from the base of the antlers of the off animal, and
the near one has his halter tied to the antlers of his mate. A
steady pull means go to the right, and a series of jerks indi-
cate the left. In starting, the driver always leads the team
for a few steps, and then they break into a trot., the driver
jumping on the sled as it comes past him.

"In driving herds of domestic reindeer the natives con-
stantly shout choTD-chm, and it was this expression that the
Cossack conquerors of the country heard and finally cor-
rupted into Tchoucktchis (pronounced chook elite).

"The horses in northern Siberia belong to the Yakouts.
In driving or riding they guide them with a pair of reins,
and urge them forward with the cry Mii, hut, hut, repeated
three limes as written, the first word in a moderate tone, the
second louder, and the third with a very strong accent. In
traveling with these people you hear this cry all day. To
stop the horses the driver blows his breath forcibly through
his lips, which are closed, but relaxed, making a peculiar
rattling sound difficult to express in writing."
So far Mr. Gilder's Interesting letter. I suggest symboliz-

ing the sound alluded to in the last paragraph by the letters

prrrr. The items about horses and reindeers are not exactly
in place in this section, but it seemed best to preserve the
letter as a whole.
In German-sptaking countries, besides the French already

named, the following language is used. To call dogs to feed,
cla, da, and za, za, ed are of much antiquity, occurring in
Tristan, thirteenth century (Grimm). A common com-
mand used to-day in East Prussia to urge a dog to seize
another one or a person is /ass/ sometimes strengthened by
the prefix alle (from allons); thus, allefass. To drive dogs
away the word is w/We/igm, which is an abbreviation of will
er heim. Dogs are ordered to lie down, after pointing, by
the expression ti-l)o (tee-bo).

In the Tyrol dogs are Mimmoned to the person with the
call d^; dd, dd; driven olt with Jiuss, huss, and ordered to
ktep quiet, unieri, gehst hinteri

!

In Denmark dogs are urged to attack a person by the cry
pooss, or sook, soak. In Norway dogs are called by the chirp
psp. In Bulgaria by the cry ktits-chti, and driven away by
sehit.

in southern Finland dogs are called hj prisse, and driven
off with knsli.

In those provinces of Russia on the Baltic where the
natives speak the Lettish dialect dogs are called to the per-
son with 86, se, and kuts, kuts, or kutso, kutso; but if they are
called to feed the term is Ink, lak. They are driven olf with
aa-lauka, sa-lauka {lauka—without). Young puppies, how-
ever, are called with tsehu, tschu.

In lUyria dogs are called to tne person with mka, mka, and
na, na. They are driven away with as, osa, and cuki, cuke.
Puppies, however, are called With j?s and kue, and driven off
with sibe.

In Poland and the other Russian provinces where Polish is

spoken a variety of terms is used to control dogs. They are
called to the person by na, tu, iu, tu, "to" meaning "here";
also by na, ty, ty, and by pojd,s, tu. In Podolia the call is m,

^c, w. in Lublin the cQiamon cry is m, nd, naU-l^U.

Dogs are driven from the person witlia/i^^, adia., m^agrusj
in Lublin with a-ha, pojdsies.

In urging dogs to attack man and animals the terms vary
with the animal to be seized. The general command is /w/s

ffo or gryz go, sometimes pyf; to attack hogs, Jmzie sioe, also
mi sioi;; to attack geese, gaz gaz szukaj, the latter word mean-
ing "seek"; to attack hens, szukajkur; to attack cattle, szukaj
byd.Iii; also '/i-ieddj ta, M-t'tl ila, sd, sa, sa:

In the Rnthenian dialect dogs are driven frorh the person
with atsdieebd /

In Turkey and Greece dogs are ignoble animals; and a,rfe

spurned by men rather than called. In Greece they . dtfe

driven off with the cry hosse, and urged to attack eadh other
by too-too-toore. In Van, Turkey, they are driven off with
guch and osht; but Kurds use werre; and the animals are
urged to attack each other with kusJi, kush, p^m, and with
ha guee.

In Spain the common call to dogs to approach the person
is nJm-cJw (pronounced tchu-tcho), or tus-tus; from the latter

we have the saying: "A perro viejo no hay tus-tus." It is

useless to call tnn-tus to an old dog, i. e., "You can't catch an
old bird with chaff." In some provinces ius becomes ms.
In the same country they frighten or drive away dogs with
the ejaculations ^je and zu (pronounced ayhay and thah).

In Japan the natives call dogs by names given in conse-
quence of some peculiarity of the individual, as the color of
their hair, and if a dog has red hair he is called by the word
for red; but foreign dogs are called kame, ka/riie, which con-
veys two meanings— one is "that dog," and the other is

"come" (.communicated by Mr. H. Ichikawa).
In the Zulu language the exclamation tyi tyi is used to set

on dogs, and this joives rise to a verb "tyityi zela"—to set on
as dogs (Colenso's Zulu-English Dictionary),

Professor Hans Oertel, to whom I am greatly indebted
for voluminous correspondence exhibiting philological eru-
dition, sends me an amusing incident with regard to a term
used in South Africa,. Herr .Joest, writing of his travels in
Africa in 1883, says: "The traveler in South Africa hears
daily and hourly the singular word futsekk, which means
take yourself away ! get out! and is used by persons of all

nations chiefiy to dogs, though occasionally in personal inter-
course. This word is so widely and constantly used that an
English globe-trotter, after some weeks' sojourn at the Cape,
wrote in his journal as follows : 'In Africa all dogs are called
futnekk, and it is very remarkable that when you call them
they always run away.' " Herr Joest points out, however,
ihhi ftitsekk is a contraction of the Dutch words "voort, zeg
ik"—tnat is, Fort, sage ich (or in English, "Go away, I say").

JACK.
New York.—Editor Forest and Stream: Ajs our thoughts

revert to days long past/they are associated with events that
have left the deepest impressions. To the sportsman his
success with gun and rod is lived over and over during
many a pleasant reverie.

In the 703 Jack was my constant companion, skirting hill,

dale and brier copse in quest of "Bob White" during the
crisp November days—days when the stubbles glistened in
the morning sunlight like radiant jewels; days when the
little brooklets struggled against the embrace of the ice king;
days when the highways were flint-like in their hardness, and
the dead leaves fluttered beneath our feet on every pathway
in the woodland. Such glorious, delightful days ; no weighty-
cares or responsibilities rested upon us then and we were free
to commune with all wild things in nature.
When Jack was but four months old he was given oc-

casional rambles in nearby stubbles, and at this early age
gave promise of great things. His education became a pleas-
ure and when November came we were both ready for busi-
ness. Through the five or six years that followed, Jack and
I were almost inseparable, and many were the brown-backed
beauties that found a quiet resting place in the pockets of
my shooting jacket.

On the daj-s when my "shooting clothes" were not on,
Jack would look the picture of disgust and scarcely notice
me, and after a number of inexcusable misses he would lose
all interest in life, then look up and say (in dog language),
"You're off to-day, go home and take a lest."
One of our days in '79 stands out as the red-letter day of

my boyhood. It was late in November and the morning sky
was filled with black, murky clouds from which oozed a
heavy mist, and the outlook was far from encouraging.
This weather had been preceded by much rain
Having been housed up during this period, Jack and I

were both anxious to take the kinks out of our legs. At
midday the clouds parted and the sun soon shone in all his
brightness. We haste to the stubbles, and with what zest
does Jack range far and wide, with head high in air, nos-
trils distended to catch the delicious aroma that tells of the
hiding place of the mottled covey. .Jack has suddenly dis-
appeared from view. Ah! there he stands quivering in
every limb, his eyes rolling as his head is turned from side
to Side, body rigid ; but his actions betoken that the birds
are lying all about him. Advancing cautiously, the birds
are flushed and two reports ring out in quick succession.
One bird is seen to fall and is soon retrieved in faultless style,

the covey is marked as well as the laggara that seemed hard
hit with the second barrel. On entering cover this bird is

soon found quite dead. A double on the first rise fills both
dog and humer with joy. One more is scored here and we
hie on to other fields unown to be prolific. Through the
piney woods, where our footfalls are as noiseless as on a
carpeted floor, beyond the deep shadows to the old road, and
then the broad fields on either hand invite us to exploration.
Acre after acre is crossed and quartered by Jack without a
find; one more corner is to be run, and as he enters this
likely-looking spot his pace is slackened and the advance is

now made with cat like tread. He halts, now advances and
suddenly becomes statuesque. With heart beating like a
sledge hammer, I steady my nerves by a powerful effort and
advance on the quarry. Ahl one bird is down and the
cloud of smoke (black powder) prevents use of the second
barrel. With what a delighted look is this bird laid in my
hand and how affectionate is my caress as a reward. These
birds drop in a little ravine bordered by birches, and in less

than fifteen minutes five more birds are brought to bay over
four points, one double being scored. Perfect work and
shooting of the same order; how seldom it happens thus.

After drawing many fields blank we locate a covey in tall

weeds near a large swamp and succeed in making a quick
double. What pleasure can be compared to such days
afield? After gathering in three more denizens of wood and
field we retrace our steps.

The sun was now sinking behind the hills, flooding hill

and dale with soft and rosy light. A few fleecy clouds
floated liere and there, cold aod somber where hanging iu the

shadows, but warm and glistening where pierced by the
fast dying sun. Quiet reigned, save for the barking of a
dog on a nearby farm and the shrill whistle of a locomotive
far away. Jack was seemingly content "at heel," while I
was lost in admiration of the beautiful twilight. As we
reached a thicket adjoining a rail fence, which was neces-
sary for us to surmount. Jack began sniffing the air in an in-

terested way. On reaching the fence he suddenly stopped,
while in the act of jumping, with his front feet on the top
rail. Rigid as a sphinx he stood; and how I loved him at
that moment. This picture now stands as vividly before me
as though it were but yesterday. As the birds flushed they
rose high in air and were clearly outlined against the rose-
ate sky, At the gun's flash a thud was heard and one more
beauty joined his fellows in my capacious game pocket.
Fqurieen quad, and but fifteen shots fired is a record never

since equaled by myself, and Jack was largely responsible
for my success. Every bird was pointed and retrieved by
him, and his work was of the most perfect character. Dear
old -Jack has gone to the happv hunting grounds, being car-
ried off by poison before his time. May the miscreant who
administered it some day meet his just punishment. As
Jack lay cold in death he was wet with my tears, and then
his body was tenderly laid to rest.

The years have passed in quick succession, and many
days have been spent afield—North, South, East and West

—

but none have given the same exquisite pleasure as when
Jack was my companion way down in "Jersey."

E. H. GOODNOTOH.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
A French bull dog club was organized in New York city

on April 5. They decided that the bat ear is the correct
type of ear. Twenty-one members comprise the number of
the new club. Officers were elected as follows: President,
Walter W. Watrous; Vice-President, G. N. Phelps; Treas-
urer, R. H. Hunt; Secretary, J. R. Buchah; Executive
Committee, Blakely Hall, J. L. Kernochan, R. H. Hunt, G.
L. Ronalds, Jr., G. N. Phelps, J. R. Buchan, W. W. Wat-
rous. The following was adopted

;

"The French bull dog should have the appearance of an
active, intelligent, muscular dog, smooth coated, compactly
built, and of small stature.

"The size of mature dogs to he 231bs., and thatof mature
bitches 201 bs.

"The ears, as shall hereinafter be known as the bat ears,
shall be large in size, being broad at the base, well elongated,
with rounded tops. They should beset high in the head, but
not too close together, and carried erect, with the orifice
plainly visible from the front. * * *

"Dock tails, mutilated ears, and other than bat ears shall
be disqualified."

The Manitoba Field Trials Club has been fortunate in se-
curing the consent of Mr, Thomas Johnson to act as judge
at the club's forthcoming trials on chickens. As an expert
in such matters he ranks with the best, besides having a
natural firmness and decision of character which will make
his office respected.

Beagle owners should keep in mind that the National
Beagle Club of America's Produce Stakes have limitations
beginning on April 20. For full information address the
secretary, Mr. George W. Rogers.

heeling.

FIRST LESSONS.
Learmno to ride a bicycle is, in one essential at least, like

training a wild beast, as it is a contest in which success is

largely a matter of will power and in which advance can
only be made by keeping the upper hand over your intract-
able subject. It is of vital importance that the rider realizes
that he is master, and if his mount develops a tendency to
get the best of him he should stop his lesson then and there
and not begin again till he can go at the thing with the re-
quisite determination and fearlessness.

Fear is fatal to success. If you are afraid of your bicycle
the bicycle will detect it to a certainty and turn upon and
rend you just as the wild animal turns upon his trembling
trainer. On the other hand, if you keep your wits about you,
and a wholesome contempt for the inanimate thing upon
whose subjugation you have determined, learning is easy.

* »

It is one thing to ride in a bicycle school and quite another
thing to ride on the street. On the street, even when the
course is clear and the danger of collision with moving objects
at a minimum, the surface varies to such an extent that the
bicycle school graduate can only get along with the greatest
difficulty and he often feels that he has to learn all over
again.

Dry asphalt furnishes the easiest surface for him to try at
first and next to that macadam, but even on such roads he is

bothered by the constantly changing grade. Hills are some-
thing not previously dreamed of in his philosophy, and
when he tries to climb them he is like a man in a nightmare
who ought to be able to down his difficulties, but who feels;

as if his hands were tied and his efforts impotent.

Bicycle school instructors know of the troubles their
pupils encounter when first beginning outdoor riding, and
generally advise a few street lessons. These finishing les-
sons are really the most important part of pupils' bicycle
education; but many fail to realize this, and as a result de-
velop an unnecessary timidity out of doors and make slow
progress.

In France people are more logical, and they endeavor
from the start to fit the learner for the actual conditions he
will encounter when thrown upon his own resources in the
outer world. The level-headed Frenchmen conduct their
pupils through a series of advancing grades, which suggest
actual outside conditions as nearly as possible. As soon as-

the pupil has learned to balance and turn on a flat riding,
ground he is tested with mild inchnes, which, when sur--
mounted, are exchanged for steeper grades and rougher'
surfaces, until the rider is finally taught to pedal up and'
doWn actual hills and la pronounced fit for the road.

Hill climbing presupposes some knowledge of anklework,
which is the keystone of successful cycling; but, as a rule,
this nicety of wheeling is entirely overlooked in our Ameri-
eaa schools, Tbe rider is simply taugbt tg jnount, to bal--
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anRe and to tutn in dne direction, and tlie gteat requisite of
a proper understanding of the application of power to tlie

pedals is completely ignored The pupils are turned out
capable of riding on level surfaces under favorable condi-
tions, or down hill, provided they keep their wits about
them, but when it comes to an up grade or a bead wind
they have everything to learn. This is not as it should be,
and it is to be hoped that the time is not far distant when
we will incorporate something of the French method in our
schools.

In Germany women riders are not allowed on the streets

till they have passed an examination proving their skill.

The rider must demonstrate before the police authorities her
ability to control her wheel under the common contingencies
of cycling before receiving her permit, which is in the form
of a document declaring her to be the rightful owner of a
bicycle. This document must be carried with her whenever
she goes riding, and produced on demand by the police.

No doubt the rule prevents fatalities that so often result

from inexperience, but it is not the kind o£ a thing our
American girls would tolerate.

WHEELING NOTES.
When riding for pleasure, never test the limit of your en-

durance. It is an easy matter for the casual rider to exhaust
his strength, and this is likely to happen if he attempts to

keep the pace that is commonly set. Most wheelmen ride

too "fast, accepting as their standard the speed maintained by
the younger and more athletic riders. This speed is based
on the rate attained by a runner, whereas for many wheel-
men the pace of a leisurely walker is more suitable.

If a rider moves his feet only a little faster than the ordi-

Bary walking gait, he is pretty sure not to overfatigue him-
self, even though he lack any constitutional vigor.

An eminent physician, who has advocated the use of the
bicycle for women since the days when the exercise tirst be-
came popular, says that now, after five years' study and ob-
servation, he has only one reservation to make. The npces-
sity for moderation is greater now, he says, than in the days
of heavier wheels, because overexertion is so much easier

with our modern light models, that enthusiastic riders overdo
unknowingly.

The English and Continental papers are much exercised
over a rumor that Defender will be fitted out and raced in
British waters, various details as to skipper, crew, etc., being
stated most positively. The report has its origin exclusive-
ly on the other side of the water, and is entirely without
foundation. Defender is still at her moorings in Echo Bay,
and will remain there in all probability for a long time to
come.
It has recently been reported that James Gordon Bennett

has purchased Britannia from the Prince of Wales, but the
report is not confirmed, and is probably untrue. At the
pame time, Britannia is for sale, and the Prince of Wales
will probably replace her with a new Watson cutter.

In the accounts thus far published of the new Gould steam
yacht, which is expected to equal if not to surpass anything
afloat, no mention whatever is made of the name of the de-
signer. So far as we can learn, no designer will be employed,
but the vessel will just be built after the usual American
plan which has resulted in so many conspicuous failures in
the "protected cruiser" class of steam yachts. Considering

I

the cost of such a vessel and the absolute necessity for
I special skill of a very high grade in all the planning, this
would seem to be a very risky experiment.

RactDg in Restricted Classes.

The Field of March 30 has the following account of a new
restricted class that differs somewhat from the usual "one-
design" classes:

Mainly owing to the series of races for open sailing boats
given by the West Quay Regatta Club last season, a new
club has been formed at Southampton under the name of the
Southampton Sailing Club, and it bids fair to be very popu-
lar and successful. Its object is the encouragement of open
boat sailing, and the burgee is red, with white vertical bar in
the center. The rules provide that the boats are to be open,
not exceeding 14ft. over all, to carry no ballast, nor have
fixed keels, fins or other addition to the outside, while the
centerboard ia not to exceed o-16in. plate. All spars are to
fit inside the boat; the mast must be stepped on an ordi-
nary step, or on the keelson of the boat; only two spars al-
lowed to the mainsail, and no battens in the after leach, and
only two fore-and-aft sails will be permitted. The length of
the bumpkin is restricted according to the size of the boat;
no guys or fastenings allowed on the fore side of the mast, or
other evasions which would tend to allow the spinaker to be
used as a fore-and-aft sail. The boats are to carry life-saving
apparatus; the anchor is not to exceed 22lbs., and rope cable
only will be allowed. The time allowance is at the rate of
one minute per foot, and for every first prize won in a club
race the winning boat will have to allow in the following
races one minute to each boat which competed against her
in the race when such prize was won. The crew is not to ex-
ceed three, and no boat will be allowed to be sailed single-
handed; they are also to be steered by a member of the club,
and the crews are to be members, or gentlemen amateurs.
Although only started in January, the club alreadynumbers
nearly forty members, and there are now ten boats available
for the class matches in addition to others building.
The first annual meeting was held at the Pier Hotel,

Southampton, on Monday evening, under the presidency of
Mr. A. Spooner (Commodore), who was re-elected, as were
also Dr. R. E. Lauder as Hon. Sec, and Mr. F. V. Beatou as
Hon. Treas., and the committee were appointed as follows:
Messrs. F C. Carter, F. Dewey, G. Dewey, J. Fisher, H. J.
Grandison, A. B. Heanley, F. Quinton, W. A. Richards, B.
H. Trippe, J. H. Williamson, T. H. Hine and A. A. Alex-
ander. It was reported that eleven matches had been ar-
ranged for the coming season—ten for the 14ft. class and one
for boats belonging to members which do not come within
the class. Mr. Tankerville Chamberlayne has given a cup
for the boat winning the greatest number of points during
the season, and prizes have also been promised by the com-
modore, the mayor of the borough (Mr. E. Gayton), Sir
Francis Evans, M P., Dr. Lauder, Mr. J. Lauder and Mr. F.
V. Beaton. The subject of promotinga one-design one class
of boat for sailing in Southampton Water was debated at
some length, the general opinion being that a centerboard
boat of about 17ft., with a moderate amount of lead on the
keel, and to cost about £40, would be the best type; but ulti-
mately the design and other matters were left to the com-
mittee, as were also the questions whether the 14ft. class
should be allowed to carry spinakers, as the danger of their
so doing was evidenced more than once last season, and
whether each boat sbaU Jiave a number on the peafc of the
maiosai], as is the oase dow in the Solent olasiSGs, A vote
of thanks to the oomtoo^pr^ iot pregi^log oJosed » very
gUG09sg{ul meeting.

The PieicZ of March 2? gives the following account of a
one-design class Of 25ft. cutters how buildinglfor Blelfast
Lough:

The coniing yachting season in Belfast Lough promises t o
be interesting and eventful beyond anything of previous
years. For many seasons past it has been the desire of local
yachtsmen to get a number of boats of similar build and de-
sign, with a view to keener competition, and in this they
have partially succeeded. The members of the Bangor Cor-
inthian Sailing Club took the lead, and from time to time
got boats of a similar class and design built which afforded
excellent sport and close finishes—so much so that in the
majority of instances premier places in races in which they
competed were only secured through skillful handling and
seamanship. Following the matter further up, a number of
gentlemen representing the diflrerent clubs of the lough de-
cided, at the close of last season, on building a new class,
and Mr. Fife, the eminent Scotch designer, was asked to de-
sign a boat which would meet the general wishes and wants.
A particular design was accordinely prepared and decided
uoon, and tenders were invited, with the result that that of
Mr. John Hilditch, of Carrickfergua, was accepted out of
quite a number sent in, not only by builders on this side of
the Channel, but by several well-known firms on the Clyde.
Mr. Hilditch entered on his contract about the beginning of
the year, the stipulation being that thp boats—seven in all

—

are to be ready by May 1 next. Mr. Hildii-ch's yard at the
present time is well worth a visit. The work of construction
is going rapidly on, and all the boats are in a forward state,
so much so that it is expected the majority of them will be
ready for launching by the middle of next month. Tbev
have been designed and built with h view to comfort as well
a"? speed, as the following dimensions will show. Each is

38ft. over all, waterline 2.5ft,, beam 8ft. Tin. The keels are
of cast metal, each weighing 3]^ tons. Th'^ hulls
are very well forward, and the boats should orove
dry in bad weather. They will be cutter rigged,
pach mast being S9ft. long, and the boom about
28ft. They will carry gafi: topsails, which will be somewhat
of an innovation for local yachtsmen who are accustomed to
the smaller classes of boat. So far as mea.surement is con-
cerned, the newcomers will be about 3 5 raters. The timbers
are all steam bent, the lower planking is of pitch pine, and
the top sides yellow pine. They will be named after the feath-
ered tribes, and have already been drawn for by the owners.
The names chosen are as follows; Hoopoe, Wimbrel, Feltie,
Halcyone, Tern, Flamingo and Merle. The hulls will be
painted dilferent colors with one exception, and in this case
the top sides will be kept bright. There could not possiWy
be any choice in the boats, as all have been built off the same
moulds, and if there should be any difference in their sailing
capabilities it will undoubtedly be attributable to training
or seamanship. The first cruise is expected to take place
early in May, and the result will be watched with much in-
terest. Mr. Hilditch has just received an order for, and ia
about to enter on, the building of another boat of exactly
similar design for Mr. Lee Hill, of Londonderry. Although
this boat is intended for the Foyle. it is quite possible that
she may turn up at some of the Belfast Lough regattas dur-
ing the coming season. In addition to the above, Mr. Hil-
ditch has on hand a steam yacht built to the order of Mr. A.
J. A. Lepper, J. P., Carrick'fergus. This yacht is now almost
ready, and only awaits the engines, which are being con-
structed in the Isle of Wight. The length of the yacht is

66ft. over all, with a waterline of 48ft. She was designed by
Mr. Dixon Kemp, and will be schooner-rigged. Never be-
fore was the yacht building and yacht repairing industry so
brisk at Carrickfergus, and as a couRequencea large number
of hands are being employed. The result of the winter's la-
bor promises to add to Mr. Hilditch's well-known reputation
as a builder.

Loss of the San Francisco Club's House.
San Fkancisco, April 5.—A great calamity was the burn-

ing of the handsome club house of the San Francisco Y. C.
a few days since, with heavy loss to the club and individual
members. It was a clean sweep of the building, burning
down to the water's edge the foundation piles, on which it
stood over the water, and which were the mo.st expensive
portion of the structure. Fortunately most of the hand-
some rowboats and canoes were .«aved, but the contents of
the reception room, with its valuable paintings, piano and a
beautiful model, some 10ft. long, fully rigged, of a cutter,
valued at $500, were lost, and the undersigned lost some
forty odd models of famous Eastern and local yachts. The
club also lost a handsome silver pitcher presented by Com.
Ashbury as a prize, and a portrait of himself and models of
the Cambria and Livonia.
As there was very little insurance on the house and con-

tents, and most of the members are young men on salaries,
I do not see how we are going to be able to rebuild. There
is some talk about consolidating with the Pacifies, but there
is some antagonism of long years' .standing resulting in the
switching off of sundry members that organized the Pacific
Club.
Then there is the Corinthian Club, composed of youngsters

that term us old fogies and say they do not want us, as their
rules do not admit of anything in size beyond the ability of
Corinthians to handle, and some of the San Francisco Club's
yachts are large schooners. So we are wonders on the face
of, not the earth, but the waters, and know not where to lay
our heads. Podgers.

Tbe Cruise of the Energy.
Stottville, N. Y., April 7.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Having read with great interest Lieut. Meigs' letters de-
scribing passage of smacks Enerery and Relief from New Lon-
don to Valparaiso in 1832, published in FoEEST AND Stream
of 3d inst , I believe that I can give a little information as
to result of this fishing venture.
Some years ago my boatman at New London told me the

story of this voyage, and said that the smacks went out to
introduce Yankee ways of fishing on the coast of Chili. The
venture promised to be successful until the Chilian Govern-
ment imposed duties, which stopped the business. The
smacks afterward returned to New London. It is said that
when the Energy went into the harbor of Valparaiso, the
flagship to which Lieut. Meigs was ordered was laying at
anchor off the city. Capt Eldridge luffed the smack up
alongside the ship, as he would have gone to his wharf at
New London. The admiral happening to be on deck came
to the gangway, and looking down upon the Energy's deck
remarked, "You fellows will be coming round the Horn on
a toothpick nextl" Probably the frigate could have taken
the smack on deck about as easily as she handled her own
launch. I have always supposed this thing to have been an
old sailor's yarn, but it certainly fits the letters which you
published.
Possibly the New London library has a full account of this

venture, and certainly the files of local papers could tell us
all about the ves.sels. A, C. Stott.

A Liarge Schooner.
The announcement is made this week of a new cruising

schooner nearly as large as Yampa, to be designed by A. S.
Chesebrough and built by the Harlan & Hollingsworth Co.
(who built Yampa) for an Eastern yachtsman. The dimen-
sions given are:

Lengtii over all, 13Sft,

UW.h,,r,. ,<lt'4ft,

Beam.,.,..,,..,.- 'Mi.
Craft.,.,..,,.!.. : .,, lUti, 6ia,

Eastern Y. C.

The Ha^tern Y. C. has for some years suffered even more
than the New York clubs from the reaction of the 90ft. ex-
trayagancCj and the best efforts of its race committees have
failed to bring about anything more important than knock-
about races. The fault has not been with either the club or
the committee; both have labored in vain against the adverse
conditions that have beset racing in the middle and largef
classes, 'the new commodore, Henry W. Lamb, of the
schooner Marguerite, ha<» for some time been interested in
the subject of the revival of general racing, anfl under his
leadership the club will this year make a new effort. Com.
Lamb has already written to the New York Y. C. in regard
to combined races of the two clubs ou the occasion of the
New York cruise around the Cape. The Boston Globe speaks
as follows of the plans of the race committee for the season:

There is a fair prospect that the regatta committee of the
Ea^'tern Y. C. will be successful in its efforts to promote rac-
ing in the club, and that the coming R«ason will see com-
petitions in something be.side the knockabout class. The
response of yacht owners to the invitation of the committee
to meet its meinbers at the second eeneral meetine of the
club, last Tuesday evening, and to offer sugerestions for a re-
vival of the racing interest formerly displayed, was very sat-
isfactory, and seemed to show possibilities of sport which
might not have been brought except by some such plan.
As a result of the conference and of suggestions offered,

the committee has decided to frive several handicap races for
yachts enrolled in the club, in cruising trim, and to offer
suitable prizes in the several clas.ses. The arranging of the
handicaps will be a most ditficult matter, but if anything
like a reasonable scheme can bethought out the plan has
promises of sncness which make it well worth trying. The
attempt will be made in any event, and although members
will not envy the committee the task it has laid out for
itself, still they will not withhold their approval or coopera-
tion in whatever way may be deemed advisable.
These handicap races will be entirely apart from whatever

racing the committee may decide upon, in connection with
the visit of the New York fleet, and yet they may furnish
sufficient sport to make them the feature of the season. It
is proposed to give three of these races, and the date for the
first one will probably be Saturday, Julv 3. The committee
realizes that handicap racing is not the ideal sport, but if it

serves to bring out the boats and to awaken an interest that
shal I lead to out-and-out racing in some one class, the com-
mittee will feel that its labors have not been in vain.
There will be two classes for schooners in the handicap

races, the 'first for boats over 7.5ft. waterline, and the second
for those of 75ft. waterline and under. In cutters there will
be thre*' classes. The first class cutters, over 70ft. waterline,
will be kept together for the first clas^'. while in the second
class will be grouped the boats under 70 and over 35ft. water-
line. The third class will be for boats of not over 35ft,

waterline. It is proposed to start the boats in divisions, the
slowest starting first, so that if the handicaps are fortunately
arranged the boats will finish somewhere near together, and
thus be enabled to see what they have in comparison with
the rest of the fleet.

The committee's plans are not yet perfected, but the out-
line as thus given seems capable of being completed with no
small chance of a satisfactory result. The club's season
will therefore be looked forward to with more than ordinary
interest.

Amateur Builders.

Boys who are fond of tools, carpenter's work and building
boats, from a "cat" of a few inches to a "Defender" of 2ft. or
more in lenerth, will be interested to know of the Criterion
Y. C, a flourishing boys' club, which holds its meetings at
1711 Park avenue.
The C. Y. C. was organized in October last with five boys,

but now numbers fourteen enthusiastic members from nine
to fourteen years of age. The boys meet every afternoon by
threes or fours to learn carpentry and boat building and to
some extent, recently, wood carving.
They make at the club the many useful and ornamental

things boys can make of wood, after some instruction in the
use of tools, nature of materials, etc. Their proceedings are
guided by rules and discipline largely of their own devising.
Each member is led to feel his responsibility, with the result
of developing manly self-reliance and self-control. The
educational value of the club's work is therefore very de-
cided.
Members are obligated to do work and race boats against

any like organization in Baltimore. They have a library of
books for boys, with monthly dues to meet expenses and pro-
vide various adjuncts of sport, exercise, etc. There is a
librarian and treasurer, with the usual oflicers and commit-
tees of an organized club.

It is the object of the Commodore to practice eye, hand,
taste and judgment, and carefully help each member in his
special bent or talent Training of this nature can but be
helpful in after life in any business or profession, manual
training being always useful.
The first term of the class will close about June 1 with an

exhibition of work done by the boys. It is the intention of
the Commodore to take up work again in the autumn, with
a competent assistant if necessary.
A fleet of boats built by the boys will be launched early in

the summer, and the members of the club will compete for
prizes. The officers are: Board of Governors—Wm. W. Am-
men, Robertson Griswold, Owen Palmer, Effingham Wagner,
Henry Hough; Treasurer, R. Griswold, wir.h Eff. Wagner
assistant; Librarian, Eff. Wagner, and W. E. Morton assist-
ant; Secretary, Owen Palmer, and Harry Hough assistant;
Commodore, W. E. Morton, and Eff. Wagner assistant. The
members are: Wm. W. Ammen. R. Griswold, Eff. Wagner.
Edgar Wagner, John Owen, Marshall Chew, Samuel C.
Chew, Jr., Thos. Owings, Owen Palmer, Rufns Goodwin,
.Tos. dishing, Edward Birmingham, Harry Hough, Ralph
Hill.

—

Baltimore Sun.

Alcedo II.

The new yacht Alcedo II , designed by A. S. Chesebrough
for George Washington Childs Drexel, was successfully
launched by the Harlan & Hollingsworth Co. at their yards,
Wilmington, on April 10. Her dimensions are;

Length over all 185ft.

L.W.L 154ft.

Beam .... 24ft. 2in.
Depth of hold 15ft. Sin.

Draft. lift. Sin.
Freeboard, least 10ft. Bin.

The hull is of steel, built to Lloyd's requirements; she is

schooner rigged and the engines are 14)'3, 24 and 37x22in
,

the wheel being 7ft. 6in. in diameter, with a pitch of 10ft.
Three Almy boilers are carried.

The Society of Naval Architects. 1896.
The fourth annual volume of the "Transactions of the

Society of Naval Architects" has just been published by the
secretary, Naval Constructor Francis T. Bowles, containing
the records of the Society's business for the year 1896, and
also the twelve papers read at the annual meeting last No-
vember. The Society is now in a flourishing condition, with
a lilt of 535 members, and a balance of $6,000 on hand. The
papers, which are all of high technical value, are accom-
panied by tbe etenogrftpbic reports of the diaousBioua ond by
oiauy Iftrge plates. The membereblp list iocludw » nuffibssi"

ot w«U-}iaowo yacbtsmeo, and tber§ U xo9m for m9V%,
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A Fin-Keel Cruising Schooner.
The drawings here given show the sail plan and interior

arrangement of the little schooner whose lines appeared last
week. The interior requires little explanation; it is one of
the merits of this type that it gives a very large amoxint of
internal space in available form for cabins, and when helped
out by a house, as in the present case, there is plenty of both
head room and foot room; the cabin floor is 8ft. wide, ex-
tending even under the lockers. The house is 20ft. 6in.
long, with ISin. sides. The space is divided, as shown, into
two large cabins, with a very roomy forecastle, which will
be particularly well arranged, as in the previous boats. The
dimensions of the sail plan are:

Foremast, from end of L.W.L 00ft. Gin.
deck to hounds 33ft. Sin.

truck 5Sft.

diameter at deck Sin.
hounds , 7in.

Mainmast, from end of L.W.L 16ft.

deck to hounds 34ft. 6ia.
truck 55ft. 6in.

diameter at deck Sin.

hounds 7in.
Bowsprit, beyond end of L.W.L 23ft.

stem head 16ft. 6in.

diameter at stem head 5in.

Fore boom 15ft.

Fore gaff 16ft. 6in.

Main boom 33ft. 6in.

Main gaff 23ft.

Jib, club ISft.

Topsail yard 17ft. 6iu.

Area of mainsail 880sq. ft.

foresail 420sq. ft.

jib SGOsq.ft.

Total lower sail .1 CeOsq. ft.

C.E. forward of C.L.B, 6in.

The New Gould Steam Tacht.
On April 5 Mr. Howard Gould, owner of Niagara, signed

the contract for the new steam yacht which has he&n talked
of during the past winter, the builders being the Harlan &
HoUingswortb Company, of Wilmington, Del. The new
yacht, which will be named Niagara II., will be of steel,

bark-rigged, with twin screws, and is to be delivered by
April 15, 1897; the contract speed being 14 knots. The dimen-
sions are:

Length over all 270ft.

L.W.L.... 245ft.

Beam 36ft.

Depth of hold from spar deck 28Et.

Depth of hold from main deck 20ft.

Freeboard amidship s >. ..i * i 13ft.

at bow 18ft.

Tonnage 1,900
The hull will have a double bottom and three decks, and

the vessel will be built to the requirements of Lloyds and the
American association. The engines will be triple expansion,
cylinders 18, 28 and 45xS0in., with three Scotch boilers of
leoibs. pressure. Capt. W. G. Shackford, formerly of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, who has been for some
years in command of the steam yacht Atalanta, will have
charge of the construction and will command the yacht when
she is completed. Mr. Gould will spend the summer abroad,
chartering a steam yacht, Niagara I. not going into commis-
sion. When the new yacht is completed he will make a long
cruise in her.
The arrangement of the deck and interior is described as

follows by the New York Herald:

On the upper, or spar, deck there will be a continuous
house of steel 100ft. long by 16ft. wide. This will be covered
with mahogany or teak. In the forward part of this house
will be the chart room, which will contain duplicate steam
steering gear, to be used in bad weather, and connecting
with this room are the captain's quarters, which are spacious
and very comfortable. The social hall, 32ft. by the full
width of the house, follows aft, this to contain settees or
seats, as may be determined upon, while adjoining: will be
the smoking room, 12 x 16ft.; a passageway from it along the
engine space on the port side, which is to be glass inclosed,
leads to Mr. Gould's I'oom on this deck, of the same size as
the smoking room. From the owner's quarters the observa-
tion room, which is in the extreme after end of the deck
house, is reached. This room is believed to be new in steam
yachts, and it will be used by the Niagara's people particu-
larly in rough weather. The sides are to be of glass, and the
ends rounded, but will not meet; the after entrance being
hung with heavy curtains, while the roof of the house will
extend a short distance over it and be neatly finished. From
the after end of the deck house to the taffrail there is a space
of 45ft. The bridge, from which th« yacht will be steered
except in boisterous weather, will extend from the forward
end of the chart room aft to the smoke stack. The woods
with which to finish the interior of the house and fittings
are matters for future consideration. None of the crew will
ever be found on the upper deck except when on duty.
From both the forward and after ends of the social hall

will be broad stairways, the former leading to the staterooms
on the main deck—all accommodations being forward—and
the latter to the library, which opens into the dining saloon.
The library is on the starbo ard side of the yacht, 22ft. x 12ft.

The after end of this room is fitted as a large armory, and
will be inclosed with glass. The dining room is 24ft. long by
36ft. wide, the full width of the vessel, and with the other
handsome furniture will contain a piano, while a fireplace of
exquisite and appropriate design will add much to the
spacious and cosy apartment. Domes in the sides of the
^ocial hall, ingeniously concealed from view within, will
give sufficient light and additional ventilation to the dining
saloon, and at the same time will permit of very effective and
artistically arranged electric lights.

From a door on the starboard side of the dining saloon
Mr. Gould's suite is entered, including a bedroom, 16ft. x 16ft.

;

a dressing room, 7ft. x 10ft., and a bath room, 5ft. x 10ft. On
the port side, directly opposite, is the largest guest's suite on
the yacht, the three rooms being similar in size to those of
the owner. The finish and fittings of these six rooms will
be rich and handsome and determined upon later. There
will be no thoroughfare in these suites. Four staterooms,
each with a private bath, are forward, one a doctor's room; a
photograph roOm, and a brushing room, together with linen
and other lockers. The occupants of these rooms will use
the stairway leading from the social hall to the upper deck.
Going back to the library there will be found .opposite it on

the port side a large bxxtler's pantry; two kitchens, which are
connecting, one for the owner and guests and the other for
the officers and crew; a laundry, a "hospital room" and a
room for a valet.

The quarters for the officers and crew are aft on this deck
and particularly commodious. They will have a recreation
space of 40ft. by 36ft. , which will be lighted and ventilated
from large square port holes, hooked back from above, thus
giving them really a shaded open deck. There will be about
fifty all told in the ship's company.
The stairway from the social hall will continue to the

lower deck, where there will be found three more guests'
rooms, a hall for the servants to meet in, rooms for the
maids, together with trunk and general storage rooms. All
of these are large and will be appropriately finished and
fitted. The plumbing work is to be of the most modern de-
scription and simple as is possible in its workings. Hot and

cold fresh and salt water will be found in all bathrooms, as
will be such other conveniences as are required.
The yacht will be lighted throughout by electricity, two

dynamos being supplied, together with a large storage bat-
tery, which will be found extremely useful and convenient.
The Niagara will carry eight boats: one steam launch of

5ft., one naphtha launch of 24ft., two gigs, two dinghys and
wo lifeboats,

Royal Swedish Y. C.

.TtJMLEE REGATTA OF HIS MA.JESTT KING OSCAR II.

In celebration of the twenty-five years' reign of His Majesty
King Oscar II, the Royal Swedish Y. C, of which Hi's
Majesty is the patron, proposes to arrange a series of inter-
national races for yachts of all sizes, to take place between
July 7-14 next. The races are to beheld on the waters near
Stockholm and on the Baltic off Sandhamn, at which place
a^club house has been erected this year for the Royal Swedish

The Royal Swedish Y. C. was founded in the year 1830 and
is the oldest yacht club on the continent; the number of its
members is at pre.sent about 1,400, and the yachts belong-
ing to the club are about 200, most of them of a modern
type.
The Royal Swedish Y. C. has the privilege and distinction

of flying the ensign of the Royal Navy with the Royal crest
in the center.
This ensign has been flown in waters where the colors of

no other yacht club have been .seen. The renowned arctic
explorer Prof. Nordenskjold sailed through the Northeast
Passage on his ship, the Vega, then belonging to the club,
under these colors.
Hopes are entertained that his Majesty the Emperor of

Germany, who is first honorary member of the club, will
honor the regatta with his presence, and will send the two
yachts Meteor and Comet (formerly Thistle) to take part.
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, who is also first

honorary member of the Royal Swedish Y. C, attended in
1885 one of the races of the club, and apcompanied the yachts
after the race on their way home to the capital through the
beautiful inlet, studded all the way with islands glowing
vyith illuminations and fireworks. A grand banquet was
given the day after in honor of His Royal Highness.
As for the rating of the yachts, a modification of the old

English rule will be in force, that is to say,
L.W.L. xS. A. ^ ^.= Ratmg.

The number of the races will be four for all classes of
yachts, and about 130 prizes are offered, besides which there
will be a race for an extra prize called "His Majesty King
Oscar II.'s jubilee cup" for yachts up to 2>3 rating, and 7.20
meters waterline. The rules relating to these races are sent
to the principal European and American yacht clubs, which
are invited to take part in this regatta.
On account of the date on which these races are to be held,

July 7-14, it will be found very convenient for yachts which
have previously attended at the Kieler regatta to proceed im-
mediately afterward in company of the German yachts to
the Stockholm regatta.
Stockholm is a city well known for its beautiful scenery,

and has a special attraction this year, as a Scandinavian ex-
hibition is to be held there this summer.
The waters where the races are to take place are considered

the best that can be found anywhere, and are admirably
adapted for sailing. There is no tide, scarcely any current,
grand sheets of sheltered water of sufficient depth even for
the largest yachts, with safe anchorage anywhere.
Considering that there is reason to believe that the best

yachts from Norway, Denmark, Russia, Finland and Ger-
many will meet at this regatta, it is to be hoped that Ameri-
can yachtsmen will be sufBciently interested to pay a visit
on that occasion to the land of the Midnight Sun, where, at
that time of the year, there are no nights.

RULES RELATING TO THE RACES EOR THE JUBILEE CUP OF HIS
MAJESTY KING OSCAR II., ISSUED' FEB. 4, 1897.

THESE RULES ARE TO BE IN FORCE
UNTIL JAN. 1, 1903.

Section 1. This cup has been instituted by the Royal
Swedish Y. C. in commemoration of and with a view of
celebrating the twenty-five years' reign of His Majesty King
Oscar II.

Sec. 2. All yacht clubs which are duly registered and
recognized are entitled to participate in the race for the cup;
no club, however, being permitted to run more than one of
its yachts in one and the same race.

Sec. I'. Any yacht to be eligible for this race must have
been designed by a subject of the country to which the club
belongs. She must have been built in that same country,
and the suit of sails to be carried during the race
must likewise be of the make of that same coun-
try. Her rating by the rule of the Royal Swedish
Y. C. is not to exceed 2.5 and her length of waterline is not
to exceed 7.20 meters.* The waterline to be measured when
the yacht is lying in perfectly smooth water, with full
equipment and outfit for the race, but no crew, on board.
Sec. 4. The invitation to the races will be issued by the

officers of the Royal' Swedish Y. C, who will also arrange
the races on a properly marked course of 10 to 11 nautical
miles, either on one of the fjords near Stockholm or on the
open sea outside the capital. The course of the race to form
a figure as near as possible like an equilateral triangle.
Sec. 5. The number of persons during the race, including

the pilot, if used, is not to exceed three on yachts of 1,5 rating
or less; and on yachts of more than 1.5 and up to 2.5 rating
that number is not to exceed four. The helmsman to be a
member of the club to which the yacht belongs.
Sec. 6. The races are to be run under the racing rules of

the Royal Swedish Y. C, but without any time allowance.
Every owner or commander of a yacht participating in the
race is absolutelj^ bound to submit to the decision of the sail-

ing committee without further appeal.
Sec. 7. The races are to take place between July 1 and Aug.

15, on a day fixed by the officers of the Royal Swedish Y. C,
and the date to be given in the invitation. Every race fulfill-

ing the conditions mentioned below to be considered valid.
Only one race a year to take place; the first one in 1897. A
race to be considered valid when at least two yachts have
taken part in it, subject to the course being traversed by the
winning yacht within a space of time of not more than three
hours.

Seo. 8. Entries to the race should be sent to the secretary
of the Royal Swedish Y. C, Stockholm, before the expiration
of the time specified in the invitation. In order that the
entry may be considered valid it must be accompanied by
the following documents: 1. A certificate showing that
the yacht that is to take part in this race is the one
chosen for that purpose by the club, of which the ap-
plicant is aTuember. 2, A certificate, issued by the official

measurer of that club, stating the length of waterline and
sail area as measured by him within the year in which the
race is to take place. 3. The entrance fee fixed in the invita-

tion.
Sec. 9, At least twenty-your hours before the race is to

take place the yachts must be assembled at the place stated
in the invitation, in order that they may be remeasured, if

required, by the official measurers of the Royal Swedish
Y. C.

Sec. 10. The cup remains with the Boyal Swedish Y. C.

until it is won in accordance vrith the regulations laid down
in Sec. 11.

Sec 11. The cup becomes the property of such yacht owner
who, representing one and the same club, becomes the winner
in three of the races, whether with the same or with different
yachts, A silver medal and an extra prize to be awarded to
the winner of any of the races, except of the final one. The
names of all the winners to be engraved on the cup.
Sec. 12. Should the cup not have been definitely won before

Jan, 1, 1903, the Royal Swedish Y. C. is entitled to alter these
rules as circumstances may require.

Seawanhaka Corinthian T. C.

The regular April meeting of the Sea,wanhaka Corinthian
Y. C. was held on April 6, with Rear-Com. Henry A. Van
Liew in the chair. The following amendments to the racing
rules were adopted:
To strike oxit from Sec. 2, Rule II., the following words:

"All yachts in the 30ft. and lower classes shall be measured,"
and to substitute in place thereof: "In sloop classes of
25ft. and under, and in all classes of catboats the measure-
ment."
To strike out Sec. 3, Rule IIL
To strike out from Sec. 3, Rule XII,, the "words: "In

classes 30ft. and under shall not carry more than one profes-
sional," and to substitute in place thereof: "In sloop classes
25ft. and under, and catboats in all classes shall not carry
more than one professional."
To number the new rule limiting draft, adopted at the

meeting held Jan. 12, 1897. "IV.," to change the number of
the old rule IV. to V. and to renumber all the following
rules.
To change the phraseology of our rules, to conform them

to those of the Yacht Racing Union of Long Island Sound
adopted March 9, 1896, and amended Dec. 19, 1896. A copy of
these rules has been placed in the club house for the inspec-
tion of members.
The following proposal, introduced by the race committee,

was indorsed by the club and will be submitted to the Royal
St. Lawrence Y. C, whose approval is necessary before the
change of conditions can be made.
Under the provisions of Art. XIII. of the declaration of

trust governing the Seawanhaka international challenge
cup for small yachts, add the following at the end of Art.
VII.: "A club defeated in any match may not challeuKe
imtil after the expiration of thirty days from the date of the
conclusion of such match.
The object of the change, as will be evident, is to give an

opportunity to clubs at a distance to put in a challenge for
the cup; the loser in a race at the present time, being on the
spot, having an advantage over all other clubs. It is a
question whether the barring entirely of the loser for a
month is quite fair to him, but no better solution of the dif-
ficulty has thus far been proposed.
The trustees proposed informally for discussion an entirely

new scheme: the establishment of a class of members, not
over thirty years of age, who shall pay no initiation fee and
but $15 per year dues in place of the regular dues of $50. The
idea is to increase the membership from a most desirable
contingent, the young men who are sailing all the small
racing boats to-day, and who, with other incidental expenses
of yachting and racing, find the regular dues of the club too
heavy a tax. The sentiment as expressed at the meeting
was in favor of the plan, and it will probably be adopted at
an early date. Messrs. Schutt & Sieck were appointed
agents of the club at Kiel, Prussia. On motion of the race
committee, a vote of thanks was passed to Mr, J. A. Brand
for a handsome model of Spruce IV. lately presented to the
club, A resolution was passed deploring the death of Mr.
R. C. Towusend, one of the younger but more popular mem-
bers of the club.
A special meeting has been called by the board of trustees,

to be held at the club house, No. 19 East Twenty-second
street, on Thur,sday, April 15, at 8:30 P. M.
At the regular meeting of the club, on April 6, the board

of trustees presented a report, in which was offered for the
consideration of the members a plan having for its object the
introduction into the club of yoting men. To achieve this
the trustees recommended that in the case of all candidates
under the age of thirty yeai-s the entrance fee should be
waived, and also that the dues of all members under that
age should be limited to $15 per annum. The meeting fa-
vored this plan, and thefollowing resolution will be moved at
the special meettog:
Resolved, That Sections 1 and 2, Chapter XXV., of the.by-

laws of the club be amended so as to read as follows:

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION AND INDEBTEDNESS.
Section 1. With respect to the payment of an entrance

fee and the amount of the annual subscription members
shall be classified according to their age as follows, namely:
Class A shall consist of all who are thirty years of age or

over, and Class B of all who are under thirty years of age.
Sec. 2. The annual subscription shall be $50 for all mem-

bers in Class A, and for all members in Class B shall be $15.
Sec. 3. A member elect in Class A shall pay the sum of

$50 as an entrance fee and a subscription for the current year
as follows: If elected between Jan. 1 and April 1, $50; if
elected between April 1 and July 1, $37.50; if elected between
July 1 and Oct. 1, $25; if elected between Oct. 1 and Jan. 1,

§12.50.

A member-elect in Class B shall be exempt from the pay-
ment of an entrance fee, and shall pay a subscription for the
current year of $15.

If the payment provided for in this section is not made by
any member-elect within thirty days after notification there-
of, his election shall be void.
That old Sec. 3 be numbered 4, and the numbers of the fol-

lowing sections be changed to correspond.

* rne rule of rating of the Koyal Swedish Y. C. reads as follows:
'•Ttie sail area la square meters is to be multiplied by the length of
wacerUne iii meters; the product divided by 131 will give the rating."

The Measurement Rule.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is obvious that the new measurement formula,

C, D.
'

proposed by Mr. G. R, Liljegren, will effectually stop the
building of light displacement bulb-fins, provided the coeffi-
cient of D is large enough; but it is not so apparent that
displacement has such a relation to speed as to warrant its
insertion in a formula for measuring speed.
Mr. Liijegren, or any one else who understands these

things, will do yachtsmen a favor by making this clear, as
well as the principle upon which the size of the constant in
the divisor is to be determined, and by explaining the
philosophy underlying Mr. Liijegren's scheme of time allow-
ance, SestAht.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
We have received from the Sheathing Propeller Co., of

London, a pamphlet descriptive of the peculiar propeller
manufactured by the company under the patents of John
Ferguson, the shipbuilder of Leith and London. This pro-
peller, which is made in all sizes, from the smallest upward,
consists of a central spherical boss and two blades, with a
double mechanism, operated from the shaft alley, by which
the blades may in the first place be thrown so as to point
directly aft; the shaft, boss and blades may then be drawn
forward, completely housing the entire propeller within
the stern tube. The pitch can also be altered or reversed at
will.
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Barbara, cutter, C. H. W. Foster, may be altered to a
Bchooner under the direction of W. E. Waterhonse. She was
built by Lawlev in 1893 from designs by Will Fife, Jr., for
the 46ft. class, but was never very successful Her draft of
10ft. 6in. will be reduced, and she will be used for cruising.

Benjamin Dean, an old Boston yachtsman, and long a
member of the Boston Y. C, died last week. Mr, Dean for-
merly owned the sloop Undine.
The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, a remarkably suc-

cessful club, is planning a new and much larger house to re-

place its present comfortable home at Marblehead.

Messrs. Murray & Tregurtha, of South Boston, already
well known through their marine engines and boilers, are
now devoting their attention to gasoline engines and
launches. They have jnst issued a circular descriptive of
this engine, which is made with one or two cylinders. It Is

ciieap, simple and easily operated.

The annual election of the Southern Y, C, Lake Pont-
nhartrain. "West End, New Orleans, La., was held on April
1. the following officers being elected: Com., J. Walton
Glenny; Vice-Corn., N. E. Baumgarden; Rear-Com., George
P. Agar: Sec'y, J<. D. Samppell, 840 Canal street; Treas.,
Joseph Buckley; Fleet Surgeon, J. J. Finrey, M. D.; Meas,,
W. A. Brunet.

The Chicago Varnish Co., makers of the celebrated Naval-
ite yacht varnish, has issned this year a specially handsome
catalogue, illustrated with numerous portraits of yachts and
other vessels, and of the leading yacht captains and en-
gineers.

On April 8 Queen Victoria visited the cutter Britannia at
Nice and conferred upon Capt. John Carter the medal of the
Victorian Order. The honor is well deserved, Capt. Carter
having handled the yacht with remarkable success ever since
she was built, through four racing seasons.

On April 1 the Missouri Y. C, of St. Louis, Mo., installed
the following officers: Com., Louis Hermann; Vice-Corn.,
L. E. Walther; Rear-Com., L. Brueggeman; Fin. Sec'y, W. A.
J. Kohrummel: Rec. Sec'y, F. J. BurghofiE; Treas., W. G.
Walsh; Fleet Capt.. John Parker; Meas., B. K. Embree;
Executive Board: Thomas Bond, Fred. Hasseldeck, E. S.

Piatt and Ernest Helfensteller.

Penelope, steam yacht, nee Cleopatra, ex-Sapphire II., re-

cently purchased by H. B. Converse, of Boston, sailed on
April 7 from that port for Bermuda.

Ituna, steam yacht, Allison V. Armour, is now fitting out
at Port Jefferson for a long foreign cruise. Capt. John
Crawford, who was in charge of the 40 footer Liris during
her racing, has had command of Ituna for several years. The
yacht will attend the Kiel celebration and probably cruise in
northern waters.

America, schr., still owned by the estate of the late Gen. B.
F. Butler, is now fitted out at Chel.«ea, where she has been
laid up since the general's death. Messrs. Paul Butler and
Butler Ames will use her this season.

Vergana is the name chosen for the steam yacht designed
bv Gardner & Cox for F. H. Benedict, and now building at
Marvel's yard, Newburgh.

Polly, yawl, Chester W. Chapin, arrived at Tebo's on April
9 from Tampa, Fla.. where she was built from designs by A.
Cary Smith. She has been in use during the winter in
Southern waters, and has just made for the first time the
trip up the beach, occupyina; eighteen day«, or eight and
one-half days from Miami, Fla,, to New York. She is 60ft.

over all, 40ft. l.w.l., 16ft. beam and 5ft. 6in. draft. Like all

of the other yachts designed by Mr. Smith for Mr. Chapin,
from Whim to tbe big Yam pa, she has proved a marked suc-

cess.

Republic, schr., has been chartered by an English syndi-
cate for a voyage to Central America and she is now fitting

out at New London. She will sail for .Jacksonville, Fla., and
thence to the Mosquito and Venezuelan coasts. Capt. J. A.
Loesch is in command.

Daisy, steam launch, N. C. Reynal, has been sold through
Tams & Lemoine to Columbia College for use in coaching
the crews. Daisy was originally tbe Henrietta, built by the
Herreshoffs in 1886 for the late Norman L. Munro, and she
made some very fast runs when she first came out in New
York waters. It was with her that Mr. Munro proposed to

steam in a dozen loops around the steam launch of the steam
yacht Atalanta in going a certain number o| miles. Need-
less to say, the race never came off.

Algonquin, auxiliary steam yacht, formerly Gadabout
III., has been sold to W. P. Douglas, former owner of Aida.

Norota, cutter, D B. Burnham, has been fitted out at New-
port by Capt. John Barr, and is now at City Island, where
she will be hauled out and finished off in racing shape. Capt.
Barr will be in command through the season.

Parthenia, steam yacht, has been sold by Stephen Roach to
A. H. McKee, of Pittsburg, Pa.

Vigilant, cutter, Percy Chubb, has been launched at Haw-
kins' yard. City I=land, and towed to J. M. Bayles & Son's
yard. Port Jefferson, where her interior will be refitted under
the supervision of H. C. Wintringham. Capt. Maskell,
witb his East Coast crew, formerly in Queen Mab and
Ariel under Mr. Chubb's ownership, will be in charge of
Vigilant.

Half Moon, naphtha auxiliary, has been sold by A. H.
Flint, of Providence, to a New York owner. This yacht is a
modern sailing cutter, designed by A. Cary Smith and built

in 1890 by the Gas Engine and Power Co., fitted with one of

the company's engines.

It is gratifying to know that the new experimental tank at
Washington will soon be an accomplished fact; advertise-
ments for bids will be issued very soon and the work com-
menced as quickly as pos.Hible.

The Lake Michigan Yachting Association will hold its an-
nual meeting on April 34 at Racine, Wis. The principal sub-
ject of discu.ssion will be the expediency of joining the new
Yacbt Racing Union of the Great Lakes. It is most probable
that the Lake Michigan yachtsmen will decline to join the
Union, as they are opposed to its rules on several vital

points. They favor the encouragement of the extreme fin-

keel, the taxation of overhang measurement without crew,
and the employment of professionals in all classes.

Wide Canoes •

The London Field comments as follows upon the "one-
design" wide canoe published in the Forest and Stream of
March 30-April 6, 1895, designed by W. P, Stephens:

Judging from reports from the far west, the tendency in
respect to sailing canoes now is toward useful size and model,
and the racing flying proa is being severely dropped. We
have seen some photographs, from different places, which
show pretty well what is going forward in British Columbia
and on the Sc. Lawrence. From these it appears that the
happy medium between canoe-yawl and racing canoe has
been struck in like manner to the Royal C. C.'s "cruis-
ing cnnoe" class. The type in favor in Victoria, B. C, is very
similar indt eri to the English SoUtaipe, the cruises of which
we published Iktely; and, but for the extpa 6ia, of over all

length, the Gee-Whiz md herolttBSWOWl^ be oaftiUourswitli
OHir "cruder" Q\m i» IJugletsd*

Theleading dimensions of theGee-Wbiz are: L.O.A. =-16ft.
6in., L.W.L,-=13ft. 6in., beam 40in., sail area—lSSsq. ft.; her
rating by R. C. C. therefore would be 0.3 She is main and
mizzen bafter rigged, in the regular canoe fashion, with
about 90ft. in mainsail and 45ft. in mizzen. Comparing this
canoe with tbe raain-and-mizzen-rigged cruiser whicb was
exhibited In the Yachting Exhibition at Westminster, the
only difference, apart from actual lines of the model, fs that
the Gee-Whiz is 6in. longer over all and is 2in. less in beam.
Her deck and internal arrangements are near about thesatne
as the English craft.
The St. Lawrence sailing canoes are rather longer and

narrower, but none the less for general work they are far
more comfortable and reasonable than the tigbt-fit, old-rule
sailing canoe, leaving out of the consideration the racing
machine. Newcomers to the sport frequently ask: "Why
were these lareer sized cruisers not thought of and brought
out years ago?" Well, they forget, or do not know, that in
nearly all cases "canoe type" in the early days of the sport
simply followed the examples set by the latest edition, annual
and sometimes oftener, of the Nautilus or the Pearl, and as
the owners of these canoes were always racing, the canoes
naturally were kept within the racing rules, and these rules
cramped the beam down to 30in., and at a time limited sail
area to USsq. ft.

Now, however, even for racing, beam has been expanded
considerably, and it has become po.o8ible to build a canoe
within the racintf rules just sufficiently large for two to sail
in and not too large for one to handle, single-handed, almost
anywhere; the result is, or soon will be, that the canoe yawl,
except for certain kinds of open water use, will have to give
way to the more easily bandleable crnising canoe, and pos-
sibly also, on the other hand, the racing sailing canoe may
find its prize winning career damped by the newcomers, and
once its occupation is gone it is of no other use, and so will
not be wanted.

New York C. C.
The New York C. C. station will be opened for the season

on May 1. Members wishing to engage rooms for the season,
or for a shorter period, at customary rates will please give
notice to that effect before April 15. .,?Lpplications for rooms
will be considered in the order in whjch they are received,
and also with the view of accommodating the largest num-
ber for the longest time. A new steward and additional
help have been engaged, which will insure better service
than formerly.
Lockers.—Members having lockers in the club house, who

wish to retain them for this season, will kindly remit $1
before May 1; otherwise the lockers will be rented to those
applying for them.
In conjunction with the Marine and Field Club, arrange-

ments have about been perfected for a steamboat service
between the club and the Battery, New York, every morn-
ing and evening.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., April 4.- In to-day's shoot, of the CineinBati Rifle

Association Capt. Gindele again distinguished bimpelf bv making two
more 90^, viz , P3 ana 91 ; his four scores averaged over 90 He shoots
in the strictly off-hand position, and we think he could giveVan Deusen,
Ross and other crack sliots a stifiC race. Payne won the gold badge
to day. Nestler was awarded a silver medal for thirty scores, count-
ing 'lO Scores made to day were as follows:
Conditions: 20iyds., off hand, standard American target, 7-rlDg

black:
Gindele.

8 1" 7 9 9 10 9 7-85

10 9 10 9 7 10 in 9 in 9-93 9 in
9 10 9 7 8 9 9 10 9 9-89 9 9

8
Payne.

6 8 10 8 10 9 8 9 9—85 8 8
7 8 8 6 9 8 9 10 9 10-84 6 9

Wellinger.
8-78 9 109 9 5 10 8 5 7 7 10

9 7 6 7 9 8 7 7 9 8—77 6 6
Nestler.

]0 8 5 ft 8 10 9 9 8 9-89 10 7
10 7 7 9 7 8 9 5 8 5—75 9 8

Drube.
9 8 7 9 10 9 8 6 6 10—82 10 6
9 7 8 B 10 9 6 8 9 10—81 5 7

Uckotter.
3 6 6 7 8 7 9 4 10 10-70 3 6

10 7 7 8 5 5 7 9 5 3—6' 3 7
Roberts.

7 9 in 9 10 6 10 7 9 9-S6 8 8
10 9 8 7 9 9 8 10 6 8—SI 9 10

TrouDstine,
8 10 5 4 7 8 9 R 5 10-74 3 5
4 5 8 7 6 9 6 7 6 6-64 7 7

Hasenzahl
6 9 5 10 10 8 5 7 9 in-T9 8 7
6 10 8 10 7 9 5 5 6 9—75 7 10

Strickmeier.
7 10 9 5 9 10 7 10 7 6- 80 8 8
0 5 9 6 8 10 7 9 7 6-73 5 10

10 9 9-81
8 8 9 9 6 10 8 6-76

T 7 10 8 6 9 7 6-77
8 7 7 9 6 7 6 7-74

8 9 8 6 10 6 8 9-80

5 10 9 7 4 6-64
5 6 7 6 9 2—59'

6 8 5 9 8 8 7 10-80

5 8 5 4 5 6 9 8-64

8 5
9 8 9 7 9—79
3 8 8 10 7-7.5:

7 7 7 8 8 5 10 Q-^T

First Outdoor Shoot of the Zettlers.

New York, AprU 11.—The Zettler Rifle Club, of this city, held its
first outdoor shoot for the sea.«on of 1897 to-day at Bookman'a
Cypress Hills Park. The turnout of members was very good, Iwianty
taking part in the shoot. Mike Dorrler added another win lo his
credit by making the highest total for three strings of 10 shots, and
also making tbe highest 10-shot score. BYed Ross was close after
him. with L, P. Hansen and Henry Holges in third and fourth places
respectively. In tbe list of "flags" Dorrler also led. with 5 to his
name. Hansen and Holges had 4 each, and Barney Zettler 3. Below
ai e the scores

:

Tot'*!. Total.
M J Dorrler 3-33 226 231-679 .1 Bodenstab 20t 202 181- 590
F C Koss 825 225! 2«-668 GebKi-ouss 200 198 190—5t-8

LPHansen .... 325 220 214-Ba9 TPMcKenna....196 178 174-548
Hy Holges 318 217 215- 650 Philip Feiele....]8* 178 177-529
G W Plalsted,,..218 109 S05-63J WA Hicbes rs r6 169-5^3
H D Muller 209 20S 20K—62J A Kronsberg 193 170 156 - 519
C G Zettler, Sr. .208 2( 6 204-618 L JOrane 1 9 170 169—.^'8

C G Zettler, Jr. .220 20« 18S-fin A Siebenichen...l71 VK 146-474
BZeitler 208 iOl 191-608 DrAGrosch 160 157 1 0-467
Dr Chas Gro£;ch..203 200 194 - 5S7 P Muenz 182 149 133- 4B4

Revolver Shooting' in England.
liONDON, England, April 2.—On March 17, at the North London Ritle

Oiub, the tollowing fcores were made in revolver competitions:
Series 1, alternate hands, at aOyds.:

Class 1" Cartfr 26.

Class 2: Holmes 84, Brading 83, Capt. Evans 33, Tilbury 83, W. Luff
29, Britten 26.

Class 8: T. B. Ledger 26, W. F. Poames
Series 3, disappearing target at 20yds :

Class 2: Capt. Evans 20, W. B. Holmes 213, Brading 25, Britton 19, W.
Luff 19, Tilbury 18.

Class 3: Ledger 14. R. Pries 18.

March Series 4, f Qyds.. target: E. Hove 23, Lieut. Howard 15.

Class 2: Holmes i8, lil bury 27, Capt. Evans 31, W. Luff 13. Class 3:

T. B. Ledger 26, Thompson 14'.

T))e Late P. S. Eillam.
Wakefield, Mass.—Mr. KUlam had been a bugler for the cpmpi»iny

for the past ten years. He was a natural born shot, had scopes of

fine mfioals that he bad won io strong coojpetjtion, and bore thp rank
Of a disHnKUldboa marksDiap. He was a man whom everybody jjijeo,

Kenial dratfgood-hearted, &t]d hig defttb is ^eesly ^elii bybiiQ^any
mendSt.Sls age was ton^tiro,

Leadiruj dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in owr
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
April 16.—Bbidgeport, Conn.—All- day shoot of the Bridgeport

Gun Club. Targets. V. A Blakeslee, SeCy.
April 17.—Ntotlkt, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Yanticaw Gun Club.

Targets from a ma gau trap. Shooting chmmences on arrival of 9:52
train from Chambers street. New York.
April 19.—HiNUHAM, Mass.—All-day shoot of the Hinghara Gun

Club. lOO-target handicap. G. 0. Henderson. Treasurer.
Anril 19.— SiNsAc, N. J —Live bird shoot at Bunn's grounds. Hand

leap at 25 birds. $\0, birds extra
April 20-21.—Rochester, N. Y.—Tournament of the Rochester Rod

and Gun Club. Targets
April 20-23.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-first annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen s Association. $1,000 added.
April 21.

—

Hackbnsack, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Ori'ana Field
Club. Targets.
April 21-23.

—

San Antonio, Tex.—Second annual meeting and tour-
nament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association. O, C. Guessaz,
Secy.
April 27-29 —Binghamton, N> Y.—Tournament of the Binghamton

Gun Club. Two first days, tarsrets: third day, live birds.
April 27-80.—Fonda, la.—Tournament tinder the management of

Geo. K. Hughes and C. B. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April 28-'W.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April 28-29.—Peru, Ind.—Tournament under the man^ement of J.

L Head
May 4-6—Des Moines, la.—Tournament of the Iowa State Sports-

men's Association. Live birds and targets. F. C. Whitney, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Newburgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. Fu-st two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 6.—Shtrburne, N. Y —Annual tournament of the Sherburne
Gun Olub. One day at targets. L D. Btainard, Sec'y-Treas.
May 11-13.— Pbbkskill, N. Y- Annual tournament of the PeekskUl

Gun Club. First two days, targets; last day, live birds.
May 11-14.—Waterloo, la.—Tournament of the Waterloo Gun

Club E. B. Walker Sec'y.
May 12-13.—CoNNERSviLLB, Ind.—Tournament of tbe Connersville

Gun Club. Live birds. T. P. Thomas, Sec'y.
May 17-23.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Proteictive Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annua! spring tournament of the West

End Gun Club. Horace B. Derby, Sec'y.
May 18-19.-Forest City la — Hill City Gun Club's second annual

tournament; $100 added. J. W Mahoney, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of tbe Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 19-21.—Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. S. Seely, Sec'y.
May 20.—Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.

May 26-29.—East St. Louis, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's
Smokeless Gun Club.
May 31.—Canajoharib, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Canajoharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks. Sec'y.
May 81,—Portland, Me.—Spring tournament of the Portland Gun

Club. Targets. Added money announced later.

June 2-4.

—

Springfield, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 7-8.—Pahkersburg, W. Va.—Tournament of the Mountain

State Gun Club Targets. $.350 added. Leon J. Epstein, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap- Shooters' League of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament, C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.

—

Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gim Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo, H. Jones. Sec'y.
.June 15-18,—Cleveland, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries toH C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City, Pa.
July 14-15.-NKW Havsn, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Olub. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July iO-2-'.—PiNB Bluff. Ark.- Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Asfoeiarion. Added money announced
later. Paul R Litzke. Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lbwiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R. A. McCready

Co.. Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Opan to all. Write for pro-
grammes.

Aug. 19.—Warren, O.- Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiEH, Vt.—Tournament of tbe Interstate Asso-

ciatiou, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept, 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.—Newburgh, N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to aU.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any neivs notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless othervnse reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, ShQ
Broadway, New York.

It is rather late perhaps to say anything about calendars; but late
though It is. we must say a few words in commendation of that got-
ten out by Parker Bros., of Meriden. rionn. The special featiu-e about
this calendar is the excellent reproduction of photographs of forty-
eight experts who handle and swear by the Parker gun. Milton
Hoag. of Seneca Falls, N. Y., described in the calendar ss ''one of the
pioneers of trap-shooting in this country," occupies the place of
honor. He is supported on hig right by 8. A, Tucker and O. B.
Dickey, winner of the Grand American in 1896. On Mr Hoag's left
are the popular A. W. du Bray and Charlie Budd. If Mr. Hoag i« not
satisfied with the quality of his company he must be hard to please.
The remaining forty-three portraits are all speaking likeuesses, and
the whole makes a pleasing souvenir for either smoking-room or gun-
room.

W. Fred Quimby seems to be really sore distressed in mind. He
gives as the cause of his sorrow his failure to land in first place in
the Grand American Handicap. He tells us that on his recent, trip
out West he expressed himself so confidently to his friends on the
road as to his ability to win the "blue ribbon" that they backed him
to a man, going to great lengths to raise the wherewithal. Speaking
seriously about the manner in which the shoot was run, Fred said
that be was more than pleased with io. As he put it: "It was the best
run shoot I ever saw."

On Saturday next, April 17, the Yanticaw Gun Club, of Nutley, N.
J., will hold an all-day shoot at targets. The targets will be thrown
from a magautrap, 'he Yanticaw Gun Club having been one of the
first clubs in the East to put one of these machines on its grounds.
Tbe main event, on Saturday wilt be a 50 target handicap, $-i entrance,
targeCB included. AU shooters are welconje, aqd chose "who do not
caw to shoot for the money ca,Q always ghoo' along "for the birds,

"

TratDB leave New York (Obambers street ferrylat yioiaad iiiSO 4i Mi
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J. S. S. Remsen has strengrthened his hold on the Reereafion cup
hy adding another win to his credit. As there art* only four more
shoots for this trophy, some stout hualling will have to be done if the
cup is not to eo to Remsen Hali. Mr. Remsen's win on April 7 was a
most highly creditahlo one. He scored 46 imt of each 50, half the
race belnp &t known angles and half at unknown anglfs. His t-otal

of 92 tied Qreifl's total, and a shoot-off was the result, The pair shot
oiT at 15 known and 15 unknown areles Remsen scored 14 out of 15
at known angles, and then ran 15 straig-ht m the unknowns, a total of
29 out of 30. It is also worth noting: that when Remsen went to the
score for his last string of 25 unknown angles, he had to break 25 to
beat GreifC and 24 to tie his score. He lost his fourth target, but
finished with 24, running the last 21 straight. F. Smnock, the win-
ner of the cup in February last, was clean out of form on April 7, his
liver being in bad shape and h« himself under the doctor's care. It
took grit to stand up under such conditions, butSinnock supplied the
grit and knocked out 46 out of 60 i a the first half of the race. Con-
dition told in the last half, and he finished with only 86.

Baltimore and Atchison may be said to open the target season of
3 897. From now until late in the fall not a week will pass without
some important tareet tournament being on the list. Although this
is not to be a season of large added money tournaments, the number
of small tournaments will more than make up for the loss in that re-
spect. The days of "$I50 per day profit" for the crackerjacks seem
to have goiie by. It is now more a case of "small profits and quick
returns." i

Arthur BUnn, of Singac, N. .7., announces that he will hold a live-
bird shoot on his grouads on Monday, April 19, at 12 noon sharp.
The main event will be a 25-bird sweep, $10 entrance, birds extra.
Bunn's birds are always of the very best quality, and it takes good
work to score even 10 straight on his grounds. A simple way to get
toSingacis to take the Erie R. R. to Paterson, and then take the
electric cars from the depot in Paterson to Singac. Trains also leave
Chambers street, N. Y. (Erie R. R.), at 10:30 and 12 noon for Little
Falls.

Billy Crosby (everybody calls him "Billy" whether they know bim
well or not) la making quite a stay with us, and is running in double
harness with Jack Fanning. This pair sally forth from JSew York
city on the slightest provocation, and turn up at every target or lipe-
bird shoot in the vicinity. Both are as welcome as the day, hecause
New York and New Jersey trap-shooters koow good fellows when
they fall across them. The new Baker hammer gun handled by
Crosby attracts lots of attention for reasons that can easily be
guessed.

In looking over the programmes for the Baltimore and Richmond
Interstate shoots we can only find one fault with them, and that fault
may possibly be only imaginary. We refer to the absence of any aver-
age moneys. Average money we look upon as a most interesting
feature of any tournament, and in addition to being interesting to the
shooters it always gets them out to the grounds early whether it's a
case of rain or not. Average moneys (always high guns, not class
shooting) are a feature that we like to see in any programme.

We have not heard much from Newhurgh, N. Y., in regard to the
tournament to be held there May 5-7, hut we understand that Presi-
dent Dave Brown intends to make the annual spring tournament
tven more enjoyable than those of past years. He has good ma-
terial among the members of his club to draw upon, for the New-
burgh boys are skilled entertainers. We understand also that the
tournament will be ''open to all."

The Iroquois Rifle and Gun Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., holds an all-day
shoot at targets on the first Thursday of every month. Shooting
commences at 10 A. M. on each of the days above mentioned. The
programme prepared by the committee—Jacob Motz, H. L. Born and

' W. J. Udick—is a popular one, and these shoots should be well at-
tended by trap-shooters of Pittsburg and vicinity. At all these
hhoots the purses are divided on the Rose system.

Ferd Van Dyke has recently placed two gond records to the credit
of Liflin & Rand's W-A powder: On April 3 he won the Boiling
Springs cup shoot with 49 out of 50, and on April 7 he led the baud at
the Bergen County Gun Club's grounds, Hackensack, N. J,, with a
total of i3 out of 100. On the latter occasion he broke 45 oat of
50 at known angles, but finished with 48 out of 50 at unknown angles.

H. W. Brown, of Binghamton, N Y., man.ager of the Binghamtoa
Gun Club, writes us that his club is getting out an interesting and
tasteful programme for its spring shoot on April 27-39. These semi-
annual gatherings of the Binghamton boys are always enjoyable
affairs, and the spring shoot of 1897 promises to be as pleasant as any
of its forerunners. They kuo vv ho * to make visitors feel at home in

Binghamton.
Merchandise prizes for the Auburn (N. Y. State) shoot, June 8-11 •

are rolling up. The management of the Auburn Gun Club has al

ready secured a donation of sis first-class guns as prizes, besides a
list dr othe)' valuable prizes too lengthy for mention. A special tea
lure this year will be "£:^-open-to-aU" sweeps, as the club wants all

the cracks, East, West, North and South, to come and joia iu thefun.
The club will ijar nobody,

Mr. Rice's letter anent the trip of the Western delegation to the
Grand American Handicap, which appeared in one of ourcotem-
poraries the week af er the shoot, seems to have aroused the disap
proval of rpany shooters in the E'ist. Several of them very strongly
resent the lack of Courtesy attributed to them. In another portion of
our trap columns we publish some of the le.ters we have received on
this subject.

Among the New York delegation to the Baltimore shoot this week
will be Capt. A. W. Money, Ed. Taylor, Justus von Leagerke. Neaf
Apgar, Ferd. Van Dyke, W. Crosby, Jack Fanning and Tom Keller.
Most of the above will also be in evidence at the Richmond Interstate
of April 28-29. There is material enough for a good squal in the
above list.

The Marietta (O ) Gun Club will hold its spring tournament on
Wedne.-day, April 21. The programme consists of twelve 15 target
©vents, $1.50 entrance, unknown angles. All purses will be divided i n
the Rose system. The shoot will be under the management of P.
Schlicher, Jr , and C. E. Verges. Shooting commences at 9 A. M.,
rain or shine.

Jack Fanning is still in the East and will scarcely see San Fran '

Cisco until late next Ml, when the target-shooting season here is

closed, and when we shall have nothing left with which to amii-e
him. Jack is making lots of new friends for himsel'', his powder
(Gold Dust), and for the Olympic Club, ot San Franci^^co, whose baoge
he wears over the spot where he says his heart is

The members of the Knoxville(Tena ) Gun Club have been working
hard during the pieseut session ot the State Legislature to secure
much-needed legislation on behalf of the eame and fish of the Stare.
The success of the club's efforts in this respect should spur on similar
organizations to do likewise in their respective districts.

Hon. Tom A. Marshall, the winner of the Grand American Handi-
cap, is not without a handsome souvenir of his victory on March
24-35. His friends in the West have presented nim with a fine silver

service to commemorate an excellent exhibition of skill and nerve.

The spring tournament of the Portland, Me , Gun Club has been
postponed from its original date;it will now take place on Wednesday
ot this week, April 14, Mr. Chisholm. mauager of the club, informs us
that a magautrap will be used at this shoot.

Mr. J. H, Richmond, of this city, has sold out his interest in the
Walsrode Powder Co. to Oscar Hesse, of Red Bank, N. J., who will

jereafter represent the powder company in this country. The
igency will, we understand, siill remam in the hands of Messrs.
ijchoverlhig, Daly & Gales.

A new gun club has been organized at Secaucus, N. J., under the
presidency of Mr. Henry Hettich. The new club will commence prac-
ticing at once anl promises to become a factor in trap-shooting
circles in the State of New Jersey.

The Oritani Field Club, of Hackensack, N. J,, announces that itwill

hold an all-day shont on Wednesday, April 21. All events will be at
targets, shooting commencing at 10 A. M,

On May 31 the Portland (Me ) Gun Club will hold its annual spring
tournament. Tlie shoot will be at targets, and, to make the tourna-
ment attractive, the club will add money to the purses.

The Forester Guu Olub, of Newark, N. J., will hold an aU day shoot
It targets on April 28. The club will welcome all shooters, and will

filso keep open house on that day.

April 13. EdwAbd Bines.

The Western Team at Elkwood Park.
Buffalo, N, Y., April Q.— Editor Forest and Stream- I was rather

surprised on looking over my Forest and Stream that arrived to-day
to find no mention made of the recent letter written by Mr. Rice to
your Western contemporary.
After describing the composition of his team, all gentlemen and all

rattling good shots, and after describing Elkwood Park, its accommo-
dation?, shooting grounds and club hous°, Mr. Rice makes this re-
markable statement: "The management of the Grand American
Handicap, notwithstanding predictions to the contrary, was generous
in its treatment of the Western party, and should we again visit the
East, 1 tbink my party will join me in the statement that we shall ask
nothing better than what we received at the Handicap of 1897."
Mr. Rice practically closes his letter with the following: * * *

should Chicago be favored in 1F98, the winner in the Grand American
Handicap shall have to carry home with him a trophy of which he
will be proud, and with the feeling that the West in its good-natured
and broad liberalism has extended to him—whether a resident East or
West of the Ohio River— 'the glad hand' with a fellow sportsman's
hest wishes. This (I regret to say) will be in marked contrast to the
treatment accorded by the Eastern shooters to the Western con-
tingent as we concluded our shooting .last week. To Mr. Robert
Welcb. of Pbiladelpbia, we owe the only real courtesy extended to us
as winners bv our brethren in the East."
Now, Mr Editor, what do you tbink of this last sentence? "What

do you tbink of the whole letter? What were "the predictions to the
contrary" that Mr. Rice refers to? What did Mr. Rice and "the
Western contingent" expect at the hands of fellow sportsmen that
they did not receive? And, lastlv, what did "Mr. Robert Welch, of
Philadelphia," do to the Western boys that we did not do? I was
present at the shoot—as a spectator, it is true—but I never saw more
genuine enthusiasm on the part of a body of men than was displayed
by ihe shooters present when the Eon. Ihos. A. Marshall landed the
chief honor. "The Westi^m contingent," while domiciled at the Elk
wood Inn, ate by themselves and kept very much to themselves; an
Eastern team taken to Chicago under similar conditions and for a
similar purpose would undotibtedly have acted in a precisely similar
manner.
It may be the fashion In the West, hut I most seriously doubt it, to

insinuate all kinds of things; it may also be the fashion in the West,
but again I most seriously doubt it, to run down the hospitality and
friendship of those whose guests you have been. If it is the fashion
to do either of these things, then Mr. Rice's letter is fully up to date
In all particulars. 48 Gas.

ANOTHE?l PROTEST.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aprils.—Editor Forest and Stream.- I would like
to protest against the way in which that Western delegation found fault
with everything. They found fault with Phil Daly's accommodations,
and the price paid for the same; they found fault to a man with the
reports in the New York papers, good reports too. They said that if

the winner had been an Eastern man he would have bad a whole
page; and that if the shoot had been held in Chicago better reports
and more space would have been given, etc. And now Mr, Rice, in a
Western sporting paper, finds fault with the way in which he and his
crowd were entertained during the Grand American Handicap.

I don't know that Mr. Rice or any Western man is anj different
from myself or t>thers. We went to a good square shoot, and when
we made a straight we made money. We were furnished with good
birds, a splendid club house and comfortable accommodations, and
the money was paid to the man that earned it— East, West, North or
South-no section was favored. It does noc seem right that Mr.
Rice should find fault with the hest shoot ever held in the world, or
that he should claim that we did not extend proper cotirtesies to him
and his men, I am sure Mr. Marshall was warmly enough con-
gratulated on his victory What more could or ought we to have
done?
As for the management of the shoot, it knew no clique nor any

part of the country. It looked after everybody and handicapped
each shooter on the best information obtainable, regardless of where
he came from. The Western delegation was entertained at the Grand
American Handicap as well as any Easterner, and I have no kick
coming, never having been entertained better in my life. Keystone.

Programme for the Peru (Ind.) Shoot.

Mr J. L. Head, promoter of the tournament announced to be held
at Peru, Ind., April 28-29, under the management of Jack Parker,
has for AS rded to us a copy of the programme for that shoot. It is
worthy of special mention that a meeting of the Trap-Shooters'
League of Indiana will be held at I'eru during the progress of this
to'irnament.
In making the following extracts from the reading matter in this

programme", we must not be taken as indorsing all the statemens and
sentiments contained therein. This is mereiy another case of many
men, many minds, and we give the extracts, as we realize that they
will be of interest to our reader.'^:

'Having been requested by a number of shooting acquaintances to
open the season of 1837 with a tournament at Peru, the promoter of
tliis event hereby extends a cordial invitation to he sportsmen of
this and surrounding States to attend what promises to be ore of the
largest amateur tournaments ever held in the Middle West.
"Believing it to be unfair to the less expert .^hooters to make an

exorbitant charge for targets to all tbe contestants, and then add
thH overcharge to the highest scores for the benefit of the more ex-
pert under the guise of 'added money,' I here will be no such added (?)
money. Believing further that tbe practice of soliciting merchandise
from the local merchants, the majority of whom are not interebted
in and derive no benefit from trap shooting, and adding the merchan-
dise as prizes serves only to delay the progress of a tournament, while
shooting off ties, or engaging in the exciting snort (?) of drawing
straws in order to determine the winner of such prizes, which in the
main attract no entries, no merchandise will be added.
Knowing from a wide personal acquaintance with tbe amateur

shooters of this State that all the average amateur wants is an oppo'--
tunity to enter an event having an equal show with all other contest-
ants to win his entrance and a fair profit as the resulc of his skill, tie
promoter of this event is prepared to assure every sportsman who
may attend that every courtesy will be extended him, and every op-
poriunlty given him to enjoy tne manly sport of trap-shooting that a
large attendance and good management can provide.
'Believing, however, that some inducement should beheld out to

the contestants to enter every event, thus keeping up interest, espe-
cial attention should be called to the average prizes, mention of
wn ch is made on pages 7-11, which is certainly .•sufficient evidence
that this tournament is not given to realize a profli, but to promote
the sport of trap-shooting. As to the management, the name of the
grutleman who has been secured to manage this tournament is a
guarantee that it will be run upon correct hues and in the best pos-
sible manner. Mr. Parker will not contest for the purses."
The programme consists of two 10 target events, $1 entrance; five

15-target events, gl 50 entrance; three 2C-;arget events, $2 entrance,
and two 25-target events, $2.50 entrance This gives a total of 205
targets, and an entry tee "for all day" of SiO.oO. The average prizes
referred to above are treated of as follows: "As announced in Rules
and Conditions, targets will be thrown at 2 cents each, but oelieving
that a reasonable profit can be made at this price, an average prize of
$ J 50 per thousand for all targets thrown in programme events will
be divided hetween the two guns making the best general average for
all programme events on both days-60 per cent, to first and 40 per
cent, to second—thus reducing the price of targets to M cents."
Under the head of "Rules and Regulations" appears tne following:

!»*Shooting commences at 9:30 each morning. Manufasturers' ex-
perts and black powder barred. iSo contestant will lose a shot. All
purses divided 35, 30, '.iO and 15 per cent All shooting will b from
known traps, unktio .vn angles, unless it is clearly demonstrated taut
too wide a difference exists in the class of shooters, when iho e Itss
expert will be allowed to shoot from known angles, Gur s and shells
shipped to J. L. Head will be dehvered to the grounds free of charge.'"

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association.

Little Rook, Ark
,
April 10.—Please anuoimce that the seventh an-

nual meeting and tournament of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's A«-
gociation will be held at Pine Bluff, Ark., July 20-32. Added money
and other particulars will be announced la'er. The tournament will

be open to all and the Rose system of dividing the purses will be
adopted The Association expects to offer liberal inducements to

draw shooters to Arkansas. It will also amply provide for its State
shooters. Renewed mterest is being displayed in trap shooting all

over the State, and altogether the prospects were never more fiatter-

lug for a successful shoot. The tournament will be under the aus
>ices of the Pine Bluff Gun Club, Papl R. LiTaaji.

Bison Gun Club, of Buffalo.

BtTFALO, N". Y., April 1.- The Bison Gun Club tried its magautrap
to dav and found that it worked saiisfac orUy. The shoot took place
at the Walden avenue grounds and was well attended. Eveni No 4
was tbe badge shoot, and in this event Minere won the Class A badge,
Siegrist the Class B badge, and Wrench the Class C badge. No. 5
was at 5 pairs. Scores:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 Events; 1 2 3 4 6 6
Targets: 10 15 JO $5 10 10 Targets: 10 Id 10 So 10 lo

Siegrist i , 6 7 6 19 5.. Cook 3 1
Minere... 7 11 4 18 8 7 Farmer.,..,,,,.., 6 tl .. ft V
Wrench 7 11 4 18 8 7 Du Ponf 6 8 ., 7 6
Esson 4 10 4 17 .. 9 Bauman. ......... 8 6 77
Werlui 10 4 17 6 6 Esles 6 ti 8^. ^ 4..
Appel 3. 4 .. 9 .. .. Garrison 4 .. .

^'
.

Vine 2 5 13 4 .. Bis.'^ell .. 4 2 .. \\
'7

Danser , , , , 4 6 , , 10 5 5 Avery 5 '

"

Wheeler 12 8 17 8 7 '
'

OW I.ONG ISL&.ND.
WESTMINSTER KENNEL OLUB.

April S.—An imoortant match was shot to-day on the grounds of
the Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L I. Th« principals were H.
B. Gilbert and W. Chauncey Floyd-Jones, the conditions of the match
being: 100 birds. Gilbert at 31yds., Flovd-Jones at 30yds.. .SOyda.
boundary, Gilbert was looked after bv CapD. Money, G. 8. McAloin
handling Floyd-Jones. The weather was cloudy, with a light wind
from the southwest. The birds, of course, were good ones, the 30yds.
boundary being all too short on several occasions. The match
throughout was close enough to be quite interesthig, but Gilbert final
ly won with 4 birds to spare. Scores were:
H B Gilbert (31) .20S2.12222-232211320112323-22

20-20a22133232202223030220-19
2002i20220»?«2323-2232 '•22 -1

8

2020-22 222222221 1232020203 -20—79W C Floyd-Jones (31) 222l-32n20n3..iH2'23I2202—20
•< 2-223222313r2021123i'220020-21
2200201010201831013102002-15
2«102»2122311022102123»32 -19—75

NEW CTBECHT GUN CLUB.
April ?0.—The semi-monthly shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club

was held to-day ©n the Dpker Meadow grounds. In the club shoob
C. W. Dudley was the winner in Class A, C. C. Fleet winning easily
in Class B.

Cup shoot, 25 targets, unknown angles:
C W Dudley (A) llllllltlllllllOllOlltlll -23
F A Thompson (A). ...... llllllltllinilOlOUllOlt —23
A A Hegeman (A)......,,.,,,.,.,. lllllOlllllH 11111110110001 -22PE George (A) 111111001111111010110111111-23DC Bennett(A) ., 1111100110111111111111110 —21W H Thompson (A) 1110111001011111011111010 —18
J Gaughen (A) 1011101101101110110110110 —17
P Adams (A) OOlllOlUlOOOlllllOlllOOl —18
J A Bennett (A)...,.,,...,,.,........ 101011110101100011000011111—16
OC Fleet (B) 111111111001111111101110101—83
Dr O'Brien (B),........... 1111101101111111011100010 —18
A Eddy (B) 010110110101100101101110110-16
Dr Shepard (B) .10100010101110011001111110 —15
» J B Adams..,,,...,. ..OlllOllOlllllllOlllllllOl —20
* Guest.

The next event was the shoot for the Bennett cup, 25 targets, un-
known angles. Class A men shooting at scratch. Class B at 27 targets,
and Class C at 30. F. A. Thompson scored the first win for the cup
with 22 out of 35. Scores:
F AThompson (A)..... 1011101111110111111111111 —22
CF Dudley (A) ,..,...i,"... ......1011101111111011111110110 -20
D C Bennett (A) lIlIllllllOOlllOlllllOllO -20
J Gaughen (A) 1111111101100111110110101 —19
J A Bennett (A) 1101111001111011110111101 —19
P Adams (A) ..,,,.,......1100111001111010111110111 —18
A A Hegeman (A) ,,.„.,,.,...0010111111011111110110011 —18WH Thompson (A). ..„...,.. 1110110010111101101111101 —18
Dr O'Brien (B). ......,.„„.„.. 011101010110111011100111110—18
Dr Shepard (B) 010111111011011101000111011-18
0 C Fleet (B) 001 1 101 10011 1 lOIOl 1 10010110 -16
A Eddy (B) llOOUOlOOOOOCOw

In addition to the above shoots a series of 10-target events, all at
unknown angles, were also decided:

Events: 1234 5678 Events: 123 '4 5678
D Bennett. 9 9 Hegeman 6 5 5 5 v.P Adams.. 42667668 O'Brien.... 9 6 6 7
J Gaughen 6.. 7 7 7.. 5 9 Shepard.., 2 7 6 6
Dudley..., 8 5 9 8 8 8. .. Fleet .. 7 7 8 5 2
Eddy 7 6 J Bennett. ...... 8 5 8 6 9
George..., 7 6 6 .. ,. WThomp'n 5 .. 8 ..FThomp'n .. 7 7 8 7 7 6 9 Dr Adams 9 67..

Trap at Pittsburg.
M''PHKRS0N DBFEATS WILL KINQ.

PiTTSBUBG, Pa., April 7.—W. S. King and Sandy MoPherson shot an
interesting race to-day on the grounds of the Herron Hill Gun Club
at Davis I-iland, The affair was a handicap, the conditions being as
follows: 50 birds oer man. King at 3Jyds , McPherson at 28yds., King
also conceding McPherson 3 misses as kills. The odds conceded by
King proved too severe, al hough he shot a very great race, scoring
4S out of 50. McPherson scored 46 out of 50, making his total, with 3
misses as kills, 49. He thus won by 1 bird. Scores:

McPherson (28; 1111111111111111111111111-25
1110111111111100111111101-21 -46-1-3 -49W S King (8^) 1111111110111111111111111-24
1111111111111110111111111—24—48

m'phebson wins again.
^prji 9.—Will King and Sandy McPherson shot their race of April

7 over again, the conditions being precisely the same on both occa-
sions, with the exception that to day McPherson received only 3
misse? as kills as against 3 in the previous match. McPherson won
again and by the same margin—1 bird, the scores standing 46 to 45 in
his favor. Scores were as below, second barrel kills being ignored:
McPherson (28) 11111011 lllllinmililiO-23

0111111110111 101111111101 - 21—44-f2-4(}W S King (30) 1111111111111111111111010-23
01111 11 111110111111011111- 22-45

TEAM RACE AT DAVIS ISLAND.

April 10.—A. close and exciting team race was shot at Divis Island
to-dty between teams captained respectively by C. A. May and W S
Kin?. The teams were of five men, each man shooting at i5 live
birds King's team won by 107 to 103. Scores;

May's Team:
C A Mav 2222i:0 223302222122201 2232 -2!
A H King 2-2-2002ll2102?03f21i 322032—19
Rick-»y '-0.021'232-2'221122J-2325;2s;33-23
McPherson 23il2-22223'-^-2a2i00.'02i320—21
Jar que 202222-33-20S2'220221£0 .2^22—21 -106
King's Team:

\V ;> King 3313212231233222023)30022— Jl
'

Fargo 213J11- 020-22i0232322<!-,i-2-32—21
"

Strong..,. ....,..2i0.']311-2-222133^222.!3O0O22—21
Anson ........ i . 21 122-233333-2220 1 -2232331 22—31
Bessemer s .031)212222303232282x022223-20—107

MarUu Gun Club.
Marlin, Tex., April 5. - The following scores were made to-day a

the regular weekly shoot of the Marlin Gun Club, both events being
at 10 bluerocks, known traps and angles:

„ „ . . ^- No. 2.RB Louis....... ,

0110110110-6

1110101011—6
CAOltorf

1011101110—7

1110110101—7
Herring

000:001110—4

0101010110-6
* Wilson,.,

1011111111-9

1111010111 8
*Corfleld 1110111000 -6
Register

1001000000-2

OliooaOl'Jo—

1

Judge Scott OOOlOiniiO—4 1101110111—8
George OOIOIOIIII-6 OOiWlllUl 6
Rush OOOOOO'OOO-O OOOOOOOOOI-l
Bartlett 1011011011—7 IIOIOIOOIO 5
JOltorf 0100111011—6 1001010001—4
Turner

1111101111-9

0111110011-7
S Louis OOOOOUOlOl-2 1010010101- 5
Emery OlOTOIIlll—

7

'Visitors. E. R. Emery.

Trap at Hartford.
Hartford, Conn., April 3.- The Colt Gun Club held its regular

medal shoot to-day, and twenty-three shooters turned outto compete
M"ssrs. Willird, Pitkin and Risley each broke 24 out of a possible iS
They will shoot off their tie at the next medal shoot, which is on"
Aprd 17. The club is well pleased vrith its new club house and
grounds. It has an inclosed pit with a new set of blue rock traps
and electric pull The coming season promises to be very lively
Following are tne scores made for the medal at 25 targets:
Willard..,,.,.. '4 Mills 30 W Olmsted ]H
Pitkin ...,.....24 Sexton 20 Algej. . . . , . . "ja
Risley •''i F Olmsted ...18 Lucas I*!! 'j*

Ri^hop 23 Nichols 18 White...
. .•.n

G-isleman .....22 Putnam 18 Robinson. 9
MCook 21 McGinty ....18 F Carter...

''"'9
Burbidge .....21 J Carter 17 Crane ^OB Treat '31 A Cook 16
Cook. Bishop, Pitkin, Kuig and Willey attended the live-bird con-

test at Elkwood Park, and Mr. Willey, of the club, was a competitor
M. F. Cook, Sec'y.
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IN NEW JERSE7.
CLUB SHOOT AT BOILING SPHINaS.

April 3.—The regular monthly club shoot of the Boiling Springs
Gun Club was held to day at Rutherford. The attendance as usual
was very good, and a large number of targets was thrown during
the afternoon, the to'al aggregating over 3,000.

The cup shoot (25 known angles and 25 unknown angles) was won
by Ferd Van Dyke with 49 out of 50, Van losing his 4'i'th target. Dr.

De Wolfe, with an allowance of 5 extras, was second with 47 out of 55.

Apgar, Fanning, Brewer and Lewis (15 exti-as) came nexc with 46.

In the 45 hole were Noel Money, W. H. Huck and G. H Fiercy. Al-

together scores ruled hierh, but this is scarcely to be wondered at, as

the background at the Boiling: Springs grounds is about as perfect as
possible. A. glance at the scores made in the sweeps will show that

pretty nearly everybody had his eye on the targets. Scores in the

cup shoot follow in detail;

Oapt Money... 11110111100011101101010111111111111111111011111111-41
Noel Money... UniomnUimilOU 1111111111111111011110111011-45

Van Dyke lllllllllllllimilinil illlllJlllUlIMlimiOlll—4fl

GreifE illllUlllll11011111111011011111100U1111111011111-44
Huck 11111010011111110111111111111111111111111111111101-45

Apsar ...... ,1111111011111111111 11111111010111111111101 nillin-4h
Paul . ....11011111010111111001111110011011111111101111110101—40

Lewis 1111111001011(1101011011110111111000111010011111011-35
iOUlOOOlllllll —11-46

Frank. .
.imiooiooiooiouiiioioooiiiioiiiiioioiioioiconoi—81

11011 —i""^^

De Wolfe 11110111111011111110111011011111011111111111011110-42
11111 — 5-47

Adams 10111011011011011110111101010011011010011001111000-31
001 — 1—32

Baker J001100100111C00110110110111111011101011I010011001-30
0101011 —4—34

Fanning .... 11111111111111111111111011111011101111111111110111-46

Crosby '. 11011110111111111011111011010111111111011111011011-41

GPiercy . . .iflOOlilllilllllll 111111101111111101111111111111111—45

Morfev ifOilllinooill 11111101010111011011011110111011111—38

Hegeman"". 11011011111010011111001101100011110110111110101010-33

10101001 — 4—37

Brewer .
.noiiiinoiiiniiiinoiio'iiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiin—46

L Piercv 01101111111110111111101001001010111111000011111111-86

Koemer
" 00000000000000010110010011000010101000010000100101—13

lOOIlOlllOOOOll — 8-21

Sanders lOiOlllOOlOIOOIOIOliOnonilllOOillOllOlOlllOllHOll—28

Barron 01111111111111111101111110101100110101110111110011-39
11 _-a-41

Sweeps were shot as below, all events being at unknown angles:

Events: 18345 <S 78 Eveuts: 123 45678
Targets: 10 15 IS IB 15 15 SO SB Targets: 10 IS 15 15 15 IS SO 25

(TptMoney 8 13 13 14 14 12 20 23 GEGreiffi, 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. .

.

N EMoney 9 H 13 15 12 1« 18 24

Van Dyke. 8 .. 14 .. 14 13 18 ..

W Crosby. 10 15 12 14 13 12 18 21

J Fanning. 9 16 13 13 14 14 18 24

P Adams.. 7 ., 18- 1. 10 8 17 ..

Georse ... S \i •• k\
WHHuck. 9 .. 13 .. .. 15 .. 24

N Apgar. .. 8 13 12 14 12 12 17 .,

M Lewis. . . 6
LPiercy... 7 .. 12 14 14 15 IS ..

G Piercy.. 9 14 11 12 11 14 15 21

B James. ..

J L Brewer 9

J Baker... 4
De Wolfe.. ..

T Baron
Decon ,

Hegeman . .

,

Sanders "
.. 9

K Frank 10
T Morfey 14
A J Paul 9
Palmer 12 13

11 12 .. 12 12 17 20
13 11 12 14 9 17 S3
12 .. 12 8 .. ..20
8 .. .. 5 6 .. ..

..10
10 12 .

.

18

5 Koemer 8 . . .

.

W. H. Huck, Sec'y.

FORBSTBE GDN CLUB, OF NEWARK.

8 9 10 11 IS 13 lU 15 16

9 6

9 10
5 7
6 30

4 8

2 6 3 1 3
7 6 5 4 3

Ed Taylor. . . .10111111110110111011110110110111011101100111101111-38
11110010111101111111010101110010011110101111011111—86—74

MHerrington.UllllllOllUOl 001111011011111011110011011101101110 - 88
11110111010011011101110101111010110111111110111110—87-73

J A Hall 01101001110111111011011110110011101011]10n0100111-:34
11111011101101000101111111010111111111111111110101-351—73

B Snyder 01100100101100111000111110101001101111011111001101—80
10111000111000111011100111011101111111100001011111-88-63

Shoot-off for cup, 15 known and 15 unknown:
Remsen llllllOlllllllllllllllllllllll-29
GreifE llllOlllllllllllllOlOllllOllOl-SS
Sweeps were shot as follows, all events being at unknown angles.

Altogether 4,'"00 targets were thrown during the day:

Events: 1 8 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1» 13
Targets: lo 10 16 10

Byrd .g^.^, 8 8 12 8
Dawson.. 4 I' 11 7
Grpiff 10 10 15 9
Herrmgton 7 10 12 8
Sinnock.... ,14, 6 8 .. ..

NEMoney 7 18
Capt Money 714
Van Dyke 9 15
Edwards 10 15
Fanning

, , , 10 14
Crosby ,, . .,10 13
Hexamer .. 6 13
Wright i. ,.13
Huck
Taylor , ,

Beinsen
Bell
Piercy, ...,,t.\,,i.,.i.iy-,,:tii
Apgar ^^^^^ , ., .,
B James.
Everett .. ..

Snyder ,

Hall
Johnson

15 SO 15 SO 10 16 50 10 S5

.. 18 12 19
1-S .. 10 15
13 16 8 17 f)

8 ,. 11 1? 9 14 38 0 ..

11 18
14 20
15 17
., 18

15 19

13 17

fl 15 41

9 10 ..

13 18
15 20
12 18 .. ..

10
15 16 8 15

8 31

13 13
16 18
18
12 ..

12 14

11 15
14 ..

12 ..

11 .,

11 ..

12 18
11 14
14 12
12 20

9

.. 17
11 12
12 18

8 ..

9 11 43 8 20

. . IS
7 13
8 .. 17

April 10.—The regular monthly sboot of the Forester Gim Club was
held to day. A good delegation from the Bergen County Gun Club, of

Hacken«ack, was with us and helped to make things lively. The
Forester Gun Club will have an all day shoot on April 28, to which all

are welcome, either to come and break tareets or else help to eat the

lunch. Targets are thrown at 1 cent each on all occasions by this

club. To-day's scores were:

Events: 1 S 3 U 5

Herrington 9 ^ 6 7 8

Banta ° ^2 I
J Fleming....!, Sit. 5* 5 8 9 8

War Smith...., 8 6 7 9 9

Jackson
JHCnmmings t i ^ „ »
Dr Cummings 7 8 I I
Jewell 8 ... 7 .. .. 4 7

C Smith.,.. 5 8

Gardner 3 .. 3 . . .. ..

D Flemmg 4 7 4 8 6 .. ..

Wambold ,u^... 4

Woods

^No°^4,"8, ll 'and'i5"wereat known angles; Nos, 12, 13 and 16 at re-

versed order; all other events were at unknop n angles.
H. E. WiNANS, See'y.

CUP SHOOT AT HACKBNSACK.

April 7.—The thud contest for the Recreation cup was beld to day
on the grounds of the Bergen County Gun Club, at Hackensack.
There was a good entry list, eighteen shooters taking part in the

main event on the card. Of the above number four were not eligible

to compete for the cup; these were Ferd Van Dyke, of the W. R. A.

Co • Neaf Apgar, representing the Austin Powder Co.; J. S. Kannine',

of the U. S Smokeless (Gold Dust) Powder Co., and W. Crosby, of

the Baker Gun Co. To make it interesting, however, for the above
four shooters an optional sweep of $1 on each 25 targets was gotten

up, while the cash prizes of $5 to the second high gun, and $1 to the

third high gun, were chrown open to them.
Considerable interest was evinced in the outcome of this shoot, as

•both F. Sinnock and J. S. S. Eemson, previous winners of the cup,

were entered in to-day's race, i^innock was under the weather and
in no condition to do him.self justice; the effects of an attack of the

grip will be found too in Edwards's total. Gus Greiff was in great

form, having changed his gun and found a weapon that evidently

suited him w^ell. He-shot a great gait all day, scoring in the sweeps
shot prior to the 100-target event pretty nearly every target shot at;

he held up well too in the main event, his rotal of 9i being tied by
Bemsen and oijy beaten 1 target by Ferd Van Dyke, who scored the

highest total in the race—93 Remsen shot very steadily, making 46

in each 50 and outshooting Greiff when it earae to a shoot off.

The weather conditions were not unfavorable for good scores, there

beine almost no wind. The sky, however, was overcast, and the

light nothing extra when targets were thrown low. No. 4 trap was
stumbling block to many a shooter, targets being thrown very low
from I his trap; it is safe to say that a very large percentage of the

lost targets were thrown from IS o. 4 trap. It was not an easy day
for perfect refereeing, but the chib's referee, Chas. E. Dawson, did

his work as satisfactorily as usual. Capt Horton was the club's

hustler, of course; in fact, the Bergen County Gun Club does not
seem to have anybody else to take much interest in running a shoot.

Capt. Horton introaiiced another feature in to-day's shoot in the

shape of some souvenir spoons, three of which were shot off in 15-

target events. The first was won by Edwards, who tied on 1£

Straight with Gus Greiff and Van Dyke; on the shoot-off, miss-and-
out Edwards wou in the 13i h round. Fanning won No. 2 spoon with

l*) straight; while W. H. Huck, of the Boiling Springs Gun Club, won

.

No. 3 spoon with asimdar score.

Below are the scores in the cup race in full. Remsen 's win to-day
making his second for the cup out of three tries. Sinnock has the

other win to his credit. There are only four more contests for the

cup, so Remsen may be said to have a good chance of ultimately

carrying it back lo Brooklyn. Scores:

F Van Dyke.. llllinillUllllOlIll '1111111111110011111111011011-41
lllllllllimilllllllllllillOlllOlllllinillllllll-48-93

JSS Remsen. 11111101011111111111111111110111011111111111111111-46
11111101111111110111111011110111111111111111111111-46-92

GE Greiff.... 11111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111100-47
niiiiiiiiioiiiioiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiimoiiiinnou—45-92

W Crosby 11111011111111111111111111111111111111111110111111-48
OllllOlllOlllllllllOnlllllllllllllllllOlOOllUlll—43-91

J S Fanning. .11 i0111111111llllllllllini]1301llllll011111111111-47
oioiioiiiiiiiiiiiiinnioiiiiiiiioiooiiiioiiiiiiii-42-89

P Sinnock . . .
.11111111111111011111110111111011111111111111110111-46
loioiiiiioiooiiiiniioniiooiiioiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiii -40-86

N Apgar illllOOlllllllOOllllllllOlllllllUlllllllOOlllllOl 42
11110111111111111101111110101111011111110111111111—44-86

L H Byrd.... 01101111111110111111111110111111101111011111111111-44
11111111111111101100111100110110011111111111101111-41-85

P S Edwards:.10llllll0111]llllllliliiillllllllllillllli01011011 -45
11011111011111101011110110101111101110111110111011-39-81

N E Money. ...1111011101111111111111111110010111ilH11inill0110-43
01111111100111110111110011110101110111101101111011—38 - 81

T C Wright.. .11111011101111011111110111011101111111010110011101-39
lCOi)inillH11111110111101111111010111011001110111-40-79

Capt A MoneylllOOOllOOOlOl 011101111111100111111111001111011111—36
iniOllOlllllOllllllllOlllllOUOOl 1111111110111101-41-77

WHexamur..lllllllllll]l0011111inillll0011110nillll0011Hll—43
110000001101101I11011111001110I011001101111111 1110-33—76

G H KorcY. .
.iniiiiinoioiioiiiioiioioiioiiiiioioiioioioioiiii-37
ooimoionoiniiioioiuuuiooxuuiimuuouio-8^re

TEAM RACE AT RUTHERFORD.
April ?0.—The Boiling Springs Gun Club held an invitation team

race to-day on its grounds at Rutherford, The conditions were three
men to a team, 50 tergets per man. unknown angle", SlO per team,
targets included. The day was a delightful one for target shooting,
although at times there was enough strength in the northwesterly
wind to cause the flight of the targets to be rather erratic

It was rather a surprise therefore, with such weather conditions,
that there were not more than four clubs represented by teams.
These four clubs were: Boiling Springs Gun Club, Bergen County
Gun Club, of Hackensack; Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey City, and
the Brooklyn Gun Club, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The race was a most in-
teresting one, the home team finally landing in the lead with 136 out
of 150. Next came the Bergen Countv team with 133, the Endeavors
with 131. and the Brooklyns with 120.'

One of the amusing features of the race was Captain Money's
transfer from the Bergen County team to the Boiling Springs team
in place of Neaf Apgar, who was unable to be present. The Bergen
county club had four representatives present: Van Dyke, Morfey
and the two Moneys; it thus became necessary to choose three out of
four, and it fell to Captain Money by lot to drop out. In Apgar's
absence another man was needed on the Boiling Springs team, so
Captain Money was claimed and ably filled the bill by tieing for high
score in the team race, and aiding greatly in landiag his team at the
top of the list.

Among the unattached shooters Dr. De Wolfe was consoicuous
with the only 25 straight made during the day. Greiff was again in
form, scoring 46 out of his 50; but Huck, who was laboring under the
disadvantages of a severe headache, feU 3 or 4 short of the mark
that was expected of him. The Bergen county team shot consistent-
ly, a 45 and two 44s going to make up the team's total; Tom Morfey
had a good chance of 25 straight in the last 25, but fell down on his
50th target. For the Endeavors Edwards scored 47, but Piercy and
Carl von Lengerke were both a little off color. The Brooklyn Club
deserves credit, for entering a team in this race; the club is only a
very young one, but it has all the signs of becommg one of the lead-
ing clubs in this vicinity before long.
A long list of sweeps and matches were shot during the afternoon,

nearly 3.500 targets being thrown, although shooting did not com-
mence until about noon. Scores in all the events are given below,
the team race lieinggiven in detail:

Boiling Springs Gun Club.
AWMoney,.1011111111111111t'11111011111111111111101111111101—47
G E Greiff. . .lllllinil]111111101111111111101111111011110111111-4ii
W H Huck. .11101011111111101111111111111011111010111111101111—43—186

Bergen County Gun Club.
P Van Dyke..lllllllllllllllll0111111111i011 1101111101111011111—45
N E Money. ,.11111001110111111111111111111101111101111111111110- 44

T W Morfey..llOl00101111111111111111011111111111111111111 1110-44—133

Endeavor Gun Club.
PSEdwards.lllllllOllUllOllllllll 111111011 111111111111111111—47
GHPiercy... 10111010111111111111111101101111011111111111110111—43

a V LengerkellllllllOllOllllUlllOlllOlOllllllllllOlllOllllOlO -41—131

Brooklyn Gun Club.
J G Green ...11111101011111111101111111111011111100111111101001—41
JSFannmg.. 11111101111111111110111101101110110111110110111001-40

T Baron llllllOUllllllOlllOOlllllllOOlllllllllOllOOlOllOl—39-liO

Onattached.
Dr De Wolfe. 10101001111111101111110111111111111111111111111111-44

C R Wise....lllllOnilll0111111111111C011111111110001111111111-43
W Crosby....01110111111110101110111111101101111111111111011111-42
Page 11110010100111101111111111011011101101111101011111-38

Sweeps were shot as follows, all being at unknown angles except
No. 1, which was at 15 experts and 5 pairs:

Events: 1 S 3 U 5 6

25 20 20 20 20 20

17 .. 18 16 18 15

.. 18

.. 19
18 ..

19 16
10 19

19 18

,. 20
.. 17

Targets:

Edwards.., J ii-;-4j

Van Dyke........ i..;,, 20 .. 19 18

Greiff : 19 ... 16

Huck 17 .. 17 17

Capt Money H 17 16

N E Money .. 17 19 13

Morfey 18 16 18

Panning 17

Crosby...... >...... 18

O V L 13

Page.... 14

Wise ,.,..'.•<

Baron.
G Piercy
L Piercy
Green, ,.,

De Wolfe
Lane
Paul
Hughes
Ingram , , ..

7 S 9 10 11 IS IS lU

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 25

. . 19 17 16 IS 19 . . 21
20
19 18

.. 18
H 18

19 19

17 19
18 16

19 18

.. W
,. 14

18 ..

18 17
18 16
19 19
15 17
18 15

16 . 15
19 18 20
19 17 17 15 .. 23
19 17 14
17 15 18

18 14 15 11 .. ..

16 18 14
.. .. 13
17
18 15 11
20 17 14 10 16 .

.

12 19 16 16 .. as
15 .. 14
17 16 14 13 14 .

.

17 18 20
19
.... 18
.. .. 9
.... 14

AT YARDVILLB.

April S.—A pleasant day's sport was had at Zwirlein's grounds,
Yardville, N. J., to-day. Among the shooters present were J. S.

Fanning, W. Crosby, Ferd. Van Dyke, J. L. Brewer, Joe Baker, B.
Kuser, etc. Several miss-and-outs and three "10-bird-$10" sweeps
were shot, the chief winners being Brewer and Van Dyke. Scores

were;

Van Dyke,

Duble.

No. 1. No. a. No. 8. No. 4.

2210 22223 212ii21 1211135)223-10
8223 0 222 22 202022222;;-^ 8
0 0 12120 2120312222— 9
210 82230 122822 0^32222222— 9
0 2220 20 2222222 '20— 9

1212 12220 3210 2222022211— 9
0 0 1201022012— 7
0 10 1102200102— 6
1820
10

No. 5.

Brewer. 212122010?- 8

Van Dyke 2122322322-10

Baker 0200212103-6
Fanning..,.. ; 220.321222- 9

Oosby. 2222222?02- 9

Zwirlein 02101S0a01- 6

Young 0032220033— 6

Kuser 2221012111— 9

Duble" .,^,.1220221032— 7

Hawker ....1220200210- 6

Bidgeway 2110201008— 6

Two $10 matches were also shot, as follows:

Hawker 0220J2232-
8

Pub1e,i,,,,,,,i,,«imnii.i.<(.>i,t. .v*^****^**-- 8

No. 6.

1222212222- 10

20000 101.-J2— 5
OU1013222— 8
2222222220— 9
2200122212— 8

Chicago and Western Traps.
THE VTOTOI? AT HOME.

When the Honorable Tom Marshall, Mayor of Keithsburg, winner
of the Grand American Handicap and owner of the earth, arrived at
his home in Keithsburg. after his little exercise trip in the East, he
was met at the depot by a brass band and a triumphal reception such
as was wont to be accorded bv the populus Roinanus to an emperor
who had swiped a section of Gaul or run a corner in Africa. Tom al-

ready owned the town, including the citv railway, the electric lights,

most of the subdivisions and the City Hall; but any few remaining
portions of it were brought to him on a plate by his admiring fellow
citizens, and it was announced to him openly and in public that here-

after he was to be considered as the whole thing.
.

A C3:itical observer sajrs that Powers, Merrill, WilUamson, CarVer,
Bingham, and indeed all the Western contingent shot magniflfently,

and left no cause for reproach upon the name of the land near the
Great Lakes and the big river.

J. L, Winston writes from Washington, Ind.,that., contrary to what
may possibly be a popular understanding of the matter, he Will de-'

fend the Du Pont trophy in the match with Mr. Budd at the city of

Chicat- o, the dat« being May 1.

Cook County League is now in the midst of active prepai'ation of
its prize list and shooting arrangements for the ensuing year.
Garden City Gun Club is arranging au attractive list of seasfin

prizes, and expects a pleasant and successful year.

Lou Erhardt writes me that he expects his tournament this .vear to

eclipse all his previous efforts. Atchison, Kan,, April 14-16, $760
added.

, ,

,

The managers of the Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association add
S1,000 to the tmrses of their shoot at L'n coin. Neb., April 20-23, and
claim that theirs will be the "largest tournament that will ba held in

the West this year." E. HouoH.

1.08 BoYCE BulLDise, Chicago.

^mwer§ to ^orr^spandiiuh.

No notice taken tif annnymons commanlcatlons

1011110811— 8

N. W. P , North Middleboro, Mass.- Kindly prescribe for my fox-
hounds, two of which have large swellings upon their throats which
came after tbpy had distemper. The tonsils in one of them seem to
be swollen, and at times seem larger than at others. The other seems
to be more like an abscess There is no soreness. Ans. Apply tine
ture of iodine to swellings daily till the skin becomes sore. Should
any of the swellings be soft like an abscess they should be opened.
Give a teaspoon ful of syrup of iodide of iron twice a day.

H. W B., Montclair, N. J —Early laat winter, when traveling over
the D., L. & W. R. R , 1 noticed some rabbits that were being shipped
express. My attention was called to them by their being singularly
free from blood, and after an examination I found that they had all

Tseen snared. Some time after I spoke to a brakeman on this rail-

road about this, and was told by him that he had seen 60 or 100
shipped at one place, all of which had been snared. Now there is a
New Jersey law against snaring, but apparently no law against hav-
ing snared game in possession; or if there is, no attemjjt is made to
enforce it. Please enlighten me on this subject. Ans. The la»'

specifically forbids possession of "any rabbit after the same has been
caught or trapped by means of any snare, snood, net, trap or device'
of any description whatsoever." Give .your information to Chief
Warden Charles A. Shriner, Paterson, and he will proceed against
violators of the statute.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

A Corner-stone of Business.
Nowadays publicity has come to be such an essential to business

success that a man's standing is often judged by his advertising. At
the same time good advertising mediums are rare, and judicious
selection is of the utmost importance. Forest and Stream is one of
the few mediums that reaches the purchasers of fine pleasure boats,
engines, yachts and launches. It puts the bui'der in touch with the
buyer, and where the bryer is satisfied a trade is consummated
Occupying this iJOfiiion. Forwst and Stream is fittingly characterized
as a corner stone of business by Mr. A. W. Stone, vice-president and
superintendent of the American Boat Building Co., St. Louis, who in

ordering renewal of advertisement writes:

"We are receiving and have been receiving a great many inquiries
through our advertisement in your paper. If we should drop our
advertisemett ir your panerit would be like knocking a corner-stone
from under our business."

!

In another line, but in the same tenor, the manufacttirer of the
Martin automatic reel writes: "Our display at the Madison Square
Garden and the small advertisement w e are now running in Forest;
AND Stream are giving us more business than we can attend to."—^di;.

The Tennessee Centennial and International
Exposition,

NASHVILLE, TENIJ ,

wiU open May 2 and close Oct. 31, 1897. The Southern Railway, il

connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad, is the only line operating
a thro gh sleeping car service from New York to Nashville. TbE
route is via Washington, D. C, Asheville and Chattanooga, leavinf!

New Yoik daily at 4:30 P. M , passine- through the most interesting

section of the South. The Tennessee Centennial is the celebration ol:

the one hundredth anniversary of the admission of their State intc

the Union. It is a national event of international importance, t([

which the whole world is cordially invited. The construction of thu

different buildings and the arranging of exhibits are comple' ed. Thi
management is using every endeavor to bring together the mos
unique and attractive things procurable. The Southern Railway
with its usual liberality and foresight looking to the advancement o
the whole South, has made very low rates for this occasion. Fo:

complete information and particulars regarding thegreat Exposition
call on or address the New York Office, Si"! Broadway.—.dd-u.

New York ITacbt, Launch and Engine Co.

TiaE New York Yacht, Launch and Engine Company, of Morri
Heights, New York City, are building a fine cabin launch for Mr. ^^

W Ken.von, a well-ki own Brooklyn yachtsman. Her dimensions &ri
31ft. over all, beam 7ft., draft 33in. Thecabin is finished in mahogaij;
with Brussels carpet on the floor and plush cushions on the seat
lockers under the same and extensiots to form berths.
The yacht is built in the most substantial manner, with oals Si

hers, cedar planking and copper fastened. She is fitted with an
H. P Otto gas engine, which makes her a vei^y safe as well as speed
boat. She will be ready to launch m about four weeka.—Adv.

The Utility of Birds.

The attention of individuals and associations interested in bird pr<

tective work is called to Miss Florence A. Merriam's interesting an
valuable pamphlet, entitled "How Birds Affect the Farm and Gai
den," which is published by the Forest and Stream Publishing Co
is a clear and interesting exposiiiou of the utility of birds to tt

agriculturist and the importance of preserving them. Price, per ail

gle copy, 5 cents; per 100, $3.50; per 1,000, $15.—^du.

The Peters Cartridge Co.

As will be remembered from the report of the rifle tournament
the Sportsmen's Exposition, .22cal. cartridges manufactured by tl

Peters Cartridge Co. won three out of a total of ten prizes com"pet(
for. The result is naturally gratifying to the Peters Co., as it provl

beyond question the superiority of their ammunition, which in tl

caliber has only been on the mai'ket for about a year.

—

Adv.

2023822230— 8

" Vena Contracta " Guns.
Wh have received a number of requests for descriptive ma' ter

lating to the "Vena Contracta" game gun, which we have bepu u*

able to fill owing to the non-receipt of the price lists. These reqtieii

have been forwarded to Joseph Lang & Son, and will receive d
attention,—jid'u.

Cm July 1, -wlien Von Lengerke & Detmold move into their nv
quarters at 318 Broadway, New York, they will assume the agen
tor the Humber bicycle—a wheel which is to-day recognized aa %

gtan4»r4 over a large part of the known wgrld,—.ddVi
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I Forest and Str^m^Water Colors

|g We have prepared as premiums a series of four artistic

and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for the Forest and Stream. The
subjects are outdoor scenes:

Jacksnlpe Comiug In.

Vigrilant and VaUtyrie.

'He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting;).

Bass FisMng: at Block Island.

The plates are for frames 14 x 1 9 in. They are done in

twelve colors, and are rich in effect. They are furnished

to ola or new subscribers on the following terms

:

Forest and Stream one year and ttie set offourpictures, $5.

Forest and Stream 6 months and any two of the pictures, $3.
Price of the pictures aloue, $1.S0 eatsli ; $& for the «et.

Remit by express money order or postal money order.

Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York. §

Fly-fishing- migfht be styled tlie poetfy of ang-
ling. It is as swpeMoi* to fishing with a sqttifming^

filthy worm as true sculpture is to gravestone-

making, or as the work of the artist is above that

performed by the man who whitewashes your
kitchen Ceiling* Any fellow can impale a miser-

able worm upon a hook, and, by its writhings,

entice a fish to nibble at it. But it requires a
quick eye, a tranquil nerve, and superior judgment
to cast a fly so as to deceive the wary trout. I do
not object to taking fish with a worm, for food,

if hard pressed, but for sport—never! There is

nothing disreputable in fishing with a worm ; by
no means. But I do not enjoy that sort of thing

;

therefore never engage in it. Bodines.

WATERS OF THE THOUSAND ISLANDS.

The New York Legislature has appropriated §30,000 for

the purchase of islands and other plots of lands in the St.

Lawrence Elver district known as "the waters of the

Thousand Islands " to be held as public jjossessions, for

the convenience of anglers and other pleasure seekers.

Owing to the rapid conversion of hitherto wdld and unoc-

cupied land into summer homes, the number of available

camping spots where the tishermanmay go ashore to cook his

fish and eat his lunch has so diminished that the lunch

problem has become most serious and perplexing.

The Thousand Islands fishing custom is for the angler to

be rowed to the fishing grounds by his boatman guide, to

fish until the lunch hour, and then to go ashore to the

nearest convenient camping ground, build a fire, and have
lunch. But of late years, with each recurring season, one
has been obliged to go past spots formerly open to all, and
to row further and further before a place could be found

where to go ashore would not be to trespass on private j)rop-

erty. Judiciously expended for suitable sites, the appro-

priation will in large measure remedy all thii, and the

convenience and pleasure of angling and boating in these

waters will be materially enhanced.

In taking this step, New York is cooperating with the

Canadian authorities, who, on their part, have undertaken

to reserve for a like public use, certain islands lying on
their side of the line. LTltimately the two countries will

have an international park, where, by virtue of mutual

concessions as to seasons and other conditions, the anglers

of the States and of the Provinces may enjoy some of the

finest fishing on the continent. As is known, the Ontario

authorities have in past seasons exempted this district

from the operation of the non-resident angling license law,

and the exemption will continue in force this year. For
the benefit of Canadian boatmen, who have been accus-

tomed to row American anglers from the American hotels

to the fishing grounds, the Anglers' Association of the St.

Lawrence Eiver sought to secure an amendment of the

aP.en labor law, so that the Ontario boatmen might not be

interfered with. A bill to this efiect was introduced in

Congress by Hon. Chas. A. Chickering, of Copenhagen,

and was passed, but President Cleveland vetoed it. Prob-

ably a renewed effort will be made to secure such, a, modi-

fication of the present statute,

dred and nine wounded in floating to less than forty-nine

killed would mean that for every one deer killed in float-

ing more than two must have been wounded.

THE PAPER gun:
Great are the improvements that have been made in

firearms within the past sixty years. From the invention

of the percussion lock down to the latest, perfection of

breechloading and repeating arms, the art of gunmaking
has attained such cheapness and excellence that it seems

almost^mpossible to go beyond. -
,,

Iron and steel have been worked into all manner of

combinations and twisted into all contortions that can

give strength and most exquisite figure. Actions and maga-

zines have been perfected till there is nothing left to ask

for in ease and celerity of loading and firing, and all at a

cost that makes it possible for men of moderate means to

own guns of a quality that were once only within the

reach of the wealthy. So it has come to pass that every

one who cares to own one has a good gun, and if the

shooters were equal to their weapons there would be no

game left.

But far more effective than any achieved combination of

iron, steel and wood is the paper gun, a weapon at' the

command of every one who can wield a pen; for it is

cheaper than the cheapest, though it bears the name of

every good maker.

It never misses fire, never its mark. In vain the wiles

of the ruffed grouse, in vain the startling upburst of his

thundering flight. Of no avail the woodcock's thridding

of the alder copse, the snipe's zigzag course over the sedgj'

lands, the wildfowl's headlong speed before the piping

gale—down comes each at the noiseless and smokeless

discharge of the paper gun. So falls the bounding deer,

the cliff-scaling mountain sheep, so the charging moose

and the savage grizzly when his hot breath is almost in the

face of the intrepid hunter, and so falls the painted

Indian at the moment his tomahawk is lifted to strike his

victim.

Notwithstanding the improvements that have been

made in the iron gun, it is possible that they may be

carried still further. Eamrod and hammer have been

eliminated, and so perhaps may be lock, stock and barrel,

and ideal proverbial rapidity attained. But there is

nothing left to be desired in the paper gun; it has reached

perfection. It is infallible, and he who fires it is always

an unerring marksman.

A DEER JACKING RECORD.

A SHOWING as suggestive as was ever put on record- in

official reports relating to shooting is contained on that

page of the New York Fish Commission report for 1895

which gives statistics of deer jacking aa practiced at Big

Moose Lake, in the Adirondacks, for the season of 1893.

The figures are contributed by H. H. Covey, who expresses

the opinion that if the deer are to be kept up to their

present standard and numbers both dogging and jacking

must be prohibited. Mr. Covey's record gives the number

ofshots fired, the number ofdeer wounded and the number
killed. It is shown, for instance, that during the season

one man fired nineteen shots, wounded seven deej-' and

actually killed two; that another fired fourteen shots,

wounded four, got one; another fired, twelve shots,

wounded five, kiUed two; and so on down to the hunter

who shot only twice, wounded two and got none. The
totals figure up two hundred and nineteen shots fired, one

hundred and nine deer wounded, forty-nine killed. Those

killed are not to be counted among the wounded; the

wounded were in addition to the kiUed; they "all left

blood, but could not be found, as they were shot while

floating."

It is not clearly stated that all the two hundred and

nineteen shots were shot in floating. If they were, the

totals would show that as conducted at Big Moose Lake the

practice of deer floating yields a proportion of one hundred

and nine w^ounded to forty-nine killed; or, in other words,

that before one deer is killed two others must have been

wounded, with ten extra wounded ones in a season for

good measure. If some of the forty-nine deer were killed

by hounding or still-hunting, the proportion of one hun-

SNAP SHOTS.

By the death of Henry Hope Sewell, the sportsmen's

fraternity of Quebec has lost a valued and highly esteemed
member. He was a sportsman of the first rank, pure in

heart and life, a lover of the woods and everything in

them, "just such a man," writes one who knew him well,

"as Forest and Stream would have its readers to be, and
so far as it can helps to make them. An honorable man
in every walk of life, the memory of 'Hope Sewell' will

long be fresh among his fellows. In a whole family of

sportsmen of the highest type he was facile princeps, until

a' mysterious and incurable malady deprived him of the

use of the sturdy limbs that had so often carried him to

the haunts of the caribou or followed the birds on the

banks of the St. Lawrence. 'I like to work for my flsh'

was an expression he once used, and it gives an idea of his

character as a sportsman."

What a forum is the Forest and Stream for the man
with old-fashioned and newfangled notions about the
many interests of the sportsman's world. It is the inten-

tion to make it a free forum, where every one may.have
his say, if only he be sincere and honest in intent and
parliamentary in manner. It might be a very stupid forum
if it were held to the expression of any one man's views

only, or if both sides of a question were not given scope of

expression ; or if only those views and suggestions and
projects were permitted to be heard which the editorial

judgment might indorse as wise and sensible. What
would become of that interminable gun talk about the

stove of the country store of winter nights if someone
oracle knew it all, delivered his say-so and. reduced the

rest to silence? And where would be the charm of those

nights of lounging about the campfire, with the stars

peeping down through the pines, if only one were allowed

to do the talking? Our ambition—surely a most laud-

able one—to reflect the sentiment and thought of

the sportsman's world, prompts us then to open
our columns to .all. And so it is that about once

in so often, say at recurring periods of eighteen or

twenty-four months, we make room for the man who ad-

vances the sin argument as applied to snaring partridges.

Briefly stated, this is, that to enjoy such means or oppor-

tunities as may enable their possessor to hunt grouse for

sport is a sin; and to be so poverty-stricken as to be obliged

to shoot or snare grouse for sale is righteousness. It then

fdllows thatas the righteous shall inherit the earth the

grouse are for the market snarer; and if the sportsman con-

tends that he should have some privileges too, this is only a

manifestation of his original sin. If anyone shall deem
that we misrepresent the position of the defenders of the

"poor^man" snarer against the "millionaire" sportsman,

we beg of him to reread the arguments advanced in recent

numbers in defense of the partridge snarer's God-given

right to follow his bent.

Our fishing columns contain some extremely interesting

statistics of New Hampshire fishcultural stations. The
State has eleven hatcheries, which are equivalent, popula-

tion consi\iered, to more than one hundred for New
York. With all her natural supply, and with all her arti-

ficial restocking. New Hampshire nevertheless has found

it necessary to adopt legislation forbidding trout fishing

for market as an industry to be pursued on her streams.

The simple truth is that no State fish-stocking machinery

can begin to repair the drain made by the market fisher.

The sale of wild trout should be prohibited everywhere.

Another industrious individual who ought to be ban-

ished by legislation or by public censure, is the fisher for

count and brag. Now that the fishing season is coming

around again, we may expect to be confronted by the

apparition of this creature and his back-load of fish at the

country tavern, whose host vainglorioufly puts him forth

as a living advertisement of the fishing resources of trout

and bass waters. In one "virgin wilderness" after another

the "trout hog" has flourished, and then the places that

knew him know him no more forever, for the good

reason that he has wrought their ruin, and they no longer

tempt his stupid, unworthy and brutish ambition to score.
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LIFE AMONG THE LUMBERMEN.—111.

^Continued from page 846, and from the day when, it- will be re-
membered, G. W. M. and Ernest had plugged a hollow log and holed
np in it a mysierious animal.]

Until this night we liad not heard nor seen wolves in the
vicinity of our camp. We had seen some tracks, though
only a few. But now I had scarcely dozed off into my lirst

light sleep when a long-drawn-out howl sounded almost at

the camp door, and the cook, Ernest and myself, waking
simultaneyusly, sat up and. listened to 1he serenade, ihat

soon became uproarious and lasted for a half hour, with little

or no intermission.

That was the beginning; and from that time until w6
hroke camp on the 8th of April we heard them almost
every night. We came to think nothing of it, the only effect

of their presence being to make the cook careful to store his
provisions safely, alnd to cause the teamsters to keep their

harness securely housed. Any scrap of leather, from a hone
strap to a horse collar, was sure to be chewed up if left out
over night. Although there must have been many of the
wolves—and we had reason to believe they followed us out
to the works in the morning and back to camp at night

—

with the exception of two, which one of the crew succeeded in
trapping, we only caught sight of any twice, and then a single
individual each time, during the entire winter. Once, when
Kronquist, coming in at night, stopped to water his team at

a swamp water hole, a single wolf came up from the direc-
tion he had come, sat down on his haunches in the middle of
the road immediately when he came in sight, and trotted
back on the road when Kronqtust swung his cap and yelled.

At another time, late in March, when the Boss and myself
were tramping a road to a thick bunch of timber, a wolf
came out to the edge of a little meadow we were crossing
and stood watching us. The crust was heavy enough to bear
the weight of a man, and the Boss walked up to within a
few feet of the wolf, holding his axe ready for a blow. The
wolf retreated very slowly, showing little fear and keeping a
wicked eye on the man all the time. This wolf was very large
and of very dark color. They raided our lunch place every
day looking for scraps, as we could tell by finding their
tracks thick about the fire on some one of the crew return-
ing after resuming work; and tney visited the rear of the
camp every night, where a spout carried the dish waterfrom
the cook's sinls.

Next morning Kronquist waked me. Having his team to
care for, it was his habit to have them fed, groomed and*
harnessed before breakfast. He had been to the hovel and
greeted me with the following: "'Aye tank da Buck ox he
daie. Aye yust go down hovel ; see hem all fall dou lak he
daid. Aye com' ba'k queek tell you, maister."

I wa'S dressed in a jiffy, and following Kronquist to the
hovel found Old Buck sure enough dead. After looking
him over by the dim light of the flickering candle which
Kronquist held over the carcass 1 went back to camp. It
was bitter cold, and the wind which had risen during the
night swept the little clearing with a howl and shriek, and
seemed fairly to snatch the breath out of our nostrils. I
found Ernest lacing his buckskin moccasins. "Old Buck is

dead," 1 said. "So! Well, dem Swede feed him too much
meal. Da ox he no work, just stand still. Da meal get
hot, swell up, bu'st paunch. We save the hide anyway."

Griving the crew instructions to manufacture snow shovels
so that we might clear a road as far as possible in the direc-
tion from which the tote team was to come, Ernest and my-
self after breakfasl started out to see what it was we had left
in the hollow log the night before. The first thump on the
log brought a response. Cutting into the tree toward the
root from where we had the beast located, we rammed in
some sticks to bar his passing in that direction. Then notch-
ing in above and jamming in more sticks, we set to work to
split out the section between the two scarfs. All this time
tue animal had kept up an incessant growling, and when at
last I had split and chopped a small opening directly above
where we knew him to be, I felt the perspiration streaming
down from under my cap rim m spite of the cold. A few
more strokes of the axe and we could see a bunch of reddish-
gray fur. Another slab was knocked off, and up came two
stubby legs with broad feet and wicked claws; which fanned
the air with strong, swift strokes. Instantly a thick leather
mitten closed around each leg, and Ernest, throwing his
whole weight into the task, bent them down over the log.
Next up came more legs and claws, and jumping up on the
log I could see a pair of ugly-looking eyes. I swung the
poll of the axe straight between them. The growling
ceased, the legs quivered, jerktd spashipdically and our
animal was dead. Enlarging the hole to^fard the root of the
tree, we drew forth a lynx, the largest 1 have ever seen. He
was very thin and bony, and had porcupine quills sticking
in his nose, mouth, hps and forelegs.

Eor five days more we hunted and worked- and waited.
We shoveled out the tote road for a distance of more thari
three miles. We snared rabbits, and Ernest succeeded in
shooting another deer
On the fourth day our young Swede was taken sick. Re-

turning from work he was seized with a chill, then came
fever and the bunk. He required a good deal of attention,
the cook looking after him in the daytime, and I myself at
night. At times he was delirious, but always gentle. He
could not speak English, but thanked us with his eyes for
any service rendered.
On the eighth night he seemed better, and was apparently

resting, so that I threw myself on my bunk for a few mo-
ments' sleep. When 1 woke it was to hear the music of the
old violin played very low, and I found the boy sitting by
the heater, with his head propped against the bunk footboard,
playing a march over and over again in a subdued, quiet
tone, but in perfect time. I sat down on the opposite side
of the stove and waited, listening and wondering what this
new turn in his sickness meant. After a few moments I
thought to replenish the fire, and throwing open the stove
door stirred up the glowing interior, and going to the dingle
came back with some stic^ of fat pine, when I noticed the
light fell full on the lad's face. He looked up with a bright
smile, and nodded toward the camp door as if there might
he something outside which interested him. Throwing the
wood on the fire, I stepped outside, and stood for a moment
dazed and confused, for it was snowing again. But bark!
what sound is that which comes from out the woods, floats
past through the open door, and mingles and harmonizes
with the strains of the violin within? I listen again. Is it?
yes, it is. It is bells; and whose bells? Why, Jake's, those

four strings of which he was always so proud; and now I
hear them more distinctly, sounding steadily in time with
the march played upon the violin.

A moment more and I have Ernest awake and then the
cook. Fire is started in the cook stove, and Ernest and I
don our outdoor clothing. Everything is done qnietly, but
in time—perhaps unconsciously—to that slow, steady tune
which never stops and never varies. With cap and mittens
adjusted we again open the camp door. The clamor of the
bens rushes in and fills and echoes back from every corner
of the interior. Then we hear Jake's sonorous "Whoa!"
and the four steaming blacks in the lead with the tote team
on the pole are at the door, and on either side Ernest and
myself are pulling the long lead reins from Jake's cold
fingers.

By the time the horses are cared for supper, or perhaps
breakfast, is ready. The Boss tells in a few words of the
difficulties encountered and the time lost in getting through
with the load of supplies. On learning that we have
rustled enough to eat and have kept the crew together he
shakes hands all around, which is a lot of that kind of thing
for him to do.

I go over to the young Swede's hunk, for he had laid aside
the violin and crept into it when the bells ceased ringing.

His head is cod, his fever gone, and he is sleeping. Ernest

THE MUSIC OP THS OLD VIOLIN.

comes over, lights his pipe and sits beside me on the deacon
seat, gives a lew puffs and says: "Ba gosh, we have bean
and doughnut on the tab'e to-morrow." The Boas hands me
some letters backed in the familiar handwriting of the little

sister at home. 1 fight the stub of a candle, read them
through, and full of pleasant thoughts stay awake just long
enough to hear the cook sing as he gets ready to turn in;

"Then consider a while ere you leave me;
Do not hasten to bid meradieu,

But remember the dear little valley

And the girl that has loved you so true."

G. W. M.

THE CHESTNUT RIDGE AND ALONG
ITS FOOT.

The Chestnut Ridge is the westernmost range of Appala-
chian hills in Pennsylvania. It rises to the north near the
center of Indiana county, and extends in a generally southern
direction through Indiana, Westmoreland and Fayette
counties in Pennsylvania, and on into West Yirginia. The
sou hern prolongation of this range is known as' the Laurel
Ridge. It is of but moderate elevation ; its summit rounded

;

its eastern side rather abrupt; its western slope a long,
gradual descent toward the setting sun. This ridge is but a
remnant of that lofty mountain system which the geologists
assure us once shot up 2,000ft. higher than does the present
range, but which has been worn down by the disintegrating
Influence of the atmosphere to its present dimensions; while
the detritus has been borne away and deposited in th - river
valleys and upon the floor of that vast inland sea which once
covered the region now occupied by the prairies of Indiana,
Illinois and Iowa. When we consider how little change has
been wrought upon the natural features of the earth by
atmospheric agencies within the historic period, the 1 ngth
of time required to remove thus hundreds and thousands of
feet of rock and soil would seem to be little short of infinite.

"I thank God," says Washington Irving, "I was born on
the banks of the Hudson! I think it an invaluable advan-
tage to be born and brought up in the neighborhood of some
grand and noble object in nature; a river, a lake or a moun-
tain. We make a friendship with it, we in a manner ally
ourselves to it for life. " And so I have always been thank-
ful that I was born in sight of the Chestnut Ridge. From
my father's door and from the streets of my native village
this great upland, blue in the haze of Indian summer, and
distinct as a pointed picture in the clearer atmosphere, was
ever before my eyes. To my youthful imagination its shady
recesses might be the haunts of Pan, the woodland god,
whose uncouth form was familiar to me upon the page of
Tooke's "Pantheon," a favorite book in my father's small
library. Strange how the impressions of childhood remain
with us, while many of the more important events of later
years are entirely obliterated from the mind!
The slopes of the Kidge were covered with chestnut trees,

and great was the pleasure of turning over the yellow leaves
after the first frosts of October, in search of the rich brown
chestnuts. Here, too, were huckleberries in abundance ; the
satisfaction of gatheriog them, however, was somewhat
marred by fear of the "rattlers" that were known to lurk
among the rocks and bushes. A.long the foot of the Ridge
were fox grapes and wild plums in profusion, and free to the
first comer. In those days notices to "trespassers" were un-
known, just as the woods and sti earns were open to all with-
out restrictions of game laws or of the lights of private
ownership.

In my early years the ridge was covered with an almost
unbroken forest of chestnut, oak, walnut, beech and hickory
trees. But time briag^ about changes. When 1 saw the
ridge last summer I noticed that havoc had been wrought
among the trees. Great bare spols revealed themselves ail

along the flank and even upon the scalp of this vast upland
The "woodman" had. not observed the injunction of the
poet, and had not hy any meao§ "spared thatteee." The

work of forest denudation that has been going on in Penn-
sylvania for 300 years had at length attacked the Chestnut
Ridge, and the haunts of Pan and the Satyrs had been laid

bare to the light of the sun. I was sorry to see it, The de-
struction of the forests of our country has been carried on so
ruthlessly that not only a scarcity of timber is near at hand,
but certain climatic and fluviatile changes have set in that
threaten serious consequences in the future. The more in-

telligent and the more public spirited of our people have
taken the alarm, and are making an effort to stay the work
of destruction and to repair the damage done as far as possi-
ble by systematic tree planting. But, unfortunately, the
more intelligent and the more public-spirited part of the com-
munity is here, as everywhere else, sadly in the minority

;

and so long as timber will fetch a price in the market, so long
will the work of havoc continue among the trees. A bill, I
understand, has recently been introduced into our Legisla-
ture to set apart a forest reservation of 120.000 acres—three
parks ot 40,000 acres each. It is ardently to be hoped that
some such bill may become a law before the last forest tree
has fallen a victim to the portable sawmill and the rapa-
cious lumberman.
For many of the years immediately following the middle

of the last century, the Chestnut Ridge formed a line of de-
marcation between the savagery of the Western wilds and
the civilization of the East. After the fall of Fort Diiquesne,
in 1758, a few attempts at settlement had been made between
Fort Ligonier and Fort Pitt; but the torch and the toma-
hawk of the savages were ever present to the mind of the
pioneer, and only a few brave souls here and there ventured
to face the perils of the wildfmess.
Not far from the foot of the ridge was fought the fierce

battle of Bushy Run, in 1763, the most sanguinary conflict
ever waged by the unassisted red man ; and not far distant
stood Miller's Fort, taken with a large number of pioneers
by the Indians in the summer of 1783, and Hounastown,
CEptured and burned by the same band of ruthless marau-
ders, led on by the redoubtable Guyasutha.
The most notable feature of the Chestnut Ridge is the

gorge known as the Pack Saddle. This is a notch cut
through at a right angle with the Ridge and down to the
water level. Through this notch flows the C'onemaugh
River—a stream which, on May 30, 1889, had scarcely been
heard of twenty miles from its banks, but which, two days
later, had been named in every civilized country of the globe;
through its channel rushed the flood of water that swept
Johnstown from the face of the earth as with a besom of de-
struction.

The earliest mention of the Pack Saddle that I have met
with is in the journal of Samuel Maclay, the surveyor, in
1890 Under date of Aug. 25 in that year, he writes: "We
proceeded up through the narrows where the river cuts the
Chestnut Ridge; these narrows are five miles in length, and
the hills come down close to the water's edge, so that we
were obliged often to wade the river, and had exceedingly
bad walking, as there was scarcely any beach, and the rocks
and laurel come close to high-water mark. We had likewise
several heavy showers, so that between the wading the river
and the rain we were wet indeed." The history of Maclay'a
survey of the streams in western Pennsylvania a little over
100 years ago, as recorded in his journal, reads like an ex-
ploration of the heart of Africa. His expedition required
guides through the wilderness, and the victualling depart-
ment seem to have taxed their energies to the utmost. On
one occasion they were reduced almost to a state of famish-
ment.
The main line of public improvements of Pennsylvania

begun about the year 1830, passed through the Pack Saddle,
and for many years the wooded heights and sequestered
glens echoed to the mellow cotes of the boatman's horn.
Later, the tracks of the great Pennsylvania Railroad were
laid through this gorge, and the boatman's horn gave way to

the shrill whistle of the locomotive, as the gaily-painted but
slowly-moving canal boat itself ha i to yield to the noisy,

rushing railroad train. Almost the last vestige of the great

line of public works has disappeared, and those who can
recall the palmy days of the old canal belong to a generation
that is fast passing away.
In the early period of the settlement of western Pennsyl-

vania the larger game, such as bears, deer, wolves, foxes
and wild turkeys, were common upon the Ridge; in my
youth only the smaller game, squirrels, rabb ts, raccoons,
opossums, quail, and pheasants were to be found. The
Conemaugh and its tributaries, the Stony Creek, the Black-
lick and the Loyalhanna, abounded in fish ot the common
vaiieties, "suckers," catfish, salmon, perch, snowflsh, etc.

Pike were reported to have been caught of fab"lous proper
tions, 4 or 5ft. in length and weighing 60 or 601 bs. 1 never
heard of a pike that grew any smaller in the hands of its

captor. But the game and fish of this regi-'U have nearly

disappeared before the march of civilization
;
scarcely more

than specimens of the various species remain.

There were shady nooks and sandy beaches all along these

streams, where the fisherman could dream his peaceful day
dreams while waiting for the expected nibble below. One
of the gentle angleis of the olden time comes before me as I

write—a thoughtful, pious man, an artist, a musician,

almost a poet; a man who could find "books in the running
brooks"; who could trace bright pictures in the clouds; who
could hear music in the low harmonies of nature by the

river side and beneath the shadows of the greenwood trees.

Tenderly I write his name here, Alva Riley Chapman, my
father, sleeping these forty years and more in his humble
grave beside the river he loved. "Sweets to the sweet-
farewell 1"

A peculiar feature of this part of the Chestnut Ridge, as I

remember, was a low, weird, roanng noise heard in our vil-

lage when the wind was in a certain quarter. We regarded

it as a "sign of rain," and supposed it to be caused by the

wind blowing among the trees A later theory is that it was
caused by the wind sweeping through the Pack Saddle. The
peculiar conformation ot this great notch in the mountain
range, furnishing as it did a draft for the wind from the

west, brought about this effect. The sound I refer to is still

sometimes heard, but not so markedly as formerly. The
partial clearing away of the forests has greatly modified the

effect.

Times change, and we change with them. "The romance
of youth is past, ' says Irving, "that once spread illusions

over every scene, 1 can no longer picture an Arcadia in

every green valley, nor a fairy land among the distant moun-
tains, nor a peerless beauty in every villa gleaming among
the trees; but though the illusions of youth have faded from
the landscape, the recollections of departed years and departed

pleasures shed over it the mellow charm of evening sun-

shine." T. J- Chapman.
PiTTSBORG, Pa,
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PODGERS'S COMMENTARIES.
California's Bad LeRlslatlon-

Sa?; Fraj^oisco, April 5.—Some one has wisely remarked
that if. was unwise as well as unreliable ttrindulge in statis-

tics of the chicken business before the chickens have left

their shells. T am a victim to misplaced confldpnce. In
some former remarks a few weeks ago I indulged in compli-
mentary reference to the body legislative with which we are
ic flicted every two years, and the encouragement that body
gave of refraining from tinkering with our game laws.
Alas

! I might have known better than to imagine any Legis-
luture could ever pass through one session without passing
some mischievous act in relation to game, and ours has not
been aa exception. As a concession"to the pot hunters and
market-shooters it has added three months to the open sea-
fon, which means annihilation to every feather within two
years, and the Governor, who professes to be a sportsman,
has signed the bill; in keeping with his present playing to
the galleries, with a view to a renominatiori for a second
term. Never was a greater mistake made in political tactics,

for there is not a true sportsman in the State who will not turn
down the man that signed such a pernicious bill. Our motto
will be, "Vote early and often." We had some confidence in
Ihe man because he aspired to be a fportsman. His gunning
is for votes, and I prophecy that the bag at the nest election
will be small, very small.

Those Dogs for Alaska.
T see you copy from a Portland (Ore.) paper a paragraph

stilting that a man was buying up all the big dogs m the city
to take to Alaska for packing and sledge purposes. He be-
trays his ignorance of the uselegsness of the big, long-haired
animal for such use; for their weight is against them and
they scon tire out, and as sledge dogs more particularly they
are useless, for no dog has ever bren found except the
E?quimo that has the endurance. There is one use, how-
ev( r, that these big dogs will probably be put to, and that is

of food. I prophecy that that will be their destiny, and in-
stead of their being used to pack provisions the party will

pack the dogs—inside. I wish that the dog market of Port-
land naay be exhausted, and that buyers may extend the de-
mand in this direction and contract for four or five big dogs
in our neighborhood, which make night hideous with their
barking from sunset till daylight, banishing all sleep, with
prayers that the pound man or sausage maker may come to
cur relief. I would not kill a dog myself. 1 did so once
undrr great provocation, and that dog's ghost haunted me
for five years. He was revenged.

Some Dog Stories.

Spfaking of dogs, I see there is a discussion in Foeest
AND Stream on the subject of intercommunication of ani-
mals 1 believe in the theory as regards dogs, which
'•reminds me" of an instance within my own experience. I
have always been partial to Gordon setters, and accord to
them the most intelligent and gentlemanly characteristics of
all the dogs I have ever owned. Most of the old readers of
Forest and Stream must remember that old-time sports-
man Horace Smith, who carried a gun up to his ninetieth
yesir, and laid it down only a few years ago. Horace im-
ported for me several brace of Gordons direct from the Duke
of Gordon's kennels, and of course they were good ones, and
I distributed their progeny far and wide among my army
friends on the coast. From the last litter I reserved three.
Gen. Crook begged one, which died a year after; and Mrs.
Urook declared that the General put on mourning for the
regulation thirty days The two I saved. Sport and Juno,
were dogs whose acquaintance any man would have been
proud to make. On one occasion when going East, as Spoit
was getting on in years, I conuladcd to take him along and
give him a home for the remainder of his days on the old
hom^tead. It was against the rules of the steamship company
to take dogs as passengers, but I smuggled Sport on board,
and having a stateroom on the main deck, stowed him under
the berth, and only brought him out for exercise on the
upper deck after all the passengers were below asleep. One
nigbt Sport and I were havi^'g^a run, when, as luck would
have it, just as we were passing Com. Watkins's stateroom
on the upper deck, the old man stepped out to take a look
at the weather, and Sport ran between bis legs, upsetting
him. The Commodor e was stout and heavy, and came down
hard. Getting on his feet, he ripped out some nautical
oaths, cxclaiming:^ '"Whose dog is that? Who has dared to
bring a dog aboard ray ship?" Fortunately I was on excel-
lent terms with the Commodore, and confessed that I was
the culprit, and explained my desire to get a favorite old dog
home. He was very good about it, saying: "Well, keep
him out of sight." Thereupon Sport had made a bee line for
the stateroom and hid himself in the fartherest corner under
the berth, and when I went down he poked bis head out and
Faid as plainly as any dog could: "What did the old man
say?" I said: "It wfts a pretty close thave. Sport, and you
must keep very shady hereafter." He understood me per
fecily, but there was a twmkle in his eye which plainly in-
dicated that he enjoyed the joke
When after crossing the Isthmus and drawing on the

northern coast it was bitter cold, and all the bedding we had
was half a blanket; and my room was on deck I verily
believe I should have frozen except for the old dog. He lay
at my back in the berth with me, with his head on the pil-

low, and stretched out at full length. The only objection was
that he would snore sometimes. Once at home the coming
summer we essayed some hunting, but birds were scarce, and
•one day after a fruitless search I~sat down at the foot of a
tree with my gun between ray knees, when Soort came and
sat down before me, and said, "This is not California, is it?"
"No, Sport, it is not." But I am indulgmg in a long prelude
to my story.

Our house was some distance from the post office, and
Sport was our carrier. He took the letters down, and when
he heard the whistle of the train would start off for the mad.
On the way down to the post otfice he had to pass a house
where a big dog would rush out and roll him in the dirt.

Sport would not let go the mail to fight, and of course got
the worst of it. One day, as we sat on the steps, he suddenly
rushed off to a farmhouse just up the road, and soon came
back with a big bull dog belonging to the farmer, and in-
atthd of stopping continued down the road until coming to a
stone wall parallel with the street. Here the two stopped and
held a consultation, resulting in the big dog jumping over
the wall, while Sport continued on down. The dog that had
always fought him rushed out as usual, whereat the bull,
who had been concealed by the wall, jumped over and joined
the scrimmage. It is unnecessary lo'tay that such a drub-
bing as that other dog got he probably never forgot. Ai^ any
ifite^ he uuv(.r ventured outside the yard whenever Sport

passed by; from that day he contented himself with poking
his nose through the pickets of the fence and growling.
The whole scheme was evidently planned : firstly. Sport's
going after the bull dog, then the plan of having him get over
the atone wall and following down out of sight until opposite
the belligerent dog, and jumping over at the right time and
taking part.

I call it a case of intercommunication if there ever was
one.

One more dog story and I am done, only I am not as ready
to swear to this one. I quote from the Woodland Demoorat,
a neighboring county paper. It says;

_
"There is a young man in this city who boasts the posses-

sion of a wonderful dog. Last week he killed a quail, which
the dog retrieved. In returning with the bird he tripped
over a log, fell and rolled over on his back. While in that
position he pointed another quail, and remained with all four
feet pointing in the air until his master flushed, the bird and
killed the second quail."

This story admits of criticism. Firstly, because does don't
trip and fall over logs like men. Secondly, the difficulty
with which the dog was able to "point" calls for explan-
ation. Thirdly, what business had that young man to be
shooting quail in April, a month after the game law for-
bids it?

Cocus Island Treasure.

I see that the periodical expedition in search of Cocus
Island buried treasure is again fitting out, and sails in a few
days. This time a woman is at the head of the expedilion,
the widow of an old ship captain, who on his deathbed con-
fided to his wife the secret of the location of the treasure,
with mans and charts which had come into his po.«se88ion,
and he claimed to have visited the spot and obtained a por-
tion of the treasure, all of which he lost by the wrecking of
his schooner.
The subject of this buried treasure seems to be a prolific

one for deathbed confessions. There is hardly a sailors'

hospital in any part of the world that has not supplied its

dying sailor with this same dying confession, and always the
last man of the piratical crew. It must have been a numer-
ous crew to furnish so many "last men."
The woman in this case is in command of the expedition,

and now we will see what luck she may have; but I expect
to_ announce in about three months the return of the vessel
without that famous chestof diamonds, pearls and doubloons
left by the gentlemen pirates for credulous people to seek.
It would be no more than decent for some one of their ghosts
to hover around and point out the exact location of the
treasure, as a salve to his conscience and a possible relief

from puraratory or a warmer place. Cocus Island bids fair

to rival Robinson Crusoe Island in reputation, as in case of
this expedition some other of the piratical crew will conve-
niently die and leave a confession to start another expedi-
tion, about the sixth that I can remember, Podgers.

TALES TOLD BY THE CAMP-FIRE.—V.
BY AMATEUR.

^Continued from page SOU-')

The next evening another of our number spoke and said

:

I have listened with interest to the early history related by
those who have spoken, and much of it was new to me. I
can't tell you much about those early gunsmiths, but can tell

you something about the early powder makers in the region
that has been spoken of already.

Isaiah Jones I. came into what ia now Greene county. Pa.,
a few years after Elias Blank. He was a powder maker,'
and after "prospecting for awhile," as we would say now,
set up a manufactory and made powder which went all over
the region, and some of it even down into "Kentucky's dark
and bloody ground." This powder, "Jones powder," was
well known, and had a great reputation; was said to be the
"quickest burning powder" that could be t'ot, and was sup-
posed to be less susceptible to dampness than others. He
made his own charcoal, and was very careful not to let any
of his methods pass out of his possession. JSTobody knew
where he procured his saltpeter, and many persons believed
and still believe that he knew of natural deposits of that ma-
terial somewhere in the neighborhood of his factory. Old
people still say that the .Joneses were never known to buy
saltpeter, though they did buy large quantities of brimstone
and sulphur.
Some time after the Revolutionary War Isaiah Jones I.

died, and his son, Isaiah Jones II , continued the business,
and was said to make even better powder than his father.
Most of their powder was called "rag powder," and was un-
glazed, but very clean and hard, and of quick ignition.
They did make, however, a glazed powder of very fine grain.
The test of the rag powder was to pour some of it on a sheet
of white paper, and if no black stain was left it was consid-
ered good. Another test was to ignite the little heap on the
paper, and the smallness of the amount of stain left was
thought to indicate the goodness of the powder. I may men-
tion that a favorite test for whisky was to pour about a rifle

load of rag powder into a saucer or other convenient vessel,
then pour a spoonful, more or less, of the hquor into the sau-
cer, and set the whisky on fire. If the liquor burned without
setting off the powder, it was deemed far below proof—too
fur to dfick—and the quickness with which the powder
flashed was also deemed an indication of the strength of the
liquor.

Isaiah Jones mai-ried Bathsheba, the daughter of Ehas
Blank, sister of Aaron or "Een" Blank, of whom we have
heard. He thus became the son-in-law of a very rich man
in that day and connected with influential people, and a
brother-in-law of Ezra Engle IV. Isaiah Jones II. was a
very tall man, at least 6ft. 6in. high He was a Baptist and
a very religious man, though he would drink whisky and
occasionally become intoxicated, though the habit did not
seem to grow on him with his increasing years.
During the war of 1812 he made and furnished to the

United States Government large quantities of powder of ciif-

ferent kinds. Much of his powder was used in the navy
during that war and vast amounts of it by the army, and
for many, many tons of it he was never paid by the Govern-
ment. He ai d his wife had one son and oaly child born to
them late in life, at least long after their marriage and long
after the death of old Elias Blank. This son was named
isaiah also and went to the Mexican War, and was either
killed or died in Mexico.

Isaiah Jones 11. died between the yeai-s 1850 and 1860,
probably in 1854, and was buiied at his own request on top
of a high, barren hill, on a farm belonging to his brother
James, near the mountains in Fayette county, Pa. A plain
inarble slab marks his grave. His wife survived him a few
years only, but at her ret|uest she was n&t buried by the side

of her husband, but was interred in the family burial
ground of old Elias Blank, by the side of her parents, her
brothers and her sisters.

The Joneses were of Welsh paientage, and were very im-
portant men to their community in their day. There is no
record that Isaiah Jones I. ever had an explosion in his pow-
der factory, but Isaiah II. was not so fortunate, though
I am unable to give either the time or the cause of the acci-
dent, but it must have been after his marriage a considerable
length of time. He never would discuss the subject at all,

always saying when approached on the matter; "1 have only
this to say, that I am a monument of Divine mercy, though
I am sure that the time set for me to die had not arrived, else
1 should have been dead." He was really and at heart as
true a fatalist as any follower of Mohammed, and he lived
according to his belief.

As to the explosion, all that is known about the matter is

that one day a dull, rumbling sound was heard from Isaiah's
factory, and a heavy cloud of smoke was seen arising there-
from. People hurried to the spot, and found Jones sitting
on the bank of the river, dripping wet, and very much
"dazed"—no stick of the factory remained. They took him
to his home and sent for his relatives. All the explanation
he ever gave was to his wife Bathsheba and to her brother
Een Blank; it was, "The mill bu'sted up in fire and smoke,
and blowed me into the river; I was at least 50ft. up in the
air, don't think I was more, for I thought of all the mean
things I ever did in my life before 1 stxuok the river, an'
there wasn't many of them. When I hit the water I felt as
if I was smashed as flat as a pancake, but after I'd floated
round a bit 1 found that I was swimmin' toward the other
shore of the river, an' I turned an' swam back, an' came out
and sat down under the tree, and pulled oft' my shoes and
socks and wrung the water out of 'em; and then my head
and face and eyes began to smart like Bet Izebub, and I'd
just got mv shoes and socks on again when the people came
up and took me home "

All the hair was burned off his head and face; his eye-
brows and eyelashes were completely destroyed, and his
head was Irft as smooth as a billiard ball. Strange to say,
there wasn't a single powder mark on his head, face or
hands, though his body was full of powder. The physicians
of the country told him his hair would never grow again,
but old Nosey, the Indian, told him that if he would wear a
cap made of the bladder of an ox on his head all the time,
and grease his head, his eyes and his face with an ointment
made from thf^ juice or sap of a blue grapevine which had
never borne fruit, a quart, and bear's oil a pint, each heated
as hot as possible, poured together into a rlosed vessel made
of fresh peeled birch bark and shaken until cold, and then
used at night, his hair would grow again. Jones tried it

and he had a remarkably heavy head of hair; his beard and
eyebrows also were very heavy, and his eyelashes were long
and silky.

Jones was not a hunter, and did not shoot; he made his
living by trading his powder to hunters.

All these men of the days that were, who made it possible
for us to own this country, have passed away, and their
"^ery names are forgotten except when recalled on occasions
like the present.

[to be cokcxodbd next week.]

INCIDENTS OF ADIRONDACK HISTORY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
One of your correspondents in an article relating to the

old Adirondack guide, Alvah Dunning, appears to be slightly
in error in a few matters of Adhondack history.

We are told that Alvah's father was a noted Indian fighter
under Sir William Johnson before and during the Revolu-
tionary War.

Sir William didn't fight Indians before, neither did he
fight them during that war, in fact didn't take a hand in the
Revolutionary War. Prior to the war he Uved on most
amicable terms with his red brothers, and at the beginning of
the war he died very suddenly by his own hand, as many be-
lieve, as he could not determine exactly where he was at.

In fact he could not make up his mmd to wage war against
his old friends and neighbors, neither would he take up arms
against his king, from whom he had received so many of the
good things of this world, and so he died to get out of the
ditficulty.

The story of the elder Dunning having killed an Indian
with a bundle of traps, and being tried for his life and ac-
quitted, would seem to have been the outcome of these sev-
eral episodes in Adirondack history. Simms, in his "Trap-
pers of New York," relates that a trapper—Dunning, if I
remember right—having killed a moose, sunk the hide in a
stream to remove the hair, and near that place set a trap for
beaver.

Both the trap and a portion of the moose hide were
stolen. Shortly afterward Dunning—I guess it was he

—

found his trap with several others, tied together with strips
of moose hide, in the possession of an Indian. Dunning was
taking his trap from the bundle when the Indian objected,
whereupon he knocked the redskin down with the bundle
of traps, but did not damage him to any ereat extent. We
are told that the trapper brought off his trap triumphantly,
but the historian does not say a thing about any murder
trial.

So much for story number one, now for number two.
Several years after the Revolutionary War, Nick Stoner, a
soldier of that war and a noted hunter and trapper, was
with a party of friends at a tavern in the village of Johns-
town, N. Y., then on the outskirts of the Adhondack woods.
Several Indians were present imbibing fire-water, when one
of the Indians exhibited a knife with several notches in the
handle and boasted that each notch indicated a scalp taken,
"and there," said the genial cutthroat, pointing to a notch
deeper than the rest, "is the scalp of old Stoner," Nick's
father.

Stung to the quick by this cruel boast, Stoner seized an
andiron from the blazing hearth and struck the Indian a
fearful blow on the back of his neck, knocking him sense^
less and at the same time burning his own hand severely. A
general melee followed between the other Indians and Stoner
and his friends, in which the Indians got the worst of it and
soon took to the woods, carrying their wounded comrade
with them.

Stoner was arrested and lodged in the old jail at Johns-
town, but was released a few hours after under the threats
of a mob of his friends to tear down the jail if he was not
released. Whether or not the Indian diea from the effects
of Stoner's blow history does not record, but in any event
Stoner was not tried for murder.
Story No. 3.—E-nrlyiu thepreseat century Nat Foster, s,
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noted hunter and trapper, killed an Indian named Drid on
one of the lakes of the Fulton Chain.
The Indian had frequently threatened to kill Nat—in fact,

did try to kill him, and once wounded him with a knife.

Nat, fearing for his life, waylaid the Indian at a narrow
place in one of the Chain lakes and shot him dead, was tried

for murder in the village of Herkimer and acquitted, with the

usual applause, etc.

Now then, has our friend Mather gotten these three stories

mixed, or am I mixed? . ,

By the way, if our friend won't throw bricks and things,

I will tell him that his creek below Greenbush, sacred to the

memory of Port Tyler, isn't spelled Popskinny; neither is

it what the other fellow called it, but it's Papscannee; at

least a very old map in my possession says so. S.

Troy, N. Y., April 10.

AFTER DINNER TALK.
From the after dinner talk at the Hillsborough County

Association, of New Hampshire, the other day, as reported

in the Manchester Mirror, we take some paragraphs, all

suggestive, and which will have an interest outside of New
Hampshire.

Law Obsarvance Better than Law Tinkering.
Mayor Wm. C, Clarke.

The present laws are strong and competent, and they
ought not to be changed nor interfered with for a number
of years. It would be better for the interests of sportsmen
to educate our people to a proper understanding of the pres-

ent laws, and thereby secure a fuller observance of them
than (o keep making changes from time to time. The laws
as they now stand are good enough. They should be let

alone.

Trap-Shooting and Field Shooting.
G. M. Starlce.

To the beginner, or to the man who is not even a fair

wing shot, trap-shooting will be of some assistance. A be-
ginner usually handles a gun rather awkwardly. Practice
at the traps will overcome it. He will learn how to handle
a gun quickly and also where to hold. To become a fair

wing shot on game he must learn where to hold on birds fly-

ing in various directions. A partridge on the wing is'

a

good-s'zed mark to shoot at, but as compared to the space
around it^ it is very small. Watching an expert trap shot
will give some good points, seeing how quickly and appar-
ently without eflEort be handles his gun, how nearly every
target seems to land in the center of the charge of shot.

To make good scores at the trap when standing at the
regular distance a close-shooting gun is required. Such a
gun is not suitable for our cover shooting unless very late in
the season. Therefore, when trap-shooting for the purpose
of getting accustomed to- handling and using an open shoot-
ing gun, it is well to stand quite close to the trap.

Twenty-five or thirty years ago there was not more than
one good wing shot where to-day there are fifty. Tears ago
trap-shooting was confined to live pigeons and gun clubs
were not very numerous Pigeons were expensive and often
hard to get. With the advent of the cheap artificial targets,

gun clubs have sprung up all over the country, and I think
they have had a great deal to do with developing the large
number of good wing shots of to-day, A good wing shot on
game will, as a rule, learn quickly to shoot well at the traps,

and so 1 think will the good trap-shot take to game shoot-
ing.

Our principal game bird in New Hampshire is the par-
tridge. In this part of the State it is hard for the best of us
to shoot, and it is well that it is so, or there would be very
few left. Where they are not hunted they are very tame.
I have shot a good many when hunting large game, that
were so tame that I could easily shoot their heads off with a
.45 rifle bullet. One day while in Nova Scotia moose hunt-
ing I beard a partridge drum quite close to our camp. Tak-
ing a shotgun and five cartridges I went after him and in
less than ten minutes I shot him, and, without moving from
nay tracks, four more which I saw standing around. If our
partridges were as tame as those they would be almost as
scarce as black foxes by the end of next season.

As I have said, the expert wing shot knows enough
already, but the man who seldom can kill a woodcock or
partridge on the wing had better try practicing at the traps.

It may be of great benefit to him; it is not likely to do him
any harm.

Fishing at Newfound Lake.
Col. F. G. Noyes..

For many years I have made, in April and May, an annual
pilgrimage to Newfound Lake. The waters of the lake teem
with that king of inland-water fish, the land-locked salmon,
and in my judgment they are increasing. The lake trout
are also taken in goodly numbers as yet, but our accom-
plished Fish and Game' Commissioners, as well as broad and
fair-minded men who live near the lake and who take great
interest in and give much time to the subject, and who have
watched this matter closely fer several years, are by no
means sure that these fine fish are not decreasing in these
waters.

.

It seems to me also proper to say that to the angler of mod-
erate skill and good stock of patience and persistence, the,

reward of land-locked salmon and lake trout from these
waters awaits him. When an 8 or lOlb. land-locked salmon
strikes one's lure at the end of a 7oz. rod and 50yds. of small
silk line, one thinks that a cyclone has broke loose and has
somehow got tangled up with his tackle. When I say there
is nothing like it, I am not talking "thro' my hat."

I know of no waters within 100 miles of here that promise
so good sport to the average angler for land-locked salmon as
the waters of Newfound Lake. Lake trout are taken more
numerously in some other lakes, but in none of them are the
fish so well fed and delicious. The "limge" of Lake
Memphemagog and Willoughby Lake^ the trout of Winnlpe-
saukee are caught more freely, but for game qualities and
delicious flavor they are, in my judgment, inferior to the
"lakers" that the angler kills with rod and reel in the cold
waters of Newfound Lake. And when he takes one, com-
pensation comes.

NItro Powder.
Hon. W. H. Beasoni.

My gun, being made by the oldest manufacturers of
breech-loading shotguns in America, I considered it perfectly
safe with either load, and my mind was at ease. In an evil

moment I wrote the manufacturers of the gun about some
method of lessening the recoil when using 3dr. As an after-

thought I also asked them if they considered these loads ex-
cessive for the gun. They replied that they not only thought

these loads excessive for tliis gun, but they did not guarantee
any of their guns to withstand nitro powder, saying that all

who use nitro do it at their own risk, so far as their guns are
concerned.
The worst part of it is that these barrels do not burst at

any particular time, but often occur after years of use, and
with a charge that has always been used successfully.

When an accident happens we wag our heads and say,

"Some ©bstruction in the barrel." Don't you think this ob-
struction theory is getting overworked—something akin to
"heart failure" diagnoses among physicians? Isn't it rather,

in many cases, at least, that the powder is either variable in

bursting pressure or else the barrels of the gun are too weak,
as scientists tell us the variation in gas pressure observed in

standard nitres is not sufficient to cause the bursting of a
sound, well made barrel with a proper load? Isn't the
fault, therefore, fully as apt to lie in the gun as in the
powder?
We, most of us, remember that day when we were hesi-

tating about trying new fangled stuff. When, late in No-
vember, after a hard freeze, there came a day of Indian
summer, we took the old dog to try and find a belated wood-
cock. Our chance now is beside the spring in the hillside,

that trickles down between the roots of leafless birch and
alders, to join the brook at the bottom of the run. An hour
passes without sign of scent ; we cross the run and start to

work back on the upper edge. Suddenly the pointer lifts his

head and draws slowly on—one rod, two rods, then firmly
points. We step in ahead, when from under a low clump
of hazel bushes the strong, full-fledged bird whirls up; a
hurried snap shot with the right barrel turns sunshine into

shade, and somewhere beyond the murky cloud that settles

upon us, shutting out a second shot, we hear the defiant

twitter of the escaping bird. The last shot of the season is

missed by devotion to "soft coal," and we resolve then
and there, no matter what the risk, to quit its use for-

ever.

Fishing In the North Country.
jB. H. Cheneij.

Fishing in any country and under almost any circum-
stances is simply heavenly pastime indulged in upon earth.

The barefooted, light-hearted, though possibly sinful, boy,
who gets out of school at intermission on an excuse forged
by the kind-hearted hired man, and scuds away across the
daisy-covered fields with mud worms in his pocket and a
big string of fish in his head; the older boy who writes his

own excuses and can work an oar and get his fly out of the
boat without snapping out an eye; and we old fellows who
have come to look on our June fishing as one of the steady
lamps hung out by heaven to guide us across the Saharas
and through the pestilential vapors hovering over the mires
and marshes of the year, all find it so. Surely I need not
tell any one present how to bend or bait a hook—how to tie

or cast a fly—for that is the particular inspirational wisdom
of which you boast. It takes intuitive ideas, art and good
tackle to make a fisherman who'can fill a basket with square-
tailed trout. Fishing is like milking. Go up on the wrong
side of a cow, thump her in the ribs with the milking stool

and command her to stand over and hoist, she won't give
down her milk; but let the maid who has done the milking
before come along on the milking side with soft words and
gentle pats, and there is no trouble in filling the pail. Thus
does nature yield to all who know and treat her kindly.
The North Country—and I draw the line wherever the

waves of thoughtless and fashion-serving humanity register

their high water mark—the North Country of New England
and Canada is a land toward which the man of clean heart
and liquidated obligations may set his face and feel that he
is climbing toward heaven. In it there yet remain some of
God Almighty's soul-lifting hills whose virgin robes have
not been torn or soiled by lustful lumber kings; some of
His streams that in their seaward tumbUngs, unchoked by
sawdust or the wash of towns, utter divine truths in liquid
notes. There every hillside is an ever-shifting canvas of de-
light, and every vale and virgin wood a matchless and in-

comparable temple. I cannot paint it, gentlemen. Before
the eye its landscapes blossom forth in all their wild, unsul-
lied beauty, jeweled at morning's dawn and evening's glow
by lake and stream ; the ear is ravished by the blended har-
monies of tuneful winds and white-capped waves; the intel-

lect, awed and subdued, re asks its never-answered ques-
tions, but the tongue is dumb. It matters little if the knee
bend not in gilded temple with the throng, if here the soul
can feel and own the overshadowing law, and the heart in
simple worship, washed of aU bitterness and evil, learns the
true thou shalt and thou shalt not. And, gentlemen, of
such are they, mainly, who do the fishing in the North
Country. They are men of character, men of force, men of
humane impulses and all sweet charities; right-minded,
tender, loving and approachable; and yet, rugged as the un-
chiseled granite that forms the understructure of New
Hampshire,
Always and everywhere I have found the men who love

the forests and the streams, the mountains and the lakes,
among the wisest and the best; doubting neither God nor his
purposes, seeking no angels in the mud and strewing no dust
and ashes in the highway which connects the two eternities.

God bless them! 'They are saved already, and their sunny
lives tinge with brighter colors the web at which all human-
ity weaves. However little their souls may be weighted
with dollars, they are making this world pay fair dividends,
and in the next they will be millionaires. And if you are
putting these things down, put it down also that the man
who does not love the glorious North Country in all its

purity and freshness, has ice around his heart and murder
in it.

Osprey, Fishhook and Sinker.

AsBUBY Park, N. J., April 13 —While perch fishing on
Deal Lake one day recently my attention was attracted to an
osprey circling high in air and emitting cries plainly indicat-
ive of something out of the ordinary.

Soon after it lowered its flight and passed near to the
point where I was standing. In its talons was a fish of good
size—evidently a pickerel—and swinging from which was a
section of line with sinker attached. This was plainly the
cause of worry, and the worry was soon shared by the bird's

mate. After making several circuits of the lake, they
alighted upon a dead tree and held what seemed a consulta-
tion over the case. After the lapse of perhaps an hour,
judge of my surprise to see the line of flight again taken up.
The fish had disappered, but the line and sinker were hang-
ing from the mouth of one of the birds, which in partaking
of its repast had evidently gorged the hook and committed
unintentional suicide, Leonakd Htri.iT.

A YEAR WITH THE BIRDS.

I.—'Tn tenten Time, when Leaves wax Green."
"In the budding hedge tlie robin cock sings,

For the sun is merry and bright,

And he joyfully hops and flutters his wings,

Tor his beart is all fuU of delight."

To THE student of birds spring is the hopeful season of the
year, for with it come the absent and loved "guests of sum-
mer." After the long, dreary interval of frost, cold and
storm, how one's heart thrills when he hears for the first

time the sweet, plaintive song of that little harbinger of
spring, not the festive cuckoo of England, but our own
little, plain dressed song sparrow; or when near the top of
some high tree tjie ruddy breast of an early robin appears,
seemingly bright now, not only because it has been "lost

awhile," but also from the fact that the redbreast of March
turns to a dingy orange by August.

"In the spring a fuller crimson comes upon the robin's breast,

In the spring the wanton lapwing gets himself another crest,

In the spring a livelier iris changes on the burnished dove,

In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of

love.''

These oft quoted lines, written by Tennyson when he was
a young man, show that he knew the ways of birds, or he
never could so poetically have expressed then- change of
attire. He was a naturalist. What a difierence there is be-

tween the robin of March and the robin of August, remind-
ing one of the fabulous Gulliver; at first in Litliputia he is a
giant among pigmies; everybody admires and looks up to

him only, because he is the first typical summer bu'd
that comes back to us (the song sparrow is often here in

winter), and for that reason is warmly welcomed, and much
is made of him too. The first robin this year (Feb. 23) as

he strutted about the lawn seemed to say, "Behold! I am
here, a newcomer from the balmy breezes and sunny climes

of the South; scorn me if you dare." But by August it is

quite the reverse. Little attention is paid to him then; like

Gulliver, he too is in Brobdignag
The song sparrow, with his plain, somber coat, becomes

noticable about the last of February. It is then that his

song is first heard and he is bodily visible. Though with
the robin he is termed a "permanent resident" by natural-

ists, they are both really only summer birds, for there is

never a robin seen here in winter, and only a few song spar-

rows; the latter being very reticent, keeping concealed.
About the middle of February or later, as the case may be,

the song sparrows appear, hopping about on bushes or small
trees near fences, trying to sing. The song is then very
feeble or weak, as if the bird's vocal organs had not been
thawed out yet, or as if after the long season of silence he
was out of practice. All over North America this sparrow
is the most abundant, locally distributed, and best known of
the sparrow family, Like many other birds, there are

"variations." Our own song sparrow (Melosptsa fasciata) is

found all along the eastern seaboard from F'orida to Maine.
In other parts we have different varieties. In the Western
States we have the mountain song sparrow; in Mexico, jSew
Mexico, Arizona and. other arid spots the desert song spar-

row, and many others; but there is very little difference

between them ; the song sparrow we know so well is the
same as that lilte chap that lives on the faraway Aleutian
Islands. A noticeable fact about birds is that they never
sing when on the ground; they have to be elevated, no mat-
ter if it is only a grass stem a few inches high; the higher
they fly the better they seem to sing; a strange custom per-

haps, but it seems as if they must first enter into what may
be called their "realm of song."
On examining my note book for the present and previous

records I find this is the earliest spring I have ever known;
the grass is green, leaves budding, along the water courses
violet plants and others are in flourishiog stages of growth;
snakes are often seen, while from the neighboring ponds
comes the shrill piping of the frogs; all signs of an early

spring, not to mention the birds. On Feb. 23 I noted my
first robin, on March 1 my second, by March 15 they be-

came common and in song, while at present (March 34) they
are as abundant as ever in summer. Feb. 25 three red-

winged blackbirds were seen high in air; March 2 a large

flock noted, becoming abundant March 31, and in song also.

Feb, 35 four fox sparrows were seen, but none since then.

These birds are the largest and finest of- the sparrow
family, about a size smaller than the thrush, having a beauti-

ful russet-brown plumage, and a white breast spotted with
the same. Our weather does not suit them, so they are with
us only a little while, and by the end of March they have
passed northward to their Arctic homes. A peculiar habit

this sparrow has is of scratching for food. It does not
scratch like a hen with one foot first, then with the other,

but with both feet at once, which it does with funny little

spasmodic jerks. I once heard its song, which was clear

and pleasing, and thought what a singer he must be in his

native home. This occurrence was rather unusual, for it is

not often that these migratory birds give us "a song in pass-

ing."
On March 4 my old friends, the purple grackles, returned

a few at a time, but by yesterday they were very abundant
and made themselves known, as noisy as ever. They breed
numerously in the hemlocks of the town and have done so

for years, always coming back at the same time each spring.

They are handsome birds, having a coat of glossy iridescent

black, with large yellow eyes. Later on another grackle
(here a migrant) appears, so much like the purple one as to

be indistinguishable, but it is called the bronzed grackle.

Kecently there was a debate among the menibers of the
LincEean Society as to Ihe difference between these two
birds; one member stating that the bronzed grackles have
white eyes, the purple grackles having yellow ones; but it

was shown that the white-eyed grackles were only young
male purple grackles, there being really no distinguishable

diflierence between the two species.

On March 81 observed a chipping sparrow, an unusually
early date for this bird, for he is never supposed to get here
before the middle of April. And the bluebirds, they are
common once more, and 1 am glad to hear their sweet notes
again. The cowbirds, meadow larks, flickers, phoebes, chip-
ping, swamp and field sparrows have been arriving in large

numbers for the last three days, and without a doubt,

"Sweet daughter of a rough and stormy sire,

Hoar winter's blooming child, delightful spring,"

is come at last, and indeed, if thoughts_;are n.ot enough, this
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ast record will prove it true, for on the morning of March
23 I observed in the orchard a small and active bird which
looted like an infant pboebe, but as I watched him a moment
catching flies I knew he was the least of all the great fly-

catcher family, and even as I watched him his characteristic

and merry call ehe-bec, cTie-hec, fell upon my ear, filling my
heart with gladness, for 1 knew that spring was truly here.

Epwin Ibyiwe Haikes

A NEW SPECIES OF MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
((his stonei, Allen.)

At the Sportsmen's Exposition, held last month, there was
shown a group of three mounted bighorn or mountain sheep,

which attracted much attention from persons familiar with
this animal. The specimens in this group were of different

ages, one being apparently a yearling, one three or four years

old and one perhaps six. They were remarkable to the eye
for their small size, for the slenderness of their horns and
for their color, which was very dark, the hairs, which in the

summer coat of the ordinary mountain sheep are wood
brown, being black. As a label stated that these specimens
came from Alaska, a number of -individuals, rf cognizing
that these were not the common mountain sheep, jumped to

the conclusion that they were Ball's mountain sheep—an
Alaska form— in its summer coat. The original desciiption

of j3al!'s mountain sheep speaks of it as being of a "neaily
uniform dirty white color," but, if the type specimens were
winter skins, this might not give any clue to the summer
pelage, as it is well known that in the late winter all moun-
tain sheep become extremely pale in color.

In an article of Volume 7X., of the Bulletin of the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, Dr, J. A. Allen describes

these three specimen' as representatives of a new species of

mountain sheep which he called Ovis stonei, after Mr, A. S.

Stone, of Montana, the collector of these specimens and the

one who brought them to public notice. Dr. Allen's de-

scription of the oldest of these sheep is given below, and a
comparison of this description with that of an adult moun-
tain sh( ep (Oms cem^a) taken in summer will cleai-ly show
the points of difference. The description is as follows:

Ovis stonei—Allen.

Male Adult.—Aboye gray, formed by an Intimate mixture of whit-
ish and blacKish brown; face, ears and sides of neck lighter and
more whitish, being much less varied with blacljish brown ; whole
posterior area and lower parts from hinder part of back downward
and forward, covering the posterior aspect of thighs, and the abdo-
mpn, white, the white area narrowing anteriorly and terminating in

a V-shaped point on the middle of the chest; also a broad, sharply-
defined oand of white on the posterior surface of both fore and hind
limbs, extending from the boay to the hoofs, and proximally includ-
ing also the inner surface ; front of nect, from base of lower jaw
posteriorly to the white of the ventral surface. Including the breast
and greater part of the chest, and thence along the sides to the
thighs, nearly black; the lateral extension along the flanks becomes
narrower posteriorly, and the neck is somewhat grizzled with
white; outer surface of both fore and hind limbs blackish
brown, either uniform or in some specimens varied with a slight
mixture of whitish; back of head with a broad area of black, narrow-
ing posteriorly and continuing to the tail as a well-defined blackish
dorsal stripe; tail wholly deep black, except a few white hairs on the
middle of its lower surface; a narrow, blackish chin bar, varying In
breadth and distinctness in dififereni individuals; hoofs black; horns
light brown.
MeaBurements fof type, i ad.).—(Measurements from mounted

specimens, taken with a tapeJine and following the curvatures of the
parts measured.) Tip of nose to base of tail, ] 676mm. ; tall vertebrae,
89; tail to end of hairs, 121 ; tip of nose to eye, 197; tip of nose to base
of par, 305; lengih of horn (over convexity), 76i; distance between
points of horns. 553; circumference of horn at base, 824; circumfer-
ence of horn at middle, 316; circumference of front lioof at base, 190.

As a resident of Montana Mr, Stone is no doubt well ac-
quainted with the ordinary form of mountain sheep found
tliere, and he states to Mr, Allen that he is familiar also with
Ovis dalli, which he reports as occurring some 250 miles
north of the locality where he obtained the specimens here
described.

Dr. Allen gives the following observations on the habits of
Ovis stonei, as observed by the collector

:

"The three animals were killed in the Ohe-on neexMoua-

tains, British Northwest Territory. These mountains are a

part of the interior of the Coast Range, drained by the head-

waters of the Stickeen Eiver, and not far from Alaska Ter-

ritory.

"The timber line in this country extends only to a height

of about 3,500ft., giving the mountain ranges the appearance
of being quite high, but in reality there are no high moun-
tains in this section of the Coast Range.
"The only specimens of this sheep 1 had the opportunity of

studying were the males, which I found during the months
of August and Septembpr in the most rugged parts of the

mountains, entirely above timber line, I often found them
singly, and at no time did I discover more than five in one
bunch, though one of my party reported having seen eleven

together. I saw perhaps fifty head, and secured twelve
specimens. I was very careful in my study of these interest-

ing animals, and I fjund them to be very uniformly marked,
both in color and general characteristics.

"The youngest of the three, now in the Museum, was se-

cured Aug. 8, 1896, in a very deep and rocky canon just at

the base of one of the highest peaks in this part of the moun-
tains. At the time I discovered him he was all alone, tiaye-

fully making his way down the caflon, and from what I

afterward learned I am very much inclined to believe he was
then in quest of the ewes, lambs and yearlings in the edge of

the timber further down the mountain side, and it is quite

likely that he had not yet regularly taken up the company of

the older rams.
"The two older specimens were taken Aug. 10, about five

miles distant from the first, and were the only ones in the
bunch. I watched them an entire afternoon before kilhng
them. They passed the time alternately nibbling at tiny bits

of grass occasionally seen peeping from crevices in the rocks,

and playing or lying down on patches of snow and ice.

They were very fat,

"Specimens taken two months later possessed the same
markings, but were somewhat darker."

We are indebted to the American Museum of Natural
History for the accompanying cuts, which illustrate Dr.

Allen's description of this species. The heads of 0. stonei

and 0. cerinna are photographed to the same scale, so that a
direct comparison of the size of parts may be made.

Disappearance Extraordinary.

The following account, given me by Leroy Newman, a
veteran of unimpeachable veracity, with whom 1 have been
acquaintedfor many years, I send to the Forrst and Steeam
with the assurance that very few occurrences are more phe-
nomenal than that related by my venerable friend. As near
as possible I report it in his own words:

"I was living in Wayne county on Beech Pork. One day
I was out in the field standing near a tree that had been
blown over. Qui'^e close to the branches of the tree was a
hole in the ground

,
apparently having been made by some

wild animal. It was nearly perpendicular and of consider-

able size, say large enough for a woodchuck to enter. I

heard a rushing sound, and looking up saw a hawk pursu-
ing a quail with astonishing velocity, the birds making an
almost perpendicular descent.

"It seems the hawk was so near his prey and so intense the
terror of the quail that the bird sought the first object, how-
ever unusual, for refuge from his merciless pursuer. With
a sound like that of a stone thrown heavily on the ground,
both quail and hawk, like lightning, plunged into the hole I

have mentioned. 1 was wonder-stricken. Fright seemed to
have rendered the quail insane, so to speak, and the eager-
ness of the pursuer, with his eye only upon the prize, pre-
cluded a suspicion of danger to himself. I looked into the
hole, expecting to find the birds dead or dying, but both had
disappeared in its dark depths. I worked for an hour with
a forked stick to twist them out, but could neither feel nor
see a trace of them." N. D. Eltdjg.
West YiaaiNU,

Anent the Adirondack Moose, the Panther
and the Wolf.

It is said that Gov. Seymour shot the last moose known to
exist in the Adirondacks" In his celebrated address to the
Auburn prison, he said that he had made eighteen sad mis-
takes in his life—the killing of the moose I have ever believed
to be included as one of them.
The panther is well-nigh extinct, yet there may be a pair

or two in hiding in the Oswegatchie end of the Wilderness.
Brother Higby's statement in your i?sue of the 17th in

relation to wolves, is truthful and to the point. He thinks
there may be fifteen yet on the warpath in the grand old
Garden of Eden, I think there are more—at least twenty-
five or thirty. Two years ago there was surely a band of
six to ten in that part of the Wilderness surrounding First
Lake, on the north branch of Moose River. The surest and
most eilectual way to put an end to them is to treat
them as often as possible to a dose of strychnine, for they are
prolific breeders, bringing forth twice a year sometimes six
to ten pups at a litter.

Something like forty years ago, Ed Arnold, one of the
best known guides who ever tramped the trails of New
York's grand old Highlands, shot the most magnificent
panther ever cornered on .John Brown's track. When
mounted by Mr. Hurst, one of the best taxidermists on
earth, I bought the specimen, and for years and years it was
the admiration of aU who beheld it. I sold it for $35 to a
furrier in Utica, always much regretting the sale. This most
ferocious beast was driven with Arnold's pack of deer-
hounds, into a ledge of rock in that territory known to the
woodsmen as "Hell Hollow," the low lands abounding in
cliffs and rocks only about two or three miles from Fulton
Chain station. When the monster was brought to bay Ed
must have been on his best nerve, for he put a rifle ball as
near the center of his skull as it could be located with a com-
pass. I now have the remnant of a wolfskin, which one of
the Arnold boys gave me, the inner fur from which I use in
building up the bodies of salmon flies. John B. McHakg.

Carnivorous Squirrels and Duck Eggs.
New York, April 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In
your last issue appeared a letter from that prince among
sporting writers, Jacobstaff, in which he expresses a doubt
about squirrels ever being carnivorous, and points to the teeth
as an argument in his favor. Did Jacobstaff ever hear of
rats and mice, which have teeth somewhat like the squirrels,
eating meat?

In point of fact the common red squirrel is a persistent
robber of the nests of small birds, a favorite dainty with him
being a young bird before its feathers have sprouted. I have
shot squirrels when they were in the act of eating young
birds.

The last wounded squirrel I picked up was a black fellow,
and if he wasn't carnivorous (with a big K) I'd hate to be
bitten by a carnivorous animal

!

Concerning the alleged destruction of duck eggs in the
North: I have shot over northern Canada as far as the
Pacific Coast, and have yet to meet the man. who has any
personal knowledge of the wholesale destruction of eggs.
During my several years' connection with the C. P Ry. I
never heard of traffic in duck eggs. Edwin W. SAHDrs.

News of Mr. Ferdinand's Bobin.
Dr. J. S. NiVEN sends us this from the London, Out.

i^ree Press of April 10: One day lately a student of the
Waterford High School caught a robin which had a piece of
paper tied on its leg, and on which was written the follow-
ing query: "Where wiU this robin build its nest in the com-
ing spring?" The note was signed by N. Jules Ferdinand
Box 415, Tampa, Fla. The student immediately wrote to
Florida announcing the capture of the bird.
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A DAY WITH THE ARIZONA QUAIL.
BY T. 8. VAN DYKE.

"Whtlb attending the Irrig-ation Congress, at Pbcenix,

Ariz., in December ]ast, 1 took a run with some of the local

"cracks" after that lively bird the Ajizona quail or Grambel's

partridge. I had hunted them before in Sonora, and on the

Mojave River, in California, on v?hich some are found as

far west as Barstow. But those were birds that knew little

or nothing about the gun. and I was anxious to see some of

the educated chaps.
Quail have been so thinned out in the Salt River vallev by

trapping that it is now necessary to go several miles from
Ph(Bnix to find many. Good shooting still remains for

those who understand them. For those who love shooting

not too easy this bird takes the lead. I like to hunt some-
thing that can get away, and this quail can do it. The
sportsman raised upon Bob White, or any other bird that lies

well to the dog, feeJs only unbounded disgust when he first

tries any of the running quail, as all the blue cr plumed
quail that I have found in the United States or Mexico are.

But with better acquaintance this feeling passes away, giv-

ing place in the soul of many to a feeling of unbounded re-

spect. While never willing to admit tfiat the shooting is

equal lo that upon Bob White, the mere sight of whom is

almost reward enough for considerable travel, any one used
to the management of the running quail will still say that

they are erery inch a game bird and worthy of any one's

steel. No lazy folks or duifers need apply. Even a good
shot wants to be in practice to make a creditable score, and
even the best shot in the best practice wants to be careful

how he attempts to show off before a friend. For all these

birds with persecution have become the smartest of their

race. And none of them are so thoroughly up to date on
the range of guns and the length of man's legs than this lit-

tle partridge of the chestnut cap, blue back, cinnamon sides

and black shirt front on a vest of mottled white.

The lovely winter climate of Salt River Valley was on
parade, as usual. It has little else to do and rarely bothers

one by being "exceptional." It is the ideal for fast hunting,

being like the loveliest October day imaginable in New York,
but with a far clearer air and sky than is ever seen there. My
companions had not been out this year in the direction we
tiok, so that we went past birds that we found on our return,

and drove some ten miles before attempting to hunt. The
valley was broad and flat for miles, with the timber of the

river bottom yellowing on the one side and on the other side

slopes rough with the huge candelabra cactus, whip cactus,

cat-claw mesquite and other delectable features led away up
with ever increasing boulders and decreasing vegetation into

dry, ragged mountains.
The walking was of the very best, the ground flat and

hard, with openings large enough over the greater part to

travel in comfort among the green clumps of greasewood,
the bright verdure of' the palo verde and the screw pod
mesquire, all of which formed the cover for the slippery

little sinners we had come to convert. Before I had been on
ttie ground ten minutes I concluded that instead of legs and
gun i needed an old-time horse pistol loaded with shot and
my bicycle. The average number of ounces of bird per

man mile might be about as great as on foot, with the fun
considerably more. The only doubt is about even the wheel
being fast enough to hold the birds down.
As on most of the quail grounds in California, the trouble

of fiuding a flock is not great. The trouble is in keeping
them in sight when once found. We had not far to go before

through the low green brush, shaped much like tumble-
- weeds in the Eist, a dark Ime sped into sieht just long
enough to identify, and then whipped around a little dark
green ironwood. Therjs were four of us in the party, but
none shot at it, not because we were ashamed to, for he who
thinks it pot shooting to fire at this lively little scrap of blue

when running had better try a few shots some day when he
is sure no one is looking. There is nothing in the whole
range of hunting that can make a good shot feel so cheap as

a shot at these quail when dodging around singly among the

bushes.
Four guns were too many and dangerous, so we formed a

line, and spreading about 100yds. apart took after the birds

at a four-and a-balf-mile an-hour gait. My companions wei-e

all young men, but 1 am myself younger than I was twenty
years ago, and knowing what was ahead I was dressed for

the occasion in light buckskin moccasins, overalls and shirt,

while the rest were loaded down with regulation garments,
fashionable sudoriflcs, heavy leggings and ponderous sole

leather. These held them down to a pace that I could keep,

and away we went. A large flock of quail was running
ahead of us, we could hear them callinff, and occasionally

one hopped into short flight above the brush, as if to take a

look to see where we were, but always too far out of shot to

reach.

Our pace soon began to tell on them, and one rose at about
£Oyds. The man in line with that bird stopped so suddenly
that he almost fell over, and by the time the gun came to his

shoulder the bird was 70yds away He firedj however, in

hope of scaring the rest of the flock and making them lie

sooner. But they were too old hands at the business. A
few rose above the bushes to be sure they were not running
away from duffers, and a few more, sizing up the respecta-

bility of our party, sped away behind some clumps of large

mesquite and went we knew not where. But most of them,
concluding we were a lot of chumps notwithstanding the

tone of nitro from the first gun, kept the ground and neld
the pace in great shape.

Suddenly two became over-confident and lagged a bit.

Right in line with me they sprung at about 30yds. 1 was
shooting a borrowed gun, a fine Greener of the closest choke,
but it was a little long in the stock, and 1 haa no chance to

try it. So the first barrel tore the brush some 4ft. below the

first bird. What was the matter with that? It might as

well have been there as anywhere. There was no time to be
paiticular where you wasted shot. In spite of the fact that

I had shot nothing but a rifle for a year past, 1 got in the

second barrel on the second bird without waiting to see the

result of the first venture, and over went the blue ball of
feathers at about 45 yds. like a wet rag. I have heard often

about guns shooting too close, but always contended that I

never saw one This was the closest shooting gun I ever
tried, and the result was the same as it had always been with
me. The dead killing of long shots outweighs in the long
run all the misses at short range caused by over-confldencB

or nervousness, which make you pull before you have the

center fairly on the bird, Of course I aeyer had a cbauce to

try such a gun in my young days, when I used to shoot al-

most entirely in brush ; but I am satisfied the rule would
work quite well there, and although some birds would
be cut too much near by, more would be secured at the outer
range that with an open gun would go awa,y crippled, or be
lost in the dense cover without your suspecting you had
killed them. The closer the gun's work the deader I kill

what birds I do kill, and the fewer get away crippled or with
only a few feathers on the air. The best gun seems far more
merciful than the scattering gun, unless you try absurdly
long shots, which one is not apt to do. But with a scattering

gun you are more apt to be trying shots just a little out of

the gun's true range.

Having scored first blood, and found the fallen bird with-
out difficulty, I trotted along with the line about a couple of

Wndred yards before anything rose. Then half a dozen
broke cover at one end of the line, and one of them went
gyrating to earth. If one of thpse birds can wiggle at all.

the chances are he is gone. Nothing but dead-killing will

do unless you have a very extra retriever. One of the party
had a fine-blooded cocker spaniel along that was a good re-

triever, but he was too fat, and was already blown with the
rapid pace in the warm, dry air, and this bird slipped away
from him as neatly as a deer can slip outof the other side of a
windfall, leaving you standing on some big log and wonder-
ing why the deuce you can't see something in the line of

venison after so much work. Dogs are considered of little

use for these birds, though good salamanders held strictly at

heel until wanted could do very effective work after the

birds are well scattered. And many a bird that could be
saved by a good dog is hopelessly lost to a man on foot.

But most hunters use up the dog by lettiog him tear around
in the heat and dry air too much, as well as by using him
too much to retrieve birds they can as well pick up them-
selves. When you see a bird fall stone dead it is folly to

send the dog to retrieve it until you find you cannot do so

yourself. Especially is this the case when the bird has fallen

on the very course on which you are going. If he is dead,
he is there; if only crippled, he is not there, and the dog's nose
will be better for finding him if he is kept cool and walked
up to that spot than if he is constantly heated by jumping
over brush and dodging around hushes at full speed. With
this care a good dog can be used to great advantage on all

the blue quail I have ever seen, and after they begin to lie

well the prettiest kind of work may be had with them. But
very few keep the dogs in any condition for the work, so

that about the time they should be hunting birds they are

apt to be hunting shade. And it is almost impossible to

carry water enough to overcome this overheating in air that

carries al most the minimum of moisture.

Two hundred yards more with half a dozen birds rising

out of shot were covered, when there was a sudden roar at

the right of the line, and a new flock of several hundred
arose out of shot and settled in ahead of us right in the

course of the ones we were running. We quickened our
pace and very soon there was a whiz and buzz of wings
with blue lines spinning right and left over the brush.

Two went down at long shots from the sides, the reports

raising more from the center, one of which I caught at

almost 50yds., while all the rest were out of reach of the

other gun.
On we went and still the game kept rising wild. The day

was warm and still, just such a day as ought to make birds

lie by this time. But they evidently wanted to lest our legs
and they did. Suddenly one broke from a bush not SOyds.

ahead of one of the party and over he went. Then another

sprung at about 30yds. in front of another and over he went.

Another followed from the same bush at the report of the

gun and over he went—over a distant row of raesquites

without leaving a feather. They were beginning to lie a lit-

tle, just the time they select for fooling blockheads They
send back a few to make you believe they are beginning to

lie. Those detailed for the work seem to submit to their fate

without a mui'mur, that is when fate overtakes them at all.

I believe the rascals rather like the job on account of the

glory involved. It is certain that the next one did, for he
jumped up in front of me at about 20yds , while I was
carrying the gun on my shoulder, and whipped around a big

green ironwood that would stop half a sacli of shot with a

keg of dynamite behind it, just as I succeedf^d in checking

the high speed at which I was traveling. And he whizzed
away, rejoicing on the other side as my load of shot tore into

the dense green on a line with where the bird should have
bepn, but was not
On the right of the line was a broad patch of ground that

had just been irrigated, and on much of it the water still

stood in a thin sheet, while all the rest of the ground was
very sticky. Two of the party thought they had "a snap"
on the birds in this for in the distance we could see them
walking across it, Down they went upon it, while I stayed

on dry ground. I had seen quail travel on the irrigated

ground in Durango years ago, and last year on some muddy
flats along the hottoms of the lower Colorado. If any man
tells you their feet get stuck in the mud so that they cannot
run, send him to Phoenix. One of the pursuers swears they

had snowshoes on, while the other did not see any of them
long enough to tell whether they were shod with lightning or

plain wind. All the same, they turned out to be another big

flock, and they drove them right into the course of the

others.

By this time there must have been 1,000 birds not over

200yds. ahead of us, and all still trusting to their feet instead

of their wings. And what better reliance could they have?
What puzzles me most about this quail is to know why he

ever flies at all? A thousand birds within SOOyds. does not

mean 1,000 in your pocket, as 30U will quickly learn whpn
you get behind them. Nor does it mean anything like 1,000

shots. But with plenty of work and knowledge of your
game it means some very fine shooting. But there is no time

to lag, There is nothing to do but keep after them at top

speed, taking such long shots as you can get until they begin

to lie. Exactly wh§n this will be is not yet written in the

book of quad, but sooner or later the knowledge is bound to

come to those who have the patience—and (incidentally) the

legs.

On we pressed for some 300yds. , with scarcely a bird rising.

The tyro would have said;
'
'They have beaten us 1 Oh, that I had back the.leg energy

I have wasted!"
But not so with our party. Thus far we had averaged

about loz. of bird per man-mile, but we knew the tide might
turn at any moment, and that is one of the great sources of

pleasure in the pui'suit of this little scamp.
On we pushed another 100yds., when suddenly b-b-b-b-b b

went one almost from under my feet. His long black plume
was bent back with speed over his rich chestnut cap, and the

svyift wings inade a blue liaze on each side as he sped over

the greasewood about waist high ahead of rae. B b-b-b-b-b

went another from the second liiish, over which the first one
passed, and his mottled bniast shone in the bright sun as he
wheeled around and upward. By good luck the gun came
up on the center of the first as I raised it, and as I pidled the
trigger a puff of feathers followed the light crack of the
nitro, and the bird whirh d to lest in the top of a bush.
Never does this quail look more pretty than when he wheels
in the sun as the second one did with his long jaunty plume
clear-cut against the sky; and never does he make a more
pretty mark than just as he describes that mysterious arc, the
proper end of which you can so easily fail to locat=* along
the gun. But he was almost in line with one of my com-
panions, and 1 could only watch him speed on his winding
way, his rapid wings fanning his rich brown sides and the
big dark patch on his breast seeming to vibrate in the haze
he made around him.
Meanwhile there was a b-h b-b-b b-h b-b from a bush a few

yards ahead of a companion, and over went a whirl of blue.
Then b b-b b-b b went another roaring out of a mesquite some
25yds. away, and over he didn't ero, though two barrels
barked fierce thunder at him. B b-b-b b-b-b-b-b went half a
dozen out of the same place at the report of the guns, and as
two more barrels rent some feathers from them four or five

birds burst from the cover within 10 ft. as the guns were
open. I snapped the eun shut in time to pull down one
stone dead at about 50yd8. and make a clean miss on an-
other that rose almost from under my feet at the report.

You cannot help getting rattled with these birds, especially
when out of practice. You get mai at yourself for shooting
long shots when there are so many more birds close to you,
yet you are liable always to get left if you do not, because
you never know where the little vagrants are. This minute
they may be whizzing out around your feet, and the next the
close shooting may stop as quickly as a real estate boom,
leaving you holding the empty sack. But when you do take
long sho's and other birds break cover beside you when the
gun is empty, you cannot help feeling mad, espoeially when
you have to go so far to retrieve the fallen bird that you have
forgotten where it fell—a little matter quite liable to happen
to the best quail hunters when out of practice.

But now the game was lying close—that is, some of it. for
some birds are always plying their legs for safety. B-bb-b-h b
went a bird not 3ft. from me and I whirled it over with a
quick snap shot into the top of a low ironwood Rfaching
down into it to pick it up, another burst out almost in my
face, wheeled over my head, rose I5fl;. in air and then shot
away downward, leaving my charge of hastily aimed shot
just far enough behind to save the meat on his tail and only
cost him a few feathers.

For ten or fifteen minutes the shooting was quite lively,
but many of the best chances were lost by birds going toward
one or another of the party. Four were too many, and we
could not afford to take any chances on an accident. The
rascals would wheel around in the direction of somebody
and then wheel off before going close enough for him to
shoot at. So we had to wait on a good many shots to be
sure there was no danger. By that time there generally was
none—for the quail. This period—when the birds first be-
gin to lie—is one of the most lively in all field experience.
Nothing except an old fashioned evening flight of ducks
around some Western lake can equal it.

Yet it often stops with wonderful suddenness. The birds
seem suddenly to decide to lie verv close, to run off" on the
sides or to rise out of fair shot. The latter two they have
been doing all the time, so that part of the play is simple.
The rest then lie about as clo"^ as any quail on earth, and
even seem to hold their scflF.t. Now is the time when a
good dog, kept fresh, would often be as valuable as any-
where on earth. Such was the game these quail played us.

Dozens and scores were hidden in every acre of the cover,
yet our most diligent tramping would start nothing close
enough for a fair shot. And yet every minute or two a quail
would whiz out of a bush behind or on the side that some
one of us had lately passed and perhaps kicked. But the
bird took good care to see that wc were well out of shot by
the time it rose. The spaniel was so blown that he was of
no use to flush any birds. Quail would rise out of shot from
the very bush around whicli he had wheezed and snorted
and snutfled and barked but a few seconds before. Every
once in a while a bird w^oulii miscalculate the range of a gun
and there were several that had not heard of the arrival in

the valley of the eun I was cairying; so we ftill had shoot-
ing, though not what it might have been. But on the whole
I have rarely enjoyed a day more with the shotgun, though
one not used te birds of this feathei would have felt quite
otherwise.
Though quail have been trapped so much here that they

are quite scarce in comparison with the numbers of former
years, they are still plenty, as plenty would be understood in

the East. I could go over that country almost any day with
one companion and bag a hundred or over. But I would
take a light open wagon, fast team and a good driver, with
one good dog that could be kept quiet in the wagon until

wanted. Stay in the wagon until you see quail and then
drive them with the wagon as long as you cau. Then t>ike

them afoot as above described and do not use the dog umil
they lie close. Even then keep the dog as quiet as possible

and do not exhaust him by allowing him to retrieve birds

you can as well pick up yourself, or by letting him run or
jump to pick up anything, unless a cripple. By driving in

this way one day to Teuipc, a fine settlement at the upper
end of the Salt River Valley, staying over night and driving
back the next day, two men who are good shots and good
travelers could bag 250 birds But even with a run out
from Phoenix, as we had, one can get all the shooting one
has any business to waut, besides having a fine drive in a
most luxurious climate, lunching on tables spread with the
pottery of the oldest civilization of America and drinking
from canals that carried watei to thrifly fields before the
great grandfather of (Jolumbiis decided to get born.

A Stray Sliinplaster
Comes to us once \n a while for a copy
of "Game l^ws iirij»Briei;" but shin-

plasters no jvadays tivz scarcer than Moose
in New Yo^k; and cecits in postage

stamps wiSi Ac \mt as w<^ll.
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IN FLORIDA QUAIL FIELDS.
The xnorniDg was bright and chilly, witli a fresh westerly

breeze exhilarating to man and beast. The ground was wet
and cool, the undergrowth and foliage were sparkling still

with rain drops. It was the first day, in fact, since ISfov. 1,
that the dogs could run for more than two hours without
being overheated and exhausted. The Alderman and the
Captain expecting sucli a day after iberain, were ready for
iti and by 6:80 A. M. had breakfasted and bad loaded into
the light hunting wagon the dogs, the guns (which were set
in a Oox gun rack, with springs to take the jar and with
itons to hang over the dashboard), the indispensable luncb
basket and shell box, and themselves, and had said "let's

go" to faithful Maude, a little black mare born and raised
in Florida, but of theLorillard strain, which gave her a more
distinguished air than ordinary native horses She likes out
shooting trips, is indiiJerent to gun fire, and has delightful
Haps and dreams of ground oats, corn and wheat, while
those meh are following up birds.

The three dogs were Ned, a black setter; Left, lemon, and
While pointer, fifteen monihs old, from the Bar Harbor Ken-
nels; and Jess, a lemon and white setter, ten months old.

About a mile from town, between Mariner's Lake and
Bream Pond, JSTed struck a trail, which Jess took up too.

Ned worked the trail for 200yds., then swung down wind
and catne up to a beautiful point near the edge of Bream
Pond, Jess came up and hacked. (Left was tied.)

The first bird rose al6ne on the right, the Captain's side,

who shoots left-handed, and was killed. Six rose to fire.

Alderman missed, as did Captain with remaining shell.

Two more rose. Captain and Alderman crossed one and the
other got away. Then two more rose; not shot at.

Ned went in to retrieve and two snipe jumped from shore
of pond; Captain dropped one at 50yds. with the long left

barrel.

Kound the pond to two marked birds Ned trailed and
pointed, Jess backing again. Alderman killed his bird. On
a little, Captain hit bis bird, which went down again further
round. Ned pointed him; it ran lOyds. and flew up, but
Captain stopped him for good.
On the ridge beyond the pond Ned pointed. The Alder-

man killed his, but Captain missed his and another that rose
to fire. Going back to the wagon and around the other side
of the pond, we saw the other snipe get up on Captain's side,

but it did not go far. The record now was five quail and
two snipe.

Driving on a little way, we lied up again, leaving.Jess with
the wagon. On the south side of Black Pond Ned found
and pointed, and Left came down ahead of Ned, flushing two
birds, but holding her ground steady.

A very large bevy rose. The Alderman, somewhat both-
ered in controlling the young dog, killed only one; the Cap-
tain killed two with each barrel. The second bird with left

barrel was a scratch, for it flew into the shot 30ft. ahead of
the bird pulled on, which was a pretty long shot itself.

The birds turned to the right after flying through some
thick oaks, and we missed them at first by keeping straight

oo; but Left, hunting wide to right, pointed and flushed a
bird that the Captain stopped as it was going by in a
hurry.
Turning to the rit^ht, Ned found and pointed in some

•waist high titi bushes. The Captain missed the first bird,

and they kept getting up. The Alderman killed two. Cap-
tain missed another. " The Aloerman killed again, Cap-
tain killed a pine tree as a bird flew behind it, and the

Alderman killed the bird. We went to marked bird which
Ned pointed in some palmettoes, and the Alderman killed.

The Alderman missed two back in the titi bushes. Going
back. Left pointed a single that flushed wild. Captain
let go a long shot, the bird flew 200yds. and turned sharp to

right. We went up, Ned pointed dead bird and retrieved.

Out of this bevy we had ten quail—a total of fifteen.

The third bevy was found, after driving half a mile,

at the head of a thicket, into which thty flew at once.

We shot one down on rise, but failed to retrieve. Then the
Alderman killed one in thicket, and Captain crippled one;

but there was no satisfaction wading knee deep in water,

through briers and saplings and bushes. The one quail

from tiiis bevy made our total sixteen.

Coming out on the other side of the thicket, we crossed a
flat to another lake. Here Jess pointed the fourth bevy.

Captain called to Alderman, who was working Ned to left,

and as he was stepping round to gel behind and keep her
steady the birds flushed under his feet. He killed right and
left, though the first bird flew as far as the edge of the

bushes before going down, and Ned retrieved it when we
went in to hum the scattered birds.

Jess pointed the first single in bushes at the edge of the
vpater. The Captain killed that bird and missed' one that

rose to fire in a thicket. Ned pointed to left on edge of

bushes; the Alderman made a quick kill over some briers.

Ned roaded a runner a long way tnrough bushes, briers and
palmettoes and a wire fence, and finally got him up. The
Alderman hit him very hard and Ned retrlBVfd about
1 00yds. on. These five quail made our score twenty-one.

Ned found the fifth bevy, which fiushed just as the Cap-
tain came up from quite a distance off. Alderman killed

one and Captain one by a loDg shot. There were only four
in all, and the other two separated while hunting for one that

flew toward some palmettoes on shore of a lake (which lies

Half a mile north of the last one we were on). Another
bevy, the sixth, flushed to our left rather wild. We must
have walked wil bin 15ft. of them, but the dogs went out-

side of them. We nnrked them down without firing.

Then we had some pretty, old-fashioned shooting in thick
palmettoes not over knee high ; the birds were within a yard
or two of each othtT, but- lay like stones and had to be
kicked up or stepped upon. Ned pointed first and Jess
backed. The Alderman killed neaily straightaway, and
Captain killed one that rose to fire and flew back. Jess
pointed while Ned was retrieving. We put up a pair and
each killed our bird. Then .Jess and Ned pointed together.

Captain missed a straightaway, but killed a sharp twister to
right over the water, Ned retrieving. Jess pointed a bird
with which the Ahlerman failed to connect, but the Captain
stopped him. Captain mi sed a bird that twisted back over
the water and seemed to try how fast it could fly. The Cap-
tain and the Alderman crossed on one bird, with two out of
the fifth bevy and six out of the sixth; the score was now
twenty nine.

Tne seventh bevy flushed in the road to get out of the way
)f the wagon. Jess pointed to flush to the right. They
lew into a swamp. We crossed on a bird on the edge and
Captain killed one in the swamp. With two out of the sev-

enth bevy we now had thirty-one.

We drove three or four miles nearly in a circle between

bevy No. 6 and No. 7, and also ate our lunch; and it was
now about 3 P. M. We found a very large bevy, the eighth,
about one-fourth mile beyond No. 7 on the road home. The
birds were sprinters, and had ten acres of ground hot with
scent. Ned worked up and down; Jess displayed good nose
by locating them, but flushed them while reading in somd
palmettoes. She came in looking so sorry we could not
punish her. Jess is an extraordinary puppy for a nonde-
script; she will not flush intentionally, nor chase under any
circumstances, not even a rabbit, nor break shot. Her

, principal fault is slowness, which she will Outgrow with
more expeiience. On our going to the marked birds, two
or three flushed wild in palmettoes and were marked doWn.
Then two rose to the right of Captain, who made a right
and left, and missed a third. The Alderman then killed
three straight in his tracks and Captain went to a marked
single which Jess pointed and which did not get away.
The Alderman killed his fourth bird. We crossed
on one, and going back to where they first rose,

some birds having flown back there. Captain shot one
down that got away in a thicket. The Alderman shot an-
other down, and Captain killed one that rose to fire and flew
behind him. Ned retrieved Captain's bird; then when he was
trailing Alderman's cripple in some very thick palmettoes,
another bird rose a long way ahead. Alderman knocked it

down with the left barrel of his new Paiker about 75yds, off;

Ned then lost the first cripple, and began trailing the last.

The poor dog skinned his nose on the palmetto roots, grabbed
a mouthful or two of sand and trash, and once caught a
mouthful of tail feathers as the bird dodged under a root;
but finally he gave it up with a most expressive bark of ex-
treme disgust. Ned is lovable, faithful and industrious;
though there are many cleverer dogs, there are very few
more satisfactory. The eighth bevy yielded eight quail; to*
tal, thirty-nine.

The ninth bevy was found by Jess at dusk, but Left ran
in and stole the point and held steady. Captain missed and
Alderman killed one, making the score: Alderman, eighteen
quail; the Captain, twenty-two quail and two snipe; total,

lorty quail and two snipe.
All the misses may not be noted, but the Alderman and

the Capta-in shoot about alike; and average, day in and day
out, about half their birds. If the writer could flank this
tale with some of the fat birds on toast, he would fear lest it

would prove too dry reading. Captain.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
"The Story of a Book."

Chicago, HI., April 9.—In the issue of Fobbst and
Stoeam of Feb. 27 last I liad somewhat to say in regard to
the wonderful book, "The Great West." 1 spoke of the in-
fluence which that book had probably exerted" upon my own
life, mentioning the longings it stirred in my boyish breast
to see the men who made its heroes, to visit the lands which
were once their theater. I recalled that to my youthful
mind the character of Fremont was the one heroic figure.
If only I could have been with Fremont when he crossed
the Eockies in the winter!

I wonder if it is not true that one always accomplishes
whatever he wishes to do, attains whatever end his heart
actually desires? This same thought came to my mind one
day in the spring of 1886, when I found myself riding over
the Panhandle of Texas in search of the buftalo which 1 had
always longed to kill, and which I really did kill, although
the buffalo were then supposed to be extinct. To-day I am
just back from the Rocky Mountains. I could not go with
Fremont, but I have seen the Rockies in the winter time,
and have walked over their very summit on the snow. I
have been with men who live up against the main Divide,
and have seen and done many things which surpassed even
the ambitions of my boyish dreams. All this may be part
of the fulfillment of the legacy of this book, and I say it not
so much with exultation as with wonder, believing that per-
haps all things come true if we have but faith.

On my desk, at my return, 1 find a great heap of letters,

and among them all there are none which touch me so nearly
as those called out by the mention made of this book, "The
Great Wes^" As I believe these to be legitimately within
the province of Forest and Stream, I offer among others
the following, in the hope that they may possess for the
readers of Forest and Stream: something of the interest
they offer me. They come from all over the country, and
in part show well the hold that Forest and Stream has
upon the people of America,

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 27.—Your graceful acknowledgement
by letter of my poor gift was more than it deserved, and I
was quite unprepared for the mention of my name in con-
nection with your touching tribute to the book in this
week's Forest and Stream. Believe me, I am more than
glad to have been your humble messenger to the fairies.

Horace Kephart.

Pittsburg, Pa.—I wish to thank you for yonr article in
Forest and Stream of Feb. 37 conceruing the book of your
youth, "The Great West." I was fortunate enough to get a
copy. It is in first-class condition, and newly rebound. It
is one of the fiftieth thousand of "The Great West."

John Fetter.

Fort Dodge, la.—I was very much pleased with your
article on that book so dear to my memory, "The Great
W^e t." 1 read this book about thirty years ago the first
time. The last time was last Sunday, after reading your
article in Forest and Stream, for I am fortunate enough to
have the identical volume which so greatly interested me
when a boy. The book was one of the chief treasures of
my father, who, as regularly as the season approached when
the leaves fall, would get out "The Great West" and read
the article which treats of hunting among the pioneers.
When he had finished he would say, "That is as true as
gospel. I feel just that way myself." This remark was
always followed by an inspection of his rifle and hunting
accouterments, and soon after that by an excursion to the
woods.
Soon after my father's death my mother came to visit me

and brought me the book. One cover was gone, but the
book is all there except seven pages, missing from the articles
on "The Great American Wilderness" and the "Earthquake
at New Madrid." What memories that book awakened!
Again, as in boyhood days, I scouted with Kenton and
W^hetzel. I hunted with Boone, and with Fremont explored
the unknown regions of the Rockies. The oak openings
across the road from my father's house (I was raised in
Michigan) was "the dark and bloody ground" of Kentucky.
The brook, long since gone dry, was the Ohio acro.as whicii
we pursued the retreating redskins, and on finding ourselves
in a dark and gloomy tamarack swamp retreated ourselves,
fearing ambuscade, in our minds, but really afi-aid of the
gloomy shadows of the close tamaracks.

The line of snow banks, which in winter filled the lan@
leading to the lower fields and wood lot, were the snow-
capped peaks overwhich we toiled with Fremont, frozen and
starved, our boats and mittens filled with Snow and an ach-
ing void in our stomachs until, descending the last peak, we
found ourselves in reach of suCcor. For wei-e we not then in
the barnyard? No, this was Bent's Fol-t, and the log hoUsfi
was the hospitable trading post, where wte soon ftlrgot our
trials, thawed our frozen cowhide boots and filled the afore-
said void with apples and doughnuts. Why can't we haVe
such times now? Why, don't doughnuts and apples taste
just as they did then? Last Christnlas I ate apples from the
same trees and doughnuts which rhy mother fried, but some-
how they did nbt touch the spot as they did thirty-five years
ago.

I started to tell you I was glad that one whom I have
known, through Forest and Stream, since he failed to slay
the Phantom Buck of Baxter's Peak, had been able once
more to read the treasured pages of "The Great West." It
gives me almost as much pleasure to know that the longing
of a kindred spirit for that book of books has been gratified
as it did to have the book put in my hands and know it was
mine, and above all I rejoice to know that "The Great West"
still abides among men who treasure it as it deserves. My
copy goes to the binder to-day, a binder in our town too,
mind you. This book don't go out of town. It will get nevs*^

covers and be securely fastened, for it is not right that a
good thing should perish from the earth.

C. A. Bryant.

Jamestown, 0.—In Forest and Stream of Feb. 27 you
write of a book that you read when a boy, and of your search
for the book since that time. I have the book, and have read
it many a time when a boy; for it was my father's, but now
belongs to me. The stout leather backs have been sewed on
it more than once, Marion Harness.

TacoMA, Wash,—^Your letter of Feb. 12 in Forest AND
Stream, entitled "The Story of a Book," was very interest-
ing to me. It moves me to write you personally. I have a
copy of "The Great West," Vol. L, 1852, and at the top of the
title page are the words "Twentieth thousand." There ig
much of that letter that fits my case. The reference to Mc-
Guffy's readers and the number of times you read the book
are just the experiences that I went through. Although
not a subscriber, I have read the Forest and Stream for a
number of years. Have often wished that I had the ability
to put my thoughts on paper in a readable shape. But it
does not take much ability, just common sense, to express
the following sentiment: I believe in stopping the sale of
game. I saw the chickens and quail exterminated (perhaps
that is a little strong) in eastern Iowa to supply the Chicago
market. Last fall there was an article in Forest and
Stream about "the old-time chicken dog." Although I do
not know how old a man the writer is, it really seems to me
that he shot over Duke, a dog that my father, brothers and
myself hunted with in eastern Iowa twenty years ago, he
describes his faults and qualities so accurately.

If you know of some "still-hunter" who can describe a
successful or unsuccessful hunt as fully as some fishermen
describe the capture of a trout or salmon, just get him to
write up a trip or two for the Forest and Stream. I can
hear the reel humming when I read some of their letters.
My boyhood hunting and fishing days were spent on the
Wapsiepinicon, in eastern Iowa, the favorite hunting
ground of a small tribe of Indians called Musquawkies.

MUSQUAWKIE.
Tacoma, Wash.

[Here we go again! The Musquawkies also used to trap
muskrata all over the old Skunk River bottoms, where
my father and my brothers and I used to hunt and fish in
Iowa!]

Cleveland, O.—Have noted with interest your research
for the "Great West" book, and also your final success in ob-
taining it. I have identically the same publication, with ex-
ception that mine is number "fifty-fifth thousand," and
published in 1855. Covers have gone, and in fact I had
almost forgotten its existence until your recent "Chicago
and the West" article struck me so forcibly. If you wish a
mate to your "Yellow Indian" please let me know if con-
venient, and I will be pleased to forward ib to you and "say
nothing." Robert Nichols.

Carteret, N. J., March 18.—I have read with interest
your article, "The Story of a Book," in Forest and Stream.
I have in my possession a book entitled "The Great West,"
enlarged edition of 576 pages, by Henry Howe, published in
1858. I see that Mr Kephart, in his letter to you dated
Feb. 1, makes no mention of this edition. Prom your de-
scription my book is the same as yours, with some additions.
My book is in perfect condition, except that most of the

pages are somewhat stained by age.
In the preface it is stated by the author that there have

been over 80,000 copies of this work sold; so, from that vast
number, it seems strange that so few have been heard from.
No doubt, in giving this book such great publicity through
Forest and Stream, you will receive many letters similar
to this.

Hoping it will give you some pleasure to know that there
is another of these books in existence, I remain

0. A. Wehrlt.

The Public Library of tab City of Boston, Feb. 26.
—-You may be pleased to learn that this library possesses
two editions—1851 and 1857—of Henry Howe's "Historical
Collections of the Great West," which you describe with so
much enthusiasm in your interesting letter to i'OREST AND
Stream of this week. John Murdoch.

Manchester, N. H., March 2.—After reading your very
interesting account of "Collections of the Great Wpst," I
visited the bookstore under the Old South Church in Boston
and got a good copy of the book (thirty-fourth thousand)
for a .$1 bill, and found it in the first store where I inquired
after it, which was certainly "Forest and Stream luck."
As you show such interest in the book I feel sure you would

like to know more of its compiler, and if you will write to
Mr. Robert O'Brien, 604 East Capitol street, Washington,
D. C, 1 think you may draw out some interesting reminis-
cences of Mr. Howe. Mr. O'Brien is now well on toward
ninety years of age, but is still able to write very interesting
letters, as his correspondence with my father proves.
Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Howe, the compiler of your book,

were great friends many years ago, and I think it more than
likely that Mr. O'Brien engraved most of the illustrations in
your book, as he was one of the best wood engravers of hia
day. If you write Mr. O'Brien tell him that your corre-
spondent is a son of Henry W. Herrick, and you will be sure
of a reply. Henry A. Herrick.
P. S.—-1 see that O'Brien engraved the frontispiece. You

will find his name at the lower right hand corner.
H. A. H.

East Hampton, L. I., N. Y., Feb. 29.—In the last number
of the Forest and Stream I notice an articl« entitled "The
Story of a Book." You begun by saying, "When I was a
boy I had a book. It was the first book I ever really and
truly read. " I read your article—the whole of it—and reread
it—the whole of it—and experienced the same feelings over
again that I did when I first read the same book over thirty
years ago, and which I now have in my possession, within
reach of my hand at present writing. When I read your
atory I felt a friend had been found, though never seen by
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me. The illustrations came into my mind faster tlian you
enned them: The yellow Indian, the prairie schooner and
ogs, the woman with an axe killing Injuns, the hunting

stories, the man on the cover with rifle beside an ox team
and wagon, and a colored picture of the "Treachery of Pon-
tiac Discovered."
Everything else in connection with this book was suddenly

Impressed into my memory years ago, to be refreshed by your
allusion to it in the manner mentioned. It was the most
wonderful book to me. There seemed to be in it a continu-
ually flowing stream of satisfaction. I longed to be a hunt-
er, to shoot Indians, kill buffalo, trap beaver, and scalp
somebody, and after reading some of those stories about
bowies and scalping knives as manipulated by Lewis Whet-
zel, we—that is, aboy about my own age, called C, and my-
self—^would proceed to sharpen up our case knives, put them
in our own belt with our hatchets, and at once be on the
hunt and lookout for Indians.
This boy friend m after years became one of the most ex-

pert hunters in the Indian Territory and the West, and was
the owner of quite an estate in this same bleeding Kansas
of which he read when a boy; and he is now living in this
village, as fond as ever of his annual hunt, a crack rifle shot,
a complete Leatherstocking, having led a checkered yet suc-
cessful life up to the present time. He is now two years
under fifty. There is no guestion that he was better pre-
pared for what befell him in after years, and that lie was
better fitted to work hisway among hostile tribes of Indians,
as he actually did, by the reading of this book. Although it
is years since he has seen the "Great West" book, frequent
references are made by him to it when we meet, showing
that at least three people were wonderfully influenced by it
in earlier years.
This friend and myself were born with the natural instinct

of hunters, and we both have gratified ourselves in that line,
although in diflerent ways, he preferring buffalo, moose and
deer to the feathered tribe. This feeling of hunting was
cultivated by the constant perusal of this book, and many is
the time I would ask to take it home, and mother would say
yes. Bless her heart, she is now eighty-three, and thinks we
are yet boys! She made two happy. Two things I had—

a

glorious book and the best of mothers.
But pardon me for wandering from the center line. There

are so many things in connection with this book, branching
out in so many different directions, that it is impossible for
me to think of it except in line with the past. It is of the
past I am writing.
Although I am not an antediluvian, I feel that I have

probably had better shooting than I shall ever have again,
and may the time come when we may meet and feel thank-
ful for the good things given us, among them "The Great
West." HiEAM Sheeeill.

I should like to express my personal thanks to the writers
of the above kind and interesting letters.

Illinois Warden Matters.

Chicago, HI , April 17.—There is a very hot campaign on
hand in the matter of the Illinois State wardenship this year,
probably the most warmly contested one we have ever known.
It is difficult to see why men seek so ardently for this unde-
sirable eminence, but the fact remains that the office ap-
pears to be a coveted one, possibly by reason of the fact that
in politics any office at all is better than no office at all. And
it is without doubt true that the appointment of the Illinois
Statewarden is purely a political matter. There is no rhyme
nor reason to it, and the valued sheepskin goes to the man
who can put up the strongest front in regard to his push or
pnll. The present Illinois Legislature is one which is becom-
ing rapidly famous or infamous for its transactions in shady
legislation. The State press openly charges bribery and cor-
ruption against many members in regard to the passage of
important bills affecting city franchises. However this may
be, it is without doubt true that not for a long time has there
been a session of the lllinoi? Legislature in which the South
Water street lobby has had such absolute swing. It is
alleged that the merchants of South Water street are hand-
in-hand with the forces of the street car and other corpora-
tion magnates, who are railrcading the above-mentioned
undesirable bills through both branches of the Legislature.
At this date there has been no legislation on game matters,
and one may ae well say openly that there is not going to be
any action in this Legislature which will not be entirely to
the pleasure of the South Water street interests. The gentle
art of politics will have a merry time with the sportsmen of
this State in the year 1897.

Among the diflerent candidates for State warden, Emmet
Haight, of Chicago, was indorsed by the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association, the proper communications going
to the Governor over the signatures of the president and ex-
ecutive committee of that body. As an alternate to Mr.
Haight came Mr. West, of Elgin, whose claims were
strongly advocated by Vice-President Dole, of the Associa-
tion, whose residence is at Elgin. Mi. West had a fair
show, but this week Representative Hunter, who has been
handling the sportsmen's interests, says that he hardly
thinksitwise to press the claims ofMr. West. Mr. Harry Love-
day, of Chicago, has been put forward by a number of
friends for the office, as was stated in last week's Forest
AKD Stbeam. Meantime there appears on the track a dark
horse by the name of Mr. Albert L. Adam, of whom nobody
ever heard before. Mr. Adam is a hardware dealer. The
sportsmen do not know anything for or against Mr. Adam
at this date, as he did not come before them as a candidate.
He is said to have a good pull througb sucb men as Jimmy
Reddick, Henry Hertz, Billy Lorrimer, Doc Jamieson, etc.,
who are of prominence in the present administration of State
affairs, and if this be the case he is very likely to get the
^nomination for warden. Should this be true, let us hope
that he will prove to be a good one, and that his efforts will
help the sportsmen where they most need aid. Mr. Adam's
campaign seems to have been of the entirely silent sort,
which often is the most successful. There maybe still
others in the field who have not yet been heard from.

Politics and Sports.
Mr. R. B. Organ, of the State Sportsmen's Association

executive committee, went to Mr. Fred Blount, West Side
Park Commissioner of this city, and a politician of influence
of this administration, seeking to advance the interests of the
sportsmen's candidate for warden. Mr. Blount naively told
Mr. Organ that he could not help him any, as he had already
promised Mr. George Sloan that he would support his man
for warden. Mr. Sloan has been earlier mentioned as the
present reigning king of South Water street.

Senator Campbell, of Chicago, chairman of the Senate
committee on fish and game, to-day said to Mr. R. B. Organ
of the executive committee of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association, that he had recently been offered $500 for the
appointment as State warden. This offer came from a West
Side man whose name I cannot give.

It would eeem that there is money in the office of State

warden in the city of Chicago. It would take sometime,
one would think, to make $500 in the collection of fines
under the law, but there is not wanting at least one man who
openly thinks he can make the office pay a living over and
above $500 a year. This Chinese systern'of buying an office

for the sake of its emoluments has perhaps never before
come more openly into evidence.
Meantime the game bird must take i's chances with the

warden, the shooters, the politicians and the game dealers.

Illinois Game and Fish Protective Association.

An attendance of twenty-five turned out at the second
meeting for the organization of the Illinois Game and Fish
Protective Association, at the Sherman House, April 17, the
above name being formally adopted by those present as the
title of the new Association. The body of sportsmen thus
formed expresses the hope of extending its membership be-
yond the limits of Chicago, and sets out with the avowed
purpose of doing all in its power to enforce the laws and to
protect the game and fish of the State, nothing further than
this being contemplated in its constitution.

Col. M. H. Alberger, of Chicago, was in the chair, and
gave a yery pretty example of railroad presiding, no motion
getting so far along as to have the negative side of the ques-
tion put at all. "The ayes have it," was the Chair's invari-
able decision, without any useless delay. Thus the meeting
was able to adjdurn at the early hour of 10:30, after adopt-
ing constitution and by laws and electing officers, with the
other usual routine work of organization, a record certainly
not without its merits. Secretary Harry A. Sullivan was
equally expeditious In his work, and the proceedings were
rapid.

It was decided under the by-laws to have a Board of Man-
agers consisting of fifteen members, and to hold the annual
meeting on the second Tuesday of each .lanuary, with the
ordinary order of business as to committee reports, election
of officers, etc. Provision was made for the calling of
special and other meetings by the president by mailed notices
five days in advance. The initiation fee was made $1, the
annual dues also $1. Any man was declared eligible to mem-
bership in the Association who has the instincts of a sports-
man and a wish to protect the game.
The following officers were elected: Pres., Col, M. H.

Alberger, of Chicago; First Vice-Pres., Fish Commissioner
S. R. Bartlett, of Quincy ; Second Vice-Pres. , laid over till

next meeting; Sec'y, Harry A. Sullivan, of Chicago; Treas.,
J. V. Clark, of Chicago. It was agreed that the Chair
should appoint eight of the fifteen members of the Board of
Managers, he then to confer with these in regard to appoint-
ing the remainder, these to be chosen outside of Chicago as
much as possible. The president reported the following
names as members of the Board : Hon. Alex. A. White, Rev.
Edward A. Kelly, Gen, John McNulty, Messrs. C D. Gam-
mon, J, E. Isgrigg, H. D. Nicholls and Thos. W. Saunders,
all of Chicago; Mr. Tom N. Donnelly, of Lake county; and
Hon. Geo. Lyon, of Waukegan.
The meeting with formal motion indorsed Harry W.

Loveday, of Chicago^ as its candidate for State game
warden, and the secretary was instructed to so advise the
Governor.

The Spring Shooting Season.
The Illinois spring duck shooting season closed day before

yesterday, and was above the average in abundancp of wild-
fowl killed. At Hennepin Club, on the Illinois River, the
shooting was for some days yery fine, though it died out dur-
ing the last few days of ths season. At Fox Lake, Illinois,

several good bags of bluebillswere made, one bag of seventy,
six to two guns. Along the Kankakee River the shooting
was also good. Dick Turtle got sixty-one ducks at Water
Valley in one day, and made one or two smaller' bags. At
Calumet Heights Club Mr. A. C. Paterson was out several
times, and made bags ranging from half a dozen to a dozen
and a half. He was lucky enough also to kill a fine large
Canada goose, Mr. Gillespie, however, having a hand in the
undoing of this honker. Other bags of ducks of a dozen or
two to the gun have been reported. It is stated that many
of the birds, especially the bluebills, were in good order this
spring.

The jacksnipe season is now at hand, and before these lines
are in print the birds wUl probably be in all over this part of
the country in great numbers. At Kouts, Ind., Mr. 0.
von Lengerke bagged thirty odd birds over a week ago.
At Water Valley, Ind., IVIr. F. R. Bissell bagged thirty-one
jacksnipe, yellowlegs and grass plover.
On Tuesday the snipe were coming in very fast on the

Kankakee bottoms near Shelby, Ind., the edge of the marsh
near Skunk Knob already showing pretty fair shooting.
Shooters can stop at Zea's farm there, a mile north of Shelby,
on the Monon, and get good shooting. The Fuller's Island
country is reported as having too much water.

Mr. W. L. Wells, of this city. Joins a camping party of
snipe shooters who will spend a week or more on the Kan-
kakee bottoms above Momence. They go into camp Mon-
day, and expect to have a very enjoyable time. Mr. W. P.
Mussey left yesterday for the Maksawba Club, on the Kanka-
kee, where he should find good snipe shooting this coming
week. I have not yet heard from the prairie sloughs near
Wheaton, and other points near at hand to the west of Chi-
cago; but should expect to hear of some shooting in there
before long.

Spring Shooting Killed in Minnesota.
Mr. John W. G. Dunn, of the Title Insurance and Trust

Co., of St. Paul, Minn., called at this office two days ago,
long enough to bring the first news of the passage in the
Minnesota Legislature of a law prohibiting spring shooting in
that State. Senator Hansen backed the measure, which was
opposed by Senator Keller.

Personal.

Col. A. G. Courtney, who was for some fourteen years
connected with the LeFever Arms Co., and is widely known
among the shooters of America, will on May "l sever
his connection with that firm and enter into the employ
of Hartley & Graham, of New York city. He will hence-
forth explain the merits of the Remington shotgun on the
trap circuit and elsewhere.
Mr. W. M. Durham, lately banker and boss bass fisher-

man of Momence, 111., has moved to Chicago, where he will
get more banking and less fishing.

Dr. Z. T. Daniel, lately of Carlisle Indian School, has
been stationed as assistant physician at the Blackfoot Agency,
Montana. Dr. Daniel is not new in that covmtry, as he has
made a successful big-game hunt or two in the mountains
near the reservation in earlier years, E. HouaH.

1306 Boxca Bviujtisa, Cbicafo,

MY FIRST BREECHLOADER.
What rich stores of reminiscences long dormant in

memory's vague and misty cells must have been recalled to
life by the exhibition of antiquated firearms at the Sportmen's
Exposition in those old fellows who love the gun and the
pleasure its use affords.

In retrospection the curtains of memory are parted, and
my thoughts travel down the vista of years to the days when,
about twelve years old, I became the proud possessor ofmy first

breechloading gun. I already owned a muzzleloading gun,
and considered it perfection until one day there came to the
village where my boyhood days were passed an old trapper
and hunter, with whom I soon scraped an acquaintance, and
who possessed among the rest of his arms a 20-gauge breech-
loading Remington single-barrel shotgun, which no sooner
had I seen than my whole aim and ambition in life were
summed up in the desire to become the owner of this triumph
of the gunmakei's art.

My friend, seeing how intent I was on securing the gun,
consented to sell it to me for the princely sum of $8, and to
keep it for me until I was able to procure the ntcessary
funds, more to relieve himself from my ceaseless importu-
nities than for any other reason. My father was not blessi d
with an over-abundance of this world's goods, and had he
been would have considered it an unnecessary extravagance
to invest in a gun whtn I already had one, so the task of
raising the money devolved on me entirely.

Boyhood's resources are many, however, and before many
days had passed I had made a bargain with a neighboring
junkman to buy from me all the old iron and bones I could
obtain at^ cent per pound. Nothing daunted at the thought
of the 600lbs of merchandise, I started to collect, and soon
had a good-sized pile, which was materially augmented—

I

blush to say— by a surreptitious expedition one dark night in
company with another boy to a farmer's barnyard, where we
denuded an old oxcart of what iron could be removed with
the aid of a wrench—no compunctions of conscience attend-
ing the operation, as this farmer considered all boys his ene-
mies, and the boys heartily reciprocated the sentiment.

I finally had the requisite amount of material, and one red-
letter day I trudged home bearing in triumph my well-earned
gun, envied by my less fortunate companions.
Every spare moment of time was utilized thereafter

to scour the woods and fields in the vicinity with powder-
flask, shot-pouch, newspaper for wadding and a reloading
tool in my pockets; for I had but ten brass sbells, and when
these had been fired I was compelled to reload them.
One day I had fired my ten shots, and reloading the shells

proceeded on my way, when on reaching home I discovered i

that the reloading tool had been left on my improvised load-
!

ing bench, a flat stone in the woods about two miles from
home. Now here was a quandary. It was dark, and I was
afraid to go through the woods alone; but there was that tool,

j

suddenly grown to be the dearest object in my possession,
j

and the thoughts of the bones and iron necessary to procure
I

another decided me, and in fear and trembling I started on
'

my quest, gradually becoming more frightened as 1 pro-
j

gressed, until I finally had possession of the reloader.
i

Starting homeward, the sighing of the winds in the tree tops
;

sounding like the moaning of lost spirits, oppressed by a
'

thousand nameless fears, my inflamed imagination peopling
'

each bush with a lurking foe, a night bird sounded his note
close at hand, and my courage forsook me entirely. Pur-
sued by the unknown terrors of the darkness, I precipitately
fled over fallen logs, across ditches, through the fields for
two miles, until more dead than alive I stumbled into the <

house, happy once more in the possession of my full equip-

1

ment.
The picture grows dim and fades. Present reality greets

me with the sight of my Parker hammerless hanging in its

place with my other up to date arms, but who will say its

possession will ever thrill me with the pleasure experienced
m the proprietorship of that old 20 gauge, with its ten shells

and the unalloyed delight its use afforded? A, B. C.

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION. '

lo all wJio are Interested in Protectiny the Fish and Oame of
New York State:

Something like thirty years ago the New York State As-
sociation for the Protection of Fish and Game was organ-
ized, having as its object the fish and game protective inter-
ests of this State, and the improvement and advancement in
trap shooting. For a time the Association was active in,
protective matters, but this object began to be overlooked,
and the Association came to devote its entire attention and
energies to trap-shooting.

In 1892 several clubs, members of the State Association,
feehng the necessity for active work on the part of the
organization in the effort to preserve the fish and game in-

terests of this great commonwealth, assembled in Syracuse
and perfected plans of organization, under which arrange-
ment winter meetings of the Association were provided for,

having as their object the furtherance of fish and game pro-
tection.

Under the revised constitution, the annual dues entitling
clubs to representation at these meetings is $5, and a fur-
ther provision allews individuals to become associate mem-
bers upon the payment of 25 cents annual dues.
We want all clubs, whether now members of the Associa-

tion or not, who feel an interest in protecting the fish and
game of the State, and all individuals who are thus inter-

ested, to join us in our work.
It is the policy of the State Association to simplify the

present fish and game laws, remedying if possible the many
evils that now exist, eliminating unjust local legislation and
rendering to protective associations aid in the enforcement
of the laws. It is the medium through which all right-

minded oiganizations should seek and give counsel. Every
county in the State should have a strong fish and game
protective association, thus carrying to the Legislature a
voice of power working for a common interest and ant

honest purpose.
The sportsmen of this State are requested to carefully

consider this mat'er, to the end that they may identify them-
selves and the clubs or associations to which they belong
with us. Success will be dependent entirely upon the forces

we can muster.
The object of this appeal is to place the State Association

upon a sound basis, having a large, enthusiastic enrollment of
members, true sportsmen, willing to serve the organization,
faithfully in its work.
The cause is a worthy one, requiring hearty cooperation

,

on the part of all true lovers of legitimate sport with rod
and gun- W. 8. Gavitt, President. J
Vtwa, N. y, I
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Some Great Dodginj^.

Editor Forest and Stream:

. I have often thought I would write you the facts con-
taiued in this letter, but the doubts expressed by persons I
have told the stories to has made me fear the columns of
Forest and Stream. I only told one man who didn't
doubt me, and he told me the following story; and as I have
always found him perfectly truthful in every way I be-
lieve Mm.
He was squirrel hunting, and was once walking slowly

around a tree when, glancing down, he saw a rattlesnake
within a few feet of him, ready to strike. He said, "I
stepped back about 30ft. and fired at his head, and it did
not seem to me to have moved. I reloaded as quickly as
possible aud tried again, with the same result. I fired sev-
eral times at his head, but still he held it motionless. I had
heard that a snake could dodge a rifle ball, so I finally
aimed about 6in. down his body and shattered his head."
This was done with a muzzleloader and I suppose about

tweuty years ago
The following happened in 1890 on the Woodburn Farm,

at Taylorstown, Pa.

:

A friend and I were out after ground hogs. 1 had a
Winchester .23-15; he, my Ithaca shotgun. We saw what
we thought was a chipmunk, with its head out of a knot
hole in a log, and he tired at it. When we got to the log I
saw something run and also found a dead weasel. Dunkle
began poking in the log and a weasel stuck its head out of
the knot hole and T fired at It from I should think about 30ft.
Dunkle called, ' 'You never touched him."" I tried several
times with the same result, the weasel always disappearing
into a hole in the log right where his head had been.
Finally Dunkle moved while I was taking aim, and the
weasel turned its head and I killed it. We got five, tour of
which I killed with the rifle, but I did not kill one with its

eyes turned toward me. One got out in the bark of the log
and a small hole affoi-ded a fine peep hole for it. I put
three bullets in that hole, which was hardly large enough to
let the weasel's head out, but never touched Mm.
The same year I fired at a weasel on a rail fence, and

when I went to pick him up he dropped from the far side of
the rail and scurried away. The shot had gone into the
very place where he had sat when I fired.

The next year I was out once with rifle and box of car-
tridges, and shot fully thirty times at a weasel in a tree top
and never touched him. I then took the small target that
was in the box and shot several times at it, and put every
bullet in a space you could cover with a silver dollar—dis-
tance, 30 ft.

I beheve a weasel can dodge a lifle ball, and would thank
the readers to tell of any similar experience, so that 1 won't
hesitate about telling of the artful dodger in the future.

I read a short time since of a man shooting several times
at a snake lying along an old root, and how he finally
dispatched the snake with a club and found every bullet
under where the snake's head had been. If people can be-
lieve that", my story is safe. Jim Pierce.

That Confiscated Moose Head.
I.

From the New Bedford (Mass.) Mercury.

It will be remembered that Harry M. Churcli, of this city,

shot a buck moose down in New Brunswick some months
ago. The moose was one of the finest specimens ever killed

in that section, and Mr. Church left the head in Fredericton,

N. B., to be dressed and mounted.
It turned out that the head was the finest one ever mounted,

and Mr. Church makes the claim that the man who was
mounting the head tried to obtain it from him by improper
methods. Considerable trouble arose over the head which
Mr. Church owned, and the services of several lawyers were
engaged in trying to secure it. So much stir was made that
finally the Government at New Brunswick took hold of the
matter, and, finding that the moose's head was the finest one
ever seen there, inquired into the subject, and alleging that
it was shot illegally confiscated it.

The head was placed in one of the Government buildings
at Fredericton, N. B., and Mr, Church has just received
notice of the fact,

Mr. Church will write a sketch about the moose for For-
est AMD Stream, in which he will warn all American
sportsmen from going down to New Brunswick, where he
claims a sportsman is not treated squarely.

The moose killed by Mr. Church was a bull moose and
was the largest shot within the memory of man in New
Brunswick. It weighed, close to l,6001bs., and its withers
were nearly or quite 7ft.' from the ground ; and its antlers,
lipping the scales at not far from a hundredweight, spread
more than 5ft. and numbered twenty prongs. Mr. Church
at the time refused an offer of $75 for the antlers. Mr.
Church killed the animal with four shots.

II.

FYom the St. John {N. B.) Gazette.

The fact that Mr. Church shot a moose in New Brunswick
and did not get it is being telegraphed by the Associated
Press all over the United States. It would not make so
much difference if the statement of Mr. Church was true,
hut it is not. The facts are that last autumm Mr. Church
came to this Province from somewhere in the United States
and went up to Canaan, Queens county. There he fell in
with another person named Ryder and they went moose
hunting together.

Church was informed that, being a non-resident of the
Province, he would be obliged to take out a license, and
would have to pay the sum of $20. He told the game war-
den who gave him this information that he did not intend to
go hunting, therefore did not require a license. Ryder had
a resident license, but it is generally believed that he is a
non resident, and if that is the case the license is valueless.
His brother, however, resides in the Province, and it was
with this brother that both he and Church were staying.
The statements of Ryder and Church disagree as to the kill-

ing of the moose, both of them claiming the honor of killing
this very fine specimen. The story ia that, as they were
.^oing through the woods, they came upon two bulls fight-
ing, and before the animals could get away one of them had
been shot.

Both Church and Ryder claim in their affidavits to have
shot the moose. If Church shot the moose, he was
liable to a penalty for shooting without a license and to an-
other penality as well. The moose head, although a very
fine specimen, is not the largest in the Province by any
means, the one in the Crown Lands Office measuring lOiin.
more across tlie antlers thau the new acquisitioa which was

shot by Church or Ryder. After shooting the moose the
head was left with Ryder's brother to be prepared and sent
on. While it was there the game warden learned of the
killing of the animal, but in the meantime Churcli had de-
parted to the United States or he would have been prose-
cuted. All that was done therefore was to seize the head,
which has been hung in the Crown Lands Office, and forms
part of the collection of local game in that department.

If Mr. Churcli had obeyed the law he would not have had
any difficulty in getting the head of the moose, if he shot
the animal. He did not, and therefore it was seized.

Proprietors of fltMng resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Fokest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.

Shooting Privileges and Trespass.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of April 10 Mr. Tappan Adney, commenting
upon the growing tendency on the part of land owners to
exercise the rights of proprietors upon their own land, says:
"The moment they do, where will the fellow come in who
has a gun and loves to hunt as well as the land owner?" It
seems to me he will be in exactly the position everybody is in,

the gratification of whose tastes requires the use of some one
else's property. The man who enjoys theatricals pays for
his hour or two in a theater. The book lover does not ex-
pect to have the use of his neighbor's library unless the owner
is good-natured enough to give his consent. Those who
dance expect to pay the piper and to pay some one for the
use of a floor to dance upon.
"The fellow with a gun who has proven his right to live

by earning his own living," as Mr. Adney puts it (though I
fail to see what bearing that has upon the matter), belongs
to the only class which claims a God-given right to use the
property of others whenever one of its number wants to en-
joy himself at his favorite amusement, or "to earn his own
living" by killing the game on another man's land.
The owner has paid in hard cash for the "right of ex-

clusive control," and the State requires him to pay each year
in the form of taxes for the continued right; but Mr. Adney
seems to think that "the fellow with a gun" has the same
rights as the owner to roam over the fields and kill the
game.

It never occurs to some people that the land owner who
has a few coveys of quail upon his place may have a fancy
for shooting them himself, or possibly has some friend with
a sportsman's tastes to whom he would like to give the pleas-
ure, rather than to some one who to him is only "a fellow
with a gun."

I for one rejoice to see the additional farms whiicli are
every year being posted, for therein lies the secret of game
protection. By all means let land owners realize they have
absolute control over their own acres. Lexden.

Dearth of Ducks in Long Island Waters.
New York, April Vi.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

decrease in the number of wildfowl frequenting the western
end ot Long Island Sound appears to have reached a climax
this season. For the past three years as each spring and
autumn have come around the flocks of coots, old squaws,
etc., have grown smaller and smaller until now, when on a
day last week there were by actual count less than 100 birds
on feeding grounds, which until recently supported many
thousands. In the vicinity of Captain's Island, Matinnecock
Point and the adjacent coves the birds oould always be
found in enormous rafts at this season of the year; and the
fact that there are not any this spring would seem to indi-
cate that they do not exist in anything like the numbers
which formerly migrated up and down our coast.
The cause must be sought in the raids made upon the

breeding grounds by egg hunters, as the birds are protected
by the laws in a more effective way than ever before, and as
they are of little value in market the number killed by gun-
ners must be a small proportion of the whole. That the
merry call of the "south-southerly" is now so seldom heard
is a matter of regret to many who have watched for their
coming to our waters each returning season as one of the
many pleasures afforded by that placid arm of the sea.

Long Islander.

Spring on the Eastern Shore.
Weatuer warm and as fine as silk, pleasant as Florida in

winter. The gull has come to furnish her annual supply of
rich and palatable eggs. Our coast is her breeding grounds.
The marsh hen is dropping from the clouds each night—as
the story goes—doing her share of cackling and will, too, do
her share in giving fine eggs; the "marshy" is an honest
layer, and so long as her nest is robbed she will again fill it,

though our legislators, by recent enactments, have put a stop
to the business of robbing nests. The bee martin has come
to let us know that winter is gone and to drive the hawks
from the poultry yards, while robin redbreast is busy mixing
mortar.

Atlantic Coast birds liave not yet reached oui- meadows,
but a few days hence and they will be on hand no doubt'.
Snipe axe here in limited numbers. Doctor French generally
gets a clever bunch when out.

Messrs. Gordon Fisher, of Pittsburg, and Brown Caldwell,
of Chicago, members of Revels Island Club, came by to-day's
train, and repaired at once to their club building on the
island. T: G. E.
Keller, Va., April 15.

Elephant: Hello! there comes a party of hunters; we'd
better run for our lives before they see us.

Giraffe : Gracious goodness, you're right ! I guess I'm a
goner.

Elephant: Why so?.

Giraffe: Don't you see I'm spotted?—JTew Yorh Times,

Our readers are invited to send us for these columns
notes of the game supply, shooting resorts, and their
experience in the field.

CHAINED
to Business? ®

Can't go Shooting?
Do the next best thing-.*

Read the

Forest AAA StreafTk

Wlnsrs of Artificial Flies.

Some ten or fifteen years ago there was given to me a
white miller fly, dressed to order for Dr. W. C. Prime, the
the author of "I Go A-Flshing." The wings of this fly
were entirely diflferent from any that I had ever seen on. a
fly at that time, and I may add that I have never seen
anything like that since, and I have always kept the fly as
a curiosity, and it is on my desk as I write.
In fact, did anyone ever see but one style of wings, as a

rule, on a trout fly? They may stand up at right angles to
the direction of the shank of hook, as is the case with
"upright-winged" dry flies, or the points of the wings may
droop a little toward the bend of the hook, which is the
case of the orthodox artificial fly the world over. The
wings usually stand close together, back to back, as it were,
and to all intents and purposes the two wings are one and
inseparable. In some of the modern eyed-hook flies and
May flies the wings curve away from each other at an
acute angle; but practically the wings of our trout and bass
flies are fashioned in the same mold. Perhaps this is as
they should be; anyway I never questioned it until I saw
the Prime white miller, and that made me think that pos-
sibly there was room for improvement in fashioning the
wings of trout flies. I do not forget that a fresh fly just
from the hands of the fly dresser is quite a different object
from the same fly after it has been dragged a dozen
times on the surface or beneath the surface of the
water, and I know that there are advocates of form
and advocates of color in trout flies w-ho believe in one
and not in the other; but if the advocates of form
dress flies to imitate a natural insect, why are the wings
all alike? There is a question that I asked myself when
the Prime fly first reminded me that all artificial flies

were made with wings practically on the same model,
while the insects supposed to he imitated carried their
wings quite differently. The wings of the Prime fly are
made of three feathers, and they are put on not so much
to imitate the wings of a white miller as to cover the hook.
Two of the feathers are put on alongside of the hook, the
planes meeting at an angle above the shank as the hook
is held point down, and the third feather simply extends
horizontally along the top of the shank and over the other
feather. It is not a pretty fly, although said to he a "kil-
ler" when white millers are out. Now an English angler
writes to the Gazette that he proposes to inaugurate a re-
form in fly dressing, and dress flies on three models in-
stead of one. First, he will have wings to imitate the May
fly, March-brown, spinner, etc., the planes nearly vertical
to the body, diverging a little upward. Second, wings on
each side of the body, like the alder and sand fly, the
planes meeting at theirupper margins and diverging down-
ward; and third, wings in a horizontal plane, like the
wings of the house fly. It may be said that the wings of
all flies when in motion are very like the wings of the
conventional artificial fly, but a drowned fly, as in wet fly-

fishing, is not supposed to be flying. The subject is one
that will admit of argument from various points of view,
but it is to be hoped that Mr. Charles Walker will give us
the results of his experiments with flies dressed as he
proposes, and that will he of greater benefit than pages of
theorizing. If trout and other fish can distinguish be-
tween shades of color, why not between changes in form?

Mr. Rowland Ward.
In a previous note I mentioned that Mr. Rowland Ward,

the eminent taxidermist, of London, was on his way to
this country from England, for the purpose of fishing for
tarpon in Florida. Upon his arrival he remained but a
few hours in New York city, as he writes me, but long
enough to visit the American Natural History Museum,
where he saw Audubon's birds. His particular interest in
our great naturalist comes from the fact that Mr. Henry
Ward, his father, was Audubon's companion and visited
Florida with him sixty years ago on a collecting tour, and
he wonders if his father saw or attempted to catch the
tarpon in his day. Mr. Ward says that he has mounted
many tarpon during the past few years, and that the first

tarpon scales were sent to him sixteen years ago. Now he
proposes to go over at least pa,rt of the ground where
Audubon and his father tramped and journeyed together,
and catch tarpon on his own account. Later we hope to
give something of the results of Mr. Ward's fishing, as he
came for that and notiiing else,^ and will return to London
the last of May.

Pike and Young Ducks.
Spoons, gangs, snap-tackle, live bait (minnows), frogs,

etc., have been lures for pike (the fish we in New York
continue to call pickerel when we do not mean pickerel)
since time out of mind and probably long before, but an
English angler has departed from the regular and custom-
ary baits, and drags an imitation of a young duck on the
water and through the weeds where the pike hide, and as
a result of the dragging the imitation young duck with a
stuffing of hooks brings large pike to his bag. I have seen
pretty much everything that swims or flies, and some
things that walk or run on land only, imitated to lure fish;

but an imitation duckling is a notch or two above me and
savors of an imitation baby to catch crocodiles.

Pike have often been charged with capturing young
water fowl, but I have always believed such instances ex-
ceptional if they were true; but Mr. T. E. Sachs, of London,
leaves no room for doubt on the subject, for he says the
angler fishing with him caught larger pike with the imita-
tion duckling of his own creation than he, Mr. Sachs, did
with snap-tackle. He says further: "Once fishing a back
water on the Thames, I caught a pike of 61b8. Having oc-
casion to procure a fresh bait from the well (of the boat)
soon after, I was surprised to see seven small moor hens
floating in the water which had been disgorged by my
captured pike. This fellow had evidently snapped up the
brood one after another. At Lough Conn, in Ireland, I
once saw a big pLke seize one of a flock, which I was told
was not uncommon, and that the wild ducks had a bad
time of it there." I think I understand now why I never
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had any particular use for pike as a game fisb. Young
puppies, and snakes, aiad lizards, and kittens, and duck-
lings may be excellent baits in their way, but as a
rule an artificial fly is good enough for me, although
if anyone has a hankering to catch big pike with
imitation ducklings, I have given the tip as I found
it. I do not know but I migbt, if I were starving,

bait a hook with a young mouse to catch a big trout, but it

would be after everything else had failed. A trout that
will take a live young mouse will take something else, and
why not fish with something else, and the same with the
pike? I have no such feeling about crayfish for bait, but
my friend Mr. W. D. Cleveland has. We were at Brant
Lake fishing for black bass, and soon after our respective
boats had left the landing I heard an argument in the
boat between him and his guide. It seems that the only
baits they had provided were crayfish and minnows. Mr.
Cleveland wished to use crayfish and would not touch
them himself, nor would the guide, and at once there was
trouble, and we had to change guides. That is not a paral-
lel case, however, to the other baits I have mentioned, for

crayfish are natural baits and the other things I have
mentioned are unnatural as I look at them.

An Adirondack Lake in Sprinsr.

If this were a theater programme it would probably read,
"Two days are supposed to elapse between the last note
and this one.'' I wrote "the last of May" very late one
night and the next day I was going by express train up
into the Adirondack, region. Now, as I am again writing
late at night, with all the windows lowered, as a warm rain
falls outside, I can scarcely realize that only yesterday,
with a fur coat enveloping me, I was walking on snow 4il.

deep, and that the beautiful trout lake I visited was cov-
ered with ice 12in. thick and firm enough to bear a pair of
horses and a loaded sleigh. When I left the railroad it

was a fairly warm spring day and dust was flying in clouds.
The next morning it was, if anything, warmer, and when
the horses came to the door it did not seem possible that
a fur overcoat would be comfortable before night, for I had
been casting with a fly over on that lawn only the even-
ing before. I'he road was dusty as it led up into the
mountains, then it became moist and finally muddy.
Patches of snow appeared behind the rocks and on the
north sides of the hills, and the mud became deeper and
water from melting snow was running beside the road
where there are no brooks in summer. Finally great
banks of snow were encountered by the side of the road,
and at last the road was found drifted full of snow and we
had to go through a fence into a field to get around the
drift, for the horses could not make their way through it;

but the road was clear again and the horses drew us up
higher and higher until the lake was reached and they
could go no further, for there was snow all around, even in
the road that led around the lake that indicated plainly
"No thoroughfare."
Last fall the trout had spawned in large numbers just at

the outlet of the lake, and the question was: Would the
high water and swift current at the outlet send the young
fish as they hatched down the outlet stream, or could they
be retained in the lake to show the effects of fish planting
in the lake? The water was very high, and there was
snow enough to make it much higher without any assist-

ance from possible rains. In two hours' time that lake was
being drawn down, gradually but surely, to something like
its normal condition, and there was a gentle flow at the
outlet that would not harm even a young trout just
hatched, and tempt it to stray away down stream from
the observation of men who wished simply to see how fast
it *would grow, and who had no desire to cut short its

growth by catching it; for there are other trout to catch
and kill in other lakes. A few trout were seen just at the
outlet of the lake, where current and sun together had
worn away the ice, but it is evident that a spawning bed
will have to be manufactured for the trout ftirther away
from the outlet.

Smelts for Trout and Salmon.
Last season I arranged with Fish Commissioners in New

England to obtain some eggs of the landlocked smelt this
spring, to plant the fish and establish them in some of the
New York lakes, where they will serve as food for trout
and landlocked salmon, and frorU which they can be trans-
planted to other New York waters. ' AH experiments show
that wherever the smelt can be established the salmon will
thrive, and in that way salmon waters can be determined
beyondadoubt, judging froni the experiments inNew Eng-
land lakes.

Commissioner Stanley, of Maine, writes me; "I think I
can obtain the smelt eggs for you this spring, and I have
a large number of ponds in Maine that I must stock with
smelts._ I have also promised e^s to the New Jersey Fish
Commission and the State of Connecticut.

"I have made arrangements to have men on the grounds
with boxes all ready for packing, and if we have the
usual run of smelts there will be no trouble about getting
the eggs. At the place tvhere we take them we get eggs
from two varieties of smelts, one large and the other small.
The small one is about 4in. long, the large one 10 to 14in.

—

larger than the Salt-water smelt. There is some danger in
transporting the eggs, especially in warm weather on long
distances, but we have no trouble in Maine, and; have
hardly failed in a single instance.
"Moosehead and the Eangeleys are now full of smelts,

and all the work done in' six years. Since the smelt ap-
peared the salmon have improved wonderfully in size
and condition. They scarcely look hke the same fish, and
the trout are also better in'the same respects. I think to
get the best results with the salmon it is very necessary to
have the smelt. With the smelt, I believe the salmon
can be raised in any deep-water pond where trout cannot
live' on account of high temperature. * * There
are only a few days during which smelt eggs can be ob-
tained: the last of April and the first week in May—prob-
ably.' You of course' know how to handle the eggs. You
put then! in a gentle current at the bottom of a brook
flowing into a lake it is desired to stock, and near the
mouth of the brook. They all disappear in a few days,
so I think they hatch in two or three weeks. If you look,
sharp you will see the young fish gathered in schools near
the mouth of the brook, but they are so small that it is
difficult to see them. In Maioe I And the same smelts
vary much in_size. In some lakes they are too small for
live bait, while in another lake close by they attain a
growth of 10 to 12in."

As there is but one species of smelt, the size of the adults
must be regulated by the quantity of food the fish obtain.
That spawning smelts of two different sizes are taken, one
of 4in. and the other up to 10 or 12in., is explained in my
mind by the possibility that the small fish may be two-
year-old fish spawning for the first time and the larger fish
are adult smelts. I say the possibility because last fall I
picked up smelts on the shore of Sunapee Lake, N. H.,
that had been thrown up on the sand by the high winds.
There were three sizes of smelts: First, the hatch of the
previous spring, as near as I can measure them in a bottle
on my desk, 2^in. long; second, smelts 3iin. long, which
were hatched the spring of the year before; these fish
had tmdeveloped spawn and would cast their spawn this
spring, when they would be two years old and about 4in.
or a little more in length; third, adult smelts, 8, 9 or lOin.
long. There were comparatively few of the larger smelts
thrown up on the beach, as they were stronger than the
others and could work off" shore in a blow. The New
Hampshire Commissioners place twigs cut for the purpose
in the streams where the smelts spawn, and when the eggs
are deposited naturally and adhere to the twigs the twigs
and eggs are packed in moss and shipped. At Cold Spring
Harbor, a station ofthe Fisheries,Game and Forest Commis-
sion, salt-water smelts are hatched in the hatchery. The
adult fish are caught when they run up stream at night to
spawn (the only time they do run for this ptirpose) and
are placed in an ordinary trough covered over to exclude
the light, and there the fish spawn naturally. The iija-

pregnated eggs are then gathered from the bottom of the
trough and passed through a fine sieve to separate them,
as they are held together by a fine thread, so that they
make a mass without being what ai-e called glutinous
eggs. After separation, although they may have to be
passed through the meshes of the sieve more than once,
and the treatment does them no harm, the eggs are placed
in a McDonald jar and they hatch in about thirty days.
In the hatchery the eggs must be secluded; from the sun-
light or they will die, but in the brooks the eggs are de-
posited where the sunlight must strike them.
Mr. Stanley's statement that landlocked salmon can be

made to thrive in waters with a temperature too high for
brook trout will be read with more than ordinary interest,
for at first thought it seems almost revolutionary, but he is

an authority on the subject and what he says cantiot be
questioned.
Smelts seek the coldest water to be found in the New

Hampshire lakes, where I have paught them colder than
the water in which trout are found, but they may also bear
warmer water, as Mr. Stanley intimates.

Fly-Casting Records,

It is not well to be hypercritical in matters relating to
sport, and in what I shall say I do not mean to be; but in
reviewing the fly-casting tournament in Madison Square
Garden a writer in a sportsman's publication says: "Another
necessity is a tank large enough to accommodate a record
cast. It is perhaps not too much to say that Thomas Mills
lost his record of 110ft. 9Jin. by reason of the shortness of
the tank. He cast beyond the flight of steps at the end of
the tank and into the space occupied by an exhibit of taxi-
dermy. What happened to the fly when it struck the
flooring is not known, if it was on then, but it was not on
the leader when the judges got to it."

My sympathy is wholly with Mr. Mills, for no one ex-
cept Mr. Mills himself could have desired more earnestly
that the cast should have remained a record than the
writer of this note, but I do not believe that Mr. Mills wilk
accept this explanation of his failure to score his great
cast, which would have been a world's record. My idea is

that it was not the shortness of the tank which operated
against a record cast so much as it was the lack of room
behind the caster for the back cast, for the caster stood on
a movable box on the platform ^hich could have been ad-
justed to suit the tank in a record cast of 110ft. had there
been room behind it. But that is not the point I wish to
make. The writer I have quoted says: "What happened
to the fly when it struck the flooring is not known, if it

was on then." I maintain that the fly in that cast did not
strike the flooring; if it had done so" it would have been
on when the "judges got to it." Flies are not lost on the
forward cast, but on the back cast, and I think Mr. Mills
will admit that his fly was off before he completed
his forward cast. If the fly had struck the floor-

ing, attached to the leader, it would have made a,
record, for the very fact that the fly struck the flooring
would have constituted the record, no matter what became
of the fly afterward, for when the fly struck the cast was
complete. The rule says that "the fly and leader in each
contest must be intact at the time of record by the judges."
For the time being the flooring took the place of the water
in the tank, and usually the judges do not ''get to the fly"
after it has fallen, for they are there to n,pte where it falls

before it can be withdrawn for a new cast, wlaich may be
in an instant of time. Mr. .J. J, Hardy, of England, who
was two years ago the world's champion, has already writ-
ten to me for particulars qf the tournaiment, and other
foreign anglers and fly-cajSters are interested in what was
done over here, and to my mind what I have quoted gives
the impression that our tournaments may not be conducted
as they have been heretofore, if. there is any doubt in the
minds of the speqtatpr^ what has become of the fly at the
end of a cast, or whether it was on or not, when it proves
to be missing at; the. time the judges saunter, up to exr
amine it.

The tournaments are,conducted in the same old way, and
flies, snap off on the_ back cast jifst as they have had a.,

habit of doing ever since there were, flies and back casts.

If there is any mystery abouti the business it is that more
flies are not lost at the tournaments when such great casts
are made.

The Big Trout ofj the Show.
One morning during the Exposition the editor of this

journal asked me to look at a mounted trout in the Loan
Collection and tell him what it was. I did look at it, but
I cannot now find the memorandum I made, and am not
sure as to what the legend over the fish read. It may have
been "A Brook Trout," "A Big Brook Trout," or something
of that sort; anyway it gave me to understand that the fish

was exhibited as a brook trout,, and by brook trout I un-
derstand a fish to mean a SalvelinmfonUnulis and nothing
else. Later I told the editor that I could not tell him
what the fish really was, butit was tto^ a brook trout {fon-
Unalis), ^nA 1 also told him that I thought I had seen the

fish before. Of course about having seen it previously I
was not positive, but I thought if I had seen it before it

was in a case and marked 13Jibs. At the last show it was
not it a case—provided it was the same fish—and it had a'
fresh coat of paint apparently, and the markings were
those of the foniinalts—that is, the markings made with
paint.

The scales and the teeth were plainly telling the paint
that it was mistaken, and as nature made the teeth and
the scales they seemed to have the best of the man who pui
on the paint in the form of spots, etc., like the fonUnalh.
I afterward saw a real foniinalis skin mounted in a
Broadway store, and the owner and I drifted, in
our conversation, to the big trout in the Loan
Collection. I told him I thought it was our
old friend at the first show of ISJlbs., and that
reminded him that he had seen a trout of about
that size in Chicago during the World's Fair. It was fresh
then on the ice in a market, and was called a brook trout
and so pronounced by a medical man and well-known
angling writer, until his attention was called to certain
peculiarities not possessed by the brook trout. Then the
label was changed to read "Montana Trout." I asked Dr.
Bean if he would go to the Garden and examine the fish
and say what he thought about it. He did so, and writes
me: "You ask me about the big trout skin at the Sports-
men's Ex;position. I examined it as carefully as I could
under the circumstances and still believe it to be a Dolly
Varden {8. mrdma). You know how difficult it is to
identify mounted trout; I could not find teeth at the root
of the tongue because that part of the fish was removed^
but all the other characteristics of malma are present. The>
size is above the average of Dolly Varden, except in north-
ern waters, where it has easy access to marine pastures."'
I ought to explain that in discussing the fish with Dr. Bean
before he saw it I suggested that it might be a purptbratm,
red-throat trout, but he inclined to the belief that it was
more likely to be a Dolly Varden, with which I am not at
all familiar. Dr. Bean has seen them a-plenty in the West
and in Alaska, and for one I accept his statement as the
correct identification of the fish, and that is all I can say
about the brook trout which is not a brook trout.

Gut.

It is not so many years ago that I intimated veiy plain-
ly in an article in Forest and Stream that our friends-
across the sea had the first whack at the gut crop, and con-
sequently we on this side rarely found in our markets ther
very highest grade of gut, either as to length or thickness..
At the same time, I said the reason for this was that there-
wasno demand over here for the very heavy or the extra long;
and fine gut. This did not please a gut dealer in England,^
and he assured me in this journal that he had furnished
some very good gut to an American dealer, and printed a
letter ofthe American dealer to prove it. As the informa-
tion conveyed in the two letters had nothing whatever to-

do with what I had stated, for all our tackle dealers are;
constantly importing very good gut, I do not know whatr.
was proven by the two letters in question, as they asserted
what any one would admit, and did not show that we had
any of the giit I had specially mentioned.
At the Fisheries Exhibition at the Royal Aquarium,

England, there was shown last month some gut at ,i)12,5(>

per 100 sti-ands, and it would lift a dead weight of ISlbs.-
Another dealer exhibited some fine gut, the strands being.
our 4fym. in length, "Equal in quality to that of the finest
ordinary gut."

This gut was obtained "by specially cultivating the finest!
'Grecia' silk worms, and making the gut from the largesfc
specimens thus obtained." Just as a matter of curiosity I.

would like to know how much gut is sold in this country
the strands of which are over 3ft. 4in, long, and how much'
gut at $12.50 per 100 strands that wUl lift ISibs. deadi
weight.
The gut that I particularly wrote about when my Eng-

lish friend sent over the certificate that he had sold some-
good gut in this country, cost, so Mr. Cholmondeley-Pen-
nell said, $25 to |35 per hundred strands at wholesale. 3
never have seen much of this gut over here, but if there-
was a demand for it doubtless the gut would be forth-
coming.

Walton's Chest.

It was generally believedi I think, that everything relat-
ing to the life of Izaak Walton had been printed in one ore

another of the hundred and more editions of the "Com-
plete Angler," and that all his belongings that existed had*
been traced to their resting place; but it remained for the-
editor of the 12l8t edition of Walton's book to bring out'
something new, although it was discovered by the artisti.

who illustrated the book. The 121st edition of Walton'
was edited by Mr. Richard Le Gallienne, and illustratedi

by Edmund H, New. The book_ contains an illustration'

of Walton's marriage chest, which bears the following:
inscription:

IZA.AK WALTQN-RACHEL FLOUD.
JOYNED TOGETHER IS 5a; HOLIE BONDB. OP •WEDLOCKIO Olf TE 27TH

,
DAIE OF. DECBMBRE, A. 16i6 D.

We oime were two, we two made ODe;
Ws no more two, tti'ougli ]ife be one.

This attracted the attention of that very genial gentle--
man and charming writer, Mr. Edward Marston, father'
of Mr. R. B. Marston, who edited the sumptuous lOOth-
edition of "Walton." He had heard of the old clock,
which makes no other claim to have been Izaak-
Walton's than that it bears somewhere on it the initials

'

"I. W.," but in the chest, which he as,sumed to be the •

"trunk of linen" left by Walton in his will to his son'
Izaak, he fancied a real discovery had been made and'
wrote to the artist asking about it, and received the follow-
ing reply: "The finding of Walton's marriage chest was an*
accident. A cousin of mine was sketching sometime ago

'

at'Warwick Castle, and the housekeeper took her over the •

private rooms to see the old furniture, pictures, etc. The
chest stood in rather a dark passage, but she happened to

catch the name Walton on it as she passed, and knowing I'

was illustrating 'The Compleat Angler," she told me of it.-

Last autumn I wrote to Lord Warwick asking for permis--
sion to see the chest, and make a drawing of it ; it seemed

'

really genuine. He replied that he was unaware that he '

had such a chest, but I was quite at liberty to draw it if I"

could find it."

Judging from the reproduction, the chest appears to be
beautifully carved and paneled. The center panel in front
represents (I judge) Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden,
and the inscriptions I have quoted are above and below
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the panels. For a long time it was not known tliat "Wal-

ton had married twice, but it was finally discovered that

he had married for his first wife Rachel Floud on the date

given on the recently discovered chest. The reviewers

have received this last edition of Walton with praise on
both sides of the Atlantic, and particular emphasis is given

to the illustrations.

At the end of the volume is an angler's calendar, com-
piled by Mr. Hi Regan. Mr. Marston thinks this calendar

shouid be revised, because in it the lamented Charles

Kingsley is killed ofi'in 1860, when he was alive for fifteen

years after, and a reviewer on this side objects to the cal-

endar simply because the immortal George Washington
has Jan. 11 assigned to him as a birthday instead of Feb.

22, which day we celebrate in America as his birthday.
A. N. Cheney.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HATCHERIES.
From an address before t>ie Hillsboroueh County Association, by

Commissioner F. L. Hughes.

The State is operating at the present time eleven hatcb-

eiies, located, one each, as follows: Colebrook, Llvermore
Falls, 7\sh]aud, Meredith, Newfound Lake, Laconia, Con-
way, New Durham, Manchester, Keene and Suoapee Lake.

At the Colebrook hatchery about 400,000 brook trout eggs

were laid down from the parent trout, located on the plant,

which are hatching out finely. This hatchery, located as it

is, is very convenient about stocking the northern part of

the vState.

The Livermore Falls hatchery contains about 200,000

brook trout and 20,000 Loch Leven trout. After purchasing
Massachusetts's interest in this hatchery la.st year we made
some necessary repairs about the tanks and ponds, in which
we were obliged to move the parent trout from one place to

another, and "for that reason the trout did not give us the

usual amount of eggs. This plant is very much run down.
Dvuing the past two years of joint ownership neither party

lelt like expending much time or money in making needed
repairs. It is situated on leased land, and if suitable arrange-

ments can not be made with the owners as to rental, an
attempt will be made by the Commissioners, through the
Governor and Council, to condemn the land, under an act

passed by the last session of the Legislature,

The Ashland hatchery contains 150.000 lake trout, 50,000

brook trout and 10,000 landlocked salmon, which will be
placed in Squam lakes and local streams.

Meredith natchery contains 50,000 brook trout and 150,000

lake trout. This is a fine plant, and with small expense
could be arranged so as to rear fingerlings, as it has one of

the finest spring streams of water in the State, which would
maintain quite a large number of parent brook trout.

At Newfound Lake we have the best arranged and most
cf-mmodious hatchery in the State. The building was built

last fall at an expense of about $2,000. We laid down at

this hatchery last fall 1,800,000 lake trout eggs, 150,000 sal-

mon eggs, all taken from the waters of this lake. We have
transferred from this plant to others in the State about one-

half the eyed eggs to be distributed over the Slate. By this

arrangement we were enabled to bring the eggs forward to

the eyed state, and not be obliged to keep five other plants

in operation during the winter, thereby saving the State sev-

eral hundred dollars.

The Laconia hatchery contains about 700.000 lake trout,

100,000 salmon, 350,000 brook trout and 50,000 rainbow
trout. This is the best point for distribution in the whole
system, being, as it is, only five minutes" walk from the sta-

tion, and has a never-failing water supply.

The New Durham and Conway hatcheries contain each
150,000 lake trout and 100,000 brook trout.

The Keene hatchery contains 150,000 lake trout and
175,000 brook trout.

The Sunapee station contains about 60,000 iSalmon, 100,000
aureolus and 75,000 brook trout eggs.

As will be seen, the hatcheries are well distributed over
the State, and greatly aid us in the transportation of fry to

different points in the sections in which they are located.

No doubt the work might be done in a much less number of
hatcheries and save some expense, but as long as the plants

are in existence no one in the locality in which they are situ-

ated wants them abandoned, and for the better accommoda-
tion of the Commissioners in making ihe distributton we
have kept them all in operation a part of the season.

The Commissioners are of the opinion that one-fourth of

the fry kept till they were fingerlings and then planted would
be worth many times more than the whole amount planted
as fry, and with this end in view have decided to try and
rear some during the coming season, if suitable arrange-

ments can be made before the fry have to be planted ; if not,

we shall provide such feeding stations during the coming
season and stock them from nest year's supply of fry. It is

the experience of those who studied the results that this is

the best way by far for stocking lake and pond waters, but
with the limited funds at our command we have not felt

justified in making the outlay necessary for such an under-
taking.

The State has hatclied millions of fry in the past ten years,

and many waters where they have been placed show good
results, while in others the show is not as good, particularly

so in Newfound and Squam lakes. In the former, at a low
estimate, during the past eight years 4,000,000 fry have been
planted, and the results are far from satisfactory, and for

such waters we are strongly of the opinion that fingerlings

would show much better results.

The hatcheries are all in good condition and a credit to

the State, and if filled to anywhere near their capacity would
furnish all the lake and brook trout fry we would want; and
we are in hopes in the near future to be able to furnish more
of that best and gamest fishj the landlocked salmon. This
last variety is not plenty yet by any means, but is largely on
the increase at Newfound Lake, We apphed to the United
States Commission for 100,000 landlocked salmon and got

5,000, which was all they could spare us. L^nited States Com-
missioner Titcomb told us he did not think the United States
Commission had 100,000 salmon eggs on hand Dec. 1, 1896
The question is how to get the best results with oui" fry.

We know that we have plenty of hatcheries, and that they
produce large quantities of fry, and that they have been well
and judiciously planted, and. as I said before, in some waters
show good results ; for example, within the past five years
lake trout have been introduced into Stinson Lake, and in

the past two winters it is considered only a fair day's work
to take fifteen to twenty-five trout for one man, while some
have taken douWe that number in a single day. In both
cases the planting of the fry at Stinson and Newfound
IjKes was the same.
The subject of fishculture is one of continual interest and

importance. All measures pertaining to it were most care-

fully looked after during the recent session of the Legisla-

ture, and it is a matter of congratulation that not an act

asked for in protection of fish and game was denied us, but,

on the contrary, nearly all seemed to take that deep interest

which the subject demanded and promptly passed such bills

as the commitiees on fish and game reported, so that we were
enabled to get olir laws into shape and have them printed

and distributed on the floor of the House before adjournment.

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES*
Editor Forest and Stream:

I know from the number of letters that I have received from
friends and fellow fishermen in the United States within the
last few days that any number of American anglers are in-

terested in the early disappearance of the now rapidly-

decreasing banks of snow in Canadian forests, and in the

subsidence of much of the snow watei from our inland lakes,

and the streams which form their outlets. I confess to a

kindred sentiment myself, and hope that none of my corre-

spondents will believe me unsympathetic or lacking in a dis-

position to oblige because I have not yet replied to their in-

quiries as to the probable date of the opening of the trout

fishing season in Canada. I am neither a prophet nor the

son of a prophet, and the indications are not yet forthcoming
that justify the tendering of any advice as to the earliest fish-

ing that this season will offer in the northern part of the

Province of Quebec. We have a hght snowstorm in pro-

gress as I write, and though wheels have made their appear-
ance upon a few of our most used cil;y streets, there are still

more sleighs than carriages in use in town, and in the coun-
try the STiow roads are pretty good. From Lake St. .lohn

1 hear that the roads across the ice are still good, though in

the neighborhood of Quebec the ice on the streams is quite

rotten, and crossicg in vehicles quite dangerous. On refer-

• ence to my last year's diary I find that the season is now
about as far advanced as it was a year ago, and unless the

weather for the next fortnight or three weeks should prove
unusually backward, the trout ought to be rising by the 30th

and perhaps by the loth of May, On this point 1 hope to

be able to speak more definitely a week or two later.

Among the clubs that will be represented in the Lake St.

.John district about as soon as the spring fishing is announced
are the Metabetchouan, the Springfield, the Tourilli, the
Triton and the Nonamtutn, Mr, Geo. E, Hart, of Water-
bury, who is usually one of the earliest anglers on Lac des
Commissaires, will probably cast his first flies this season
away from Connecticut, on the Triton Club tract. This
club has had a remarkably large accession to its member-
ship of late, especially since it has leased the whole of the
hunting rights on its territory, as well as the fishing.

Mr. J. P. Elton, of Waterbury, has sold out of the No-
namtum Club and purchased a share of the St Marguerite
Salmon Club. Salmon waters cost money in Canada now.
The fishing rights of the Moisie were recently purchased
by Messrs. Hope, of Montreal, and Veasey Bosweli, of

Quebec. Report places the price paid therefor at $30,000.
Many inquiries are made here for salmon fishing privi-

leges, and some recent purchases are admitted to be as much
for speculation as for anything else; and a pretty safe specu-
lation it seems to be, I learn that several lessees of fishing

rights from the Provincial Government, apprehensive of keen
competition at the general sale of all these privileges, which
will take place in a year or two, for another term of ten
years, are making private arrangements for the extension of

their leases. This has already been effected by some of the
larger clubs, but only on the condition insisted upon by the
Government of a substantial advance upon the amount of

present leases.

Mr, Elton expects to have another tussle with ouananiche
this year, and another gentleman who is looking forward to

the same sport is Mr. William A. Macleod, of Boston, a
member of the Megantic Fish and Game Club, who was
here this week on business connected with the Department
of Fish and Game The feature of the ouananiche season
this year is likely, from the number of inquiries received, to
fe the presence at Lake St. .John of an increased number of
English anglers.

The new English "Encyclopedia of Sport" has ordered
an article on ouananiche fishing from my friend and fellow
angler Lieut -Cob Andrew C. P. Haggard, D. S. 0., whose
contributions on the sport in the cohimns of the London
Field have done much to familiarize it to English sportsmen.

E, T. D, Chambers.
Quebec, Canada, April 10.

•NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME
INTERESTS.

Chaelestows!-, N. H., April 13.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: When I sent you for the Oame Laim in Brief a, few
days since the last revised edition of the New Hampshire
laws, I had not time to call your attention to the changes
made by the last Legislature, nor to the manner in which
they were made; and as they may give some useful hints to

the' lawmakers of other States, 1 will now comment upon
them.

In the first place, the people wisely elected two of the
members of the Fish and Game Commission to the State Legis-
lature; in the second, the presiding officers of the two bodies
composing it made these Commissioners chairmen of the re-

spective committees on fish and game legislation, so that
Commissioner Wentworth was chairman of that body in the
Senate, and Commissioner Hughes in the House. This in-

sured us against any unwise laws, and secured some very
wise amendments to the old code. To begin with the game,
the open season for all upland shooting begins Sept. 15. It

closes for deer on Dec. 15, and for ruffed grouse, woodcock,
squirrels and all game, except hares and rabbits, on Jan. 1.

flares, rabbits and muskrats may be shot until April 1.

Killing of moose and caribou is entirely prohibited until
1901, and also of deer, except in the three upper counties of
Carroll, Grafton and Coos.

Jacking, snaring, trapping or hounding deer are strictly

proQibiteu in the whole State.

These amendments do away with summer shooting and
give the young birds and squirrels a chance to get their full

growth. It has been a long fight to get it, but we hope it

will stay now.
The open season for lake trout and "winninish" is from

April 15 to Sept. 15; that for brook trout, from May 1 until
Sept. 1, except that they may be taken in the lakes of the
above three named counties until Sept. 15, the same as the
lake trout, and as the two species are found in the same
waters it would be very diiBcult to have two close seasons.
The close season on black bass is from April 80 June 15

;

that on fiike and pickerel, from April 1 to June 1. Ca^^ehing

brook tjout/or sale is prohibited under a penalty of $300.

Many lakes and waters in different parts of the S ate

which have been stocked with trout, ba?8 or "winninish"

have been closed against "fishing through the ice," and the

Commissioners have been empowered to close any other such
waters against such fishing for a period of not over five

years on reasonable petition of the inhabitants of the towns
in which such waters may be situated. These make the

principal changes, and appear to leave our game laws iri

such form that they will need no further changes for many
years.

1 am happy to say that I believe that respect for and ob-

servance of the la^s increases annually, and that the heavy
penalty imposed on market fishing may frighten such fel-

lows as the one who was caught robbing the hatching brooks
at Sunapee Lake to sell the trout to a Lowell restaurant. He
was a fit companion for the man who killed the bison in the

Yellowstone Park. The civilized world has no use for such
people, and wo^W be the better if they could be shut up in

prison. VoN W.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The legislative session of 1897 has been a grand-'oneiin

promoting the interests of fish and game in New Hamp-
shire, and it is due largely to the sportsmen being organized.

In the late fall the Pish and Game Commissioners invited

delegates from each of the fish and game protective associa-

tions in the Stale (and there is one in about; every county) to

meet them at Concord and decide upon what legislation to

ask for. They were well represented in both the House and
Senate, and through the untjring efforts of Commissioner
Wentworth, chairman of the Fish and Gime Committee of

the Senate, and Commissioner Hughes, chairman of the
House Committee, and the never failing assistance of Frank
Battles, of Concord, they were able to secure all legislation

mapped out by the conference. As Mayor Clarke, of Man-
chester, remarked at the Hillsborough Cjunty Fish and
Game Protective Association banquet the other day, "We
ought not to ask for any more fish and game legislation for

six years at least." It is just as important to have representa-

tive men there to prevent legislation that we do not want as

to secure what we do want. W., Jk.

MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE.
Boston, April 17,—Monday, the 19lh, is a legal holiday

in this State, and many of the trout fishermen will again try

the pools and bag brooks on the Cape. Yesterday was
Good Friday, and the Chamber of Commerce adjourned
over, leaving a chance for some of the boys to try the trout

streams and preserves. At Byfield, Tarbox and Bailey were
out the othtr day, but the water was high and they look
only two or three trout. E H. Wakefield, Jr., and K. O.
Harding were down to Wakefield's preserve again, over
Saturday and Sunday. They got a snowstorm on Sunday
and could not fish at all. But early Monday the weather
cleared and they got a dozen trout before leaving for home.
At this writing the ice has not left Sebago Lake, and the

salmon fishermen here are some of them disappointed, be-

cause they had intended to spend the holiday Inere. The ice

is still in Lake Auburn, while in trout lakes further north
the ice is as sohd as it has been any time for the winter.

The trout fishermen will have to be patient awhile longer.

The guides estimate that the ice wdl leave Moosehead about
the middle of May. Estimaces are various as to the clearing

of the Rangeleys. They almost always clear a couple of

days later than Moosehead.
The Rangeley lakes have cleared of ice on the following

dates during the past .seventeen years. The figures are all

from a record kept by me, and published year by year in the
FoKEST AND Stkeam. About all the Maine papers are now
claiming the item, but their files will show. One paper
claiming the item had never vp&de mention of, it up to live

years ago.

18^9 April 30
)^90. ..May '9

18j1 May 10
IS'ta May 4
1893 May SO
1«04 May .3

189.7 ...May 6
1896 May 7
lawr

ISSO May 7

1 81 May 9

1SH<J May Vi

IbSV May 14

18S4 May 13

Wib , May 15

18:6. May 3

1-87 , May 16

1888 May ai

If reports in the daily papers are true, the Maine Fish and
Game Commissioners are not very sanguine concerning the
new code of fish and game laws. A Lewiston, Me., special

to the Boston Herald says that the Hon. L T. Carlton said

:

"That he feared that the Maine Game and Fish Commis-
sioners, of which board he is chairman, will experience
much trouble on account of a blunder in the game laws
made in the last hours of the Legislature by the engrossing
clerk. It was the original intention of the game commis-
sioners to have the open season on moose begin Oct. 15.

Through the efforts of counsel employed by the guides, and
for no other reason except to please them, it was decided to

have the open season on moose begin Oct, 1. This was done
to pacify the guides, who say that moo-e cannot be called

after Oct. 15. The bill, with this change, passed the House
and Senate, and then the blunder mentioned was made by
the engrossing clerk, changing the open season from Oct. 1

to the 15th of that month."
The guides are greatly incensed over what they consider a

trick, and this, in conjunction with the registration law, has
served to put them in a high heat. They say that they will

not register. I know of one or two letters from well-known
guides to sportsmen here in Boston, telling their patrons to
come down the same as ever^ that they shall not register; that

theJ'
shall guide the same as ever, and will make out no returns.

In the Rangeley and Dead River regiocs, the guides are

down on registration. The report mentioned above says
that more than 100 guides in the Moosehead Lake region
have organized themselves and taken an oath that they will

not register.

I have a letter from a guide, asking me what to do about
registering. The letter is written in the interest of one or

two other guides, as well as the writer. I shall advise them
to register—to comply with the law. If it is obnoxious and
unreasonable, as I now think it is, look out that it is re-

pealed at the next session ot tne Legislature of that State.

SpectaIi.

Dead River Region Trout.

Dead Rivee, Me., April 14.—Who says there is not good
trout fishing in the Dead River Region? A party of three
on April iS, at Otter Pond, near the Ledge House and
cabins, Dead River, caught in fotu' hours' fishing 880 trout.

J. G. H.
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THE IOWA U. S. IHATCHERY.
Editor Forest and Stream:

A. drive of thirty minules from the pretty city of Man-
cliester, la., brings one to the site of the new "United States
fishcultural station recently erected at Spring Branch, a
favorite summer resort abounding in good trout fishing and
•wild and picturesque scenery—just the place a summer tour-
ist would select to camp out, and a spot mucli frequented by
picnicker and "snap shot" artist.

Early in 1895 an appropriation of $23,000 was made for
the erection of an institution of this kind, and immediately
several cities and towns in the State offered locations, fore-

most among which was Manchester. A civil engineer was
sent out by the Government to make a careful survey of the
different grounds, and after noting the many advantages and
the excellent water supply it was decided that that city

ishould secure the much-sought for prize. The site is one of
the most picturesque places in all Iowa. Lying in a valley,

with huge bluffs on either side, one cannot see the buildings
until he enters the gate at the Government park. The
grounds are covered with an excellent growth of timber and
include an area of twenty-four acres, which was presented
to Uncle Sam by the energetic and industrious citizens of
Mancliester.

The water supply is obtained from three natural spiings,

which have a combined flow of 3,400 gallons per minute.
At the present writing only one of these springs is used, the
largest, from which flow 1,800 gallons per minute. The
surplus water empties into the trout stream and- is carried

away by the Maquoketa River. As the main building of the
fishery is situated on a lower level than the springs, no force
is necessary to conduct the water through the mains into the
hatching troughs. The water is as clear as crystal and of

the highest quality.

The main building is 65^x49ft * L-shaped, and the

interior is finished in oiled pine. The floor is of cement,
and large doiible windows on either side furnish, ample
light. In parallel rows at either side of the room are

arrarged the hatching troughs, and through these, it is esti-

mated, about 400 gallons of water flow every minute. The
water is conducted into the building at the north end, and
after passing through the troughs is conducted into the

artificial ponds, which lie immediately south of the main
building. In all there are forty-seven of these ponds, all

surrounded by macadam walks, and so arranged that visit-

ors can vie "the different species of fish here propagated.
Three ponds cover three acres in extent each, thirty six are

16X 22ft., and eight 25x'/5ft. Situated also in the south
end of the main building are Superintendent Johns.on's neat
and commodious oSice and the laboratorj'^.

Passing from the main building thiough a door looking
east, one i9 confronted by the mess house and a pretty build-

ing used for storage, Direct'y to the north are the ice houses
and barns, and to the west, situated on the crest of a high
bluff, is the modern home of Suprrintendent Johnson. From
here he can command a view of the entire park and build-

ings.

Altogether the site is one that could hardly be bettered,

and the place will possess a peculiar interest to the enthusi-

astic angler throughout the season. The fish from this sta-

tion will be used to stock the streams of the Dakotas,
Nebraska and Iowa, and we believe one shipment has
already been made. Several hundred thousand eggs have
already been received, and a recent visit to the hatchery
found the many troughs filled with minnows, consisting

mainly of lake and rainbow trout, and many eggs still in the

hatching process.

Freaks of nature—that is, finny ones—occur quite fre-

quently here, and in consequence the gentlemanly attendants

have designated one of the troughs by the name of "fish

hospital," and the curiosities are herein placed and given a
chance to recover from their physical deformities before

being cast aside as worthless. Twins here are an everj'^-day

occurrence— Siamese twins, of course—generally joined to-

gether simply by the egg sac, but in some cases grown
together. Then there are some atflicted with curvature of

the spine that can only swim in a circle, and others can
barely move. But the great majority are perfectly formed
and in good health, and only need a few years of growth to

be ready for the hook and line.

Another appropriation of several hundred dollars has
lately been added to help the good work, and it is to be
hoped that our Uncle Sam will keep on adding until we see

all of the Western streams well stocked, and it is safe to say
that too much capital cannot be expended on undertakings
of this kind. Hundreds of thousands of fish will be
shipped from here in a single year, and the establishment of

the enterprise will prove of invaluable worth to the Western
States. As it is now the State hatcheries are small concerns,

and we hardly believe them capable of producing enough
fish in a year's time to stock more than a few small streams.

Undoubtedly the larger portion of fish from this station will

be used to stock Iowa streams just now, and the movement
will prove a great boon to the lucky lowan who delights in

the fishing rod. Loois Fred Bort.

THE DESTRUCTIVE LAMPREY.
Ithaca, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Ithaca

Journal of the 37th ull. contains an article over the signa-

lure of Mr. H. A. Surfuce, of Cornell University, in which
public attention is directed to the depredations being com-
mitted by the lake lamprey upon the fish supply of central

New York waters, and particularly upon the fish supply of
Cayuga Lake.
The trained investigators of Cornell, headed by Profs.

Gage and Wilder, have devoted a great deal of work to the
lampreys of this region, and the conclusion that the lake
lamprey preys upon the fish supply is based upon carefully

accumulated evidence.

Mr. Surfuce, in bis article, states that the lamprey attaches

itself to its victim by suction and quietly adheres to it,

"sucking blood when it is hungry, and occasionally rasping
away at its raw flesh, making the hole deeper and deeper
until finally the abdominal wall is completely perforated and
the body cavity penetrated, Often the intestines and other

organs of the fish are attacked and cut to pieces, but more
frequently th.e lamprey fastens itself at another place if its

victim has any blood left, or if not it hunts up anottier fish.

The intestines protruding and the blood escaping from the
deserted wound in a great many cases sooner or later cause
tbe death of the fish." Lake herring, pickerel, carp, cattish

and suckers have recently been found bearing the fatal mark
of the lamprey. Many of our best food fish, Mr. Surfuce
declares, are injured fatally or otherwise by the remorseless

lampjey. It attacks whitefisij, pike, pickerel, muscalonge,

bass, lake trout, shad, salmon, wall-eyed pike and other
species of both game and food fish. The lamprey is said to
be a particularly aggressive enemy of the sturgeon of the
Great Lake region. A Cayuga Lake sturgeon has been
caught to which no less than six lampreys were attached.

In reference to the removal of the larupreys from the cen-
tral New York lakes, Mr. Surfuce quotes Prof. Q^ge as fol-

lows:
"It has a single very weak point, viz. : leaving the lake and

running up the tributaries to spawn. This seems to be ttie

only weak point at which the lamprey can be attacked with
a hope of exterminating it. This point is rendered still

weaker from the fact that in Cayuga Lake and in Seneca
Lake, so far as explored (during several seasons), the lam-
preys run up the inlet at the head of the lake only, and do
not spawn in the tributaries entering the lake at intervals on
each side.

"The lampreys must be destroyed before spawning if they
are to be exterminated. Nothing would be easier than to do
this. A dam with a fish-way, the fish way leading into an iso-

lated inclosure where the lampreys could be easily removed
and disposed of, or a weir of some kind could be constructed
at slight expense. If this could be continued for three or four
years in all the lakes and in the Oswego River, the race could
be extinguished and the lakes wholly freed from their devas-
tations. * * * It seems to the writer that from every
economical standpoint it would be advantageous to rid the
world entirely of the lampreys. It would certainlv be greatly
to the advantage of the fisheries of the Stale of New York if

all were destroyed."
Agreeable to the suggestions contained in the above ex-

tract, a bill has been introduced by Senator Stewart in the
Legislature, as an item in the General Supply bill, appropriat-
ing $500 for the placing and manipulation of a weir in the
Cayuga Lake Inlet above the limit of navigation and below
the lowest place where tbe lampreys spawn. As to the work
involved in the guardianship of the proposed weir, Mr Sur-
fuce makes the subjoined proposals;
"Two watchmen may be employed to alternate in watch-

ing this weir constantly, day and night, during the 'running'
season; and empowered as deputy sheriff, the watchman will

be able to arrest any trespassers who might otherwise seri-

ously interfere with the success of the experiment.
"A specialist from Cornell University will visit the weir

every morning and evening at perfectly regular intervals,

and with a shallow dip net will remove the lampreys and
help over the good fish and let them go on their way rejoic-

ing. A strict count and record will be made of the kinds
seen and of the number of each—their condition, develop-
ment, habits, and such other points as will be of economic or
scientific interest and help to give correct answers to the
questions above asked. By conscientiously perforramg this

work it is also possible to determine what percentage of each
species migrates in the daytime and what at night.
"The specialist who will have charge of this work is

under written pledge, signed by himself and Prof. Gage and
Dr. Wilder, that no fish captured in this weir will be used for
any other purpose than for strictly scientific investigations,
and careful records and reports will be made of the number
of each kind thus taken and used. A bond to this effect will

be furnished if required, but fortunately the members of the
State Commission appreciate the true significance of a state-

ment signed by the above-named persons, and now in the
hands of Chief Game Protector Pond."
Should the desired appropriation be forthcoming, the pub-

lic, and especially that part of it interested in fish and fish-

ing, will watch the execution of the proposed wovk with
vigilant concern. M. Chill.

Salt-Water Bait-Casting Contest.

The first casting contest of the Liberty Island Rod and
Gun Club was held Saturday, April 17, at Liberty Island, in

New York Harbor. About 200 entered. Five prizes were
offered for striped bass casting, sea-coast style.

First prize, gold medal. Dr. E. H. Merritt; l?7ft. lin.

Second prize, silver medal, James T. Reithel; 120ft. 2in.

Third prize, Liberty statuette, G. P. Morosini; 94ft. llin.

Fourth prize, red spool bass line, W. C. Birdsall; 93ft.

Fifth prize, year's subscription American Angler, Howard
Housman, 10ft. Sin.

Special prizes were offered for members of the club under
the rules of heavy bass casting, James T. Reithel was first

with 187ft. 7in., Albert H. Baer was second with 93tt. lin.

For striped bass casting. New Y^ork Bay style, there were
three prizes, won as follows: First, Wallace C. Birdsall,

73ft. 2m.; second, Dr. E. H. Merritt, 67ft.; third, James T.
Reithel. 43ft. 7in.

Judges; W. H. Wood and A P Mfisselbach; Referee, W.
C. Harris. President Baer awarded the prizes.

Can the Pickerel Change his Spots?

I WISH you could correct your correspondents for calling

pike "pickerel," which are only little pike. In your "An-
swers to Correspondents" the other day you spoke of a
"pickerel" weighing ISlbs., which is not a very Uttle

one. When our English ancestors found tbe small Esox reti-

culatus in our Eastern streams they called him a "pickerel,"
but he very seldom reaches Slbs , and is "quite another
story" from tbe real pike of the countiy west ot Lake Cham-
plain, who is no more a pickerel than the Southern bass is a
trout. Yon W.

New Tork I<egislature.

Albany, April] 9. —The Governor has signed: Assemblyman Ben-
ham, authorizing fishing for white fish, eels and other flsh in Canan-
daigua Lake with net lines from the shore, no person to operate more
than two of such lines; Assemblyman Eldndge, relative to fishing in
certain waters in Warren county; Senator Davis, relative to the
jforest preserve in Ulster county; Assemblyman Clark, appropriating
$::i0,O0O for the 8t. Lawrence Slate reservation; Assemblyman
Rounds, permitting fishing through the ice in certain parts of Owaseo
Lake.
The Senate has ordered these bills to a third reading: 1008, Senator

Nussbaum, close season for black bass in Crystal Lake, Albany-
county; printed No. 8323, Assemblyman Miles, relating to ihe preven-
tion of forest fires; printed No. 2155, Assemblyman Benham, dogg
running at large where deer inhabit; H2-i, Senator Stewart, fishing in
Fall Creek, Ithaca; p'inted No. 1950, Assemblyman Coughlin, amend-
ing the game code; the Senate has passed: li09. Senator Parson.s,
relative to disseminating knowledge concerning birds and wild ani-
mal*; 1163, Senator Sullivan, digging of sand and other worms in
Queens and Suffolk counties; 930, Senator Krum, shad in tbe Hudson
Biver.
In the Assembly, Assemblyman Harrison's amendment was

amended and ordered reprinted. It provides that Justices of the
Peace may issue warrants for the arrest of game law violators. The
amendment which which was inserted provides ' hat a person arrested
for violating the game laws must be tried in the town in which he is

arrested or an adjoining town.
Tbe Assembly has passed these bills cintroductory numbers): 1,710,

^gemblyman Sears, relating to tl^e possession of vejjison; 1,556,

Assemblyman Palmer, close season for black bass in Crystal Lake,
Albany county; 897, Assemblyman Pierce, new flsh hatchery for
food or commercial fishes in Schroon, Essex county; printed No.
2,651, Senator Krum, relative to black and gray squirrels, hares and
rabbit.s; 1,686, Assemblyman Auds, squirrels, hares and rabbits in the
counties of Chautauqua, Chenango, Ontario, Tioga and Schoharie;
3.798, Assemblyman Leonard, digging of sand and other worms in
Queens and Suffolk counties.
The Assembly ordered to a third reading Assemblyman Hobble's

bill, prepared by the Fish Commission, which provides that hand nets
only shall be used in shad fishing in the Hudson, and that they shall
be taken up Friday instead of Saturday night, and shall not be re-
placed until Monday morning. Mr. Whritner tried to kill the bill by
an amendment, but was voted down -ayes 25, noes 37. Mathbr.

"Angling Talks."
We have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen, fish,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co. ^

FIXTURES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's chicken trials, Morris, Man.
Sept. 6. Manitoba Field Trials Club, Jlorris, Man.
Nov. 2.—Monongahel& Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Onion Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. l,").—E P. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov. 16.—International Field Trials Club's eighth annual trials;

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. 22.—U. S F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 10.—U. S. F. T Club's winter trials. West Point, Miss.
Jan. 17.—Continental F. T, Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

BLENDED ODORS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
May I suggest that the above title is a misdescription of

the case of a dog, after getting a nose of skunk, pointing a
bird. Is it not the fact that the odors were not blended,
although present at one time? If odors "blend" the result
would be a new odor, and it seems probable that while many
odors may be present at one time, each is distinct in itself,

and the nose has no more difficulty in distinguishing them
apart than the ear has in distinguishing a whistle on a key
in a nail factory.

In your footnote on T. B. A.'s letter you say that such
instances occur rarely. Is it not more the case that they are
reported rarely? Or that it is rare that a dog gets skunked
just before being in a position to point a bird?

I really believe that any keen-nosed dog can get the worst
sort of skunking and be just as fit to trail as before the mal-
odorous calamity. Most certainly I know that foxhounds
have done it wiihin my own observation, and I remember
distinctly Dr. Hill's Ginger getting horribly skunked and
within ten minutes picking up a fox trail that half a tlozen
other hounds had passed over; and in this particular in-
stance I perfectly remember that the old hunters did not
think it was anything peculiar, saying "Any good hound will
do that." I have been told by a man in whose word I have
implicit confidence that when some wolves broke out from
Hoy's Wilderness (West Virginia and Pennsylvania) into the
settlements, the staunchest foxhounds did not recognize the
trail as game, distmguishing between fox and wolf scent.
The most reliable foxhound that ever was whelped will take
a deer trail even when running a hot fox trail, and I believe
your bird dogs know enough not to point rabbits.

But why should it be considered strange that an animal
depending on its "nose" as much as the dog does should be
able to distinguish one scent from another, when mankind
can do the same to fuUy as delicate a degree? A friend of
mine told me he could lean over a kettle of boiliog glue
stock (horribly smelling stuff) and distinguish any perfume
from any other on a hankerchief. Julia Brace (deaf-blind)
could assort the clothing of her fellow pupils after coming
from the wa-h by smelling it. Linnie Baguewood (another
deaf-blind girl) knows every dish on the table on coming
into the room. -James Mitchell (a deaf-blind man who died
about 1S80) recognized his friends by their smell, and even
formed his likes or dislikes of strangers by that means.
Rev. M. B. Wynne wrote me that his young brother-in-law
could always tell whether a rabbit was in its burrow by smell
ing at the opening. The deaf-blind always display this
extreme delicacy of scenting powers (except of course in
such cases as Laura Bridgeman, Ragnhild Kaata, Willie
Caton, etc, where the senses of taste and smell were de-
stroyed by the disease which ruined their sight and hearing),
and it would seem that they only appreciate distinctions
which those in possession of all their senses neglect. I
know that doctors will say that the organ of smell is but
vestigial in man, while fully developed in dogs; but no
trained man-tracking hound ever displayed more delicate
' 'nose" than Julia Brace did, and a stubborn fact like that
counts strong, regardless of what anatemy says,

W. Wade.

American Dachshund Club.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The American Dachshund Club will hold its next meet-

ing May 6, 8 P. M., at O'Connor's, Ashland Block, Chicago,
to transact its regular business and elect officers for the
ensuing year. Yotes for officers and delegate to the A. K.
C. should be sent to the secretary by mail, by those who
are not able to be present at the meeting.

It would be to the advantage of the club to have all the
officers reside in one city, as close together as possible, so all

important business could be attended to at short notice. The
delegate to the A. K. C. should be a resident of New York.
Any suggestion made in the interest of the club and our

breed will be thankfully received and considered at our
next meeting. A. EROBMBLiisa, Sec'y.

818 State Street, Chicago, 111.

Continental Field Trial Club.

PiTTSBUBG, Pa., April 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Continental Field Trial Club's third annual trials will be
run on chickens at Morris, Man., on Sept. 1, 1897.

The Continental Field Trial Club's third annual trials will

be run on quail at New Albany, Miss., on Jan. 17, 1898.

W. 8. Bell, Sec'y.

The FoBEST AND Stream is put to press each week on iuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at th^

latest by Monday, and as much earUer as practicable.
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REASON IN A MOUSE AND IN A DOG.

RossviLLE, S. I,, N. Y—Editor Forest and Stream: In
Ms very interesting remarks on "Instinct and Reason" In the
Natural History department of F( rest and Stream (April
3, 1897), Von W. says: "The opinions of the Rev. Charles
Josiah Adams are especially interesting as coming from a
source from which we usually look for nothing but opposi-
tion to scientific research."
I know that in this remark he does not refer to Charles

Josiah Adams, but to the Reverend gentleman of that name.
It is trueth»t too many clergymen condemn "scientific re-

search." There is a "science so-called" in which there is

nothing beneficial to be found in this day as in the day of St.

Paul. It is simply an attitude of mind. It is a pretense of
knowing where nothing can be known. It is in the pictur-
esque language of the street being "stuck on one's self."

That was the trouble with the old Gnostics against whom St.

Paul militated. That is the trouble with many a modern
clergyman. It is also the trouble with many a modern
scientist. The truth is that neither any man nor any school
(]to borrow from the vocabulary of the street again) "knows
it all." It seems to me just as true that there is neitherman
nor school who (or which) does not know something—sym-
bolize, stand for, some truth or some phase of truth.
The scientist knows those things which are cognized by

the external senses, and the generalizations based uijon
those cognitions. The clergyman knows those things which
are cognized by the inner senses—imagination, "faith, hope,
charity"; which, I submit, have as certainly sensory quality,
as touch, taste, smell, hearing, sight.
So far as I am personally concerned, I have always claimed

the right to use both external and internal senses—to be
pleased and benefited by the facts which come to me
through either, and to pass, with tongue and pen, the pleas-
ure and benefit on to others. I have occasionally found a
scientist foolish enough to say that I should not usemy "faith,
hope, charity;" as I have once in a while found a clergyman
who was foolish enough to say that I should not use my eyes
and ears. At each I have simply smiled and gone on using
the senses which correlate me to matter and those which
correlate me to spirit. It seems to me that any man who
does not do so—well, there are idiots complete, and idiots
nartial.

For a good many years now I have been a scientific psy-
chologist. The result is that I hold more and more firmly
those things which I mean by biophilism; all animals (man
and the lower) are essentially one in sense and in faculty. It
is the plain duty of all sentient beings to "love one another."
Man being the highest of all sentient beings it is plainly his
duty to do the most loving. There being no way of avoiding
his taking the life and the service of his humbler fellow
creature, he is bound in the nature of things to do so as
mercifully as possible, or suffer the consequences. Immor-
tality being something natural to man it must be also
sometbing natural to the lower animal.
Both man and the lower animal are instinctive in their

actions. They are both also rational in their actions. Some
time ago I published an account of how two rats stole eggs.
One of them lay on its back and held the egg with its paws
on its breast and abdomen, while the other dragged it by the
tail to, and into, their hole. I vouch for the accuracy of this
observation, which is not the less to be accepted because La
Fontaine records a similar action by rats 300 years ago. I
refer to this observation here only that I may tell a
mouse story, which I hope may go as widely over the
world as did the rat story. The mouse story I have
not published before. It was told me on a steamer on
Arthur Kill a few days ago by a lady, who began with an
appreciative laugh at my rat story, which she had read
somewhere. She said that she and her mother had both
been laid up with la grippe. They were living in a flat.

They kept some food in an old-fashioned washstand, in the
room to whicb they were mostly confined. The mice got at
the food. They wondered how. They could find no hole
through which a mouse could possibly get into the compart-
ment in which the food was kept. But the mystery was ex-
plained. The narrator sat one day alone in the room paint-
ing. A little mouse came from somewhere. It approached
the stand. The compartment which contained the food was
closed by folding doors—to one of which was attached a
cleat to cover the crack between the two. Not being at all

afraid of the mouse—which evidences her to be a woman of
exceptionally firm mind—the lady kept on painting with an
eye on the intruder to see what it would do. lb evidently
knew where the food was—through the sense of smell no
doubt, though some other mouse might have informed it.

It sat upon its haunches and looked up. The bottom
of the doors was considerably above it, for the stand
was raised some three inches from the floor by feet.
It seemed to deliberate. Then it made a leap, and
struck the doors at the bottom at the place of their touching
on the cleat, at the very point where a blow would be most
likely to jar them open. This action was repeated three
times. The last time one little paw went back of the cleat,
which had been jarred outsomewhat, and the other succeeded
in catching so as to support the mouse's body. The result?
The door was pulled and pushed open as rationally as a hu-
man hand could have done it. The lady could not allow her
food to be spoiled, of course. The mouse was scared away,
but the lady must have regretted the necessity of preventing
its enjoying what it had come at by rational procedui-e—as
certainly rational as was ever human procedure.
The time is gone by when we should see such expressions

as this in literature—from Dumas's (p&re) "The Man in the
Iron Mask": "Only, in addition to the instinct of the ani-
mal, Grimaud subjoined the reasoning faculties of man."
The truth is that every sentient being is governed by^t least
two things—instinct and reason. Man is, should be, or may
be, governed more by reason than by instinct, but every man
is governed more or less by instinct. Every lower animal is
governed more by instinct than by reason, but every lower
animal may be, and on occasion is, governed by reason. My
new dog. Bumper, without teaching, when only three months
old opened a door which swung toward him by placing his
paw in the crack, not more than an inch wide, by which the
door stood ajar, making the crack wide enough for the inser-
tion of his nose, standkig aside, and making the crack wide
enough for the passage of his body. What is done by direc-
tion may be done from simple impulse or instinct. What is
done by indirection can only be done by reason.
What is instinct? The fashion is to answer, as "Von W"

does, "inherited experience." I think that it is more. The
first mouse, dog, man, the first sentient being that ever
fouQd itself on earth acted instinctively. But back of it
there was no "experience" of any one of its kind (or his
kind) to inherit. The truth, it seems to me, is that through
which the great author (whom the Christian calls God; and I
know of no better name) takes care of His creature. What
is reason ? That through which the creature takes care (or
tries to take care) of itself.

Through instinct God takes care of me. And He just as
certainly takes care of the mouse and of the dog in the same
way. The more instinctive I am the more I know the mind
of nature, the more I am sure of immortality. May not the
mouse and the dog know more about subjective things than
I do? It seems to me that the highest province of reason is
in the positive, not in the negative. It seems to me that my
duty is to love the truth—^to let the facts come to me from
where they may, and through, indifferently, my internal or
external senses. The man who does so is the true scientist.

Chaklss Josiah Adams.

POn-RBT AND STREAM.

American Fet Dog Club.

Mr. and Mrs. C. Frederick Spaulding, of Prospect
street. East Orange, graciously took it upon themselves to

entertain the members of the American Pet Dog Club at

the Essex County Club on Wednesday last.

The day was a delightful one, and all the out-of-town
members were met at the Orange Station at 1:37 P. M., and
conveyed in carriages to the club house in Hutton Park.
The club is a national organization, and has members in

many States, which brought out many persons from afar,

some coming from as far as Atlanta, Ga. The objects of

the club are to encourage the breeding ofsmall dogs to the
highest standard of perfection, and advance a general
knowledge of the proper care and treatment of household
pet or toy dogs.

There is no more enthusiastic member, and few have
done more for the club than the charming hostess of
Wednesday's entertainment, and outings of this kind do
more toward bringing such organizations into popular fa-

vor than almost anything else can. The membership
turned out in great force, and amongst others the follow-

ing were present. Mrs. Walter Stanton, New York, Presi-

dent of the club; Mrs. C. Frederick Spaulding, E. Orange;
Mrs. Robert J. Lowry, Atlanta, Ga.; Vice-Presidents. Mrs.
R. K. Pritchard, Brooklyn: Miss Roselle, New York; Mrs.
Blakeley Hale, New York; Mrs, Thomas Barr, E. Orange;
Mrs. and Miss Earth, St. Louis; Mr. W. E. Taylor, New
York; Capt. Robert J. Lowry, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. Edward F.
Murphy, New York; Mr. T. Farren Rackham, Secretary,
E. Orange; Mr. E. H. Morris, Nordorf; Mr. C. Frederick
Spaulding, Mr. W. Fryer, New York; Mr. W. Burkehart,
Brooklyn, and others.

Immediately after the arrival of the members at the
club house luncheon was called, after which the business
of the club was put through as speedily as possible and the
members were invited to spend the afternoon with friends
of Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding, most of whom came from New
York and the Oranges, and numbered fully 150.

The afternoon reception was a most enjoyable one ; the
fact that it was Lent kept few persons away, and the vast
number of gentlemen who were present was a frequent
topic of conversation. Most of the receiving party were
New York ladies, who ably performed their duties. The
refreshments were presided over and served by Mrs. Wal-
lace Blackford, of Brooklyn, in a most dignified manner.
Miss Ada Blackford poured chocolate charmingly ; and the
above were most ably assisted by Mrg. Fi-ank Norton,
Mrs. Augustus Meeker, Mrs. Thomas Barr, Miss Grace
Norton, Mrs. Irving Smith and Mrs. E. K. Rhodes.

Isler's orchestra was in attendance. At about 5:30 the
guests began to depart, but an invitation was extended to

a few favored ones to remain and participate in a supper,
which was greatly enjoyed, and afterward short but witty
speeches brought forth much laughter. Vocal and instru-

mental music concluded the enjoyable entertainment.
T. Farrer Rackham.

Pointer Club of America«
The board of governors of the Pointer Club of America

held a meeting on April 16, at the room of the Atherican
Kernel Club. Present: Messrs. Webster, Mortimer, Jaivis,
Brush and Lewis. The minutes of the last meetiDg were read
and accepted.

It was resolved that the American Field Pointer Cup, which
was competed for at the Westminster Kennel Club's show,
shall be awarded to Mr. W Gould Brokaw's pointer dog Sir
Walter (reserve), on the ground that the Glen Rock Kennel,
the owner of JVIolton Banner, was not a member ©f the
Pointer Club.

It was resolved that the president of the Pointer Club shall

be the custodian of the American Field Pointer Cup until the
conditions are complied with by the winner, which accom-
pany it.

It was resolved that the special prize offered by the Pointer
Club at St. Louis bench show for the best pointer dog in
the show, which was awarded to the Glen Rock Kennel,
shall revert to the club, on the ground that the Glen Rock
Kennel is not a member of the Pointer Club,

It was resolved that the special prize awarded at the
Westminster Kennel Club's bench bbow to Alice Leslie
shall be paid to her owner, Mr. E. M. Beale.
The question of eetabliehing tor competition a trophy to

be known as the Breeders' Trophy Cup was freely discussed,
and it was resolved that the secretary shall send to each of
the members in form a series of questions covering the sub-
ject in detail.

The meeting adiourncd.

International Fox Terrier Club.

Port HcRON, April 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
Internatiotjal Fox Terrier Club will hold its first show here
May 24 and 35, made up with the following classes for
smooth and wire dogs and bitches. Classes divided as fol-

lows: Open to all dogs and bitches respectively. Winners'
class, that have won five firsts. Limit cla^s, that have won
three firsts. Novice class, that never won first under A. K.
C. or C. K. C. rules. Puppy class, under twelve months.

J. J. Lynn, Sec'y-Treas.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Vol. XIII. of the American Kennel Club Stud Book, con-

taining the registrations of 1896, is now in book form It is

neatly printed and bound. The numbers are Irom 39,078 to
43,58'9. Besides the regisi rations, it contains lists ot oflicers,

active members, associate members ; kennel names, prefixes
and affixes; field trial winnings, 1896;bench shows and judges^
1896; bench show winners, 1896; cancellations, corrections,
etc. As a record, it is invaluable to all owners and fanciers
of (logs. Address Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary, A.
K. C, 55 Liberty street. New York.

We have some inquiries concerning the old strains of Eng-
lish setters, and in particular the one bred by the late Ethan
AUin, Pomfi-et Center, Conn. His dogs were famous in
New England shooting up to the time of his death. We
will be obliged to any of our readers who will give us the
names and addresses of owners of the native strains men-
tioned.

Mr, George Keller, under date of April 15, informs us that
he lost hl& blue belton setter three weeks ago. His address

la U ^ark Terrace, 'Kartford. Oqqq., aija bis nsm« and ^cl

S9S

dress are on her collar. He describes her as being a bluish

or grayish-black haired dog, with a sprinkling of white fauir

under the belly and on the feathering of the legs and tail.

He will give a suitable reward for her return.

The twenty-second field trial spring meeting of the Kennel
Club, took place on the estate of Capt. Pretyman, Trimley,
England. The Derby had twenty-six starters. The winners
were: First, Mr. 0. Austin's Irish setter dog Sam Sullivan;

Second, Mr. R. LI. Purcell Llewellin's blue belton setter bitch

Kitty Wind'em
;
Third, Mr. Ellas Bishop's liver and white

pointer dog Prince Pedro; equal fourth, Mr. R. LI. Purcell

Llewellin's black white and tan setter bitch Gem Corbet and
Mr. W. L. Nicholson's liver and white pointer bitch Drayton
Belle; equal fifth, Sir H. F. de Traftord's Irish setter dog
Barton Punch and J\lr. H. Drory's liver and white pointer

dog Roy of Meirelbeke. The winners in the All-Age Stakes
were: First, Mon A. Morren's pointer dogBendigoof Brussels;

Second, Mr. F. C. Lowe's setter bitch" Mabel of Kippen;
Third, Mr. H. W. Wilson's Irish setter dog Bonny Pat of

Coldhill; Fourth, Mr. B. 0. Warwick's liver and white pointer

bitch Dolly of Budhill,

The daily press reports the death of Owney, the dog
which had won so much notoriety by his peregrinations
through the country with the postal service. He had be-

come old and ill-tempered, and was shot for attempting to

bite a postal clerk.

Mr. L. O. Seidel, Sharpsburg, Pa., Secretary of the Cen-
tral Beagle Club, informs us that the club's annual field

trials will be held on Nov. 9 to 11.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable.

WHEELING NOTES.
Very light weight bicycles are desirable under certain

conditions, but they should never be selected by inexperi-

enced riders. The factor of safety in the average bicycle
approaches very closely to bed rock, being estimated at 1.25,
which means that if any part fails in strength by only as

much as one- quarter what is expected of it the bicycle may
be crippled. In the very light wheels this factor of safety
is still further reduced, and though a skillful wheelman
may ride such a bicycle with perfect safety it is not wise for
any other rider to attempt it.

The experienced rider knows exactly how to humor the
wheel so as to spare it undue strain. When the surface is

not of the smoothest he throws a part of his weight in the
handle bars, thus distributing the stress evenly between the
two wheels; and at times he helps the machine over bad
places by changing his weight backward, forward or to the
pedals. If the rider sits like a dead weight in the saddle
the wheel will go to pieces with him in a very short time.
He must be in thorough sympathy with it, and always in read-
iness to ease that part of the machine which is subjected to

a sudden shock. Light wheels will never stand coasting,

for with feet up it is impossible to sit otherwise than as a
dead weight.
The safest plan for the novice is to begin with a strong

wheel, even though it is heavy. Afterward many riders
will prefer to keep such wheels, both as wearing better and
also as conducing to their peace of mind.

We. have all seen the fact stated 'that the so-called "factor
of safety" is lower in the bicycle than in almost any other
mechanical product. In high pressure guns, for instance,
the factor of safety is said to be often as great as 20, mean-
ing that the guns are made twenty times as strong as is

theoretically necessary for the strain they must bear. In or-

dinary guns the factor of safety is 12, in'boilers it is about 6,

in bridges usually 5, and so on.

After these figures it is rather startling to be told that in
bicycles the factor af safety has been reduced to 1^.
Nervous people are apt to hastily jump at the conclusion

that a slightly additional weight to that of the rider would
break the bicycle down and result in a catastrophe; but as a
matter of fact any high grade bicycle will easily support and
carry over a good sm-face a weight of a ton, or more than
thirteen times the weight of the average rider.

It is only when running at the highest rate of speecj, and
encountering the maximum of rough surface, that the factor
of safety is ever approached. It is for such occasions that
the high gxade bicycle is constructed of the toughest and
strongest materials ever put in a similar mechanism, and it

is then that the difference between the real bicycle and the
dry goods article becomes apparent.

Members of the Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
adopted a plan of insuring their bicycles against theft which
has many points to commend it to other wheeling clubs.

The members have formed among themselves a "mutual m-
surance club, which, in consideration of an initiation fee of
$1 and assessments of 25 cents paid whenever wheels are
stolen, guarantees the sum of $50 to the loser of a bicycle.

One of the cleverest bicycle advertisements seen in the
trade papers begins with Longfellow's lines:

"la the elder days of art

Builders wrought with greatest care

Each minute and unseen part.

For the gods see everywhere,"

Convince us that the modern builder of bicycles follows
this rule and we will all buy his wheels.

The art of bicycle construction seems to have practically
reached its limit, and the current models are the strongest
confirmation of this assertion. Mr. A. H. Overman, who is

a bicycle manufacturer of ripe experience, in an interview
published in a Buffalo newspaper is quoted as saying:

"The improvements of 1897 are in the refinement of the
wheel. They consist in taking out a quarter of an ounce in
oae place without weakening the wheel, and putting in

a sixteenth of an ounce in another place, where it will
strengthen it."

Mr. Overman has an idea which, if it could be carried
out, would do mueh to xsm tbe st^Qdard of bicyc^ CQa>
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MruetioD. He believes that tine makers of bicycles should be
bompelled by law to furnish with each wheel a bill of par-
ticulars regarding the materials \vhich enter into its con-
structioh. Of course, Itiere would be a penalty for falsify-
ing, as there is in many States when a man sells oleomar-
garine for butter; and we can well imagine that the people
who afflict the trade with wheels jnst strong enough to hold
together while being carried oui of the salesroom would
have their ingenuity taxed to the utmost in inventing high-
sbunding names for the flimsy materials which enter so
largely into their product. A.s Mr. Overman remarks,
."Riders have a right to know what goes into their wheels.
The handle bar should be as good as the bone in the arm
•which steers it. When a man goes down a hill on a bicycle
he should know that there is the best of everything in the
vital parts of the wheel beneath him, and thai his life is not
hazarded by some maker who believes that the stuff in it is

good enough."

. According to the newspapers, Johnson Browp, a tnighty
Nimrod living near G-arner, Iowa, is having a bicj'cle bmlt
vpith a shotgun mounted across the handle oar, on the prin-
ciple of the swivel guns used in punt shooting. The con-
trivance is said to be intended for wildfowl shooting, but the
dispatch fails to state where Mr. Brown has found good
roads in connection with the "flocks of geese and brani"
that figure in the reporter's imaginatidh. If it had been a
bicycle boat the case would have been dififerent and more
plausible. .

The Pennsylvania Eailroad Company announces that here-
after bicycles will be checked by baggage agents and car-
ried in the baggage cars of the company wh^n accompanied
on the same train by the owners, free of cost, provided tbe
passenger presenting a bicycle has no baggage; otiierwise
ihe bicycle wdl' be charged for at regukr rates. This ar-
rangement applies to all the lines of the Pcinnsylvania Rail-
road system east of Pittsburg and Erie. Between Pittsburg
and Chicago the Pennsylvania lines have carried bicycles as
baggage for the past year.

A lady who spent a season cycling in Algeria tells of an
incident which shows that human nature and the love of the
bicycle is pretty much the same the world over. In com-
pany with her brothers she was wheeling to an oasis in the
desert of Sahara. She writes:

''Before one reaches El Kaatara the road descends in a
series of loops, a range of barren, yellow hills, and it was at
this point that we met a Bedouin caravan coming from the
desert. The camels stopped at our approach and sniffed the
air as if the presence of bicycles was not lo their liking, and
the caravan came to a halt, the women clambering clown
from their coops on the camels' backs to join the men in
their inspection of the bicycles. These Bedouin women
were charmed with our wheels. They wanted to ride them
at once, and their tattooed faces expressed the greatest ea-
gerness to mount the wheels. We were therefore jubt about
to give them a first lesson in bicycle riding when my broth-
er, charmed with the picture; quenesa of these Bedoums in
their gayly-colored garments and barbarous jewelry, thought
it an opportune moment for his camera. Alasl at the sight
of this instrument, much feared by the Arabs, the whole
caravan took flight."

Cycling accidents have been divided into two classes—
those which happen to men who lide without brakes and
those which happen to women who lose their heads. It is a
lact that in a large percentage of cases the men are killed or
injured by losing control ot their wheels going down hill;

the women, by losing control not of the machine, but ot
themselves.

Women, of course, have braaes and are naturally cau-
tious; men, on the other hand, are apt to be reckless, dis-
carding brakes and taking unnecessary risks.

That the fashion of riding without Drakes is pernicious is

proved by these accidents. The man argues that he can re-

tard his speed by back pedaling sufHcienlly for practical
purposes on most hills, and thai in case of emergency he al-

ways has in reserve the possibility of checking his speed by
pressing his foot against the tire of his front wheel.
These expedients are generally successful, but not always.
On a bad hill the riaer may strike a rough place that

throws him off his balance and makes it impossible to brake
with his foot, or the necessity of stopping may be so imme-
diate that nothing short of a quickly worked brake will an-
swer. Results from such coniingencies are to be found in
the columns of every newspaper during the cycling season,
and the total of these accidents is never fully reported.
The women here have a better case than the men. They

lose their heads through inexperience, inherent and congeni-
tal, and the accident results not because of any fault of
theirs that foresight could correct, as is the case with the
men.
We blame others most justly for lack of common sense

and prudence, and not for dehciencies which they cannot
remedy.
Brakes of a proper type should be attached to all bicycles,

even though tney may never be used. There seems good
reason for believing that in the near future the use of brakes
will be made imperative by legal enactment.

YACHT DESIGNING.—XVm.
BY W. P. STEPHENS.

iConUnued from page S9Cf.)

The sekction of a practical woruing outfit of drafting in-
struments is a matter that the experienced draftsman may
well puzzle over, while to the amateur or beginner it is al-

most a hopeless task. The complete and elaborate catalogues
publi.shed by the leading instrument makers are intended as
guides in such a selection, and fill that end as well as it can
possibly be done in such a way ; but only a long, practical
experience can enable a man to select from the extended list

of costly tools the comparatively small number that are
essential. When the question of cost comes in, as it usually
does, the difficulties ot the situation are vastly increased. It
may ease the mind of the intending purchaser to learn at the
start that the very large stock displayed in the stores and
listed in the catalogues may be divided into three classes:

Indispensable.

Convenient.

Superfluous.

iThe first class may be confined to very narrow limits, in-

Cltlding a straif/htedge, a I-square, two or three triangles, a
few pen'cils, a right line mn or drafting pen, one pair of
ditiders, one pair of compasses with movable legn, and a tri-

angular scaU or half a dozen flat scales. With this outfit
all ordinary mechanical or architectural drawing can be ex-
ecuted accurately and neatly, but at some loss of time. The
marine draftsman will find it necessary to add half a dozen
set curves, as many splines or luftens, and some spline weigMs.
The second class includes mainly the same instruments in

a greater variety of siies, several lengths of straightedges and
T squares, a larger assortment of pencils, several pens, the
small l)mcspri¥cg dividers, hairspring dimders, more scales and
a beam compdM and section liner, in the matter of set curves
the collection may be extended almost indefinitely. An out-
fit of this kind adds greatly to the speed of the work. It is

Uot necessary to handle large triangles, straightedges, etc , on
small work or e/c^ ve^'sa, dividers may be set lor certain
measurements that are to be frequently repeated and left

so_ until the drawing is completed; a dull pen may be laid
aside for a sharp one without taking time to coax it into
shape.
The third class is a very large one and may be subdivided

into two parts; first, a small number of instruments that are
useful for certain special work, as, for instance, the large
metal protractors with arms and verniers; and second,
various instruments, such as the wholes-and-halves dividers,

three-legged dividers, and some forms of drafting pens, that are,

either through faulty principle or poor construction, of no
practical utility. An excellent example of this class is the
adjustable curve ruler, various combinations of rubber, steel

spring and lead rod, intended to take the place of the spline
and weights in drawing curved lines, or for taking off the
curves of a surface and transferring them to paper; for both
of which purposes itls absolutely useless.

Those instruments which, as absolutely indispensable to
the draftsman, we are called upon to examine carefully, may
be divided according to their uses into four classes:

Ruling instruments.
Measuring.
Marking.
Calculating,

Instruments of the first class are used for guiding 'Cq.q pen-
cil or pew in drawing straight and curved lines; they are mostly
thin lorms of wood, metal or other material, lying flat upon
the paper. The cheapest of these instruments are made of a
single wood, usually pearwood, a hard wood with a close,

straight grain, and of a yellowish color. 'The most costly
are made of steel or German silver, for straightedges, T
squares and triangles. The best material for such instru-
ments as small straightedges, triangles and s(t curves is hard
rubber. A comparatively new material is celluloid, which
i^ now used for all classes of instruments; it has the advan-
tage of being iransparent, and thus permitting the lines be-
neath it to be seen; its disadvantage is a possible liability to
shrinkage and change of form that will, by destroying the
truth of the instrument to even a slight degree, make it prac-
tically worthless. This applies particularly to large triangles
and similar instruments, but is of less importance in the
curvis and sweeps.

In straighiedges and triangles of wood, a single pitce
should never be used, owing to the liability to warp, but the
working edges should be faced with narrow strips of hard
wood ghied to the main body of the instrument; ebony is

used tor the tdges and mahogany orsaiinwood for the centers
of the better grades of straightedges, triangles, etc. Celluloid
is now used as a facing for straightedges, strips about iin,
wide being glued to a wood center, making a rigid and
durable tool.

The straightedge is simply a ruler, and it is used for draw-
ing straight lines. It is made with both edges parallel and
perfectly straight, and one at least must fulfill this latter re-
quirement or the tool is useless. It is impossible to fair up a
drawing- properly unless the ground lines are perfectly
s'.raight and either parallel or perpendicular, as the case may
be. The steel straightedges are more reliable than those of
other materials, as, once made true, they are independent of
atmospheric changes, and do not warp or twist. They are,

however, much more costly. They are made from 2 to 3in.

in width for the larger sizes, and from -^^va.. to iin. thick,
the latter having one edge beveled to about -j-^g-in. The
thicker ones have the advantage that they will slay^ where
they are placed, through their weight; and once in position
both hands are free. On the othei hand, they are more dif-

firult to adjust, and in moving them very short distances the
fingers soil the paper.

FIG. 33.

A—StraiRhtedge with hardwood edge.
B—Section or same, full size.

C—Sectlou of sieel sLralghtedge, full Blze.

If made true originally and carefully kept in that condi-
tion, the wooden straightedges are quite as good as the steel,

and very much cheaper. They are light and easily handled,
but of course will not keep their places on the paper of their

own weight. A pair of lead weights, each 6in long, 2in wide
and lin. thick, will serve to hold them, however, while a line
is being drawn, or two of the spline weights described
further on will serve the same purpose. The mahogany
straightedges with edges of ebony are as durable and reliible

as any, and the wood faced with celluloid are also very good.
The longer ones should be not less than -^in. thick on the
working edge; to draw a long line requires a large pen well-
tilled with ink, and this can be most easily opfrated with a
thick edge to work against The short straightedges, as well
as the triangles and set curves, are about -^gm, thick on the
edges; a smaller pen may be used wiih them, or at least the
pen is not filled so lull of ink. The straightedge ^fiith

square edges may be tested by drawing a very fine line alorg
one edge and then turning the straightedge over so that the
other side rests ou the paper and adjusting the two ecds to

the line; if perfectly straight, the edge in its new position will

coincide with the line; if a second line be now drawn it will
show double the amount of error. If there is any doubt as
to the truth of the instrument, the same edge should be used
all the time without turning or reversing it; then, though the
lines may not be exactly straight, they will all be parallel,
which is of even more importance.

PTG. 3.3.

A—T-square with fixed head, usual form.
B—T-square wirh double head.
C—T squai'e with fixed head, correct construction.
D—Improved T-sqnare.

The T square, mentioned in the previous chapter, is
simply a pair of straightedges, a long and a short one, one
end of the former being fixed to the middle of the latter.
This short straightedge slides along the edge of the drawing
board and serves as a guide to the long one, keeping it

always at the same angle with the edge of the board. The
long .straightedge is known as the blade and the short one as
the liead; and the latter may be either fixed or movable, or a
combination of both. The T square is used both as a plain
straightedge for drawing lines in any direction or for draw-
ing lines parallel to each other, and, by using the adjoining
edge of the board, a second series of lines perpendicular to
the first. As far as the dimensions and construction of the
ikuU are concerned, what has already been said about the
straightedge applies to it.

The most important point about the head is that it shall
not project above the surface of the drawing board, thus
allowing the triangles to slide freely over it. In one form of
poor construction, with a fixed Jiead, the blade is set down
into the head, so that the upper surfaces of both are flush,
the 7iead thus projecj-ing above the board. In another equally
bad form this same construction is supplemented by a second
half to the head, a movable piece with a pivot and clamp by
which it may be set to any angle. (B) Used with the fixed half
of the head downward, the blade is at light-angles to the edge
of the board, but when the T square is reversed, the movable
head being downward, the blade may be set to any angle.
There is little or no necessity for the fixed head, or for the
blade being at any time exactly square to the Jiead; supposing
it to be a little out of square, all lines drawn with it in contact
with the left-hand edge of the board, where it is always used,
will be parallel, and if it be transferred to the lower edge of
the board, other parallel lines will be drawn which are nec-
essarily perpendicular to the first series. The movable head
is a necessity, as a drawing must sometimes be fixed to the
board with no assurance that it is quite parallel to either
edge, the blade of the T square, however, may be adjusted to
the principal lines of the drawing and then used from either
edge.

We have already discussed the use of the T square in
marine drawing. If it is to be used on any drawing of more
than 36in. long, it should be of special construction, designed
to secure absolute rigidity of the blade to the extreme end.
The blade should be at least -^gm. thick for the longer sizes,

3 to 4ft.. the edge being beveled to about ^in.; the width of
the Made where it joins the head should be 5 to 6in., the blade
then tapering to 2iin at the right-hand end. The extra
weight of such a tool is an advantage rather than otherwise,
and it has a solidity which is missing in the ordinary T
squares. To provide for adjustment to old drawings that
&re pinned down a little obhqviely on the board, the head
and blade may be pivoted and fitted with a clamp that will
permit a certain amount of angular motion. All that is

necessary in the T square is that the working edges of blade
and head shall he straight. This much assumed, the truth of
the drawing board may be tested by applying the T square
first to the left hand edge and drawing a line, then to the
lower edge and drawing a second line, presumably at right
angles to the first. With the point of intersection as a cen-
ter, a circle of large diameter is described, and with the di-
viders the distances between the four points sphere the lines

cut the circle are measured, being, of course, equal, if the
two lines are at right angles.

A straightedge of the full length of the drawing board is

an absolute necessity, but this may be either a plain straight-

edge or in the form of a T square; for all large drawings the
latter may well be dispensed with, but one of medium size

is always convenient for details of construction and similar
work. One or two smaller sti^aightedges. one as long as the
width of the board, will be found convenient for the shorter
lines, being more quickly handled than the large one. As
this latter is the foundation of accurate work in marine
drafting, every cai-e should be taken to secure one absolutely
straight edge and to keep it so.

The New Benedict Steam Yacht.

The accompanying illustration shows the new steam yacht
now nearly ready for launching at Marvel's yard, Newburgh,
N. Y., where she has been built for F. H. Benedict, son oi E.
C. Benedict, from the designs of Gardner & Cox. She is a
handsome craft of 147£t. over all, 117ft. l.w.l., 18ft. 6in. beam,
and 7ft. 9in, draft. Her triple compound engines are 9, 16
and 3S X 16, with two Almy boUors,
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The Season's Fixtures.

The racing season that will open' iti a few weeks offers
nothing whatever of a novel or sensational nature. The
principal event of the year will be the contest between the
Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. and the Seawanhaka Corinthian
Y. C. for the international challenge cup held by the former,
and the most exciting part of this contest—the final races-
will be sailed in Canadian waters. Apart from this, there
are no international events, nor in fact any home racing of
more than local interest. At the same time we confidently
look for one of the liveliest years that yachting has yet
known in thia country, and one that will be of the greatest
possible benefit to the sport. It is an established fact that
great international contests, such as those for the America's
Cup. do not help as much as they hinder popular yachting,
in all classes and in all localities. In a season when such a
match is on, the interest and attention of yachtsmen gener-
ally is centered on the few great racers, to the appreciable
detriment of local racing and the many smaller classes that
constitute the bulk of the tonnage of the racing fleet. In
the following season there is too often a general reaction;
the larger racers are not fitted out, nor do the next smaller
ciHsses recover from the complete eclipse of the year before.
At the present time, as in the past season, yacht racing is

suffering from the effects of the contests of 1893-5, the big
90-footers built in those years are so nearly useless for any
other purpose than international racing on the open sea,
that they no longer figure in the usual club events, even it

in commission, while the smaller classes—70ft., 51ft. and
43ft.—have been allowed lo die out almost entirely.
The one bright spot in this unsatisfactory state of affairs is

found in the yachts from 43ft. downward, and in the many
.•smaller rather than the few larger clubs. Here we find
bustle and activity on every hand, about New York and Long
Island Sound, about Boston and the Eastern racing centers,
on the Great Lakes, on the many small lakes of the middle
"West, and far away on the^Pacific Coast. All that we hear
brings promise of a lively and exciting season, and of a re-
newed interest in the personal ownership and racing of ,

yachts, small and of medium size. Much of this new inter-
est is due directly to the recent rapid growth of local associ-
ations, such as the Long Island Sound Y. R. U., the Massa-
chusetts Y. R. A., and the Yacht Racing Union of the Great
Lakes. The influence of these bodies in establishing uniform
classes, in bringing order out of chaos, and in reducing the
building and racing of yachts to a system instead of a mat-
ter of whim or chance, is seen plainly to-day in the pro-
gramme of races as compared witti those of previous years,
and will be still more apparent in a season or so more.
The following list of fixtures includes most of the clubs .

in the East and some inland, but is not complete. We shall
be glad to receive news of additions or corrections through

,

the season. The official list of the Sound Y. B. U. up to date
is as follows:
May 15, Saturday—Huguenot Y. C. special, race for 20ft.

class of sloops and all classes of catboats.
May 22, Saturday—New Rochelle Y. C, special race for

'.

20ft. class of sloops and 25 and 20ft classes of catboats.
May 29, Saturday—Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C, special race for

20 and 15ft. classes of sloops.
May 31, Monday (Decoration Day)—Harlem Y. C, annual

regatta, for all classes 51ft. and under, except 20 and 15ft.
classes of open sloops.
May 31, Monday—Corinthian Fleet, special race for 20ft.

class of sloops.
June 1, Tuesday—Yale Cor. Y. C, annual regatta for all,

classes 43ft. and under.
June 3, Saturday—Knickerbocker Y. C, annual regatta,

for all classes. .

June 9, Wednesday—Riverside Y. C, special race for M, 30,
20 and 15ft. classes of sloops.
June 12, Saturday—Douglaston, Y. C, annual regatta, for

all classes 36ft. and under.
June 21, Monday—New Haven Y. C, annual regatta for

65ft. class of schooners, 43, 36, 30 and 25ft. classes of sloop.«;

30, 25 and 20ft. classes of catboats, and special class of yawls.'

HACING CIECtriT.

June 26, Saturday—Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C, annual race,
for all classes.
June 28, Monday—Stamford Y. C, annual regatta, for

all classes.
June 29, Tuesday—Indian Harbor Y. C, special race for

all classes of sloops and cabin catboats 30ft. and under, and
special class of yawls.
June 30, Wednesday—Corinthian fleet, annual regatta for

65ft. class of schooners and all classes 51ft. and under.
July 1, Thursday—Horseshoe Harbor Y. C, special race

for all classes 36ft. and under.
July 2, Friday—Sea Cliff Y. C, annual regatta, for all

classes 51ft. and under.
July 3, Saturday—New Rochelle Y. C, annual regatta, for

all classes.

July 6, Tuesday—American Y. C, annual regatta, for all
classes.
July 7, Wednesday—Riverside Y. C, annual race for

gchoonera and all classes of sloops 30ft. and over,.

The racing circuit ends with the Riverside's regatta on
July 7.

ANNUAL REGATTAS AND SPECIAL RACES.

July 10, Saturday—Riverside Y. C, annual race for 25, 20
and 15ft. classes of sloops and all classes of catboats.
July 12. Monday, to July 16, Friday—Seawanhaka Corin-

thian Y. C, trial races for 20ft. class of sloops.
July 28, Wednesday—Stamford Y. C, special race for 51,

30 and 20ft. classes of sloops.
July 31, Saturday—Indian Harbor Y. C, annual regatta

for all classes except cabin catboats
Sea Cliff Y. C.

,
special race for 30 and 25ft. classes of cabin

catboats.
Aug. 4, Wednesday—New Rochelle Y. C, special race for

all classes, 43ft. and under.
Aug. 7, Saturday—Hempstead Harbor Club, annual regat-

ta for all classes, 43ft. and under.
Aug. 14, Saturday—Horseshoe Harbor Club, annual regat-

ta for all classes, 36ft. and under.
Aug. 18. Wednesday—American Y. C., special race for all

classes, 43ft. and under.
Aug. 21, Saturday—Huguenot Y. C, annual regatta for all

classes, 43ft. and under.
Aug. 25, Wednesday—Corinthian Fleet, special race for 51,

30 and 20ft. classes of sloops.
Aug. 28, Saturday—Huntington Y. C, annual regatta for

all cla«ser, 51ft. and under.
Sept. 4. Saturday—^Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, fall race

for schooners and 43, 36, 25, 20 and 15ft. classes of sloops.
Sept. 6, Monday (Labor Day)—Norwalk Y. C, annual re-

gatta for all classes of catboats.
Sept. 11, Saturday—Riverside Y. C, fall race for 43, 36, 30

and 25ft. classes of sloops and 30 and 25ft. classes of cabin
catboats.
Sept. 18, Saturday—American Y. C, fall regatta for all

classes.

MASSACHUSETTS T. R. A.

Official List Compiled by A. T Bliss.

May 31 (Memorial Day), Monday—South Boston Y. C, off
Marine Park.
June 17, Thursday—Massachusetts Y. C, off Nahant.
June 19, Saturday—Dorchester Y. C. , Dorchester Bay.
July 3, Saturday—Jeffries Y. C, off Jeffries Point, East

Boston.
July 5, Monday—City of Boston's regatta off Marine Park,

which will probably be followed by a series of races to be
given by the South Boston, Columbia, Mosquito Fleet and
other clubs off City Point during the balance of the week.
July 17, Saturday—Winthrop Y. C, off Winthrop.

,
July 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday-Manchester Y. C. series, off Man-
chester.
July 31,,Saturday—Revere Y. C, Lynn Bay.
Aug. 2, Monday—Burgess Y. C, oft' Marblehead.
Aug. 3, Tuesday—Beverly Y. C, off Marblehead.
Aug. 4,, 5 and 6, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday—Corin-

thian Y. C 's midsummer invitation series, off Marblehead.
Aug. 7, Saturday—Corinthian Y. C, off Marblehead.
Aug. 13, Friday—East Gloucester Y C, Gloucester Harbor.
Aug. 14, Saturday—Squam Y. C, off Anuisquam.
Aug. 17, Tuesday—American Y. C, off Newburyport.
Aug., 19, 20 and 21, Thursday, Friday and Saturday—

Quincy Y. C.'s series, Hull Bay.
Aug 26, Thursday—Duxburv Y. C, Plymouth Bay.
Aug. 27, Friday—Kingston Y. C ,

Plymouth Bay.
Aug. 28, Saturday—Plymouth Y C. Plymouth Bay.
Aug. 30, Monday—Cape Cod Y. C, Provincetown Harbor.
Aug. 31, Tuesday—Wellfleet Y. C, Wellfleet Harhor.
Sept. 2, 3 and 4, Thursday, Friday and Saturday—Duxbury

Y. C., "Davenport cup," special races for second class,
Plymouth Bay,

Sept. 4, Saturday—Savin Hill Y. C, off Savin Hill.
Sept. 6 (Labor Day), Monday—Lynn Y. C, Lynn Bay.
Sept., 11, Saturday—Chelsea Y. C.
Sept. 11, Saturday, Y. R. A. rendezvous, Hull.
Entries for races sailed under the rules of the Yacht Rac-

ing Association of Massachusetts must be made lo A. T.
Bliss, secretary, 111 Milk street, Boston.

WINTHROP T. C. FIXTURES.
May 22, Saturday—Club race.
June 5, Saturday—First championship.
June 13, Sunday—Cruise to Strawberry Hill
June 19, Saturday—Ladies' day, sail to Dorchester Bay,

Dorchester Y. C. open race.
June 26, Saturday—Evening race.
July 13, Tuesday—Moonlight sail.

July 17, Saturday—Open regatta.
July 24, Saturday—Evening race.
July 25, Sunday—Cruise to Nahant.
Aug. 7 and 8, Saturday and Sunday—Cruise to Marble-

head.
Aug. 10, Tuesday—Evening race.
Aug. 14, Saturday—Second championship.
Aug. 19, Sunday—Cruise to Weymouth.
Aug. 28, Saturday—Third championship,

Sept. 1], Saturday—Club race.
Immediately after Sept. 11 race the fleet will sail for Hull

to take part in the Y. R. A. rendezvous.

The following flxtures cover the clubs not connected with
the various associations, with the exceotion of the Buffalo
Y. C, which is a member of the Y. R. U. of the Great Lakes:

MAV.
29-80-31. Buffalo, opening cruise, Port Colborn.
fl. MiDDRtonka. open race. Lake Minnetonka,
81. Cor. Baltimore, club. Chesappake Bay.
a I. Atlantic, openiQg sail. New York Bay
31. New Jersey, opening sail. New York Bay.
.SI. Brooklyn, opening- sail. Now York Bay.
31. Fall River, open, Mount Hope Bay.

JUNE.

5, Atlantic, Adanas cups, New York Bay.
5. Buffalo, openinsr cruise, small classes, Port Albino.

V4. Brooklfn, annual, Now York Bay.
18. Atlantic, special. New York Bay.
1'2. Buffalo, pennant. Lake Krie. ,
Vi. Gravpst^nd Bay, annual. New York Bay.
15. Atlantic, annual.
17. Corinihiau Marblehead, club, Massachusetts Bay.
19. Marine and Field, open, New York Bay.
J9. Columbia, annual, Hudson River.
26. Buffalo, ladies' day, Lake Erie.
26. Qravesend Bay, cruise. New York Bay.
£6 Atlantic, Adams cups. New Y'lrk Bay.
26. Brooklyn, first special, New York Bay.

JULY.

4. Larehmont, annual. Long Island Sound.
3-4-5. Buffalo.
5. Cor. Marblehead, club, Massachusetts Bay.
3-10. Brooklyn, annual cruise. Long Island Sound.
Atlantic, annual cruise. Long Island Soun l

8. Rendezvous at Riverside; sail to Morris Cove.
9. Morris Cove to New London.

10. New London to Shelter Island.
It. At Anchor, Shelter Inland.

13. Fall River, ladies' day. Mount Hope Bay.
17. Cor. Marblehead, 1st cham., Massachusetts Bay.
24. Brooklyn, special, New York Ba.y.
31. Qravesend Bay, cruise, New York Ba,y.

AUGUST
4-5-6 Cor. Marblehead, midsummer series, Massachuset's Bay.
7. ( or. Marblehead. open, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Buffalo, club. Lake Erie.—. New York Y. C. cruise.

14. Cor. Marblehead. 2d charn., Massachusetts Bay.
14. Brooklyn, special, New Yoik Bay.
24. Minnetonka, Inter-Lake races. Lake Minnetonka.
i!.'^. Fall River, open. Mount Hope Bay.
'•S. Cor Marblehead, 3d cham.. Massachusetts Bay.
28. Buffalo, 2?ft. and smaller classe^!. Lake Erie.
28. Qravesend Bay. cruise. New York Bay.
2b. Brooklyn, special, New York Bay.

SEPTEMBER.
<l-5-8. Buffalo, cruiise, Lake Erie,
6. New York, Y R. A annual. New York Bay,

Fall River, club. Mount Hope Bay.
Cor. Marblehead, cruise, Massactiusotts Bay.
Qravesend Bay, special. New York B 'v.

. Paciflr Y. C ,
ancui)!, San Francisco B. y.

11. Brooklyn, sail-off, Ne.v York Bay.
11 Buffalo, ladies' day. Lak» Erie.
25. Buffalo, closing cruise, L ike Krie.

6.

6.

b.

9.

The New York Conference.
It is expected that the following yacht clubs will be repre-

s -nted at the conference in New York on Saturday, May 1:

Through the Yacht Racing Union of Long Island Sound
—Seawanhaka Corinthian, American, Riverside, Yale Corin-
thian, Horseshoe Harbor, Nevy York Athletic, Stamford, In-
dian Harbor, New Rochelle, Knickerbocker. Huguenot
Bridgeport, Corinthian Fleet, Harlem, New Haven, Doug
laston. Sea Cliff. Huntington, Park City, Hempstead Harbor
Norwalk, Stamford Corinthian.
Through the Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts

—

Massachusetts, Hull, Bo.fton, Dorchester, Quincy, Winthrop,
South Boston, Savern Hill, Americans of Newburyport,
Commonwealth, Chelsea, Jefllries, Manchester, Atlantic of
Boston, Cape Cod, Duxbury, Lynn, Cohasset, Columbia of
Boston, Revere, Squantum, West Lynn, Wellfleet, OldCoL
ony, Mosquito Fleet, Plymouth, Kingston.
Through the New York Yacht Racing Association

—

Pavonia, Yonkers Corinthian, Columbia, Jersey City,
Gravesend Bay, Newark, Kill Von Kull, Ossining, Hudson
River, Audubon, Tappan Zee, Bayonne City, Tower Ridge,
Yonkers, Greenville, New Jersey Athletic, Newark Boat
1 ub.
Through the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes-

Bay of Quinte, Buffalo, Kingston, Oswego, Rochester,
Queen City, Royal Canadian, Royal Hamilton, Victoria,
Citizens, Cleveland, Put in Bay, Sandusky, Toledo, West
End.
Through Separate Representation—Atlantic, Larehmont,

Marine and Field, Corinthian of Philadelphia, Carolina,
Royal St. Lawrence, Great South Bay.
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Surf Running.
FVom the Yachting World.

A COMPARATIVELY unknown sport, except on some parts of
the Northumberland coast, is the running of boats through
the surf. And yet it is one of the most exciting amusements
that can possibly be. devised. Not only is there involved con-
siderable excitement and exhilaration as the boat rushes on,
with the water foaming around her stern and flying from her
bows, but a large apaount of bodily and mental exercise, for
there is no time to stand still or hesitate. Moreover, a prac-
tical knowledge of the handling of a boat in surf or broken
water may at any time ])rov6 invaluable.
Briefly, the game consists in working a boat through the

out«r edge of the surf, and, after putting her about before
the sea, she is made to shoot back to the shore upon a single
wave. As regards the boat, one bnilt for the purpose is
naturally the best. Long, narrow and fine boats, low in the
bows and stern, and such as have curved keels, are inappro-
Eriate; the former because they cannot be brought round
efore a sea, the latter because they are very apt to broach to

before a sea, owing to the insufficient grip they have on the
water aft. The length compared to the beam should be in
the ratio of .5 to 1, and the keel should be straight but not
deep. The bows should be bluff to prevent the boat from
putting her nose under too readily, or running off too
quickly in front of a sea, and high with a sheer to throw off
wat«r. The sides- should tumble in, so as to allow the boat
to lie well over, and the quarters and stern should be raised
to diminish the chance of pooping. The rudder should be
broad and efficient, not projecting below the keel, lest it be
torn off in beaching. It should be worked by a tiller and
made fast to the stern by a line rove through a ringbolt, as it
is liable to jump off. For the same reason the oars or sculls
should work on long tholepins, not in rowlocks, and should
also be secured by lines. No weight should be carried for-
ward, or the boat would certainly broach to; but a little bal-
last aft is often of advantage.
The best beach fqr practicing is low, level and sandy. On

such a beach the waves break far out, and die before reach-
ing the shore. If the water be very shallow inshore, the dy-
ing wavelets may be taken broadside on, the boat being listed
to leeward to stave off the spray; but if there be body in the
water, the waves must always be met directly head on.
Further out, or in deeper water near the shore, a sharp look-
out must be kept for any broken water.
It is freq'uently possible to dodge the rough places and get

out at once, but more often It is necessary to face them. If
a coUisioii with a wave on the point of breaking is inevitable,
and especially if the wave be large, the boat must be driven
again.st it as rapidly as possible. On no account when a
boat is meeting a breaking wave should she be allowed to
quite lose way, or she will certainly be started off stern first
and capsize, or be thrown bows over stern. On the other
hand, when a boat is stem-on to such a wave, she should be
eased off before it as it strikes her, and held firmly back the
moment it has struck.
Having gone out as far as is de-sirable, the boat should be

brought round as rapidly as possible between the seas and
put straight before them. When a sea approaches, three or
four sharp strokes should be given, and the helm kept
steady. As the stern rises the boat will start off and rush
on in front of the wave right to the shore. If the boat be
not kept perfectly straight before the wave—especially at
the moment of breaking—she is very likely to broach to.
Should she tend to twist round, the rudder maybe assisted

by holding the boat strongly with the lee oar and by canting
her to the weather. When, however, a broach-to before a
breaking sea is inevitable, as much weight as possible must
be thrown on the weather side, in order to keep the weather
gunwale well down. The boat may then fill a little, but she
will not—at all events if she is at ail beamy—capsize.
The sport of surf running is, of course, only really practic-

able where there is a stretch of level sand, and where, there-
fore, with ordinary precautions, nothing more thau a wet-
ting need be dreaded.

Ltauoch of the Hiawatha II.

Following its peculiar custom, the combined firm of C.
L. Seabury & Co. and the Gas Engine & Power Co. launched
the largest of their new yachts of the year at night, on Sat-
urday, April 17. The weather was perfect—a clear night,
with the moon at the full. The yard was brilliantly illu-
minated and decorated in honor of the first large launch of
the combined firms. The yacht left the ways at 10 P. M.,
being christened by Mi,s3 Winifred Kaltenbach. a young lady
of nine, daughter of a partner of the owner. The name has
been transferred from the first Hiawatha, designed and built
last year by Seabury & Co., for Charles Fleischman, of Cin-
cinnati. The first craft proved too small, and so gave place
to the present one. a steel hull ITOft. over all, 138ft. l.w.l.,

21ft, beam a^ Sft. deep. She is schooner rigged, and her
triple expansion engines with the Seabury boiler, built at
the Nyack shops of the company, will give a speed of 18
miles. She is a handsome craft, similar in appearance to the
first boat. After the launch Mr. Fleischman provided a sup-
per for the entire working force of the yards.

Ellide.

The steam yacht EUide, designed by C. D. Mosher and
built by Samuel Ayers & Son for E, B. Warren, of Phila-
delphia, was launched on April 17 at Nyack, where she has
been under construction for a year. She is intended for use
on Lake George, and a very high speed is confidently ex-
pected. The construction is very light, and the work on the
hull, engines and boilers has been carried out with great
care. The dimensions are 80ft. over all, with plumb stern,
Sf t. 4in. beam and 3ft. 6in. draft. The framework is of steel,
with a double skin of mahogany. The engines and boilers
were specially designed by Mr. Mosher for this boat, the
quadruple expansion engine having cylinders 9, 13, 18 and
24 X lOin. Immediately after launching the yacht was tried
under steam, reaching a high speed on the first trip.

Cruisins on the Florida West Coast.

Big Makeq, Fla., April 9.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Kingfisher arrived at this port this morning. All hands well,
liut very tired,' for we have been fighting head winds for a
week.
We are out for a little cruise. Left Tarpon Springs three

weeks ago. We met the main crowd of tarpon fishermen at
Captiva Pass, Charlotte Harbor. They were having fair
success.
There were six yachts in all. Among them I noticed

White Cloud, of Pittsburg, and the old Tarpon, belonging to
M rs. Stagg. We go from here to Panther Key to see old
John Gamey. Will write you later. Takpon.

The Yacht Racing Union.

A MEETING of the Council of the Yacht Racing Union was
held at the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. house on April 12, at which
the racing programme was completed. The Stamford Cor-
inthian and Bridgeport clubs were admitted to membership.
The Union desires to call the attention of yacht owners to
the necessity for the remeasurement of yachts in the 25ft,

classes, owing to the requirement of crew on board, under
the new rules; also, to the regulation, which will be strictly
enforced, that any yacht starting in a race without a meas-
urement certificate will be disqualified. It was decided to
accept the special regulations adopted by the Seawanhaka C,
Y. C. for the 15ft, and 30ft. classes.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The Royal Alfred Y, C, of Dublin, is considering the

establishment of a one-design class similar to that which we
described last week of the Belfast Lough fleet of the Bangor
Corinthian Y. C. The dimensions are the same, 37ft. over
all, 2.5ft. l.w.l , Sft. 7Xin. beam, 6ft. 6in. draft. The price
will be about £230 to £250 ($1,150 to $1,250).

The keel schoon,er now building at Harlan & Hollings-
worth's from the designs of Mr. A. S. Cheesebrough, as an-
nounced last week, is for George W. Weld, of Brookline,
Mass., former owner of Wanderer, schooner. Mr. Weld is
an old yachtsman, and has done a good deal of off-shore
cruising.

The Field is just a little mixed in its geography and topo-
graphy, as it states that a steel steam yacht is now building
for Archibald Watt, of the American Y. C, of Massachu-
.«etts, at Coney Island The sandy shores of Coney Island
are hardly adapted for the launching of large vessels.

Fleur de Lys, .schr,, George Lord Day. has been laid up
since last season at Southampton, England. Her new crew,
sailed from New York on April 21 to fit her out and bring
her to New York. Before sailing she will be docked at Fay
& Co.'s yard for recaulking and new copper.

Sultana, steam yacht, J. R. Drexel, arrived at New York
on April 14 with her owner, J. R. Drexel and wife aboard,
after a voyage of just two months to the West Indies. Sail-
ing on Feb. 15 fronj New York the yacht called at Old Point
Comfort for her owner and friends and then sailed for New
Orleans, encountering very severe weather on the way.
After a stop of a week for the Carnival the party steamed
awajr for Kingston, Jamaica, then for Curacoa, La Guayra,
Trinidad, Barbadoes, St. Thomas and finally Bermuda.
The Harvard Y. C. has issued a challenge to the Yale Cor-

inthian Y. C. for a race to be sailed off Newport at the end of
June. The challenge is stiU under consideration by the Yale
C. Y, C.

At Huntington's yard, New Rochelle, a 15-footer, some-
what similar to Paprika, has been completed, to the order of
a Western yachtsman who will race her in the West; and a
racing 20-footer is also under way.
The Bay Shore Y. C. has elected the following officers:

Com., John R. Howell; Vice-Corn., Carl E. Brewster; Rear-
Com.; Samuel C. Hulse; Sec'y, Edwin Synn Moore, M. D.;
Treas., Leander G. Homan; Meas., Edgar S. Reybert. Re-
gatta Committee: Josiah Robbins, Lorenzo R. Garrett,
Lelah T. Clock. House Committee: William A. Hulse, M.
D. ; Ned Dominy, Isaac Schwab. Auditing Committee:
Com. John R. Howell, Carl Brewster, Samuel C. Hulse.
The annual meeting of the Lincoln Park Y. C. was held

on April 13 at the Sherman House. Officers for the present
year were elected as follows: Com., George Warrington;
Vice-Com., Dwight Lawrence; Rear-Com., Shelley B. Ford;
Sec'y, C. O. Andrews; Treas., W. S. Granger. E. C. Beri'i-
man, the retiring commodore, was tendered a hearty vote of
thanks for his eflicient administration, and especially for his
efforts in connection with the international race. Com.
Warrington in accepting the position expre.sssed the hope that
before the season was closed the club would have a home of
its own, where the members could meet, the absence of such
accommodation being a long-felt want. Ex-Com. Berriman
was appointed as delegate to the Lake Michigan Y'achting
Association, which will be held at Racine on April 24. As
the question of joining the Lake Yacht Racing Union will
be one of the main issues, a discussion ensued as to what
action the club should take. The general opinion appeared
to be that as the majority of the lake clubs were in favor of
the "midship area rule" and the "abolition of the tax on
overhang," that the Michigan clubs should bow to the will
of the majority and not adopt a "we won't play" attitude.
The majority of those present favored giving the rules a
trial, and the delegate to the Lake Michigan Yachting Asso-
ciation was instructed accordingly. Several suggestions
were made in regard to the Fourth of July regatta, and,
while no definite arrangements were made, a proposal to
hold the meeting in Milwaukee and a later one about Sep-
tember in Chicago seemed to meet with general favor.

—

Chicago Times-Herald.
The Crosby Yacht Building Co., of Forty-fifth street.

South Brooklyn, has its new shops well filled with the win-
ter crop of catboats and sloops of the modern Cape Cod type,
for which it is noted. The first yacht launched this season
—on April 13—is of a different type from most of those built
by the firm, being a fin-keel cruiser. She was designed by her
owner, George Hill, measurer of the Atlantic Y. C, owner
of the Crosby boat Step Lively, now Dorothy, for his own
use. She is 50ft. over all, 80ft. l.w.l., 10ft. Sin. beam and 6ft.

draft, including a cast iron fin and bulb of 3 tons weight.
With the aid of a high side and considerable crown to the
cabin house, there is a full 6ft. of head room over the floor,

which is very wide, and the yacht will be remarkably roomy.
The rig will include a leg o'-mutton mainsail and one jib,

about l,200sq. ft. all told. Themastisrectangularinsection,
the long axis fore and aft, and the rigging will include a
number of novel devices. The yacht is named Akiesta.
Dorothy is now on the sale list.

A special meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C,
was held on April 7, at which the following amendment to
the by-laws was adopted: "With respect to the payment of
an entrance fee and the amount of the annual subscription,
members shall be classified according to their age, as follows,
namely: Class 'A' shall consist of all who are thirty years
of age or over, and Class 'B' of all who are under thirtyyears
of age. Tiie annual subscription shall be $50 for all mem-
bers in Class 'A', and for all members in Class 'B', shall be
$15. A member-elect in Class 'A' shall pay the sum of $50
as an entrance fee, and a subscription for the current year
as follows: If elected between Jan. 1 and April 1, .$50; if

elected between April 1 and July, $37.50; if elected between
July 1 and Oct. 1, |25; if elected between Oct. 1 and Jan. 1,

$12.50. A member-elect in Class 'B' shall be exempt from
the payment of an entrance fee, and shall pay a subscription
for the current year of $15. If the payment provided for in
this section is not made by a member-elect within thirty
days after notification thereof, his election shall be void."
The Brooklyn Y. C. announce the following programme

for the season: May 31, Decoration Day, opening sail. June
12, annual regatta, open. Saturday, June 26, first special for
all cabin and open cats. Saturday, July 3-10, annual cruise.

Long Island Sound. Saturday, July 24, first special for all

sloops and cutters. ' Saturday, Aug. 14, second special for all

cabin and open cats. Saturday, Aug. 28, second special for
sloop and cutters. Saturday, Sept. 11, Deciding races for all

classes, special. Mr. Louis Wunder is chairman of them
regatta committee.
The sport bad last season by Cohasset owners of the "one-

design" IS-footers of the Scarecrow model, as designed by
W. P. Stephen.'* and built by Mclntyre, promises to be more
than duplicated the coming season. There is an increased
intercBt in the class this year, and at least one boat will
be added. Ralph B. Williams, well known as the
owner of the racing catboat In It, has purchased the boat
sailed last season by A. H. Mclntyre as the X-Ray, and has
renamed her the Delta. She is from the same molds as the
otherp, and will be given the same sail. The annual meetihg
and dinner of the association of Cohasset Y. C. members,
which control tbe racing of this class, was held last Tuesday
evening at the United States Hotel. A schedule of races for
the season was arranged—principally for Saturday after-

noons—together with courses, etc. The boats of the class
will be given new sails of a very fine quality of material, and
are expected to be a shade faster than last je&v.—Boston
Globe.

The annual meeting of the Pacific Interclub Yacht Asso-
ciation was held on March 31, the following officers being
elected: Pres., R. R. I'Hommedieu; Vice-Pres., Alexander
Sanson; Sec'y, Allen M. Clay; Treas., Will Brooks. Dele-
gates to the regatta committee were chosen as follows: Alex-
ander Swanson, Pacifies; J. H. Hopp, Corinthians; C, L.
Tisdale. Encinals; C. P, Moore, Californias; L. Somicksen,
South Bays. The date of the annual cruise of the Associ-
ation will be set by the Association. Sept. 9 was chosen for
the annual regatta. A. M. Clay, George B. Edgar, J. H.
Hopps and L. Somicksen were appointed a committee to
draft a set of .=ignals and code for the use of the ya^ht clubs
in general. The Association is in favor of joining such a
national association as may be formed in the East.
The annual meeting of the Minnetonka Y. C. was held on

April 6, the following officers being elected: Com., L R.
Brooks; Vice-Corn., H. W. Commons; Directors, to serve for
a term of three years, C. B. Eustis and T. B. Januey; for a
term of two years, F. B. Long and W. W, Bartlett. Thefol-
lowingnew members were admitted; H. F. Douglas, George
H. Daggett, Fred Hubbard, J. F. Whalon. The club has a
membership of 227.

The Cohasset Y. C. has elected the following officers:
Com,, Lyman D. Williams; Vice-Com., Frederick H. Pratt;
Treas., Charles H, Cousens; Sec'y, Charles W. Gammons;
Meas., Arthur O. Higgins; Regatta Committee: Daniel N.
Tower, Alanson Bigelow, Jr., Arthur O. Higgins, Hugh D.
Montgomery, Ralph B. Williams and the commodore and
vice-commodore.

The Royal Toronto Sailing Club has elected the following
officers: Com., H. M. Pellatt; Vice-Com., H. Kitely; Rear-
Corn., E. Marshall; Capt.. T. Cuff; Hon. Sec'y, R. Lovell;
Hon. Treas., B. Saulter; Hon. Meas., R. J, Livingston; Asst.
Meas., W. Roberts; Executive Committee: Messrs. H. Cuff,
J. McBride, T. World, B. Webb; Sailing Committee: H.
Fensom, H. World, E. Charters.

At the annual meeting of the West End Y. C, of Detroit,
April 1, the following officers were elected: Com., W. A.
Jones, yacht Crescent; Vice-Com., Robert Guest, Ariel;
Rear Com., S. H, Ives, Stjrprise; Fleet Captain, Col. J. H.
Beattie, Alborak; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. W, T. Lambert; Sec'y,
D. H. Petheric; Treas., Otto F. Barthel; Meas., Chas. Sbein-
brecher; Historian, Geo. Guest.

The first annual exhibition of models of the New York
Model Y. C. was held in the club rooms. Sixty-third street
and Central Park, West, on April 14. A prize was given by
Com. F J. Sweeney for the finest finished model. Com. J.
H. Lane and Treas. G. N. Townley, of the American Model
Y. C, acted as judges, and awarded the prize to the cutter
Inspector, Mr. Wm. Ogle, owner. The club will hold its
first race of the season on April 18, at Flushing Bay.

Capsizing in Canoe Races.
The Royal G. C. has taken a radical step in the direction of

penalizing the extreme racing machine, as told in the follow-
ing extract from the Field. Just what the result may be it
is impossible to foretell. It is late in the day to remedy the
vast amount of harm that has been done to canoeing and
canoe racing by the revolving bath tub; and even though
this type be abolished, we doubt whether a new and more
useful type will take its place.

A very timely innovation has been made by the senior
canoe club of the world in regard to frivolous, if not danger-
ous, canoe sailing—that is, where the frivolity of one man
endangers others and their craft. The committee of the
Royal C. C. has decided that a penalty shall be imposed on
those who capsize in a race. At first sight it may naturally
be thought that a man who capsizes is himself loser enough
by the accident, but there are other technical views to be
taken of the monstrosity which is in the habit of capsizing.
Such canoes generally are fitted with a very sharp-pointed
dagger centerplate; and, apart from any burden to other
competitors to go to the assistance of the capsized, there is
the danger, when sailing hard in close company, especially
when rounding the turning marks, that a canoe capsizing at
a moment's notice often is in such position that closely fol-
lowing canoes cannot get out of the way, and must rua over
her sails and spars on one side, and the other canoe coming
by to windward may be clean cut all along her bilge by the
dagger plate of the capsized canoe.
This sub-acrobatic nuisance has now been penalised by the

R. C. C. in that "any canoe capsizing in a race shall be
penalized one minute in the next race for each such capsize."
The penalty may not of itself stop the sailing of capsizeable
canoes, but it should have the effect of providing that better
attention is paid to stability and more care to handling.
Assume, for instance, that early in a race the cracJc racing
canoe, costing some £60, and intended for the coming im-
portant quasi-international race, before she can get clear of
the ruck, is ripped open by the centerplate of some acrobatic
duffer capsizing under her lee bow. The capsizer will say it
was an unavoidable accident; possibly so with him and his
craft. But is he to be allowed to thus mar sport, if not the
fame of the club and of the expert who' has spent a season
in producing a costly craft to do battle in the club's cause?
We remember a couple of years ago seeing the Yankee sail

on a puffy day at Teddington. She simply capsized to nearly
every puff of wind, bu t was hove upright again by her skip-
per standing out on her bilge and heaving her up by her
long slide seat, used as a lever. She at these times monopo-
lized some 19ft. or 20ft. of waterway, lying flat on the water
with her spars to leeward and her sharp centerplate to wind-
ward—no mean derelict danger or obstruction this to the
crowded fleet of canoes which might have been in close com-
pany astern had it been a race. We would put the tax a
great deal higher, but hope that the low amount of one
minute per capsize may act its part as a warning that true
canoemen look down upon the aquatic acrobat as out of
place in, and detrimental to, the sport of sailing.
This capsizing penalty does not extend to che racing at

Barnham at present; it certainly ought to do so, seeing that
the hardship on the fair sailor is greater the nearer the col-
lision is to the cup races. We do not, of course, suggest that
it is necessary to go to the extent of making canoes abso-
lutely uncapsizeable under sail; it can be done, and some
owners will do it; bub such gain of stability can only be ob-
tained by the use of a bulb or weighted keel, and there is

certainly a racing disadvantage in the extra displacement
thus required when the competition admits the acrobat-bal-
ahced skimmer on even terms. The bulb keel, of course, is

not a fixture, and can be left at home when the canoe is used
as a cruiser. An accidental capsize, of course, may happen
to any one, even to the tiiost expert, but the habicual cap-
sizer is a common danger, and a very bad advertisement of
the sport of canoe sailing.

A. C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Foeest and StbeAm.

EASTEEN DmSIOK.
Name. Bestdence. Club.

Frederick W, King—Worcester, Mass.LakesideBoat Club,
Stephen Sawyer, Jr. , , .Worcester, Mass.Tataesit 0. C.
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Middlesex Rifle Club.
Lowell, Mass.. April 9.—The annual meeting: of theMlddlesex Bifle

Club was held Wednesday, April 7, at Zimmer's gun store. He which
the following o18cars were elected: William H. Kimball, President;
W. H. Wheeler, Secretary; S. B. Sylvester, Treavsurer; William J.
Burbeck, Charles ¥. Morse, E. L. Hartford and 0. Zimmer, commit-
teemen, these with the three officers form the executive committee.
Dx-president W. H. Ramsdell, official scorer.
The club's shooting seapon opens on Patriot's Day, April 19.

AmoDfr other events of the day, a prize presented to the club by Mr.
Frank Coburn, will be contested for by the members.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer were very encouraging:,

so that the club will open the 1897 season with brightest pro.spects in
its history. W. H. Wheeler, Bec'y.

Leading dealers in sporfsmen^a supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the followinsr:

FIXTURES.
April 27-29.

—

Binohamton, N, T.—Tournament of the Binghamton
Gun Club. Two first days, targets; third day, live birds.
April S7-30.—PoNDA, la.—Tournament under the management of

Geo. E. Hughes and C. B. McCord. Live birds. $800 added money.
April S8.-NKWARU, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club.

H. W. Wambold, Cor.-Sec'y.
April 28-'?9,—BiCHMOND, Va.—Tournament of the Interstate Associ-

tion, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club.
April £8-29.—Peru, Ind.—Tom-nament under the management of J.

L Head.
May 4-6 —Dbs Moines, la.—Tournament of the Iowa State Sports-

men's Association. Live birds and tareets. F. C. Whitney, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Uewburbh, N. Y.—Amiual spring tournament of the West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $30 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 6.—Sh»rbuknk, N. T —Annual tournament of the Sherburne
Gun Olub. Oneday at targets. L D. Biainard, Sec'y-Treas.
May 11-13.- Peek-skill, N. Y - Annual toumamen' of the Peeksktll

Gun Club. Ftrsr, two days, targets; last day, h've birds.
May n-14.—Waterloo, la —Tournament of the Waterloo Gun

Club E. B. Walker Sec'y.
May 1?-13.—CojTNBRSviLLB, Ind.—Tournament of the Connersville

Gun Club. Live birds, T. P. Thomas, Sec'y.
May 17-23.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y.
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

End Gun Club. Horace B Derby, Sec'y.
May 18.—EoTHEBruRD, N J - All-day shoot of the Boilins: Springs

Gun Club. 100 target race, $5, targets extra. Open to all; no handi-
cap. W. H. Hnck, Sec'y.
May lP-19.—Forest City la.—Hill City Gun Club's second annual

tournament; $100 added. J. W. Mahoney, Sec'y,
May 19-20,— Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of the Interstate Assoeia-

tiou under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club.
May 19-21.—Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. : C. S. Seely, Sec'y.
May 20.—Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'.v.
May 25-27.—Marlin, Texas.—Tournament of the Marlin Gun Club.

E. K Herrings, Sec'y.
May 2e-29.—East St. Lotris, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 31.—Canajohabib, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Cana.ioharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
May 31.—Portland, Me.— Spring tournament of the Portland Gun

Club. Targets. Added money announced later.
June 2-4.—Speinofibld, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Sprmgfleld Gun Ciub.
June 7-8.—PARKERSBUHCf, W. Va.—Tournament of the Mountain

StH,te Gun Club Targets. ' $350 added . Leon J. Epstein, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap-Rhooters" League of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.

—

Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
June lB-18.—Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, SA. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 22-35.—Oil Citt, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
Imrred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $85, $1,000 guaranteed.
Bend entries toH. 0. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City. Pa.
July 14-lD.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

jciatfon, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Olub. Wm. H.
Bazel, Sec'y.
July i0-2S.—Pine Bluff, Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of the

ijkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced
ater. Paul R. Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

ind Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

:Son, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R. A. McOready

3o., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Opan to all. Write for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 19.—Wabren, O.—Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Dhio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. S.5-2fi.—MoNTPELiER, Vt.—Toumameut of the Interstate Asso-

:iatiou, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept, 35-16.-Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

isBociation, under the auspjces of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.—Newbdrgh.N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West

Jewburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
lay, live birds, $50 average money to three high guns In all pro-
rramme target events. Open to all.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Oluh secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

hese columns, also anyneius notes they viay care to Itave printed.
Vies in all events are considered as divided unl-pss otherwise reported.
Hail all such viatter to Foi-eat and Stream Publishing Company, SU6
Broadway, New York.

On Tuesday, of last week, April 1,9, we had the pleasure of meeting
Vlt. John A. Wilson, of FrankliB, Pa., who was passing through this
Sity ejirottie for Englard, where he will remain for a week or two.
t is to Mr, Wilson's services at Harrisbure. la.st September that Oii
31ty owes the honor of having the KeystoiTe State shoot of 1897 held
m its grounds. In connection with this shoot, which will be held the
veek following the Cleveland tournament, Mr. Wilson stated that the
slub would adopt in its 25-Hve-bird race, il,0f0 guaranteed, precisely
he same system of dividing the moneys that prevailed in this year's
Jrand American Handicap. The programme for the State shoot will
lepart this year somewhat from the conditions that have prevailed in
he past; there will be only two days at targets, the other two days
•eing devoted to live birds.

The New Utrecht Gun Club will hold a live bird stoot at its Wood-
awn grounds next Saturday, April 24,- The main event will be the
Spring Handicap, handicaps 27-ilyds,, 15 birds, $10, birds included
lose system; 10 per cent, to the club for expenses. The club will
)resent a handsome cup to the winner. Ties for the cup wiU be shot
•flf miss and-out. This shoot is open to members of all Long Island
lubs. The handicap will commence at 1:39 sharp, traps ready at
8:30. Woodlawn can best be reached by the Brooklyn Elevated R.
I. . Trains leave the Bridge (Brooklyn side) at 12:07, 1 :07, and hourly
hereafter, stopping at all "L" stations. Stage will meet all trains
it Washington station.

We have had our attention called to a statement made by A. R.
Rose, of Salida, Col , in a letter to our Philadelphia cotemporary on
the Rose system at the recent Cobweb Gun Club's tournament. The
statement runs as follows: "They were all champions and ex-cham-
pions with national reputations, yet they continued to shoot out the
events, class shooting, like a lot of novices. The management gave
them the privilege on the second day of deciding by a majority vote
of those present how the prizes should be divided. If they were so
blooded, why didn't they vote for a high gun-division of the purses,
which would have been more in keeping with such a class of shooters'
But no, they decided to make the events for that day all class shoot-
ing, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Did they shoot off the
ties or divide? They divided, of course. When they get caught in
such hot company, they are just as anxious to divide as any orher
class of shooters." Mr. Rofse evidently wrote the above under a mis-
apprehension of the facts of the case, or else the case presented to
him was fault.y. The facts are these: On the .second day the manage-
ment, as per annoimcement in the programme, gave the shooters the
option of voting whether they would shoot under the Rose system or
under the old system; there was no option in the matter; it was to be
class shooting one way or the other. The vote was taken by secret bal-
lot, but with such a gathering there was no question as to how the vote
would go, for it was a gathering of the salt of the trap-fhonters of
the;country. Mr. Rose's "varied entry fee"- system, referred to by
him in the same letter, is nothing actually nevp, but is merely an ap-
plication to target shooting of the "optional" entrance fee idea, often
used at the crack amateur live bird clubs in this country and Europe.

The first tournament of the Connecticut Trap-Shooting Association
will be held, as previously announced, upon the grounds of the
Parker Gun Club, of Meriden, Conn. Besides the above-named club,
there are four other clubs members of the Association: Bridereport
Gun Club, Oolt Gun Club, of Hartford ; Windsor Locks Gun Club and
the New Haven Gun Club. The main event on the programme will be
a stx-men team race between teams representing each of the above
clubs, each man on the respective teams shooting at 20 known and 20
un Known angles. With five teams of six men each guaranteed upon
the grounds, there is sure to be lots of shooting and" plenty of sport.
Shooting commences at 9:30 A. M , and any one who wishes to do so
can enter "for birds only." This last provision in such an organiza-
tion is, we think, a very wise one, as it encourages the weaker shots
to come out and try what thev can do on the same kind of targets
and under the same conditions as their more expert brethren. The
Association was only organized on Feb. 22 last, if we remember
rightly, but it has started out right and should be a factor in the
trap-shooting circles of the Nutmeg State.

Many readers of our trap columns will be sorry to learn that our
good old friend and fellow sportsman, John T. Mascroft, of Worces-
ter, Mass , is unable at present to take up his gun, walk to the score,
call "Pull," and of course break the target. Mr. Mascroft's lameness,
from which he has suffered in the past, has come upon him with
greater force and rendered him physically incapable of doine any
trap-shooting. All who know Mr. Mascroft will realize what this
means to him, aind will sympatize with him in being thus deprived of
his favorite sport. In a personal letter to us, in answer to one of
ours, Mr. Mascroft writes: "I am hoping that I shall be able to eo to
Newburgh to see the boys, but not to shoot. Be sure and tell all the
boys how I would like to see them. I coald name over a good list of
those whom I have met at different places and who are friends that
I prize very dearly: RoUa, Van, Capt. Money, T. K., Jim Elliott,
Charlie Budd, Dutchy Smith, J. A. H. Dressel, Neaf Apgar, Gus
Greiff, and scores of others, while McMurchy is one of the best of
them."

The Audubon Gun Club is, we believe, the first club to reduce the
price of targets at its weekly practice shoots to a cent each. The
extreme lowness of the above price will astonish many shooters and
will set the officers of several other clubs figuring. " The Audubon
club has about 100 members in good standing, and its weekly club
shoots, held every Saturday afternoon, have had an average attend-
ance of somewhere in the neighborhood of thirty. The yearly dues
were only S^, and it was found that almost all the expenses of the
club were being paid by the thirty or more who attended these
shoots. Accordingly it was determined this year to try another plan,
viz.: to increase the yearly dues to $5 and reduce the price of targets
to a cent. We understand that the increase in the amount of
yearly dues has had no effect on the membership roll, while the re-
duction in the cost of targets has had a beneficial result on the at-
tendance at the weekly practice shoots.

It is really not so many years since Forest and Stream first intro-
duced the system of tabulating scores and running percentage
columns of scores made at shoots. The system is the only intelli-
gible one, and they have all got to come to it. The old eye-aching
system of "running in" totals and names, and the Other space-
devouring system of giving the Is and Os in all events, are too tedious
if one wants to follow a man's scoi-e for a whole day's shoot. Many
daily papers all over the country have copied the system, thereby
showing that they are wideawake. The Inierstate Association has
al.'o made a change, and now no manifold copies of scores are kept,
save in the cashier's office, where the assistant cashier tabulates in
maLifold the scores as fast as the pads are brought in. Those who
hke to see at a glance how a man shot through a programme owe a
vote of thanks to Forest and Stream for having introduced a system
at once so simple and yet so plain.

At the Baltimore Interstate last week Elmer Shaner was presentod
bv some of his New York friends with a Japanese sun helmet to re-
place the one which he wore last year, and which was so ruthlessly
destroyed at the Marion, N. J., shoot at the close of the sea«on. It is
only rieht to say that the assailants on that occasion were the donors
on this. The helmet that Elmer now possesses, and which he will
wear around the circuit, is artistic as well as useful. It has been
painted white, and bears the following inscriptions in red letters:
On the front is the legend, "It's me," perhaps bad grammar, but ef-
fective: on the rear portion appears the old adage, "I'm it," also ap-
propriate. The presentation of tbis helmet was intrusted to Mr. H.
P. Collins; and the trust was not misplaced, for the presentation
speech simply bristled with witticisms from beginning to end, and
was loudly applauded by the assembled shooters.

Messrs. Alfred and Geo. W. Clay, of Austerlitz, Ky., have sent us a
circular announcing that a shoot at targets and sparrows would be
held on the grounds of the Hill Top Gun Club on April 22. The tar-
gets will be thrown from a magautrap, and the sparrows shot from
five ground traps, one man up, the five traps down. The circular
contains the following note: "Sparrows vrill not be allowed retrieved,
as when a bird once touches the ground inside the boundary it shall
be scored dead, even then if it should take wing and fly out, after the
shooter has used both barrels." We sincerely hope that the above is
not an actual statement of what will be done at this shoot of the Hill
Top Gun Club. Anything more absolutely cruel and more thoroughly
unsportsmanlike than leaving wounded birds to suffer, as stated
above, we have never heard ot. We trust that there is some error in
the wording of the circular.

The following notice has been mailed ua by Mr. H. W. Wambold,
corresponding secretary of the Forester Gun Olub, of Ntewark, N. J.-
"The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., has arranged for an all-
day shoot at targets Wednesday, April 28 Sweepstake shooting to
begin at 10 A. M., the principal feature of the day's programme being
a 50-target handicap shoot, known traps and utiknown angles, $i en-
trance. Rose system, targets at 1 cent each deducted from entrance
money; handicap to begin at 2 P. M. sharp. F. E. Sinnock, one of
the Forester's members, has devised a new system of handicapping,
which he is sm-e will take with the shooters, as it gives the amateur
the same chance of making a possible as it does the expert. Lunch
will he served on the grounds gratis. The grounds can be reached by
taking the Elizabeth troUe.y car to Frelmghuysen avenue and Peddie
street, and walking one block east to Pennsylvania S. R. Loaded
shells for sale on the grounds."
Mr. W. D. Kenyon, secretar.v of the Omaha, Neb , Gun Club, sends

us the following note: "At the annual meeting of the Omaha Gun
Club, held April 1.?, the following gentlemen were elected officers for
the year 1897: W. H. S. Hughes, President; George W. Looinis, Vice-
President; W, D. Kenyon, 8ecretai-y: Q. F. Brueker, Treasurer
Board of Managers: J. O. Read, F. W. Carmichael, J. P. Smead.
Charles E. Johannes, Captain. Programme of season's shooting later,
as the committee having the matter In charge have not yet reported.''

The Star Gun Club, of Dayton, O., will hold an all day open to-all
shoot at targets on April 28. The programme consists of five 10-tar-
get events, $1, and five 15 target events, S1.50. As there is a good
roof over the score, there will be no postponement on account, of
weather. Martin Dobb is secretary of the Scar Gun Club; Wm,
Stark is president.

A Richmond, Va., correspondent writ es us as follows under date of
April 17: "The boys are preparing to give the shooters who visit us a
e rand time during the coming Interstate tournament, which takps
place here on the 28th and 29lh of April. We will have on hand
enough live birds to accommodate all who wish to shoot ihem, and
there are several of the boys here who are not ashamed to face' the
traps with anyone."

The Marlin Fu-e Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn,, write us under
date of April 12, as follows : "A carrier pigeon came into our yard this

"

morning utterly exhausted and starving. One of our men has been
taking care of the same and it now seems all right, but shows no dis-
position to move. It appears completely lost. Marked on its leg
hand: '4, T. H. R,, S5.' The owner may communicate with us."

We regret that the programme for the Nebraska State shoot at Lin-
coln, April 20-23, was received too late for us to make any extended
notice of the same. On this point we would urge upon secretaries of
gua clubs, who wish us to give anv notice of forthcoming events in
this column, that all such matter should reach u.^! not later than first
mail on Monday mornings to insure insertion. We would also remind
our trap correspondents that the editor of this department is not
always exactly "chained to business." and that it wou'd be wiser to
address all news matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company
if prompt attention is required.

J. G. Lindzey won the Brooklyn Gun Club's monthly cup shoot
on Saturday last. April 17, with 44 out of B5. The total is not a high
one, but Lindzey shot well, particularly in hia last 27 targets, break-
iner 25 of them. " The wind was blowing very strongly, and the targets
from the magautrap were extremely hard to locate, particularly*
those that went off to the right, down wind and down hill.

On the second Saturday in the months of May, June and July, the
Brooklyn Gun C'l'ib will hold a 50 tareet handicap rac» for a splendid
stein, presented for competition by the president of the club, J. 8. S.
Remsen. If a shooter wins the cup twice it becomes his possession;
but if three shooters tie for it with one win each, the tie will be shot
off as previously arranged by the club.

The Enterprise Gun dnb, of Reynoldton, Pa., held its annual meet-
ing on Saturday. April 17, and elected officers for the coming twelve
months as follows: President. Fred Stysham: Vic«-President, ,Iohn
Owens: Secretary, Geo. W. Mains; TrAogurer, Geo. Watson. All the
above are residents of Rnvnoldton. The captain of the club is Wm.
Crouch, of McKeesport. Pa.

The Boiling Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., will have a 100
target scratch race, go entrance, targets extra, open to all, on May 18.
Tho date orisrinally chosen was Mav 19, but it has now been changed
to May 18, so as not to conflict with the meeting: for the propo.sed
reorganization of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association,
called for May 19.

Elsewhere we make a note of the proposed effort to reorganize the
sliimberine State Sportsmen's Association, of New Jersev. It seems
a positive shame that such a trap shooting State as New Jersey
should be without any representative oreranization of shooters, and
we hope that the efforts now being made will effect the desired
result.

If Mr. A. R. Rose, of Salida. Ool., could hear all the nice things said
by the crackerjneks about the system of dividing purses «.t tourna-
ments invented hv him. he mieht feel a little sore, but he'd have tho
consciousness of knowing that he must have struck something that
helps novices.

:

The East Lincoln and the Old Lincoln Gun Clubs, of Lincoln, Nob.,
have come together, and now form a new club called the New Lin-
coln Gun Olub, with officers as follows; Pres.. Wm. D. Bain; Vice-
Pres.. J. E Simpkins; Sec'y. Robert Malone; Treas., John Mocket.

U. M. C. Thomas tells us that the annouufempnt made in his com-
pany's advertisempnt. as it appeared in Forest and Stream, that a
sample of the kind of shell used bv Hon. T. A. Marshall would he sent
on application, has borne remarkable frhit. The number ot requests
for samples has astonished the company.
The Bergen County Gun Club is making arrangements to celebrate

its first annivprfary by holding a two-davs' shoot early in .Tune, most
probably on June 3-4. Next .'=!<»turday. April 24, is the E. C. cup day
at this club's grounds; it fs a 50-target handicap race.

From what we heard at Baltimore last week, the next interstate
shoot, which will be held at Richmond, Va., April 98-99. will have
quite a lar^e entry list. A good delegation will he present from New
York and New Jersey.

The Endeavor Gun Ch'b, of .Jersey City, N, J., will bold a shoot
at its Mari'in grounds on Thursday of thi^week, April 22. shooting
commencing at 1 P. M, George Piercy promises some special at-
tractions.

On Saturday.-April 24. the main attraction at Elkwood Park will
be the Spring Handicap, 15 birds, $15, handicaps 25 to 32yds., high
guns. '

.

We have received a copy of the Newburgh and Binghamton Gun
clubs' pi'ogrammes. and make a note elsewhere of their contents

.

April 20. Edward Banks.

The Western Team at Elkwood Park.
Chicago. April 17.— Editor Forpst and Stream- Under the caption

"The Western Team at Elkwood Park" I find in last issue of vour
valued pannr two letters, one ^^y 48 Grs.. Ruffa,!©. N. Y.. a second by
Keystone, Philadelphia, both evidently witb a foot in a bear trap, and
neither will be able to bring about a controversy in which I shall take
any particular part.
What I Slid in a letter rpcently published I stand bv, and if 48 Qrs.

or Keysi:one, or anyone else desires to hear further in the same strain,
they will doubtless be accommodated by some, one of the fifteen who
accompanied me, and who I believe agree with me to a man in all
that I have said touching our experience at Elkwood Park. N. J.
48 Grs. says that he was a "spectator." If he was a soectator, I

said nothing to him or about him. If especially ir>tf^restpd in the re-
sults brought about by the Western shooters (therefore possibly a
little sore), I can understand his desire to criticisfi.

To Keystone I would say that, having naid our bills at the Elkwood
Inn, we had a perfect right to criticise; and whetbpr or not we exer.
cispd our prerogative should not he a concern of Keystone's, who is
altogether too generous in attributmg a foult-flnding disposition when
he asserts that we "found fault to a man."
Considerable was said about a team shoot before we arrived at Elk-

wood. and we were asked many question': about an alleged or sug-
gested team contest. We expressed a vrillineness to meet a team of
Eastern shots, ten. twelve or fourteen in number, to shoot at any
number of birds per man satisfactory to the Eastern gentlemen, and
for any sum of money that It pleased our Eastem brethren to name:
and notwithstanding Eastern newspapers and newspaper men had
indulged in team-race talk prior to our arrival, not a word could we
get in retraction or in acknowledgment of our expressed willingness
to consider a challenge.
In conclnsidn let me say that I had no intention of stirring up

"long ears" of the East, when mildly stating a fact, and yet 48 Grs.
as well as Keystone seems to have been hit.
To 48 Grs let me say, your "penetration" is somewhat shv; vour

•'velocity" may do in your section; that another exhibi'ion of "long
ears,"^ and your friends will have no trouble in giving name to your
' pattern." e S. Riok.

Binghamton Gun Club.
BiNQHAMTON, N. Y., April 10.—With the advent of true spring

weather, and the near approach of the dates fox our spring tourna-
ment, the boys turned out in goodly numbers at to-day's club shoot.
Three strings of 25 targets each were shot, and ten 10-target sweeps,
SI entrance, were also decided, with the following results:

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111313
Kendall 21 19 20 9 8 7 9 8 10 7 8 10 8
Bromley 20 19 31 9 8 8 '9 8 8 9 10.. .

«o8s 31 20 J , - ;.

Brown 23 23 23 8 9 8 9 t 8 9 1^ 9 7
Wright 19 17 20 10 7 8 9 6 7 7 8..
Freeman 22 19 20 7 8 7 7 8 9 6 9 ...

'

Smit¥^. 18 17 16 6 7 8 9 7 6 6 5 ....
Rogers 16 19 20 8 9 9 8 6 7 6 6 .. .

Fuller 20 16 17 8 8 7 8 8 6 7 5....
Davis.. ...J.,..,,.... 17 16 18 768876767
Peters..... ,, 19 21 17 7 8 R 7 8 7 .. . .

Conway .14 17 15 6799866788
Stever , .17 18 19 8 7 7 7 8
Mitchell 18 17 19 7 8 8 7 7

H. W, b".

Pa'wtuxet Gun Club.
Pawtuxet, R. L, April 10.—The shoot to-day was for the silver

souvenir keg of Laflin & Rand's W-A powder, donated to the club
throuKh A. Harris & Co., of Providence. The powder being divided
into five equal parts and to go to five highest scoresof to-day's shoot.
The silver keg has to be won three times to become personal property'
to-day 's shoot counting one win,

'

The attendance was very small although the day was quite pleas-
ant. The scarcity of shooters was partly due to quite a number of
the boys being out after trout.
The club will hold regular shoots every Saturday now until October,

and any stray gentleman trap-shooter will be made welcome. Tar-
gets at 1 cent.

WH Sheldon (0) 1111111111011111111111111 -1'4
SD Greene. Jr. (0) ....lllllllllllllOlinOllIlCl —22
H Bidminton (4) llOOllOlllUlOlinOlOOni-18-f4-22SF Wilson (0) iiiiiuioonoiiinioiiiio .-soA Hawkins (2)..,...,..i...m........11100A0!01101111011110101—17-1-3—19WMooney {^).. 0110111110111011110011110—16-1-?—18
AStockard (4) 000 1 COOIOOIOOOOOI 101 00010— 54-4- 9N Horton (3) lOOOOdOCOOlOllCOOOOlOOOOO— 5-f-S— 8

'SV^. H. Sheldon.
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^The Atchison Toupnament.
Atohison, Kan., April 16,—That Lou Brharcit's popularity is hr no

means on tbe wane, and tbat his tournameuts are a feature of the
Western circuit, has once more been atlestpd. While he has made no
new records in the wav of entries, and in fact did not reach the hlgb
figures of last year, one thing must be borne in mind—that this wa-s
strictly a shoot for monev. with no merchandise, "nothing but cash"
being the motto. The largest number of entries in any open event
last year was 72, while 63 was the top rumher this year, only 9
less, but there was no perceptible falling: off after the first day, and
the entries ran very uniformly. .

.

As is alway= the case the lararest number were present on the first
day. OoUectively the Class of shooters was faster than last vear.
With the exception of the second day, when the wind was vainlT en-
deavoring to blow the crest off the knoll on which the shooting
grounds were located, straights were always in order and a,t times
quite numerous. This is borne out by the evidence that on the first
day Sexton bad an average of 92.5, and yet this did not land bini
among the five high guns. Again, on the'last day 90 per cent, failed
to get any of the high gun money.

THE MANAOEMENT,
In planning this shoot Lou Erhardt had not forgotten that a good

manager is a very essential factor in the success of a shoot. Jack
Parker had preyiouslv served him it» this capacity, and had given
the utmost satisfaction. He has also become decidedly popular
amorg Western shooters It followed, therefore, that Lou would
again have him at the helm, and in this respect he made no mistake,
as Jack never handled a shoot better in his life.

The smoothness vcith which the shoot was handled was a matter of
considerable comment. Lou was the recipient of many well-deserved
compliments on the success of it. The working force, too, was of the
best, and most of this had seen service before. The office force con-
sisted of C H. Wallingford. of De Kalb, Mo., and W. A- Starks. of
Leavenworth, Kan.; both of these young men have frequently acted
in the same capacity at touiTiaments, and are therefore tbor'ougblv
familiar with nil the details of the office. The squad hustlers were T,
P. Pourtney, Walter Wills and L. O. Keirth, all of whom were ex-
perienced, and, above all. ever attentive to duty.

GBOBNDS AND ABRANGEMENT.
The park where the tournament was hpld was a great imnrovement

over that of last vear. Being much more accessible and also having
sn excellent background, there being nothing to obstruct the view of
the shooter. Electric cars took one right to the ground in shoi t
order.
Three sets of traps were in position. These were arranged in a

maniier devised by W. G Sergeant. This system was explained in
the programme, but for the benefit of those who have not read it. we
will again explain it here. Three traps constitute a set, and these are
set about 3ft. amrt. The shooters' score is arranged in the segment
of acirc'e with fyds. between each man. The shooting is done in
squads of five. In a 20-bird race each shooter shot 4 targets from
each position. The shooter at No. 1 score gets a bird from No. 1

trap; but in ca^e th^s bird is broken or the trap fails to work, he im •

mediately points his gun over No. 2 trap and calls "Pull " Thus
there is never any delay, as it is no* necessary to wait for a trap "^o

be loaded, but to just swing your gun from one trap or the other and
call "Pull." The traps being so close together the distance from any
one score is but a fraction over the usuil 16yds. Another feature in
favor of this ."-trap system is the facility wi'li wh'ch events can be
shot-off, and the small expense of trapping. On two sets of traps tt o
nrogramme was shot off on the first day from 9 A., M. to about 4 p.

M. It required something over 10,000 targets for this, and all of
these were thrown at an expense of $6 for trappers, or something
less than 60 cents a thou.fand. Six thousand or 7,000 targets can
.easily be thrown in a day from one set of traps arranged in this man-
ner.

PERSONAL.

Thtre were perhaps as many as 100 shooters present at different
times during this shoot. Several <;ities had strong delegations pres-
ent, of which Kansas City had the largest. The foUowmg is a list of
those that composed it: 0. C. Herman, Walter Howe, Thomas Hearn,
Dave Elliott. Robert Ostertag, James Miles, J. J. Cornett. Gus Rick-
raers, Chris S. Gottlieb, Charles Schmelzer and J. J. Durkee. Then
came Leavenworth with five representatives: G. W. Lindzy. J W.
Sexton, H. W. Koohler. G. W. Goff and H. L. McElroy. POur renre-
sented Lincoln: Tom Olrde, E. M Welch. George Rogers and J. O.
Ray. Then there was W. G. Sergeant and G. W. Stevenson from
Joplin. Mo.; C. M. Sumner, Galena., Kans : Taylor Cox, the one-
armed shooter from Karl Junction, Mo.; 1). M. Edwards, Severance,
Kans.; W. S Duer, Hastings, Neb ; T), K. Dowlhett, Oceola, la ; G.
W. Jenkins, Wamego, Kans.: O. F. Reust, J. M. Rhodes and B. T.
Rice, Frankfort, Kans.; D. D. Bray, Syracuse, Neb.; 0. D. Linder-
roan, Adams. Neb.; C. D. Hagerman, Wymore, Neb.; J. W. Den,
Arrapahoe, Neb., and a host of others.

TRADE REPRESENTATIVES.

R. O. Heikes, Dayton, O , and J. A. R. Elliott, Kansas City, taking
''are of the Winchester interest; Herbert Taylor. St. Louis, Mo„ rep-
resenting the Du Pont and Hazard powders; "O. E. Willard. Hartford,
tJonn., representing the Colt Arms Co. : Fred Gilbert. Spirit Lake, la.

,

and C. M. Grimm. Clear Lake. la., both shooting Du Pont; Charles
Budd, Des Moines, la;, winning high average with Hazard's Blue
Ribbon: Frank S. Parmelee, Omaha, Neb., now shootinga Remingtf n
^]ector and talking Remington goods; Jack Parker, Detroit, Mich ,

shooting King's Smokeless to the front and explaining the merits of
the new Victor shell; J, W. Barre, of Louisiana, Mo . sbooHng Austin
and talking it, too. Then there was Thos. A. Marshall, of Keithsburg,
111 , not to be forgotten, but who had nothing to boom,

AVERAGE,^.

The programme each day consisted of eight SO-target races, f3
entrance. $ '5 added. An additional S!50 given each day for the five

guns. The purses were divided into five equal moneys. 20 per cent,
to each. This was not altogether satisfactory, as sometimes the ]6

got more money than the straights. The daily averages are shov^n
m the table below, and for general information I have compiled the
general averages of the ten high men.
This shows Budd first with 91 3; Heikes second, 92.4; Grimm third,

,

89.7: Duer fourth, 89 1; Parmelee fifth, 88.1; Rogers sixth, 87.9; Ser-
geant seventh, 87.7; Parker eighth, 87.3; Gilberth ninth, 87.1; Marshall
and Den tenth, f6.8 each.
The daily standings are shown in the respective tables below.
No record is kept of the extra events, which varied from 10 to 25

targets each, singles and doubles and all kinds of shooting.
During the shoot .SI,585 targets were shot; 15,130 the first day; sec-

day 1J,830, and. 6,665 on the last day.

First Day, April 14-.

With ideal weather, a large attendance and every one in the best of
spirits, good scores are naturally to be expected; so the big scores
put up by a number of the shooters are easily accounted for.

It will be gratifying to Jack Parker's numerous friends all over the
country to see his name at the head of the list with the excellent per-
centage of 95.6. True, Charley Budd tied him, but in addition to
.lack's good shooting in the regular events, he shot even better in the
extra events In them he lo.«t only 4 out of 105, bringing his average
for all events up to 95.8. Budd tied with Parker in the regular events,
and this is due to his great finish ; 97 out of his last 100 is what landed
him in the place of honor. Then comes Sergeant—that irrepressible
shooter from Joplin, this time shooting a new Parker—with 93 7, just
one more break to his creoit than those two fast ones, Heikes and
Parmelee. Den, too, gets in for part of the five high-gun money, as
he is tied with Heilves and Parmelee. These three divided $10, while
ihrise occupying the first three po.-itions got $10 apiece.
The position in which each respective shooter finished is given in

' he table below. Seventy shooters took part in the different events.
Of this number, 48 shot in all the programme events. The names of
those who shot through appear first in the order of merit; after
which come the names of those who shot only in part of the events
and made an average of 70 per cent, or better.

•RES OP APRIL 14.

18

so

12345078
20 :0 17 19 19 19 19 20

19 18 20 19 21
0 In 19 19 IM 17 19

17 lb 17 ao 19 20 20 !•<

17 aO 18 18 19 19 19 19
20 18 16 19 19 19 19 19

, 18 19 20 19 17 18 20 17

19 17 19 IH 17 10 18 19
18 19 20 18 18 17 17 ly
18 19 18 18 17 2o 18 17
16 16 : 9 18 18 18 311 20

. 18 18 19 n 17 20 20 16
19 18 15 18 17 19 ao 19
16 ]6 19 18 19 20 18 18
16 17 19 18 IS 19 19 18
18 19 19 17 17 17 19 IT
18 19 18 18 20 18 17 18
17 17 19 18 17 17 19 18
16 17 19 20 19 19 16 16

ly 18 18 20 18 16 18 15

19 19 14 19 20 18 17 16

Events;

barker
Budd
Sergeant....,,.,,
Heikes.
Den
Parmelee,,,,.
Sex.on , . , .

.'-

Miles
Grimm
Cox, , ,

Bunnrng
Rhodes
Marshall ..... . ,

.

Stevenson
Bailey
L C Smith
D Elliott
Arnholdt
Koohler
McGee......
Jogers.,, >,.,,.,,,

Martm ..MMM i8 1** 18 18 18 19 16

lot at. Broke. ,Av

reo 158 95.6
]6J lp3

150
95.6

1()0 93 7

160 149 96.1
IbO 119 93.1
ItiO 149 93,1
161 141 9i.5
16) 147 9. .8

ihO 146 91,3
160 145 9J.6
IfiO 145 90.6
160 - 14f> 9.'.

6

161 145 90.6

I'O 144 eo
160 144 90
161 143 89.3
160 14S 89.3
160 143 88.7
160 142 i-8.7

160 142 8-*.7

160 142 88.7

160 J4l g8,l

mil a4U
lull 'iA(\ 0/ ,15

iRl\InU 1 A{\ly^i SI'? K

J nil J4U oi ,

0

J nu Joy "D. a
JOU loW nn , 0
IRA 151SI

1 tiU 1QHioo fifi 0

InU Jo/ no.n
J v>" J'll ft"O . u
IfiAJnU Jo

'

"0.

0

J

1 AH
1 nil on
JO ' flA Qn4 •»

J nil J^fi 0* .

1 AH Jo-l

J nil
ICQJ"0 A'd 1

.1 nt_l Jrti 04. n

Jo'' Jo

'

oj i

1 l\f\
Jw J 0"

JcO ' 0, (

1 llU .1
*~ to 1

1 ^ It n
J -51

140 116 73.5
140 86.4
100 86 F6
100 SO 80

120 95 79.1
100 ••6 76
60 46
60 '15 75

120 P8 71 3

and also those
follows: John-
Sniliefl, Bruce,
Airy Lou).

Duer;.. ' 15'15 20 18 16 IS 18 20
Bidrteson 15 17 IS 17 17 19 18 19
Reust 17 20 18 18 Ifi 17 16 18
Taylor 18 16 17 18 17 19 18 17
Barre 17 17 16 17 17 18 18 19
Linde.rman 19 15 15 18 17 19 17 19
Gottlieb.............. 17 14 16 18 SO 18 17 18
J ARElliott,^,,,.,,. 14 20 14 17 17 19 17 20
Bray i.^..... 17 15 17 18 Ifi 19 18 17
Sumner.. 16 16 IS 17 16 19 18 17
Heer.... 17 18 18 16 15 20 16 17
Herman..., 19 17 Ifi 16 17 IR l!» 17
Reynolds 15 IQ 16 ifi 17 16 19 18
Gilbert 18 15 16 15 17 18 17 19
Ray IR 15 IS ifi 15 17 17 17
Rickmers 1.5 ]S 19 16 ifi tfi Ifi ip
Willard 19 16 15 17 18 IS 16 U
Curtis IS l?i 16 16 PO IS 19 1.3

Hae-erman..... 15 Ifi 17 is 18 1.3 19 15
Marks , 13 15 1.3 17 1s 18 n 17
Craibill...... 18 17 13 10 10 18 16 18
Kd wards 13 18 16 11 17 19 18 1.3

Clapp 16 1*= 14 14 10 1!) 30 16
Jenkins is 16 9 19 18 13 17 14
Ferguson ..... i 1.3 15 16 16 19 14 17 10
Douthett 14 18 13 14 9 17 is 17
Lindzy 17 ifi 17 19 18 14 18 ..

Goff 15 17 IS 20 16
,

Fulton.,,..,,,.;, 17 16 15 18 J4
Clyde....,,.,..'. 13 18 17-.. .. 17 17 15
Scott l"? 18 15 15 16 .

,

Bleightle ; 15 16 15
Batcheller 15 14 ...... 16
Gardner 12 16 11 ifi .. .. 17 16
The others who particinated in one or two events,

vrho foiled to mcke an average of 70 per cent . are as
son. Shaw. Jacobson, Lvtle. Hearn, Hon-e. Redman,
Dare, Cable, McElroy, Boltinghouse and Erhardt (not

Second Day, April T 5.

The weather to day was quite a contrast from that of yesterday.
It was cloudy nart of the day and at one time quite threatening. A
cold, raw wind was also blowing a gale, so it is not very hard to see
why the averages were so low. It will be readily understood that the
conditions must be vei'y trying when only one of such a fast lot of
shooters could reach an average of 90. Tbisagain proved to Charley
Budd, who is shooting in xhagniflcent form; 92.5 ner cent, i.s grand
work under such conditions as those of to day. Heikes also pulled
up a notch or two, as he was second'with 89.3. Then comes Duer and
n-rimm, with 86.8. while Marshall follows with 85.6. These were the
five high guns, and they of course took the t.50 average money.
Du°r's run of over 40 straight was one of the features of the day.
Barre would have doubtless been one of the five high guns, but he did
not shoot in the first event.
The entries held up very well, as 02 shooters took part in the differ-

ent events of the day. Of this number 37 shot the programme out.
Quite a numbpr of events were shot on the extra set of traps. Mar-
Hhall being well to the front at this game. The Indian squad shot
verv strongly, as three of its members got part of the high gun
money.
A glance at the appended table will show the respective positions

each shooter occupied when the programme was finished. Those
who failed to make an average of 60 per cent., or who shot only in

one or two events arp as usual omitted.

SCORES OF APRIL 15.

Events: 1 3345678
Budd..... 17 18 ?0 18 19 18 18 20
Heikes 17 17 16 19 18 19 18 19

Grimm 18 16 19 18 17 16 16 19
Duer 17 13 17 17 SO iO 17 18

Marshall 16 17 is 17 '.5 18 i!i IT
Rogers 18 15 30 18 18 i 0 16 15

Parmelee 16 18 IH 18 i6 18 16 16

Gilbert.... 17 17 19 i8 16 16 l- 15

Gottlieb.... 18 n 19 17 15 iS '7 17

Reust Ifi 18 15 17 19 19 14 Ifi

Bray 17 11 18 17 17 19 IB 13

Den 18 13 14 19 20 17 15 is

Linderman iR 18 17 18 17 16 i ; 19

Herman 15 i7 16 16 18 16 V i9

Rhodes
McGee
Sergeant, , .

,

Reynolds....
Stevenson.,
Clapp.

Ifi 1*1 40 S3 rs ,1)

80 68 78.7
18 IB 11 18 .. 16 ,. 16 120 93 77,5
12 18 13 16 .. 17 .. 11 120 85 70,8

80 70
40 28 70

15 17 14 16 13 10 .. 120 83 69.4
12 15 16 14 11 11 13 140 92 f.5.7

10 13 18 60 39 65
40 25 63.5

17 17 18 17 14 1 14 17
H 17 Vi 19 1!) 16 14 16
17 18 16 5ft 17 If. 11 r
17 14 17 15 1.' 17 II 17
14 15 17 17 16 17 17 13
13 I'i 17 1-i 15 17 14 16

18 15 16 13 ..

13 7 .. 14 .. 16
16 14 .'4 11 . ..

17 ... 8 ..

Shot at. Broke. Av.
160 148 93.5
160 143 89 :^

160 139 86.8
IPO 1&9 8«.8
161 137 85 6
IfO 1^6 85
160 136 8i
lliO r-6 85
160 136 85
160 13) 83.7
160 ?31 f-8 1

160 1 3 83 1

160 13! 83 5
160 1- 9 8\6
IfiO Vi7 79.3
160 127 79 3
IfiT 1 7 73 3
161 1 6 78 7

KiO 121 78.7
16 1 126 78.7
ito 1 6 7-<.1

Ifi 1 125 •iS.t

78.1161 liS
IfiO 1"4 77.5
160 123 76 8
160 133 76.8
161 119 74.3
160 119 74.

S

160 '--lii 7.3.7

36J '117 73 1

73.1161 'll7
160 115 71.8
HO IS Tnr.e

160 1'3 70.6
1^0 112 70
16) HI 69
1 .0 124 88.5
1 0 106 HS.3
101 88 88
14'T 119 80.5
1 0 111 79 4
80 5' 13 7

l;iO ^8 18 3
ISO 88 7:i 3
ISO 1*5 7\8
81 55 68 7
140 !-6 6- 5
oO 41 68 3

• 80 48 60

Elliott 17 Ifi 16 15 14 17 14 17

Lindzy 1^ ^9 17 IH 16 15 18 13

Herr 14 13 16 15 17 9 16 15

Sexton...,..,. 18 17 ]n lo 17 15 18 ifi

Ray......... 16 19 16 14 15 13 15 15
Parker..., 17 14 18 16 11 14 15 15

Sumner H 14 in 13 i5 12 18 13
Willard , 10 13 15 16 17 16 ifi 16

Miles 15 lb 11 15 18 15 13 '5

Hagerman H 13 17 17 18 15 '5 11

Cox 15 15 11 18 17 15 14 2
Ream 14 10 18 u 16 1.5 15 15

Curtice. 13 14 13 13 15 15 16 16
Biddson 14 14 14 14 H 17 11 lb

Ferguson 17 13 12 13 16 13 16 13

Howe..,. 15 16 15 14 13 11 '5 13

Barre 19 17 14 19 9 17 19

L C Smith ;.. .. 18 36 l-< 19 IK 17 ..

Grav - • 17 19 IP 18 1& ..

Rurining 17 If 17 17 14 .. 17 18

Douthett 16 17 '8 14 U 18 16 ..

Welch.. 15 15 .
IT 13

Scott 17 -6

Bice 31 IT

Rickmers 36 14

MUltr...,,..,,, 36 "4

Crabill ........... .. 18 16 !4 17 13 13 8 ..

E C McGee 33 15 .. 13

Clvde 33 33 9 1.3

The following also took part during the day, but only shot in one
event or failed to make an average of fO per cent ; Gardner, Bolting-
house, Edwards, Ruggles, Dare, Johnson, Taylor, Dix, Gregg, Oster-
tag, Allen, Lytle and Erhardt.

Third Day, April 1 6.

As is always the ease on the last day of a tournament, the entries
fell off considerably, just 39 shooters being the sum total. Of this
number 29 shot the programme through, and also kept the exti-a set
of traps quite busy. Budd maintained his fast gait and was again on
top, though Heikes, who evidently thought it was time for him to as-
sume the lead, tied with him. Budd made four straights and in this

respect aUo led all the others. Young Duer once more landed some
of the high gun money, being third with 93 1. Then came Gilbert,

who for the first time during the shoot was shooting in something
like his old form. In the extras too be shot well, getting a 25 straight
and 17 out of 10 pair; in each of these events he and Heikes cut up
the first money Grimm and Barre get part of the high gun money,
hut had to divide the last; $10 between them. The weather to day was
clear, though the wind still blew very strongly.

SCORES OF APRIL 16.

Biidd 19 20 20 17 20 l!* 37 20

Heikes 1" 20 17 20 39 19 38 30
Tluer iO 17 18 38 18 ao 19 i9

Gilbert 37 19 19 18 17 38 19 :0

Grimm 19 20 18 38 39 Ifi 37 19
Barre 17 20 17 19 37 18 19 19

Sergeant....,,,,,... 36 19 17 Ifi 20 19 18 19

Rogers... 20 38 16 19 IS 18 15 20
Parker 35 19 15 20 19 18 37 20

LC Smith 20 19 la 17 19 19 39 38

Uerr 15 18 38 20 17 s;0 15 19

Goflieb 19 38 19 17 38 37 13 19

Lindzy 18 18 17 17 14 17 19 38

Rnnnmg 15 18 18 16 15 16 18 JO

isexton 19 16 iS 39 37 37 35 38

Elliott 18 38 36 37 1 18 15 39

Parmelee..,^., 17 38 38 18 35 37 17 18
Reust IS 19 16 UO 36 16 18 16

Den ,.„...'.,.. 17 17 17 37 3B 17 16 18
Linderman...,,,,... 35 17 16 20 35 18 38 36

Marshall........ ... 15 15 17 18 19 19 14 18

Bray 16 16 16 17 36 17 19 17

W H McGee 17 18 17 19 19 11 14 39

Cox 36 19 38 13 17 16 16 19

Douthett IB 17 17 16 13 17 20 IB
Taylor , 18 16 17 18 15 34 35 IS

Hagerman., 15 16 20 15 10 18 14 15
Biddeson 14 15 39 11 13 16 16 16

Ferguson,, 4-18 17 17 15 18 11 18

IfO 152 95
160 153 !5
IBO 149 9{.l
6) nr !<1,8

360 146 91.3
IBO 346 91.3
360 344 90
360 341 90
161 1 3 89.3
360 343 8i.S
360 143 i-8.7

IfiO 340 87.5
UO 338 86,2

86.2160 338

360 338 1-6.2

360 3 8 86.2
160 138 86.2
ito 1 6 85
16J 18^ 84.3
160 135 84,3
360 3:35 84.3
310 334 8i.7
360 134 83,7
160 134 83.7
no 8:^.1

160 1^4 77.5
160 123 76.8
160 119 74.3
160 ur 73,1

NOTES.

Chris Gottlieb missed two chances to capture first alone. In the
first event on the second day, with no 20s or lOs, he ran 18 straight,

and then slipped up on his last ones. Then, again, la'-er he had 19
straight, and once more lost his last one, when it meant first all alone.
Each of these targets ducked just as he shot. Such misses are, to a
certain exfent, excusable.
BoU Heikes did not win first average either day, but he collected

the usu.ll $10 each night for being one of the five high guns. Each
dav he was close to the top.
From the form that Charley Budd displayed one would believe that

this is his second lime on earth. Never did he shoot better than he is

shooting now.
The Indian squad put up a great score of 96 out of 160. This is

great shooting for a team of B men.
Dave Elliott duplicated hia feat of last year of again beating out his

big brother Jim. This gives Jim little concern, however, as every
one knows that pigeons are his forte.

Douthett won a "first alone" on the last day.
Paul E. Litzkk.

New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association.

An effort is bemg made to reorganize the State Sportsmen's Asso^
elation of New Jersey, an organization oncn active enough, but now
and for some years past a dead letter in the world of trap-shooting.
When the Association went to sleep it was possessed of a president,

a secretary, two trophies and some cash in hand. The individual
live-bird f^hampionship trophy Is held by W. Fred. Quimby, and Fred
has generously offered to hand over the trophy to any properly con-
stituted State organization. . ,

For more than a year past there has been desulto>-y talk about get-
ting the Jersey shooters together and reorganizing the State Associa-
tion, but nothing was aotiiallv done until recently, when a coromi'tee
of three was nominated at a monthly ineeting of the Boiling Springs
Gun Club to test the feeling of the trap shooters of New Jersey on
the naat'er. and to call a meeting of delegates from the various clubs
in the State for the purpose of pflecting a reorganization of the old
Association. This committee, actin? undT the authoritv given it at
that meeting, has issued the following circular to the gun clubs of
the Srate:!

"New York, April 1.3.—Dear Sir: It has been decided to attempt
the re-organization of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association,
and for that purpose a committee has beon appointed to call a meet-
ing. This committee is constituted as follows; Colin R. Wise, of the
Passaic City Gun Club; W. H. Hnek, of the Boiling Springs Gun
Club, and Edward Banko, of the Endeavor Gun Club
"The committee has received assurances from several clubs that

they will gladly cooperate in the work of rp-organization, and it also
asks your support in this matter. With this end in view it asks vou
to lav this matter before your club at the earliest possible oppor-
tunity, requesting it to tjominate one or two delegates to represent
your club at a meeting to be held on May 19, 1897. The meeting will

he helsl in the rooms of the Sportsmen's Association, Room 1.009, No.
377-379 Broadway. New York city, which have been courteously
loaned by the Association for that purpose,
"Each club is entitled to two votes, and delegates should be careful

to hring credentials with them.
.'•Kindly inform the committee as soon as possible Just what action

your club has taken in the matter. Yours truly,
"Edwakd Banks, Secretary Committee."

The circular has been sent to the following clubs: Forester Gun
Club, of Newark; South Side Gun Club, of Newark; Oritani Field
Club, of Hackensfck; Bergen County Gun Club, of Haekfn.'^ack ; Cen-
tral Gun Club, of Long Branch: Riverside Gun Club, of Red Bank;
Trenton Gun Club; Brunswick Gun Club, of New Brunswick; Free-
hold Gun Club; Atlantic Highlands Guu Club: Monmouth Gun Club;
South Ornnge Field Club; Cliranx Gun Club: Yanticaw Gun Club, of
Nutlev; Union Gun Club, of Springfield: Dunellen Gun Club; East
Side Gnu Club of Newark; Newark Gun iTub; Boiling Springs Gun
Club; Passaic City Gun Club; Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersev City;
Westfield Gun Club; Closter Gun Club; Flemington Gun Ciub; Hae-
kettsto-ivn Gun Club; Arlington Shooting Association; Elizabeth Gun
Club: Paterson Gun Club ; New Germantown Gun Club: Maplpwood
Gun Club; Bound Brook Gun OUih: Keyoort Guu Club; Perth Amboy
Gnn Club; Crescent Wheelmen, of Plainfleld; Country Club, of Ebza-
beth; Rahway Gun Club; Hudson Gun Club: AMantie City Gun Club.
There are other gun clubs in the State to whom the circular wiU be

s»nt this week, but the committee has experienced some difficulty in
obtaining the addre.ssps of officers of such clubs. It is hoped, how-
ever, that any cbib that has been accidentally overlooked by the crm-
mittop will take into consideration the fact that the meeting is "open
to all," and thateverv club in the State is invited to send delegates to
the meeting on May 19. The hour for the meeting has not been set
but will be announced later, in plenty of time for all to learn it. If
the old association cannot be re organized, a new one should be
started, . .

Programmes for Coming Tournaments^
BINGHAMTON GUN CLUB.

The annual spring tournament of the Binghamton, N. Y., Gun Club
will be held April 27-39. This year the club has gotten out quite a
catchy programme, and has evidently done its best to please all
comers.
For the first two days targets will be used, and empire targets will

be throwm from a set of expert bluerock traps. The programme is

precisely the same on eachday, viz: four lO-target events, $1 entrance;
eight 15-target events, $2 entrance. All purse.s will be divided into
four moneys under the "straight out" (Rose) system. Targets will be
deducted fi'om the entrance fees at 2 cents each. On the third day,
April 29, there are four events scheduled, and all events will be han-

,

dicaps, the handicaps ranging from 27 to 31yds. No. 1 is 5 birds, S5,
'

three moneys, price of birds deducted; No. 3, 7 birds, $7, birds In-

cluded ; No. 3, 10 birds, glO, birds extra, four moneys; No. 4, $2 miss-

;

and-out.
The shoot will take place rain or shine, shooting commencing at

9:30 A.M. AUguns or shells shipped to the Arlington Hotel, head-
quarters for shooters, will be delivered at the grounds. The follow-
ing note also occurs in the "ftnles, remarks and regulations:" "The
management reserves the right to put to the vote of the shooters on
the morning of the second day, as to which system of dividing purses

|

is their choice."

WEST NKWBUBGH GUN AND EIFLB ASSOCIATION.

The annual spring tournament of the West Newburgh Gun Rifle
Association is set for May 5-7. First two days at targets; third day
at live birds. It is unnecessary to say much in reganl to the location'
of the club's grourds, or of the background, for target shootipg;

.

neither is it necessary to say much in regard to the fare furnished by
Jake Gedney in his hotel, adjacent to the grounds. All areexcelleut,
arid all are well known to shooters in this sectinn.
- Last fall the club tried an "amateurs' tournament," and was far
from pleased at the result of its efforts to help out the "amateurs.'
This spring it has gone back to its first love, and now announces an
"onen-to-all, pmfessionals-not-barred" tournament.

» As is customary nowadays, the programme on each target day is

precisely the same. It calls for 185 targets, and $18.50 entrance for
all day. The events'are three 15-target events, $1.50, and seven 20-

target events, $8. All taigets will be thrown at unknown angles.
The Rose system -will be used in dividing purses. Average moneys
will be given as follows: ".$50 will be divided as follows: $18, Sll.f
$7, 86 and S5 to the shooters making the best average on both days
on targets. Ties divided unless otherwise agreed." All targ«jti

thrown will be empires.
On the live bird day. May 7, there will be 3 events: No^ 1, 5 birds

$5; No. 2, 7 birds, $7:50; No. 3, 10. gl).
Among the "Remarks," occur the following: "All guns will shoot

from the same distance. Targets 3 cents each, to be deducted from
purse. Shoot begins at 9 o'clock sharp each day. The live bird
boundary will be an 18in. wire fence, 60yds. No deviation will he
made from the programme, rain or shine. A good hotel adjoins the
grot^nds (about 200yds. from the traps). Terms, $1.50i)Br day, includ
ipgroom. Stages starting from end of trolley line will run to and
from the grounds. Fare, 25 cents roimd trip."

Marlln Gun Club.
Marlin, Tex,, April 14.—The Marlin Gun Club met to-day in pur-

Buanee to a call of the president, Chester Haile acting as secretarj
It was decided to hold a three-days' tournament, beginning May 25.

,

The follo^ving committees were appointed: Advertising and 80
liciting—Chester Haile, J G. Oltorf and B. B. Lo"is. Programme-
L. S. Ross, Jr., W. W. Tu 'ner and E. K. Herring. Transportation—

E*

B. Emery. Arrangpmeuts—H. G. Rush, W. W.Turner, C. J. Bartlei
and A. Stammbaeh] Also a reception committee, consisi-iug of e^ci
member of the club, E. K. Hesbing, Sec'y,
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Baltimore's Interstate.

The target season of 1897 has been opened, and opened successfully
at Baltimore, Md., with the first target tournament on the Interstate
Association's circuit for the year. This tournament has attracted
more than ordinary attention, as Baltimore, although a great trap-
shootiotj center, has done more in the live-bird line than in that of
targets in recent years. The programme of events too. was a gener-
ous one as such things go now. The club added $450 in cash to the
purses, SIM on each of the three days—April 14-16— of the tourna-
ment. This amount of money and the absence, or rather scarcity of
large tournaments in the list of fixtures for the year, made it more
than likely that Baltimore's entry Ust would be quite large.

A SATISFACTOBT ENTRY LIST.

As a matter of fact the entry list on each of the target days was
thoroughly satisfactory. On April 14 the average number of entries
in each of the ten programme events was exactly 34, On the
second day, April 15, the extremely had weather of the opening
hours of the day had its effect on the entries, the average for the
programme events being just a fraction under 28. Old tournament-
goers will realize more readily than others that the above averages
mean a pleasant shoot, with lots of shooting, fair purses and no long,
tedious waits. Live-bird day, April 16, was somewhat disappointing.
Tbe entries ruled low; the Maryland Handicap, 25 birds, 820, birds iu-

cluded. five moneys, high guns, which was the main event on the
programme, had only 30 entries. It is probable that had this
event been "class shooting, four mone.ys," the entry list would have
heen more than doubled ; five high guns in a 8.5-bird event is rather a
steep game to go up against. We are firm believers, however, in high
guns for all live bird events, and think that the Baltimore Shooting
Association did wisely in following the principle adopted by the In-
terstate Association at its Grand American Handicap tournament
of March last. Live-bird shooting under the old system of class
shooting may be all right for club shoots, but "high guns" will
surely become the popular thintr at large tournaments.

EVERTTHING BAN SMOOTHLY.

Practice mates perfect, and Elmer Shaner has had practice enough
in the way of running tournaments to make him about as nearly per-
fect as we ever hope to see him. The tournament from beginning to

end ran as smoothly as possible. The expert traps worked well, and
the magautrap performed her (is it a she?) work admirably. The
latter machine needs more than passing mention. The last time (and,
by the way, the first time) we shot over a magautrap was last June at
Cleveland. In our report of that shoot we s^oke favorably of the
working of the magautrap, and yet the machine at that time was a
crude article to what it is now, with its electric pull, etc. "Maggie,"
as the hoys call the trap is puzzling, it is true, and the variety of
flights one gets from one of these traps is rather surprising. The re-

sult is, therefore, impaired averages even under favorahle conditions
as to weather, background, etc. Just give "Maggie" a sloping hill-

side like she had at Baltimore, with a dark background of trees to the
left, and almost a gale of wind like that which blew on the second
•day, and averages will not be simply impaired - they'll be knocked
'galley west." Under such cu'cumstances the magautrap is a severe
combination; but she certainly furnishes good material for practice
and makes the shooting anything but mechanical.
With the magautrap to take the place of one set of traps. Manager

Shaner placed the Interstate's set of expert bluerock traps in posi-

tion for the second set of traps. And this set of traps has a history
of its own—a history that might be studied with benefit by every sec-

retary of a gun club using those traps. Tbis is their third season,
and it is safe to say that over 200,000 targets have been thrown by
those five traps, and ypt they are practically as good as when
Elmer first used them. More than half the credit for their condition

must be given to Mr. Shaner, for he has tended them with a fatherly
care. Each trap may be said to have thrown 40,000 targets, and yet
Paul North tells us tlJat for every 6,000 or 7.000 targets that his com-
pany manufactures and puts oa the market, it sells one trap. He
assures us that this has been the ratio for some years, and therefore
he figures that the average life of a trap is about that number of
targets. He attributes rhe long life of Elmer's set of traps to the
care and judicious oiling that they get at his hands—something that
other traps seldom or never get. It is a fact that Mr. Shaner was
only called to attend to these traps once during the entire tourna-
ment, and the cause of the trouble then was the combination of "a
wire out," and a boy who didn't know what to do under the circum-
stances.

HOW THE EVENTS WEBB SHOT.

The shooting on the afternoon of "preparation day" had proved so
hard owing to the wind that blew, that though several 15-target

events were shot over the magautrap, only two straights were made
in the afternoon. .Tack Panning was responsible for one and E. D.
Fulford for the other. Under these circumstances Manager Shaner
thought it would be best to start the l.b-target events on the magau-
trap and tbe 20-target events over the regulation traps. This was the
method pursued on April 14 and it worked well in some respect; but the
15s were disposed of proportionately much faster on the magautrap
than were tbe 20s on the other traps. This, however, caused very
little actual delay and the programme was shot out about 3:30 P. M ,

even with an interval of about one and one-half hours for luncheon.
On the second day the 15s were shot on the regulation traps and the

20s on the magautrap. This kept both sets busy all the time, and
although a start was not made until nearly 11 o'clock, the programme
was shot out a little after 3 o'clock with an hour out for lunch. Six
extras, all 15-target events, were disposed of this afternoon before the
boys would quit shooting and go to their hotels. Altogether 13,0Cj0

targets were thrown during the two days of the shoot. As will be
noticed on reference to the scores made on the second dav, there was
a vast dilTerence between the totals made on the magautrap and on
the other set of traps. When the wind came up strongly it brought
whole hunches of ciphers with it. To men accustomed to straight

scores under other conditions, there was something more than exas-
perating in the manner in which target after target would dip, jump,
scoot and curve out of tbe charge of shoot; but we don't think there
was a shoo er present who didn't enjoy that style of shooting.

FAMILIAK NAMES.

. Amonc those vrho were present were some whose names are by
this time ver.y fatniliar to trap shooters generally: Kerd Van Dyke,
of tbe Winchester Repeating Arms Co. ; J. S. Fanning, of the U. S.

(Gold Dust* Powder Co., of San Francisco; W. Crosby, of the Baker
(3run Co., of Batayia. N. Y. ; Capt. A. W. Money, of the American E.

C. Powder Co: I'aul North, of the Cleveland Target Co.; H P. Du Pont
Collins, representative in Baltimore of theDu Pont and Hazard powder
companies; U. M. C.Thomas, of the U.M. C. Co., of Bridgeport, Conn.;
Ralph Trimble, of Covington, Ky., representing the Hazard and Du
Pont companies; Ed Taylor, New York, of the Lafliu & RandW A
Powder Co. ; A. W. du Bray, of Dayton, Ky . represenling tbe Parker
Gun Co., and one of the most popular men in the business. Then
came the pair from northern New York: Sim Glover, of Rochester,
shooting the Parker gun and Schultze powder, and E. D. Fulford. of
Utica, with his combination of Francotte gun and Schuitze powder.
Others who were there were: F. D. Alkire, Woodlyn, (J.; M. M.

Mayhew, Utlca, N. Y.; H. M. Stewart, Rochester, N. Y ; H. C.
Bndgers, Tarboro, N. C, a rattling good shot who conceals his
identity under the name of Tarheel ; Hughes (otherwise Dr. P. H.
Mason), Peekskill, N. Y.; E. C. Mattingley and Billy Wagner, Wash-
ington, D. C. ; York (otherwise H. W. Bumham), York, Pa., ex-cham-
pion of the State of Pennsylvania at targets; John L. Brewer, New
York city; W. H. Wolstencroft, Harry Thurman and R. A. Welch,
Philadelphia, Pa. : E. C. Burkhardt, Buffalo, N. Y.; W.Mitchell, son
of Senator J. L. Mitchell, Milwaukee, Wis., the youngest shooter on
the grounds, but one who stuck to his work and shot the programme
through on each of the two target days.
The home club was well represented by Hood Waters (who took

third place in the general averages); Chas. A. Macalester, better
known as one of the best live-bird shots in the country; Hawkins, a
good man on either live birds or inanimates; Dr. Lupus, Bond, Ed
Coe, Smith, Brooks, Hall, Malone, White, etc. In short the home
crowd vras out strongly, and staved to the finish, more than one of
them doing yeoman service for the club.

THE OFFICIALS.

The Baltimore Shooting Association is well fixed for helpers when
it comps to running a tournament. The referees were both of them
pajnstaUing and capable; Dr. S O. Heiskell officiated in all events
shoe on the magautrap, while Hamilton Cassard judged on the other
set. It is of course utterly impo-sible that a referee ctui give satis-
faction to everybody, but we must slate in ail fairness that the deci-
sions of the above-mentioned two gentlemen were received with less
complaints than we have heard under similar ciicumstances for
many moons. The scoring, too, was above par, and very few '•ball-

ups" occurred in this branch of the shoot. Where the' shooting is

rapid fire, and when a quick tu-ing squad is at the score, it takes
more than ordinary tiuieknefs ot apprehension to accurately mark
down the correct score. N . VValker was the scorer at the magautrap.
Bob Scarf at the other bet. The pullers were: magautrap, R. Cantler;
othertrap'i.R Merefield.

In the cashier's otfloe Dr. Samuel J. Fort, of Ellicott City, Md., was
chief, with R, H. Burton, the representative of the Baltimore iferaW,
as his assistant. This part of the management of the tournament
was handled as satisfactorily as the otuer branches. Altogether, it

may be saia that Manager Shatter was fortunate in his help.

eUNS, POWDERS AND SHELLS,

A canvass of a large majority of the shooters on the grounds showed
the following guns, powders and shells in use:
Guns: L. O. Smith 13, Parker 11, Winchester 7, Greener 3, Fran-

cotte 2, Baker 1, Colt 1, Lefever 1.

Powders: Du Pout 13, E. C. 11, Schultze 6, W-A 3, Hazard 2, Gold
Dust 1, Du Pont & Hazard 1, Austin 1, King's 1.

Shells: U. M C. (Trap, Smokeless and Nitro)24, Winchester (Leader,
Repeater) 11, Peters's Victor 1, U. M. C. & Winchester 8.

With the above list we must bring our account of this tournament
to a close, leaving it to a review of the scores made and the aver-
ages recorded in the tables given below to tell the rest of the story.

GENERAL AVBRAdKS.
Although no average prizes were offered by the club there was

perhaps almost as much rivalry tor places in the "general average''
list as if such solid cash inducements had been promised to the high
men. If no other proof of the success of the Baltimore tournament
could be adduced, it would be sufficient to simply state the fact that
eighteen men shot through the entire programme on both days, while
a round dozen or thereabouts missed only one or two events.
The weather conditions of the two days were exactly opposites.

As has been stated, on April 14, there was warmth enough to
make a regular "shirt-sleeve shoo "; what little breeze there
was, too, played no tricks with the targets; while the bright
light and moderate background seemed to warrant biz scores.
On April 15 it was entirely different: A heavy soaking rain
fell until about 10 o'clock; a wind sprang up then from the
southwest and drifted the clouds away, the sun coming out
brightly before noon. But with the sun came a squally wind that al-
most reached the dignity of a gale at times, while at others it fairly
died way. This fickleness of the breeze made good shooting much
am .ter of luck, but still there was no keeping the good shots down.
Glover and Fulford headed the lists on both days, and their names
will be found in the following table of general averages at the top of
tbe heap Hood Waters, a Baltimorean, honestly deserved his posi-
tion as third on the list, while Van Dyke's good w'ork on the first day,
and Fanning's Garrison finish on the second day. landed them a tie
for fourth and fifth places. Brewer, Alkire and Trimble, all closely
bunched, came nest in order named.
A reference to the table below will tell the rest of the story:

First day.
S Glover 164
E D Fulford. ....... It52

Hood 165
F Van Dyke i. ........ 159
J S Fanning 148
J L Brewer 150
F D Alkire 152
R Trimble Ui
FS Edwards. ...151W Crosby 151
Tarheel 149
Capt Money.... 140
H m Stewart 150
M M Mayhew 133
York,.... 131
UMC 135
Mitchell 130
HP Collins 114

First Day, April 14.
With a magautrap and a set of bluerock expert traps in position

and with only a matter of forty-three shooters to handle, Elmer
Shaner was in no hurry to start, not a gun being fired until about
10:15. Once a start was made, everything went along so rapidly and
smoothly that the boys were all shot out before 4:.30. The pro-
gramme called for 175 targets, and three extra 15 target events were
also shot. Thus some idea of tbe work done can easily be figured
out. Over 7,000 targets were thrown, a large number, when the-
total of shooters is taken into consideration.
A list of forty-three shooters does not sound larse compared with

the totals in the old days of "$.',000 (or $3,000) added," but it is
really a large number to get together nowadays, and any tourna-
ment which, like this one, can boast of twenty -five entries "for ail
day" must be classed among the successes of the season of 18 '7. It
must not be overlooked also that a large tournament took place at
A'chison, Kansas, on the same dates as those of the Baltimore Inter-
state.
The list of entries in each event on the programme shows that the

boys started in to shoot at the beginning, and stayea until the last
event. The following gives the list of entries in each event: No 1

30; No. 2. 35; No. 3, 85; No. 4, 33; No. 5, 32; No 6, 31 ; No. 7, 39; No. 8,
37; No 9, 37; No. 10, 31. This gives an average entry for the ten
events of 34.

Glover started off like a race horse, only losing two targets out of
the first 85 shot at. With such a start, and shooting as he always
does a most regular gait, it is no cause for astonishment that he
finished in the lead with the high average of 93.7. He did not win
first honors, however, without a struggle, as Fulford, who started
badly, finished very strongly with 120 breaks out of the last 125 tar-
ge s shot at, averaging for the 175 shot at in the programme events
just 9i 5 per cent. Van Dyke, wbo was scarcely shooting his regular
gait, being erratic in some events, larded third place wita 90.8. Hood
was fourth, Crosby fifth and Alkire sixth.
Oo this day Manager Shaner ran off the 15-target events on the

magautraps, and the 20-target events on the expert traps This nat-
urally made some pauses between the events as the programme wore
on, the 15-target events being shot out proportionately faster than
the others, owing to the saving of time in shooting over a magautrap
when a target breaks in the trap. Shaner, however, felt that it was
rather a stiff game to run novices up against if they were set to shoot
against the crackerjacks, for only four places in the 2J-target events
over the magautrap ; the work of the "preparation afternoon" re-
ferred to above had given some of the boys quite a scare.
Below are the scores made iu the 10 programme events:

SCORES OF APRIL 14

33 45 6 78910
SO IS m IS so 15 20 15 so Shot at Broke. Av

end day. Total. Average.
168 328 93.1
157 319 91.1
1.51 306 87.4
144 303 86.5
155 303 86.5
151 311 86
147 299 85.4
165 297 84.8
145 206 84.5
137 291 83.1
142 291 83.1
143 283 80.8
132 28 i 80.5
140 2'33 78
125 266 73
119 254 72.5
12i 252 72
9d 213 60.8

Events: 1

Targets: IS

Glover 15
Fulford , 13
Van Dyke 13
Hood 10
Crosby. 33
Alkire U
Edwards 14
Stewart...,,,.,...... 12
Brewer 15
Tarheel.............. 13
Fanning. ,...v...i... 13

Hughes. ......i..... 13
Trimble...... 11
Money 11

Mattingley 11

Wagner la
Taylor 13

9
11

13
12

13
11

9

UM 0.
Bond
Mayhew
North..,
Lupus
Y'^ork
Mitchell

,

Collins 5
Macalester
Thurman
Wolstencroft
Smith 14

Burkhardt.,,,,
Hawkins.....,,,.
Coe 8
Charles Vi
Mantz , 12
Kiefer 8
Brooks
Walls
Hall
Malone
Du Bray
Hamson
White
Harvey..,..,..

19
16
17

16
18
18
18
18
18
17

17
13
18
16
16
17

16

16
16

11
I'i

15
17

11

H
17
18
18
18

18
14
18
14

14

il

15 20 J4
13 19 14
14 18 14
15 19 13
13 IS) 10
14 17 14

14 18 14
14 16 15
11 14 9

12 16 13
12 15 14
15 17 12
13 18 13

13 18 13

8 17 13

12 16 12
11 16 15
14 15 11
13 18 12
10 16 13
14 12 14
15 13 9
12 14 12
13 15 10
8 15 11

13 20 13

11 15 13
14 16 11
12 16 .

.

15 14 13
II 14 11

10 16 .,

8 .. ..

7 .. ..

15 .. 11

9

15

17 14 19
19 15 19
19 15 17
20 14 18
18 15 17

19 14 18
16 H 17
IS 11 15
19 14 18
17 14 18
19 13 18
18 II 17
17 14 15
15 12 17
16 11 18
17 13 15
13 15 13
17 11 17
16 12 13
20 10 13
13 13 14
16 10 13
14 ti 17

14 13 16

10 15 16
18 13 17

16 15 17
18 13 16
15 13 17

.. ..17
11 10 17
16 14 12
.. 10 ..

.. 8 ..

.. 11 ..

.. 12
. . 7 1-2

.. 1; 13

.. .. 16
.. 9 ..

.. 6 .,

.. Ifi

.. .. 16

14 17
15 19

15 17
12 18
13 18
11 15
13 16
15 16
14 18
11 18
12 16
12 18
11 13
9 16
14 15
12 13

10 16
9 16

12 12
12 16

11 H
12 16
8 i;i

13 16
8 12
15 13
14 19
13 17
11 18
15 14
12 18

ii

13

11

18
13

10

175 161 93.7
175 162 92.5
liS 159 90.8
175 lf.5 88.5
175 154 8:1

175 152 8i.8
175 151 86.2
1?5 150 85.7
175 150 85 7
175 149 85,1
175 148 84.5
175 U6 8;J.4
175 142 81.1
13 140 8)
175 131 79.4
lie 1.39 79.4
175 138 78,8
rs 135 '7.1
175 i:« 77.1

76175 1:33

175 132 75.4
175 132 75.4
175 1.31 74,8
175 130 71.2
175 114 75,1
16) 139 86.8
160 13 86.2
160 l:-6 85
160 134 83.7
^5 46 83.6
160 13J Hl.5
140 100 71.4
100 77 77
65 42 64.6
65 40 61,5
6) 51 85
55 3) 54.5
50 34 68
35 27 77.1
35 24 68.5
30 19 6 .3
SS i8
33 26 74.2

15.Second Day, April
A more di.sheartening kind of an outlook for the second day could

seajCBly have been provia-d than that which greeted the shooters
when tney came down to breakfast at the Carrolltou Hatel on April
15. The rain was pouring down in sheets from a lot of leaden clouds
that spread over the city of Baltimore; and not a breath of air was
sMrring to give promise of sojiething better in store. With no aver-
age money to fight for, it is not to be wondered at that the boys
hung arouud -the hotel offiiifi and discussed the state of the money
jBarket and the prospects of war between Greece and Turkey until

well on to 10 o'clock. Then a break came in the sky and the clouds
began to move off a little. By the time the grounds were reached
(and it's a long ride to Halsted's Hotel) only a slight drizzle was
falling; and before the first two events were finished, the sun was out
good and strong ; and out to stay.
And such shooting as it was during the greater part of the day

!

Glover and Fulford held up well; Fanning and Trimble, and Hood
and Brewer also shot well. But the rest were scarcely anywhere.
Whether it was a ease of funk, luck or lack of condition, there was
something radically wrong with the rest of us. The 15s were shot to-
day on the expert set of traps and some fair averages were made in
them. But when it came to the 203 and the "Maggie," then there was
fun and lots of cyphers. Right-quarterers curved off down hill and
dipped and scooted to heat the band; leffc-quarterers sUd up the hill
and into the ground after a fashion that left nothing to be desired in
the way of variety of angles or styles of shooting.
There were consequently some curiosities in the way of scores.

With only 4 mone.ys in the 20-targeC events, 15 was not necessarily
out of the money. la event No. 6 there was only one 20—Fulford;
not a single 19; ©nly two 18s—Glover and Brewer; and not a single 17!
In No 8, Fulford, Trimble and Brewer were high with 18; Van Dyke
and Bawkias were the solitary 17s!

BXTBAS On TBe "MACH3IE."
In addition to the ten programme events, six extra 15-target events

were also shot off on the "Maggie," and in one of these with twenty-
five entries. Fanning took first money alone on 14, and. if we-remem-
ber right, there were only two 13s. In the sixth extra, with twelve
entries, 13 was high and took first money alone, while the solitary 12
captured second money. In these extra events the "old system" of
dividing purses was given a chance, with the usual results.
There were thirty-eight shooters on the ground to-day, but tbe

average entry list in the programme events was much smaller than
on the first day. The average to-day was good enough in all con-
science, the figures showing 27.7 in each event as follows: No. 1,29:
No. 2, 28; No, 3, 28; No. 4, 29: No. 5, 23; No. 8, 27; No. 7, 27; No. 8, 23;
No. 9, 31 ; No. 10, 27. The above shows that the boys stuck the game
out, and we claim that it was owing to the system of dividing
moneys.
The scores in the programme events were as below:

SCORES OF APRtr, 15.

Events: 133456789 10
Targets: IS SO 15 SO IB SO 15 So 15 so Shot at. Broke,

Glover is 20 15 18 12 18 15 16 14 19
Fulford..... ,. 13 18 13 18 15 20 12 18 12 IS
Fanning 13 IS 14 19 14 16 12 16 13 21
Trimble 14 18 11 18 12 16 14 18 14 20
Hood 14 17 15 17 11 16 15 16 15 15
Brewer 14 18 13 16 14 18 14 18 13 13
Alkire 14 19 13 13 14 14 14 16 14 16
Edwards 14 17 10 16 14 15 14 16 14 15
Van Dyke 13 16 11 16 13 14 13 17 15 16
Money. , 13 17 15 17 15 14 12 14 10 16
Tarheel 14 18 12 16 15 12 12 16 12 15
Mayhew 13 16 14 18 12 16 12 15 10 14
Crosby , 14 17 15 17 13 13 7 11 18 17
Macalester 11 16 12 14 13 15 11 13 14 16
Stewart 15 10 12 16 12 11 12 16 13 I'i

York 12 13 13 16 10 15 10 9 10 17
Mitchell 10 16 13 16 12 13 10 12 11 10
U M C 14 14 9 16 10 9 13 10 13 11
Collins....... 8 13 9 13 9 12 6 10 10 10
Smith 14 16 .. 16 13 .. 13 .. 14
Hawkins 18 12 14 11 16 13 17 13 20
Gent , 10 18

1-2 15
13 18
13 17
., 10

'9 16

7 12

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
irs
100
160
35
35
155
1.55

140
85

155
180
105
120
35

162
157
1P5

1.55

151
lit

117
145
144
143
142
140
137
135
132
125
122
119

93
86

134
28
27
129
119
106
63

.114
84
66
72
19

Av,

92.5
81.7
88.5
F8.5
as.

2

86.2
84
82,8
82.2
81.7
81.1
80
78.2
77.1
75 4
71.4
69.7
6S
56.5
86
83.7
80
77.1
76.7
76.7
75,7
74.1
73.5
70
62.8
60
54.2

Antique
Woisiencrofli.. 13 18 i'2 12 14.16 18
Burkhardt 12 14 12 16 8 16 11
Taylor la 15 10 16 14 14 14 .,
Lupus 12 16 9 .. 12 14 .. ..
Thurman 14 15 13 12 12 14 9 ..

North 12 12 14 16 9 12 9 ..
Brooks ............... 13 .. 10 13 .. 10 9 II
Coe 10 13 10 11 9
White 9 10 ..
In addition to the above 3 ! shooters, 6 others took part in the shoot

ine', en ering m one event, as follows;
Kiefer in No. 1, breaking 8; W^right broke 9 in No. 4; in No. 9, Cant-

ler broke 10, Malone 12, Du Bray 10.

Third Day, April 1 6.
This was a bright, sunshiny day, with little or no wind in the morn-

ing. Shortly after noon a bi eeze sprung up, and before the Maryland
Handicap was fiaishel there was a good breeze blowing. The birds
as a whole were very good, being mostly quick to start and strong on
the wing.
Two sets of traps were used, the referees being J. Merrytceather

and Ed. Coe. The handicaps were awarded by Messrs. Park Starr
and Malone. Brewer, from the 32yds. mark, killed his birds in good
form and won strictly on hia merits. Crosby's retrieve of his 25th
bird close to the wire was a clever one, and ehcitated lotsof applause.
He needed the bird too, and his 25 straieht was one for which he
deserved and received congratulations. Fulford. Alkire and Haw-
kins were the three 24s and helped to divide up the pot.
Some miss and-outs were also shot of which we kept no record, but

the balance of the scores, as well as the results iu the Maryland
Handicap, are given below:

Maryland Handicap:
Brewer (.32) 22223222222221222''222^ 22-25
Crosby (30) .^^ 1221222 '1222 J2U222222222—25
Fulford (30) 212-/1 22111 2221121212122—24
Hawkins (29) 22122122i3l22 2112121 0 '2-24
Malone (28) 1121 1221'?«ll 1222112113 .'12— .'4

Alkire (-29) 111222 ! fl2322222102Jlii'2)— '3Du Bray (28) 2212112>l.^222^S0ll20^23.'^-2:^
Van Dyke (30),,...,.... ...^ 2222222o22n2222i'22.'^i2 •—23
Antique (27)..... 11121211I»I22I1120111 :«il 22
DuPont (28) 122\?,I011112«21111121 '12.'—23
Fanning (3 )i ; .222»l«2.'l 21201 2 212221 212;— J-,J

Mitchelll (26).,.. a^'iai Oll.l 11112122:1120 —22
Welch (30) 1222222220^22aiO.'2«'12112—

2

Cunningham (27) 22lsi2200l2222020 '223 '2222—21
Wagner (28) ..] U21221021213l22Ja0l2.'10—21F Clayton (2?) ..1321121210012220;'11« '1111—20
James (27) ..2-im2in.2iii2V2>Q»:*m2i'2l—-l9
Simms (27) , 0]302U0210«222.1»-212222-19
J D Thurman (28) 1211011822201111202101000—18
White (28) 112221002.0;2!0.32232;022—18

No. 1.

Mitchell 1111212-7
Wagner 1221121—7
Clayton .,, ...1212121—7
FuPord 2212213-7
Burkhardt ..2011 1 21—6
Fanning,
Crosby
Van l)yke
Welch
DuBray......
Brewer ............f,..
Alkire .«.....,..,....
Tarheel

,

Hood
Mayhew
Dupont
Cunningham.,,.,,., .

Hawkins ,

Simms
,

Yock
White
Coe „....,...,
Malone
James
Vance

,

2210211-6
....2222112 -7
....2220222-6
....2212212-7
....22l2ill—

7

... .2222222—7

. . . .2222222-7
.,..1021201-5
....222 .'202-

6

....2220222—6
...1122021—6
,,..0
...0112212—6
..,0220201—1

No. 2.

1011122221— 9
S511110I111- 9
122102 .'012— 8
2C2222i201— 8
22 00.0201- 6
12122^2122-10
2112221212 10
322^222222—10
0222212212- 9
i2 :0110110— 7
2x222:2201 - 9
212v222222-l0

626ii22222- 8
211-02222
0111212121— 9
22 2212.'0I— 9
2122211122-10
0.'2)

a220 '02222— 8
2!222031i3- 9
I22;i202201— 8
1122122i:22—10
02.02)2202- 6

Extra No. I.

0.0n«2012- r

2022110 —
s;1223I0222- 9

101212210 —
22y2'.0"'"—

1121202.22- 9
2221002222 - 8
222lli0r22- 9

2)22290

Extra No. 2:
Fulford (30) 1212J21222-
Malone (29) .....2U11H2I2-
Clayton (27) 2a012110Il-

122022220

112x2 l2lji2— 9

10 Slmms f27) 20222201C3- 7
9 Vance (28).,.,, .12003200j^— 58 Welch (W) 222«.O0 —

Edward Banks.

Remington Gun Club.
The Remington Gun Club, of Ilion, N. Y., was organized Saturday

night. April 10, with sixty members, and elected the following ofScers"-
Wilfrid Hartley, President; H. W. Bradley, Vice-President- vV h'
Grimshaw, Secretary and Treasurer: M. Hepburn, Captain. Director-'
F. A. Armstrong, Geo. Humphrey, L. N. Walker, A. D Richard-'on'
Henry Chismore, Jos. Loy, M. H. Sterling, B. B Ross.

'

Committees were appointed on grounds, buildings, etc also on
constitution and by-laws. The meeting was well a.tended and a very
enthusiastic feeling was manifested by the members present which
bids fair for the new club. The meeting was adjourned subject to
the call ot the chair. Anyone wishing to join shotild see that their
names are banded in to the Secretary.
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ON LONG ISLAND.
BRIE GUN CLUB.

April Jil.—Twelve members of the Erie Gxin Club took part to-day
in tbe regular monthly prize shoot of the club at Dexter Park, The
scores made were as below:

Class AA, 23yds.
C Plate ...,2112112—" J Plate 100«012-8
H Dobrmann 2 J2iil21—

7

Class A, 28yds.
H Mulle.r 1011812—6 J F Schmadeeke 0001200-2
H Blackley 1032000—3

Class B, 27yds.
F Grae f 11 0101 8-5 W M Roberts 2012001—4
A H Luhressen 2003101—4 G Fuchs 10H20«-4
D J Lynch 2102010-4

Class C, 26yds.
J H Pate 0012311—5
Sweepstakes, 3 birds, three monpys, class shooling; Graef 8, J. H.

Pate 8, C. Pate 2, Schmsdecke 2, John Plate 2, Blackley 2, Fuchs 2,

Lynch 2, Dohrmann 2, Luhressen 2, Roberts 1, Tledemann 1; Graef
and Plate divided first money; Roberts and Tiedemann divided third
money.
Shoot-ofE for second money, mi'S and-out: .7. Plate 5, Schmadecke

4,, Blackley 3, Luhressen 2, Dohrmaun 1, Charles Plate 0. Fuchs 0,

Lynch 0.

SWEEPSTAKES AT PESTER PARK.

April ?5.—Several sweepstakes at live birds -were shot to-day at
Dexter Park, some good scores being made by those present.
Scores;
No. 1, 6 birds, handicap; H. S. Lemon (58) 5, John R. Littlejobn (25)

6, F. I. Ibert (37) 4, Clay Boyd (-il) 1, John R. Daniels (31) 0.

No. 2, same: C. Boyd 5, J. R. Daniels 5, J. R. Littlejobn 4, F. I. Ibert
8, H, S Lemon2,
No. 3, same; H. S. Lemon 5, F. I. Ibert 5, J. R. Littlejohn 5, Clay

Boyd 5, J. R, Daniels 5.

Shoor-olT, miss-and-out: H. S. Lemon 8, C. Boyd 7, J. B. Lttllejohn
o, P. I. Ibert 2, J. R. Daniels 0.

FOUNTAIN GUN CLUB.

/5.— Only two members of the Fountain Gun Club were on
hand to-day at Dexter Park for the club's regular monthly live bird
shoot. The club shoot is at 10 liye birds for yearly prizes. Following
are the scores made;

Class A-30yds. Class B-28yds.
W Lair .112U«««02- 6 Adfur Eddy. 2111»H1.10-8

NEW UTRECHT aUX CLUB.

April 17,—The semi monthly live-bird shoot of the New Utrecht
Gun Club, at WoodJav/n, L. I., was attended by ten members. C.
Furgueson was the winner m Class A

; Conny Fureueson in Class B,
and D. Lohman m Clas.s C. Dr. Shepard was tied wi'.h Conny Fur-
gueson in Class B, but forfeited mstead of shooting off. Scores
were;
Club shoot;

Class A.
C Furgueson (30) 2022222323—9 J (jaughen (28) 0333a20w
C M Meyer (80) 280233C.22-7

Conny Furgueson (27)222?«?0222-
8^

J N Meyer (28) •2C012221»-6
Dr Shepard (27) 1222100122—8 F A Thompson (29), ..1010;i3C010—

5

Cla^s C
D Lohman (25) •12230 12.3- 6 EG Frost (2') 2OSO00O0O0 -2
E Lohman (37). 0»01«122;«-5
Sweeps were also shot, as below: Nos. 1, 2, 8 and 4 were 5 birds;

No. 5 was a match at 10 birds for the price of the birds; No. (i was a
similar race at 5 birds. Scores;

Events: 1 »
C Furgue.-,on ^50) S 2
F Thompson (28) 4 1

Conny Furgue-
son (27) 5 4

4 5 6 Events: 1 » 3 4 5 6
w J N Meyer (27)... 2 3 2 3 .. ,.

5 9 2 Dr Shepard (27).. 3 5 4 4 6 3
J Gaughen (28).. .. .. 3 5 .. ,,

3 .. .. E Lohman (8.) 2

BROOKLYN GUN CLUB.

April J7.—The monthly handicap cup .«hoot of the Brooklyn Gun
Club was held on tbe club's grounds. Liberty avenue and Eofleld
street, Brooklyn, this afternoon. The attendance was good, and
there was plenty of shooticg. The magautrap worked well, but the
high wiDd made good scores an impossibility The cup was won bv
J. G. Licdz-y, with 44 out of 55 shot at. The scores in this event
were as follows (the aUowance of extra targets to be shot at being
shown in brackets), the racR being at 50 targets, handicap allowance:
Liudzey (5) 44, Edwards (0) 41, Remsen (1) 40, Baron (6) .37, Billinas

(15) 3:, G. Piercy (4) 3i, A. A. Hegeman (10U6, r.

Hams (5) 31, Swan (15) 2ti, Wright (15) 23.

Several practice sweeps were shot as follows;

Events: 13345678 Events:

Targets: 10 10 10 15 15 15 10 10 Targets:

6 8 5 13 12 Beveridge.
9 8 7 10 14 .. V 10 Baron ....
4 4 .. 10 .. .. .. Wright....

7 7 11 7 13 8 6 G Piercy 15 13 11
a 5 L Piercy , 8 10 11
4 6 1^ 10 10 8 .. Wakeman 3 8
4 4 5

Edwards .

Remsen.. . 9

Billings 4
Green 6

Hegeman.. 4
Williams,. 4

Swan 7

Piercy (..5) an, Wil-

13345C7S
10 10 10 15 15 1.5 10 10

6 6 5
6 .. 4 .. 11 .. .,

4 3 5

5

The Lake Side Bod and Gun Club.
BuELiNGTON, Vt., April 9.—A six-men team race was shot to-day on

the grounds of the Lake Sirte Rod and (Jun Club, of this city. The
contest was for the team championship of the State and a gold t)adge
donated by the home club. Toe weatUer was very disagreeable, as
rain fell, with a little snow thrown ia at times. The air also was
very cold, and chilled the shooters so thoroughly that just bs soon as
they had shot out their strings they would make a break for the
club house and huddle round the siove until called out to shoot
again. Considering the weather conditions, the scores were as good
as could be expected.
The teams from Montpelier and Barre are as fine a lot of shooters

and gentlemen as we ever hops to meet. They shot out their scores
without a hitch or a kick of any kind. It is just such behavior as
this that makes .«hoots of this sort a success, and we wish to express
the thanks of the Lake Side Rod and Gun Club through the medium
of your columns for the pleasant time we enjoyed with our guests.
As you will see from the scores, Montptlier won the badge with

446 out of 600. Barre broke 414, leading Burlington by just 6 breaks.
The conditions of the team shoot were 75 known ana 25 unknowii
angles. Both before and after the shoot several practice sweeps
were shot. Owing to the weather only about 125 spectators were on
hand. Scores were:

Montpelier Gun Club. Barre Gun Club.
Barrett. 3i 2j 2 J 8t-88 Abbey. , 18 17 21 15—71
Stanaish 19 20 16 15-70 Griffin 17 19 15 19—70
Fiske 19 19 23 19-79 Reynolds 23 19 19 14-74
Ferrin EO 16 15 19-70 Bennett 21 19 15 17 -73
Brown 15 17 16 17—65 Abbott 18 19 16 13-66
T0Hriie.,.i....21 14 17 a3-74 -446 Holsington ...16 18 16 11-61-414

Lake Side Rod and Giin Club.
Morgan .16 15 15 13-59 Phelps 11 12 17 13-53
Burns 16 20 13 21-70 Wor.hen 19 18 18 19-74
Spear 21 18 iO 18—77 Colvin 17 32 22 14-75 -4DS
Practice sweeps were shot as below:

Events: 18345678 Events: 133456 78
Targets: 15 10 15 10 25 25 25 10 Targets: 15 10 15 10 25 25 25 10

Abbey 13 6 11 9 15 19 19 .. Morgan 10 6
' ' " 7 10 Norris -4 1

5 12 Burns 16 .. 15 ..

8 19 Abbey 15
5 13 Revnblds 16
8 14 .. .. Grifftn 14
5 . . 17 16 6 Barrett 22 21 9

Worthen.. 13 10 Shepard 7 7 ..

Phelps 10 4 10 .. Fiske ., S3 .. 8
^' 9 12 8 16 Staodish.. 7

9 11 8 19 Ferrin..,. .. 7
3 7 8 .. 8 .. .. Towne 7

J. S. Denning, Sec'y.

7

4 10
5 10
7 9

Griffin 8

Reynolds.. 11

Bennett... 8

Abbott 8

Holsington 11 10 10

Brown 9 7 14

Ellsworth.. 12
Hatch 9

Backun.,.. 6

Marlin Gun Club.
Marlin, Texas, April lO.-Evenb No. 1. 10 empire targets, known

traps and angles:
W Turner 1101111111

O W Ru.sh .llllllOiOl

LS Rush, Jr 1111111111
No. same as No. 1

:

WW Turner lllllOllOl
(iW Bush lllUOOlll
L 8 Ross, Jr llllUllll

- 8
-10

- 8
-10

C J Bartlett OOIOOOOllO-
B B Lewis..., .1110110011—

O J Bartlett. .linooillll— 7
B B Lewis. .....llinillll—10
E B E nery. IIIIOIOICO— 6

IN NEW JEBSET.
AT ELKWOOb PARK.

April 17 —The attendance at Elkwood Park to-day was small, but
there was plenty of wind and some good birds to shoot at. No 1

was 15 birds, $15, use of one barrel only ; No. 2, 5 pairs, $10; No. 3, $5 •

miss-andout; Nos. 4 and 5 at pairs, $5 entrance; No. 6, 10 birds, $fi.

Scores:
Mo. 1.

Daly (36) 111111111111111-15
White (se) 111110111111111—14
Smith ,

Ivins

No. 2.

(3.5). .11 11 10 11 11- &

(25),. 01 10 10 11 10—6

Daly (35)..,.
White:(?5)

,

.

Smith (25)..
Ivins.,.,,..

No. 4.

..11 10 10 10 10-6

..11 10 10 10 11- 7

..10 11 10 10 10-6

Ko. 5.

11 11 10-
10 11 lo-
ll 10 co-

No. 3.

(?9)..0
(36).. Ill 111

(28)..12;2?0
(k 9).. 211123

No. 6.

(!9).. 1110232122-9
(8),. 1211111001-

8

(96),. £313011230-8
(29)., 1112122220-9

beroek cotmTy gun club.

April 17.—The following scores were made to day at the regular
weekly practice shoot of the Bergen County Gun Club!

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7 8 Events: 1 3345678
Targets: 26 25 SB 10 10 15 16 S5 Targets: S5 Z5 SB 10 10 15 15 S5

Thompson. 15 14 14 ,. . . .. .. Cole 17 80 i7 5 ., 10 10 20
Williams... 19 14 14 Gardner,Sr 3 4 .. ..10
Jackson... 16 18 14 3 .... 10 17 Cog 8 4

C. O. Gardner, Sec'y.

At Watson's Part.
Chicago, III., April 8.—The following scores were made to-day at

Watson's Park:
C M Grimm 232300233023332303331333333—S.S

B S Rice , 0101212112211031303i2000100-18
Burgis 10121 — 4
April 10.—The following scores were shot to-day:

M Franklin 211121103121131032011012010211—24
12011221112COn210110301122331—24

Shot at.
Shaw..,., 140
Am berg 55
Tripp 100

—14
—19
—13
-18
—21
—IH
—14
—13

Broke.
127
46
79

12121132301S231
Dr Shaw 2323323033383223302203
J H Araberg 223033322121201
Hollester 11201irO011Oi2ll0122illO2
Dwyer ; 81130311012H13;201211011
Sloan ' 1301123022020?030;'0001033232
JackHibbard 123011f0:0l0!1112113
Tripp 131211013013302
Target scores were shot as helow;

Shot at. Broke.
M Franklin. 80 73
Hibbard 80 74
Hollester 185 90

April lA.—The following scores were made to day at Watson's
Park:
No 1, 30 live birds per man;

thorn pson 222330322220303332322233222033—36
Dr Carver 130010201330321232111222223032—24
No. 2, 60 targets per man:

Thompson 110100100111111011011111111001-21
110100110010011010100101110011—16—87

Carm- OllOOlCOlOlllOlOllllIlllllllll—23
111111011111111111011111111111-28-51

S^me day, live birds:
L C Willard. 1103111 201101211212311211 -23

1111221033101200833111101—30
2200200001211121120121212-18 - 60

Same day, 50-target match:
Hollester 1111110111010111111111111—22

1111111111111111111101111-2.3-45
Willard 0111111111031110111101111—20

1101110111111111111101011—21-41
April 15.—Only a little live bird and target practice was indulged in

to day. the following records being made:
.Taybird shot at 20 live birds, scoring 16.

John Snipe shot at 100 targets, scoring 86.

April 17 —The following scorts were made en live birds to-day:
Levi ........1 1112102330102 .'2 -18
Amberg 11101000223011020105:0 —12
Hollester. ..212310»3«0111033000238322—17

'

'

''

Ravelrtgg.

,
Trap at Buffalo.

AUDUBON GUN CLUB's WEEKLY.

Buffalo, N. Y., April 10. -The attendance at the Audubon Gun
Club's vveekly shoot, held to-day at Audubon Park, was as usual
largely attended. Event No 3 was the badge shoot, the winners in
the different classes being: Class A, Alexander; Class B, P. G.
Myer; Class C, George Zoeller. No. 5 was at reversed order, and
No. 7 expert rules. Scores were:

1 3 3 4 5 6 7

10 15 S5 15 IS SO 10

.. 13 23 14 11 .. r

Events: 1 2? 3 4 5 6 7

Targets; 10 15 25 15 15 20 10

EOBurkhardt 9 13 81 14 8 19 8

Alexander.... 10 13 24 13 13 18 8

CSBtukhardt 7 13 18 13 12 17 10

J J Reid 7 12 15 10 6 18 3

G Zoeller 8 14 23 10 11 18 ,,

Dupont 9 11 22 13
F Saner 7 8 15 10 8 18 4

McMichael.... 8 12 17 11 8 17 ,

.

GMcArthur.. 5 11311110 11 6

NE Story.... 5 11 14 11 8 ., ..

PG Myer 9 9 82 14 7 .. ,.

BISON GUN CLUB.

April S.—To-dav's weekly shoot of the Bison Gun Club was full of
interest, it being the last practice shoot prior to the two days' tour-
nament next week. No 4 was the badge event. In this contest the
winnerswere: Class A, Werlin; Class B, Danser; Class C, Buehling.
Scores were:

Events: 1 2 3 4.

Events

:

Targets:

W Hines, Jr.

.

J E Lodge 9 16 11
A Combs 12 ,

RFHankin 17
J Patrick..... .. 13 23 9 .. .,

G Floss 12 .. 11 13 19
EP Reynolds 19 13 6 13
Norris 14 14 16
Bill Kay 5 la
Reinecke. . ....... 23

Targets:

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
10 IS IB . 25 10 10 IS 15 10 10 10

8 8 ISMignerny 6 14. 13 20
Buehling 9
McCarney .. .. 1 13

Storey ; 11 10

Ditton. 7 10 10 15
Werlin 0 13 13 23

Biegrist 9 11 12 18

Danser 10 19

Vine 16
Cooper 5 11 14 14
Alderman ,,, 8 11 ..WHW 8
Snap 14 13
AVheeler 12 15 .. 8 8 U 15

()ook fi

Smith 4 6
Baumau , 7 5 13 12
Wilson

12 ..

14 13
11 13
12 13
8 9

8. ..

9
10

9
8

12 15
9 11

7
10

5

The handicap event for the beautilul Latlln & Rand P.iwder Co.
trophy will be ihot off on the 10th inst. E,. K. Emery, Pres.

Trap at Pittsburg.
TEAM RACE AT DAVIS ISLAND.

Pittsburg, Pa., April 16.—There was an exceedingly interesting
live-bird team race at the Herron Hill Gun Club grounds to day.
Messrs. C. A. May and Rickey competed against Fargo and Strorg.
Each man shot at 100 live birds and their scores were as folIov\s:

Rickey, 44 out of his flrsc £0 and 40 out of his second, a total of 84; C.
A. May, 46 out of his first 50 and 40 out of his second, a total of 86, or
a grjind total of 170 for the two men. Fargo killed 41 out of his first

60 and 41 out of his second, a total of 83: Strong killed 46 out cf his
first 50 and 45 out of his second, a total of 31, or a grand total of 174.

Fargo and Strong thus won by 4 birds.

HAZELWOOD GUN CLUB.

April 16 —The Hazslwood Gun Club had a pleasant shoot to day at
its grounds in Calhoun Park. The first tv^o events were at 10 tar^'ets,

all the others at 15 targets. The weather was bad when shooting
commenced, but was all right toward the finish. Scores:

Events: 133456789 10 1112
Mack , 8 7 8 13 9 11 10 12 14 18 11 11

Budd 8 6 la 11 14 13 11 13 13 13 15 13
CrosBland ,.13 1113 6 9 10 9 13 11
McKee 13 10 12 7 10 13 13 15 9

OldHoss 13 12 11 13 10 7 12 9
Pills .... 9 13 9 9 9 10 11 12
Whiting ; .... 14 11 11 13 13 13 13
Cochran 8 8 13 15 13 11

W J Jones 8 8 10 11-13
Lowrey.. ..,,...,.(,>,.- 8 14 8 13

Cobweb Gun Club.
New York, April 8.—The regular monthly live-bird sboot of the

Cobweb Gun Club Was held to-day at Baychester The day was a
beautiful one and there wag a srood attendance and some good shoot-
ing, particularly among the members of Class A, in which McKeOn
beat out his old opponent, Grant Nicholls, and won the badge.
Scores:

No. 1. Tie. No. 2.

Class A, 30yds.
83111-5 03211 21230--4

G Nicholls..,, ,.,.,.,., ..31121—5 10110
E Miller..... iico''-•3

CZorn 102*2 - 3
30100—3 iiioi--i

M McDonnell ,
01010-3 13101--4

Class B, 88yds.W Ca:-har , ,20102—

S

112»0--3
Class C, 27yds.

H Miller ,02028-3
,aio.»-3
20«0.-l

E McDonnell 00010—1 21^02- 3
Class Z.

01002-2

NOi 3.. No 4.

00101—8 2110003—

4

1211200-4

20«2a-3 1310a01-5

01110-3

12023-4 GOIOlOO-a

11910-4
Gko. W. Thompson, Jr., Seoy.

New Lincoln Gun Club.
Lincoln, Neb., April 8—The attendance at the first weekly shoot

of the New Lincoln Gun Club was quite large, and a pleasant time
was enjoyed by all present. Below are the scores:

; 7 8 9 10 It U IB lU 15 16 17 IS"Events: 1 S S /,

Latshaw 8 8 .. 10
Erb 8 8 .. 9
Ginther 7 5 . . .

.

Knott 0
Bain 8 ,. .. 7
PH Carter 5 ..

Lintner. .,, 4 ,., ...

Simpkins. ,,,,,,,,, .. 5 ,-. 5
Geo Carter 7 ..

Town 8 ..

Woods 9 ..

Smith 6 s.

Parker 7 .

.

Malone 0 .

.

Troyer 6

Mann..... 6
Kerr , . .

.

7
9 .. 8 5 10

B

V. 8

,

IT,.
4' 8

4 ,, 6

6 7

2

8 5
8 ..

7 ..

B
7

6
Franz 9 . . 8
Event No. 17 was 5 pairs; all other events were 10 targets, unknown

angles. Wm. D. Bain, Pres.

Warren Gun Club.
Warren, O

,
April 8.—Inclosed find scores made at our club shoot

to-day. The cup contest was won by Judge Chryst, who broke 19 out
of 25^ which with his allowance of 6, gave him a clean score of 25.
The scores:
TS Chryst (6). ..„,.m.,..,»,. 1111111100111101111101100111111-35
P D Horton (6) Olll0ir0llllO]0lOllO0ni1HllHl_2i
J W Nonneman (0) 1111111111110101001111-11 —9i
A J Sutcliff (5) 101010011110011100111111011111 —21
R W Ewalt (0) OiOllllllOllllOlllllinoi —19
H B Perkins, Jr (5) lOOniliOO'll 1 lOOlOOlCOUllllll —19
E A Bierg (5) , OOlOlOOBCOOlOOOOOllOOOOlOUlll —11
Sweep:

RAV Ewalt 1111111011111110111101011—21
J W Nonneman IConiinillOllCOlllOlllll—18
H B Periiins, Jr lllOlOOllll OCOlllllllOOl—17
A J Sutcliff OllOOOllOOCOmOiOOnilll—14
E A Bierg 011C01iO"ll]0"Oaill01010()- 12

R. W. Ewalt, Sec'y,

Waterloo Gun Club.
Waterloo, la., April 9.—Tbe medal sboot of the Waterloo Gun Club

was held this afternoon. 15 members of tbe club competing for the
silver medal. E. W. Coburn scored the first win for the trophy by
breaking 31 out of to targets. Scores were:
E B Walker 1111111110011110100111010 -18
B W Coburn ....^n^.lllIlllllllOllooiUliOlll - 81

H G Bloe.ser , 0101011101011C01111111111-18
J R Griffla .1001111101011111101101001-16

G W Hackett ...OlOOIOOiniOil'inilOfMllO-lS
C S Choate , ,,.,.OC01010111101U10101101011-14

M J O^Keefe OlllinnoilOOlOCOOOlOOOlO-ll
N Lies oiioc 00101 lomoifioncoiio—11
FA W'ard ....IlllOOlieOOOllOllOIOOlOll—14
C S Cleaver - lOllOllOllOCOCOO'lIOnOOO -12
CH Turner lOOOOOOlCOOOllCfOOlOOlOOO- 6

The silver canister of W A powder, donated by the Laflin & Rand
Powder Co., will be shot for on April 16.

Imw^r^ to ^ams^and^nh.

No notice taken of anonyxaons communioationa

J. H. S , Santiago. Chile.—Is there anything that could be applied I o
the feet of pointers to prevent ihem from becoming tender and sore?
Does feeding a pointer with meat affect his scenting powersi' and if

so, what food will improve this power f What is the best thing to
give a youEg pointer when he has the distemper? Ads. Keep him
warm and dry, allow no exercise, feed well, give 5gr8. of salicylate of
soda three times a day.

E. C, New York.—About twelve years ago I received a consign-
ment of skins from Arizona, near the border of New Mexico. The
consignor called them biickf-kins. The skins sold here at $1 25 per
pound. Weight of the lareest skin was about 31bs Would you
kindly let me know, under Answers to Correspondents, to what spe-
cies of deer they belong? Ans. You do not give much information
to go on—merely the weight of the skin and thelocaliiy. It is impossi-
ble to say whether these were antelope skins or skins of the small
Southern form of the Virginia deer, sometimes called C. mexicamm.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

The Interstate at Richmond.
THE pleasautest way to go to Richmond, Va., is via the Old Domin-

ion Line to Norfolk, thence by the Norfolk & Western R R to Rich-
mond. Round trip tickets $14, good for thirty days. Steamfrs leave
New York every afternoon, except Sundays and .Sa'urdays, at 3 P M.
Leave oh Saturday at 4 P. M. Time of sea voyage, eighteen to twenty-
two hours.— Adv.

The Baxter Camping Outfit.

The Baxter Camping Outfit has as its basis a camp cooking outfit
and mess fit for six persons, in which two folding tripods are used In
place of a stove for cooking over an ordinary camp-fire.

If preferred, a portable stove with deitachable oven may be substi-
tuted for the tripods, or all may be included in one outfit.

The various articles are packed for transportation in whatis known
as the convertible table kit case, which somewhat resembles in shape
a dress suit caFC As thi.s case is only 7in. in width, it will go under a
buggy or boat seat. Unfo'ded it makes a table 30x33in. in size.

Full particulars are contained in a circular which will be sent upon
request by Dr. W. E. Baxter, Frankfort, Ky.—Adv.

Vacation Days.
In the lake regions of Wisconsin, northern Michigan, Minnesota.

Iowa and South Dakota, al^ng the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Ry , are hundreds of charming localities preerhinently fitted
for summer homes, nearly all of which are located on or near lakes
which have not been lisbed out. These resorts range in variety from
the ''full dress for dinntr" to the flannel shirt costume for every
meal, Among the list are names familiar to many of our readers as
the perfection of Northern summer resorts. Nearly all of the Wis-
consin poinis of interest are within a short distance of Chicago or
Milwaukee, and none of them are so far away from the "tusy marts
of civilization ' that they cannon be reached within a few hi.urs t.f

travel, ty )rf quent Irain.?, over (lie finest road in tbe No-tli ewt—ihe
Chiijago," MilvMsukee & St. P.iul Ry. SecdaS-cent stsmp for /i copy
of "VacEtion Days," givirg a oosenption of the printipul resorts,
and a li?t of summer iotels and boarding bouses, atid rales for board,
to Geo. H, Hfc&£ford, H. P. A„ Chicago, III- Adv.
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A true angler is generally a modest man, unob-
trusively commtinicative when he can impart a
new icjea ; and is ever ready to let a pretentious

tyro have his say, and good-naturedly (as if mere-
ly suggesting how it should be done) repairs his

tackle, or gets him out of- a scrape. Thad. Norris.

YACHTING UmON.
The advantages of union and cooperation among men

who have certain common interests are quite as generally

recognized in the domain of sport as in the more serious

affairs of life, religion, business, politics, scientific work,

etc. In all branches of sport and in all parts of the world,

unions and associations of clubs and individuals within

some extended area are to be found. In this country in

particular is this the rule; almost every form of sport

boasts of one national or at least of several large divisional

associations, whose influence, be it said, both locally and
on the sport at large, is uniformly beneficial. So much is

this matter of union the accepted rule, even among the

minor sports, that the case of yachting, one of the most
important, presents a remarkable exception. Great Britain

has boasted of a strong and influential association ofyachts-

men for a quarter of a century; France has had a similar

organization for half a dozen years, and even Germany,
with its comparatively limited facilities for yachting, also

has its national union.

In this county, in spite of its proud claims for a foremost

place among the yachting nations of the world, nothing of

the kind is to be found; the rowing men long ago came to-

gether and formed associations in diflferent sections of the

country; in the very infancy of canoeing its enthusiastic

devotees succeeded in organizing a strong national associa-

tion, which for seventeen years has maintained and en-

forced one uniform code of measurement and sailing rules,

recognized in all parts of the United States and Canada.
That nothing of the kind has been achieved in yachting is

not for want of example or of enthusiasts to start the work;

for nearly twenty years the project of a national association

of American yachtsmen has been discussed, plans have
been devised, and preliminary steps toward organization

have been repeatedly made, but always with the same
result.

The reasons for these many failures need not be re-

counted now, suffice it to say that up to a dozen years ago

the lack of harmony and sympathy—and, -in too many
cases, actual hostility, open or hidden, between diff^erent

localities, and even the clubs within certain localities

—

made a national union an impos8ibihtj\ That such a

condition should have prevailed in yachting and not in

other sister sports is a matter of regret, but the facts are

too well known to be concealed or denied.

Happily enough, a great change has come about of late

years, the increase of racing in the smaller classes has re-

sulted in the production of a large number of what may
be called "small" clubs, that are to-day strong, healthy and
prosperous. With the growth of these clubs, and the great

increase in the numbers of yacht owners and yachts which
has been seen since the international races in which Puri-

tan and Mayflower were the victors, inter-club racing has
increased to a wonderful extent. The formal regattas and
closed club races of former days have given place to a con-

nected and lengthy series of races, extending throughout
the entire season, and participated in by the Ml racing

fleet.

The intercourse thus engendered between yachtsmen of

different clubs and localities, has borne good fruit in the
formation and successful growth of such local bodies as

the racing associations of Massachusetts Bay and Long Is-

land Sound. Looking at the condition ol yachting in
these localities five years ago, it is difiicult to realize that
such organizations, with twenty to twenty-five clubs en-
rolled in each, and with practically perfect systems
of conducting races, have been established and placed
upon permanent foundations. That go much has been

accomplished in apparently so short a time is due solely

to the earnest and continued efforts of a small number of

yachtsmen in each locality. These efforts, begun long ago,

were for a time apparently fruitless; they failed in the face

of many adverse conditions, such as local jealousies and
prejudices, conflicting rules made to foster special local

types, vested interests in one form or another. This labor^

though apparently ineffective, was not lost, as is now evi-

dent, but it served to pave the way gradually for the pro-

gressive adoption of practically uniform rules and racing

methods, and for the obliteration of all hostile feeling.

The final efforts which have resulted in the formation of

the two organizations mentioned, though both well man-
aged, were probably no stronger at the outset and no bet-

ter planned than some former attempts in the same direc-

tions, but now the time was ripe for them, and they met
with success in place of failure.

The conditions in these local associations about Boston
and New York are practically the same as throughout the

country at large. The necessity for a national association

has long been evident to some yachtsmen, and positive

efforts toward its organization have been made at different

times with absolute failure. To-day, however, the realiza-

tion of this necessity is no longer confined to a few, but is

accepted by yachtsmen in all parts of the country. The
way to it is paved through the existence of a number of

local associations, with comparatively little conflict in the

matter of rules. The same motives which have impelled

yachtsmen to form their local unions are acting to carry

the work a step further, in the formation of one national

union; and the experience gained in the former work may
be relied upon to aid in the latter.

The meeting this week in New York is likely to mark
the beginning of a notable era in American yachting, it is

too soon yet to speak confidently of its immediate success

in a task which presents not a few difficulties; but the con-

ditions have never before been so favorable, nor the out-

look so promising. Looking at the matter in a general

way, there should be no reason why American yachtsmen
can not do what others abroad have done, or, in fact, why
these same yachtsmen are not quite as competent to estab-

lish and support a national association as American pars-

men and canoeists have proved themselves to be.

The chief difficulty in all unions, whether large or small

of yacht clubs, has always been consideicd to lie in the

measurement rule, this is the iete noir that has wrecked so

many promising schemes, local and general, in the past,

but, in our opinion, it is by no means a serious matter to-

day. The conditions of the case are that no yachting or-

ganization in the world to-day has a measurement rule

which will stand the test of steady building and racing

under it alone without supplementary restrictions; that

will penalize the fin-keel and the lightly-built racing-ma-

chine, and encourage something other than the extreme
machine. In Canada and the United States, with the

exception of the vicinity of Boston, all yacht-racing

is carried on under one rule, with some trivial differences

of details. Where the racing is very keen, as in some
places on the coast, this rule has proved inadequate; but,

with but a moderate amount of building and racing, it still

works very well. -

There being thus far no proposition whatever for a bet

ter rule, there is no good reason to abandon the present

one, and the question of a common rule for the national

association, if formed, to be used by all affiliated clubs,

need not be discussed at present. All that need be done
in this matter is to inaugurate a systematic attempt to

formulate a better rule that will meet the exigencies of

modern designing and racing. This investigation of the

question may demonstrate the necessity for two rules, one
for the smaller craft, of 30ft. or under, such as are general-

ly designed for racing, without attention to general utility

or cruising qualities, and another for the larger yachts,

which, in the opinion of many yachtsmen, should possess

certain qualities, such as seaworthiness and accommoda-
tion, however much they may be raced. We see no
grounds for objection to such a double rule, in fact, it is

quite in harmony with the assumed differences of use in

the two classes of yachts, the smaller, of necessity with
hmited accommodation; and the larger, which may and
should have some of the qualities of a sea-going vessel and
a floating home for the owner.

The question of the difficulty of enforcing the universal

adoption of such a rule when found in all localities

pland, on the lakes and on the seacoasts, in the face of

vested interests, is of far less importance than usually as-

sumed; it might not be possible to force its adoption in 3,

single season, but no necessity for such a course exists.

Let the rule be found, and if generally acceptable it can be
adopted by every club in the country in the course of two
or three seasons. It must be remembered that '^vested in-

terests" to-day mean almost nothing, such interests often

vanishing through force of circumstances in a single sea-

son. The racing life of a modern yacht is at most limited

to two or three seasons, and it may be abruptly terminated
in the first year by some unforeseen and radical advance
in design or construction. The experiences of last year in

the 15ft, class, the success of Glencairn and El Heirie, are

such as to call for a totally new type of yacht in this and
the 20ft. class, and to destroy the chances of all existing

boats save the two named in both classes.

The real trouble in the measurement question is to find

a good rule, and this may prove no easy matter; but it is

self-evident that the work can be better done by the con-

certed action of all American yachtsmen than if left hap^
hazard to such clubs or individuals as feel moved to con-

sider it.

The difficulty in the path of the proposed movement, as

we consider it, is in no way connected with the measure-
ment rule, but lies in the question of the constitution of

the new organization. It must be an association either of

individual yachtsmen, of clubs, or of existing and future

local associations, and certain objections rest against each
of the three methods. The plan which presents the few-

est objections is that of an organization of clubs, with divi-

sions based upon the present associations, about New York
Boston and the Great Lakes and the Pacific.

THE MAINE QULDE LAW.
The reports from Maine, in respect to the new lawapply-

ing to the guides, indicate that it is received with earnest

disfavor by many of those concerned; and that some
of them purpose ignoring it entirely, while others have
agreed with their fellow-guides to defy it and violate it.

However obnoxious a law may be in itself or however
great a hardship it may work on a class, a cure is not
effected by contumaciously violating it or conspiring de^

fiantly to break it. There are orderly legal measures
which afford the needed relief, and though they may be
slower than what might be desired, they have the merit
of being efficacious and final. To defy a law is but to be-

come entangled in the meshes of other laws which govern
law-breakers and conspirators, and this without making
anj'^ progress whatever in the true course. Indeed, public

opinion is often prejudiced against a good cause when its

promoters adopt illegal measures to express their resent-

ment or to further their ends.

If the law is unconstitutional, it is an easy matter to

make a test case through the established legal channels,

and such single case would serve as well to establish

legality or illegality of the objectionable law, as if all who
were interested were to challenge prosecution.

If the law is constitutional, it is within the power of the

majority to repeal it by the legal means provided for the

repeal of all objectionable laws, namely, the ballot. No
man or group of men can arrogate to himself or themselves

the power to disobey such laws as are found displeasing;

for if that were so, it is self-evident that all law would be
at an end.

Our law-makers, in their wisdom, have provided

legal channels of relief when a law has proved to be ille-

gal, unjust or undesired, and these channels are open to

all alike, the majority always deciding the question.

Our remarks are not to be construed as passing on the

merits or demerits of the law itself. We deal with it as a
law which, being a law, is the same as all other laws in

their forces and penalties. We desire to point out that

if the law is obnoxious to the guides, they should

make their resistance in an 'orderly legal manner, and
to this we call their attention. Their vocation is such

that they should display the naoat punctilious observ-

ance of legal exactions, for there is no vocation in which
the temptations and opportunities to violate certain

laws are so constant and so numerous as in the vo-

cation of guide. If a class of men openly defy one
law which they declare to be inimical to their inter-

ests, it is an easy matter for the public to infer that they
would violate any other law which in any way affected

their interests. Thus, for the better conduct of the case

and the general reputation of the guild, there is every
reason for a conscientious observance ofthe law, and every
reason in opposing it to pursue only legal procedure.
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SAM SPENDS A DAY INLAND.
Sam put his gun in tlie canoe for company or from force

of habit, but took no pains to find use for it. His paddle
strokes fell so noiselessly that the water fowl sitting in the
edge of the marsh were first notified of his approach by
the sight of the canoe's prow nosing its swift way past their
hiding place, or of the paddler's slightly swaying figure and
the flash of his dripping blade. Others dozing" full-fed

were not aroused till the wake of the canoe shook the
walls of their rush wigwam, and then with shaken quacks
and squeaks of terror sprang to needless flight.

A flock of low-flying teal came upon him so suddenly
that he instinctively ducked his head as they swerved up-
ward and swept over him, and great fish dashed from
beneath his stealtli}"- keel with a startling surge.

Then he saw the two Indians a little way before him,
paddling slowly and halting at every muskrat house, in
such leisurely conduct of their afl'airs as if the briglit day
were endless and the genial season to have no following of
storm and bitter cold, less provident than the muskrats.in
no more haste than the lazily migrating waterfowl. Their
voices, attuned to nature's, sounded no louder than the
rustle of their paddles in the sedges as lie ran alongside,
and they then, first aware of him, showed no more sur-
prise at his sudden appearance than if a weed had drifted
past.

"Quiee," Tocksoose gave greeting, and grinned a friendly
recognition as he dropped a quarter-grown kit from a trap
into the canoe; but his comrade did not so much as turn his
spur face toward the newcomer.

"It's tew bad to ketch sech leetle runts," Sam remon-
strated. "They hain't wuth fo'pence."

"Me no ketch um, mebby od' man ketch um. Mebby
mink ketch um," said Tocksoose. "Me like um git fo' cen',

as od' man got 20 cen', nex' year. Lil' moosquas mo' bet-
ter for eat as ol' one."

"You might as well preach tu the minks an' foxes as tu
these critters," Sam thought, driving his canoe forward
with vigorous strokes that soon brought him to the mouth
of the East Slang, into which he passed and made his way
up the narrow, winding channel.
Rounding a bend, he came to the foot of a long reach, in

which nothing animate could be seen astir but a solitary

grebe wrinkling the glassy surface in widening circles at
various points of departure and return, in bis explorations
of the nether watery world. Sam let the canoe drift at the
will of the idle current, while he cm-iously counted the
moments of the agile diver's disappearing.
Then his wandering gaze became fixed on a great hawk

that came cruising low over the apparently tenantless
marsh. With short, restrained beats of his broad pinions
the falcon ranged the silent cover till suddenly, with a
sharp, downward slant he swooped into its depths, where-
from, in the same instant, with a clamorous outcry of
affrighted squeaks, 100 wood ducks burst upward with a
startling, thunderous roar of wings, threshing water, sedges
and air. As suddenly as they had risen they settled with
a resounding splash in the open water of the channel,
where they sat motionless, silent and alert.

The baffled marauder mounted heavily from the weeds,
and wheeling a moment above the vigilant congregation,
each member of which was ready to dive at any sign of
attack, he recognized the uselessness of a further attempt
and sullenly retired.

The swimming ducks offered a rare opportunity for a
deadly shot, but Sam admired so much the adroitness with
which they had foiled the on.slaught of the hawk that he
hesitated to take advantage of it, and while he hesitated
they became aware of the presence of a more fearful dan-
ger than that which had threatened them from above, now
lurking close beside them, and again simultaneously sprang
into the air.

Then Sam instinctively got his gun in hand, and taking
aim at the nearest duck that was laboring upward pulled
the trigger; but the cap responded to the stroke of the
hammer with only a faint, lifeless click, and before it could
be replaced by another one the tardiest laggard was well
out of range. When an anathema had been bestowed
upon the worthless cap and its maker, Sam tried to make
a virtue of the misfire and be glad that it had hapjjened,
and thus attempting to fool himself with his own hypoc-
risy, came to the landing, marked as a place of resort by
the ashes and spent brands of fishing fires that had burned
in the spring nights when bullpouts were biting.

Measuring the height of the sun, it occurred to him that
he might enjoy the excitement of the arrival of the stage
coach by going a little out of his way to Friend Bartlett's,
and therefore he held across the fields at a brisk pace to-
ward the tavern, at which the coach halted for a change
of horses.

As he came to the high rail fence of a stubble field, he
surprised a small flock of wild pigeons busilj'^ picking up
the scattered grain. He had but a glimpse of them on the
ground, their backs shining in the slanting sunhght like
variously tempered burnished steel, when, with a simul-
taneous clapping of wings, like a burst of applause, they
took flight. He fired into the thick of the flock, and four
birds tumbled out of it.

He strung them through the under mandibles on two of
the long tail feathers tied together at the tips, and has-
tened on with his burden increased in weight, but more in
beauty; for the pigeons were old males, with ruddy breasts
and brilliant upper plumage that shone with varied hues
in the shifting lights. It soon had another quite as un-
expected addition, for as Sam skirted the brink of a hol-
low, where a brook looped a miniature intervale, in uncer-
tain quest of easiest passage, a partridge, an early wanderer
from the woods, burst out of the fringe of trees like a can-
non shot from a palisade and flew straight for the home
coverts, now with a blur of rapid, quivering wing beats,now
with set pinions, till Sam, dropping his load and aiming
far ahead of the fleeting mark, brought it to the pasture
sward in a long incline, as if alighting naturally; but it

struck the ground with a rebounding thud, which filled

his heart with the pride that always comes to him who
brings this noble bird down from its flight.

He made haste to pick it up and go on his way, for he
could hear the unmistakable far-sounding cluck of the ap-
proaching stage coach and see the' neighborhood gather-
ing at the tavern. When he reached it he was not the

latest comer, for two panting boys came running in honest
Undisguised haste, followed by another, who urged his
bare legs to greater speed with sharp commands and vig-

orous cuts of a switch while he impersonated coach, horses
and driver.

After them came a belated grown-up idler trying to stay
his steps to a deliberate pace, and from his shop across the
road the aproned cooper came bare-headed, with his
short-handled adze in his hand and diffusing a whole-
some odor of the pine staves and ash hoops of cheese
casks.

Now came the stage coach, the four horses at a brisk
trot, the red and yellow body rocking with stately motion
under the burden of passengers, baggage and mails, and
greatest of all the driver, known from one end to the
other of his route by every one, some of whom had the
distinction of being known by him.
He pulled up the horses before the low stoop, and throw-

ing the reins to an hostler, descended from his lofty seat
to open the door of the coach for such passengers as chose
to alight and stretch their legs while the horses were
changed. Hospitably welcomed by the smiling landlord,
clean-shaven and in shirt sleeves spotlessly white, all

availed themselves of the chance except a woman dressed
in deep mourning who held a little boy with long wavy
flaxen hair and a brunette complexion, seated upon her
lap. He stared out wide-eyed at the juvenile groundlings,
envying them their freedom no less than they his dis-

tinguished position as a stage coach passenger, while there
was a silent interchange of bashful smiles.

Two of the passengers were spruce city men, wearing
their well-fitting garments with the accustomed ease that
a sharp-faced old lawyer wore his shabby suit ofblack and
an air of half contemptuous condescension toward three
farmers who like himself were representatives-elect to the
Legislature on their way to the State capital. These three
were already counting the cost of the honor as they longed
for the daily comfort of shirt sleeves and old clothes, arid
wondered how they could bear the burden of coats for

four long weeks, and what they should do with the strong,
hard hands that till now few days but Sundays had found
unemployed. Even now one got his knife open, and
searched the ground for a bit of soft wood to whittle, while
another resumed interrupted work upon his finger nails,

which gave promise of employment for some time to come.
There was also a bluff Englishman, who at once caught

sight of Sam's birds and asked many questions concerning
them, as did the city men—he, with a sportsman's inter-

est; they, with a hungry relish of whatever smacked of
wild life.

To the untraveled mountaineer the stage coach, with the
mud and dust of other and distant towns upon its wheels
and painted sides, and bringing hither dwellers in great
cities and men whose home was beyond the sea, was as
strange an object as a ship come to quiet port from the tur-
moil of the ocean and the busy world beyond it, with the
salt of the sea waves still upon its decks and the breath of
foreign atmospheres not yet quite exhaled. The sight
and touch of it gave him a dreamy vision of scenes that
he could never chance to see, and with such respect for its

strangeness he marveled at the bold familiarity of the
boys, who pranced and capered, as horses at the empty
pole, thrust out like a stripped bowsprit, while one enjoyed
a blissful moment of regal glory on the box.
The little child inside the coach was teasing his mother

for something, and she, after an unavailing attempt to
quiet him, asked Sam—now sitting alone on the long bench
ofthe stoop—^if she could get a drink of water for the child.

He at once brought a brimming glass from the barroom,
and with a careful eye upon it as she stretched forth her
hand, he saw a narrow band of unmistakable mulatto skin
between the glove and the sleeve.

He gave a quick start at the unexpected revelation that
spilled a little of the water, and cast a quick, inquiring
glance at the black veiled face. The woman, as quickly
divining the cause, hastily drew her sleeve doyn to her
glove. The boy drank eagerly and she finished . the glass
under her veil, returning it with a trembling hand to Sam,
who reassured her with a significant shake of his head and
a band upon his lips. The stage coach had a new interest
for him now, but he did not betray it by staring inside it.

The fresh horses were brought out and put on, the trav-
elers took their places, the rural representatives flurried

with fear of being left, the lawyer, the Englishman and
others with the easy deliberation of owners, for whom the
coach must wait. The driver climbed to the box, cracked
his whip, and the heavy conveyance rolled gayly away.
The landlord, the hostlers and the spectators watched its

departure to the first turn of the road.

"By grab! Dan don't drive a livelier team 'an that on his
route, I'll bet," said the landlord, withdrawing his admir-
ing gaze from the retreating coach.

"Got quite a load o' rep'sent'tives," another remarked.
"Don't know's they look much better 'n aourn. Wonder if

he's goin' by stage."

"M'dah," one answered, evidently not a supporter of the
successful candidate. "He's a-goin' tuckernuck, with his
own team!"
"By jolly!" the fat cooper ejaculated, "I wish 't I had what

it cost tu paint that 'ere Englishman's face. You wouldn't
ketch me a-wheltin' hoops."
"That 'ere womern was turrible afeared o' showin' her

face," the youngest man of the party said; "but she needn't
ha' be'n if she's as good-lookin' aa her boy."
"Some widder womern, proberbly," the landlord said

oracularly, and the company dispersed slowly, except the
boys' ste^s were hastened by the imperative rap of the
schoolmistress's ruler on the rattling window sash of the
schoolhouse. While the corner hamlet lapsed into its ordi-

nary quietude Sam took the road, and presently came to

Friend Bartlett's,

The peaceful atmosphere of the place was not disturbed
by his approach. The fat dog arose from his basking place
on the sunny side of the horse block and walked forth to
meet him with a slow, non-committal wag of the tail,

which was quickened to a friendly greeting when the
game was sniffed and Sam's knee had passed olfactory in-

spection, and then escorted him to the door with dignified
cordiality.

Rebecca Bartlett met him with a pleased smile lighting
her placid face as she recognized him.
"Why, this is Samuel, isn't it? Well, I'm real glad to see

thee. I've wanted to talk with thee about poor Pelatiah
ever since John saw thee. Wh9,t, thee hasn't brought us
more ducks?"

"Wal, yis, marm," said Sam, "ducks was what I started
tu fetch ye, but I run ontu a few pigins an' a pa'tridge,
an' didn't know but you could work 'em in some way.
Pa'tridge is pooty dry-meated, but pigins makes tol'able
pigin pies, aour folks thinks."
"Thee has got a partridge? Now I am glad," she declared

with great satisfaction and increased interest, as she raised
the bird from the bunch and felt the plump breast with a
critical hand.

"It's what neighbot Corbin 's craving, and nob'dy 's been
able to get him one.'^

"Onwell, is he, ma,rm?"
"Oh, yes, he's very low," said Rebecca, modulating her

voice to due solemnity. "It's consumption, and it isn't
likely he can continue long, but he thinks a partridge is
all he needs to make him well. Thee knows how it is
with people in a decline. Now, if thee 's willing, I'll send
it to him."
"Why, sartinly. Mis' Bartlett, it's yourn to du jest what

you're a min' tu with; an' I'll sit ri' daown an' pick it an'
dress it."

"No, thank thee, Samuel, I think it will please him to
see it jest as it is. He's been a great hunter. Perhaps it

would be better for him now if he had given his thoughts
more to weightier matters; but it has seemed hard that he
couldn't have one partridge now, when he used to get so
many, and for other people too. Margaret!"

"Yes, mother," a soft voice answered out of a light stir
of housework inside, and in a moment the daughter ap-
peared, without a trace of its recent performance upon her
neat attire. A shade of anxiety fell upon her face as she
recognized the visitor, to whom she gave friendly greeting.
"Why, how does thee do?" and then turning question-

ing eves to her mother, "no bad news of—of the apples, I
hope?"
"No news ary way," Sam answered. "I see 'em git a

good start tow-ards Canerdy.'.'

"No, it's nothing about them," said Rebecca, "but Samuel
has brought us more ducks and some pigeons and this
partridge, which seems almost providential. Now thee
put on thy bonnet and run right up to neighbor Corbin's
with the partridge, will thee? While thee 's gone I'll get
these pigeons ready and make a pie for dinner. If thee 's

a mind to help me pick 'em, Samuel, we can talk about
Pelatiah, and thee'll stay to dinner with us."

Sam was not loth to accept both invitations, and fol-
lowed Rebecca to the woodshed. Half of this was floored
with plank, neatly swept, but thickly scarred with axe
wounds where misdirected blows had fallen along the bor-
der nearest the chip-littered ground, on which the tiers of
wood arose to the base of the cobwebbed rafters, to which
phebe birds' nests of past summers clung in various stages
of dilapidation. The cheese press stood at one end of the
floor, the lever, weighted with worn-out plow points, mak-
ing occasional spasmodic, creaking descents, presently fol-

lowed by an increased trickle of whey into the keeler. A
work bench stood at the other end, with a vise and a few
tools upon it, under a dusty window, a rack of augers and
a sickle, and a corn cutter made from a broken scythe.
Along the walls between the cheese press and the work
bench hung various utensils of the dairy and the kitciien,
divided by the kitchen and cheese room doors. Elderly
hens made cautious incursions into this debatable ground
between indoors and out, where nests were tolerated if
once established.

Rebecca sat down on th6 chopping block and Sam on the
saw-horse, and they stripped the feathers from the birds
into the same basket; and so, with hands and tongues em-
ployed together, economized time like two gossips at their
knitting.
"Poor thing," Rebecca exclaimed, pitying a wound she

had uncovered of resplendent feathers, "it does seem cruel
to kill such pretty creatures, but they do pick up a great
deal of wheat, and they make excellent pies. And now
tell me about Pelatiah. Was he greatly cast down?" She
sighed deeply and made piteous little sounds with her
tongue against her teeth, as she listened to the story of
Pelatiah's disappointment and Louisa's death, and when
it was ended said in soft, motherly tones:

"Ah, poor souls, how sad! Pelatiah was very kindly
and faithful, but I used to wish he was more tender. He
didn't go to meeting with us very often. I hope he is
softened. Louisa was a pleasant young woraan, but light.
Poor thing! poor thing!"

"Well, Peltier ain't no gre't hand tu go tu meetin', but I
wisht there wa'n't no worse folks in the world. And he's
as tender-hearted as a gal."

"There, now, I'll get the broom and sweep thee off,''

though Sam protested that he was quite clean enough.
"My," she exclaimed, as she supplemented the vigorous
sweeping of Sam's legs by the application of a moistened
forefinger, "how feathers do stick to woollen stuff. Now
I guess thee'll do."

Now Margarjet returned glowing with the freshness of
the morning, but sobered by recent speech with one who
was near the end of life's journey.
"Well, my dear, how did thee find David this morn-

ing?"
"Very feeble; but he brightened up wonderfully at the

sight of the partridge, and says he shall be able to shoot
them himself in a little while."
"Ah, poor man," Rebecca sighed, "he's done with all

such things."
"He wanted me to thank thee," Margaret said to Sam.
"Why, it wasn't me. It was your mother an' you. But

I be sorry for anybody 'at wants to go huntin' an' can't.
That is tough. It 'ould du him more good tu shoot one
pa'tridge 'ah to eat a dozen."

"I don't quite see how that could be," said Margaret
with a questioning smile. Sam answered by asking;
"Why, wouldn't you djuther pick one wild posy 'at you

s'arched for yourself 'an tu hev a hul harnful fetched tu
ye?"

"0, yes," and being a woman Margaret shifted ground.
"But I can't understand how people can enjoy killing
things, such pretty things as partridges."

"They hain't no prettier 'n posies, an' it kills posies tu
pick 'em. But that ain't what you pick 'em for. It's to
hev 'em."

"But it doesn't hurt the posies," she argued.
"That's more'n we ^now, bein' 'at we hain't posies, not

all on us," and Sam's honest admiring eyes completed the
comphment.

"Well, child, we must be doing," said her mother, ad-
monished by the deliber3,te chime of the kitchen clocls.
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"Samuel, will thee go and visit John Bartlett or will thee
come in and read the 'Liberator' and the 'Anti-Slavery
Standard,' or maybe thee'd rather read 'Thomas Chalk-
ley's Journal,' or some account of early Friends. Thee'll
find them very improving."
Sam saw Margaret making a wrv face at the mention of

these works, as if at recollection of some unpalatable dose
of childhood, and wisely decided to seek recreation in the
company of living rather than departed worthies. He
found Friend Bartlett in a stony field behind the orchard,
persuasively urging a yoke of deliberate oxen who moved
with a slow, ponderous progress, in apparent unconscious-
ness of the plow behind them, though the tense chain
creaked under the constant strain, the share groaned and
grumbled a subterraneous complaint among the stones, and
Michael, bending between the handles, grumbled and
cursed in as continuous an undertone, which he took good
care should not be loud enough to call a reproof from his
employer.
Sam was greeted with quiet cordiahty by Friend Bartlett,

and accommodating his long legs to the pace of the pro-
cession, eajoyed a peripatetic visit till the mellow conch
sounded for dinner. Michael's presence had prevented
their speaking of what was uppermost in their thoughts,
and now that he went to the barn with the oxen John
Bartlett said:

"Well, I guess our colored friend must he safe over the
Line by this time."
"They went off a-kitin' anyways," said Sam. "An' I

tell you what, Mr. Bartlett, I b'lieve the' 's a couple more
on 'em a-p'intin' for Canerdy right in broad daylight," and
went on to tell of the two stage coach passengers.
"Thee don't say! In the stage this morning! I had a

letter from one of our friends in Middlebury saying that
he had a woman and her child in his house and would
send 'em along as ^oon as it seemed safe. But I didn't
think he'd venture to so soon after they were hunting for
Eobert—and in this way. It was a pretty bold stroke, I
say for it."

''Mebby it's the safest arter all, an' the' won't nob'dy
mistrust 'at hain't on the lookout, for the woman keeps
her face clust as ever you see, and the voung un's as white
as—as any white young un," and Bam instinctively looked
toward the east as if he could see through the "Pinnacle"
to the .Danvis hills, where his own flaxen-haired boy
played safe and free in the shelter of the Green Moun-
tains.

"They'll go right to one of our friends in Burhugton,
and he'll put 'em aboard of the steamboat that'll take 'em
right to St. John's," said the other. "Come, let's go to
dinner."
The neatly-served meal and its decorous prelude of silent

grace forcibly reminded Sam ofthe differencebetween home
life and camp life, and just then the latter did not seem quite
the best, and it set him to longing for his own fireside. This
longing continued to abide with him when the quiet after-
noon was half spent and it was time for him to return to
camp, for which he felt a kind of disgust, not lessened by
the impression of his entertainers' unspoken conviction
that his present recreation was a sad waste of time. He
could not take their view of it any more than they could
understand his, but he craved their good opinion, and
could not be satisfied with mere toleration.

Till he was out of their sight, halfway across the fields,
he felt a shame that he was ashamed of Then a westerly
waft brought him the heartening fragrance of the
autumnal woods* odor of pine and hemlock and ripe
leaves. Far behind him he heard the returning stage
coach clucking like a hen bringing home her brood, and
presently after the joyous clamor of the freed school chil-
dren, for the stage coach was the school mistress's clock.
Unheeding the incoming water fowl that swerved aside

or upward from their impetuous flight to pass him, he pad-
dled steadily down the channel, his constant wake gilding
the silver water far behind him with pulsing reflections of
the sunset that were reflected again in flickering shafts of
duller gold dropping aslant down the paling of marsh, and
80 he came to the end of his peaceful voyage.

EowLAND E. Robinson.
Fkbbisbuhqh, Vermont,

THE LOST MAN OF LABRADOR.
Editor Forest and Sirearn:

I was very much interested in reading in the last issue of
FoKEST AND Steeam Mr. Fitzgerald's letter about the wan-
dering of a man supposed to be Dr. Games on the Labrador
coast. I take it that there have been previous letters pub-
lished concerning him, which unfortunately 1 have not read
and so know nothing about his previous history. In regard
to his wanderings in the far North I may be able to afford a
httle more light, as I traveled from Uugava to Rigolet on the
Hudson Bay Company's steamer in 1893, and htard about
this unfortunate man, but did not meet him, as he was on
his journey between Davis Inlet and Nachvak when I
stopped at those places. I wintered in Labrador and did
not return to civilization until September, 1894, and conse-
quently did not know inquiries were being made for him.
Last year I again passed down the coast, and as I was

naturally interested in the fate of the poor fellow 1 m^de
inquiries at GeorgeJiiver and Nachvau ; but unforlunately
diQ not pay particular attention to details, as I had no idea
that he was being sought for.

The account given by Mr Filzgerald is in the main cor-
rect, and I can only alter the details of his last wanderino^
and sad death. From what 1 could learn, the poor fellow
was suffering from religious mauia, which became acute
only at intervals, when it impelled him to travel onward
The greater part of the time he was, to all appearance, quite
rational, but was always very reticent concernino- himself
He passed Davis Inlet in Septembar, and tramped" with oc-
Dasional lifts in boats, to Rama, a Moravian mission station
aorth of Cape Mugford, where he remained until late in
October, when he again started northward for JSIachvak but
•eturned in a few days nearly dead from exposure and 'star-
ration; refusing to remain with the missionary, he was sentm with some E^kimos, aud arrived at the fl. B Post at
!jachvak in November. He remained there as the guest of
ttr. Jas..Ford until Februar^r, aud during that tiaie made
nnaself useful in teaching the children. In February some
Sskimo arrived from George River with dog teams and he
esolved to accompany thein home. He started with them
icross the high barrea mouu tains; and, having occadon to
itop when only a short distance from Nachvak, the Eskimo-
-probably being afraid of him—went on and left nim He
ollowed on in hopes of catching up to them, but was unable

to do so; andiwithout any blanket, 'or even means of'making
a fire, he followed their trail over the roughest country in
Labrador without food for nearly a week, only once sleeping
in a snow house erected by the Eskimo, the distance be-
tween the houses being too great for his unaided daily
tramp. Under such conditions, it is simplv marvelous that
he should reach the Hudson's Bav Post at George River, as
be did, with hands and feet badly frozen. He was wefl
looked after there by Mr. John Ford, and under careful
treatment soon recovered. He remained quietly at this
place for about two months, and took delight in teaching
the children about the post. Mr. Ford informed me that he
was a well-educated man who had evidently traveled con-
aiderablv. as he often spoke of the various places in the
United States, and although he would not direct! v tell where
he resided Mr. Ford was under the impression that he was
from Philadelphia, if I remember rightlv, and that his name
was Curran, which agrees closely with Games
The night previous to his sad death he was very restless

and called several times for his mother. The following
evening he said that he must continue bis journey, and
pointing across tbe small cove on which the post is situated,
said that if he would get to heaven he must go straight in
that direction over the hill, that rises almost perpendicular
1,000ft. above the cove. He insisted that Mr. Ford should
open the front door, which was blocked with snoAv for tha
winter. Mr. Ford, becoming alarmed, left him to arouse
the servants in their house, and when he returned found that
the poor fellow had bm-sted open the door and was gone.
Before doing so he had removed all his clothes and went forth
into the cold, starlight night naked.
They immediately followed his tracks, which led down a

small hill and up over the store belonging to the post, and
on the far side they found him quite dead, having slipped on
the roof and fallen, his neck striking on the sharp edge of a
fishing flat that rested against the store.
Thus ended the life of this unhappy wanderer, who must

have been a man of exceptional physique and will power, to
overcome, without any aid whatever, the hardships and
trials of a journey up the coast of Labrador, a journey that
no one unacquainted with the physical character of the
country can have any idea of, and to me, with some knowl-
edge of travel in Labrador, it seems nothing but marvelous
that he did not perish long before reaching far-off Ungava
Bay. His body now rests in the lonely little grave-vard on
the barren hill overlooking tbe small Hudson Bay Post be-
side the grave of Mrs. Ford's eldest son; and although a
wanderer unknown, poor and demented, he was taken in
and treated as an honored guest by these kind, simple peo-
ple of the far north, who give us, living in civilization, lef-
sons in practical Christianity that might be learned with
profit to ourselves and the wayfarer at the gate.

1 inquired of Mr. Ford if he had any papers or other ar-
ticles that might be used to identify the poor fellow, but he
informed me that he only found a Bible on his person; and
therefore if he had a wallet he must have lost it on his wan-
derings before reaching George River.
During the coming summer I shall probably again visit

George River, and will then make more careful inquiries; in
the meantime I would be much obliged if his friends would
send me a description of his personal appearance and other
facts of use in identifying the unfortunate wanderer.

„ ^ A. P. Low.
Gbolosical St'aYE*, Ottawa.

THE SCHOOLHOUSE COVER.—IL
(Concluded/ro7H page SG6.)

Ai'tEr lunch we returned to the hummocks, as this por-
tion of the grounds was called. The veteran dog .Toe had
hunted here many times and knew every favorite spot, and
it was most interesting to watch him as he worked out the
ground. Instead of beating it out regularly he would gallop
to the well-known places, slowing up as he approached them
until he arrived at his chosen spot, when he would stop,
and, with nose in air, feel f*.r the scent, and if nothing was
found his head would drop and off he would gallop to the
next place. But did he catch scent of a bird there would be
a wag or two of his tail, a quick and expressive glance
toward bis master, and then he would straighten out on
point. One incident that occurred in this connection I shall
never forget. Joe had passed by a small knoll without giv-
ing it any attention, and was some 50yds. beyond it when
my dog pointed just at the edge, and as Joe caught sight of
him it was very curious and interesting to watch his per-
formance. Joe was one of the best dogs to back that I have
ever iseen, and he at once honored the point in good style,
but only for a second or two, when he crouchingly stole
around behind until he had the wind, tben, with nose in air,
he carefully approached a little to one side until he caught
scent of tiie bird, when he pointed in his usual good style
for an instant; then, with an expressive wag of his tail, he
carefully crawled to the rear some 10 or 12ft., when he
raised himself up and again backed my dog.

This interesting performance was keenly enjoyed by us.
It was plain as daylight that Joe did not believe there was a
bird there, and thought that my dog was pointing false; but
after satisfying himself that there really was a bird there, he
realized that he had done his companion an injustice, and at
once made the proper amende by going to the rear and back-
ing him. It is perhaps needless to say that aU three of us
firmly believed that dogs think and reason, but I am not going
to discuss that question, and wiil only say that I do not
believe that any inteihgunt person who owns an intelligent
dog will disagree with me.

After talking over the performance I stepped in front of
mj' d3g, when three grouse rose at the upper end of the
knoll and swung to the left Although a long distance away.
I cut loose at the nearest one; but he kept on "Along
sbot," said the veteran, while Sabin shook his head and said
something about wasting ammunition—impossible to kill at
that dittaiice—all foolishness; but Sabin thought everything
of his repulation as a sure shot, and never took any hazard-
ous chances, while I usually shoot regardless of reputation
or distance, and I kill enough of these wild shots to keep me
up to the mark; at least, I still continue to take aU the
chances.
Following the birds to the run where w? had marked them

down, my dog threw his head in the air, and taking a few
strides picked up my bird and brought it in stone dead. The
veteran bgain said "a long shot, " while Sabin again shook
hia head, but never said a word. Meantime Joe had struck
the trail in the middle of the run and was waiting for us.
The veteran went to his dog, Sabin took position on the
right flank, while I crossed to the left side, and in this order
we followed the birds up the run. We had gone but a short
distance when I heard a grouse rise a long distance ahead of

us, and goon caught sight of it coming at its best'speed
directly toward us. I well knew that Sabin would not shoot,
and as I could not tell whether the veteran could see the
bird, I took a quick sight and pulled, and was greatly pleased
to see him collapse and come down; and so ereat wa^^ bis
momentum that he struck the ground 20yds behind
us, although he was fully that distance in front
when I fired. Mentally congratulating myself upon
the beautiful shot, I proceeded to load, and was
greatly surprised to bear the veteran also loading and to
hear him exclaim, "What! did you shoot?" "Yes," said I
"did you?" Sabin averred that the reason why ho did not
shoot was that he knew that no one gun could stop a
thunderbolt like that, "but," added he, "I am awful
sorry that I did not shoot, for then I could enjoy
with you two the satisfaction of having made a brilliant
shot." Joe still stuck to the trail, and as we knew that two
birds came in, we continued on up the run in the same orderWhen we came to the end of the trail of the bird that we had
killed, .Joe showed by his actions that he knew that the bird
had flown; but as the trail of the other one was near by he
again drew on for a few yards, when he signalled that this
one had also taken flight, probably at the same time as the
first one. Joe told us plainly that the bird had gone squarely
to the left, and as we knewnothing about it, we'followed the
course indicated to another run some aOOyds. away. The
wind was blowing across the run toward us, and wlien we
arrived near the edge Trump and .Joe pointed at almost the
same instant, and a second later my dog caught sight of Joe
and then Trump, and backed them, the three making a won-
derful picture that has not grown dim in all the long years
that have passed since I gazed upon it that beautiful October
afternoon. There in the bright sunlight stands old Trump
20yds above me, as firm as a rock, his forefeet are in a small
hoflow, while his hind ones are considerably higher, which
brings his nose close to the ground, although his head is
sticking up like a mud turtle's, while that stumpy tail of his
is pointing straight in the air instead of at its usual angle of
about forty-five degrees. His white and orange colors stand
sharply out from the background of dark green turf that cov-
ers the springy hillside, and as every hair on him is pointing
his portion of the picture is a gem in itself. Just beyond
him stands his master with a smfle upon his beaming coun-
tenance and an air of rapt attention that does full justice to
the scene. Some 6yds. nearer me stands Joe also pointing
in grand style, with his head over his shoulder and his tail
as straight as a ramrod, pointing squarely toward Trump,
while just behind him is the veteran, and a glance at his
speaking countenance plamly tells you that he too is happy.
How his eyes snap and sparkle as he gazes upon that beauti-
ful picture; see with what grace he doffs his hat, and almost
reverently bows low to each of the trio of living statues.
Such homage was never more sincerely offered.
My dog was at heel and not near enough to get the scent,

but he was in plain sight of both dogs, and almost as soon
as .Joe pointed he backed him, with his head well up, while
he crouched behind nearly to the ground, and as I turned
to look at him he caught sight of Trump, and I could see
his eyes grow brighter and the hair along bis spine raise up
as he honored the point of his old and tried companion.
The peculiar posiiions of the dogs added much to the charm
of the picture, and we gazed upon it for some time in deep
admiration.

Finally the veteran waved his hand to me, and in response
to the silent command I went down the run a few yards,
and crosfiog it to the opposite bank took my station just
above the veteran and a little below Sabin. The veteran
then walked in and put up the grouse, which flew as straight
as an arrow for Sabin, who was standing facing us; but no -

sooner did the bird start than he wheeled squarely around,
and as it passed him the gun came into position, there was a
sharp report, and the swiftly whirring pinions were stilled
forever. As we were nearly at the head of the little run,
my companions came to me, and after talking over the per-
formance a while the veteran suggested that, in order to save
time, we should separate and beat out the remainder of this
portion of the cover, so I bore sharp to the left and Sabin
took the right-hand edge, while the veteran was to work out
the section between us, the place of meeting being the open
ground between this cover and the run that leads back
toward the starting point

I had gone but a short distance past the place where we
so handsomely stopped the thunderbolt, when my dog came
to a point just at the edge of a strip of low-growing birches.
Walking in front of him, I passed through the narrow strip
where, from almost under my feet, a brace of woodcock
rose, and flying low went nearly straight away, giving me a
splendid opportimity for an easy double Now there is no
sport Hove so well as shooting at flying birds, so I shot at
both of them, and then followed them up and gave each of-
them another dose; one of them kept straight on, while
the other swung to the left and settled in a dense tangle of
thorns and birches. Sending ray dog around into the wind
he soon had him fast, and while I was wondering how I
should ever get into the thicket the bird solved the problem
by flushing wild nearly thirty yards away, and as I caught, a
glimpse of him twisting through the blanches I cut loose and
he either hit a limb or blundered into the charge and came
down and the dog brought him in. My fun was over so far
as this one was concerned, and I started for the other, but
had only two shots at him before he refused to rise again,
and was also gathered in. Working out the remainder of
my share of the ground I found two more woodcock, both
of them giving up at the first shrt. Before arriving at the
open ground 1 found both of my companions awaiting me.
The veteran had accounted for five woodcoclt and Sabin had
scored two woodcock and a grouse. When I reported my
four the veteran slyly remarked that he had missed one shot,
of which I was undoubtedly aware, as he had only five birds
to show for his six shots. This I knew, of course, was a
covert fiing at the fusilade that had been going on in my
quarter, but I cared little for this; and told him that I never
kept score except of the fun, and hits or misses were so
nearly alike in this respect that I scorned minor details, con-
soling myself when 1 killed a bird with the thought that my
companions would be pleased, and congratulating myself
when I missed that I would have the fun over again "If
that is the case," said he, "it is a thousand pities that you
killed that bird this morning when you were tumbfing down
the hill,"

"Oh! no," I repliid, "that shot appeared to afford my
companions so much pleasure that I was reaUy glad that I
tumbled the bird."

Cro-sing the open lot to the run I have mentioned Sabin
volunteered to beat the cover while we guarded the flanks,
the veteran passing down through the cover while I kept
guard along the upper edge, both of us keeping some SOyds.
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in advance of Sabin. We had gone but a short distance

when a grouse rose not 6ft. behind me and pitched into the

xun. and I could only cry "Mark," as I dare not shoot, not

knowing ju^t where Sabin -was. The veteran, however,

could see both Sabin and the bird, and as the latter was high

enoua,h in the air he cut loose and dropped the bird almost

squarely onto Sabin, who knew nolhins; of the matter untd

he heard the report of the gun and felt t^ie lu'd as it

brushed his shoulder and struck the ground at his feet.

While standing there awaiting the signal to move on another

grouse rose just below me and started up the run, and as it

was going into the air rapidly I threw the gun well above it

and pulled trieger, but instead of keeping its course the bird

alighted on a limb just as I pulled, but it immediately

started again pitching down this time, and I gave it the

other barrel and was well pleased to see it tumble. The

veteran saw the performance rather indistinctly and thought

that I had shot at the bird while it was sitting on the limb,

and he esnlaimed. "That is right, always give them a

chance, shoot oil the first barrel to start them and kill with

the second." Soon after a woodcock flushed from the edge

of the cover neai- him, and as he let go at him the bird fell a

foot or two and lodged in the fork of a limb some 3()ft. from

the ground. As the tree was too large to shake too

smooth to climlj the veteran was about to give the bird

another shot to bring it down, but Sabin assured him that it

was very unsportsmanlike to shoot at a woodcock in a tree

aud proposed that Trump should chmb for it, but the bird

settled the matter by twisting free in its death struggle and

coming dowu.
Continuing on up the run the veteran scored one rpore

grouse and Sabin two woodcock without noteworthy inci-

dent, all being brought to bag at the ftrst rise. We were

now but a few rods from our team, and as it was_ nearly

night and a long road home, wc were soon smoothing out

the plumage of oui birds and carefully packing them in the

box which we always canied for this purpose. Everything

went all ritrht until Sabin had finished with his bird, when

he exclaimed, "I have lost a woodcock out of my pocket.

Both the veteran and 1 tried to make him believe that he had

counted wrong, Imt be took out of his pocket some gun

wads, and counting them over averred that one bird was

lacking. We then'tried to make him believe that he had

missed, but he would not have it, and I then told him of the

bird that he had dropped in the orchard, which set. matters

straight, but we did not have the fun that I had expected, as

I thought that he might miss when I would make him be-

lieve thai he had not done so by finding this bird. We were

soon in the wagon and on the rOad home, where we arrived

In good season, thoroughly well pleased with our glorious

day, the m'^st enjoyable, we all agreed, of the many glorious

davs we had spent in our dearly loved schoolhouse cover.
_

This was long, long ago. My companions have fired their

last shot, and for several years I have not visited the dear old

place For more than a quarter of a century I went theie

several times each season. When I first knew it the covers

were all that could be desired; the surrounding farms with

their buildings were well kept, the little schoolhouse with its

two score of bright-eyed lads and lassies was always pleas-

ant and cheerful; but as the years rolled by it

was with deeply saddened feelings that I noted the

gradual change and decay that was stealing over the

place and its surroundings. As the merry band of lads and

lassies outgrew the little schoolhouse many of them sought

homes far away, aud but few were left to take their places,

and it was with sorrow that I noted the gradual thinning ot

the ranks of my little friends. Many of those who left the

place drew after them parents and relatives, and soon desert-

ed farmhouses dotted the landscape; and soon—alas! the

crowning glory of the covers!—the beautiful woodcock

nearly ail sought other resorts. Grouse were fairly plentiful

for many years, but on my last visit I found few of these

and only one solitary woodcock. .

•, t
We were working up the run where the veteran and I

made the brilliant shot at the grouse that was coming toward

us. and I was relating the incident to my companion when
• heexclaimtd: "History repeats itself; thai is your bird ;" at

the same time pointing to a woodcock that had flushed from

nearly where the grouse had started, and like that bird was

coming directly toward us. As I dropped the bird he ex-

claimed: "The last of his race; he met his fate bravely."

This was my last visit to the dear old place. Heartsick at

the utter desolation, 1 deeply regretted that I had come to

dispel the pleasing remembrances that clustered around my
heart and I have not since had the desire to repeat the visit,

although I am very glad to say that I can now look back

upon the well-remembered scenes with old-time pleasure.

Oft, mingled with the happy thoughts of the good old days,

are sad feelings, and I still erieve over the desolation of the

deserted farms grown up to weeds and brambles, the dense

briar thickets in the once clean covers, and, worst of all, not

a single happy child to give me Isindly greeting, not a single

stick or stone" of the little brown schoolhouse to mark the

spot where it once stood. Shadow.

TALES TOLD BY THE CAMP-FIRE.—VI.
BY AMATEUE.

(.Concluded from. paQe SSS.'y

The next evening one of our number began : It seems

scarcely credible that only 100 years ago this great country

was the home of wandering Indians in a state of savagery,

and that our ancestors, tenants in common, as we may say

of these Indians, were scarcely less savage than the red men
whom they hunted, feared and fought, but such is the fact.

Blias Blank, Isaiah Jones, both first and second, as they

liave been designated by our friend ; the Engles, and many
more of the early settlers were remarkable men, strong men
mentally, morally and physically, in a day and generation of

strong men and their peculiar traits of character have come

down to their descendants, where they left any descendants.

Elias Blank was one of the first of the early settlers to

' burn coal-the soft, bituminous coal—of what, I suppose, is

at least part of what is now the great Connellsville Eegion.

It came about in this way: One night the old man was

aroused by a rapping at his door, and after due precaution

opened it aud admitted Lewis Whetzell, the great Indian

fio-hter and a companion of his named Jonathan Gates, who
was called, both by white and red men, "Long-arms."

Gates was a most peculiarly constructed man, he had no

beard, but immense, busby eyebrows which passed entirely

across his forehead; his hair was something near the color of

fallen leaves and formed the only covering for his head, for

he never wore either hat or cap; his legs were very short

and although he had the body of a man 6ft. high, his

stature was scant 4ft., yet his arms were so long that he

could place his hands flat on the grouad or on a floor,

straighten his elbows, keeping his knees straight at the same

time, and swing back and forth without touching the

ground with his feet. In bis progress through the woods it

was said that he could use either or both hands to spring

from, or catching the limb of a tree to swing from, would

clear a prodigious distance at a single spring.

This man was a terror to the Indians, and white men care-

fully guarded against enraging him. He was a most dan-

gerous foe to the red men, and when he joined forces with

such a man as Lewis Whetzell Indian blood was sure to flow.

But I am not about to give a history of Long-arms nor to de-

tail any campaign of Lewis Whet Z3ll. When Elias Blank

opened his door these two men stepped into his cabin.

Blank gave them food, and, after they had eaten, they

sought their beds and slept until late next day.

When they bad again partaken of food Elias B'ank said to

Whetzell: „ . . ^,

"Friend Lewis, where have thee and our friend been, and

where bound?"
. . , . „ .

"I want to get out of here at once," said Whetzell, and

Long-arms is of the same opinion ; this country's bewit ched,

and Long-arms and I are both nearly scared to death."

A half frown passed over the face of old Elias as he said

:

"Friend Lewis, thee must not tell such stories to me. Thee

knows I'm thy friend, and I have saved thee when a price

was on thy head. I know thou art a man of courage, and

friend Jonathan Gates, whom some call Long-arms, fears

nothing on earth, and I'm fearful nothing anywhere else,

and yet thou tellest me that he and thee are scared even

almost unto death. Shame on thee to so declare before thy

friend who loves thee both as he were thy father."

"No, no, Elias," said Whetzell, dropping into the Quaker

speech, "I tell thee no he. We are scared and are even now
on our way to the 'dark and bloody ground,' I tell thee,

Elias. Yesterday afternoon we were in hiding about a mile

from Dunkard Creek, an' in the evening we built a fire

under a bank, very carefully, and we got some black rocks

to prop up a little kettle, and put them beside the fire rather

than in it, and the black rocks took fire and burned furiously,

with a filthy smoke and a bright light, and Long-arms said

the devil would come if we stayed, and we grabbed our

kettle and poured out the water, and made our way here,

leaving the black rocks to burn."

Elias Blank was much interested, but he didnt tell

Whetzell what the black rocks were, though he did find out

exactly where they had made their fire, and when they left

he gave each of them a new Ezra Engle rifle, a knife and a

tomahawk, 41bs. of powder and a supply of lead. He then

hunted up their camping ground, found the black rocks and

opened a coal bank into one of the river hills, and this coal

bank is yet in existence in a 13ft. vein of coal that is abso-

lutely free from slate and burns like pitch.

I don't remember where Lswis Whetzell died, if indeed I

ever heard. He was merely an Indian fighter, but he was

perhaps the most celebrated of a group composed of Daniel

Boone, Simon Kenton, Adam Poe and a number of others.

Long-arms, or Jonathan Gates, lived many years after the

discovery of the black rocks, and finally died at the house

of Een Blank, who had him buried on the burial ground

of old Elias Blank at his (Een's) own expense.

Long-arms, at his own n quest, was buried in a birch bark

canoe for a coffin, clad in a buckskin suit and moccasins,

with all his weapons of war or the chase around him. On
his tomb clone are the words, "Jonathan Gates, Long-arms.

Died ;
18-."

^ ^. ^ ^
He seems to have been the last of the old Indian fighters

in western Pennsylvania.

EASTERN NOTES ON WESTERN
MATTERS.

Editor Forest and Stream:

May I, without discussing the Forest Reserves in Wash-

ington, recommend for carfful reading the communications

of Gov. Black and Cayuga in the issue of April 10 V

As to Cayuga "not reflecting the real sentiment of the

West," I suspect he does reflect just that. There is a httle

skeleton in western closets of which I often caught a

o-limpse when with intimates: it is the opinion that the

Pacific States are entirely able to get along without the rest

of the country. The sentiment is vainglorious, but not

intentionally bellicose or disloyal I have heard it often and

know it well, yet but for the editorial pointer I should not

have suspected Cajuga, of harboring the old familiar skele-

ton. So far from de'serving censure for his "argument of

sectionalism, provincial conspiracy and geographical en-

mity," he avoided these very oftenses to a degree hardly to

be expected under the present provocation. There is on the

West Coast much restiveness under Eastern interference and

criticism. Like the Helvetian chief, they want to know

what business this Cfesar has in their Gaul, which they have

conquered; and doubtless Cassar would have made the same

inquiry had Orgetorix come to Rome! \

As one who has hved West without becoming a West-

erner I wish to express my high opinion of the people

among whom I have resided ; and I judge they were not

exceptions to the average population of Washington and

Oregon If this Forest Commission is as wisely reg-ulated

as we are promised it will be; if it is intelligent in its choice

of reserves and just in its dealings, the people of the West

will give it a patient hearing The eastern press need not

worry over the unwillingness of Washington to support

what will be fox the benefit of the State. Here we have

nothing which corresponds to the western belief in the pos-

sibilities of a glorious country: it is farsighted because it is

full of faith; it is willing to wait or to work, because it does

not admit the possibihty of disappointment, and it extends

through all grades of society from rich to poor. It is my
husband's delight to hear every man talk of the subject of

most interest to him, and we entertained in our home all

grades and opinions—the Salvationist, the theosophi&t, the

populist and the nihilist—all trades and traditions. We
found seventeen new sorts of religion and only one opinion

of the future of the Pacific Slope, a sohdarity that may be

to me from watching the snow -line climb Mt. Hood, and

from observing the Willamette, a river fed entirely by rains

and the melting snow of the Cascades. That year the Wil-

lamette was quiet and clear in April, and was not afterward

affpcted (if my recollection serves) by any rise except that

caused by the back-water of the Columbia—a sure sign that

the Cascade snows were gone.

If Portland is to be preserved from another such fliol as

we saw there, it will not be by the agency of reservations in

the Cascades, but by proper dealing with its headwaters and

those of its treacherous affluent, the Snake Eiver. But that

forest reserves in the Cascades might affect a river like the

Willamette, which lies entirely in the wet coast region, is

not impossible. 1 have seen that river rise seventeen times

in one winter and attain a maximum flood of 34ft. Not

only was this dangerous, but it caused great loss to the

country in the wasting of the soil. One couldn't drink the

water, even after it had settled, without feeling that he was

robbing his neighbor's garden. I have seen a half-inch of

o-ood soil settle in the bottom of a pitcher of water.
° A number of Cayuga's observations, as those on the sparse

limbering of the foothills and the over-luxariant growth on

the low lands, wiU strike a resident of the "web-foot coun-

try" as pertinent and just. No one who has not winlertd

there can fully appre'ciate the excess of moisture which

these forests absorb in winter and do not retain in summer.

They are super-saturated part of the year, and tinder-boxes

the rest of the time. In that country nature is not contentt d

to give you enough of anything, she always gives too much
—an unsalable, unemployable overplus of flowers, fruit,

wood, water and weeds Often the best use that can be

made of this lavishness is to waste it, and this que.'tion

brings me to a subject which must often distress the tourist

—the waste of wood in land clearing. I do not speak of the

waste in lumbering or by forest fires, but by the methods of

clearing farms. It is a deep distress to the visitor who se«s

trees—to obtain which alive Boston would sell Bunker Hill

monument-trees of incomparable majesty, blown up with

giant powder and burned on the spot. 1 have sef n within a

few miles of Portlau'i, and within easy railroad transporta-

tion thither, enough fine timber burned to have warmtd a

city. The waste heie seemed unpardonable, perhaps in this

case not justifiable; but the man who has "proved up," and

is clearing his land, has no other use for the wood but to

destroy it most economically. So enormous is the labor of

clearing this land, so imposs'ible is it to save the wood in the.

log, so'costly to prepare it for store-wood, that the expense,

of saving lumber is no small item. Finally, the roads are so

bad and the market price so low, that to anyone at all re-

moved from his market, the costs exceed the profits. I used

to buy the best split fir for $3 a cord; bark was a trifle more.

Yet I have seen four horses and three men work half a day

to deliver a load of bark, that in New England would be

regarded ridiculously small for one horse. I would not be

believed if I said how inconsiderable the quantity was; but

then no one East would believe that roads could be so bad as

are the Ort gon roads in winter.

The farmers snd settlers in Oregon do not appear to have

New England thrift, but eastern cities should give them the.

credit of desiring their own best interests and working to

get them. If they waste wood, it may be set down to the

exigencies of pioneer life. A hundred years ago, or even

less, the same necessities demanded similar action here in

the East. There was a time in Maine when a pine tree was

an enemy—but /never had the pleasure of looking at a first-

class pine The people of the W. st wiU undoubtedly b«

wife enough to keep aud care for tracts of their best foresi

laud as the most filling memorial of what herculean labors

their pioneers underwent, as a more beautiful testimony oi

their 'pride and appreciation of the men who "won thi

West " than any that human skiU could devise. We maj

depend upon them to do this; let us not; presume to dictati

how they shah do it. The aisihetic side of their noble foresti

appeals to them-not as vividly as to us, but with thai

deeper, ingrained affection of the native, to whom no air

no soil, no sun is like that of his own home. And as foi

forestry as a protection against floods, were they not theit

farms, their homes, their cities, that were destroyed or men>

aced a few years since? I, who saw it all. speak for my;

self and my western neighbors, in saying that we do no1

desire a repetition of these horrors, and that, with returning

prosperity, we shall not forget to try to effecti a cure. ThtT

difficulties are enormeus, the methods by no means deci 'et

upon; but the (Jolumbia will be shackled before the Missis

sippi—or even some lesser rivers—shall be subdued.
Fatsnie Hardy Eckstobm.

depended on to favor the permanent good of the country

It is true that our western friends are not there entirely "for

their health"; but that they have uncommon public spirit is

patent to anyone who knows how they have borne up under

the extraordinary discouragements and reverses of the last

four years, without complaint and always with confident

"^rhe opinion, that reservations in the Cascades will subdue

the Columbia is an eastern error which deserves a word of

comment. The great floods of 1894, so destructive to pro-

perty over, he lower Columbia valley, did not reach their

height tin late May or early June. At that time the snow

on the Oascado Range was gone. This was doubly apparent

Brewer, Me.

Proposed Labrador Excursion.

Quebec, Qvlu.—Editor forest and Stream; A friend o

mine hunter, woodtman, canoeman and explorer, for man;

years in the employ of the Hudson's Bay Co., would hke ti

take a party of three genllemen for a three months' trip ii

the inlerior'of Labrador, to the region east of Hudson's Ba.

and south of the Strait. It is a country entirely uuknow

to white men and only very sparsely inhabited by Indian

(whose language this gentleman speaks), but who are a

away at the coast in the'summer.

He tells me that the trip would not be a difficult or cost!

one and that the couctry can be very much more eaail

reached by the route he proposes to take than by any thii

would have the Lake St. John region as its starting pomi

The mosquitoe.«. which are supposed to be a terror to es

plorers in that country, he says are left not far from it

coast, and that when the open country, toward the Barrt

Grounds, is reached ihere are none at all.

The fishing on the waters he proposes to follow la e>

traordinary (which we can well belitvt) and game is moi

abundant, Caribou "are in sight all the time." The li

dians know the wapiti, and there is also another anim

(presumably of the detr tribe) that be was not able to ident

fy from the Indians' desciiption. Bears are plenty.

If three gentlemen of £ome scimlific taste and knowled.

would like to visit an entirely unknown country, combiaic

research and exploration with unlimited sport, this wou^

seem to offer a rare opportunity. If 1 were twenty-fi>|

years younger I should like nothing bettfr. Canada.

With great pleasure I Sfod yo
for tne ensuing year, wliich l.s a

and waters, and a companion I

quite one of the happy fatmlr -

North Carolina.

The Next Best Thing.
u 8* for my weebly tresEt of readi

clellgtittul substitute for the wool
could uot no«^ do without, feeliir

* George Holmes'

The FOHEST AND Streah is

Correspondence intended for

latest by Monday, and as vmch

put to press each vieeleon luesdi

publication should reach us (ft

»arliar as fifaciicable.
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SNAKE LORE.
Lowell, Mass., April 6—Occasionally the columns of the

FoE_EST AND Stream have contained queries concerning the
habits and food of snakes, none of which have ever
brought out any data that shed much light on this inter-
esting subject.

Many years of hunting, fishing and camping, coupled
with an interest for investigation, has furnished the writer
with considereble matter at hand to draw from. In the
small space that the crowded columns of the Forest and
Stream can afford, it will be impossible to treat a subject
which covers so wide a range other than in a general way,
and I shall only try to give some of the most important
instances that have come under my observation; some of
them separated by many years, and long distances.
Like everything else living, the habits of snakes are

governed very much by the nature andquantity of their food
supply, which varies very much during the yearly change of
seasons. They are governed also by conditions which
vary with change of locality and climate. These facts
render it impossible to establish rules to gauge the habits
not only of snakes, but of almost every species of life hav-
ing fur, fins or feathers that may exist over a wide extent
of country, and where food is obtained under differing con-
ditions.

That most of the common varieties of the snakes of the
Atlantic States from Maine to Florida are voracious and
predatory is quite well established, but the wonderful
variety of their food, which embraces almost every living
thing that is not too great for swallowing, is not generally
known. During many years I made it a practice to kill
all the snakes I met with when possible—especially those
of the larger species—and have cut open the stomachs of
many hundreds of them, and after consulting my notes I
find this surprising medley of food noted during a number
of years: young chickens and ducka, young birds of almost
every kind—especially ground and bush-nesting birds-
mice, moles, young squirrels of various kinds, weasels
young of muskrats, mink and rabbits, the young of grouse'
quail and woodcock, frogs, toads and tadpoles, often young
snakes of the larger species, old ones of all the smaller
varieties, grasshoppers, crickets, most kinds of butterflies,
and fish of every known variety, and of all sizes from
J-pounder down to the smallest minnow. Is not this a
most astonishing assortment? And the list is not yet com-
plete.

Once, while fishing a trout brook that flowed through a
meadow, my attention was attracted to the erratic behavior
of a few bumble bees that were making much ado around
a small tussock of grass. On closer inspection I found a
small snake of the adder family ducking to avoid the on-
slaughts of the bees while stealing out of the little grass-
hidden nest the young bees. I attended to him at
once, and after his troubles were over I found in his maw
the fat young bumble bees that he was caught in the act
of swallowing.

I am not aware that snakes held in captivity ever take
into the stomach any substances other than flesh, but on
many occasions I have found in the stomachs of snakes
that were cut open considerable vegetable matter, mainly
in the form of buds, if in the early spring, and later in the
summer often a profusion of small green leaves, oblong in
shape, and in all cases appearing to be the same leaf. I
have found these not only in stomachs that were nearly
empty, but also in others that were full of animal food, a
condition which would seem to preclude the possibility'of
heir presence being due to hunger. These observations
have led me to beheve that snakes, like many animals act
as their own physicians, and know when and what to take
mto the stomach to correct any u-regularities from which
chey may be ailing.

As flesh-eating gluttons, snakes have no equal, and when
gorged to the utmost they act as if in a trance, and appear
ierfectly helpless, as the following cases would show
ibout fifteen years ago, while fishing the outlet of a shal-
ow lake m ]\faine, near the Canadian line, I had occasion
o visit a small, partially dried up bog to replenish my sup-
3ly of httle frogs for bait. While doing this I routed a
arge, red-bellied water snake. He acted as if trying to
,yoid the customs oflicials. I soon slit him up with my
>ig knife, and emptied from his stomach about a quart of
irge tadpoles, many of which had the legs well developed
8 occurs when commencing to assume frog citizenship

'

Some years ago, while fishing at the Hebron Meadows
lewfound Lake, N. H., my companion and I were inter-
sted spectators of a very fierce battle between two mottled-
ack, red-bellied water snakes over the possession of a
ellow perch of about Sin. in length, which one of them
ad captured and both wanted. The battle continued
ith great fury; first one, then the other waa in temporary
ossession of the fish; then both would secure a firm hold
ad tug fiercely for possession. At times the perch seemed
irgotten, and lay helplessly flopping in the mud and
:a88, while its captors writhed and twisted in the fierce
eat of battle for the mastery. At length the smaller
lake abandoned the conflict, and the victor, seizing his
rey, made his way toward higher ground, only to encount-
a more formidable foe, armed with a paddle. His snake-
up measured 51t. 4in. The perch was Sin. long and pulled
3wn my pocket scales to 6ioz. Although some the worse
r his experience, we returned him to the water and
ter a few erratic movements he slowly swam off 'into
;eper water.
On one occasion, while hunting, a large blacksnake was
icountered. J saw from his swollen abdomen that he
id only recently dined. I ripped bun up with my knife
Ld found in his stomach an enormous green fros that
easured 13in. in length.

^
Some yeare ago, one Sunday morning found us cooking
eakfast m camp, which was situated on a low bluff by
e side of a river that for a nimiber of miles flowed
rough a succession of meadows. This occasion furnished
with a tragedy never to be forgotten. A splashing in
e water on the opposite bank of the river attracted our
tention; the reeds and rushes, with the tall grass ren-
red it impossible to see the cause, while the noise' con-
lued so long that all thoughts of muskrats were ban-
led Irom our minds, and the writer, with a companion
pped over m a canoe to learn the cause of bo unusual a
sturbance. We found a large blacksnake over 6ft. in

length with a catfish or horned pout stuck fast in his
throat; about 4in. of the fish's tail protruded from his
mouth, while the head and the remainder of the body
was fast m the snake's throat, held there by the stiff, bony-
spines of the dorsal and pectoral fins that were protruding
through the neck, one at the top just back of the head
and one on either side of the neck. The struggles of this
snake, both on land and in the water, were frightful to
behold. Such thrashing around in the bushes and grass-
such writhing and twisting as took place in the water'
amazed us. Fon a number of minutes we watched this
awful struggle of the snake to free himself from his equally
distressed victim. Tiring at last of witnessing so much
suffering, we put the snake out of his misery. The head
and forward part of the snake's body was badly scratched
and cut up from so much thrashing around among the
bushes. The fish's tail and body were also badly scratched
and torn from the same cause. The bony spines pro-
truding through the neck, and the cause of the snake's
downfall, were stripped bare of fins and skin.

It is not generally known that snakes move about and
feed during the night, but after many years of observation
I am quite certain that some of the common species, both
North and South, especially those that hve near, and
freely take to the water, not only move around consider-
ably, but also feed during the hours of darkness.

I have often encountered them at night while on the
water during the warm months of summer, but after the
c!t)lder nights of autumn arrive I have never seen them
abroad after dark.

I have found some of the water snakes caught onset
lines that were put out at night and taken up in the morn-
ing, and well remember once while fishing for big-mouthed
bass at least two hour^ before sunrise in the morning of
having a little frog that I was casting on the surface of the
water taken by a red-bellied water snake. He was.hooked
and landed in the boat, and there was no chance of mis-
taking his identity, and it was yet so dark that you could
see only a few feet on the water. I am afraid that this
admission will show me up the same as once happened to
Mr. Cheeney, and go to prove that there are fish other than
trout that can be caught on the surface of the water during
the silent hours of the night.
During a moonlight summer^night I once listened to the

awful cries of distress and anguish that came from a lar^e
green frog that was slowly being swallowed by a black-
snake. This was proven, for on pushing out from camp in
our punt and making our way up a slough, guided by the
mourns and cries of terror from his victim, we arrived in
time to take part in the tragedy, and add 'to the already
long list another snake victim, and give Ufe and liberty to
one whose song we had been used to listening for o' nights
while happy in his home in the bog.

George W. Dearbokn.

noticed a fine
and an expert
from the wild
the owner of

The Crocodile's Upper Jaw.
In the crocodile notes in the last Fobest and Stbeam

Mr. Le Baron is right about the crocodiles lying in the sun
with their mouths wide open. I have seen it many times
and put a good charge of buckshot down their throats • but
what I am trying to find out is if a crocodile's upper iaw is
hinged any different from any other creature. I don't think
there la anything—bird, beast, fish or reptile—that has the
upper jaw hinged. Geo. A. Boardman.

e?5

CAMP BOUILLON.
In looking through some papers to-day I ran across a pen-

cil sketch that reminded me of a camping expedition partici-
pated in by the members of the Old Saginaw Crowd a num
ber of years ago, how many I will not attempt to say

It was our custom to have a camp annually near Saginaw
giving as an excuse that we wanted to hunt partridges and
quail, when, in reality, it was for the purpose of getting to-
gether under the leafy boughs to enjoy the crisp, fresh air
of the woodlands, toast our shins before a roaring campfire
and last, but not least, to sleep beneath canvas and let off
steam.
This particular trip I have reference to was taken early in

November m the midst of the most delightful autumn
that existed anywhere. Packing up our tents and belong-
ings one Friday morning, and putting them aboard the Nar-
row Gauge baggage-car, we went down to a little station
caUed Kmtner. The advance guard going with the dunnage
was Briggs, Jack Morley, or Section 37, Lindsley and my-
self. Lindsley was a lumberman of Morristown, IST J who
in a rash moment, had expressed a desire to come up into
the wilds of Michigan and kiU half a dozen deer and a bear
or two.
We explained to him that we would have more fun by

confining ourselves to partridge and quail shooting, and he
arrived one morning with his brand new paraphernaha ahappy smUe and a cheerful disposition, and the next day we
were m camp alongside of a little stream about three miles
from the station above mentioned, our truck havino- been
transported to the campmg-ground by means of a farmer's
wagon.
The forenoon was used up getting the camp in order. We

ihad taken along two tents; the rear one had the cook sto^e
pn, and the cookmg was presided over by George, our csr
fcorter. The front end of one tent was left open, and fast-
ned to this was the other tent with both ends open so itwas really one long tent about 24:U. deep, giving us nlentv

of room for sleeping, .cooking and eating.
" f j

You all know how to make a camp, and can imagine whatwas done to get things in order.
In the afternoon we went out for a little shoot, and I have

forgotten how many birds we got, but partridges were plenti-
ful, and we had enough for a rousing big supper that nightwhen some new arnvals came mto camp. I remember one
of them was McCarty. the other George Morley, and I think
Ferd Ashley was also one of the late arrivals—poor old
i erd! he has since -passed to the happy hunting ground

I remember George had a rather exciting time finding us
It was dark when the last train arrived, and he had a white
paper bag filled with supplies for camp. He noticed a man
approaching in the darkness cariying a lantern, and all of asudden the stranger stepped and threw up a gun; Georee
called to him just in time to save being peppered with a

charge of shot, for the farmer had mistaken the white paper
bag for a dog, and as some sheep had recently been killed by
a vagrant cur, be was out watching for him. The farmer
felt quite crestfallen over this imjident.
The next day was spent in shooting, and it was a day full

of incidents. McCarty, Lindsley and myselfmadeup one partym the forenoon. I remember getting into a fence corner
where a covey of partridge, I do not know how many, be-
gan getting up one at a time until all of us had blazed away
to our heart's content. Indeed, those were great days for
shooting right around home; far better than it has been in
later years.

In the afternoon Jack and I started out after wild tm-keys.
tor a hght snowfall had come on that forenoon, We had
not gone far before we struck the tracks of a flock, and fol-
lowed them until late in the afternoon; but as we were quiteawayfrom camp Jack decided to give it up, and started
back. 1 followed on but a short distance and the tracks dis-
appeared, but whether from the birds flying or the rapidly
melting snow I have forgotten which, I, too, started home-
ward. Ihe camp must have been three or four miles away
and 1 took the road for it. In passing by a farmhouse I

flock of turlseys. They were black,
•would have been required to tell them
article. Striking up a bargain with

>,^o^ f 11 * iT . .
^°^^> ^ ^^^ed one big gobbler's

Head lull of shot, slung him over my shoulder, and eventu-
ally brought up at camp. Instead of following the road I
cut across lots and came on to the camp from the woods
side. 1 he boys were all sitting around the camp-fire ; it was
lust getting dusk, and I commenced calling out as loudly as
.could when I got within earshot, telling Jack he had

missed it by not staying a little longer, and the clamor Imade brought them all out to see what occasioned that ex-

. ,
suppose for an instant

that the turkey I had was a tame one. Lindsley was in
ecstacies and after they had aU admhed the bird, and
asked all sorts of questions as to where I got it, how I got
It, and all that sort of thing, I presented it to Lindsley He
was delighted with the gift, and expressed it home to Mor-
ristown to his wife. A letter received soon after his return
informed me his wife said it was the finest turkey she had
ever eaten

;
far better than any tame turkey that ever lived

Lindsley has quit the lumber business, is now editor of a
newspaper, and I suppose if lie sees this, it will be the first
intimation he has ever had that even an Eastern lumberman
was not safe from the jokes of a Saginaw sportsman.
But you are all anxious, I suppose, to know why we

ctiristened the camp Camp Bouillon, and I am in a lone:-
winded way approaching that part of it.

I had promised the boys I would make them a woods'
stew, so at noon time when we started away from camp I'
had fixed up a kettle containing shoes of onions, potatoes,
salt pork, turnips, and in fact everything that was around
the camp, including a fox squirrel and a rabbit. This had
been put over a slow fire to cook and sputter away until
night time, and the boys were ravenous, having sniffed its
eavoiy odors for some time, and were only waiting for me to
put m an appearance to literally fih themselves full. They
were tired out, as hungry as wolves, and after they were all
seated at our woods' table I noticed they were partaking
ot the stew, smacking their lips and sending back for
more. & ux

onmf^'^i^ ^ hearty eater, and as he weighs considerably over
<imb8., he has a large cellar wherein to store an enormous
quantity of food. When his plate had made the thhd or
lourth trip to the bouiflon kettle Jack rather intimated that
he thought he had had his share of it.

We sat round_ the camp-fire that night, told stories and
smoked, and as it had turned very cold, we gradually one by.
one crawled into bed.

=. j j

Ferd was of about the same build as McCarty, and I know
that Jack slept between the two, and claimed they stuck up sohigh that the blankets did not touch him at all, so he rattled
around like a pea in a pod between these two fat men, who
^^

the clothes about a foot higher than his frail form, and
allowed the cold wind to whistle in around him in a disagree-
able manner. °

I do not know how long I had been asleep, certainly nota great while, before McCarty began to groan, and how hedid groan; then he got up and went out into the cold starry
night, and glancing out, I noticed he was leaning with hisbrow firmly pressed against the bark of a maple tree Hecame hack to bed only to groan and twist and go out againand cool off in the starry moonlight. Finally Mack's ?av-mgs became less frequent, and he at last settled down to atroublesome sleep.

The next victim of wakefulness was Lindsley It harl
gotten awfully cold by this time; the moon had gone nearlydown and it was getting dark. An old owl on a tree nearby began hooting, and I could almost hear Lindsley's ears

K^"^^
^"^'^y ^^^^d ^ hollow whisper ' ' What'sthat? and theye was a tremor in his voice that seemed to in-

dicate he thought his time had come. I whispered to him
It is a great horned owl," and he asked me whether I sun'

posed he could shoot it. I said, "Of course; nothing iseasier; just follow the sound and you will see him sittmg uoon a hmb and blaze away at him." ^ ^
Up he got; how his teeth did chatter; I guess the ther-mometer had gotten down to zero by that timl. He huntedaround for his boots, and, after a good deal of diflaculty

dressed himself; his benumbed fingers fished out the car-tridges, and he started out.
I could hear him banging his shins and falling over loa-q in

the darkness. The hooting of the owl seemed further awavandlwas lust dozing off when Lindsley came in frozennearly to death, and crawled mto bed.
'

The next morning bright and early, before we had finishedbreakfast, we had visitors. It was Sunday morning and thefarmers were coming to see what kind of a c/owd wascamping among them. They could hardly understand towhat purpose business men could be living in tents so neaJtheir back yards. McCarty had not gotteS up y?? he waspale and unsteady. Lindsley was hunting for a pair of 5fkstockmgs that he had gotten wet the dfy before ai^d hadhung on a little branch to dry. They had dTsapiaiedOne of the farmer visitors suddenly remarked that some onemust have been mighty sick in this camp last night Se wasstanding suspiciously near the maple tree) • Whv " Tasked.. "Well "he said, "I have heard of people throwiniup their socks before now, but I never saw it dine
•^''^

Alas for Lindsley's silk socks. We will draw the curtainof charity on the scene. McCarty took the first Sin horn?

?Kf leaving the reit of us to pa?k up amUothis day if a rabbit stew is mentioned, his memSy lakpJbun back to that night when he destroyed SnS's hc5.
W. B. Meesbojt.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Good Boating Streams.

Lexdek has the following inquiry and information in

regard to streams suitable for a canoeing and camping trip:

"'Will yoa kindly advise me, if you have any information

upon ihe'subject, as to the character of the Wisconsin Eivta-

from a point near Eagle River Station, on the Milwaukee,

Lake Shore & Western, to Merrill or Wausau?
"I spend one of my vacations, usually in July or August,

in taking a trip down some river with one or more compan-

ions, and boats or canoes of light draft, carrying protean

tent, blankets, provisions and fishing tackle, and making
three or four or twice as many different camps in the space

of two or three weeks. We prefer a rather small stream, and

as our boats draw only a few inches of water, we can start

pretty well up I have been dovvn the Kalamazoo, the

Thornapple, the Tippecanoe, the White River and the Kan-
kakee (from Momence), and like to go down a different

stream each season. The best trip I ever had was down the

smallest of these streams, the Thornapple, of Michigan, from
Thornapple Lake to the mouth of the river.

"On such trips we rarely use anything but the fly in our

fishing, as we make it a point to kill no fish which we can-

not eat; and a fish caught on a fly is only lip-hooked, and not

injured.

"I met a man last fall who said the Wisconsin below
Minoqua is a good bass stream. That he had taken them
weia-hing 41bs, (small mouths),

"This year there will be four of us, with three boats and
two protean tents. We would like to know of a small

stream where we can have from 100 to 200 miles of boating;

where the scenery is picturesque; the population not dense,

but rather the reverse; campers not so numerous as to be in

each other's way; the stream rather rapid, with riffles, etc.,

and good fly-fishing.

"This is a larg:e order, but I liave great confidence in 'Chi-

cago and the West.'

"

The Wisconsin River, even so far up as Eagle Eiver sta-

tion, is considerable of a stream, deep and with good cur-

rent, yet very well suited for a boating trip. It has some
few rapids, but nothing dangerous. It offers fine fishing

for bass and wall-eyed prke, and yields an occasional mus-

callonge. It runs through a wild pine country. Near Mer-

rill, Wis., one strikes good trout streams; among others, I

think the Prairie River a very good stream indeed. Lower
down in the State the Wisconsin gets to be a big river, car-

rjang steamboats and that sort of thing, but between the

points above mentioned it is not a bad stream for a boating

trip, and has been run by several p'irties equipped somewhat
as Mr. Mott describes. The Brule River is a wilder stream,

with more rapids and more dangers for small boats. This

trip would not offer the fishing afforded by the Wisconsin

River, and the navigation would be far more difiicult and
hazardous. I have tried the Brule rapids once and have not

lost any more of them. The Flambeau and the Chippewa
are other considerable streams of the pine countiy and
offer attractions similar to those of the Wisconsin. The Od-

tanogan offers a good trip, but gives only trout fishing, For
a quiet trip through a farming country with good bass fish-

ing, the Rock River is a good one. All the above streams

are in Wisconsin. Of course, a rapid and eventful trip

could be made down the Au Sable River, of Michigan,

South Peninsula. Here one could get all the trout, grayling,

risks and rapids he would probably care for. All these

streams would afford mosquitoes in abundance. I believe I

would rather have the Wisconsin River for a camping run

than any of them.

From the Northwest Coast Country,

Mr. W. S. Phillips, of Latona, Wash., sends me the fol-

lowing from the far-off l^Torthwest country of the Coast. In

regard to the cutting of the trees by beaver at so great a

distance from the ground, the thing may be strange, but not

incredible. The snow in these big mountains fall to a very

great depth. I have seen the face of a drift in the Rockies

exposed for a height, I should think, of 15 or 20ft. More-
over, this very winter, as it happens, 1 have seen the trails

and cuttings of beaver on the top of the snow (near the Two
Medicine Creek, in Montana). The snow here was probably

not more than 6 or 8ft. deep, but had it been twice that

depth the beaver could have gone on top of it just the same.

They were working out in the woods, a little way from an

open stretch in the'creek. Mr. Philhps goes on to say:

"A friend of mine told me of a queer fact the other day.

He has been with Grovernment Survey outfits working in the

Cascade Mountain country for several years, oft' and on.

While working among the Mt. Rainier foothills he found
trees which had been cut off as high as 20ft. above the

ground by beaver, Said he saw this in the summer, and
could only explain it by the theory of the animals work-

ing on top of the winter snow. Did you ever hear of a

similar incident? He also tells me that mountain goats are

very plentiful all around the snow ridges that flank the

peak.
"Spring is on with us here; weather ivarm; birds singing;

flowers in bloom, and the hills full of prospectors; regular

'49 rush this spring, which will probably cut a big figure in

the game question in the mountain country of this State, as

every man going out carries arms, the .30-30 Marlin being

about equally in favor with .45-70 Winchester, and they are

all 'meat' rifles. This fact, coupled to a rush of prospec-

tors, bodes ill to the peace of Washington game."

Snowshoe Wear.

Mr. William Goldthwait asks for the address of the store

in St. Paul that sells the rubber-soled moccasin, mentioned

m my letter from there of March 2. I obtained the shoes of

a local store whose address I do not recall, but I think the

goods were those of the xlmerican Rubber Company. After

trying them I found that my theory had not been carried

out quite successfully. The 'sole of" the shoe is too heavy,

and the whole foot is too stiff and clumsy for successful use

as a foot cover for snowshoeing. In this work, as of course

every snowshoer knows, the foot must not be cramped or

bound in any particular, and the shoe must yield to every

movement readily. For snowshoeing in a cold, dry snow, a

great many are fond of the moccasin. The main trouble

with the moccasin, aside from its leading, is that when ice

forms under the ball of the foot it punishes one more than

when the foot is protected by a rubber sole. The woodsmen
and trappers of Wisconsin and Michigan, indeed also

of Montana and the Northwest Coast country, use a

rubber called the Gold Seal, which, to my notion, is

about the best snowshoe wear I have found. The sole of

this is flexible and the top soft enough to serve as a moccasin.

These rubbers are sold with leather tops at some of the

Montana towns for instance,'at Kallispel,*but I do not know
the name of any dealer there. I finally came around to use

these rubbers on my Rocky Mountain snowshoe trip this

winter, as we were in a country where the snow was wet
and very deep. Ordinarily it makes no difference that these

rubbers have no tops to them, as the snow which gets in

about the edges will not wet through the heavy socks, but in

this country I found that the snow was too damp, so I

sewed some heavy canvas tops to my rubbers, leaving a wide
lap or fold of the canvas which I could tie closely about tfie

leg with strings. If Mr. Goldthwait will get a pair of the

Gold Seal rubbers, wearing them over heav.y German socks,

and attaching to them heavy canvas tops which will come
well up to the knee, and tie firmly with thongs from the top

down to the ankle, he will have what I believe to be the best

all-around snowshoe wear possible to obtain. We found the

buckskin uppers soft, but they wet through like paper in the

damp snow. The rig suggested is altogether superior to the

heavy and clumsy shoes "mentioned earlier, and the main
beauty about the latter was that they had a top capable of

lacing, so that the snow would not get into the rubbers.

They were not "rubber soled," but were rubber shoes

with buckskin tops. The Kallispel Gold Seal rubber with
leather top is far better. These I had not seen when I wrote

the item cited. The Gold Seal rubber without tops can be

had of the Goody ear Co. , at Milwaukee, Wis. They are not

sold in all the city of Chicago, but are handled in towns
supplying more directly the pine woods trade.

The Overflowed Districts.

Mr. Percy F. Stone, of this city, is just back from a busi-

ness trip in the hardwood lumber districts of the Mississippi

Delta. He says that nearly all the hunting grounds of that

country are under water. Large numbers of wild turkeys

are being killed along the timbered ridges, to which they

have resorted and where they are comparativelj^ hapless. A
good many turkeys were being killed by hunters from
Greenville, Miss., and he was told that it would be no
trouble to get a gobbler, if he liked, in a short trip by boat.

Mr. Stone says that the town of Clarksdale, Miss.
,
eighty

miles below Memphis, would be under water but for a small

levee which protected it at last accounts. Captain Bobo's

plantation, eight miles south of Clarksdale, is now practi-

cally an island, his ridge being so high that it is never under
water. Here the redoubtable bear-hunter could, no doubt,

if be liked, kill abundance of the game which has taken ref-

uge with him. The country in which we hunted bear last

winter is now all eight feet under water.

Tennessee Quail Netting.

Mr. Benj. C. Mile?, of Brownsville, Tenn., with whom I

had the pleasure of hunting daring a visit last year at that

point, states that during the past season he bagged 12.5 birds

on the same ground over which we hunted, and that he
thinks at least 500 birds were killed on that same strip of

country, though abundance were left over for breeding pur-

poses. Mr. Miles goes on to say

:

"I inclose you copy of our game law as we succeeded in

having it passed, and we needed it. For the past season it

is estimated that there was shipped from our county 10,000

Bob Whites. They were never in such numbers before, and
the pot-hunters had their inning. Several of the square sports-

men killed above .500. The writer, though long past his best

shooting, bagged 485; best score any day, twenty-eight cov-

eys, thirty-two birds, using my dogs Joe and Cassio. Since

the close have been surprised to find coveys of fifteen or

twenty birds, and think will have as many ta breed as last

year.

"All our native songsters got through the winter in fine

shape, and are now preparing to nest; have seen as many as

twenty bluebirds (last year not one) and my theory that they

have been forced to the woods by the English sparrows holds

good ; have not seen any within two miles. Nine miles from
town oa th.e 8th saw summer and scarlet tanagers, orioles,

waxwings,? black martins, two or three kinds of warblers

and sparrows, and wrens galore, all twittering and hopping

about, proof that summer is not far off.

"While shooting in December with Drs. Taylor and Gil-

lespie, the latter gentleman had the misfortune to shoot and
permanently injure Dr Taylor's Boy, one of the best setters

I ever saw, and over which you shot when here.

"The high water has forced our deer and turkeys and.

wolves to the hills, and they are being hunted in defiance of

law, some half-dozen deer being killed in the last three

weeks, all does, and in face of the fact that fawns comefrom
May 10 to June 10.

''a few days since Robert Sevier, a fourteen-year old boy,

and fifth generation descendant of the pioneer, Indian fight-

ing family of that name, while hunting squirrels, came upon
a wolf and five whelps; he wounded the dam, though she

and two whelps escaped, killed two, and captured one of the

latter. The Sevier family commenced hunting buffalo, elk,

Indians and wolves in the eastern border of the State 130

years since, and now a descendant finds a specimen of their

game within thirty miles of the western border, wild and
untamed and fierce as at the first.

"We are trying now to get through a fish law witli a few
entertaining features."

The text of the Tennessee law for the county of Haywood
makes the open season on partridge, quail, woodcock,

pheasant and wild turkey from Nov. 15 to Feb. 15, and it is

"also unlawful to kill wild turkey between May 1 and Nov.
1." It is a misdemeanor to ship or carry from Haywood
county any of the above birds at any season of the year.

Netting of birds at any time is forbidden, even upon one s

own land. It is unlawful to "hunt, kill, net trap or capture

quail or partridge at any season of the year." The grand

jury has iuquisitcrial power on all such cases, and the fine

for'a second offense may run as high as $.50. This is an

excellent law for each and every county in Tennessee to

copy, and well might it be for the counties of other States

should they pass and enforce laws forbidding the netting of

quail and the taking of them for market by any means
whatever.

An Illinois Farmer on Game Laws.

Mr. Blinn Smith, of Woo Sung, 111., sends me the follow-

ing interesting budget on game laws and other matters. "Mr.

Smith does not take qui te the view in regard to the opening

date of the chicken season which is commonly accepted by
the sportsmen of Chicago. Here the impression is that the

later the date and the shorter the season the batter it is for

the bird; and indeed it is hard to see why, if men are dis-

posed to break th.e law at all, they will not break it anyhow,

under one date as much as another. The "sooner" in

chicken hunting has been one of the institutions of the West,

and he seems likely to remain a permanent one. Neverthe

less, ]Mr. Smith's views are well worth attention, especially

as coming from one of the class most intimately concerned ia

game law matters, the^ land owners, who have the game
before them at all seasons of the year and who feed it the

year round. Mr. Smith says:

"There will soon be an end to the duck supply. I have

that Du Pont calendar that Jim Grimes says 'ain't nacher'l,'

and see that all the ducks left are drakes.

"A late article on golden plover reminds me of a flight 1

saw some six years ago. On the nest farm there is a large

mound of about five acres; th.e birds came from the north-

east, circled the south side of the mound, and flew north,

northwest, A flock would be out of sight before another

came to view. T have always lived here, but nevor saw a

similar flight. Do these birds take the same course from
year to year, or are they influenced by currents of air?

Will some one please rise and explain?

"There were more chickens in this portion of Illinois than

there has been for years. South of Dixon and Sterling, in

the fall of '95 the law was well observed generally; but '97

Y?as—Oh, what a difference! Each one said; 'I waited for

the law last year, and found the birds all killed. This time

I'm with them.' And they were,

"The principal reason for this is that the season opens

after our fields (stubble) are not in condition to hold birds.

In northern Illinois, by Sept. 15 the stubble is plowed up.

If the field is seeded to grass stock has been turned in,

and the birds go to the corn by that time. Those that

observe the law can get action but no birds, and they have
given up shooting, protection and all in disgust. This is the

class of men that would do their best to protect if they could

get three or four hunts each fall. But this is just what
makes it so dead easy for the poacher and market hunter-
no one cares to trouble him. He commences plenty early to

be before his kind- about July 15, when the birds have yel-

low dust on their feathers.

"When the law was Aug. 15, with a good chance to get

birds, everybody observed it, but they kept making the law

a little later, putting a premium on crime. It would be wise

to make every other or every third season a close season.

"I am a farmer, and see this same old circus, concert and
all, each year. I think I got five birds in Illinois; what
others I got were from a Minnesota duck pass, after Oct. IG.

"If I should come to the June shoot I will tell you about

the wonderful ways they have of arresting and proseculiug

persons with birds in their possession."

The Cave at Castalia.

All readers of Forest and Stkeam are more or less

familiar with the characteristics of the wonderful trout

stream at Castalia, 0., and perhaps know that it is formed
by enormous springs that burst up through the surface of

the ground. A vast sheet of water seems to underlie that

region, for when an artesian well was sunk at the lower club

it so affected the supply of water in the springs of the upper

club as to raise a serious question. The daily dispatches of

April 12 have the following singidar information in regard

to a vast cavern which purports to have been eliscovered be-

neath the town of Castalia, and near the big springs which

make the head of the creek

:

"Castalia, 0., April 12.—The discovery of a vast subter-

ranean passageway here has caused many visitors to inspect

a new cave "lately. Sunday visitors come from many sur-

rounding towns The cave is situated at the source of

Castalia Creek and extends underneath this town. The
people of Erie county are much exercised over the explora-

tions that are being made. The entrance is as yet made
with difficulty, but the splendor of the interior is marvelous

when shown by the illumination of torches. The State

geologist will inspect the cave this week, after which the

opening will be enlarged. It is believed that this cave is

connected with Perry's cave at Put-in Bay, and also with

Flat Rock cave, which would make it extend over an area

greater than that of Mammoth cave,"

Trout and Elk.

Mr, John D. Losekamp, of Billings, Mont , writes me as

follows about trout, elk, etc.

:

"Some time ago 1 wrote in reference to stocking one of our

finest lakes with trout. What is your opinion as to the best

way to stock this lake, ^dth native trout or a different va-

riety from some hatchery?
' In offering you the following information I do not wish

lo invite your indignation at my asking you the following

question, 'Did you Icnow that elk give birth to young in

months other than Mav and June, which is supposed to be

their breeding season?' I have reliable information that

calves are dropped nearly every month. Not far from hero

there is a little band wherein there are October, November,

December ('96), January and February ('97; calves."

While I do not know much about such matters, my per-

sonal belief is that it is better to stick to native fish in stock-

ing than to monkey too much with varieties from elsewhere

that may be thought to be a trifle more gilt-edged, The fish

commission of lUiaois has done good work because it spent

its money in planting fish which it knew would do well in

Illinois waters. I can testify that the native trout of Mr.

Losekamp's country are good enough for any mortal being,

although there may be other trout which are almost too

good to be tiue.

I take it that Mr. Losekamp's information in regard to the

young of the elk will be news to a great many, at least it

was to me, although I do not know a great deal about elk.

E. Hough,
1206 BoYCE BciLDiNG, Ciicago.

Pike County Grouse Shipments.

Matamoras, Pike county. Pa., April 11.—Editoi' Forest,

and Stream: In an article appearing in your last issue, signed

by Mr. L. W. Mazurie, he says- "I know several station

agents on the line of the D., L & W. R. R. in Pike county,

Pa. who informed me that they had eacli shipped between

1,400 and 1,500 ruffed grouse to New York and Philadelphia

The D., L. & W. R.K does not pass through Pike county;

its nearest point is miles away, as anyone m-ay see by refer-

ing to a map. Secondly, all the grouse killed in Pike coun-

ty last season would not make a number equal to the amount,

claimed to have been shipped by one agent. We were en-

abled to make a fair estimate of the game killed, for one

person was appointed in each township to make a report at

the end of the season. I. G.. Van Gordon .

The FoTtBST AND STREAM is put to press eaeh WeeHm Viiesdn ii.

Correspondence intended far publication nhoxM reaeh ws at ih'--

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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REVERIES AND REALITIES.
Over my desk liacgs a Winchester calendar. It depicts

three ictnes of sportins; character. The largest of these
three represents a sportsman in the act of shooting a wound-
ed moose. On one side is portrayed a shooter about to
break—we will give him the benefit of the doubt—a clay
pigeon. Below appt ar two hunters shooting at an extremely
lazy mountain goat—I know he is Iszy, for'he has stood in
Just the same position for almost a year. One becomes nerv-
ous by regarding these scenes for long, I suppose the
human mind, always striving after the positive and absolute,
becomes worried by trying to determine what is quite Insol-

"Uble from the pictures, namely, what will be the effect of
the different shots atout to be fired.

This calendar has been a great source of distraction to me.
At times when my eye rests on these scenes I am carried— in
spirit—far from my work, far from the city with its roar
anei din, and suddenly 1 find myself in a vale, a red deer is

discernible through the trees; I shoot and it scampers off.

Another bound of imagination and 1 am walking on muddy
flats; two brown balls jumping from under my very feet
tear twisting away; a rigbt and left ! I hear the two reports;
one brown ball loses its i-oundness as it falls limp to the
ground; but the other— alas I I watch it twist and turn and
corkBcrew into the distance. The scene again changes. The
green marsh converts into brown land and fences appear,
and men, four brown boxes, arrange themselves in a semi-
circle upon the ground. What are these? As I watch them
a brown thing issues from one and skims gracefully toward
the blue sky. Bang! The brown thing is converted into
bits of broken clay. One after another the different and
varied incidents of my various outings appear and disappear
like scenes of the magic lantern.

Of course, every speirt?man has similar excursions while
sitting at his work. Tt is one of the glorious pleasures given

I

him by nature—her reward for his love. The same kind
' mother of all sportsmen provides that only the happy phases
of sporting appear at such limes—the successful days, the
heavy bags, the large fish we have captured. And so, on
each return to the humdrum of daily life from these voyages
of retrospection, we are pleased with ourselves, and. as a
consequence friends wilh all the world,
Oue reads in the Fouest and Stream only the accounts

of lucky hunting trips. Once only have I read irl its pages
the experience of an unfortunate sportsman—a charmingly-
written article, telling of an enjoyable trip the writer had
after deer. He killed nothing, but had a glorious outing
That account was a great balm to myself, and I doubt not
to many other unlucky brethren of the gun.
A fellow can take with him a grand gun, wonderful car-

tridges, and hie him lo a firstrate locality, but if he wear
not on his brow the magic wreath of luck—he will have a
good time, no doubt, but his bag will not be uncomfortably
heavy. I believe in one man possessing good lufk and an-
other poor luck, just as thoroughly as I believe that the
former is a poor shot and the latter a good one. There
must be something to counterbalance, so it has been
decreed, tbat the unfucky man shall be a capital shot. The

' few opportunities he has, therefore, are improved ; he has the
satisfaction of "hitting nearly everything he saw." "But,"
does someone say, "I am an exception, I am not a good shot,

' neither am I a lucky one." Shake hands my brolher! Let us
console each other! We have stickatitiveness though,
haven't weV We will pursue coy fortune until finally we
have captured her. Some day we will find a place alive

—

crawling with woodcock ; some time we will plant our leaden
bullet behind the shoulder of a deer. Then we will import
in-to that solemn forest a German brass band, trombone and
all, and bid them play the requiem over the prostrate form
and antlered head of the monarch of the American forest. I
stood over him once, with but little satisfaction, however.
Perhaps the incident might be of interest.

My guide and I had tramped three days, and had not fired
a shot. This day, the 4th, was rainy, converting the 2in. of
snow into slush. It was dreary weather, and our spirits
were low, for this was my last day, and the prospects seemed
to point to a fruitless hunt Several times during the morn-
ing, and always in the thickest woods, for it was raining, we
encounteted my esteemed and respected friend, the ruffed
giouse. Esteemed , for I have eaten him; respected, for I
have shot at him as he thundered away into the depths of the
woods. lu the wilds where unmolested by man, these birds
are loolish and easily approached. We always fired at them,
believing in the sage proverb that "a bird in the hand gath-
ers no moss. "

°

About 2 P. M. we turned toward camp, much disappointed.
We were not far from that destination, when Pierre, who
was trudging on ahead, suddenly stopped, raised his'ritie,
and wilh it still at his shoulder, whispered, "Shall I shoot?"
Thinking it to be another "partridge," I assented. His .44-
40 Winchester snapped angrily almost as I spoke.

"He's coming!"
"What's coming, you idiot?" I replied, for 1 was not in a

good humor. But t needed no answer, for bowling straight
at us I caught sight of a deer.

He certainly did look grand as he rushed on, his head
thrown back, taking great bounds like a greyhound. He
must have been 100yds. or so away when disturbed, so I had
several seconds in which to admhe this grand piece of na-
ture. But this was no time for admiration. Perhaps I had
a momentary attack of "the fever"; perhaps I reserved in-
tentionally my fire, I cannot remember. But that deer was
not 1 oyds. from me when I fired, and launched by the mo-
mentum of the rush he fell at our very feet. A moment the
poor brute sti-uggled to regain his feet, then his muscles re-
laxed, a quiver shook his body, and he was dead.
I -tell you what it is, brother sportsman, when some non-

sporting friend asks us why we kill harmless birds of the
iii and creatures of the forest, we have few excuses to offer.
It is the very height and pinnacle of happiness for hundreds,

E^es, thousands of us, to shoulder an infernal machine anei
talk into the woods to kill animals we do not need. I think
:hear a chorus of angry protests: "I never kill an animal I
lo not want; when 1 have shot what 1 need for camp I stop."
This is the refrain. But oh, sportsmanlike sportsman,
svhat need is there to go so far into the wilds for your out-
ngs that it becomes necessary to kill for food? Because, is

t not, that you may reach the home of the wild, though
lomehss, auimal It is not the outing nor the grandeur"of
he woods. They both can be enjoyed much nearer home
han eilher you or I make our yearly preparations to go;
leilher is it the pleasure of tickling our palates with dainty
norsela of game that prompts us to shoot the, whirring
[Touse and running deer. Goodness knows that where we
jljoy one meal on juicy moose-meat we are forced to deaden
»Ui' craving appetite for the next ten on salt pork. No.

brother sportsman, it is nothing higher than the savage in-
stinct, handed down from war-like forefathers, which
prompts us to make these killing excursions. The day has
passed for slaying each other, so what more natural than
that we should seek out the next best thing to destroy.
But I have departed far from luy stor^'. Perhaps the

easiest and most comforlable way of dismi.sging the subject
of killing from our minds is to place all the blame upon our
forebears. It can not hurt them and it will ease our con-
sciences.

To return, then, the stag at our feet was a fine nine or ten
year animal, with a good pair of antlers.
On examiuation we found that the guide's bullet had en

tered behind the shoulder, making a grove in the heart My
bullet had broken his front shoulder-blade, entering on one
side of his chest.

I do not believe that that the stag had anv idea of charg-
ing with intent to kill. Merely a 'coincident that he ran in
our direction. Of course I knew the guide's shot, and not
mine, had been the effective one, yet I trudged home that
evening in a much happier frame of mind than when I
started out in the rain and slush. J. K. K.
Montreal,

THE VERMONT LEAGUE.
From Secretary John W. Titcomb's Annual Report.

A reference to the constitution of the Vermont Fish and
Gun League explains the objects of the League as follows:
"To procure and enforce suitable laws for the protection
and fjreservation of food fishes, game, song and insectivor-
ous birds; the promotion of fish culture; the introduction
of new .species and varieties of fish, game and useful birds;
to disseminate informatiou relating thereto; and to procure
the revision and codification of the laws on these subjects
when necessary."

What Has the League Accomplished?
To give a most concise answer, it is possible to say that

every one ofthe objects of the League, as above-mentioned,
have received attention successfully. Taking the first,

second and last clauses of above, it may be said, truthfully,
that most rapid progress has been made. In 1892 the laws
were revised by a committee from members of the League
appointed by its then acting President, which, as a chap-
ter, was introduced in and passed by both houses of the
Legislature, and all previous acts relative to the protection
of fish and game repealed. While this chapter was not
entirely perfect, it was a vast improvement upon the cum-
bersome and conflicting legislation which then existed in
the form of acts and amendments passed biennially for the
ten- previous sessions. In 1894 a general revision of the
Statutes necessitated another overhauling of the chapter
of game laws by the Legislature. It may be said, to the
credit of the Legislative Committee of the Leagre for the
session of 1892, that the chapter then enacted stood well
the test of the lievisory Committee of the Legislature
of 1894. A set-back was received in 1894, however,
in the legislation for the protection of fish in Lake Cham-
plain, whereby an agreement, entered into between the
State Fish and Game Commissioners and the Department
of Marine and Fisheries of Canada, was nullified by the
legislative enactment making seine-fishing in Lake Cham-
plain practically free, and gave the Canadian authorities an
opportuntty to license fishing in the Canadian waters of
the lake, while the pike-perch were running up to spawn.
This has been partially remedied by the Legislature of
1896, if the Canadian authorities see fit to renew an agree-
ment previously broken by V ermont. Perhaps at no time
in the history of Vermont has the Legislature been so
much occupied by bills for the protection or destruction
of fish and game as during the session of 1896. Over
thirty-five bills of this nature were introduced, and of this
number eighteen became laws. Of the eighteen which be-
came laws, Nos. 35, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98,
131 and 139 of the acts of 189G, were drafted by the at-
torney acting for the League. This is mentioned to in-
form the members that the League is carrying out the ob-
jects set forth in the constitution as well as its oflacial
representatives know how to do it. Three measures rela-
tive to the prohibition of sawdust and the constructions of
fishways advocated by the Fish and Game Commissioners,
and drafted by the League's attorney, failed to become
laws. The legislative Joint Committee on Game and Fish-
eries were confronted with a large amount of legislation
which was not for the interests of the State at large, and
it is to their credit that such legislation.was uniformly re-
ported adversely by them.
Taking up the third clause of the constitution, viz.: "The

Introduction of New Varieties of Fish, Game and Useful
Birds." The recent report of the annual meeting, held in
November, 1896, gives the report of the Committeee on
the Introduction of New Game. The writer will simply
add that the Mongolian pheasants at his aviary have so
far (Feb. 25) withstood the rigors of a St. Johnabury
climate, which may be regarded as severe as in anj' portion
of Vermont. The birds do not mind 20° below zero
weather, and have had no shelter except what might be
called a box laid on the ground, open on one side, and
without a bottom. The boxes thus used are 6ft. long
(with opening on side the entire length), 4ft. Wide and 2ft.

high. The pheasants are insect feeelers, and there is only
one question to consider as to their ability to withstand
our severe winters. That question is as to whether they
can procure food during the period that the snow is deep.
The writer has been informed that the birds will bud
when forced to do it. They certainly like some vegeta-
tion as well as insects. They should be a friend of the
farmer, in that they are insect-destroyers. Eight here the
writer will digress to say a word for the song and insectiv-
orous birds. Many people do not think it worth whUe to
enforce the laws for their protection, while in reality these
birds are a necessary protection to the farmers as insect-
destroyers. The little harm some of them do in stealing
fruit is amply atoned for m their destruction of noxious
insects. The writer expects to raise two or three hundred
Mongolian pheasants and crosses between the Mongolian
and English pheasants the coming season. That the Mon-
golian pheasants will withstand the climate and obtain
food in the lake towns, is proven from the fact that their
less hardy relatives, the English pheasants, have spread
rapidly from Dr. Webb's preserve throughout several
counties.

The writer is very skeptical about the successful intro-
duction of quail other than on preserves where they can
be protected and fed during the rigors of winter, and there-

fore does not recommend a further expenditure by the
League in this direction.

Of the capercailzie received last fall, one pair was sent to
Gen. Ripley, of Eutland, and turned loose in suitable
covers for them. The balance of the consignment are on
Dr, Webb's preserve, where he has large pens, and hopes
to be able to rear them in confinement and then elistribute
for the benefit of the League.
The black game were distributed last fall, five each to

Gen. Ripley and Mr. Gelot, of Rutland and Middlebury,
to be turned loose in the woods. Of the ten remaining,
one or two died, and the balance are in confinement at
Dr. Webb's preserve, to be propagated the same as the
capercailzie. It is hoped that the artificial propagation of
these two species will prove successful, as the cost of get-
ting these birds from Sweden is very large.

_

Turning to the fourth clause in the objects of the Asso-
ciation, viz., ''To disseminate information," etc., the mem-
bers of the League are familiar with the cloth posters
containing a synopsis of the laws which are very generally
distributed every year, being posted in public places
throughout the State, as well as being mailed each mem-
ber of the League. Pamphlets of the game laws have
also been very generally distributed throughout the
State as often as any changes have been made by the
Legislatures.

The midsummer meeting of 1894 was most enjoyable,
and most successful in every respect. The social features
of this and the annual meetings have always proved very
desirable, in that they bring together once or twice a year
men of similar tastes, all desiring the promotion of the
welfare of Vermont, through the medium of the League, as
well as in a general way. This interest is evidenced by
the fact that there are no "dead heads" in the League. It
is doubtful if any other organization of a philanthropic
character can boast of a membership which is so prompt
in paying initiation fees and annual dues, and is always
ready to make subscriptions when called upon. The
annual dues may be regarded as a subscription, in that
many members never have an opportunity to enjoy the
social features, and their only satisfaction ^'s in seeing the
steady development of Vermont's fish and game interests
through the work of the League. It seems desirable that
the social side of the organization should be kept up, not
only for the mutual enjoyment of the members, but also
because it is on these occasions that so many new mem-
bers are added. The vote of the League, at last annual
meeting, to have a midsummer meeting in 1897, will be
carried out, but the time and place has not yet been de-
cided upon.

A SUCCESSFUL ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and Strea m:
Thinking they may be of value in the line of suggestion to

organizations for the protection of game and fish , "l venture
to inclose herein a sample of the "literature" used by the
Hillsborough County Game and Protective Association; and
send you also, under separate cover, one of our large cloth
posters
The campaign of edu.;ation, as well as prosecution, we

have been waging the past three years, has been productive
of good results.

These cloth posters are sent to every postmaster, also to
sportsmen and hotel keepers, and are put up in post-offices
and public places, as well as nailed on barns, fences, trees,

and beside streams and rivers. The small card-board fold-
ers being distributed, gratis, in all directions (within the
county). These ideas (so fnr as our association is concerned)
are original with us, and have proved so beneficial that they
would seem worth a trial, at least, elsewhere.

This association was formed in 1893, by that sterling,
sportsman the late Col. John B. Clarke, of the Manchester
Mirror, w^ho clearly saw the futihty of endeavoring to en-
force the game laws by a State organization which tries to
cover too much territory, "spreads out too thin," so to
speak ; or, on the other hand, by purely local organization,
which is too local in its sympathies to ensure prompt and
fearless handling of violations.

The association is not a "gun club," and has no trap
shootiner attachment to offer as an inducement for member-
ship. The only social feature is the annual meeting and
dinner, which is held at some central point during the day-
time, so that members may all attend, and yet reach their
homes the same night. The annual dues being only $1.00,
does not keep any true sportsman out, and provides a fund
out of which are paid only printing bills and the $35.00 we
offer in the shape of a reward for evidence sufficient to
ensure a conviction. The result is, that we have a member-
ship of over 100 earnest, active sportsmen.
We do not claim to have entirely suppressed law break-

ing, but we do claim to have made it dangerous to violate
the game laws in this county. We have secured a long list

of convictions, in every case being successful in our prose-
cutions; and what adds to om- strength is the fact that local
officers have (as a rule) nothing to do with a prosecution,
the blow generally falling from a direction least looked for.

Not a little of our success is due to Hon. Nathaniel Went-
worth, chairman of the New Hampshire Fish and Game
Commission, who is a member of our executive committee,
and who personally attends to most of the cases.
At our annual meeting in Manchester, April 0, we in-

dorsed the Platform Plank of Fouest and Stream, ' That
the sale of game should be prohibited at all seasons."

If anything in our plans, or literature, should commend
itself to you, and ycu should know" of any club or associa-
tion who might like to receive copies, we shall be glad to
furnish theni free, upon apphcation to George P. Kimball,"
Sec'y, Nashua, N. H.
Commissioner Wentworth informs me that in his journeys

up and down the State he has never seen nor heard of so
many partridges as he has this spring. A mild winter has
much to do with it, and we should have excellent sport in
the fall. W. H. B.

Forests aad Mining Claims.

CnTLLicoTHE, O, ,A.pril IL—Editor Forest and Stream: In
my travels through the West I have seen at various places
where timber thieves had staked out, in good timber, mining
claims (BOOxl, 500ft ), digged a small hole to make a feigned
compliance with the laws governiog working of mineral
claims, and then proceeded to remove and saw up all the tim-
ber. This has been done in many parts of Colorado. In remote
parts the thieves boldly cut and destroy timber ad lilntum.

The timber reserves have no value except for then- timber,
and are all practically valueless for agricultural or grazing
purposes. L. B. Yaple.
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THE ALABAMA ASSOCIATION.
BiRMrsTGHAM, April 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: As
secretary of the Ala.bama Game and Fish Protective Associa-

tion, I wish to express our appreciation of your interest in

our cause, and especially of the use of the columns of the

best and oldest sportsman's paper in this country. This is a
benefit which none could fail to appreciate.

Bij^ht now I want to say soraelhing to the sportsmen of

the State through your coiumus. I wish you could ring it

in their ears until it would arouse them to the fact that four

or five men, no matter how determined or zealous in a cause,

cannot carry it to a successful termination. You must get

up and help, brother. You cannot do any good by sending
us a postal card saying you are heartily in sympathy with us,

then sitting down and grumbling because we liave accom-
plished nothing. So get up and go to work.
We want a local association in every county in the State.

What is the matter with your county? You are the very
man to organize it. Suppose most of your friends and neigh-

bors are farmers—the very people I Thej own the majority
of the land in this State, and we need their help. Don't say
they will not do anything but chase you off their land every
time they find you there with a gun or fishing rod. Try
them first and see if they won't give you their support. I

guarantee they will, and if you are a right-minded sportsman,
and do not try to carr)' oH all the game, they will not only
let you shoot,' but invite you to come again.

Now, to insure a grand success we mast have conceit of
action all over the State. You see how we are liable to have
conflicting laws, when each county enacts local laws with no
regard to her sister county. How shall we enforce the laws
unless we have oflicers whose duty it shall be to attend to

their enforcement?
The utter disregard for the laws now in force demonstrates

the fact that "What is every man's business is no man's busi-

ness," You can hardly blame a man for not reporting a
neighbor or friend, thereby creating an enmity or probably
a feud in the neighborhood. Don't you see the remedy?
Let us have some one whose duty it shall be to attend to this,

then we will have protection.

Now, are you fellows going to ait off down there in your
counties and wait until we pass laws for the State, then raise

a row, and say, "Those laws don't suit us in this county"?
That won't do. We beg and implore every county to send as
many members as they see fit to our annual meeting, so they
may have a voice in everything that is done.
We are going to push this protection to a successful issue,

whether you help us or not from your county. If it don't
suit you, keep quiet; for you had a chance to have your voice
in council, but would not.

Now as to what we are doing so far. We have some of
the best legal talent in the State interested in our cause, men
who are in close touch with our representatives. They are
now at work framing laws to secure the ends we seek. 'These
laws will come before the association at its next meeting for
approval.

We have secured bass from the Grovernment for stocking
three of our streams, also their promise to put in fishways in
the locks at Tuscaloosa on the Warrior River, where the fish

have been cut off from their spawning grounds for several
years.

This is not much, but it is a beginning; and if all will
work together it will be but a short while until we have
a veritable sportsman's paradise, such as it was when it came
from the hands of an all-wise Oeator.

J. H. Allen, Sec'y.

SHOOTING PRIVILEGES AND TRESPASS.
Editor Forest and Sirearn:
Mr. Lexden is evidently a gentleman who has the welfare

of game at heart, and probably has no personal interest in
any preserve or tract of land which has upon it the kind of
scenery which he loves to admire. I am sorry he thought
1 was making an argument that landowners should not do
exactly as they please with whatever belongs to them, when
I was only asking a question for information—What are we
poor devils going lo do when the terrible landowners agree
that the interests of game protection demand that we be put
off? 1 am not talking about the turnip patch back of the
house; I wouldn't like to tramp up any man's quail pie-
serve, and I think he would do just right to take the shot-
gun to me. I suppose Lexden has never been where he has
not seen the face of a companion, even a dog, for any con-
siderable time—at least, does not make a practice of going off

alone twenty or thirty miles from any living soul. But when
he realizes that that wild land is private land, as, absolute! v
under its owner's control as the ground his house is built
upon, some curious questions will arise in his mind, and if

ever he has been ordered ofl! or forbidden to go upon such
land, those questions will demand an answer.
The rights of property are sacred and inviolable. What 1

make, or what 1 have paid fair compensation for, is mine
absolutely to do with as I please. I am surprised Lexden
seriously aigues that, but that he misunderstood me I am not
in the least surprised. We expect to be misunderstood when
we say some things. But what annoys Lexden is the hor-
rible suggestion that there are any rights inseparable from
acreage. The owner of the land does not have "exclusive
control" if the "State requires him to pay each year 'some-
thing' in the form of taxes."

Mr. Lexden intends that no one shall hunt game except
owners of land? Then it seems to me it is perfect nonsense,
this talk about "game protection." What right have the
impertinent public to say to the man who has killed his game
on his own land in what way he shall dispose of it? What
right have they to say when he shall not kill it any more
than when he shall not kill his hogs? What right have they,
after he has paid his taxes, to meddle with his affairs?
But wild animals, like trees and rivers and mountains, are

mt uniformly distributed over this terrestrial sphere. They
not only prefer some places to others, but can only live in
favored spots. If Lexden will tell me how any amount of
hard cash is going to keep caribou, for instance, aUve in a
certain part of North Carolina that, as landowner, I have
some interest in, or will move a little mountain scenery and
cool rivers and such things there, he will confer a favor in-
deed on one grateful individual.

I am far from suggesting a definite remedy (and 1 wish to
make myself clear on that point) when I say that it is pre-
cisely because of this unequal distribution of the good things
that are the work of nature, not man, that calls for a better
understanding, not of Free Trade, nor Populism, nor pie,
but the fundamental relations of men in an organized State.
Each man is so busily engaged about his own affairs, he

comes to ignore rights that are ridiculous to State because so
evident, and substitute "legal" right, which is the creature
of the hour, changing or needing to be changed with the
growth of the world for moral right. "We bold these things
to be self-evident," etc It may be incompatible with the
increase of the human inhabitants of this earth that animals
shall exist anywhere wild, and that they shall continue to

exist at all only in certain circumscribed areas called "pre-
serves." In that case why talk about "game" protection any
more than cow protection ? Why invoke the power of the
many (the State) to protect that which only the few can en-

joy? The trespass laws are ample, surely.

But mji^ purpose in writing was this: Not to get into a
discussion of the land question, which very many have not
considered from every point of view—if they have
thought of it seriously at all—or into the fundamental
difference between ownership in a book and in a piece

of land, but to point out that the coming of the hour
when men shall exercise the prerogatives that ownership of
land necessarily gives, can only be postponed by mak-
ing it unnecessary for landowners to exercise as yet the
fullest control over their area that the law allows. That can
only be done by enforcement of the game laws. I am sorry
to learn that only ultimate solution lies in the trespass laws,
and people who ought to know are saying it will come to
that,

At the risk of bringing another storm about my ears, I

might suggest: if the United States Government has the
right to prevent the cutting of timber on settled lands, why,
when the game comes to be restricted to the preserves of a

few, and is therefore not accessible to the "fellow with a
gun," then can't we keep the other fellow also from
shooting, by establishing a close season at all times? We
could thus get even with the terrible fellows; or we could
get even by taxing 'em pretty high. Tappan Adnet.

GERMANY'S GAME SYSTEM.
Germany produces more game than any other country

in proportion to its area, says a critic in the Paris Figaro,

quoted by the New York Tribune. There is a profitable

trade in it, and the markets of France are largely supplied
from this source. This abundance is not caused by any
unusually favorable conditions of soil or of climate, but by
wise legislation , which does not sacrifice the general in-

terests to the pleasure of a few.

The German law regards game as one of the useful pro-
ducts of the soil, as property which cannot be appropriat-
ed without the commission of theft, at least if the right to

hunt has not been obtained through the proper channel?.
This right can be exercised only as a result of holding a
certain amount of land, either by lease or through owner-
ship—about 150 hectares for each tenant. Below that
amount all the holdings are joined together and rented by
the community for its own profit, the proceeds being di-

vided among the several proprietors in proportion to their
holdings. If the land altogether is not enough to make
one parcel of 150 hectares adjoining communities can
make a pool.

That is the foundation of the system.. It is absolutely
equitable. Nobody can hunt for his own pleasure or profit

exclusively, but nobody's property rights are infringed.
Each person gets a profit from that which belongs to him

.

The small farmer is not, as in France, at the mercy of the
great landed proprietor, or of the poacher, and the farrrier

does not have to see his fields trampled by the hunters, as
in France, where the landholdinga are too small for the
establishment of preserves.

The legal consequences of this state of things' are that
the taking of game without the right to do so duly obtained
is regarded as theft. The owner of the land cannot take
back with one hand what he has disposed of with the
other. He cannot hunt on his own land, having sold the
right to do so. Game is placed under legal protection.
There is a period when hunting is forbidden entirely; an-
other period in which only certain kinds of game may be
taken, or only the males. These periods are generally
fixed by law, with modifications in various provinces.
From March 1 to the end of June it is illegal to kill stags
and the young male fawns; from Feb. 1 to Oct. 15 to kill

the does. Partridges may not be shot between Dec. 1 and
the end of August. This protection is extended to all

kinds of game—to hares, pheasants, and even to birds of
passage, which it is against the law to kill in the breeding
season. All huntsmen at all times are forbidden to use
nets, traps or snares. This prohibition also exists in
France, but if the terms of law are severe its execution is

not. Years ago a law was introduced into the French
Senate founded on the German legislation, but there has
been no discussion of it lately.

The Germans have stopped the nocturnal exploits of
the poachers without the aid of the law, in this way:
There grows in that country a certain kind of forage shrub
with which they have planted all their hunting grounds.
This plant, precious on many accounts, is, unfortunately,
little known in France. Its botanical name is Lathyrus
silvestris 'iragneri. It flourishes where the soil is very
meager, and where in summer drought spreads desolation
and death among other plants. This shrub, of very high
and thick growth, forms a mass impenetrable by birds of
prey. Beneath it the game birds enjoy the additional ad-
vantage of finding its seeds, which they are very fond of,

and which keeps them fat. Their flesh also acquires a
succulence and flavor therefrom altogether unique, and ad-
judged absolutely perfect by epicures. No other plant
combines these valuable qualities in such a measure for

the protection of game. It is impossible for poachers to
spread nets in a plantation of lathyrus.
In his botanical field work in 1862, the famous agricul-

tural writer, Wagner, observed the lathyrus growing in a
soil where limestone and silicious formations predomin-
ated. The vegetation of the neighborhood was dry, the
trees and shrubs bore only scant foliage, but the lathyrus
was growing luxuriantly. The phenomenon at once at-

tracted the attention of a keen observer like Wagner, and
he devoted himself to studying this woneierful shrub,
which was so completely indifferent to the severest con-
ditions of drought. He planted its seeds on his grounds,
improved and perfected it, and since that time the lathy-
rus has become almost a national plant in Germany. It

flourishes without fertilizers in thin and arid soil. Its

roots strike down several yards into the lower strata,

where they seize the chlorine and potassium com;pounds
and phosphoric acid they find there. The folmge is

shown by analysis to contain 30 ner cent, of proteid

matter, while the best lucern-grass shows only 16 per cent.
The plant is eaten with avidity by horses, pigs, sheep and
all domestic animals.
The German law has taken great precautions to exter-

minate poaching by striking at its root—that i.s, at the
poacher'.? profit in selling his booty. Game is not allowed
to be shipped by railroad, by the express department of
the postal service, or by any public conveyance, or to be
sold from door to door at private houses or in shops unless
it is accompanied by a certificate as to where it came from,
which must be signed by the landowner or lessee of the
hunting district. It is easy to see how difficult the busi-
ness of poaching is in Germany. It is humiliating,! it is

dangerous, and, thanks to the numerous plantations of
lathyrus, it is unprofitable. So it is that this nursery of
smugglers, idlers, thieves anel assassins does not exist

among our neighbors. Furthermore, everybody is satis-

fied, especially the farmers, who do not have to stand by,
as they do in France, and see the hunters—known and
unknown alike^—tramping over their fields, over their oats
and buckwheat, and crushing their beets under foot.

A TALE NOT OFTEN TOLD.
PriTsmiEG, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I notice that
all the letters written to Forest and Stream are good ones.
They all tell of the vast amounts of game that have been
killer' and what a good time was had. But I never read of
a fellow going away off to hunt and going home again
without getting anything. The sportsmen who don't get
any game never tell about it. But I am going to tell you
of a party of five from the East End, who went into West
A^'irginia, stayed two weeks, and came home with an empty
bag. It was in November last.

Messrs. W. J. Cullin, Jas. McNeil, A. K. Henderson, W.
T. Eenton and myself left Pittsburg for a two-weeks' hunt
on Middle Mountain in West Virginia, eight miles south of
Romney. We had received a letter from a man at liom-
ney saying that game of all kinds was very plenty; but we
found just the reverse.

The first day we started out to hunt wild turkeys we
hunted all day with an experienced guide, but didn't see
a sign of a turkey. Another day we went for deer. We
rose at 4 A. M., got out the team and went about ten miles
up the Potomac to the Trough. The guide placed us on
the stands and the drivers went in to drive out a herd of
deer. We watched all day and only one poor little doe
came out, which we did not shoot at. And thus it was,
day after day. There was plenty of good hunting but very
poor finding. The only thing we had which was anything
like sport at all was rabbit-hunting. The rabbits were
plentiful, an,d with a good dog we could get all the shoot-
ing we wanted at this kind of game. We had three good
bird dogs, but they were of no use, for there were no tiuail

in this country, and pheasants were as few as the teeth of
a hen.

It is my opinion that this part of West Virginia is going
on its past reputation, for I don't believe there is a half
dozen deer in the county, and aa for wild turkey, I only
saw two small flocks of about eight or ten each, and I
hunted the mountain for miles in ever direction.

But the Mr. Johnson, with whom we stayed, didn't
forget to charge us the regular hotel rate for board
(although it is only a farmhouse), and extra charges for

taking us to and from the depot, and for the team and
driver the day we went to the Trough. Some of our
party had been there before, and were very much sur-
prised at the bill, as all the extras were unusual,

I hope this may be of benefit to some hunter who con-
templates going to this locality, and may save some one a
big disappointment. It is only wasting time and money to

go to Hampshire county, West Virginia, for game.
I would like to hear through these columns of the suc-

cess of other sportsmen who have been in West Virginia
of late years. I haven't seen a letter about West Virginia
in these columns for a long time. Let us hear the good or
the bad. If it is good, it may benefit someone; if bad, it

may save some one a disappointment. J. K. T.

INDIANS AND DUCK EGGS.
BALTiMOiiK, April 21

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Some
time since I noticed a letter of Mr. John Henry Keene, Jr.,

of this city, to the Earl of Aberdeen, Governor-General of
Canada, in relation to the importation of the eggs of the
wild duck from the Dominion into the States.

The question is an important one and deserves the careful
consideration of every sportsman. For a number of years I

shot ducks on the Chesapeake and its tributaries, and noticed
a falling oft' in the number flying from year to year. Local
causes could not account for this. The eiucks were not fly-

ing. Why ?

In 1868 I made a tour through Canada from Quecnstown
to the upper waters of the Saguenay, following the shores of

the St. Lawrence. On the way I conversed fully with
gentlemen acquainted with the game and fishing found on
the river and its tributaries, and with men who as habitants
or voyagers lived on its shores or traveled its waters,

The great marshes along the shores were pointed out to me:
as the breeding places of the wild duck, and I remarked that

their extent gave them ample ground for the purpose and I

could not understand whj' they did not visit us as formerly.
Then it was explained to me that their nests were robbed by
the natives for the purpose of getting their eggs, which were
eaten. Nothing was said of the importation into this coun-
try, but simply that the inhabitants hunted them as a meftna
of subsistence.

For whatever purpose the eggs are sought it matters not.

The ducks are disturbed on the breeding grounds, the eggs
are removed. The young are comparatively few aad Jar

between, and the manly sport of the blind and the point is

fast becoming a thing of the past. A. C. Tkippe,
[There is no question that the Indians in the North, both

East and West, uae vast quantities of wild duck egga for

food. But as they have always done so, this consumption is

no new factor in the problem of duck protection. It may be
a more serious one now than formerly, since with the dimin-
ished supply every agency of diminution counts more than
it did when the supply was abundant. The point on which
Mr. Keene is seeking information, however, is as lo whether
a large consumption of duck egga by civil zed man for con-
fectionery purposes has been added to this consumption by
the savage. As was said in our issue of April 17, we can
find no evidence n New York of any such trade,]
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Gkeentille, Me , April 25—Editor Forest and Stream:
The Moosehead Lake Protective Association, representing
the guides of northern Maine, at their recent meeting here,
Toted unanimously to respect and uphold the Guides "Regis-
tration Law passed by the last Legislature, Commissioner
Oak, of the State Fish and Game Commission, was present
at the meeting, and explained the provisions and intent of
the law to the satisfaction and approval of the ninety guides
who are enrolled as members of the organization.
There was much feeling expressed by the guides, however,

over the alleged blunder iu the moose law, whereby the open
spa&on is made from Oct. 15 to Dec. 1 instead of from Oct. 1,
as the Game Commissionf rs claim the open season was to have
been, according to the orig'nal bill prepared with their sanc-
tion. The guides say if the law as it row stands is an error,
and was not intended by those having the matter in charge,
it shows a loose way of making the laws they are required
to respect, and they allege carelessness, if not something
worse, in the manipulation of this particular law. Indeed,
there is a strong disposition to test the validity of this moose
law, and it may yet be taken to the full bench of the State.
The guides have behind them influential and interested

parties, who are willing to make a fight on the question and
who will furnish the sinews of war.
At present we are lying low, wailing for the Commission-

ers to make some move in finding a remedy for the harm
they unintentionally have done our interests by the enact-
ment of this most unnecessary short open season for moose
hunting. They profess to be so sorry for us, and so sorry that
their law providing for an open season of two months mis-
carried, that we guides begin to feel sorry in our turn for
Ihem, and so will give them a chance to do the square thing
by making an effort to get the law to conform to their in-
tentions, and thus get themselves out of their unpleasant
dilemma.
The outlook for a good season at Moosehead Lake is very

promising. We have had no freshets to roil the water and
raise the lake too high for good trout fishing, so that "when
the ice goes out" the conditions for sport Vill be all that
could be desired.

Tote teams with big loads are still crossing Moosehead, the
ice being 16in. thick. However, we are looking for open
water by May 12, and good fly-fishing by June 1.

Guide.

Ontario Game.
EELijEViLiiE, Ont., k\m\2Q.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Our Legislature has adjourned without tinkering the game
law. Sentiment has prevailed against common sense, and
the city "tenderfoot," instead of being allowed to kill bis
one deer in the water, will continue to blaze away and
ivound three or four of the "antlered monarchs" and may-
tap "pot" a companion, while the cunning law breakers,
)y invoking sentiment to their own purpose, as his Satanic
majesty quotes Scripture, will go on slaughtering their
mndreds of deer, instead of flndicg their occupation gone

i)y an enactment stopping the sale of venison, as was pro-
fDOsed by the Forest and Stream Club, of thi« city. The
ale of partridges, etc., has been prohibited ia order to pre-
vent their esterminaJ;ion Why not that of venison also,

'

Messrs. Commissioners of unstable purpose?
Game Warden Smith has secured convictions ag;ainst ten

residents of Lanark county, whose fines aggregate |170. He
;xpects to secure many more convictions in the same local-
ty. Most of the penalties imposed were for shoptlDg deer
in the water.
With reference to catching bass through the ice, as re-

'erred to in a recent issue of Fokest and Steeam, I may
jtate that during the past winter a large-mouth bass was
jaught through the ice at Bradley Bay, on. the Trent River,
some twenty-five miles distant. A maskinouge, which
weighed 401bs., was caught at the same place and about the
ame date with book and line.

In one of the early papers iu his charming series on "Men
have Fished With," Mr. Mather tells his readers to pro-

louuce it Man i-to-5a/i, with the accent on the last syllable.
i.n Indian missionary tells me that his people place the ac-
;ent on the penultimate syllable—hence, Mani^£?ha, Oaughca-
o«ga, xS'ia^'ffra, and so on ad infinitum. R. B. Bell.

An Arkansas Game Preserve Opportunity.
EoREKA Springs, Kxk —Editor Forest and Stream: Hav-

ng been a reader of Forest and Stbeam for some time, I
lave noticed a number of articles about game preserves, and
iGW in late years their number and extent have been increas-
ag in this country.
All sportsmen and lovers of nature should take an interest

n these preserves, and do all in their power to increase their
lumber and area; for with the wanton destruction of the
;ame and fish, judging from the past, it is only a question of
, few years when comparatively no game will be found ex-
lept on such preserves. Proper laws for game and fish pro-
ection are hard to obtain, and harder to enforce.
I know of a body of land only about twenty miles from

his city, in which 10,000 to 20,000 acres could be obtained
n one bunch, cheap. It has fine bass streams, with clear
prings and good timber, and there are deer stiU on it; I have
men hunting there several times, and our party never failed
0 get deer.

I have no interest in this land whatever, and simply write
^ou in the hope that you might know of some sportsmen
vho would like such a tract of land for game preserve, as
>ur country is fast filling up with home seekers, and I dis-
ike to see this fine game country broken up. Our people
lere are all. in very moderate circumstances, and none of our
portsmen are financially able to carry out such an under-
aking. Such bodies of land are now hard to find within any
easonable distance of railway and civilization, and I know
no other anywhere in this part of the country.

F. Clapltn.

The Ooglywoo.
The London Mail says that a number of wealthy English-

ncn have organized an expedition to come to the United
Stales to shoot wild horses in the Rocky Mountains.
The gentlemen can, after they get through shooting "wild'

lorses m the Rocky Mountains," come down onto the plains
nd shoot the Ooglywoo, which Is found in great numbers
n that locality. It has six legs and a very strong, shcrt
ail.

When danger appears, it at once stands on its tail and
pins rapidly around. Of course this makes a hole, into
yhich the Ooglywoo sinks rapidly out of sight. The' hole
lien disappears also.

The point of the whole matter ia to shoot the animal when
it first raises up on its tail, and before it has time to make
the hole, disappear and then pull the hole in after it, and our
English friends will find rare sport in shooting them, much
more so in fact than in "shooting wild horses in the Rocky
Mountains."

Again there is a spice of danger which will be appreciated
by our sporting friends, for the Ooglywoo, when in a close
place, invariably stands on its two front legs, elevates its

rear end into the air and clubs the hunter over the head with
its tail, which is worse than any policeman's club.
The tail is used so rapidly that it makes a buzzing sound

in the air, and it is impossible to dodge it. We shall send a
CQvj of this issue to the London Mail, in order that it may
post up our sporting friends —F. M. Gili'ert in Evansville
Tribune.

New York Legislature.

The several bills introduced into the New York Legisla-
ture to repeal Sec. 249, which permits the sale of game at all

seasons, failed of enactment, The New York markets re-

main open the year round. To them will continue to be
brought game from other States—exported unlawfully from
those States—and game killed out of season, and game un-
lawfully shipped from the various counties of New York.
Under such a system the game code is in a large measure a
farce. It restrains and restricts the sportsman, and tempts
and encourages the man who makes a business of game killing.

We may not look for any improvement in the ^ame supply
situation so long as this inicjuitous system prevails.

In our next issue will be given a summary of the work of
the fession with respect to game and fish.

Pennsylvania Game Law.
Stevexsville, Pa

,
April IS.—Editor Forest and Stream.- I had

thought to be done with the PeDnsylvania Gatne Law question, but
since some of its defenders have debas*'d the question into a personal
attack instead of keeping- It in the sphere of reasonable argument, I
feel called upon in justice to myself and readers of Forest and
Stream to define my posiiion, and most earnestly protest agamst the
false Inferences purposely drawn from my opposi ion.
Mr. Atherton's paper is tooToluminous to be answered in detail. In

discussing the meriis and demerits of ihe proposed law, I criticised
it as applied to our ownpropleand conditions, and not as to real orim-
aginary evils that may or may not exist in remote reeions, under vary-
inginfluences of climate, varieties of game, citizensbip, etc. Louisiana
nd Mexico are a lit tie remote for the jurisdiction of Pennsylvania, and

I am totally ignorant of an attempt at any time in any article to "stir
up antagODism between the rich and the poor": but' simply ask for
the same con.sideration for high and low. rich and poor, wise and
foolish, with justice for all, and discrimination for none. I do not
champion mbrket-hunting, neither do I champion the club man, nor
the yacht owner, who kill by "the hunared in a morning's shoot"
(Mr. Alherton to the contrary notwithstanding); but as between the
two butchers, the needy market-hunter is the' least to be despised.
Tne English gentry, who lease shooting privileges in Scotland,

annually sell large quantities of game, thus bringing it within the
reach of the poor and less fortunate, and at the same time adding
materially to the sums required to keep up their preserves, salaries
of gamekeepers, etc., etc. Are the poor of America to be deprived
of like privileges because a bigoted few pretend to believe that the
game was made for a "gentleman's c?) pastime" and not for the
masses. Will Mr. Atherion, in his broad charity and philanthropy,
seek out the sick, the poor and the unfortunate; the constant toilers
and the unskillful, and from his bag of plenty equalize the gifts of
nature? If not, then by what legal means under the proposed law
can the less fortunate taste of Q"d's bounties?
When Mr. Atherton writes that "out of the army of contributors to

Forest and Strcam, I am pleased to note that such opinions do not
come from the best writers and thinkers, he they rich or poor," I
take issue, and would ask, who, in the readers' minds, are the best
writers and thinkers." Those who think and write for a class, and
who wish to relegate to themselves "special rights and privileges,"
to the exclusion of the masses, or those who think and write for the
great majiriiy and seek to obtain equal rights and privileges for all?
Mr. Atherton's deductions as to the cause that prompts my defense
of a much and long-abused class (the.so- called pot hunters), as against
the self constituted "gentleman sportsman," are as rarrow in scope
as unfair and ungenerous in application as the spirit that
prompts him to say that "the club owner and yacht owner are the
better sportsmen," even though the spirit of gentle woodcraft or of
knight errantry alone beats under the tattered vest of homespun. Is
Mr. Ather on a better sportsman, in the broad sense that the term
should imply, because he eats his game, than his needy neighbor,
who from adverse conditions is forced to convert his into the neces-
saries of life? Miisr a shooter eat or give away to ungratifled friends
or thankless companions the fruits of his labor and his skill that he
may become possessed of the spirit of true sportsmanship? Out upon
such theories I

And now that 1 may not be mistaken, but may stand in ray true
light in print, as I do in forest and field. I will again say that I have
no interest in "pot-hunters" or "true sportsmen," but am heart and
soul in favor of honest, consistent game protection, but unalterably
opposed to protection that protects for tne few to the exclusion of
the many. w. W. McCain.

mid

Proprietors of fishing resorts vdll find it profitable to advertise
tliem in Forest and Streau.

FISHING ON THE GUNPOWDER.
Baltimore, Md,— Learning that a friend of mine who

was very fond of fishing, but seldom had an opportunity to
indulge iu the sport, could spare a day off, I told him if he
would go down to the Gunpowder River with me I would
endeavor to give him a real good day's sport. He accepted
my invitation with alacrity, and wishing to make our day
on the river as long as possible, we went down the night
before and made arrangements to stop over night at the
bridge-tender's house. On our arrival, having about an
hour of daylight left, we went over to the boat house and
arranged my boat for the next day's work, putting on board
sails, oars, anchor and fishing tackle. A severe storm had
carried away our wharf, which made it rather difficult to
get the things on board, and as soon as we finished we
rowed to another wharf that had withstood the storm, and
moored the boat off the end of it.

At a o'clock the next morning (which is my usual hour
for rising when on my fi,shing trips) I got up and started the
alcohol to burning under my Vienna coffee pot, and by the
lime the collee was ready had some water boiling on the oil

stove, into which I put eight eggs, boiling them just four
minutes by the watch. The people we stayed with had left

bread, butter and preserves on tlie table for us, and we sat
down and ate a hearty breakfast, with delicious coffee.
At half past 3 we left the wharf, it being a glorious
morning, the atmosphere clear and cold, with a good
breeze from the north. The stars shone with unusual bril-
liancy, the beautiful belt and the sword of Orion being
directly in the zenith, while a magnificent planet in the
south served me as a beacon to steer by. The breeze fresh-
ened as we went down the river, and the little boat bowled
along finely. In less than an hour we reached our first stop-
ping place, and taking in sails anchored and fixed up our
rods and lines, which was a difficult job in the uncertaia

light of approaching day. After we were ready for fishing,

and had a good supply of bait cut up (we were using shedder
crab), we pulled up the anchor and I put the boat exactly on

• the right spot for fishing, which was at the end of a bar
where the depth of water increased suddenly from 3 to 7ft.

By this time the river had become quite rough, owing to the
tide cutting across the wind, and the boat wallowed and
pitched a good deal. After fishing for quite a while I
hooked a good-sized fish, which proved to be a white catfish
of about 31bs. My friend in a minute after caught a large
white perch much to his delight. Then I hooked a rock
fish about 20in. long which gave me splendid play, bending
my split-bamboo rod nearly double in his efforts to get under
the boat. My friend became very much excited and thought
I would surely lose the fish, but in a few minutes I had hira
safely in the landing net. So it went on for about an hour,
first one, then the other of us catching either a perch, rock,
or catfish.

A.S the tide by this time had run down considerably and
the fish had stopped biting, I decided to move to another
point, a mile further down the river. As we rounded the
point off which we had been fishing, we disturbed two
large blue herons, seeking their breakfast, which rose, and
lazily flapping their great wings souaht more secluded
quarters. Off to the east was a large seine boat containing
eight or ten men, who were laying out their seine, they and
their boat looming up in the early morning lioht and ap-
pearing very much larger than they really were. By this
time the sun was beginning to show himself throuoh the
openings in the woods on the-bluff, suffusing water and land
with a beautiful rosy flush, bringing out the brilliant colors
of the variegated clays in the banks on the west shore and
dissipating the little fog banks that slowly floated in the
rnouths of the creeks. The wind was dying out, and by the
time we reached our objective point it was so nearly a 'dead
calm tha:t we had to resort to an ash breeze to place the boat
just right.

We had no sooner gotten our lines over than the fun be-
gan again, and there was hardly a time for the nest two
hours that there was not a fish of some kind being lauded.
Such fishing is no novelty to me, as I indulge in the sport
quite frequently during the season, but it did me good to see
the way my friend enjoyed himself. He was supremely
happy, and many times durmg the day would break out
with such exclamations as "Isn't this splendid." "The
finest day I ever had." "By jingo, this is grand," and kin-
dred expressions. When he would hook an eel his lamenta-
tions were long and loud, but as 1 always went to his rescue
on such occasions we soon had the slimv squirmer in a qui-
escent state, and the hook extracted. I manage eels without
any trouble in this way, my boat has lateral strips running
fore and aft, nailed to the ribs about three inches apart,
when I hook an eel I lift it clear of everything by the line
and let it run its tail between two of these strips. When it

finds its tail between them it will twist round them and pull
hard on the line. I watch for a favorable moment and stick
it through the spine near the head. This paralyzes the eel
instantly, and it is an easy job to get the hook out of its
mouth.
By this time the tide had almost ceased to ebb, and I could

see that vessels out on the Chesapeake Bay bad the wind
from the south, which was a sure indication that the fljod
tide had commenced. It was not long before we had a
gentle puff from the south, which was followed by another
much stronger, and out toward the bay could be seen the
dark-blue line of the breeze, which was coming in with the
tide. The fish ceased biting all at once, and I told my friend
that our day's sport was over, and that we might just as well
quit, which we did, having a strong and fair breeze that sent
us flying toward our boat house". On arriving there we
counted our fish and found we had seven rock, seventy-two
perch and twenty white cattish. After putting everything
out of the boat we moored her to her buoy, and went over
to the house to rest until train time, and to watch the varied
changes of a most remarkable sunset.
The sun went down in a blaze of glory behind a bank of

heavy cloijds, and after he had disappeared the whole river
and sky toward the west was bathed in a beautiful rose-
colored haze, which turned to a delicate purple in the dis-
tance; toward the north the water took on a warm, steel-
gray tint, caused by the reflection of the clouds in that
direction. There was not a ripple in the beautifully tinted
water, and the reflection of all objects on its surface was per-
fect. To crown all, Venus, in all' her glory, shone with tran-
scendent brilliancy just above the edge of the dark clouds,
adding her magnificent beauty to the lovely and peaceful
scene, which will long have a dwelling-place in our memor-
ies. This beautiful simset was a fitting ending of a happy
day, thrice happy to me, on account of the pleasure I had
been enabled to give my friend, whose delight at all that
transpired, and whose genuineappreciationof evtry moment
showed how fully he had enjoyed the outing.

Edwakd a. Robenson,

Catching a Ghost.
Over on Cheesewesick's Creek, on the eastern shore of

Virginia, lived a man who had a habit of going fi-^hing by
niaht, after this fashion: He would run the bow of hisskiff
on shore, bait his hooks, cast them seaward as far as the
p wer of his arm would allow, then with lines made fast to
his wrist, fall asleep, waiting a bite from the striped bass, or
rock, which frequented the shallow water,
A practical joker found him thus, and casting off his

clothing slipped gently into the water, detached the hooks
and fastened the line to his waist.
Now came the circus. A solid pulibrought the somnolent

fisherman up standing. Down went the man fish swimming
low while the man at the other end put in his fine work.
At last he drew his prize gently toward the boat, when

his blood froze at the sight of a naked human form rising
from the deep with extended arms which seemed about to
clasp him. with a yell that would shame a Comanche the
fisherman broke for home, his flying feet beating a rataplan
like the long roll of a snare druin, while a little later he told
the story of the ghost, his teeth chattering with his fear.

Just imagine the situation. True, every word.
PxsTK Edge.

Florida Tarpon.
At Port Myers, Fla., the tarpon record up to April 14

shows seventy-three fish taken. The record tarpon fell to
the lot of Mr. R. T. Holloway, of Kentucky; it measured
6ft. lOin. and weighed 163ib3. Up to the same date fourteen
tarpon had been taken at 31arco, and thirty-two at James
City, the largest weighing 1.581bs.
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MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH,
XL.—Delaware Bradbury.

Near the jucction of those Virginia rivers, the Pamunky
and the Matapony, which form York's broad stream, dwells
•what is iett of the once powerful tribe of Pamunky Indians,

and Delaware and his brother John were intehi.gent and in-

fluential men among them. It is not at all certain that I

have spelled their family name right, for it was spoken
"Bradhy" and sometimes like "Bradley," and no doubt
Eome Virginia sportsmen would call me down but for this

explanation. The time was in the spring of '75, and the late

Prof. Spencer F. J3aird, IT. S. Fish Commissioner, had sent

me down Ibtre to see v bat could be done to increase the
shad in the Pamunky Eiver, and by some good fortune 1

became a guest of Delaware Bradbury's, on an island some
distance below White House landing, which was then the

head of navigation of the river and some ten miles above its

confluence "with the Matapony.
Delaware was then about forty years old, above the middle

height, and built like an athlete. As with most of his'tribe, his

hair liad a tendency to curl; but bow could a small colony
keep from mingling wiih its neighbors for a century or two?
"We wfre friends from the start, and while education was
very limited atcong my Pamunky friends, they were intelli-

gent to a high degree. I had put up my old-style Green
batchmg boxes down at a place called Fish Haul, which does
not appear on my present maps nor in the Fosi Office Gaz-
etteer; but as a part of my duly was to collect specimens for
the Smithsonian Institution,' much time was spent with Del-
aware, and when the hatching season vras over we were
together daily.

War time was not far back then, and Delaware was shy
of the subject at lirst, but afterward told me that for services
in the War of the Revolution his tribe had been relieved from
taxation on theirproperty and had preserved it ; that it required
a certain amount of Indian blood to be recognized as one of
the tribe, but that during the Civil War many of th^m had
been pilots on Union vessels, and for this reason some people
were trying to have the law repealed which exempted them
from taxation. How this turned out I don't know, as no
correspondence has been held with any of the family since
then.

John and Delaware, as well as others, were in demand as

guides and boatmen by the sportsmen from Richmond and
other places. Tney knew every bit of snipe or woodcock
ground within twenty miles, and when the flight of soras
came on their services were in great demand. I use the
Virginia name or "sera" for the bird we Northern gunners
call "rail," because Delaware knew no other name for it.

Perhaps you will call Delaware a pot-hunter and all kinds
of bad names when you know him belter, but that's no fault

of mine. To me he was a delightful study, because so un-
conventional, honest and true. For instance:

"What's that, Delaware?" I asked, as I saw a extra long
double paddle lying alongside his fence. It was made of
some light wood and abDut 18ft. long, too long to use in
paddling a canoe, and it excited my curiosity.

"That's my sorasia' paddle "

We walked along lo-iv ard the housed for dinner was about
due, and I overhauled my little knowledge of canoeingwhile
listening to a mockingbird whistling in a tree by the front
door. A "sorasin' paddle" was a huckleberry beyond my
persimmon, but you know how one dislikes to expose his
ignorance, especially on subjects of sport, if he pretends to
any knowledge of if in a general way."
"What kind of a paddle did you say that was?"
"A sorasin' paddle; we use it when we goes a sorasin'."
With no dictionaiy to consult, there was nothing to do

but to revolve the strange verb, chew it and try to digest it;

and then came the inspiration! "That's the longest sorasin'
paddle I've seen, and I don't see just how you manage it,

because it's so long."
That brought the facts out, and for the benefit of sports-

men, naturalists and pot-hunters, I'll give you the tale as
'twas told to me. He said

:

"It's got to be long to reach 'em in the mud flats when the
tide is down along the creeks. You see, we pushes the
sportsmen at high tide among the reeds, and they shoots a
lot, but don't get 'em all, ''cause it's hard to mark 'em down;
but when a bright night comes we rows along the flats at low
fide and spat« the sora,s with the paddle, an' then we reaches
'em in on it, an' it's a heap more killin' than shootin', an' we
get every one we spat, an' sometimes make more money in a
night's sorasin' than in two days' poling for sportsmen."

I took a good look at the paddle, now that its use was
known, but the Standard Dictionary fails to describe Dela-
ware's name for the killing of the sora. "What's a fair
night's work with a sorasin'^paddle?" 1 asked.

"Well, eight or ten dozen, accordin' as the flight is on.
They're cur'us birds. They come an' go an' no one knows
where. They don't make no nests, nor have any young ones.
Some say thej^ turn into frogs, but if they do they don't all

turn at once, for frogs are about when tbe soras are here.
The soras come in spring and fall, here one day and gone
the next, What you think?"
"They probably breed in the North, like the geese; they're

here one day and gone the next."
"Yes, but you can see the geese go an'" hear 'em nights,

but no man ever see a flock o' soras goin' overhead, an' in
the winter the frogs go in the mud, but the soras have disap-
peared long before, an' it's a mystery."
The spring season for rail had passed or I should certainly

have seen <^^he working of the "sorasin'' paddle," for much
might be learned in a night when everything was right for the
work; of course, it can't be called sport; but a lecture to Dela-
ware on theiniquity of usinga "sora8ingpaddle"onagame bird
would have been a waste of breath. The birds were worth
a certain price, and methods were not to be considered. I
would have poled or paddled him on such an expedition en-
tirely in the Interest of gaining knowledge, and, as a man of
the world, would never think of pointing out what I might
think to be the error of his ways, because that is not to my
taste. If that sort of market supply does not please the
sportsmen of Virginia, they can argue the case through their
Legislature and their game protectors. Delaware was my
friend, and who knows'but his views on the killing of game
biids- were not as correct as mine? Did it ever occur to you
that your pet opinions might be all wrong, and that your
opponent might be right after all? The best and coolest
judg^s of huaian motives and actions try to see with the eyes
of the other fellow, and put themselves in his place.
Delaware was a very interesting man. He told me that

his tribe had a tradition that centuries ago some of his peo-
ple fi3hed in the sea and caught a man, who said : "Get back
to your people and take your biggest boats, put in all your
goods, for to-morrow the water shall ppvet the earth."

"They did so," said Delaware, "and after many weeks they
were left; on the top of the mountains by the Shenandoah
River."

• We gathered pottery made by his people in the days be-
fore the white man came, and I well remember one frag-
ment which had a drawing upon it that was like those of
Egyptian make. These things- were sent to Washington.
He showed the Indian as being destitute of humor or a sense
of the ludicrous, qualities of mind not always found among
Europeans and their descendants, but possessed by the
richest intellects, who always realize that there is a grotesque
side to everything, and that madness lies in too serious
thinking. Yet serious fbols often pass for wise men.
Charles Lamb once said : "Here comes a fool, let's be grave,"
but please do not think that I mean to insinuate that the
American Indian is a fool because he seldom sees a joke, nor
that some solemn men, who take the world and themselves
seriously, are entirely deficient in intellect because they have
no sense of humor. That is merely a deficiency which de-
tracts from their personal enjoyment of life, but as they are
not aware of it they are really not the losers. A man can
not lose what he never had. The negro has a sense of the
ludicrous, but has little humor; therefore the product of the
two races can not be expected to do other than to take life in
a seriou'=i way.
At Fish Haul the shad fishing was run by A. B. Hill &

Son, and it was almost a failure on the Virginia rivers that
year, and it was late (May 11) when I arrived, but I spent a
week in their cabin on West Island, and had a good time
with Hill and his assistant, Mr. Waring. We had gone into
our bunks on the first night, after spending the evening talk-
ing about ;^shad and other fish, and I, at least, was drowsy,
when Hill asked:
"Where do you live when you're home?"
"'Way back in the State of New York."
"Never been down in Virginia before, I reckon?"
"Yes, I've wandered over a portion of it while I was with

the Army of the Potomac."
"The you did! What corps?"
"The Second; Hancock's."
Two men jumped out of their bertha with a jar that made

the shanty shake; and one said: "See here, Yank! If you
were with Hancock, we met you often, for we were with
ole Jube Early, and you've got to get out o' that bunk and
take a drink to old acquaintance."

It was near daylight before we again turned in and we had
not fought half our battles over. When Delaware came to

take my camp and garrison equipage to Indian Town my
new friends gave me a good send-off, and came over to visit

Indian Town several times while 1 was there. This was a
common experience throughout the SDuth. The men who
did the fighting always fraternize and respect each other, be-

cause they realize that stubborn battles cannot be fought by
one side alone.

Mr. 'Waring wanttd to see the working of some trolling

spoons and Delaware rowed us down the river. Holding
the spoon close to the boat, he saw how beautifully it spun,
and his face showed that he began to believe t hat a fish

might be induced to take such a glittering thing, which now
assumed a diiJerent aspect from when held in the hand. A
beastly gar struck it first and was landed ; but it was a job
to get the triple hook out of its jaws.
"Them gars is tough," said Delaware, "an' their hides

will turn duck shot. "They'll live out o' water longer than
any fish in the river.

"

If my friends had been told that the gar was a ganoid, a
survival of a type that existed before man was on earth, that

their optic nerves do not cross and that the few existing

species diiier in having bony or caitilaginous skeletons, they
would have been no wiser, but when I said, "The scales on
these gars are like flint, and you can't cut 'em with a knife,"
they both grasped this character of the gar.

"Yes," said Delaware, "before the Yankees sent down
plows with steel taculd-boards, the Virginia farmers used to

tack the skin of a gar on their old wooden mould- board
plows, and they were almost as good as steel

"

Waring indorsed this statement, and said that he had seen
an old plow with a gar skin on it, when he was a boy.
"And now, Delaware," said he, "we have been trying to see

how long a gar can live out of water. How long do you
suppose a full-grown one can live without water?"

"Half a day, or more.
"

' We kept one on the sand back of our shanty for over
three days, and a good part of the time it was in the blazing
sun, and it might be living yet, only our friend killed it so
as to stuff the skin before he left us, The fish was a little

over 4ft. long, and it's over there now ; I'll bring it here in

time to have it packed to go North."
Delaware walched a buzzard sailing in the distance as he

rowed while the spoon was spinning astern, but made no
comment. His face gave no indication that he thought the
yarn too tough for digestion, but his sudden interest in the
buzzard cxeated a suspicion that he did not care to question
the story, and, knowing it to be true, I came to Waring's
relief,

"Yes, Delaware," said I, "that fish did live for three days
and a half, as Mr. Waring has said, but he neglected to men-
tion that we had four thunder showers during that time—on
two of the nights and on two of the days. The rain wet the
gills of the fish and certainly helped it to live, and so the test

was not a fair one, but it was a most surprising one, for I

had no idea that any fish could live as that gar did."
Delaware thought a moment, then replied: "Theysuttinly

is tough. Our young boys hates 'em 'cause they is good for

nothing on'y to eat other fish an' get kelched when the boys
don't want 'em, I'll teJl you what they does to 'em; they
opens their long, narr' bills as wide as they can an' then puts
a piece of wood upright in it and lets 'em go. They don't

eat no more fish nor steal no more bait then. I've seen a
dozen of 'em gagged in that way bobbin' about at a time, I

wonder what becomes of 'em, an' how long they'll live with
a gag that they can't shake out."

While revolving this problem in mind there came a good
strike on the tiolling line, and after the hardest fight that a
fish ever put up for me, in twenty minutes afterward I

brought to boat a striped bass which weighed lOlbs
,
plump,

on the grocer's scales, the largest fish of the kind that ever I

caught, before or since.

"A mighty fine rock," said Mr. Waring, and I remembered
hearing that name for the fish on the Potomac. Rock and
Tockfish was the name of what north and east of Philadel-
phia is called "striped bass," but the great market of New
York city is slowly substituting its names for fishes wherever
Southern fishermen supply it. My old friend Francis Eadi-
cott used to tell this joke on a New York angler, who fished

for striped bass from the islands of Martha's Vineyard, and.

for blueflsh from Barnegat to Montauk Point. He had gone

to North Carolina for duck shooting purposes, and in con-
versation with a native bayman asked: "Is there any good
fishing about here?"

"No, nothing but rock and tayior, and no one fishes for
'em but the darljies."

That was perfectly satisfactory, and he spent his vacation
in shooting, for which he cared but little; and one evening
in New York at a cafe frequented by anglers, related his
shooting experiences, and rtgretted that the Southern coast
had no good game fishes. He is dead now, but while he
lived he was often reminded that the "rock and taylor"
which swarmed along the Carolina coast were his favorite
striped bass and bluefish, and he never ceased to regret that
his tackle box had not been opened on that trip.

"Yank," said Waiing, "sell me that spoon and line, will
yuu? That's a grand rig for trolling, an' you can get more
when you go home."

"Johnny, said I, "you haven't got money enough to buy
that fishing tackle. I had mentally promised to give it to
Delaware, and that settles it. In my box of tackle oq the
island there are several duplicates of this outfit, and they are
at your service."

On another fishing trip a curious code of names for the
mallard seemed worth recording, and my notebook says : A
pair of mallards is called "a duels and mallard," the male
only being known by the specific name. A black duck is a
"gray duck." Delaware said

:

"There's a lot o' wing-tipped ducks that gunners don't
get, and them that runs their chances o' hawks, gulls, minks
and other duck-eaters mates up and breeds along the river.

Sometimes it's duck an' mallard, or a duck an' he gray
duck. They're putty much alike au' it don't seem to make
any difference, but when we kill a he gray duck with curly
feathers in .his tail we knows his daddy was a mallard. I

'spect we can't, alius tell the half-breeds; an' what difference

does it make if we can't?"

This last remark showed a desire for knowledge, which
seemed to him to be of no use; or did he mean to apologize
for talking on what he thought to be a trifling subject? To
tell him that all knowledge was useful would be to" talk over
his head, so I answered

:

"I always lilie to know about such things. When I kill a
bird I want ta know what it is. You surprise me with the
number of half-brted ducks on this river, a-i you say you see

broods in every bend in early summer, and what happens
here must happen on the other rivers as well; and it brings
the thought that these hybrid young would grow up and in

time would so mix the two breeds of ducks that there would
be but one, and that ooe a hybrid, psrhap5/the male being
gray, with some green on its head, and Ihcj curly tail feath-

ers of the mallard. There is such a bret,d of tame ducks
called 'Cayuga black ducks,' very much larger than any of

our wild ducks, and they claim to be improved wild black
ducks, or gray ducks, as you call 'em, but the mark of the
mallard is there in the curly feathers, which no plher wild
drake has."

"You call a half-breed a high-bred duck. I don't, any
more 'n I'd call a mulatto man a high-bred man ; hut—

"

"I didn't mean it just that way, Delaware. 1 meant half-
brerd; but go on."

'Well, these here young half-breeds is putty plenty ev'ry
fall; but, bless you, they're all killed off a^ore the Northern
flight comes. This is their home, an' they ain't a-goin' to

leave it till cold weather drives 'em South, and so they fly

up an' down the river, halin' to leave it; an' I doubt if

enough of 'em live through the early an' late shootin' to make
any mark on the wild Northern birds. You see, these native
ducks ain't wild when the shootin' opens; they've seen men
in boats all summer an' don't get 'fraid of 'em, an' they hear
guns before we begin to shoot ducks, an' thi. y get well killed

off early. I tell you, they're fat an tender; ain't had to fly

far an' get tough
'

These men of the woods and waters are always close ob-
servers. Delaware disprsed my no' ion that the hybrid
progeny of wcunded ducks mightr contaminate the original

stock. His view of the case seems correct. The prop-
osition resolved itself into this: Given, a river so well cov-
ered by gunners in the fall that enough wounded ducks
should escape other enemies all winter, as well as the Epring
gunners, that they were able to find mates, fit or misfit, in

the spring and raise broods in every bend of the river or in

every marsh, it was certain that the gunners of the next fall

would harvest the home crop before the cold weather brought
down the Northern fiocks. Figure it out on the blackboard.
L it X represent 10 ducks reared on the Pamunky River and
XI represent 11 gunners from Richmond, and each must
take one duck home for Sunday dinner. The solution is

easy. One gunner gets lett, but' the ducks come out even.

1 never was brigtit in mathematics, but one never entirely

forgets all that he once knew, and I am proud to think that

a problem in algebra is not entirely beyond my present

capacity. Delaware Bradbury never could have figured it

out in that manner ,• he knew it in a general way, but his

education was deficient in the matter of algebra.

Some two years after this there came a letter from a Mr.
L. P.. Smith, New Kent C. H

, Va., in which he returned a

little Masonic pin which had been lost in that great land of

Somewhere, and forgotten. He said: "You may remem-
ber that 1 visited your fishing camp the night you told the

story of Cold Harbor, when we three were against you there,

but were with you then. - * Come down again and
hatch shad, we missed you last year, and we will get up an
excursion to meet you and Hill, and Waring will entertain

the whole crowd. Lately I came across a verse which I
have altered a trifle to suit, It is:

"1 tell yer, old boy, thar's er streak in us

Old Rebels and Yanks thet is warm

—

It's er brotherly love tbet'll speak In us

An' fetcb us together in storm;

"We may snarl about 'niggers an' franeheese,'

But ef a foreign war comes afoot,

The two trees'll unite in the branches

The same as they do at the root.' " t

* During the war the Confederate soldiers called every Union sol-
dier "Yank," no matter if be was from Callforaia or Tennessee. The
name was generic, and was finally accepted by our boys, who, be-
fore the svar, had never heard the name of "'Xankee'' applied to any
man who was not a New Englander. In turn we first named our op-
ponents "Rebs," then "Johnny Rebs." and finally boiled it down to
Joimnies." It was forbidden for pickets of both sides to hold com-
munication; but when close together they would swap coflee for to-
bacco, and inTiolation of orders a picket would call: -'Hello, Yank."
"Hello, Johnny." '-Qbt any coflCee." etc.; and the men who would
be engaged in deadly conflict the next day, would agree to lay down
their arms and exchange needful articles and newspapers.

tl don't rercember meet iog this verse and can't say wherein Sir.

Smith may have altered it, as be says he bas. The sencimenl is such
a beauiitul one that no apology seems necessary for introducing it as
he wrote it,
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Opportunity never came to meet any of these friends, ancT

in the course of a busy life they were temporarily forgotten
but for that very bad habit which some men have for jot-

ting down things in note books, or of keeping men and events
in memory.

Prof. Baird wanted live snakes, lizards and turtles for the
Philadelphia Zoo, in trust for the Smithsonian Institution

while they lived, and "Uncle Peter" was sent for to arrange
for their capture. He dealt in rattlesnake oil for rheuma
tism and in snake skins for other uses, and-he lived up in the

mountains. He could get them if any man could He came.
He was verbally announced, having no card-case with him,
and I went forth to interview the great serpent-slayi r and
catcher, for he was said to skin Ih rattlers alive when it was
desired to retain the colors of the skin for making belts. He
looked to be a well-preserved man of perhaps sixty to

eighty years, with a larger percentage of negro blood than
was usual in the tribe, and one can't figure closely on the

age of a negro after he passes the noon mark. He was
seated on a log by I he beach, making figures in the Sand
with a cane, as I sat down beside him and remarked on tiie

beauty of the morning.
Uncle Peter kept his eyes on the figure? in the sand, but

did not look up; he had sized me up from under his hat as I

approached. There was a long silence which was to be
his turn to break ; but he seem{ d to prefer to make figures

on top of the other flgiu-es, reminding me of "My Uncle
Toby," although it was years since 1 had read one of Laur-
ence Sterne's books. Th3 figures in the sand became so

mixed that I began to doubt if the artist could untangle or

explain them, when he said, without looking up; "Dey say

yo' wants to git some snakes."

"Yes, Uncle Peter, I would like to get alot of the different

kinds of snakes that live about hei e. They must be ahve,

and I'm willing to pay for them."
More drawings in the sand, "Wat yo' spects to pay fo'

'em?''

"A fair price; say $3 for rattlers and pilots (copper heads)

and $1 for all others over 2ft. long, and 10 cents for little

fellows, but they must not be hurt."

As near as I could follow the workings o the old man's
mind through his diagrams on the sand, he was thinking

out the battle of Cold Harbor, which occurred a few miles

away. After occupying half an hour with this, he slowly
asked ; "What is yo' gwine to do wid 'em?"

All hope of getting his services was now lost It was ap-

parent that he had no confidence in any statement I might
make, so I merely answered

;
"They will go to Philadelphia

and Washington to be studied by men who look after such
things."

"Hasn't dey got any snakes up dar?"
"Yes, but they want snakes from this part of Virginia,

and if you want to catch some, and get more money out of

them than their hides and oil are worth, I've got the money
to pay for 'em."
Hieroglyphics and cuneiform figures were multiplied on

the sands, in spite of the protests of a mockingbird which
had a nest above us, and my patience was nearing the limit,

when Uncle Peter, without raising his head or his eyes,

made a few artistic strokes to his complicated map and
asked: - -

"Is de Virginny snakes diff'nt fum de udder kinds!"
Feed Maiher.

IN THE BLUE RIDGE.
Highlands, N. C, April 14.

—

Editor Forest and St/ream:

As I was saying in my last letter, I never really saw the Blue
Ridge until "this spring. I havo long ago been all around it,

through it and under it (or portions of il), but this is the first

time I have felt like expressing decided opinions about it, as

based upon personal observation.

I have been for some time looking for a good, all-round

climate, with fine scenery, pure air and water, and little

snow during the winter, and it appears to me that 1 have
found it. "Therefore 1 am correspondingly grateful to ihe

friend who suggested that T extend my wanderings to this

place.

It seems to me odd that, with the superior facilities afforded

in this vicinity for the acquirement by sportsmen's clubs of

large tracts of land, traversed by brooks and streams, on
which large ponds could readily be established and fish and
game preserves maintained, so little has Ihus far been done
in that way. Your correspondent, Mr. Henry SlCivart, has
about 4,000 acres adjoining this village, and the Cullasaja

River, which rises in one of the neighboring mountains,
winds through his estate. On this he has two large ponds,
and about seven miles of trout fishing. These waters he has
stocked with rainbow trout, while they already contained the

speckled trout of our boyhood. He courteously extended to

me an invitation to make myself at home on his estate, but
the season has been very rainy, and I have not tried the

fishing.

I think, however, that the trout are there. It is related

that not Very long ago a lady and gentleman went to fish in

Mr. Stewart's upper pond. For a time all was peace, until

at last the gentleman, who hid strayed to a distance from
his companion, was startled by her voice in agonized ac-

cents, appealing to him to "come quick " Visions of bears,

panthers and rattlesnakes flashed acros? his mind as he
rushed to the rescue, only to find the lady sitting in the

grass.

"What's the matter?"
"I've caught a trout."

"Where is it?"

'Tm sitting on it. I don't want it to get away."
"Ooh."
The trout was saved. It measured 2Sin. in length.

At another time I may write for you of the wonderful
mountain scenery, of the dozens of springs, streams, falls

and cascades, the minerals, plants and flowers, the big trees

and many other things wh:ch are numbered among the

attractions of this region, but will close with the remark
that the railroads seem to be creeping gradually to High-
lands, and the time for securing desirable properties at low
figures is before they come much nearer. Keli'ie.

San Francisco Fly-Casting'.

At the fifth semi-monthly competiuon, April 10-11, at

Stow Lake, in Golden G&te PdrJi, the distance records W(re;
For longest casts, in feet, April 10: Ur. L N. Lowry 911,

W. L. Bacheller 85, A. E, Lovett 77, Horace Smyth 75, C.

G. Young 71, A. N. Crowell 64 . April 11: Dr. Lowry 90,

W. Emery 88. F. H. Raed 84, Chas. Huyck A. E.
Lovett 7U, A. JST. Crowell 73, C. G. Young 71, J. P. Bab-
cock 67, Horace Smyth 65, F. S, Butler 60, Chas. Klein 60,

R. Isenbrock 50.

FISHING IN THE SIERRA NEVADAS.
M.inYSViLLE!, Cal.—"Well, Ben, when will you be ready

to start for the mountains?" said I, about the middle of

July. Ben, Howard and myself were all residents of Marys-
ville, and were fortunate enough to be able to spend about
three months every year in the mountains, away from the
heat and dust of the valley.

The little city of Maryaville is situated at the confluence
of the Yuba and Feather rivers, in the great Sacramento
Valley, about 170 miles northeast of San Francisco, and is

within a few hours' drive from the fo'^tbills, which gradu-
ally rise to form the great range of Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains.

Within a short distance of Maryaville iaa splendid stretch

of country, abounding in ducks of many varitties; gpese and
quail galore. Not the Bob Wbite which I have often brought
to bag in the Eastern States, but that elegant little game bird

the California valley quail, which is on the increase every
year, and, If anything, is more wary and ditficult to slioot

than its larger brother, the mountain quail.

The vast stretch of tule land reaching from Butte Creek
to Suiaun Bay, a distance of 150 miles, is inhabited in the

winter by millions of ducks, geese and swan, so that there

is no lack of game in this section

Ben would be ready in three days. This lime was con-
sumed in securing good saddle horses and pack mules, and a
general camping outfit, with provisions enough to last two
weeks. The time allowed to arrange for our trip wa=i all too

short, as we had to Icok out a stock of flies and leaders; then

rods and reels had to be overhiuled, and a hundred other

little things too numerous to mention. At last .July 17 found
us all prepared and eager for the fray,

We had been fortunate in securing the services of Bill

Conway, as cook and general man Friday about camp.
It was 13 o'clock at night when we left Marysville, pre-

ferring to make the first part of our journey in the night,

instead of encountering the heat and dust cf the day, "and

headed our horses for Oroville, a mining town in the font-

hills about thirty miles in a northeasterly direction. We
j gged along by the light of the moon, and arrived in Oro-
ville in time for an early breakfast. After partaking of a

bountiful meal, we resumfd our j urney, still in a norinea-t-

erly direction, past Pence's Ranch, where we lunched and
rested our animals, and ihence to Dogtown, where we
camped, having made flfiy-four miles the first day The
next morning we were up, and got an early start,; passing

through the mining camps of Insoip and Chaparral, and
made camp that night ou the banks of Butte Creek, wherf^

we spent such a cold night, that Ben christened the spot

Icy Cafion.

I was stirring by 5 o'clock the next morning, and while
Bill was cooking b-eakfast I put my fly-rod together and
proceeded to tempt the speckled troui in the creek to break-

fast on a red spinner or black gnat. I was fortunate to catch
about olbs. of nice little brook trout about Gio. long whicli

;

Bill cooked with cracker crumbs, as he knows well how to

do. I also noticed while wallting up the banks of the creek
several well worn deer trails, which indicated the presence
of many deer in the neighborhood. We afterward saw
eighteen while riding along the road. Owing to the law
prohibiting the killing of deer for a term of years they have
increased surprisingly, and are plentiful throughout the foot-

hill country.

By the next evening we made Humbug Valley, and while
Bill was building a fire and unrolling our blankets, we caught
a nice mess of small trout in Humbug Creek, before the sun
rolled down behind the mountJiins in g irgpous splendor.

These we enjoyed for supper, along with four or five gray
f quirrels thai Howard had knocked our. of the pines with his

.82 Winchester. During our ride over the ridge in'o Hum-
bug Valley we noticed several bear tracks, which my Irish

setter nosed in a curious manner, indicating evidently that

scent was still fresh in them.
There are several salt licks in the neighborhood, which are

great resorts for the deer As we passed one of these we
disturbed a doe, and on investigation we discovered that the
whole patch aiound this little salt spring was perforated by
hoofs.
The following morning we rode through Prattville and

arrived shortly after at the famous Big ^Meadows, which was
to be our camping ground for a w( ek. 'I'hese meadows, a
grand formation of nature, extend for over forty miles,

hemmed in by lofty mountain ranges, which have only one
break to admit of the exit of the Feather River. Here,
in the meadows, in a favorite wintering resort for ducks and
snipe, while in summer the fishing cannot be excell- d. In-

dians and sportsmen then fleck to the banks of the river, and
enjoy such sport as most of us have had the luck only to

read about; and there are plenty of fi^h and lots of room for

all, The point where we rode into the meadows was about
twenty miles from the head, and we decided to pitch our
tent on a litt'.e wooded knoll, giving us a splendid view both
ways. We selected camp close to a small spring, with
plenty of wood and good feed for the stock.

That evening, by the light of a large camp-fire (I am a
great hand for a good fire), we selected leaders and flies and
put the split bamboo rods together for an early start up the
stream in the morning.
As I was the only one in the party who had ever fished

here before, my advice was eagerly sought as to the descrip-
tion of tackle to be used ; my favorite lures for this time of

the year being a small professor, with red tips, on the end of

a 9ft. leader, and a cow-dung and royal-coach'man as drop
flies, 3ft. apart. That night we hardly slept, so eager were
we for the sport that we anticipated on the following morn-
ing. After a hasty breakfast, prepared by our man Friday,
we proceeded to wet our lines in the stream and test our
leaders, as we were no longer after brook trout. Now it

was more a case of skill. These magnificent rainbow trout,

seldom running under a pound and noted for their gamy
qualities, would strain the little strand of gut to the ut-

most.
It would be hard to find a more ileal locality for the en

thusiastic follower of Izaak Walton than this. There are

few places in the whole forty miles in which the fl}' caster is

not able to swiag his rod to the utmost, and send out the
little deceptions in a straight line to drop delicately on the
water; then to experiencs the thrill of pleasure as he sees

the swirl and rise of the hungry U-out. a quick moiion of the
wrist, and then the battle has begun. Only those readers
who have gone through those few minifies can appreciate the
sensation.

The banks are almost entirely free from b ush or trees,

while overhanging banks and deep pools afford ample protec-
tion for fish, which are not infrequently caught weighing as

high as 9 and lOlbs,, the largest fish generally being caught

with a natural grasshopper or caddis fly. I was more fortu-

nate than my companions, being an old hand with the fly,

having had a thorough drilling as a boy from as expert a
fisherman as ever wet a line in Exe River, Devonshire,
England.
At noon we repaired to camp, and on sizing up our catch

found that we had thirty- four beautiful trout in all, only two
of which weighed under a pound Ben had caught the

largest by us'ng a grasshopper on the tail fly. Bymy pocket
scales this beauty weighed just 6flbs , and Ben said it took
him just eighteen minutes to lana him.
We might have caught many more than we did, but pre»

ferred to catch only what we could use and giveaway - aswe
decided by mutual agreement to act as true sportsmen and not
as game hogs, whose appetite for slausrhtering seems nevei'

appeased and whose sole ambition is lo break all former
records, and adopt any means whatever to accomplish their

object. During the afternoon Howard and I saddled the

broncos and rode to the foot of the meadows on an exploring
trip, 1 wish that your correspondent Juli^in could have
accompanied us, and he would never have raised the queS'
tion of deer eating lilypads. Just as we emerged from the
woods on to the open meadows we came on three deer, two
does and a fawn, browsing in an unconcerned manner on
pond lilies in about 18 in. of water.

We thought it nothing unusual at the time to see them
feeding on lilies, and since nading the many arguments on
the question in Foebst and Stream I at once recalled this

instance.

I could also show Julian, almoot any day before the
lilies die down, deer feeding on this plant on the Klamath
Reservation, Ore., where there are many acres of lilypads,

extending for miles around Klamath Lake.
We did not regret not having brought our rifles with us,

as the season for deer does not open until Sept. 15 in this

county, and even then the California law does not permit
killing any doe or spotted fawn at any tim!>.

The deer, on seeing us, seemed to know that there was no
danger and trotted off leisurely to a clump of timber.

The next day we learned that a camper was going down
to Oroville with his team in a day or two, so we decided to

catch a nice mess of trout and send them down to our friends

who were less fortunate than we.
All the next morning we whipped shallows and pooh with

indifferent success, only once in a while being rewarded for

our pains by seeing a trout rise lazily to the fly and turn
away again without accepfing the bait. We tried a variety
of flies, and even live grasshoppers and grubs, but all to no
purpose. The afternoon's results were not much better.

The sun was hot and the water was clear, and our total

catch footed up to six small trout

That evening after suf per, when we were stretc'aed out
beside a huge campfire, enjoying the fragrant weed from
our "Missouri Meerschaum?," I said, "Boys, we'll have to

fish with finer tackle if we want to catch any fish to-morrow,
as there will be no wind, and the water is so clear that they
can see our deceptions too well

"

So, going to work, I soaked a quantity of light stained
gut of different sizes and made three leaders, selecting a size

of gut almost as large as the silk line, and gradually taper-

ing the lengths down to the farthest end. A leader made in

this way flies out straight when cast, instead of doubling up.
I also tied the knots so that 1 could open them with my
nails wide enough to admit of the snell of the fly. Drawing
the knots of the leader together again, the fly was kept in

position by a knot in the snel), which prevented it Irom
slipping through, at the same time causing the fly to stand
out straight from the leader, and not wrap around it, as it

would if looped to the leader. Those who take an interfest

in fly-fishing would do well lo try this method. In fine,

delicate casting, where the water is clear and there is no
wind to rutiie it, I find that il is best to dispense with all

loops, as the motion of drawing them through the'water
can es air bubbles, and seems to scare the wary trout.

The next morning, with our fine leaders and smaller flies,

we proceeded to a tavorite pool and commenced operations.

This time we were more fortunat •. Just as Ben commenced
to cast in a rapid he got a splendid strike; although the fish

took the fly under water he was well hooKed, and Howard
and 1 reeled up our lines to watch the fun.

"You'll have to take him down stream," said I, "and
drown him out

"

"1 can't;," said Ben, "he's got tangled in some weeds."
"That's just what I expected," 1 replied.

"You haven't learnt the lesson yet, Ben; always to take a
fish down stream, as he couldn't enter the weeds from
above."

' '1 don't feel him any more; I guess tie's got away,"
"Hold ou awhile, Ben; you may feel him if he begins to

struggle."

Taking the rod from his band 1 was rewarded in a short
time by feei ng the fish struggling in the weeds. I applied a
little more force to the rod, and as he continued to struggle
he gradually b.;came disentangled from the weeds and made
a break for liberty, taking out about thirty feet of line be-

fore I could check him.
"Now take him down stream," said I, as I handed Ben

back the rod.

Ben handled Mm very carefully, profiting by his former
experience; and after two or three leaps and as many rushes,

he got his fish somewhat under control, and before he was
able to turn again to make another rush, Howard, who wag
waiting below, net in hand, had scooped up the magnificent
fish, still full of fight. 1 weighed it cirefully on my scale,

and the result was 7lb3. and 5oz. Ben was dehghted and
V -Wtd that the pleasure of catching 8uch a fish was weT
woith coming so far tor.

We had spent about twenty-five minutes playing this fel-

low, which was caught on a small red spinner, a No. 10 hook
and 6 ounce rod.

After this victory we separat°,d, and continued fishing till

darkness warned us that it was time to return to camp and
pay our respects to the supper that Bill would have in readi-

ness for us.

Our total catch, which we spread out on the grass, footed
up seventy-three beautiful trout. Of these 1 had caught
thirty-four, Ben and Howard twenty-six and thirteen, re-

spectively.

After a splendid supper, eaten with a zest such as only
those who have been fortunate enough to enjoy camp lite

can appreciate, we turned our attention to dressing- and
packing the fish, to send away in the morning. We adopted
itie most successful method that 1 know of. First, we
always killed the fish as soon as taken from the water, by a
sharp rap on the head, to prevent its bruising itself. Next,
they should never have any water used to wash or dress

them with, but the thin, slimy film should be allowed to
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form on them. "Next, we separated the gills from tlie back
of the lower jaw, and with a sharp knife laid open the fish
from the gills to the anal fin, removed the entrails and blood
from tLe backbone, and wiped them dry with a cloth;
then stuffed the fish with a wad of dry hay or straw to pre-
vent the soft parts from coming together, and put each fish

separately in dry hay. Nothing damp should be used, as
heal is generated and the fish will quickly spoil. We packed
our fish in this way, and afterward learned that they arrived
in splendid condition, after being two days on the road.
We remained three days more at the Big Meadow?, catch-

ing what fish we needed for food each day, and varying the
fport by killing some jacksnipe which infest the marshes,
and gray squirrels in the pine woods, which gave us a nice
variety for the frying pan,
We reluctantly broke camp and set out for home, firmly

bent on ret^j-ning later on when the deer season opened," as
big game seemed plentiful; while at the head of Big Lake,
Lassen Mountain, is famous for its big bucKs and cinnamon
bear, as well as its hot springs, where it is possible to catch
fish in Butte Creek, and, without moving in one's tracks, lift

the fish into a hot spring and cook them.
I hope in the near future to give my readers some short

accounts of my hunting trips in the Sierras.

H. W, Wills.

ANGLING NOTES.
Thickness of Gut.

A coKRESPONDENT reminds me that he asked me about six
months ago to inform him in this column about the different
sizes of gut, and if there is any rule which regulates the size

of black bass, trout, salmon gut, etc. 1 legiet that I have
been so dilatory in my reply, although the letter is not dat( d
quite six month ago. My disposition is always agreeable to
an early reply to letters and queries, but unfortunately my
disposition and my time are not in accord.
There is no arbitrary rule in regard to the size that gut

shall be for any particular fish, arid it is a matter for the
tackle dealer and the angler to settle each for himself. The
tackle dealer advertises irout, black bass and salmon leaders,
for instance, or heavy, medium and light leaders for each of
the fishes named, and the gut of the trout leaders is of li ss
thickness, as our English brethren say, than the gut of the
bass leaders, and the gut of the bass leaders of less thickness
than the salmon; but there is no recogn:zed standard by
which to measure the thickness of gut to be employed in
making leaders for either trout or black bass. It is safe to
assume that for salmon the thickest gut obtainable is used,
but tor trout one man may desire to use a leader of drawn
gut and another may feel it incumbent upon him to fish with
gut that would hold a sturgeon or a small whak ; for I be-

lieve it is generally understood that, while some men "fish
fine," others derrick their fish. Therefore, a tackle dealer
could not institute rules as to the size of gut that all men
should use in catching the same kind of fish.

In the trade gut of different thicknesses is designated by
different names, which the dealers understand and the aver-
age angler knows little or nothing about. In natural gut,
and by this I mean the silk sac of the silkworm, drawn ^nd
dried on a board, from which the yellow skin is removed
afterward and the gut bleached, when it is graded and put
into hanks as it comes to the retail dealer and in the condi-
tion which the angler finds it, this natui'al gut may vary in

thickness in the same grade of gut; for it is very uneven, not
only in the hank, but in the strand itself. The natural gut
is graded as follows, the finest being:

"Reflna," about.; ..i..., 7 to 9-lOfOiu.
"Fina,"about...4..ii.,^..i.'.. 11 to 13-lOOOln.
"Ke^ular," about j^..^, , 13 lo 14-U001q.
RadroD, 2d, about Uto 16-lOOOin.
RadroD, 1st, about..., , 15 to 16>g lOOfiin.

Marana, 'M, about. , '.ii^ to 17J4 100;;in.
Jilarana, 1st, about ,.18 lo 19 10 Oin.
Imperial, about ISji to IffJ^ lOOCin.
Koya), about , kO to ?2 lOUOin.

The length of the strands of gut is an important factor ia
the cost. 1 have a price list before me just received from
London, and it gives the price of imperial gut as follows,
retail, per 100 strands:

llin. Ui^in. 12}^in. ISin. IS^m. 14m. 14>4in.
English shillings 21 kd kfi H5 2a 27,6d. :iO

Royal gut of 14in. is worth 50 shillings and loin, gut 60
shillings. "Drawn gut" is the "natural gut" drawn through
plates exactly as wire is drawn, and this being the case it

does not vary in thickness, if properly drawn, in the various
grades. Of drawn gut the finest is:

XXXX CM-lOOOin.
XXX 'ii^ lOOCiri.

XX eU-lOOOin.
X .............. 9-iOOOin.

drawn..... , 934-iOOOiD.

34 drawn 10-lOOOin

.

Drawn gut is used comparatively little in this country,
and I think there is a prejudice against it, but I have had
drawn gut that has done excellent service. I have some
leaders tied by Forest & Bon, Kelso, one doz^n drawn gut
and a dozen natural, and the latter is finer than the drawn;
but it is remarkably fine and even gut.

The care of gut is not included in the question, but I will

say that I have kept gut perfectly sound for years, so far

as I could judge, by putting the hanks in a roll of paper that
had been slightly oiled with olive oil and placed wh'^-re the
light could not strike it. It is the poorest kind of economy
to use old leaders that have seen service unless they aie
thoroughly tested. It is far better to throw them out if there

is the least doubt about their strength. There was a time
when after a season of fishing I would go over my leaders
and patch them up, and rub down the frayed places with a

bit of rubber; but that was back in the drift period, and 1

have grown older and wiser.

Cannibal Trout.

There is a middle-aged man, an excellent mechanic, in the

town where I live, and I occasionally meet him in the street

or the post office, and generally we have a few minutes' con-
versation when we meet, for he has been a close ob'^erver of

nature during his life and I like to talk with him about
what he has observed. A few evenings ago I was about to

pass him -with a bow when he stopped me with the queston

:

"Do you know the capacity of a brook trout as a cannibal?"
Confes iog that I did not, he told me of a youthlul experi-

ence of his own. He was a boy attending the district school
some distance from his home, and carried his dinner in a tin

pail. A man in the neighborhood desired to stock a pond
with trout and offered 5 cents each for such trout as the

boys would bring him alive and in good condition. There
was a trout brook close to the schoolhouse, and one after-

noon my friend went there to earn some of the money. Tie
caught nine trout and put them in his dinner pail and cov-
ered the pail with his straw hat and set out for the man's
house. Eight of the trout were about the same size, quite
small, and one was so large that the diameter of the pail was
not great enough to accommodate him without bending his
tail a trifle. When he reached the house of the purchaser of
live trout he announced that he had nine fish worth 45 cents,
but when the hat was removed from the pail it contained
but two trout, and he stood open-mouthed looking into his
dinner pail, wondering what had become of seven trout he
had started from the t)rook with. They could not have es-

caped from the pail, for his hat had kept them in. The man
saw that the boy's surprise was genuine, for his 45 cents had
shrunk to 10, and he showed his disappointment in his face.
The explanation came as both were looking into the pail, for
the big trout, with a dash, seized and swallowed the remain-
ing small trout, and his 45 cents shrunk to 5 before his eyes.

This was something absolutely new to me, that trout, just
caught, .nnd confined in a small dinner pail, would eat'one
another in the manner deFcrihed until but one was left, the
survival of the biagest. I do not question the story in any
of its parts, but before it was told to me had I been asked if

such a thing could be possible I woulil have said no. I have
carried hundreds of trout in pails and other vessels during
boyhood, and later, but never even suspected such pro-
nounced cannibalistic tendencies in fish freshly caught and
confined in such small space, That trout will do this same
thing in an aquarium 1 have had ample evidence, but not
until they become accustomed to their new quarters and
other kinds of food was not forthcoming to appease hunger.
We live and we learn.

The New York Bass Season.
Having read the article by Mr. Van Cleef in Forest and

Stheam of April 17, I feel that I must dissent from his con-
clusions.

JSTeaily thirteen years ago I wrote an article in this journal
advocating a close season for bkv^k bass extending to July
1, and not for a moment sicce that time have T had reason
to think I was wrong in so advocating, if we were to save
our blackbass from practical extermination, Fobest anb
Stream commented upon my article editorially in the same
issue, viz. : Sept, 35, 1884, and I will quote briefly from
the editorial, which is nearly a column in length:

"If Ihe ot)ject of the law is to protect the black bass while
they are spawning, and during the time they are protecting
their yeung. as we suppose, then the period between Jan. 1

and June 1 is not sufficient. * * * In the Slate of New
Tork, the date at which all law-abiding bass should have
finished spawning and protecting their young has been fixed

at June 1. but we regret to say that the majority of bass are
so drpraved and have so little regard for tlie law as to delay
their family agreements for a month later, and the question
is: Shall the fish be compelled to change their habiti to
comply with the wisdom of our legislators, or shall we
acknowledge that they know best when th^y want to spawn
and accommodate ourselves to them. * * * The fish

begins to take food, after its winter fast, as soon as the
temperature of the water risss to about 45'' Fahrenheit, and
not until then does any increase in its ovaries iaM place.
* * * We thmk Mr Cheney has rather understated the
case. Even in southern N w York the bass are not done
spawEing by the middle of June. * * * The law needs
changing."
My article was not based upon observations made at one

or half a dozen of local ponds. I had been in correspond-
ence with anglers in all parts of the Slate and made an
honest effort to reach conclusions that would benefit the
black bass of the entire State, that the close s asoa advo-
cated should cover their breeding season and give them time
to rear their young before they could be killed legally.

From 1884 to the present time I have urged with all power
of my pen that the close season be extended to July 1, and
every single fact that has come to my knowledge regarding
the spawning of bass, has convinced me that this lime was
proper for the purpose. In 1890 a Commission was ap-
pointed to take testimony from one end of the State to the
other, and from top to bottom, regarding the spawning sea-

sons, etc., of fishes, and the breeding seasons of game, to en-

able the Commission to codify the game laws in accordance
with what was proven to be the proper seasons to protect the
fish and game to perpf tuate it. Thi^ Commission was com-
posed of Hon. Robt. B Roosevelt, formerly president of the
^few York Fish Commission ; Hon. E Gr Whitaker, Deputy
Attorney- General, and Gen. Richard JST. Sherman, one of
the Fisii Commissioners.

Gen. Sherman was elected president of the Commission to

codify the law, and meetings were held all over the State.

1 think the appropriation for this purpose was $10,000. After
"the hearings were finished, Gen. Sherman wrote me under
date Dec. 19, 1890, asking me lo submit my views regarding
the proper season for opening the fishing for certain fishes,

among them black bass. I urged that the season should not
open betore J uly 1 and close Dec. 34; with the testimony taken
in the State before him, he wrote me: "I am glad to findm your
suggestions confirmation, substantially, of my own views "

We did not differ as to the season for black bass, but I did
want the lake trout season toopen May 1, asitwas, while Gen.
Sherman favored, without persisting in it, a uniform season
for all species of trout; and in this he was right, as I believe,

although the uniform season should begin May 1 ia«tead of

April 1 or 15. But that is another matter.

The most persistent advocates of an open season for black
bavs dating trom June 1 are the summer hotel keepers, who
desire guests for the June fishing when the bass are ia shal-

low water spawning or guarding their young; and tne

Fokest and Stream editoiial of thirteen years ago refers to

them iu the^e words : "Tue main opposition to the change
(from May 30 to July 1) would come trom summer resorts

and country hotels, which look for the black bass fishers in

June." That prophecy has proven true.

Under date of Jan. 23, 1891, Gen. Sherman wrote me:
"Our Commission finished the code on the 14th, but have
delayed its presentation to the Legislature for a few d'tys, to

give time for a careful revision and verification. » * *

Tnere is no class of nien so pertinacious antt exacting as the
sportsmen, and if we had lisleued to one half the demands
for special provisions and exceptions our work would have
been a miserable bundle of patch-work. * * * For the
State, the black bass season opens May 30; i consider this

too early but it is a compromise date." The original code
provided for a season to open June 15, and that, too, Gen.
Sherman considelnjd a compromise date.

What has been tbe result of June fishing for black bass?

Ask the Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission to show
the applications made each year for black bass, to stock

waters from which the bass are disappearing. Where are
these bass to coxae from? One man, when I put that ques-
tion to him, said. Lake Ontario, as though you had only to
lift a gate on the shore of the lake and the bass would flow
in a stream into other waters within the State. But Lake
Ontario asked the State for 1,000,000 black bass in one
year. The black bafs is not a fish of small waters, and
nature jUaced them only in big waters. Man has tried to
improve on matters, and in most of these cases man has
failed of success, anei to continue the open season for bass
fishing through June will result in destroying the bass in the
interior lakes. The remedy I would propose is for the State
to stop planting black bass, as they cannot be hatched artifi-

cially, until a committee awakens to the fact that June fish-
ing is doing more injury to the black bass fishing than the
State can repair, and this lets the Slate help the awakened
community to restore the fishing. This is a slow process, as
one community has found. Bass were for years caught
through the spawning season, and became practically ex-
tinct. Then a law was passed to cover the spawning season,
and strictly enforced, for the people were aroused on the
subj ct, and the lakes stocked by the State; but the fishing
improves very slowly. The dearly-bought experience of
this sort seems to be the only thing to look forward to to
arouse the people to act for their own interests. It is not
fair to take bass from one water where the sentiment is in
favor of June protection, to stock waters that have been de-
pleted by June fishing. I have no desire to even attempt to
analyze Mr. Van Cleel's argument, but he refers to advice
he has received from Canada that black bass are through
spawning there by June 15 to 30. I do not know where
this is, but I see that Ontario has a close season from April
15 to June 15, and only twelve bass over lOin. long can be
taken in one day, and Quebec has a close season from May
25 to July 1; so the Provinces do not seem to be in accord.
There is one thing I do know beyond a peradventure, and
that is that black bass spawn on Long Island, Is, Y.. as late
as June 25, and I believe we have no earlier waters than on
Long Island. Black bass should be protected for two weeks
after the young are hatched. When anglers and sportsmen
generally become broad enough to unite and seek legislation
that will cover the breeding seasons of all fish and game for
the genera] good of all the people of the State, and not try
lo exempt their individual backyards from the operation of
the law for reasons purely personal, then we may hope tor
laws that will, when enforced, do what fish and game laws
are supposed to do, but which nowadays they do not do,
when one man desires to get the bulge on all the other men
in the matter of fish and game. A. N. Cheney.

Fishermen and Fishermen.
This is what Editor R. F. Wormwood of tbe Portland,

Me,, Express, has to say about them and their ways:
Confined beneath the ice of Maine's lakes and rivers is a

familiar spirit which, as soon as that winter covering is re-
moved, escapes and enters into and forcibly takes possession
of the bodies and wills of a very large proportion of the able-
bodied male residents of the Pine Tree State. In fact its

jurisdiction is not bounded by the limit of our common-
wealth, but extends far beyond the borders of the State, and
more and more each year the irresistible spell works its perfect
work on the wayfarer and the stranger, who gladly pay the
tribute imposed or mortgage their possessions to pay ransom
when ransom is necessary. In other words, the season is

fast approaching when the desire lo go a-fishing will become
overpowering. The spell h a potent one, and those who are
insensible to its power are those who prefer the music of a
mouth organ to the melody of the birds and brooks; who
prefer the conglomerate smells of the factory aod the shop to
the delicate odor of trailing arbutus; who prefer the artifi-

cial to the real. For several weeks fishermen have been
looking over their supply of tackle, reading seasonable liter-

ature, and otherwise inoculating themselves in anticipation of
the shibboleth, "the ice is out." When the longed for word
comes, then the exodus begins. Men who ordinarily think
of a day's absence from business as something to be brought
about only by death or a baseball game, can always manage
somehow to get away for a day or so for a little fishing.
And the sport, if properly approached, is worth almost any
sacrifice, for in addition to the supreme en j oyment for the
time being, nothing can be depended on to turnish so many
inexhaustible topics of conversation for months as an outing
of this sort. If you are successful in what should properly
be considered a secondary object, catching fish, there is the
satisfaction of knowing that you are enrolled in the list of
those who are to be envied; if you are unsuccessful in this
particular respect, then, if you are worthy the honor of
looking a canned salmon squarely in the face, or of casting
a fly over a pool from which a barefoot boy has just lured
an 8 jz. trout with an angleworm on a bent pin, you will
take matters as a philosopher and humble disciple and fol-

lower of Walton should, and remember that it is not all of
life to catch fish nor kU of death to go home with an empty
bisket. For, verilj', there are fishermen and fishermen.
There are those who can have all the sport they want pulling
in codfish, hand-ovcr-hand, with a clothesline; to them the
season does not appeal. There are those whose souls are so'
thrilkd by the music of the click of the reel that they forget
they owe something to society and allow their wives to sup-
port the family whde they commune with nature along the
bank of some purling brook. Between these extremes are many
grades. The genuine fisherman is a compound of many of
the qualities that enter into the making of a man, and the
simple fact that he likes to go a fishing does not necessarily
detract from his value and usefulness as a citizen.

Chinese Fishculture.

The included clipping is taken from Littell's Living Age,
Boston, Dec. 2, 1848, and credited to tbe Medical 'limes:

"Hatching eggs by artificial heat is well known and ex-

tensively practiced in China, as is also the batching of fish.

The sale of spawn for this purpose forms an important
branch cf trade in China. The fishermen collect with care,

on the margin and surface of the water, all the gelatinous
matters that contain spawn of fish, which is then placed in

an egg-shell (which has been fresh emptied) through a small
hole; which is then stopped, and the shell is then placed un-
der a sitting fowl. In a few days the Chinese breaks the
shell in warm water, warmed by the sun. The young fish

are then kept in water till they are large enough to be placed
in a pond. This plan, in some measure, counteracts the
great destruction of spawn by troll nets, which have caused
the extinction of many fisheries."

The described process of hatching fish seems to reveal a
lost secret, which may be of advantage to all those interested

in fish culture and natural history. G. von Heyss.



Mat 1, 1897.
J FOREST AND STREAM.
Limit the Trout Catch.

Paterson, N. J,, April 33.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Can you inform me where I can find anything relating to

the Frank Forrester laws, limiting the catch of trout to

eighteen, that prevailed on Long island about 1848? Some
time ago I read in some paper that the remedy for prevent-
ing the depletion of trout streams was to revive the old
Frank Forrrater laws. I was at once impressed with the
great scope of this idea, as it would (if enforced) put a stop
to the slaughter that has prevailed on many trout streams for

a long time. I have at one time or another spent about a
year and a half on the Beaverkill, in Sullivan county, and
know the stream and its history thoroughly. For some time
past I have never missed an opportunity to advocate my
liobby of putting a limit on the number of trout caught in

any twenty-four hours or had in possession at any one time.
1 have just returned from a run up to .Joe Cammer's, on the
Beaverkill, and there met several members of the Brooklyn
Fly Fishers' Club, who have now put a limit of ten on trout
caught out their preserve.

We shall want eorde good, strong influence to work up a
popular feeling among fly-fishermen throughout the State to
take up the matter to their rein'eseutatives at Albany, and no
paper can do this so well as Forest and Stkeam. Will you
not take an interest in the scheme? Something must be done
to stop the trout hogs. Last year four men from Port Jervis
caught enough trout for twenty-five or thirty decent fisher-

men. They ate over sixty (this gives you an idea of their
siz ) a meal, and carried home four baskets full and two
large milk pails full. A few years ago two men (?) caught

, 700 little trout out of the Yoorhia Brook. I could tell you
many such cases.

You see, the limit law would cover a multitude of the
troubles now existing as to size, etc. I think it would be a
great and glorious thing for Forest kkd Stream to work
up, and 1 know that all fly-fishermen would rise up and bless

you if such a law should be passed. The law should carry a
big penalty to prevent violators, say $100, half of which
should go the informer.
The western Catskill streams are the most beautiful trout

streams in the United States, and are worth fighting for.

Possibly a law taking in these streams only might be en-
forced. Bbn.t. Kent.

Trout in Central New Tork.
Ithaca, N. Y.—Local trout anglers manifested unusual

activity at the ushering in of the brook trout season, the
16th, and notwithstanding the fact that many of the larger
streams were, by virtue of recent heavy rains, running wild
and boisterous, some exceedingly fine creels 'of trout were
taken. The writer saw an especially even lot of twelve that
were taken from Spring Brooli at a point less than four miles
south of town.
An angler who worked out the East Owego Creek, in the

vicinity of Harford Mills, opening day, scored fifteen

trout averaging lib. each. Eev. Jno. T. Stone, of Cortland
and Rev, Arthur Hoyt, of Auburn^ accompanied by L. D.
Cams, of Cortland, passed the first two days of the season,
at Slaterville, fishing the West Owego Creek, and took 751b8.
of trout,

Messrs. Wilson, Sharp, Miller, Middaugh and Calkins, of
this city, were on the West Owego the 17th, and although
the weather conditions were wintry in the extreme, a fine

catch was reported.

An exceptionally large number of good scores have reached
me as a result of the past five day's astream, justifying the
prediction that plenty of sport awaits the trout angler as the
season grows apace.

Fall Creek, reached from McLean, on the line of Lehigh
Valley R. R. or the East Owego, reached from Harford "or

Richford, on the same line of railroad, should furnish
satisfactory angling shortly. The West Owego withm easy
distance of Ithaca, Owego or Cortland, is one of the most
alluring trout streams enriching the landscape of Central
New York, being easy to fish and beautiful to behold.
Many small but "trouty" streams abound in the country
through which the West Owego flows on its way to the Sus-
quehanna. M. Chill,

When in Fishing Toss.
Little Rock, Ark.—I am sorry the picture I sent you was

so dim it would not reproduce, for I had a desire to let the
world see how so good a man as Brother Howerton can look
so villainous and piratical. It is a physiognomical mystery.
1 will illustrate it. The parson had a parishioner, Mrs.
Green, an old lady of saintly life, one of the salt of the earth,
whom every one around h.ere calls blessed. He and I had
been fishing one day, and were coming home about sunset
with a magnificent string of bass. He said, "My wife is

away, and 1 will give my fish to Mother Green." So I drove
him around there. The old lady was sittuag on the porch
enjoying the summer sunset. We stopped and Howerton
went in, and the following conversation took place: "Mrs.
Green, here are some fish." "Well, I don't believe I want
to buy any this waim weather," "Bat you had better take
them, anyhow." "No, 1 don't want to buy any. I have not
ice enough in the house to keep them." "But lei me give
them to you." Thereupon the old lady put on her specta-
cles, looked at the parson, w'ho all that time had been within
3ft. of her, scanned him up and down, and finally said: "Is
this Brother Howerton?" The old lady was neither blind
nor specially near-sighted, but the parson looked so disrep-
utable she did not recognize the man who dispensed the
Gospel every Sunday. J. M. Rose.

The Lamprey as Bait for Wall-Eyed Pike.
Baltimore, Md., April 23.—Noting communication of

aVI. Chill in issue of the 24th instant on the subject of "The
Destructive Lamprej," 1 will ask if there is any reason why
tbe lamprey should not be used as a bait in trolling for w^all-

eyed pike? The fishermen on the Susquehanna use the
lamprey attached to the ''gang" and spoon in trolling for
the salmon, so-called, and say it is an additional attraction.

How is this thus when M. Chill claims it to be a parasite?

Swjft.

An Oneida Liake Net Raid.
ITtica, N. Y., April %L—Ediicrr Forest and Stream: The

State fish and game protectors have been doing business on
Oneida Lake recently. Thirty-one large trap-nets were de-
stroyed there and tons of pike liberated. Last week twenty-
one more nets were taken, making a total of fifty-two within
ten days. Some of those captured last were new nets, which
were set immediately after the protectors were supposed to
have left the lake, ^sj^ W. E. Wolcott.

The Schuyler Fishings Club.

Some of the leading sportsmen of Stillwater, N. Y. , have
formed a fishing club. The organization is styled the

Schuyler Fishing Club, of Stillwater, and at the first regular

meeting, held on the 17th ult., the following officers were
elected: President, P. S. Miller; Secretary and Treasurer,

W. J. Barnes. It is the purpose of the club to aid in the

protection and pi'opagation of the fish and game of this

locality, and steps have already been taken toward restock-

ing the most promising trout brooks in the vicinity.

Lake Champlain Bass Fishing,

St. Albans, Vt.—The migratory habits of the small-

mouthed black bass brought thousands of them from the St.

Lawrence River into the waters of Ijake Champlain, condi-

tions causing it in 1896, when the water was the highest for

nineteen years. We had as good bass fishing in the season
of 1S96 as at any time in the past twenty years, and as you
are aware, we have had most excellent fishing in the Great
Back Bay of Lake Champlain. W. J. Samson.

— "Angling Talks."
We ha-re a very few copies of George Dawson's "ArtRling Talks," a

series of chapter.s of entertaiDing chat about men, lishermen, nsh,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co.

he Mmtmt

FIXTURES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's chicken^trials, Morris, Man.
Sept. 6. -Manitoba Field Trials Club, Jtorris, Man.
Nov. 2.—Monongahels Valley Game and Fish Protective AsEOCi-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.-- Union Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E. F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov. 16.-—Intemalional Fjeld Trials Club's eighth annual trials,

Chatham, Ont-
Nov. 22.—U. S. F, T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 30.—U. S. F. T. Club's winter trials, West Point, Miss.
Jan. 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

COURTESY AT BENCH SHOWS.
Hartford, Conn.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have
noted the growth, during some years, of the "courtesy to

exhibitors" plaint made by some writers in their reports of
certain shows. To me it seems that such complainings are
both indelicate and unjust. Usually the complaint is made
in behalf of the exhibitors, at least ostensibly so, but there
generally is a ring of personal grievance and disappoint-
ment over the absent courtesies. From such data as I can
gather, the "courtesies" omitted are free lunches to the re-

porters, with such accessories as add luster to the lunch,
and some special attention paid to the exhibitors as to

sightseeing. To me it seems as if it all was very absurd.
If the management treats the exhibitors and press with
politeness, it is all they have any right to expect. That a
special committee should be expected, yes, demanded, with
duties to look after the entertainment of visitors, at a time
when the full energies and time of the club are strained
to their utmost, is carrying a selfish feeling too far.

The exhibitors place themselves on a strictly business
footing so far as the bench show concerns themselves.
They are importunate in demanding cash prizes in the
classes, and are quite as eager to have valuable specials.

If they, on the other hand, were invited to give up some-
thing valuable in the name of courtesy, they would indig-
nantly refuse. New and more classes are demanded of the
management after the prize list is published, and when all

this is secured, then the supplementary "courtesies" are
looked for. The exhibitor enters on a business basis, and
exacts the most valuable business considerations obtain-
able. Then when he and several hundred of him and his
friends come in a body to the show, they each individual-
ly seem to expect to be treated as an invited guest. The
show may lose money; the working committee may be
overworked; the general routine may be most exacting and
worrying, yet before all else must come the "courtesy."

I have noticed that when the committee or club mem-
bers devote themselves assiduously to the entertainment
of the reporters, there is seldom any complaint heard of
neglect of the exhibitors, whence I am inclined to believe
that neglect of the exhibitors, sifted of all its pretense, is

merely a matter of neglecting the reporter. At all events,
it is bad form to demand as a right what could be expected
only as a matter of voluntary invitation. To be the
recipient of hospitality at one time establishes no claim
to make a demand for it the next time. I may add that the
gentlemen in charge of bench shows are quite competent
to pass on what is due courtesy and what is not, perhaps
quite as competent as anyone else. If one management
chooses to make a pleasure excursion for the exhibitors,
and treats them as distinguished visitors instead of as ex-
hibitors, that should not be made the standard- for all

other managements to live up to. Courteous attention
and prompt arrangement of all business matters are all

that any exhibitor has any claim to and all that he has a
right to expect. To cry out because personal entertain-
ment has not been extended may be termed a displeasing
and inappropriate trait In the exhibitor or reporter.

Gesxjine Nutmeg.

The Chicken Field Trials.

The chicken field trials are growing steadily in popular-
ity, and seem to have a vitality which is indicative of their
permanency. Hertofore the greater part of the field trial

support came from non-residents of the chicken country,
but there are indications that this year the resident sports-
men will participate and add a greater mateiial assistance
to the chicken trials than they have given heretofore.
The sportsmen of Minnesota in particular are manifesting
an admirable interest, and if they once engage in earnest
the permanency of the trials is assured.
With such advantages at their very doors, it is strange

that the sportsmen of Minnesota have not organized a
club or clubs of their own for the purpose of holding
trials, as have their brethren across the line in Manitoba,
but now that they have bestowed their interest on the
competition, and the incentive is felt to own better dogs
and ones better trained, the spirit of emulation will prob-
ably result in organization for field trial interests. The
broad prairies afford the best of field trial grounds every

where. They are easily secured and easily protected from
the depredations of poachers, much more so than are the

grounds in the quail country, and the rental expenses are

far less. Setters and pointers are numerous in city, town
and country, so that there is abundant competitive mate-
rial to draw upon, if a proper degree of field trial interest

can be aroused. The chicken trials are held at a season
delightful for visiting sportsmen, and for the abundance of

the highest sport, whether with dog and gun, or rod and
reel, one has but to turn to the volumes of literature to

learn of it.

THE FIDELITY OF THE DOG.
Washington, D. C.—Editor Forest and Stream: Poets and

novelists have sung the praises of the dog for his devotion
and love of his master. The fidelity of the dog was the high-
est standard of comparison, for nothing exemplified an affec-

tion so unselfish, a loyalty so unblemished, a watchfulness
so incessant as it did. For his devotion and self sacrifice the

dog has always stood high in man's good opinion. History
is filled with innumerable references to dogs as a companion
or servant of man in war, in peace, or iij the chase, from
man's gradual emancipiation from savagery and ignorance
to his highest development in civihzation. In passing it

may be said that dogs are not a universal favorite. There
are men who are enthusiastic in their fondness for dogs, or
some particular kinds of dogs. This fondness is often in-

spired by fashion or some peculiar combinations of circum-
stances in the mutations of life. As to the first, if one leader,

gentleman or lady, of a fashionable circle adops a fad,

whether it be riding, yachting, dogs or cats, etc., there is a

swarm of imitators who immediately set about doing what
the leader does. Aa to the combinations of circumstances, a
man may be passionately fond of shooting or hunting, etc,
at a certain stage of his life", and these circumstances being a
dominant passion, he loves dogs for contributing to his sport.

At a later stage in his life, when he cares not for sport, he
would kick the dogs out of his path with peevish force—the
same dogs which he once would have given warm welcome
to.

But the devotion of the dog? The dog is fond of com-
panionship, and he will readily associate with any animal
which gratifies this need of his nature. He may form a
friendship for a horse. Dogs which are raised with sheep
form a friendship for them and find all the needed compan-
ionship in their society. Dogs form friendships for each
other; but whether for horse, sheep or man, it is not from
any sense of unselfish devotion, but it is, on the contrary, a
selfish need of his nature which craves companionship and a
slavish dependence on others to supply his food. He
naturally drops into what best fits his needs, his comfort and
his existence. He follows his master about; he is solicitous

to be in his presence; he is attached to the home of his mas-
ter; all this is from self-interest, for there he has his food,
shelter and protection. Let him lose his home and master,
and though the one may be luxurious and the other kind and
gentle, he will transfer his affections to the most ignorant
and coarse man who first attempts to be friendly with him,
and will adapt himself to the new home life and surround-
ings with no regrtts and no memories.
But he will fight for his master. He will fight for a dog

companion. He is a born fighter, but not singly. The dog
fights in packs. Two or more dogs fighting in company
will fight bravely and desperately. One alone fights indif-

ferently compared to the fighting of packs. The moral sup-
port of company and aid makes the dog brave, and this is

precisely what the dog feels when in the presence of his
master whom he loves, but will love some one else the next
day without a break in the transfer of his affections The
intense love for a home "is only long-continued habit. The
wild dog has the same love for his own den. Fidelity is

merely the dog's own,contentment with his comfortable sur-
roundings. His protection of his master's home and person
is only the same protection which the dog bestows on his
own den in the wilderness and his wild dog companions.

I think that Rev. Charles Josiah Adams could do much
good by selling us aright on what is true dog nature, instead
of accepting common assumption that it is the exemplar of
fidelity. M.

Poisoning Extraordinary.
Gainesville, Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream—and Sports-

men: Since my retirement from the field trials' field, though
still reading the reports with great interest, I have not had
published a single article from my hand; for, as to my bird
dogs, misfortune seems to have come in Isattalion strong.

In the last few years I've lost by the acts of cold blooded
and vicious people, in trained, field-trial and bench-winning
pointers. Lady Spotswood, First Flight Virginia ("F. F. V"."),

Htineken, Flake of Flockfinder, Jr., Nick of Ion, Sprts-
wood, Frank, Rod's Rod, Flockfinder III., all poisoned.
On the evening of the 14th inst., a few minutes after 1 had
fed her with my own hands, Lady Margaret was shot to

death in the public road, opposite and within 25yds. of the

line of our own Margaretta tarm by a brutal negro,
My loss in her is great. The intensity of my feelings is

such even now, that I will not attempt to express them I

consider the loss to the sportsman afield even greater than
my loss. She laid in state in ray front yard the whole of the
15th, resting peacefully on the green sod, over which her
feet had so nimbly trod, so that all could view the remains
of the very best pointer that ever had died. I have prose-
cuted him for cruelty for unlawfully killing; I will now
prosecute him for perjury, and also for felony in stealing the

body from the public road. She never long backed a talse-

pointing dog; she has refused when dead to hackstand a
lying, brutal negro, though less brutal than those who put
out the tempting, poisoned bait for the others.

Long years ago, on the evidence of my then living pointer,

old Staunch, a white man was sent to the penitentiary, and
now, on the evidence of the dead Lady Margaret, do 1 fully

expect to send this criminal to the same place.

I have sued in Civil Court to recover |1,250, placing the
minimum of $1,000, the price I named when Judge John D.
King offered me $500 after she had run one puppy race with
the great setter Lillian Russell. I add §250 because she was
bred from March 8 to 17 to that great flock-finder, St Blaise,

the only dog which could nearly approach her speed that

was ever put down with her, although he was not in it on
singles and retrieving.

My fr.ends, regardless whether or not we have antagonized
each other in the discussion or running of bird dogs—for I

was fully satisfied when I had proved and assisted to prove
that a real good pointer is as good as the very best tetter.

Where heat, birds and burrs abound, he's very much better.

In this and in trials yet to come of pith and moment, I need
3 our support and sympathy. Hickobt,
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Ijangfuage Used in Addressing^ Dogs.
Mditor Forest and Stream •

I'm on'y a poor little crooked-legrged dachsliunde, but I
hope you will hear my complaint aud print it. As I lay by
I he fire lasr "week I heard my new master read all ihe poetry
Which you printed in your article on the language used to

dogs. Much of it i could not understand, "for it was in
foreign tongues or in old English. My late master was a
man of good education and never told me to "Go lay down,"
as my neW one does. At first I wondered what it was he
wanted me to lay down, for I had nothing. I looked up in-

quiringly. He laid his book on tbe table and picked up a
whip from the shelf where it had lain idle for a long timp»

and shouted; ' Go lay down !" I crawled under the lounge
and kept quiet, and now 1 begin to think he meant to order
rne to lie down. As you understand English better than I,

please print this so that my new master may see it, and use
language which I understand. Daxy.

Continetal field Trials Club,

Pittsburg, April 15.

—

Editor Forest and Strearn: Customs
arrangements for 1897. Extract: All dogs that have been
duly entered in any of the Manitoba Field Trials Club's
events for 1897 are allowed to enter Manitoba and remain
for ninety days free of all duty. Those who contemplate
entering dogs in the Continental Field Trials Club's events,

the Blue Ribon or Excelsior Stake, should note that it is also

necessary to enter said dogs in the Manitoba Club's events,

in order to benefit by the Bhove arrangement and pass the"

ports of entry without delay or anoyance. The Manitoba
Club have reduced their entry fee in both events to 15,

Dogs entered only in the Continental Club's events will be
subject lo customs regulations and duly.

W. S. "Beli,, Sec'y-Treas.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
The following, from the New York Times, indicates the

need of breeding a new quality in dogs, one which will re-

sist "hypnotism." It is a most humiliating and inglorious
ending to a chase after criminals when Ihey steal the
pursuing dogs and evade their pursuers Tbe story is as

follows: "Albert Winger, George Gififord and John Barber,
three prisoners in the Stark County Workhouse, escaped from
that place. They were with others in line going from a meal.
The Superintendent of the institution called a man from the
rank of prisoners to speak to him. This act distracted the
attention of the guards momentarily, and the prisoners made
a dash for liberty.

They got a good start before the guards could dispose of
the other prisoners and start in pursuit. Bloodhounds are

kept at the workhouse to trail escaped prisoners, and these

were at once put on the track. The animals were hot in the
pursuit and followed the trail. Sev( ral miles away the three
convicts separated. Barber was traced to a farm barn and
finally captured. The otber iwo men continued their run.
When about ten miles from this city they were sigbted.

The dogs got close to them, when the prisoners in some way
hypnotized the canines and took the brutes with them.
The convicts up to this evening had not been heard from,

although every effort has been used during the day to locate

them. Winger was sent up for larceny and Gifl'ord for as-

sault. Both are long-term prisoners of a desperate quality."

Mr. Bori=i D. Wostriakoff. of Moscow, Rus«ia, sailed for

his home on Saturday of last week. He attended the fieli

trials at West Point, Miss., where, he made many warm
friends by his intelligent enthusiasm in matters pertaining to

the dog and gun, and his sterling worth as a gentleman. He
recently bought a Rip Rap—Queen III. pointer of the Char-
lottesville Field Trial Kennels, and a setter by Tony Boy of

Mr. D. E. Rose, which he will have shipped to Russia: where
he will have them prepared for competition in the Russian
field trials. The competition Ibere is mostly on snipe. He
Las also commissioned the eminent arlist, Prof. Edm. H.
Osthaup, to paint two pictures for him ; so that the Profes-
sor's fame, already wide, is gaining a footing across the

ocean. We hope that Mr. Wostriakoft's deparuire is but the
beginning of his return to the United States.

Entry blanks for the tbird annual field trials of the Con-
tinental Field Trials (^'lub, can be obtained of the secretary,

Mr. W. S. Bell, 431 Wood street, Pittsburg. A departure
has been made in naming the Derby, it being called the
Blue Ribbon Stake.

The meeting of the Executive Committee of the Canadian
Kennel Club at the Toronto Show last week, was productive
of more tangible results in respect to joint A. K. C. and Can-
adian matters than any meeting previously held. Mr A. P.

Vredenburgh, the secretary of the A. K. C, was present as

the representative of that club. After a lengthy session, a
memorandum was agreed upon to be submitted to the May
meeting of the A, K. C, for ratification.

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable

SKETCHES AWHEEL
IBERIA.

IN MODERN

The modern tourist as like as not used tlie bicycle as bis

means of conveyance from place to place, and his unpre-
tentious mode of travel has the advantage of putting him
in touch with people and places that have not been worn
threadbare by predecessors with pen and pencil.

In explaining their purpose, the authors of " Sketches
Awheel in jModern Iberia " say: " The tour was made on
bicycle, not to satisfy the spirit of adventure commonly
ascribed to Americans, though something of adventure
must be expected in a country like Spain, nor because
there was anything novel to us in this mode of travel—the
novelty had long since worn off—but as being the means
of conveyance best adapted to our purpose, enabling us in
entire independence of the usual hindrances of the trav-

eler to pass through the country at leisure, stopiping where
and when he pleased."

The tour, which iiicluded the length and breadth of

Spain and a bit of Africa, was made by Mr. and Mrs. D.
H. Workman, who in company have wheeled over most
of the countries of Europe, as well as Sicily and north
Africa, and who an foot have climbed the mountains of
Norway, the Alps, Apennines, Pyrenees and Atlas.

The}'' are tourists of experience, and evidently not with-
out that characteristic sx)irit which they say is commonly
ascribed to Americans. On the way they carried from 12
to 20lbs. of luggage. Their daily runs averaged seventy-
five kilometers, or about thirty miles, though they some-
times attained a maximum of fifty miles. A good portion
of the route lay among mountains, the numerous passes of
which necessitated walking and pushing often for hours at
a time, As they traveled over 1,800 miles, they are well
qualified to give an opinion on the Spanish roads, and tbe
introduction to their book is devoted to this pertinent sub-
ject.

To quote:

"Spain is a large country, and no one term is descriptive
of its roads as a whole. It has some that may be called
excellent, and many that are good, being macadamized
and well constructed with a hard, fairly smooth surface.
Many more, tirough ridable, are rough, badly made and
poorly kept up. Still others, and these a not inconsider-
able portion in some sections, can only be spoken of as
abominable, being now, if they ever were tolerable, thor-
oughly worn out, or merely tracks in the sand or clay soil."

A typical road of the latter class is thus described:
"Our route lay over long reaches of road with wide,

well-laid-out roadway of sand or clay entirely innocent of
the macadamizing or other constructive process. Through
the center of this ran a single track formed by three ruts
from 6in. to 1ft, deep, the side ruts being made by the nar-
row tires of the high-wheeled carts u.sed in that section,
and the center one by the animals, harnessed one before
the other. The sides of the roadwaj'' were occupied either
bj^ heaps of stones or large stones placed at short intervals
so as to prevent the use of any part except the center.
The only available path for us was th^ center mule track,
which, always narrow and never smooth, demanded the
greatest skill and attention in riding,"

Passing teams in such roads was no easy feat, and punc-
tures, as may be imagined, were of frequent occurrence.
The country people, our authors tell us, were full of curi-

osity and old-fashioned in their lack of appreciation of the
value of time.

Here is an incident which illustrates these characteris-
tics:

"At 6 o'clock in the evening, after thirteen hours of hard
work, in passing through a town we saw on the side of the
street a little shop, where 'Varias Bebidas,' or drinks, were
advertised. We were still twenty-eight kilometers from
Cordova, -with some long, sharp hills to climb, but we
thought we would spare a few minutes to assuage the thirst
from which we were suffering.

"We stepped in and asked for sarza, sidra and other bev-
erages, which, notwithstanding the comprehensive list

outside the door, were not to be had, and we were obliged
to content ourselves with the only one, except the never-
failing uguardtsnie, represented at this bar, viz., gaseosa, an
elfervescing concoction of limes. After considerable fum-
bling under the counter, during which bis attention was
chiefly occupied in satisfying his curiosity in regard to us,

the proprietor procured two bottles stopped with glass
balls, which he proceeded leisurely- to wash in a tub of
water, rubbing them vigorously in every part and resting
between the rubs to ply us with questions.

"After washing them till it seemed as if he would never
stop, he dried them carefully and handed them to us. We
asked him where the wooden opener was. He replied he
had none: so, in the absence of any more convenient in-
strument, we hammered away with a small pocket shoe-
buttoner and at last succeeded in dislodging one of the
glass balls, but the other resisted all efforts. He then
brought forth two more bottles, which he washed in the
same thorough manner, with ever unsatisfied curiosity,
after which we tried our hand upon them with the shoe-
buttoner, with the result of opening one more bottle.

"We now told htm that our time was limited, and sug-
gested that he give us some glasses. Accordingly, still ask-
ing questions, he took down two glasses with great delib-
eration from a shelf and subjected them to the same
cleansing process. After the loss of some ten minutes we
obtained the gaseosa minus the gas,"

Though slow in most ways, the Spaniards appear to be
abreast of the times in the matter of news gathering. The
newspapers everywhere heralded the advance of the tour-
ists, and though they refused to tell their plans and tried
to escape by a pretended ignorance of the language, the
ubiquitous interviewer generally managed to get a note
from them.
Here is a sample.
"The Englishman, Seflor Workman, and his sposa dis-

tinguida, who are making the tour of Spain, arrived in
Cuenca from Tarancon yesterday afternoon. They rode
two hicicietas magnijicas, which they understand perfectly
how to manage. It cannot be stated positively, but they
will probably appear on the track at the velodrome to-

morrow before the races," etc.

It is needless to say that Mr, and Mrs. Workman did not
give an exhibition of their skill on the track, but the state-

ment is interesting as showing how the reporter endeavors
to give a sensational turn to an occurrence that in no way
merits such treatment, thus proving that the methods of
the "new journalism" are not confined to the United States
alone,

"Sketclies Awheel in Modern Iberia" is from the press
of G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, and is illustrated with
half-tones from photographs.

The Wiieel as a Game Carrier.

South Poetsmouth, R. I.

—

Editor Fo^'est and Stream:
Having handled a gun since I was twelve years old, and
having reached the age of forty-five, it is but natural that
I am much interested in the shdoting notes contained in
your valuable paper. During the years that have passed
since my first attempts with the gun, I have, I think, killed

my share of both ducks and game birds of various, kinds,
but, being an ardent lover of duck shooting in particular,

any notes regarding this particular branch of sport are
read by me with the most interest. Many times I have
been led to regard tlie authors of some of your notes with
great admiration, and possibly some awe and wonder.

I am no infant when it comes to size, at least—I weigh

2301bs.—and I also possess, I am told by my friends, a lit-

tle more than my share of physical strength. Now, after
this long preamble, I will say that when I read of anyone
that packs on his back twenty to fifty ducks, mallards or
other birds, and trudges off with them, it does excite
both awe and wonder at the strength and bodily
endurance displayed. I know that a mile walk with
twenty ducks over one shoulder is a task few in our
section care to undertake, and but few can accom-
plish the task. For myself, a load of twelve good
fat ducks, with gun and shells, is about all I care to pack
any distance. My partner and I use a strongly built
buckboard for shooting trips, We oftfen kill from twenty-
five to fifty birds a day, and with our traps and ourselves
we find that fifty birds make a very respectable load for a
buckboard. On one of our trips three years ago we killed
eighty-four in one morning's shooting, and what to do
with them and where to put them on our team was a
puzzle for some time. At last, by tying them to the axles
and to the back of the seat in bunches we managed to get
them all on. What prompted me to write this article was
a question asked by my son, who is my partner on my
shooting trips. The question was this: "How in thunde'-,
dad, did that Wing Shot ever tote forty-three bluebills,

eight mallards and three canvasbacks on his wteel?" My
son is an ardent wheelman, and while this querj' is not
written to express any doubts of Wing Shot's veracitjs we
would both of us be greatly indebted to your correspondent
if he .will tell us through the columns of Forest and
Steeam how he managed the load as to fastening them on
his wheel, etc., etc, for if one can do it another can
if they only know how, and I shall be tempted to discard
the buckboard for the wheel as a game carrier if it is as
practical as the sketch referred to would indicate,

William M. Hughes.

lilinois Wheels.

Chicago, 111., April 17.—There is good chance that the
bicycle-as-baggage bill now before the Illinois Legislature
will be passed. Prominent bicycle men are at Springfield
now working hard in the interest of this bill, which is of
concern to every wheelman who travels.

Wheels are out in force in Cliicago at this date, and their
ride7's are thinking of getting beyond the bou'evards into
the country as soon as possible. The roads over the
Wheeling course are reported in fair shape, and it is

thought they will be all right by the time of the road race.
They ought to be good, since two strong associations, the
Cook County Cyclists and the Associated Cycling Clubs,
are both claiming that course for the same date—Decor-
ation Day.
The Alley L road, of Chicago, has announced that here-

after it will carry bicycles free of charge on the rear plat-
forms of trains going north and the front platforms of
trains going south. No bicycle cars will be put on. It is

thought that six wheels can be put on a platform without
difficulty, and although this is not an extended accommo-
dation, it is far better than nothing, and establishes a
welcome precedent. E. Hounir,
1^06 BoYOE BtriLDiNG, Cliicago.

WHEELING NOTES.
The following advertisement appears to come nearer

the truth than was intended:

FOR SALE.-A few $100 Bl'ink wheels, IS96
model, fully guaranteed, for $:5 while they last.

How perilously near that advertisement came to read-
ing "fully guaranteed while they last." As a matter of
fact, guarantees on many bicycles whose sole selling point
is their cheapness, are deceiving, and have no N-alue

whatever.

A recent decision in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court is

of interest to bicycle riders who may have occasion to
cross railroad tracks. It is the case of Robertson against
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and is reported in 1

American Negligence Reports,
It appeal's that damages were claimed for the death of a

person while crossing a railroad track, but the plain tifi"

was nonsuited in the Common Pleas. The deceased was
riding a bicycle, and when he came to the railroad, at a
point having four tracks, a freight train was passing, for

which he had to wait. He did not dismount, but made
what was called a " bicycler's stop," by circling on his
wheel round and round, at a distance of from five to ten
yards from the track, and when the train passed he
started across without dismounting, and was struck and
killed by a train coming in the opposite direction on an-
other track.

On appeal to the Supreme Court the judgment of non-
suit was affirmed, Justice Mitchell holding that it was the
duty of the deceased to stop and dismount, and refusing to
entertain the proposition that the circling round and round
constituted a legal stop, "Riding round and round in large
or small circles, waiting for a chance to shoot across, is not
a stop at all, either in form or substance. Considering the
ease of dismounting and the control of the rider over his
instrument," _ continues the decision, "a bicycler must,
under all ordinary circumstances, be treated as subject to

the same rules as a pedestrian." The judge says further
that "the rule to be applied requires that a bicycler must
dismount, or, at least, bring his wheel to such a stop as
will enable him to look up and down the track and listen,

in the manner required of a pedestrian."

It would be well for bicycle riders to memorize the legal

rule, "Stop, look and listen," and not forget it when ap-
proaching railroad crossings.

—

Wew York Svn.

A Stray Siiieplaster
Comes to us otifce iti a ^tiile for a copy
of "Game Jjiws iiri^Briei;" but shin-

plasters no ivadnys are stzarcer than Moose
in New Yorfc; and 21; cects in postage

stamps yvM Ac ]mt as wrfl.
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A GERMAN ONE-DESIGN.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream is the

recognized medium of covimunication between'the maker of yachts-

men's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons ivho have employed its columns

continuously for years.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

29-80-31. Buffalo, opening cruise, Port Colborn.

.SI Minnetouka, open race. Lake Mmnetonka.
31'. Cor. Baltimore, club. Chesapeake Bay.

31. Atlantic, opening sail, New York Bay.

31. Nev Jsrsey, opening i^ail. New Tork Bay.

31 Brooklyn, opening sail. New York Bay.

31 Fall Elver, open, Mount Hope Bay.

5. Atlantic, Adams cups, New York Bay.

5 Buffalo, openin? cruise, small classes, Port Albino.

13 Brooklyn, annual, New York Bay.

12. Atlantic, special. New York Bay.

12. Buffalo, peunant. Lake Erie.

12. Gravesend Bay, annual, New \ork Bay.

15. Atlantic, annual.
, ,i „

17 Corinthian Marblehead, club. Massachusei-ts Bay.

19 Marine and Field, open. New York Bay.

19. Columbia, annual, Hudson River.

2G. Buffalo, ladies' day. Lake Erie,

^ti. Gravesend Bay, cruise. New York Bay.

£6 Atlantic, Adams cups. New York Bay.

£6. Brooklyn, first special, New York Bay.

JULY.

4 Larchmont, annual. Long Island Sound.

3-4-3. Buffalo.
, „

5 Cor. Marblehead, club, Massachusetts Bay.

3-10 Brooklyn, annual cruise. Long Island bouna

.

Atlantic, annual cruise. Long Island Sound.

8. Rendezvous at Riverside; sail to Morris Cove

.

9. Morris Cove to New London.
10. New London to Shelter Island.

11. At Anchor, Shelter Island.

13 Fall River, ladies' day. Mount Hope Bay.

17 Cor. Marblehead, 1st cham., Massachusetts Bay.

24. Brooklyn, special. New York Bay.

31. Gravesend Bay, cruise, New York Bay.

ACGCST.

4-5-6 Oor. Marblehead, midsummBr series, Massachu5ett.s Bay.

7. Cor. Marblehead, open, Massachusetts Bay.

i
7! Buffalo, club, Lake Erie.

—. New York Y. C. cruise.
t,

14 Cor. Marblehead. 2d cham.. Massachusetts Bay.

14! Brooklyn, special, New Yoik Bay.
^ , „

24. Minnetonka. luter-Lake races. Lake Minnetonira.

25. Fall River, open, Mount Hope Bay.

S8 Cor Marblehead, 3d Cham., Massachusetts Bay.

28. Buffalo, 27ft. and smaller classes. Lake Ene.

S8. Gravesend Bay, cruise, New lork Bay.

28. Brooklyn, special. New York Bay.

SEPTEMBER,

4-5-6. Buffalo, cruise. Lake Erie.

IS. New York, Y. R, A. annual. New York Bay.

6. Fall River, club. Mount Hope Bay.

6. Cor. Marblehead, cruise, Massachusetts Bay.
6." Gravesend Bay, special. New York Bay.

9. Pacific Y. C, annual, San Francisco Bay.

n. Brooklyn, sail-off. New York Bay.
11. Buffalo, ladies' day. Lake Erie.

25. Buffalo, closing cruise, L3ke Kne.

Chicago and Lake Michigan.

The Chicago Tribune comments as follows upen the
yachting outlook on Lake Michigan and in Chicago, the
yachting center of the lake:

The yachtsman, besides worrying about the consolidation
of all local yachting interests in the city into one organiza-
tion, will look after the desired amalgamation of the Lake
Michigan fleet with the Yacht Racing Union, of the Great

SAIL PLAN.

Another version of the Defender story is current this

week, on the authority of the Fall Mall Onzette, to the effect

that H. W. Walker, brother to the owner of Ailsa, is nego-

tiating for her purchase, in the event of which she would be

raced in British waters. Nothing is known of the matter on
this side.

BODY PLAN.

Lakes. Both these plans are certain to make their inflnence

felt among Chicago men.
, , , , , ,

The jealou.sies of the clubs of the city hav« been settled,

and a Chicago Y. C, with plenty of money and enthusiasm
behind it, may be expected in the near future. When this

obliteration of local quarrels has been accomplished, the

Lake Michigan Association will grow into greater activity,

and races will be more frequent, while the number of clubs

will be increased. , 1..

The isolated position which the association on Lake Michi-

gan now holds of being the only one on the Great Lakes out-

side the Union will probably soon be remedied. The "objec-

tion to the measurements which are officially adopted by the
Union is not so serious now as it was last summer, and the
local clubs long to send their fast boats to Union races
under Chicago colors.

No positive dates have thus far been made for races on this

lake, but arrangements are already underway for lively con-
tests on Geneva and Oconomowcc lakes. Interest is also
being raised in the course on Pewaukee Lake. The fleet

there has grown rapidly in the last year.

Of the new boats which are being built for Chicago men,
all conform to the official measurements of the Union.

We hope that the Tribune's surmises are correct, and that
by united and harmonious action in their local affair.«, and a
hearty cooperation with the associations of the other lakes,

yachting on Lake Michigan may be established on a perma-
nent and satisfactory basis; such as it has never before occu-
pied. For many years yachting in Chicago was carried on
in much the same manner, though on a greatly reduced
scale, as that on the coast, a few large schooners, such as
Idler and Countess (of Dufferin), plenty of gold lace, little

sailing and less of systematic racing. The interest in the
schooners died out long since, and for some years Chicago
yachting has suffered from the i ransition stage, from large
to small yachts. The old Chicago Yacht Club expired with
the exit of the schooners, but for some years past new organ-
izations on a nominally smaller scale, but with much more
life and vitality, have been springing up. To-day there is

no lack of yachting enthusiasm or of yachtsmen; all that is

needed is united action and in the direction already set by
the older yachting communities.
. The ideas of the Lake Michigan yachtsmen in tfc e matter
of measurement and other rules have been largely at vari-

ance with those prevalent in the East as well as on the other
lakes. Without assuming for a moment that the latter are

correct, satisfactory or infallible, it may be claimed at least

that they represent a fair concensus of opinion of the major-
ity of yachtsmen in this country and abroad; and conse-
quently that they are as good a guide as any.
The flrst need on the Lakes is a single association that

shall enforce one uniform set of rules. Whether these rules

are the best in the world is a secondary matter, as with a
well-organized association and deliberate and intelligent

legislation they may be improved year by year.

The rules lately drawn up by the new Yacht Racing Union
of the Great Lakes are fully up to date, and in some respects
decidedly in advance of those of larger associations, and we
believe that there is no valid ground for objection to them by
the Lake Michigan yachtsmen. Even though they may not
be altogether in accordance with the ideas on the latter lake,

far more can be accomplished both for Lake Michigan and
for Lake yachting at large by the joining of the Union than
by continuing in opposition. We hope to hear shoi-tly that
the Lake Michigan association has decided to join the Y.
R. U. and give its hearty cooperation to the work already
begun.

A German One-Cesign Class.

The little boat here illustrated, for which we are indebted
to our German contemporary Wassersport, was designed for

the Hamburg Y. C. by the German designer. Max Oertz, of

the firm of Oertz & Harder, Hamburg. The firm is building

a number for sailing on the Alster Lake, at Hamburg, the
price being about $100 each, complete with oars, sails, etc.

The dimensions are:

Over all I'J'ft. Hin.
L.W.L V. 14ft. lin.

Beam, extreme 6ft. 63^in.

L.W.L 5ft. Sin.

Draft, ircludiug rudder 2ft. ^in.

C.B 4ft. 2in.

Mainsail 158sq. ft.

Jib 323q. ft.

Total 190sq. ft.

The design shows an excellent model, of good power, and
an easy form that promises speed.
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A FEW DAYS "SINGLE-HANDED."
Perhaps some of the "cranks" would like to read the log

of a short cruise, taken "single-haBded," but which was
none the less enjoyable, though hardly in line with the pre-
conceived idea of a yachting trip. A cruise at once calls to
mind, to most people, first, a jolly crowd, then fine fun and
frolic ashore, and pray old times aboard in the evenings.
Well, in this case, the jnlly crowd consisted of the writer;
the weather was fine enough, and frolics ashore werelimited
to landing for grub, and gay old times aboard consisted of
efforts to convert what was obtained ashore into toothsome
and attractive viands for the captain's table, which was gen-
erally spread in the forecastle.
Our good ship was the little cutter Sea Witch. 22ft. on the

waterline, 26ft. over all, 7ft. Sin. beam, 5ft. draft, 24in. least
freeboard, pole mast, rather small sails, 3,7001bs. of iron on
the outside, SOOlbs. of lead inside, plumb stern, painted-
black, with a white house, and strong as wood and iron
could be put together.
Our vacation was the last week in May, tS9C; rather early

for small craft, but it was then or not at all, so I went then.
Friday noon, May 23, having got a few stores aboard, I
slipped the moorings off Stearns's yard

,
Marblehead, hauled

aft the jib sheet, up helm and squared away for Gloucester.
A strong southwe'^ter gave me wind enough for jib and
mainsail and she plowed along at a good pace. The sun was
warm and bright, the air deliehtfully fresh, and after a
winter and spring cooped up in a downtown office, it seemed
like getting out of prison to breathe and pull and haul and
work out of doors.
In Salem Bay the wind came off in chunks, and if it blows

anywhere in a westerly it is in Salem Bay: but nmning be-
fore it we did not mind it much, and made quick work of
the twelve miles to Gloucester, and rounded to and anchored
off Ten Pound Island light, close in, and decided to spend
the night there; and after a good dinner sat on deck smok-
ing and admiring the sunset over the magnolia shore, when
the man in charge of the lobster hatchery at the island
pulled out and made me a little visit.

I turned in early, ready for an early start, but was awak-
ened about midnight by the wind screeching through the
rigging, and could feel the yacht lying over under the
force of the blast. I jumped on deck" and found it blowing
very hard from the north, which put ns on a lee shore and
close in, though we seemed to be holding on all right. I
heard a schooner to windward paying out chain and did the
same, and by that time the wind had gone down and it was
calm.

I was not disturbed again and awoke about 6 o'clock on
Saturday morning, which was clear and cold; wind north-
east, and plenty of it, but as it was dead ahead for me T did
not hurry, but took a leisurely breakfast, and then deter-
mined to go out and take a look at it at any rate; outside,
however, the wind softened down to almost nothing, the
sun came out warra, and I decided to keep on around the
cape. But the wind fell lighter still and the tide set rae in-

shore so far that I lost every bit of it, although two miles off

shore I could see vessels moving along very well, but the air
was killed before it reached me,
ItAvas now about 2 o'clock and I had drifted to within

about half a mile of the beach, directly off Cape Hedge; here
we stayed within a radius of 100 yards for three hours.
It was beautiful; the sun was burning hot, the sea smooth
except the old swell from outside, the land lay along with
scarcely a house in sight; the green woods and fields came
down close to a white -strip of sand which curved along,
making a beautiful little cove; and after a winter of pave-
ments and clattering teams and clanging electrics, the
change to this scene of beauty was most refreshing, and all

as quiet; the surf from constant pounding ceases to be no-
ticed, and the only sounds—and those sounds always most
agreeable and fascinating to me—were the occasion afsqueak
of the jaws of the gaff against the mast and the flip-flap of
reef-points and topping lift against the mainsail, as the
yacht rolled and pitched in the swell.

After drinking my fill of the beauty of the scene which
appealed to me, all the more strongly after long abstinence,
I turned to and fioLshed some odd jobs on the rigging, fresh-
ened seizings here and there, whiijped all the rope-ends I
found lying around, rigged acoupleof-screensforside lights,

etc., imtil at about stm-down a light, air fi-om the land
fanned us along to Milk Island, where I came to anchor
about 9 P. M.

It was a beautiful night—the moon was bright and clear
and I hated to turn in, but finally left the yacht to keep her
own anchor-watch and was soon oblivious of all surround-
ings.
At 5 next morning I awoke to find as glorious a day as

one often sees. Afresh east wind, bright, sparkling sun,
and the cool, damp air blowing in from the sea made living
and breathing a pleasure.
After a hasty breakfast, I got under way and stood in for

Thatcher's Island, and setting a jibtopsail we walked along
at a good clip.

This easterly had but just begun to blow, as was evidpub
from the smooth water, and it seemed a splendid chance to
get across Ipswich Bay.
Passing Thatcher's and Straitsmouth islands, and the buoys

of the new breakwaters, I laid the course "N.^iE. and settled
dc^n for an elegant sail, and an elegant sail I had. The
wind held steady as a church, and strong enough to heel her
down to VTithin a few inches«of the rail; and steering like a
new bicycle she waded through it, and all too soon I made
out White Island light at the shoals on the weather bow.
The wind here fell lighter, and hauled to the southward so

much that I got the spinaker on her to starboard, and we
rolled along in a quartering sea, dipping first the end of the
boom and then of the spinaker pole in the water, and then
straightening up with a slat, and throwing spray all over
the deck.
The ebb tide from the Piscataquis delayed us a great deal,

and as the wind kept falling it was 2 o'clock before we
rounded to off Kittery Point alongside the Lorna, and Capt.
Wassnn, artist, sailor and boat-builder, came aboard and
said I was the first arrival of the season.

A prettier place than Kittery Point it would be hard to
find, and if it were not for the strong tide in the main chan-
nel it would be an ideal place for yachting.

In the afternoon I went uptown and telephoned to Marblf-
head, only to find that the young man whom I had expectf d
to join me here was sick abed, so I decided to go no further
East, but to return at once.

The country here is glorious. Give me May and June for
country and seashore combined. Everything is fresh and
growing; there is a deep, new color to vegetation that is gone
later in the season; the days are long, and everything speaks
of the coming season, not of the past; it is not as hot as July
and August, and except for the bathing, the early months
seem far more enjoyable.
That afternoon I paid a long visit on board the Soma, a

younger sister of the Bonnie Boon, and a noble craft she is,

built by the owner, and finished off down below like a piano.
Then comes a good, square dinner, and speaking of din-

ners, I will take this opportunity to describe my culinary
luxuries: Steak, done to a turn over the coals, fried pota-
toes, coffee (ah! what coffee I could turnout!), corn Scanned),
flap-jacks and maple syrup (that was my strong point), and
all finished off with a corn-cob loaded with a charge of Lucky
Strike. Who would ask for more kingly fare? I was a
king for a week. I could do just as I pleased, go where I

wanted (barring wind), eat, sleep, smoke, read, work and
loaf when I pleased; was monarch of all I surveyed and felt

like a young colt.j
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My orders were always obeyed to the letter, there was no
quarreling; our crew were always unanimous, and we got
along splendidly together.
Well, after dinner the Sunday papers, and then I turned

in early ready for the morrow.
Monday morning promised a gray day; the wind was very

light from the south'ard and no sun. I determined to start,
however, and as I was making sail Capt. Wasson came
aboard. "Won't get far to-day," he said.
"Well, I'm going to start," I replied, "and take a sail,

anyway; I can run back if it looks bad. Won't you come
part way?"
"No, I thank you; you will be back here before night."
"Well, so long," and I catted the anchor and hauled aft

the headsheets. "I'll go out and look at it," and I fully ex-
pected to come back myself, for with a strong flood tide a,nd
a very light air it took at least two hours to work out by
Whaiesback clear of the current; but as I kept gaining on a
small fishing schooner that started a half hour before I did,
and soon almost caught up with her, I concluded that it was
no fault of the boat's.
The wind held about S.S.E. moderate, and with a smooth

sea, and after working to windward till about 2 o'clock, I
laid my course S S.W. full and by, which would carry me
into the mouth of Ipswich River.
The wind rapidly freshened, and we were soon bowling

along rail-to, hauled sharp on the wind and making good
time. It was grand sailing; the ocean was a deep dark-blue,
dotted with whitecaps that glistened pure white in the sun.
The sun was warm and had burned off the gray haze of
morning till the sky was as blue as the sea.
The air was fr sh and moist; you could almost feel it as

you breathed it in, and the white sails and shining, varnished
spars leaning to leeward made a glorious picture against the
blue of sky and sea.

We were about four miles from Whaiesback and an equal
distance from White Island, when I thought I saw fog away
to the S.E. It looked hazy and thick, and not caring to get
"catched" I came about, turned tail, and ran back toward
Kittery—for about a minute, and then, "Pshaw! I won't be
bluffed out of this slant, by a little fog. Here goes." So we
jibed her over, flattened down again, and hammered away.
Now was the time to gladden the heart of the most incura-

ble "farmer." The wind kept breezing more and more, and
by 3 o'clock it was blowing a good fifteen-mile clip. We
staggered along, rail under, with the water washing over the
fore deck (the fore hatch is battened down; no leak there),
but as dry as a bone aft the mast, the bows rising and falling
as regularly as a pendulum, the water hissing in masses of
foam along the lee side and under the boom, and sometimes
sluicing up on to the lee deck and running aft and otit of the
scuppers. The tender was towing astern, half out of water,
with the foam curling away on either side in bright, spark-
ling toiTents, and only a touch of the tiller now and then was
needed to keep her on her course.
In the midst of all this I chanced to take a look below, and

was dismayed to see the water several inches above the cabin
floor. Things were washing round in the reddish-colored
liquid, and my red velvet carpet was a sight. Turn to and
pump her out, and after fifteen minutes the pump sucked,
though I pumped twice more before getting in. Nothing
but the topsides, which had dried up during the winter,
especially the starboard side, and had not had a chance to
swell.
So we reached along, closing in with the coast gradually

and heading up a point or so as the wind would occasionally
favor Off the mouth of the Merrimack, and fully a mile
from the beach, there was quite a rip, and one wave broke
on deck and wet us down; but we passed out of them at once
and aboiit 5 o'clock fetched in to the south side of Plum
Island after a fine reach of about twenty miles. Now came
a turn of six miles to windward.
All this time the wind had been freshening, and now it

blew hard and the sea had got up and was rolling in right up
and down, steep and choppy.
On the starboard tack we took the sea nearly end on, and

she pitched, and jumped, and stood on end, and dove into it;

but we got there, and after a dozen tacks across the bay we
ran into smooth water under the lee of Halibut Point, and
sailed down to Lanesville and close up to the entrance to the
harbor; but, as I had never been in there, and didn't know
just how the trick was done, I hauled down the staysail and
stood off and on a few times and was about to anchor, as it

was growing dark, when some one came down to the end of
the breakwater and sung out: "Come right in, it's all right."
So I hauled my sheets aft and shot in through the hole in
the wall, and found myself in a curious place.
The natural advantages of Lanesville for shelter are very

small; but two immense walls of granite, say 50 or 60ft.

thick and fully as high, all but meet from the opposite sides
of the cove, leaving a space about 30 to 35ft, wide for vessels
to come in and out. The sharp, square corners looked rather
formidable, but I got through all right and tied up along-
side a fishing schooner, for the bottom of this little gunk-
hole is solid rock, and there is no room to swing at an anch-
or; but I was glad enough to be there, for sOon after dark it
commenced to screech right out, and by midnight was blow-
ing a gale.

No sooner had I tied up than I had a gang of big-booted
fishermen all over the deck, who vie'^-ed with interest my
little craft, which looked so small and neat, huddled in
among the schooners, her new white sails adding to the
contrast.
"Where are you bound?"
"Where you frum?"
"''''on all alone?"
"Ain't it rather early for yachting?" were some of the

questions fired at me, and one grizzled old fellow said in an
undertone to his neighbor: "Well, he takes his chances
going to sea in that thing, alone, at this time of year," with
which sentiment I fully agreed.
All night it blew hard, and I could feel the undertow as

the yacht surged and chafed against the fenders; for I had
hauled in close alongside one of the schooners, w hie'" are
moored with big chains bow and stern, and when the sea is

high they work back and forth, and bring up on the cables
with a jerk that shakes everything up.
Lanesville looks very snug, but 1 was told of the gale of

'88, 1 think, when the seas came clear over the breakwater,
freezing as they fell, and sunk all the schooners in the place,
while the undertow was something terrific.

I could well believe it, for even in this southeast gale of
twenty-four hours' duration there was a strong current and
ground swell setting in through the narrow opening.
Wednesday morning the gale was at its height; even in

this sheltered spot the wind came down from the hills in
fierce gusts, and the rain kept me below about all day. I

had a snug, cozy time.
Lonesome?
Not a bit.

First, breakfast, and then clean up below; a morning pipe
or rather succession of pipes, papers and books which I had
bought the night before, and as it was cold and damp I kept
the fire all day, and the glowing bed of coals added much to
the charm and comfort of it all. A short nap and then
dinner to get and clear away, and by that time it was 5
o'clock.
The rain had ceased to fall and I went up and took a look

at the town and made a call on board the old schooner I Am
Here, which lay on one side of me, while the Venus and a
stone sloop lay on the other.
The gale had broken and clear sky appeared, giving

promise of a fair day on the morrow, which found me on
deck at 6 ready and eager to get away.
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The sky was blue, the sun radiantly warm and bright, and
without waiting for breakfast I was towed out by one of the
fishermen in his dory, and setting the head sails put the
tiller in the comb amidships, and laying a coursefor Halibut
Point, dead to leeward, proceeded to get breakfast.

It was a morning to stir the blood of the most indifferent.
The wind was light out of the west; the air was fresh and
new as it is only ^fter a rain; the ocean was heaving and
rolling in the tremendous swell left over from the night be-
fore; on the rocks the sea was breaking furiously, and the
surface of the water was flecked with patches of foam that
had drifted off from the surf and spread out in sheets and
sizzled and hissed as we pushed through them.
Without the mainsail she steered her.self" during the hour

it took me to prepare, make way with and clean up after
breakfast, and by that time I was well down past the point,
and with the increasing westerly, under all plain sail, she
slid over the seas in beautiful shape.

It was a fair wind as far as Thatcher's, and then falling
light, and the course bringing it ahead, I had to beat up
through the islands till about abreast of Eastern Point, and
a couple of miles off shore I got a severe puff from the
N.W. that induced me to douse the mainsail, and none too
soon, for under headsails alone she had the lee rail awash,
going like a race horse; but in five minutes it was over, and
the remainder of the trip to Marblehead was in light airs
all ahead or no wind at all, slatting and rolling in the hot
sun.
Byhugging the Magnolia .shore we caught a little air from

the land and about 3 o'clock fanned into Marblehead, picked
up our moorings and voted our solitary cruise a grand suc-
cess, p. L. Eno.

The New 51 -Footer.
The new cutter Syce, designed by Gardner & Cox and

buUt by Wood & Son at City Island for F. M. Hoyt, of Stam-
ford, is now out of the shop and ready for launching at any
time. This yacht is specially interesting as the first of any
size built under the racing length classification, the class of
which .she is the first, of 51ft. racing length, being the nearest
to the old 40ft.. l.w.l. class, the largest boat in which, the
Gardner cutter Liris built in 1889, measured just 50ft. racing
length. Unfortunately the changes of recent years have
made it impossible to compare closely the results, as
shown in the yachts built imder them, of the two sys-
tems so hotly disputed some eight or nine years since,
of classifying by waterline length alone, leaving the
designer free to crowd on sail as he pleased after trial;
or of classifying as well as measuring by the rule in
which length and sail were equal factors, thus leaving it to
the skill of the designer to determine the correct proportions
of each for a given classi and type. The old 40-footers, one
and all, from the big Liris of 3,600sq. ft. sail area to the little
Minerva of but 2,700, were merely cutters ef considerable
beam, moderate S section and improved lines, with very
moderate overhangs forward. Between them and the new
ol-footers has come the fin-keel in its most extreme form

—

from Dilemma to Niagara—involving a radical change of
form that destroys the value of what would otherwise be a
most instructive comparison. The 51-footer of to day differs
from the old 40-footer not only in being designed under a
rule that encourages a longer and easier form with a smaller
sail plan, but she is in form essentially a fin-keel, and in
construction very much lighter and more elaborate, as well
as much more costly.
The new class has so much torecommend it to racing men,

of whom there mu.st still be some left, that it is surprising
as well as disappointing to find that but two yachts are
building for it, the present boat and another in the same
yard, designed by Will Fife, Jr., and owned by J. B. Mills.
While the boats are comparatively costly, running up prob-
ably to §12,000, they give far more for the money in the way
of sport than the 90ft. schooners on the one hand and the
one-design classes such as the 30-footers on the other.
Syce is to all practical purposes an enlarged edition of the

handsome cutter Norota, which Mr, Hoyt has raced so suc-
cessfully for the past two season.?—the same long, shallow
hull with easily turned bilge and fair and round fore and aft
lines, the deep and short fin, and the rudder hung on a acag
and projecting well below it. Her dimensions are:

Over all 69ft,
L.W.L 4,5ft.

Beam 12ft, 6in.
Draft lOft. 3in.
Sail area 3,250 sq. ft.

The hull proper is beautifully modelled, like Norota and
Quisetta, the form being fair and easy in all parts, and the
yacht will present a very handsome appearance when afloat.
The lead keel is a formidable lump of about fourteen tons
weight, short, deep and thick, being 22in. through at the
widest part. The bottom has been left perfectly flat and
with square corners between it and the sides, which are also
straight, but not quite vertical, falling in a little. The
wood keel is also very short, and some very nice ship car-
pentry is required in building up the peculiar curves of the
stem and stern from the keel to the deck. As in Norota, a
double system of framing is followed, the frames in the ends
are of wood, with wooden shelf, but amidships from
just forward of the mast to the sternpost, they are
of steel angles, very light in scantling, supplemented by
a steel girder plate in place of the wooden shelf, and by
gussets, knees, tie-straps, etc., with light, angle steel deck
beams. The frame is strengthened everywhere by diagonal

'

straps and similar members, under the planking and across
the deck beams. Both designers and builders are well en-
titled to be proud of the construction, as in design and work-
manship it is far in advance of anything yet seen in yachts
of this size. The sternpiece is a very fine job, everything
from taffirail down being carved from a solid piece of
mahogany. The planking above the garboards is double,
the inner skin of white cedar, 3^in. ; the outer of yellow pine,
%in., fastened to the steel frames with composition screw
bolts. The low bulwark is of mahogany, with no rail or
cap. The wale is worked thicker than the main planking,
the diminish on the lower edge forming a cove for the gilt
stripe.

The interior cuts up well for a fin-keel, with at least triple
the accommodation of Niagara, for instance. The depth of
hold is just sufficient to give a full 6ft. of headroom over the
floor of the main saloon, in the middle of the yacht, for a
length of some 10ft. ; this floor being worked closedown ta
the skin. Only a short distance below it the fin shows a
thickness of but llin., so it will be seen that there is no space
for tanks, etc. , below.
Forward is the pantry and a very large and well-ventilated

forecastle, occupying considerably more than the forward
overhang. The floor is a few inches higher than in the
saloon, but there is headroom about the after end, the galley
and pantry; but of course the floor rises rapidly as it goes for-
ward. However, there will be space, air and light in plenty
for the crew.
Abaft the saloon is a steerage with a large berth on the

port side of the ladder and a very large toilet room on the
starboard side. Still further aft is the ladies' cabin, across
the ship, a very good room. This part of the vessel would
be useless, owing to the quick rise of the bottom, were it not
for the expedient of a small cabin trunk, which gives the
necessary head room. This trunk is 4ft, long and wide,
square, with a flat top, built of mahogany with windows in
each of the four sides commanding a view of the deck. It
promises to make a most cozy and comfortable room of the
after cabin. As a matter of necessity it is, however, placed
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very close to the main companion, leaving only 'about 15in.

space by way of passage to the latter.

Abaft the trunk is a very roomy cockpit, and there is a
great deal of room farther aft for a sail-locker. The rudder
Is of a peculiar pattern, practically unbalanced, but project-

ing a couple of feet below the short sternpost and scag which
support it. On deck forward there is a windlass of special
design, worked by cranks and with powerful gears. The
deck iron-work and fittings are specially designed for the
yacht. The main chain-plates are Tobin bronze straps,

placed on the inside of the planking. The sails were made
by Lapthorne & Ratsey. The workmanship on the yacht,
both in wood and metal, deserves special mention, and the
builder is entitled to every credit for the manner in which
the yacht has been constructed. The new l?ife-boat for Mr.
Mills is now under way, the stem being framed up in the
mould-loft and many of the stem, keel and other wooden
members ready.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, O. F. PeuneweU, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Ciioago, HI.
Roar-Commodore, E. H. Holmes, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'y-Treas., W. D, Stearns. Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. M Lamp, Madisou, Wis.; O. J. Steadman,

Cincinnati, O. ; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee. Wis.

Gilbert's Bar Ti, C.

INDIAN ElVER, FLA.

*rHE usual monthly reeatta of the Gilbert's Bar Y. C. was
held on Saturday, April 10, in a reefing breeze from the

southwest; only two boats starting in either class.

FIRST CLA.SS—2?FT. AUD OVER
Klapsed. Corrected.

.ioker 0 4T 43

Albatross Disabled.
SECOKD CLASS - UNDER 25 FT.

Beatrice 0 4i 35 0 45 56

Ilderim 0 46 14 0 46 14

Rayi bam.
The second launch of the season at Morris Heights took

place on April 22, the steam yacht Raynham, designed and
built by the Gas Engine- and Power Co. and C. L. Seabury
& Co., going overboard at 2 P. M. The vacht is of wood,
schooner rigged, 85Et. over all, 72ft. l.w.l., 13ft. beam and 5tt.

draft. The machinery includes a Seabury triple expansion
engine and watertube boiler. Mr E. S. Woodward, the

owner, will use the yacht on the Hudson, his country resi-

dence being at Nyack.

TachtiDg IJjaion.

Our views on the topic have been crowded this week on
to the editorial page.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Uvira, cutter, purchased last fall from E, M. Lockwood

by Clifford P. Brokaw, has been out all winter at Piepgrass'

yard. City Island, where she has been fitted with new and
longer spars and a comi)lete suit of new canvas, giving a
considerable increase of sail spread. Some alterations have
also been made below; the main saloon has been shortened
a foot, giving room for pantry shelves in the after end of

the forecastle, and the wash basin has been removed from
the port side of the steerage and replaced by a smaller one
in the w. c. on the starboard side. The galley has been
fitted with a new and larger stove, and a very capacious ice-

chest, a total increase of weight which must oSset much of

the gain in sail area. The yacht will still race in the Sift,

class, -receiving time from both Syce and the new Mills

cutter.

On April 19 a permanent association of both yachtsmen
and oarsmen was formally organized in New York, as the
result of a movement that has been under way for some
time. The name is the Hudson River Boating and Yacht-
ing A.ssociation,' and its objects are to protect the interests of

aquatic organizations occupying property on the watpr
front of New York city. The otlieers are: Pres , Edwald
Langerfeld, Hudson River Y. C ; A'^ice-Pres., C, J. Coffey,

Hudson Boat Club; Secy., W. H. Brady, Bloomingdale
Boat Club; Treas., E. S. Peets, Hudson River Y. C.

Nourmahal. steam vacht, arrived at New York on April 19

from a cruise in the Gulf and the West Indies.

The Bayonne Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com.,
William E. Elsworth; Vice-Com., Philip E. Van Buskirk;
Treas., Frank H. Elsworth; Secy., Philip J. Mooney; Treas.,

George Elsworth.

Navigation has reopened for the season and changes have
been made on many steamers in the persotuiel of the engine
room. There are nearly 1,000 Roberts boilers in use in steam
vessels of all kinds, including passenger and freight steam-
ers, tugs, yaclits, launche.«, dredges, canal boats, etc. On
account of these changes some engineers will have charge of

Roberts boilers for the first time, and we are requested to

announce that the Roberts Safety Water Tube Boiler Co , of

39 ifc 41 Cortlandt street. New York city, will cheerfully send
a full set of their descriptive and instruction circulars to any
engineer applying for same and giving his full name and
address. There will be no charge, and no stamps will be re-

quired.

Pawnee, yawl, designed bj; H. J. Gielow and built last

summer by G. H. Byles at City Island, has just been sold to

Frank V. Alexandre, a young member of the Larchmont Y.

C. Mr. Alexandre is a step-son of C. W. Flint, of the Larch-
mont Y. C, and as a boy has done a great deal of crui>-it]g

onJ.he various yachts owned and chartered by Mr. Flint.

He has just attained his majority, and signalized it by be-

coming a yacht owner himself. Pawnee is a deep center-

board craft of 37fC. l.w.l., and with modern overhangs, roomy
below; she is similar to the other Gielow yawl, Fidelio.

Rambler, naphtha yacht, has been sold by Rear-Com. Ellis,

Columbia Y. C, to J.'M. Foote, of Newark, N. J., through
the Gas Engine & Power Co.

The San Francisco Y. C. suffered a serious loss by fire la^t

month, its club house at Sausalito being totally destroyed.

The house was a historic feature of San Francisco yachting,

well stored with models, books, pictures and records that
can never be replaced. Arrangements have already been
made to rebuild. The new house, designed by R. H. White,
will be 76x65 ft., two stories high, with a large cupola; ana
will contain ample accommodations for the members. Work
Avill be commenced at once.
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The Western Canoe Association.

TnB following circular has just been sent to members by
the secretary of the Western Canoe Association:

MiLAVATJKBE, Wis.'. April 1.—Tho annual meeting of the
Association, which should have been held at Mullet Lake in
July, 1896, was not convened for want of a quorum. The
old officers, consisting of C. F. Pennewell, Com.; N. H.
Cook, Vice-Com.; E. H. Holmes, Rear-Com ;

W. D. Stearns,
Sec'v-Treas.; R. M. Lamp, C, J. Stedman, F. W. Dickens,
continued to act until March 1, 1897. when Mr. Pennewell
and Mr. Stearns resigned. By re.solution of the remaining
members of the executive committee, N. H. Cook was ap-
pointed Com. vice Pennewell, resigned; W. H. Crawford,
Vice-Com. vice Cook, advanced; F. B. Huntington, Sec'y-
Treas. vice Stearns, resigned.
A .special meetina: of the exectative committee was held

pursuant to call, March 11, 1897, at the club rooms of the
Mahn-a-wauk C. C. of Milwaukee. There were present W.
H. Crawford. Vice-Com.; E. H. Holmes. Rear-Com.; F. B.
Huatiugton, Sec'y-Treas ; R. M. Lamp, F. W. Dickens.

It was decided at this ineeting to hold a summer meet of

ten days' duration .some time in Julv and at some place to

be hereafter determined by a subcommittee of three. The
secretary-treasurer was instructed to omit the customary
publication of the Year Book, collect dues in arrears, and
advise members by circular letter of the final decision of the
committee respecting camp site and arrangements. Several
sites are imder consideration, among which mav be men-
tioned Lake Geneva, Wis.; Green Lake, Wis.; Pewaukee
Lake, Wis.

It is de.sirable to gain, as far as possible, an expression as

to preference of date and location from those members who
will attend a meet. You are particularlv requested, _ in re-

mitting dues, a statement of which is inclosed, to advise the
secretary of your individual and cluli preferences, to enable
the committee to make a prompt decision.

'The resignation of Vice-Com. Crawford was accepted,

taking effect at termination of meeting, and E. H. Holmes
advanced to the office. R. L. Merrill was then elected rear-

commodore to fill the vacancy caused by Holmes's advance-
ment. The executive committee, as at present constituted,

is as follows: N. H. Cook. Com ,
Chicago, III.; E. H. Holmes,

Vice-Com., Milwaukee, Wis.; R. L. Merrill, Rear-Com., Mil-
waukee, Wis

; Py B. Huntington, Sec'y-Treas, Milwaukee,
Wis.; R. M. Lamp. Madison, Wis.; C. J. Stedman, Cincin-
nati. O ; P. W. Dickens. Milwaukee, AVis.

We deviate this year from the practice of former years in

anticipating an attendance of one dozen instead of 100.

Twelve members are pledged to attend the meet wherever it

is held. (This number includes 'some of the officers ) We
anticipate this year's meet to be a small one, yet withal an
enjoyable one.

. .

It is proposed to curtail the racing programme and elimin-

ate all uninteresting races. To insure attendance of the
regatta committee, the commodore will make his appoint-
ments at the meet.
In the course of three weeks another circular letter will be

issued advising all members as to camp site and arrange-
ments. The Executive Committee.

By F. B. Huntington, Sec'y-Treas.

The latest proposal is that the Association shall accept an
invitation from the Pewaukee Y. C , of Pewaukee Lake,
Wis., to attend the interlake races on that lake between July
12 and 26. Pleasant as this might be, it is not canoeing, and
such a meet can do nothing toward reviving the interest in

the Association and canoeing. We heartily agree with the

following remarks of our Western correspondent. A real

camp in the woods, even with a small attendance, which is

apparently all that can be expected now at any site, will be

far better in every way than the attendance of a handful of

canoeists at a summer resort to witness yacht races. It

would seem that the "Balla'<t or bust" policy .of .some mem-
bers of the Association has brought it near to the latter ex-

tremity.

Pewaukee is a summer resort lake near to Milwaukee, and
it possesses advantages as such a resort, but in that regard
it has many of the disadvantages and lacks manv of the ad-

vantages possessed by Ballast Island as a place for a meet.

It is certainly too civilized to offer attractions as the ideal

spot for a canoe meet. One might go further in the way of

enumerating attractions, and hold out the claims of the city

of Milwaukee it.self as a good place for a meet. The races

might be sailed in the harbor, and still better quarters than
Mr. Auer's cottages might perhaps beattaiuable in the large

Milwaukee hotels. But for a genuine canoe meet, such as

the canoemen of Milwaukee can well afford to attend, such
a ppot as Charlevoix. Mich., or even Mullet Lake again,

would be far better. There the canoemau is away from the

cities and in the woods, where he belongs. He can really

camp out if he likes, and he has a chance to sail and fl.-h and
be a follower of the stream and of the woods. Such a trip is

worth more than a few weeks passed at a place ui der t he

wing of a big city, whatever may be the attractions of an
hour's run to copious music aud an occasional theater

While it would not be fit to coademn out of hand any choice

made by the Association, it seems to me that a meet at Pe-

waukee would mean a meet almost solely for Milwaukee.
Why cannot the Mahn-a-wauks take boat some summer eve

and sail acro.^s to Charlevoix, taking a deck load of caiio»s

along and going into camp like cruisers and sailormen?

Would not. this be better than using the .shores of any lake

where the banks are dusty from many feet, and where the

striped parasol of summer is at hand at every turn ? Aie
not the pine woods better than a lawn, and are not many
brook trout better than a few weary big-mouth bass? To
me it Feems they are, though I should .^^eeli to look plea.«ai.t

if the Association really agreed upon Pewaukee as the place.

E. HOCGU.
12C6 BoYCE BriLDlNG. Chicago.

fi/fe §mtg^ mid §dhrj).

Columbia Pistol and Blfle Club.

SAN Franolsco, Cal., April 11.—NomithstandiDS- ibe estremp heat

to day a goodly numbi-r oi members of the Col smbia Pistol and
Rifls Club visited Shell Mound Kange. The resul.s ot to-daj's snoot-

ing were as bplow:
, „

Columbia Pistol and Ride Club, re-entry matches, open to all

comers, 50yds., Columbia target, Gordon Blandirg pisto! medal aud
casH p izeo, S-shot scores: J. E. Gorman, 5, G, 8, 9, 9; A. B, Dorell .7,

F. O. Young 19. ^
Diamond pistol record medal and cash prizes, 10-shot scores: al. J.

Wbite .'6. J. E. Gorman. .39, 4i; F. O. Young 49.

Howard Ciirr, any revolver, medal and cash prizes, 6-shot snores:

J E Gorman. 26, 86, t^, C. Roberts, ao, 33, 40; F. O. Young, 38, 39.

Achille Roos, .^acal. ritle, medal, ladies' trophies and cash pnzes,

K-shot scores: E. Jacobson, 13, 12, 13; MissE. WilsoD, 14, IB, IS; Mrs.

L J. Crane, U, U, 16. 17; Mrs. O. M. Peck, 12, 18; Sirs. C. F. Waltham,

16, 17; J. H. Dow, 8, 12; A. B. Dorell; 13, 14.

Class medals, for members only, one 10-shofc score, with pistol

:

Champion class -J. E. Gorman 49.

First class -Cant. J. E Klein 60, F. E, Mason 61, M. J. White 68.

Second clasj—G M Railev 83.

Third class -C. Roberts 80, C. F. Waltham 98, Mrs. M. .J. White 99,

W. J. Unfred 109, R. W. Forrest 131, Mrs. L. J. Crane 163, Mrs. Wal-
tham 805,

Re-entry ma'ches, onsn to all comers, 2fl0yds , Columbia tare-et, F.

H. Bushnpll rifle medal and cash prizps, 3-shot scores—A. H. Rape 9,

U; P. O Youns 13, O. A. Bremer 21. G. SchuUz S6.

William Glindeman military medal and cash prizPS, 10 shots. Creed-
moor count—E. Hovey47. F O Youns'iS, E Jacobsen 43.

F O. Yonnt! rifle-record medal and cash prizes, 10-shot scores—P.
E. Mason 49, E. .Tacobsen 69, G. H. Dow 156.

Class medals, for members only, one 10-shot score with rifle, cham-
pion cla,ss—F. E. Masou .56, F. O. Youna: 61, A. H. Pane 63.

First class—E. Jacobsen 49. H Hellberar 67, C M. Daiss 77, Cap-
tain Klein 8i, E B. UorreU89, O. A Bremer 1^5, G. .SchuUz 107.

Second class-J. E Gorman 74, G Barley 91, M J- Wbite 114.

Third class-G. Monnpll 116, C. F. Waltham 146. Mrs. White 153,

Mrs. Waltham 1€0, Mrs Crane 163. Robel.

Revolver Shooting in England.
March 31 at the North London Rifle Club the following revolver

scores were made:
Revolver, series 1, 20 yd«., stationarv targ^et: Class 1—Carter 36,

Knapp 35, Howe .34, Clemeufe 33. Class 2 -Tilbury .39, Holm e.s 37,

Magrath 36, Evans 36, Brading 3!. Class 3 • Johnstone 34, L°dger 34,

Soames 33, H. Soames 33, Joyce 27, Bateman 26
Series 3, 20 yds., disappearing target: Class 1—Carter 21. Class 2—

Capfc, Evans 32, Holmes 30, Tilbury 30. Magrath 2S, Bradiug 20 Class
3—Ledger 23. S.oames 25, Johnstone 22.

April 7.—Series 1, stationary 20vds. target: Class 1.—O Knapp 39.

Carter 36, Tilbury 35 Class 2 —MacDonald 39. Capt. Evans 35, Luff
31. Brading 84, Denyer 21, Britton 25. Class 3.—Thomnson 36. Shear-
iug i;6, Lsdeer 34, Franzman 34, Joyse 30, Robsarts 27, Parkinson 25,
Johns one 24. i

April Ih —!*eries 2, alternate hands. 20yds., stationary target: Class
1. - Tilbury 3^, Carter 8.3, Knapp S3. Class 2. -MacDonald 33, Brading
;-3, Capt. Evans 3i. Briiton 26, Luff 26. Class 3 —Johnstone 37,
MacCormiclx 22. Series 3, 20vds , disappearing target: Class 1.—
Carter 28. Tilbury 27. Class 2 -Capt. Evans 27, Luff 26, Chicken 23.
Class 3 —Johnslo'ne 2^, Lieut. C'lrley 25
The South London Rifle Club opened for the season on April 1.

Revolver scores as follows: 20yd3., stationary target: Knapp 33,
Rowell 32, Lunnon 28.

April S.—Twenty y.ards, sfcaiionary target: Knapp 38, Hcve 37.

Rowell 36, Capt. Heath 35, Capt. Foster 35, Lieut. Varley 32. Fifty
yards target: Capt. Heath 41, Knapp 21, Rowell 5!8.

Mr. Wal er Winans has given the brdnze statuette which he got first

prizi for at the Hobart Tasmmian Art Exhibition fas well as exhib-
ited at the Pans Salon and London Royal Academy) as a challenee
rille compeiition for the cbampionship of the South London Rifle
Club. It may be remembered i''at Clementi Smith won the former
one last year. The statuette represents Sitting Bull in full war paint,
and took a year for the donor to tuodel.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 18.—A strong, gusty, 4 o'clock wind 15lew

all day to-day, making ic difficult to make good scores Below are
the scores made to-day by tuembers of the Cincl-nati R'fle Associa-
tion at their range. Four-rnile rtous<>, Reading Road.
Conditions: 200 yds , oli hand, Standard Ameriean target, 7-ring

black.
Gindele.

10 7 10 7 8 10 10 10 8 10-90 9 10 9 7 9 10 6 10 8 10—g8
8 0 9 7 8 9 10 9 10 6—85 10 7 7 9 7 9 9 9 10 7 84

Payne.8999 10 9968 9-86 699!>79 1fl79 7—83
89 10 996978 6- 81 9 10 8777968 8—79

Roberts.
10 7 « 7 7 10 8 10 8 9-82 8 9 10 8 7 9 10 6 6 8-81
10 69687988 7-77 10 8 10 6 8 8 7 5; 8 6-76

Hasemahl.
86 5 6779 10 8 9—75 879!) 49789 5-75
67 10 5 79887 8—75 10 8949 10 856 5—74

Trounstine7577986 10 89 -76 379774883 10—«6
58 10 6598 10 9 7-77 565 10 49595 6—64

Soherrer
6 10 8868876 9-76 9 9 8 5 7 6 10 9 8 8-77
8 7 10 258669 8-69 9 6 7 10 7 6 6 10 7 9 77

Ufkotter.
5 6 10 7 9 ,3 6 6 7 5-61 096577375 fi—f46568977 74 7-66 1977687676 64

Nestler.
10 9 8 10 7 10 6 8 7 7—82 7 98889688 7-78
7 7 9 10 7 9 7 6 7 9-78 6 9 10 9 8 8 6 5 9 7 77

Drube.
6 7 8689988 3-72 . 8 10 6 10 6 0 7 8 8 10-7975666766 10 6-65 785685686 7-66

Strickmeier.
10 9 8 9 9 9 10 10 7 7-8H 998675699 5-7i
8 10 8 7 8 4 9 6 9 5-74 10 7 8 9 5 6 9 8 9 4-75-

Leading dealers in f'portsmerCs supplies have advertised, in ovr
columns continuously for almost a q^iiarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the followingr:

FIXTURES.
May 4-6 —Des Moines, la.—Tournament of the Iowa Stale Snorts-

men's Association. Live birds and targets. F. C. Whitney, Sec'y.
Jlay 5-7.—ISewburgh, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of ttie West

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association, First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $iO average money to three high guns in all pro-_
gramme target events. Open to all.

May 6.—Shrrburne, N. Y —Annual tournament of the Sherburne
Gun '^lub. One day at tarsets. L D. Biainard, Sec'y-Treas.
May 11-13.— Pehk;.skill, N. Y - Annual tournament of the Peekskill

Gun Club. Ftrsr two days, targets; last day, Ave birds.

May 11-14.—Waterloo, la.—Tournament of the Waterloo Gun
Club E. B. Walker Sec'y.
May 12-13.—CoNNERsyiLLB, Ind —Tournament of the Connersville

Gun Club. Live birds. T, F. Thomas, Sec'y.

May 17.—WiLLMAR, Minn,—Tournament of the Willinar Gun Club
Targets. D. N. Tallman, Sec'y.
May 17-22.—Kansas City. Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant. Sec'y.
IVlay 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annua] spring tournament of the West

End Gun Club. Horace B Derby, Sec'y.
May 18.—Rt-TTHKRFCRn. N J All-day shoot of the Boilins Springs

Gua Club. 100 targetrace, $5, targets extra. Open to all; no nantii-

cap. W H. HncK, Sec'v
May 18-19.- Forest City la.— Hill City Gun Club's second annual

tournament; SlOO added. J. W Mahoney, Sec'y.

May 19-20,— Savannah, Ga.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion iindeK the au=pices of the Forest City Gun Club.

May 19-31.- Canton, S D.-South Dakota Sportsmen's Association
annual. C. S. Seely, Sec'y.

May 20 —Greenville, Pa—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gnn League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.

IVIiy25 -FiNnLAY%0. Tournament of the Magautrap Gun Club.
Targets Chas. E. Ste' n, Sec'y.

May 25-''7.—Mablin. Ti xas.—Tournament of the Marhn Gun Club.
E. K 'Herrings, Sec'y.
May 6 — bnooKLVN, Y. - Tournament of the Brooklyn Gun Club.

Targets. Grounas a' Liberty avenui an.1 Ei. field ---treet. Krooklyn.
May rf-29.— East St. Louis, 111.—Annual (oumameni of ihe King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 3'.—Canajoharik, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Oana.iotarie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks. Sec'y.
May 3i.-PoRTLANn, Me.- Spring tournament of the Portland Gun

Club Targets. Abided money announced later.

June v-i.—^PRiNGFiELn, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 7-S. -Parkersburg, W. Va.- Tournament of the Mountain

State Gun Club Targets. $:550 added. Leon J. Epstein, Sec'y.

June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters' League of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Assoi ia-

tion tournaoient. C. W. Tut;tle, Secy.
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June &-10.—MoKROB, La.—Tournatnent of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Monroe dun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third touruament of the Pennsvlvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
June 15-18.-CLErELAND, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Tareet Company.
June 16-17 —Fargo, J^. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportf men's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June gi",- OC4DEN, in.-Second annual tournament of the Ogden

Gun Club. Wm. McKinley, Sec'y.
June 22-25.—Oil City, "Pa.-Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil Oity Gun Club, Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, $85, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City. Pa.
July 1.- SHEBBiiooKK. Quebec—Sberbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs. C. H. Foss, Sec'y. Shei-brooke, P. Q,
July 14-15. - New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Olub. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July SO-^-.'.-PiNJs Bluff, Ark.-Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced
later. Paul R. Litzke, SecV, Little Rock, Ark.
July 92.—Meahville, Pa,— Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lbwiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R. A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes,
Aug. 19.—Waeben, O.- Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. S.'j-Sfi.-MoNTPELiBB, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciatiou, under tbe auspices of the MoutpeUer Gun Club,
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auppices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.- -Newbuhgh. N. Y.—Annualfall tournament of the West

Newhurgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $30 average money to three high guns in ail pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.
Oct. 13-14.— Greensbubs, Ind.-Shooting tournamentof the Greens-

burg Gun Club.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any neius notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, $liS
Broadway, New York.

The Richmond (Va.) Dtspatefe of Sunday, April 38, gives quite an
extended account of the coming Interstate Association tournament at
Blandon Park, in that city. The article is graced by cuts of Elmer
Shaner and Tom Keller, and also contains an interesting review of
the growth of the West End Gun Club, and portraits of its president,
W. A. Hammond, and its boy shooter, Wm. H. Dean, Jr. Of the lat-
ter, the Dispatch says: ' Master Wm. Harper Deane, Jr., aged thirteen
years, is considered a phenomenal shot for his age; in fact, he can
hold his own in company with many older ones. Master Deane has
just been presented by his father with a Lefever hammerless ejector
of a high grade, which he will use at the coming tournament." Of
'•Tee Kay," it remarks: "It is said of Tee Kay that he can create
more amusement for a crowd in ten minutes than any other man in
a week. His very good nature often spoils his scores, as he is far
more apt to 'jolly' than pay strict attention to breaking claytargets."

The Marlin ("Texas) Gun Olub intends holding a big shoot on May
SS-W next The tournament will not be open to all: manufacturers'
agents and professional shooters are barred from the regular events,
being allowed to shoot only for the birds. All moneys will be divided
on the Rose system, and all targets will be charged for at the rate of

cents each. Guns and shells should be sent to L. S. Ross, Jr., who
will see that they get to the grounds. On the first and second days of
the shoot the programme will be as follows: Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 15 tar-
gets, $1 50; Nos. 4 and 5, 20 targets, $-^: Nos. 6, 7 and 8, 5 live birds,
$3.50. Live birds will be charged for at the rate of 20 cents each.
We learn from a circular sent us that the club intends to give all its
guests a capital time. As an item of interest we might add that the
club states that it will give away valuable prizes amounting to over
Si,000. For further information address the Advertising Committee,
Marlin Gun Club, P. O. Box 196, Marhn, Texas.

We received the following letter from Mr. H T. Hearsey, secretary-
treasurer of the Trap-Shooters' League of Indiana, too late for in-
sertion in last week's issue. We publish the letter, however, to show
that the Indiana League is a thing of hte, with a career before it:
"The tournament at Peru, Ind

,
April 28-29, promoted by Mr. J. L.

Head, has the sanction of the Trap-Shooters' League of Indiana, and
will have its cordial support. A special meetiog i>f tbe league
will be held in Peru on the evening of April 2?, when a vote will be
taken to determine the place of holding the first league tournament.
It is de.'ired that such clubs as have not joined, will do so at once;
certainly not later than the date of the Peru meeting. In the mean-
time clubs wishing the honor of having the tourtiament on their
grounds may canvass among their friends for votes."

We have received several letters during the past week from gun
clubs in the State of New Jersey, all cf them expressing strongly
their approval of the efforts uow made to start a State Sportsmen'

s

Association. New Jersey should have an annual tournament second to
none in the country. She has, outside of her own rtsident shooters,
a large number of trap-shooters in Pennsylvania, New York and New
England to draw upon. In her own State she has many men who
are exceedingly expert with tbe shotgun, and there is no reason on
earth why the State Sportsmen's Association of New Jersey should
not be an active organization. The meeting called for May 19 will
tell the tale.

Saturday, May 1, is the regular monthly club shoot of the Boiling
Springs Gun Olub, of Rutherford, N. J. This shoot marks the begin-
ning of a new prize series, and is sure to he largely attended. It
seems a good idea to divide the season into two halve?, as this plan
gives a man who has had a run of tough luck in one half a chance to
redeem himself in the second half. The club also announces an
"open to-all nlD-handicap" lOJ-target race, $5 entrance, targets extra,
for May 18. This should prove an interesting race as there are quite
a number of shots in this vicinity who are close enough together to
be called equal.

On Wednesday, May 2S, the Brooklyn Gun Club will hold a shoot at
its grounds. Liberty avenue and Enfleld street, Brooklyn (terminus
of the Kings County Elevated). The main event will be a 50-target
handicap for a gold watch, entrance $2.50, including targets; all sur-
plus added to the purse. The Brooklyn's grounds are easy of access
for residents in either Brooklyn or New York, and visitors, who are
always welcome, will find all conveniences in the way of club-house,
plenty of shooting, etc , whenever they pay a visit to this new club.

A good deal has been said of late in regard to a trophy for the
Grand American handicap winner; and we have received queries as
to whether the Interstate Association has ever donated a trophy to
the winner of this event. We can best reply to such queries in these
columns by staling that the Association has never given any trophy
at all. At the fourth annual Grand American Handicap, held last
year at ElkwoosI Park, Messrs Phil Daly. Sr. and Jr., did donate a
cup which was won by O. R Dickey, of Boston, Mass.

So Col. A. G. Courtney wiU, on May 1, sever his connection with the
Lefever Arms Co. , of Syracuse, and enroll himself under the banner
of the Remington Arms Co. Frank Parmelee is doing bis best to
boom the Remington hammerless ejector, and Parmelee's best is by
no means bad, "With Courtney and Parmelee, men of solid weigbt
both of them, the Remington should he found somewhere uear the
top in most of the tournaments of 1897.

A. H. Chapman jjf the St. Paul Railroad has donated an elegant
silver cup, with gold trimmings, to be competed for by the memoers
of the National Gun Club of Milwaukee, Wis. On the bell-shaped
pedestal a field scene is engraved, representing trap-shooting at live
birds. On the exterior of the bowl there is a laurel wreath support-
ing two guns. The interior of the bowl is gOld-Ijned and the exterior
is inlaid with gold.

The Portland (Me.) Gun Club held its annual spring tournament on
April 14. The weather was rather unfavorable for good scores, but
Dickey managed to pound out a total of 204 out of 2^5 shot at, win-
ning first average with 90.6 per cent. The club will hold another
tournament on May 30, when a magautrap will be used for throwing
targets. Added money will also be another attraction at this shoot.

We wish somebody would give us a good receipt for preventing
"flinching" or "fudging." We get lots of letters on this subject ask-
ing what should be done to stop it. la many cases the victims seem
to have tried about every remedy possible, and still to be as bad as
ever. Who can give us "a sure cure"?

The Indiana Trap-Shooters' League have granted sanction to the
Greensburg Gun Club, of Greensburg, Ind., to hold a shooting tour-
nament on their club grounds, Oct. 13 and 14. For further informa-
tion regarding this tournament address Mr, Web Woodflil, secretary
Greensburg Gun Club, Greensburg, Ind.

o^^?^^™™®*^tt5.®*^™*'eth annual tournament of tbe Mis-
riu ,®'^?^^/"'?/'^''I''"<^^e''''^e-^ssoci^^ is ready for distribu-

of fifty-six pages) will be made the
fiJii^, . "l'^'"''

extended notice in our next issue. The dates ofthe tournament are May 17-22.

On April 18 the following scores were made at Washington Park,

l^^"nnl£!K'.^°-'.'S^.^^'?l'''^ '^i''d race: Grimm, GottJieb and Miles,

m'. ,^ ^'^fL'^J?
"^^^^^^ <^ead out of bounds); Budd and Elliott

33
;
Sergeant and McCurdy, —.

TheWilmar Gun Club, of Wilmar, Minn., announces that it willhold a tournament on May IT. The secretary of the club is D N.
ttJ:^^*' gladly answer any questions in regard to this tour-

f;,5r'7
np'^^'^er of the club will be allowed to shoot at ten birds six

^i^^i
the year, in competition for the cup, and the marksmanWho kills the largest number of hirds will be awarded the trophy.

The Magautrap Gun Club, of Findlay. O.. will hold its first annua^

ofThTdub
^" Findlay, is secretaiy

April 26.
^ . Edward BANfcs.

ON LONG ISLA.ND.
EMERALD HUN CLUB.

April^0.-The regular monthly shoot ofthe Emerald Gun Club was
held this atternoon, 28 members taking part in the club shoot. Gus
Greiff c29)andTom Short (28) were the only men to go straight
Scores were: & o i.

Class A, S9yds., 7 points:
G Greiff 219111?211—10
E J Clark 9i0122'103— 8
Class A, 'vSyds., 6}^ noints:

T Short 2221111212-10
Dr G V Hudson 1121011211— 9
J S S Rem.sen 2I22l«liai— 9
G E Loeb)e 2201221120— 8W Amend 9810)20122— 8
Twenty-eight yards. 6 points:

J Woelfel S'012001221— 7W Joerger 2101210310- 7B Amend 3012011200— 6
Class B, 25yds., 6 points:

0 Stuetzle 2101222121— 9
Dr Riehter 2010221012- 7R Regan 0101220012— 6
Class B, 25yds . 5 points:

T F Cody 2101000000— 3
GKBreit 0100000100— 2

LByi .2210022101- 7

W Sands 2201?00121— 7
E A Vroome 2i>21005011— 7
J H Moore 2001200121— 6
F W Place 1022001010- 5
MHerrington 210010J100— 5

JBauzer 2210021000— 5
D O Brown ,.,..2102100000— 4
G B Hilliers, ...... ..0100010100- 3

C W Billings 2010102020— 5HF Muhs 0120121001— 5
E Weiss 2100010100— 4

H K Burns 2010000000- 2

NEW YORK GERMAN GUN CLUB.
April n.— This afternoon the New York German Gun Club met at

uexter Park for its regular monthly live-bird shoot. There was a
good attendance of members. The birds furnished were good, and
as a result rot one of the twenty three members could score more
than 9 out of 10. On the ghoot-ofC for the badge Wellbrock won in
the third round. Scores:

Twenty-eight yards, 7 points:
Eugene Doenick... .2111101112— 9
John Wellbrock 111S?«121I— 9
Six snd a half points:

John Schlicht S2222«2010— 7
Six points:

Fred Sauter 1222220321—
H. Thomford 2201221122—
Henry Nobel 2021I2I112—
J. P. Daunefelser. . .0)21222012—
Five and one-half points:

August Lucas C012210122-
R R Debacher 2010231202-
Five points:

Ph Morch 0101102002-
H Meisenholder 2100020110-
Henry Meyer 12000100CO -

Four and one-half points:
Henry Oehl 0021012000-
Sboot off for badge, miss and

2, Genry Nobel 1, Fred Sauter 0,
Sweepstake, 5 birds: Dr. Hud

Nobel 4, J. Wellbrock 4, August

Dr. G. V. Hudson...1010112111— 8

August Schmitt 1101201210—
Henry Leopold 2202108C22—
Bernard Koenig 1011000210—
George Braun 1001110000—

-7 Edward Rudle 2110102150—7
-7 Fred Kronsberg 210101C002—

5

S Michael Bor.don 0001200011-4
5 J Boesenerker C020011001-4
4

-4 Jacob Bissinger 0000000000—0
out: John Wellbrcck 3, H. Thomford

,
Eugene Doeinck 0.

ison 5, F. Sauter 4, H. Thomford 4, H.
Schmitt 3, H. Meyer 1.

FALCON GUN CLtJB.

April fS.—Three members of the Falcon Gun Club met this after-
noon at Dexter Park for the club's monthly live bird shoot. The club
pvent is at 10 live birds, second barrel kUls counting U a point
Scores were: = ^- i-

T -IT nT Points.

I M ^^^TJc^^ .......M> 2111911 112-10-8KJMoller(25)... 1101231211- 9-7}lH Van Staden (2.5) 0101110012- 6-5vl
After the Jive-bird shoot, Lewis and Moller shot a match at 20 tar-

gets, Lewis winning by 18 to 17.

NKW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.
April ?A.—The Spring Handicap shoot of the New LTtrecht Gim

CluD was shot to-day on tbe Club's grounds at Woodlawn. Lair and
Rem«en tied for the cup with straight scores, Lair winning in the
shoot off bv killing 3 birds to his opponent's 2. Conny Ferguesonand
Eddie Lohman, the Club's boy-shots, both did well. The scores:

Trap score type - Copyright, issr, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

5435 5 334 3 22114 5

W Lair (29) ,l5Jl212113ia 2 22 8-16

543145435844243
J 8 S Remsen (2B) ."s 1 1It^'s 2 1 2^ 8^-1

5

452541441334458
J A Beunelt (28) a 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 k 3 3 . 2 8-14

3245 3 115113 3 121
Dr G V Hudson (iS) 1 13 2 11 1 3 0 1 s'S 1 2 2—14

141154352111533
/^/^.C^'X/^/' T J,<-A A Hegeman (S!7) l l u 2 a 1 1 1 3 l l i 2 3 2-14
55231115544 5 142
->-»'V<

—

^^"^ i. TT" \i T ivt
O Putgiieson, Jr (-30) a 2 002233 2 33322 2-13

455143513424454
*-i—»*-y?'/'->7'<-\kr'\i->T

J Gaughen (29) 2 22020222323 2 22-13

441555451342 5 25

Capt Money (.9) 2 1. 2 2 3 1 0 1 2 1 0 • 3 2 2-12

42524251141.
'3 53 5

F O Thompson (i8) 1 1110210102123 1—12

333418 3 45151432
2 33000131 2 2322 0-13J N Meyer (?^)'.

525132518 452154
Conny Furgueson {2() 2 232222202023* 2—13

E Lohman (^6).

Dr Littlefleld (29)

,

8 a 4 3 3 S 4 2 1 4 3 1 3 5 3

.1 01 2 8011120111 2—12

25443 3 3 53 3 35125
,.8 32201 2 2023300 1- -11

E H Lott (38)..,... 1 111

1133 5 3322325331
1 2 2 2 • 1 • 0 0—11

Chaa Mfyer (28),

WF Sykes (29).

Ties:

411423434143151
..1 1031002110113 3—11

332835401354331
,3»2321»»2022»1 3—10

Montpelier Gun Club.
MoNTPELiEB, Vt., April 24.-The Montpelier Gun Club held their

opening shoot for the season to-day. Although the hard rain in the
hard ram in the forenoon kept many of our shooters at home the
few who did show up kept the traps warm, with results as enclosed.We were pleased to welcome our friends, Messrs. Houghton andW. H. and B. A. Eastman, of Barre, Vt., who shot with us a part of
the events. ^

The regular shoot days of the Club this season will be Fridays
shooting to commence at 1 :80 P. M. Shooting friends who may be In
our vicinity will always be welcome. Scores:
Events;

Targets:
1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101113

10 It 10 10 10 IB 10 IS 10 10 10 16

9 13
.. 10
8 ..

7 ..

ii

14

., 10
10 6

7 5

8
7 4
8 ..

Brown ,,,, 9 6 7 7
Town 8 7 8 7
gt^t^dard ^ 8
Bnggs 4 I 4 n
Walton

, 10 8 8
McLoud..,..

, 3 7 i. %
Ferrin .. 9 . 8
Houghton 'o '7 '3 io .."!!!! '!

B A Eastman 6 8 7 8WA Eastman ,m-4*:^ ." 7 12 6 12 !." W
Barrett 10 9 9 7 13
Fisk 8 7 8
Nos. 3 and 11 were at 5 pairs; No. 12 was a match; balance w»re at

singles, known and unknown angles. George B. Walton, Sec'y.

Trap at Watsbn's Park.
BuRNSiDE, 111.. April 21.—The club shoot of the Audubon Gun Club

was held here to-day E S. Rice won with 15 kills in the club s'hoot
and 14 kills iu the shoot oif with Wilcox and Frothingham. Scores:

„ , Allowance.
Frothingham (39) 1S122 212122122—15-f0-15
Rice (30) 211022103!2i'021—12-1-3 15
Wilcox (27) ...V. ........ . mzz^inimx 11 - is4-o - 1

5

Hollester (29) , .-. 011101231J2il02—124-2-14
Amberg (28) , . . .021121012120201-11-1-2 - U
Gillespie (-^9) 231012121110200-ll-|-2-l3
Musspy (28) .230022222120220—114-2—:8
Shoot-off:

Rice 2332S2202020210—ll-t-3 -14
Wilcox 2J013120i;012022—114-2-13
Frothingham

, 303112321202121—12-4-0—13

April 2A.—The Garfield Gun Club held its regular shoot to-day, with
the following results:
Neal 2221111222112123S333- 20
Heick..... „,..,. 012102123111112121 i-2—18
Palmer. ..... . ... . . , 133120221 ?02?2230 00—15
Wright

, 2202023332320221 0.'Oi 15
Russell. O000001020002110.::002 - 7
I^rank .....1010023111002Ul:0«r

Catchpole Gun Club.
Wolcott, N. Y., April 21.—Below find scores made to-day by mem-

bers of the Catchpole Gun Club. Mr. Joseph N. Knapp, of tbe
Auburn. N. Y.. Gun Club, was present and took part in the sport.
This club has just received from the Laflin & Rand Powder Co as a
club trophy a silver can of W-A powder. This will be contested for
by members of the club on Wednesday, May 4. To-day's scores
were;

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3.
Oosad 10010010110100001011— 9 OlOllOCOOO-3
Foster lUOlOOlOOllOOOOllOl—10 0001110110-5 110o6liio6-5
Seaman ..COlOlOlOOOOOlOllOOll— 8
Fowler .11110001000000000001— 6 1000011001—4
Olmsted 10101001010100101000- 8 1000010100— 3 llOOOlOCoi—

4

Burke loiooioiooooonoooooo— 4

Youngs 10100010010110:00101—9 0001110000—;5

Knapp 01100101010111111111-14 0111111011-8 llli6iiiii-9
Wadsworth 01001011011011010001—10 llllOOOHO-6 1101011101-7
Otis 11110010011011100100—11
DeWitt OlCOinilO- 6 10Qi6i66ii-5

E. A. Wadsworth, Sec'y.

Cook County Trap-Shooters' League.
Chicago, 111 ,

April 2^.—Editor Forest and Stream.' A mee'ing of
directors of tbe Cook County Trap-Shooters' League was held bete
last evening to consider general business and arrange for the print-
ing of hand book.
The clubs represented by delegates were Calumet Heights, Eureka

Garden City, Cicero, Garfield and Douglas. President Adams pre-
sided. Letters from donators were read and accepted, fully as manv
donations are on hand this season as last, and tbe season is expected
to open with many more shoots of enthusiasm than last year.
The league passed a rule to employ an official scorer for each

league contest, and each club is to manage contests on their grounds
The drawing for time and coBtests followed. Cicero Gun Club

opens the season on their grounds, Madison street and Desplaines
River, on May 15, followed by Calumet Heights in June, Douglas in
July, Garfield in August, Garden City Sept. 4, Eureka in October.
The president, Mr. Adams, and the secretary, Mr. Fox, were ap-

pointed a committee to have hand book and programme published.
The question of classification was discussed without results at this

time, and went oyer to some future meeting. Patty.

Sandwich Gun Club.
Sandwich, Mass.,' April 30.—The opening shoot of the Sandwich

Gun Club was held April 19. A terrific wind made the shooting very
hard, as will be seen by the following score. Twenty- five blue-rocks
per man, unknown angles:

E. J. Beck 1101100010110010010000111—12
6. H. Haines 00O1100!0O1100O1100O01111-li
E. W. Haines lllOUlOOiOlllllliOllOlOl—18
E. S. Keith IIIOIOOOOOOIOJIOIIOOIIOOI-J

1

T. Kelleher COliOOOlOOlOlOOOOCOUOOOl— S
W. R. Procter ICODlOOllOOOllOOOOOOOlOOl- 8
G L. Haines ., 1011011101011000001011000—12
X McCann OOOOOOOOCOOIOIOOOCOOOIOCO- 3
C. E. Brady lOOllOOOOOlODllOllOOllOlO—11

Geo, H. Haines.

"Wheeler-Cooper.
A VERY interesting live bird match took piace on the grounds of

the Bison Gun Olub, Bufl'alo, N. Y , on April 15. The contestants
were F. Wheeler and Geo, Cooper, both members of the Bison Gun
Club. The conditions were 50 live birds per man for $50 a side 30yds
rise, 50yds. boundary. The race was very close up to the SSth'round
when each man had scored 23. Wheeler missed but one bird in the
last S5, going out with 47, Cooper missed four in the last half eoiss
out with 44. 15 e

Wheeler 22223?22222200a3?322S3222—23
0 3222 '23 22232i2 J22i 3 31 1 12-24—47

Cooper 1212012111211211201122313 -23
100203021211122311121t-lll—21-44

DuPoNT.

Fort Wayne Gun Club.
Fort Wayne, Ind.. April 23.-The Fart Wayne Gun Club wag organ

ized here April 32 with a charter membership of twenty. The follow
ing officers were elected to serve for the ensuing year: President
Lewis Melsheimer; Vice-President, Chas. Siemon; Secretary Jos a'
Biemer; Treasurer, John Trautman; Captain, Max Witzingreuter'
The election of directors was postponed until the next regular meet-
ing.

Itis the intention of the club to make application for membershiD
in tbe Indiana League of Trap-Shooters. The members are all en-
thusiastic and the club has a bright future. Jos. A, BlIfMER.

Lair (S9)

,

4 5 3

.2 1 2-3 Remsen (?9).

4 4 5

.3 3

CHAINED
to Business? *

Can't go Shooting?
Do the next best thing-

Read iJie

Forest^ Sffeafn»
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The Nebraska State Tournament.
First Day, Wednesday, April 2 1

.

Owing to the rain yesterday, no effort was made to shoot any of the
riroeTamme events, but it was decided to continue the tournament on
Saturday, when the programme of Tuesday will be shot.
The entries at no time ran very hieb. thouph some very fine shoot-

ing was done. This seemed to be Gilbert's dav, as he scored no less
than 4 straights in the programme events, and made one run of 97
without a skip. He won first alone in the first event, and with such
great shooting it is but natural that he made the high average, lead-
ing his nearest competitor, Heikes, 5 birds. Barre also shot excellent,
that .50 straight in handicap race for the gun was a most creditable
performance, as at no time did the wind blow harder or more spite-
ful. Fortunately he won the gun without a tie. as he deserved to do.
While Hamilton, who scored 39 and had 10 added to his score, took
first money, 40 per cent, of the purse, $32.40, he being the only 49.
Green was lucky enough to win first alone in event 2, while in this
same event Linderman was the only one to score 19 and got second
without a tie. Sergeant, as will be seen by the table below, was bad-
ly off. Nevertheless he had his usual luck with him. When he made
that straight no one else could do the same thing and he scooped all
of first money. Only once did he score 15, and onlv once did this get
in for money, but, of course, he got It in the proper place.
The SO bird handicap was the fourth event on the programme, but

•we have placed it last in our table, and the figures that appear in the
last column are the number of birds thatfwere added to each one
score. The scratch men of course had nothing added. Pifty-four
was the largest number of entries in any one event, and in all sixty-
one shooters took part to-day.
The weather was very blustery, which made the shoting some-

difflcuJt at times.
Handi-

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 cap. Shot at. Broke. Av
Gilbert... 20 18 18 20 18 20 20 48
Heikes....... is 18 18 20 IQ 19 18 47
Budd...i. 19 17 19 20 17 IS 18 47
Greene................. 19 20 17 14 18 18 17 46
Barre................... 18 17 18 18 14 19 18 50
Grimm 19 13 17 20 19 18 19 46
Linderman.. 16 19 17 19 in 17 18 47
Leach 18 17 15 18 19 18 19 41

Bray 15 14 17 17 19 20 18 44
^

" " 18 15 16 20 19 16 16 44
17 18 19 15 18 12 19 41
17 16 l.-i 17 17 20 15 45
16 18 19 18 15 13 18 44
14 15 17 18 17 17 17 45

Parmalee .

.

Rogers..,.
Klliott...i.
Duer ...„.
Parker

1

Watson 18 18 13 19 18 20 14 44
Erhardt ..i.i.,,.. 15 16 16 20 15 15 17 44
Sergeant 16 12 15 19 20 13 17 46
Running 14 13 18 20 19 13 16 44
Loomis 18 18 15 16 15 IS 16 Bi
Hagerman 17 15 15 19 15 17 14 43
Orahill
Plumber
Den .....

Ekalt...
Miller.

.

Sievers......
Latshaw. . ,

.

Hamilton...
Brucker... ,

Carson ,

Garry 18 14
McDonald , 17
Ackerman
Townsend...;'...i 14 15 17 16 13
NichoUa .. 16 14 16 .. ..

Woods.. 16 ..

Waddington 11

Moore .. 15
Carmichael... 13 14 14 .. ..

Clyde ,„.,.,,,.. 14 14 15 .. ..

Mockett , 17 ..

Peterson , ... 10 11 13 12 13
McCandlesa. .... 12 ., ..

Alexander., .. 14
Whitner 10 Ifi 11

17 16 13 18 19 18 10 44
16 16 14 14 16 13 18 41 2
11 17 14 19 16 15 JO S5 3
13 15 14 12 17 13 7 37 1

17 17 19 17 17 16 .. 43 2
16 17 19 .... 15 42 ..

17 18 16 13 16 17 17 .. ..

13 17 16 16 18 17 .. 39 10
17 16 17 14 .. ..

14 .. 42 a

17 .. S"* fi

15 ..39 S

15 IH 14 17 .. .

17 33 5

18 .. 35

.. 17 39

12
10

9
5

35 12
38 5

34 10

40 4
83 8
80 8
31 3

190 182 95,7
190 177 P3.1
190 175 92,1

180 174 91.5
160 173 91
IPO 171 90
190 168 88
190 165 86.8
190 164 86

190 164 86
190 162 85.2
190 162 85.2
190 IGl 84.7
190 160 84.2
190 169 83.6
190 168 83.1

190 168 83.1

190 157 82.6
190 167 82.6
190 154 81

190 153 80.5
190 147 77.3
190 147 77.3
IfO 128 67.8
170 146 85.8
130 109 8i.8
140 114 81.4
170 136 80
80 64 80

70 ?6 80
HO 87 79
90 70 ';8.8

80 62 77.5
170 131 77
60 46 76.6

90 69 76.6
90 67 78 3

70 50 71.4
110 78 70.9
80 55 68.7
90 61 67.7

150 98 65.3
70 45 64.2
70 44 62.8
lin 68 61.8
70 43 61.4

icipated. hut only
Savage 13 30 10

In addition to the above the following also pari,ii:ipa,i.eu. uui.

shot in one event or failed to make an average of 60 p«r cent. : Jim
Parker. Troyer, Ray, Savage. Evans, Wyckoflf, M. T Miller, Alvord,

Krug, Beohner, Harley, Mann, Glade, Brooks and F. E. Mockett.

Second Day, Thursday, April 22.

This was a great day for scores; the wind that was blowing was
scarcely strong enough to have any effect on the flight of the targets.

The way some of the shooters ate up the targets was a caution. Long
runs were numerous, and straight scores were common.
The 50-bird handicap for theE. C. cup was productive of a shooting

match, no le.ss than 8 liavtng a total of 50 to their credit. Of these

Heikes and Gilbert, two scratch men, broke 50 straight, as did also

Running, who had a handicap oC 3. Jim Den broke 47 and had a
handicap of 4. Dr. Hungate scored 46 and had 4 added to bis total.

Ackerman and Woods broke 4^; the former had 5 added and the lat-

ter 6. Harley broke il, and with 12 added had 3 to spare. The tie

was shot off under the original conditions, the scratch men realiz-

ing that they had a hard game before them, as only by duplicating

their previous score could they^iave any hope to win.
Harley shot at 40, by which time he had lost 15, and his chances for

a straight score. Hungale had no chance to win after the 27th round,

as he had then lost 7. Ackerman withdrew in the 36th round, when
he had missed 6. Gilbert managed to add 19 more straight to his

former run, at which juncture he lost one, but pluckily shot his score

out and finished 48 m this string, and 98 out of the 100. AH of which
netted him nothing. Running- onl.y scored 21 out of bia string of 25

and withdrew. Heikes did exactly what Gilbert did, but quit when
he missed his first bird. Woods felt that the game was too hard for

him, and did not shoot off the tie. Den, with a margin of 4, ran his

first 42 straight before he let one get away; he finished with 47, and
had one to the good.
The averages for the day show Heikes In the van, with Parmelee

and Gilbert tied for second position.

Then comes Running just one bird behind; helis in turn followed by
Budd, who has fcoreri one bird less; Parker has two birds less to his

credit than Budd; Jim Elliott also shot well, but did not shoot in the
SO-bird event. He leads those who did not shoot the entire pro-

gramme.
The figure in the last column indicates the number of birds that

each had added in the handicap.
Fifty-nine names appear on the table below, but sixty two shooters

participated. The following only shot in one event or failed to make
an average of 60 per cent, : Horley, Brooks, Mann, Glade, Kenyon,
Alexander, Englehaupt, Eaton, Boehner, Badhe, Malone and Erb.

Handi-
Events: 183456 78 9 lo cap. Sho'at. Broke. Av.

Heikes.
Gilbert...,
Parmelee 18 20 19 20 20 19 18 19 18 48

Runmng 18 SO 17 19 18 20 19 20 17 50

Budd 18 20 17 20 18 18 18 19 20 49

Parker 19 20 18 19 16 19 20 19 17 48

Watson 17 18 19 20 20 20 19 20 18 43

... 20 19 19 19 19 17 18 19 20 .50

20 16 20 19 19 19 18 20 18 50

Sergeant. 19 20 19 20 19 18 19 19 15 46

Grimm IS 19 18 19 20 19 18 IS 19 45

Rogers 20 19 17 18 19 18 18 19 18 45

Ackerman 19 18 20 19 IS 19 17 20 18 45

Barre 18 U 17 19 19 20 15 18 19 46

Den 19 18 16 20 18 17 18 17 19 47

Linderman 16 19 16 16 20 18 18 18 17 48

Erhardt 20 17 19 20 17 15 17 18 14 45

Duer 19 17 30 16 12 16 17 18 1 9 46

Leoch..... 16 17 17 18 20 17 15 20 18 40

Ebolt 20 20 18 17 17 18 18 16 14 38

Loomis 18 15 19 18 17 16 19 14 15 44

Murphy 16 19 17 17 17 15 14 IB 18 46

Hagerman 14 14 19 18 18 16 17 17 16 42

Hamilton 19 Ifi 15 17 17 17 16 16 16 40

Whiteuer 16 lO 15 18 18 11 19 10 14 39

Plumber 17 17 16 19 16 16 H 16 13 37

Brucker 18 14 16 17 11 18 17 17 10 37

Elliott. ..V 18 iO 19 iO 17 19 19 19 20 ..

Greene 18 19 20 18 18 19 19 20 17 ..

F Miller 18 19 30 17 18 18 20

Sievei'8 19 .. 18

Latshaw 18 1 7 20 1 9 18 1 5 1 6 1 8 17 ..

Hungate 18 17 15 17 16 19 17 ,. ,. 46

Gary.............. 18 17 .. 19 16 17 12 18 19 43

Bray ......
Hughes
Hutsizer .......
Evans...,
Clyd'e

18 18 16 18 18 IS 15 16 16
19 18 ir 17

.. .. 18 17 17

15 19 16 Its .

.

17 17 17 ..

14
.. 11

if is

45
41

M Y Miller 15 17

S30 220 95.

6

230 219 95.2
230 219 95.2

3 280 218 94.7
230 217 94.3
i'30 215 93.4

'3
230 214 98
i30 214 93
230 218 93.6

2 230 211 91.7
5 280 211 91.7

230 209 90.

S

4 230 209 90.8
1 230 208 SO.

4

1 230 202 87.8
3 230 200 80.9
1 230 198 86
6 !.'30 196 65.2
3 280 195 84.7
2 230 195 84.7
4 280 191 83
5 280 189 8i.l
6 S30 lb5 80.4
5 230 181 78.6
5 230 175 74.7

IhO 171 95
180 168 93.3
140 130 92.8
40 37 93.5
180 1.58 87.7

4 190 164 86.3
5 210 179 85.2

180 153 85
100 85 85

3 130 108 83
8 130 107 82.3

100 81^ 81

fc40 38 80

Carson,,....,..., ,. ., .. 12 ..

Mockett...... ... 19 .. 12 15
Woods 17 17 18 8 13
Moore .. 16 17 18 12 ..

Nieholsi 17 17 18 . 9 ..

McDonald.........I 17 ..

Johnson .. 14 19 15 14 16
Bay 15 16 17 11 ..

Waddington 15 .. ..
Krug 13 14 14 12 16
Morgan ... ,. 16

16
13

14
9

44 5 70 56 80
42 7 ISO 119 79.3
45 6 150 118 78.6
38 8 130 101 77.6

80 61 76.5
35 5 90 68 75.5

120 91 75
.qs 4 130 97 74.6
36 6 70 51 73.8

120 63 fi9.1

40 25 ,63.5

New Jersey State Sportsman's Association.
In our last issue we save notice of an attempt that will be made to

reorganize the State Sportsmen's Association of New Jer^sey. an as-
sociation which has been practically dead since S°ptpraber. 18«9, a
matter of close on to eight years. We published in full the call for a
meeting on May 19 next, which has been mailed to for'y-one gun
clubs in the State of New Jersey: and we spoke favorably of the
scheme for reorganization, urging, however, as a,n alternative that
in case the old association can not be reorganized a new one be
started at once.
From all sides have come lettprs of encouragement to the commit-

tee appointed by the Boiling Springs Gun Cluh to call tlie meeting.
It would be a good idea to state here thatia appointing thj*! commit-
tee the Boiling Springs Gun Club had no other motive th»n the or-
ganization of a body of trap-sbooters of the State who would be a
factor when it came to regulating the game-laws of the Stat«. and
who would also meet together annually at a trap shooting tourna-
ment. The subject had recently often been mooted, but nobody and
r o club seemed inclined to take the initiative.

It seems, however, that our pity cotemporary does not approve of
the methods used to gaUanize life into a body that has been dead for
such a long time; for it coneJudes a long article on the same tooic, a=!
follows: "According To my idea the proper wa.y to infuse life into
the New Jersey State Spor smen's Association is" for the president to
call a meeting of the clubs belonging to the old association and to
extend invitations to other clubs not now member.'!; to have all the
old officers resign and elect new ones in their places. Naturally the
association cannot be reorganized from the outside. It must be done
by the clubs which are now members of the association. I do not
think any of the present oflflcers will stand in the way of reorganiza-
tion. * * « In conclusion I would say that I shall ask that Presi-
dent Heritage call a meeting at an early date, at which meeting can
be discussed whi"h is the better plan for the association, to go into
voluntary liquidation and then organize a new State organization, or
to build on tbe foun-'iations of the old concern "
The above was written by the recording secretary of the old Asso-

ciation. This sudden determroation to ask President Heritage to
"call a meeting at an early date" is rather amusing What can he
expect or hope for from a meeting called by President Heritage,
when the other meetings called by that popular official in 1890 and
1893 accomplished nothing? Here are the recording secretary's own
words in regard to those meetings: "The last business meeting was
held at 842 Broad street on Sept. 23, 1889. The election of officers
was held at that meeting, and the result was the selection of Al.
Heritase, of Jersey City, as President: Seymour G. Smith, of Plain-
field, First "Vice-President; Frank C. Hyer, of Colt's Neck. Second
Vice-President; Jacob Pentz, Recording Secretary; W. R. Hobart. of
Newark, Corresponding Secretarr; W. Fred. Quimby, of Newark,
Treasurer. Since that date another period of liatlessnes.^ has fol-
lowed. The president issued calls for meetings to be held Sept. 27,
1890, at Newark; Oct g. same year, at Dunelfen; Oct. 31. the same
year again, at Newark, and Aug. 16, 1893. At no Qne of these meet-
ings was a quorum present. Since then matters have simply drifted
along."

If there was no quorum at either of the above meetings, what ha.o
happened recenily to make the writer of the above believe that a call
from President Heritage would produce a quorum in this year of
grace, 1897? Can it be (he movement referred to in our issue of last
week?
Take his own account of the career of the old association from 18''4

to date: "After the meeting of 1884 came five vears of oblivion. In
April of that year a special meeting was called bv Dr. W. N. Pihdell.
Many of the old members had dropped out of the organizfttion, but
.several new ones came in. The mo«t prominent of these were the
Middlesex Gun Clab, of Plainfleld ; the New York Suburban Shooting
Association, of Claremont, and the Mercer Gun niub, of Trenton In
addition to these three the only club= in good pfanding at that date
were the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, the Midway Gun Club, the
South Side, the Forester, the Newark Rod and Gun Club, and theE -sex Gun Club. Two other clubs became members that year: the
Bargen Guu Club and the Riverside, of Red Bank."
A roll call of the above list of clubs would show the following state

of affairs: Alive-South Side Gun Club. Forester Gun Cluh, Newark
Rod and Gun Club, and Riverside Gun Club, of Red Bank. Dead-
Middlesex Gun Club. New York Suburban Shooting Association, of
Claremont; Jersey City Heights Gun Club, Midway Gun Club. Essex
Gun Club, and Bergen Gun Club. About the Mercer Gun Club, of
Trenton, we are uncertain at this writing. Thus out of the eleven
members in good standing at the meeting of 1889, six are surely dead,
one doubtful, and four alive. Of the four mentioned, the South Side
Gun Club has notified the commil tee that it will be represented by
delegates; there is little doubt about the action of the Forester Gjn
Club, while W. HoUis Green, secretary of the Newark Gun Club, has
taken enough enterest to write to the committee to ask for informal
tioD in regard to the meeting, so that he could lay it before his club
at itj next meeting. (Mr. Green's address being unknown to the
committe, the call had been mailed a few days previous to his letter
to Mr. John Erb, with a request the t he bring it before the club.)
In recounting the history of the old association, one must not over-

look the fact that the last shoot of the association was held in Sep-
tember, 1884, nearly thirteen years ago, when target shooting was in
its infancy. This meeting was held on 'he grounds oftheJersev
City Heights Gua Club, at Marion, now occupied by the Endeavor
Gun Club, of Jersey City. The files of Forest and Stream show that
the shoot was a success. The live-bird trophies wer^ won as folio ivs-
Individual championship of the State: W. Fred Q iimby, with 15
straight. The silver cup for the State team championship was won
by the Jersey City Heights Club, after a tie with the Newark Gun
Club. The snoot was at 10 live birds per man, 3 men to a team The
teams and scores were: Jersey City Heights Gun Club: Captain
Jonei 10, W. Sigler 9, W. P. Quimby 9, total 23. Newark Gun Club:

Castle 10, C. M. Hedden 10, Frank Class 8, total 28. The tie was
shot off the next day at 3 birds per man. the Jersey City Heights
team winning with 9 to 8, Hedden being the unlucky man to lose 1 of
his 3 bu'ds. This cup, by the way. is still in the possession of Al Her-
itage, if we mistake not. We recall that as recently as last fall Mr.
Heritage informed us to that effect and said that it was at the serv-
ices of the association whenever called for. We stated last week
that Fred Quimby was willing to hand over his tropby In the same
way, and since our issue of last week made its appearance, Mr.
Quimby has spoken very strongly to us in favor of the reorganization
of the State Association or the formation of a new one.

Briefly, therefore, the record of the old Association may be stated
as follows: Last tournameDi, September, 18S4; last business meeting,
Sept. i-S, 1F89. Calls for meetings issued, but no quorum present on
the following dates: Sept. 27, Oct. 3, Oct 31, 1890; and Aug. 16, 1893.

If such be the record of the Association (and we have the recording
secretary's own words for it), it would seem like a waste of time to
adopt that official's idea: "According to my idea, the proper way to
infuse life into the New Jersey .Sti'e Sportsmen's Association is for
the president to call a meeting of the ciubs belonging to the old asso-
ciation, and to extend invitations to otber clubs not now members; to
have all the old officers resign, and elect new ones in their jilaces "
Ordinarily, there is no question but what the aoove would be the
"proper way;" under the existing circumstances we think that the
"proper way" holds out little, if any, hope of accomplistung theob
ject for which the committee » a-t appointed. The most expeoitious
way of organizing a Slate associaiion IS now the "proper way"- and
that "proper way" has been adopted by the committee.

'

Returning once more to the clubs in good standing ia the Associa-
ytion in 1889. Compare that list of eleven clubs and its present con-
dition as to clubs dead or alive, with the list of forty one clubs
now pur uing the sport of trap-shooiing in the State of New
Jersey, to which calls for the meeting on May 19 next have been
mailed.

In conclusion we would say, the committee, woiking for the best
interests of the sjjort of trap-shooting in the State of New Jersey
and to do away with any idea of there being anything personal in this
movement, has issued a coraial invitation to the officers of the Asso-
ciation, who were elected in 1889, to be present at the meeting on
May 19 next, and to help to consolidate the clubs of the State in a
State Sportsman's Association that shall be a credit to New Jersey
and her trap shooters.
The date and hour of the meeting is May 19, 2 P. M. The place is

Room 1009. No. 377-319 Broadway, New York city, the home of the
Sportsmen's Association, which Association has generously loaned its
rooms for the occasion.

The attraction at Elkwood Park next Saturday. May 1, will be the
Floral Handicap, 15 birds, $iO enttance, birds included, handicaps
25 to 33yds ; Rose system. The handicap will he started at 1 P. M.

INJNEW-JERSET.
KORTH HITDSON ROD AKD GUN CLUB.

April 19 —Below are the scores made to-day by members of the
North Hudson Rod and Gun Club at the regular monthly club shoot
held on the club's grounds at Secaueus:
No. 1, 35 targets, known angles:W Casper... 1101111111111011101111110-21H Harms .......,,..,i....i...,'...:....00IHllH111001t011111110—19

J H Cutwater ,,,„..•......,. .1101111111110001101011011—18
GEufi'elbrecht.. On0in010110100111101010-riH M Heflich 10110001110101 11010011000—13
HThoront ...„ ...i...i...........l00110ll00100iOfl000010100 - 9

? ^l°'jbach ...... ..i ....... .. ........... .10001100001110011 lOOOflOno - 9
L P Schilhnger*.....,...,...!,.. ....„,. IOOOOIOIOOOOOIIOOOOOIOOOI— 7M Strohert .j..,*!..v.. .."OOOOIOOIIOOOOOOIOOOOOOOI—.,5

O Poeschel OO0O10O0O0O10O0OO0OO1O1O0— 4
No. 2, same: G. Engelbrecht 22. H. Harms 21, Heflieb 16, Gasper 15,

Thoront 10, J. Schmitt 9, Schillinger 6, Strobert 4, Poeschel 3
No. 3, 15 targets, unknown angles: Cutwater 11, 6. Schneider 9.

Harms 8, Heflich 6, Thoront 6, Poeschel 4. Schillinger 3, Aschbach 3,
Strobert 2. l. F. Schillistger, Secy.

SHOOTINO AT SiUGAO.
April 13.—The shooting opened this afternon with an event at 7

birds, $5, with 7 entries. Just as the shooters were goinz to the score
a very heavy wind and a little rain came on. The rain lasted about five
minutes, but the wind kept up all the afteraoon, blowing almost a
gale and directly toward the traps, making the birds extra fa<>t and
drivers. There were only about half «. dozen incomers all afternoonBunn furnished an excellent lot of birds for the shoot as the scores
will show, but the wind had a great deal to do with the ciphers in the
scores If the wind got under a bird while it was in the air, it was a
question how far it would be carried out of bounds.
Prank Class, James Timmona, Hachawav and another gentleman

cs,me from Morristown; Capt, Money and Noel Money drove overfrom Oakland: Colin R. Wise came from Passaic. N. J., and M Her-nngton from New York; Hopper, Christie, Morgan attd Worth'camefrom Paterson. There was a large crowd present, it being a holiday.
Everything went along smoothly. Bunn has got the regulation wire
screen around his ground now; it is a great improvement and saved
inany a bird for the shooters. Now he wants to get a good dog and
then he will have grounds equal to any outside of Daly's.

Class
Christie
Timraons...
Wise
Herrington.
N K Money '...".l«Jiro'l-6
Capt Money 1222223—

7

Hopper.,...
Worth

No. 1.

..1192232-7

..2»2222J—

6

,12003320-4
.32221102—6
2202201—5

No. 2

2i6322i—

5

110»212—

5

1121031—6
0J01231—

5

2011092—5
0202203 -4
3322222—7
No. 8.

No. 4. No. 5,

12200 -3

22012-4 222223

296'"

llllSO
si26i-4 121213

18102—4 2236'

No 6.

0C R Wise (38) 1021900i2000201 12102 —
M Herrington (39) 022200230223201112310 —
l^apt Money (30) 121031320202I212222i!12?#.-20
^ Class (31) •02003232110210 —
Jas Timmons (29). ,. ..223222322122..213U111011-22
Christy (30) , . .32232132033 =!2233 ^2232?282—24
& Hopper (.31) 22233»-32232192302220222a2-23E Morgan ^28) 02«30«3331010 —
Worth
Hathaway

1 1

." " i ! !

!

DUTCHER.
ENDEAVOR GUN CLUB.

April shoot this afternoon at the Endeavor Gun Club's
grounds was well attended. About 2,000 targets were thrown In the
14 events decided. Van Dyke shot a great gait, losing only 15 out of
1(0 shot at; and the Marion grounds are not easy ones by any means

120

8220
1113

Scores were
Events:

Targets:

Van Dyke
Greiff
Eaa u . .

.

G Piercy
Billings. ..i .i .-. ,'.

, ....... 5
Hayes..,.,,..
Sinnock

.

Baker.,.,
Hughes..
Landers....,
Asmus ....
Capt Money
Mulvaney.

.

Seeley
Dustin
L Piercy . . .

,

1S345678 9101112 13 14
to 10 15 15 15 15 S5 IS 16 15 15 10 iS S6
10 10 14 13 14 11 24 14 14 15 12 9
7 7 14 13 18 13 23 .... 14
8 9 12 13 13 13 22 10 12 14 14 8

"

"

"

"

8 7 13 14 14 12 20 12 13 15 J5 10 io 23
4 12 11 4 10 17 9 .. 11 .

4
"

13 12 12
11 9 18
11 11 10
7 6 7
9 7 9

.. 14 12

.. .. 8

.. .. 9

9 6

12 19 14 13 9 12 9
12 20 10 9 15 12 ..

7 .. ..

8 .. ..

8 .. ..

13 10 10 14
4 7 5..
9 n 9 ..

8 7 .. ..

7 16
8 7
9 16
8 21
7 13
7 18
10 14

7 83 20

19 13 14

Marlin Gun Club.
Marlin, Texas, April 16.—Below find a score of the Marlin Gun

Club in the handicap for the Laflin & Rand Powder Co. trophy this
date. Capt. J A. Martin won with a straight score of 20

S J&S'^°°''^"S .....10110010011000111111-13W W Turner (30) ........,...,.lim031111inimii-

8

••' 11111001011101111011-15

n?7HV^x^ ......11101111001111011111-16
C A Ottorf (33) ,...lllU111110111110m-18

V, ^..........,....„ 10010010110101001011—10
J C Fountain (36).... 01011000111110101111—13
E K Hernng (24) ... ..10100101 llllllll 1 1n-16
Judge Wm Stielton (24) ...10101111111111101000-14
AThreadgiU (31) ..." ..llOlOlllllllHinoil—17

S^.^r^"" 11111111111111111111-20

l^?r9"9F* ^^I '^V, ' OlOOlOlOOlOOlOOOOIOl- 7F M StaUworth (2.5) 0110101 iOllOOllOJOlO-11
C WRush (35) , ...10011110110011111101-14WH Jones (34) 01100100111111001010-11

S ^S?i^^^f^} • ....louoooooiooii 10100 11- 8DSEddins(33) 10011110110111011111-15

9^ S?f*'^!"iP lUOOOlllOOOllOlOOUO- 9
J G Oltorf (30)...... ...lOOllOllOOOOniw — 8J J Spencer (30) lllOlOOOOl0000110110— 9
Chas H BArllett (24) 11110101111100110101-14
Chas Kmgs (35) .........................01111011000101110000—10
Sam Louis (25). ...„,, „...; OOlllOllOlllOOlw — 9

I E. E. Embbvt.

Programme for the Savannah Shoot.
AiTBRthe tournament at Richmond, Va., the Interstate Associa-

tion will move to SavaBnah, Ga., where, under the auspices of the
Forest City Gun Club, it will give its next tournament. May 19-30
The Forest City Gun aub adds S300 to the ptirses, at the rate of SIO

to each purse. There are ten events each day': six 15-target events
$1.50 entrance; four 20 target events, 82 entrance. All events will be
at unknown angles, and the price of targets wiU be included as usual
in the entrance fee. The Rose system of dividing purses will be
adopted.
The headquarters for shooters will be the Pulaski House where

a special rate of $3 a day has been obtained for shooters. Guns and
shells should be forwarded to John Rocker & Bro

, comer West Broad
and Jones streets, who wUl take care of same and deliver them at the
grounds.
Tne dates on which the tournament Will be held are the same as

those selected by the Grand Lodge K, of P., for the holding of its
convention in Savannah, and for which reduced rates have been se
ciiTed from aU railroads in the Southern States Passenger Associa
tion. This information in given for the benefit of shooters who may
be ID a position to take advantage of the reduced rates.
Further information relative to this tournament will be cheerfully

furnished by Henry B. Lemcke, secretary. Forest City Gun Club
Savannah, Ga. '

Miss-and-Outs at Baltimore.
Baltimore, Md., April 17.-Although the Interstate Association

tournament closed yesterday, several shooters stayed over and en
joyed a full day's sport at *3 miss-and-outs, with the results given
below:

Events: 13345 6789 10
Fulford 7
Clayton 3
Brewer 6
Macalester...... ....... ........... 7 6 6
lood ............................. .. 7 8 a.
S imms. ....,,.«... a S .,
Malone 2 6
DuBray , .... 5
Mayhew

7 5

7 4
7 2

3 6
6 6

1 3
4 3
8 1

'3

* 1

11 13
10 .,

8 2

5 10 3

7 ..

10 ..

11 3



860 FOREST AND STREAM.
New Haven Gua Club.

New Haven, Conn., April 14.—The regular monthly shoot of this
club was held to-day. About twenty memhers were on band to take
part in the different events.
The day was pleasant, with hut very little wind. Still, for some un-

accountable reason, the scores ran ra'^her low. particularly in the
handicap at 80 targets. In this race Whitney won first place by break-
ing 25, and had his choice of three merchaniiispi prizes. He selected
a fancy nickel-plated thermometer. Kelley and Gould tied for sec-
ond place, and in the shoot-off Kelley won, taking a willow ilshing
basket. The third prize was a nickel plated fishing reel, which was
also tied for by Sherman and Cowee, and was finally won by the
latter.
The team race resulted in a tie, which was shot off at 5 birds per

naan.- Sherman's team developed quite a streak and finally won by
3 birds. But the event which excited the most interest was for a
fancy keg of W-A Smokeless powder, kindly presented bv the Laflin
& Rand Powder Co. This was divided into iwo parts, making the keg
first prize and the powder second. Mr. 0. B. Bristol did the handi-
capping in this event to the entire satisfaction of all the shooters. As
will b') seen by the scores, there was quite a close contest, Whitney
finally winning the keg and Potter the powder.
A few extra events were shot, in which Stevens distineuished him-

self by breaking 5 pairs and 10 reversed angles straight. Following
are the scores:
Handicap race, 80 targets, 15 known and 15 unknown angles; handi-

cap of misses as breaks:
Whitney (J).., 111111011001111111111101011111—254-0—95
Kelley f3)...... Ol'OOlOllOOlOnilllllllllllOOl—21-I-3-S4
Gould (3) ....,.* 100111111111111110000101100111—2I--3-24
Sherman (0)...... ............ 111111001011110101111111011011—28—O-fS
Cowee (0) ..*.V 11111101110111C0110O1111110111-23-|-O -28
Ort«eifer (2; 011111101011000001111011111101-204-2-22
Potter (0) , ,...111111110111011111011101010100-20-1-0-23
Bri.<!tol (0) ..OOIlUlOtlllOllllllOlllllllOOO—2(H-0-22
Bates (0) llOllllOOIOlllllOIllOllOllOOl 0—204-0-20
Callahan (4) Ol0101100I00110101100iniflOil01-lP-|-4-20
Basset (7) 00001000011110111110001C011100—144-7-Sl
Clandge (0) OiniOOllOIOIIIllOllOlOlllllll—22-|-0 -22
Stevens (0) lOnilOOinO'tlOHllOllOlOllOll-194-0-19
Reggiori (6) OOno030ai01011000100101iX>01000-134-6-l9
Stevenson (0) 110011000100m001110011001110-15-|-0-15
Team race, 20 targets, known angles:

Sherman's Team.
Sherman,., ....,..........„,0110111lOinillll001—15
Stevens......:.'...,.... ...llllllliniOnilOlll—18
Bristol...., ...........10111111111110111110—17
Ortseifer ....11111011111111111111-19
Bates 11011111111101111111-18
Cowee 01101111111101101111—16
Gould lOOUIfOUllOIOlllOl—13
Redfield OOOlllOlOOOOOllOOOlO - 7
Keggiori....,...,.,..,r. OOlOininioillOOOlll—12-135

Potter's Team.
Potter 01110101111111101111-16
Wnitney 11111111111111111110—19
Claridge 11111011111111111110-18
Kelley 11111110110101101011—15
Callahan.............. 11111111111001101010—15
Stevenson..., .......t. 01111101110111100111—15
Hazel lOllllinilOIll 11111—18
Clark OlllOOOlinilOOOOCOl-10
Eoberlson 10001001101010100110- 9 -135
W-A powder handicap, 15 targets, known angles:

Whitmg IIUIIIIHHIH—154-0—15
Stevens lllllllllllllll—15-r-O- 15
Gould ilv'.. lllllllliOHlll-14-fl—15
Robertson 10111111 lllOlOt—12—3—15
Potter .1011111111111 ii_i4-|-0—14
Bassett .01 11 101 11101 101 -11—8—14
Reggiori 011111110110101 _il-f3_14
Sherman llllllllOlllOll—13-1-0-13
Bristol IIUIIIIO1 11 110-13-4-0 -13
Ortseiter. i,.. ... i'. .i. i'. ... i .4 .... 11 1 01 1 1 111 1 001 1—124-1-13
Claridge llllllllOOlOill - 1^4-0-12
Bates ., IIIIOIIIIOOUU—12-f0-12
K-illey 1 1 OOnoi 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 - 10-4-1—1

1

Stevenson ..,i,i,„.. OllllllOlinoiO—ii-Lo—ii
Cowee iV:...... 011011001111110-10-4^-10
Hazel wii-.. 01011110C0010IO— 7-|-3— 9
Clark .-i^,.,,- 101 lOlOOOl 10010- 74-0— 7
Callahan OlllllUOOOOOOO- 7+0— 7
Redfield OOOOOOIC OOOOOOl - 2-f1- 6
Ties on 15 shot off miss-and-out as follows: Whitney 5, Stevens 4,

Robertson 2, Gould 0.

Ties on 14 also shot off in the same way, the shoot-off resulting
thus: Potter 10, Reggiori 9, Basse t 8. G. W. Hazel, Sec'y.

Tie.
11111—5
11111-5
11111—5
11111-5
11111-5
0101 1 3
11111-5
10110-3
01100—2-38

Tie.
inill-4
01111-4
11111—5
11001-3
01101- 3
11111—5
01111-4
00111-3
10111-4—35

Boston Gun Club.

Boston, April 14.—The Boston Gun Club, after a cessation of pracr
tice for two weeks on account of the death of Mr. David Kirkwood,
its secretary-treasurer for many years, opened again to-day wii ha
finely attended shoot at Wellington. The bright April day doubtless
encouraged a number to shake off business anxieties and cares for an
hour or two in quest of health and enjoymenf,knowing well tnat change
of scene, such as is afforded at an afternoon trap shoot, proves of
inestimable benefit in the long run to the closely confined individual
constantly nerved up to the demands of city routine. In the differ-
ent events, where the desire to down an asphalt is uttermost for ihe
time being, was found an efficacious remedy for the worry and ills of
previous weeks, and with no sweep element to detract from success
or failure, all was pleasant as it should be. There is always one ex-
ception to prove the rule, ana ours to day was the fact that one was
absent, and not just for to day but forever, that not ooce again would
Kirkwood hanaie a gun among his trap shooting friends of many
years' standing. It will be a long while, in their opinion, before the
niche left vacant by his decease will be as ably filled, Scores below

1 2 3 4 6 6
10

6
?
a
7
10
6
5
9

9
2
8
8

8
5
4
5
10
6
9
6

8

Events:

Targets: lo 10 S 10 6 10

Gordon. ........... .

8

Sheffield.... 6
Miller t
George 6
Woodruff,..., 8
Sewall ........I........ 9
Eastman , ... >. , . • i< • '4

East ,..,.f^,,t,',r-f gWinters tf,..". M i iM 7
Brooks 2
Jones 1

Williamg.....,..,.,.,. f
Spencer
Miskay.
Powers........,,,.,.
Parker.... ,

Nichols
King
Events 1,4,6, 10, known angles;.? and 7,

5 and 8, pairs; 9, reverse pull.

Prize match, 21 targets—10 known, 5

handicap:
Spencer (16) 1111011111— 9 11111-5
Woodruff (17) 1111111111-10 11111—5
WintersfW) -.,.1111111110— 9 10111—4
Gordon (17) 1100111111— 8 10111—4
Wmiam8(15) 1111110011—8 11111-5
Eastman (;6) 0111111111- 9 11110—4
Miskay (17).. 1110010111—7 11111—5
Sewall (15) 0101010111—6 11011-4
East (16) ..0100101111— 6 00110-2
Jones (14) 1011011010— 6 00110—2
Shefhelddo) 0110010110- 5 11001—3
G«orge(15) IICOOJIOII- 5 10110-3
Parker (15) 1000101011-4 11100-3
Powers (16) 1000010010- 3 11001 - 3

Miller (U) .0011110000- 4 01100 - 2

7

5

4
3

^
3
5
4
4
2
4

8
6

4
S
2
2
3
3
1

4
4

9 10
10 10

8 8

3 ..

3 3
6 8

9 9
5 6
7 ..

3 .,

7 8
unkuown; 3, straightaways;

unknown, 3 pairs, distaace

11 11
00 11

11 30
10 01

10 10
00 00
01 00
11 01
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 01
10 10
10 10
10 10

11 - 6-30
10 -.3—18
10—4—17
11—4—16
00-2-15
10-1-14
00-1—13
00—3-13
11-4-12
10-3-11
00-2—10
00—2-10
00—2— 9
CO-2— 8
00—2— 8

. Garden City, of Chicago.

Chicago, 111., April 19.—Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, has out
its programme of the season's shooting coniesfs, which shows an ap-
propriate lot of prizes in each class, A, B, C arid D. There will be
shooting every Saturday, beginning April 24 and ending Sept. 11, at
the grounds at the terminus of the Metropolitan L., west side. The
grand i-eason prize is a fine gold watch,- value $60, which will be com-
peted for under the following conditions:
To members of any club in Cook county, 25 targets, known traps,

unknown angles, American Association rules, entrance 50 cents,
half of which goes to the treasury of the club, and half as a sweep-
stakes each Saturday, divided according to number of entries. Shoot-,
er making best five scores in the season taees the watch. Thirteen
to 18yds. rise, according to ability.

Club Shoots and Handicaps.
Last week we received a letter asking us the following question:

"Can a shooter in a handicap race, where extra targets to shoot at
are allowed, make more than a highest possible? In other words,
in a club shoot at 25 targets, with an allowance of extra targets to the
weaker shots, can a man score more than 25 and beat a scratch man
who has broken every target be shot at?"
Of course we answered "No," basing our reply on the common-

sense view of the matter that no man should be asked to do what is

impossible. Simple as the matter seems to be, it Is a fact that we
have had to answer many letters asking almost precisely the same
question.
This matter of club prize shoots is an interesting one, and it seems

to us that a brief description of some of the systems in vogue in the
vicinity of New York may be of use to the officials of newly organized
gun clubs who want to adopt somethin? of the kind, but who don't
know which is the best system to adopt. No doubt several of our
readers will have pet schemes of their own. and we should be glad to
hear from them on this point. Mr. Roger Van Gilder, the secretary
of the Knoxville Gun Club, recently gave a very exhaustive review of
bis club's methods of "certificate shoots." The idea works well at
Knoxville, and from the results obtained there, it would be worth
trying elsewhere.
The Climax Gun Qlub, of Plainfleld, N. J , has a capital plan for its

monthly prize shoot: At the commencement of each year the mem-
bers are handicapped according to their showing in the previous year.
The club shoot is at 25 targets, unknown anele=, with an allowance of
extra targets for the weaker shots to fire at. No man can score more
than 25, no matter how many he breaks. A man who breaks 25 re-

ceives 6 points to his credit in the race for the yearly prizes; 24s get
5 points; 2.Ssget4: 223 get 3; 21s get 2. and 20s get 1 point each.
Scores below 20 do not get tny points. At the end of the year
the totals are counted up, and" the man with the largest total
takes first prize; the next highest totil takes second prize, and so on.
This systpm works well, and seems to us to be one of the best in use
aroimd New York.
Another system that is much used around New York is that where

a man is handicapped at so many points, receivine to his credit ac-
count for the yearly prize* sll points scored above his handicap.
This system is more generally used in live-bird club shoots, but is just
as applicable to target shoots. It works well, and keeps up the inter;

est of the members of the clubs that use it almost up to the last shootl.

The Boiling Springs Club, of Rutherford, N. J., has another system:
It divides the year into two halves and gives a cup to the winner of
each half-yearly prize series. The club shoot is at ro targets, half
known and half unknown angles; handican allowances of extra tar-
gets to shoot at. For this shoot it charges $1 for the 50 targets. Out
of this $1 per man it pays for the targets and deducts a certain sum
to go to form a fund to purchase a cup and to payout about $100
among those shooters who have attended four out of the six shoots.
The cup goes to the man who wins it the greatest number of times,
but the money is divided proportionately among those shooters who
have the highest totals for the four best shoots. This plan must
work well, because the monthly shoots of this club are always well
attended.
Other clubs put up prizes for the different classes (the shooters

being classified), and the man in each class who leads that class in
the club shoots the greatest number of times during the year be-
comes the winner of the prize in his class. This system has its draw-
backs, as a prize is apt to be "cinched " in a certain class rather early
in the game, and thus all competition in that particular class is

killed off and all intprest dies. This is fatal to the success of a
shoot, and a falling off in the attendance is only a natural conse-
quence.
The above are a few of the systems which we recall at this moment.

Who can give us some more?

Portland Gun Club.
PoBTLAND, Me., April 14.- In spite of the rain and strong wind that

prevailed to-day. 20 shooters put in an appearance at the grounds
of the Portland Gun Club, and spent a pleasant day, notwithstanding
the unpleasant weather conditions.
Among the shooters from out of town were: O. B. Dickey, E. B.

Wadsworth and P. H. Rounds, Boston, Mass.; George E. Thompson.
Bath; H. G. Trundy. U. S. Life-Saving Station, Cape Elizabeth, and
P. L. Beane of Lewiston.
About noon the weather cleared, but a strong wind still blew and

good scores were hard to make, yet some were registered now and
then. In event No. 6 one squad averaged over 92 per cent. Every-
thing ran smoothly under the management of H. A. Uhisholm, and
the programme was finished earlj in the afternoon ; several extras
were also shot. Dickey won first average with 90.6 per cent.
To-day's score is given below in tabulated form:

Events: 1 S 3

Targets: 10 15 15

Rounds 9 14 7
Rich 7 13 14
Mayberry 3 9 6

Beane 6 8 8

Darton, 8 12 11

Neal 6 14 7

Thompson.... 9 14 H
Randall 9 13 15

George 5 9 7

Puck 6 13 12

Dickey 9 14 13

Chisholm 8 .. ..

Adams 14
Trundy
Taylor
Hunt ..

Arthur,...,
Merrill...
Gray ,, .. .. ..

Dennis , , ,

.

U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS 13 lU

20 10 25 15 15 10 10 15 25 15 23 Shot at. Broke.

12 6
15 7
12 7
12 8

15 8
16 6
13 6
19 10
14 7
15 7
17 9

23 1.^ 11 7
81 9 .. 7
.. 7 .. 6
18 12 11 8

7 8 23

4 11 11 15

23 8 12 8
23 11 11 9

2- 4 81 IJJ 23
4 13 20 . . ,

.

22 14 11 7
24 13 15 8

6 14 20 14 to
8 13 23 15 23

.. 9
17 8
13 ..

14 7
9 8

23 18 . . .

.

.. 14 11 6
15 13 .. 7

84 ..

33 11 10 9
.... 9 9

.... 6 6

2 10 12 . . ,

.

.. 20 .. ..

5 9 .. 14 24

11 21

70 48
185 147
120 70
95 62

2f0 m
70 49

3.'5 176
381 157
70 42
225 181
2<5 204
20 17
110 98
fO 43
130 79
.55 37
125 26
25 18
40 81
40 a-i

Trap at Buffalo.

AtrntTBON Gxm club.

Buffalo, N. Y,, April 17.—The attendance at Ibe mgular weekly
shoot of the Audubon Gun Club, held to-day, was quite large, 33
members taking part in the events. No. 3 was the badge shoot. In thiji

event E. W. Smith and C. S, Burkhardt tied tor the Class A badge; on
the shoot-off Smith won, P. G. Myers won in Class B, and Zoeller
and Hankins tied in Class C, Scores were as below. No. 6 being at 5

pairs:

Events: 1 2 3. 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 IB

E O Burkhardt,. 9 11

G Zoeller 9 13

C S Burkhardt. . 8 18

P G Myers 9 15

W r.ines. Jr 9 13

EW Smith 6 14

P Sauer 8 10
A Coombs
E N McCarney
ARossiter....... 7 ..

R P Haukms.... 6 ..

Dupont 8 11

Farmer 8 11

L W B 8 13

W Daw. 9 18

J A Kennedy.... 10 13

Floss .. 10

S6 15

32 11
21 ..

23 10

33 7
21 13

21 13
17 6
15 ..

19

10 10

8 7

Targets: 10 IS S5 15 10 lu

7 17 ,. ..

11 18 .. ..

13 81 13 7
13 ai 12 7
7

la
20
20
21

13 9

.. 13 8 ..

Oehmig 7
Schwartz
L Pries
Hanks 8
G Schmidt. ...... 3
Audubon 6
Seidenstricker.

. . 8 4 , . 4 .

.

B Hurley 1 7 .....

.

G Miller 11 18 10 8
J J Reid 7 15 iO .. ..

Kelsey , . 9 13 22 13 9
Hammond 9 12 .. 13 8
Andrews 8
UB Story 7 .. 19 .. ,,A Forrester 8 12 31 13 ,,
BiUKny 11 8

Hyde Park Gun Olub.
Hyde Park, N. Y., April 14.—The Hyde Park Gun Club held its reg-

ular monthly shoot to day. A high wmd prevailed, but the members
rolled up some good scores. The competition was for a silver can of
W-A powder. Below are the scores made at 25 empire targets:

T Russell llimiOlOlOlllllllOllOll—20
& M Gundell,.... 1111111111111101011111010-21
H Sleight , 1111011111010110111111110—30
L Baker . 1111010101111110111000101—17
CPGetler,.,, lOlHOllOOOOlOlCOllllOOll-14
A E Hover.,.-.,,.,.,..*,..,;..,. 1111111011000100100110111—16
L Wood 1111101111010011101101001-17
G Wicker...... ................ .....„,......nillllll00u0010000001000—11
H Bets with 111111111111 1 lOOlOOOOlOCO-16
S Rogers '. 1111111111101000011111110-19
A Bloomfield .1111111101111010100001011—17
J Leonard .111111111101 1000101001111—18
J Wicker .1 11 1 1 111 1 1011000101000001—15
E Martin .„.,n,....,,....1111111111111110O000O0OOO-15
W Moore, i ., ..i, i . .1000001000000110000000000— 4

G. H. L,

Bergen County Gun Club.

The Bergen County Gun Club, of Hackensack, N. J., will celebrate
its first anniversary by holding a two-days' shoot at targets on June
3-3. The programme for the two days wUl be as follows;
June S.—Tlie fotu-th shoot for the Recreation cup will be held on

this day. The cuprrepresents the individual amateur championship
of New .Jersey gun clubs, and is open for competition to all amateur
members of recognized gun clubs of the State. The conditions of the
race are: 100 targets, 50 at known angles and 50 at unknown angles,

S3 entrance to cover the cost of the targets. The cup to the winner,
$5 to the second high gun, and 83 to the third high gun. Optional
sweepstakes on each 25 targets. Entries close before the completion
of the first string of 25 targets. The shoot for the cup will commence
at 1 P. M. sharp.
Sweepstake shooting of the regulation "Bergen County order" will

be started both before and after the main event, traps being ready
for practice at 10:30, with nothing to stop us until the sun goes
down.
June S.—A programme of sweepstake events win he arranged for

this day, the events ranging from 10 to 25 targets, with entrance fees
at popular prices. The Rose system will be used in dividing ptu-ses.

Moneys will be graduated as follows' 1 to 4 entries, 1 money; 5 to 8
entries, 3 moneys; 9 to 13 entries, 3 moneys; over 13 entries, 4 moneys.
Shooting commences at 10 A. M.
The main feature on the programme will be alOO-target race,

handicap allowance of extra targets to shoot at, unknown angles, $5
entrance, targets included. The purse in this event will be divided
under the Rose system, the number of moneys being governed by the
number of entries. The winner of this event will be presented with a
handsome cup by the Bergen County Gun Club. Entries for the cup
event will close at the end of the first 25 targets. The event will be
started at 2 P. M. sharp without fail.

Fifteen dollars will be given as average money and will be divided
equally between the three high guns among those who shall have
shot in all programme events decided between the hours of 12 noon
and 5 P. M., exclusive of the handicap event.

No notice taken of anonymous communicatfons

A, W. R. , Vermont.—Boats for bass and pickerel fishing maybe
painted lead color, drab or green; anything but red or black.

W. P.—Kindly teU me in your correspondence column how to
poison a lot of carp which are in a pond here which contains do other
fish, We,want to kill them off and stock the pond with black bass.
Also let me know how soon after the poisoning it will be safe to do
the stocking. Ans Lime will do it if the water is small enough, or
dynamite, which will kill everything else too. If the pond can be
drained that may be yoiu: best expedient.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Cut it Short.
iF.'you've got a thought that's happy

Boil it down;
Make it short and crisp and snappy-

Boil it down.
When your brain its coin has minted,
Down the page your pen has printed,
If you want your effort printed.

Boil it down.

Take out every surplus letter

—

Boil it down

;

Fewer syllables the better-
Boil it down.

Make your meaning plain—express it

So we'll know, not merely guess it

—

Then, my friend, ere you address it,

Boil it down.

Boil out all the extra trimmings—
Boil it down;

Skim It well, then skim the trimmings.
Boll it down.

When you're sure 'twould be a sin to
Cut another sentence in two.
Send it on—and we'll begin to

Boil it down. —L. A. W. Bnllettn.

Tennessee Centennial Bates.—Effective April 29.
The Southern Railway, the only line opeiatiog through ear service

New York to Nashville, announces the following low rates from
Washington, D. C, to Nashville and return, account of the Tenne«.9ee
Centennial; tickets limited returning to Nov. 7, $98 75; limited to
twenty days, $21.05: tickets sold on Tuesday and Thursday each week,
good to return within ten days, $15.30. The Southern Railway Lim-
i'ed leaves New York daily at 4:30 P. M., and carries yon via Wash-
ington and through the glorious mountains of western North Caro-
lina, AshevUle, the Land of the Sky, and east Tennessee by Lookout
Mountain. The scenery for the entire trip is a grand panorama.
Along the line is located the many-noted battlefields of the late war
For full particulars and descriptive matter of the Exposition, call on
or address the New Yoik office, 271 Broadway.—

The Eenin'ood Sleeping' Bag.
Ths Kenwood sleeping bag is a valuable adjunct to any sports-

man's outfit. It is thoroughly practical and low-priced, and at the
same time durable, waterproof and warm.
In its construction, these bags are used one inside the other, and

any one of these bags may be used separately. The outside bag is of
light-weight canvas, and is waierproof.
The price of this is $2. while the inside bag Is listed at $4 and the

other at $6, making the price, complete, $13. Write the Kenwood
Mills, Albany, N. Y., for further particulars.—

A New Artificial Bait.
r The New Jersey Aluminum Company, 80 Arlington street. Newark,
N. J., have just put upon the market a novelty in artificial baits,
called the aluminutp fish phantom. This may be used either for trol-
ling or casting, and is said to be a very killing bait, especially for
casting. It is an extremely light bait and will not sink if accidental-
ly detached from tbe line, and it retains i s silvery luster indefinitely.
A descriptive pamphlet will be sent on application.—jddu.

Special Excursion Bates to Chattanooga and
Mobile.

The Southern Railway announces rates one fare for the round trip
to Mobile for the Supreme CoudcII, Catholic Knights of America,
Mobile, May 11 to 15, good to return May 18. The National Baptist
Young Peoples' Union, Chattanooga, Tenn., from July 13 to 15, eood
return Aug. 15. For full partiulars call on or address New York
ofhce, 271 Broadway.—^dv.

A Fishing Trip
Along the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is the
title of a beautifully illustrated pamphlet of thirty-two pages, the
contents of which are devoted to practical methods of fish-catching
in near-by lakes and streams.
One copy will be sent to any address on receipt of two-cf>nt postage

stamp. Gieo. H. Heafford, General Passenger Ageat, 410 Old Colony
Building, Chicago, l\[.~Adv.

"Forest and Stream" Advertising Pages.
D. H. Hbokman, Kennebunkport, Me., a builder of line pleasure

boats and canoes, writes: "Every boating or yachting paper far or
ne.ir has written for my advertisement since it appeared in Forest
AND Stream, but I have got all I can do now to answer the replies I
get from Poee&t akd Stheam."

The Fall Biver Line. ^ -"^^

Sunday trips will be resumed by the Fall Biver Line, commencing
next Sunday, April 25th, while the leaving time from New York will
be 5:30 P. M,, Instead of 5:00 P. M., as at present, commencing on the
same date. The Priscilla and Puritan are jn commission.— _^
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notice to subscribers.
AtTKNTioN is directed to the new form of address labels oil the

wrappers of subscribers' copies. The label shows the . date of the

close of the term for which the subscription is paid.

The receipt ot the paper with such dated address label cohstitutes

the subscriber's receipt for money sent to us for a new or renewed
subscription. Unless specially requested to do so^ we do not send
separate receipts;

Subscribers are asked to note on the wrapper the date of expira-

tion of subscription; and to remit promptly for renewal, that delays
may be avoided.

For prospectus aiid advertising rates see page iii.

If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the
way in any tree^ or on the gfround, whether they
be young: ones^ or eg-gfs^ and the dam sitting upon
the youngs or ttpon the egfgs^ thou shalt not take
the dam with the youngf ; but thou shalt in any
wise let the dam gOf and take the youngf to thee

;

that it may be well with thee, and that thou may-
est prolong thy days. Deuteronomy xxii: 6-7.

tbe forest ana Stream's Platform PlanK.

"T/ie sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN '1897.—No. i.

Act of Marcli 33, 1897.—Sec. 1. Tliat it shall be unlaw-
ful for any person to export quail, dead or alive, out of
the State of Tennessee for five years from and after the
passage of this act.

CAMPS.

Eetukning spring, wild flowers, song birds, budding
woods and open waters remind the summer camper that

his days of outing are drawing near. In imagination he
already sees his white tent gleaming in the greenery of

pleasant shores, or the smoke of his newly-kindled fire

drifting from the chimney of the painted cottage which he
calls a camp.

In one or the other, after being held for long months by
stress of ungenial weather to the frivolities and proprieties

of civilization, he is about to enjoy the freedom of camp
life, with little deprivation of his ordinary conveniences

and luxuries. His food will be cooked in and upon a
stove, eaten off a napered table with a knife and fork.

He will sleep as soft as at home, will dress as neatly, but
he will be camping out, as he believes.

There are campers of another sort, who have not waited
for spring, but have been invited more by the morose
moods of nature than her gentler ones, who have been

. most cordially invited when most repelled. Some are

trappers and some are hunters, who brave peril and en-

dure hardship and discomfort for hope of gain or love of
sport. Mr. Hough has told us something of the winter
camp life of the fur trapper, and the veteran woodsman
Mr. Hardy gives a realistic picture of the camp in

Avhich he found his friend Rufus, and of his entertainment
there.

I traveled over fifty miles on snowshoes to visit him and introduce
another hunter to him. I foimd his partner first, who had not seen
him for a week, but undertook to pilot me. We traveled some twelve
miles, and found him in a hole in the snow. He had built a little

camp of split fir in the fall just large enough for himself, and the
snow was then four to five feet deep around it. He was wonderfully
glad to see us and made no apologies, but did the best he could for us.

His whole outfit for cooking tools and for dishes to eat on were a
shallow tin plate and a pint dipper. This for four men was not ex-
tensive, but he brought water in a birch bark dish, mixed his bread
in another bark dish, rolled it out on a sheet of bark with a roller

made of a maple sprout, and baked it in the tin plate. Then he fried

moose meat in the same plate, and kept frying till we finished

eating. He made tea in the pint dipper and roasted beaver on a
stick.

The camp was so narrow that when we lay down we all had to lie

on edge as there was not room to lie flat. We stayed and visited the
next day and feiUed two moose. The nest day we all went back to his
home camp.

Doubtless there is more comfort enjoyed in the perfectly

appointed camp in which one sleeps soft, dines and sups
daintily and lives luxuriously, than under the rude shelter

of boughs or bark or a strip of canvas, with only evergreen

twigs and a blanket for a bed, a dipper, a tin plate and a
forked stick for cooking utensils and on one's knee for a
table, and some makeshift to be contrived for every emer-
gency; yet so one gets nearer to the primitive condition of
man, which is the real, if not always the recognized, mo-
tive of all camping, and he is closest to nature who lies

cloaest to mother earth with the least intervention between

him and the sky, no black wall of iron shutting him from
the cheerful companionship of his fire.

What this man needs he invents, if the woods do not

supply. What the other lacks, he buys or does without.

The poorer this man is the richer he is, being the less

burdened in body and mind. The richer the other the

poorer, being most dependent.

Yet one does not envy the other, nor would either

change places, for what one enjoys most the other would
enjoy least. To both, akin with one touch of nature, let

us wish the best that each desires.

SNAP SHOTS.

Congress, which for years refused to enact a law by which
poachers in the National Park could be punished, is of

course responsible for the destruction of the last consider-

able herd of wild buffalo in the United States—those
which ranged in the Yellowstone Park. Three years ago
Congress passed a law which made protection possible in
the Park, but of course this law had no effect in the adja-

cent States. For some years Wyoming and Montana had
had laws protecting buffalo, and Idaho remained the only
one ofthe States bordering the Park which left this species

uncared for.

A considerable portion of the Park herd ranged in the
southwest corner of the reservation, in what is known as

the Falls Eiver country, and often crossed the border into

Idaho, and the section of the State bordering the Park be-
came a resort for poachers and outlaws, who at every op-
portunity invaded the national pleasure ground and killed

the buffalo. Strong efforts were made by persons inter-

ested in the Park to induce influential people in Idaho to

urge the passage of protective laws. Letters were written

to members of the Legislature, to successive Governors
and to United States Senators, but so strong was the in-

fluence of the lawless element—or so weak that of the law-
abiding—that nothing was ever done.

At last, however, after five or six years of effort, a law
absolutely protecting the buffalo, has been enacted,

though it may well be feared that it comes too late to do
much good. Reports made this spring concerning the
buffalo show that the numbers in the Park are not under
thirty nor over fifty, and conservative people believe the

smaller number to be nearer the truth. This stock is too

small to warrant the hope that the Yellowstone Park herd
will ever re-establish itself

The Idaho law, which was approved March 4, this year
forbids the killing of buffalo, the transportation of any
parts of such animals, and the pursuing them with dogs.

It provides that a violation of the act by any individual

shall be punished by a fine of not less $100 nor more than
1300, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a time not
exceeding three months, or by both fine and imprison-

ment. Having in possession a bison or any part of such
animals shall be deemed prima facie evidence of a viola-

tion of the statutes. One-half of all the fines collected is

to go to the county school fund, and one-half to the com-
plainant. The act is to take effect immediately.

The clam is by nature a silent creature, but all clams

large and small ought to cry out against the decision,

given by Judge McAdam, in the Appellate Court of this

county, the other day in the Astor House clam case. The
action was one brought by a game protector to recover the
penalty for possession of clams of less than the lawful size.

The statute provides (Sec. 191) that "no hard or round
clams less than one inch in thickness shall be caught or
possessed; but, if caught, shall be returned to the water
from which they are taken without imnecessary injury

."^

"Whoever shall violate the provisions of this section"'

shall be liable to a penalty. The Court held that

the penalty for possession could apply only to the
clam fisherman who actually took the clams, or tO'

the immediate employer for whom he was fishing, and it.

was argued that this was clearly the intent of the law, in-

asmuch as the dealer, into whose possession the clams,

might subsequently pass, could not return them to the
water from which they had been taken. We believe this

ruling to be erroneous. It is directly in conflict with the
repeated decisions of the courts bearing on the point, de-

cisions, it may be said, upon which is baaed the entire sys-

tem of prohibiting possession of game and fish in close

season. The phraseology of the statute differs in no es-

sential particular from the language employed in other sec-

tions, and the meaning, we believe, cannot here be different

from that of the law in general. The case is one which is

likely to go to the higher courts.

Of the several hundred bills left in the hands of Grov
ernor Black, of New York, by the Legislature^ which ad-
journed last week, a number relate to fish and game, aild,

as the fate of these measures at the hands of the Governor
is not yet known at the time of our going to press, it is ina*

possible to give this week a summary of the work of the
session. The general bill, introduced by the State Asso.
elation, failed to pass, as did that repealing the law which
permits the sale of game the year round. No measure of

general importance in the line of further protection was
adopted by the Legislature, except one relative to deer
hounding, which has not yet been signed by the Governor.
As a rule, the legislation of the session was reactionary
and in the interest of local claims and of individuals who,
dissatisfied to abide by the general law, go to Albany for

special legislation in their own little individual interest.

Michigan, too, is reactionary. The House has passed
the Graham bill, so amended as to forbid quail hunting
with dogs, and to permit market-hunting. These two
features are clearly intended to discourage quail shooting
as a recreation, and to promote it as a business. The
outer who hunts his game in a sportsmanlike way is

barred; the industrious hunter who "ground-sweats" the
whole covey at one fell shot is to have things all his own
way. We are glad to know that the sportsmen of Sag-

inaw have taken the initiative in a movement to

arouse sufficient right public sentiment to defeat the

measure in the Senate. It is a bill which, as a law, could

mean nothing but disaster to Michigan's game interests.

Anglers and shooters visiting Canada will be pleased

with the new regulations of the Customs Department
respecting the duty on their equipments. When a sports-

man enters Canada he is required to leave at the port of

entry a deposit of the amount of duty due on guns, rods

and other articles, which deposit is to be refunded to him
when the goods shall have been brought out of the coun-

try. The duty so required is 30 per cent, of the appraised

value. It has been the rule that to secure a refund of the

deposit, application must be made to the Customs Depart-

ment at Ottawa, accompanied by an official certificate of

identification and the usual evidences of exportation; and
the system has involved much vexatious red tape and
delay. By the new regulations the old rule of applying to

the Customs Department for the refund is superseded by an
arrangement, which provides that the refund will be paid at

the port of entry, 10 per cent, of the deposit being retained

for the expense of handling.

The Maine game law amendments appear to have re-

moved the provision of a close season for caribou. The
statute as revised provides that between Oct. 15 and Dec.

1 no person may kill or possess more than one caribou;

but it omits to forbid killing and possession for the rest of

the year. This is, of course, an oversight, and should be
corrected at the first moment.

Rarely has it been our privilege to publish a record so

suggestive as the story of "One Man's Influence" told in

another column by our contributor. Amateur. Read it,

and let it stimulate to a personal, individual activity in

game and fish preservation.

The notes in our game columns on Western outfitting are

written by an experienced guide, and will be of practical

interest to those who are planning trips to the glorious

Rockies. It is of first importance in undertaking such an
expedition to have a definite understanding respecting de-

tails of time, outfit and finances. Some folks, who are as a

rule business-like and exact in the ordinary walks of life,

become for some inscrutable reason lax and careless when
they come to an outing enterprise, and appear to think

that in their recreation they can do their business in an
nnbusinesslike way. The only safe rule is to have every-

thing stipulated in advance, that there may be less oppor-

tunity for dissatisfaction, heartburning and all uncharitable-

ness in the end.
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THE WHITE BUFFALO.
A Tale of the Northwest Territories.

In the year 1874 tlie Northwest Mounted Police marched
west from Winnipeg and into the then unknown country
lyinpf along the Rocky Mountains, from the Saskatchewan
River to the American boundary line.

The country, from the Cypress Hills to the mountains,
about 250 miles in breadth, and as far north as the Red Deer
River, about 300 miles north of the boundary line, fairly

teemed with buffalo, and you could for days travel with-
out once losing sight of countless thousands continually on
the move.

This was a novel and exciting sigHt to the men in the force
on its march west, and after sighting the lirst herds a closer
view was soon had of them, as buflfalo beef was to be the
main sustenance of that force for some years after, until beef
cattle were brought in from the south in 1878.
In 1874 the vast herds had not commenced to diminish,

and it was an easy matter to overtake and slaughter them
The Blackfoot tribe of Indians, who then inhabited the
plains north of the boundary, lived altogether on the buf-
falo, as not only did thejr purchase tobacco, tea, blankets,
ammunition and other articles they required, by their trade
for robes either at the American trading forts along the Mis-
souri or at the Hudson's Ba 7 posts in the north, but their

tents and clothing, together with their daily food, was gained
from the herds of these animals. The buffalo did not seem
at all to mind the vicinity of Indian camps, as the large
herds were always met with in close proximity to one or

more Indian camps out on one of their hunts. In fact, so
near these camps would the buffalo graze, that it was not at

all unusual for a t^and to be cut off from the main herd and
driven right in among the lodges, where many of them were
killed. It was not the Indians that caused the disappearance
and extinction of the buffalo, but the advent of the white
settler, the smoke from whose camp-fire or building these
animals seemed to have a horror of, avoiding the settlements
as much as possible.

The color of the buffalo is of course well known and never
varied, being dark-brown and black around the head and
neck; this color varied in shade, being of a much lighter
shade in the summer than in the winter, and it was only in
the winter that the robe had any value, being then thick
and dark, while during the summer the hair was shed, and
the skin worthless. On our arrival in the country many in-

quiries were made as to the existence of any white buffalo,

but, although having daily intercourse with the In-
dians in many parts of the country, no record of any such
animal could be gained. White beaver and wolves and other
animals of that color were heard of, and sometimes ob-
tained, but a white buffalo, never.

A very rare class of buffalo robe was sometimes seen, but
very seldom, the beaver or silk robe, so called from the
very fine, silky quality of the hair. These were very rare,

and in ten years among the buffalo I hive only seen three.

They were, of course very valuable. Sometimes the hair
had a greyish appearance near the skin. The robe was
nearly always of a cow, very fine and very light. Many ex-
planations were given by the Indians for this peculiar coat,

and the right one was no doubt that given by Montana In-
dians, that it was caused by the constant licking of many
animals in the herd, to which fome motherless calf belonged,
it having become the pet of the band, the animals testifying

, their liking in that manner.
Animals of this class were always small and hard to kill,

being kept in the center of the herd while they were on the
run and seeming to be protected by the bodies of the rest.

And aside from this variety, which were seldom seen until
the year 1875, no record of a white buffalo, or of one differ-

ent from the usual variety, was ever known to have been
seen by the Blackfoot Indians.

Puring the summer of that year bands of Indians return-
ing from a hunt far out on the plains brought in stories of

having seen at different times and in different places, and
always in the center of a large herd, a white buffalo. They
had used their best horses in the effort to overtake it, to no
purpose, never being able to get anywhere near the animal.
At first we did not pay much attention to these stories, but
still it kept cropping up from different camps, and at laet,

in the fall of 1875, I myself had a chance to verify the truth
of the report. I had been sent on duty north along the Red
Deer River and was camped near a large band of Blackfoot,
who were hunting south of that river The buffalo had
moved north in vast numbers, and the prairie was black with
them,

I had gone out one morning with a party of Blaokfeet to
see one of their hunts, and also to try and kill for my-
self. My horse was a good one, and much faster than any
belonging to the Indian hunters; I had got detached from
the party, becoming tired of the slaughter, and must have
been at least twenty miles from camp, when I made for a
smaU clump of timber not far off, intending to build a fire

and roast a portion of some buffalo meat I "had on the saddle
with me. A few bands of moving buffalo were in sight, but
far off. As I approached the wood a band of about a hun-
dred animals burst out of the brush and made oft' to the
south, and yes, most certainly, in the middle of them was a
white buffalo. Although they were a quarter of a mile
away, there could be no mistake about it; he was there as
large as life, and quite white, and running like a deer.
There was no time to much more than take in the scene, but
I gathered up the reins and was after him, determined to
bag that buffalo or kill my horse.

Qh, what a race it was, mile after mile; and although all

the band v?ith the exception of about a dozen had split off

and gone in different directions, the white animal, with his
body guard of about a dozen, kept at about the same dis-

tance ahead. I could catch a glimpse of him now and then,
and there was no doubt he was snow white. Get within
shot I could not, for many miles. At last they began to lire,

and, although my horse was tired also, I had good hopes of
coming up and getting a shot. Alas! for such a chance.
Of a sudden my horse lurched forward on his nose, send-
ing me over his head on to the prairie, and turning a somer-
sault himself, missing me by only a few feet. He had put
his foot into a badger hole and brought my hopes of a white
robe to a sudden end. . . . s

I got up and shook myself, not much the worse, and my
first glance was after the buffalo. There they were, seem-
ingly miles away, and on the strong gaUop. All hopes of

V ever seeing them again had to be given up, as, after getting

my horse on his feet, he stood panting and utterly done up.
I had, therefore, to make the best of my way back to camp,
getting in late that night, and very much disgusted. After
this there was no more doubt as'to the reality of the exist-

ence of the white buffalo; but, although he was often seen
in the distance, sometimes at points several hundred miles
apart, and on two occasians was chased by parties of our
men, no one got near him; and his speed, together with thut
of a small band that seemed always to surround him, be-
came noted among the Indians, who were in- despair of ever
being able to get a buffalo runner to catch him. It was not
until another year had passed that it was my good fortune
to see him again, and for the last time.
During the following summer I had occasion to take a

party of police north to Bow River to arrest a Blackfoot
Indian who, a few mouths previous, had killed an Indian
belonging to a camp of Crees, I found the Blackfeet
assembled in a very large camp on the bench land overlook-
ing the Bow River on the north side. There must have
been 300 lodges in the camp, and they had come to this point
to hold their medicine lodge. They had quantities of meat,
the buffalo being in great numbers not far to the north.

In such a large camp it was difficult to find the Indian I
wanted, and I remained some days in their vicinity, awaiting
a good opportunity to make him prisoner without awaken-
ing the suspicions of the re^l of the camp.
For some days a very heavy prairie fire had been raging to

the north, and the 'wind changing to that quarter on my
third day in camp, was driving the fire toward the river, and
everything was covered with a dense cloud of smoke. The
third night the wind increased to a gale, bringing the fire

down very fast toward us, and although the smoke was
thick, the long line of fire to the north, running east and
west as far as the eye could reach, made everything as plain
as day, but with a deep red light reflected from the sky.
It was a most weird scene that night, and to make matters
worse, about midnight the immense herds of buff lo that
had been stamptding toward the west all day, ha l, at a con-
siderable distance from the river, begun to draw in tow«»rd
us. We could hear the thundering sound of the multitudes
as they rushed along parallel to the river, edging down more
toward us every mihute as the fire hemmed them in, and
their bellowings could be heard above the din. Now and
then a band of several hundred would break out of the
smoke and swerve to]ward the river, and above and below us
we could hear them crossing.

The large Indian damp and also our own tents were in a
bad situation for aniemergency of this kind, being not far
from a steep bank, ojver a hundred feet in height, which
dropped straight down to the river. About a quarter of a
mile west of us a deep canon ran down to the river from the
prairie, partly filled with timber, and it was this point that
the buffalo seemed trying to make for.

The Indians were in a state of great consternation, and had
gathered in their bands of ^many hundred horses and sent
them down to the river with some of the young men, while
a hundred others mounted and rode along the line of passing
buffalo, firing and yeUing like so many demons, trying to
turn the herd away from the camp.

It was certainly a grand and awe-inspiring sight; the
thousands of buffalo passing on the full gallop, not a quarter
of a mile away; the shguting of the Inaians mingled with
the bellowing and thunderous tramp of the herd; the dense
smoke, and all colored by the red light of the fire reflected
from the sky—and it was cert»jinly not without danger, as at
any time the frightened herd might rush through the camp,
and in a very few minutes there would be nothing left of us.
Our party, together with Indians, both men and women,

set fire to the prairie grass in fifty different places in a "line

along the camp and some hundreds of yards to the north.
This would help to prevent the buffalo running over us, and
there was not much danger of the fire doing auy harm in the
camp, as in and around the camp the horses and Indians had
trampled the ground nearlv bare.

We anxiously watched the result, which atfirstwas doubt-
ful. One band of several hundred animals broke away from
the hunters and the main herd, and running between +he
Indian camp and our tents, a space only a few hundred
yards wide, blind with smoke and terror, ran right over the
bank, which had a sheer fall of over 100ft., and we could
hear them crashing to the river bed below, with terrific bel-
lowings. After about half an hour of painful anxiety the
main herd seemed to have decided its course, running down
the valley to the west that I have before mentioned, and for
several hours we could hear their plunges in the river as they
swam across. About daylight the run slackened, only now
and then a buffalo being seen. The fire had passed to the
west and was a long way off, burning as fiercely as ever, but
all to the north was a blackened expanse of burnt ground,
with here and there a dead buffalo to be seen.
The Indians were already out and cutting up the dead ani-

mals, and a party was getting ready to go down to the riv^r
to cut up and secure the robes of those which had plunged
over the cut bank during the night. From the top of the
banks we could see a mass of them, and a good many of
them were on their feet, but so injured as to be unable to
move far. With some of the men I went down with the
Indians, taking our rifles with us, as a wounded buffalo is

not a nice animal to go near empty-handed.
When we got down to where they lay, near the edge of

the river, what a sight it was! There must have been at
least 800 in one pile, one on the top of another, and we
could see that many of those below were still living. Many
were on their feet and made attempts to charge as we drew
near, but they were ai once shot by the Indians. In and
across the river a number were to be seen slowly moving off,

s"me of 1 hem badly crippled. These were not molested, but
all our attention was givefi to the great mass of dead and
woimded. The wounded were killed as fast as they could
be got at I had walked down to the water's edge and was
watching some of the wounded animals on the other shore,
when my attention was called by a great shout from the
Indians engaged in moving the bodies from the great pile I
have mentioned. On going there I found them greatly ex-
cited and all thronging round a geat pile of carcasses, from
under which they were digging one which, although covered
with smoke, dust and clay, was without doubt white.

I pressed through the throng, and there, lying before me,
and looked upon with the greatest astonishment by both In-
dians and whites, lay the long hunted and far-famed white
buffalo. It took a close scrutiny at first to tell the class lo
which he belonged, but there was no doubt whatever about

I it; he was a white Texas steer, only one spot of red on his
• side, but the long horn and short hair identified him at once.
How he got among the buffalo will never be known. He
must have joined a band when very young and that, too^
far south, for in those days no domestic catOe were to be

found north of the Missouri River as far west as this. He
was an old anitnal and must have been for many years with
the buffalo. "W e found more than one scar on him where at
different times he had been wounded, and one of his long
horns was broken short off. We tried the beef, but it was
tough. His hide we took with us
This was the result of the only report I ever heard in

many years among the Indians of a white buffalo bring seen,
and I much doubt if such an animal was ever known. What
thousands of reports of the kind must this one lone white
steer have given rise to, traveling for years with the great
buffalo herds, seen sometimes far south of Jhe Missouri
River and then again hundreds of miles to the north. 'No
doubt most of the stories of white buffalo seen at intervals of
several years sprang from him. This was also the only case
I have ever Known of a domestic animal running with the
buffalo herds. His history would be a thrilling one if

known, but bis death put an end to the white buffalo stories
in the Northwest forever. C, E. Dbnnet.

[Capt. Denney's graphic story is full of inlerest, and he
paints a capital picture of one of the scenes often witnessed
in the buffalo country in the old days.
_We believe, however, that bis assertion that white buffalo

did not occur, and that this steer gave rise to most of the
reports of such albinos occurring in the Northwest, is an
error. We have been told by the Indians of the killing of
white buffalo. Their folk stories often refer to such animals,
and we know white men who have seen animals which if

not white were mostly white.
A story in some respects similar to that told by Gapt.

Denny was given us years ago by Mr. C. J. Jones, then of
Kansas, who also believed that the white buffalo so often
heard of -were domesticated animals which ran with the buf-
falo herds.

This occurred not infrequently, and it is only a few years
since a Kansas correspondent sent Fobest and Stream an
account of an old yellow Texas cow which used to run with
the buffalo on one of the forks of the Republican River in
Kansas twenty-five years ago.

It is too late now to settle by the inspection of specimens
the question of the white buffalo's occurrence, but we believe
that the testimony of actual witnesses that they did occur
must far outweigh the opinions of people who never saw
any-]

ON THE POTOMAC.-lIl.
I stood on the bank near the bpaiitiful river,
Whose eriLsiteniTig waves wpre plainly in sight;

I could see old Potomac still ripple and quiver,
la manhood my pleasure—my boyliooa's delight.

At the conclusion of a brief description of some of the
characteristics of that portion of the feathered species
classed as ultra water fowl, which annually migrated to
this terraqueous extent of territory to participate in
nature's abundant supplies, I closed the second stage of
my tour with an episode of a contest between an eagle and
a fishhawk.

I now propose to mention superficially some of the
feathered sojourners, constituting the connecting links in
the feathered race.

Although great numbers belonging in this class inhabit
this place during one-half the year at least, and notwith-
standing the large and promiscuous population within its
precincts, a stranger passing along its margin during the
middle of the day gets not the slightest idea of the various
and beautiful colonies of animated nature assembled be-
neath its tangled coverts; and gazing over its apparently
repulsive surface of stagnant pools, sawgrass, cattails, etc.,
duidng the silence prevailing throughout its extent at that
time of the day, he would turn from it in disgust, im-
pressed with the idea that it was a faithful picture of deso-
lation and solitude.

On the other hand, those who have penetrated its laby-
rinths and visited the haunts of its inhabitants know it to
be, from ocular demonstration, the antithesis of solitude
and desolation.
During the early morning and evening hours it presents

a scene of vivid life and activity, radiant with the charms
of brilliant and diversified plumage ofthe different families
and species with which beautiful nature adorns her feath-
ered subjects; while the numberless and varied notes of
pleasure or alarm emanating from countless throats, if not
in consonance with the lexicon of modern music, is un-
doubtedly harmonious to a sportsman's ear.
Among the above-mentioned sojourners, which are

somewhat amphibious, and, therefore, constituting the
links connecting the feathered race in one family, the
rail class is perhaps entitled to precedence on the ground
of its aquatic nature and habits. They were quite abun-
dant, but exceedingly shy, and seldom left their cover un-
less their haunts were invaded. There was at that time
considerable mystery connected with this bird, which has
not been entirely eradicated (particularly from the.minds
of the colored race), although their habits have been in-
vestigated satisfactorily. They are somewhat nocturnal;
their migrations are performed at night, and their food is

obtained principally under the same conditions. This, in
connection with their sudden advent and departure,
caused many to believe that they buried themselves in
the mud, like turtles, from which they emerged at the
proper season. Some contend that they are frogs, and of-
fer what they call irrefutable evidence by saying that no
one ever heard or saw a frog in the swamp when the rail
were there. Yet I do not think the advocates of that con-
ception have ever found a frgg with rudimental wings, or
pin fea.ther8 growing from its rear, or in any other state of
transition, except when discarding its appendage as a tad-
pole.

I have also occasionally seen among the thickets of this
pocoson a bird similar in form and movements to the rail,

and, no doubt, belonging to that class, but double in size,
which we called a king rail. As I have never found them
in social proximity, feeding or otherwise, I have thought
they were transient wanderers from a more South-
ern latitude. Here could also be found a numerous
class of residents (to the manner born) somewhat similar in
form to the rail, but not so positively aquatic or secluaive
in their habits. The bird was about the size of the king
rail; we called it the Indian hen, and I suppose it belongs
to the class of waders. It is evidently one grade in ad-
vance of the rail. Their nests were constructed in trees
contiguous to their feeding resorts, and thej'- were frequently
on the wing following at a slight elevation the swamp
drains, and occasionally uttering a "squawk."
Another interesting visitor could be found here in con-
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siderable Bumbers during the summer and early autumn.
I do not think it bred here, but suppose its natal bailiwick
•was further south. It belongs to the class of waders, and 1
suppose is a relative of the heron family. In size it is be-
tween the Indian hen and blue crane. Its plumage is
masnificent; the body a brilliant chestnut brown; the
wings and portions of the head and neck a glossy, brilliant
green—some called it an itinerant ibis—nevertheless they
were there.

I also remember seeing there on one occasion—only
once—a flock containing eight or ten of thnsw majestic
fowl, the spotless heron, whose home is in the Kverglades
of Florida. No doubt they were driven from their native
locality by one of those terrific storms which occasionally
sweep over portions of the country without warning, with
a velocity which no fowl can withstand. Therefore, they
were transient and unwilling visitors, seeking rest and re-
cuperative powers for their weary Southern flight. The
plumage of this bird is superb, but not ostentatious. Its
robes of snowy white are without a blemish, and some
portions are equal if not superior to the plume of the
ostrich. Their handsome plumage, crowned with a splen-
did crest, imparts to them a regaf aspect.

I now propose to insert a few words in behalf of that
elevated family among the oldest inhabitants of this
domain—the blue crane. He no doubt was here to wel-
come Oapt. John Smith on his expedition up the Potomac
in 1608, to explore and reveal the mysteries heretofore
unknown; and no doubt the Captain found him enjoying
the exalted position he .still adheres to as a privilege
inherent in the blood of his family. If it is true (as some
say) that the coloring of fowls is produced in some measure
by sympathy with the blood; then this fowl should be
called the royal blue crane, which would be in concord
with the lofty position he assumes, and his reserved and
silent habits. I have watched him frequently when
perched upon his lofty throne or superstructure, amidst
the surroimding waters of his domain, his lithe and elastic
neck drawn to its utmost tension, solemn and silent as the
sphinx and apparently oblivious to all surrounding objects,
yet his eye as keen as the optic of Argus in scrutinizing
every point within the bounds of his vision. And woe
unto any unfortunate frog or small reptile daring to en-
croach upon the line of his measured range. Swiftly as
an arrow his deadly beak descends, and equally swift re-
sumes its place. And with wonderful celerity the royal
blue disposes of his conquest. Then with a business-like
air (similar to that of an enterprising barber when he gets
through with a customer) he seems to say: Next! Such is

my knowledge of the royal blue. There were at that
time several other annual visitors which may be con-
sidered in the category of aquatic fowl, at least sufficient

as links in the chain of the feathered race—snipe, wood-
cock, plover, sand snipe, and perhaps some others. In
addition, reed and blackbirds assembled here in countless
numbers.
Another class of inhabitants deserve brief notice, as they

have been permanent residents from time beyond the me-
mory of that celebrated character, the oldest inhabitant
—I allude to those armored amphibious cruisers, the ter-

rapins. The surroundings being particularly congenial to
their luxurious nature and habits, their development in
all essential accomplishments are of the highest order,
particularly their speed. Among them are the snapper,
marsh, diamond-back, slider and box, all celebrated for
some particular quality. The snapper is renowned for its

prowess, and also for its superior edible qualities; in fact its

claims to the honor of belonging to the F. F. of the turtle
race is baaed on the tradition that its ancestors furnished
personally thewedding feast of Opechanconough, the father
of Pow'hattan. I am afraid if I delineate the superior rac-
ing qualities of our blooded stock, Major Mather would
become frantic with envy whemreading ofthe wonderful per-
formances of speed, in comparison to those little mongrels
fished out of the creeks and mud holes along the Hudson,
and trained by our mutual friend, Col. Chas. H. Kaymond,
and himself.
The above mentioned fowl and small quadrupeds com-

prehend the principal residents at that time occupying
this attractive locality.

Where often I wandered in sun$hine and rain,

And often in thought I wander again.

After leaving the margin of the pocoson in pursuit of
•other scenes, I came in sight of a large white oak tree
standing a,lone. Its peculiar growth and altitude attracted
my attention as an object once familiar but nearly obliter-

ated from memory. When last I had gazed upon its

ample form, it was surrounded by numerous others; now
this agedpatriarch stands alone; its companions have fallen
beneath the relentless woodman's aye. Its gnarled and
massive trunk, no doubt, foiled the woodsman in his task.

Therefore, it stands breasting the storm, an emblem of
many of its human cotemporaries. While standing beneath
its ample shade, I recalled from memory an exciting scene
of my early days, enacted beneath its spreading branches
during the gloomy hours of a moonless night, with only
an occasional glimmer from the stars penetrating the
dense foliage; and the midnight silence broken by the
dismal and weird hootings of the sombre owl, mingled
•with the frantic shrieks of those engaged in the tragic
scene. This, with the fearful echo repeating through the
.adjacent forest, made night hideous, and converted the
beautiful sylvan scene to pandemonium. As I was a par-
ticipant in assisting to inflict condign punishment on that
opcasion on four incorrigible corn thieves, I will endeavor
to give a detailed explanation in defense of our summary
action with the malefactors, in my next article.

Jas. Nokeis,
Magnolia, Harford County,

P. S.— thank the author of the article "On the James"
for his favorable comments, and also his remark that my
production suggested the idea of his somewhat similar one—"On the James." Therefore, I am gratified to think my
efforts have been successful in arousing an interest in one
contributor at least, to assist in rescuing from obscurity
many historical events and incidents worthy of record,
which, in a few years, will be swallowed in the vortex of
oblivion. J. N.

Tlie Forest and Stream is put to press each week on luesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

late-at by Monday, and as much tarlierjas practicable.

Adirondack History.
CoNCRBifiNS rhnse "incidents in Adirondack history," which S.. of

Troy. N. T.. questions in mvsrtiole on Alvah Dnnninsr, I will say: I
was wrone- in stating that Sir William Johnson fonrht in the llevo-
Intionary War. for he died at Johnstown. N Y-. July 11, 1774, not by
his o<vn hand, as S. says '-many believe," but from over exertion at
an Indian council

S. is in error in sayiner that Johnson "didn't fight Indians," and
tbat "bn livpri on most nmicablp tprn>s with his red brothers." I will
quote from .Johnson's Univprsal CyoJopRdia! "* * IntheFrench
war of IT.f'S Johnson wns cotnmissioned a mnjor-eenpral and com-
mander-in-chief of the Provincial forces in the expedition against
Grown Point, in which he defeated Baron Dleskau at Lake Georg-e
(90 named by him) and destroyed his army in Septf-raber, If 5. .John-
son wassevprely wounded in this eneae^pment, which was considered
so important tbat it procured him the thanke of Parliament, a grant
of £5.000 and a baroDPtcy. I" 17ER-.57 Sir William was eng-asred in the
expedition for the relief of Osweeo end Fort William Henry, was
with Abercrombie at Ticonderoga in K."!?, and was second in coni-
main(j uDfier (}pn_ prifioa.ii in the pxpeditioti ag-amst Fort Nineara in
17."!) On the d'^ath of Prideau, wbo was killpd beforp that fort. Sir
William prosecuted the seige. si'lpd bv 1.000 Indian allies; defeated a
French force sent to relievp the fort and recpived its unconditional
surreocipr. In 1760 be participated in Amherst's esoedition to Mon-
treal. For these services Sir William rpceived from tbe kioe a erant
of 100.000 acres of land north of the Mohawk, lone known as Kinprs-
le nd. or the Royal Grant." And if this wasn't fighting, then I don't
know.
The elder Dunnine- served with Sir William, and also fn the war of

the Revolution. Without casting- any doubt on tbe different stories
that S. relates of Stoner and Nat Fo.=ter, from which he thinks there
wes created a Dunnine ravtb. of which be is not q>iite certain. I will
acknowledge that I was not there when Alvah 's fntber killed an In-
dian with a bundle^ of traps just after the T?evolutionary war. for
Coasting of an atrocious murder: but mv informant sot the story
from a clergyman, who beard it over forty years ago near Johnsto^vn,
and it passed nncballengpd.

I have rpplied to S. to the best of »nv ability, and for the foots
about Sir WilUam will refer him to "Tbe Life of vSir William John-
son." by W.L Stone, 1865. and also to Aopleton's '"EneycloTipdia."
in artdition to what I have quoted. J got the s^ory of tbe killing of
the Indian so straight that I helieve it, and am al«o wiPing to believe
that each of tbe three stories which S. quotes may be true. In those
ftays it was a small thing to kill an Indian in a ririmken brawl, and the
Dunning story may not he at all connected with tbe other t-vQ.

Tbe spelling of Popskinny is not aa serious a thine: as tbe others
mentioned, because, no doubt, every Dutch surveyor spelled those
Indian names by par. and put them on bis maps as seemed be.=t unto
bim. Therefore S's maps differ in the spelling of tbe na^ne of this,
to me, historic stream from those of Mr Stott and of Col. Teller, both
of whom have shown me ihat my ear-spelling: is wrong; but as the
surveyors of over a century ago disagreed over the snelline. T think
mine as good as theirs. Fred Mathkr.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In Forest and Stream of AprU 94. S., of Troy, takes exception to

some statements made by Ma.ior Mather in his article on Alvah
Dunning. Our Trov friend is right in saving tbat Sir WilMara John-
son did not fight Indians during the Revolutionary AVar, t>ut. wronein
saying that he did not fight them before that date. Sir William died
.Inly 4, 177^1, possiblv bv his own hand as suggested; but knowing
whatwedoof his habits, his death at fifty-nine years of age coidd
not have been unexpected. As Major General. Jobnoon commanded
the provincial troop's in the attack on Crown Point in 1775-8, and in
1'60 led the English Indians in the advance on Montreal In both of
tbe=e small wars Gen. .Johnson fought the French Indians. Sir
William did live on most friendly terms with the Tmiians of the Six
Nations, and Mollr Bran, the Mohawk squaw, wbose relations with
Johnson are well known, had great influence with her people, Tlie
General is supposed to have been on the side of the Colonists, but his
descendants were rank Tories.
As I seem to be the "other fellow" referred to bvS ,

permit me to
sa.y that mv spelling of the name of our fishing Major's Popskinny
was taken from the earliest published records. Of course all these
early names were spelled phonetically. We know now that the
French were the discoverers of this Hudson's River and first settlers
at Albany. Following them came tbe Dutcti, and lastly the English.
Under these conditions the ancient Indian names had a fair chance
to get badly tangled . A. C. Stott.

WJLVES IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
It was in 1855 that I headed an exploring party to search

for iron-ore in the mountain range which is the divide be-
tween Franklin, Lawrence, Hamilton and Essex Counties,
New York, and is tbe head waters of the streams which
flow east and west. It was a solitary desert then, rarely
visited except by occasional explorers who were searching
for deposits of tbe rich, magnetic iron there abounding.
We left Plattshurg as soon as the snow was in good condi-
tion for snow-shoeing, and made our camps along the crest

of the divide so that there should not be any risk of going
astray in the wilderness. As soon as the snow had gone we
went to work. Trails were made from camp to camp, and
tbe deer were there in thousands. The wolves were still

more numerous, as it seemed, and we rarely were out at

night except when we were caught unawares in some difii-

cult locality. I had been from one camp to another, five

miles distant, and thought I could get through before dark
I was alone, with nothing but my Colt's navy and a small
axe.

The trail was muddy and I was soon overtaken by tbe
darkness on account of the deep mire along it, so that 1 was
far behind time. I had taken the precaution to have a man
meet me on the trail, but he did not appear when it got
dark, and I stumbled along tbe trail tbe best way I could. I

lost my shoes in tbe mud and got within a mile of the camp
when I heard the wolves liehiud me. They soon got within
sight in the bright moonlight, and it was not long before I

found it judicious to get my back against a tree and show
fight. I exhausted my revolver and then took to my axe,

chopping at those which came near enough.' The vile beasts
sat around me and howled. On ! how dismally ! I had told

the Emerald islander who was to meet me to bring my dog
with him when he came to meet me, but calling my loudest
and whistling as shrilly as my wind would permit, I kept on
the defensive for, it seemed, hom's. The beasts circled

about me and gave me all I could do to keep them at arms'
length; a few I laid low with my axe, but a very big sum
would have been given just then for some help.

By and by I heard a yelp, and tbe instant after my dog
bounded into the pack, and the snarling and howling of the
wolves as he worried tbe pack was something I never could
have imagined. I helped tbe dog with my axe, and we to-

gether finally made the pack retreat. Then I felt such a
lightness of heart that 1 have not forgotten through all the
years since. I feel it now as I write, and thank that brave
dog for my safety. That event has ever since made me
reverence the dog, and fixed a firm friendship for the canine
race. I went on my way rejoicing, never caring for my
feet, no IV entirely bare, and bleeding from the wounds made
by the sharp snags in tbe trail. When I got into vie vv of the
light of the camp, I found my Irishman sitting on a log
waiting for me. He was positively trembUng with fear, and
gave little attention to the talk I gave bim, which, you may
be sure, was in vigorous terms and not to be mistaken, even
by an Irishman. Meanwhile my dog was licking his wounds,
and I sat on the log to rest and comfort him before I went
to my camp. I have been in some tight places in the woods
since, but in none that would match that night.

I am glad to hear that the wolves no longer prowl about in
those mountains, for it is not a pleasant thing to get into too
close company with them.

Sf)me vears after I made acquaintance with a small gang
'

of jet black ones in northern Michigan around a camp.
Three of them were killed within a few feet of our meat
house. These are all the black ones I ever met in the many
years I have spent in the woods.

I won't say the truth about the fish then in these Adiron-
dack waters, further than at one spawning season I could
have scooped up a wason load from one bed in a few min-
utes; they literally filled the streams. The whole truth
would hardly be believed. H. Stewart.

I have been asked, as a taxidermi-st in the Adirondacks, to
tell what I know about wolves in that region, which will
make a short; chapter in your valuable columns.
In the fourteen years I have spent there, I have known of

hut two wolves taken, both of which have been mentioned
in a lecent number of tbe Forest and Stream. The last
was taken by Reuben Crev, in 1894, at Brandeth Lake,
which T mounted at Blue Mountain Lake. I think, from
this fellow's teetb, that he had lived to see many and great
changes in his native forests since his cub days, and helieve
that he must have been the last or about the last of his kind.
I have never seen so a,ffed and dilapidated a mouth as this
specimen had in anv wild animal, and he must have soon
died for lack of ability to seize and hold his prey, though he
feemed in a good cradilion for one of his kind. I have
always tsken an interest in wolves (at a distance) and have
made many inquiries of guides and trappers, but have not
beard tbat even a track has been seen in the last three years.
Five or six years ago it was not a, very uncommon thing to
see a few tracks in the Moose River region, the most se-
cluded in the wilderness. C. H. D.

ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE.
T AM afraid Brother Von W. has been staying in the

woods too closely. He would know better otherwise than
to be surprised at a minister welcoming the truth in regard
to the intellectual life of animals. Ministers are not, as a
class, "opposed to scientific investigation" of any kind.
Sometimes they object to "science, falsely so called," or to
the inference tbat because a man knows something of
natural science he is therefore competent to decide the most
complicated question in Biblical criticism and' dogmatic
theology. But the animals bave no better friends than these
same preachers. John Wesley believed animals had souls,
and expected to find them in heaven. And the author
of the most popular natural history ever written was a min-
istT.

It seems to me that there is no need any longer to doubt
the rational quality of many of the actions of our four-
footed friends. Old Roan was a cavalry horse marked I. C.
(inspected and condemned). My father (a preacher, by the
way, and as keen a hunter as ever trailed a deer or fooled a
turkey) bought him at a Government auction for $12.
When plenty of corn and oats and good treatment had
counteracted the efl:ects of hard cavalry service, ten times
tbat price would not bave bought him. He was a capital
traveler acd a good farm horse. But his intelligence in
opening gates was extraordinary. He learned the trick of
lifting a latch as soon as the new barn was built. Then wo
put a ring over tbe top of the post. He soon got on to this,

and flipped it off with his upper lip. A chain, with the
links keyed together, he could manage very well, also a
rope, if he could get at the knot with his teeth.

His stall was closed by sliding bars. These he learned to
slip back with his teeth almost immediately. We then
bored boles in them and put in pins to keep them from slip-

ping, but he studied this out, and drew tbe pins with his
teeth. A hole was then made in the Same bar, but at tbe
inner end, behind the planking of the side of the stall. This
stumped him for a good while, but he finally worked it out,
found the pin. drew it, slipped back the bar and walked
forth in triumph.
Your Iowa correspondent's amusing account of the way

his dogs hunted rabbits brought up boyish recollections to
me that caused a chuckle to pervade my inner man. Did
you ever plow new ground ? If so you will agree with me
that it is just as well for a boy engaged in this occupation to
have some source of distraction, as amusing as possible, if

bis record for language such as ladies might properly hear
is to be kept immaculate. For when a broken root the size

of your wrist slips off the plowshare and "swings" for hia
naked shin, or his team starts one second too soon or too
late, yanking a heavy plow underneath an unbreakable grub
jast after he has laboriously heaved it out forthe third time,
or when a hidden stump fillips tbe plow handle up under his
fifth rib, he is in danger of intemperate speech. The rabbit
hunting of my two dogs furnished an atmosphere of hilarity

which, as I look back now, seems to have thoroughly per-
vaded my last experience of this kind of pioneer farming.
Ab me, what a darling, indulgent mother Dame Nature is!

I know those were days of hard, sordid toil, but that is not
tbe way 1 remember them.
At an end of the clearing, which had been made in a grove

of sapling oaks and elms, was a great pile of rails and poles
which had not been needed in making the worm fence. The
dogs in question were a Black and Tan terrier and a lumber-
ing cur. A wooded hill ran alongside the field, and the de-
scent to the piles of rails was steep. From time to time a
yap, yap, on top of the hill would give me warning. Here
would come bunny, and behind her the black and brown
pursuers. Now, when a rabbit runs down a steep, rough
hill, she must be careful not to smash those delicate forelegs.

So old Lion always gained on the down grade; but as all the
rabbits made for the wood-pile, the dogs soon adopted Shep's
tactics and made a bee line for it as soon as the chase com-
menced. They often beat Bre'r Rabbit so badly that he
changed his mind and went elsewhere. Once in particular I
looked up to see Lion coming down the hill like a gale, tbe
terrier just behind, her head bobbing with the rapid work-
ing of her short legs, while she emitted that volley of yelp-

ing which seems as necessary to the running of a small dog
as the pufiing of a locomotive is to its progress. The rabbit

was off to one side, trying in vain to lead the procession.

Just in the middle of the race the leading dog made a mis-
step and doubled himself around a sapling witn a loud woio.

Bre'r Rabbit tm'ned back up the hill, and seemed to the

boyish spectator to wink with his other eye and point a de-
risive ear at the demorahzed party of the second part. The
smile of the boy between the plow-handles was wide and
audible.

The interest of the dogs in getting to the rail-pile will be
appreciated from what often happened there. The terrier
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could frequently squeeze into tile openings among the
crooked poles. The instant she did bo Lion would dash to

the other end and stand guard. Then the pcor rabbit

was doomed. The most amusing part of the transaction
would be the little dog's excitement, when, as often hap-
pened, she could not follow the rabbit through, but had to

back out. The reckless haste which she made to the other
end of the pile to see whether Lion had done his part was
extremely comical.

I am glad Mount Tom can appreciate a dog's smile. I had
often spoken of it to my wife, to whom all dogs look alike

dreadful. But she could never see it till a year or two ago,

when as we were visiting a friend's hacienda a greyhound
puppy greeted us one morning with a smile that was abso-
lutely dazzling. A dog shows his teeth in smiling, like ihe

human arimal, but supplements this very effectually with
ears and tail.

Now, you see, T started to answer Mount Tom's question,

"Did they reason?'' and inasmuch as this screed may not be
scientifically clear, I will give you my answer here: Of
course they reasoned, just as you do and just as I do. I al-

ways believed it, and' I believe it a good deal more since

reading Mr. Thompson's capital letter. Aztec,
S.AJ1 Luis Potosi, Mexico. •

CARNIVOROUS SQUIRRELS.
Hab it not been that I read Mr. Sandys's note in

Forest and Stream, April 24, about carnivorous squirrels, I

doubt if I would have had the courage to write the follow-
ing:

Last September I was fishing the Metabetchouan Eiver,
in Canada, for ouananiche. Our camp was in a shanty
near the third, or Island Pool, and one morning going
down the steep path to the pool I stepped over a dead
snake. I was going so fast, rather against my will on
account of the grade, that I was not sure the snake was
dead, and when I could pull myself up and come to a halt
by grabbing the bushes, I turned back to make sure. To
my surprise a chipmunk was tearing away at the dead
snake like one possessed. It was a double surprise; first,

that the little animal should be there at all a few seconds
after I had. passed over the spot, and second, that it should
be eating the flesh of the snake, for that was certainly

what it seemed to be doing when I interrupted it. When
we returned from the pool we examined the snake, and it

had a hole back of its neck which looked as though some-
thing had eaten of the snake, taut my friend Mr. Ratlibone
laughed me to scorn when I said it was the mark of the
chipmunk, for he contended that the "chip" was not car-

nivorous. Certainly the "chip" was not playing tag with
the dead snake when I caught him in the act of digging
into the snake's vitals with his teeth; and if he was not
breaking his fast, what was he doing? I made a memor-
andum of the facts on the spot, but have never dared until

now to print them. A. N. C.

Gloucester, Mass., April 19.—Could Jacobstaff walk in
on me at this time he would not only see a squirrel eat
meat, but he would hear as well. A red squirrel sits on a
post at the open door gnawing a bit of well-fried pork
rind. This squirrel is not famished, for there is food
enough for a dozen or more in the door-yard. Besides, he
has just left off sprouting sweet acorns, so he could have
had his fill, but instead is eating meat because he seems to

relish a certain amount.
I have to inclose all fat meat for chickadees and nut-

hatches in wire netting to keep the squirrels from carrying
it away.

Squirrels prefer the flesh of birds to any other meat, but
will eat all kinds, choosing the lean first.

Red squirrels eat young birds, and doubtless would eat
old ones if they could catch them. The scamps give me
no rest while the young birds are in my door-yard.
By the way, I wonder if it is generally known that

squirrels sprout acorns just as farmers sprout potatoes?
Well, thev do, and for the same reason. Some time in the
near future I will write out what I have observed of this

interesting feature of squirrel life for Forest and Stkeam.
Hermit.

Bethleiiem, Pa., April 29.—I noticed in Fobest and
Stream something regarding the carnivorous propensities
of squirrels. I have had nearly all varieties in captivity,

and found that they were very fond of meat occasionally,
ftither cooked or raw. A chipmunk fairly goes crazy over
a piece of raw beef and devours a worm with relish.

Mohican,
EdifM" Forest mid Stream:
In my short article on a shooting with a muzzleloader of

105 f quirrels in a little over two hours, the rodents feeding
on a dead horse, I merely wished to record a tale as told me,
for your Camp-fire Flickeiings column.
The allusion to the carnivorous act, situation .of teeth,

grinders, etc., I put in as a "flyer," hoping to draw out some
of your many correspondents. I was glad to see that our
friend E W. Sandis has very pleasantly replied. Of course,
the Sdurklce are carnivorous at times. I had a pair of black
squirrels that, having been caught when quite young, be-
came very lame and veiy mischievous, as well as smart.
They were allowed to roam at will over the house and exten-
sion grounds, and I well remember that quite a large dish of
sausages was cleaned up in rapid time by the scoundrels
while the good housewife's back was turned, and that after
she had just given them a hearty meal of corn.
They did not masticate the meat, hut, like the vulture and

buzzard, simply gorged. Am I not right V But those little

black imps would devour anj'thing,'apples, cabbage, lettuce,
and I don't know but what they would suck eggs (though I
won't swear to that), I believe they disposed of a fib, trout
that I had reserved for one of our professor-'. We could not
prove it on them, and it was laid to the cat; but as the cat
had disappeared some two weeks before and had not been
seen since, it was doubtful.

I think these queries and answers by brother sportsmen
are a very pleasant feature in a paper like ours. It is bring-
ing together, as it were, in closer communion of congenial
spirits. And if we cannot talk with our brother in these
columns, where can we? There are eyes and eyes. Some
eyes see what other eyes, even when directed to the same
objects, do not, especially when viewing nature "in its

various moods," and the peculiarities of its wild creatures'
life. Some eyes are very keen, and their owners know how
to use them, and to tell us about what they see, and to tell

it well; and we, the less favored, are made glad by .what we
are able to see through then- eyes.

But. pshaw! I am getting garrulous (that's a gocd word,
isn't it ?j. But I am getting old, and can oo longer climb

the rugged mountain after the whirring grouse, nor tramp
the fields as I could a score of years ago, but I like to .see in
print the good times others are having.
Some philospher has said that there sre only two pleasures

in this life: the "pleasure of anticipaiion" and "(he
pleasure of retrospection." Well, I am .principally on the
retrospect just now, and I know that in a varied career of
nearly three snore and ten I have had my share of enjoy-
ment in the victories in forest smd field, and by the babbling
brooks or sounding waves of the sea. There I go agsin.

Good luck and good cheer to all brother lovers of the dog
and gun. ^ Jacobstaeb-.

The Cat and the Door-Liatcfa..

Ohaklestown, N, H., April S7.

—

Editor Mrest and
Stream: When that happy time comes, it ever, when corre-

spondents of Forest and Stream shall meet in the flesh, as

thf-y now do in its columns in the spirit, I shall hops to be
able to shake hands with (Jharles Josiah Adams.
Mr. Adams's own book, on his dog, was first loaned me by

a friend, but recently the rector of the church in this village,

which makes "three of us" who agree.

Many yesirs ago, when I was a small b:)V, my mother
owned one of the old-fashioned "tortoise-shell" cats, so much
oftener read of than seen. Now, pussy, though a celebrated
mouser, was rather a misanthropic individual, and avoided
personal contact with the family as much as possible, but
iiad a great fondness for the warm spot under the kitchen
stove, from which she was often, for various reasons, shut
out. Still, she was often found in the kitchen when she bad
been expelled, while no one had opened the door for her,

and her entrance was alpuzzle, until one day, when one of the
family discovered the secret. Just outside the door leading
into the back kitchen stood a long wash-sink against tlie

wall, with it'^ front edge just coming out to the line of the
doorjamb. Eighteen inches or so above this, in the coiner
next the door, was a broad she'f, on which stood the soap-
dish.

The door had the old-fashioned "latch" on the inside, with
the handle and thumb-plate on the outside, Now, pussy
was seen by some one out on the "stoop" to jump up on the
sink, and from there to the soap shelf, and thence down
against the door, bringing her paws together on the thumb-
plate, and thus lifting the latch inside, while the weight of

her body forced the door open.
Of conrse, like all cats, she landed on hei feet on the fl jor,

and gently walked into the now open door and took up her
accustomed position under the stove.

Now, if this was not a clear case of reasoning 1 never
heard of one. Yon W.

"Instinct vs. Reasoning."
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have so often broken lances with my respected friend,

Bev Charles Josiah Adams, on the above matter, and have
so thoroughly appreciated bis chivalry as an opponent, that
we seem to have about agreed to disagree.

If you will permit, 1 will say that the question whether in-

telligent acts in animals proceed from instinct, or from reas-

oning, narrows down to a very small lane—thus: We all

a<lmit that there is a wide difference between the mentalities
of man and the lower animals. There are acts involving
reasoning, so low in reasoning lequireinents as to be within
the compass of the mentalities of the most degraded of hu-
man beings, and yet are entirely beyond the powers of the
most intelligent animal. The gathering of apes around the
expiring fire left by travelers, basking in and enjoying its

warmth, yet totally incapable of maintaining the source of
their enjoyment by pushing the expiring embers together, or
the cow, quieted by the stuffed skin of her recently killed

calf being given her. prccseding to eat the hay with which
that skin was stuifed, are all illustrations of this. Now
with such glaring instaoces of incapacity to reason staring

us in the face, is it not clear that the lower animals do not
reason in the sense that man does, and that theiriutelligences

difl'er in kind even more than in degree? W. Wade.
Oakmost, Pa., April 27.

The Crocodile's Upper Jaw.
Jacksonville, Fla., April 21.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In reference to the statement of mine that the Nicaraguan
alligators lie With their mouth wide open, the upper jaw
elevated, nearly at a right angle, 1 inclose a letter just re-

ceived from ijieut. Peary, the Arctic explorer, who pre-
ceded me in cemmand of the expedition engaged in laying
out the Nicaragua Canal. You will see that this letter con-
firms my statement, and further confirmation may be fecund

in the writings of Alex Von Humboldt, who states the same
fact as to the alligators of South America that he saw in his

travels. J. Francis LeBaron,

Lieut, Peary writes to Mr, LeBaron; "I have repeatedly
seen the alligators lying on the sand banks in the San Juan
with their upper jaws elevated at a very high angle, though
I could hardly swear that the jaws were precisely perpen-
dicular, To all intents and purposes 1 believe your state-

ment to be correct, R N. Peary, Civil Engineer, U. S, N.

A Cat Adopts a Rat.
Belleville, Ont., April 29.—The following is taken from

a newspaper published in thisci'y; "Mr. J. G. Davison, i^

owner of a cat which recently gave birth to two kittens
The other day he discovered a nest of rats and caught an 1

gave them to the cat, which killed and devoured all but one,
which it has adopted. She prizes it as much as her legiti-

mate offspring and fondles and licks it with every symp-
tom of a mother's affection, and the young rodent i^ very
happy with its adopted mother. Perhaps the mother'd af-

fection is genuine and then again she may be waiting for a
good fat meal.

A Coon's Age.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A common expression for an indefinite, but rather long,

time is "a coon's age." There is no need to suppose that
this is based upon a popular impression that the raccoon is

particularly long-lived, but what are the facts? Can any of
your readers give any precise knowledge of the ages which
coons have been known to reach? E, I.

Bewick's Wren in Northern Ohio.
L-AKEWOOD, O., April 30.—I caught to-day with my hand

a fine male specimen of this species, while the bird was flying
against the window of my hen-house, I have been a Very
close observer and collector of birds for the past twenty-five
years, and never saw nor heard of one being taken here be-
fore. I therefore think I can safely say that this is the first

on record in this vicinity. A. Hall.

'^wj^ md §tttj^

FORTY YEARS IN GAME COUNTRIES.
Northwest Territories,— Editor Forest ayid Stream: t,

am now going to do what I have often intended to do for
some years, but have been stopped by what is generally
called procrastination, and at the same time being in doubt
whether some ofmy hunting experiences would be accept-
able to your valuable paper, being in many ways so oppo-
site to what the general ideal of your hunting correspond-
ents express.

I have retired after having enjoyed the best hunting in
this country. From 1854 I had the buff'aloto 1860. I then
went West, and hunted the Upper Frazer through to the
Finlay Branch, and down the Stikeen River to the coast
till 1865. From there I came back to the north branch of
the Saskatchewan, and hunted for five years on the east
side and through the Rockies up to the Laird River, with'
out going out once from 1860 to 1870; I was not employed,
but was on a simple hunting and prospecting tour from
1870 to 1893. I have hunted through the whole of the
Peace River, Atliabasca River, English River, in fact from
the Rockies to York Factory and Churchhill, and north
to Great Slave Lake. I may safely say there is no one in
the country who knows so much of it as I do, or who has
enjoyed such unlimited sport—buffalo in Saskatchewan in
thousands; big horns, goats, caribou, bears of all kinds in
the Rockies; bears and caribou on the west side; bears,
moose, caribou and reindeer in Peace River, Athabasca
and English River, to say nothing of thousands of beaver;
and as for wildfowl—geese, swans and ducks—you can im-
agine what they must have been on large feeding and
breeding grounds, where few disturb them and shot is the
only scarce article.

'

Now for one reason I don't agree with most of your
hunting correspondents. Some write in favor of large
bore rifles, some for middling size, some for small, for
moose to grizzly bears, I say never take a rifle in a wood
country if you are a hunter; and particularly never fire at
a grizzly bear at more than four or five steps from him; and
if your nerves are what they ought to be, you kill him at
once or run on him with the left barrel and blow his
brains out. Use a double-barrel gnn. You can shoot
quicker than with a rifle, which in thick woods is neces^
saty, and you should never shoot moose or any large defir

over lOOyda. at the most, and seldom at that distance.
My idea of a hunter is a man who can beat an animal

With his own weapons: the game has good eyes, good ears
and good nose to save himself with and enable him to run
from danger before it is too close. If you are a himter
you should be able to approach him so close that he can-
not get away. I used nothing but a muzzleloading
double-barrel gun, 28-bore, for all my hunting up to 1886,
when I took a run home to England, and then I had
inade a breechloader of 20-bore. I would use no other
either for ball or shot; and even here, with all sorts of
hunters dnd gufis about me, my small bol'e fills up the ba^
with ducks, chickens, snipe, etc., as well as the 12 and
l6-bore do.

Your hunters may call me a pot-hunter, and I may call

them only target shooters, who could not live by their
guns unless they had markets close at hand. H, I. M,

WESTERN GUIDES AND OUTFITS.
Rocky Mountains, April 20.

—

Editor Fore&t and Stream:
It may possibly be an advantage to some of your readers
who contemplate a camping trip in the Rocky Mountains
with pack and saddle animals, to know what provisions
one wants to take along, and cost for guides, packer.'?,

cooks, saddle and pack animals. As there is not a uni-

form rate throughout the West, I will only give the prices

usually charged in Montana and Wyoming by the out-

fitters.

As a rule, your guide will furnish everything required
for the trip, and if informed in time will have everything
ready to start on your arrival at his headquarters. This
means several days' work, for which there is no charge.

If you wish to rough it a bit and do some of the cam]i
work (presuming you know how), you can get along with
one man, who is guide, packer and cook. As there is con-
siderable work in camp and on the trails, he will not be
able to devote much time to your pleasure. If you
have another man along to do the cooking, helj^ pack, see

to the camp and animals, your guide can devote all his

time to you. Ifyou wish to go very comfortably and have
camp chairs, tables, cots, your bed made down at night
and rolled for you in the morning; if you wish to start

out ahead of the pack train, not seeing them again until

night; if you don't wish to travel with the pack animals
along the trails, nor to take a hand now and then to pull

one out of the mud and get its pack off and on again—you
would better have another man to help the cook take care

of the pack outfit. He can look after the horses, help the
cook, buikl camp-fires and do many of the thousand and
one things constantly turnings up. You can get along

without them, however. It all depends on how you wish

to travel. Additional men and horses mean additional

expense. If you travel alone it.is more expensive than for

each one of a party, when there are companions to share

the expenses. But if you are on a hunting trip and there

is more than one hunter in the party, he^must share the

country with the others or make side trips from a main
camp. If you are out only for pleasure to see the country

or for scientific purposes, your party can be large to your
advantage, making the expenses much less where shared

by many, at the same time giving you ample help in

camp.
The first important thing is to secure your guide. Con-

tract with him for everything you wish him to furnish at

so much per day, for a stated number of days if possible.

Understand just how much you are to pay before starting

out. Don't wait until the trip is over before making ^
bargain.

I ought to say something about both parties standing by
their contract. If by any unforeseen cause you are obliged

to give up your trip at the last moment, ought you to pay
for the whole thing, just as though you made the whole
trip? The guide has made a bargain with you for a service]

he has engaged men, possibly having taken them from
other work; has refused other parties, and might be unable
to get another trip that year; in fact, would lose his sea-!

son's work by your failure to go. On ttie other hand,
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what ought the guide to pay in the way of damage, who,
after contracting to go with one party, throws them over
for something better, and fails to fulfill his contract? If it

is late in the season, it may be impossible to secure com-
l>etent men and transportation. If the guide is able to

secure another party on the failure of the first one, they
ought not to pay for a loss the guide does not sustain. I

gpeak of this because there have been many disappointed
LMiides in the West, and a few very angry and discouraged
hunting parties, who arrive or start at the last moment
without knowing anything about their outfits, where they
are going to secure men and animals, or even if they are

I going to get transportation at all, owing to the failure of
their guides. Under any circumstance, they lose valu-
able time. Therefore, it is best for both parties to the
contract to have an understanding, if there is anj^ consid-
erable amount involved.

I will give a list of pi'ovisions based on the ration list

used by the United States Geological survey. The quanti-
ties are ample, and there is enough variety for any camp-
ing trip. Of the lOOlbs. of fresh meat, fish and fo wl, only

liiall proportion could be taken on a long trip—enough
i ii?sh meat to last until something could be killed, or meat
icould be obtained as required. Fish and fowl are supposed
,to be had only when camping where they can be gotten
frei5h. If no fresh meat can be obtained, additional salt

meat must be carried. The canned corned beef is excel-
lent for lunches and hash. About all the provision can be
purchased at any of the larger outfitting towns by your
guide. If you have any particular kind of tea or coflee, it

may be advisable to bring it from the East, also a few deli-

cacies for lunches. The provision list can be varied to suit

the taste, either adding additional canned goods, or more
of one thing and less of another. The proportions on the
list are what usually fills the bill. It is for 100 rations, or
food for one man for 100 days, as follows:

Ration List for One Man. 1 OO Days.
Fresh meat, iDcludinpr fish and pouUry lOOlbs,
C\ired meat— hams, bacon and.«aU pork 4olb.s.

Lard or fat salt pork,,, ,, JOlb."!,

FlDur—"Montana" eOJbs.
Co:n meal, hominy grits, farina, California Breakfast

Food, oaimeal, rolled oats, in all ISIbs.
Dr. FriceVs baking powder.., , SJ^Ibs.
Snpar—Kranulated , 4(jiDS

Ooffiee—roasted , . . . , lOlos.
Tea lib.

UondcDsed milk- Eagle brand Scans.
Condensed cream-8t. Charles or Icnperial. .i ....... 12 cans.
Cutter lllbs.
Fji ied fruils-Apples (5), apricots (3), peeled peaches (?),

prunes {% raspberrie.s (2), prunells (S), plums (2), in
all , .. gOlbs.

Pace i.i.,. iribs.
Beans (white Navy),......,...,,..,...,,, , lOlbs.
Potatoes...... 801bs.
Onions . . i.i,,.i4.,i^i....>^i'.'iVi<.. SOl-a.
:\lacaroni ...,...,,.„ . ..j , 81bs.
Cheese.. 81bs.
Apices Soz,
:\Lastard .,. 8cz.
Flavoring extracts., 3 bottles.
Pepper 4cz.
Pickles, choiv chow, etc...... 3qis.
inegar., ,,,,,, Tqt.

Sail ; 4lbs.
Canned corned beef 6 Hb. cans.
Boston baked beans , , ...8 21b, cans.
Worce.?tershir6 sauce 1 bottle.
Canned tomatoef:, com, peas (sifted or French) A few cans.
Peaches, pears, cherries , . , .,„.ti A few cans.
^laple sugar for syiup Slbs.
' mi of syrup , , . , ,. Iqi.
Cocoa (Baker's) .,, ., i,, ...ii...... , lib.

There are a few things that can be added to the above
list. There will be a surplus of a few things, depending
very much upon the taste of the party. If the trip is for

a number of days, less or more than ICO rations, the quan-
tities can be purchased accordingly. Don't make the mis-
take ofjudging the quantity of food for a mountain trip by
your home appetite. The cost for provision is usually
from 50 cents to 75 cents per day per man. This is in ad-
dition to the cost for men and animals.
The usual price for guides in Montana is 5)5 per day, in-

cluding his saddle horse. For a packer and his horse,
from $2,50 to $3; and the same for a first-class cook, in-

cluding his saddle horse; camp helpers from $30 per
month to $2.50 per day, mounted. Saddle horses are
from 75 cents to $1 per day; pack animals from 50 cents to
$1 per day, according to the length of the trip.

It depends very much on the amount of personal bag-
gage a party takes with them how many pack animals
they will require. The length of the trip and kind of
traveling regulate the loading, which is usually from 150
to 2001bs. per animal.
One man, with bis guide, can get along very nicely with

three pack animals for a thirty-day trip, if he does not
take too much baggage.
A part}' ought to have at least five pairs of good blankets

to the man, with a 'comfortable." Sleeping bags are very
good, but are not sufficient alone; they are too warm for
summer use if heavy enough for winter. A sleeping bag
and three pairs of blankets and a piece of canvas SxlOft.
make a good bed for summer and winter.
The guides ought to furnish all camp outfit free, includ-

ing blankets, pillows, canvas, cooking outfit, tables, chairs,
tents, first-class saddles and good Siorses; in fact, every-
thing required by a party except their personal baggage,
guns and fishing rods, ' X.

Connecticut Game,
I HAVE iu.st bad a visit from a brother, who has btcn back

to our old home in New London couniy, Conn. He told me
that rufi'ed grouse were more nunieious there now tt an he
had ever seen them, and his observations of that locality date
back for forty years
He also saw many woodcock, since they had returned

there from the South.
Nearly all the trout brooks and much of tbe shooting

grounds are posted. John Wilmams.
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REPORT YOUR LUCK t

With Rod or Gun I

To FOREST AND STREAM, ]
New York City. I
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ON RUNWAY AND WATER.
When T was in Waterloo at the gun club tournament I

had an invitation to accoajpany a patty on a deer hunt to
the Fish and Game Club of St. Jerome at Lac Chapleau,
Quebec

This was a chance I have looked for for several years past,

but somehow I never could make connections, I wa"ii de-
lighted with the idea.

When the train pulled in at Granby I found Messrs. .loseph
Lefebvre, A. E, 1. Beaulne, C. A. Nutting, Zoel Hndon and
.Joseph Clement from Waterloo as the main party. At Farn-
ham we expected to take on three more, but only George
Clement turned up,

At Montreal Mr. Arthur Whiteford joined us with his
Irish setter dog that he said belonged to a friend in the city,

had n ivrr seen anything nearer a tree than a telegraph pole
on McGill street, or anything nearer a partridge than a spar-
row on the same street, but "Boys," he said, "he's got the
stuff in him, great blood, finely bred, and will hunt partridges
on sight."

This made a party of eight. I bought a .40-83 Marlin
rifle; Nutting had a .44 Winchester, Beaulne a .38-55 some-
thing, we won't say what it was because we never found
out. There was one shot fired from it at a target, when it

ceased to work, and despite the best mechanical talent in the
party it remaiued obstinate and never said a word. All the
rest had shotguns.

It was expected that we might get a deer or two, but that
partridges and ducks would be the principal sport, so duck
and partridge shells formed the bulk of the ammunition.
However, we took along twenty-five buckshot shells for
luck.

We had a sixteen-mile drive over colonization roads from
the terminus of the railway and duly arrived at the club
house about 4:30 A. M. A supper, breakfast or whatever
you might want to call it, was prepared by the keeper, after

which some of us retired, I among the number, to try and
get a little sleep. The rest of the party, however, began fir-

ing at targets and ti-ying my rifle, keeping up such a racket
that I could not sleep, so I came down. I found two had
been out after some fish, and had been fortunate enough to

get eight parchaud, which we had for breakfast about 11
o'clock.

The guides had turned up, bringing two dogs, mother and
son, very ordinary-looking dogs, mostly collie, but claimed
to be Al dogs
About 2 (?clock it was decided to go out and try them for

a deer just across the lake. We took to the boats. I being
a particularly green hand was toled off with Beaulne, who
was supposed to be an old deerslayer, having visited the
north regularly for the i^ast eleven years, well posted on
deer runway s, knew just where the deer would take the
water as soon as he heard the dogs bark, perfectly cool and
collected, never got excited under any circumstances, and
old enough to be my father.

I congratulated myself. Of course I did the rowing over.

When we arrived at our place I beached the boat, under his
instructions broke off some dead limbs that would obstruct
the view, getting everything just as wanted, all the time
learning the whys and whereJfores of all our actions.

We were jusl nicely settled when the boat commenced to

swing with the wind, making some noise, which Beaulne
said would have to be obviated. However, he would do it,

which he proceeded to do, arranging the boat so it would be
handy to take to the water, as we were to wait until the
deer had made about two acres in the lake before making
our presence known, as, sooner, it would turn and get back
to the wcods before we could head it off.

He did not get it just right. I suggested that he place
the ktel upon a flat stone that showed above the water a
few inches, then all we would have to do would be to lift

it off as we got in, when we were immediately able to row
away.
This was satisfactory. When he gave the signal I was

to rush cautiously to the boat, place myself with the rifle

in the how', when he would lift the boat off the stone
and row me quickly on to the deer, so I could get my first

de^r.

Finally I was told where to sit ; must keep perfectly quiet,
and in all things be governed by him.
He took his seat about 30ft. from me, where he could

look over a bsy, I to keep watch on the opposite shore, and
signal him should I see anj'thtng on the water.

I put seven cartridges in my magazine, threw one into the
rifle, sat down and scarcely breathed; in fact, was so still

that a squirrel came and ate a burr within about 5ft. of me.
We stayed that way for about an hour, when we heard the
dogs a long way off; finally they- seemed nearer, when we
heard a shot. Beaulne immediately jumped up, tellirg me
to get inlo the boat, as there was a deer in ihe water which
possibly migot get awaj'-'from the others, in which event we
would be light "in it."

I noticed he made considerable noise, but I said never a
word. I took my place in the bow, as instructed. He
jumped in, giabbed the oars, and commenced to pull for all

he was worth. He had forgotten to take the keel off the
stone, and in his excitement could not think what was the
mat'er, but made an awful racket with the oars on the rocks
and gravel. I sug^Tittd he lift it off i he stone first, but he
thought he could pull it off, handing me the paddle to push
with. In the me:intime we heard another shot down in the
same direction, This greatly excited Beaulne, who said we
would miss the dctr unless we got out on the lake. I
dropped the paddle, stepped into ihe water, lifled the boat
off, and got in again, when he made the oars bend. By that
time everything was quiel. He rowed ine around the lake a
bit, but we could not tee any deer. Finally 1 suggested we
return to our place, as the dogi might still run one cur way.
This we did, waiting another half hour or so, once hear-
ing the dogs running away from us; but nothing came our
way.
During this wait Beaulne sat nearer to me, keeping up

quite a talk, as he said the dogs were likely with the guides
or some of the oihers. When we heard the dcgs Beaulne
became quite animated, motioning to me to keep very quiet
He then put his ear on an old log, explaining that when you
wanted to hear anything a long way off by putting your ear
to the groucd j ou could hiar which way the deer was run-
ning, tt;-., etc. 1 was beginning to lose faith in him a bit,

as 1 thought he was doing too much talking for a still hunter;
but then he was supposed to know all about it. We also
heard a couple ol shots around the point; hut Beaulne did not
know who was f-tationed at that point, and gave it as his
opinion some iool was shooting at ducks.

Just then we heard some voices, and were surprised to

find the canoe w ah the guide, George Clement, Jo Lefebvre

arid Hudon therein with their deer, a yearling"' buck.
element was ihe lucky man. had been sitting quietly

in his stand when he saw the deer coming close to him. but
was in a bad position to shoot. However, he fired from the
left shoulder and saw it drop behind some bushes, hut making
a very big racket. Catching another glimpse of it he fired
agiin and then moved over that way, when he found it was
still alive, so gave it the final shot we heard. The first

charge of buckshot had broken the hind leg clear off just
below the garabrel, the other lodging in the body.
When we got bafk to the club house, about 5 P. M.. we

were delighted to find a two-year-old buck hanging from
the club house post. Two of the guides were at the wha-f
whom we asked who had shot it. They replied, "Petit
homme sou!'' This meant Whiteford, who had a bad cold
he had been doctoring for a week; his eyes were swollen and
more or less bloodshot. He was also full of spirits, singing
snatches of songs, was a bit of a ventriloquist and made lots
of fun for the party. The guides thought he was drunk,
hence the name, which clung to him the rest of the tripj

It appears that when the dogs went his way the buck took
to the water, making a magnificent jump off a lock about
fifteen feet above the water. They waited till he got well
out into the lake and then took after him. Whiteford had
only No. 4 shot, so rowed close up, giving the first shot
around the head. The deer made wonderful ffforts to get
away, coming nearly out of the water when he gave him the
other barrel, which nearly finished him, but getting clo.ser

put another shot into his ear, then hauled him into the boat.
Naturally we were much encouraged. Two deer in about

two hours, besides Lefebvre claimed if it had not been for
Whiteford's Irish setter he would have gotten another as he
got up, besides seeing three others.

I asked a few questions of Beaulne and found out that he
had never shot a deer. He acknowledged he got a bit ex-
cited, forgot all about the stone under the boat, should not
have pushed out into the lake when we did, as if we stayed
quiet Whiteford's deer might just as well have come our
way. He was very sincere in hi=t regrets, and anyway, he
was the life of the party, barring Whiteford, was more anx-
ious to have all the rest get a deer than himself, so all we
could do was to chaff him which he took good-naturedly.
The next day we started about 10 o'clock, going down the

lake, the birch bark canoe portaging over to another Uttle
lake about fourteen acres away. I was placed on a runway
near Lac Chapleau, Jo Clement being my nearest neighbor,
but over near the brook between the two lakes. The guide
told me to remain perfectly quiet, not to cough or make the
slightest noise, pointed out the runway where a deer would
be likely to show up, and told me to shtiot her just back of
the shoulder.

The guide, with the two Clements and Hudon, portaged
along over to the other lake, leaving Jo Clement at the
brook.

I seated myself between two trees, held my rifle ready and
awaited results.

In about an hour I heard a noise in some bushes about
lOOft. away. I brought my rifls to a ready, breathlessly
waiting for what would show up. I soon got a glimpse of a
moving object, but being naturally careful, I wanted to

know what I was going to shoot at It very soon proved to

be an old habitant, hunting for partridges He moved along
my runway, looking around, but never discovered me. Just
as he was passing within about 15ft. I hailed him, stating we
were after deer, that another hunter was on a runway a little

further up, and that he had better move another way, as

some one else might not be as careful as I was. He seemed
delighted to see me, came up, pulled out his pouch along with
a clay pipe with about 2in. of stem, filled up, and with the
pipe hanging from his toothless jaws, fire down, pulled away
on "Tabac Canadien." Although I hinted pretty strongly
that he had better move, that he would spoil my chances, as

any deer within half a mile would scent that tobacco, he
would not see it in that light, but told me that when a deer
was before the dogs it was intent on getting away from
them, and paid no attention to anything so trivial as a man
smoking in his way. He then gave me several pointers 'about

deer. When he got through I thought he knew as much
about it as Beaulne.

Finally he moved off, wishing me success, and really I

wished him no ill-will, as he was perfectly innocent of spoil-

ing a shot for me.
Every little while I would hear the man near the brook

calling ' Hoo-hoo," but I did not answer. I learned later

that it was Joe Clement, who said he wanted to keep in touch
with his neighbor in case a bear came along. However, I

did not answer him, bu*} was thinking I was hoodooed on
this trip the way luck was running.

Pretty soon we heard a shot from the other little lake, but
that was all. Later we learned that Hudon, with the guide,
were hid in some bushes in their canoe, when a fine big
buck walked out into the shallow water within 30ft, of

them. Hudon fired point blank at it with a charge of bird
shot, but never touched it. Presume he had a fever. Of
course the buck was out of sight before Hudon thought of
his second barrel.

About twenty minutes after the old man left me I heard
my neighbor shoot. My back was to bim, but looking over
my shoulder cautiously 1 saw a deer running up the hill out
of range from me. but very close to Joe Clement, who had
fired at it, but without success.

Five minutes after 1 heard him fire again, and, looking,
saw another deer making away from him. "Well," says I

to myself, "there is certainly no luck for me to-day." How-
ever, 1 had my instructions, and m^de up my mind 1 would
wait till the guide said I could leave.

Just then I heard several shots over on the little lake, and
within a few minutes heard the dogs.

1 was waiting patiently, thinking that certainly all the
shooting meant £oa:e deer. 1 always kept my runway in
view. Suddenly, without the slightest ncJise, 1 saw a "deer

coming sideways to me. My instructions were to shoot be-

hind the sboulotr, I saw a couple of more jumps would
bring her in a favorable position, and made up my mind to
fire as she passed between some trees.

Just as she arrived there she paused momentarily; the
guide afterward said she had caught my scent and paused to
locate it.

At any rate, I took advantage of the pause. Of course, f

was all ready for her at that particular spot, and just as sh'!

paused I fired i saw her cringe, her flag go down, and
then a streak of deer flash past; as she made the second jump
I worked the lever of the Marhn, took a quick glance to sat-
isfy myself that the other cartridge had sfipped in all right,
then looking up saw her disappear behind a large birch tree.
With the rille at my shoulder I waited for her to appear on
either side for another shot, but she kept the tree between
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us. I felt satisfied. I had liit her, and that I had hit her
where I was told to, hut

_
thought that if she was only

wounded she might be waiting to know what struck her.'and
bleeding to death.

I kept perfectly still. In a couple of minutes the doe' ap-
peared ^here I first saw the deer, ran by me a little rff her
track, went a few rods, circled back, ihen struck the right

trail with never a bark out of him, ran alone- a bit, when I

saw him stand just behind the big birch. Then says I to
myself, "Payne, you have her." I walked over that way.
As soon as I got past the birch, there she lay, stone dead with
a bullet hole clear through her just back "of the shoulders.
Then I yelled: "Hurrah! hurrah! hurrah! Payne has
onel" Joe Clement immediatelycame over from bis runwav
one of the guides with Beaulne came up and congratulated
me. Beaulne said it was as good as a |50 bill to him to

know that I had been successful. We found I had missed
the heart by about 2in , but had bored right through the
lungs. Afterward we went, over the ground to see where 1

had struck her. It was just 75ft, from where I stood. There
was a little birch just the other side of her, against whicli
there was a splash of blood, and in that tree, about lin. deep,
was my bullet, which I subsequently secured. Tt was the
first deer I ever shot and the first time I ever fired at any
game with a rifle. You can imagine how much I prize that
partly flattened bullet.

Oust after we had my deer (which, by the way, was a
three-year-old doe, that is, Beaulne said so, and of course he
knows) hauled to the boat, we went to the other lake to re-

port our luck, and found that Geo. Clement had secured an-
other that had put into the water, shooting it with duck
shot.

There were four deer hangirg from the club house posts
that night. We then gave up all idea of partridges, wanted
to get a deer each, there being eight of us. However, that
night about dusk, the guide, Geo. Clement and myself went
down to the gate of the lake to shoot ducks as they flew
over, but, although we each fired six shots, we came home
without touching one of them. J. Bhuce Payne
Pbovincb of Qubbec.

[to be cohcldded.]

ONE MAN'S INFLUENCE.
William B. Bennee, the Western Union telegraph,

operator at Somerset, Pa., died suddenly at that place on
Tuesday, April 27, of paralysis of the heart, aged about
thirty years.

To the bulk of your readers the above simple announce-
ment is of no more interest than any other record of sud-
den death; but Mr. Benner was a true sportsman, and has
done much for the interest of the craft in Somerset county,
which could be emulated elsewhere to the benefit of the
lovers of the rod and gun.
About three years ago he conceived the notion that

something should he done looking to game and fish, pro-
tection by the persons interested, aside from the laws of
the State, and after talking; over the matter with others he
went to Attorney A. C. Holbert, who, while not a fisher-
man, is an enthusiastic gun man, and laid his ideas before
him. They had several consultations, and Mr. Holbert
drew up a "constitution and by-laws" and a call for a
meeting, at the Hotel Vannear, of all lovers of shooting
and fishing on a certain evening.
When the evening came Mr. Vannear, himselfa shooter,

threw open his parlors, and seventy persons were there
present. Mr. Benner was unanimously elected chairman
pro tern., and directed the proposed constitution and by-
laws to be read, and after their reading they were adopted
as read, and the seventy persons signed them, forming the
Somerset Game and Fish Protective Association. The
salient features of this Association are as follows:

1. No fees are paid for membership nor for remaining a
member.

2. Any person can become a member.
3. Each member pledges himself on his sacred honor

not to kill game or take fish out of season; not to fish with
a net, except for minnows; not to shoot a bird on the
ground, unless it has been wounded; not to fish or hunt
knowingly on the lands ofanother without peraiission first

obtained; not to kill any bird or beast under the protec-
tion of the game laws of the State, and not to be a hog in
either shooting or fishing; to give information promptly to
the secretary of any violation of the game and fish laws of
the State, especially of the killing of game or taking offish
out of season, and the secretary pledges himself to inform
the president and furnish him with a list of witnesses, and
the president is pledged in like manner to prosecute the
ofi'ender or offenders, and each member may be assessed a
sum certain to defray the expenses of such prosecution,
and if the same be successful the fine is turned into the
treasury and appropriated first of all 'to reimburse the
members their assessments.
Mr. Benner was unanimously elected president, A. C.

Ferner secretary and treasurer of the Association. The
fact of the formation of the Association and its constitution
and by-laws were published in all the county papers, and
similar associations were formed at other points in the
county; and the writer is informed that in adjoining coun-
ties and even in far-away counties of the State similar
associations have been formed, and have adopted, without
change, the constitution and by-laws of the Somerset Asso-
ciation.

No prosecutions have been made, and none have been
necessary. Persons who might have violated the law have
come into the Association, and are active and conscientious
members. The Somerset organization now numbers on
its roll 150 members; others in the county swell the aggre-
gate, as the writer ' is informed, to about 1,000 members,
and all due to the efforts of the plain, impretentiors j'^oung
man, William B. Benner. who now "rests from his labors
and his works do follow Mm." Amatede.

Pike County Game Shipments.
DiLLiNGEBSViLLE, Pa., April 2B.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Your correspondent from Pike county is right. I
made a geographical error in my article on April Q. The
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. does not touch
Pike county. Nevertheless the largest part of the game, as
I was informed, came from Pike county and the upper part
of Monroe county. The agents at the stations, who in-
formed me as to the shipment of game, are situated in Mon-
roe county, and I may say not such a great way from Pike
county, Leon W. Mazukie.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Wisconsin Deer License Law.

Chicago, 111., April 23.—The most important news of the
week is, without doubt, that of the passage in Wisconsin of

a deer license law similar to that in force in Michigan. Sen-
ator J. Herbert Green, of the Fourth District, wrote me
early in the week in regard to this, stating that the measure
now in effpct was introduced in the Sennte as Bill 56. Sen-
ate Bill 57 has also become a law. Wisconsin now has a
regularly enacted and effective game law, with no loopholps
left in its construction, such as were found in the Buckstaff
law, under which misunderstandings of the deer season
occurred last fall. The sportsmen of Wisconsin had a good
advocate in the person of Senator Green, as well as in other
representatives who have assisted them in former years.

They did not secure a bill entirely prohibitirg the spring
shooting of wildfowl, nor is it likely that the sportsmen of

the State actually wanted such a bill. Tt is Ifgal now. as

before, to shoot all ducks in the spring excepting mallards,
teal or wood duck.
The license for deer shooting under this new law is $1 fnr

residents and $30 for non-residents. This is the third West-
ern State within three years to pass a non-resident license law
on all or some species of game. Such laws are naturally
very unpopular with non-resident shooters, but it is to be
supposed that the men of Wisconsin found the non-resident
number so mary. that it seemed neces.qaryto lax them some-
thing for the privilege of buntinsr in Wisconsin depr country.
Whether the law will remain on the .statute books is yet to be
seen. That it will in many cases be evaded goes without
saying. While I can express no op'nion in regard to the

wisdom of such a law, I do know that it was a question of

very short time before the deer of Wisconsin would have
been destroyed under the riotous wastefulness of the earlier

system. It may be that any law, no matter how odious nor
how severe, will in its way be well if it serve to call a halt

for a moment and teach the unthinking jjublic what game
really is and what a game law really intends. The great
bulk of the shooting public thinks of nothing and cares

for nothing so long as there still remains game to be killed.

The result of the Wisconsin and Michigan license laws
will be that next fall there will be a flood of deer-hunters
which will pour into the woods of Minnesota. The latter

State is to be the next great hunting and fishing ground of

the Western people, and is as yet but little known as com-
pared with Wisconsin. Tt would not be surprising if Min-
nesota, so long a model in game-law matters, would find it

necessary or expedient to pass a non resident license law.

There have long been earnest efforts made to make the laws
of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota as nearly similar as

possible, the conditions governing the chief varieties of game
being much the same in these three States.

Other provisions of the new Wisconfin deer law are as

follows: The open season is from November 1 to November
20. Night-hunting, fire-hunting, water-hunting, the vse of

dogs, the use of traps in takius; deer are all unlawful and
prohibited. Tt is unlawful for any person to kill more than
two deer, except "any resident or settler shall have the right

to kill, at any time during the open season, any deer which
is to be consumed by his family or neighbors, and not for

the purpose of sale or traffic." The fine may be from |3o to

$100. or imprisonment from two to six months. Thus it

will be seen that the non-resident hunter is to pay $15 each
for his two deer, and cannot kill anv more than two.

Yet other provisions in the new Wisconsin law interesting

to sportsmen are those forbidding the use of sneak- boxes or
artificial blinds in shooting wild fowl, and prohibiting duck-
shooting between sundown and sunrise. It is also unlawful
to use ferrets in hunting rabbits.

The record of legislation in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota and Dakota for the past few years shows an increasing
sti-ingency in the game-law measures in this part of the
West. It comes none too soon, if the game of this section is

to be retained for the pleasure of the shooters. The history
of its butchery has never yet been written.

What News From Illinois?

But what news from the grand old State of Illinois, which
possesses the city of Chicago, which in turn possesses that
odorous thoroughfare known as South Water street? What
news from Illinois? Nothing, except that we still have
South Water street, and still have the elegant game law that
South Water street gave us years ago.

Many Jaclcsnipe.

The spring of '97 proves to be a great one for game, jack-
snipe being especially abundant. Very laree bags have been
made at Kouts, Davis, Shelby, Water Yalley, and other
Kankakee points. The highest bag of which I hear was that
made near Water Valley by two men, who killed 105 jack-
snipe in one day. In his last trip to Maksawba Club, Mr.
W. P. Mussey bagged forty snipe in one day, and eighteen
the next. He and John Watson have again gone down to
the club, and should be having even better shooting now.
The weather is warm and exactly right for a good flight.

Heavy Shooting at Poygan Club.

There has been heavy shooting at Poygan Club, situated
on Lake Poygan, Wis. This club has a laree Chicago mem-
bership. One member this spring killed 101 ducks in one
day. Two Chicago members in six and a half days' shoot-^

ing killed 473 ducks. The gentleman giving me this news
requests that I withhold his name and that of his friend. I
don't blame him for the request. He is the secretary of a
prominent gun club of Chicago. I suppose he and his' friend
were carried away by a sudden burst of enthusiasm, which
lasted for six days and a half.

The Dress of a Cowboy.
There was a cowboy preacher recently arrested in Chicago

for something or other, and one of the daily papers remarked
that he was "resplendent in the full dress of a cowboy,
buckskin jacket with gilt buttons, and doeskin trousers

—

both decorated with long fringe—high- top boots with spurs,
broad-brimmed sombrero, and medals without number."
Somehow or other I must be out of luck. 1 have been

knocking around in the West for quite a while now, but I
never did see a cowboy dressed that way.

Some More about the Black Duck.
April 34.—Mr. Thos. .Johnson, of Winnipeg, writes to me

that he has just read the Forest and STiiEiUu comment of
some weeks ago on the character of tlie black duck, which
he was good enough to send down to this office from the far
North country. He says that he can see no right that I
have to call his black duck {Oideiniafima) a "base Ixm^

and no black duck at all." He adds: "This bird is not
found in Manitoba, but I say it is a black duck, as black as

the marsh duck of Ontario. If I have failed of finding the

breeding places of the marsh black duck, I have found the

lake wliere the sea black duck breeds, and where it is found
in thousands."
Mr. J. H. Mcllree, assistant commissioner Northwest

mounted police, writes from Regina on this same subject:

"I was interested about the yarn started by your friend

.Johnston, of Winnipeg, that he had discovered the breeding
place of the black duck north of Edmonton. I knew he
must be mistaken, as I have been twenty-three years in the

Northwest, am very fond of the gun, and have yet to see a

black duck. I happened to be in Edmonton a little over a
month ago, and went to the taxidermist there to see if he had
a speciooen of this black duck. He had not, but he showed
me a letter, or at least copy of ©ne, from you to Johnston
which settled the matter. The next ihmg that struck me
was the line of migration of these ducks in sprina: and fall.

I have shot many hundreds of ducks in this vast Northwest
in both, spring and fall, but have never shot a scater. I

always looked upon them as a sea duck.
"I have been taking Forest and Stream since about

1876, and it loses none of its interest for me."
Mr. Ruthven Deane, of Chicago, one of the best posted

ornithologists in the country, is good enough to contribute

some points about the black duck, which 1 append as per

his letter:

"I have hoen interested in reading the black duck controv-

ersy in the Forest and Stream. In (he number of March
13 your correspondent, Mr. Geo A. Boardman, of Calais,

Me., states that the Eastern blacK duck is of only accidental

occurrence in the West. Such may be the case in Minneso-
ta, where Mr. Boardman has made his observations, but the

true black duck (J.nas ohscura) is cerlainly a regular spring

and fall migrant in Illinois and Indiana, and in considerable
abundance, especially in the fall. As you are a duck hunt-
er, I have no doubt but that this has also been your experi-

ence. I have not infrequently counted .fi''tfen or twenty
black duc-.ks in a bag of titty or six'y birds, the balance being
mostly mallards {Anas ioscJiaa).

"In regard to Mr. Boardman's reference to 'two sizes' of

the scaup duck, you slate that you take the smaller of the
two as applied to the ringbill {Aythya, collaris) I think that

Mr, Boardman does not refer to lliis species, for there are

two distinct species of the scaup, both iound on Eastern and
Western waters, the American scaup duck {Aythya inarita

wearctica) and the Lesser scaup duck {Aythya affinis) The
American fcaup, more commonly known as the big hluebill

or canvasback bluebill, is quite rare in Illinois and Indiana
.so far as my expeiience goes, and from such information as

I have eotten fiom many sportsmen. At the English Lake
Shooting Club, on the Kankakee niarsties in Inriia-iia, I have
not known of more than half a dozen having been shot by
the club members in the past thirteen years. I understand
it is not of such infrequent occurrence on the Illiuoi° Riv r

in the Swan Lake region, especially in the spring. Of the

Lesser scaup, or, as better known in our shooting Sfclions,

the bluebill, you are of course intimately acquamted."
I want to thank Mr. Deane for setting me right about my

comment on Mr. Boardman's "two sizes" of bluebiHs. Mr.
Boardman was right, as he usually i«, though it seemed to

me he might have confused the two birds, the bluebill and
the ringbill, which sometimes are so confused, my own
memory being vague about the two siz^s of scaup. I saw a
fine specimen of the ' larger bluebill" (American scaup ot

"Greater scaup," as it is sometimes called) at the office ot R.
A. Turtle, a local taxidermist, not long ago. This bird I

recognize, but I think I have not seen it in my shootmg in

the North for six or eight years, and it is rare among Illinois

duck shooters I think, though Mr Boardman has perhaps
found it in more abundance in Minnesota. I am quite sure!
have seen it in Texas. The man who had the specimen
above mentioned no doubt thought it a curiosity here and
had it mounted. Of course, these bluebill?, hig or little,

are not bla'^k ducks, even of the "sea black duck" sort

which Mr. Johnson sets up; but I think now we have got
these different animals sorted out so that we can tell what
they are.

I am all the time learning that there are a whole lot of
things I don't know a good many things about, including
ducks. It is astonishing how loose the average obaervalion

is, when one is not making a special study of a subject..

How many men can tell off-hand, for instancp, what is the
color of a canvasback's bill, or of a mud hen's foot, or of H
mallard's foot, or can lell what a redhead's bill looks like, or
that of a blutbill, or of a velvet scaler? We all ought to

know all such things, and probably we thmk we do, but
quite a few would fall down on so short and simple a cate-

chism as that. I remember that once when I was a boy 1

was executing a fine pen-and-ink sketch of a duck, under
the supervision of my farher, but he told me that I had put
ou the legs at such a remote corner on the duck ihat it could
by no possibility have been able to stand up. Does every-

body know where the hind legs ought to go ou a duck? 'l
presume everybody thinks lie knows, but 1 would have to

bet that he doesn't, This is how it happens that we some-
times get mixed up on bird matters. We try to tell some-
body how a bird looks, and we can't, because we don't

know.
From the Far North Country.

Mr. Thomas Johnson is very good at getting up for us
curious things, surprises in natural histor}' and odd ques-

tions of interest. This week he sends down a photograph
of a snow-white mountain sheep head, witu the following
letter in regard to it;

"I am sending you. a photo of the head of a white Rocky
Mountain sheep. 1 understand that no museum in the

world has a specimen of this animal. This one was killed

by a British sportsman, Mr. Mallurner, in British Alaska.
Mr. Secord, of Edmonton, a friend of mine and his, got a
photograph of the head, which he sent to me."
The photograph mentioned is at hand. It is very curious.

It shows the horns of a big horn, possibly four, or three,

years of age, but the scalp is pure white. The hair of the

scalp seems to be that of theshtep, there being no possibility,

for instance, that it could be a scalp of a mountain goat
stretched over a sheep skull, even did the size of a goat scalp

permit this. The jaw and uosex)f the head are those of the
big-horn, and the whole head is a well-mounted specimen,
though I should call the eye used rather too large. It may
be an albino sheep, or it may be a new sort of sheep, and at

any rate the head is very interesting. Mr. Johnson does not
state when this head was killed, though that may have very-

much to do with its color. In our hunt on the Blackfoot
reservation this winter we found the color shown by the big
horns very much lighter than that of the fall coat. There
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was one head in our camp, killed by a Mr. Riley, of Midvale,
Mont., that of a four-year-old ram, which in the face was
nearly a pure white, though about the back of the cheeks
and on tlie neck the color darkened somewhat. This was
simply an instance of change of color with the season of the
year. As Mr. Johnson'.s sheep came from a still more north-
ern and colder country, and may possibly have been killed

in winter, it may be that its color is simply an instance of
winter coat. It seems to me that it is much too white for
this, however, and I leave this nut of Mr. Johnson's for
some one else to crack.

Buffalo In the Northwest.

The same enterprising news gatherer sends a little later a
clipping from the Edmonton Bulletin of March last, stating
that the information is authentic, so that he thinks we have
not yet gotten to the "Last of the Buffalo." The cutting
reads:

"Official dispatches from Inspector Jarvis reporting upon
his patrol as far as he has gone, have been received at police
headquarters.

"At the time of writing Inspector Jarvis was at Fort
Chipewyan, havine: returned there from Fort Resolution,
Fort Smith and Smith's Landing on Feb. 2-5.

"Two buffalo bulls and a cow were seen twenty-five miles
out from Fort Smith on Feb. 21. This makes about 100 of
these animals seen in that vicinity since last fall."

No Chance for a Poor Man.
An injured citizen of Manitoba writes to Premier Green-

way, by medium of the Winnipeg Free Press, about an indig-
nity committed upon his haystacks by certain unbridled
wild deer. He thinks he ought to be paid if the present ef-

ficient game-laws (a two years' close season on deer) are to
continue so much in force, and says: "The deer have eat.

and destroyed me about twelve tons of hay this winter,
through the snows being so deep and the hunting season be-
ing closed. 1 would like to know what recompense I am
entitled to, 1 have informed one of the game guardians and
he has seen what damage has been done, but said he could
not do anything bttt said I must inform you about it, for it

leaves me very short of feed and it cost me quite a bit for
hired heln and harvesting, for wages were high and the
season very wet; so I hope you Will consider me entitled to
some recompense for my loss."

(The American deer don't eat very much hay. Not if

your American knows it. Ever prompt to defend his home,
he loads the old gun up with slugs and repels the invasion.
Thus our deer will, after a time, molest us no more,)

The Tolleston Case.

The case of the Tolleston Club, mentioned at length last

winter, in which the club wardens were arrested for firing

upon trespassers, is this week on trial at Crown Point, Ind.,
some fifty witnesses having been examined, with conflicting
results. No deaths have ensued from the shooting. Ttie
case will probably be closed next Monday, when prosecutor
Heard will speak for the State and attorney Foster for the
club.

Bitten by a Tarantula.

Mr. W. W. McQueen, late of Menominee but now of
Chicago, took a hunting trip to Texas last winter, and came
nearly losing his life by it. "While out in the country near
Red water, Tex., he became aware of a prickling, numbing
sensation in his thigh. He told his companion that he
thought he had a spltnter in his leg, recalling a pause made
nearly an hour earlier at an old pile of rotten raikoad ties.

His friend was suspicious of the splinter and asked to see

the place. They fotind the flesh already turning black, and
the friend at once pronounced it a tarantula bite, though Mr.
McQueen did not know when he had been bitten. Mr.
McQueen was at once given whisky, and he says that he
dranE a pint at a drink, and felt no effect from it whatever,
the action of the poison being so strong. A doctor was seen

as soon as possible, and he quartered the wound and applied
a cupping cap, Mr. McQueen's life was barely saved, and
lie lay in bed for some weeks. He walks now only with a
cane, and in his thigh there is a deep hole where the flesh

sloughed off to the size of his hand, it seeming to be a pe-
culiarity of the tarantula poison to kill the flesh for a dis-

tance around the bite. Mr. McQueen was a shooter well
known at Menominee, and will be welcomed in Chicago
circles as soon as he gets around all right again from his

narrow escape with the hairy spider.

Snipe Season Closing:.

Our snipe season is drawing to a close, and has been on
the whole a good one. Mr. W. P. Mussey has probably
killed about as many snipe as any of our Chicago shooters,

getting in his trips to Mak^Hw ba about 150 birds. He
brought back a trifle over 100 last Monday, the result of
three days' shooting on that famous marsh.
Oswald von Lengerke made five hunts for snipe and killed

in all 105 snipe. Charlie Antoine did not do quite so well as
that, and thought the season a bad one.

Mr. F. A, Place, of Chicago, and Mr, Hayward, of Crown
Point, Ind. , retm-ned this week from a little run to the marsh
above Shelby, Ind, They did not find many birds on the
Kankakee marshes, but along little inland sloughs picked up
a couple of dozen.
George Klehm, at Arlington Heights, near the west edge

of Chicago, sent in twenty odd snipe tlus week, and prob-
ably killed them all in one day's hunt near his home at that

suburb.
Messrs. C. 8. Dennis and J. V. Clark, of this city, had a

little hunt below Lowell, Ind., but report only a few snipe.

They were a little too late.

Mr. J . B. Wiggins, of this city, has been to the Mak-saw-
ba Club grounds once or twice, but has not killed many
jacks. He did not try to do any severely hard hunting, but
could^not call the luck good.

Mr.' ,Toel Kinney, on the same grounds, has hunted a few
days in something of the same manner, and has killed enough
jacks to say at least that he got enough to eat.

On the Kankakee marsh above Momence, lU., a large
pai-ty was in camp for ten days last week and this. These
were Messrs. W. L. Wells, John Nelliger, Wm. Cutler and
Phil Woodford, of Chicago, and Messrs. BeWitt Rike, Nate
Hand, Fred Duree, Chas. Bullinger, Frank Freeman, Mark
Atherton, Fred Knightheart and Bill Lyons, all of Momence.
These hunters did not meet any very heavy shooting, pro-
bably killing less than 1.50 jacks during their stay; but they
had a mighty good time living in camp and enjoying the
outdoor features of the country, which included considerable
rain. High bag for any gun was eleven birds, made by Mr.
Wells on one day.

It is likely that the main flight of the jacksnipe has now
passed on above this latitude.

* E Hough.
1206 BoYCE BuiLDiNS, Chicago.

ONTARIO'S GAME LAWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Mr. Bell, of the Forest and Stream Club, of Belleville,

Out., in his letter in your last issue, is rather severe on the
legislators of this Province for refusing to restore to the city

tenderfoot hunters the privilege of killing deer in the water,
and predicts that the result will be that the aforesaid tender-
feet will wound numbers of deer on land which will escape
from them.

I have hunted in northern Ontario during ten successive
seasons, and from what I have seen of the operations of the
city novices I do not agree with Mr. Bell. Still hunting is

to them, for obvious reasons, out of the question; ihftj are

able to wcuud precious few deer running ahead of their dogs,
and the only sport (?) open to them is on the water, where
they can paddle up alongside of the deer and kill them with
guns or clubs at their option.

Since they have no scruples against that kind of butchery
and it is their only chance for venison, they are naturally
willing to have the number of deer allowed to be killed by
each hunter reduced from two, as it is at present, to one.
It is venison they want, and one deer is better than none.
They know perfectly well that if hounding were prohibited
the result would be a great reduction in the number of deer
killed and wounded, but it does hot suit them to advocate
that prohibition, What they want is a sure thing for one
deer each.
The result of the amendment in the game laws of Ontario

forbidding the killing of deer in the water, which went into
effect last season, was a decrease of 50 per cent, in tue total

number of deer killed, and though there are no returns of the
number wounded, it may be taken for granted that there was
no material increase in this. It is hardly necessary to ex-
plain that in the days of canoe hunting, in parties who went
in for it, all hands did not take to the canoes. For every
man who lay in wait on the water it was necessary that sev-

eral should remam on land to put out the dogs and watch the
runways, and the latter did not neglect to shoot at any deer
they saw. The addition, therefore, of the ex-canoemen to

those who hunted on land last season did not make any
material difference.

Our legislators deserve praise rather than condemnation
for refusing the water privilege to the city tenderfeet; but I
agree with Mr. Bell in the opinion that the sale of venison
should be prohibited. The sooner the market hunter, and
the catcher and seller of game fishes are suppressed, the
better it will be for sport, but should it be done it will be
rough on the city tenderfoot about whom Mr. Bell is so anx-
ious. He cannot buy a deer from a settler and will have no
chance to exercise his powers of invention on a yarn detail-

ing the remarkable" circumstances under which he himself
killed it, and the wonderful shot by which he bagged it.

Deer hunting will be robbed of a great deal of its romance.
Wm. Panton.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

BOSTON ANGLERS.
Boston, May 1.—The ice is out of Lake Auburn, in Maine,

and the local fishermen are making the best of the early run
of landlocked salmon. The ice c eared Monday nisrht, and
early Tuesdiy morning the electric cars, which run from
Lewiston to the shores of the lake, were crowded with men
bearing fishing-rods and pails of live bait. Mr. Eiias Har-
mon caught the first salmon at 3 o'clock P. M It weighed
BJIbs, City. Clerk McCann of Auburn took a 4lb. salmon on
Wednesday. R P. Thompson has taken a fine one, hook-
ing him Thursday forenoon. Other local fishermen have
had some luck there, but on the whole the fishing is poor,
though the rush is great. Boats are hard to get, and are re-

ported to be engaged eight or ten days ahead. One gentle-

man says that he fished all day Friday and did not catch a
fish or get a strike. That day there were two small trout
taken, neither weighing over a pound. His theory is that
the water is stiU too cold. But B. D. Stevens did take a
salmon from that lake Thursday weighing 7ilbs.

SebagoLake, in Maine, opened on Aoril 10. the ice going
out wiih a high wind. The next day the mercury was down
about to zero, making it almost impossible to launch a boat,

and no salmon were taken. By Wednesday the weather had
moderated, and Mr. John G. Wright, of Boston, with his
friends, Mr. Souther and C. H. Merrimau, of Providence,
started for those waters. They were accompanied by Charlie
Robinson, the South Windham manufacturer and most suc-
c^ss-ful landlocked salmon fisherman. Fishing several days,
they fach took several salmon, but none of very great weight.
Sitis-fied that the weather was too cold, each would like to
try again a few days hence, and may do so. Lewiston and
Auburn sportsmen have been well represented at Sebago, as
well as the fishermen from Portland. H. E. Thurston, of
Auburn, was one of the first lucky fishermen, landing one
salmon of 61bs. and another of 12ilbs. E. A Johnson, of
L°wiston, has taken a salmon at Sebago weighing lOlbs.

Two Portland sportsmen have taken big salmon each. But
A. E. Poole, of Portland, has broken the Sebago record,
landing on the morning of April 26 a salmon weighing
2lilbs. This is the largest salmon ever reported from that
lake taken with rod and reel, though bigger fish have been
taken by the Commissioners, for spawniag purposes, and one
was found several years ag-^, stranded and dead in one of
the tributaries of Sebago, that was much larger It was a
male fish, with the hook of the lower jaw so prominent that

it would hang over a small stick. Tnere are big salmon in

Sebago, and the interest in fishing for them is good. Mr,
.John C Small has caught one this week of 91bs. weight.
The ice is out of Dan Hole Pond, Ossipee, N. H , and

some of the fishermen are going. John Caswell, of Boston,
went to that pond on Friday, to stay till Monday. Doubt-
less he found the weather very cold. On Friday next R. O.
Hardrag, E. H, Wakefield. Jr , Elward Brooks and S W.
Boles, Jr., are to start for Dan Hole after landlocked salmon.
They have decided to postpone their trip this year till they
are sure that the smelts are running well. They' expect to

be joined at the lake by Nathaniel Wentworth and F. L.
Hughes of the New Hampshire Fish Commission. The ice

is out of Newfound Lake and a few fishermen have started.

Sunapee Lake is also clear, but no catches are yet reported
from either Newfound or Sunapee. One or two big lakers
have been taken at Winnepiseogee. The ice is very slow
about going out of the Schoodics. W. L. Underwood, of
Boston, fully intended to be off for those lakes early this

week, but getting a dispatch that not even Grand Lake was
clear, and not likely to clear for several days, he postponed
his starting till early this week. He is a member of the
Duck Lake Club, largely composed of Boston merchants,
and brother of H. O. Underwood, treasurer of the said, club.

The club party will start on its annual spring fishing trip in
about a week. Many of its members are anxious to be off.

Something is being done by the Boston trout fishermen.
C. D. Bias, one of the most earnest of Boston fishermen, with
George Talbot and Charlie Olmstead, fished the private
brook of Mr. Sias,"in Connecticut, on Saturday. The day
was all that could be asked, and they landed all the trout
they wanted. Mr, William Cumming and Mr. G. F. Edgett,
with Robinson and Woodworth, were at a private fishingjpre-

serve belonging to Mr. Cumming for a couple of days re-

cently. They secured a great many trout. Mr. Edgett was
much delighted. Mr. Cumming had been there before. R.
O. Harding and E H. Wakefield, Jr , were intending to try
Mr. Wakefield's preserve on the Cape over Sunday of this
week, but the fierce rainstorm kept them indoors.
The ice is not yet out of the Rangeleys nor Moosehead. It

is expected that it must hold in longer, unless the weather
suddenly changes from the cold_ of the past two weeks to
very warm. Geo. H Cutting, of Andover, writes me that
Richardson Lake is not expected to clear before the 15th to
the 20th. At Bemis, foot of Mooselucmaguntic Lake, there
was 14in. of snow, fallen the night before, on Monday last,

April 26. The snowstorm was far the heaviest in the Swift
River Yalley, there being but lOin. in the White Mountain
regions. The storm is reported as something unheard of in
April, and must delay the going out of the ice at the Range-
leys. O. A, Dennen, of theKineo House, Moosehead, writes
me, under date of April 30, that the ice wiU be three or four
days later in that lake this year than last; this date clearing
it about the 13th.

Mr. John Caswell, mentioned above, has fished a good
deal in Florida. From his trip this winter he brings back a
fly that has something of a record. He took with it 110 sea
trout in one day at Punta Gorda, and it is pretty good yet.
It is a silver body, with very small yellow wings.
Mr. E. Noyes Whitcomb, the builder and president of the

Inglewood Club, is on a flying trip to Maine, but will doubt-
less try the fishing wherever there is an opportunity.

Speciaii.

New Jersey Coast Fishingf.

AsBTiRT Pakk, N. J., May 1.—Salt water fish of all kinds
are moving extraordinarily early this spring, if reports from
various points along the coast are to be believed. Already
some plaice have been taken, which is something remarkable,
as May 15 is as early ~ as they are usually met with, and
to day a school of biuefish is reported off shore. WhUe
some earnest eft'orts have been made, no bass have been taken
in the surf.

Kingfish and weakfish are moving northward and are
plentiful in the vicinity of the Chesapeake, and should be
with us within the next month. Both varieties are frequent-
ers of our estuaries, and are highly prized by all salt-water
anglers, and their coming is anxiously awaited each recur-
ring season.

Despite the discouragements the fraternity have encoun-
tered, if signs count, the coming season will be one of nn-
usual activity, never has tackle heen in better demand, or
better grades of goods sold. The sand-eels, or sand-lant have
again put in appearance, a most unusual occurrence, as they
are strictly a fall and winter fish, and generally leave our
coast by the middle of winter. It is evident that fish of
some kind are holding them inshore, presumably the hake
and cod, as the northern run of hake should occur at'

this season of the year. Perch are plentiful in all their
usual haunts imd fly-rods have seen active service the past
few weeks. Leonakd.

The Canadian Bass Season.
Toledo, Onio, May l.—Editar Forest and Stream: A To-

ledo daily paper contains the announcement that the Cana-
dian Minister has modifled the close season for black bass so
as to permit the Pelee Club to angle in Canadian waters for
the first fifteen days in May. It is stated also in the same
connection that ex-President Cleveland will be a guest of
the Club during a part of the season.

If the information quoted above is not any more reliable

than that contained m the same article regarding the Cana-
dian close time during the past two seasons, it will hardly do
to depend upon. For it is alleged that during this time the
Canadian authorities had prohibited American anglers from
fishing in Canadian waters, when in point of fact the Minis-
ter had extended the close season for bass from May 15, at

which it formerly ended, 1o June 15. As is well known any
resident of the United States may fish in Canadian waters
during the open season by paying the prescribed license of

$5 per rod for that season, while in case he is domiciled in
Canada he is subject to no license fee. J. Beebe.

[ The close season for black bass in Lake Erie immediately
surrounding Pelee Island was by order in Council of March
23, 1877, made May 15 to June 15, both inclusive,]

The Suowfish.

Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I was, of
course, delighted to see myself "in print" in the last number
of Forest akd Stream, but that was nothing to the exhil-

aration 1 felt at being represented by the compositor and
proof-reader of your excellent paper as the discoverer of a
new species of the finny tribe, namely, the "snowfish." I
had written as plainly as 1 knew how "sunfish," but the
gentlemen in question between them have immortalized me
as bringing to the front the heretofore unheard of "snow-
fish " 1 hope this fish may hereafter be duly recognized,
and that the Ichtliys eldoneos cliaprnani will appear in its

proper place in future piscatory literature. T. J. C.

Ijarere Hudson River Shad.
PouGHKEEPSiE, N. Y., April 27.—Two years ago, just at

the close of the shad fishing season, a large roe shad was
taken in the river near this city, which I saw, and which
weighed plump lOlbs. Shad are being caught freely now
weighing from 6 to 7|lb8. in our river, which was a thing
totally unheard of ten or fifteen years ago, and it shows tho
benelits we are deriving from stocking and protection.

J. S. Van Cleep. •
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A HOLIDAV in BRITISH COLUMBIA.
SHAKaHAi, China.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Shanghai
is admittedly the best place to get away from during its two
months of heat, July and August, and its one treacherous
month, September; but the qaestion where to go is not so
readily answered. Chefoo is nearly as hot and is dreadfully
dull; Pool00 or the Saddles do not yet possess a family
kotel; and Japan, except in the hills, is as enervating as
China. So we must look to America. British Columbia
affords the most complete change that can be got within
moderate time, and it also Las the great advantage of giving
the visitor something to do beyond simple sight-seeing,
although the sight seeing there is on the grandest scale.

This "something to do" can consist of fishing or shooting,
br both, and I now give you a few notes of a sis weeks'
holiday spent by my wife and myself in the enjoyment of
bool temperature, grand scenery, a magnificent climate, and
some fair sport with the rod. What I have written may be
accepted as supplementing the admirable papers contributed
to your columns by Prairie Dog.
The places mentioned are all on the beaten track of the

Canadian Pacific railway and its branches, most readily
reached by China residents via the Empress steamers to
Yanoouver. The only drawback to the Canadian Pacific
route is that it is somewhat too cold, and, even in July, the
passenger must be well provided with winter clothing and
thick rugs. And it is also necessary to prepare the traveler
in British Columbia for two other serious drawbacks which
exist there, more or less, every summer; these are the dense
smoke caused by forest fires and the prevalence of mos-
quitoes. From Victoria to Banff the whole country was,
tins summer, enveloped in smoke for at least two months,
and although residents declared that it was much worse
than usual, it is an evil that exists each year during July and
August. As to the mosquitoes they were simpJy terrible

during these two months at all the places visited, with the
exception of the Kootenay district and at Vernon, w^hen none
troubled us, nor did we find any at Vancouver; but the only
places otherwise free from these pests (and black files also)

were the different lakes and, for this reason, trolling on the
lakes afforded the most comfortable sport. Hotel managers
and residents assured us that this was an exceptional year
for mosquitoes and I would like to believe them; but even if

the quantity is usually 50 per cent, less, there would still be
enough to mortify the flesh and irritate the spirit of the
flsheiman.
I give the result of our experiences at each place visited

and, looking back at the whole trip, give the palm to the
Kootenay River and Vernon as fishing grounds for trout;
but, if the mosquitoes could b3 forgotten, I should remember
with equal pleasui'e the glorious walks, the grand scenery,
and the tempting pools of the Bow River near Laggan. The
trip would have been incomplete without the two days'
salmon trolling at Vancouver, and I only regret not having
lett more time for that sport. These noble fish are not to be
tempted with a fly but they afford the changing sensations
of hope, expectation, exultation, doubt, dread, despair,
failure and—sometimes—victory, after patient trolling with
a stout salmon rod and a clean spoon

_
As regards flies, the fisherman will be astonished at the

size of the favorites for the Kootenay; they are more like
salmon than ordinary trout flies; but in the streams the
smallest sizes are good kiflers. Each place has its favorite,
and local sportsmen will always give useful hints to visitors,
who can invariably count upon the good-will, assistance
and friendship of fellow devotees to the gentle art in British
Columbia.
Three weeks after leaving Shanghai, on the "Glorious

Fourth," my notes commence at
Babff.— Alt. 4,g00ft. The climate at Banff during July

and August was perfect, and is said not to be severe in win-
ter, many invalids selecting the place as good for weak lungs.
The hot sulphur springs have effected many cures of rheu-
matism and skin diseases, The air is highly rarefied, and
sometimes causra trouble to those wiih any heart complaint.
During summer mosquitoes abound, and this year they were
innumerable, and exasperating almost beyond endurance.
The record of temperature at Banff in July of 1896 shows

a maximum of 88° and a minimum of 30'^. Snow generally
falls early in September.
The scenery at Banii deserves the praise bestowed upon it

in the guide books, but as regards the fishing it is a disap-
pointment. The Bow River Fafls, close to the hotel, are
very pretty; and the stream then winds through a pic-
turesque valley for about ten miles, surrounded by high
peaks, many of which are snow-capped. I found the best
fishing beiow the "Loops," but the best day's catch with the
fly did not exceed four trout, the largest lib. and the major-
ity lib. The fish are brook trout, with white flesh, and
there are also grayling; both more ready to take a bit of raw
meat or grasshopper than rise to a fly, but still quite amen-
able to the latter.

Devil's Lake (Minnewahka) —A long, narrow and
winding lake, surrounded by bold, snow-covered peaks, dis-
tant about nine miles from Banft, whence it is reached by a
good driving road. A pleasant week was spent here. Good
trout are to be found in the lake by trolling, and old Joe, the
boatman, talks of several 16-pounders having been taken,
while the head of one said to have weighed 40;bs. is shown
in the museum. It is seldom, if ever, the lot of an angler to
fish anywhere at the right time, and our own expeiience ar
Devil's Lake was to kill only three trout by trolling, of which
the largest was 31bs., and he did not show much fight. Good
spoit, however, was afforded by the small-mouthed grayling
(whitefish?), which were then taking bail freely, and proved
very lively when hooked to a light rod, most of these weigh-
ing 31bB. The Cascade River, within walking distance of
Astley's cottage, has several good pools for brook trout, where,
after the exercise of much patience, a few good figli were
secured with a fly.

Laggan,—Alt. 4,900ft. A small station on the C. P. R.,
about one hour's distance from Banlf, where good accom-
modation can be had at the railway house. This is an excel-
lent center for two or three days' good stream fishing on the
Bow River, which here dashes over many rapids and falls,

through picturesque gorges, forming many tempting back-
water pools where small but lively trout rise to the'fly. A
good deal of scrambling over rocks and fallen trees has to be
done to get at the pools, but the sport and its surroundings
well repay the exertion, and almost compensate for the
mosquitoes.
Lake Lotjtsk.—Alt. 5,300ft. A small and pretty moun-

tain lake, about three miles from Laggan, where a few days
can be comfortably spent. Some good trout can be taken
Irom the lake with a fly, and still more witli a grasshopper
and by trolllDg. The upper part of the cutlet creek also

gives a few flsli wherever room can be found to make a cast,

but logs and bushes here form serious impeditnenta to fly-

fishing.

Gi/ACipR.—Alt 4,133ft. A very pleasant place to stay off

at for perfect rest, but there is no fishing.

Nelson, on the Kootenay Lake, ia the best center for the
Kootenay River fishing. JSTelson is reached by a branch
railway from Revelstoke to Arrow Head (30 miles), thence
by steamer to Robson (120 miles) and then by rail (40 miles);

the total fare being $7.50. The whole journey is very pic-
turesque, especially the trip down the Arrow Head Lake, if

one is fortunate enough to have a clear day. The lake at

Nelson affords fair sport both for fly-fishing and trolling;

but the place is on the Kootenay River, some fifteen miles
down stream, at what is known as "Ward's Crossing." The
only trouble is to get there ; or rather to return in the even-
ing, as the train does not pass until about midnight every
second day. The C. P. R. have four "shaks," or log cabins,
on the river, but these are not at the best spots, nor are they
now habitable by human beings. At present the only plan
to fish the Kootenay is to take tent and boat to "Ward's
Crossing" and there camp out until you are tired of the fish-

ing. This was the plan we adopted, and found that four
days' camping were very pleasantly spent, thanks to the C.
P. R agent, who kindly lent two large tents, and to Mr.
and Mrs. Stutter, who acted as our guide and cook.
It may be noted en passant that a skunk stole our
ham on the second day and that our supply of
meat was thus exhausted; but, with the exception of
field mice, no other animals disturbed our comfort nor were
we troubled with mosquitoes. The fishing on the Koote-
nay River is best done from a boat in the eddies formed by
the rapid current, which after passing over grand waterfalls,

flows turbulently round many rocks before forming the com-
paratively placid water known as Ward's Crossing. The
scene is a very grand one; the falls above are not unlike
those of the Rhine at Schaffhausen, the volume of water is

great, and clouds of spray bear witness to its force. High
mountains on each side, all densely wooded, complete a very
striking picture. And then the fishing is all that could be
desired; the trout are of good size, often 21bs. and seldom
much under lib. in weight; they rise readily to the fly to-

ward evening, and are to be taken throughout the day by
trolling. Many of the fish are rainbow trout, lively to a de-
gree, and when caught on a light rod give all the sport a
fisherman can desire—struggling hard to escape the landing
net, sometimes doing so, and exciting constant admiration
by their brilliant color and rapid motion. Our best day's
catch to one rod was twenty-six fine trout, and the only
trouble on the Kootenay is to know what to do with the fisli

after they have been caught- During three and a half days'
fishing our two rods killed 109 good trout. The temperature
on the Kootenay was high, ranging 85° Fahr. during the
day, but the nights were very cool. After finishing the Koo-
tenay a return journey has to be made to the C. P. R main
line at Revelstoke, whence two hours by rail bring us to

Sicamous, on the Shuswap lakes, the junction of the
branch line to A^ernon. One day's trol'ing on the Shuswap
did not afford us any sport, but others testify to there being
fair fishing in that water. I can only bear witness to the
quantity and virulence of its mosquitoes.
Vebnon, forty miles by rail from Sicamous, is a very

quiet English town, well laid out—but sadly devoid of life.

The Kalemalka Hotel is, however, the best one between
Banff and Vancouver, and a week can be spent here very
comfortably with trips to three good fishing grounds in its

immediate neighborhood; Okanagan Lake, Long Lake and
Swan Lake. Our experience gives the preference to Long
Lake, where in two days' trolling our two rods killed fifteen

good trout, running from 1 to Sibs. in weight, the fish being
very game and often jumping clear of the water before final

capture. This district consists of rolling prairie land, suit-

able for wheat and fruit, and is of an entirely different char-
acter from the mountain scenpry we have hitherto beeii- in.

Vernon is also a good center for shooting trips for big game
as well as grouse and duck.
Vancouvek —Good trout fishing can be had at several

places in the neighborhood, but our experience was limited
1o salmon trolling in the "Narrows," which affords capital
8port from late in August until the first week in October.
The best fishing is done during the last of the ebb and the
first of the flood; salmon are then jumping in all directions,
and many of them come to the numerous spoons that are re-
volving in their neighborhood. Prom six to ten fish a day
are sometimes caught, and although there are same blank
days, most of the boats generally biing back a fish or two.
The sport is grand when trolling" with a stout rod. and the
excitement from the moment a good fish is hooked until it is

safely gaffed info the boat is a sensation to remember. My
own catch during six hours' trolling consisted of three
salmon, weighing 6, 8 and lOlbs. respectively; but there yet
remains on my mind the rtcollection of grief at losing a
much larger fish, which rushed my line and jumped itself off
the hook before I could reel in and recover the strain on the
rod. The disappointment was perhaps increased by seeing
a distinguished member of the British Consular Service suc-
cessfully capture a 15 pounder from another boat.
The following is a record of fish killed by my own rod

(principally with a fl)), during the holiday now completed;
but it will encourage ladies who enjoy the sport if I add that
my wife also killed eighty-nine fish on the same trip.

Banff July 87-30 4 daj s 11 trout.
Devil's Lake Aug. 2-8.... .,..7 days.. .. 7 trout.
Lake Louise Aug. 11-lS ...2 days ....13 trout.
Laggan Aug. 1.3-14. , .2 days .24 trout.
Neison ....Aug. 19-^3 4 days ....10 trout.
Kootenay Aug. -ic-iS days 55 trout.
Long Lake Sepc. 8-9 2 days 1 1 1 rout.
Vancouver Sept. 12-13 2 days 3 salmon.

iifii'i days. m fish.

H. Q.

Probably a Golden Carp.
J. L. Cbtder, druffgist, of Huntington, W. Va., has a

fish in his aquarium, caught in a net in the Ohio Ri^er,
which, has all the appearance of a genuine gold-fish, so far as
shape and color are considered; the mouth, however, is
formed very much like that of the sucker. Mr. Crider has a
considerable number of small genuine goldfish in his aqua-
rium, none of them being finer, if as fine, in color as this
one. In size it equals a dozen of the others. It will weigh
about lib. Its color is a deep, brilliant orange throughout.
I did not examine it closely enough to give details of fins,
tail, etc. Can the Forest and Stream tell us whether or
not it is the golden carp of a certain variety, or a freak of
natm*e? D. Elting.

THAT BIG TROUT.
Editor F&rest and Stream:

Referring to Mr. A. N". Cheney's article, under the head-
ine: "The Big Trout at the Show," in your issue of April

24, as the owner of the fish referred to, and knowing a
little something aliout it, I trust you will give space to the
following, as I believe that Mr. Cheney's remarks may have
a tendency to create a wrong impression.
The owner of the fish has never objected to anyone doubt*

ing its being a brook trout. Owing to the conflicting testi-

mony of supposed experts, lie has some doubts in the matter
himself. He does object, however, to Mr. Chenej's insin-

uations that the fish has been "fixed," or so mounted as to

intentionally deceive anybody.
There is no mystery about the fish. It was caught in a

small brook in Montana, the exact location of which I am
not able td give. It was sent to Chicago, and was carefully
examined, measured and weighed by a number of gentlemen
who know a brook trout when they see one, although they
may not be able to recognize its picture in a book, or to spell

its Latin name. These gentlemen found the fish to measure
just scant -SSin. in length, and to weigh iS^lbs. ; and it had
spots on both sides, and had a square tail.

A number of gentlemen who have caught brook trout all

their lives, and two or three others who are generally ac-

cepted as experts in such matters, all of whom saw the fish

before it was mounted, pronounced it a brook trout (Salveli-

nus fontinalis), and the owner had every reason to have
confidence in theh opinion. The fish was mounted to look
as nearly as possible as nature had made it, and it was exhi-

bited as a brook trout, in perfect good faith. Neither the
man who owned it, nor the taxidermist who mounted it had
any desire to fool anybody. As soon as it was seriously

questioned that the fish was not a brook trout, the owner
exhibited it simply as a big trout, and waited for somebody
to name it correctly. A peculiar thing about the matter ia,

that of all the people who say that the fish is not a brook
trout, no two of them agree as to what it really is.

Mr, Cheney knows that there never has been the slightest

attempt to deceive anybody in the exhibition of this trout.

It was sent to the last Exposition at considerable trouble,

and was taken out of the case (simply mounted on a board),

so that anyone interested could examine it closely. Nothing
was claimed for it, and it was simply shown as a big fish.

The thanks that a sportsman receives for all this trouble is a
lot of uncalled for abuse and unfair insinuations from fel-

lows who never saw such a big trout before, and whose
brains are not built to conceive of anything out of the
ordinary run.

The established facts in connection with this big trout are

as follows:

First—The trout was caught in Montana.
Second—It measured just scant 33in. In length.

Third—It weighed fully IS^lbs.

Fourth—It had spots on the sides.

Fifth—It had a square tail.

Sixth—It is mounted to look as it did in life.

Mr. Cheney is "not sure as to what the legend over the

fish read" when last exhibited at the Sportsmen's Show.
After the very careful {'I) examination which he made of it

at that time, he may be surprised to learn that there was no
label nor legend of any kind whatsoever attached to the fish,

and no claim was made regarding it.

Mr. Cheney is sure that the fish is not a brook trout, He
may be correct in this, for all of us are bound to be right

once in a while. He has in the past guessed three or four
different names for the fish, and now confesses that he really

don't know what it is—which has been exactly my idea of

his knowledge in the matter ever since he first wrote on the

subject,

Dr. Bean, though not quite surfe, thinks that the fish is a
Dolly Varden {8. malma), and that it is not remarkable in

size. 1 do not pretend to be competent to take issue with
Dr. Bean, whose opinion I very much respect, but after

looking up the Dolly Varden, 1 should certainly guess that

this trout was something else.

'There are two or three other expert opinions in the matter,

one of them being that the fish is papier-mache. I wonder
if this latter possibility has occurred to Mr. Cheney?
In view of all the conflicting testimony, the owner himself

confesses that he does not know what the fish really is,

unless it is a brook trout. He cannot find two people who
will tell him what it is if it is not a brook trcut, although a
number have made some hard guesses. Mr. Cheney first

said it was a lake trout - an opinion which was laughable in

its absurdity.

1 am far from being the oldest and most experienced trout
crank extant, but have seen one or two trout in my day, and
have yet to see one that in any way approaches the weight
and length of the specimen referred to. I am not suflici-

ently expert intelligently to consider such details as teeth,

ears, side whiskers, etc., in estabhshing the family status of

this fish; but as an ordinary, every-day crank, and judging
this fish from his fins and general appearance, I think "that

he is a brook trout {Salmlimis fontinalis)—a freak in size,

and on that account, perhaps, possessing some peculiarities

not characteristic of the rest of the family.

So much for what I think. I know that the fish is a trout

of some kind, and that it is not a lake trout, a rainbow
trout, a black trout, or a brown trout. I also know that

it is mounted to look as nearly as possible as it looked ia
life, and that whatever it is. It is the biggest thing of the
kind ever shown.
But whether it is a brook trout, or a land locked buU-

head, or a sea robin, it is "a blamed big fish," and there is

a good price waiting for another one just like it.

If the fish is not a brook trout, I am more anxious than
anybody else to know what it really is. It is perfectly fair

to express a doubt as to its being a brook trout, but Mr.
Cheney is unfair in insinuating that the fish has been exhi-

bited under false colors.

"And that is not half what I know about experts that are
not experts. Charles H. Meigs.

[The Exposition catalogue described this as a brook trout.

The dimensions of the fish exceed any authentic recorded
measurements of a brook trout, hence if this is a brook trout
its identity should be determined, since it would be the
record fish. If Mr! Meigs will send his fish to the Forest
AND Stream we will undertake to tell him what it is,]

The Forest and Stream ia put to press each week on, Tuesday

Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at the

''atest by Monday, and as much earlier as pracUodble.
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ANGLING NOTES.
" Scientific Facts."

Ip there waB any one thing that excited my admiration
as a boy it was the condensed scientific facts that I occa-
sionally came across in the newspapers. In a few lines I

would find the result of perhaps years of study and inves-
tigation all boiled down to a convenient size to put in a
pocket or memorandum book, and consequently the clip-

pings of "scientific facts" that in any way related to fish

were always transferred to my pockets. When I became
older I procured a scrap book for these "facts," as they
were far too valuable to be worn out in my memorandum
books. Later still, when I began to find out something
for myself, I was not so cocksure of all these facts, and in
some way I lost my respect for tbem, in a measure, and
the scrap book was abandoned.
Nowadays I sometimes get these newspaper "Scientific

Facts" hurled at my head whether I want them or not,

and frequently they seem to be sound, and occasionally I

know they are not. Here are two "facts." which head a
column of scientific notes in a recent issue of a news-
paper:
"Each salmon produces about 20,000,000 eggs.

"It is said that the Greenland whale sometimes attains
the age of 400 years."

I pass on the whale's age, but it does seem to me that a
salmon would have to hump herself 'to produce 20,000,000
of eggs during her life; but if she produced 20,000 a year
and lived for 1,000 years she could do it if she attended to
business all the time. It would probably inconvenience
her the first year of her life, when she was only 5in. long
or such a matter, to produce about five quarts of eggs, but
she would get used to it by the time she was 1,000 years
old, ifshe ever did. In contradistinction to the quoted scien-
tificfacts, I will givesome coldhatchery facts. Twenty-eight
salmon of all ages and sizes produced an average of 8,089
eggs each, and forty-eight salmon produced an average of
9,247 eggs each; and these fish were in size an average lot,

as they ran in a Canadian salmon river; but say that they
spawn annually, and spawn for fifteen years, producing
each year 10,000 eggs, and it would make a total 150,000
eggs during the life of the fish. To be sure, this is a big
cut in the scientific facta, but it comes nearer to the truth
than the quoted figures.

Holes In the Game Law.
An item from the Elizabethtown (N. Y,) Post has come

to this journal which says that "Certain shrewd fishermen,
living in the town of Keene, took advantage of the amend-
ed game law, which permits fishing through the ice after
April 16, and went up to the Giant's Wash Bowl, the re-
sult being that this curious body of water yielded quite
freely to their wishes. We are reliably informed that
several fine trout have been caught through the ice at the
Giant's Wash Bowl and that the sport still continues."
The tone, more than the words of this paragraph, indi-

cate that these fishermen had in some way got the better
of the law by reason of some hole they had discovered in
it that was undiscovered by other fishermen, but really
there was nothing particularly shrewd about the fisher-
men who did this fishing. Any one who reads the game
law to keep informed of its provisions with a desire to
observe them could have done the same thing if desire
and opportunity had been in conjunction. The law re-
ferred to was passed two years ago and reads: "No fish
shall be fished for, caught or killed through the ice in any
waters inhabited by trout, salmon trout, or landlocked
salmon during the close season for taking such fish." The
Giant's Wash Bowl is inhabited only by "trout" of this
section, and the closed season ends on April 15. The
closed season for "salmon trout" and landlocked salmon
does not end until April 30, so it would be unlawful to fish
through the ice in waters inhabited by these fish. The
item would be scarcely worth referring to if it were not for
the fact that too often any apparent defect in the game
law is hailed with satisfaction. Those who consider it

perfectly legitimate to beat the game law appear to forget
what the game law stands for, viz.: the protection of our
fish and game during their breeding seasons that they may
not be exterminated. It is not the principle of the law
which these people respect, it is the penalties and fines
which they feai\

Flshlns in India.

Upon his return from India, Mr. Alfred C. Harnesworth
writes me from London, chiefly to say that a little later
he will give me a detailed account of his fishing experi-
ence in that far-away land. One paragraph in his letter I
had to read for the second time, because of the surprise I
experienced on first reading.
He says: "I had magnificent sport in India, which, if it

were not for the heat, would be the best angling country
in the world, * * * The chief fish of India are carp of
various kinds. Bred in the fast and turbulent Indian
rivers they acquire enormous strength, and yet maintain
the extreme caution of the carp tribe. My first fish was a
42lb. carnatic carp, now being prepared for the forthcoming
fishing exhibition here." Another paragraph reads: "Our
trout fishing season in the South of England opened on
the 1st of April. There was a bad snow storm on, but I
went out and got three fish. There is a certain charm
about our South of England rivers which is missing in
wilder waters, and I can assure you I positively enjoyed
this smallness after the vast streams of India."
When an accomplished English angler, a dry fly-fisher

(LXid all that, one who has fished pretty much over the face
of the earth where waters run and fish are lured, says that
India except for the heat would be the best angling coun-
try in the world, it means something, and it caused me to
stop and think. I confess that I have always regarded
India as about the last place in the world for reall}-^ good
fishing. To be sure, there is the giant mahseer, called the
salmon of India, that requires a heap of fishing to kill, but
I thought it was about the beginning and the end of the
bill when this giant carp was brought to hook. It seems
that there are other carp, and that they aflbrd sport In the
catching. I know that the small mahseer and the small
carnatic carp will take the fly, but the larger fish are lured
with the spoon, generally, and I have yet to learn whether
either is a good fish on the table—probably as good as any
carp, and no better; but we must wait until Mr. Harnes-
worth has his say in detail before making odius compari-
sons.

Salmon In Hawaii.
Fishing in India for carp, reminds me that the Domin-
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ion of Canada has sent a lot ofPacific salmon from British

Columbia to Honolulu to see if they can be esiablished in

the rivers there. The spread of artificial fish propagation
is something remarkable when one sits down to think
about it seriously, and realizes that it has all been accom-
plished in about a score of years or a little more. To be
sure the first successful shipment of salmonidoi to the Anti-
podes was made in 1864, but I think it was in the 70's that
distribution began in the colonies.

Cape Colony now has a successful trout hatchery, and
who knows but India may yet have its trout fishing in ils

hill streams. As I was writing this note a letter came
from Mr. J. J. Armistead, the Scotch fish breeder, and
author of that very instructive book "An Angler's Para-
dise, and How to Obtain It," being a modern work upon
fishculture which goes to thebottom of things piscicultural,

in which he says: "There is great room for improvement
in our fisheries, but we cannot get our Government to

work here like yours. I only wish we could. I was a little

while ago over in Germany, and my son has just returned
from there. They are doing much in that country, and
also in other places in Europe." Once in a while a letter

like that reminds me how we Yankees are favored in the
matter of artificial fish breeding by the liberal policy of
our National and State Governments in their particular
field, which is doing so much to keep up the food supply
as well as to furnish fishing for other than those who fol-

low it for bread winning. A. N. Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Chlcagro Fiy-Castlne Club.

Members of the Chicago Fly-Oasling Club met in banquet
at the Briggs House, this city, Thursday evening, and liad

a pleasant time. Arrangements were made for the semi-
monthly contests, which will begin May 8, at Gat field Park.
A largei tournament is planned lor August next.

A Good Programme.
Mr. W. H. Crawford, of Dayton, 0., an ardent canoeman

and angler, writes me that he has a good programme laid

out for this summer.
"I do not know when I will he in Chicago again," he says,

"probably not before June, as I am going to spend practi-
cally the entire month of May fishing. I have been invited
to go in the Font'nalis Club on May 1, the opening day, and
spend a few days there. Then on the 10;.h the Dayton
Angling Club expect to go to Middle Bass, 0,, and there
enjoy a few weeks black bass fishing. On the 26th I expect
to leave for Boston, where 1 will join a party of twenty gen-
tlemen, composing the Last Makers' Angling Club. We
expect to spend ten days at Parlin Pond and Mt. Kineo,
Moosehead Lake, Me. I have spent neaily all winter getting
my fishing tackle ready, and if I should meet you at the
summer meet of the W. C. A. I will be full of fish stories,

etc."

It is too bad a man has to work that hard.

Wisconsin Season Open.
The Wisconsin trout seasoa opened April 15, but high

waters have held hacls the anglers, and I have heard of no
one going out. It is usually well into May before trout rise

well in Wisconsin.

Biar Fishing in Fox Lake.
One rod killed ninety-three black bass in Fox Lake waters

(probably on the Grass Lake spawning beds) on one day this
week. Bass are now running and are biting a little in the
streams.

New Wisconsin Fish Law.
Mr. G. A. Buckstaff, the Wisconsin State representative

who framed and pushed through the former Wisconsin
statute known as the Buckstaff law, which was found faulty
later in some clerical features, writes me as follows in regard
to Ihe new Wisconsin law:

' Tlie State of Wisconsin has another fish and game law
that will protect aU the inland waters from net-fiahing. This
means that on Lake Winnebago, Butte des Morts, Winne-
conne and Poygan there will be some of the finest black bass
fishing there is in the Northwest. As Oshkosh is only four
and one- quarter hours' run from Chicago, the Chicago sports-
men should take advantage of the fine fishing in these lakes
and make Oshkosh their outing ground this summer. I will
try to keep the readers of Forest and Steeam informed as
to the fishing here."

Mr. Buckstaff was in the thick of the bitter fight with the
Winnebago net fishermen, one of the stubbornest contests
the sportsmen of the West ever saw waged with the market
interests. The anglers of the country may thank him if they
now have better fisbing in the once prolific waters of Winne-
bago and adjoining lakes.

Burned the Nets.

I learn from a Dubuque, Ta., paper that some of the sports-
men of that city who have long been suspicious of illegal net
fishing in Fentress's Lake, this week determined upon a little

hunt for the nets. They dragged for the nets and got up a
lot of them, of the sort known as hoop nets. These they
piled up on the bank and promptly burned—without process
of law, it is true, but just as effectively so far as the fire was
concerned. Then they filled a lot of barrels with sand and
sunk them in the water, so that seining will, after this, be a
practical impossibility in that part of the fishing country.
Mr. Fentress was one of the party. The Dubuque men have
resolved to enforce the law, and they have in this case en-
forced it in a veiy efiicacious way.

For Bass.

A friend who knows whereof he speaks tells me that last

year he had most excellent bass fishing in the Kalamazoo
River, not far from Saugatuck. The small-mouths in this

river take the fly. Another good stream, I am advised by
equally competent authority, is the Thomapple, a lovely
wading stream where bass take the fly nicely in the summer.
This is also a South Peninsula stream, and can he reached
near Ada, a good fishing point. E. Hough.

1206 BoycE BuiLDisa, Chicag-o.

An Angling Pilgrrimage.

New Yoek, May ^—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. E.
Vom Hofe left New York on March 19 for an extended
fishing trip in Southern waters. He followed down the
Florida west coast, stopping at Captiva Pass, Punta Rossa,
Punta Gorda and Fort Myers, at which latter place he is

at the present writing. From Fort Myers he expects to
go to Texas to try concltisions with the Aransas Pass
tarpon.

So far he has reported the capture of four tarpon, the
smallest weighing 1351bs. The first two of these fish were
taken in one day at Captiva Pass by the method known as
"pass fishing." This is practically trolling with the boat
anchored. The tideway gives a current of five or six miles
per hour in the channel, and this gives the bait the neces-
sary action. A mullet is used on one triple hook.
- Mr Vom Hofe also reports very fine channel bass fish-

ing, the bass running large and averaging 251bs.

J. B. B.

RHODE ISLAND'S FISH.
Providence, R. L, April 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The season for trout fishing, according to the Rhode Island

statutes, is from April 1 to .Tuly 15 of each year. Early in

the morning of the first dav of the trout season hundreds of
anglers were trying to lure wary speckled beauties from
their watery haunts, and this sport, so dear to anglers, has
had scores of devotees daily since, who have visited the
many brooks and streams in this State, particularly in the
western part, and have returned, after hours of rare sport,

with laden baskets. And the trout anglers report the best

sport and best luck in years, thanks to the Inland Fish
Commissioners who, for three years, have taken especial

pains in stocking the brooks of the State with this beautiful
and gamy fish.

The Inland Fish Commissioners, who comprise J. M. K.
Southwick of Newport, Adelbert D. Roberts of Woonsocket,
C. W. Willard of Westerly, and Henry T. Root and William
P. Morton, both of this city, have charge, under the statutes,

of fresh-water fishing and certain kinds of salt-water fishing,

besides the catching of lobster. During the past three years
the Commissioners have placed 35,00f) yearling trout—fish

from 3i to 6in. long—in the brooks and streams of the
State, distributing 10,000 yearling trout a year for the first

two years, and 15,000 yearlings last year. During that time
the Commission has also -distributed in streams and brooks
100,000 trout fry, from f to lin. in length. All this fish

was procured from the Carolina hatchery, C. A. Hoxie, pro-

prietor. The Commission is also stocking some ponds with
baas. The Commission has spent its yearly appropriations
of $1,000 or $1,500 wisely—the fishermen think the amount
should be doubled—and now anglers are getting the benefit.

The yearling trout distributed a year or so ago are now
large enough to be caught, and furnish good sport, and^the
trout fry are growing into yearlings, and prospects are good
for fine sport for a number of years if the fishermen will

CO operate with the Commissioners, and obey the laws about
not catching trout out of season, not catching any under
Gin. in length, not using nets, etc., for all of which misde-
meanors the law provides a fine of $20 for each ofiOense.

The Commissioners have destroyed a number of nets set in

brooks to catch trout, and have also warned a number of
people about catching yearling trout, and about going trout

fishing out of season, The Commissioners are giving care-

ful attention to their duties, and if the anglers of the State

will co-operate with them in enforcing the law, there is no
reason why trout fishing should not be a pleasure to those
interested every year.

In their report just made to the Legislature, the Commis-
sioners say of their black bass work: "A body of water
located within the town of Westerly has been set apart for
this purpose with the consent of the Town Council, and will

be used exclusively for the cultivation of this variety of

game and table fish. Two consignments of fish have al-

ready been received and planted in this preserve; one Aug.
4, of 600, and one Nov. 4, of 1,500, both from United States
Commission. In two or three years these fish will have
increased sufliciently to enable the Commission to commence
the work of stocking many of the ponds and rivers of the
State.

"The large-mouthed bass is native to the Great Lakes, the
rivei's of the Mississippi Basin, and nearly all the waters of

the Southern States. In New England it is comparatively
unknown, the small mouthed being perhaps better adapted
to the clear, cold waters of most of our lakes and ponds and
has consequently received more attention. There are, how-
ever, in this State, many waters that are better adapted to

the large-mouthed species; for instance, in large shallow
ponds or lakes of comparatively high temperature and in

rivers with sluggish current and muddy bottom, also in

rivers that are somewhat polluted by refuse from mills. It

is this class of waters particularly that the Commission hopes
to largely benefit by the introduction of this species.

' 'As a food fish the large mouth bass rank among the first

of the fresh-water fishes, its flesh being firm and white, and,
when properly cooked, tender and juicy. As a game fish it

is fully equal to its relative, the small-mouth, when taken in

the same waters and under same conditions. And upon good
authority it can be claimed that it is a much more ready
biter, rising freely to the surface of the water for natural
bait or artificial fly. The small-mouth, on the contrary, as

many anglers can testify, is extremely epicurean in its tastes

and on the whole a very uncertain biter. In point of size

the large-mouth is certainly the superior of all varieties of

the fresh-water basses of this country, attaining in some
waters the enormous weight of 18 to 201bs. , whereas the
largest specimen of small-mouth of which there is any
authentic record, weighed but 8flbs.

' 'The fishing for the small mouth black bass last year was
not equal to that of the preceding season. This fact is no
taken as evidence that the fish are decreasing, but is prob
ably owing to low water in many of the ponds during the
best part of the fishing season. Realizing that there are
many ponds and streams in the State well adapted to this

species and which are as yet unstocked, the Commission has
leased a small preserve near Niantic and has stocked it with
adult fish. These fish spawned in May, and it is estimated
that there are now several thousand young bass in the pond,
which are doing well. They will at the proper time be
transferred to waters hitherto barren of this varietv of food
Ij.sh.

"Squeteague have of late years been very abundant and
very regular in their visits to our waters. They seem to

have in a measure taken the place formerly held by their

colleagues, the bluefish, whom they resemble in their habits,

both being very destructive of other fish. Why the bluefish

remain in the waters about Block Island and are very plenty
further west, and cease to come here in numbers, is a prob-
lem we at present cannot solve." W. H. M,

"Angling Talks."
We have a^ery few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks," a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen, Hsh,
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 cents. Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Co.
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Iiimit the Trout Catch.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of May 1 I read a letter from Mr. Benj. Kent

relating to the revival of the Frank Forrester laws to cover
the Oatskill trout streams. T am heartily in favor of this, as

Mr. Kent tells the plain truth as to the abuse of those streams
by many so-called fishermen, who have only one limit— all

they can get. Something certainly ought to be done to put
a check on this senseless way of fishing for trout, and if you
can work up a sentiment to get a law to limit the number of

trout taken in one day's fishing to sixieen or twenty, you
would earn the praise of scores of fly-fishermen within my
knowledge. A. F. Sandbn.

This note from a New York correspondent has a bearing
on the question of trout catch limit; "My former experience
and results of trips of my friends m past seasons had con-
vinced me that the Neversink Kiver was still> as of old, the
most famousjection for the little beauties which inhabit the

spring waters of such localities, and always reliable, as one
there can satisfy his ambition as regards his catch either in

way of numbers or of large size. At Fallsburgh, D. M. Case,

of the Hotel Waldorf, Woodbourne, met me. 1 had aoout
two days to devote to the sport of the stream, but those two
days were big guns, as the first day's results gave me seventy-
six ^flne specimens of both brook and California trout, the
second day eighty more and finer ones were added to my
catch. This record for the beginning of the season is a fair

sample of what may follow during the months of May and
June. My total catch was 156 trout, which weighed 47ilbs.

.

the largest one wtighing l|lbs. The stream 1 found in fine

shape and the fish plenty and active. J. F."

Black Bass Season.

CbicAGO, 1)1, April 30.—Editaj' Forest a7id Stream: The
"Angling Notes" by Mr. A. N. Cheney are always interest-

ing and instructive, and the Forest akd Stream could do
a world of good by taking the position he does m your issue

of May 1, on the subject of the close season for black bass.

An editorial from you at this time, suggesting that the close
season be extended to July 1, would have great weigbt -with
all true anglers, and most anglers—when properly ap-
proached—-are true.

TDere are so many who do not stop to consider the wrong
they are doing by taking bass in June. They obey the laws,
but do not try to improve them.
In this vicinity the bass spawn in April, May and June,

and I have seen ihem on their beds right up to July 1.

I am writing of the small-mouth bass, as I have watched
their habits closely, and they are becoming more scarce each
year. It is an easy matter to take bass from their spawning
beds with an artificial fly, and there are a dozen fly fishei-

men out here now to every one who cast in these waters ten
years ago.

The bait-fisherman cannot do so much harm in the clear,

shallow water near the shore, but call the attention of the
whole fraternity of anglers to these facts; please do, and in
the meantime we will go to work on the laws. W. il C.

Trout at Canadensis.
Canadexsis, Pa., April 27,—Ediior Forest and Stream:

On the opening of the trout season quite a number of New
York fishermen were gathered here at the. Spruce Cabin
House while tbe weather was against good fishing, being
cold and raw; yet quite a number of excellent creels weie
brought in, the trout all running large. Dr Kotb, of Wilkes-
barre, took some very fine fish, the largest weighing about
lilbs. Dr. Moore had twenty-five trout that weighed lllbs.
The total catch of the first d'ly was 400 from 8 to ]4in.
This section has quite a number of trout streams, among

the more famous are the Brodhead, Buckhill, Middle Branch,
Goose Pond Run, Levis Branch, Stony Eun, Mill Creek and
Rattlesnake Creek. It is also not only famous as a trout
region, but is one of the best conducted hunting and'^f.shing
resorts in the State.

Among some of the prominent fishermen that were here
at the opening of the season were: Kit Clarke, Nat Rodgers,
Rev. Dr. E. L. Lyon, Walter McGuckin, ,Jas. McBride,' Dr.
W. Edward Halsey, W. P, Ketcham, W. H. Schroedtr,
Chas P. Roe, G. E. Ketcham, ,Ir., E. C. Smith, Geo W.
Shaw. > C. L. K.

Gut for Salmon Fishing.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent, Mr. A. N. Cheney, is so mucli of a

fisherman that it seemed surprising, in the course of his ai ti-

de on "Thickness of Gut," to have him say: "It is safe to
assume that for salmon the thickest gut obtainable is used,
but for trout—" etc. If he will make inquiry at the large
tackle shops he will find the salmon angler requires, not tbe
thickest gut, but the roundest and truest gut of smaller size,
which is much stronger than the thick gut that is flat in
places and cannot be readily rolled under the finger In
times of low, Clearwater, a man fishing with the "thickest
gut" would not have much chance of success on a salmon
stream. Leaders 9ft. in length of ordinary large gut lor
bass fishing, can be bought for $8 to $12 a dozen; salmon
leaders, of smaller gut. but round and true and testing dry
up to lOlbs., cost $28 to $44 per dozen; showing it is quality
and not size that the salmon fisher wants. Last year the
writer killed fifty-two salmon—and played and lost many
more—using only three leaders of rather light gut, and lost
only one fish by breaking of the leader. Gard

It Certainly Is.

Bethlehem, Pa., April 29.—I would like'to say some-
thing regarding game protection in this vicinity. There is a
State Fishery not far from here and the brooks are stocked
every year, including the Little Lehigh. While walking
along this stream I passed a number of farms where fyke-
nets were hanging on the trees to dry in plain view. Is it
not ridiculous to stock a brook and then allow the farmers
to net out the fish? Mohican

CHAINED
to Business? *

Can't go Shooting?
Do the next best thing-

Read the

Forest Sfr^iTU

FI XTU RiES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's chicken trials, Morris, Man
Sept. 6. - Manitoba Field Tnals Club, atorris. Man.
Mov. 2 —Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Frotective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Mov, 8.- Uaion Field Trials Club's trial?, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.-E F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov. 16.—International Field Trials Cluh's eighth aimual trials,

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. sa.-U. S. F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1868.

Jan. 10.—U. S. F. T Club's winter trials, West Point, Misg.
,
Jan. 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

MINNEAPOLIS BENCH SHOW.
The initial dog show of the Northwestern Kennel Club

(member of A. K. C.) was held April 20-23 inclusive, in the
Exposition Building at Minneapolis, Minnesota. It was held
as an adjunct of the Cycle and Pure Food Show, and prim-
arily as an additional attraction thereto. But the fact that
over one-half of those who paid for admission to the main
exhibit paid an additional quarter to see the dogs, shows
what a strong affection the public has for our canine friends.
The Exposition Building will be remembered as the location
of the National Republican Convention of '92. The brilliant

success of the show is another example of what Western
push, energy and "rustle" can accomplish in case of need.

Generally, the managers of a dog show feel aggrieved if

less than six months is given them in which to arrange it

thoroughly. Less than five weeks before the doors were
opened, theN W. Kennel Club decided to make the venture.
In that short time all the innumerable details were prepared,
all the inevitable obstacles met and overcome, premium lists

printed and sent out, entries received, catalogue printed, and
in short such an immense amount of work done and so well
done that the morning of the 20th found 377 dogs awaiting
the inspection of the judges and the public.
The former were surprised and gratified ; the latter, well,

i . simply went wild.

Generally the entrance to a bench show is accompanied
wiih certain qualms of the stomach, as the usual strong odor
assails the nostrils; but here it was the universal verdict,
from the veteran judges down, that a show was never held
in such a pure atmosphere. There was absolutely no disa-
greeable odor. Right here is where holders of future shows
may learn one of several lessons from this management.
They made sure that there was full and free ventilation, _

that the white capped attendants were constantly on the
move with broom and basket of sawdust, that the disinfect-
ant was plenty, that a huge pile of sawdust was constantly
on hand, fresh from the huge gang-saws of the mills, redo-
lent with the aromatic aroma of the pines. And as a result
that aromatic perfume filled the air and formed a fit atmos-
phere in which to view man's friends of field and forest
There was not a hitch or a balk in the whole proceedings.
One can but give honor where it is due, and the highest
credit should be given to. Messrs. C. E. Dickey and E D.
Brown, Prtsident and Secretary, and Mr. N, P. Whiting,
Chairman of the Bench Show Committee, for to their tireless

labor and genial courtesy the splendid success should be at-
tributed.

One hundred and thirty local entries as a starter, and the
re&t of the State, outside of St. Paul and Minneapolis, hardly
represented, give the N. W. K. Club confidence in laying
their plans for a date in the regular circuit of bench shows;
not a date for one year merely, but a regular member of the
circuit hereafter. And this is as it should be; for there are
a whole lot of purely bred, registered dogs in Minnesota and
the Dakotas and Wisconsin that would not be sent even as
far as Chicago to a show. Many of them are fully able to

make a great big percentage of the Eastern prize-winners
tremble for thcr places, when once they are all in the same
ring. As Judge John Davidson said, it was a pleasant
change to him after being so well acquainted with the regu-
lar dogs of the show-rings of the regular circuits, and "an
agreeable surprise to find here so many new, fresh doga of
such excellent quality. Judge Tim Donoghue found many
'"cracker-jacks" in the classes, and what surprised him espe-
cially was that he met in the street several dogs, not entered
in the show, that would have surely been placed had he met
them in the ring. Moreover, these Minnesota and Dakota
dogs have, to an unusual extent, that quality, somewhat
rare in bench-show winners of late years, which would bring
them to highest prominence in "Pere" Hough's Special
Class of "meat dogs." When out with them you get game—if you can hit it.

Now let the N. W, K. Club consider this. Make a date
in tbe season for a combined bench show and field trial.

Hang the best purses up for classes in which the winners
are to be those reaching the highest averages of marks in
both field and bench. 'Tis a combination devoutly to be
wi'-hed.

Those old veteran judges^ Messrs. Davidson and Donoghue,
unite in placing this show on a very high plane of excel-
lence, dangerously near, in fact, to New Yoru and Chicago,
considering quantity and quality of the classes, cU an liness
and general excellence. They call it an unexpectedly good,
high clflss show. Their opinion goes.

When a man enters seven animals and eomes out with
four first prizes, two seconds, and one vhc. from s^even dif-
ferent classes, he is apt to think that he "is too good for this
world, his home is in heaven;" but such success did not
affect Mr. Robert Hoodless; he was still content to return to
Chicago. But they do say he chartered a Pullman for a few
of his friends, viz,, the pointer Devonshire Jennie, the cocker
Major Mack, Nannie H., Dalmatian; Fleetwood Bell, bull
terrier; Scion Lomond, St. Bernard, and the Irish setters
Prince Elcho II. and Shamrock Pattie,

Whenever a broad, delighted smile was seen spreading
over all the faces of all the multiiude advancing toward one
it was never necessary to look around to know the cause;
one instinctively felt that Major Mackwas ju^t behind, lead-
ing Mr. R. Hoodless for a stroll. The Major was the pet of
the show. His peculiar marking, a shade of tan which no
painter could ever hope to copy, contrasted with a coat of
black so lustrous and so silky it is comparable to nothing
but itself, his affectionate good nature, his joyful activity

—

all combined to capture every heart.

A brindle bull dog chained short in a corner of a corner
stall, deemed "all space a temple, and all seasons summer,"

. for venting his rage in impotent railings at mankind. For
three days be kept up an incessant barking at every new-
comer; by the afternoon of the third day his voice was fail-

ing, and resembled that of young manhood in that the passer
by remarked, "Why, his voice is changing." Friday noon
found him stretched on his side sleeping the sleep of ex-
haustion, unconscious of the nose of an African brother just
within good reaching distance, aa he stooped over to ex-
amine those fierce fangs. Just imagine if he had waked up.

If any more gray hairs appear in the beard of Judge
Davidson on his return, remember that class of twenty-five
St. Bernards, a most difficult problem in itself ; remember his
kind patience in laboriously explaining the minute points
wherein the pet of a fair exhibitor failed of obtaining the first

prize, instead of a lower one. ^
Here is another lesson for other future managers to learn

from those of this show. "Dangerous. Don't handle."
Such was the legend posted on the outer edge of the parti-
tions frequently. The judges especially noticed this and
the marked effect it had on the visitors, who always want to
handle the dogs. All the dogs were grateful for it, from the
challenge Gordon, Highland Vola, with her record of thirty-
three prizes, down to the weest of the collie bairns that was
commencing a prosperous career of bench shows at its

mother's side. One man should have been gi-ateful for it,

but he wasn't. Consequently two long St. Bernard fangs
met in the side of his hand.
The special and local prizes were very acceptable and use-

ful articles, in addition to special money prizes. They
ranged from handsome silver cups to—think of it—lib. of
candy. Strange how some people will bankrupt thernselvea
with generosity.

The cycle show came near being the aide show to the
bench show, but don't mention it, for the cycle show was a
great success.

A six-day, two hours a day in the evening, bicycle race is

in progress also, ladies only. For four nights the three
leaders. Misses Helen Baldwin, Farnsworth and Glaw, have
broken all records, and at the finish every night they are
bunched, with Glaw usually a wheel or lin. ahead; there are
usually about Sin between the wheels of the middle one and
those ahead and behind her. Glaw and Farnsworth do most
of the spurting, with Baldwin occasionally in the lead, but
Baldwin rides in the best form and ia "pulling a waiting
race." Experience has shown that in such cases "th' opposed
may beware."
Ihere seems to have been a competition between the

judges at this show, one and all, apparently as to which
would produce the best impression on exhibitors; presuma-
bly bsrause they are infatuated with the place, and want to

,

come again. Or perhaps it is only the "brisk Minnesota i

weather." When the prizes were exhausted and reserve I

and vhc. as well, there was an inexhaustible supply of
he, and especially c. But that's all right. A great
many of these were local dogs, and no master of any of them
—or mistress—but has been made the fast friend of tne
judges and the management and bench shows for life; and
when the N.W. K. C. holds its next show they will all de-
vote time, money and influence to its support and aid—just
what all dogs want.
In sportiog clafises the order of excellence was as follows:

1, pointers; 2, English setters; 3, Gordons; 4, cockers; 5,'

Irish setters; 6, Irish water spaniels; 7, Chesapeakcs. All
these classes were good except Irish spaniels and Chesa-
peakfs.
The grayhounds were well represented—very well.
Borzois was only two in number, Petrosky and his mate, •

C. O. D., both winners of Ist, owned by Dr. R. G. de Puy.
It does not seem as if they could master the gray wolf of the
prairie, but their record is a proof that they think him only
spoit. The list of priz; winners explains itself, but the ex-
cellence of them all can only be appreciated by those who
saw them. Colisbkook.
POINTERS.-Ptjppiiss-riogs.- 1st, O. B Clark'.s Clark's Keat; 2d,

W. A. Wcite's Brolder Dan. Bitches: 1st, W, A White'.? Zoe.—Opbjt
— Dogs (65lbs. and over): Ist, A. G. Eberhart's ( agC.) Niagara; ad, ^.
G. Hanspu'.s Triak»-t's Dick. Res.. A. L. Belknap's Mark Siriua.
Bitches (501bs. and over): ist, L. S. Weil's Devonsh re Jennie; 2d, W.
B MaeLean's Han. hes . J. A. Helfenstein's Dragon's Duchess.
Du(/s (under 551bs ): 1st. O. B. Clark's Clark's Duke; 2d, W. H. Vit-
tarn's Duke Graphic. Bitches (under oOlos.): 1st, W. H. Vittum'B
Nellie Croxteth II.; 5;d, R. M. Bennett's Bidgeview Fancy. Re.q,, O. B.
Clark's Clark's Laay.— CHALLBNOE— 1st, A. G. Eberhart's (aRt ) Rush'
of Lad.—Local—jOo^s; Isc and 2d, O.B.Clark's Clark's Duke a.iid 'I

Clark's Kent. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Vittum's Nellie Croxteth IL ; 3d,W.
B. MaeLean's Nan.

j

ENGLISH SEtTERS.—PuPPlES-i>Oi/s: 1st. M. SwiPt's Dart; 2d,
Rush & VVinslow's Hohart L. Res., G. E. Griswold's Luke. Bitches;
IsE, R, W. Matthew's Flossie B.; 2d, Mrs. C. M. Shaffer's Lady Dot.—

i

OPKS-Dogs: 1st, E. A. Burdett's Cmcionatus Pride; 2d. Rush& Wins-j
low's Cbucs Ducco. Res., G. E. Griswold's Dick Bitches: 1st, B. W.

.

Matthew's Fredenca Matthews; 2d, W. B. Tarfs Bird C. Res., N. G.
Hansen's Princess Diana.—Challenge -Dor/s.- Ist, P. T. Madi^^on's
Roafield.— Local- />09.sv 1st, VV. H. Yittwm's Monk's Dash: 2d, G. F.
Gnswold's Dick. Bitches: 1st and Sd, R. W. Maithewa's Frederica
Matthews and Flossie B.

IRISH SETTERS —PcppiBS-lst and 3d, "W. H. Eakin's Oora Fin-
"

more and Ruby Finmore —Open—i?0(7S.' Isi, D. L & A. Carmichael's
Lord Elcho, Jr. : ad, J. J. Hennessy's Prince FIcho 11. Bitches: 1st.

W. H. Eakin's Blanche Finmore; 2d, Mrs. E. Smith's Finglas Bess —
Challenge— 1st. W. H Eakin's Bessie Finmore.—Local —1st, Mrs. J2.
Smith's Finglas Bess; 2d, G. Gonnella's Pearl U.
GORDON SETTERS.—PuppiKS —1st, Highland Kpnnels' Romona;

2d and Res.,M. L. Searles's Don and Gordon.—Open—Do^s." 1st,
Highland Kennels' Highland Boy; Sd, R. Kurd's V.in; Res , E. At-
water's Duke. Bitches; 1st, Highland Kennels' Hignland Beulah;
2d, A. E. PeiTv's Furn; Res . Highland Kennels' Highland Glossie.—
Challenoe—5rtc/(esv Isc, Highland Kennels' Hiehland Vola.

—

LocAl^
—Dogs; 1st, R. Hurd'a Van

;
2d, E. Atwater's Duke. Bitches: Isc,

A. E, Perry's Furn; 2d, W. A. Loveland's Queen.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.-OPEN-lst, R. W. Matthews's Ches-
ter; 2d, F. Whitcomb's Brownie.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Open -Dofirs; 1st, Omaha Cocker Kennels'
Darby. Bitches: 1st, Omaha CocKer Kennels' Dinah C—Ant Other
Color-Do.as.' 1st, Black Hawk Kennels' Red Hawk Cork. Black —
Dogs: Ibt and 2d, Nubian Kennels' Guy Silk and Willie Silk.
Bitches: Nubian Kennels' Mollie Bawn; 2d, L. R. Day's Duchess.—
Red OR Liver -jDofifs." 1st., Omaha Cocker Kennels' Barney.— AifT
Other Color—Doffs; Ist. A. Mac Aulay's Major Jack.—Local—
Bitches.- Ist, L. R. Day's Duchess.

Mr. Hug'h Dalziel.

Mr. Hugh Dalziel, the famous English writer and
author, died at Heme Bay, England, on April 8, aged sixty-

two years. He was a voluminous contributor to the current
canine literature of England, but in America he was best

known throuoh his most serious works, "British Dogs" and
"The Diseases of Dogs and Their Treatment." The follow-
ing is taken from an obituary notice in the Stock-Keeper
(England): "In character, and this is written in a spirit of
strong personal regard for an old friend now gone to his rest,

Mr. Dalziel was a man of contrad'ctions. Possessed of a
most affectionate disposition naturally, he would not hesitate

to alienate the sympathies of a friend, if in the course of a
discussion—and he was engaged in many bitter ones during
his career—he saw a chance of driving a point home; but
though he never minced his words, he never intended to

wound. Yet he could very seldom be got to withdraw a
statement once made. iSuch an action, to his mind, wouM
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have appeared to be an indication of indecision, and tempor-
izing was abliorent to liis nature. His beau ideal ot all

iiuman perfection was Thomas Cariyle, and he emulated that
great man in the robustnesses of his language and strength of
his opinions. The persistent determination which he invari-
ably displayed to get at the root of any difficulty is exempli-
fied by his works, which are monuments of his dogged
perseverance as they are of sound, plodding common sense,
a little marred, perhaps, "bj prejudice here and there, and
displaying occasionally a tendency to underrate the ability
of opponents. Yet, taken all in all, the Fancy can ill spare a
man like Mr. Dalziel ; for though his rugged independence of
nature may have led him into committing errors of judg-
ment, his hatred of persecution and tyranny, his utter disre-
gard of personal interests when he considered he was in
search of truth, his stanchness to his friends, and his devo-
tion to the canine race, will unite to keep his name green in
the memory of all who knew him, for many and many a
year to come. Mr. Daziel was laid to rest at Heme Bay on
Monday afternoon beside his wife, whose sudden demise on
the 4th of the month undoubtedly hastened the end of her
most devoted husband, whose state of health rendered it im-
possible for him to withstand the shock."

DOG AND THE LAW.
The following exposition of the status of dogs as viewed

by the law is of special interest to all dog owners. Coming
from the highest authority, it may be accepted as final under
the existing law and usage. There is in it much of warning
to the owners of valuable dogs, who desire to have their dogs
recognized as property; that is to say, it warns them that the
laws made specially for the protection of good dogs must be
strictly observed. An owner who ignores license and regis-
tration of his dog, cannot hope for tlae benefits of them when
the day of canine trouble comes.
The case was discussed by Justice Brown in the Supreme

Court, Washington, D. C.,"on April 23, The case was as
follows: George W. Sentell's Newfoundland bitch, while
following him in the street one day, stopped on the tracks,
and was killed by an electric car of the Few Orleans & Car-
rolltown R. R. The bitch was registered, was kept for huot-
.ing purposes, and was claimed to be valuable. Among other
thines, it was set forth that she did not see the car. and
"beinff in a delicate state of health, and not possessing of
her usual agility, she was caught by the car and instantly
killed." In the District Court Sentell sued the railroad com-
pany for $250 damages, and won his suit. The case was
appealed, and the Court of Appeals reversed the decision of
the lower court on the ground that the plaintiff should have
complied with the State laws and city ordmances governing
the ownership of dogs. In giving his decision Justice Brown
said

:

"By common law," said Justice Brown, "as well as by the
law of most, if not all, of the States, dogs are so far recog-
nized as property that an action will lie for their conversion
or injury, although, in the absence of a statute they are not
regarded as the subjects of larceny. This shows that
property in dogs is of an imperfect or qualified nature.
They are not considered as being on the same plane with
horses, cattle and sheep, in which the right of property is

perfect and complete, but rather in the category of cats,
monkeys, parrots, singing birds and similar animals, kept
for pleasure, curiosity or caprice. They have no intrinsic
value—that is, common to all dogs and independent of the
particular breed or individual. Unlike other domestic ani-
mals, Ihey are useful neither as beasts of burden, for draft
(except to a limited extent), nor for food.

"As it is practically impossible by statute to distinguish
between the different breeds, or between the valuable and
the worthless, all legislation on the subject, though nom-
inally including the whole canine race,' is really directed
against the latter class, and is based upon the theory that the
owner of a really valuable dog will feel sufficient intertst in
him to comply with any reasonable regulation designed to
distinguish him from the common herd. Laws for the pro-
tection of domestic animals are regarded as having but a
limited application to dogs and cats; and, irrespective of
statute, a ferocious dog is looked upon as hostis Mmuni
generis and having no right to life which man is bound to
respect."

The laws of a number of Slates relating to dogs and de-
cisions of the courts thereunder were quoted, going to estab-
lish the principle that regulations for the keeping of dogs
were a part of the police power of the States. The opinion
then proceeds

:

"Although dogs are ordinarily harmless, they preserve
some of their hereditary wolfish instincts, which occasionally
break forth in the destruction of sheep and other helplet-s
animals. Others, too small to attack these animals, are
simply vicious, noisy and pestilent. As their depredations
are often committed at night, itisnsu'ally impossible to iden-
tify the dog or to fix the liability on the owner, who, more-
over, is likely to be pecuniarily irresponsible. In short, the
damages are such as are beyond the reach of judicial process,
and legislation of a drastic nature is necessary to protect
persons and property from annoyance and destruction. Such
legislation is clearly within the police power of the State.
While these regulations (in Louisiana) are more than ordinar-
ily stringent, and might be declared to be unconstitutional
if applied to domestic animals generally, there is nothing in
•them of which the owner of a dog has any legal right to
complain. The statute really puts a premium upon valuable
dogs by giving them a recognized position and by permitting
the owner to put his own estimate upon them. The judg-
ment of the Court of Appeals is affirmed."

Ethan AUin Setters.

l^EW HAVEtf. Qonu.—Editor Forest and Stream: You
inquire about Ethan Alhn setters. I think Mr. Lester A.
Pearle, of Hampton, Conn , can give you as much informa-
tion about a certain strain of Ethan Allin setters as any one,
for he had the last that I have seen.

It always makes me laugh and then sigh when I hear about
Ethan Allin's setters. I have seen a hundred and one that
claimed to have an Ethan Allin setter, but they always have
been of entirely different characteristics and color. [Jpon
my visits to his kennel, I remember only his blue or steel
gray, black and whites, and some that looked like half or
ihree-quarters Gordons, and only one lemon and white; yet
there are some who claim that the lemon and white ones are
the only true and original Ethan Allins. These lemon and
white ones originated from a bitch that I think came from
Norwich, C'oun., or near there, and had her fii'st training by
Ed F. Botham, of Hampton, Conn., which town adjoins
Pomfret. After .Ethan Allm got her he showed her at

Springfield, Mass., at a chicken and dog show, and it was
said that he took a prize on account of her pointing a
chicken while standing upon an elevated plank while the
chicken was upon the other end. She then was called
Ethan Allin's premium bitch, so far as she was known.

I have had considerable experience with these lemon and
whites, and do not thint them worth the powder to dispose
of them. Their heads looked more like a collie, with crooked
hocks and straight stifle, and they were so headstrong that it

was almost impossible to well train them. They had good
nose and were stanch as rocks when worked alone, but in
company they would never come to a point until they got
ahead, even though they flushed the bird. Every one that
ever bought a dog of Mr. Ethan AUin always claim'ed to have
an Ethan Allin setter, no matter what its size, shape or color;
and as proof, would explain in unmistakable language, "1
bought him from Ethan Allin myself." 1 must not forget to
add, that many have vowed in full faith that Ethan Allin
used to train from thirty to forty dogs in a season.

E, K. Spbrrt,

hiding.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
And now comes a contradiction of the daily press report

of 0 wney's death. He has mange, is ill tempered and travel,
worn, but not dead. He possessed extraordinary skill in
peacefully dozing on a mail .sack aboard a car, and eating
such lunches as were offered him. By persisting in this, it

became his life work, and thereby he won great fame.
Having distinguished himself as the champion tramp dog of
America, he now retires on his honors, that is, if there is not
a later contradiction of the news. The Sun says: Owney,
the postal dog, is not dead. He is in St. Louis, at the home
of J. H. M, Elvin, a postal clerk, and will be cared for there
until he dies. Owney has been the subject of official cor-
respondence recently between the Post Office Department and
some of its officials. When Capt. White, the General
Superintendent of the railway mail service, read the despatch
form Cleveland telling that the dog had been kdled by a
policeman in the Union Station there for attempting to bite
a man, he wrote a letter to George W. Pepper, Jr., Super-
intendent of the service at Cleveland, requesting an official
report on Owney's demise and information whether his skin
could be mounted to be placed in the postal museum here.
Mr. Peppers's official response was recieved by Capt. White
to-day. It is as follows: "Respectfully forwarded to the
General Superintendent of therailway mail service, Washing-
ton, D, C, with the information that the dog raenfioned in
this clipping was not Owney. A policeman killed an every-
day, ordinary cur at the Union Station and a reporter did
the rest. The last heard of Owney was that he had gone to
Cincinnati to meet the new Superintendent, from which
point he was 'routed' to the exposition at Nashville."
Postal Clerk Melvin saw the story of Owney's death a few
days ago, and to-day Capt. White received from him a letter
saying that the postal dog had been in his possession for
three weeks. He joined Mr. Melvin while returning from
the Postal Clerks' Convention at San Francisco. Owney
was suiiering from a severe attack of mange, and Mr. Melvin
determined to hold him untill he was cured. The cure has
been accomplished, but Owney has developed some ugly
traits, due to his advanced years. He tiies to bite everybody
he does not know. Mr. Melvin said in his letter that fie

would line to keep Owney unlil he dies, and Capt. White
has written an official communication granting the request.

The rules, standard, stakes, list of officers and members,
of the Irish Terrier Club of America, can be obtained of the
Secretary Mr. O. W. Donner, Milton, Mass.

The fifth annual field trials of the New England Bpaele
Club, will be held at Oxford. Mass., begincing on Nov.'l.
For particulars, address the Secretary, Mr. W. S. Clark,"
Linden, Mass.

Under the date of April 29, Mr. C. E. Buckle writes us as
follows

:

"The Charlottesville F. T. Kennels have .sold to .Mr. Bores
Wostriakoff, of Moscow, Russia, the black and while pointer
dog "Yankee" by champion Rip Rap ex Queen III. whelped
ilarch 10, 1896. He is a very good looking and promising
puppy Mr. Wostriakoff, whom it will be remembered at-
tended the U. S field trials held at West Point, Miss., last
Jan., intends to run him in the Russian field trials held on
"snipe," and he will compete in their Dei-by next fall He
was shipped to Savannah, Ga., April 26, where he will take
steamer direct to St. Petersburg, and from thence to Aloscow
by rail. It may be interesting to know that this is the first
dog that has ever been exported from the United States to
Russian soil, and the first black and white pointer that has
ever gone there at all."

In our advertising columns this week Mr, W. S. Bell
announces the Blue Ribbon Stake (formerly the Derby) In
a letter he requests us to say that "the entries close on May
15, and those wishing to enter should do so by that time.
Any one to whom blanks have not been sent can" have them
promptly forwarded on application to the secretarv, 431
Wood street, Pjtlsburg."

Mr. M. Gurueeaga, care of Mr. F. de Guruceaga, commis-
sion merchant, Puerto Cabdlo, Venezuela, writes Forest
AND Stream that he desires to purchase two large dogs, and
to that end requests that breeders will mail him their nfltfi..

logues

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without cliarg^e ; and blanbs

rfarnished free) will be sent to any address. Prepared
Blanks sent free on application.

BRED.
Mr. T. T. Asb ford's Balsora, pointer bitch, April 21, to Von Gull
Mr. R J. Vadant, Jr.'s, Harrietta, poiater bitch, April k4, to Von

Gull.
Mr. W. T. Love's Fritz's Fay, pointer bitch, April 28, to Von GulL
Mr. G. G. Wilhamson's Dan's Lady, English setter bitch, April y, to

champion Count Gladstone IV.

Communications for thia department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirab le

The Forest and Stream is put to press
on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for
publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

THE BICYCLE AND THE ROD.
It would be strange if the universal wheel, which has

revolutionized so many aspects of social life, had not left
its mark on angling, and as a matter of fact it has in many
places had a very noticeable effect. Not a few North
country anglers combine the wheel and the reel very judi-
ciously. To run a few miles with the rod in an evening,
fish an hour or two at the most effective part of the day,
and spin back home about lamp-time, is becoming a com-
mon tfiing. Night fishers, too, hitherto deterred by the long
tramp home at midnight, find a new pleasure in the pur-
suit by reason of the handy bicycle, which can be left at
the nearest farmhouse or inn. The angling biryclist is in-
dependent of time and trains. He can go long distances to
waters hitherto debarred except to Jthose who could afford
to hire the expensive trap, and his journeys there and back,
instead of being tedious, are an added pleasure.
The possibilities of the bicycle in this direction were first

brought home to me as I was pedaling gently along be-
tween West Hartlepool and Seaton Carew. A scorcher
came past me like the wind—if I had not known that about
thirly miles an hour was the maximum speed, I could have
sworn he was going fifty—and as he flew past I perceived
that he had a trout rod. Where was he off to? Why,
going at that speed, the front waters of the Tees were
within his reach in little over an hour, and in considerably
less time than he could have reached them by train on the
j og-trot Northeastern Railway. As 1 rode I pondered, and the
result was that when I reached home I purchased a ticket of
a local angling association, whose lowest waters were about
seven miles from my home—waters which I calculated,
from the sparseness of the population about them, must be
pretty well stocked with trout, seeing that they were beyond
the probable circuit of the town poacher and only liable to
be fished with the worm in floods by a neighboring laborer
or two. My anticipations were realized, and, thanks to the
bicycle, I had a nice little preserve to my own rod for the
best months in the years 1895-6, and hope to have again.
For purely selfish reasons, I do not specify the exact locality.

There is a great pleasure in combining the two sports.
The bicyclist enjoys something of the "one crowded hour
of glorious strife" of the poet, for he can have many adven-
tures in a little time, and seems to have gone through a good
deal in an hour when he looks back on it. The dog wfiich
threatened to upset him, the flock of sheep which fie rides
through with a wary eye, the many moments when he has
to decide on his course of action in a fraction of a second

;

these and innumerable other possibilities of peril are the life
and soul of cycling. Often when I ran out to what I called
"my water," it seemed to me to be incredible that after all I
had only been forty minutes on the road when I remembered
all the incidents of the spin.
One thing I am bound to admit—fishing paraphernalia

and the bicycle do not fit very well together. A rod and a
bag are easily enough managed; if need be, the rod can be
tied under the saddle and handle bar, on the under side of
the frame, but when it comes to a capacious wooden creel,
waders, brogues, rod and net—well, they are impracticable.
Even returning with only a creel, holding some 8 or lOlbs, of
trout, I found it to be prolific of painful jolts, arousing a
conviction that some other method must be hit upon. With
a little trouble I discovered a decent cottager's wife who for
a trifling consideration allowed me to leave my rod and net,
waders and brogues, creel and tackle book in her care, and I
must say the good soul attended to my instructions as to
turning the waders inside out when they were dry outside,
and other little matters, with religious vigilance. A water-
proof bag answered well for bringing my fish home.
One morning early in May, after a particularly delightful

spin on the wheel, for the air was rather on the keen side,
the mountain ,topa having a touch of fresh snow on them,
the sun shone out warmly, and the birds were singing as 1
strofled down to the water after donning tfie waders and
tying up the rod. The beck—for it was hardly big enough
to call a river—was bright and clear. At one or two points
there were rather long walks, perhaps a quarter of a mile,
between the streams, but the streams were turbulent and
lengthy, and many of them afforded an hour's fishing. I was
provided with a particularly nice sample of creepers, and
with a supplementary supply of well-scoured worms in case
the creeper did not take very well, the season being rather
early, on account of the low night temperature, tor that
branch of the sport. It was now 11 A. M.

" 'Twas a day of cloudless skies.

When the trout neglects to rise,

And in vain the angler sighs

For a bite,"

I murmured; adding inwardly, "Much dear old Calverley
knew about it!" At the end of an hour, however, I did not
feel so cocksure. The first stream was generally good for
five or six trout; for although short, it was lively, and ran
into a deep pool overhung by an oak, which pool held a
large .stock of trout that loved to run up the stream in search
of the larvte of the stone fly. On this occasion two nibbles
was all it yielded, and two mangled creepers all I bad to
show for them
I suppose every angler has at some time found the trout in

a wrong-headed mood, doing those things they ought not to
do, and going contrary to tfieir customary use and wont.
So it was on this occasson. The month was May, the waters
were clear, the sun shone hotly, everythiner, in short, was
auspicious—they ought to have taken the creeper, and they
would not. They seemed to say, "No creeper, thanks! We
don't mind a worm if you will allow us to take it our own
way." And as a matter of fact I only caught one with the
creeper, and the rest all—with scarcely an exception—took the
worm on the Stewart in the pick of the creeper water,
namely, just in the rough and tumbly water at the head of
the streams. The rest of the streams seemed deserted; the
heads seemed to have got all the fish in the river. It was a
unique experience for me, and another curious thing was
that when I gave up at 4 P. M. I had the most evenly-sized
lot of fish I ever took—twenty-three, weighing 8+lbs.
Shortly before 4 o'clock they stopped dead, and 1 was'nOt
.surprised when a cloud came over and a cold blast, iced by
the snowy hilltops, sprang up. As luck would have it this
was the very wind I would have wished for, for it blew on
my back and made the spin home on my Humber a deUcious
ending to a very pleasant da.y.-^Ms7mig Gazette, London.
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Grant Day.
The bicycle lias advantages for sight-seeing tbat are not

always appreciated. Under certain conditions no better
means for viewing parades could be devised.

On the occasion of the Grant parade, at the dedication of
ijtrant's Tomb, in which an army of men marched equal to
ihat which Greece has in the field against the Turks, the
bicycle was peculiarly adaptedfor gaining an insight into the
most interesting features.

On the west side of Riverside Drive the new cycle path
runs to within a very short distance of the tomb, and is also,

along its whole extent, within a few feet of the top of the
bluff overlooking the Hudson, thus affording a view of the
naval parade as well as the land pageant. While the cycle
path was crowded with pedestrians before the parade began,
ibe moment the first horsemen appeared, the spectators
rushed to the edge of the main driveway, and the path was
comparatively deserted. The cyclist then had half a mile or
more of unobstructed riding. As a rule, he could see over
the heads of the crowd ; but where this was not possible it

was an easy matter to secure a belter view by leaning his
machine against a tree and standing on the seat.

When tedious delays occurred, he had something to sit on,
with tree or fence for brace, and when any particularly in-

teresting feature came along he could follow parallel with
the course and see as much as he desired.

The best part of the parade, in the opinion of a rider who
gives his experience, was President McKinley, taken both
subjectively and objectively. The wheelman followed him
and noted how the roar of applause from the nearest of tbe
million odd spectators burst out and kept, pace with his ad-
vancing carriage, while the President bowed and smiled, and
looked as pleased as a boy who has received a flattering com-
pliment, Grover Gleveland, who followed close behind,
looked Uase acd relieved. No doubt the nest best thing to
being a newly-elected President in the first blush of conquest
is to be a new ex-President with a freedon from the respon-
sibilities of office just attained.

Riverside Drive was an extremely bleak and chilly place
during the parade. The wind blew with the force of a hur-
ricane, and it had a bitter rawness suggestive of pneumonia.
Ambulances were frequently called lor to carry away per-
sons suifering from chdls and like ccmplaints, and some of
the half-frozen spectators remarked, "Grant will kill as many
at this dedication as he did before he died."
As a general thing, the people who suffered were thosewho

had to keep still to retain aOvantageous positions. The bi-

cycle rider who could wheel up and down was not troubled
with congested circulation.

WHEELING NOTES.
Caetek Harrison, the recently elected mayor of Chicago,

is a member of the L. A. W,, and an enthusiabtic wheelman.
No doubt a part of the tremendous majority with which he
went into office is due to this fact. Chicsgo has a large bi-
cycle vote, and the wheelmen gave enthusiastic support to
tbe man who, as a cyclist, rode 4,400 miles last year, includ-
ing twelve centuries, and who pledged himself to keep the
streets clean.

Already the new mayor has shown appreciation for this
support by using his influence to bring to a favorable issue
the State Bicycle Baggage bill, which had become shelved
in the Legislature, and seemea fated to meet an untimely
end.

The result of the yacht conference of last week is doubt-
less disappointing to many who participated in it, as much
less was done than was possible, and, as we believe, desira-
ble. At the same time such positive action has been taken
as to assure the continuance of the work through the sum-
mer, with its probable successful completion, so far as the
first stage is concerned, in the early fall.

The opportunity that, though not lost, was by no means
fully utilized, was a rare one; the gathering being most sat-
isfactory in point of numbers and the character of the repre-
sentation. New York was represented by several of the men
who are directly responsible for the very successful organiza-
tion and maintenance of the Sound Y, R. A., by the organ-
izer and head of the older New York Y. R. A., and by able
and inflential representatives of the two large clubs not con-
nected with the Union. The New York Y. C, of course, was
not represented; but that was not to be expected. But one
representative was present from Boston, but he, both per-
sonally and as the President of the Massachusetts Y. R A.,
was in every way qualified; and he took an active and useful
part in the discussion. Canada was represented by Com.
Jarvis, of the Royal Canadian Y. C, President of the
Y. R. U. of the Great Lakes, and by Mr. Ambrose of
the Royal Hamilton Y. C. President of the Lake Y. R.
A. of Ontario; these gentlemen having had a double experi-
ence in similar work both in the Lake Y. R. A., organized in
1884 as a union of the yacht clubs on the Canadian and
American sides of Lake Ontario, and last year in the organ-
ization of Union of the Great Lakes. The American repre-
sentatives from fresh water were ex-Com. Berriman, of the
Lincoln Park Y. C. of Chicago, owner of Yencedor, repre-
senting the Lake Michigan Y. A., and Com. Richardson of
Toledo, representing the Interlake Y. A. of Lake Erie.
From the Par West was Mr, Macdonough of the Pacific Y.
C, representing the Pacific Inter-club Y. A. The Delaware
River was represented by Mr. Bancroft of the Corinthian
Y. C. of Philadelphia, a veteran in club work, and by Mr.
J. W. Jeanes, and the Great South Bay was also represented.
Practically the only localities not represented were the Gulf
and Southern coasts and the smaller interior lakes of the
middle West.
Nearly all of those present were specially qualified by ex-

perience in the line of club work and interclub organization,
as well as by familiarity with the wishes and needs of their
clubs, for the task in hand.

It was plainly evident that the feeling of the majority was
in favor of immediate action to the extent of forming an
organization with a name and the necessary oflicers; many
believing that the real work of securing satisf ctory rules
could be better accomplished in this way than by deferring
until the rules were made by a committee. Had a vote been
taken on any of the different motions to organize at once,
the motion would have had a decided—probably a two-
thirds—majority. At the same time there was an obvious
disinclination to press the matter in the face of the limited,
but very positive, opposition to immediate action. It is
worth noting that the men who had traveled from 500 to
1 000 miles in sleeping oars to attend the meeting were in
favor of action, while those who had merely come up town
after lunch by the Broadway cable cars were strongly
against anything more than the appointment ot a committee
to report in the future.

FOREST AND STREAM,
I' In the course of the meeting a very decided difference of
opinion became apparent. On the part of some, the main
end in view is the adoption of uniform racing rules by indi-
vldua-l and separate clubs, with no more of an organization
than is necessary. This much was done ten years ago in the
conferences of the New York, Larchmont, Seawanhaka and
Atlantic clubs, by which the uniform classification by water-
line length was agreed upon, each club still being absolutely
independent of the others.

_
In our opinion, such a loose cooperation as this cannot ex-

ist among the large number of clubs throughout the coun-
try, and it is a mere waste of time to attempt it.

With the best possible management, and with a reasonably
good measurement rule in hand, an immense amount of
work is still to be done among the body of the clubs before
one measurement rule is universally accepted and enforced.
This work can only be done by a strong and permanent or-
ganization, having the confidence of the clubs, and with a
certain amount of authority that shall be recognized by all.
If such an organization is not possible, then it is useless to
labor for unity of action among independent and disunited
clubs.

It is entirely too narrow a view of the subject to put the
measurement rule in the first and only place, as the sole end
and aim of yachting. Its importance cannot be denied, but
there are many other things to be obtained by tbe intelligent
cooperation of yachtsmen and yacht clubs. The true object
of such an association as we hope to seeshould be to promote
all the interests of yachting, to bind yachtsmen into one
common fraternity, to promote intercourse and a good feel-
ing between different sections, to utilize the combined skill,
enthusiasm and intelligence of American yachtsmen for the
advancement of the sport, both socially and technically.
The general atfairs of such a body should be in the hands

of a representative council or committee of a dozen or so; it
should have, in this committee or another, a court of last re-
sort to which the clubs would gladly appeal all disputes
with a certainty of a fair and impartial decision that would
relieve them of responsibility; it should have committees
composed of experts competent to deal with such things as
measurement formulae, limitation of construction and knotty
points in the sailing rules. We should be glad to see it go
even further, and after the manner of many technical soci-
eties, such as the Association of Naval Architects in Great
Britain and our own Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers, make its annual meetings both interesting and
of permanent value by the presentation and discussion of
papers on yachting topics Such meetings in New York,
Boston, Toronto, Chicago, Philadelphia, Toledo or Buffalo,
from year to year, would make a fitting ending to the racing
season and weld the yachtsmen of the country into a really
national body.
There is nothing impossible or chimerical in such a plan;

it is nothing more than is done to a greater or lesser extent
by other associations devoted to sport or business. Great
as the difference is between yachting and canoeing, the ex-
ample of the latter sport, in forming a suscessful national
organization formany of these ends is not beneath the notice
of yachtsmen.
We are quite in accord with those who at the meeting

counseled against hasty action and were in favor of going
slowly; but at the same time, we believe that if any action is
to be taken the time has come for it. There has been enough
done in preparing the way for an organization; that way is
now clearly open, and the sooner it is entered upon the bet-
ter. The need for caution and deliberation only comes when
the association is positively organized, with adequate, but
simple executive and legislative machinery in operation.
Then is the time to go slowly in the extension of the general
plan as experience shall indicate, in the elimination of points
of difference in phraseology, etc., in the sailing rules and the
systematization of general racing methods; in the thorough
consideration of the measurement question and the gradual
adoption of a new rule.
We have no doubt whatever that the meeting in October

will result in the formation of an associatian \srMch will in-
clude the great majority of American yacht clubs, of course
using the word in its broadest sense to include the continent
of North America. Whether it will include practically all
of these clubs except the New York Y. C, and what success
it will meet with in the first year or two, depends now en-
tirely upon the action of the new committee; whether it at-
tempts too little in providing for a mere concert of clubs on
the measurement question; whether it attempts too much in
providing a scheme of elaborate and extensive details, some
of which will be objected to by different clubs; or whether it
takes a middle course in providing for a strong but simple
organization that may extend itself as experience directs.

No professional stenographer was present at the meeting
on Saturday, and no attempt was maue to take down in full
the continuous and animated discussion. Our report is com-
piled from notes carefully taken, and is, we believe, correct
in substance; but if any of the speakers are misquoted, or
any material errors have been made, we shall be glad to
know the facts.

The telegram from the commodore of the Philadelphia Y.
C. expresses the sentiments of many yachtsmen and yacht
clubs throughout the country; it is a pity that some of the
views that found expression and carried much weight at the
meeting were so much less broad and progressive.

The Yacht Conference.

STEW TOKK, SATURDAY, MAT 1,

The conference of representatives of the yachting associa-
tions and clubs of the United States and Canada was held as
arranged, at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York, on Satur-
day, May 1. The meeting convened at 3:40 P. M,, the follow-
ing delegates being present:
Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts.—Lewis M.

Clark.
Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes.—^milius Jarvis.
Lake Yacht Racing Association.—E. H. Ambrose.
Interlake Yachting Association.—G. O. Richard.son.
Lake Michigan Yachting Association.—E. C. Berriman.
Yacht Racing irnion of Long Island Sound.—Stuyvesant

Wainwright, E. B. Hart, .Tr.; O. H. Chellborg, Charles T.
Pierce, C. P. Tower, F, B. .Jones and Oliver E. Cromwell,
Pacific Interclub Yachting Association.—J. M. Mac-

donough.
Greaf South Bay Y". C.—John R. -Suydam.
Brooklyn Y. C—P. H. JeEinnott, Louis Wunder and Wil-

liam Cagger.
Hempstead Bay Y. C—J. W. Williams.
Larchmont Y. C.—John F. Lovejoy and Oswald Sander-

son.
Atlantic Y. C.—^Vice-Com. Frederick T. Adams and New-

bury D. Lawton.
Marine and Field Club.—Charles M. Brooks and W- S.

Elliott.
New York Yacht Racing Association.—A. J. Prime, E.

Langerfeld and George Parkhill.
Corinthian Y, C, of Philadelphia.—A. F. Bancroft and .J.

A. Jeanes.
New York Athletic Club —Mayhew W. Bronson.
The invitations to the conference were sent to all known

yacht associations and clubs, and to athletic and other clubs
having yachting departments. The total number of clubs
represented directly or through the various association.s was
108. After the roll of representatives was read by Mr. Jones,
secretary of the Sound Y. R. U,. it was proposed that a
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chairman and secretary should be elected, Com. .Jarvis sug-
gesting that it be understood that these officers were only to
serve for this meeting. Nominations for chairman were
called for, and Mr. Cromwell was nominated and elected.
Mr. Jones was nominated for secretary, but he declined and
nominated Mr. W. P. Stephens, who was elected.
The chairman formally opened the session by a few re-

marks, after which the question of holding an open or execu-
tive session was then considered, and on motion of Mr. A. J.
Prime it was decided to hold an open session, thus allowing
the representatives of the various papers who were present
to remain. The secretary read the following:
Philadelphia, Pa., May 1.—Chairman of Yachtsmen's

Convention, Fifth Amnue Hotel: The Philadelphia Y. C.
will heartily cooperate in any movement for the advance-
ment of yacht racing and the development of yachtsmanship.
I expected to attend the convention, but am prevented by
sickness in family. Please read to delegates.

(Signed) Francis Shunk Brown, Com., P. Y. C.
Mr. Cromwell then spoke on the purpose of the meeting, the

necessity for an organization, its name, and similar details,
asking that all present would express their opinions. For
some time no one seemed anxious to speak, Mr. .Jones finally
taking the floor. He spoke of the pressing necessity for uni-
form racing rules, and as the best means of attaining this
end of the formation of some sort of union or association of
the various yachting bodies; mentioning the existing differ-
ences, the difficulties encountered in the past, and the grow-
ing need of uniformity in rules at least.
For a time no one was disposed to follow Mr. Jones.

Finally Mr. Stephens took the floor. His remarks were to
the effect that, while uniform racing rules, and in particular
the measurement and classification rule, were most essen-
tial, there were many other directions in which the general
interests of American yachting should be encouraged by the
cooperation of all yachtsmen; that the condition of the meas-
urement question to-day is such that there was little hope of
immediate and successful action; but that the way was now
open for the formation of a national association for the pro-
motion of yachting in all its branches; that thefir-st step was
to organize and adopt a constitution, and that this might be
easily done. The second step, of adopting uniform sailing
rules for the general management of racing, was also easily
possible; and that the third step, the formulation and adop-
tion of- an entirely new rule of measurement, was not only
impracticable at present, but might well be left until the
executive and legislative machinery of the new organization
was complete.-
Com, G. O. Richardson, of Toledo, moved that the meet-

ing proceed to the organization of a permanent association.
Mr. Sanderson, of the Larchmont Y. C, stated that his club
was in favor of a uniform system of racing rules, but that
its delegates were not instructed to go further than a scheme
for mutual cooperation, and that they could not vote on a
motion to organize an association. He also asked whether
all clubs interested had been invited to representation at
this meeting. Mr. Jones replied that invitations had been
sent to all clubs in the United States and Canada that were
known to the committee. Mr. Prime suggested that the roll
of the clubs be called.
Com. Jarvis stated that he was not specifically instructed

by the Royal Canadian Y. C. as to his action as its represent-
ative, but that the club was heartily in accord with the pro-
posal, as understood, to form an association. He stated
further that the delegates present were perfectly free to act
as individuals and form an association which the clubs
might subsequently join. He spoke of the necessity for
some immediate action, and of the opportunity offered in
the presence of so many representatives, finally oft'ering a
motion to the effect that the meeting should proceed to or-
ganize an association, and that to such end a committee
should be appointed to prepare a form of organization and
report at once to the meeting. He stated that he had pre-
pared a draft of a constitution, and suggested that as others
present had given attention to the same subject, they should
present their ideas to the meeting and to the proposed com-
mittee. Mr. E. C. Berriman seconded the motion.
Mr. Jones suggested that it would be well to hear from

those, if any, who were opposed to the formation of an asso-
ciation. Mr. N. D. Lawton, of the Atlantic Y. C, took the
fioor and urged that the meeting should go to work slowly,
that nothing should be done at present beyond the appoint-
ment of a committee to prepare a scheme of organization
and report in the fall at another meeting of delegates, at
which a permanent organization might be effected. Mr.
C. P. Tower, of the New Rochelle Y. C.

, spoke in favor of
immediate action, but suggested that all of the delegates
present should be heard. Mr. Sanderson seconded Mr. Law-
ton's amendment, speaking in favor of a temporary commit-
tee to prepare a scheme of organization which should be
submitted to all the clubs prior to the fall meeting.
Mr. Prime offered a motion that it was the sense of the

meeting that uniform racing rules could only be adopted
througu th.e formation of a permanent association. Mr.
Berriman spoke, urging some immediate action while the
delegates from a distance were present. Com. Jarvis spoke
in the same strain, asking for immediate action in theformar-
tion of a permanent body with a brief constitution setting
forth the main principles of the association, and leaving the
completion and perfection of the rules, etc., until the organ-
ization was in permanent working shape. He spoke particu-
larly of the opportunity now offered, and of the danger of
losing it by failure to take positive action.
Mr. Jones offered an amendment to Mr. Lawton 's motion,

that an organization be at once formed and a committee ap-
pointed. Mr. Tower spoke again, suggesting a preliminary
organization covering the main points, the details to be per-
fected later.

Vice-Com. Adams, Atlantic Y. C, suggested that the roll
of delegates be called with a view to ascertain how many
were qualified to act in the organization of an association.
Mr. P. H. Jeannot, of the Brooklyn Y. C, stated that his
club was in favor of an association, but that its delegates
were not prepared to vote for it at the meeting. Mr. C. Y.
Pierce, Riverside Y. C. spoke strongly in favor of imme-
diate action. He remarked very pointedly that the delegates
had come together at great trouble and loss of time to do
something which they were now evidently afraid to do.
Vice-Com. Adams stated that it was not possible for the
Atlantic Y. C. delegates to vote for immediate action in the
formation of an association.
Mr. Tower made a motion that a committee of five be ap-

pointed to retire and prepare a skeleton scheme of organiza-
tion, reporting back to the meeting. Mr. Jarvis spoke again,
and Mr. Prme urged the passage of Vice-Com. Adams's
motion to ascertain what delegates were qualified to act at
once. The chairman asked Com. Jarvis to withdraw his
original motion for immediate organization and the appoint-
ment of a committee in favor of Vice-Com. Adams's motion,
but Com. Jarvis stated that, without intending any dis-
courtesy to the proposer of the second motion, he was not
willing to withdraw his, as it was perfectly practicable for
the delegates present to act as individuals in organizing.
Mr, L. M, Clark, President of the Y. R. A. of Massachu-

setts, offered the following motion; Resolved, That it is the
sense of this meeting that linifqrm racing rules should be
adopted throughout the United States and Canada; and that
for this purpose some kind of a national association be
formed, Mr. Jones and one or two others seconded the mo-
tion, whereupon Com. Jarvis and Vice-Com. Adams with-
drew their respective motions. Mr. Clark's motion was put
by the Chair and carried.
Mr. J. P. Lovejoy of the Larchmont Y C. oft'ered the fol-

lowing motion: Resolved, That a committee of seven be
appointed by the Chair to draft a plan of organizatioa and
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submit such plan to the difEereut clubs of America for their
consideration; this plan then to be reported back to the said
committee, which shall, after due consideration of them,
formulate a final plan of organization to be acted upon at a
meeting called during October of the present year: said final
plan having been first submitted to the diflferent clubs so
that they can instruct their delegates with power as to the
action or position they desire to take. Mr. Jones seconded
the motion.
A general discussion followed, involving several points,

especially the difliculty of any committee preparing a com-
plete set of rules, etc., that would be accepted by all the
clubs as a basis for an organization. During the discussion
the secretary was repeatedly called upon to read the original
motion. Mr. E. Langerfeld moved to amend by adding the
word "associations" after clubs throughout the motion,
which amendment was accepted.
Mr. Prime objected to the motion and offered an amend-

ment, that a committee of seven be appointed to draft a
constitution for a national association and to submit it to
the meeting after a recess; the motion was not seconded.
Mr. Lovejoy's motion was finally carried unanimously, after
which Mr. Langerfeld moved that the date and place be
fixed by the same committee.
Mr. Jones moved that a committee of five be appointed by

.the Chair to consider the question of the racing rules, in con-
nection with the original committee. A general discussion
brought out the fact that some of the delegates, in accord-
ance with the idea that the main object in view was the
adoption of a uniform system of racing rules, interpreted
Mr. Lovejoy's motion to mean that the committee of seven
should prepare not only a constitution and by-laws, but a
new measurement rule that, after being submitted to all the
clubs for their scrutiny, would be accepted by them as a
satisfactory basis for such a union, league or association as
might be formed. It was stated by some of the delegates
from about New York that their clubs would have nothing
to do with an association unless it were positively known
beforehand what the measurement rule was to be.
Much diversity of opinion was manifest in connection

with this discassion as to the form of the organization, a few
of the delegates expressing themselves strongly against any-
thing more than a loose union of the clubs in an agreement
to use uniform racing and measurement rules. Mr. Clark
spoke very strongly against the idea of framing a rule be-
tween now and October which would be generally accepted
and stated that such a movement would preclude the possi-
bility of bringing in the Massachusetts clubs. Mr. Stephens
spoke at some length, urging that the work of the commit-
tee be specifically limited to the preparation of a scheme of
organization, that the work at the fall meeting be limited to

organizing with a suitable constitution, by-laws and officers;
that the matter of unifying the general sailing rules be then
taken up, and that nothing whatever be done, for the pres-
ent, with the measurement question. He spoke of the
absence of a satisfactory rule at the present time, the diffi-
culty of any committee in addition to the other work fram-
ing a good rule during the summer, and the absolute impos-
sibility, even if a good rule were found, of securing its im-
mediate acceptance by a majority of the clubs.
Mr. Lovejoy finally offered the following resolution: Re-

solved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the plan
of organization referred to in the original motion shall in-
clude a constitution, by-laws and sailing rules. This pro-
voked another discussion as to whether the term "sailing
rules" covered merely the general rules of the road in sail-
ing and the methods of starting, etc., or whether they in-
cluded a measurement formula Mr. Lovejoy explained that
he intended the motion expres^y to include the formula.
This was opposed by several, and Mr. Jones offered an amend-
ment, that the committee be instructed to omit the measure-
ment and classification rule. This was seconded by Mr. Clark
and carried, after which the motion as amended was carried
unanimously. The chairman announced the following com-
mittee: Messrs. N. D. Lawton, Atlantic Y. C; C. T. Pierce,
Riverside Y. C; A. Emilius Jar vis. Royal Canadian Y. C;
L. M. Clark, Hull Y. C ; J. M. Macdonough, Pacific Y. C;
A. J. Prime, Yonkers Y. C, and F. B. Jones, Indian Harbor
Y. C. After an understanding that the committee was to
fix the date for the October meeting, the meeting adjourned.
In the evening a number of the delegates were entertained
at a mess dinner at the Seawanhaka club house. It was in-
tended to take the visitors up the Sound on Sunday, and
they were invited to luncheon by the Larchmont Y. C, but
a storm from the east interfered with this plan.

The America's Cup.
The great majority of rumors and reports of challenges

for the America's Cup are of one or the other of two kinds,
either with an after-dinner origin, like the noted case of Mr!
Rose and the Distant Shore, or with no bona fide origin at
all; the plain product of certain Anglo-American fake mills,
specially manufactured when real yachting news is scarceWe print the following merely because it has obtained a
wide circulation through the daily press, it evidently be-
longs to one of the above classes. The three gentlemen
mentioned are not racing men, we are not aware that Mr
Wollf is even interested in yachting, while Lord Dufferin
has been known for over a generation as peculiarly a cruis-
ing man. The Royal Uster Y. C. is little likely to under-
take so momentous a venture as a challenge tor the Cup.

One version of the story is to the effect that Mr. Sibbick
whose work has been fentirely confined to yachts 20-rating
and under, is to design the new challenger.

Belfast, April 37.—It has been decided to build an Irish
yacht to compete for the America's Cup. The boat is to be
constructed in Hilditch's yards, Carrickfergus, upon the
order of a syndicate composed of Gustav Wilhelm WolflE,
M. P. for East Belfast and a member of the Belfast ship-
building firm of Harland & Wolff, the Marquis of Dufferin
and Ava, and the Marquis of Londonderry. She will be
sailed under the auspices of the Royal Ulster Y. C, of which
the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava is commodore.

Belfast, April 39.—Mr. Gustav W. Wolff, M. P. for East
Belfast, and a partner in the firm of Harland & Wolff, the
well-known shipbuilders, says there is no truth in the story
that he is connected, with a syndicate contemplating build-
ing an Irish yacht to challenge for the America's Cup or the
Queen's Cup.

It is further stated that no member of the Royal Ulster
Y. C, of which the Marquis of Dufferin, whose name was
also mentioned in connection with the alleged syndicate, is
commodore, intends to challenge for the America's Cup.

Beverly Y. C.

The Beverly Y. C. announces the following races for 1897:
No. 246, June 17.—Club house, Wenaumet; first open

sweep.
No. 347, June 26.—Club house, Wenaumet; first champion-

ship.
No. 348, July 3.—Club house, Wenaumet; second open

sweep.
No. 349, July;5.—Clubhouse, Wenaumet; second champion-

ship.
No. 350, July 124.—Club house, Wenaumet; third open

sweep.
No. 351, Aug. 3.—Marblehead; first open regatta.
No. 3.53, Aug. 7.—Club house; third championship.
No. 253, Aug. 14.—Club house; fourth championship.
No. 254, Aug. 31.—Marion, A. M.; Van Rensselaer cup.
No. 2oo, Aug. 31.—Marion, P. M.; second open regatta.
No. 256, Sept. 4.—Club house; fourth open sweep.
No. 257, Sept. 6.—Club houst; third open regatta.
No. 258, Sept. 11.—Club house; fifth championship.

The Indian Harbor Y. C. has now under headway a new
club-house on the site of the old Rockport Hotel, on Rocky
Point, Greenwich. The work will be pushed so that the
house may be available this season.
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The Dublin Bay S. C. Colleen.

A SHOET time since we made mention of a new class estab-

lished this year by the Dublin Bay Sailing Club under the

name of Colleen, and now, through the kindness of the de-

signer and builder of the boats, James E. Doyle, the yacht-

builder, of Kingstown, Ireland, we are enabled to present

the lines.
, , ^. . ^ -r, n i

The Dublin Bay Sailing Club, whose station is at Bullock,

Kingstown, Ireland, has long since made a reputation among
yachtsmen and boat sailors as the especial patron of open

boat sailing and the parent of some notable restricted

classes. Founded in 1884 with the object of promoting

racing and sailing in small boats, at a very early period m
its experience the necessity for special restrictions to prevent

speedy outbuilding and to preserve the general interest of

its members became apparent. As in all other clubs, the

tendency soon developed on the part of a few to outbuild in

both size and cost, thus discouraging the majority of owners,

who were not willing to add a new boat to the fleet each sea-

son. To meet this difficulty the original classes have been

long since surrounded with rigid restrictions, and at the

same time, to meet the demands for new and different craft

additional classes have been created. One of thes^ the

Mermaid, is very widely known, while the Water Wags,

a class liberally patronized by the club, is even more famous.

Both the Mermaids and the Water Wags have plumb stems

and sternposts, or practically the same length over all aud
on the waterline.

, , ^
In 1895 the club requested designers to submit plans tor a

new class, to be 19ft. over all, 18ft. l.w.L, 6ft. beam and 2ft.

'6in. draft, with 5cwt. of lead on the keel, a ^In. centerboard

of not over Icwt. weight and with an exposed area of 6sq. ft.;

a gaff mainsail, with loose foot, of 200sq. ft. area and a jib of

50sq. ft., spinaker boom not over 9ft.; the boats to be clincher

built, copper fastened, planked with %ia. pine, with wales,

transom and seats of teak. Mr. Doyle, in answer to this

tender, submitted plans for a somewhat different boat, with

1ft. less length on waterline and 1ft. more over all, 17ft. and
20ft. respectively, and with less draft and 6iri. more beam.

Nothing was done at the time, but last fall the subject of the

new class was taken up anew, and another request for plans

sent out. The drawings of 1895 were again submitted by Mr.
Doyle, with the addition of 2ft. aft, making a neat counter,

and they were adopted by the club. The contract price, on
condition that six boats were ordered at once, was £53 10s

($263 50), and about 10^ more for a smaller number. Mr.
Doyle is now at work on quite a fleet of the new craft.

The drawings need little explanation; the official specifica-

tions being very complete. The club is provided with full-

size body plan and a set of internal moulds; the measurers,
Messrs. Hargrave and Stephens, applying the moulds to the

inside of each new boat before she is decked. The full speci-

fications are as follows:

Dublin Bay Sailing Club.

SPECIFICATION FOE BOATS OF B CLASS TO BE KNOWN BY
THE NAME OF COLLEENS.

DIMENSIONS.

Length over all

L.W.L
Beam
Draft of water

DESCRIPTION.

Boats to be built as shown on the club drawings, with
round stem, square transom, clincher built, and sloop-

rigged.
MATERIALS OF HULL.

Keel.—Of American elm, sided and moulded as shown on
body plan; greatest width 6in., tapering fore and aft as

ishown on drawings; thickness 2in.

False Keel.—Of either red, yellow or pitch pine, or me-
mel (pine).

Stem and Steenpost.—Of oak, to be of natural growth as
mear as possible to the curvature required, free from sap or
other defects. Stem sided and moulded as on drawings,
1, e., sided at keel Sin. and at head 3Ln.; sternpost, sided 3in.,

and moulded as on drawings. Sternpost and dead wood may
be in one piece.

Dead Woods.—Of oak or American elm, free from de-

fects, moulded 13^in., sided to fit stem and keel.

Planking.—Of best selected, seasoned yellow pine, free

from all defects, thickness %in. (Teak top streak), widths
not to exceed Sin. in broadest part, the planks (except 18in.

from hoodends at bow and stern) shall overlap with the out-

side lands the entire thickness of the plank itself, but an ar-

ris not exceeding >^in may be taken off outside edge of

plank. Top streak grooved for stripe. No plank to have
more than one scarph.
Bent Timbers.—Of American elm, sided %in., moulded

3^in. spaced 6%in. from center to center with an >^in. arris

off top edges. Timbers to be joggled into keel.

Floor Timbers.—At stations 2, 6, 7, sided as frame, not
less than IJ^in. moulded across keel, and not less than 13ia,

on each arm.
,

Grown Timbees.—At stations marked on plan, lin. sided,

moulded at keel 3in., at L.W.L. IJ^in., and lin. at head.
Sufficient check out of head to admit shelf or stringer to fit

liome to bent timbers.
Gun Metal oe Steel Flooes.—Length of arm to be 8in.

to C.B. case, and 13in. on frames. Section, moulded 3>^in.,

sided lin., and Min. at throat, tapered to 3€in- at point. To
be placed on frames Nos. 3, 4 and 5. Four No. 12 screw fast-

enings in each arm.
Stringer or Clamp.—To be Sin. x %in. yellow pine, fitted

close up to deck.
Hanging Knees—Of oak to be of natural growth, as near

23ft.

17ft.

6ft. 6in.

1ft. 6in.
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as possible to the curvature required, lin. thick, fitetd at
each end, and at center of cockpit, also at mast beam.
Lodging knees at transom, and breast-hook of oak. Oak
bitt, 2J^x2in., standing Sin. over deck, mortised into keel.

Decjs Beams—Of best Norway spruce, spaced 13%in. cen-

ter to center. At mast and end of cockpit, sided lin.,

moulded 3in. Short beams at cockpit, ided lin., moulded
lj4in. Other beams %in . x 2in

.

Coamings—Of American elm, Kin. thick, moulded as on
drawings.
Deck.—To be %in. best seasoned yellow pine or Norway

spruce, fitted underneath with \}4 ^ Min- ribbands, fastened

with copper or brass clasp-nails. To be well painted and

Ballast on keel, Sawb. of lead. Centerboard not to exceed
Icwt. , H^n. thickness. Gaff mainsail loose at foot.

Working sail area, 250sq, ft., divided into mainsail and
jib.

Spinaker boom not to exceed ,9ft. No balloon jib al-

lowed.
Boats to be clincher-built; that is to say, the planks (except

]8in. from hood-ends at bow and stern) shall overlap with the
outside lands, the entire thickness of the plank itself, but an
arris not exceeding ysia. may be taken oil outside edge of
plank.
Boats to be precisely similar in design and construction,

and to be built in accordance with drawings and specifica-

COLLEEN. Body Plan.

covered with calico or linen, also painted, as per general
condition.
Center Board Case.—To be of yellow pine, lin. thick.

Side keelsons of oak, or American elm, not less than IJain.

thick, to take bolts of lead keel, all to be s(iuare-jointed to
keel, A piece of flannel to be laid in the joint, with a mix-
ture of genuine red and white lead and copal varnish, thick
enough to be put on with a knife. Copper fastenings to go
through the keel and side keelsons, and to be properly
clenched on copper rings or washers.
Fastenings.—To be copper and Muntz-metal, no iron or

galvanized nails to be used in any portion of hull or fittings.

Nails through bent timbers to be properly rooved, and two
nails between the timbers. All through fastenings to be
propei'ly rooved. Deck to be fastened to beams and clamps
with brasis clasp-nails. Beam ends to have a brass screw
into clamp. Clamp to be through fastened and clenched on
rooves.
Flooring —Boards of best Norway spruce %m., laid level

on carlines not less than % x 2)^in. across the boat, fi tted to
and on the timbers.
SEATS.—Of teak, not less than 36in. in length, 14in. in

width, framed in lattice-work, and supported by turned up-
rights on floor or timbers.
IRON AND BRASS WORK.—One gun-metal chainplate each

side, to be fixed on timbers placed in position to receive same,
said timbers to be not less than 18in. long, IKin. sided, by
lin. moulded. Gun metal casting on stem for fore-stay and
stay-sail. Hook for mooring, spider-band, gooseneck for

boom, and leads for jib-sheets to be gun metal. Traveler for

boom, horse for main-sheet and masthead fittings to be gal-
vanized iron.
LEAD KEEL AND CENTERBOARD.-Boat to have lead keel

5cwt., with %in. slot for center plate, to be fastened with ten
Muntz-metal bolts of J^in. diameter through keel and keelson

tion marked A and AA, respectively, which shall be depos-

ited with the Hon. Secretary, who shall charge a fee or lUS.

for a copy of same.

Boston City Regatta.
DORCHESTER—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, April 2A.

The first race of the season in Eastern waters was set for

April 19, but owing to a gale so heavy that the yachts could not

face, was postponed to the Saturday following, when it was
sailed in a reefing breeeze from S.W. There were 28 start-

ers, the times being:
SEVENTEENFOOTBRS. ^ . ,

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ripple, U. B. Pear 16.00 1 ^0 18 0 4S .-^l

Glide, G. D. Silsbv 15.06 1 20 f.5 0 48 -ii

Alpine, 0 J. Blethen 16.08 1 21 35 0 aO 49

Flash, H. N. Lmwell 17.00 1 26 41 °^r.,it
Vilda, J. Colter 16.10 1 34 49 . 1 04 lb

Circe, P. L Pigeon 16.00 Did not flmsh.

Anita. W. A. Rose ,, 16.08 Disabled.

Gnome, H. B. Faxon 15.04 Disabled.

Vites.«e, E D.Mower 16.01 Disabled.

May R , N. E. Robinson 16 09 Did not finish.

FIFTEEN FOOTERS.
Eva. S. A Freeman 13.0b 1 11 42 ^ 4b IS

Princess, Gav & Ware 14.01 1 14 10 0 oO 17

Sparrow, J. j. MoeDs 14.10 1 14 55 0 51 Oi

Transit. Nute & Limdberg .I'^.ll 1 17 15 0 51 08

Velma, T.. Halleit 14.07 116 11 ^ o4 04

Penguin, J. E Robinson 14.08 1 16 10 0 5<J C9

Dorotbv Q-, Q. Tucker. 13.00 1 20 16 0 54 14

Souls, Ixel, Panaora, M. Y. 0. B,, 2200, Curlew, CuUysark and Ka-

tydid did not finish.

The Committee of Arrangements included Alderman
Franklin L. Codman, Alderman Josiah S. Dean, Council-

COLLEEN. Cmivis of Areas.

pieces, screws and nuts on inside. Center plate of exact area
allowed on drawings, of >gin. steel, galvanized,^ the leading
edge to be V shaped. To be lifted with tackle and pennant.
RUDDER.—To be >gin. steel plate galvanized, pivoted as

shown on plan. An iron tube to be fitted as rudder case.

The rudderhead to be made in such a way as will keep the
rudder in its place.
TILLER.—Of galvanized iron.

Spars.—Hollow spars not allowed. Mast and boom of

best Norway spruce. Gaff and spinaker boom of white
pine. Jaws on gaff and spinaker boom of oak or Irish

elm.
Mast at deck not less than 3>iin., main boom at thickest

part not less than 3in., gaff at thickest part not less than
IMin.
Standing and Running Rigging.—Sizes and quality op-

tional, to be agreed between member and builder.
Blocks and Mast H< ops.—A sufficient number of ash

blocks (internal bound) or iron blocks, and the required num-
ber of wooden mast hoops.
OARS, Anchor, etc.—One pair of ash oars 13£t. long. Boat

hook about 9ft, long. One pair galvanized rowlocks. An-
chor 221bs. weight, and 20 fathom of warp.
Painting.—To be painted with genuine red lead under the

floor, varnished above floor, the outside to have three coats
of either paint or varnish. If painted, to have three coats
of genuine white or red lea<l, colored as required in last

coat.
All iron and steel work to be galvanized, save steel floors,

where it is optional.
All dimensions given refer to finished sizes, and all mate-

rials are to be of the best selected quality.
SAILS.—The oject of the limitations of this class being to

keep the price of boats, etc., within moderate limits, it has
been determined that no sails "will be allowed at higher
prices than the following:

Mainsail £5 0 0

No. 1 jib £1 2 6
No. 2 jib £0 17 6
Spinaker £1 0 0

also that no sails can be used, the specifications for which
has not been approved of by the committee.
The sails to be made in accordance with the sail plan of

the class, and so-called balloon silk shall not be allowed in
the mainsails. Sails must be numbered, branded and certi-

fied by the committee before being used in cltib races.

JAN. 1, 1897.

RULE 15—B CLASS.
The B Class boats shall be known by the distinctive name

Colleens, to be centerboarders, and with following dimen-
sions:

Length over all 22ft.

L.W.Ii 17ft.

Beam : 6ft. 6in.

Praft (with board up) 1ft.- 6in.

man Oliver F. Davenport, C. Edwin Backus, Massachusetts
Y. C. and J. F. Small, Dorchester Y. C.

Punjaub.
The third launch of the season at the Gas Engine and

Power Company and Seabury Works took place at 10:30
A. M. on May 1, the steam-yacht, Punjaiib, designed and
built by Seabury & Co. for F. M. Masury of the New York
Y. C, being slid off. She is a sister ship to the Raynham, re-

cently launched; her dimensions being, over-all, 85ft.; l.w.l.,

72ft.; beam, 13ft.; draft, 5ft. The machinery includes a Sea-
bury triple expansion engine, 7, 11 and 17 by lOin., with Sea-
bury boiler. The yacht is schooner-rigged.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES
Crack 15ft. boats of Illinois and Wisconsin will meet in a

test of superiority during August, if the plans, suggested at
the annual meeting of the Fox Lake Yacht Club, at the
meeting on April 22, bear the jpromised fruit. The winner
among the Fox Lake 15-footers will meet the best boats of
all other clubs in the State for a trophy, as she will repre-
sent Illinois in a race at Green Bay against the best boat in
Wisconsin. The dates and starting points for the Fox Lake
regattas were adopted as follows: July 3, Minneola Clul';
July 5, Dr, Brophy's Cottage; .July 17, East Side; July 31,
Dr. Tooker's Cottage; Aug. 7, Island; Aug. 14, East Side.
The following officers were elected: Com. Dr. Truman W.
Brophy; Vice-Corn., Benj. Felix; Sec, John A. Putnan;
Treas., C. J. Patterson; Chaplain; Rev. George W. Wright;
Fleet Surgeon; Dr. Corlett; Measurer, Robert Tooker, Jr.;
Regatta Committee, Dr. Bentley, Clark Bennett, Sumner
SoUitt, Harry Weber, W. H. Lyford. Retiring Com. Oliver
Sollitt received a vote of thanks for efiicient service. A mo-
tion was carried providing for a tax on overhang. The
boats will race in three classes: Sloops, half-raters, limited
to 15ft, length, and cat-boats. There will be about ten new
boats on the lake this year, the total fleet anproximatine:
forty. The Secretary's Cup, offered by Benj. Felix, for half-
raters.will be competed for this year.

—

Chicago Times-Her-
ald. jT

A meeting of the feaicutive Committee of the Lake Michi

»

gan Yachting Association was held at Racine, April 24, the
following representatives being present: E. C. Berrimanand
George Warrington, Lincoln Park Y. C; M. D. Payne, Col-
umbia Y. C; H. A. Coleman, Milwaukee Y. C; E. P. Hei-
neke, Milwaukee; E, J. Baker and George Martin, Chicago,
and W. J. Reynolds, Racine Y. C, It was decided to apply
for membership in the Yacht Racing Union, and Messrs.
Berriman, Martin and Coleman were selected as delegate-^
to the Union. Mr. Berriman was selected to represent the
Association at the Conference in New York. The date of
July 5 was selected for the next regatta of the Association
at Racine. No action was taken in the matter of taxing
overhangs.

Com. Morgan of the New York Y. 0. has appointed J.

Beavor Webb as Fleet Captain for the season of 1897.

Theodore A. Havemeyer of New York, a member of the
New Y'ork Y, C, since 1870, died on April 26. Of late years

Mr, Havemeyer has been more closely identified with coach-
ing, golf and land sports than with yachting, but his steam-
yacht. Ideal, built in 1873, was one of the first steam-yachts
in American waters. The 15-footer, owned by his son, H. O.
Havemeyer, Jr., last year, was named from this yacht.

The following dates are proposed for the Lake Y^ R. A.
racing circuit: Toronto; Jul y 19; Hamilton, July 21; Niaga-
ra-on-the-Lake, July 24; Charlotte, July 27; Cobourg,
July 30.

A New Rifle Cartridge.
The Stevens Arms Company has brought out a new cartridfrev

maTJiifactured by the U. BI. C. Company, which will be known as the
.2E-.21-.86 Stevens'straisrht. This is a modification of the .25-.S5 car-
TridKe designed by Capt. W. L. Carpenter, who frave his idea to tbe
public through the columns of Forest and Stream. The .85-.25 Ste-
vens was the first straight-phell cartridge in this caliber. The .25^

caliber was recommended to riflemen several years ago, after con

-

siderable experimenting on the part of experts. The originator of
"

this caliber in rifles, Mr. F. J. Rabbeth, was obliged to neck f'own 80-
caliber shells to secure his cartridges, as no .35 caliber rifle -shells

were on the market at that time. The merits of the experimental'
.25-caliber rifles were so marked that a demand was created for
them, and the rifle manufacturers began their manufacture. Am-
munition for the rifle was also made by tbe cartridge companies;
but, unfortunately, the old shell, which was first made with a bot-
tle neck, from necessity, was imitated without attempting to im-^
prove on its shape. While the ,25-';0 eartridgoi has proved to b^ One"
of unusual merit, it has been apparent to American riflemen for a
longtime that if the shell were straight the cartridge would be ifti'-

proved, for then it would be easier to load ; the necessity of resizing
the shells with a special tool would be avoided ; reducpd loads could'
be made readily; in fact, a bottle-necked shell is not wanted by"
American riflemen, and the only excuse is for one to shorten an ex-
cessively long .shell. A cartridge to become popular and retain its''

popularity must be straight, or nearly so, especially straight inside.'

Fresque Isle Rifle Club.
Erie, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: At the last meeting of the
Presque Isle Rifle Club, of this city, it was decided to send a letter to
our friends giving them a brief hi.story of the club and its presents
standing. It was organized Jan, 24. 1895, with a charter membership
of 23. At present we have 35 members. The club is in a prosperous
condition, there being no debts and a surplus in the treasury.
Our range of 200yas., with handsome shooting pavilion and two

rifle butts, is located on the Berkenkamp farm, one-half mile east of
I he city. The season opens the first Saiurday in May and closes tbe
last Saturday in October. Weekly shoots are held every Saturday
P. IM,, and prize shoots on all legal holidays. A handsome list of.
prizes are given each season.
We are desirous of increasing cur membership to a limited number

during the coming season, and it is for that purpose this letter is sent.
For a copy of the by-laws ana application blanks apply to tbe secre-
tary, Mr. Sidney Ormsby, city. J. G. Gbhmann, )

W, J. liETEB, V Committee.
Dr. a. C. WUbeler, )

FIXTURES.
May 11-1:3.- PBBKSKiiii-, N. Y - Annual tonmametit of the Peek«kill

Gun Club. First two days, targets: last day, live birds
May 11-14 —Waterloo, la —Tournament of the Waterloo Gun

Club. E. B. Walker Sec'y.
May l?-].3.—CoNNEBSviLLB, Ind —Tournament of the ConDersville

Gun Club. Live birds. T. F. Thomas, Sec'y
May 17.—WiLLMAR, Minn.—Tournament of the Willmar Gun Club

Targets. D. N. Tallman, Sec'y.
May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T, Durrant, Sec'v,
May 18.-*-ALBAKy, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

End (^un Club. Horace B Derby. Sec'y.
May 18.—KtJTHERFtrRD, K. J - Ali-day shoot of the Boiline Springs

Gun Club. 100 targetrace, $5, targets extra. Open to all; no handi-
cap. W. H. Hiiclr, Sec'y.
May 1?-19.— Forest Cixy la.— Hill City Gun Club's second annual

tournament; $100 added. J. W Mahoney, Sec'y.
May 19-20.—Savannah, Ga,—Tournament of tbe Interstate As.socla-

tioii under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club. $200 added.'
May 19-?0.— Elizabeth, N. J.—Tournament at Astfalk's Oakwood

Inn. First day. targets; spcond day, live birds.
May 19-2!.— Canton, S D.—South"Dakota Sportsmen's Associatioa

annual. C. S. Seely, Sec'y.
May 20.

—

Greenville, 'Pa.—Second tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
May 25.— Findlat, O.—Tournament of the Magautrap Gun Club.

Targets Chas. E. Steen, Sec'y.
May 25-97.—Marlin, Texas.—Tournament of the Marhn Gun Club,

E. K Herrings, Sec'y.
May 2£-''7.—JopLiN, Mo.—Tournament of the Joplin Gim Club,

Added money announced later.
May i6 —Brooklyn, N. Y.—Tournament of the Brooklyn Gun Olub.

Targets. Grounds at Liberty avenue and Enfield street, Brooklyn.
May 26-29.—East St. Lotos, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 31 .—Canajoharif, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Cana.loharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y
May 31.—Portland, Me.— Spring tournament of the Portland Gun

Club. Targets. Added money announced later.
May 31-June 1,— Grand Rapids, Mich.- Tournament of the Michigan

Trap Shooters' League, under the auspices cf the Valley City Gun
Club.

June ?-3.- Hackensack, N. .7.— Anniversary tournament of the Ber-
gen County Gun Club. Recreation cup shoot on June 2. C. O. Gard-
ner. Jr.. Sec'y.
June 2-4.—SPRINGFIELD, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gim Club
June 7-8.—Parkjjrsburg, W. Va.— Tournament of the Mountain

State Gun Club. Targets. $350 added. Leon J. Epstein, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters' League of Indiana
June 8-11.-Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. futtle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.

—

Monroe, La.— Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.— Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
June 15-18.— Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 2V'.- ugden, 111.- Second annual tournament of the Ogdcn

Gun Club. Wm. McKinley, Sec'y.
June i!2-26.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powOet
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, S25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil Cuy, Pa.
July 1.—Sherbrookb, Quebec—SferbrooKe's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs. 0. H. Foss, Sec'y, Sherbrooke, P. Q
July 3-5.

—

Mitchell, S. D.—Tournament of the W. J. Healey Hard-
ware Co.
July 14-15.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July s.0-2 '.-Pine Bluff, Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of tbe

Arkansas State Sport.smen's Association. Added money announced
later. Paul R. Litzte, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 22.—Meadville, Pa.— Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun Licague. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, imder the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of theR. A. McCready

Co., Lid, Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pru-
gracnmes.

Aug. 19.-Warren, O. -Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. i:5-2fi.—MoNTPELiER, Vt.—Toumament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the MontpeUer Gun Club. •
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Sept. lS-16.—PoBTSMOtiTH, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate
Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.

Oct. 6-8.—Nb'wbuhgh,N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West
Nawburgh OuuaEd Eifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns m all pro-
gramme tai^et events. Open to all.

Oct. 13-14.- Qbbensbubg, Ind.—Shooting tournamentof the Gk ens-
burg Gun Club.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send tkeir scores for publication in

these columns, also any netos notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are covsidered as divided unlfss otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream PtMishing Company, 31S
Broadway, New York.

The following is from the New York Sun of April 30: "A meeting
of the Carteret Gun Club was held at Delmonico's yesterday after-
noon for the purpose of cliangitia: the constitution of the club and
creating the office of vice-President, and making an honorary mem-
ber list limited to five persons. Judge Henry Gildersleeve was elected
vice-president, and the honorary members elected were George Floyd-
Jones, R H. Hunt, W. F. Poner and G. L, Hubbell Tbemsnage-
ment of the affairs of the club was put into the bands of two commit-
tees—a shooting committee, composed of G. S. McAlpin, J. B Knapp
and H. B. Gilbert, and a house committee, consisting of C. H Chapin,
C. H Mackayand W. A. H. Stafford. Mr. Watrous, of the building
committee, reported that the grounds bad been fenced in, foundations
fcr the house ready, traps were finished, and the carpenters had
slarted framing the house. The treasurer reported that the financial

condition of the club was in a satisfactory condition. Five new mem-
bers were elected, and 81,000 worth of cups were given to be shot for
next season."

Since we wrote last week in regard to the proposed organization of

a State Sportsmen's Association in New Jersey, the committee in

charge of the meeting has received additional assurances of sunport
from several clubs in the State. The meeting will be held at 2 P. M.,

May 19. in Room 1009. Nos. 377-37;) Broadway, the rooms of the Sports-

men's Association . The efforts to organize an association befitting

the State of New Jersey are now sure of success, and a tournament
early next fall seems a certainty. An interesting item of news was
fumishod us on Monday of this week by W. R. Hobart, corresponding
secretary of the old league. It seems that the Forester Gun Club
mentioned in the minutes of the meeting of September, 1889. is not
the Forester Gun Club, of Newark, one of the most energetic and
active gun clubs in the State. This reduces the list of eleven clubs In

good standing at the above meeting to the meager nutnber of three
aliTB at thepresent date!

The new conditions governing the Du Pont trophy are printed in

full in Mr. Hough's report of the Budd Winston match. We have al=o

received a copy of the same from Mr. Rice, accompanied by the fol-

lowing letter: "At the Winston-Budd match for the possession of the
Du Pont trophy and Smokele.=s Powder Champonship, which took
place this day (May 1), Burnside grounds, this city (Chicago), new
rules (copy herewith) to govern hereafter holder "of ihe Du Pont
World's Championship Trophy and matches to be shot therefor, were
promulgated. It Will be observed that the condition requiring ex-
clusively the use of Du Pont Smokeless powder in contests for this

trophy has been waived—this in order that an oft-repeated objection
shall no longer be made."

Phil Daly, Jr., informs us that on Friday, May 14, the special event
on the programme is at 15 pairs of live birds, $i5, 8£yds. rise. For
Friday and Saturday of this week, May 7-8, he has provided the fol-

lowing programme: Friday, May 7, at 13 noon—Byrnes Handicap, 15

birds, f15 entrance, high guns, handicaps 25 to 30yds . bird allbw-
ances: a7yds and under, two misses as no birds; 29yds and tinder, one
niiss as a no bird; allowances do not run on ties. Saturday, May 8, 1

P. M.—Kinnekeet prize, 10 birds, $10, high guns., 80yds. all, amateurs
only. The management at Elktvood Park also announces that there
will be live-bird shooting every Friday and Saturday during the year,
with target shooting from the magautrap every Wednesday.

The members of the Forest City Gun Club, Savannah, Ga., won't do
a thing to the boys in the way of hospitality during the Interstate
Association's tournament in that city, May 19 -20. This shoot should
be an extremely pleasant one, and should do lots of good in the way
of helping trap-shooting in the South. The Palmetto boys, from
Charleston, will visit Savannah in force, and will be worth watching
when it comes" to breaking targets. Colonel Anthony should goto
Savannah and try and kill the hoodoo which he developed last week
at Richmond; John W.Todd might be of some assistance to the
Colonel.

The Glenwood Gun Club, the new club organized in Newburgh, N.
Y., will hold an aU-day shoot on Decoration Day, May 31, at its

grounds. Glenwood Park. All targets wall be charged for at 1 cent
each, and all will be thrown from the magautrap. Ten per cent, of
each purse will go to form a fund for average money for ' the four
high guns in all programme events. Electric cars run every-ten min-
utes to the grounds, and the trip is only twelve minutes from the
ferry. The Rose system of dividing purses will be used.

Owing to Tuesday, April 27, being Grant Day and a general holiday
in this city, we went to press for our la^t one day earlier than usual.
This caused us to receive a great deal of good matter too late for in-

sertion in that issue. Last week, also, was a bujy one in the trap
world, and a flood of material came to hand as a natural result of the
activity in the tournament line. These two causes combined have
rendered it impossible to get in everything this week, so secretaries
of gun clubs and other correspondents to our trap columns must
not feel hurt if certain items senD in by them do not appear until next
week.

The members of the Androscoggin Gun Club, of Lewigton, Me., do
not mean to let the visitors at its Interstate shoot—Aug. 4-5—carry
off all the honors, if hard work and regular practice can do anything.
At its last club shoot thirty-one members turned out for practice and
some capita! scores were made, even if it did blow hard from the
northeast. Personally, we know that Rich Hunnewell is hunting for
a few scalps—Noel Money's among the number-and he won't be
happy imtil he's got them at his belt.

A two-days' tournament will be held at Connersville, Ind,, May 1?--

18, under the auspices of the Connersville Gun Club. Each day's
programme consists of nine target events and one live-bird event.
Shooting will commence at 9:30 each day, and targets will be charged
for at the rate of 3 cents each. All purses divided into three moneys,
50, 30 and 20 per cent. The tournament will be mauaged by T. F.
Thomas and .lames Shipley.

On April 24 George Work and W. S. Edy shot a race with H, A. But-
ler and T. D. Hooper, 100 birds per man. 30 yds. rise and 30yds.
boundary, on the grounds of the Westchester Country Club. After
a close and exciting match. Work and Edey were declared the win-
ners by the score of 178 to 176. The scores were: Work 91, Edey 87,

total 178; Butler 91, Hooper 85, total 176.

The gun club of Columbia University defeated the Princeton Uni-
versity Gun Club in a team shoot at targets on the Williamsbridge
grounds, April 24. Each team consisted of five men, and each man
shot at 25 targets. The scores were; Columbia—Tilt 33, Mittendorf
23, Coffin 21, White 18, Wadhams IT; total 102. Princeton—Kendal 19,

Canning 17, Paine 16, Young 13, Brower 11; total 76.

A new club has been organized in Newburgh, N. Y,, under the
title of Glenwood Gun Club. The club starts off with seventeen
charter members, and will hold its shoots on the brow of the hill

northwest of Glenwood Park. The grounds are easily accesfible by
electric cars. The club has a magautrap m position, and will hold
regular shoots. The prospects for the success of the Glenwood Gun
Qlub are first rate.

The first shoot for the handsome stein presented to the Brooklyn
Gun Club by its president, J. S. S, Remsen, of Flatbusb, will be held
on the plub's grounds, Jjiberty ^avenue and Entleld street, Brooklyn
(terminus of the King's County Elevated), on Saturday afternoon
pext, May 8. The event is a 50-target handicap race, open to all. All
g^ooting will be done from the magautrap,

We learn thai J. A Penn, for many years connected with the gun
plubof Wheeling, W. Va., has left that city and gone into business at
Cincinnati, where he will practice law in partnership with his brother,
Julius Penn. Mr. Penn will reside at Lockland, and become a mem-
ber of the Lockland Gun Club, an organization that will find him
quite an acquisition.

The Maplewood (N. J ) Gun Club held a target shoot on April 24,

some excellent scores being made. In the main event-50 targets,

unknown angles— W. N. Drake and Warren Smith each broke 4 t

of 50. Q.her scores were: 0. L. Yeomaos 4C, B. M. Canfleld 43, D.W
Van Iderstlne 40, J. Williamson 36, Soverie 38, D. Adams and A. B.
Tillou 27 each.

W. TeU Mitchell, who was present at the Richmond Interstate list

week, spoke very hit erly against the Rose system. We informed
him that Fobest and Stream's columns were wide open to him, and
guaranteed not to use the blue pencil. The name offer stands for

everybody who wants to say a few words in defense of the "old
system."
Nate Astfalk will hold a shoot on hrs grounds, Oakwood Inn, near

Elizabeth, N. J., on May 19-.30. First daj', toilets: second day, live

Wrd!5.

Messrs. Von Lsugerkp & Detmold have placed two new shells on
the market, the green "Lightning" and the red "V. L. & D,," both
manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., of New Haven, Conn. These
shells have the corrugated brass reinforcements which are now the
distinguishing marks of all Winchester shells,

Richmond's Interstate brought out more new faces before the
traps than any other tournament of the same kind that we have ever
taken part in. Evidently trap shooting was not dead in Richmond; it

was only waiting for an opporttmity to show itself.

We understand from Phil Daly, Jr,, that the party who offered to
hack Brewer against Dr. Carver tor Si ,0CO has withdrawn his offer,

feeling that Dr. Carver has now had plenty of time to accept the
offer, and evidently does not want to shoot.

Charlie Budd did not make much of an example of J. L. Winston
after all. Our Western correspondent, Mr. E. Hough, gives a good
account of the match of May 1. under the head of "Western Trap."
88 to 85 does not sound much as if either Charlie Budd or his antag-
onist were in form.

The largest shipment of any nitro powder to this country arrived in
the Upper Bay on Monday last. It consisted of 1,400 cases of Sehultze
powder from England, and each case contains 100 cans:

On Thursday. May 13, there will be a team shoot between the Free-
hold (N. J.) Gun Club and the Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City. The
shoot will be the first of a series of three, and will take place on the
grounds of the Endeavor Gun Club, at Marion, N. J.

Irby Bennett was in the city on Monday en route for Cincinnati
and the South . As usual. Irby was too full of business to be good
company; the best thing lae can do is to take up his abode in New
York, so that we can see him sometimes, and get ten minutes quiet
tal k with him.

Monday, May 31 (Decoration Day), the Boiling Springs Gun Club
will hold an all-day shoot at targets. Sweepstake shooting will com-
mence at 9:;i0 A. M., and in the afternoon there will be a merchandise
event, 25 targets per man, club handicap allowances. This event will
be open only to members of the club.

Ben O. Bush, of Kalamazoo, Mich., and vice-president of the Mich-
igan Trap-Shooters' League, writes us that a tournament of the Mich-
igan Trap Shooters' League will beheld at Grand Rapids May 31 and
June 1, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun Club, of that city.

This week there will be quite a delegation from New York at the
annual spring tournament of the West Newburgh Gun and Rifle As-
soiiation, of Newburgh, N. Y. Next week the bo.vs will be on the
other side of the Hudson, at Peekskill. The dates of the Peekskill
tournament are May 11-13.

The W. J. Healey Hardware Company, of Mitchell, S. D., will hold
a tournament at Mitchell, July 3-5. Cash and merchandise prizes
will be offered for competition, full details being given in the pro-
gramme, which will be issued in a short time.

On April 24, at Elkwood Park, Phil Daly. Jr., defeated J. Elmer
Applegate in a SO-bird match, for $50 a Side. Daly shot in good form
and won easily, with 47 to 41.

May 4. Edwaed Banks.

Western Traps.
BUDD-WINI3T0N.

CHiciOO, 111 , May 1 —Charlie Budd to-day defeated J. L. Winston in

the contest for the Du Pont trophy by a score of ?6 to 85 on a mixed
lot of birds, after a race in which both men displayed streaks of the

most amateurish sort of shooting. The men were tied four times
during the race, at so late stages as the 75th and 93d holes, and the
event was really a matter of luck, for Winston lost his last unscored
bird over the wire by a bare majority, whereas CharUe scored the
last bird he shot at by a sheer scratch, as it wobbled almost up to the

Vi ire before it stopped, iljring directly in tovvard the score. The long-

est run was one of 24 by Budd. On the turn into the £0 stretch, from
his 85th to his 40th birds, Winston lost 4 out of a birds, and^ave Budd
a long lead. This apparently he did not want, for a little later he lost

4 in succession, and went out at the 50 hole only 1 bird ahead of

Winston. It was hammer and tongs then to the next turn, the men
being then tied on 64 out of 75. They kept up interest to a warm
pitch by closing up still again at 82, after Winston had left an open-
ing for'Budd to keep ahead, and once more at 93 they ran neck and
neck. Then came the bit of luck above noted, and Budd came iu 1

bird to the good. The race was a pretty one to watch as a near thing,

but when Winston stepped up to Budd at the close of the shoot and
shook hands with him, saying, "Well, Charlie, we,both shot like

farmers," there was a general consensus of belief that he was close

to the truth, provided that farmers ever shoot that badly.

It is no use trying to give reasons or explanations for any given re-

sults in a pigeon race, for there is no game more puzzling to follow.

These men might both step out to-morrow and run over 90 under the
same conditions. No man can teU what goes on under a man's skin.

Our doctors know nothing about nerves True, any doctor or any
individual would probably have selected a different day for a good
display of pigeon shooting by anybody. A choice brand of Chicago
weather was on tap-a cold, chilly, raw and dull day. with a mean,
northeast wind moving in from behind the score. Had the day been
bright, the birds would have been about as hard to stop as they would
be expected to be on these grounds, but as it was, they did not go out
always as though they were ticketed clear through. Some were
strong and very fast, yet again the men would each get a string of

ea=!y ones—pop- ups, high-flyers or slow-qarterers. This made the
question of time an impossible one to solve, aud perhaps either man
would have made as good or a better score on birds far faster or
more regularly fast. As it was, Budd took more kindly to the condi-

tions, and his style of shooting was more regular and steady than
Winston's, who was at times quick as lightning and again excruciat-

ingly slow. Of course, both men made many long, hard kills, and
these brought out a generous and impartial applause from the large

number of spectators w'ho had assembled to .see the fun. Among the
out.of-town visitors were Chan. Powers, of Decatur; A. B. Pentz, of

New York; and P. L. Murphy ('-One-Barrel Pete"), of Philadelphia.

The Chicago talent was fairly represented.

The Victor in the race received his congratulations with his usual
modesty, and the defeated one said he was not saying a word. Any
man who shoots a race with Charlie Budd at Chicago has a shade of

the spirit of luck to fight, for Charlie has always been lucky here.

He was lucky to-day in rather a larger number of birds than was
Winston, if tnere can really be anythi'-g such as luck in a 100-bird

race at pigeons. Charlie had several birds wobble almost up to the
line before they dropped to stay, whereas it seemed that his oppo-
nent was doomed to see his bird in such cases get just over on the
wrong side. But all this sort of thing is really to no purpose, and to

the victor, of course, belongs the glory of his win. Budd shot a Par-
ker, with IT. M C. factory ammunition, and Winston an L. C. Smith,
with New Leader shells. Under the existing conditions of the Du-
pont trophy contest they were compeUed to use Dupont powder,
though before the shoot began it was known and announced that this

clause of the conditions had been modiQed, to take effect after this

race, the trophy then being thrown open with no restrictions as to

powder. This latter will make it a still more popular aud representa-

tive emblem, and was, in the opinion of those present, a wise step to

take. The new conditious follow;

RULES GOVERNING MATCH FOR I)U POKT TROPHY.

"This trophy to remain the property of E I. Du Pont de Nemours
& Co. to ha held in trust by winner of same, bond to be given if re-

quired.
"The winner of championship trophy is subject to challenge for

championship and tropny from any shooter in the world, who is a
member in good standing of any organized gun club. Match to be
at not less than 25 live birds nor more than 100, American Shooting
Association rules to govern, and on part of challenger a purse of $10J.

"Both contestants to si and at SOyds. rise, regardless of positioo in
grand tournament event; boundary, £.Oyds.

•The holder of trophy to name time, giving challenger not less

than ten days notice, number of birds-if in excess of i5-and grounds
upou which match is to be shot.

"Jlatch to take place within thirty days of challenge, $25 forfeit to

be deposited by challenger with American Field, Sportsmen's Re-
view, Chicago; Forest anu SiRBAia, Shooting and Fishing, New
York; Sporting Life, Philadelphia, or E. I. Du Pont do Nemours &
Co., Wilmington. Del., when challenge is made: remaining $75 to ba.

deposited with one of the jiarties above named, or referee of match,
by challenger on date of match, holder of "'ci'opi.V' to put up trophy
OQ same day.

"If either contestant fails to appear on day set for match, unless in

case of sickness, or for other reasons which are satisfactory to the
referee, he shall lose his forfeit, bolder of trophy forfeiting trophy.

"In case holder of trophy is not in condition to shoot the race on
receipt of challenge, he must immediately notify challenger and
Messrs. Du Pont & Co., stating his reasons for not being able to shoot
the malch. w^hleh will be considered by Messrs. Du Font & Co. IU

satisfactoty, same will be accepted ; if not, holder of trophy must
shoot match or forfeit trophy to challenger.
"In case of bad weather on day of match, match to take place on

first favorable day thereafter,
"No challenge wiU be accepted or recognized until after the win-

ner or party challfnged shall he so declared and known.
"All challenges must be made in writing, accompanied by forfeit,

and filed with one of the several parties heretofore named as siaker

holders. If holder of trophy attempts to take any unfair advantage
of challenger, such as naming unreasonable place for match to be
shot, by setting time of match on the Lord's Day, or resorts to any
scheme to prevent an honorable and fair contest, he shall forfeit
trophy, Messrs. Du Pont & Co, reserving the right to say what shall
be flone with it.

"Immediately upon lodging challenge as herein provided, notice
of such challenge shall be promptly forwarded to E. I. Du Ponfr de
Nemours & Co., who will then name referee; trophy to be redeemed
from holder thereof for $100 cash, the redemption of trophy to take
place on the first day of each succeeding Du Pont Grand Smokeless
Powder Championship Handicap Live Bird Tournament, or such
other time as Messrs. Du Pont & Co. may elect."
The scores were as follows:

Trap aoore type—Copyright . /so-. by Forest and Stream PuUishina Co.

4451423244554233342 4 3 4545
C WBudd....,.0 2122221222»a23202032232 1—21

15253533535 4 5545451135194
2 2 222222232a222222»00022 2- Sl

5523342 3 111443454222 3 4414
222 aa22a3322 2 22302«2a 0 8 2 2-23

14255232444 5 1355542421252
23223 a 02322322330»232a32 2—23-86

4 3 3 15 4 4 4 2 15 2 3 2 4 4 5 4 2 4 3 15 13

J L Winston, ..3 0 3 3222 3 322032«33a 2222232-23
5 3 5 5 5 3 4 3 12 14 12 3 13 3 5 5 13 3 5 1

T t r+ 1 N. 4- -^/'"t! ? N \ t ? i^ ?N
22 2 32»2e002222a020322323 2—19

241 544111315 142444454213 3

022223322333322222 3 22022 3—23

5 3 314314 3 2 453141555254442
22 2 202222202202 2 222«2222 3—31—85

Immediately after the close of the shoot both men hastened uptown
to take their trains out of the city for home. Charlie Budd goes di-
rect to Des Moines to prepare for the State shoot there next week, an
event which could not by any possibility come off without his pres-
ence. Jack went home to Washington, Ind., will be in Cleveland the
week foUowing, and will then go East. He says he is not going to
shoot any more matches this summer, but is going to be a good boy
now and set apace selling shells.

THE IKDtAK TOURNAMENT.

There will be a unique tournament given at Clear Lake, la., about
the middle of next July, a kind ot department-store shoot with ten
Indian partners in the enterprise, all of whom are known of eld to
the shooting men of the country. Part of them are of the original
Sagwa gang, and others have been added to their circle. The pei--
sonnel of the gang is now given out as follows: Tom Marshall (Chief
Make-Lightning), Chan. Powers (Chief Clean-Stick), Dick Merrill
(High Kick), Fred Gilbert (Young-Man-afraid-of-his-Boss), Charlie
Grimm (Moon Face), .Jack Parker (Des-chree-shoska Jack), Frank
Parmeleee (Big Chief- afraid -of- the-water). Loomis (Chief- that makes-
the cars-go), Charlie Budd (Charley Horse). Each of these Aborigi-
nees will dig fifty for the shoot, which is to say there will be 8^00
added. There will be one Uve-bird day—at 25 live birds—and three
target days, with a good programme, the events named after the
chiefs above mentioned, respectively. Moreover, this is to be a regu-
lar occurrence every year hereafter, this being the "First Annual
Indian Shoot." Who shall say we have not somewhat of interest
concealed here which in the future shall yet be uncovered? The
"yearly Indian shoot" sounds well, and it should prove famous.

RUMORS.

It is spoken of as a strong possibility that Mr. E. S. Rice will be
presented as a candidate for the presidency of the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association at the next June convention, and it is men-
tioned as a possibility that in case of his election he would throw in
the Du Pont trophy at the next yearly shoot, and bend all efforts
toward making the Illinois annual a great event, a tournament some-
thing like the Du Pont shoot of last August. We shall have a new
club or two in the State shoot this year, strong ones at that, AH the
above is mere speculation, and of course leaves no one in the position
to eu-her affirm or deny anytbmg in regard to it; but it is a rumor
which may or may not indicate some fore- falling shadows of events,
and is worth noliog as a sprt of semi-prediction which is resting in
more minds than one. E. HocGH.

13C6 BoYCB Building, Chicago.

The Kansas City Tournament.
The programme for the twentieth annual tournamentof the Mis-

souri State Game and Fish Protective Association, May 17-^;', is abook
in itself. It consists of fitty six jjages and the cover, and is conse-
quently something to handle.
The tournament will be held under the auspices of the Federation

of Wun Clubs of Kansas City. ,Two thousand dollars will be distrib-
uted in prizes and added money, and $1,000 in gold will be guaranteed
in one event "to decide the American Wing-Shot Championship."
On the fifth page of the jjrogramme is the call for the annual meet-

ing of the Association, which is worded as follows: "The annual
meeting of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association
for the election of officers, selecting a place for the next tournament
aud transacting of such other business as may come before it, will

be held at the Wisconsin Building, corner Grand avenue and Seven.

h

street, on Tuesday evening, May 18, at8:-30P. M. The association is

composed of individual sportsmen, or of two or more members from
each organized club throughout the State. Each club is entitled to
five delegates. The initiation fee for each club is ^5. For each indi-
vidual $3.50. AppUcations for membership should be addressed to
the president or recording secretary, accompanied by the proper fee,
or can be made at the annual convention. A hst of officers andmem-
bers of the club making apphcation should accompany the same.
All organized clubs are invited to send delegates to the convention,
and teams to paiticipate in the State shoot. For further information
in regard to the tournament, address W. S. Halliwell, secretary."
Page 7 contains the rules and conditions, the most important of

which are the two last: "All inanimate target prizes are to be divided
into five equal moneys, divided id, 20, 20. 30 and 20 percent

,
except-

ing those otherwise stated. Shooters in all target events will be
classified to be known as Class A and Class B. Entrance in all inani-
mate target events will be Jfi.SO for Class A and for Class B," A
special notice on the same page states that "the O. K. Gun Club, of
Kansas City, offers to the shooter of Missouri making the highest avei -

age on live birds during this tournament, participating in not less
than seven events, a gold medal especially designed and made for
this purpose."
The programme for the live days contains a schedule of live-bird

events, and also of target events for each day The most im-
portant event of all is the contest for the Kansas Citv Siarcup, 35
live birds. SSyds.j-ise, g35, iucludiag birds, 81,000 in gold guaranteed;
six moneys, 30, 25, 15, 15, 10 and 5 per cent. The winner to take the
cup now held by J. A. R. Elliott, valued at $250.
There is too much matter in this programme for us to give it all as

it should be given to do justice to the compilers of the same. The
above brief review, however, shows that the management of the
twentieth annual State shoot in Missouri has not been asleep during
the winter months. With such a programme, too, nothing but suc-
cess can attend the efforts of that management.

The Western Team at Elkwood.
BnFFALO, N. y., April 22.- Edifor Forest and Stream: I suppose,

since Mr, Bice has dignified me by answering my honest criticism of
his letter in the polite manner that he has, that it is at least incum-
bent on me to make some sort of a reply. Placing myself in the po-
sition of attorney for the Commonwealth, and considering Mr. Rice
iu his true capacity as attorney fcr the defense, I can best reply by
quoting the following story of how Abraham Lincoln Is said to have
acted under similar provocation

:

Lincoln was for the Commonwealth, and his opponent for the de-
fense having closed his address to the judge and juiy in behalf of the
accused, had taken his seat. As Lincoln d d not rise as usual to ad-
dress the Court, the judge called his attention to the fact that the
field was now open to him; whereupon Lincoln arose and .said to the
judge: "Your Honor, I have nothing to say." "What," said the
judge, "have you nothing to say to the Court in behalf of the Com-
monwealth?" "Yes, your Honor," said Lmcoln, "I have; but I am
afraid that were I to i^ay it, I might spoil the effect of the eloquent
argument of my learned brother, who has plead the Commonwealth's
side of the ease far more ably than I could do it. Counsel for the
Commonwealth therefore prefers to remain silent with yoiir Honor'.s
permission.'! And Lincoln won his case. 4eGRS.
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Philadelphia Trap-Shooters' League.
Philadelphia, May 1.—The third tournament of the Philadelphia

Trap-Shooters' League was held to-day under the auspices of the
Forest Gun Club, on its grounds, Twenty-seventh street and Lehigh
avenue.
The League has become very popular with the trap-shooters of this

vicinity, and has come to stay.
As was expected, the attendance at to-day's shoot was very large,

and preparations had been made to throw 10,000 targets from' the two
sets of traps, but about 9 o'clock the wind was blowing a gale directly
in the faces of the men; and at times blew strong enough to drive the
targets back over the screen, and twice they fell back over the score
line. To make it more uncomfortable, heavy showers, with 10-min-
ute intervals, began about 1 o'clock- In the face of the high wind
and driving rain the team race began at 3 o'clock, and because of the
efforts of the men to dodge the drops, was not flnistied until nearly
dark. Some of the teams had a very long handicap, and the Wayne
Gun Club, "to-day's winner," shot at 114 extra targets and finished
with the total of 14S. The Independent Gun Club team, now shoot-
ing from scratch, finished in ninth place.
New handicaps are arranged for each team race, and are based on

the percentage.plan, all previous scores being used in making up the
average. The team having the highest average at eaeti time of cal-
culation to shoot from scratch, 130 targets. In the three tourneys to
date this has fallen to the lot of the Independents, and the probabili-
ties are that tbey will continue to shoot at the same number and no
more. The scores follow:
Wayne Gun Club! Kane (19) SO, Soistman (19) 38, .Cheyvez (19) 27,

Emery (19) 34, McCownel (19) 13. McMichael (19) .36; total 148.
Southwark Gun Club: Woodstager (13) ?8, La Rue (13)28, O'Brien

(13) 34. Stoftet ri3) 83. Reed (IS) 17, Ford (13) 34: total 143.
Frankford Gun Club ; Cameron (13) 24, Crowther (12) 13, Myers (13)

31, George (U) 87. Lesher (18) 33, Bults, riS) 31 ; total 1-38.

Florists' Gun Clubi Allen (5)34. G. O Bell (5)24, Anderson (4) 22,
A. B. Cartledge (5) 19, W K. Park (5) 19. Burton (5) 18: 1;^6

University Gun Club: Kistler (10) 24, Singer (10; 25, Freed (9) £0,
Steel (10) 8-3, Cooper (9) 31, Myers (9) 8; 126.
Silver Lake Gun Club: Vincent (4) 23, Mink (4) 23, Hahn (4) 20,

French (4) 19, Apker (4) 19, Lane (.8) 16; 180.

Roxborough Gun Club: Pepper (7) 24, Lancaster (7) 21, Taggert (7)
SO. Free (7) 19. Gilmore (7) 19. Giles (7) 16; 119
Penn Gun CTub: Kohl (3) 27, Cassel (3) 19, J. R. Yost (3) 18, Gross (8)

18. Ritter (3) 17, J. P. Yost (<!) 17; 109.

Independent Gun Club:* W. H. Wolstencroft 20, J. Wolstencroft
£0, H. Ridge 19, Wade Wilson 17, H. Landis 17, H. Thurman 1.5; 108.
Forest Gun Club: Hothersall (12) 21, Morgan (11) 83, Morison (II) 18,

Van Nort (11) 17, Bender (11) 17, Hancock (11) II; 106.

Glen Willow Gun Club: J. Hopkins (8) 21. J. Cowan (9) 21, AV. Cowan
(8) 18, 0. Stumm (9) 17, C. Weinman (9) 16, .J. Innis (9) 10; 103.

* Scratch team.
Sweepstake scores were as below.

Events: 1234 6 6789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 10 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 15

10

Anderson i.,j..i....,.»t. ...... 9
McMichael , .

.

.... ..^ .i 10
Gilbert. t»,,».«t.»99^.**..,...-tt.,,f 8
Ridge. 7
Lane.., , 7
Landis., , 8
French 6
Burton 7
Mink. 5

Trimble .,, 8
Wallar,.,.,.,,..,.,.., 5 ..

E/vans.,.,;. , 6 .

.

HanseD.,! i.....^ , 3
Wood
Ward ,„ .. ..

PWYost
J Yost ii.^r.i
Hittner i t ; i ,,. i

Park..... ..

Cassell
Gaylor
Gross.,..
Cleaver
Hothersall
Thui'man
Daly
Franklin
Greed
Bell
Senger,

9 12
6 9

9 9
8 11

5 10
8 10
3 ..

6 12
6 ir

9 13

0 4 r
,. 3 ..

6 8 8
9 7 10

8 9
7 13
5 ..

7 8

7 6..

10 15

T 6

r .. 7 8 8 6

I 11 r»i.Ki

5
6

7
5

8 7 10
4
a
3
8 6 ..

7 6..
5

5
7
8
7
4
7
6

6 6..
7 .. 10
7 6 9

fi 8 8
8 6 ..

6 8..
.. 5 10
10 7 14

7 r
4 ..

2 U

8 11
6 ..

9
1 ..

5 ., ..

5 .. ..

7 .. .

.

7 6 12

il :: ::

7 6
6 10
7 13
0 ..

5 ..

7 13
. 5

5

5 .. ..

5 .. ,.

8 8 11

7 4 12
.. .. 14
7 6..
7 6..

6 ,.

10 11

7 ..

3 ..

7 13
9 ..

Kedifer.,.,., 8
Harris 6 8 10 5 ..

Cowan ..,,,(,. 7 .. 6 .. ..
LaRue. 5 5 10 6 ..

Vincent „, 6 10 10 .. .,W HW 8 9 14 .. .,

Cartledge 9 8.. 8 8
Hahn , 6 .. .. 7 ,.

Mack.... .., .'. 7 .. 11 8 .,

Myers. 5 .. 3 ..

J Wolstencroft..,.,,. 9 13 S..
Steel 8 .. 6 ..

The following shot in only one event: Hancock in No. 4. scoring
3; Free in No. 6. scoring 4; in No. 8, Kane 6, T. V. Smith 5, AA^ood-
stegerS, C-leorge 6 and Wilson 5; in No. 9, W. M. Smith 7; in No.ill,
Morgan 5, Ford 2, Jackson 7, Reed 6, Taney 2, Soistmau 4. Francis 5,
David 8 and Aiman 7, J. K Starb, Sec'y.

Hill Top Gun Club.

AusTERLiTz, Ky.. April 22.— Inclosed please find scores made to-day
at the shoot given by the Hill Top Gun Club. The weather was fine,
the only fault being the strong wind which was blowing. Mr Alfred
Clay gave a free dinner, and that was one place where the boys
killed straight, no dropping for place, and all ties shot off in this race.
The grounds looked tine with ttie American flags floating from the
top of the club house and the boundary stakes.
Although there were few shooters present, they all had a good

time. It was the first, time a magautrap was used in Kentucky. Jay
Clay was present, shooting Winchester shells loaded with Blue Rib-
bon; J. H. Mackie, representing the Peters Cartridge Co. and the
King Powder Co., was also present and showed up the Peters New-
Victors in great shape. Tom Clay won first average, thereby re-
ceiving a picture entitled "Quick Shot," donated by the King Powder
Co., of Cincinnati. Jay Quiucey Ward won second prize and 100 New
Victor shells, donated by the Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, O.
Scpres were as below:

3Events: 1 2
Targets: SO^S 5

Ward 11 21 3

Gay...,

19

21 3

Coyle 4..,+ ..,...... 17 19 4
Dodge .1, fi^.i^. lai'i;.!. 12 18 4

T Clay,...-..,..........-. 16 21 3

Mackiei.. ..J... 16 20 A

Marsh..,, «..i.^f<...it.-i.i. .. 12 3
Woodcock, ....-.,..,,.<.< 13 4
F Clay a
S Clay . . , « • i ^1 .t ti 4
Denny it... <.

J Ferguson. ....».,.;.„, j^.j-r .. 2

4 5 6
10 iO S5

7 22 20
9 16 ..

8 16 18
5 14 18
5 19 23
7 17 22
7 11 17
10 8 .

.

8 9101113 13 14
10 20 50 e$ 35 S5

8 11 35 32 . . 17 22
10
5 13 25 31 15 18 21
9 14 38 19 . . 15 19
.14
. 14 39 21 24 32 21
7 13

41 . , 13 17 81

5 .... 3 7
6 ., ,, 4 ., 7

B Ferguson...,,,...,.,... 7.... 2
A Clay 7 21 19 21
Anderson., I. , 1 ,. ,.

O 0l8>y t f i . 4 f « • . .'a « ... . ^ . 11 f. .,,.»... 8 ., ., tt .

Geo W. Clat

Haverhill Gun Club.
Haverhill, Mass

,
April 25.—Monday, April 19, was Patriot s Day,

and we held our opening shoot for the season of '97 on that day. two
facts that made it a notable day for the members of the HaverhiU
Gun Club.
The weather was something awful, from a trap-shooting point of

view; a strong southwest wind blowing across our grounds with the
force of a young h'orricane, causing the targets to perform all sorts
of antics and making good scores an impossibility to inexperienced
shooters, such as comprise the bulk of our members.
The shooting opened at 9 A M. and continued all day, and most of

the boys shot through the programme, which consisted of the usual
proportion of 10-bird events at unknown and regular angles, two
'snips" shoots, two events at reversed traps and two handicaps fer
prizes, the first a 39 bird, distance handicap, and the second a 50-bird
handicap for the silver canister W-A powder presented by the Laflln
& Rand Powder Co , with a handicap allowance of birds as broken to
members compating.
Herewitb are the bcores made in the handicap:
Fifteen targets, regular angles, distance handicap: Short (IS) 3,

LeightOD (18) 4, Wright (18) 10, Stevens (18) 4, George (18) 9, Merriit (18)

6, Webster (18) 5. Brooks (16) 3. Ingham (16) 3, Griggs (16) 5, SpragUb
(16) 3, Philbrick (16) 3, Brown (16) b, Tozier (15) 6, Osborn (15) 6, Shute
(15) 1.

Fifteen birds, unknown angles, distance handicap; Short (18) 4,

L6ighton 08) 7, Wright (18) S, Stevens (18)6, George (18) 10, Merritt (18)

8, Webster (18) 10, Brooks (17) 6. Ingham (17) 7, Griggs (17) 8 Sprague
(17) 4, Philbrick (17) 5, Brown (15) 4, Tozier (15) 5, Osborn (15) ,5, Shute
(15)3.
First prize, a box of cigars, won by Mr. George, with a score of 19.

Messrs. Wright and Webster, each scoring 15, shot off their tie at 10
birds, unknown angles. Score: Wright 6, Webster 7. Second prize,
a tobacco pot filled with smoking tobacco, won by Webster.
FitLy-bh'd handicap for L. & R, powder trophy:

25 regular. 25 unknown. Allowance.
D S Short 1

George 2H
Leighton ., 9
Wright .i,.,....18
Fernald 13
Pbi!bri3k...,,..v,.., 9
E B Shore ,,,,11
Ingbam. .....14
Brooks 16
Merritt 12
Stevens...,., IS
Sprague.

. 13
O 'borne 8
Tozier 10
Blake 9
Griggs fi

Brown , ,1'3

Web.5ter... 18
Miller 17

7

18
7
16
10
5

14
6

10
13
13
8
10
4
8
•i

5
7
8

5
0
9
1
9
5
1

10
15

4
14
13
14
14
8

5

Total.
13
41
25
35
in
lo-

se
.30

41
33
28
ao
23
?8
29
E3
31

3-3

3)

Messrs. Brooks and George settled their tie by tossing a penny, and
Mr. Brooks won the trophy; second priz3, split-bamboo fly-rod, was
won by Mr. Wright witn a score of 35. Mr. George won itirst priz9,
Bristol s eel flv-rod, for best average for the day with a percentage
of 73; Mr. Wright won second prize, canvas hunting coat, for best
average for t)ie day with a percentage of 58: Mr. Merritt won third
prlz^ H^ndryx click reel, for best average of the day, with a per-
centage of 51.

Saturday, April 21, was held the regular practice shoot of the club,
bu': only sis of the membarj put in an appearance. Below are tbeir
scores:
Events: l 2 si, B 6 7 8 9 10 It IS 13 lU 15

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Miller
, 44866875674877..

Osborne 3 4 3 5 8 7 5 3
Stevens 6 6 4 5 7 5 6 7 6 6.. ..

D S Sliort 5 4 5 6 4
E B Short 6 7 8 4..
George 7 9 6 8 7 6 7 3 6

The first eight events were shot at expert rule?, with traps set at
unknown angles, all the remainder at unknown an?les. rapid Are
sy.-tem. QEORGtB F. Stevens, Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.
BERGEN COtTNTT GTTN OLOB

April SI,.—The sixth shoot for the E. C. cup was held to day on the
grounds of the Bergen County Gun Club. The race is a handicap af-
fair, 59 targets, allowance of exfra targets to shoot at. The cup was
won by Bob Snyder, of Schoverling, Daly & Gales, with 49 out of 63
shot at. Scores for the cup were

:

Snyder (13) 49, Herrington (I) 48, Van Dyke (0)47, Banta (13) 47, Ray-
mond (13J 44, Adams (14) 44. Taylor (7) 43, Steele (13) 4 J, AVarner (12)

42, Everett (14) 42, Van Keuren (12) 41, Stern (15) 41.
Other scores were as below:
Events: 183456789 lO 11 13
Targets: S5 10 10 in lo 10 10 to lo S5 U 10

Herrington 20 9 9 9 8 7 8 7 6 i'O 19 10
Adams 21 10 6 7 S 7 5 8
Raymond 17 9 7 6 6 7 20 19 8
Stem i i 14 6 3 6 6,... 5
Jackson 20 7 .... 7 9S0I8 ..

A^an Keuren................. 23 8 . . 7 ,

Taylor 8
Snyder 7 10
Ricardo . . . , , 8 .. 6
Johnson , 9 ,. ..

Van Dyke 7
Steele 6
Warner 6 8 .. .,
Griffith............ 6 7
Everett 8
Banta 4
April 27.—A holiday shoot was held to-day on the grounds of the

Bergen County Gun Club, Hackensack. Team races, sweepstake
events, souvenir spoons and a high gale of wind were the order of
the day. Twenty men faced the traps, and their scores, which are
given below, show that the shooting was very creditable, especially
en the part of the new members of the club, as will be seen by a
comparison of their scores with the scores of George Piercy, Capt.
Money and L. Piercy, whose proficiency in target smashing is of the
highest order. The honors of the day were very evenly divided.
John R. Banta, the new captain of the club, and President George P.
Griffiths conducced the sboot admirably and without the least evi-
dence of friction, and the day closed on one of the most satisfactory
shoots of the season. The following is the score:

Events: 1S3UB678 9 10 im IS U IS IS

Targets: 20 30 20 20 20 15 15 15 20 £0 10 10 20 10 20 25

Raymond 13 .... 15 ll 13 11 17 9 5 8 13 9 13 19
Griffiths 9 .. .. .. 7 .. 8 .. ,.

Jackson..,.,,,., ; 5 11
AVeber , 5 7 4 9 .

.

RifCe 6 8
AVarner -, ; 6 .. .. 15 .. .. 3 .. .. 9 ..

Capt Money 13 14 14 12 16 13 11 8 13 14
G Piercv 17 14 16 15 15 13 14 10 16 15
Dr Jameson 18 15 15 19 16 13 14 10 V3 15

8 8 14 10 15 ..

. . 16 9 1-1 17
8 10 15 9 14 19
4 6 IT 5 10 11Stern ,.«•••• 1~ '0 U IL 8 10 5 8 12

F W Walters...,,,,...... 8 .. 13 6 .. 7 .. 3 10 6
xl VValters...,.., 10 S 4 ., 4 10 6
Craft 14 8 13 9 13 10 14 14 .. .. 13 4 15 ..

AStrader 13 ,. 4 .. 33 11 3 4 11 3 .. ,.
Mulvaney 18 8 9 8 11 6 .. ..13 6 6 ..
Seeley 10 8 8 7 13 14 6 .. 8 6 10 ..

R Strader 14 .. 9 .. ]:j 15 .. 8 17 ....
L Piercy 16 .. 13 11 12 15 .... 13 5 .. ..

Jones , 9 7
Two team races were shot as follows:

First Race—Ray mond'.-s Team
Raymond OliilllllOUlOtOlCOOllllO -17
A AV Money IIUIOIIIOIOIO'IIIOIOIOII—18
Jackson 1111110101001001101110111—17 -5)

Jameson's Team.
Dr Jameson.,.. lOCOUOlUl 00111011111110—17
Griffiths lOlOlllOllllUOliniiOOM—18
Warner . , ICOOlOOlOllOllll lOKO 1 ICO—13 - 48

Second Race—Raymond's Team.
Raymond , 00111111111110(0111110111—19
A W Money ,4., ..1100110:01111100!01011110 -16
Jackson 01101000010010110010010:1—11-46

Jameson's Team.
Dr Jameson lUllllllllllOlllOllCCODl-19
Griffiths linnCCOOllIlllOOlO.OlOl—15
Warner OlOlODOOlllOCOnOllOlllil -15-49

C. O. Gardkr, Jr

ON LONG ISLAND.
AT DESTER PARK.

April 27.-The following scores were made to-day in a private
three-cornered match at 25 live birds per man, :90yds. rise:

J SSRemsen 2i2«2naiO 2O033l22313'.80-2O
Chas Matzen 22ne»2»»il11 110.01111111-20
W H Lair , lS022lU0i23203801020111lT-19

PHCENIX GUN OLUB,

April 28.—The monthly shoot of the Pboeaix Gun Club was held at
Daxoer Park to day. Ten members were present. The scores made
ware as beloAv:

A Botty sioi2 2101121223-13

E Madison 111201111111102-13
M Chichester.. .111101031113211—13
J A-khurst 018IlirC0 01]l-ll
WHughes 12121i;001i0302- 11

J Smith 001120200111211—10
J Henry 3011120I11100J3-It
D Freleigh 0110 0111010018— 8
P Gardner vlOlOOl 1010012 •— 8
Dr Burnett i.01001C01030iC2— 6

hell gate gun club.

April 29.—The attendance at the Hell Gate Gun Club's monthly
shoot, held this afternoon at Dexter Park, was quitp large. The birds
were a good lot, and only one man was able to make 10 straight-
William Sands. Scores were as below:
Class A, 30yds.. 7 points:

E Doeinck ....ISilllOlOD— 7
Twenty-eight yards, 7 points:

W Sands S222i222J2-10
J HA' OSS 1210112122— 9

FTrostel. ,?101310131- 8

G Nowak ,1811001010— 6

EPaynter 0121201222— 8H Seaman ,01»310U0a— 5
P Woelfel ,21»0«02101— 5

Twenty eight yards, 6!^ points:
E Steffens 1201201012 - 7
Twenty-eight yards. 6 points:

J PDannefelser 13l«121221— 9
JHimm-Isbach 2101201312— 8
J Schiicht Iiai-^.OSH— 8
O Webber ,..2123)01812— 8
H Forster ...3310202211— 8
Twenty-eight yards, 5^4 points:

E Peterson 3101210131— 8
Twenty eight yards, 5 points:

C Lang 1310002101— 6
Class B, 36yds., 4>^ points:

L Stetzle 1210102101— 7
J Newman 12G1300103— 6
Twenty-six yards, 4 points:

FN Richter 2001010110- 5
JKessler 3IO0O31O1O— 4

* Guest, 30yds,

LTMuench 2100101210— 8

H N Smith 210U012'0— 7
E Metz 1«2211 OO.- 6
D Valenti Sioiooniii— fi

P Qarms, Jr £210200011— 5
J Kreeb 122010001•— 5

R Regan 0122011022— 7

AKnodel 00100«01fO- 2

E Marquardt 0«00100000— 1

*LTFogarty.....,..121012311»- 8

Rochester Bod and Gun Club.
Rochester, N. Y., April 21.—Our tournament; closed to-day after

two days of fair sport. The shooting was very hard, as will be seen
from a glance at the scores made by Glover, Bartlett, Panning, etc.
Below are the tables of each day's scores:

SCORES OF APRIL 30.

Events:

Targets

:

Fanning 8 11

Bartlett,

Byer,

Bolton
Gold Dust..
Hadley....,
Wride......
Davis ......
Worih
Nisson

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10
10 15 15 20 15 25 15 15 20 15

8 12 11 17 11 13 10 IS 11 11
8 13 12 18 11 S3 14 9 17 a
8 12 13 16 15 20 13 18 18 13
7 10 9 13 13 18 11, 8 10 12
8 11 13 17 13 18 8 10 17 la
7 13 14 19 14 19 13 13 15 11
6 9 8 15 9 9 11 11
9 10 16 12 ii 12 7
5 11 13 17 9 18 14 13 11 10
4 10
4 11 10 16 12 9 17 It •

4 8 9 9 "&
10 7

13 11 is 12 14 10
13 ..

10 8
14 11

11 5
17 9
la ..

.. 9

SCORES OF APRIL 31.

Events:

Targets:

Lane ,

.

Bartlett
,

Winston
Glover
Weller
Wheeler , . . .

.

Boest ,

.

Foley
Dutch
Swiveller
Fanning..,,..,,..
Byer
Tassell
Wride.
Bolton...,.,,
Wagner..
Jones
W

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 15 15 SO 15 35 15 15 SO IS

8 12 12 15 13 21 12 11 18 10
8 13 10 18 10 22 14 14 15 12

10 14 10 17 14 20 14 14 17 14
9 11 11 18 15 24 18 14 15 11

9 13 13 13 21 13 9 16 13
7 13 8 16 12 31 10 9
6 11 7 13 9 30 8 g

'9
• t

7 13
9 9 23 9
7 ii 11 ii 13 9 10 6
6 12 13 16 15 21 13 11 15 i3
9 14 14 17 15 20 13 11 15 11
9 13 :o 13
6 11 11 14 10 10 (

11 13 9 13
13 13 13 13 6

18 20 . 12

De Witt.
13

Androscog'gin Gua Club

.

Lewistoh, Me., April 16 —Below are the scores made to-day at the
annual Fast Day shoot of the Androscoggin Gun Club. There was a
good attendance, thirty-one shooters being present We shot under
a good, stiff northeast wind, which made the targets go along some.
The fourth and fifth evenfs were for merchandise prizes; No. 7 was
at 25yds. rise. We had a jolly, good day's sport, and the boys are all
warming up with great interest for the Interstate shoot, Aug. 4-5.-
We shall no doubt have a large attendance at that shoot from this
State, and hope to make a good showing to our friends from other
States. Below are to day's totals:
Events

:

Targets

:

G WC
Berry

.

Green

V

Ray...,

Bean
Foss
Eastman.

.

4
25

21
21
20
83
16

19
18
16
18
17
18

15

18
13
19
18
14
14
.9

. 12
Moody , 16
Parker 7 19
Austin .........i,,. 18
Lara..,, 16
Merrow , .,

Tookey 3 7 7 19
Haskell 3 5 8 K;
Littlefleld 17
Teal ,,, ifi

Scribner ifi

Taylor .r., ]g

Alley.

.

Lyons

.

1 3 3
5 10 10

4 7 9
4 10 9

5 9 9
4 8 8
4 7 7
4 8 8
3 9 7
3 7 8
3 8 6
3 6 8
3 7 8

6 9

4 8 7
3 4 5
4 8 8
3 9 8
3 6 4
3 8 6
3 9 8
3 6 6

6
10

7

10

5
10

4
5
8
5
4

8 9 10
10 10 IS

8 7 1820
22
21
19
19
20
21
81

16

16
17

16
19

11
18
19
16
16 7 3 .. 7
14 6 1 .. ..

17 7 3 7 ..

17
=^0 .8 5 ., ,.

17 7 .. .. 6
35 8
'i

0 3 ..

I'' 7 2 .. ..9 7 .. .. ..

]->

17 6 .. ..
Id 7

G. R. "HUNNEWELI,.

8 13

7
8
6
7
8
3

7
8

4

11

11

Eureka, of Chicago,
Chicago, 111., April 23—A special meeting of Eureka Gun Club, of

Chicago, was held at the Sherman House this evening with small but
business-like attendance. President Carson in the chair and Secretary
W. A. Jones at the desk. The affairs of the club were reported as
being highly prosperous, with a great interest evidenced in the opep-
ing days of the shooting season. Numerous applications for mem-
bership were on file, and the following new members were elected'
Messrs. A. C. Borroff, AV. H. Oornwell. G. W. Murrow, W. F. Reber
C. E. Felton. R. Kuss, A A AValters, H. A, Boodker, W. H. Prickett
W. Stanley, F. H. Lord. Robert Clark, Charles C. Hess. All the foreJ
going will be notified to morrowand several will shoot at to-morrow's
sboot. Dr. A. W. Morton was reinstated to membership, and thg
resignation of E. C. J. Cleaver, now located at Joplin, Mo., was ac?
cepted. A letter from Hon. Thomas Marshall was read. It inclosed
dues for the year and stated that the writer had had pleasure ip
representing the Eureka Club in the Grand American Handicap an (}

in carrying its colors to first place. Notice was served by W. A-
Jones for an amendment to the by-laws to be acted upon at nesj
meeting, amending Section 11 of Article XIII , to effect that hereafter
on any application for membership the secretary shall send out
notice of the fact to all members of the club, and unless at least
three unfavorable reports come in from the members, the proposecj
man shall become a member upon payment of the proper fees.
On motion of Mr. Buck a committee of five was appointed to look

into the matter of forming a stock company of the Em-ekaClub
membership, with the purpose of purchasing suitable permanent
grounds for fitting up into perfect club quarters. This motion had
some little discussion, buc all present thought the idea a good one. Jt
is not in the least unlikely that tPis wide-awake club will buy grounds
and fit them up nicely within the present year. A locality near Ken,
sington, on the Illinois Central Railroad, was mentioned as being pos-
sibly desirable. The chair appointed the following to act on tbe
above comiuittee: Messrs. O. J. Buck, A. C. Paterson, W. H. Corn-
well. J. L. Jones and E M Steck.

It was practically decided that the club will hold a two days' target
tournament some time this summer, possibly in July, or earlier, open
to all, with some added money, shooting to be under the Rose system.
This matter will come up at another special meeting, which -WUl be
held next Friday night at the Sherman House, the call for which will
be sent each member, stating that at that time there will come up
the questions of this tournament, the amendment above cited as pro:
posed, and the problem of organization into a joint stock company.
A good turnout should ensue, and there is little doubt that the cliilj

will take prompt actjoo 00 these interesting points, 5. HoytjiH.

I

I
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The Rose System and Its Friends.
A VERY popular saying: is "Save us from our friends." CoiiM the

Rose svstem talk ifcwoulri probably make use of that exprp^Finu in
connection with Will Park's recent definition oE its merits. In hi*: rlf-

ecripiion of the Baltimore Inter.-itate tournament he says this: "The
money is divided under the Rose system, which is supposed to give
the axnateur a chance to win, and prevent the experts from carrying
away more than Their share of the money."

In this short sentence there are three things to find fault with

;

fii-st, the word "supposed;" second, the term "amateur" as distinct
from "experts;" third, the phrase "prevent the experts from carry-
ing away more than their share of the money."

THE TBBM "AMATEITr" USBD INOORBECTLY
To consider these three points intelligently we shall have to discuss

the term "amateur" first. In using the word as he has. Mr. Park has
made a very common error, one which Forest ai^d Stream has done
its hest to correct. As we have often pointed out, trap-shooters
are to be divided into two classes, professionals and amateurs. These
two classes must again bedividediDtb three sub-classes: expert, semi-
eSpert and novice.
Now, the expert amateur is as well able to take care of himself, in

the matter of division of purses, as is the paid or professional expert.
The Rose system is not for him ; the "old" inequitable svstem would
suit him far better, for he is numbered among the crackerjacks, and
can pretty nearly break 'em all, as the saying is. The Rose sys-
tem is really a benefit for semi-experts and novices of both classes,
professionals and amateurs. But whereas there are twenty amateurs
to one professional in the latter classes (perhaps even a larger pro-
portion), it is possible that Mr. Park thought the percentage of pro-
fessionals in these classes to be too small to take into account, hut at
the same time he totally forgot the expert amateur, a class that is
increasing yearly as the sport grows more popular. As Rolla Heikes
puts it: "There are a whole lot of good ones now."

NO SUPPOSITION ABOUT IT. '

The word "supposed" is evidently inserted for a purpose. In other
words, our friend is on the fence. He leaped it not so very long ago,
and whooped it up for the Rose Sy.stem and his "ama*^eurs." Since
the crackerjacks have complained so lone and so loudly (save in
print) about the system, his opinion has wavered and he has climbed
back to the top of the fenee, where he may now be "supposed" to be
watching and waiting for a chance to get down on whichever side
proves to be the right one.
There is no supposition about the matter at all. By dividing up the

purse in an equitable manner, and not on a gambling basis, the big
winnings of the espert, professional or amateur, have been knocked
silly. Big winnings under the Rose system are not possible; they
were not only possible under the old system—they were absolute cer-
tainties for one or two men. And big winnings mean proportionately
large losings, and the losings came out of the pockets of the pemi-
experts and novices of both classes. Of course the same subclasses
are the producers under the Rose system, but to a less degree because
Winnings are proportionately less. Semi-experts, if they shoot up to
their average, can always come pretty close to having tbeir fun for
nothing if purses are divided under the Rose system. Many times
they will come out a few dollars ahead. Under the old system they
had only the gambling chance of "a good hole" in one event to pull
them out clear, and every shooter who has attended tournamenis for
any length of time knows that the serai expert's chance of such a
piece of good luck is the slimmest of the slim.
Novices always have to pay for experience. They must expect

this; it isthe casein everything, and in every business or sport. We
maintain, however, that under the Rose system the novice pays less

,
for experience than under the old system." And this is no mere "sup-
position."

"their shark of the money "

A more extraordinary phrase than that from which the above is
taken we never saw used in similar connection. Mr. Park mu<t have
written the words without thinking. Neither Forest and Stream, Mr.
Rose, the Rose system, nobody, in fact, not even Mr. Park, wishes for
one'momentto "prevent the experts from carrying away their share
of the money." On the contrary. Forest And Stream in particular
maintains that the experts shall always be entitled to carry away
"their share of the money"—but it must be "their share," not more
than their share, nor less than their share.
The Rose system pays a man for what he does: it pays him equita-

bly, for the highest score always receives more than a lower one. But
the old system does not regard skill to anv great extent; it favors
luck largely. A man can break 18 or 17 out of 20 and receive more
than a man who went straight. Can an expert who broke straight
under such circumstances be said to have carried away "his share"?
Or put it this way in a similar event of four moneys: One 20, five 19s,
six 18s and on6-17. The 20 ta kes 40 per cent of the purse and the 17
takes in per cent ; each 19 takes 6 per cent , and each 18 takes 3 33 per
cent. Does every man take away his share of the money?
The Rose system does not "prevent the experts from carrying away

their share of the money " But the old system almost invariably does
—either 7)io?'e than their share or Zess than their share The sooner
this fact is recognized the better it will be for trap-shooting.

Bridgeport Gun Club.
Bridgeport, Conn., April 23.—Early on Fast Day morning 1he

Bridgeport Gun Club members were all astir on their grounils piak-
ing ready for their shoot. The programme consisted of 13 events, all
but three at unknown angles. Representatives were here from Stam-
ford, Norwalk, Hartford, New Haven and the Maugatuck Valley.
From 15 to 25 took part, and kept it up well during i be dav. The tar-
gets were empires, thrown .5Tyds., from bluerock traps, at about 15ft.
in the highest elevation. Sixty-eight was the highest average made,
and that by Mr Sanford, of this city. Our grounds seem to be too
hard to make high scores on, yet there are no finer in New England

,

with sky background. Three thousand targets were thrown, and
a good time was had. Following is the score in the events, while
there was much shooting before and after.
The $15 for three best averages, divided 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent

.

went to the following shooters: First, Sanford 68: second, Lewis fi5;

third, Beers eund Burbridge 63; fourth. Hendry. The events for aver-
ages were from 3 to 11 inclusive, making 100 birds:

Events: 133456789 10 11 13
Targets: . 10 it lO is 10 15 10 15 10 15 W IS

Stevenson 8 7 7 12 4 6 5 7
R Crawford 4 7 4 11 5 10 .5 5 3 .. 8 0
L Crawford 6 3 6 8 8 10 6 6 4 ..T 8
Graham.. 46678 7 7.. 7.. 70
Sanford........ 6479797 11 994 8
Wilson i. 75682889. 9..
M Beers 4 6 7 10 .5 11 8 8 2 12 6 9
Saunders... 6 7 7 8 5 9 ti 11 7 9 5 ..

Hendry 57S96H 598999
Ferris ..^ji ...... -76897969897..
Blakeslee ..........v .-.ii.. 10 7 4 13 5 9 5 8 3 5 ,..

.

German i. 44 6 4 10 5 11 6 6 4

Burbridge S 9 7 12 5 8 6 7 7 11 8 6
Thorp 3 a 6 8 6 7 7 6 9 8 6 4
Boswell 6 3 6 8.. 3.. 6 8 9 8..
Clarkson , 3578631 11 67..
Tuck i 67968398.. 97
Keeler 6 89777370 6 8..
Stegman 4 8 7 4 ., 9 .0'4.. 6 ..

J Beers.,.. ^ <...,.. 8. 4 fl 9 5 8 6 6
Thomas .v.ti.i...,, -86 6 7 8 65 7 9... 3..

Texas State Shoot.
The twenty-first annual meeting and tournament of the Texas

State .'Sportsmen Association was held at San Antonio, TeS., on
April 20. 21 and P3 While the attendance was small, it. was one of
the most interesting meetings ever held in the State One feature
was noticeable—the improvement iU the shooting of manV of the
members.
Of the Association medals, Capt Foster, of Fort Sam Houston Gun

Club, captured the target medal oh the good score of 48 out of 50.

"^^^.B^^^
^^^^^ went to .Toe George and Oscar Guessaz on the score

of 48 out of 25 e«eh. The individual chamnionship medal on live
birds was won by Lieut. Pegrarn Whit worth, of the Fort Sara Houston
Olub, with 19 out of 20, While Mr. Whitworth rather had the best
luck in dra,wing easy birds, he gave a splendid exhibition of nerve
and skill.

_Nest year the State Association will again meet iu San Antonio.
The force that has hitherto been devoted to giving the famous "Mid-
winter tqurnaments" will be thrown with that of the State organiza-
tion and the two combined will arrange for a tournament on a large
scale.
At the meeting, Wednesday, the 21st, the question of handicapping

the experts, so as to give the rising amateur a chance, was the all-
absorbing topic. The Rose system also was thoroughly discussed,
and the consensus of opinion was that the Rose system and fome sys-
tem of handicaupirg should be adopted, ilr. A :B. Cutzer.was chosen
for President, Albert Steves Vice-President, and Ole. Guessaz Secre-
tary, all of San Antonio.

First Day, April 20.
Events: 13345678
Targets- so 20 20 50 £0 20 20 20

Whitwcrth 19 17 Ifi 43 17 19 18 10
MeOormack 13 H 17 43 19 90 17 18
George 14
Piety 19
Poster , , . 1R
Crltzer. , . 17
Moore ...... 10
Guessaz 18
Norman 35 1« 17 44 16 17 17 17W Miller .......v....-;.... is 18 20 46 19 1Q IS 19
Jackson.... :r 16 20 47 20 16 17 16
Everlv 16
Bradford 20 19 ,', ,, ,', ,', ,',

Korr ..... 16 14 .! .. V.
.'.

Mc'^iiily .17 15 15 44 20 19 18 18
M Miller .17 14 14 44 l'? 18 19 16
Nflii'^ 14 is ir 46 17 is n 18
Wilcox .....,...^1.. 19 16 .. 17 17 20 16
Howard ....U.i'.i'.' .'..'.'.1'. 16 16 ., ,.

1ft IS 43 16 16 19 18
19 19 '14 18 10 IS 18
15 16 48 19 19 17 17
20 17 43 19 18 18 19
14 19 41 18 12 14 18
17 19 47 19 17 17 16

Extra
10

10

Events:

Second Day,
2 5 6 Extra

*10 m 25 20 20

17 18
i^ If

Targets

McGinty
Norman .

.

MeOormack
Jackson....
Piety
Robinson..

.

Whitworth. 10 18 H3 19 16
Guessaz ... 8 17 25 18 17

* Live birds.

8 15
7 16
6 16 21 16 10

8 19 21 17 16

. 17 .. 18 19

SO

18
Tl

17
in
iO
16
15
17

April

Events

:

Targets: * 0 2i

George 9 1'

w Miller.... 6 1

Wilson 8 .

.Tones. 8 ,

Fritz 6 .

Foster 7 1

Nalle 8 1

Hildreth

2 1

.

1 a 3 5 6 Ex ra.

?5 to

23 15

8 Si4 17

.
'.'2 18

< 24 18
H 22 18

20

14
10

11

14

Third Day, April 22.
No. 1 extra , and No. 2 5 live birds one barrel: No. 3, 20 live pigeons

—individual championship medal:

Extra. Extra.

Events: 13 3 4 5 1 3 Events: 13 3 4 &~X
~%

Targets: S5 35 SO 25 S5 5 5 Targets: 25 ?r, SO 15 S5 5 5

Criizer 21 21 12 17 20 4 1 McGurty 2t 23 15 2 ^ 32 5 4
McCormack.. 21 24 12 21 21 5 .. W Miller :5 19 17 25 v5 4 4
George 22 78 14 92 21 .. .. Mulle.... 19 18 18 20 ','.3 :i ..
Guessaz. 22 23 16 19 17 5 3 Fritz 17 21 13 19 15 . ..

Whitwith.... 1"^ ^"0 ]9 ^3 19 4 3 Norman 18 ,, i;2 ..

Foster 24 20 n 33 19 3 .. A fateves 4 4
Jackson £3 ?4 16 k'i tii 5 ..

notes.

The dates for the big shoot of Texas for 1898 are April 21, 22, 23 and
24. The attention of the shooting world is directed to the above
dates.

Vfallace Miller and his pump made a great many friends. His shoot-
ing is away up yonder, and if he keeps up his gait Texas will place
him in Holzapfel's shoes.
One sad thing about this meeting was the vacant place hitherto

occupied by John Ellis. He died in the city ot Mexico on the 2d mst.
after a short illness. Pneumonia carried him off. Mr. Ellis came to
Texas about ten years ago, and his aft'ability, fairness and shooting
qualities endeared him to every one with whom he came in contact.
Peace to his ashes.
Lieut. Whitworth won the individual championship on live birds

with a handsome Parker gun, which he handled with rare dex-
terity.

As usual, E. C. powder is on top in the averages. Texas Field,

Sherbrooke Gun Club.
SHiTRBaooKB, P. Q., April 16.—This club's opening tournament came

off Good Friday as advertised. A good number of visiting sports-
men turned up, making, with the home team, S9 shooters. Trap^
were kept fairly busy from 9 uniil 6. Everybody appeared satisfied
with the way things went, and Sherbrooke hopes to see all these
faces and many more at their grand annual on July 1, Dominion
Day. Scores:

Events:

Targets:

1834 5 6789 10 11 13
JO IS 10 IS 10 20 10 15 10

Something to Interest *' Flinchers."
Cleveland, O., April 30.—.JBditor Forest and Stream: I notice your

request for a cure for flinching, and would say that for the past yeai-
or so I have had a bad case of "fudging"; so much so, that I have
fallen off in my shooting so badly that 1 am ashamed of myself.
At Rochester, N. Y., a week or so ago I happened to mention in the

presence of Jack Winston that I was fudging badly, and he told me
to put on a kid glove and it would stop me. Following his advice, I
put one on, and in the next 20-bird race I broke 18 and did not fudge
OBce. The two that I missed being low left-quarterers from No. 1

position, shooting over a magautrap.
Have found since that I can shoot without any fudging to speak of,

and hope the good advice given me by Winston may aid some other
unfortunate shooter. Paul North.

W. G. Sergeant, of Joplin, Mo., writes to us that the Joplin Gun
Club will hold a three days' shoot. May 2.9-^7, the week immediately
following the State shoot at Kansas Oily. The Joplin shoot is "open
to the world," and Sergeant will see to it that everybody gets all the
shooting he wants, as well as a fair show to get some of the silver
dollars floating around Joplin. Paul Litzke writes us in regard to
the Joplin shoot as follows: "There will be a three days' tournament
at Joplin Mo., the week following the Missom-i State shoot. W. G.
Sergeant and C. M. Sumner are the promoters of it. This will be a
target shoot and added money to the amount of S300 (01 perhaps
S500) will be hung up. The amount will be definitely announced in
the programme, which whl be issued shortly."

Norris, , 5
Hovey 6

Goodhue ,v«i . ....... .^...i... ^ 6

Raymond .i.... 6
ftubin 9

Eiton 6
W ooton 9

Cameron .....i. ... 7

Hotcbinson i .... 9

Robertson . ..... i...i.ti.... 5
Candlish ss.... 5
Ellsworth..,.. 10
Kiitell 7
Town 1 8

.Seloy T
Hibbard ,,,,
Clark ....,,.,,......1. 7

Craig X. 9
Walton
Walley , 2
Thompson. ......... 3
Kirkpatriek 2
Bray
Morrill
Fobs
Duncan ,

Cook ..

Rooinson. .,,,.^.........,1 14.. .

.

13 0
8

8 1

12 *0
10 4
12 U
9 1

12 9
14 6
10 0
7 ..

I'l 1

9 1
11 6

10 ,.

11 ..

12 ..

8 ..

11 5
10 5

0 9
0 14
8 9

.. 12
3 13
0 li
7 11

4 13
7 8
8 IJ

ii 14
2 u
0 13

.. 10
.. 1'

1 7

5
2 ..

4 11

9 1-

19
13
18
15
12
14
14
15

1 12
4 11

3 17

4 19

"6
!!

4 10
:i 13
5 17
5 ..

4
7 13
5 11

6 ..

7 15
7 tt

8 12
9 li

7 11
8 12
4 0
3 11
9 B
9 12
9 11

10 12
7 II

8 6

5 13
5 ..

6 ..

11 15

12 1

7 ..

n 12
3 8

.. 4
8

.

7 17
5 16
5 ,.

4

. 1 4

3 10 12
a r 12
, 7 ..,22

2 4

Nos. 3, 5 andS wereuaisS-atid-out events. No. 7 was at 5 pairs.
C. H, X'"oss, Sec'y.

Bhode Island Trap-Shooting Association.
Providence, R I., April 22 —The scores gi^en below were made to-

day at tne regular weekly shoot of the Rhode I land Trap- Shooting
Association

:

Boston Gun Club.
Wellington, April 21.—What the Boston Gun Club's weekly meet

lacked in point ot attendance to-day was more than balanced' by the
enthusiasm of the nine shooters, who, as usual, alighted from' the
1 :45 train at Wellington. On these grounds the fun and enjoyment is
hardly dependent on size of crowd, and, whether, one squad or three,
the same pleasure is extracted from the extermination of the Ethi-
opian .saucer. The afternoon was a fine one, from a weather point
of view, a variable wind being the only excuse for npt breaking all
the targets thrown. Events below:

Events: 13Sk56l8
Targets: 10 lO 6

3
4

1
2
2
4

6Events: 13 3 4 5
Targets: S5 25 20 10 15 2b

R C Root 20 16 14 8 10 1i

S F Wilson LO 19 14
FI Greener..... .. 16 18

R (• Parker 10 13

A W Bam 10 ..

E C Whitaker 19 14

J F Rossie .. 15 13

6 12 17

8 12 18
6 S ..

4 6..
8 12
r r ..

12 3

25 25 20

. . 13 .

•

Events:

Targets:

G Coroett .....

Daniel Brown,,
J GofE
F E Field
A Remingion.... .. .. ...

C M Staniels...,*, .. ..

Amos Arnold....'

J. P. RVSSEL,

10 10

7
4
6

3

3

10 10

7 10
10 10
8 6
5
4
6
9
5

9 10 It It IS U IS

6 10

3 7

6 ?0

3 19
4 IH

4 17
. 12
1 14

5 10

3 8

17

9 1 2 3

Gordon - 6
AVoodruff 7
Mi!<kay 9

Sheffield ...ii...

7

Eistman..,..,.i,,,,..,,»^,,,,. 4
Taft 5

Horace 6 10 3
Benton. . .„ .ft 4 1
Needham , 4

B,nown angles on events 1, 6. 9, 12 and 15; unknown 2, 7, 10 and 13;
pairs 3, 8 and 11; Unknown traps, expert rules, 4; slraightaways,
30vds.. 11
Merchandise shoot, 21 targets—10 known, 5 unknown, and 3 pair;

r'istance handicap:
Woodruff fli)

Miskav ('7) ....
Horace (1^)
Gordon (17)
Sheffield (15)
Taft(i6i
Fastman (16)

Benton (14)

Needham (15)

April fS.—The twelfth weekly shoot of the Boston Gun Club, at
Wellington, Wednesday, April S8, turned out fully as enjoyable as ajl
the previous eleven, and being favorably treated as regards weather,
the regular coterie of enthusiasts faced the five traps with their usual
equanimity. Mingled together were the novice, in his initial attempt
at wing shooting, and the veteran, who had fired his 1,1" 00 shots and
over, both at the trap and in the field. Both were having the same
good time, though success much more often crowned the efforts of
the latter and as the more fortunate one ho would be called upon to
share his knowledge and give to others the benefit of his experience.
This he would readd.y do, and the afternoon was all too short for the
necessary practice entailed by the valuable tips. A high and variable
wind interfered with the arrangements many had made for straight
scores, yet two were captured by Sheffield and one by Gordon.
Others were satisfied with less, or "had to be. Summary as follows:

4 5 6
10 16 SB

9 8..
6 ..

7 ..

10 ..

8 14
r 19

,. 16

Sec'y.

.1111111111--10 01110--3 10 10 11--4--17
1011101001-- fi 11111--5 10 10 11--4--15
1111011110 - 8 11101--4 11 00 10--3--15
.1111111111--10 0001

0

-1 10 10 lo- 3--14
0101101101-- 6 oooti -3 ll 11 10 5--13
.0011101110 - 6 01101--3 10 01 10- 3 -12
1101001111-- 6 01101--3 10 00 lo--2--n
.1001000110-- 4 01000 -1 ot 00 11- 3 - 8
lOOlOCOllO-- 4 00001 -1 00 00 00- 0— 5

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 S 91011131314 15
Targets: 10 10 5 6 10 10 5 6 10 5 6 10 10 10 10

2 2 6 8 2 3 6 4 S 5 10 9 8
Wnodruff... - .... 5 5 3 3. 8 S 5 3 5 4 5 8 8 .. ..

1 3 5 3 4 4 7 5 4 5 7 6 5
5 5 7 4 3 7 9 3 9 8 7 4

10 6 "4
4 6 10 3 4 7 3 3 • 9 8 6 7

0 2 5 5 a 4
2 .. 4 5 7 8 3 .9 7 6 ..

Miskay ,1 1 1 4.1 il • • * • • • .. .. 8 4
"3

9 1 4 7 8 5..
1 H 3 4 ,. . , ..

3
5

5 4 5 8 7 9l 6
2 3 a 4 4

3 7 2
2 6 3 a 3 4 s

Events 1, 6, 9, 12 and 15 known angles; 2. 7, 10 and 14, unknown; 3.
unknown traps: 5 and 13, reverse pull; 8 and II, pairs.

Twelfth contest, prize series. 21 targets, 10 known, 5 unknown and
3 pair; distance handicap:

Sheffield (liiyds)

loimoiiii- 7 lllll--fi 11 10 lo--4 -IR
.1111001010- 6 01111- 4 ll 11 10- 5 -15
0111110111- s 11001--3 10 11 10- 4 -15
roi 00011 1 1--5 10111- 4 10 11 11- 5--14
1110111111- 9 fonoi--1 11 10 lo- 4--14
,0001101110- 5 01111- 4 ll 11 10- 5 -14
1011100001- 5 11101-•4 10 10 11- 4--18
.1111110100- 7 10110--8 10 00 lo--2--12
oinonioi- 7 10100- 2 ot 91 10- 3 -12
0101110111--7 00110- 2 10 10 10- 3 -12
looioonoi- 5 01110--3 00 10 10- 2 -10
0100000100--2 00110- 2 00 10 11--3 - 7
0010010011- 4 w

Buffalo Audubon Gun Club.
A SPECIAL shoot was held by the Atidubon Gun Club on April 23

and 24. Several old members were in attendance. The live-bird
team shoot was the chief event. The losing team was to banquet
the visitors. The shooting in the target events was superior.
Following are the scores in the team shoe :

Team No. 1; Kirkover (captain) 7, Geisdorfer 6, Hoyt 4, Braden7,
V. E. Storey 6, J. J. Reid 7, McCarney f , Snyder 3, Reinecke 7, Stacey
5, Hankins 6, Krolz 6; total, 69.

Team No. 2: C. «. Biirkhardt7, McArthur4. Hurley 4, Zoeller 4, J.
P. Fisher 3, Scheiberto, George Stauber 2. E. 0. Burkhardt 6, E. R.
Reynolds 5, P. G. Myer< 3, Dr. Sauer 3, J. E Lodge 6; total, 53.

Individual scores made were as follows in the target events:

Events: 1 3 3 4 Events: 13 3 4
Targets: 15 15 16 15 Targets: IB 15 IB IB

C S Burkhardt 12 14 13 15 Kirkover 14 14 15 13
McCarnay 12 10
Hurley 9

UE Storey 12 13 14 13

E C Burkhardt 14 IS 14 13

JJ Reid 13 11 10 12
Zoeller 10 15

McArthur 13 14 14 15
Hayseed 9 . . .

.

Myers 13 12 13
Stacey 11 12 15
J Beck 11 11
Hoyt 7 6

Reinecke 11 Braden 13 13 13 14
Dr Saucr 7 ,, .. .. Snvder 10 .. 18 .,

Reynolds 10 12 12 . . J E Lodge 9 10 .

.

On the second day seven events were on the card of the Audubon
Gun Club at its weekly club shoot, and were taken part in by 26 mem-
bers. The third event was the club badge shoot. H. KirKover won
in Class A, McArtbur in Class B, and W, R. Eaton in Class C.
The fourth event, the monthly cup shoot, proved the most interest-

ing of any of the seven series already shot, and turned out six ties:
Kelsey 25 out of 28, McArthur 25 out of 31, William Hines, Jr., 26 due
of 31, Dr. Saner 2? out of 33, Alderman 25 out of i9, and Norris 26 out
of S9. The lies were shot off at one-half of the original handicap,
which resulted in all being shot out except Kel.«py and William
Hmes, and iu their shoot-off Kelsey won by 1 bird. The scores:

'

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 SO S5 15 15 S5

CB Burkhardt 10
B Talsma 9

EC Burkhardt 10

F D Kelsey. .

.

J J Reid
G McArthur.

.

W Hines, Jr.

.

G Floss
W Woodbury.
F N Alderman
C Oenmig ....

E vv Smith...
ENMcOariiey lu

14 20 14 13

11 .. 24 ..

14 21 2J 13

14 93 11
9 18 19 11

14 24 i5 13

9 24 16 13
U .. )5 18

11 .. uo 11

14 14 25 9
11 .,23 y
14 21 ;4 15
9 21 21 ..

14 24
13 ..

11 21

ii 20

.. 19

1 3 3 4 5 6 7
10 15 20 25 15 15 25

18 ..

9 ..

Events:

Targets-

Norris 9 11 24 26
V G Myers 12 !?0 23
EFHammond .. 14 23 2:1

FSauer 18 27 10 11 ...

Porter 21 22
Kirkover 8 14 .. 11 13
Zoeller 8 IJ 19 .. 12 33
Eaion ;. 12 15 ... 7 . . .

.

A Coombs 18
Robinson.... ........ 11 ..

Hurley 3 . . ,

.

H King 10 14 15
Rojsiler 10 li 15

Warren Gun Club.
Wakren, (-)., Ap-it 21.—Scores made by the Warren Gun Club to-

day:
Schoonover 1111111111111111110011111—23,

inilllilllitiliullliilOll—22
Miller lUOllOilO'OlOHWOl 1010111-14

IU oii'ijiiioyionioiiiit-iy
Parker OOllnoiOUlU 11 101010111—18

OlOlllUllOiH 1001 001000 111—13
Biery 0 JOOl 1 1 1 1 onoOl 1 1 1 0 1 1001 1 0 -1

3

Horion , Oo00111lt00l0l01l01011011-13
Silver cup contest, hamlicap;

S utchff (5; , 01 1 0111101 1 1101 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 -1 8-1-5-23
Biery {5).;., .^^, .^j,„,.. ,.,.„ lllOjlO )1110101t0nf)10n0-14-f5—19
CbryRt(r,) 1011110.0 r O OOO IIOIOIOI—li-fO—18
Horton (7) OlllOOillllOOOOOO unilOl- ]4-!-7-2l
Ewalt ( ) lUlllllOjlllllllUlllOll —23

Tic between butclifl and Ewalt:
Sutcliff (5) 1101110011111011011001111—184-5—23
Evvdit , 111111111 1111U1111111111 —25

RoBT. W. EwALT, Sec'y,
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The Richmond Interstate.

The SECOrd target tournament on the Interstate's circuit for the
season of 1897 was held at Richmond, Va., April 38-29. As to the suc-
cess or otherwise of this tournament, there can be but one opinion

;

it was as nice a shoot as any we have ever attended, while the num-
ber of new shooters present showed that the missionary work of the
Interstate Association was sowing good seed in the South. Of course
there were a few of the old stand-bys present, but the ammunition
and gun nen were conspicuous by their absence. Of the 40 or
more shooters on the grounds during the two days of the tourna-
ment not more than four could be classed as manufacturers' agents.
These were: H. P. Collins, of Baltimore, the Southern agent of the
T'u Pont and Hazard powder companies; U. M. 0. Thomas, of the
Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Bridgeport, Conn. ; Ferd. Van Dyke,
Dayton, N. J., representing the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., of
New Haven, Conn., and shooting W A powder to the front; T. H.
Keller, Plainfleld, ^f. J., representing King's Smokeless and Peters's
Victor shells.

MANY NEW FACES.

Of the otlter three dozen shooters, many had never been to a tour-
nament before; and this is just the class that the Interstate wants to
catch and make converts of. It made many converts in Bichmond
and added to the band of disciples whicli it can lay claim to in the
Sunny South. Without fear of any charge of flattery, we can state
safely that the work of the Interstate Association during the past
three or four years has done more to boom the sport of trap-shooting
in that section of the country than all other causes combined. And
as ic has helped the sport in other citieis, so it is in Eichmond; the
West End Gun Club and the local shooters will feel the influence of
the impetus given to the sport by the tournament of April 28-29 will
be felt for many months to come. Before that influence has died out,
it is to be'hoped that the club will try again, and give the local boys a
chance of trying their hands against some of the be.st shots in "the
adjoining States.

THE WEST END GUN CLUB,

The West End Gun Club, the local club under whose auspices the
tournament was given, has never held a tournament prior to this ef-
fort. It was absolutely new to the business, but it handled its guests
in a manner that reflects considerable credit upon the tact of its

members. Somehow or other there was a homelike feeling about
this tournament; everybody seemed to know everybody else, and
everybody seemed to be good friends V9ith>verybody else. Also this
shoot seemed to be a shoot for sport, no' money-grabbing and no
kicking— at least not much, and that little quite uncalled for, but not
altogether unexpected. Some people never are satisfied, and the
West End Gun Club never hoped to please everybody; it did, bow-
ever, please the vast majority of its guests by the manner in which it

treated all alike, playing no favorites.
To people accustomed to attend tournaments, it may seem a simple

matter to get up a shoot and run it successfully. Such, however, is
far from the ca.se, and it is no small feather in the cap of the man-
agement of the West End Gun Club that the two-days' shoot on April
28-^9 turned out so satisfactorily. We believe the bulk of the credit
is mainly due to the efforts of President W. A. Hammond, Secretary
E L. Hewitt, Messrs. W. C. Lynham, J C. Tignor and Harper Deane,
Sr. If we have omitted anybody's name, the omission is uninten-
tional, and an apology for such must be taken as going with the
above remarks.
On the first day all shooters and spectators were invited to be the

guests of the club at lunch This lunch was served by Bill Snellings,
a caterer of no mean repute in the city of Richmond, and who now
resides at Blandon Park and has charge of the club house there.
Another good feature of Mr. Snellings's menage is the plethora of
mint, cracked ice and strawberries within his domain. To a North-
erner the above may sound like an enigma; Southerners (and particu-
larly ' members of Pickett's brigade," as Col. Anthony would say)
ivill need no explanation.

GROUNDS AND ARBANOEMENTS.
The grounds of the West End Gun Club can be reached from the

center of the city in le.ss than half an hour. Frequent electric cars
run to the terminus of the Broad street line, at Blandon Park, within
a qiiarter of a mile of the grounds.- Ther background is quite decep-
tive, and many a target was dropped through being momentarily
lost sight of in "those cedars to the *lsht," "that high tree yonder,''
or "in those trees to the left." To look at the grounds without a gun
in your hands, you'd say that the baekglmmd was a good one; so it
would be if the targets were "skyers," But with low-thrown targets
it needed close watching and strict attention to business to make good
scores.
The trees above referred to were a long way off, and at first one

would not think they could cause any trouble". The field, however,
beyond the traps sloped off to a high board fence, weather beaten
and weather stained. Prom that fence the ground rose gradually for
perhaps 400 or .MOyds., and was finally fringed on the right with
cedars, a few high trees aad some houses: on the left with trees-
jus^ trees and nothing else. When the targets left the traps they
tkimmed over the dip in the field and climbed the gray fence and
grassy slope; then, if a right-quarterer, it was mighty apt to be lost
for a moment in "those cedars;" if a left quarterer, "in those trees;"
if a straightaway, it went up against the sky and was a pudding.
We had lots of excuses for missed targets, and several of us needed
those excuses badly.

THE MAGAtJTRAP WAS THERE.

The above remarks refer .^oleIy to the background for the set of
bluerock expert traps placed in position in the club's pits by Manager
Shaner. Oddly enough the background for the magautrap, which
was located only a few feet to the right of No. 5 trap, was a good one.
But the magautrap was not used for any of the programme events.

Manager Shaner decided, and we think decided wisely, that it would
be rather unfair to make those who had never shot over the magau-
tmp, stack up against those who had had considerable practice at that
style of shooting. He announced that all programme events would
be shot on the set of expert traps, and that when the programme was
completed extra events would be shot over the magautrap. As no
more than nine events were shot on the first day the magautrap
stood idle all day, much to the disappointment of many who had
come out to see one trap do the work of five. One event being left
over from the first day, this necessitated eleven events being decided
on the second day; and after these eleven events were disposed of,
there was only time and opportunity to finish one full extra on the
magautrap.

It may sound queer that only 9 15-target events wexe shot on the
first day, with an opening extra to start the ball —a total of 150 tar-
gets per man. But this tournament was not like others. Here the
West End Gun Club was not particular about throwing several thou-
sands of bluerocks, so as to come out even, or maybe a bit ahead.
On the contrary, it requested Mr. Shaner to go slow and not to hurry
anybody, so that shooters might feel that they were having some fun
and not merely attending to business. As a result, things moved
slowly and the programme was not finished.
The accommodations for shooters were ample provided the weather

was fine; and fine and warm it was; warm enough for the middle of
June; delightful weather to shoot in, provided you were not hurried.
No preparations had been made, however, for putting the cashier in
a cage, where he might be looked at but not svuTounded and plagued
to death, as an unprotected cashier always must be. This little mat-
ter caused some trouble, and Mr. Hewitt's scores suffered on the sec-
ond day in consequence, as he and Edwards acted as assistants to
Mr. W. 0. Lynham in the absence of the cashier of the first day—Mr:
Stokes-wbo was scared from his post by the number of questions of
all kinds that he was required to answer while totaling three or four
columns of figures. Pres. Hammond also worked too hard on the
second day for his figures to show up well.

PREPARATION DAY.

Tuesday afternoon, April 27, was not marked by much shooting.
Quite a late start was made, but a few events were shot ofl' over both
tue magautrap and the set of expert traps, H. P. Collins, W. Tell
Mitchell, of Lynch's, Va., and F. S. Edwares were the only strangers
at work on this afternoon. Several members ot the home club were
present, and good scores were made by W. fl. Colquitt, E. L. Hewitt,
W. A. Hammond, A. Krouse and the D'eanes, both senior and junior.
Harper Deane, Jr., shot very nicely and will surely make a good shot
in the near future. As it is, he shoots as well as any lad of his age
we know of, and can hold down many a man who has had treble his
experience both in the field and at the trap.
The weather on this date was exceedingly warm, and several men

shot in their shirt sleeves, coats and sweaters being almost unbear-
able. The prellmmary work on the magautrap showed up favorably
against that which was done on the regular traps, far better scores
as a rule being made on the magautrap than at the other set. The
background above referred to had much to do with this in our
estimation.

AMONa THE YisrroRs.

Amongthe visitors at this shoot were the foflowing, in addition to
the four manufacturers' agents mentioned above: Col. Anthony, of
Charlotte, N.C. ; Hood Waters, J. M. Hawkins, Dr, Lupus, Jim Maione,
Ed Coe and Gent, from Baltimore; Billy Wagner and A. S. Mattingley,
Washington, D. C; Watkins L, Moorman and C. W. Scott, Lynch-
burg, Va.: W. N.White and J. Thomas. Portsmouth, Va. ; W. Tell
Mitchell, Lynch's, Va.; Dr. Wayman and Summeraon, Staunton, Va.;
the Forest and Stream representative, New York city.
The boihe club turned out in good force, and the showing made

by many of them gives evidence of strong talent among the members
of the West End Gun Club.

GENERAL AVERACJES.

The table of general averages, made up of those who shot through
the programme on the two days of the shoot, is always interesting.
Although only fourteen shooters went through all twenty events,
shooting at a total of 300 targets each, there is still something worth
noting.
Ferd Van Dyke was, as might be expected, high for the two days

with only one break less than 90 per cent. His work on the second
day was rather an enigma, as it was curiously erratic at times. But
then -"there were others." Edwards was second with three breaks
less than Van Dyke and a psrcentage of 88.6. Hawkins was third,
and led the "Oyster Squad," as Tom Keller termed the BaU.imoreans,
by one break overMalone and Hood. Mitchell was sixth, Hewitt
seventh and Harper Deane, Sr., eighth. The totals for each day, and
the averages made, are given in the following table, each man, as
stated above, having shot at -300 targets:

1st day, 2d day. Total.Av'rage.

The table below will show what else was done, and hovf the
finished

:

boya

Events;
SCORES OF APRIL 29.

^34 5 6 7 8 9 lO Shot at.

869
266
259
258
268
254
249
240
237
231
233
827
210
174

89.6
88 6
86.3
86
86
84.8
83..

3

80
79
78
77.6
75.6
70
68

F Van Dyke

133

131
FS Edwards

139

1S7
JM Hawkins .........131 128W Hood.,.. 185 133
J M Malone, 130 128WT Mitchell 1S3 131
ELHewitt 183 117
HDeane,Sr 183 117
AS Mattingley,..,.,..,. , 119 118
WWagner

, 121 113UMC , 114 119
Col Anthony.............. ............. 118 115W A Hammond...... ., 114 96
HPCoUins .....i.t .« i ..«*•... -81 93

First Day, April 28.
This was a regular steaming hot day in the opinion of the North-

erners ; and even the natives found it just about the right thing to
hunt for a shady spot and a cool drink at odd times. The light was
trying to the eyes, and caused (he loss of several targets.
Prior to the commencement of the shoot, Manager Shaner an-

nounced that the home club desired to take things easily, as it did
not care how many targets were thrown so long as its guests had a
pleasant time. This was a novel feature in the way of tournament-
giving, as most of those present had been accustomed to be hustled
along at shoot* on account of the clubs desiring to make all the
money they could by the sale of targets. Novel as the feature was it

was a pleasant one, and showed the spirit of the West End Gun Club .

True to his instructions Manager Shaner did not push things, and
the result was an unfinished programme, event No. 10 having to be
carried o ver to the next day. Entries ruled higher than was expected

;

but this was largely due to several shooting "for birds." The figures
given below show that thirty-eight shooters took part in one or more
events, but as a m&tter of fact the entries for money would average
about twenty-four in each event.

A GOOD ENTRY LIST.

A total of 4,020 targets were thrown on this day, which, together
with the 315 thrown in No. 10 on the morning of April 29, made a total
of 4,.8.35 for the ten programme events. The entries were as follows-
No. 1, 33; No. 2, 33; No. 3, 35; No. 4, 34; No. 5. .34; No 6, 30; No. 7, S3;
No. 8, 25; No. 9, 21 ; No. 10, 21. At the close of No. 6 event an effort
-was made to finish the programme, and all those "in for birds" were
cut out of the remaining events, unless there was another man or two
•wanted to fill a broken squad. This accounts for the falling off in the
en'ry lists The average for each of the ten events was 28.9.
The race for first place was close all the way through. Van Dyke

making a strong finish. At the end ot the ninth event, when shoot-
ing stopped for the day, Edwards and Van Dyke were tied, with 11
misses out of 135 shot at. The result in No. 10, shot, as above stated,
on the morning of AprU 29. put Edwards 1 target in the lead for first
average on the first day's programme. E. L. Hewitt, secretary of
the home club, won third place with an average of 88 per cent., the
result of some consistently good shooting. Fourth and fifth places
went to Hawkins and Malone, respectively, with averages of 87.8 and
86.6. Hood made a poor start and never came fully up to his form,
ending up in sixth place with 83.3.

OTHERS WERE IN IT, TOO.

Another member of the West End Gun Club who shot consistently
well was Harper Deane, Sr., who tied VV. Tell Mitchell for seventh
and eighth p'aces with an average of 82 per cent. Billy Wagner who
Phot a regular gait in the first seven events, fell down badly in the
last three events and spoiled his average. He was the only other
shooter, in addition to those mentioned above, to finish with 80 per
cent, or better for all the programme events. Col. Anthony was in
nothing like his old form, and besides that he had a hoodoo on No 4
trap that worried him badly every time he faced that trap. Du Pont
Collins, although suffering from a raging headache all day, shot in
every event rather than show the white feather. The result of that
headache may be noticed in his scores. Mr. Moorman, of Lynch-
burg, had the bad luck to break his gun in the first event, and spent
the rest of the day experimenting with other guns of different makes
This naturally dia not give him much of a show.
Although all events were at 15 targets each, unknown angles

straights were scarce, which shows that there was something tricky
in the background. Personally we think that fully 90 per cent, of the
lost targets were the result of over shooting. Tnis, with the peculiar
background, was very liable to occur.
Below are the scores and averages for the first day:

SCORES OF APRIL S8.

1S3456 78910 Shot at. Broke. AvEvents:

Edwards. , , .

.

Van Dyke
Hewitt .

Hawkins
Malone
Hood
Dean, 8r
Mitchell
Wagner
Mattingley..........
TJMO
Hammond
Anthony
Lupus ,

Scott .,,.,i4.....
Moorman
Collins

—

Holman,
Keller...
Colquitt
Boyd., .....J..!..

Gent. ... .......^ fr» . . .jfl-

Coe .^..a-.

.

,J Thomas. ,

Sinton
Lynham
Deane, Jr
White
Wayman.
Krouse
G Powers ,

Su^nmerson.
TUIer
R Powers....... i,.,.
AUen
Tignor
WN White
Jones i

,

14 15
14 14
12 14
13 13

14.11
9 12

11 13
12 10
12 13

8 12

9 12
12 14
10 10
12 11
10 la
9 8
9 8

14 9
10 11

12 12
6 11

5 13
10 11

.. 14
8 9

8 11
7 8

10 13

10 11

n Vi
10 11

13 12
T &

7 ..

13 13 15
14 14 11

13 15 13
15 12 14

15 13 13
12 13 13
14 13 13
12 13 10
13 14 14
12 12 12
11 13 10
11 11 10
9 8 12
13 14 9
12 12 13
10 10 8
8 10 8

12 15 13
18 13 13
10 13 12
13 11 10
8 9 8
10 10 11
12 12 12
9 11 12

. . 10 10
11 11 a
10 9 6
10 11 12
. . 10 10
8 .. 10

12 12 ..

7 9..
13
11 10
6 ..

6 ..

.. 11

13 13
15 12
12 14
11 13
13 14
12 13
13 13
12 15
13 12
12 15
10 14
13 13
13 11

10 11

12 7
10 11

7 4
9 13

11 13
10 10
12 9
10 ..

12 ..

13 9
10
8

11

8

14 14 15
15 15 14
14 13 12
14 15 11

11 II 15
14 14 13
10 II 13
12 14 13
10 10 10
13 12 11
12 11 12
31 9 10
13 13
9 11

11 10
8 8

13
Vi

13 ..

11 11

12 10
10 9
14 12
11 ..

12 ..

12
9

8 r

7
10

ia

11

9
9

150
150
150
150
150
150
160
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
350
1:15

1.35

135
133
135
ISO
103
105
105
90
90
75
75
75
60
to
45
45
46
45
15

1.39

13S
VA-i

131
3.30

125
123
123
121

119
114
114
112
112
107
94
81
106

104
101

91

86
S3
84
71
63
67
56
53
54
47
49
82
31
!:9

21
11

9i.6
9j
88
87.3
86.

6

83.3
82
82
S0.6
79.3
76
76
74.6
74 6

71.3
62.6
54
78 5
77
74.8
67.4
63.7
70.8
80
67.6
89
63.3
62.2
73.3
7i
63.6
Hi.e
5),

3

6S.8
64.4
48.

S

46.6
18.3

Second Day, April 2.9.

This was a hotter day than any of its three predecessors There
was almost absolutely no breeze at all, and every condition was an
parently favorable for large totals But, as often happens, the unex
pected took place, and no shooting of any great excellence was done
Hood's work, after his first two events, was by far the best record'
and he honestly deserved his place at the head of the list for the
second day. Mitchell and Van Dyke tied for second and third places
Hawkins and Malone tieing for the next two places.

'

The absence of a cashier had a demoralizing effect on the scores of
one or two shooters, working and shooting not being good comnan-
ions. Lynham, Hewitt and Edwards ran the cashier's ofiiee and it is
perhaps worthy of note that so far no shortage has been discovered
in the accounts to date

!
As on the fii-st day, W. J. Lynham acted as

referee, while Robt. F. Banks marked down the Is and Os on the score
sheets. The blackboard work and the pulling was done by so manv
different people that it would cake up too much space to credit allwho helped with due notice.
The shooting in many of the events was a curiosity. In No 1 there

was no 15, and only one 14—Coe. In No. 3 there was only one 15—
Hawkins, but six 14s. In each of Nos. 5, 6, 8 and 9 there was onlv one
straight, as follows: In No. 5. Colquitt; No. 6, Van Dyke- No 8
Hood; No. 9, Van Dyke. In No. 7, there was no 15, but four 14s aiid
seven 13s.

Hood 12 11 13 14 14 13 14 15 13 15
Van Dyke 13 15 14 11 14 15 13 11 I.^ 10
Mitchell............. 12 15 14 15 12 13 12 II 13 14
Hawkins 9 13 15 12 13 13 13 l4 13 13
Malone... . 11 14 14 15 12 11 13 14 13 11
Edwards 13 14 11 10 13 14 11 12 14 15
Coe 14 11 14 11 13 11 13 10 12 12UMC 13 12 11 13 11 11 14 11 12 11
Mittiogley.......... 10 13 12 13 13 13 12 13 10 9
Hevritt ., 11 14 13 10 12 10 10 11 12 14
Deaae, Sr 11 11 13 13 12 12 11 13 12 9
Anthony 13 11 13 H 10 10 13 13 13 8
Wagner 9 13 13 14 12 13 10 13 10 6
Hammond .......... 13 11 9 5 9 12 12 7 10 8
Collins 7 10 13 14 9 12 6 8 9 6
Gent , 11 12 14 11 13 13 13 13 13
J Thomas 11 14 9 11 11 14 12 10 11
Moorman 10 II 10 7 7 10 9.. .. 7
Keller 13 14 14 12 13 13 14
Colquitt .... 10 15 .. 11 10 14 10
Lupus......... 11 12 10 11 13 10
Scott 12 8 8 9 9 4
Krouse 13 11 11 13 .... 14
Sinton 10 9 II 10 .. .. 9
Tignor 8 8 6 10 13
Allen 5 8 .. 9 13 .. 7 .,W N White 8 7 .. 9 6 9 .. .,R Powers 13 13 14
Holman 12 13 11
Deane, Jr. .. 7 9 10 .... ..
J Powers ...I. 8 7 10 \ \

Wayman .. 9 11
Tiller 7 .. .. 6 .. ..
Hazard, 6

1.50

1.50

15)
15)
150
151
1.50

15)
150
150
150
150
150
l50
150
135
135
120
105
90
90
90
75
75
75
75
75
45
45
45
45
30
30
15

Broke.

1.33

131

131
1<;8

123
127
121
119
118
117
117
115
113
98
93

113
105
71
91
70
66
50
62
49
44
42
.39

40
36
26
25
20
13
6

Av.

8i.6
87.3
87.3
85.3
85.3
84.6
80.6
79.3
78.6
78
78
76.6
75.3
64
62
83.7
77.8
59.2
88.5
77.7
78.3
55.5
82.6
65.3
.58.6

56
52
88.8
80
.57.7

55.0
66.6
43.8
40

BRIEFS.

Col. Anth9ny was not himself at all. In the first place, he came to
the shoot with a load that was eminently fitted for quail shooting but
worse than useless for smashing bluerocks when used by the Colonelwho never takes a mean advantage of targets, but lets them get away
off, as a rule. The rule at this tournament was "three targets at each
score then move up." The Colonel always started at No 3 trap buton only one occasion out of his twenty efforts did he get past No 4
trap without losing at least one out of the three from that trap Hehad a hoodoo at work somewhere, but couldn't locate it. He tried all
sorts of loads and all sorts of powders, but the result was the sameThe hoodoo stayed by him untfl the end.

aanxKD.

On the second day the average entry per event was lust 24 1 Thisaverage would have been much larger, but in order to flni.sh the nrogramme all those who shot "for birds only" had to be cut out in the
last four events.
Three thousand six hundred and fifteen targets were thrown on thesecond day, making a total for the two days of 7,930

in?'T
shot in his old form on the second day; 93 breaks out of

le^fa«en\ioVto\he^^^^
respectfully call Milt Linds-

^u^-J^-
shot a very steady gait on the first day and landed inthird place with 88 per cent. On the second day he f^ell offSderably, but there was good reason for this: he was working hard andtwo days of shooting is enougb for anybody, exceot the most t^aVrt

ened crackerjack. The sti-ain of shooting is more than m^stpSimagine, and a man must be seasoned to stand it day after davHarper Deane, Sr
, and Harper Deane, Jr., are both good shots andboth enthusiasts They are made of Just the right sort of matenartohelp along any club, and the West End Gun Club has reason to nat

nrid.^f^^n%r'i?i"di°on""'"'"*"^^
Pres. W. A Hanimond thought more of the success of the shootand the comfort of the club's guests than of his own scores Hiswillingness to lend a helping hand at all times did more than any-thing else to keep his average below the 80 per cent, markDu Pont Collins says that he doesn't mind a headache if he cmonly get a straight now and then ; but to sufter from a bad headacheand then get out of the money doesn't amount to much in hTopin

ion. And that was the combination of affairs he had to face «n Ho ir
on the 28ch. On the^Oth, in event No. 4, he had hTrevenge SquadNo 1 finished thus: Van Dyke :i, Edwards 10, Anthony II TJ ni o
ii'dr^^rtoiunch';^'

"^'^'^'^'^ oo^'in^;

The "O.KSter Squad" was pretty nearly always sure to furnish oneor more claimants for first and second money. Hood made a great
t't*\? n*^®

^^'^^''^ ^^^' freaking 110 out of the last 120 he shot at
rrJ- -

5- °*^-^^u*"l"'^''"°®°^'^^®^°st popular men at the shootThe bo.7s fairly hated to see him leave, and extracted a protnise fronihim that he'd be with them at their next shoot
f'omihexrom

At the close of the shoot on the last day Col. Anthony made a shortspeech, tendering a vots of thanks to the home club on behalf c^ nl
guests. When he had finished he called for three chelrs forVhlWest End Gun Club, and ic was astonishing t^hear whit a noisivoices, hoarse from calling "Pull," could make when thereVas aworchy use for them.

"j^bio was a
One of the pleasant features of this tournament for us was the an-quaintance we made with Comrade Walls, a veteran Confederate fol-

S^'J?"V?i '^"^""^^ °* Richmond Soldiers' Home. Many yearsago Mr. Walls was a correspondent of Forest and Stream ani wrotian excellent series of articles on "Camp-hunting in Florida ''^1,11.

wf,r' "^^^ qualified by experiaace to treat of in thit'manner"Mr Walls was an mterested spectator at the shoot on both davs^Messrs. Moorm-.n and Scott came from Lynchburg to reoresenrthat city's gun club An unfortunate chain of circumstauc^es ore-vented the presence of Col. Terry and Mr. Dornan. Mr Moorminhad the bad luck to break his gun on the first day, and in the flmevent, but he never whunpered, sticking it out co the end, and usinsstrange giins all the time. Mr. Scott found "the cedars" to the rteh^too much tor him on many occasions, and failed to come anTwhlrenear his true form at targets. ^ wuere
VVagner and Mattuagley ran over from Washington, D. C, and shotall through the programme. Billy shot consistemiy in the flxm siveneventsonthe first day and then fell from grace ?n the last threeMattingley evinced a strong affection for the 12-hole on the first dfvbut was fickle enough to switch off on to the 13-hole durine the^P-^n/Hday s shoot They finished close together in th^^S averagesMaitingley beating Wagner by 3 breaks in the 300 target*

^^'^'^^Ses,

K. Powers shot "for birds" in Nos. 1, 2 and 3 on the second dav nn^came out with two 13s and one 14, an average of 83 8
^^y^ ^nd

W. H. Colquitt does not shoot as well as he used to, but he manaa-edto get m a straight on the last day. ' managed
Ferd Van Dyke was No. 1 m No. 1 squad, and was No 1 in tim t<,y,\c.

of general averages for the two days.^ This ought to be enoulh forany man, and we understand that Ferd was satisfied, but would stWlike to know "How m chunder that target, etc." Edward Banks

Saccarappa Gun Club.
Westbrook, Me., April 24.—First regular shoot of the SaccarannnGun Cluo took place to-day, and, taough ihe weather waseZdsmall scores were made, as members nave done no shootine- at th.1trap since last fall, and were therefore out of practice Therp ia

better material in the country iban we have here ro make good transhooters, and before the se'won is gone some eood scores wtllTe
us at the interstate shoot at Lewis-

made. You will also hear from
ton, Aug 4 and 5:

Events: x 2
Birds: 10 ^0

S F Hopkinson
, 7 4

R O Boothhy
, 9 3

E T Mayberry... g 7
I Farrar 5 7
WBBoothby.... ...... ........4../, 5 8
VDWard g g
F Hopkinson ,,, ,,,, e 6
G H Waterhouse... 5 8

3
10
10
6

8
7
8
6
7
6

4
10
9
5
6
4
7

Shot at. Broke.
40
40
40
40
46
30
30
40

30
23
27
23
28
20
19
19

E. G. Maybkrry, Sec'y.

Auburn Gun Club.
AirauaN, Me, April 25 -The Auburn Gun Club was started thissprmg with a smalt membership, but lots of enthusiasm The av^r

age amount of room is around the flying targets when shot at at
score of some ot the shooters proves, but as we are all green at \\1
bu-siness, we hope for better results before fall. Tne first ^hnnr -,1...

held April 22 at forty-five birds, and the score wa,s as folTow^^-F Francis loiitonouiooiiiiionipiouioooioiooindoiii-sfi
P Barker lOipoiOOlUOllllOIlOOOIllOlOOUlOOOl 010111 iL Barker lOlOlOOOllOJOOJOlUluiOlllliiOOOloIoioffio ljHPleccher OOCOOOOJin010101011100010l00100010inoSlZ|1
ACUshman OlCOUOlOllulOllOlOUloluOOOOnoiOi
L White oicoioiooooioooooiooiuioiutoooooioooioooiooo 1-5
C Conner OOCOOlO '10000l011000000001(X)OOOOiOloSoion~n
Conner says he 13 going to have a gun made on the Vena Contraota

plan, only have the barrel reversed, and call it the Vena EsnanSA
better ^Ihtoat"^^

^'^ ^""^ birds any
* C, E, C.
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Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association.
Tournament.

Lincoln, Neb., April 21.—One trould naturally bfJieve that the
twenty-first annual tournament of tbe Nebraslra State Sportsmen's
Association, foUowine: right after the Atchison shoot, and with such
inducements as $1,000 added money, would draw a large sratberlDg
of shooters. 1q this respect at least the anticipations of the pro-
moters were scarcely realized. However, it must not be inferred
that the tournament was not a success; quite the contrary.
With such weather as that experienced at Lincoln the past week,

iiothing- in tbe wa.y of outdoor sports could be a pleasure This no
doubt affected the attendance. Also; tbe high water, which made
railroad connections uncertain from a number of points, served to
Meep others away.
The rain on the first day caused a postponement of this day's pro-

gramme until Saturday, The rest of tbe programme was carried out
as announced exceptiug the State cbampionshlp, which was post-
iJoned also till Saturday, as the 15-)ive-bird event, which came first

on the programme, consumed so much time on Friday.
The tournament was held at Lincoln Park, which is also the race-

Course. There was ample room. Tbree sets of target traps were in
position facing rorth, with an almost perfect background. To the
right of them, facing east, were the live-bird traps of rather antique
tnake and not caljulated to make the birds fast. This was the only
crude part of an otherwise well-arranaed shoot, pigeons should
hever be shot at a tournament from anything but tbe best traps, and
especially so at this season of the year when the weather conditions
are unfavorable. The wind here at times blew a perfect gale from the

' hortheast, diagonally across the traps. Thus most of the birds were
lightquartering incomers, if not directlj so, and nearly all lingered
at the traps.
The management consisted of George Rogers, R. >I. Welch and H.

H. Harley. Mr. Rogers looked to everything on the outside and shot
In every event but Lbe last one Mr Welsh was cashier : he handlea
all the money as weil as attending to the duties of secretary of the
Association. Mr; Harley was chief squad hustler, being always on
hand when m6<t needed. It was their maiden effort at holding a
Tournament. Anything that ma.y have been left undone or neglected
in the way of preparation must be attribu ed to this. A tournament
of any magnitude has never been held in Lincoln before^ and it is only
natural that everybody should be new at the busines«.
The guests in attendance were Messrs. R. O. Heikes,Bayton, O., and

J. A. E. Elliott, Kansas City, representing the Winchester Arms Co ;

Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, shooting Du Font's; Chas. Budd, Des
Moines,wiihaParker-Haza,rdBliieRibbon combination; C. M.Grimm,
Clear Lake, shooting Du Pont in a U. M 0. factory load; Frank S,
Parmelee, Omaha, pushing Remington goods and shooting a f i.'b

ejector; J. W. Barre, Louisiana, Mo., Austin Powder Co.'s representa-
tive; Jack Parker, Detroit, Mich., shooting Victor shells and King's
Smokeless; Then there was the Omaha delegation, as follows-
Krug, Townsend, Whitener, Carmichael, Blake, Loomis, Brucker,
Hughes and Plumber Bead; McDonald, Brooks, Airy Lou Hardt
and B. O. Running, Atchison; W. T. Den, Brownville, Neb.; W.
G. Sergeant, Joplin,lMo. ; CD Linderman. Adams, Neb.; Dan Bray,
Syracuse. Neb.; G. L. Greene, Manhattan, Kan. ; W. S Dun, Hastings,
Neb.; Jake CraoiU, Carinda. la.; F. Miller, Berwjn. Neb.; E. W. Ham-
ilton, Pawlet, N«b.; G. J. Savage, Leigh, Neb ; W. A. Waddmgton,
Beatrice, Neb.; M, T Miller, York, Neb.; Wright, Chicago, lU ; Jacob
Alvord, Cortland, Neb.; G. E. Trent and Watson, Medina, Minn.; E.
i. Leach, Tripp. S. D.; A. R. Gavey, J. W. Den and F. Boehner, Ara-
pahoe, Neb.; A. A. Glade and Servers, Grand Island, Ne.O. ; 0. D.
Higerman and A. D, McCandleas, Wymore, Neb.; Ueorge Peterson,
Coon Rapids, la.; Dr. J. B. Hungate, Weeping Water, Neb.; Q. Hul-
sizer, Seward, Neb.; Geo. Nicholai, Sutton, Neb.; J. S. Smith, Minden,
Neb.; W. J. Organ, Beaver Crossing, Neb.
The general average of those who shot through the entire target

programme is as follows:

OENEBAL AVEIUlGB.

Shot at. Broke. Av.
Gilbert 700 668 94.2
Heikes 700 657 93.8
Budd 700 648 9i.5

Barre 700 645 92.1

Grimm.......... rCO 642 91.7
Parmalee....... 700 6^6 89.4
Sergeant 700 617 88.1
Parker 700 615 87.8

Shot at. Broke. Av
Running 700 614 87 7
Duer 700 60S 86.8
Linderman .... 7 0 607 !:6.7
Loomis... 70O 694 84 8
Leach 700 587 S3 8
Hagerman , 700 586 8< 7
Den 700 581 83'

Third Day, Friday, April 23.
This was the day set for the State even s to be shot, and was also

to be live-bird day. The State eveut^i consisted of two team races at
targets, and one live-bird event for the individual championship of
tbe State. In the two-men team race, R'>gers and Linderman each
scored 10 straight and won the trophy. That strong pair, Loomis
and Parmalee, were only one behind, Loomis losing the onl.y bird
credited to them. The four-men team event had but two entries,
Lincoln and Omaha. Lincoln won by a good margin and now be-
comes the permanent possessor of the Plattsmouth Cup.
The live-bird events consisted of a i5-bird open event, $10 tntrauce,

and the lO-bird event for the State championship. The first one was
started but not finished owing to a rainstorm that came up, and also
to the late start that was maoe. In addition there were four 20-targtt
events with $^5 added. ,These were shot, as well as a number of
extras. In the target events Greene, a young amateur from Man-
hattan, Kan., led the procession with 95 per cent. Then came
Heikes and Gilbert, with 9 '.5 per cent. The ninl blew an awful
gale, which made the target shooting very hard. Straights were
few and paid well; in fact, only four appear in the score. In the
first Smith took all o£ first money on such a score, while Heikes
duplicated this feat in the second. Then in the next Gilbert and
Barre divided first, as each made a straight. In the last one no one
could reach that number, though i9s were numerous.

THE SCORES.

Evans, Brucker and Servers shot only in one event.

Events:

Smith
Nicholai

Rogers

.

Plumber

,

Elliott.

Parmelee.
Grimm, ..,

Parker.

Garey,

Sergeant.

Den ,

Hagerman.

13 3 4 Shot at. Broke. Av.
SO 14 14 18 80 66 82.5
16 16 18 16 80 66 82.5
16 17 15 16 80 64 80

8015 17 18 14 80 64
17 15 18 13 80 63 78.6
14 19 15 15 80 63 78.6
17 18 15 13 80 63 78.6

77.514 14 16 18 80 62
15 IB 17 13 80 61 7B.2
16 11 17 la 80 59 73.7
11 13 16 14 80 54 67.5
18 17 14 .. 6) 49 81.0
19 19 19 19 80 76 95
17 to 19 18 80 74 92.5
17 19 SO la 80 74 92.6
18 18 18 19 to 73 91.2
18 18 19 18 80 73 91.2
18 19 18 18 80 73 91.2
18 19 17 17 80 71 8f.7
16 17 18 19 80 70 7.5
15 19 16 19 80 69 86.2
1« 17 16 18 80 69 ^6.2
17 17 16 19 80 69 ?6.2
18 15 17 19 80 69 86.2
18 19 14 18 to 69 86.2
17 15 so ir 80 69 86.2
15 Id 18 17 80 68 65
IB 17 16 19 80 68 >5
18 17 14 17 80 66 82.6
17 17 16 16 80 66 82.5

CUP RACE.

Lincoln Team. Omaha Team.
Rogers.,.. OllUOlllO- 7 Parmelee Onilionil— 7

Linderman 1111111111—10 Loomis UOlOllOlOl— G
Clyde 1111011111— 9 Whitener lllllllOii— 8
Hasley.. llllOUllO— 8-84 Plumber OllllOllll— 8—28

TWO-MEN TEAM.

Rogers 1111111111-10 Parmelee 1111111111-10
Linderman 1111111111-10-20 Loomis lllllllln— 9—19
Duer 1110111111— 9 Plumber OliOllllOl—

7

Hagerman 1011111110— 8—17 Smith 1111111110— 8—15
Garey lOlOOlllll— 7
Den 1111110011— 8-15

Fourth Day, Saturday, April 24-.

Nearly everything was slow on this day. The pigeons, the trap-

fiers, the squad hustlers, the management and the weather- every-
hing but tne few remaining shooters. The class was fast enough,
and the pace was equally as fast. It had virtually resolved itself

Into a wolf-shot, as some would say. There was scarcely a lamb
left and no producers. But there was $250 added money and the
professionals could very well afford to stay, even if they had to go
up against one another. This they did in great shape. Just look at
the averages—only two birds difference between the first five. Not-
witbstandtDg the hot company, three timeis it occurred that first was
yron without a tie, 6ilt>ert did tbe trick in the fourth, Elliott Jo the

seventh and Den in the ninth. Once only did fifteen get in for
money; that was in the ninth event, not because there were no
straights, but because no one scored 16. The place-hunter had evi-
dently overlooked this, as he was by no means absent. This was
really the programme for the first day that had been postponed on
account of rain. Here is where the management made a mistake.
They should have begun the programme with this, and not shoot
each day as It appeared on the programme. The entries could have
been much larger had it been done. After four days of shooting the
amateur is generally absent, as was here the case.

*

The target programme of this day consisted of ten 20-bird events,
with $25 added in each. The 15 live-bird event began on the previous
day, remained to be fljiished, and the State championship was also
to be decided.

THE SCORES.

Hulsizer, Boehner,

Events

:

Welch and Clyde each shot

1 3345 6 789 10
iv one event.

Shot at. Broke. Av.
Gilbert.
Elliott
Heikes
Budd
Grimm...,..,,,
Loomis

,

Running.,,...,
Sergeant.
Barre
Duer ,

,

Hagerman,.. . ,

,

Parmelee
,

Parker
Garey
Linderman...,.
Den
Latshaw.......
Leach
Kkalb
Miller
Rogers
Evans i...
Nicholai.
Plumber...
Organ ......
Hamilton
Watson

Fifteen live

Heikes
Parker
Duer
Brooks
Glade
Garey
McDonald....
Plumber
Grimm
Parmalee . , .

.

Gilbert
Loomis
Leach
Latshaw..,,,.
Nicholai
Jim Den
Organ
Mockett.

. 19 19 17

. 20 18 19

. 20 18 18

. 20 16 18

. 18 19 19

, 18 20 19
, 14 15 20
, 20 ?0 17

1 19 19 21
. 30 19 10

....i.. 19 16 16
: 19 20 17
19 IW 17
17 19 17
16 17 19

........ 17 16 13

16 17 16

16 18 12
19 19 18
17 iS 18
SO 18 18

IT 18 15

16 15 15
18 12 .

.

11 15 ..

13 15 ..
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20 18
18 18
19 19
15 20
19 18
10 17
19 19

16 15
19 12
18 19

17 18
18 18

17 18
15 17
15 19
17 16
16 15.

18 J5
18 17
19 ..

18 20

18 20
20 17
17 19
18 20
18 20
19 17

17 19
19 15
17 16
15 17
15 18
15 12

16 14

18 18

17 1

18 16

16 14
17 17

17, ..

19 18
20 19
20 17
20 18
16 18

19 18
18 18
19 19

19 15
18 18
19 19

17 15

16 17
15 17
15 17

15 20
16 12
18 10

19
18
19
20
20
17
IS
16
19
16

15

19
17
16
19

8
18

14

IS 13 14 14

17 16 ..

15 16 17

17

-15 Elliott ... .

-15 vv^TDen...
15 Hagt-rman .

•15 BuJd.
-14 Rogers . . ..

-14 Ekalt
-14 Linderman.
14 Wat8on
-14 Hamilton. .

14 Runnmg....
-14 Sergeant....
•14 Murphy . . .

,

13 Smith
-13 Boehner...,
-13 Ray
-13 Evans ... ,,

-13 AcKerman .

-13 Carson ,

20O 187 93.5
200 187 98.5
SCO 186 93
2C0 186 93
200 185 92.5
200 183 91.5
sot 177 88.5

1'6 88
200 175 87.5
200 174 87
200 173 86.5
200 IVO 85
200 169 84.5
200 169 84.5
200 168 8t
200 ih7 78.5
200 156 78
200 155 72.5
120 108 90
80 72 90
180 1.5S 87.7
60 50 88.3
40 33 82.5
120 94 78. .5

40 30 75
60 43 71.6
40 28 70
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STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.

This was a lO bird event, for the E. C. Maine's diamond badge, and
there were nineteen entries, which would have been increased had
the birds been better. That they were very poor is evidenced by no
less thsn nine scored straight, and most likely others could have
been in the tie had they so desired. Had they not been wet, the birds
would have been good. The atmosphere was moist and murky, not a
breath of air stirring uniil after the shoot off began. Then a fresh
lot of Dirds and a good' breeze made it at least interesting.
In the shoot off the sympathies of the spectators were all w ith

Den (seventy-nine years old, the oldest member of the Association),
and Clyde, the two olde.st shooters. Everybody survived the first

round. Plumber went out in the next, as his bird, a fair one,
fell dead out of bounds. No: until the 5 h round did any one miss,
then Qarej's died out of bounds, and Clyde missed his. Loomis was
the next to go out, but not until the Eth round; this, too, was a fair
bird. Rogers's 2l8t was one of the same hind, and put him out of
the race. Now only Linderman, Hamilton, Duer and Den remained.
Svery kill that "Grandfather Den" made was applauded. He drew
several very hard birds and made some excellent kills far out with
his second; but fate was against bun, as he lost his 5;3d, a circling in-

comer, hit lightl.y with the first, but he fudged with his second and
under-shot. A groan went up from the crowd when this bird hatl to
be scored lost. Linderman, Hafhilton and Duer now agreed to shoot
it off from the 33yds. mark. Duer's 24_h was a good, fast one, and
went off with the loss of a few feathers; Hamfiton's i9th was only a
fair b'rd, but it got away. Linderman killed his bird and won the
trophy. Last year he tied for it, and it required exactly the same
number of biros to decide the tie, but, like Hamilton, he lost his 28th.
Duer, who was in this tie, then being the winner.

STATE CHAMPIONSHIH FOB DIAMOND BADGE.

Ties.
11111111S2211211112
1211222112212311120
1221112112121.
131111222120
12211121120
221121110
2212.
22120
la

14-29
13—28
13-23
11-21
10 - 20
• 8-18
4-14

- 4-14
• 1—li

Linderman .i. , , .1221221211—10
Hamilton . .2221211221—10
Duer ...,.,....2111111212—10

W T Den. . . , ,
1112121111-10

Rogers 2111222111—10
Loomis. 1 1 1 121 1 1 11—10
Garey ^212212221—10
CI vde .2212211111-10
Plumber .2^13111211—10
Hagerman , .12sffil l-2l20- 9

Boehner 1112121120—9
Harley 1022222 lsi2— 9

J W Den ,.,.,.,..2222202:22— 9

Parmelee .', , 1121010122— 8

Nicholai 2223012001- 7
Hulizer 21210C0202— 6

McDonald 020«v2;2«2— 6

Ray 20«0«12112— 6

NEBRASKA STATE SPOHTSMRN'S ASSOCIATION ITEMS

Tbe annual meeting of the Association, which was held at the Lin-
dell Hotel, Thursday night, April ,22, was called to order by President
George Rogers. '

The first business transacted was the adoption of a new constitu-
tion, after which the following clubs were admitted to membership:
Grand Island Gun Club and the Atkinson Gun Club. It was then de-
cided that the four-men team contest be annulled, and that the Plaits-
mouth cup trophy, emblematic of this contest, become the permanent
property of the team winning it this year
The next thing in order was the selection of a place for holding the

next annual meeting and tournament. Omaha wanted it, providing
there were no other applicants. No other city desiring to assume the
responsibility connected withholding the annual meeting and tourna-
ment, Omaha was unanimousiy chosen. Then followed the election
of cfHoers. which resulted as follows: President, W. H. S. Hughes,
Omaha; Vice President, Ted. Ackerman, Stanton; Secretary-Treas-
urer, G. W. Loomis, Omaha
Mr. P. S. Parmelee moved that a vote of thanks be tendered the re-

tiring officers and to the members of the Capital Gun Club, of Lin-
coln, under whose auspices the present tournament was held, the
same to be spread on the minutes— carried. Tbe meeting then ad-
journed,

TOtTBNAMENT TOPICS.

Tbe Capital Gun Club captured all the State trophies. This includes
the Plattsmouth cup for the 4-men team, tbe 2 men team trophy, and
the live-bird championship medal, as Dick Linderman, the winner of
this trophy , is a member of this club.

Rolla Heikes's 15 straight in the live- bird event was a most credit-
able performance, as he finished his score on B'riday when the wind
was blowing a gale. The other 15s only shot ten of their birds on this
day, finishing on Saturday, when it was perfectly calm.
George Loomis says that it may not be generally known, but is a

fact, nevertheless, that Frank Parmeleenow cuts his own hair. Prank
owns a safety razor and a pair of cUppers.
Jack Parker tells us that, although "there are others," King's

Smokeless is winning its share of money and trophies. W. T. Den
was shooting the Peters load when he won the E. C. Cup. In fact he
shot it through the entire tournament.
That Iowa contingent is a great trio. Just look at their standing in

the general average: One, 3 and 5— Gilbert, Budd and Grimm-great
representatives for the Hazard Dupont combination.
"Airy Lou Hardt" did not lire a gun at his own touinament; but he

came to Lincoln, staid three days and shot in something like his old-
time form. His average on the second day would have been much
better only for the breaking down of his gun.
In one event four of the Indian squad went straight—Budd, Grimm,

Gilbert and Parmalee.
It muat indeed be a hard game whea a man scores 98 oat 100, and

yet has nothing to show for It. This Is what Fred Gilbert did in the
E. C. Cup race. And this is the second time this year it has occurred
to Fred that he has broke 50 straight, and still lost his entrance
money. It will be remembered that Gilbert broke 50 straight for the
E. C. Cup at San Antonio, and was beaten by Robinson in the shoot-
off.

Everybody knows who "Li Hung Chang, the Pride of Nebraska."
is. He is the man who has the reputation of having outrim a jack*
rabbit. If you want to get the particulars of that rabbit story Just
a k him about it.

Old Grandfather Den, as usual, was. on hand. In fact, a toiima-
ment of the Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association would hardly b
complete without his presence. Although he is now seventy-nin
years old, he is still as frisky as a cOlt and a good live- bird shot. It
is a source of much pride and satisfaction to him that Roll Heikes is
the "Dadd.y of 'em all," as it was he who first taught Roll the rudi-
ments of this trap-shooting game. Paul R. Litzke.

£iireka Giin Club.
CHicA&o, HI., April 24.—'The Eureka Gun Club held its regular club

shoot here to-day. Adams won in Class A, De Wolf in Class B, and
Walters in Class C. Two 25-target sweeps were also shot. Scores:

A W Adams ...S.... ... . lOlllllllOl lllOllllli 11100-20
E MStet;k......,....„,i,...,.^i.^.i.. ........,^....1111111110011110111001110—19
F P Stannard .,.,,„... 1111101111110111100101010^18

Class B.W De Wolf 1110111101111100111110111—20
Ferguson ....,„..>... . . .llllllllOlOinOOlllOOlllll—18
F F Spragne . 1101111101011110111110000—17
J L Jones .lOOlllllOlDOOOiHlOlOOOl-15
G T Murrow 1001000111011000111010101—13
Eeber : ; .llCOOOllOOllOOlOlOOllOUO-12

Clflss C
A A Walters

. . .1101111111111 111101010101—20W A Jones , , ,, .i.^., . . . . ilOlllOlOlllOllllOlllOOOlO—16HB Morgan *....;.,„... lllOOlUOOlllOH.lOOOllllll—16
Bowoff ...1........ i„.. .....iOlOIOJOlOlOOOllOllOOlOOll—12
Clark J .... , i , i i OllOOOOllOOUOOOOOOlOl 100— 9

tevents:

Walters..
J L .Tones..ji4.
PM Smith.,,,,,
W A Jones.,,.,,
Buchla...,..,..,
G N MuiTOWi ,

,

R Clark
De Wolf........
Patterson ..4...
Bowoff

Events: 1 S
Steck 19 18
Stannard 22 22
Adams 18 17
R B Carson..
Neta
Morgan.. .

Sandermeyer.
Stromwola
Reber 14 15
Spregne 16 22

• p f ii li »

9 8
8 10
15 10
13 13
16 11

1

9 9
1.3 17

.. 10

..14

.. 14

.. la
,.

'7

.. 13

.. 20

.. 12

Brooklyn Gun Club.
Brooklyn, April 27.— Unknown angles:

Events:

Targets:

Wright
Lewis ,

Swan

Elsworth,,
Bishop , . ,

,

Patterson,

1 8 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 10 10 io 10 10 10 10 10

5 4 3 6 3 5 6
t 5 4 7 6 7 4 8 'e
6 5 5 3 5 5 3
3 8 3 '6

7 4 '5 6
4 4 3 3

43 '3 '3 '4
3

4

io

No notice taken of anonymona commanications

J M., East Pepperell, Mass.—My puppy, four month old, is a setter.
He has no desire to eat, and is poor in coat and flesh. He hasn't
much life and wants to sleep most of the time. He has had lice, but
is free from them now. Aus. Treat for worms. Give a teaspoon ful
of the syrup of iodide of iron three times a day and teaspoonful of
cod liver oil twice a day.

H. B. C N., Ferrisburg, Vt.—1. What is the difference between a
"Crown Steel" barrel and a Damascus barrel? 2. Which is the best,
and why is it the best? 3. Why was J L. Brewer not allowed to en-
ter in the Grand American Handicap? Ans. 1. Damascus barrels are
welded, while steel barrels of the better quality, as a rule, are drilled
from the solid bar. 2. Opinions vary The steel bairels being harder,i
will wear better and retain their shooting qualities, if choked, longer.i
They are also less liable to be burst by falls or blows. 3. We cannet
answer. The Interstate Association in its programme reserved the
right to refuse any entries. So far as we know, no reason has been
given for barring Brewer, though it Is unlikely that his shooting abU-
i y had anything to do with it

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

National in Scope.
An advertiser using a half inch space in Foiib.st and Strbam writes

us that be receives from it on an average fifteen letters weekly.
Of course, returns vary with the nature of the advertisement]
Another advertiser furnishes the information that out of twenty

answers received from an advertisement, thirteen different States
were represented. The list of these States indicates the national

*

scope of Forest and STRfAJi. Three replies came Irom towns in
Massachusetts, and three from Pennsylvania. California, Illinois and
Texas furnished two each, while single letters were received from
Ohio, Nebraska, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Dakota,
Ontario, Can., and Virginia
Rtferring to a six-line adveriisement published twice, Mr. T B

linapp, Windham, Conn , writes:
"From the adv. I had letters as far west as Ohio, as far north as

Toronto, south as far as North Carohna, and from nearly all Middle
and New England States "

The articles advertised were guns, boats and dogs.

Spring Fi&hing'.

The Bangor & Aroostook R. R sends a diagram of a 14iD. brook
trout, intended to conve.v infoimation regarding fishing regions of
Maine reached by the B. & A.
Among the celebrated, points for trout, salmon and togue recom-

mended are; The Moosehead Lake region, Penobscotc River region.
Big Machias lakes. Fish River region, Aroostook River region, and
the Katahdin ponds. The B. & A issues some handsomely printed
books ard ciiculais relative to tbe attractions of the wilderness
lapped by their line, from the sportsman's standpoint, which will be
sent on application to the General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Me.—^id*;.

A Fishing' Trip
Along the hues of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is the
title of a beautifully illustrated pamphlet of tblrty-two pages, the
contents of which are devoted to practical methods of fish -catching
in near-by lakes and streams.
One copy will be sent to any address on receipt of two-cent postage

stamp. Geo. H. Heafford, General passenger Agent, 410 Old Colony
Building, Chicago, III,—^dv.

. Seal Shooters
Use Gold Dust Smokeless Powder, saying that they can depend upon
it as being absolutely uniform under all conditions of temperature
aboard ship on a season's cruise. Gold Dust Smokeless also possesses
the advantage of being suitable for guns, not especially bored for
nitro powders. It resembles black powder in that lib. is' 16oz actual
weight. Write to L. Colville, Eastern manager, Batavia, N. Y., for
descriptive circular.—^dv.

Ouananiche.
It is almost time for the northward pilgrimage of the anglers who

go to Lake St. John for the first fishing . The lake, with its tributaries,
including an area of 20,000 square miles, is free to the guests of the
hotel reached by the parlor and sleeping cars of the Quebec & Lake
St. John Railway.
Mr. Alex. Hardv, (J. P. A., Quebec, Canada, will send a handsomely

Illustrated guide book free on application.—.ddv.



Forest and Stream
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.
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I No. 346 Broadway, New Yobk

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Attention is directed to the new form of address labels on the

wrappers of subscribers' copies. The label shows the date of the

close of the term for which the subscription is paid.

The receipt of the paper with such dated address label constitutes

the subscriber's receipt for money sent to us for a new or renewed
subscription. Unless specially requested to do so, we do not send
separate receipts.

Subscribers are asked to note on the wrapper the date of expira-

tion of subscription; and to remit promptly for renewal, that delays

may be avoided.

For prospectus and advertising rates see page iii.

In my school days, a toy might have fceen en*

yicdf but not loved for proficiency in his studies t

but he was most courted, who knew the best fish-

ing: holes, who had plenty of powder and shot, the
best squirrel dogf, and the use of his father's long;

flintlock gfun. And I confess, as I write these lines

with my spectacles on, that I have still a strong;

drawing; toward this type of a boy, whether I meet
him in my lonely rambles, or whether he dwells

only in my memory. Thad. Norris*

Cbe forest ana Stream's Platform PlanR,

"T/ie sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons'*

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1897.—No. II.

INBIAJfA-.

Caxapter liXXXYIII , I.aws 1897.—Sec. 1. lliat it shall be
unlawful for any perBon to pursae or kill within this State
any (jiuall, raffed grouse or plimated grouse for the iiarijose

of sale, barter, traffic or removal from the State, or to sell,

barter, keep, expose or offer for sale, or remove from this

State any quail, ruffed grouse or pinnated grouge caught or
killed in the State of Indiana. [Sec. S. Penalty SI per bird.]

WILLIAM BALLETT PHILLIPS.

The death by drowning of William Hallett Phillips,

which took place last Sunday near Washington, carries

Borrow to many hearts. Few men have had so wide an ac-

quaintance among well-known persons and few so many
devoted friends.

Mr. Phillips belonged to one of the oldest and best-

known Washington families, and was about forty-five

years old. To a pure, high character and a sturdy nobility

of purpose he added a charm of manner which exercised

an immediate attraction on those who met him even in

the most casual way, and he was not only one of the best

known, but one of the most popular men in Washington.

Mr. Phillips was a lawyer, practicing chiefly before the

Supreme Court. He was a man of great ability and of

high standing in his profession. He had edited one or

two law volumes, and at the time of his death was engaged

in revising for the State Department Wharton's Digest of

International Law. He was counsel for the Cuban Junta

in Washington, and had recently argued cases for them
before the Supreme Court.

He was possessed of great breadth of character, and
his interests took a wide range outside of his profession

He was a devoted angler, and spent his vacations in the

enjoyment of that sport, sometimes, in the Rocky Moun-
tains, or again in Nova Scotia or northern New York. By
temperament he was a naturalist, though an untrained

one, enthusiastic in his love for wild things, deeply inter-

ested in ethnology, a lover of books, and ardently attached

to the freedom of outdoor life. Indeed, his whole mental
attitude was one of good natured hostility to the restraints

of civilization, and he waa never so happy as when
jn camp among the mountains, or by some lake shore.

Next to that, he chiefly enjoyed sitting in his den, sur-

rounded by collections gathered from many lands, and dis-

cussing with some intimate friend problems in natural

history or ethnology, or memories of bygone days of
freedom.

Mr. Phillips was a man of singular modesty. Although
he wrote not a little, his writing was always unsigned; and
though he labored long and earnestly for the public good
he preferred that his efforts should not be known, and'

that others should receive the credit for what he did.

Four years ago this month, on the occasion of the pas-

sage by Congress in 1894 of the bill providing a govern-

ment for the National Park, the Forest and Stheam said

of him:

"There is in Washington another person—a private citi-

zen—who for many years has labored heart and soul for the
best Interests of the National Park. He has traveled back-
ward and forward over it, has reported on it to the Secre-

tary of the Interior, has watched legislation which threat-

ened to affect it, and has contributed his legal knowledge
to every movement for its preservation. It is not too

much to say that he has done more than anyone else has
done—and perhaps more than anyone could have done

—

toward bringing about the happy result that we announce
to-day. This person desires to remain unknown; yet the

few individuals who are acquainted with the facts and
who know how great is the debt of gratitude owed him by
the public, feel a sincere regret that they are not at liberty

to make public acknowledgment of his services to the
Park and to his countrymen."

Death has removed the prohibition, imposed by his

modesty, which forbade us to speak with due praise of the
services which he rendered to the National Park, and so

to the people to whom that Park belonged. It is as the
earnest and successful worker in behalf of the Park that
we believe he would most desire to be remembered, and
it is certain that the great services which he has per*

formed for it are his most fitting memorial.
To make this recognition of such public services is here

his due; and yet there are many, very many, who will long
remember William Hallett Phillips, not for anything that
he ever did, but just for what he was—because they loved
him.

THE 3IINNES0TA TAG SYSTEM.
If some ancient Eip Van Winkle of a hunter should

about this time awaken from his long sleep and come
down from the mountains to rub his eyes in amaze at the
new order of things confronting him, he would find
abundant occasion of wonder and bewilderment at the
changed game conditions; and the probabilities are that
when he comprehended them the first impulse would be
to throw away his rusty old gun in disgust, for he would
find that the game was not what it was when he went to
sleep, nor the freedom of its pursuit such as he had en-
joyed when the indulgence of his hunting instincts had
lured him away to the Oatskills.

We are making tremendous strides in the way of shoot-
ing and fishing restrictions. Things have already come to
such a pass in some sections that we may not go hunting
without a license, nor be guided in our hunting except by
licensed guides, nor kill more than a certain amount of
game or fish, nor, having killed it, make any disposition of
it save as the law directs with reference to transportation

possession and disposal.
'

A new and interesting feature of what may be termed
advanced game protection has just been incorporated in
the game law of Minnesota, in certain provisions respect-

ing the keeping of game in the close season. The Com-
missioners tell us that they have found opposition to the
provision forbidding the possession of game in the close

season on the part of persons who, having killed their

game lawfully or having lawfully acquired it in the open
season, have demanded the privilege of keeping it for their
own use for such length of time as they might desire.

The privilege is, of course, a perfectly reasonable one, and
is never denied on any other ground than that to yield it

would be to weaken the efficiency of game protection.

Here in Minnesota Executive Agent Fullerton has devised
a modification of the law, which removes from it this ob-
jectionable feature.

The foundation for the absolute control of its game by
the State is laid in a special provision, which makes this
statutory declaration:

Sec. 9. No person sball at any time or in any manner acquire any
property in or subject to his dominion or control, any of the birds
animals or fish within this State of the kinds herein mentioned , but
they shall always and under all circumstances be and remain the
property of this State. By Idlling, catohing or taking the same, how-
ever, in the manner and for the purposes herein authorized, and
during the periods when their killing is not herein prohibited, the
same may be used at the time, in the manner and for the purposes
herein expressly authorized, but not otherwise; and whenever any
person kills, catches, takes, ships or has in his possession, or under
control, any of the birds, animals or flsh mentioned in this act at a
time or in a manner prohibited by this act, such person shall thereby
forfeit and lose all his right to the use and possession of such bird,
animal or flsh, and the State shall be entitled to the sole possession
thereof.

This reservation is so explicit, broad and comprehensive
as to prepare the way for any restriction, no matter how
stringent. It eftectually denies, does away with and nulli-

fies the "natural rights" claims of those who contend that
they are endowed by nature or by the Creator with an in-

born and inalienable right to do whatever they please to,

by, for and with game and fish.

Having thus declared to be a privilege the taking and
use of game, the statute prescribes seasons and methods of
capture and use, and provides that persons who desire to
keep any of the birds or animals mentioned in the law be-
yond the time named for their possession, which is five

days after the close of the open season for killing, may do
so upon the following conditions.

Sworn application in writing must be made to the Com-
mission, giving the name and residence of the person in
possession of the game, and stating the character and
amount of the game, which shall not exceed 100 birds, five

deer, one moose and one caribou for each applicant, and
the applicant must bind himself to keep possession of the
game for his own use and not to ship or sell or otherwise
dispose of iti

Upon the receipt of such application if the Commis-
sioners are satisfied that it is inade in good faith, and that
the applicant will keep the game for his own use and not
for sale, they may issue oflficial tags or seals to be attached
to each bird or animal, and after such tags or seals have
been attached to the game it may be retained in posses-

sion until consumed. A penalty is provided for any per-

son who having in possession any tagged or sealed game
^

shall ship, sell or dispose of it in violation of the law.

There is reason to believe that in this law will be found
a remedy for the dissatisfaction which has been encoun
tered among those who have regarded it as>^hardship
that they could not keep for any period of time they de-

sired the game honestly come by. We shall watch with
much interest the working of the law. It is only carrying
to a further development the provisions which require the
tagging of game for tranportation and exportation.

SNAP SSOTS,

On Monday last Governor Black signed the Ives bill,

which changes the deer season for New York State, mak-
ing it now from Aug. 15 to Nov. 15, and prohibits, for five

years from June 1 next, the use ofjack lights and of hounds
in the pursuit of deer. The credit for the passage of this

law is largely due to the enthusiastic and unceasing labors
of Mr. Madison Grant, Chairman of the Committee on
Game Legislation of the Boone and Crockett Club. For
several years, as Chairman of this Committee, Mr. Grant
has devoted much time and energy to pushing the work
in question, and his final success is a great satisfaction to

him and to all who are interested in game protection.

In the Senate, Mr. Malby, and in the Assembly, Messrs.
Sanger, Ives, Laimbeer and Hobble, deserve credit for the
assistance they have given in bringing about the good re-

sults. The enforcement of the new law will undoubtedly
result in so great an increase among the deer of the Adi-
rondack region that at the expiration of the five years
term there will probably be only one opinion about the
desirability of making this prohibition permanent. The
State of New York has long been far behind the times so
far as legislation with regard to deer is concerned. It is

gratifying to note that at last the Empire State has taken
a, step forward in this matter, even though it still lags far

behind in permitting the sale of game at all seasons of the
year.

By courtesy of Acting Chief T. S. Palmer, of the Biologi-

cal Survey, we print, from advance sheets of the Yearbook
of the Department of Agriculture, his article on the
"Extermination of Noxious Animals by Bounties." The
paper is the result of systematic and extended investiga-

tion, and presents an interesting and instructive chapter in

the long warfare of mankind against harmful species of

wild life. The facts and figures collected demonstrate the

futility of bounty systems to do more th&^ check, at enor-

mous cost, the ravages of beasts and birds. Incidentally,

in its account of the frauds perpetrated in claiming boun-
ties, the paper gives us an amusing, or melancholy, insight

into the frailties of human nature.

It is abominable that the anglers of the State should so

often be put in suspense at the annual adjournment of a leg-

islature as to fishing seasons. This year it is the black

bass date. The present law opens the season on May 30;

a bill passed by the Legislature makes the date June 30.

The disposition of the measure by Governor Black ia at

this writing unknown. Meanwhile there ia no making of
plans for Decoration Day fishing, •
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FISHING IN BRITISH HONDURAS.
CAiip, Puruni Eiver, British Guiana.—-SWife>/* Forest aM

Stream: Many a long day has elapsed since I last sat

down to tell the story of my adventufes "by flood and
field" for the dfelectation of' your rfeaders. "Story, God
bleSs you, 1 had none to tell, sir." My last fchronicles

tpere of ouananiche fishing in the Lake St. John region;
theil not so ^ell known as now, for it must be seven or
feight years ago. On that excursion I made a false step in
liffe which probably was not on the record. I tried to make
a steppilig-stone of a slippery-headed boulder; fell, and
tore my "tendon Achilles" away from its bony attach-
Inent, severing it almost completely. The springy step
^hiclx h£td carried me over many a mountain pass and up
many a craggy cliff in pursuit of the chamois or the
tQOuntain sheep was gone, never to return. I turned my
})ack on forest glade and bubbling stteam, and for ruany a
ong day the solemti stillness of the one and the ever
varying music of the other became as dreams of a forgot-
ten past. But the whirligig of time brings its revolutions;
the man born with the restless Arab foot cannot be long
fchaihed by any circumstances to one place, and now be-
hold me in a land that is all forest and stream j or which
at least has more forest and stream to the square mile than
any land on which it had ever previously been my lot to
set foot. Noble streams they are, too, these mighty rivers
of British Guiana—the Essequibo, the Mazaruni and the
Cayuni, flowing respectively from southwest and north to
mingle their floods at the little settlement of Bartica,
where the tide comes up some forty miles from the sea, to
meet and escort them to the embrace of old ocean. There
ate other rivers to the south—the Oorentya, the Berbice,
the Demerara—to say nothing of the Barima and the
Barama in the disputed northwest territory; but I wot not
of these: my experiences hitherto have been confined to
the lordly Essequibo below the junction of the three
rivers, the picturesque Mazaruni, and its tributary, the
Puruni. These are rivers to tell about, for there are fish in
their waters, game fish, too, that rise readily to the fly,

and pull and wriggle and plunge to get awaj^ with him, 'or

even spring into the air and wrestle with him in his own
element, as is the manner of the black bass, all so graph-
ically and philosophically explained by Alice Demorest in
your columns a few months ago. I cannot yet claim more
than a bowing acquaintance with these rivers and their
finny denizens, but the first acquaintance promises well
for future opportunities, and if any idle fisherman among
your readers is pining for fresh pastures or new worlds to
conquer, to him I say, pack up your rod and gun and
come and enjoy a summer outing^here in a climate which,
report says, is fever-laden, but which certainly is a, very en-
joyable one—rather hot in an open boat between il and 3,
mornings and evenings delightful, and the nights cool
enough to render a blanket a necessity—while for the
hunter, the forest shade is always cool and pleasant to stroll
through at midday. Let them come when he will, it is
always summer here.

I stayed a few weeks in Georgetown, one of the most
picturesque little cities in the world, for it was laid out in
the days when sugar was king and the prosperous planters
voted the State money liberally. Here I made the ac-
quaintance of Mr. W., a gentleman who kindly invited me
to go up with him and spend a few weeks at his camp on
the Puruni, to which district he had just been appointed as
gold warden. A temporary engagement prevented my
accompanying him, but I promised to join him a few
weeks later; and as soon as I was free I secured passage in
an open boat. This boat had been chartered by an intel-
ligent colored man who holds a gold placer claim on the
Puruni, and was laden with a dozen men and supplies.
These twelve men did the paddling, as is usual, the boat
'Owner finding only captain and bowman, who must be
certificated men; for the river, which is about three miles
wide, is full of islands, which cut it up into innumerable
channels, a knowledge of which is essential to safe navi-
gation. Falls of 2 or 3ft. are frequent, and rapids regular
features of the day's course. The forest along the water's
edge is generally so dense and tangled as to be impene-
trable to man without the aid of axe and cutlass. Gliding
between these islands in the lower river, the water is
sometimes so smooth that the eye loses all sight of it; the
forest grows upward and downward from an invisible'line
every leaf and twig being as distinctly outlined below as
above. Quaint figures are frequently produced by fallen
trees bending into the water, by buttresses of big trees at
the water's edge, and by granite blocks rising out of the
water. Their outlines are so perfectly reproduced, in-
verted, below water, that more or less regular geometric
figures result.

It was near noon when we left Bartua, and there was
no intention on the part of captain or crew to do much
work that day. We went off with a good stroke, the men
keeping time to the music of their quaint song; but a
heavy shower, which lasted half an hour, soon dampened
their ardor. The captain and bowman plied the rum bot-
tle, and sang and joked boisterously. These river men are
for the most part "Eoviandere" (the men from above yon-
der), a people who originated from the sojourn of the early
Dutch settlers among the Indians. They are an energetic
daring, mirthful and passionate race, but splendid boat-
men for these waters. We made only six or seven miles
that day, camping before 4 o'clock; but the next day all
was change* Captain and boatmen were at their ^osts

.

sober as judges on the bench, and alert as became men
conscious of their responsibilities; for we were approaching
the first rapids, and although they do not look very for-
midable, boats with their cargoes are not infrequently lost.
At such places the boat, generally aided by an eddy cur-
rent, is pulled tmder the lee of a rock, when the men
jump overboard with the ropes, wade through the shal-
lows, and drag the boat over the difBculty, Progress is
very slow; the course actually gone over may be ten or
twelve miles day, but it is so devious that the actual ad-
vance amounts to no more than from five to eight miles.
There are stretches of sluggish waters between the rapids'
and the camping ground, whether at midday or at night'
was generally at such places. The boatmen usually fished
at night, baiting with pork or dough; but there was no'
tempj;ation jfor the fisherman to cast his fly upon the'
waters.

The rapids, with their accompanying whirlpools and
eddies, appeared the very ideal resort of fish; the water,
although tinted, was clear as crystal, but Hot quite as cool
as it looked. I put my rod togethei- the third day, and oc-
casionally, when -^B were going through rapids, I got out
and made a few casts from the rocks; but as soon as I had
tEtken up position the men with the tow-line were gener-
ally upon me, so I did not get a rise. But on Saturday we
Came earl;J^ in the afternoon to the worst rapids of the voy-
age—3ft. of sheer fall, and 4ft. more in the rapids of the
next 100yds. The boat had to be discharged; and here we
made camp for the night, and in fact for the following
day, for there is no traveling on Sunday. There Was good
fishing water all around, and I began operations by bend-
ing on an artificial minnow. In a short time I had on a
good fish, and let him run away with a dozen yards or so
of line; but I soon, had him in hand, when two or three
men rushed at the line to lend me a hand. I called them
off pretty peremptorily, and in a few minutes there lay at

my feet a fine specimen of a 31b. trout

—

z, genuine "spotted
beauty." The surprise must have been mutual; his that
the little minnow had such a big pull, mine to see a Salmo
fonUnaliis in these Southern and not very cool waters. I
have made no study of ichtyology, but the general out-
line ofthe fish; the great gaping, toothless jaws; the pure
white throat, with the dark spots on a lighter ground, left

me no doubt that he was a genuine Salmo. The only
divergence from type I noticed was in the caudal fin,

which terminated in a convex outline, which is, I believe,
a rare exception in Salnw. But the most striking charac-
teristic of my catch was the sun-spots, to which he owes
his local name of sunfish. There are three of these spots
on each side, one at the shoulders, one above the tail and
one midway between. They are from ^in.to fin. in diam-
eter, and consist of three black bars inclosed in an imper-
fect circle of most brilliant yellow gold. I landed three of
these, all about the same size, and then brought ashore a
5-pounder, which, like the others, had the sun-spots, but
wanted the spots of the S. fontinalis. Sides and belly were
a soft golden orange, which, bright though it was, de-
tracted nothing from the brilliancy of the sun-spots. He
resembled the salmon trout {Laclis forellen) of German
waters. After a while I hooked another, but the line had
taken a turn around the top of my rod, and, as I struck,
the butt, which was of Himmalayan ash, cut twenty years
ago, snapped off below the ferrule. I caught up the next
joint before the fish had time to run away with it, and
"giving him the butt" kept a steady strain upon him until
his pull relaxed, and I was able to guide him into a little

shallow pool in the rock. As he passed the entrance, I
saw that he was just a duplicate of my preceding catch.
There was no good landing place from the pool, and I had
no net, so I let a couple of fellows go in to catch him, tell-

ing them not to touch the line. But the fish was in luck;
he slipped the hook and got back into deep water.

It was now evening and I left off with the confidence
that there was good fly-fishing before me on the morrow.
I was down at the water side as soon as early breakfast
was disposed of, and with a silver doctor and a coachman
on my cast commenced operations. My first catch was a
golden-scaled 5-pounder, my next a spotted 4-pounder.
The fish were not rising greedily, but by 10 o'clock I had
a basket of five weighing 18 or 201bs., and left off at that.

In the evening I went down again for a couple of hourSj
but did not get a rise.

The next day we camped for breakfast (11 A. M. to 1 P.
M.) at some very pretty fishing water, and after breakfast
I went out to try a cast. In about ten minutes I struck a
fish which went away with a vigorous pull, and I esti-

mated that he was a 0-pounder at least, I turned him
and brought him half way back when he was off for a
second run. I then reeled him in and brought him, fight-

ing hard, to within 30ft. of shore, when he showed me a
broad silver side, and I knew that he was no Salmo. He
was a 3^1b. kata-back, and made a stouter fight than the
biggest of my salmonoida. He had sharp teeth, but was
hooked in the lip and failed to get hold of the gut. This
fish is very much esteemed and is certainly excellent eat-

ing, so I have no hesitation in ranking him as a game fish

—length to base of tail fin, 13in.; depth from back to belly,

8|in.
We made our destination the next day and there was

no more fishing on the trip, and the Puruni is for the most
part sluggish water near the camp, which stands on a hill

about 50ft. above the granite ledge which forms the land-
ing place. There are, however, some rocks in midstream
a little lower down stream, and here I have occasionally
cast a fly. On one occasion I took a 13oz. sunfish which
somewhat shook my confidence in my classification of the
family as Salmonoida. His dorsal fin was armed with
stout, sharp-pointed spines, the first three or four of which
rose 3in. above the hinder part of the jaw. He had the
sun spots, but they were lackluster, due probably to the
minerals in the water. He was spotted, but with white
spots on a dark ground. He gave a good fight, twice
jumping a yard at least out of water, and would have
doubtless repeated the performance if I had continued to

play with him, and this perhaps drew my attention to his
resemblance to a black bass. As far as I can learn no
icthyologist of note has investigated our river fish, and a
great many of them remain unclassified.

Finally, to conclude my short fishing experiences here,
I have been introduced to one other fish whose ac-

quaintance I desire to drop in future. This is the perai, a
creature which although not more than 3 or 4lbs. weight,

is as powerful and savage as a bull dog. It is said that
they are known to have taken a piece out of the leg of a
man while bathing, and I am sure I have no reason to

doubt it. They frequent the rock under the camp, and
have cost me many a fly. A few days ago I hooked a
small one, IJlbs., in the nose, and brought him ashore. I

held him up with his tail touching the rock, passed the
rod to my left hand, took my captive under the gills, and
was about to walk home with him when I found that my
line was caught in a branch close to me. I passed my left

hand across my right to free it, and as I did so I felt a nip
in the arm. I thought nothing of it and walked uj) to the
camp, but when I reached there I found a stream of blood
trickling down my arm and numerous big stripes on my
pants. Removing my coat, I found a piece of flesh cut out
as clean as if it had been done wdth sharp steel nippers,

and just danghng by a mere thread of skin. I washed the
wound, put the flesh back in place and bandaged it tightly

with a handkerchief steeped in vinegar. I used four such
bandages in the course of an hour and failed to stop the

bleeding. Then I remembered that my host, who was!
absent, had a vial of Fryar's balsam in his medicine cheat.
I applied that and soon stopped the bleeding. These flsh

keep in sluggish waters, generally lurking in some bed oi,

river weed or under the branches of fallen trees.

C. P. ASIERY.

A STORY OF A MAINE STREAM.
It all hftppened on the banks of a wdod-locked stream

in southeastern Maine, still a woodsman's mecca, eighty
miles from a summer hotel and two hundred from a fS-a-

day guide.
Fifty square miles of "nature's own," whicli is as al

Maine was once,iwhere one/can smoke his pipe out and se(

no stranger's shadow in his camp-fire light for weeks at s

time if he so wishes it. I have hesitated long before un-
burdening myself of this tale, for a reputation for veracity
is long in the making and short in the undoing. If any
good woodsmen have passed through a similar experience
they will stand behind me and we will face together the
world of scoffers and M. A.'s and Ph. D's of physcology et;.

al, who say that the dumb brutes have no reason.
It was at the end of our first week in camp, a camp com-

posed of one long, lean Californian, the most genial, big-

hearted gentleman that it has ever been my good fortune
to share blankets with, who has cast a fly in almost every
ripple on the slope of the Sierras; little Tommy, the guide
whom we paid $1.75 per day, and who can cook as wel
and who will work harder than any two "experiencec
guides ;" and last myself. One might observe a cer
tain "soreness" in the above paragragh. There is soreness
and I never see a gentleman place himself at the mercy o:

a "latter day" guide but I offer up prayers for his family
who must stint themselves at home, forbear from all fal

hats and he, his winter overcoat, to square himself aftei

his experience. No class of men are so unreasonably paid
A lumberman's wage is never over $1.50 per day. Anothei
man who comes of this class, whose work is not disagree
able, but more of a pleasure if he be a true woodsman, ac

he should be, and his wages amount to 50 cents or |1 mon
than an experienced mechanic or machinist who has
served five or ten years of his life in acquiring that name
There is a spot reserved for the man who first paid his
guide $3.50 a day.
The sun was tipping the firs, the Californian was jusf

landing his tenth trout and I was handling the net, wher
Tommy, who was pitching the canoe, said, "Down, quickl',

and we all dropped in the meadow grass. Following thf'

direction of the pointing finger, we saw a deer—a two!
year-old doe—coming up the center of the stream. Sh(|

was 200ft. away and had not scented us. It was close seaj
son; we had no desire for meat, much less a doe, but tht
curiosity to see how close one can get to a wild creature
which is always Stronger in me than the desire for killing <

made us burrow deep into the grass and watch. She camt I

slowly on, wading the shallow places and swimming tlu
pools, apparently listening for some expected sound
When she stood on the end of the point we were on, no
15ft. away from the Californian, he snickered. Tha
tickled his throat, then he coughed, and she looked down
There was a wild spring straight into our trout pool, i

scramble on the opposite bank, and she was gone. I sworf
at the Californian. He said he caught sight of me and mj

;

mouth was full of grass, and he could not help it. He iij

the kind of a man who would find some humor in the ey<!J

of a six-shooter. :'

Fishing was out of the question now, so Tommy wen;j
back in the shade to boil the kettle and the long mai '

took off his reel. Suddenly a black object broke coverjus

)

across the stream from us, a mongrel cur, half hound an(j

half bull dog, and the mystery was explained. The doi

had taken to the water to free herself from the dog, and hi

had been following the bank to find her landing-place. :

was tempted to shoot, for the Maine law protects any od'

who kills a deerhound at any season of the year. Thi
was an especially unpardonable case, for it was still waro'
weather and any one could have still-hunted his deer. W
had seen seventeen since pitching camp. We all called

but the animal had found the track, and was away ant,

out of sight. We could hear him going around Fifth Lak

'

Mountain "in full cry." The Californian said something,
much to the point, about the owner of that dog, and theii

we went over to where the kettle was boiling. The bay
ing gradually grew fainter, died away, and then suddenly
broke out on the east side of the mountain, coming towart
us. I dropped my plate and took a shotgun and went ove
to the stream. The dog came on toward us.

A few minutes later there was a splash—two of them-
in the bend above us, and round the point came the dot
swimming—about gone—with the dog on her back. 1

was a sight to cause any true lover of the woods to boi
over and run down the sides. I could not shoot for fea

of hitting the deer. When she saw me she came asstraigh

as possible to where I was standing in the shallow watei
came so close that I knocked the dog off her back witl'

the butt of my gun. The beast showed his bull dog blooc
for he came for her throat harder than ever. I shot a
the end of his tail, but missed, he being too close to mt
He made for the bank, and then came my opportunity-
it was duck shot. I would have given a week's campin
for buck shot, for then I would have made sure of hiu
He disappeared in the brush, traveling hard. And al

this time, during the shooting and shouting, that dee
stood 5ft. away from me, knee-deep in the water, with th
most appealing look in its eyes that man could imagine.
Let all the gray-haired Ph.D.'s of Christendom hoi

forth, but if that look was not one grand, last appeal fo;

mercy, then I be no judge of the soul in my eyes. Tomm
came up and we drove her to the bank. She had bee
bitten several times on the hip. Speaking softly, we ap
proached, stroked her neck, examined the wounds ani

found them only flesh cuts and nearly through bleeding

She showed no signs of fear, listening always and ever, i

a tired and hunted way, for the sound of the hounci
Then the Californian took off his coat, got up on a stum
and delivered a lecture on the inhumanity of houndin
deer. He talked for ten minutes, and if the Solons of Nei
York State had been there I am sure that all the mone
of the Adirondack region could not have prevented th
passage of a bill to prohibit hounding now and forever.

As we got into the canoe to go down stream the doe too

two steps out on the point toward us and remained a Ion

and solitary figure until we rounded the bend below.
William Todd,
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THE FATE OF SOME CARRIER PIGEONS.
Mr. K, B. Potteb has recently presented to the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History the materials for a duck
hawk group, consisting of an adult female an& three downy
young, together with the debris of the nesting site. The
latter consists of various loose twigs and sticks, perhaps ac-
cidentally present, and the remains of the prey brought for
the sustenance of the young birds. This includes feathers
of the bluejay, grackle, flicker, robin and other birds, the
foot of a woodcock and the feet of blackbirds and pigeons.
An examination of this material revealed the presence of the
feet of seven carrier pigeons, still retaining the little metal
rings bearmg the marks of former ownership. These may
be transcribed as follows

:

9970-S EX 705
16 96 5—1894
P^63.77 C—30900
J. r. 53.

Should these lines chance to meet the eye of any of the
former owners of these birds, it would be of interest if they
would report where and when the birds were last seen.
The duck bawk's nest 'was from the well-known breeding

locality of this species : on the Palisades of the Lower Hud-
son, near Englewood, and was taken April 27.

We have here interesting evidence of the ability of the
duck hawk to capture the swiftest-flying prey, his destruc-
tiveness to carrier pigeons, and doubtless of domestic pigeons
in general, and the variety of his victims. J. A. Allen.
American Mtjbeum of Natural History, New York City.

Mr. E. W. Bullinger, of this city, reports that at his home
in Riverside, Conn., he has a strayed carrier pigeon, which
is subject to the owner's order, upon giving its letter and
number.

THE WEIRD SONG OF THE WOODCOCK.
Ontabio, Canada.

—

Editar Forest and Stream: I fully en-
dorse the remarks of your correspondent Mr. Geo. W. Dear-
born in FoBEST AND Stbeam, March 20, concerning the
woodcock's whistle, and will supplement them by a few
more. When a party of us have been shooting woodcock in
the moulting season, a time when the birds are not incHned
to move about much, we oftentimes have remarked to each
other, "those birds, owing to their slow flight, make no
whistle when getting up, and as a consequence are out of
sight before you can shoot at them," all being satisfied that
the whistle was produced by the wings.

The lowly revolving saw emits no sound ; the rapidly re-

volving one, the buzzing sound with which we are familiar.

The slowly-flying woodcock makes no sound ; the swiftly-

flying one, the whistle which every sportsman loves to hear.

Both sounds are due to rapid motion ; the one to the rapid
revolutions, the other to tbe swiftly-moving wings.

Another peculiarity of the woodcock which I have not
seen mentioned in Fokest and Btkeam is its beautiful song
while mating.

I will endeavor to describe it. The woodcock generally

selects for this purpose a field bordering on a swamp, having
in it a few scattered trees and bushes. The song begins in

the gloaming, and is continued at intervals until near day-
light, it is always prefaced by a sound similar to the word
piXte (ih.e a long) uttered by the bird on the ground, at inter-

vals of perhaps a quarter of a minute. Then it rises in

rapid flight at an angle of about 45", the whistling sound
being distinctly heard—until almost out of sight, when it

stops its upward flight, and with a slow flapping of the
wings begins ita beautiful song, which at that elevation is

plainly heard, describing at the same time a large circle. At
the completion of the large circle the bird begins to descend,
describing in its descent a series of concentiic circles, each
circle being smaller than the one above it ; the beautiful song
and the flapping of the wings being continued until within a
short distance of the earth, when they cease, and with a
sudden dart the bird alights on the ground, immediately ut-

tering its par,e, pSle, pate, as at the beginning of the song.
The pste, pate is continued for a short time, when the aerial

flight is again begun, and the song repeated as before.

The midnight hour, the pale moonlight streaming through
the larger trees, the weird surroundings, the ethereal music
of this bird, interrupted at times by the singing of the frogs,

the cry of the night hawk or the whippoorwill, or perchance
the drumming of the pheasant, form a combination of cir-

cumstances never to be forgotten by one who has experienced
them. William: Hollidat.

LOCKED MOOSE ANTLERS.
My brother, Mr. Frederick A. Cheney, made a visit to

Ontario, Can., latt year, and upon his return told me of
some locked moose antlers, mounted, in the office of the
Director of the Bureau of Mines, Mr. I31ue, in Toronto.

1 was so interested in what he said of the antlers that I
wrote to Mr. Blue about them, and in reply received the fol-

lowing letter fi-om Mr. Thomas W. Gibson, secretary for
Parks of the Province:

"These antlers were taken from the heads of two bull
moose, whose bodies were found in May, 1895, on the bank
of a stream in the Algonquin National Park of Ontario.
The animals had apparently engaged in a struggle during
the rutting season of 1894, in the course of which their horns
became interlocked to such a degree that it was impossible
for them to extricate themselves. The ground on which the
conflict took place was a steep bank overlooking the stream.
After entangling themselves in this manner, the unfortunate
combatants tumbled down to the edge of the water and lay
there, unable to rise, until they died from exhaustion. Their
carcasses were found in a good state of preservation when
the snow disappeared the following spring, one lying in the
water and the other on the bank; and two of the park
rangers, who came across them, removed the heads, the
horns still being firmly locked together. As they had only
a canoe with them, and the place was far from headquarters,
they cut off the antlers, leaving attached to them only the
frontal bone on each skull. They have since been mounted
and hang in Mr. Blue's office. I send you a photograph
taken in the Park; it will show the manner in which the
horns were interlocked. The lock is a very strong one even
now, when the antlers have dried out. It bears mute evi-
dence to the strength of these animals and the terrific shock
of theh combat. One pair of the antlei'S measures bo^in.from

to tip, and the other al^,^'

Forest and Stream has reproduced this photograph in
this issue of the paper, but my brother says the photograph
fails to convey what the horns themselves do of the might
of two bull naoose fighting to their death.

A Pointing Horse.

Just about the time the ice was breaking up in Lake
Champlain I was coming down on the Champlain Division
of the D. & H. R. R., and ray companion in the smoking
car was Senator George Chaboo'n, member of the State Sen-
ate Committee on Forest, Pish and Game Laws. At one point
he glanced out of the window and remarked that the mer-
gansers had arrived, and then told me that the female mer-
gansers remained about the lake all winter, while the males
migrated in the fall only to return in the spring. This was
new to me. A few days later I met the Senator in Albany
as we were both making a social call, and the conversation
turned to game and shooting, and he told our hostess that he
had a pointing horse that was as rehable as a pointing dog,
although the horse pointed by sight instead of by scent. It

seems that in the fall, in driving about the woods, he carries
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a gun in his buggy to shoot such partridges as he may come
across. The first time he shot over this horse the animal was
badly frightened, and instead of running simply sat back in

the breeching, crouchingneartheground on his bind quarters,

and trembled at the noise of the explosion. This became a
habit, until now, no longer frightened at the sound of the
gun, he appears to be on the watch for birds and often dis-

covers one before his master sees it, and at once sits back in

the breeching and comes to a dead stand until Senator
Chahoon shoots, when the horse resumes his normal upright
position and . goes on till he sees another bird. I told the
Senator he should call his horse a setter instead of a pointer
and perhaps he will accept the amendment.

EXTERMINATION OF NOXIOUS ANI-
MALS BY BOUNTIES.

BY T. S. PALMER.

First Assistant, Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The payment of rewards or bounties for killing noxious
animals is not a new idea. This method of extermination
was adopted by the colonies of Massachuaetts and Virginia
before the middle of the seventeenth century, and has been
continued ever since, but 'neither the results nor the cost of

such legislation seem to be generally known. Bounty laws
have been r)assed by nearly evety State and Territory, and in
1895 were still in force in about thirty States and in six of
the Canadian provinces. The expenditures have increased in
the last decade, and more than $3,000,000 have been spent
during the last twenty-five years. Since the burden of the
expense falls on the community at large, while the benefit is

restricted to a comparatively small class, the question natur-
ally arises as to how far the method has been successful, and
whether the results warrant its continuance.

The Demand for Bounty.

More than a score -of animals in the United States are con-
sidered sufficiently injurious to require radical measures for
their extermination. Wolves, coyotes, panthers, bears and
lynxes are very destructive, but perhaps do not cause greater
loss than ground squirrels, pocket gophers, rahbits and wood-
chucks. A few birds also, such as blackbirds, crows, Eng-
lish sparrows, hawks and owls, are sometimes included in
the category of noxious species. The most plausible and per-
sistent demands for protection from the depredations of wild
animals have come from owners of sheep and cattle, and
many of the bounty laws have been enacted ostensibly to en-
courage sheep raising. No doubt this industry has many
claims for this protection, but it may be noted that the most
urgent demand for bounties in the West have come, not
from the farmers or owners of small flocks, but from cattle
and sheep men whose immense herds and flocks are pastured
on Government land, and who claim that the cost of protect-
ing their herds and flocks should be borne by the county or
State. In some regions the losses on account of wolves and
coyotes are so serious as to threaten the success of the sheep
industry.

It was estimated in 1892 that in New Mexico, where the
sheep were valued at $4,556,000, such losses varied from 3 to

7 per cent.; in Nebraska the value of sheep was about
t$3,00(),000, while the losses amounted to 5 per cent., or
$100,000; and sheep owners in centi'al Texas suffered losses
on account of wild animals to the extent of 10 to 25 per cent.*
Farmers, too, have just cause for complaint. In eastern
Washington the grain fields and orchards are damaged every
year by ground squirrels to the extent of hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars, and the losses are scarcely less in some
parts of California, Montana and North Dakota, while in
most of the Western States orchardists and vineyardists suf-
fer from the depredations of rabbits and pocket gophers.
The value of bounties is not admitted by all, and those

who are supposed to be the moat benefited by them are often
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the ones who complain most of the failure of the laws and
the lack of real protection which they afford. Just previous
to the passage of the present bounty law in Iowa a promi-
nent sheep owner of Grinnell stated that it was impossible to
raise sheep in some parts of the State on account of the
wolves, and he attributed the unsatisfactory conditions to
the low rates and unequal bounties
Any scheme intended to bring about the extermination of

a species must fulfill certain conditions before it can prove
successful in practice : (1) It must be applied over a wide
area practically covering the range of the species, otherwise
the animals will increase in the unprotected region; (2) it

should be uniform {i. e., the rates should be the same) in all
localities; (3) it should provide some inducement for carry-
ing out its provisions; (4) it should be economical, for if ex-
pensive, the cost will exceed the losses which it seeks to
avert; (5) it should provide so far as possible against fraud
or the misappropriation of public funds. In ' order to see
how far bounties have met these requirements, it will be ne-
cessary to review briefly the history of this legislation and to
note the operation of some of the recent laws.
Under the bounty system a fixed sum is offered for each

animal, and the reward is paid to the claimant upon deliv-
ery of the skin or scalp. The amount of money which an
individual may receive therefore depends entirely on his
own efforts or on the condition of the public funds. It is
urged in support of this method that the State or county
pays only for the animals actually killed, and that it suffers
no other expense, as the rewards are drawn from regular
funds of the county and are disbursed by county officers
oftentimes without additional compensation, It is some-
times claimed that this inducement to capture animals fur-
nishes employment to men and boys who do not desire or
cannot get other work, and are thus encouraged to labor for
the benefit of the community, and that by increasing the re-
wards the extermination can be hastened whenever neces-
sary,

Simple and economical as this method appears theoreti-
cally, it has proved extremely unsati 'factory and very costly
in practice, and the mere fact that between 300 and 400 laws
have been enacted in the United States would seem to show
that bounties have not accomplished all that was expected
of them.

History of Bounty Legislation In the United States
The first laws providing rewards for.the destruction of

wild animals seem to have been passed in Massachusetts
about 1630, and in Yirginia about 1633. Bounty legislation
has therefore extended over more than two centuries and a
half— a sufficient length of time, it would seem, to test its
merits or defects. But so little attentioa has been paid to
the matter that almost every State has bpen compelled to ex-
periment for itself, instead of profiting by the experience of
others, and has learned the limitations of the method only
after spending thousands of dollars.

The history of bounty legislation may be oonvenientlv di-
vided into three periods: (1) From 1630 1775; (2) from 1776-
1865; (3) from 1866-1895 These three periods are unequal
in length (146, 00 and 30 years), but the payments during
the last period probably exceed those of the other two com-
bined, although the number of years is only one-eighth as
great. This is not due entirely to higher rates in recent
years, for the payments in Maine between 1830 and 1865
were almost exactly the same as those from 1866 to 1895,
During the colonial period bounties were confined mainly

to wolves, and in Virginia for more than a century and a
half the rewards were paid in tobacco, which was the usual
medium of exchange in that colony. The general bounties
were supplemented by special rewards paid by the counties,
and the Indians were encouraged to aid in the work of ex-
termination. In some of the colonies, crows, squirrels and
blackbirds caused so much damage that rewards were
offered for their scalps, and in South Carolina means were

.

taken to protect the planters from the depredations of rice
birds. The necessity fogr such protection was quaintly ex-
pressed in the act of 1695, as follows:

Whereas, The planters of this province do yearly suffer
considerable damage by birds and beasts of prey in their
stocks and crops, whereby, notwithstanding their continual
care, they are impoverished and discouraged, be it enacted
* * * that every person or persons who shall kill and

destroy the small blackbirds and rice birds shall receive half
a royall per dozen; and for crows, jackdaws and larks, shall
receive one royall and a half per dozen.
Prom 1776 to 1865 numerous laws were passed in the

original thirteen States, and the bounty system was extended
over most of the territory east of the Mississippi River.
Most of the rewards were paid for wolves, and the work of
extermination, begun in Ohio and Kentucky in 1795, ex-
tended gradually westward to Missouri, Iowa and Nebraska,
and even to Washington.
As time went on and the country gradually became settled,

attention was paid to getting rid of other animals, such as
bears, panthers, wildcats and foxes. In New England great
numbers of crows were killed, particularly in Maine and
New Hampshire, and in the latter State the killing of hawks
was encouraged at the expense of the public treasury. With
the beginning of the war more important matters claimed the
attention of legislators, and in most of .the States little

thought was given to bounties on wild animals.
Since 1866 bounty laws have been passed in increasing

numbers by nearly all the States and Territories. With the
development of the West and the increase in cattle and sheep
raisit g, the necessity for exterminating wolves and coyotes
has become more apparent. Immense numbers of these ani-
mals have been killed in Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Wyoming and Colorado; but they still seem to be
very numerous. Several States have also offered premiums
for foxes, wildcats, minks, and even weasels. The success
of the sheep men in their warfare against predatory animals
encouraged the farmers of the Mississippi Valley and the
Great Plains region to demand appropriations from State
and county treasuries for killing ground squirrels, gophers,
and rabbits. This Ipgislation has proved not only ineffect-

ive, but extremely expensive. The experiment has been tried

in Minnesota, Montana, California and North Dakota, and
in each case the result has been disastrous to the treasury;
in fact, no State thus far has been able to pay a general
bounty on ground squirrels and gophers for any length of
time.

Bounties On birds, which were by no means uncommon in
colonial times, have recently been revived in several States.

Since 1875 an unusual interest has been manifested in the'

extermination of hawks and owls, notwithstanding the fact
that it has been demonstrated that most of these bii'ds are
actually beneficial instead of injurious. Hawk laws were
passed iu Pelawpe, New IJ^ampsbire, Permsylyama, ColOf
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rado, Indiana, Ohio, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia.

The law in iSTew Hampshire "was repealed in 1881, after being
in force for four years, but was again revived in 1893; the
bounty in Colorado remained in force eight years, while the
Pennsylvania "scalp act" was enforced only a year and a
half, costing the State ahout $90, 000 for birds of prey alone.

The extermination of crows was encouraged in New Hamp-
shire from 1881 to 1883, and in Maine from 1889 to 1891. In
the latter State 50,707 crows were killed at an expense of a
little over $5,00(t. Illinois and Michigan have turned their

attention to the English sparrow. Three acts have been
passed in Michigan since 1887, and have cost the State

161,800, while the law in Illinois, enacted in 1891, has in-

volved an expenditure of $55,600. Premiums for birds are

perhaps the most pernicious of all bounties. Dr. C. Hart
Merriam has estimated that the poultry killed by hawks and
owls in Pennsylvania in a year and a half would be worth
$1,875. But everj"- hawk and owl kills at least 1,000 mice in

course of the year, and therefore, estimating the damage
done by a mouse at 2 cents, each hawk and owl would save
the farmer $20 per annum. In other words, the expenditure
of $90,000 caused the destruction of birds worth $3,857,130
to save a possible loss of $1,875 to the poultry industry *

Although the crow is almost universally condemned, it is

by no means certain that it is responsible for all the damage
that is usually attributed to it. In fact, recent investigations

by the Department of Agriculture show that the crow is

rather more beneficial than injurious. The English sparrow
is recognized everywhere as one of the greatest pests which
could have been introduced into this country, but the offer-

ing of rewards for its destruction encourages the killing of

native birds, which are indistinguishable from it to the un-
practiced eye of the officer who pays the bounty.

Expense of the Bounty System.
In 1895 laws providing bounties on wild animals were in

force in about thirty States of the Union, but with the ex-
ception of New Mexico and Texas, practically no rewards
were offered in any of the States lying south of latitude 37°.

North of this line bounty laws were in force in all the States
except Massachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana, and
possibly West Virginia. In some cases the expenditures
were small, but in Minnesota, Montana and Wyoming th^
expense was heavy.

It is extremely difficult to obtain accurate statistics regard-
ing the cost of this legislation, owing to the fact that in some
cases the rewards are paid from the State treasury, in others
by counties. State bounties are usually io eluded in the
reports of the treasurer or auditor, but reports of county
olficers are seldom published in detail, and it is necessary to
secure the data from the original records. When a change
occurs in the office of county clerk or treasurer, the new in-

cumbent frequently finds difficulty in unraveling the old ac-
counts, and he may be entirely ignorant of an expenditure
of thousands of dollars under his predecessor. Old records
are sometimes inaccessible and sometimes burned, so that
it is practically impossible to obtain returns for a series of
years.

Reports of bounty payments during the last quarter of a
century have been collected in detail from twenty-nine
States. As shown in the following table, nearly $2,400,000
has been spent, but the returns are more or less incomplete
from all the States except Maine, Michigan, Montana, Min-
nesota, New York and Wisconsin. No attempt has been
made to secure statistics from twelve other States in which
relatively small amounts have been paid, and it is safe
to say that the total expenditures aggregate more than
$3,000,000.

BOUMTIffiS PAID ON NOXIOUS ANIMALS AND BIRDS FROM 1871 TO 1895.

State or Bounty Total State or Bounty Total
Territory. paid.* amount. Territory. paid.* amount.
Arizona.. 188r-1895 t$10.000 New Mexico. .,1891-1895 S6,645
California Ig86-1895 310,345 New York 1871-1895 41,330
Colorado 188fi-1895 93,837 North Dakota. 18;6-1895 79,565
Waho. 1878-1895 46,591 Oregon 18S5-1895 67,7'18
IlUnois 1877-1895 89,566 Pennsylvania. ,18f5-1887 t:50,000
Indiana 1875-1P95 22,m Rhode Island.. 1893-1895 a,935
Iowa. 1871-1895 156,484 South Dakota.. 188 --1895 40,777
Kansas 1675-1895 126,955 Texas 1891-1892 50,000
Maiii« 1871-1895 49,.5O0 Utah .....1888-1835 .3,129
Michigan 1871-1895 80,774 Vermont 1881-1895 32 0^9
Minnesota 1876-1895 a03,338 WashinKton. . .188i-1895 58,836
Missouri. 1879-1895 t3B,0C0 Wisconsin 1871-1895 1-313 500
Montana 1883-1895 175,367 Wyoming 188S-189C± .31.803
Nebraska 1881-1695 28,148 -

.Vevada 1 885-1895 26,831 Total $2,387,361
N. Hampshire. 1874-1895 !>6,738

,
,

.

* Short periods show the years for which returns are available and
do not necessarily include the whole time bounties were in force, ex-
cept in Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Rhode Island
and Dtah.
t Estimated.
t To March 31,

The cost of a law depends of course on the length of time
that it remains in force; but it is probable that any act which
offers a sufficiently high premium to insure its enforcement
will involve an expenditure of from $5,000 to $'^0,000 per
annum. In the following table are given six of the most
noted bounty laws passed during the last decade, and it will
be seen that while all but one remained in force less than
two years, the expenditures varied from $50,000 to nearly
$200,000. Such an expense as this could not long be main-
tained by any State, and, with the exception of the Illinois
sparrow act and the Montana bounty law of 1895, all the
laws have been repealed.

PAYMENTS UNDER SIX KKCENT BOUNTy LAWS.

State.

California...,,

Illinois.

Montana
,

Do

Pennsylvania

Texas,,..,.,,,

Act.

Coyote act.

Sparrow bounty
act,

Ground squurel
act......

Wolf bounty law.

Scalp act,,, ,,.,,4.

Protection of far-
mers

In force.* Total
bounty

18 mos.: Mfirch 31, $187,485
3891-Sepc. 30, 19J.
15 months: Deo. 1,1 55,653
]89i-Peb. S9, 1856.1

6 months: March 5, 54,578
188r-Bept. 13, 1687.

Umontbs: Feb. -26, 89,871
1885-April 21, 1896

23 months; June S3. tl5[),000

1885-Mayl8, 188?.

|16 months: April, 50,000
189i-Aug. 31, iSOi

Ave.
per

month.

510,416

8,710

9,096

6,419

6,521

3,125

* The time represents the period during which payments were act-
ually made ; for example, 1 he California coyote law remained in force
unlit January, 1895. and the claims amounted to nearly $400,00?, but
payments ceased on Sept, 30, 189;, and only $187,485 was actually
paid. The Illinois sparrow law is in force "only during December,
January and February.
t Estimated.

Objections to the Bounty System.
The difficulties encountered in carrying out the provisipns

* Report Commissioner of AKriculfciire, 1886, page 388.

of bounty laws are so great as to give rise to serious objec-
tions to such legislation. No rewards for killing wild ani-
mals are paid by the General Government in this country,
for each State has jurisdiction over its noxious as well as its

useful birds and mammals, and must make its own laws for
each species.

Bounty laws may be divided into three mam groups: (1)

Acts providing for the payment of premiums from the State
treasury; (2) acts permitting rewards to be paid from county
treasmles; (3) local acts maintained at the expense of town-
ship treasuries. Some States have found county bounties
most effective; others have relied entirely on State bounties.
In Michigan all three kinds are in operation; bounties for
wolves are paid by the State, rewards for English sparrows
from the county treasuries, and premiums on wood chucks,
hawks, crows and moles by townships. Each method has
its advantages, and each its defects. The advantages claimed
for the Slate bounty are greater uniformity and efficiency;

if the bounty is paid by counties, its maintenance depends
entirely on the interest manifested by each county, and the
law is seldom enforced in all. A more serious defect lies in
the varying rates which are sure to be paid, and the conse-
quent danger that scalps will be carried where the highest
rate is paid, and thus increase the expense in counties which
offer high premiums. The objection, of inequality may l5e

urged even m,ore strongly against township "bounties.
Trouble is sometimes caused in States which have large for-

est or Indian reservations where animals can increase, as the
adjoining counties are almost sure to receive scalps taken on
the reservations, and are thus compelled to bear an expense
which does not belong to them.

Considerable difficulty is sometimes experienced in raising
sufficient funds for paying rewards. In some Slates the pre-
miums are paid from the general fund without limitation;
in others the bounty law carries a specific appropriation.
Tire latter method has been adopted in Colorado, Minnesota,
Montana. New Mexico and Wyoming, but payments have
not always been kept wilhin the limit, and in case of an ex-
cess a deficiency appropriation is necessary To obviate this,

a clause was inserted in the Texas law of 1891, providing that
Ihe act should become inoperative as soon as the appropria-
tion of $50,000 was expended. This had the desired eflect

of limiting the payments, but it practically repealed the law,
as the fund became exhausted some months before the next
meeting of the legislature. Payments from the general fund
are open to the objection that the counties which contribute
least toward the expenses of the State are usually the ones
which draw most heavily for bounties. As such a burden is

not only unequal, but the benefit which it confers is re-

stricted to a comparatively small proportion of the taxpayers,
some States require a special tax for the bounty fund.
In Montana, where bounties benefit the caUle and sheep

men almost exclusively, the law of 1895 authorizsd a special
tax of one and one-half mills per dollar on the assessed valu-
ation of all horses, cattle and sheep, in addition to the reeu-
lar proportion of taxes, stt aside as a State bounty fund. The
same principle has been adopted in Ohio and some of the
counties of Virginia, where the rewards are paid from a dog
tax or some other special fund.
One of the most difficult matters to regulate in connection

with bounty legislation is the rate allowed for scalps. If the
reward is too low, there is no inducement to destroy noxious
animals, and the law becomes practically inoperative. This
was the case with the Montana act of 1879, which apparently
failed entirely, as the reports of the county treasurers fail to

show the expenditure of a single dollar for bounties during
the four years the law remained on the statute books. If, on
the other hand, the rate is too high, the results are most dis-

astrous. No treasury can stand the drain caused by a high
bounty for any length of time. The coyote act of Califor-
nia went into effect March 31, 1891, but payments were
stopped Sept. 30, 1892, after $187,485 had been expended.
The prairie dog and squirrel bounty law of Montana, passed in
1887, remained in force but six months before the funds in the
treasury were exhausted. The coyote bounty of 1892 not
only exhausted the regular appropriation of |13,000, but
necessitated a deficiency appropriation of $17,343 to pay tbe
claims which were presented against the State. The Colorado
bounties of 1889 involved suca a heavy outlay that other ap-
propriations from the same fund could not be paid, and the
law was finally declared unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court of the State.

Inequality in the rates offered in adjoining States or coun-
ties is almost as bad as a high premium, since scalps are
likely to be taken fn^m localities where the rewards are low
to the nearest county which pays a high premium, and which
is thus compelled to" pay for animals which do not belong to
it. In 1895 bounties on wolves and coyotes varied from $i.50
to $5 in the Black Hills region of South Dakota, while the
rewards were $2 in North Dakota, $3 in Montana and Wyo-
ming, and $5 ia Iowa. Not only were scalps sent from one
county to another, but rewards were claimed in Iowa for
coyotes taken in South Dakota, While the coyote law was
in force in California the premium was $5, but in Nevada
only 50 cents was a'lowed. Nevada reported the destruction
of comparatively few coyotes, but thousands of scalps were
presented for payment in California, and it was notorious
that man}' were i mported from neighboring States, and even
from Lower California.

Not less important than the rate is the proof (which must
be submitted before the bounty is paid) that the animal has
been killed as claimed.
Many States require the scalps, including the ears, to be

produced as evidence, and it is important that these scalps
should be sufficient to identify the animals without question
ia order to leave no chance for fraud. It will suffice merely
to mention a few of the ways in which rewards have bsen
obtained fraudulently. Skins of dogs or other domesticateci
animals have been turned in for scalps of wolves or coyotes,
and in the case of small species, when the heads have been
accepted in one county and th'i tails demanded in another,
the bounty has been coUecled on the same animals twice.
One of the counties in North Dakota, which paid consider-
able sums for ground squirrels, first required the heads as
"scalps" ; then the tails ; a year or two afterward all four
feet, and finally withdrew the bounty altogether. Ignorance
on the part of the bounty official sometimes results in the
payment of premium for species to which the law was never
intended to apply. Dr. B H. Warren, who has made a
careful study of the "scalp act" of Pennsylvania, states that
the heads of domesticated fowls, partridges, pheasants,
cuckoos, butcher birds, and even night hawks were accepted
in some counties as those of hawks and owls
Such cases as these emphasize the importance of protect-

ing the State against imposition. If the bounty is paid by
county officers, it should be limited to species which, are
readily recognizable. New Haqipshire offered rewards for

hawka supposed to be destructive to poultry and other
birds, and endeavored to meet the difficulty of identifica-

tion by requiring the selectmen of the town to certify that
the hawks were injurious before th^ bounties were paid, but
as the State Treasurer remarked in a recent report, it is not
likely that boards of selectmen were elficted on account of
their proficiency in ornithology! British Columbia, which
claims almost complete immunity from fraudulentpaymenls.
restricts the premiums to wolves, coyotes and panthers, and
requires the skull of the animal to be presented at the Pro-
vincial Museum, where it in examined by the curator before
the bounty is paid. In some States the law demands the
entire skin to be brought in for examination ; such skins are
canceled to prevent them from being presented a second
time, and then returned to the owner. In practice, this
method is likely to increase rather than diminish fraud, for-

the reason that skins are not canceled uniformly. In Ver-
mont wolf skins are marked by punching two holes Jin in
diameter in the ear; in Wyoming a single hole ^in. in diam-
eter is punched in the ear, or sometimes a small hole in the
foot; ia Utah the skins are canceled by cut'ing the letters

B P l|in. in length in the neck. Thus, Wyoming skins,
which had been canceled by a hole in the foot, might be pre-
sented in Utah if the feet were removed, and the heads could
then be cut off and sent to a State which required only the
scalps, It is true, the applicant is usually required to state
under oath where the animal was killed, and in Montana he
must also file affidavits of two resident taxpayers of the
county who are acquainted with him and who believe the
animal to have been killed as claimed.
The Montana law of 1895 declares the alteration or coun-

terfeiting of scalp certificates to be forgery
;
swearing falsely

to affidavits, perjury, punishable by impri'sonment from one
to ten years, while patching or presenting punched skins is

d-'fined as a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not exceeding
$500 or imprisonment for not more than three months. With
all thtse pre cautions against fraud no reference ismade to rais-

ing animals for bounty, a matter which has sometimes given,
rise to serious trouble, but which is expressly mentioned in
the laws of only a few Slates. Cases have been recorded in
which eggs of hawks and owls were taken from the nest and
hatched under hens in order to secure premiums on the
young birds. It was said to be more profitable in Iowa a
few years a?o to rai^e coyotes for the bounty than to raise
sheep, and Kentucky and New Mexico, recognizing the pos-
sibility of breed irg wolves, required affidavits showing that
the animals had not been raised for tbe rewards.

What Have Bounties Accomplished?
Advocates of the bounty system seem to think that almost

any species can be exterminated in a short time if the pre-
miums are only hia:h enough. Extermination, bowever, is

not a question of months, but of years, and it is a mistake
to suppose that it can be accomplished rapidly except under
extraordinary circumstances, as in the case of the buffalo
and the fur seal. Theoietically, a bounty should be high
enough to insure the destruction of at least a majority of
the iadividuals during the first season, but it has already
been shown that scarcely a single State has been able to

maiatain a high rate for more than a few months, and it is

evident that the higher the rate the greater the danger of
fraud. Although Virginia has encouraged the killing of
wolves almost from the first settlement of the colony, and
has sometimes paid as high as $25 apiece for their scalps,

wolves were not exterminated until about the middle of this

century or until the rewards had been in force for more than
200 years, Nor did they become extinct in England until the
beginning of the sixteenth century, although efforts toward
iheir extermination had been begun in the reign of King
Edgar (959-975) France, which'has maintained bounties
on these animals fur more than a century, found it necessary
to increase the i-ewards to $30 and $40 in 1882, and in
twelve years expended no less than $115,000 for nearly 8,000
wolves.

Attention has already been called to some of the requisites

of a successful method of extermination, and particularly to

the fact that rewards should be paid wherever the animal is

found. The bounty on wolves and coyotes most nearly
satisfies these conditions, as it has been more generally paid
than that on other species.

Every State and Territory west of the Mississippi, except
Arkansas and the Indian Territory, has enacted laws for the
destruction of these animals, but the results have not been
altogether satisfactory, and the rates have frequently been
changtd. High premiums have been tried in California,

Montana and Texas, and found impracticable. Each of

these States offered $5 for coyote scalps for some time, and
the outlay aggi'egated hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Iowa and Minnesota are the only Western States which now
pay more than $3 per scalp, and in Iowa the rate on young
wolves is $2. It has, moreover, been impossible to secure
the active cooperation of all the States, and where the bounty
depends on the order of the board of county sui^ervisors it

may, as in the case of Idaho, become inoperative.

The larger animals are gradually becoming rare, particu-

larly in the East, but it cannot be said that bounties have
brought about the extermination of a single species in any
State. Wolves are now almost extinct east of the Missis-

sippi River except in Florida and a few other States, but
their present rarity is due rather to the settlement of the
country than to the number killed for rewards, On the
Great Plains, where civilization has not yet encroached on
their domain to any great extent, they have not decreased
rapidly nor even perceptibly in some places, notwithstanding
the high rewards for their scalps. It is perhaps safe to say
that Cviyote^ have increased in California in the four years
which have elapsed since bounties were withdrawn, and
that the eft'ects of the law of 1891 are hardly perceptible.

Maine has encouraged the killing of bears ever since 1830,

but the returns of the last five years do not show any decided
decreas in the scalps presented for bounty. New Hamp-
shire has been paying for bears about as long as Maine, but
in 1894 the State treasurer called attention to the large num-
ber reported by four or five of the towns, and added that

should the other 234 towns "be equally successful in breed-

ing wild animals for the State market, in proportion to their

tax levy, it would require a Stale tax levy of nearly

$2,000,000 to pay the bounty claims." Even New York
withdrew the rewards on bears in 1895, not because they
had become unnecessary, but because the number of animals
killed increased steadily each year.

If this is the result when bounties on large animals are

paid by many States, what can be expected in the ease of

squirrels, gophers and rabbits, which are immensely more
numerousthan wolves or bears, and against which legislation

has been at best extremely desultory'/ Ada county, Idaho,

waged war on rabbits for seventeen years, but after destroy-
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ing more than 1,000,000 abandoned the hoimty method.
Iowa, Minnesota and South Dakota have tried to rid their

lands of pocket gophers and ground squirrel?, but the effect

of the laws was far more evident on the county treasuries
than on the animals. The destruction of 1,000,000 ground
squirrels in one county in Washington did not exterminate
the species, and Montana, in killing 713,193 squirrels and
189,678 prairie dogs in 1887, probably made little impression
on the total number in the Slate.

In the early '703 California authorised the lerying Of
spetial taxes at high rates for killing gophers and ground
S(|uirrels, and iater enacted laws providing for the division
of certain counties into squirrel districts in charge of inspect-
ors, and required owners to kill the jquirrels on their land
or pay for having them deslroyc-d by Itie inspectors. Sys-
tematic efforts were made to exterminate these pests, but the
attempt was abandoned on account of the expense. So
little effect had these laws that to day squirrels are practic-
ally as abundant as ever, and not long ago an inquiry was
received from a resident in one of the counties which was
most active in the work cf extertaiuation asking whether
anything had ever been done to check the increase of the
Califqrnian ground squirrel. Nearly 3,000 000 sparrows
have been destroyed in Illinois during the last five years, and
probably as many, if not more, have been killed in Michigan
Since 1887, but the laws have accomplished so little that
some doubt exists as to whether tie birds have perceptibly
diminished or not. Some ornithologists in these States assert
that the decrease is quite noticeable, while others acknowl-
edge that the boimties have bad little if any effect.

On the island of Bermuda, which has an area of less than
twenty scjuare miles, an attempt was made to exterminate
the Boglish sparrow only ten years after the specits had been
introduced; bht after two years the experiment, which had
cost more than .$3,500, was abandoned as impracticable. In
India, where the loss of life and of domesticated animals on
account of the depredations of wild animals and snakes is

enormous, bounties are paid in most of the Provinces. The
official returns for 1893 showed that 2,828 people and 85,131
head of cattle had been destroyed by animals, while 31,313
persons and 5,123 head of cattle were said to have been
killed l.y snakes. In this year bounties to the amount of
117,448 rupees (nominally $58,734) were paid for the killing
of 15 308 wild animals and 117,120 snakes. Ahhough these
expenditures have been maintained lor twenty years, the
number of animals annunlly killed shows no perceptible de-
crease, and it is impossible to estimate what the extermina-
tion will finally cost the Government. But if bounties have
failed to accomplish the actual extermination of any species,
there can be no doubt that they have secured the destruction
of larg« numbers of noxious animals, and have done some
good in checking the increase of such species as wolves and
coyotes. If premiums are paid in several States, do not in-
volve too great expense, and can only be maintained long
enough, they will do much toward the accomplishment of
the desired end and may be regarded as a legitimate expend-
iture of public funds.

Substitutes for Bounties.

The unsatisfactory results attained by the direct payment
of rewards from public funds long ago led to the attempt to
gain the same end by other means.

In colonial times the Indians were encouraged to kill
wolves and other animals, and the planters were often re-
quired to kill a certain number of blackbirds, crows or squir-
rels each year under penalty of fine. Scalps of crows, squir-
rels, and even wild cats, were received in lieu of taxes, but
as this method had some disadvantages in practice, the scalp
certificates issued by county officials were accepted in pay-
ment ot taxes.

CompeUtive hunts and prijtes offered by gun clubs some-
titaes cause the killing of a suiprising number of birds and
animals In Ohio a few years ago nearly 1,000 sparrows
Were killed in one hunt, and the Spirrow Club of Siratford-
on^Avon, England, reported that 19,000 sparrows were des-
troyed during the year 1887. The Virginia Field Sports
Association distributed $100 in prizes for tne killing of nearly
1,000 hawks in 1888; this was less than one-fifth what it

would cost the State for bounties. Prizes offered by the Lu-
zerne County Sportsmen's Club of Pennsylvania in 1895
secured the destruction of 378 animals, forty-two hawks and
four owls. In the rabbit drives of California, which are
sometimes paid for from public funds, as many as 20,000
jack rabbits have been killed m a day. The great danger
in the case of prizes is that useful and injurious species will
be killed indiscriminately

; but under proper restrictions this
could be avoided, and clubs might do much more toward the
extermination of animals than is now accomplished by
bounties,
Another expedient which has been resorted to, particularly

in North Dakota, South Dakota, Washington and Manitoba,
is the free distribution of strychnine or other poison. The
results seem to be quite satisfactory, and it i=! said that more
animals are destroyed at much less cost than uncer the bounty
system. Reference has already been made to the ground-
squirrel legislation of California, which promised so m\ich.
but accomplished so little on account of the expense, not-
withstanding the fact that everything was done to render
the laws effective.

Summary.
(1) Bounty legislation has existed in the United States for

more than two centuries and a half, and has been thoroughly
tested in most of the States and Territories.

<3) Rewards have been paid (a) on large animals, such as
wolves, coyotes, bears and panthers ; {b) on small mammals,
particularly gophers, ground squirrels and rabbits; (c) on a
Jew birds, such as crows, English sparrows, hawks and owls.

(3) This legislation has probably involved an expenditure
of over $3,000,000 in the last quarter of a century, and the
expense seems to be increasing instead of decreasing. Single
laws have caused an outlay of nearly $200,000 in less than
two years, and it is safe to say that any act which carries a
sufficiently high reward to insure its operation wiU cost from
$5,000 to $20,000 per annum.

(4) Objections to the boimty system may be grouped under
four main heads: (a) Expense, which is usually out of all
proportion to the benefit gained, and may be greater than the
county or State can afford

; (6) impossibility of maintaining
bounties in all parts of an animal's range for any length of
time; (£) impossibility of maintaining equal rates in all
States; ((/) impossibility of preventing payments for animals
imported from other States, for counterfeit scalps, or for
animals raised especially for the bounty. These objections
.have never been satisfactorily overcome, and most laws have
failpd through one or another of these causes.

(5) Bounties have not resulted jn the extermination of a

single species ia the United States, and have failed even in
the island of B.-rmuda, which has an area of less than t9v'enty

square miles.

(6) Rewards for wolves, coyotes and panthers are now so
generally paid as to check the increase of these species to
some extent, but premiums on ground squirrels, gophers and
other small mammals have accomplished little or nothing,
and bounties on birds may do great harm by encouraging the
killina: of useful species through ignorance.

(7) Extermination of noxiou' animals is usually slow, and
cah be accomplished more effectively and economically
throtigh the efforts of individual land owners than by the
lavish ei^peuditute of t^ublie funds.

Pinnated Grouse in Ithode Island.

Westerly, R. 1., May 1.—Editor Forest and Stream; A
cock pinnated grouse was brought into my office to day by a
farmer, who, seeing the bird strutting among his duclis,

thought it was an owl, and fchot it, Edwin R. Lewis,

knie ^dg mid Quiu

A TEN DAYS' OUTING IN THE WOODS
OF MAINE.

Oct 25, 1896, a party of six left Haverhill, the City of
Boots and Shoes, for a ten-days' outing in the woods of
Maine. Leaving on the 7:20 P. M. train, v^e arrived in
Bangor about 5 A.M. It was a frosty morning and our
night's ride had given us keen appetites. We wended our
way up town, accosted a policeman by the name of Jasper,
through whose courtesy (?) we were informed where we
could find a "hot sausage" at that early hour.
By 7, after a good breakfast, we were again on our way

to the home of the moose, cafibou and deer. We were
pleased to find as we journeyed on that all the small ponds
and streams were frozen; in many places snow had fallen.

Now and then a glimpse of that wonderful Mt. Katahdin,
with its snow tops glittering in the .sunlight, would burst
upon our view. Truly, it is a magnificent spectacle.
Our train was an express, and by 11 o'clock we stepped

on to the platform of a 7X9 station, where our guides were
in waiting. What did we see but a young buck cantering
up and down the platform. I turned to speak to Mr. Nel-
son, when, lo! his rifle was out of its case and he was fum-
bling in his pocket for a cartridge. At that moment a
guide touched him on the shoulder, saying, "That is a tame
deer." The cook prepared a lunch. While we were doing
justice to it the guides were getting our traps and pro-
visions to the river. In thirty minutes' time we were
ready far a canoe ride of eighteen miles up the Penobscot.
It is a delightful ride; think it would add two years to a
man's life. Part of the way the water runs still and deep;
is as clear as crystal. Again it is shallow. There the river
bed is covered with rocks and pebbles, with occasionally a
'boulder. The canoe is obliged to hug the bank. Again it

rushes along at such a speed it would seem impossible for
a canoe to pass, but the pike poles in the haiids of a skill-

ful guide insure a safe ascent.

By 4 P. M. we came to a log camp, where we were glad
to eat a good supper, smoke, listen to a few deer stories
from the guides, and turn into beds of hemlock boughs.
We were sound sleepers, and the cook, after much shout-
ing, succeeded in rousing us, saying it was 7 o'clock
already, and were we going to sleep all day? We knew
by the aroma of coffee, etc., what was expected of us, and
soon were all seated at table, as we supposed, when
there arose a yell from the river. Some of the party
rushed out, while those who staid in were more
frightened than they were willins to acknowledge.
What a sight for our artist! Mr. Herman in the icy
water up to his shoulders, wiping his eyes and
mouth, trying at the same time to get the points of the
compass that he might wade ashore. The canoe was float-

ing down river, and the bow soon caught fast on the bank.
He floated ashore, and the guides helped him to the cabin,
gave him a good rubbing, some advice about a canoe, and
later a few lessons in the use of the paddle. After the ex-
citement caused by the mishap had subsided, we ate our
breakfast, and were on our way up river again. At noon
we came to the Bear Rip Falls. It is a sight never to be
forgotten—^the water tumbling down in immense volumes
over those ledges and boulders. There is a carry about a
quarter of a mile long. How they can get a drive of logs
over such a place I cannot well conceive.
As we were rounding a bend two miles beyond we spied

a buck and two does only about 75yd8. distant. They
looked surprised as well as we. It took Mr. Franklin a
very few seconds to draw a bead on the buck with his
.38-55. The guide fired at one of the does. Away they
went into the bushes, the buck with his flag at half mast.
Mr. F. thought he had missed the buck, but the guide said
he was surely hit; consequently we paddled ashore, and
not far from the river found blood spots. We followed
the trail a half mile or so and lost it.

Look where we would, there was no sign of deer track or
blood spots. The guide said he would take a small circle
in pursuit, and in fifteen minutes we heard a shot. Making
a hustle in the direction of the sound, we we found the
buck dead, with his head resting on a log. It didn't take
the guide long to dress him, and then what a lug to carry
to our canoe. He was a 2001b. fellow, with eight points,
the best specimen we found while in the woods. Notwith-
standing the added weight to the canoe, we were at our
destination by 4 o'clock. On the way up our game num-
bered four mink, seventeen partridges, five ducks, a hedge-
hog, an owl and the buck. The camp was lOOy-ds. from
the river in a little clearing surrounded on all sides by
hemlock and spruce trees.

The next day it rained in torrents—no bunting that day—but on the next it was fine. We donned our hunting
rig and set forth with the guides, going in four different
directions. We expected great sport, as the day was just
the one for hunting, and the leaves just damp enough to
steal along noiselessly. We were not all in camp again
imtil 3 P. M. The cook prepared a feast of good thi'ngs:
broiled partridges, venison, potatoes, biscuit and coffee.
We took a long tramp that day, and for game had a lone
partridge. Next day more hard work, but good luck. Mr.
Nelson and myself took the old "bark" road that followed
along the ridge. We kept to this for about three miles,
jumping a puniber of deer. Leaving the road, we "went

directly east that we might not lose our way. We had
gone only a short distance when we started, as near as we
could judge, a half-dozen deer. What wind there was
came from the direction of the trail, so there was no dan-
ger of their scenting us. We followed the trail until they
came down from a run to a walk, then we slowed to a
creep, and some of the way to a crawl, and soon the large
ears of a doe came into view; then she stood head and ears
in sight, in good rifle shot.

Soon, out of a fallen tree top, a buck's head appeared'.
After surveying the country he pulled himself together,
and out he came. What a beauty, and a white one tool
Not a minute later, and five were in full view—two bucks
and three does. Mr. N. pulled on the white one, but be-
fore I could get sight on the other buck he was ofl^; how-
ever, I got the Lyman sights in line on the largest doe,
and pulled. Mr. N. dropped the buck almost in his track,
shot through the heart. The doe traveled about 200yd8.
before she dropped. It was no small task for us to dress
the deer, hang them up and blaze a trail out to the bark
road. We reached camp by 2 P. M. The rest of the party
returned soon with three deer, and a lot of small game.
The next day was spent in getting the deer out to the
river, and down river in canoe to camp.
None of us were inclined to hunt deer the day follow-

ing, 80 took a short trip into the alders for partridges. We
kept up a bang, bang until noon. We got twenty-six par-
tridges, two rabbits and the wing of a bluejay; also Mr.
Warren, who had not ventm-ed far from camp before,
as he was always there to look after our welfare, brought
in a freak in the shape of a mottled doe that would weigh
12-51bs.—great luck for the fat man of the party! Sunday
was a day of rest. Monday we were up, breakfast eaten
and off in the canoes before sunrise. After going about
four^ miles together we separated, part on one side of the
river, part on the other. We found it a rough country

—

the best place for game. On our return trip there were
five deer hung up in different places along the river bank.
It was dark as a pocket an hour before we reached camp.
Mr. Edwards got the largest buck, and Mr. Herman hung
up the only spike-horned specimen.
That night we decided to start for home tb« next day,

as we had all the deer the law allowed us. Tuesday we
broke camp, and by 10 o^clock we were five miles down
river with the deer of the preceding day's shooting gath-
ered in, making twelve in all, packed with oursel ves'in the
five canoes. We pulled into our old camp by 4 o'clock, for
the night. Next day we arrived at the little station with
l,7401bs. of venison—quite an express bill at $1.50 per cwt.

* * * * * -X- *

Now we meet to talk over the good time gone by and
plan for a like trip -this season, only further in the wilder-
ness, when we hope to bring moose and caribou out.

45-70.

A BUFFALO ROMANCE.
Charlotte. N. C, April 17.—I share considerable inter-

est in the few remaining buffalo, and therefore take the lib-
erty of inclosing a newspaper article relative to a band un
known to me. It strikes me as comical.
On my recent visit to the Washington (D. C ) Park I found

all the animals looking in excellent condition. One of the
buffalo cows had calved three weeks previously and the
youngster seemed strong and healthy. I have communed
with your columns for so many years that I feel somelibertv.
Even while traveling I am not happy if I cannot find For-
est AKD Stream each week. W. D. Cloyes.

This is the story our correspondent sends us, as told in the
St. Louis Olobe-Democrat: "The recent wedding of Myrtle
Morrison, the famous Nowha county girl broncho buster,
and Frank Dupree, a part-blood Sioux, caused quite a sensa-
tion among the aristocracv on the Sioux Reservation and in
adjacent territory. Miss Morrison is a handsome young cow-
girl, noted far and near for her proficiency in the art of
horse training. She has had many admirers among the
frontier beaux, but always declared that she would never
marry any man who could not ride, shoot and throw a lariat
better than she cou^d, and as SHch men are extremely scarce,
it appeared probable Miss Myrtle was doomed to a life of
single blessedness. However, last fall, bay being scarce on
the upper Bad River range, her father removed his family
and stock to Bier Plum Creek, a tributary of the Cheyenne
River. Here Myrtle first made the acquaintance of the
good-looking, daring young half-breed who has since become
her husband.
"Frank Dupree is a splendid horseman, a thorough cow-

hand, and apparently devoid of fear. The Duprees are
among the wealthiest stockmen in the State, counting their
cattle bv the thousands, and Frank, like many other half-
bloods in that section, has received a very fair education.
Still, JMyrtle was not much attracted toward the swarthy
young youth until one day they happened to be riding to-
gether, and came in sight of a herd of sixty or seventy buf-
falo, which the Dupree family have raised on their own
range from a few calves caught years ago, when buffalo meat
was the principal article of diet for the entire Sioux nation.
Although this herd is kept from straying far from the home
ranch by Old Man Dupree's cowboys, they are fully as wild
as their ancestors, who once blackened the prairie west of
Chacuberlaiu with their shaggy bodies.
"The young couple rode up quite close to the herd before

the animals were aware of their presence, and Frank, in a
spirit of bravado, urged his broncho alongside of a huge bull
buffalo and sprang from his saddle to the animal's back; in
an instant the whole herd was stampeding madly across the
prairie, with the old bull leading the van. Dupree's fool-
hardiness had placed him in an extremely dangerous predica-
ment. If he jumped or fell from Ihft buiialo's back he would
certainly be trampled lo death by the pursuing herd, and if

he retained his seat until the animal became tired and sulky it

was equally certain that the brute would make a furious as-
sault upon him the moment he dismounted. So all he could do
was to cling to the animal's back and await an opportunity to
escape. But it was not until the herd had run fully two
miles that he saw the least chance of leaving the back of his
novel steed and esc.iping alive. Fortune at last favored him,
and the animal ran tor some distance along a deep, narrow
washout, with almost perpendicular sides reaching to a height
of fully 30ft Here Frank sprung from his seat and slid
down the bank of the depression just in time to escape being
trampled by the closely following herd.
"Meanwhile Myrtle had lassoed her companion's horse and

was hurrying after the r^idly retreating buffalo. She
reached the spot where Frank had dismounted just as he
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was climbing, dirty and bedraggled, to the top of the ravine.

The cowboy did not feel very proud of his exploit, but, nev-

ertheless, the little episode had touched a tender spot in the

frurl's heart, and a short time ago the bells of the Cherry

Creek CUurch announced the wedding of this typical frontier

couple."

GENESEE VALLEY ASSOCIATION.
The annual meetings of the Genesee Valley Fish and Bird

protective and Propagating Association and of the Coneaus
Lake Fish and Game Association were held in the rooms of

the Chamber of Commerce last week.
In the absence of President A. Emerson Babcock, of the

Genesee Valley Association, First Vice-President Harry 8,

Woodworth presided at the meeting. Secretary Frank J.

Amsden in his report of the work done by the Association

during the past year, took occasion to pay a high compli-

ment to the services rendered in the protection of fish and
game by President Babcock, of the Fisheries, Game and
Forest Commission, Mr Amsden said that he thought that

some of the members of the association were unaware of the

influence of an organization of this kind, He quoted as an
instance that a number of poachers had been doing some
illegal fishing in Hemlock Lake. The residents of Geneseo,

becoming aware of the fact, made application for the ap-

pointment of a special protector. There being no organize4

club at that place, it devolved upon the Genesee Valley Asso-

ciation to recommend to the State Commission the appoint-

ment of a special protector, with the result that one had just

been appointed.

"The situation in our Section is probably apparent to you.

Mr. Brooks and a number of special protectors have been
quite active of late in arresting and securing the conviction

of illegal fisbermen. But their labors are ineffective, in that

while they are working in one place, the illegal fishing is

going on in another section of the three counties, over which
Mr. Brooks has jurisdiction. I suggest that it would be well

for this Association to put itself on record as favoring the

increasing of the number of regular protectors. The present

small force is inadequate to cover the whole State. The
Governor has disapproved of the appointment of more pro-

tectors, so as to keep down the appropriations as much as

possible This is poor policy, since the State is paying out

large sums of money every year in keeping up hatcheries

and stocking the streams with spawn, and then allows the

fish to be killed indiscriminately by reason of not furnishing

adequate protection."

Mr. Amsden's report seemed to meet with unanimous ap-

proval as regards the necessity for the appointment of addi-

tional prottctors, of which there are but thirty-six in the.

State, including the chief protector and several deputies,

who cover no designated territory. On motion of Mr. Red-
mond, the following resolution was unanimously adopted.

Whereas, Experience has demonstrated that the present

force of game protectors is insufflcent for the protection of

fish and game in this State; be it

Eesoimd, That it is the sense of this Association that there

should he au increase of twelve to the body of protectors now
provided for. " • -

Treasurer Thomas W. Fraine, as chairman of the bird
comoiittee, then (jresented the following interesting report

respecting the Mongolian pheasants:
"The past season has proven successful and also fruitful;

we have g^iaed more knowledge and experience as to the

care and handling of the young birds during the critical

time, which is when the chicks are from one to fourteen

days old. At this tender age they require to be fed evory
two hours Each brood must be placed with the mother in

small movable coops and. their feeding ground changed daily.

They are vt-ry fond of fresh grass and will pick every blade
within their quarters in a few hours At night these small
coops, with itieir occupants, are placed inside a building for

safetv. We had a great many chicks last summer and suc-

ceeded in raising thirty.five to maturity. These were dis-

tributed in Monroe county as follows: O ne pair in Henrietta,

one pair in Iroadequoit, one pair in Brighton, three pairs in

Egypt, three pairs m Seneca Park, and three escaped from
the coops.

"Fifteen birds were sold to help defray expenses of run-
ning the pheasantry at No. 641 Genesee street. Six of these

were sold to the Forestry Commissioners, and sent to the New
York State Hatchery at Bath, where the Commissioners are

now breeding them for distribution throughout the State;

the balance of nine were sold to private individuals.

"Our other pheasantry at Penfield has been abandoned for

obvious reasons, and the four birds it contained have been
transferred to Genesee street, where there are at present five

cocks and nine hens. They are all in fine condition, and the
hens laying daily. We have a good stock of Bantam hens
on hand for brooder's, and three are now sitting on pheas-
ants' eggs."
This letter was read from President Gavitt, of the State

Association:
"Ltons, N. Y ,

April 3b.

—

Thomas W. Fraine, Esq.—My
"Dear Sir:' Replymg to your favor of this date, it is with
pleasure that i can inform you favorably in relation to my
experience with pheasants Am now entering upon my
third year in the breeding of these beautiful birds, and start

this season with breeding pens numbering sixteen strong,

healthy birds, now laying at the rate of six to ten eggs per
day. Of course I have met with many unfavorable condi-
tions and experiences in the handling of them, but now con-
sider that I have overcome much that seemed to be in the
way.

"For the benefit of those who may meet with the same
obstacles which came to me, would call attention to the fact
that one of the most seiious troubles I had was in keeping
several birds in 'same inclosure without £ghting and eventu-
ally killing each other 1 now clip wing of each bird and
have adopted open runs with 8ft. fence. Birds keep in

much better trim and are not inclined to fight. In feeding
am most success ul in using a liberal supply of animal food.
Maggots, bugs, worms and the like are to be' fed in good
quantities. Am very sure that the pheasants will stand any
amount of cold and esposuj-e that this locality is likely to

muster. The only trouble will be in the case of deep snow,
where they may be deprived of feed for a length of time;
stUl am not so suie but they may adapt themselves to the
circumstances and teed as do our grouse in such cases.

"I am much pleased to know that the Genessee Valley As-
sociation is being successful in its efforts in the rearing of
these birds, and trust its efforts may be rewarded in creating

a public sentiment sutQciently strong to give these grand
game specimens a fair trial in western Incw York. I am
very much interested in the matter, and shall at all timea be
glad to lend a helping h^n^ in this direction. Yours very

fruly, W. S. G-AWT."

A vote of thanks was tendered by the unanimous vote of
the Association to Commissioner Babcock for the good work
done by him in the interest of the protection of the forests

and fish and game.
A. B. Lamberton introduced a resolution to the effect that

it be the sense of the Association that no spring shooting
should be allowed in this Slate, and that the secretary of the
Association forward the same to the State Legislature at its

next annual session, and it was adopted. It was argued that
if the spring shooting of ducks and other game was^slopped,
there would be plenty of fall shooting The experiment had
been tried in the fall of 1895 and proved successful. The
ducks would stop here and would breed, whereas when
shooting was allowed in the spring, they would be fright-

ened away by the guns in the breeding season.
Mr Lamberton spoke of the fact tuat many thousand of

trout fry had been placed in the Fulton chain of lakes, but
at an useless expenditure of money, for the reason that there
was no protection afforded, the fish being taken out of season
and before they had attained anywhere near the proper size.

Mr. Lamberton stated that when proper protection was
given there would be plenty of fishing in a few years, but
the poachers must be kept away. Mr. Amsden said that the
situation was the same in this section. Game Protector
Brooks being obliged to cover three counties.
Bernard Dunn stated that ovrr a million wall-eyed pike

had feeen placed in the upper Genesee with good results.

There would be good fishing there within a few years. Mr.
Dunn suggested that a culvert or waste weir should he
constructed from the Erie canal at the eastern widewaters to
one of the creeks tributary to Irondequoit bay, so that the
bass which come down the canal from Lake Erie and lodgp
in the wide waters in the fall when the water is drawn off

could find a home for the winter in deeper water. As it

was. if left to remain in the wide waters they would be net-

ted and otherwise exterminated by the poachers. <

The following ticket was unanimously elect^ed : President,
Harry S Woodworth; First Vice-President, H. M. Stewart;
Second Vice President, James H. Brown ;

Treasurer, Thomas
W Fraine; Secretary, Frank J. Amsden Executive Com-
mittee: J. B. Y. Warner, Daniel Bascom. Dr. David Little,

Howard H Widener, A B Lamberton, Edmund Redmond,
Charles B Richards and W. F. Brinsmaid.
The following officers were elected by the ConesusLate

Association: President, L. L Williams; Vice-President,
Harry S. Woodworth; Secretary-Treasurer, William H. N.
Bascom Executive Committee: Dr. John Zimmer, John
Bramel and W H. Bascom. The Association is composed
of cottagers at Conesus Lake. Secretary Bascom reported that

there had been a decided change of sentiment among the
farmers in thi.s section, who were now aiding the Association
in its work. Some of the most notorious poachers had also

fallen into line.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Victory for the Tolleston Club.

Chicago, 111., May 8.—Tolleston Gun Club, of Chicago,
won a practical victory this week in the result of the famous
gamekeeper cases on trial at Crown Point, Ind., in which'
the club wardens were arrested on the charge of attempted
murder Asreporttd in Foeest and Stream at the time
of the shooting, the club warueos were attacked by a band
of over a dozen farmers who were finally fired upon, one of

them being seriously hurt, though he did not die, as was
widely reported. Great eft'orts were made to keep up the

local excitement, and the feeling against the club was very
bitter among the local poachers, who have alwaj's sought to

break into the Tolleston preserves. It was hardly to be ex-

pected that the club would get much of a verdict in a town
which was a perfect hotbed of enmity against them, but it

seems that after nine hours of balloting the worst the jury
could do for the punishment of the accused warden, Barnum
Whitlock, was to find him guilty of simple assault and bat-

tery, and not of attempted murder. His sentence was fixed

at six months imprisonment and a fine of |500. The others

of the club wardens, Alfred Taylor and Charles Whitlock,
were discharged, as no case could be made against them.
Charles and John Blackburn are still under arrest and will

be tried this coming week under the original charges against

them Prosecution will set up that John B'ackburn was the

one who shot Frank Kos'ic with the rifle ball which u sed
through his body, whereas the defense will urge thai this

may have been done by Frank Whitlock, who made his

escape and has not yet- been found by the Indiana sheriff

The county commissioners of Crown Point have passed an
order compelling all prisoners to work on the streets in ball

and chain, and since the sentencing of Barnum Whitlock, as

above, the Sheriff" has undertaiien to make him work in the

chain gang with the rest of the pii-oners. This humiliation

in the presence of his enemies he refuses to undergo, and at

last accounts he had not been forced to work.
The local farmers, who have been behind this movement

against the Tolleston Club, have been much offended at the

failure to make out their cases in court, and they are much
worked up over the matter. They say they cannot get jus-

tice in their own town, and threaten all sorts of dark and
bodeful things It is, indeed, matter of astonishment that

this hard-fighting club should have done so well in this, its

most bitter and most doubtful fight. Such contests take off

much of the edge of sport at the Tolleston Club, and no one
deplores this and kindred events more than the club mem-
bers themselves; yet if they did not fight they must give up
their entire property to those who want it of them. Crit-

icism of this club should not be passed, at least until all the

facts are known, and then not readily. The Tolleston Club
Is only doing the fighting on questions which will have to

come up in the history of sport in this country. They are

gradually proving things which will one day be held matter

of course, gradually winning a fight for the sportsmen of

America which after a while will be held no fight at all, so

obvious will the principles then seem wiiich now are upheld
by this club only at the expense of much money and time and
painful regret. The policy of the club—one of positive

silence and dignified determination—is commendable id its

tone, and seems to be a winning one.

Illinois Audubon Society.

Mr. Ruthven Deane, of Chicago, writes in regard to the

recently organized Audubon Society of Illinois, calling at-

tention to a work which has had all too little popular recog-

nition, but whose purposes re ciuiie no comment in the pages
of Forest and Steeam. He says in his letter; "There has

been organized au Illinois Audubon Society for the protec-

tion of birds; bearing particularly on the feathers of wild
birds, which have been so extensively used for ornamenta-
tipn. You are no doubt etriccly in sympathy with this

movement, and we are suie such action as has been taken
already, is, and will do much good in dissuading the 'feath( r

fad" among ladies, and also the wanton destruction of song
and insectivorous birds and the robbing of their nests and
eggs by the small boy, who as a 'rage collector' gathers (htm
in the spring and summer and, as his interest flags in the

winter, breaks or sells them."

Fecundity of Pheasants.

Now that we have another governor of Illinois, who mny,
perhaps, not be quite so bitterly opposed to game itrotection

as was the late one, who vetoed the act protecting Mongoli in

pheasants in Illinois, it may not be too much to hope that

we may have a law making it possible to introduce that bird

in Illinois. It is something which ought to be done. A
gentleman from Oregon who was lately interviewed here by
FoKEST AND Stream upon the subject, speaks most enthu-
siastically of this bird as a game bird. He says that it now
fairly overruns parts of Oregon where it has only been intro

duced for a few years, and bids fair to offer permanent sport

in covers once shot out of native game. It stands any sort

of winter, and will fight any sort of enemy, even to hawks
and crows. It is alleged that the cock pheasant will actually

fly up into the air and attack a passing hawk, fabulous as

this seems to hear. The cock bird will fight any rooster, and
drive it out of its own yard. Moreover, the bird is wonder-
fully prolific. This gentleman said that his sister had made
a small business of raising "knd selling these birds, and she
found that during one season a single hen of the Mongolian
pheasant laid 172 eggs. With any proper kind of care, such
a bird as this pheasant should furnish game for covers where
the native birds have not been able to survive. The sport at

the bird is described as magnificent, and the main drawback
to it seems to be that the cocks have a way of running off

and leaving the bens lo lie to the dog, and so to meet the
gun Shall we not have the Mongolian pheasant and a

pheasant law? It need not be over five years in its closed
season, for if this bird is to thrive in our climate it will mul-
tiply astonishingly in the course of that time.

Shooting Season Passlne.

Our jacksnipe have now passed on for the most part at this

latitude, and the shooting season may be called closed, bar-

ring a little. shooting on golden plover. Out in Iowa this

week I found the jacksnipe still lingering along the streams
of the central part of the State, They have had a great sea-

son for snipe in that country this year, and many very good
bags have been made.

Chickens In Iowa.

I was much surprised to hear that in the old settled parts
of Iowa, such as Jasper and Polk counties, the prairie

chicken has again showed itself. A liveryman at Mitchell-

ville told me that each season of late there have been good
bags of chickens made within a few miles of that town. One
party of shooters last fall bagged seventy-two birds in one
day. These shooters came from Des Moines, which is only
about twelve miles distant Yet Des Moines is rated at

some 60,000 souls, I believe, perhaps more, and has been
settled since the SOs or earlier. This shows that we could
hHve plenty of eame all over the West if we wanted it. This
Mitchellville country is all high, rich, black farming land,

with almost no waste ground in it, and farmed up to the

edge with grain, very little grass lands being left. Yet the
birds hang around the edges of the fields and manage to

raise their young in spite of the absence of their wonted
prairies. In the opinion of my informant, there could be
excellent chicken shooting in that country if shooters would
observe the law, and let the birds get big enough before they
began to shoot them.

Got Three Bears.

My friend Boak writes me this week from the Blackfoot
Reservation that his partner, Scott, has already killed three

bears this spring. This is near the country wliere we made
our sheep hunt recently, of which more later. There is

probably no better big game country left, and I feel sure that

if any one has a wi-h to kill his bear, I can direct him to the

soot where he can get him sure it was almost the only re-

gret of our trip last winter that we were forced to leave be-

fore the bears bad come out of winter quarters. It is hard
to get within a few miles of the bear you have lost, and not

be able lo see him—a good deal like hearing your best girl

talking in the next room when the footman is showing you
oo the door. This month, May, is the best bear month of the

year, and the grizzly for (he next twenty or thirty days will

be an easy gume for any one who goes after him aright,

Scott and Boak usually get about twenty bears each year.

They hunt for revenue only, and would rather kill a black

bear than a grizz'y, as its fur sells for more. But between
the two in point of danger they make no distinction, having
the contempt of experience for them both. The largest and
most deadly grizzlies are those killed in books. The actual

killing of a grizzly is something in the nature of a Cakewalk,
according to these men. E Houoa.
iaC6 BoYCE BciLDiNO, Chicago.

Abmit 'tha.t Adirondack Irisbmaii.

Ne"vvark, N J., May 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Since

I have been able to purchase a copy of Forest and Stream,
more than ten years, I have never seen anytning in its col-

umns that has roused my indignation so much as a statement

made by H. Stewart, writing upon ""'^olves in the Adiron-
dacks," in the current issue.

In speaking of "his" Irishman, he says: "He was posi-

tively trembling with fear, and gave little attention to the

talk 1 gave him, which, you may be sure, was in vigorous

terms, and not to be mistaken, even by an Irishman."

Now, what is Mr. Stewart's conception of an Irishman?
Does he class him with a South Sea Islander, or is he wholly
ignorant of the fact that the greatest statesmen in this world
were, and are, Irishmen?

True, there are some people from Ireland's rural districts

who are below the average in worldly intelligence, but I can

safely state that there never was a son of the G-een Isle in

this country who could not understand when he was repri-

manded.
Surely your copy reader made an error in allowing this

sentence to pass, for I daresay it has aroused the indignation

of many another Irish reader of your great paper besides

yours, etc., Edwakd F. Duffy.

The Birds ia New Hampshire.

I AM over the State a great deal, and never heard so many
ruffed grouje drumming as there are this spring. There was
an uncommonly large liiglit of woodcock this spring.

N. Wentwo»T4,
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INDIANS AND DUCK EGGS.
Game and Fish Cojimission op Ontario.— Dunnville,

May 1.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have just read a letter

in your issue of this date from Mr. A. C. Trippe, of Balti-

more, in which he describes a trip into Canada, where he
found that the natives made a business of gathering duck's
eggs for food, and cites this as a prominent cause of the
diminished numher of ducks now as compared with former
years. Mr. J. H. Keene. too, has been investigating the
cause of the diminished number of ducks which visit the
Chesapeake, and he, too, has only directed his investigations
to the Indians of Canada as the probable guilty parties. He
does not stem to have found any detinite evidence that such
a nefarious trade exists, nor did Fobest and Stream from
its inquiries in the same direction fome time ago; nor do I,

who have had some opportunities in Ontario to know if such
practice existed, believe that there is any regular traffic in
duck's eggs. I have not the slightest doubt as to New York
being capable of consuming all the illegally taken game in
Canada; but I think that our game laws are too well admin-
istered to allcw any such traffic to go on largely. That the
Indians and others in real need of lood may and do occa-
sionally take a nest of fresh duck's eggs I have no doubt, but
for this there is some excuse—necessity knows no law—and
indeed our game laws exempt the Indians from their provis-
ions where the game is taken striciiy for their family use.

Civilization could scarcely accord less to the lormer owners
of the land and the game thereon.
In order to further the efforts of the afore-mentioned gen-

tleman and of FoEEST and Stream in this inquiry, allow
me to ask them if it has ever occurred to them to examine
post mortem the bodies of the ducks which their friends, men
of all degree, even up to the President, have shot in the
spring. In former years I have examined ducks shot in the
spring and almost invariably found in each duck the eggs
which would under other circumstances have produced a
flocfe of from ten to twelve ducks for shooting in the proper
season. What can be said then of these duck nest robbers?
They did not destroy a whole nest full of egga because they
were in want of food as the poor Indian, because they did
not even eat them, yet I will venture to say that hardly any
Indian in any one day ever secured or destroyed as many eggs
as a spring shooter who bagged a dozen ducks.
In Ontario we never now think of shooting a bird in the

spring, and I am glad to say that public sentiment is so ad-
vanced that even the boys consider it such a mean, con-
temptible trick that they very rarely touch a bird's nest. I
am very fond of Forest and Stream, but I must confess
that sometimes it makes me sick to read the able letters

which some of your correspondents send you describing the
slaughter of ducks, snipe, etc., In the spring, when they are
nearly all paired and on their way to find a home in which
to raise their young. Imagine the good such a writer as
Mr. Hough could do were he engaged to write down spring
shooting. It wouldn't take long to reason with sportsmen
and arouse public sentiment against the chief cause of the
diminished number of ducks and other bii ds.

G. A. MAOCAIiLXJM.

Proprietors of fishing resorts toill find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Bay Birds on the Eastern Shore.

KelxiER, Va., May 6.—Atlantic Coast birds are now very
plentiful on our meadows; curlew, yellowlegs, gray backs,
robins, snipe, blackhreasts, etc. Sportsmen are having the
best of shooting. Dr. I C. French, who has been waiting
for several weeks in anticipation of the coming of birds, is

having fine sport, getting good bags every day out.

There have arrived during the week, Messrs. H. R Rogers,
Brooklyn; A. Eddy and P. Kelly, c^f New York city, mem-
bers of Accomac Club; and George Sbiras, Howard
Nimick, Howe Childs and Henry Browne, all residents of

Pittsburg, Pa., and members of Revel's Island Club. Mr.
Shiras returned to-day, and reports birds in abundance and
shooting very good, although he believes that a couple of
weeks hence the variety will be greater, curlew being more
numerous just at present than the other sorts.

Those fond of fishing may find in our channels drum very
plentiful; fifteen to twenty in a few hours to a craft not
being unusual, while trout (weak fish) are in great abund-
ance.

The weather being warm, no better time could be cho?en
for a camping party. There are plenty of high spots on our
meadows where a tent could be pitched, shade erected, and
every facility provided for a rough and tumble outing. We
sometimes wonder that sportsmen do not hit upon this idea
It would not be at all costly, if expense should stand in the
way. Guides can be had for |2 a day, with the use of their

boats (which are always comfortable) for fishing, and for
moving the decoys, etc., around to good shooting or fishing

places, all, in fact, being right at hand,
When a young man, with a company of companions, I

used to sometimes camp out for a month at a time, returning
to home fat and as brown as a ginger cake. After a month
on the salt meadow one does not need pie to tempt his appe-
tite. A side of fat bacon, plenty of fish, clams to waste,
half a bushel of marsh hen and gull's eggs, always in canlp,
strong coffee made in the tea kettle, Indian corn meal, make
up the bill of -fare; nor will the mind wander to, or the appe-
tite crave for better things. T. G. Elliott.

A Scottish laird was relating the story of a flue fish he had
caught one day tohisfiiends at his dinner table! "Donald,"
said he to the servant behind his chair—an old man but a
new servant—"how heavy was the fish I took yesterday?"
Donald neither spoke nor moved. The laird repeated the
question. "Weel." replied Donald, "it was twal' p'und at
breakfast, it had gotten to achteen at dinner-time and it

was sax and-twenty when ye sat down to supper wi' the
Captain." Then after a pause he added: "I've been tellin'

lees a' my lile to please the shooters, but I'll be blowed if

I'm going to tell lees noo, through my old age, to please the
fushers."

—

Angler's Basket.

\ REPORT YOUR LUCK
\

* With Rod or Gun {

To FOREST AND STREAM, \

New York City. (

rw«

BLACK BASS AND BASS LAWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read the article by Mr. Van Cleef on bass, in the
Forest and Stream of April 17, with a great deal of inter-
est, as it is in every respect in fall accord with my own
ideas.

The author is a veteran, well known in this State and in
the Dominion of Canada, both as a most unselfish fisherman,
of the most observing nature as to fish and their habits, and,
as the Counsel for the Senate Committee of this State, who,
jointly with Mr Wakeham, representing the Dominion,
iramed Article XV., of the game law, commonly known as
the special act for the Thousand Island^, and which by
mutual legislation became the uniform law for the St. Law-
rence from Lake Ontario to Ogdensburgh.

I am informed that an effort was first made to make the
bass season in this State open on July 1, but so much opposi-
tion was encountered that it was compromised by changing
the date to June 15.

I have fished for many years, and have probably taken my
share each year, particularly in the inland waters of this

State, and have learned a few things about bass, which I will
briefly state.

First—Bass hibernate in cold weather and go sub-
stantially directly from that hibernation to spawning. That
period of retirement is evidently one of preparation for that
act.

My observation has shown me that the actual time there-
for depends upon the temperature of the water. When the
water arrives at the flxed-by nature temperature, probably
not yet actually determined by man, bass will spawn and
not before.

The season regulates this temperature. In early spring
they spawn early, and later in a late spring, because of the
difference in the time when the water actually reaches the
spawning temperature.
Second—I have found a further distinction as hetween still

and running water, lakes and streams or rivers.

In lakes they spawn later because the water remains
longer below the spawning temperature.
The ice leaves the running waters first ; the sun of spring

has greater effect upon the swift waters of their rifts or
rapids; this continuous disturbance, or ebullition, causes a dis-
tribution and commingling of their warmed waters with the
cold, all of which results in their sooner reaching the spawn-
ing temperature, and the bass spawn earlier iji them than in
the lakes.

The waters of the lakes, agitated only by the waves, warm
up much more slowly. This is the precise reason for their
spawning earlier in running waters.
Also the southern waters of the Delaware and Susque-

hanna rivers warm up earlier than those of the Seneca, Os-
wego and Ontida rivers in central New York, and these in
turn earlier than those of the St. Lawrence or Niagara rivers,
and all of these earlier than those of the lakes connected to or
bisectpd by them.
Some years ago I saw bass taken at Binghamton prior to

May 20 which had fully spawned and recovered their natural
appetite and vigor.

I have fished a great deal on May 30 in the Oneida, Seneca
and Oswego rivers, and have very rarely taken a bass which
had not spawned and recovered.

1 have absolutely failed to take any basg in Oneida Lake or
Onondaga Lake on May 30, but on the same day, by going
down the Oneida River "from the lake to the rifts at Caugh-
denoy, have taken large numbeis in the running water; or by
going on the same day from Onondaga Lake to the Seneca
Rivtr, and a mile or so up stream to the rifts, have made a
good catch. -

All of these bass have been fully spawned fish.

All of these were taken with fly or bait, mostly with the
fly-

My observation has shown me that, as a rule, bass will
not take a bait or a fly during the period of spawning, or
while guarding their young. This is my experience based
upon actual trials made for the purpose of testing my theory.

Of course there are exceptions to all rules. Once in a
while, but rarely indeed, will an angler on May 30, take a
bass which has not spawned. There are always exceptions,
with fi=h, animals, or even human beings; some will hold
over.

If I take twenty bass on May 30, and find among them one
(which is possibly about the average) which has not spawned,
this|does not satisfy me that the open season should be changed,
to open later. For some reason, or from some cause, there
are late spawners, but the large majority should govern.
The fact is that I always return a bas's which has not

spawned, because I am able to distinguish it; but it occurs
very rarely. I have also learned from personal experience,
and from otter sources, that bass which can run from a lake
into a stream will spawn earlier in the running water.
On the other hand, i know from the same sources that it

is a rare thing to take a bass with either bait or fly from any
of the lakes of central New York before June 10, but in ease
of an early spring 1 have taken fully spawned fish in several
of them on May 80

As stated, 1 have read Mr. Van Cleef's article in the For-
est and Stream last month, and know from him and other
sources, that June 9 was agreed upon by the Canadian
authorities as the proper time to open the season for bass
in the St. Lawrence, although it is so far north, is the outlet
for the cold water of Lake Ontario, and is almost a lake in
itself on account of its size.

All of this has led me to the following conclusions:
1. Thai bass spawn much earlier in running water than in

lakes.

2. That the season, early or late, exerts a controlling in-
fluence upon the actual time.

3. That the location of the waters, north or south, in this
State causes a variation of the actual time.

4 That no law of a general nature can be framed which
will fit all of these conditions precedent.
For the foregoing rtasons I advocated the establishment of

May 30 as the date for opening the bass season. I still

believe I am correct. My opinion has not been changed by
the article of Mr. Cheney in the Fokest and Stream of
May 1.

i know that June 15 was made the opening date in Ontario,
and July 1 in Quebec, because of their climate, and because

those dates were made a general and not a special law for
each Province, the same as May 30 was made the general law
for this State

In conclusion, rdesire to simply say that Mr. Van Cleef
and myself ha^ve labored for years to establish uniform laws
for the entire State broad enough to cover the breeding
seasons of all fish and game for the general good of all peo-
ple.

We have been absohitely and teetotally opposed to all

"special backyard" legislation.

We are willing to abide by the law, and neither of us has
any desire, inclination or propensity for getting ajiy "bulge""
upon any other fellow-man.
Mr. Van Cleef, at least, is too well known to the true

sportsmen of this State, and Canada also, to be accused of
any such thing. C. W. Smith,

THE POTOMAC BASS.
Baltimore, May Q.—Editor Forest and Stream; Your

readers will remember that the Maryland Game ard Fish
Protective Association has been energetically at work striv-

ing for the enactment by the legislators of Maryland, Vir-
ginia and West Virginia of a uniform, law for the protection
of black bass in the Potomac River. The Legislatures of
Maryland and Virginia passed the law in 1896, and the Leg-
islature of West Virginia passed the law Feb. 19, 1897.
But, according to the provisions of the bill, the Governor of
Maryland is rt quired to issue a proclamation giving notice
that the States of Virginia and West Virginia have passed
the law; and before this proclamation can be issued the Gov-
ernors of Virginia and West Virginia must give the Gov-
ernor of Maryland official notification of the passage of the
law by their respective States By some oversight these
notifications were not sent the Governor of Maryland, and
when the close season began—April 15—we were confronted
with the fact that the law, legally, was inoperative, but mor-
ally every true angler was bound by a sense of honor not to

take advantage of the situation.

The matter did not become known until April 25, when
Gov. Lowndes, when asked whether he had received word
from Virginia and West Virginia of the passage of the Poto-
mac fish bill, answered in the negative, saying at the same
time that his proclamation was all ready for publication as
soon as he heard from the other States. In the meantime. Rev.
Dr. Owen, of Hagerstown, was arrested for violating the
law for taking bass in the Potomac at Williamsport on April
29, and was acquitted, for the reason that G^v. Lowndes had
not issued his proclamation. Some lively hustling imme-
diately followed on the part of the officers of the Marj land
Association, and I am happy to tell your readers that Gov.
Atkinson, of West Virginia, notified Gov. Lowndes May 4,

and Gov. O'Farrell of Virginia sent his notification to- day,
and to-morrow Gov. Lowndes will finish the good »vork by
issuing his proclamation, and every true and worthy disciple
of Izaak Walton will be happy and the bass will have a rest

till June 1.

Owing to heavy rains the Potomac has been muddy for a
week, so that no fishing could be done. We only know of
three persons who could not restrain their piscatorial enthu-
siasm and abide the proper season for taking bass.

It is refreshing to know that the hundreds of anglers who
fish in the Potomac al most to a man refrained from being
enticed to take advantage of the law. It demonstrates the
influence exerted over a whole State by a thorough organiza-
tion of the sportsmen and anglers into State and in county
organizations. In addition the deputy game wardens now
on duty along the Potomac, Game Warden J. Olney Norris
has prepared a list of twenty-five more who will be commis-
sioned at once, so that the river will be so well guarded as to

make it next to impossible for anyone to violate the law and
not be arrested. With these additional deputies we will

have 200 on duty.
The Game Association has been assisting the Sta.te Fisli

Commissioner in distributing fry for the past three weeks.
Eight hundred thousand perch and 350, 00() trout have been
distributed, and 3,000,000 shad will be put out next week,
all in the western part of the State, mostly in streams that
have never been stocked before. The tributaries of the
lower bay will receive many millions of shad. Our Associa-
tion is increasing in membership very rapidly. A branch
club was organized in Frederick recently, with fifty-three

members. Geo. W. Massamere, Sec'y-Treaa.

TROUTING IN MICHIGAN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Michigan trout season opened this year as usual on

May 1, and as usual it might as well have opened on Feb, 1,

so far as the comfort of the fishermen was concerned.
Messrs. T. W. Childs, Noah Swayne and others, who have
club interests there, went up to Evart to open the season,
while the Mills party of Toledo performed a similar service

on the Sable. They found, what all the local fishermen
found in the lower peninsula, the streams high and dis-

colored, and the weather bleak and cold enough to chill the
ardor of the most enthusiastic angler. The Mills party, con-
sisting of General Superintendent Mills, of the Clover Leaf
road; Clarence Brown, its solioitor; John W. Oswald, the
Castalia expert, and Dr. Frank Beebe, of Columbus, man-
aged to get along very comfortably in Superintendent Mills's

piivate car, but the Sable was nearly a foot higher than even
the ordinary spring stage and as dark as Erebus, a most ex-
traordinary condition for that sand-filtered stream But on
Monday the river began to clear, and on Tuesday and during
the remainder of their stay they enjoyed such fishing as

seldom falls to the lot of mortals outside this ideal stream.
The party reached home early on Friday morning.
The Sable River, formerly the finest grayling stream in

Michigan, now affords exceptional trout fishing, the greater
part of the fish taken being the Sahno fontinalis, although
there is a very fair representation of the rainbow trout,

which seem to live in perfect harmony with their Eastern
cousins. It is an interesting fact that less than ten years ago
there was not a trout of any variety to be found in the
waters of the Sable, but since it was artificially stocked so
admirably has it proved itself to be adapted to the require-

ments of the trout that they have thrived and multiplied be-

yond all expectation. From the village of Grayling, where
the river crosses the Michigan Central Railway, to the south
branch of the Sable, a matter of some twenty-flve miles by
stream, scarcely a single specimen of the fish of the rainbow
dorsal is to be taken, but there are said to be still a number
in the south branch, and in the main river a few miles fur-

ther down. And this melancholly condition of affairs leads
me to remark that if Brer Hough is really in earnest about
the capture of his grayling he cannot afford to put it off
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much longer. It would seem to be a fortunate thing that
Ibe few remaining specimens of this magniflcent tish still to

to be found in the Sahle are so relatively inaccessible, and
the trout fishing so mUch batter and so much more conven-
ient, that they may last till the trout have literally eaten
them out of house and home.
And this reminds me that in a very recent letter, alluding

casually to the Sable, Mr. Hough speaks of it as a dangerous,
or at least a risky stream for the boats of the angler. In this he
has evidently been misinformed. The Sable is a rapid stream
nearly all ttie way down the thirty miles of water usually
fished below Grayling, but it has no rapids, such as char-
acterize the Brule and similar streams. There is no place
along the entire course mentioned where a boat may not lie

at anchor with perfect safety to its occupants.
Jay Beebb.

Toledo, O., May 8.

SOME OTHER CAMPS.
The boys were talking over some of our camping expe-

ditions the other night, after reading what I had written
about Camp Bouillon, for that expedition was by no means
the only one. Jack's brother, while no tenderfoot on a
trout stream, did not know much about camping out, and
he expressed a desire to shake off the mold that had accu-
mulated on him from continuous dwelling in a banking
house and to go with us the next time we went camping.
Jack and I had planned a little expedition not many miles
from town, so George was invited.

We had a little sheet-iron stove in one corner of our
tent and thought it would be a mighty nice thing to take
along a few pieces of cannel coal, for the nights were very
cold and a sheet-iron stove cools otF mighty quick, and it is

not pleasant to crawl out in the night to replenish the fire

with wood. We fixed up a very comfortable camp. The
only thing I objected tg was that Jack would spit on the
floor, and quite an argument arose as to whether I, as
cook and housekeeper of the institution, had not aright to
boss the ranch, so to speak. We had one double cot and
a single one. I had taken along a pair of new blankets
and Jack immediately picked out the comfortable side of
the double cot for himself, and for fear these blankets
would be pulled ofi' during the night, he, during the few
moments that I was out of the tent, did then and there
securely drive three or four nails right through those new
blankets fastening them to the side, his side, mind you, of
the cot.

The deed had been done, and there was no need of rais-
ing a row about it, but it was Jack all over. The light was
put out, for we always carried a tin reflector lamp that we
could fasten to the tent pole, and the last thing before re-
tiring for the night a big piece of the coal was dumped into
the stove. It was cold enough outside, but it was not long
before it was warm enough inside. The stovepipe began to
be a good sizzling red, and as the occupants ofthe double cot
were on the opposite side and tbestove was justat George's
feet, we rather enjoyed his discomfiture. Finally he was
roasted out; he juniped out of bed and emptied a cup of
water into the stove, which cooled it down, and he went
back to bed. But it did not take long for the coal to
brighten up, and the stovepipe once more began to be red-
hot, and 1 think poor George spent most of the night
jumping out of bed, putting out the fire and getting back
to bed. He finally soused it with a whole pail of water
and put the fire out, then called the dog on the bed with
him to keep his feet warm. We concluded that cannel
coal was not a success in a sheet-iron stove.
Another time we went camping out near Freeland, not

far from Section 37. We took along a bale of straw, and
you know it pulls out in layers 3 or 4in. thick and makes
a veritable mattress. We had the same cot beds, but there
was a space left between the two that we had to cover over
with this straw, and it made a verj-^ nice bunking place for
a narrow man. We had gone up early in the morning
and had the camp all ready; and Ferd and one of the
other boys came up on the evening train and got a farmer
to drive them out to where we were, about three miles
from the station. We had gone to bed when we heard
them calling in the distance, and as the night was cold
we did not get up to welcome them. The bed made on
the straw between the two cots fell to Ferd and I suppose
had not been properly calculated for the occupant, for he
groaned nearly all night, and long before morning awak-
ened and wanted some one to change with him, saying he
had been wedged in so between the two cots that he was
unable to turn or move, and had to have some one help
him before he could get up. So we rigged a derrick, hoisted
him up, and as it was then nearly morning we concluded
it was time to get up.

Another trip that Jack and I took was one of those
trips when you come home without anything, and that is
seldom told about. We went up the bay shore for ducks.
E,eports had come in that they were there in thousands.
We were going to camp on a little island not very far from
mainland and the water was not very deep. Jack was not
much of a boatman and consequently his duck boat con-
tained very little of the camping outfit. Mine had the
camp stove, which was not the sheet-iron one at that time
and among other things the tent poles. These were a lit-

tle too long to put in the bottom of the boat, so they were
put corner-wise and stuck out on each end.' I remember
we were going along carefully; I was standing up, pad-
dling, the waves were quite choppy and there was a dis-
agreeable cork-screw motion to the boat. I had just cau-
tioned Jack to be careful when a wave came along with a
little more force than the previous ones and gave the canoe
such a jolt that one of the tent poles was caught by it and
in a jiffy I was overboard. This was more fun for Jack
than for myself, and several comments were made upon
what a good boatman I was and how much better I could
ride a cranky duck boat than he could. However, the out-
lit was not badly demoralized, notwithstanding I was wet
to my chin and it was quite late in the fall. We soon got
across to the little island and found a good camping spot,
but by that time it blew great guns, and twice during the
night we had to get out and fasten down the tent and
put extra guys to keep it from blowing away over our
heads.
That ought to have been just the place and just the

weather for ducks, but the next morning we thrashed
around all over the entire marsh without getting a feather.
Along in the afternoon we packed up and caught the
evening train home. On the way we negotiated a deal
whereby we got a nice crock of fresh country butter, and

upon OUT return Jack's father asked where the ducks were
and Jack went on to tell what a nice time we had, what a
fine camp, and how nice everything w'as. "Yes," his
father said, "but why don't you say where the birds are,
and how many did you get?" Jack said: "We got the
finest crock of butter you ever saw." And from that day
to this, whenever the old gentleman hears that Jack or I
are planning a trip, he wants to know if it is to be a crock
of butter expedition.

All of these things happened a good while ago, and we
have not had one of our home camping-out expeditions in
six or seven years. Not but what we would like to, just
the same, and not that we are growing too old to do it, but
somehow or other the old crowd has drifted apart, and I
do not suppose we will ever again have one of the old-time
camping-out expeditions that the members of the Saginaw
crowd enjoyed so well. W. B. Mershon.
Saginaw, Mieb,, May 5.

to the general run of sportsmen, having been stocked for
some years, hut largely fished by local sportsmen. A late

report saj's that Mr. John Duke, of Rumford Falls, has just
returned from Lake Webb, where he caughi twenty-six sal-

mon, the string weighing over 401bs.
"

Speci-J^l.

NEW ENGLAND WATERS.
New Hampshire Fishing.

Hudson Center, May 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I
notice in an article over the signature of Hackle a statement
that the open season for moose and caribou is from Sept 15
to Dec, 15. This is a mistake. They are protected in New
Hampshire until Sept. 15, 1901.
The fishermen are having grand sport at New Found

Lake with the salmon. I was at Dr. Fowler's cottage on the
'^d and was quite interested in looking over a record of their
catch for the last three years. In 1895, from April 24 to May
2 thirty-three salmon and one lake trout were taken; in 1896,
during the same time, twenty-one salmon and three lake
trout; in 1897 for the same time, thirty-five salmon. These
fish were caught by Gen. Paul Lang, Col. Frank JSToyes and
Dr. Fowler. Three better fishermen it would be hard to
find. It must be remembered that there are several other
camps all having different degrees of success, also that the
best part of the season both with salmon and lake trout in

after May 3.

At Winnepesaukee they are having a good catch of lake
trout and shad-waiters. I have heard of but one salmon
being caught there, an lUb. one. Mr. O. H. Daniels, of
Laconia, tells me that no better catches have ever been made
in Winnisquam Bay of whitefish and lake trout, I get re-
ports of fair catches of brook trout from different sections of
the State. - N. Wentworth.

Massachusetts and Maine and New Hampshire-
Boston, May 10.—Moosehead is clear; fishermen are off,

and prospects are excellent. The Rangeleys are clearing.
Richardson is clear, Mooselucmaguntic is clearing, Rangt-
ley will be clear by Thursday.
Map 8.—Some fishing is being done in the coves around

Rangeley Lake, where the water is open, and some trout are
being taken, but no large fish. A few Boston fishermen have
already gone for this early fishing. Mr, Morse has gone to
Rangeley. He will try the cove fishing. Mr. and Mrs. C.
P. Stevens have gone to Rangeley. It will be remembered
that Mi. Stevens broke the record on landlocked salmon there
last year. He took two salmon on May 6 weighing 54 and
7llbs., and on the 16ih a salmon that weighed 7Jlbs. F. C.
Belcher and Mrs. Belcher have gone to Rangely. Mr. Belcher
is owner of the beautiful camps at Mingo Point. Mr. C. D.
Lyford will go to the Rangeleys immediately on receipt of the
news that the ice is out.

Salmon fishing at Bangor is not turning out well this year,
or was not at last reports Mr. Archibald Mitchell with a
friend from Scotland are just back from trying the pool at
Bangor a week. They fished faithfully every day, but took
only a salmon apiece. Mr. Mitchell's weighed 171bs., a
large one for that pool. Mr. Mitchell says that there was but
one other salmon caught during their stay. He is the owner
of a salmon pool at the Restigouche, where he will fish later.

He had great luck there last year. Mr. D. H. Blanchard and
his friend, Mr. Keeler, are already planning for Mr. Blan-
chard's salmon river, earlier this year than usual.
The landlocked salmon fishermen are much interested.

R. 0. Harding, E. E Wakefield, Jr , and Edward Brooks
left Friday evening for Dan Hole Pond, Ossipee, N. H.
They are to be met at the pond by Commissioners Wentworth
and Hughes. Mr. Thomas Dickson is also expected to join
the party for a day. Mr. Dicb son writes Mr. Harding of
great fishing at Winnipesaukee last week. He took five lake
trout, weighing respectively 9, 7, 6, 5 and 41bs. Good sport
has been had at Newfound Lake the past week. Lake
Webb, formerly Weld Pond, Maine, has been oj^en for a
week, and good luck with salmon and trout has resulted.
A big catch was made there at first; fifty salmon and trout
on Saturday, eight on Sunday, and forty on Monday. Mr.
John Decker and party were the more lucky fishermen. Mr.
Wilder K. Chase, of Pine Point Camps at that lake, sends
F. E. Boothby a drawing of three of these fish. One is a
brook trout weighing 4ilbs., the second a salmon of 4flb3.,
the third a brook trout of 5*1 bs. This drawing has been on
display in the window of the Washington street office of the
Boston & Maine and Maine Central railways the past three
days, and has drawn a crowd. Mr. Q. A Atwood and his
friend Gen. Es Boss have gone to Seoec Lake, Maine, for
salmon fishing.

Mr. Henry C. Litchfield, with Dame, Stodard and Ken-
dall, received a letter on Thursday from Col. C B. Hazel-
tine, saying that the ice is out of Swan Lake, near Belfast,
Me , and that as usual, Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stan-
ley is taking trout there. At the time the letter was written
he had taken a salmon of S^lbe., a trout of 7ilbs., and other
trout down to|31bs. It will be remembered that these are
the celebrated Swan Lake brook trout (those who think they
know better need not smile at such a name) brought to light
only a few years ago by Mr, Stanley and Mr, Hazeltine.
They are perfect salmo fontinalis, only that they are in that
lake; hard to get, ardof a remarkable size and most beauti-
ful coloring. Mr. Hazeltine suggests to Mr. Litchfi Id to
come at once, but business prevents. Col, C. A. Hopkins
is off for Grand Lake Stream. The ice left Grand Lake
May 3. On Monday Mr. W. L Hnderwood was off for the
Duck Lake camps in that region. His brother, H. O. Under-
wood, is treasurer of the Duck Lake Club. This club will
be off for the Shoodics in a few days.
Landlocked salmon fishing at Lake Auburn, Me., has been

proving uncertain this season. Several fine irout and salmon
•were taken there on Friday. The better weather has im-
proved the fishing a good deal. The fishing season at Wil-
son Lake, Wilton, Me., opened on Tuesday with a catch of
fifteen salmon, some of them very large. This lake is new

"WHEN THE ICE GOES OUT."
Three Days with the Landlocked Salmon at

Sebasro.

"Theee goes the telephone! Hello! What is it?"

"The ice went out of the Sebago yesterday. Be ready to
start at 8:45 to-morrow morning."
And so Monday morning we four met at the Union De-

pot. Anticipation for days had at last been satisfied. One
dry goods man and three doctors tumbled ulsters, and fish
boxes and rod cases and rubber overcoats and grips into
as many seats, and then took the first long breath of leisure
in many a day.
Sebago Lake is a nearly oval sheet of water, about twelve

miles long, and sixteeni miles north of the city of Portland,
Me. One of the most sinuous rivers, the Songo—most
charmingly sung by the poet Longfellow—connects it with
its tributaries. Brandy Pond and Long Pond, further north

.

The series of lakes, with their various feeders, stretch out
over a length of some fifty miles, survivals of the glacier
that once covered our entire State. From out of the south-
ern end of Sebago flows a broad, deep river, the Pre-
sumpscott, that supplies the motive po^er for the paper
and cotton mills of Westbrook. Some twenty-five years
ago Portland utilized the lake for its water supply. Few
cities in the world are able to boast of purer water or one
of more lavish abundance.
But with its attractions of scenery and utility, the lake

has special charms for the angler. Brook trout (Salmo
fontinalu) are caught in it, often of large size, and bass at
certain seasons of the year. But Sebago is also the home
of a true landlocked salmon, which long ago Agassiz
studied and decided to be a species indigenous to these
waters. He therefore gave it the name of Salmo sebaginen-
sis. Because of peculiar conditions of habit and food sup-
ply, it is a difficult fish to catch; but once hooke'd, it fights
hard enough to satisfy the heart of the most fastidious
sportsman.
The hour's run to Mattocks was unnoticed in the gahble

of fish talk. Drawn up to the platform of the station, the
mountain wagon, which served the purpose of the daily

^
stage to Naples, awaited us. Loading it up with parapher-
nalia enough for a month's camping, we stowed ourselves
in and were oft'. The crisp April morning was bright with
sunshine, though it needed no telling that all the winter's
snow was not yet gone from the White Mountains, 'way ofiT

to the northwest. Through the little village of Mattocks,
that unfortunate memento of the gentleman farmer, we
swung along over a fairly good road. Here and there were
mud holes, of course, for every roadside gully was full of
snow water, and the snow itself still lay in patches among
the trees and along the fences.

At Fitch's, Charley suggested that we put in for a supply
of crackers and cheese, and these, with a bunch ofbananas,
were dealt out from the back seat to those ahead whose
cigars had finally given out. Just beyond Sandy Beach,
some six or eight miles from the station, Stillman met us
with an open wagon and a spike team of three laorses.

After two-hours of rattling over dry ground antl flounder-
ing through mud we drew rein at Meserve's, our destina-
tion, at the mouth of the Songo.
Through the care of Charley, arrangements bad been

made for our use of Frank's own camp, and specially for-

tunate were we that we could get it. Ranged along this
shore of the lake are some five or six little cottages. At
the head of the line is a more pretentious house of two
stories. Here mine host Meserve feeds his guests, the fish-

erman and guides, and lodges as many as his upper story
can accommodate. "Roomers and mealers" is the proper
vernacular. In one of the smaller cottages he lives through
the entire year, and this, his proper home, he had resigned
to us. A story high, with a single main room and an ex-
tension, fitted with bunks for the guides and bedsteads for
the "sports," it was just about big enough to swing a cat
in, with respect, of course, for the size of the cat. Small
though it be, it is an ideal fisherman's camp, and we went
to housekeeping at once.
And now a word in passing about this ice busi-

ness. The season par excsllence for salmon fishing at
Sebago is the last of April, "when the ice goes out.""

The natural food here for the salmon is the smelt. During
the winter both lie out in deep water. But immediately
after the ice leaves the lake the smelt run in up the Songo
to spawn. The salmon follow them from deep water, and
feed upon the smelt along the northern shore ofthe Lake and.
around the mouth of the Songo. Curiously enough, for a
few days immediately after this exodus, salmon will ac-
cept a troll of natural or artificial smelt along this shore.
But after this time the daily catch grows smaller, until in
the latter part of May and the first of June, when the
smelt return to the deep water of the lake. Then for a
few days also, salmon will take the bait, but these two'
periods comprise the year's fishing. Very rare'y are the^
salmon ever taken at any other season of the year, or att

any other part of these waters. So tbat after this explan-
ation one can understand why the time to go a-fishing at.

Sebago is "when the ice goes out," and happy is he whO'
can suit his needs for the occasioiL
Our long ride had furnished good sauce for a hearty

dinner, when our guides met us, and we discussed the sit-

uation. As we looked out seaward from the shore, the
prospect of fishing was decidedly unfavorable. The main
lake, as far as the eye could reach, was leaping in freedom
from its fetters of ice. The strong south wind which has
prevailed during several days had done its work well, so
far as that greater part was concerned. But, unwisely for
us, it had driven a mass of ice a half mile wide or so down
upon our shore. And here we were shut off" from the fish-

ing grounds outside it by this grinding, crunching floe of
dirty black material, too weak to bear the weight of a boat
and showing no clear lanes for passage. There was noth-
ing to do but to wait patiently for the power of the north
wind to drive away the barrier for us.

Slow dragged the hours of that afternoon. We chanted
in antiphony "Thou ait so near, and yet so far," and tor-
mented the lives of every would-be weather prophet in the
neighborhood. One of the party was somewhat fainted as
to the chances of successful fishing, ice or no ice. For had
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he not, in times gone by, in vain spent days and dollars to
' get sight, even of one of these much lauded fish. "Wa'al,"

I

quoth John Plummer, "just come over to the cook house

I

and praps you'll change your mind." TJp we stalked in

solemn single file, hent 'neath the low lintel, and there in
the gloom in all its own magnificence lay a monster

\ salmon! It had been taken the day before by a gentleman
\
who had pever previously caught one, and, as it afterward
proved, it was his only fish. "Thirty inches long, 9in.

broad and weighs 161bs. 4oz.," says the owner. Such an
I introduction was satisfactory to all doubters! Congratula-

I

tions poured in from all, with an occasional aside of, "fish-

1
erman's luck! the greenhorn always gets the best fish."

So back we meandered to our own quarters, not exactly
envious, you know, but with an air of dubious introspec-

tion. •

How we did watch the weather-vane that swung upon
the next cottage! That yellow fish vacillated from south
to west, occasionally trifling with points of the compass
further northward. Six o'clock came, and—glory be to

Peter, the patron saint of all true anglers—it was steady at

due north. But at that hour it needed no weather-vane
to proclaim the change. After supper we began to fill up
the stove with good, hard wood and pull on extra coats,

for the freezing wind was roaring through every cranny
and out of doors nipped noses and fingers as if it was the
depth of winter. Frank looked in upon us just before we
turned in. Fat and Jolly, his pipes wheezing with a hor-
rid cold, he lightened the gloom of our spirits with a
cheery "Good night, don't worry, Doc, there won't be a
morsel of this ice here to-morrow mornin'."
We had not been together long enough as yet to estab-

lish that happy state oftrue comradery, which is the mark
of all true fisherfolk. But in one thing we were entirely
harmoniou.s—^the necessity of going to bed, "all standing,"
as the sailors say, if we expected to live till morning. It

was confoundedly cold! The thickest of winter undercloth-
ing and stockings, and possibly a pair of trousers besides,

were adopted as the fit robe of night, and we were none
too warm at that-. No pajamas for us, if you please! Once
or twice during the night the pain of an almost frozen
nose awoke me to make another grab for the thick com-
fortables, which I feared my bed-fellow was absorbing too
generously.
At last a doleful howl from John in the front room

awoke me. It was bright day again. The sun shone
,
clear into the house, and the wind was piping merrily out-
side. "Too bad. Just our luck. There's that plaguy ice

just where it was last night. No fishing for us to-day!"
We all groaned in chorus, but as I was nearest the win-
dow on the lake side of the house, I mustered up courage

I for a look myself. Lo, not a vestige of our bSte noir of the
I

day before was there. The lake was as free from ice as it

i

is in August. And this was only one of John Plummer's
' little jokes!

Off we started at half-past 6. Nansen, on his sledge
I journey, didn't begin to wear as many garments as we did.
Never, in all my experience with Maine winters, did I feel

the cold as I did during that morning's fishing. I simply
could not keep warm nor even comfortably cold. Every
drop of spray turned to ice; icicles hung to the oars; the
lines iced up so that they would not slip through the
guides of the rods. Our several boats cruised up and down

: half a mile or so parallel with the shore. Each used two
rods, trolling from 150 to 200ft. of line, with an Archer
spinner or blue-backed phantom for bait. The only relief

from the biting wind was when we turned southward
toward the sun, then Sumner, my guide, would improve
the opportunity in trying to pound a little feeling into bis
stinging hands.

After an hour of teeth-chattering and no salmon I de-
cided that I, at least, knew when I had enough. It seemed
hours before we got ashore, and it was noon before I was
decently warmed through. Charley had the only luck
that morning, sticking to it until 11 o'clock, and being re-
warded for his pains, or better, freezing, by two fish: one
of 81bs., and one ISlbs.

While we sat around the fire in the "settin' room" that
night he told us how he managed to keep out so long:
"The secret lies in being properly clothed. I had on, first,

two pairs of extra heavy winter flannel shirts, and two
pairs of drawers. Next, vest and two pairs of trousers.
Then a heavy sweater; outside this a double wool-lined
canvas shooting jacket, and over all a thick ulster."

"My body wasn't cold, but my feet were," says Bert.
"Oh, I looked out for that. I put on two pairs of hand-

knit wool socks, and my arctics over my shoes. Then I
tied my hat down with a big handkerchief and wrapped
up my knees in a double pair of wool blankets. Lucky
we didn't capsize—I should have gone straight to the
bottom."
Neither Bert nor George caught anything that day, but

after dinner I tempted Providence and the fish again and
got a beauty of Slbs, It was a female, long, slender, her
sides burnished silver, setoff with the peculiar black spots

• along the head and back. None can study such a creation
without acknowledging that the salmon is the king Of our
Northern waters.
How Charley's eyes blazed as he lived over again the

capture of his big tiah. During the morning he found that
the only way he could keep his line serviceable was by
retrieving that part which lay on the surface of the water,
breaking off the ice which would form upon it, and then
pajnng out again. Just after one of these performances
he had a good strike. He reeled in up to the ice which
had reformed upon the line, but all attempts to make the
rest of the line render were useless. The fish was then
allowed to play until Charley could reach up and break
off the ice collection. Then the reeling began again, when
another difficulty appeared. This time it was the reel.
Though a new one, the internal machinery had broken
down, and, though Charley was grinding the crank vigor-
ously, the salmon was slowly and surely getting further
away. Quickly throwing the rod down into the boat he
retrieved the line hand over hand with mittens on. This
was not a perfect success, for while at times Charley had
the fish, at other times the fish had Charley. Meantime
the strong wind had driven the boat a mile or so out into
the lake. He had the good fortune to have an accom-
plished guide, Mr. Oliver, the fish warden of the lake,
who, by the way, is making a good impression upon both
sportsmen and natives by his manly, comtuon-sense inter-
pretation of his official duties. "Don't give him up," yelled
OUver, "we'll hang to him, if he carries us to the foot of
the pond."

After struggling for an hour, the salmon was brought
near enough to net. The net was a new one that had be-

come well frozen while lying unused in the boat. After
making it serviceable by wringing off the ice, the guide
slipped it under the fish at the first trial. But the instant

the salmon felt the touch of the cord, to the dismay of

both Charly and the guide, there was mad break through
the net, leaving nothing but a few bloody sti'ands hanging
to the ring. "We must gaff him," cries'Oliver; but theie
was no gaff in the boat. "Then I'll try to get my finge] s

into his gills." From an experience gained by long serv-
ice as fish-keeper in the Sebago Fisli Hatchery, he reached
his arm full length into the water, thrust his fingers into

the fish's gills, and with a mighty heave landed him into

the boat. With less adroit handling or a single false move-
ment, the salmon would certainly have been lost. A long,

hard pull was necessary before the landing was reached,
but it was a grand fight, and the fish was worth it.

Wednesday morning illustrated another of the phases
of our fickle April weather. During the night the wind
had shifted back again to the South. Along the edges of
the shore half an inch of ice had formed, and at the first

of the fishina the cold was nearly as intense as during the
day before. But as the forenoon lengthened the sun grew
hotter. Boats began to thicken as more and more fisher-

men came out. Backwards and forwards across the bar
the long lines trailed, and strikes became frequent. The
day was a perfect one for sport, and it was found that
more than forty salmon, some quite large, had been taken
during it. It was my good fortune to capture the third
largest fish taken up to that night. In the morning I got
one 4-pounder on a silver phantom; but during the after-

noon, while others around me were successful, I was not.

We hated to give up beaten, so Sumner and I stayed out
until almost every other boat had gone in. It was grow-
ing dusk, but Sumner, faithful fellow, said, "Let's swing
round once more," and at the last turn we got him. I
knew it was a large one, and when I reeled him up to the
net and saw the great greenish sides swinging up through
the clear water, I felt that I had not lived in vain! Even
Sumner's wonted placidness was ruffled, as he said, "Just
lllbs., and a beauty." And now his portrait in colors hangs
above me, to remind me that "all things come to him who
waits."

It had been a great fish day. Each of our party had
taken at least one, and many of the other fishermen were
jubilant over good catches. So, naturally, the post prandial
talk was upon the general subject of landlocked salmon.
Their habits and of course their weight were discussed.
Each member of the quartette furnished his quota to the
common stock of knowledge, and capped the last story by
one a "leetle" bigger. By and by the door opened, and
Levi came in with Charley, who had been on a rampage
among the other camps, to hear them "swap lies," as he
mildly put it. Levi is one of the veterans of this region.
Years before the present game laws were heard of he had
taken salmon out of the lake' and river by every device
then known. At night, under the glare of the pitch pine
knot, he had speared them; he had shot them with his
rifle as they lay upon the spawning beds; and nowadays,
under the restrictions of the warden, his lines are trolled
in surely pleasant places, for his good luck is proverbial.
So, of course, he was at once accosted with "How big a
salmon did you ever see?"

Slowly and in silence he drew up his chair by the stove,
filled his corn-cob afresh, and scratched a match upon the
leg of his trousers. How many times every one has wit-
nessed that process! First the match is split off from the
card, scrutinized carefully to find the sulphur end, drawn
with two or three short strokes up and down the nether
garment, and with the last stroke lengthened out to the
arm's length, held up until the brimstone burns off. Then
well afire and already half consumed, it is laid carefully
upon the tobacco, a few deep puffs—and another soul is

content with the charmedweed. Still silent, Levi took his
pipe from his mouth, worked his jaws up and down several
times to see if they were acting well, and like Ulysses be-
fore his hearers, "thus began."
"0' course, I've seed bigger fish than I ever hefted. Up

in the weir we often find 'em better than 2-51 bs. But years
ago I 'member one spring comin' down fhe river in the
canoe. I see a big splashin' jest below the head of a rip.
At fust I didn't sense what it was. I runs the canoe up
ashore and runs down the bank opposite, and seen it was
a big black spot aground in the shallow. The water war
'bout 2ft. deep, and the critter's back was stickin' out all of
1ft., an' he war thrashin' round with his tail tremenjus. I
run back to the canoe for my spear, which I happen' to
have with me. It had a middlin'-sized handle, 'bout as
big as my arm, and I runs up and let him have it, as hard
as I could drive, right onto his back. Next I knowed I
was flat onto my back in the mud, the handle of the spear
all busted to pieces and the iron bent double. I never
hurt the feller a might, and he tore off up the rip inter
deep water. He was shot the next day, and so I knowed
jest how much he weighed."
"How much was it, Levi?"
"Waal, we didn't have nothin' to weigh him there, so

we took him up to the Lock and put him on the scales, and
he weighed jest 501bs."

What a yell went up from the audience, and how the
voice of George triumphed above all others, "I believe it,

I believe it!"

Thursday was another hot day. What a contrast in
forty-eight hours! Up to noon the lake was unruffled silver.
Not even the softest breath of a summer's zephyr stirred
its glassy surface. The sun burned our faces and blistered
our noses, as it was reflected from the water. With such
conditions of sky and river, few fish were taken, though
just at noon, during a temporary roughening of the water,
two fish rewarded our patience. But our furlough was
over. After dinner came that saddest and happiest hour
for the true disciple of Walton, when the rods are un-
jointed, the fish packed to carry out, and boiled shirts are
necessary for the conventionalities of a more fastidious
civilization. Oui- guides rowed us across the lake to
Sandy Beach, where we met the afternoon stage for the
station.

On the road we met a party of natives, one ofwhom was
carrying under his arm a bundle, from out of whose wrap-
pings protruded the head and tail of a large salmon.
"Where did you get him?"
"At the mouth of Northwest Eiver, this morning, on a

live bait."

"How much does he weigh?"

"Fourteen pounds and a half; and it took an hour to

land him."
It was a fitting ending to a most successful trip. And

when next day our fish were displayed in the city, one of
their admirers voiced the general opinion, "the finest lot

of Sebago salmon ever shown here in one collection,"

Stanley P. Wahrek.
Portland.

ANGLING NOTES.
The Switch Cast.

Soon after the fly-casting tournament at Madison Square
Garden in March, I received the following letter from a
gentleman in Easton, Pa., and promised to reply to it, but
have not been able to do so until now

:

"Will you pardon my writing to you on the ground of a
slight provocation, occasioned by a circumstance foreign to
yourself.

"The fact is I traveled all the way from this place on March
18, to Madison Square Garden, in order to witness switch
casting, something I had never seen, but had heard of, only
to find when I ranged myself alongside of the tank that the
event bad been postponed, on account of^the class not filling:.

The request I have to make is that you kindly describe as well
as you can, how the cast is made, and in a public event what
is barred. That ia, what do you have to do, and not do, in
order lo keep within the lines where switch casting begins
and ends. I have read a description of switch casting; but
it does not seem possible that wi'h some 70ft, of fine lying
in the water in front of you, that by simply describing a
circle with the tip of the rod while over your head, and then
threshing it forward and downward, the line is going to pick
itself up and go rolling onward to a distance of 100ft. or
more."
The best description I ever heard of a switch, or spey

cast, as it is more generally called in Great Britain, pro-
bably because it originated on the river Spey in Scotland,
was in Land and Water (1 think) many years ago, and writ-
ten by Geo. M. Kelson ; but it had with it diagrams enough
to illustrate a book of considerable proportions, and it seems
like a. formidable undertaking to even attempt to describe
the cast without a single diagram of some sort or other.

The cast is more easily made on a stream with sufficient

current to produce a drag on the line. I know of but one
or two printed descriptions of the cast, and the latest and
simplest is by Mr. Marston, in a book which was issued last

year, but it has the inevitable diagram, and does not make
the cast much, if any, clearer to the comprehension than the
description my correspondent gives, and perhaps I may not
succeed any better. The angler stands on the bank of a
stream with his line in the water extending down stream.
The first movement is to lift the line to the surface of the
water. Tnis maybe done by the time the rod points upward
at an angle of 45°. The motion of the rod is continued up-
ward, but quickly when the line is clear of the water, and to

the right, the point of the rod stopping over and a little back
of the angler's head. The idea of this part of tJie motion is

to draw the line toward the caster and a little to his right in
the form of^a loop, without lifting ttie fly from the water. If
the motion is properly made when the point of the rod is

over and back of the angler's head the line has bellied, form-
ing a loop like the curve of a letter D at the right of the
angler's position, and the fly is still on the water in front of
him. The motion is now continued by the rod tip making
the straight line of the D downward with force, imparting
impetus to the fine, which rolls it out on the water in the
direction in which the rod is pointed. The line is lifted

from the water, not as in the recovery for a back cast, but
with force simply to form the loop, while the fly remains on
the water. The quick, sharp motion of the rod tip forward
and downward gives a forward movement to the line nearest
to the rod tip, and this naturally is communicated along the
whole length of the line, and it is impelled forward in one
long, continuous roll. You must have loop enough to feel

the "pull" of the line when you make the sharp forward
movement with the rod, and the momentum then given to
the line constitutes the switch cast, as nearly as I can describe
it in words.
The first switch cast I ever made was with a rope, and I

did not know it was a .switch cast at the time; but I believe
I can do it better now with a rope than I can do it with a
rod. A boyish pastime was to draw a rope on the grass
until it was nearly extended, then pull up a little slack (the
loop of the switch cast), and with a rotary motion of the
slack impart momentum to the rope that extended clear to
the end in undulating curves, finishing with a crack at the
end if it was well done.
The one thing you may not do in switch casting is to

throw your fly behind you. At the tournament in the con-
tests for switch casting a screen of canvas was erected a few
feet behind the caster, so he could not throw his fly back of
it even had he wished to do so. Otherwise the contests for
switch casting are not unlike overhead casting.

American Fisheries' Society.

President Whitaker, of the American Fisheries' Society,
recently appointed a committee Of prominent gentlemen in
Detroit to arrange a programme of entertainment when the
Society meets in that city, June 17, 18 and 19. One feature
proposed is to have a fly-casting tournament at Belle Isle,

and a sub-committee was appointed to make the necessary
arrangements with the Park Board. President Whitaker
is doing everything in his power to make the twenty-
sixth annual meeting of the Society a notable one.
I received a letter from him this morning in
which he says in part: "I think I can assure
you of the success of the social features of the coming meet-
ing now. I have appointed the sub-committeea on enter-
tainment, etc., and as soon as they have definitely settled on
their programme we will inform you. * * * We expect
a large attendance from the Lake States, and I hope the
Eastern members will be well represented. We hope to
have some of the scientific men of the Middle West with
us; men who have been interested actively in investigations
connected with fish and fishculture. * * * s/sfe shall
give you a good time socially after the work is done, and
hope to show you something of what the officer in charge of
the Spanish caravals saw fit to call the rival of the Mediter-
ranean when he was on his way up the lakes bonnd to Chi-
cago with his charges."
The meetings of the Society have generally been held in

the East—New York, Washington or Philadelphia—in years
past, but a considerable portion of the membership comes
from the West and Middle West, and the Detroit meeting
promises to be one that no member, no matter where he
lives, can afford to miss. When the Western people set out
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to accomplish an object they generally do it in such a man-
ner as to make glad the hearts of those who are privileged to

take part in it, no matter wliat it may be, and I know that

Commissioner Whitaker intends that the coming meeting
shall be a red-letter one in the annals of the American
Fisheries Society.

Color of Trout Flesh.

Col. "William L. Stone, of Mount Yernon, N. Y., in writ-

ing me concerning an article I prepared for the report of the
Fisheries, Game and Forest Commissioners of New York,
says:

"I was much interested in 'jrour admirable article in the

report, but will you allow me to ask one or two questions.

When you speak of the red tinge given to the trout by living

on crayfish, how will you account for this fact? That in

both the Upper and Lower Beaver lakes (in the Adirondacks)
the male trout (or Dice mrsa, I do not remember which) is

deeply marked with a deep red while the female is white.
Certainly one sex dres not feed on crayfish to the exclusion

of the other; yet this is a fact and I know you would like to

have us tell you about these things, hence this Istter," I as-

sume that Col. Stone refers to the color of the^^sA of the
trout, not the color of the skin, for it was about the flesh of

the trout, not its skin, that I referred to as being affected by
a diet, not of crayfish, but of other Crustacea, gaimnarus,
dapTinia and cyclops. I know, as all fishermen must know,
that at the breeding season the male trout are of a red tinge

outwardly, and the female are white on the body ; but why
the flesh of one sex should be red and the other white I can-
not understand, as this is the first time that I have heard
anything of the kind. The flesh of different trout in the
same pond will vary greatly in color, from white to salmon
color or deep red, but this is accounted for by the food —the
more crustacean food the more coloring matter, and the
deeper-colored the flesh. The more I think over Col. Stone's

letter the more I am inclined to believe he refers to external
coloring, and not to the flesh of the fish, for it scarcely seems
probable that all female trout should have flesh of one color
and all male trout flesh of another color ; but external color
in the sexes is quite a different matter, and not a matter of

absorbing pigment from a diet of crustaceans.

"When the Ice Goes Out."

As I have had occasion to remark annually for a number
of years, the fishing season in a region in northern New York
seems to depend, in a measure, upon the time when the ice

goes out of Lake George. (In April an Albany newspaper
stated that the ice in Lake George would probably sink in a
few days.) The season is earlj^ or late, depending upon the
time when the ice disappears. The interest in this event is

more than local, for the fishermen who visit the lake for the
fishing come from various parts of the State and from other
States.

Great is the preparation for the first day of May, when
the fishing season opens legally, and whether the trout
will be "up" or "down" is a momentous question. This
year the ice went out on the 13th, five days earlier than
last year, and the information was sent far and wide. The
first day of May was an ideal day for trout trolling, as ths
lake was still and the air fairly warm. There are a few fish-

ermen who try to think that the lake trout in this lake have
diminished in numbers until the fishing is very poor, but
that is because their thinking machinery is in need of repairs.

When the season opened this year the trout were seen ' 'boil-

ing" at the surface in every direction. It is true that the
big catches of a few years ago, when any one who put out a
troll got trout, are not as common as formerly ; but the trout
are there, for all that. Two years ago it was said that the
fishing was poor in the lake. I was there with Harry Brown,
of the New York Herald, and Ed. Mott, the Old Settler of
the New York Stm, and we saw enough trout at the surface
to load a train of cars; but few of them, comparatively,
would take a bait. My first fish weighed 131bs., and was a
"hoodoo," for the next went down to 71bs, We were not fish-

ing for market or to have the fish photographed, and so
got all the trout we wanted. The trouble wa% and is,

that the lake is full of food, and the trout have no
trouble to fill their stomachs wiihout taking in many bait-

fish loaded with hooks. The lake fairly swarms with white-
fish, and they are not netted, and so increase beyond the
fondest dream of the whitefish breeder, and it makes Lake
George a fine body of water in which to plant the various
species of Salmonidm
Two carloads of yearling ouananiche have been planted,

and another carload will be planted next fall; and when
grown to adult size they will find food awaiting them in
abundance. Forty-two adult Sunapee saibling or golden
trout were planted by the State in the lake last year, and
young whitefish will prove a delicacy for them.
On the opening day two men caught 751bs. of trout, a,nd

three of the fish weighed 15, 13 and 121bs., respectively.
The veteran Capt. Elias Harris, of the steamer Horican, and
Mr. E. R. Willerton, Asst. Gen. Pass. Agent of the D &H.
R, R,, caught five trout weighing 311bs., and other good
scores were made from one end of the lake to the other.
The trout are fast enough if the fishermen can only catch
them.
As aii old railroad conductor said, "railroading and fish-

ing is a very particular business." One year fishmg in l^ake
George with my old friend Judge Ranger, he caught ten
trout weighing 671bs., and I caught five trout weighing
30^-1 bs. We were there about a week. Two friends who
fished near us did not get a strike in ten days' fishing.
Another year- there were four in our party at Ranger

Island for about ten days. On what proved to be the best
day of the entire time 1 did not fish, and at night was jeered
most energetically for not going out, and thus missing the

• best day in years. On that day (the only day he fished) Billy
Ranger caught four trout weighing BSlbs. The next day
was raw, cold and windy, and I had to listen to what had
been done on the day before. At the end of our stay Judge
Ranger had caught fifteen trout of 601bs., Mitchell fifteen
trout of 71lbs., and I had caught fourteen trout of 781bs., in
spite of missing the best day. If it were not for the uncer-
tainties of fishing it would lose much of its charm.

I have a note from the Sunapee Lake fishing. Snow-
drifts 4Et. deep in the woods on the 1st, but the first ouan-
aniche was caught on that day from a wharf, and weighed
81bs.

Fly Fishers.

At the annual dinner of the Fly Fisher's Club, Lon-
don, Mr. Basil Field, the retiring President, who retired
upon the election of Mr. R. B. Marston to the chair, told
in Ms speech about joining the Club: "I had been given to
understand that the Club consisted exclusively of a body
of experts, each and everyone ofwhom could at will

—

when kneeling, sitting or even lying prostrate beneath
the pendent and interlacing branches of a weeping willow
tree, we will say—cast a fly in the teeth of a hurricane
and place it lightly, and delicately cocked, in the circum-
ference of a wine-glass at any given spot within a range of
from 30 to 40 yards. This, in the privacy of self confes-
sion, I was constrained to admit, was rather beyond my
form. But if I could not shine among the lights I could
at le^st keep dark. I could, I thought, keep my ears open
to the words, and my mouth shut to the words of folly,

and thus pass muster without detection, so I joined the
Club." Mr. Field was soon in trouble, for he confesses
that although information flowed in a large stream within
the Club that the past master of the art of fly-fishing gave
advice that differed diametrically, and he was at sea as to
which professor to follow. Then he found that the lead-
ing lights were not so narrow and bigoted as he had been
led to suppose, for one of the masters admitted that he
had seen a man fishing with two dry flies at one time and
had not thrown the man into the river. The mention of
this heresy within the orthodox walls of the Fly Fishers'
Club came as a sweet balm to his senses and he breathed
more freely. But it was not until the close of the season
last year "that the perfect knowledge of the all-embracing
sympathy of some of our typical dry-fly men for fishmg in
its lower and, as some purists might say, in its less legiti-
mate forms, was vouchsafed to me." He wandered, on a
peaceful afternoon, to the river, seeking his friends near
the Old Town Mill House, but there was no sign of them
until he heard a loud chorus of excited voices at the bath-
ing pool behind the mill. "What could they be doing in
that sacred spot, tabooed to us by general consent, and re-
served for visitors only arriving by the evening train, too
late to don brogue and wander further afield?

"I will tell you in confidence what I saw at that pool. I
saw Southwest, of the Field newspaper (that is Major Car-
lisle), float-fishing for trout, with a live minnow for bait.
He was, at the moment of my arrival, attempting, unsuc-
cessfully I am glad to say, to land a lightly hooked and
apparently undersized fish, acting under the confident, but
contradictory, directions of an advisory committee, con-
sisting of the angling editor of the Field newspaper (Mr.
Senior); Detached Badger, of the Field newspaper (Fred-
eric M. Halford, author of 'Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and
Practice,' 'Floating Flies and How to Dress Them,' and
other works upon" high class fly-fishing); Flycatcher, also
a contributor to the Field newspaper, and a fourth gentle-
man, an ardent angler, but nevertheless not absolutely
dissociated from Truth. All four of them, mark you, lead-
ing lights of the committee of the Fly-Pishers' Club ! The
moral is obvious. Should any visitor feel tempted to join
our Club,'let him be deterred by no idle fears that its mem-
bers look with contempt on all fishing other than the
flotation of fur and feathers on the surface of the water.
Let him remember the object lesson of that peaceful after-
noon. Let him take heart of grace and enter our brother-
hood in perfect faith that, be he jurist or be he poacher, he
will find kindred spirits in the fold."

Mr. Field's joke on the eminent fly-fishermen of the
Fly-Fishers' Club was greeted with laughter and applause,
as was to be expected; in fact, I laughed heartily over it in
the cold type of the club's Annual. But, all joking aside,
those who fish only with the fly (and I know a very few
men who never would catch a. fish if it could not be done
with the fly) lose a lot of fun in this life. Any one who
has ever fished with the fly will doubtless ever after pre-
fer that method to bait-fishing; but that is no evidence
that it does not require skill of no ordinary kind to be a
successful bait-flsher for the species of fishes that are con-
sidered fly-fishes. There are times when fish will not rise
to the fly and when they will take bait, and then it is a
good thing to know how to use bait successfully. Most all

fly-fishermen were first bait-fishermen, for that is

the first step in the ladder by which a man
mounts to become a finished angler. A man may
discard bait fishing because, as he grows older, his time is

limited and he prefers to occupy it in fly-fishing, and,
therefore, selects the time and season where he can gratify
his preference. I doubt if la country-bred man, who first

began fishing perhaps with a cut pole on an alder-grown
trout brook, where a fly of any sort would have no chance
whatever, entirely loses his fondness for bait fishing, al-

though he may gratify- it only in retrospective fancy, but
he never despises the days "of small things and if it be-
comes necessary to use bait he knows how to do it to ob-
tain the best results. Who .has not heard some man de-
claiming that he never, never uses bait, that he catches all
his fish with the fly? I am always suspicious that this
man is not the genuine article, particularly when he de-
claims in a street car or other public place, and if I should
meet him fishing and happened to be out of earth worms
I would ask him for enough to bait a hook and expect to
get them, if he had not exhausted his own supply, and
was at all generous. The man who really fishes with
nothing but the fly is as mum as an oyster about it, unless
you dig into him with a corkscrew or something of that
sort, for he does not proclaim it from the housetops, and as
a rule he does not denounce other methods of fishing, for
he is satisfied with his method and is willing that others
should do as they like.

Fish Matters In Finland.

Mr. Alex. Hintze, publisher of the only angling and
shooting journal in Finland, printed at Helsingfors, sends
me a copy of the journal containing a colored plate of
our rainbow trout. It may be a hitle strange, but with
the exception only of the rainbow trout in colors in the
Fisheries, Game an.i Pcrest Commission report it is the
best illustration of the rainbow trout I have seen. The
shape, the markings and general characteristics are perfect,
and the coloring is excellent as well, failing only in the band
of color along the side, and this may have been lacking in
the example the artist used for a model.

A, "N. Cheney.

Stocking the St. liawrence.
The Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River de-

posited 4,000,000 wall-eyed pike fry in the river last week.
Clayton and Alexandria Bay were the points selected. The
fry were from the Clayton hatchery.

Wisconsin Fishinig.

Three Lakes, Wis., May 3,—The season is now open for
fishing, which is good. The season is much earher than
last. All inquiries answered, F. R. French.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
The "Forest and Stream" Sarsaparilla.

Chicago, 111, May 8.—This week I was out in the coun-
try a little way on a brief railroad journey, and very beauti-
ful the Country seemed too. in its brave new coat of green.
The trees are budding out and the grass is spreading a fine
soft carpet and the waters are clearing up, in evidence of
bass soon to follow the suckers on the run. On all hands lay
displayed the testimonials of spring. If one needed further
proof of the genuineness of the season, beyond even the
balmy and consoling air, he might have found it in the many
and variegated signs displayed om barns, fences and bulletin
boards, advertising not only one but many "best medicines
for the spring time"—as though m the spring one needed any
medicine but spring itself Among these many boons to
humanity emerging from hibernation were divers brands of
sarsaparilla, each guaranteed to be the best and only remedy
for ills of the flesh. Each of the^e was the beat sarsaparilla
on earth and the "best medicine for sprine." Yet they did
not in the entire list include the remedy of all others most to
be depended upon for cure and comfort, that medicine pre-
scribed by FoKEST AND STREAM these many years—the
medicine of the open air. If my neighbor be sick lei him go
afishing, so shall he be whole again. Indeed, how can one
escape the beckoning of the saving hand, this week of all

weeks, the inaugural of May, when after many months of
despair, life again begins to be worth the living. There are
many fields, many streams, many green woods now wherein
and in each of which may be found the herb counseled wisely
ia the practice of Forest and Stream, the one best medi-
cine in spring. Doth it not now behoove all men to shake
the bottle and to try a bit of the Forest and Stream sar-
saparilla?

Waters Receding.

The present season has been one of extreme high water all

over the West, and on that account the fishing will be far
better this year than usual As soon as the streams have fal-

len to their usual levels the sport will be ready for the
anglers, and even now the waters have receded so much that
we should have good fishing in any one of a dozen streams
near here within a week or so provided that anglers would
care to go out so early after bass. The spawning season is

now on band, and while the fishing is at that time always
good, it is to be regretted that such undue advantage is

sometimes taken of the fact. Thus at the old, tished-out,
restricted water of Cedar Lake, right at the edge of Chicago,
as one might say, there have been within the last week many
heavy catches of bass made. One man was around this

week boasting that he had caught over 200ibs. of bass in one
day, and another said he had taken sixty bass at Cedar Lake
in one day. To unthinking mmds this seems like great
sport, but not all anglers would care to put it so. River
fishing is not so destructive to the spawning fish as that car-
ried on over the visible spawning beds about the edges of the
lakes, where the bass come in out of the deep water to

spawn.
Fox River will be a good stream this year, and it is now

only sliffhtlv too high to cfftr sport, though I think the big
run of fish has now about passed on up
The Kanfeakee this spring is all out ever the marsh, and

the local fishermen predict a great lot of bass for this sum-
mer.

Fishing for bass will not be legal in Wisconsin until May
25, and by that time it should be especially good this year in
the lower part of ihat State.

Out in Iowa the anglers are again jubilant over the pros-
pect of a little fishing m stn ams which were once good, but
which have been ruined in the times of low water. The old
Skunk River has been on a rampage this spring, and already
tDe result begins to be visible. Out on the high prairie near
Mitcuellville, in Ja<^per county, along a little creek which
cresses the cornfields some half dtzen miles from the river,

and which would seem to be only a little trickle of water
from the tide ditches, the farmers have been finding bull-

heads by hundreds. In some places the creek has fallen so
rapidly as to cut oft" the bullheads and leave them stranded
fairly out in the middle of the cornfields, on what in ordinary
years is hi^h, dry ground. If the water in Skunk River
continues high enough to foil the efiorts of the dynamite
fiends, thfre will be hook and line fishing of good sort before
long. Some years ago this once famous stream became very
low, breaking up into a series of pools. Coal miners and
others dynamited it for miles, and destroyed nearly all the
fish in it, aggregating many tons. This ruined the stream,
of course, but it is possible that it may now regain a trifle of
its prestige.

Mr. Robt. Ainsley, of Westville, Ind., called at this oflice

this week, and says that the fishu^g near that point will be
fine this year, and that the bass are already biting. I men-
tioned last summer the peculiar and interesting features of
the region around Westville, which is full of lakes and
streams where bass grow big, and which has other things to
make it pleasant beside the mere amount of fish one can
take. I got wind last summer of a certain preserved trout
stream, and it troubles me when 1 think of the havoc those
trout may now be making with the native fish and insects;

a havoc which none the less might be mitigated could I pre-
vail upon a certain gentleman to enlist my aid, which I
promise him gladly.

Fish at the Tennessee Exposition.

Everyone remembers the famous Fisheries building at the
World's Fair, and the part which the Forest and Stream
played in adding to its attractions. Now we are having
another fair, down in Tennessee, and it seems there is a
good fisheries exhibit there also. Some 18.000 gallons of
sea water have been shipped in for this work, and there are
two long rows of aquaria in a fine large grotto. The Fish
Commission will show there, as at the World's Fair, models
of fishing craft and miniature flsh hatcheries. The native
fishes will have a good showing, and in all there should be ,

yet another of those extended object lessons, which serve to
'

show the people the interest and value of the fish they own.

What the Value Is.

What the value of the fish product of a State may be can
be witnessed by the statement of the veteran fishculturist,

S. P. Bartlett, who is welcomed back on the Illinois State

Fish Commission by many friends who knew him in the
'

past during his incumbency on that board. Mr. Bartlett, in
a recently published press dispatch, stated that he considers '

the annual catch of food fish on the Illinois River alone (one
stream among many others), to amount to $1,000,000. 'This

is equal to one-sixth of the value of the entiie cattle industry
of the State.

This week there was a case of drowning in one of the lakes '
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in a Cbicag:) paik, and the police force resorted yesterday to

the queslioDable but time-honored expedient; of exploding
flyuauiite in the attempt to raise the body. The body of the
victim, a boy who had been for some days missing, was not
discovered, but many hundreds of pounds of perch and carp
were destroyed by the explosions. The fish were taken
home by the policemen; and now comes out an assertion
that the latter used the dynamite with the purpose of killing

the fish.

Interesting Fly-Tying Devlcer
Mr. L. H. McMahan, a newspaper man of Salem, Oregon,

was in Chicago this past week on his way East, and called
at the FoKBST and Stream oflRce in company with Mr. H.
L. Stanton, of this city. Mr. McMahan has invented a curi-

ous and useful little device for the purpose of attaching arti-

ficial flies to the leader in a simple and speedy fashion.
This is composed of nothing more than a little ring of fine

wire built like a key ring, so that the loop of a leader can be
slipped into it at once, just as one puts a key on a ring.

This is made very fine and delicate, and is not so tbick and
not much heavier than a gut loop. It is wrapped on to the
leader at just the places the gut loops would come, and the
leader thus dressed is no more conspicuous, and perhaps not
so much so as when tied in the ordinary way, nor does the
wire show more in the water than a loop of gut. The
anglers of Salem have used this device—which is now a pat-
ented one—and they claim that it makes casting easier and
more effective, while as to the tying on of flies, it is nothing
short of a boon. It obviates all tight knots and vexatious
delays on that account. The snell can never by any possi-
bility become fouled, and the fly thus attached to the leader
always hangs straight down, with less tendency to foul the
cast. The rapidity with which a fly can be changed, even in
the darkest night, is the chief recommendation of this device.
It may be seen on the market at some later day, though as
yet the inventor has not put it to any use other than that of
promoting morality and quiet in the ranks of anglerdom on
the Coast. E. Hough.
1206 JBoYOE BniLDiNG, Chicago.

ICE FISHING IN TROUT WATERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In his letter published in your issue of May 8, Mr. A. N.

Cheney refers to the fact that several fine trout had been
caught through the ice at the Giant's Wash Bowl in the
town of Keene, under section 104 of the game law, which
as it now stands limits the prohibition against taking any
fish through the ice in waters inhabited by trout to the close
season only.

For two or three years prior to 1895, the first clause of
section 104 read as follows: "No fish shall be fished for,

caught or killed through the icE in any waters inhabited by
trout," salmon trout or landlocked salmon."
And when the fish and game law as redrawn was submit-

ted to the Senate in the session of 1895, it contained the
same clause without change, but when it came out of the
hands of the Assembly Committee on fish and game there
had been added to it the words, "during the close season for
the teking of such fish," so that the first clause of section
104 now read? as follows: "No fish shall be fished for,

caught or killed through the ice in any waters inhabited by
trout, salmon trout or landlocked salmon during the closed
season for the taking of such fish."

This is one of the many instances where the law has been
amended in committee for the benefii, of some particular lo-
cality or in the interest of certain individuals or clubs.
This change is the more to be deplored because the pro-

visions against fishing through the ice was originally put in
the law and retained in the revision for the express purpose
of preventing the taking of fish at any time through the ice
where the waters were inhabited by any of the fish specified
in this section.

I can give one or two instances to show the necessity of
absolute prohibition against fishing through the ice at any
time in waters inhabited by trout and its kindred fish.

Balsam Lake, which is known to many of the readers of
Forest and Stream, is situated on the south side of and at
the foot of Balsam Mountain in the Catskill region, and is

about a, 400ft. above tide water and is frequently ice bound
until in the month of May. Early in the '70s this lake came
into my possession and I was then told by two or three per-
sons whose statements 1 had no reason to doubt, that at
some lime between 1850 and 1860 they had visited this lake
about the middle of April and had taken out through the ice
and carted off two barrels full of ti-out, and that a large pro-
portion of these fish were taken with little hand-nets where
the fish came to the surface where holes were cut in the ice.
It is not at all incredible that this number of fish should
have been taken at that time for the lake had been but little
fished and was absolutely alive with trout.
About 1875, while I still owned the lake, it was visited by

two or three persons living in the neighborhood about the
beginning of April, and nearly if not quite a bushel of trout
were taken out in the same way and sent to New York for
sale, and this fact was given to me in the course of the year
by one or two persons who saw the catch, and, if I remember
correctly, one of them w is engaged in taking the trout.

It is not necessary to multiply instances, but I have no
doubt that the experience of other anglers will fully coincide
with my own.
This obnoxious amendment should be stricken out, and

the first clause of section 104 made as it was in 1895
J. S. Y C.

PoHGHKEBPSiE, N. T.,^May 6.

Adirondack Fishing Notes.
ILviNBOW, N. Y., May 5.—W. P. Heath and party have

been taking some very fine creels of trout from Rainbow in
the past four days. Several were caught weighing above
31bs apiece. One was taken by Guy Duvey, of Malvern,
the 4th iust. that weighed 41bs "loz. Auolher was caught
weighing Bflbs. They are the speckled or brook trout. Sixty
were brougnt in the 4th inst. The 41b. loz. trout measured
3lin. long and 13iu. girth

'

At Loon Lake House, Loon Lake, fifteen fishermen from
New York and adjacent cities are enjoying the finest of trout
fishing on this lake. Over 200 trout were taken io the first
three days. Finer fishing cannot be found at any place than
at these five lakes. The average will not fall below l^lbs.
apiece. T.hi3 is the legitimate result of fishculture.

0. McV. T.

The total weight of all trout taken is not given in the above
figures because trout were eaten at every meal and no weight
was taken of them. One of the party in thirty minutes

,
caught fifteen trout that weighed just 33 bs, dressed. These
trout are the square-tailed, speckled trout, and the general
verdict throughout the Adirondacks is that finer fishing has
never been found here. I saw one that was taken frorn an^
other body of water near here that weighed when caught
41bs. loz., another t:hat weighed Sflbs.

At Ray Brook, four miles from here, larger catches are
being made every day than ever before. A party of three
Montclair gentlemen arc there enjoying the finest of fly-

fishing. The stream flows through an open meadow, with
plenty of room for casting, and with no fear of becoming
entangled in the brush or the branches, that are often a neces-
sary adjunct to brook fishing. There are several dams
placed at the most available points, which give plenty of
still and deep water.

A party of gentlemen came in over the A. & St. L. and
they are stopping at Lake Placid. They are expecting the
same success that others have met with in lakes near by,
and it now seems that this season will take a high place in
future history as being the beginning of the finest fishing

ever found in these mountain lakes and streams. T.

Florida Fishing Incidents.

Mr. 0, M. Long and Mr. Drigger's little boy were fishing
in Yellow Fever Creek last Friday, and the catch made by
the boy was a 71b. bass, Upon dressiog the fish a diamond
rattle snake was discovered in the fish, measuring 3ft. in
length and llin. in circumference. This spoiled the appetite
for that particular black bass.

Miss Anna Holloway, the little thirteen-year old daughter
of Mr, and Mrs R. T. Holloway, of Lexington, Ky., proved
herself a heroine yesterday in her father's choice sport, by
landing a tarpon lib. heavier than herself. It was a beau-
tiful fish and a thorough fighter, but Miss Anna reeled him
to gaff in twelve minutes. It was oft. 6in. long, and tipped
the beam at the 901 b. notch. The young lady receives the
congratulations with becoming dignity, while the colonel
rejoices over his daughter's fine GOtch.— Fort Myers Press.

Alvah Dunninff—Sir William Johnston.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with pleasure the discussion in reference to Adirondack
history by Col. Fred Mather and others in the last two numbers of
Forest and Stream. The story of Sir William Johnston's Indian
campaigns is charmingly and truthfully told by tne late Dr Francis
Parkman in his "Monlcalm and Wolfe," Vol. 1, chapters IX , X. A
careful reading of this work will repay any who may be interested
in the early history of northern New York and the Adirondack
region. chauncey P. Williams,
Albany, N. Y.

Sa-ranac Lake, N. Y, May 7 —A part7 of eight returned
from a short fishing trip to the Slang, near Little Tupper's
Lake with 146flbs. of speckled trout. One dressed weighed
S^lbs. The total catch was taken in just ten hours' fishing.

Editor Forest and Stream:
William Johnston was an Irish lad. He came to America while a

youth under the care of an uncle, and became a clerk, an a^ent, a
farmer, a fur dealer, a merchant, a contractor, a General, a Baronet,
and the Chief Superintendent of Indian Affairs on this continent. He
came to the front so rapidly that in the year 1757 he took the rank of
Major (lleneral. At this time England and France, with the Indians
divided, were contending for the possession of North America.
WilUam Johnston was entrusted with the task of capturing Crown
Point. After its capture he defeated Baron Diesku, which Yictory
was the only one during the whole year's campaign, and was so
greatly esteemed by the King that he created htm a Baronet, while
Parliament presented him with £5,000.
In 1758 he effected a peace with fifteen tribes. In 1759 he defeated

D'Aubrey and captured Fort Niagara In 1760 he assisted at the cap-
ture of Montreal. Then he became Chief Superintendent.
During these four years Al?ah's father may have been imder Sir

William's command.
In the spring of 1774, Log^n, the far-famed Iroquois chief, who was

friendly to the whiles, had his family shot down. Logan sent out
runners to the Six Nations to rise againss the whites. It was among
the Six Nations that Sir William ruled supreme, having a far larger
authority over them than any of their own sachems. The news of
Logan's loss was received by the Six Nations with alarm, as Logan
was the son of Shikellimus, a distinguished Cayuga sachem, and
therefore one of their own flesh and blood. The Six Nations desired
Sir WilUam to bold a congress with them upon this serious matter
This was granted, and by July 6th 600 Iroquois had assembled. Sir
William for some time had been hard at work to restrain the Sis Na-

• tions from taking any pare in the war, and when the congress as-
sembled was so pxbaused, as to bring on a sharp attack of dysentery.
For a number of years he was subject to attacks of Illness of a dysen-
teric character, often prostrating uini on his bed for days. On the
ath and 9th the congress was in lull progress. On the 11th he made a
long speech on a very hot day . Tne great cause was gained, but it
was at the expense at the life of Sir William, as he lived but a few
minutes, dying from exhaustion. The closing scenes of his days
wpre in harmony with aU his previous years—that of success. He
died July 11, 1774.

The fight at Lexington, which inaugurated the American Revolu-
tion, took place April 19, 1775.

Sir John Johnston, son of Sir William, fought throughout the w&r,
and with him Old man Dunning may have foaght the Indians.
Being one of the descendants of so remarkable a man, I have, time

and again, searched our American history, and have gleaned the
aoove facts. It is fair to inter that Dunning fought Indians with
Sir William, and also with Sir John, and that my great grandfather
died from natural causes. Bill John.ston.
LoNnoN, Ont.

New York Game Liegislation.
The following are the new laws of 1897:
Chap 6-3. Forbids deer hounding in towns of Dresden and Putnam

for ten years
Chap. 64 Permits for wi'dfowl shooting use of floating devices in

Long Island Sound, Great South Bay, Shinnecock and Peconic bays-
boats propelled by hand in all Long Island waters, and sailboats in
Long Island Sound, Gardiner and Peconic bays
Chap. 93. Forbids taking fish trom a State net.
Chap. 94. Makes the hmits of the Thousand Island waters extend

from Tibbit's Point Lighthouse to Saint Regis.
Chap. 1.50. Opens trout season in Spring Brook Creek March 29
Chap. 151. Permits sale of Long Island caught trout on and after

March 29 in New York city.
Chap. 175. Pxotects mink, skunk, muskrat, fox. May 1 to Nov. 16, In

Cattaraugus, Oneida, Madison and Otsego countie?.
Chap. 18i. Permits use of set lilies eOJft. long in Canandaigua

Lake.
Chap. 220. Appropriation for purchase of Adirondack lands.
Chap. 250, Relates to Warren county. Forbids taking from Lake

George and Glen Lake pike, perch, great northern pike, June 1 to
Junel.i; bullheads, June 1 to July 1 ; or black bass or Oswego bass
from any waters in town of Horicon, Jan, 1 to July 10. Perch may be
taken from Lake George at any lime.
Chap 2o9. Relates to the Forest Preserve in Uls'er county
Chap. 273. Appropriates $30,000 for the St. Lawrence River reser-

vation.
Chap. S80. Permits in Owasco Lake ice fishing for bullheads, catfish,

eels, percn, sunflsh.
Chap, mi Makes woodcock season in Richmond county open Julv

4 to Dec. 31.

Chap. 3^6. Limits minnow nets to 40ft. length, 4ft. depth, and 30ft.
hauling rope.
Chap. .33 J. Permits drying nets on shores of Lakes Brie and Ontario

ana Cattaraugus Creek.
Chap. SHi. ir-roiects quail in Chemung county uniil 1898
Chap. —

, signed May 10. Prescribes as open deer season, Aug 15
to Nov. 15, both inclusive. One person may take only two deer in a
season. Deer protected for five years in Ulster, Greene, Delaware
and Sullivan counties. Jack lights and all artificial lights toroidden
tor five years. Hounding is forbiodeu for five years.
Black Bass Season.—Among the bills left w'lth the Governor, but

not signed at tne time of our going to press (Tuesday), is A 1389
(McLaughhn), to make the open season for black bass June aO to
Dec. 31 inclusive; for picbereJ, pike, wall-eyed pike. May 1 to Jan. 31
mclusivB. Does not apply to ihe Thousand Islands, where the law is
unchanged.

FIXTU RfES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's chicken trials, Morris, Wlan
Sept. 6. - Manitoba Field Trials Club, Jlorris, Man.
Nov, 2 —Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E. F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov, 16.—International Field Trials Club's eighth annual trials,

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. S2i—Ui S. F. T. Club's autumn trials.

Jan, 10.-

Jan. 17,-

1898.

-U. S. F. T Club's winter trials. West Point, Mi-ss.
-Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

ABOUT DOGS.
Ottawa, Ca.n.—Editor Forest and Stream: There is per-

haps no more strongly marked traits in the character of a
true sportsman than his love for those dumb, four-footed
companions with which he has been accustomed to spend
long, happy days on marsh, woodland and prairie.

None who have studied the habits of dogs will doubt the
demotion to their masters of these faitnful, affectionate
creatures who, though dumb, are yet eloquent in their intel-
ligent expression of good-will toward those who treat them
kindly.

The writer has shot over many setters, pointers and
spaniels and bas had three Irish 'retrievers, all of whom
showed an intelligence and afiiection which might well shame
the hordes of street loafers who throng om* street corners on
sunny days.

Patient, tireless and at all times so easily pleased, there is

something in the character of a dog from which our human-
ity may learn a useful lesson. I well remember a clear cold
day in late October when my old friend Audrian Covalli and
rnyself found ourselves between two small lakes in Wiscon-
sin, which were connected by a narrow stream with boggy
banks. The pin-tails and mallards were very busy flying
from one lake to the other and we had but a single dog. He
was of doubtful parentage, but possessed the heart of a hero
and a cat-like activity wbich was beautiful to behold. In
our eagerness to retrieve the fast-falling birds we forgot that
poor Dash was not impervious to cold and hard work, and for
a brisk three quarters of an hour we let him bring in dead
and wounded ducks through heavy mud and icy cold water.
When his task was done and we turned our faces homeward,
Dash stretched his tired body on the moist green sward and
devoted himself to sundry feeble wags of a much be-drag-
gled tail, His pathetic eyes seemed to say, "I would like to
go, but I can't." In the end I carried him four miles, and
that night the dear old dog, surrounded by every care that
loving hands could offer, closed his eyes in the sleep that
knows no waking.

If there is a paradise for faithful dogs, who shall say that
Dash had not earned an exalted place?
A dozen years ago 1 owned a pure-bred Irish water spaniel

bitch. She had lived a few months beyond fifteen years,
and starting out one morning with a younger dog, Dido, de-
spite her age, insisted on joining the party.
We shot well into the afternoon with varied luck, and

toward evening I started a pair of wood-ducks. The first-

barrel bird fell dead on the hard land, the other came down
fifty odd yards away, wing-tipped, in the long marsh grass.
Both dogs disappeared, and in a few minutes the younger
returned empty-mouthed
The powerlul dog whistle failed to recall Dido, and I

wandered slowly ahead, and waited half a mile further on
near a patch of snipe ground. An hour passed in waiting,
and then I made out, far away, the weary Dido, plodding at
funeral pace on my trail. 1 noticed that her head looked
larger than usual, and in about twenty minutes she ap-
peared, carefully carrying the still alive wood-duck to her
master. This was the crowning feat of Dido's sporting life,

for we sadly buried her three days later, a martyr to the
sport she loved so well.

I once shot a woodcock which had risen a dozen feet
above the cover, and saw it fall among some willows. On
reaching the spot where the bird ought to have been, my
cocker, Snap, showed no sign of getting scent, though twice
I took him down wind and worked up in the required
direction. The second lime he insisted on getting on his
hindlegs as if trying to work in the air. His next move
was a sturdy attempt to climb a bunch of willows, and
glancing upward I saw my woodcock caught in the crotch
of a small hmb about 10ft. from the ground,

I remember a curious incident which happened to me in
Florida on a March day when the wind was blowing a furi-
ous gale. 1 had noticed my pointer bitch Dora drawing
swiftly and steadily over a sand flat which was almost de-
void of vegetation. Attracted by some object in the dis-
tance, I lost sight of her for a moment, and on turning
to look for her found that she had disappeared. 1 could see
clearly in any direction for quite half a mile. Dora when
last seen was 100yds. away, clearly on hot scent, and in the
twinkling of an eye had vanished as though the sand had
swallowed her up. Following in the direction which she
had taken, the mystery was cleared. Close to some low
scrub I found an old well with sloping sides. Halfway
down it and poised sideways on a nan'ow ledge was my agile
Dora, her mouth moist, her eyes gleaming, and every
muscle of ier healthy body strung to tension in a rigid
point.

Not less than eighteen quail were within a few feet of her
eager nose, and presently they began to buzz out of their
shelter in ones and twos, but all making down wind with in-
describable speed while my Greener chattered spitefully. I
don't like to say how many empty shells marked the spot,
but in less than a minute 1 could count five dead quail dot-
ting the sand, none of which were nearer than 30yds. from
me.
During this fusilade Dora never budged from her rather

precarious point, and after some trouble I routed out the last
quail and winged it at a distance of nearly 40yds. Tnen my
precious Dora climbed up the locky .side of the well and
wagged her lately paralyzed tail in pleasant anticipation of
more work.
No doubt what I am writieg may seem trivial and com-

monplace to some of your readers, but those who know dogs
and their habits, and are sportsmen in the true sense of the
word, will find something in this sketch which will call to
mind similar experience, and perhaps waken pleasant mem-
ories of hard days spent long ago.
As 1 write there is sleeping on the rug at my feet an Irish

cocker spaniel who, during the last thirteen years, has been
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my constant companion and faithful friend. During that

period he has seen something over 3,000 birds killed, and has
learned to understand my every motion ; so that in windy
weather, or when silence was necessary, no word was needed

to keep him steadily at work. He will never again hear the

sharp report of his master's gun, for ihe once agile limbs are

cramped with rheumatism^ and his kind, soft eyes are

dimmed by time and hai"d use. But as long as his master

lives hfe will always have good, clean food, a warm bed, and
that kindness and consideration which, alas I are not always
the reward of faithful service either of man or beast.

In closing, I am reminded of the pathetic wotds of a once

famous brother sportsman, Mr. William Pittmah Lstt» who
was long known as one of the most success^ful shooters of the

Ottawa Valley, in former days the resting-place of countless

game birds.

Writing of the death of a favorite hound, Mr. Lett thus

speaks with poetic force and feeling of his loss:

Alas, poor Venus, noblest hound
That ever sprang with eager bDund

The instant that the chase ^as found,

Thy final hunt is o'erl

Never again thy bugle note

Will on the breeze of morning float,

The matchless music of thy throat

Will greet our ears no more 1

This finger holding now the pen
Was on the ri/ie trigger then,

When speeding swiftly down the glen

The buck in terror came

!

Fierce in his wake, thy strides came fast,

And loud thy voice swelled on the blast.

Ah ! little thought I 'twas thy last

Run with the noble game."******
Braye Venus 1 who will sa,y 'tis wrong,

For thee to sing a funeral song.

Or censure sorrow keen and strong

For gallant beast like thee?

I would that every earthly friend

May prove as faithful to the end

;

t'or even a dog a charm can lend

To proud mortality.

heeling.

Rfdeau.

Action of Strychnine on Dogs.

KiPP, Mont.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The dogs on this

reservation became so numerous and were so often caught
killing calves—particularly the. stag and greyhounds—that
the agent ordered the butcher to poison them. In a week
more than 300 have been killed, and incidentally we have
learned a great deal about the action of strychnine.

These dogs were fed liver, and the poison put into it was
undoubtedly fresh and good. Some dogs died in two minutes
after eating it, others were not afEected for an hour, and the
average time for the fits to come on was thirty minutes.
This explains why our ranchmen saj' that strychnine has no
effect on wolves nowadays. Where one dies by tbe bait the
majority have ample time to go miles before the poison
works on them.
In the old times wolves were so plenty that many of them

were found dead by the baits, and in the light of our recent
experience we can only conj cture the numbers that ate of
the meat and then traveled off a long distance before dying.
Sol would say to all who are trying o get rid of these pests:
put out the strychnine and plenty of it. If the coyotes and
wolves eat it they are bound to turn up their toes.

J. W. SCHPLTZ,

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Mb. W. 8. Bell, Secretary of the Continental Field Trials

Club, desires that we mention that the entries for the Blue
Ribbon Stake (Derby) will close on June I instead of May
15 as announced in the programme; this change was made in

consequence of delays in getting out the printed matter,
All other of the club's dates remain as published, The club
has issued an artistic brochure, containing the constitution,
by-laws, regulations, stakes, rules, information to compet-
itors, and portraits of the three judges, Messrs. Bell, Wallace
and Osthaus. It thus is the most complete field trial club
book ever published in this country.

As ]VIr. S. M. Q. fluddleston, a tourist from Iowa, was
walking out sightseeing he chanced to stop near the Sub-
Tropical, looking at the pond south of the engine house,
where "Jumbo," the large alligator, is making his summer
home ; saw a nice, sleek, fat dog wade out into the pond

,

when, all of a sudden, there was a commotion in the water
and Mr. Dog was, with one draw of the alligator's tail,

brought into his mouth, so quick he didn't have time to yelp,
when both alligator and dog went down, Mr. 'Gator getting

a good dinner at the unfortunate dog's expense.—t7ac/^«(a?^^)^7fe

(
Fla.) Times^ Union.

The nineteenth annual Derby of the E. F. T. Club close
on May 30. Parse $800, divided into $300, $200 and $100.
Ten dollars forfeit, $10 additional to start. The club has
published the list of officers, stakes and conditions in a neat
folder. All Information can be obtained of the secretary,
Mr. 8. C. Bradley, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

The Bull Terrier Club of America announces its Produce
Stakes to be competed for. at the Westminster Kennel Club's
show, 1898.

The quarterly meeting of the A. K. C. is called for May
SO at the olfice of the club, 55 Liberty street.

4

A Stray Sliioplaster
Comes to us once in a while for a copy
of "Game \ja.vis Sn^Brief;" but shin-

piasters nowadays are scarcer than Aloose
in New Yosrk; and cecits in postage
stamps Willi <Se \mt m well.

Communicationa for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportarnan is particularly desirab le

WHEELING NOTES.
TiiE question of storage for bicycles at ferries and railroad

stations is one of growing importance. On Staten Island a
storeroom has been provided, near the ferry at St. George,
for the convenience of wheelmen who ride to and from their

homes, and on the New York side of some of the Jersey fer-

ries similar depots have been provided. An enterprising
saloon keeper on Liberty street offers free storage for bicy-

cles in his basement, In return, no doubt, he expects to get
a share of the patronage that now goes to the country road
houses.

At Wantagh, L. I , as a result of the united movement
made by the wheelmen, the Long Island Railroad Company
has granted "permission for the erection of a "cage" for the
storage of bicycles. The cage will adjoin the railroad station

and will be protected by the station roof. The expense of
the enterprise will be paid for by private subscription among
the interested commuters. The idea is a good one, and will

no doubt be copied by suburban residents in other parts of
the country where wheelmen are present in sufficient num-
bers.

Powdered rotten stone, which may be procured from any
drug store, is of value for removing rust from the polished
parts of a bicycle. It ia applied by means of a soft cloth,

moistened with a little sweet oil and dipped m the powder.
Being free from grit, there is no danger of scratching the
metal.

Fer cleaning parts that cannot easily be gotten at an
old leather shoe-string may be used to advantage. The
friction from a few brisk rubs will remove dirt and rust in a
way that is surprising.

We have received from Mr. Frank J. Arasden, of Roches-
ter, N Y. , a map of the side paths of Monroe county. There
are now in existence nearly 100 miles of cycle paths in good
condition, radiating into the surrounding country from
Rochester. Cycle paths have increased to such an extent in

New York that it has been found necessary to pass laws for

their protection. Subdivision 1 of Section 653 of the Penal
Code of 1897 provides that, "A person who willfully, and
without authority or necessity, drives any team or vehicle
except a bicycle upon a side path or wheelway constructed
by or exclusively for the use of bicyclists, and not con-
structed in a street of a city, is punishable by a fine of not
more than $50, or imprisonment not exceeding thirty days,
or both."
To aid in the enforcement of this law, the Rochester As-

sociation of the League of American Wheelmen have offered

a reward for the conviction of any person violating it.

The following interesting history of the side-path move-
ment is taken from Mr. Amsden's map:

"Because of the bad condition of many of the streets and
roads in and around the city of Rochester, a bill was intro-

duced in the State Legislature in the winter of 1895, to tax
each bicyclist in Monroe county $1, to be used in the con-
struction of side paths. Owing to the powerful opposition
10 it on the part of many wheelmen, as well as the public
at large, the Mayor and Common Council refused their ap-
proval of the bill, thus defeating it.

"At once a movement was begun by leading opponents of
the bill to construct the proposed paths by voluntary effort.

The first step was taken by a small number of them in the
southeastern part of the city. They organized the South-
eastern Side Path Association, the first one ever formed, and
raising a litt'e. money among the persons present at the meet-
ing, began work the next morning on a path on Elmwood
avenue from Mount Hope avenue to the Genessee Valley
Park. With the assistance received fiom other persons in-

terested in the movement they built the first mile of path in

Monroe county. A second association was formed in the
northeastern part of the city for the construction of paths
on Fast avenue and Culver road. A third association was
formed in the southwestern part of the city for the construc-
tion of a path on the west side of the river to Ballentine
Bridge. At the same time other steps were taken to raise

funds to prosecute the work thus favorably begun. The
Post-Express newspaper began the collection of a fund,
which amounted to nearly $1,500, and expended it on a path
around the city. In the latter part of June a ciUithumpian
parade or wheelman's carnival was held in the Driving Park,
and about $2 500 more was raised. As a result of the united
efforts of the wheelmen over $5,000 was collected and over
fifty miles of side path opened This spring the work was
taken up again. A bicycle exhibition was held and $3,000
was obtained. This has just been expended in putting the
old paths in order and adding forty miles of new paths to

those already in existence.

"The secret of the phenomenal success of this movement
is due to the fact that the wheelmen did not wait to raise a
large sum of money before beginning work, or rely upon
anyone else but themselves to look after the work vyhen it

was begun. Some of the ablest and most public spirited

men in the city have had charge of it from the first, and
every dollar of the money raised has been honestly and most
judiciously expended. They have obtained the largest pos-
sible results with the smallest possible expenditure. Re-
pudiating the absurd notion that a side path should be built

like a road for heavy traffic, they did not try to build a
firmer foundation than the earth itself or to make the paths
conform with any other line than that of the natural undula-
tions of the surface of the ground. A furrow was turned on
either side of the path, toward the center, and cinders, the
best possible material for the purpose, were laid on to the
depth of Z or 3'n. A heavy roller was then passed over
them, and the path was thus made ready for immediate
use."

Wheelmen who have in contemplation a European tour
this stimmer, should send to the Department of State, Wash-
ington, for the advance sheets of consular reports for May,
dealing with "Bicycle Regulations in Europe." The synop-
sis is compiled by Philip 8. Chancellor, Deputy Consul at
Havre.

' it would be greatly to the advantage of American cyclists
coming to France to join the Touring Club de France. This
organization is similar to cycling societies in America. The
advantages to members are numerous. The most import-
ant consideration is that a member can enter this and other
European countries without obstruction from the customs
officials. By simply exhibiting a card of membership, all

annoying formalities are avoided. A large discount is given
at certain hotels, especially in the provinces. The same ap-
plies to repair shops and dealers in cycling goods. By wear-
ing the badge, one is assured of courteous treatment every-
where. The subscription is $1 a year, and 20 cents extra
for an official guide, giving names of hotels, repair shops,
etc., where liberal (generally 10 per cent.) discounts are

.

allowed. The membership to-day numbers 40, 000.
"The Touring Club de France has done more since its

foundation for the encouragement of cycling in France than
any one other organization. The money derived from the
subscriptions is expended in repairing the departmental
roadways and placiog notices (danger signals) on the crest of
all dangerous and rapid descents. In all the towns and
cities in France a representative is to be found who will
willingly give advice to strangers and aid them in trouble.
The headquarters of the Touring Club de France are situ-

ated in Paris, Rue Coy-Heron 5, at which place application
can be made for membership. Ladies are eligible to mem-
bership."

In Chicago a sixleen-month old baby rides a bicycle for
advertising purposes. His mount has a 7iin. frame and
weighs 5flbs. The wheels are lOin. in diameter.
There are laws now in many of the States prohibiting the

carrying of babies on bicycles, but nothing, unfortunately,
that will cover this case.

Connecticut Lawmakers.
The other day a bill was introduced into the Connecticut

Legislature providing a fine of $5 for wheelmen "having no
lighted lantern on their wheels at night."

It passed the House after a lively debate in which the real
merits of the case were often lost to sight in personalities and
meaningless talk.

The bill applies to the country as well as to cities and
towns (or boroughs, as they are called in Connecticut), and
when wheelmen stated that no bicycle lantern has yet been
devised that will stay lighted on rough roads they were told
that lanterns "did not jolt out on locomotives and lumber
wagons."
Here is a sample of the kind of argument used in the de-

bate, as reported by a Hartford newspaper:
"Mr. C, of Beacon Falls, hoped the bill would pass. He

had been struck in the back with a wheel. (Applause.)
' Mr. H., of Waterbury, saM lanterns were uncertain, and

the distance of the wheel could not be judged. Lanterns
would, therefore, tend to increase, not diniinish accidents.

"Mr. G., of Hartford, argued against the amendments and
the liill also. Bicyclists, as a class, are safe people to meet.
"Mr. B.-, of Torrington: 'Would the gentleman from

Beacon Falls have escaped being hit in the back if the bicy-
cle had had a lantern?' " (laughter.) Etc., etc.

Of interest, as showing how the old leaven of Puritanism
still works, were the remarks of a gentleman who favored
the bill on the ground that it would assist in the preservation
of the morality of the Nutmeg State.

"Every other business except lawmaking is understood to
require some previous preparation, experience and study to
qualify anyone to pursue it," pertinently remarks State Sen-
ator Young, of Kansas, "btit every man is supposed to come
into life fully equipped to undertake the most responsible
duty in which it is possible to engage in a moment's notice."

Buffalo C. C.

The new Year Book of the Buffalo C. C. shows that thi.s

club is working for the front place in canoeing this year,
with a large membership and fleet, a fine club house and. the
handsomest club book yet seen. The membership is 100, and
the fleet will number seventy canoes and other craft wlien
all the new boats are ready. The boat house is at Point Al-
bino, on Lake Erie. The book contains the following invita-
tion to canoeists:

AHOY, IN THE CANOK.

On the shore of Lake Erie, beneath two mighty maples,
Stands the summer home of the Buffalo Canoe Club,

Facing the south and the east, and the shimmering water.

And backed by marshland far extending,

Deep in tbe bight of the bay, from the public secluded,

And sheltered from winds by forest clad Albino,

"Whose broken ledges estending far into the Lake
Form a breakwater firm and secure for the bay to leeward.
Here from May to October we gather,

As small-boat sailors and lovera of nature.

To every man wtio handles a tiller

Our hearts and the doors of our club house are open.
For him who lovingly dips a paddle
Ever a place at the fireside is waiting.

Whoever you are, and wherever you navigate,

We of the BulJalo Canoe Club greet you.

The book, which is purely a labor of love on the part of the
secretary, Mr. Frank R, Roaseel, is well illustrated by
sketches by him and qthers. It is beautifully printed and
bound, and in every way a credit to the author and his club.
The fixtures for the season include eight regattas for various
prizes, including the Carrier trophy and the Crystal Beach
trophy.

A. C. A. Membership.
ApPLTdAtlONS for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been oflicially published in the FOREST AND STREAM.

CENTRAL DIVISION.

Name. Residence.

Harry E. McLain Allegheny, Pa.

Club.

In closing his report Mr. Chancellor gives a strong in-
dorsement to the Touring Club de France, He says;

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting of the Misaawippi C. C, of Sher-

brooke, Ont., was held on May 8. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year: Pres., F. E. Loomis; Vice-
Pres., W. E, Paton; Com,, J, G. Walton; Sec'y-Treas,, J. P.
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Wells. Committee: R. Macdonald, P. N. Boucher and G. E-
Fraser.

The following officers "were elected at the last meeting of
the Yapewi Aquatic Club, Bordentown-on-the-Del aware;
Pres., Robt. S. Murphy; A^ce-Pres., N.Smith Buzby; Sec'y, J.
B. Reynolds; Purser, Chas. E. Burr; Capt., W. R. Robbins;
Mate, Louis W. Wiese. Directors: Fred. W. Taylor. Fred.
G. Wiese, Samuel W. Beldon, Richard G. Woodward, Geo.
F. Deacon.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream is the

recognized medium of communication between the maker of yachtg-

rn en's sujyjjUes and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns
continuously for years.

The racing season in New York waters begins on May 15,

the Huguenot Y. C, of New Rochelle, starting off with a
race for the new 20 footers and catboats. On the following
Saturday the New Rochelle Y. 0. follows with a race for 20
and 25-footers, after which date the racing runs along regu-
larly. The outlook ia good for large entries and keen sport
in all the smaller classes on the Sound.

Owing to the failure to receive a Raines law license, the
Seawanhaka C. Y. C. was compelled to foi'ego its proposed
dinner on May 5. The Oyster Bay club house will be opened
on May 29, with races for the 20-footers and other classes.

Whether ultimately successful or the rever.se, the present
movement for a national union of yachtsmen has progressed
much further than any of its predecessors, and far enough
to enlist the attention and interest of many American yachts-
men. That so much has been done is due mainly to the en-
ergetic and continued efforts of one man, Mr. F Bowne Jones,
of the Indian Harbor Y. C, the secretary of the Sound Y. R,
U., and chairman of the committee of yachtsmen which is-

sued the invitation to the late conference. For a long time
Mr. Jones has been interested in the scheme for uniform
racing rules and a union of the clubs, and it was solely
through his efforts that the first conference of the Sound
yachtsmen was called, resulting in the organization of the
Sound Y. R. U. The wonderful success of this attempt, for
which Mr. Jones is largely responsible through his labors as
secretary and member of the council, led him to the effort to
extend the work in the uniting of the various associations,
the result being the gathering of May 1 at New York. Only
those who have had personal experience of such work can
appreciate the demands which it makes upon one's time and
patience, the correspondence and personal interviews in-
volved. The part which Mr. Jones has taken is well known,
and fully appreciated about New York; but it is only fair to
him that those at a distance who are now interested in the
proposed union, .should also under.stand the origin of the
New York conference.

Syce.

The new 51ft. cutter Syce, designed by Gardner & Cox and
built by Wood & Son for F. M. Hoyt, of Stamford, Conn.,
was launched at the yard. City Island, on May 4. The yacht
was fully described in the Forest and Stream of May 1.

In lauaehing she was slid out of the big shed and directly on
to the railway, which was run down by the chain in the
usual way, so that the launching was rather a prosaic mat-
ter. It was probably interesting and exciting enough for
the builder, Mr. Frank Wood, as the boat is a ticklish one to
handle ashore; her over all length of nearly 70ft., with 13£t.

of bowsprit in addition, is poised on a base little more than
12ft. long; the mast, which was stepped and stayed, with
topmast on end, being well forward of the fore end of the fin
and, with the bowsprit and long forward overhang, looking
to the eye as though it would pitchpole her on the ways.
The yacht was very carefully cradled, to avoid the possibility
of accident.
Barring the deep fin and the "nasty" droj) rudder, the hull

itself showed up very handsomely, with fair round lines in
all directions, a good sheer line, with but moderate sweep;
the topsides black, with gilt stripe and trail boards; the bot-
tom green. The spars were decorated with flags in honor of
the occasion. Just beside the yacht as she lay at the head of
the railway was her older and smaller sister, Norota, built for
Mr. Hoyt, and sold by him last fall; and beside her again was
the older Gardner boat, Liris, the once famous 40-footer. The
tide filled shortly after noon, but a wait was made for some
of the guests, and it was after 1 P. M. when the ceremonies
begun by the christening of the yacht by Mrs. D. L. Dresser,
of Oyster Bay. The car was then started, and the yacht moved
very slowly down the long incline necessary to float her draft
of over 10ft. When she cleared the cradle, she floated very close
to her designed waterline, a little high at the bow; prac-
tically everything was aboard except sails and ground tackle,
so that she promise'" to come out very close to the designed
line when in final trim. A number of yachtsmen were pres-
ent to witness the launch and share the luncheon which fol-
lowed in the boat loft. Among the many who have thus far
seen her there is but one opinion as to the very high quality
of the work which Mr. Wood has put in her. The new Fife
boat will at once take the place of Syce in the shed; the
keel, stem, sternpost and entire counter are now on the
ground, and the mould for the lead keel was ready for pour-
ing on the day of the launch.

Rear Admiral Meade.
The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers has

lost a useful officer and an honored member in Rear Admiral
Richard W. Meade, U. S N., who died on May 4 at a private
sanitarium in Washington from the combined effects of la
grime and appendicitis. He had been ill for some weeks,

. and had submitted to an operation for the latter disease a
: short time since.
He was born in New York city on Oct. 9, 1837, and was the

eldest son of the late Capt. Richard W. Meade, U. S. N., an
- elder brother of the late Gen, Meade, who commanded the
Army of the Potomac from June, 1863, till the close of the
'Civil War, and who fought the battle of Gettysburg in July,
il863. He was the great-grandson of George Meade, of Philk-
fdelphia, a wealthy merchant and shipowner of that city.
IHe was third cousin to Frederick Maitland, the present Earl
(Of Lauderdale, hereditary standard bearer of Scotland.
He was appointed midshipman from California Oct. 3, 1850,

and attended the Naval Academy until Nov. 20, 1851, when
he went to sea, being present at the "Koszta affair" in
Smyrna, in July, 1853. In October, 1855, he returned to the
Naval Academy, where he stayed about sis months. He
went through the grades of acting master, master and lieu-
tenant, and from Qct. 29,' 1861, to Jan, 3, 1862, served as in-
structor in gunnery to volunteer officers on board the receiv-
ing ship Ohio, at Boston. After this he served in the North
and Soiith Atlantic blockading squadrons as lieutenant
commander, and then he was on duty in command of the
ironclad Louisville. Here he did active and valuable service
In breaking up guerilla warfare. Later he commanded the
steamer United States in the search after the privateer Ta-
cony, and during the July riots, in 1863 in New York, he
commanded the naval battalion.
He commanded the Marblehead, of the South Atlantic

blockading squadron, for six months, and on Dec. 25, 1863, he
was in the battle of Stone River. During the battle the
Marblehead was struck thirty times, and three of those on
board were killed and six wounded. Three days later Meade
landed with a force of 100 men, destroyed the batteries, and
brought away two guns.
He next commanded the Chicora, of the W^est Coast

blockading squadron, under Admiral Parragut. In Janix-
ary, 1865, he ran out of the Calcasieu River in the face of a
much greater force and destroyed the blockade runner
Delphina.
After the war he was kept actively employed. In 1868 he

was commissioned commander, and negotiated a commer-
cial treaty in the Samoan Islands. «

When the ya,cht America was in the possession of the Gov-
ernment he was in command , and under his direction she was
refitted and sailed in the second race for the America's Cup
against Cambria, in 1870.

He became a captain in 1880. He commanded the Van-
dalia for three years. He was Naval Commissioner to the
Chicago Exposition. In 1894 he was promoted to the rank
of rear admiral, and soon after retired.
He married, in 1865, a daughter of the late Rear Admiral

Paulding, U. S. N., and by this marriage had one son and
four daughters. -,

Admiral Meade was associated with the Society of Naval
Architects from its organization, being one of its vice-presi-

dents. He read a very interesting paper at the opening of

the session of 1894, and he was always ready to take part in
the discussions.

The Solent Classes Racing Association.

The Solent Classes Racing Association is an organization
composed of the various yacht clubs about the Solent and
the Isle of Wight, its object being to regulate the vast
amount of racing which takes place every season in these
favored waters. While racing under the Y. R. A. rules, the
Association has certain regulations of its own, to cover
points not provided for by the Y. R, A. One of the working
members of the Association is Lieut.-Col. J. T. Bucknill, of
the Royal Southampton Y. C. (Thalassa), who for the past
five years has compiled and publidhed a small handbook of
rules and general information relating to the Association

,

under the title of "Almanac—Yacht Racing in the Solent
Classes." The sixtli edition of the book has just reached us.

The preface is novel and characteristic of the writer:
"This almanac now enters upon its sixth year, and has there-
fore lasted for a period equal to one-tenth of her Majesty's
reign to date. It continues to give satisfaction to many of
her Majesty's lieges who sail on the Solent in yachts. An
honest endeavor is made to raise the almanac each year to a
higher level. This of course reduces the rating it receives,
or, what is tantamount, enables us to increase the sale with-
out increasing the rating.
The main points worthy of notice in 1896 were:
1. The consolidation of the new Solent Classes Racing As-

sociation.
2. The successful introduction of a class in which the hull

sails and spars were as nearly alike as possible.
3. The failure of the new Y, R. A. rule of rating to produce

the wholesome type intended.
4. The wrangling about measurements and certificates.
5. The owners' strike at Yarmouth on Aug, 20.

6. The introduction of distinguishing racing numbers on
the mainsails of racing yachts in the Solent classes.
"The Almanac cup for 1897 will be given to the Redwing

class, and will probably be raced for at Calshot on June 9, at
the regatta of the Solent Classes Racing Association."
Thalassa.
The Almanac contains a list of all the Solent clubs with

their fixtures and courses, tide tables, charts of the various
courses, and other useful matter.

The Royal Ulster "Challenge."
The detailed report of the- annual dinner of the Royal

Ulster Y. C. shows it to have been a most enjoyable affair
socially, with some very enthusiastic responses to the toasts.
There is nothing in the report, however, to waiTant the idea
of a challenge for the America's Cup; aswe surmised, it was
merely another case of after-dinner talk. The Field com-
ments as follows:

The dinner of the Royal Ulster Y. C. apjiears to have been,
a very striking ceremony, and the enthusiasm of the mem-
bers even carried them so far as to talk about that Will-o'-
the-Wisp, the America Cup, and building a yacht to chal-
lenge for it after she has won the Queen's Cup at Cowes.
The quest of the grail was a trifle compared with the quest
for the cup won by the America, and we trust that if the
Pi>oyal Ulster Y. C. does back a challenge for it that it will be
couched in some such terms as Sir George Newnes placed be-
fore the Royal London Y. C. This club, it is true, declined
to forward the challenge, but then the Royal London Y. C,,
like many other English and Scotch, has made a strong op-
position to the illegal document known as the "New Deed of
Gift," and until that document is burnt there is little chance
of any British yacht club backing a challenge for the
America Cup again. Nobody actually knows what the con-
ditions were that the Royal Yacht Squadron agreed to when
the club forwarded Lord Dunraven's challenge to the New
York Y. C, but it is understood that the squadron will not
forward any more challenges for the cup—at least not with-
out a more definite understanding than can be arrived at by
cablegrams.
We shall be very glad to hear that the Ulster people really

intend to build a Queen's Cup yacht, and that the builder
will be Mr. Hilditch, of Carrickfergus, whose work is most
excellent, and he is capable of putting into form any design,
however elaborate it may be. We print in another column
a summary of the speeches made at the Royal Ulster Y. C
dinner by the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, the Marquis of
Londonderry, the Lord Mayor of Belfast, etc. It certainly
looks as if a yacht of some kind will be built, but we hope
that the after-dinner enthusiasm will not over-ride the judg-
ment and discretion which we have learned by experience are
necessary in challenging for the America Cup.

Corinthian T. C. of San Francisco.
The Corinthian Y. C, of San Francisco is a very lively and

active organization, in which, fortunately, racing has not
yet reached a point where it stops cruising and general yacht-
ing. The following lengthy programme for the season's sport
shows that short cruises are deservedly popular in the club.
The season opened on April 24 with a reception and review
of the fieet;

April 24, opening day; 25, cruise in.squadron. May 1 and 2,
cruise to McMears; 8, open; 9, open; 15 and 16, cruise to Val-
lejo; 22, open; 23, open; 29, open; 30, open; 31, annual regatta.
June 5, open; 6, open; 12 and 13, cruise to Petaluma draw-
bridge; 19, open; 20, open; 26 and 37, cruise to Marin Islands.
July 3, cruise to Martinez; 4 and 5. Vallejo; 10 and 11, cruise
to San Mateo; 17, open; 18, open; 24, open; 25, open; 31 and
Aug. 1, cruise to Vallejo; 7, summer cruise; 8, accompanying
yachts return; 14, meetjachts returning from summer cruise;
15, home; 21, open; 22, open;i28 and 39, cruise to McNears.
Sept. 4 and 5, outside cruise, Drake's Bay; 6, open, national
Labor Day; 9, interclub regatta, 11 and 12, Marin Islands-
clam chowder; 18, open; 19, open; 25 and 26, Dillon's Point.
Oct, 2, open; 3, open; 4, open, State Labor Day; 9, Corin-
thian Cove; iO, Corinthian games; 16, closing day; 17, cruise
in squadron.

Important if True.
The California Y, G. was to have had a banquet on Satur-

day night at its club house, on the other side of the estuary.
It only had part of one.
When the guBsts sat down something was missing—there

was no life to the feast. As the semi-banquet progressed,
the absence of nut-brown ale became more and more painful.
The guests drank glass after glass of Alameda water, and
its weight on their stomachs was about equal to the depres-
sion of their spirits.

Finally one bold mariner could stand it no longer. He
asked in good man-of-war language for something stronger.
Then the harrowing story had to be told.
When the material for the banquet was ordered, one of

the most important items was a keg of beer. It was a good-
sized, heavy keg, and it was duly delivered at the boat'that
was to convey it to the chib house.
The man in the boat knew a great deal more of beer than

he did of the law of gravity and displacement and relative
buoyancy, and he at once concluded that it would be easief
to tow the keg off to the club house than to take it in the
boat. It would save a lift.

With great confidence he rolled the keg into the watei*
and grasped a piece of rope with which to tow it. The keg
sunk and the boatman waited forit to bob up again. But it
didn't bob; and the boatman waited many minutes in vain.
Then he realized that an iron-looped barrel full of beer will
sink.
He procured some grappling irons, but that keg is still

somewhere in the estuary, and the jolly tars did not splice
the main brace at the banquet.—Oa7clan(Z Tribune,

, Pioneer.
The so-called "steam house-boat," Pioneer, designed by

H. C. Wintringham and built by Marvel & Co., of Newbufgh,
N. Y., for George E. Chisholm, was successfully launched
on May 6, being christened by Mrs, Chisholm. The vessel ia
not a house-boat, but a veritable steam yacht, with twin
screws a,nd schooner rig. The name has been given to her
merely because of her unusual beam and ample deck house.
S»ieis 13,5ft. over all,"30ft. beam, 10ft. 3in. hold, and 5ft. 6in.
•draft. The engines are triple compound, 10)-^, and 16 by
lOin., two in number, with an Almy watertube boiler. The
maindeck is covered with a house which leaves only a small
open space at the bow and stern, the forward part of this
house containing the owner's rooms, guests' rooms, dining
saloon, bath rooms, etc. The pantry is thwartships, about
the middle of the deck house, and abaft it are the engine and
boiler, the galley, officers' messroom, staterooms, etc. The
sides of this house extend out to the rail, as in the ordinary
river steamboat; on the upper deck are two houses, the pilot
house forward and a saloon abaft, separated by a short space,
but under the same roof; ample awnings have also been pro-
vided.
The hull is of steel, with four compartments, the auxili-

ary plant for electric lighting, ice making, refrigerating, etc.,
is very complete. Two pole masts provide for a moderate
sail plan. Considering the special purpose of the yacht,
comfortable life afloat on inland waters regardless of speed,
the wide departure from the conventional dimensions and
arrangements of the average steam yacht, are fully justified
by the results obtained.

The Green Lake Y. C. Challenge Cup.
The Green Lake Y. C, of Dartford, Wis., has just sent

out invitations to the other yacht clubs on the Wisconsin
lakes to participate in the contest for the challenge cup
given this year by it. The full conditions of the contest
appeared in the Forest and Stream of March 13, but have
since been slightly amended, the limit of crew being now, in
addition to helmsman, one man for every 4ft. of racing
length (in place of l.w.l. length) exceeding one-half of said
racing length, and each man being represented by a weight
of 1501bs. when the yacht is measured. The club 'is prepar-
ing for the liveliest season of its history; new racing boats
are being built and new courses have been laid out.

Cockatoo.

The first of the four Herreshoff "raceabouts" that were
designed and built for C. S, Eaton, of Marblehead, to replace
the famous Cock Robin, was launched on April 27 and had
her trial trip off Bristol next day. On May 1 she started
from Bristol around the Cape with Mr. Eaton on board and
Mr. W. P. Fowle at the stick, Mr. Arthur Dean Foss joining
the party at Newport. Cockatoo is 31ft. over all, gift, l.w.l.,

7ft. 4in. beam and 5ft. 6in. draft, her lead keel being reported
as of 8,5001bs. weight, the minimum limit of the class. She
has a very low house, a mere roof on the coaming. The rig,

of oOOsq. ft, , is rather higher than Cock Robin's and propor-
tionately shorter on the base. Mr. Fowle will handle in her
races. The three other boats of the class, for W. 0, Gay, H.
M. Sears and D. C. Percival, Jr., are not yet completed.
Messrs. Gay and Sears will race their boats around the Cape.

Hoodlum.
The 24ft. racing yacht designed by J. R. Purdon and built

by Fenton & White, Manchester, Mass., for Messrs. A. H.
Higginson and Reginald Boardman, has been named by
them Hoodlum. She is 32ft. over all, 34ft. l.w 1. with crew
and 21ft. without crew, 8ft. 6in. beam, 9in. draft of hull, and
8ft. total draft with board down. Her sail area is 825sq. ft.

She is rigged as a sloop, with a moderately long bowsprit.
The overhang is mostly forward, the stern being cut off
square. A special set of ways has been built for her at
Manchester, and when not in use she will be kept ashore.

The White Bear Y. C. has definitely decided not to enter
on the undertaking of a new club house this year, and will
probably accept a proposal made by Col. W. W. Price, the
receiver of the Ramaley property at Lake Shore. Times are
hard and there is not enough money in the treasury of the
club to prosecute the work of a new house, and the under-
taking, while by no means abandoned, will be postponed
until next year. " The club will not take a lease of the old
club house"at Dellwood. Many of the members are opposed
to the Dellwood house, on the score of inconvenience and
the inadequacy of the plant. Col. Price has shown a liberal
spirit in his proposition to the club. He will make no ctiarge
to the club, excepting for the use of the dancing hall, which
will be called into requisition for dances and entertainments.
Certain rooms and balconies will be reserved for the especial
use of the club, including a room for the ladies. For the
week of the interlake regatta, the pavilion will be the ex-
clusive possession of the club. A new dock will be built for
the accommodation of the club boats. The racing course on
the lake will be a little changed to accommodate the new
starting point. With the more convenient headquarters, the
races this summer can be started at 8 o'clock. Peterson, of
Minnetonka, is building for C. M Griggs and a .syndicate a
new boat to be called Akela, which is expected to beat Tartar,
the winner of last .summer. Messrs. Ordway andElmer will
sail Alfrida this season. Several other new boats are build-
ing, and the season is sure to be a lively one.

—

St. Paul De-
spatch.
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The New Tork Conference.

The list of delegates -which we published last week gives a
very inadequate idea of the nature of the representation at
the conference of yachtsmen. Through the associations
there given were really represented 110 yacht clubs in the
United States and Canada. The full list of these clubs is as
follows:
The following summary shows the clubs, 110 in number,

which were represented:
Through thf Yacht Racina; Union of Long Island Sound

—

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, American, Riverside, Yale
Corinthian, Horseshoe Harbor, New Y'ork Athletic, Stam-
ford, Indian Harbor, New Rochelle, Knickerbocker, Hugue-
not, Bridgeport, Corinthian Fleet, Harlem, New Haven.
Douglaston, Sea Cliff, Huntington, Park City, Hempstead
Harbor, Norwalk, Stamford Corinthian. Twenty-two clubs.
Through the ITacht Racing Association of Massachusetts

—

Massachusetts, Hull, Boston, Dorchester, Quincy, Winthrop,
South Boston: Savin Hill, American, of Newburyport; Com-
monwealth, Chelsea, Jeffries, Manchester. Atlantic of Bos-
ton, Cape Cod, Duxbury, Lynn, Cohasset, Columbia of Bos-
ton, Revere, Squantum, West Lynn, WellEeet, Old Colony,
Mosquito Fleet, Plymouth, Kingston, Burgess, East Glou-
cester, Squam, WoUaston, Fall River. Thirty-two clubs.
Through the New York Yacht Racing Association—Pa-

vonia, Yonkers Corinthin, Columbia, Jersey City, Graves-
end Bay, Newark, Kill von Kull, Ossining, Hudson River,
Audubon, Tappan Zee, Bayonne City, Tower Ridge, Y""onkers,

Greenville, New Jersey Athletic, Newark Boat Club.
Eighteen clubs.

Pacific Interclub Yachting Association—San Francisco,
Pacific, Corinthian, Bncinal, California. Five clubs.
Lake Yacht Racing Association.—Bay of Quinte, Buffalo,

Kingston, Oswego, Rochester, Queen City, Royal Canadian,
Royal Hamilton, Victoria. Nine clubs.
Interlake Yachting Association—Citizens, Cleveland Y".

A., Put in-Bay, Sandusky, Toledo, West End, Buffalo, De-
troit, Erie. Nine clubs.
Lake Michigan Y''achting Association—Lincoln Park,

Columbia, Chicago, Milwaukee, Racine, Green Bay, Mani-
towoc, Marinette and Menominee. Eight clubs.
Through the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes

—

Three associations above.
Through separate representation—^Atlantic, Larchmont,

Marine and Field, Corinthian, of Philadelphia, Great South
Bay, Brooklyn, Hempstead Bay. Seven clubs.
Letters from .Southern, Carolina, Royal St. Lawrence,

Royal Nova Scotia, New l^'ork. Eastern, Albany, Minne-
tonka, Philadelphia, Shelter Island, Rhode Island, River-
ton.
In addition to the above, letters were received from the

Rhode Island Y''. C, Riverbon Y. C, of Riverbon, N. J.;

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, Keystone Y. C, of Long Island;
Minnetonka Y^ C, Shelter Lsland Y. C, Eastern Y. C,
Southern Y. C, of New Orleans; Carolina Y. C, of Wilming-
ton, N. C; New York Y. C, Albany Y. C, and Royal Nova

. Scotia Yacht Squadron. The New York Y. C. wrote to the
effect that it was impossible to be represented, as the matter
could not be laid before the club until the meeting later in
the month; the Eastern Y'". C. was not disposed to send a
representative, and one or two of the smaller clubs wrote to
the effect that they were not in a position to take any action,
for various reasons. Nearly all of the letters, however, were
in accord with the telegram of the Philadelphia Y. C,
printed last week, expressing an interest in the work and a
desire for its success. The Minnetonka, Royal St. Lawrence
and several others had appointed delegates who were unable
to be present.
The expressions of opinion both from these letters and

from the delegates at the meeting were almost uniformly in
favor of some scheme of union; very few clubs have ex-
pressed themselves as opposed to the general idea. The prin-
cipal issue at the meeting was as to the time for organizing,
immediately or in the fall. This was settled in favor of the
latter view, thus postponing the discussion of a still more
important question, the character of the future organization.
On this point quite a difference of opinion exists, the

majority of the clubs, including many that are noted for
their active part in racing, are apparently in favor of a defi-

nite and permanent organization for the general regulation
and encouragement of yacht racing throughout the country,
on the plan of such organizations as are in existence in con-
nection with other sports. On the part of some of the larger
clubs, however, there is evident a feeling somewhat similar
to that displayed in the recent report of the special commit-
tee of the New York Y. C. on this subject, an overwhelming
sense of the importance and prestige of the particular club,
and a fear to trust anything so fragile and delicate as this
prestige to the rude jostling of smaller and less prominent
clubs.
However natural this feeling may be on the part of those

who by long exertions have built up a large and successful
club, we believe it to be without foundation, and in no small
degree unjust to the smaller clubs. We have enjoyed toler-
ably extended opportunities for observation throughout the
whole country, and, so far as we have been able to gauge the
general feeling of yachtsmen and of the clubs at large, there
is no jealousy or envy on the part of the smaller clubs
toward the large ones such as the New York, Eastern, Larch-
mont or Seawanhaka. That ill-feeling which is at times evi-
dent is purely local, the result of some small personal or in-
terclub quarrel, and is not of the sort which would interfere
with one national union of the clubs; in fact the tendency to
such local differences would be diminished. The repeated
successes of the New York Y. C. in the international vic-
tories of Puritan, Mayflower and the other great cutters
down to Defender have developed no jealousy or rivalry on
the part of other American clubs, great or small; on the
other hand all have rejoiced in the triumph of the great met-
ropolitan club.
We do not pretend to speak for the large clubs; the posi-

tion of the New York Y. C. has been plainly and definitely
set forth by its special committee, and the positions of the
other clubs will be disclosed in time. As for the "small"
clubs, however, by which we include all save the New Y''ork,
Eastern, Larchmont, Seawanhaka Corinthian and Atlantic,
we can say confidently that there is no disposition whatever
to injure or interfere with the larger, or to presume in any
way upon such positions as they might have through repre-
sentation on a fair proportional basis. There is, in our
opinion, no danger however remote of a coalition of the small
clubs to pass rules merely tp harm the large ones.
The future action of the "small" clubs depends entirely

upon the position now assumed by the larger ones; if the
latter hold aloof entirely, it seems certain that the new
movement will be carried through without them. If they
fall in with the movement, but attempt to run it themselves
by right of size and standing, they will stir up the united
opposition of all the other clubs. If they make it plain that
tney are willing to go in and work disinterestedly for the
good of the organization, and the encouragement and exten-
sion of yachting, they will receive that deference from the
smaller clubs to which greater efforts, proportionate to their
size and higher .standing entitle them. They must, how-
ever, leave their prestige at home for the decoration of their
club houses, and come to the meetings of the Association
simply workers for the general good.

The Kingston Y. C, of Kingston, Ontario, held its annual
meeting on May 3, electing the following officers: Com.,
Frank Strange; Vice-Corn., H, W. Richardson; Rear-Com.,
C. L. Curtis; Sec'y, J. H. Macnee; Treas., W. C. Kent. The
club will request of the Lake Y. R. A. that the racing
circuit of 1897 be opened with a race at Kingston on July ly.

The New Twenty-Footers.

So far as numbers go, the 20ft. class is likely to show up
very well by the middle of June; comparatively little has
been said thus far about new boats on this side of the line,

and it looked for a time as though Canada was doing all the
building; but quite a fleet, and a representative one at that,
is now materializing, with bows pointed toward Oyster Bay.
Whether the trial races will equal the record of the loft,

class last year—twenty-nine boats at the line for the first

race—is doubtful; but it is certain that the new class will be
the main feature of the Sound racing and will provide some
good sport by the middle of July, when the trial races will
be sailed. It is too soon yet to discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of the new boats, but there ia every reason to
fear that they will differ from the 1.5-footers only in being
bigger, uglier, and more costly in proportion.
The winners of last year's trial races, Messrs. C. H. and

D. M. Crane, will be well represented this year in the new
class; Mr. C. H. Crane, the designer of El Heirie, will sail a
centerboard boat of his own design, now nearly completed at
Lawley's yard, where El Heirie was built. The new boat
will be similar in a general way to El Heirie, but will carry
the Scarecrow leg-o'-mutton rig. The boat is not a beauty,
but her chances of success are so much the better on that
account. Mr. Crane has also designed a second boat, also a
centerboard, which is building by the Spalding St. Lawrence
Boat Co. at Ogdensburgh, for a syndicate in which he is in-
terested. Mr. D. M. Crane, who is living in Boston, has
tried his luck with a fin-keel 20, also built by Lawley. This
boat. Pioneer, also carries the Scarecrow rig; she has been
under way for a couple of weeks about Boston Harbor, and
is sailing very fast, as judged by the local fleet in the general

Terona.
The accompanying reproduction, from a photo by N. L.

Stebbins, of Boston, shows the handsome cruising knock-
about which was illustrated in the Forest and Kteeam of
Jan. 33-30. Verona, as she has since been named, was de-
signed and built by the Marblehead Yacht Yard (W. B.
Stearns) for C. B. Tucker, of Boston, and is 33ft. 9in. over all,

21ft. l.w.l., 7ft. Sin. beam, and 4ft. llin. draft. She has lately
been tried in both light and heavy weather, and has proved
fast and very easy on her helm. As the plans showed, she
has a great amount of room inside, which is disposed of to
the best possible advantage for the comfort of owner and
crew.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
We have received the first number of a new monthly

journal named Marine Engineering, published by the
Marine Publishing Co., New York. It is devoted, as the
subtitle sets forth, to "vessel construction, propulsion and
allied interests." The new paper is of a convenient size for
handling and reading, and contains forty pages; well printed
and with numerous illustrations. Among the descriptive
articles is one on the new steam yacht Marietta III., one of
the new engines for the U. S. Cruiser Chicago, and one on
the new Hamburg-American steamer Pennsylvania. Dr. R.
H. Thurston contributes an interesting article on high-
pressure steam for marine uses, and Col. E. A. Stevens
writes of the origin and development of the ferryboat. We
wish all success to the new venture, as there is room for it

in the wide field of marine engineering.

Gleaner, sloop, has been sold by P. O. Wellington, of Bos-

VEROJN'A.

Knoclsabout designed and built by W. B. Stearns for C. B. Tucker. 1897.

scrapping about the harbor. She will come to Oyster Bay
for the trial races.

The first boat launched about New York has been named
Kenneu. She was designed and built by L D. Huntington,
designer of Question and Paprika, and is similar to the lat-

ter; she is owned by M. H. Clark, of New Rochelle, who will

saii her in all the Sound races. Mr. Huntington has under
way another 20-footer for Mr. Irving Cox, who designed her,

following the model of Paprika, which he has been sailing

for some time.
Mr. Sherman Hoyt, who sailed Paprika so well last season,

will this year sail a fin-keel 20 footer, designed by Gardner
& Cox, and now building bv the Spalding St. Lawrence
Boat Co. She will be owned by Com. Rouse and Mr. Col-

gate Hoyt. Still another fin-keel has been designed by Chas.
Olmstead, designer of Riverside and Trilby, and built by
the Montauk Construction Co., of which he is manager, at

the old Mumm yard. Bay Ridee. She is for Philip T,

Dodge, owner of the Olmstead 20 footer Eos, built last year,

and will be named Asthore. Messrs F. B. Jones and Irvine
Zerega will sail with Mr. Dodge in the rnces. Mr. Olmstead
has also another 20-footer under way at Bay Ridge.
Mr. William Willard Howard, now in this coxmtry, is

building a 20-footer at Clayton, N. Y., the boat being dp-

signed and btiilt by Fry, who did such good work on Mr.
Howard's 1.5-footer Ulmec.
The Indiana Y''achting and Boating Club, of Wawa.see

Lake, Indiana, will be represented at Oyster Bay by a 20 de-

signed by Mr. H S Hicks, a member of the club, and now
building at Racine, Wis.
Mr. Linton Hope has designed and built a 20-footer for an

American owner, and .^^he will probably race in the open
events, though not eligible for the trial races. It is likely

that another English boat will also be sent over.

The new boats are all built up to the limit, of 17ft. 6in,

l.w.l. and SOOsq. ft. of sail, with from 6 to Sft, beam, and a
number of them will tise the Scarecrow rig.

The few existing boats in the 20ft. class. Bogie and Eos
being the only modern ones, are practically outbuilt, having
a waterline of 19ft., with but 440sq. ft. of sail. There is

some talk of the Boston Rooster, owned by the Adams
Brothers, being adapted to this class and entering the trial

races. The English l-rater Shrimp, a very fast Sibbick boat
that was imported two years ago and altered to race in the
21fb. special class, with an enlarged bulb and sail plan, has
recently been altered in the other direction to bring her into
the soft, class, and she will be sailed in the regular races. It

is almost certain that some boats as yet unreported will be
added to the list, so that fifteen or even more starters may
be looked for in the trial races.

ton, to L. F. Gates, of Oshkosh, Wis., who will race her on
Lake Winnebago. She has been remarkably successful in
Boston waters, last year winning the bronze medal and pen-
nant of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. in the second class.

Telfer, schr., recently purchased by Mr. Wood, of Castine,
Me., sailed from the Atlantic Y. C. at Bay Ridge, N. Y., on
May 1 for Bangor, Me., with Capt. Trask, two seamen and a
cook aboard, and also Harry Wood, the fourteen-year-old
son of the owner. At a little after 1 A. M. on May 5,

when off Faulkner's Island in a dense fog, the yacht was
struck by the Sound steamer City of Fitchburg, and nearly
cut in two, sinking in a few minutes. Capt. Trask and the
cook, who were on deck, launched the dinghy, and the
others, wakened by the crash, came from below, all reaching
the steamer in safety, and coming to New York on her.

Wivern was built in 1866, from their own model, by Pierce
Bros., at East BostoJi. She was a keel boat, 53ft. Sin. over
all, 48ft. 4in. l.w.l., 15ft. beam and 6ft. 5ua. draft. In 1885 she
was lengthened and renamed Telfer. She is well-known
about New Y'^ork, Boston and Philadelphia.

Penelope, steam yacht, ex-Sapphire ll, , n6e Cleopatra, now
owned by H. S. Converse, of Boston, has been for some weeks
in the West Indies, and reached Sandy Hook about 11 A. M.
on May 5. As she came up the Swash she met the big moni-
tor Terror coming down the Ship Channel, outward bound
for five days' target practice at sea. Signals were exchanged,
but the two vessels came together, the monitor losing her
davits and the captain's gig. The yacht was less fortunate,
losing her foretopgallant mast and smashing her bulwarks,
with other minor damage. She proceeded to Tebo's for re-

pairs,

Lorelei is the name selected by Chas. A. Schieren, Jr., of
the Great South Bay Y, C, for his new sloop building at
Greenport from a design by H. C. Wintringham. The new
yacht is intended to race in the class with the Herreshoff
sloop Bonnie Doon, owned by Messrs. Mills, a very success-
ful boat. She will be 44ft. lOin. overall, 30ft. l.w.l., 13ft.

beam, 2ft. 5in. draft, including a lead keel of two tons. The
forward overhang is 6fb. and the after overhang Bft. lOin.

The mast is 42ft., boom 40ft., gaff 24ft., and bowsprit 9ft. out-
board. The hull is double-skinned, of white cedar, the inner
skin 7-16in. and the outer 9-16in. There is a permanent cabin
7ft. long, with berths, etc., and abaft it a "summer cabin"
Sft. long, the remainder of the cockpit being 13ft. long.

The Riverton Y. C. of Riverton, N. J., held its annual
election on May 4, the following ofl&cers being elected: Com.,
WiUiam R. Ellison; Vice-Corn.. A. M. Taylor; Sec'y, E B. S.

Myers; Treas., James S. Coale; Meas., H. Mcllvaine Biddle;
J'inance and Elective Cdmmittee: John C. S. Davia, Chair-
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man; E. S. Showell, Charles C. E-ianhard, Charles W. Davis
and Harvey Mitchell; Regatta Committee: John S. Muckle,
Chairman; Charles W. Davis and Harvey Mitchelk
Republic, schr., under charter, sailed from Charleston,

S. C, for Mexican and South American ports on May 4.

Oneonta, steam yacht, F. C. Dininny, has been chartered
to G. K. Clarke, Jr.

It is reported that George G. Tyson, of the Riverside Y.C.,
owner of Vorant I. and II. Trilby and Riverside, has placed
an order with the Herreshoffs for a steam yacht 310ft. long,
a seagoing craft with brigantine rig, intended for a cruise
around the world.

Mr. J. TP. Tams, who has for many years been associated
with the Regatta, America's Cup, and other important com-
mittees of the New York Y. C. , has been appointed as the
third member of the regatta committee for the year.

Com. C. T. Wills, chairman of the building committee of
the Indian Harbor Y. C, has signed the contract for build-
ing a new club house at Greenwich, Conn. The building is

to be of wood . 70 x 30ft. , and two stories high. The contract
price is $15,000. The site is a prominent one at the mouth of
Greenwich Harbor, a half mile west of E. C. Benedict's resi-

dence. The contractor is J. P. Crosby, of Greenwich. The
Duilding will be ready earl^ in July. The total cost of
building and grounds will be in the neighborhood of $20,000.

On April 29 there was launched from Webber's yard, JSTew

Rochelle, a new sloop designed by Mr. Webber for James
Baird. of the Philadelphia Y. C. Surprise, as she was
named, is 45ft. over all, 30ft. l.w.l., 13ft. beam, and 3ft. 9in.

draft, with 5 tons of lead. She is a centerboard boat, with
Eole-masted sloop rig. She is intended as a generally useful
oat, and is of strong and durable construction well fitted

below, the trunk cabin giving a headroom of 5ft. lOin. Un-
der sail in a hard blow she proved very satisfactory, both in
stability and speed.

Paprika, 15-footer, has been sold by Gardner & Cox to E.
A. Stevens, Jr., son of Col. Edwin A. Stevens, of Hoboken.
Mr. Stevens has just joined the Seawanhaka C. Y. C.

The Burgess Y. C, of Marblehead, Mass., has arranged the
following fixtures: May 29, club cruise; June 17, open race;

June 26, first championship; July 5, open race; July 10,

second championship; July 10, moonlight sail; July 24, ladies'

race; Aug. 2, association open race; Aug. 21, third cham-
pionship; Sept 4, club race; Sept. 11, championship sail-off.

Melicete, cutter, the Burgess centerboard 46-footer, has
been sold to Rear-Com. W. O. Gay, Hull Y. C.

The Boston Y. C. , at a recent meeting paid the following
fitting and well merited tribute to the memory of one of its

most valuable members: Resolved, That whereas Hon.
Benjamin Dean, one of the original members of the Boston
Y. C, died at his home in South Boston on April 9, 1897,

this club does now put on record the following memorial of

its distinguished member. Before yacht clubs were known
in these waters, and nearly thirty-ope years ago, he was one
of the four choice spirits who, on board the old Yiolet, lying
at Hull, conceived the scheme of the formation of this club.

Now all but one of that party are sailing on celestial seas,

where winds are ever fair and the breakers make no moan.
At the first meeting of the voluntary association he presided.
When, not long after its incorporation, the membership of
the club seemed to turn rather to the pipe and bowl than to
the tiller and sheet, he it was who did herculean labor in the
successful efforts of reorganization, freshening it with new
and influential members, who added character and respecta-
bility to the organization. From the beginning to the day
of his death he was one of the trustees, except for such years
from 1870 to 1875, in which he was its commodore, and when
the membership list reached its high-water mark. To him
the holding of office meant always the taking of the respon-
sibility attached to it. There is no island in the harbor of
any size but that, at some time, he has examined it with
reference to anchorage and headquarters for the club. It is

familiar to us all that the land and flats which are noW used
for yachting purposes and our present club house, and the
more permanent wharf built after oth«r structures had been
wrecked by ice floes, are due to his thoughtful generosity,
rare foresight and executive ability. In the later years of his
life, though handicapped by serious physical ills ' which
would have deterred even the strongest man, he showed no
abatement of his fondness for the sea and his enthusiasm for
yachting. His last letter, written to the secret^ary of the
club the week before his death, closed in these words: "My
dear fellow members of the Boston Y. C, you will always be
dear to me and still sail in my company, inhaling health
from the winds and courage from the storms. " If we sought
to make from all in this cliib the composite of that man who
should be taken in all respects, as the ideal yacht club mem-
ber, who would not say it is Benjamin Dean.

The Taunton Y. C, whose station is at Dighton, Mass., an-
nounces the following fixtures: May 31, club house, open to
members' families and guests; club cruise to Thurston's for
clam dinner; entertainment at club house in the evening.
June 14, ladies' day and moonlight sail; entertainments to be
announced later. June 26, first club race for championship
cup. July 13, ladies' day and moonlight sail. Aug. 5-7,

cruise to Newport. Aug. 11, Ladies' day and moonlight sail.

Aug. 21, championship cup race. Aug. 26, open regatta and
water events. Sept. 6, championship cup race. Sept. 10,

ladies' day and moonlight sail. During July, August and
September, there will be several smoke talks and stag parties
given, dates of which will be announced later. The club
will arrange several clam bakes this season at Assonet Neck
and at Thuston's; dates and particulars to be given later.

Regular club meetings are held at club house on the third
Monday of May, June, July, August and September; annual
meeting the last Monday in February. Limit of membership
200; membership for 1896 was 197. Admission fee §10. Annual
dues $5. The janitor will be on duty atthe club house, mak-
ing preparation for the season on and after May 15. The
house will be in readiness for members and their guests after
May 29. Connected by telephone. The officers are: Com.,
Clinton V. Sanders; Vice-Corn., C. Everetc Evans; Rear-
Com., Daniel L. Brownell; Acting Sec'y, Edwin N. Clark;
Treas,, Everett H. Waldron; Fleet Captain, Joseph S. Wil-
liams. Directors: Ged. E. Wilbur, C. V. Sanders, C. E.
Evans. D. L, Brownell, H. S. Williams, W. W. Arnold, H. B.
Baker. Regatta Committee: Edward L. Sargent, J. S Wil-
liams, Geo. H. Phillips, W. H. Reed, Luther Dean. House
Committee: C. Everett Evans, Edwin A. Tetlow, Charles P.
Foster.

The annual meeting of the Royal Canadian Y. C. was held
on April 24 in the town club house, Toronto, the following
officers being elected: Com., iEmilius Jarvis; Vice-Corn., J.
H. Plummer; Rear-Com., George H. Gooderham; Hon.
Seo'y, F. G. R. Seaver; Managing Committee: C. A. B.
Brown, R. C, Donald, J. Gray Gib.son, Frank M. Gray, G. R.
Hargraft, A, Burdett Lee, H. E. Ridley, James E. Robert-
son, W. E. Sampson and James Scott. The retiring commo-
dore, A. R. Boswell, has served the club for many years, as
honorary secretary in 1S69, '70, '71; as commodore from 1878
to 1883, and again, with the 20-rater Vreda as flagship, from
1889 to 1897. Mr. S. Bruce Harman has also served the club
long and well as honorary secretary. The club has been
laboring under serious disadvantages for several years past,
the town club house on thewater front, by way of which the
island club house is reached, having been almost inaccessible
from the city. The work of improving the water front has
been carried on by the city authorities in the same dilatory
and slovenly manner that characterizes most municipal
Vfork on this side of t-i^e liae, and several year§ have beee

wasted in the construction of a bridM across the railway
tracks. This bridge, which is open this week for the first

time, will give convenient access to the club house from
the city, and enable the members to enjoy once more the un-
usual advantages which Toronto affords, a man being able
to spend an hour at the club house between business and
dinner, or to get out for a sail within half an hour of leaving
his office or house. The continued isolation of the club sta-
tions has had a natural effect in decreasing the membership
of the club, and to counteract this a motion was passed to
remit the initiation fee up to July 1. The present member-
ship is: Honorary life members, 3; life members, 60; resi-

dent members, 365; non-resident, 365; junior resident, 50;

total, 577. Ten new life membership certificates will-be
issued. The club offers special prizes for the 20ft. class and
will be represented in the races at Montreal. Although the
financial reports of the year show a balance of but $32.21, the
club is in a very satisfactory position this year. Com. Jarvis,
so well known through his connection with the building and
handling of the successful Canada last year, is one of the
most energetic and enthusiastic of Canadian yachtsmen, and
no better selection could have been made for a leader at the
present time. With free access to its houses and an added
membership, the club has a bright future before it.

On May 7 an ex^jlosion J;ook place aboard Viking, steam
yacht, H, A Hutchinson, which nearly resulted in the death
of Louis Corbett, the fireman of the yacht. She was lying
at Tebo's Docks, between Sultana and Buccaneer, with
steam up, just preparing for commission, when a manhole
cover blew off, filling the boiler room and other spaces below
deck with steam. All hands escaped but Corbett, who was
caught below, but was able to reach an open porthole. This
was too small to permit the passage of his body, and hfl

would have been .scalded but>for those on the dock, who ran
a fire hose to the yacht and played upon him. Between the
chances of being scalded by the steam or drowned by the
hose, he was still in serious danger. Chief Engineer Heil-
bron, of the Buccaneer, made an attempt to go below but
failed. Meanwhile men had been at work on the deck with
axes, and a hole was finally cut by which Corbett was lifted

out. He was taken to the hospital, but it is hoped that his
injuries are not dangerous.

The Dock Department of New York has at last moved in
the matter of a yacht landing at the south end of the city,

and work will be commenced this month on a breakwater
next to Pier A, North River, inclosing a protected basin
with a landing stage. The improvement has been long
needed by yachtsmen.

Emerald, schr., J. R. Maxwell, was launched on April 29
from Marvel's ways, Newburgh, where she has been during
the winter. Her original trough keel has been cut off and
cut up, the lead being recast in the new keel trough which
has been built. This alteration has increased the draft from
about 10ft. to the full limit, 14ft. The rig is practically new
throughout, and of course of increased area to utilize the
power gained through the lower ballast. The yacht has
been towed to Tebo's, where her spars will be shipped and
she will be fitted out for racing.

Helen, steam yacht, was launched at East Boston on May
1. She was built for Oliver H Perry and is 87ft. over all,

68ft. I.W.I., 14ft. 6in. beam and 5ft. draft.

The Cricket Fleet, of Atlantic City, at its meeting on May
6, decided to change its name to the Absequan Y. C. The
following fixture.-? are announced: May 25, race for half-
raters in Cricket Bay; June 10, race for cricket boats; June
24, race for cricket boats and half-raters in Absecon Bay;
July 8, open race in Cricket Bay; July 24, race for cricket
boats and half-raters in Absecon Bay; Aug, 6, invitation
race; Aug. 23, open race in the Thoroughfare; Sept. 7, race
for cricket boats and half-raters in Absecon Bay; Sept. 21,

open race. The invitation race, scheduled for Aug. 6, will
probably be sailed with the Longport Y. C.

Lehemer, sloop, has been sold by Com. Francis Shunk
Brown, Philadelphia Y. C, to -Joshua R. Adams.

Mayflower, steam yacht, Ogden Goelet, has made nearly
twenty knots on her speed trial on the Clyde. She will be
delivered to Mr. Goelet very soon, and will come at once to
New York. Both Mayflower and Nahma, Mr. Robert
Goelet's new yacht, have been delayed by the furnishers and
upholsterers.

Bedouin, cutter, J. Murray Mitchell, will this year, for the
first time, appear with white topsides. She has been thor-
oughly overhauled and refitted at Tebo's. Her younger and
narrower sister, Ileen. lies near her in the tier at Tebo's,
neglected and in very bad condition.

Adrienne, schr., formerly of New Orleans, has arrived at
New Haven, from which port she will hail in the future, her
new owners being Chas. E. Graham and Israel Kel«ey. She
was designed by Stewart & Binney, and built by Lawley &
Sou in 1893. When enrolled in the Southern Y. C. she did a
great deal of cruising in the Gulf and also in Cuban waters.

The Fox Lake Y. C, of Fox Lake, TIL, has elected the fol-

lowing officers: Com., Dr. T W. Brophy; Vice-Com., Ben-
jamin Felex; Sec'y, John A. Putnam; Treas., C. J. Patter-
son; Chaplain, Rev. Geo. W. Wright; Fleet Surgeon, Dr.
Corlett; Meas., Robert Tooke, Jr.; Regatta Committee:
Clark Bennett, Sumner SoUitt, Harry Weber, W. H. Lyford,
Dr. Bently. The following amendment to the rules was
passed: "Boats launched after July 4, 1896, with overhang
shall be barred from first class unless one-third overhang be
added to load waterline with crew aboard in competing
length." The club has received a challenge from Wisconsin
to sail for the championship of the State, and the winner to
sail the winner of the WLsconsin State regatta at Green
Ijake. Five races will be sailed at Fox Lake. The first,

July 3, starting at Minneola; July 5, starting from Dr. Bro-
phy's cottage; July 17, starting from East Side; July 31,

starting from Dr. Tooker's cottage; Aug. 7, starting from
island; Aug. 14, starting from East Side.

The New York Yacht, Launch and Engine Co., of Morris
Heights, N. Y., has issued a handsome catalogtie descriptive
of the yachts, launches, etc., built by it. The company is

now well established in its new shops on the Harlem.

\ifle ^mge mid ^dht^.

Revolver Shooting^ In England.
London, Eng., April 24. -At i.he Norrh London Rifle Club ibe fol-

lowing revolver .score.? were made oa April 21. Revolver series 1
(iOyds stationary target):

Carter..' 777767-41 MaJ Munday 477427 31
Tilbury 705a/- aS

WLufif 65776'—35 Dritton <73i.S7-.'8

Lieut Johnsroae 7e7';o') 37 Chicken ... 346543 27
Oipt. T W Blading 5 7776 :-7 Ward 566443 -i7
CiptEvaos , 7 7754 '6b

Class ":

L'Bur. Curley .677455—:^1 Macr-ormack.,... 57f073 -21
Irvine 3774 4- SattVll, , y7yg30—57
Saunders... 63:^531-24 DicKer. , 0 5060 13

April 15.—Sotitli liOndon Kifle Club, 20yds . stationary revolver
ta"get:
Howe 56.''765-34 CllickCD . , , , , , 5E4746 31
There was no sb<?QtJng at/ BOyds.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., May 2.—Capt, G'ndele again distingaished himself

by making creditable scores on both the Standard and 'he GBrman
Ring targets. His scores were: 91, 89, 94, 86, 86, on the Standard tar-
get; 228, 326 and 218 oa tbe German Ring target; be averaged SS's on
the former, 224 on the latter. Troiinstine won the badge to day for
tbe fifth time, bat must hold it for the balance of this month by vir-
tue of most points to entitle him bo final ownership. Scores made to-
day were as follows:
Conditions: 200yds., off-hand. Standard American and German Ring

targets:
Gindele.

9 10 10 10 10 9 10 8 9 9 -94 6 9 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 - 91

9 10 9 8 9 9 7 8 10 10-89 33 21 83 34 25 31 23 24 24 20-228
Payne.

8 8 S 10 a 8 10 7 7 8-8J 5 10 6 9 9 10 7 9 8 7— 80787969888 9-79 16 18 24 2i1 23 25 24 21 24 31—216
Trounstine.

10 8 10 6 10 10 5 3 7 8 -77 5 9 7 6 9 7 8 7 5 9— 726588789 10 4 7—7i
Drube.

7 10 10 8 10 10 7 8 7 8—8i 10 7 7 10 8 10 7 8 7 8— 8?
9 9 8 7 6 5 8 9 7 9 -77 14 23 19 19 13 20 19 18 17 23-184

Nestler.
6 7 6 10 8 10 9 10 8 9—83 8 10 9 6 6 9 10 7 9 S- 79
8 9 9 4 5 9 9 10 8 6-76 84 21 33 20 22 28 21 20 25 5—203

Uekotter.973546798967 8556 10 7 8 58 3 - 65498575964 7-^4
*Hake.

10 9678 4 774 6-88 4 :i 4 8 5 4 8 8 6 7— 57358795645 3-55
Wellinger.

10 7 10 7 8 10 6 7 9 10—Hi 8 9 10 6 7 9 7 9 8 9- f!2

6 8 9 9 5 10 8 10 6 5 -76 20 24 19 30 21 18 81 21 22 ai—207
Hasenzahl

8 10 7 9 8 8 9 7 6 7 -79 9 9 9 8 9 4 11 7 5 7— 77
10 69768 10 87 6-77 22 12 2123 23 2113 17 21 84—197

*Schulte.
8 5 7 10 ."j 6 .8 to 8 7 -74 4 6 5 5 4 7 8 8 6 S- 5t
4 3 5 10 7 S 5 4 6 4 - 5.;i

StrickmeJer.
6857' 10 76917 (ii )0 7986fi8626-6S
5 4 7 S 5 7 8 7 6 8 62 19 16 23 1 10 U S4 21.15 2()--l76
* Mihtary rifle.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
May 17.—WrLLMAR, Minn.—Tournament of the Willmar Gun Club

Targets. D. N. Tallman, Sec'y-
May 17-22.—Kansas City, Mo.—Annual tournament of the Missouri

State Game and Fish Protective Association. Fred T. Durrant, Sec'y-
May 18.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the West

End Oun Club. Horace B Derby, Sec'y-
May 18.—RuTHERFURD, N J.- All-day shoot of the Boiling Springs

Guu Club. 100 target race, 33, targets extra. Open to all; no handi-
cap. W. H. HncK, Sec'y
May 18-19.— Forest City, la.— Hill City Gun Cluh's second annual

tournament; $I0O added, J. W Mahoney, Sec'v.
May 19-20.- Savannah, Ga,—Tournament of tbe Interstate Associa-

tion under the auspices of the Forest City Gun Club. $200 added.
May 19-20.— Elizabeth, Iv. ,T,—Tournament" at Astfalk's Oakwood

Inn. First day. target? ; sfcond day, live birds.
May 19-21.— Canton, S D.—South Dakota Sportsmen's Association

annual. C. S. Seely, Sec'y.
May 20.—Greenville, Pa.—Second tournament of the Penn.sylvania

and Ohio Bo'-der Gnn League. Geo H. Jones, Sec'y.
May 25 —FiNDLAY. O. -Tournament of the Magautrap Gun Club,

Targets Chas. E. Steen, Sec'y.
May 25-'37.—Marlin, Texas.—Tournament of the Marlin Gun Club.

E. K Herrings., Sec'y.
May 25- 7.—Joplin, Mo.—Tournament of the .Joplin Gun Club.

Added money announced later.

May i6.—Brooklyn, N. Y.—Tournament of tbe Brooklyn Gun Club.
Targets. Grounds at, Liberty avenue and Enfield street, Brooklyn.
May 26-29.—East St. Louis, 111.—Annual tournament of iho King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May :il.—Canajoharif, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Oana.ioharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks. Sec'y.
May 31.—Portland. Me.— Spring tournament of the Portland Gun

Club. Targets. Added money announced later.

May 31-June 1.— GKaNoRAPins, Mich. Tournament of the Michigan
Trap Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
CluJb.
May 31.—New Haven, Conn.—Second tournament of the Connecti-

cut Trap Shooting Association, under the auspices of the New Hayen
Gun Club W. H Hazpl. Sec'y
June: -3. Hackbnsack. N J - Anniversary tournament of the Ber-

gen County Gun Club Mecreaiion cup shoot on June 2. C. O. Gard-
ner, ,Jr . Sec'y.
June 2-4.

—

springfikld, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-
Shooters' League, under the auspices nf the Spnngfield Gun Club
June 3.

—

Bath, Me.— Sixth annual tournament of the Bath Gun
Club. Op-n to all. Geo. E. Thompson, Sec'y.
June 7-8. - Parkersburg, W. Va.- Tournament of the Mountain

Stiite Gun Club Targets. $:350 added. Leon J. Epstein, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap-f- hooters' League of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y —New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. \Y. Tuttle, Sec'y.
Junt* 9-10.—MoNROB, La.- Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.— Newcastle, Fa.—Third touruament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
June 15-18.— Cleveland. O.— Fourth annual tournament of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Compaoy.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dniiota Sprrt^roen's Association. Targets, W. W. Smith, .Sec'y.

June 17-20.— Anaconda. Mont.—Thirtteuth annual tournament of
t e Srortsmen'.s Association of the Northwest and fourth annual
tournament of the Montan ^ State Sportsmen's Association, under the
auspices of ihe Anaconda Gun Club. C A TuttJe, Sec'y
June 2s'.- Ogden, 111,— Second annual tournament of the Ogden

Gun Club. Wm. Mckinley, Sec'.v.

June 22-:25.— Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the
Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. S25, |1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H 0. ReeseP. Sec'y, Oil City, Pa.
July 1.— Sherbrookb, Quebec—stierbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs. C. H. Foss, Sec'y, Sherbrooke, P. Q.
July 3-5.—Mitchell, S. D.— Tournament of the \V. J. Healey Hard-

ware Co.
July 14-15. -New Havbn, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate Aa-

oiiation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July : 0-2 '.—Pine Bluff, Ark.- Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Associaiion. Added money announced
later. Paul R Li izhe, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 22.

—

Meadville, Pa.— Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournctment of ihe Interstate Associa-

tion, imder the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R. A. McCready

Co.. Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.

Aug. 19.

—

Warren, O.— Fift;h tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League, Geo. H Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. s;5-x6,- MoNTPELiEH, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate A.sso-

ciatiou, under ibe awpices of the Monlpelier Qtm Club.
Sept 6.—Meriden, Conn.—Third unnual Labor Day tournament of

th" Parker Gun Club.
Sept. 15-It>.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Af soelatlon, under the auspices of the Portsmotith Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.—Ne^vbuhgh, N. Y.—Annualfall tournament of the '^p'Jt

Newburgh Gunard Rifle Association. First, two days, targets; third
day, live birds. SoO average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target pvents. Open to all.

Oct. 13-14. Grbbn-sbubg, Ind.-Shooting tourii anient of tbe Gftens-
burg Giia Club,
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries-nre invited to send their scores for publication i/n

ih^se colwmns, also any news notes they may care to ftave printed.
Ties in all events txre considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing CompaMy, 3h6
Broadway, New York,

Tiae Auburn Gun Club is groing to ititro'^uce sorae new features at
the New York State shoot this year, tt has circulated among manir-
facturers and dealers of sportine goods the following note: "Tbe
'thirty-ninth annual convpntiou of the New York State Association for
nhe Protection of Fish and Game, connected with which there is to be
!a. four-days' touroatDent for shooting, which will attracta great many
'shooting ard fishing men who HSe guns, rods, etc.. and who talk
'them, will be held in Auburn, June 1897. inclusive. It isde-
•Signed to have in connection therewith a sportsman's exposition in
the pjthibition halls on tbe grounds of the Cayuga County Agricul-
tural Society in Auburn. Floor space will be free, and will be assigned
-on application to Charles G. Curtis, president. No expense will bo
"Charged by the managers of the convention at all, and we invile you
to come and show your goods to bona fide buyers, believing such a
'course will place you face to face with purchasers better than in any
'othei- way. We charge you nothing for exhibiting or for floor space,
<ot for anything. Your expenses will be only what you are obliged to
tnake yourself. Will you come?"
Ralph Trimble, who is at present representing the Du Pont Smoke-

less powder at sboots around New York, was shouting in great form
at the Brooklyn Gun Club's tournament on Saturday last. May 8.

Ralph and Remsen tied on 47 each out of 50 in the "stein''' race, but
the stein itself was won by C. W. Billings, with 50 out of 65, J. H.
Swan with l.S extras, counting up 41 breaks,. In the sweepstake
events Trimble was well to the front. No, 1 squad in the first 25 tar-
gets of the stein race made the following record : Remsen io. Brewer
24, Trimble 24, Edwards 24, Fanning S2; total, 119 out of 125 from the
magautrap. In its second essay, with a little more wind and more
speed to the targets, the squad stood: Trimble 23, Brewer £2, Remsen
32, Fanning 28, Edwards The joint totals were: two 47s, two 4es
and one 44, or 230 out of 250, an average of 92 per cent.

Mr. W. H. Sheldon, one of the enthusiastic trap-shooters of Rhode
Island, who is doing a great deal of work to boom his favorite sport,
writes tons as follows: "I regret to have to announce the death of
Mr. Geo. T. Crandall, one of the pioneers of trap-shooting in this
State. Mr. Crandall was eighty-two years of age, and has been
closely identifiec! with trap shooting in Rhode Island since its infancy.
He left three sons, two of whom -Wm. G. and Geo. J. - are well
known as trap and game shots. The third son, Alonzo, has more
than a local rpputation as a builder of speedy yachts. Every
membei" of the Pawtuxet Gun Club will miss the kmdly face of a
friend."

As already announced in our Fixtures column, the West End Gun
Club, of Albany, N. Y., will hold a shoot on May 18 at Its grounds,
Colvin avenue, that city. To get to the grounds, shooters should
take the West Albany electric cars at Arcade to Watercliet avenue,
where conveyances will be in waiting to carry shooters to the
grounds. The programme consists of ten 15-target events, $1.95 en-
trance, the price for targets being 15 for 25 cents, deducted from the
purses. The programme states that 10 per cent, of each net purse
will be deducted for averages divided as in the regular events, viz.,

4 moneys: 35, 80, SO and 15 per cent. All targets thrown at unknown
angles, shooting commencing at 10 A. M. Horace B. Derby is secre-
tary of the West End Gun Club.

The second tournament oC the Connecticut Trap-?hooting Associa-
tion will be held on the grounds of the New Haven Gun Club, Decor-
ation Day, May 31. The programme is the same as that shot at the
first meeting of the Association, under tbe auspices of the Parker
Gun Club, of Meriden. The team race, of course, is the main feature
on the programme. All purses will be divided under the Rose sys-
tem, except in the team race, when there is an optional sweep on
each SO targets (20 known and 20 unknown). Mr. W. H. Hazel, secre-
tary of the club, will furnish any further information that may be
desired.

Parkersburg, W. Ya., should have a large number of shooters
registered at her hotels the second week of June. The Blountain
State Gun Club, of that city, as lively an organizition as exists any-
where In the States, announces that it will hold a two days' shoot at
targets, June 7-'', the Monday and Tuesday of the second week. At
this shoot the club will add §350, a large sum as added money goes
now. Elsewhere we give au extended notice of the programme,
which has just reached us.

Two well known faces were missing from the ranks of the shooters
at Newburgh last week —Messrs. J T. Maseroft and V. D. Kenerson,
of Worcester, Mass. Many expressions of regret (that were far from
merely formal expressions) at the absence of the two above-named
gentlernen were heard during the tournament. Both had come to be
looked upon as fixtures at the shoots of the Newburgh Club, and both
had formed many friendships with those who regularly attend these
affairs.

The Hill City Gun Club, of Forest City, la., has gotten out a pro-
gramme for its tournament May 18-19. The events are all at 15 tar-
gets, and the prizes to be contested for are both cash and merchan-
dise. The management states that the shoot -'is no money making
scheme, as sportsmen will see at a glance that the programme is

arranged with a special view to pleasing the majority of trap shoot-
ers."

Mr. C. A. Tuttle, secretary of the Anaconda (Mont.) Gun Club,
writes us that the thirteenth annual tournament of the Sportsmen's
Association of the Northwest and the fourth annual tournament of
the Montana State Sportsmen's Association would be held jointly at
Anaconda, imder the auspices of the local gun club, June 17-20.

On Thursday of this week, May 1-3, a ten-men team race will be shot
on the Endeavor Gun Club's grounds at Marion, between the home
club and the gun club of Freehold, N. .7. The latter is a strong
organization and the Endeavors will have to get out their best
material to do justice to the visitors. Lunch will be served on the
grounds.

Among the passengers on board the American hner Paris, which
arrived at New York on May 8, were Mr. and Mrs. R. W. S. Griffith.
Mr. Griffith is head chemist and general manager of the Schultze
Smokeless Powder factory in England, and his visit to this country is
connected with business for the firm which he represents.

George S. McAlpin, who has of late become about as well known as
any amateur trap-shooter in th" country, has been secured to take
charge of the members of the Yale College Gun Club, and train its
members for the coming three-cornered match with Princeton and
Harvard for the college championship.

It is a fact that the biggest kickers against the use of the Rose sys-
tem in dividing pur.ses are the professionals and those experts who
shoot purely "for thestulE." What is tbe logical inference? And is
It anything discreditable to the only equitable system of dividing
purses in target events.

The company at Newburgh. N. Y.,,last week was quite warm. As a
matter of fact, it is an easy thing to get up a hot squad around New
York just now. Jack Fanning and Ralph Trimble help mightily
when it comes to breaking targets.

Tuesday, May 18, is the day set for the 100 target race, Sj entrance
birds extra at 2 cent each, open to all, promoted by the Boiling Springs
Gua Club, of Rutherford, N. J. There will be an optional svt^eep on
each 25 targets, <

Warwick, N. Y., one of the prettiest towns in the State, has just
organized a gun club. Two of its members are J. B Ogden and John
B. Rogers, both of whom were at the Newburgh shoot.

The Bath (Me.) Gun Club announces that it will hold its sixth an-
nual tournament on Thursday, June 3, at its grounds, Woolwich, Me
Mr. Geo. B. Thompson is the secretary of the club.

The programmes for the Cleveland Target Co. 'a tournament, June
15-18. are now ready for distribution, A letter to the company will
receive due attention.

Mat 11. Ebwaro Bakes.

Programmes for Coming Tournaments.
MOUNTAJN STATE GUN CLUB.

Early this year (he Mountain State Gun Club, of Parkersburg, W
Va„ held a tournament, which, although almost an impromptu affair,
proved so entirely satisfactory that the tlub seo to work at ouee co
arrange for another tournament on a larger scale, claiming June 7-8
as its dates.
To make this shoot an attractive one, the club went down in its

pocket, counted up its small change, and decided to offer p50 added
money. Three hundred and fifty dollars added to the purses in a
two-days' shoot is a good deal of money as things go now, and the
club deserves all the encouragement possible for its enterprise. It
need have no fears as to the number of entries ; the boys will come out
in force and shoot from first to last, because tom-naments of this
nature are few and far between nowadays.
On June 7, the first day of the shoot (and Monday by the way), the

programme calls for 150 targgts, sis 15-target evepts anij three ^0.

target even's—at a total entrance for [the day of S15; $15 is added to
each purse ih the IB-target events, and .$20 to each purse in the SO-
target events The programme for the second day is precisely simi-
lar. *ith the exception that the $15 added to the purse in event No. 1
is donated by the United States (Gold Dust) Smokeless Powder Co. A
.special feature of the spcoud day's programme U a six-men team
race for State teams, all members of a team to be re.sident of the
same State The race will be at 25 targets per man, $12 ner team,
with 850 added to the purse by the Mountain State Gun Club. The
purse will be divided into three moneys Rose system.
Among the notes of interest to shooters are the following: "All

purses will be divided under the Rose system; four moneys in the 15-
target events; five moneys in the 20-target events^ All events at un-
known angles. One set of nine expert bluerock traps with North's
electric pull will be used. Shooting to commence at 9 o'clock. AJl
guns and shells forwarded to Leon J: Epstein, secretairyj will be cared
for and delivered to the shooting grounds."

T)ai} CLBVELAND FOCBTH ANNXTaL
We always open Paul North's programmes with a degree of eager-

ness that does not make itself felt under any other similar circum-
stances. The Cleveland programmes are nothing if not original, and
every year Paul North springs something new itpon the shooter^ and
keeps us guessmg what will come next. This year he has had made
strenuous efforts to help out the novices and semi-experts of the
amateur class. We imagine that his eflfor ts T^-ill meet with .success,
and that the above sub classes will be well represented at his shoot.
And the paid expert, the unpaid expert, and the semi-experts and

novices in the professional ranks will ftlso be tbere; they will be on
hand for business purposes. Taking it altogether then, the fourth
annual target tournament of the Chamberlain Cartridge and Target
Company sbnuld about show high watermark for the target tourna-
ments of 1897.
The principal feature that is new in this progratiime is tbe system

of taxation of the manufacturers' agents for the bcueflt 5f those whd
put up their own antes of all kinds - shells, guns, expenses, etc.
Every event in which there is a sweej^stake has the same entry fee,
viz., $3.50, whether it is a 15, 20 or 25-target event. The $2.50 refers
to the noD-agent classes; for the agents the fee for each event is $3,
and the eStra 50 cents per event will go to form an average fund to
be divided among tbe non agent classes, being prorated at the end of
the shoot among the members of the said non-agent classes, who
have shot through the entire programme for the three days.
As was the cise last year, bluerocks will be thrown free of charge;

this would mean for a tournament of this siz3 a sum of Sl,000 or
$1,500 prorated among those who shoot, supposing 3 cents a piece
had been charged for targets. As the programme says: "We take
great pleasure In inviting our friends to Cleveland once a yea.r, and
in throwing for them all the bluerocks they can Shoot "at tor the
three days of our tournament free of any charge for them, and in
that way give them an opportunity to contest in the varioils events
without the customary 'rake oft" for bluerocks."
The first day's programme contains five 15-target events, two 20-

target events, and one 25-target event, ol- a total of MO targets in all,
the entry fees for all day footing up to $20 for the non agents and $24
for the agents. In all 15-target and 20-target events there will be five
monfys; in event No. 6. the 25-target event, the purse will be divided
into half as many et)ual portions as there are entries; thus one-half
of the entries will receive $5 each, the other half "nit"
For the second day there are three 15 and three 20 target events,

with the same conditions exactly as on the first day. There are also
two yS-target events, entrance free, the prize in each one of these
events being a watch charm, presented respectively by the Du Pont
and the Hazard Powder companies. The only restriction in these
events is that a shooter must use tbe powder manufactured by the
firm presenting the badge, an optional sweep of S2.50 being made in
each of these events, these purses being divided in the same manner
as in event No. 6 on the fli-stday. The third day's programme is an
exact copy of that set for the second day, watch charm races, op-
tional sweeps and everything. It is also stated that no shooter hav-
ing won one of the four charms offered for competition is eligible to
compete for another, and all ties for tbe charms are sbot oil in the
succeeding events. So much for the schedule of events.
Expert fimateurs and all other non-agents must bear in mind that

if they make a 90 per cent, or better record on either the first or
second day, they will march right up the following day with the
upper ten and poney up their $1 extra per day, just the same as the
agtnt classes do.
The most pithy part of the whole programme is the following defi-

nition of what constitutes the "$4 class": "By manufacturers' experts
we mean any one that accepts any compensation of any hind from a
manufacturer of articles used at tournaments for his services in m-
troducing these goods."
We had noarly omitted all mention of the fact that all targets will

be thrown from magautraps; and that the grounds of the Cleveland
Gun Club, where tbe shoot will be held, will be open for practice
sweepstake shooting on Monday and Tuesday, June 14-15, the club
taking charge of all events shot on chose days.
•The list of average prizes, which are in addition to the dollars pro-

rated among the non agents as above stated, is a healthy one, and
contains many valuable articles and some cash, there being seventeen
prizes in all. And the "manufacturers' experts" are barred from all
participation in those seventeen good things.
The above will give a good idea of what Paul North and the Cham-

berlain Cartridge & Target Co. has in store for the boys at Cleveland,
June 16-18. If there's anything else you want to know, write to Paul
and get a programme.

The Pennsylvania State Shoot.
Abodt six weeks have to pass before the annual State shoot of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsman's Association is due. The dates for
this tournamont are June 22-E5, and although there is yet plenty of
time between now and June 22, the management of the Oil City Gun
Club, the club under whose auspices the shoot is to be held, has so
far advanced matters in the way of prepai-ations for the reception
of its guests that it could, should it so desire, take things easily from
now on until the word to commence firing is given on Jtme 22. But
the club and its management do not seem disposed to take things
quietly, and will leave no stone unturned to make the State" shoot of
1897 the banner one in the history of the State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion of the Keystone State.

PBOSPBGTS FOR A BIG SHOOT ABE GOOD.
And it begins to look very much as if the shoot is going to be a big

one. So far, of coutse, wecan make no remarks on the probable
programme of events for each day. No authentic copies of the pro-
gramme, which IS now being put through tbe press, have reached us,
as such copies are not ready for distribution. We can say, however,
that these programmes, when completed, will be of considerable in-
terest, as tney will contain much purely original matter. Oil City,
too, is favorably located in western Pennsylvania, a great center for
trap-shooting by the way ; it stands to reason, therefore, that we
shall see many new faces at this year's annual gathenng. The "Old
Guard" of the State will surely be on hand. Philadelphia and Har-
risburg will both send their quota of shooters. Reading will also not
be left out in the cold. York, Lancaster, Scranton, WilKes Barre,
etc., will all send delegations without question. But it is Pittsburg
and her immediate vicinity that we look to for the bulk of the shoot-
ers at the State shoot; and a note in a letter we have received fi'om
Mr. H. C. Reeser, secretary of the Oil City Gun Club, and also secre-
tary of the State Sportsmen's Association, tells us that a round dozen
of Pittsburgers do not intend to get left out of the shuffle. There is so
much of mterest in this letter of Mr. Reeser's, that we will not only
give the extract referred to but the bulk of the letter, as it will best
serve our purpose so to do:

AN INTEHBSTING COMMUNICATION.
"By the way, the Pittsburg shooters have already engaged twelve

rooms here at the Arlington Hotel for the week of the shoot and,
jadgiog from this, the Smoky City is going to bo pretty well repre-
sented. About four weeks ago I wrote to about seventy-five men
who participated in the Grand American Handicap and inquired
whether they intended coming here for the special event, as I was
anxious to know what the boys thought about it, and wanted to fig-
ure on birds. With two exceptions all the replies were favorable,
and I expect not less than lOOeuiries. And why shouldn't there be
that many? We offer the same inducements that the Interstate As-
sociation did at the Grand American Handicap, and I would not be
surprised to see nearly the same number of eniries. I would have
written to all who were at the big shoot, but did not have the ad-
dresses of more than seventy-five. Even suppose that we only have
100 entries. That means $2,50,0 to divide, and surely that should be
sufftcient inducement for all the best shots in the country. We have
selected the grounds for the tournament and think that the visitors
will be very muph pleased with them. They are about four miles
from the city, at tbe famous sulphur springs and picnic grounds of
the Oil City Street Railway, whose trolley cars rim to the grounds
every ten minutes. It is a delightful ride along what is called "Deep
Hollow" Road, one of the most beautiful drives m the country, and
the scenery and surroundings cannot be exceUed. The shooting
grounds are located on what only a few years ago were the best
woodcock grounds in the country; even now those birds are quite
plentiful in season, while ruffed grouse can be heard drumming in
every direction, so that I feel sure everybody will be delighted with
pyr selection. Qvir regtilar shooting grounds are altogether too

small, and itiS impossible to get a desirable place nearer tbe city.
The trolley ride, however, will prove to be one of the pleasant fea-
tures of the visit here, as the service is excellent. The road is well
supplied with lare-e, open;observation cars, and they make very fast
tioie. Mr. J. L. Winston was here last week and appeared to be verv
well pleased with the place. He said that some of tbe hoys had an
idea that it was necessary to wear red flannel shirts and high boots
here, so, f"r fear (!) that you may be one of them, let me dispel that
Illusion. Wear the best that you have, and even a diamond or two
will not be out of place. We will take good care of all the visitors
and see that they are not blown uj5 with nitro glycerine^ run ovet by
the <3ar*s or sciired by the policemen."

LtkE THE GKAND AMER.ICAK HANDTOAP.
The special event referred to by Mr. Reeser i-3 tbe 25 bird race,

entrann-e, birds extra. $1,000 guaranteed, which will be commenced on
.Tune 24. The monevs in this event will be divided in a nrpciselv
similar manner to the way in which the purse in this year's Grand
American Handicap wa's divided. This event will actually be an-
other Grand American Handicap, as Mr. Reeser rightly says, and we
do not think that he has placed his list of probable entries much too
high.

A HINT TO PENNSYLVANtA GUN CLtlBS.

While referring to tbe prospects for Pennsylvania's State shoot, it
would not be out of place to urge upon gun clubs in that State who
are not already members of the State organization, to lose no time ih
sending m their applications for membership. The, State issoclatiou
has w/irked hard for the betterment of the game laws of the .Statfe;
and there seems a probability of its efforts this year meeting with the
success it failed to achieve in 18X5. Clubs and individuals should
recognize, before it is too late to do any good, that on'y organized
efforts can accomplish anything in this line. These words apply
equally to every State association in tbe Onion. If the game is to be
preserved from practical extinction, it can only be done by organized
etioi-ts. And State Sportsmen's Associations are the be,sfc weapons
with which to fight for the game and fi'sh of any and every State.

Western Traps.
ANACONDA SHOOT.

Chicago, 111., May 8.—There should be a good attendance at tba
tournament at Anaconda, Mont , June 17-20, for which the live shoot-
ing men of Anaconda are already making pi^eparatidns. The cliib o.f
that city will be host for the two big associations, the Sportsmen's
.Association of the Northwest and the Montana State Sportsmen's
Association, and the.event will bring together the flower of the moun-
tain and coast shooters. Anaconda is a pleasant little city nestledamong the big hills, and it is the home of an active and expert trap
contingent, who are up to all the latest wrinkles in the modern shoot-
ing line, as witness their adoption of the magautrap for their tourna-
ment, with a full programme of highly attractive sort. In their local
paper t.be shooters of Anaconda make the following announcements
regarding their facilities, all of wbich is far within the facta, as from
a oersonal acquaintance I can testify:
"The facilities oft'er'-d by Anaconda, for tbe tournament cannot be

excelled. The grounds of the association where tbe tournament will
be held are within-a two minutes' walk from the electric car lines
and which run a half hour service. For shooting purposes the
grounds are all that could be desired, as they are a perfect flat with
a good clear background. They are substantially fitted to meet aU
requirements, with a commodious cbib house, scorer's .stand and
cashier's office, and a seating capacity for about 300 people, visitors
and spectators. No pains have been spared to make everything con-
venient and up to date.
"In relation to trophies and prizes, the club has practically arranged

f&r $1,500 added money. In addition to the merchandise prizes, there
will be trophies to the value Si ,000, the property of the two associa-
tions, and consisting of medals, cups and badges
"Among the trophies which will be shot for in June will be the indi-

vidual championship medal of the Northwestern Association and the
individual championship medal at reverse angles now held by Dell
Cooper, of Whatcom, Wash. Another Northwestern trophy is the
3 man team championship. The Hunter Arms Co. have loaned to
the Association the Smith gun trophy, valued at $250. The Globe
trophy is valued at $350, and will give an opportunity for one of the
sharpest contests of the tournament.
"The Montana State championship cup for a 3-man team will also

be Phot for. It is now held by the Missoula Rod and Gun Club The
individual bluerock championship for the State of Montaoa, now
held by D. D. Twohy, of this city, will also be up fr<r contest. Among
the other trophies is the Uve-bird chatnpionsbip of Montana medal
now held by M. Wright, of Butte, and the challenge medal of the
State of Montana, now held by James Conley, of Anaconda In ad-
dition to these, there will be many merchandise prizes out up.
"Tbe Anaconda Club was organized in 1893. since which time it has

held three tournaments, and all of them successful .shoot«. At the
last meeting of the Northwestern Association, held at Spokane, there
were about sixty entries, and from present indications the entries
this year will exceed 100, assuring plenty of fine sport. It is the pre-
sent object of the club to make this tournament open to the jvorld,
and sportsmen from all parts of the country will be heartily wel-
comed."

BUTTE BOD AND GtN CLUB.
Almost withia^a biscuit toss of Anaconda, if you can toss a biscuit

far enough, is the sister city of Butte, which also supports a fine and
skillfully conducted gun club If anyone thinks these men cannot
shoot he should watch their scores, or himself try a whirl with them
out in the glorious climate of Montana. Butte Rod and Gun Club
holds the Shooting and Fishing trophy, and to-morrow defend
il against, a team from the neighboring city of Anaconda. The selec-
tion of tbe team from tbe club was made last Monday in a club shoot
which brought out a full representation of the membei-ship. The
match was at 80 singles and 10 pairs, and was shot with the following
result:

°

•SO 10
Singles. Pairs. Total.

Smith 24 l(i 40
Wright SB 13 f9
Christianson ..sa 17 39
Waters........ S3 .^fi

Jaeger 18 15 8:1

Anderson, 21 13 33
Jones 30 13 .S3

*iMoGowan 23 U SJ
* NoQ-members.

30 10
Singles. Pairs, Total.

'i-Westphal 19 14 83
Mor.^e.. 21 9 30
Walker 17 10 27
Cowan .12 14 26
.T M Stew.^rd. .It 9 24
J Steward, Jr. 13 10 28
lams.... 12 8 30

Jaeger won in the shoot-off and made the fifth man on the team
The championship shoot next Sunday will be at 30 singles and 10
pairs.
t The second event was a shoot at 25 bluerocks, knovni traps and un-
known angles, and the following scores were made: Wright 25 An-
derson 22, Waters 21, Walker 20, Cowan 19, Jones 18, Christianson 18
McQowan 16.

'

Mrs F. A. Anderson and Mrs. M A. Wright then shot at 25 birds
the former winning by 2 birds. They made the following scores-
Mrs Anderson 1 4 3 2 5—15 Mrs Wright 3 3 8 3 '3—13
Mrs. Anderson broke her last 6 birds straight. Such shooting by

ladies is very unusual. j;. Holtgh.
lice BorcE Building, Chicago.

Pennsylvania and Ohio Border Gun Club
Lieague.

QRKHirviLLE, Pa., May 9.—Ths Greenville Gun Club has about com-
pleted arrangements for the second tournament of the PennsFlvania
and Ohio Border Gun Club League, which is to be held here May 20
The shoot for the league trophy will be tbe most interesting event of
the day. In the sweepstake shooting the programme will include ten
regular events, all at 10 targets, with the exception of one 15-target
race. Two sets of traps will be in operation and many special events
will be shot. A large attendance is looked for. At las year's tourna-
ment the attendance averaged sixty shooters; and the prospects are
that it will be much larger this year. The sweepstake events are
open to all.

Tbe club grounds and buildings have been given a general over-
hauling, and the club now has the best ground arrangements of any
club in this part of the State.
Word has just reached here of the sad misfortune that has befallen

Henry C. Fry. captain of the Youngstown team. Mr. Fry has suf-
fered heavy financial losses lately, which have so preyed upon his
mind as to cause it to become unbalanced. It is hoped "that rest and
quiet will restore his reason. Mr Fry was one of the joUiest and best
hked shooters in the League, and expressions of regret and sym
pathy are heard on every band. R E B

The FoHEST AKD STREAM is put to press each week on luesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday, and as much earlier,as practicable.
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Iowa Sportsmen's Association.

Des MoiSES, la.. May 6.—The twentieth annual touraament of the

Iowa Sportsmen's Association closed to-day. The attendance was
not as large as was expected. The weather was nice and pleasant

and quire a number of spectators were on hand to see tbe shooting-.

The trade was represented by the following gentlemsn: S A. Tucker,
of Parker Bros.; R. O. Heilies and J. A. R. Elliott, of Winchester
Arms Co. and E C. Powder Co.; F. S. Parmelee, of Remington Arms
Co.; John Mackie, of Peters Cartridge Co. and Kina's Smokeless
Powder Co. Owing to the small attendance on the last day only six

events were shot.
One of the most interesting fea ures of the tournament was the

shooting of Mrs. Dr. Day, of St. Paul, who made an average of over 81

per cent, in the events she took part in during the three day-\ She used
King's Smokeless powder, loaded by the Paters Cartridge Co., in their

new Victor shell. At a meeting of the Association held at the Kirk-

wood Club, the following ofScers were elected: .John Q. Smith, Al-
gona, Presideni ; ^'elson Royal, Vice President; George McCartney.
Secretarv: A. C. Miller, Treasurer. The following gentlemen were
elected Directors: Sam. Hoffman, Atlantic; L. G Abbott, Marshall-

town; C. M. Grimm, Clear Lake; C. W. Budd, Des Moine.'s; C. F. Cole,
Dayton. Des Moines was selected as the place for holding the next
annual meeting.
Below are each day's records

t

Events:

Targets:

Conger.,..,
Harkins...
Keikes
Gilbert.....
Mahomey.

.

Elliott..,..
Budd
Hoffman
Trotter. . .

.

Dr Day....
Mrs Day...
Mackie , , .

,

Grimm,..,'-
Tucfeer ....

Douthett.,

,

Hawmsn..
Parmelee .

Millner....
Spencer...,
Olmstead .

Grover. , .

.

McAlister

.

Page
Patty
Tecas. .....

Roy

First Day, May 4.

13345678 91011131314
15 20 15 JO 15 20 15 30 15 20 15 20 15 20 Broke.

13 15

10 17
15 15
15 17
9 11

12 13

14 18
13 18

n IV

15 33
13 15
11 n
15 18
n JG
12 15

, 7 10

1.3 13 19 10 16 11 20 12 18 9 17

18 12 15 13 14 11 12 10 18 8 17

Ifl l.i 19 14 19 14 19 14 19 13 19

17 15 20 13 19 14 i:0 14 IH 15 16

1<! 11 9 9 IS 13 11 10 13 13 16

18 13 17 14 16 12 19 8 15 18 18
SO 14 19 14 17 14 20 15 17 15 18

18 12 17 14 18 11 18 13 16 11 15
17 13 18 13 13 13 16 13 17 14 ..

..12 15 15 .. 15 .. 1-4

16 n 19 13 16 13 J7 12 17 13 17
15 15 20 13 18 14 19 15 19 35 17

,. 11 .. 11 .. 33 .. 9 .. 12 17
36 13 17 13 34 13 16 13 19 12 37

21 io 15 13 is 16 is is 17 13 17
17 .. 18 .. 18 12 35
15 ... 9

.. 11 .. 11 .. 13
9 .. 9 .. 12 ,.

11 11 13 16 .. ..

6
13

)9r
186
228
23S
170
S:00

2 ,'8

205

204
221

Ave .

80
75.9
93.4
93.4
70
80.1
93.4
83.6

8-3.3

91.4

201 82

11 17 11 17
11 13 .. 14
12 ., 30 .,

Events:

Second Day, May 5.

12346678
Targets : 15

Harkins . , 1
''^

Budd....-^,,, 15
Gilbert H
Hamaker,,,,,,T,-j*, .• I'-'

Mackln....,.,,
Covey.....,,,,.,, 11

Cole 10

Dunn 11

Abott 14

Denzel..... 11

Mahomey.,..,,.... 30
Millner 11

Parmelee,.,,,, 34

Douthert. .».>.... 10
Trotter ...•^•••> 13

Hawman,,...,

,

Grimm., l4

Heikes , 33
Elliott 11

Soslth 34

Tucker 11

Mrs Day ..,...<..., l4

Olmsted i^rii.,..,.. 12

Patty
Place . .

.

Caboin
Hoffman..... ,. ..

DrDay ..

Page
Quimby,.,..,
Conger.,,...
Grover
Hayes , , . ,

Bruce
Auger
Kirs her
Koy

20 15 15 20 15 20 20 Shot at- Broke. Av.

15 33

18 33
18 15
17 38
7 13

16 33
li 12
1-^ 31

39 33
17 11

15 11

19 ..

17 13

13 13
17 13

10
16 14
20 14
:6 13

19 13
.. 12

.. 33
14

33 ..

13 18
14 19
11 19
13 18

11 18
:3 17

9 ..

13 39

35 15
11 ..

11 18
15 1«

12 16
14 16

33 16 .,

33 20 38

13 19 20
9 18 17

15 19 16

10 .. ..

13 12 .

.

10 .. ..

10 18 16

11 14 15
13 ..

17 ..

14 19 19
10 18 36
11 18 18

IB
13
6

14
34

11

H

12 9 15 20 16
15 39 34 39 15

13 16 13 16 17

13 18 12 16 15
13 ,. 11 13 ..

33 34 33 £0 18

12
11 19 .. 36 ..

11 .. 12 14 ..

7
30 39
,, 16 12 14 19

340 lf8 91.4
34) l,Ji 91.2
140 116 82.1
140 124 88.5

lib i23 87! 8
14) 109 77.8

140 i'iQ 92!8
140 ICS 77.1
140 120 85.7

140 126 • itb"

140 129 9;.i
]-lO 115 8'.

2

140 120 85.7

s
11

8

10 .. 12
13 16 18
7 .. ..

8 13 10
.. 18 17

.. .. 15

Third Day, May 6.

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6

Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 20 Shot at. Broke. Avp.

Heikes ,,...15 19 15 20 33 38 • 105 100 95.2
Bud^.,, 14 16 34 18 15 19 305 86 91.4
Elliott 11 16 15 16 14

Gilbert, 15 18 34 20 35 20 105 303 97.1

Grimm 1' 38 14 38 33 iO 105 96 91.4
DrDay ...1414141813.. ... ...

Mahomey 6 15 10 13 8 .. ... ...

Millner 12 12 13 l^ 14
Mackie 14 18 15 16 33

Smith 11 14 .... 11

Hoffman 12 13 38 18 34

Parmelee 34 15 14 36 34 ..

Holdea , l-i 14 15 .. 13 . . ... ... ....

GE F 11 17 13 17 9

AUenton ..34 ... ... ....

DDUthett 13 33

ines 10 ... ... ....

Mrs Day 32 .. 11 ..

GEN ERA U AVERAGES.

O'lly four men shot through the programmeon the three days, with
the reault given below:

1st day. 8d day. 3d day. Total. Av.
Gilbert ..2S8 152 102 m 94.2
Heikes ..928 129 100 457 93.3
Budd 328 128 96 452 92.2
Grimm S24 326 96 446 91
Each of the above shot at 345 on the first day, 140 on the second

day and 105 on the third day, making a total of 49J.

On the second day there was a 2U-target race, $3.50 entrance, for
the L, C. Smith cup. The cup went to the high man, 6J per cent, of
purse to second place, 40 per cent, to tnlrd place. Scores were:
Grimm 20, Abbott, Corry, Gilbert and Budd 18, Milner, Cole and

Triitter 37, Maboney 36, Conger 34, Dunn, Hoffman, Densel 33, Coborn
9, Place 8.

The live-bird race for tbe 2 men State team championship trophy,
16 Birds to a team, excited lots of interest, fourteen teams entering.
B idd and Grimm, Gilbert and Abbott, and Corry and Cole, tied for
the trophy on 14 each. On the shoot-off Budd and Grimm won.
Scores;
Smith and Hoffman, 11; Bulrt and Grimm, 34; Gilbert and Abbott,

14; Corry and Cole, 14; Trotter and Howmau, 10; Kersher and Kessler,
12; Coborn and Place, 12. Milner and Hayes. 18; Densel and Dun, 8;
Quimby and Carter, 11: Bmnett and McCartney, 13; Whitney and
Macartney, 10; Vertrees and Ray, 13; Mahoney and Hamaker, 11.

Hazard.

The Trap-Shooters' Xieasue of Indiana.
IXDiAKAPOHS, May 1-—The Indiana Trap-Shooters' League attended

a tournament of the Peru Gun Club, at Peru, Ind., April 28-'39, and
held £1. special meeting at the Bearss Hotel to take final action regard-
ing a State tournament. After a spirited contest it was decided to
hold the first atmual lournanient of the Association at Kokomo, Ind.,

June 8-9, under the auspices of the Kokomo Du Pont Gun Club, Mr.
L W. Cumberland, secretary
The club.s represented in the State League are as follows: Craw-

fordsville Gun Club, Limited Gun Club, of Indianapolis; Muncie Gun
flub, Greensburg Gun Club, Fort Wayne Gim Chib, Peru '^un Club,
Elkhart Gun Club, Kokomo Gim Club, Wabash Gun Club, Lake City
Gun Club, of Warsaw.
By June 8 we expect at least a dozen other gun clubs In the State to

join our League. The meeting at Peru was a very spirited one, and
fully seventy.f}ye trap-shooters from all parts of Indiana were gath-

ered together, and all took great interest in the advancement of the
League.
Sanction was gran ed for a tournament to be given at Warsaw,

Ind., by the Lake City Gun Club, W, A. Wineberer, secretary, Aug.
18-19. Sanction was also granted for a tournament to be held at
Greensburg, Ind , Oct. 13-14

For further Information regarding these tournaments please ad-
dress the secretaries of these clubs H. T. Hearsey, Sec'y.

Walton.,

WG
Smith ,

Mc . , .

.

11 9 7 7 15
14 8 6 6 15

13 11 's 9 8 6 8 14
11 7 8 6 5 7 34
11 io

'5
8 8 6 14 35

'5
5 7

12 6 8 4 7 6 9 8
9 6 3 6 5
8 io

'5
6

'4
5
5

5 3 6 •.•

Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 9, known ; Nos. 3, 4 and 10, unknown ; No. 6, expert;
Nos. 7 and 8, reversed order.
May 7.—To day's regular weekly shoot of the Montpelier Gun Club

was made a little more interestmg by a special handicap race at 50
targets, for the souvenir keg of W-A powder, donated by the Laflin

& Band Powder Co., with the following additional prizes: A picture,
••Shooting over the Decoys," given by B. M. Shepard, and a revolvsr
given by Wheelock Dawley. The score of this event in detail will

show that some of the bo,ya brought their shooting clothes with them
and must have worn them before. Our friend Hoi ington landed 51,

one point more than the law allowed him, was tied with Standish at
.50 for first place, taking first and second prizes: Standish the silver

keg and Hoisington tbe picture. The tie for third place and prize
was settled between Tower and Barrett in events 7 and 8; Barrett
took the little gun, and will probably be next heard from in some of
the pistol tournaments. Our shoot was made doubl.v interesting by
the presence, of our neighbors and friends of the Recreation Gun
Club, of Barre, Vt., Messrs. Hoisington, Eastman, Griffln, Reynolds,
Bennett and Houghton, all gentlemen whom it is a pleasure to meet,
and, as the scores show, can shoot a hot race.
The strong wind which prevailed durmg the entire afternoon stole

not a few birds from those of us who are inclined to be deliberate in

our shooting, and made it a case of hurry up or miss, sometimes
both.
Trap No. 4 "slipped an eccentric" in the midst of the first squad's

second round, compelling us to shoot remainder of race and events
with but four traps, and at first caused a little confusion, but Cap'.
Barrett very quickly had things going straight again, with boy at
trap No. 5 doing double duty
Handicap race:

Hoisington (7).llllllllllll011111011111111110111ininillllil0111—46
3101110 — 5-51

Standish (;)... U31111111313311111111110111111011111111111111111I—4J
II — 2-ro

Birrett (0) ....lIlOllIllOlllllllUllllOllllllOlllOillllllUlillll— 45
Tonn (3) 10130331313111331033113131111013110111100113111111 41

101 — 2 - 45
Reynolds (3). ,11111111111111111101011101111011311111111010310111— 12

101 — 3 -'A
CHFdrrin (3)10111011110110110113111011111110111111111011110111 4l

III — 3-41
Walton (5). . . . 11101010101111001111111000111011100111001111111111—^6

11110 — 4-40
Brown (3) 1131011011011001111111111110111111100COI133111000I-37

110 — 2 39
Houghton (7J.11I00111011101001011110110110111101111111100111G01-35

0103301 — 4 -39
B Eastman (7)0:011100111C010n010111313000111111110111011011000-3i

OIOlIll — 5 37
Beone.t (::). . .101001C01111011111011100111111101111001IO:0110'110-f4

111 — 3—37
Griffln (3) OOUlOOlllllCOlOllllllOllOllO OOlOlllOnoillllllll-35

010 —1-36
Fisk (2) 010030110111111111011101101110110100 UUOlOOllO 10 - 83

10 — 3-3t
Shepard (6)...300 000C01011101011011011101111110110011101!110100-3i

13(0)1 — 3—33
Cummins (6). OlOOlllODllOCOOlOllOllllOlUIllOIOIlOllOOllOOlOCCO -27

101010 — 2-f9
W G Ferrin....0.011011331113101101C0110001109001011]10011011I001 - 30
McLeod OllllOlOllllOOlOllOOlllllOOOlOOllOlOJlOlllOlIlllU —31

Practice sweeps were shot as follows:

Events: 1» 345678
Targets: 10 10 10 xO 10 10 25 25

Barrett.,,. 9
Brown 8
Town.,.,,. ..

Fisk 7
Walton.... 10
CHFerrin. 10

Cummins.. ..

Shepard... 6

McLoud... 9

Events: 12345 6 78
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 So S5

WGFerrin 6
Houghton 7

Bennett 9

, . 10 8 9 . . 24 24

t a 8 7 .. 20 18

8 8 19 21 Bennett 9 6
8 .. 10 Reynolds 7

5 Griffin 5
H Eastman 7

7 Hoisington 8 . . .. ..

7 8 5 4 .. 14 14 Brigffs 2i 17
.. 6 B Standish 9

G. B. Walton, Sec'y,

Figuring on the Rose System.
In regard to the Driver and Twister on the Rose system and W.

Tell Mitchell, which appeared in the last issue of Forest and Stream,
our attention has been drawn to the fact that the person referred to
has spread himself in the pages of a contemporary on this very ques-
tion in its issue of May 8,

Wtf must compliment Mr. Mitchell on his figures, which are very
nearly correct as to amount won by Heikes on the first day of the
Cobweb Gun Club's tournament, March 16 last. The accuracy of
these figures is all the more remarkable since Mr. Mitchell is wrong
in his premises: He states that his figures are based upon Mr.
Heikes's "'scores at the recent tournament of the Cobweb Gun Club,
at which $10 were added in all 15-target events, and $17.50 in all 20-

target events." He also adds: "At this shoot Mr. Heikes scored 159
targets out of'170 shot at, or nearly 94 per cent."
For fllr. MiLchell's information we would stale that the Cobweb

Gun Club did not add a cent to any purse, but deducted the price of
targets at the rate of 2 cents from each purse, donating 850 in gold as
average money in six portions: four of $10 each and two of J5 each,
the averages counting: on all programme evens for both days We
would also state that Mi', 'heikes broke 15=i out of 170 shot at, not 159,
and that his average wai 91.1 per cent., not "nearly 94."

As staled above, the correctness of Mr. Mitcheirs figures, based, as
they evidently were, upon very wrong premises, is remarkable. How
he arrived at them is past our comprehension, unless they were fur-
nished him.
Taking 1 be figures as accurrate, what do they show? And what does

Mr. Mitchell intend to prove by them? He says that they lead him to
"believe the system is radically unjust," jet he aaduces no other
figures wherewith to draw "compari-ions. He is satisfied easily with
a solitary instance of one man's winnings under peculiar circum-
stances, and condemns the system at once The peculiar circumstances
are these: J.o added money; an average ettry list of somewhere
about twenty-one. and tbe following shooters at the score every time:
Heikes, Glover, Grimm, Budd, Fred Bennett, Dickey, Van Dyke, W.
Bennett, Fulford. Bartlett, Leroy, Apgar, Edwards, RlKe, Fairmount,
M. H. Clark and Pringle; a total of seventeen shooters, from which
two hot squads could be formed that i; would take all the States in
the UniQp to duplicate ; and even then we think any one who at-
tempted that feat would be badly left.

But Mr. Mitchell's argument is based entirely on his desire to make
trap-shooting a means of livelihood and not a recreation. He would
make it a business, while we would have it a sport. He wants the
experts, paid and unpaid, to get big winnings, while we want the
semi-experts and novices to get their fun as cheaply as possible. Mr.
Mitchell is in favor of a system that will permit a man to drop for
place and thereby eet more for his score than a man who broke
more than he did ; we are not.

It is in the last paragraph but one of the letter above referred to
that Mr. Mitchell really gives himself away. This is what he writes:
"Weil, some readers may ask, what are we going to do about it?
Just simply agitate this subject until a judicious and equitable sys-
tem of division of purses is adopted, and then shoot all races under a
handicap of from 16 to ?4yds., and throw' your targets at more acute
angles, when fewer men will get in the purses, and thereby make
shorter divisions."
There's the rub: "Fewer men will get in the purses, and thereby

make shorter divisions " It requires no prophet to foretell who
those "fewer puen" would be.

Fittsburgr Trap-Shooters.
HAZELWOOD GUN CLITB.

PiTTSBtjRG, Pa., April 28. The new srounds of the Hazelwood Gtin
Club were opened to-day, with a double programme of target and live-

bird events. The ta' get programme consisted of eight evenlsi at 15
targets each, forty shooters taking pare as below:

Events: 18345678 Events: 13345678

Montpelier Gun Club.
Montpelier, Vt

,
April 30.—Ten members of the Montpelier Gun

Club took pare this afternoon in the regular weekly practice shoot of
the club. The weather was almost perfect for trap-shooting Nex'<
week we expect lo contest for the silver k* g of W-A Smokeless oow-
der, kindly donated by the Laflin & Rand Powder Co , of New York.
The scores made to-day are given below

:

Events: 1334567 8 9 10
Targets: 15 15 10 10 lo 10 10 10 15 15

Lane 11 10 8 6
Skillman... 13 11 8 11 12 33 34

WhitLQg... 31 34 33 11 33 10 14
Fleming.,. 11 0 . 9 .. .. ..

Born 33 12 33 32 13 34 13

Miller.. 10 12 14 .

.

McPherson .... 7 .... 10
Parker 7 9
Hartman 13 12 12 15

Fav.,.. 12 33 12 ..

Cochran

.

32 15 30 12 Stilly 13

Evans 6 7 Lowery.... .... 10 9 10

Reilly 5 9 Meve^s 6

Johnston.. 12 12 ., W S King 12
.Slick 12 12 Messner 13 11 .. ..

Ony 9 12 13 10 10 13 8 ., .lacque 38
Bell 33 3 13 .. .. Bennett 11 .. .,

Bessemer.. 33 34 Munson 1!

AH King.. 35 .. 36 ,. 34 W J Jones 10 11 9 10 13
Hamilton.. 11 ., a AMStelley 33 .. .. .. ..

Ciossland.. 33 .. .. 13 Druggist 9 30 9 .. .. ..

WHHilL. 12 14 11 : Litzell 11 8 8 ..

.lones 9 Parsons 10 9 9 9
Alwood 8 32 13 31 14 33 Shirley 32 30 15 8
Pills 30 8 .. 32 12 ,. Smently 11 9 10 9
Live bird scores are given below, several events of this kind being

shot during the day

;

" ' No 2,

1111111111—10
010
3311111110 - 9
1111010
00
101110

No. 1.

WSKing (30) 3111111-7
Hamilton (39) 1111111-7
J G Messner (:0) 111113 3—7
W H Hill (39) 1111111—7
Bessemer t.SO) 1111111—7
Burchfleld 1111111-7
Skillman. 0111111—6
Fleming (i8) 133111C-6
Crossland (29) 1111101 6

A H King (29) 1113101-6
W G Clarke (30) 310
sack 310
McPherson (29) 10
Anson
Jacque ( 9) ,

Carrick (iH)

Evans (28) .,

Meyers (28)....,.,...,.
Stniy (28)

No. 3.

111131111111110 • 14
llOU)
31110111110
13311300
1111110110

1101310
OIllllIO
1111111311—30

3131111111-10
311H11300
OlUlllO

0013110 .

1010
33lllll133nill-l£,
111111111111111—15

66"
131130311111101
111011111,01111
110113111111111
OOlllOllOllCOOl
111011011111
lOCO

No. i, 7 birds, $5, four high guns, all at 98yds. ; No. 2, 10 birds, $7,
birds extra, four liigb guns, 80yds,; No. 3, 15 birds, $\0, four higtii

guns, handicaps as shown in brackets after each shooter's name.
No. 4, 7 birds. i high guns, SOyds : J. S. Mcintosh and Messner 7,.

Crossland, A. H King and Meyers 6, McPherson 5, W. 8. King, Besse-
mer and Carrick 3 out of 5, Burchfleld 0.

No. 5, miss and-out, $2: McPherson 5, Crossland 4, Burchfleld 3,.

Evans 2, Skillman 0.

No. 6, 7 birds, $5, SSyds., 2 high guns: Hughes and Evans 6, Bennett
and Wllbut 5, Jones 4.

No. 7, 3 1 birds, $5, 2 high guns: Wilbut 10, Atwood 8, Parker 7, Mun-
son and Jones 5, Carter 3

HOSTBTTER beats GUTHRIE.

May 7.—Theodore R. Hostetter and C. S. Guthrie, both members of
the Berron Hill Gun Club, shot a race to-day on the Davis Island,
grounds of the club, Hostetter winning by 1 bird with 88 to 87. The
birds were furnished by L. M. Gilbert & Son, of Philadelphia, and
we<-e a capital lot. Below are tbe scores:
T R Hostetter 0222022022222S02222222200—19

22222222222i2a20<ij2233220-23
2222202^222222 iii222si22222— 2

1

232^22i02J2 i'022 .'223222i2—22—88
C S Guthrie 22S2;t'322223 200a20.'0323i—20

3^2i02-302« 0i2!J2-223i22—E2
2202 322 eii222222a302222522—21
2s'22i!2 .2 .'222 J2..'i2i0222222-24 - f 7

IRIQUOIS CLUB.

ifa2/ 6.—The monthly medal Shoot of the Iriquois Club was held
to day on the grounds of the club at Howard Siacior. The following
were the scores made:
Events: 133456789

McElroy 8 li 13 9 32 16 10 9 ..

Ferguson 9 12 14 14 30 ,3 12 .. ..

Cochran 8 11 9 10 13 16
Lane ,., , 9 11 30 30 8 14 6 8 ..

Mack i. 9 9 34 14 13 10 13 9 6
Budd « I'J 9 9 11 15 12 30 12
Born .1. 8 12 13 12 14 35 13 33 14
Fay 4 7 6 32 4 12 .. 6 ..

McPherson 33 14 14 33 17 35 33 13
Hartman.... - 9 12 33 31 34 12
Filson 8 7 10 8 7 ..

H. L Burn, Sec'y;

Trap in Buffalo.
AUDUBON GUN CLUB.

BuFFiLO, N. Y, May 3.—To-day's weekly shoot of the Audubon
Gun Club was well attended, twenty-eight shooters taking part in the
club badge event. No. 3 on the list. C. S. Buikhardt won in Class A;
William Hines, Jr., and F.N Alderman tied in Class B, Hines wm-
ning on the shoo off; J A. Kennedy won in Class C,
Owing to the near approach of the close of the club badge season,

only six more events remaining to be shot this season, there is con-
siderable interest manifested in the results. The Class A badge race
seems to be the best contested, and it looks as though it will take the
full fifty two shoots, if not more, to decide the winner. There are
now sis ties in this class, the following' having won this trophy five

times each: L. W. Bennett, L. G. Northrup, F. D. Kelsey, Alex. For-
rester. E. C. Burkhardt and C. S, Burkhardt. In Class B George P.
McAr hur has tbe call, having won that emblem six times, with
William Hrnes, Jr., a close second, with five wins, and E. Reinecke,
Louis Fries and J. J. O'Brien, four each. Arthur Coombs seems to

have a sure thing on Class C, having won that prize eleven times.
The attendance prizB also has a leaning toward him, he having an
unbroKen record to dale for that prize. George Zoeller stands next
in Class C with seven wins to his credit, and W. R. Eaton third, with
six.

Following are to day's scores:

Events:

Targets:

E BuTkhardt..
Geo Zoeller...
C Burkhardt..
Swipes
G McArthur,
RHHoyt ..

LWBennet.. 9

J J Reid 4
E McCarney.. 7

D C Sweet. ... 8
Dennis 6
Kennedy....,, 6

Myers 7
J J Schneider. .

.

Team shoot: E,

1 3 3 4 5 6 7

10 16 S5 15 15 SO 15

9 13 22 11 13 39 33
9 4 17 Porter

30 32 22 35 11 18 33 U E Story.

.

7 11 36 7 5 ,. ..
"

30 10 19 12 10 16 ..

4 8 31 8
9 9 21 33 35 20 33

6 32 5 13 34 8

31 16 12 12 kO 31
13 37 9 30 .. ..

6 35 31 9 .. ..

9 18 7 7 19 9

9 38 9 9 ., ..

4 l -S 7

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7

Targets" 10 15 25 15 15 SO 16

Norris 35 21 14 13 18 35
8 £0 12 10 .. .-,

, 10 37 33
J E Lodge 9 15 8W Bines, Jr., .. 12 V3
A Coombs 39
R T Hankin 13
A Forrester 22 35 11 15 ..

L Fries 35 .. 6 14 .

.

F Alderman 21 12
George Flos?. 9 12 . . 14 8 20 10
Geisdorfer. .. 10
Wride 11 .. 8 .. .. ..

Stewart 6

C. Burkhardt, captain, 8: E. W. Smith 8, Norris 9,

Fries 7. Alderman 10, Myers 8, Porter 6, Zoeller 9, Schneider 7, Hankin
4, J. J Reiil 9. Iloyt 5; local 90.

E N. McCarney. cap aio, 8; Forresters, Bennett 9. C. S. Burkhardt
8, Hines 10, Floss 8, McArthur 8, Sweet 8, Storey 7, Lodge 8, Dennis 9,

Kennedy 6; total fc7.

Trap at Norfolk, Va.
Norfolk, Va,, May 3.- Io antici'^ation of a visit from T. H. Keler,

a popular sportsman and representative of ths Peters Cartridge and
King's Powder companies, of Cincinnati, W. N. White and Pete Gal-
lagher, two of the leading spirits of the Portsmouth Gun Club, ar-
ranged for a sboot for Saturday afternoon, but the elements pre-
vented. By main force and a promise of a bountiful repast of soft
crabs, Mr. Keller was persuaded to remain over until to-day; and as
a further inducement a friendly match was arranged, and an "un-
known" was matched against him. When the match was called the
veteran Capt. Cramer stepped to the score as Mr. Keller's opponent,
but good naturedly said he would nnt take advantage of the visitor,

and his last miss looked very much like he intentionally pointed the
gun in the wrong direciion.
After the mat h a team race was arranged, Mr. Keller and Capt,

CratBcr picking the teams. A most enjoya le afternoon was spent in

thi^ manner. Mr. Keller is knovra tnrnushout the country as a
sportsman, and invariably makes many friends for tha goods he rep-
resents wherever he goes. Scores:
Individual ms tch at 25 targets: T. fi. Keller 2t. Capt. Cramer 20,

Team race; Keller 1 2, Gallagher 10, Small 7, W^iitp 10—39. Crampr
18, Peed 10, Marshall 8, Reynolds 6—37. A. M. P.
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Newburgh's Semi-Annual.
The semi-annual gatberinfirs of the West Newburgh Guii and Rifle

A«sociation, of Newbnrgb. N. Y., are always thorone'hly enjoyable,
and the sprine: tourn'ment of the Association held May 5-7 is to be
counted atnons; that number. There are two or three reasons why
these fratherines should be pleasanr ones. First, the scenery around
the grounds of the As«iociation can scarcely be surpassed anywhere;
spcond. these tournaments are held in the spring and in the fall, just

at the height of each season, when nature is wearing: her prettiest

dresses: third, Jake Gidney's unqualified success as a popular caterer
on all occasions; fourth arid last, but not least, the "glad band" that
is always extended to aU visitors by the members of the Newburgh
Club.

NOT A LARGB NUMBEE OF KNTHIKS.

The number of entries did not run largje, twenty-six shooters taking
part in the programme events on the first day, and two of the twenty-
six only shootipg in one event. On the second target dav the number of
shooters was increased to over thirty, but several of these shot "for
birds only " But the quaUty was there; note a few of the names:
E. D. Fiilford and M. M. Mnyhew, Utica, N. Y ; J. S. Fanning, of
San FranciFco, representing Gold Dust Smokeless; Ferd Van Dyke,
Dayton. N. J ,

winning the general average and being on top each
day, representing the Winchester Repeating Arms Oompanv. of New
Haven, Conn ; Ralph Trimble. Coving on. Ky ,

representing Du Pont
Smokeless: .T. S. S. Remsen, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; H. M. Levengston, a
rattling good shot from Stiratoga Springs, N. Y.; Neaf Apgar. Plain-

fleld, N. J.; Gu? E. GreifC, New York, representing Von Lengerke &
Detmold and Schultz» powder; Captain A W Money. Oakland. N. J

,

representing the amalgamated forces of the B. O. & Schultze Powder
ComDaniea of America; WL Herringtnn, New York, representing W-A
Smokeless; J. L. Brewer, of New York; J. G. Lindzey, Dunellen, N.
J ; Dr. P. H. Mason, Peekskill, N. Y.; W. M. Stanbrough and Jas S.

Tavlor, Newburgh; etc.

And there were also others who were not far behind in the push:
JackHalsted, Harry Daiu and Frank Southai-d, of Peekskill, N. Y.;
J. B. Ogden, Warwick, N Y

;
Beveridg<», Fremont, Neb

;
Capt. J H.

Wood, Harry Higginson and Dickson, of the home club; W. H. Hy-
land and hi's young daughter, who shoots remarkably well, North
Tarrytown, N.'Y.; O. IT. Perkins, Trov, N Y ; J. Rhodes, of Fishkill,

and his brother. T. Rhodes, of Marlboro. N. Y ; M. F. Robert, Rupert,
Vt.; John M. Philips ('Commodore), Salem, N. Y.; Arnold, Albany

;

Joe Baker, Ridgefield, N. J., etc.

THE WEATHER WAS PAVOHABLB.

The Association was decidedly favored in the matter of weather.
Each day there was a brilliant sun, and it was warm enough, despite

a breeze from the northeast, to sit around in the shade and enjoy life

in general. With such a number of cracks on hand (and indeed there
was a warm lot for semi-experts and novices to buck up against)
good scores could be looked for with a certainty, as the background
is A No. 1. But the shoo ing was not so easy after all, for the targets
were ttirown at varying heights, some quite low and others away up
among the clouds, while straightaways were so scarce that they fairly

took one's breath away when they did show up. Gil, the head trapper
of the cluh, is a boss trapper, and takes a pride in the work he and
his force have to do; it looked also as if he took a special delight in

fooling the cracks, for ihe traps were not "changed every time." but
frequently, so that one never could tell what angle was probable It

might be three right-quarterers m succession; then a left-quarterer;
then two right-quarterers, and so on. Such a style of trapping means
leall.v "unknown angles," whereas if you "change the traps every
time," it is scarcely unknown angles in reality.

Under the above conditions straights were not as numerous as one
would have supposed from the company; but with the warm oom-
xmny facing the traps it was a case of "everybody in for the money"
almost every event. This, with no added money in the purses, cut
up the purses into so many pieces that a man had to shoot a great
streak to come out ahead.

THE HOSE SY.STEM; WAS USED.

The West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association adopted the Rose
system of dividing purses at its tournaments last year, and sticks to
it. While the system does not meet with the approval of the cracks,
and for ohvious reasons, it does meet with the genuine approval of
the majority of shooters in this section. But this tournament at New-
burgh was a hard test of its merits, being something afier the pattern
of the shoot given by the Cobweb Gun Club at Baychester, N. Y., last

March, when so many crackerjacks took part in the tournament. In
both instances it was a case of shoot hara to break even or come out
ahead ; while those who lost felt satisfied, because they lost less under
the Rose system than they would have done under the old system.
And it is worth while remembering that for one man who wins at
such shnots there are four or five that lose; somebody has to pay for
the targets and ante up for the money won by those on top, not to
mention the expenses of running the shoot and put. ing a small sur-
p'us in the club's treasury.
But we do think the club made a mistake in dividing purses in

the live-bird events on the same plan. For 5 and 7-bird races we have
always held out for high gtms; say one high gun for every four or
five entries. For 10-bird races ami events calling for a stili higher
number of birds, we believe in adopting the same plan, basing the
moneys on the number of entries, just as the Interstate Association
did in its programme for this yeai's Grand American Handicap. Our
reason for urging this system is the fact that live-bird shooting is

more expensive and quite as easy as target shooting, and that there-
fore, ucuer the Rose system or under the "old system" it is quite pos-
sible for a man to kill them all and yet come out behind. We would
rather see ihe "o d dropping-for place system" in force for live-bird
events than the Rose i^ystem. Make it nigh guns all the time.
The cashier's department was, as usual, capably bandied by Presi-

dent Dave Brown; John B. Rogers, of Warwick, N. Y., taking his old
position of entry clerk and fquad hustler.

QBNRRAl. AVERAGES.

In the general averages Van Dyke, by virtue of his steady shooting
on bo h days, was easily ahead with a4 1 breaks out of. 370 shot at.
Brewer, who tied Van D.\ ke for first, average on the secrnd day,
landed in second plnce for general averat?e with '^'SQ breaks. Fanning
was third, 6 targets behind Brewer. Greiff came next with 3J8
breaks, Eawards and Lavengston tieing for 5th and 6th places with
3 7 oreaks to their credit. The above-n-med received the G averase
moneys given by the club—$13, *11, $r, $6 and $5., The records
follow :

-—

' 1st day. 2d day. To'al.
Van Dyke 174 170 344
Brewer It6 170 336
Pannig 116 364 330
Greiff , ....165 W3 828
Edwards im) 158 327
Levengston , .....lOtj 161 Qi7
Mayhew 163 157 3 0
Fulford i nn 163 3 9

Lindsey (Henry) 1;8 ItiO 318
Trimble ....v.. It6 154 310

On the first day Fulford started off like a racfhorse, breaking
something like 40 straight in the extra events shot prior to the open-
ing of the programme. His falling off in form after such good work
was quiie a mystery. Trimoie, although badly out} of form, shot
pluckUy along throughout the entire progmmme, making a straight
or two now and then, just to show what he could do when feeling
well.

Ave.
92.9
00.9
89.1
88.6
88.3
88.3
86.4
86. a
85 9
8.3.7

SCORES OF MAY 5.

13345678910
IB SO W 15 St SO SO IB BO SO Shot at

in li} 20 13 18 19 19 14 19 18
14 18 IH 14 19 19 17 13 19 18
13 17 18 14 18 18 18 14 19 17

U 19 .7 15 19 16 1« 13 19 18
12 20 16 10 18 19 19 14 19 19

13 18 18 14 19 17 ao 14 16 16
14 18 14 14 16 19 16 15 19 18
li 18 19 14 18 17 16 It) 17

13 15 16 13 .8 18 iv 15 17 17
13 18 18 14 14 17 14 n 18 19
13 16 16 13 16 14 18 15 15 SO
14 19 14 13 17 17 17 12 16 16
11 as '8 13 16 18 14 11 13 15
10 17 16 11 18 14 14 13 16 13
1-2 16 14 11 17 Itt 17 14 16 ..

13 19 20 14 17 19 17 10 .. ..

13 18 17 8 18 lb 19 9 .. ..

18 17 la 18 16 13 13 .. ..

Broke. Av.

Events :
.

.

Targets:

Van Dyke.,...,
Edwards
Fanning ,

Levengston
Brewer
Greiff.,...
Mayhew ."

Stanbrough
Henry , , ,

Fulford
Trimble..,.
Mason
Dain
Wood
Taylor
Apgar
Southard......
Halsted
Ogden ,,.

Beveridge.
Dickaoh . . , . ,

Dowd ,

HCH
Hunt
Mould shot in No

ing 4 out of 15.

Second Day, IVIay 6.

This was a lovely day with everything in favor of high scores under
ordinary conditions, 'Xbe targets, lioweyer, were Jiuecl up and dowa

13

11

13 16 1-i

.. .14
16 15 13

.. ..13

.- 11

8 .. 6

19 6 11 .

17 16 14 13
16 17 ..

.. 17 11 .,

15

17

185 174 94
185 169 91.3
185 16o 83.7
185 16B 89.7
185 ;6e 89.7
185 165 89.1
185 163 88.1
185 1.59 *<5.9

185 1.58 85,4
15 156 m.'i
18) 156 84.3
185 165 83.7
1S5 147 79.4
185 142 76.7
16d 131 79.4
145 li9 88.9
145 118 81.8
130 107 83.3
1;5 100 80
110 91 82.7
110 88 80
50 40 80
^5 - 74.2
35 14 40

shotatNo fi.scdr

the screen as on the previous day, and stratghawavs were remark-
ably scarce. With the aid of the' good background the boys ground
out the targets in great shape, and the result was that every man
who shot through the programme made better than PO percent.
Van Dvke and Brewer tied for first and second place'' with 170 breaks
out of 185 shot at, Fanning was third with 164, Fulford and Greiff
coming next with 163. Below are the records of the

Events:

Targets:

Van Dyke
Brewer ......
Fanning .j.n
Fulford
Greiff
Levengston ..

Remsen
Henry
Edwards
Mayhew
Trimble
Apgar
Wood,.
Herrington...
Beveridge ...

Money
Hylind
Perkins,
J Rhodes . . .

,

Miss Hyland.
Taylor
Arnold..
Stanbrough.

.

Baker
T Rhodes.....
Roberts
Commodore

,

SCORES OF MAY 6.

13 3456 789 10
15 SO SO 15 SO SO SO IB SO SO Shot at,

15 18 17 13 18 19 19 15 17 19
15 18 18 14 17 18 19 14 20 17
13 16 20 13 17 30 17 14 18 16
I'* 19 19 14 17 17 16 14 15 18
13 18 17 13 18 19 17 13 19 17
15 17 15 15 19 ?n 17 12 14 17
12 19 17 12 18 17 17 14 18 17
10 17 17 13 an 18 17 15 15 18
U 18 18 13 19 iq IS 10 16 13
14 18 17 10 16 17 18 14 16 17
14 16 14 12 17 15 19 14 16 17
12 14 17 12 14 19 18 10 18 35
.. ..14 13 14 16 16 11 14 13
9 w .... 12 17 18 11 14 13
12 17 15 11 17 16 14

1 15 12 10 IR 17
.. 13 13 15 16 .. .. 7 13 ..

13 18 .. 14 18 .. .. H 10 ..

.. ^. ., 16 16 11 7 .. 18
11 !5 .;, 10 .. .. 9 9 ..

9

.. ,., W 8 13 ..

15 13

15 9
17 .. 12 .. ..

9 17 ,,

10 11 .

.

Broke. Av.

185 170 91.8
185 170 91.8
185 164 88.6
185 88.1
185 163 F8.1
385 161 87
185 161 87
185 160 86.4
185 158 85.4
1f5 357 84.8
185 IH 83.2
185 149 80.5
IRQ 111 74
150 94 62.6
3:30 lf3 78.4
135 87 75.6
110 76 69
105 84 80
-5 f8 71.5
95 44 46.3
55 39 70.9
f5 38 69
40 S8 70
40 24 60
35 99 82 8
35 26 74.3
36 21 60

In addition to the above, the following shot in one event each:
H. 0. H.in No, S, scoring 9 out of 15: in No. 9 Sanders scored 13 out of
20, and Dowd 12 out of 20

NEW YORK VERSUS NEW JERSEY.
A special feature of this afternoon's spNart was a five-men team

race between New York and New .Jersey shooters; the latter by vir-
tue of their being guests of the New Yorkers were the challengers.
Neaf Apgar captained the Jerseymen, Edwards selecting the New
York team. Each man shot at 25 targets, unknown angles. The re-
sult was a win for New York by 6 targets, the totals standing 109 to
ICS Fulford and Van Dyke for their respective teams led with 24
each while Apgar knocked out 23! Scores were as follows:

New York,
E D Fulford 1111111101111111111111111—24
FS Edwards 0111311011111111133111101—22 -
J L Brewer ;.. 0111111111111111101111011-22
M M Mayhew 1113101111101101111111101—31
J H Wood 1111101111111111011110100—20-109

New Jersey.
F Van Dyke...,vriirr 1111111131111011111111133—24
N Apgar lllllullOllllllllllllllll—23
Capt Money 0101111111111111101110110—20
J G Lindzey 0010111110111331111110011—19
Gus Greiff ..1101011101111101101011010-17—103

Third Day, May 7.

This was live-bird day and the club had provided some excellent
pigeons for the occasion. The boundary at these grotmds is quite
short and varies from about SOyds. to 45 or 50 With a strong wind
across the traps these grounds are about as hard as any we know of,

but to-day there was scarcely enough breeze to do much toward
helping the birds away from the traps.
The programme called for a 5-. a 7- and a 10-bird race with respect-

ive entrance fees of $5, $?.50 and $10. Fanning and James S. Taylor
did good work with the gun, scoring all their birds in these three
events, while Fanning added to his record by killing 9 more straight
in a miss and-out, thus making his total 31 straight. Capt. Money

"

also made a good score, accounting for 29 of the 31 he shot at, using
only his first barrel on 24 out of the 29 scored to him.
The handicaps affixed to each shooter's name applies only to event

No. 3, the 10-bird race In this event, as in all the others with the ex-
ception of the miss and-ouis (Nos. 4 and 6) several of those whose
scores are given shot only "for bii'ds." Below are the scores in de-
tail:

No. 1.

Taylor (:9) 22122-
Baker (V8) S00I2-
Arnold (28) 20302-
Herri.ngton (28) ••^112-

Perkins ( 8i 10122-
Money ( 9i 12111-
Mayhew ( 9) 11102-
Vefmont (28).., 22112-

Old Boy ( 6J 22011-
Ritchie (26) 90003-

No. 2.

2222211- 7
1111000-4
2220122-6

Fanning (30).

Boyd (26)

Rander,-i(^6).,,,

.Hill (27)

Greiff
Dickson (38)

Van Dyke (SO)......

Dowd (-27)

Gibb (2c)

Beveridge
Mayhew (re entry)

aiaai-

,2i:o)l-

.01221-

.01112-

.12022-

.12220-

2J01212-e
1211111—7
11-1011 5

5 142:211—7
4 3-220120-5
-a 0222022-5
6 1112122—7
3 l«21112-6
4
-4

4

4

22211S1-7
222222i—

7

2131112—7
2t20222—

5

No 3.

1222^21222-10
2211110202— 8
22103^0022- 6
011112SP2U— 9

3-.22!]2w
121 UOl 1112— 9
i02I111120— 8
2202021311— 8
2200210011— 6
011029W
1222222122—10
2301133220 - 8
0; 20OO130W
110226DW

•0123233.3- 7
2022202222— 8
2I013I2111— 9

11001 Iw

No. 4, No. 5.

0
20
10

0
22
10

20

11

12

Kdwaed

0
20
211112222
11220
111111110
0
2«
221210

212121213
1220

13120

112122212

22220
121111131
Banks.

Boston Gun Club.
Wkllinoton, Mass., May 5 -At last an entirely satisfactory day

appeared to-day for the benefit of humanity in general and the Bos-
ton Gun Club in particular. A day at Wellington when the conditions
are such that a lost target can only be accounted for by faulty
marksmanship and nothing else is something of a rarity, and must
be gfven prominence. Not a single miss to-day was laid to the wind
—probably because not a zephyr was stu-ring that could come under
so dignified a heading— and minus the stereotyped excuse a general
sadness was noted, and the silence was painful as a target sailed
serenely on.
The match to-day was productive of more fair scores in one con-

test than any during the series of fifteen shoots, of which thirteen
have taken place. A shooter's best six scores count for the prizes;
thus a faithful attendant benefits accordingly by throwing out low
scores and improving each Wednesday, if possible. At present
Spencer has 108 out of a possible 126 under these conditions, Miskay
97. Gordon 94, Woodruff and Winters 89, and so oh, down the list of
twelve, with four others who have scores that will admit of comple-
tion if desired. The last two shoots will quite possibly alter the com-
plexion i t the above situation, with exception of high gun, who is all

but sure of his prize, the first.

Summary to- day as follows:

k 5 6 1 S 9 10 11 IS Ik 15 16

6
8
t 8

7 9 5 9

Events: I i

Targets: 10 10 5 6 10 10 6 10 5 6 10 10 10 10 10 10

Gordon..... 9 10 5 38 10 5944688 10 78
4 1 4 6 3 6

8 4 8 8 a 10
4 B 9 3 4 7
2 3 5 5 1
5 2 7 8 4

5 4 9 8 5
5 2.. 5 2
3

Brown 6 6

Wmters 8 8
Woodruff 10

Banks 7
Taft 8

Eastman 8

Williams 7
Nickols ,

Spencer ,

Miskay
King

4 ..

8 8
IQ 8

4 7
6 7

4, 6 3 6 .. .. 5 ..

4 s '6 "8 '8 'a*!;

5 4 7 -7 „ 6 6 8
9 .. 8 9 10

Events 2, 6 and 9 were unknown angles; Nos. 4, 7 and 10, pairs; No.
11. reverse pull, 3 straightaways; all others known angles.
Prize match, ai targets, 10 known, 5 unknown and 3 pairs; distance

handicap: -

Miskay (17) ......
Spencer (16)...,..

1111111111-30 11111- s 10 11 10—4--19
.1111011110- 8 11101- 4 11 11 11--6—18
1111130311 - 9 11111- 5 01 11 10--4--18
1101133111— 9 lOlIl- 4 10 11 11--5--18
1111011111- 9 10111- 1 10 11 10- 4 -17
1110111111— 9 01131- 4 10 10 10--3 -16
0133013010— 6 11111- 5 11 10 01--4--16
3 3]31330CO- 7 10111- 4 01 11 lo--4--15
iiiinooio— 7 00011- ll 11 10--5--14
llllOOOllO- fi 10111--4 10 10 00--2--12
,0111000101- 5 10010---4 10 10 10--8--10

IN NEW JERSEY.
FORESTER GUN OLOB, OF NEWARK.

April 28.—The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, held an all-day shoot
to-day. Thirteen shooters took part in the various events, among the
number being: Ralph Trimble, representing the Du Pont Powder Co

;M Herrington, representing the W-A Smokeless powoer ; C. von Len-
gerke, of Von Lengerke &Detmold; the McCiintocks, from New York;
iiaron Woodruff, of Elizabeth; Cahiss, from Branchville, etc. The
club has just enlarged its shooting stand, and has put in a new set of
expert bluerock traps. The scores in to-day's events were:
Events: 1 S S U 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS IB lU IB 16

Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 25 15 30 15 10 15 10 IB 20

Trimble , 12 16 14 16 34 17 18 20 14 20 13
Sinnock.. 13 14 12 16 13 20 15 22 14 15 10 8 12 7 .. ..

J Flemmg 9 16 11 15 15 16 12 16 . 14 33 9 12 8 13 17
Herrington 15 13 14 11 20 10 15 13 7 14 8 9 18
Von Lengerke i, .. 8 11 8 9 17
G Smith „ 11 9 14 ..

Dr Cummins 16 8 14 13 8 11 6 .. ..

Bissett , 18 .. 14 10 6 12 9 13 9
Theo Smith 18 .... 11 6 10 7 .. ..
Woodruff,.,,,... 18 .. .. 9 .... V
.TeweU 18 11 9 6 .. 4 ..

D Fleming 10 9 10 7 13 7 14 7 13 9 B 7 4 9 17
Cahiss 7 9 11 ... 8 .. 7 ,

Nos. 1 and 16 were at known angles. No. 18 at reversed order; all
the others at unknown angles.
No. 17, 20 targets, unknown angles: Herrington 16, J. Fleming 16,

Bissett and D. Fleming 14, C. Smith 12.

No. 18, 15 targets, reversed order: C. Smith 10, D. Fleming 9.

May 8.—The regular monthly target shoot of the Forester Gun
Club was held this afternoon. Fair scores and a small attendance
were features of the shoot. Scores:

Events: 1^345678 9101112131415
7 9 8 7 ..

7 ..

7 10
5 7
6 8
. 7
. 4

8

PESmnock 8 9 9 8 9
H Wambold 6 S .. 8 £

J Fleming 9 8 6 10 8

War Smith 10 10 10 9 5 9 9 7 9 8
Dr Cummins......^., 9 7 6 .. 7 7 9 .. 8
D Fleming ,. ;' 5
J H Gumming 8 3 7 5 .. .

Herrington , ., 10
Justin.. 7
Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6 and 13, known angles; 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 14 and 15, unknown

angles; Nos. 8 and 10, reversed order; No. 13, doubles.
H. H. Wambold, Seo'y.

BOILING SPRTNaS GUN CLUB.

May 1.—The first monthly shoot of the new prize series of the Boil-
ing Springs Gun Club was held to- day on the club's grounds at Ruth-
erford, The cup shoot was won byHuckwith 47 out of 50, Frank
being second with 46 out of 55. Scores were:
Marvin (15). . .11111011111101101101110000101000101011101101111101-33

011111010101111 —11-44
Wise (3) 11111111110111001011111111010010100111001111101101—33

Oil — 2-33
Paul (4) 11010101111011110111101110111011111110111110010111-88

1110 — 3—41
Adams (8) 00111111110011111111111110100010110110001101101110-34

10101011 — 5-39
Jeanneret(lO) 11000101111001010111101111101001110000C00110111H1-29

1111101110 — 8-37
Frank (5) 11101111011111111110111111111111110011111111011101-43

01101 - 3-46
Huck (0) 11111101111111111111111111111111111111131101101111 -47
Greiff (0) 111111310111103111111110O111101111110J111011110111 —42
Palmer (7)..., 11011111111 '111111111110ill01101110111101011100011-40

1110001 — 4—44
Billings (0).,.. 11011001111110110101001111110101011110000111101100
Asraus (0) OllllllinOlllllOOllllOlOlllOlllOlllllOnOUllOOlO
Peck 0110000001100001100010000
Sweeps were shot, as below, all being at 15 targets:

Events: 1 8 3 4 Events: ' 1

Adams 7 8 13 11 Asmus 10 10 9 13
Greiff 12 Marvin 18 .. .. ..

Palmer 13 11 13 8 Frank 12 .. .. 11

Wise... 9 111111 Jeanneret 8 6 11 8
Huck 14 13 12 13 Matzen .......4 .. 7 .. 12
Paul 31 18 13 14 Peck 11 9 9
Billings 11 11 10 9

W. H. Huck, gec'y.

-33
-37
— 7

2 3 4

Oneida County Sportsmen's ABSOciation.

Utica, N. Y., May 1.—Below you will find scores of the regular
weekly shoot of the Oneida County Sportsmen's Association. The
conditions are 35 singles and 5 pair.=i, expert rules, with a handicap
by allowing a number of dead birds. The prize this week was won
by our president, H, L Gates, from scratch. Trap-shooting is hav-
ing quite a boom here at present, we having added twenty-two new
mem bers to our roll the past month. Scores

:

HL Gates (0) 111110110111101 113110 10 11 —20
B D Fulford (0).. 111011110111101

FairchUd (2) OllOlllOOllOllO

Bremer (8).,.. .,...,..,.,...,111101011010011

Deck (2) 110001001101101

O A Wheeler (2) 110111010110131

HDailey(4) 100l0l0lil303O03

C R Mizner (4) lOOlOOlllUlOlO
Sperry (6) 111001100011100

J W Fulford (1) 111010100113001

Frank (2) 031111111000110

Judson (3)-, OOlOOCOOlllllOO

Scott (2). ooniiouooiioi
C F Brunner (4) lOlOlCOOOOUlOO 10 00 00 00 10- 8-f1—12

May 8.—Below are the scores made to-day by member.^! of the
Oneida County Sportsmeo's Club in the club shoot, Deck proving the
winner after a close contest. Scores;
Club shoot, 15 singles and 5 pairs:

Deck (3) .; lOlllOlllllllll

J W Fulford (1) llOlllOllUllll

Fairchild(2) 101011330101111

Kilbourne(3) 011011101111110

Frank (3) 1111111011(0011

Pfeifter (2) lllliniOlllOOO

E D Fulford (0) 111101111111010

H L Gates (0) 110011011111111

Bmdemann (2) llOlllUODOllll
Holmes (6) .........OllllOnOOllOlOO

Cummins (4) .^.„ 111101000001001

Brunner (i) 100101100311100

Klages (4).... 001310001001100

Mizner (i) OlOlOOOlOlOOOlO

Wheeler (2) 010110001011010

Stone (6) 000001100011000

10 11 10 11 10 -19
11 00 10 31 11—16-f2-18
11 01 10 10 00—35-1-3—17
10 30 10 11 ll-15-f3-17
10 00 10 10 10-15-1-2—17
11 00 10 11 11—14-1-4-18
10 10 01 01 00—134-4—17
00 10 10 00 10-11-1-6-17
00 11 11 10 01—15-f-l—16
30 10 11 10 10—14-1-2—16
01 11 10 11 10—13-1-2—15
00 CO 01 11 10-13-f2-lB

11 11 11 00 ll-2I-r3-33
10 11 11 10 11-21-fl—23
10 10 11 11 11—19—3-21
11 10 11 10 0l-lg--2—20
11 10 10 11 10—is4-2-20
11 00 10 10 01—17-1-2—19
11 10 10 10 10 -18
10 10 10 01 11 —18
01 10 3D 10 10—16-1-2-18
11 10 10 10 00-12-|-«-18
11 10 10 11 00- 1-3—4-17

-4-le11 CO 10 10 00 12-

00 10 11 00 01—10-1-4—14
00 10 10 11 10-10-^-4-14
11 10 00 10 00-13-1 -a -13
00 10 00 1(1 10- 7-4-B—13
C. E. Mizner, See'y.

Pawtuxet Gun Club.

Pawtuxbt. R. I., May 1.—The Pawtuxet Gun Cliib held its fourth
weekly shoot for W. A. silver troph.y. A strong east wind blew in

the shooters' faces, and low scores were the result. Sheldon and
Greene each won a leg on the trophy, the others not shooting out
their allowances, as they could not win, Sheldon now stands with
two wins to his credit, and Greene, Mooney, Hawitins and Armstrong
with one win each. Three wins deciae the ownership:
Sheldon .11110110011111111101101 —18
Greene ; 0101100111111 1 111 10110110—18
Mooney 30010100011001010C010I111-13
Hawkins .' 11 10001 lOOOOOOl lOOllOllOl- 12

Armstrong 1 1 10011 1003 01 OOOOOOl00101-1

1

Badmlngton ^...t.,...^ lOlOlOOOOOOOllOllOflOulOll-10
Wilham.« ..... ..... . ..00000101001013 00 10 1000000- 7

Browne.l OO13O1C0O1U01O1CO011011O-13
'^Cory inOlOOOOllOOOlOUOiOOlOl—12
Aldrich 0000101100100000JOOOOl001— 6

» Guest. ^

Orang-e Gun Club.

Oranqe, Mass., May 5. -The Orange Gun Club held its weekly- shoot
this afternoon, commencing at 5 P. M, The following scores were
made at 25 empires, unknown angles:
W. L. Mann 20. L. A, French and Geo. H. Thompson 18, E 0. WTait-

ney 17, A. C. Parkinson and Arthur Sherwin 15, Charles Cobb 14 and
Perley Whitman 11,

Our regular time for shooting is every Wednesday afternoon at 5
o'clock. We use empire tai-gets and empire expert traps, a set of
which we have just put in and find that five traps is way ahead of
one trap, one man up. Our members use an assortment of guns con-
sisting of Parkers, Smiths, Lefevers, Colt, Ithaca, Winchesters, etc.

W. L. Mann, Sec'y,

I
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The Peru Tournament.
PBHTj.Ind., April 29.—Who said trap shooting was dead? Will the gen-

tlemen who have been slinging ink right and left within the past four
years in tue various sporlsmen's journals, explaining what has tilled

frap-sbooting, and also those who have been equally energetic in ex-
plaining how to revive the sport, please closely scan the names of the
sportsmen who attended the "Amateur Tournament" held here yes-

terday and to-day, and then say whether or not they do not thinlr

that irap-shooting is a pretty lively corpse in this neclc-o the-woods.
I am fullv satisfled that after they have carefully counted the num-
bers and noted that the majority entered In all the events forboih
days (or neartv all) they will find some of tlaeir pet theories knocked
"galley-west."

I am also of the opinion that some of the gentlemen who have been
shouting that an amateur tcumament was never a success, and
others who have been positive that a shoot witho'it added money was
no tournament at all, and that no one hue the paid experts ever went
to tournaments and shot through the programme, will realize that

mistakes do sometimes occur.
There is one gentleman to whose attention I would especially direct

the account of the tournament, and that is Mr. "Paradise Lost," or
Mr. "Lost his Entrance," or whatever his name is, who wrote quite a
lengthy article some time since telling how dead this game of ours
was. I trust that he will be convinced that there is one State in

which she still flourishes. I wonder what some people will think of

an amateiu- tournament where there was present m the neighborhood
of 70 shooters, and where the ten regular events on the programme
for the iirst day had an average of over 37 entries for the entire day,

several of the events having 45 to 47 entries, and where th' first event
on the second day opened with about 3i. nearly all of whom had par-
ticipated in the programme of the previous day; and also where the

sebond day bad an average of more than 28 entries for the twelve
tegular events on the programme. A total average tot the twenty-
two events on both days of about 30. This, too, at an amateur tour-

nament, where there was not a cent of added money, no merchandise
prizes, and where the only inducement to enter was the entrance
money of ihe shooter. Oh", yes, there was added money too. After

charging the shooters 3 cents for targets ihere was an additional re-

duction of one-fourth cent for every target thrown in the regular

events as an average prize for the two best averages, and there was
still something left to the manag-emeat. This was a personal tourna-
ment and the experts were barred.
Toward the close of last season, whon a number of the shooting

acquaintan'!es of the promoter importuned him to open the season
of lt)97 with a tournament at Peru, and later, when announcing
through the sportsmen's journal* his intention of so doing, he stated

that be expected the majorily of them to fulfill then- promise to at-

tend. He then believed they would do so, but did not for one moment
think they would bring along their friends, but this is ju5t what they
did. They were "all here" or nftariy so.

On the afternoon of April 27 the trains began to bring in the shoot-

ers from the more remote parts of this State and some from the sur-

rounding States The first arrival was Mr. Ben O. Bush, of Kalama-
zoo, Mich., closely followed by young Willard Ttioma«, of Logansport,
who came in on the same train with that prince of managers, Mr.
Jack Parker, who was just from the West, where he had managed
the A'cbison tournamenl and taken part in the State toui-nament at

Lincoln, Neb. At 10 o'clock P. M. the register at the Bears Hotel

indicated that there was going to be a shooting match in this city, as

it contained the names of such well-known shooters as John A. Flick,

the crack one-armed amateur, of Ravenna, O ; Fred. D. Alkire, of

WoodlyD, O.. just back from the Grand American Handicap; Mr.
George Elliott and Fred. Cornelius (Smoke), of Rochester, Ind , and
Messrs. Whisler and Kieley, of Marion, Ind,

Wednesday dawned bright and clear, and the morning trains

brought in Mr. A. Burnison, of Huntington, Ind ; Mes«rs. E. V. and
Ol Wright, Charles and J. Rose, Uncle Jake (J R ) Bniner, A. W.
King, Bret and J. W. Dewalt, of Wabash, Ind., and Mr. Snow, a very
pleasant gentleman and splendid shot, from Brooklyn, O. These
gentlemen proceeded directly to the grounds, where theypariici-

pated in some extra events with the arrivals of the jjrevious after-

noon and evening. The next delegation came m from the South on

the L E & W. train from that section of the country. This train

was very obligingly stopped right opposite the grounds for the con-

venience of the shooters, and the delegation which alighted from it

was headed by the Indianapolis boys, consistiog of the following

members of the Limited Gun Club, of that city: Royal Robinson,

T F. Parry, J. W. Cooper, E. H. Tripp, L. C. Griffith, J M. Lilly (S.

Mark), H. T. Hearsey, secretary of the Indiana Trap-Shooters' Leaa;ue;

G C. Beck and Dr. O. P. Bricton. Tnese were accompanied by
Messrs. G. E. Bruner, L. W. Cumberland (Lewi*), Bngles, Wallace,

Benson; the Apperson Bros, and Mr. G. Smith, Kokomo; M-'sirs. E
C. and W, B. Cooly, Hilt Porbis and Byron Snel', Hartford City; Mr.

Meyer Weiler, of their club, was already here visiting; Mr. O Proc-

tor, Union City; Mr. 0. L. Bender, Muncie; and Mr. S. E. Voris,

Crawfordsville, who has been a crack amateur for some years, and
who was one of those who were entertained by Mr. B. S. Rice upon
his recent triumphal trip to the Grand American Handicap with his

team of Western cracks, among which Mr. Voris sustained his repu-

tation by finishing among the 24s.

When the delegation from the train arrived the regular programme
for the first day was started, but the ball had not fairly started before

the East-bound Wabash train brought in Mr. Joseph Blistain (Slow),

Lafayette; M: . Pattison, of the Indiana Mineral Springs, and Mr. J.

L. Winston, The other morning trains brought in Messrs. Albert

Bussel, Leesburg, lad ; C. A. Brown and C. W Townsend, Ktjox,

Ind.; and the "game" was on in earnest, though the afternoon trains

brought in their con ingent, consisting of Messrs. Garland, Wave-
land, Ind., a "stayer," and Squire Hosea (Bob White), Cincinnati, O.,

and one or two visiting spectators, who came to look on
The grounds that had been secured were first-class, and were with-

in easy walking distance of the depot, and just outside the residence

portion of the icity. They were as level as a floor, with a background
it would be hard to improve upon, and with«a nice carpet of gra^^s.

Two sets of traps were used, aud were kept going from the opening
of the programme without cessation, except for some unfortunate
breaking of traps; until tbe entire tournament was concluded. But
there was never a complaint offered by any one, and Jack Parker
was everywhere, and under his direction it did nob take long to get

things in motion again. The traps were set according to the W. G.

Seargent system of three traps behind one screen about 8ft. long,

and the shooting was done in squads of five men up, standing in a
semicircle, as in using the magautrap. The system was entirely

new to this part of the country, though I understand it has been used
successfully in several of the Western tournaments, including the

Atchison shoot. But it was very satisfactory, or at least if thei e was
any complaint it did not reach the ears of Mr. Parker, the promoter.
Something over 10,f!00 targets were thrown during the two days in

the regular events, and about 2,000 thrown in the extra events and
for practice.
Two large tents had been provided for the protection of the shoot-

ers should the weather prove Inclement (which it certainly did not),

and a smaller tent was provided and set half way between the other

two for the use of the cashier and his assistant, which positions were
ably filled by Messrs. J. G Brackenridge, of this city, and O C. Head,
of Moberly, Mo., who was here on a visit to his brother, the promoter
of the tournament. Mr. Charles Clark, proprietor of the Clark Hotel,

had charge of the refreshment tent, and served everythmg in first-

class style.

The refereeing was done by Messrs. Tim Dunn and George Wey, of

this city, to the satisfaction of every one. Messrs. W. V Turpen,
Chas. Lamrae (both old time shooters) and Leo Landauer attended to

the scoring for both days, and it was only necessary to make one cor-

rection through the entire tournament.
The weather the first day was simply perfect; the entries large; the

management by Mr. Parker perfect; and if any one failed to have a
good time he has not been heard of here. The best shooting for the

average on the first dap was done by young Willard Thomas, with a
score of 157 broke out of 175 in the regular programme, closely fol-

lowed by Messrs. Alkire, Grifiith, Snow and Tripp.

I append herewith scores ot the first day.

SCOBKS OF APRIL 28.

Events:

Targets:

Alkire ,

Bush. . . ...ir......
Thomas ...i..4.*4M
Mingo

Kiley

Smoke ,,.i...i.>

Burnison
Snow.,...
Beck
Robinson,,
Parry
Cooper, . ....i

Trip
Oriffltb.

S Mark
Hearsey.,
Yoris, uttttfitiffx

Ex. 1 Ex. a Ex. 3 1 3 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10

10 10 15 10 IS 90 IS 25 IS SO 15 SO 15

8 g 15 9 14 16 14 24 13 19 18 18 12
5 10 12 8 11 17 14 23 14 18 15 16 15

8 8 10 8 12 20 13 23 14 18 14 20 15

5 10 13 10 15 19 10 21 14 19 14 18 10
H 7 10 8 11 16 11 2) 11 15 11 16 11

7 (5 8 8 12 15 12 20 12

8 8 12 8 10 18 13 20 13 18 11 . , 18
5 0 6 10
a 9 12 7 10 17 13 18 12 18 1.3 13 .

.

7 9 11 13 12 . . 13 . . 12 12
12 9 7 18 12 84 14 17 13 15 13

2:1 14 19 n 19 14
6 12 17 18 17 12 18 13 15 11
8 15 16 18 23 13 18 11 17 14
6 n 15 15 21 \i 15 12 13 11
10 14 16 13 19 10
9 14 19 15 21 n 18 12 16 12
10 13 19 13 24 18 17 12 18 13
17 13 17 11 19 18 11 10 18 10
9 14 14 8 17 8

8 13 19 1^ SO 14 16 11 15 14

8 10 16 13
6 11 12 n
9 14 18 13
6 13 15 .

.

9 13 15 12

10 10 10 13
9 13 17 14
7 10 13 8

4 9 15 12
.. 10 15 10

. . 11 17 13
10 .. 18 ..

g 1S> 16 ..

9 9 16 13
9 10 . . 13
(i 9 .. 7
5 8 15 8
5 10 17 12

3 11 12 12

6 12 14 6
9 11 . . 12
8 14 19 13
8 8 .. ..

20 12 19
. . 10 17

23 14 19
24 15 18
21 13 17
19 15 36
20 12 17
.. 5 ..

.. 13 w,
21 14 15

. . 13 17
22 .. 18
.. .. 15
.. 13 ..

.. 11 ..

15 .. 7

11 15
12 17
13 14
14 16

13 13
14 .,

13 ..

13
10
15

13

17
10 18
12 16

'8

12
13
13
11

10 ..

10 ..

9 ,.

13
23 13 19 15 .

.

12

"6
11

9 11

7 11

4 8
.. n
.. 5
5 ..

10
12
13
13

1-3

8
11
12
11
12

11

12

11
9

12

Slow. *. .1 I .....a >. a.

PattiSOD.a , , a ........ ,^ a a>

Britton ...,.t...

Winston
Snell
Forbis
Bender ,

E Cooley.
WBCooley
Brown., „.,..
Knox
Charley Ross 9 14

Dr Huff a . . 9

King ,(,aa... 11

J R Bruner ,

J B Rose
O Wright 5 13

G E Bnmer,
Wallace
Lewis
J W Dawalt.;.i;i,ii*
"Proctor ..,,.t.....,.ttiar
Engles ..^.^i
E Apperson ..a

CRose .. II.

D B Morgan. ... a

BUSSell a...l.>> a

M Weiler ij.. i,.,

E Wright . . 7 8

E L Apperson. 9

Garland 14 11 14

B White..., 12 IS

Benson 7 .. ..

Beik 8 .. ..

* Birds only.

Second Day, April 29.

The morning of the second day dawned with quite a shower falling,

and this, coupled with the fact that the weather man had predicted
thunderstorms for this day, made things look a little gloomy. The
promoter called at the hotel at about 7:30 A M. and informed the
shooters that a large canvas could be secured and stretched over
tbe score, thus enabhng them to continue the shooting at one set of
traps. "Get out with your tent. Do you suppose a little rain is going
to atop this crowd from shooting ?" was about all the satisfaction he
could get out of them, and by 8:33 A. M (-ixteen men had paid in

their S328 and were demanding that the programme be coram- need,
rain or shine, as they wanted to shoot Three more shooters orrlv. d
on the morning train, including Messrs Parsons and Leach. Frank-
fort, and Dr. Deeds, Plyniouih. By9::30 A.M. every cloud had dis-

appeared, making it another ideal shooting day ex^'eps that tbere
was a Uttle wind.
The entries did not run quite as high as on the first day, but the in-

terest kept up until the last, there being as high as 30 entries in the
two first events, which was high tor the day, and ranging down to as
low as 16 in one of the 25 bird races, though there were few events
with less than 20 to 25 entries. Some of the less expert shots (and
justly so) concluded that they had contributed enough, and toward
the close of the day were allowed to sboot for targets only. The pro-
gramme was finished by 2:30 P. M , thus enabling nearly all the
shooters to leave on the afternoon trains Those that rem&ined shot
a couple of sweeps and the affair was at an end, thus closing what I
have every reason to believe was the most successful tournament
ever held in i his Sta:e, in point of attendance and continuance of en-
tries, and one of the largest amateur tournaments ever held any-
where where there was no added money, Mr. L, C. Griffiih, of In-

" dianapolis, proved the best shot of the second day, but did not quite
wipe out the lead gained over him by VVillard Thomas on the first

day, for the geueral average, though only lacking 1 bird of so doing.
Mr. Thomas thus won first average for Doth davs with a score of 3a3

out of 3('5. Mr Grilfl.h was a close si cond with 33 J.

Below are the scores of the second day, with the exception of (a

couple of sweeps, the scores of which were not preserved;

SCORES OF AP.iIL 29.

10 15 SO 15 2-5 15 m 15 SO 15 25 10

Events;

Ta rgets

:

Griffi h 9 12

Tripp a.,....,,, 8 13

Beck....,.,, 7 11

Robinson,,,....,', 9 11

Britton .» 9 9

Thomas 9 13

Alkire 10 13
Burnison 6 11

Garland ,,,, ,.. 10 11

Cavanaugh. „,,»,,,, 9 9
Bush 8 11

Voris 7 10

Mingo.... , 8 12

Snow 10 13

Brown 10 11

4 14

19 13 24
19 12 25
12 10 S2
17 11 10
17 13 21
30 13 21

£0 )3 32
15 11 S3
20 23
12 ]3 19
18 13 20
15 9 23
18 33 20
19 14 18
16 10 ..

.. 13 ..

11 9 20
16 10 30

ii ii 17
15 10 16
10 7 ..

. . 12 24
18 12 ,,

.. 14 ..

. . 13 15

.. 12 ..

13 18 30
13 Hi 13

9 18 8
12 19 13
14 17 10
9 17 12

12 17 15

14 18 9
13 16 8
10 15 10
13 33 33

14 32 14
33 15 35
12 16 33
6 15 18

34 15 10
10 10 9
10 1.5 11
6 19 11

.. 11 ..

10 12 12
6 .. .,

1419 ,.

38 33
9 10

15 9
34 33

37 33
38 12
39 12
16 35
34 7

34 11

37 35
15 12
39 33
18 14
15 14
.. W

23 9
2) 9
19 G

21 8
24 7
23 10
20 0
39 8
i'3 5
18 6

19 7
37 7
19 9
22 8
16 8
.. 6

IB 11 17 8
.. 10 .. ..

18 :: :: ;:

12
9 .

12 .

13

10

11 18
38 16

7 12
.. 21

35
12

n 81

35 17 11

5 .. 4

Knox
Parry 7
Bob White 8

Bussel ,,,,, 9

Pattison ,,. 3
WBCooley , 5

EC Cooley 5
* Winston.. ,, ,,.

CL Bender 6 12

Smoke..,.. 7 13

SMark 7 10
Forbis 8 13
Ingels. 8 ..

Haimbaugb..... 6 .,

Proctor. a.;.. 5 ..

Snell . . , , , • a a a . a • »* a a a ra. a a a a .. 13
Hearsey ..a a.. 8
Parsons
L'saeh .....a
M Weiler
Charley Ross . . .

.

Deeds , ..

Ellis ...„,..,,,.

Birds only
NOTES.

As there were 30,080 targets thrown in the regular programme
events, the average prize amounted to $i5, which was divided be-
tween Messrs. Thomas and Griffith - $15 to the first and $10 to the
second. These two gentlemen were probably the youngest shooters
on the ground.
In sharp contrast to those two young men were noticed several

gentlemen shooting right alon?, and at a pretty lively clip, too, who
have all of them touched or passed their fiftieth year, and one of
them has already passed his sixtieth These were Uncle John Whis-
ler. J. R. Bruner, A. Burnison and Geo. C. Beck, to say nothing of
Dr. Britton, whose age seems to be a question with everyone except
E. H. Tripp, who says he has the record, and can tell to tne day. But
never mind Partington's age; he is still one of tbe be.=it shots this
State can afford, and is considered by many to be the most graceful
shooter now before the trap (.

The Ohio contingent —Messrs. Snow, Alkire and Flick came a long
way to attend the amateur tournament, and certainly got wha: they
came after. They are all o k.

Dr. C. L. Thomas came up from Logansport on the afternoon of
the first day and spent the evening wi h the shooters, but was called
away by pressing business early the next morning. It is no wonder
that Willard shoots well with such a sportsmfin as a father.
The local shoote rs did not take a very active part, not having prac-

ticed much within the past few years; they did not like to display
their lack of skill before the visiting cracks. Some of them entered
in several of the events until they discovered ihil there were plenty
of shooters to make the affair a succtss without them, when they
fell btick, and kindly rendei-ed such assistance as they could in oi her
ways.
A noticeable exception to the above was Mr, John H, Cavanaugh.

Jack has been so closely confined to his duties as train dispatcher for
the Wabash that he has done very tittle shooting for the past six
years. But this cut no figure with Jack; he was proud of the event,
glad to pari icipate with such a crowd of sportsmen, so pail his en-
trance for both days and shot iu evety event, extras and all. He shot
very well for one having so little practice, aud cculd he have gotten
one" or two more birds in each event would have hardly been out of
the money in any of them
Messrs. Smoke and Elliott, of Rochester, Ind

;
Pattison, of the Min-

eral Springs, and Brown and Knox, of Knox, Ind , are all stayers. .J.

Blistain (Slow), of Lafayette, shot through the programme the fli-st

day, and was not so slow either,

Mr John L Winston, the representative of the Austin Powder Co.,
was one of the two manufacturers' agents present. He shot In most
of the events for both days.
v-The winning of first and second average by Willard Thomas aud L.
C. Grifath was quite popular with the spectators and also with the
Bhooters, who wovy them both, Willard is well known to the gports-

men of this and surrounding States, having been shooting for several
years and in very fine form, but for some reason did not quite shoot
up to his gait last season. He has a new gun, and he certainly hits

theTi. Mr. Griffith, or GrKT, as his friends call him, is the managing
salesman for the Parrv Mfg. Co , at Indianapolis, having charge of
their business in tbe States of Kentucky and Tennessee. He is cOt
onlv a crack shot, but is a bnsines.-! miu and a polished gentleman.
The Limited Gim Club, of Indianapolis, was well represented, and

their members made a splendid impression both with the shooters
and the residents of our city. They were the founders of the Indiana
Trap-Shooters' League, and were entiUed to the first annual tourna-
ment of the League, but, being in a flourishiner conditfon, they pre-
ferred to send it to some cH j where trap shooting interests has been
a little latent. They will go there and vvill assist in making it the suc-

cess they did this one. When thpy do give a tournament, every
shooter in the S ate should make every effort to attend.

Messrs. Bender, of Muncie; Miley an i Whicbr, of Marion: and
Proctor, of Union City, are "stayers " Mr. Proctor was far from
well and did not take part in many events the second day, but did
wll during tbe first day.
Ed Veris did not sboot the "pesky mud pies" as like he did the spar-

rows last winter at Indianapolis", nor as he did live birds at the
Grand American, yet his scores were very good, and Ed would be a
hard man to beat in a race involving the three kinds of targets.

The Wabash, Ind., boys did not shoot in their "at home" form, as I

have good reason to know, but they made a splendid showing, both
iu their scores and in the number in attendance. 'They have a fine

club.
The Kokomo Club; but recently organized) is a splendid organiza-

tion for all that, and gets the fii'st annual league shoot. Toey wet's
well represented, and with two such sportsmen as G E Brunot and
L, W. Cumberland for president and secretary, they will surely
flourish, and will make the State shoot a success.
Bob White was shooting a strange gun and did not get up to the

top. Better luck next time, or after he gets accustomed to her
"hang."
Al Bussell, of Leesburg, Ind., who is a member of the Warsaw Gun

Club, was in attendance and took part in most of the events. Al is to
give a tournament at his home soon and will doubtless have a good
attendance, as he always goes to the tournaments elsewhere.
The Indiana Trap-Shooter's League held a vpry successful meeting

at the Bears 's Ho el on the evening of the 28th inst , but as that organ-
izition has a fine secretary the writer does not wish to deprive him of
the pleasure of r-p irting the same. ^
The promoter of this tournament, not having time and opportunity

to do so in person during the progress of the tournament, now de-
sires to extend to every individual (shooter who saw fit to attend, his
sincere thanks and appreciation of his patronage, whether by partici-
pating in one event t r ia twentv-five; and to several he desires to ex-
tend his thai^ks for their kindly assistance in the promotion of this
affair, which marks one of the rnost pleasant experiences of his life.

Among them Mr. John Parker, whose name mentioned m connection
with a tournament assures its success: the Limited Gun Club as a
body, especially their most efficient secretary, Mr Royal Robinson;
to the Indiana Trap-Shooters' League as an organization, but espe-
cially to Its secretary, Mr. H. T. Hearsey, who would just about fit in
Royal Robinson's pocket, b'.it who, as a sportsman, weighs a ton, and
who has the energy of the 939. Gentlemen, you have my sincere
thanks.
As I have mentioned before, Mr. Jack Parker managed this shoot,

aud made many friends for the King Powder Company and the
Peters' Cartridge Company, two firms that he ably represents at the
trap.
The tournament has already had its effect on the shooting interests

of our city, as several business men have signified their intention of
joining our club, and it is understood that another club, composed en-
tirely of new shooters, is being organized.
John M. Lilly and Thomas F. Parry, of the Limited Gun Club, of

Indianapolis, are a good-natured pair, win or lose, and they go a
great way toward keeping every one in good humor if in their hear-
ing. They shot several individual races in the regular events for
Si,000 (?) a side. Mr. Parry is the uncle of young Griffith, who won
second average for the two days. Tom was satisfied, and just as
proud as if he had won it himself
About a half hour after the arrival of the Indianapolis biyssoma

one was heard to say, "I did not know you were expecting the Princ )

of Wales." But it n'as a case of mis ak-^n identity. Instead of His
Royal Highness, it was John M. Lilly John M says that he has not
broken a straight since he had his whiskers "cut that way."

J. L. He d.

Davton, O., Apri
tournament of the

Events: 1

Targets: 10

Eike 9

Thompson..,,. 9
Raymoud 9
Mackie 9
Cain . 9
Young......... 8
Myers...,. 10
TuUis 8
C Lowry 7
F Lowry 7
J Knock
Protsman,.,,,, ,,

Lyman
J W

Buckeye Gun Club.
I
'"8 — Below are the scores made to day at the
Buckeye Gun Club:

S 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 IS 13 lU 15 16 17 19 19

15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 30

9 10 34 9 38 30 12 10 15 10 13 10 9 9 30 10 9 9
33 9 13. . 35 9 30 8 14 9 15 9 7 9 8 ,. 8,30

9 13
7 34
9 35
8 32
8 ..

8 .,

7

9 ;0 9 34

7 12 10 14
7 8

8 13

9 10
8

8 9 6

12
8 5

8 7
9 10 9 8

14
15
33
13
11
9

12
10 8 9 5 .. ..

11 3 3
8 9 9 6 6 7 8 ..; ..

13 9 13 10 9 8 8
6

9 11

9 15
9 li &U
8 13 10 14
9 9 ..

6 18 7 9

9 13 10
9 13 10
8 10
9 13 8 9 10
8 11
7 6 6

P Knock .. 6 10 .. 9 8 7 6 9 G
WDando.... , .. 12 10 8 7 8 7 9 6
Kiefaber , g 2
C WMcllhaney .. 5

|

J Abbey • , ,, ,, ., ,, 5 ,. .

McDonald 6 9 10 9 8 7
Shoup 8 6 10 6 . . .

.

C Barr 8 7 8 7 8
E Lamme 6
J Happy 5 7 7 8
C E Arnold 8 9 10

Martin Doff, Sec'y,

Catcbpole Gun Club.
WoLCOTT, N. Y., May 5.—Inclosed find scores made by the Catcb-

pole Gun Club at its grounds this afternoon for tbe haudsome can of
\V-A smokeless powder presented by the Lafiin ^ Rand Powder Co .

of New York. Each member was handicapped according to his
ability. The result of the shoot was a tie for the trophy by Messrs.
Foster and Seaman; the two dividing 'he prize, Mr. Seaman taking
the silver can and Mr. Foster the contents. The shoot was at 35
targets, known angles, handicap allowance of misses as breaks:
De Witt (,2J 110011013100110011011101001I000011— .O-f.2—22
Foster (i) .1001110111301011101301013110111011—?5-(-2 -27
Cnsal (4) 10301111031000I001IOOf)llI000300nO -14+4-18
Wadsworlh (4; 1OO10OO3CO1O3OO!0000101O03010i0Oj1— I3-t-4 -17
Fowler (1) 00130100000030103101001tl0110;OJlO -17-1-4-21
Olmstead (6) .0000130001001003001001001101130000—124-6 -38
Egnor (6) 10000110030010}111101011110J111031 -204-6-2j
Youngs (8) lOOOlOOOOOlOOniOOllOOlOOIOOOIOJll—12-f-S-80
Seaman (8) 1010111003303111001100101100011100—19-1-8-2?
Burke C^) COOO.OOIOOICOOOOOOODDIIOIOIHO — 7-)-8-15

E. A. W., Sec'y.

Omaha Gun Club.
Omaha, Neb., May 1.—Below are the scores made this afternoon by

the members of the Omaha Gun Club in the flr.st regular weekly
sloot of the season. The club will shoot every Saturday afternoon
up to and including Sept. 25. Rolla Heikes and S. A. Tucker were
guests o" the club this afternoon.
Club shoor. 20 targets, known traps and unknoan angles:

Read 11111110111111113111-39 Smead. 30110103311330011101—14
Loomis.. . .111111 0113111330111—38
Randlett . .31011111103111111111-38
Townsend.33101 111 111111301311—18
McFarlane303. 1333311111130330 -37
Brower....33331113011111010111-37
Salisl>ury,.01111011111111011111-37
Kenyon....33111110111011011101—•'6
Blake 10 1011 111101 lUUOl 16
Learned...ll 11100 111111110101—16
Montm'cy.011110l!lllinil0110-]6

rarmicha'1110100ini0110l30111-14
Krug 11301010110111111001—J4
Parmelee..1111011111111 1011100-16
Wbitener.,0.10.1l01K0101111111—13
Batfs niii030ioillo;0if0ll—12
Searle 11110 )10' 11013000101—12
Hughes.. . .10101011010110010111—13
BruckeP". .. 1 1 101 101 3 00000 i 11 1 10—13
Marsh 03100103130111011101—12
Stubbs,,, .11111110110001110101 14

W. D. Kenyon, Sec'y

Sharburne Gun Club.
SHBHBtJaNE, N. Y , May 1.— BpIow And the scores made to-dav by
embers of the Sherburne Gun Club at their regular weekly shoot:mem
Events: 1 !J 3

L D Brainard , , 7 8 7
JFPaddelford 10 8 7

LCParmilor 6 7 8

5 6

8 g

9
9
9
7



4oo FOREST AND STREAM. [MAt 15, lew.

Connecticut Trap-Shooting Association.
Meriden, Conn., ApriJ 29.—The Connecticut Trap-Shooting Associa-

tion lield its first slioot of the season on the grounds of the Parlter
Gun Club, Meriden, Conn., April 29. The tournament proved a great
success in every way. A good deal of interest was centered in the
tearri race, which was the drawing card.
The Parker Gun Club naembers are good entertainers and plenty of

shooting was had. The shoot started about 9 A. M; with a warming
up event of 10 targets, 50 cents entrance; and thirty-eight shooters.
(Scores not reported, as it waS not on the programme ) The club
furnished a luncheon free of charge, consisting of baked pork and
beans, potato salad, ham sandwiches and hot coffee, which was well
served and highly appreciated.
Among the visitbra were O. R. Dickey; Boston, Mass.; Oipt. E. B.

Wadsworth (Puck), Boston, Mass. ; B. 1.. Trimble, Cincinnati, repre-
sentative of the Du Pont Powder Co.; Chas. Willard, of the Colt Gun
Co., Hartford; Conn. Among the list will be found nearly all the old
familiar names of the Connecticut shooters. Room does not permit
hammg them in detail.

The next shoot of the Association will be held on the New Haven
Gim Club gt'ounds, date to be made known later. The traps used
are the bluerodk traps, With Nortti's electric pull (one set of five
traps), and 5,9(5 birds were thrown during the shoot. Everything
went well, and it is not loo much to expect that the Connecticut Trap
Shooting Association will prove a grand success for the season of
1897, if anything can be judged by the tirst grand opening, under the
auspices of the Parker Gun Club, Meriden, Conn.
Scores follow in tabulated form:

Events:

Style:

1334556789
B
FT
0
O

P

P
o

<=i

P

a
o

p
K
a
o

D

Cl
o

B
O

D

o
o

B

Targets:

F J Potter,
F Cowee,.
Mills;
Whitney.

.

Hull
,

Parker. . .

,

Ban ford...
Bishop..,.
Cook
Willard. . .

,

Pitkin
Bristol 9
Burbridge
Cutler... i

Rockwell
S'evens....,
Merritt ,. ,

Videon
Claridge
Clark .,B,»BKkiiii'a«.i
Ortseifer. ...... .......i

Holcomb
Hart
Avery ,

McQinty.. .............
£dgarton
Beggone... ..v.

Blakeslee.

.

Coates
Bates
Dickey.,.,.
Crane
Trimble 8
M Beers
Puck.,,,
G King.
Penn

10 10 16 16 SO no IB 15 10 16

.9 8 11 9 14 H 13 10 8 13

.7 4 W 9 n 11 9 13 8 10

.10 7 la 7 16 16 13 11 8
,10 8 15 14 19 15 14 14 8 14
, 7 8 9 la l.-j 16 13 7 5 15
. 4 8 12 11 17 30 V4 12 6 14

.8 7 12 13 19 It; 11 l;i 7 ..

.8 5 9 11 17 17 18 14 7 11

.8 8 13 12 14 13 14

.8 9 11 11 13 14 8

.7 9 14 14 16 18 14
10 12 17 in 13 12 .. .,

9 8 18 U 16 13 14
6 a 11 9 18 14 14 8 6 11

8 8 13 11 17 10 12 9 8
8 8 13 1.1 18 14 10 14 6 13
8 10 11 11 16 14 15 12 e 10
9 8 11 8 15 13 11 11 8 14
9 9 14 12 17 19 12 14 6
li 5 12 11 IB 16 12 14 a 16
9 8 15 10 13 17
6 5 10 16 10
8 5 9

'8
13 12

8 4 14 11 16 15
5 5 11 9 19 11 13 8 6
10 8 9 14 16 15 6 10
4 10 7 11 13 11 8

7
6 6 7 13 17 15 11
9 8 13 10 li 12 12 7 7 7
9 8 12 9 17 10
7 9 13 14 18 19 14 13 10
6 6 11 11 10
8 9 11 13 18 16 11 15 9 13

9 6 11 10 16 18 14
9 7 14 11 18 17 13 15 9

9 5 13 14 11
7 5 6

Coogan

3

3 6 6 12 14

J Beers 5 5 10 10 14 13
Thorp. ...'.....-......-.i.iJVi. 7 .. 8 7 10 8
Longdon 11 9 .. ..

Vibert , 10 11 18 14

Smith 5 6 7 11

CAKing 4 .. 13 13
.; 7;',, 7 8 5 7

9
10 ii "3 '8

12 13 .. ..

11
9 7 .. ,.

14 11 9
12 12 12 14 4 13
15 9 ,. .. ,7 6

7 13 5

.... 6

15 10 10 6 10
8 U 7 9

Wilcox
Bement,
Harvey
Gaines..
Faupel

.

Bassett .. 10 12

Merriman
Davis.,,..
Lyon . . . . 6

The team contest, composing 6 men from each cluh, 40 targets per
man, 20 unknown and SiO known, New Hsiven entering two teams.
First money and first honors were won by the Parker Gun Club,
second by hew Haven team No. 1. Scores for the clubs as i'ollosps:

Parker Gun Club, Meriden, Conn 192

New Haven Gun Club, New Haven, Conn., No 1 team 186
Colt Gun Club, Haj'tford, Conn 183
Bridgeport Gun Club, Bridgeport, Conn Id
Windsor Locks Gun Club, Windsor Locks, Conn ....170
New Haven Gun Club, New Haven, Conn., No 2 team... 167

Eureka Gun Club of Chicago.
Chicago, 111., May 1.—The attendance at the monthly shoot of the

JEureka Gun Club held to-day was good, twenty-one members taking
part in the trophy shoot, which was event No. 4 on the programme.
Scores in this event were:

LH Goodrich 1111111111101111011111011—?2
A C Patterson '..io.......iniHlinilllUlllllllll—23AW Adams .1111101011111111011111011-21
Ed MSteck 1110010111111111111110111-21
C W Carson..... lllOllO.OOlOHlllllllllll—s,0

Class B.W P Reber . , . f.« , llOlllOIllOmCOUllllUl - 20
G WPrickett lliniOOlOlllll 1111000111—19
Speyne ..............v,,, 11110101111101001110110)1—17
JL Jones.,. ............. .>,,..•,,. 011110o00111100lllH0lll0-]6
G F Murrow , OOlCOllOlOllllOllOlOOllOl-15
Ferguson OlOUllllOlOllOlllOlOOOlO-15
O J Buck lOllOlOOQUlOlOlOIOllOl 10-14
De Wolf. . . , , , , . . , llO-OOilOOllOOlOOUlllOOO -13

OIass C
ACBurroff ,'....0001110111111001111101011-18
WA Jones.. , lOllllOQlOllOlOUiOl U 1 01—17
Dr Morton , , . , .110111 OOlOlliOlllliOQlOl-17
FM Smith...... OOQOlOOliaO.OllllOllnOll-14
A Morton.. OOOiOOlllOUOlllOllOOlOll—14
C S Smith...... llOOOluOOOOOlOOOllOiUOlOl- 9
Stanley.. . . . , HjOi0{>030OiO300OOO11010U— 8
Sweepstakes for practice were shot as below;

Events: 1 $8 3 5 6 7 Events: 1 S 3 S 6 7
Tai^ets; US $5 ?5 S.5 t5 SO Targets 35 $5 S5 15 S5 SO

Dr Ca;rson 17 18 21 16 .. .. Patterson 18 ,FM Smith 7 8 11 15 .. .. Murrow , 18 15 ii
C S Smith....... 4 9 8 15 .. .. WA Morton 16
Goodrich 16 20 21 21 .. .. Burroff... 20 ..

"

DrKeber 18 18 18 17 .. .. Dr Morton 16 ..
.*"

Adams, 21 20 21 30.. Speyre .18 11 9
Ed Steck 22 23 19 24 17 Ferguson ,. 79 13 .,

Prickett 18 18 .. .. Stanley 14 . , ^

Buck 19 .. .. De Wolf 13 14 13

Jamison and Hood Shoot a Tie Race.
Baltimork, Md., May 5.—Jamison and Hood shot a remarkable

race to day on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association.
The conditions were 50 birds per man, f50 a side. Hood at 30yds.

'

Jamison at 28yds. The race ended in a tie, though shortly after the
start it looked a walkover for Hood, who killed l« straight to his op-
ponent's 12 out of 18. Then Jdmison ran 17 straight, while Hood lost
4 birds, thus leading by 2 with 15 more to shoot at. Both lost their
36th birds, and Jamison also lost his 38th. This gave Hood the lead
by 3 birds. Jamison killed his last 12, but Hood lost 3, thus making
it a tie race with 43 each. Jamison having shot a very plucky up-hill
race. O. A. Macalester officiated as referee. The birds, which were
furnished by Jim Malone, were a good lot. Hood's failure to win
was a weakness which he developed on Incomers. The scores were-
Jamison .20220i203302011»212212S13—19

1312222121030121212122422—23—42
Hood 1111831112118218110802011—22

l'niSSigOia08jS1830«31ia08-80-4S

ON LONG ISLAND.
boNEf ISLAND GUN CLTJB.

May 5.—Ten members of the Conej Island Gun Club met this after-
noon at Dexter Park and took part in the club shoot at 10 liye birds
per man. No straight score was made, but four men tied on 9 each.
On the shoot-off, miss and-out, for first money. Lair and Schevlin
divided at the end of the second round. Scores:
William Lair (30) 2121013112—9 J B Vorhies (S9) 2«122112«l-8
John Schliemann (28) 1111011111—9 William Hughes {a7).2211«0i321-8
Dr Parker (28) 1012222111—9 Richard Hyde (22). ...1220101111-8
James Schevlin (23). .11.1112112-9 Dr Raynor (27) 2011001102—6
H Knebel, Jr., (30). ...21111.0121 -8 H McLaughlin (27). . .1103021020—6

ORESCENT GTIN CLUB.

May 6.—The attendance to-day at the Crescent Gun Club's monthly
live bird shoot at Dexter Park was very small, only three members
being present. The scores in the club race were:W D Gilman (28) 2101213-6 Jas Dykemann (28) 2022210—5
Geo Brunner (i8)......,.1002111—

5

NEW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

May S.—The semi-monthly club shoot of theNew Utrecht Gun C!lub
was held this afternoon at tne Dyker Meadow grounds. Gus Greiff
was the winner in Class A in the club event, D/". O' Brien winning in
Class B, GreifE also won a heat for the Bennett cup with 23 out of 25,
scoring in all 47 out of 50. Scores were:
Club shoot:

Gus GreiiBE (A) , ..... . , , llllllllllIllllllllOlllll -24
A AHegeman (A) 111111111111011111111010101—23
F A Thompson (A) 1101111111111110011111111 -28
M Van Brunt(A) llllllllllUlOOUllOIlOll -21
P Adams (A) lOOllllllllOlUllllOlllll —alW HThompson (A) 1111110100111111111011010 —19
J Gaughen (A) 0100111111100101111101111 —18
P E George (A) ,, 00010111011101111110110.0 —15
Dr O'Brien (B) 1111111010011111011111001 —19
C C Fleet (B) 011111111101001101101100100 -17
S Shepard (B) lOOOlllllllOOlOOllOlOlllll —17
Bennett cup shoot:

GEQreilf (A) ..,..., .....,1111111110111111011111111 —S3
J Gaughen (A) ............1111111101011001111111111 —21
MVan Brunt (A)... llillOOllOlIllOOlllllllll —30
FA Thompson (A) 0011111111101110001110111 —18
Dr Sheparo (B). 100011111110010011010111111-18
A A Hegeman (A),..,,.,...,.....^ lllOOOllllOllOOllOlIOUll —17
C C Fleet (B)..,.... .011111111101001101101100100—17
P Adams (A) OOUlOlOOlOlOllOOllUini —16
Dr O'Brien (B) ; OJIIIOIOOIIIOIIIOIIIIOOOOII—16
P E George (A).....^ , lOOlOOlOlOllOlllOOlOlllll —15W H Thomp.son (A) , lliOOlOflOlOUlOlOOlllOllOl —13
Sweeps were shot as follows:

Events: l a 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11:213
Van Brunt 8 5 5 7 4 8 10 6 3 0 4 1 4
Hegeman 8 5 6 7 5
Greiff 10 10 7 9 10 10 9
O'Brien 8 8 8
Adams fi 5 8 7 8 7 8 7 2 1 0 2 1FA Thompson 6 10 7 7 9 8 6 4 3 3 2 3 5W HThompson 10
George 6 6 7 ..
Dillon.. 6 3 .. .. ..

Shepard ,, 4 .. :

Gaughen :. 989 10 87081 8 35
Fleet 876794103110
Donley 8758800003
Nos. 1 to 7 inclusive were 10 targets at unknown angles; Nos. 8-13

were miss-and-outs at unknown angles. G. E. Pooi., Sec'y.

Gilbert Defeats Brokaw.
New York, May 8.—One of the most important matches of the sea-

son, and probably about the last, was shot to-day on the grounds of
the Larchmont Y. O. The conditions were 30yds. rise, 30yds. bound-
ary, 200 birds per man, and the contestants were H. B. Gilbert and
AV. Gould Brokaw.
The match excited a good deal of interest, both parties being well

known in trap-shooting circles. Gilbert in particular has had a most
remarkably successful career at the traps this season, losing only
match out of many that he has shot. Brokaw, on the other hand,
has not been seen much at the traps of late, as he has been spending
the winter for the most part at Palm Beach, Pla.; his practice work
for this match, however, showed that he was in the best of form, as
he scored 49 straight one day, and 177 out of 200 in a trial match.
There was quite a little betting on the result of the match, Gilbert
having the call. He was handled, as usual, by Capt. A. W. Money,
while Geo. S. McAlpin looked after Brokaw. Col. H. A. Batter was
the referee.
There was quite a gathering of club men when the race started, oa

the arrival of the 10 A. M. train. Among those present during the
match were: Noel E. Money, Capt. A. W. Money, W. A. H. Stafford,
G. S. McAlpin, John Boudoume, Charles Hibbart, Daniel Bradley,
Fred G. Moore, Col. Butler Mayhew Bronson, Frank Hardy, Roger
Lamson, E Payson, Clifford Brokaw, C. U. Hamilton, George Ide, E.
S. Hatch and D. B. Gilbert.
Gilbert won easily by 12 birds, his score of 175 being very good in

view of the fact that the birds Were a fast lot and that there was a
strong breeze blowing across the grounds. The SOyds, boundary, too,
must not be forgotten. The score tells how the match was shot:
H B Gilbert 0222222202^2^240^233^2022—21

0424230312222210110321033-20
2020.'a2331212242434232223—28
222 i!333233y243a223a3*;0232—24
02022333132l21233S;Oi32ia2-23
232102302022302331240132<;—30
222134(K)212032<i3ft3211231- 22
2222133032111113012411222—23-176

W Q Brokaw 2a033i;33200423-23003430020 -07
0333223222022^21302423420—21
3243023122220021212110041—20
102244202il40211231111120-31
3203403411302340302203111-19
1344323422303424222220223—23
1121834323003323033302340—20
22433012321203222iO.>24s33-S3—163

Rhode Island Trap-Shooting' Club.
Provipknok, R. I., April 29.—The first of the series of prize shoots

arrangeu tor the members of the Rhode Island Tran-Shooting Club
was decided to-day. The prize was a silver can of W-A Smokeless
powder, and four cans of the same powder, five prizes in all. Event
No. 3 was the prize shoot; in this event P, H. Randall and R. C. Root
tied for the silver can, which has to be won three times before be-
coming the property of any on 3 member. The numbers in brackets
after a shooter's name denote the number of extra targets allowed.
Those who were not members of the club were not entitled to any of
the prizes. Next week's gontest will be known as the Gold Dust pow-
der event, and there will also be another 35-target race for the silver

W-A can. Below is a summary cf the scores made to-day

:

Events: 1 » 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 ii 3 4 6 6
Targets: 35 10 25 lo 10 lO Targets: «5 10 95 10 10 10

RCRoot(6) 18 6 21 5 10 7 G Cornett (6) 5 18 6 5 8
JC Lamb* 19 7 16 8 D Green* 7 19 .. 7 ..

F J Greener (0).. 17 8 18 7 .... F Arnold* 8 17.. 4..
SF Wilson (0)... 16 8 16.. 5 8 W H Sheldon (0). ..10 17 9 6 7
JFBusselKb),.. 16 5 17.. 7.. P H Randall (0). .. . 721.. 8 6
E C Whitaker (0) 18 9 18 8 Brownell*.... 5.,,,
H Remington (6) 14 6 20 7 . . .

.

* Not members. J. F. Russell, Sec'y.

At Watson's Park.
Chicago, 111., May 4 —Tlie following scores were made to-day on

targets:
Bob Whitfi , 1011101111111111111100110-^
EE Neal,,....,i.,„... 11101111010111lllllllllll-:^43

J H Amberg 1110101001010011111111011—17
A S Klelnman 1111010111111101011111111 -21—38
Match, 50 targets:

A SKleinman. ...11101110011111111111101111011011111111111111111111—44
Gillespie 11111111111111111111010110110101111001110000011011—37
May 5.—Live birds:

Simonette 001308212111200110102311003182-81
Tony 12184011120310010.00 —13
B Barto 134031103010010 — 9
Bacci ,.,.......0201000000 — 8
Andrews ,4,,., ,,.0201003300 — 4
Grassi .......03210 —8
Kissane 10013 _ 3
Same date a 75-target match between Dr. Lane and Dr. Hungate re-

sulted in a win for Dr. Hungate by the score of 61 to 87.

Ravelbwjg,

Kentucky Gun Club.

,

LouisViLLB, Ey., May 3.—The Kentucky Gim Club opened its season
»n Saturday last, May 1, under adverse conditions so far as weather
was concerned. The following cUpping from the Courier Journal of
yesterday gives a good account of the proeeedings, and also gives
the dates of the coming shoots of the club:
"Despite the cold, blustery weather, twelve members of the Ken-

tucky Gun Club gathered on their grounds at Fifth and L streets
yesterday, inaugurating the season, which lasts till the close of Octo-
ber. Those who participated in the first day's shoot were Messrs. W.
W. Thompson, H. J. Lycms,. W. L. Lyons, A. L, Phelps, Jr., A. P.
Houston, J. B. Williamson, J. B. Alexander, Emile Pragoflt, John
Pnns, H. T. Smyser, Sam Hutchings and Bland Ballard.
"The members of the club are divided into three classes. A, B and

C, according to their proficiency in shooting. Every Saturday a con-
test will take place, and the member of each class who has won the
greatest number of times by the close of the season will be given a
gold medal. The birds are projected from five traps and always at
unknown angles. In Class A, Mr. A. P. Houston won yesterday,
making 22 out of a possible 25 points. In Class B, Messrs. W. L. Lyons
and H. T. Smyser were lied, each making 17 points. On the shoot-
off Mr. Lyons won. In Class C, Mr. John Prins won, hitting 14
bu'ds.

'•On Decoration Day, which will be the fourth anniversary of the
club, a large attendance is expected at the shoot from all over the
State, and on July 4 the annual meeting will be held for the cham-
pionship of the State."

Missouri and Kansas Gun Club Tournament.
Little Rock, Ark., May 7.—Under this title will be given a tourna-

ment at Jophn, Mo., May 25-37 with $300 added money. The pro-
gramme will consist of ten 20-target events each day, with tour
moneys in each purse.
W. G. Sergeant and C. M. Sumner are the promoters of this shoot,

and they, in connection with the other sheoters from Joplin, Mo.,
and Galena, Kan. (where the shooters composing the above club re-
side), are sure to give those who attend a good shoot. Sergeant is
well known all over the country as one of the best amateur shots, and
there has not been a shoot of any consequence in the West for the
past two years that he has not attended. This alone should materially
increase the attendance, as reciprocity and the promoters' popularity
is frequently instrumental in inducing shooters to attend tournaments
whom added money would have failed to bring.
Those who attended the Joplin shoot in '1)6 will recall that every-

thing was carried out as announced, and that it was one of the best
managed affairs on the circuit, and that the hospitality shown the
visiting shooters was generous to a fault. Joplin is only 160 miles
from Kansas City, and this shoot, following right after the Missouri
State tournament, will make it convenient for shooters from a dis-
tance to attend this one also. Just ship your shells to E. Webster,
Joplin, Mo., and you will find them when you want them.

Paih^ R. LrrzKE.

AU prepai'ations for the delegates from the different New Jersey
gun Clubs on May 19 have been completed. The hour for the meet-
ing is set for 8 P. M., and the place of meeting is Room 1009, No. 877-
379 Broadway, New York city, the rooms of the Sportsmen's Associa-
tion. So many clubs have notified the committee appointed to call
the meeting of their having appointed delegates, that the success ot
the efforts to re-organize the old State organization, or to organize a
new one, is insured. We may now look for a State shoot in New Jer-
sey some time this summer or during the early fall. All gun clubs
that have not elected delegates to date should do so at once.

lnBtvet§ to ^otreBpand^nk.

No notice taken of anonyruonB communications

Party op Three.-You will find good bluefishing and weakflshing
at Bamegat, M . J., in the season. Write to Capt. John Kelly to keep
you posted.

H. P., New Haven, Copn.—Ans.: Articles on smokeless powder
small bore hunting rifles were published in our issues of Sept. »6.
Oct. 17 and Nov. 21, 1896.

In answer to H. B. C, North Ferrisburgh, Vt., last week, an error
was mdde in printing "burst" for "hurt " The sentence should read
"They (steel gun baiTels) are also less liable to be hurt by falls or
blows."

B. B.—For the New York law on black bass see fishing columns.
Best places near New York are Lake Ronkonkomo, L. I., and Green-
wood Lake, N. Y. Write J. E. Waterstone.

A. H. S., Meshoppen. Pa.—For June trout flies select grizzly-king,
brown-hackle, professor, ibis, cow-dung, silver-doclar. Use dark
flies on bright days, and bright flies on dark days.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Marlin Model of 1897.
The Marlin Fire Arms Company, New Haven, Conn., send us an

advance notice of a new .SScal. repeating rifle, which will be ready for
delivery June 15.

This is a take-down repeater, weighing, with 24in. barrel, BJ^Jlbs.,
and shooting without any change in adjustment the short, long and
long rifle cartridges for this cahber. The action of this rifle is that of
the very popular model of l!593, with the addition of the take down
feature and various improvements.
Chief among these improvements may be noted the following: The

working parts are of tool steel, carefully hardened and guaranteed to
wear, while the receiver is of the special tool steel used in the Marhn
high-power smokeless rifles.

The important factor of cleaning has received due attention, and a
great advance has been made in this respect. The barrel may be
cleaned as easily from the breech as from the muzzle, and the work-
ing parts are finely polished, thus insuring an action even smoother
than in the famous model of 1893. All pans of the action are se-
curely fastened, so that none can be lost; but at the same time all
may readily be removed, if desired, and every crevice thoroughly
cleaned.—jdciv.

Bicycles.
The Relay Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa., issue a neat catalogue of their-

well-known and reliable bicycles. The Relay line is very complete,
including six models ranging in price from #60 to $100, besides tan-
dem, combination tandem and tricycle tandem.
The latter is a novelty in cycle construction, and should prove very

popular with persons who have hereiofore been debarred from the
pleasures of cycling through the fear of upsets.
Relay bicycles possess many features of sterling excellence, none

of which is jierhaps more striking than their visible ball bearings,
which enable the rider to inspect the bearings without re-noving the
wheel from the frame. Catalogues will be sent on application.

—

Adv.

Antidote to Ivy Poisoninfir.

HiBAx is a non-poisonous lotion for external use, which^insures an
instant cure for ivy poisoning and the bites and stings of poisonous
insects. It is said that a single application will relieve the pain
caused by a bee or hornet sting, and a few days use will cure the
most obstinate case of ivy poisoning. The preparation is especially
valuable to sportsmen as an antidote to the poison of black files,

gnats, etc., and the importance of having this article on hand ready
for use should not be overlooked.—..^.tiv.

A Fishing Trip
Along the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is the
title of a beautifully illustrated pamphlet of thirty-two pages, the
contents of which are devoted to practical methods of fish-catching
in near-by lakes and streams.
One copy will be sent to any address on receipt of two-cent postage

stamp. Geo. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent, 410 Old Colonv
Building, Chicago, III.—^c!w.

Hunting' Iiaunck.

The Alec vapor engine launch is provided with a motor controlled
from the bow, and is especially adopted for hunting. No licensed en-
gineer or pUot is required. Catalogue, containing full particulars,
will ba mailed on receipt of 10 cents in stamps by the Marine Vapor
Engine Co,, foot Jersey avenue, Jersey City, «.
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If we are content with, an ungfainly fly^ we will

be satisfied with inferiority of rod and tackle? and
althougfh the fish may not see the difference^ the
angler may become, from negflectingf one point,

slovenly in alL A well-made fly is a beautiful

object, an ill-made one an eyesore and annoyance

;

and it is a gfreat satisfaction both, to exhibit and
examine a well-filled book of bandsomely-tied
flies. R. B. Roosevelt.

Cbe forest ana Stream's Platform PlanK,

" The sale ofga?ne should be p'ohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1897.—No. III.

NEW HAMVSHIRIi:.
Act of March 3, 1S97 —Section 1. That any person -who

sTiall for the whole, or any part of the time, engage in the
busiaess or occapation of fishing on any of the streams or
ponds of this State for the brook or speckled trout, or in the
lakes thereof of less size than the first Connecticut lake for

lake trout, with intent to sell or trade fish so caught, shall
for every such offense he fined not less than 8'400, or impris-
oned not less than thirty days or more than six months, or
both

TUB MAINE aUIDE LICENSE.
«

TiiE Maine guide registration law provides that before

engaging in the business of guiding one must register with

the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game his name, age

and residence, and must procure from the Commissioners

a certificate setting forth that he is deemed suitable to act

as a guide. For this certificate he is required to pay a fee

of |1, and for failure to comply with the law there is a fine

of |50. The obligation is not imposed upon any person

who does not directly or indirectly hold himself out to the

public as a guide, or directly or indirectly solicit employ-
ment as such. Every registered guide is required from
time to time, as requested by the Commissioners and on
blanks furnished by them, to "forward a statement to them
of the number of persons he has guided in inland fishing

and forest hunting during the time called for in said state-

ment, the number of days he has been employed as a guide,

and such other useful information relative to the inland
fish and game, forest fires, and the preservation of the for-

ests in the localities where he has guided, as the Commis-
sioners may deem of importance to the State." Whenever
a registered guide is convicted of a violation of the fish or
game laws he shall forfeit his certificate and be debarred
for one year from engaging in the business of guiding.

The purpose of the new system manifestly is to give the
Commissioners, who represent the executive machinery of
the game law, some measure of control over the guides, who
are most directly and personally responsible for the ob-
servance or the violation of the law in the woods. No one
will question that the INIaine guide has it absolutely within
his own control to see that the game law shall mean in the
cover of the forest precisely what it does on the page of
the statute book. When a man from Boston or Worcester
or Providence or Albany, or New York or Philadelphia
goes into the Maine woods and takes his game out of sea-
son or by dogging it into the water, he does so, and can do
so, only with the purchased connivance, encouragement
and assistance of his guide. And not only this, but he
dares to defy the law only because he believes that he
may trust his guide and accomplice to keep mum about it

afterward.

This is not saying that ninetymine out of every hundred
sportsmen who go down to Maine are not in spirit and
practice observant of the laws; nor that ninety-nine guides
out of every hundred are not in spirit and practice law
abiding. The fact remains that the hundredth sportsman
and the hundredth guide do kill an unconscionably large
amount of game in forbidden ways and seasons, and it is

to get control of this hundredth factor that the guide
license and guide reporting, after coming out of the woods,
ystem has been put into effect. If the constitutionality of

the law shall be tested, doubtless the line of reasoning

adopted for its defense will be to show that no new prin-

ciples are involved, but that the law involves only familiar

ones carried to an extreme.

The police power of the State is very broad. In rela-

tion to game and fish it may prescribe conditions as to

when, how, by whom, and for what purpose they may be
taken; in short, may hedge about and restrict that taking

even to the point of absolute prohibition. Maine may
enact that moose may not be killed at any time, or that

they maybe killed at certain seasons only, tinder condi-

tions that the hunter be licensed or that his guide be
licensed, and that the killing be reported to the oflicials.

Guiding sportsmen is a part of hunting; as a part of hunt-

ing, it is subject to that legislation which has to do with
hunting. All that requires to be shown in defense of the

consijtutionality of this Maine guide's law in its general

character is that the statute is in the direct line of game
protection.

What the new system will accomplish in the direction

of eliminating from the guide's calling unworthy members
remains to be proved in practice. No qualifications are

named by which the Commissioners are to govern them-
selves in determining the fitness of an applicant; it appears

to be left wholly to their discretion to declare a man fit or

unfit to act as guide; and just here perhaps is the weak
point in the law. We may take for granted, however, the

desire and purpose of the Commissioners to exercise their

discretion for the good of the cause.

The chief objection to the system on the part of the

sportsman is found in a natural and quite defensible objec-

tion to having made public or a rUatter of record his ex-

perience in the woods. The thought that his success or

his failure, his goings in and comings out, rising up and
sitting down, are to be made subject of official investiga-

tion and chronicle, takes away something of the freedom

and abandon which are after all the chief charm of the

wilderness; and the law-abiding sportsman is quite as apt

to resent this feature as is his brother who finds in it a

hamper of lawlessness.

SNAP SHOTS.

Mk. James A. Miller, of Denver, Colo., has submitted to

Congressman John F. Shafroth a proposition with respect

to the buflfalo remnant in Lost Park Eeservation. There
are very few of these animals surviving, and the machinery
of the State game protective system does not seem to be
adequate to cope with the problem of their preservation.

They are killed by illicit hunting in such numbers as to

overcome the natural rate of increase. The end not long

deferred must be extinction, unless some more adequate
protection can be provided. Mr. Miller proposes that the

United States cavalry stationed at Fort Logan, near the
Park, shall patrol the buftalo country to keep out poachers

The proposal has much to commend it. The duty would
be an agreeable one for the troops, and although the
actual measure of protection might not be considerable,

the knowledge that iTnited States troops were on the look-

out would doubtless deter the rascally class of hunters who
are now bold, because under the present remote and inade-

quate system of protection machinery they have nothing to

fear. We trust that the matter may have favorable con-

sideration by the Interior Department.

Something of the complications and difficulties which
must alwa,ys attend interstate game legislation was hinted
at in the letter from Dr. Geo. W. Massamore, printed in

our last issue relative to the black bass law of the Potomac.
In the winter of 1895-96, the legisiatures of Maryland and
Virginia adopted laws providing a close season from April
15 to June 1 for Potomac black bass. The operation of the
statute, however, was made contingent upon the enact-

ment of a like law by West Virginia, and it was stipulated

that before the statute could go into effect in the three
States, its adoption must be proclaimed by each of the sev-

eral governors. West Virginia in its turn adopted the law
last winter, but the proclamation was not made in season
to procure the full close in time for this year. Last week
Gov. Lowndes, of Maryland, named May 19 as the first

day of the close time for 1897. Even the short season
thus provided will be beneficia,!.

year, has attracted some attention. It appears that the

justice authorized the prosecution under the misconception

that the Potomac black bass law was already in effect^

whereas it is to be said for Dr. Owen that the law—or lack

of law—was on his side, and he was guiltless of actual vio-

lation of the statute. The question comes up, whether
under such circumstances, it is the duty of an angler to

obey both the letter and the spirit of the law. The Mary-
land Legislature having enacted this statute providing for a

close season on black bass, to begin on April 15, but hav-
ing its operation dependent upon the adoption of a like

law made by sister States, the question is whether a fish

erman who governs himself by the ethics of the

fraternity rather than by the strict letter of tbe
law should refrain from black bass fishing after April 15,

or whether, taking advantage of the technicality of the
case, he should insist upon his right to fish. Under the
circumstances, should not an angler be governed by the
higher law? It is an encouraging sign of the times to ob-

serve that this opinion is held by those who have ex-

pressed themselves in the local newspapers. Long before

the millennium shall be proclaimed, anglers and shooters

will govern themselves by the spirit as well as the letter

of the game laws. The call to do this is not uncommon
For instance, on Long Island, New York, because of a
bungle in the law, birds which should be unprotected

from Aug. 15 to Jan. 1 are actually unprotected fronj Jan,

1 to Aug. 15. Observing the strict text of the prohibi-

tion, one might kill these birds in the springtime, and yet
defend his action upon the ground that he was law-abiding,

whereas the obligation of his profession as a sportsman
would require him to abstain from shooting in the un-
timely season permitted by the law, even though he was
thereby deprived of his sport the year around. A similar

condition of affairs existed not long ago in Minnesota
where certain birds were by a twist of the law protected

at the seasons when they should be pursued, and were left

without protection in the nesting and immature periods.

Under these conditions no one who professes to be
governed by an enlightened regard for the interest of pro-
tection, or even by considerations of ordinary individual de-
cency with, respect to game can do other than observe the
spirit rather than the strict letter of the statute. It has been
intimated that Dr. Owen will take his grievance of an un-
warrantable arrest before the Grand Jury, and the justice

retorts that as -for him he would be content to abide by the
decision of a committee of leading citizens respecting his

official action. As this is a question of field ethics, it should
be left to the decision of sportsmen. If Dr. Owen and the
Justice would submit their sides in the Forest and Stream
columns we could assure them of even and exact justice at

the bar of public opinion.

The establishment by the Governor of Wisconsin of a
Bird Day marks a distinct advance in public opinion by
one of the most progressive States in the Union, and this

proclamation is likely before long to be followed by simi-

lar action in other States. Slowly, but steadily, the inter-

est in bird protection has been growing, ever since the
Forest and Stream, nearly twelve years ago, originated
the Audubon Society idea and started the first Audubon
Society, which it carried on unaided and alone for several

years. Now there are Audubon Societies in many States,

and the interest in them and in their work is constantly
increasing. These societies appeal to two motives: the
sentimental and the economic; and gain support alike

from the tender-hearted and from the hard-headed and
practical. To the latter class the effective presentation of
the subject in Miss Merriam's little book, "How Birds
Affect the Farm and Garden," is a cogent argument, and
the Massachusetts Audubon Society has distributed a
large number of copies of this pamphlet with great benefit

to its work.

Florida mockingbirds have been trapped, and their

nests robbed, until the diminution of numbers and the
silence of field, garden and woodland have awakened
alarm. The Legislature now in session is considering a

measure for the protection of the birds. It should be
made a law; and means should be provided to miake the
law a force rather than a farce.

The case of Eev. Dr. Owen, of Hagerstown, Md., who
was up before a Williamsport justice of the peace on the
charge of having caught Potomac bass out of season this

We regret to record the death of Mr. Charles E. Parker
of Meriden, Conn., vice-president of the Charles Parker
Co. and a member of the firm of Parker Bros. Mr
Parker succumbed to pneumonia, on May 11; he was in
his fifty-sixth year.
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A HOT SPRINGS ADVENTURE.
I RESIDE in that part ofnorthern Ohio which was formerly

the Wyandotte Indian Eeservation. The General Gov-
ernment made a treaty with the Indians in 1843 under
which the red men were removed beyond the Mississippi
Eiver, and the lands were put into the market.
The result is that this portion of Ohio is much behind

the other portions of the State in the way of settlement
and improvements, though developing rapidly of later

years.

Until a comparatively recent date game was very
abundant. Deer and turkeys afforded splendid sport, in
which, your humble servant took a hand.

I have spent the greater part of my life here, but as
game became scarce I have made numerous excursions to

the West and South, where the woods, prairies and
streams afforded ample sport with rod and line, dog and
gun.
Having heard of the Ozark Mountains and Hot Springs

of Arkansas, I made that country a visit last fall. I found
good sport in the valley of Washita Eiver. I and some
genial friends were treated one beautiful moonlight night
to a possum hunt by some hospitable native darkeys. Our
game was roasted in good shape and served up by the col-

ored hostess in artistic style, after whicli we were treated
to plantation "music and dancing.
The fishing in Washita Eiver and the tributary moun-

tain 8tream§ was quite exhilarating.
While in that region I spent some time in the pretty

little city of Hot Springs, nestled in a beautiful glen, where
numberless springs come boiling hot from the mountain
sides.

I have been healthy, and stood backwoods life very well
until age came upon me and with it an attack of rheu-
matism. I had read a Government report from the pen of
an official scientist, describing the curative properties of
the springs, I therefore went prepared to spend some time
at that famous health resort.

I took up quarters at a first-class hotel and stood the
fancy rates, because I had confidence in the magic of the
baths and anticipated that my stay would be brief.

I consulted a physician of high standing, who thor-
oughly investigated my corporal system and pronounced
my malady to be gout, but otherwise I had a remarkable
physique tor a man past three score and ten; and the gout,
he said, would readily yield to treatment together with the
efficacy of the baths.

I obeyed his orders implicitly and soon experienced
palpable relief, but was called home before my course was
completed and before the muscles of my thighs resumed
their former tension and elasticity.

I enjoyed hotel life very well, and the beautiful natural
scenery, the streams; the rocks and hills, so different from
the level plains and woods of western Ohio, were new and
delightful to me. I soon made some pleasant acquaintances
with invalids and tourists, who treated me politely and
made due allowance for my rural manners. They fre-
quently laughed at my rustic jokes, and gave me liberal
applause for homely anecdotes and yarns.

It was perhaps lucky for the social position which I
speedily obtained that I had the forethought before leav-
ing home to put myself in the hands of a fashionable tailor
and proprietor of a gent's fiirnishing store, out of which I
came equipped in good style, and so far as dress was con-
cerned I stood high among the fashionable guests at the
hotel. I was perhaps deficient in anotherrespect—I never
had been placed under the tuition of a French dancing
master, nor did I ever have any formal instructions in per-
sonal deportment, the etiquette of the drawing room, or
fashionable carriage of my person. I suppose, therefore,
that I was over-dressed for one of my station in life, and
my rustic movements showed the more plainly in contrast
with my fine suit of clothes.

To this, on reflection, I suppose I may also attribute the
adventure which I will endeavor to describe.
One evening after a stroll up Happy Hollow, where I

had feasted on a violin concert by a native, with orgaa
accompaniment, and where I reveled in the delight
of the beautiful surrounding scenery, when leisurely-
sauntering to my hotel, I was met by a polite gentleman,,
who cordially grasped my hand, exclaiming:
"How do you do, Mr. Hanes? I am very glad to meet youi

again. Don't remember me? Why, don't you mind whem
I met you in

,
Ohio, and was introduced to you by

Henry Eobinson, the banker? By the way, I then lived im
Cleveland, and still make that my headquarters, though
not there much of the time. Mr. Eobinson is my cousin."'
The circumstance of the former introduction by Mr.

Eobinson had faded in my mind, but I politely concealed!
it. He said he could introduce me to some genial friends
in Hot Springs who would contribute to the pleasure of
my visit, and made an appointment to meet me the next
morning at 9 o'clock on the veranda ofmy hotel.

I pretty nearly forgot my engagement the next morning,,
but my mind recurred to it and consulting my watch I
found I was half an hour late. I went to the veranda,
however, and there sure enough was my friend, who had
the patience to wait for me—I learned "from him that it
was a pleasure to wait for a friend of his cousin, and he^
invited me to accompany him. He took me upstairs to a.
room in a corner building across the street immediately
opposite the hotel.

I was surprised to find myself ushered into a gaudily
equipped gambling room. There sat behind a faro table a.
well-dressed man reading a morning paper. My friend in-
troduced me and asked for another gentlemanwho he had
said was fond of playing whist for amusement.
The proprietor of the room said it was earlier than he^

usually came, but to make ourselves at home; lie would,
doubtless soon be in.

In the meantime my friend, the cousin of Henry Eobin-
son, began to inquire of the proprietor in regard to the
game of faroj saying he had never seen it played. The'
genial proprietor carefully explained the game, saying it.

was purely a game of chance, and chances were supposed
to be even; that the only margin by which the proprietor
could live, pay hie light, fuel and rents, was the splits. He
explained to us what the splits were. He showed a small
nickel box which was open at the top, except a narrow rim
that kept the cards to their place; the deck of cards that
were pasted in rows on the table were those on which the'

player bet his money. The dealer drew his cards out of
the nickel box one by one, face upwards, laid the first card
next to the box, which was the dealer's side, and the next
card was laid in a separate pile, which was the player's side.
If the card on which the player bet fell on his pile, he won;
and if it fell on the dealer's side the player lost. If two
cards of the same denomination came from the box to-
gether, it was a split, and the dealer got half the stake.
According to mathematical investigation, the odds were
17 per cent, in favor of the dealer, which is the pittance on
which he is doomed to live; although he didn't complain
in that respect.

My friend's curiosity was not yet satisfied. He stepped
to the next table and- asked for an explanation of that
device.

_
The gentlemanly proprietor said it was roulette,

and politely explained its operation. There was a con-
cave wheel revolving horizontally, a marble ball was
thrown in the wheel with an impulse in the opposite
direction. The centrifugal force for some time kept the
marble in the outer rim of the wheel. As it slowed down
the marble approached nearer a center circle perforated
with holes and the marble fell into a cell, which deter-
mined whether the outsider won or lost. There were
certain chances and combinations to encourage laets

against odds, with big results to the player if he took the
chances; but I cannot retain it all in my memory. He
next gratified my unsophisticated friend" by explaining
another device; but here I became confused and cannot
now clearly describe its workings.
Itconsisted ofa funnel, shaped not unlike thehour-glass

carried by Father Time, with tortuous and rugous interior,
and parti-colored cells below, into which a marble fell

after wending its winding way from the top of the funnel.
The outsider's bet was decided by the color of the cell into
which the marble settled. I can't remember the name, but
he said it was a Mexican game, and the chances were ab-
solutely even.
My friend, the relative of Mr. Eobinson, thereupon said

he would try his hand on that game, and started by the
purchase of $5 worth of ivory checks. He won. He bet
on another color and won again. He continued to win.
When he had several $5 stacks of chips in front of him
he generously passed one of the stacks to me and told me
to try my luck. I bet, and much to my surprise made mar-
velous winnings. Large stacks of checks were piled before
both my friend and myself The proprietor, to make sure
that he had sufl3cient currency to avert a failure of his
bank, took from his pocket several packages of National
Bank notes of large denominations, each package indicat-
ing from $100, $500 to $1,000.

At this time our winnings were over $1,000 each. We
bet again and our luck was amazing. We won again.
At this point the proprietor became agitated, and said

the bank had a rule that they must be satisfied
they were playing with persons of responsibility, who,
if they should lose, could stand it. He asked my friend
regarding his financial condition. The latter answered
that he had plenty of means, but had not much money in
his pocket.
"Have you money elsewhere, or a bank account?" asked

the proprietor.
He answered that he had $30,000 on deposit—$20,000 in

a Cleveland bank and $10,000 in Toledo.
The proprietor said he would require of us a deposit of

$1,000 each as a guarantee that he was not playing against
irresponsible parties. He didn't doubt our solvency, but
it was a rule they had. He inquired of me in regard to my
.financial ability, I told him what was true—that I had
but $10 in my pocket. He asked if I had money else-

where, I told him I had $200 deposited at the hotel. He
asked if I had a bank account. I told him I had an
ample bank account in Ohio. He said it was against
their rule to take bank checks of strangers, but he would
waive it in our favor, as I was virtually vouched for by the
friend who introduced me. Therefore, as a favor to us, he
would take our checks.
Here another trouble arose. My friend had none of his

blank checks with him, and I told him I was in the same
fix. The proiM'ietor appeared to be a man of versatility.

He said he had blank checks that could be readily filled

out for any bank, and he passed a book of blank checks to
my friend, who filled out and signed his check on his
Cleveland bank for $1,000. While this was going on the
proprietor blandly repeated that it was a mere matter of
form for the temporary show of compliance with their rules,

and continued in that strain during the process of the writ-
ing. Then my unsophisticated friend passed the book of
blank checks to me, saying that he was satisfied it was a
:mere form to go through before the banker cashed in our
ivory checks or continued the play, and advised me, with
a tone of friendly confidence, to put in my check with his
for the temporary purpose of drawing our big winnings.
By this time it dawned on my mind that my friend

would hardly conduct me to a benevolent institution in
order to have a sudden fortune burst upon me. I hastily
reasoned with myself, also, thatiif the proprietor got pos-
isession ofmy check he might attach more importance to it

than a mere temporary matter of form, and change his
mind about returning it. I further hastily reflected that
my big winnings, stacked

_
on the table before me in the

ishape of ivory chips, needing only the form of the banker
dealing out the cash for them, ought to be a guaranty that
1 was temporarily, as a matter of form, good for $1,000, and
I promptly and without hesitation declined to give my
check. He raked in our chips and said it was lucky for

him, because the banl^saved that much loss.

I noticed, however, that the big veins swelled on his
neck, his facial expression at once assumed a tone of dis-

appointment, and his manly brow displayed all the hues
of the rainbow.
I turned to see what comments my friend the cousin of

Mr. Eobinson had to make, but he had vanished. I

walked out of the room with becoming dignity, reflecting

on my first experience with a bunco steerer and his con-
federate, who most likely obtained my name and address
on the hotel register, and the name of Mr. Eobinson by
reference to a banker's directory, S. E. Hanes.

A St, Petbrsbdrg paper says that in consequence of a
silly rumor that the Turks had poisoned aU the herring in

the ocean, the peasants in some parts of Poland refuse to eat

any more of them.

By inadvertence Mr, Amery's paper last week, describing

<«port in British Guiana, was assigned to British Honduras,

THE WALTON CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In these days of private preserves in the Adirondack

region, when more than one-fourth of the wilderness is

owned or controlled by clubs, associations or individuals,
and printed notices, conspicuously posted, everywhere
warn the public that no trespassing is allowed, it is re-
freshing to recall the time in the not very remote past
when the hunter, angler and tourist were privileged to
roam the woods with perfect freedom. Although there
are now more than fifty of these preserves and over one
million acres of land on which people are prohibited from
setting foot without permission from the owners or lessees,
most of them have been established within a decade.
The first organization formed, or one of the first, for the
purpose of maintaining a private preserve in the Adiron-
dacks, was incorporated in 1877; so that it is only a score
of years, not a quarter of a century at- the most, since
there were no restrictions as to where a person could hunt
and fish.

Long before any preserve was established, however,
there were sportsmen's clubs whose members annually
visited the wilderness. The initial organization of this
kind, the famous Walton Club, was founded forty years
ago, and doubtless the readers of Fouest and Stream will
be interested to learn some facts about its early history
which are not generally known.
The club's membership roll contained the names of

many gentlemen who were prominent in political, pro-
fessional and business life, including Hon. John A. King,
Governor of New York State, 1857-59; Thomas G. Alvord,
Lieut.-Governor, 1865-67; Gen, E. U. Sherman, for years
prominently identified with the State Commission of Fish-
eries; William B. Taylor, Major J. P. Goodsell and Silas
Seymour, all of whom at different times held the office of
State Engineer and Surveyor; Hon. Eansom Balcom, Justice
of the Supreme Court; ex-Mayor Alrick Hubbell of Utica,
then State Senator from the Oneida district; Hon. Thomas
Jones, Jr., Hon. Ornon Archer and Major Charles M.
Scholefield, Members of Assembly; George Dawson, editor
of the Albany Journal; Lewis Gaylord Clark, for many
years editor of the Knickerbocker Magazine, and Alfred B.
Street, the poet. The club motto was "0; for a lodge in
some vast wilderness."
In the winter of 1857 several gentlemen, who had been

often attracted to the wilderness of northern New York by
the beauty of its primitive scenery, its exhilarating and
health-giving air, and the broad and fruitful field which it

furnished for the exercise of the arts of the hunter and
angler, for which they had congenial tastes, met in Utica
and formed a society with the design of making annual
trips to that inviting region, and by organization and sys-
tematic preparation and arrangement, of rendering as
perfect as possible their comfort and enjoyment in the
wilderness.
They gave their organization the name of the Brown's

Tract Association, to denote particularly the field which
was to form the center and principal circuit of their opera-
tions, which was the territory then known, geographically,
as Brown's Tract, a region embracing some 200,000 acres,
lying in the heart of the wilderness, studded with majestic
mountains, and gemmed throughout by crystal lakes.
They made their first visit to the woods in an organized
body in June, 1S57.

The second annual meeting of the society took place at
Albany, Feb. 10, 1858. For the reason that the name was
deemed as not sufficiently indicating the purpose of the
organization, it was changed to the North Woods Walton
Club, and articles of association were adopted, members
and officers elected, and a plan of a trip for the next sport-
ing season agreed upon. It was not the policy of the club
to seek accessions to its membership. It elected no honor-
ary members and had no "deadheads." Yet the members
were glad to welcome within their circle true spirits who
could share in their enthusiasm for nature's enjoyments,
who could find in the breathing of God's pure air and in
the contemplation of the beauties of primitive creation a
sufficient recompense for the toil and privation from lux-
ury which these enjoyments cost. In short, they desired
to have associates of such confirmed faith that they could
find in a bed of boughs a couch softer than down, and in
a bark shanty a palace grander than any celebrated in
Eastern fable. For such their arms as well as their shan-
ties were always open, "But to the pampered son of lux-
ury, who prizes nothing except as it ministers to his
animal enjoyment; to the conceited cockney, who recog-
nizes not God save in city fanes, who knows his fellow-man
only as the tailor has made him, and to whom all else in
the animal creation is but as beef in the shambles," their
doors were forever closed.

"The officers of the Walton Club for 1858 were: President,
Gen. Eichard U. Sherman, Utica; Vice-President, George
Dawson, Albany; Eecording Secretary, William B. Smith,
Eome; Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer, Major
Charles M. Scholefield, Whitesboro; Commissary, Eichard
U. Owens, Utica; Good Samaritan, Col. Onias P. Nellis,

Whitesboro.

The articles of association adopted by the club stated its

object to be "the diffusion of trout, deer, health and enjoy-
ment among its members." The qualifications for mem-
bership were: First—A unanimous election thereto at any
regular meeting. Second—An initiatory payment of $5,
and the annual payment thereafter of a like sum, on or
before March 1 . The failure to pay a ratable assessment
of expenses forfeited membership, and rendered the de-
linquent incapable of renewing his connection.
The fund arising from the iniatory and annual payments

was devoted to the purchase of camp furniture and other
articles of permanent outfit and the payment of necessary
contingent expenses. Additional expenses were defrayed
by assessment.
The plans of the club for 1858 provided for a trip by

several detached parties to Moose Eiver and Eacquette
Lake between May 20 and June 20. The region desig-
nated was then reached the most conveniently by the way
of Boonville. Frorii that place the most direct route was
via the old Brown's Tract Eoad, then a mere bridle path
through the woods, to the old Forge on Moose Eiver;
thence by alternate boating and carrying to the various
points to be visited. Transportation by wagon and by
pack horses was procurable in Boonville, but in order to
msm-e the most certainty and economy it was recom-
mended to the members of the several detached parties

that proper arrangements for transportation and for boats
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and guides be made through the commissary several weeks
in advance.

It was proposed that the detached parties should num-
ber at least six, and their locations, with accompanying
suggestions concerning other matters pertaining to the ex-
pedition, -were given in substance as follows:

1. One party will be located at the head of Third take
of the Moose River chain, which will be denominated and
considered the main camp, where the club has accommo-
dations for thirty men. This camp will form the center of
all operations during the stay in the Wilderness, being a
point from which either of the other camps may be
reached in from four to twenty-four hours travel. 2. One
at the Moose Lake, a tributary of the south branch of
Moose River. 3. One at the head of Fourth Lake. 4, One
at the head of Seventh Lake. 5. One at the North Branch
Lakes. 6. One at the Raquette Lake.
The Third and Fourth lakes are the most easy of access,

and the most convenient in every respect for camping
grounds. They aflford excellent trolling for the large lake
trout, while the First Lake and the inlets of the Third,
Fourth and Fifth lakes, all within a few ho^lrs' approach,
are stocked with speckled brook trout. The low grounds
bordering the south shores of these waters are favorite re-
sorts of the deer.

Moose Lake is good trolling ground for both lake and
speckled trout, and is not difficult of approach, though not
as convenient as the Third or Fourth lakes.

I'he fforth Branch lakes are celebrated sporting
grounds, but they are to be reached only by severe effort
by land and water, and none should undertake to visit
them except those inured to the hardships of the wilder-
ness.

The Seventh Lake is in its characteristics much like the
Third and Fourth lakes, though more remote from the
main camp.
The Raquette Lake is famous in the geography of the

Northern wilderness. It affords evety variety of sport,
and exhibits all the beauty of wild scenery. It is teached
only by a toilsome journey by land and water, but fur-
nishes more comfortable accommodations to the visitor
than either of the other lakes, as several families reside on
its shores who make provision for the entertainment of
parties. Those who may wish to see the most of the wil-
derness, and to enjoy in the largest measure the beauty of
wild scenery, are recommended to visit the Raquette.
The enthusiastic sportsman, inured to toil and hardship,

will, perhaps, prefer the lakes and streams of the North
Branch, where he will find ample scope for both his pro-
pensities and his powers of endurance.
Those who wish to avoid as much as possible the severer

experiences of wilderness life, and at the same time have
plenty of good sport with the wild denizens of the woods
and waters, should prefer the Third and Fourth and the
Moose Lakes. The Third and Fourth especially will be
chosen by the novices. These general remarks will serve
to inform the inquirer of the general plan of the expe-
dition.

Those were the days of long wagon rides over rough
and rocky roads, long carries with heavily laden pack
baskets and camping accessories, primitive log rafts and
open bark camps. In those times none but true sports-
men cared to visit the woods, for it was only the lover of
nature who could find there sufficient reward to compen-
sate him for the deprivations and hardships incident to a
wilderness trip. What was then considered the proper
kind of an outfit for the hunter and angler would now be
looked upon as decidedly eccentric by the average visitor
in the Adirondack region. Of course, many of the articles
then considered requisite to forest life would be useful
now, and some of them necessary, to the person campirg
out, but at the present time the percentage of people who
spend their vacations in bark shanties is very small. By
far the greater number find accommodations at the hotels
and boarding houses, or occupy cottages, and naturally
their needs diffijr quite materially from those of the Adir-
ondack visitors of forty years ago. In this connection it

is interesting to note just what was required for a complete
outfit in those early times.
The Walton Club recommended that each member

should provide himself with fishing tackle and a good
thick blanket. One rifle or double-barreled fowling piece,
or fowling and rifle combined, would suffice for every two
persons. Small arms were not considered requisite for
either sport or safety. Those w:ho carried firearms were
advised to provide themselves with an ample supply of
ammunition.
The articles of clothing recommended were as follows:

2 thin flannel or merino undershirts, 2 red flannel outer
shirts with pockets, 2 pairs of drawers, 4 pairs of woolen
socks,2 short hunting coats or roundabouts with ample pock-
ets, 2 pairs of woolen pantaloons, 1 pair of rubber overalls, 1

rubber coat, 1 Kossuth hat, 1 pair campaign boots, 1 pair
laced wading shoes with hob-nailed soles, 1 pair of leather
slippers, and 1 mosquito cap. This is a cap of oil .silk, made
to fit the head closely and to cover the forehead, ears and
cheeks, leaving only the eyes, nose, mouth and chin ex-
posed. It Should have flaps which can be tucked in the
collar of the shirt, and thus protect the neck from the
insects. In the above list is included the suit to be worn,
and these articles, with two or more strong towels, a cake
of Castile soap, a pocket-comb, tooth-brush, a pocket-knife,
suitable for dressing fish or game, a pocket drinking flask,
a water-proof box of matches, and a small vial containing
equal parts of oil of pennyroyal and spirits of camphor as
a preventive or antidote to the bites of insects, form all that
is necessary about the person. A few articles of standard
medicines, particularly in the ease of individuals subject
to sudden attacks of illness, might prove very serviceable.
For safe and convenient carriage, the articles not worn
about the person should be packed in a stout canvas or
rubber bag, impervious to rain. All superfluous articles of
personal baggage should be strong and compact.
The articles of fishing tackle required by each member

of the party were specified as follows: One fishing rod,
such as are made for general use, being medium as to
weight and elasticity, with reel and trout line; a trolling
rod with reel and a line of 150ft. or more, will also be
found convenient; one or more hand-lines for trolling; a
hauser-laid line of hemp is preferable; it should be of
T^in. diameter, and not less than 150ft. long. Tackle for
fly-fishing may be taken by those who are aSepts at that
branch of sport, but it is not at all requisite to success.
At least six gangs of hooks should be provided for troll-

ing. They should be composed thus: Three hooks. No, 0,

Limerick, should be firmly fixed on the end ofgimp in the
form of a grapple. An inch and a half above this should
be fastened two other hooks in similar form, but of one or
two sizes smaller. A still smaller hook should be tied on
a similar distance above. At a distance of 6in. from the
last hook a swivel should be attached to the gimp. Swivel
sinkers should be provided of various sizes, from 1 to 4oz.,

to be used with the gangs, which are for trolling with min-
nows. A Buel spoon, or spinner, of each of the sizes Nos.
3, 4 and 5, will also be found convenient for trolline;.

_
For buoy fishing, lines and sinkers of the same descrip-

tion will answer. The size of hooks for that purpose
should be that of cod hooks. The hooks of the Kinsey
pattern are the best. For speckled trout fishing, the fol-

lowing hooks should be provided: O'Shaughnessy Limer-
ick on snoods, one dozen each. Nos. 0, 1, 2 and 3; or the
same number of Kinsey hooks, Nos. 10,11, 12 and 13. The
Carlisle hooks are preferred by many. For sinkers, buck
and pigeon shot, split, are sufficient. ' Each person should
have a tin bait-box, with a strap to buckle round the body,
and also a minnow hook and line. Those who may have
gaff's would do well to take them. There should be a
]5lb. fishing basket to each man. Worm bait will be fur-
nished by the commissary.
In regard to camps and supplies this statement was

made: At all the camps above proposed, good shanty ac-
commodations exist. They will need but trifling repairs,
and new bedding with boughs. Sufficient cooking utensils
will be provided for all the camps. These, with the re-
quisite supply of articles of consumption, both solid and
liquid, will be distributed to each party at Arnold's, near
the Forge, or at the main camp, where all the parties will
rendezvous preparatory to going to their separate stations.
The articles of provisions furnished will embrace all the
substantials requisite for the supply of a good plain table.
Those who are fastidious in the use of the "Virginia weed"
will provide their own cigars, as only plain tobacco and
clay pipes will be furnished in this department.

It IS very requisite to the object of a trip in the wilder-
ness that the services of experienced and faithful guides
should be secured, as upon them must necessarily devolve
not only the piloting of the parties through the mazes of
the wilderness, but most of the heavy labor in field and
camp. Those who have visited this region before will
have their acquaintances and preferences, and will, there-
lore, need no suggestions as to choice. But for the benefit
of newcomers the names of the following guides, with their
respective post office addresses, are given, as those from
whom a choice may be safely made. There are many
others, readily attainable, and perhaps as meritorious in
character as those suggested; but these have been tried by
members of the club on Various trips, and are known to be
honest, capable and faithful: Otis Arnold, Edward Arnold,
Dwight Grant, Francis Grant, San. Sperry, Boonville;
George Morse, Little Falls; Frank French, Morehouseville;
Alonzo Wood, William Wood, Raquette Lake. The wages
of the guides are usually $1.50 cents per day, including use
of boat. The expenses of the trip are estimated at |30 to
each man.
The formal organization of the North Woods Walton

Club was celebrated with a banquet. Toasts were feelingly
and, in some cases, eloquently responded to. The remin-
iscences of wilderness experience, drawn out by the inspir-
ation of the occasion, were listened to with great interest,
recalling, as they did to all, romantic pictures, wild adven-
tures and pleasant recollections of "The dayswhen we went
gipsying, a long time ago." With the sentiment, the song
and story the hours passed cheerily away, and when the
time of separation came all felt, with perhaps pardonable
conceit, that "the fishing company is the best company."
The regular toasts were highly entertaining:

1. The Mglit Wa Celebrate: The memory of Nimrod and
Izaak Walton unite with the remembrance of our own wild
wanderings to make it glorious.

2. 7 lie President of the United States: An old Buck, ever
neglecting to take any doe, he must be considered ill bread.
(James Buchanan was President in 185S.)

3. The Governor of the State of New York: An excellent
man. May it be written in the third book of Kings how this
King, by careful attention to duty and constant improve-
ment of time, soared from the humble position of Governor
of the State to that of King-fisher among the Northern
mountains. (It will be remembered that John A. King, a
member of the club, was Governor of New York State.)

4. The Empire State: Ahead of the world for beautiful
women, brave men, speckled trout, and skill to catch
them.

5. The other States: Well enough in their way. Let
them keep out of ours. We give them all the road and
take to the woods.

6. BlacJtfiies, Mosquitoes and Pimkies: A cosmopolitan
police, detailed by Divine Providence, to guard the great
hunting park of the Republic from the incursions of cock-
nej'' poachers and murderers of deer in summer. Long
may they wave.

7. The Speckled Trout: Whether leaping the foamy cas-
cades in early June, enjoying his siestas in the cold, crys-
tal spring-fountains in summer, or lying in glorious state
upon the birch-bark table of the sportsman, he is every-
where the truly royal and princely head of the great fish
nation. May his shadow and substance never grow less.

8. Our Beer Friends in the Mountains: Long may they
roam over the breezy cliffs and among the fragrant forests
of our great free wilderness. Cursed be he who murders
them for money, or in mere wanton sport.

9. Fly Medicine: The only medicine that a true sports-
man ever requires.

10. Tlie Mountains, Forests, Lakes and Streamlets of the
Northern Wilderness: The shrine, the school and play-
ground of the true man. May their haunts never be dese-
crated by the scoundrel feet ofthe man who plies the rod
and gun for gain,

11. The Press of the Wildertuss: Elegantly- illustrated by
lodging seven men in a shanty built for two. May it never
lack for the right kind of matter.

13. Lewis Gay (Lord Clark), of the Knickerbocker Ma{ja-
zine. A truer man or a gayer lord never was known in
our great hunting park. May he never fail to be with us
in our forest home.
Volunteer toasts followed, and this featm-e of the post-

prandial session was also very enjoyable. They included
the following:

By Alfred B. Street—The Northern Wilderness:
Although but a shred of wild nature's mantle, which she
left in her flight toward the Pacific, before the sound of

the axe—it covers mountains whose summits tear the
clouds asunder, and skirts lakes in whose congregated
waters all the cities in the State could be whelmed, and
whose grandeur and beauty constitute the region as first
of "all that the genial ray of morning gilds, and all that
echoes to the song of even."
By Hon. O. AmmEK—T/ie President of the North Woods

Walton Olitb: Him of the cool head and warm heart;
whose talents are equal to any emergency, and whose
social qualities are not excelled—Gen. Richard U. Sher-
man.
By M^-roK Scholefield—Ow Worthy Vice-President, the

Ace of Trampers, George Dawson: We can count him here;
in the woods, being constantly tramping, no man can
count him at all. Long may he wade.
By George T)xv.'s,oi^—Alfred B. Street: The descriptive

poet of the forests and rural life of America.
By Major J. H. Ledlie—A. B. Barber: For a generous

heart, an open hand and good social feeling, he has no
superior. May he learn, by and by, to catch trout.
The Walton Club was in existence several years, and

its members annually visited the Fulton Chain, Moose
Uiver and Racquette Lake region. W. E. Wolcott,
Utica, K. Y., April 7.

FOREIGN SONG BIRDS IN OREGON.
Portland, Ore., May 5.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Answering yours of April 30, requesting information regard-
ing the introduction of foreign song birds into Oregon and
the measure of success attending the enterprise, permit me
to say: I have just had a lengthy and most agreeable chat
with Mr. C P. Ffluger, Secretary of the Society for the
Introduction of useful German Song Birds, and to whom is

due about all the credit of its very successful efforts. And
I herewith append a summary of my investigations and per-
sonal obssrvations.

In 1889 and 1892 the society introducted here 400 pairs of
the following species of German song birds, to wit; song
thrushes, black thrushes, skylarks, woodlarks, goldfinches,
chaffinches, ziskins, greenfinches, bullfinches, crossbeaks',
black starlings, robin redbreasts, linnets, singing quails,
goldhammers, linnets, forest finches, and of the plain and
black headed nightingales. The funds for defraying the
co9,^. of importation and other incidental expenses, and for
the keeping of the birds through the winter were subscribed
by the citizens of Portland and other localities in Oregon.
To import the first lot cost about $1,400. After the birds
were received they were placed on exhibition at the Exposi-
tion building for some days, and about $400 was realized,
which was applied toward the expense. Subsequently all
the birds, wdth the exception of the sky and wood larks,
were hberated near the City Paris. The latter birds were
turned loose about the fields here in the Willamette Valley.
The late Mr. Frank Dekum was a warm friend of the little

warbling strangers and subscribed most liberally, $250 at the
inception of the project and afterwards several hundred dol-
lars in furtherance of the scheme. Its successful consumma-
tion was a source of great satisfaction to him, and we of
Portland have much to thank him for in this matter.
When the second invoice of birds arrived it was late in the

season, and Mr. Dekum caused a very large aviary to be
built near his residence where all the sweet little strangers
were safely housed and cared for during the winter. The
birds were all liberated early in April ITp to that time
(Spring of 1898) the total cost of importing the birds amount-
ed to $3,100.

Since these birds were given their liberty the most encourag-
ing results have followed. It is generally believed that the
two varieties of nightingales have become extinct, as few
survived the long trip and none have since been seen. All
the other varieties have multiplied with great rapidity. This
is true especially of the skylarks. These birds rear from two
to four broo.is every season. Hundreds of them are seen in
the fields and meadows in and about East Portland, ard
their sweet songs are a source of delight to all of us. About
Rooster Rock, twenty-five miles east of Portland on the
Columbia, great numbers are to be seen. In fact the whole
Willamette Valley from Portland to Roseburg is fullof them,
probably not as plentiful as the ring-neck pheasant but
plentiful enough for all practical purposes. In and about
the city these sweet little songsters are in considerable abun-
dance. A number of the black starling make their homes
about the high school building. The woodlarks are also in
evidence to a pleasing extent.
There is a special State law in force for the protection of

these imported birds. They are all friends of the farmer,
especially of the orchardists. They are the tireless and
unremitting enemy of every species of bug and worm infest-
ing vegetables, crops, fruit, etc. And I can say "without
fear of successful contradiction" that they have voracious
appetites. Most of them have a liking for a mixed diet, and
my bill at the end of each month for bird provender is

suggestive to say the least. But I have ample recompense
when I go home in the evening, eat my dinner, light my
cigar, put my feet up on the railing of the porch and listen
to their earnest little reproaches and suggestions rii^ht at my
very elbow, S. H. Greene.

Tbose Orioles.

St. Augustine, Fla., May 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Before the grapes are ripe again, I mean to crook the
hinges of my knees and apologize to Mr. John Burroughs
for an attack I made on him a year or two ago for oriole
murder.
They are bewitchingly beautiful birds, and I have always

had such a feehng of affection for them, that I thought I
ought to enter the lists in their defense; but my experience
with them last summer softened my feeling toward Mr.
Burroughs for the murder of the innocents. I had grapes,
as he had (though they were nor, so precious as his), and if

the little villains could have devoured, in a decent and man-
nerly wa3', enough to satisfy their hunger, they would have
been welcome to all they wanted; but every grape in a
bunch would be punctured, and if they had been intended
for mark-:! the whole crop would have been utterly worth-
less.

We have here, as a summer bird, the Baltimore oriole,
and as damagerof fruit he is worse than any catbird that
ever broke an egg-shell. The black and orange beauty does
not stop with us, and I have not seen a single passing bird
this spring.

. Didymus.
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EFFECT OF MUSIC ON CAGED ANIMALS
Some time ago the writer was induced to experiment

upon the animals in the Zoological Garden in Lincoln Park,

with reppect to the effect of music upon them. The experi-

ments were made at G o'clock P.M.. two hours after feedino;,

and the instrument used was a violin.

PtjMA, Pantheb (FeliH comolov) Linne.—When the music
first hegan two specimens of this species -w ere resting

in fcte back of the cage, half asleep. At the first sound of

the violin they started up, and could not for a time locate

the sound, the writer being some distance from the cage.

They showed, however, that they liked the sound, and
when the player came as close as he could to the cage, they
manifested their appreciation by lying down at fullleagtji

and placing their heads between their paws. During this

time the music had been of slow and sweet pieces, such as

"Home, Sweet Home," "Annie Laurie," etc. Suddenly,
the player changed "Home, Sweet Home" to the "Irish

Washerwoman."" At this change the pantbers worked their

tails nervously and twitched their ears, and as it was kept
up for a time, they got up and began pacing up and down
the cage. From this action the writer judged that either the

jig music, being sharp and piercing, hurt their ears, or that

it was distasteful. After playing several jigs of this kind
the player again relapsed into soft strains, when the animals
slowly settled down in their old positions.

J.VGTJAR {Felis onca) Linne.—This animal behaved much,
as did the panthers. While the jigs were being played he
acted in a very nervous manner, jumping from a shelf to

the floor of the cage and back again. Soft music seemed to

quiet him. As the writer wa« leaving the jaguar's cage,

having ceased playing for the time being, the animal walked
up to the corner and reached out with his paw I oward the
player as far as he could. Whether this action was intended
to call thft player back, or was simply done to catch hold of
him, as many animals will do if a person gets too near to

the cage, the writer cannot say. It was a cui'ious fact that
when the paw was extended the claws were all retracted.

Leopabd (FeUs leopardns) Linne —Two specimens of

this species did not seem to notice the music to any extent,

except at first, as a matter of curiosily

Ilia's (Felis feo) Linne —The lioness Juno, with her three

cubs, occupied a large cage, and tbe player's attention was
next directed to these. While the music was being played
to tne other animals the lioness and cubs had been listening

and watcbing, the cubs playing about their mother's
haunches. As the violinist drew near the cage the cubs
scampered behind their part nt, the latter greeting the player
with a gentle hiss As the music struck up a lively jig the
cubs stood upon their hind legs and peeped at the player
over her haunches. They appeared very curious and much
puzzled, hearing these sounds for the first time. Desiring
to test their appreciation, the player slowly backed away
from the cage, playing all the time; as he retreated, the
cubs .gradually came to the front of the cage, and the
mother crawled to the front and placed her two fore-paws
between the bars and stuck her nose through as far as she
could. After retiring to the side of the hall the player again
moved toward the cage, but the family did not move, nor
evidence any displeasure when he came very close to them,
in fact, so close that he almost touched the great paws of
the lioness. As he played the soft strains of "Home, Sweet
Home" the cubs and mother sat motionless in rapt attention,

the former turning their heads from side to side. A jig

played very rapidly caused, the cubs to prance about in a
lively manner.
Bexgal Tiger (Felis iigris) Buff.—The music had a pe-

culiar effect on the pair of animals in this cage. The male
paid absolutely no attention to it, save glancing in the di-

rection of the plaj^er and giving a vicious snarl. The female,
however, acted as though she Uked it, for she j jmped upon
a shelf and placed her paws and nose through the bars as
described under tbe last species. A second experiment with
the male, later, when he was stretched out upon the lloor of
tbe cage, caused him ibimply to look at the player, twitch his
ears, and viciously spit and snarl at him. The female,
however, on all occasions showed that music was not dis-

tasteful to her and that it was, on the whole, pleasing
Hyena {Hyena vulgaris) But! — This animal is probably

the most cowardly of all the mammals, and the only effect
which music had upon two individuals was to cause them
to retreat to tbe farther end of the cage and try to squeeze
out between the bars. A lively jig frightened them nearly
to death, and made them tremble in every limb. Strange to
say. however, they did not howl or make the least noise.

Monkeys {QuaSr-uinana, Genus OynocejyJialus) —The mon-
keys evidenced great curiosity at the music, but did not
seem to show either pleasure or displeasure at the sounds.
A South American Sooty jUangabey, however, seemed to be
rather pleased with the str ains, particularly the jigs. This
animal is of a quarrelsome disposition, and is therefore kept
separate from the other monkeys. It was thought by Mr.
Sweeney, the keeper, that the sounds might awaken a feel-
ing of anger in him. but such was not the case. As the
violinist drew away, he followed as far as his cage would
allow. A spark of reason was observed in this animal. His
cage is of glass all around, and in order to hear the music
better he placed his ear to a crack in the door. This he did
several times as the player drew near or went farther from
the cage. The monkoys confined in the larger cage, also of
glass, formed themselves in a broken semicircle about that
part of the cage nearest the violinist, and looked at him in
apparent wonder. As he moved away from them, they
arose from their sitting posture with one accord, and fol-
lowed him along the side of the cage. This was probably
simply curiosity, although the music may have given them
some pleasurable sensations. On the whole, the monkeys
did not show as much intelligence as might have been ex-
pected from their high position in the scale of nature.
Bbown and White Pelicans (Pilecanus fuseus) Lime,

and (P. erytkrorhynchits) Gm.—Tbe pen containing these
birds is situated next to the monkey cage, and the music
was next tried upon them. The effect was somewhat start-
ling, for they all began to jump about, flap their wings, and
snap their hirge beaks; this might, perhaps, be called danc-
ing. When tbe violinist drew near the cage they snapped
at nim with thtir beaks.
The other birds in the animal house paid very little atten-

tion to the music, partly, perhaps, because they were sleepy.
Several varieties of parrots, herons and smaller birds were
tried in turn, but without producing any results worthy of
mention.
Coyote {Oanis lal/rann) Say.—The last experiment tried

was upon a den of coyotes iu the park. When the playing
began all the animals were in their holes, but the first note
bad hardly been struck when they came running out, a»d

raced up and down their den until they had located the

sounds. When this was done they all squatted in a semi-
circle about the violinist be having approached the bars of

the df n as near as possible, and sat in silence listening to

the music. When it ceased they ran up to the player and
pawed at him through the bars, indicating as plainly as pos-

sible that they wished to hear more. When he began to

play again they again silently formed in a semicircle. This
experiment was tried a number of times, but always with
the same result. During this time not a sound was uttered

by the coyotes, but a wolf in the den adjoining howled
lustily. Here, as in the other cases, soft, sweet music
seemed to be better appreciated than loud, harsh music.
Beside music made up of regular pieces, all sorts of

sounds were made by the violinist— screeches, piercing
notes, imitations of a" cat, cow, rooster crowing and pig
squealing, but these did not .seem to have much effect. The
loud, harsh, and piercing notes seemed to affect their ears,

for they moved them about nervously as though the noise
hurt the sensitive nerves. To sum up general impressions,
slow and soft music was received, as a rule, with more
signs of pleasure than the lively jigs. The females, also,

seemed to pay more attention to the music, and to be more
pleased with it, than were the males. The nocturnal mam -

mals were more interested than were the diurnal birds.

This was probably due to the fact that the experiment was
tried after dark, when the animal house was lighted only by
electricity. It was a curious and interesting fact that the
whole performance was conducted without an}^ noise other
than an occasional grunt from the lions. The experiment is

worthy of repetition, and should be made at different times
during the day, as in the early morning and at noon, just

before and after feeding, etc., to see whether or not these
conditions have any effect upon the result. The writer is

convinced that many interesting and valuable facts may be
learned by experiments of this character.

—

Frank OolUns
Baker, in American. Maiuralist.

THE LOST PARK BUFFALO HERD.
Den"s^er, Col , May 10 —Editor Forest and Stream: The

writer of the inclosed clipping, Mr. J, A. Miller, is clerk of
the U S Court in this district, and has held that oflice for
some twenty years. I think his estimate of the number of
wild buffalo in the Lost Park herd is probably too high. We
have in the State also another herd, or, at least, we did have
not long ago—of probably not more than ten or fifteen.

They increase very slowly, probably because of long isola-

tion and close in breeding.
The Yellowstone herd appears to be about exterminated.

Wm K. By^ers

The Secretary of the Interior at Washington, says the
Denver Republican, has under consideration a project which
will hereal ter fui'nish some of the Port Logan cavalrymen
with a novel variety of active duty in the summer and fall

seasons It is that a detail of regular army troopers be told
off to guard the herd of bufi'do which exists in Lost Park,
Colorado. There ai'e still about forty of these rare beasts
alive, but if some immediate precaution is not taken to pro-
tect them against the depredations of pot-hunters they will
speedily be exterminated. Late last fall one buffalo was
found dying at a remote distance from its fellows, having
been wounded a number of times by rifle bullets. It was
put out of pain by a deputy game warden, and its stuffed
frame is now among the collection of rarities in the rooms of
the State Historical society.

This incident led to the discovery that several others of
the herd had been killed during the preceding summer. Ko
trace of the marauders who did the killing could be dis-

covered, nor could any effective means be devised by the
State Game Warden to guard against them in future A
good deal of indignation was aroused thereat among sports-
men and others w ho are interested in preserving Colorado's
rapidly dwindling buffalo. As a result the scheme to use
cavalrymen was concocted, and James A. Miller, Clerk of
the Supreme Court, was delegated to communicate with
Congressman Shafroth on the subject.

This action was taken by Mr. Miller on the 5th of last

month, and yesterday he received from Congressman Shaf-
roth a reply to his letter, inclosing a statement from the
United States Adjutant General's office to the effect that the
military buffalo warden's proposal was under consideration
by the United Slates Department of the Interior.

Mr. Miller's Letter.

The following correspondence gives the outlines of Mr.
Miller's scheme for saving the Lost Park buffalo and the
progi'ess that has been made in putting it into effect:

"Denver, April 5, imi.—Ron. John F. SJiafrofh, Wasli-
ington, D. 0.: My Dear Sir—You will pardon me for tres-

passing on your time at this, your busy days, but the matter
I desire to call your attention to being in the interest of our
people, I know you will patiently consider it, and trust you
will be able to secure the rrlief.

"Some years ago that large tract of country lying between
the forks of tbe Platte River above Platte Canon, and ex-
tending west and south so as to include Lost Park, was set
aside and designated as Lost Park Reservation. It is covered
with fine timber, interspersed with beautiful streams abound-
ing in trout, and supplied from time to time with fry as ne-
cessity requires. There are many deer, and possibly a few
elk living in the park, but they are rapidly disappearing be-
fore the incursions of hunting parties.

•'The park also contains the {only herd of buffalo in the
State, the increase of which about keeps pace with the
slaughter. In fact, all game is being killed off, and the fish

are disappearing faster from their illegitimate destruction by
dynamite, etc., than they are replenished. Only last year a
herd of five buffalo were driven over to near the town of
Buffalo Park, and a fine bull killed by the miscreants. The
investigation by the State Game Warden resulted in the usual
report—killed by unknown parties.

"It has occurred to me that this park being so near to the
military post—Fort Logan—a detail of cavalry from that
post might be assigned to the protection of the game, timber,
etc —say eight or ten men—changing them from time to

time; and that the change for the soldiers would be not only
a recreation to them, but a great protection to the reserva-
tion. They might, by their own labor, build cabins scattered
through the reservation for their use, so that it could be
thoroughly patrolled, and a sure protection afforded against
the devastation.

"Don't you suppose by application to the War Depart-
ment, or through our department commander, that you
could effect this and have the matter arranged?
"Let me hear your views on this matter, and jf anything

is determined upon for this year it should have early action,

as the season for camping, hunting and fishing expeditions
is near at hand.

"I can see no objection to the suggestion offered, and it

looks as though it would be perfectly feasible, considering
the nearness of Fort Logan, and the little expense necessary
to carry it out. The mere experience of the 'blue coats'

throughout the park would have a tendency to keep nut or

hold in subjection that lawless element that is so destructive

to the games, and who set fires in the forests. Respectfully,

"Jambs. A. Miller."'

Congressman Shafroth's Answer.
"James A. Miller, Esq., Olerk of the Supreme Court, Den-

mr, Col.:

"My Dear Sir Y^ours of the 26lh inst. received, and in

reply thereto will say that I received your former letter rela-

tive to Lost Park reservation some time ago, and immedi-
ately submitted the same to the Secretary of War. I delayed
writing to you for the reason that I expected every day to

hear from the department, but as I have not been notified

concerning it, I will again look into the matter. Yours
truly, John F Sha-f^koth."
Congressman Shafroth's reply from the War Department,

received after tbe above letter had been written, is as follows:
"Hon. John F. Shafroth, House of Eepre.ientatives:

"Sir—I have the honor to inform you, in reply to your
inquiry of the 30th ultimo, that the communication of James
A. Miller, of Denver, Col,, requesting a detail of troops
from Fort Logan to protect the Lost Park Reservation, near
that post, which was referred by you to this Department,
was laid before the Secretary of War, and by him referred

to the Secretary of the Interior, to whose department the
subject-matter pertains No reply has yet been received
from the Department of the Interior. Very respectfully,

"J. O. GlLMORK,
"Assistant Adjutant-General."

SOUL IN ANIMALS AND PLANTS.
"Life and Immortality, or Soul in Plants and Animals,"

is the title of a new and well illustrated work of 489 pages,
treating on the immortality of all life, animal and vegetable.

Mr. Thomas R. Gentry, the author, is no novice in aulhof-
ship, he having written several other works on natural his-

tory. The theme is handled with skillful simplicity. There
is no striving for the abstruse and mystifying.^ The similar^

tty and relationship of animal and vegetable life are brought
home to the reader by a series of chapters on the iites,-

habits, mentality of the dwellers in earth) air and water, 'fhe

first chapter is devoted to cleaning up the ground in respect

to life and its conditions. He explains that mineral objects

are devoid of life, exhibiting only purely physical and
chemical phenomena, and showing no tendency to periodic
changes of any kind. Then, treating of plants and animals,
he says: "But objects belonging to the vegetable and ani-

mal kingdoms differ markedly from inert, lifeless, mineral
matter. Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen are the
most important of the few chemical elements which enter

into their composition, and these elements are combined into

complex organic compounds, which always contain a large

percentage of water, are very unstable and are ptouc to

sf ontaneous decomposition. They are composed of hetero-

geneous but related parts, termed organs ; the objects pos-

sessing them being called organized bodies. Some of the

lowest forms of animals have bodies whose substance is so
uniform that they exhibit no definite organs, but this excer*
tion does not affect the general value of this distinction. They
are always more or less definite in shape, presenting concave
and convex surfaces, and being limited by curved lines,

When they increase in size, or grow, as we properly term it,

it is not by the addition of particles frcm the outside, but by
the reception of foreign matter into their interior and ilscon-

seauent assimilation. Certain periodic changes, which fol-

low a definite and discoverable order, are invariably passed
through by organic bodies. These changes constitute what
is known as life. All the objects there which fulfill these

conditions are said to be alive, and they all appp.rtaia either

to the vegetable or the animal kingdom. * * * Now that

we have divided all organized bodies intoplants and animals,

it becomes necessary to inquire into the differences which
subsist between them, and which will enable us to separate

the feindred sciences of Botany and Zoology. Nothing was
thought so eisy by older observers as the determination of

the animal or vegetable nature of any given organism, but, in

point of fact, no hard-and-fast line can be drawn, in the ex-

isting state of our knowledge, between the animal anel vege-

table kingtloms, and it is sometimes difficult, or even im-

possible, to decide with positiveness whether we are dealing

with a plant or an animal. In the higher order of the two
kingdoms, there is no difficulty in reaching a decision, the

higher animals being readily separated from the high. r plants

by the pos.session of a nervous system, of a locomotive power
which can be voluntarily exercised, and of an internal cavity

adapted for the reception and digestion of solid food. No
so-called nervous system or organs of sense are possessed by
the higher plants, although some of them manifest cnscious
or intelligent action, nor are they capable of voluntary
changes of place, nor provided with any definite internal

cavity, their food being generally fluid or gaseous. De-
scending the scale to the very bottom, we reach a class

of animals, the Protrizoa, which cannot be separated in

many cases from the Protophyta by these distinctions, since

many of the former have no digestive cavity nor the slight-

est trace of a nervous system, while many of the latter pos-

sess the power of active locomotion. As to external con-
fieuration, no certain rules can be laid down for separating
amnaals and plants, either in their earlier stages or in their

maturity, being exactly similar in form to some of the lower
animals. This is the case with some of the Algse which
resemble very closely in form certain Inlusorian animal-
cules. Again, many undoubted animals which are rooted to

solid objects in their adult state, are so plant like in appear-
ance as to be popularly regarded as vegetables. The Sea-

firs and the more highly organized Flustras or Seamats,
which are usually considered as sea-weeds by seaside visitors,

are a few of many examples that might be taken from the

so-called Hydroid Zoophytes. No decided distinction be-

tween animals and plants can be drawn as to their minute
internal structure, both alike consisting of molecules, of cells

or of fibers. * * * Before the invention of the micro-

scope, no independent voluntary movements, if we except
the opening and closure of flowers and their turning toward
the sun, tbe drooping of the leaves of sensitive plants under
irritation, and some other kinelred phenomena, were known
in plants. Now, however, we know of many plants which
are endowed, either when young or throughout life, with t^e-
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power of effecting voluntary movements apparently as
spontaneous and independent as those performed by the
lower animals, the movement being brought about by means
of little vibrating cilia, or hairs, with which a part or tlie

whole of the surface is furnished. "When it is added that
many animals are permanently rooted, in their fully grown
condition, to solid objects, it will at once be apparent that
no absolute distinction can be made between animals and
plants merely because of the presence or absence of inde-
pendent locomotive power.

"

The author continues at some length in the first chapter to
show the common life properties of plants and animals, thus
concisely presenting the groundwork of his theme. The
chapters following teem with most useful and interesting in-
formation on the habits of plants and animals, showing in-
finite research and the most painstaking care in its presenta-
tion. The animal and vegetable life in its commonplace
forms, as seen by the ordinary person, is shown to be vague
and fragmentary. To slime, so often seen in puddles and
gutters, and which is by most people considered as being
anything but living matter, he attributes intelligence. He
says: "JS^othing can be less animal liiie than one of these
shapeless pieces of pure protoplasm, yet under a microscope
of strong power it may be seen moving lazily along by pull-
ing out a thick finger of slime and then letting all the rest of
its body flow after it. When coming into contact with food
it may be said to flow over it, dissolving the soft parts and
sending out the hard, indigestible refuse anywhere, no mat-
ter where, for its body is devoid of skin, being merely one
general mass of homogeneous slime. * * * And yet by
means of the wonderful gift of life with which the all-wise
omnipotence has endowed it, this slime-drop lives, and
breathes, and eats, and increases, shrinks away when you
touch it, feels for its food, and moves from place to place,
changing its shape to form limbs and feeling threads, which
are let into the general organism when they have served the
purpose of their existing, only to be succeeded by others as
short-lived as themselves when necessity requires their de-
velopment * * * Minute jelly plants that live in the
water and even higher animals than itself constitute iis

food. The presence of an animal with a shell does not deter
it fiom attack, for it is just as able to deal with it as with the
softer, shell Ute kinds, sucking their jelly like contents and
discarding the empty, innutritious shells."

The intelligence and habits of life of the common earth-
worm are most interestingly described. No less interesting
are the chapters on Plants that Feed on Insects, Primitive
Lasso-throwers, Five-Fingered Jack on the Oyster, Fiddler
and Hermit Crabs, Funnel-Web Builder, Book Lovers You-
ee-up, or Ant lion, Tower Building Cicada, Honey-dew
Milch Cows of the Ants, Living Artillery, Bright and
Stiining Ones (beetles), Luna Moths, Basket Carriers, Honey-
Producing Citerpillars, Hibernating Butterflies, Leaf- Cutter
Bee, Ants' Battles, Nest-Building Fishes, Eels, Kana and
Bufo, Snakes, House Bearing Reptiles, Summer Duck,
Woodcock, Piping Plover, Bob White, Ruffed Grouse, Dol
mestic Turkeys, American Osprey, Turkey Buzzard, Curi-
ous Nests, Squirrel, Canine Sagacity, Feline Intelligence,
Monkeys, in treating all of Tvhich the author contents' him'-
self with describing their wonderful methods in securing
food, protecting themselves from enumies, caring for their
young and preserving their existence. These subjects oc-
cupy by far the greater part of the work, but admirably
serve the author's purpose, which is more fully set forth in
the closing chapters, tie first of which, "Untutored Man,"
describes the animal hfe, inferior physique and dull intelii-

gencc of the native Australian, concerning whom he sums
up in this wise: "By competent critics the Australian is pro-
nounced to be the most degraded of human beings, and the
lowest type of man. In reason, love, generosity con
science and mere responsibility he is the inferior of many of
the lower animals, and in the erection of a house for com-
fort, shelter and security he is surpassed by creatures even
as low in the scale as the worms and insects. It is true,
when hunger has to be met, that he has shown some skill in
the manufacture of implements necessary to the obtainment
of food, and also in resisting the attacks of his own kind and
of the natural enemies by which he is surrounded. There is
no doubt that he is well satisfied with his condition in life,

and could hardly be induced to exchange it for another."
The next chapter, "Living Souls," is treated mostly

from a Scriptural standpoint, and as plants breathe and
therefore have the breath of life, he concludes that
"It will be obvious that plants are living, breataing frames,
or bodies of life, and hence are as much entitled to be conl
sidercd as living souls as animals are. The 'consciousness of
plants' is shown by the manner in which their tendrils seek
or avoid light, and the manner in which they grasp and curl
quickly around an object and cling to it, a similar trait being
observed in climbing plants; also the manner in which the
roots avoid obstacles in the soil and quickly follow the lines
of least resistance, and in taking advantage of moisture and
better soil, and the effects of light and gravitation, the sen-
sitiveness of certain leaves, which will fold about insects or
bits of meat and digest them, while mineral substances placed
on the leaves have no effect upon them. The migratory
habits of other plants, the changed manner of plants at ni^ht
in the rain or in the light," etc., which the author sums'^up
as follows: "Concluding, then, let me aver that no plant
can exist or fulfill its allotted part in the drama of life, with-
out the possession of some form or degree of consciousness."
Of "iMind in Animals," the author to prove his position,

cites numerous intelligent acts performed by domestic and
wild animals. He further shows that they have many of
the emotions—jealousy, pride, anger, revenge, shame, etc,
and the moral responsibility common to mankind. He cites
the work of Rev. J. G. Wood, entitled "Man and Beast
Here and Hereafter," in support of the moral responsibility
of animals. The chapter on "Life Progressive" treats of
evolutionary processes, while that on the "Survival of the
Fittest" follows closely on the lines of Darwin "Man's
Pre-eminence'" is treated as being from misapprehension of
the fact', and the chapttr on "Future Life" maintains that
there is nothing in the Scriptures prohibiting immortality to
ail life. However much the reader may agree or disagree in
respect to the author's conclusions, a perusal of the work
will bring knowledge gathered from a vast and varied field.

More Hummingbird Phantasies.
Edi tor Forest a nd Stream:
One of your hrother editors explained to me why so many

funny little Mi'inchauseuisms got into print. He says many
women and young girls make a little pin-money by writiniy
fcr the papers, and when they think of a subject they go to
work with ihe intention of making it interesting, and if they
cannot dp it by fair means they do not hesitate to do it by

sacrificing truth. As a sample of such inventive stuff, T in-
close a clippina: from ths Sin Francisco GJironide ("not nec-
essarily for publication") that would make a commonplace
liar like Ananias hide his diminished head, I have lived and
studied many weary years, but if there is any truth in this
report I have a great deal to learn about the ways and means
of even my special pets, the hummingbirds. This author
says: "When the steamer Wallawalla was fifteen miles off
Cape Mendocino, on her way to this port, at least 350 gor-
geously plumed hummingbirds flocked out of the skies upon
the headgear of female passengers * * * The hirds
were hungry, and many of them bored into the multi-colored
millinery, etc. * * * Crumbs and pans of water were
set out, and the birds ate until stuffed so that they rolled
over." Rolled over is good, and so are crumbs and pans of
water, but if they had thought of mutton chops so many of
them need not have died of exhaustion so soon after reach-
ing the ship."

There's nothing like mutton chops when a humminghird
is hungry. Moreover, "there were some odd incidents con-
nected with the peculiar flight of the beautiful birds. W.
S, McFarland, of Oakland, was promenading the deck with
a lady when the birds struck the ship. One flew against his
ear and stuck there. (Query—Did he have wax on his ear?)
Frightened at the blow of the bird, Mr. McFarland ran into
the cabin in great excitement. (Query—What became of
the lady?) Third mate Hogan had a similar experience.
One of the birds flew into his ear and another in his mous-
tache, and so scared Hogan that he thought he was be-
witched." Now, if the Greeks would send for these heroes
and place them in the Pass of ThermopyJge, the Turks could
never get to Athens. Didymus.
St Augustine,

The Bobolinks in Florida.

Tnterlachen, Pla., May 10.—Since about March 1 several
flocks of rice birds have "camped" around here, flitting, cir-
cling and lighting, seemingly too uneasy to eat. Their color
has Changed perceptibly week by week, but they are not
half plumaged yet.

Their note at first, and until last week, was a mild, dimin-
utive croak; last Thursday I heard what I had been listening
for: the halting, stuttering attempt at the song of the bobo-
link—just as if they never had sung it before, and pretty
badly mixed up with the mild croaks Every spring I
watch for those birds and listen for the return of their
"voice." This spring they came here two weeks earlier
than last and have just left (about ten days later). When I
hear even those few stumbling notes. I can hear the mowing
machine, can see the "sulky-raking," and the quiver of the
hoi air; smell the new mown hay and taste that old-fash-
ioned beverage, molasses and water and ginger, that used to
be drunk on the sly by us boys. Captain.

Gray Squirrels Breed in Captivity.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have six full-grown gray squirrels that I am very fond of.
One of them has four young ones, and I think I shall have
two mora litters soon I got my squirrels when they were
young and brought them up on mils, and they will eat out
of my hand, take a nut out of my pocket, and climb all over
m .

I have for a pen my father's box stall, which I have strung
with ropes for them to chase each other on, and outside
1 have a nice wired cage, about 10x15ft. and about 5ft.
high.

1 feed them on cow's milk, corn, nuts, fresh boughs, and
such other things as they have in their freedom.
These squirrels are the prettiest pets I ever had, and I think

they are full as nice as a pair of tame crowa that I had last
summer, though I thought the ciows were pretty nice at the
time The neighbors all hated the crows, and somebody shot
them ; but everybody likes squirrels

Luther W. Fattlkner.

The Ruffed Grouse and Music.
The ruffed grouse is fond of music, I have long been

familiar with this ]jeculiarily of the bird In central New
York near where I lived was a beautiful piece of woods, and
I was walking in them one Sunday in October, with my
wife, when my spaniel flushed a grouse and it lit in a hem-
lock tree right over the cart road^ I asked my wife if she
wanted to see a live partridge, and commenced to whistle a
lively tune, and the bird sat and let us pass in undler the tree
and turn and come ba.ck, and sat there until we were out of
sight. Another time my three boys were coming from
school when they saw a partridge in an apple tree, and the
eldest boy left the two youngest to whistle whi'e he went for
the gun and shot the bird. Old Way-Back.

nnie ^ng md ^mu

Virginia shore birds.
Keller, Va.. May 13.—Atlantic coast birds continue very

plentiful, and are affording toe best of sport to good marks-
men. If the gun is not held right, there is no great sport in
shooting anyhow.
Dr J. C. "French left for his home to-day, and reported

never to have found better sport, especially on curlew.
When about to leave he drew from his pocket two shells!
remarking: "This is all I have left out of .$30 worth. Don't
you think it time I had gone? The Doctor is a fine shot, and
for the present it may be said that his love of the gun has
been amply gratified.

Arrivals for the week have been in part: Messrs. Edward
Thompson and Elward Pigeon, with Mrs. Pigeon, of Long
Island, members of the Ravels Island Club, and Messrs. U.
M. Spratley and G. W. .Jacobas, members of the Accomac
Club. Hon. W K. Shiras returned to-day, reporting having
a very pleasant trip and finding fairly good shooting. It
may be said of the members of the Revels Island and Acco-
mac clubs, that their purpose in coming to our shore, for
recreation and amusement, is not a selfish one; but, on the
contrai-y, it seems that they rather on every occasion strive
to become useful by their liberaUty to our less fortunate citi-
zens. It is said that the two clubs collectively represent
millions upon millions of wealth. Such people are a blessing
to any community they may enter,

Mr. N. I. W. LeCato, with a party of gentlemen, is ex-
pected to-morrow. They will be the guests of L. T. LeCato,
Esq., residing in Upshjre's Neck, a section rich in the best of
sport.

Hon. W. Finley Browne, with a party of friends, is ex-
pected during the week. Mr. Browne well understands the
demsinds of a first-class outing, and not only does he enjoy
the fun himself, but delights in makinsr all things agreeable
for others We have understood that Mr. B. has in contem-
plation the purchase of a sea coast site for a club building,
which, if consummated, will have erected a palatial edi-
fice.

Birds will be plenty untilJune 10; in fact, fairly good
shooting may be had during all summer, while fish are very
plentiful. T. G. Elliott.

THE MISSISSIPPI FLOODS.
YiCESBtTRG, Miss.—The overflow has been very destruc-

tive to game. Thousands of square miles of wild lands in
Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi are deeply submerged.
It will be a long time before the game will be replenished. I
believe it never will altogether. The "advancement of civ-
ilization" is an aid to the overflow. Year after year the
gobblers are fewer and wilder, and the sportsman must go
further and work harder to be successful. He must be eon-
t ^nt with less of game, and more of a quiet paddle through
the streams or a tramp through the timber.

All this is of small consideration in comparison with the
loss to agriculture. Cultivatable lands are also under water,
and farming stock of all kinds has suffered.
The fish, however, flourish. The lakes all over the delta

country will be restocked, and good fishing can be had after
the water subsides. The lakes had been fished out, and fish-
ermen will enjoy the sport to be had." W. L, P

Memphis Tenn.—I send you a clipping from one of our
Mempois papers about the deer:

"Reports from Issaquena county, near Duncansby, say a
herd of some 300 deer have taken refuge on the levee, and
the planters are feeding and caring for them as tenderly as
they mind their domestic animals and plantation stock.
S^ven other deer were rescued from drowning near this
place and housed in a gin loft."

I know that many a good sportsman is wondering what
will become of the game of the Mississippi bottoms'; and I
am glad to hear that in numbers of cases deer are bfing pro-
tected by kind-heurted men. Where they are needed for
food of course they are being killed. Many more are starv-
ing and drowning than are b?ing killed.

A. B. WiNQFIBLD.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Bighorns In Colorado.

CHiCAao, 111., May 1 —The Denver Republican says that
at Jefferson, eighty miles southwest of Denver, Colo., a
band of fifty mountain shepp have been seen near town a
number of times recently. They are supposed to have been
driven down from the high mountains by the heavy snows.
There has not been a sheep seen in that locality for a lono'
tinae, but these animals come often almost into the edge oi
town. Mountain sheep are absolutely protected in Colorado.

"The 'Forest and Stream' Luck."
A few weeks ago, when I was in Minneapolis, Mr. Oar-

rington Phelps and myself, while walking at a short distance
from his residence, saw a big, fine-looking orange and white
setter in a door-yard not far away. I liked the looks of the
dog, and at once told Mr. Phelps that it resembled very
strongly the old dog Rex which my father used to own, and
which was always my idea of what a meat dog should be.
"And I will bet a hat that this dog here is a good dog, too

"

said I to Mr. Phelps, being willing to play the dog on form
in the language of the turf. W« thought but little more of
the matter, but just now I have a letter from Mr. Phelps in
which he says :

'

"You remember the dog we admired from the bridge ai*

belonging in your special class of 'meat dogs,' and as resem-.
bling your old favorite? Well, I find him in charge of an
I. O. 0. F. friend of mine who has more, and who has
offered me the loan of him for the trip of Aug, 25, next.
And so the invisible, incomprehensible Forest and Streasi
luck comes up again, as he was the property of a young man
who lived in Dakota, very fond of a good dog and hunting,
who unfortunately died, and whose superbly broken do°g
was sent here to his mother. She could not kec'p him,
and turned him over to my friend. He had a great reputal
tion in Dakota. I inveigled my friend into repealing his
offer, and accepted it hard. So I don't see but we will have
to make that trip."

I don't know about making the trip, but will venture that
if we do that old yellow and white dog will be a corker, and
we will kill a lot of birds over him; nor would it astonish
me in the least if we should find a diamond or two in their
gizzards. E Hough.
U08 UoYCE BuiLOiNG, Chicago,

Rhode Island Association.

Providence, R. I., May Editor Forest and Si/)xam:
The Rhode Island Fish and Game Association will soon^ it

is rumored, consider the advisability of establishing in this
city a controlling board. The step will necessitate a com-
plete reorganization of the Association, which will not prob-
ably occur until after the revision of the game laws now
before a committee of the Senate for the elimination of
crudeness. The draft has already been presented in one
branch of the Legislature, but was found to Ibe somewhat
faulty in construction, and was in consequence sent back to
the committee. The scheme is to have the control of the
Association in this citv. For this purpose a convention of
delegates from the various branches in different parts of the
State may be held, and a board appointed, with headquar-
ters in Providence, whence all orders and business of State
importance shall be issued and transacted. There has been
considerable fault finding by the country branches, owing to
what they term insulflcient authority or protection. Some
of these have considered the adv sability of going ahead and
caring for their own sections, such as the Pawtuxet Valley
Gun Club and others. By centralizing the control, different
districts could be established, each association to look out for
a certain territory, all to report to the general office in this
city. The ability to go ahead would rest in each after in-
structions from the local headquarters. Expense would be
saved and better results obtained generally. The new laws
contemplate the bestowing of a power upon the game warden
to make arrests anywhere in the Stale without warrant from
the authorities of the town in which the offense against the
game laws occur, W H M
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SHOOTING ON A WESTERN STREAM.
Two years ago I spent a montli hunting in the northern

part of Minnesota, in the vicinity of Ada, a name weU
known to sportsmen yvho have hunted on the northern fields

of this State.

Several years ago this little town was noted for its duck
shooting, owing to the numerous sloughs in close reach. In

later years the Government has dug great ditches through

this section, in order to carry off the superfluous water in

the spring of the year ; and has in this way drained off also

the best marshes. This in due time made the country lose

its fame as a stopping place for the ducfe hunter; but every

fall the little country-like hotels of Ada are filled withsports-

men who come from all parts of the continent to hunt the

prairie chickens still to be found very plentiful on the sur-

rounding fields.

A short way behind the little town flows a stream which
iQ a place widens out into what is known as Long Lake. Its

shores are marshy and thickly set with rushes, among which
varieties of reed birds have their feeding grounds, and where
occasionally a flock of ducks may be seen spotting its water.

One day I decided not to go out in the morning, but to

keep my dogs fresh for an afternoon's hunt. Toward noon,

as I was sitting outside the hotel, a farmer friend of mine
came up and said: "Well, Heard, you better go down the

stream after dinner and bag a few ducks; I just saw three

flocks light there in Long Lake, on my way to town." This

was all I needed to start me off; and after dinner I shoul-

dered my gun, whistled to my dogs, and started on my way
toward the stream, feeling confident that if any birds had
been seen to light there, 1 would be the first one to disturb

them, as not a hunter had been along the shores for days.

I continued, my way along the road until I reached a

bridge, where a little stream winds away to the north

and south, and here I stood a few moments, wondering
which way to go.

A light breeze was blowing from the south, and knowing
this the most advisable way to endeavor to approach the

"birds I started against the wind, making my way cautiously

through the thick reeds, with my eyes closely tracing up the

sunlit water in hope of catching sight of the flock.

I had by this time wandered a good way from the town,
and was making my way around a sharp bend in the stream,

when my anxious eye fell on the first game. I dropped
down in the rushes, out of sight, and took a peeping glance

at the birds, which were about 75yds. ahead.

It was a big flock of widgeons, and they looked exceedingly
inviting for my first shot. I crawled along until I was
within good range before I drew the hammers back for the

first shot, which woke them up in lively style, and they then

wheeled up directly over my head, uttering their loud call,

scoke! scoTcel The second shot followed quickly, and then I

watched the remainder in hopes of seeing them swing around
and light in the stream again ; but it was all in vain, as they

soon faded away in the distance. My dogs by this time had
delivered up four birds, which formed a good starter, and
encouraged me to go further on. At a distance of about two
miles from where I found the first flock I discovered a bunch
of teal, which 1 managed to creep on to in fine shape, and
open up on them with both barrels; I did not stop to see

wliat fell, but hurriedly put in more shells, and watched the

flock until I saw them swing and start to come back. 1 was
in good cover, and lay low well prepared for the second
shot, watching them as they made their broad swing over
the water, where some of their number had been dropped a

moment before, and my gun rang out again as they passed
me within good range. Then putting the dogs in to get the
birds, I soon had the pleasure of adding five to my string,

and my game pockets told that there was something in them,
and nice fat ones they were, too.

I walked several miles more down the stream, but failing

to run on to anything, finally ordered the dogs out on the
field to see if they could not strike a covey of chickens before
sunset.

They were anxious to run and soon were covering a large

territory, being as anxious to locate some birds as 1 was to

see them, and after spending about an hour in wide and
eager ranging, they drew up on a wheat strip away on my
left, and here stretched out with the hot scent that seems to

paralyze every muscle in a bird dog's body.
"When I reached them and ordered them on to flush I

heard a flutter and a big bird started almost from under one
dog's noae, and as it sailed away I drew my little gun on a
line with it, and as the report rang out the bird doubled up
and with a dull thud hit the ground, telling me that there
was another ready for my pocket.

The dogs then carried the trail off of the stubble into a
hay meadow, where they placed another one, and I advanced
to try my second shot. A bird soon started up, but the con-
tents of the barrels failed to score, which caused the dogs to

look around in disgust, but when they saw the sad expression
on my face they took pity on me and worked on until they
came to another stand. At the same time one bird started

up in front of me another jumped up from behind, and as
they both offered me excellent shots, 1 succeeded in making
for once a neat double, which again set me on good terms
with my dogs. After picking up my three birds I found
that there were no more, and i then stood for several minutes
gazing over the great fields at the setting sun, which was
just burying itself in a bed of crimson clouds which formed
the evening sunset.

I had not until now noticed how far I had wandered from
the town, but I saw that it was at least eight miles distant,

and knew that the only way I could get safely back after

night set in was to go back to the stream and follow the same
tracks in which 1 had come. So I soon reached the bank and
started on my homeward journey.

I had almost given up hopes of another shot at ducks, but
just at twilight I saw three outlined against the sky, and
standing still for a few seconds I tried to find out whether
they were coming or going, one minute thinking they were
going and the next I was positive that they were coming;
but after watching them a few minutes I discovered they
were coming, and their quick flight soon told me to drop to

my knee, as they were headed directly for me. As they
drew nearer I distinguished them to be mallards, and I kept
pn muttering to myself, "Here they come, here they come,"
and they looked larger and larger as they came on, until

finally they made a dart over my head, letting out their
familiar call, Sioack/ mack..' which rang loudly through the
stiU night air. As I only had a minuie to decide, I drew a
line ahead of one of the birds and let drive, the first shot
proving to be a clean miss; but a quick whir! gave me a sec-

ond shot, and the picked bird wavered, fried to keep up with
the rest, but as it was pretty badly hurt it finalty had to give
up, and came spinning down, falling among the thick reeds
on the opposite bank of the stream.

Oh, what a happy feeling went through me as my old dog
delivered it up; it was one of the largest mallards I have ever
seen, and a beautiful drake at that.

The twilight soon gathered around me, and fixing my gun
firmly on my shoulders I started for home, considering that

my day's hunt was now surely over. After a long walk
along the shore I at last reached the bridge from which I had
started, and from there soon reached the hotel.

My little string of three chickens and nine ducks looked
mighty handsome after I had spread them out on the floor,

and drew a number of admirers, who smoothed their feathers

and congratulated me on my good luck. P. C. Heard.

ROD AND GUN CLUB OF MASSACHU-
SETTS.

TiTE work of the first year of the club ' is outlined as fol-

lows by Secretary Henry J. Thayer, of No. 53 State street

(Room 948), Boston

:

During its first year, the Rod and Gun Club of Massachu-
setts has gathered a membership of 100, giving a working
capital of $1,000,000 (the annual subscription is $10). With
that amount we have kept a warden in the field since Aug.
20; paid his salary and traveling expenses, published and
distributed 600 copies of the Massachusetts fish and game
laws, paid the running expenses of the club, and on Jan. 1,

'97, we had a balance in the bank of $441.02.
Since Aug. 20 we have made two convictions for snaring

partridges (probably the most difficult article in the game
laws to enforce). The first case took two weeks, and the
second over five weeks of hard time before we succeeded

;

but it was time and money well invested. If we had had two
wardens working together, instead of one, we could have
finished both cases in ten days' time; and a warden was then
urgently needed in other places.

Before the law went off last fall, and since Jan. 1, our
warden sent home about twenty gunners found in the field,

and three persons found fishing with set lines. He has de-

stroyed over 3,000 partridge snares (the secretary has about
500 of them at his oflfic), and has compelled the abandon-
ment of several thousand more.

Connections through the eastern portion of the State have
been established for early information regarding violations

of the game and fish laws.and the Boston markets frequently
visited.

We have done more practical work in the forest and field

since beginning our work than has any club at any time, and
at a minimum expense. The policy of the club is that all

money received shall be expended entirely for practical

work ; no portion being spent for social features. Our pres-

ent membership of 100 is ample for the permanent employ of

one warden. By employing two or more at certain seasons
much larger returns for our money and time can be obtained
in effectual work, and we ask the help of every sportsman
and fisherman who believes the fish and game laws should be
better enforced.
Our annual subscription is .|10. We believe there are

many hundred of Massachusetts men who will cheerfully
give that amount annually for actual work. Help us to do
that work. Hbnby J. Thayek, Sec'y.

Florida Snipe Flight.

Inteblachen, Fla., May 15.—My notebook says that on
April 5, 1895, I killed ten snipe, which closed the season.

No more were seen. Also, on March 25, 1896, lkill3d nine-
teen snipe, and had two shells left. Starting for "dry land
1 flushed two or three wild, which, as usual, rose high and
were making a circle before pitching, when I saw
a wisp of eight appear in the sky, and while I was
watching them a wisp of eleven appeared. They circled

once or twice, joined company, circled again, and' pitched
not 100yds. from me in the edge of some mud. 1

was in the grass, and while walking toward them they ran
to the right, so I only got a shot at one—killed, far at that.

I was unable to get back to them till April 3d. They
were there, and some more, too. In three hours I killed

thirty-five, and had all the birds and wading I wanted.
Ten or twelve birds were killed on some burned sow grass.

There was almost no cover and no water—just a spongy
black mould between the blackened bristles o£ burned grass.

The birds were rather wild, but the air was bracing. The
captain seemed to feel pretty young and seemed to have a
good eye that day. In two days not a snipe was to be seen.

This year the last snipe was killed March 13. On March
16 they were all gone. But they apparently traveled slowly,

for they did not reach your high latitudes early. It was very
hot in March, more like April, and cold in April, like

March. The snipe must have wished themselves back.
Captain.

Texas Birds.

Petty, Texas, May 3,—Springtime is here in earnest, and
with it come the dynamiter on weekly visits to the sloughs
along Red River, and to Bois d'Arc Creek. Buffalo and bull

heads (or cats) are killed almost by the wagonload.
Wild ducks and geese were not so plentiful on the ponds

here as in former years. The flights of these birds grow less

every year. Five years ago during the winter months, the

quack of ducks, or the honk of the wild goose could be
heard at almost any hour during the day; but during the last

winter I observed very few geese and ducks. The few re-

maining quail that escaped the deadly net, are mating off

to begin their labors to replenish the supply; but with the

devices of destruction now plied upon them, it will be a mir-

acle if they succeed this year in rearing enough to make
moderate shooting next winter. A good many yellow-legged
plover stopped here on their way to the North, but the flight

has now about passed. F. E Whitemoee^

Chinese Pheasants in New Mexico.

Silver City, N. M.—George H. Bell has six very pretty
little Chinese pheasant chickens recently hatched. He also

has several hens setting, and expects to raise fifty pheasant
chickens this season. They will be turned loose, when old

enough, to stick the Territory with this beautiful and deli-

cious game bird. The sportsmen of the Territory are under
great obligations to Mr. Bell for his efforts to stock the coun-
try with these birds.

The San Francisco parties who contracted with Mr. Bell

to furnish a number of Chinese pheasants for the propagation
of the species in the Territory were unable to obtain the
birds in Oregon as expected. They sent to Japan for the
birds. Mr. Bell received a letter last week stating that the
pheasants were expected to arrive on first steamer, and
would be forwarded to Silver City upon arrival.

H. B. H.

EXTENSION OF THE NATIONAL PARK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Toward the close of the 1895-6 session of the Wyoming

Legislature a memorial was passed praying Congress to set

aside, for the purpose of a "public park," a part of the terr'i-

tory south of and adjoining the National Park, The lan-
guage of the memorial, in part, is as follows:

"That the region embraced between Townships 42 and 47
north, and Ranges 113 and 116 west, of the sixth principal
meridian, contains the most noble and inspiring mountain
scenery to be found on this continent. It is the Switzerland
of America, in which the Matterhorn finds a worthy coun-
terpart in the Grand Teton, whose majestic and inaccessible
heights are reflected in the clear depth*, and whose rugged
grandeur is in marvelous contrast to the placid beauty of the
mountain lakes which lie at its base.

"In immediate proximity to the National Park, its attrac-
tions are of a wholly different character. Together they
form a panorama which, in its beauty and diversity of
attractions, is without a couoterpart. The Grand Teton is

the culmination of this region, the fitting and appropriate
landmark of this national pleasure ground."

It ie further urged that this region is a great game pre-
serve and "the winter feeding ground of the^game that finds
a summer home in the Yellowstone Park," and, further, that
this winter home ought to be protected.
Here we have the very inception of this Park extension

''scheme." Wyoming spoke first, through her representa-
tives, and at that time it was considered an expedient and
patriotic move. Have the conditions changed so materially
in two years as to justify the hysierical opposition now
manifested in certain quarters to the segregalion of a small
portion of our domain for a ' 'public park ? ' Within the
last two years not a dozen actual settlers have located in the
territory in question ; the conditions are precisely the same
as when the aforementioned memorial was passed. The
State and county revenue derived from the region under
discussion would not pay postage on the political corre-
spondence of a single member of our Legislature. And yet
the attempt is being made to drag this question into local
politics, thus affording certain narrow-gauged demagogues
an opportunity to pose as champions of the ' 'common
people." The cry has gone forth that the plutocratic East is

making another fell move to rob the defenseless West. A
plague upon such nonsense!
Let us examine into the matter a".d test its merits.
The only possible industries which can ever flourish in

this contemplated addition to the National Park are logging
and mining. There is no such thing as commercial lumber,
and the timber can be used to advantage only as railroad ties.

Is it good policy, or charity to the masses, to leave this region
so that its mountains and foothills may in future be denuded
by the voracious railroad contractor'?

As to mining: the possibilities are limitless, the actualities
insignificant. I would not debar the Americin prospector
from a rood of the public domain, where his persevering in-
dustrjr might develop a bonanza. It would be a simple mat-
ter—easily arranged in detail—to provide for the creation of
mining districts, where mineral has been, or may be found
in paying quantities, giving the miners full liberty to operate
their claims, subject only to necessary restrictions concern-
ing destruction of timber and game.

This would be an equitable arrangement, and would obviate
all objections so far as bona fide miners are concerned.

I have read with much interest a recent letter from Gov.
Richards in Forest anb Stream, criticizing the recent
Forest Reserve proclamation of Mr. Cleveland. The Gov-
ernor goes over the whole ground in a thorough and dispas-
sionate manner. While it is not my purpose to express an
opinion as to the wisdom of the Forestry Commission's
action, I mention this matter merely to contrast the merits of
Forest Reserve and National Park— so far as each would
affect us locally.

The Teton forest reserve now embraces two-thirds of the
territorv which it has been proposed to annex to the Yellow-
stone Park. The status of the few residents embraced in
this forest reserve is now anomalous and unsatisfactory in
the extreme. They are without land titles, or the reasonable
prospect of obtaining such titles, yet no provision is made to
pay them for their claims and oust them; they are simply
compelled to hold their ranches by occupancy and to be
hedged in by galling restrictions.

The authority of the State is prac'ically annulled by the
proclamation, so the game ranging in this reserve is abso-
lutely without protection—State or National.
By annexing this territory to the Park, settlers can (and

will be) compensated for their clai ms, the game will be pro-
tected and every conceivable interest better subserved.

Jackson's Hole is the only community which can be
directly affected by this addition to the Park.

I am a fixture here and have a family to care for. As a
sane and sentient being I naturally favor what I conceive to
be to my interest and to the benefit of the community in
which I live. Bringing the Park line nearer to Jackson's
Hole will unquestionably benefit us in many ways. A
tourist route will be established through our community

;

summer travel will greatly increase, and the distribution of
funds will increase in like proportion. Game is a great
feature here ; is it wiser to provide a refuge for this game
that it may be preserved for our benefit—in common with all

American citizens—or leave it to be soon and completely ex-
terminated, rather than infringe ppon the sovereignty of
Wyoming?
1 will not discuss this question of the preservation of out-

large game in a higher and more catholic spirit, but purposely
confine myself to our local and selfish views and interests.

E pery resident of the game region well knows the utter in-

adequacy of State protection and the pitiful improbability of
future appropriations for such purposes. The active and in-

telligent efforts of a Governor who thoroughly comprehends
and appreciates existing conditions have failed to impress
our lawmakers with the necessity for effective legislation.

Add this strip of territory to the Park, and Wyoming will
still be large enough "for the minds and hearts of her legis-

lators."

Mr. W. L Simpson, a friend and neighbor of mine, has
lately published a lett r denouncing the Park extension in
unmeasured terms. Mr. S. is entitled to his opinions, and I
would be the last to question his right to air those opinions
upon any and all occasions—but when he assumes to reflect

the views of this whole section, or even of a majority here—

^

he goes entirely beyond his province.
A majority of the bona fide residents here will not oppose

a move calculated to benefit this community, and which can
in no way prove detrimental to our interests.

I am aware that the shibboleth "monopoly" is being used
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to prejudice people against the proposed Park addition,

Wliich is preferable: a territory under national control, held
for the use and benefit of all citizens, or the same territory

under State control nominally, but really "bossed" and dom-
ineered over by rich and exclusive owners of "hunting
lodged," "cottages" and "summer resorts" ?

Leave this territory as it is and only too soon every lovely
nook and corner, known and used by all of us on our sum-
mer outings, will be the private property of genuine "pluto-
crats." Can a more unbearable monopoly be imagined?

) • J>. G., ^OWIilN.
Jackson, Wyo., April 82.

TURKEYS IN THE FLOOD COUNTRY.
Our long-time contributor, W. L. Polli, of Mississiptii, sends us (his

turkey hunting story from hia nephew, Paul M. PoJIc."

Mississippi, April 23.

—

3Jy Dear Uncle Jos: Perhaps this

may not seem so interesting as other hunting stories I
have written you, if you allow the result to influence your
interest; for our game bag came home poorly stocked.
But as this is not the first case of the kind I will hope to

the contrary.

On Monday morning father, Austin Warner and myself,
went to the Rambler, raised steam, and left for the coal

barges. There we met Austin's big brother Lawrence,
who came just in time to get liis hands dirty helping pack
away the coal. We had about thirty-six boxes placed on
the launch, and eight in an ancient hut still serviceable
skiff behind.
At last, after putting 4001bs. of ice in a model little re-

frigerator, we started, towing behind the old skiff and
three of the prettiest little can'oes you ever saw.
By common consent I was appointed fireman, and Aus-

tin coal-breaker. Of course we had the delicacy not to

vote for ourselves, and we even went so far as to positively
refuse the honors, but our kinsmen were not going to

allow false modesty to prevent us from receiving the posi-

tions, so there was nothing to do but go at it with a will.

Every time I felt lazy, the old steam would go down and
tell on me, but every time Austin felt lazy I had to break
the coal myself
To make the launch go full speed, it took about three

heaping shovels full of coal every four or five minutes, the
steam probably averaging about 951bs. Austin felt sorry
for me, and offered to fire for me awhile. He commenced
by puttijag in one shovelful and waiting about five minutes,
and then gradually increasing until he got to two shovels,
the steam gradually decreasing from ninety to thirty. In
consequence of slow speed under Austin's firing, I had to

be reinstated.

That night we stopped at Little Deer Creek, took a little

ineffectual hunt next morning, and then raised steam and
went to Panther Creek, fifty miles higher.

The water had overflowed almost everything, and the
only land we found out for miles was a long lonely ridge
of hills, running north and south, and extending from 150
to 250ft. in height. Some of the negroes take the high
water stoically, as if they were accustomed to it; while
others become panic-stricken at the first alarm, and leave
for more elevated districts.

There was one woman living in the hills—about 175ft.

above the highest possible stage the water could reach

—

who was told that the water would back up the little bot-
tom in which she lived, and drown her out. She got
scared, and became wild. She could not get her furniture
out fast enough to suit her. Scared half to death, she left

cabin, furniture and all to the care of others, and left for

the highest hill she could find. It was some days before
she could be induced to return.

Should the water reach such a height, a person might as
well prepare himself for Judgment day, for it would be no
surprising thing after such an occurrence.
At Panther Creek we did but little. Father and I went

out early Wednesday morning, and called as we paddled
up and down the little stream, without getting an answer
until nearly 10 o'clock. AVe both got out of the canoe. I
made the boat fast while father took out his tame gobbler
and tied it to a bush. We then each stationed ourselves
at the trunks of two big trees, about 20yds. apart, facing
the direction we had heard the wild turkey. Father
called. Oar tame turkey answered. The wild one gave a
loud gobble and for a few minutes we heard nothing.
Soon I heard a scratching sound, and saw a great, fine

gobbler, coming as if to make straight between the two
trees in front of which father and I were stationed, not
more than seven steps away. Three more steps would
place him on the direct line between us, and then neither
could shoot without great danger. Noting this I raised
my gun hastily and aimed; but I was too late. A bang!
The noise of shot tearing the leaves almost at my feet and
the turkey lay kicking in an admirable fashion.

Father said: "Paul, I wanted .to give you the chance but
was afraid to wait any longer," and looked upon me
beamingly. But I had not seen him until he was very
close, while father had seen him running along about
40yd8. off and waited until he had gotten nearly between
us' Well, that was the only chance I had on the trip, and
I lost that one, so you know my success.

We stayed at Panther Creek until Friday, but killed no
more game, excepting a few squirrels.

After we had gone over to the Sunflower River we heard
a good many turkeys, but the water was over everything
and they would not come to us. Father slipped in on one
and killed it with his Marlin rifle.

It is very exciting to be in a position where you can see
about three turkeys and hear five or six, to call and get
one or two to answer; but do nothing more. It is humili-
ating, though, when you leave the turkeys, without a
single exception, still where you first saw them. You be-
stow all the blame on the high water, of course, and then,
turkey hunting is not so very grand a thing after all.

Monday found us at an entirely different place. It was
at Dowling Bayou, fifteen miles higher than we had ever
been before with our little launch Rambler.

In the morning we aU heard turkeys, and most of us got
a glimpse of them. Father shot four times, rewarded each
time by seeing how fast a wild gobbler really can run,
when safety lies before and danger behind. One came
so near that a person would suppose it wanted to engage
in friendly conversation.
That day Austin and myself beat Lawrence Warner in

three successive boat races. Every time we would leave
him bobbing in the curl of our waves, and every time, ex-
cepting the last, he proposed amendments to the con-
ditions governing the race. The thu-d and final race satis-

fied him, and created in father (an interested witness) a

desire to show his skill. Every one is the same. Filled
alike with overweening conceit, we would each want to

try our own hand, and after being beaten we generally
succeed in getting very good excuses.
The boat Austin and I used was far the heaviest, weigh-

ing about llOlbs; that of L. W.'s weighed about 561bs.; and
that of father's, the Amateur, "tipped the scales" at 801bs.

Austin and I had one advantage. We used one pair of
oars and a paddle. This counterbalanced our own exces-
sive weight, and nearly all that of the boat. So, you see,

looking at the thing in a straightforward, candid manner,
we were about equal.

^ye had been victorious in three races, all with the same
person; although in spite of father's apparent eagerness
the other did not come off for several days.
The next day L. W. had to go home. We paddled about

twelve miles in order to reach a railway station. The
morning before he left he killed our little hen that
weighed about 9^1bs. We were sorry to see him go,

though he did call Austin and I "little humpy doodles,"
and managed to get us to wash the dishes, while he benev-
olently sat down to enjoy a novel.
The following morning the "little humpy doodles" pad-

dled and rowed in turn twelve miles to the station pre-
viously mentioned, and twelve miles back, in order to

mail a letter.

About this time a break in the levee was reported, and
it was expected that the little land that yet remained out
would be submerged in a few days. This news was given
us by two men who were paddling through the woods,
gathering their stock off the ridges.

One day Austin and I were paddling complacently out
of a thickly wooded slough, up which we had been nearly
two miles, when, accidentally looking back, we spied
father, paddling for all he was worth, for it was evident
that he considered this the time for his boat race. As
soon as he noticed us watching him he slackened his speed
and attempted to give us the impression that he was "tak-
ing it easy." If we turned a bend and looked right sharp
through the intervening bushes, we could see him pad-
dling with great vigor. This he kept up until he, too, had
turned the bend, when he would be appearing to go nicely
and smoothly, without effort. We made no attempt to

prevent his catching us. We knew his game, and that he
was playing it uselessly; for it was our intention to allow
him to come up within about 20ft, before we should our-
selves begin to pull hard.
Come he did. When, within 200 or 300ft. he threw aside

all pretense, put his whole force in his oar and beat the
water in great swirls. We let him come. When nearly
in the given distance, he gave on awful yell, scaring every-
thing in hearing, and even startling us. He supposed we
had backed down and the cup was his. He passed the
danger line cutting the water at a great rate.

We commenced. He still gained slowly—more slowly.
He stopped gaining. He began to lose slowly—more
rapidly. Everyone strained every muscle. We soon
turned the bend, leaving him rolling in the waves to

contemplate in silence the deserted appearance of the
horizon.
The day passed, the next did likewise, the next and the

next, and he made no further allusion to that race, nor did
he express any desire to try another.
One morning, while Austin and I were paddling around

in the overflow, we found upon the gallery of a deserted
cabin a lot of eggs, and consequently chickens. Austin
wished to take the eggs. I told him that the negroes had,
perhaps, left them there intentionally for the purpose of
hatching them. He tried to convince me in the negative,
and I wavered. I am not obstinate, and will listen as
readily as any one to a good, sound argument. But just at
this moment we discovered that the nearest house had not
yet been deserted, and thought that possibly the occupants
might be observing our actions. Considering the matter
carefully, we concluded to do without four eggs apiece for

supper that night for the sake of right.

That day we packed our things and returned home. I

urged upon father the necessity of fixing the pump before
we started. The thing had caused some very unpleasant
sensations, as far as I was concerned, on the trip up
stream. I had just put on a lot of coal and raised the
steam to lOOlbs., when the pump absolutely refused to put
any water in the boiler at all.

There is no especial credit in getting blown up. That
method of death does not suggest itself in very pleasing
terms. In fact, one is strongly tempted to jump overboard
and take a good cold ducking in preference to taking it by
piecemeal. None of us, however, jumped overboard; and
as the pump was at last induced to work, we felt consider-
ably better.

It is not conducive to overflowing happiness to hear the
steam roaring under the draft of a scorching fire; to see the
water gradually sinking in the gauge; to hear the pumps
turned on full force and yet fail to stop that water from
sinking in the gauge; to see it sink persistently below the
danger line, continue, and gradually recede from sight;

the damper up, the pump clanking as fast as she can go it,

and every precaution taken.
The putting up of the damper cooled the fire, which, by

not converting water into steam so rapidly, allowed the
water to accumulate in the boiler and reappear in the
gauge. Owing to this I am sitting here writing to you,
instead of lying piecemeal in the bottom of Sunflower
River. Paul M. Polk.

Another Arkansas Preserve Opportunity.
Little Rock, Ark., May 7.

—

Ediior Forest and Stream:
In addition to the game preserve mentioned by Mr. Claflin,

there is another one that can be obtained. There is a tract of
land in Faulkner county, embracing Adams Lake, Greens
Lake and Gold Lake, and parts of Gold and Palarm Creeks,
pin oak flats and duck marshes that can be obtained in tracts

from 5,0U0 to 20,000 acres in a body. The lakes and streams
are well stocked with bass and other fish, and in the woods
is a good supply of deer and turkeys, and quail and ducks in
abundance in the season. The Grassy Lake Club has
bought Clear Lake and about 1 000 acres of marsh planted
with wild rice this sea.son, and will be glad to cooperate
with sportsmen in securing more of this territory.

We have a comfortable club house on the tract, about
three miles from Mayflower, which is twenty miles from
here, on the Ft. Smith Railroad, with three trains each way
daily. I will be glad to furnish any information to parties
interested. J. JVL Rose.

ON WATER AND RUNWAY.
{Con cluded from issue ofMay 1.)

The nest day we all started out about 10 o'clock to try
another section of the lake. Nutting and I had to climb a
hill like the roof of a house. His stand was just on the top
of the hill, mine further over where I could look down
toward another part of the lake. Lefebvre, with a guide,
took the dogs, with instructions to wait sufficiently long
until we all got proper positions, which would take some
little time. After the guide placed us he went along with
the rest of the party, leaving two at some runways, and
just as he was portaging the canoe to the other lake the
dogs passed with a deer the other side of them. They
were just about three minutes too late. There was about
Sin. of snow on the ground and cold, drizzly showers were
passing every little while. It was lonesome work standing
under a tree waiting for something to turn up. Pretty
soon I heard a noise to my left, but to my disgust found it

was Lefebvre with his guide perambulating around to find
if any deer were moving. I told him he should have
stayed on his runway, or put himself in some other place
and not come where hunters were already stationed. He
moved off. When about 200yds. away I saw him stop
under some trees apparently examining something.
Later he told me that a big buck had been sleeping there.
A little after I heard the dogs coming, in fact saw them

way over on another hill, going toward Nutting, but they
and the deer passed way below him and then doubled
back, so he did not get a shot.

If Joe had not disturbed that buck the chances are when
the dogs were coming with their music he would have got-
ten up, when I am quite positive I would have seen him,
and had he moved away, his natural course was to pass
down the valley below me. Joe spoiled it, though. About
1 o'clock the guide summoned me, as nothing had been
heard of the dogs, and the party wanted to go home.

After dinner the weather looked a little better, so we
decided to try where we were the first day. Hudon,
George Clement and Beaulne went with the guide in the
canoe. Lefebvre and Joe Clement went with the dogs in
the same direction. Nutting and I with a guide were to go
away around a point, taking our stands between the main
lake and another small lake, where the neck of land
was only about three acres wide. This was considered the
best stand, since if the dogs started the deer on the moun-
tain the chances were they would run a while, passing by
us for the other lake. We duly arrived and took up our
stands, waiting patiently for the deer. We heard the dogs
once coming, but they changed for some unknown reason,
not coming our way. We left our stands about 5 o'clock
and made for home. On arrival just about dusk we found
they were all in except the canoe, but no luck. On in-

quiry as to who were still out we found Lefebvre, Beaulne,
Hudon and two guides were supposed to come along in the
canoe with the dogs.

Joe Clement had been with that party. He had a great
story to relate. He claimed he was on a point for his
stand, Lefebvre and the guide having left him there with
the boat, they taking the dogs into the woods. After wait-
ing there a considerable time he heard a shot some dis-

tance away: a little after he heard an awful noise, between
a bellow and a growl. It must be a bear. He was scared.
He looked to make sure his boat was all right, then hear-
ing this terrifying noise again, he cut for the boat, jumped
in and rowed as fast as he could for the club house".

He was then getting anxious about the others, especially
as his brother George was still out. Asked as to whether
he had heard any other shooting, he said he had heard
several shots; did not know but that the bear must have
captured some of them.
They were about two miles away—five people, their

game and two dogs, to come back in one little birchbark
canoe. We went for him for deserting his party, as at
least two of them expected to come back with him. The'
bear was his only excuse.

As it was getting dark I told the other two guides to go
out in the skiff and bring some of them back, and see
what was the matter.

After they had started we heard several shots where the
hunters should be, which we took to mean they wanted
help. We fired some shots from the club house in answer,
and called to the guides to fire from their boats as soon aa
they got a little further, to let them know that help was
coming. Clement was greatly worked up, blaming him-
self for having run away, and of course we chaffed him in
good style. Finally, about 7 o'clock, the two boats re-
turned.

It appears that Beaulne, to whom I had lent'my rifle,

was sitting on a big windfall watching his runway, when
the first thing he knew two deer disappeared behind the
roots of his windfall and stopped there. He remained
perfectly quiet and cool, so he says, waiting for them to
show on the other side. Finally, within about 10ft. of
him, he saw the side, part of the head and shoulder of one
them. Taking steady aim he fired, when down went his
deer, a very large doe. The othgr disappeared. The
guide, hearing the shot and Beaulne cheering, made
toward him from his runway when he ran onto three other
deer. He had his shotgun with a load of buckshot, and
promptly fired at one of them, which fell. He started
toward it when it jumped up, and he after it. It was a
small one, and badly wounded. It made an awful bleat-

ing, and finally got away from him. This was Joe Clem-
ent's bear that had scared him home. This made six deer
for the party.

The next day we went back to where I had shot mine.
Nutting took a stand near the lake, Whiteford in my old
stand, I taking Joe Clement's stand, who said he had had
enough of bear and deer, so would stay on the island near
the club house and hunt partridges, which he did without
any success, except that he got lost around the other side
of the island, got completely turned around in 280 acres of
an island, and becoming scared fired some signal shots
which a farmer heard from the other shore, and started
him right for the club house where he thankfully arrived.
Lefebvre look a stand with a guide over the hill from

me. Beaulne had developed a bad cold, so he would not
stand on a runway, but would go with the guide and put
in the dogs.

I was on my stand about an hour when I heard a noise
up the brook a bit. I brought my rifle to a ready, but
soon saw Lefebvre with his guide coming my way. Just
then we heard the dogs coming right toward us. Joe
called out, "There they come," jumped under a bush, saw
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the deer was likely to pass between us, in which, event we
would be shooting toward one another. He then jumped
again behind a tree, calling to me not to shoot liim. The
deer of course heard this racket, and swerved away from
us.

Joe stayed quiet about fifteen minutes, and then moseyed
out again, coming up to my stand, saying he had scared
that deer, was very sorry, but of course it would not come
this way again, that we might as well go home. Within
about 15ft. of my stand was a spruce tree with some nice
gum on it, so standing up my Marlin, I took my knife to

secure the gum. We were talking there, when suddenly
we heard the dogs coming toward us. I dropped the knife,

grabbed the rifle, brought it to a ready, the guide standing
about 10ft. from me in the direction the deer should come,
Joe about 15ft. away the other side, or almost on the ran-

way.
At almost the same instant the guide called "II est ici,"

pointing between two large trees; the deer made a bound
turning back, bringing his rump almost in a line, with the

guide between him and my rifle. I just saw his white flag,

but was afraid to shoot, as I might hit the guide. Joe
called to him, when he dropped on' his knees, scrambling
away, the deer at the same instant clearing an old treetop

and disappearing behind it, so I could not shoot. The
guide looked much scared as he got on his feet again, but
looking up, said, "Oh, c'est, Mr. Payne, il n'avais pas dan-
ger," which was no compliment to Joe, as they knew him
of old, and thought him to be a promiscuous shooter under
the slightest provocation.

Joe was more and more disgusted with himself, as he
had spoiled two shots for me. The dogs came up, when
we put them on the back track again, Joe moving off to

the boat completely disgusted with himself. On arrival

there, the first thing he saw was a deer in the water, the
same one, as the dogs being hot after him he took to the
water at once. Joe put after him and secured a fine four-

point buck, the best one of the whole hunt. He certainly
did not deserve it, but luck is a funny and elusive creature
sometimes; that is, my luck is or was that day.
Joe had been repeatedly cautioned to stay where he was

put, but he always got to moving about unless he soon
heard the dogs.

The first or second day out he was moving around that
way when he picked up Whiteford and Nutting, the three
walking on together, when the dogs run a deer near them
that should have come Nutting's way had Joe left him
alone and stayed quiet. A little after that Joe put up one
that Nutting fired at, but missed.
He should have had it, as he was walking with his gun

at full cock. Joe noticing it, told him it was dangerous; so
Nutting set the trigger down. Right after the deer started
up Nutting pulled up at once, forgetting it was not cocked,
and before he could cock it he had missed his best oppor-
tunity and his deer.

'

However, when we got home we had seven deer hung
up. We wanted one more to make us one each. We had
a little more time this afternoon, but the hunt was unsuc-
cessful; and just at dark we started home.

It was raining and blowing, but we were in a sheltered
bay, and did not feel the eff'ects or realize how much of a
storm was on. Just before we rounded the point the other
guide hailed us from the shore, asking us to take him on.
The four of us loaded down the canoe pretty well, but the
guide said we could safely carry him. W^e took him on.
There was no room for him to sit down, so he sat in my
lap next to the back thwart, the guide with the paddle
being in the pointed stern. The two dogs were there, and
as they were pretty v?ell tired, and wanting to use them
the next day, our last day, we decided to take them in
also. The dogs got in at my back, one of them lying
down under the guide's feet, the other standing up lookii g
over the side. This loaded us down within about Sin. of
the gunwale. Gea. Clement was in front with one paddle.
We swung out carefully for the club house, about a mile
and a half away. As soon as we rounded the point and
got out about an acre we found the storm. It was raining
quite hard, blowing about half a gale in gusts, the wind
having about four miles of a sweep had put up quite a sea.
Clement realized the danger first, saying we could never
arrive with such a load, and to turn back. The guide be-
hind said "Not on your life, don't you attempt to turn, or
we will tvrn bottom up at once."
Clement paddled away for a few minutes, when a severe

gust of wind coming, we shipped about a couple of pails of
w^ater. We were rocking up and down fearfully. Clement
broke forth with his lamentations again, claiming there
was no use, we could not make it.

I j)ointed out that we were making fair progress, to keep
liis courage, if he was too tired to paddle, not to work so
hard, but at least keep some motion to his paddle, so as to
be ready should a large sea happen to strike us. Some one
suggested to fire some signal shots. Nutting said: "No,
don't make any undue motion." The guns are all unload-
ed anyway. He encouraged Clement, told him he had
been in worse places, just to keep cool and we would make
it. We were continually shipping some water. I being at
the stern sitting flat it came awash under me. I could not
move, as the other guide was sitting in my lap. I had on
an ordinary coat, a leather hunting jacket and an over-
coat. I shut my eyes, as the storm was fearful to look
upon; but as we caught some particularly heavy seas I
opened them, thinking I would need all my faculties
should we tip over, which we all expected to do at almost
any time.
Clement again chimed in that there was no use, that he

was completely played out.

We encouraged him again and I suggested, as we were
fully a third of the way across, that he should call for
boats from the club house. This seemed to take up his at-
tention a bit as he called most lustily: "Help, help. We're
drowning, we're drowning."

It was pitch dark; we could see the club house lights,
but did not hear a sound. Sitting flat on the bottom of
the boat, we had shipped so much water that it was wash-
ing cold around my thighs, almost covering my legs. The
dog that was lying down became uneasy at the water
washing around it. It kept trying to get up, which tended
to lift the guide behind ofl" his seat on the peak, not giving
him sufficient purchase to work his paddle to advantage.
The other dog was also trying to creep up to get out of the
w^ater, getting his fore paws on the gunwale, and trying
with his hind ones to get a purchase on my back. He
finally accomplished this, getting his hind feet on my
shoulder, balancing himself with his fore paws on the gun-

wale, making it so much the harder to keep the canoe
steady when we ran into heavy seas. With a dog on my
shoulders and a man in my lap it looked as if I was in the
poorest position of them all in case we went over. We
were then getting the full force of the storm. Clement
had been calling some time and was again verv much dis-

couraged. I told him to paddle and I would yell, which I
did as I had never yelled before. I called for help and
kept repeating it. Clement said it was no use, they were
all in the club house telling stories and did not care about
us.

What seemed to make it worse was that in order to keep
out of the trough of the seas we had to steer diagonally
away from the club house. Just then fortunately we saw
a streak of fire from the club house and heard a faint re-

port. Clement was encouraged, so we both yelled again.
It seemed an age before we got any reply.

Finally a boat showed near us. We told them to keep
alongside in case we went over. We battled away with
the wind and waves, but were now comparatively easy in
mind.
We finally reached shallow water near the shore when

we turned carefully, making our way to the club house,
where we arrived very thankful that we had escaped a
ducking at least and possibly a watery grave. Clement's
arms were almost powerless when we arrived.

"The others went for us for scaring them so. The wind
being right had carried out cries to them plainly, but we
could not hear their answering calls. Whiteford and Joe
Clement were about as wet as I was, as when they heard
our calls for help they had run down to the wharf, jumped
into the first boat they came to, wliich happened to be a
leaky one that had not been used and was about one-third
full of water. They did not stop to bail it out, but rowed
as fast as they could in the direction of our cries, although
they could not see us, nor we them until they were within
say 100ft. of us.

That was an experience that I do not care repeating.
Had Nutting and I been as hopeless as Clement it is hard
saying -what would have happened. Nutting had his coats
all unbuttoned ready to throw off if we tipped, but in my
position I could not do this.

We were cool, however, and kept encouraging Clement.
The guide paddling also was quite cool and worked won-
derfully. As a matter of fact our lives depended largely
on him.

The next day was our last, and we tried for another
deer, but without success.

We brought out our seven deer, had an elegant time, and
voted the North Woods the right place to go after deer.
The club have an elegant log house designed by an ex-
perienced architect of this class of building. They own
the island of 280 acres, and have leased seven lakes for

fishing for ten years from the Quebec Government, with
option of renewing the lease. They have expended al-

ready some $7,000 on the plant. There is a resident care-
taker. The house is well furnished as to beds, furniture,
crockery and cooking range. The membership is limited
to eighty, and I understand there are now sixty-five mem-
bers.

The fishing is altogether for red and gray trout, the latter

running often very large, 221bs., I believe, being the record
of one last season. Deer are very plentiful, not only near
the club house, but on all the adjacent hills and lakes.

Partridges are fairly plentiful, also ducks, of which we
saw quite a number, but only shot a few, as we were not
hunting them particularly. J. Bruce Payne.

Grouse Momentum.
In youi issue of May 1, in the article entitltd ' The School-

House Cover—II.," Shadow speaks of shooting a grouse
cotping straight toward him at isiOyds, and the momentum of
the bird carried it 20yds. behind him before it struck tbe
ground, making 40yds. that the bird was carried by its m' -

mentum. Now, does Shadow mean that tfie bird was killed

20yds. in front of him, and was a dead bird while covering
tbe distarce of 40yds. ; or that the bird was struck by 'he
charge 20vd8. in front of him, and did not die until afier it

had gone 20yds behind him; for it strikes me that 40ydp. is

a "right smart" distance for a dead bird to go after flyicg

head first against a charge of shot, unless it had a very early
start in life? Point.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

WE FISHED FOR SALMON TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It was a roasting day toward the latter part of July.
Three of us concluded we would try our luck with the rod
and line. The party consisted of Judge M., Charles M.
and the writer. Where should we go to spend the day?
That was an important question, considering the fact that
the mercury was sailing along uncomfortably near the 90s.

Plenty of places there were, but too remote from the dry
and dusty streets of the city of Portland, Ore.
"Let us go to some quiet little place," said Judge M.,

"where we can fish a little and have a good sort of time.
We don't want to work too hard. We do want lots of fun. I
propose that we go up to that little lake not far from the
village of Milwaukee. By cars we can reach the station
nearest the lake in less than half an hour. Then we can
foot it through the woods the rest of the way. It isn't

far—not more than fifteen minutes' walk. They say that
there are plenty of fine salmon trout there. I think there
are no genuine brook or mountain trout."

i So it was agreed to go up to Milwaukee. The "lake" re-
ferred to by the Judge was in reality no lakeat all. There
was a little brook that emptied into what was known as
Johnson's Creek, which poured its clear waters into the Wil-
lamette Eiver just below the little town of Milwaukee.
Many years ago—during the old pioneer days of the
State—some enterprising man had built a sawmill on the
little stream, and had constructed a dam of huge logs, rocks
and earth across the babbling little brook to obtain sufii-

cient fall to drive the crude machinery. After some years
the old mill was abandoned. Finally the building and
much of the worthless lumber was totally destroyed by
fire. Everything went to the "bats and owls," as the say-

ing is. But the old dam remained, and the clear waters of
the beautiful little stream continued to pour over the per-
manent obstruction. Back from the dam quite a pond or
little lake had been formed. This was about 50yds. in
width and several hundred yards long. The stream was
fed by a number of ice cold springs, and the waters of the
tarn were aS clear as crystal. Around the margin of the
lake the water was shallow, but it rapidly deepened as one
advanced toward the middle, and near the center the
depth varied from 25 to 30ft. So very transparent was it,

however, that one could see the outline of the bottom quite
distinctly.

In places the shore was rocky and irregular, but in many
spots the beach, or shingle, was smooth and sandy, and
shaded by giant old fir trees. Altogether considered, it

was a beautiful and attractive spot in which to spend a
scorching day. The stream-lake had been well stocked
with fine salmon trout, but, OM'ingto the proximity of the
city, had been visited very frequently by anglers, and the
number of fish was greatly decreased. However, we had
no occasion to complain of our hot day's success.

"Hello, are you fellows going out for a fish a hot day like
this, and do you expect to catch anything that has scales

on?" exclaimed the conductor, as we scrambled on to the
car.

We admitted we were.
"Well, I'll agree to buy all your fish for 25 cents apiece,"

said the big, jolly conductor, with a broad grin.

"All right," said the Judge, with a solemn expression of
countenance. "We'll just remember that threat of yours
when we come back this evening. Perhaps you'll change
your tune when you see our strings."

But the big ticket puncher only laughed louder and went
on taking in the fares. He kept looking back at us and
winking with his coal-black eyes.

It lacked a few minutes of 8 o'clock when we boarded
the car. Before 8:30 we had reached the little station

where we were to get off". A moment later we were on our
way through the cool, shady woods. As yet the tempera-
ture was quite pleasant, and the dew still glistened on the
grass and foliage. Our way was along an old cattle trail

that went zigzagging through the timber and brush. Less
than fifteen minutes' walk brought us to the margin of the
lake. Placing our lunch in. a cool, shady spot, we at once
began work. In five minutes' time our tackle was in trim.

But at the very outset we were confronted with a
very serious difficulty. Our rods were not long, and the
margin of the lake was shallow. W^e could not fish from
the shore, and there were no boats. We had no gum boots
and the water was too cold to stand in.

However, the Judge was a man of Napoleonic turn of
mind. "I'll tell you, boys, we'll have to build some rafts,

that's all. You watch me."
He soon rolled two old, half-decayed logs near the edge

of the water, and launched them. Then he cut several long,
slender shoots from a clump of hazel brush, with these
fastened the logs together in a rude fashion, and placing
several short pieces of timber across, soon had a substan-
tial raft. Taking up his fishing tackle, and procuring a
long pole to serve as paddle, he boldly stepped on his craft

and pushed off". We soon had a raft apiece and were fish-

ing hard enough. Some little time elapsed before any of
us were fortunate enough to get a bite. Charlie, with his
proverbial good luck, scored first. He pulled out a fine

salmon trout about lOin. long. The fish made a game
fight, and before Charlie landed it, he came near falling

from his raft. Charlie's narrow escape from taking a
"header" greatly amused the Judge, who gave vent to

yells and prolonged peals of laughter.

"You're a great fisher, Charlie," he yelled. "Wouldn't
I have split my sides if you had gone overboard. Steady,
there," he cried. "Oh, boys, I've got a whopper! Look,
look, see how he tugs at the line. Now I see him plain.

Just watch me land him."
Sure enough the Judge had a fish—a splendid one too.

Oh, he made a gallant fight for his life. Charlie and I
stopped fishing and watched the sport with keen interest.

It turned out to be fine sport too—at the Judge's expense.
In his efforts to land the fish he lost his balance and made
a frantic effort to save himself The two logs of his raft

parted suddenly, and plunge went the Judge into the ice-

cold water. He went down clear out of sight, and his old
silk tile floated gracefully away.
A moment later his bald head showed aboA'^e the surface.

He was puffing and blowing like a porpoise, shakine his

head and struggling to get his breath. As soon as he
gained voice he roared: "Help, help, don't you see I'm
drowning. You're a nice set of fellows to stand there and
see me lose my life. Come quick before I sink again.
Give me your hand, Charlie. Oh, I'm freezing; help me."
Here the Judge clung to one of the logs. Charlie, who

was only a few yards away, came promptly to the rescue,

and the Judge was towed ashore, or until his feet struck
the bottom, when he waded out.

His teeth chattered like a pair of castinets, his dripping
clothes clung to him like glue and he cut a most ludicrous
figure. As all danger was passed we set up a roar of
laughter, in which the good-natured Judge heartily

joined.

But where was the Judge's fine trout? When he tum-
bled overboard he let go of his rod. Taking advantage of
this the fish darted away toward the upper end of the
lake, carrying hook, line and rod along. How he sent the
rod spinning along! I slowly followed with my clumsy
raft, and, after a long, but lively chase, succeeded in

capturing all, including the fish.

We soon repaired the demoralized raft, and all resumed
fishing, The hot July sun soon dried out the Judge's suit,

and he fished as hard and laughed as heartily as the rest

of us over the very amusing episode.

Well, to make a long story short, we fished about six

hours in the little lake. Our luck, did you ask? Capital!

Over sixty salmon trout were captured. Charlie had the
longest string; the Judge scored next, while I brought up
the rear.

About 2 o'clock we halted and discussed our bountiful
lunch. After an hour's rest we began fishing again. But
the fish were too lazy to' nibble, and we soon gave up. We
had had fun enough and glory enough for one day. The
Judge said he was perfectly satisfied with his share of
both, "Look at my plug hat, and look at my wrinkled
clothes, boys, but just lake a squint at my string of fish."

Before 5 o'clock we had reached the little station. Soon
the car came bowling along. It was the same car and the
same conductor.
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"Hello," cried the big, jolly ticket puncher. "Here are
you fellows again. What luck, hoys? Bet you didn't catch
a fish; told you chaps so. Knew T was perfectly safe in
ofTering you 25 cents apiece."

"Here!" cried the Judge. "Come, pungle down now.
You owe us just $15. Here are our fish—just even sixty.

Hand over that coin quick. What do you say, boys?"
"Well, he's got to pay us and take the fish," we" cried.
When the big conductor saw our magnificent strings he

wilted. "Oh, I give in, boys; I take it all back; I apolo-
gize," he said with a good-humored laugh. "I was only
blufling. But, really, I should like to buy several to take
home for my wife and the children. Xhey are very fond
offish."

.

"You can't buy any of me," said the Judge, holding out
his hand and giving the conductor a cordial shake; "but
I'll give you six, just for luck."

Charlie gave him three and I gave him three. So we
had a jolly day's outing and our big conductor had a round
dozen fish to take home. J. M. Baltimore.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

XLI.-Danlel H, FltzhuKh.

No man's name was more prcminently connected with the

discovery of the grayling as a new fish of the highest game
qualities in America than that of the genial angler who is

tbe subject of this sketch He was credited with being the

discoverer of this fish in Michigan waters, but this he prop-

erly disclaimed ; he merely sent some specimens to New York
city, where they were the subject of a hot debate among
the Eoglish anglers and epicures who frequented Sutherland's

Cafe, where the fish were shown and served in 1872. He
wrote 10 a New York journal that Dr. J. C Parker, of

Grand Rapid.'!, Mich., had classified the fish some five years

before in a letter to the late Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadel-

phia, to whom he sent specimens, and correctly diagnosed

Ihem as true grayling.

Science is a cold-blooded thing, dealing in refrigerated

facts, and is as much interested in a new chub as in a newly
discovered game fish; it records firs, fin rays, and maps out
the geographical sur^'ace into head, eye, number of scales,

and souses the specimen into alcohol and has done with it.

Thai's all right, and is all that science wishes to know about
a fish, but not all that the angkr, it present, wishes to know
from science.

All this I read with that interest which was commonly
given to passing items concerning fish and fishing, and
having patted the item in my scrap-book it was as everlast-

ingly disposed of as if science had entombed it, on]}' to be
res .rrected by some future investigator. But when Mr.
Fii Kbugh wrote an article telling how this new fish rose to

the tly, and how gamy it was, the scrap-book was over-

hauled, and an interest was awakened in the new game fish.

One day early in 1874 Mr. Fitzbugli invited me to go to

northern Michigin to try to get the spiwn of the new fish

1 was then breeding tr' ut in wei-tern New York, and the in-

vitation was accepted Arriving at his home in Bay City,

we planned the campaign, and with his nephew. Frank
Fitzbugh, and his favonle guide, philosopber and friend

Len Jewell, we started for tne liitlo hamlet of Crawford,
now Grayling, sou e ninety miles north, on a rickety railroad

which ran a train up one day and down the next. The lime

of spawing was uncertbio, and we had burned out five

whisay barrels to take home some live fish if no spawn was
to be had. We Itiuuched our boats in the Au Sable River
on March 38 in a snowstorm, with the thermometer
down to 17" Fabr
To see Len Jewell pole a flat-bottomed scow down the

swift current and over rapids was a revelation only equaled

by seeing him pole the boat up-stream on the return. A
prominent trait in the character of "Dan" Fitzbugh, as I

soon learned to call him, was that his guest always was put
in the best boat, given the best guide and was put in the

most likely spots for fishing that he knew of. In after years

when comparing notes with George Dawson, Thad. Norris
:and others, who have made their final cast on earthly waters,

this trait was one of the first things mentioned, and it may
be taken as an index to the character of one of the kindest-

hearted, whole-souled gentlemen whom I ever wet a line

with.
It was practically mid-winter on the Au Sable in early

April and our bed of balsam boughs was made above 2ft. of

snow, with a gum blanket between, and there was no sign

of thawing under us when we left on April 3, with no eggs,

but with 300 live fish for my ponds. Dan begged me to

stay, but my word had been given to Prof. Baird that I

would start for the Southern shad waters before April 10.

Such days and such fishing! Flies frozen to the side of

the boat at the slightest contact and snapped off with the at-

tempt to cast; the line so heavily coaled with ice that it

.would not reiider through the rings and a grayling weighing
lib. out of water, pulling and boring for the bottom, and
even when nearly exhausted turning his great dorsal fin side-

ways to resist the strain of the rod. At a pause in the strug-

gle Len would bile the ice off the line near the tip so that a

few more feet could be reeled up, but if the fish was a small

one he would bring it in by hand. Then he would bite the

ice off the whole line down to the leader, which was compar-
atively free from it because it was longer in the unfrozen

, spring-fed river, but at times the reel line was as large as a
lead pencil with ice accumulated by repeated castings before

a fish struck. No matter if fingers were numb and ears

tingled, there was that within us that voted the sport to he
grand.

This trip was a short one, and a failure as far as obtaining

eggs was concerned ; but it was a glorious success in making
the acquaintance of two such men as Dan Fiizhugh and Len
Jewell. A full account of this trip will be found in Forest
AJXD Stream of April 23 and May 31, 1874, covering nearly

six columns, but only the fishing, the fish and the river are

described, with no attempt to portray character.

Len was frying some grayling for dinner, and had just

entered the tent where we lay for salt, pepper, or some other

thing, when Dan called my attention to a Canada jay which
Wrt/nopping about the fire, Len had covered everything eat-

able except the fish in the pan.

"Bet a million dollars," said Dan, "that that jay takes a

red hot fish out of that pan."

"Go you ten millions better," said I, "he can't doit, for

the rim of that pan is loo hot for his feet, and the boiling fat

will take his toes off."

Dan hadn't time eithT to taise or call me before the bird

tiew up, poised ovtr ihepan to feee what was there, flirted a

grayling out into the snow by some means unknown to the

deponent, and when Len turned and saw the bird take the
fish off into a tree, he made remarks highly derogatory to

"venison hawks" and the whole tribe of jays, whether blue
or gray, and I was indebted to Dan for a few millions of

dollars. This debt was soon cancelled, for I won fifty mil-

lions from him witliin half an hour on a bet that I would
catch the next meat hawk that came into camp. This gray
jay is very familiar. One perched on the toe of my boot,

and looked us all over as I lay on my back in the tent. They
would hop around camp, and carry off bread, pork, fish, or

anything eatable; yet, like the familiar European sparrow,
they ke( p a sharp eye on every movement. I placed a bit of

pork on a slanting stick, and fixed a noose on a twig just

below it; and when the jay flew up to the bait a twitch on
the string lassoed it, and then such a screaming! In a minute
a score of jays assembled to help their kinsman, and their united

screams brought more. The bird was released, and although
my winnings had enriched me "beyond the dreams of avar-

ice," I sat down with Len and Frank, and ate fried grayling
and drank coffee out of a tin cup on terms of equality just

as we would at Casey's table d'hote; and I can recall ihat

winter camp, and say of Len's fried grayling as Eugene
Field says of Casey's "tabble dote":

'•The very recollection of them puddin's 'nd them ries

Brings a yearnin' to my buzzum 'nd the water to my eyes."

And as I wiite there seems no way to express the longing
for the days that can never return unless I again quote from
the same poem, and mentally substitute the zVu Sable River
for the mining camp, where Field says:

"Oh, them times on Red Hoss Mountain in the Roclties fur away

—

There's no such place nor times like ihsin as I kia find to-day 1

What though the camp hez busted? I seem >,o see it still,

A lyin' like it loved it, on that big 'nd war y hill;

And I feel a sort of yearnin' 'nd a chokin' in my throat

When 1 think of Red Hoss Mountain 'nd of Casey's tabble dote!"

Those days seem like a dream, or perhaps, as Tom Moore
puts it, "hke the faint, exquisite musie. of a dream"; for

the keen air, the morning mist on the spring-fed river, the

JDASlEL H. FITZHUGH.

novelty of taking a new and grand game fish, in the company
of a most charming host, whose constant thought was to give
his guest the best of the fishing and of everything else wilhin
his power. There are men who believe that we will do all

these things over again on the other side of the Styx, and
keep at it as long as we like. If so, Len Jewell will fry

graylina: while Dan B''ifzhugh and I will swap yarns while
watching the meat hawks dodge Len's boot, and Len will

chew the ice off my line before I make a cast. But, then,

other people say there's no ice there; and just how we can
rehearse those days without snow and ice is a problem.
To turn from the realm of fancy to cold facts is some-

times necessary to a truthful hislorian, and at the end of my
first grayling trip a fine lot of ThymnUus were swimming in

my trout ponds. Seth Green had declined Dan's invitation

to get their eggs, but when a rival brought the fi?h so near
him he came and looked them over, found that they had not
spawned, and next day started for the Au Sable. He was
too late; the fish had spawned, but he dug some 300 eggs out
of the gravel, took them to his partner, Mr. Collins, who
hatched the first grayling eggs in a trough that were so

hatched in America; but none were raised from these eggs.

The newspapers of the day had many items concerning the

new fish and its future as an addition to our game fishes.

Mr, Charles Hallock, then editor of Forest and Stream,
had some sent by Mr. Fiizhugh and served at a dinner of

the Blooming Grove Park Association, at Sutherland's,

baked, boiled and fried, and the guests were loud in their

praise of the grayling. Before I visited Mr. Fitzbugh the
next year he had urged the Legislature of Michigan to pro-
tect this fish during its spawning season, and failed. He
then urged me to again attempt their salvation, although I

told him that the adult fish in my ponds had not, and would
never spawn.

Next year I arranged with Prof. Baird to let me have my
own time on the Au Sable, and so striking in between the
dates when I lett the river and when Green arrived there,

we got a fine lot of eggs. We struck Grayling on April 5
and our party was as before, except that Dan took Charles
Pie ce as his boatman, leaving the giant Len .Jewell to me.
Our success last year had been talked of among the lumber-
men, and when we arrived at the Grayling House the host,

Mr. Hartwick, was anxious to have our rods unpacked in

order that he might prove his statements that fish of 31bs.

weight could betaken on "slim Jim switches." The spht
bamboos were brought out and limbered for inspection.

Pardon the artillerist's term, it's wrong, hut I don't know
what else to call it; we unlimher a gun for action, i. e., de-
tach the limber— chest and—hut when we put a rod together
for action it must be "limbered," for it is assembled.

The wood-choppers looked the rods over with ill concealed
contempt; the artificial flies and gut leaders were handed
around with smiles which broadened into grins until one
young fellow, whose views of things had tieen temporarily
istranged \>y backwoods whiskv, thought it necessary to

show how weak such a slim rod tip was by breaking it be-

tween his powerful hands while Len Jewell held the butt,

and was telling of the beautiful workmanship necessary to

build up such a rod. Quicker than thought Len had the
man's hands in his grasp and he was as quiet as a babe.

There was no row because most of the men were sober and
knew that the fellow had done wrong, and then all knew
Len Jewell, who was a "land looker" and constantly
traveled through northern Michigan. Slill these lumbermen
wanted to see how such slim "poles" could take a fish, and
in the morning Dan and I went down to the railroad bridge
and cast for nearly an hour before we tooli a ilb. grayling on
an artificial fly. They were incredulous at first and we cast
until hope had become hopeless, when at la'^t Dan had a
strike and landed his fish. Blessings on that little grayling!
To us it was a great victory. The light rod kills; the mild
power cures and the victor can always afford to refrain from
rejoicing.

It was not as cold on this trip as on the one the year be-
fore. There had h^en a thaw, and the river was a foot
higher and somewhat discolored. There were no fish in the
old places and we went down twenty miles before stopping
to fish Len said the river had been netted and speared as
far down as the market fisher could pole a boat in one day.
We took one fish that had the marks of a spear on it, and
thi<i in the breeding sea?o;i! The spawning beds were on
shallows, but there were no fish on them; all that we caught
were in the deep, dark pools. Suspecting that they were
night spawners, we riyged up a jack-light and saw them on
the beds. We released the unripe fish and only found four
fully ripe females, and from these and half a dozen others
that had partly .spawned I took 8,000 eggs home, besides
giving a lot to Mr. Frank N. Clark, the well-known fishcul-

turist, then running a hatchery in southern Michigan. This
was the first lot of grayling eggs taken by hand in America.
The spawning season was about over when we left the liver
on April 11. A full account of this trip may be found in

Forest AND Streak of May 13, 1875 Up to this time it

was lawful to take grayling on April 1, but after several
years of efl'orl Mr, Fiizhugh got the Legislature to change
the date.

Before I met Mr, Fiizhugh he wrote me a chaiacteristic
letter. He said ; "You say you would like to go after gray-
ling if it will not interfere with my business. I am quite a
busy man, and never allow pleasure to interfere with busi-

ness. My pleasure is to look after a lot of lumbermen, log
drivers and others, keep account of the amount of lumber
they get out and make out pay rolls. My business is fishing,

shooting and vagabondizing in the woods, and pleasure is

never allowed to intprfere with it. 1 am at your service if

you come." And it was not to me alone that such an offer
was made. He entertained Prof. James W. Milner, who
wrote a monograph on the grayling for the TJ. 8. Fish Com-
mission ; Thad. Nofris, George Dawson, Seth Green, and
other lesser known anglers. His boats, guides and camp
I quipage were not only at their service, but the party was
litjerally provisioned by bim for his guests. His fund of
anecdote and his peculiar gift of humor made him a most
charming companion, and it came naturally, tor his coubin,
Greene Smith, the ornithologist, was famous in this line, to
the sorrow of his solemn father, Gerrett Smith, the famous
abolitionist. Greene Smith could tell funny yarns for a
week and never repeat, and Dan Fiizhugh was a good sec-

ond. I may say, par parenthesis, that 1 believe myself a
fair judge of that sort of ttiing.

In December. 1877, he wrote me: "I have been on the
Manistee three times this .=ummer, always with good success,
but not such as we had a few years ago. We have to work
harder, and it is more satisfactory. The vandals have in-

vaded our pleasant waters with bait and all other devices to
lure the gentle grayling. One party from Chicago took
5,000 from the Manistee this summer— fish from loz. upward
—salted them and shipped them home to count! Then they
have dammed the river at Grayling, and are going to put
dams in the Manistee next spring. I think I can see two
more seasons of reasonably good fishing in those streams,
and then, in my old age, must seek new fields. Is it not
hard? Do try and come and go a fishing with me once more
in the old holes."

Again, in August, 1879, he wrote: "Have been to the
Mainstfe once, with fair success. Mj last trip was poor as
regards bag, but pleasant otherwise. * * * i have been
trout fl'5hing. Had not fished for trout in ten j'ear.«i. Before
that all my fly fishing was for trout, and I had an exaggerated
idea of tue slaying qualities and resistance of the trout.

Now, after mature deliberation and some experience with
both, I believe the grayling of equal siz i has twice the resist-

ance and all the staying power of his relative. I have never
seen a trout come out and shake himself over two or three
limes before surrendering, while it is common for the gray-
ling to make half a dozen desperate leaps before he comes to

grief." Yet men who have fished for grayling once have
denied that it leaps from the water. It seems like a crime
to let this grand fish become extinct. Mr. Fiizhugh paid all

the expenses of a trip after grayling eggs for the State of
Michigan, and Mr. Chase, the fishciilturist, got some eggs in
1878 and sent them to the hatchery at Pokagon, but I nave
no turther knowledge of what was done with them, I also

think Mr. Frank N. Clark attempted to get eggs, but am
writing from memory.

In 1884 Mr Fiizhugh called me down for saying in ' Fish-
ing with the Fly," that the grayling does not leap, therefore
I am in with the others of small experience. H*' said : "You
have made a grave error, which I do not attribute to your
ignorance but to lack of experience. You assert boldly that
the grayling never leaps from the water to take the fly. You
were with me on what were probably the only trips for gray-
ling you ever made, in what was almost the depths of win-
ter, and you were right, as far as your experience went.
They do then take the fly, as you say, just at or below the
surface. But, take the grayling in the proper season it is as
'leapin' ' a fish as any tiout. I have lost my end fly, and
with nothing but the hand fly, when fish wtre rising, have
trailed it some inches above the water to see them leap and
take it, and have caught many in that way, hooked 6in. in

the air. Moreover, I have never seen a trout leave the water
over two or three times after being hooked, while 1 have seen
the grayling leap six times, fur all he was worth, and Len
backs me in this." The dear old soul! Doesn't he let m«
down easy'i*

I had another trip with Mr. Fiizhugh and Len Jewell,
which I will relate in a sketch of Len^ Dan's constant and
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faithful friend. I last met Mr. ritzhugh in Detroit, in

1888, when we met by appoinlment at a meeliDg of the

American Fisheries Society, and how we did fish in the hotel

that night! The old stories were retold, and we renewed
our youth with memories of the past. He told of a priest

tvho fished with him occasionally, and whom I had seen

in the woods, retiring at Ihe proper hours to tell his beads,

tod then joining us with a smiling face, brim full of good
nature to ask what we thought of the fishing prospect.

Some careless remark of mine about our not following the

good example of our clerical friend caused Dan to say

:

"Speak for yourself, my boy. All men do not perform
tbeir devotions" in public, and only for your happening to

stumble on the reverend gentleman and seeing him telling

his beads, you would never have known that he did it.

i^Teither do you know what 1 may do in that line; but as for

you, I think you incline more to the jovial creed of the

sporting monk of Tountain's Abbey, wh.o said:

" 'Little I reok of the matin-bell,

But drown its toll with iny claDging horn;

And the only beads I love to tell

Are the beads of the dew that hang on the thorn'."

Hon. Herschel Whitaker, President of the Michigan Fish
Commission, wrote me that Mr. Fitzhugh died on June 26,

1896, and that he attended his funeral, adding: "He was one
of nature's noblemen, a true sportsman, a brave spirit, with
a heart as gentle as a woman's." Asking Mr. Whitaker to

get me a picture of my old friend, he replied that Mr. Fitz-

hugh would never sit for a photograph, but that Mr. E. A.
Cooley, of Bay City, had one that was worked up from a

snap shot, taken by a young amateur, of a group among
whom Mr. Fitzhugh was sitting. This picture Mr. Cooley
sent and is here used.

Mr. Fitzhugh was born in. Livingston county, N. Y., in

1823, and consequently was seventy years old when he died.

He was a strong, healthy man, barring occasional attacks of

gout, which, when the}' came on in the woods, rendered him
helpless, and then Len Jewell has actually carried him on
his back over twenty miles through the woods when £0

afflicted. He went to Bay City in 1847 and built a house,

and went 1o New York city three years later, but in 1870
made Bay City his permanent residence. He left a wife, but
no children.

Len Jewell is dead. Looking down the line of men I

have fished with it is only an odd one or two who are left.

A letter from a lifelong friend, just received, makes this

statement:: "A man makes no friends after he reaches fifty

years, only acquaintances." This is a new and philosoph-
ical view of life that is worth recording, for some personal
experiences in recent years seem to bear it out.

Fked Mather.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Big Fishing for Big Fish.

Chicago. 111., May 1.—Mr. W. F. Souther, of this city,

hands me the following letter from a friend of his who has
been down in Lower California fishing for jewfish. He says
the jewfish peculiar to the Gulf of California differs slightly

from the Pacific Ocean fish bearing the same name. Mr.
Souther says, with apologetic intent in regard to the story,

that 6,5001bs. of fish in two or three hours does sound a
trifle tall, but that it is unquestionably true. The letter

reads as below

;

"Toi'BKA, Kas.

—

My Dear WiUtam: I know that one of
your favorite pastimes is with the rod and line, and having
just returned from a trip to Guaymas, in the State of Sonora,
Mexico, where we spent several days fisbing, thought pos-
sibly you would be interested in my account of our sport.

Guaymas, as you know, is situated on Guaymas Bay, on tLe
Gulf of California. It is a quaint old Mexican town, nobody-
knows how old, as it was an Indian village long before its

discovery by white men. We left the Clearing House dock
about 5 o'clock in the morning, being towed by a small tug
in two yawls to a point about ten miles from the city and
directly under Cape Haro lighthouse. Our party consisted
of eight Americans, all prominently known in railway
circles, and an equal number of natives—Mexicans and
Yaqui Indians—who composed the crew of the tug and
acted as guides and oarsmen.

' 'We reached the fishing grounds about 8 o'clock and lost

no time in getting to work. During the months of Novem-
ber, December, .January and February, a fish, called bj^ the
natives ioHoaha (which was interpreted to us as sea bass)

comes into the feeding grounds of Guaymas Bay, and it does
not require much of an effort to catch a good-sized boat load.

We had an abundance of lines, about half the thickness of
ordinary clothes-line, with a hook about 8 or lOin. in length,
and which was attached to the line with about 12in. of heavy
well chain. This latter precaution is taken to prevent the
sharks, which are quite numerous and frequently caught,
from biting the lines in two. For bait we used the arm of
an octopus, or devil fish, or a small fish which is called there
tie dulce, or "sweet mouth." This latter fish weighs from
1 to Slbs., and is put on the hook right under the back fin

and allowed to swim as usual. The fish are found in very
deep water, and we frequently had out over 100ft. of line.

On the day in question the fish must have been very hungry,
for we no sooner got our lines to the bottom than we had
hooked a 100 pounder, and what fun it was hauling them in I

It requires quite a strong man to haul a 100 pound fish from
100ft. of water, and we soon found out that the salt water,
heavy lines and strong fish cut our hands unmercifully, and
the writer was laid up for several days afterward with pretty
sore bands. After getting the fish to the top of the water,
we hauled them alongside of the boat, and then had to knock
them in the head several times with a short, heavy ironwood
club to stun them before we could get them into the boat.
After fishing about an hour our two boats were loaded with
fish to the gunwales.
"We rowed ashore and unloaded the fish on the bank and

started afresh, and inside of another hour succeeded in re-
filling the boats, catching in all sixty-five fish, averaging a
little over lOOlbs. each. After we had refilled the boats we
were pretty well tired out, and all went ashore for the pur-
pose of eating our lunch and clt aning the fish. The water
was about 30ft. deep along shore, but clear as crystal, and
we caught lots of starfish and lobsters with our small har-
poons. The big fish were so plsntiful that we actually
caught three of them hooked in the side,«, they having run
into the hooks. We lost a good many lines, as the fish are
pretty strong, especially when first caught; but after we get
them near the surface the air bag comes out of their mouths,
atd after that there is no danger of losing your fish, as it.

floats around on top of the water, and never goes to the bot-

tom again. The most amusing feature of the day was wheu

one of our party got his hook caught on the 3001b. anchor,
which he pulled to the top amid shouts of laughter from the
whole party. He was quite a heavy man, and the exertion
made him puff' lustily. Every time tie would stop pulling
he would see the line start for the bottom at a rapid rate,

and he must have thought he had caught a whale. He fin-

ally succeeded in getting the anchor to the top, and I won't
tell you what he said. You can guess.

"1 am not much of a fisherman, as you know, but have
made several trips to Guaymas, and always go fishing there,

as it is no trouble to fill yo'ur boats in no time, and I am in-
formed that Agassiz, the eminent naturalist, on a trip

through the Gulf of California, said that it is the largest and
best unfished body of water on the globe. They catch in-

numerable varieties of fish there and it is well worth a trip
there, but it does not require an expert to be successful. In
our country it requires; brains to be a successful fisherman,
while there it requires only strength and tough hands.
When we returned ashore we were told by everyone that
our catch was the largest that had ever been made by a single
party—but still I wasn't happy. Between you and me I en-
joyed vastly more our over Sunday trips on the C , M & St.

P. R. R. to Dslavan and Eagle Lake, Wisconsin, and httle

as 1 know of 'scientific' fishing, I believe I'd rather c.itch

half a dozen of the 3 and 31b. bass we caught last summer at

Kansasville than 100 of the biggest tortoabas that ever swam
ia the Gulf of California. McC."

The Thornapple River for Bass.

May 15.—Mr. R. P. Alden. of Saginaw, Mich,; is good
enough to add a bit of further information about the Thorn-
apple River of the South Peninsula as a bass stream. It

comes in the nature of the usual advice of to day, "You
ought to have been here about ten years ago," or "You'll
find it a little better over in the next couaty," which fisher-

men of this region have become accustomed to hearing when
they go out fishing anywhere. I hope we shall hear of better
enforcement of the laws in the Thornapple country, so that
we shall see this good stream as it always should be. Mr.
Alden says

:

I see you mention the Thornapple River as a good stream
for small mouth bass There was a time when the Thorn-
apple was alive with them, but of late years ihey are nearly
run out. The law protecting the black bass is not enforced,
as the fish are taken in every manner the year round. Spear-
ing and netting has done its work. In i860 I was born in
the village of Alaska, seventeen miles southeast of Grand
Rapids and on the bank of the Thornapple River, and I lived
there for twenty-five years. I have fished and liunted its

entire length, and will say that if the laws were enforced
this would be the angler's paradise for the small mouth bass.

I never tried the fly, but with natural bait one can to-day
get good fishing there.

The Prairie River for Trout.

Mr. W. H. Comstock, of this city, is beginning to be
trou'iled with the trout fever at this time o' year, and this

week came up to the Forest and Stream oflice to ask
where he could go to get some good trout fishing, nearby in

Wisconsin, all fly-casting of course, for he does not care for

any other kind. This was a hard question to answer, for I

really do not know a single stream in Wisconsin where good
fly fishing can be depended upon. There are trout in many
streams of Wiscon,sin, but the most trout are in the worst
streams. The Paint and the Pine and the Fence all offer

good fly fishing once in a while. The Little Oconto is about
the best of any of the streams of upper Wisconsin which do
not run into Lake Superior (the best trout fishing is in the
streams which empty into that lake). I told Mr.^ Comstock
that he would be apt to find about as good fishing of his

sort in the white River, near Princeton, as in any stream I
personally knew anything about, but that he would probably
find the Prairie River, near Merrill, Wis., still better, if he
cared to take a sevenieen mile stage ridd (no man deserves
trout nowadays who is not willing to ride further than that

by stage). The Prairie River was for a long, time stocked
by the State, and the fact was not generally known, the

rwer being practically covered up for some years. Trout
weighing up to 4 and 5!bs. were taken from it for the
World's Fair. Since then the stream has been fished by a
good many anglers, some of whom were careful not to give
the snap away. I can't say what the stream will offer this

season, but it ought to be about the best place in that State,

all things considered.

I shall be vastly obliged to friends in Wisconsin and the
South Peninsula of Michigan if they will be kind enough to

give me the names of good waters for trout or bass. About
mis time of year a whole lot of people come in here and
want to know where to go. I will not send anybody any
but the right kind of people, so don't be afraid to tell where
the good fishing is for the friends of Forest akd Stream.

Chicago Fiy-Casting Clult>.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Cliib has begun its season casting
tournaments, and held its first meet May 8 at one of the city

parks, with the following results. The first column shows
distance of fly-casting, the second and third the percentages
and the fourtn the bait-casting distance

;

Long Distance and Accuracy and Bait-
Distance. Accdracy. Delicacy. Casting.

I, H. Bellows 7JJ 9S% lO^^ 963^

L.F.Crosby. .... .... . Ti^i
B. W Goodsell 85 9 9<>}^ 8?\
E. D. Letterman ....... , .. .... Si^^

C. A. Lippincott 8. 89I5 71% 79
O. G. Ludlow U% 78^5

E. B.Miller ....

a A. Murrell 72 19 77^ 9.3^

H. A. Newkirk. .. SVi, ti-i^e.

F. N. Peet 79 86is Sb%
G. W. Strell .... 80»5

J. E. Strong 79 8;5, 84^,

Holders of medals: Long distance fly, B. W. Goodsell;
distance and accuracy, I H. I5ellows; accuracy and delicacy,

B. W. Goodsell; bait casting, Itha H. BeUows.
B Hough.

1S06 BoYCK Building, Chicago.

ANGLING NOTES.

Kentucky Fish Abundant.
Mayfield, Ky., May 8.—Never before were there so

many fish in the small streams in western Kentucky. Last
week a party of five spent the day on Clark's River, and in a
few hours landed seventy-five nice trout. Now this may be
a small catch for some waters, but it is extraordinarily large-

for Clark's River.

We fished just below a mill dam,jwhere the water was not
more than Sit. deep.

I suppose the backwater from the Ohio has supplied the
creek with its unusual amount of fine fish. Hayseed.

Fish Feeding.

It is my belief that during the next few years the mat-
ter of feeding young and adult fish will command the at-

tention of public and private flsli breeders in this country
to a greater extent than it has during any period in the
past since artificial fish propagation has been practiced. It

is natural that this sliould be so, aa other branches of the
work have occupied the attention of fishculturists until
these branches having been perfected, as you may say,
the problem of how best to rear the young and old fish in
confinement, economically and in healtii remains to be
solved. Not that the rearing of young fish to yearlings, or
older, has not been practiced for years past, and has occu-
pied the time and thought of fish Ijreeders, but now it

would seem as though they were concentrating their
thought upon the discovery of the best and cheapest me-
tliod of rearing and feeding fish fry, and maintaining
stock fish.

Fish breeders in Europe have apparently devoted more
time to solving this problem than the fish breeders in
America, and this is explainable when we understand that
their operations have been conducted on a small scale
comparatively; for while they hatch thousands of fish in
Europe we hatch them by millions in this country, or I
might even say, by the hundreds of millions. Naturally
under such conditions, while we have been perfecting
plans for hatching fish on such a large scale, we have not
devoted much time to the matter of rearing the fry after
they are hatched. Within the past few days I liave re-
ceived several letters, which refer to the subject of feeding
or rearing fish. One from Mr. Thomas Ford, Manor Fish-
ery, Caistor, Lincolnshire, England, I quote from as fol-

lows: "For the last three or four years I have been
feeding my trout from the fry stage up to my 121b8. fish

on a new system, at present used only by myself
and the results are most excellent. It is a perfectly natural
food, and I have wholly discarded chopped liver and horse-
flesh. My fry have had no chopped liver for quite ten
years. This will probably be news to you. This year my
yearlings run up to 9in., and I sold a good lot from 4 to

- <Sin., quite equal to tlie Scotch two-year-olds, and I got a
good price for them, of course. 1 had smaller yearlings from
smaller fish running from 3 to Gin. The last 500 yearlings,
fano, I sent out were all from 4 to 8in., with the 9in. trout
picked out for future breeders." We have no trouble to
rear yearlings of Din. in length on this side of the water,
but it is not done on natural food. At the Cold Spring
Harbor Station ofthe Fisheries, Game and Forest Commis-
sion, and in the rearing ponds of the Rosapeague Club,
near Smithtown, L. I., I have seen 9in. yearlings a-plenty,
though neither are fed entirely on natural food. The lat-

ter are not fed on liver, but they are fed on beef hearts and
salt water minnows (mummys).

Last year at the meeting of the American Fisheries So-
ciety at Battery Park Aquarium, New York, fish feeding
was discussed at length,and the method of William Thomp-
son, of Warren, Ind., was referred to, not entirely with the
seriousness which it deserved. Mr. Thompson feeds his
fish on meal of some sort, but the process of preparing his
fish food has never been made public. Corn meal, cooked
and mixed with chopped liver, is a fish food that has been
tried by the State and by private breeders. I n fact, I now
recall a letter from a private breeder received a month or
so ago on this very subject. The writer is Mr. H. Seymour
Buckley, of Odessa, N. Y. He said: "I notice a discus-

sion in the Transactions of the American Fisheries Society
in regard to trout food in which ia mentioned the Page
method of feeding mush. I have been in this business
only three years, but I have used the mush and liver dur-
ing that time and consider it a very good and economical
food. I also use blood with this- mush. I rear only brook
trout, and they take this food readily and thrive upon it.

Fish fed upon this food can
_
be eaten at any time without

changing the food, as there is no bad flavor from it in the
flesh of the trout like that of liver-fed fish. In fact the
fish fed on mush and liver are superior to wild trout. I

am supported in this statement by all who have eaten my
fish. I have had no experience witli other foods so I will

not say that this heads the list, but I do know that it pro-
duces a fish whose flavor cannot be beaten." But I have
wandered from Mr. Thompson. It is one thing to rear
brook trout or salmon and quite another to rear shad or
whitefish fry. The United States Fish Commission in its

shad pond in Washington does rear shad fry from spring
until fall, but does not feed the fry, as they subsist on the
food generated by the plant life in the pond. Mr. Thomp-
son writes me that by his method of feeding he rears
wlritefish to from to Sin. in length. This is a system of
feeding artificial food, and he tells me he has furnished his
food to the United States Fish Commission to rear 1,000,000
whitefish to June 1. If this is successful, it will be a long,

long stride in the direction of solving the food problem so
far as the delicate whitefish is concerned.
While I have been writing, a letter has come to me

which has a bearing on this subject.

Whenthe Fisheries, Game and Forest Commission recom-
mended in its report for 1895, that in the future no plants
of German carp should be made in waters containing other
fisli, because it was no better than the common sucker,

and instead of being a vegetarian, as was heralded when
introduced from Europe, it had been convicted of spawn-
eating; a New York newspaper commented upon the
recommendation as unwise, and said that the carp had
not been convicted of spawn-eating, or words to that
effect. The letter just received is from a member of one
of the best known private clubs in this country, and he is

chairman of the hatchery committee of the club.

lie says: "Years ago, acting on the advice of the U. S.

Fish Commissioners, the club stocked a lake with carp on
the assumption that they would provide food for the black
bass, with which the lake was stocked. * * * The
black bass has deteriorated. Some years ago the fair run
was from | to l^lbs., with an occasional big one. I have
raised and turned into the lake some thousands of black
bass fry about Sin. long, yet the catch has proven smaller
and smaller, now running about 8in., and a pound fish

is the exception. There used to he shoals of mirmows in

the lake; these have entirely vanished, and last sum-
mer I did not see them at all. We were troubled by
the numbers of yellow perch and pickerel. To see a pick-

erel now is an event, while the number of perch have
wonderfully fallen off. I lay all this primarily to the
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carp. They have increased enormously, and take very
good care that no bass shall breed in the lake. J have re-

peatedly seen them shove the bass off the nest and stick up ilie

spawn, and I imagine that every other spawning fish has
an equally bad time." There is much that can be said
about this state of affairs in the lake referred to, but I have
quoted from the letter chiefly to show that there is .some
evidence that the carp is a spawn eater.

_
I have always believed that the New York commis-

sioners were justified in their recommendation, and this is

only one of a number of instances that have come to my
personal notice to prove that the carp is most undesirable
in waters where better fish would thrive if it were not for

the carp. The writer of the letter informs me that a de-
termined eflTort has been made to clear the carp out of the
lake, but so far without success. It is the simplest of all

simple matters to get an undesirable fish into a lake, and
once in, it is the hardest kind of a matter to get the unde-
sirable fish out without at the same time doing injury to
the desirable fishes in the same water.

Color of Trout Flesh.

Col. Wm. L. Stone has made it plain to me that he
means the flesh, and not the skin, of the trout when he
said that the males are of one color and the females are of
another. He writes: "I have just heard from my friend
who lives at Beaver Lake, near the Boreas, and he says
that it is the male trout whose flesh is white and the fe-

male a rich salmon." It will be interesting to investigate
what the male and female trout of other lakes may show
in the way of coloring of flesh. A. N. Cheney.

QUEBEC ANGLING SEASON OPENED.
Editor Fm'est and Stream:
The ice has gone out with a rush, and the fishing season

has opened here much earlier than usual. Telegrams from
Lake St. John report that the ice left the lake on Wednesday
last, and that ouananiche are being taken in abundance by
the habitants around the shore. This fishing is altogether

with bait; but by the early part of next week the fish will

undoubtedly rise well to the fly in the mouths of the Meta-
betchouan and Ouiatchouan rivers.

The ice left m.ost of the smaller lakes along the line of the
Quebec & Lake St. John Eailway over a week ago, and fly-

fishing is now becoming good, but will be better in about a
week. A party of prominent anglers from Syracuse, N. Y.,
arrived in town yesterday. They are members of the Triton
Fishing Club, and are on their annual excursion to their

fishing grounds in the Lake St. John region. The party
consists of Mx. C. P. Gregory, proprietor of the Yates House
in Syracuse, and vice-president of the club; Messrs, L. C.

Smitb, Fred Barnes, G. S. Larrabbee, M, C. Pierce, T. T>.

Wflkin, Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Brown and H. E Gregory, Lake
Edward, it just clear of ice, and soon the public may look for
reports of the great red trout that are taken every spring out
of its deep cold waters. Messrs. Samuel Dodd, W. B. Ives,

W. B. Hall, W. B. Cashen, George A. Fay, Francis Steven-
son, of Meriden, Conn. ; Dr. George L Porter, William E.
Hincks, George H. Johnson, of Bridgeport, and Mr. A. E.
Foster, of New York, passed through here two or three days
ago on their way up the line of the Lake St. John Eailway
to their club waters. Most of them are members of the well-

known Metabetchbuan Pish and Game Club, which has its

club house at Kiskisink. The Messrs. R. R, McCormick
and William McCormick, of Florida, who are annual visi-

tors to this country, arrived here ten days ago and immedi-
ately proceeded to Lake Edward, where they have taken a
cottage for the whole season. Here they will make their

headquarters during the summer, first fishing Lake Edward
for some time and then going to Lake St. John after

•ouananiche. Their wives, when not in the woods with
them, will live either at Lake Edward or at the Roberval
Hotel, for the two gentlemen of the party calculate this year
upon making a long trip up the Peribonca River, and getting

as nearly as possible to its waters.

The lakes in the immediate vicinity of the city have now
been clear of ice for some time, and pretty good sport is re-

ported from both Lake Beaufort and Lake St. Charles In
the, latter lake a Quebec angler, on Saturday last, took a gray
trout or "laker" {ISalmo namayciish) weighing S^lbs, It rose
to a Palmer-hackle. This is not the first instance of the kind
that has occurred in this lake. Some few years ago, as re-

lated in ,The Ouananiche and its Canadian Environment,"
one of these fish, double as large as that above reported, was
killed there by a fly-fisherman. The na'maymsh are only
'on the top of the water in the very first days
'of the season, while it is still quite cold, and it

us probably only in quite northern latitudes that
they are known to take the fly at all. The angler
who killed this last fish hooked another and larger
specimen on the same day, but lost it, That killed by him
gave him about an hour's work. It made a long run upon
feeling the steel and threatened to run out the whole Une.
After that it was simply weight that told. It resisted much
as a pike does, and as it was taken upon light tackle, had to

be finally towed ashore. Similar sport could no doubt be
had in many of the lakes in which this fish abounds in the
Lake St. John country, if properly sought, early in the sea-

son, E. T. D. Chambeks.
Quebec, May 15,

Florida Swordfish.

At Fort Myers, JVIr. E. Vora Hofe, of New York, on May
2 and 3, landed two large swordfish with rod and reel. The
first measmed 14ft. in length by 4^ft. in breadth, from fin to
fin, and weighed 6001bs. ; while tlie other measured 13ft. in
length and 'weighed over .5001b8. The saws were 3+ft.

long.

The fish were caught near Redfish Point, on the Caloosa-
hatchee River, four miles below Fort Mjers, and were taken
while fishing for tarpon, on a No. 15 linen line and 14oz.
split-bamboo rod. It took two hours to bring the largest
fish to gaff. Mr. Vom Hofe has caught ten tarpon to date,
five of which were taken in the waters about Fort Myers.

B.

Mooaehead Fishing.

Bangok, Me., May 14.—The Sterns party, of Bangor, in
their first afternoon brought to Kineo 153 splendid square-
tailed trout. Mr. Andrew was high line with thirty-two, and
Mr. L. A, Perry, of Auburn, took the largest fish—S^lbs.
Wednesday the party took 113, with Mr. Greenleaf as' the
Jieavy-weight catch, just 31bs, Geo. M Houghton.

THE MAINE FISHING.
Boston, May 15.—Parties for the trout waters of Maine

are in order now that the lakes and ponds are all clear of

ice. The last lake to clear was Rangeley, the ice leaving the
11th, or four days later than last year. Richardson cleared

the 9lh and Mooselucmaguntic on the 10th; these lakes each
about four days later than last year. A number of sports-

men were already at the several accessible points on the
Rangeleys and Moosehead, waiting for the ice to leave.

Others started as soon as news of the ice leaving was re-

ceived.

Senator W. P. Frye, of Maine, passed through Portland
the other day en route for his camp, Lake Mooselucmaguntic.
It is reported that he is at the head of a petition that is being
circulated praying the commissioners to prevent deep-water
bait fishing in all the 'Rangeley waters during July and
August, i'he claim of the petition is that a great many
lai'ge trout are destroyed by this fishing in the deep water of
tlie lakes, the work being done with very long lines, at points
that have been previously "baited up," as it la termed; min-
nows having been chopped up and thrown overboard for
several days beforehand.
Thus far no great catches are reported from the Rangeley

waters, the water being unusually cold. It is noted that the
ice lingered longer than ever before after having actually
broken up, indicating unusually cold water. Capt. Fred C.
Barker writes from Bemis that he was two days in getting
his little steamer up to the dam, at last succeeding after

driving through miles of ice. Travel that way has started

off with a rush, a through train from Boston in one day,
direct to the heart of the Rangeleys, being appreciated.

Reports from Moosehead are of a crowd of sportsmen and
good fishing. It is reported that at least 500 people are
scattered among the principal hotels at Moosehead and at the
private camps; a good many camping out, though it is early
in the season for such dwelling out of doors.

Landlocked salmon at Dan Hole Pond, Ossipee N. H., are
not a success so far this season. The R. 0. Harding party,

there last Saturday, did not get a fish. But the Fish Com-
missioners of the State were met and agreed to plans for
further stocliing and protecting the pond. More salmon are
being taken at Webb Lake, Maine, and Lake Auburn is also

doing better, with several good salmon there this week,
G'^od reports are being received from the Winthrop, Me.,
lakes. The Bangor salmon pool has also started in to do
better. The biggest salmon ever taken from that pool was
three or four years ago, a 28 pounder. On Monday the next
largest fish was taken there, one weighing SSilbs. A Mr.
Buck was the lucky captor. Mr. Burnett, who came from
Scotland with the intention of fishing the Bangor Pool, took
a week ago a 161b. salmon. Later he has had better success,
landing two or three salmon. Landlocked salmon fishing

has started in well at Rangeley Lake, several catches already
being reported, though no very lai'ge fish. W. B, Farmer,
of Boston, has taken a 41b. salmon there, and a trout of 31bs.

E F. Belding, of Fitchburg, Mass , has taken a salmon of
Silbs. Fishermen from all over the country are coming in

and scattering about the Rangeley waters. Two carloads of
people were landed at Bemis before the ice was out, and fully
as many more at Rangeley, via the Narrow Gauge.
The owners of private trout waters near Bo ton are mak-

ing the best of them this year, and the reports are that fish-

ing is better than usual. Special,

THE ICE GONE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The ice went out of the lake on the 5th.

I say "the lake," because there is for me only one lake
that is Uie lake. There are thousands of bodies of water
called lakes, and that some people think rather nice, but I

have no interest in them. The Rangeleys, Moosehead, Lake
St. John and afl those do not attract me. Their fishes are
not my particular friends, while in the lake I have no doubt
there are thousands of trout that are just wagging their
dear little tails and wailing for me to come and see how
they have passed the winter. Probably they are less impa-
tient than I am, for I don't see how I can wait more than a
week longer, but as soon as they get accustomed to the new
state of things I presume they will settle down to their usual
occupations and never think of me at all. The weather and
the water are too cold for me yet, although they may suit
them very well.

I was going to wait for my Professor, but as, after having
visited Como and Lugano and Maggiore, and found no lake
like the lake, he has skipped over to Norway to see what that
country has to offer, I cannot endure waiting much longer.
But I know he is aching to get back, and when once he sets
foot again on our native shores, I imagme he will only stop
long enough to pick up the other Professor, and I shall have
them both with me.
And then won't our camp be in a muddle! There will be

books, pipes, tobacco, cameras, mathematical instruments,
diagrams, boots, hats, knickerbockers, dead languages, car-
penter's tools, writing material, and all sorts of things piled
up on the tables and all over the floor. I never attempt to
find anything of my own when those two are about. If I
can pick my way into my bunk at night and out of it in the
morning they are welcome to the rest of the establishment.
You see I have to be awfully indulgent to them, and let

them do about as they like. Their company is a good deal
better than their room any day. And that reminds me that
I must go to town and get some rockets and fireworks and
things to greet them with when I hear their well-known
jodel ring across the lake.

The boats are all painted, the canoes varnished, and the
rods in order. I wait with what patience I can.

G, DE MONTAUBAN.
Provinoe op Quebec, May 10.

The Ijampreys.

Ithaca, K. Y., May 13,—My attention has been called to
a note of inquiry from a Baltimore, Md,, correspondent,
anent the lamprey and its ravages upon the fish supply of
central New Yoru waters, attention to which was recently
directed through the columns of Forest aj^td Stkeam,
There are about twenty species or kinds of Lampreys

known to science, and the "destructive lamprey" referred to
in my article of recent date, is one of two species found in
Cayuga Lake. It has been denominated the lake lamprey,
and, appearing in a landlocked form, has been able to adapt
itself to the inland fresh-water conditions throughout ttie

year. The brook lamprey, also found hereabouts, is of a
smaller form, and is said te be not injurious to fish.

Swift can no doubt obtain all the information of practical
value he may wish for concerning lampreys, in an article on
"The Lake and Brook Lampreys of New York," appearing-

in the Wilder Quarlsr-Century Booh^ 1893, and written by
Prof. Gage, of Cornell, a conceded authority upon the subjects
Or I dare say Mr. H, A. Surface, of Cornell, will cheerfully
answer any questions relating to the lampreys which maybe
directed to him. M. CnHjii,

Ohio Public Sentiment and Protection.

Chief Warden L. H, REtJTiNOEii says of pubhc opinioii
respecting game protection in Ohio:
"There were 492 arrests and 353 convictions made during

the year 1896, and the total amount of fines collected was
$6,898 72, which shows an increase over j895 of lOl arrests;

and 69 convictions and $2,1^8.52 of fines coflected.
"Too much assistance cannot be given the wardens in thi^

work, and I recommend that the law should be mandatory
in requiring the prosecuting attorney of each county to give
his support and assistance to the county wardens in th^
prosecution and enforcement of the fish and game laws. 1
have found during my brief experience that many prosecut-
ing attorneys are very indifferent in rendering any assistance
in this work to the county wardens. Whether because the
compensation they receive is too small, or whether on ac-^

count of the feeling that attends the enforcement of the fish

and game laws, or both, T am unable to say. Hence the
necessity of making it compulsory on the part of the prose-
cuting attorney.

"During my experience on Lake Erie I found that public
sentiment existing in the counties bordering on the lake is

adverse to enforcement of the fish and game laws, and that
where a strong case is made against the offender it is more
difficult to convict even though you have overwhelming
evidence, and where you do find any persons that are friendly
to the enforcement of the fish and game laws, they are afraid
to openly express themselves for fear of doing injury to their
business, etc. ; thus you will see what difficulty attends the
successful prosecution of the violators of the fish laws in
these waters."
On the other hand, the Commissioners say: "We note an

ever increasing sentiment in favor of fish and game protec-
tion. The laws enacted for the protection of fish and game
throughout the State are more generally observed, and the
fish and game wardens of the State are being better sup-
ported by public sentiment in their work than ever he-
tore."

Connecticut Trout.

Haddam, Conn., May 15.—Trout in this section have been
more plenty this season than for several years, thanks to the
State, and our excellent Fish and Game Commissioners for
furnishing the fry, and to the few who applied for it and for
the past tour years have replenished the small streams in this
locality. The trout caught are small—many of them not
exceeding the legal 6in. limit—but it is better than no fish-

ing, and they are very sweet when nicely cooked.
This season has proved conclusively the efficacy of stock-

ing streams to insure the continuance of trout in them.
Four years ago I placLd 6.000 fry iii several small streams,
and this year, on one of them, two rods in about an hour
caught nine trout that weighed 41bs. lOoz,, and I have no
doubt these were from the fry I planted in 1893. This year
I have caused 12,000 fry to be planted in several small streams,
and though the chances are sadly against my ever taking any
of them, some good fellow, I hope, may enjoy the sport thus
made possible. 1 have eaten fruit from trees planted by
other hands.

I reafly do not know it our State Legislature has made an
appropriation for furnishing trout fry for another year, but
am under the impression it has not. Without this continued
replenishing, trout in our streams will only be a remembrance
instead of a reality, unless we make a close period for five
years to get one season of fishing, and then repeat the close
period. This might be a very sure way to gain a little fishing,
but for an old fellow it would seem exceedingly slow. A.

Mending a Broken Tip.

Boston, May 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It has been
some time since I have had anything to communicate to your
readers, as circumstances have "chained me to business'" so
closely that fishing has been out of the question. However,
a small matter came to my attention the other day while in
conversation with some of our experienced anglers, and
which may prove of the utmost value to some of your
readers.

I casually mentioned my mode of repairing a split-bamboo
tip when one is "Far from the haunts of men." To my
astonishment I found that the idea had never occurred to
my fiiends, so I take the liberty of giving it to any others,
through your columns, who may imfortunately need it this
summer. Its simplicity and thorough successwill recommend
it to all anglers.

Take a common goose quill, and after splitting it length-
wise spring it over the broken tip. Then note carefully how
much will have to be cut out of the quill to make it fit snug
round the tip Cut out a little more than is necessary to
accompflsh this, so that when you wrap the quill with the
waxed silk, which all careful anglers carry, it will hug the
fracture closely.

Any one who tries this wiU find that a good and rapid
splice (?) can be made. I have a tip so mended with a tooth-
pick that I have used for over ten years.

I expect to take a short trip after trout this summer, and
will "report my luck" later. W. M, Beown.

North Carolina Tarpon.
New Bebne, N. C , May 7,—A large school of tarpon

has been playing in the sound below Beaufort and More-
h^ad City, N. C., since May 1, and a specimen which
weighed 1281bs. and noeasured 42in. in length was caught in
a net by Capt. Sam vvillis just off Fort Macon, which is

something unusual; it is said they seldom school so far
north. Sheepshead are abundant and large in these waters,
and large catches are made. The Atlantic Hotel, at More-
head, has passed into the hands of a wideawake and
wealthy New Berne syndicate. It easily accommodates
1,000 guests, and State associations of various kinds meet
there every summer, where a spacious hall is provided.

C. H.

Chemung County Association.

The Chemung County (N. Y.) Fish and Game Protective
Association held their annual election April 24, and the fol-
lowing officers were elected: Dr. F. G. Dean, President;
Aaron Seafuse, Treas.; Edward Ellison, Sec'y; Lee Knapp,
Warden; John Huffman, E, M. Lsverich and C. F. Young,
Delegates. Edwakd Ellisois, Sec'y.
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That Sebago Salmon.

PoKTLAND, Me,, May 14.—Just a word about a -wonderful

(?) salmon caught at Bebago recently. It has been widely

adveitised as -weighing '-Jlilbs, "the largest ever caught with

a line," etc. While it is despicable to spoil the story of the

true angler, the facts of this story ought to be known. The
salmon was caught in Kettle Cove, Sebago Lake, three da.js

after our return; was brought to this city, was seen by a

number of salmon experts, both fishermen and salesmen,

and I personally lifted the fish. It was not permitted to be
weighed by anyone It was said to have been 30in. long

and 9in. deep. (My 111b. salmon, weighed out of the water,

was 28in. long and Sin. deep.) After being photographed it

was taken to Davis's gun store here and there carefully

weighed by reliable men. The true weight was 14ilbs.

The owners explain—now—the first statement by saying that

when flrst weighed tbey used the old-fashioned steel yards,

which, you know, has iwo hooks to hang tbe article to be

weighed upon. The wrong liooTc was accidentally chosen,

hence the diJlerence. We get big fish enough up here in

Maine without the need of such little errors.

Stanley P. Warbbn, M.D.

Rockland County, N. IT.

New York, May 11.—It may be of interest to fishermen

who anticipate going trout fishing in Cedar Pond Stream,

in Eockland county, to know that the fishing there this

season is not good, and a novice will be very apt to go

home without the smell of fish on his clothes. A party,

consisting of Messrs. Nelson, Yale and myself, went out

there last Saturday. We began fishing at the old chemical

works, and fished down stream all day and caught only

twenty-five trout; some were small, and some were of fair

size, many would weigh Jib. Mr. Nelson caught four, I

caught one, and the rest were caught by Mr. Yale, who
used the red brick Stony Point fly. J. J. Risdnee.

Black Bass in Ontario.

Chael-eston Lake, Ont., May 10

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: 1 inclose the catch of landlocked salmon by several

gentlemen from New Jersey at Charleston Lake this spring.

In two days fishing Mr. R B. Reading look 29, Judge
Woodruflt 13, Mr. Montgomery 9, Mr. Gummere 18, Mr. W.
S. Hancock 11, Col. Van Oleef 29. The average weight was
4fibs.

Mr. R. B. Reading had the pleasure of landing a lOlb. fish,

a beauty, and in fact all the fish this season were of the

finest quality. Messrs. Iffland and Wismer, of New Jersey,

are also making a fine catch. W. fl. Leavitt.

Trout Torpidity in July and Auguet.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some years ago I became satisfied that under certain con-

ditions our brook trout were in the habit of lying torpid, par-

ticularly during the months of July and August, m waters

where the bottom consisted of mud or ooze, and from fur-

ther observations to ascertain how far this habit exists I am
convinced that I was correct.

I would be glad to know whether this habit has been ob-

served by others. X.

Not Bass Waters.

Along with the observance of Ihe centennial of the conse-

cration of Bishop Bass by the Episcopalians will be resur-

rected some of his wit and humor. He had his fund of

jokes, and some of these have been preserved. Although
born in Dorchester, he had some aversion about living there.

Upon being remonstrated with fcr deserting his native place,

he simply replied: "The brooks of Dorchester are not large

enough for Bass to swim in."

—

Boston Tranm ipt.

New Jersey Coast Fishing.

AsBtjEY Paek, N. J., May 15.—The flrst bass of the sea-

son to be taken from the beach fell to the lot of Dr. G. B.

Herbert, at Manasquau Inlet, during the past week; weight

fHlbs. The prediction of two weeks ago is verified in the

fact that a flood of kingfish has struck the coast and has

given the angler sport rarely met with thus early. The
promises for coast fibbing tor June is most excellent, and will

be responded to by the fraternity with full appreciation.

Lbonakd Hulit.

Rhode Island Salt-Water Fishing.

Pkovidencb, R, I., May 16.—Tautog fishing is growing
better every day, and from the wharves and bridges in War-
ren, and on the regular fishing grounds ofE Pawtuxet, Nayatt
and Warwick, they are being taken quite plentifully, al-

though no large single catches are reported. With the ad-

vent of a weetL or so of warm weather, the catches, the fish

and the stories will be larger. W. H. M.

Sullivan County (N. Y.) Trout.

Neveesink, Sullivan county, N. Y ,
May 10.—Two gen-

tlemen from Brooklyn, stopping with H. W. Dean, caught
out of the Neversink a very large mess of trout; some of

them ran l^lbs. They were caught on Monday, May 10.

Prospects for good fishmg this commg week.
Heney W. Dean,

St. Lawrence River Muscallonge.

Me. G. M. Skinner tells us that 500,000 muscallonge fry

were received by the Aoglers' Association last week from
the Caledonia fish hatchery. Part of them were put in the

river at Clayton and the rest at Alexandria Bay. A Gin.

specimen seen at Clayton the other day wa3 supx)03ed to be

of the 1896 output.

A Reminder of Old Days.

One of the handsomest salmon ever seen was caught re-

cently in the Connecticut River at Brockway, in Lyme, in a

net. It would probably weigh about IBlbs.

In June ex-Pres. Cleveland will fish in Thirty-one Mile
Lake up the Gatiaeau (Qaebec) where the Gatineau Fish and
Game Club owns one ot the finest fishing resorts on the con-
tinent, Ex-Secretary of War Ijamont spent two weeks last

year as a guest of the club.

Stocking New Jersey Waters. J
^

The latest report of Charles A. Shriner, State Pish and
Game Protector, gives this summary of fish stocking in New
Jersey

:

Arrangements having been completed for the procuring

of a lot of fish from Lake Erie, a number of wardens started

for Toledo on April 16, Unfortunately a severe storm pre-

vented fishing in the lake and there was a delay of several

days. The wardens started for home on the 22d, and at Port
Jervis 300 adult channel catfish, weighing from ^ to 2^1bs.,

were released in the Delaware River. At Paterson 100 chan-

nel catfish and 200 pike-perch were placed temporarily in one

of the reservoirs of the Passaic Water Company, as it was
feared that transporting these fish in their somewhat ex-

hausted condition to distant points in New Jersey would be

attended with unnecessary risk. These fish will shortly be
transferred to other waters in the State. The main part of

the consignment of fish was taken to Greenwood Lake,
where there were released 700 pike-perch, 100 channel cat-

fish and 16 white bass. The small number of white bass

obtained was due to the prevailing cold weather. Of the

fish removed from Lake Erie only eleven died in transit, and
the success of the transportation is in a great measure due to

the cheerful cooperation on the part of the Erie Railroad

Company, which not only gave the use of a car and trans-

portation of the wardens free of charge, but also provided

fresh water and abundant ice wherever wanted.
In addition to the above stocking, there have been placed

in Rancocas Creek, Burl' ngton county, 68 black bass, 7 pick-

erel and 195 perch.

The work of propagating smelts has also been concluded

for the season, 36,000,000 fry having been distributed in the

Hackensack, Raritan and Delaware rivers, and Greenwood
Lake.
Under the new law all constables, police oQicers, and all

members of regularly incorporated societies for the protec-

tion of fish and game are empowered to make arrests and
conduct prosecutions. Laws, the violation of which were
hitherto punishable only in actions of debt, will be enforced

under the new law. This feature of the law will prove of

great advantage in the enforcement of the laws protecting

fishing in Buaegat Bay, where hitherto only civil suils could

be institut-d for the recovery of penalties. The old law was
little less than a farce, as violators of the law, as a rule cared

little how many judgments were obtained against ihem as

long as their ptrsonai liberty was not endangered.

Two Tons of Trout—But a Lifetime to Do It.

Me. Geoegb C. Washbuen, of Hartford, C.)nn., ex-

hibited a fine string of trout recently which he had caught in

Green River, Columbia county, N. Y. He brought home
sixty -four, which weighed I61bs. The largest weighed

2ilbs. , another 2lbs , and there were several which tipped

the scales at a pound. Mr. Washburn fished Thursday
evening, Friday and Friday evening till 9 o'clock, at which
time he captured the big trout in his private spot in the

stream. The river is about the size of the Hackanum River,

and the spring water. dashes over a rocky bed. Where the

water is deep it looks green, which accounts for the name of

Green River. Mr. Washburn says the sport there is the

best for ten j^ears He has fished in the river ever since he
was five years old, and estimates be has taken from this

stream about two tons of Hartford Times.

Whe Mmmt
FIXTURES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's chicken trials, Morris, Man
Sept. 6, - Manitoba Field Trials Club, Jlorris, Man.
Nov. 2.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's trial?, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E. F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov. 16.—Internal ional Field Trials Club's eighth annual trials,

Chatham, One.
Nov. S2.—U. S F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 10.—U. S. F. T Club's winter trials, West Point, Mias.

J an. 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

INSTINCT VS. REASONING.
RossviLLE, S. l.^Editor Forest and Stream: Mr, Wade

is right—so long as the essential is not involved—when he says

that "we all admit that there is a wide difEerence between the

mentalities of man and the lower animals." Nor am I much
disposed to question that, as he says: "There are acts involv-

ing reasoning so low in reasoning requirements as to be

within the compass of the mentalities of the most degraded
human beings, and yet are entirely beyond the powers of the

most intelligent animals." I doubt it, however. It seems
to me that it would be more nearly true to say that the high-

est lower animals would most likely see dim'y what the

lowest human beings see clearly—if the lowest human beings

see anything involving reason clearly.

The human mother is quieted quite as certainly by soaae-

thing which strongly reminds her of her lost child as is the

cow, in the illustration aiduced by Mr. Wade, by the skin

of her calf stufl'ed with hay. Suppose that what strongly

reminds the mother of her dead child is a book, she at once

begins reading the boak, which she may have scolded her

child for tearing or soiling, as certainly as the cow will "pro-

ceed to eat the nay with which the skin was stuffed."

I have enough evidence to fill an issue of Forest and
Steeam to prove that the lower animal knows the difference

between a dead person and one living. It seems to me that

in the cases mentioned both the human and the bovine

mothers are appeased through the imagination—the object

bringing the loved one back so vividly that it is for the time

a real subjective presence, and as that subjective presence

gradually fades away the contents of the object takes the

mother's attention—in one case the hay, in the other the

words
The monkey has intelligence enough to take advantage of

the fire which man starts. Bat Mr. Wade seems to doubt
that a monkey has reason enough to start a fire. Here is an
instance which proves that he is wrong. A gentleman
owned a monkey, who hated the hired man. This man one
day left his window open. The monkey entered the man's
room, unscrewed the top from a lamp, poured the kerosene

oil with which the lamp was filled over ihe man's bed, struck

a match, set tire to the oil and so nearly burned the barn, in

w.hich the room was, that it was only saved by the accident

of the master's seeing smoke as lie xetumed from a drive
with a clerical friend. The scamp of a monkey had taken
advantage of a general absence of the male portions of the
family and the help to wreak its vengeance. It seems to me
that that monkey knew a good deal about lighting a fire and
also about the combustibility of a certain fuel.

Mr. Wade may say that the monkey could never have
thought far enough to invent the match, and that it must
have been taught to strike the match. As to Ihe first objec-

tion, among men there are not many inventors, and tney
generally come accidentally upon their most impottanf dis-

coveries As to the monkey's being taught to strike the
match, I doubt that any one would teach so mischievous a
creature to do so dangerous a thing. Suppose, though, that

the monkfy was taught to both strike a match and to un-
screw the top of a lamp, it must have discovered the com-
bustibility of the oil for itself. Or, admitting that it was
shown the combustibility of kerosene oil—admit, which can
hardly be, that it was taught severally every element of its

act ot incendiarism—still it must have put those elements to-

gether under the influence of hatred. And I submit that in

so doing it reasoned as essentially as did Edison when he
put the things that be knew together and produced the pho-
nograph. It is not the question of how much a lower ani-

mal reasons, nor of in what sphere it reasons, that I am dis-

coursing, but as to whether it reasons.

In a letter in the same column witli that of Mr. Wade, in

the last issue of Fouest and Stream, Von W. expressed
the hope that all the correspondents of Forest and Stream
may meet in the body as they do from week to week in

spirit. That wish I heartily reciprocate.

Charles JosrAn Adams.

As the subject has come before us whether or not the
brutes have reason, I ask an attempt to convince some that
they must not be too sure that they have not We may ask,

in the outset, just when the reasoning faculty begins to act

in man. I will not attempt to answer this question^ but
leave it with your readers. But let us take the infant of a
few days. It puts its hand into the fire and weeps from
pain. If it is not removed from the cause of its suffering it

will put its hand into the fire again and again. Why? Be
cause, as we express it, it has not sense (reason) to define lire

cimse of its suffering and conclude to refrain from the action

that brought its hand in contact with thefire. But wait a few-

months. It again feels the pain from heat. . It cannot hi
induced to touch the fire again. Why? Because, as we say,

it has sense (reason) to define the cause and refrain from
touching fire. Its thoughts, expressed by words, would be:

Now 1 must not put my hand into that flame or I shall be
burned, as 1 was before. There has been an inference drawu
from premises. If I understand it, instinct implies no logical

deduction, being entirely distinct from reason in that the latter

alone forms conclusions from premises. 1 now turn to the

brute. He feels the pain from heat and learns to shun the

cause of his pain. Has he not reasoned that a repetition of

an act that gave him distress will pain him again?

I wish to teach my dog to jump over my arm, I give the
command. He does not obey. I then put some meat on the

floor. He dodges under my arm to get it; but I prevent, and
reprove him. I try again. He attempts to run under my
arm and I thwart his purpose by lowering my arm, and he
has to jump over it to get what he desires; and he gets it.

He soon learns that I mean he shall jump, and that by jump-
ing he may have hia food. He has learned a lesson. VV hat-

ever view others may have, I cannot do otherwise than re-

gard teachableness as implying tbe existence of reason, be it

in greater or lesser degree.

The difference our Creator has made between man and
beast I regard to be this: Man has a high order of the ftcutty

of ratiocination; the brute has a low order of reason. Man
has a sense of moral obligation ; the brute is devoid of it, i. e ,

he cannot be made to understand the moral wrong of an act;

he is incapable of moral conscientiousness.

N. D. Elting.

A LOUISIANA FOX HUNT.
Norwood, La.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Our fox hunt-
ing and quail shooting are very fine, and I want to describe

one of our hunts to your family of readers. We seldom
hunt foxes until the latter part of December, as the cover 'is

very heavy and the mornings too hot for the dogs.

We had an ideal morning in February; there was a splen-

did while frost covering everything, while the ground was
just slightly frozen, with just enough spice in the air to

bring a tinge of red to your nose and ears, while the moon
and stars vied with one another in their brightness. Truly,

it was a glorious morning.
We were to meet at 5 o'clock at a trysting place agreed

the evening before; so, after a cup of coffee 1 mount my
horse, and as the sharp sound from the froz n ground as it

is struck by his feet rings out in the crisp morning air, you
can feel the blood surge to your finger tips,

I was first at the tryst, biit soon I could hear the shrill

notes of Mr. James's horn winding through the distance,

answered by the melodious voices of the hounds, and scarcely

had he joined us before the deep bass of Mr. Palmer's horn
was heard as he approached us from the opposite direction,

and as our course lays in his direction we turn to meet him.
Scarcely had we gone 300yds. before the quiet of the morn-
ing is broken by the musical voice of one of the younger
hounds, and then we are all on the qui vim; for should it be
a fox soon we will hear Rambler or Dixie, who never give

voice unless it be a fox. Yes, there they go, both of them,
and he can't be far ahead, for they are going rapidly, and we
follow in a brisk gallop. Oae by one the other dogs drop in

until the invigorating music burst forth with such volume
trom the pack of thirty hounds, that it raises the hair on one's

head, and try as you may, you just can't keep from cheer-

ing. On we go through open fields and pine woods. The
increased spied of the pack tells us that the fox is up now.
Your horse becomes enthused with the pleasure and champs
the bit and tugs at the reins for his head, but you are fain to

let him loose since you must husband his wind so as to be in

at the catch. Faster and faster we go as the music swells

with increasing volume. Day is just breaking and the red

of the approaching sun lights up the land in all of its beauty.

'Tis a splendid sight as the sun glistens on the tops of the

pines covered with frost.

Now we strike a broad roadway, and for about a mile the

clatter of the horses' feet reminds one of the finish on some of

our large race tracks. The dogs are nearly out of hearing,

and we all stop to listen, with the horses pawing and im-
patient of the delay. The dogs are circling and we must beat

them to a certain point, for now is the time to get the first
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glimpse of the fox. Off we go at full speed, and those who have
the best horses leave the others behind. We reach a point where
we think he will pass, and stop with eves and ears open while
the beat of the heart sounds like a drum, so loud and fast
does it beat with excitement. There he is, a perfect beauty
as he comes with long leaps, his tall curled over his back,
only playing as yet with the mouthy pack, who are fully
4007d8. behind. We wait to see them pass, and here they
come with Rambler, a noble specimen, fully 15yds. in the
I' ad Oh, ye Gods, did ever such music come from musical
iDstrumenls as does from this pack as they go by at full
spiked, followed by the cheers of all of us!
On we go for a couple of miles more. Keeping up with

dogs, over fences and through the brushwood, when stop.
The fox is up to his cunning. The dogs have passed 30 or
40yds. over the trail. The music ceases and they scamper
here and yonder until some dog, old at the sport, goes back
for some distance and give tongue hard. They all hurry
tack, while the echo from their mingled voices sounds from
the hills close by.
The fox has taken a course at right angles to the former

one, and we sit and listen, for the fox has been running for
forty or fifty minutes, and must be liring, and will now re-
sort to his many tricks, making short turns here and there,
and doubling back on his own trail. He has turned again
and will cross that field to our left. We make for the field
and try to judge at what point he will cross, when here he
comes up that bridle path. He is becoming tired now. He
does not leap so far, and his tail, which at the start was held
high in the air, is gradually lowering and soon will be
dragging the ground.
He doubles again and makes that fence that separates the

open field from the woods, walks up the fence for a piece
and then gathers all his ttrenglh for one leap.
He succeeds for awhile in throwing the dog off and gains

some little distance. Soon they are on the trail again and
for the next mile there is no break in the cry of the
pack, when suddenly there is a sharp turn, the fox is

tired now and will try the protection of the canebrakes and
brier patches; but the dogs are too numerous, and soon he
has to give up his shelter. A.s he comes out his brush is drag-
ging the ground and his leaps are slow; but the dogs are
tiring, too, and they have a cunning foe. He makes a broom
sedge field and lies down, while on the dogs come, followed
by the hunters, full of excitement, for they expect to catch in
this field; but not so; for on the dogs go, when suddenly the
fox is up and back under the very feet of your horse, and
makes for the cane again.
The dogs are soon called back and once more fores him out

of the brush, and with one last effort he attempts to cross that
open field. He has about .30yds. the start of the dogs, but

' on they come, and now excitement runs high. The distance
between fox and dogs is decreasing. They see the fox now
and are using every effort to catch him, amid the cheer-
ing of the huntsmen; they have him now, and with one
squeal and a few bites for the dog he yields up the
ghost.

The first man up is down and has the fox, holds him up for
inspection, while a long blast of the horn announces that the
hunt is over; and while we await those who were not for-
tunate enough to keep up we discuss the merits of various
dogs, horses and riders, and then off home to breakfast, with
appetites that would do justice to any cook. And all of us
declare that fox hunting is one of the finest sports on earth,
and so would your many readers if they would come and try
it with US. S. J. Perkins, M.D.

Dogs for Alaska.
Edgae, Neb., May 10 —Editor Forest and ISiream: In

Forest and Stream for April 24 1 notice that Podgers
takes exception f;o the story that persons are buying dogs in
Oregon to send to Alaska, and makes the charge that such
dogs are no good in the far North only as they may be used
for food.
Now I believe I will take issue with friend Podgers, and

say that the large Newfoundland and St. Bernard dogs are
1
better for all purposes than the Eskimo dog, and that they
will travel greater distances in the same length of lime, and
drag a larger load.

Rev. Mr. Young in his work "By Canoe and Dog Train,"
on page 94, says that he surprised the missionary secretaries
by his "unique request" for the large dogs, but says he fin-

ally secured them, and then says: "I found by years of ex-
perience that the St. Bernard and Newfoundland dogs had
all the good qualities, and none of the defects of the Eskimo.
By kindness and firmness they were easily broken in, and
then a whip was only an ornamental appendage of the
driver's picturesque costume. Of these splendid dogs I often
had in my possession, counting old and young, as many as
twenty at a time. The largest and best of them all was
Jack, a noble St. Bernard. He was black as jet, and stood
over 33in. high at his foreshoulder. When in good working
trim he weighed about 1601bs.
"He had no equal in all that northern land. No blizzard

storm, no matter how fickle and changeful, could lead him
off from the desired camping place, even if the courage of
other dogs failed them, and even though the guides gave up
in despair."

Though I have never used dogs myself, I know that many
large dogs are used in the far North, and I have the pictures
of several dog teams that were taken at Edmonton, N. W.
T., where they had come down to trade from the North, and
they are all large dogs. H.

The Tale of a Brindle Dog.
Qrbenbriak, Ma.—Editor Forest and Stream: A pathetic

and singular story of a dog's devotion is creating consider-
able excitement and no end of pleasurable horror among the
negroes of this neighborhood just at this time. Not having
witnessed any of the incidents about to be related, I can
vouch for their truth only upon the evidence of the "colored
man and brother," which is superabundant.
An old "Afriker nigger," whose name is just Billy, who

claims to be a centenarian, and who has long been rev-
erently regarded as a witch by his race, about a mouth ago
was stricken with pneumonia. Whether from fear of charms
and spells or from the apathetic fatality with which the
negro regards sickness and death, is uncertain, but the fact
remains that the old fellow for three long weeks of suffer-
ing lay in his cabin absolutely unattended and alone, save
for the companionship of his dog, a small brindle cur, and a
visit, tremblingly paid once a day by a single colored woman
who allowed her kindness of heart to overcome her terror of
the fancied supernatural.
Finally one morning last week old Billy died, the negroes

say '•stiff"—there s no doubt about it. The alarm was

given, and those of his acquaintance gathered from far and
near. Such a rousing wake has not been held in North
Alabama in years. Visitors came from twenty miles, and
at midnight, when the preachers had encouraged religious
excitement to the height of frenzy, the shouting of" the
"happy" could be plainly heard for three miles.

What followed I will relate as near as possible in the
language of the Rev. Toney Moore, a colored minister, and
my most reliable informant

:

"Yer see, sah, Brer Billy, when he got ole, wus pow'ful
swi'grus—de folks 'lowed he tricked 'urn, an' dey 'us natu'ly
skeert ob 'im enny how. So 'twus, dese menny years, dar
hain't no boddy but Sis' Milly. an' dit leetle dorg had
much ter do wid 'im. Sis' Milly 'ud 'tend ter im when
he 'us poly, an de dorg stuck ter 'im all de time. Why
sah; when we went ter put Brer Billy in de coffin, dat dog
fii so an' med sich er ter do dat we try an' tie 'im, an' he bit

an' snapt so dat we c'u'dn' do dat, so we driv' im out de
house wid er stick, an' one de brudders had ter jes' stan' dar
an' keep 'im out.

"Den when we went ter put de coflln in de wagin de
dorg went ravin' mad. I neber heaya sich howls in all my
time, an' do what we c'u'd, he stayed right dar 'longside er

de pall-bearers an' howl and howl. Now, sah, I know Brer
Billy wus dead—Ise seed lots er dead folks, but jes' as we
'us liftin' de cofiin in de wagin we felt sumpin' movin* in

dar an' den we heaya Brer Billy say, an' he spoke up loud :

" 'Who dat hit my dorg?'
"Man! we drap dat coffia lack hit burnt us. Hit want

nufin but popler, an' when hit hit de groun' hit bust wide
open, an' Brer Billy sot up an' gin ter cuss lack all per-
cessed, an' de dorg, he jump on 'im an' lick 'is face an' look
lack he smile, he dat glad.
"Heeps o' de wimmin des drap in dey tracks, an' yer

neber heayr sich er terdo as dar wus wid de screamin' an'
runnin'. I warnt skeert, but sumhow I wus nigh er mile
erway fo' I cud stop runnin' an' go back an' mack dem fool
folks put Brer Billy back ter bed

"Arter all dat ter do we sont fur er doctor. Brer Billy
grins ter be erbout Eo' menny days an' de doctor say he 'spec

he lib er nuther hundred years, dat is ef dat dorg lib ter

keep folks frum puttin' 'im in de groun' fo' he do die." H.

American Dachshund Club.

Chicago.—Editor Forest and Stream: The American Dachs-
hund Club held its seventh meeting May 6 in Chicago. The
financial report was accepted as read. Mr. Edward A.
Manice, Pittsfield, Mass., joined the club. The club will

offer two cups, value $50 each, for best American-bred dog
and bitch (each cup to be won three times by three different

dogs before becoming the property of the winner). Officers

of the club were elected as follows: Louis Boening, Presi-
dent; C. M. Trowbridge, Vice-President; A. Froembling,
Secretary; Dr. C. Motschenbacher, delegate A. K. C.

A. FROEMBLESfG, Sec'y.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Our Logs (England) in its notes, under the head of "Dogs

in Dollarland," has the following: "The chief question
agitating the American kennel world at present appears to

be a threatened action for libel against Forest akd Stream,
which some lime ago published a statement that a brace
prize had been awarded by Mr. C. H. Mason, not on merit
but to animals belonging to Mr. F. S, Stedman, who acted
as Ms. Mason's ring steward at the show, the suggestion be-
ing made that the award was obtained by trickery in the
ring, ribbons or such Mke distinguishing mark having, it is
alleged, been fastened to the collars of the dogs which had
to win, etc." The foregoing is most admirably correct with
the following exceptions: The matter is not the chief ques-
tion, the American kennel world is not agitated over it, there
is no threatened action for libel against Forest and Stream
we never published the statement as asserted above. How-
ever we are pleased to see our contemporary so energetic in
publishing "news."

In our advertising columns will be found the full pro-
gramme of the Continental Field Trial Club, as it relates to
the chicken trials. The Minnesota Derby and the North-
west Stake will be run probably in Traverse county, Minne-
sota, to suit the convenience of the local sportsmen who
support these stakes. The Secretary, Mr W. S. Bell, informs
us that the prospects look bright for a good list of entries

WHEELING NOTES.
Paper has long been used for making car wheels, and

now a Connecticut Yankee turns up with an invention for
paper bicycle wheel rims.
Long, tapering strips of paper, first made waterproof and

covered with cement, are wound upon a mandrel, and after-
ward pressed into crescent-shaped cross sections to receive
the tire. The rims are said to be light and strong, and to
have a decided advantage over wood, in that they will not
split.

The passenger committee of the Trunk Line Association
makes the official statement that such railroads as have their
own lines between New York and Chicago will carry bicy-
cles as personal baggage between these points Eastern
lines, such as the New York Central, West Shore, Delaware
Lackawanna & Western, check them only to Buffalo, where
they may be rechecked to Chicago or intermediate' points
over the Western connections of these lines.
There seems to have been a general shakeup in the Eastern

fines since the New Jersey bicycle baggage bill became a law.

Connecticut has a rather odd law aimed at practical jok-
ers, habitual borrowers, and others who are not inclined to
respect the rights of bicycle owners. According to this law,
anyone who uses a bicycle without the owner's express per-
mission may bs fined not mnre than .S50, or imprisoned not
more than three months. Evidence of an intention to mis-
appropriate the bicycle is not necessary for conviction under
this law, and it is only required to' show that it was taken
without leave. Another section of the law provides a
specific penalty for theft.

"A practical engineer and bridge builder," says the
Wheel, "spent some of his evenings recently in figuring out
for his own amusement just how much a bicvcle on°h[, to
weigh. Whea he had finished his figuring the fowesu

estimate of what a wheel should weigh to carry the ordinary
rider safely he could make, according to his training, was
601 bs , and that, he said, he would hesitate to guarantee.
Cycle makers started at the bridge builder's estimate ten
years ago, but now by practical experience they have found
that they can safely build a road wheel to weigh as little as
281bs., and in some cases even less The change has been a
gradual one, rendered possible partly by a great niimber of
important inventions and partly by the exact knowledge,
secured by experience, of where the machine can safely be
lightened. The diamond frame, the wood rim and the
pneumatic tire have been the principal inventions which
have resulted in the decreased weight, the first two being
lighter themselves, and the last allowing a general cutting in
the weight of the metallic parts by doing away with vibra-
tion, which is of course most trying to metals. In addition
to this the experience of years has shown exactly the parts
which bear the greatest strain, so that the others can be
lightened. In all of this the bicycle differs from most other
machines, which have a certain uniform margin of safety

—

that is, excess of strength—throughout. In the bicycle this
is graduated according to the possible strain on the machine.
In some places, where no sudden strain can possibly come,
there is an excess strength of only some 35 per cent. In
others, which are likely to be subjected to great pressure,
the bicycle is four times as strong as is necessary to carry its

load. In a general way the front part of the bicycle is the
one which must be made especially strong, because in col-
lisions and most all accidents which are likely to occur to a
wheel it is the front portion that suffers the most. Besides,
a man, on general principles, would prefer not to take too
many chances of breaking his neck or leaving his classic
features in the road by a header. A man has only one neck
and his supply of features is limited. It is necessary, also,
to have the parts about the crank-shaft unusually strong,
because it is there that the strain of driving comes. Prom
this point upward and backward the proportionate strength
is gradually decreased."

In Rochester the street railways have taken up the role of
Good Samaritan to unfortunate wheelmen. In the case of
accident, either to the wheel or rider, the wheelman is per-
mitted to board a car and take his bicycle with him. The
injury, of course, must be self-evident, and not more than
one bicycle will be carried on any one car.

In San Francisco street cars have been giving tired or un-
lucky riders a "lift" for some time past.

In Paris, it appears, there is a pound for lost bicycles.
Bicycles, as a rule, are brought to this place by the pohce,
and for a variety of causes not always specified. As a rule,
however, the owner has infringed the law in some respect!
Perhaps he has ridden without a light, or perhaps he has no
plate on his wheel inscribed with his name and address.
Sometimes clever thieves have been known to take advan-

tage of the pound to give them a title to stolen wheels.
Having gotten possession of a bicycle, they take it to the
police, saying;

"Here is- a machine that I saw abandoned at a late hour
last night in the street. Of course, I have no use for 'it, and
here it is. Will you take care of it?"
The police send it to the pound, and if the owner is not

heard from after a certain time a notice is sent to the person
bringing it in, and he can then come and take it away. He
has a safe title to the wheel, and can dispose of it or keep it,

as he likes.

Truly, a veneer of honesty is the best policy for the bicy-
cle thief

.

When the bill defining the penalty for stealing a bicycle
came up in the Massachusetts Legislature the other day, an
enthusiastic member offered an amendment making the
penalty imprisonment for life. This gentleman, no doubt,
had a weather eye on the bicycle vote; but if the man wants
to make himself truly popular with the wheelmen he will in-
troduce a bill providing capital punishment for scorchers.

B. Waters on a Wheel.
The dog editor is wooing the fickle bicycle. He will be

the ninth wheelman on the Forest and Stream force, pro-
vided he survives and does not get in jail. He has just had
his first experience on the street.

From the standpoint of a^public rehearsal, it was a success,
and spectators assert that his performance was very enter
taining. In his repertory were included the grapevine
twist and other specialties, such as riding up on the side-
walk without dismounting, crawling through the frame of
the wheel while in motion, getting off over the handle-bars,
scratching his ear with one foot while balancing, etc.
While in the midst of his performance a colored woman

with two children essayed to cross the street, thinking that
the rider was going in the opposite direction.
At that moment, however, he tui'ned and swiftly bore

down upon the youngest, his mother's particular pet, who
was trailing behind. Johnnie gave a yell and tried to join
his mother, but he was adroitly cut o'ff from the parental
succor by an inshoot toward the curb, which gave the
wheelman the inside track.

"Hi there! Get out of the way," ejaculated the great dog
writer, who was gritting his teeth and sawing at the handle
bar. "You don't want me to run over you, do you?"
The boy made a dash for the other side of the street, and

his mother on the sidewalk turned the color of a bilious
squash as she saw the bicycle turn and follow him.

.
Before the boy could gain the sidewalk the wheelman had

gotten ahead of him, and he made another frantic turn to
escape, but the wheel turned too Run which way he would
the bicycle was on top of him, and every dodge and twist he
made was duplicated.

Finally Johnnie gave up, thinking he would rather be run
over and die than endure the suspense. His mother gave a
shriek and fainted. The bicycle still pointed at Johnnie,
but when within about 6in. of his bare heels it abruptly
came to a standstill, and its rider dismounted.

"Johnnie," said the rider, "I am worse scared than you are.
Let's call it even."
In explainmg the incident afterward he explained that

he had not been able to take his eyes off the boy, and that
the bicycle had followed hij trail like a hound. "When I
tried to back pedal," he added, "the thing went faster, but
at the last it stopped of its own accord."
He furthermore said that he didn't think he could dupli-

cate the fancy curves he had made while chasing the boy for
a $50 bill, and also that his next bicycle ride will not be in
public. J. B, B,
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As the yachting journal of America, the FoBksT and STreIm is the

recognized ttiedium of communication between the maker of yachts-

men's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

k'As be6n demonstrated by patron's wlio have employed its coMmns
continuously for years.

f

FIXTURES.
MAV.

29-30- 31. Buffalo, opening cruise, Port Coiborn,
31. Minnetonka, openi-ace. Lake Minnetonka.
81. Cor. Baltimore, club. Chesapeake Bay.
51. Atlantic, opening sail, New York Bay.
31. Hew Jersey, opening sail. New York Bay.
ai. Brooklyn, opening sail. New York Bay.
31. Fall River, open. Mount Hope Bay.

JUNE.

5. Atlantic, Adams cups. New York Bay.
, Buffalo, opening cruise, small classes, Port Albino.
52. Brooklyn, annual. New York Bay.
i2. Atlantic, special, New York Bay.
12. Buffalo, pennant. Lake Brie.

i . Gravesend Bay, annual, New York Bay.
15. Atlantic, annual.
17. Corinthian Marblehead, club, Massachusetts Bay.
1!). Marine and Field, open. New York Bay.
39. Columbia, annual, Hudson Hiver.
26. Buffalo, ladies' day, Lake Erie.
iti. Gravesend Bay, cruise, New York Bay.
S6. Atlantic, Adams cups. New York Bay.
26. Brooklyn, first special. New York Bay.

JXTLY. I.

4. Larchmont, annual, Long Island Sound.
.3^4-3. Buffalo.
5. Cor. Marblehead, club, Massachusetts Bay.
3-10. Brooklyn, annual cruise, Long Island Sound.
Atlantic, annual cruise. Long Island Sound.

8. Eendezvousat Riverside; sail to Morris Cove.
9. Morris Cove to New London.

10. New London to Shelter Island.
11. At Anchor, Shelter Island.

33. Fall River, ladies' day, Mount Hope Bay.
17. Cor. Marblehead, Istcham., Massachusetts Bay.
24. Brooklyn, special. New York Bay.
3J. Gravesend Bay, cruise, Now York Bay,

AUGUST.

4-5-6 Cor, Marblehead, midsummer series, Massachusetts Bay.
7, Cor. Marblehead, open, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Buffalo, club, Lake Erie.
— . New York Y. C. cruise.

14. Cor, Marblehead. 2d cham., Massachusetts Bay.
14. Brooklyn, special, New Yoik Bay.
24. Minnetonka, Inter-Lake races, Lake Minnetonka.
25. Fall River, open. Mount Hope Bay.
S8. Cor. Marblehead, 3d cham., Massachusetts Bay.
28. Buffalo, 27ft. and smaller classes. Lake Erie.

28. Gravesend Bay, cruise, New York Bay,
28. Brooklyn, special, New York Bay.

SEPTBMBEK.

4-5-6. Buffalo, cruise, Lake Erie.

6. New York, Y. R. A. annual, New York Bay.
6. "Pall River, club. Mount Hope Bay.
6. Cor. Marblehead, cruise, Massachusetts Bay.
8. Gravesend Bay, special, New York Bay.
9. Pacific Y. C., annual, San Francisco Bay.

11. Brooklyn, sail-off. New York Bay.
11. Buffalo, ladies' day. Lake Erie.

85. Buffalo, closing cruise, Lake Erie.

Secretaries of clubs and of regatta committees are re-

quested to send early notice of fixtures and other events;
and also of decisions of protests, etc. We shall be glad to
receive copies of club books.

The American papers are making entirely too much of the
Royal Ulster banquet and the absurd talk of a challenge for
the America's Cup; they have, to all appearances, forgotten
the miserable fiasco of - the "Distant Shore" challenge, with
its similar post-prandial origin and the "dark brovyn taste"
which marked its speedy withdrawal. It must be remem-
bered that this Irish dinner took place, not in "Greater New
York," but a free coimtry, -sphere no Raines law exists to
curb the enthusiasm of the speakers.

If the reports in some New York papers are to be credited?
a great deal of labor and money has been most unnecessarily
wasted in the preparation of yachts to challenge for and de-
fend the Seawanhaka cup. If, as positively stated, one of
the new boats on her trial trip has made a speed between
known points of 13.5 miles per hour, it is hardly worth while
to hold trial races, and the holders of the cup might as well
express it to Oyster Bay and turn their new fleet to any use
for which it may be fitted other than international racing.
We do not wish to throw doubt upon our contemporaries,
not even to the extent of intimating that the measuring and
timing may have been done after the methods used in con-
nection with high-speed steam yachts; but at the same
time we cannot forget the fairy tales of last spring, of the
phenomenal speed of the first new 15-footers.

YACHT DESIGNING.-XIX.
BY W. P. STEPHENS.

iContinued from page S3B.~)

The triangle, Fig. 34, called in English the set squa/re, is a
simple but very useful instrument; used in connection with
the straightedge or T sqtiare, a great deal of work may be ac-
complished as accurately, and much more rapidly, than by
the regular geometrical constructions. It is used for drawing
lines at certain fixed angles, and also for drawing parallel

lines. One of its three angles is always a right angle, thus
serving to draw a perpendicular to the straightedge against
which it rests. The other two angles may be equal, or 45°

each; or one may be of 60°, and one of 30°. At least two
sizes of each, the 45° and the 60 and 30°, are desirable. The
value of the triangle depends upon the absolute truth of its

angles, and the straightness of its sides. The extreme points
of the angles are of no consequence, they cannot be kept in-

tact and they are of little use; but the three sides should be
straight, and at the proper inclination to each other. The
triangles are made of the same materials as the straightedges;

if of wood, they should be built up with the edges faced, and
rot of a single solid piece. Rubber and celluloid are the best
materials, being lighter and more convenient to handle than
metal; but a 45° <n'a?(^fe of the largest size, 13 to 16in, on
each of the shortest edges, is a great convenience if it can be
depended upon as absolutely accurate; and for this end metal,
either steel or german silver, is more reliable than wood,
rubber or celluloid. Such a triangU should be used with the
greatest care, as even metal may be damaged by an acci-

dontal blow or fall, and with any impairment of the accu-
racy of the angles, or even a nick in an edge, the instrument
18 of little use.

With the three simple instruments, straightedge, T-square,
and triangle, all straight ruling can be done, but there is

certain work that can be done much more quickly with more
complicated instruments. For drawing a large number of

parallel lines close together, as in shading, there is the paral-

lel ruler, two straightedges fastened together by two links

of equal length, thus being always parallel when moved to

or from each other. This instrument is indispensable in

navigation and chart work, being used to transfer the com-
pass bearings from the rose or compass to other parts of the
chart; it is, however, by no means indispensable in practical

drafting; the same work can be done better with a pair of

triangles.

A similar instrument is fheroUing parallel ruler, a straight-

edge fitted with a roller underneath, on which it may be

ma. 34.

Triangle—60 and 30 degrees. Triangle—45 degrees.

moved back and forth in parallel lines. While useful at

times, if at hand, neither of these are, in ordinary practice,

worth wbal they cost.

The section liner consists of a straightedge, either a flat

metal ruler or a round bar, with weights to keep it in place
on the paper; a carriage travels from end to end of the bar,

moved by a gear which engages a rack cut in the bar. This
carriage has a second straightedge of rubber that can be set

and clamped at any angle to the guide bar. A pawl and
ratchet on the carnage regulates the distance of each move-
ment, so that lines may be drawn at equal distances apart

by throwing the pawl out of gear, the carriage may be
moved any desired distance. With the pawl in gear, the
instrument is used for shading and cross-sectioning, where
many lines at small and equal distances are required. With
the pawl out of gear, it becomes practically a T square, and
is very useful for putting in a number of parallel lines, as in

details of cabin work, etc. Such an instrument, costing $8
to $10, is very useful in an office where much drawing is

done, but of course is not essential to the amateur's outfit,

It would appear upon first inspection that the drawing of

straight lines was an easy matter compared with curves; but
such is not the case. To draw a number of lines that shall

be perfectly straight and spaced with absolute accuracy in

regard to position and distance requires the best of tools and
some skill in using them. A little practice in plotting lines

of certain definite lengths and parallel or perpendicular to

each other, as will be described later in connection with the
laying off of the paper for a design, will show how very diifl-

cult it is to obtain the desirable degree of accuracy. On the
other hand, these straight lines once drawn, the curves, both
of short and long radius, may be run in comparatively
quickly. The instruments for drawing curves are of four
kinds: *

Compasses and trammels.
Set Curve?,
Splines or Battens.

Adjustable Curve Ruler?,

The first of these, to be described later, as they are to be
classed as niarMvg instead of ruling instruments, are adapted
only to curves which are true circles or parts of circles; for

radii of 6in. or so, the compass is used, with a lengthening
bar giving an additional 3 or 4in, of radius; for longer radii,

up to a dozen feet if necessary, the beam compass, or trammel,
is used.

The set curves, which are used in all classes of mechanical
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Copenhagen Ship Curves.

drafting, but especially in marine drafiing, are patterns,

moulds or templets of wood, metal, rubber or celluloid of a
gr;at variety of shapes. What are known the world over as
" Oopen7iagen Ship Curves" were originally designed especially

for marine drafting, each curve being calculated accord-
ing to geometrical formula?. The full set contains 120
curves, and in rubber costs about $65; the same curves may
be obtained in wood at about two thirds of this price. The
largest, about 24in. long, cost from $1 to $1.25 each in rub-
ber, and 65 to 75 cents in wood; the smallest, only 3 or Sin.

in length, cost about 35 cents in rubber. These curves are
now to be had in celluloid, the price being about one-fifth

greater than rubber.
Anything like a full set of ship curves is found only in the

drafting rooms of large establishments, and even then there

are many that are but seldom needed. While as large a col-

lection as possible is always convenient, it will be found in

practice that a comparatively small number will be sufBcient,

provided that they are of the right shapes and that the

draftsman is so thoroughly familiar with every one that he
will know as soon as he looks at a line just which curve he
must pick up to fit it. With a very large collection of

miscellaneous curves, the time lost in hunting for just the

right one is more than is gained in using it when found.
Some of the typical. shapes are shown in Fig. 35.

Such a curve as A, which is one of the larger size, 24in.

long, very nearly straight, is useful for lines that are not
quite straight, but which have not a strong enough curva-
ture to cause a spline to bend fairly; such as the lines of

masts and booms in the sail plans. B shows a useful curve
of the same size, what is called a reverse curve, two curves
tangent to each other. Of all the set curves, the most useful

are these of the S type, with two reverse curves, L, M, N are

small curves about 6in. long, of the same type, very useful

for the sections of the body plan. C is a true parabola—in

fact all of these curves are parabolic—and makes a good
sheer line for the hull of a sail plan, B and F being smaller

curves for the same purpose. i> is a reverse curve of very
small curvature ; it is useful in drawing the rabbet line and
the side line of keel in the half-breadth plan, lines of very
moderate curvature. Such curves as G, fl, I are almost
indispensable in designing the modern racing yacht of small
size, for the hard turns of the level lines in the half-breadth
jilans; they are also useful for the bow ends of the section

lines in the sheer plan. K is a smaller curve for the same
purpose. L, M, N are small curves about Gin. long, with
good reverses, as already mentioned. 0, P are similar, but
still smaller. Outside of the regular "ship curves" are others

used by carriage and sleigh draftsmen, and for similar work.
R shows a very useful curve of this kind, about 10 to 13in.

long, one of the most generally useful curves that a drafts-

.

man can have.
In some works on drafting mention is made of "pear-

sJiaped curves" as veiy useful to the marine draftsman, but
such curves are not to be had in this country; they are en-

tirely different from the "pearicood curves" mentioned in

some lists and made of pear wood of all shapes. Among
the miscellaneous curves made for different purposes are

complete sets of ellipses, parabolas and Jiyperbolas, which are

of no practical use to the marine draftsmen. There are also

made extensive sets of circular curves, with radii graded
from 20ft. down to liin. ; these are called "railroad citrves,"

and are designed for drawing the curves of railway tracks,

which are always circular. These curves also serve for

drawing the crown of deck and the deck beams; a few of

them in wood, or even cardboard, of 3 to 4ft. radius, will be
found useful.

In purchasing an outfit of set curves, it is best to begin with
a few, perhaps half a dozen, of medium and small sizes,

using these until every inch of curve on each is well known,
then others may be added by degrees as the need is found
for them. In this way no money need be wasted on curves
which look well on the walls, but are of limited utility in

practice. Very good work can be done with wooden curves,

bul the rubber are preferable for a permanent outfit.

If of reliable manufacture these curves are in the main
true and fair, but constant use will disclose lumps and unfair

spots, especially in the verysmaD ones. Such imperfections

are a serious annoyance to the careful draftsman, but great

care should be taken in the attempt to rectify them, which is

best done by very fine sandpaper wrapped around a small
block of wo 3d and applied lightly to the hard places on the

curve, which is laid flat on a table, the part under treatment

projecting slightly over the edge.

The draftsman' will- frequently find it desirable to make
his own curves for special purposes, such as the drawing of
the stem contour or the midship or middle waterline section.

A good material for this purpose is the heavy red cardboard
known as "press hoard" and used by printers to lay between
the printed sheets in subjecting them to hydraulic pressure,

as is* done in the case of fine books. This material may be
had in sheets nearly or quite -^xn. thick. The outline of

the curve is first traced on tracing paper and then trans-

ferred to the cardboard by pricking through with a needle or

protracting point, or by tracing over transfer paper. The
cardboard may be cut out with a penknife or scissors, as

closely to the line as possible, the edge is then smoothed and
trued up with fine sandpaper ' and the templet or mould is

tested by applying to the drawing. The cardboard is hard
encugh to stand cutting and sandpapering, but it may be.

made harder and smoother by a coat of shellac varnish over
the edges. With a little careful manipulation the edge of

would or templet may be made fair, smooth and true, and
exactly fitted to the line on the paper. A single thickness

of this material is hardly thick enough for pen drawing, but
the outline may be run in with the pencil and inked with
the rest of the drawing, by means of the thicker wood or.

rubber curves. For drawing the very flat curves of mast,

boom, gaff, etc., the draftsman can make his own curves, of'

hard wood or rubber; it adds greatly to the appearance of a.

sail plan if the spars are drawn with the proper taper, and
this can best be done with such moulds. A great deal of,

time may be saved by making special moulds for parts'

which are frequently duplicated, such as the midship sec-

tion, rudder, centerboard, etc.

There are two things in particular about the work of the
marine draftsman which are apt to excite the wonder of the

casual observer ; how the beautiful curves, such as the level

lines, are drawn, and what the little lead coflins are for?

One answer will sulfice for both questions: the curved lines

are drawn by means of a thin, flexible stick, as a guide for

the pencil or pen; and the "little lead coffins" are used to

anchor the stick in place while the pen or pencil is drawn
along it. Such sticks are properly called splines or battens,

and they are among the most indispensable portion of the
draftsman's outfit. Their use is peculiar to marine drafting
and they are practically unknown in other branches of the^

art. The proper material for the splines is wood, and lance-

wood is the best of all. Rubber and celluloid are used, bu'
they are inferior to wood.

Considering the high degree of perfection now attained in.

the manufacture of the most dehcate and elaborate instru*

ments for draltsmen, engineers and surveyors, and the addi-

tional fact that good splines are the foundation of perfect
work in marine drafting, it is most surprising that such can^
not be purchased ready made or even obtained to order
The leading stores, in London as well as in this country,

offer nothing better than the flimsy and flexible rubbei
splines or wooden ones that are crooked, knotty and verj

badly proportioned. The regular stock batten sold in th<

stores, of rubber, celluloid or -wood, about |in. thick anc
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-,%in.°deep, with all ed^es 'parallel and a groove cut in the

top to take llie point of the spline weight, is about equal in

grade to the commoner sort of cast metal dividers. We have

seen a few splines of hard rubber, specially made and much
larger in size, upward of Jin. each way, that are very good
tools; and the ordinary rubber iafte/i has a limited use for

lines of considerable curvature; it is also convenient in trac-

ing lines already drawn with a good wooden batten. The
celluloid S2:)Ime is useful to a certain extent in that it is even

more iiexible than the rubber and thus better for very hard
turns, as in the level lines in the counter. Each of these

would be improved by the omifsion of the groove, which
merely serves to chip out small pieces from the working
edges, ruining the tool.

The extreme flexibility of celluloid makes it well adapted

for the very short splines used in the body plan, as the spline

may be quite large in section, allowing a good hold for the

?M«V7A^ without interference with the pencil or pen, and yet

may be sufficiently flexible to lit the short, quick turns of
the sections.

As already stated, the best material for a spline or Mitm. is-

wood, as it is at the same time both flexible and rigid to a

degree unknown in rubber and celluloid; and the best wood
is lancewood. This wood is comparatively unknown in

America, but it is in common use in England for the shafts

and tongues of carriages and wagons. In one of the noted

English yards the old shafts were always carefully pre-

served, to be worked up into splines for the drafting room,

the wood, of excellent quality in the first place, being thus

perfectly seasoned. Perhaps the best substitute to be had in

this country is spruce, such as is used for sounding boards,

by piano and organ makers. This special grade of the wood
is of the finest quality obtainable, clear, free from sap and
gum, and very straight in grain.

A good working outfit of battens should include several

sets of varying lengths, each set containing four or live bat-

tens. Of these there should be one sheer batten, which, for a

length of 5ft, may be Jin. thick for the whole length, and

fin. wide at one end, tapering to \\n. at the other. For the

longer level lines the batten may be of the same thickness, but

widest in the middle, say -,\in., tapering to -/sin. at one end,

and ifz-in. at the other. This batten will have to make some
sharp turns aft, but forward the curves will be much
straighter, and the batten may be proportionately stiffer.

Another Imtten tapering one way, Jin. thick, and -,\in. or a

little less in width at one and for a third of the length,

then tapering to at the other end, will be useful for the

keel contour in the sheer plan. A batten about ^in. square,

and with no taper to either side, will answer for long, easy

lines, Euch as the diagonals, and also for the side line of the

keel and the rabbet line, both of very slight curvature. The
other sets may be 42in., 86in. and 24in., each with a similar

assortment of shapes. In addition there should be some
short and yqtj flexible battms for the body plan.

It is impossible to give exact sizes, as so much depends
upon the kind of wood used and its elasticity. Dependent
on these, the different battens must be so proportioned as to

adapt themselves naturally to the class of lines for which
they are designed ; if they prove too stiff at any point they

may be worked down with a small and very sharp plane or

sandpaper. The best batten is the one which will fit the re-

quired curve with the fewest number of iveights to restrain

it. It will be evident that different lines, as, for instance,

the sheer line and the load waterline in the sheer and half

-

breadth plans respectively, require very different battens-

but the ordinary store batt-en ignores this difference and offers

one uniform size for all purposes; flexible and wobbly, for

instance, in the middle of a level line and too stiff to take the

c'-irve of the ends.

With a very flexible or badly proportioned batten the

.draftsman must lay out the line by placiogim^'/i? after weight

hut a few inches apart and readjusting the whole series until

his patience is exhausted, the line even then being in all

probability imperfect. With a good batten, the required

curve, fair and true, is thrown in at once and fixed by a few
weights, little or no correction being required.

In making battens, a piece of wood of the required length

and not less than li to 2in. on a side is worked up straight,

square and true on two adjoining sides. It is then slit length-

wise with a saw, and the first slab which comes off is resawn
into battens The main piece is then reface"d where the slab

came off and again eawn. In this way the finished baite7i has

at least one side, if not two adjoining sides, which has been
worked true in the piece before sawing. After the batten is

finally shaped, with the clean, bright surface left by a sharp

plane, it should be polished with shellac varnish, giving it a

hard, glossy coating. If in use it does not bend fairly and
truly, it may be touched up with the plane or sandpaper, and
aa;ain polished over the fresh wood.
"'For the level lines, bow-buttock lines, etc., the wood must
be strong and flexible, so that the fine tapered ends will take

a sharp turn without danger of breaking. For the s7ieer bat-

tens and those for the diagonals and other lines of moderate
and regular curvature, a softer and less elastic wood may
answer. Pine and mahogany can be used, and some other

woods. Those who possess the tools and some skill in using

them, as is the case with many amateurs, will in time be
able to fit themselves with a good set of batten s

—
'better than

can be purchased. Practice and experience will show where
a baif.e?i may be improved for its designed purpose, or, pos-

sibly, if too light, be cut down to make one of a different

form.

Harlem Y. C.

The Harlem Y. C. will sail its fourteenth annual regatta
on May 31, the courses being:
Course No. 1—From across a line between the steamer and

Belden's Dock, City Island, around a stakeboat anchortd in-

side of Throgg's Neck, keeping the same to port in rounding
it, thence toward Matinnicock Point, keeping Stepping
Stones Light to starboard in passing, around Matinnicock
Point Buoy, keeping the same to port in rounding, and re-

turning directly to the finishing line. Distance, 20 nautical
miles.
Course No. 2—A straightaway course (omitting the run to

Throgg's Neck) direct to Matinnicock Point Buoy, keeping
it to port in rounding, and thence directly back to the finish-

ing line. Distance, 16 nautical miles.
Course No. 3—Same as No. 1, except that yachts must pass

Old Hen Buoy, keeping the same to port in rounding, and
thence back to the finishing line. Distance, about 13 nauti-
cal miles.
The following classes will sail over course No. 1:

Cabin sloops, cutters and yawls: 51ft. class, 43Et. class,

36ft. class, soft, class. Open jib and mainsail; 30£t. class.

Open catboats: 30ft. class. Cabin catboats: 30£t. class.

Over course No. 2:

Cabin sloops, cutters and yawls: Soft, class, 30ft. class.

Open jib and mainsail: 25ft. class. Open catboats; 25ft. class.

Cabin catboats: 25£t. class.

Course No. 3, the 15 and 20ft. classes of open catboats. The
steamboat W. C. Egerton has been chartered to follow the
boats over the course.
A very good list of entries has alreadv been received. The

regatta committee includes Messrs. H. B. McAllister, P. H.
Leary, J. Wimmer, W. T. Hyde, and Wm. A. Towner, chair-

man,

Racing About Boston.

Make no mistake. This is to be a great racing season in
the classes under 30ft. racing length. There are more new
boats than for several seasons past, and plenty of old
ones, whose owners will make the new ones demonstrate
their superiority by actual racing. And the 21ft. knock-
about will not be by any means the least interesting of the
lot. The restrictive rules of the Knockabout Association
have fostered building and racing in the class, and at the
same time have secured a safe, able and seaworthy boat.
And they are not fin keels.

Nor is the naming of the new knockabouts an uninterest-
ing feature of the sport. The story of "Poor Cock Robin" is

even more in evidence thp n it was last year, when only the
name of the principal in the story was used. "JennyWren"
a;ppears this season on the stern of Frank Peabody's new
boat of his own design, while the "Fly," who saw Cock Ro-
bin die„ ts embodied in W. O. Gay's new Herreshoffer.
Yachtsmen can now place their bets as to whether or not
this latest Fly will see Cock Robin die, either at its own
hands, or by those of some others of the new fleet. It is con^
ceded that this Cock Robin will take a lot of killing, even
by a Cockatoo, pugnacious as that little bird may be.

Gosling is the una«suming name by which P. O. North and
L. M. Clark bring their new Lawley boat into the racing,
but certainly the owners are no fledglings at the sport, what'
ever their boat may be.

Jacobin is the speed-implying title which T. E: Jacobs
gives his new Purdon design, while H. M. Sears takes a
chance with the Hazard from Herreshoff's hands. D. C.
Percival, Jr., likes the name of his first knockabout too well
to drop it, and so has had Herreshoff pnt it on the stern of
the new one. Figures are added to it, though, and it stands
as Sally III.

And. there you have them, gentlemen. Pick your winner
if you can.—Boston Globe.

The New Montreal Fleet.

A MONTREAL correspondent of the Boston Globe writes as
follows of the new 20-footers for the defense of the cup:

"To a party of members who went out to Dorval to inspect
the progress that is being made with the work on the new
and beautiful club house of the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C,
G. Herrick Duggan, the designer-sailor who did such excel-
lent work with Glencairn last year, permitted a view of the
five boats which he is building for the trial races for a de-
fender of the international Seawanhaka cup. It was a very
unsatisfactory view, however, for in the dimly-lighted shed
it was very diflicult to see anything except the merest gen-
eral outlines. Only the hulls are finished, and these gave
the impression that the boats would be somewhat of a cross
between a soapdish and a flatiron, with great breadtJh of
beam and very shallow.
They did not look beautiful, but the designer seems to

have the greatest confidence in them. Two of the boats
will be fin-keels and the others centerboards. The boats are
being built for Harrison B. Young, Com. Riddell, Shirley
Davidson, Capt. Hamilton and Mr. Duggan himself. Great
care is still being taken that the lines and figures are kept a
secret, and people with cameras, or any suspicious looking
person, who manage to get inside the grounds of the Royal
St. Lawrence Y. C, where the sheds are, are being turned
away without the slightest compunction.
Notwithstanding all this, the figures of the sail dimensions

of some of the boats have become known, although it is im-
possible to obtain the sail plans. These figures, however,
will give a pretty good idea of the general sail plans of all

the Canadian boats.

The boat of M. J. Langeuil, which is just across from
Montreal on the St. Lawrence, will have silk sails, as fol-

lows; Mainsail, 25ft. boom, 14ft 6in. hoist, 16ft. gaff, 33ft.

3in. leach; jib, 22ft. lOin. hoist, 19ft. leach, 10ft. 6in. foot.

The Duggan boat, built for Harrison B. Young, will have
silk sails, as follows: Mainsail, 35ft. boom, 15ft. Tin. hoist,
13ft. gaff, 34ft. leach; jib, 23ft. 4in. hoist, SOft. 5in. leach, 8ft.

3in. foot.
The sail dimensions of the two boats that are being built

in Toronto by Cuthbert are also known. Both have cotton
sails. The one built for Mr. Harry Abbott, son of the late
premier, has sails as follows: Mainsail, 23ft. 9in. boom, 16ft.

hoist, 13ft. Sin. gaff, 8Sft. Sin. leach; jib, 22ft. hoist, 18ft. 4in.

leach, 15ft. 6in. foot.

Another boat which is being built for an unknown by
Cuthbert has cotton sails, as follows: Mainsail, 25ft. boom,
16ft. hoist, 12ft. 6in. gaff, 30ft. 6in. leach; staysail, 18ft. 6in.

hoist, 17ft. 6in. leach, 8ft. 9in. foot; jib, 25ft. hoist, 20ft. 6in.

leach, lift. 2in. foot.

Work on all the little boats is being pushed along fast, and
the spars, which will be hollow, are being made now, but the
boats will not be upon the water much before the Queen's
birthday.

Huguenot Y. C.

JfEW EOCHELLE— LONCf ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, May 15.

The racing on Long Island Sound opened on May 15 in a
light and variable southeast wind that made the race less in-
teresting than the entries deserved. The race was given by
the Huguenot Y. C, of New Rochelle, the course being
around Execution and Hen and Chickens buoys. Two new
Huntington boats were entered: the 20-footer Keneu and an
unnamed 15-footer for a AYestern yachtsman. There was not
enough of a steady wind to test the yachts. The times were

CABIN CATS—£OfT. OLAS.S.
Length. Elap=ed. Corrected,

Dosorisll., G. T. VaU 1 44 30 1 44 30
CABIN CATS -2f FT. CLASS.

Jonquil, H. W. WarnT 5;4.46 2 06 17 2 06 17
Mary S , E. D. TTall, Jr 24.50 2 06 09 2 06 09
Win or Lose, John L. Appleby S3. 70 2 C6 29 2 06 £9'

Melita, O. H. Ohellbors Did not finish.

CABIN SLOOPiS—S5FT. class.
Modesta, C. Whann Did not finish.

Wahneta. Aldrieh & Henry 1 56 48 Not meas.
Jester (yawl), E. W. Robinson. 1 55 00 Not meas.

OPEN SL0OPS-25FT CLASS,
Celia, W. S, Gould 1 £9 03 1 39 03
Houri, E. B. Hart, Jr 1 39 40 1 89 40

OPEN SLOOPS—20ft. class.
Keneu, M. Clark 1 46 13 1 46 13

OPEN CATS—25ft. class.
Edwina, J. N . Gould ;21.44 2 06 38 2 06 38
Narrioch, A. F. Townsend 18.11 2 10 53 ? 08 30

OPEN SLOOPS—15ft. class
1 50 51

Hope, Arthur Iselin , 15.00 2 09 20

Celia, cleverly sailed by Irvine Zerega, won a close finish

by quick handling at the line after she was apparently beaten
by Houri.
The winners were: SOft. cabin cats, Dosoris II., walkover;

25ft. cabin cats, Win or Lose; 25ft. cabin sloops, Jester, not
measured; 25ft. open sloops, Celia; 25ft. open sloops, Keneu,
walkover; 15ft. class, new Huntington boat.
Regatta Committee—E. Burton Hart, Jr., P, B. Jones and

R. T. Badger.
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New Rochelle Y. C.

The New Rochelle Y. C. will open the yachting season of
1897 by giving a special regatta on Saturday, May 22.

Entries are invited from all regularly organized yacht clubs.
There will be races for yachts of these classes: Sloops, 20ft.

class; cabin catboats, 25ft. class; open catboats, 25ft. class;
open catboats, 20ft. class. There will be separate classes for
open boats with shiftable ballast and unlimited crews.
The club oifers as first prize for sloops of the 20ft. class a sil-

ver cup, and will award a second prize if five or more yachts
start. A prize will be awarded to the winner in each class of
catboats in which two or more boats start, and a second prize
in each class in which five or more boats start. The owner
of any yacht which starts and fails to go over the course
must "satisfy the regatta committee that the start was made
in good faith.

Eutries should be mailed to the Regatta Committee, New
Rochelle Y. C, P. O. Box 735, New Rochelle, N. Y., in time
to be receired on the morning of Thursday, May 20.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Hours of starting: The races will be started at 2 o'clock
P. M.

Divisions: Yachts will be started in two divisions, viz.

:

First division—Sloops of the 20ft. class; second division—All
catboats.
Starting line: The starting and finishing line will be

marked by boats flying the club flag, and anchored at the
entrance to Echo Bay.
Course.—All yachts will sail course No. 2, which is as fol-

lows:
Course No. 3 —Prom the starting line at Echo Bay, around

red buoy on southwesterly end of Hen and Chickens Reef,
leaving it on starboard hand; thence around striped buoy,
known as Middle Ground Buoy, being the most easterly
buoy on Execution Reef, leaving it on starboard hand;
thence around easterly stakeboat at the starting line, leav-
ing it on starboard hand. This course to be sailed three
times. Total distance, 12^1 miles.

If the direction of the wind makes it advisable, this course
will be sailed in reverse direction. The signal therefor will
be flag B of the signal code, hoisted five minutes before the
blue peter (the preparatory signal). In such case, yachts in
finishing the race will cross the line from south to north.
Yachts must not pass between Execution Light and the
ed buoy to the eastward thereof.
Starting Signals; The starting signals will be given from

the committee's boat at the westerly end of the line, and
will be as follows:
First Gun.—A blue peter will be hoisted as a preparatory

signal. It will remain flying for five minutes.
Second Gun.—A red ball will be hoisted as the starting

signal foi" yachts of the first division. It will be displayed
for five minutes.
Third Gun.—A white ball will be hoisted as the starting

signal for yachts of the second division.
The start in each division will be a one-gun start.

Shortening Course.—If in the judgment of the regatta
committee it becmes necessary to end the races on the com-
pletion of the first or second round, the red ball will be hoisted
under flag B of the signal code, and attention will be called
thereto by two guns.
Racing Numbers.—Last year's racing numbers are useless,

and must be discarded. Permanent racing numbers have
been assigned to all known racing yachts, and may be ob-
tained of Rehm & Co , No. 1.57 Fulton street. New York.
Owners of yachts are urged to secure their permanent num-
bers before the race.
Measurement.—As the rules of the Yacht Racing TTnionof

Long Island Sound require that all sloops of 25ft. racing
length and under, and all catboats, shall he measured with
crews aboard, all such yachts must be remeasured before
racing this season. The regatta committee will accept the
certificate of measitrement of the measurer of any club, but
reserves the right of remeasurement, in case of protest.
Rules.—In general the races will be sailed under the rules

of the Yacht Racing LTn-on of Long Island Sound.
Chas. P. Tower, Chairman, 1

Paul A. Meykowitz, t, .t.^

J. R. ThOxMAS, I liegatta

J. C. LiPPENCOTT, [Committee.

A. P. Weston, Sec'y, J

The trustees of the club announce that the club house will
be formally opened for the season on Saturday, May 29. The
flag will be hoisted and formally saluted at 4 o'clock P. M.,
on the arrival of the 3:06 train from New York. Other trains
leave New York at 1:04, 2:02, 4.08, 4:33, 5:05 and 5:30 o'clock
P. M. Members desiring to return to New York the same
evening can do so by the 9:08 and 11:20 o'clock P. M. trains.
Dinner will be served from 6 until 8 o'clock.

the law, be permitted to again fly the American flag unless
she is rebuilt and enlarged.
"Suppose the owner made over his right and title to the

craft to his wife, who was born in this country, could she fly
our flag?" asked the reporter.
"Certainly not," replied Dunn. "When a woman marries

she adopts the nationality of her husband. The only way at
present in which that boat will be entitled to carry an
American flag is by her owner becoming an American citi-

The liarchmont TT. C. Prog^ramme.
The following programme for the season has just been

issued by the regatta committee of the Larchmont Y. C.
Messrs. John P. Lovejoy, H, C. Wintringham and H. W.
Coates.
Saturday, June 19.—Spring regatta, open to all classes.
Monday, July 5.—Eighteenth annual regatta, open to all

classes; steamboat Albertina for members and guests.

RACE WEEK.
Saturday, July 17.—Open regatta for all classes; special

race for schooners in cruising trim, in one class; first race of
series for Class N, 30fr. racing length; first race of series for
Class Q, 20ft. racing length.
Monday, July 19.—Special race for schooners, in racing

trim, in one class; special race for schooners, in cruising
trim, in one class; second race of series for class N, 30ft.

racing length; second race of series for Class Q, 30ft, racing
length.
Tuesday, July 20,—Four-oared gig race for Hen and

Chicken color.«, presented by former Commodore Harry M.
Gillig; two-oared gig race for Dauntless colors, presented by
Mr. H. B. Seeley; dinehy race for Execution colors, pre-
sented by Mr. H. B. Seeley; race for naphtha launches ex-
ceeding 2lft. load wateriine length; race for naphtha
launches 21ft. load wateriine and uuder; tub races and
water sports.
Wednesday, July 21.—Open regatta for all classes; special

race for yawls, over 51ft. racing length, in cruising trim, all
in one class; third race of series for class N, 30ft. racing
length; special race for yawls, 51£t. and under racing length,
all in one class; third race of series for class Q, 20j:c. racing
length.
Thursday, July 32 —Race for class K, yachts with cabin

trunks, 51tt. racing length; fourth race of series for class N,
30ft. racing length; fourth race of series for class Q, 20ft.
racing length,
Friday, July ;?3.—Schooner race, all in one cla.ss; race for

class K, yachts with flush decks, 51ft. racing length; race
for class 'L, 43ft. racing length; fifth race of series for class
N, 30ft. racing length; fifth race of series for class Q, 30ft.

racing length.
Saturday, July 24, Race Week Euds.-Open regatta for all

classes; sixth race of series for class N, 30ft. racing length;
sixth race of series for class Q, 30ft. racing length.

Saturday, Sept. 4,—Special race for class K, 51ft. racing
length; special race for class N, 30ft. racing length; special
race for class S, 30fb. racing length; special race for class T,
35ft. racing length.
Monday, Sept. 6 (Labor Day): Fall regatta, open to all

classes.
Saturday, Sept. 11: Race for Larchmont cup for schooners;

special race for class K, 51ft. racing length; special race for
class Q, 20ft. racing length.

In all classes where two or more yachts start in a race with
full intention of completing the course, a prize will be
awarded. When three or more yachts start with like inten-
tion, a second prize will be awai-ded; and where five or more
start with like intention, a third prize will be awarded.

Yacht Racing Union.
NOTICE TO REPRESENTATIVES.

The attention of owners of yachts in the 25, 20 and 15ft.
classes of sloops and in all classes of catboats, is called to the
amended rule of measurement, requiring that all yachts in
these classes be measured with weight on board to represent
the crew. This necessitates having such yachts (except those
with plumb stems and sterns) remeasured this season for
load wateriine length. Attention is also called to the
amended rule making it compulsory for committees to dis-
qualify any yacht starting in a race without having been of-
ficially measured.
The classes having been relettered, new racing numbers

must be obtained this season for all yachts intending to race.
Messrs. Rehm & Company, 157 Fulton street. New York,
have been appointed to furnish the new numbers at the fol-
lowing prices: For yachts in Classes A, B, C, D, G, H and J
60 cents per pair; for yachts in Classes K, L, M and N 45
cents per pair; for yachts in Classes P, Q, R, S, T, V and W
85 cents per pair.
A yacht starting this season under her old number will be

liable to disqualification.
A limited number of printed sheets giving the racing num-

bers of all registered sailing yachts have been issued and can
be obtained from T. D. Rich, publisher, 108 Fulton street.
New York, or from the undersigned, at. |5 for one set and
S7.50 for two sets. A suflicient number have been printed to
provide each club with two sets, one for the regatta commit-
tee and one for the secretary.
The new rules and the schedule of racing events for the

season have been issued, and can be obtained from Messrs.
Thomson & Co., 55 Dey street. New York, or from the under-
signed at $10 and $5 per hundred, respectively.
Forest and Stream has been appointed by the Council

the official organ of the Union and regatta committees.
Chairmen and secretaries of clubs are requested to send all
reports of races and other information in connection there-
with to that paper. Frank Bowne Jones,

Secretary of the Council.

Four Famous Yankee Ships.

JVojii the American, Shipbuilder.

To BECOME a coal barge, or a barge of any sort, is the sere
and yellow leaf of a ship's existence. Four of these, an
ancient and once honorable fleet of packets and all of which
have been for fourteen years mouldering alongside a grass-
grown pier in the Erie Basin, were recently cast loose from
their moorings and towed to Port Richmond, S, I,, where,
after the crooked spars and gray rigging have been removed,
the hulks will be fashioned into the shape of barges. The
ships are the Caravan, Fawn, E. W. Stetson and City of
Montreal. They are the oldest American square-riggers now
afloat save the Eliza Adams, which was built in 1835, and
which is without doubt the most ancient of the full-rigged
ships in the merchant marine of this country. Of the lot
that has been condemned to finish their careers as colliers,
the Caravan is the oldest, having been built in Bath in 1855.
The Pawn is next on the list, with an age burden of thirty-
seven years Following her is the City of Montreal, con-
structed in 1861, and the E. W. Stetson, in 1863. Some of
these ships were formerly packets in the famous Swallow
Tail Line, and all of them have a history. Interesting as
any part of their active career is the manner in which it was
brought to a close. These four ships, with four others
equally famous in their day, the Hamilton Fish, Therese, J.
A. Stamler and Marianne Nottebohm, all belonged to Thos.
Dunham, a noted ship owner in the old days. His ofiicewas
at No, 67 South street; and a barely legible sign over the
barred doorway still marks the place where his master mar-
iners met and talked of their ships and their voyages and
cargoes. Mr. Dunham, so runs the legend, fell out with
towboat people many years ago. Strained relations were
brought about by one of the towboat craft strand-
ing one of his packets while trying to bring her
into port. It cost the owner a matter of $5,000 to get his
vessel afloat again and to make suitable repairs, and then
he gave orders forbidding any of his masters to have aught to
do with anything propelled by the upstart steam Hgain.
His ships had thenceforth to work their way into port as
best they could, and the delays caused by wind and tide
worked so disadvantageously that trade slipped away from
the line. Then finally, in disgust, the owner recalled all of
his ships, discharged their crews, dismantled the vessels of
all but their standing rigging, and laid up the entire fleet in
the Erie Basin, vowing that they should lay there until
steam had had its day and sail power could come into its

own again. Mr. Dunham died, and the estate passed to his
nephews, who sold four of the eight vessels. The purchaser
was W. J. Burlee. The rigging and spars of the relics are
almost worthless, but the hulls are sound, despite the long
period they have lain idle. The four ships that were sold
were moored abreast, and for the last fourteen years have
been in charge of Capt. Daggett, "port captain of the fleet,"

he styles himself. In the comfortable cabins he has lived
with his family during the years the vessels have been
moored in the basin, and the grassy plot adjoining the shel-
ter of his charges has been the playground of his children.
The vessels are very much of the same size, the Caravan,
with her 1,395 tons, being somewhat larger than the others.
This vessel was built in Bath, as was also the Fawn. The
tonnage of that ship is 1,015. The City of Montreal, con-
structed in Portsmouth, N. H., has a tonnage of 1,117, and
the E, W. Stetson, launched at Damariscotta, Me., has a
tonnage of 1,106. According to a list recently compiled by
Capt. George Waldie, of the Sandy Hook pilots, there are
but few wooden sailing vessels of American build which
antedate these old-time ships of the Dunham estate, but
with the exception of two barks, the Falcon and Triton, they
are all fore-and-afters.

An International Question.
From the yew Yorh Sun,

The unusual sight of an American-built yacht flying the
signal of an American club at her truck with the national
ensign of Great Britain from her taft'rail was the subject of
much comment at New Rochelle last Sunday. The yacht
was the cutter Nirvana, owned by Rear-Com. Guy Standing,
of the Corinthian fleer, which tugged at her moorings in
Echo Bay, off the club house at Harrison's Island. She be-
came the property of Standing last October, and at that time
held a Custom House register from Boston, Soon after com-
pleting the purchase of the cutter, Standing wanted to have

»

her registered at this port.
The application for registry compels the owner of a craft

to state his nationality. Standing said he was a loyal sub-
ject of Great Britain, and the Collector informed him that
nis boat was debarred from sailing under "Old Glory"
Thomas J. Dunn, Chief Clerk and Acting Deputy Collector
of the Port, told the Sun reporter yesterday that even if

Standing sells liia yacht to an American she will not, under

zen.
The following amendment to the marine regulations of

1893, however, which will take eflfect on July 1, next, will, if
Standing sells his cutter to an American, allow her new
owner to send aloft his country's flag:
"A vessel registered pursuant to law, which by sale has

become the property of a foreigner, shall be entitled to a
new register upon afterward becoming American property,
unless it has been enlarged or undergone change in build
outside of the LTnited States."
Rear Commodore Standing, who is one of the most active

workers in the Corinthian fleet, is an actor of some promi-
nence, and about two years ago married Miss Isabel Urqu-
hart, of Casino fame. He said in reference to the Nirvana
matter:

"I am an Englishman, and, like many another, love the
old country, although it is but a memory to me. I makemy
money here, and, in addition, it is a matter of fact that I
spend it here. I like America and Americans; in fact, I
shall never go back to England, except, possibly, on a visit.
My property is here, and I can say that I probably have
more and closer friends in this country than in England.
Nevertheless, I do not feel as though I ought to become a
citizen here. I am in the same position as many Americans
who live in Great Britain. "They remain true to their
mother cotmtry, although probably they will never see her
again."

Gilbert's Bar Y. C,

INDIAN BrVBli, FliA.

The usual monthly regatta of the G. B. Y. C. was held
Saturday, May 8. There was a good breeze.

PIHST OLA.SS—SJ?PT. AND OVER
Oorrected.

Albatross , 0 46 So
Troehu . .,.„. , .......... . i , 0 53 20
Winner, Albatross.

SECOND CLASS-UNDER 2?FT,
Swallow 0 45 42
Gypsv ...0 45 57
Ilderim 0 48 £8"

Beatrice 0 44 57
Winner, Beatrice.

The Lake Y. R. A. Circuit.

The Lake Y. R. A. will this season return to the old plan
of a racing circuit in place of regattas at two or three ports
near together-. The programme, as arranged by President
Ambrose and approved by the executive committee, is as fol-
lows:
Cobourg—July 18. Kingston—July 19. Charlotte—July

23. Hamilton—July 27. Toronto—July 29. Niagara—July
81.

W. Q, Phillips will officiate as association officer at all the
regattas, having charge of the laying out of courses, timing,
etc. Mr. Phillips has in the past demonstrated his special
capacity for this work.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The following programme has been arranged finally for

the Atlantic Y. C. cruise: Rendezvous, Monday, .July 5,

Larchmont. July 6, American Y. C. regatta, fleet at Milton
Point. .July 7, Riverside Y. C. regatta, fleet at Riverside.
July 8, first squadron run. Riverside to Black Rock, via
Eaton's Neck Buoy. July 9, second run, to Morris Cove.
July 10, third run, to New London. July 11, informal run
from New London to Shelter Island. July 13, race oil Shel-
ter Island.

The once familiar, but long-forgotten name of William T.
Lee was called to mind last week by the sudden death of its
owner in the New York Hospital. Mr. Lee was once presi-
dent of the old Union Boat Club, established in Gowanus,
South Brooklyn, in 1858, from which the Brooklyn Y. C. was
formed in 1864. His services as secretary of the latter club
were rewarded by the gift of a gold watch with the inscrip-
tion: "Presented to Wm. T. Lee, Secretary of the Brooklyn
Yacht Club, as a token of respect by the members, April 36,
1871," on the occasion of his retirement from the ofDce, after
a service of fifteen years. Mr. Lee, who was unmarried, was
seventy-five years old; he lived in Ninetieth street. New York,
but had dropped out of yachting On the evening of May 8
he was stricken with paralysis on Broadway, and taken to
the hospital, where he died. He was identified by his watch.
The once famous sandbag sloop, Wm. T. Lee, owned by
Chas. A. Cheever, was named after him.
Com. Henry W. Lamb, Eastern Y. C, has appointed

Henry D. Bm-nett fleet captain. The club house, on Marble-
head Neck, will open for the season on May 28.

Priscilla, schr., has been sold by Edgar Harding to How-
ardW. Spurr, of Boston. This is the small wooden schooner,
not the steel Cup defender Priscilla, built in 1885, she being
now owned at Cleveland.

Carl, knockabout; one of the first of the class, whose lines
were published in the Forest and Stream of Feb. 3, 1895,
has been sold by C. H. W. Foster to Dr. Farlow, of Marble-
head. Mr. Foster now owns Cock Robin.

Alcedo I., steam yacht, has been sold by George Washing-
ton Cljilds Drexel to A. Baudine, Larchmont Y. C.

Meteor, schr., has been sold to R. J. Smith, of Boston, and
has docked and fitted out at Tebo's for the trip around the
Cape.

Capt. Nat Watson, who sailed the 30 footer Asahi so suc-
cessfully last year, is xiow in command of Amorita, schr,,

W. G. Brokaw. Capt. Watson has been continuously in the
service of Mr. Bayard Thayer since 1888, in this time racing
Pappoose, Sayonara, Con.stellation and Asahi.

Ellesmere, schr., designed and built by Solheim at Graves-
end Bay for Ferdinand McKaig, was launched on May 14
after an unsuccessful attempt on the previous day. She is
58ft. overall, 46ft. l.w.l., 17ft. 4in. beam and 7ft, draft, with
7 tons of lead in the keel. The yacht was launched without
the keel, which was bolted on at McGowan's yard. Fifty-
fifth street. Bay Ridge.

# A Stray Shinplaster
^ Comes to us once in a while for a copy

of "Game i^^vs Sn. Brief but shin-

plasters nowadays are strarcer than Moose
in New Yofrk; and .23 ceists in postage
stamps wM Ac ivst as well.
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AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrick, Gait, Canada.
8ec'y-''^'ea8 . John B. Blake Gait, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUBSKES,

Atlantic Di^'ision, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N. 2l8t St., Phila , Pa.

Central Division, Laurence C. Wondworth, Gouverneur, N. T.
Eastern Division, F. J. Barrage, West Nevrton, Mass.
Northern Division, Francis H. Mncnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, SI; initiation fee, Jl.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96
Commodore, C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Bear-Commodore, B. H. Holmes. Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'y-Treas., W. D. Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: R. M Lamp, Madison, Wis.; C. J. Stearlman

Cincinnati, O. ; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee, Wis.

The A. C. A, Regatta Progrramme.

The following programme has been arranged by the re-

gatta committee of the American Canoe Association for the

annual meet at Grindstone Island in August. The number
of events is larger than usual, but it is proposed to call some
of the minor events at any convenient times during the meet
when they may serve to amuse the camp; and some of the

events will, as usual, not fill, in which case they will be

omitted. The principal races will be held, of course, during

the second week.

Regatta Programme.
Qrindstone Island, Aug. 6-20.

SAILIKG.

Event No. 1. Paddling and sailing combined, 14 mile
alternately; total, 3 miles; time limit, VX hours. Start to

be made under paddle. P.S.—The same seat shall be used

as in Event No. 3.

Event No. 2. Paddling, K mile with turn.

Event No. 3. Sailing, ^< miles; time limit, 2 hours. Note.

—Events Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are record races under Rule 5 of

Racing Regulations. . ^ ...

Event No. 4. Unlimited sailing under Rule 1 of Sailing

Regulations, 6 miles; time limit, 2X hours. Starters in the

trophy sailing race to be selected from this race under Rule
.5 of Racing Regulations.

.

Event No. .5. Trophy sailing, 9 miles; time limit, 3}^ hours.

See Rule 5 of Racing Regulations.
_

Event No. 6. Dolphin sailing trophy, 7% miles; time limit,

3 hours. The canoe winning first place in Event No. o will

not be allowed to compete in this event.

Event No. 7. Club sailing, miles; time limit, 3 hours.

First three' members of any club to count, a club to be repre-

sented must enter at least three men. All men contesting

must have become members of the club they represent prior

to the first day of the 1897 meet.
Event No. 8. Division sailing, the same as No. 7, except

read division in place of club. The sliding seat or stationary

deck seat shall not exceed in length the width of the canoe.

Event No, 9. Novice sailing, 8 miles; time limit, \}i hours.

Open only to members who have not sailed a canoe prior to

Sept. 1, 1896. ,w
Event No. 10. Limited sailing, 3 miles; time limit IJ^

hours. Sail area limited to lOOsq. ft., and any seat which
projects beyond the gunwales prohibited.

Event No. 11. Unclassified sailing, 4^ miles: time limit, 3

hours. Open only to canoes without self-bailing cockpits.

No race unless three or more starters. Canoes must be out-

side the A. C. A. limit to compete in this event.

DIVISION.

Event No. 13. Atlantic Division cup.
Event No. 13. Central Division cup.

Event No. 14. Eastern Division cup.

Event No. 15. Northern Division cup.

Note.—These events will only be held if not sailed at

Division meets. These races will be sailed under the rules

provided by each Division, which will be posted on the bulle-

tin board, and they will be called in the order published dur-

ing the first week of camp.
,

Event No. 16 Open canoes, paddle li mile to windward
with single blades and return under sail.

Event No. 17. Open canoes, sailing, l^i miles.

PADDLING.

Event No. 18. Trophy paddling, 1 mile straightaway.

Event No. 19. Novice paddling, X mile with turn, open
canoes, single blade, open only to members who have never

paddled a race outside their own club races.

Event No. 30. Paddling, }4 mile with tarn, open canoes,

single blades.
. ,

Event No. 31. Tandem club paddling, }i mile with turn,

open canoes, single blades.
.

Event No. 33. Deck canoes, single paddliog, ^4 mile with
turn, double blades.
Event No. 23. Decked canoes, tandem paddling, }i mile

with turn, double blades.
Event No. 24, Four paddling, K mile with turn, single

blades, open canoes.
Event No. 2.5. Upset paddling.
Event No. 26 Tail end race, open canoes, .single blades,

paddler to kneel in bow and paddle bow flr^t with the

wind.
Event No. 37. Ladies' single paddling, li mile straight-

away, open canoes.
Event No. 28. Ladies' tandem paddling, M mile straight-

away, open canoes, single blades.

Event No. 29. Mixed tandem paddling, }i mile straight-

away, open canoes, single blade.
Event No. 30. Harry scurry, run, swim and paddle.

Event No. 31. Swimming 100yds,

Event No. 82. Tournament.
All paddling races except the trophy paddling shall be

limited to canoes not less than 30ia. beam and not less thau
551bs. weight.
The committee reserves the right to call any of the less im-

portant races at any Lime daring the meet when it may see

fit.

All events in which less than two entries present them-
selves at the line will be cancelled.
In events in which less than three start only one prize will

be awarded. The regatta committee has provided prizes for

each and every race on the programme.

Saturday, May 29.—Leave 7 A. M. Cruise 14 miles to Lam-
bertville, N. J., where stop will be made for dinner. After-
noon cruise eleven miles to Park Island, near Trenton,
where stop will be made for night, as guests of the Park Is-

land Canoe Association.
Sunday, May 30.—Cruise to Delanco, N. J., with stop en

route for dinner.
Monday (Memorial Day), Tuesday and Wednesday, May

31, June 1 and 2.—In camp at Delanco, N. J.

THE EOUTE.
The Delaware River, for the seventy miles over which the

cruise will be made, from Easton, Pa., to Delanco, N. J.,

presents, we believe, more advantages of accessibility to the
starting point, more beautiful river scenery, and better
rapids and water for a canoe voyage than any other stream
in the territory of the Atlantic Division.
Already a river of considerable size where the cruise is be-

gun at Easton, it gradually increases in width and import-
ance until the last rapid is passed at Trenton, and the placid
waters of the head of tide-water are reached.
The general course of the river is south and southeast; the

fall from the height of the river at the starting point to tide-
water being 158ft.

Rapids are frequent, but all easily negotiated at an ordi-
nary spring stage of water.
As to falls, there are but three—at Bull's Island; Wells's

Falls, below Lambertville, N. J.; and Scudders's Falls, a
short distance above Trenton. Around Wells's Falls, as
stated before, a carry will be made, and the others will be
easily passed through.
The Valley of the Delaware is inclosed within high and

densely wooded mountains along the upper part, and iu the
middle and lower section, the beautiful and fertile rolling
country of* Bucks county, on the Pennsylvania shore, and
Mercer county, in New Jersey, furnish an unending variety
of scenery.
•At all points at which stops will be made for the night.

The Atlantic Division Cruise.

The executive committee of the Atlantic Division has pub-
lished in pamphlet form the full programme of the division

cruising meet which takes place from May 28 to June 3 The
cruise offers another of those delightful little meets that old

canoeists love to talk about at Plum Point in 1884-85.

INTINEKART.

Thursday, May 37.-6 P. M. meet for dinner at United
States Hotel, Easton, Pa.
Friday, May 28. —Leave Phillipsburg (Easton) 7 A.M., and

cruise ten miles to Riegelsville, N. J. Dinner at Puegels-
ville. Leave 3 P. M. Cruise niae ujileg to FrenciiWWJi,
where stop will he made for night,

PHIUDELPHIK

ATLANTIC nrvISION CRUISE. CHART OF COURSE ON DELAWARE RIVER.

a good camp-site, as stated before, can be found for those
who want to tent outdoors, and around a good fire, with
pipe, song and story, and a recounting of the day's inci-
dents, some of the choicest hours of the week will undoubt-
edly be spent.
This whole section is one of much historical interest as the

scene of the most important operations of the Revolutionary
War. Washington's Crossing, about eight miles above
Trenton, marks the point where the great commander, com-
ing from his winter quarters at Valley Forge, forced his
way across the frozen river to attack the Hessians encamped
there. Two granite shafts, lately erected on either .side of
the river, show the points between which the perilous jour-
ney was taken.

THE MEET AXD RACE.S.

Delanco, near which the meet will be held, is a pretty
suburban village upon the New Jersey shore, twelve miles
above Philadelphia, convenient communication with the
city being had thereto by boat and rail.

The site chosen for the meet is a short distance above the
town proper, and is one which has long been a favorite
camping spot for canoeists on the Delavcare River. It is on
a moderately high bluff, shaded with fine old trees, and a
good flat area for tents. The river there is a full mile in
width with an admirable view ud and down the stream.
The shore in front of the camp is a fine clean pebble beach,
gradually shelving ofl: into deep water.
Paddling, sailing and special races will be provided by the

committee, with appropriate prizes, during the three days of
camp. As to what the races will consist of depends upon
the number and character of the canoes participating in the
cruise and available for racing at the meet.

CANOE AND OUTFIT.

As to canoes, no rule can be laid down. Either an open or
decked canoe, equipped with double or single blade paddles,
should answer well. Sails could not be used to any advan-
tage on the crui.-e.

A decked cruising canoe offers some advantagss in going
through heavy waters, and usually affords dry and coaveni-
ent stowage for duffle. They are heavier, however, thm the
open canoe, one of which, a canvas covered boat, 16ft. by
32in., carried two men aggregating 3501 bs

, besides 50 bs. of
extra weight, over this same course last year, in comfort
and safety, and that too, when the water was comparatively
low.
Wliejr^ th§ bpftts will be isliipped by freight or express to

the starting point, or will be handled by the owner as

baggage, if accompanied by him, the lighter open canoe has
obvious advantages.
A long painter, say 30ft., of stout braided line and a good

boat sponge is invaluable on a cruise of this kind.
Tents and camping outfit, which will be required at

Delanco, with sails, may be shipped in care of A. S. Feni-
more, Delanco, N. J., and will be safely taken care of until
the arrival of the owner.

OUTFIT.

As already stated, arrangements have been made_ by the
committee for lodging as well as boarding the participants
in the cruise at the different stopping points along the river,

and at Delanco, where the meets will be held. Under these
circumstances it will be unnecessary to carry heavy camp-
ing and cooking duffle, the necessary outfit being confined to
changes of clothing and waterproof covers.
If we may venture the suggestion for the benefifc of the

novice, the following has comprised the outfit taken over
this same run, and found adequate:
Complete change of outer clothing, flannel shirt, change

of medium-weight underwear, with extra socks or stockings,
sweater, swimming trunks or tights, soft felt hat or cap,
light canvas rubber-soled shoes for boat use, extra handker-
chiefs, toilet articles, pair coarse towels, rubber coat or
poncho, pair of rubber blankets.

i^'or carrying duffle, rubber navy bags, or water-proofed
bags of some description are excellent.
The choice of style of dress is one which the committee

does not feel that it can dictate. But for this early season,
when the nights are cool, knickerbockers and woollen stock-
ings of good weight will have manifest advantages. Linen
or duck trousers are cool, nothing more. They are easily
soiled when cruising, and when wet are uncomfortable and
unhealthy.

TKANS PORTATIOK.
Upon the railroads permitting the carriage of canoes, as

baggage if accompanied by the owner or caretaker, to wit.
the Pennsylvania and its connections, it seems probable that
most of the members will accompany their canoes on the
train, carrying them to Phillipsburg, N. J., the day before
the start.
Transportation of boats by freight, containing light outfit

well fastened in, even without a protective covering, has
been found practicable and safe, and will be a convenient and
economical way to ship to the starting point.
Everything thus sent should be marked "Care of J. E.

Murray, A. C. A.
,
Phillipsburg, N. J. To be held until called

for."
The Pennsylvania Railroad and its Belvidere Division,

from Philadelphia, Trenton and all points in the southern
end of the Division, will carry canoes as baggage, as above
stated, under circular letter dated Oct. 1, 1889, and Dec. 18,

1890, copies of which dates should be made for reference to
trainmen who may be in ignorance of them.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey and the Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western Railroad have freight and passenger
stations at Phillipsburg, N. J., within easy carry of the river
at starting point.

lifle ffdttge and ^dhr^.

Revolver Shooting in England.
liONDON, England, April 30.—On April 22 the following revolver

scores were made at the South London Bifle Club:

Twenty yards, stationary target:
E Howe 674767-37 R Chicken .,6SE6'6—33
TW Heath 774757-37 M Blood . 53.57 66 -3i
Lieut F E Varley 756645-33

Fifty yards targret: Capt. T. W. Heath, 7, 6, 5, 5, 5, 4—32.
(It is said that Capt. Heath's 40 at 50yds. on Aprils was a mistake of

the scorer's; it ought to have been registered at aoyds.)^

North London Rifle Club revolver scores on April 28 were as below.
Revolver series IV., stationary 50yds. target:

Class 1:

Lieut CUemence 777754—37 Carter , .475545—31
C Knapp 567465—33 E Howe 365744 ^Ji8

Class ?*

Holmes..' 657664- 34 Capt. Evans 537737— 32W LufC 775364—S2 Lieut Johnstone 725376—30

MacCormack. 70'; 6: 6 - 31 Thompson 5053'6—21
Shearing ,. 7.354a3—24 Lieut Curley 533350-19

The world's record for the Martini rifle at 300, 500, 600yds., 7 shots
with a sighting shot at each range, mating ai councmg shots in all,
highest possible 1C5 points, is 1C4 points made at the above club on
.Tune a9 of last year.
As the Martini rifle is now no longer u='ed this score will most likely

remain top forever. It was made by J. Garrud.
On April 28 at the above club Mr. Barker, of the 15th Middlesex V.

R. C, equaled this score with the Lee rifle.

This is the world's record for the abos'e riflj.

The shot for shot score is as below, the only shot out oC the bull's
eye being so close that it almost touched the "bull:"

600yds., sighter 5, score 55555"5—35
500yds., sighter 5, score 555.5555 -:S5

200yds., sighter 5, score 55555i5-34
Bull's eye counts 5 points.

Warren's Artillerymen are Winners.
Warrbn, R. I

,
May 5.—The return rifle match between the teams

composed of the non-commissioned offlcers and privates of the War
ren Artillery Company and the Bristol Train of Artillery was shot at
the in-door range of the Warren company this evening", in the pre<-
ence of a number of the officers and members of both companies.
Each man flred 5 shots at 200. 303 and SdOyds.
The first contest at Bristol was won by the Warrens by a score of

330 to 300, and the contest to nisht resulted in a score of 'iM to 301,
making the total score of the Warren company 664 to 601 for the
Bristol company. The score of Sergt. White of 14 consecutive bull's
eyes, or 74 out of a possible 75, was phenomenal, and excels any ever
before made on the range, if not any ever made in the State. The
full score of Wednesday's match follows:

Warren Artillery Company.
Private Johnson 445445444=145545—66
Private Simister 355454554455444-f6
Private Church 4^4''3 o4'565i5 - 64
Private Crawley . . 34454444i535<J55- 64
Sergt White 555a5.:555555465 -74- 334

Bristol Anillety Company.
Private Thayer ,"=,434441)314145—60
Private Gallup •. 44 l44.555i4S5145- 64
Sergt Schlosser

; 4 54444444541445- 62
Sergt. Hodgkinson i445 3445442:33 -f>5

Sergt Barrett 44354453.534^443 60-.?01

W. H. Mason.

A Falling Bullet.

Denver, Colo., May 6.—Thomas Jamison was broueht here to day
from Cripple Creek dying trom the effect of a remarkable accident,
Yesterday Jamison flred his revolver into the air and then remained
perfectly stfll examining the weapon The ball fell, cutting his chet^k
wide open. It plowed into his side, breaking three ribs, and lodged
deep in the abdomen. He was immediately brought to this ci y suf-
fering terribly from the accumulation of blood in the stomach. An
operation by the physicians relieved this, and also removed the
bullet, but it is doubiful if the man can recover.- Neio York Times.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday,

Correspondence intended for publication sliould reach us at th$

latest by Monday^ und as much earlier as practioabU.
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Shell Mound.
Sau Francisco, May 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: Yesterday

proved an unusually calm day at Shell Mound range. Many marks-
men -were present, as it was class medal day all along the liae Some
extra fine rifle work was done by members of the Columbia Club on
the Columbia target. I am sorry this target is not more generally
used, as it is certainly the most sensible one in use by riflemen, its

numbering being on the most rational basis:
Columbia Club scores:
Rifle—fie entry matches, open to all comers, 300yds., Columbia

target, F. H. Bushnell rifle medal and cash prizes. 3-shot scores: F.
O. Young, 7, 9, 9, 10; A. H. Pape, 9, 10, 13; Dr. Kodgers, 13; E. Jacob-
sen 17.

William Glindf-man military medal and cash prizes, 10 shots. Creed-
moor count: E Havey, 47, 45; F H. Bushnell. 46, 46.

F. O. Young rifie-record medal and cash prizes, 10-shot scores: Dr.
Rodgers 49, E. Jacobsen 62, F. E. Maeon 70, U. Barrere 87, A. Thurow
193.

Class medal, for members obIt, one 10-shot score. Champion class:
Dr. Rodgers 61. F. E. Mason 64, F. O Young 69.

First class: C. B. Dorrel 70, G Schuliz
Second class: G. Barley 105, M. .T. White 111.

Third class: O. Hmteman 70, C. F Wallham 109, Mrs. J. White 103,
G. Manuel 120, Mrs. C. F. Waltham 158, V. J. Lannotte 162.

Pistol, re-entry matches, 50yds., open to all comers. Gordon Bland-
inp medal and three cash prizes, a-shot scores: C M. I)ai.«s, 7, 8, 9, 10;
J. E. Gorman, 9, 10; A B. Dorrell, 9, 1?, 14; F. O. Young 13, 16.

Diamond pistol medal and three cash prizes, 10-sbot scores: 0.
M. Daiss, 40, 43; F. O. Young, 46; J. E Gorman 46, A. B. Dorrell 46.

Achllle Roos .22cal. rifle medal, two ladies' medals and three cash
prizes, 5 shot scores: E Jacobson, 8, 9, 9, 11; A. B. Dowell, 9, 11, 11;
Mrs. M. Peck, 13, 14; Mrs. C. F. Waltham, 18, 18; C. F. Waltham 22.

Pistol class medals for members only, 10-shot scores:
Champion class- J. E. Qormad .'6, Dr. L. O. Rodgers 46, A. H. Pape

46. C. M. Daiss 58. F. O. Young .58, A. B. Dorrell 60.

First class—M. J. White 49, F. E. Mason 66, E. Jacobson 61, L. Bar-
rere 73.

Second class—F. M. Bushnell 65, G. M. Barley 63.

Third class—Mrs. M. J White 69, R. W. Forrest 114, A. Hinteman
112, Mrs. C. F. Waltham 166.

Several of the German sharpsbooting clubs held their monthly con-
tests. Those for class medals were shot on the German 25 riijg t.ar-

get, 25-shot scores. The buUseye contests were decided by the meas-
uring machine. The winners and scores were as follows:
Germania Scbuetzen Club, class medals, champion class—First. Dr.

li. O. Rodgers 430 nngs; second, D. B Faktor4?6. First class—First,
H. Burfeind 390; second. H. Helberg 385. Second class—Not filled.

Third class—First, F. H. Bushnell 411; second. J. Tiedemann £94.

Fourth class—First. J. F. Daly 309. Best first shot, John Tiedmann
Sa. Best last shot. F. H. Bushnell 25.

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, class medals: Champion class. A.
H. Pape, 433 rings; first not filled. Second class, J. Tiedemann, 380.
Third class, F. Koch, 379 (won for good). Fourth class, J. C Heise,
371. Best first shot, N. Ahrens. S4; best last shot, L. Bendel. 24.

Norddeuscher Schuetzen Clubbullseye: First, G. Scbultz. 254 points;
second, I. Gilken, 356; third, D, Heise, 374; fourth, O. Lembe, 6 8;
fifth, H. Hube., 745; sixlh, J. Lankenau. 781; seventh, L. Ritzau, 795;
eighth, H. Stalling, 831; ninth, C. F. Rust, 834; tenth, P. P. Schuster,
912; eleventh, W. Qarms. 945; twelfth, H. Helberg, 1,168. Eoeel.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following;:

FIXTURES.
May 25.—FiNDLAy. O.—Tournament of the Magautrap Gun Club.

Targets Ohas. E. Steen, Sec'y.
May 25-27.—MYELIN, Texas.—Toiu-nament of the Marlin Gun Club.

E. K. Herrings, Sec'y.
May 26-^7.—Jopi.iN, Mo.—Tournament of the Joplin Gun Club.

Added money announced later.

May £6.—Brooklyn, N. Y.—Tournament of the Brooklyn Gun Club.
Targets. Grounds at Liberty avenue and Enfield street, Brooklyn.
May 26-29.—Bast St. Lolhs, 111.—Annual tournament of the King's

Smokeless Gun Clnb.
May 81.—Canajoharib, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Canajoharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks, Sec'y.
May 31 .—Portland, Me.—Spring totirnament of tlie Portland Gun

Club. Targets. Added money announced later.

May 81-June 1.— Grand Rapids, Mich.— Tournamentof the Michigan
Trap- Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club.
May 31.—New Haven, Conn.—Second tournament of the Connecti-

cut Trap- Shooting Association, under the auspices of the New Haven.
Gun Club. W. H. Hazel, Sec'y.
Junel.—Chicago.— Illinois State Sportsmen's Association's conven-

tion at the Sherman House, 8 o'clock P. M. Contests for the Associa-
tion's medals, cups and other prizes, June 1, 2. 3, at Watson's Park.
John Watson's tournament at Watson's Park, live birds and targets,
June 1 to 6, inclusive.
June ?-3.- Haokensack, N. J.—Anniversary tournament of the Ber-

gen County Gun Club. KecreoAion cup shoot on June 2. C. O. Gard-
ner, Jr.. Sec'y.
June 2-4.—Spbingmbld, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 8.—Bath, Me.—Sixth annual tournament of the Bath Gun

Club. Open to all. Geo. E. Thompson, Sec'y.
June 7-8.—Parkbrsburg, W. Va.—Tournament of the Mountain

State Gun Club Targets. $350 added. Leon J. Epstein. Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Tournament of the Trap -Shooters' League of Indiana.
June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10,

—

Monroe, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gtm Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.
.June 15-18.—Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N, D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 17-20.— ANACONDA, Mont.—Thirteenth annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest and fourth annual
tournament of the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under the
auspices of the Anaconda GimClubl $l,5O0added. C. A Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 22.— Ogden, 111.—Second annual tournament of the Ogden

Gun Club. Wm. McKinley, Sec'y.
June 22-35.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, tmder the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Cliib. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser, Sec'y, OH City, Pa,
July 1.—Shbrbrooke, Quebec.—Sberbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs, C. H. Poss, Sec'y, Sherbrooke, P, Q.
July 3-5.—Mitchell, 8. D.—Totirnament of the W. J. Healey Hard-

ware Co.
July 5-6.—Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind.—Indiana Mineral Springs

tournament. Ben O Bush, Manager.
July 14-15.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Olub. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July itO-2-4.—Pine Bluff, Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced
later. Paul R. Lilzk«, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark,
July 22.

—

^Meadvillb, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.

—

Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, tmder the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 17-19.-Toronto, Canada.—Tournamentof the R. A. MeCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.

Aug. 19.—Warren, O.—Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-2f).—Montpelier, 'S?'t.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciacioii, und«r the auspices of the Montpelier Gtm Club.
Sept 6.—Mebiden, Conn.—Third annual Labor Day tournament of

the Parker Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Oct. 6-8.—Newbubgh,N. Y.—Annual fall tournamentof the We.st

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets: third
day, live birds. SaO average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

Oct. 13-14.—Greensburq, Ind.—Shooting tournamentof the Greens-
burg Gun Club.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
T "^^1,^ Central Iowa shooting tournament will be held at Stanhope,
la. May 26-27. under the management of G. E. Hamaker and E. L.
Wheatley. All purses will be divided 35, .30. 20 and 15 per cent., unless
otherwise stated. Ten-gauge guns will stand on the same mark with
IS-gauges. Professionals will be handicapped 1 bird in all events.
Bluerock targets will be thrown from three traps, "magautrap style."Two speriial features in the programme for May 23 are: No. 9, 80
straightaways, 3{<yds. rise, S2: No. 12. 50 singles, 81, contest for the
championship medal valued at $31. The managers write us as fol-

iu^^l , 'John Qeorgeson. the veteran trap shot, has laid bis gun on
tbe shelf, and will be with us to help manage the shoot. The Dav-
ton Gun Club has promised to be here in full force. The Marshall-
town boys sav they will all be here, and Sioux City has promised us
a large crowd. Qubben will be here with a good delegation from
Randall, and we are expecting the boys from Fonda, Man.son. Jewell,
Iowa Falls, Des Moines. Malard, Algona, Waterloo, Forest City,
Storm Lake. Kingsley. Jefferson, Webster City, Eldora, Kelly. Le
Mars, Meredith, Ames, Humboldt and Goldfleld* Don't miss us,"
There has been recently organized an Interscholastic Gun Club

League of Philadelphia and vicinity. The delegates of several of the
schools met with the University of Pennsylvania Gun Hub, at Hous-
ton Hall, Monday, May 10, and"elected the following oflicers: Presi-
dent, Geo. Fox, De Lancy Academy; Vice President. Harry Lay,
Lawrenceville School; Secretaiy, S. K. Van Denburg. Hill School;
Treasurer, Mr. O. Paul, U. of P. The league thus organized will hold
annually two championship matches, one in December and one in
March; the esract dates to be determined later. The matches will be
held on tbe University of Pennsylvania grounds at Fernwood Pa.
Any school desiring more definite information on this point should
address the secretary, Jlr. J. K. Van Denburg, the HiU School, Potts-
town, Pa.

The following account of the contest for the W-A trophy of the
Council Bluffs, la., Gun Club, appears in the Omaha iBee of May 7:
The handicap cup shoot of the members of the Council Bluffs Gun

Club was held at tbe club grounds yesterday afternoon. The cup
was a silver powder cau, a very handsome and elaborate affair, con-
taining 21bs. of the best smokeless powder. Live birds -were used as
targets. Some excellent shooting was done before the cup was won
by S. T. McAtee. Following is the score: W. D. Hardin (scratch) 21,
Waterman (5) 10, Anderson (V) 21, Beresheim (scratch) 20, H. Hardin
(2) 14, D. Stewart (9) 15, Zimmerli (2) 16, Kingsbury (2) 20, Matthai (1)
19, Casady (9) 12. F. S. Oral all (scratch) 20, H. S' West f8cratch)21,
LeutziDger (4) 16, W. H. Bradley (8) 15, McAtee (7) 25, Oliver (1) 15,

^- Randlett (scratch) 20, Griffith (6) 18, Heinrichs
(3) 24, T. Crabill (2) 10, Stubbs (scratch) 20."

The programme of the Eastern New York League tournament at
Canajoharie, N. Y., under the auspices of the local Gun Club, on May
31 (Decoration Day), gives promise of a good day's sport. The
schedule calls for thirteen events of IB targets each, all at unknown
angles, $1.50 entrance. All purses are to be divided under the "old
system," 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent., targets being deducted from
the purses in events 1-3 at 2 cents each; in events ''-13, inclusive, 3
cents a target will be charged, the extra cent going to form an
average fund. Shooting commences on the arrival of the morning
trains from the East and West; no postponement being probable on
account of weather. Mr. Chas. Weeks, of Canajoharie, is secretary
ot the club, and will answei- any inquiries in regard to the running of
this tournament.

We have received the following communication from Mr. W. C. Pat-
tison, of the Indiana Mineral Springs, Warren county, Ind. ; "The
totirnament to be given at the Indiana Mineral Spring.s. July 5 and 6.
Will be under the managetnent of Mr. Ben O. Bush,which is sufficient
recommendation as to Ihe manner in which the tournament will be
conducted. The Springs can be reached via C. & E. I. B R. and Wa-
bash R. R.. Attica being our railroad station. All points on these
roads sell return ticket to the Springs at reduced rates. Any further
information can be furnished by addressing W. C. Pattison, Indiana
Mineral Springs, Ind."

Dr. John W. Bidwell, who has been president of the Winsted
(Conn ) Gun Club for the past fifteen years; in fact, since the organ-
ization of the club, died suddenly on April 19 last. This necessitated
the election of another president, and Mr. Wm. F. Hurlbert. a promi-
nent attorney of Winsted. has been elected to serve asjchief executive.
The other officers are: Vice-President, Geo. W. Brown: Secretary-
Treasurer, Wm. H. Phelps.

Wednesday, May 26, is the date set by the Brooklyn, N. Y., Gun
Club for th« 50-target handicap shoot for a gold watch donated by
the club. The contest is open to all. Targets are thrown from a
magautrap on these grounds, and the Brooklyn Club intends to keep
Itself before the trap-shooters of New York city and vicinity by doing
Its best to give its guests all the shooting they want and at as small
expense as possible.

The regular monthly handicap shoot for the Bergen County Gun
Club's E. C. cup will take place at the club's grounds. Hackensack,
N. J., on Saturday next. May 22, beginning at 1 :30 P. M. The condi-
tions are: 50 targets, unknown angles, SI entrance, with optional
sweep on each 25 targets. Sweepstake shooting will commence at
10:30 A. M. The cup shoot is open to all members of the club and
their friends.

The Clittiax Gun Club, of Plainfleld, N. J , has made a change in its
shooting grounds. In future the monthly shoots of this club will be
held on the Crescent Oval, in Plainfield, instead of at Fanwood, as
formerly. The first club shoot to be held at the Crescent Oval will
be on May 26, when stages will meet the 1:10, 1:30 and 2:S0P. M.
trains at the Plainfield depot and convey shooters to the grounds Jfree
of charge.

The Connecticut Trap Shooting Association's second tournament at
New Haven. Conn , on Decoration Day (May 31) will surely be a popu-
lar affair. The six men team race always insures a good crowd of
contestants and "second string" men. The New Haven Gun Club,
under the able management of President M. H. Clark, Secretary W.
H. Hazel and Mr Bristol, understands looking after its guests, and
will make things yery pleasant for those who attend the Decoration
Day shoot. »

The Peekskill, N. Y., tournament on May 11-13 was a pleasent
affair. The company was quite warm, too; in fact, altogether too
hot for any shooters who were not close up to the expert class. .Jack
Fanning was out of trim, and shot away below his average, but gave
the boys lots of amusement by carrying off the "booby prize—with
trimmings"—on the first day of the shoot.

O E. Dickey shot in splendid form on both days of the Peekskill,
N. Y., shoot. His work on the first day was far above the average,
while hia dropping 5 out of SO targets in the last event of that day
was little short ot miraculous. The race for first place on the second
day was quite interesting, but—blood will tell, won't it?

At tbe annual meeting of the Forest City Gun Club, of Savannah,
Ga.,the following oflicera were elected: President, C. A. LaMotte;
Vice- President, P. J. Ott; Secretary, Harry B. Lemcke; Treasure!-,
John Rueker; Captain, P. J. Jangstetter. The members of this club
have been making preparations to give their guests a warm welcome
at the Interstate Association's tournament, which is being held this
week, May 19-70.

The Decoration Day (May 31) prize shoot of the Boiling Springs Gun
Club, of Rutherford, N. J,, vsnll bring out the members of that club
in force. These holiday gatherings are always popular and lots of
targets are thrown during the day. This means plenty of shooting
for all.

Areyou in the "84-class"? This is a question shooters are asking
one another now since the Cleveland programme came out. Tbe
question is one easily settled by the shooter himself, and Paul North
expects no trouble in classifying the boys correctly.
The programine for the Monroe, La , Interstate Association tourna-

ment is noticed elsewhere. These Soutbern gentlemen apparenily
seem to like a warm programme in warm weather.
"Grimm, Gilbert, Buddj Heikes and Parmelee!" A warm combini-'

lion, indeed. Tbe above were among the forty shooters who took
part in the opening day's programme of the Waterloo, la , tourna-
ment on May 11.

Mrs. ITrank Class, the wife of Prank Class, of Morristown, N. J., is

said to have killed 40 out of 50 targets on May 10 at the shoot of the
Morristown Gun Club.
U. M. C. Thomas, Ferd Van Dyke and F. S. Edwards are New York's

three representatives at the Savannah Interstate tournament this
week.

May 15. Edward Banks.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo,, May 19,.—Special to Forest and Stream; The

tournament here opens under the most favorable auspices; the
weather is fine and the attendance promises to exceed that of last
year. Most of the prominent shooters are here, as well as a host of
State shooters. This will no doubt prove to be the best tournament
ol the season. Tbe only event of importance yesterday was tbe
State team race, four men to a team, 15 live birds per man; eight
teams were entered, and all but one of these were from Kansas City.
The Foresters won the State medal on the fine score of 5? ; then came
the O, K. with 55, Stockyards 54. Washington Park 51, St. Louis Belt
Line and Pastimes 47, Kansas City 43. Many new shooters arrived
during the night and this morning, So the entries in the target
events will exceed 100, PAin- R, LiTaKE.

New Haven Gun Club.
New Haven, Conn., Maf 12.—The members of the New Haven Gun

dub held their regular monthly shoot to-day on the club's grounds
near Schuetzen Park. About twenty shooters took part in the differ-
ent evenis. the principal ones being the merchandise at SO singles and
the team shoot.
Bement, Robertson and Bennett tied for first place in the merchan-

dise event, Bement winning on the shoo^off. Kelly took second all
alone, and Treat shot out Redfleld for third place.
The teams were captained by A. B. Treat and J. B. Robertson, te-

speetively. Robertson had rather the best of it, his team being lO
birds in the lead at the finish.
Mr. Sanford, of the Bridgeport Gun Club, was present and did some

good shooting, as did also Whitney, Potter, Stevens and Bement, of
the home club. Scores,'

Robertson's Team.
Bement 11111011111111111111-19
Whitney 10111111111111111111-19
R«g?iori 11111111130111011101—17
Stevens llllOllUllllOllOlll-lt
Bristol ....00111110110111111111—16
Kelly -.,....10111111110101111011—16
Robertson ...11100110301011iroi01—11
Isbell ,.., . „.. . , 01111000100110100011—10—12S

Treat's Team.
Potter 10101111101111111111-1?
Sanford 11111010111110111111—17
Sherman „ , . , 11111111110111011101—17
Stevenson. ;„..„. , 1111100111011111)011—16
Treat

, .......llllllOllllOllOUOlI—1(5
Bennett ...,,..11110100101011011111—14
Bassett

, lOlOOOlll 1 0110000101—10
Redfleld OlOlOllOOlOOlOOlOlOO— 8-116
Merchandise race, 80 targets, 15 knowui 15 unknown;

„ i AUow.
Bement lllllOlllOUOllOllllllllinill 4 SO
Robertson ;1011110110111011111011Cill0111 7 30
Bennett ............100111011101101111101111111111 6 89
Kelly ....,,.,...111101111011110111111111110111 3 29
Treat IIIIIOIIIOIOIIOOIOCOOUIOIIOOI 10 28
Redfleld. .„,.„. IIIIIOIIIOICOOIOIIIOOOIOIIOOII 10 28
Potter llOllllllllllllOllOllllOllUll 0 26
Sherman.,... 101011111111111110111111111011 0 26
Bassett OOllOOlllOlOlillOOlllilOllllOO 7 26
Callahan....... 110110111011110110110101100111 4 25
Whitney...... 011111111110111111110011111101 0 25
Reggiori......... , lOOlllOlOOlOUOlllOllOllOlOlll 6 25
8t«vens... ...... ....OllllllllllllllOllllOlOlllOUO 0 24
Stevenson...,.^..,,:.,..,., OlllOOOOOlllOIlllOllUOOllOlOl 5 23
Bristol. ........ ,.,..,,,,.,,.,..110111111100110111000111111111 0 23
Sanford. , ...,,..,„ . . .lillllllOllllOOllUlOlOlllOOll 0 23
Ishell, . . . . OGG001101100101100811011101100 10 23

G> W. Hazel, Sec'y.

Western Traps.
ILLINOIS STATE 8^00*.

CHicA&o, 1)1. > May 15.— One of these days we shall see a copy of tbe
programme of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Associatiofl. This old
reliable institution will hold its convention at Chicago, Jime 1, and
the week following June 1 will be devoted to the trap shooting feat-
ures of the yearly assembly, the association events beiag followed by
the open tournament at live birds and inanimates given by John Wat-
son. It is certain there will be a crowd at this old-time fixture.
Come and see the d o. b. birds and the targets that go out from
under the roof. Come and listen to the convention* You won't have
a better time anywhere on the round of trap circuiting than you will
right here. Come and see the 10 gauge rules. We are the only peo-
ple who have them. We also have the Chicago Climate, Bring your
overcoats and duck suits. Also bring your knitting and stay the
whole week. John Watson has a whole herd of fat chickens and we
will scare Up enough to eat somewhere around town. P. B.—Bring
your 10 gauge guns too. They touch a tender spot and soften up our
hearts, making us think of the past that has long, long ago gone rat-
tling down the grooves of time. Bring your 10-gauge guns and you
shall shoot right in the ear of the la-gauge men, just for the sake of

• Auld Lang Syne. We are modern as the Pyramias, at least, in trap-
shooting rules, here in Chicago and the Illinois State Association.

OOUNtllL BLUFFS GUN CLUfi.

The Council Bluffs (la.) Gun Club shot its first handicap May 8, aS
out of 39 of its members turning out. 8. T. McAtee, with a handicap
of 7, won first. Gus Heinrichs, with a handicap of 3, won second.

COOK dOUNTV tEAGUE,
The Cook Cotmty League, of Chicago, shoots its first season event

to day. Most of the other club grounds will therefore be vacant to-
day. The trap season is now fully under way at all of our club
grounds, Targets make the ohly form of shooting, no live bird
matches or club shoots of great size on live birds havinej yet been
pulled off this season , and it being now too late for that sort of shoot-
ing here. Few birds are shot in Chicago between March and June,
the latter month giving us the State tournament on birds and targets.
The organization of the target clubs into a league bids fair to be more
active and effective this year than ever before, and it is very likely
Chicago will grind a good line of targets this summer, E. Houoa.

1206 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

Lilmeport Gun Club.
Limeport, Pa., May 8.—The medal shoot of the Limeport Gtm Club

was held here to-day. The conditions w^re 25 targets. A. S, A, rales.
The scores;
H T Erdman 1111111110111011101110101—20
J Weiss 1101110011101001001100101—14
A F Wanig ,.. .. .,. f, 0111101101111011010110011—17
H B Scbantz ...... ....................... .1111101110111101011110101-19
MRScbaffer 1110011100101101100101010—14
S B Carl 1111100110110I01000110101-15
A Freyer .11011110010011 11010100101—15
J A Bunner.., ..1100111111011110100101101—18
C WSchaffer ..,J....,.,, ,„.,..., 1001100111100110110101001—15
O J Engleman .....0101110)01111010111101101-17
EUStrohm 1101111100100111010101110—16
Sweep, 10 targets:

HT Erdman 1111011111— 9 RM Schaffer ..0111011011— 8
H B Schantz 1011111111- 9 A P Wanig 1111111111—10
A Freyer 1011101111— 8

H. T. Erdman, Sec'y.

Androscogg'in Gun Club.
Lewiston, Me., May 1-3.—Our weekly club shoot took place to-day,

and there was a fair turnout of shootei-s considering the day, which
was wet and disagreeable. Quite a lot of interest is being taken in
trap-shooting here this season on accoimt of the Interstate shoot
here in August, and I think some of the members of the club will be
able to give a good account of themselves at that time. Event No. 3
was at unknown angles; No. 5 was the contest for the Doten chal-
lenge cup.

Events: 1^343 Events; 1^345
Targets: S5 10 IS SB SS Targets: 25 10 15 ?5 25

H E Dolen 23 9 15 22 23 E Godfrey , 24 8 15 33 83
LKeyes 20 8 14 19 19 J Moore,,......,,,.. 20 7 1118 81WF Conway 16 5 9 16 15 H Allen ............ 18 7 9.. ,.

OPKeyes 19 7 14 18 19 J Knight 11 3 11 12 ,.
J Eastman 20 8 12 19 17 A Wills............. 10 1 9.. ..
NTaylor,.... 23 9 15 21-20^ L. E. Keyes.

The Monroe Interstate.
yjA THE .SHENANDOAH VALLEY ROUTE.

Shooters from New York and vicinity desiring to attend the tour-
nament, and to reach Monroe the day previous to the opening, will
leave New York from foot of Liberty street, via tbe Baltimore & Ohi"
(Royal Blue Line), Sunday, June 6, at 2:00 P. M ; Philadelphia 4:20 P.
M ; Baltimore 7:00 P. M. ;

Washington 9:00 P. M ; Knoxville 2:10 P. M.
(Monday); Cbattanooga 6:10 P. M ; Birmingham 10:15 P. M.; Meridian
6:00 A. M. (Tuesday); Jackson 9:56 A. M.; Vicksburg 11:45 A.M., arriv-
ing at Monroe 3:45 P. M.

Climax Monthly Shoot.
A RESULAR monthly shoot of tbe Climax Gun Club will be held on

May 26 at Plamfleld, N, J. A stage will meet the 1:10, 1:30 and 2:39
trains from New "kork, conveying shooters to the new grounds free
of charge for this shoot. Now come and help us make a success of
this, and see how you like our new grounds.

Kensington Gun Club.
Long Branch, N. .I., May 15.-The Kensington Gun Club was or-

ganized here on Wednesday, May 12, with iO charter members. The
following officers were elected: President, H. P. Bennett; Vice-Presi-
dent, O. B. Woolley; Secretary, C. L. Edwards; Treasurer, H. G.
Woolley ; Captain, H. C. Mapo, Jr. Weekly target shoots will be held
on the club's grounds at Kensington Park. Chas. L. Edwards.
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The Peeksklll Tournament.
The annual tournament of the Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, May Il-

ls, suffered considerably from wet and winily weather. The first

day was fine enough, but the weather on the last two days was of a
most dishearteriing nature. Rain fell in torreris at times on the last

day, and it was hardly expected that there would be much of an
attendance under such conditions. But the tournament was a suc-
cess, despite the weather.
As usual, it drew together quite a number of erack shots. It is not

a difficult matter to gather together a couple of warm squads at any
tournament around New York; and Peeksaill had her share of warm
material.

AMONG THE SHOOTEHS
were: O.R.Dickey, representing the Parker Gun Co. ;Ferd. Van
Dyke, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. : E. D. Fulford, Utlca,
N. Y. ; H. M. Levengston, Saratoga Springs; J. S. Fanning, represent-
ing the interests of Gold Dust powder; Ralph Trimble, looking after
the Du Pont Smokeless' side of the question; Gus GreifT. of Von
Lengerke & Detmold, who came for the live birds; J. S. S. Remsen,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Esau, the assumed name, or rather, one of the
many assumed names of a crack New York trap-shooter who pre-
fers to hide his light under many a bushel; Ed. Taylor, of the Laflin
&Rand Powder Co.; Dan Lefeyer, of the Lefever Arms Co.; Tom
Keller, of the King's Smokeless and Peters' cartridge companies, and
his running mate, Dutohy Smith, of Plainfield, N. J.; Neaf Apgar;
Bob Snyder, of Scboverling, Daly & Gales; J. L. Brewer, New "VoTk;

O. H. Perkins, Troy, N. Y. ; E. Ingram. New York city, etc. We had
almost forgotten W. F. Parker, a member of the firm of Parker Bros

,

a new man at the traps, but one who is coming very fast, and who
promises to shoot his firm 's gun to the front before long. On the
second day there were several new arrivals, W. Allison, South Wey-
mouth, Mass.; J. B. Sanders, Albany, N. Y., and Joe Baker, of Eidge-
fleld, N. J., being among the number.
A glance at the above list of names shows that there was ample

material for good scores. It was hardly to be wondered at, there-
fore, if the novices dropped out or else only shot along "for birds."

(JBOtTNDS ARE PEOTJLIARLT LOCATED.

The grounds of the club are peculiarly located. Peekskill is one of

the hilliest of the many hilly cities that line both banks of the Hudson
River. Being on the east side of th.e river, it is a matter of consider-

able diflBculiy to get a good sky background facing to the northeast.

So difficult was it that the club did not bother about it much, but just

went to wrork and inclosed a small space of ground at the foot of one
of the hills, and planted itself right in the middle of a small arena
and faced its traps squarely into the hillside. This makes it seem a
difficult ground to make good scores on. We say ''makes it seem,
because the scores on the second day show that the boys found out
how to break them, no matter if the targets did go far and fast. The
traps were a set of the new bluerock expert traps, so " 'nuff said on
that point. As somebody said, "They flung 'em lor fair." Dickey
and Fulford on the first day were able to register some big averages,

their work making that of the others seem amateurrsh to a distress-

ing degree.
THE OFFICIALS.

The tournament was most satisfactorily managed by Neaf Apgar,

who not only ran the shoot, but also tried hard to accomplish the im-
possible feat of doing two things at once and both well —shooting and
working. In the cashier's ofiice were Messrs. E. F. Hill and O.J.

Loder, both members of the home club and both efficient m their

positions. The pulling, refereeing and scoring was done by any

member of the club who was at liberty : Dr. Mason, Dr. Horton, J. B.

Halsted, Frank Southard, H.&r^y Dain, Snowden, G. W. Richmond, a.

C. Everinghim, W. G. Gibb, etc., were always on hand and ready lo

do anything to help things along; Dr. Mason in particular was a very

husy man, and his scores suffered in consequence.
The records of each day's scores, which are given below, will best

give the history of this successful litile shoot.

BBKEBAL AVERAGES

The general average column is one that Dickey can cut out and
paste in his scrap book without any excuse for such action. Each of

the eight men who shot out the eniire two days' programme shot at

880 targets, and Dickev, by virtue of consistently good shooting, ended
with 338 breaks, an average of 93.8, an average that speaks very

highly for his work with the gun. The conditions really should be

experienced to enable anybody to properly appreciate his work.
Fulford, who also shot consistently well, landed only 6 targets be-

hind Dickey, and had an average of Edwards was third with

324, 8 targets behind Fulford and 14 behind Dickey, just managing to

show up an average of 90 per cent, for the two days. Van Dyke was
fourth, close up to Edwards, with 89 4 per cent, Levengston, Apgar,
Trimble and Fanning, finished in order named. Below are the records

:

1st day. 2d day.

Dickey
Fulford W 168

Edwards i .... .155 1 9

Van Dyke 156 166

Levengston,,... 151 162

Apgar... 157 lol

Trimble ..,....,.,.....„•-*••• 150 15j

Fanning , lik... 1^3 148

GDNS, SHELLS AND POWDERS OF WINNERS.

The guns, sheUs and loads of the four high guns were as follows:

Dickey-Parker, U. S. Rapid, 45grs. E. C. and iMoz. No. 7; Fulford—
Greener, 3drs. Scbultze, TJ. M. C. Trap, factory-loaded, moz. No, 714;

Edwards—Winchester, 33drs. E. C, U. M. C. Smokeless, factory-

loaded, l^oz. No 7}^; Van Dyke—Winchester, 54grs. W A., W R. A.

Leader, factory-loaded, lUoz, No. 7^. Remsen and Esau, who divided

third average on the first day, used the following guns and ammuui-
tion:—Remsen—Scott, iSchullze; E«au, Francotte, single barrel, E. C.

First Day, May 11.

Aflner day for the time of year than that which was provided for

the opening day of the Peekskill shoot, could not be had for the ask-

ing. Some people may have found it a trifle too warm and enervat-

ing, font was a regular midsummer day that had gotten out about
six weeks too early. The hot sun poured down on the arena of the
Peekskill Gun Cluo and made everybody hunt the shade. It just

suited Dickey, who was in wonderful form, losing only 7 out of the
first 170 shot at in the programme events; then came a case of men-
tal aberration, and he lost 3 out of the first 4 targets he shot at in the

last 20-bird event, all from No. 5 trap, and finished that aO target

event with 15, shooting himself out of the money ! Fulford also lost

4 targets in that event, and ended up 4 behind Dickey, taking second
average with 91.1 per cent.

Outside of the two above-named, it was a close race; Remsen and
Esau tied with lt8 breaks; Apgar was next with 157; then came Van
Dyke, 156, Edwards 155, Levengston 154, W. F Parker 151, Trimble
150, Brewer 149. Fanning was last on the list of those who shot out
the programme, being clean out of all form, and breaking only Hi.
His poor form, while it caused the loss of some good coin in the
sweepstakes, earned him the "booby prize'' of ?i offered by the club
to the man who made the lowest average in all programme events.

Below are the
SCORES OF MAS 11.

183466 789 10 11
10 16 SO 10 SO IB !5 10 tO 15 SO Shot at. Broke

Total.
3:8

3.4
3«
316
308
205
£90

Ave.
93.8
93.2
9J
69.4
87.7
85.5
84.7
£0.5

Events;

Targets:

O R Dickey
B D Fulford....
J S S Remsem .

.

L H Esau
N Apgar
FVaa Dyke
FS Edwards....
H M Levengston
WF Parker
R Trimble
J L Brewer,,,,,.
J S Fanning
J B Halsted
T H Keller
Dutchv

,

R Snrder
,

Ed Taylor
E Ingram
P H Mason
D Lefever
J w Snowden. .

.

FAT
H P.Dain
8 D Horton
B C Everinghim.

8 15 18
7 14 18

10 12 18
10 14 18
9 13 19
8 la 17
9 13 19

9 12 16
8 9 15
10 10 16

9 10 14
10 13 17

8 11 17

., .. 15

.. .. 17

.. ..19
813 18

7 11 17
7 11 ..

10 19
10 18

8 18
8 15
8 18
9 18
8 18
9 18
9 16
8 17
8 17
8 16

.. 12
9 16
9 14

8 ..

8 15
5 15
9 ..

15 23
15 25
13 23
14 20
14 22
15 21
12 21
14 21

11 2i
13 22
15 2a
14 18
11 18
12 23
15 23
9 17

12 ..

11 lb
.. 22
.. 16

10 20 15 15
9 18 14 16
9 18 11 18

10 17 12 SO
9 16 14 15

7 16 14 19

6 19 12 18
9 171 * 15
8 19 13 18
9 18 12 16
8 18 12 16
9 14 9 14
6 10 5 12
6 17 13 18
6 16 11 16

8 15 12 14
7 .. 11 ..

. . 11 . . 13
8 16 .. ..

7 17 10 18
5 14 . . 13

6 10 11

9 ii
13 15

13 ..

185
185
185
185
185-

185
183
185
185
185
185
185
170
155
1&5
135
115
115
106
90
75
45
35
25
15

16S
164
158
158
157
156
156
154
151

150
149
142
110
129
127
102
91
81

78
74
48
27
28
20
13

Av.

93.3
91.1
87.7
87.7
87,2
86.6
86.

1

85.5
83.fi

83.3
82.7
78 8
61.7
88.2
81.9
75.

5

79
70
74.2
83.2
61
60
bO J
80
86,6

Second Day, May 12.

During the night a heavy downpour of rain made matters look
decidedly blue for the second day of the shoot. In the extremely
early hours of May 12 the rain came down in torrents, and was stiil

falling persistently at 8 A, M , when the ma jority of the shooting
guests of the Eagle Hotel gathered in the dining room for breakfast.

About 8 the rain ceased almost entirely, only a slight drizzle causing

ft recourse ts bacfea in order to reach the grounds. The score aud

club house are all in one, and are covered by an ample roof that gives
shelter when required, both from rain and from the sun's rays, for
both kinds of weather were dealt out to the boys.
The greater part of the day the sky was dull and leaden -colored, but

at limes the sun got through and then everything steamed. The light
was very varying, and there is something remarKable in the scores
made by No. 1 squad m consequence. Targets were going about as
far and as fast as one ever sees them go, and the light kept changing
in a puzzling manner, 3'^et No. 1 squad went out and did some excel-
lent work. It just happened that each of its five memtsers was in his
bedt trim and therein lay the secret of some of its scores. In event
No. 3 it broke 94 out of 100; in No. 4, 47 out of 50; in No. 7, 115 out of
125, Dickev losing 4 targets; in No. 8, 48 out of tO\ in No. 10, 72 out of
75, and in No. 11 , 96 out of 100 The five men broke 8;i6 out of 900 shot
at in the programme events, making a squad average of 92 7.

Dickey was on top again, but not without having to do some hust-
ling, as Edwards and Fulford were only 1 and 2 targets respectively
behind him, while Van Dyke was only a targets behind Fulford. Le-
vengston also shot a good gait all through, ending up in fifth place
with an average of just 90 per cent. Thus, all five members of !so. 1

squad accounted for the first five places in the percentage column.
Trimble shot very well for more than half the events, but seemed

to lack condition, and fell off towards the end of the day. Fanning
was again badly off in his shooting, and his work vras a source of
much worriment to his friends, although it did not feaze Sharkey in
the least. During the two days he had a hoodoo on righ -quarterers,
and never could find them correctly or to his satisfaction. Sanders
lost his chance of a nice average by losing 18 out of bis last 55 targets;
up to that tune he had broken 107 out of 125 shot at. W. AUison won
the "booby prize," as Halsted shot "for birds only" m most of the
events.

SCORES OF MAY 1?.

Events: 133456 789 10 11
Targets: 10

O R Dickey 10
FS Edwards 8
E D Fulford 7

F Van Dye 9

H M Levengston. 7
R Trim hie., 10
N Apgar......,,. 10
J S Fanning .... 9
J B Sanders 10
H P Dain......... 10

W Allison 9

J B Halsted 7
P H Mason
Dutchv a
TH Keller 8
J Baker
D Lefever 7
C H Perkins 8
WC Gibb 8
J L Brewer 8
FAT
E Ingram
J W Snowden
S D Horton

15 SO 10 SO 15 25 10 SO IB SO Shot at. Broke. Av,
15 SO
14 20
13 '20

15 16
13 18
14 19

14 15

11 18
11 ir
Vi 17

Vi 16
12 14
12 15

13 17

14 16

12 15
10 16

9 ..

13 18

9 18
9 18
9 18
10 19
10 17

10 18
8 18
9 15
9 19
8 15
7 16
10 14

7 14
8 18
6 15

.. 12
7 15
7 18

14 21

15 24

14 23
14 S!3

12 24
13 -a
12 19
14 22
14 18

10 18

13 18
11 21

13 22
1-4 22
11 23
10 17
14 .,

10 ..

10 18
9 19

10 19
10 17

9 30
7 15
9 16
5 17
9 14
7 18

6 li

6 i3

9 17

15 SO
15 18
15 20
14 19
13 19

13 14
13 17

12 16
9 14

12 15
13 15

15 10
14 19

17
13

7 14 12 9

8 .. ., 14
8 .. 9 ,.

6 ., 9 7

8 17
14 13 12

.. 11 15

.. 11 14

181 170 94.4
180 169 93.8
183 16S 93.3
180 168 92.2
180 162 90
180 Its 86.1
180 151 83 8
lao 148 82.2
180 144 PO

180 142 78.8
180 141 78.3
180 13i 7H.8
170 142 !r3.5

125 107 e5.5
1-25 10) i-3.3

1 5 81 64.8
120 9 J 76.6
115 80 69.5
70 89 £5.7
66 55 84.6
60 38 63.3
55 39 70.9
83 !^6 74.2
35 25 71.4

Third Day, May 13.
The weather to-day was about as unpleasant as it could be, being

windy and rainy all day. This kept the attendance down to a mini-
mum DicKey shot well, losing only 2 birds out of 35 shot at, one of
the lost birds falling dead out of bounds. Panning and trimble split
up first money in the handicap with 15 straight.
No. 1 was 5 birds, 25, bird included, three nigh guns; No. 2, 10 birds,

$7, birds included, three moneys; No. 3, Peekskill Handicap, 15 birds,
$10, birds extra, four moneys; No. 4, |2 miss-and-out. Scores:

No. 1.

Van Dyk" 22212-5
Dickt-y •ixl*^—

4

Horton. ,. 121 12-5
Dain lv»a —,3
Perkins 2201 —4
Fanning , lOw
Hill .noo-a
Gibb ,.„., 012»l- 3
Lefever.,...., ii^'^m 4
Trimble lUll—

5

Greiff
HCH
Taylor
Trimble missed his first bird in No. 4, but re-entered wi.h the result

shown in the score. . . ,
;

Trail soore type—Copyright, isn, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co,

No. 3:

/ /'N t,->;' t x</ N T \ T

\

2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1—15

No. 2.

222'2-<i220i2— 9
2221<i22'222-l0
•'J12120112— 7
2111111111-10
l'.i01 111011— 8
Ill0n2«ll— 8

2 0111 2.'«- 8
]lll,2in»- 9
2i2i2222i2—10
2t0202u222— 6

02'2^5i21-Jll— 9

No. 4.

222 5
22222—5

10

210

5:2211- 5

120

Fanning (30).

Trimble (29).

Dickey (30).,

t\Si i+^it/^ 4. \/^/''

,,1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1-15

..1 22210221223222 11

Taylor (29) '1 0222102222222 1—13

^// -^-'/^.^ NN/ e'/' i \
Horton C28) 1 112»22»001022 «— 9

Dain (38) , 0 U0220ia001201 1— 8

Greiff (30) 3 2 2 0 0 3»wr

Van Dyke (303 - • 2 • • w
The following shot along "for birds only";

Likely • 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2-14

HCH 0 • 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 0 2^ 2 0 2-11

T T \ >^\ N/" t \ N"!./" t \
Halstead 1 3 1 • 8 1 • 2 8 i 1 a 0 1 .-il

Perkins 1 2 1 2 1 w
Edward Banks.

Buffalo Trap.
AtTDDBON GUN CLtJB'S WEEKLY SHOOT.

Bui-falo, N. Y., May 8.—The attendance at to day's regular weekly
shoot of the Audubon Gun Club was as large as usual. The cluo
badge event (No. 3 in the table given below) attracted a lot of entries
In Class A, P. D. Kelsey won a heat; George McArthur was the winner
in Class B; George Zoeller wmning in Class O. Events Nos. 2 5 6 7
and 8 were shot over some new traps, and as the club members Aave
not gotten accustomed to them scores did not rule as high as usual
Below are the scores in to day's events

:

Events; 1334567S Events; 1S346678
Targets: 10 15 S5 IB 15 15 SO SO Targets- 10 15 S5 15 15 15 so SO

ECBurk- J E Lodge 18 lo 6
hardt ... 10 10 23 18 11 15 *B 20 WHines.Jr .... 22 10 13

KReinecke 9 8 20 ,. , A Coombs 15
UESioiey 9 6 17 .. ,. Zoeller 21 9 ii ii

" "
Bird 1 6 10 .. .. IS .. .. McCarney 21 10 11 10 i.3 ifi

Norris 9 8 21 11 13 13 18 .. Porter 19 12 i;^ 12 2
McArthur. 9 11 81 13 12 13 14 .. B Talsma 19 9 13 ia 12
Kelsey.,,, 7 13 23 15 18 15.... FDK 14 li 9
JJBeid... 5 10 IB 12 11 11 12 15 BT... 11
P G Mvers 9 13 '20 14 12 12 17 .. Bill King .' ..

"
ii io

"

EW Smith,. 8 22 11 A J Barnes " U ii
J Stewart 11 13 8 8 8 .. Swipes 16
J Kennedy ., .. 14 10 11 9 13 13 WR Elton

.
'q

••

L Bennett 10 , . .. 14 12 J Lascelles "
10 12

"
A N Utter 20 ., v .1* ..

Omaha Gun Club.
Omaha, Neb., May 8.—Below are the scores made to day in the reeu

lar weekly club shcot of the Omaha Gun Club: °

Mont 11111111111101110111—18 E Kalb... 11111011111111001111-17
Blake..... .11111111111101011111-18 Carmicha'illlliinOnillllllii—iq
Learned,,,10110110110101101111—14 Whitener. .COlllOmiUinoilO"-1^
Read 11011111110111111101-17 Dickey.... 0011111ll«n<-iiiiii 17
Kenyon.... 11011011111111011110-16 Randlett...nOl010iniiliOui]i(j—ia
Loomis....llll01000]lU0111111-15 McFarlane 11110UOOU]01110IOO-1S
Brucker. .

.11110111111101111011-17 Townsend.UoliOiOlllOOllOiiOl-ia
I,atbhaw...lOOUOUlillllllllig-lti W. D. Ke.nydn, Bep'y.

Boston Gun Club.
WELLiNdToK, Mass., May 12.—From a week of moisture and da,inp-

ness, the Boston Gun Club's Wednesday afternoon emerged quite
passably decent—sufficiently so for 15 shooters to put In an appear-
ance at Wellington this afternoon. The rainkeeping off, no objection
could be made, even though a variable wind presented good shoot-
ing. This being the next to the last shoot for prizes, considerable
interest was attached to the match event. Toe leaders failed to im-
prove their opportunity, and it remained for Winters to make the
only change of note in displacing Gordon from third position. Hav-
ing a low score among bis total awaiting erasure next Wednesday;
his attendance that day renders his changes exceedingly good for
second prize
Scores of this afternoon are as follows:

Events: 133466789 10 11 13
Targets: 10 10 6 10 10 10 6 6 10 10 10 10

3656255455
6 7 8 9
7 6 3 T
7 6 8 7
6 5 B

Brown , 7 8
Winters 10 8
Shtffleld ....,,.^,t. , 7 6
Eastman. ... 5 7
Sewalt ...... k.., 4 6
Benton...,. , 5 4

Eddy 4 6
Tafc 5 5
Eaton.,.. 6 6
Nickelson ^.ii , ..... 4 3
Horace .....ii, 6 5.
Gordon. .,.„, ,,. 5 ., 8 8 8
Spencer. ..ii. ; .. .. 3 9 ..

Nickols 4 8 .

.

Miskay 7 ..

Events 1, 4, 5, 6 and 12, known angles; Nos. 2, 7
Nos. 8 and 8, pairs; Nos. 10 and 11, reverse pull.
Prize match, 21 targets, 10 known, 5 unknown and

handicap:
Sewall (15) 1111001111-8
Eastman (16) 1110010111—7
Horace (16) 0111111101—8
Winters (18) .„ , , , , , ..... , .111011 11 11-9
Miskay (17) .... .4 i ........ . .1011101011—7
Spencer (16) 0111010111—7
Taft(16) 1101110011-7
Gordon (17) OOOOOOllll—

4

Brown (15) IIOIOIIOOI

3 3 6 5 6
4 3 7 7 8
2 17 6,.

4 4 9 5 .. .,

5 4 9 9 9..
4 4 7 7 8..
3 8
4 4 6 6 6 5

and 9, unknerwn

;

3 pairs; distance

Eddy (15) 10O1011110-6
Saeffteld (15) 011111O0O1-6
Nlokols (16) 0000011101—4
Eaton (16) .0011000110-4
Benton (14) 1010101 101—

6

Nickelson (15) 1000100100 3

01111-4
mil-5
11110-4
01111—4
01111-4
10111-4
11101—4
lllU-5
llOOJ-2
11010-8
10010-2
10011- 3
OllOJ—

2

w.
10.00—1

11 11

10 11
01 11

OU 10
11 00
10 10
10 10
11 10
11 10
00 10

00 10
10 00
CO 00

w.

11-6-18
10-4 -16
10-4 -16
10-3—15
11- 4-15
11—4 -15
10-3 -14
10-4-13
11—5—13
10—3-11
CO—]— 9
10-2— 9
10-1- 7

Eureka Gun Club.
Chicago, 111., May 8 —Below are the scores made to-day by the

members of the Eureka Gtm Club at the regular weekly shoot"
No. 3, club .shoot, 25 targets, unknown angles;

Class A.
F P Stannard lllinOllOllllllllliiiiH—ga
Ed Steck , , . . , iniOlllOlOllOllllUlini—21
^rMil'er inOlllllOllimnoilliOl-21
A W Adams. 1111111111000101011111111—20
A C Paterson....i.4. nOllllOllllliooillllOlOl-19
Goodrich OllOlOaiOlOlllllOllllOlO—17
J T Glover 1011111110001111010111100-17
F F Lord.. 1101111110110000100100110-14
Dr Caii:,on 0010010111011010101000011—12

Class B.
Prickett 1111111101110011101111111-31
J L Jones lUl-OllllOllllllllilOlllO-iO
Cornwall , , 1101111111101110010111011—19
Spreyne ...... HlOlllOlOioiOlOllllllOU—18
D.- Reber ,....linilO10O0J1100IllllniO-17
Kerguson COl 1 1 1001 10!m OlOll 00101-13
Marrow 1101010101001010000101111-13

Ol^ss C
Bur/off ".

. . .0110111110161010111111111-19W A Jones OllOluOlOlinillllOlllOOl-17
^ ' niioiiiiooiioooiiiiioooo-15

F M Smiih ........1111111101101001000011000-14
C S Smith OCOOllOOOlOOlOmillOOlll—13
Nita IIOOOIOOUIIOIOIOOIOCOIII—13
Curtis 111001100;OOl010100J0100i---ll
Sweepstake events were shot for practice as follows;

12 4 5 6
S5 S5 $5 SB SO

19 24 33 24 26
15 18 16 18 ..

21 21 13 24
11 11 15 ..

Events:

Targets:

Ste- k
Carson
Adams , .

.

Neta ,

Miller 21 21 21 .. .,

Reber .............. 15 13 21 .. ..

Curtis 13 13 .. 11 ..

Stannard... 21 21 18 21 ..

aiover.... 17 22 ., 19 ..

Lord £3 21

J L Jones 14 13 14 18 ..

No. 6 was 20 singles and 5 pairs.

Events:

Targets:

Goodrich
F M Smith
C S Smitb..i...
Cornwall ..

Walters
, , 19 isW A Jones ,. . 13

Paterson,
,

" 20 ia
"

Spreyne ,* 19 i^j

"
Ferguson......,, ig
^Hrrowr 11 21 19
P"ckett.. 21 18 86

13 4 5 6
S5 SB SB SB SO
18 17 24 .,

..10 9 11 ..

.. 11 14 16 ..
19

16

Baltimore Shooting Association.
Baltimorb, Md., May 6.-To-day Malone scored his second win for

the Baltimore Shooting Association's championship cup by kiliinb^ifi
Straight. Macalester ht. s a win for the cup, this being the thirdt?mB
it was shot for. The shoots for this tropby take place once a mmifh
for a year, the maa winning it the greatest number of times out nf
the twelve events becomes the owner of it. The affair is a handican
Malone being scratch man to-day. The scores were ' '

Malone 15, Brown and Du Pont 14, Sims and Johnson 13 M C K
and Simon 12. Jamison and Harrison killed 7 and 6 respectivelvVmt
of 10 and withdrew; Howard withdrew ac the end of tne sr.h ronnH
with 7 kills

;
Antique scored 2 out of 4 and withdrew.

rouna

TRAP SHOOTIJN'G.

Mays—The following scores were made on targets to-dar on th«
grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association. The first figures do
signate the number of targets shot at and the second the nuinlTftr
broken. The events were handicaps extending from 25 to 35 tariwra-

First event: Gent 28, 16; .Macalester 29, 25; Hill 29 ao- Waltera '-s;

Tyler 35, 15; Coe 29, 22; Collins 31, 14: Stanley 29, 17; Robb 31 17- FvAa
35, 11; Gallagber 35, lb; Harrison 30,20; Malone 27, 22; Hamilton 30 a^^
Wilson 35, 10; Bonday x9, 21; Parker 18 15; Fox 32, 17!

""''"'"''"^

Second event: Gent 2s, 30; Macalester s: 9, 25; Walters 30 Ifi- Hill 00
20; Coe 29, 23; Collins 3;. 23; Stanley !i9, 18; Robb 31, 18- EVans ifi:
Ga ligher 3% 14; Harrl^^on 30, 20; Malone 27, 2.'; HamUton 30 2S- WiV
son 35, 3; Bonday i9, '22; Parker 3), 18; Fox 31, 14. ' '

^
Three I5.target events and one 10 target event were also shot with

the follow.ng results: "J^i'
"'"M

Events: 18 3 4 Events: 13 3 4
Targets; 15 15 15 15 Targets; jg 15 jg

MaUne 10 12 13 10 Duval q b q
Hamilton 10 12 11 6 Robb .X ° S"
Gent 7 12 8 6 Gallagher ".*

s

Bonday „ 10 18 10 5 OBiOLk"

The Western Reserve Shooting Association.
CtTYAHOGA Falls, O., May lO.-Tbe Westeru Reserve Shootinir

Association held its regular weekly shoot to day. The weather was
fair and attendance good. The following are the scores •

No. 1, 25 single targets each man, known traps, unknown angle's'
'

Cro;k llllOillilinoii Ollli oiHa
JJ'ill'ams OOOlOOlOinoillionotJOliO-l;^
Worthen..,,. llllllOll'iniioiilillliOl—^1
Ii mon8..ii,..„. OlllUlJOllOllllii.iiiioi 5-1

McCane..... OOOuOIllOtOlOlOOM 101 1—12Brady lOllOliOllliOUllOlliUOO—14
No. 2, same: Hull 21, Haynes 20, Worthen 20, Crock 20, Schmidt 10

Lemons 13. '

^^No.3, same; Woodward 16, McCane 11, Brady 13, Haynes 18, Hull

No. 4, same: Crock 14, Willfams 15, Worthen 81, Lemons 2? Mcnanft
14, Brady 14. '

^""^

No. 5. same: Hull 17, Lee 13, Young 10, Haynes 20, Woodward 16Schmidt 11.

No. 6, club shoot, handicap: Hull (0) 21, Havnes (5) 23. Worthen nt\
26, Crock (.5) 2v', Brady (10) 24. Schmidt (8) 15.

' ' W
No, 7; Waldron I'i, Woodward 15, Young 1'2, Lee 17, Wolf 15 Hull 9fl

No. 6: Waldron 15, I^ee 19, Wolf 11, Crock 81.
'

C, B, BMP?, Bn>,
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The Coming Tournament at Anaconda.
ANAcdisDA, Mont., May ^.—Editor Forest and Stream: The thir-

teenth annual tournament of the Northwest, comprising the States
of Montana, Oregon, Washington, Idaho and the Province of British
Columbia, and the fourth annual tournament of the Montana State
Sportsmen's Association are to be held in conjunction, under the
auspices of the Anaconda Bod and Gun Club, at Anaconda, Mont.,
June 16, 17, 18 and 19.

We have repeatedly pressed our claims to recognition by the Inter-
state Association without avail. But the Association of the Northwest
has confidence enough in our ability to furnish a good programme
for their entertainment, and at the last annual meeting, held at Spo-
kane, Wash., unanimously voted to place the nest annual meeting in

our hands. In this far Western section Anaconda bears the reputa-
tion of doing whatever she undertakes in a thorough and enthusiastic
manner, and we expect the coming tournament will be no deviation
from the general rule. Situated as we are, in the center of the largest
population of our own State, with convenient railroad facilities to the
cities of Butte, Helena, Great Falls and Missoula, we can safely ex-
pect a good attendance from the above-named cities

In addition the representatives of the Association in other States
should make up our attendance to at least 150 entries. We have as
good facilities for handling a large number of shooters as any club in
the West. Our grounds are conveniently located in the east part of
the city, about two minutes walk from the electric car line, which
has regular communication with the city every half hour. We have
a commodious club house, scorer's stands, secretary ofittce and a
spectator's stand which will seat 200 visitors.

Our target devices consist of a battery of five expert traps, fitted

with North's electric puU, on which all trophy events will be shot in

order to conform to the conditions under which the same were origin-

ally contested. In addition to this we have the latest improvements
of the Cleveland Target Company, the magautrap. We, therefore,

feel assured that we can provide all the shcotiag our visitors desire.

Our hotel facilities are the best of any city of its size in the West, and
our citizens point with pride to the convenience and equipments of
the Montana Hotel, conceded by all traveling men to be the best of
any between us and the Missouri River.
The citizens of our city have generously contributed $1,500, which

amount is to be given in added money. In addition to this, the
trophies owned by the Northwest Association and the Montana State
Association amount to $],O0O. This, with such merchandise prizes as
we many secure, assures us sufficient attraction to induce all shoot-

ers to come if it is possible for thf^m to do so.

The Anaconda Racing Association holds its meeting here commen-
cing June S6, continuing thirty days. The purses tney have given
amount to $150,000. Already they have from 350 to 400 horses quar-
tered at the race track, and among all the racing men who will at-

tend there must be some who enjoy shooting; and those of the shoot-
ers who enjoy racing can, by stopping with us a few days, have the
opportunity of seeing some of the best horseflesh to be found in the
United Stales.
Cur programme will be ready for distribution Miy £9. and we will

be pleased to furnish same upon application. Anaconda f^DN Club,
par C. A. TuTTLE, Sec'y.

The Monroe Interstate Tournament.
FoLiiOwiNG closely after the Interstate Association's toiu-nament at

Savannah, Ga., held this week. May IS-SO, comes the same Associa-
tion's tournament at Monroe, La , June 9-10, under the auspices of

the Monroe Gun Club.
The programme gotten up for this shoot is a pretty stiff one as such

things go: ten 20-target events, unknown angles, 162.50 entrance, $lO
added to each purse, makes a schedule of events that calls for a lot

of shooting and a lot of money. But such a programme will attract

quite a number of shooters, and this tournament ought to be a good
one. Monroe is so situated that she can draw from all sections in the
South,while the members of the home club are popular enough to be
able to count with certainty upon the attendance of more shooters
than would be sufflcitnt to make the tournament a success.
Headquarters for shooters during the tournament will be at the

Orleans Hotel, where special rates will be made to shooters attend-
ing the tournament. Guns and shells should be forwarded to the
Monroe Hardware Co., who will deHver same at the grounds free of
charge. This companj^ will also have high grade ammunition for

sale on the grounds. The club has also secured special rates on all

railroads as follows: One and one-third fare on the certificate plan
has been secured for the round trip from the following railroads and
their connections: Alabama & Vicksburg; New Orleans & Northeast-
ern; Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific; St. Louis, Iron Mountain C
Southern; International & Great Nortbei-n; Texas & Pacific; Illinois

Central; Yazoo & MississipiM Vall<^y; Houston, Bast & West Texas;
Southern Pacific; New Orleans & Northwestern. Tickets on sale
June 6 good to return until June 13.

The tournament will be held on the club's own grounds, five min-
utes' ride from the hotel headquarters. Shooting will commence at
8:80 sharp each day. Bluerock targets will be thrown frocn a magau-
trap at the rate of 3 cents in the programme events and 2 cents in all

extra events. All purses will be divided under the Rose system into

five moneys with the ratio points of 7, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Omnibuses of
the Monroe Transfer Co. will carry shooters to and from the grounds
at the rate of 25 cents for the roimd trip. The secretary of the club,
Mr. W. O. Williams, will gladly answer any inquiries relating to the-

tournament.

Trap in Rhode Island.

Providence, R. I., May 6.—The second series of prize shoots of the
Rhode Island Shooting Club took place this afternoon. The main
event was known as the Gold Dust powder event. The conditions
were 25 targets, known angles. The prizes consisted of 5lbs. of Gold
Dust powder divided into seven cans, and a leg on the silver W-A
powder keg. This week, as last, an amateur with an allowance of six
targets won the second claim. Despite the strong wind blowing in
the faces of the shooters, some remarkabl.y good scores were made,
especially by I F. Greener, S. F. Wilson, A. M. Hunt and R. C. Root.
The winners of the prizes were A. E. Arnold, first; P. H. Randell, sec-
ond; F. I. Greener, third and fourth; S. F. Wilson, third and fourth;
W, H. Sheldon and R. C. Root, fifth and sixth; G. Cornett, Seventh;
J. F. Bossie, eighth.
Next week the main event will be known as the E. C. Powder event,

with ten prizes to shoot for. In the near future the various gun clubs-

In the 8t3,te will compete in a three-man team shoot for an empire
expert trap, offered by the Association as a prize to the winning team
at 50 targets, known and unknown angles.
Below is a summary of the events shot

:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 3 3 4 5 G
Targets: S5

J C Lamb 12
A M Hunt 19

P I Greener. .... 15
RORoot 18
SF Wilson 19
J F Rossle ..

A E Arnold

10 10 10 S5 10 Targets: tS 10 10 10 S5 10

5 6 6 .. ..

5 7 8....
9 10 10 19 6
7 8 8 18 4
7 6 7 19 9
6 5 .. 14 7
6 6 .. 24 8

Wra H Sheldon 6 18
P H RandeU 6 22
HBain 5 11
G Cornett 16
C M Wallace 9
J Connors , »

W. H. Mason.

5
r
e
6
5

Cobweb Gun Club.

ON LONG ISLAND.
BROOKLYN GtIN CLOT.

May S.-The Brooklyn Gun Chib held an open shoot for the stein

cup presented for competition by its president, J. S- S. Remsen.
There were thirteen entries for the race, which was at 50 targets, un-
known angles, thrown from a magautrap, handicap allowance of

extra targets to shoot at. The cup was won by 0. W. Billings, a
member of the club, and also a member of the Endeavor Gun Club,
of Jersey City, quite a beginner in trap-shooting. He was allowed 15

extra targets to shoot at, and broke 41 out of his 50, adding 9 more
out of his handicap allowance: this just made him score a highest
possible. J. H. Swan, gave him quite a chase, breaking 49 out of S3

shot at. R«msen and Trimble made the highest scores of the scratch
men. The first squad in the stein race was composed as follows;
Remsen, Brewer, Fanning, Trimble and Edwards. Its scores in the
first 25 targets resulted thus: Remsen 95, Brewer, Trimble and Ed-
wards 24 each. Fanning 22; a total of 119 out of 125 shot at. The totals

in the race were:
li!t25. 2d£S, Handicap. Total,

Billings (15).,.. ..,....„.,.....,....,....,. 18 23 9 60
Swan (13j i;..,,.„„,,...,, 4. <S1 17 11 40
Remsen {0)...f......... ............ ..25 23 .. 47
Trimble (0) ....24 23 .. 47
Beveridge (7)..,,., ...23 20 5 47
Brewer (0).....,,^.4,,,,. 4,44. ^,84 22 .. 46
Edwards (0)..t...,.„/.;.,.,4(,...;...24 22 ., 46
Fanning (0) ..........i;,,!,*...,.....32 22 ., 44
Lindsey(4j i.i,.....,i..,,.t."82 18 2 42
DrLittlefleld(15)....,... ^.ilT 17 8 4J
LPiercy* ,.,,,,>*.f.'.«.i-.» '.-"18 19 37
GPiercv* 15 20 .. 35
C von Lengerke*. .15 18 . . 83

» Did not shoot out their allowances.
Sweepstakes were shot with the following results:

Events: 1S34S678 Events: 1 2
Targets: 10 15 IB IS 15 15 $5 15

Beveridge. 6 10 10 13 . . 11 . . 13
Edwards... 8 15 15 12 11 14 fO 14

G Piercy.. 4 13 11 12 14 10 17 14

Swan 6 13 .. 10 11

Brewer.... 9 11 12 12 13 12 t2 18
LPiercy.. 8 12 15 12 11W Jones. .

.

Remsen..

.

4th match.
2222-4
212i-4
2»2«-2
2222-4

14 22i;2-4—18

222 •—4
2123—4
0101-2
20.0-3

-12 2201-3-15
Lohman 4, O.

3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 10 15 15 15 IS t5 SB IS

Lindsey 14 13 13 14 9 18 }3

Billings 8 .. 10 12
Fannings 13 11 15 10 21 15

Trimble 13 14 14 14 24 15

Dr Little-

field 11 10 8 16 ..

7 10 la C von Len-
9 12 11 12 13 13 23 14 gerke 12 11 11 13 12

T. Baron, Sec'y.

NEW UTRECHT fiUN CLUB.

May IS.—The regular live-bird shoot of the Xew Utrecht Gun Club
was neld this afternoon at Woodlawn. C. Furgueson, Jr., and J
Gaughen tied for the class A cup in the club event with straight
scores. Tne tie will be shot off at some later date. J. N . Meyer won
in class B and E. Lohman in class C. After the club shoot a number
of team races were shot between teams of five men captained by 0.

Furgueson, Jr., and C. M. Me.7er, respectively. Meyer's team paid for
most of the birds. The scores

:

C Furgueson, Jr.,(30)1222a22223-10 C M Meyer (39) 2?«132S222 - 9
J Gaughen (28) 2212232222-10 W Lair (29) 10«0322122- 7

Class B
J N Meyer (28) 22222222:2—10 A A Hegeman (28) . .0223122«2«- 7
F A Thompson (29) .1131220101— 8 Dr Littlefleld (30). . . .0220202020— 5

ClfliSS C
E Lohman (37) 1123223222—10 D Lohman (25) 220»212201— 7

Furguesoa's team:
1st match 2d match, Sd match

Furgueson ,
222—3 122 -3 222-3

Lair 020-1 10*-1 032—2
Hegeman 022- 3 022- 2 212-3
Gaughen i... 212^3 ^1-3 222—3
E Lohman 02.'—2—11 122-3-12 222- 3-
Meyer's team:

O M Meyer 230- 2 2?» -2 122—3
J N Meyer 222-3 22;;—3 22 J-3
Thompson 320-2 112-3 lv!2-3

Littlefleld 220 -2 023—2 02J-1
D Lohman . ,..002—1-10 220—2—12 •21—2-
Sweep, 5 birds: Furgueson 4, Lair 4, Hegeman 4, E.

M. Meyer 5, J. N. Meyer 4, Thompson 3, D. Lohman 4.

G. E. Pool, Sec'y.
BROOKLYN GUN CLUB.

May /5,-The regular monthly shoot of the Brooklyn Gun Club was
lield this afternoon at the club's grounds, at Liberty avenue and En-
field street C. W. Billings, with an allowance of 10 extra targets,

won The club event with a full score of 50, he shooting at only 8 of his

10 extras: Baron, with an allowance of 5, and Remsen, scratch, were
close up with 48 each. Sweepstake shooting was also indulged in.

Scores:
Club shoot, 50 targets, handicap, unknown angles:

0 BUIings (10).01111001011111011111111111111111111101111111111100- 42

llllUlll —8-50
J Baron (5). ,

.11111111111111111111111101111111011011101111010111-44
10111 - 4-48

JS Remsen (0) 1111111011111111111111111111111111111111111110111 -4i
E Asmus (15). 11110111010100111111110000001110011111111001101111—34

OlllOOllIlllini —12-46
J Lindsey (4).. 11101101111111111111011111111101101111101011110111-42

1111 - 4—46
J Swan (12) ...11110111111111110011111111110101101010101100111111-89

111010101010 — 7-46
Ellsworth (15).10011101111111111000010100011110111010101111111011-84

lOOOIllllUlOOl —10-44
P Adams (10). .10111011101110010110111011111001011111101101101111-86

1101001111 — 7-43
ColCo'rtney(8)1100101110111011111001100101111111101011101111010l—35

GPatter3on(15)0110I011100011010100110111111001100010310101110010—27
011011011001010 — 8-35

J S Wright (15)01111010110011010101011001011111001000111100001111—29
001011010011000 — 6-35

Events:

Targets:

Asmus
Courtney 10
Adams it

Swan 6

Billings « 10 10 14 7

Baron 9 8 .. 9

Wright. 8 6
^6tnS6n k*t«i*aa«,*.*»iRii««<*•»•«• at * 9

Dr Moore .. .. 4

Skidmore
Lindsey .. .. .. .. ..

Patterson
Ellsworth ..

10 JO 10 13 10

6 8 6 8 8
6 14 6
9 13 6
7 12 9

7
a
9

6 7 8 9
10 15 15 15

6 9
6 1*5

9 8 i-i 13
8 8 11 11

7 14 13
9 1*4 13 12
4 6
8 35 io ii
2 7
8 8 14 ii

9 14 10 8
10 8
7

New Yore, May 6.—The last shoot of the Cobweb Gun Club for this
season was held this afternoon. The attendance was very small. Id
class A the winner was Charlie Zorn. William Cashan won in class-

B without a competiior, H, Miller won in class C. The scores were:
Class A.

OZorn 31182-5 E Miller 10010—

»

G Nichols 11110-4
Class B

William Cashan '. 22131—5
ClSi'^s C

H Miller 0.2011—s'^'g Thompson., 00010—1
G Erff 2O00O—

1

After the above race had been disposed of the winners in classes A
and B respectively proposed a match at 5 birds, class handicap, loser
to pay for the birds, and the winner to wear both medals until the
comrhencement of the fall season. The result was a win for Cashan,
who thus carries both medal? with him. The scores were:
C Zom(30) .,...10201-3 W Cashan (2t;) 12112-5

G. W. Thompson, Jr
, Sec'y.

Du Bray's 49th.

LoursvxLLB, Ky , May 11.—To-daj was the forty-ninth birthday of
Lieut. A. W. du Bray, of the Parker Gun Co , so the ICentucky Club
decided to celebrate the occasion by holding a small live bird shoot.

The main event was a handicap at 15 birds, 30yds. boundary. Du Bray
was equal to the occasion, although placed at the 31yds. mark Mr.
du Bray was also presented with a very handsome scarf pin in honor
of the occasion. Scores ii" the handicap were:
Du Bray........2223223222323ii3-15 Lyons..., .232102103122202- 3

SALVATOR HANDICAP AT ELKWOOD.
May IS.—'She. Salvator Handicap was shot at Elkwood Park to day.

six men being entered. Capt. Money captured the event with a clean
score to his credit. Noel Money was second with 24, and W. R. Pat-
ten was third high with a score of 23. The conditions were: 25 birds,
$10 entrance. After the Salvator Handicap a lO-bird sweep, $5 en-
trance, and two target events, one at 13 targets, $5 entrance, the
other at 10 targets, %'l entrance, were shot.
Messrs. Daly and Chanfrau, managers at Elkwood Park, announce

the following programme for Wednesday, May 19: Clay target shoot,
bird allowonce handicap, |2.50 entrance, targets extra, scratch men
shoot at 50 targets only. Unknown allowance to the handicap men
in regard to the number of extra targets to be shot at. The manage-
ment desire to make the handicap such that the "novice shooters"
will have as good a chance to win as the "scratch men." The referee
is the only one who will know the exact number of targets to be shot
at by the different contestants, and he will call the men from the
score as soon as their allowance is shot up. No man can be credited
with more than 0 breaks. Shooting commences at 1 P M. AU tar-
gets thrown from the magautrap. The scores of Saturday were:

No. 1, Salvator Handicap. No. 3.
Capt Bloney (29) ., 2111112122122211121122231—25 0122222031— 8NE Money («9) 2122231112121212222201121—24W R Patten (27) 31112211230221C2122123221 -33
P Daly, Jr (29) 2112112122112021229101120-3!
J von Lengerke (59) 1311111111111201100221111—22
Griffith (27) 3311120110031111200001031-17
Delancy (25) , ...... ........
Van Mater (26), . «'...>.. i<« -ui^iii... ... • * • .it* ......

.

Hall (25)
Oakes (27)..
Target event No, 1.

Capt Money.. 010110011111111—11
N E Money , 010111011110110—10

i . i i

Von Lengerke,.,;,... „.,.......110nilll001110—11
Daly OOIOOw
Delaney ,:. ...000010001001010- 4 OOOOOOOOOO-O
Hall 1000011 10000000 - 4 1111011001—

T

Van Mater ....llUOOOOIOlOOlOO— 5 OOOOOlCOOl—

2

Oakes OllllOlOOllOOOl— 8 1010000001—3

Chadwick. .... .223222223232312-15

Ballard 2211231 12322222 -15
Miller 110111113221111-14
Woodstock 212222111022132 -14
Ewing 22132»111121320—13

Moore. ........ .0022211210100
Morgan ...... . .22«0Ol«03O12«0O—
Shipp 110300
Samuels ... ,001200

IN NEW JERSEY.
EKDEAVOR a. O. VS. FREEHOLD G. C.

May 15.—The Freehold Gun Club can boast of a lot of members
-who are not afraid of keeping the club's word, even if it does put
them to considerable bodily inconvenience to do so. For that reason
the rain of to day, heavy and persistent as it was, had no terrors for
them; they came to Marion, N. J., and shotthe team race against the
Endeavor Gun Club as agreed upon. The Freeholders, for their grit,

deserved a better fate than befell them.
The home club was not at its best as it puzzled the Endeavor Gun

dub, under the weilher conditions, to put nine men in the field

against the nine men that came from Freehold. The result of the
race, however, was a victory for the Endeavor Gun Club by 13 breaks
the score standing lb7 to 155. Eacti man shot at 25 targets, unknown
angles. The rain and the dull sky made shooting quite hard, and
scores as a result ruled low. Below are the scores in detail:

Endeavor Gun Club.

M Herrington 1111111110111111001111111-83

F S Edwards 1111011111011101110111111—21

0 von Lengerke.. 1011111111110110111111110-21

J G Lindzey 1100111111111111011111110-31

L Piercy .1110111111111000111101111—80

L HEsaii.*. lllOOlllOlllllllOlllllllO -20

J H Swan . . ...„ OlllOlllllllOlOOltOllllll-19

C W Billings. .........iii, 1001001011111101101111110-17

H P Fessenden 0110010000000010000000101— 6—167
Freehold Gun Club.

A H Sherman 1111111011101111111111011-22

De Nise 1111110011111111101101111-21

O Hesse 0110111111101111011111011—20

Hance .,
.1101011111110111111011110—20

Hall i ... . j . ; . i 0101111100111111111101011—19

Campbell OllllOlOlOllOlOllilllillO-18

Snyder 1100100001110011110111011—15

Danceri 1001 1 10001110011000110010—12

Hyer .0000100011010011000101000— 8-155

1121111222-10
2333222222—10
2222231202- 9
3111011121- 9
2002011321— 7
2320322201— 8
0112121112 - 9
0001002920 - 4
1112032002— 7

No. 2.

Catcbpole Gun Club.
WoLCOTT, N. Y., May 1'?.—A handicap shoot for merchandise prizes

was held this afternoon on the grounds of the Oatchpole Gun Club,
There were tour prizes, two being donated by the club and the other
two gioen by Mr. A. M. Jurdess, our popular cigar manufacturer,
and by Mr. William Olmstead, a member of the club, respectively.
The handicap was an allowance of misses as breaks. Scores:
Foster (2) lOOlOlOOOllOOIlllllOlllOOlOlOOlllll—81-{- 2-23
DeWitt(2) 1011010101111110I1001111100110I1111-25-- 2-27
Seaman (3) 11111111111111111110111101010011101—29-- 3-32
Egnor (4) 00100010001100110000000001011011100-12-- 4—16
Cosad (•) ....OOlOlCOlCOlOnOinlOlOOOlllOllOOOOl-17-f- 6—23
Wadsworth (6) ....IIOIOIOOOOIOOOHOIOOIOI 001101110000-154- 6-21
Olmsted (7). . . . OlllCOOllOOCOOOOOOOIllOOOOOOOllOlll—13-f 7—20
Fowler (4) .lOOOOlllOOMOlOllOOOllOOlOOlllOlOOO-154- 4—19
Toungs (t) OOOIOICOUOOOIOOOOIOO 001 0001100001—10-i- 9-19
Burke (12). l:00010000111001I100001COllI00011(?l-164-12-28
Watson (9) .01011000101001111011110001031010101— 18-(- 9 -S7

E. A. Wadsworth, Sec'y.

Budd Challenged by Beck.
We learn from Indianapolis, Ind., under date of Ma.y 12, that Mr.

.Geo. C Beck, of the Limited Gun Club, has challenged Mr. C. W.
Budd for the Du Pont trophy. The forfeit inoney is up and every-
thing has been done to comply with the conditions.

inBiver§ to ^ottes^and^nh*

No notice talcen of anonymoas cowmunlcatlona

A. H. S , Meshoppen, Pa.—What trout flies are suitable for May
and June? or otherwise post us, Ans. Gnzzly-king, brown-hackie,
professor, ibis, cow-dtmg, silver-doctor; dark Hies bright days, bright
flies dark days.

N. E., New York.—Will you kindly advise me where to go for a few
days' fishing next week? Ans, You will find trout fishing at Cana-
densis or Parkside, on the Erie Railway, in Pennsylvania, or at Wood-
bourne, N. Y., on the Ontario & Western.

S. R. H.—We believe you refer to "Bernard Damascus" barrels.
These were originated by Leopold Bernard, who manufactured them
in France thirty or forty years ago. They are easily recognized by
the figure. Since Bernard's death they have been quite freely imi-
tated, as his barrels were held in high esteem.

R. F. C, Manchester, 0.—1- What make of rifle is the hardest shoot-
ing gun in use? 8. What is the weight of same, also size of caliber,
weight of ball and distance they will shoot with accuracy ? Ans. 1,

The English elephant double rifle. 2. The 4-bore, weighing 20lbs.,

shoots a charge of 12 to 14drs. of powder and a ball weighing between
3 and 4oz. Shots with such guns are rarely attempted at distances
beyond lOOyd?., and as a rule the distance is much less.

W. P. H., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—What is the authentic record in the
TJnited States for bass? Ans. According to Forest and Stream's
-'Big Fish Record," the largest small-mouth bass whose weight is

known beyond any question weighed lOlbs. Another ia menlioued,
which is said on good authority to have weighed ll:^lbs.,hut this fish

was not weighed in pubUc. The largest large moutn bass of which
we have record weighed 2cVglbs. The head of this latter fish may be
seen in the Forest and Stream office.

C. R. B , Mechanicsville.—1. I have a Gordon setter seven months
old. His eyes are not sore, but they discharge matter, mostly nights.
What can I do to stop it? 3. I have a foxhound nine months old
which has distemper. What will I dolfor him? Ans. 1. Use the fol-
lowing drops: Sulphate of zinc, 2grs. ; boracic acid, .5grs.

; water, loJ^
Mix. A few drops in the eys four or five times a day. 2. Keep dog
indoors, in a dry, comfortable, clean room. Feed well. Give 5grs,
of salicylate of soda three times a day.

E. P.. Allentown, Pa.-l. Some years ago I cut from the FoaKsr
and Strkam a recipe for repelling flies and mosquitoes, which was
superior to anything I ever tried. The articles were oil tar, penny-
royal and sweet oil Can you give me the proper, ions? 2. What flies

would you recommend for first of June for Pooono Moimtain,
Tobyhanna and Tunckhanna still-waters? 3. Can you give me the
address of Geo. Barnard & Co., canvas clothing makers? Ans. 1.

Nessmuk's recipe: Simmer together over a slow fire 3oz. pice tar,

2oz. castor oil, loz pennyro,yal oil, and bottle for use. Another recipe
calls for 6 parts sweet oil, 1 part creosote, 1 part pennyroyal. 2. See
answer to A. H. S. 3. Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. C. T., San Francisco.—In tJie issue of Forest and Strkam of
March 27, on page 250, Mr. Cheney speaks of Mr. Hiram Hawes as
using a slow tapered rod. Will you kindly explain the difference be-
tween a quick and a slow tapered rod? Ans.—Merely for the sake of
illustrating the point, let it be assumed that a light rod is a true ej'l-

inder from end to end. It will then be very slow and ponderous in its

action, bending alike at all points, save that in lise it wiU bend most
at the butt from the excessive weight of the tip and its lever action.
If it is now tapered truly from one end to a point at the other, it then
clearly will be much quicker in its action, the change making the tip

lighter and more pliant and the butt relatively heavier and stlffer.

Still it may be too weak and pliant near the handle for certain yai-
poses, thus being slow in recovery. Novv, if the rod is made with
more substance from the handle to a certain point from it, say by
way of illustration, a quarter of its length, while the rest of the tip

remains the same, the added thickness being nicely tapered or dished
so as to form a symmetrical whole, the greatest pliancy and action
of the rod ia then placed further away from the hand, and it will act
correspondingly quicker in casting. Within certain limitations
which are now apparent, a rod of a certain weight can be made slow
or quick by a skillful disposition of its material in its makeup.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

"Vena Contracta Guns."
Wkuow have on hand a number of copies of the catalogue of

Joseph Lang & Sons' "Vena Contracta" game guns, which we will

forward on request as long as the supply lasts.—.4dy.

Flies.

The name of MacHarg has long been associated with some of the
best trout, bass and salmon flies ever tied. Ten cents sent to J. B.
MacHarg, Jr., Rome, N. Y., will bring a sample fly and fishing tackle
catalogue.—
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King James the First and Queen Anne being:

hunting, the Queen, shooting at a deer, mistook
her mark, and killed Jewel, the Kingf^s most prin-

cipal and special hound; at which he stormed

exceedingly awhile; but after that he knew who
did it, he was soon pacified, and with much kind-

ness wished her not to be troubled with it, for he
should love her never the worse; and the next
day sent her a diamond worth two thousand
pounds as a legacy from his dead dog.

Letter of Arthur "Wilson, August, J 613.

Cbe forest ana Stream s Platform PlanR.

"77/1? sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1897.—No. IV.

MINNESOTA.
Chap. 221, Lhws 1897.— Sec. 10 * * * The sale, exposing

for sale, liaving ia iJoasession with intent to sell, or the ship-

ment to any person, either -within or "without this State, by
common or private carrier, of any ruffed grouse, sometimes
known, as partridge or pheasant, is hereby prohihited and
made im^awfiil.

LEAP- YEARS FOR GAME.

On the State reservoirs of Ohio and on Lake Eriewithin

the Ohio limits duck shooting is forbidden on Sundays,

Mondays and Tuesdays of each week in tlie open season.

In Currituck waters of North Carolina decoy shooting is

forbidden on Wednesdays and Saturdays of the open sea-

son for ducks. In Chesapeake Bay the Maryland law

provides that each alternate week day shall be closed on

duck shooting. In Maine during the forty-eight hours

from Saturday sunrise to Monday sunrise salmon fishing is

forbidden; and in New York a law of the same character

provides a weekly close time for shad in the'Hudson.

These are examples of the familiar expedient of provid-

ing for brief intervals of exemption from pursuit during

the period when shooting or fishing is permitted. The
purpose is to interrupt the open season, so that some

portion of the game or fish may make good its escape.

A novel application of this principle has just been made
in the new law of South Dakota where, following out the

principle of close days in the week, a close year has been

adopted coming once in every term of five years. It ap-

plies to big game and provides that bufialo, elk, deer,

moose, antelope, mountain sheep and mountain goat may
not be taken in the year 1900, and that hunting shall be

prohibited in every fifth year thereafter. Such a system

has much to commend it for efficiency; it certainly is wiser

than the common shiftless neglect of game resources, until

it is found necessary or considered expedient to make a

long close time of two, or three, or five years. The inade-

quacy, injustice and futility of such long time close periods

are found sometimes in that they are ignored by the law-

less—which in these matters means the great majority

—

who disregard the close time altogether and get the game,

while the law-abiding sportsman is cheated out of his

share, so that at the end of the period the game supply is

in no better condition than that it was at the beginning.

Again, if the law chances to have been well observed,

when the close time expires all hands turn in with ardor

whetted by long abstinence, and in the first opsn season

work quite as much destruction as that which would have

been wrought under ordinary conditions in the open sea-

sons covered by the close period term. A single close

year, on the other hand, is more apt than a term of three

or five years to be respected by all classes.

In this new departure has not South Dakota, then, set

an example which might profitably be followed in other

States with respect to the particular interests of the game
supply in each section? Por the convenience of fixing in

the public mind the recurrence of such close years, they

might be made identical with the leap-years, which are

^.Iso the years of our Presidential elections. Thus, m
Maine, every leap-year or national campaign year might

be made a year of grace for moose; in the Adirondacks it

might be a year of grace for deer, in Vermont for deer, in

New Hampshire for moose and deer, in Michigan for deer,

in Minnesota and Wisconsin for moose and deer, in Vir-

ginia for quail, in North Carolina for wildfowl; and so

throughout the Union, in each particular State, for what-

ever variety of game might stand most in need of such

periodical immunity. It is even possible that in its appli-

cation to spring shooting we might find in the leap-year

system at least a partial solution of that long-vexed and

apparently never fully to be settled problem. A measure

introduced in any of our Legislatures to forbid the spring

shooting of ducks and snipe and shore birds for one year

in four would perhaps not encounter the determined

opposition which now defeats most endeavors to prohibit

spring shooting absolutely; and the promoters of a leap-

year spring shooting law could work for it with some

heart. It might be practicable in this way even to secure

an uniformity of legislation by several contiguous States

fora once-in-four-years cessation ofspring shooting, by com-
mon consent to prevail over the several States concerned.

The advantages of such a system applied as the exigen-

cies of the game supply may demand would be these:

I. Being incorporated in the permanent law, and close

times thus set apart far in advance, the leap-year provision

would be simple, definite, readily comprehended and
easily remembered. There would be no dates to be un-

certain about. Most people know a leap year; and those

who do not know leap years would at least find out before

shooting time that a National campaign was in progress;

so that if made identical with the leap years, which are

also the years of the Presidential campaigns, the close

game year would be fixed in the public mind, to be looked

forward to, anticipated and pi-epared for. One would

know years in advance that, for example, in the spring of

1900 he could not go duck hunting on Long Island, or that

in the autumn of 1900 he could not go deer hunting in'

Michigan.

II. The interval of three open years separating the re-

currence of the close years ^s so extended, that the one

single year of prohibition could not reasonably be regarded

as a hardship; and the deprivation of sport so entailed

could not be complained of, particularly in view of the

increased game supply assured for the three open years.

For it would also be found

III. That although only one year in every four is closed,

nevertheless, this one year will be sufficient to assure a

decided improvement in the game supply. Ifthere is any-

thing in arithmetic, the thousands of wild ducks permitted

to pass to their northern breeding grounds in one leap-

year would assure the multiplication of ducks for the years

to follow. If two and two make four, as is the rule with

the deer tribe, the thousands of deer permitted to escape

in a leap-year—^in one such particular region as the Adi-

rondacks—would mean a very substantial addition of the

stock for the three years of shooting. In short, ifone close

year in four meafls in the long run one-fourth less ofgame
destruction, it means also a game increase vastly greater in

proportion—as much greater, with respect to wildfowl, as

the product of ten thousand pairs ofducks exceeds in num.
ber the parent thousands.

IV. One full close year means an actual close time of

much longer duration. For instance, in North Dakota,

where the big game season runs from Oct. 15 to Dec. 15,

while the closed leap-year of 1900 would involve on the

part of the hunter a deprivation beyond the present system

of only two months, it would assure for the game a close

term extending from Dec. 15, 1899, to Oct. 15, 1901, or a

total of twenty-two months. Such a long period of immu-
nity from pursuit and of freedom from alarm is, as stock-

breeders well know, particularly favorable to prolific breed-

ing.

In short, if there is anything in game protection, and
any virtue in withholding for a time the hand of destruc-

tion, a system of closed leap-years would work advantage-

ously for the preservation and conservation of our dimin-

ishing game supply. The system is one which has de-

cided merits, and to it no serious objections present them-
selves. We believe that the plan is one well worthy of

serious consideration, and of at least experimental adop-

tion. If it is good in South Dakota it would have like

beneficial results elsewhere. We believe that in it will

be found a partial solution of the problem of game con-

servation. . ,

DECORATION DAY.
The great conflict that for four years rent the land is

more thah thirty years behind us. A generation has grown
up which knows of it only by tradition. Men who are

now in middle life were but children then; they remember
the stirring events of the war but dimly, and then by onfe

or two of its incidents. It is only the gray-haired who
have clear recollection of the horrors of the battle and of

the sorrows that followed it.

The feelings that engendered the war and that grew

with its continuance have largely passed away. After the

lapse of a generation the men who fought on either side

feel for each other a wider charity. The devotion of each

to the cause for which he fought may not be less to-day

than it was then, but the mellowing touch of time has

softened the old rancour, and with the years have come
toleration and gentleness.

Even to those who lost their nearest and dearest, time

has brought its solace. The keen, hard agony of bereave-

ment is softened to a tender regret. To-day, the hero who
fell on the battle-field is not less a hero than the day he
died; but the rebellious bitterness of the first grief has

given place to a solemn pride in the life that was sacrificed

for the cause held so dear.

Thank God, the bitterness of the old war feeling has for

the most part been forgotten. Those who fought on either

side acknowledge the bravery and the worth of those

whom they met in the heat of battle, and all are glad" to

unite in honoring their courage and their devotion. The
warm spring sun, which brightens the grass beneath which

lie the forms that wore the blue and the gray, and which

on Memorial Day will silver the bared gray heads of the

comrades who stand about the graves, shines to-day on a

people united in their love for the common flag which re-

presents our common country.

In the pages of Forest and Stream the brave soldiers of

North and South have for many years met on common
ground. In these pages the true sportsmen of both sec-

tions long ago put aside all hostile feeling and became
united by the bond of a common interest—their love for

nature, for the gun, the rod and the yacht. Many war
stories have been printed in these columns, but in them
all we recall no word of unkindness toward either section.

This is as it should be. In the pure delights of field

and stream the harsher and rougher aspect of life's

struggle may for a time well be lost sight of. And as we
return from our outings refreshed and strengthened to

renew life's battle, let us bring back from the contempla-

tion of nature's beauties also a broader kindliness and a

spirit of charity and good will for onr fellows that will

make easier not only our own lives, but also those of

others.

VENEZUELAN PLUME BIRDS.
Plume bird hunters from this country have scoured the

South American continent in search of birds. They have

penetrated far to the interior, following up and down the

great rivers, searching out the nesting places and de-

veloping a traffic valued at many thousands of dollars.

The warfare upon the herons of Venezuela by the plume
hunters has been so destructive that the government has

recently taken action to insure the protection of the birds.

The decree issued on this subject transmitted to the State

Department by our consul at Maracaibo, provides in brief

that the birds shall be taken on their rookeries only by
hunters who have obtained for the purpose a license, to be

granted by the president of the State. The Secretary of

State is charged with keeping a record of all the places

where the rookeries are situated, their boundaries and
extent, etc., and the quality and quantity of plumes

which each one. produces, together with the names

of the persons who select the plumes, and the

method of hunting. No transaction or sale can

be entered into with respect to the plumes without a

"pass" to be granted by the authorities for the purpose, nor

without this document can the plumes be exported. It is

absolutely prohibited to hunt herons with fire-arms, and

the decree also forbids "all practices which may tend to

destroy these birds." The entire industry of taking plumes

is thus placed under strict official regulations. The adop-

tion of the new system probably is to be taken as an

earnest that the native supply will be conserved, and that

in Venezuela at least the plume bird source ofrevenue will

be maintained. We do these things differently in our

country; with us the regulation or restriction is postponed

until there is nothing left to regulate.



bN THE EDGE OF THE GRAN CHACO.
TOIiD WILLIAM KiNQSBUKt TO WiLlIAM H. AVI§.

Chapter I.

, WhiLb I greatly regret being compelled to acknowledge that I was
neither a sharer in the adventures, nor a participator ia the glorious
hunting and fishing enjoyed by those of whom I will write in the fol-

lowing description of a trip into tlie wilds of the Argentine Republic,
still I shall strive to the best of my ability to give as accurate an ac-
count of the trip as I would had t been along. Should I succeed,
much of the credit must be attributed to the fact that one of the
p'arty, who caught most of the fish and shot more than his share of
the game, sits at my elbow spinning the story of the trip while t am
writing it down.
The full names of but two of the party will be used, and the third

member will be known simply as H.
Mr. William Kingsbury, who dictates the Story, was born in Blassa-

chusetts'. He is a man near (he sifee of Nessmuk, being only 5ft. Sin.

m height, and weighing about llOlbs. As was Nessmuk, be is a natu-
ral born hunter and a close observer of nature and the habits of all

kinds of game. He has killed many deer and moose ih Maine, the
State of his ancestors, where several relatives are now guides. Up to
four months ago, however, he has spentthe past eleven years of his

life on the pampas and on the edge of the Gran Chaco of the Argen-
tliie Kepublic. He and his chum. James Gal vin, would spend about
six months or so on some estancia as herders. When they grew tired

bf i-emaining in one place, they would take what money they had
earned, and mounting their horses go off on a hunting trip, perhaps
to some remote part of the republic not before visited, but more gen-
erally to the country bordering on the Gran Chaco.
Mr. James Galvin, Kingsbury's chum, was a young Dublin Irish-

inan. He had traveled extensively in all quarters of the world, and
was one of the crew of the yacht Sunbeam when she made her
famous trip around the world. Mr. Kingsbury sppaks in the highest
terms of Jim, and declares that some day in the future he will roam
the pampas again with his chum.
The third member of the party, H., born in England, was a jolly,

happy go-lucky, devil-may-care sort of fellow, and wherever he
went, there mirth and jolity were sure to be foimd. He was wealthy,
and a. person of considerable influence.

With this brief introduction of the three persons who will figure
the most conspicuously in this yarn, I will immediately commence
the description of how three months were passed in hunting and fish-

ing on the Salado's banks, as told to me by Mr. Kingsbury.
William H. Avis.

James Galvin, H. and I had decided to take a trip up
the Eiver Salado, and into the Gran Chaco in the Argen-
tine Republic. It was our intention to hunt, fish, camp
and enjoy ourselves in general. As H.'s business was very
pressing, when the day set for our departure arrived, it

was decided that Jim and I should go ahead and H. would
meet us later on. Our outfit consisted of four horses, two
apiece. Two of these horses were used to carry our camp-
ing equipment and the provisions, and the other two,
which we had used on several ranches or estancias where
we had been employed, were tough, mettlesome little ani-
mals, which we ourselves had broken to the saddle; these
two of course we rode. Besides the horses, we had my
good pointer bitch Chena. She was a grand dog both on
martinets and partridges. Our armament consisted of
one Winchester, model '75, one double-barreled Parker,
for shooting partridges and martinets, or any other game
for that matter; two Smith & Wesson revolvers, a couple
of serviceable hunting knives, two lassoes, and plenty of
ammunition.
When we started from Los Oardos the cholera was rag-

ing, and BO we were not loath to get away. We regretted,

however, to start without H. After leaving Los Oardos,
we struck across the country in a northerly direction. We
had figured that we would make about thirty miles, and
reach the estancia of Las Limpias, where we would put up
for the night. We passed many lagoons which were alive
with ducks and other jvaterfowl, but did not bother them,
as we knew we could shoot something at any time we
needed game. At every few yards partridges would fly

out of the long grass almost from under the horses' feet.

These partridges (called in Spanish perdice cMco, meaning
small partridge) are very gamy. They fly, I think, even
swifter than the ruffed grouse of the United State?. On
the ranches they are found in the wheat stubble during
the daytime, and secrete themselves in the long grass of
the pampas at night. They are never found in coveys, ex-
cept when very young; then thej'^ seem to stay together
as long as the mother bird will furnish them food. As
soon as they are left to shift for themselves they scatter,

and are never found together afterward excepting in pairs
during the mating season. They are so swift and gamy as
to afford excellent sport to the lover of wing shooting.
The Argentine mode of snaring these birds is this: A

native of the country, mounted on horseback and armed
with a long, reed-like pole, on the end of which is fastened
a noose made of horsehair, finds a bird in the grass and
immediately begins to circle around it, gradually narrow-
ing in on it.

_
The bird watches these movements as

though hypnotized, and allows the hunter to approach so
near that he is able to reach out cautiously with the pole
and quietly drop the noose over the bird's head; then he
gives a quick, dexterous yank and pulls the fluttering, live
bird toward him. After unloosing the bird he puts it in a
bag carried for the purpose and starts to hunt up another
one. In this manner thousands of birds are taken and
sold alive in the markets of the cities. The larger mar-
tinet is taken in the same manner; this bird, however, is

more wary and so harder to capture.

We stopped at noon by the side of a small, fresh-water
lagoon and had our dinner. Jim attended to the culinary
end of the business while I looked after the horses. As a
general thing Jim attended to the cooking, being more
adept at that business than myself, while I always acted as
hostler.

We traveled through a country that afternoon that
would prove a veritable paradise for the small game
shooter. Martinets, partridges and hares could he seen
on every side of us. The hares were of the large English
variety, having been introduced into the Argentine Re-
public from England. Thej-^have increased to such an ex-
tent as fairly to overrun the country and are considered an
abominable nuisance.

It was about 5 o'clock when we reached the estancia,
our objective point for the day. Las Limpiaa, owned by an
Englishman named Traill, is a large, fine estancia with
many hundreds of head of stock. After asking permission
of the owner to camp on his place, which he readily
granted, we built a fire and roasted some beef over the
coals. jSesides the beef we had hot camp biscuit and mate
bombilla. This is a drink which is as universal in that
country as tea and cofiee in our own land. Unlike tea and
coJfee, however, mate bombilla is not drunk from a cup,
but is sucked through a tube from a gourd, The end of
the tube, whiclx is placed in the gourd, is bulb-shaped and

full of tiny holes; this is so that the tube will act as a
strainer. The yerba, from which the mate is made, comes
from Paraguay, and the beverage itself is really Paraguayan
tea. The manner in which the beverage is made is this:

first, some yerba and sugar are placed in the gourd, then
hot water is poured into the gourd until it is filled; the
tube or bombilla is then placed in the opening at the top
df the gourd and the beverage is read}'' to be sucked
through the tube. I consider it a far more pleasant drink
than tea or coffee, and it certainly is healthier than either.

After supper we procured some alfalfa for the horses and
lariated them out for the night. When all had been made
secure, we spread our blankets on the ground and crawled
under them. Then, while the moon cast her soft, silvery

beams down upon us and the Soitthiern Cross twinkled
among a myriad of glow'ng worlds, we were lulled to
dreamless sleep by the softest warldering zephyr as it

sighed faintly over the wide pampas' bosom.
We were astir next morning before dawn. While Jim

put the water on to boil for the mate and prepared break-
fast, I gave each of the horses another large bundle of
alfalfa, which I procured from a stack near by and from
which we had been told to help ourselves.
As soon as breakfast was over we were in the saddle and

away. We had not gone far before we noticed Chena act-

ing in a strange manner; she was staggering along and
seemed entirely played out. What ailed her was a puzzle
to us. Finally we concluded that she must have grown
footsore, but it surprised us to think that she should get
into such a condition in but one day's travel. Of course
she had traveled a great deal further than we had, for

while we rode in a straight line she would race here and
there and point birds in all directions. She had done the
same thing, however, on many other occasions, therefore
it puzzled us to see her grow lame so soon.
When we had left the estancia a mile and a half in our

rear, we struck the railroad which runs from Rosario to

Cordova. Soon after crossing the track we came to a long
prairie, which was covered with thousands of head of cat-

tle belonging to a large estancia which we could see in the
distance. While crossing this prairie we passed now and
then mounds of earth made by the biscatcha, an animal
similar to our prairie dog, only larger.

After crossing the prairie we came to a road that crossed
a wide canada. The caiiadawas covered partly with water
and partly with long grass. In the water and among the
grass were thousands of ducks and other water fowl. We
soon entered the small town of Ombu, but as it was only
10 o'clock decided to go on to the town of Santa Clara de
Bueno Vista, which we reached by noontime. The dog
had grown so bad and was in such a pitiful condition that
we almost decided to stop for a few days. She had tried a
great many times to get a drink of water that morning,
but as the lagoons which we passed were all salt, it had
been impossible for her to do so. Now she was so com-
pletely exhausted that, just before we arrived at thefonda,
she ran to the peletta, or public place for watering horses,
and jumped in. She refused to come out at my command,
and lay lapping the water as though she had never tasted
anything half so good. Her bath revived her to such an
extent, however, that she finally came into the fonda
where we were eating and quietly lay down at our feet.

We lounged around until 4 o'clock, then, as the horses
had enjoyed a good rest and Chena seemed very much re-

vived, we proceeded out of town, intending to camp
wherever night shoitld overtake us. Taking the road
which led to San Martin, we followed its devious windings
in and out among hundreds of tacaruses or ant hills.

While passing through the ant hills Chena struck the trail

of an animal. By her actions we knew she had found
something other than a partridge. When she first struck
the trail she seemed to forget all about her indisposition
of the morning, and as the scent grew hotter she went
faster. Finally she dashed into a tangled clump of bushes,
and we heard her give three or four sharp yelps. Hand-
ing my bridle rein to Jim, I dismounted and hurried for-

ward. When I reached the clump of bushes I found that
the dog was engaged in a very interesting fight with an
iguana. The battle seemed to be going all her way, when
suddenly her opponent managed to secure a good hold on
her upper lip, and Chena yelped in despair. Soon the
iguana lost his hold, and Chena, maddened at the treat-

ment she had received, rushed desperately at the animal,
and seizing him by the back soon made an end of him.
We tied the iguana on one of the spare horses and took it

along with us; they are grand eating.

Soon after the iguana incident we came to a house where
we had supper and stopped all night. Invariably I found
the natives the most hospitable people I ever met. When-
ever we approached a house to make inquiries or asked
permission to camp on their premises, the time never was
when we received uncivil answers or when we were re-

fused permission to camp where we liked. Most generally,

as in this case, we were invited to have mate and to par-
take of dinner, supper, breakfast or to stop all night.

We bade our new friend good-by and were on our way
again before sunrise. A fine, bracing breeze was blowing,
and as the sun rose into the heavens that were uuflecked
by the faintest sign of cloud, it sent its darts of gold aslant

the tops of the undulating pampas grass in such a manner
that all the earth seemed a vast, fluctuating ocean of bril-

liant colors. With shirt collars thrown wide open, we
dashed over the wide pampas as free as the birds that
wing the air. It was a glorious morning and a glorious
ride, and we gloriously enjoyed both the morning and the
ride.

We had gone but a short distance, when San Martin
broke to our view. Not caring to pass through it, we
swung our horses to the right, and it soon disappeared in

the distance. Shortly after we came to a long, wide
can.ada, which was infested with the usual allowance of
unsightly ant hills to be met in such places. We saw a
number of foxes, and numerous small owls would fly up
from the ground, and, hanging just over our heads, screech
demoniacally in our very faces. After entertaining us
in this manner they would fly away and alight on the
ground in front of us, where they would stand as straight

as soldiers on dress parade and stare at us with their big,

round eyes in the most comical, solemn manner imagin-
able.

As we issued from the Canada we came to an excellent
road which leads directly through the old colony of Hes-
peranza. Years ago there were no trees where this colony
now is. At the present time, however, beautiful foliaged

squares are to be met throughout the colony. Theae trees

were planted by the Swiss Colonists who settled here years
ago; they consist of poplars, willows, and the pariso, or tred
of paradise. Wetraveled over this road a distance of fifteen

miles, and the trees meeting overhead in many places
formed a complete arch, whose cool shade was greatljr

appreciated.
About noon we came to a nice little brook, and as ouf

horses were somewhat jaded, and as the dog appeared to

be growing worse than ever, we decided to camp. When
dinner was over and we had rested awhile I examined
Chena's feet, and found them in a terrible condition. The
skin had come away from the bottoms and hung in loose
patches almost ready to drop off. After retllovirig the
loose skin I thoroughly greased the wouiided feet with
some beef tallow, then, tearing up an old undershirt, f
bound them up in pieces of cloth, which I tightly sewed
around het legs, so that she Would liot lose the ^i'rapping^;

As Chena showed no signs of improvement next niorningj
we stopped until the afternoon; then, although it -vVerifc

straight against us to do so, ahd seemed almost like nitii--

der, we decided to leave all the food we had ^^ith thfe ao^;
and go on without her. That she nevef would haVe d^-
serted us in such a manner Will be abundantly ptoved
further along in my story. We felt, however, that wd
could not stop there any longer, as we were very anxious
to reach Soledad, where we were to meet H. We would
have managed to carry her somehow on one of the horses,
but when we tried to fasten her on she raised such a row
that we had to give it up. Knowing that it was but fifteen

miles ahead to the town of Hesperanza, and concluding
that Chena would manage to get there, with heavy hearts
we left her and continued on our way. We felt so mean
that we never looked back after starting. It was sundown
when we reached the town of Hesperanza. As we had no
desire to stop there, we continued on until we reached the
road that led through the pass across the river Salado.
While making our way slowly in the direction of the

river, we met a tall, venerable-appearing old gentleman,
whose long locks and beard were snow white. He saluted
us, and when we had returned his salutation, asked us
where we were going. We told him that we were going
a short way the other side of the river to camp for the
night. "Hadn't you better turn back and stop at my house
to-night?" he asked, in Spanish. "You and your horses
look dusty and tired, and I have plenty of feed to give the
horses, and some supper and good beds for yourselves."
As he looked thoroughly honest, we decided to go back
with him.
The house we found to be in a thick monte about

100yds. back from the road. It was an old-fashioned
place, built of mud and sun-dried bricks. It had a tin
roof and was surrounded by peach, orange and sauce, or
South American willow trees. As it was right in the sea-
son for them, the orange trees hung loaded with the golden
globes. Back of the house, in the midst of a clump of wil-
lows, was the corral. Taken altogether^ it was a very
charming place.

When we had removed the packs and saddles from the
horses, we gave them a thorough scrubbing; then watered
and led them into the corral, where our host had placed
some great heaps of alfalfa for them. While they had
greatly enjoyed their bath, still when we turned them
loose in the corral, instead of immediately commencing to
eat, they walked sniffing around the corral, and when
they had at last found the driest and dirtiest place they
could, they immediately lay down and rolled. When they
finally got upon their feet again we didn't know whether
to laugh or swear. The time we had spent in washing
them had been literally thrown away; they certainly were
the dirtiest lot of horses we had ever seen.
When we returned from the corral to the house we

found the family seated aroimd a small fire under the
trees. There was the old gentleman, his wife, two grown
daughtei-8 and two boys ten or twelve years of age; they
were engaged in sucking mate. After our host had intro-

duced us to the other members of the family, we were
invited to be seated.

The old gentleman and one of his sons surrendered
their stools to us, and the boy brought two steer skulls, to
which the horns were still attached. These he placed in
such a manner that the horns and nose rested on the
ground; the upturned neck served as a seat. It is a com-
mon thing to find these skull-stools among the Gauchos of
the pampas.
The supper consisted of plenty of bread, eggs, and large

quantities of good, fresh milk. While we were eating, our
host entertained us with yarns of some of the Indian scrim-
mages he had been mixed up in. He also recited many
exciting incidents connected with the history of the Col-
ony of Hesperanza. He told of how the Indians used to

harass the people by swooping down upon them in an un-
expected moment, running off large herds of cattle, and
even taking the women and children along with them.
The old man was greatly interested in my Winchester;

he had never seen a rifle like it before. Not that repeaters
are necessarily scarce in that country, but because they are
seldom owned by the poorer classes. I loaded and un-
loaded the rifle several times for his amusement; he won-
dered greatly at its perfect working. When I had finished
showing the gun to him I leaned it against a tree to one
side, and we were all soon engaged in conversation.

As the younger members seemed to be more deeply in-
terested in the rifle than intheconversation, Jim, to satisfy

their curiosity, picked it up and gave them a special ex-
hibition and lecture on its wonderful mechanism. When
he had given them a thorough explanation, he set the gun
back in the place where he had taken it from.

I have said before that the general hospitality of the
Gauchos of the Pampas cannot be surpassed. While they,

as a rule, are bad people to antagonize, being unforgiving
in their hatred of their enemies and unrelenting in their

efforts for revenge; still, toward those whom they consider
friendly, they are exceedingly polite and generous. We
found our new acquaintance, Don Francisco Montenegro,
a natural born gentleman, kind and generous to a fault. It

seemed then—and time has only strengthened the impres-
sion—that perfection of these generous qualities had not
only been developed in the old Don, but had been trans-

mitted, through him and his good wife, to their offspring

for a happier, more contented family than they appeared
to be I had never seen before. While on our return, six

months later, we found, to our extreme regret, that the
poor old Don had gone to that mysterious realm from
which none ever returns—death had claimed old age ae its

own.
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"We sat conversing under the orange trees untilTthe'first

hours of the morning. Sweet zephyrs whispered, song-
like, through the drooping branches of the willow trees, or
sighed low and soft among the orange leaves. The alter-
nating glow of cigarillos revealed, now and then, the dim
outlines of a man's or woman's face, for the dark-eyed
senoritas smoked as we'll as the men. The soft-spoken
Spanish words drifted like low music notes on the quiet
air until conversation lagged and yawning took its place.
The old Von, noticing in us a desire to retire, finally led
the way into the house, carrying my Winchester along
with him.
Owing to the conversation, I had not thought to exam-

ine the Winchester after Jim bad finished showing it to
the younger members of the family; therefore, when we
had all entered the house, I came near jumping out ofmy
boots as a blinding flash and deafening explosion filled
the room. "Gar-r-r-rambaV gasped the old man, stagger-
ing backward with his hands to his head,
t Gathering my scattered senses as quickly as possible, I
sprang to the old Don's side, and after a hurried examina-
tion was relieved to find that he had suffered no injury.
Il_ was a _narrow_ escape, however, as the bullet had sped by
within 6in. of his head, and had made a hole through the
roof as large as the muzzle of a 10-gauge shotgun. Jim,
who was unused to a repeater, had unknowingly left a
cartridge in the gun, and as the Don went to stand it in a
corner of the room, the hammer came in contact with
some article stored there, and the cartridge was exploded.
I considered myself as much to blame as Jim, and it

taught us both a lesson which we did not soon forget.
In spite of our retiring so late, we were astir bright and

early the next morning. After we had attended to the
horses and had had some mate, we ate breakfast with the
family, and were ready to start.

I forgot to mention that Jim had with him a double-
barreled, muzzle-loader of a well-known English make.
With the exception of a break in the stock, that could be
easily mended, this was an excellent gun. Not caring to
carry it any further, and knowing that it would be very
acceptable to our host, Jim presented it to him. The old
man's eyes sparkled with pleasure, and hurrying into the
house he soon reappeared with a Remington carbine and
300 rounds of ammunition, which he insisted Jim should
take. Although Jim protested strongly, the old man was
so persistent in his urging that Jim finally accepted. It
was with real regret that we shook hands with the mem-
bers of this family and started on our way.

[to be continued.]

THET BOTTLE.
Ajst ox team is a curious sight in our village, situated, as

we are, in the rich cotton lands of the Tennessee valley; and
the appearance of one upon our streets vies in interest for
children and those of idle turn with the peripatetic bears
and players that sometimes beguile them of their pennies
and applause. We know that ox teams are common in the
foothills of the mountains fifty milfs away; but we never
see in harness anything less lordly than the mule, except at
rare intervals, when some dweller of the hill?, painfully and
slow, a four days' journey to and fro, comes down to barter
wool or timber for simple luxuries or necessary bread-—

a

thing that seldom happens more than once or twice a year.
A few days ago, about the middle of an April afternoon

of most oppressive heat, I became aware of a crowd collect-
ing before my office door, and on glancing out to ascertain
the cause beheld a wagon and a "yoke of steers" surrounded
by the village rabble, resting under the shade of a beneficent
oak. The driver, a grizzled giant, red of face and fast ap-
proaching age, was seated on his load of boards, and while
he mopped the perspiration from his brow descanted volubly
upon the decadence of the times, for the benefit of all who
cared to listen, and perhaps to relieve the disappointment
that he felt at finding no one who seemed to recognize the
superior quality of his wares. I listened curiously

:

"Why mens, I tell yer, this uster to be Grod's kentry when
I 'us er boy; but 'tai't so now. I've fetch down es fine er lot

er bo'ds es ever was riv' on Sugar Creek, an' these dod-
burned fellers won't even look at 'em ; an' thur hain't narry
drap er licker in ther dum town. Fust time I've bin here
in thirty year, an' ef I gits back home ergin, hits ther last
dad-blame time yer ever see Ole Lem."

I could but feel sorry for the old fellow, and being anxious
to study him at close quarters, I called him into the office.

"Yer wanter buy some bo'ds, mister?"
"No, but I wish to talk with you. Come in and sit down.

You have had a long trip and I know you are tired. While
you rest tell me something of your home, and the game in
the mountains behind you," I replied, and while my visitor
was filling his pipe I dispatched upon a secret mission of
comfort a boy, who soon returned with a bowl of crushed
ice, some sugar and a decanter of "heartsease." How the
old fellow's eyes sparkled at the sight! And I shall never
forget the expression of gratified surprise that came over his
face.

"No, I don't wanter spile good liker 'ith sweet'nin'," he
said, declining the sugar, "Er leetle ice an' er heep er
whisky is ray dram." I passed him the decanter. He re-
garded it critically for a little; his face grew grave, and
then he asked, tremulously; "Boy, what mought yo' name
be?"

I told him, unsuspicious of the consequences.
"Dod-burn ther leetle rooster!" he yelled, jumping to his

feet and throwing his glass into the corner in his excitement,
"I 'lowed I kno'd thet bottle. I've seed hit er hund'ed times
—drunk out er hit 'fo' yer was born. I'me ole Lem Green

—

yo' daddy 'us ther best friend I had in ther worl', an' he died
befo' Kichmon' in my arms. Why, dod-burn ther leetle
rooster!" and wilhthis he grabbed me in a bear hug that was
suffocating. I was powerless to extricate myself and had to
submit until his longing was satisfied, and then he ex-
plained :

"I've thought er yer a thousan' times. Yo' ma went home
ter her folks arter the war an' I 'lowed you never cum back
er I'd er looked yer up long ergo. Yo' daddy wasn't much
mo' 'n er boy when I fust kno'd 'im. He 'us er mighty man
fur houn's an' uster cum up in ther hills ter run deer. Fust
time I seen him I 'us out in ther woods one day huntin' I
heard some houn's runin' an' purty soon er big buck come
er sphttin' by me an' 1 jes dropped 'im in "is tracks. 'Bout
er minit the dorgs 'us thar, an' whilst I 'us figh'in' 'em off yo'
daddy rode up. He wus mad clean th'ough when he see'd
ther buck, wus shot an' asked:

" 'Did you shoot thet buck befo' my houn's?'
" 'Yes, Buh/ I said, 'an' er mighty fine shot hit wus.'

"
'Wal,' said he, 'no'man kin shoot deer befo' 'my dorgs.

You get er gun? 'Fend yo'se'f: I'me goin' ter shoot you.'
Well, suh. he dun all 'is talkin' so quiet thet I didn' kno' he
'us mad 'til' then, but I look'd up at 'im an' seed he sho
meant hit.'

" 'All right mister,' I said, 'gimme time ter load my gun.'
" 'Go er head an' lode 'er,' said he, 'whilst I hitch my

horse.' I rammed in the load an' wus just ready ter tell 'im
ter step off ther groun', when I seed I'd lost my flint. I told
'im 'bout hit, an' asked 'm to loan me one. Hia gun 'us new-
fash'on an' shot-caps, so he didn't have er flint; but he cum
an' helped me hunt in ther leaves fur mine. We didn't find
hit, an' at last he asked me:

" 'Hain't yer got er knife; we kin fight 'ith knives?' I felt

in all my pockets, but I had left my" knife at home; so I
offer'd ter fight 'im fls' an' skull. He said he hain't never
fit thet way, but 'fo' I shu'd git erway from 'im he'd try me
one time.

"Wall, suh, we pulled off our coats an' went at hit. Iwus
bull o' ther woods in thet kentry in them days, an' 'lowed I
had er ea^sy job terwhun 'im, an' hit tuck me 'bout er hour ter
find out I 'us wrong. We fit an' fit, an' then we'd clinch an'
roll over an' claw; an' then we'd stop an' res', an' go at hit

ergin. By 'n' by we 'us mighty nigh played out, an' 'us jes'

lyin' thur hol'in' on ter each other, waitin' fur win', when
thur idee struck me we 'us doin' er po' bus'ness enny how ; so
I sed •

" 'Cap'in, I'se durn sorry I shot yer deer, an' I reckin you
is, too.'

" 'Why in t)lazes didn' yer say thet at fust an' not hev
ennv racket erbout hit? Who is yer, enny how?* he said.

"I tole 'im; an' then we shuck ban's; an' es hit wus get'in'

'long in thur shank er the evenin' T tuck 'im home with me
to spend thur night.

"My ole dad wus standin' at thur gate when we rode up.
We 'us thet tore up an' bloody thet he didn' even know me
'til I spoke up:

_

" 'Dad, here's thur fust man T ever locked horns with thet
did'n' bawl; an' I've fotch' 'im home ter patch up er bit.'

" 'Did he whup yer, Lemuel?' the ole man asked kinder
slow.

" 'No. suh,' yo' daddy spoke up quick, 'an' ther'haint a
man this side o' Jericho thet's ever gwine ter whup 'im; an'
ef ther' ar' he's got ter whup me nex'.

"Ther ole man wus tickled all over, but he just said;
"Light, stranger, an' cum in; thet house wus mine, hit's

yourn now long es yer want hit.'

"Well, suh, frum thet day yo' daddy 'us my best fr'en',

an' thur wa'n't any fall plum 'til thur war broke out thet he
didn' cum up ter ther hills an' spen' er mont' 'ith me, er any
summer thet I didn' cum down an' spen' er mont' 'ith 'im";

an' thet's how I knows thet bottle.

"When ther South went out er ther Union the fust I kno'd
er hit er nigger cum ridin' up ter my house one day, leaiin'
ther fines' horse I ever see, an' he fotch a letter frum yo'
daddy. I wa'n't much ban' at readin, 'out I kinder made
hit out thet he'd bin 'pinted colonel an' 'us gwine ter the
front, an' bed sent ther horse fur me ter ride, an' I mus' go
'long 'ith 'im.

"We didn' have no niggers, an' my ole daddy bed follered
er the flag 'ith Ginral Scott the time he whupt ther greasers,
an' I bed sumhow got ter love hit frum ther way he bed
fotch me up. So me an' him sat thar thet night, an' talked
ther letter over until plum dayUght; an' then 1 woke thet
nigger ter saddle up ther horses whilst I tole ther folks good-
by, for thar wa'nt no use takin', I was boun' ter go 'ith Billy,
fur I loved 'im best of all.

" 'Lem I've got yer 'lected cap'io, an'yo' cump'ny's waitin'
fur yer,' was the fust thing Billy sed ter me when I rode up
ter ther camp.

"
'1 hain't no soldier, Billy,' I told him, 'an' I hain't er

goin' ter fight ther ole flag. She'll float furever, an' furever,
an' furever, 'fo' I pull er trigger on 'er; but I'm gwine
erlong 'ith you, an' ther day yer miss me frum yo' side yer'll
fin' me somewhar when ther battle's over, an' ef yer's got
ther time t^^r spare, sen' me home ter dad.'
"He beg'd ontil he seed the talkin' wa'n't no use; I wa'n't

er gwine ter shoot agin the stars an' stripes; but I slep' in 'is

tent, an' stood by 'im in most er hundred fights; an' when
they shot 'im down at Richmon' I fotch 'im home."

Wheu old man Lem started back to the hills next morning
"thet bottle" went with him. The wagon was empty and
the bottle was full. - H.
Alabasu, May, 1697.

SOME INTELLIGENT BRUTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

After reading Mr. Thompson's excellent articles, also
Mount Tom's and Aztec's humorous and highly entertaining
contributions on this subject, I cannot refrain from giving
some personal experiences. I do not mean any disparage-
ment to the human race, when I assert most emphatically,
that in my opinion some horses and dogs have more reason-
ing power than some human beings. I believe that the
intellects of animals arc bright and dull just as those of men
are. You often hear the expression from stock traders:
"That horse has lots of sense." Did you ever stop to think
what was meant by that expression? If you have ever
dealt in horses, or had any practical experience with them,
you know that this is a fact.

One example that came forcibly to my attention was in
my own family. My father in-law owned a fine trotting-
horse named Oscar. The horse was a regular pet, and
would follow my wife's mother almost into the house for an
apple or a lump of sugar. When that horse was hooked up
for a drive, if my wife's father had hold of the reins he
could hardly hold him in. Oscar would chafe under the bit
and actually pull the entire drag by the lines. In passing
another conveyance he would make a plunge, just as if he
was getting off in a regular race. But let my wife's mother
drive, with no one in tbe drag but her and the children, and
the horse would jog along like an old cow, and had actually
to be urged with the whip to make him go fast enough.
Now if that was not reason I would like to know what you
could call it. The horse thought he was doing the right
thing in the right place, and he was. The horse was not
afraid of his master, for he had never received a hck or a
harsh word in his fife, and would nicker every time he saw
him.

When T was a small boy, and during the latter years of
my adored father's stay on this earth, we owned a very
handsome and unusually large Newfoundland dog. The
dog had been sent to father from New York bv one of his
friends. I well remember the day the little round black
ball was taken out of a box at the express office. We boys-,

three of us, and the dog grew ud companions, and would
fight for each other at the drop of a hat. It was dangerous
for any grown person or lai-ge boy to make one of us cry;
as the dog would try to tear that person to pieces. We used
to have lots of fun out of the dog at the swimming hole. A
large deep creek ran through the farm, and the dog always
accompanied ua on all of our excursions. We would go to
the swimmine hole, which was at least 100yds. across and
10ft. deep. We could all swim like "didappers," but we
loved to tease tbe doaf; so one of us would swim out in the
middle of the hole, throw up his hands, yell for help, and
splash as if he was drowning. In the dojr would go and
bring the boy out. Of course the boy would hold on to the
dog's long hair, and the dog would swim out with him.
Then we would pet the dog, and make much ado over him,
and old Charlie thought he had actually saved one of us.

It was two miles to the village and post-offlce. Just as
rearular as the day arrived, my father would call Charlie,
give him his basket and show him a paper. Charlie would
trot off, go to town, and make straight for the meat shop.
The butcher had a standing order for the day's meat, and
would wrap it up and put it in Charlie's basket, then the
butcher always rut another piece and gave it to the dog.
Then Charlie would trot around to the post-offlce, and the
postmaster would tie up our mail and papers in a package
and deposit them in the basket. Then Charlie would come
as straight home as his legs could carry him, and woe to the
dog who dared to interfere.

To this day it makes me shiver to think of how that dog'
acted the night my father passed away from earthly cares.
How that dog knew father was dying can never be known;
but he certainly knew it. He kept up such a pitiful howl
out in the barn where he had been shut un in the corn-crib,
that we took him a quarter of a mile from the house and tied
him to a tree. He gnawed the rope in two and beat us back
to the house,' and was scratching at father's door when we
arrived.

.
Father heard him, and asked that he be let in,

which was done. Charlie crouched at the side of the bed
and licked father's hand, and wept as bitterly as any member
of that family. His whine was not the whine of pleasure,
but of heartrending erief, and the dog showed it for days
afterward ; as he moped about, and absolutely refused food
or comfort. If Charlie had been loved during father's life-

time, he was worshiped now, and there was not a dry eye in
that family the day we dug a grave and buried the old dog
in the orchard.

I had a very precocious setter once, named Bijou. I
raised her from a puppy, and called her by this name be-
cause I considered her a regular jewel. She was a fine dog
after birds, and the only dog I ever saw that would climb
a tree. Don't laugh now, I do not mean a perpendicular
tree, with no limbs within ten feet of the ground. But any
leaning trpe or fruit tree with limbs within four feet of the
ground she would go up like a cat. She would hook her
fore-paws over the limb and pull herself up, and get the
bird or ball, or whatever you had put up there that she was
searching for.

My wife's mother once owned a black and tan terrier
named Gyp. It was desired to have Gyp's ears pointed
and his tail cut off; so Mrs. Durando had the stable boy,
Jim, do the work, and to the day of that dog's death he
could never stand the sight of a negro. Jim, the mutilator,
was a negro, and Gyp's bristles would go up if he smelled a;
negro, to say nothing of seeing one. We have had lots of
fun by having the colored cook or house girl come up behind
Gyp while he was lying asleep on the rug. The nnoment
the dog got a whiff of the person of color he would almost
have a fit, he would get so mad.
A friend of mine. Mr. William Cooke, of Chattanooga,

owns a very fine pointer named Mack. Now when you go
out after quail with Mack, he usually tells you hov? much
he appreciates his being taken along, and some dogs can
almost talk, to their masters especially. Why, I think that
almost any man can see a dog laugh. They express their
hilarity in the expression of the eyes, in the peculiar jerking
in and out of the tongue, and in every wag of the tail. Well,
Mack will sit beside the driver up on the seat of a buggy or
wagon for miles, and never move until his master bids him
go. If we are traveling through promising-looking country,
you can see Mack raise his nose, look out over a field, then
look his master just as straight in the eyes as he can, and
ask him if he don't think we could find birds in there; but
never offers to jump out or go until bidden. I have re-

marked on this trait of the dog a dozen times in the many
pleasant outings with my friend Cook. When we are out
of the conveyance, and Mack is told to "go and find them,"
the first thing he does, after jumping into a field, is to make
a complete circle of the field close to the fence, on the inside
of the field. Do you know what the dog is up to? If you
do not I will tell you. He does that first, to see whether
any birds have run into or out of the field lately. If he
finds no scent going in or out, then he quarters the field

thoroughly, and hunts it out to see if any birds are in there
at all or not. Now if this is not reason what do you caU it?

Training would not make a dog do that trick.

Again, how can a dog dream if he does not think and rea-
son? I owned an old deerhound named Rock some years
ago, and, to use common parlance, "it would make a dog
laugh" to hear old Rock have the nightmare after he had
come in from a chase after a deer, and got his old ribs filled

out full of good scraps.

The old fellow would lie on his back with his feet pawing
up in the air, and he would run the whole race over again
in his sleep. I have sat by the camp-fire and laughed at
that old dog until my sides ached and the tears ran out of
my eyes.

One more incident and I will close. This black and tan
terrier that belonged to my wife's people got old and very
cross. One day the dog snapped at some one and lay down
again in front of the fire and we all thought he was asleep.
Mrs. Durando spoke to her husband and said: "Ed, I wish
you would take Gyp down on the river bank this evening
and shoot him, I am afraid he will bite some of the children
and they will have hydrophobia." Immediately the dog got
up, marched out of the room and we did not lay eyes on him
for a week. Finally we found him down at my brother-in-
law's store hiding under a desk. Now tell me if that dog
did not understand what Mrs. Durando said about him, why
should he have acted in that way?

I once spent some months on a cotton plantation down m
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Mississippi. Fastened to the lop of the gin house was a large

beli. It had been the custom on this plantation, even before

the war and up to the present tinae, for all the hands to go to

work and quit work bv the sound of this bell. The bell

rang at 6 A. M., 12 M , 1 P. M. and 6 P. M. There was on
the plantation a mule, who had constituted in himself a self-

ordained and independent "labor organization." This cuss

of a mule would not go to work until the bell rang. At 12

o'clock he would quit work at the first stroke of the bell,

would not go to work again until the bell rang, and would
quit in the afternoon the moment the bell sounded. This

may seem strange, but it is true as gospel. The mule woultj

not tighten his traces after the bell sounded at noon. No
matter if he was in the middle of a cotton row in the field or

pulling in a wagon, he struck the moment the bell sounded.

All the whipping and abuse you could heap upon him only

made him more determined. He would stand and bray and
kick at you as fast a,s his hindfeet could fly, and finally

wind up by kicking himself out of harness.

One day his regular driver was sick, and the owner of tte

plantation put old Uncle Sam, a new hand, who had only

gone to work on this place the day before, to drive this team
and haul seed cotton out of the field to the gin house. At
noon the bell rang and Pete struck for grub, as usual half-

way between the field and gin house. Uncle Sam wanted to

come on to the gin house with the load before he unhar-

nessed for dinner, but Pete differed with him on this point.

The old negro and the mule took up the whole noon hour
trying to see which would have his way, and finally the mule
came out victor. Uncle Sam had to give in, and unhar-

nessed out in the field and came leading the mule to the

house. The owner of the place and myself were watching
the whole show and were enjoying it hugely. Uncle Sam
led the mule up to wherewe stood in the barnyard, and said

:

"Mars Bob, dis 'ere rectified mule are dun struck fer higher

wages." The owner said- "Sam, that mule has been strik-

ing for higher wages for the last twenty years, but he has
never got an advance yet." Alfred B. WiKGriELD.

Editor Forest and Stream:
: in your issue of May 8 I notice a short article on the

sagacity of a tortoise-shell cat, by Vcm W. I wonder it all

wise cats are of the tortoise-shell variety. For several years

one of my nearest neighbors owned a tortoise-shell ca^ blind
in one eye, that seemed to possess reasoning powers. If she
didn't, it was a close shave.
These people lived ia a large, old-fashioned brick house,

the front door of which was adorned with, an old-style door
bell that turned with a crank. This crank or handle worked
very easily, and after ringing the bell always dropped down
and hung from the bottom.
When or how the shrewd feline first learned to ring the

door bell no one knows, but it developed that when pussy
was outside and wanted to come in she simply went around
to the front door and rang the bell, as any sensible cat

should, instead of yowling and mewing for half an hour and
disturbing the family.
The first discovery my neighbors made of the cat's accom-

plishment was one day when one of them answered a ring,

when, upon her opening the door to welcome the expected
visitor, in walked the old cat, looking as wise and important
as a judge. At first they supposed that some mischievous
urchin had rung the bell and scampered away, and that the
old cat had taken advantage of the open door to slip in. In
a short time the same thing occurred again; ia fact, it became
quite frequent. They were greatly mystified, as it never
occurred to them that the cat could ring the door bell.

Finally, one of the members hid in a convenient place and
watched. Patience was soon rewarded. Pussy came trot-

ting up on the porch and walked under the door bell. After
looking around a moment, apparently to see that her actions
were not observed, she crouched and sprang straight up to
the bell handle, at tbe same time giving it a hard side slap
with her paw. The concussion whirled the handle around
and rang the bell. In a few moments one of the family
opened the door and puss walked in.

At first she did it evidently to gain admission in cold
weather. Afterward it became a pastime Of course, the
folks were obliged to answer the bell, as frequently they
found an actual visitor. So the old cat always kept them
gnessuisj Perhaps they would answer the bell a dozen
times to find puss the only visitor. This, of course, grew
monotonous, and at the next ring of the bell some member
of the family would go to tbe door wearing an ominous
frown and loaded with suppressed wrath and a mop, only to
find a lady caller.

In the course of time, among the numerous progeny this
old cat brought into the world was a tortoise-shell kitten
which the family took a fancy to and decided to raise, in-
stead of consigning to a waterjr grave. When the kitten
was well grown tbe old cat used to take it around to the
front door and amuse herself by giving it lessons in ringing
the- bell, and in a short time the younger cat could ring the
bell as well as its wise old mamma.
Aqpther accomplishment the old cat acquired was her

manner of eating raw oysters, of which she was very fond.
She was taught to take an oyster from the dish with her
paw and carry it to her mouth as decorously as a person
would with a fork. The name of the family was Cooley,
and this city was their home for many years.

Fkahk E. Kellogg.
Savannah, Illinois.

Mr. Kellogg also sends some ' 'Lines to Grandma Cooley's
Cat," written by him for the local paper on the occasion of
the intelligent creature's demise. We quote in part

:

Only a cat with a tortoise shell.

Minus an eye and dumb as well.

Dead as the nail in the old lime door.

Her life-work done and her troubles Q'pr.

A humble mission was hers to flU,

This old she-cat that lived on the hill-

To eat, drink, sleep and catch the rats

(And never forgetting to raise more cats).

And other things she did as well,

Among them was riogiog the front-door bell

And eating oysters with either paw,
As cute a thins' as' yoa ever saw.

A liumble mission was hers, 'tis true,

Yet who shall say that her feline mew
Was not as important as the clack of men,
Who utter wise Ihiags with tongue or pen

?

Every thiag her.^ on this old. round earth

Has a niche to fill from the date of its birth;

Tlie great "Mrst Cause" has some hidden plan,

, .i^d. a cat mas' help as much as a maE—

Possibly more, for aught we know,

For we amount to but little here below,

And none may know till we reach the shore

Whether the end is a wall—or a door.

The Philadelphia Zoo.

The report of the Board of Directors of the Philadelphia

Zoological Society was made at its annual meeting held in

Philadelphia last month.
From the financial standpoint the year has not been a suc-

cessful one for the Society, the hard times and the unp'oduct-

iveness of all forms of industry during this period having
greatly affected the attendance at the Garden, so that a

diminution of 30,000 is seen for the year. This, of course,

means a corresponding decrease in receipts of gate money.
The Board has made every effort to meet the reduced in-

come, and so successfully that tlie present cost of operating

the Garden is no greater than it was twenty years ago,

although several buildings and many outdoor inelosures

have been added, and the cultivated area of the ground much
increased.

The collections during the year have been enlarged by 16C
mammals, 168 birds, and 294 reptiles and batrachians, a total

of 628 animals. Among the interesting additions are a rac-

coon dog, a sable antelope, several other antelopes from
Africa, a wild sheep from the Himalaya Mountains, two toed

sloth, and a female orang.

The birds perhaps of most interest are a pair of young
California vultures {Otogyps californicus). This vulture,

which is almost as large as the condor, is limited in its

range to a part of the Pacific coast, and is believed to be
near extinction. Probably not more than two or three liv-

ing examples of this species have ever been placed on exhi-

bition, and it is known that there are at present no other

specimens in captivity. The two at Philadelphia were ob-

tained through the efforts of the late Capt. Charles Bendire,
> of the National Museum.

It is interesting to note that the Philadelphia Garden
has received four beavers by exchange from the National
Zoological Park, It is also interesting to observe that the

Philadelphia Garden now has sixteen American buffalo, of

which nine are ff males, all of which except two were bred
in the Garden. Mr. Brown, very wisely, is endeavoring to

infuse new blood into this herd by exchange, and last year
made such an exchange with Mr. .John A. Starin, of Glen
Island, New York, for a four-year old bull. We feel certain

that so long as the Philadelphia collections are under the

charge of Mr. Brown every possible effort which care,

knowledge and intelligence can insure will be expended for

the collections.

The Woodcock's Night Song.
Editor Forest o,nd Stream:
A communication from Mr. William HoUiday, in your

last issue, comes home to me with much force. I should be
pleased to take him by the hand, for he seems to be a man
after my own heart He wiites of the song of the wood-
cock at night, in mating time.

1 well remember an experience of my boyhood days in my
New Hampshire home. I was shooting muskrats at twilight
in the spring of the year, and was stationed on the bank of
a river near a broad alder run, and I should say that on the
space of about two acres of ground, there were four or five

woodcock, and as they were continually ascending and
descending in their spiral flights, each gave his sharp clean-

cut whistle, together with the peculiar, "spate, spate, spate."

So charmed was I, that it was nearly midnight before I
could break away from the fascinating play. I never knew
before that woodcock possessed this singular habit, nor ilid

my father, who was an expert bird shooter, and quite a nat-

uralist in his way. Taking him to the place the next
evening, he was as much surprised and delighted as was I,

at my discovery. I also agree with your correspondent in
thinking the whistle produced by the wings,

_
This incident happened about forty years ago, but it is as

distinct in my memory to-day, as though it occurred but
yesterday; the freshness of the springtime, the crisp, bracing
air of the evening, together with the strange, wtird voices
of the night, left an impression not easily effaced.

Chas. Wheeleb.

Northern Wildfowl in Florida Waters.
Jacksonville, Pla.—In the winter of 1894-5 I shot two

female surf ducks {Pelionetta perspiciUata) in Nassau Sound,
Fla., and last winter I shot two young red throated divers,
ot loons {Colpnb us sej)tentrionalis) in Ft George Kiver, Fla.
A fine male fu'l-plumaged surf duck was shot last winter in

the St. John's Eiver, near Jacksonville, and the skin is now
mounted and on exhibition in the window of a store on Bay
street. Inl 896 1saw a beautiful live specimen of the great north-
ern diver, or loon {Colymbns iorquatus), in Jacksonville that
was caught by one of tbe coast pilots at Caryford's reef on the
East Coast of Florida, near Miami. The same year I saw
in Jacksonville two trumpeter swans {Oygnus bueinata?') that
wtre shot at Daigo, on the sea coast near Jacksonville, and
sent to the Jacksonville market. They were very poor, and
there were only two of them in the flock. The gunner that
shot them had never seen any before, and he called them
geese, as did also the marketman. The great northern diver
also had never been seen by any of the local pilots or boat-
men before. No one knew what it was.

It would seam that these Northern species are extending
their range. J. Fras. Le Baron, C. E.

Bird Specimens at Rouse's Point.

Rouse's Poust, N. Y., May 18.—On Saturday, May 15,
Alex. Noel, a Canadian fisherman, shot and killed a splendid
specimen of the great egret heron in the marsh just north of
Fort Montgomery. He presented the bird to the Y. M. C. A.
rooms, and it now ornaments one of the windows, adding
one more bird to the already large collection that has been
made by Mr. Glazier during his work here as secretary of
the Y. M. C. A,, some of them being very rare. Mr. Glazier
is a taxidermist and has used his art ta'advantage in orna-
menting the rooms here. Parties interested in the study of
birds will find themselves well repaid for the time spent in
visiting Mr. Glazier and his collection. The rooms are but
a step from the D. & H. depot at this place.

W. McCoMB, Jr.

The FoBEST ANB Stbeam is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondenee intended far publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicably.
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THEN AND NOW.
Portland, Ind.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A few weeks
ago I had a call from my friend George Hedrick, of Ohio,
with whom I have camped several seasons in the Lake Supe-
rior region. He was carrying a cane made from an oak tree

cut by Genera] Anthony Wayne's soldiers in the summer of

1794, during his 90-day campaign against the Indians of the
Northwest. General Wayne, after marching to the scene of

S *. Clair's defeat and erecting Fort Recovery, took a north-

easterly direction, and in crossing a boggy stream called

Beaver felled trees into the stream. These bogs became
buried in muck and were recently removed by a dredge
boat from a depth of 4ft., in a perfect state of preservation.

An enterprising mechanic hauled' one of these oak logs

home and worked it into canes. As I handled that cane,
mounted with the foot of a small deer taken near Republic,
in the Michigan Northern Peninsula, 1 reflected that my
father's family settled in 1828 on that historic spot where
General St. Clair was ambushed, and that from the plains of

eastern Ohio to the prairies of western Indiana there was a
continuous growth of magnificent oak forest interspersed

with walnut, ash, hickory, elm, sycamore, sugar, beech and
other woods ; and that this large tract of giant trees, tower-
ing so hieh as to test the marksman's skill m picking a squir-

rel from a topmost bough, was now no more. Therefore my
text.

As late as 1873 there were some deer near the head of the

Wabash River, between Fort Recovery and Greenville, O.,

old Fort Washington, and I hunted there with a long- bar-

reled muzzleloading rifle a part of four days in October of

that year. I saw eight deer, which was more than I have
seen on some hunts 1 have taken in Wisconsin. They were
mostly lying among the whitetop that grew thick in places
where the forest was open, and grew lall enough to conceal
a deer standing. One would arise from its bed, spread its

tail like a peafowl, and with a few mighty bounds high
above the tops of the weeds disappear around a convenient
thicket. I might have hit some of them with clubs, but I

could not get a bead on one with that fishpole of a rifle-

Finally I caught one walking and doubled him up, and I

was mighty proud over my first deer.

I had learned some things on a former trip, on which
occasion I saw a deer standing broadside directly in front of

me and about 150yds. distant. When I saw this deer I was
so close to a tree that I could have touched the trunk with
my gun. I instantly stepped sideways and behind the tree

impelled by a desire to shoot with a rest, a thing that had
become a habit from shooting a gun before I had the strength

to hold it off-hand. How foolish I felt when 1 pushed my
gun past the tree and looked for my deer to find that it had
disappeared.
Another day near 10 A. M., as I was going due west and

the sun was shining brightly, 1 saw a small deer standing

about 100yds. distant in front of me, and looking northward.
As I drew up my rifle, I saw a twig seemingly the size of a
rye straw just back of the deer's foreleg, and so near the deer

it looked like a safe center to shoot at. I drew on this twig
and fired The deer gave a bound and disappeared. Keep-
ing the twig in sight, I approached the spot; but as I drew
near the twig grew in size very rapidly, and I found it to be

a tough, knotty swamp ash fully lin. in diameter. I bad
seen only the shaded portion, or about one-fourth of the

bush. My ball had struck to the left of the center, gone
half way through the bush, and then deflected to the left.

1 vowed then and there to shoot shy of twigs thereafter.

At this date the oak trees were being split into staves, and
hauled to the railroad stations. Prior to that the finest trees

were cut and split into rails, clapboards, lath and fencing

posts for yard and garden fences. Then came men who
paid from $ 10 to $15 for the best trees on the stump. These
were split into oft. stave blocks, or squared their full length
into ship timber. Now very little r<>mains, and that is going
like a June frost.

I banded the cane back to my friend, but I could not
banish the recollections of my childhood. After he went
away, I became restless. I have a sister living on the old
home, and I concluded she wanted to see me. There were
surely some rabbits on the old farm, and I could not abuse
my mind of the thought that it would do me good to wander
over the fields again. Fortunately a morning came with a
light tracking snow, and 8 o'clock found me tying Dolly to

the fence some two miles from town, for here were rabbit
tracks Bunny was at home in the fence corner, snugly
tucked away beneath a leaning rail covered with weeds; but
my little Smith & Wesson six-shooter brought him out and
into the buggy, and Dolly and I trotted on. Two miles
further up the gravel road were more rabbit tracks. This
was easy, hunting rabbits in a buggy, with a sensible mare
like Dolly. And now which way did this one go last? On
one side of the road is a meadow ; on the other a cornfield,

with a brushy pond, and a fence separating this field from a
meadow. I tie Dolly, climb the fence, and make a circle in

the meadow first named. My rabbit baa gone into tbe corn-
field and returned, as the tracks indicate, though snow lies

lightly on the timothy, and tracking here is difficult. I car-

ried a double-barreled breeehloading shotgun and shells

loaded with No. 7s. The tricky rabbit led me in a circle,

and at the mokt convenient moment bounded off for the
fence at the highway, and was out uf reach by the time I

had snapped my first and emptied my second barrel at him.
From the time of leaving home I had reproached myself for
bringing a shotgun, but now I vowed to kill that rabbit with
shotgun. So into the cornfield I went, but was surprised to

find more rabbit tracks. The pond was alive with rabbits, to

judge from the tracks. But I remembered what the old In-

dian said, "One deer make heep many tracks," and I did
not expect to find a rabbit in every tuft of grass. I did not
find any until I got over the fence and into the meadow,
where I saw one sitting, and made its eye a target for my
little six-shooter. But I knew it was not the one that ran
away from me, and therefore circled further in my efforts to

locate that one. Presently I saw its ears further out in the
meadow. I recognized it by its scared look and took it with
the ghotgun.
Then Dolly and I continued our journey. Presently w .

came to the Salamonie River, and yonder t® my left wa
once a sawmill run by water power. I hauled from tha
mill the finest walnut lumber I ever saw, great boards 40in
wide. They were ripped by hand into casings for our house
The miUrace was fed from a great pond among the trees
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We called it the duck pond, from the flight of wild ducks
that visited it. My father and some friends seined it once
about thirty eight years ago, and caught, in addition to sev-
eral baskets of suckers, cat and sunfish, eleven pike that
touched the ground when I took on my shoulder one end of
the pole on which they were strung; with a rope while a man
carried the other end on his shoulder. The place is a corn-
field now.

And now I come to the little hill where my grandfather, in
1830, made his last clearing; but I must not tarry here, for
yonder is the crossroads, near which was the round log
cabin with its puncheon floor, split from ash trees, and mud
and stick chimney. One room, one door, one small window,
and a great big, long-eared, silky haired hound, on whose
back T would climb and ride around in the yard. There
were trees, too; great big trees that swayed to and fro, and
whipped each oiher while the storm lasted. There is grass
with weeds there now. And here a rabbit has been playing
along the fence. What has possessed him to come here,
where there is absolutely no shelter? I will look him up
after dinner. Dinner comes at early noon here. We of this

section eat three square meals each day. And I drive in just
as I did twenty-five years ago when I brought home my first

deer. It's a bluff, I bave only rabbits now. "What was
that you said, .John? [John is my sister's husband ] You
were expecting me?" Now why should they be looking for
me. and what led me to think they were?
After greetings and caring for Dolly's comfort I mentioned

the rabbit tracks, and wondered if I had time to go and look
for that rabbit before dinner. My sister said that she could
wait dinner. She would ring the brll when she had dinner
ready. Ring the bell? Oh, yes, I had forgotten the bell,

but now I remembered it. I had heard it when that sister

was not as old as she is now ; heard it when there were
others to gather with us around that board, and as I mechan-
ically took my gun and hunting coat from the buggy I kept
back that word that wa uppermost—that name our baby
lips learn first to speaic. John said he would go along, and
went in and got his .3.2 40 Marlin. We pnssed through the
field where once we made a dismal failure of riding two
bucking mules, walked over the spot where I first breathed
the breath of life and into that 7jart I can remember as
woods

_
Here were rabbit tracks. Bunny had been having

a picnic Some splendid Polen-Chinas came grunting
around me. I remembered that once we had what
we called razor backs and elm-pelers, only gho.sts of
what hogs are now. And I remembered that here I
would in childood'ij days cut down bushes and hide be-
neath the leafy boughs, and climb saplings, and eat black
haws, and gather wild plums; and later, when left to run
the farm that a team that 1 was breaking ground with be-
came frightened at the snapping of a rail as I got down off
the fence after giving the horses and myself a breathing
spell and dashed off as if possessed of Satan, the plow flying
high in ihe air, then striking the ground, only to rebound
far above the hqrses backs—"Look out"! It was John's
voice and yonder went a rabbit for the fencp just as fast as a
rabbit can run. And little wonder, for John would have
stepped on him, in fact his foot was over the rabbit. He
was clearly out of range, but I threw a load of shot at him
and then wished for my Winchpster. He ran up the road
and across into a weedy field. I followed and sat on the
fence and watched his maneuvers. He thought he was hid-
den in the weeds, poor fellow, but the shelter was not suffi-

cient and 1 could .see all his movements. He back tracked,
and doubled, and skipped about, every now and then sitting
upright to look for me. No doubt he thought he was giving
me a great game and could laugh at me from some sate
retreat while I bothered my head over his multiplication
table.

After dinner we started for the old covers. The first field

—how the bluebirds once swarmed over it and nested in the
holJow stumps, and I once saw a neighbor's dog run a deer
across that field, and I shot many a squirrel there when that
was woods. There was now nothing but sheep in that field.

Nothing for a high-minded bird to light on. A weasel could
not find a hiding place there. The second field was a cop}'^
of the first, and now we come to the orchard on an adjoining
farm. There is a remnant of a peach tree, whose fruit years
ago did tempt me and I did eat; and here is the brick house,
once the comfortable home of a thrifty farmer. The house
is a ruin, though I remember when it was built The barn
is falling down, and the fences rotting to the ground. Bick
of the barn a flock of wild geese once settled in a wheat field,

Etnd I shot one with a rifle at a distance of 103 paces.
'

Down through the center of the fai m I follow a large ditch,
where once there was a cieek, every step bringing up memo-
ries of the past. Here my little dog once followed a musk-
rat into its den 10ft. from the entrance and came out minus
one eyelid. And yonder stands an old elm from whose fork
one dark night I shot a coon with, my rifle while my big
brother held a torch back of me. Now we come to the back
field surrounded by woods that would be called timber on
the prairies; but 1 don't see any of those tops that mingled
with the clouds forty three years ago. I must have lost
John, or he must have lost me; at any rate I was lost to the
present until I essayed to cross my little creek where I used
to catch sunfish and little catfish the size of a man's finger,
where my foot slipped and went under the edge of the"ice
into the water anil the ice cut my shin; and then I was both
cold and hot, and remem bered tliat I was hunting rabbits,
and as I sat on a sycamore log, and removing my rubber shoe
wrung the water from my Mackinaw socu, I said : "Con-
found the ditch! I crossed here a thousand times when that
waterway was a decent little babbling brook, and I loved
that brook, but I don't like your new fangled ways."
l|I went on through the woods, but I could not help count-
ing the tree- tops that encumbered the ground, and I looked
in vain for my old friends, the oak trees, from whose top-
most boughs wild pigeons were wont to send forth their un-
musical note. Y(rader by that fence I once saw a stump
dog, not 80 bad as a stump bear, but bad enough for my
years of inexperience. I watched that stump dog for fully
fifteen minutes and then climbed the fence nearly to it before
I was assured it was harmless. Yonder adjoining wood lot
is a wilderness of tree-top and brush. It was a near neigh-
bor to my old home and a splendid squirrel woods. And
then I turn toward the house, and as memories come thick
and fast, I try to think that everything is for the best; that
if my old friends, the trees and streams are no more, it was
onlv the way of this world, and I too would soon be no
more, and possibly the next generation would not care if the
fpre^ta were dettroyed and the streams dried up.

G. W. CuJiJ^rNOHAitt,

IN A JACKSNIPE PASTURE.
Holland, Mich., May 17.—One Sunday afternoon this

spring, while sauntering through the fields with two of my
friends, we came upon a wet pasture in which we flushed "a

dozen or more jacksnipe. As I had not had my gun from
its case this year, and here were the real birds rising with
scaipel smipe! in all directions around us, and although I do
not think it good policy to shoot in the spring, my desire to
bag a few could not be suppressed.
Before returning home, I went to my office, took down

my shooting coat from its hook, and in the pockets found a
dozen shells loaded with No. 83. Mounting my wheel, I
rode out into the country three miles to friend B.'s home,
and asked him to join me in a little hunt in the morning.
He was willing to go, but could find no more shells than I
had.
Early Monday morning. April 36, I rode to my ofiice,

donned shooting coat and boots and waited for B., who soon
arrived on his bike. Strapping our guns to our wheels, we
rode out of the city, and followed the side paths to the
pasture. We had to leave my pointer at hoine, owing to a
sprained shoulder.
As the road bisects the pasture, we laid our machines flat

on the ground to reduce the chances of a stray shot punctm--
ing a tire.

Hardly had we entered th.e west side when, with Uiany
scazpeSi three jacks flushed before us. As I shot hurriedly,
my first shot failed to score, but quickly manipulating the
old "pump-stick," I grassed the bird with the second shot.
B. also bagged one, being unable to fire again, owing to my
poBition between him and the bird. The bird which escaped
flew across the road.

We hunted this side of the pasture over carefully, but could
flush no more birds,

Crossing to the east side, we had worked over two-thirds
of the ground, when suddenly scaipe! s'caipe! scaipel three
more birds arose, making noise enough for a dozen. Choos-
ing my birds, t easily scored a double. B. shot his, and
began looking around in the air for more. "Where are the
rest of them?" he exclaimed. "They're all dead," I replied.
Picking up my two, I showed them to him. He had not
heard my second shot, which was fired at the time he shot;
he supposed more had flushed. The expression of his face
when he was looking for more snipe was amusing.
Only two more jacks were flushed ; one rose wild out of

range, the other B. bagged after we each had fired two ineffec-
tual shots at it. Tying the bunch of birds to my handle
bars, we slowly pedaled home. Six birds bagged out of
eight flushed we did not consider bad, and were well satisfied
with our hour's sport.

My desire was gratified, and the gun was put away until
the fall or an occasional day at the traps.

Arthur W. BACMaARTEL.

A DEER HUNT IN THE PENINSULA.
It was a bright, sunny day in December, when a small

party gathejed in the palatial station of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Kailroad in Richmond, Va., bound for the Peninsula
in quest of deer.

The leader, the Colonel, was a prominent member of the
Richmond Bar, and had, according to his own statement,
been deer hunting in the mountains on divers and sundry
occasions. The others were novices, although feeling great
confidence m their shooting ability to hit an object, if suf-
ficiently large and not moving at too great speed. These
were the Honorable Secretary, also of Richmond, a genial
soul with true sporting instincts; the Baron, commonly
known as the "smoothest pebble on the beach," whose good
nature was inexhaustible, and who appreciated to the ut-
most a good story, a goad dinner, and a bottle of the right
temperature, and the Man from Boston, whence the Baron
also came. This equal division of the party, one-half from
old Yirginia and the other from cold and puritanical Massa-
chusetts, made a combination that assimilated exceedingly
well, for notwithstanding the difference in their habitations,
a greater one than mere distance implies, they had m&ny
tastes in common, believing fully in Martin Luther's famous
saying.
The party was landed late in the afternoon at the "Burnt

Ordinary" station on the C. »& O, , and were welcomed most
hospitably by an old acquaintance of the Colonel's, and in-
stalled at the near by tavern. Here and throughout their
stay all realized the oeneflt of the Colonel's companionship,
for was he not one of those silver-tongued orators of the
late political campaign who stumped this part of the State,
and by his arguments and logic confounded his opponents
on the platform and routed them horse, foot,, and artillery?
Result: every man we met, in either the village or wood,

beauied on our Demosthenes and clasped him gladly by the
hau'l. Our landlord and his wite were hosts par excelleyice,

who looked diligently after the Welfare of then' guests and
fed them on the fat of the land, At each meal we feasted
on York River oysters, Old Yirginia ham, roast turkey or
duck, wild or domestic, home made sausages and corn bread;
think then it you can that we decreased in girth during our
stay. As it was then hog killing time and with not much
doing on the farms, the whole-souled residents of the
neighborhood joined us in the hunt, offering us dogs, horses,
a deep knowledge of wood lore and their fellowship.'

Tnere was the Squire, an ex-cavalryman, and looking
the picture of a raider as he came loping through the forest
on his iQECparable bay horse. There was Rich, our "driver."
tireless and indefatigable, bearing the horn to whose blast
the houuds so quickly rallied; his two brothers equally
enthusiastic in tne chase with himself; Carleton, former
private .secretary to the Colonel, but now turned from the
error of his ways and tilling the soil; and last, the State's
attorney, easy tempered, long of limb, and of great capacity;
not over anxious to exert himself, but always ready for fun.'
The weather during our stay was perfect; bright, with

just enough ciispness in the air to make our blood tingle and
cause us to feel that life was worth living, and if during a
long wait on a stand by a runway, listening intently for the
distant voices of the dogs, one felt at all chilly he could
always find one or the o!;her of his neighbors provided with
an mfallible preventative against the cold. It was the first

time some of us had heard the music of the hounds in chase,
and music indeed it was.
The varying tones a5 the dogs were trailing, here recogniz-

ing Jackson's clarion voice and then the deeper note of Lee,
then to hear them all blending together, when the deer was
up, into one continuous swell, now rising, now falling, but
never ceasing and always tuneful, would stir the mosf'slug-
gish blood. Although the net result of our four days' hunt
was one spike-horn buck, still the deer were there, the dogs

starting three or four every day, and the renewed vigor the
fresh air filled us with amply repaid us for our journey.
An amusing incident occurred on the second dav when

Willie and the State's Attorney were placed on adjoining
stands that were not thought especially desirable. The
Attorney being of a social disposition, left his nost to call on
his neighbor, and while they reclined on the dead leaves on
the bank, chatting, never thinking of deer, as no dogs were
within hearing, a sudden rustle of the leaves behind startled
them, and behold a full-grown deer leaped over their heads
to the middle of the roadway, at the next bound disappear-
ing among the trees on the other side before either gaping
hunter had gained his feet or recalled his scattered senses.
Another happened on our last drive, when the Colonel,

wishing in his generosity to give his friends a chance, placed
the Secretary and the Man from Boston next each other on
the two best places. As the dcgs were heard approach-
ing, the Colonel ran to his Boston friend, warning him to
keep a sharp lookout and then hurried back to the Secretary,
who stood on guard giving an illustration of a man about
to shoot a deer.

,

"If he comes through this opening," said his Honor, "I'll
kill him sure, and should he come there," taking aim over
his gun, "I'll pill him."
As he strutted up and down thirsting for innocent blood,

the hoofs wei^e heard of a deer coming, leaping between the
trees, headed directly for his would-be slayer. His last
bound landed him within JiOft. of the gun, but never think-
ing to pull the trigger the Secretary stood aghast, and when
the deer having turned and gotten safely away, tlie Colonel
asked, "Why, oh. why didn't you shoot?" he replied with
much dignity, "Do you take me for a target for a battering
ram? One more jump, and he would have struck me in the
stomach."

Well, that hunt is o'er, and nothing remains but pleasant
recollections to bear us up, and glowing anticipations of an-
other to come in the autumn. The Man fbom Boston.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
New Warden for Illinois.

Chica<Jo, 111., May 22.—At 4 P. M. of May 19 Gov.
Tanner signed the commission of Harry W. Loveday, of
Chicago, as State game warden for that city. Mr. Loveday's
friends, especially Mr. H. D. NichoUs, of the House, have
labored faithfully for his appointment, and he has won in a
contest of singular warmth over several other applicants for
this position The position itself is no sinecure if handled
as it should be, and there is no one man in the entire Western
country who can be of more service to the sportsmen of the
West than the State warden at Chicago. The real work
which lies before him is not the prosecution of the individual
violators of the law in the narrow hunting grounds left in
this State. The real work lies with the wholesale violators
of the laws, the game dealers of South Water street. The
late warden, Mr. Blow, strictly left this branch of work
alone, hence whatever eft'ort he may have made during his
term of olfice may be measured exactly by the extent of the hole
left in a bucket of water after one pulls his finger out of it.

There is no instance in his record of a single victory of any
import gained in the furtherance of game protection. If Mr.
Loveday during his term of office shall gain but one single
victory of tliat nature, that is to say, one victory in this fight
of the sportsman against South Water street, he will have
done enough to cause his administration to stand out in shin-
ing contrast to that of his predecessors. Even within what
are now the legal lines of action the game dealers of Chicago
can continue a vast havoc among the game of the West.
When they exceed that license, as in the past they have con-
tinually done, and deliberately hold out premium for violation
of the laws of this and other States, the havoc which they
create can have in view but one limit, and that the extinc-
tion of our Western game. If Mr. Loveday in his respon-
sible position—a position which is far more responsible and
far more conspicuous than it was a few years ago—will lead
the war into what is really the enemy's country, he may feel
sure that he will be followed by the sportsmen of the better
class without distinction of clique or faction, and he may
reckon upon the support of all the thinking press.

In person Mr. Loveday is well fitted for his work, should
that work determine it'^elf into the quality of police investi^
gation. He is over 6ft. tall, and m build powerful as a
giant. In business Mr. Loveday is a photographer, and his
address is at the Schiller Building, Chicago. Mr. Loveday
is one of the old time members of the Cumberland Club.
His favorite sport is duck sliooting.

Growing Strictness of Came Laws.
The new Minnesota game law is a good instance of the

rapidly increasing strictness of game laws in this part of the
West. Mention has already been made of certain radical
changes in the game laws of Michigan and Wisconsin. Min-
nesota has long been practically a model in game law mat-
ters, and has now gone a step further in the line of modern
legislation for the protection of fish and game, the State
seeming being apparently cognizant of the fact that her
heritage of wild creatures is one which should be appreciated
and preserved. In the new Minnesota law the Forest and
Stream plank, "Stop the sale of game," has found a place.
It is forbiddep to expose for sale within th.e State any ruffed
grouse or black bass. The deer season is cut down to ten
days, from Oct 25 to Nov. 5. The moose law is still more
severe. Only five days of open season are allowed on moose,
from Nov. 1 to Nov. 5, and this not until 1898, which will
end the five years close season on that animal, These figures
certainly do not appeal to the non-resident sportsman, as
perhaps it was not intended that they should. Should the
law be generally observed, Irotvever, there is no question
whatever of the result on the supply of game. Such laws
would mean that this sort of game is forever to remain un-
exhausted in the State of Minnesota.
The action of the State of Minnesota on game matters is

of exceptional interest, from the reason that the upper part
of that State is now for the first time coming into general
prominence as a sporting ground for that part of the public
which formerly went to Michigan and Wisconsin, In its

supply of deer, moose, mascallonge and bass, Minnesota has
very much more to offer than Wisconsin at this date. This
summer and this fall will see dozens and hundreds of sports-
men crowding into Minnesota who have never been there
before, but who will follow the indication of a new sporting
country just opening up. I mentioned last fall the sudden
wave of non-resident deer hunting tratfic which swept into
upper Minnesota on account of the mis up in the Wisconsin
law. This coming fall there will be a more deliberate and
premeditated movement into the covers of that State. The
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lower part of MinHesota, conaprisinff the prairie country,
has long been known and has long since been shot out. but
the swamps and forests of the countrv lying above the head
of the Mississippi Eiver still remain full of possibilities and
invitation for sportsmen living outside the State.

Spring Shooting.

The other evening I had a friend to dinner with me down
town and we did not go to my club, where the girl fries

beefsteak on top of the stove, but dropped in on Bill "Werner,
who runs the best department in one of the big restaurants
of Chicago. In getting us up the plan of hostilities, Mr.
Werner mentioned the fact 'that clams were more correct

than oysters, because oysters at this season of the year are

spawning and are not fit to eat. Mr. Werner suggested that

it would be an unsportsman-like thing to shoot oysters in the
spring.

During our dinner Mr. Werner had occasion to remark
that there were still at that time. May 15, considerable num-
bers of jacksnipe hanging around in this country, and that

some of these snipe were still being killed by shooters. "It

is all wrong to shoot snipe at this time of the year," said

he.

A friend of mine who was up at Lake Koshkonong this

spring, and who helped in making quite a good bag of can-
vasbacks, said to me yesterday, in speaking of the occurrence

:

"I never felt worse over anything in my life. It was a
shame to kill those birds at that season of the year. They
were skinny and poor, and actually not fit to eat."
~ The above are some facts which may have some inter-

relation in their bearing upon the question of spring slioot-

ing.
Horlcon Meeting:.

The annual meeting of the Horieon Shostinff Club, of Hori-
con. Wis., waa held recently, and ofBcers for the ensuing
year were elected as follows: President, Robert Rom; Vice-
President, J. W. Burns; Manager, W. T. Kleifoth; Secretary
and Treasurer, L. F. Mcljean.

Changed Cars.

Mr. C. W. Norris, long of the Bie Pour Railroad of this

city, and well known as a successful trout fisherman, has
switched from railroading into commerce, and is now of the
Chicago Paint Specialty Co., making an enamel by which
anybody can enamel his own bicycle without having it

sequestered for a year at some shop.

Novelists and "Forest and Stream."
' A book reviewer in a Chicago paper calls attention to a
curious error in natural history made in a recent novel by
Max Pemberton. Mr. Pemberton lays the scene of his novel
in Bosnia, but goes on to speak of a winter so severe that
"the bears came down from the mountains, even to the gar-
dens of the houses " The reviewer points out to Mr. Pem-
berton that he probably meant the wolves, as in severe win-
ters bears have a habit of holing up under the snow, and not
prowling around the gardens.
In his recent novel "Soldiers of Fortune," Mr. Richard

Harding Davis describes a number of encounters with fire-

arms, but in one passage he describes the men as sitting,

"waiting with their thumbs on the triggers of their rifles."

This feat, I think, is something not commonly attempted in
actual life, though it is a common one in Mr. Davis' writings.

All intending novelists should be careful to read Forest
Am> Stream. E. Hotr&H.

1S06 BoYOK Building, Cbicag-o.

Successful Shooting' near New Tork.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For many years I have enjoyed the stories of fishing and

hunting in your paper, and now that I am unable to leave
my business for more than a day or so at a time, I bave
found that the only way to quiet that longing for a good
bunt with gun and dog, which will come over me as the sea-

sons approach, is to read what others have done, and which
are told so well by your many correspondents. In past years
I have hunted over many parts of this country for diiferent

kinds of game, but for the last four years, up to last fall, I
could not get away.
Now there are, I imagine, many who have to do their

hunting through your paper, and so I tell you of my shoot-
ing, hoping it may give pleasure to some who, like myself,
imagined that one had to go many miles from New York to
find any birds at all.

On lihe first Friday afternoon in November I left the
Grand Central Depot and went fifty miles up the Harlem R.
R. and was there met by my cousin, Oscar Mead, with his
trap, and after a few minutes' ride from the station, found
myself kindly welcomed by his family in a large, roomy
farmhouse, and after a good supper and a look at the bird
dog that was to be our main stay in finding the quail—for
quail we were after—^I retired early, to be ready for Satur-
dav's hunt.
The next morning my cousin and myself started, and

after going about half a mile across some fields we came to
a clump of woods that covered not over three acres. Our
pointer Sport soon began to work in the open on the edge of
the woods, and in less than a couple of minutes came to a
steady point. We at once walked up and stepped in ahead
of him, and as the birds rosewe each gave them both barrels.

As I had not shot a gun for four years, how delighted I was
to see my bird fall at my first shot, though my second was a
miss. My cousin was equally successful; and so witb two
between us to begin with we marked the birds as well as we
could and started after them again. There were fourteen in
all, and they stuck to that little piece of woods all day, and
we kept them company. What, though we did make a
good many misses, we had that keen enjoyment that only
those feel who love hunting for hunting's sake, and not for
how many they have killed.

When the sun began to go down we went home with ten
birds in all, as satisfied as only tired hunters who have got
their share can feel.

I could only get away on Saturdays, but I spent every Sat-
urday in November and two in December up there, and in
OUT six days' hunting we got, within a range of five miles,

fifty quail, two partridges and one woodcock,
F. L. KlifBEIiAIirD.

A New Resort in Texas.

High Islastd, via Galveston, Tex.—This is a new point,

and is the coming summer as well as winter resort of the
South. Hunters will flock here in abundance during the
winter season. The shooting surpasses that of Florida. All
species of duck, snipe, brant, geese, prairie chickens and
deer are plentiful and easily reached. 0. T. C.

A Victory for Texas Sportsmen.
The sportsmen of Texas working through the Game

Protective Association have won a great victorv in the
enactment of a new game law based upon the hill intro-
duced and nushed on request of the Association by Repre-
sentative Blair and Senator Lewis.
The new law declares that all game found within the

borders of the State is the property of Texas, "and the
taking or killing thereof is declared to be a privilege and
not a right." And an expr«^as stioulation is made that no
game may be shipped out of the State at anv season. A
special dispatch from Mr. O. C. Guessaz, of San Antonio,
tells us:

W. L. Moody, of Galveston, who owns and runs the can-
vasback farm called Lake Surprise, fought the exportation
eame clause, but is finally beaten. No county is exempt.
It is a great victory for lis. Thanks are due Representa-
tive Blair and Senator Lewis. The strangest part of it all is

that we came very near prohibiting the sale of game alto-
gether.

Snake, Babbit and Club.

One day while I was nlowing in a cornfield I heard what
I thought was the cry of a young rabbit. The sounds pro-
ceeded from a brush pile, and were thn cries of an infant
rabbit. A black snakf had swallowed one of the rabbit's
hindlegs up to the body, and had crawled up throuffh the
brush until the rabbit was suspended in the air about 4^ft.

from the ground, and neither the snake nor the little rabbit
could do any more. The parent rabbit was immpdiatelv be-
neath the yoimg one on the ground, and was making earnept
efforts to rescue her young. She would leap back and forth
and then as high as she could, toward her young, but could
not reach it. She was making a very peculiar, low, mur-
muring sound, similar to that made bv a mother cat when in

unusual anxiety about her young. I crept up cautiously and
with a club delt the snakfl a blow which cauced it to release
the youne animal, which escaped, along with its mother,
with apparent joy and agility, as if unharmed. The snake
also escaped. P. E. Whittemore.

Chuckors in Illinois.

Macomb. 111. May 14.

—

Editor TForest and Sirearii: I am
pleased to inform the readers of Forest and Stream f^at
ray chnekor partridges have been heard of, Ypsterdav a
flock of seven (grown) were seen on a man's farm three miles
from this city. Two men were plowing in a blueerass patch,
when the birds became frightened and flew into the oat field

and remained there half a dav, walking around feeding on
the oats that failed to be covered. The question is now, do
these birds mate off: like prairie chickens and quail, or do
thev go in flocks like guinea chickens?

Prairie chickens and quail have been mated for a month,
and are laying and setting.

This would lead me to believe that the chuckors go in

flocks like the guinea hens, as it is getting so late in the
spring. If they mate off, they would have done so before
now. W. O. Blaisdell.

Poultry Tard Wisdom Applied to Wild Ducks.
I LrKE early fall chickens when they are ripe. Don't you?

Now T suppose the best way to get them is to keep over the
hens until about March, when they will be about ready to
fill up a good nest of eggs, and then kill the hens. When
it comes time we want a spring chicken in the fall we can
begin to find fault and growl because there are no chickens
for the table.

This is the way with spring shooting. Kill all the birds
you can before they breed, and find fault in the fall because
there are so few birds. This is what a lot of people are
doipg.

We berate the market shooter; but is the member of some
club any better when he kills 50 to 100 rlucka a day, and will
kill the last one there is if he could? Kill the hens, and no
chickens. Kill the birds in the spring, and no birds in the
fall. Go on. and see where you come out. Old Man.

Iowa Prairie Chickens.

BEEKEliET, la. . May 15.—The outlook in this section of Iowa
is unusually good for prairie chicken (pinnated grouse) shoot-
ing this fall. Owine to the continued wet weather this

soring they have not attempted to nest on the lowlands, but
all the nests which I have observed are on high ground, and
consequently quite a number of the young will avoid being
drowned, as has been the case in some of the previous
years.

Five young wolves were discovpred in an old straw stack
by a farmer near here recently. During the past winter sev-

eral farmers have complained of the depredations made by
the wolves upon their hen roosts, but have never succepded
in killing the old ones. E. D. C.

The Maine Caribou Season.
As THE Forest and Stream was the first to point out.

the Maine game law adopted at the last session omitted the
provision of a close season for caribou. Commissioner
Henry O. Stanley writes us under date of March 23, in this
regard: "The Legislature two years ago gave us the power
to grant (or rather make') special laws, and to add to close
time on fish and game, but not to take olf. We have the
power to make the close time on caiibou. and have done so,

making the open time the same as on deer, viz., Oct. 1 to
Jan. 1. It seems very queer that none of us noticed the
omission of the close time on caribou."

A Stray Shinplaster
Cotnes to us once In a while for a copy
of "Game I..aws Sia^ Brief;" but shin-

plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
in New York; and 35 cents in postage
stamps will! do just as well.

BLACK BASS OF THE TRENT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Having spent many happy hours reading the experiences
of some of your correspondents, T thought I would give you
the contents of our camp log bnok.
Long before the season opened for black bass fishing we

had our plans all arranged, and many pleasant evenines we
spent together discussing the contemplated trip. As I look
back to it now. I am convinced that half of the pujoyment
of camping is the anticipation. We had spent a few weeks
once before on the Trent, but this was our first experience
there under canvas, but wp had no trouble in perfecting the
necessary arranepments. We scoured from our gpnial wood
and water boy bis 13x24 tent with 6ft. walls. Four of us
left Rochester Friday morning for the lake, thence bv steamer
North King for Coburar, Ontario. A wait of three hours for
a train and then to Brighton, where we found team waiting
us for a twenty-two-mile ride to Campellford. The drive
was a longone, but the thouffht of the good times coming,
combined with the natural wit of our fripnd Foster, lessened
thp distance wonderfully. An-iving jil Oamppllforr' at

8 P. M . we were met by the genial host of the Hotel Win-
sor, T. BlutP, and Foon after supper retired for the nieht, a
tired lot. Next morning'we purchased what few remaining
provisions we needed and started for the final pull to camp.
The trip was n, short and pleasant one of about pix miles
along the bluff banks of one of the finest rivers it has been
my lot to see.

Healy Falls, where we pitched our tent, is simply the ideal

spot for the man who loves a pplit-bamboo. a silk line and a
small-mouth bass of from 1 to Slbs. weight with which to

toy in a rapid current. My word for it. his business cares at

home will not occupy his attention while so doing. By 12
o'clock our tent was erected, the camp stove was in place,

and dinner was being prepared.

A few words about our stove : It consisted of the top of an
old stove which we secured in Campellford, and two lenetbs
of stovepipe for a draft. Having built two walls 14in. high
and 3ft. long, and 18in. apart, we placed the top on, con-

nected the pipes, and filled the holes in the wall with mud to

make the draft perfect. Such cooking as came off that

stove! It makes my mouth water to think of it, but all the

glory should not go to the stove. Our first cook was as good
as a French chef. "I'll marrv the cook myself" got to be a
camp word from the excellence of bis service. Having
dined on such food as our larder contained, we proceeded to

fish for black bass for supper, and in less than twenty min-
utes bad more than we could use.

It was then that the idea was put in practice of returning

the fish to the water in as good a condition as possible,

when they were landed. I remember on one occasion four
farmer boys came down to fish with rods that would make
pood tent poles; luck was against them, so we seized the op-

portunity of loading the boys up with fish. After drawing
a net that we had made out of mosquito clo'h through one
of the small eddies, we had minnows enough fnr a couple of

hours good fishing ; and what sport it was. You put on a
minnow, throw your line up in the rapids for the current to

carry it behind some boulder, thpu you commence to wonder
if that one weighs 2^ or 31 bs. The sport continued until we
were out of minnows, and the boys started home with their

burden, all they could carry, and with plenty left for camp
use.

By Monday the remaining three of our party found us,

and we settled into camp life with as much ease as the log-

gers on the river. We early four had arranged to put up a
job on the later arrivals, but through some error it fell

throueh; still we had our minds at work for something new,
and the opportunity arrived after we had been in camp about

a week. Foster proposed that he should shave the first dish-

washer, who agreed. The victim was lathered in true ton-

serial style and shaved on one side of his face. Foster then
stepped back as if to strop the razor, laid it down, and
sneaked out the back of the tent. Some one then purloined

the razor and started after him. Our friend Miller, not
knowing what had happened, waited and waited. Finally it

dawned on him that it was a put-up job, and for a few min-
utes his anger got the best of his feelings, and he went on a

hunt for that barber; but as it did not hasten his return, he
looked on the affair as a joke on him and proceeded to square

things.

One day an acquaintance from C. arrived. Here was an-

other opportunity for the disposing of fish, so the tackle was
produced and fishing commenced I can almost feel that

jerking sensation in my wrist now as I did then as I landed
fish after fish, and it was a clear case of exhaustion on my
part when I returned to camp. All had been as successful

as myself in the catch. Such a string of bass! I doubt if I

ever will see the like of it again. There were fully seventy-

five of them, and two maScalonge. As a matter of fact bass

were so plenty that Shepard came in camp and actually

found fault that they got in his way; said he was trying to

get a mess of bullheads for supper, and the bass grabbed his

bait every time he made a cast, and before the line could get

into the hole where the bullheads lay; however, he got

twenty-two of them, and they were excellent, done nice and
brown just to a turn, and out of that pure running water.

A bullhead under those conditions ia not to be slighted, how-
ever much we may despise him when taken from sluggish

water.

Upon our retxirn from the liver one morning we were met
by the boss of the loggers, whose camps were situated about

a mile above us, and he insisted on our joining him at din-

ner. Not knowing what to expect, we hesitated for a few
moments, but finally accepted. We were treated in royal

style—that is, our appetites were. Each man had placed in

front of him enough for six to eat. If I remember rightly,

Rowarth wanted to fiU his pockets with the good things to

carry back to Rochester for the high-priced cTiefs to pattern

after. I had always considered the loggers' lot a hard one,

but from that time On I began to envy their fortune.

Our two weeks was drawing to a close, and how short the

time seemed ! All felt like staying a month longer, but busi-

ness would not permit. As we packed our camp kit a little

stanza of some old angler came in my mind, and I thought
fi'om the sweetness of the taste of our bass that they had
dined likewise:

"These little trout have dined on naught

The past six months but what they ought—
That is to say, the Uttle sinners

Have swallowed soft-shell crabs for dinners."

Our return trip was pleasant. How the ripples seemed to
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beckon us to return as we took our last look at the river
from a bend in the road. Some one commenced to hum
"Say Au Eevoir but not Grood-Bye" and you could hear the
chorus fully a mile away. It was the most pleasant trip in
the recollections of the party. Our thoughts went back to
the schoolboy days, and, as each related some little story of
his first catch, I wondered if we would meet again the com-
ing summer.
Now, one last word of advice to carflpers. If you want to

camp and do it right, make your camp rules, appoint your
workers, and let every member do the work assigned him.
Tou will all enjoy yourselves in that way, and eacb and
every one will have a share in the duties as well as pleasures
of the camp, and you will come home with no bitter feel-
ings, but will vote camping a success. Stilly.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XLli.—Leonard Jewell.

The name lias an unfamiliar look as I write it, for no
one called him anything but Len or Old Len. When I
first met him, in 1874, he was nearly sixty years of age,
tall, broad-shouldered, active and powerful, without an
ounce of superfluous flesh. Aa related in the last sketch,
he was the favorite guide of Mr. D. H. Fitzhugh, of Bay
City, Mich. Their relations were much closer, however,
for there existed a friendship between them only broken
by death, if then, for Plato says: "True friendship between
man and man is infinite and immortal." And this was a
case of the truest friendship, and between men mentally
and physically as unlike as possible. One light-hearted
and jolly, fond of good living and companions; the other
a taciturn man of the woods, satisfied with the simplest
camp fare, if there was plenty of it.

The grayling were not rising well. "I'll tell you what
to do," said Len, "I'll pole over to the weeds and get some
caddis. Put one o' them on the hook, let it sink and you'll
get 'em ev'ry time."

"I'll do no such thing. We came out to take them
j

with the fly, and as they don't seem to care for the
oak fly to-day, nor the black-prince with a tinsel body, I'll

keep on changing until I've tried every fly in the book;
but I decline to use bait."

I

"It's cur'us; that's just the way Dan talks, but when I
. go a-fishin' I want to catch fish; if they prefer bait to flies,

I
I give 'em their choice."

I

"How about net and spear, Len; they are the next steps
\ down. If these grayling refused fly and bait, would you
I

net 'em, or spear 'em, in an any-way-to-get-'em fashion?"
,

"Years ago I would, but not now, I've been with Dan
[

so many years, and he's showed me how to fly-flsh, an'
I've seen so much of skinning streams for market that I'm
dead sot ag'in it; but in square, hook an' line fishin' what's
the difierence?"

I

"I see that your education has gone on well under Dan
but you haven't learned that one fish taken with a fly is
more satisfactory than a dozen taken with bait; the bait-
fisher is only a fellow craftsman, while the fly-fisher is a
master of the art."

He evidently understood the allusion, and after a mo-
ment's thought asked: "Ain't your flies bait? What does
a fish think they are unless they're something good to
eat?"
This philosopher of the woods had asked a question the

answer to which was perfectly clear to me, but would not
be to him. A grayling rose at my royal-coachman and was
hooked. I thanked the fish, mentally, for it relieved me
from an immediate answer; and as it was reeled in and
boated I called attention to that particular fly and thought
itimight be successful again. But Len was not to be, put off.

He repeated the question, and my only refuge waS:
"0, bait-fishing for trout or grayling is dunghill fish-

ing!"

"That's just what Dan says, an' I've talked with him
often on the subject; but as long as you use light tackleand
feel the fish fight as you reel it in, there seems Uttle differ-
ence whether you deceive it by a hook concealed in a worm
or in a bunch of feathers."
The mists of the morning had rolled up from the river

light clouds were reflected in the water, and the grayling
began rising, but would not notice the royal-coachman
and I changed back to the yellow and brown-oak fly with
success. "Len," said I, "when Dan and you go out after
snipe and woodcock and you happen to see the bird that
the dog points, you would not shoot it on the ground
would you? You would put the bird up and kill it in
the air, if you could, and be proud of your skill. Isn't that
so?"

"That's so, sure; but I never thought of comparing that
with catching fish. Perhaps the two are something alike
after all. I wouldn't shoot a woodcock on the ground and
outside of seeing the dogs work, finding the birds 'and
knocking them down, I don't see why men talk so much
about woodcock. Dan has 'em cooked and asks me to eat
'em, but I'd ruther have ham an' eggs. They're very good
but too small to pick and bother with."

'

"That's a thing that every man decides for himself; but
ifwe were in camp and there werejust ham and eggs enough
for one and an equal amount of woodcock, Len, we would
never quarrel over the division. Pole me over to that sand-
bar, quick!"

Fitzhugh's boats had wells in them for keeping fish
alive. The cover formed a seat and had two holes in it
one to drop fish through and the other to run an anchor-
ing pole through the- bottom of the boat into the river bot-
tom when required. Len did not know what I wanted
but we were under way in an instant, he following the
motion of my hand. I had seen a long, snaky-looking
thing swimming rather laboriously toward the shallow
and naturally wanted to know what it might be. As I
dipped it up in the landing net it proved to be a Ne^iturns
"mud-puppy" or "water-dog," called by Len and the lake
fishermen a "Hzard." It was a good-sized one, about 16in.
long, and its bright outside gills were perfect. This is the
animal found every year and described aa "a four-legged
fish, the like of which was never before seen." They are
plenty in the Great Lakes, but not so common in the
rivers.

"Kill it, and throw it ashore for the minks or the meat-
hawks," said Len.

"I'll do nothing of the kind," said I, dropping it in the
well. "I intend to eat it."

Woodsman-like, Len made no reply to this. I had no
idea that he believed me; he probably thought it some ofmy nonsense, but when I showed my capture to Dan and

told him that I intended to eat it he asked if they were
good to eat.

"Don't know, I never ate one nor heard of them being
eaten; they're clean feeders, that's all I know. The thing
isn't handsome, neither is a catfish nor a lobster, yet some
man had the courage to eat the first one and I'm going to
eat this one."
With an incredulous look Len said: "I'll skin it and

dress it if you'll eat it, but I'd be hungrier 'n I ever have
been afore I'd eat one."
The flesh looked white, and when dressed the animal

somewhat resembled a squirrel, except for the long, flat

swimming tail.

"I'll fry that thing after I fry the grayling," said Len,
who now began to believe that the "thing'' was really to be
eaten, "an' then I'll scour out the frying-pan so's it 'il be
fit to cook in again,"

"Don't fear for your frying-pan, Len," said I, "this game
is going to be roasted. Get me some wire and an ounce of
salt pork and leave the rest to me." I cut the pork in
strips and then into pieces lin. long and larded the animal
by cutting the flesh and poking in the pork, then by means
of the wires roasted it before the fire, while Len fried the
grayling, It was good. Dan looked at me curiously as I
tasted it, but Len was disgusted. I assured Dan that it was
good; he ate some, to the increased disgust of Len. Dan
also called it good, and between us we put a polish on the
bones and then wound up on grayling. The oft-quoted
"woods appetite" is no creation of fancy. Often I

think of it as I come to the table in the morning and try
to eat, as a matter of duty, for in the city I never want
breakfast, and wonder how it was possible to be hungry
three times a day in the woods, and such hunger that
never brought the least criticism on the cook, further than
to let us have it now, and plenty of it. Pompey says of
Marc Antony: "Epicurean cooks sharpen with cloyless

LEONARD JE'WEU'.

sauce his appetite," but there's something in the woods
that renders epicurean cooks and cloyless sauces super-
fluous.

Dan Fitzhugh's love for Len Jewell is beyond my power
to tell. If he said it once he did a hundred times, as he
gazed on Len's powerful form: "Look at him! He has the
face and form of a field marshal of France! Napoleon se-
lected his marshals from just such men," A few years
later he wrote me: "Come up and fish with us again. Old
Len has forgiven you for eating a lizard and wants to hear
some more of your yarns; he likes 'em, for vou know he's
not much of a liar himself, and often asks when you are
coming up. The dear old fellow! he looks more like a field
marshal every day. How I would like to dress him up as
one and have his picture!"
In this connection I will say: The photo here presented

was hunted up for this occasion by Mr. E. A. Cooley, of
Bay City, Mich., a warm friend and companion ofDan and
Len, who inclosed the photo in a letter last fall, and said:
"It's old Len plainly enough, but a little more sleek and
well-groomed than we usually saw him, still it is a good
picture. I would have preferred one as we usually saw
him in camp, but I think this is the only one now in exist-
ence." As I look on this picture and on that ofAlvah Dun-
ning there seems to be a family resemblance. Is there a
type of man who by nature is forced to live as a woods-
man, or does the hfe of a woodsman form the type?
Len was a single man; if he had ever married no one

knew it, for he would never talk of himself. He had trav-
eled over the pine lands forlumbermen and the hardwood
lands for prospective settlers, and knew all about what
every square mile of northern Mchigan was worth, for
either lumbering or farming—the pine lands being worth-
less after the timber, was cut, because the soil was too
sandy for cultivation, and it never grew a new crop of
white pine. This was Len's business as a land-looker, and
with his axe and a load of provisions on his back he re-
mained in the forests for many weeks, adding to his com-
missary by his gun or his fish lines. Self-reliant, he lived
in the woods for months without a base of supplies or a
place of abode. An approaching storm was noted in time
to find a hollow tree, and the brooks furnished fish at all
times. His knowledge gained in such a summer campaign
was his capital, but in his old age he preferred the lighter
service that Dan Fitzhugh desired, and so it came about
that the giant woodsman and the sportsman entered into
a partnership where there was no balancing of books.

If Len Jewell ever drank anything sti-onger than coffee
I never knew it, and can't, at this late day, remember that
he ever smoked; but no man is free from "habits" of some
kind, and Len, so Dan told me, blew in a good part of his
earnings in a game that is called "poker," where they say

three or four jacks can overpower two or three kings or
queens. It must be an anarchist sort of game that
wouldn't work in Europe, but perhaps Len was working
for the restoration of the empire and the realization of
Dan's dream that he should be a field marshal.
A letter from Mr. Fitzhugh in 1877, says: "Come up next

year and try the Manistee. Frank, Babbit and Len were
in my oflBice yesterday, and other friends dropped in; they
all want you to come up again. All spoke well of you ex-
cept Len, who holds a grudge against you for eating that
'lizard.' He said: 'A man that'll eat a thing like that when
there's good, Christian grub in camp, and plenty of it, i*
wrong in his mind, and liable to do something that yoa
don't expect.' If you ate that thing, as I did, to horrify
Len, you succeeded, but he doesn't blame me in the least.
I read him your kind letter and he sends his love. He is
very well, and looks more Uke a French field marshal
every day. In full uniform he would shine as a handsome
man, but perhaps my love for him makes me partial."

When we went on our third trip the object was pure
sport, untempered by fishculture, as it was late in Septem-
ber; and then I saw my error in saying that a grayling
never leajped from the water; but the statement is on
record against me in the book, "Fishing with the Fly," and
may be quoted by others. Len shook hands cordially,
and his honest face lighted up in a manner that showed
that my ichthyophagic idiosyncrasies had subsided into

'

innocuous desuetude, only Len would have reduced this
proposition to its lowest terms and it would have come
out with the same meaning. For the third time Dan put
Len in charge of my fortunes, while Archie Babbit, of
Grayling, looked after him. Dan was not well, his old
enemy, gout, had assailed him, but seemed to be with-
drawing its forces, and he thought he could stand the trip.
On the way down the Au Sable, which, by the way, is
always given the French pronunciation of "Aw Sawble,"
with accent on the "Saw"; I asked Len about his carrying
Dan on his back for twenty miles through the woods once
when gout had attacked him on the river, and he said:
"Yes, Dan took sick and I had to get him out of the

woods; the river was high and I couldn't pole him up
less'n two days, so I took him on my back to the railroad
and went down to Bay City with him, and then came
back and brought the boats and camp up to Grayling,
What else could I do?"

^

The giant woodsman spoke of it as one would speak of
a day's work that was a trifle harder than usual—but just
give it a thought. Dan Fitzhugh was a well-fed man of
perhaps 1601bs., I am guessing at this and may be 301bs.
short; but Len Jewell took him on his back through a
wilderness where there was no trail, over logs and under
fallen trees, until he laid him down in Hartwick's Hotel, at
Grayling. The daily pay of a guide does not include such
service, and it was a feat that not one guide in 1,000
could perform, if he were inclined to try it. If I sketched
Dan Fitzhugh correctly in my last article, you will know
why his relations with his guide were not at all mercenary,
and if the sketch of Len Jewell is complete I'll leave you
to think it out, it's beyond my pencil to explain.
We took many grayling, but a fishing story is not in-

tended further than to say that in the fall the yellow-
bodied flies, like the oak-fly, did not seem to be such
favorites, but the grayling seemed to prefer the brown ant,
red spinner and cowdung, while I took several on that fly
so abused by those who contend that a fly should repre-
sent some living thing, a red ibis. Frank Endicott, Dan
Fitzhugh, Wakeman Holberton, Charles Hallock and
other anglers have reviled this fly because it has no living
representative, and have more or less gently deprecated

'

its use. The
_
fly will take trout, at times, and on that

account I use it. Gentlemen, what more do you require of
an artificial fly?

The patches of scrub oaks which had sprung up where
the pines had been cut, or where fire had killed them,
were turning red and yellow; and some distance back
from the river was a tract of hard woods which Len
directed me to as I went forth with a gun for rufied grouse,
or "partrige," as Len called them. I brought in four and
saw three deer, and was tempted to take the rifle next day
and get some venison for camp, a meat that was always a
favorite, and is to-day.
Len was a rheumatic, Dan was gouty, and they were

content to fish. I had not killed a deer since my trapping
days with Antoine Gardapee in the early -SO's, and after a
few sighting shots sallied forth to renew an acquaintance
with deer stalking, which I once thought to be a grand
sport; but also with the idea of varying the camp menu,
which was good enough as it was, but no matter how good
any fodder is a change is always welcome. The grouse
was a treat, although we had a change of food every day;
and a prospect of venison was also a treat, even ifnone was
to be had. The day was young. The sun was at my back,
and for an hour I kept my shadow in front, making
for the spot where the deer had been seen. The country
was roUing, but so wooded that no prominent land-marks
could be seen, and in the absence ofa compass my shadow
was the only thing to rely on for direction. No ftesh deer
tracks were seen. Noon came, and by a little spring I ate
the whole of a roast partridge, half a loaf of bread, some
corned beef and baked beans, rations for an entire day at
one feed.

Several grouse, a raccoon and some fox-squirrels ofiered
shots in a tempting w-ay, but I let them pass. I could not
find a deer, nor a track fresh enough to follow, I was
tired, and a dry pine log oflTered a seat, and it was accepted.
The day was quite warm and I may have dozed, but after
a while something awakened the dozer from his semi-:
hypnotic state, and there was a deer leisurely walking
along, not 50yds. away to the windward. As the rifle spoke
the deer dropped, and the mighty hunter whose game
found hind rushed in, reloading as he went. It was a doe,
and both fore-shoulders were broken, and she looked at
me. That look haunts me to-day. Two great pleading
eyes, with tears in them. Yes, tears; I'll swear to them,
although all the hunters and scientists in the world say that
only man sheds tears. If it is impossible for a deer to
shed tears, then the ghost of that doe shed them for years
afterward. I'm telling this story, and I say that doe looked
at me with tears in her eyes. ./Esop's fable of the boys
and the frogs came up.

I felt guilty, but in mercy there was only one thing to do.
If I could have put that animal on its legs there and then,
there would have been no venison in camp. The day was
passing; soon my shadow would be gone; but as the sun
went down a star in the south came out, and by keeping
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that to my right I reached the river, and an answering
yell told the direction of the camp.

Said Len: "How is it that you're so hungry; I thought
you took out grub enough for two days. Didn't you see a
deer? I had my mouth fixed for venison."

''Len," said I, "give me something to eat. What you
put up was only a bite for a hungry hunter. Yes, I saw a
deer/'
After I had engulfed half a gallon of bean soup and de-

stroyed half of a boiled ham 1 said: "Now that I feel like

a giant refreshed with wine, Len, I don't mind telling you
that I killed a deer some ten miles west of the river, and
I'll show you where it is in the morning; bxit I feel like a
murderer, and if you or Dan want any more butchering
done you may do it yourselves, I am too tender-hearted to

do it, I'll catch the cold-blooded fish, but I'll be blessed,

I think I mean blessed, if I'll kill another deer and have
it look at me in that way."
Dan lay in the tent smoking, and said nothing. Len

poked the fire, and after a while said: "Dan tells me you
have been a soldier; did you feel as soft as that when there
was fightin' goin' on?"
"Not by a mill-site, Len; the case is different; in one case

your own life is at stake, and in the other you are. safe.

Without giving a lecture to you, let me say: In our civil-

ization it is necessary that some men shall be butchers
and others shall be undertakers. I have no taste for those
respectable occupations, and can say, with lago:

" 'Thouerh in the trade of war I have slain men,
Yet do I hold it veiry stuff o' the conscieDce

To do no contriv'd murder'."

Dan raised up on his elbow and said: "Len was a soldier

also, and if he had been with Napoleon would have been
a field marshal, for the little corporal said that every
soldier carried the baton of a field marshal in his knap-
sack. But just what you and Len are quarreling about I

don't know; you seem to have got into a sentimental strain.

You go out one day and kill a lot of grouse and then you
come into camp in a maudlin condition over a deer that
you have killed. Really, I fail to understand the case."

"Dan," I answered, "the case is not to be understood by
explanation. No argument will reach it. When I was a
boy I killed every living thing except mankind, and
thought it sport. 1 valued my own life lightly. To-day I
decline to kill a quail because my dog may bring a
wounded bird for me to finish. I can shoot grouse or
ducks which come to my hand dead, and I prefer to have
a deer come and lick my hand in the Zoological Gardens
to killing it. As we get older we think more of such
things, and that's all I've got to say about it. The deer is

there; I'll show Len and Babbitt where it is in the morn-
ing, and if you w'ant any more venison for camp you can't
get me to kill it."

Len had listened to this talk, but the sentiment, for it

was sentiment, was lost on him. After considering it

awhile he said: "I s'pose you wouldn't eat any of that veni-
son after what vou have said about it."

"Yes I will.""

"Well, I can't imderstand you at all. You can kill some
things for sport and food and can kill and eat a beastly
lizard that was never meaJit to be eaten. What's the mat-
ter with killing a deer? Wasn't they made to eat?"

"Let that go, Len, it's a notion of mine, and I'll never kill

another deer. But I will not promise about lizards."

That was my last deer, some fourteen years ago, and the
look it gave me lingers yet. My desire to kill lessens year
by year, and a desire to breed and preserve game birds and
animals takes its place. For many years my flock of semi-
domesticated wood-ducks and other wildfowl was a delight
as I watched them hatch and rear their young, but an en-
forced removal to the city ended that pleasure. There are
\Yomen who kill deer. That is something that concerns
them and which I have no right nor inclination to criti-

cise. There is a little woman who is very dear to me who
has taken the life of a mosquito after provocation, but I
doubt if she could kill anything else.

Talking in this strain to Dan Fitzhugh after the deer had
been brought in and dressed, and we had ordered the rib-
chops for our dinner and all the remaining chops saved for
us, for Len, like all woodsmen, preferred the hind-quarters,
Dan said: "As I get older I begin to feel as you do about
taking life, especially of the more intelligent'animals, like
deer, but to Len and all woodsmen a deer represents a cer-
tain amount of meat. They can't understand why you
should enjoy spring lamb and mint sauce and yet object to
killing the lamb any more than you should decline to
pluck the mint. There is good sound reason for their
views, for om- ancestors, who in the pre-historic times
fought the cave bear for tenement rights, had no such
scruples as we have now. All this is the effect of educa-
tion which tends to make us consider the rights and feel-
ings of others, a perfectly unnatural state of affairs. Self
interest is the only natural thought of aatural man or other
animals."
"My dear Dan,'' said I, "you are right. It has been a

purely selfish -thing on your part that has made you pay all
the expenses of three trips for me to fish and shoot in
northern Michigan with you. If we only do things for Our
own selfish benefit, as you say a man should, how can you
justify yourself for such expenditures as you have made for
me, Seth Green, George Dawson, Charles Hallock, Prof.
Milner, Thad. Norris, and others."
"My dear boy, the companionship, the communion with

kindred spirits and other things can't be reckoned in cold
cash. Look at Len standing there like a statue. He is in
my employ, but no money could pay the grand old man for
his untiring devotion to me. If he outlives me he will be
made comfortable in his old age."
At this time, in 1883, the actors in this comedy were men

past the.middle age; Len Jewell was sixty-nine, Dan Fitz-
hugh was sixty, and the writer was a mere boy of fifty.
Therefore, there was a diffidence in pressing opinions on
subjects connected with the killing of game; but Len had
no sentimental objections about such things.
Len was in the Union army over three years, but on this,

as on all other things, he would turn the conversation from
himself.
Leonard Jewell died Jan. 20, 1886. Mr. E. A. Cooley

writes: "The old man had no relatives, and few, if any
intimate friends. The Jast thirty years of his life were de-
voted almost exclusively to the service and companionship
of Uncle Dan. Dan and I were with him when he died.
When Dan and Len and I were on the Mpigon together in
1884, about halfway between Camp Alexander and Cam-

eron's Pool, we found (alongside the trail) a little spring of
the clearest, coldest, sweetest water I have ever tasted.

About half an hour before old Len died he indicated that
he wished a drink of water. I poured out a cupful of
Lithia water from the bottle standing by the bedside, raised
his head, and he took a sip of it. As I laid his head back
on the pillow, in a voice so faint that I could scarcely
hear him, the old man whispered, "It don't taste much like

our spring on the Nipigon." And I have no doubt that
the old man's last thoughts on earth, as probably his first

ones in the next world, were of some fishing excursion
which he had had with Uncle Dan."

Later Mr. Cooley sent me Len's militarj' record. He en-
listed as a private Dec. 18, 1861, in Co. A, 14th Michigan In-
fantry, and was honorably discharged April 6, 1865. Mr.
Cooley says:

"Len was always a very reticent and reserved man, who
never spoke of himself or his own affairs even to those
"who knew him best. I presume that, next to Mr. Fitz-

hugh, I have been with the old man more than almost any
other person here, and I never heard him speak in any
way of himself, his previous history, family connections, or
anything of the kind. I do not even know whether he
was ever married, nor where he came from, nor what his

ancestry might have been. He had evidently spent the
greater portion of his life on the outer edges of civilization;

had had extensive intercourse with the Indians; must have
been a hunter and trapper for a good many years; and
from some things which I have observed, I should infer

that at some period he must have been employed in a
tradms post trading with the Indians. He must have been
a sailor, too, at some period, as he was a past grand master
of the art of handling sailboats of all sizes and descriptions;
and I have seen in bis possession a kit such as sailors use
in making or mending sails, and he was very expert with
the sailmaker's needle."
Under the heading, "Len Jewell is Dead," a Bay City

paper published the following:

'"The above headline will be read with sincere sorrow
by all the acquaintances of the deceased. He died at the
Bay City Hospital yesterday morning after an illness of
about ten days. Leonard Jewell was born in Rome,
Oneida countj'^, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1815, and was, therefore, in
his seventy-first year. He came to Bay City in the fall of
1844, and has since resided here. He enlisted in the 14th
Michigan Infantry, Company A, at the breaking out of the
war, and was mustered out of service in North Carolina.
He returned to Bay City and engaged in the business of
looking up pine lands, which he has followed ever since.

He was authority on pine property, showing good judg-
ment and a remarkable faculty of estimating. He was
very fond of hunting, and was acknowledged as being one
of the best sportsmen in the city. He was a member of
U. S. Grant post, G. A. R., under whose auspices his fun-
eral will be held."
The G. A. R. post attended in a body and fired the usual

volley over the grave of their departed comrade.
It is comforting to know that this grand, improvident

man was cared for in his last days, and was respected in
death as in life.

"But when the warrior dieth

His comrades in the war,

With arms reversed and muffled drums,
Follow his funeral car.

They show his banners taken,

They tell his battles won,
i

And after him lead his masterless steed,

While peals the minute-gun."

^Freu Mather.

SOME ONTARIO WATERS.
Gleason's Lake.

Tbree of us made a trip on the Gateneau Valley Railway,
forty one miles to Gleason's Lake, situated two miles from
the station, and a jolly good time we had. There were G.
B. Loveday and Fred Moore, of New York State, and the
writer. We left Ottawa at 5:20 P. M. and reached Vanosta
at 7 :33, where we were met by Uv. Gleason with flue team
and comfortable express wagon, and driven to his house,
where our hearts were made glad by the sitjht of clean beds.'

etc., and well-spread table of goodies—as Mrs. G. remarked

j

"everything is home-made or our own raising."

The lake is about one mile long, half mile wide and 200ft.
deep in center. We were up at 4:30 to look out for the
"good places." We spent some time sailing around and try-
ing our luck, and things were (in our minds) beginnmg to
look sort of blue, when G. B. L, had a strike, played, and
landed a 4i\h. bass. F. M. came next with another beauty,
and I, well, I never saw what got on to my line, for down
he went on a rush, and after running out between 30 and
40ft. of hue there was a snap and he was gone, having
broken a double salmon gut leader. Luck ! "Well call it

what you like. G. B. L. and F. M. had not been idle, hav-
ing landed three more beauties. Then I had a pull and knew
I was fast to something good. It proved to be a 2ih.
maskinonge. We went back at 8 o'clock for breakfast and
a rest.

Out again in evening (5 P. M.) we look three more bass
and one maskinonge. We kept this up for three days, and
(having kept our fish alive in a box) we counted up-^thirty-
tive bass and five maskinonge— the best string my com-
panions (G. B. L. and F. M.) had ever seen. Bass run very
large in this lake—2 to 51b9.—and we only had one less than
31bs. It is a very handy place to reach, with fine scenery,
clear water in the lake and pure fresh air. Several other
lakes near at hand where both speckled and large gray trout
abound.

Wilson's Corners.

Wilson's Coiners are about sixteen miles from Ottawa,
and are reached by either G. V. R. R. or vehicles. There
are at least fifteen lakes within five miles, and good trout
fishing in them all. There is a fine brook of pure crystal
water at the Corners, where I spent three hours one fishing
day. I walked up the road for about two miles, when 1
looked into the brook, which makes a long circle around the
mountains before it strikes the Corners.

It is a pleasant walk when one is properly equipped. I
wore hip rubber boots, a cool, light-fitting coat and short
pants (just long enough to connect with boots) and did not
exert myself, so making it a pleasure instead of hard work.
When I reached the Corners I counted my catch of sixty-
seven trout between 8 and luin. in length. Of these I took
thirty-four out of one hole and fifteen out of another; the
rest were stragglers from under logs, stumps and banks.

I hooked quite a number of smaller ones, but put them back
into the brook for another time.

McGary's Lake
is situated twenty-five miles from Ottawa and two and a half
miles from the station of Wakefield. From a distance of
half a mile this lake looks like a mud pond, being sur-

rounded by rushes, and the water is of a darkish color, but
there is fish there, as I found out. It was a warm, balmy morn-
ing, with indications of rain. I breakfasted at The Shanty,
and went down to the lake with my gun, where we shot two
gray ducks and one very large black duck. Then we built

a float of old logs, and going out on the lake fished for
about three hours and only got two trout, when it began to

rain. I went on shore, assumed long rubber boots, a rubber
coat over all, and slouch hat, and went out again^ Noticing
a spot at the mouth of the creek where there was some rising
and commotion in the water, I paddled over to ttie spot and
started in. I have had sport before, but this surpassed any-
thing I had ever seen or heard of. In two hours and five

minutes I landed 104 trout, and lost several through not
being properly hooked. Largest one, l^lbs ; smallest one,
9oz.

'
E. T. L.

MASCALONGP, PIKE, PICKEREL AND
PIKE-PERCH.

From the Report of the New York Commissioners of i^isheries, Game
and Forests.

This country has long been notable for the confusion
which exists in the common names of its fishes, and it is

doubtful if ary amount of instruction on the subject will
correct the evil of calling a fish by a name which does not
belong to it, and never should have been applied to it. The
Latin name of the large-mouthed black bass means that it

is "trout-like" (literally, salmon-like), and it has a small fin,

although it is not like a trout and it has not a small fin ; but
when the fish was first classified by a French naturalist,

Lacepede, the specimen was sent from one of the Southern
States, where the fish is known as a trout, and as the parti-

cular specimen happened to have a broken fin, the genus
was baptized Mioropferus, little fin, and the name must slick

to the fish as long as it swims, because with scientists the
law of priority in the classification and naming of fishes is

as unchangeable as the laws of the Medes and the Persians.
Admitting the justice of the custom of scientists regarding

the scientific natnes of our fishes, is there any good reason
why inappropriate and incorrect common names should be
applied to our fishes and persisted in when the appropriate
and correct names are pointed out? It is not alone incorrect
names applied to fishes which cause confusion, but a variety

of names are applied to the same fish in different localities.

For instance, the pike-perch is called also wall-eyed pike,

glass eye, horn Qsb, dory, jack, jack salmon, green pike,

blue pike, yellow pike, white pike, okow, and, of all things,

salmon! It is known also, locally, as Champlain pike, Sus-
quehanna pike, etc. The cousin of the pike-perch, properly
the sauger, or sand-pike, is called gray pike, ground pike,

pickering and pickerel.

The rock bass is called goggle eye, red eye, and lake bass.

The blue-nosed suntish is called copper-nosed bream, and
dollarel. The crappie is called new light, Campbellite,
bachelor, bride's perch, strawberry perch, chinquapin perch,
and sac a-lai. The calico bass is called grass bass, barfish,

bitterhead, tin-mouth, sand perch and sac-a-lai; hut it is not
necessary to extend this list, except that I was recently asked
to identify a fish called "silver bass, exactly like the black
bass except in color," and found after considerable search
that it was a name applied in Ohio to the mooneye or toothed
herring.

In this State the statutes even err in the common names of
some of our fishes. Pickerel are mentioned in the Game
Law when the fish meant is really the pike, and the pike is

mentioned when the law really refers to the pike perch. A
gentleman asked some questions about the pike, and I re-

plied to him and told him that apparently he was asking
about the pike-perch, but he insisted that it was the pike.

However, when I asked if the fish had one or two dorsal

fins he replied that it had two, which is characteristic of the

pike perch, and not of the true pike. For the purpose of
identification three figures have been prepared, showing the
characteristics that are constant in the mascaionge (which is

sometimes called a big pickerel and great pike), the pike
and the pickerel.

Without regard to color or other markings, each of the
fishes named may be identified from the peculiarity of scale
formation shown in the accompanying cuts.

The mascaionge, the pike and the pickerel have each the

same number of fins, placed in the same position on each
fish, as will be seen in the colored drawings in this volume.
The mascaionge has scales only on the upper part of
cheek and gill covers, as shown m Fig. 1. The fish may be
the mascaionge from the St. Lawrence River, with round
brown spots on a light ground, or the mascaionge from Chau-
tauqua Lake with blotches or splashes of brown, or it may
be without spots of any kind, and it may be called Chautau-
qua pike, or Kentucky River or Muskingum River pike,

and yet it will be a mascaionge and have scales on cheek
and opercula, as shown in Fig. 1.

The colored drawing is made from a Chautauqua Like
mascaionge, for that is where the State hatches mascaionge,
and this is the first time that a specimen has been figured
correctly. It was reported to me that some of the Chautau-
qua Lake mascaionge were spotted like the St. Lawrence
River fish, and I asked Superintendent Annin to investigate

the matter, and I quote from his letter reporting to me: "I
am inclined to think, and believe I am correct, that all the
mascaionge of Chautauqua Lake are marked in the same
manner. I secured three specimens, which our men thought
were the spotted variety, as they call it, and sent two of
them to Dr. Bean ; and he says they are the same as he had
last fall and the same as you have for the report. You
know that oftentimes you will find a fish coming out of the
same lake, only from a different bottom, which will be
marked and colored differently, one from another. This, I
think, is the explanation of the reported difference in colora-

tion of the Chautauqua Lake mascaionge. The only round
brown spots on the Chautauqua Lake fish are those found
near the tail and along the belly fine." This to me is con-
clusive, although I was informed in great detail that the fish

of different ages or of different sexes have been taken with
different markings, some with round brown spots and some
with blotches almost like vertical bands, as shown in the
colored plate.

The State hatches upwards of 3,000,000 of mascaionge
annually, and there are demands for them for waters in
which it would be unwise to plant them, and all such appli-
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cations are denied Mascalonge are hatched in boxes snnk
in theiake and provided with double bottoms and tops, so

that the eggs may not be eaten through the wire meshes by
other fish. About 97 per cent, of impregnated eggs are
hatched, and with the wa ter at 55° Fahr. they hatch in about
fifteen days, and it requires about the same length of time to

absorb the umbilical sac of the fry. The fry when first

hatched are extremely helpless, and a prey apparently to

every living thing in the water. The ovaries of a SQ^lb.
mascalonge weighed olbs., and one female Of 361bs, yielded
265,000 eggs, although all of her eggs were not obtained. In
spawning these large fish it is a rare thing, comparatively,
to injure one of them.
The pike is commonly called pickerel in this State; there is

a marked difference between the two fish. The pike grows
to a weight of GOlbs. and more, as one was recorded from
Ireland the present year of 541bs. in weight. Our pike and
the European pike are the same. The cheek and gill covers
of the pike shown in Fig. 2 will explaiD how the scales are
placed

;
they cover the cheek and part of the gill cover. The

pike is the fish sometimes called the great northern pike,
although a claim was made a few years ago for this title for
the unspotted mascalonge.
The pickerel, proper, is a small fish as compared with the

pike, as it averages in weight from H to 3ilbs., and one of

51bs. is a very large fish. Fig. 3 will show how the scales

are placed on cheek and gill covers, extending over both.

The fish are of the same species, and exactly alike struc-

ally, but one fish is spotted with spots that are

nearly round, wMle the other has oblong spots, and the dark
lines are more regular in the pond fish than in the river fish.

There is no good reason for confounding the pike perch
with the pike, as one look at the colored plate will show the

former fish with two dorsal fins, while the pike has but one.

The pike-perch are hatched artificially by the State in large

numbers, and it is an excellent food fish as well as a game
fish to be taken with hook and line. The pike and pickerel

are not hatched artificially in this country, but the pike is

cultivated m Germany by artificial methods, and is more
highly regarded in Europe than in America.
The reason for this is that we have such a great number of

so-called game fishes that are considered superior to pike,

that it has been relegated to an inferior position; and still the

pike has its loyal adherents who regard it highly as a rod
fish, and as a table fijsh. Should any one be in doubt about
the species of the fish named, and desire to fit the fish with
its proper name, the plates here given will prove a sure guide.

A. N. Cbenbt, State Fishculturist.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
News In the Elevator Boy.

Chicago, 111., May 22.—I found a bit of news in one of

the elevator boys in this building the other day, which may
be of use to the fish warden of the State of Wisconsin, if he
cares to take advantage of it. The boy asked me when I was
going fishing again, and I told him it didn't look as though
1 ever was going anymore. "1 saw a whole lot of fish

caught this spring," he said, "up at .Jefferson, Wis." "How
was that," I asRed him? ' Oh, it was pike," said he, "hun-
dreds of pike; more fish than I ever saw in my life before.

You see there is a dam there, and these fish were trying to

get up over the dam. It was just after the ice went out.

The men had nets and seines below the dam, and they
dragged the pike out by the wagon load. Of course it was
against the law, but they did it just the same."

Yes, it was against the law.

The Temptation of Trout.

St. Anthony was a good man, albeit sorely tempted, accord-

ing to the traditions. If they had tried him with trout me-
thmks he had fallen. Any man who has a drop of sporting

blood in his veins will forsake family, business, home and
honol- to follow off after this subtlest, supremest and most
dangerous of all temptations, which commonly, as dc*h the

buhhead, in the end stingeth like an adder. . I have spent

more lime, and been thrown down harder, chasing the elu-

sive trout idea through far-off woods than has ever been my
fortune in any other branch of activity. Yet I am always
ready to go again, and when I can't go I want to go, and feel

badly because I can't go out and fool myself again. This, I

imagine, is the common experience of mankind.
It is not a common experience of mankind, however, to

have so tempting a trout temptation come at him as that con-

veyed in the letter received from Mr. W. B. Mershon, of

Saginaw, Mich. Mr. Mershon asked me to join him for a

few days' fishing on Kinne Creek, the waters of the Pere
Marquette Club, near Wingleton, Mich. The route to this

country from Chicago would be by way of Milwaukee,
thence by Flint ana Pere Marquette boat to Ludinglon,
which is only about an hour's ride by rail from Wingleton.
One can leave Chicago in the afternoon, and be on the stream
at 7:50 the following morning. IVIr. Mershon says that he
was on this stream two days last week, and got ninety trout.

Six rods on the stream took 480 trout in four days. No fish

"were taken except upon the fly, and all fish under 7in. are

returned to the water. When I add that Mr. Mershon states

that there is always a pleasant party at the comfortable club

house, I have perhaps said all that is needful to give an idea

of the acute form in which the temptation of trout in this

case attacks me. I don't see how I am going to escape run-

ning over there some night. There^Js a nice little crease

which nature has deeply indented in the skin at the heel of

my hand. It just measures the Tin. limit for a trout. Thus
it seems to me obvious that nature intended I should some-
lime fish a day on Kinne Creek. At any rate I thank Mr.
Mershon for his temptation.

The Temptation of Bass.
Mr. D. ,T. Hotchkiss. of Fox Lake, Wis., knows where

there is a good fishing hole for bass, and be is good enough to

add to my unhappiness by asking me to come up and help
catch some of them. I am sure he will allow me to give in

full his in teresting letter

"Fox Lake, Wis., May 17.—Do you know how to catch
a black bass? If so and you will come up here, I will tako
pleasure in showing you black bass until you can't rest. Our
lake is full of them, but we farmers don't know how to catch
them except an occasional one on a spoon hook or still fish-

ing with a live minnow. Our season opens next Tuesday,
25th inst. , and I would be pleased to entertain you and give

you some good fishing. You may not remember me. but I

called on you once a year or so ago, and belong to Fokkst
AND Stream family, so it don't cut much figure whether you
remember me or not. You are entitled to all the 5port I can
give you, and I will be giad to give you a day or a week at

it, as you can spare the time. Will also show you a partridge

(ruffed grouse) setting on a nest of twelve eggs, if you get

here by the 25th. I have tried three times to get a picture of

her, but my kodak don't seem to be able to make a picture of

her, it is so dark on the ground where she is setting I have
snapped her three times without getting a picture. She lets

me get within 6 or 8ft. of her, and then not to get a picture

is bard luck. She sits still enough for me, and I snap away
at her; then if I don't get a picture she must think it is my
fault, and I guess it is. Bring your camera and I'Jl guarantee
you a shot at her.

"Fox Lake is on the C. M, & St. P. R K.. about 150 miles

from Chicago. You leave Chicago on the fast mail about
4 A. M , and get here at 10:80, oi'leave there at 11:80 A. M.
and get here at 6:30. Can get back at 10 P. M., leaving here
at 4:30, so you see you can make the trip in one day if you
can't put in any more time.

"There is good pickerel fishing here, too, and the boys are

getting lots of them, trolling. .

' Do you know Johnson, the man who makes flies in Chi-

cago? If so, bring him along. He promised to come up
three years ago, but never got around to it. I have forgotten

his name and address. Will guarantee to show you any
quantity of black bass, and if you can't catch them, will

give you pickerel fishing, and if that is too swift, will fill

you up on perch. Come up and see us anyway, and if I

don't show you lots of black bass I'll pay your expenses and
.$20 a day for your time."

It is too bad about Mr. Hotchkiss and his grouse, for I

should very much like to add his picture to the interesting

data of similar nature already in the possession or Forest
ANT) Stream. As to the black bass, I imagine they are

vulnerable in Fox Lake, as elsewhere, though there, as else-

where, trolling and still-fishing are about the poorest ways
to catch them. If Mr. Hotchkiss will get a nice basket of

speckled frogs, and learn how to shoot them off a casting

reel to a distance of 25 to 30yds. from his boat, he will be
pleased to see the eagerness with which his advances will be
met. A cloudy day, with a little wind, is better-, and the

best places to fish will be at the edges of the bulrushees and
lilypads, not in very deep water. If the day is warm, the
best time will be from 4 or 5 o'clock in the afternoon until

dark. A little later in the season the same bass will rise to

the fly in the evening in the shallow water over clean sand
bottom close inshore. I should very much enjoy having a

go at these bass with Mr. Hotchkiss some time.

Fishing Country.

Mr. M. B. Proctor, of Kansas City, Mo,, wants to go fish-

ing in Wisconsin. "I would prefer," he writes, "to go to

some place in Iowa or Minnesota, which are more convenient
to reach from here, but don't believe 1 can find the fishing in

those places as in Wisconsin."
If Mr. Proctor will write to Fay L. Buck, Manitowish,

Wis., he can make arrangements for good mascallonge and
bass fishing. I think he is mistaken, however, in supposing
that there is no fishing in Minnesota, although it is true that

the best of fishing in Iowa is a thing of the past. If he will

look up the advertisement of Habbekona Camp, in Minne-
sota, he can get into what I take to be new and very good
country in Minnesota.

Nearby Fishing Points.

Bass are this week biting in fine style at Wilmington, on
the Kankakee River, and are biting fairly well at Momence,
on the same stream. At Fourth Lake, upper Illinois, they
also bit well this week, and large catches continue to be re-

ported from Cedar Lake, Ind. Mr. R. Miller was at Fox
Lake, 111., this week. He struck a bright, calm day, and
had poor success. He says the bass are now on the spawning
beds in those waters. Fox River continues a little bit muddy,
but should offer fishing this week.

The Rockport Tarpon Country.

Dr. Frothingham, of this city, is just back from a fishing

trip to the now celebrated tarpon country of Arkansas Pass,

at Rockport, Texas, where he took fom- good tarpon, and
his wife also got one good fish. He reports the water a
trifle muddy and not in perfect condition for the sport.

Mr. S. M. Sutherland, of this city, perhaps holds the

record of tarpon fishing at Rockport, where he took six fine

fish in one day. Mr, Sutherland inaugurated a curious

custom in tarpon fishing which might be emulated by others.

Instead of gaffing his tarpon and landing them in the boat,

he went ashore and* beached his fish. 'Then he fastened to

the back fin of each fish a little tag of phosphor bronze bear-

ing his name He replaced in the water eight tarpon thus
tagged, and now he is waiting to hear from them again.

Rockport, Texas, was known as a tarpon point apparently

to but a few local anglers at the time Dick Merrill and I dis-

covered it four years ago, Since then it has attracted con-

siderable attention through one channel or another, and now
it is visited by a great many tarpon fishermen from all over
the country. There is no doubt that it offers far better

tarpon fishing than the best points in Florida, which long
claimed a monopoly in this sport. If all the tarpon anglers
follow Mr. Sutherland's example, the visible supply of
tarpon may not seriously be decreased. E. Hottgh.

l!i06 BoTOK BurLDiNG, Chicago.

SILKWORM GUT.
Redditch, England, May 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
We noticed in your April issue, just to hand, an article on
silkworm gut, and in reply to it would say the tackle dealers
in the States have just the same chance of getting the first

whack at the gut as the English tackle dealers, as tliey know
the manufacturers and the grades of gut which are made.
There is very little of the highest and thickest grade to be

had at any price, and we find that as a rule the tackle
dealers, with the exception of a few, go in for cheap grades
of gut, whereas if they would deal more in what is termed
in the trade Maranas and 1st. Padron, it is our opinion that
it would suit black bass fishing much better and be far more
reliable than the cheaper qualities, such as Regular and 2nd.
Padron.
As to the very long gut, there is nothing made 40in. in

length, and such has never been produced to our knowledge,
the average longest length being about 17in., and very little

is produced up to 22in. most of which is too fine for fishing
in the States,

There is no difficulty in obtaining the finest gut if tackle
dealers will pay the price for it. S. Allcock & Co,

United States Consular Agent Theodor Mertens, at Grao,
Spain, transmits to the State Department the following notes
on Spanish silkworm gut

:

"An article of perhaps no little interest to many persons in
the United States and of some substantial importance to
Spanish industry is the so-called gut from silkworms. 'This

is useful for fishing purposes, partly on account of its great
tenacity and partly owing to its transparent quality, the line
attaching the hook when in the- water not bemg visible.

"Since the decline of silk culture in this country the indus-
try of making these silk threads has increased, leaving the
peasants some profit; the prices, however, fluctuate accord-
ing to the value of the silk. The higher the price of silk the
fewer silkworms are used for fishing lines, and vice versa

;

yet about 4 per cent, of the silk grubs are destined yearly
for the above-named purpose.
"The manner of obtaining this thread-like gut is as fol-

lows: After the grub has eaten enough mulberry leaves
and before it begins to spin, which is during the months of
May and June, it is thrown into vinegar for several hours.
The insect is killed, and the substance which the grub, if

alive, would have spun into a cocoon is forcibly drawn out
from the dead worm into a much thicker and shorter silken
thread, in which operation dexterity and experience on the
part of the laborer are important. Two thick threads (from
each grub) are placed for about four hours in clear, cold
water, after which they are dipped during ten to fifteen

minutes in a solution of some caustic, for which purpose soft

soap dissolved in water is used here. This serves to loosen a
fine outer skin, which is next removed by the hands, while
the laborer holds the thread between his teeth. The silk is

then hung up to dry, care being taken to choose a shady
place, as the sun has the effect of. making them too brittle

afterward. In some parts of the cjuntry these silk guts are
bleached with sulphur vapor, which makes them look beauti-
fully glossy and snow white, like spun glass, while those
naturally dried retain always a yellowish tmt.
"The quality of the gut is decided according to the healthy

condition of the worm, round indicating a good quality
and flat an inferior one; also, the length is important, thirty-

two centimeters of fine, useful thread being sometimes made.
The thickness depends also upon the condition of the grub.
It is found to be as much as one milhmeter in the Spanish
insect, while those from Italy and Greece produce very fine

and thin gut strings. These are, to some extent, imported
here and sold again by weight at from |50 to $60 (United
States) per kilogram. About 40,000 to 50,000 threads are in

each kilogram. The Spanish production is made up neatly
in bundles of one hundred threads and sold by ten such
bundles, or one thousand threads, at about $4 for the round
kind and $1.50 to $2 for the flat kind.

"The time for seJling this article wholesale is during .lan-

uary, February, March and April; the retail trade is during
the summer months and fishing season. Although Murcia
is the principal place of this industry, yet most sales are
made outside of that city.

"The peasants of Murcia raised their prices upon the
slghtest demand, which drove buyers from the place; the
peasants now go every year with then- goods, packed in
boxes, up and down the entire coast of Spain on the Med-
iterranean as far as France. Valencia is considered the best
market.

"Orders from firms abroad should be given only to reliable

persons here, who, at the same time, understand this article

well. Direct negotiations with the traders should be avoided.
This article offers too little opportunity for fraud.

"This United States consular agency is willing to answer
any inquiries from American firms and will place them in
communication with a reliable commercial house here."

Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

Chicago, May 22.

—

Editar Forest and Stream: We send
you scores of the bait-casting to-day. On account of the
high winds prevailing, the other competitions were declared
off. Bait-casting: C. Babcock 85ft . L, F. Crosby 69ft., B.
W. Goodsell 82|ft., L. Goodwin 83iit., E. D. Letterman
89|ft., C. A. Lippincott 89ft., G. A. Murrell 9aft., H. A.
Newkirk 81|ft , F. K Peet 92|ft., J. E. Strong 76|ft., J. H.
Smith 88ft. . J. Haskell 94|ft.

The medal holder for bait casting is Geo. A, Murrell.

Geo. a. Morrell.

For Pere Marquette Waters.

Saginaw, Mich., May 17,—Just came back from a two
days' fishing at the Pere Marquette Club. Our stream is

literally alive with trout this year. Had a couple of invited

friends along, not expert anglers; there were six in the party,

and in two days we took 480 trout. We are allowed to re-

tain nothing smaller than 7m. 1 think this speaks well for

our stream. They are not liver-fed fish by any means, but
are as wild as hawks. We simply plant fry and yearlings

every year in the stream and nature does the rest. W. B. M,

FiGi. 1.-^Ma.soalonge. Fig. 2 -Pike. Fiu -S —Pickebel.
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ON NEW ENGLAND WATERS.
Boston, May 22.—It has been a great week for fishing

parties and fishermen. A great many are absent at their

favorite waters, and a great many are going. To date the

reports of catches are not particularly encouraging, if one
reads between the lines of the many newspaper reports. A
dozen failures should be put between these lines where one
of the successes is mentioned. At the Upper Dam, Richard-

son Lake, Me., there has been a crowd of anglers, beginning

to arrive as soon as the ice was out, but their success was
poor. One gentleman fished faithfully six days with a record

of six trout, the largest not over 21b8. Another gentleman,

from Lynn, fished a week and finally did obtain a trout of

Tibs., the largest of the season. He went up to the mouth
of Mill Brook and fished one day. There were ten other

fishermen there. He took two small trout, and others did

no better.

At Rangeley there has been better sport than almost any-

where on the lakes of that name. But the crowd is great.

General Passenger and Ticket Agent F. E Boothby writes

me that he has a report from Rangeley stating that the num-
ber of sportsmen there is greater than ever before for so early

in the season. He also has a report of a landlocked salmon
being taken early in the week, weighing lOlbs. This is a

very large salmon for that lake; but sportsmen who are

watching the progress of salmon in the Rangeleys, since

stocking with them begun, think that the size of the fish is

increasing every year. It is very certain that the food for

salmon, in the shape of smelts, is increasing. These fish

have been introduced in the Rangeley waters but a few years

.^introduced by the Fish Commission, for salmon food. This
spring a gentleman informs me that the water below the

Upper Dam has been literally alive with smelt; something
never seen before. He also states that the big trout could be
seen following up the smelts, and seizing them as often as

their digestion would allow. Apparently the trout were
having a great feast, and they utterly declined to take the

ordinary live minnow bait, or to rise to a fly, while the

smelt lasted. The same feature has been noted at Bemis.
Reports from Moosehead are pleasing the hotel men this

year, and one may easily be glad of it, from a business stand-

point. Mr. O. a' Dennen informed me Monday the Tisdale

party, of Leominster, Mass., had just taken a lake ti'out

weighing SOlbs. ; a monster, and about the largest one of

which there is any authentic record from that lake. Good
success is also being had with brook on that lake. The big

Produce party left Boston for Moosehead Thursday evening.
The party is to be joined by the Camp Comfort Club, from
Pawtuxet. The present trip makes the fiftieth one to the

credit of Mr. Edwin Smith—a veteran angler, surely; and
may the boys all live to make as many trips.

Another Boston party of representative business men is off

on a fishing trip this week, to the beautiful camps of the
Ljglewood Club, in New Brunswick The party is largely
composed of members of the club, and will be absent for a

couple of weeks. They left Boston Friday evening. There
were at least thirty sportsmen on the 7:45 train from the
Union Station last evening; not including the many persons
"going a-flshing" quietly by themselves. Who will say that
the love of sport with rod and reel is not on the increase.

Mr. R. A. Tuttle, proprietor of Lake Point Cottage at

Rangeley Outlet, with his party, went up to camp on Mon-
day. They had a through parlor car from Boston to Bemis.
The remarkable feature was that such a car is being run to

the very heart of the Rangeleys, reaching Bemis at 6 in the
evening, only nine hours from Boston; then getting to The
Birches at 7 o'clock, Haines Landing at 7:30, and over to

camp by dusk.
The Duck Lake Club left Boston Friday evening for the

Schoodics. The club, under the management of Mr. H. O.
Underwood, has three camps at the Schoodics, one at Grand
Lake, one at Pleasant Lake and one at Duck Lake. At one
or the other of these camps the club members are almost
always sure of fairly good fishing, as fishing goes nowadays.
Word just comes in from a Boston gentleman that he has
taken a salmon weighing 201bs. at Grand Lake, or in that
vicinity. It is suggested that such must be a sea salmon, if

the report is true, since the landlocked salmon of the
Schoodics do not grow to that size.

Mr. J, Otis Wetherbee is out from his trip to B Pond,
where he has had good fishing He has been accompanied
by Mr. Bayard Thayer and Congressman Simpkins. Mr.
George R. Hall, of the Adams House, Boston, is just in from
Moosehead, where he has had excellent fishing. A noble
string of trout fell to the lot of his party. On the trip Mr.
Hall visited Castle Harmony, Harmony Lake, where he
found cold weather and poor fishing. Mr. James G. Wild-
man, with the two Foster Brothers, have returned from
Moosehead Lake with a string of sixty-two good trout. Mr.
Wildman says that he took a great many fish on the Stanley
smelt, Sebago pattern. E. P. Mason has just returned from
Bemir, where he did not have great luck. Mr. Harry Perci-
val, of Bemir, says that the water has been alive with smelt,
even at Bemir, and that many of them have been floating
dead on the top of the water. On these minnows the trout
have gorged themselves, and have not taken to other bait. In
the maw of one trout of 2ilbs. thirteen of these little smelt
were found.
Mr. Louis Cabot, of Brookline, goes to his salmon river,

the Grand, P. Q , June 1. For his guest he has Mr. G. H.
Richards, who doubtless believes he is particularly fortunate
in being invited to the "best salmon river in the world."
Mr. D. H. Blanchard and Mr. E. Rolin Jones are on a

fishing trip to the latter's beautiful camps at Winnepisaukee,
Special.

Moosehead Lake.
Bangok, Me., May 22.—S. L. Small and Dana Croskett,

of Dexter, at the thoroughfare between Sugar Island and the
mainland near the place known as McNear's, fished an hour
and captured four trout, the combined weight of which was
141bs. The trout weighed 5, 4i, 2i, S^lbs.

C. C. More, of New York, is enjoying some great fly fish-
ing, killing twelve, fourteen, and even up to thirty trout a
day.
A laker weighing 291b8. was captured off Norcross Brook

last Saturday, at 11:30 in the morning,
The Mohawk Fishing Club is'having good luck. Monday

the club's catch was sixty-seven, ex- Senator Jacques landing
the largest fish.

George Emraett, of Attleboro, Mass., has captured his full
allowance and has the record for the largest square-taUer
thus far. It weighed 4|lbs. dressed. Mr. Emmett has
fished most of the time oif Green Island.

Sebec Lake.
Great catches of latdlocked salmon are reported from

Sebec Lake. The Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and
Game visited the lake the first of the week and report
numerous catches of fine fish. Geo. M. Houghton.

Some Maine Waters.
DiXFiELD, Me,, May 23.—I have just come home from a

two week's trip over a large section of the State, visiting
Sebago, Sebec and Moosehead, besides many places in Aroos-
took county. We could only stop a day in a place and had
but short time for fishing. At Sebago I only had one-half
day, during which I hooked and landed four salmon;
smallest 4]bs., largest lOA lbs. Also hooked two others which
I lost, Messrs Carleton, Oak and myself had one day at
Sebec Lake, taking in all fifteen salmon of 3 to 41bs. each.
At Moosehead a party of eight of us took 2501bs. in one

day, mainly lakers. This would almost seem to stamp us
as fish hogs; but after examining the stomachs of some of
those lakers, I have no compunctions in that direction. I
saw one opened, weighing SJrlbs. as he was caught, with
two good-sized shiners, one white fish and a trout of at least

liibs. In another there was certainly a pint of smelts.
We found it too early for fly fishing, aa the weather thus

far has been very cold and the season late, although Mr.
Oak succeeded in rising two or three at the outlet. We
caught our fish by trolling with the Stanley smelt—we
could not get them with anything else. At Moosehead and
Sebec Messrs. Oak, Carleton and myself ran two rods each

—

one baited with Stanley smelt, Sebago pattern, the other
with live minnow. Every strike we had was on the smelt.
To-morrow I go to Auburn Lake, where some very fine sal-

mon have been taken this spring of 4 to 91bs. The last of
this week we go to Rangeley. At all of these places we
have hearings, and only get a day or part of one to try the
fish.

June 1 we are called to Grand Lake on flshway matters,
s'arting with canoe at Duck Lake, through Bottle, Dobsis
lakes and others to Grand Lake Stream, and home via Calais
and Princeton. Will try and find tirhe when 1 return to let

you know what incidents of interest, occur on the route.
June 31 we go to Rangeley at the meeting of the Maine

Fish and Game Association; from Rangeley to Parmachene,
to hold hearings in regard to streams and ponds in that vi-

cinity. H. O. grANLBT.
New Found Lake.

JSToKTH DTJMBABT03S, N. H., May 22.—Recently, while at
Eew Found Lake, N. H., I saw a fine string of landlocked
salmon which were caught by a party of tnree during the
week. The fish weighed from 3 to lOlbs. I also saw the
record of the same party for a number of seasons, showing
some very lar^e fish—trout up to 231bs. and salmon up to
131b3. C. M. Staek.

THE MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
Boston, May 21— Editor Forest and Stream: The last

resular meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association before the vacation season was held at
Young's Hotel last evening, and in spite of the fact that a
considerable number of the members are already in the
woods and on the lakes indulging in their favorite pastime,
there was a large attendance. And it was good to see the
veterans—those who have passed the chairs, so to speak, ex-
Presidents Wiggin, Clarke and Samuels—still on deck and
eager to further the work of the Association. There was a
business meeting of the board of management at 6 o'clock.
Col. Rockwell, the president, in the chair. Secretary Kimball
reported on several matters of correspondence with various
parties upon subjects connected with fish and game protec-
tion ; he also read a letter from the Boston Curling Club
offering the use of their house and grounds on Fresh Pond
in case the Association, might desire to hold a fly-casting
tournament, and it was ordered that the courtesy be acknowl-
edged and accepted. The idea seemed to strike several gen-
tlemen favorably, and it was voted to refer the matter to a
special committee to consider and report upon it later. It is

probably too late to do anything in that line this season, but
something may come from it another year. Col. Rockwell
sugge.sted the advisability of having printed a sort of pros-
pecttis setting forth the objects and aims of the Association,
to be distributed where they might do the most good, and
the subject was referred to the publication committee.
Secretary Kimball called attention to the demand for copies
of the cloth poster issued by the Association giving
the close dates and all kinds of fish and game and
he was authorized to procure a further supply for general
circulation. Upon the adjournment of the board the supper
room was visited, where upward of seventy-five members
with a few guests took seats. The meal over, a brief busi-
ness meeting was held at which the following members were
elected: A. H. Gillig, A. L. Kidd, Gecge W. Gale, S M.
Smith, T. B. Parker. G. H. Gray, W. P. Bruisseau, G. W.
Tufts, T. F. Galvin, B. Herbert White. President Rock-
well then opened the speech meeting in a few remarks and
introduced Hon. H. N. Shepard, a well known member of
the bar, who gave a very interesting talk upon "Lake St. John
and the_ Ouananische." Mr. Shepard at once disclaimed
being a fisherman, but said he did love the woods, the lakes
and the streams, and be was always ready to go whenever
he could into new and strange countries in search of the
beautiful and wonderful in nature; the Lake St. John coun-
try filled the bill in these particulars, and of course to the
fisherman it is a very paradite. Whileon the subject of this
particular fish Col. Rockwell followed with a briet narration
of his experiences at the Grand Discharge, and said that he
didn't think much of the gameness of the ouananiche. Mr.
James-Murray Kay was the next speaker, and he gave a very
interesting talk upon "Salmon Angling" as well as upon the
habits and peculiarities of the Salmo solar. Incidentally he
remarked that a man who fishes for the score is not a sports-
man but a barbarian—a sentiment that was loudly applauded.
Mr. St. ]Sf, Church, of New Bedford, spoke for the men who
use the rifle as well as the rod (but rather prefer the rifle),

and the meeting, a really profitable and enjoyable one, was
shortly after brought to a close. Wm. B. Smaet.

Iowa Fishings Season.
Ohakles City, la., May 16. —Iowa's fish law expired the

loth, and many parties were out to ,try their luck in the
Cedar River at this place. As far as reported, quite all were
more or less successful.

Among the best catches were fifteen black bass, the two
largest weighing 4 and 4ilb3. ;

eight pickerel, ranging in
weight from 2 to 61bs. ; while the largest one hooked for the
day reached 151bs., 42iin. in length, being caught a few miles
below the city. Very few pike were taken, although the
riled condition of the water would seem to favor thtir biting
better than the above-named varieties. Vane Simmonds.

RHODE ISLAND SEA FISHING.
Pkovxdence, R I., May M —Editor Forest and Stream:

A number of squiteague, which is one of the most delicious
fish of these waters, have recently been taken in traps in
Palmer's River, Warren, but none have yet taken the hook.
Striped bass and perch are also taken in the traps.
The tautog season in the upper bay is waning, and the fish

are moving down the bay. They have commenced to mate,
and although the amateurs still make catches off the old
Beacon, Sabin's Point and Bullock's Point hghthouses, the
majority of the fish are further down the bay, at Conimicut
Light and that vicinity, where some large catches are re-
ported. Horace H Frankhn, of this city, caught a 7-pounder
here on Friday. One weighing an even ISlbs. was caught
the same day off Price's JSTeck, Newport, which establishes
the record for this vicinity. George Waterman caught one
below Pawtuxet weighing ISlbs. and another of 6+lbs. His
catch for that day (19th inst.) wasne^rly lOOlbs. tautogare
most uncertain fish, and while general jy biting best on the
ebb tide, are liable to bite in any weather and on any day.
This season they have been running very well. The fisher-
men who have once tasted the joy of hauling in a good-sized
tautog with either hand line or rod and reel will never for-
sake the sport for anything else so long as the tautog are
running.

Fish Commissioner .John H^ Northup took a party down-
the bay Tuesday on a fishing trip. The party consisted of
James C, Collins, clerk of the Fish Commissioners; Judge
James Harris, of Smithfield; Attorney General Tanner, Jas.
T. Lockwood, Benjamin Hill, Charles I. Northup and
Elihu R. Shippee. A pleasant trip was made, and about
lOOlbs. of tautog were caught; Benjamin Hill catching tlie

largest, which weighed 71bs.

A fine 301b moose was born at the menagerie connected
with Roger Williams Park on Wednesday last. The parents
are a pair that were purchased of a famous old trapper and
hunter of New Brunswick, named^Philip Sellick,

P. P. Dodge, of this city, caught a tautog weighing lllbs.
7oz. ofl; Bullocti's Point lighthouse Monday.

Messrs. Brown and Lillibridgc, two well known fisher-
men, of Saylesville, went down to the southern part of the
State on the 15lh, trout fishing, and were very successful,
exhibiting on their return ninety-seven of the speckled beau-
ties as the result of their outing. All were fair-sized fish.

W. H. M.

The Trout in Nova Scotia.

Halifax, N. S., May 20.—Editor Forest and Stream:
For the last ten days or more a heavy fog has obliterated
this section of the country, the intermissions being taken
advantage of by showers, and the sad tones of the fog bell on
George's Island has been a fitting accompaniment to the
growls of those fishermen who love not to wrap themselves
in cold, wet oil skins and sit for hours in a wetter boat.

Nevertheless, the lakes have been spotted with the more
enthusiastic and also the market fishermen, the latter,
usually, at this time succeeding best, as they are least fas-
tidious in the choice of lures. The Mayfly is rising to an
extent that makes the artificial almost useless. Last week I
saw within a radius of lOft, of our boat six large trout out
of the water at the same time, and although we had flies on
our casts very closely resembling the real, we were treaff d
with damp contempt.
My companion, Mr. Eagar, a resident and experienced

sportsman, informs me that when the ephemera cease to rise,
the following few days will be magnificent for fishing, and
he is now in communication with several lakes, awaiting
the word.
About three weelis ago we tried the lake and runs near the

Fourteen-Mile House, remaining two days, and although
the conditions were quite unfavorable, we brought back
twenty-three fine trout, the largest weighing 241bs.
Three local fishermen returning from Musquodoboit Har-

bor about the end of April, report the fishing first-class, but
the roads dreadful. They brought in forty two trout, aver-
aging about 2ilbs., and two salmon, weight not given.
There were also exhibited in the windows of a couple of

tradesmen, on May 5, part of a fare of 140 trout, killed at
Mill Lake, Hubbard's Cove, the largest marked 44IbB,, andhe
looked it. The Sa.urday markets are full of flabby looking
trout that sell from 20 to 60 cents a string of half a dozen.
We expect the grayling to run in about three weeks, and I

anticipate some rare sport. I wish Mr. Cheney was up here.
1 feel certain he would break his grayling record.

H. M. R0SENBER(4.

New Tork Black Bass Law.
The new law signed by Gov. Black last Saturday makes

the open season for black bass or Oswego bass June 15 to
Dec. 81 inclusive. This applies to the entire State with the
exception of the Thousand Island waters, where the open
season is June 9 to Jan. 1, and waters of town of Horicon,
where the season is July 10 to Jan. 1.

^ ^

.

Tlie Black Fly and Mosquito.
Actual test in the Maine woods last season convinc::d me

that two-thirds pure tar and one third vaseline, well w j ked
together, is a perfect repellent to black flies and mosq>i toes.

Two or three applications a day are suflacient, and soap and
water will eSectually remove it. H. S. C.

Last week two wires that run from the station telegraph
oflice in Portsmouth were found to be crossed, William
Ballard, the railroad lineman, was notified, and he found the
trouble about two miles west of the city. It was caused by
a small steel trap with about 2ft. of chain attached to it.

The chain was tightly wound several times around the two
wires, bringing thtm in contact and rendering them both
useless. There were blood and feathers on the trap, and it

was probably done by some large bird getting caught in the
trap and flying off with it attached to its leg. In its flight

the chain hanging below caught upon the wires, the sudden
jerk winding it tightly around and liberating the bird. Mr.
Ballard says it was the strangest cross he has seen in fifteen
years as a hneman.

—

Manchester (A\ H.) Union.

A FAMiLT in this town moved not long ago into a house
which was found to be infested with rats in great numbers.
All the usual remedies were tried in vain. After the family
were nearly in despair a friend advised them to get a pair of
rabbits and let them run about the house. The rabbits were
brought to the house and the rats left. The Pied Piper of
Hameiin was not more effective. It is a good thing to know
this method of ridding a bouse of rats, but each one must
decide for himself which is worse about a house—rabbits or
rats,

—

Baltimo're Sun.
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SCHOOLING THE DOG.—I.

[This paper is the first of a series oa the education of the dog as it
relates to sport with the gun in field shooting. The subject will be
fully treated in all its details.

In the education of the dog, as in the education of hoys
and girls and men and women, there are no educational sys-
tems which compensate for ignorance and inefficiency on the
part of the teacher, or for incapacity on the part of the
pupil. There must he ability to convey knowledge* on the
one hand, and on the other an ability to receive it, else there
is no proper progress. The mental capacity of the dog and
the knowledge necessary to serve him through life are in-
finitely less than those required to serve man, but none the
less his manner of acquiring knowledge is much the same as
man's. Still, while the manner of it is similar, the dog's
sources of information are much narrower, for, being of a
lower order of intelligence than man, and having no power
of speech worth considering in this connection, he can learn
only from repeated, direct experience.
Man learns much from his fellow man through the medium

of speech, besides having the knowledge of the world to
draw upon, as preserved in writings. The dog's lessons, as
between teacher and pupil, must always be object lessons.
Continued discourse conveys no knowledge to him, as it does
between man and man.

This is considering the matter in the narrow scope as it

relates to teacher and pupil. It may be possible to show
that the dog has faculties of a higher order than the mere
recognition and relation of objects; but he must acquire his
knowledge before he is able to apply it, and the matter of
acquiring it is what is herein considered; hence, without
going into any abstruse treatment of the objective and sub-
jective, it is sufficient for the purpose to ignore herein the
more intricate phenomena of mind.
Thus, any system held forth as having some inherent

virtue, whereby a dog will b? trained quickly and thoroughly
regardless of his capacity to receive a training or the trainer s
ability to give it, denotes that the claimant of such system
is either very simple in the matter of which he treats, or is
not very scrupulous as to his manner of tieating it.

Every one cannot train a dog, but every one can try to
train, and after trying he will know more about it than if he
had never tried ; in fact, without having tried, one will never
know definitely whether he can or cannot train. Nor are
there any men who are born trainers. Some men may have
a natural aptitude for it, and learn it quickly and accurately,
as they learn anything else quickly and accurately for which
they have an aptitude. Contrary to common belief, there-
fore, the training of a dog is not one of the things which
come intuitively. In theory, every man knows a sure cure
for his friend's cold ; what is the correct thing to do to start
a balky norse, and without a moment's thought he can give
an ex eatliedra opinion on any great public question of the
day—and they are all very good as theories. If they fail
consecutively a thousand times in practice, they are equally
as good to serve again on occasion,

Tire more inexperienced the man the more impractical and
opinionated he is certain to be. If he be experienced and cor-
rectly practical in certain specialties he may be visionary con-
cerning those of others, of which he has little knowledge.
It is not strange then that nearly everyone thinks he can
train a dog.
Nor is dog-training a matter of set forms, and arbitrary

methods of applications on the part of a competent trainer,
though the beginner generally proceeds on the theory
that he has but to learn a metbod by rote, and the applica-
tion of it is a matter of course. A method of training, as set
forth in books, may be thoroughly efficient so tar as a
method can be expressed in words, but there is much beside
all that, and essentially supplementary to it, which the be-
ginner must acquire by observation and experience and
which he must learn for himself. Having the theory accur-
ately set forth, he must thus qualify himself for its practical
application, and in applying it, nothing is more important
than a thorough understanding of the dog himself; that is to
say, the understanding on the part of the trainer of the dog's
capacity to understand and of what the dog understands of
his teachei's purposes; and he should be able to judge
of the dog's peculiarities of character. If the dog is incap-
able of learning quickly owing to stupidity, or, though
highly intelligent he from obstinacy refuses to learn, the
former would need the most patient consideration; the latter,
due consideration with unremitting firmness, and perhaps
punishment. Yet the novice would be likely to use the same
set method in the same way on both, and also on all others.
There are hundreds of little differences of dog character and
capabilities to be censidered, and until the trainer reaches a
point of discernment where he can perceive, understand and
take advantage of them, his attempts as a teacher will be
but little more than mechanical. He may, now and then,
have success with a dog from the accident that the set, arbi-
trary method happens to fit the dog's peculiarities, but it is
merely a happening. "With a little thought over it, it is
clear that it is palpably absurd to apply one set method to
the nervous, the stupid, the intelligent, the lazy, the timid,
the diligent, the fast, the slow, the weak, the strong, etc.
Such must result in many failures, and the best success will
be moderate.
Methods should be modified to the circumstances of each

inJividual case, compromising with the idiosyncrasies of
the pupil, and applying with a view to securing certain
results and not with a view to preserve arbitrary methods of
teaching. By kindness, and preserving the dog's interest,
always keeping progress within his capacity, success will be
the result in every case where it is possible. There will be
failures betimes, as in cases where the dog is mentally weak,
so much so that he is a dullard, or understanding what is
taught him for the moment, he cannot remember it from
day to day; or if he is proficient in learning, he may be too
indolent to work afield, so that if trained he is merely a
trained loafer; or he may be well trained and diligent yet
incapable of good performance, owing to the functional
powers of the nose, as an organ of scent, being deficient or
absent. In such cases the trainer is powerless to correct the
dog's shortcomings, also he may not be able to recognize the
cause of the trouble, and therefore the greater need of close
and careful observation of details from the start.

JSTo trainer can supply qualities which nature has omitted.
To be able to determine nicely all these points requires close
observation. A knowledge of dog character will come to a
trainer after a certain experience, even if he is left entirely
to his own resources, but such is from a long experimental
experience; but what is learned slowly from many experi-
ments, losses and failures could have been much better

learned at the beginning from the observance of advice given
in approved methods and the exercise of perception and
judgment.
Thus having given some consideration to the dog, he -next

would act wisely in giving a great deal to himself. He will
need to study himself from a new standpoint. As a teacher,
he will find a new character in himself, differing essentially
from his every day one. As teacher he will find that he is

irritable, impatient, and unreasonable in his requirements of
the dog; that he becomes angry over the dog's failure to do
in a few moments what the trainer directs, and that his
anger increases when the dog shows utter ignorance of the
language which the trainer knows so well Knowing the
language himself, he does not consider that the dog is ignor-
ant of it, and has to learn the sound of the order so as to keep
it in memory, and next its meaning and its application. At
this juncture the amateur generally falls to and gives the dog
a sound beating, and calls the tumult dog training. At the
next lesson the poor dog associates the whole affair with a
sound beating, and is in a state of mind for anything else
rather than receiving lessons.

When a dog's fears are aroused, or he is made to feel need-
lessly uncomfortable, worried and uneasj', his progress as a
pupil is slow. If the lessons are made obnoxious to him, the
trainer has succeeded in making him more intent on avoid-
ing them or having them ended than in learning their pur-
pose. With a violent teacher the dog's life is truly a sad one.
Knowledge is then acquired under the most disheartening
difficulties. Under the same violent conditions the teacher
would rise in rebellion and implore the world to witness his
wrongs. If, when learning his A B C's, the good pedagogue
had told him the names of the letters two or three times,
then failing to receive proper answer, had jerked him vio-
lently by his neck, kicked him in his ribs and slashed him
with a heavy whip, he would have considered a lesson as
something devoid of pleasure. The harshness and inefficiency
so deterrent to the boy's progress and so harmful to his nature
are equally so to the dog's. The same patient labor on the
part of the teacher in dealing with the education of the boy
is the same required in dealing with the education of thedog.
Their manner of gaining knowledge differs but little. Pun-
ishment teaches nothing in the way of acquiring knowledge
excepting that his teacher is an tmpleasant person, and one
to be avoided. Punishment serves in its place to prevent a
dog from doing certain things, and that is the extent of its

mission. It is good in its place as a preventive, but it de-
velops nothing useful. But when it is applied for the
reason that the teacher is angry, it is enthely outside of the
purposes of dog training, though the teacher may imagine
the violence is a part of it. Until the trainer can control his
temper and fit his efforts to the dog's capacity and progress,
he vdll be inefficient. And these things no one can do for
him. His own judgment and self-control are his only re-
liance, as they are entirely outside the scope of any system.

A. K. C. MEETING.
The regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel

Club was held in its offices at 55 Liberty street, May 20.
There were present American Fox Terrier Club (H, H.

Hunnewell, Jr.), Boston Terrier Club (L. A. Burritt), But-
terfly Bench Show Association (D. E. Waters), Collie Club
(James Watson), Irish Terrier Club (W. L. Beadleston),
Metropolitan Kennel Club (G. M. Carnochan), New
England Kennel Club (Edward Brooksj, Pointer Club
(George Jarvis), Southern California Kennel Club (C. D.
Bernheimer), Poodle Club (H. G. Trevor), National Beagle
Club (H. F. Schellhass), Gordon Setter Club (J. B. Blos-
som); Associates (G. W. H. Ritchie and A. C. Wilmerding).
Vice-President Edward Brooks presided. Capt. Knocker
was accepted as the delegate of tbe San Francisco Kennel
Club.
The treasurer's report showed a balance of $4,018.66 on

hand. The secretary's quarterly report was accepted and
placed on file. The report of the advisory boarol (April 6)
was read as already published, accepted and placed on file.

The report of the Stud Book committee was accepted with
the adoption of its recommendations, as follows: Ee the
pedigree of the black and tan terrier Pittsburgh Ben (38,-
195) on application of W. H. Davis, for the cancellation of
this dog's registration, was refused, there being no evidence
to support it.

Be application of Robert Walker, in the matter of the
breeder of Dunrobin Ossian, Oswald, Noel and Torfrida,
the committee recommended that the original entries be
canceled, as they are wrong, and that Mr. Albion L. Page
register them correctly, paying the fee the same as for an
original entry. The wins and records of Dunrobin Ossian
and Dunrobin Oswald to stand. Mr. Page was under a
mistaken belief that he was the breeder, but on having his
attention called to the error he asked for its correction.
The application of Fred J. Roromell, Chicago, for rein-

statement was dismissed.
Tiie committee recommended the suspension of Joe

Saks, Washington, till he gives information concerning the
pedigree of the fox terrier Dixie II., given as by Blemton
Valiant—Belgrave Viola, which is thought to be incorrect.
Mr. Saks had ignored the committee's inquiries concern-
ing the matter.
The complaint of Wm. Grebe, re the breeder and pedi-

gree of the corded poodle Black Prince (39,424), the com-
mittee concluded to permit the registration of Black
Prince; not as now in the stud book, but by Tell (Othello—Desdemona) out of Flora.
Two other cases were mentioned by the committee

which were not ready to be reported on, each being in re-
spect to false pedigrees traced to Miller, of Westchester,
Pa., who was disqualified last year. Endeavors to obtain
the necessary evidence upon which the postal authorities
could act have in previous cases failed, but it is hoped
that in these cases the required affidavits may be secured.
The committee on rules reported that it has under con-

sideration general amendments to the rules governing dog
shows and clubs holding such shows. It will conclude its

labors so its recommendations may be published in July
or August. Mr. Vredenburg made a verbal report in behalfof
the special committee appointed to confer with the special
committee of the- Canadian Kennel Club. He reported that
thelollowinghadbeenagreedupon: ThattheC.K.O. should
be the Canadian Advisory Board of the A. K. C; that all
questions relating to Canada should be acted upon by that
committee or board, subject, however, to confirmation or
appeal to this club; that every show held iii Canada must
be held under A. K. C. rules,'and that every show held in
Canada must pay the A. K. C. the sum of $10, the same as
is exacted fi-om A. K. C. members; that the A. K. C. cease

receiving money for registrations; that all listings for
Canadian show must be made with the A. K. C. This
was agreed to by the C. K. C, with the following condi-
tions: That so far as challenge classes are concerned, the
A. K. C. should make the same exceptions in their favor
that was made in favor of the Pacifi.c Coast; that Canada
should be entitled to a representation in the A. K. C. with
three delegates, one of whom was to be chairman of the
Canadian Kennel Board, and by virtue of that position he
was to have a seat on the Executive Board.
As this memorandum was changed materially by the

Canadian Kennel Club in its application, the agreement is
still in abeyance. The special committee's report was ac-
cepted and placed on file, and .further negotiation will be
allowed them.
The following kennel names were granted: Bayonne, to

Mr. Leslie A. Burritt; Beaumaris, to Mr. Bulkley Wells;
Bridge, to Mr. J. H. Mullins; Dorchester, to Mr. C. 0.
Kammerer; Fashion, to Mr. H. Shearman; Golden, to Mr.
J. B. Martin; Scaleby, to Mr. John A. Detweller; Shady-
side, to Messrs. Frederick S. Stedraan and W. F. Bender;
Tippecanoe, to Mr. Joseph Missenheimer; Verona, to
Mrs. P. A. Hearst and Mr. J. E. de Ruyter.
The charges of misconduct by Mr. W. L. Washington

against Mr. Alfred Von Cotzhausen, and the complaint of
Mr. F. P. Kirby in behalf of Mr. Walter Griscome against
the National Greyhound Club for non-payment of the club
medal, won at the late New York show, were referred to
the executive board.
The secretary reported that he had requested the Pacific

Advisory Board to investigate the question of Mr. A. Rus-
sell Crowell accepting money on behalf of the A. K. C.and
forgetting to send the same to the A. K. C.
Mr. Harry Malcolm, on appeal, was reinstated.
The action of a judge on the Pacific coast in giving so

many equal firsts and seconds and thirds was declared to
be reprehensible, and was referred to the committee on
rules.

The Bull Terrier Club of America was dropped from the
roll of membership.
The question of the relief to the dog show clubs whose

forfeits of |25 have been forfeited for violations of the
rule, was laid on the table pending the report of the com-
mittee on rules.

The Seattle Kennel Club was dropped for non-payment
of dues.
A resolution was passed as follows:

'eas, It is reported in the public press that the
British Board of Agriculture has issued orders restricting
the importation of dogs from America, based upon the
idea that rabies is prevalent here, and,

WJiereas, It is well known to those most closely con-
nected with dogs as owners that rabies is practically un-
known in this country, and that alleged cases of hydro-
phobia arising from the bites of dogs claimed to be rabid
are in nearly every case published for sensational pur-
poses, and with no knowledge of the actual condition of
the dog, and the alleged cure of such persons is therefore
purely imaginary and mercenary, be it therefore

Resolved that a special committee may be appointed by
this club, whose duty it shall be to obtain information of a
reliable nature regarding the existence of rabies in the
LTnited States, by communicating with dog owners
throughout the country, and by such further steps as it
may deem necessary.
The chairman stated that he would appoint a committee

of five, three of whom would be expert veterinarians, and
two members of the club.

National Beagle Club of America.
An executive meeting of the National Beagle Club of

America was held at the rooms of the American Kennel
Club, May 13. Members present: H. F. Schellhass, Chair-
man; James W. Appleton, George B. Post, Jr., A. Wright
Post and G. Mifflin Wharton.
Voted that the eighth annual field.trials be held during

the week commencing Monday, Oct. 25. Carried, that the
chair appoint a field trial committee, members of which
will be published later. Georoje W. Rogers, Sec'y.
208 Wkst Eighit-kighih sthkkt, New York.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
From a correspondent we learn that the Manitoba Dog

Owners' Association purpose having an amateur meeting,
followed by the Manitoba Club, with the Continental
switched between at the conclusion. The Northwestern
will have a champion stake, the prize ofwhich probably will
be an illuminated Diploma (cost $25). In addition thereto
Messrs. Walker & Sons will give a silver trophy costing
$100. There will be no entry or starter's fees, and the
winner will take the cup and diploma. Mr. Edward Dex-
ter was invited to accept the patronship of the Northwest-
ern Field Trial Club in place of the late highly respected
patron, A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale. Mr. Dexter accepted,
and said he was thoroughly in accord with the desires of
the Northwestern Field Trials Club, viz., to have and hold
field trials for the sake of encouraging sport in its purest
and truest form, rather than from the usual incentive of a
monetary consideration. The Northwestern Field Trial
Club also think that in offering a trophy and diploma,
with the reputation and story that go with such trophies,
that their efforts will be appreciated by those who have a
desire to find by an honest test if they own a champion,
and especially when there is absolutely no expenditure in
connection.

The doings of the A. K. 0. afford a standard theme for
some writers, in so far as they can find something to criti-

cise adversely or something which can be forced to seem
like error. Its beneficent works are rarely touched upon.
When there is error, it is good and proper to point it out
and disapprove it; but the manufacture of error is in itself

a most reprehensible error. The latest "kick" against the
A. K, C. action is in respect to the cancellation of the pug
Hooker's win in the challenge class at the late St. Louis
show. The rule governing such entry specifies that "'it is

necessary to specify on the entry blank a sufficient number
of first prize winnings to entitle it to compete in such class
until such time as it has won in a challenge class, after
which one challenge win shall be sufficient." The entry
of Hooker mentioned his eligibilitv as follows: "Win-
nings—First, New York, Chicago, S"t. Louis." Now that
does not specify winnings "to entitle it to compete." It
specifies wlierd the winnings were, but not what they were.
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No one can tell from the statement quoted above whether
the dog won in open, novice, puppy or other classes. It is

plain that the entry being so faulty the cancellation was
just.

The premium list and entry blanks of the New England
Kennel Club's open air dog show, to be held at the club

grounds, Braintree, Mass., June 19, can be obtained of

James E. Green, Braintree, Mass. Entry fee $1. Entries

close on June 8. The club desires that those who are in-

terested in dogs will aid and cooperate in making the show
a success.

The kennel of the late A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale will (be

sold to the highest bidder at Aldridge's, J^ondon, on July
2. There are sixty-one all told.

N, Q. Pope, of Poland, Me., one of the oldest and most
enthusiastic of fanciers and supporters of hound interests,

died on May 13, of pneumonia, after a short illness. He
was an active member of the Brunswick Fur Club and
contributed much toward its success. Pie was on the
point of giving up kennel interests, and a few days before

his death he had promised all his dogs to Mr. A.
McGregor, who had charge of his kennels.

Quite an important overhauling of the Boston Terrier

Standard and Scale of Points is to be considered at a meet-
ing to be held on June 4, at Young's Hotel, Boston, at 8

o'clock.

Mr. W. S. Bell, secretary of the Continental Field Trial

Club, under date of May 22 writes us as follows: "Permit
me through the medium of your paper to again call atten-

tion to the closing date of the Blue Kibbon Stake of the
Continental Field Trials Club's chicken trials. These will

be held at Morris, Manitoba, and advice from there reports

plenty of chickens, therefore we look forward to success-

ful trials. The entries will close June 1. I hope owners
and handlers will take cognizance of this and give us a
bumper entry list."

Mr. J. B. Baker, New York, recently purchased Tony
Gale, a dog of excellent merit, and joined interest with the
Eldred Kennels.

We learn that Mr."W. S. Bell will judge the Blue Eibbon
and Excelsior Stake of the Continental Field Trial Club.

His long experience and satisfactory performances will

assure that he will do the judging skillfully.

Mr. Robert Johnson, Newburgh, N. Y., Superintendent
of the Orange County Bench Show, Middleton, N. Y., in-

forms us that his club claims the dates Sept. 21 to 24.

At an adjourned meeting of the Western Canada Ken-
nel Club held recently in the Clarenden Hotel, Winnipeg,
it was decided to hold the club's annual field trials on
Aug. 30 and 31 instead of Sept. 6.

Mr. J. J. Flynn, secretary, writes us under date of May
13 as follows: "Kindly say that the dates of the Interna-
tional Fox Terrier show have been cancelled, and that the
show will not be held until later."

CommunicaUona for fhia department are requested. Anything on

the bicycle in its relation to the ^ortsman is particularly desirab le

WHEELING NOTES.
The writer of a series of articles iu an English photo-

graphic publication on stalking with the camera, uses his

bicycle as a means of reaching his hunting grounds. The
material assistance rendered by the wheel may be judged
from a description of the apparatus taken into the field

:

"As a matter of fact," he writes, "the camera I have used
all last year, with lens, tripod and one double back, weighs
161bs., besides which I generally carry eight more quarter-

plate dark slides, two half-plates, two gpare lenses, with a

host of etceteras, and on working far from home perhaps
two or three dozen plates and a changing bag besides. The
whole of this heavy load when at home I pack on a bicycle

until reaching the scene of the day's work, when the

machine is left at some house or farm, or hidden carefully

in a ditch and well covered over with grass and leaves."

The author of these articles devotes much of his time to

photographing birds and small animals in their native

haunts. He is an enthusiast at his work, and a picture in

the article from which the quotation is- made shows him up
to his armpits in water focusing his camera, which is con-
cealed behind a blind of twigs or some unseen bit of animate
nature. His study opens up an interesting and convenient
field for naturalists and lovers of nature. Even the com-
monest birds familiar to everybody well repay study and
observation, and photographic records of their daily life are

of value and a never-failing source of interest.

The story of a rider who couldn't mount his wheel when
the repairer had accidentally chanoied the step to the right

side was told in these columns some time ago. His was, per-

haps, a rare instance for a rider of some experience. There
are, however, at the present time many riders of last year's

crop who have not yet learned to dismount from either pedal.

Taking into consideration the fact that a bicycle travels from
15 to 20ft. at each revolution of the pedals, it can easily be
seen that there are times when it does not pay to wait for the
customary pedal to come around before gettiag off. Most
riders can fall off in an emergency, but it is safer to be able

to dismount properly from the pedal that happens to be in •

position.

Talk about being too old to ride! Really no one is too

old.

We know of a lady ninety years young, as Holmes would
have said, who, in compliance with a suggestion made by
one of her grandsons, took her first bicycle ride on the birth-

day that opened up the last decade of her century. This old
lady made the circuit of her grounds on a tandem, and said

that she enjoyed the experience. And yet some youthful
persons of fitty or sixty give age as an excuse for not riding.
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HYPATIA. SAIL Plait.

Good saddle horses in the East and most plugs in the West
are taught to guide by a pressure of the bridle rein on the

neck instead of a pull on either rein. The best of the cow
ponies are still more sympathetic to their rider's wish and
are guided by an inclination of his body in the direction it is

desired to go.

It should be the same way with a bicycle. Steering

should be accomplished by a slight swaying of the body
rather than by any sudden jerk or thrust of the handle bar.

The instinct of the bicycle for guiding is incredibly fine and
the response immediate. Conversely, only riders with a
cultivated sense of balance can approach perfection in steer-

ing.

It is said that in France young men of a certain set now
carry light canes when awheel. Thus the story goes, they
can bring their machines to a standstill by leaning a little to

one side and supporting themselves with the canes while they
chat with some acquaintance.

The Connecticut man has a hapoy faculty for taking care

of himself under the toughest contingencies of existence.

Thomas Eeed, of Meriden, who has just returned home, was
one of the five Americans captured on the filibuster Laurada
by the Spaniards. He took life in Morro Castle coolly for

two months, and on his transfer to a military camp exercised

his ingenuity and effected an escape, making his way from
Cuba to Key West in a small boat.

His compatriot, Allison G-ilbert, of Derby, passed last win-
ter in camp on the banks of a small river in the interior of

Alaska. He writes home that he expects to arrive in Cali-

fornia next winter and will then start for Connecticut on his

bicycle. What a small button this world is anyway, and
what a boon the bicycle may be to the modern knights
errant

!

In a recent decision in a case before the United States Cir-

cuit Court for the northern district of ISew York, Justice

Coxe sustained the Fairbanks & Berlo patent of May 9, 1893,

on wood rims for bicycle wheels. The Court helQ that a
marked improvement over existing types had been made in

the wood rim, which required an exercise of inventive facul-

ties, and consequently was justly eligible to the protection

afforded by the Patent Bureau.
The existing type of carriage wheels, though using wooden

rims, are constructed upon "a different basic principle, de-

pending upon compression spokes and an iron reinforcing

tire, and though laminated fellies have been used the break
joint and varying grain features of the patent are new, while
the weight is carried by suspension spokes and pneumatic
tires.

His honor closes by aiiirming that "the patentees have
done much to make the modern bicycle a perfect machine."

Vencedoe, the Chicago fin-keel, has been sold by Mr.
Berriman to H. M. Gillig, formerly Commodore of the
Larchmont Y. C, and owner of Romona, Gloriana and other
yachts. Mr. Gillig will bring her on by rail and race her on
the Sound. She will be canvased for the 60fb. class, to

race with Wasp.

Mr. Suggan's Defender.

The first of the fleet of 20-footers designed by G. H.
Duggan to compete for the honor of defending the Seawan-
haka Corinthian international cup was launched success-
fully on May 19 at Dorval. The boat is the one designed by
Mr. Duggan for his own and Mr. Shearwood's use. Outside
of the staff of builders those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Duggan and Mr. Shearwood. The boat had stood on the
ways all day blackleaded and varnished, and her shining
surface scintillated in the bright sun and was the admiration
of the few favored to look at it. The hollow mast had been
set in place and the shrouds and such light rigging as is

requisite was erected. When Messrs. Duggan and Shear-
wood arrived late in the afternoon the rudder was shipped,
and then after some preparatory work the blocks were
knocked away and the truck on which the yacht rested
slid into the water and the boat floated gracefully in Lake
St. Louis. The centerboard was next placed in its box, and
after arranging the spreaders the boat was ready for its sails.

The boat will be taken down the lake to Mr. Duggan's place,

and the remaining arrangements will be completed there.

She presents a neat appearance on the water, and looks as if

she could travel at a pretty good clip in any sort of a breeze.
There are three other 20-footers on the ground in front of

the yacht shed and one more in the shed, and all of these
will be launched this week. Mr. Harrison B. Young's boat
is on the way, and will go into the water to-day. Her mast
and rigging have been placed on board, and her sails are
lying in the grass on the club house lawn. The other two
boats have been blackleaded and varnished, and are out dry-
ing, awaiting their spars. Of these five boats it is expected
that all will be ready before Saturday, and on that day there
will be a trial spin of the quintette.
Maida, the second of the Duggan designed 20-footers, was

launched from the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. grounds at
Dorval yesterday afternoon. Maida is the property of Har-
rison B. Young, and in general appearance Is kindred to Mr.
Duggan's own boat; but in detail there are a number of dif-
ferences. Mr. Duggan's boat lies well out of the water, and
has a big overhang forward and ^ft. Mr. Young's boat is

broad and shallow ;without the centerboard its draft is about
4in., and with the centerboard in position the draft is hardly
more than 6in. The boat lies flat on the water, and is stiff,

and the indications are that she will be the fastest of the five
in rough weather or with a good blow. After being launched
yesterday, the centerboard was swung on board and placed
in the box. The board is quite a heavy one, and weighs in
the neighborhood of 4001bs.—Toro7iito G-lobe, May 20.

Hypatia.
CENTEKBOAED EACIKG SLOOP.

"We have once more spoken of the rapid change that has
taken place in the middle West in the abandoning of the old
fleet of sandbag sloops and catboats, imported from Long
Island Sound, for smaller and more modern racing craft.

This movement has been quite general for two or three years
and is extending each year, every small lake in Wisconsin
and Minnesota having a growing fleet of 15 or 20 footers, the
local designers, both amateur and professional, competing
with Herreshoff , Linton Hope and other well-known Eastern
or English designers. The design here illustrated was sent
to us privately for inspection; at our request permission was
given to puolish it. The designer is Mr. W. J. Starr, a
yachtsman of Eau Claire, Wis., an amateur; the design was
made and the yacht built for Gwynn Garnett, Jr., of Chicago,
a member of the Green Lake Y. C, of Green Lake, Wis.,
where the yacht was raced lasfr season.
The design is interesting from the fact that, though made

in February, 1806, it shows a very full waterline and an ap-
preciation on the part of the designer of those points of ad-
vantage which were developed to an extreme degree later

in the season in the racing of the 15ft. class on Long Island
Sound.
The dimensions are:

Length, over all 2m. [ 9in.

L.W.L 19ft.l6in.
Overhang, bow 4ft.

stern 4ft. 3in.

Beam, extreme 9fb. Sin.

L.W.L 8ft.

Draft, hull llin.

with board 6ft. Gin.

Ballast None.
Mast, from fore end l.w.l 3ft. Sin.

deck to hounds 23ft. 9in.

pole 2ft.

Boom 27ft.

Gaff 15ft.

Bowsprit, beyond end, l.w.l 13ft. 6in.

Mainsail, hoist 19ft.

tack to peak 32ft. 6in.

clew to throat 32ft.

area, sq. ft 475sq. ft.

Jib, area, sq. ft 150sq. ft.

Total area, sq. ft 625sq. ft.

The rules of the club place a tax upon all overhang in ex-
cess of one-third the L.W.L. The yacht proved lighter in
construction than anticipated, and as she carried her sail

ably without ballast she was raced in this trim, her L.W.L.
measuring but 18ft. The designed freeboard, already quite
high for a modern racing boat, was thus increased by a
couple of inches. Her crew last season lacked the experi-
ence necessary to show her at her best, but she proved very
fast. It is proposed for the present season to put on a new
deck, reducing the freeboard 3in., and moving the mast a
little forward, at the same time giving her a new mainsail
with a foot less hoist and a higher peak. The centerboard
is of 5-16in. steel.
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Seawauhaka Corinthian Y. C.

SPECIAL OEDEE KO. 1.

I, Heebeet L. Satteelee is hereby appointed fleet cap-
tain, and W. G. Ulshoelfer is hereby appointed signal
oflEicer of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, for the current
year.

II. The fleet captain is charged with the publication of
this order. Henet C. Rouse, Commodore.

genebal oedebs no. 1,

I. The squadron will rendezvous at Seawanhaka Harbor,
Oyster Bay, on Saturday, May 28, in order to take part in
the opening exercises at the club house.

II. A meeting of captains will be held on board the
flagship at 11 A. M. to discuss the programme for the day.
HI. All vessels in harbor will dress ship at 12 o'clock

noon, and flre a salute when the club burgee is mast-headed
on the club fiagstaif

.

IV. Divine service will be held on the flagship on Sunday,
May 30, at 11, A. M. , the fleet chaplain ofliciating. The cap-
tains of all vessels in harbor, and the members, with their
guests are invited to attend.
By order of Commodore Rouse.

Heebeet L. Satteelee, Fleet Captain.
The racQ committee announces the following programme:
May 29—Race for special classes. Jxine 26—Annual race.

July 12 and succeeding days until decided—Trial races to
select the yacht to represent the club in the match with the
Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, for the Seawanhaka
International Challenge Cup. July 17—Race for the Alfred
Roosevelt Memorial Cup Aug. 14, 18 and 17—International
Challenge Cup match at Montreal. Sept. 4—Race for special
classes. Beginning May 29—Saturday races.

Race Programme—No. 1.

BACE FOE SPECIAL CLASSES—SAT CTEDAT, MAT 29.

In addition to the usual opening day race for the club cat-
boats the race committee announce a special race on that day
in the 15 and 20ft. classes of sloops.
The race for these classes is open to entries from the

Atlantic, Beverly, Brooklyn, Corinthian of Marblehead,
Corinthian of New York, Eastern, Harlem, Larchmont,
Massachusetts, Marine and Field, New York and Pavonia
yacht clubs, the yacht clubs of the Yacht Racing "Union of
Long Island Sound and the New York and Brooklyn canoe
clubs.
Open to Sloops—Class Q, 20ft. class. Class R, 15ft. class.

Catboats—The club catboats.
A prize in silver will be awarded to the winning yachts in

classes Q and R of sloops, and a prize will be awarded to the
helmsman of the winning club catboat.
A special prize of the value of fifty dollars ($50) is offered

to the helmsman (who must be a member of the club) who
shall sail in at least three of the regular Saturday races
for the club catboats beginning May 29, and who shall win
the highest percentage of races sailed during the season of
1897.

Course.—The course for all classes will be inside the bay
and in view from the club house.
For Sloops.—Starting from west to east across a line be-
ween the club float and a stakeboat anchored southeast of
the float, thence around a mark bearing a red ball, anchored
northeast of Plumb Point, and distant therefrom about one
mile, leaving it on starboard hand, thence around a mark
bearing a red ball, anchored southeast of Moses Point Buoy,
leaving it on starboard hand, thence across the starting line,
twice around; thence, after finishing the second round',,
around Black Channel Buoy off Plumb Point, leaving it on
starboard hand, thence to a finish across the starting line.
In the first two rounds yachts will pass on the channel side
of the Black Channel Buoy.
For Catboats.—Three times around the short triangle.
The start will be a one-gun startwith a preparatory signal,

and will be made at 12 o'clock noon.
First Signal.—Preparatory. A gun will be fired and the

blue peter hoisted at the yard arm of the club flagstafp.
(There will be an interval of fiveminutes between each signal
and the succeeding signal.)
Second Signal.—Start for both classes of sloops. A gun

will be fired, the blue peter lowered and a red ball hoisted.
Third Signal.—Start for the club catboats. A gun will be

fired, the red ball lowered and a white ball hoisted.
Fourth Signal.—Will denote conclusion of the race, which

may be terminated in the discretion of the race committee at
the conclusion of any round. A gun will be fired and the
club burgee lowered from the head of the flagstaff.
The race will be governed by the Racing Rules of the

Yacht Racing Union of Long Island Sound, and will be un-
der the direction of the race committee of the club.
Copies of the racing rules and entry blanks will be fur-

nished upon application to the secretary of the race commit-
tee.

Entries must be made in writing and flled with the secre-
tary of the race committee by 12 o'clock noon on May 27
aceompanied by the Y. R. U. measurement of the yacht)
certified to by her owner or the measurer of the club from
which she is entered.

Olivee E. Ceomwell, Chairman,
64 Leonard St. , New York.

Chaeles W. Wetmoee,
30 Broad St., New York.

Waltee C. Keee,
26 Cortlandt St., New York.

D. Le Rot Deessee,
55 White St., New York.

Chaeles A. Sheeman, Secretary,
64 Leonard St., New York.

The house committee has arranged a new schedule of
charges for board and rooms, which it is expected will prove
acceptable to members.
The club house at Oyster Bay will be opened for the season

on Saturday, May 29, when the club steamer will begin mak-
ing regular connections with the trains at Oyster Bay
station.
At a recent meeting of the club a regulation club ribbon

was adopted. This ribbon can be made into belts or hat
bands and can be purchased, by members only, from Messrs.
Dunlap & Co., No. 180 Fifth avenue, who are exclusively
authorized to manufacture and supply it.

Race
Committee..

Royal St. Lawrence Y. C.
The Royal St. Lawrence Y. C. has issued the following

programme for the season: .

The station of the club shall be at is house at Dorval.
The courses for racing shall be the A course for A, 30 and

25ft. classes, and the B and C courses for the 20 and 15ft.
classes, as the sailing committee may determine.
The following races will be held as follows during the sea-

son, on the dates fixed:
Saturday, May 22, 20ft. class, club prize; Monday, May 24,

20ft. class, first Ross series; Monday, May 24, 15ft. class, club
prize; Saturday, May 29, 20ft. class, club prizes, three pew-
ters; Saturday, June 5, aOft. class, second Ross series; Wed-
nesday, June 9, 20ft. class, club prizes; Saturday, June 13,
80ft. class, third Ross series; Saturday, June 13. 15fi. class
club prizes; Saturday, June 19, SOffc. class, fourth Ross series'
Saturday, June 19, A, 30 and 25ft. classes, club prizes- Wed-
nesday, June 23, 20ft. class, club prizes; Saturday, June 26,
20ft. class, fifth Ross series; Saturday, June 26, 15ft class
club prizes; Thursday, July 1, A, 30 and 25ft. classes, Sir
Donald Smith challenge cup; Thursday, July 1, 20ft. class.

sixth Ross series; Thnrsday, July 1, 15ft. class, club prizes;
Saturday, July 3, 20ft. class, seventh Ross series; Wednes-
day, July 7, 20ft. class, club prizes; Saturday, July 10, 20ft.
class, eighth Ross series; Saturday, July 10, 15ft. class, club
prizes; Saturday, July 17, 20ft. class, ninth Ross series; Sat-
urday, "July 17, A, 30 and 25ft classes, club prizes; Saturday,
July 24, tenth Ross series; Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
day, Aug. 2, 3 and 4, 20ft. class, trial races to select a de-
fender of Seawanhaka Corinthian challenge cud; Saturday,
Aug. 14, 20ft. class, beginning of series of five international
races for Seawanhaka international cup; Saturday, Aug. 21,
A and 30ft. classes, club prizes; Saturday, Aug. 21, 25ft. class,
Girouard tankard; Sattirday, Aug. 21, 20 and loft, classes.
Hamilton trophy.
No entrance fee will be charged for any of the club's sail-

ing races.
The regular club races will be started as provided for in

the sailing regulations, at 3:30 P. M. for Saturday races, and •

6:30 for Wednesday evening races. The Sir Donald Smith
cup race will be started at 10 A. M., and the 20ft. and 15ft.
races on July 1, at 2 P. M. The trial races will be started
at 10 A. M., and the International Cup races at the same
hour. Any alteration of the hour of starting will be signaled
as elsewhere provided for.
In all club races and races for trophies, the prize will go to

the winning boat, and first, second and third prizes will be
given under the provisions of Sailing Regulations XXIX.
In the Ross series and all other series races, place will be

determined by ]]oints, and each boat completing a round
will be given points as follows: First boat, 20 points; second
boat, 19 points; third boat, 18 points; fourth boat, 17 points,
and so on downward by one point. The first Ross prize vdll
go to the boat winning the greatest number of points, and
the second to the next, and so on, there being four prizes

—

$250 for first, 1200 for second, 1150 for third, and $100 for
fourth.;
The measiirers have been instructed to enforce the meas-

urement rule strictly in accordance with the letter thereof,
and no question of doubt shall be decided in favor of the
boat. All boats will be measured in the club's basin, Dorval.

Yacht-Building' at Ogdensburgh.
The Spalding-St. Lawrence Boat Co. is now very busy at

its shops at Ogdensburgh, N.Y., the work being mainly small
sailing yachts and yacht boats. The company has this year
devoted itself specially to these two classes, and has aban-
doned its cheaper grades of rowboats and skiffs The list of
racing yachts, which claims the first notice, is headed by the
new bulb-fin Shark, shipped last week to Oyster Bay. This
yacht was designed by Gardner & Cox for Com. Rouse, S. C.
Y. C, and Mr. Colgate Hoyt, and will be sailed in the races
by Sherman Hoyt, who owned and raced Paprika last year.
She is of the regulation dimensions, about 30ft. over all,

17ft. 6in. l.w.l., with 500sq. ft. of sail. Her beam is 6ft., and
she will draw the full limit, 5ft. with fin on, but the hull
draws only 6in. The model is of the Question type in a way,
but the sections show a round bilge instead of a chine; at
the same time she has the nearly flat bottom, full deck line
forward with nearly parallel sides, square transom and very
long easy fore and aft lines that were characteristic of the
first boat of the type. She is narrower in proportion than
Paprika, and the fore and aft lines are apparently fairer and
easier.

As to model, while one may admire the skill of the designer
in handling this particular type, the boat is anything but
a beauty; the construction and workmanship, however, do
credit to both designer and builder. The planking is of
mahogany, in strips about lin. wide, with hollow-and-round
edges, each plank edge-nailed with brass wire nails extend-
ing through into the second plank below. This makes a
very smooth, strong and stiff skin, which is reinforced by
light frames spaced close together. Additional strength is
obtained by the use of light tie straps below of steel or Tobin
bronze, very ingeniously disposed. The cockpit is small,
with a watertight bulkhead fore and aft. The rig includes
a gaff mainsail.

. The spars are all hollow, and very beautiful sticks, clear,
sound wood to begin with, and put together in the best pos-
sible manner. Last year the company for the first time ob-
tained a lot of spruce from the Pacific coast—Washington

—

thus obviating the difficulty encountered by all makes of
light spars in the East, of obtaining good material. This
year, in addition to a new stock of the same lumber, it has
secured the services of Mr. L. K. Young, formerly of Bridge-
port, whose hollow spars have always rated as the best
made. With the new material, Mr. Young is turning out
work far superior to any before feen; he is also making his
pattern of blocks and other fittings of all kinds. The rig-
ging department is also in the hands of an expert, and in
these two important branches the work is of the very best
possible.

It has always been the case in all parts of the country, but
especially on fresh water, that the quality of work on spars
and rigging was very much inferior to that which could be
had in hulls and sails. The present work of the company
completely disprovestheold experience of many, thathowever
perfect a hull might be turned out by the builders on fresh
water, the rig required to be entirely replaced by a salt water
man.
The spars for Shark are hollow, and lined with stout bur-

laps, fastened by a special glue, the secret of Mr. Young; the
added weight is not appreciable, and the stiffness and ulti-
mate strength are greatly increased. This mast has a triple
spreader, an arm on each side for the main shroud and one
forward for the mast stay, which leads from the masthead
over the spreader and down through the deck. The spread-
ers are of bent wood, fastened to the hollow shell by an in-
genious arrangement that prevents any great strain at one
point.
Both fin and rudder, the former a bronze casting, and the

latter of mahogany, will be narrower than the usual prac-
tice. The rudder is a very neat piece of woodwork.
The second 20-footer designed by C. H. Crane, owned by A.

W. Durkee and J. H. Crane, is on the stocks in the shop.
She is 29ft. 6in. over all, with the regulation l.w.l. and sail
area, 8£t. extreme beam, 6ft. 2in. beam at l.w.l., and 6in.
draft, a centerboard boat. The model is very different from
that of Shark, the sides flaring considerably. The bow is
much like El Heirie on deck and quite as hard to plank.
The counter is cut off square. The planking is of Spanish
cedar in single thickness, about Kin., ship-lap joints, making
a smooth skin. The frames are light also, btit the hull will
weigh considerably more than Shark. The rig has a gaff
mainsail, the spars, rigging and fittings being made by the
company.
Another boat from the design of Mr. Crane was shipped

last month, a sailing boat for the schooner Coronet, D. W.
James. She is called a "life-boat," being very completely
fitted with bulkheads and air tanks for use in case of an
emergency; but in model she is more like the modern sailing
tender carried by large yachts, with but moderate freeboard
and fairly long overhangs, She is 27ft. 6in. over all, 18ft.
l.w.l., 6ft. 6in. beam, 3ft. 6in. depth, with mainsail and jib
rig and hollow spars.
A few weeks since the company shipped the very handsome

sailing boat designed for Mr. Lloyd Phoenix by W. P.
Stephens and built last year when Intrepid was abroad. She
is now aboard the yacht.

' There is just completed a little racing catboat of 16ft.
l.w.l., named Elsa, designed by W. P. Stephens for Mr. C. I.
Hudson, of New York, who will sail her at Alexandria Bay
on the St. Lawrence. She is wide and very powerful of
light construction and fitted with hollow spars.

'

Of the well-known Scarecrow and La Gloria models de-
signed by Mr. Stephens and first published in the Foeest
AND Steeam, the company is building several;it has lately
shipped to Mr. H. S. Chisholm, of Buffalo, N. Y., one of the
No. 2 Scarecrow models, a 20-footer, a very handsomely
finished craft, with bulb fin and sloop rig, named Kittiwake.
Another similar boat is now in stock, to be finished with
either centerboard or fin in trunk and gaff or leg-o'-mutton
rig, as the purchaser may select. A smaller boat of the
same model, 15ft. class, goes to W. B. Tuttle, Syracuse, and
one to E. M. Scull, Overbrook, Pa. There is aJso completed
a 15ft. La Gloria model, for E. F. Cooley, Lansin.g, Mich.
On the stocks is the first of the special 16ft. sailing boat
designed by Mr. Stephens last winter, and also one of the
so-called "one-design canoe" model, whose design has ap-
peared in the Foeest and Steeam. The former of these is
for C. M. Stebbins, Newburgh, who will use her on Orange
Lake, the other for E. E Buddington, Cranford, N. J.
In the small shop directly beside the river, where the

steam yacht Vailima is hauled up, there is a handsome little
racing sloop designed by Mr. Stephens for J. G. Averell, of
Rochester, N. Y. She is for the 22ft. class of the Lake Y. R.
A., the same class as Koko, the fin-keel illustrated in the
Foeest and Steeam of May 2-9, 1896, but as one of the con-
ditions was that she should be capable of cruising about the
lake from port to port, as well as racing in the class, the ex-
treme open fin tyoe was not admissible. The yacht is 30ft.
over all, 19ft. l.w.l., 8ft. extreme beam, 7ft. 6in. beam at
l.w.l., and 5ft., the limit, in draft. She is as near to the fin-
keel in model as the normal wooden construction and some
regard for internal room will admit of. The section is a
very strong S, and the keel, a very fine casting containing
two tons of lead, is well bulbed. She has the ordinary cut-
ter rudder, of wood, and both in model and fittings is in-
tended to stand such hard use as she must be put to at
times in knocking about the lake. With a 12in. trunk she
will have 5ft. headroom and accommodation for three in
sleeping, cooking, etc. She is now planked up, showing a
very powerful form and easy fore and aft lines, in spite of
the displacement and beam.
The company has for some time made a special feature of

yacht's boats, in the effort to .improve this class of craft. It
has built a number from special designs by W. P. Stephens,
and is now turning out a very shipshape and serviceable
boat. The effort, on the part of both designer and builder,
has been to eliminate the numerous faults both of design
and construction in the average yacht boat; and to produce
craft specially fitted for the distinct uses of yacht service,
and at the same time strong, light and shipshape. . A num-
ber of boats are now under way, a 24ft. gig and 20ft. cutter
were lately furnished to the schooner Yampa, R S. Palmer;
the new steam yacht Yergana, F. H. Benedict, will have an
18ft. cutter and 16ft. dinghy; the schooner Carmita will have
a 12ft. gig and lift, dinghy; the schooner Iroquois, Com.
Rouse, S. C. Y. C, will have a 15ft. dinghy, and A. N.
Chandler, of Philadelphia, hai ordered a 14ft. dinghy. The
latter gentleman has also ordered a 14ft. power tender, with
American Motor Co. engine. The steam yacht Intrepid will
have a very handsome 15ft. dinghy, finished in teak. The
schooner Southern Cross, Vice-Com. Phillips, Knickerbocker
Y. C, will have a power tender 18ft. long, with Manhattan
gas engine.
The company is finishing off a number of the finer grades,

of skiffs and some rowboats, and also has in hand several
hulls for naphtha engines.

New Rochelle Y. C.
NEW BOCHELLE—LOSG ISLAND SOTTHD.

Saturday, May SS.

The New RocheUe Y. C. opened its club house on Satur-
day, May 22, with music, dancing, dinner and general festiv-
ities, including a race. The course was to Hen and Chickens
Buoy, then Execution Buoy and home, this triangle to be
sailed three times. The 25ft. cabin cat class had a good list
of starters, but only one 20-footer, Keneu, was present. She
sailed alone, as did the new Webber sloop Surprise and the
Huntington 15-footer, which has been christened Dad. The
wind was very light from N.W. over the first leg, all drift-
ing; but a light S.E. breeze came in and helped the fleet
through two rounds of the course, when the race was called.
Keneu and Dad led the fleet for some time, but the first
round was timed:

WiaorLose 4 28 25 Keneu.
Surprise 4 28 40 Dad
Mary S 4 30 15 Ofldawa
The final times were:

SLOOPS—20pt class.
Length. Finish.

Keneu, M. Olart aO.OO > 5 41 31
CABIN CATBOATS—J5fT. CLASS.

,,.,..,.4 -31 CO
...,.4 84 00

4 35 32

Addie. W. L. Diaz.
MaryS.,E B Hall
Meli:a, O. H. ChPllbore....,.„.4,,...,22.46
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby ^,,,.,.....23.73

Grace, J. F. LambdeD...,.,.„f,,"..^v
Jonquil, B.. B. Roosevelt ..,..,7.
Argo, Daniel Bacon ".

OPEN CATS -25ft class.
Edwina, J. N. Gould 81.44
Ondawa, H. Lambden .....90.91

cabin sloops -36ft CI ass.
Surprise, J. L. Baird SB. 00

OPEN SLOOPS—IEFT class.
Dad, L. Huntington 15.00 5

Did not
5 43 B3
6 01 55
5 IB 58
Did not
Did not
5 54 !t9

47 09
45 11

Mapsed.
3 07 31

finish.
3 04 :iS

a aa b-i

3 04 53
finish,

finisb.

3 15 29

3 08 09
3 06 11

5 39 09

43 30

3 05 C9

3 09 80

"Yacht Desig-ninsf."

The following comments on the articles on "Yacht De-
signing" have reached us lately. We shall be glad to hear
from all who are reading the articles as they appear:
"Perhaps I am dull, but the articles on 'Yacht Designing'

appear disconnected and somewhat incomprehensible to me,
especially that part relating to the buttock lines." Another
correspondent writes: "I have been very much interested in
reading the articles on 'Yacht Designing' in the FoSEST
AND Steeam from week to week, and must congratulate you
upon the plain and intelligent way in which you present the
subject Any one who has had experience in the handling of
designs and drafting tools must especially appreciate your
suggestions in regard to the use of flat sheets and the unreli-
ability of T-squares in drawing long lines. Too great confi-
dence in a T-square has caused me many hours of extra
work. Have you found the planimeter and similar instru-
ments practicable or feasible? If so, I hope you will tell us
all about them in the coming papers. I have several times
been tempted to buy a planimeter, but have not been able to
find any one who could give me practical instructions in the
use of it. The salesman in one store told me that it was a
very simple instrument, but when I presented different fig-
ures for him to compute, he gave it up and said that he did
not understand it. It was the same with two other instru-
ment makers whom I talked with."

The Howard 20-footeF.

The new '20-footer Aranca, which Mr. W. W. Howard will
race this summer, has been launched, and made a trial trip
at Clayton, N. Y. She was designed and built by R. E. Pry,
who built Yankee and Ulmec for Mr. Howard, and is 32ft,
Sin. over all, 17ft. 6in. Lw.l., 10ft. l}4m. beam andCin. draft.
The centerboard is of saw steel plate. She has the long,
self-bailing cockpit, as in Almec, 10ft. long and 6ft. wide.
The hull is light, and, as in all of Mr. Fry's boats, the work-
manship is excellent.
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Corinthian T. C, of Philadelphia.

Com. Geisgom has appointed W. Barklie Henry fleet

captain and Dr. Archibald G. Thompson fleet surgeon.

&ENEEAX ORDEBS NO. 2.

I. The opening of the yachting season will be celebrated
on Saturday, June B.

The fleet will rendezvous ofiE the club house, Essington, at
2 o'clock.

IT. At 3 o'clock a Pun will be fired from the flagship, and
the club pignal will be hoisted at the club house. The
fleet will then salute the flag, by each yacht, in quick suc-
cepsion. firing one gnu.

ITT. The yachts will remain at anchor during the after-
noon, and at 8:30 o'clock, upon signal from the flagship, will
"drP88 ship."
IV. A meeting of cnptains will be held on board the flag-

ship at 8 o'clock P. M., to determine upon the date of the
annual club cruipe.

By order of the commodore:
W. BARKiiE Henrt, Meet Captain.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The latest contribution to the literature of the sea is en

titled "A Depp-Water Voyage," and is by Paul E.'Stevenson,
of New York, a member of the New York, Seawanhaka
Corinthian and other yacht clubs, and for several years
owner of the sloop Thetis, whose lines appeared in the
I'OREST AND STREAM, .lune 19, 1886. Mr. Stevenson, who is

evidently an ardent lover of the sea, after some seasons'
yachting on thecoast and varions passages by steamer across
the Atlantic and through theWe.st Indies, planned a real spa
vovage of much greater extent, which was carried out in
1894 by embnrking with his wife on the British ship Manda-
lore, at New York for Calcutta. With these two as the only
passengers, the .«hip sailed from New York on July 2, and
after a very trying experiencp with calm weather about the
Equator, passed the Cape of Good Hope on Sept. 15, finally
reaching Calcutta on Nov. t. The voyage was comparatively
uneventful, the main incident being continued calm weather
both in the Atlantic and Indian oceans, but both the passen-
gers seem to have enjoyed most thoroughly the novel experi-
ences of real sea-going, so rare in these days of steam and
high speeds, and to have left the ship with genuine regret.
Mr. Stevenson has told the story of the voyage in diary

form, and in spite of the absence of wreck, pirates,
mutiny and sensational incidents, he has contrived to make
a very interesting book. Writing as a landsman, with jnst
enough knowledge of the sea to enable him to understand
and appreciate, and with the keen interest excited by the
novelty of the experience, his story is likely to appeal directly
to the non-technical reader who is desirous of learning
something about life afloat, but who finds himself more
bewildered than instructed by the writings of old seamen.
Mr. Stevenson's chief deprivation during the lengthy voy-

age seems to have been the ab.'senne of daily reports of the
doings of Vigilant, then racing in British waters, the re.sults

being unknown to him until November. It is rather amus-
ing to read of his fear that she might be beaten on the
Thames through adverse local conditions, or might be "pock-
eted" by some of her three rivals, Valkyrie II., Britannia
and Satanita; and his confidence in her success in the ab--

sence of these contingencies. It was not until the voyage
was over that he learned of the sinking of Valkyrie and the
wrecking of Satanita, that made the racing of 1894 practi-
callv a duel between Vigilant and Britannia on the Clyde,
the Irish Sea and the Solent, the former being theloser. The
makers of the book, the J. B. Lippincott Co., of Philadel-
phia, have turned out a very neat and attractive volume.

Osbom, of Pe^kskill, has just completed a 40ft. steam
yacht for Dr. S. P. Horton, of the Peekskill Gun Club. On"
Decoration Day Dr. Horton will take the club to Newburg
on the yacht, and the day will be spent in a friendly shoot
with the Orange Lake Club at Orange Lake.
We have received the year book of the Yacht Racing Asso-

ciation of Great Britain for 1897, somewhat larger than the
previous volumes and enlarged in its contents, which now
include the oflficial measures of most of the British racing
yachts. The linear rating rule, the Y. E,. A. sailing rules,
the details of measurement and the proceedings of the coun-
cil, including many questions of protests, are given in full,

making a very valuable book for reference.

Columbia, steam yacht, J. H. Ladew, arrived at New ^ork
on May 16 with her owner on board, after a cruise of five

months in the West Indies.

The Boyal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto, has announced the
following fixtures: Saturdav, May 39-37ft;, 22ft., and skiff
classes: Saturdav, June 12—First and 37ft. classes; Saturday,
June 26—27ft., 22ft., and skiS classes; Thursday, July 1—
Race for Queen's cup (yachts over 42ft. c. 11: Saturdav, Julv
10—First and 87ft. classes; Saturday, Julv 24—27ft., 22ft. and
skiff classes; Saturday. Aug 7—First and 37ft. classes; Sat-
urday, Aug. 21—27ft., 22ft.. and skiff classes; Saturday, Sept.
4—First and 37ft. classes; Thursday, Sept. 7—Race for Prince
of Wales's cup (all classes); Saturday, Sept. 11—^Skiff class.

The club has now the following nrizes for the season's rac-
ing: First class, Murray cup; 37ft. class, Lome cup; 27ft.

class, Cosgrove cup: 22ft. class, McGaw cup; skiff class,

Hartman cup; not allotted, Lansdown cup.

The May meeting of the New York Y. C. was held on
May 20 with Vice-Com. Ledyaird in the chair. Com.
Morgan, who is still in Europe, being expected home on
June 7. The following members were elected: Charles
L. Seaburv, Frank V. Alexandre, Daniel B. Burnham,
David F. Sellers. U. S. N.; J. Adolph Mollenhauer, S.

Barton French, Oliver H. Payne, John N. Robins, .Jacob
C. Rogers, Francis Peabodv, Edward Bell, Edwin D. Trow-
bridge, T. H. Pratt, Sir W. F. Haynes-Smith, K. C. M. G.,
Henry Darlington, Charles H. Coster, WilUam W. Griscom,
Alfred W. Hovt, Samuel Bettle, Henry De Forest Weekes
and Clifford V. Brokaw. Sec'y Oddie, Chester Griswold
and Frank T. Robinson were appointed a committee to
select a cup to be presented by the club to former Com.
Edward M. Brown. The regatta committee was authorized
t,o offer prizes for a special race of the 30-footers, to be sailed
on June 17 at the sanae time as the annual regatta of the
club. The committee on the Newport Harbor improvements,
of which E. T. Grerry is chairman, reported very satisfactory
progress in opposing the proposed sewer and securing an ad-
vantageous change of the plans, The date of Aug. 2 was
selected for the rendezvous at Glen Cove for the cruise. A
letter was read from Com. H. W. Lamb, Eastern Y. C. , writ-
ing unofficially and as a member of the New York Y. C,
suggesting that the proposed race from Vineyard Haven
around Cape Cod should finish at Marblehead instead of a
point further east. The letter was laid aside until the return
of Com. Morgan. A letter from the secretary of the Royal
Swedish Y. C. . of Stockholm, was read, concerning the regatta
to be held in the Baltic from July 7 to 14, as already published
in the Forest and Stream.
Namouna, steam yacht, James Gordon Bennett, arrived at

New York on May 23 with Mr. Bennett, Henry Ridgeway,
Lady Bulkeley and daughter on board. Namouna sailed
from Toulon on May 3, calling at Madeira on May 9, Las
Palmas on May 10 and Bermuda on May 21.

Claymore, steam yacht, has been sold by J. K. Todd to
Com. J. B. Edson, Shelter Island Y. C.

Royal Phelps Carroll, owner of Navahoe, has returned
from Europe, and announces that the yacht will be in com-
mission and raced this season. Her only opponent will be
Vigilant, under cruising rig.

The Queen City Y. C. , of Toronto, opened the season with
a handicap cruising race for all classes to Port Credit, on
Saturday, May 22, Tlieskiff class has been divided into two,
known as the 16ft. and 20ft. classes, conformably with the
action of other clubs. The racing fixtures for the year are as
follows: 27ft. class, June 5, Julv 10, Aug. 28; 22ft. class, June
5. Aug. 7, Sept. 18; 20ft. class. June 19, July 17, Aug. 21; 16ft.

class, June 19, July 24, Aug. 14.

The vawl designed by A. Cary Smith and built by Reed
Bros., of Pall River, for Oliver Adams, has been named
Takana. She is now at Larchmont.

The eleventh annual meeting of the Miramichi Y. C. was
held on May 13, at Newcastle, with Commodore Miller pre-
siding. The following oflicers were elected: Com., J. C.
Miller; Vice-Com., J. L. Stewart; Rear-Com., F. L. Pedolin,
M.D.; Sec'y-Trpas., J. R,. Lawlor. Trustees: Hon. L, J.

Tweedie. R. H. Gremley, P. B. Wheeler. Membership Com-
mittee: Dr. Ppdolin. W. A. Park, Jas. Robinson, M.P., Cha«.
Sargeant, H. Williston. Regatta, Committee: R. R. Call, E.
Hutchison. L. J. Tweedie, J. H. Sargeant, D. G. Smith.
Vice-Com Stewart announced that he had been authorized
by Hon. J. P. Burchill to offer the club a fine binocular
marine glass as a prize, and a resolution accepting the offer

and thanking Mr. Burchill was pasSed. The following pro-
gramme of events for the season was adopted: Monday, May
24. club cruise: Saturday, June 12, race at Newcastle, tringu-
lar, for Gov. Foster's cup; Thursday, July 1, club cruise;

Monday, July 12. race at Chatham, triangular, for the Thos.
D. Adams cup; Thursday, Aug. 12, race from Loggieville to
Oak Point and back, for the Stewart championship pennant;
Thursday, Sept. 9, race at Newcastle, triangular, for the
Watt cup; Saturday, Oct. 9, race at Chatham, triangular, for
the Gould cup. A resolution was passed to the effect that
the Burchill marine glass is to become the property of the
yacht winning the most club races during this season, and
that in case of a tie, there will be another race to decide the
ownership.

Yam pa, schr., R. S. Palmer, sailed from Larchmont on
May 22, calling at New London next day to drop several pas-
sengers, and continuing her voyage to Southampton. Mr.
Palmerwas unable to sail on her, owing to recent illness, but
will join her by steampr. He is represented on board by Geo.
A. Cormack. of New York. With Mr. Cormack are S. L.
Husted, C. C. Munroe and Dr. E. L. McGinnis. Mr. T. C.
Zerega, who has been traveling on the continent for several
months, is now waiting in London to joinher. After taking
aboard Messrs. Palmer and Zerega. the yarht will visit the
Baltic in company with the racing fleet, and will cruise dur-
ing the summer in northern waters. This is the third long
cruise Mr. Palmer has made .«ince he purchased Yarapa, to
the Mediterranpan and English Channel in 1895 and to the
West Indies in 1896. The yacht, which has been put in fine

shape during the winter, is in charge of Capt. F. L. Siemon,
formerly of Dauntless.

The American Y, C. has arranged with a New York coal
company to have a coal barge with special apparatus for
coaling vachts stationed off Milton Point, Long Island
yound. The barge will supply both coal and water to
Sachts.

'Atlantic Division Cruise.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey will carry canoes and
csmping outfits free from Jersey City to Philipsburg or Eas-
tou Rate quoted for members of the party, if ten or more
travel together, .151.50 per canita from Jersey City to Philips-
burg or Easton; if separately, regular trip from New York
to Philipsburg $2 05. to Easton $3.10.

Members will please communicate with James K. Hand,
Grand Central Depot, New York city, in regard to purchase
of tickets, advising how much duiHe they desire to carry, so-

that the railroad company may be advised in time.
Notice will be sent giving leaving time of trains from New

York, and block tickets for the party purchased as soon as
requisite number have advised. Canoes and duffle may be
shinped by truck or local express to baggage room, C. R, R.
of N. J., foot of Liberty street. New York, where they will
be cared for, and handled over the fprrv and to the baggage
car. Transportatio-n Committee,

JAMES K. Hand,
Grand Central Station, New York city.

Maukice D. Wilt,
Philadelphia.

A. Ci A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming a member provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been oflicially published in the Forest and Stream.

ATLANTIC division.

Name.
Arthur W. Beal.

Residence.

.Brooklyn, N. Y.
Club.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O , May 16.—The following: scores were made by ihe

Cincionati Rifle Association at their ranee to day. Four Mile House.
EeadiuK Road, Conditions: 2C0.vds., off-hand, at the Standard Amer-
ican and German ring targets. Payne wins the gold badge to-day.

Gindele.088 10 10 9699 10-83 10 10 10 8 8 6 10 8 10 8- F8
7 7 9 10 8 6 10 10 8 10-85 S3 33 25 23 21 22 23 20 22 2y -233

Payne.
9 10 10 9 10 8 9 6 8 10—89 10 8 10 7 8 6 10 6 7 9- 81
10 7 8 5 8 8 9 8 10 7-80 15 25 24 20 19 25 20 18 21 18-2C5

Trounstine.
75 10 5. 7 9475 5—64 641679S46 10- 6179553 10 651 6-.''7 14 21 20 22 18 13 19 21 38 18-184

Gassman.65998797 5 6-71 10 10 5 5 3 6 4 6 9 7— P5
9 8 9 8 7 10 6 6 5 4-67 12 81 17 21 22 30 16 21 24 21—195

See.
9 8 9 5 8 7 6 7 10 8—77 7 10 5 8 8 7 8 6 10 9— 78
7 5 6 10 6 9 7 9 7 10-76 14 24 20 17 18 19 25 17 V4 23-201

Strickmeier.
95 10 487988 5-73 789659778 9— 75
8 88767588 5-70

Drube.65«677 10 78 8-72 997596866 5— 70
9 4 10 6 9 9 6 7 4 7- 69

665686667 10- 66 5 68665784 9- 64758685558 4-61 . 19 23 18 23 23 21 5 12 12 15—171
Nestler.897578989 6—76 7 9 78777869 - 759665 10 9. 869 8-76 15 20 23 24 25 23 18 20 19 18-205
Lux.955775447 2—55 6 1 4 7 8 6 5 4 3 6 - 52

6 3 3 7 8 10 6 6 5 3-57 16 23 16 8 3i 5 11 9 21 21—150
Topf.

4 5 10 689555 3-60 558788755 5— 6'^

88 1 6 4 5 3 9 9 6-58 23 15 14 15 23 1 13 6 14 1—125
Randall.

9 6 4 6 7 6 5 4 6 9- 62 2 7 10 7 8 6 R 6 6 5— 6S
5 7 4 6 9 7 6 6_4 8- 62 19 £0 22 SO 15 17 16 38 i3 24-198

Wahnetah Rifle and Revolver Club.

PHiLADELpmA, May 18.—The following are the scores made on the
rifle range of the Watmetah. Rifle and Revolver Club; .2x'cal. Marlin,
25vds., open sights:
OBriney, Sr 9 8 9 7 10 10 9 10 9 10-91
Deyoe 10 9 10 8 10 7 9 10 9 9-91
C Briney, Jr 9 8 9 10 9 10 8 9 9 9-8S

989 10 99889 8-87
PFYost..... r 8 9 8 7 10 8 7 10 10 8 -St9879 10 6789 10-83
Second shoot:

PFYost 10 9 10 8 10 9 8 9 10 9-93
9 10 9 8 7 9 10 8 10 8-?8

Devoe 10 9 10 8 9 10 9 9 9 9 9

!

J Tost 8 10 9 8 8 10 8 8 8 8 84
• 9 9 10 8 10 9 8 9 9 9—85

C Briney, .Tr 8 10 8 97 10 9 89 7—f5
WHaslrins 8 9759 10 699 9-«l8987689899 81

Clayton Why 8 7 10 6 7 8 8 10 7 7-78
Wagner 97 10 675769 9-'.5

J. S. Sheets, Sec'y

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously tor almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
May 31.—Canajoharik, N. Y.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League tournament, under the auspices of the Cana.ioharie Gun
Club. Charles Weeks. Sec'y.
May 31.—Portland, Me.— Spring tournament of the Portland Gua

Club. Targets. A'liied money announced later.

May 31-June 1.— Grand Rapids, Mich. -Tournamen t of the Michigan
Trap- Shooters' League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club.
May 31.—New Haven, Conn.-Second tournament of the Connecti-

cut Trap Shooting Association, under the auspices of the New Haven
Gun Club. W. H Hazel, Sec'y
May 31.

—

Ney?burgh. N. Y.—Tournament of the Glenwood Gun Club.
June 1.

—

Chicaro.— Illinois State Sportsmen's Association's conven-
tion at the Sherman House, 8 o'clock P. M. Contests for the Associa-
tion's medals, cups and other prizes, June 1, 2. 3, at Watson's Park.
John Watson's tournament at Watson's Park, live birds and targetf

,

June 1 to 6, inclusive.
June 2-3.- Haokensack, N. J.—Anniversary tournament of the Ber-

gen County Gun Club. Becreation cup shoot on June 2. C. O. Gard-
ner, Jr., Sec'y.
June 2-4.—Spbingfibld, O.—Annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-

Shooters' Leaerue, imder the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club.
June 7-8.—Parkbrsburg, W. Va.— Toumament of the Mountain

State Gun Club Targets. $350 added. Leon J. Epstein, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—KoKOMO; Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters' League

of Indiana
June 8-10.— Sioox City, la.—Third amateur tournament of the Soo

Gun Club. W. C. Wells. Sec'y.
June 10.—Bath, Me.—Sixth annual tournament of the Bath Gun

Club. Open to all. Geo. E. Thompson, Sec'y.

June 8-11.—Auburn, N. Y.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion tournament. C. W. Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.—Monroe, La.—Toumament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.—Newcastle, Pa.—Third tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.

June 15-18.—Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the
ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N. D.—Third annual toumament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 17-20.— Anaconda, Mont.—Thirteenth annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest and fourth annual
tournament of the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under the
auspices of the Anaconda Gim Club: $l,500added. C A Tutfle, Sec'y.
June 23.— Ogdbn, B1.—Second annual tournament of the Ogdea

Gun Club. Wm. McKinley, Sec'y.
June 22-25.—Oil Citt, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, imder the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, $35, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City, Pa.
July 1.— Sherbrookb, Quebec.—Sherbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs. C. H. Foss, Sec'y, Sberbrooke, P. Q.
July 3-5.—Mitchell, S. D.—Tournament of the W. J. Healey Hard-

ware Co.
July 5-6.—Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind.—Indiana Mineral Springs

tournament. Ben O Bush. Manager.
July 7-8.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament oE the Trap-Shooters'

League of Indiana, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Club. H.
T. Hearsey. sec'v-treas. of the League.
July 14-15.—New Haven, Conn.—Toumament of the Interstate As-

ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July JO-29,—Pine Bluff, Ark.- Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced
later. Paul R. Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 22.

—

Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.

—

Lbwiston, Me.—^Tournament of the luterstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of theR A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.

Aug. 19.

—

Warren, O.—Fifth touroament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiER, Vt.—Toumament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gim Club.
Sept 6.—Meribbn, Conn.—Third unnual Labor Bay tournament of

the Parker Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Sept. 28-?9.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of tbeTrap-Sbooters'

League of Indiuna, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Club. H.
T. Hearsey, sec'y-ireas. of the League.

Oct. 6-€.—Newbubgh, N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. S50 average money to three high gun.-i in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

Oct. 1,^-14.— Grebnsburg, lud.—Shooting touniamentof the Qrtena-
burg Gun Club.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send ttieir scores /or publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 3U6
Broadway, New York.

Commencing with week after next, the Northern portion of the
country will offer the inducements of three weeks of trap-shooting
to those who like to take part in tournaments. First comes the New
York State shoot, June 8-11, a shoot that promises to gather together
an extremely large number of shooters. Then comes the Chamberlin
tournament, at Cleveland, June 16-13, a tournament ttiac will intro-

duce the "$4 class" to the general public This shoor. will be pre-
ceded by two days at targets on the grounds of the Cleveland Gun
Club, the grounds oh which the Chamberlin shoot will be held. On
those two days all events will be shot under the auspices of the Cleve-
land Gun Club. It must not be overlooked that Paul North (perhaps
we ought to say the Chjimberlin Company) vrill throw all bluerocks
free of charge on June 16-18. Then comes the Pennsylvania Sta'e
shoot, at Oil City, Pa., a city that is located within easy distance of
Cleveland. The dates for this shoot are June 22-25. Thus we have
four days at Auburn, N. Y., five days at Cleveland, O., and four days
at Oil City, Pa., making altogether thirteen days of trap-shooting be-
tween the dales of June 8 and June £5.

Barney Worthen, of Charleston, S. C, is a corking good shot, and
showed juat how good he reafly is by breaking 163 out of 170 on the
first day of the interstate shoot at Savannah, Ga. And his record
was not, made on easy targets, nor wiih an easy background to shoot
against.
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Tho profframme for Elkwood Park on Saturday next, May 29, is tlie

Osden handicap, 15 birds, $10, birds extra; liandicaps 25 to 80yds.;
high Kwns; to commence at 1 P. M. On Decoration Day the main
attraction will be the Veteran's handicap, 10 birds, $10, hirds extra,
handicaps 35 to Slyds ; high guns; commencing at 1 P. M. In addi-
tion to the above there will be target events all day, targets being
thrown from a magautrap. A target programme will be a specialty
on every Wednesday during the summer. The first attempt at this

kind of sport at Elkwood Park was held on May 19j and proved a
thorough success.

We have received the following communication from Mr. O. W.
Tuttle, of Auburn, N. Y , in regard to the division of purses in the
"open events" at the New \' orK State shoot: •'Will you kindly state

in Drivers and Twisters column of your next issue that the big open
sweeps at our coming State shoot will be divided as shooters wish,
probably by the old plan, while all State events will be divided under
the Eose system We feel sure that the coming shoot will be a record-
breaker in point of attendance." We would also state that pro-
grammes for the New York State shoot are now ready for distribu-

tion..

When we wrote the Driver and Twistpr in regard to the three weeks
of trap shooting in the northern part of the United Htates during the
month of June, we overlooked the fact that we might have added in

the thrpe days (June 2-1) of the Ohio Trap Shooters' League at
Springfield, O., at which $iOO will be added to the purses. This an-
nual gathering of Ohio trap-shooters is always a big one. and this

year's meet will be no exception to the rulp, as the shoot is to be givf.n

under the auspices of one of the best and most energetic gun clubs
in the Buckeye State. There is a good "open to all" programme.

This the week of the King's Smokeless Gun Club, of East St.

Louis, 111. The programme for the four days (May 26-?9) calls for

eight events of 20 targets for each day, with an entrance fee in every
event of $2.50. Manufacturers' agents will pay 50 cents extra in every
event, while "experts" who make "90 per cent, or better on tbe first

day pay 50 cents extra on the second day." The tournament will be
im'der the management of Jack Parker, and all targets will be thrown
from a magautrap.

The movement to start a State organization in New Jersey has
borne enough fruit to date to show that the Jerseymen want such an
organization. The movement will come to a head in the next few
weeks, and we shall probably see a State shoot in Jersey before the
fall is upon us. The meeting of May 19, reported elsewhere in these
columns, shows that there is enough material at hand to form a
really good organization, with capable and energetic officers to
govern it.

While at Savannah. Ga,., last week we b^ard a good deal about the
coming Interstate shoot at Monroe, La- This, the last of the tourna-
ments on the Interstate Association's southern circuit for 1897,

promises to be exceedingly well attended. The programme is a good
one, and the $200 added money will draw out a lot of shooters. The
dates for tbe shoot are June 9-10. Shells and guns should be shipped
in care of the Monroe Hardware Company.

It is really astonishing how modest some men are. Take Simon
Glover, of Rochester, N. Y., for instance: Sim will tell you—and tell

it to you seriously and with a sorrowful look upon his face—that he
cannot shoot live" birds, and never could. And now. here he comes
North vrith the Kansas City Star cup in his vahse as the result of his
having beaten out 60 competitors in the race for that trophy with a
score of 30 straight.

With Charlie Budd as Du Pont champion, Charlie Grimm as cast-
iron champion, and Sim Glover as the Star champion, tbe live-bird

world of trap shooters have an elegant sufficiency of champions.
Neither Brewer, Elliott nor Carver can now have any difficulty in get-

ting on a match when they want one. All the above trophies are
open to all, nobody and no powder barred.

The New Haven (Conn.) Gun Club will have its hands full on Decor-
ation Day, the occasion being the visit of the gun clubs of the State of
Connecticut that go to form the Conneer.icut Trap-Shooters' League.
The team race is, of course, the main attraction ; but there will also be
plenty of sweepstake shooting to satisfy all comers.

Tbe Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey City, N. J , and the Dunellen
(N. J.) Gun Club bad a friendly 9 men team race on Saturday last,

May 22, on the grounds of the Dunellen Gun Club. The resuU was a
victory for the Endeavors, for whom M. Herriugton pounded out 24

cut of 25, while Louis Piercy, the fifteen year-old crack of the same
club, placed a score of 23 to his credit.

In the contest for the Shooting and Mshing trophy between teams
representing respectively the cities of Seattle and Tacoma, shot May
16, the Tacoma team had almost a walk-over. The scores were:
Tacoma—Peirce 47, Young 44, Sheard 43, Smith Kimball :j6; total,

208. Seattle—Hardy 41. Stevens 40. Churchill 39. Ellis 3?, Norton 25;
total, 182.

The Glen wood Gun Club, of Newburgh. N. Y., a new organization
in that city, has goitra outa nice li'tle programme Cor its Decoration
Day shoot, and will do its best to make things pleasant for its guests
on that occasion. The grounds are easily reached by electric cai s.

The Glenwood (S. C.) Gun Club announces a big live-bird shoot for
Wednesday of this week, May ^6. It is '-gala week" at Glenwood,
and the local shooters are looking forward to a goodly gathermg of
the clans.

The Trap-Shooters' League of Indiana has granted to the Lirnited
Gun Club, of Indianapolis, sanction to hold tournaments on July 7-8
and Sept, 28-29

.

The Bath Gun Club, of Bath, Me., haS changed the date of its tour-
nament from June 3 to June 10.

MiY 23. Edward Banks.

Progprammes for Forthcoming Tournaments.
OHIO TRAP shooters' LEAGUE.

; eleventh annual tournament of the Ohio Trap Shooters' League
s held at Springfield, O., June 2-4, on the grounds of the local

The I

will be

;

gun club. These grounds are easily reached, beiag only ten minutes'
ride on electric street cars from the center of the city, and are among
the finest equipped in the State. The programme 'states that "the
magautrap will be used in all events, and the programme has been
carefully aod judiciously arranged .to please the wants of all who
may attend."
The "open-to-aU" programme contains eight 15 target events and

two aO target events on each of the first two days, with $70 per day
for added money; on the third day there will be only i?is 15 target
events instead of eight, while the added money will be 160 in place of
$70. But each day there is a special race, open to members of the
League only They are scheduled as follows:
June 2: Ohio State Journal trophy, presented to the league by the

Ohio State Journal, of Columbus It is shot for at 30 targets, un-
known angles, and was won last year by D. A. Upson, of Cleveland.
June 3: L. C. Smith trophy and championship of the State. This

event is shot for at 50 birds, unknown angles, and is now held by D.
A, Upson, who won it last year with the score of 47 out of 50.

June 4: Spnrts7nen''s Revieiv trophy for two-men teams; -'S targets
per man, unknown angles. The Buckeye Gun Club won It last year
with a t@tal of 49 out of 50. On this date there will also be a handicap
race for the E. C. cup, SO targets per man, unknown angles, the cup
becoming the personal property of the winner.
Five bluerock expert traps and one magautrap wOl be in commis-

sion on June 1 for preliminary practice work. The Rose system of
dividing purses will be used, witn ra lo points as follows: In all 15-
target events, 7, 5, 4 8 and 2; in 20 target events, 7, 5, 4, 3,2 and 1.

Shells sent in care of J. D. Foley, 33 South Fountain avenue, will be
delivered at the grounds free ot charge.
The annual meeting of the League will be held Thursday evening,

June 3, at 8 P M., in the Arcade Hotel. The new St .Tames Hotel
will be headquarters for shooters, and will give a special rate of
.$3.

KEW YORK STATE TOURNAMENT.

"The programme for the New York State shoot, June 8-11, is now
r eady for distribution, and tbose who propose attending this shoo',
and who may not have received a copy of ihe programme should
write to the Aubtirn Gun Club for a copy of the same. Our reason
for suggesting this action is the fact that we cannot give In tne space
at our disposal a complete synopsis of the contents of the pro-
gramme.
Tbe State events, open only to members of the State organization,

will be interesting as ever, while the fact that the purses in these
•'vents will he divided into eight moneys under the Rose system shows
plainly fnough that the Auburn Gun Club does not mean to let any-
body shoot without a chance of drawing back something. All these
events are at 25 targets, unknown angles, all targets being thrown
from a magautrap
The Lefever medal contest, the four-men team race, and the big

merchandise event will all attract many entries, each of these events
being favorites at the annual gatherings of this Association. Two
other State events are the E. C. cup shoot and the C. A. Bannister cup
shoot, both 50-target events, unknown angles, entrance in each event
being for the price of the targets only, with optional sweeps attached.
The E. C cup will be shot for on the first day, June 8, while the C. A,
Bannister cup, the4-men team race, and the Dean Richmond cup con-
test (the live bird team championship) will make up the State events
programme for the last day, June li.

On the open traps there will be two entirely separate programmes
.«hot off on each day. On No. 2 trao the progratnme is made up as
follows: Four 30 target events, $3; four 15-target events, $2. On No.
3 trap the programme runs thus: Pour 20-target events, $1.50; four
15-target events, $1. In all these events the purses will be divided
according to the will of the majority of shooters

All targets will be thrown from magautraps, and will be charged
for at the rate of 2 cents each. Of course, bluerock targets will be
used exclusivelj'. We presume that all shells shipped in care of the
Auburn Gun Club will be delivered at the grounds as usual.
The lengthy and valuable list of merchandise xwizes offered for

competition by the Auburn Gtm Olub, proves exclusively that the
club has spared no pains to make this shoot as attractive as any of
its predecessors.

SOO GUN CliUB.

The Soo Gun Club, of Sioux City, la., has issued the programme for
its third annual "amateur tourrament," which takes place June 8-10.

Among the "Remarks" will be found the following:
"All purses divided 40. 39, 20 and 10 per cent. If a majority of

shooters present desire to try division of purses under the Rose sys-
tem on second day of shoot, the same will be adopted. All ties to he
divid<;d ; $135 in cash and merchandise added each day, also $50 sold
medal second day. This tournameDt will be open to shooters from
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and Dakota, the following shooters being
barred: Grim, Budd, Gilbert, Wilson, Parmelee, Latshaw and Denn.
The club reserves the right to bar other professionals if they see fit.

All odd events will be shot from a set of 5 expert traps, kuown
angles. All even events will be shot from the maga'itrap. Our
grounds will be open to all shooters on Monday, June 7, for practice
on the magautrap."
The list of average prizes is too lengthy for us to make much men-

tion of it; it is sufficient to state that the list comprises some good
cash prizes and some excellent "plunder" trophies. Half the pro-
gramme events each day will be shot from 5 expert traps, the other
half from a magautrap.

New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association.

Ik another column of this department is a report of the meeting
held on May 19 for the purpose of organizing and promoting trap in-

terests in the State of New .Jersey by the establishing of a live State
Association. In the inauguration of such an important movement a
vital essential is that it be started on a sound foundation, one recog-
nizing the common parliamentary forms of organizing, so that it

may be worthy of confidence in respect to the prespnt. and avoid the
penis of the future, which are stire to result from illegality.

The old New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association in its recent
illegal meeting set forth the advantages it could offer and the prom-
ises it could make. It could offer two trophies, about 8300 in the
treasury (the last treasurer's report showed a balance of $1.5) and a
history; but it for years possessed all these things itself, and, posses-
ing them, it has been in a state of coma the while. It could not
evoke interest enough to hold a meeting of its own men. What bene-
fit is a reorganization of such a body?

It is a fair presumption that a history made up largely of inaction

is not a desirable one. It is more in accord with the spirit of tbe trap
world of to day to ask the N. J. S. S. A. to bring itself up to date than
to ask the trap-shooting interests to retrograde to a dormant body
which, as the years have shown, has no vitality in itself, nor any in-

chnation to be vl'alized by others. So ancient and inoperative had
the As'^ociation become, that its officers who were present at the
meeting had forgotten the essentials of the consti utioa and by-
laws, and the action of the meeting was a groping in the dark.
The trap shooting interests of to-day have advanced far beyond the

stage wherein the Association peacefully lay down to sleep and slept.

New rules are required as compared with the old. New rules are in

existence which could be adopted; therefore, why try to patch up the
obsolete? Why cannot theadvancsd interestsoC to-day be recognized
by the Association taking action of its own, instead of asking others
to take action and help to revive it? W^hy doesn't it revive itself? It

never has shown any interest in itself or others of late years.

The recent meeting showed that there was present abundant mate-
rial of up to-date quality to form a new association. The new inter-

ests are stronger m numbers, and incomparably stronger in their

energy and activity. They could have formed an association of their

own free from the baneful disturbances which now possess it,

namely, the illegality of the meeting, the adjustment of the many
promises made, and the revivification of abody which had no interest

in itself or others, or its future.

The meeting of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association was
illegal for the following reasons: No delegate present had a credential

to the meeting; the meeting ^ sm not called according to the require-
ments of the constitution, which make mandatory that the president
give the members a wri ten notice thirty days before the meeting,
lattng iis purposes fo that the clubs could have time to consider the
matter and appoint and instruct their delegates As the Association
had been inoperative since 1889, and therefore a fair presumption that
the members had paid no dues since, it is doubtful if a single one of
them was in good standing and legally eligible to send a delegate.

If instead of a thirty days' notice, a few members could get to-

gether at three minutes' notice, three or four meetings could be held
ih different places at the same time, and one would not know what
the other was doing; an absurdity of course, but absurd because it is

illegal, as the last meeting was illegal,

We have it from one of the most important officers of the Associa-
tion that the last meeting was illegal, and therefore many of the pro-
visions made cannot be carried out legally.

As there is so much material with whicn to form a new Association
it would be better to make a new and independent beginning, form a
new association, and make a history of its own; one full of activity,

sportsmanship with trophies representing more purpose than a fee
to others to come m and keep it from dying. Trophies should be for
competition, and not as an inducement to other clubs to save it from
death. It would be a mistake to go backward in history instead of
forward.
Tbe N. J. S. S. A. had no charter, at least there is no record of one

in the New Jersey State archives, hence it was not incorporated and
has no existence in law. We are informed that three clubs constitute
its full membership.
To sum up, the old Association had no legal existerce: it has no

money in its treasury, the $45 credit heing more than covered by its

debit account; three clubs constiixite its membership; it has not held
a meeting since 18S9, though repeated calls were made tor one, and it

was many years previous when its trophies were competed for; being
defunct it could not revive itself; the recent meeting was illegal and
therefore void.
And yet the great trap-shooting interests of New Jersey should not

suffer loss through the lack of proper organization of its numerous
live interests.

St. Johnsbury Amateurs.

St. Johnsbury, Vt., May 18 —We have got our gun club well started
witn tbirtv-three members, and much interest evinced. This sport
can be enjoyed without much loss of time. The scores do not yet be-
gin to show up much, but are improvements over the first four shoots.
Tbis is the score of the fifth shoot. May 16, I y men men who had
never before shot at clay-pigeons.
Match at 25 birds each; Dr. E. H. Ross 9, J. W. Titcomb 15, W. W,

Husband 1, Dr. H. G. BuUard 13, W. Eastman 1, Frank French 5, C. C,

Bingham 3, Paul Carter 5, Tom Hunter 15, H A. Belknap 11, Fred
Beck 14, Oscar Beck 13, C. H. Horton 9, Claude Welfoot 15, E. S.

Hunter 17.

Some of these men had not shoot at the former meets. We have
good grounds and are now using three traps, but expect to get five up
soon At the annual meeting, held last Friday, J W. Titcomb was
-elected President; E F. Griswold, Vice-President; Fred Beck, Secre-
tary and Treasurer; H. A. Belknap, Field Captain.

John W. Titcomb.

Hartford Sbooting.

Hartford, Conn , May SI.— I send you the scores made by the Colt
Gun Club, for tne handsome trophy presented by the W-A Powder
Co. A handicap of added targets was allowed to the poorer shooters,
The trophy was won by Harry Nichols:

Allow- Allow-
Broke. arce. Total. Broke, ance. Total.

H Nichols,,.,, 40 10 50 O Treat 31 10 .41

J Pitkin,..,...48 0 48 G Ripley 26 15 41
FRisby 47 0 47 Lucas S3 7 40

E Sexton 39 7 46 Root 35 15 40
P Tucker 40 6 4ti F Olmsted 29 10 39
SGeisleman...40 6 46 Hart 39 0 39

J Carter 84 10 44 Horton 33 0 33
McGinty 41 2 43 Green ........ .33 0 S3
CBurbidge....43 0 13 Colt,., .82 0 3i
Mills.. 4i 0 43 Craig 15 15 30
F Bishop.,,... 43 0 43 Bra<lley U 15 26
MCook ,.39 » 41 Henderson.... 5 13 20

M. F. Cook, Sec'y.

Missouri State Tournament.
Kansas Citt, Mo., May 17.—Tbe twentieth annual tournament of

the Missouri State Fish and Game Protective Association was inaug-
urated at Washington Park to-day. There was but one event on the
programme, that of the State team championship.
Contrary to the expectation of the local clubs, but one outside club

was represented, and this of an unknown quality, so that the shoot
virtually resolved itself into a contest of the Kansas City gun clubs.
Kansas City can boast of its pigeon shooters with pardonable pride,
as there is not a city in the country which possesses so many good
shots. Just look at the array of talentl With seven such strong
teams representing the city, it is not a matter of surprise that the
other clubs were not better represented.

'

As is frequently the case, the re^Jult of this event proved quite a
surprise to the knowing ones. The Foresters, the winners, were
scarcely rated 1, 2, 3 They made a great start, however, as their
first two men up each scored their 15 birds straight. The other two
men added 5 more to this before the first miss had to be recorded.
Two more misses were added before the finish, and the result shows
the fine score of 57 out of 60.

The O K's were seccd with 55. and they were the favorites in the
race. With the exception of Miles they were all in great form. This
clever young shooter, usually so steady, was sadly out of form, and
for no reason that he can attribute. Hickman, the first man on this
team, killed straight, but Miles only scored 11. When Herman and
Gottlieb came to the score they ' realized that it was a hopeless
task to endeavor to cut down the Foresters' lead of 4 birds. They,
nevertheless, reduced it to 2, and almost equaled the great score of
Barton and Russell, scoring 29, and then Herman lost his last bird.
This was really a race between the old and the young. All of the

Foresters are men of mature age, while all of tbe O. K. are in the
spring of life, so to sceak, with the exception of Ed. Bickman, and
nobody can guess within a, decade of his existence. Ed always looks
the same.
Eight on the heels of the 0. K.'s came the Stock Yard team. Two

14s and a like number of 1.3s is what this quartette put un, very uni-
form shooting for a team. Washington Park Club was next with 51

;

N. Jarrelt led his team with a straight score. There was qui'e a gap
between the next team. St. Louis, Belt Line and Pastimes all being
bunched together; 47 was these teams' total. Connor was high man
with 14, on the St. Louis team; Frank .Smith did tbe same thing for
the Belt Lines with the same score, as did Jim Porter for the Pas-
times. The surprise of tbe race, though, was the Kansas City's.
The very same men represented the club last year, and won the
trophy on a score of 57, and then three of the team knocked out a
straight, one man losing all the birds for the team ; 43 is what they
had to be content with this time. 14 birds less than they scored last
year. George Schrader's score is a puzzle to those who know what
an excellent shot he is. The same may also be said of Peck, who is
usually so reliable.

The conditions are four men to a team, 15 birds per man, entrance
$20 per team, birds extra; trophy to first, $40 to second, $30 to third,
$20 to fourth and $10 to fifth; $100 to the team holdmg the medal last.
The weather was fine, with plenty of wind to make the bird fast;

coUeciirely they were an excellent' lot. No record was kept of the
dead out of bounds.

Foresters Gun Club. Stock Yard Gun Club.
W Bar, on.. 212212112222112—15 RCampbell.2m]21U'l22012-14
L Russell. ..222222112222232-15 Stockwell...011231111211112-14
Dr Tyree. . .111121121021212-14 R P Barse. .2r)n2221128]220_]3
Dr .Jackson.322101110122aj2—13-57 G Walden...221312121-?10023-13 -54

O. K. Gun Club. Washington Park Gun Club.
0 Gottlieb. .111121111222223-15 N Jarrett. ..212111211122121—15
E Hickman.l22l22ni2ni2'—15 D Elliott.. ..201110121112222-13
vv Herman. 92.'22S2 ^222 J20-14 Lfi Scott. .'. .22010212noi212—12
J Miles ....0.n222!2ai20l00-ll—55 G Rickmer8020111U222l030 -11-51

St. Louis Gun Club. Pastimes Gun Olub.
AOOonnor 111121011221223-14 J Porter. .. .211110111221222-14
J Gardner.. 010122101111211—12 L Porter.. . . 2112212001222o2—13
J C Higdon.121122010210102-11 A Tbomas..022ia20012l3122-13
F Boehner.,022201 102202320—10 -47 F Peck. . . . .232SJ12201200000— 9-47

Belt Line Gun Club. Kansas City Gun Club
F J Smith. .012222221122222-14 D Gordon. .0220si3lUl2l21—13
Van Quest. .0101 12101231211—13 J Durkee. . .332102112202120-12
N Hintsche.2010t2221001211—11 E Fletcher. 112011111000111—11
A Glasner, .310.00221031220-10-47 G Schrader.002020232020010— 7—48

Second Day, May 1 S.

The weather on Tuesday was again fine, though there was little

wind blowing, and for this reason tne pigeons were not as good as on
the previous day. There were only three live-bird events on the pro-
gramme: a 5, a 7 and a 10-bird event. In each of these straight

- .scores were numerous.
The entries in the target events did not reach as high as was ex-

pected, fifty four being the lop number, though altogether sixty-
seven shooters participated, and of these forty shot the entire
programme. At the top of the list will be found Harvey. Mc-
Murchy and Gilbert a tie for first honors with 04.3. Then there
is Budd with S3 1, and Sexton and Glora with 91.8; Parmelee is

just one behind this pair, leading HeiKes by a similar mar-
gin. The others follow in the order of merit. This is the first
time the magautrap has been used in a Western tournament,
and to many it is a new thing, and to most of these it is a puzzle.
Straight scores are not numerous, and not until the third event
was there one scored when Capt. Foster broke the spell. Then
Heikes, Glover and Crabill also got into his hole. After this there was
always owe or more straights in each event. The fortunate ones to-
day were Weston , who was the only 18 in the second, while Sexton,
Linderman and Parmelee each got a straightalooe. Llnderman also
made the longest straight run of the day, 56, without a skip. Gilbert
and Budd had a little contest by themselves, each endeavoring to
score the most 19s. This resulted in a tie. Just seven times did they
score that number. Wright, Bruns, Hifer, Rhodes, Nothy and Boeh-
ner shot in but one event,
The programme consisted of eight 20-bird events, with 830 added to

each event, and five equal moneys.

Events: 13345678 Shot at. Broke. Av.
McMurchy 19 19 19 17 SO 19 19 19 160 151 94.,'j

Gilbert

19

19 18 19 U 19 19 19 loO IhX 94.3
Budd

19

19 16 19 19 19 19 19 160 149 93.1
Sfxton

17

19 19 20 17 18 17 20 160 147 91.8
Glover 18 19 20 18 20 19 18 15 160 147 91.8
Pa'melee 18 17 17 18 18 19 20 19 160 146 91.3
Heikes

18

17 20 18 19 18 17 18 160 145 DO.

6

Crabill

15

16 20 18 19 19 18 18 160 143 Hd.S
JARElliott ir 19 19 18 19 19 16 16 160 143 89.3
Lmderman

16

15 14 19 20 SO 19 16 ItO 189 86.8
Keust

18

19 19 16 16 18 17 16 160 139 86.8
Wilmot

17

17 15 18 18 19 19 16 leO 1'9 86.8
Running

18

17 17 18 16 16 19 18 160 139 86.8
Corcalt

17

17 18 17 16 16 IB 20 160 139 86.8
Gottlieb

16

16 17 18 20 16 18 17 160 338 86.'2

Weston

16

18 19 14 18 17 19 17 16a 138 86.2
H W Stevenson 19 16 19 15 19 15 14 19 160 1^6 85
Parker

18

14 18 18 14 17 19 19 160 136 t5
Hagerman 17 19 15 16 16 16 19 18 leO 136 85
AWSmith ....... 18 16 16 17 17 17 18 17 160 1.36 85
Hale .„,...„.... 16 15 17 18 19 14 18 18 160 i:io 81.3
Jackson 16 17 15 16 18 18 17 17 169 1B4 83.7
Mcllhany ,.., 18 14 17 15 19 18 17 16 100 134 83.7
Foster

16

13 20 16 16 16 18 17 160 332 83.5
Sergeant

18

16 18 14 19 16 16 14 160 181 81.7
Withworth

17

14 16 15 18 17 17 17 160 331 81.7
Dabney

17

11 36 15 18 19 16 18 160 ISO 81.3
Erhardt

35

16 16 18 16 36 17 16 160 180 81.8
Koohler,,,..,..,,......... 15 16 17 15 36 16 17 17 160 lS9 80.6
Herman......... 19 17 17 11 17 34 37 36 160 128 80
Connor

18

17 12 33 16 18 19 14 160 127 79.3
J W Den 17 15 15 17 18 12 16 17 360 137 79.3
Aby

12

16 19 13 17 14 17 18 160 126 7-^.7

Barse

17

17 36 13 17 13 16 17 PO 126 78.7
Nold; 14 13 19 16 14 19 33 33 160 121 75.6
AS Miller...,.., 16 36 15 18 37 16 U 15 160 120 75
Forsythe.., 18 14 Ih 12 15 16 36 13 160 119 74.8
Taylor..

10

11 17 12 17 16 18 17 160 118 73.7
Lotshaw 16 35 18 34 11 15 12 35 160 136 73.5
Ray 16 13 12 15 14 15 11 16 360 112 70
George Stevenson

16

17 18 18 80 69 86.2
Barlow

15

18 19 15 80 6? ^3.7
Rickmers

15

. . 17 . . 18 . . 16 . . 80 68 83 5
Guslice.. ^ 16 15.. 17 18 80 66 83.5
Schott

17

16 13 17 .. 18 100 81 81
Hearns

14

17 17 16 80 64 80
Day

15

14 16 .. 17 80 62 77.5
Hodges.......... 15 17 15 15 14 100 76 76
North 15 15 15 15 13 lOO 73 73
Thomas.................... 17 12 36 13 14 16 14 .. 140 103 73.8
Wood 18 14 18 13 17 13 35 .. 140 101 '^•i.l

Leds

13

10 18 16 ., 80 57 71.3
Bailey .. .. 14 .. 14 40 38 70
W S Allen .. 17 14 15 14 11 13 14 140 97 6^.3
Coyle .,,„.17 12l2 60 41 68.5
Shh-as 16 15 15 10-13 lOO 63 68
McOurdy 35 13 40 27 67.5'

Scott..., 15: li 11 ^0 28 65
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Ulrs nay 14 .. 13 8 14 13 15 180 77 64.1

Stevenson, Jr 15 9 15 10 14 100 63 63

Gardner 11 13 40 24 60

Third Day, March 19.

The shooting continued under the most favorable circumstances on
Wednesday, and entries were numerous at both the tarpet and
pie;eon traps At both of these Gilbert is still showing the same form
which characterized his work since the start. His lotal to-day was
nearly a duulicate of yesterday, 11 losses in the target events and a
straight score on live birds. In the van to-day will be seen Running,
Heites and Gilbert, with 93.1. Heikes ia ihere by virtue of his

great finish, 59 out of his last (50, and the last 4i of them
straight. This being the best consecutive run of the day. Budd
and Glover are tbe only other two who reached 90 per cent

,

tbough McMurchy was only 1 break short of thi=i. Toe lucky
ones to-day were Weston, Heikes, Gilbert and Parmelee, each cap-

turing first alone without a tie; \V«ston in No. 1, Heikes in No, 3,

Gilbert in No. 5 and Parmelee m No. 6. For the first 4 events the

money was divided oa a basis of five equal moneys, but after

hat it was changed to thf> old 30, 2,i, 20, 15 and 10 syiStem. The man-
agement having become thoroughly convinced ihat a system that in

so rotten, and which encouraged crooked shooting, was not the kind

to maintain at so high a class tournament. Six<eens mvariably pail
better than 17 and IS, and some of the foxy shooters were not long in

iiscertaining thi^ fact, and doubtless this was responsible for the row
of goose eggs at the end of some of the scores; though when we
found them, the total invariably was 16. Seventy shooters partici-

pated in the regular target programme events, but sixty are only
shown in the table below. This is a trifle more than on the first day,
though the number that shot through is not quite as large, thirty-four

being the number of these. The tollowing shot in but one event:

North, N. Jarrett, Glasner, Bochner, Legg, Coyle, fligdon, Sobott,

Uonnor and J Stevenson. The programme consisted of eight 20-tar-

get events, which appear below:

4 5 6 7 8 Shot at. Broke. Av.Events:

Rtioning
Heikes
Gilbert
Budd ;

Glover
Parmelee. . . . ,

McMurchy......'.„.,.„„,
Kereeant ..... „.

.

Gottlieb.,.. A.,,...,.,,,.
Withworth
Linderman.....
Parker,
Jackson
JAR Elliott. .».M.»-f'f-
Sexton ;

Hagerman......
Wilmot
Kay
Weston
W H Stevenson,.,. *

Crahill,...,.,.,.,^,
Hale
ErLardt
Herman
Barse
Sumner. .... ,,,,,,, f«.>.> t

Oornett. .,......).,•....>
Foster ...... mrl.rii I i.M

Olapp, ., I .. «..«^..

Mclluany
Aby ,

Plumber
Forsyth
Brucker.
Lee ...t.irii. ......

Dr Day ,..

Barlow...
Bailey ...

Dabney. ..

Nold
W S Allen......
Hodges ........
Hearu ......
Reust ,

Brown
.lamison ,

Latshaw ,

Rickmers
J W Den
.Miller

J S Smith,
Howe
Ruggles ,

Dickey
McCurdy
Lipscomb
Shiras....,
Salisbury..,,...
Mrs Day.

13 3

18 18 19

. 18 16 21

,
17 20 18

. 19 18 19
17 IH 19

. 15 19 18
17 19 17

.
18 20 18

. 18 19 15

, 19 17 19

17 19 19
17 17 17

,
16 19 16

18 16 18

,
18 15 17

15 SO 16
17 16 16
14 20 19
30 18 18

14 16 16
17 17 18
Iti 15 19

14 14 18
18 18 18
17 J5 14
17 17 17
17 16 15
18 15 18
14 16 16
14 20 14

15 16 13
14 17 14

11 16 14
11 15 16

17 19

II* «.«^-««-|.ai«i«i*'*

19 15 16
16 16 15
13 16 16

10 18 15

18 13 17
17 16 14
14 .. ..

I • K -«'•.•'*•>

..n ..

15 12 16
14 14 17
,. ..18
13 15 13
9 .. 11

13 8 ..

la .. ..

12 13 .

.

9 18 11

13 8 ..

. . 10 13

19 19 19 18 19
18 18 19 20 20
18 30 18 20 18
18 18 19 20 15
18 19 18 19 20
18 18 20 17 IS
19 18 19 18 16

15 16 19 18 17
20 18 18 16 16
16 17 17 18 17

15 17 19 18 16
IK 17 17 17 19

15 17 19 n 19
15 17 19 18 18
18 16 19 16 18
20 17 16 15 17
16 18 18 18 17
17 17 14 16 18

16 16 16 17 13
17 19 17 16 19

17 16 16 16 16

16 IB 16 16 16
16 19 17 16 17

16 16 16 13 16
16 19 17 15 16

13 15 17 18 14
14 16 le 16 17
18 14 16 14 13
18 17 13 16 16

19 12 16 ir 13
l.i 13 14 20 16
16 17 12 17 14
17 16 13 14 13

14 18 13 15 12
.. 18 17 .. ..

, . 17 . . 17 16

.. 16 18 .. ir
.. .. 16 18
16 16
16 15 .. 14 20
18 16 17 .. ..

16 w 15 .. ..

16
16

16 17

. . 19 11 . . 17
16 16 14 .. ..

17 ]fl .. .. ,.

18 18 14 13 ..

15
9 16 13 18 15

v. is 17 ii V.

13 16 . . .

.

18

14
13

10

11

160 149 93.1

160 149 - 93.1
10) 149 91.1

160 146 91 3
160 146 PI.

3

160 143 89.3
160 143 89.3
160 141 83.1
160 140 87.5
160 140 87.5
160 140 87.5
160 139 86.8
160 138 86.2
160 137 85.6
160 137 J-5.6

1 0 13S 85
160 13R 85
160 135 84.3
160 134 81.7
IfiO 134 8}.

7

160 1H3 83.1

160 133 82.5
160 131 81.7
IfiO 131 81.7
160 129 80.6
160 128 80
16D 127 79.3
160 126 78.7
160 126 78.7
160 1^'5 78.1

150 121 75.6
160 121 75.6
160 114 71.3
160 114 71.3
40 35 87.5
100 86 86
60 51 85
40 34 85

100 8J 82
140 112 80
120 96 80
100 80 80
8J 6i 80
80 63 ^8.7

fiO 47 78.3
60 47 78.3
60 46 76.6
60 46 76.6

140 106 75.7
80 60 75

IVO 83 69.1

60 41 68.5
100 66
80 52 65

40 25 6i.5
40 25 6-2.5

100 57 57
60 34 56.6
80 ii .52.-5

Howe.

SPBCIAT. EVENT STAR TROPHY.

There was also a special event on the programme to-dey, and ih«t

was a 50-target race for the Kansas City Star trophy. Tnia was an
elegant watch charm fashioned in the shape of a star and appropri-

ately inscribed. This contest was restricted to residents of Missouri

and Kansas City. No big scores were made in this event, but it;

brought about an interesting and spirited contest. The result being

a tie on 45 by Hodges, Gottlieb and Mcllhany. Each of them rattling

good shots, and two at least have shown themselves hot company on
numerous occasions. Hoages not having the experience of the other

two, though coming fast. Few shooters have shown such marked
improvement as he m the last six mon hs. The tie was snot off at 25

and both Hodges and Mclinany got off wrong, as they lost several

birds right at the start. While big good-natured Chris was taking
things easy aud smashing his targets with the same stead.y

precision that he developed in the last part of the race. Only once
did he skip : that was after he had chalkeu 11 straight and was leauiug

his opponent at least two birds. A ier this he made no more mis-

takes, and finished with 24, which made 48 out of his last 53, he hav-
ing only scored 21 out of his first string of ^t) Mcllhany scored 22 and
Hodges 20. This shoot-oiS was frauguc with much interest, from the

fact that the trio engaged are all young men who have a host of ad-

mirers and are aeservedly popular. No finer ever walked down a fir-

ing line. Gottlieb i>i Kansas City's idol, Mcllhany is Weir City's pet,

while at Olathe they think that Hodgrs is aoout the proper one
Conditions: 50 targets, unknown angles, for Star troph.y, entrance

fc2:

Comett 1111010101110111110011111-19
1101101111inillllililll0-5i2-41

..1010101001011011110110101—15
1110010191101011010100110—14-29

LiDSCOmb OOlllOlOlllK'OJlOlOlllllO -15

lOlOluOOllll

Jamison 1 100001011111011101 lOi 010 -15
ioiioioiuiiiiooiooiiiino-16

Barlow 110011011mil 111 111 111 11—'^2

lllllOllOOlllliniiJlllOll-30-42

W S Allen OOilliliOlOiOllllllinouO—17
0111111111111111011111010-21-38

Hodges lliiiiillioiiiiionuiiil-23
1111111011111101111111101—22-45

r-ragin llllllllUOlOOOlOllllllU—£0
^ ' llOlOlllOlllOllOliOOlllH-ls-38

, 1111110001110110011110011—17
0111001' UOllllOOlOmi 10-17-34

J B Stevenson n0linilllillilloi001101-20
11 lllllllOlllCOllllUlllO-SO-40

Halliwell «.riwv,, lillllUiilil0101lHl01ili-2i
OlOllOmUiilOOiOlllllOll—17-3S

nurkee .lOJllllllllOllOlU 1101001—18
1101111111111111101100111—21—39

Hickman 01111011 UllllOOUUlllll—ai
1110101111111111111111111—53-44

Cextou • Illllllll01111110illlllll-i3
1001001111111110111011111-19 - 42

Running 1111101111111110111111111—23^
1101011111111101111111101—20-43

AMlhanv 1111111011111111111111011—i3
lllllllllllllll0101011111-:2 45

Qm-tice 0111101111110110111110100—18 ,

o.ininer lOllOlllOtlllOlOOlllllOOl-17
*^ 1111010001111111111010101—18-35

Rrhardt llllllllllllllOllllllUlO- 23
011111011111111111Hj01011-20-43

-ITprman 1100010l010111i00110101lO-14
' looniiiioroiioiiinoiii—19-33
TTTp^ton 1111111011111101011100011—18

" lllOOlOlllllOUlllOlOlOlO -17-35

31

Hearn.

Gottlieb 1110111111001110111111111-21
1111111011111111111111111-24-15

Wi Imot 1 1 11 111lOOllCOn 0 1 1101001—1

7

1111111011111111111111111-24-41

Nold .1111101001011101101110111—18
iiioiioiocomiiiiiioiin-19-37

Hifner .0101100001001110110110000 -11
niionoiioioooiooiooiioii—13-24

Hiffdon iionoooniioilOll 101 10010 -14
OlOlllOlOTOlOlllOlOOOOOll—12—26

Sergent linOllOllOllillUlllllll-22
inilinilllllir 111101011-2-3-41

ClaDB. -.-;. lOCOOlOIOllIOlllllllOllll—17
•

1101011001111101101111111-19-36

Shoot-ofCof ties on 45: _ ,^

Hodges 1001111101111101101111111—20

Gottlieb"
' 1111111111101111111111111—24

Mcllhany','." 0111111110110111111111111-22

Fourth Day, May 20.

To-day we have but to record that which often happpus. tbe trade
representatives all bunched at tbe head of the list, with McMurchy and
Heikes lied for flr«t place with the fine average of 95 per cent. Right
after tbem come Gilherc and Glover with S4 3, only 'ine break sepa-
rating these two from the le. ders. Then comes Budd, who has ihe

distinction of ^:eiting three straights in a line and making the longest

straight run of the tournameut up to ihe present time, something
like 6.'?. Budd, too, was tbe forlunate one of the day, his straight in

the tlfth event netting him first alcup, the only time that it occurred
during the dav. Linderman ranks after Budd, and is the only ama-
teur who is well to the front Dick shot very consistently, and being
popular his friends are elated to see him so near the top; 92 5 is a
fast clip Collectively the contestants all shot belter to-day
and with few exceptions all improved their a,verages. This is to

some extent to be attributed to the targets being thrown somewhat
higher, and not down under the bill, as on the previous two da.\s.

The weather conditions still remainpd perfect and the attendance
good, though not as much iuieres is taken in ihe target events, as

the big championship event is in progress at the live-bird traps.

Twenty-eight shot through the programme fvents, and fifiy nine par-

ticipated altogether; of this number five, Taylor, Boehnpr, Custice,

Dingman and White shot only in one evpni. There was $225 added
money to day, SJ5 in each event, includiu? the special

The standing of all. with the exception of the five mentioned above
are shown in the table below, ranking in order of merio:

Events: 13345678 Shot at. Broke. Av.

McMurchy 19 17 20 20 18 19 19 20 161 153 95

HPikes 19 18 18 19 19 20 20 19 160 152 9s

Gilbert 19 20 19 IS I9 IT 20 19 160 151 94.3

Glover 19 19 18 SO 17 19 19 20 IfiO 151 94 3

Budd 20 19 16 16 20 2n vO 18 160 149 93.1

Linderman 20 19 19 17 19 19 17 18 16) 14S 93.5

Parmelee 17 19 18 19 18 17 18 19 160 145 90.6

Runmng 19 17 SO 17 19 19 IG 17 160 144 9)

Co>-nett 17 SO 15 17 19 18 18 20 160 144 90

Elliott 19 18 19 14 17 16 19 2) 160 143 88.7

Mcllhany 19 19 18 17 18 17 IB 18 160 143 88.7

Gottlieb! 17 17 18 18 19 19 16 18 160 Ui »-8.7

Rogers 18 16 19 18 17 17 18 18 160 141 8-j.l

Parker 18 18 17 2(i 16 15 19 18 160 141 8-i.l

Clapp 17 18 17 13 19 18 17 1 9 1 60 1 38 86.2

Withworth IS 17 18 14 14 IX 18 19 160 131 8-^.7

Sergeant 14 16 15 18 18 19 16 IS 160 134 hZ.l

Crabill 18 17 17 15 16 15 18 17 160 133 fi.\

.lackson......... 19 1« 17 ir 13 17 17 IfO 133 83.5

Dabney i......i..-15 16 14 17 18 14 19 19 160 133 83.5

Forsylhe 18 17 16 14 18 15 15 18 160 131 81.7

Ray .' 19 15 15 17 15 14 18 15 150 129 83.6

Sumner 19 14 16 17 l.^ 16 16 16 160 1-^9 80.6

Plumber 15 18 15 15 17 16 16 17 160 1 '9 81.6

Hagerman 16 14 19 19 17 15 IS 10 160 128 80

Foster 16 15 18 16 18 17 14 14 IhO /1 28 80

Aby 17 16 12 15 IR 17 In 17 160 128 f-0

H W Stevenson...... 16 19 15 17 16 16 13 15 160 1 7 79.3

Barlow , 19 18 16 15 20 18 120 106 8M.3

Wilmot > 17 17 18 60 52 86.6
TBlackwell ,..4 •., .; ,. 18 16 18 .. 60 62 86 6

GeoStevenson 14 18 16 19 17 19 liO 103 85.8

Barre 18 15 18 18 18 14 120 101 84.1

Nold .. 16 15 18 16 19 .. 100 84 81

Weston 16 17 17 17 SO 67 -83.7

DrDay 14 .. 18 .. 18 ,. 60 .50 8i.3

Hickman 17 .... 16 .. 40 33 8J.5

Lsder. 15 19 15 .. 60 49 SI.

3

Bailey , IS .. 16 15 1 !-0 f3 78.

7

CIvde 18 15 14 16 17 14 15.. 140 109 77.8

Erhardt 17 16 18 16 12 14 1-20 93 77.5

Howe "..15 18 16 13 80 62 77.5

GBlackweU. 17 14 40 31 77.5

Weis 16 14 .. 16 15 eo 61 76.3

Sims ...... 16 15 14 16 80 61 76.2

Brucker IS IT 14 17 12 .. 15 .. 120 90 75

Ruggle : 13 14 17 14 PO 58 7-J.5

J S smith 13 14 .. 16 15 8) 58 72.5

A Smith ...14 15 40 29 7;3.5

J W Den 14 14 11 ir 14 15 120 « 70.8

Lythe 20 15 13 11 11 100 70 70
Rrown ,,....... 17 11 14 60 43 70

Koohler 16 9 15 13 14 .. 17 ViO 81 69.1

Duck 1-i .. 13 16 .. ,. 60 41 68.3

There was also a special 20-tareet event, opanfonly to amateurs and
those who had shot in a majority of ttie events of the previous two
days, and had not been in for first or second money at any time.
Entrance in this event was price of target'!, and the purse was $-.35.,

hung up by R. S Elliott & Co, three equal moneys This event had
twenty seven entries, and Howe, T. Blackwell, J. S. Smith, Rickmers,
Newton and Sayles cut up first money oal'*, second going to A. Smith,
White, Norton aud Sweet on 17; Clyde, Sims, Koohler, Brown and
Bruns scored 16 and divided third. Here the 17« received more than
the 18s, another illustration of the inconsistency of the equal money
division of purses.

Fifth Day, May 2 1

.

The principal feature in the target events to-day was Bud'1' great
shooting. He scored four straights and two 19s. lojing but 7 target*

in all, fluishing with an average of 95.6, the highest yet reached by
,iny one during the tournament. Hale and Heikes are spcond, thoush
5 birds separate them from the leadpr. Barlow aud Gil tjert follow,

each being credited with 1 ie,=s than Hale and Heikes. This seems to

have been a bad day for the "perfesh,"' for of ihe ten who reached 90

per cent, only three' are in that cla?s. Sim Glover losing 9 birds in one
event. 7 of them in succession, is one of the sui prises of the shoot.
This occurred after he had won the cup. and may probably be due to the
reaction. McMurcby's work also is m marked contrast to that of tho
previous day. Frora fir^3t to tweuLy-tbird is quite a drop. But look
at the Simon Pure class which has "be -!n tradmg in the rear all this

time. To-day it came up with a rush, Hale, Barlow, Linderman,
Jackson, Mcllhany and Sexton, all bunched near the top
Aside from the usual eight sO-targec event'', there was also a team

race on the programme, open only to teams whose members were
residents of Missouri The entrance in this was SlO per team and $50
was added, in addition to the medal that wen d to the high team.
There was to have been five moneys, hut as only four teams entPred
there could not of course be more moneys than teams. The medal
and first money was won hy the team composed of Sergeant, Mcll-

haay, Ban e and Wilmot. wnose te im total was 89. Kansas also
entered a team, but were only permined to shoot for birds This
team, composed of Ruuniug, Sexion, Barlow and Stevenson,
scored 90
To-day twenty-six sho'; through the programme, while Ihe aggre-

gate number participaiing was Ilfty. Of this number Duck, Salis-

bury, Diok-y, Biackwell, ttube, Reno and Glassner shot only in one
event. The weather again was all that could be desired.

Events:

SOORBS OF MAY 21

1^ 3 4 5 6

Budd 19 20 18 20 19 20
Hale 19 18 10 18 20 IB

Heikes 19 18 19 19 18 17

Gilbert 17 19 18 SO 17 18
Barlow -'0 18 19 20 18 19

Linderman 16 18 18 19 18 19

Jackson 17 18 18 19 20 17

Mcllhany 19 17 18 18 18 17

Sexton 18 18 18 19 19 18

Corneti 20 19 16 18 18 18

Hagerman 16 18 17 19 20 19

Parmelee 17 18 18 18 18 19

Running 16 13 20 16 19 19

Sergeant 18 20 20 18 16 17
Fositsr 18 19 16 17 19 18

EUiott IH 15 18 18 is 17

Goitlieb 17 19 17 19 19 20
Barre 17 17 17 2ii U 17

Parker 18 17 18 19 17 17

7 8 Shot at,

SO 17

19 17

19 19
19 19
17 16
20 U
18 18
18 20
16 18
lb 17
17 17
15 SO
SO 19
16 17
18 19
19 18
\Z 18
17 17
19 14

Broke. Av.
160 153 93.6
160 1^8 93.5
IbO 148 92.5
160 14? 91.8
160 147 91.8
160 146 91.3
160 ]4i 90.6
160 145 90.6
160 144 90
160 144 90
160 14-:i 89.3
160 143 f9.3
161 14-3 88.7
1^0 142 88,7
160 142 8i 7
16J 141 88.1
161 l4l 88.1
)60 140 87.5
160 189 88.8

160 138 86.2
160 IS? 85.6
160 If6 85
160 135 84.3
160 135 84.3
160 13-3 82.5

160 121 75.6
120 108 90
60 54 90
40 35 87.5
40 ?3 82.5
80 65 81.2
140 113 80.7
140 lit 79.2
40 30 75
60 44 73.8
40 29 72.6
40 29 73.5
40 29 73.5
80 f.6 70
40 28 70

100 69 69
80 54 67,5
40 24 60

Whitworth.,.. 18 20 20 19 18 14 16 13

Wilmot i.:,;^. 16 18 18 18 17 18 17 15

Glover 18 19 18 19 11 16 18 17

McMurchy 19 17 18 16 17 16 16 16

Rogers 13 17 15 19 18 16 19 18

Geo Stevenson 17 19 14 17 16 17 15 17

Crabill 15 18 18 16 17 15 12 U
Allen ir 20 18 17 19 .. .. 17

Latshaw 19 18 .. .. 17 .. .-

Leds , i9 16 ..

DrDay 16 17
Forsytbe 16 1? 15 17

Plumber 17 14 20 14 19 14 15

J W Den 17 16 15 16 w 17 17 13

SaylPS 15 15

HW Stevenson 12 16 16

Rickmers , 14 15 . . .

.

Roy 13 .. 16

Weston ..,.15 14 . , ..

Howe 13 18 15 15

Brucker 17 11

Bullock .J... 12 14 14 15 14

Curtice. ............i..*... 14 11 14 15 .. .i i.. ...

Clyde 14 .. 10 .. .. .. ..

The scores in the team race were:
Kansas team: Running ^4. Sexton 23. Barlow 82, Stevenson 81-90.

Sergeant's team : Sergeant S4, Mcllhany 34, Barre J.3, WUmot 18—
89.

Cornett's team-Cornett 22, Hale 20, Gottlieb 19, Norton 18-79.

Herman's team; Herman 21, Ledo 19, Scott 17, Sweet 16—73.

"stab" cup race.

The race for this elegant trophy had the good entry of sixty-three,

ten more than lagc year Among them were most of the representa
tive shots of the country, the notable ones being Charley Budd, the

present Du Font's champiou; Frsd Gilbert. ex-Du Pont champion; J.

A. R. Elhott, who was the Star cup champioo before ihe race begun;
RoUa Heikes. the mud oie chfimpion, as they contemptuously term it

here; Harvey McMurchy, who is not a champion, but who occasion-
ally out-shoots one of his class; so with tbe exception of the two
"world's champions"- Carver and Brewer—and the cast-iron cham-
pion and the sparrow champion, there was little talent lacking, as
State champions were numerous.
But now we can add one more to the above list, as Sim Glover won

the cup and has therefore joined the chamoion class. Most likely

this will cause him no end ot trouble, and perhaps before the ink is

dry on this he will receive challenges galore. With so many cham-
pions there should be no lack ot matches.
The race was a good hot one, all but the shoot-off, and the birds

were by no means ordinary. This is borne o'H by the fact that so
mnnv hard hit birds went out of bounds. Four scored s rsierht—

Glover, C. <'. Herman, Lamb and Crabill. The tie was shot off at 5

birds, and it required juscthat number to decide the wraner. Glover,
the winner, was the first to the score, then Crabill, Lamb and Her-
man. The first two rounds were safely passed by all, though Crabill

had a narrow escape on his bird. This bird, a fairly fast one, went
almost to the boundary before it dropped. Crabill was shooting in

very poor time His nexc one, al hough hit, went out entirely The
others managed to stay in Glover's 4th was a hot driver, but was
well killed close to lh« trap by an excellent first, the second being en-
tirely unnecessary. Crabill having dropped out, Lamb now shot in

his turn The bird he drew was a screamer, and to add to the difli-

oulty Lamb was woefully slow. The re-iult was a lost bird. Herman
added one m' lre to his score Glover then kdled his 5th, an easy one.

Herman drew a fast left quarterer, and by a wpll-placed first

had It down on the ground. Tne referee announced "dead
bird," and the shooter dehberately took aim and fired his second
while the bird was on Ihe ground, but the bird had fallen in a little

depression in the ground, and the charge passed harmlessly over it.

The shooter left the score, but in the meantime the bird's head was
up in the air viewing the surroundings. When the ho.y who went to

retrieve it had approached within a few feer, the bird rose and went
out of bounds. Thus tbe bird once declared dead had to be scored
lost, and Glover won the cup by virtue of some good luck and excel-

lent shooting. The five birds mat Glover drew in the shoot-off were
only ordinary, with the exception of one, but this was killed in the
same excellent time as the rest Herman, too, was shooting in fine

time, but did not appear to he as composed as Glover This is the
most important feature of the many interesting ones of the big race.

Eight men scored 24, and of this number Hagerman, Jim Porter.

Parmelee, Budd, J S Smith and Hale lost their birds dead out of
hounds. Nine scored .'33, and of these, Parker, Gilbert and Taylor had
a similar experience with their lost birds.

Conditions, championship cup event: 25 live birds, $25, birds in-

cluded, $1,000 euaranteed, all surplus added, six moneys, 30, 25, 15,

15, 10 and 5. All at 30yds.

S Glover 2231122212112122212312221-85

C C Herman ..2212231222212122122122122-25

Lamb 1121222-323121223121133233-25
Crabfil . . io. . 2111 11222221 1 222222222122 5

Hagerman V. . .
." 22S32221222222-21222-J«i 322-24

Jim Porter 222212-31221211.12-31222-232- 24
Parmelee 1212l-.i2-32212«311222222218-24
Budd .'. 223212-3212.21212212222211—V4

Wilmot 111311 21201 2222 3-322232223-24

J S Smith 33-2i3»3-32-322-3221222222223-24

Hallowell . ,,.4..,.*,. 22220112321-31113112111H2-24

Hale 22-3«2 '1212221 -32221•<33232a 24

S ockwell 812I223122-3233111022-3231.-33

Parker 2221i2-32-3^212»21] 3»111111—23
Gdbert mill2ll-311-3.2.-3!>22.222-3-23

Hickman 2-323).213102«33al31212133-3—23

JAR EUiott 2-3222032222!;2'222222222»3-83

D EUiott 22U202223233111312212112-23
Dickey 18l2i:»1132<i2011121131-322-23

Taylor 12«231-<;22311-31211«l«-3l328-23

Seargent •212212121811111101111121—VS

Plumber 1321 132123132.. 0122123210—22
McMurchy, . i

I121121111»18«12i2»211111—88

A E Thomas 3-32-2132211202203-221 122320—28
Weston .' 122211111202221112101.211—33

J A Jackson ..2-321 2 32^20222 311 2323022'3»-83

Latshaw 5!212s!-222»»02222221213122'3—83

Gottlieb . .

.'
1 11120221-.;2222i231182«l«3-22

Heikes . 22. •3222222223i'M .'2882222—22

Corcett 01122£22212211»1213231022—33

Other scores were as fellows:
21: F. J. Smith, Brucker, H"bbard. N. Jarrett, Whittier, Running,

Curtice, H. W. Stevenson, W. W. Herman, Cockrill, Roy, Forsytheand
Lmderm an.

20: Orr, Fletcher, Coyle, Whitworth, J. W. Den, Walden, Malvln,
Foster and Ross.

19: Dr. Jackson, Mcllhany and W. T. Den.
18: Boehner, McCurdy and Clapp.
17: Aby.
Cragin withdrew with 16 out of 31, Clyde with 15 out of 81, and

Jarrett with 4 out of 8.

Pawtuxet Gua Club
Pawtuxet, R. I , May 8. -The fifth contest for the W-A trophy was

hela to day, Badmingtbn scoring his first win for the cup. As none
of the other shooters had any chance to win, even if they broKe all

their allowance of extra targets, none of them shot up. Sheldon and
and Greine, tne scratch men, both withdrew from the race. Scores
were:
Badmington (43...... 01011111101111011110101111001-81

Hawkins (2),. llllllllOOlllllllOOtdllOO —18
Mooupy (-3) UOIlOOnilOtOlllOlllOOlO —15
Arnold (-3) 1100011000011101101000110 —13
Mathewson (7) OllllOOlOllOOOOOOllOOlOlO —11
Bain (71 llOOuOOOlOOOlOOUllOlOOlO -10
Armstrong (7) .";„>.... .OllOlOOlOl'OOOlOOOOlOOlOl —10
S'ockard (7) v..... ....•OOlOOCOOOllOllUlOOlOIOlOO — 9

*Keuvon .
IIOOIOIIIOIOOIOIOIOOIOOOO —11

Sheldon (0) llUlllilillll llOUw
Greene (0) lOlOlllllllOlOlw
* Guest.

Pawtusbt, R. I., May 15.—The sixth contest for the W-A trophy
was held here to day by the Pawtuxet Gun Club, Greene and Haw-
kins winning for the sscond time. Greene, Hawkins, Root and Mooney
each won a can of Gold Dust powder for four highest scores:

Greene (0).... lOllllOlHOllllllllTlllll —28
AHawkms(2),,,., lOlOllllllllOlOlUllHOllll -22
Root (4) IIIIIIIIOOUIOOIUIOOOIIOOIOO —'8
aiooney (•?) '.. lOOOOllllOllllOUlOlOlCOlll —17
Badmington (4) .,.,,...,,,....10101101111010110101110000101 —17
WCrandall (-3) , OOllOOllllUOOlOlOUIlOltOl —16
Sheldon (0) lOlOlllOllllOllllOOlOOlOl —16
Hain (7) 1000011 10011 'OJllCOOlOlOOilllOOO—15

J Armstrong (7) lOlOOlOOIlOUOUlOOlOlOOlOOOOOll - 15

F Arnold (-3) 1000101001001101111010111 —14
Sweepstake, 10 targets: Mooney 10, Sheldon 9, Root S, Ba'n 8, Ar-

nold 6, Hawkins 3, Greene 3, Crandall 6, Badmington 3. Pawtuxet.
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Now Jersey Trap-Shooters' in Session.

FoK a movement which promised so much in the way of broaden-
ins, vitalizing and improving the sport of trap-shooting in New Jer-
sey, the meeting held in Room ICOy, 377 Broadway, on May 19. accom-
plished but little, and that little of the vaguest and most uncertain im-
port so far as any immediate benefits are concerned. That there was
a strong sentiment in favor of reorganization and action is demon-
strated by the response accorded to the call of the committee, Messrs.
Wise. Huck and Banks, there being present delegates from twelve
clubs, as follows: Endeavor Gun Club (0. W. McPeck); Passaic City
Gim Club (C R, Wise and Capt. Hall): Boiling Bprings Gun Club (W.
H. Huck and A. Jeanneret); Elizabeth Gun Club (B. E Chetwood);
Newark Gun Club (J. Pentz and W. H. Green); East Ride Gun Club
(Henry Eeiboldt); Jersey City Heights Gun Club (Justus von Len-
gerire and A. Heritage); Oritani Gun Club (G- P. Ricardo): South Side
Gun Club (Isaac H. Terrill and C. M. Smith); Bergen County Gun
Club (Capt. A. W. Money and G. P. GrifQths); Arlington Shooting
Club (M. Herrington), and Essex Gun dub (Mr. Green).
The meeting was called to order at 2 o'clock. Captain Money pre-

sided. Mr. Wise read the call of the meeting, which mentioned its
purposes, etc. Mr. Jacob Pentz arrived shortly afterward and, on
motion of Mr. Carl Von Lengerke. Mr. Pentz was elected secretary.
Unfortunately, the call for the meeting was construed differently by
the clubs interested, some considering it an rfificial call of theNew
Jersey State Sportsmen's Association, others simply recognizing it as
it really was. In treating of the matter in the issue of April 24, Foe-
HST AKD Strkam explained the situation specifically, and that while
the meeting was an efliort to reorganize the old Association, if revivi-
fication were possible, the meeting was one of inquii'y and promotion.
The precise words were: "For more than a year past there has been
desultory talk about getting the Jersey abooters together and reor-
ganizing the State Association, but nothing was actually done untU
recently, when a committee of three was nominated at a monthly
meeting of the Boiling Springs Gun Club to test the feeling of the
trap-shoo ers of New Jersey on the matter, and to call a meeting of
delegates fro-n the various clubs in the State for the purpose of
efllecting a reorganization of the old Association. This committee,
acting under the auihority given it at that meeting, has issued the
following clrculsr to the gun clubs of the State." The call for a
meeting to promote the reorganization being m'sunderstood by some
as the act of the Association, and by others as an attempt to usurp
the functions of it: as a result, some of the delegates had credentials
to a meeting of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association,
while others simply had credentials to the meeting called at the
time and place stated above. Thus, some of the credentials were ir-
regular. One delegate had no written credentials. However, there
was a common and earnest purpose in the interest of reorganization
and improvement, and the defects of the credentials in a preliminary
meeting could be treated with leniency, with no harm done. In a
thoroughly organized body, the matter is vitally different. The com-
mittee was discharged and its report accepted, save that, on the ob-
jection of Mr. Penta, the part stating that a promise was given to
donate to a new association the two trophies of the old association.
This part was withdrawn. Mr. Pentz explained that the cups be-
longed to the association ; that those having the cups in charge were
custodians, therefore not owners, and had no right to promise them
as stated.
A long discussion followed concerning the status of the Association

under the laws of New Jersey, which prohibit the organizing sf cor-
porate bodies so as to prevent the formation of trusts. Some thought
they nevertheless could form an association, others thought they
couldn't. The prevailing opinion was that tliey could organize. If
not incorporated, however, they would avoid fees and taxes, but
would have no legal standing. Mr. von Lengerke stated that the sub-
ject had much pro and con, and that also was about the conclusion
of it. The matter of game protection also was discussed pro and
con.
Mr. Pentz made a plea for the recognition and support of the old

association, setting forth that it had two trophies still open to compe-
tition, some $300 in the treasury, and a history, though as to the
benefits of the history, made up of many years' silence and inaction,
nothmg was said; and at all events, the making of a history is the
cheapest and easiest sort of an asset. He further promised that all
the old ofScers would resign, and thus place in power a new adminis-
tration reflecting the newer condition.
Mr. Carl von Lengerke asked what were the prospects of the old

association holding a meeting; that previous calls bad failed, and,
therefore, matters might go on as before. The reply was, in sub-
stance, that things would be mended by new members coming in.

It was thought that, regardless'of formalities, a meeting of the old
association could be held then and there. About 3 o'clock a recess
of ten minutes was taken. Some informal consultation was neces-
sary, as there seemed to be no unanimity of opinion or purpose, and
insufficient knowledge of the new conditions imported into the affair
by holding two meetings under such conditions which had some con-
flicting interests. However, this proved to be the end of the meeting
called for May 19, etc., for when the delegates were again called to
order it was announced that an informal meeting of the New Jersey
State Sportsmen's Association would then be held by the call of Mr.
Heritage, tlie president. Of the membershix) of ithe New Jersey
State Sportsmen's Association, reoresenlatives of the following clubs
were present: Bergen County Gun Club, Jersey City Gun Club,
Newark Gun Club, Boiling Springs Gun Club, South Side Gun Clubj
and Essex Association.
Mr. Pentz then informed the meeting that the Association could

pass on applications for membership then and there, and that he
would give his pledge that all the old officers of the Association
wnuld resign. The following clubs, through their representatives,
then applied for membership and were admitted : Passaic City, En-
deavor, Bergen County, Oritani, Elizabeth (conditionally on the club
f^anetioning the application later), East Side, Climax gun clubs and
Arlington Shooting Association. A single ballot was cast for all the
clubs;
There was no available copy of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association's constitution and by-laws, and no one had anyknowledge
of them. This hampered the work. It was thought that the initiation
fee was $5, though again some one thought it was $10. In short, the
Association had been hibernating so long that its constitution, by-
laws, etc., were forgotten by its own oflficers. Then the matter of
ofiftcers evoked a strong interest. There was an earnest desire mani-
fested from a part of the members present to have the old officers

resign at once, while the oflBoers, though willing to resign, preferred
to do so later at a meeting, of which due notice was given, and all

the members of the Association could be present and thereby secure
a full representation. This applied quite as forcibly to calling the meet-
ing then being held, etc., as it did to the election"of officers, but that
seemed to escape notice The illegality of the act ot election was
set forth as teeing an obstacle. However, as the pressure increased,
Mr. Pentz and Mr. Hobart tendered their resignations, which were
acted on separately at the request of Mr. Pentz, and both were
promptly accepted. The president, Mr. A. Heritage, next ten-
dered his resignation, and this act evoked a long discussion,
some opposing, some favoring it. It was set forth that, if the presi-
dent's resignation was accepted, the club would be powerless to act,
as there would be no officer to call a meeting; others held that, re-
gardless of his resignation, the president continued in ofiflce till his
successor was elected. Afiera long debate Mr. Green moved that
the president's resignation be accepted on the condition that he hold
over tiU his successor was elected. BIr. Wise held that the meeting
was irregular and that tbe Association had virtually gone out of ex-
istence. There was much division of opinion. The old members
of the Association could give no information of the constitution and
by-laws, therefore there was no settled policy or unanimity in amal-
gamating the live interests of to-day with the dormant matters of a
past age, so that what was accomplished represented no matured
thought or settled purpose, or legal certainty. All the conclusions
arrived at wore what seemed the most tangible out of vague data and
uncertain status.
Mr. Green moved that the president call a meeting for the purpose

of electing officers, to be held in Jersey city, Mr. Wise moved as an
amendment that the meeting proceed to the election of temporary
officers at once, and the amendment was carried.
The election of ofiioers was then held, and resulted as follows;

President, Capt. A. W. Money; Secretary, Mr. C. S. Wise; Corre-
sponding Secretary, Mr. Carl von Lengerke. Capt. Money then took
the chair. On motion it was decided to hold a meeting m Taylor's
Hotel, Jersey City, at 2 o'clock, June 3. On motion the chair ap-
pointed a committee to revise the constitution and by-laws, and to
inquire into the Association's flnances and actin matters in general as
they deemed best for the Association's interests.
It is most regrettable that so much that is illegal and therefore so

much that is inconclusive was transacted. It is probable that, so far
as any oflBcial action is concerned, matters stand precisely as if the
meeting had never been held. As to the illegality, it may be briefly
summed up as follows: The call issued by the committee, Me.^srs.
Wise, Huck and Banks, was for a specific purpose, an attempt to re-
organize the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association or to organiie
a new association. Some of the ci-edentials were given to the dele-
gates to represent members of the N. J. S. S. A. at a meeting of that
Association, while other credentials were given in accordance with
tbe call. As no meeting of the Association had been called, it is clear
that the credentials were worthless.
When theso-calied N. J. S. S. A.'smeeting was called, the credentials

of the delegates were not questioned, although not one of them had
credentials to the meeting. The meeting itself was wholly illegal, ic

being contrary to tbe section of the Association's constitution gov-

erning the call of meeting. I was so informed by an important oflScer
of the Association. He declared that the president of the Association
could call a special meeting at any time, but that to do so he was re-
quired to state the purposes of it. and to give each member written
notice thirty days in advance. By so doing, the members would be
given time to consider the matter, and an opportunity to apprint and
instruct their delegates, and be represented. As no such notice was
given, and no one present ever bad credentials to such meeting, it is
self-evident that the meeting is void. B. Waters.

Pennsylvania and Ohio Border Gun Club League.
Greenville, Pa., May 20.—The second tournament of the Pennsyl-

vania and Ohio Border Gun Club League was held in this place to-
day. About 40 shooters, including the teams from Warren, Youngs-
town, New Castle and Meadville, were present. The weather was
very threatening, and the shooters faced a stiff wind all day. The
last two events were shot off in a heavy rain. However, some excel-
lent scores were made, and the wind only served to make the sport
more exciting. -Among the noted shots present were Jack Winston
and A. P. Pope. Pope is a member of tbe local club, and though he
did not get here until after dinner, look part in a number of events.
The league team .shoot was the most interestmg and exciting event

of the day. All through this event Greenville and Warren were neck
and neck, and it was not known which would win until the last bird
was broken.
The score for this event follows:

Warren

.

ohrist loioiioioiiiiiononiim—19
Noney ... 4. ...,„;. ,.1010110111011111111111111-21
McFoose . ....... .1111011111111111101111111—83
Scooneover ,. ...10111 101 11110001111111111-20
Sheldon 0111101111111101011111110-20—103

Greenville.
Buck 110111(1011110111110111011—1!)
Naylor ,.....,...,.....,,,.,,.....,1111110101100101111111111—20CAM .......llllininOllOOllllllllll—32
J Alexander llllllllllllOinillOlllOl-82
Witmer 0101000111111111111111011-19—102

Newcastle.
Cunningham.^ ....... i . i . . , 10010110110011100011101 11—15
Jones ......i'.i.i.,J.... .1111111111100011101111111—21
Hart ...1111111111011111111011111—S3W Alexander i.-. . OlOlOlllllCOiniOlllOllOll—17
Hill 1101111111011011110110001—18- 94

Youngstown.
Weakland 1110111110101010111011111—19
Chapman .....ii..,.. 1011111111000101110111010—17
Whitesides. . 0111101011111011111101111—SO
Grav , 0100011111101110100110110-15
Rand 0111111111101010110111111-20— 91

Meadville.
Ergott 1011011100110011111111111—19
Parker 1111 1 11 101010100011110111—18
Krider nii.i^, 10101101 1 01 1 100011 01 01 110- 15
Parker i. 1011110011111111111101111-21
Clark 0011010111110011100111101-16- 89

The shooters and scores in the sweepstake events were as follows:

Events: 133456 789 10 11 13
WHHill 9
Sheldon , 8
Nony 8
Mingo ,9
Nutt ., 9
147 9
Krek 8
Henry , 6
Chapman 6
Weakland 6W Alexander. 8
Buck 7
Gray J, ^ '.. 6
Whitesides ... 7
Cunningham , 7
Ward 9
Peters 8
Cam.. 8
Naylor 7
C W Hart 9
J Alexander., .4,.... 8
Witmer 10
Spier 6
McFoose. 6
Ergott 9
Osborn 7
Dust 7
Johnston 4
Montgomery,
Pope
Parker ,

Krider ,,„
Harrington .................. v.
Hayes
Smith,
Jones. _

Oliver j..., ,

G Johnston .'. ..

Andrews
Moore

All events were at 10 targets except Nos.

9 8
6 9
8 8
8 10
8 7
9 10
6 7
5 8
8

9 12 10
10 15 8
8 13
8 12
7 8
8 15
4 12

5
7

7 8

8 10
7 6
8 10

10 6

8 9
10 9
8 6

6 8
9 10

14 ..

11 ,.

13 13
13 ..

15 15
9 ..

11 ..

7
9
9
3
7
10
10 10
e 9
8 7
7 6
9 8

10 10
8 8

3
5
9
7

5 .. ..

8 12 7
10 14 8
9 12 G

9 11 ..

9 7..
8 11 ..

7 14 10

9 12 9
6 8
8 11

.. 13
8 14
9 11

6 (>

8 7

'8 '6

6

. 12 ..

8 12 ..

. 10 ..

U ..

10 ..

14 ..

33 10

9 9 4 13 ..

9 12 9 9 10 10 9 12 .

.

6 .. 5
7 ..

« 7 10
4 .. 6

. .. ..13
3 .. ,.10
7
1
5
8
7
3
8

10 10 8
10 9 6
..7 8
.. .. 7
.. ..10
.. .. 8
.. .. 9

..8 7
9
9

8

9

5
10
7

9 .. 11 ..

9 8 7..
7 10 15
. 7 ..

a
8

6 9 8 .. ..

8 ; .

.

5, 11 and 13.

Robert E. Beatty.

Montpelier Gun Club.
MoNTPELiER, Vt., May 21.- Eight members only were on hand for

the practice shoot to day. The scores would probably show better
had not the spirit for fun overbalanced the idea that every target
must be broken.
Mr. Geo. Ehle, a new member, arrived too late to shoot with the

rest, so his score doesn'c appear
Event No. 10 went off so rapidly that the scorer was not able to fol-

low things closely, so that those who got too much credit and others
need not kick. Nos. 1, 3 and 10, known, and 2 and 4, unknown ; No. 5,

doubles; 6, 7 and 8, reverse, and 9, expert.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Targets: 10 20 10 20 5prs 10 10 10 10 10

7 17 7 18 8 5 7 7 8
17 8 « « 5 8 8 7 5
17 5 5 'g 5
16 '7

is 6 '7
9

'5

........... 7 15 15 6 7 7 4 7
19 io 16 4 6 10 8 10

8 16 5 5 '4
6 5

6 16
"5

4

Warren Gun Club.
Waeren, O., April 13:

Honneman . ,....;.,„. 1111111111111111110011110-33
Bwalt 1111111111111011101101101-21
Schoonoon 1110111111010111111111100—20
Dillon. llOlllCOlOOOiOniOlllOOOl—14
Tyler lOOOniOOOllOOlOOuOllOOOO— 9
Biery 0011 01 1 Oil 0 1 1100001110001 -13

Contest for cup; handicap misses allowed as hits:

Schoonoon (0) ............ OllllUolllOlllOlllOllllO —19
Nonneman(O) .,..„,.... lliOllllOlOllOllllllOlOll —19
Ewalt (0). llllllli 11010101111111111 - 20
Biery (5) 010U000010100HOl010<j010—10-f 5 -15
Chryst(7) IIIOIOIUIIIOIOODOOO 0000-13-f 7-20
Perkins (7) lOllOlOlOlllOCOlOOllOlOlO-lb-t- 7-9G
Tyler (10) COOOOUlOOOlOlHOOtOOlUOO- 8-fl0-18
Shoot off of tie between Ewalt, Perkins and Chryst:

Ewalt lllllinillllOUillllllU —24
Perkins (7) 0010001111000000001000001 - 7-|- 7—14
Chryst (7) nOOllflOlOlllOOOOOlOOOUl- 7 -U-IQ

E. W. Ewalt, Secy.

Omaha Gun Club.
Omaha, Neb., May 15.— Below find scores made this afternoon at

the regular weekly club shooi:
Townsend.linilllOlllllUllll-19 Carmicha'lllllllllOllOllUlllO—17
Stubba.... lOOllllllOlllHlllll-17 Brucker... 11111101111011111111—18
Learned...lOllIimniinOIlUJ—17 Montmo-
Samaha... 101 11101111110111111—17 rency. ...OlOlllllOlOOntlPll—14
Efealb 11111111101011111111—18 Kenyon....lll011111111011l01l—16
Johannes. .11110101111101101100 14 Searles . ..lllUllinOlOlillOll-17
Hughes.. ..lllllllllllOmiOIll- 18 McFarlanellllilllOlOGOUOOiOll—13
Krug lnillltllllllllOllO-18 Bates OlOUOlUOOlllOl 11 101-13
Bead lllllOlOllllllllOltl 13 Loomis....l010inuill0011lllll—15
Smead. . . . llUUlOiillUUilui - 18 Randlett. . OllunilUilOUllll -18

W. D. Kekton, Sec'y.

The Connersville Tournament.
CoNNERSViLLE, Ind.. May 13.—The combined target and Uve-bird

tournament givenby T. F. Thomas and JH. Shipley, closed today. The
attendance on the first day exceeded all expectations, but the second
day's events were poorly patronized, as practically all the out of-town
shooters left for their homes on the first day. The programme for
to-day was abandoned, and a number of live bird events were shot
instead. Frost and Winston, however, shot tbe first &ve regular
events. The entrance fee was 10 cents per bird for the targets, and
all purses were divided, into 50, 30 and 20 per cent. The scores of the
target events were:

Events: 1 a 3 i 5 6 7 89 10 11
Targets: lo IS 10 15 35 $0 15 U IS 15 15

Tripp 10 14 10 14 22 19 14 15 11 12 13
Trimble.... 10 13 7 IS 98 19 13 J4 14 .. ..

Norton 10 18 0 15 3.s JS 15 14 13 14 13
Howard 9 13 5 13 20 15 15 13 14 14 11
Poy 9 13 10 13 17 15 13 13 14 11 10W Thomas .„ 8 1.5 10 15 23 18 14 15 13 15 14
Williamson i,. 8 13 6 14 17 .. .. 10 13 10 ..
Parry .......v....... ...... 8 13 8 14 23 18 14 11 15 13 14
Pro.st 8 14 10 .,TT Thomas 4 8 .. ll
Heiney 4>>...i.. ., .. 10 .. 18 14 14 15 13 14
Jack .. 9 14 20 15 12 9 10 .. ..

Wuchner 7 ., .. 17 13 33 15 14 14
Gamble 17 14 15 11 .. ..JK 16 12 11 10 .. ..
Rackrock 14 11 9 13 18

Strong ..ii.i.,y+^...,;i..,;,v;.*.... 13 13 II 15 13
Snider 11
Deutch

^ 11 12 9 .!
.'.

Winston 12 15 13 15

Two live-bird events were shot on the first day: the first at 5 hirds,
f3.50 entry, and the second at 7 birds, $5 entry. The scores:

No 1.

Tripp 11122—5
Williamssn 22218—5
Strong ..iiv ..i... l'?112 5W Thomas...,. 10V23-4
Howard. . .23210—4
Jack 11110—4
Frost 11011—4
Trimble..,,.,,..

, .11003—

3

No. 2.

1221812-7
2113002—5
1102020-4
2O202O2-4
2111100-8
2012910-4
1132222—7

Snider
Beck.
Barry
Rickrock
Norton..

.

Winston.

,

. . 1^..^... .... i .

*,*.',«. J. .... .

A «. ..... • .

...I... ......

..01081-3
..21030—3
..200?0-2
..02000-1
..22022-4

1130113-6
1022020—4
0132000—3
0102200—3
0223323—6
2222232-7

The Second Day.
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 were at 5 live birds, S3 entry ; Nos. 5 and 6 were

miss-and-out events, one entry, use of one barrel only allowed.
Frost and Winston shot the first five programme events at the regu-
lar entrance fee, with results as follows: No. 1, 10 targets: Frost 10,
Winston 10: No. 2, 15 targets; Frost 14. Winston 13; No. 3, 20 targets:
Frost 18, Winston 20; No. 4. 15 targets: Frost 12, Winston 15; No, 5, 25
targets: Frost 18, Winston 24. Live-bird scores;

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5,

11181—4 12030-3 10 -
12931—5 21122-5 1111-4

11121—5 11211—5 11000—2 1110-3 11111-5
11211—5 21021—4 01201-3 0

10111-4 11220-4 ..

10100-2 21511-4 10011—3 ..

11021-4 00111-3 11213-5 0
iOlll—4 11001-3 0

TFThomas....01200-2 11121-5
Fro«t 01111-4 19219—5
Shipley 11211—5
Snider 10120-3
Jordan 11113-5
Beck 00200—1
Strong .,

Pepper .....

No. 6.

1 110 —2
111 —3

-0 110 -8

—0 0 —1
—0 11110-4

Hyatt L. Frost.

IN NEW JERSEY.
ENDBAVOKS DEFEAT THE DtTNKLLBNS,

jya2/ 22.— Nine men teams representing respectively the Endeavor
Gun Club, of Jersey City, and the Dunellen Gun Club, shot, a race
this afternoon on the grounds of the latter club. The Endeavors won
easily by 188 to 174. Scores were:

Endeavor Gun Club.
Herrington 1111110111111111111111111-24
L Piercy 111111111inini)110111111-S.H
Billings .J,....,...,. 1101111111111111111111110—23
Von Lengerke.,,..,.'.........., 1111111110111101011111111-23
Taylor 1111110ini011111IlC0ni1-21
Sinnock 1111101111111101101110111—21
Beveridge,...-... ......1111111111111000011110111-30
Swan 1101111111111101001011000—17
Strader 111010101101 1101001111011-17-188

Dunellen Gun Club.
Cramer 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 11 11 1101 11 -23
Baron ,....1111111111111101111111010-23
Grey . ... 1111111100011111111111010-20
Lindzey ..".."..v.......... 0111111101111011010011111-19
Manning 111111O100111111111101101- 20
Sisty 1111011110110101011110111—19
Runvon 1011001110011111111100111-18
Giles 1011011111011100011110011-17
Fletcher 1110100001111001110111101—16-174

The following sweeps were also shot during the afternoon:

Events: 18345678 Events: 18345678
Targets: 10 10 15 15 15 15 15 SO

Beveridge. 9 9 11 13 13 14 14 16

Trimble.... 9 9 14 13 12 15 15 19

Baron 8 9 14 15 15 15 13 19

Lindzey... 6 9 13 13 1112 14 18

L Piercy... 9 5 .. 12 11 13 11 Vi

Swan 5 7 10 9 10 10 .. .,

Billings.... 8 9 11 10 11 12 .. ..

Herrington 10 9 11 14 14 13 ...

,

Sinnock... 8 9 9 15 13 14 ., ..

V L'ng'ke, 8 9 14 13 14

Targets-

Manning...
Strader...

,

Cramer....
Taylor . . .

.

Runyon. .

.

Grey ,

.

G Piercy 12 13 14 14 15

10 10 15 15 15 15 15 SO

0 8 13 13
6 10 12 8 7
4 6 13 14 13
? 9 12
8 10 13

.. 9 13 11

Giles 7 6
Apgar . .'. 10 12 .. ..

Sisty 8 ....
Fletcher 18 .,
Van Weis .. ,. . . 10 . . ..

J. G. L.

ON LONG ISLAND.
NEW UTRECHT GUN CLUB.

May S2 —This was the regular day for the semi-monthly target
shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club. For the club badges, J. Gaughen
was the winner in Class A, and C. C Fleet in Class B. Gus Greiff
scored his second win for the Bennett cup, with 22 out of 25. Scores
were:

Club Shoot.
J Gaughen (A) .,h*..'mm..... 1111101111111111011110111 —22
FA Thompson (A)... 1100101111111111011111011 —20
GE Greiff (A) 1011111110011101101111010 —18
D Deacon (A) ,1110111001111011010111110 -18
P Adams (A) OlllOOllOIlOIlOlOllOllllI —17
W H Thompson (A) , 1110101010O0OO1O11OO1OO0O —10
C C Fleet (B) 001111111011001110111111111—21

Dr O'Brien (Bl 1010010110111101101110110 —16
Bennett cup:

Greiff (A) , . . . 111111101111111110111111

Adams (A) „„,.......<,,...,,,,... 1011101111011011111001011

F A Thompson (A). .lOlOOllOlOOlOOllllllllOll

Deacon (A) ....,...,....,..,„. . .001111101 lOlUllllOOOOllO
O'Brien (B) ,, 011100111011011100010001111-16

Flee; (B) , , ..,...„ ...... lOOOIOl 1 001001 10001 11 010011—1 .1

W HThompson(A) 011100111010100D001111I10 —13
Gaughen (A) OOOllOlOOOlOlOOlOOMQOlll -II

Other sweeps were shot as follows:

Events: 18 3 4 Events: 13 3 4

—23
-18
—16

16

Fleet 7 4 4 4
FA Thompson 9 7 8 7
Gaugheu 8

Deacon.,...,,,., 8 7 9 5

Greiff. 9 7 9 8

O'Brien 6 6 3 5

Adams 8 7 6 7

Nos. 1, 3 and 8 were at unknown angles; No. 4 at 5 pairs. The
afternoon's sport closed with twelve miss-and-outg. in which honors
were well divided, G. E, Pool, Sec'y.

Orange Gun Club.

Orange, Mass., May 15.—The regular club shoot of the Orange Quu
Club was held to-day. instead of Wednesday. The shooting was at 25
empire targets, regular angles. The scores;
G. H. Thompson 22 and 30. L. A. French 30 and 19, F. L. Walker 20

and 19, W. T.. Mann 19, Chas.' Cobb 18, A. C. Parkman 15, E. E, EUis 14

and 14, P. Whitman 13, A. Sherwin 10, E. C. Whitney fO.

W. L. Mann, Sec'y.
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Savannah's interstate Tournament.
The third target tournament on the Interstate Association's circuit

for 1897, was held at Sa^annati, Ga., May 10-10, under the auspices of
the J'orest City Gun Olub. In regard to the attendance of shooters
we *ere BOihewhat disappointed, as we had looked for this tourna-
meiot M come very close to the standard set for this year by the Inter-
state shoot at Baltimore in April last. And the disappointment was
tiot ours alone, as the Forest City Gun Club felt rather disheartened
at the lack of support frota some clubs and cities, which it had calcu-
lated upon for furnishiDK the material for one or two more squads.
The "one or two more equads" did not materialize, however; why
they didn't is more than we can say. Macon, Qa , by means of a
tommiraication to A, W. Du Bray from Mr. Etheridge, did send re-

grets that were evidently Kenuine, and which met with similar ex-
pressions of regret on the part of all present

A SUCCESSFUL SHOOT.

Although the attendance was, as we have said, smaller than might
nave been expected, the shoot was a successful one, particularly from
the point of view taken in these matters by the members of the Inter-
state Association. ' Newmaterial" was on hand in sufficient quantity
to satisfy the Association that its outlay for this tournament was bj'

ho means thrown away.
The entries did not run high in any one event, but they kept up

Well, although those who shot through the programme on each day
Werti not a large number. There were thirty-three shooters present
fc)ii the first day; yet the average number of entries was only t3 6.

The highest htimbei- of entries in any event was 29 in No 8: the
lowest; l9 in No. 5. The first day's figures were: No. 1, 20 entries;
No S, 23; No. 3. 23! No. 4. 25; No, 6, 19; No. 6. 28; No. 7, SO: No 8, 29;

No. 9. 23; No 10, 27. Of the above, Nos. 2. 5, 7 and 9 were 20-target
events; the rest were 15-target events The figures given above,
therefore, seem to show as plainly as possible that 20-target events,
four moneys, are not popular with the rank and file. The six 15-

target events on the first day had an average entry list of 35 3, as
against an average of 21 for the four ao-target events.
On the second day the figures were: No. 1, 23 entries: No. 2, 18: No.

8, 25; No. 4, 25; No 5, 33; No. 6, 25; No. 7, IS; No 8, i7; No. 9, 19; No.
10, S4; giving an average of 88 6, only 1 less than on the first day.
Comparing the figures again, we have an average of 24.6 in the six 15-

tftrget events, and only 19.5 in the 20-target events—figures that speak
for themselves, and that talk quite plainly.
Returning to the first point touched upon, the attendance from out

of town clubs, we must place

THE PALME! TOES, OF OHABLESTON,

in the van. This club furnished a full squad on the first day and a
total of eight shooters for the second day. Foremost among Ihem we
shall have to name B. H. Worthen, who by dint of some excellent
work on the first da.y, and some consistently good shooting on the
second day, carried off the chief honors of the tournament. Next is

G. H. Peierman, who tied for third place on the second day. Capt.
George H. Swan was out of form, as was also W. E Post, both of
them men who can sboot a good stiff gait as a rule. T. P. Costello
has been doing some first-rate shoo iog al. home, but he makes a very
common mistake—that of not sticking to any one load He came to
Savannah and tried to sboot a load that suited Barney Worthen to a
T, but which "knocked the stufHn' " out of Costy's shoulder before
five events had been decided. With his shoulder in bad trim nud with
his "guessing cap" on, owing to his failure to place his load in the
right place from the start, GosteJlo was handicapped throughout the
shoot, but pulled himself together on the second day and pounded
out a straight in event No. 14. The above named five shooters were
the Palmetto Gun Club's representatives on the first day, the party
being under the chaperonage of Capt. Joe Peters, who rooted for the
team and thorouglily enjoyed the easy task he set himself -that of
keeping tab on Barney Woi-then's misses. On the second day L W.
Bicaise, G. A. Steck and Whilden were added to thenumber, and each
one held his end up well,

OTHER OUT OP-TOWN SHOOTERS

were J. H. Polhill (Hamilton) and Dr. G. W. Blanton (Ross), of Bruns-
wick. Ga. : H. Meinert and G. A. Black, of the Marietta (Ga ) Gun Club,
the last-named shooter being present on the second day; H C.
Bridgers (Tarheel), of Tarboro, N. C, another rattling good shot who
was out of form most decidedly; T. J. Desmond, of Stillmore. Ga.,
whose scores speak feelingly and tell plainly enough what lack nf
practice will do to the best in the land. Capt. Thos Marion, of Bluft-

ion,N. U.,was another who found that target shooting af cer two
years' absence from the traps was not as easy as it had been for him

;

he shot through the programme, however, and beat bis first day's
record of 128 breaks by 16 on the second day, thus showing that prac-
tice means everything, at any rate in trap shooting.

THE TRADE

had just five representatives on hand (unless you count in Edwards
of tne Forest and Stream !j. These were: H. G. Wheeler, of Marl-
borough, Mass,, representing King's Smokeless and Peters's Victor
shells; F, Van Dyke, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company; U.
M. C Thomas, of the U. M C. Company, a great favorite with the
Southern boys, and a fehooier who has never missed a single Inter-
Slate Association tourflament: H. P. Collins, of the Du Pont and
Hazard Powder companies; and last, but of course not least, A. W.
du Bray, of the Parker Gun Company, who was eminen'ly contented
to sit in the shade and watch Worthen and Wheeler do their joint
"snulfin'' out act" with guns built by the firm he represents.

i THS HOME CLrB.

The home club was well represented in point of numbers, sixteen
members taking part in one or more events during the tw^o days. The
names of those sixteen shooters wf ro: John Rouker, H. Rocker, C.

A. La Motte, H. Woeltjen. J. Riedemann, George Ebberwein, P.
Morton, W. T. Morgan, i: J. Morgan, R, W. Allen, J. Heam, H. B.
Lemcke, T. J Din kins, F. J. Ulmer, B. Groetherr and P. G.
.Taugstetter. Of the above number Mr. La Motte is the club's presi-

dent, Harry Lemcke its secretary, and P. G. Jaugstetter its captain.
John Rocker showed by his consistently good shooting that he is de-
serving of his reputation of being i;he oest shot in the club, and he
would probably have made a higher average than 85 per cent had he
not taken a hand at odd time.s to help things along. Messrs La Motte,
Woeltjen and H. Rocker also played the mischief with several of
their totals owing to their willingness to score or referee on all occa-
sions. Workiag and good shootmg don't go well together in double
harness.

THE OFFICIALS

of the club, as stated above, helped things along very considera"^ ly,

liut to nobody is more credit due for the smooth running of this shoot
than to the club's treasurer, P J. Ott, who took entire charge of the
cashier's ofiice and its attendant hard work single-handed, making
new records for celerity in paymg out moneys, with never a mistake
or a "ball-up" to mar bis record. We regret that the name of the
scorer on the pads has slipped our memory, as his correct work de-
serves special mention. In many instances his figures were needed
to straighten out the errors on the blackboard which were due to the
inexperience of some of the volunteers for the position of "black-

,board man."
Another person who merits extra good marks for his work is young

yred Jaugstetter, the son of the club's captain. Notwithstanding the
heal of the sun on both days, he sat at the pulling box all through
'the tournament without a particle of shade to make things plsas-
-anter for htm. He pulled, too, in a manner that was a marked con-
trast from that usually met with. He made few, if an.y, mistakes,
and no balks occurred through inattention on his part. This is all

the more worthy of meuiion from the fact that the shooters shot in

squads of five, not six; in the 15-target events every man shot at 3
1 targets from each trap before moving up; in the 20-target events, at 4
targets before moving. This method, which is far preferable to the
old style of "walk-around," skips a trap every three or four rounds.

; as the case may be, and it requii'es the closest attention on the part of
ithe puller to avoid balking the No. 1 man of the squad after a change
(Of position.

A SMOOTHLY RUN TOURNAMENT.

Aided by the club, manager Shaner had no troubles of his own,
save some little ones, such as small particles of sand blocking the
maguets and "a wire out." The five expert bluerock trap-:, the prop-
ertv of the Interstate Association, were, as usual in the best of shape,
and we are begiuning to wonder now what is the actual life of these
traps when under the fatherly care of Mr. Shaner. At this shoot the
traps added a total of about 11,000 targets to their previous record, as
follows: May 18, preliminary work in the afternoon, 1.465; May 19,

4,(i00; May 20, 4,400. The figures for May 19 and 20 are iii good round
numbers, and include several extra events shot after the programme
had been completed

;
they are under, rather than over the actual

flgm-es. Simon, the club's boss trapper, is a ti-easure indeed.
The magautrap was in position, and was used for some of the prac-

tice events shot on the "preliminary afternoon," but the home club
decided to stick to the expert traps for all programme events, prefer-
ing the style of shooting to which its membei-s and the majority of
its guests were accustomed to rather thaa a style that was totallv
new to almost all of the Southern shooters.

GROtTNDS AND BACKGROUND.

Before closing the introductory portion of our report of this shoot
we shall have to sa.v a few words as to the grounds, and the back-
ground against which the targets were throivn,

The grounds are easily reached by electric cars on the B-l^ line, or
OD'cars of the .Whltaker street road, At the grounds themselves
tb«rowa»&aiplo&oooaiai9dfttjoii for twice tlie uunber of suogters

present, the Interstate Association's big tent being a great help in
this respect. The club house is a. two story building, well fitted up
inside for the purposes for which it was designed.
The background is a hard one, and it needed the very closest atten-

tion to business to get on to every target quickly and aocurate].y.
For this reason Wonhen's work was all the more remarkable. The
grounds are, or more correctly speaking were, inclosed with an 8ft
board fence; right in front of the traps a section of about 50 or 60yds.
has succumbed to old age and a rude push of the wind. The fallen
section thus opens up a view of the country beyond, and gives in the
immediate foreground a line of bushes that looked to us like sassa-
fras bushes, from their young yellow-green leaves. Away in the dis-
tance are plenty of trees that are dark enough to look black; to the
right is a grove of high pines that makes right-quarterers froba Nos.
1, 2 and 3 traps, and straightaways from Nos. 4 and 5, extremely
Hard to locate for slow shooters. Barring the background and a
strong breeze that sprang up at noontime on .>Iay 19, there was noth-
ing to prevent high scoring; but those two items were in themselves
sufficient to cause many a dull thud,

GENERAL AVERAGES.

Only ten men completed their scores in the 10 programme events
on each day, although Hamilton really shot in all the events, but did
not complete his scores in either No. 9 or No. 10 on the second day.
Several others only missed one or two events.
Of those who shot through the programme, Barney Worthen, of

course, took first place by vu-tue of his extraordinary shooting on the
first day Wheeler, who led Wortheu by 2 targets on the second day,
finished only 5 targets Delow first place. Edwards was in third
place, but there were 10 targets between him and Wheeler, and 15
between him and the leader, Worthen. Van Dyke was fourth, but
his record of 87.6 does not represent anything like Van's true form.
As a matter of fact, the South is Van Dyke's Jonah: he has never
seemed able to do himself justice at any of the Southern tourna-
ments. He will have ano her try at Monroe, La., in the near fu'ure.
Geo. Peterman, of Charleston, S. C , a clubmate of Worthen's, was

ofl; on the first day, but his average of 93 per cent, on the second day
pulled him up into fifth place for the general averages. John Rocker,
the best shot in the Forest City Gun Club, carried his club's colors
into sixth place by reason of his steady and consistent work on both
days. Capt. Geo. Swan's troubles were equally heavy on both days,
and his rightful position on the list is not the one he takes in the
table given below. Capt. Thos. Martin, of BlufTcon, S. 0., in past
years one of the best shots in this section, did noD always shoot In his
old form, but he stuck to it, and an occasional straight or an "all but
one" showed that only lack or practice kept him out of the front
ranks. U. M. C found the peculiar background very trying for one
who does not shoot quickly, and too many targets escaped his load in
consequence—but U. M C! did not worry at all. Du Pont Collins was
out of aliform, and was "guessing" most of the time. His low scores
are all the more remarkable from the fact that he shoots in excellent
time and freq aenili'- makes nice runs after dropping three or four
targets in rapid succession.
Below is a table of the general averages:

1st day. 5;d dav. Total Shot at. Ave.
BE Worthen 163 155 318 340 93.2
H G Wheeler.,.. 156 157 313 34) 9i
F S Edwards.... 1 0 153 303 310 89.1
F Van Dyke...,, J. 14-i 150 kQi 34 ) 87.6
G H Petermaai>,.t.,;-.^v.',..v.^.-.14-3, 153 i95 340 86.7
John Rocker ..,..,143 146 2b9 3t0 85
GHSwan •,......,.,.19 127 266 340 78.2
Cant Martin..^,. 1S3 133 262 3.0 77
UMC 1.32 126 258 310 75 8
HP Collins. 103 107 210 340 61.7

GUNS AND LOADS OF THE HIGH MEN.

The Parker gun was on top both davs, Worthen and Wheeler both
handling guns that were built by the Meriden, Conn., firm. E C. won
first average on the first day, and also took the first place in the
general averages; King's Smokeless getting into the post of honor on
the second day, and taking second place in the general average list.

The guns and loads of the four high guns were: Worlhen, Parker
gun, Smokeless shell, 3drs. of E. C. No. 2. Wheeler, Parker gun,
Peters" Victor shell, 3drs. King's Smokeless. Edwards, Winchester
gun, Smokeless shell, 43grs. E. C. No. 1. Van Dyke, Winchester gun.
Leader shell, 54grs. W-A.
A canvass of the thirty-three shooters taking part in the progra.mme

events on the first day showed: U. M. C. shells, 21 ; Winchester 8, and
Peters' Victor 4. Twenty-eight of the thirty-three used the following
powders or coortjinations: E C. 9, Du Pont 9, Gold Dust 2, Hazard 1,
Du Pont and Hazard 1, King's Smokeless 1, W-A 2, Schuliz 1, Du Pont
and E. C. 2. The other five shooters stuck to no par'icular powder.
The table qf guns has been mislaid, but we remember well that

L. C Smith.J;uus led, with Parkers second, and Winchesters in third
place, in regard to numbers used.

First Day, May 1 9.

The first day of the tournament was chiefly remarkable for the ex-
cellent shooting of Barney Worthen, of Charleston, who headed the
list with a total of ir3 breaks out of 170 shot at. His nearest oppo-
nent was H. G. Wheeler, of Marlboro, Mass., who, despite his seven
months' absence from the traps, managed to come in secona with 156
breaks and an average of 91 .7. Worthen's average of 95.8 sptaks for
itself. Ed wards and Van Dyke filled third and fourth places on the
list.

The weather was perfect for the greater part of the da.y. but the
strong breeze which sprang up as usual about mid day, lasting
through the afternoon, made the targets in the latter half of the pro-
gramme events raiher more tricky than during the first half.
Below are ihe

SCORES OP MAY 19.

Events:

Targets

:

133456 789 10,
15 30 15 15 m 15 SO 15 SO 15 Shot at. Broke.

B H Worthen 14 21 14 15 20 15 19
H G WheeUr 15 19 14 14 19 13 19
F S Edwards 12 18 13 11 16 14 18
P Van Dyke 13 16 13 14 17 14 19

J Rocker I'J 18 15 11 IS II 14
Hamilton 13 18 13 14 16 13 16
6 H Peterman 12 15 11-14 17 9 18
Tflr Heel 12 18 12 12 17 14 19
G H Swan.; 13 18 12 11 13 14 19
H Meinert 13 17 II 12 16 13 16UMC , 10 18 13 14 11 12 16
Capt T Martin 12 15 12 10 13 12 15
O A La Motte. 11 11 10 13 15 11 16
H P Collins 10 9 11 6 11 12 12
Ross 10 10 14 16 9 15
H Woeltjen.,....,... 13 13 10 8 .. II 17
H Rocker 12 18 U 11 14 8 12
J Riedermann 10 10 13 8.. 10..WE Post 10 17 8 13 .. 13 16
T J Desmond... IS lO 11
A W du Bray . ., 14 11 . . 11 .

.

T P Costello....^. 12 13 8 10.. 8..
GEhberweiii...i..... ,. 12 15 12 ..

P Morton ... . . ., 13 10 13 . .WT Morgan 10 18 7 9,. 5 ..

R W AUen 13 .. 11 lb 10
J Hearn 10 10 6 , 7 ,,H B Lemcke. ... .... 10 19 13
T J Dinkins ., 9 li 6
J F Ulmer .. ... ., .. 14 w 13
T J. Morgan shot in No. 6 and broke 6 out of 15;

in No. 8 and broke 10 out of 15.

14 19 13
15 16 12
14 20 14
13 17 12
13 18 13
11 14 14
14 19 13
13 12 10
12 17 11

12 15 11

10 19 10
8 16 10
13 1.^ 9
10 10 12
14 15 14
10 16 6
9 .. 7

11 10 8
11 .. ,.

12 16 13
13 14 10
.. .. 10
13 ., 13
6 ,. 10

iro
170
170
170
170
i;o
ITO
170
170
170-

170
170
170
170
155
150
150
130
115
105
m
95
80
80
to
65
65
50
50
33

163
166
150
148
143
14,'

142
139
139
136,

13J
128
123
103
117
103
103
80
87
74
73
61
65
50
49
50
33
43
S7
27

R. Groetherr

Av.

95.8
91.7
68.2
87
84.1
83.5
63.5
81.7
81.7
80
77.6
72.3
71.7
60.5
75.4
t8
68
61.5
75.6
70.4
76.8
61.2
81.2
62.5
61.3
76,9
60,7
84
54
90
shot

Second Day, May 20,
This was a warm day, and the warmth made itself felt in the some-

what uneven shooting of the top-notchera. At times they wouldmake spurts and then fall down In the next events; but all things
considered, the scores were good.

'

Wheeler was high with 157 breaks and an average of 92 3- Worthen
was next with 155 and an average of 91.1. Peterman and Edwards
tied for third and fourth places with an avei-age of just 90 per cent
while Van Dyke, who was still out of form, came in fifth with a oer-
centage of S8.2. Below are the " a per

SCORES OF MAY 81.

Events: ^
Targets:

Wheeler
Worthen ,

Edwards
Peterman
Van Dyke,.,^,,.,.,...
J Rocker.,,,,.,^,..;,,
Martin ,,,,4,^^,,,,.,
Swan
Bicaise,,..,.
UMC
Collins
Ross
La Mo'te. ...........
Hamilton ...........
Whilden,,,,,,,,,,,,

133456789 10
IS so 15 IS SO 15 SO IS SO 15 Shot at. Broke. Av.
14 18
14 20
15 16
12 19
13 17
13 19
14 17
13 18
11 14
13 14
10 13
15 17

9 ..

13 10

13 17

14 13
13 15
13 14
13 13
13 14
14 13
14 11
7 11

11 14
10 a
7 6

13 9

J3 13

18 U
11 19

17 14
17 12
19 11

18 13
17 14
17 13
12 11

15 9
13 11

16 0

13 9

W 11

13 9

9 11

13 Q

19 15 SO
20 12 Id
17 15 20
19 13 19
18 14 18
17 13 16
16 13 17
IT 13 13
17 18 15
18 10 13
10 8 11

14 9 17
17 13 14
17 18 w
.. 1! 11

13
14
13
14
12
12
15
13
8
12
8

13

7
w

170
170
170
170
170
170
17J
170
170
170
170
150
150
185m

157
1.55

153
153
150
146
139
127
137
126
107
113
104m

9.'. 3
91.1
91
90
88.2
85,8
81.7
74,7
74.7
74.1
62.9
7.'', 3

69.a
75.6

71,1

SJT 1 Wat>

XlK) I *
11 At
irtf* R1O I 77 7

t i 1

1

uy
0% fi7 R

IV
'7(\

ftsu9 7n t
65 44 67.6
60 41 68.3
50 84
50 86 72
45 36 80
45 38 73.3i

45 29 64.4
30 19 63.3
30 37 56.0
15 13 86.6

Costello 12 15 9 15 12 9 ,, 11 .. 11
Steck ...k.U 18 13 11 11 ,. 9 ,, 10 ,. 7
Woeltjen 9 ., 10 9 13 6 ,, 10 ., 8
Allen , ,; 18 14 16 10 15 8
Bawsou 10 15 11 14 9
Mor on.. 8 13 15 9 10
Basmond 11 13 13 10 ...

,

Black 6 14 11 13
Tarheel...,. 13 14 11 9
Du Bray.....,., 10 11 12 .. 11 .. ,,

Post 9 ,, 11 13 ,. 9 ». .. ..

Lemcke . ..13 17 13
Reideman 13-11 13
Ebberwein .. .. 12 vsri3 ,, 13
Meinert.............. 11 .. 13 10 .. ..

H Rocker 8 ,, 9 ., 13WT Morgan 11 8 .. ..

Jaugstetttr 9 . 8
Davidson., 13 ,,

rbminiscsnCes.
An intei-ested spectator on the second day of the shoot was Mr. L.

C. Parker, a brother of W. F. Parker^ of the firm of Parker Bros.,
Meriden, Conn.
» Gil Wheeler was on hand and broke targets with that monotonous
regularity for which he is renowned Wheeler has been busy all win-
ter on the east coast of Florida looking after the bicycle departments
and the interests of the bicycle riders of the great hotels that form
the Florida East Coast Hotel System. By tue time this item is in
print VVheeler will be on his wa.y northward , and will be found at
Auburn, N. Y., Cleveland, O , and probably Oil City, Pa., during the
tournaments to be held in those cities next month. He will make his
home temporarily in New York State for the summer, possibly in the
vicinity of Lakewood. Although Gil had not shot a target since the
Vicksburg tournament last fall, he showed that he was one of the few
who do not need any practice.
The Palmetto boys were satisfied with the showing made by their

crack Barney Worthen. They would have been hard to please, in-
deed, if his shooting didn't sa isfy them. His best work was done on
the first day, right at the start. He commenced by breaking 14 out of
15, losing his 13th target. He then ran 20 straight in No. 2, and fol-
lowed it up with 14 out of 15 in No. 3, losing his 13th target in ttiii

event as in No. 1. This gave him a run of 34 consecutive breaks with
two to go on with, viz , the 14th and 15th targets in No. 3. To these
he added three consecutive straight scores of 15, 20 and 15, respect-
ively, in Nos. 4, 5 and 6, his run at the end of No, 6 being 51 straight.
In No. 7 he ran 12 straight before dropping a target, making bis total
run 64 straight. He finished No. 7 with 19 out of 2o, thus totaling 117
out of 120 shot at I It will be noticed that each of his three lost targets
was No. 13 in their respective events.
He called "Pull !" The trap sprung and the gun went off. The bell

rang. And CoUins said, "Quite right,, quite rightl" And thereby
hangs a tale.

The Forest City Gun Club had a regularly constituted committee to
receive its guests at the depots. Shooters were warmly welcomed as
soon as they put their foot in Savannah.
U. M. C. Thomas, Perd, Van Dyke and'H. P Collins made the trip

from New York to Savannah on the steamer Nacoochee, of the Ocean
Steamship Line. All three expressed themselves as more than
pleased with the trip, but Du Pont Collins, of course, had his griev-
ance—he "wasn't exactly hungry'' for every meal.
Tarheel Bridgers says that he is more of a success as a lizard

catcher than as a target smasher. And, by the way, how did Chat
lizard find itswayin^o Du Bray's gun barrel? Also those strange
bugs and things into U. M. C.'s boxes of cartridges?
Simon, the boss trapper of the Forest City Gun Club, was Elmer

Shaner's right hand man, and helped greatly to take the rough edges
off the duties of the manager of the tournament. Gun clubs should
remember that good trappers (and plenty of them) mean shooters
pleased and lots of targets thrown.
Capt. Rawson was the only representative from Atlanta, Ga. The

captain was unable to get to the grounds until late on May 20, but he
couldn't be kept out of an.y event until the sun and Elmer Shaner put
a stop to Ihe shooting.
Ferd Van Dy ke has a hoodoo that pursues him whenever he goes to

a tournament in the South, pr. venting him from doing justice to his
skill as a shooter. The hoodoo was on top in Savannah, for Van shot
in something like twenty-seven events, eight of them 20-target events
and the rest 15-target events, extras and regulars, and never made a
.straight all the time. He will wrestle with that hoodoo at Monroe,
La., June 9-10, in aU 1 keUhood, and says he'll "throw him then
sure."
In saying "good-bye" Da Bray added: ."I'll see you .probably at

Cleveland, but certainly at Oil City."
People in the South generally, and in Savannah in particular, have

a curious habit of rising very early in the morning, yet not a single
inhabitant of the Forest: City rose as early as Elmer Shaner did on the
tsvo days of the shoot. We speak feelingly in the matter.
McEachern, a member of the Wdmington, N. C, Gun Club, was a

visitor to Savannah on May 20 and stoiped at the Pulaski House, so
of course we met him. He called up many pleasant recollections of
the Wilmington Interstate shoot in May, 1895. Edward Banes.

Boston Gun Club.
Wai-LINGTON, Mass., May 19—The Boston Gun Club closed its '97

spring prize series at Wellington to day with a more than pleasant
afternoon shoot; weather of the very best and evetything in apple-
pie order. The series of fifteen shoots has been the means of bring-
ing together over fifty different shooters and more than 200 scores
were entered meanwhile for the prizes. The six best of each con-
testant were selected for prize total, and the more a shooter placedi
the bef^er his chance of selection. The winniug scores are given,
below, Mr. Spencer marching off complacently with the first prize, a'
machine loader, tucked under his arm Bis scores certainly entitle.!
him to it, but his handicap for next series has increased, and just now-
he is looking for a capab'e load at 18 instead of 16yds. rise. Mr. Win-
ters's 101 is also worthy of mention, as he discarued but two scores.
The Phillipps-Andover representatives also did themselves proud'
Messrs. Eastman and Taft entering as late as the tenth shoot, and^
placing creditable totals considering that none were thrown away.^
Another two scores for selection would have afforded them excellent
opportunity for reaching nearer the top.
The new series of eight shoots comnapnces Wednesday next, May

£6, and continues every Wednesday, with the exception of June l(^
until July 21 The mitch score will be ?5 targets, \h unknown and 10
unknown; distance handicap; entrance free to all shooters.

Events: 13345678
10 10

5 5

7
6
8
4
8
4

5

6 10 10 10 5

910111813
6 10 10 10 10 5

6 5
» •'I* T * » f

8 7
8 10
8 9

10 9 ..

8 9..
5 ,. ,.

7 6 4
8 10

7 7 4

7 6-

C
*3

Targets:

Hall
Gordon 9
Eastman.,,.., 9

Taft 6
Sheffield 8
Winters........ 9
Brown. . 8
Nickols ...,f,. 5
Osgood 0
Williams.
Spencer.
Miskay ..... 3
Dore , 4
Nickols, Jr . . , , 4
Events 1, 4, 6, 10, 12 and 13 were known angles; 2, 5, "and 11, un-

known; 3 and 8, pairs; 9, reverse pull.
Final contest in prize serie-: 21 targets, 10 known, 5 unknown and 3

pairs; Distance handicap:
11 10 10-4-18
00 11 11—1—16
00 10 11-3—16
10 10 10—:?—15
10 10 OO -3—15
10 10 CO -3—15
10 10 10-3—15
to 11 00-2—14
n 00 10 3—14
10 10 00 -2-14
10 10 00 - 2—13;
00 10 w —lOi

- 4,

1111111011- 9 11111--5
IIIIOIOIOI--7 11111- 5
niioioiii--8 11111--5
1111111110 9 11100--3
1111111101 -9 0111 I--4
1111011111- 9 11110—4
iionuiio- 8 11110--4
0011101111 7 lllll-•5
lOllIlOOll--7 lIllO—

4

iiiiioim 9 OOlll--3
iinoiKii--7 iion--4
1011010100—5 IIIIO- 4

. 01101OOICO--4 w
Rail (14)

Nickols (15)

Prize match totals:
Spencer...., 20 19 19 18 17 15-108
Winters........... 19 17 17 17 16 1.5-lJl
Miskay.............................. .18 17 16 16 )6 5-

• • • f'm,^» ,.17 16 16 16 1=) 15— 95
,18 17 14 14 13 13 - 89
,.16 16 13 14 13 13— 87
..18 16 16 14 12 11— 87
.18 15 14 14 13 11— 85

Gordon.,
Woodruff
Horace.
Eastman .,,..1
Williams .,

Harris i. ...16 15 14 14 12 12— 83
Taft 16 15 14 14 13 12— 83
Nichols 15 15 14 14 13 10— 81
Paine 17 13 13 13 11 10— 77

Sewall finished also 75, Sheffleld 74, Needham 63.

First,

Second.
Third.
Fouriu.
Fifth.
Sixth,
Seventh^
Eighth.
Ninth,
Tenth.
Eleventh..
Tweitth.

As per B. Y. 0.
rules, ties above are decided by best attendance, and HoreSeand Hrf!
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Cam Counts^ Tt>a))-3hC»oter*8 Leagiie.
ffiiCAGO. III., May l5.~The openiuK shoot of tbe Cook County Trap-

Shooter's League was held to-day on the Oicero Club grounds, Madi-
son street and Des Plaines River, with about seventy-five members
present.

;

'

The weather being unpropitious undoubtedly caused theabsenceof
many from the event.,

,

Perhaps the proximity of the club grounds to the river hag some-
thing to do with the fact that they are always favored with rain when
they hold the League shoot, which is unfortunate, as It causes loss to
theni and mars the pleasurfi of those present, by interfering with the
proper service of the electric pull.

,

While the club have naturally beautiful grounds to shoot over, the
general impression of the League members seems to be that they ar e
the hardest in the League, yet a glance at the scores of those present
last Saturday will show that the majority of the shooters eciualed, if

not surpassed, their averages.
Mr. F. P. Stannard may be justly proud of liis score of 43 straight

made with a new gira of his own manufacture.: Among the other
good scores may be mentioned those of Messrs. Houston, Dr. Shaw,
Fehrman, Bowers, Steck, Adams, "Patty" and Ruble. The follow-
ing is the score of the programme of events and practice work, also
the result of the League shoot in their annual contest for team and
individual prizes:
No. 1, 10 targets, known traps and angles: Werfcott 7, Barnard 5,

Knott 7, Lowrey 6, W. Cheesman 7, Irwin 4.

1
No. g, same: Wescott 7, Knott 5, Barnard 5, Ruble !), W. Cheesman

4, Lowrpy 8.

iNo. 3, same: Wescott f>, Ruble 7, Kuss 6, Morgan 2, Houston 7, F. P.
Stannard 10, Lpwrey 7, Knott 8.

No. 4,10 targets, practice: W. Cheesman 4, Euss lo; Morgan 3,
Houston 8. -

^No. 5i, 10 targets, reverse puU: Stannard 5, Houston 6, Wescott 4,
Ruble f), Kuss 7, Lowrey 8.

No. 6, 15 targets, known traps, unknown angles: Kuss 12, Hbustoa
9, F. P. Stannard 15, A. W. Adams 13, Ruble 15, Dr. Liddy 13
No. 7, 10 targets, same: Morgan 4, Houston 6, Levi 4, Edgar 6,

Groodricb 9, Bowers 8
No. 8, 15 targets, same: Ruble 14, Morean 9, Steiger 12, Richards 13,

Spreyne 12, Bowers 10, Goodrich 12, Kuss 1?, A. W.Adams 15, Dr.
Liddy 11, F. P. Stannard 1:^, Housion 9, Dr Miller 10, F. M. Stnith a,

I Jr. Carson 9, Steck 12, Fehrman 8, N^al 13, Boedker 8, A. C. islack
II. Greeley H, Levi 5, Lawlor 5, Dr. Keber 14.

, No. 9, ao targets, tame: Kuss 17. Dr. Liddy 12, P.P. Stannard 18,
Dr. Carson 9, F, M. Sfi, in 5, Feiirni^n 17, Smith 6, Neal 18; Bowers
Hi P/ickett 8, Patty 17. Von Lengerke 18.

No. 10; 15 targets, same, pr^fctice: Sanderson 12, Smedes 6, Fergd-
Son 12, Spreyne 12, Houston 10, Graham 11.

No. 11, 15 targets, knovrn traps, unknown angles: Von Lengerke 14,
Dr. Mathews 9, Dr. Miller 9; Migichyo 11. t^preyne IS, Ferguson 8,
Fehrman 14, Amoine 10, Ferguson 10, Belling 3, black 9, Goodricn
iSauderson 11. Kuss 13, Steiger 9, Boedker, 11. Morgan 11, Richards 13,
Dr. Miller 9, Adams 13, Ruble 14, Smedes 9, Smith 4, Houston 13,
Patty 14, Neal 13, Belling 7, Stannard 15, Dr. Carson 10, Steck il.

No 12,20 targets, same: Di. Miller 14, Adams 19, Smedes 10, Dr.
Lidoy 11, Steiger 11, Fehrman 1.5, Kuss 18, Sanderson 12. Richards 17,
Stannard 15, Neal 17, Murrow 11, Ferguson 13, Spreyne 13, Randall U,
Houston 18, Patty 18.

No. 13, 15 targets, same: Goodrich 11, Dr. Reber 11, Steck 15. Walters
9. Smith 6, Houston 12, Knott 7, Will 10, Cutter 11, Adams iv, Steiser
10, Patty 13, Kuss 15, Sanderson 9, Richards 13, Lawlor 10, Stannard
13, Young li; Fox . 8, Belling 5, Bormann 1, Lowrey 8, Will 10, A.
Cheesman 9.

No. 14, same: Steck 10, Kuss 12, Sanderson 6, Lawlor 8, Patty 11,
Spreyne 10, Beling 5, Bormann 1, Richards 10, Young 7, Lowrey T,

Kuss 14.

Cook County Trap-Shooters' League Contest: As there seems to
be some misunderstanding in the selection of the teams, we omit
team results, and only give scores made.
Calumet Heights Club: Turtle 20, Booth 20. Ferguson 21, Metcalf 17,

Boedker 12, Eo gar 21, Houston 23, A. C. Black 19, Kuowles 15, Nor-
com 19, Greeley 17, Young 31.

Garfield Club: Levi 12, T. Graham 21, Pilz 17, Shaw 23, Kuss 22, Dr.
Leddy 16, Tohrman 22, Von Lengerke 23, Richards 17, Bowers 24.
Garden City Club: Neal 19. Sieiger 16, Ruble s!3, Antoine ai.

Eiurica Cluo: Morgan 17, Patty -JH Reber 18, Prlckett 13, Walters 18,
Goodrioh aO, A. W. Adams 21, Spreyne 21, Whitman 19, F. P Stannard
5i4, Dr. Miller 18, Dr. Carson 20, Murrow 10, Steck as;, Marshall 16, F.
M Smith r<i.

Cicero Club: Dr. Matthews 16, Barnard 12, Knott 12, Bormann 5,

Lawlor 13, Lowrey 16, Beling 15, W. Cheesman 18, Goetter 16, A.
Cheesman 17, Fox 17, Will 17. • Ciobko,

Albany Tournament.
ALBAuy, N. Y., May 18.—The ninth annual tournament of the West

End Gun Club which closed to day, was not as successful in the way
of numbers In attendance as some of our former tournaments bav«
been. Seventeen entries were recorded in aU. The weather condi-
tions were all that could be desired. The targets were thrown low
and very swift; this, coupled with a bad background, made the sbooi-
ing very difficult. The trade was represenied by Fanning shooting
the Gold Dust, and Trimble shooting the Du Pont Smokeless. Both
gentlemen made many friends for themselves and ihe powders they
represent. Before the forenoon wore away the only Tom Keller
made his appearance, and was warmly welcomed by his many
friends: He fully explained the merits of King's Smokeless and
Peters' shells.
The programme consisted of ten 15-targ6t events. The purses were

divided in four moneys, 35, ;50, 20 and 15 percent. Ten per cent, of
the net purse was deuucted for a general average, which was divided
the same as in the regular events. The regular order of scores below
will tell who captured these At the close' of the regular events a
team race was shot. The result proved very satisfactory to Tee Kay.

Events;

Trimble..,,,.......,,,
Fanning
Levingston . „ ,

Weeks

1 2346 6 789 10 Shot at. Broke-

Arnold.

Perkins .

,

McClure ,

Link
Page 11 9

Woltred...,.; 7 8

10 8 8 9

12

12 15 18 150 183
14 12 14 150 131
14 u la 150 128
11 12 n 150 120
10 8 9 150 109
10 14 10 150 106
14 1211 liiO 1 S5
10 10 9 150 9;i

9 8 8 150 90
8 10 y 120 61

11 10 13 135 91
9 . .. 75 44
7 7.. 90 53

.. 13 .. 60 40
10 8 7 60 38

9 8 30 17
,.9 5 30 13Sage

Team race

:

Trimble .llOllllllI 11101 1111110110-21
Fanning , 1111011111111111001110111—21—43
Tee Kay .1111001111101111111111111-2J
Levingston .UOUlllllllll 111 llllllll—^4 - 46

Harbt H. Valentinic.

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.

Utica, N. Y., May 22 — Below are the scores made to day at the
regular weekly club shoot of the Oteida County Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation. E. D. Fulford won with 24 out of s'S, using his new Remington
gun. The conditions are 15 singles and 5 pairs Scores:
BDFulford(O) lullliomillll 11 11 11 01 It —S2
Fairchilds (2) IIIIOOIHIIUOI 10 10 10 10 ll—lPJ-S-SO
Pfeifler{2) lOlllllOlOUOlO 10 10 11 11 10—17-f2—1S>

Wheeler.(2).....v.. IIIOIIOIOIOUU 11 00 11 00 ll_i7-4-2-i9
Davidson (2) 101110111110001 11 10 00 11 i0-lf-f2—18
Marks (2) 11011 lOOHlOlll 01 10 11 10 00-16-f-2-18
J W Fulford (1) lOOlllOlllCOllO 10 11 10 11 10—16+1—17
Brunner (4) 101010001000111 10 11 10 10 10 - 13-U -17
H L Gates (0; lUlllOOllOOOU 11 10 00 00 11 —15
Bennett (4) OOOOOll 10010011 00 00 11 01 10—10-1-4—14
Kleges (4). . . . ; OllOOOOOOOw

^_ C. R. MiZNBR.

Trap on Cape Cod.
Sandwich, Mass., May 22.—The Sandwich Gun Club held the second,

shoot of the season to-day. Only four members put in an appear-
ance, the other members not being able lo get away from their work.
Mr, Jones, one of our oldest and best shots, made his first appear-
ance, and shot finely toward the finish, breaking his last 13 straight.
Condiiions were 23 bluerocks per man, unknown angles:

S N Jones , lOOCOlOlOlOOOlOlllOllllll—14
E W Haines 1111001000101111010111101—16

E J Beck 1010011010000100110111001—12

C E Brady OOOlOOllUl 11100110101111—16
. Match at 7 bluerocks;

S N Jones ,
,1111111-7 K J Beck ..lUlllO-6

BUaheim Gun Club Touraaaie&t*
BLiiNMaiU, Ont., Hay 6.—Through the tierslstent energy of W. E.

Hall, manager of the Blenheim Gun Ohib, trophy shooting has come
right to the front In and around Blenheim, Ont., and it was decided
to give a team race between Blenheim, St. Thomas, Chatham and
Windsor of ten men each, 30 birds per man, the two winning teams to
receive $10 in gold; these two teams then to shoot off at the same
number of birds for a silver cup valued at $25. To the credit and
liberality of the Blenheim team would say that the.y threw empire
target s free of cost in addition to the above donation. The sweeps
were well patronized during both days, especially No. 10 merchandise
event. On the second day, in which there were five prizes donated by
merchants of Blenheim, the most interest was displayed. Windsor
and St. Thomas won, and In the final shoot off Windsor won the cup.
Stott, of Windsor, won the first average prize of 55 for the first day,
and Tyro, second average, $5. The general average for the two days
was won by Forest Conover, Lemington. Ont., he participating in all

events.

Events: 1

Targets: 10

Tyro
, 10

5

5
5

Mott.... 8
M Burk., IP.,,. .. 5
Dow ......... 7
Stotc. ;.. ..; 9

; (3

Gosnell 2
Ben ;.. 6

9

i.. 5

6
9

Mcintosh 7
CToll

SCORES OF MAY 4.

1 3 3 4 5 6 T

5 10 13 7
7 13 8 7
6 7 10 10
9 13 17 9
8 12 17

8 12 13
8 11 15
9 10 16
7 7 15
9 12 13

4 9..
3 6..
6 9 15
7 13 11

.. 9 ..

7 13 10
6 11 20
6 10 ..

4 10 10
6 9..

8 13
It 12
9 13

12 11

7 14 13
8 9 9
5 14 13
9 10 13
.3 11 7
9 10 IS

.. ..10

8 11
7 8

8 12 11

13

SCORES
OF MAY 5.

18 3 4
15 SO SO SO

10 ., 14 13
11 16 19 14
11 .. 12 13
11 16 14 14
n 16 19 19
12 .. 13 ..

13 20 17 ..

12 18 .. ..

12 ](i 16 15
12 10 17 18

7 12
'8

10 .. 10 ..

8 14 15 11

.. .. 12 ..

10
11 17 11 .

.

.. .. IT 19
8 .. U ..

10 11 . . .

.

7 IQ 14
9 13 12
5 13 ..

.. 9 .

6 12 18
7 6..
6 11 13

4 5 10

7 18 14

8 18 11

4 4..
JO ..

11 IS

5 10 10
8 10 ..

4 10
6 .. .,

6 9

95 9
4 5..
6 lO 11

9 13 11

7 ..

8 10 .,

8 .. ..

11

'9

10
9

13

13 .,

.. 17 16
15 16 ..

.. 15 ..

9 15 .

.

15 13

7 ..

16 ..

Heatherington
Sid Burke '. .. 6
EToll 6
Monio ,,. ., 5
Sam Burke , 3 1 .. .. 5 ..

Bang , 4
Hardy 6 .. ..

Bickford 18
Purser ..i, ,,
Parker .,.„,.. ..i..ii..4i.4t. ..

Murphy

13
12 15 15
9 .. 16

,. 13 11

13 11

14 .. 13
12 18 18
12 19 14

Following are scores of the team shoot, shot on the second day:
St. Thomas.

Langdon , .18
Strong.. ,,.....,..,,..17
Martin..., .......JO

,i.ll4.>i

13

,16

,19

,16

,12

,19

Street . , ,

Brown ,

.

McPeerson . .

.

Ben i

Case , , , .

,

Tyro...,,
Dart ......19-159

Chatham.
Oldershaw 13

Moose 15

W Oldershaw ,.15
T Guttndge...- 15
Wells 16
Ferguson 13
McKay 14
NelsoQ .10

Taylor ,....11

Homes, 13-

St. Thomas.
Langan ..........15
Strong 18
Martia 10

Street 17
Brown ........16
McPherson IB
Ben 14
Case. ..13

Tyro. 15

Uart..,.,.,, 16—160

-136

Blenheim.
Samson 15
Hall 19

Mallory 16

Rotz...,...,i.i4^ 17
Lane,. ... 13
Shirley 16
Mott 17
Snider 13
V ester 14
Conover. .16—156

Windsor.
McNulty 13
Mcintosh 18
Stotts 15
Brady 15
Youngblood 7
Don 14
Purser...... , ..18

Jones .14

Ward 18
Murphy 19—131

Windsor.
Stotts 14
Don , 14
McNulty . 12
Youngblood 13
Bredv 16
Mcintosh 16
Jones.... 17
Vi^oods 20
Purser 19
Murphy 19-160

W. H. Brady.

10 10 10 SO 10

14 8

9

Sown Where the Pineapples Grow.
HoBE Sound, Fla. -The Hobe Sound Gun Club is a new club of only

seven members. We would have more, only seven are all the men
there are in a radius of twenty miles. We stop picking pineapples
every Saturday afternoon long enough to shoot a little, and manage
to burn a httle powder, even if guail are out of season and the ducks
have gone North
We have no oflic»rs, but just get out and shoot over our one trap,

and shoot hard. Birds are not allowed over 2Cft. from the ground,
and the trap must throw 60yds., unknown angles. The following
scores were made at our last shoot:

Events: 133456789
Targets: 10 10 10 10

CSSmith 4 6 7....
HDMcVean 4 6 8 4 6
WG Stokes 3 4 6 3 5

C R Sergeantson 3 5 6 2 6

AGoldy 2 5 6 6 5

W G Brown 1 0

The Gilbert's Bar Y, C. about a month ago decided to form a shoot-
ing division and appointed a committee to "do tiie best they could."
The "best they could" was two traps and a couple of barrels of blue-
rocks The traps duly arrived and were setupfor use at the last field

day of the yacht club. All the boys that could muster up courage
enough to try were sent off by themselves, and the two boldest
among them announced themselves as captains and chose sides for a
team race. Only 10 birds were shot, as the time was limited. Only
three of the shooters had ever faced a trap before, and of course the
result of the shoot was a large basket of "hen fruit." We hope to do
better some time. Here is the story of the surprise: Capt. G. E.
Andrews 4, E. C. B Tyndall 2, Rev. Dr. Panter 0, H. W. Bessey 4, C.

B. Harrison 1, E. S. Harmer 1, P. M. Aston 2—14; Capt. C H. Racey 1,

R. N. Hoke 3, e;. Moore 0, G. A. M. Levett 7, H. E. Sewall 4, H. Panter
0, W. A. Bessey 1—16. The club has appointed the following officers:

Shoo ing Master, E. C. B. Tyndall; Assistant Shooting Master, H. D.
McVean. The atmosphere will be full of shot again on June 12, and
then perhaps the score will be different. H. D. MoVean, Sec'y.

7 14
6 ..

Soo Gun Club.

Siorx City, la., May 14.—Below find scores of the Soo Gun Club,
made to day at its grounds, the occasion being the first of the series

of gold medal shoots during the season of 1897. This was the first

trial over the new magautrap for the majority of the members. The
wind blew a gale, and the jack like flight of the bluerocks accounts
tor the low scores.
Harris, Boyd and Keefe tied for first, but in the shoot ofE Harris

won the medal, and will wear it until the shoot of May 17. Scores:
Harris inOlllOOllOiOOOlOOUlOll—15
Boyd OOOOUllOOllOllllOlOlOlll-15

Keefe ,
,.1101000101111101100101011-15

Ciampbell ...... ,01010101111110001 10001011—14
Ellis .....0110001110101001101110010-13

Meyer ........................0100011101010001111011100—13

Broct . .'.....i, ......*...;.......„.,..... inillllOOOOOOOlOOlOOOlOO—11
OLten"" ' .1000110101001110100100001—11

Gray' IIOIOOOOOIOOIOICOIOOOIIIO-IO

Hawnian , 1000001111 1001 iOOOOl 10000-10
Tenny .000)000100011110100000111— 9
Geiser .....w.. ...... ............ noinooOinOOlllOlO^OlOlOOO— 8

Duncaii ....OllOOdOOOOOlOlOtOJOl 10101— 7

Chapman ..,„,.»."""'». ...I.
looioooooiooooioooiooiooo— 6

Blub Rock.

fia'V'erhiU Gun Club.
HAVsiKfliLL, Mass.. May22.—The regular weekly pfactfce shoOtof the

Haverhill Gun Club was held on its grounds to-day. The attendance
was very light, although the day was simply perfect for trap-shoot-
ing; the only wonder is how any shooter could keep away from the
sport on such a day. Below are the scores made:
Events: 133466789 lO 11

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

....^....M-.. 48958947,3.:..
,.,,.i.!i.„...,„......,i.. 68776 10 46677

5 867,. U98679
.i»S,.i... * 8 7 8 .. .. 3 .. .. .. ..

4 5 4 8 8 5 .. 5
4 6 3 3.... ....

Tbe first six events were at regular angles, Nos 7 and 8 vnere at un-
known angles, and Nos. 9, 10 and 11 unknown traps and angles.

Geo. F. Stevens, Sec'y.

Targets

:

Leigh ton..,
Lambert...
Stevens , , ,

,

Merritt....,
Miller

,

Short , 7

imivet§ to ^omB^and^nt^.

No notice taken of anonxmons communications

Life Saver, San Franci'-'co, Gal.—Address Tbe Life Saving Benevo-
lent Association of New York, 51 Wall street, New York.

R. S. Bradley.—A party of three would like to have a shoot of two
or three weeks in Arkansas, and as the law prohibits shipping game
out of the State, can you or any of your readers inform us where
there is some freezer or copimission house that will buy om- ducks?
jlns,-We infer that you refer to local commission houses. We can
give you no address.

J. A. G ,
Albany, N. Y.—What are the pedigrees ofMiark, bred by J.

Otto Donner (I believe Mark's sire was Emperor Fred, but am not
sure), and Flora II. (imported). She is said to be registered. Ans.—
Mark is not reetistered. Address Blr. J. Otto Donner. New York, for
the information. There is a Flora 11 registered in Volume I., A. K.
C. S. B., and was owned by John Davidson. There was a Flora II.,
which was registered in E. K. C. S. B., No. 373.

H. C. B., Harrisburg, Pa.—I have a beagle pup, ten months old,
which is afflicted with the jerks, as I call it, in his right foreleg and
shoulder. I noticed it for two months. It is getting worse, and has
gotten to be a continual twitch, as regular as the heart beats When
run a short time, he often falls—the same thing when he sleeps, a
regular jerk. He seems healthy every other way. Can anyihiug be
done for him? Ads. It is very probably the result of distemper, in
which case very little can be done for it. Give tonics and feed well.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Three Famous Resorts
OF the "Land of the Siry" are Asheville, BUtmore and Hot Springs.
The route Is via the Southern Railway, with splendidly arranged and
magnificently appointed through-car service. Pullman drawing room
sleeping cars between New York, Washington and Nashville-where
the Tennessee Cfntennial Exposition is now in progress—through the
"Land of the Sky" Knoxville and Chattanooga—Lookout Mountain,
thesceneof the "Battle Above the Clouds." The Norfolk & Chat-
tanooga Limited daily, between Norfolk, Raleigh, Durham, Greens-
boro (with connection from New York, Washington and Virginia),
and Nashville, through Asheville, Hot Springs, Knoxville and Chat-
tanooga. This train carries Pullman's finest drawing-room buffet
sleeping ears .between Norfolk and Nashville, and elegant vestibuled
day coaches between Norfolk and Chattanooga. Pullman drawing-
room sleeping cars are al.so operated between Jacksonville and Cin-
cinnati, through Savannah, Columbia, Spartanburg, Asheville, Knox-
ville and Harnman Junction.
Visitors to the Tennessee Centennial Exposition at Nashville will

find a visit to Asheville or vicinity most ae.ightful and valuable. The
Southern Railway now has in press its annual "Summer Homes and
Resorts" folder, containing a full,list of the many delightful resorts,
hotels and summer homes on its line, which will be mailed by the
General Passenger Agent, or New York office, 271 Broadway.-.adv.

The Green Mountains of Vermont.
Now THAT the Vermont close season for deer has at last expired and

a month been given for hunting, the region has assumed a new interest
for sportsmen. Some of the best hunting in the State will be near
Rutland, about Killington, Pico and Shrewsbury peaks, where there
is much wild couniry and where the deer, thanks to abundant food
and strict protection, have increased till they have become a pest to
the neighboi'ing farmers. The best localities are all described in the
souvenir edition of "The Heart of the Green Mountains," published
by the Rutland Railroad Co. This is a book of 156 pages, 9xilin. in
size, with fifty large photo half-tone and crayon reproductions and
15,000 words of text. The first 2,000 copies are for general distribu-
tion. Tbe country from the White River to Otter Creek and Lake
Champlain is beautifully illustrated. A copy will be sent to any
reader of Fohest and Stream on receipt ot twelve 3-cent stamps.
Address E. B. Aldrich, G. P. A. Rutland R. R., Rutland, Yt.—Adv.

The Great Northwest.
Each year the Northern Pacific Railroad compiles a well written

and well illustrated book of information regarding the country
through which this great transcontinental route passes. "Wonder-
land for 169i " is the latest of these publications.
As in previous years there is much interest to sportsmen touched

upon, from the buffalo and bears of the Yellowstone Park to ctie new
trout oC Lake Crescent, whose discovery was chronicled in Forest
and Strbam bjT Rear-Admiral BeardsJey.
Chapters of special interest are "The Great Northwest," "The Yel-

lowstone Park," "Go Make Money," and "The Heart of the
Olympics."
The book will be sent on receipt of 6 cents in stamps by Ohas. 63.

Fee, G. P. A. Northern Pacific R. R., St. Paul, Minn.—

Hunter Bicycles.

Having attained the highest eminence in the manufacture of fine

shotguns, the Hunter Arms Co looked for new worlds to conquer,
and the result is the Hunter bicycle. Himter bicycles have the same
perfection of lines and detail that characterize Smith guns, and are
destined to become equally well-known and popular.
A handsome catalogtte with lithographed cover and tinted cuts con-

taming matter of unusual interest to wheelmen will be sent on re-
quest made to the Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, N. Y.—Adv.

Fishing on the Picturesque Erie
IS a handsome Lttle pamphlet full of meat for the trout or bass
fisherman. The game laws of the Stales through which the Erie
passes are given, and full partictxlars regarding the fishing that may
oe expected at various points, including records of the best catches
and charges for boats, guides, etc. There are two or three very good
illustrations of fishing scenes. Address D. J. Roberts, G, P. A., Erie
R. R., New York.—^cii;.

The Adirondacks.
Now that the ice is out of the Adirondack lakes, the best fishing of

the year is to be had. The trout in lakes and brooks are hungry and
eager to be caught, and full of life and fight The Delaware & Hud-
son R. R. Co. publishes a very complete and copiously dlus'rated
guide to the Adirondacks, which will be sent on request, mentioning
Forest and Strmah, by J. W. Burdick, G. P. A., Albany, N. Y.—Adv.

Cruisers and Battleships.

E. S. WADDELn, Cincinnati, O., general agent for Messrs. E. I.

Du Pont de Nemours & Co., have issued a very handsome illustrated
souvenir of the principal cruisers and battleships of the American
Navy, intended for gratuitous distribution. It will be sent to any ad-
dress for 5 cents in postage to cover mailing.—^dv.

"The Art of Shooting."
We have ju'^t received the long-delayed consignment of Lancaster's

"Art of Shooting," last edition, price and can now supply orders.
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Doubt not, therefore, sir, but that an^lingf is an
art, and an art worth your learning'. The question

is rather, whether you be capable of learning it ?

For angling is somewhat like poetry, men are to

be bom so ; I mean, with inclinations to it, though

both may be heightened by discourse and practice

;

but he that hopes to be a good angler, must not

only bring an inquiring, searching, observing wit,

but he must bring a large measure of hope and
patience, and a love and propensity to the art

itself ; but having once got and practiced it, then

doubt not but angling will prove to be so pleasant

that it will prove to be like virtue, a reward to

itself. Izaak Walton.

Cbe forest ana Stream's Platform PlanK,

"T/ie sale of game should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1897.—No. V.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Act of May 27, 1 897.—Section 5. That it shall

be unlawful at any period or season of the year
to kill, entrap, or pursue with intent to kill or en-
trap, any elk, deer, fawn, wild turkey, pheasant,
grouse, auall, partridge or woodcock, in any part

of this Commonwealth for the purpose of selling

the same. And it shall be unlawful for the pro-
prietor, manager, clerk or agent of any market, or

other person, firm or corporation, to purchase,
sell or expose for sale any elk, deer, fawn, wild tur-

key, pheasant, grouse, quail, partridge or wood-
cock killed or entrapped within this Common-
wealth. That It shall be unlawful for the propri-

etor, manager, clerk or agent of any market or

any other person, firm or corporation to purchase
for the purpose of again selling the same any elk,

deer, fawn, wild turkey, pheasant, grouse, quail,

partridge or woodcock killed or entrapped within

this Commonwealth. [Penalty, $100 for every
elk or deer; $25 for every hind.]

aOVERNMENT GAME PRESERVES.

We print on another page the outline of a scheme of

Government game preserves as thought out and submitted

by Mr. W. G. Van Name. The proposal is that the Na

tional Government shall set apart in certain States, out of

its own possessions or out of territories to be secured for

the purpose, certain reservations in localities frequented

by migratory fotv'l, upon which shooting shall be forljid-

den, to the end that the reserves so constituted shall be

game refuges for the birds on their flights north and

south..

This is not the first time that in despair of effectual

action by individual States for the protection of migratory

wildfowl, students of the problem have turned to the Gov-

ernment to secure from it that which the States have

refused to give. Congressional intervention for the enact-

ment of a national game law has repeatedly been sug-

gested; but the always sufiioient answer to the proposition

is that such action is not within the province of Congress.

Game protection belongs to the police power of the State,

and is something that must be exercised for itself by the

State, and matters belonging to it do not come within the

jurisdiction of the National Government. Mr. Van Name,

however, appears now for the first time to have suggested

a plan which is free from such objection. His proposition

is simply to extend in their application principles which

are already in practical operation. In the National Park

for example, which is a Government reservation lying

within State boimdaries, the Government exercises the

same unquestioned jurisdiction with respect to game as to

other affairs, and hunting is forbidden absolutely at all

times. It is within the province of the general Govern-

ment to acquire lands for various purposes in the several

States, and it could acquire tracts for game reserve pur-

poses. Having come into possession of such territories, it

could make such regulations as it might deem fit for their

control. On the ground of constitutionality, therefore, we
believe that no valid objection could be brought against

Mr. Van Name's scheme of Government game reserves.

Nor is there any question that such a system put into

operation would be of tremendous advantage to the game
supply, and would go far toward a solution of the ever

present problem of conserving the parent stock. The pro-

posal is to select such places as are most frequented by' the

game on its northern and southern flights and in which

under present conditions it is most exposed to destruction.

Such locations will readily suggest themselves to all wild-

fowl shooters, both on the Atlantic coast and in the West,

Observation and experience teach us that if these particu-

lar localities were perfectly protected throughout the sea-

son the supply of birds would be conserved beyond com-

putation.

We invite careful reading and consideration of the sub-

ject as set forth in our game columns. Is the plan a prac-

ticable one?

TEE LAND OF MEMORY.
One who has reached or passed the middle milestone of

his journey, and still loves the fields for the best they have

to give, sees nothing about him or beyond him so beauti-

ful as the enchanted land of youth, which lies far beyond

him, half veiled in the golden haze of memory.

Long ago he beheld in the mirage of youth and hope

scenes as fair as these, ever before him, but ever receding

as he advanced. They were never nearer than to-morrow,

then faded, then vanished. Now he knows that he shall

never find in all the world a land so perfect as that which

hes so far behind him. He remembers it not as a land of

the fancy, but of blissful realities.

Its steadfast cold was exhilarating, its golden sunshine

never too hot, its winters never too long; its genial springs,

its balmy summers, its mellow autumns, never too short,

for the months of each season were longer than years are

now. What greenness of fields, what profusion of flowers

and fruits, what gorgeousness of woods, what immaculate

whiteness of snow, each season held!

What delectable hills its woodlands climbed to glorified

heights, from depths of sylvan shade where illusive voices

called and echoed, not the piping of thrushes nor murmur
of pines nor liquid monotone of streams, but strange and

mysterious voices, perhaps of woodland sprites. There

were never sweeter songs of birds nor dreamier lullaby of

wind-swept pines, nor more musical babble of brooks

spilled from moss-rimmed pools whose liquid amber was

streaked with silver gleams of trout eager to catch the

simplest lure.

Where the brook crept through the sprawling alders

unnumbered woodcock bored the fat mold; where it

joined the broader stream, hordes of ducks thronged the

marshes and wrinkled the broad, slow current with their

braided wakes. Beneath, in watery aisles, pillared with

lily stems and roofed with purple pads, pickerel, great

pike and bass swam in stately procession. There the

muskrat built his domed lodge' and' kept the marshes pop-

ulous in the depths of winter with his busy, unseen, silent

tribe, and all the year the stealthy mink, richest prize of

the young trapper, prowled along the shores, preying on

fish, flesh and fowl.

When April sun and shower steeped the woods in the

balm of spring, they boomed far and near with the grouse's

drum-beat; in autumn, with the frequent thunder of his

flight. Then pigeons thronged to feasts of beech mast;

squirrels barked and chattered in every nut tree; un-

broken bevies of quail piped in the stubble fields.

Cornfields were not valued according to their yield of

grain, but according to the raccoons that were attracted to

them, and the wild, jolly night hunts they afforded. Every

upland and lowland cover harbored a fox, and there was

not a day of the hunting season that the tuneful cry of

hounds might not be heard swelling and dying on hill

crest and in hollow. There was even a possibility of shots

at deer and bear that kept one always hopeful of such

happy chances, and there was a legendary panther, whose

gruesome presence one felt in the silent glens where twi-

light and darkness alternately brooded.

All the happy land and the pleasant waters were an in-

exhaustible preserve guarded by no keeper, placarded with

no trespass signs, but as free to all comers as to the birds

of passage.

Just as it was then, it lies behind you now, traversed by

shadowy forms of comrades, but you may not enter it

—

only may you look backward upon it through the mist of

years and of eyes grown dim with age. Yet blest is he
who so beholds it, and in such possession holds it.

SNAP SHOTS.

This has been a great year for the Plank, as the anti-

sale of game laws which we are printing from week to

week at the head of this page so well show. To-day, as

the fifth of the series, is given the provision of the Penn-

sylvania law which was approved by Governor Hastings

last week. The section is ironclad, and rivets are supplied

in another provision which forbids any export of game
from the State. By this new law Pennsylvania reclaims

for the use and enjoyment of her citizens at large the

game resources which have been monopolized by the mar*

kets. There is no question that if the law shall have any*

thing like fair and adequate enforcement a great change is

in store for the sportsmen of the Keystone State, who will

no longer be compelled to return empty-handed from

game covers depleted by the snarers. The bill was intro-

duced and championed by Hon. Frank G. Harris, Chair-

man of the House Fish and Game Committee. Mr. Harris

has been for many years a constant reader of the Forest

AND Stream; and of course he was sound and firm on this

question.

Conditions similar to those which have made abandoned

farms in New England wild game covers prevail in India

with abandoned tea plantations. Large areas upon which

attempts were made to cultivate tea have been given over

to wilderness again, and are now the haunts of jungle

fowl and pheasants. And in India as in America the

gradual and steady decrease of shooting resources is such

as to make very acceptable to the sportsman every such

reprisal, by which a bit of wilderness is restored and a

feathered game refuge established.

The most notable game restocking enterprise of the day

is that which has been so successful in reestablishing the

wild deer in Vermont. Next October the law will be off,

and for the first time within the experience of most Green

Mountain Boys of our generation they may then hunt the

deer on their native heath. In these restorations of game

resources we of to-day are only putting into execution the

projects of a half century ago. In the story sent by Antler,

and printed to-day, of an elk herding experiment in the

fifties, reference is made to a scheme proposed at that time

by Professor Baird and others, that the Government should

restock with elk in New York, Pennsylvania and else-

where lands not suited to agricultural purposes. Presuma*

bly nothing ever came of the project; at all events, there

are no elk now in these States outside of preserves. Mean*

while there remain vast areas of wilderness wherein, if our

fathers had had the sense and foresight to provide pro-

tection, the indigenous stock of elk might yet be repre*

sented.

We spoke the other day of the persistency and tenacity

with which the unworthier classes of animal life, which

we call vermin, maintain themselves. An interesting

illustration of this is afforded in the experience of a trap-

per which a Boston correspondent sends us. Plying hia

vocation in eastern Massachusetts, this one man took dur-

ing the last fall and winter one otter, seven raccoons, three

foxes, thirty two mink, two hundred skunks, and seven

hundred and three muskrats, making a total of nine hun-

dred and forty-six fur-bearing animals. He has operated

on the Nashua, Sudbury and Charles rivers, and Rosemary

Brook. During the second week in March he caught in

five consecutive days muskrats to the numbers as follows:

forty-three, thirty-seven, thirty-two, thirty-five and twenty-

five. Thi smust be considered a remarkable record, hav-

ing been made so close to the haunts of civilization.

The dealers in millinery supplies in this city bestirred

themselves to prevent the Governor's signature of a bill

passed by the Albany Legislature forbidding the traflac in

the plumage of wild birds, and they were so successful in

their arguments with the Governor that he permitted the

bill to perish on Monday last by withholding from it his

signature. The millinery interest was too strong to Com'-

bat successfully.
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THE CHESTNUT RIDGE

And Along Its Foot.—II»

I SHOULD not think the region of the Chestnut Ridge could
ever have been a good country for fox hunting—except for

the fox; the pround was so broken and so overgrown with
trees and thickets of underbrush that it would seem to have
been almost impossible for a mounted huntsman to push his

way across. Nevertheless, the sport had its devotees; one
of the most conspicuous and best known of whom was old

Sheiiff M. The sheriff was a large-boned, dark-complex-
ioned man who talked a little thick, as though he had "a
mitten on his tongue." He had always a fine horse or two in
his stable and a pack of hounds in the yard. The favorite

animal of this troop was one he called Sing, or, as he pro-
nounced it, Thing. The joy of the old man's heart was to

gather up a half-dozen cronies and canter off to hunt the fox
along the foot of the ridge.

On one memorable occasion, so the legend runs, the sheriff

and his favorite hound distinguished themselves. The chase
had been long and arduous. For several hours the fox had
led over the hills and through the thickets with Sing and the
sheriff in hot pursuit. But at length it was evident from the
yelling of the pack that Reynard had been run to earth.

The sheriff was in advance of his companions. J umping
from his horse and scrambling through a clump of bushes
he came to the spot where the dogs were baying and yelling
around the end of a hollow log that lay upon the ground. It

was clear that the fox had sought refuge in this log. Stoop-
ing down and looking in, the hindquarters of a large animal
were dimly to be seen. The sheriff was excited. "Here
Thing! Here Thing!" he shouted; "the biggeth fox lever
thaw !" and reaching in he drew out, not the fox. but the
identical hound that he was so wildly calling, The dog had
crawled into the log as far as he could go, after the fox, the
latter, meanwhile, had crept through an opening in the log
30ft. above and was gone. The laugh was on the sheriff,

and it was long before he heard the last of "the biggeth
fox."
Another sportsman well-known in that region forty years

ago was a little, old, weather-beaten fisherman of the Cone-
maugh. He had a thin, wizened face, long elf locks, and
wore, summer and winter, rain or shine, an old sloiich hat
and a broad leather apron. I do not remember ever seeing
him without this leather apron. In it he always carried the
fish that he caught. It was a common thing, as one rambled
along the shore of the river, to come across this old man re-

clining in some sequestered nook, watching his fish poles,
which were "set" not far distant.

1 think he was an inoffensive old man^ as became a dis-

ciple of the immortal Izaak, and only when he was badgered
by the village boys as he carried his fish through the streets
in his apron did he lose his characteristic patience and turn
upon his tormentors. "But past is all his fame." If I remem-
ber rightly, he was found dead one day on the bank of the
river that he had so long frequented. It seems a fitting place
for him to die. Perhaps if he could have had his choice he
would have preferred no other spot.

Prior to the construction of the line of public improve-
ments through the valley of the Conemaugh, a turnpike road
leading from Philadelphia to Pittsburg had been made. It
was called the Northern Turnpike, and was the great artery
through which flowed the stream of traffic and travel between
the East and the West. Before this highway was constructed
only rude country roads existed, which were little more than
vistas cut through the forests, some of the worst places being
"corduroyed"—that is, made passable by laying the trunks
of small trees side by side across the swampy spot?—but
•otherwise almost impassable by reason of the stumps of trees
and the rocks that were left in situ. Frederick Post, travers-
ing this region in the fall of 1758, describes one of the roads
as "the worst that ever was traveled," and one of his horses
lost his footing and "rolled down the hill like a wheel." A
near relative of mine came with her father's family early
la the present century from the Lake George region in north-
ern New York into this part of western Pennsylvania They
came by wagon over the country roads, such as they were,
and were six weeks on the way. They lodged in the houses
of the settlers along the road where houses were to be found,
otherwise they camped out and slept in and under the wagon.
I recall the interest with which she invested her narrative

;

it was much such an adventure as I suppose a wagon ride
would now be across the upper half of Wisconsin, The cen-
sus of 1830 gave Pennsylvania a population of only a little

over 1,000,000.
^

As the railroad was a vast improvement upon the canal,
and the canal upon the turnpike, so the last was an im-
mense improvement upon the primitive road. TIegoj in his
"Geography of Pennsylvania," 1843, grows enthusiastic over
the advantages of the lately constructed turpike road. "In
order to contrast the former times and facilities with the
present," he says, "it maybe mentioned that before turn-
pikes were constructed it required a good team of five or six
horses from eighteen to twenty-five days to transport from
2,500 to 3,5001bs. of goods from Philadelphia to Pittsburg.
On the completion of the turnpike across the mountains, the
load of a wagon was increased to 6,000 or 8,000ibs., and the
trip was made in twelve or fifteen days."

Villages and wayside inns sprang up as by magic all along
the new highway. Long lines of broad-tired, canvas-topped
Conestoga wagons drawn by teams of six or eight horses
with tinkling bells moved slowly but picturesquely across
the Pennsylvania hills between the remote cities at either
end. At night these put up at the aforesaid inns, or ' 'tav-
erns," as they were more commonly called, where the team-
sters had much rude sport while the horses stood champing
their oats in the moonlight beside the wagons. It was a
common sight in our village when I was a boy. It reminded
one of Homer

:

"A thousand fires burned on the plain, and by each
Sat fifty in the light of the blazing fire;

And horses eating white barley and corn,
Standing by the chariots, awaited fair-throned Aurora."

This translation is by that fine fellow Henry D. Thoreau
one of the specially favored high priests of nature.

'

A name honorably associate! with this part of the country
is that of Dr. R. M. 8. Jackson. This gentleman was dis-
tinguished as a physician and scientist. He was a member
of the first gtological survey corps of the State, and is
spoken of by Prof. Lesley, m his "Historical Sketch of
Geological Explorations," as a man of "singular but erratic

genius," who set aside a geological theory maintained until

his time, "after a thorough examination of the case with
eyes from the glance of which nothing escaped, and with a

brain never excelled." I well remember Dr Jackson, His
chief identification with this section is through his book,
"The Mountain," a stout volume of nearly 650 pages, which
treats of the fauna, the flora, and other natural character-

istics of the Allegheny range. This book is a singular

melange of wit, learning and curious remark. He was
founder of the sanitarium known far and wide as Cresson
Springs, on the mountain top, on the line of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad. When the Civil War broke out Dr. Jack-
son offered his services to his country. He became surgeon-
in-chief of the Army of the Cumberland, and died near
Chattanooga in 1863, shortly after the battle of Lookout
Mountain.
That part of the Pennsylvania canal system which, lay in

the Conemaugh Valley, consisted of alternating stretches of

levels and of slack-water pools. There were ten dams across

the stream, which afforded about twenty miles of slack-

water navigation These pools formed broad, smooth sheets

of water which lay among the hills, reflecting the wooded
heights in their mirror-like surfaces, and as picturesque as

Highland lochs. Tne navigation of a canal is ordinarily and
naturally free enough from peril ; but occasionally, in times

of high freshets, the navigation of the slack-water was not

entirely without danger. More than one canal boat was
carried over these dams, to the ruin of the boat and the loss

of human life.

As I began this little paper with an anecdote of one of the

old-timers, I may as well close it with another Among the

residents of our village was an old colored individual who
was proverbially lazy. It seemed necessary, however, that

he should do something, and casting about in his mind for

an easy job, it occurred to him that steering a canal boat
was about as near doing nothing as anything he could get at.

He secured this desirable position. He had been but a few
hours aboard when the boat entered one of the dams. The
water was high, and the captain, putting the tiller into the

hands of his new auxiliary, descended into the cabin for his

breakfast. In a very short time the boat gave a great

thump, and running up the stairs the captain found the bow
of the boat up against the tow path ; the stern, carried out by
the force of the current, was swirling out half-way across

the river, while his steersman was hanging on manfully to

the tiller.

"Hello, you old black scoundrel," cried the captain, ex-
citedly, "I thought you said you could steer a boat!"

"So I kin, sah," replied the imperturbable darkey, "so I
kin, sah; dat is not my fault, sah; dat is de bow's man's
fault, my end is out far enough I" T. J. Chapman
PiTTSBCBG, Pa.

ON THE EDGE OF THE GRAN CHACO.
TOLD BY WILLIAM KINGSBURY TO WILLIAM H. AVIS.

Chapter II.

The sun had just risen when we reached the edge of a
long Canada and we could see the river a mile and a half
away. The road was now lined with algarrobo trees,

from whose limbs hung yellowish pods Gin. in length.

These pods are eagerly eaten by cattle, horses and other
animals.
We crossed the river on a flat-bottomed ferryboat and

struck off along the river bank. We were now getting

into a wilder country, and as we progressed we saw many
flocks of pigeons and gaudily-colored paroquets. While
we had met mostly pampas land heretofore, our route now
led through alternating patches of thick monte and high-
grassed meadow land. Then again we would occasionally

sight an ostrich or deer. As it would have been wanton
slaughter to kill any of the larger game, for we wished to

travel as light as possible and not to load the horses down
with meat, we let the ostriches and deer go unmolested.
We well knew that we were bound for a section where they
were plenty and the meat could be used.

That noon we stopped in the shade cast by the foliage of

a large algarrobo tree. When the horses had been turned
loose to feed upon the rich, succulent grass that bordered
the river's bank, and while Jim skirmished for fuel for a
fire, I hunted up some fishing tackle, and after baiting the
hook with a piece of raw meat went to the river and cast

in. Presently the line tightened with a dull, heavy tug,

then, as it commenced to swerve slowly to the right, I gave
a quick jerk and found I had hooked something. As I

hauled in hand over hand the line gyrated sluggishly in
the water, and I soon landed a catfish that weighed in the
neighborhood of 61bs. Casting in again I soon had its

mate, and as we now had more fish than we could possibly
eat, I quit.

Unlike the catfish of our own countrj' the flesh of the
catfish of the Salado River has a very fine flavor. Tbie is

because the waters of the Salado are salt. Instead of black
this fish is a very light gray. From the river Parana I
have seen them taken as heavy as ISOlbs,

We spitted the fish and broiled them over the coals
until they had the delicate, brownish hue of perfectly
cooked fish.

The country through which we passed that afternoon
was similar to that of the morning, but wilder. As we
drew further away from civilization game of all descriptions
appeared in greater quantity. Deer and ostrich grew more
numerous. While we were passing through a monte we
were startled by a sudden stir in the thick undergrowth
nearby, and a large puma ajjpeared to view bounding off
into the forest's depths; he disappeared so quickly that we
were unable to get a shot at him. We also saw a great ant-
hill, which showed indications ofhaying been visited by a
great ant bear.

We camped under a giant ombu tree, and after the camp
had been established I repaired to the river and soon
secured a good mess of catfish. Jim in the meantime had
shot half a dozen pigeons from a nearby tree with the
Parker.
When we finally sought our blankets, we were unable

to obtain much sleep on account of the stranee and some-
times fierce sounds which emanated from the depths of
the wild, thick monte, on the edge of which we were en-
camped.
Next morning, as we were crossing a low Canada where

the long grass grew so rank and high in places that we
were unable to see over its top from the saddle, Jim dis-

covered an ostrich nest half full of egg shells. Near the
nest we we found half a dozen bad eggs, which plainly in-

dicated that the old bird had done hatching for the season.

The nest was fully a yard in diameter, and was buUt up
from the ground in a sort of mound shape. The top was
scooped out saucer-like, and was filled with soft grass.

Now we know that as a general thing ostriches do not
build nests in this manner; therefore, we concluded that
the birds who had built in such a peculiar shape must
have had some reason for it. Whether we were right or
wrong, we finally concluded that as the cafiada was more
or less covered with water during the rainy season, the
old birds had built the nest mound-shape in order to keep
the eggs dry.

The grass in which we found the nest is very common
throughout the pampas of the Argentine Republic. Start-

ing in bunches from the ground in the springtime, it grows
to a height of 2Jft., and is very luxuriant. The blade
starting wide at the base, gradually tapers to an extreme
point. Out of the center of each bunch of grass grows a
number of long reeds, which average fully 9ft. in height.
The tips of these reeds are surmounted by long, drooping,
feather-like flowers, which, in the fall of the year, look
like silver. The effects of the sun's rays shining upon
miles and miles of these waving plumes is beautiful be-
yond description, and can only be likened to light trem-
bling on a boundless sea of scintillating silver. Among all
this beauty, however, lurk many dangers, for here the
scorpion, centipede, tarantula and different varieties of
reptiles find homes. It also shields from view (in the
wilder sections of the country) the puma, jaguar (or
South American lion), the hungry wolf, and other fierce

beasts.

That evening we reached San Justo, which is a typical
Argentine Republic frontier town. It is near the edge of
the Gran Chaco, and is also near the Salado River. While
leisurely passing through the town, we suddenly heard the
advancing clatter of an approaching horse. We were ex-
ceedingly surprised to have a fully accoutred vigilante, or
frontier policeman, dash up to us, and inform us in Span-
ish that we must go with him. We asked him how had
we broken the law, and he said that the captain would ex-
plain when we reached the quartel, or police station.
After considerable argument we found there was no es-

cape, so we went with him.
Having reached police headquarters, which we found to

be a long, low, white-washed building near the plaza, we
were ordered to dismount, and were immediately sur-
rounded by half a dozen vigilantes. In the crowd was the
commissario or captain, a dark, thin, wiry-looking individ-
ual with a short, cropped beard and mustache. As we
stood with our hands on our bridle reins, this individual
questioned us closely as to our business and destination;
he also made himself obnoxiously free in an examination
ou our property.
Jim finally grew hot under such treatment, and when

he could stand it no longer, he showered upon the commis-
sario and his horde such an explosive volley of expressive
Spanish, as to cause them to stand gaping in jealous
amazement at his wonderful ability to surpass even them-
selves at that game.
After the commissario had critically examined my Win-

chester, and had plainly stated that it very much resem-
bled one that had been stolen from him a year before,
then it was my turn to grow hot. WhHe I do not lav
claim to be able to command such an u'inbroken flow of
adjectives as Jim can, still I fairly outdid myself in my
eftbrts on this occasion to do the subject justice. I in-

formed the commissario that nothing but the brain of an
idiot would absorb the notion that any gtin manufactory
built each gun differently. "This," I said, "could be easily
understood by a jackass, as that animal has brains; but by
a commissario—never!" Now it was the commissario's
turn to grow hot, but he very soon cooled down when Jim
informed him that we were friends of Don Pancho,
Don Pancho was the principal ranchman of that neigh-

borhood, and the most important individual in the com-
munity, therefore, when Jim informed the commissario that
we were on our way to the Don's estancia, he not only
cooled down, but he immediately assumed a most polite

and apologetic tone, and we were allowed to depart with-
out further molestation. Jim's ready wit had saved us
much trouble. As a general thing these petty oflScials

make themselves exceedingly obnoxious in all parts of the
Republic. Like many insignificant office holders in our
own country, they absorb the idea that they are fearfully

and wonderfully important. Apparently, such officials as
these subsist more on boodle extracted from the pockets of
the unwary than from their own salaries.

,

The sun had set before we left the town, and we hurried
to cross the river before dark. When we had arrived at

the outskirts of the town we hailed a passing native and
inquired of hini the right direction to the river. After
giving us full information he told us that we were on a
dangerous road and that we stood a good chance of meet-
ing thieves, especially after dark. We thanked him and
continued on our way. Soon the moon rose and flooded

the earth with silver. When we had arrived within 200
or 300yds. of the toll bridge that spans the Salado we
turned abruptly to the right and entered a thick monte.
Here we prepared our camp for the night.

We experienced a most miserable time that night fight-

ing mosquitoes, but made up for lost slumber by sleeping

well into the next forenoon. When finally we arose I

went to the river to bathe and to fish, and Jim started off

with his gun after birds. When I returned to camp with
fish enough for breakfast, I found Jim there ahead of me.
He was preparing some paroquets, which he had shot, for

broiling over the coals.

We reached San Antonio that evening and were wel-
comed by our old friend Croft. The estancia Rincon de
San Antonio is a large ranch, fully thirty miles in length
and fifteen miles in its widest part. Thousands of head of

cattle, horses and sheep are owned here. Croft, an Eng-
lishman, was the principal ranchman on the place.

We camped on the porch of the house that night, but
obtained very little sleep. Not only were the mosquitoes
nearly unendurable, but a band of Oorentinas arrived in

the middle of the night with a large troop of cattle for the
estancia. They killed a steer and cooked its flesh over a
large fire. They made the night hideous with their wild
howls and wilder carousals.

The Corentinas are full-blooded Indians, and a wild lot

they are, too. Very few of them speak Spanish. The
reason for this is that the Jesuits learned the Oorentina's
language when they settled among them; then they
preached to them in their own language.

We breakfasted with our friend Croft and his wife next
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morning. Croft owned a place in Soledad, and he invited
us to go there and make it our headquarters until the
arrival of H. After breakfast we saddled and started for
Soledad. ,

'

While crossing the canada we saw plenty of game, such
as deer, ostriches, partridges and martinets. Many flocks
of ducks rose from the lagoons.
We reached the ranch about 4 o'clock, and were warmly

received by Don Antonio. The old Don conducted us to a
shanty by the side of his own house, and invited us to
make ourselves perfectly at home and stay as long as we
wished.
Don Antonio's family numbered nine members—his

wife, himself and seven children. The eldest of his three
daughters, a maiden of sixteen, was a real Spanish beauty,
possessing all those charming features of beauty so charac-
teristic of young Spanish women. Such were the associates
with whom our lot was cast for a month.
Never will I forget the jolly gatherings on semi-tropical

evenings under the orange trees; nor tales of adventures
and travels (indulged in by members of the company) in
foreign lands, while the mate passed from one to another
ih much the same manner as Indians would pass the pipe
of peace; then, there were the soft, sweet, Spanish songs
sung by the beautiful Senorita to the enchanting accom-
paniment of the guitar. Those were happy times, and if

health and strength do not fail me, I mean some day to
live them over again.

We had been here but a short time, and while we had
done as yet no hunting for large game, still, we had man-
aged to keep the family more than supplied with par-
tridges, martinets, ducks and geese, and had not allowed
them to want for plenty of fish.

Finally a day came which none who saw it can ever for-

get. The sun rose that morning beautiful and clear, and
all indications pointed to clear weather for some time to
come. Jim bagged a good lot of birds in the afternoon,
and I returned toward evening fairly staggering under a
heavy string of fish taken from the waters of the San
Antonio. When the evening meal had been disposed of
our jolly circle gathered in its accustomed place under the
orange trees, and, as usual, with joke, song and anecdote
whiled a number of hours away. The moon shone bright
and silvery, casting a network of shadows under the trees;

a gentle breeze tempered the air to a delicious coolness.
Suddenly, without the slightest warning or apparent
cause, the breeze ceased, the atmosphere grew oppressively
hot, almost to sufibcation it seemed. Looking at a small
thermometer which I always carried, I was sm-prised to

find that it registered 112°.

Soon a breeze commenced gently to blow from the south.
At first it was as stifling as the heated breath of a furnace,
but it gradually grew cooler and cooler, until the condi-
tions of an hour before were completely reversed and the
thermometer showed 75°, a drop of nearly 40° within
an hour. A haze like a curtain of gauze began to spread
itself far and near over the face of the heavens. Through
this misty curtain the moon shone, dull and lueterless.

Now and then a strange, tremulous rumbling, which
seemed to come from everywhere at once, filled the air;

this mysterious sound gradually grew louder and louder.
Finally, drove after drove of cattle, horses and sheep went
thundering over the pampas toward the thick montes.
Well they knew the fierce pampero ! They had seen it

spread death and destruction among their kind before.
The members of the family by this time had also become
thoroughly frightened, and as for Jim and me—well, the
less said the better.

Soon, away ofi^ down low, where the wide pampas seemed
to lift its breast to the horizon, a line of ink-like blackness
appeared to rise out of the earth and spread like a sable
pall across the heavens. Slowly, s'owly at first it climbed,
then faster and faster. It was as if a rpillion factory chim-
neys were belching forth great volumes of soot below the
horizon's edge. Out of the very ground stream upon
stream of lurid flame leaped in jagged lines of fire to the
extreme ends of this line ofstygian blackness; it appeared
that earth and sky had suddenly become transformed into

a mammoth furnace of raging fire and tumbling smoke.
This wild scene was accompanied by one incessant roar of
continuous thunder. The wind, which had been steadily
increasing, was now blowing a gale, and it was very cold;

it was nothing, however, compared to what was coming.
We watched the awful approach of the pampero with

trembling and fear. While we knew our brick shanty (as

well as the old Don's house) was strongly secured by heavy
steel cables which passed over the low roof to the ground
on either side, and were there anchored deeply in the
earth, still we well knew that the full strength of shanty,
house and cables would be tested to their utmost before
the terrible storm had passed. In fact we feared greatly
that everything would be swept away and greatly
dreaded to enter the shanty; yet we knew we could not
stay outside.

When the pampero had climbed to near the zenith the
Don and his family entered the house, and Jim and I

walked over to our dwelling where we stood for an instant
looking, as it seemed, into the very bowels of hell. Just
as that world of fire, roar and blackness seemed crouching
for the final spring that would prove the destruction of
everything with which it should come in contact, we
entered the shanty and tightly secured the door. We
had hardly secured the window when it seemed that all

the forces of perdition had been turned loose upon the
earth.

It would he useless for mortal, with, either tongue or
pen, to attempt to describe that storm. To be realized it

would have had to be seen, and even then, I doubt if a
true picture of its terrific grandeur and awful sublimity
could have been retained by the strongest human mind,
for it seemed to dull and numb the very sensibilities; we
didn't sleep a wink all night long. The incessant roar of
the wind, which rocked the shanty as if it were a cradle;

tbift stupefying boom of the thunder and the crashing vol-
leys of hailstones on the roof not only prevented sleep, but
made it impossible for us to talk, as we could not hear onp
another's voice. We simply lay side by side in a sort of
stupor until morning. Jt was an awful night, and we were
thankful indeed when, shortly after daylight, the storm
epent its strength and passed away.
When we realized that the storm was really over we

ventured forth into the open air, and what a sight was
presented to our viewl The sun was shining brightly; a
brisk, delightftil breeze swept from off the pampas, across
piles and miles qf heavy grass that had been flattened to

the ground; but lo—most wonderful to relate—there,
where had trickled the San Antonio, a stream but a few
yards wide the day before, flowed a mighty river fully two
miles wide. No cattle, horses or sheep met the sight, but
the old Don seemed not to be concerned on that account.
He said that while some had undoubtedly been killed, he
was sure that the number would be small, and that the
others would soon return from the thick forests where they
hadi betaken themselves the night before for protection from
the storm. He was right, for before night the plains
around the house were once more covered with stock, I

think that not more than fifty head had been killed, and
they were mostly sheep.

Chapter III.

After breakfast, Don Antonio proposed that we take all

the dogs, and that all hands go on a grand biscatchera ex-
terminating expedition. This, of course, not only meant
the destruction of any biscatcheras that we might come
across, but the slaughter of the inmates as well. It must
be understood that the biscatcha (the animal which lives

in the house or biscatchera) is an inveterate enemy of the
ranchman of the Argentine Republic. Owners of estancias
infested with these pests find it impossible to get entirely
rid of them. Besides undermining the ground and build-
ing large mounds on the surface, the biscatcha eats off the
grass, leaving the ground barren, and in other ways causes
great damage. Thousands and thousands of dollars are
yearly expended by the ranchmen in their efforts to rid
their estancias of the pests.

It would have puzzled the brain of any naturalist had
he been compelled to figure out the different strains of the
mixed breeds of the eight or ten mongrels that accom-
panied us on our exterminating tour that morning.
There were big dogs and little dogs, fat dogs and lean
dogs, fall dogs and short dogs; in fkct, they were of all

sorts, sizes and colors, also of all temperaments; one and
all, however, thoroughly understood the business they
were to be engaged in, as they plainly showed by the
wild, excited manner in which they tumbled about when
they saw us preparing for business.
We started for a large bipcatcha village down by the river.

Jim carried his Parker, while I had my faithful Winches-
ter. The old Don was armed with a. machete; each of
his four sons carried a shovel. The shovels were to be
used in digging gutters from the flooded lagoons to the
entrances of the biscatcheras, so as to flood the biscatchas
out. It was but a short while before the fun commenced.

Selecting the largest biscatchera (mound) nearest a la-
goon, the boys set to work and soon dug a trench to the
main entrance of the mound from the lagoon. We had
stopped up all the smaller holes, making it impossible for
the biscatchas to come out any other way than by the
main entrance. When the trench connected entrance and
lagoon, the water rushed in in a flood. Before long we
could hear sniffjngs, snorts and splashes; then as the hole
filled up and the sounds grew plainer, we looked in and
could see, now and then, a biscatcha pop his head above
the rapidly rising water, only to disappear again. The
water had nearly reached the top of the hole when there
was a sudden rush, and a large buck biscatcha broke like
a shot from the hole; quick as he was, however, the old
Don was quicker, for, like a streak, he brought his machete
down on the biscatcha'a neck with such force as to com-
pletely sever the head from its body.
Before the old don was ready to stop him, another bis-

catcha, then another, broke from the hole. Jim and I
fired as quick as we could, and dropped them both in
their tracks. Thpy were now coming so fast that we more
than had our hands full, and between the reports of the
guns, the furious snapping, growling and barking of the
dogs, the wild swipes made by tne old Don with his ma-
chete, and his sons with their shovels, the scrambling
ground and lofty tumblings in the mud and water, the
snorts, yells, howls and laughter; it was by far the most
animated bit of hunting I £ad ever indulged in or wit-
nessed. We killed in the neighborhood of twenty-fi-ve
biscatchas at this mound, and when they ceased to come
out the water was turned into another mound, and soon
the same performance was being enacted over again.
We killed that morning more than 200 of these animals,

and had it not taken so long for the water to fill the holes,
there can be no doubt but we would have killed more than
twice that number. Some of the small, young ones, we
took with us to the house; they are very tender and very
good eating when properly cooked. The old ones are
coarse and tough, have a strong, disagreeable flavor, and
are seldom eaten.
That afternoon more than fifty boys came from the vil-

lage of Soledad on horseback and carried off the dead bis-
catchas. They took them for the skins, which when cut
into thin strips are highly prized for mending reins, sad-
dles and shoes.
As the meat larder was running lo w, and as Jim and I

didn't care to live entirely on biscatcha meat, we decided
to go on a hunt after large game.
We were away before sunrise. Jim decided to hunt the

caOada along the edge of the overflowed river, while I
struck ofi in the direction of the open pampas. After a
mile I thought I could make out the backs of three deer
showing above the grass on the top of a knoll some dis-

tance ahead. Dismounting, I hobbled the horse and set
out to stalk them. Carefully working my way to where I
judged I would be able to obtain a view, I cautiously raised
my head, and there, about 300yds. off, stood an old buck,
a doe and a young buck. They were the common, small
deer of the pampas called gama. Quickly dropping to the
ground again, I waited a short while, then quietly com-
menced to snake my way through the grass once more, I
had gone another lOOyds. when I was startled by a loud
hissing directly in front of my face. Lifting my head, I
found myself gazing into the wide, gaping mouth of an
iguana.

While I knew an iguana would not be apt to attack a
person unless cornered and compelled to defend itself,

still, I'm not the one to say that I was not frightened at
the predicament I was in; the very unexpectedness of the
occurrence was enough to startle anyone. I felt my flesh
creep, and mv hair nearly lifted my hat for an instant;
then, as I realized that the animal before me was almost
harmless, and that it was undoubtedly more frightened
than 1 was, I could hardly help laughing at thought of the
ludicrousness of the situation. There in front of me and
disputing the way stood the iguana. It had raised itself

as high upon its legs as it possibly gould^ and thus it

stood with lashing tail and wide-open mouth hissing like
a goose, it looked exceedingly comical. I reached for my
rifle, which I had dropped in my first surprise, and was
pulling it toward me, when the iguana made a sudden
dive, and as I ducked my head scrambled helter-skelter
over my back. I gave him a parting kick as he disap-
peared in the grass behind me. This movement on the
part of the iguana was more than I had bargained for.

Whether he really intended to attack me, I cannot say. I
think, however, that he probably lost his head and could
not see where he was going in his desire to escape.
Whether he intended to attack me or not, I have no desire
to experience another such close meeting.
Taking a cautious peep I was considerably gratified to

observe that the deer were still feeding, and were not over
200yd8. away. Continuing the cautious advance, I worked
up to what I judged was another hundred yards. I lay
low for awhile, then ventured another peep, and there,
within easy range, stood the three deer.
As it was no new thing for me to shoot deer, and as they

seemed not to be in any hurry to leave, evidently not
having discovered my presence, I worked slowly up to an
extra thick clump of grass and sat down. The deer would
feed first in one direction, then in another, and they
looked so innocent, graceful and beautiful, that I really
regretted to shoot them. I watched them for perhaps half
an hour, then selecting the young buck waited until he
turned broadside to me, poked the rifle through the clump
of grass and fired. At the report the buck dropped like a
stone; he must have been killed instantly.
The old buck and doe, instead of running away, stopped

eating and commenced to walk around the fallen deer in
a curious manner. They would sniff at the body, then
gaze all around, the old buck stamping and whistling all
the while.
As it was near the rutting season I decided not to fire at

the old buck. So I killed the doe. "^r***
I now thought that the old buck would surely run, but

I was mistaken, for he made no effort whatever in that
direction. Instead he stood stamping and whistling
louder than ever. He had an elegant pair of antlers for
his species, but as I was not hunting antlers but meat, and
as I had secured all the meat we would be able to use for
some time to come, and as it would have been useless
slaughter to have killed him, I jumped upon my feet, and,
waving my arms above my head, let out such an unearthly
yell that the old fellow started to gallop like the wind
across the pampas, and it was but a short while before he
was out of sight.

The buck and doe were in good condition, plump and
fat. Fastening their legs securely together with a piece of
rawhide, which I always carried for just such a purpose,
after considerable trouble I managed to swing them across
the horse behind the saddle. Then, mounting, I started
slowly for the house, the deer partly dragging on the ground
each side of the horse.
I had not gone far before I saw Jim riding slowly toward

me, and I could see that he was not returning empty-
handed. I could make out some kind of game on his horse
back of the saddle. When we met, I saw that he had shot
a large ostrich. He had his game secured in the usualway
of carrying an ostrich—its neck had been drawn through
the saddle girth on one side the horse, while one leg
had been secured in a like manner on the opposite side.
"I went about a mile after we parted," he said, "when,

as I reached the edge of the river, I happened to look off
to one side and saw a whole troop of ostriches coming
down to the river. Riding well to leeward of them, I left
the horse, and after considerable crawling managed to get
up to within 50yds. I selected the nicest bird in the lot
and immediately cut loose with a charge of buckshot. As
the ostrich dropped, the rest of the troop cut out at such a
clip that they were soon out of sight. I could easily have
shot another, only I reserved my second barrel in order to
finish this one in case he should prove not to be dead. I
found, however, that the gun had done good work, as the
ostrich was stone dead when I reached it."

When we arrived at the house it was near dinner time,
so we immediately skinned the ostrich and two deer, and
it was but a short while before the delicious odor of broil-
ing venison filled the air. After dinner, we cut the deer
meat into strips, which we jerked, then salted and hung
in the sun, so that it would dry. We presented the ostrich
skin to the eldest daughter, and she declared that she
would make it into a shoulder cape. This she could easily
do, and beautiful capes they are, being not only orna-
mental, but perfectly waterproof as well.
News was brought us that afternoon that a Gaucho'sbaby

had died in the town of Soledad; and that a dance of the
little Angelito would be celebrated the next night at the
Gaucho's house. As about everybody attends on such oc-
casions, we all decided to go.

The dance of the little Angelito is in some respects some-
what similar to an Irish wake. At a dance of the little

Angelito dancing is indulged in, and generally this dance
is continued night after night, in different houses (as the
dead child is borrowed first by one person, then another)
until it becomes absolutely necessary to bury the body.
While I am not entirely sure that 1 am right, still, I think
that this custom is an old Indian one; at any rate, I never
saw it practiced among the full-blooded Spaniards. As
many of the Gauchos are half-breeds, they of course ob-
serve many Indian customs, and I think this dance is one
of them.
Soon after sundown next evening Jim and I and a

couple of the boys started on horseback for the Gaucho's
house, where the dance was to be held. When we had
reach d our destination and dismounted, we found our-
selves in front of a long, low whitewashed shanty, built of
sun-di ied bricks. That we were not the first to arrive was
plainly evident by the number of horses which were tied
around about. Tying our horses to a couple of spare posts,
we entered the house, which we found to be thickly
crowd iid. At the farther end of the room was a table, and
stretched at full length on the lable and dressed in white
lay tlie body of the dead child; around it a number of
candles were burning.
When we were observed by the people in the room,

they parted as best they could, and Jim and I were con-
ducted up near the table where the baby lay, and were
given seats. We had been employed on a nearby rancho
a couple of years before, and so were pretty Well known
by the people present. Being white men,iwe were treated
very courteously. In fact, full-blooded white people are
always treatecl wjth great civility by the Gawc^o^ an^ Iri
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dians. Especially is this the case when the whites are

supposed to be Englishmen.
The low tone of three guitars (solemnly played for the

monotonous dance that was in progress) seemed to be

played by hidden musicians; for, as the men, women and
children were all smoking cigarillos, the room was so

filled with smoke that we could not see the players. The
conditions were such, in fact, as to make breathing really

difficult.

In one place, dimly showing through the thick haze of

smoke, would be gathered a group of dried, wrinkled, old

women, while in another part of the room would be a lot

of old men. In still another place gathered young people,

some of whom—especialljr the girls—were exceedingly

handsome. Scattered promiscuously among these different

groups, could be seen the picturesque dress of the Gaucho;

the wide, flowing lumbachas (breeches), the high-heeled

boots, the broad-brimmed hats, the white phirts, short,

black coats and silver-trimmed belts; the fierce, black

moustachios and gleaming white teeth of these rovers of

the pampas; the slow, easy movements of the mirthless

dancers; the firefly-like glow of countless cigarillos show-

ing dimly through" the thick haze of tobacco smoke; the

dead baby lying so still and white; all these combined
formed a picture so strange that once looked upon it could

never be forgotten. We staid until after 2 o'clock, when
the dance ended for the night.

The dancers had nearly all dispersed, and Jim and I

were about to mount our horses, when, suddenly six re-

volver shots rang out in quick succession from down the

road. The shots were followed by some shouting and
screaming, and as it appeared something important had
happened, we quickly swung ourselves into saddles, and
with hands on revolvers galloped in the direction of the

trouble. We found a small crowd gathered around a car-

riage, in wliich a woman was seated. She was supporting

in her arms the body of a man. She was the wife of the

Juez de Paz (Justice of Peace),' and the body she supported

was that of her husband. He had been shot six times by
one of his own vigilantes, and was stone dead.

The man who had done the shooting escaped into the

Gran Chaco. He was the murdered man's sergeant and
had killed him on account of some family trouble. He
was subsequently captured and is now confined in the

State prison at La Plata.

Next morning Jim's horse, Zino, was missing, as also

was the rope by which he had been tethered. This was
his favorite horse an,d he felt very badly over its disap-

pearance. We hunted in all directions the whole' of that

day, but could find no signs of the horse; he had evidently

been stolen. It seemed strange that my horse had not

been molested, as he was tethered right near Jim's.

A FUR TRADER'S JOURNAL.
The value of Dr. Coues's historical work on the early

Western explorers is so well known as to need no comment.
It appeals alike to the historian, the geographer, the natu-

ralist, and the ethnologist, for the work of these early ex-

plorers in virgin fields covered a very wide range From
the necessities of the case, however, this work was general,

and much of it requires interpretation at the hands of a

specialist, and comment in the fight of events and informa-

tion that are more recent. No one is better fitted to do this

work than is Dr. Coues; himself a traveler, a naturalist,

and a writer whose abilities are sufficiently familiar to every

one.

His latest contribution to the early history of the West
has just appeared from the press of Francis P Harper. It

consists of the journals of Alesanrier Henry,. fur trader of

the Northwest Company, and of David Thompson, official

geoarapher and explorer of the same company, and covers a
nenod extending from 1799-1814. The story told by these

journals is one of exploration, trading and adventure among
the Indians on the Red, Saskatchewan, Missouri and Co-
lumbia rivers, and from the dates given it is evident that

this wide extent of country was then almost untouched by
white men; no visible impression had been made on the

numbers of the wild animals by the coming of the traders,

and but little on the manners and customs of the natives.

Alexander Henry was the younger of two men of the same
name—uncle and nephew—both of whom were fur traders

leading "similar lives in like scenes under identical occupa-
tions." The Travels and Adventures in Canada and the In-

dian Territ-jries, between the Years 1760 and 1776, written

by the elder Henry, was published in New York in 1809; the

journal of the younger man is preserved in the Library of

Parliament at Ottawa, and is the basis of the present work.
Apart from the actual editorial work, the condensing

smoothing, polishing and the elision of unimportant matters

needed for this journal, is the critical comment by the editor,

a most useful and most interesting part of the present work.
This covers the naming and locating of all, or nearly all,- the

individuals mentioned in Henry's journal. To do this it

was necessary to become familiar with the history of the

Northwest Fur Company, and others with which it had
close relations, with the lists of its employees, with its routes
of travel, and with a host of other details, many of them
apparently of trifling importance, but all having a bearing
on this journal. Besides this, the geographical notes repre-

sent a vast amount of work in the identification of places

whose old names have long been forgotten, comparison of

places named by Henry with the same places to-day, and the

tracing of the writer's sometimes obscure routes.

David Thompson, whose name appears on the title page of

the present work as its co-author with Henry, was celebrated

as an astronomer, geographer, explorer and discoverer, whose
service with the Hudson Bay Compan y, the Northwest Com-
pany and the International Boundary Commission covered
many years. His contributions to the work, which are

chiefly geographical, are, like Dr. Coues's, in the ibim of
notes, the main text being solely Henry's.

'

Henry was a fur trader—a business man, looking for his

profit from trade, and willing to go to any reasonable
lengths to secure his end—which was a good trade. He never
forgot that he was in the country for furs. And yet he was
a simple-hearted man, whose kindly qualities cannot fail"

often to attract us, while on the other hand the stern moral-^

ist may stand aghast at some of his relations, As the editor

remarks, this is not a work pmris mrginibusque, but ifr is re-

plete with interest for adults.

For readers of Fokest and Stream this interest hats to do
largely with the enormous abundance of wild game in those

eai'ly days, and with the ways of the Indians. Of these mat-
ters the volumes are full. Thus, in the Red River Valley,

wiiere the brigade camped Aug. 26, 1800, Henry says j "The

Indians had found the ground on which we tented covered

with buffaloes and shot several, the carcasses of which lay

near us, only lacking the choice bits. The ravages of the

buffalo at this place are astonishing to a person unaccus-

tomed to these meadows. The beach, once a soft, black

mud into which a man would sink knee-deep, is now naade

hard as pavement by the numerous herds coming to drink.

The willows are entirely trampled and torn to pieces; even

the bark of the smaller trees is rubbed off in m^ny places.

The grass on the first bank of the river is entirely worn
away. Numerous paths, some of which are a foot deep in

the hard turf, come from the plains to the brink of the river,

and the vast quantity of dung gives this place the appearance

of a cattle yard "

Again, in the same valley and only a day or two later,

while buildine; the fort at Panbian (Peni bina), he saj s

:

"We saw five bears. D smaraia and myself crossed over

and pursued them. We had a long chase and repeatedly

s'ghted them, bui. they escaped us ia the brush. On our

i-pturn we found a larpe one lying dead, which we supposed

must have been wounded by the Indians some time ago

He was swelled \ip and ready to burst. Bears make prodi-

gious ravages in the brush and willows; the plum trees are

torn to pieces, and every tree that bears fruit has shared the

same fate; the tops of the oaks are also very roughly handled

—broken and torn down to get the acorns. The havoc they

commit is astonishing; their dung lies about in the woods as

plentiful as that of the buffalo in the meadow."
This comment on the abundance of the animals is not,- it

must be remembered, that of a novice, but of an old hunter,

to whom such things had been long familiar. Remarks sim-

ilar to these are made about the red deer (elk, Cervus canaden-

sis) on this river.

An interesting comment on the keenness of the scent of the

bufl'alo and an observation which has no doubt been par-

alleled by more than one of our readers, ia given in this

citation

:

"We saw a great herd of (buffalo) cows going at full speed

southward, but on coming to our track, which goes to the

Salt Lake, they began to smell the ground, and, as suddenly

as if they had bepn fired at, turned toward the mountains.

It is surprising how sagacious those animals are When iu

the least alarmed they will smell the track of even a single

pei son in the grass, and run away in a contrary direction. I

have seen large herds walking very slowly to pasture, and
feeding as they went, come to a place where some persons

had passed on foot, when they would instantly stop, smell

the ground, draw back a few paces, bellow, and tear up the

earth with their horns. Sometimes the whole herd would
range along the route, keeping up a terrible noise until one

of them was hardy enough to jump over, when they would
all follow and run some distance."

As bearing on a subject recently discussed in Forest
AND Stream, the following is of interest :

"The Crees inform me they have seen a calf as white as

snow in a herd of buffalo. White buffalo are very scarce.

They are of inestimable value among the nations of the

Missouri, but of none to the Crees and Assinaboines, except

to trade to the other nations. There are also some of a dirty

gra}'^, but these are very rare."

Henry mentions frequently and at length the vast num.
bers of dead buffalo flouting down the river in spring— "one
continuous line in the current for two days and nights"

—

animals drowned either by breaking through the ice or by
being mired in attempting to cross the river, and Dr. Coues
quotes from Massoa, John McDonnell journal of May 18,

1795, when he was descending the Qa'Appelie River, as

saying:
"Observing a good many carcasses of buffalo in the river

and along its banks, I was taken up the whole day with
counting them, and to my surprise found I had numbered
when we put up at night 7,360 drowned and mired along the

river and in it. It is true, in one or two places, i went on
shore and walked from one carcass to another, where they

lay from three to five files deep,"

We learn that wolf puppies are born on Red River about
April 1, and that May 1 ihe stench of the decaying buffalo

along the stream was "intolerable," and "that their number
lying along tlie beach and on the banks above passes all im-

agination
"

Very interesting is Henry's frequent use of terms now ob-

solete in the Northwest, and which we have heard employed
only by the oldest voyageurs. Such are: to tent, now to

c&va<();fortbois, or strong wood for heavy timber; en decou-

verte, or on discovery, for on a scout.

In July, 1806, Henry naade a trip to the villages of the

Mandanes and Big Bellies,' tribes now living at FortBerthold,

in North Dakota, and while with them accompanied them to

the Northern Cheyenne camp, where a peace was to be made,
an attempt which seems not to have been crowned with
marked success. His return to the Pembina post and the

season of 1807 and 1808, closes the first volume of 446 pages.

Part II. of Henry's journal deals with the Saskatchewan.
We follow him from the Red River, through Lake Winnipeg
and up the Saskatchewan to its headwaters. During the

yeari 1808-1811 he built and occupied various posts on the

North Saskatchewan, and on this stream he traded with the

Assinaboines, Crees, the three tribes of the Blackfeet, the

Sircees and the Atsena, which are now
.
called the Prairie

Gro3 Ventres. Everywhere through the journal are interest-

ing references to gaiue and fish, and to Indians and their

habits. Some of his accounts of the Indians are wonder-
fully good, and full of spirit and flavor. With the Indians

he had much trouble, and he complained bitterly of this, not

seeming to realize that the difficulty was due in large measure
to the fact that he was trading liquor to them. Mingled
with all this are references to the number of eggs that he

puts under his setting hens, the announcement of the fact

that one of his hens hatched a chicken, the fact that his

potatoes did not come to anything, and that his turnips have
run to leaves. , ,

'

On page 558 is mention of Mr. Bird, a Hudson's Bay Co.

employee, of whose first name Dr Coues knowis nothing.

This was probably Thomas Bird. His son, a hilf breed, also

named Thomas, died only two or three years ago in the

Piegan country in northern Montana at a" great
^

age. His
grandson, also Thomas, was living recently.

'

Horse thieves, usually Crees and Assinaboines, were very
troublesome at Port Vermillion in February, -ISlO; Here is

one example of their boldness. Henry says: '-My people

had a narrow escape this morning from being murdered by
a party of sixteen thieves, who met them at Piahtes River.

They said the thieves had been watching forscveral days near
the fort, and had been up as far as Moose Creek, but couM
find no horses; also that they had watched two days near the

fort to shoot ine, as they really wanted my, scalp; but that

having been disappointed ^bputbQthmjsc^lp my horses,

they must absolutely have Clement's scalp. The thieves had
also said that they knew Cardinal and Martelle, and would
do them no harm, further than taking some trifling ariicl'S

from tbem, such as their tobacco, belts, knives, and two new
guns which belonged to me. Our people gave them to

understand that they had come from some Indian's tents

en derouine (on a trading journey), having their sleds loaded

with skins and furs which Cardinal eot from the freemen on
the road; at which the thieves said they would take the furs,

were these not too heavy to carry on their backs. If our

men had been loaded with dry goods we should have lost

everything, but fortunately the thieves did not see the bag
of balls which lay under a bundle of skins. Cardinal, who
is a most loquacious person, was exercised to the utmost of

his ability, and by his fluency saved the life of Clement from
these scoundrels. They were so bent on mischief that after

they had let our men go and Cardinal had proceeded a few
paces, they came up to him and offered to return the guns
and other articles they had taken if he would drive ahead
and leave Clement behind, for they absolutely must have his

scalp. Here Cardinal was put to his wit's end; however, he
pulled out a pistol he had concealed, and gave it to one of

the Crees, who seemed to be the most decent one of the lot,

beerging this fellow to give him charity, and allow his com-
rade to live also. This had the desired effect; the Cree in-

stantly placed himself between our people and the Indiana,

telling Cardinal to drive on and fear nothing."

. On Oct. 8, 1810, Henry tells us of another white buffalo, •

saying: "These Piegans had the fresh hide of a bull they had
killed at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. This was really

a curiosity. The hair on the back was dirty white, the long
hair under the throat and fore legs iron gray, and the sides

and belly were yellow. I wished to purchase, but the owner
would not part with it on any consideration."

In November he speaks of the abundance of grizzly bears,

saying that one of his men bad killed five buffalo, but the

giizzly bears were so numerous that they devoured three be-

fore the hunter could cut them up and carry them to camp.
On the same day he speaks of the strong wood buffalo

(mountain bison) as being numerous, but as wild as moose.

Crossing the mountains toward the Pacific slope Henry saw
his first mountain sheep and white goat, which greatly im-

pressed him. After reaching the headwaters of a stream

flowing into the Columbia, he turned back again toward the

east.

Chapter XXIL is devoted in large part to accounts of the

Indians living on both sides of the mountain, but more space

is given to the Piegans and their habits than to any others,

and it is evident that the author thinks more highly of that

tribe than of any of those which he met with east of the

mountains.
Between the close of Part 11. and Part HI. there is a break

of more than two years. Henry is then found at Astoria at

the mouth of the Columbia, and the journal is continued

with unbroken daily entries to within a few hours of Henry's

death, by drowning, May 32, 1814. This part, devoted to

the Columbia, is not less interesting than those which have
gone before, but no references can be given here.

With the work are given three large folding section maps
traced in facsimile from David Thompson's original great

chart, no portion of which has ever appeared before. The
work is in three volumes, the first two containing about 475

pages each, and the third devoted entirely to a very full in-

dex covering 100 pages. An admirable portrait of Dr, Couea

is given as a frontispiece for the work.

JACK, EVERY INCH A BEAR
The natural history contributed to Forest and Strkam

is certainly neither the least entertaining nor instructive of

its many topics. In recent numbers I have read many
accounts of animal intefiigence that have recalled to my
memory a great many instances coming under my observa-

tion.

Almost any anecdote of the shrewdness or intelligence of

domestic animals wifl remind the most of us of numberless

exhibitions of a kindred nature that we have witnessed. It

is not the fortune of every reader, however, to observe the

characteristics of wild animals. Perhaps it is owing to this

fact that the intellectual endowments of the latter are so

rarely appreciated.

When the intellect of humanity is educated up to the ad-

mission of other animals—dumb animals—into the realm of

reason, 1 hope bears will not be extinct, and that bruin will

be placed weU toward the top notch with intelligent quadru-

pids. Having been once seized and possessed of (as well as

by, at times) a certain brown bear, I speak from a knowledge

of the subject that approximates wisdom.

Von W.'s account of the cat and the door-latch particu-

larly reminds me of Jack, a bear of the cinnamon family,

that I had no end of trouble and fun with. Jack was very

much too intelligent for a dumb brute, but he was a liitletoo

rude and unconventional for higher society. I gave an Indian

boy a $10 gold piece for Jack, which was paying about ,$5 a

pound, at the time, for a bundle of red hair full of teeth and

claws. In a few weeks, however, I knew I had at least $10

worth of bear. In three or four months I was confident inat

I had got more iov my money than I had expected, and there-

after I was constantly impressed that an investment of a like

sum never secured a more comprehensive, variegated and

diversified lot of amusement and trouble.

Let me digress here to observe that if any reader would

like to impress his wife or his son, as the case may be, with

the purchasing power of money, let her or him buy a bear.

Indeed, in these times money is cash, but invested in a bear

it is almost everything you can imagine.

Jack's intefiigence developed together with his material

structure, and almost kept pace with his appetite. He had
free range over forty acres of ground, including a barn,

orchard, and the house when he felt like it. Two large-

sized dogs wooled him around for a while, but after he had

devoted himself to growing for three months or eo he was a

revelation to dogs.

When a new town dog came along, he usually capered up
to Jack with a confident air of supsriority. Jack would
arise from all-fours to his diplomatic position on two feet,

and the new dog would look surprised and hesitate. Then
he would conclude to bluff .Jack, and make two or three

jumps toward him. About the third jump the new dog

would coUide with a cuff that would make his mouth wa'er

and his brains rattle. Sometimes the first cuff would offeni

^ dog, t)at the second qr third would coiwince him that i
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didn't pay, and he would go away with a sort of an apolo-
getic expression, but as rapidly as Ms dazed understanding
could work his motive -oower.

"With does he knew Jack was very sociable, and he was
always ready for a friendly rouffh-and- tumble scuffle with
them, rarely losing his temper. The dogs, though, usually
did the greater part of the tumbling.
The kitchen our family used in summer opened into the yard,

from au L facing the main building, by a glass or sash door.
In hot weather the kitchen was frequently used also for a
dining-room. Behind the kitchen, a large live-oak tree grew,
spreading its branches over the roof. This part of the house
was about ali that Jack seemed interested in, for he very
soon knew where the eatables were stored.
He soon learned when meals were ready and he was usu-

ally on hand promptly, and then I had either to chain him
or close the door. When three or four months old he could
easily peer through the sash in the door by standing upon his
feet—that is, his hindfeet. (Really a bear has only two feet.

I have doubts as to bears being quadrupeds, Most people
seem to think they are. It is true they often walk and run
upon all-fours, but that is when they are not otherwise using
their hands. Bears certainly ought to be classified as bi-
peds.)

Jack did not content himself with peering into the kitchen,
and if he didn't reason a little upon the problem of *'how to
get in," then I have nojudgmentof consequence. He learned
in a very short time to turn the door knob, open the door
and walk in. Then we kept the door locked, and we
thought we had settled the matter; but Jack had it still under
consideration. He tried all the windows, and tried to get
under the floor and come up inside. Then he climbed up
the tree and dropped down upon the roof. After prying
around in this way for several days, we thought he had given
it up; but one evening when the table was spread for supper
'and the family were in the upper rooms, there was a clatter
in the kitchen. Several of us went down at once, and the
cause of the clatter was very evident indeed. Jack was in
the center of the supper table, but most of the supper was
apparently in the center of Jack. He was very much occu-
pied with a berry pie, and totally regardless of all decorum
and decency he was sitting on the butter di-h and smearing
preserves and pie from a radiating center to the remotest
corners of the room.

After clearing out the wrecker and clearing up the wreck-
age we began to query how the intruder had entered. The
doors and windows were closed and fastened, but a glance
upward explained all, There was a ragged hole in the can-
vas ceiling, and up through that we could see the sky.
Jack had dropped oS the tree to the roof and simply dug his
way down through the shingles, then dropped again about
4ft. to the canvas and through that 10ft. to the kitchen table,
where he reaped his reward without either grace or thanks-
giving.

This was only an incident of his career—only one of his
adventures. He robbed neighboring orchards and grape
patches after finishing ours; he was found at midnight in
other people's kitchens; he got on the roof of a house occu-
pied by a colored family and frightened them out of their
wits, for they thought he was the devil sure, and the whole
lot of them "jined" the church the following Sunday. In
fact the town was too small to hold Jack, and ai the age of
about eight months he came to an untimely, tragic and sud-
den end.

You see he had never read anything about the origin of
individual rights to property. The words mine or thine
meant nothing to him. He evidently believed in having
everything free and easy on a sort of community partnership
plan, and probably in a paternal form of government. He
could not comprehend why a certain Louisiana colonel—

a

neighbor—should hjive a large supply of choice apples while
there was a gnawing vacuum in his (Jack's) diaphragm. So
Jack went over to the Colonel's and helped himself. After
many visits he upset the boxes of apples he couldn't eat, the
Colonel ran him up a tree and shot him dead. I saved his
curly brown hide, but it reminded me of so many cunnine
pranks and intelligent traits of poor Jack's that I put it out
of sight forever.

There are many unworthicr animals than such as Jack,
bear, every inch a bear, though he was. He would play for
hours with children, and I never knew him to be ill-tem-
pered as long as he was well fed. When hungry he was not
to be trifled with. He was of a species considered next the
grizzly in size and ferocity in a wild state.

When I have seen similar animals confined in narrow
cages, I have mused that all the brutality on exhibition was
not behind the bars, and when I have seen bears led about
with rings in I beir nostrils by Italians with goads, I have
considered that the wrong brutes were being tortured. I
have never had any desire, although fond of hunting, to kill
bears since I had one for a pet. They are not nearly as fero-
cious as commonly supposed, in their native haunts. Only
hunger or injury will cause them to be so. They certainly
rank very high in the scale of animals of intelligence, and I
would vote for laws protecting them from extermination.

In conclusion, speaking from observation and experience,.
I have found that the s udy of any animals will not fail to
arouse our sympathetic interest in them They all improve
upon acquaintance, and but a dim conception of the animal
world can be acquired from books or treatises

"He prayetli best who loveth best

AUttimgu, both great and small."

Coleridge must have been an accomplished naturalist,
therefore one of the best kind of sportsmen. Ransackee,
Shasta Mountains, Cal. , May, 1897.

l^olf Poisoning.

Big Moose Lake N Y., May 17,-1 am glad to see a letter
in FoKEST AOT) Si'EEAjr from J. W. Shultz, of Montana.
He killed one of the last panthers in the Adirondacks near
Big Moose Lake. He speaks of the action of strychnine on
dogs and wolves. I suggest that they put the poison in a
small lump of lard or tallow. The poison in meat does not
touch the stomach for some time, but if put in lard or tallow
the lard immediately dissolves, and the poison takes effect at
once. I learned this by seeing my father poison foxes; he
always found them near the bait. The lard might not work
in very hot weather; the most of the time it will.

J. H. HiGBV.

"Angling Talks."
Wb have a very few copies of George Dawson's "Angling Talks " a

series of chapters of entertaining chat about men, fishermen fish
fishing and fishing places. Cloth, 50 ceats. Forest and Stream'Pub^
iBbing Co,

DOMESTICATED ELK.
Grand View, Tenn.—As usual, I am dwelling much on

reminiscences of the past, and I send you a paper published
some forty years ago. It was written by my brother (long
since deceased), by rfqnest of the secretary of the Cattar-
augus (N. Y.) Agricultural and Horticultural Society. The
paper explains itself, and shows what some opinions were
regarding the preservation of game forty years ago. As I
had considerable to do with the manager and management
of this elk bu8ine,8S, it is possible that I may have an undue
interest in the matter. E. L. Stratton (Antlek).

The American Elk Domesticated.
lYom ihe Transactions of the State Agricultural Society.

Mr. Lorenzo Stratton, of Little Valley, has been experi-
menting for a few years past, with a view to test the practi-
cability of domesticating elk ; and for this purpose inclosed
a tract of very hilly land, well wooded, for ranging and
browsins:. His animals are so amiable that he has driven
several of them to the three last fairs of Cattaraugus county,
without difficulty, where they attracted great attention, tn
answer to a note of inquiry, Mr. Stratton has kindly
furnished the following interesting paper, and it is hoped
that the suggestion it contains may attract attention. The
success attending Mr. Stratton's experiments thus far cer-
tainly argues well for more extended efforts.

From Cattaraugus County Report.

Mr. John Manley: Dear Sir—I have received your letter
asking, as secretary of the Cattaraugus County Agricultural
and Horticultural Society, some statement in relation to my
experience in domesticating the American elk or "great
wapiti" deer.

To commence at the beginninar, I came in possession of
my first pair in the spring of 1853, in the course of trade
with the agents of a Western fur company, who had pur-
chased the fawns of a tribe of Indians on some of the head
branches of the Missouri River. At the time of my pur-
chase I had no other object in view than the hope of repro-
ducing a few, and having the pleasure of seeing a herd of
these magnificent foresters quietly feeding on the identical
grounds where nature had once planted and provided for
their ancestors, in untold numbers. In view of their rapid
decrease on the approach of civilization, and the threatening
prospect of exterminating the entire race, I have deemed it
something more than idle curiosity to preserve from destruc-
tion some of the characteristics of our American forests. It
is not yet fifty years since the elk were so numerous in this
country that the Indian or pioneer trapper, after finishing

"

his store of provisions for his breakfast, might with confi-
dence expect to sup on a choice cut from the sirloin of an
elk; and the Indian is now living who can boast of killing
three elk in one day, within 100 rods of where you have held
your last three agricultural fairs; and another Indian in-
forms me that he once killed an antlered buck within rifle
shot of the Cattaraugus depot, and, as near as can now be
ascertained, the famous forester fell on the precise ground
where since has been reared the elegant and substantial
residence of Judge Leavenworth.
But what a change has been wrought since? It has now

been some years since the last track of the elk has been seen
in the fastnesses of the Pennsylvania woods. It is said there
may yet a few be found on the western shore of Lake
Huron, in the vicinity of the Au Sable River. Where next
may we find them? Within some six or seven years herds
of hundreds, and perhaps thousands, were to be found in
the vicinity of St. Paul, Minn.; but now we might as well
look for them in Orange countv Their western range
being large prairies, skirted with narrow strips and small
patches of woodland, they were easily slaughtered and
driven off by the first settlers; and at the present time they
are only to be found by at least a week's journey beyond the
linis of civilization.

The first thing that called my attention to this matter, as
likely to afford any pecuniary profit, was a document laid
before the Senate by Wm. R. King, Vice-President of the
United States, and also President of the Senate, by Prof. S
F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, at the instance of
Thomas Ewbanks, Commissioner of Patents. The substance
of which document was a call on the Government for means
to procure, domesticate and restock certain portions of land
in the States of New York, Pennsylvania and other States
which were nearly or quite worthless for agricultural pur-
poses, but would still be a most inviting place for this pur-
pose—citing as sufficient proof of its practicability, that
formerly this country produced elk as naturally as it does
now brush and white rabbits.

jSTow, as I had a pair of elk and a quantity of this descrip-
tion of land at the time my attention was called to this view
of the subject, it readily occurred to me that I might indulge
rny fancy in this business, with a fair prospect of remunera-
tion. 1 therefore set about it in a business way, by purchas-
ing at different times three more elk, and preparing them a
pasture of 125 acres of well-fenced woodland, in which they
have now been for three years, without any additional ex-
pense worth naming beyond a visit to the park some three
or four times a week, at which time I always carry a pocket
of corn, oats, or a handful of clover heads, in summer, all
of which they are very fond; and m this way I keep on
excellent terms with them. My success in domesticating
them by this sort of treatment has been ciuite satisfactory •

instead of scampering away like wild animals when i
approach them, they crowd around me like so many petsMy original number of five purchased elk have increased to
ten. with a prospect of an additional increase of four next
spring.

During the winter and in time of deep snows, they gather
into a thicket of brush (which embraces about one-half of
these grounds), which they trim with great apparent relish;
and notwithstanding the deep snows and severe winter of
1855-6, they remained in high order, with no other resources
than the staddle timber or brush, which they laid waste by
the acre The inclosure I have for them would be quite
sufficient to sustain from fifty to sixty elk until they have
destroyed the brush, at which time their pasture would have
to be extended over new territory, or trees be cut in winter
for them to browse.
Now, in view of the character and price of large quantities

of land in this country, and also of the fact that these moun-
tain ranges were formerly the natural home of the elk and
their perfect susceptibility of domestication, I deem it an
enterprise of the first importance that portions of these lands
should be restocked with their original denizens; and not
only to the naturalist, the man of science, but to those wish-
ing a profitable investment, it holds out every inducement
YYhen we consider the aiooimt pf lands in this country only-

fitted for such purposes, I do not hesitate to say that it might
be made a business of vast importance. While the world is
being ransacked to obtain rare and foreign animals, which
may never be acclimated to this country, and whose utility
is rather questionable if they should be, the elk, with all its
claims to our attention, with scarcely an effort to domesti-
cate, is rapidly disappearing from the land. When we con-
sider the short space of time (say fifty years) since the elk
ranged the entire country between this and the Mississippi
River, it is a fair estimate, with the increased facilities' of
travel and emigration, and what is being done in the Territo-
ries of Utah, Nebraska and Dakota, that within twenty-five
years the race will be entirely extinct, unless proper means is
resorted to for their domestication—not a very pleasant pros-
pect, when our forest might produce, at comparatively small
expense, an abundance of venison, the quality of which is the
very crowning dish of the epicure, adding materially to the
wealth and the importance of the country.
The elk, although having many characteristics of the deer,

has yet a strong individuality of his own : it is not particularly
timid, or liable to stampede or sudden fright like the deer,
but depends more upon prowess than flight, in case of dan-
ger. The elk is not so restless in disposition, and therefore
more disposed to fatten. I have been much surprised to see
mj whole number (ten) in higher condition than any ten
animals that could be selected among all the domestic cattle
on the farm, which had the advantage of good pastures
The weight of a full grown buck is from five to six hun-

dred pounds; that of a doe, from four to five hundred.
They mature at about four years of age. The bucks only,
have antlers, which they shed yeariy, like the deer. The
engraving I send you does not give very flattering portraits
but the best I could get executed in the country. Yours re-
spectfully, Lorenzo Stratton.
liiTTLB Valley, N. Y., February, 1857.

Antler tella US of the outcome of the experiment: "So
far as it was carried out it was a success. Had there been a
moderate amount of capital invested with a larger territory
of cheap mountain land added, and with close attention to
the business, it would have been a profitable investment and
doubtless would have shown handsome dividends. But
when we decided to move South the elk business had to be
abandoned. Most of the stock on hand was bought by some
foreigners and shipped by rail to New York, thence some to
Italy and the rest to Germany, and three or four were
slaughtered at home. Whether Professor Baird's propo-
sitions or suggestions were ever acted on I never learned."

BIRDS OF COLORADO.
First and last, much has been written about the birds of

Colorado, although this much is little by comparison with
the contributions to ornithology made in the older States of
the Union. Still, Allen, Acken, Bendu-e, Ooues, Ridgeway,
Morrison and others have added a great deal to our knowl-
edge of the birds of this State.

Lying as it does partly on the plains and partly in the
mountains, Colorado might be expected to furnish a great
variety and number of species, and as a matter of fact we
find that the 363 species and varieties known to occur in it,

is a greater number than has been taken in any State in the
Union, except Nebraska, which slightly exceeds it in
numbers.

In the publications of the State Agricultural College in
Bulletin No, 37, Technical Series No. 3, is given an inter-
esting list of the Birds of Colorada by Mr. W. W. Cooke,
the State Agriculturist. Mr. Cooke's work in ornithology is
sufficiently well known, and it is fortunate that so careful
an observer should have taken up the work of making us a
modern list of its birds. These number, as stated, 863 spe-
cies, of which 230 are known to breed. On the plains at
the foot of the mountains are found many truly Eastern
species; in the mountains themselves are found many species
from the West and from the North, while in the Southern
part of the State over twenty truly Southern speoies have
been taken.
Though much ornithological work has been done in Colo-

rado, many parts of the State have never yet been visited by
the ornithologist, and it is by no means to be supposed that -

anywhere near the whole number of species occurring in the
State have been recorded. Nevertheless there have been an
extraordinary number of straggling visitants taken. Among
these are three varieties of surf ducks, a wheatear, a white-
winged dove, a white ibis, a roseate spoonbill, and a scarlet
ibis.

Following his introduction Mr. Cooke gives twelve lists of
birds, which he classifies as follows; (1) Residents, 87 spe-
cies; (2) regular winter visitants from the North. 24; (3) re-
gular breeders that sometimesroccur in winter, 17; (4) rare
or accidental winter visitors, 22; (5) summer residents, 228-
(6) summer visitants, not known to breed, 15; (7) migrants'
58; (8) stragglers, 48; (9) regular visitants from East and
Southeast, 14; (10) rare visitants from South and Southeast,
33; (11) regular visitants, from West and Southwest, 20'

and (12) rare visitants from West and Southwest, 12.
Following this are some data on the migration of Colorado

birds, in which dates of arrival at three points in Colorado
are compared with dates of arrival at St. Louis, Mo.
A very full bibliography of Colorado ornithology is fol-

lowed by a history of Colorado ornithology— both very
interesting—and this by the annotated list of the birds of
Colorado, which occupies 80 pagas. A page of addenda at
the end of the work gives three more species for the State
than are mentioned in the body of the work. The list of
birds is quite fully annotated and very interesting, and from
these notes much might be selected worth repeating. We
can only refer, however, to some of the game birds.

It appears the quail has been introduced at various places
along the mountains, and in many of these places it is quite
common. Those which were turned loose a few years ago
in Estes Park, at an altitude of about 8,000ft., are occasion-
ally heard from. The California p rtridge was also intro-
duced. The sharp-tail grouse (Far camijestrifs), occurs in
small numbers, but seems to have been nearly exterminated
The wiW turkey is rapidly decreasing in number.

This list is one which ought to be in the hands of every-
ornithologist, and we learn that it can be obtained without
charge by addressing the Director of the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Ft. Collins, Colorada.

r/ie FoHEST Ajjn Stream is put to press each week on luesdoy
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at ths
\at^t by Mm<iay, an4 as much tarlier^as practicable.
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SINGING MICE.

Chicago, Fil., May 15,—Some friend, whose name is un-
known, has sent me a clippirg from a newspaper published

at Beaver Dam, Wis., meutiohing the capture of that rare

animal, a singing mouse. The item reads In full as follows:

"Fox Lake has oi e of those rare creatures known as a

singing mouse. It looks just like any other mouse and acts

like them, except that it sings very much like a canary bird.

It has a very sweet little chirp and quite a vocabulary of

sounds, and when everything is still and quiet, he fills the

store with beautiful melody. The mouse is at the 'Annex

'

store, and was captured in a trap by Sara Tarrant. The
hoys had heard him for some days around the shelves, but
did not know what it was. Finally he was seen sitting on
the edge of a box of starch, singing away for dear/life. Sam
set a trap for him, and succeeded in getting him into it in a

day or so. It was a catch-em-alive trap, and the little fellow

was not injured. He is now fixed out in a nice cage, and
taking life easy with plenty to eat and the best of care. In
return, when all is quiet and not too many around, the

mouse sings away to his heart's content. Sam is very proud
of his little warbler. We have heard of singing mice before,

but this is the first one we ever saw or heard, and it is quite

a curiosity."

This is the fifth singing mouse of which I have ever heard

in my life, nor do I suppose many persons have heard of

even so many as that among their owb personal acquaint-

ances. The animal is well known to naturalists and scien-

tists, and the extreme delicacy and shrillness of the note of

the singing mouse has been cause of editorial comment in

one of the great newspapers of the land. It was therein

stated that the vibrations of the note of the singing mouse
are too extremely rapid to be distinguished by all human
ears. The note resembles that of a diminutive canary, hav-

ing a sort of tremulous, thrilling character.

The first singing mouse of which I ever heard made its

home in the cellarwindow of my family's home, and though
I never myself either saw or heard it, its presence was often

mentioned, by my mother, who heard it at different times.

It was first discovered by an Irish servant, who came to my
mother very much excited, declaring that the creature was
bewitched, but that she had seen it, a mouse in appearance
but a bird in voice, sitting up on its hind legs and singing
in a most unnatural fashion. This mouse was a pet about
the place for some weeks or months, but I do not know
what finally became of it. Perhaps the cat could tell.

Oddly enough, just a few days before 1 got the clipping

above shown, I met on the streets of Chicago—where one in

time will mef t everybody he ever knew—a man 1 formerly
knew out in Kansas. He was at that time a photographer,
and it was a practice among some of us at that time to me
his photographic gallery as a gymnasium and boxing hall.

This friend, whose name is W. Glines, in the course of our
talk brought up a matter which had quite escaped my
memory. I always have said that I never really saw a
singing mouse, but he reminded me that I had, and that

this occurred in his gallery at Hutchinson, Kansas. "Don't
you remember our mouse?" he said; "the little fellow that

used to sing to us? It was a little, reddish colored mouse,
that used to come and sit on the pile of backgi-ounds and
scenes and sing like a little bird. Its paws were so thin the
light would stiow through them, and it was a dainty little

thing as ever was. You know we never would harm it,

and Tt became very tame. I don't tnow what became of it,

but it was there quite a while. 1 remember you sat down in

the gallery one time and wrote something about it. It was
an odd mouse, £ure enough."
A friend of mine in Chicago, a sculptor not unknown in

many parts of the world, was acotlier person to hear the
voice of the singing mouse, He says that he had retired for

the night and was nearly asleep, when he gradually became
conscious that something was going on the room. He lis-

tened, and finally made out a fine, shrill, thin, but very
sweet voice, which was thrilling and warbling 'like some
ecstatic bird. He says that the thing seemed absolutely
supernatural to him, so uncanny that he was of a mind to be
^sturbed by it. The singing lasted for some time, and its

effect has lasted Ear longer in the life of this gentleman, who
declares that no man has ever heard a singing mouse and
then forgotten it. The experience is certainly one of the
rare ones in any man's life

Yet another instance of hearing a singing mouse came to
my knowledge not very long ago. A young lady of this

city said that she had once or twice heard mice in her room,
and also heard some sort of a sound which sounded like a
far-away canary bird singing at the top of its voice. She
did not know what was the source of this sound, but set a
trap for the mice and took the singing mouse the first night
She says that the mouse sat up in the trap, "with its hands
folded," and sang in the sweetest and weirdest way that had
ever been her fortune to hear. As this mouse was appar-
ently begging for its life, and offering an equivalent of song,
it was spared and for a time kept about the place; but at
length, I believe, met with some accident which ended its

life.

' Still another case of a like nature came under my observa-
tion within the past year. An artist friend of mine, who at
that time lived in Chicago buthasnowgone to New York, once
confessed, with a touch of shame in his voice, as though he
did not expect to be believed, that he had lately heard a mouse
that could sing. He too hiard the mouse at night (at which
time the note of the singing mouse is most apt to be heard),
and he too describes the note of this curious animal as being
extraordinarily fine and high, so thin and sweet that h
seemed not to be produced by any physical agency. "It
seemed like a spirit singing," said he "and for a long time I
could not believe that it was really going on right there in
my room." He seemed relieved when told that two of us
then present had also at earlier times heard the voice of the
strange little mouse. So far as I know, the mouse is the
only animal known except birds whose voice has a distinctly
and admittedly musical quality. Were not this known to
be a fact, the story of such an occurrence would seem a most
incredible and absurd affair, and the published statement of
the Wisconsin paper might be taken as a canard, worthy the
Sunday edition of more pretentious journals. While the
matter would probably be passed over without much notice
by the greater part of the readers of the paper, the item was
upon its actual merits one of the rarest pieces of news
which has appeared in print for some time. Indeed, I for
one have never before seen in print in any publication an
authentic account of a singing mouse actually seen and
heard. While a few of my friends and I myself have had
such an experience, the facts were never made public so far
as I know, nor did I ever see such mention made'by any one
el§e before, |;, Hovgh.

The CanadarJay.
Mr. Mathek's story of the Canada jay taking the fish out

of the fry-pan reminds me to write of the extreme fearless-

ness of these birds, as 1 found them last October on the
upper waters of the St. John River in Province of Quebec
One bright pleasant dav I was out alone, watching some

open bogs for caribou. When I brought out my noon-day
lunch of bread and cheese three Canada jays came flying
about me, showing a desire to share in the repast. So I

threw pieces to them and gradually coaxed them nearer, re-

warding each advance with a good bite of the food. In a
few minutes I had one sitting on each knee eating from my
hands, and then one sitting perched upon the forefinger of
one hand and feeding on a piece of bread held in the other
hand.

I closed my thumb against the finger on which the bird
sat, catching her toes and making her a prisoner. Against
this there was a most vigorous protest, and although she was
released unharmed, the confidence of the trio was broken
and future advances were made with greater caution.
Wherever the traveler of the woods may pitch his tent in

these northern wilds this restless and noisy little fellow
quickly makes his appearance. Among many trophies and
mementos gathered in repeated trips to the wilderness, none
seems more characteristic of the woods life in logging camp,
sportsman's cabin and tent than the Canada jays that perch
in life- like pose above my mantel. F. T.

Pbovidencb, E. I., May 24.

kni^ md ^mu

GOVERNMENT GAME RESERVES.
For the Protection of Migratory Game Birds.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It could hardly be expected that the game laws of the

different Slates would be as successful in protecting the
migratory game birds as in the case of those species which
remain all the year in or about one locality. Although their
migratory habits enable them to ayoid many dangers, yet
others are incurred by them which birds of stationary habits
are not subjected to, and the great extent of territory over
which they travel renders their preservation by game laws
much more difficult and less certain in its results.

The number of birds of the plover and snipe families
which annually visit that part of the Connecticut coast with
which I am most familiar has decreased to about one-fourth
of what it was a dozen or fifteen ygars ago. Though a
thickly settled region, such as that nampd, is the first to feel

the decrease, it is to be noted that in'th^ case of migratory
birds such as decrease cannot be considered as a matter of
local concern only. It is conceivable that the partridges in a
certain State or county might be almost exterminated with-
out affecting appreciably the numbers in States adjoining.
This is far from being the case where the same indi-

vidual birds constitute the game supply of the numer-
ous places they visit in their migrations. The de-
struction brought about by pot-hunters and market-gun-
ners in one place will have its effects on the shootin? over a
large extent of the country, while the encouragement to sup
press this destruction is diminished by the knowledge that
birds protected from too effective methods of capture in one
State may be the victims of the same methods of hunting in
another. The increase of population, and particularly the
iacrease of means of easy and rapid transportation, and the
fact that a double-barrel breechloader or a repeating shot-
gun is now so cheap as to b3 within the reach of everybody,
old and young, no matter how limited his purae may be, are
driving the birds from one place after another where thsy
were formerly accuslomed to feed and rest during their
migrations, or even to winter, and they are obliged to collect
in the few localities where the wide extent of feeding
grounds or the remoteness or inaccessibility of the place still

afford them some safety. In these favored places the num-
bers may still be kept up, but it is at the expense of a large
area almost deserted or only occasionally visited by the
birds.

Along the coast the great increase in the number and pop-
ulation of the summer resorts has spoiled the shooting, not
only by increasing the number of gunners, but even more by
frightening the birds away. It is only a matter of a few
years before the whole ocean shore of the State of New Jersey
will be a perfectly continuous line of hotels and cottages
from the Highlands to Cape May, excepting the inlets be-
tween the beaches.

The fact that the migratory birds are enabled to breed and
to pass a large part of the year in more or less remote and
inaccessible regions is now of less protection to them than
formerly. Large areas in the North and West which were
available as breeding grounds are now invaded by settlers

and egg-hunters, while more gunners annually follow them
to the" countries south of us. Altogether the outlook for
birds of this kind is not at all promising.

The State Legislatures are clearly enough unable to make
the laws necessary for the preservation of a bird wnich
breeds far to the north of our limits and passes twice a year
through eight or ten States and several counties, venturing
perhaps in Venezuela or Brazil. The idea naturally suggests
itself that the taking of such birds and the protection of
their eggs should be a subject for regulation by the National
Government or even for international agreement. Though
there is no probability of any such arrangement for & long
time to come, yet it is very desirable that some effort should
be made by the Government for their preservation.

Probably the most effective plan would be to have a series

of reservations in different parts of the country where the
birds would find a safe place to rest and feed during their

stay here. Although this would not prevent the use of the
land or water thus set apart for many purposes, it would be
necessary to prohibit shooting entirely, at least during the
season when the birds intended to be protected would be
likely to be there; and to discourage all unnecessary disturb-
ing of the birds There is not the least doubt that the birds
would soon discover the greater security such reservations
would offer, and would show their appreciation of them by
visiting theaa in increasing numbers and prolo aging their

Stay. There is sufficient evidence of this in the results in the
few places in this country where the birds have been given
careful and complete protection for any length of time.

It seems not unlikely that in the vicinity of such reserva-

tions there would be considerable improvement in the shoot-
ing from the birds which would, of course, often stray from
tl^ere, though Qf course the main object in view ^oiild he to

give sufficient protection to the various species to allow of
their numbers increasing up to something more like their

former abundance; but this incidental effect might in some
cases be considerable, when it is taken into account that the

present scarcity of game is often due to their fearing to stop

during their migrations or being immediately driven away
when they venture to do so.

But in order that anything may be accomplished by this

plan it is essential thatithese reservations should be in the
places most frequented by the birds. This is about the same
as saying that the reservations must include the best feeding
grounds; and, unfortunately, these are very apt to be also

the best places for shooting. Many of these are now in the

hands of private parties or clubs, and could only be secured
at considerable or sometimes very large expense.

Without discussing here whether it is not time that the
Government should spend a considerable sum for game pro-

tection, it is to be noted that along the coast the Government
already has the title to many places well adapted to the pur-
pose, and has in the Light House and Life-Saving Service
employees who could in many cases look after the game
without interfering with their other duties. In the West the

Government still owns much land and water which should
now be set aside for game preserves, even if at the present it

should not seem worth while to have them watched. This
step could be taken when the necessity for it should arise,

but the Government should reserve the right while it can do
so without expense.

'

In regard to the size of the reservations, if rightly located

they need not usually be large. In fact, in many cases there

would be little gain in extending their limits; usually it

would be better to have several small ones near together than
one large one. Often nearly all the birds killed on a given
pond or marsh are shot within the limits of a few acres, or
more will be killed from one blind than on all the rest of the
ground together. It need hardly be said that such places as

these are the ones which are most important to include in

the preserves, and that often nothing would be gained by ex-

tending the reservations much more than necessary to effec-

tually protect such places. The location of the reservations

should be determined by practical ornithologists and sports-

men, who have some interest in the work beyond the im-
provement of their own financial condition; for it is evident
that if the Government should undertake to spend any
money, considerable influence would be brought to bear on
them by those who had land worthless for the purpose to dis-

pose of, or who would prefer that the reservation should not

include their favorite shooting ground
I think that fifty square miles of such reservations judi-

ciously distributed east of the Mississippi River would have
an important effect on the abundance of game, and would
be an arrangement capable of expanyion as the needs of the

case might require. The Government of the Uaited States

would thus be able to give the game increased protection

without interference with the State laws, and whatever ex-

penditure of money and care might be necessary in establish-

ing and looking after such preserves would be applied in the

most effective manner possible and in the places where it is

most required. It must be remembered that the State game
laws cover a great deal of ground never visited by birds of

the kinds this plan is intended to protect, and a law cover-

ing those places only where its enforcement would be effect-

ive would have in many respects a better chance of being en-

forced than a general law. Yiolations on these reservations

would be punishable in the United States courts.

In conclusion I would like to emphasize once more the

fact that such a plan would be almost worthless if the right

places for protection are not selected. In this connection it

may not be out of place to call attention to the following
paragraph from the New York Times, Feb. 20, 1897:

Eobins flock to a big reed swamp in Randolpti, N. C , to roost at
this season of the year, and destructive hunters follow them in swarms
with li^hcs and bags and capture them by hundreds. One man
caught 500 this way one day last week. Kow there are any robins
left is a wonder.

Is it not probable that such a reservation as proposed
above covering that place would have considerable effect on
the number of robins, not only locally, but later in the sea-

son in the Northern States? For they are the same indi-

vidual birds which inhabit our gardens and door-yards in the
North during the summer whi"h are slaughtered in this

fashion in the S?uth. Although the protection of game
birds is a more difficult matter, the same principles hold
true, and a more extended and systematic plan of protection
than the game laws in the States afford is greatly needed.

W. G. Van Name.
New Haven, Conn.

SOME OF THE PROPRIETIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Nature, for some unknown reason, smooths the folds of

memory, making us forgetful of wintry skies, dead leaves,

yellow grass, bruised hands, cold feet and aching limbs, and
permits us only to recall bright skies, pretty foliage and
grass, birds, songs and happiness. One has truly said:

"Nature can soothe if she cannot satisfy," and for this, if

nothing more, she i^ entitled to a heavy first mortgage on
our grati.ude. As one who formerly hunted, fished and
trapped to quite an extent, I wish to express myself through
the Forest and Stkeam. To-day, amid the surroundings
of a budding Adirondack spring, and in sight of the very
rocks and trees which helped so materially to nourish my
boyhood, youth and early manhood, my mind turns back to

those days of sunshine so carelessly spent.

"Ah, happy hills; ah, pleasing shade;

Ah, fle)d.s beloved in vain.

Where once my careless childhood stray'd."

Years have passed, and with their passing many changes
have been wrought. However, in all the passing years there

has not been a time when the recollection of boyhood's happy
outdoor pastimes has not served a good purpose. And 1 may
say right here, without any mental reservation whatever,
that no man ever lived who possessed a more genuine, abid-

ing love for the woods and appreciation of the allurements
thereof than the .-writer. In my veins courses the blood of
generation after generation that loved to invade the solitudes

of nature, finding happiness and solace there. And the am-
bition to equal, if not excel, in this line all of my name who
have gone before has been one of the guiding influences of

my life.

Be this as it may, however, I am impelled from a sense of

duty to my fellow-men to voice a sentiment which prevails

quite generally throughout the civilizjd world.

There are certain proprieties which a sportsman should in-

variably observe. Indeed, there are connected with his par-

ticular mode of recreatigo Qertaio rqlea amenities jof <
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conduct, the observance of which is as essential to his suc-

cess and pleasure as the presence of game itself. No doubt
every one of them is as familiar to him as the several and
delicately wrought parts of the mechanism of his favorite

fowling-piece, yet possibly a brief enumeration of a portion

oi them at least may not prove wholly without interest to a
number of so-called "sportsmen."
Every hunter should bear in mind the fact that his is a

dangerous sport, one in which he is in duty bound to exer-

cise the greatest caution at all limes, not only for his own
sake, but that of the public at large also. In his hands he
carries the possibility of instant death, and at any moment
the slightest carelessness or heedlessness on his part is liable

to result in the bitter sorrow of a lifetime. And likewise

that he is abroad for the pleasure and benetit to be derived
from his avocation, and not to demonstrate how much inno-

cent life he can ruthlessly destroy. I know individuals who
make a practice of going through the woods firing at every-

thing that crosses their path, keeping up a continual fusilade

not unlike the advance of a fkii-mish line in time of war.
Such a custom is utterly foreign to the tactics of a true

sportsman, and as a notable instance, it will be remembered
that Nessmuk, the veteran woodsman and writer, with
whom many old readers of Forest and Stream are famil-

iar, fired but three shots during his memorable excursion of
twelve days' duration through the unbroken wilderness of

upper Wisconsin.
While going to and from the game fields the sportsman

should be careful not to trample grain or other crops, tear

down or mutilate fences, or permit his dog to chase or worry
cattle or poultry. The sportsman should always remember
that he is necessarily dependent upon tbe good-will of the

land owner for the privilege of indulging himself in bis

cherished sport, and he may in return, with the exercise of
forethought, render his presence of benefit to his benefactor
as well, but not by constituting himself a dreaded nuisance
by lawlessness and lack of regard for the interests of others.

And last, but not least, he should lend his untiring coop-
, eration to the strict enforcement of the game laws. They
were instituted for his good as much as that of anyone else,

and to conscientiously obey them, and see them unflinchingly
upheld, will accrue to the benefit of none other of the com-
munity more than to his. In this connection the writer
readily recalls the fact that there has been considerable dis-

cussion of the "hounding question'' within the past few
months, resulting in the passage of the Ives anti-hounding
bill, which has received the signature of Governor Black
and become a law. This law prohibits jacking and hound-
ing deer in the Empire State for a period of five years. And,
right or wrong, the law should be observed. The penalties
attached for disobedience are heavy, and those who fail to

comply with the provisions of the 'law will have cause for
regret. Those who honestly believe that it would have been
better to let hounding continue, should by all means give the
new law a fair chance to prove its merits. Those who feel

ugly, if there are such, should remember that no man ever
lost materially by keeping within the bounds of law, and
that in the long run there is nothing gained by participation
in lawlessness. George L. Brown.
Elizabethtown, N. Y.

IN THE CASCADES.
Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: My friend,

L. B, A., of Portland, Ore., has been up to his old tricks of
tantalizing the ' chained" by wnting me all about his latest

trip into the Cascades. The only 'way I can get even with
him is to send you the inclosed extract from his letter that
you may publish it for the benefit of some of the other suf-

ferers who are, like me, still "chained to business
"

R. L. W.

"My three months in the mountains were not productive
of any very interesting or exciting times. Two months
were spent in the erection of the cabin, and the last few
weeks were mostly spent in cruising around with Lieut.
Elliot and his detail. We made one trip around the southern
base to the east side of the mottntaio, where we intended to

remain several days; he exploring and mapping, and I hunt-
ing goats; but we cut our stay short, as there were no goats,
and a hurricane was blowing that made living up on one of
the bare buttes a burden.
"The first morning there the gale commenced, but I, think-

ing it was only a morning breeze, tackled the mountain for
goats. Their fresh tracks, beds and wool were thick about
our camp, and 1 went out prepared to stay all night if neces-
sary, and intending to follow them around to the north side
if they were not on the east. I crossed a great glacier,

which heads in crater of the mountain and reaches to base,

over four miles— a dandy—the kind you read about—and
climbed and climbed in the teeth of the gale, which sent
showers of frozen snow, sand and gravel in my face until I
had often to lie flat for a few moments till the rush was over,
and found no goats. I found beds of seven in two places,

but was sure th&y had gone on around to the north slopes,

where I essayed to follow.

"This was' about halfway up and over some of the hardest
climbing I ever had ; but when I tried to cross a snow field to
reach the desired ground 1 found it impossible, as the cold
wind had not permitted the snow to soften, and it was very
steep, and had no break from summit to base, and was a
good half mile wide—in fact, I couldn't see the other side of
it. My only alternative was to get back to camp, but when
I looked over the ground I had traversed 1 concluded to
camp right there and die in peace rather than dash my life

out in the cafions below.
"On my left yawned the gaping, hungry looking crevasses

of the big glacier a few hundred feet below, whose cold blue
depth did not look attractive as a final resting place. On
my right the unyielding sea of glittering ice, where one
would be literally worn out before reaching its lower limit.

Behind me dropped away the ground I had come over half
hidden in clouds of flying sand. I'd had enough of that,

and above and in front towered the beetling crags which
mark the rim of the crater with a sharp and jagged backbone
zigzagging down to where I stood and which seemed my
only route of escape. I tackled it—after lunching in a shel-

tered spot with a tiny bird for company, who seemed as de-
lighted to share my crumbs m that quiet spot as I was to-

give them—the only sign of life within the range of my
vision.

"It was simply an indescribable struggle for over 2,6dOft.

up that backbone of treacherous shale which appeared to be
8 olid rock, but was so seamed and checked with the frosts

nd heat of ages that only a touch would shatter a mass Into
ns of fragments through which I could only toil on all

ura and had to hang on then to keep from being blown

away. Upon reaching the extreme summit I got the full

benetit of the gale as I poked my head above the crest—toi"

it nearly blew my head off. I couldn't stand at all and had
to lie prone and worm myself over and down into the de-
pression inside the crater's rim. I was half frozen and stiff

with cold by this time and could only manage to eshume the
record book from its box in the cairn—print my name and
date with benumbed and shaking fingers—put it back, and
hung down on to the sheltered and sunny slopes of the south
side. My circulation was soon restored and I took a good
rest in a warm spot and made for camp—finding an easy
way winding around to the east from the beaten trail near
the summit.
"At camp the tent was down, and everything had boulders

piled on to hold them down. We couldn't lay down a tin-

plate or cup without a rock in it. One or two little draws
furnished protection to some extent, in which we cooked
after building a stone wall to windward. We only had one
tree to anchor the tent to, and the Lieutenant and I put in

all the evening getting it back in place and piling rocks
around the edge; but it blew loose all right, and we put in

the night wiih that canvas pressing down so hard on us that

we couldn't turn over.

"We lost no time in geting under way next morning, fol-

lowing down Pine Creek ten or twelve miles, and camping
near its confluence with the larger fork which heads in the
big glacier. Here I went a-fishing, and caught nine beauties

8 to 13in., and showed a soldier how to shoot a big Dolly
Varden which lay in a riffle, and measured on the carbine
reached from muzzle to trigger, and weighed 151bs.—a good
two meals for all hands.
"The next morning we took to a ridge, and made the highest

point, 4,500ft., lying between Lewis River and the mountain,
descending toward the river and camping in a little meadow
away up in the head of a canon. The next day we struck a
caiion which took us five minutes to get in and five hours to

get out of. We had to dig and chop and pick and bridge, and
finally take the packs and rigging from the backs of the five

mules, and carry them to a little bench above; then cut a
clean open trail to the backbone—say 200yd8. of thick brush
and windfall—as the stubborn brutes, after once being down
and getting discouraged, would not move an inch unless
they could see a clean trail ahead, and then only by one of

us taking each by the hSlter shank and letting them run us
up trail.

"That afternoon we became separated . The Lieutenant being
alone looking out a route in one direction and I in charge of
the caravan cutting after him, we had a misunderstanding
of signals, through no real fault of either, and we went into
camp without him, finding him next day out near the river.

He had found a deserted cabin and stayed there, and waited
for us to come on. We reached the lake that evening O. K.
after ten days* absence.

"I was not with him the first two or three days, but went
prospecting alone, without result. The second day I was
with him we camped near a line of marshes nearly south of
the mountain, and hitherto unknown, so far as I can hear.
I went out alone, and after traversing four or five small
marshes—grass up to the shoulders and huckleberries
galore—I emerged upon a large one, and scanning its

distant edge I made out a big black bear picking
huckleberries, on the opposite side, about 300yds.,
I thought. Well, I made a bold sneak and gained about
100 on him, wallowing through the sloppy iron water and
its nasty-looking deposit to a log, which was the closest I
could accomplish. While making this maneuver t had ob-
seived on my right, say 300yds. away, a brown object
which I took at first to be a pony, then a red
rotten stump; but it finally became a well-defined
brown bear of goodly proportions, watching me
with considerable interest. I calculated at 100yds., and
took a quiet rest on the log with a nerve as steady as I ever
exhibited at a Sunday night lunch, and blazed away, think-
ing only of bear steak and liver, of which I was as absolutely
sure of partaking that evening as I was of bacon and rice.

But, my friend, 1 was miserably deceived. My bear, my
bear, made one swift glide and was lost to human view in
the thicket of mountain alder, which fringed the marsh ; and
a hasty glance to see how the other one stood up under the
hard times revealed his vanishing form in a short brown
streak reaching into the cover. It w as-hard luck, I tell you

;

but upon stepping the distance I found it near ITSyds., and
I had dropped under him through my miscalculation, What
can a fellow be expected to know of distance, anyway,
when he don't get to shoot but on special occasions once or
twice a year. I hold as my opinion that a man should go
big game hunting at least once a mouth for a few days, in a
place where game is plenty, and should put in three-quarters
of the rest of his time in fishing, hunting birds and loading
shells, not to speak of caring for fishing tackle, which could
be squeezed into the other quarter of his time some way, and
still leave him ample time for the demands of soeietv and
business.

"After a few days' rest at camp, we went to Goat Moun-
tain, camping in a pleasant spot below Joe's Cabin, at the
lower end of the maish. First day Lieutenant and I went
prospecting for an Indian silver mine of wondrous wealth,
which we failed to locate, but we got a glimpse of another
bear across the marsh from us—too far to shoot—killed sev-
eral birds on the side. The next day we prospected some
more, with the same result, but found ourselves short a man
that night. One c .rporal, an Englishman of high cockney
pedigree, with absolutely no knowledge of hunting, moun-
taineering or woodcraft, a burden to the expedition, but
With a bushel of medals for shooting, went a-hunting
When we could get no answer to our signals in the morning
from camp, I took a Dutchman, by name of Bruns, and
started up Goat Mountain in the direction we supposed he
had gone. Lieutenant, being half sick, couldn't leave camp.
Bui I took his barometer and we climbed clear to tbe sum-
mit of that towering rock, signaling as we went, but receiv-
ing no answer. This ascent was one of the objects of the
trip, and I ascertained the altitude to be 4,914ft. and 4in. at
the very apex, where white man has never stood before.
Many have made the attempt and reached some one of the
five lower points; but from my knowledge of the country,
gained in frequent trips which have covered all sides, I had
theorized that by following a certain ridge the summit could
be reached, unless perpendicular cliffs should be found
which were not visible from a distance, and I was correct.
We found deer trails leading to the point and diverging into
thickets of vine maple, which makes such safe 'lying down
ground.'
"Upon our return to camp the corporal was still absent

and we were beginning to think accident had befallen him,
so I headed an expedition next morning down toward the
Toutle, while Lieutenant started muleback to the lake for

additional r>ilions in case we didn't find him that day. I
found his trail at last in the sandy banks of the Toutle and
after figuring out which way he traveled last in the confu-
sion of tracks he had made when he found himself on the
banks of the river at the same spot, after a circle in the tim-
ber, I chafed him up the broad canon, and found that after
cjossing the canon, going into the hills to the north and get-
ting back again, he had discovered the Spirit Lake trail and
followed the old mule tracks out past Cold Spring and
toward camp. We arrived in a half hour after dark and
found him there. Lieutenant had found him wandering on
the pine flats in the forenoon. He had killed a pheasant each
day. and that had comprised his ration.

"The next day we reached the lake again and after a few
days' good fishing, pulled for home, riding in an army ambu-
lance. Taking it all in all, I enjoyed the last weeks very
much, having good company, working hard at times, but not
too long at a time, and enjoying the confidence of the Lieu-
tenant, who made me second in command, consulted me on
all exigencies and left me to pick tbe route and locate the
trail most of the time—the which I duly appreciated, and
was pleased to have any opportunity to lessen his work."

DUCK EGG ALBUMEN.
Forest and Stream has taken exception to the widely

published alarmist reports that the extinction of the wild
duck supply was threatened by the gathering of their eggs
for albumen. It has shown that, as far as can be ascer-
tained, no such trade in duck egg albumen exists, and that
the decrease in the number of ducks is due rather to f pring
and market-shooting and an increased number of gunners
than to any other cause.
The correctness of this position is forcibly substantiated by

the statement of a prominent New Yrrk importer. This
gentleman some time since received from foreign corre-
spondents an importation of fivec ses, or about l,1001b3., of
duck egg albumen manufactured by a French company in Ton-
quin. It was distributed in the usual course of trade among
confectioners and print manufacturers, tbe two trades which
absorb most of the albumen of commerce, and was by them
given a thorough trial, with the result that it was found
utt riy imsuited for their use.

The calico printers could not use it, as it did not properly
fasten the colors on the cotton cloth. The confectioners
could not use for making macaroons and other confections,
as they found that this albumen would not beat up as re-
quired for their work. In fact, the duck egg albumen in
both cases seemed to lack the qualities which give the albu-
men from hens' eggs its value.

As a result of these experiments, the part of the consign-
ment which had not been used was returned to the French
company.

This disastrous shipment is the first and last importation
of duck egg albumen into the United States of which
my informant has knowledge, and his bu«;ine£s position is

such that he would know if there was any regular demand
or supply of the article. He says that he understands that
in Europe they have had no better success than in this coun-
try in trying to utilize duck egg albumen, and that the ex-
pectations of the French company, who thought they were
going to make a fortune from the business, have never been
realized.

All of which goes to show that the gentlemen who would
have us believe that the trade in albumen was the cause of
the lessening supply of our wild ducks, and that the Alaska
Indians were to blame rather than excessive shooting all over
the North American continent, are wrong in their premises,
as if there ^is no commercial demand for duck egg albumen
there can be no incentive for securing it

J. B. BURNHAM.

Spring Shootinar.

Toronto, May 2Q.—Editor Forest and Stream: With the
advent of spring the pleasure derived from the perusal of
FoKEST AND STREAM IS marred by the reports of the usual
spring slaughter of game. I fail to understand how men
claiming to be gentlemen and sportsmen can justify their
conduct in shooting game birds en route to their breeding
grounds. Some of your contributors who boast of having
shot large numbers of ducks and snipe this spring must be
pothunters of the worst type—men who knowingly do
wrong for the pleasure derived from it, and not, as is often
the case with poor men, from necessity. If a farmer were
to kill all his poultry in the spring and still expect to
have a supply for market during the following season, he
would be considered a proper subject for a lunatic asylum.
Yet he would be acting quite as reasonably as the spring
shooters who persist in violating the laws of nature and com-
mon sense. When it is taken into consideration that to
every man who could shoot game on the wing twenty years
ago, there are fifty now, it will be readily understood that it

is imperative that action be taken to prohibit spring shoot-
ing. It requires no stretch of imagination to foretell the
result if legislative action is longer deferred. All species of
American game birds will be like the buffalo and the wild
pigeon—things of the past.

1 trust that many of your able contributors will take this
important matter in hand and not rest from their efforts
until spring shooting is abolished all over the United Slates
and Canada. The conserving of tsh and game as a food
supply is a very important public question, and it should be
the duty of the law-makers to use every effort to perpetuate
this most valuable heritage. Ranger.

Bird Trapping in Greater New Tork.
On the morning of May 33, while taking bird notes in that

part of Brooklyn known as Flatbush, I accidentally ran
upon several bird traps; placed near these traps was a live
bird, used, no doubt, as a "come on" to the other birds. In
the bushes some distance from the traps were seated three
meo, anxiously looking in my direction as I approached. I
afterward learned that these men are frequent visitors to this
locali'y early in the morning, trapping birds. Cannot this be
stopped? Bird Student.

[Yes, it can be stopped if Bird Student will send some
definite information to Chief Protector J, Warner Pond
Albany, N. T.J

The FoEKST xsa Stream is put to preaa each week on Tuesday,

Correspondence intended for publication should reaoh us at the

latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practioable.
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IN IDAHO MOUNTAINS.-III.
(.Continued from page $US.)

Our camp was at the union of two valleys, and into each
of them reached an Indian trail of immemorial usage. Their
dust was cut'deep with the hoofs of pony trains which bad
passed up into the summer hunting grounds. Occasional
intimations of Indian hunting parties had come to us in the
heavy columns of pitchy smoke to the north ; but we were
camped just short of the field of their operations, and for
the first ten days had not been foul of their baneful presence.
The efliuent wave of cayuses, squaws and hunters rolled in
on m at last with such results as you may now hear.
We were juRt lighting our pipes after the evening meal

when the visitation appeared in dusty file at a slight eleva-
tion of the trail and a scant fifty paces from our fire. It was
a piebald crowd, savage to its smallest detail and yet orderly.
A wise old pony pioneered the way, and she carried a precious
freight ! Highest upon her back, with legs stretched astride
like a strained wish-bone, rode a shapeless squaw, separated
from the submerged ponv by bales of hide, hair and meat.
Hung to the perimeter of this mass of the hunting harvest,
and sustained in some wild-fashioned pouch was a glittering-

eyed child. Following this leadership came an endless pro-
cession of ponies and colts, some burdened, some ranging
free. Three bucks, mounted lightly, passed toward the end
of the line; but at the extreme rear, among the dogs
stoically trudging in the dust was a sauaw who was being
disciplined for some infraction of this Indian code of fsmily
duty. We had been entirely ignored, although furtively and
thoroughly inspected. Jim prophesied a visit later when in
the view of these people the time was proper—and he was
right.

Camp was made below us, and while the squaws were
shaping things for the night two of the bucks came ridina
back lo call. They slipped from their ponies and moved to

the log by the fire without a word, and seated themselves.
Taking our cue from Jim, we awaited their pleasure, offer-

ing them what coffee was still in the pot by way of good will.

They drank it as if it was their right, but' sat on in silence,

moving not whether the smoke poured over them or away
from them. At last the elder man arose to look at a pair of
elk horns whose massive growth attracted him. He gave us
to understand then by signs and broken English that he had
left a phenomenal set cf horns back on the mountain. I
finally persuaded him to go for them.
During his absence the Major and I agreed that it would

be a day well spent to place ourselves under the guidance of
these men for a day's hunt. And we opened negotiations to
that end with the young buck, who was stolidly awaiting his
companion's return, still in the smoke of the fire. The bar-
gain was finally struck after much affectation of indifference
on the Indian's part. The terms were these: When the sun
reached a certain point in the pines above us these two In-
dians should present themselves on the following morning;
they were to receive a fixed sum for the day, and they were
to receive from the Major $5 additional for any bull elk which
the Major might get through their assistance.

By six on the following morning the sun had climbed to
its appointed place, and true to the bargain our native hun-
ters promptly took their places by the steaming coffee.
Picturesque and primitive were they indeed. Apart from
their modern guns, these men might have passed for the
same wild hunters inimitably described by Parkman as
roaming the Western mountains a half century since.
Their unbonneted heads shone like crows' backs in May.
Their raiment was of the materials yielded m the chase.
The younger man, standing about 6ft. 4in., was the type of
mounted Indian hunter. His broad shoulders were covered
with an unbuttoned Bkin coat ; his deep, heavily muscled
chest was bare. Each of his short, powerful legs was
wrapped to the knee with a separate strip of soft buckskin,
wound round and round. From the knee to his moccasins
the lower leg had no covering.
Equally rude were the trappings of the ponies. The two

animals together weighed scarce l,4001bs., and were fat
with mountain grass. Small elk horn saddles without stir-

rups, and elk thong bridles without bits, were their only
harness
They were sufficiently unpretentious to look at, but in the

chase of that day it was well for the Major and me that we
followed on ponies, whose strength had been built up with
three weeks of grain feeding.

When we were all in the saddle not a moment was lost by
our new guides in taking us into their confidence. They
started straight up the face of the mountain at a dog trot.

For the next hour I might as well have been astride a saddle
hung up on the wall. If there was an easy way to get
around a tangle of chapparal, the Indian avoided it with un-
failing determination. If there was a steep, slippery rock
with an easy trail around it, he dodged that trail as though
it had been an ambush. Not a word was spoken. 'The
Indians looked not back once tp see if we were still on the
mountain or in the ravine at the bottom.

Their thongs fell steadily on their ponies' flanks, their heels
kicked steadily on the ponies' ribs, and they sailed along, far
above and in the fading distance, for a summit which looked
to he on the yonder side of Heaven

.

The Major's trials lightened my own burdens greatly. He
suffered in that hour as few men are given to suffer in Ihis
life. His pony lahored with him in the chapparal as a small
ant wrestles with a fat caterpiller. When the pony was lost
to sight among the roots, his succesfesand failures in getting
a footing were traced m the lurchings and reelings of the
Major. When we reached the top we found the Indians
waiting for us. Their ponies were running rivers of per-
spiration and sobbing tor breath. Theyhad been mercilessly
overridden, but their riders stood so idly by them, cool and
imconcerned. I suspect these people had used the occation
to indulge in a bit of bravado. We got more of it within the
day

We were off again at once across the short level of the
mountain's crest. The steep, deep pitch, which ceased only
in the white waters of Snake River, quickly bade us pause.
Here a game trail stretched its dusty belt along the upper
face of the ridge. Its kindly footing and easy descent made
grateful contrast to the arduous, untracked route just left.

The lull in our tribulation was brief. My stomach barely
had the dent of the pommel out of it before we entered a
whirlwind of Nimrodic experiences that bewilder my mind
even in the recollection, and at the time my brain just missed
being turned to gray chaos.

These experiences began, I remember, by one of the In-
dians slinking to the ground as a cat flattens when an unex-
pected bird dropped near by. His companion behind fol-

lowed the act spontaneously, as one dog heeds the other

when taint of quail stiffens the leader Their eager eyes led
my own to the valley, and there, 1,000ft.. below, shone the
white rump of an elk. The beast was wholly unconscious
of dangei, as were his four or five companions. There was
every chance for a successful stalk, and my ingenious brain
at once mapped out the protecting cover by which the Major
might approach and secure his coveted bull, but I was to

learn a new thing about Indian hunting. Already the coun-
tenances of those men were blazing with eagerness. Our
presence was forgotten The money reward which was
theirs for an atom of self-restraint was forgotten. Little

cared they that some thirty carcassf^s were already strapped
to their packs in camp—a plethora for the winters food and
buckskin. Little cared they that to kill, as it was now in
their hearts to do, was improvident, useless and wanton.
They were the reincarnation of the savages who cut in strips

the body and ate the heart of Captain Campbell at the ,«iege

of Detroit by Pontiac two centuries and more ago. 1 have
seen white mm kill game with unhetding ruthlessness, but
it was to boast of afterward in sporting journals or elsewhere.
I never saw human faces so transformed with pure lu-t of
blood as were those of these two men.
The elk were now an anti-climax. The Indians them-

. selves held my interest. A flashing sign or two of the hard
and their plan was revealed to each other. Then, like
bounds from the leash, they fell from the edge of the trail

and went bounding with yells down the mountain, straight
for the game.

Our action must be prompt to keep the chase in si^ht, for
the startled animals were already placing a small knoll in
the line of our vision

With a cry to the Major to follow, I plunged in the wake
of our bold leaders. The Major burlea his aSOibs after me.
1 will revert to his fortunes later. Mighty little thought I

of him after I had unauchored myself from the honest foot-
ing of the trail, except as the 'bought flashed over me—if be
gets rolling end on, what will happen to all living things
below, since there is no telegraph system connected with him
by which to get a clear line ?

But I was pursuing Injuns, and all fibers of mind and
body were in use to that end, you bet!

When I had gone .50ft. 1 had as merry a concourse of
stones and sticks flyirgalongin company as could possibly be
desired. And there were intervals, protracted enough
to smoke a pipe, iu which my feet were in midair. . It is not.

implied that I did smoke a pipe at such times—I shouldn't
have known where to find my trousers for striking a match—nor is it implied that [ traveled on my head all the time,
although there were "reversals of form/' to use a turf phrjispj
when my head seemed lo make good walking. There were
gaps in the ground, and I think they were put there to show
me why the Lord made birds.

About 800ft. from the top—I had been "all over the
ground" and my information is quite accurate—my contem-
plative frame of mind was interrupted by the bark cf a rifle.

"Ah!" thought I, 'they have rounded up their cattle^
calves and all, and if there is any good anchorage I will
calm myself and lake an observation/' I maneuvered for a
"pople," but down went its lithe form under my onward
rush, and over I slid in leap-frog fashion. Art is long, how-
ever, and I got myself slowid up to moderate going. When
I felt that I had some time to myself once more 1 opened a
weather eye for a pair of lost Indians. They were there.
The elk were fairly run down, and one by one were falling
before the rifles as they toiled heavily up through the burnt
timber. It was a sickening sight. I sat down on thehaunch
of a splendid great bull whose horns were distorted and
worthless—not one ounce of hoof, hide, horn or meat to tie

stirred from where death struck it down—and the spot was a
good one from which to have edited the game hog depart-
ment of Forest ant> Stream.

I turned my perturbed thoughts to the Major for diversion.
Not a sign of him. There seemed to be < uiy one method of
escape so complete as his—he had traveled ceo fast for grav-
ity to hold him on the earth, and must have moved out into
space, a betrowsered asteroid with sombrero on its head.
Wefl, thought I, he will do well at if. He has the sizei
and with his .50 110 ought lo make a Hrst-rate poHceman to
enforce heavenly peace. But the Major had not taken that
tack. It is true he was nowhere along the line of our re
cent travels, but a rifleshot a little to one side gave notice
that he was one of us; and yi.u must know the Maj )r had
done a wonderfully cute thing. When he discovered that hs
was running away with himself, he received an inspiration
to the effect that a "switchback" could save him, and that
nothing else could, not even free silver. There was a shoul-
der of the mountain just at his left. He tacked for it, It

was his switchback, and his velocity just missed running
him up over the top of it. I made the toilsome return to
him, and there we awaited the recreant Jnciians. These red
hounds came in time from their forbidden chase. When
they found where the Major had lodged, and why, they
promptly dubbed him him scjuawman—that phrase of un-
fathomed contempt; but they warded oft' all rebuke by
calmly assuming that they could not understand English.
Twice again during the day was this performance repeated

under varying conditions. The second time the setting was
spectacular and the ptrformance thrilUng.
We were in a great stretch of burnt timbpr—burnt per-

haps by these same men and in stretches of thousands of
acres solely to drive game from cover for easy killing. Two
young elk jumped up a little distance ahead. The Indians
look it into their heads to "course" the animals in pure joy
of the chase. It was genuine "timber topping" that fol-
lowed. Their course lay on a hillside bristling' with log.s
cut by the fire and felled by the wind, as if giants had
planned a Titan's game of jackstraws. To see these men in
this wild sport made easy tne forgetting of their sins against
life.

A more reckless and dexterous race could not be ridden.
The younger man embodied the boldness, horsemanship*
courage and wild abandon of the best traditions of his race—nor did his pony fail him.- Both were game to the core.
They passed through places—their unity unbroken—where a
fawn might have hesitated; literally lost in the spaces closed
in by the stacked windfalls. One picture stands in memory
with especial vividness. The pony was driven with a yell at a
log, face high on the side of approach and a third higher on the
distant side. He gallantly rose to it, mounted far enough to
hook his fore legs over it and hung with his hind toes barely
touching the ground. His rider saw the situation before it
was really disclosed, sprang to the log while the pony still

seemed in midair, seized the frame of the saddle as the pony
recewed the struggle to get over, half twisted the brave lit-

tle beast to where he balanced with all feet dangling, then
both disappeared over the log to reappear almost instantly,

the boy in the saddle and both again in excited pursuit. It
was a tableau of a past time. It was an anachronism in the
decade which has witnessed the beschooled and becalicoed
Indian holding pathetic ghost dances to conjure back the
vanished buffalo and the youth of his race. This chase
ended in a sight which is prophetic. 'The two elk paused
on the summit of the mountain—mce forms on the horizon
—looked for a moment at their pursuers and passed from
sight, hunted off the face of the earth as it seemed.
In a time brief as this writing, the Indians too passed from

view, following close on the vanished game. How soon
does that certain hour strike when both the Indian and the
elk are to cease save as Ihe one is coralled in the netted en-
closure and the other is cabined, cribbed and confined with
the impassable restraints of the white man's civilization?

Nay, baa it not already struck? Twiivkle.

Armless but Able.

l2Si reply to a letter of inquiry, Mr. J, B. Thompson; post-
master at Grilniore, Ark., writes as follows:
Editor Forest and Stream:
Yours of 13th to Wm, Bell, the armless man', was referred

by Bell himself to me with request to answer for him. As
be has no hands his handwriting is done by the mouth.
Taking the pen in his mouth, he can sign his name and write
a liltle, but of course very slowly.

I suppose what you have seen in papers is true. I have
known Bell for ten years, and it is wonderful what he can
do without his arms. As for fishing and trapping, I never
saw him fishing with hook and line, but he can dolt holding
the fishing rod under his chin. He has several fall and
winters here run a line of traps, attending them himself. He
sets the traps with his feet and I have seen him often come
in with raccoons and other game taken from his traps. He
uses a Winchester rifle and is an expert shot; can put the
gun on his shoulder himself, balance it there and get it down,
and shoots quickly and accurately, using a string li6d to the
trigger, and pulling it with his teeth. Of course, when in
the woods he often uses a stump or log to rest his gun. If
none is convenient he lies down and holds the gun with his
feet.

He does 'most anything without arms that an ordinary per-
son can do. During the recent floods here he went out sev-
eral times with me to rescue stock from the water, wading
where he could, and when too deep swimming after them.
He swims well, but on his back entirely. He plays cards,
throws dice, fights, and does a liltle of everything.
He can throw a stone or brick, placing it on his foot and
kicking it accurately and with great force. He is very strong
in the legs and neck, and can hold an ordinary man by get-
ting his arm under bis chin and by catching him by one leg-

between his (BeU's) leg. It would be impossible to tell al!

about him; he is simply wonderful. Both arms are oft' at the
shoulder. He lost them in a woolen mill when he was only
ten years old. He is about 5ft. 9in. high and will weigh
1801 bs.

When he came in to-day and asked me to reply to this
letter I asked him which pocket it was in, and went through
him and got your letter. When he comes into the store to
buy anything the clerks have to feel in his pocket and get the
money. Nothing you have heard or can surmise would ex-
aggerate his casei J. B. Thojipson, P. M.

•The Platform Plank" a Hundred Tears Ago.
Professor Jno. D Quackenbos of this city writes to the

Manchester N. H., Mirror:
A man of more than average wisdom remarked some

twenty-nine hundred years ago that there is nothing new
under the sun. I have just met with an interesting applica-
tion of this piece of philosophy, in a little pamphlet that has
come into my possession, entitled "Thoughts on the Present
Laws for Preserving Game, and B.^me Methods Proposed
for Making a Game Law both Useful and Effectual," pub-
lished in London in 1750. It anticipates the "platform
plank" of Forest and Stream— the Sale of Game should
be forbidden at all Seasons—by insisting on the absolute
prohibition of game traffic as an essential to game preserva-
tion. The quaint old author deplores Ihe prevalence of
poaching, aud the rapid diminution of game birds and quad-
rupeds in consequence of the improvements in firearms and
the growing skill of sportsmen.
"The Art of shootmg flying," he says, "is come to such a'

Degree of Perfection that few Fowls escape. And it can be
no Wonder that Pheasant. Partridges, Woodcocks, and the
like, are so scarce to b ; found, when there are hardly any
left to breed. Many Marksmen are so expert at the woik
that, with a tolerable good Pointer, they will destroy more
birds than a Setter can do with his Net, altho' this latter

seems to be as compleat an Engine of Destruction as can be
invented." How applicable the argument in this day of
breech-loading and repeating shotguns. Poaching, he adds,
may be made unprofitable "by preventing any Game being
sold to any manner of Persons." And the author further
shows his mastery of the situation by contending that:
"Provision should be made for effectually preventing all

Sorts of Carriers from carrying Game that has not a Direc-
tion signed by a Person eiualified, expressing the Carrier by
whom it is sent, and upon what I)ay, and whither to be car-

ried. And such as carry Game should be obliged to have a
Basket or place for that Use only, that Search might be
made moie easily, and forged Tickets may be more fj(uickly

discovered; and all Persons counterfeiiing or forging any
Directions should be severely punished." Verily, the tricks
of to-day are old. Johjt D. Quaokekbos.
[The wise old fellow who had these sensible thoughts in

England in 1750 would think then all the harder in 1897 in
the United States.]

Pennsylvania Game Law.
The new Pennsylvania game law approved last week for-

bids entirely the sale or export of game killed in the Com-
monwealth. The open seasons are as follows

:

Wild turkey, pheasant, grouse, quail, partridge, prairie
chicken, Oct. 15 to Dec. 15 inclusive. Woodcock, month of
July and Oct. 15 to Dec. 15 English and Mongolian or
Chinese pheasant protected to 1902. Hare or rabbit, Nov. 1

to Dec. 15 inclusive. Black gray or fox squirrel, Oc 15 to
Dec. 15 inclusive. Ferrets forbidden. Elk, deer, fawn,
mouth of November. Killing in water and use of dogj for-
bidden.
One person may not kill in one day more than ten rufl'ed

grouse (commonly called pheasant), or fifteen quail (or Vir-
ginia partridge), or ten woodcock, or two wild turkeys; or in

one season more than two deer,
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FISHING IN THE SHENANDOAH.
Did you, reader, ever fish in the SheDandoah? If so,, did

you always find the water clear when the fishing fever was
on you, or have you, like myself, heen often disappointed
with muddy water when inclination was greatest and your
time for going most opportune? I recall a good many years

ago, when my knowledge of that beautiful river was mote
limited than now, of reading an amusing but not greatly

overdrawn description, written, I thmk, by Guy Carleton,

and given as a preface 1o one of William Mills & Sons' fish-

ing catalogues, of what one should do who wanted to fish

that stream; and without being now able from memory to

recall very accurately his instructions, one was told that be-

fore starting he must get together his bait and tackle, then
write to a friend living on the river and get him to write at

once the condition of the water. Most probably the reply

would be, "Water is muddy, but possibly good fishing in a
week if no more rains." Possessing your soul in patience as

best you could, you wait, and in a few days get a telegram
saying, "River clearing, come along." With promptness
you get your things together, and just as you are ready to

leave the house for the train another message is handed you,
saying, "Rains above us, water very muddy." And thus it

may continue for days or weeks. Just such experience has
been mine and for more than one occasion ; but then one
sometimes strikes it right, and is generally repaid for bis

previous waiting and cussing.

Having been unable to try the hass during the spring fish-

ing o'her than one day in Goose Creek, off Leesburg, know-
ing that the close season for the Shenandoah ended May 15
(9.nd more the pity, for the bass I caught had not finished
spawning), tackle was overhauled, bait caught, a restless

feeling comes over me
"And I kinder fall to wishin' >

I was where the waters swfsb,

Fer if the Lord made flshin',

"Why, a leller orter fish."

Thus prepared and thus feeling I wrote to my fiiecd, J.

W. Kenner, proprietor of the Kenner House, at Rivciton, to

write me on Saturday, the 15, the condition of the water, and
if in condition 1 would leave on Monday, the 17th; caution-
ing him, however, if the water was then clear, but should it

be muddy before I started Monday to telegraph me The
reply came Sunday that both rivers (the north and souih
branches join there) ^were muddy and would probably
not be clear before the end of the coming week. Such
a report was disappointing but not unexpected. Know-
ing that I could not get off from bu.siness engagements
the latter part of the week, I had abandoned my trip

for the time, when to my surprise, while at supper Monday
night, a telegram was handed me, saying, "Pish biting; bring
bait; come at once." Acting upon the information contained
in the letter received the day before, other engagements had
been made, my fishing partner also made engagements that

would keep him from leaving, and as I never—well, hardly
ever—let pleasure interfere with business, and being unable
to reverse the usual order of things, as Mr, Mather, in bis

Article XLT., tells us Mr. Fitzhugh did, 1 could not say that

my pleasure was to practice law, my business to fish; I was
in a quandary. A fellow-fisherman, situated as 1 then was,
can appreciate my feelings. My wife (God bless her !) set-

tled the question by saying, "Get ready and go, even if you
have to make the trip by yourself. You have been talking

about it long enough." I didn't need more encouragemtnt,
but hustled around that night, saw a party for whom I had
some important work on hand, got his consent to postpone it

for a oay or two, and having my bait in a box in an ice pond
near at hand, next morning found me prepared for a twelve-
mile drive to Marshall, where the train was then taken for

Riverton, at which place I arrived on time at 12:12.

Riverton is a pretty town, mostly situated on high ground,
just at the junction of the North and South Branches of the
Shenandoah, the hotel recently added to and improved, kept

by Joe K'inner, as his intimates call him, ably aided by his

estimable wife and her sister, and by whom fishermen are

accorded a hearty welcome, is about equally distant (6ve

minutes' walk) from two large dams, one on each rivt-r,

under which bass congregate, and during the spring and
early summer fishing a great many are caught tnere. Hotel
charges are reasonable, and many acts of courtesy are ex-

tended for which no charge is made, but which are duly ap-
preciated by visiting fishermen, many of whom come there

with their wives and spend some time. Getting my dinner,

1 soon had "limbered," to use Mr. Mather's term, a new
Bristol steel rod, which T was anxious to christen, and made
quick time for the dam on North River, and there found two
fishermen who had had fairly good sport, and one of whom,
Mr. Sanford, of Orange, had mat day caught his first bass,

landing just as I reached the river a fine one. He was natu-

rally a happy mortal, and forever afterward will, [ venture,

be an enthusiastic fisherman. To my regret, however, the
fish had ceased biting for the day, and fish as 1 did, I caught
but three that evening.

Knowing that the morning fishing is always the best at

this time on this river, I was up and at it next morning by 4
A. M. Although the early bird may get the worm, the early

fisherman, in this instance at least, did not get the fish, for

it was some hours afterward when other fishermen had come
and 1 had crossed over to the mill on the opposite bank before
I got the long withed-for strike. You know the feeling, if

you have ever "been there." I have him sure; a good one
from the way he fights. He is hooked some 20yds. away;
the water is swift and he puts up a game fight. Hello! he is

out of the water trying to shake that hoolt out, but to no use
The rod is christened; it has acted its part well, and as I
stand 8ft. above the water on the abuttment to the mill a
friend gets the net under him and I have a game tighter who
has chased a minnow once too often, and hurriedly trying

my pocket scales I find him but a fraction under 3lbs., and
while 1 have caught much larger my experience is that a fish

of this size, especially if caught in swift water, will give you
more pleasure to land, putting up a better fight than one
twice his weight. That was the only fish caught that morn-
ing. Alter breakfast I caught his mate.
When dinner was over 1 tried the South Branch, which

was not so clear, but with little success. Others that even-
ing had excellent sport under the Nortn dam where that
morning no fi-sh would bite.

My time was limited, and the following morning I was
compelled to leave. 1 was again on the river early, and
just as 1 got my minnow in the water. Miss Brock and her

brother appeared, both good—can I use the term—fishermen.
Hardly had we begun before she and I each landed a bass.

I had made arrangements for a boat to go out under the
dam, so left them on the abuttment and anchored as close

under the dam as the boiling waters would permit, and
there I sat without a bite and saw, every few minutes, Jliss

Brcck and her brother landing bass. Did I break the Com-
mandments'? Well, I leave it for you to imagine. It was
not long, however, before I moved closer to the other side

and, yes- luck, do you call it—charged, and before leaving
time 1 had safely landed four beautfes, worth to me many
times more than the small ones I had just before seen caught,
some of which were returned to the strearh. Mj catch for

the trip numbered only an even dozen, but, as the boatman
remarked: "You have the finest fish that have been caught
here this season," I was satisfied. I had not caught as many
as others, but my fish were larger; they fished with min-
nows, 1 with "Mad Toms," as we call them, fish resem-
bling the cat, but seeming to be a species by itself, which
are found in the small streams here and which never seem to

grow over 4 or oin. long. Put let one stick or sting you and
his power for pain seems unlimited. To a novice he is a
terror to put on the hook, but when you knowhow—well, it's

easy.

Just as T was about to leave my friend Brock, a brother-
in-law of E. P. Wilkins, the genial depot agent for the
Southern Railway at that point, brought me six nice ones,
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Lengtli Ufl., breadih IJgft., weight COOlbs. Taken with rod and reel by
E. Vom Hofe, of Sew Tork, at Fort Myers, Pla. May 2, 1897.

caught by him that morning, to add to my string. No ac-

count of a trip to Riverton is complete without a word about
Doc Wilkins—as his friends call him—an enthusiastic hunts-

man, a successful fisherman, a "good fellow" in its broadest

sense. Long may he live.

I reached home about 1 o'clock. Of course I had to show
my string as 1 passed through the town, and the remarks
heard amply repaid one for getting up early and working
late; but wait, my thoughts, as I recall that trip, have run
away with my pen. So boil it down or cut it entire with-

out any complaint from C. M. White,
Warrenton, Va,, May 24.

"Men I Have Fished With."

What a marvelous book of biography you are building

up, chapter by chapter, in Fokest axd STEEAii. Nothing
you could do to perpetuate yourself and friends could be

more opi ortune or so acceptable to all. 1 have just finished

the perusal of the sketch of Dan Pitzhugh, which seems to

me to be the most soul-fetching of them all It is full of

bonhomie and brotherly sentiment. 1 am glad you did not

omit my small part of the grayling drama.

—

Gliarlcs Balhch
to Fred MaiJur.

Black Bass Season on "Long Island.

The Long Island black bass season named in the Long
Island sections of the game law runs from May 30 to Dec.
31. The general Stale season is June 15 to Dec. 31, and in

the general law no exception is made in refert nee to Long
Island. There is thus another conflict of provisions. Chief

Protector Pond advises us that the general law does not

apply to Long Island, but that the old dates. May 30 to Dec.

31, prevail there.

COLOR VARIATIONS IN FISHES.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think very few anglers who fish in difi'erent waters fail

to observe the great variation that exists in the shading and
coloring of fishes belonging to the same species, and yet,

with such a great army of observers, I have seen no exchange
of opinion that calls attention to or sheds any light upon this

subject
After considerable thought, and with frequent changes of

opinion, many theories, the result of ideas early and hastily

formed, have been discarded or remodeled, as each year and
change of locality opened some new field for observation,
and left me much perplexed, while endeavoring to solve a
problem that seemed to be a child of so many conditions.
That all fishes have color markings, well defined, that fol-

low from one generation to another, each after its own kind,
is quite well understood ; but I have never seen any reasons
advanced to account for the often and sometimes wonderful
variation of color four d on fishes of the same kinds in waters
of different localities and climate, and while this condition
holds good with all the different fishes with which 1 am ac-
quainted, it has been observed that some seem more suscep-
tible to variation in color than others, and that the variation
often goes to greater extremes from light to very dark shades,
which often occur under different conditions.
Well knowing that it would be impossible to take upon

myself the task of tracing all of the many fresh-water fishes

found in waters so widely separated, and to treat all in detail,

I must confine these notes to a few of our game fishes.

1 have observed the brook trout of 'New Brunswick,
Canada, Maine, New Hampshir3 and also Massachusetts,
and know of no fish more susceptible to greater variations
in color markings, which vary from a beautiful shimmer of
silver, with bright red markings, such as trout possess that
live in very clear springs, or in streams or lakes that are very
transparent, to the very dark color of trout found in less

transparent waters, as occurred in some cases where 1 have
seen specimens taken from the deep holes of a cold springy
bog having very dark water, that were shaded a very dark
smoky bay color mingled with bronze, and were nearly the
color of the hig-mouth black bass of Florida.

That this variation is not due to climate or locality seems
apparent, because the greatest difference I have ever ob-
served has often been found in waters that were only separ-
ated by a short distance. I remember a trout stream in
northern Maine, where I spent a few years of my boyhood,
that furnishes a striking illustration of this. In the main
stream, although the water was quite clear, it seemed dark
compared with the waters of a small tributary brook. This
little brook was given birth and fe^d by springs of crystal
clearness, which burst forth from the base of too large hills

a mile from the main stream; it flowed over a stony bottom
of sand and pebbles, and its waters were clear as crystal.

The trout caught in this little brook were as bright as silver,

white those taken from the main stream were many shades
darker. Another curious circumstance that is worth men-
tioning is the fact that late in autumn quite large trout
would ascend the little brook to spawn, and after spending
some days in the clear waters of this little brook would
bleach out, as we boys called it, ^nd become much lighter in
color than when found in the main stream below.

I have found that trout do not have in an extreme degree
this faculty of varj ing in color, and I might also mention
the pickerel found in nearly all of the northern States, as
another fish that varies very much in color, and under con-
ditions where locality does not seem to be a very important
factor. To support this idea, I might cite the wonderful
difference of color between the pickerel found in Lake
Champlain and Lake George, which are only a short distance
apart The fish in one shine like silver. While they are dark
and smoky-colored in the other. As the pickerel wiU live in
waters that are too warm for trout, we often find them in
waters that are daik and discolored from decaying vegetable
matter, and in such water I have often found the pickerel
in color as daik as midnight. I have also observed that in
small bodies of water, which perhaps were only separated
by a narrow ridge of land, that even here also the fish varied
greatly in coloring.

The bass, both large and small mouth, although naturally
much darker fish than either the trout or pickerel, seem also
to partake of this faculty of assuming different shades of
color in waters having a wider range or climate than either
of the other fishes. 1 have caught them as far north as Can-
ada, and, as in the case of the large-mouth, as far south as
the Caloosahatchee River in Florida, and the same variation
in coloring seemed as much in evidence in the South as in
the North.
Another striking feature of these many observations is the

fact that I have never seen any fish that varied much in
color found in the same water, except under certain condi-
tions to which I will refer later. It is a fact worthy of no-
tice that, in any body of water where the color of the fish

seems to take either a light or a dark shade, this peculiarity
affects all alike, and all tend to shade in the same way.
This rule, while holding good in waters of small area under
normal conditions, will not always furnish a reliable base to
calculate from, as the following cases will show.

In the waters of Lake Champlain, which drain a large ter-

ritory, we find some difference in the transparency of the
water in different sections, notably that which exists between
the main lake and the great back bay, where the bass vary
in color, showing a dark smoky color in one case while in
the other the shadings of the fish show a greenish tinge, and
as a whole are much lighter than in the other. Extremes of
this condition are more noticeable when found in smaller
bodies of water, as the following case will fully illustrate: I

once lived near a small lake of very clear water, and the fish

found in it were very brigtit. At the foot of the lake was a
bog, the result of a dam which caused the permanent over-
flow of a meadow. This place was overgrown with water
weeds of various kinds, and the water in the bog was
always dark and discolored owing to the decay of so much
vegetable matter, and the fish taken from these waters were
dark and smoky. Every spring the pickerel from the clear

waters of the lake came into this bog for spawning, and after

remaining some two or three weeks became nearly as dark as
the fish that permanently lived there. After the spawning
season was over and they again returned and became scat-

tered over the main lake, they bleached out so as to resemble
in appearance the fish that spawned in the lake, and others
that failed to visit the bog daring spring migrations. The
many cases already cited seem suflicient to show that these
varymg conditions really exist, and under what circum-
stances they are usually found.
Many years ago when first I commenced trying to solve

this problem, I conceived the idea that light was the most
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important factor in causing tWs variation in the coloring Of

fishes. And as most of the darkest fishes were found in dark
water, where the hottoms were black and muddy, while the

bright fishes were fotind in transparent waters with sandy
bottoms; it seemed quite plausible, as dark waters with their

Usually rnudd^ bottoms, absorb more light than their more
trataspareht neighbors.

But I was soon isbnfoUnded Vith the fact that the lake

trout and the fresh-watfer smelt, both of which often live in

gi-eat det)th8 of water and get little light, were of silvery

brightness. And also, tliat the pickerel taken from the

Vatei: through the ibe in March, after living in almost mid-
night darkness for almost fite hionths, owihg tb the water
being covered with ifee and snow, came oUt eVen more silVery

tiian during this previous sumnaer.

it was some years befote I became aciijuainted with a cslse

^hich seemed to indicate so plainly an entirely different

tause for this color variation so often noticed, and with no
satisfactory reason tb account for. This was at a small,

boggy pond in Carroll county, New Hampshire. Which I

bnce had occasipn to tisit during a fishing trip. The waters

Were fconsiderably discolored from the decay of -vegetable

tnatter, as the pond was rankly o-vergrown with water
weeds. On one shore the pond washed the base of a hill

where considerable iron deposits seemed raaUifestj and the

water became quite black, being con-verted by chemical
action into a weak solutioU of tanate of iron. The fish found
here -Were also dark as tnidnight. At last! here was a caSe

that could be accounted for on principles which seemed able

b stand fire.

A cup of tea furnishes the same conditions. Insert a

bright knife-blade and allow it to stand for a few hours and
both tea and knife-blade become quite black, while the tea

has been converted into a weak solution of tanaie of iron.

Later years of observation have only confirmed this as the
principal cause of the variation in the color of fishes.

The iron is not often present in sufBcient quantities to be
noticed, either in the water or the effect it produces when
united with the tannin, on the color of the fishes.

But the tannin is always present in proportion to the

amount of the decaying vegetation, A tanner uses oak or

hemlock bark to accomplish the tanning of hides, while
nature furnishes the tannin in the water which literally tan

the hides of the fishes as they live.

Tannin alone is not responsible for all variations in the -

coloring of fishes. I have taken fish from some waters thnt

were very whitish, owing to the presence of considerable

clay along the bed of the stream, and the fish found in these

waters were of a filmy whitish color, with no special mark-
ings of brilliancy.

Observations made while in Florida, where nearly all

waters are slow and sluggish, and are often much discolored

from the decay of vegetation, have only strengthened this

opinion, which refers to tannin as being the principal aeent
which influences the shading of color on fishes, and the fish

found there in such waters were very datk and smoky
colored, while in che clear, springy waters there, of which 1
saw considerable, the fish were of light silvery shades. The
result of these observa'ions and researches have made it pos-
sible to formulate a rule, by which I find it easy to tell the
color of the water a hsh came from by seeing the fish, or to

tell, after viewing a body of water and noting its color, what
will be the prevailing shades of color found on the fish that

live in it.

I am not aware that this varying in color of fishes and its

attendant causes has ever been written of at any length, and
it is with some feeling of trepidation that 1 pen this article

for our angling readers, well knowing that among their

ranks are some of the brightest of minds, who have seen far

more expeiience, and wield a mightier pen than mine; and
if among them some take up the cudgel to demolish the
result of these naany observations, perhaps they may accom-
plish what 1 have long been endeavoring to do, and reveal
the subtle artist hidden beneath the surface of the shimmer-
ing waters, which paints in beautiful and varying colors the

complexions of our fishes. Geo W. Deaebobn,

ANGLING NOTES.

American Fisheries Society.

It has been announced in this journal that the twenty-
sixth annual meeting of the American Fisheries 8ociety
would beheld in Detroit, Mich., June 17. 18 and 19. The
local committee appointed by Prtsident Whitaker, has re-

ported a programme for the entertainment of the members.
The meeting of the Society will be called to order in the

Ladies' Ordmary of the Russell House on the morning of
the 17th, and a business session will be held. The Russell

House will be the headquarters of the Society during the
meeting. At 2 o'clock on the afternoon of the 17th the
members of the Society will be taken for a thirty-mile ride
across Lake St. Clair to the Lake St. Clair Shooting and
Fishing Club, where they will dine at 5 o'clock. The ride
will give the visitors an opportunity to view the beauties of

the Venice of the lakes. For this trip Messrs. M S Smith
and F. H. Walker have tendered the use of their private steam
yachts, and the party will return to Detroit about 9 o'clock
in the evening. On the 18th the entire day will be devoted
to the work of the Society, reading of papers and the
discussions which follow. On the evening of the 18th
the Society will be entertained by the officers of
the Michigan Central Railroad on a trip in their

private car to the trout hatchery at Paris, 200 miles north
from Detroit, The 19th will be spent at Paris viewing
the station and the work conducted there, and if there should
b : any unfinished business it will be completed at a session

during the day. During this trip the members of the Soci-

ety will be the guests of the Michigan Central Railroad
officers, through whose courtesy this journey is made possi-

ble, and 1 am privately assured that every provision will be
made for the comfort and accommodation of the guests.

Papers will be read by Prof. E. A. Birge, of the faculty

of the University of Wisconsin, who is also a member of the

Michigan Fish Coumission; Prof. S A. Forbes, of the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and in charge of the Natural History
Laboratory; Prof, Jacob Reighard, of the Michigan Univer-
sity; Fish Commissioner John W. Titcomb. of Vermont;
Supt. Seymour Bowen, of the Michigan Fish Commission,
and by other members who have announced their intention

of preparing papers, but have not yot furnished the titles of

them. This meeting promises to be a notable one in many
ways, as it is the first time that three days have been devoted
to the anuual gathering, and more than ordinary efforts have
been made to make the meeting an enjoyable one; and the

papers to be read promise to be particularly interesting.

A. N. Cheney.

ON PERE MARQUETTE WATERS.
My business took me to Saginaw, and having finished I

was preparing to leave for Chicago, when Friend Mershon
spake as follows: "I'm going trout fishing to-night; you
come along with me. The stream is on the railroad on your
way to Chicago, so you can have an enjoyable outing and
stilljiot go out of your way home."

"But,',' said I, "I've no rig, and I can't catch trout with
my hat."

"Never mind the rig. Come along, and I'll see that you
want for nothing. I have duplicate sets of everything at the
tlub house."
Leaving Saginaw at 5 P. M, on the F. & P. M. road, after

an enjoyable ride we reached Wingleton at 9 P. M., the
home of the Pere Marquette Club. In the party were Jed
AVery, Kenna, Morley, Mershon, Brown and myself.
The night air was sharp and crisp, the crackling log fire on

the open hfearth giving us a cheery welcome to the club room:
We were to tnake an early start, so no overhauling Of flies,

tackle, wadets, etfc.; was to be left for the early morning
hours. Lockers were ransapked and apparel hung before the
blazing fire for an airifag. Leaders are selected and placed
in the soaking box, reels are oiled-, and then the serious work
of the evening commehces—the selebticn of the flies for the
morrow.
When you' tead of Montana ti-oUt, and learn how in that

wild and woOlly country they simply bite a piece out of the
tail of a red flannel shirt, put it oh a hook and yank Sib.

trout out as fast as the hook can be cast into the stream, you
naturally wonder why there should be so much discussion

as to the proper color, size, style and kind of fly to be used.

What cares a trout whether a fly has a brown body and
gray wings or gray body and brown wings; wnether it

looks like a mosquito or a full fledged butterfly? Why be
so particular? A fly is a fly, and as long as a bunch of feathers

is made to approximate a fly, why care about the colors?

This is what you naturally would suppose, but how differ-

ently do you learn upon the stream at the expense of an
aching arm and possibly a ruffled temper.
Each man has his own ideas as to the best fly, and from

the hundreds of flies in each book not more than half a
dozen are selected as "taking" lures. And when the flies

are selected each man gives a sigh of relief, sticks the flies in

his hat and breathes easier for the rest of the evening.
Above the fireplace is a splendidly executed blue print of

an 8ilb. rainbow trout. We turh to Father Brown, the
Nestor of the club, for the history of that trout. Jerome,
in his "Three Men in a Boat" tells of a trout mounted and
hung in the tap-room of an English inn. During the* course
of the evening six different fishermen privately informed
Jerome how he caught it, the flies he used, the length of
leader, weight of rod, etc., etc. The landlord finally im-
parted to Jerome, confidentially, of course, just where and
how he caught it. When the landlord left the room, Jerome
being left alone, arose to get a closer view of the fish, slipped,

and in falling tore loose the fish from its fastenings. All the
king's horses and all the king's men could not make that fish

whole again. Being of plaster of Paris, it strewed the floor

with its fragments far and wide.

Father Brown denies any similarity between the plaster fish

and the blue print trout, for he had actually weighed and
packed the fish off to the taxidermist's for mounting. It was
taken on a minnow in the Manistee River.

It was near midnight when we turned in, and at 5 A. M.
were ready for breakfast.

On our way to the stream Mershon enlightens me as to

its history. He informs me that the club owns 1,700 acres

of land, the actual length of the stream being three and one-

half njiles. The stream is fed by scores of springs and has
no inlet. It runs through a sandy country exclusively, and
no matter how hard the downpour of rain, you can fish the
stream during or right after a shower as well as on a bright

day. The water is never muddy nor roily; the rain water
entering the stream runs over and through the sandy soil,

carrying no mud or clay with it.

Having no inlet the stream is self-contained, and never yet

has there been a spring washout. The greatest variation has
never yet exceeded 3in., winter or summer, which has proven
a great saving to the club, there being no annual outlay
whatever for screens, dams, etc., washed away.
In the spring, when everyone was anxious for the first fish-

ing, those favoring the surrounding streams were obliged to

return home without wetting a line, for the streams were
beyond their banks, making fishing impossible.

This creek was, as usual, wending its musical way peace-
fully along as if there was no such thing as a flood or wash-
out in the land.

Before we wet our lines we go and look at the nursery and
see hundreds of trout of all ages and sizes penned up in large

square pools through which the spring water flows.

On one side of the stream is a high bluff, along which the
keeper drives his buggy, thus having a fuU view of the
stream from one end to the other. I spend the time to make
the round with him. We start in at the head of the creek,

where there is an area of two acres of water from 4 to 8ft.

deep, forming the lurking place of the "daddy" trout of the
stream. Early morning and late evening fishing here has
resulted in landing many 81b. and heavier fish.

Jed is already in this spot up to his armpits, almost, in
water, industriously swishing his flies over its placid surface.

We drive along and pass all kinds of fishing spots, pools,

open stretches where a fly can be cast from the bank in

freedom, close places with alders on each bank where casting

must be done from midstream, deep holes screened by fallen

trees whence by careful fishing some big ones may be landed,
and here a stretch of rapids where there is always a ripple

even on the calmest day, and where the proper fly will bring
out trout after trout.

Here we come to a natural dam, then more wide open,
fishing, not an alder or sapling to cross the aerial path of ones
fly and leader. Toward the end of the stream we see the
wild, timber part of the fishing, where the stream is as wild
as one could desire.

Here the expert who glories in missing overhanging pine
boughs and alders and dodging his flies through the meshes
of uprooted stumps in midstream can enjoy himself and risk

the penalty of 3ft. of leader and flies dangling 30ft. up from
a pine bough.
Here are tangled brush heaps in the stream, out of which

it will test one's rod, nerves and adroitness to keep the wily
and agile trout.

We see all kinds of fishing, from head to foot of stream;
the novice, the amateur and the expert can take his choice
in the three and a-half miles of fishing.

What a day it was for angling. Splash, splash, splash,

trout jumping in every pool, from every mosSbed, from under

every log. The creek seems alive with them, But what
educated trout 1

It was fun to listen as the noon hour came aroutid and
brought them all to one common spot, the shanty at the
spring, where rested the lunch basket.

"Jumping below the screen, pshaw !" says Jed. "It there
was one jumping ut) in the pond there were a thousand."
"Never saw anything in aU my born days like it, and I've

fished Castalia and Fontinalis," says Kenna.
"The stream is swarming with fish," says Mershon, as he

dips his cup into the spring; "but what fly are they after?"
This is a leading question. With the exception of Morley,

who has coihe in with his creel overflowing, no one else has
hit the right fly. They all have fish, but they have had to
coax and wheedle them into taking flies they did not want.
By persistently trying new casts now and then trout were
taken. It meant work for every trout caught. Morley not
Only hit on Ihe right iiy, but he fished up stream and waded
the brook, thus reaching the lunching spot with a full

hand.
As we sit in the shelter enjoying our lunch, the trout keep

up a continuous splashing in the pool in front of us. It is a
beauliful sight to see sometimes a dozen trout in the bright,

sunshiny air at a time; leaping, diving, splashing, they make
an ideal musical accompaniment to a fisherman's lunch.

Lunch over, Morley's fly is again closely inspected and
discussed. It is an old fly, and the rest have nothing just

like it, nor has Morley more than one of them. The next
nearest thing to it is hunted out from the boolcs, fresh casta

are made up, and each one wends his way to his favorite

spot, and the task of beguiling the wary trout is once more
begun.

Splash! splash! Swish! swish! the trout leap and the line

cuts the air. The trout are ' coy and hard to please."

Labor omnia vindt. Not every cast, but now and then one
lands a fish You change grounds and return again, giving

the trout a rest. One place was as good as another; trout

everywhere.
• It is nearly 6 o'clock ; the boys begin to gather at the

meeting place, le.e, back and arm weary, but not with empty
creels. The big fish are compared, and tales of how they

were taken and the hair-breadth escapes go round.

They are all satisfied, and Morley more than satisfied, for

he has nearly filled his creel a second time. Jed Avery is

full of enthusiasm. "Fishing, why, bless your heart, 1
never saw such trout fishing in all my born days. My arm
aches, for I've had to coax every fish i have la my basket.

I've £een enough trout to-day jumping around me to give a

ffello »v nervous prostration. I do believe that with a taking

fly 1 could have filled my basket every hour. Phew ! but I'm
tired."

And thi^ is the story and experience of them all. Kenna
caught his without moving out of his tracks all day.

Brown wandeied up and down stream, looking for inviting

logs, overhanging banks and cavernous rocks, gnd worked
for the big fellows lurking in their hiding-pljiee?. If we
heard it once going home, we heard it a dozen times, "If 1
onlv had had the right kind of a fly to day, oh, myl"

I've talked with many fishermen and have seen gome trout

streams, but I haVe never seen the equal of Wingleton Creek
for varied fishing and quantities of trout. Under finy stone,

log, bush, bank or bunch of moss was a lurking tybut.

I talked with Belts, the genial keeper of the club, and ex-

pressed my surprise at the numbers of fish and t^e incessant

leaping all day.

"Yes," be said, "there were a few to-day, but jf you want
to ju%t see the water boil come \x&^& in June on a still, lowry
day, when the flies are thick on the water; the trout then
make a noise like a waterfall."

T thought I had seen a fairly good day for trout, but it

seems that in the leafy month of June there is even better

fishing in store for the lucky disciple of Izaak Walton who
finds himself wading the crystal, icy waters of the Pere
Marquette Fishing Club. Charles Cuistadoro.

Sr. Paul, Minn., May 24.

Pacific Coast Trout.

A (JONTBOVERSY has arisen between my friend, J. R.
Mead, and myself that has assumed the importance of a wine
dinner, about names and identity of some of our Pacific

Coast trout, I argue that the black-spotted trout and cut-

throat trout are identical. He asserts that they are not.

And in support of his position he has called my attention to

iheir technical or classification names as being different, viz ;

Salmo purpuratua and Salmo mykigi, respectively. Never-
theless. 1 shall continue to insist that they are one and the

same fish until Dr, Jordan, Dr. Bsan, Judge Cheney, or

some other of the learned ones sets me right if I am
wrong.

Dr. Jordan, in his "Salmon and Trout of the Pacific

Coast," in which he is presumed to mention all the varieties,

speaks at length of the cut-throat, but makes no mention
(that 1 am able to discover) of the black-spotted. The same
learned gentleman wrote the article on "The Salmons of the

Pacific" in that exhaustive treatise, "The Fishery Industries

of the United States," and therein speaks at length of the

black-spotted trout, but makes no mention (that I am able

to discover) of the cut-throat. If they are not identical,

why •were not both accorded a place in both these works,
and yet, if identical, why do they bear different technical

names?
In the "Synopsis of the Pishes of North America," by

Jordan and Gilbert, the cut throat seems not to have been
accorded a place except in a note to Salmo gairdneri, on page
313, referring to the fact that Salmo mykiss had apparently
been confused with Salmo purpuratus, bat the latter is de-

scribed in perfect detail and as the salmon trout of the Co-
•lumbia, Yellowstone trout, Rocky Mountain trout and lake
trout. S. H. Greene.
PoBTjLAND, Ore., Ap il 22.

[There is no question that Hallock applied the name "cut-
throat" to one of the forms of black spotted trout of the

Rocky Mountain region. Jordan and Everraann now recog-

nize eleven forms of that variable and widely distributed

species, beginning with the typical mykiss, of Alaska, and
including Clark's trout, Lewis's trout, Gibbs's trout, the

Tahoe trout, Utah Lake trout, Rio Grande trout, Colorado
River trout , Waba Lake trout, green-back trout and the

yellow fin trout. If we were asked to name the typical

form of black-spotted trout, to which HaUock's name was
intended to apply, we would lay it is Salmoplmriticua, Cope,
now known as Salmo mykiss pleuriticus. ^hz n&mt purpu-
ratus is a synonym of the older name mykiss.l
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MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

Xmi.—Fred E. Jones.

Twenty years ago "The Great New York Aquarium;
Coup & Reiche, proprietors," stood at the corner of Thirty-
fifth street and Broadway, where a theater now stands.
The building is the same, and but few changes have been
made in the outside. One day Mr. Coup introduced me
to Mr. Jones, who owned a large tract of land in Pike
«ounty or in Wayne county. Pa., where 'pike of enormous
size could be taken through the ice in great numbers, and
Mr. Coup wanted a dozen or more. I had better go and
get some. It was in January, and I well knew that the
chance of getting pike was very slim, although Jones
assured Coup that we could get all we wanted. 1 had no
desire to go, but Mr. Coup insisted.

Finding him alone, I said: "Mr. Coup, I have done con-
siderable fishing through the ice as man and boy, and feel

confident that the ice in the lakes in Pike county is novf
about 2ft. thick, and a man can't cut holes enough in ^
day to amount to anything, and they will freeze up fastfer

than he can cut them. Besides this, I fear I will lose the
salmon eggs if I go away." I had 50,000 eggs of the chinook
salmon to hatch for Prof. Baird, then U. S. Fish Commis-
sioner, and this was my first trial of hatching trout and
salmon in city water, and I did not wish to lose them by
going off on what appeared to be a fool's errand, and then
write an excuse.

"Well, now," said Coup, "you go. Jones owns the lake;
he says lie can get them, and he ought to know. You put
wire netting over the salmon troughs, so that people can
see the eggs, but can't handle them, and they will be all

right when you come back; but don't stay over two weejeg,
I can't spare you longer." >

We went. I had done my duty in telling Mr. Coup,
who had never caught a fish in his life, of the difficulties

in the way, and was again doing my duty in obeying
orders. Going up the Erie Railway to Hawley gave me a
good chance to study my new friend—a man of perha-ps
thirty years, tall, well built and carefully groomed. He
was the editor or owner of some financial paper circula-

ing in Wall street, and talked of things on an enlarged scale.

He was to have the finest shooting lodge in America next
year. At present he was occupying a cottage, which he
bought with the place, not far from Blooming Grove Park.
He was having a "drag" built for hunting, with refrigera-

tor for game, gun racks and other conveniences, to cp^t

$2,000. I was a little skeptical about this, until a rew
days later, when he showed me the drag at a carriage
makers, and talked about some improvements he wanted
made.
We waited at Hawley about an hour and listened to a

grisly lot of old settlers telling of "b'ar hunts," around the
frocery stove, until William drove up in a sleigh for us.

t was a cold drive of several miles to the cottage, and
there we found a hot fire and dinner. William and his
wife were an old couple from Yorkshire, and they had
only been a year in America, and one night in New York
city, when Jones captured them and shipped them to his
shooting box. All that could be learned of the pro§fli©ct

for fishing was when William said, in reply to a question:
"Yezzir, there's minners a-plenty, zir; I cotched 'em w'en
you wrote as you was a-comin', zir, an' they're in the bait-
box in the spring, all alive an' 'ealthy, zir, an' plenty on
'em, zir."

The wind howled all night and did not cease when
morning came; but after breakfast we went out on the lake
in front of the house, armed with lines and tip-ups, an/Rxe
and an ice-chisel. The lunch basket was large and heavy.
After reaching what Jones said was the best spot in the
lake for "pickerel," as he called them, we began work.
William cut some holes with the chisel while I made a
wind-break of evergreens on the shore and built a fire, for
a man would soon get numb in the keen wind. The ice
was over 20in. thick, and by the time the old man would
have one hole cut and we had dropped a baited line in it

and set the tip-up, it would be blown full of snow and
frozen over.

Six holes had been cut and baited when the sun reached
meridian and I had boiled the cofiee and then gave the
dinner yell. Jones was more enthufeiastic than I, for he
had, or pretended to have, faith in capturing some pike.
1 had none, hence he could stand the blizzard out on the
ice, moving from one hole to another, clearing out the
snow and ice and freeing the lines, while I fussed about
the fire in the more congenial work of boiling coffee and
had William bringing in wood, for which he was very
thankful.
"William," I said, "are there many pike in this lake?"
"Yezzir; I heerd Mizz'r Jones tell a gentleman that 'e

killed un 'twas near two stone weight once in this same
lake."
"Two pounds is only a small pike, I don't think much

-of that."

"Hi said near two stone, zir, an' that's twenty-hate p'un',

a big un in the hold country, an' a big un 'ere, as I 'ears
'em talk. The fish might 'a' weighed summat like twenty-
.four p'un', I forgets the hexact figger."

"Did you see the fish, William?^
"No, zir, it was afore I coom; but I've 'eard of it many

itimes."

"Was that the only pike you know of being taken from
the lake? You were here all last summer. Were any pike
caught in the lake?"

"Oh, blez you, zir, yezzir; there was Mr. Courtney, 'im
as lives in New York with the black mustarche—of course
you knows 'im—'e took ten in the week 'e was 'ere an'
the biggest weighed near a stone. Then Mr. Briggs kem
np^you knows 'im—'e as 'as the big liver an' white
pointer an' the little red setter as is blind in 'er left eye.
Well, 'e took three pike in a mornin' when the hexpress
didn't bring hup some shells for 'is gun, as 'e 'ad bordered
hexpressly for snipe, w'ile the hautom flight of woodcock
'ad not come, an' Hi hagree with 'im that w'en the snipe is

a-flyin' wild on a windy day one wants a little more pow-
der be'ind 'is shot 'an he do in a close thicket for woodcock.
So 'e sez to me: 'Will'um,' sez 'e, 'if there's any fish in this

lake I'll try 'em,' sez 'e, 'for w'ile I don't care much for
fishin', there's nothin' else to be done,' an' 'e tipped me a
$5 bill. Oh, 'e was a gentleman, 'e was, an' I put 'im hout
hin the lake among the weeds, an' 'is first fish weighed
21b8. over a stone,"
"That was good; 161b3. is a fine pike. Did he get many

iQore this day?"

"No, zir, on'y two smaller ones; just at that Mr. Jones
shot off a signal that the noon train at Hawley had the
cartridges, an' Mr. Briggs said 'e'd 'ad enough an' would go
in to dinner an' try the snipe in the hafternoon. Mr.
Briggs is like me, zir; fijshin'll do w'en there's no shootin'

to be 'ad."

This conversation took plac6 before Fred Jones came in
to luncheon, and it left me in the same condition of doubt
as before. I did not know Mr. Courtney "with the black
mustarche." nor Mr. Briggs with the remarkable dogs, but
the hint that the latter gentleman gave William a very
liberal tip and immediately caught the record pike, was
not lost. Jones was coming toward the fire, and luncheon,
but before he came within speaking distance I had thought
the thing out in this way: "William, your-$5 tip from Mr.
Briggs sounds like an intimation that a tip is not only a
proper thing, but that a fiver is about the proper size of the
tip, if a gentleman expects to be put in the way of taking
many fish. William, you may be innocent enough to be-
lieve that I know every man in New York who wears a
'black mustarche,' or has a red setter with only one eye. I
mistrust that you have created these charactera for my
benefit, William," and I thought of Sairy Gamp and Mrs.
Harris, but, by this time Jones arrived with his mittens
held to both ears and his mustache frozen to his chin.

After thawing out and eating a generous lunch and drink-
ing a lot of hot coffee, the effect of the wind was seen in
drowsiness, and soon Jones was asleep with his feet to the
fire.

Motioning to William we left him to visit the holes, which
were frozen over to the depth of an inch or more, and
overhauled the lines and put the tip-ups in working order.

Four of the baits were there but two hooks were bare,

which was encouraging; but the holes would freeze before
we got around to the first one and I hadn't enthusiasm
enough to stand out there and become frozen, like a hole
in the ice, and the old man was glad when I decided to go
to camp. We had been gone nearly an hour and Jones
•^was still sleeping. We must have slept also, for when
Jones awoke he was on his feet before we knew it, and the
fire was low. We visited the lines, found the baits all

alive and left them for the night, taking to the wooded
shore to avoid the wind.
Jones was annoyed by his disappointment, but we

talked of other things until nearly bed-time, when he re-

marked: "If the wind goes down to-night we may get

some fish to-morrow; what do you think?"
"Perhaps so; I hope so, but I'm not familiar enough

with the lake to judge. Have you taken many pike here
in the winter?''

"No; never tried it before, but there have been some
good ones taken in the summer. My friend Briggs took
one of about lOlbs., trolling, and I took one of about the
same size, and many others have been caught here since I

owned the lake."

William's men were real, at least; and he had merely
enlarged the weights of the fish. Doubts of William's ve-
racity vanished.
"Were we fishing in the deepest part of the lake?" I

asked.
"Yep; the most northern hole was over the deepest part;

as near as I can remember, the water there is about 60ft.

deep, and it shoals up to about 20ft. at the southern hole.
That ought to cover the best grounds, hadn't it?"

"As far as the north and south ranges are concerned, it

should. But the fish may be in places east or west of our
line of holes. Pike are very local, merely shifting to the
weedy shallows in summer, where the food is to be found.
In my opinion, it's too late in the season, and too cold, for

pike-fishing through the ice."

"Don't they feed all winter? I've been told they do, and
in that case, how does the lateness of the season and the
cold affect them? Tell me that."

"That's an easy one. The pike does take food all win-
ter, but not in such quantities as in summer. The late-

ness of the season gives us ice so thick that it is a morn-
ing's work for a man to cut six holes, and our lines froze in
before a man could visit them and get back to the first

one."
"Don't you consider six holes in the best part of the lake

enough?"
"Pardon me, my boy, but you have evidently done little

ice-fishing for pike, and —

"

"You're right! I never did any; the question was asked
for information, and not for argument."
"Then," said I, "permit me to say that we do not know

that the holes were in the best part of the lake. Coming
to a strange water, I brought tackle enough to fish 100
holes; and if the weather was mild and the ice only 4 or
5in. thick, we three men could have cut the holes in two
hours and tried them for the best places, and after finding
them, could have let a good portion of the holes freeze up.
In such a case the skillful ice-fisher gets the ranges of the
best places, and the next year he can fish the same spots
without wasting labor on cutting holes where the fish do
not range."

'"Then you think we had better try new places to-mor-
row?"

'•That is what I would certainly do."
The wind howled all night, and shook the house. The

big stove in the best room tried its utmost to warm the
cottage, but the walls were cold, the furniture absorbed the
heat, for William and Betsy had only run the kitchen fire

up to that time, and the furniture absorbed all the heat in
the air. A country house, the main part of which is shut
up all winter, can absorb more caloric in its floors, ceilings,

walls and furniture, than is stored in seventeen tons of
anthracite coal if burned in stoves in three days. Betsy
had lighted the fires in the best rooms and the dining
room about sundown.
At supper, the warm plates were chilled before Jones

had carved the roast beef, which he had sent from the city,

and the tallow on top of the gravy was reminiscent of the
sudden freezing of the fishing holes which we had left.

Jones dropped the carver, and with a pitiful look, said:
"Fred, if you don't mind, we will move our dinner into the
kitchen where it will be warm. I dislike to ask yon to do
it, but I think you'll agree that it will be the best thing to
do."
"Fred," said I, "that was the very thing I was thinking

of. No apologies. The case is a clear one; it's a question
of style or comfort, of a hot roast or a cold gravy, and the
move will be a good ome."
Betsey hustled around; whisked the roast into the oven

while she heated the gravy. Gave the plates and vege-

tables a turn at the fire, and in a short time we sat dowil
to a good dinner, smoking hot, in a room where there was
enough warmth to prevent mastication being interfered
with by shivering. Of course there was a flavor of stndient

tobacco smoke in the room, but it was so commingled With
the odors of departed pancakes that did not exactly tee&li

Tennyson's lines;

"The woodbine spices are wafted abroad,

And the musk of the roses blown,"

But it was just the every-day perfume of a Souhtry
kitchen, where an old couple live through a hard winter
and make it serve all the purposes of a city flat, I've
smelled it before, and so have most sportsmen who have
gone into the country or who live in the country in winter.
The kitchen is the living room; and to air it is not to be
thought of Fresh air is cold air, which requires much
coal to heat, and neither William, Betsey nor the cat
wanted too much of it. We mentally agreed with the old
people that the kitchen was the best room in the house, .

and there we stayed and played checkers, a game that
Jones was expert at while I was a duffer.

We listened to William's glowing account of the game
and the guns of "hold Hengland." How he used to snare
rabbits and grouse, the old poacher; and how he "never see

:

a gun in Hamerica as could kill a grouse at 100yds., like •

was common in Hengland." And so we passed the even-
ing, listening to the wind and to what William fondly
believed to be facts concerning the superior guns and

!

sportsmanship of a land where he had passed his boyhood;

,

but of the new world, in which he had lately arrived, hej
knew nothing.
The delights of a country house which has not been\

heated all winter have been faintly drawn in this sketchy,
as far as the lower-floor. We took our lamps and went
through the "SiberioOs" hall with shivers that no doubt;
turned the roast beef gravy into tallow in our digestive^
organs; but of the awful plunge between sheets in the bed-
rooms above, which had not been occupied in severali

^

months, my pen is incompetent to tell. Those who have$
experienced this torture are the only ones who can sym-
pathize with the victim. No amount of bedclothing cam
obliterate the semi-consciousness which usurps the placa
of that gentle sleep so apostrophized by Sancho Panza^.
The wind blew hard the next morning and I flatl(y die--

clined to go on the lake, even to look at the baited liiniesj,

and told Jones that it was no use in trying toi fi&h while
such weather lasted. I would stay and try it after the
wind had let up; and he took me around to the wagon
maker's, where I saw the drag, aforementioned, and then
we went to Hawley for provisions and mail. As near as I
could judge the same old fellows sat around the fire, killing
deer and bear over again. But of the art of trimming
whiskers they seenaed to be ignorant. As I drew near the
stove, one, whose sun-burned, matted and straggling
beard resembled a wind-tossed wisp of hay, remarked:-;
"Yes, an' I'll tell ye, 'tain't right fur these city fellers to .

come up here an' fence in a big trac' o' land an' keep deer •

shut up fur their own shootin' an' keepin' out folks that's

;

born and raised here, an' has hunted them hills afore;
they's born. They say some one broke their fence this:
winter an' put the dogs through and got five deer. I dunno^
who done it, but if I knowed I wouldn't tell."

This was evidently for my benefit, but the shot was:
wasted. Another old fellow, with chin whiskers like rope-
yarn, let fly a stream of tobacco juice at the head ofani
eagle which was cast in relief on the stove, hit the mark,
and essayed to follow his partner's lead when Jones came
along with his bundles and we started for home. Relating
this to Jones as the sleigh skimmed along, he told me
that they were probably puzzling their heads to know if I
was one of the Blooming Grove Park Association, or had
come up to join him in making a new park. "The old
fellow," said be, "who told of breaking the fence and get-
ting five deer was the one who did it, according to all
reports, but it's best not to interfere with them unless you
have the strongest kind of a case, and then a jury of their
neighbors will never decide against them."
At sundown the wind lulled, but as bed-time approached

a fear of those dreadful cold sheets appalled me, and I sug-
gested that wt spend the night in chairs by the fire.

"Did you undress and get into those cold sheets?" asked
Jones.

"I did, most certainly. If the bed had been my own I
might have 'turned in like a trooper's horse, shoes and
all,' but I observed all the proprieties in the house of my
host."

"Proprieties be blowed," said Jones, "those sheets Betsey
put on for style; I pulled 'em out and slept between the
blankets and supposed that you did the same." The hint
was not lost and I "drifted gently down the tides of sleep,'''

until "jocund day stood tip-toe on the misty mountain
tops."
The still morning, with a warm sun, was a welcome-

change. We cut out the lines, but the baits were dead-
New holes were cut on east and west lines, and while they
skimmed over with ice there was no drift of snow to clog
them and hasten the freezing. We had thirty lines in the
water that were fishing by noon and had caught one yel-
low perch of about a jlb., which, with a rabbit that I killed
with a pistol in early morning, we cooked for dinner. The
afternoon brought nothing, although we kept fresh baits
on the lines and the holes open.
The experiment had been tried, and at night I insisted

on returning to New York in the morning, in spite of Jones's
protests that now the weather was good we should try
other partsof the lake. I had opposed thetrip, forreasona
already given, and I did not believe that the interest of my
employers would be served by a longer stay, and this is my
judgment to-day, that fishing through ice over lOin. thick
is not likely to be a success, unless you know the lake and
where the fish congregate for the winter,
Fred E. Jones was, and is, a puzzle to me. In this

sketch there has been an attempt to introduce the reader
to a man whom he never heard of, and to try and interest
him in the man, as I knew him. Jones was not a frank,
companionable fellow. He was a liberal entertainer, on
this trip and after, but I never felt entirely at home with
him. Perhaps the fault was not his. If he were living
he might say the same of me. We are so prone to measure
other men in our own bushel that we seldom pause to
think how we would fit into their measures. I am writing
of a dead man; he was always kind, couiteous and Iriendly
to me; why should we say more? Yet there was a measure
of distance between us that never allowed of that close
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friendship which comes in younger life between men of

kindred tastes.

I dined with Jones in his Erooklyn home after the trip

for pike, and his gun room was to me a marvel of com-
pleteness. I owned a heavy duck gun and a light gun for

woodcock, snipe, et al , and thought that a complete outfit,

hut Fred Jones had thirty-seven guns in the racks of his
Brooklyn house and showed me each one and described its

points. I counted the guns as we adjourned to the smok-
ing room and in a bewildered way wondered when, how
and where a man could find use for them. All of which
shows that my gun education was deficient, and made me
think that a man who only owned two guns was only fit

to kill two kinds of game.
Next spring Fred Jones came into the Aquarium, as was

his daily custom, and announced that he had sold all his
Pennsylvania property and was going West. He gave a
dinner at Delmonico's at which the Aquarium staff was
present, and, in a speech, referred to our trip for pike. To
this, "Tody" Hamilton, then our press agent, now with
Barnum & Bailev, replied that the failure to get the giant
pike was nothing to our failure to telegraph that we had
caught one of lOOlbs., but that it had been seized by the
sheriff as an illegal capture; for so we had deprived the
press of an item.
Mr. Jones went into the far West to some Indian

agency, with which he had an official connection, and the
first news we had of him was that he and a companion
had been drowned while on a hunting trip.

Feed Mather.

CENTRAL NEW YORK WATERS.
Ithaca, IST. Y , May 28 —Through the kindly cfiEices of

Mr. A. J. Dollinger, of Redwood, N. Y., it was my good
fortune to have my name attached to a box that arrived in

town the 35th inst. containing fourteen noble specimens of

lake trout, a catch made by Messrs. A. J. and Edward Dol-
linger during a few hours of easy angling a couple of days
previous to its arrival here.

Mr. Dollinger advises me (hat some exceedingly fine creels

of trout have been taken from the lakes abounijiug in the

vicinity of Redwood. Mr. Geo. Ballentine recently stopped
tliree days at Redwood, and in that time took forty three

trout from adjacent waters. Ex- Senator John H. Selkreg, of

this city, not unknown to Forest asd Stream readers, lately

returned from Redwood, where he enjoyed several dajs'

magnificent fishing. The veteran angler speaks in glowing
terms of the fishing resources of the Redwood lakes, and
pronounces the rich and restful locality a veritable angler's

paradise.

Plenty of good trout, pike and pickerel fishing is being
enjoyed there at present, and the opening of the bass season,

June 15, should find bass and mascalonge biting voraciously.

Some very flattedng reports are abroad of the fishing now
being had at the northern extremity of Cayuga Lake. Au-
burn anglers have been especially lilcky of late in the vicin-

ity of Cayuga Village, where the pickerel fishing has been
exceptionally gratifying. A number of big catches have
been reported within a fortnight. A Seneca Falls lady is

credited with taking a 15. b. picfeerel recently, but from what
Mr. A. N. Cheney writes of the pickerel, it may be inferred

that this 151b. pickerel was in reality a pike, and a pretty

sturdy pike, too, please note At Union Springs and at Carr's

Cove, two miles south of the Springs, some goodly creels of

pike, pickerel and perch are forthcoming. At Carr's Cove,

notably, some fairly phenomenal catches of perch have been

made this spring. Some 2,000 perch is the estimated best

day's catch for the season to date.

Larger perch, if anything, are taken at the Ithaca end of

of the lake, but numerically the supply is not so large. Bass

anglers are putting their tackle in order in anticipation of

the open season close at hand. At Union Springs, at Canoga
across the lake, Carr's, Sheldrake, Kidders, Ladoga Park,

and from the latter named place along the east shore of the

lake to Ithaca, and thence along Fall Creek to the big falls,

the lovers of bass fishing may expect to encounter this wily

and proud fighting game fish. M. Chill.

ARE SMELT A MENACE?
Editor Forest and Stream:

What is the trouble with the Fish Commissioners, that

they should be so much interested in the breeding of smelt,

and in favor of introducing them into lake trout and land-

locked salmon waters? Are there no harmless fish that can

be used for this purpose? Do these men know what they

are advocating and doing? How about the introduction of

the English sparrow ? And how was it sixty years ago, when
some men one afternoon in the town of Moriah, Essex

county, JST. Y., went to 'Bullwaggy Bay, near Port Henry,

and drew a seine, and in a hogshead of water transported

some pickerel {Esox I'licim) to a small pond that empties into

the headwaters of Schroou River, where the fish increased

finely? At the outlet of this pond there was a dam, which
went out with a spring flood; the pickerel went down stream

with the flood, and in one season stocked Schroon River,

Schroon Lake, and also Paradox Lake, People in those

days thougbt the fish a great institution, so they carried them
to Lake Sanford, in Newcomb; from here (for revenge) they

were taken to Long Lake, where they soon destroyed all the

trout in the Racquette River waters. From here, by way of

the Indian carry, they were placed in the Saranac system

of lakes and streams. And the end is not yet. This is the

result of an afternoon frolic to stock, a little mud pond (Bull-

pout, or Newport Pond) in the town of Moriah, Essex county,

N. Y.
It is a serious matter to disturb the balance of nature.

Men should consider carefully before venturing to do so.

I see that the Fish Commissioners congratulate themselves

that It took them only six years to fully stock two of the

most beautiful trout and landlocked salmon lakes in New
England, and that the lake trout there caught are larger and
falter than common. Just so; the adult trout fatten on the

smelt and the smelt can fatten on the young trout and land-

locked salmon; so the wheel goes round. The smelt being

1,000 to one in the majority, any novice can figure out what

tbe result will be.

Let the Fish Commissioners be assured of one thing—they
have effectually stopped tbe bret ding and increase of troUt

and landlocked salmon in these lakes for all time to come.

As an object lesson, look at Lake Champlain from Westpoit

to Cumberland Head. It is an ideal lake irout water in every

respect. For the last fifty years there has been once in the

while a fine lake trout caught, but like angels' visits they are

few and far Vetween. Why do they not increase and become
plenty ? For answer I would say it was this : smelt have free

access to this lake from the sea, and have partially or prac-
tically become landlocked, that is, they can be found at all

times of the year in all the deeper parts of the lake and in

the identical depth of water that would naturally be inhab-
ited by the young and adult trout.

The planting of lake trout and landlocked salmon in

Champlain, with the idea that they would breed and increase,

is fallacious in the extreme. It will only result in a waste of
time and money.

Although if landlocked salmon could be made to breed in
the streams running into Champlain, that is above where the

smelt go, and would stay there till they grew of a size that

the smelt could not destroy, we might be hopeful of a favor-

able result

Young lake trout and landlocked salmon have no more
chance among smelt than young lambs have in a pack of

wolves Anyone who has fi hed through the ice for smelt,

and has seen them dart a yard or more and strike a heavy
sinker or large bait, can judge whether they are a predatory
fish or not. The boys catch them without a hook, by simply
tying a white rag to a line for a bait; the smelt strike this

and hold on and are drawn out of the water. I have seen

quite a number caught in this way. The smelt's mouth is

large and well armed with sharp, hooked teeth. They are

well equipped for business, and they breed like the plague of

flif s m Egypt. A pretty style of fish this to introduce into

lake trout and landlocked salmon waters. Remember, when
hungry they will attack a fish of nearly their own size and
weight This I know to be abfolutely true. The most un-
fortunate part of the whole business is this, that the smelt
live nearly the whole year round in the identical depth of

water that the trout, both young and old, frequent.

The introduction of smelt into the great lakes would be
almost a national calamity. The day it is done foretokens
the extinction of the trout fishing, both commercial and
sporting.

Being mvself an old fisherman and something of a student
naturalist, I call on the Fish Commissioners to rise and ex-

plain. Bainbridge Bishop.

STERLING LAKE.
It will be a matter of interest to the anglers of Greater

New York to learn that there is big game fishing almost at

their door. Not forty miles from (Jity Hall, as the crow
flies, nestling in the beautiful Ramapo Mountains, about
midway between the well-known Greenwood and Tuxedo
lakes, lies as pretty a gem of the forest as the State affords.

Though its neighbors attract scores and hundreds of visitors,

Sterling Lake modestly plays a Cinderella-like part. The
angler at Greenwood Lake has a vague impression—born of

the gossip of the guides—of a big pond five miles over the
mountains; but few ever wander to its shores, and fewer
still know aught of its treasures.

The lake has an area of 1,200 acres or thereabouts, and a

depth of 300ft. in places. It is fed almost entirely by bot-

tom springs, there being but two or three small brooks fall-

ing into it. Thus its pure, crystal waters are always cold.

With precipitous rock-bound shores and long reaches of

sand in the deep?, thi^ pond is an ideal home for the lake

and salmon trout whica, about twenty-five years ago, some
wise men planted there. For years after the plant was made,
nothing was heard of it. Later, an occasional small fish

told that they were there. Up to 1894 probably half a dozen
fish was the extent of the yield. In May of that year Messrs.

J. B. Staples and O. L. Marvin, two of tbe best anglers in

northern New Jersey and full of faith in their skill,

essayed the waters in which such artists as Seth Green
had wet lines in vain. Their first day's catch was
enough to inspire them with a lasting love for this

beautiful pond. Seven lake and salmon trout weigh-

ing from 4l\ to 9Jlbs. each, and aggregating 49ilb3.,

were their reward. And they sacredly kept the angling
tradition by losing their largest fish. This, a laker, which
they assert positively was larger than their subsequent.

14-pounder, they fought for over an hour. As he persisted

in sulking at the bottom and "tugging," they were forced

to work him into shallow water, when the proximity of the

boat and the moving oars induced him to keep up a dogged
sort of motion. To get him into shoal water was a long,

tedious task, as they wisely refrained from doing anything
but give direction to his own infrequent changes of position

In shoal water, when the boat and oars worried him, he at

length wore out. But the hook had torn a large hole in his

mouth, and the rather small gaff entered the same, and gaff

and hook tore out in lifting him from the water, and he
sank slowly to the bottom. When the ripples had passed,

they saw him lying on his side there in laft of water, with
his huge gills expanded to the full and slowly throbbing in

almost complete exhaustion.
"If I were able to keep my eyes open under water," says

Mr. Marvin, in telling of it, "I'd have dived and saved that

fish. You could have pushed your hand clean through his

gills." And as the fish doesn't swim that can muss up Mr.
Slaples's personal appearance, they soon after saw him
slowly work oft" into the dark depths, leaving them alone

with their feelings—feeling.'*, which figuratively had been
through a lusty sausage grinder.

Upon nlher occasions during that year they took from two
to five fish per day. In 1895, as recorded in Forest and
Stream, their rnost enviable catch was on May 15, a

If pounder to Mr. Staples's rod and an ll^-pounder making
Mr. Marvin a good second in the race. Other parties took
fish, but in no case was the first record here mentioned
equalled. In 1896 the catches were fair, and this year's

record for the first half of May is as follows: May 1, two
fish, larger ^Vo^.

;
May 3, one" fish, 7^1bs.

;
May 8, two fish,

albs, each; May 14. four fish, largest 6lb3.

The lake is owned by a well-known mining company and
is not open to the public. Shadwood.

The Nepigon.
Port Akthuk, Can., May 23 — Editor Forest and Stream:

Trout fishing has commenced on the Ncpigon River. Some
of our local spoilsmen have already wet their lines and
caught a few ot the speckled beauties. I think this will he

a good season for trout fishing, as the water in the Nepigou
is lower than other seasons. Two parties of Americans have
made arrangements for guides, canoes and outfits. They aie

expected here about the first week in June, Mr. McKirdy is

making grrat preparations for the usual number of tourists

who visit the Nepigon season after season, and also forsome
who have not been here, and readers of Forest and Stream
who may r< quire information can gel it by applying to Mr.
Mf'Kirdy, wlio has a Circular printed for that purpose.

John E. Newsome.

Ihe St. Johnsbury Hatchery.
From Fish and Game Commissionsr John W. Titcomb, of

Vermont, we have received the illustration of the United
States hatchery at St. Johnsbury, a=< published in the Ver-
mont League's year-book of 1897. The hatchery is situated

two miles from St. Johnsbury depot. The product of the
institution is distributed under the direction of the U. S
Commissioner. It is in charge of John W. Titcomb, Supt.

he Mmmt
F I XT U RES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's otiicken trials, Morris, Man
, Sept, 6, Manitoba Field Trials Club, itorris, Man.

Nov. 2.—Monongahela Valley Granie and Fish Protective AHSOci'
ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8. - CJnion Field Trials Club's trial?, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.-E F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov. 16.—International Field Trials Club's eighth annual trials,

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. 22.—U. S. F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 10.—U. S. F. T Club's winter trials, West Point, Miss.
Jan. 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

SCHOOLING THE DOG.—II.

Tkaintncj and breaking, the terms in common use to de-

note the education of the dog, are both misleading in their

implication, since, firit, they differ from the terms which
are used to denote the acquiring of an education; and,

seconi, because the terms,, up to within a not very distant

period of time, were associated with a more or less violent

manner of treating the dog under the name of training him,
so that the schooling of the dog was generally considered as

something apart from all other schooling. The whip or

boot or gun was considered the direct medium for instilling

linowledge and obedience.

Many of the old-time trainers were also market-shooters,

both„occupations being followed to secure the desired profit.

An old, trained dog was relied upon for steady work to the

gun, thus assisting the shooting, while the young dog was
permitted to fit in as unimportant opportunity offered; that

is to say such opportunity as would not Interfere with the

shooting. The green dog. if he did not assist the older dog,

at all events must not obstruct him nor spoil a shot, for that

was a material loss. Thi quickest way to correct faulty

doing?, under the old system, was to soundly thrash the

puppy. If he flushed, it made him wary of flushing; if he
chased, or refused to obey, or did not know how to obey, or

went in the wrong place, or went too fast, punishment was
in order, and if that did not intimidate him or check his

ardor with the desired promptness, a charge of bird shot

was considered as being most efficacious

The markert-shooter and old-time trainer bawled his orders

out in a loud, harsh voice, gave labored signals, and when
not shouting orders he was blowing his whistle, so that all

the birds in the vicinity could not fail to know there was a

dangerous, fearsome party near at hand. The puppy, if he
heeded all that was said and signaled to him, had little time

for anything in the way of learning about birds. What he
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learnea was mostly what lie could pick up from Ws own ob-
servation, compromising as well as lie could witli the unfa-

virable conditions and obstructions set up by his trainer. If

bis ardent perseverance was so great as to withstand his

trainer's i.srnorance, ill temper and harsh treatment, he in

time might develop into a fairly eflicient assistant to the gun,
though in most instances there was a lack of hnish in the

different details, such as mouthing the bird when retrieving

it, or retrieving it but part way, or backing imperfectly, or

breaking shot, eljC.

The pursuit of prey is the dog's greatest pleasure. He will

steal away from home to self hunt, or hnnt with boys, or

with vagrant dngs, the duration of his absence being at times
limited by the degree of fatigue he sutlers; at others, by the

degree of hunger; at others again, by the degree of physical

endurance and hunger combined. Sometimes he may be ab-

sent a few hours; sometimes several days, returning much
reduced in flesh, and worn, wearied and famished. He will

leave his master to go with a stranger who carries a gun, and
if he be the rare exception which will not do so at once, he
readily strikes up a friendship and can soon be in(?uced to go
with the stranger. The report of a gun in the distance will

ofU n cause him to bolt from his master to the gun, that he may
join in the sport. In the pursuit itself he will plod cheer-

fully through mud or snow; swim in cold water; work
through brush and briars; gallop bravely in the open, eager

to find and capture, never satiated with success; and desist-

ing only because physical exhaustion intervenes. When
from hard work he is too footsore and stiff in the morning to

take an interest in his breakfast, his spirits rise at sight of

the gun and the start for the fields, and he works away till

the stiffness and soreness disappear or force him to quit.

There are exceptions to this, for there are dogs which are
indolent, or too weak to accomplish what they endeavor to,

or dogs in which the hunting instinct is absent. They, how-
ever, are so few l,hat they are not worth considering in the
matter or education, and when one comes across them they
are not worth the trouble of training.

Thus there is in the dog all the hunting propensity that is

necessary for the trainer to work upon, sometimes more than
is necessary. All the natural qualities are born in the dog.
He, on opportunity, develops them himself to a higher de-

gree of practical usefulness through his own experience and
^effort than he could from the efforts of any trainer. He
learns to follow the trail quickly and with precision, to recog-
nize the foot scent and body scent, and the near proximity of

the birds and the best method of capturing them. He distin-

guishes the likely places which serve as their haunts from the
places which they avoid. When they are flushed he learns

to mark theii' flight, the probable length of it, and how to

find them again.

To learn all these, the dog must have the opportunities to

do so. Given the opportunities, he learns the different de-

tails with more or less quickness, according to his capacity
to learn, for dogs vary in their ability to learn quite as much
as men do. The teacher can do but little more in the dog's
natural development than to provide the opportunities afield.

The dog cannot take advantage of his opportunities afield if

he is constantly balked, punished, called lo, or kept in check.
He must have his fling for awhile in order to learu methods
of pursuit, and to develop his ardor.

Dogs which are permitted to self-hunt, acquire great skill

in the application of methods, and exhibit intelligence to an
astonishing degree To develop the dog's hunting powers
to the utmost should be the purpose of the trainer, and next
to so school him that he applies his powers in the interest of
the gun. The puppy will make many mistakes, but they
are inseparable from his education. When committed, they
serve to point out what is right as well as what is wrong.
Too often the amateur begins the subjugation first and

makes it paramount to all other considerations. Every effort

of the dog is governed rigidly by what the trainer considers
ihe correct form of work to the gun. Instead of permitting
the puppy's powers to develop and then schooling him to de-
vote them to the gun, he is schooled to the gun and then per-
mitted to develop as he best can, often a disastrous method,
as many times itie teacher then so dominates his pupil that
the latter from habit looks to him for orders on every occa-
sion, and is without self-confidence or independence. Many
good dogs are spoiled by such hasty and severe training be-
lore they are is given any liberty afield. Without the ability

and inclination to hunt, the dog is worthless for field pur-
poses. If restrained too much the result may be that he
loses all inchnation to search for birds. If the dog will not
hunt, the teacher is powerless in the matter. He is passive
so far as the dog's hunting inclinations are concerned; he can
be active only in shaping up and schooling such efforts as the
I log will put forth.

It is now clear that if the teacher checks the dog's efforts

or intimidates him so all his effort ceases, the training is

accordingly either marred or ended.
But the dog's natural fondness for the pursuit of birds and

his enlhusiasmin his-efforts to capture them are so great that
he generally submits to much punishment associated with
them and his teacher before he desists from hunting. If he
becomes afraid of his trainer, he then is so intimidated that
he dare not venture on any independent act on of his own.
But let him have opportunity to go afield with someone else
— the cause of his fears then being absent—he resumes hunt-
ing with his native enthusiasm and diligence.

The loud and incessant ordering and blowing- of the
whistle, with or without cause, are faults also quite common
to the amateur and latter-day trainer. Nearly all trainers
are self-taught, or at least have no one to point out
their faults to them, so that bad habits of method
and manner acquired in the beginning often stay with
them throughout life. Under such circumstances they
are quite unconscious of their unpleasant manner, one very
annoying when shooting with one or more companions, and
at all times a great handicap to the dog in his work, since
the voice or whistle often flushes birds, and if in proximity
to the dog at the time, he is blamed for it when he is really
blameless. The trainer, however, is so intent on securing
obedience and is so habituated to associating his loud orders
with the control of the dog that he seldom considers them in
any other connection.

It is easy to train a dog to obedience to quiet tones of the
voice and gentle signals, and infinitely better to handle him
afield in that manner than in one of noise and violence,
apart from all considerations of ease and elegance.

B. Waters.

Mr. .]. B. Stoddard, of Thomasville, K C, will take a'
flight northward shorily. first visiting New York, thence go-
ing to Manitoba where he will prepare some dogs for the
trials to be held there. He has room for a few more pupils
in his string.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
The official organ of the Collie Club has a suggestion that

it would be well to have cards for hanging over members'
dogs at shows as do the members of the Bulldog Club, etc.,

and the editor of the Chrovide -Ask^: "How would a square
blue card with the cross of St. Andrew do?— flag of Scofand,
in fact." That flag has been shorn of a little of its national

glory for many years, but, notwithstanding, it is hardly
fair for anyone to suggest that it go to the dogs.

Mr. W. W. Titus, Wbittemore, Iowa, has decided to

return to the vocation of training and breeding dogs, and to

that end he will shortly close out his present business. Mr.
Titus will accept dogs to train, and this is an opportunity to

secure the services of an excellent trainer which owners
should not fail to consider.

Mr. Chas. D. Purroy, 128 West Twenty- ninth street, New
York, writes us as follow under date of May 28: "Last Feb-
ruary my fox terrier dog Patrol strayed from home and I
have just traced him to a dog dealer in this city, who tells me
he sold him to a German farmer of Long Island, who is a
breeder of pigecns, but whose further address he does not
know. The dog's color is white, black head with white
mark down center, black mark on neck, two large black
marks on back, weight about 191bs. Should you favor me
by giving this publicity it may be that one of your many
readers could aid me in his recovery."

Following is part of text of the order issued by the
Board of Agriculture (England) of which cognizance was
taken by the A. K. C. at its recent meeting:
The Board of Agriculture, by virtue and in exercise of

the powers in them vested under the Diseases of Animals
Acts, 1894 and 1896, and of every other power enabling
them in this behalf, do order, and it is hereby ordered, as
follows:

Pbohibitiox of Impoetation of Dogs.—1. Dogs brought to
Great Britain from any other country (except Ireland or
the Isle of Man), shall not be landed in Great Britain
otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of this
order.
LiCExsEs FOE Importation in Particular Cases.— 2. The

board may in any particular case grant a license author-
izing the landing of a dog, and duch dog may thereupon
be landed subject to and in accordance with the conditions
of such license.

Applications for Licenses.—3. Any application for a
license under the preceding article is to be made in writ-
ing to the secretary, Board of Agriculture, 4 Whitehall
place, London, S.W., and is to be accompanied by a state-

ment signed by the owner of the dog to which the ap-
plication relates, or by his agent, authorized in writing
for this purpose, containing the following information,
namely:

(i.) the description of the dog, stating so far as possible
for purposes of identification the particulars of its breed,
sex, age and color;

(ii.) the country from which it is proposed to be brought;
(iii.) the port at which it is proposed to be landed; and
(iv.) the place to which it is proposed after being landed

to be moved for the purposes of such detention and isola-

tion as may be required by the Board, and also the route
by which it is proposed to be moved to such place of de-
tention.
Conditions of License.—4—(1). The Board may insert

in any license granted under this order, authorizing the
landing of a dog, such conditions as they think necessary
or desirable for the following purposes:

{a) for prescribing and regulating the detention and iso-
lation of the dog by and at the expense of its owner for
any period not exceeding six months at a place to be pro-
vided for that purpose by such owner and to be described
in the license; or

{l>) for regulating the movement of the dog to such place
of detention and its movement during the period of deten-
tion prescribed by the license.

(2) A dog landed under the authority of a license granted
under this order shall be detained and isolated in accord-
ance with the conditions of such license, and shall not be
moved in contravention of any such condition.
Restriction on Granting op License.—5. An applicant

for a license to be granted under this order for the landing
of a dog will be required to satisfy the Board that proper
and suitable arrangements can be made for such detention
and isolation of the dog as appears to the Board to be
necessary or desirable.

Proceedings under Customs Acts for Unlawful Land-
ing.—6.—(1) If any person lands or attempts to land a dog
in contravention of this order, he shall be liable to the
penalties imposed on persons importing or attempting to
import goods, the importation whereof is prohibited by or
under the Customs Acts.

(2) The dog in respect whereof the offense is committed
shall be forfeited.

'heeling.

Oommunicatimia for this department are requested. Anything on
the hioycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirab le

FOUR DAYS AWHEEL IN ENGLAND.
New Yore, May 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: One hot

.

morning at Petersham 1 awoke, reaiiziogthat there were but
six days left before the sailing of my steamer in which to see
rural Eogland an 1 try bicycling on her far-famed roads.
Petersham is a part of Richmond, some twelve miles from

London, on the Surrey side of the river. It "would be quite
as simple to ride fromLondon down Piccadilly, on the direct
road to Windsor, as to take this detour and start from
Petersham; in fact, 1 think one might find even belter going
to Windsor by that route. Be that as it may, we were at

Petersham, and havin^g previously seen Richmond very thor-

oughly, we had no desire to retrace our way; and, therefore,
about 11 o'clock in the morning, with a very indefinite idea
of the route, we swung into our saddles and started south on
the main road for Windsor.
At Kingston, some tliree miles from Petersham, we turned

sharply to the west, crossed the Thames and found ourselves
in Hampton. A very pretty stretch of level, shady road
leads through Hampton and past Hampton Court, running
for several miles along the north bank of the Thames. On

this Sunday morning the river was covered with every im-
aginable pleasure craft—launch, shell, punt and canoe—the;

bright gleam of bunting and awning and the shimmer of

white canvas in the sunlight making a charming picture of

light and color.

"The road from Kingston to Windsor (sixteen miles) runs
through Egham and strikes diagonally across the Long
Walk half a mile from the Castle Gates. I need not warn
you that half a day is all too sboit a time to give to Windsor.
We had, however, spent a day in the castle and park only a

short time before, and although I should have liked to again

seen St. George's, where so many of England's monarchs are

buried, and to have another glimpse of the Memorial Chapel,

we realizeil that forty miles lay between us and the change
of clothes which awaited us at Oxford, and allowed ourselves-

but a short hour for an excellent lunch and quiet pipe at the

White Hart.
From Windsor, down Peascod lane to the Oxford road,

and straight through Maidenhead to Henley, is sixteen miles,

easily ridden in an hour and a quarter. There is nothing
particularly interesting in this stretch, but the time shows
that it is good level wheeling.
No more delightful place could be found for a couple of

hours rest than the Red Lion at Henley. Such was my
thought as we drank our tea by the open windows, watching
the boats on the river and chatting with a group of "oars"
on Yale's chances for the cup— now a matter of ancient his-

tory. The long coff'ee room was filled with parties who,
having spent the day on the river, had stopped for a cup of

tea before returning to London, and were ready to make
strangers welcome.
Leaving Henley shortly before 6 o'clock, we took the

straight road to Oxford—twenty-three miles. Here one
leaves the Thames valley to ride across the glorious rolling

country, which, to me, is rural England's greatest charm.
I shall not attempt to picture the beauties of that ride.

The brilliant green and gold of the fields stretched away on
either hand as far as the eye could reach, lined by the darker
hue of the dividing hedges. Here and there the deep red of
the low brick cottages, in charming contrast of color, might
be detected beneath the trees, whi'e bright on the hills and
-soft io the valleys shone the varying hues of the long
twilight.

The road was hard and fast all the way with easy ascents

and descents. At Wallingford, a charming little village with
a picturesque inn at the cross roads, I punctured my front
tire with a blackthorn, and owing to the delay caused by
this accident it was 8 o'clock when we dismounted at Ran-
dolph's Hotel in Oxford.
We had tea the following afternoon in the rooms of Mr.

, a professor at New . Sitting in his windows with
a party of "Summer ville girls," we could look out on the

garden surrounded by the old city wall, and then in the cool

of the early evening we strolled through Magdalene, watched
the crews work on the river and came back by Addison's
walk.

It was late when we started for Leamington, and I doubt
not we lost many of the beauties of the ride. The road,

which runs through Banbury, is level and good. If there

was anything of interest in Leamington we failed to discover
it, so after a good breakfast at the Mansion House on Tues-
day morning we sent our luggage to Stratford, took a turn
through the town and started for Kenilworth

It is, if my memory is correct, seven miles from Leaming-
ton to Kenilworth, The road was the poorest that we had
seen, being very hard and stony, and. suggesting the New
York Boulevard above 125th street, but it is level and tc'er-

ably shady. The road leads straight through Kenilworth,
but at the cross-roads at the northern end of the town, turn
to the left and ride right up on to the sidewalk, which alone
bridges a brook at the bottom of the hill.

It is not more than half a mile from the town to Kenil-
worth Castle. We spent an hour wandering about the splen-

did old ruin, picturing to ourselves the castle as it appeared
in the days of that "valiant warrior, who never drew a

sword," and recalling the time when we nearly broke our
hearts over Scott's charming story. At the top of the hill,

on leaving the Castle, we were well repaid for dismounting
by a beautiful view, and 1 strongly advise any one coming
here to follow our example.

We arrived at Coventry in plenty of time to lunch at the

King's Head. . Coventry— a busy, dirly. little town—is the
headquarters for the bicycle manufacturing industry of

England. Having seen many of theu- wneel?, we did not
care to investigate their factories and process of construction,

but confined our attention to Sr. Michael's Church and St.

Mary's Hall. The latter is an old mayor's hall, where, in a

room that has recently been added, all the charters of the

town are preserved and exhibited. I was sui prised to read,

with comparative ease, a charter sign d bv Edward I.

Leaving Coventry, our way as far as Kenilwo th lay di-

rectly back over the road we had traveled during the morn-
ing. One is repaid in this case for doubhog by the pictur-

esque approach to the old town from this direction, with the
rums ot Ihe castle towering above the trees. At the cross-

roads at the southern end of the town we turned to the left,

takingtheroad to Warwick. IE I am notmistaken we rode from
Coventry to WarwicR in about an hour. Besides that grand
old feudal castle, with its magnificent galleries and splendid
hall, whose modern furnishings and air of real comfort gave
but an additional charm to a background of armor and wea-
pons of every description,we visited St. Mary's Church and
Beauchamp Chapel. The latter is a perfect gem, and, with
the possible exception of the Chapel of [Henry VII. at West-
minster, is the most exquisite piece of architecture in all

England. By the way, before going to the church, ride

down to the bridge and take a last look at the castle from
there; the five minutes so spent will well repay one.

From Warwick we had nine miles of good road, including
a long, fast coast, in, I think, the last couple of miles, and
before we realized it we had crossed the Avon and were in

Stratford.

The average Englishman wonders why all Americans wish
to see Stratford-on-Avon. He tells you that it is a flat, un-
interesting country, and a stupid little town, and he is per-

fectly right. There is little in Stratford to please the eye,

and nothing which seems to throw new ii.sht on that mar-
velous life which began and ended there; but the lover of
Shakespeare will never forget the hour when he first knelt
by the altar rail of the old church and with his eyes fixed on
the lowly grave with its strange inscription, thanked God
that he, too, had been privileged to add his tribute to the
mighty heart and mind that lies below.

It was a few minutes before 6 that we arrived at the..

Shakespeare Hotel, which stands right on the street. It is a
delightlul, rambling old house, wilh five gables, whose
rooms, instead of numbers, bear the names of Shakespeare's
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Iplaya. Being a youthful bachelor, I was somewhat amused
to be assigned to King Lear. The coffee room is "As You
Like It;" and allow me to suggest that you investigate an
apartment entitled "Measure for Measure," which is pre-
sided over by Miss B., who has a keen appreciation of tke
fe'^tiirements of Americans.
Wednesday morning, in attempting to ride to Worcester,

we were caught in a severe storm. By the time we reached
Alchester we were literally soaked, and as our baggage lay
behind us, at Stratford, we were obliged to retrace our way.
We thought then that our tour was ended, but as the rain

moderated in the afternoon, we determined to make one
more attempt, and at 5 o'clock made another start, this time
toward Birmingham. It had been storming for hours, and
we started in a soft drizzle, yet the roads, though slipperj',

were hard. The sensation was exactly the same as riding
on wet macadam. It was not a pleasant ride, trees and
hedges were ladened with the rain, a mist hung low over the
fields, and the effect was dark and dreary.
We stopped at Henley4n-Arden for a cup of tea, and on

leaving the inn found the clouds at last breaking away and
the whole country bathed in the warm evening sunlight.

Our spirits rose in proportion and suffered no reaction until,

on dismounting at 7:30 o'clock at the Grand Hotel, Birming-
ham, we suddenly realized that our little cruise was at an
end. It must be an excellent road from Stratford to Bir-
mingham, for it was good going even in the wet, but it is

not particularly interesting. Undoubtedly, the best route
from Stratford is toward Worcester, where you ride at once
into a very charming country.

We spent the night at Birmingham, a most unattractive,

dirty city, and taking the morning train, on Thursday, were
able to lunch in London, thus exactly carrying out our plans
made on starting.

Wheeling in England is far more pleasant than in this

country. The roads, to an American rider, appear really

wonderful, and in our trip ^pe were never more than walking
distance from some clean, comfortable inn The English
method of forwarding luggage is very simple^ and I found it

more reliable than our express system. All that I ever did
was to give the boots a sbilling in the morning and tell iy,m
where 1 wished to find my bag in the evening.

'

As regards bicycles, it is, in my opinion, a mistake to

ride too light a machine. I rode a wheel geared to 72in.,

and found it most satisfactory. My tires, however, which
were light, were entirely used up. 'The roads are very hard,
and anyone riding for the scenery and not caring to pick his

way, would do well to use heavy tires, which should alfo

prove something of a pi ottction against the dreaded black-
thorn.

Ic would, of CQurse, be a simple matter to spend a week
or more on the route that I have given without feeling it a
waste of time. My only desire is to point out to those who
have but a limited time at their disposal, that they can ride
it, with very great enjoyment and without undue exertion,
in four days. C. A. Lumet.

THE BARDS AND THE BICYCLE.
"Bike, and the world bikes with you;
Walk, and you walk alone,"

sings a latter day poet whose verse finds place in a compila-
tion of cycling poetry made and published by Mr. Edward
Redmond, of Rochester. Now that the world is divided into

those who ride and those who are going to, there is no
doubt room for such a compilation.. In his preface Mr. Red-
mond says:

"Y^, who would have predicted only a little while ago
that the domain of literature itself would be incidentally

enlarged and adorned through the coming of the wheel?
Nevertheless so it is. A new school of poesy has arisen to

celebrate the tribulations and triumphs of the bicycling
world. The bards of the bicycle have invaded Helicon in

force, and have drank deeply from the waters of its sacred
rill." The compiler says that the bards have taken water,
but unless we had been so informed we should certainly

have iinagined that the drink which furnished their inspira-

tion #as something else. This, for instance, may have been
composed upon Helicon water, but we doubt it

:

"The high-grade bike Lord Ronald had bought,

Leapt like a Texas steer.

It skinned the shins of Lady Clare-,

And stood her on her ear."

And then the author goes on to tell

:

"Down stept Lord Ronald from his bike,

'Oh, Lady Clare, you shame your worth.
Tour waist is all ripped up the back,

While you are rooting in the earth.'

" 'I'm going to ride this thing,' she said,

4-8 she felt around for her back hair;

'I'm going to ride the critter, or

My name will not be Lady Glare.'

"

The poetry certainly has an up-to-date air to it. The piece

called the "Spinning Wheel" is one of the best characteriza-

tions possible of a certain kind of femininity very much in'

(evidence just now. The reference is to the Boulevard girl.

1776.
"Beside her wheel my ladye sits,

And spins the livelong day.

The drifted wool her fairy touch

Like magic melts away.
Certes, she is passing fair.

Fairer than verse may tell.

She winds the skeins aboutmy hands,

And round my heart a spell.

The sunbeams danciug in her eyes

Dare me a kiss to steal,

From gentle Mistress Dorothy

Beside her spinning wheel."

1896.
"Scorching down the Boulevard,

Chewing gum and pedaling hard.

Ting-ling ! almost knock me ilat,

Dizzy tie, Fedora hat.

Scarlet bloomers: 'Tis a picture,

Makes my very senses reel.

'What was that?' I ask. Ob, merely

Dot astride her spinning wheel."

From Dorothy to Dot is quite a comedown, but no greater

than the change from the stately measure of the first verse

to the tripping, jerky lines of the last.

Another bard has something more kindly to say of the
scorching girl. It happens this'is his particular Phillida.

"She does not show a sign

Of a wing.

But her figure is divine;

And the fling

Of her abbreviated gown,
As she flickers through the town,
Might buy the throne and crown
Of a king."

If there is one subject upon which wheelmen are more
united than any other it is the need of good roads. Phillida
and Dot could never scorch if they did not have them. The
reverse of good roads is the most unpleasant subject a true
cyclist can contemplate. No wonder the author of "Just
Mud" is sad.

"Mud, mud, mud.
As fdr as the eye can see,

And I'm glad that my tongue can't utter

The thoughts that arise in me.

"And the half-fllled carts go on
With a little jag of a load,

But oh, just to feel the joy of a wheel
And a nice, hard, level road.

"Mud, mud, mud.
As far as the eye can see,

But the joy I miss on a road like this

Can never come back to me."

In every great upward movement of the human race there
are always disgruntled individuals who can see nothing good
in the new order of things.

Politics and bicycles are two great national institutions,
yet one of the poets that has been corraled for the compila-
tion ventures to poke fun at them, and to .=uggest a baby
carriage fad as a substitute for wheeling. His contribution
is entitled

:

"lament prom the CRiDM!.

"Up from the cradle came a wail,

Al first a pensive coo;

Into a weird, vociferous wail

Of mournfulness it grew.

His sorrow, in a vein prolix.

He struggled to reveal:

'My father's talking politics.

And mother rides a wheel."

" 'Thej say I'm cross—I'm simply sad
At being slighted so,

I wisb the baby carriage fad

Could somehow get a shosv.

How can you blame one in my fix

For setting up a squeal?

My father's talking politics.

And mother rides a wheel.'"

There are 150 pages in "The Bards and the Bicycle," and a
greater number of subjects. Many of the verses readily adapt
themselves to popular airs, and such are noted.

tdchting.

As the yachting journal of America, the Forest and Stream ts the

recognized medium of communication between the maker of yachts-

men''s supplies and the yachting public. Its vahie for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns
continuously for years.
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FIXTURES.
JUNE.

Atlantic, Adams cups. New York Bay.
Buffalo, opening cruise, small cl;isses, Port Albino.
Brooklyn, annual, New York Bay.
Atlantic, special. New York Bay.
Buffalo, pennant. Lake Erie.

Gravesend Bay, annual. New York Bay.
Atlantic, annual.
Corinthian Marblehead, club, Massachusetts Bay,
Marine and Field, open. New York Bay.
Columbia, annual, Hudson River.
Buffalo, ladies' day, Lake Erie.
Gravesend Bay, cruise, New York Bay.
Atlantic, Adams cups. New York Bay.
Brooklyn, first special, New York Bay.

There is some possibility of Defender being fitted out by
C. Oliver Iselin and raced this season; but even if the possi-
bility becomes a certainty there is very little promise of good
sport in the class. True, both Navahoe and Vigilant will be
in commission; but even if they were fitted and raced at
their best it is a foregone conclusion that Defender can beat
both too easily to make such a contest interesting. Of
course over some of the regular club courses and on the runs
of the New York cruise the lesser draft of the centerboard
boats might give them an unfair advantage, and doubtless
Defender would be frequently hampered in many ways by
her great draft. As far as Vigilant is concerned, her owner
purchased her solely for cruising, in fact he even contem-
Elated converting her into a yawl for that purpose, she has
een fitted with a smaller rig, and she is now in no sense in

the same class as Defender. Altogether the outlook for
racing in the 90ft. class is by no means encouraging.

The Boston Herald is still trying, through its Glasgow
correspondent, to work up a movement in favor of 46ft. l.w.l.

yachts. According to the Herald's views of measurement,
such a race should be on the basis of waterline length only,
with "no restrictions on skill" in the shape of the length
and sail area rule, American or English. The Clyde yachts-
men, however well they may deserve the familiar epithet of
"canny," as yet have not discovered what a race on such
terms would mean for a British yacht. While the American
"46-footer," if the extinct class should be resuscitated, would
be a craft of great power and excessive sail area on a limited
waterline, an enlarged Wasp, the innocent'Scotch yachtsmen
are tempted with the idea of racing craft of the British type,
of the same waterline, but of just about half the power, such
as Dragon III. or Eucharis. There isno likelihood whatever
of a contest, but if one were arranged on the proposed plan
of the Herald, the American designers would merely have
to go ahead in a line with which they are perfectly familiar,
while the British designer would be called upon to experi-
ment in a new and unknown class of yacht. The experi-
ment of racing the British 20 rater Jessica, a very fine ex-
ample of Mr.Will Fife's work in this class, similar to Dragon
III,, against the American 46 footer Wasp, as made here in

892, shows what a one-sided affair such a contest would be.
f international racing is to be introduced in the medium-

sized yachts, it miist be under some fair system of measure-
ment not widely difl'erent from those now used in America
and Great Britain, and the class selected must be one now
in existence, and not one that, has passed away.

MEMORIAL DAY.

May 31, 1897.

Harlem IT. C. Opening Race«
CITY ISLANO - LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The regatta of the Harlem Y. C, the first of the Sound
Y. R. U. races, brought out a goodly number of starters, but
was marred by lack of wind. The morning was very un-
promising, with fog and rain, but after the clearing up at
noon there came a light breeze and the race was started.
The times were:

CABIN SL0OPS-43l'T, CLiSS— COURSE, ?0 MILES.
Length

Pontiac, H. Hanlein, Jr..,, ,,,.,,,,„,,,,,, ,.40.07
Mary B., J. K. Gettes. 36. 05
Mistral, R. Evans 41.03
White Cap,W. Neely .38.07

CABIN SLOOPS—86ft. class -20 MILES.
J. S. M,, J. N. Fowler,..., .3.3.04 5 3 J 37
Eeliance, W. P. Schultz 33.09 5 S7 57
Mignon, 5 18 05
Millionaire, K. McDonald 36. fO Disabled.

CABIN SLOOPS—30ft. CLASS—20 MILES.
Petrel. O. C. Eigl.. ...28.08
Olive L., E. Lange..... , ...25.04
Una, W. Scardefleld 28.01
Water Lily, P. Kiernan, Jr, ,....£7 03
Isabelle, j. F Lalor , 29.05
Wanderer, W. Strauss , . , 27 . C4
Poco, J. H. Andrews .25.03
B,uth, C. Lesser 28.05

OPEN CATS—3CFT. class -20 MILKS.
G, .J. Oakes -i,.25.03 Did not finish

Elapsed. Corrected.
5 OS 12 5 07 31
5 20 00 5 1.3 00
Did not finish.
Did not finish.

5 25 5?
5 24 18
5 15 01

Did not finish.
5 49 58 5 33 3S
6 06 32 6 03 17
5 51 46 5 48 IT
6 00 31 6 on 31
6 01 .30 5 59 31
Did not finish.
5 50 16 5 47 58

Lou,
Camilla, Webber. 5 48 41

CABIN CATS—30pT. class -20 MILES.
5 48 44

Unca.«, P H. Berg i8.02
Lauretta, W. P. Sherer 25.01
Ann, S. Jacobs 27.03
Lizzie V., W. P. Vreeland 30.00

OPEN J B AND MAINSAIL YACHTS—86FT CLASS—'<0 MILES.
Cygnet, Com. D. Ryan .32.06 5 40 44

OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL - 30FT CLASS—20 MILKS.
E. Z Sloat, Hoyt & Parkes 27.052 5 15 Sii

Delphinne, W. Christie 27.01 5 25 46
CABIN SLOOPS—25FT. CLASS -16 MILES.

Nornen, Did not finish.
CABIN CATS—2SFT. CLASS—16 MILES.

5 51 08
6 05 06
5 53 30
5 25 37

5 53 01
5 51 42
5 41 IB
5 S5 37

5 40 44

5 15 S2
5 25 31

49 40
S9 5.5

22 40
22 25

84 56;

.39 38.

5 26 11

5 39 33

5 32 19-

5 48 89'

S 06 12

Oriole, M. P. Lee 5 50 35
Mabel M., W. A Potter 25.00 5 89 .55

Satanic, H. Scbneider 22. C6 5 28 37
Yankee Girl, W. F. Buggle..., 25.00 5 2i S5
Mohican, J. Bolsen., 31.07 Did not finish.
Ada, Did not finish.
Folka, E. L. Felleman.,,,,.. 83.08 5 37 48
Bertha, J. W. Dwyer 21.06 5 48 22

OPEN CATS—25ft. class—16 MILES,
Eddies., J Synmers 21.01 5 36 48
Norman, G. llanson , 23.01 5 39 55
Willis 5 33 47
Emma S 5 32 19

OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL-25ft CLASS—16 SHLES.
Just Right, E MiUer a3.08 5 49 06
Zetes, J. A. Kip 24.04 5 05 12

CABIN OATS—20ft. class—16 MILES.
Creek, H. Zollinger 16.00 Did not finish.

OPEN CATS—ar FT. CLASS -12 MILES.
Ellide, W. Valentine 20.00 Did not finish.
Bubble ...16.06 Not timed.
Gull, J. F. Proctor 20. CO 4 43 '-8

Regina, W Scaidefleld 10.03 4 00 00 3 .'iS 16
Starling, E. F. de Levante 19. C6 4 08 31 4 07 82

OPEN CATS -1£fT class 12 MILES
I D. K, T. McLaughlin 13.00 5 39 21 5 29 31
The winners were Pontiac, Mignon, Olive L., Camilla, Lizzie V.,

Cygnet, E. Z. Sloat, Yankee Girl, Eddie S., Zates, Regina and I. D. K.

Millionaire, sloop, was in collision during the race with
the coasting schooner L. L. Hamlin, of Providence, being
struck by the latter in the attempt to cross her bows. The
yacht lost her topmast and had her boom unshipped, while
three men were thrown overboard, but were rescued.

Atlantic T. C. Opening Race.
BAY RIDGE—NEW YORK HARBOR.

The Atlantic Y. C. celebrated the day with a race for the
regular classes, starting from off the Bell Buoy, Bay Ridge,
the larger yachts sailing around the Southwest Spit and re-
turn, the smallerrounding the Bell Buoy in the Swash Chan-
nel, 19M and 14X miles. The morning was foggy and rainy,
but some time after noon the sky cleared and the light S.W.
wind came in, so the race was started. When working about
the line Feydeh was in collision with Hera, tearing the
latter's mainsail so badly that she was forced to v^ithdraw,
Feydeh being uninjured. The afternoon turned out very
pleasant, the reverse of the morning, and though the wind
was light the course was sailed, the times being:

SLOOPS— CLASS J.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected,
Eclipse, L. J. Callanan .^5.00 3 41 35 3 41 35

SLOOPS— CLASS K.

lola. Cel. D. E. Austin 47.17 3 46 00 3 46 00
SLOOPS—CLASS L.

Hydriad, G. R. Brown ., Not limed.
Eidolon, James Weir, Jr 42.16 3 40 12 3 40 13

SLOOPS - CLASS M.

Aki^ta, George Hill 34.75 8 41 55 8 41 E5
Oanopuf, H. B. Howell 31.48 3 56 50 8 51 03

SLOOPS- CLASS N, SPECIAL.
Musme, J. M. Macdenough 30.00 8 40 10 3 40 10
Wawa, James StiUman 80.00 3 35 45 3 35 45

SLOOPS—CLASS N.

Feydeh, E. D. Cowman i9 50 3 16 00 3 16 00
OATBOATS—CLASS s.

Dorothy, George Hill.., 2.'<.61 Withdrew disabled.
Squaw, H. S. Jewell i;:7.88 2 53 OD 2 51 45

OAIBOATS - CLASS T.

Qui Vive, — io.OO 2 59 10 2 59 10
Uncas, J. S. Negus. ,.,,:,',V.i.ViV<«««"-24.'*l Not timed.
Ethel, E. J. Bergen 21. 71 3 06 12 2 58 84
Eclipse lost her topmast,

Seawanhaka Corinthian IT. C.
OYSTER BAY.

Saturday, May 29.

The Seawanhaka C. Y. C. opened its Oyster Bay station
for the season on May 29, a number of yachts being at
anchor in Seawanhaka Harbor and many members present.
The colors were mast-headed with the usual ceremonies. In
the afternoon a race for the 20ft. class was sailed in a fresh
N.W. wind, the starters being Shark, Keneu, Asthore aud
Dad,
Asthore led at the line, with Keneu second and Shark

third, but the latter, with a reefed mainsail, soon took the
lead. On the last leg of the first round Shark parted her
bobstay and was compelled to sail under her mainsail for a
time until temporary repairs were made; these were ineffec-
tive, and she was finally beaten by Keneu. The times were:

Start 2 P. M.
Ist round. 2d round. Finish. Elapsed.

Keneu, M. Clark 2 38 00 3 15 00 3 36 03 1 3i3 05
Shark, Rouse & Hoyt ....2 41 50 3 18 00 3 33 00 1 38 00
Asthore. P. T. Dodge 2 44 57 8 27 45 8 51 00 1 51 00
Dad,L. D. Huntington, Jr....2 50 45 3 39 03 4 06 29 2 06 89
Dad measures 16ft. K. L.
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Audubon T. C. Opening Race.

NEW YORK—HUDSON BJVKB. .

The Audubon Y. C. sailed its eighth annual regatta on

Decoration Day over the club courses on the Hudson Kiver,

triangles sailed twice. The wind was S.W., lightat the start

and increasing during the race. The times were:

CLASS A-CABTN SLOOPS OVER £6fT.
, ^ ^ ,

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vixen, W. H. Phillips .28.04 2 36 27 2 15 03J^

CL«SS 0-OPIN SLOOPS UNDER 25FT.

Iroquois, W. K. Genet ^3.00 8 43 45 1 53 11

Sybilla, J. Kursterner 21 .03 2 53 80 2 01 31^
CLASS D- CABIN CATS UNDER 27fT.

Minnie, P. Griffin VS.U 2 42 25 1 56 Vl^
White Wingf=, A. H. ShefC 22.10 2 53 56 2 02 Om
Drift, W. T. Barnard 21.10 2 .'8 50 2 05 4b%
Ladas, J. Webber 22.08 Did not finish.

CLASS B— OPEN CATS OA'ER JOFT.

Mary Isabel, F. J. Taylor 22.08 3 01 12 3 05 50

CLASS F—CPEN CATS SOFT. AND UHDISB

Adelle Rae, Chas. Kae 16. C8 Difjualifled.

Millie, A. Sassmore 17.03 1 4 J 1 05 16\

Corinthian Fleet-80ft. Class.

NEW JIOCHELLE—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The Corinthian Fleet, of New Rocheile, gave a ppecial race

for the 20ft. class on Decoration Day, the prize being a silver

cup presented by Vice-Corn. Miller. There were but two
starters, Keneu, Mr. Clark, and Asthore,?. T. Dodge. Shark
was not present, and the new Huntington boat was not

ready, having lost her mast on her trial trip the previous

day. The course was from ofE Harrison's Island around
Gangway Buoy and Echo Island Buoy, the wind being light

and variable. Asthore soon took the lead, and at one time

was far ahead of Keneu; the finish was timed:

Asthore 5 31 00 Keneu S 25 80

Yacht Designing.

THE PLANIMETEE.

New York, May 28—Editor Forest and Stream: In con-

nection with the inquiry about a planimeter, I would like to

state to your correspondent that the Thompson & Bushnell
Co., New York, have a planimeter costing about $7 which
reads areas in square inches, and decimals, which I have used
very considerably, and found to be extremely simple to use
and very accurate. . , .

If your correspondent wants to try anything of this sort I

should be glad to have him call on me and I will post him a
little concerning its use. The planimeter is to a certain ex-

tent a scientific in.«trument. and the $10 a week salesman
' usually interviewed at the instrument maker's is not com-
• petent to speak on the subject. Geo. Hill.

[A very clear and complete explanation of the planimeter
was published in the Fokest and Stream of April 14, 1892.]

The Fenarth Y. C. "One-Design" Class.

The Penarth Y. C, of Penarth, "Wales, has this year estab-

lished a new one-design class of 15-footer8 with lifting fin,

and half a dozen boats have been built. The design was
made by Harold Clayton, a member of the club, to whom we
are indebted for a copy of the lines. The yacht is a hand-
some little bulb-fin of the following dimensions:

Length over all 21ft.

L.W.L 15ft.

Beam, extreme 5ft. 9in.

L.W.L 5ft. 2in.

Draft, hull 7Kin-
with fin 4ft.

Freeboard Sin-

Sail area 200sq. ft.

Displacement .l,0061bs.

The following regulations have been drawn up to govern
the class: . , .

1. All boats to be built from the accompanying designs

and specifications, and under the supervision of the de-

signer.
2. Sail area limited to 200sq. ft., Y. R. A. measurement, to

be distributed at the discretion of the owners. Sail area to be
measured by official measurer of the class.

3. No boat is allowed any alterations of hull or ballast, and
any alteration rendered necessary by change of rig must be
notified to the committee.

4. Each boat shall be provided with either tanks or corks,

so as to be rendered unsinkable with crew on board. All
boats to be so tested by official measurer.

5. Sailing Rules.—(a) Y. R. A.; (b) crews shall be limited to

two; (c) no paid hands allowed; (d) each boat shall carry
when racing an anchor not under 151bs. in weight and fifteen

fathoms of rope, also a life buoy ready for use.

6. Management of Class.—All members of the P. Y. C.

shall be eligible as members of the class.

7. Gentlemen not members of the P. Y. C. may be admitted
at discretion of the committee of the class on payment to the
designer of his fee of £1 Is. for use of design, and shall be
allowed to compete in all races.

8. A committee consisting of boat owners of class (one

boat, one vote) shall be formed, which shall decide on all

questions (other than racing) concerning boats competing in

t ills cl fliSs

9. No alteration or addition to these rules shall be made
without a two-thirds majority.

10 All races shall be sailed under the management of the
sailing committee of the P. Y. C.

SPECIFICATIONS OF BOATS.
Keel—American elm, 6xl>^in. amidships, tapering to fore

end.
Stem—English oak, al.so apron.
Transom—American elm.
Timbers—Bent timbers, American elm, 1 x Xin.
Deck beams—%in. x 3ia. in middle and 2in. at gunwale, of

white pine. Beams at each end of well to be of elm, with
upright support underneath.
Center Case—Yellow pine, lin., 5ft. x 15in., slot J-^in., with

larger hole for bulb to come up.
Rudder Trunk—Brass pipe.

Planking—>^in. full archangel spruce, picked wood, t6n
strakes a side.

Deck—J^gin. spruce, to be covered with calico and painted,
the middle plank to be %in., and let in fiush with the rest.

Deck, Tin. round at the highest point.

Cockpit Carlins—1 x 2in. white pine joined to gunwale by
half beams H x gin., 1ft. apart.
Rubbing Strake—American elm, 1 x IJ^in., half round.
Coamings—American elm, 4in. high forward and Sin. high

aft.

Samson Post—Oak, 2}4in. square, to be fitted 4ft. from
stemhead.
Mast Step—Block of oak to be screwed on to keel.

Cockpit Floor—Kin. soft wood flooring, to be supported on
six soft wood timbers, %in., to be butted against center case
and screwed to skin of boat.

Moulds—Boat to be built on eleven moulds (a fqll-sized

drawing of which will be supplied).
Fastenings—All fastenings to be of copper or brass,

Painting—Two coats of paint inside and one outside, to be
supplied.
Rudder—English elm, %m.
Weight of Plate—SOlbs., with bulb 180, made of 3^in. mild

steel and galvanized.
Draft with Plate—4ft.

Price of Boat—£20. Estimated price complete, including
sails and all fittings, 15 fathoms of roooring line aad moo?:
ings, £30,
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Boval St. Lawrence T. C
DOEVAL—LAKE ST. LOTHS

The first race of the season of 1897 was sailed on the after-
noon of May 22, the delmt of the new 20ft. class.
Five boats—all new this year from the designs of G. H.

Duggan, and built and equipped by the Yacht Company of
Canada—were afloat, and all started, although two of them
had hardly got the last shackle on board before the prelimi-
nary gun was fired, and indeed, one of them, Rogue, was
only launched that morning.
The boats, with their bright decks, black top sides and

bright metal fittings, are decidedly taking in appearance,
and underwayaresingularlygraceful. Any farther descrip-
tion of them at this time is something that goes beyond the
limits of cold type. There was a hard west wind blowing,
with puifs from the northwest, when the boats crossed the
line at 4:05 in the following order: Avoca, G. H. Duggan
and F. P. Shearwood; Islander, G. A. S. Hamilton, et al

;

Glenowen, Shirley DaTidson; Rogue, A. F. Riddell and J. C,
C, Almon; Maida, H. B. Young and R. R. Wallace.
All went across when the second gun was fired except

Maida, which was handicapped Im. 10s., and all were under
double reefs excepting^ Maida, which lugged her full main-
sail rather than endanger it by reefing. I.slander, after one
or two bad knock-downs, lost her spar in the first round and
was out of it. Avoca gained steadily, and the finish of the
first round was as follows:

Avoca 4 41 15 Rogue 1 4fi 04
GlpDowen 4 '3 14' Islander Dismabted.
Maida 4 46 22

In the second, round the wind lightened up perceptibly,
and there was no change in the relative positions of the
boats, but as it began to darken up and came down hot from
the west and south, itwas decided to stop the race at theend
of the round;

2d KouDd. Elapsed.
Avoca.,...

, 5 19 4'i 1 14 43
Glenowen... .5 23 15 1 18 J5
Maida.... 5 31 CO 1 2j 00
Rogue . Did not finish.

On May 24 the first race for the Ross series was sailed.
The day was hazy, but there was a fine breeze from the
southwest. I.slander, whose broken spar had been replaced
by a solid stick, was ready in ample time, and went out with
two reefs in, with H. K. Wickstead at the stick. The other
four boats were sailed as formerly, and there were two
additional entries, viz., Viola, S. Thornton, and Missie, a lii-

footer of last year, the Rev. Mr. Kittson, sailed by V. Pelle-
tier.

The start was made at 3:S5; Missie got away with a lead,
closely followed by Avoca; Islander, Glenowen and Rogue
went across almost together, and shortly after they got
mixed up with one another in a rather complicated way
which cost them some time, but no actual foul occurred.
Maida made a clear start, and Viola was some 23m. lale, but
in spite of this handicap went on and sailed the race. Avoca
passed Missie in the first tack, and Maida quickly took
second place, Rogue third and Islander fourth, with' Glen-
owen fifth. Missie dropped steadily to the rear, and the first
round was completed as follows:

Avoca 3 31 ;-0 Islander ., . 3 ,'4 20
Maiaa.. ;:J 3i 50 Glinowen 3 3i 05
Eogue 3 33 45 Missie ....... 3 38 10

In the second round Islander, who had gained on the whole
fleet on the reach, put Rogue about and walked through her
weather, and turned the fir.st buoy in second place, Maida
having lost badly on the windward work. The second round
was finished as follows:

Avoca. 4 (3 05 Maida 4 06 20
Islander .,4 05 10 Glenowen ,"4 07 45
Rogue 4 Co 15 Mi,-sie .... A 12 30

During the third round there was no alteration in the posi-
tion of the boats, excepting that Avoca increased her lead on
the fleet, and Islander pulled away from Rogue, and the
finish was as follows:

Avoca. 4 55
Inlander

, ., 4 gg 4.5

Rogue 4 4u 5)
Maida 4 4 00
Glenowen 4 45 10
M-sle..,., 4 5si CO

Elapsed.
1 40 55
1 14 45
1 45 .'3O

1 49 10
1 50 10
1 57 00

Massachusetts Y. R. A,
The new book of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. is just out—

a very neat volume, for which much credit is due to the sec-
retary, A. T. Bliss. The Association now includes the fol-
lowing clubs: American (Newburypopt), Atlantic (Boston),
Boston Y. C, Burgess, Cape Cod,-Chelsea, Cohasset, Colum-
bia (Boston), Commonwealth, Dorchester, Duxbury, Bast
Gloucester, Hull, Jeffries, Kingston, Lynn, Manchester,
Massachusetts, Musquito Fleet, Old Colony, Plymouth
Qaincy, Revere, Savin Hill, South Boston, Squam, Squan-
tum, Wellfleet, Winthrop and Wollaston; thirty clubs.
The officers for 1897 are: Pres., Louis M. Clark; Vice-Pres

A. H. Higginsoh; Sec'y, A. T. Bliss; Ass't SecV, R. M.
Wood; Treas., Walter Burgess. Ex-Com. Louis M, Clark,A T. Bliss, T. E. Jacobs, N. B. Stone, J. B. Robinson. Offi-
cial Measurer, James Bertram, .330 Broadway, South Boston
Sec'y Bliss's address is 111 Milk, street,;Boston. The yachts
of the Association are measured and classified by waterline
length alone, taken with the maximum crew aboard that
the owner electf to carry. The classes are: First class, cabin
yachts under ,29ft. 1 w.l.; second open class, open vaehts un-
der 24ft. waterline; second class, cabin yachts iinder 24£t
waterane; third class, under 20ft.; fourth class, under 17£t.

;

knockabout class. The crtews are limited as follows: First
class, 7 persons; second class, 6 persons; third clasps, .5 per-
sons; fourth class, 4 persons; knockabout class, 3 persons.
The Herreshofl: allowance table is used.

Dorchester Y. C. Opening Race.
DOaOHESTBR—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, May SS.

The Dorchester Y. C. opened the season with an open
sweepstakes race for the 17ft. class on May 23, sailed in a
reefing breeze from N.W. that dropped ana was followed by
a light easterly air in the second round, finally breezing up
again from N. W. The times were:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected
Alpine, C. J. Blethen 16.00 1 19 00 0 47 19
Circe, F. t. Pigeon 16. GO 120 17 0 48 36
Vitesse, 0. D. Mower 16.01 1 21 44 0 51 10
Ripple, 0. B. Pear 16.02 1 24 43 0 53 16
Hector, F. M. Crosby ..I6.11O 1 i8 Oci 0 oS 55
Glide, G. D. Silsbee , 15.06 Di,<at)leii.

Anita, W. A. Rose....,,.. .16.04 Withdrew.

Prizes—Alpine SlS, Circe $8 and Vitesse $5.
Judges—Com. F. L. Codman, Hartford Davenport, Oliver

F. Davenport, G. E. Rose, A. P. Nute and W. A. Moulton.

FOREST AND STREAM.

Lake Minnetonka.
Thebe was a big crowd of yachting enthusiasts at Minne-

tonka on May 15-16, and they had good weather in which to
try the new boats that have created so much discussion
pending the opening of the season. There was only a light
wind, but most of the recently launched boats were trying
their wings. Never was there a season on the big lake in
which the new ones were watched with such intense interest
as this year. Among the first to show up yesterday morning
was the Hopkins and Fayram boats. They chased each
other across the lake, and in the flutter that was blowing
seemed to have a pretty even break. The sails set much bet-
ter on Hopkins' boat than on Fayram's, but both of them
seem likely craft, and there is no telling where the honors
will rest when the season is over.
H. C. McLeod went out in the new boat built on his design

by Moore and had a fair opportunity of finding out what she
would be able to do in light weather. The critics are con-
strained to admit that this latest turnout doesn't look as fast
a.s Charlotte by minutes. She had a good lively brush with
Kite and the old Marie, but didn't do as well by any manner
of means as Charlotte would have done in similar weather.
Of course there is a considerable allowance to be made for
the newness of the boat, her sails being unstretched and all
the rest of it; but at the same time it must be admitted that
she did not impress Minnetonka sailors very favorably in her
behavior yesterday. When a puff struck the new boat she
seemed to heel over a great deal too much, and it is much to
be doubted whether Charlotte's tenderness has not been em-
phasized rather than decreased in the new production. The
boat is magnificently put together and well riggfd, and this
advance criticism may prove to have been premature.
Pillsbury's boat was put afloat on Saturday, but she is not

yet rigged. From the set of the hull in the water Mr. Pills-
bury is going to have a very handsome craft, and one that
may afl'ect the .season's results materially.
A good deal of work has been done on Watson's boat at

the Dyer yard since she was afloat last week. She is having
a new heavy centerboard put in her. The Griggs boat also
has the mast unstepped, and is being changed in some minor
details. She will remain at Minnetonka another week, and
then be transported to White Bear, where she will be counted
on to carry the honors of the season by her owner. There is
no doubt about the speed of this boat, and, moreover, she is
as stiff as the orthodox Russian church. Peterson is thor-
oughly satisfied with the new craft, and in quiet little side
remarks to >is friends he makes it plain that he expects her
to win the honors of the year.
The cynosure of all eyes yesterday, however, was the Fern-

dale boat, whose handling will be under the captaincy of E.
J. Phelps, owner of Alpha. The Ferndale syndicate has suc-
ceeded in getting up one of the most freakish-looking crea-
tions ever seen on the lake, and while she may sail like a
scared greyhound, there is nothing in her construction as
she lies at present to indicate any of the whys or wherefores.
The boat will be blackleaded and ready to get away by next
Saturday. She will be black as a crow all over. The crowds
that were down to look at her yesterday were very inter-
ested, and some are enthusiastic believers in this type. On
the other hand, there were men in the gathering who didn't
believe she would be able to sail faster than a canal barge.
Anyhow, the new boat will carry sail enough—850ft.—and,
moreover, she will have to pay double forfeit for the addi-
tional 150ft. over the 700ft. limit. The rudder of this boat,
instead of being shipped a foot or two forward, is set right
on the stern after the manner of one of the old square-sterned
boats. Most of the new ones will be all ready for business
next week, and there will be some interesting brushes be-
tween them.

—

3lLnneapolis Journal.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press
on Tuesdays Correspondence intended for
publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

A Very Old Ship.

Thk bark True Love, built in Philadelphia in 1764, has
been found upon search to be yet afloat in the capacity of a
coal hulk, engaged in active trade. This discovery was
made through a casualty recorded in the Maritime Ex-
change as follows: True Love, barge, was in collision with
schooner Gravesend, of London, off Gravesend, and had port
quarter damaged to such an extent that it was found neces-
sary to tow her into Rochester, and she arrived at that place
in charge of the tug Commerce. The True Love has not
only outlived her builders and their successors, but has also
outlived every craft that was built in her time and for many
years afterward, and this fact, coupled with the report that
the historic old craft is still engaged in active pursuits
places Philadelphia at the very top notch as a ship-building
center.
In 1764, when this famous old craft was launched on the

banks of the Delaware, although her length was but 96ft.
8in., she was then the largest vessel of commerce that the
Delaware had ever floated. Contrast this with the dimen-
sions of the huge Hamburg-American Packet Company's
steamship Pennsylvania, whose length is 587ft., and one will
be amazed with the magnitude of the modern ship of com-
merce.
The True Love, upon being completed, sailed away froto

Philadelphia early in 1765, and no record is had of her
return to this city until Aug. 22, 1873, when, at the age of
109 years, she came into port from Ivigtut, Greenland, with
a cargo of kryolite in command of Captain Thomas
Nathaniel. con.^igned to B. Crowley. She was discharged
here and surveyed by the American Lloyds in October, 1873,
and sailed away, never to return again. Upon her arrival
shortly afterward in London she was sold and turned into a
coal hulk, in which capacity she still serves.
The dimensions of this famous True Love are: Length

96tt. Bin.; beam, 26ft. 9in ; depth of hold, 17ft. She meas-
ured 296 tons register, and, like all old craft, carried very
little more cargo.
The discovery that there was still afloat a Philadelphia

built vessel of such an age has caused much comment on the
floors of the Maritime Exchange, and some shipping men
are of the opinion that tbis old craft should, if possible, be
purcha,=ed as a relic. Records show that the True Love was
lor a time ownt-d in Hull, England, by G. Dahl previous to
ber purchase by John S. Ward, of London, and during that
time she was engaged in the Baltic tra.de —Philadelphia
Fress.

Racing at Hamilton.
The two yacht clubs of Hamilton, Out., opened the season

on May 24, the Royal Hamilton, with races for the 37ft., 22ft.
and skift' classes. In the 27ft,. the times were:

'

Hia vatba 1 23 H5 Kestrel i so .30
2iIT CI.4SS-

Kosemary... 1 13 21 scallaivag 1 ss 12
Koko 1 IS 51 Ec ipse

, 1 40 43
Euroelydon 1 28 0?

SKirP CLASS
Fir-fly li i3 u7 Atalanta ij 43 30
Butt;ereup 12 36 3 J atella Cansiz'rt
Surge ....i... .12 26 30

The Victoria Y. G. race was for the 15ft. class and skiff's
Sothis being beaten by Fleetwing, and Firefly winning in the
skiff class with trio, Kittie and Dottie in order.
Rosemary is the fin-keel Caruli, designed by Arthur Dyer-

Koko has just been purchased from W. G. Mackendrick by
Mr. Hunter, of Hamilton. Sothis is Mr. Duggan's first 15-
footer of last year, and Fleetwing, we believe7is a new boat
designed by him in the fall.

Another International Race.
The noted canoeist, William Willard Howard, is appar-

ently possessed of an insatiable longing for international
races which even the credit for originating the present inter-
esting competition for the Seawanhaka international cup,
and the honor of winning the Royal C. C. challenge cup last
year has failed to allay. Not even content with the chances
of meeting Canada through the possible success of his Jiew
SO footer in the Seawanhaka trial races, he has inaugurated
a little international side show of his own, merely as a hon
hoiCche to the greater contest. We merely reprint the fol-
lowing from an exchange, without vouching for its accuracy
or attempting to correct several apparent errors.

An international yacht race without the usual preliminary
was sailed here this forenoon by two of the new candidates
for the Seawanhaka cup trial races. The arrangements were
made in the quickest trial on record. At daylight this
morning Mr J. P. Abbott's crack 20-footer Lalaga, bound
from Toronto, where she was built, to Montreal, was found
tied up to one of the river front wharves. She was on her
way from Toronto to Montreal to compete in the Royal St.
Lawrence Y. C.'s trial races for the selection of a yacht to
defend the international challenge cup, which the Canadians
won from the Seawanhaka Club, of New York, last summer.
Lalaga was built by Cuthbert, of Toronto. She was in
charge of Mr. Cuthbert's son, an expert yachtsman. Thos.
R. Gillespie, of Montreal, was a member of the Canadian
party. When the Canadians turned out of the cabin of the
cutter this morning they were informed that the new 20-
footer Arauca, which was built by L. F. Ferry, of Clayton,
for William Willard Howard, of New York, was here await-
ing shipment to take part in the Seawanhaka races at Oyster
Bay to select a challenger for this same cup, which Lalaga
hoped to defend. Mr. Howard, who is here getting his boat
ready for shipment, was notified of the Toronto champion's
arrival, and at 7:30 A. M. he hastened down to the wharf with
an informal challenge for the race. This suited the Cana-
dians. Less than ten minutes' preparations for the race were
indulged in. The course was a run to Chapman Shoal Buoy,
a beat to windward to a buoy in the upper bay, and a broad
race to the starting line. The wind was moderate, with
occasional spiteful puffs. Both yachts crossed the starting
line abreast, with booms broad off port. L.alaga soon jibed
to starboard, and slovyly forged ahead, the American boat
apparently not getting as good a pull on her mainsail.
Arauca kept her boom to port, but lost ground steadily. At
the Chapman Buoy she was 25 seconds astern. Sheets were
then flattened in for the beatup the river, Lalaga pointed high
and footed fast, and in the attempt to point up with her the
American fell still further behind. Capt. Charles Seymour,
who, with the assistance of Tom Purcell and Will Penny,
was sailing Arauca, saw that this was a losing game, and so
he gave her a rap full and sent her through the water at a
great pace. Arauca could not point with the Canadian, but
she dashed through her lee and soon took the lead. From
that time on Arauca romped ahead as she pleased The
Canadian gave it up as a had job when the race was half
over. Arauca was at that time 3 minutes ahead and gain-
ing fast. After the race the Canadians continued their jour-
ney toward Montreal. This was Lalaga's first defeat. Both
boats were handled with great skill.

Winthrop Y. C. Opening Race.
GRI5AT HEAD -BOSTON HARCOa.

Saturday, May 23.

The Winthrop Y. C. opened the season on May 22 with a
race for the 21ft. and 30f c. classes, but with few starters, two
in each class. The start was made in a fresh N.W. breeze,
which gradually decreased to quite a Ught air at the finish!'
In the 24ft. class Nettie's elapsed time was 1:37:15 while that
of Alma was 1:54:13. Nettie is the new keel boat designed by
J. R. Purdon for Walter Burgess. In the 20ft. class Harriet's
time was 1:19:35 and Ecila's was 1:20:35. On June 5 the first
championship race will be sailed.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The Rhode Island Y. C. announces the following fixtures:

Ladies' day race, at Pawtuxet, Tuesday, June 33; annual
club race, at Potter's Cove, Saturday, July 17; annual open
race, at Pawtuxet, Monday, Aug. 33; annual club cruise,
July 13-lS inclusive.

A correspondent sends us the following gem in the way of
yachting news from a New York State paper: "Charles W.
Havens, of Rome, who is one of the best boat builders in the
State, has just completed at the Sherman dry dock a hand-
some double frame sloop, for James Ecret, foreman of the
Anchor knitting mill of Whitesboro. It is 31ft overall with
a lift. heam. Its average depth under deck is 6ft. Sin.
There are five lockers in the cabin, cupboards and closets.
It is what is known as a centerboard boat, built of white oak
planking l>^in. thick. The workings of the upper deck is of
white pine, finished in the wood. The sloop is now at
Whitesboro, being rigged with curtaiufj, draperies, uphol-
stering, etc. Mr. Ecret expects to start about the first of the
month with a pleasure party for the Chesapeake Bay.. His
pleasure trip completed he will leave the sloop with a rela-
tive to be used in the oyster beds. The hoist will be l.^ft. in
the float, aft leach, from tip to boom to tip of gaft, 26ft. The
gip will be 16ft. on the boat with 22ft. hoiit, being what is
known as a sloop rier. The standing rig will be of wire cable
and the running rig of the best manilla."

Colonia, schr.. Com. Postley, has been on Hawkins's rail-
way. City L-land, all winter, and an attempt to launch her
was made on May 31. the night tide being favorable. After
running down some distance the cradle stuck, and all that
could be done was to draw it up again, which was accomp-
lished with some difficulty. The rollers under the cradle
were repaired and the yacht was finally launched on May 26
Capt. Charles Barr and Mate Miller are in command, as laat
year.

The annual meeting of the Interlake Y. R. A., of Lake
Erie, was held on May 15, at Toledo, the representatives
present being E. W. Rarider, Cleveland Y. C; Geo. T. Bliss,
Erie Y. C; H. G. Look, Detroit Y. C; D. H. .Jones, West
End Y. C, Detroit; Geo. F. Anderson, Sandusky Y. C; L.
F. Schimmel, Detroit Y. C, and Henry Tracey, Toledo Y. A,
Prior to the meeting the visiting yachtsmen were enter-
tained by Com. Richardson at dinner at the St. Charles
Hotel. The programme was arranged for the annual racing
meet at Put-in-Bay; Monday, July 5, rendezvous; July 6,
.53ft., 42ft. and37fc. classes; July 4, 32ft. and 27ft

, naphtha
launches and catboats; July 6, free-for-all cup, now held by
Zelma, of Hamilton, It was decided to include the 23 footers
in the 37ft, class, the former class not being officially recog-
nized by the Association. Other details of the races, ball,
etc.. were decided on. Com. Richardson spoke of his recent
visit to New York as a delegate to the yacht conference, and
all present indorsed the idea of the proposed national union.
Mr. E. W. Radder, of Cleveland, was elected as the repre-

, sentative of the Association to any future meetings. Mr.
Radder, who has been very active in the interest of the
Interlake Y. R. A., and later in the formation of the LakeY R. U., read a report on the work of the latter body.
Late last season the steam yacht Alcedo, G. W. C. Drexel,

of Philadelphia, while on her way home from the eastward'
was compelled, through illness on board, to lie for some
days off College Point, where Mr. Drexel was tendered the
use of the float and station of the Knickerbocker Y. C. As a
graQeful acknowledgment of this simplej act of clut?
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courtesy, Mr. Drexel has presented to the club a very hand-
some silver trophy, which, by the decision of the regatta
committee, will be sailed for at the anuual regatta of the K.
y. C. oa June 5. The cup will be given to the yacht making
the best elapsed time over the Gangway Buoy course; to be-
come the permanent property of the yacht which shall win
it for two years in succession.

The serious illness of Mr. Gonveneur Kortwright has led

him to dispose of the new steam yacht nearly completed at

Marvel's yard, Newburgh. and a purchaser has been found
in Mr. Colgate Hoyt, of Oyster Bay, one of the owners of

the new 30-footer Shark. Mr. Hoyt will rig her asaschooner.
instead of a yawl, au^ will find a new name in place of that
originally proposed.

Eugenia, at'eam yacht, J. Gardner Casiatt, arrived at her
home port, Philadelphia, on May 21. She left Marseilles on
April 25, touching at Gibraltar on April 28, and sailing on
IVfey 1 for Fayal, where she laid from May 6 to 8. On May
16 she reached Bermuda, and sailed next day for Philadel-
phia. Eugenia was designed by Alfred H. Brown, of Lon-
don, designer of Narada, Enterprise and other fine yachts.

She is 149ft. 6tn. over all, 133ft. l.w.L, 19ft. beam, a.nd 10ft.

din. draft. She has but moderate power, with good bunker
capacify, being designed for cruising. Capt. C. T. Piatt is

in command.
Gossoon, cutter, recently purchased by P. T. Dodge, of

New York, arrived at that port from Boston on May 26, after

a rough passage. Mr. Dodge was on board, accompanied by
E. Burton Hart, Jr., W. I Zere^aand F. B. Jones. The yacht
will be fitted for racing, being in the .5lft. class, and will sail

in the regular Sound races of the season.

The challenge of the Harvard Y. C. to the Yale Cor. Y., C.

for an intercollegiate yacht race this year has been de-
clined.

Natka, yawl, has been launched at Baltimore, where she
was designed and built by L, J. Nilson for Col. P. de Funi-
ack, of Louisville, Ky, a member of the Corinthian Y. C. of

Philadelphia. She is 60ft. over all, 44ft. l.w.L, 16ft. beam and
6ft. draft, with a White & Middleton engine. The model is

in every way that of a sailing yacht, with modern ends and
lead keel, the engine being purely auxiliary. The interior is

well arranged and very tastefully fitted up.

The Yacht Company, of Canada (Dorval and Montrieal),

has issued a very complete little catalogue of small craft

and fittings made by it. The designer and superintendent
of the company is our old contributor, H. K. Wicksteed, a
cruiser of wide and varied experience in canoes, canoe yawls
and small yachts, as our readers well know, and the designer
of many good craft of these types. The work of the com-
pany in the line of racing yachts can be left to speak for it-

self, as it has turned out five yachts already for the 20ft.

class of the Royal St. Lawrence Y. C, but it is prepared to

do good work in the cruising classes as well, some excellent

cruising boats of Mr. Wicksteed's design, such as have al-

ready been illustrated, being described and listed at very
low prices. The company is the agent for the special fittings

of the Linotype Co., as made for Glencairn last season and
this year for the new 20s; it also handles the new bottom
composition used on Glencairn, and other special articles for

small racers and cruisers. The catalogue is illustrated by
several plates of canoes and fittings.

§madng.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrIck, Gait, Canada.
Sec'r-Treas , John R Blake Gait, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PUHSSRS.

Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N 3l8t St., Phila , Pa
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Gouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, F. J. Burrage, West Newton, Mass.
Northern Division, Francis H. Macnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, ?1; initiation fee, $1.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Mich.
Vice-Commodore, Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, lU.

Eear-Commodore, E. H. Holmes. Milwaukee, Wifl.

Sec'y-Treas.. W. D Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
Executive Committee: E. M; Ijamp, Madiaon, Wis.; C. J. Steadman,

Oincinnati, O.; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee. Wis.

Canoe Racing in America.

The Field says:
The FOEEST AND Stream quotes about half a column of

Field canoeing notes, but does not give a hint as to

its own views on the points therein considered. We are

always keenly watclaing the canoeing movements in Amer-
ica and Canada, and we would, of course, like to know how
the English views are accepted in the States. The Ameri-
cans and Canadians are in jast the same fix as to canoe s il-

ing as we in England were in up to last year; they have got
the capsizing machine among them in its prime. The
Forest and Stream says, in relation to our R. C. C. penalty

for capsiaing, "just what the result may be, it is impossible

to foretell. It is late in the day to remedy the vast amount
of harm that has been done to canoeing and canoe racing

by the revolving bath tub, and even though this type be
abolished, we doubt whether a new and more useful type
will take its place."
To this we say it is "better late than never" to attempt to

remedy the result of the evil, and as to the last sentence, no
onecan say whether "a new and more useful type will take

its place," but we can safely say the new type is there ready
and can take its place; and, venturing on prophecy, we say
it will take its place as soon as the new class is a little more
seen and known.

If the "cruiser" class cannot produce a canoe fast enough
for successful racing against the revolving bathtub type, it

will, none the less, produce a canoe in which the sport and
excitement of racing can be enjoyed, and such races will be
made pretty hot for the poor racing things. And then when
the fun is over and the racing fiddles have retired to their

boat-house shelves to dream of possible glory to come next
year, the cruiser will be enjoying to the full grand sailing

and pleasure cruising in comfort till the winter comes down
upon her.

The present situation in American canoeing, from a racing

jtan^point, is suggestive of the old adage: "AU signs fail in

time of drought." Thus far there is nothing to indicate that
there will be any canoe racing this year, except at the A. C.

A. meet, and that of an uncertaiu quantity. Unless Mr.
Btrtler has a dark horse stowed away at Lowell, no canoes

aire' ljuilding; no club races whatever are scheduled, and
ffiereis no talk of racing among canoeists. The meet will

bring out some racing men and a couple of dozen or so

canoes, perhaps half that number of sailing craft, but the

brunt of the racing wiD probably fall on Messrs. Butler and
Archibald, with some new men and novices as whippers-in.

The situation here is much less promising than in England

,

where a moderate revival of canoeing is now going on. By
dint of persistent neglect of prohibitive legislation the A.

G, A- has produced the revolving racing machine, but this is

not, as the Field states, in its prime; it has almost passed

ftway. At the stvme time there is no demand for anything

to take its place, that is, anything without a diamond frame
and pneumatic tires. As long as the present feeling exist.<;

amoner clubs and individual canoeists, there is little hope of
improving the condition of canoe racing by any legislation,

however good in itself, in favor of better canoes or.imposing
penalties on the racing machine.

New England Rifle Association.

Hartford, Conn., May21.—The first spring meeting of the New
England E?ifle Association, held at Union Qruve yesterday and to-day.
has iiroved to be a great success. The association was formed by the
members of the Hartford Rifle Club, Springfield Rifle Association.
Citizens' Rifle Clnb of Meri'ien and the Independent Rifle Club of
Npw Britain, and has a membership of over 60.

Tbe shoot has been fairly woll attended by members of the associa-
tion, but the greatest interest has been aroused among the local
shooters by the presence of such noted shots as M. Dorrler. of the
Greenville (N. J.) Rifle Club; and Gus ZimmRrman. and champion
Fred C. Ross of the Zettler Rifle Club of New York city. The work
of each of these celebrated marksmen was watched with much
interest.
The thooting eomnnittee was composed of the following mpmbers;

of thei Hartford Rifle Club: H. M. Pope, W. J Dunbar, J. C Wise-
man. K. Rand, W. N. Woodruff, H. L Strickland and D. S, Sey-
mour.
On the German ring target Zimmerman took the first prize for the

three best tickets with scores of 71 and 70. Dorrler scored a 71 and
•wo 69s and took second prize. W. B. Hall and E. S. Pillard, of the
New Britain Club, wpre tied for the third prizp of each having
scored 208 points. Other leading scotps were: Busbbolz. of Spring-
field, 206; Eichel, of New Britain, 200; Woolman, of New Britain, 200;

Talbot, of Springfield, 201. and Parmelee, of New Britain, 198
At the muzzle rest contest, where the Columbia target is used, the

best seores were Talbot 6, Stutz 7 and Nettleton 10. On this target
the lowest score is the best, the numbers running backward.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have odverHsed in our

columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
June 7-8.- PARKERSBtJRG, "W. Va.—Tournament of the Mountain

State Gun Club Targets. $3.50 added. T^eon J. Epstein, Sec'y.

June 8-9.—KoKOMO, Tnd.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters' league
of Indiana.
June 8-10.— Srous City, la.—Third amateur tournament of the Soo

Gun Club. W. C. Wells, Sec'y,
June 10.—Bath, Me.—Sixth annual tournament of the Bath Gun

Club. Oppn to all. Geo. E. Thompson. Sec'y.

June 8-11.-AtiBUBN, N. T.—New York State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion tournament. C. W. Tattle, Sec'y.
June 9-10.—MoNHOE, La.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Monroe Gun Club.
June 10.— NewcastTjE, Pa.—Third tournament of the. Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones. Sec'y.

June 15-18.—Cleveland. O.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Chamberlin Cartriisre and Tarset Company.
June 16-17.—Faego, N. D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sport=mpn's Association. Targets. W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 17-20.— ANACONDA. Mont.—Thirteenth annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest and fourth annual
tournament of the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under the
auspices of the Anaconda Gun Club. $l,500added. C A Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 23.-OeDBN, III.—Second annual tournament of the Ogden

Gun Club. Wm. McKinley. Seu'y.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, tmder the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man, $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser. Sec'y, Oil City, Pa.
July 1.— Shehbrooke, Quebec.—Sherbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs- C. H. Foss, Sec'y, Sherbrooke, P. Q.
July 3-5.—MrrcHBLL, S. D.—Tournament of the W. J. Healey Hard-

ware Co.
July 7-8.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters'

League of Indiana, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Club.
Royal Robinson, Sec'y.
July 14-15.- New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociation. under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July 1 0-2-?.—Pine Bluff, Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced
later. Paul R. Lilzke, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 21-22 —Okawfordsville, lad.—Tournament of the Trap-Shoot

ers' Leafue of ludiana, under the auspices of the Crawfordsvllle
Gun Club. Chss. E Lacey, Sec'y.
July 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
June ao.—Bridgeport, Conn.—Third toumamenc of the Connecticu

Trap-Shooters' Association, under the auspices of the Bridgeport
Gun Club
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa^

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug, 4-5.— Indiana Mineral Springs, Ihd.—Indiana Mineral Springs

tournament Ben O Bysb. Manager.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of theR A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
gramme:!.
Aug. 18-19.—Warsaw, Ind.—Tournament of the Lake City Gua

Club. W. A. Wineberer, Sec'y.
Aug. 19.

—

Warren, O.— Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.—MoNTPELiBR. Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept 6.—Mbeiden, Conn.—Thu-d annual Labor Day tournament of

the Parker Gun Club.
Sept. 15-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Sept. 28- 9.—Indianapolis. Ind.—Tournament of i he Trap-Shooters'

League of ludii.na, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Club.
Roval Robinson, Sec'y.

Oct. 6-8.—Newbubgh, N. Y.—Annualfall tournament of the West
Newbtirgh Ouuard Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $30 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

Oct. 13-14.— Greensburg, Ind -Shooting tournamentof the Greens-
burg Gun Club. Web. Woodflll, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send tlieir sco7-es for publication in

these columns, aho any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties in all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all svxh matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, SIS
Broadway, New York.

A lady's age is always a tender subject, and one that can scarcely
bs handled gracefully in cold type. The following item from tbe
Boston, Maps., Traveler of May 26, is of sufficient interest Co ihe
shooiine public generally for us to reprint ic without any further
apologies to Mrs. Frank Butler; "How Miss Annie Oakley manages
to look fifteen when the putilic knows that period is far behind her, is

the problem just now puzzling feminine Boston. In a natty little

costume of htmtsman's green, short skirt, leggiDgs and blouse, with
a gray sombrero well set above the girlish braid in which she wears
her hair, she is a pret'y bit of cool color against the brilliant uniforu s
of the riders of the Wild West show. She did some splendid woi k
Monday afternoon with a series of handsome guns which would
breed envy in the heart of any lover of sport; and when she he

6

finished, she ran like a deer the entire length of the grounds, and
kicKed up her heels like a young colt as she disappeared behind the
curtain of the big white tent. These little frisky bits of business aie
very fetching, and never fall to elicit applause."

"The Auburn Gun Club takes pleasure in calling the attention Of
sportsmen all over the State of New York to the rich and elegant line
nf prizes that are to be found in the prize list of the thirty-ninth an-
nual State shoot of the As=(ociation. * * * The attention of sports-

men is also called to the fact that two classes of sweepstake shoots
are to he run every moment of the day, and no one is barred from
those sweeps. They are open to shooters from every State in the
Union.'' The iDterpret.i.tion of the above m»ans that State events are
open only to residents of the State of New York; the other events are
"open to the world. Everyone invited." The two classes of sweeps
referred to are- On No. 2 trap, four IS-target events, $?, and four 20-

target evfnts. $3; targets extra at 2 cents each On No. 3 trap, four
15-target events, SI; four 20-target events, $1..50; targets extra at 2
cents ea ch. These purses will be divided according to the wish of the
shooters. All State event purges (all S5 target even's) will be divided
into eight moneys under the Rose system.

The "committee of five" appointed at the meeting of New Jersey
trap-shooters on May 19 last (a report of which meeting was given in

full in our last issue) was held at Blenderman's on Tuesday after.-

Doon, May 25 The committee con=idered (inter alia) the propriety
or otherwise of incorporating the New Jersey State Sportsmen's As-
sociation, or rather The New Jersey State Association for the Protecr
tion of Fish and Game, the title bv which the old State Association of
New Jersey used to be known. Certain arguments were adduced in

favor of incorporation, while scarcely a word could be said against
it. But the strongest argument of all was overlooked by those
anxious for incorporation, viz., that incorpora'ion would do away
with all the irregularities and illegalities that have occurred through
their efforts to reorganize a defunct organization Articles of incor-
poration and a charter will start the association properly, ana it will

then be able to go ahead and make a history of its own.

There seems to be an opinion abroad that any member of a gVm club
hat is a member of tbe New York State Association is eligible to
compete for the prizes offered In the State events. The impression is

gathered from the sentence regarding the admission of clubs into the
Association, which states in substance that any club can become a
member on application and by paying the SI fee, and adds that any
member of such a club is eligible to compete in all State events. We
take it that only members of such clubs, who are also residents of
this State, are referred to, and we think that anybody from outside
the State who goes to Auburn with the Idea that he can take part in
State events will soon find out his error. He need not be disappointed
however, as he will find two excellent programmes of "open events"
ready for him.

Belleville. Ont . has a Forest and Stream Club. .Its oflfleers are:
H. Corby, Esq.. M P., President; W H. Biggar. Esq., M P., Vice-Pres-
fient; Charles N. Sulman, Treasurer; Joseph Templeton, Secretary.
The objects of the organization are the "Protection of fish and game
and encouragement of all kinds of legitimate sport." It ha'^ a com-
mittee on trap-shooting, and has arranged a programme of events
for its club members. It also looks after the riflemen who are in its

ranks, and has gotten out a programme of events for their benefit,

with a committee to see that the programme is carried out. Another
committee looks after the fishermen of the club, and plenty of con-
tests are arranged for the followers of Izaak Walton. Taken alto-

gether, the Belleville Forest and Stream Club is an organization well
•worth patterning after

Every month during the summer the Hazelwood Gun Club, of Pitts-

burg, Pa . will hold an all-day shoot at sparrows The dates for these
monthly gatherings are June 17, Julv 15, Aug. 19 and September 16.

On each of the above dates there will be five events of 15 sparrows
each, $3 entrance, birds extra, five traps down, 20yds. rise. There
will also be a special event each day of 25 sparrows, $5 entrance,
same rise and conditions as the other events. There will also be
sparrow practice shoots on the second and fourth Saturdays during
June. July, August and September. To reach the grounds take the
McKeesport electric car of the Second Avenue Traction Co. 's line
at the corner of Market street and Fourth avenue; these cars run
direct to the grounds.

While in Savannah, Ga , May 18-Sl, we met a gentleman who was
engaged sounding the shooters present as to the advisability of hold-
ing a good added money tournament at Nashville, Tenn , during the
latter part of September or first part of October. He seemed con-
fldeot that f 50f> could be easily raised to add to tbe purses for such a
tournament. If $iOO can be raised for that purpose another $500
could safely be added without anv difflculcy or risk of loss; $1,000
added money, a four days' shoot, S^oO each day, wi^h the cheap ex-
cursion rates to Nashville owing to 'he Centennial Exposition now in
progress in that city, would mean a large concourse of trap-shooters,
and 50,000 targets thrown. If the right people take hold of the
enterprise such a tournament should prove the success of the
season.

yhe second tournament of the Oonnecticut Trap-Shooters' League
was held on Monday, May 31 (Decoration Day), on the grounds of the
New Haven Gun Club. The heavy and persistent rain that tell until

close on to noon kept many shooters away who would otherwise
have been on hand. Still seven teams of six men each, together with
a round dozen of "extras," make up a total of over fifty shooters,
and that's what there was at New Haven, Monday. The team race
resulted as below: 40 targets per man (20 known. 20 unknown), 240 to
tbe team: New H°ven No. 1, 212; Meriden, 205; Windsor Locks, New
Haven No. 2 and Bridgeport No. 2, 180; Bridgeport No. 1. 178; New
Haven No. 3, 152.

The Mountain State Gun Club, of Parbersburg. W, Va., offers some
solid inducements to shooters to go to Pa.rkersburg after the annual
tournamentof the Ohio Trap-Shooter's League at Sprlngfleld, June
2-4. The Mountain State Gun Club will add $350 in ca^-h to tbe purses
at its two days' tournament, June 7-8 Many shooters will undoubt-
edly go to Parkersburg and then make their way up to Auburn to
take in the last few days of the New York State shoot before moving
on to Cleveland.

This is the week of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tour-
nament at Watson's Park, Chicago. The State events will be shot on
June 1-3. but there will be sweepstake shooting from June 1-6; and
with the facilities at the disposal of tbe management of Watson's
Park, it will be no difBcult thing for everyboay to get plenty of
shooting.

Ralph Trimble, of Covington, Ky., has gone West again after a brief
stay with us. During his visit to the Eastern cities, Ralph made
many friends for the powder companies he represents—Du Pont and
Hazard. His good work with the gun did much to attain this end,
but his quiet and gentlemanlike demeanor did just as much more.

In addition to the ten-raien team from the Duuellen, N. J., Gui Club,
there will also be a similar team from the Bergen County Gua Club,
of Hackensack, N. J., at ihe Endeavor Gua Club's grounds, Saturday
next, June 5. The presence of these two teams will result in a large
attendance and a full afternoon's sport.

On the first day of the Missouri State tournament at Kansas City,

Mo., May 17, Sim Glover scored 14? out of 160 sho'. at (nearly 92 per
cent.), but was 50 cents out of pocket ! This fact shows two thir gs:

First, that the "five equal moneys'' system is roc equitable; secoud,
that Sim Glover did not join Che ranks cf Che "droppers.''

John Tougas, a member of the Worcester (Mass ) Sportsman's Club,
did some good shooting on Tuesdav atternoon, IVlay 18; he broRe 48
out of a possible 50, this being his first appearance at the traps for
the season. Mr. Snell also broke 30 straight during the afternoon.

The Craw'ordsvUle (Ind.) Gun Club will hold a tournament July 31-
2?, under the auspices of tbe Trap Shooters' League of Indiana.
These gatherings of Indiana trap-shooters are likely to become very
popular gatherings with the shooters of that State.

The formation of a State association in New Jersey will do much
toward booming trap-shootiug in that State. There is plenty of
muteiial in New Jersey to make an annual gathering a great success,
but no State shoot has been held since 1881.

On Saturday of this week, June 5, the Dunellen (N. J.) Gun Club
will send a 10-men team to shoot a return ma'ch with the Endeavor
Gun Club, on the latter's grounds at Marlon, N. J. The first match
was won by the Endeavors.

The programmes for the Pennsylvania State shoot at 6 1 City, Pa.,
are now ready for distribution. A letter to Mr. H C. Reeser, secre-
tary of the oil City Gun Club, will secure you a copy.

The third tournament of the Connecticut Trap-Shooter»' Leagi e
will be held at Bridgeport, Conn,, Jane 30, under the auspices of ite
Bridgeport Gun Club.

The Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association claims
May 16--31, 1898, as the dates for its twenty-flrsD annual tournament
at Kansas City.

June 1, Edwaiid Ba2jks.

Pine Bluff Gun Club.

Pine Bluff. Ark., May 20.—in anticipation of our State shoot,
which occurs in July, our local shooters were out in great shape this
evening at Lloyd Sportsman's Park. Out of a possible 30 targets the
toHowiDg score was made:
N. M. Bnutt 2P. John!Wells 25, Dr. H. E, WilHams 24, W. B, Sorrells

?4, J. S Ingram 24. J F Lloyd 22, .lobn Speers 22, J. A Coles 2i (}p'..

Citmen.a W, T Simpson 19, Alex Dreyburg 17, E. A. Howell 13,
Percy Meyer 1 , E C. Arnoldo 18, E, A. Howell, Sec'y.,
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The Rose System.
XJt'rCA.iN. Y., May 17.~Editor Forest and Stream I have been

Sreatly pnterfained of late by a perusal of tbe trap editor's notes m
the Eose system of division of purses nt tournaments, tosrether with
ivcent articles in your contemporaries by Wm Tell Mitche'l and
"Prore<!sional." 1 also note your willingness to publish anytbinpr on
*h)s subject, and at the serious risk of calling dowp upon my-defense-
less head the witherine jjen of the trap editor, I em yet poingto
"speak out in meetin' " agrainst what I really believe to be the biggest
fraud on shootlntr men yet devised.
Let me preface my statement with an explsnation. Two years

ago when the Eose system came to my att-ention. I fell in love with
it; 1 lauded it everywhere I went, and really thought that Mr. Eose
had done a great thing. He had done the one thing that bad long
been a bone of contention, he had stopped "dropping for place." 1
confess that I tried hard to keep in the same way of thinking, but,
alas and alack! the load is too much, and I now confess, and let it be
recordefil, that I am more ashamed of ray advocacy of the Eose sys-
tem than of any other sin of which I have recentl.y been guilty.
Let me say further, what a considerable portion of the shooting

World already knows, that I am not a professi> nal, expert, or semi-
expert, but just a plain, ordinary, every-day shooter, who can shoot
fairly well one day and fairly poor the next. No gim man or ammu-
nition maker ever hazarded the reputation of his goods by giving me
anv that I did not settle for; and I shoot a gun made in foreign lands
chietly because I don't want to compromise the reputation of any
American-made gtin. I once had an American-made gun. mar'e by a
friend of mine, and purely out of regard for him and respect for his
weapon I laid It away, and bought a gun so well established that my
Bhoo'ing could do it no injury. Therefore,! am one of the fellows for
whem this delectable Rose system was made, and I refuse to be bene-
fited (?) by it or to shoot when it is in vogue if I can help it.

1 am glad to know that the trap editor is becoming converted and
now opposes the Eose system for live birds. The next step is his en-
tire conversion, and God speed the day. If I understand bis reason-
ing, he is against the Eose system for live birds by reason of co.^t of
the birds. Now if I figure correctly, and my earlv education was not
hopelessly neglected, the prices for the two styles of shooting is ex-
actly proportionate; i. e.. the number of targets or birds, the amount
of entrance and price of birds or targets is in exact proportion, as for
instance, take the ordinary shoot of lO live birds, $10 entrance ; birds
out at 80 cents each, leaves 87 money for the pool, or lO cents per bird.
Ten targets, $1 entrance, .10 cents out for birds, leaves 70 cents for
pool, or 7 cents per bird. In other words, the proportional* price of
the pigeon over the target is ten times greater, and the shooter puts
in ten times as mu;h money for the greater. Now, if this Rose sys-
tem is a good thing when you put in $1 to shoot at 10 targets, it

should be just as good when you put' in ten times as much money to
Shoot at 10 birds IE it would protect the amateur In the target race,
it would certainly take care of him in the pigeon race. The cold-
blooded tact about it is, that it will not protect him in either, and the
sonner it is reeoenized the better.
Now, why do I say this? I have been at this shooting game about

as long as any. I commeDced it at a time when all ties were shot off,

Btid if a man got $1 he knew that he had earned it. I have seen the
iBVolution of guns, targets, ammunition and shooters, and I want to
confess that in the good old days, before the time of the "baby"
Shooter or the fellow who wants all the money because he can't hit a
bam, I used to enjoy going to a shoot; but in the=e days, when the
Whole idea seems to be to compensate a man for what he does not do
instead of "deeds done." I see but little satisfaction. This Rose sys-
tem needs a newname; it ought to beknown as "thesystem by which
everybody is loser and nobody winner,"

It is claimed that it is in the interest of the amateur; I say that it is

In the interest of nobody. AVhat do we go to shoots for? Is it simply
solely and only to lose money? IE so, the shooters as a class are
asBes. I won't personally admit it. I go to a shoot for several rea-
sons, but th<^ main one is that I have a notion concealed away inside
toy bump of vanity (and who hasn't it?) that I can shoot some. I
"want to indulge my gambling propenFity a little and "see the boys."
I go to a good old 40, 31. 80 ard 10 shoot. I "see the boys," I indulge
my propensity to gamble a little by investing my money, and 1 go
home, loser or winner, as the case may be, with the consciousness
that if I shot well I got something for shooting well, and if I shot ill

I got nothing, just what a man deserves who shoots ill.

Of course the experience of Dr. Helboura, of this city, at the Cob-
web shoot when be killed 10 live birds alone and got 812.93 against a
field of the best shooters in America, killed the Eose system for live

birds beyond resurrection, but what it needs now is enough shooters
to band together and refuse to attend any more Rose system shoots
and finish it for target shooting. 1 am done personally, although a
plain amateur, and it only needs enough shooters to follow to rele-
gate it where it belongs with the lOi^gauge guns, black powder, and
the other abnormal conditions that^progress always produces.
My grievance against the Rose s^tem lies in the fact that it mafces

me a loser at any shoot I attend, while under the old system I used to
sometimes land on the right side. The talk that men don't shoot for
money is rot. What do you put up $1, $3 and $'i for? Why not ask
a man to travel from Utica toPeekskill. pay $9 railroad fare, $6 hotel
bill and $12 for ammunition and shoot for the honor of being first or
fifteenth as the ease may be? That means $J7 expense. Can I, ama-
teur or profes5!ional, hope to win $37 under the Eose system, beside
paying my entrances, which would probably amount to $M more?
Certainly not. What do I do? I stay at home. What would I do
under the old system? I would go. Why? Because I have there a
chance of winning those expenses by doing some good shooting.
Mr. Editor, you may call that chance of making a "scoop" a gambling
chance, an unfair chance or whatever you please, but it is the chance
that takes men like myself who pay their own expenses htmdreds of
miles from home, and be it the veriest "Will-o'-the-Wisp" it will

always lead shooters to attend shoots. What seems to have been lost
sight of in this controversy is that while it was not always a dead
sure thing for Heikes, Glover, Elliott and Fulford, et. al , under the
old system to get all the money, under this Eose system it is a dead
sure "thing that no man of my shooting ability coiild win a cent in a
thousand years, while under the old system we occasionally got
away whole and a little better.
I have refrained from discussing the manifest inequity of this sys-

tem, how it does not compensate a good score; but suffice it to say
-that I take entire issue with any man who asserts that it is ec[uitable,
and at some other time I will prove that no systfm ever devised ever
worked such rank injustice or was such an absolute ruin to shooting
tournaments as this has been. Now let all the "tender feet" sharpen
their quills and I wiU, the editof permitting, answer them, one and
all, Henry L. Gatbs.

Audubon Gun 'Club of Cbicaffo.
Chicago, III., May 19.—Below are the scores made at Watson's

Park to-day by members of the Audubon Gun Club. The club shoot
is at 15 live birds, handicap rise, and allowance of misses of kills:

Club Shoot.
Gillespie (28) 211081310122121—18-1-2—15
C E Pelton (28).. 221.221820021312-^13-1-2-15
C B Dicks (29) 11332031 3282113-14-|-8-lt*
H B Foss (S!9) « 318211121011003—12-1-2-14

Tie.
18131- 5
80181 4
2033?—

4

T H Hollester (33) 101101022123211—12-
P A Place (29) 180J1818012I320—12-(-2—14
PvonLengerke (39) 22328882a0v2020—13-1-1—13
E S Eice (SO) i. 810310310200831—lO-t-3- 13
Ghas Morris (28) 4.018211200012010— 9-1-4-13
W L Shepard (80) ,„.,,..,,..01003130a211301—10--3—13
RB Wadsworth C30).....i.,.;.v..200a82233331203—11--1—12
J H Amberg (37) 0082310I2321200-1P- -2—12
F E Bissell (27) 102)31002020201— 9--8-11
W P Mussey (27) O112O1002OJO1O0— 7-1-3— 9 .....
C S Wilcox (26) 00 .'1021001C0012— 7+2— 9
* Highest possible.
In practice shootintr Rice scored 14 out of 80, Wilcox f3outof 41,

Dicks 82 out of 25, Shepard 15 out of 30, Emory 10 out of 15, Mussey 8
out of 15, and Gillespie 9 out of 10. Ravblkigg.

8—14

Androscogrgin Gun Club.
Lewiston, Me., May 82.—The regular shoot of the Androscoggin Gun

Club was held to-day. As the:wind blew hard, and now and then a
drop of rain fell, the scores are, rather lower than usual. Interest in
trap shooting is steadily gaining ground in Maine.
In the events given below, No. 1 was at known angles; No. 8 was a

86-target merchandise handicap, known angles; No. 8 was the Doten
challenge cup contest; No. 4 was at unknown angles. Scores were:

Events: 1 3 3 4 Events: 13 3 4
Targets: 10 tB SB 10 Targets: 10 SB 95 io

Doten ....,^„..„,...,. 7 80 23 9 Godfrey ..,i>,,»,;4. 7 19 15 9

Taylor 5 13 30 8 O P Keyes 4 15 13 4
Lkeyes 5 80 18 8 Moore..... 3 13 16 6

In No. 2 L. Keyes received 5 misses as breaks, O. P Keyes 10, and
Moore 8, Their totals given above include this handicap allowance

B. E. DOTKN.

Rolla Heikes has established a new record for rapid work with
Winchester repeating shotguns on targets. At the Missouri State
shoot he broke 100 bliierpoka in ^m. SSJ^^s, l^'he targets vfere tlirown
from a iRa^autrftp,

Western Traps.
ILLINOIS STATE SPOKTSMKN.

Chicago, 111., May 29 —The programme of the old reliable Illinois
State Sportsmen's Association compares very favorably with more
pretentious productions of a similar nature, and there is all reason to
espfct a good shoot and a comfortable time next week. Consider-
able feeling among many members of the Association was aroused
this week by an unfortunate allusion to the representatives of the
Association as "barnacles," in the columns of a sporting paper of this
city. Such an allusion would seem to be uncalled for, nor would any
reference to it be deserved, were it not for the fact that it bears
rather heavily and urjus ly upon a few members of the Illinois Asso-
ciation, upon whom the heat and burden of the day have fallen
in the preparations for this year's shoot. All this work has
really devolved upon two men of the committee, Mr.
R. B. Organ and Mr. W. P. Mussey. Colonel Felton, the
president, has been sick and unable to attend to the detail
of the work, and others of the committee have been non-resident
absentees. In addition to this Mr. Organ has had serious illness in
bis family, so that all the work has progressed under difficulties. I
cannot see that the tournament stands to lack anything of its former
prestige or its former distinctive features. There are some things
about this Association which are not modern, but not all modern
things are good or desirable, and it is no mean distinction to say that
Illinois has a shoot different from the average modern trap tourna-
ment, which I take to be about as strictly devoid of fun and as full of
business as any employment yet engaged in by mortal beings. It Is
true that we still have the absurd 10-gauge rules, which are a disgrace
to any State, because of their essential and absolute absurdity, but it

should be borne in mind that these rules were passed upon the Associa-
tion and upon Chicago by a non-resident vote, and it Is a curious fact
that the very men who opposed these rules most vigorously are those
who are now in the management for the current year, and who are
subjected to a criticism which should at least be specific if it claims
to be just. Neither Col. Felton, Mr. Organ nor Mr. Mussey would
allow the ridiculous 10-gange rules to last a minute on the record
book of the Association If their personal vote could remove them;
indeed. Col. Felton has at least once and I think more than once
moved to have the rules purified by the expurgation of this clause,
though without success. I feel sure that a more careful review of
the facts in the case would leave the writer of the "barhacle'* com-
ment without any disposition to repeat such charges against the men
who have this year had the thankless task of getting up a strong
programme in a hard-times year. The real barnacles, if we are to
make this a question of shellfish, are to be found among the men who
foist such absurdities as the 10-gauge rules upon a numerical minority
which possesses a majority in sound intelligence and progressive
thought, and not among the men who try to get up a good shoot for
the benefit of the whole Association, including the adherents to these
archaic rules.
We shall have a good shoot next week, rules or no rules, and bar-

nacles or no barnacles, and it will he far better lor all of us brethren
to dwell together in harmony.

EUREKA SPECIAL.

r Eureka Gun Club, of Chicago, holds a special shoot to-day at the
club grounds. Seventy ninth street and Vfncennes avenue, beginning
at 10 A. M. and lasting till the shades of evening. There are two se'S
of traps and a full programme of sweeps, including three to be~shot
under the Rose system and the regular club medal shoot.

OALUMET HfflGHTS CLUB BOOK.

The Calumet Heights Club has issued a unique and attractive club
book, setting forth the pleasant features of tois happily constituted
organization in a way which might be emulated by similar country
clubs. The peculiar scenery of the region along the lake shore is
lUustratPd by many beautiful half-tone pictures, all taken from ama-
teur photographs made by members of the club, and the pleasantly
written text which fhake.s the body of the book is sufficient to give a
very fine idea of the enchantments of the place to one not so lucky
as to be a member or a frequent visitor. The difle/ent forms of sport
obtaining at the club grounds have each a distinct and attractive
showing, and all in all the club book is a very fetching souvenir of
modern ci y sportsmanship.

AraORA CLUB.

A two days' shoot was held at Aurora, III , forty mUes from
Chicago, closing May 37. some thirty shooters appearing. Graham,
of Aurora, won the silver cup in competition for the State amaieur
championship.

TWO TUTTLES IN THE FIELD.

Mr. C. W.. Tattle, Of Auburn, N. Y., who is intimately concerned
with the N. Y, State shoot at Auburn this year, Is good enough to
write and extend me an invitation to come to the tournament of the
Empire State. This would be pleasant though itcould not was. Also
it would be pleasant to accept the invitation which at the same time
comes from Mr. C. A. Tut'le, who lives away out in Anaconda, Mont.,
and who is also the mainstay of his State tournament. The latter
Mr. Tuttle writes that should I see his town in June instead of April I

would think more of it, and says the club will welcome the Forest
AND Stream representative very gladly. It is not needful to see Ana-
conda in June, for its men make summer where they go; hut I can't
go to Anaionda any more than I can go to Auburn, owing to a diffi-

culty 1 bave with my astral body now and then. But how does it

happen that these two Tuttles are in the field, both with nearly the
same name, both at the head of shooting matters in their respective
States, and both writing me at the same time, asking me to come and
call on them ? This is a shore funny world.

NON RESIDENT LIGHTS
We shall have quite a number of non-resident lights of the trap-

shooting world here at the State shoot next week. Fred Quimby is
DOW in town, but says it is possible he will not be able to stay over till

the shoot, as he is very busy just now. This would be the first shoot
of the Illinois State missed by Mr. Quimby for many years, and it is

hardly likely that he will be able to stay away.
Mr. Noel E, Money will go to St. Louis to-morrow night, but will be

back here Bexl Wednesday and take a hand in the festivities. Mr.
Money is very busy with the new work connected with the recent
oiganization of the American E. C. and Schultze Powder Co., Ltd ,

this impoitsnt combination of the two strong firms being necessarily
attended with wide-reaching changes and extensions of interests in
different parts of the country. Each of these representative powders
has had its adherents by scores and thousands, and human mind fails
to comprehena the arguments which will be cut short when it comes
to be generally understood that both powders are now to be made in
America and by the same firm. Mr. Money tells me that the building
of the big new plant will mean notonly one, butvery many busy days
at Oakland, and I fan y he will have earned the vacation trip to
England which he has promised himself for next autumn.
Harvey Mc.\Hirchy will of course be at the Illinois shoot. Mr.

McMurcny says that there is a perfect craze for trap shooting on the
Pacific Coast just now, and that within a few miles of San Francisco
or Sacramento the club houses can be counted fairly by the dozen.
The sport is on a healthy and permanent footing to all visible Intents
and purposes, and the second America of the coast is not to be
ranked second to any section of the States when it comes to shooting
afi'alrs.

Paul North confirms Mr. McMurchy's story of the trap boom in
California, and says he has recently put in six magautraps on the
Coast, with the prospect of more to follow soon. Mr. North will not
attend the State shoot here, having left for MiUvaukee last night, but
he will be at Springfield for the Ohio State event, of course.

1S06 BoYCE Brii-DING, Chicago. E. Hough.

Cicero Gun Club.
Oak Pare, 111,, May 23.—The regular Saturday afternoon shoot of

the Cicero Gun Club was held on ihe club's grounds (Madison street
and Desplaines Eiver) this afternoon. There were eleven members
in attendance
The first event was a match between Knott and W. Einfeldt on

live birds and 85 targets, the result of one of those disputes that have
to be settled at the trap. It was won by Knott on a total score of 43
t o Einfeld t's 41. The scores are as follow*

:

Live birds;
Knott i...,i.,,..2ni8>18881313328ll£^3a—35
Einfeldt 2»lli22120112illl2,'a|aDll—32
Targets: f

Einfeldt 1111011111011011111011010—19
Knott 1101110011111101000111110-17
After this event the sweepstake of 7 live birds was shot. Entrance

$?.50, two moneys:
Einfeldt 1212112-7 Lowrey. 1211130—6
Knott ia2213>—7 Barnard 18112;i2-7
Pox ...8811220-6
lies shot off miss-and-out, as follows: For first money, Knott won

in the second round; for second money, Lowrey won in the first

round.
After some preliminary practiee by the members, the 25 targits

allowed by the club on the trophy contest were shot with the follow-
ing result:
Banks 15, Yon Platen 17, Barnard 15, Cooper 23, Cooper (on back

score) 15, Emfeldt 19, Einfeldt (on two back scores) 19 and 17,
Knott 17, (on back score) 18, Lowrey 21, (on back score) 17, A.-

QlieestDan 14. W, Cheeswaa i4, Lawlor 18, Fox 14, (on back ecore) le.

IN NEW JERSET.
A HOT RACK AT BOILING SPRINGS.

May 18.—A 100-target race, unknown angles, $7 entrance, including
price of the targets, drew out nine shooters to the grounds of the
Boiling Springs Gun Ciub to-day. Among the number was O. H.
Dickey, of Boston, Mass., one of the best'shots in the country. He
showed up well, but had to take second place. Qus Greiff, who is just
now shooting a very hot gait, taking first money with a score of 94.
It is worthy of note also that Greiflf lost three out of his last four tar-
gets, his score up to the end of the 90th round showing 93 out of £6.
The 100 targets were shot in a series of five SO-target events. Below
are the summaries of each SO:

2d ?0. 3d SO. 4th 80. 5tb fO, Total.1st SO.

G E GteifC .,..80
O R Dickey 80
Or Piprcy ....»].....19
U von Lengerge •.t....l9
Capl Money , . i . . i", . . . .15
E AGenffroy .....80
C E Wise i....l5W Hexamer .1.?

Maizen ..13

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6
Dickey 18 20 16 19 20 19 Von Lengerke
Money 17 17 10 18 19 18 Griffiths.. ., 11
GreifiE 17 .. 38 16 39 20 Courtney 14
Fairmount 38 34 38 17 17 18 Collins

39 18 £0 17 94
38 18 19 38 93
19 38 17 17 90
38 18 36 19 90
38 16 18 38 86
14 39 35 17 85
38 35 17 18 83
33 36 12 10 64
15 34 34 w (6

shot as below:

Events: 1 » 3 4 8
15

15 .. 14
Geoffroy 80 19 19 .. .. .. Matzen.......... .. 16
Wiseiii,i„,i,.... 19 .r44 .. .. ,. Hexamer 34 13 13 37

W. H. HtJCk. Secy.
:
AT ELSWOob PARK.

May 19.—The first Jiegular target shoot at the Elkwood Park
grounds was held to-day. The main event was a 50-target handicap
event,-allowance of extra targets to shoot at, $3.50 entrance. There
were teh entries, two of whom made highest possibles—Green with
an allowance of 18 and White with an allowance of 17. AH targets
were thrown frotn a magautrap. Scores were:
Daly (10 llllOllCOOnilOllllOlllllllllOllllllllOlllllOlOHl-40

1011011101 — 7-47
Hesse (5) 11011110111110111111.01111111111110101111110101011—41

01111 _ 4-45
Smith (:8). . . . 00011013300001100111000001000110011011110010000001-21

300111011111101011 —13-34
Green (18). ... 01111011111110111111011111110111110110110111110011-40

111001011111001100 —31-51
James (20).... 01011011030111110011101130001010001010110013101111-30

11001101111001011000 —11-41
Bart (18) OlOlOlllOOllllOlllOlOlOllllOlOllOlOlOOUllOOlllOlO- 31

111110111100111301 . —14-45
Francotte (15).OH1101111101100t0001011110100I1101illll0111T00100-SO

0010110111111 _ 9—39
Fields (20) 10000011000111001011001110001111011010110011100011—26

OOIIIOIOIOIOIOOICOU —10-36
White (37) 11111110010011111111110111110011010110101110101010-35

OllllllllllUllIll —16-51
Bennett(16),.. 00110:01100011110111001100111111111001111111011110—33

1011000111110111 —11-44
May 22.—A series of small matches were shot to-day between Wal-

ter Patten and Phil Daly, Jr. Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4 and 6 were at 10 hhrds per
man; No. 5 was at V5 birds; Nos. 7, 8 and. 9 at 5 pairs. Daly won
every match except No. 4. Scores were:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4.
Walters (28).8'03333121— 9 223211320 23^3iiia822»32-13 212308203
Daly (:9),...1132lU312-30 1831113812-10 1311211183383-13 21200C0

No. 5. No. 6.

Walters (28) . , . , . . . . .2200 ^23030220002122023038—16 2003.'0382—

6

Daly (39) 31233-.i8:0320^002-.i2J203230-19 333333311-5)
No. 7. No, 8. No. 9.

Walters (25)...,.,. Ol 01 01 11 00 01 10 10—3 01 11 01 10—5
Daly (35) 11 11 10 11 11-9 01 10 01 11-5 11 11 11 11-8
May ee.—Two 85-target handicap races were decided to-day at Elk-

wood Park, in addition to several other smaller sweeps. The condi-
tions of No 1 were 25 targets, handicap allowance of extra targets to
shoot at, $5 entrance, all highest possibles to divide. Scores:
No. 3:

Maunt (12). 110COC00111100011100001C0111010300D10—16
Hesse (3J .1113301331111313111110113131 —26
Marryott (tl).,,,.,.,„r»,,,....001113011113111]010Ul011101.imil00 —27
Bennett(lU) OlOllOlOOllllOllllllllllllllillOlCO —26
Bart (11) IIOOOIIOIIIIIIIUIOOIIUIOIOOIIOIOOIO -32
No. 2. same conditions:

Maunt (12) ..,1110OlllCOlCO0O1030O113OOllO0
Marryott (11)....,...,,. OllOllOllllllUlOlllOllllllllllUlOO —29
Bart (7). 11111111113111011111111111101111 —30
Bennett (10) .0111011110000111311001
Dancer (11). IICOIIOIIOIIIIIIOIOIIIIOIOIIIHIIOOO.—?5
Hesse (3) ...,.,..4,. lllllllllllllllOlOllllUlOll —25

Eureka Gun Club of Chicago.
Chicago, 111., May 22.—The medal shoot of the Eureka Gun Club, of

this city, was decided in stormy, gu.sty weather on the grounds of the
club, corner of Seventy-ninth and Vincennes avenue. Some idea of
the s'ate of the weather can be gathered from the scores given
below

:

Stannard., 1111101111111311111111101—83
Steck i . . ^. . . . 11113 11 11 11 10111111101110—'i2
Dr Carson OOlOlOCO10010011101010111—12
Dr Liddy.. 0301001011010111110011111-16
Patty ....OllllCllOIOllOllllOOOlOOO—14
Dr Morton 0010111000011010110001101-12
A W Morton 0111001001110011110111011-16
Boedker......... llllllOOOIOIOOllllOOOOCOO—32
DrReber J.... ,,,t,.,,.4,..,-.i..i,.i,j,.1011Ioni0O00O11001111110—15
Cornwall., 1011001111111101110110111-19
Burroff , , . . . , OOlOlOOOllOOl 000110111 3 01—3

3

Lewis................................ OlOllllOlOOOOOininilOlU-IB
Ferguson O111031110OOO1O1OO11H130-16
West. 1111110000010000000001100— 9
F M Smith *, 1001011000111011100111001—14
K B Carson f,i.ii.,i.,,.....,...1000100000001111101000010— 9
0 S Smith ...1000010101001110011110100—13
H B Morgan.....,.....,..,., OlOOOOlOlOOlOOOllOOOOlOlC— 8
A W Jones 1000010001001011110011011—13
Nito , 0011000001001000001101011— 0
Moran. ............lOliollOOlOOlbllloOOOOiOl—la
Vetter.... 3010131000000011011100130-13
Stanley OOlOOOOlOOOOOOlOOOlOOllOl— 7
Patterson,....

,
lliocoioiooiinooiiooiioo—13

AC Black......... 1300110011010110110001111—15
Behm .............0101111011111101301111111-JO
Murrow. 0101011000001013001101011—13
Four practice sweeps, all at 25 targets, except No. 3, which was at

20 targets, were shot as follows:

Events: 12 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Stannard 14 ..

Moran 38 13
Lewis «.<•••
EB Carson 11 ,.

Behm 11 ..

Boedker 6 ..

H B Morgan 10 ..

Steck SI 83
CW Carson 13 ..

Ni»a 8 ..

DrEeber 10 ..

Black 10
P M Smith...., 4 7 4 31

14 20
.. 14
14 ..

11
9 13
5 18
7 15

11 33

15 9

.. 12
12 .,

0 SSmith,............ 8 20
Cornwell... 13 ..

Vetter 14 .,

Ferguson 14
Dr Liddy...., 18
E Patterson 13
Patty , 16
Stanley U
Murrow....,., .. 15
Burrcff 16W A Jones ,.1....... .. 13
Morton ,.

18

13

35

11 20
9 15
.. 18
4 38
10 ..

a ::

,. 9
13

. 15
,. 15
4 „

Colt Gun Club, of Hartford.
Hartford, Conn., May 22.—Below are the scores made to day in

the semi-monthly medal shoot cf the Celt Gun Club. Eisley and Pit-
kin each ran 25 straight, with Burbridge a close second with a score
of 34.

Cook 1101010101111111111111111—21
Burbridge ......llOllllllillliUlimiin—84
Treat ,*,...»;... ^..lOOlllOllliOlOlOllUlOllO-l?
Colt ..............llOllllOllllUiOllllllOU—81
Bradley. 1101000110100111011101010—14
F Green, ,. '...1331011101101101111010101—18
Alger........ .................1110101111011111111011010-19
Nichols ......... .1111111011101101111110111-21
Eisley lllllllllllllllllllllllil—It5

Geisleman lllUlOllOllllllllllOllll'-Si
Sexton 1111131011111111110111111-X3
Lucas..... ...;„.......,.....„:... ....111111111111011011H11111-S3
Pitkin .....r,..1111111111111111111111111—96
Goodwin. . ... . ..... . , ............... ...... .;, . .. ,.01 110011130101001010113 10- 15
Oralg , . . » , , ...... .OlOllllCOCOOOllOOlOOlOOl/1—lO
Carter ,..,..i^...i.,..00l0000lllll]00llllonoi0-14
Boot ..,,i.,i.;,,,,,<.i,,.4.,..i.,.,i...,.,H*.»*..ionoiiooiiniiioiiioicoi--if

• • -
!<. co(ji;, see'y.



FOREST AND STREAM. 439
Missouri's State Shoot.
Sixth Day, May 22.

It is only natural that after six days of shooting the entries wpuld
fall oif somewhat, still twenty men shot through the programme to«
day. Jim Elliott heads the list, and the pace that he set was one of
the kind that kills. Only six misses out of 160 shot at is slightly the
best average made through the whole tournament for any one day.
~im though it was about time for him to have an inning, and he got
p»-day. But that little brother of his. Date, figured somewhat in

.e shoot, too; his straight in the ihird event occurred when every-
body else fell down, so he scooped first alone. Gilbert had similar
luck in the first event.
There were other features of interest in the shoot to-day, but they

were at the live bird traps Four events remained to be shot: a 5,

two 7s and a 10-bird event, and the ownership of two cups was in-
volved. Ttus brought about all the dispute. Two of these events
were merged together, and a 15-bird race was shot instead. The first

7-bird events had $15 added by Herman, and in the others the choice
of the cups went to the first, and the remaining one to the second—
"npt high guns though. Gilbert, Withworth, Glover, Running, Beikes
md McMurcby tied on 15 straight, and for a little while there was a
shooting match. Glover quit right away, as he missed his first tie

bird, which was also his first loss in the shoot. Gilbert lasted just 6
rounds, when he lost one dead out of bounds. Running went out on
tUs 9th tie bird, after killing 23 with one barrel; this bird was also
lead out of bounds. This left Withworth, Heikes and McMurchy.
The sympathies were all with the boy, but be was forced to quit, as
bis 14i h, a hard one, died out of bounds. The suspense was soon over,
Cor Roll lost the next bird, also dead out of boimds. McMurchy had
but to kill to win. The bird he drew was a wicked one, and never
faltered from the first, but a good second brought it down at long
range. Thirty straights is what it required to win this cup.
In the 14 hole there were ten. and it was equally as hot a class.

Herman went out on the second round; Mcllnany, Campbell and
Jackson on the fourth; Sergeant on the seventh; Curtice on the
sighth; Elliott on the ninth, and Gottlieb on eleventh. Of these
Mollhany's, Curtice's, Elliott's and Gottlieb's were all dead out of
bounds. This left only Parmelee and Rogers to fight it out, and
Nebraska was to have the cup. Parmelee missed his twelfth; then
Elogers drew a sitter and as it flipped up he tried to catch it, but the

fsferee dec'ded no bird. The substitute that he got was as hot as
Obasco or Jack Parker's shirt. Though hit with both barrels, it fell

ead out of bounds. This gave Parmelee another chance, and he
won out after killing 7 more straight, Rogers going out on another
good one.
Thirty-four shot in the target events to-day. There was tlso a con-

solation race for those who had not won first or second during the
two previous days. Kune won first in this event. The weather
tb^day was threatening and one or two showers fell, but not enough
:o interrupt the shooting. There was $25 added to each event.

SCOKBS OP MAT 22.

Events: 1234:5678 Shot at. Broke. Av.

EHiott 19 SO 19 19 19 20 19 19

tUbert 80 20 16 19 19 18 20 19

Budd.... 19 20 18 18 19 80 17 18

KCMurchy 18 18 18 18 19 20 18 19

Blover.. : 19 20 17 17 18 20 19 18

Linderman 19 17 17 20 18 19 20 17

Heikes 16 80 18 18 19 19 18 18

Sexton 17 20 18 19 17 18 17 17

Parmelee 16 19 18 1« 18 18 17 17

aunning.,.., 18 16 18 19 15 18 16 80

Poster ........... 16 20 18 18 16 18 16 17

3ornett....:.^.V., ....... 18 19 18 13 17 17 20 16

Sergeant,.,;.,.. 10 17 18 17 14 17 17 18

Jackson ....... j.i.i. 15 16 17 19 13 17 19 19

Hogers... 19 17 17 18 14 17 16 17

Witworth 18 18 16 18 14 17 14 20

Hagerman 16 18 15 16 13 18 18 20

J w Den 12 19 15 17 15 19 16 19

McUhany 17 19 19 16 13 12 15 19

Fai'ker... IB 17 11 17 11 18 17 17

iQottleib . , 17 16 20 18 20 20 18

Allen 18 19 15 18 18

Weston n 16 18 19

D Elliott 17 .. 20 .. 16 .. 16 ..

Barre ......... 17 16 16 16 17 18 20 ,.

Hale 17 17 Iti 17 15 17 ..

Wilmot. , 17 16 15 ..

Frenkas, H 17 15 14 14

Erhardt 13 16 14

Howe 15 .. i. W 14 16

Kay 14 14

Herman. Norton and Curtice shot in only one event.

GENERAL AVBRAGES.

The struggle for the premier position was interesting. Gilbert as-

sumed the lead on the second day and maintained it, though Budd
managed to aU but close the gap between them on the fourth day when
he gained 6 targets on Gilbert, leaving him but a single .break in the

lead, and one more day of shooting. By the time the third event of

the last day had been shot, this, too, had been wiped out; and at the

end of tne sixth event Budd was one in the lead. But as Gilbert

scored 39 out of his last 40, and Budd only ao, Gilbert won out by 8

breaks. In the live-bird events Gilbert also shot well, losing 2- birds

out of 10 shot at, including shoot ofEs.

Budd is scored in the target events 6 breaks ahead of Heikes, who
is in turn followed by Glover and McMurchy. The figures are:

160 ibl 96.3
160 151 94.3
160 149 93.1

160 148 92.5
160 148 92.5

160 147 91.8
160 146 91.3
160 143 89.3
160 141 88.1

160 140 87.5
160 139 86.8
160 138 86.2
160 187 86.6
109 185 84.3
160 135 84.3
160 135 84.3
160 134 83.7
160 138 82.5
160 130 81.2
160 123 76.8
140 129 92.1
100 88 83
80 70 87.5
80 69 86.2
140 120 85.7
120 101 84.1
60 48 80

120 88 73.3
60 43 71.2
80 57 71 ;3

40 2S 70

Shot at. Broke. Ave.
Comett 800
Sergeant 800
Jackson 80J
Withworth 800
Parker 800
Hagerman 800
Mcllhany 800
QottUeb* ..780

Shot at. Broke. Ave.
69j
685
e84
680
678
677
676
695

86.5
85.6
85,5
85
84.7
84.6
84.5
83.1

Gilbert. ...800 749 93.6

Btidd 800 746 93.2

Heikes 850 740 92.5

Glover.!".!.... 800 180 91.2

McMurchy 800 729 91.1

Linderman 800 720 90

Parmelee 800 718 89.7

Elliott 800 717 89.6

Eunniig........8(10 714 89.8

* Gottlieb, through some error in the cashier's office, was left out

of event No. 2 on the last day, although he had entered "for all day.'

THE LIVE BIBD EVENTS.

The live-bird sweeps shot during the week, exclusive of the Star

cup race are given briefly in tabulated form, Nos. I,3and3 were
bhot on Tuesday, May 18; Nos. 4, 5 and 6 on Wednesday, May 19, and
Nos. 7 and 8 on Saturday (today).

In all these eight events, shot on three separate days, Gilbert scored

every bird he shot at; but he was unlucky enough to lose two birds in

the championship just when he wanted them. His record for the

week on live birds stands 89 scored out of 91 shot at. Two special

Krizes were contested for in these events, the conditions being that

hey should go to the local shooter making the highest average.

These prizes were a season ticket to the basebaU games, donated b.y

Manager Manning, of the local team, and a gold medal, donated by
the O. K, Gun Club. Both prizes went ttie way of many others, Otiris

Gottlieb winning them. In the table given below it wUl be seen that

bis totals are tied by Jim Elliott, but his 85 straight in the cup race is

what landed him in front.

5 6 7 8 Events: 1*33 45678
16

Events:

Birds:

Qotclieb . .

.

Herman..

«

aUbert ....

Eunning .

.

^McMurchy
Withworth
Whlttier...
JAR Elliott

Heikes ....

Wilmot.;..
Jackson...
Cockrill . .

,

JunPorter.
Parmelee

.

McCurdy.

.

Sergeant,..
MoUhany,

.

N Jarrett,

9 JS Smith..

Events: 1*834
Birds: 6 7 iO B

Foster 6
Sumner 4
Plumber
AUen .

.

BUdd 5

F Smith.,
Hftlliwell.

.

B Jarrett

.

WT Den.,
Erhardt...
Bbehner...
Sexton. . .

.

Hubbard..
J W Den .

.

Orr
Petfker
Srabill ....

iNathy
Orear

9
10
9
9

9
9
7
7
7
9
10
9

10

10

8
9

7
7
8
8
8
10
8

7 10
6 8
7 10

.. 10

5 15

7 IB

9 7

14

4 5

4 7

5 9 4

610
6 9

14
15
14
14

is

13
14
14

Thomas... .. .. .. 7
W Herman , 7 ..

Weston 7 ..

Craigin 7 9
HStev'ns'n 9
Aby 7
Brucker 6
Glover 10
Porsythe 7
Malvin 9
Barre 9
Campbell.. .. ,.

Doctor 5
Rogers
Means.... .. 13
Schott 7
Hale 7
Coyle 7
Glasner 5
Barre. 6 ..

Miller .. 5 ..

Puqua 5 8
Martin 9

7 ,] . , ] Van Quart . . . . 10

6 .. 4 6 7 .. .. Brown 7
8 Bailey 10

Fletcher 9

15

14
13
14

11

8 3 5
10
6

6 10
6

4 is

3 , .. ,, ,. GStevens'n

,

8
14

Waldeu... 4 .. ,, 3 7 7.. ,. Barlow 9
Hagerman 4 .. .. 3 ,. 10 7 Curtice 10 .. .. 9 7 14
Koobler... 4 Linderman . , . , 10 .. .. 10 .. .,

Stockwell,. .. 5 8.... 9.. .. Hickman 10 .. ., 9 .. ..

L Porter 6 9 3 6 7 .. .. Latshaw 8 .. .. 8 .. ..
Olapp 3 6 9.... Higdon 5 4
Dickey 4 7 10 ...

.

GOTTLIEB V/mS THE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP AGAIN.

The Individual Championship of the State at live birds is as much
one of the features of tbe annual shoot as the team race. There were
forty entries for State championship honors this year, but only one,
Chris Gottlieb, managed to score his 25 straight, thus once more win-
ning the championship, as well as the handsome gold medal donated
b,y the Stockyards Gun Club to the winner of this event; this medal
carries no challenges with it. but is the absolute property of Mr Gott-
lieb. It will be remembered that he also won the championship at
the meeting in 1836. His win again this year was a very popular one,
as Chris has many friends in this city; in fact he may be termed
"Kansas City's pride."
The second priza in this event was a silver water service. For this

prize Wilmot, Means, C. Herman, Jim Porter and McCurdy tied with
24 each. They shot the tie off miss-and out, Wilmot winning in the
14th round. Means dropped his 14th bird; Herman his 6th; Porter
and McCurdy both went out in the second round of the ties. Scores
in this event were as below:
Gottlieb 222111] 323122221222222232—25
Wilmot 1221121212101212212113111-24
Means 222112«123123321222nil22-24
C Herman...,....ii....i ...2122121231121232022122322-24
Jim Porter,..isi;.,...t.„ 2121220111212212211222222—24
McCurdy.....,...,....; 2221022221222221221111212-24
Barse 12001 1 1 1 1 21 1222212221 1 128 - 23
Campbell 211221021322122211122122.-23
Alien 2231221211111203211112002-22
HalliweU...i..f........i,i..ii......... 2121.2112211320. 8322 20221—22
Custice 1222121222220 110122201211-32
N Jarrett. 121.12112022 2121203221 111—22
Allen 2221821211111202211112033—22
Stockwell 112021212121 1021110102113—21
Wallen 1212201282n0220ni0«
Lee Porter. , , 12222221221 22«220«
Fletcher ....... J,, 22»11828121228300
Williams 111201122110212
Russell 281821202021222
Brown ,w.. 22201 2222222100
Willard 222111031201001
Whlttier , 2121•2111021211
Groves ,. , 1»210211121«110
Miller 111^202»1101«10
Sweet 212202102123220
Dr Jackson 8220 200221 13203
Thompson . . 210012I221 1«122
Mills 221120211112102
Taylor 221«12220200811
Van Quost

, » 211021 011012221
Glasner „. . . , ,., 2»021102«182330
Abernathy 1201»3111«
Rube. ..... . . .022»3a0202
Sherry 2»2321 2220
Hickman..... 12I.322200
Jay 01022000
McDonald 1010*111
F J Smith ......20022»20
Hubbard..,.,..,.,;............ .....020

A RETROSPECT.
The twentieth annual tournament of the Missouri State Game and

Fish Protective Association will pass into history as the most success-
ful shoot ever held by this Association. Never during the entire six
days did the interest flag, and on Saturday afternoon entries in the
live-bird events had to be declined in order that the programme
events could be finished before dark. Even then it was after 6
o'clock before the last tie was decided. This was not due to any
lack of facilities, for from 1,200 to 1,400 pigeons are trapped in a day
It was right here in Kansas City that the underground system of
trapping originated.
There was much interest in this tournament, and it was virtually

like conducting two tournaments in one. Both target and live-bird
traps were kept constantly in use. In the former there was good
added money and several medals; while both medals and some ele-
gant trophies were the attractions in the live-bird events. The nro-
gramme was the most attractive given to the shooters since the Mid-
winter. Add to this a week of the finest weather, and the success of
this shoot is easily accounted for.

WASHINGTON PARK.
For a number of years this has been the established shooting

ground of nearly all the gun clubs in Kansas City, and being well
equipped and amply large it followed that the tournament would be
held there. For so large a ciiy as Kansas City the park is an access-
able one indeed. It requires only about thirty-five minutes ride on
the cable and electric cars, and tnough one change is necessary one
can reach it from any part of the ciiy, and after you have changed
from the cable to the electric line, the latter lands one right at the
gate of the park. Here one set of live bird traps with the under-
ground system of trapping was run. while two magautrap^ with
Paul North to look after them, furnished ample shooting for those
who wanted that kind of game. These traps did their work as near
perfect as possible, and ground out targets with a rapidity that must
have been very gratifying to Paul North. On several occasions when
one of the expert squad were shooting whole targets or those broken
by the shot were constantly in the air. Fe iv targets were broken in
the trap and there was scarcely an interruption during the entire
week.
Owing to the peculiar formation of the grounds, which rise rather

abruptly just back of the live-bird score, shooting can be kept up
con inuously without interference to either sport. The club house
stands on the ridge, and below, perhaps 3Jft., are the live-bird traps
To the right of the club house on the ridge are the target traps"
which throw the targets out over the ridge into the space below but
without endangering any one there, the live-bird traps being consi-
derably to the left of this. The executive committee, if I remember
righ',;were: Messrs. Lee Porter, W.S. HalHwell and G. M. Walden
Mr. W. V. Roger filled the thankless, though responsible, position of
referee at the live-bird trap. Mr. Ruger is always firm and decisive
and above all impartial. So thoroughly competent a man in this
position adds much to the success of the shoot.

MANnrACTUBERS WELL REPRESENTED.
The trade was well represented, some very warm members being on

hand. Among them were: R. O. Heikes, Dayton, O., and J. A R
Elliott, both Winchester and E. 0. representatives; Paul North, rer>'-
resenting the Cleveland Target Co. and looking after the magautraps-
Jack Parker, of Detroit, and Mrs. Mdt Lindsley, of Cincinnati O

'

taking care of the interests of King's Smokeless and Peters' Cartridge
Co. ; Harvey McMurchy, of Syracuse, N. Y., talking Smith guns; Her-
bert Taylor, of St. Louis, Mo., representing Du Pont and Hazard's
Blue Ribbon; Sim Glover, of Rochester, N. Y., who won the Star cup
with SchultZB powder and a Parker gun ; Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake
la . shooting Du Pont's to the front; Cbas. Budd, of Des Moines la

'

right after Gilbert with Hazard's Bine Ribbon; Frank S. Parmelee of
Omaha, Neb., with his Remington ejector, also well to the fore

'

But there were lots of other shooters, too. Below is a partial list
of them: J. A. Jackson, Austin, Tex. ; F. N. Oockrel, Platte City Mo •

A. V. Connors, J. C. Higdon, W. R. Nold, J. D. Gardner, St Louis'
Mo.; J. W. Den, Fred Boehmer, Arrapahoe, Neb.; W. F Den'
Brownsville, Neb. : Harry Davis, Richmond, Mo -; Louis Erhardt b'
O. Running, W. T. Lytic, Atchison, Kan.: C. E. Latshaw, Geo'rge
Rogers, Lincoln, Neb.; W. S. Allen, Wymore, Neb.; A. S Miller New
Boston, Dl. ; James Stevenson. Bonita Kan ; W. G. Sergeant JoplinMo ; G. W. Stevenson, a. H. Barlow, Waterville. Kan.; C p' Reust'
Frankfort, Kan.; C. F, Schott, Washington, la.; Dr. C. A Lee'
Odessa, Mo. ; J. S. Smith, Minden, Neb. ; C. J. Weis, Frankfort Kan •'

J. C. Read, G. F. Brucker, Omaha, Neb.; F. A, Reynolds, Gothams'
burg, Neb.; C. M. Sumner, Galena, Kan.; J. J. Dickey. Omaha Neb
Joe Coyle, Lexington, Ky. ; B, B. Lipscomb, Olathe, Kan ; Dr C b'
Clapp, Moberly. Mo.; Tom Clyde, Lincoln, Neb.; Capt. F. W. Foster
Lieut. P. Whitworth, San Antonio, Tex ; A. A. Porsytli, Dr. T Abv'
H. W. Stevenson, J. R. Dabney, Monroe, La.; Dr. and Mrs. D h'
Day, Duluth, Minn, : 0. Lindvary, Sedalia, Mo ; J. R Wilmot Lex'
ington. Mo.; W. W. Mcllhany, Nevada, Mo.; J. W. Barre, Louisiana'
Mo.; W. M. Shiras, Ottawa, Kan.; C. D. Hagerman, Wymore Neb •'

Sherman Hale, Purdin. Mo. ; W. H Allen, T. H. Ooran, Pleasant Hill'
Mo,; Frank Hodges, Olathe, Kaa.; J. W. Sexton, H. W. Koohler'
Leavenworth, Kan. '

THE ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the State Association was held at the Wis-

consin CluD, President Lee Porter pre-iding. The meeting was well
attended, ana the business was transacted with r-.pidity.
Kansas City was again selecteO as the place for holding the next

annual convention and tournament. It was generally understood
that an effort would be made to have St. Louis chosen for holding
the next convention, but the protnised delegation from that city
failed to materialize, and Mr. Herbert Taylor, the projector of this
movement, reluctantly abandoned the idea.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are: President, Granville

M. Walden, of Kansas City; Vice President, Herbert Taylor of SC

Louis, Mo.; Treasurer, George Knerr, Kansas^City ; "Recording Secre-
tar,y, Ed Hickman ; Corresponding Secretary, Frank N. Casey, both
of Kansas City. The appointment of the executive committee was
deferred until some future time by President Walden. The date for
the next annual tournament will be the same as this year, the third
week in May.
j;udge J. B. Gulnott'-, in behalf of the committee that has charge of

revising the constitution and by-laws, of which committee he is chair-
man, reported progress, and said that theii- work would soon be
ready for the printer. He further moved that the frontispiece of the
book be a pictm-e of the famous Kansas City four-men team that
scored 53 out of 60 in a match with a St. Louis team in 1679. The four
men on the team were charter members of the Association; they
were: Fredericir Fred ricks, Durry Under wood, Jim McGee and Emil
Work. The only survivor of this record-breaking team being Emil
Work.
The meetuig then adjourned.

SMALL ITEMS OF INTEREST
What are yo a going lo do about it? Plumber Read made a straight,

and blames his new Smith gun and King's Smokeless for causing all
the trouble.
For once Glover was guessing. Here was the problem he was up

against: 147 breaks out of 160 shot at, and £0 cents loser on the day I

Such was his record on the first day.
Grandfather Den and the two lady shooters, Mrs. Day and Wanda

(Mrs. M. F. Lindsley), were the center of attraction during the shoot.
Mrs. Day handles her gun in a graceful and effective manner, andmade several good scores on targets. Mrs. Lindsley also did well on
live birds.
Mcllhany 's numerous friends will be pleased to know that he is

back from the West to stay. This means that Mac will be seen at
some of the Western tournaments this summer.
Milt Lindsley was unable to get away from King's Mills, but he very

wisely sent Mrs, Lindsley to assist Jack Parker in looking after the
mterests of King's Smokeless and Peters' cartridges.
Bert Taylor, the representative of the Du Pont and Hazard Powder

companies, says that he is well satisfied with the result of this shoot
First and second averages in a five days' shoot is quite enough glorv
for his companies in one week.

a a j

Rolla Heikes made a new record for the Winchester repeating shot-
gun

:
He broke 100 targets in 2 minutes 58^ seconds with the aid of

his pumps and the magautrap.
Linderman is an unpretentious fellow, but no squarer man ever

walked down the firing line. Dick always shoots tne best he knows
how, never kicks, and is a stayer.
There are few, if any, more imparlial and capable live-bird referees

in the country than Billy Reiger. He is to the West what John SHoey wte to the East.
It is quite a feather in Glover's cap to have come so far from homeand carry off the championship cup, and that, too, right on the latechampion s own dunghill. Sim's victory is quite a card for Parker

guns and Schultze powder.
Paul North is authority for the statement that 33,275 targets werethrown at this shoot, and that it rpquired only 41,000 targets trapped

to bring about that result. It only took from 10 A. M. to between 4and 5 P. M. to shoot the programme out each day.
And say! Chris Gottlieb "didn't do a thing to 'em, did hef" Hewon the Star trophy in the Interstate target shoot and the medal

given by the Stock Yards Gun Club to the winner of that race He
also won the O. K. Gun Club's medal given for the best average bvany loc»l shooter in all the live-bird events, and also took the season's
basebaU ticket donated by Manager Manning for the same thing He
only shot in two more trophy events without success: The' Star
championship cup on live birds, and the silver cup given by Jaccard
to the winner of second place in the 15-bird event on Saturday May
22. H^ was in the tie for this last cup and scored 10 straight in the
ties before being shot out, Parmelee finally won the cup with a total
of 32 oiit of 31.

Places in the Sfar live-bird championship event paid as follows-
First, $87; second, $36; third, $19.35; fourth, $19 35; fifth, S8.95-
sixth, $3.4o. . ,

V ,

Below is a condensed list of guns, shells and powders used at this
tournament:
Guns: Smith 29, Greener 18, Winchester 15, Parker 15, Lefever 14Remington 4, and 1 each of the following makes: Franeotte Hollis'

Clabrough. Ithaca, Boss, Evans and New Arc. ' '

Shells: Union Metafile Cartridge Co. 57, Winchester RepeatingArms Co. -33, Peters Cartridge Co. 12.
vcvBttwug

Powders: Schultz 28, Du Pont 26, E, 0. 20, King's Smokeless 12 8
S 8, Hazard 5, Austin 2, Walsrode 2, Gold Dust 1, and W-A 1. '

'

Paul R. Litzke.

Audubon Gun Club, of Buffalo.
Buffalo, N. Y., May 23,—The Audubon Gun Club held its regular

weekly shoot at Audubon Park this afternoon. Event No 3 was tbe
club badge shoot, and in this event Morris and Kel>ey tied for ClassA badge. On the shoot- off Morris won, and his victory now places
him on an equal footing with 0 S Burkhardt and P. D Kelsey for
the Class A badge, each having six wins to his credit. Tnere are
only three more shoots for tne emolem, so the race is bot bevond
question. P. J Myers won in Class B and J. A. Kennedy in Class G
In the table of scares given balow No. 8 was at 5 pairs, No. 9 at re-^

versed order; Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were at unknown angles and were
shot over a magautrap:
Events : 1

Targets: 10

OS Burkhardt , ,. 9
Norris 8

G McArthur ..... .. *.,.,„.,,,.. 9

Bird... 6

Waltz 8
LW Bennett 6
.^L O JtLj ^0
Jacobs ......jjL......

7

E w Smith . , .;.

a

PG Myers 7 10 21 12

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10
IS S5 15 15 15 SO £* 15 16
13 22 9 13 9 10 5 9 1.0
10 84 14 12 14 17
9 19 13 13 15 17 5

ia 12
13 22 12 13 13 17 8 12 9
5 21 11 10 12 15 5 14
10 18 U 12 12
10 20 12 13 11 is

'5
12 '6

9 22 5 11 9 15 5 13
7 20 10 11 15 14 6 14 12
7 23 10 12 12 18 7 12 11
7 23 11

11 20 13 10 m
10 21 12 9 18 16

21 13 10

13 8 13

5
A Coombs 18
TIE Storey 6 13
J A Kennedy , 8 18
E N McCarney ... ,, .17

Porter 14
Parker Talsman 9 10 ..WR Eaton.. 10
G W B ''. ~ 9
Charles .. , ,\' 9

6 .10

8 9
5 10

'9

11 8

Team Race at Riverton.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 26.—C. A. Macalester and George Work

met defeat io-da,y on the grounds of the Riverton Gun Club their
opponents being Leonard Fioletter and Yale Dolan. The conditions
of the race were lOO birds per man, 200 to the team, 30yds. rise 50rds
boundary. "

•
J' •

The birds were first-class, and left the traps very fast, the stron"
wind aiding them George Work was out of health and out of form"
but stuck to his work until the last shot was fired. The 400 birds
were shot at in just three hours and a half. The scores were-
L S Finletter..

H Yale Dolan.

C A Macalester.

Geo Work.,

.222« i<;a2222i2-222212222222—24
•2322a2222222222222»22103-32
22322232««322 22221022.222—21
1123022222222-222222.22222-23-90

..220022K22 22.221202222202-21
2322220220222222112222200—21
20222 222223021 22213122222-23
2522232122H 20222211122110-23-8

,.2212132,'2112221 0021221211—23
10212 11223211202212020201—20

222112.2312021211022212.2-8l
222l2212120l311ii221110202-82-88

. .222.2ia022I220202200282.2—18
022v.02i22212222r222;2201—21
20222 23222220221 22 1 2 1 21 12—23
2l..l222112i2111012122111-22-84-170

J -178

Down Where the Pineapples Grow.
HoBE Sound, Fla., May 82.—The regular weekly shoot of the Hobe

Sound Gun Club was held to-day with the temperature at 98° in the
shade. The following scores were made, aU targets being thrown at
imknovm angles:

Events: 13 3 Events: 18 3
Targets: 10 10 10 Targets; lu 10 10

McVean 7 10 6 Stokea oil
Smith 557 Harrison....,.....,,,..!.! 0
Sergeantson 8 4 8 Painter 2 !! !!Brown 113

H. 0. MovKAN, Sec'y.
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Ttie Waterloo Tournament.
Waterloo, la., May 14.—The tournament of the Watefldo dhh. Glub

was brought to a close to day after a successful four data of trap-
sbooting. The attendance was good and the quality of the! shooters
was decidedly above the average. Heikes, Parmelee, Grimm, Gilbert
and Budd, together wi'h J. H. Mackie. Eobinhood, Dr. and Mrs Day,
etc., were on hand to make things lively in the way of good scores.
Among the others present on the first day were; Buttolph, Iowa

Falls; True, Northwood; Gittins and Bloeser, Williamsburg; Bain,
Brandon ; Wheeler, Freeport; O'Brien, Dubuque ; Frazier, Lost Nation

;

Hathaway, Independence, etc.

On the second day there were several new arrivals: J. C. Ford and
J. Mealey, Oelwein; C. B. Everett, Fairbank; N. Glab, Tony Heeb and
Fred Tschudi, Dubuque; S. S. Hayes, Ottumwa; R. E. Smith, Mason
City; O. F. Grant, A. H. Wallace and P. J. Sheehan, Independence,
etc.
Experts weee handicapped in all the events, Heikes, Grimm. Gil-

bert, Budd and Parmelee being made to shoot at unknown targets,

unknown angles. Despite this severe handicap, the quintette rolled

up some good scores. Mrs. Dr. Day also shot very well.

On the programme for each morning and afternoon were target
events and one live-bird event. In the target events the scorer was
M. J. O'Keefe, the referee being Mr. Martin. For live birds L. Van
VIeck was referee; J. C Hartman, scorer.

In the table of scores given below Nos. 1-7 were shot on the first

day; Nos. 8-14 on the second day; Nos. lB-17 on the forenoon of the
third day. Rain stopped all shooting in the afternoon of the third

clay.
SCORES OF MAY 11-13.

Events: 1 S S k 5 6 7 8 9 1{> 11 IS IS U IS 16 17

Targets: i5 20 20 15 20 15 15 15 15 SO 15 £0 25 15 15 20 15

Grimm 14 17 15 14 13 12 12 11 13 20 1.3 18 16 10

Gilbert J8 17 18 14 17 12 13 13 11 18 13 13 21 13 M 16 14

Heikes 13 18 19 12 19 12 ., 14 13 17 14 18 21 13 13 14

Mackie'.!". ........... 12 IS 13 10 16 10 .. 9 13 16 U la 15 12 14 18 11

Parmelee 15 17 16 22 17 11 13 14 Vi 14 .. 14 x2 13 14 19 13

Budd 14 19 16 14 17 11 13 14 13 17 14 17 23 13 14 19 14

EmerV".".. 9 16 11 11 10 .. 11 15 13 14 8 15 21 13

True...'.! 10 16 18 13 15 .. 13 12 10 9 .. 18 22 12

Mason 3 3

Bennett 10 9 10

Ward 10 15 .. 8 12 7 13

Tucker 1 . 11 14 16 11 17 10 13 . , 14 16 11 17

Dr Dav ' ' 12 17 19 U 16 . . 12 10 12 18 12 17 .. 12 14 19 ..

Buttolph. 12 15 15 10 14 11 11

Woodoury .^I 10 13 .. 7 17 11 10

Place..... .,14 14.. H H .. 10

Lies 9 J6 8 12

Mrs Day la 14 16 14 15 10 12

Van Vleck 1 J 18 15 13 9 .. la

Bain H 9 H 3 ..

Gitrms .. 16 18

H E Blosser 16 16 14 ..

Wheeler 17 13 17 10 12 .. 10 16 13 16 IS 13

.O'Brien 14 11 16 9 14 . . 15 14 11 17 20 12

Robmbood.".'.!".;."..; 18 U 17 H H 13 13 8 18 24 12

Prasier .. ..17 W IB 13 14 11 14 16 7 17 20

Hathaway !'.'.'.;'.'.

,n I'i iA in " ^
, ft R T 10 14 15 10

HEB.::::..:. lan .. u
GRW.... 7

jHartman 9 irf

iShaffer 14 15

Wilbur 1^ •
Konvalinka.,...,, ° •• .•

ISteege , ^ °

French ^}

iChoate.,
Kernan .- •• •

Itobinsou,.,.........^ •

Walker, , .^i .n <,- ^

Turner.,
(Briffln.,..,.. - ••

CJanmam. ,,,,, .

ms
TfanSie^
IPettit •• .

Ha.yes • •

ILatshaw,, ?.

jMorley... ...J. t-

Mealey . , "

-Ford ,,° ,

.

Heeb ^1 14

iGlab ^ ^

iE M O'Brien

,, 12 15 .. 9 .... 11
9 .. 14 2J 19 10 ., 16 18
..13 6 11 .. 8
6 16 11 13 17 12 14 19 13
11 10 8 10 ; ..

8 5 .... 11

8 ,,

14 ,,

7 ..

16 ..

11
*7

12 11

5 ..

11 10

7 9 15 6

9 11 12 11 12 .. 7 11 14 10
8 11 11 13 .. .. ,.

. 9 15 14 15 14 ..

. 11 10 13 16 21 10 .... ..

. 10 16 .... 15 9 10 14 9
9 12 6 12 13 6 13 13 9

9 12 20 11
5 7 12 ..

jj£ m O'Brien........^, 11 •• •• • 12

Wallace 19 14 16 .. 10 11 17 13

:Sheehan • •• ^ ••

IBurr..

6

;SmUh • ik
'

Everett •• ••

Penn • • ^

LIVE BIRD EVENTS.

The four live-bird events given below were shot as follows: Nos. 1

and 2 on the first day, No, 1 In the morning and No. 2 in the after-

noon No 3 was shot in the morning of the second day, No, 4 in the

afternoon of the same day. In the forenoon of the third day only

two miss-and outs were shot on the live-bird traps. These resulted as

'

^^Miss^and out No. 1: Gilbert (82) 10, Cox (28) 9, Budd (83) and Heikes

( (32) 7, Healey (28) 5, Parmelee (32) and Place (28) 2.

Miss and-out No. 2: Budd 01) and Heikes (32) 20, Place (28) 19, Dr.

Day (28) 2, Cox (28) 1, Gilbert (h2) and Wallace (3)) 0.

The other scores on May 11 and 12 were as below:

No. 2,

22e»00i220— 5

ai2232»?22— 9
2222i22222—10
1«1222m22— 7
2112212122-10
2220222222— 9
2121128a22-10
121.120222- 8

No. 1.

-Mackie (30) 0««^1—

*

iDr Day (88) 302.222-6
Heikes (2). 2ii203^2-6

JParmelee (32). , , . 2222222 -7

(Gilbert (32) 1120.0.-3

(Grimm (32) 2222?22-7

)Budd (3i) 2221.11-6

'Cox (27) 0222122-6

Buttolph (27) 0215000 -3
"Ward (27). 2200102-4

TPlace(27) 0S21110-5
jBain (28). 1121201-6 2111212101- 9

IHathaway CiT).,
°

TFrazier (3!)) . . .

.

'Cannam (a7)...,

jLat (31)

Van Ness (27)..,

IHayes (28)
Wallace (29)...
;Sheehan ('.^8)...

0111200—4

2322222222—10
10C021211.- 6

1100111222-
22222.212.— 8
1212232120— 9

No. 3.

22222231-8
.2212223-7
22121122-8
22222212 -8
11212212—8
1111212.-7

02122022-6
12021223-7

No, 4.

2222222222-10
2212123222-10
121.221112- 9
2.22212222— 9
22112121.2- 9
12101.2111— B

2202021012— 7
1111.21112- 9

•1010211-5
03211001-5
23112222—8
122022C0-6
12111212-8

2111111112-10

ii2i6?.2ai— 8
2212111221—10
2202!i22ll0- 8

SCORES OF MAT 14.

15 15 15 IS 10 10 10 10

15 13 13 12 9 7 .. ..

10 7 6 .. ..

8 7
.. 18
9 10

3 6
8 8

6 6

'4
!!

7 7

5 S

'On the fourth day of the shoot (to day) the majority of the crack-
ceriacks had left the city. A full day's sport was had. however, and
rtliere were sufficient shooters left to make it pleasant for all who
went.out to the grounds. The morning's programme consisted of
(four •i5-target events and a live-bird event at 10 birds per man. The
ilive-bird event resulted thus:

S-nith (27) 8, Gilbert (32) 9. Place (28) 7, Mosher (27) 7, Ward (38) 8,

Walter (28) 7, Lies (27) 6, O'Keefe (26) 8, Steege (28) 3, Ford (47) 7,

iiEi&nii4l#e, (82) 7, Day (28) 9, Clark (37) 9.

Tin the tatfcje of target scores given below Nos, 1-4 were shot during
the forenooH, Nos. 5-13 in the afternoon. The live bird scores in the
two 10-bird races shot during the afternoon are also given below:

Events: 133456 789 10 1113
Targets:

Place,,. -

Clark 10 12

Mealey 10

Lies 6 12

Beckammer...... i*

Ford. ...-r.. 13 11

Walker 10 10 .. ..

Turner ? ,'A
"

Woodbury 11 12 ...

.

Everett ^M! 46
Gilbert ..^..^^ 14 12 14

Mrs Day 11 10

Mackie 14 10

Dr Day 14 14

Mosher ° ^
Ward 1'^ 9

Bloeser.....,, M'.fv 2 -g -a
Pettit...... .. ' 11 3 2

Steege , 8 5 5

Smith ^.,i>...........><4:>^v, -'. .. .. IW i« •
Wilbur MO! f •* ••

Griffin 8 .,

Ohoate.,,..,., ......••..•ni •• •• •< 11 • m

1 3
1 1

3 3

2 2

7 8 2 3

9 9

10 8 1

'6
«.,, f,., jf ' .

< I li.il it ii

O'Keefe 5 ..

French i i. . . . . ..... . u , . . , .

Buttolph. i s i i k..^.
Courtright . i. i, ,

Taylor si...
Rupert..
Sellers
Hackett
The live-bird ev6nt?Shot during the afternoon

No. 1.

Hartman (27) 0011111.11-
McGinnis(28) 010.111111-
Steege (28) ....1001010010-
Tavlor (26) .111101010-
Buttolph (23) 0101111011-
Mosher (26) lOOOOOOOll-
Ward (30) m..ni 1.10111111-
French (27) 110.111111-
Lies (27; ..>,-lllC001011-
Clark (-.iT) 111111C611-
Place(28) 11.111111.-
O 'Keefe (26) ' 0000 1001 0 1

-

Smith (2B) OlOlllllOl-
Pettlt (28) 11.1111111-
Marks (38)
Cleaver (28)

6
,. 8 6.,., 13
.. 6 8 ..

.. 4

.. 6 8 ..

, . 9 S
, , 6
were as below:

No. 2.

11.11.1111- 8
aiiio.io..- 5
IIOOIOOIIO— 0

0111111111— 9

llinO.011- 7
1111111111—10
1111111111-10
0101001110— 5
IIIOUIOOI— 7

0.00111001- 4
11..1110.0- 5

Boston Gun Club.
WBLiiiSGTON, Mass.. May 26.—The Boston Gun Club opened its

second '97 prize series auspiciously at Wellington to-day. The
weather, though not what might be called favorable, was passably
fair, inasmuch as it did not rain. The shooting was fully enjoyed
and during the afternoon some very fair scores were made. A num-
ber of ladies were present, and besides proving interested and appre-
ciative spectators counted among their number the '-high gun" in
the prize match. It is pleasing indeed to note the rapid increase of
feminine trap shots and also tbeir by no means insignificant success
in a field of shooting heretofore apparently closed to them. Minne-
apolis, St. Paul, Chicago and New York, besides Boston, have repre-
sentatives now who find ic pleasant and healthful to handle the gun
in close proximity to brother, husband or friend, and the time will

shortly come when instead of it being a rarit.y for the trap-shooting
club to have an honorary lady member, it will be an every day occur-
rence for them to be on the bona fide membership list.

Events as follows:

1 % 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101113 13Events:

Targets: 10 10 10 10 6 10 IB

Gordon 6 8 9 7 1 8 14

Brown 7 5 9 7
Winters 3 9 10 6

Sheffield ,, 7 9 7
Woodruff , 10 8 4
Horace ,,795
Eddy .,• 8 6 8

Benton 4 5 4
Nif^kols 4 5 5 ..

Miskay
. , , 1

Spencer ,, 5
Barnard
Leatherbee

9 13
9 14
8 12
8 14

6 12
6 10
5 9

5 6
7 14

6 10

10 10

6 9

10 10

9 8
6 4

10 8
10 6

7 7
7 7

10 10

9 7
,, 4
8 10
8 10

9 7
9 4

8 9
8 6
4 ..

,, 3

10
9

Events Nos. 4 and 9 were reverse pull; Nos. 1, 3, 8 and 10, unknown
angles, 5 pairs, balance known angles; Nos, 10 and 18, with use of both
barrels.

First match in new prize series, eight shoots in all, four best scores
to count for prizes, 25 targets, 15 known and 10 unknown angles, dis-

tance handicap:
Miskay (17) 111111111111101-14
Brown (!.=>) 111111111110111—13
Gordon (17) 111111111110111-14
Winters (18) 111111111101111—14
Woodruff (17) ......,,.,011111111111111—14
Horace (16) 111111011011110—12
Sheffield (15) 111111011011110-12
Spencer (18) 010111110010111—10
Eddy (15) 110111010011101—10
Benton (14) 101111110000110 - 9

Nichols (14)..,' 001011001011003— 6

llllllinO -9-23
1111110101-8-21
0111101010 6-20
1010101110—6-20
0111001011-6—20
111I011110-8-SO
1100011111—7—19
1110111111—9-19
lOOOOClOll—4-14

Cazenovia Gun Club.

Buffalo, N. Y., May 19.—The day's sport to-day at the traps of the
Cazenovia Gun Club called forth a good attendance. Five events at
live-birds and five at targe s were shot during the day. Dr. W. H.
Woodbury carried ofE the chief honors in the live-bird events, scoring
33 out out of 84 birds shot at. Below are the scores made in those
events:

Events: 12 3

Birds: 7 5 10

Geisdorfer 5 2 10

A P Pope 7 4 10

W H Woodbury,,,, 7 5 8

Dan O'Brien 4 2,.
J Beck 7 3 4

Charles Klink 5 2 6

Edwards 10

4, 5 Events: 13 3 4
5 7 Birds; 7 5 10 S

,, ,. Wheeler 8 3
3 7 Charles. 9 4
5 7 Gyp ...iiii 4 3

3 . . Dr Danser 5 , . . . 4

. , . . Bauman 3

3 , . C L *wope 1
4 5 Estes 4

In the 'arget events Charles made the best average, although
Waltz was the only one to score 30 straight in the second event. The
sweeps were well patronized. Scores were:

Events: 1 3 3 4 6
Targets: 15 20 15 15 10

A P Pope 11 10 12

Events: 13 3 4

Targets: 15 20 15 15 :

Edwards 12 16 lo ..

Charles 13 19 13 ,

.

Alderman , 14 18 11 ..

W H Woodbury. . . 13 14 12 .

.

Estes 11 19 11 ..

Waltz 8 aO 12 ..

CLSwope.. 12 .. 10 ..

Foxie.,.. 10 17 11 ..

H O H 13 15 12 ,

.

Bauman 13 ., ,. 9

Wheeler 12 19 11
Norris 13 17 10 ..

Dauser ,. 2 11 .. ..

Dan O'Brien 9 10 . . 13
Chas KllDk ,. 6 13 .. 15W Heintz , .. 11 .. 12
Geisdorfer 11
J Beck 14
Cannon , 13

Pawtuxet Gun Club.

Pawtoset, R. I., May 22.—The following two events were shot this

afternoon by members of the Pawtuxet Gun Club:

Sheldon (0)... 1110111111111111111110111—28

Greene (0) • . . • 0011 1 11111101011111 1 11111—21

Moonev(2) 1111111110101111010111110-20

Badmington (4).......,..'......„..^..,. 0110111100111111010111101—18

Arnold (2)... 1011001010111011011011111-17

Root (41 1 1 1001 1 10 1 1 1 0100101 1 101 11—1

6

Hawkins (2) 1100000111111101000100111-14

Armstrong (7).......... nODlOllOOOOOOOlllOllOlll-13

Cory (2). .:. COOOOllOOOlOlOlOOlOlOllll—11

Thus ended the series of shoots for the W-A silver keg, as W. H.
Sheldon has now won it three limes. Sheldon was in good form to-

day and as none of the handicap men could tie, no one shot out their

allowance. Greene and Mooney also shot well.

Following the W-A trophy shoot came a 25 bird handicap, unknown
angles for live cans of smokeless powder, kindly donated lo the club

by the'Oriental Powder Co., of Portland, Me :

Badmington (4)..... 11111101010100011111101010101-19

Sheldon (0).... ......M...-. IIIOICOHOIOIIUIIIIOIIII -19
RootT4) 10111111101101101001111111011—22

Kranc0lte'(41
' 00001111011111011100111110101—19

Greene (O)...!.. lOlOOlllOUlllOlOaiOllll

Arnold (2) ji,;. lOlOlOUlOlllOOlOlllllOOO

Han kins ("') 1101 UCOOlOOlOll 11 11001 01

rnrv(2)
" UllOllOllllOCOUOOOOlOlO

ArmstroneVV) " lOOlOOlOOlOOODOlllOOllllO

Matthewson (7) • , ,0010101011111100000010001

Andrews (7)- .. OOllOlOOlOOOUOlOOOOOllOl

Mr, B. C. Root, a novice who has come rapidly to the front this

year,' distinguished himself in this shoot. Pawtuxet.

—18
—15
-15
—14
—12
-11
—10

Earlsvllle Gun Club.

Earlsville, N. Y., May 22.—A new gun club has been formed hereJ

and below you will find the scores made at our first shoot. Hall and
Miller have shot before at the traps, but all the others were entirely

new at the business. The event was at 20 kingbirds:

Hall .
OOJlOOlOUllllllllOi- 13 BeDtley.,.iO0i OJIOOOOIIOCOIOOO— 5

Miller . . .
.11001101111011101000 -l i

Parsons. .
.00101011101101010101-11

Stanton... 00001 UOlCOllOOlOlOO— 8

Morgan...00010010010011000103- 6

Short OOOOnOOlOOO.01000101— 5
Dunham.. OJOl 0000100000001000— 2
Jennings..OOOlOOlllOOOOlOOOlOO— 6

George Stanton, Sec'y,

ON LONG ISLAND.
EMERALD GTOf OLVB.

May IS.—The Emerald Gun Club had a good turnout at its regular
monthly shoot held this afternoon in Dexter Park, Of the twenty-
seven members present, E. A. Vroome was the only one to score 10
straight; seven others came within one of equalling his score. The
detailed scores were as below

:

Class A, 29yd3,, 7 points:
M Herrington 31^23213202— 9
E J Richards 1220202322— 8
Class A. 28yds., 6J^ points:

E A Vroome ail2112112-I0
H P Fessenden 2222033222— 9
JSSRemsen 1121201112- 9

J M Moore 2202121213- 9

T Short 2021122112— 9
Class A, E'S.vds., 6 points:

Geo BHillerg 1021311120— 8
John Woelfel 0120212220— 7
Bernard Amend 2201022310- 7
Class B, 25yd8., 6 points:

C W Billings 1111101111— 9
Dr Richter 2023212222— 9
Chas Stuetzle 2220032220— 7
Class B, 25yds,, 5 points;

GeoK Breit 2012002121— 7
H F Burns .2101201110— 7

L H Fogarty 1..2223320- 7

Dr Hudson .1132230.22— 8FW Place 1101202313— 8W Amend 0012110112— 7W Sands 0022233002- 6

Wm Joerger 2.21020019— 6
Joseph Banzer 012.220310— 6

W A Brown 1201200012- 6
Richard Regan 1200301002— 5
Joseph Swan, ...... .02.1120010— 5

H F Muhs 0200001011— 4
Dr McFarland 022001001. - 4

NEW YORK GERMAN GUN CLUB.

May JS.—There was a good attendance this afternoon at the regu-
lar monthly hve-bird shoot of the New York German Gun Club held

Dexter Park. Twenty members took part In the club event at 10
live birds per man Dr. G. V. Hudson, Peter (Jarms and H, Thom-
l,jide lied for the club badge on 10 straight. In the shoot ofl, miss-
and-out, Thomforde lost his first bird Garms and Dr. Hudson fought
it out until the 7th round, when the Doctor lost his bird dead out of
bounds; Garms thus won the badge by killing his 7th bird. Scores in
the badge race and in the sweeps are given below:

Ties.Club Badge.
Dr Hudson 2112321211—10 221111.
E Meyer 0010022.03- 4 i......
F Sauter 1211120122— 9 .......
P .Moersch

,
010013111 1— -7 '

. .

.

M Bonden. . ............. . ... 2 .'02000110- & .......
F Kronsberg. 2001010103— 5
P Garms 1112111111—10 1121113
B Konig .....1112102111-9
H Nobel 1121108021— 8
H Boesennecker 1011110031— 7
H Thomforde. ...... . , 2212212122—10 0
E Doeink 20301122eO— 7
HLeopold .031001t020 - 5 .......
JSchlicht ...8221121221-10
J Wellbrock........... ...011103101.— 6
A Lucas .J,.,.,. 1311.12023- 8 .......
JDannefelser.,......;... 22l-320nil— 9

ERadle „...** .....0212320022— 7
C Horney ».,.!.. .,m.........1O120022.'O- 6 .......
C Voeklnger 1000010000— 2
Schlicht .......4..... .............. .......
Nobel
Wellbrock ,.
Lucas 1 1 .....

.

No. 1.

12231

OOim

No. 3.

01102

10010

6.a6ii

20110

12012
. . fXfl

.

.

. . iM

... ifl

oioai iiii2
13211 21100
12112 10201
01021 10001

BROOKLYN GUN CLUB.

May S6.—^The Brooklyn Gun Club held an aU-day shoot at its

grounds, Liberty avenue and Enfield street, Brooklyn, to-day. The
main event was a 50 target handicap race for a gold watch, an allow-
ance of extra targets to shoot at being allowed the weaker shots.
A high wind was blowing right in the faces of the shooter.^?, making

the targets from the magautrap exceedingly hard to gauge. As a
result 41 was high for a scratch man, while Justus von Lengerke,
with 3 extra targets to shoot at, only beat out that scratch man, Win-
ston, by 1 target, winning the match with a total of 42 out of 53. The
wind was rather variable, and at times there was almost enough of
it to give it a right to the title of a gale. There were twelve entries
in the main event, the scores being as follows:

Winston (0).., 10011011111111111010111111111011111111111111011010- 41

Brewer (0).... 11010011111111111010011111111111110111111111011001— 40
Swan (12) 01100100110010101001111101001001011111000110001100—25

lOlOlOOOvF — 3-28
Paddleford(7).10111001110101111101110111010110l01011110101001111-3t

1000000 — 1-.35

DrKnowllon(4)lie010111100111010101101011010ni0C011101101101110-31
0001 — l-33:i

JvLengerke(3)11001101011011101111011111110100111111111110111111-39
111

Edwards (0). .lllOlllOlllllOlOlllllOOlllOllOOlllOlllllOllllOOOOl
Remsen (0)... 11101 IIIOOOOOOIOIIIOIIIIOOIOIOOIOOUOIOOIOIIOIOIII
Baron (5) 11000110101010101110021100101011100010111100100010
Bissett (9) OlOOllOllOOOllOlOlllOOUllOlCOOOOllllUlOlOOlOOOlO
Sanders (16). .OlIOOCOOlOOOOlOOOlOOOOOOOilOOOOlOOOOllOlOlOlOOOOOO
Osterhout ( 1 1)00301000JQOIIOIOI 001 101 lOOOOlOlOlOlOOOOOOOOlOOOOl 1

Sweeps were also shot as below

;

Events; 13345078
Targets: 10 10 IS 15 15 15 15 S5

Baron 4 7 14 9

Swan 4 3 8 14
Edwards.. 8 9 15 14 13 1115 16

Paddleford .... 8 9 9 6 . . 18

Winston... 10 6 13 12 13 15 10 19

- 1-33.
J

3-42
-35

-28
—29.

-IS.
-IC

Brewer 12 18 13 9
Knowiton 14 13 ,.

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 15 15 IB 15 16

Harrison , . 11 8
Remsen 9 10
Sanders 4 5
Bissett 12 13

Brooklyn 13 1^
J Von L... ,, 8 aj

i

No notice taken of anonjmoos commnnicationi

J. W., New York.—Please answer in your next issue, 1, whether i

will be lawful to flsh for bass on the New Jersey end of Greenwood
Lake on Monday, May 31, and 2, whether I can bring bass to N6tf
York city? Ans. 1. Yes. 3. No, the New York season does not op^
(ill June 15.

H. F.,New York,—Will you kindly advise me of a remedy fo

canker in the ear? Ans. Pour a little of the following lotion into thi

ear twice a day

:

^ Liq . plumbi sub. acet, 3 iv.
*

Aq. ad... 5iv.

Mix. Lotio. A Uttle to be used, as directed, twice a day.

E. R., Port Huron.—Will tou tell me in your Answers to Corrfl

spondents which dogs are best for rabbit hunting, beagles or foxi

hounds? If one is better than the other, the reason why? Ana
Beagles,, as, being much smaller, they are slower than foxhoundSjl
Thft rabbit is slower than the fox, is easier to follow, and runs a shor

;

race at best. Beagles answer aU the requirements, and a pack i

cheaper to keep. -

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT^

"Four Track Series," Etchings.

Eight beautiful etchings, representing scenery along the line of th

New York Central, printed from steel plates on plate paper, 24> 3 in

are offered for sale at the office of George H. Daniels, General Pa:

senger Agent, Grand Central Station, New York, at 50 cents eael

All lovers of art will appreciate this opportunity to secure at notumi
cost pictures of high artistic merit, devoid of any objectionable ac

vertising feature, and suitable to hang on the wall of any room.—.4di

On the New York Central you travel in perfect security, proleele

every foot of the way by Block signals —A.dv.

The free attendant service maintained by the New York Central ti

Grand Central Station, New York, is another example of the cae
and courtesy by which patrons of this great railroad are surroundel
—Adv.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis reached quickest and mostcoij
fortably by the supero Southwestern Limited of the New York OeJ
lr&\.—Adv.

The Empire State Express of the New York Central is the fasta,']

and most famous train in the -world.—Adv.

Take the magnificent No th Shore Limited of the New York Cel|

trai for Chicago and the ^yest.—Adv.
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Hunting: and fishing: parties, usually in their

eagerness to g-et to hunting: or fishing-, are apt to

neg:Iect the comforts of the camp; don^t make
tfiis mistake. First of all, put your camp in order,

that full enjoyment of the expedition may be real-

ised, for you are just as apt to g:et g-ame in sig^ht

of camp, in a g:ame country, as by an all-day

tramp in the -woods. There is an old saying with
the hunters, that the man that keeps camp usually

fciUs the most game. Horace Park.

ARIZONA'S HUMPED GAME.

A HUMP is not a thing of beauty, nor the creature that

bears it graceful. Moose and buflfalo are ungainly beasts,

and the mountain goat, with hump and horns, has the

contour of a fiend incarnate. But the oddest, homeliest,

ugliest game animal in this country is found in the wilds

of Arizona. It is a conglomeration of humps and bumps

on four legs; and moreover, is quite as ugly in temper as in

looks, a surly, savage and malicious brute. As with many
unlovely creatures, it is hardy and tenacious of life, and

manages to live in deserts where other animals would

starve or die of thirst, for nature has endowed it with

wonderful powers of endurance. The humps on its back

are masses of fat, which it stores up when food is plenty

and draws upon as a reserve of nourishment in

seasons of privation. More extraordinary still is the

formation of its stomach which is provided with a series

of little pouches or water cells wherein is stored water suf-

ficient to last from three to five days. As for food, when
hard put to, it can live on next to nothing, and of the

coarsest at that; and when all else fails it draws on its

humps. Most suggestive in illustration of its hardy nature

and tenacity of life is the fact that while the other game
animals of Arizona, although protected by what protection

there may be in the game law, have steadily diminished

to remnants, this hardy fellow with the hump, although

preyed upon by man and beast alike, has from a small

stock in the beginning maintained itself through wander-

ings in the wilderness for forty, years. There is no

more grotesque creature included among the game animals

of America than the Arizona camel, and its naming in the

new law of the Territory may be reckoned as qiie of the

curiosities of game legislation in this country. - '.

The Arizona camel belongs with the earliest game im-

ported into America from' abroad. It was put'out at about

the period mentioned in our notes last week, when the

Government was urged to restock Pennsylvania and New
York wilderness regions with elk. The intention of those

who imported the camel was hot to make of it a game
animal. It was brought to this country during the admin-

istration of President Pierce. By an act of Congress of

March, 1855, of that year the Government was empow-
ered to purchase in Arabia a herd of camels, for which

$30,000 was paid, to be used in the West for crossing the

Great American' Desert. It was thought that the adapta-

bility which had made this beast of burden so useful in

the Old World would make it suitable for trans-

portation purposes in the barren stretches of the

Southwest. The experiment proved a failure, and the

camels were abandoned to their fate. Left to their own
devices, they must have found in Arizona a country suited

to them, for they increased and multiplied, and have from

time to time furnished numerous specimens with which to

stock circus and menagerie. As the camel is long-lived,

living from forty to sixty years, it may be that among the

wilds of Arizona there is a venerable patriarch whose frol-

icsome youth was spent in the desert of Arabia.

A creature which has held on so tenaciously in a strange

land deserves the tardy recognition now given it by the

framers of the new Arizona game law. May the same
kindly fate which has preserved the apes of Gibraltar as

sole representative of their race in Europe look out also

or the camel, an Old World type in the Arizona desert.

THE 8ALT-LI0K,

A Vermont correspondent sends us a circi lar issued hy

a hotel in the White Mountains, in which is set forth, as

an inducement for sportsmen's patronage, a statement that

deer hunting is good at the salt-licks in the vicinity. The

attraction may appeal to some, but our correspondent

doubtless expresses the common sentiment when he

writes: "I should dislike to be seen at this house for fear

other sportsmen might think me a pot-hunter and a

butcher."

A salt-lick is a saline spring, or deposit of salt, to which

wild animals resort to satisfy their craving for salt. Some-

times it is called a deer-lick, and whfen theie were buffalo

these were buffalo-licks. Both terms have been adopted

into our American place-names; the Post Office Directory

shows a Deer Lick in Ohio, and another in West Virginia;

there is a Buffalo Lick in Arkansaw, another in Missouri,

and a third in West Virginia; while Big Bone Lick, in

Kentucky, is a salt-lick, deep down in the soil of which

have been found the bones of animals which were extinct

long before the buffalo passed away.

Every country boy who has spread salt on a flat rock in

the pasture for the cattle or the sheep, knows with what

avidity the treat was received; and not less familiar to the

old-time hunter was the deer's craving for salt, which it

satisfied by resorting to these natural stores. The pioneer

hunter who required venison counted himself lucky if

there was a salt-lick in the vicinity; for then, instead of

the long still-hunt, there was only the lying in wait at the

lick, to which the game was sure to come. In the days

when deer were many and hunters few, this was regarded

as a legitimate way to put meat into the pot; it was expe-

ditious, certain, and not fatiguing, and these considerations

counted.and counted rightly then. With changed conditions,

fewer deer and more deer hunters, the art of lying in wait

for deer at a salt lick has generally been put under the

ban as unsportsmanlike, and in some States it is forbidden

by law. It is looked upon as unsportsmanlike because

taking a mean advantage of the game in its necessities,

and is outlawed because of its certain destructiveness.

Systematic watching at salt-licks would exterminate the

game in a district, for first and last every deer would come

to the ambush.

THE BOY AND THE BOD.

Give the boy a fishing rod. Let it be one he will joy

in possessing, as you in yours. This does not mean
that it must cost an extravagant sum, but a price suf-

ficient, as your experience and common sense tell you,

to insure a really good article, and in measure with

your means. Some people have a notion that any-

thing is good enough if it is for a boy—even depart-

ment store tackle. Department store fishing rods, it

is true, are astonishingly low-priced; but more aston-

ishing than the price is the utter worthlessness of the

truck after it has been unloaded upon the unwary victim.

Give no such trash to the boy you would make an angler;

equipped in that style, he will be disgusted at the start, and

you will have spoiled a good fisherman in the making.

Give him rather an outfit he can take pride in. This is a

part of angling: to respect one's self for the possession of

reliable tools.

Instruct the boy in the use of the rod. Induct him
into the mysteries of the art. Teach him to cast the fly

and the frog". It is a part of his education which will come
into play when he shall have forgotten all about

logarithms and cannot tell a preterit from a rhomboid
j

and for which, you may be sure, he will ever be grateful

to his instructor. When you teach a boy the art of

angling you, equip him with an accomplishment for which

he will thank you as long as he shall have opportunity to

indulge it or memory to recall its indulgence. In making

him an angler you are fitting him more fully to get the

good out of life—for angling is one of the good things the

world has to give us.

Make the boy your fishing companion. It is marvelous

how an angling companionship of father and son promotes

that comradeship which is the most beautiful relation they

can sustain toward one another. As angling is the delight

of youth and age alike, so the trout stream has a magic to

lesson disparity ol years and experience, and to bring old

and young into closer sympathy and brotherhood.

Thus it is that in making your boy an angler you are

assuring for him resources for pleasure in after life; and in

making yourself his angling comrade you are endowing

him with a priceless gift of blessed memories in the years

to come. This present companionship of the stream, dear

as it is now in the experience, will be dearer then in the

long looking back. How often and with what feeling have

the columns of the Forest and Stream given expression

to the satisfaction which is felt in reminiscence of the

angling days of one's youth; and all the more precious are

such memories, if in the picture of lake or river or stream

are seen the faces whose lineaments all the long, long

years of man's life, though they be perchance fourscore,

cannot dim.

SPRING SHOOTING.

EoR many years thoughtful men have protested against

the evil of spring shooting, a practice so particularly im-

provident that it seems unnecessary to present an argu-

ment against it.

Yet with every annual recurrence of the northern

migration of water fowl and waders, reports come in and

are published, without comment or condemnation^ of the

great bags made of geese, ducks, plover and snipe.

There can be no argument advanced in its favor but the

one stated long ago, without approval, by Frank Foresterj

that without spring shooting there will be no shooting

from midwinter till fall, unless we except that which

should not be—summer cock shooting. For no such rea-

son would any right-minded man think of shooting quail

that have survived the rigors of winter, nor the ruffied

grouse when he is summoning his harem by beat of drum,

nor the returning woodcock when he woos his mate in the

spring twilight.

Yet why not these as well as the migrant fowl, the

plover or snipe, on their way to breeding grounds, or in

some instances even arrived there? Why inveigh against

egg-hunters when we are doing our utmost to destroy the

birds before the eggs are laid?

Let our charity begin at home in giving these wanderers

safe conduct through our country in their northward jour-

ney. Let us, like nature, take on gentler moods in these

spring and summer days, or if we would still be killing

and making a noise in the world there are fish and clay-

pigeons, and a clear conscience withal. We may be virtu-

ous and yet have cakes and ale.

Then in jocund ^autumn, when the replenished hordes

come down from the north, we may enjoy a full feast of

good things, yet tempering zest with moderation, so that

those who come after us may not find the meager wel-

come of an empty board.

SlfAP SHOTS.

In the meeting of the Illinois State Association last week
President Felton and other officials declared With some
warmth of emphasis that the Association was not a trap-

shooting body, but a game protective society. Then the

rest of the members put on their sv^'eaters, called pull, and

did their level best to show that the convention was prac*

tically and actively a trap-shooting tournament, and

nothing else. Actions speak better than words. It is

vain for the officers to claim game protective purposes

and activities, when the performance of both rank

and file have to do only with making scores, win-

ning prizes and dividing purses. But there is noth-

ing under the sun to prevent the Illinois Associa-

tion from achieving success in both these fields,

if it really wishes to do so, and will go about it in the right

way. The first thing is to'divorce the trap-shooting tourna-

ment from the game protection convention, following the

example of the New York Association. Let there be one

meeting for trap-shooting and another meeting for con^

sideration of law enforcement and the interests of proteti-;

tion. By such an arrangement one interest will not confllicit

with nor absorb the other. Each will have the fullest op-

portunity for development and achievement. iTntil this

shall be done the game protective function can be nothing

more than the farcical pretense it has always been.

The President signed on June 4, the Sundry Civil bill,

which suspends until March 31, 1898, President Cleve»

land's setting aside of forest reserves, in March last*
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ALONG THE POTOMAC.
IV.—Mount Vernon.

Mount Vernon is about five miles distant from the ter-
ritory described in previous chapters; and the grounds
L have written of were in earlier years a part of the origi-
nal domain of Washington. This estate, over which my
thoughts are now wandering, and which my feet did then,
was partly under cultivation, the residue of the cleared
portion being in a condition called old fields. These, after
having been cultivated year after year until they failed to
yield sufficient returns, were abandoned, to recuperate un-
der the benign influence and process of nature's elements.
Although one would suppose that the barren fields would

present a desolate and repulsive appearance, such was not
the case. Nature, ever kind, displayed her bounty even
here. The elements in the soil unnecessary for the pro-
duction of previous crops had lain dormant, but now be-
came active and covered those abandoned fields with a
rank growth of vegetation—sedge grass, briers and wild
rose bushes—and the deserted fields became attractive
with clumps of blooming roses scattered over the surface,
and were favorite resorte and nesting places for numerous
birds—some celebrated for their brilliant plumage—and
various songbirds. At the head of the galaxy of songsters
the English mockingbird was preeminent. The climate
and surroundings were perfectly congenial to their nature;
so that they were fruitful in progeny and prolific in diver-
sity of notes, the melody of which was truly enchanting,
and far surpassing that of a captive bird of the same
species. They were not confined nor controlled by man's
caprice, but were free as the air through which they
winged their flight to some favorite tree in the vicinity of
their nests. From the topmost branches at early dawn
the male birds, in their respective bailiwicks, join in
melodious rhapsody, the thrilling notes of which (unrivaled
by any other feathered songster) reverberate from hill-

side and forest as they are borne along by the morning
breeze, and so convert the barren fields to scenes
of beauty and pleasure, for those who appreciate syl-
van beauties. They also give pleasure and solace to the
faithful mates patiently performing the daty of incubation
in their adjacent and artfully concealed nests, anxiously
anticipating the advent of their expected ofiapring. Those
magnificent songsters are not confined to this locality.

Their orchestra embraces all the open land between
Washington and Wakefield to my knowledge, and no
doubt farther south. When the first rays of the morning
sun gilds the lofty foliage their matin songs, as each joins
the chorus, fill the vast domain with musical vibrations,
which impress the listener with feelings of admiration
utterly indescribable. They are still there to greet the
rising sun as it lifts its head above the green hills of Mary-
land; and perhaps to give solace by notes familiar to some
solitary pilgrim wandering over the desolate estate of his
ancestors, and recalling the happy days of his youth, or
gazing upon war's desolation, like Marius amid the ruina
of Carthage.

It has always been my impression that those mocking
birds were introduced by the English colonists. If so,

they found a congenial home. I left their haunts with
regret, and passed down to a spot on the brink of the river
to a favorite joleasure ground once shaded by a grove of
ancient oaks

Where ofteu In youth, and manhood's bright day.
Beneath their great boughg we danced on the green;

But war's dreadful havoc swept them away
And left it a dreary, desolate scene—

Girls were not women in those halcyon days,

Boys were not men at that time;

They freely indulged in innocent plays,

Which made them strong women and men at their prime,

Alas! neither substance nor shade of those patriarchal
oaks exist. They were spared no doubt by the early set-

tlers when clearing their land to afibrd the shade around
a splendid spring incessantly gushing from the roots of
one of them, sending up a copious volume of cold, clear
water. This attractive oasis, which had been protected
and cherished from time immemorial as a place of rest or
pleasure for all who desired to use it, was destroyed by
vandal hands, without ostensible object or advantage.
Yet if those who desecrated this renowned spot had

known its historical relations, they would doubtless have
exerted themselves to protect and preserve it. This grove
of oaks, with its gushing spring, had been from time im-
memorial a favorite resting place for those ofthe surround-
ing country who participated in the pleasures and excite-
ment of hunting and the chase, among them the leading
men who adorn American history. As Mount Vernon
was butthree miles distant, Washington and his neighbors,
among them Ool. Fairfax, of Belvoir; Geo. Mason, of Gun-
ston Hall; Lawrence Lewis, the husband of Washington's
adopted daughter Nellie Oustis, and his numerous distin-

guished guests, frequently reclined beneath the boughs of
those forest monarchs, and refreshed themselves from the
cool waters of the spring. Classical writers have immor-
talized the fountain of Clepsydra, as it was in the waters
of this fountain the infant Jupiter was washed by the
nymphs Neda and Ithom; and to the fountain modern
Greeks point with pride. Although we do not claim that
our comparatively obscure fountain has been honored by
the presence of any young Jupiters, yet we are personally
cognizant of the fact that some young American barbarians
have frequently partaken of its waters, and enjoyed the
shady grove; if any youthful Jupiter had attempted to pol-
lute those waters by bathing there would have been a
tussle, and if the modern Greek heroes are fair specimens
of those of antiquity, the contest would not have been
doubtful. Moreover, as mentioned above, it was honored
by many of those great statesmen, whose creations sur-

passed those of mythology by erecting a national structure
surpassing that of Greece in her palmiest days.
When last in the vicinitv of the spring, I was reminded

of an extremely sad disaster which occurred on board the
XJ. S. S. Princeton, immediately in front of this place, when
passing down the Potomac. It occurred during John Ty-
ler's administration, I think in 1843; at any rate he was on
board of her at the time. The Princeton was a beautiful

vessel, and equipped in elaborate style, and was, I believe,

the first United States ship which had applied to her the

Ericsson submerged propeller. She was thus in construc-
tion a departure from the old style of naval ships, and was
brought to Washington for the purpose of afibrding an op-
portunity to members of Congress and others to examine
her. She remained in this vicinity several months, and
during the time made a number of excursions down the
Potomac, conveying the Cabinet, members of Congress and
other distinguished guests. On the occasion ofthe disaster
there were on board of her the President (John Tyler) sev-
eral members of his Cabinet, and a number of other dis-

tinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen.
She carried an immense gun, said to be the largest in the

United States—the Peacemaker. It was part of the pro-
gramme of entertainment for the guests to discharge that
gun, that they might witness the practical mode of hand-
ling such an immense implement of destruction. A num-
ber of gentlemen were assembled in close proximity when
the gun exploded, instantly killing two members of the
Cabinet, Messrs. Upshar and Badger, and three others, one
of whom was Mr. Gardiner, the proprietor of Gardiner's
Island, contiguous to the eastern end of Long Island. Mr.
Gardiner's daughter was also on board, and shortly after
married John Tyler. Their son represented a district in
Virginia in the last Congress.
This familiar locality recalls from the distant past many

scenes and incidents of unalloyed pleasure, some of which
appear as vivid as of recent occurrence. Among them
there was a characteristic custom at that time which never
languished in interest or popularity with any class of the
people, black or white, until compelled by circumstances
to succumb. It was an annual scene of labor and festivity
enjoyed by all apparently on equal terms; in fact, the
black race assumed control of the principal feature of the
entertainment.

A Corn Husklnsr Under the Old Regime.
I will endeavor to delineate the scene and incidents, but

words cannot impart to the minds of others the inborn
sense of enjoyment experienced by those who partici-
pated in those festive scenes of Southern life in the Old
Dominion.
Those corn husking festivals united labor with pleasure,

and accomplished a great amount of work in a short time
under pleasant circumstances. The preparations for the
final event (that is, hauling in the corn from the field) was
commenced several days before the specified time for the
gathering of the clans. All the wagons and ox carts were
in requisition, in which the corn was hauled to a suitable
place in the vicinity of the barn, and there piled up in a
rick 15 or 20ft. high, in length sufficient to contain the
quantity or yield of the crop. A rick 150ft. in length is

sometimes required to contain the crop of a large planta-
tion. As the preparations approach completion, the time
is selected, which is invariably at night, and the invitations
are sent to the neighbors, families and servants, which in-
clude field hands.
At the proper time the hands assemble around the rick

and await the orders of the Corn King, who is not a tran-
sient dignitary, selected on the occasion to perform the
duties for that time only, but is selected on the ground of
his natural ability to perform the duties of leader at all

the^huskings in the neighborhood, and holds the coveted
position until some aspinng rival dethrones him by superior
ability to improvise, or by more ready wit or more power-
ful hmgs. He is a leader of his race, and on this occasion
this- dark-complexioned descendant, perhaps, of African
royalty—and in addition to the above qualities possessed
of 'a massive form, assumed an imperious air; all this, with
a stentorian voice equal in volume to a fog-horn, impressed
those of his race in the lower grades with feelings of pride
and eagerness to obey his commands. After his Nigerty
ascends his throne (the top of the rick) he assumes a
dignified posture, stretches forth his arm, and shouts in
a slow and slightly reduced cadence, the others respond-
ing in the chorus:

Is you all ready, down dere below?

O-yes—O!
Jerk ofE de husk en' let her go,

O—yes-0!
Hurry up dere en' don' be slov/

,

0—yes—O!
Dls I tell you; you got to know—

O—yes—0!
Your neighbor's corn, I tell you so,

O-yes—O!
Is moldln' in de husk, an' 'ginnin' to grow,

0-yes-O!

ABOUT MIDNIGHT.

Master Tom, your niggers is sick,

O—yes—O!
Bring 'roun' de jigger—bring it quick!

O—yea—O!

TOWAKD MORNIlfG.

I see signs of de break of day,

O-yes—01
T'ro' a crack in de cloud ; it's coming dis way, .

0—yes—0>

The sentiment and words are changed to suit the cir-

cumstances occurring during the night. During the early
hours of the night the ladies of the household, assisted by
their guests and the house servants, prepare the edibles
and other accessories necessary to furnish a banquet to
satisfy in abundance and variety the entire assemblage,
for all, whether known or unknown, are welcome to par-
ticipate.

Although universal pleasure and jovial sociability

characterized those scenes, yet there was an occasional un-
pleasantness to mar the general joy—and even those had
their ludicrous features, which afforded mirth to the spec-
tators if not to the participants. About the finishing of
the work at the rick, the mutterings of a controversy could
be heard between two male descendants of Ham. The
contention was ostensibly in reference to one of the dark
brunettes, but no doubt the frequent circulation of the jig-

ger brought on the trouble which terminated in practical
hostility.

There was not the slightest effort to make any prelimi-
nary arrangements. Not a word in reference to the Mar-
quis of Queensbury rules, and without even sparring for
position, they sprang together, their heads striking like
cannon balls. In a few moments they were clinched and
on the ground, a position they invariably occupied when
indulging in this class of athletic exercise—called rough-

and-tumble. The combatants in this class of pugilism are
restricted to three modes of assault—gouge, kick and bite.

The last appears to be in the greatest favor with the cham-
pions. They have very little to say. In fact I recollect
but one instance during a contest, when the under gladi-
ator remarked to his antagonist: "You kin r'ar, I'll stay
wid yu, do." Mementos of those little difficulties were
occasionally found. One of my youthful companions
picked up the lobe of a gladiator's ear, which he said was
nearly large enough for a razor strap. Jas. Norkis.
Magnolia, Harford County, Md.

ON THE EDGE OF THE GRAN CHAGO.
told by WILLIAM KINGSBURY TO WILLIAM H. AVIS.

Chapter IV.

The water in the well at the house would sometimes
run low, then we would have to take a cask to a fresh-
water lagoon about half a mile from the house and fill it.

One morning, after filling the cask, I lighted my pipe and
lay down in the grass to enjoy a quiet smoke, I had been
lying there lazily watching the rings of smoke from my
pipe and thinking of far-away home and friends whom I
had not seen for nearly ten years. While thus ruminating
my hand wandered to my Winchester, and hardly noticing
what I was about, I picked it up, rested it across the water
cask, and carelessly commenced to aim it at different ob-
jects, such as flowers, grass stems and the like. Suddenly,
as I swept the barrel in an opposite direction from that in
which I had been aiming, I was surprised to have the
sights come in range with a large ostrich that was leisurely
walking along not more than 150yds. off. The huge bird
would walk a short distance with head erect, then it would
stop and pick awhile, only to walk a little further and stop
and pick again.

I knew the ostrich had not seem me or he would have
been off like the wind. That he had seen the horse I did
not doubt; but then I knew that the horse was not likely
to frighten him, for in all my experience on the pampas I
had never seen an ostrich run from an unmounted horse.
In fact, I have hundreds of times seen them feed in great
numbers right among droves of horses and cattle. In
direct contradiction to many accounts I have read con-
cerning the wariness of the ostrich, I can truthfully say
that I nave on difterent occasions deliberately and openly"
walked to within 150 or 200yds. of a troop before they
started to run.

Ostriches can swim. As I wish this fact distinctly
understood, I emphatically repeat, ostriches can swim.
Many and many a time have I chased them into the
water, both singly and in troops, and while they were
climbing the opposite bank, after swimming the river or
lagoon into which I had chased them, I have shot them.
Further on I will tell of a chase in which we forced a
troop of fully fifty ostriches to swim the Salado River.

Adjusting the sights for 200yds., I carefully aimed ju^
below, the wing, near the center of the body, and firt4.

At the report of the rifle he dropped and commenced to
flop around at a great rate. Soon he grew quiet, and when
I reached him he was dead. He proved tobe a large male,
and after cutting his. throat I drew his legs over my
shoulders and partly carried, partly dragged him to the
cart. When I reached the house they were surprised to
see me bringing meat as well as water.
One evening I was leisurely sauntering on the pampas

with the Remington carbine, which old Francisco Mon-
tenegro had given to Jim, when I noticed a troop of four
ostriches about 400yds. oil". I started to walk toward them
and had gone but 100yds. or so when they took fright and
away three of them went; the fourth, a large male, how-
ever, seemed not to be in as great a hurry as the rest.

Instead of running he seemed to prefer to walk, and that
is just where he made the great mistake of his life. As he
walked along, looking back at me first over one shoulder
then the^other, he aggravated me to such a degree that I
determined to try a shot at him even at that great dis-

tance, so, watching my opportunity, I waited until he
turned his broadside to me I aimed quickly and fired. I
had no idea whatever of hitting him, and my surprise may
be imagined when I saw him go headlong into the grass.

I hardly believed it possible I had hit him until I walked
up and found him dead, shot directly through the heart.
I lay claim to no skill in getting that bird. It was a lucky,
accidental shot, pure and simple, the most remarkable I
ever remember making. The queer part of the whole
business is, that try as I would, I never was able to hit
anything with that carbine afterward.
Soon after this Jim and I decided to go fishing. The

waters of the arroyo San Antonio were still very high, so we
judged that many large fish must have ascended from the
River Salado.

We started bright and early one morning, so as to fish

in the cool of the day. W^e had caught a heavy string of
catfish, more than we really needed, and were ab mt to
give up when Jim's line began to run out in a strange,
sluggish manner. Giving a quick jerk, he found that he
had hooked something heavy, and as he started to haul in
hand over hand he had to exert a great deal of strength
to keep the line coming his way. We were wondering
what was on the hook, when presently an immense turtle

poked his head above the surface. Jim worked him care-
fully to within half a dozen yards of the shore, and as we
feared he might make trouble should we attempt to land
him alive, I fired a couple of bullets into his head out of
my Smith & Wesson. The bullets caused him to become
quiet, so we had no trouble in landing him. He weighed
about 601bs.

While returning to the rancho with our fish and the
turtle, I saw about 300yds. ahead what I made out to be
the antlers of a buck gama showing just above the top of
the grass. As his head was below the grass, he did not
see us, and as he was to windward, we rode to within
200yds, of him. Dismounting, I handed my bridle-rein to
Jim and proceeded to stalk the deer. When I had ap-
proached to about 75yds. of him I rose to my feet and,
after looking carefully ahead, I could just see the tips

of his antlers moving about. I aimed at the place where I
judged his body to be and fired. ^
At the crack of the rifie the antlers disappeared and

there was a sudden commotion in the grass, as I could see
by the swaying of its top. As Jim observed the success of
the shot he immediately hurried forward with the horses.
When we reached the deer we found that my aim had ^
been true, as the bullet had passed directly through the
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backbone near the center of his body. He was a young
buck and in fair order.
There is nothing remarkable about the manner in which

I shot this deer, for I had secured many in the same man-
ner before; but tightly entwined around the antlers was an
Indian bolas. Two of the balls had been lost, the third
still hung dangling from the antlers.
When the deer, turtle and fish had been consumed, Jim

and 1 started on another hunt early one morning. We had
now been sleei)ing under a roof for nearly a month, and as
we were yearning to spend a night in the open air, we de-
cided to go as far as the Salado River, camp there that night
and return the next day.

Just before reaching the river we saw a doe some dis-
tance off in the grass. Jim stalked her and secured her
with a charge of buckshot. It was all I could do to per-
suade Jim to stalk the deer, as he never seemed to care a
great deal about hunting anyhow. He almost always in-
sisted on my taking the shots that presented themselves;
yet he was the truest friend and best, whole-souled chum
I ever sat beside a camp-fire with.
When we reached the river we rode about four miles

along its bank, keeping a good lookout the while for a
place to spend the night. We met plenty of signs of game,
such as the tracks of gama, cervo and other deer. Besides,
there were tracks of monte cats, pumas, jaguars, wolves
and carpinchas. We also saw a large troop of ostriches,
and while passing through a thick monte we came across
the tracks of a drove of chanchos del monte (wild pigs of
the woods).
The cervo is a fine large deer, larger than our red deer;

in fact, it is rather between the red deer and caribou in
size. We never met it on the pampas, and it is said that it

never, or seldom, ranges south of the Gran Chaco in the
Argentine Eepublic. It is a grand deer, and, so far as I
know, the largest in that country, Lf not in South America.
It is gray, and the hide is highly prized by the Indians;
they use it in the manufacture of their bolas, lassos, reins
and all horse gear in general.

Finally we came to a bend in the river where a narrow
pampas skirted its bank. This narrow strip of meadow
was covered with such a luxuriant growth of high, rich
grass that we decided to look no further for a camping
place. Halting under an algarrobo tree, we staked the
horses out in the rich grass; then hung our deer up in the
tree where it would be safe from marauders. Then we
erected a grass lean-to, gathered large quantities of dried
grass and filled the rude dwelling full up to the roof for
our beds. After a bath in the river we felt so pleased
with the world and ourselves, and were so lazy, that we
decided to do no hunting that day, but to lie around in the
shade and take things easy. At evening over a bed of
glowing coals we broiled slice after slice of venison; and
supper over, we lounged by the fire, smoking and talking

It was a delightful evening. A gentle breeze fanned our
sun-browned faces and played mysterious tunes through
the branches overhead. The light of a new moon crested
the tiny waves, that lapped the river's bank, with faint
gildmgs of silver. Strange croaks, groans, sighs and
whispers, or shrill pipings and whistlings, would be borne
on the air from out the thick monte and heavy grass lin-
ing the river's edge. The distant roar of a jaguar could be
heard breaking out at regular intervals. Such sounds,
however, the hunter and herder of that wild country soon
grow used to and no attention is paid to them.
Jim was relating some of his sailor experiences while on

the famous trip around the world aboard Lady Brassey's
yacht Sunbeam. He had reached a very interesting point
in his story when we were startled by a commotion in the
grass near by, and experienced rather creepy sensations
when we saw, in the faint moonlight, the shadowy out-
lines of a large puma not more than Syds. away and look-
ing straight at us.

We grasped our guns and Jim poked the fire, sending
up a shower of sparks. I stood with cocked Winchester
undecided whether to fire or not. While thus we stood
the puma commenced to act in a strange manner. It
lowered its head and sniffed around in a queer way, then
raised its head and stood and looked straight at us in a
way that made us feel none too comfortable. Soon he
began to circle slowly and cautiously around the fire, keep-
ing his shining eyes on us all the while. He had nearly
completed a circle around us and why I had not fired I
cannot tell. Presently he reached a spot where the faint
light of the moon shone more strongly on him and Jim
and I simultaneously accounted for his strange actions.
Could we believe our eyes? Our nocturnal visitor was no
puma, but a large half-famished greyhound. He had
scented our deer meat and that was what had brought him
to our camp.

Cutting off a piece of meat I threw it to him and he
swallowed it ravenously. We tried to approach him, but
he would run away when we made the sligh+est move
toward him. We gradually enticed him nearer and
nearer with the pieces of meat, until finally we could
almost touch him. After feeding him fully lOlbs. of raw
venison we managed to strike up an acquaintance. That
night we lay down to sleep with a dog on guard for the
first time since leaving good, faithful Chena. -

This dog formed one of our party into the edge of the
Gran Chaco, and was with us to the end of our hunt.
His breed was mostly greyhound. He was a trifle heavier
than the full-blooded greyhound, however, and his tawny
striped color so much resembled that of the tiger, that we

.
decided to name him Tiger. When we became closer ac-
quainted we found Tiger one of the truest and most affec-
tionate of friends. He developed into a great hunter, and
after he had regained his strength sm-prised us by the
easy manner in which he would run down and kill an
ostrich. He was not unlike other dogs of the country, and
we decided that he must have strayed from an Indian or
a Gaucho.
We were astir with the sun next morning, and going to

the river to bathe found many fresh tracks of animals that
had been down in the night to drink. Among the tracks
were those of a large puma.
While there was plenty of game here, we decided not to

shoot anything (unless a cervo) until nearer the estancia.We had nearly reac'ned the arroyo San Antonio, and as
we were then within three miles of the estancia, we kept
a sharp lookout for something to shoot. Soon we saw the
back of a gama showing above the grass 150yds. oS. Dis-
mounting, I took a rather careless aim and fired; I could
see the deer bound away at the report of the rifle. I
surely thought I had missed him, when Jim let out a yell

like an Indian and was away after the buck. Quickly
mounting, I dashed away in the rear. When the wounded
buck reached the banks of the river Jim and Tiger were
pushing him close. Into the river he dashed, but he had
hardly commenced to strike out for the further shore be-
fore Jim's horse plunged in after him. Jim had grasped
his lasso and was now swinging it round and round his
head,aiad as the deer scrambled out into the shallow water
that covered the Canada, he hurled the lasso with such
precision that the noose dropped squarely over the deer's
head, and when I had crossed the river and reached the
spot the chase was ended, and all left was to load the wet
carcass on Jim's horse. When we had nearly reached the
house we saw a doe; I stalked her successfully and killed
her within 600yds. of the house.
We received word from H. that afternoon, saying that

he would reach Soledad the next day. This was good
news indeed for us, as we were growing anxious to con-
tinue our journey into the wilds borderinst the Gran Chaco.
Soledad was at that time the terminus of the Santa Fe,

San Christobal & Tucuman Ry. It was by this road that
H. was to come. When Jim started for the station next day
to meet H. I took dog and gun and went after martinets.
Tiger appeared to have been taught to seek out the birds.
While he would not stand on a bird and always flushed it,

still, in that country where birds were so plentiful and the
shooting so open, it didn't matter if a dog wasn't strictly
broken to stand. I watched him closely, and when I was
sure by his actions that he was near a bird, I would call
out to him: "Chummelly, Tiger! chummelly! chummelly!
chummelly!" which means "Sic 'emi" I would then stand
ready, and as the dog drove ahead I never failed to get a
shot at a martinet.
Sauntering carelessly over the Canada I occasionally

dropped a bird, and when I had secured eight I started
back for the shanty. There I saw two persons standing by
th^ door—Jim and H.—who came out to meet me. After
our greetings he said: "Oh, I say. Bill! there's a party who
came with me—a particular friend of yours—who is at this
moment in the shanty, and who wants to see you, bad."
"A friend of mine, who wants to see me? Well, who

is he?"
"Oh, you'll see who it is all right when you reach the

shanty."
Hurrying quickly forward, and wondering all the while

who could be there to see me, I soon reached the shanty,
and as the door swung open my eyes fell upon a sight
which for a moment held me spellbound from wonder,
surprise and pleasure; for there, fairly bubbling over with
nervous, joyful exuberance, and trying her best to talk and
tell me all about it as she frantically tugged at the chain,
was good, faithful Chena! Springing quickly forward, I
put my arms about her precious neck, and as she licked
my face and gave vent to a number of low, tremulous
whimperlike sobs, I confess that my eyes were not entirely
dry, and that I, too, whimpered once or twice. Good,
noble Chena. Sick and deserted, she had taken the back
track and slowly and painfully had tottered, staggered and
dragged herself with those bleeding feet, hour after hour
and day after day through a wild, unsettled country in-
fested by many wild beasts, for more than ninety miles to
Los Carlos, the town from which we had started. Here
one morning H. had found her hanging around the place
where I had last put up. Seeing her pitiful condition, he
took her home with him, doctored her up, and decided to
bring her along when he came, and here she was, sound
as a dollar.

I had many times heard and read of the faithfulness of
the dog to man, and this incident, coming under my own
observation, but proved to me that that faithfulness can
never be overestimated. Poor Chena. We all looked
upon her as something higher than a mere brute.

THE WEASEL AGAIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A little time since some items appeared in your columns

relative to the weasel's cunning and dexterity. I have had
experience in shooting at weasels with a rifle—I never killed
one in that way though not distant more than 40ft. The lit-

tle fellows would disappear like a flash, and almost immedi-
ately reappear in some other crevice of the stone wafl and
sit there, apparently laughing at me, while I reloaded the
rifle. Then the same thing over again.
One of the best things I ever heard took place in my native

town in Vermont some years ago. One of the most reliable
and respected men in the village owned a tannery which was
often infested by rats. A weasel made war on the rats and
killed a number of them,
But one big rat was too much for the weasel, which would

always, run when his lordship came to the rescue of a smaller
rodent. At length the weasel was observed industriously
digging a tunnel through a small knoll in the tanyard. Day
after day he worked till it was completed. Then he ran
through it several times back and forth to test it All being
satisfactory, he then attacked a rat whose squeals soon
brought out the big ene again. Then instead of running for
his house as usual, the weasel, closely pursued by the big rat,
ran into the tunnel and the rat after him. Judge of the sur-
prise of the onlookers when the weasel, having- run through
the tunnel, immediately ran around and entered it again in
the rear of the enemy.

After a little time the weasel came out again all right, but
the rat did not. The rats were such a pest and the interest
in the case so great that an investigation was made. The re-
sult was not "anti trust legislation," but great trust in the
weasel He had made his tunnel large enough at either end
to readUy admit the rat, but in the middle only ju.st laro-e
enough for himself. In hot pursuit the rat had become
wedged into the small part of the tunnel and was easily killed
by the weasel attacking in the rear. Henceforth the weasel
was master of the situation in the tan yard.
These facts were vouched for by the above-named gentle-

man, who was an eyewitness. J should Uke to know how
the author of "Soul in Plants and Animals" would regard
this exhibition of the weasel's reasoning power and engineer-
ing skill.

And by the way, as I do not believe in post-mortem appre-
ciation half as much as in alabaster boxes for the living, will
you please tell Messrs. Fred Mather and S. H. Greene and
Rowland E. Robinson that their contribution are very much
enjoyed by Juyenai<.

The Woodcock's Note.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 am very much interested in the article in your paper on
the song of the woodcock. The song or call has had a
great fascination for me since the first time I heard, it, and
that was when a child.

My father owned a small farm in the town of Greenwich,
Conn., and near the barn there was a large rock, where my
brother and I would go on nice evenings to use the steep side
of the rock as a toboggan slide, and enjoy ourselves as only
children can.

It was while playing there that I heard the song of the
woodcock for the first time, in a swamp close by, where
they would come every spring and seem to enjoy themselves
as much as we.

Since then I always listen for the fir t whirring and
whistling of wings, a,nd the peculiar call, which sounds to
melikepatnp! pamp! pamp!
Nothing gives me more pleasure than to listen, on early

sprmg evenings, for the first whirring and whistling of the
bird. I have enjoyed that pleasure very much this season,
as the swamp not far from the house seems to be full of
woodcock. Annds M. Atis.
Hamden, Conn , .June 1,

Hawk and Carrier Pigeon.
HoiiYOKE, Mass., June 1.— Yesterday (Memorial Day),

while at Camo Sans Souci, three miles above Holyoke,
Mass., on the Connecticut River, I witnessed the ending of
a tragedy in bird life. A hawk attempted to fly across the
river, which at this point is about 500yds. wide. He was
carrying something in his claws, and the load was evidently
too much for him, for before he reached the other shore
with his prey, they both dropped into the water. The hawk
struggled to recover his prize but failed; and a canoe put
out from shore and picked up what proved to be a carrier
pigeon. Around one leg was an aluminum band with M. G.
26 stamped on it. The head was nearly severed from the
body, this probably having been done by the hawk to end
his struggles while being carried away. '

If this meets the
eye of the owner he will be interested to learn the fate of his
^Jird- T. J. Morrow.

>Hn(^ und ^utu

STRAY TRACKS AND LOOSE
FEATHERS.

It is only of late that any accurate knowledge has been
obtained as to the limits of range of many game birds—even
now much remains to be learned. The woodcock's distribu-
tion in particular has been regarded as mysterious, thoueh
there is no doubt his wanderings are not restricted as has been
supposed. At one time it was asserted that it was not found
in Manitoba, and to account for its absence a claim was
made that earthworms did not exist in the province, and m
consequence there could be no food. Neither supposition is
correct. Mr. W. R. Hine, of Winnipeg, has three woodcock
that he shot while they were ne.sting, in the parish of St
Nobert, within ten miles of the City Hall. These other
specimens are known to have been shot at various times in
the same locality, and scattering birds are found as far west
as Souris.

But it it -must be remembered that the habitat of game
birds is continually being enlarged or contracted, and this
fact is perhaps as well emphasized in the Prairie Province as
it IS anywhere on the continent. Ten years ago the pinnated
grouse was unknown notth of the forty-ninth parallel, the
only grouse found in the open being the sharp-tail, while
now the bay will contain as many of the one kind as of the
other The pinnated grouse is the more vigorous bird, and
appears to be driving tl-ie sharp-tail before it. The latter is,

howe\^er, spreading east, along the line of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad, and now att'ords good sport as far as Penin-
sula, astation on the northern borders of Lake Superior, 600
miles east of Winnipeg, the species having extended its range
over that stietch of country in the past twelve years. As
yet it is not found far from the track, as open spaces in the
forest are somewhat scarce, but with the advent of settlers
and the consequent removal of the heavy timber it may pos-
sibly increase.

Cauvasbacks have recently appeared in unusual numbers
on Lakes Winnipeg, Manitoba and Whitewater, though few
are shot owing to their habit of keeping strictly to the deeper
parts of the latces. Ctiesapeake gunners complain bitterly of
the growing scarcity of the canvasback in tlieir waters, and
have taken it for granted that the birds were becoming ex-
terminated. May we not rather hope, in view of their sud-
den appearance in increased numbers on the northern prair-
ies, that they have merely learnt wisdom by experience.

Sportsmen in search of arctic conditions need not go to
Greenland; White River, 747 miles west of Montreal, may
confidently be recommended. There are moose, caribou,
bear and numberless fur-bearing animals; but the man who
would secure them must be no leather-bed sportsman. For
weeks at a time the mercury remains at 40° degrees below
zero, and —68° is sometimes recorded. Winter begins in
October, and ihere is snow in the woods in June, Neither
oats or barley will ripen, and potatoes when dug are little

watery baUs, no bigger than marbles. Snow is sometimes
6ft. deep on the level, and— but why continue? Men,
women and children live and 'appear to thrive in a region
more inclement in winter than many a land within the arctic'
circle.

Some of the limited areas where wapiti, miscalled elk, yet
remain, might almost be'compared to oases surrounded by a
vast gameless desert, from which the chief charm has been
taken away; for surely a country from which all the big
game has been driven must always be a dreary land for the
sportsman, The most accessible of these oases, to those who
live in the East, is the Riding Mountain district of southern
Manitoba. Elk are there in tolerable abundance, but they
are in such easy ground that the Provincial Government has
done wisely in throwing the protective ann of the law about
them and in forbidding their deslruclion until 1898, Elk
are also found in the Duck Mountains and other isolated
ranges of the Province, and provided they can be protected
from ruthless slaughter are likely to flourish for generations
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to come, as their haunts are absolutely worthless for agricul-
ture, and do not, so far as is known, contain any economic
minerals.

There is something pretty about the tinkering of the
authorities of the island of Newfoundland with its game
laws. As most hunters know, the northwestern coast and
desert interior of that Northern island are justly famous for
their caribou hunting. Nowhere in the world is the rein-

deer of so superb a growth, and nowhere, except in this poor
land of cod and fog, does G. Tarandus grow antlers of such
breadth and massiveness of beam, so that it is not surprising
that "keen" men have been finding their way from this

country and from the British Isles to far off Newfoundland.
Those that have done so have invariably been sportsmen,
and they have never attempted to shoot down the h^rds of
deer that swarm on the barrens. But this has not strength-
ened their case with the jealous nimrods who belong to the
least progressive colony of white men on the American Con-
tinent, aud these gentry have continued to bring pressure to

bear upon the local legislators until finally laws have been
passed of so slriogent a nature as to make a successful hunt
well nigh impossible—that is, impossible for a visitor. The
ingenuous natives may, of course, as heretofore, murder
caribou by the thousand with their heavy sealing guns
crammed with a four-finger load of buckshot, when the poor
beasts are driven by the deep snows of the interior to visit

the southern coast, something that happens each winter.
First a limitation was put upon the number a man could
shoot; then a heavy tax was put upon him in the way of a
license; lastly, the open season has been so shortened that a
hunter would have to be extremely fortunate, and be favored
greatly by the weather to make anything of a bag.

Chas, a. Bramble.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Pheasants and Puppies.

Mr. Wjsi. Weenee, of Chicago, is nothing if not a con-
firmed enthusiast on dogs. He always has a lot of young
ones coming on, besides a few good old ones up his sleeve.

He divides his affection for his dogs with his Mongolian
pheasants, of which he has a number on his farm in Indi-
ana, as well as a few in his yard at his city home. Here he
has a few coops and a little wired-in walk for the birds,

which seem to do as well in their liqailed quarters as so many
domestic chickens. The other day Mr. Werner was awak-
ened at about 5 o'clock in the morning by a disturbance in

his fowl yard, which he guards as the apple of his eye, and
upon going downstairs and into the back yard, he saw a pe-
culiar and interesting sight. Two of his young dogs, a
setter puppy only ten weeks old aud a pointer puppy ten
months of age, had in some manner escaped from their ken-
nel and gotten out into the yard, where they had scented or
seen the pheasants in their coop. The puppies were standing
on a little platform leading from the barn door, about 5ft.

above the pheasant coops, and both were at full point all by
themselves, and apparently oblivious of the rest of the world.
Mr. Werner says it was one of the prettiest sights he ever
witnessed, and he went back into the house and woke up his
son, calhng him to come out and see the puppies at work.
The son arose and went out to the yard in time to see the
little fellows still holding their point, and he declared it was
the only thing which could have reconciled him to getting up
80 early in the morning.
Mr. Werner expects two hens to come off their nests to-

morrow with at least twenty or twenty-five chicks of
pheasants. ' His experiments with the birds, here in
the heart of the city, have more than usual intei'est, and
suggest the possibilities of the industry of raising these beau-
tiful and valuable birds. Mr. Werner's friend, E H. Shorb,
of Ohio, writes him that he has now 800 young birds hatched
at^his place, and 2,200 eggs hatching. There seems to be no
btnit to the fecundity of the Mongolian pheasant, and it is no
bold hope to expect to see these birds common la our covers
at no very distant time.

The Velvet Scoter.

Mr. John Townson, of .Toronto, is good enough to add
still a little more to the accumulating fund of information re-
garding the black duck or velvet scoter, and goes on to say:

"Observing a flock of velvet scoters flying over the harbor
on the 19th of the present month made me think of some
correspondence I read under the head of 'Chicago and the
West' in Foeest and Stream last winter regarding this
duck. 1 was surprised on reading the article to find that
they are comparatively rare about Chicago and Lake Michi-
gan, as they pass along the northern shore of Lake Ontario
during the month of May in great numbers, although they
are not nearly so plentiful during the fall migration.

"I have noticed one peculiarity about the velvet scoter
which does not pertain to other wildfowl passing here in the
spring, and that is, you may see flock after flock leave the
lake for a few hours preceding sundown and head overland
in a northwesterly direction, for Lac la Biche or some
.destination in the far Northwest, where Mr. Thoma^
Johnston, of Winnipeg, thought he had discovered the
breeding grounds of the black duck or dusky mallanl, which
breeds as far west as Sault Ste. Marie, while further west
than that point it is only an occasional visitant.

''1 fancy that the scoters in their southerly migration may
follow the Atlantic coast; of course, this is merely supposi-
tion. However, the fact remains that for every one that
passes by here in the fall there are ten in the spring."
The question of the lines of migratory flight, north and

south bound, is something of great interest, though open to
considerable speculation. It is well known that the wildfo\?l
do not always come back over the same line they take going
north. In this part of the country we have far more birds
of all sorts in the spring than we do in the fall, the returning
flight appearing to go further to the west. E, Hough.

1206 BoYCB Bdilding, Chicago.

Pheasants in Missouri.

The Greene County Game and Fish Club, a progressive
organization, comprising among its oflicers and members
many prominent business men, is preparing to stock its game
preserve on the Sau River with English and Chinese pheas-
ants, some of each of which were secured for that purpose
pome months ago. The breeding pens now contain twelve
English, pheasant hens and thirteen hens of the Chinese
variety, with an equal number of cocks. The club has 142
eggs setting and sixty ready for the hens. For the purpose
Qf batching the eggs common bantam hens are used.

GOVERNMENT GAME PRESERVES.
St. Paul.—Editor Forest and 8f/ream: I have read over

the article written by Mr. W. G. Van Name of New Haven,
Conn., and while the theory he advocates would be all right

if we could make certain conditions, otherwise I don't think
it would be practicable. However it may be from Mr. Yan
Name's standpoint, and the object that he sets forth may be
accomplished, as far as the seashore is concerned.
Mr. Van Name says fifty square miles should be set

aside east of the Mississippi River. I think if he would just

reverse that and say fifty square miles northwest of the
Mississippi River, where most of our migratory birds nest,

then I think the majority would agree with him.
It is a well established fact that fn Alaska alone millions of

eggs are taken and sold every year, and of necessity that

many birds are killed annually. If the Government is going
into the business of protecting bur game (which I would not
dispute would be a good thing under certain conditions)

why not protect our game birds where they nest?

T know that to a great many causes is attributed the scar-

city of our duck and goose shooting in the fall of the year,

especially here in Minnesota. Some attribute it to the

scarceness of water, as a great number of the sloughs and
smaller lakes have dried up during the past twenty years;

others again to the incessant spring shooting, as our birds

are pounded at from the time they leave the Florida coast

until they reach here, which is the nesting-grounds for great

numbers of them, and as a natural consequence they will

avoid covering the same ground, for the reason they were
shpt at during the spring.

My own opinion in the matter is, that without doubt
spring shooting is vicious, and I also think that if we could
induce the Governments of Canada and the United Slates to

protect all breeding-grounds of our ducks and geese, there

would be far better shooting in the spring and fall, and the

game would be more abundant.
In conversation with a gentleman a few weeks ago, who

is well posted on such matters pertaining to Alaska, he told

me he could not begin to compute the amount of eggs that

were taken from there annually and sold for different pur-
poses. He was unable to furnish me with the details in

regard to what they were used for at that time, but promised
to look the matter up and furnish me with a statement when
he returned to Alaska, detailing the purposes they were em-
ployed for and about how many were annually destroyed.

I think that this is the very foundation of protecting our
migratory birds, and if we could accomplish this, then have
the different States along the Mississip; i Valley pass laws
prohibiting spring shooting, when the birds are going to

nest, then I think there would be no need of setting aside

fifty square miles east of the Mississippi River.
Of course I am not opposed to any and every kind of game

protection that is at all practicable, but it is my firm convic-
tion that the power to protect our game should be reposed in

the different States, in order to achieve the best possible

resu! ts.

1 am thoroughly m favor, however, of the United States
controlling the shipment of game and making the Interstate

Commerce Act apply to game shipped out of one State into
another, when it is unlawful! to make such shipment by the
laws of that State.

The sentiment of the sportsmen of Minnesota, is not that
shooting lessens the amount of game, as long as the bag is

limited, and as evidence of this fact we tried to pass a law
during the session of the legislature, charging a gun license

of $25, the same as Michigan and Wisconsin, but it could
not even get a second in the House or Senate.

The citizens of Minnesota welcome the citizens of other
States to shoot and fish, as long as they obpy our laws.
They are not allowed to catch any more than fifty fish in one
day, nor kill more than twenty-five birds, and while the law
is violated in this respect to some extent, still as a general
thing the spirit of the law is respected.

Sam F. Fullerton, Executive Agent.

Robert B. Lawrence, Esq., chairman of the legislative

committee of the New YorK State Association for the Pro-
tection of Fish and Game, writes: I have read the article on
"Government Game Reserves" with much pleasure and most
heartily approve of the idea. There is no doubt about the
sad truth that while the number of sportsmen is increasing
every year, the supply of migratory birds is even more
rapidly decreasing, and the fact that our markets are open to

most of these birds during the entire year makes it most
desirable that some such scheme should be tried, if we wish
to save our migrants and particularly our seacoast visitors.

As to the practicability of the scheme I feel somewhat in

doubt, for so long as each State is at liberty to regulate the
killing and marketing of game within its borders, I fear it

would not be possible for the National Government to try
and regulate it, even to the intent of setting aside places of
refuge. It is a great pity that the entire question of game
laws is not restricted to the National Government and en-
tirely removed from State control, but that is one of the
features of our system of government and the cry is sure to

be "hands off" the moment the proposition is made to take
anything away from State rights.

If such a scheme, as the one proposed, could be started it

would be a great thing for the preservation of migratory
fowl of all kinds. The instance of the robin roost near R m-
dojph, N. C, is admirable and to the lover of birds tells

volumes.

German Quail in Michigan.

SAomAW, Mich., May 29.—Several years ago my friend
Charles W. Ward brought over from Germany several pairs
of German quail and liberated them on his mother's farm at

Orchard Lake, Mich. They thrived remarkably well, and
the thicket down on the old farm corner soon began to be
filled with these birds. On Mr. Ward's visiting his mother
at Christmas time a year ago, he made the sad discovery that
two alleged sportsmen had been into the cover during the
autumn and killed over forty of these birds. He felt all the
more cut up about it, as, he said, they were two men who
had always had a good deal to say in favor of game protec-
tion, aud had extolled to the skies their own virtues as sports
men. ]\lr. Ward made a pretty thorough examination of the
wood lot and failed to find a bird left; but to day 1 have a
letter from him in which he says that his mother has just
written him that there are several broods of the German
quail on the farm; so after all some have lived, and if given
a chance will, 1 am certain, do well in Michigan While
there is uo law protecting these birds in this State, there
ought to be a common law of decency that would give them
a show to multiply aud thrive. W. B, Mkrshon.

LEAP-YEARS FOR GAME.
CoMiiiENTiNG On our suggestion of periodical close years

on game, as outlined in our issue of May 29, Mr. S. F.
FuUerton, Executive Agent of the Minnesota Game and
Fish Commission, writes;

"I have been very much interested in your article in last,

week's issue. In regard to the South Dakota game laws,
they certainly meet with my hearty approval. I think if a
scheme could be adopted in all the States that it would be a
splendid thing to provide one close year in every five, and,
of course, would greatly protect our game and fish.

"But 1 believe that the only way we will ever save what
we have n"Ow in the different States is to take it out of the
market, adopting Forest and Stream's plan,

"I believe we have entered the wedge, and, as I said in a
former letter, if we cannot drive it all the way home, two years
from now we in Minnesota will drive it a good deal further
than it has been driven up to the present time, and if we
can only prevent the sale of game 1 for my part would heart -

ily enter into any arrangement whereby our game and fish

would be protected for the citizens at large.
' 'There is no question but what one year in every five, the

presidential year, there is much more game killed than in

ordinary years. I know myself last fall during the beat of
election a great many persons neglected the greatest duty
and privilege a citizen could perform or enjoy, the exercise
of his franchise, simply because they wished to go out and
hunt deer.

"I am satisfied if we had a close season every presidential

year much of this wanton slaughter of game would be pre-
vented. I shall watch with agreat deal of interest the work-
ings of the South Dakota law." S. F, Fulleeton.

Pennsylvania Association.

LiGONiER, Pa., June 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
thanks of the thousands of sportsmen of Pennsylvania are
due the Legislature for passing, and Gov. Hastings for sign-
ing the new game law, among the best provisions of which
is the prohibition of the sale of game and its shipment
out of the State. This is the direct work of the State Sports-
men's Association, and is very gratifying to that body after

so many years of hard and fruitless work, and was only ob-
tained by everlastingly sticking at it. The Asscciation has
been called nothing but a eet of trap shooters, has been
accused of trying to legislate for personal ends, and has been
maligned in a great many ways, but these accusations have
acted as boomerangs, and sportsmen are realizing its useful-

ness and recognizing its sincerity of purpose, "rhe Associa-
tion has been more active the last year than ever before, and
its work has been more systemized. It has at last convinced
both the sportsmen at large aud our legislators, that it is in

earnest and that it desires to be known more as the guardian
of the interests of game and fish protection than as a set of
trap-shooters. The protection and preservation of insec-

tivorous and song birds, game birds and animals and game
fish are the aim of the Association, its duty first and last, and
the object for which it was instituted. Its highest hopes
will be realized when every man in the State who loves
nature, shooting and fishing, shall be united in the work of

protecting its forests, game and fish. In this connection I

appeal to every club, organization, society or individual in
the State, who believes in, or has at heart the accomplish-
ment of all or any of the above objects, to join the Associa-
tion and send delegates to Oil City, June 22.

J. O'H. Denmt.

Credit for Pennsylvania's New Game Law.
Harrisbueg, Pa., June 1.

—

Editor Forest and Stream;
The Hon, Frank G. Harris, member of the House of Rvpre-
sentalives from Clearfield, Clearfield county, and chairman
of the Game and Fish Committee, who has successfully
piloted the general game bill through the House, now has
the satisfaction of knowing that it has become a law, and he
deserves the thanks of all citizens of the State.

Few of the friends of such legislation realize the patience,

time and care which a bill of this nature demands from the
member having it in charge, to harmonize the varied differ-

ences, protect it from objectionalle amendments, etc.; it

calls out the tact, talent and diplomacy of its champion.
Former experience in his professional duties as an attor-

ney had fittingly prepared him to assume a task of this

nature, and he has accomplished the results desired in a
most admirable and satisfactory manner. It affords me
pleasure to publicly express my personal gratitude and
thanks; in doing so I feel certain that I voice the sentiments
of many thousands of the citizens of this State.

H. M. F. WOEDEN.

Never.

State Game Warden Chaki.es A Sheinep, of Paterson,

N J., sends us the Commission's new edition of the game
laws, with a card showing the open and close seasons by a

device of white and black spaces To the various prohibi-

tions contained in the law Mr. Shriner has the following,

"which, while not the subject of legal enactment, are recog-

nized as binding laws of behavior by all reputable lovers of

the pursuit of game and fish,"

Never violate the letter or spirit of the game laws.

Never take more fish or game than you have convenient
use for.

Never be insolent or impolite to a landowner who orders

you off his premises; for although he may not own the game
or fish you are after, he has the right to exclusive possession

of his property.

Never fail to destroy a net or trap when you find one set.

Never shoot at a game bird except on wing.
Never kill the last quail In a covey ; leave some to breed

next year.

Never forget that game laws are intended to improve and
increase sport, and not to prevent or restrict it.

The Virginia Eastern Shore.

Keller, Va., May 27.—Bay birds are still plentiful, giv-

ing sportsmen very fine shooting. Trout and drumfish are

in large quantities. Members of the respective clubs of Ac-
comac and Revels Island are coming by 'most every train.

We understand that the Revels Island Club are contemplat-
ing large additions to their already handsome club building.

Theyiave a very valuable property, well located, and alto-

gether free from ocean incursions. T. G. E.

The FoHEST AND STREAM is put to press each week on luesday
Oorrespondence intended for publication should reach t4s at tJl/e

atest by Monday, and as much earlierj»s practicable,
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THE GIANT OF THE RAINBOW.
The love of forests and streams in the heart of man is

the benediction of our common mother—the sweet and
blessed sympathetic touch with primeval innocence that
escapes the sordid, galling bonds laid on by civilization's

heavy hand. Most happy he who when the spring comes
on like music can heed the whisperings of the pine trees
and the babbling of the brooks, and can steal away to
shimmering glades and brambled ways.
With the sunny days of May how this longing came

upon me! How it baffled me at business, how it troubled
me in di'eams, would gain nothing in the telling, as each
heart has felt its tugging, has resisted, or in yielding known
the blessing sure to follow those who hearken to its plead-
ings and renew their strength for battle by the streams and
in the forests.

"Where to go?" is often a formidable question, even to
the most experienced, after they have decided upon an
outing. There is an unending charm in change, and it

always seems that the most pleasure can be derived from
fields hitherto untried. In this quandary I turned, as
always, to my unfailing friend, the files of Fokest and
StbeaM; and no sooner did I read that pleasing letter from
the graceful pen of Alex. Starbuck, detailing the record for
monster small-mouth black bass taken in the Cumberland
Eiver, than I determined to cast a minnow in these, to me,
virgin waters, that I, perchance, might feel the rapture of
raatrhing skdl with some "bull-dog fighter of the rocky
reef."

From the handbook of the beautiful Queen- & Crescent
I learned that there was a good hotel at Cumberland
Falls, where the sportsman might be comfortably bestowed
and content his soul with angling galore. This was infor-

mation sufficient, and that night I boarded a train that
deposited me at Chattanooga for early breakfast, and
two hours later, seated in one of the luxurious coaches of
the Queen & Crescent vestibuled, I was gliding along
toward my destination over one of the smoothest roadbeds
in the world. The scenery along this route is beautiful
beyond description, and so excited interest and so filled

the sight with grandeur and majesty, that the six hours
required to reach my destination were but little heeded so
quickly had they passed.

At the station I was forced to confront a rebufl" that
would have staggered all but a sportsman that loves the
woods and the wilds as much for themselves as for the
prizes they can yield—the Cumberland River was at the
flood from recent rains in the mountains, and the sta,ge to

the falls for two days had been unable to make the trip.

Mr. Higgins, the courteous agent, however, kindly threw
himself into the breach, assuring me that a hail from the
shore would bring a skiff from the hotel to convey me over
the river, and furnishing me a mule upon which to cover
the thirteen miles across the mountains to the spot where
the hail would assure me a welcome.

It was not far from noon when I intrepidly climbed to
the deck of that mule, a most uncertain craft for the tyro,

and steered for the haven where I hoped I would rest me
that night. The day was so pleasant, the au- was so brac-
ing, and the breezes that came from the South so laden
with fragrance of dogwood and honeysuckle and violets,

white, yellow and blue, that, together with wood anemone,
wild rockets, "green thought in green shade," and the
trailing arbutus, transformed every thicket and yawning
ravine into bowers of beauty and oceans of bloom, that,

forgetful of dibtance, I abandoned myself to the wild
charms about me. Every rod of the way was a journey
through wonderland. The road, for the most, has been
graded along the comb of the ridge, and not even the
Rockies nor the song-famed Sierras have more to reveal
of the grand and the possible in scenic efiects than nature
here spreads to uplift and delight the fortunate passer.
So often I paused at wondrous gaze, my soul at obeisance
within me, that twilight was fast coming down when the
ferry was reached. I saw at a glance that the flood was so
great and so angry of rush and of roar that it would be im-
possible for my shouts to he heard at the hotel, although
in plain view and not far away. The evening chill of the
mountains was already keen on the air, so I at once cast
about for a shelter that night. Haifa mile back I had
noticed that a small field had been cleared for the plow on
the side of so steep a ravine that I marveled how a horse
could find footing; and that from deep in the hollow a
thin line of smoke was ascending—unmistakable signs of
a habitat there. Retracing my steps, I threw down the
fence, and, leading my mule, followed a path to the cabin
of a true mountaineer—the one man in the world that
always welcomes the stranger.

There was but one room to the house, the children were
many and of hands not a few; and besides, there was a
guest in the gates more deserving of honor than any
chance passer, for he had tramped many a mile since the
noonday over rough mountain pasturings just to sit by the
hearthstone that evening and exchange snatches of talk
with the old folks, while their fair, blushing daughter, be-
loved of his soul, sat in her corner silentof tongue, but with
poems of song in her eyes. Slumber to me was a phantom
for long after all but myself had been blessed . For hours I
gazed at the stars through the unchinked walls and regret-
full.y pondered that unselfish kindness and innocent trust

are "withered and seared; that humanity falls into ashes
when man is refined in the crucibles of education and
wealth. Not long after daylight I was invited to break-
fast, and then my host ferried me over the river and
conducted me to the hotel, where I was warmly welcomed
by the proprietor, Col. St. John, and his charming wife,
who, during my stay, treated me as an honored guest of
the family more than anything else, and left nothing un-
done that could in any way add to my comfort and pleas-
ure.

For the first three days the river was too high for fish-

ing, but the charm of the mountains and my lovely sur-
roundings was upon me, and I delightfully put in the time
shooting squirrels—of which there were hundreds—boat-
ing, and studying the curious types that came out of the
hills with chickens and eggs or game to exchange, or to
labor for an hour or day for most modest sums of coin of
the realm. One man came ten or twelve miles with a fox
cub that he "low'd" would make a fine pet, and he "reck-
in'd er quarter" would pay for his time and his trouble, es-

pecially as he had no "eend er fun ketchin' him." He really
appeared relieved and surprised that no effort was made to
induce him to moderate his demands. And another, his
neighbor, learning what exhorbitant sums live "varmints"
would fetch at the hotel, came down the next day with a
pair of black skunks—"er he an' er she"—confidently
demanding 35 cents for the two. An emphatic refiisal to
"dicker," coupled vnth an earnest request to remove his
menagerie beyond the inclosures, aroused his resentment
to such an extent that, having complied in so far as the
animals were concerned, he deliberately returned to the
veranda and for half of the day persistently remained be-
twixt the wind and our nobility. As evening came on,
hoping to hasten his departure, I cautiously approached
within hailing distance from the leeward and asked him
how far he was from home.
"Er right good bit."

"How long will it take you to walk there. Two or three
hours?"

"Several."
"Time you were starting, isn't it?"

"Yes; but I wanter sell them skunks."
"Don't you like skunks?"
"I likes 'ern, but I can't wear 'em; I wants some cloth,"
I noticed his shirt was in tatters, and his trousers frayed

off to the knees, to say nothing of rents and thread-bare
j)laces_, l interviewed the guests, and found them chari-
tably inclined; so the necessary fund was subscribed and
paid, upon the honorable condition that it would be ex-
pended for "cloth" at the earliest possible moment, and
that he should at once start for home, carrying his "var-
mints" with him, and should carefully care for them until
such time as the purchasers should demand their property.
Fifteen minutes later, lounging comfortably in the rockers
upon the veranda, we beheld him, with the bagged skunks
on his shoulder, swing round the point of a cHff some dis-
tance away, and hundreds of feet above us. There was
joy in the footsteps that hurried homeward with "fun"
gotten gain, and joy in our hearts from the hope that be-
tween us the mountains would tower forever.
One day while roaming the woods looking for squirrels,

I ran across a typical clearing along the sides of a widen-
ing ravine, A native as seamed and as gray as the boul-
ders around him, and withal so weazened and old that he
might well have come forth from the same primeval up-
heaval, was painfully plowing his rough, stony field that
was tilted so many degrees that both master and beast
seemed in danger of falling as from over a cliff. I induced
the old man to sit down in the shade, and, having thawed
out his reserve with tobacco and much kindly question, to
tell me of his life in these mountains when he and the
century were young. His adventures had been varied and
many, but mostly with ''bar" or with deer, for he had
killed in his time "several" of both, which I found in the
cautious speech of this country really meant a great
many. While we talked the noon hour came, and noth-
ing would do but that I needs must go down to his
cabin for a dinner of good corn pone and bacon and
the coldest of milk from the spring house. Then he took
down his rifle from the stag horns over the cavernous fire-

place, and told me with the pride of a child that there
never had been in the State of Kentucky just another such
"gun" for turkey and deer, and above all "for shootin' at
marks," a great sport in this region, though seldom in-
dulged unless there is something to gain by skill at the
shooting. It was taller than he, and stocked to the muz-
zle; and it was battered and shaken and worn, but a good
weapon still in hands that were steady, and when sighted
by an eye that was true, as two or three deer and about
thirty turkeys had attested the past winter when they
died at its crack. When I started back to the hotel, my
host went with me a mile to show me a tree Daniel Boon
once climbed to a cliff and to safety when pursued by In-
dians. I submitted with grace because the old man had
been kind, and because one cannot escape, and there is

danger in doubting, a yarn of Tim Marshall or Boon any-
where in Kentucky.
While wating for the river to fall, I found so many de-

lights "to entertain those fair, well-spoken days," that I
came dangerously near losing sight of the fishing I had
come so far to enjoy. Had the pleasant hotel, the moun-
tains, the river all been mine, as the sole guest to claim
them, I fear I should have abandoned myself to their
charm, and in idling and rest have concluded my stay
without once wetting a line. About the fifth day, how-
ever, the river had emptied its flood, the waters had
cleared, and the conditions for angling were declared
by the wise to be all at their besti«- In consideration of
one cent each a native secured for my use a bucket of fine
minnows, and with a first-class boatman to propel me I
started out to try the ripples for bass.

The first day my success was nOt great; I captured but
six, and the largest pulled the scales at scarcely 2lb8.; but
for the rest of my stay there was glorious sport, for my
catch was limited only in number to what I could use
without spoiling. The average was good—not far
from 21bs.

In the course of my fishing my boatman had so many
wild stories to tell me of a monster of some kind that lived
in the pool formed by the falls, that at length, when I had
surfeited with the ordinary catch, I was consumed with
desire for a try at this "big one," frequently hooked, that
had always escaped. For about two seasons, it seems, this
fighter terrific, which no one could name, had been known
to be in the pool, and many anglers of note having heard
of his prowess, time after time had come from afar hoping
to bring him to creel, only to find that their skill or their
tackle were no match for his craft. It was even averred
that in more than one instance the fish had not only
escaped, but had captured the rod and the reel so cunningly
rigged to destroy him. It seems that he had always been
easy to lure, and that his home was just under the spot
where the end of the rainbow formed through the spray
touches the water—at least, that is the spot at which always
his rises were made. To be sure of a strike from this
giant, so the tradition ran, one must cast when the sun fii-st

smiled over the mountains, and then for an hour, as there-
after, he was sure to retire to some unfathomed deep for

the day. I wasted three mornings and most of the fom-th
in vain effort to bring this champion of his tribe to com-
bat, and had well-nigh concluded that the tale was a myth
and I the credulous victim of a countryside jest, when my
minnow, a "shiner" about 4in, long, frantically came to the
surface, a rushing shadow behind it, that seemed to spring
like a tiger from ambush. So fierce was the rush and so

cruel the seizing of prey, I could almost have shrieked for
the agonized victim, but the song of the reel that now fell

on my ear was swelling to cadences sweeter than I ever
had heard, and wasias vital to pity as the song of Sirens to
fear. The battle was on; the instinct of combat enthralled
me; every nerve, every thought must be bent upon win-
ning.

My weapons of war were superb—a Chubb rod, a
Natchaug silk line and a Milam reel—but time after time
during the fight I trembled for fear that an unsuspected
defect somewhere in the tackle might cause me to suffer
defeat. Once, after a sulk of fully a minute, there came a
rush BO terrific that it carried my prize almost under the
falls and left scarcely 10ft. of line on the reel. What T felt

at that instant preceding the turn only an angler can know
who has staked his skill on the capture and lost by a few
feet of thread. It was about fifteen minutes from the time
the fish was hooked until I reeled him toward the ledge
upon which I was standing, confident that the prize was
mine. Even then a new danger beset me—I could not
reach him, and saw from the way he was hooked I could
not lift him out by the line. In this emergency I called
loudly for help, and was finally heard by Mr. iPorch, the
accommodating manager of the hotel, who came to my
assistance. The monster ba«s tipped the scales at a little

under 61bs. Not the largest by several that has been
caught in these waters, but he broke my record on fishing,
and I was delighted.
Whether or not he is the famed giant of the rainbow I

am unable to say, but until some lucky sportsman shall
produce from that pool his master in gameness and
weight, he will be such to me, and so I have named
him.
This was a glorious ending for a glorious trip, so I decided

that my vacation was over. I have had many an outing
in many a wild, but for kind treatment good fare, moderate
rates and superb sport, commend me to this. H.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XLIV.-The Grand Duke Alexis, of Russia.

It was in November, 1876, and the newly-opsned
Aquarium was not well stocked wilh fishes. The regular
collector, Mr. Roberts, was down at the islands in Marthas
yineyard and Mr. Coup said: "How would you like to go
down to Currituck Sound and get some fish? There was a
man in here yesterday who said that we could get any quan-
tity there. Will you go?"
The case was very different from that told in the last

sketch, where any man with experience in ice-fishing would
know that there was no chance for success, and I went,
under protest. Here was a chance to see the famous duck-
ing grounds, of which I had read, and to return with live
fish for the tanks.

"Mr. Coup," said I, "I'd as soon collect for the Aquarium
as do any other work, hut you engaged me as Superintendent
of Fishculture, and have advertised that the breeding of
fishes is to be one of the features of the Aquarium, and on
your colored lithographs you have advertised me as in charge
of that department. Now I have a professional pride in the
work and dislike to abandon it for collecting. The Cali-
fornia salmon eggs have just come and trout eggs may ar-
rive most any time. Can't you send some other man?"'
He thought a moment. The fact was that with the ex-

ception of the General Superintendent, Butler, Roberts and
myself, all the other employees, from the box olfice to the
tank cleaners, were old chcus men, pensioners on Coup,
whether he employed them or not, for he had a heart bigger
than a bullock's. He had been Barnum's business manager
for years, and. poor Mr. Penny, who had a useless leg and a.

crippled arm from a fall from a trapeze, was a sample of his
employees. I was the only available man who was an angler
or who knew one fish from another. After thinking this
over he said: "I want you to go. If harm comes to the
salmon eggs I'll take all "the blame, but the Aquarium must
have some fish, and you're the only man that I can spare who
knows enough to go for them; don't stick on our terms of
agreement, but help me out of this hole."

"Do you know that Currituck Sound is now all fresh
water since the inlet on the north was closed by the sea some
years ago?"

"I don't care what it is if vou can get fish of any kind.
Will you go?"

"Yes, send the tanks to the Old Dominion line, and I'll

leave by first steamer for Norfolk."
Presenting my credentials at the office of the little steamer

Cygnet, which ran from Norfolk down through the Dismal
Swamp canal to Currituck Sound, and asking for terms of
transportation for myself and six 30 gallon tanks, the agent
asked

:

"Is this WiUiam C. Coup, of the Aquarium, the same that
was Barnum's manager?"
"He is the same man. He quarreled with Barnum, and

started the Aquarium."
"In that case you can't pay a cent to this company for

passage, meals nor freight; the only condition I will impose
is that you take a letter back to my old friend Bill Coup."
The passage down the canal on the Cygnet was unevent-

ful, but as we went through tho Sound the wealth of ducks,
geese and swans kept calling for attention from one side to
the other until Van Slyke's Landing was reached about sun-
down on Saturday evening.

1 was the only guest at the hotel, and there was a prospect
of a lonesome Sunday, yet there was much of interest. Mrs.
Van Slyke was a widow of strong frame and stronger mind.
She was postmistress, hotel keeper, store-keeper as well as
farmer, and a character well worth studying. Originally
from the rock-ribbed hills of Vermont or New Hampshire,
where energy is required to wrest a living from the soil or
anything else, she had no patience with the slow, thriftless

ways of the men she had to employ. In a chat after dinner,
she replied to a question by saying

:

"Get along wilh 'em? That's not the thing. The ques-
tion should be how do they get along without me? Aiter
my husband died I had to lick half a dozen of 'em, white
and black. Lordy, I'd take a club or a horsewhip to 'em,
and if these were not handy I'd knock 'em down with my
fist, an' they soon found out that I would have no foolin'."

Nearly 6ft. and muscular, she carried her 2001bs. lightly;
and a look at her face would convince any shiftless beach-
comber, black or white, that she certainly would have "no
foolin'."

On Monday it rained, and I engaged a boatman and spent
the day trying to learn about the fishing spots in the sound,
kinds of fish, baits used, etc, In the evening the Cygnet
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brought a party of ten persons and trunks and other impedi-
menta, apparently enough for 100. They were foreigners,

and one tall, broadshouldered man with a blond beard gave
orders in a language whose sounds were unfamiliar. I

watched the party closely and noted that the tall man left at

once for the hotel and another attended to the detail of land-
ing the baggage, and that it was all done with a military

precision that was delightful, but puzzling; and I turned to

the hotel to prepare for dinner.

At a place of that kind, when one is the only guest, the

preparation for dinner is narrowed down to a simple wash-
up, but the present occasion demanded a white shirt, with
the abominable addition of cuffs, collar and cravat. Surely,

evening dress could not be expected, so I togged out in the

best I had and waited. Mrs. Van Slyke entered and said

:

"The tall, handsome man is the Grand Duke Alexis, of

Bussia, just run down here for a few days' duck shooting,

and the rest of the party are his body servants, cooks, etc.

He asked who you were and I told him that you came to

collect fishes, and he wishes you to dine with him, for he is

without company. Here's his card— 'Mr. Brown.' We're
to call him Mr. Brown while he's here. Do you happen to

have a card?"
I did happen to have one, and in due time I followed it in

* and joined "Mr. Brown" at dinner. Royalty was away out

of my line at that day—although I've seen more of it since

—

and if I felt a trifle uncomfortable at first my host soon stop-

ped that. His cooks had taken possession of the kitchen,

and his waiters served as perfect a game dinner in that old-

fashioned sportsman's resort as could have been served in

New York city. His English was that of an educated for-

eigner, so pure, so free from chipped words and colloquial-

isms that it was a treat to listen to him. Few to whom
English is the mother tongue, whether on one side of ihe

water or the other, can speak as the educated man does who
has had it drilled into him. I wondered what he thought of

my careless talk.

As we smoked upon the piazza, Mr. Brown said: "You
are collecting fishes, I am informed ; is it in the intertst of

science?"
"Partly in the interest of science. The fish collected will

be taken to the Aquarium in JSTew York city for either the
amusement or the instruction of the people, the result being
entirely dependent on those who see them. The careless

ones w"ill pass by some of the most interesting specimens,
which a student of nature would dwell a long time upon.
To a few the Aquarium is a place of study and scientific

interest."

"Please tell me, do you fish for sport?"

"It is my greatest pleasure; but on this trip there is a de-
sire to get fish for the Aquarium in any way, and therefore
I come here, not in the character of a sportsman, but of a
collector, who will get his specimens in any way that he can,
as long as they are not injured."

"I have read much of fishing for sport in English books,
but could never understand the sport of angling. In my
country, I am a Russian, we shoot for sport, but fish is not
considered to be game any more than you would class mush-
rooms as game because you collect them in the fields. Of
course we have our choice fishes, and rank the salmon and
the trout above the softer fishes of small lakes, but the
English and Americans seem to put the capture of these
fisbes on a plane with the shooting of deer, grouse, wood-
cock and ducks. I have not been educated to that point;
my countrymen regard fishing merely as a means of obtain-
ing food."

"Yes," I replied, "that seems to be the feeling of all

European sportsmen outside of England and its dependen-
cies. The Americans and the Australians inherited their
love of angling from England, and it seems singular that
other European nations should not have taken up angling as
a sport."

"Do you know anything of the art of fishing with the fly?

I have read that the casting of the artificial fly was the
highest form of angling, but I have never seen in done."

"Yes, I cast the fly some, and am told that there are black
bass above this place, and if you care to see how we cast for
them I will be delighted to show you, for I brought a fly-

rod along, not knowing what use it might be, but I'll not
promise you that we will take any fish, for the waters are
new to me and I must depend on a native boatman who may
or may not know all that he claims." This would "let me
down "easy" if the bass would not rise.

The morning was a poor one for ducks, and Alexis did
not miss any shooting by not going for them. It was bright
and clear, with a light wind that made just ripple enough
for fly-casting. He had his own boat and I had two, one
towed behind with a great iron transportation tank in it, and
we went up the Sound some two miles to where my boatman,
whose name was Jim, said: "There's lots o' green bass."
There had once been an inlet from the sea near this point,
but storms had closed it many years before, and the water
was now fresh. The bottom bore evidence that it was once
salt, by the profusion of marine shells, and I took several
flounders which had preferred to remain; perhaps they had
bred in fresh water.

When Jim let go the chunk of iron which served as a kil-

lock, the water, appeared to be about 10ft. deep, and quite
clear, under the lee of the boat. I rigged a cast with one fly,

a green and gold, and made casts in every direction, begin-
ning at 20ft. and then enlarging the circle, letting the fly

sink and trolling it; but not a bass manifested cmlosity
enough to inspect the fly, as well as we could see for the rip-

ple. To-day I would not be so rash as to make such a ven-
ture. Think of the situation. I did not positively know
that Jim's "green bass" were what I called by a darker
name; nor, if they were indeed black bass, whether they
ever rose to a fly in these waters, and I had asked a Russian
Duke to spe the sport! Worse than that, I had a native boat-
man to whom the fly-rod was a toy, the fly a doubtful thing
for a fish to rise at, while I must have appeared to him litre

half a dozen durned fools boiled down into one, Jim was
being paid for his work, and kept his mouth shut; but, con-
found him, I knew that he was thinking. This made me
nervous; his pale, washed-out blue eyes followed every move;
but even in North Carolina it is net permissible to kill a
beach comber for thinking. A new, and apparently absurd,
style of fishing was on trial before him, and perspiration
broke out all over me. I didn't mind the Duke at all, he had
read of the art of fly-fishing for salmon and trout, and knew
about it theoretically; but Jim was a net-fisherman, who
sometimes used hooks on hand-lines, and was, as 1 believed,
boiling inside with contemptuous laughter. If he would
only say a word I would brain him with an oar; hut he gave
no such opportunity.

We aU have diflierent sides to our characters. Ordinarily
I try to be Dr. Jekyll, but ean't always play the part, and

am forced to shift to Mr. Hyde; yet something has always
restrained me from filling the latter role. Looking back on
my murderous instinct that day, I now see that the fault was
entirely in my own brain.

The fly was removed and a grizzly king substituted. The
colorless eyes of Jim watching the fly-book and the knot in

a cold-blooded way that made me wish he would attack me
and give mean excuse to kill him, if I could. But he did
nothing of the kind. The new fiy had been cast several

times and then there was a "chug" and a fish of some kind
made the reel sing as it bored down and off. The Duke's
boat was alongside and T handed the rod to him, having pre-

viously told him what to do. He took the rod, but lowered
the tip. This he corrected; but, contrary to advice, he
began to reel the fish in by main strength on its first lush
and the hook tore out, leaving the fly intact. The split-

bamboo rod stood the strain nobly, and I fancied that Jim
looked with admiration on its curves as a strong fish battled
against a strong man. I began to relent.

While the fish rise to a particular fly it is folly to change,
and the cast was kept up. Alexis declined to try his hand
at casting, and when the second fish was hooked he preferred

to see me fight it. He became excited as the bass allowed
itself to be reeled up for some feet and then, bending the tip

to a low point, made a dash which was answered by giving
only as much line as it could earn from the reel on the pliant

rod, which kept a constant strain on the fish, even in its

leaps from the water, for I never follow the rule to "lower
the tip when the fish leaps, lest it strike the line and break
free." The quotation may not be exact, but it is the sub-
stance of the directions in some angling books, which I

cannot recall.

As the landing net brought in the bass, a big-mouth, and
Jim put it in the tank to be kept alive, my hour of triumph
had come, Jim brought up the tank-boat and put the fish in

there carefully, saying as he did so: "That ar' fish fi't like a
game cock, an' I thought ev'ry minnit that he was a goin' to

snap that little pole in two, but by jing 1 ev'ry time the end
of the pole was dragged down to the water it sprung up
ag'in, and the fish he got plum tired out. I'm darned if it

wasn't as putty as a dog fight."

I was again Dr. Jekyll, with a love for my fcUow-man,
and Jim in particular. Jim assumed a new character. He
was no longer suspected of a contempt for me and my
methods. How we do warp our judgments by everythmg
pertaining to self 1

Mr. Brown thought he now understood how to handle a
hard fighting fish, and he did. The .next one that was
hooked he fought like a veteran, giving line or reeling in as

the exigencies of the case required, or I hinted, and he
brought to boat a fine big mouth bass of abt ut 61 bs , guess
weight. He was enthusiastic; and after taking a dozen
more declared that he would introduce fly-fishing in Russia.

If he did he has neglected to inform his teaclier, but 1 shall

see that a copy of this paper reaches him.

He would not attempt to cast, I did that, and when a fish

was hooked let bim land it. A new fly was substituted once
or twice as the old one became frayed or frazzled, but the

grizzly king did so well that there was no need to change the
species; a fresh individual suificed.

It was when we smoked in the evening that my pupil
manifested the most enthusiasm, "How they do fight," he
exclaimed, "and what a thrill seems to pass up the line,

through the rod into your arm until your nerves tingle like

an electric shock. And how grand it must be to kill a

salmon of 201bs. ! I certainly shall try it the first time I get
an opportunity

"

The next day opened with a fog and an east wind. A
knock on my door was followed by a voice, which said

:

"Mr. Brown presents his compliments and requests the pleas-

ure of your company to-day on a ducking trip." It was
evidently one of the servants of the Duke, judging by the

voice and the accent, and I jumped to the floor.

"Tell Mr. Brown that I will join him at breakfast in a
few minutes."

I was down first and had my 9-gauge muzzleloader and
accessories all in order. Mr. Brown had a muzzleloader, 10-

gauge, which he said was a favorite, and two No. 12 breech-

loaders which were new. He wished to loan me one of these,

but I was unfamiliar with that kind of gun and replied that

my gun was also a favorite, and if ducks were plenty it would
get some. I also declined the offer of a man to load for me.
I preferred to do that, and then Jim would be with me. i

liked Jim now. He no longer seemed to be studying me, and
Jim would be worth more on Currituck Sound than half a
dozen strange Russians, and he was. His skill in getting a
boat out after a cripple and in putting me where it was likely

to rise after a dive, added many a duck to my bag, although
my muzzleloader could not always get ready for action'as

quickly as the guns in the other blind, but after the day's
shooting Jim said : "That's a good gun; it ranges well an'

hits hard," and I interpreted the words "ranges well" into

meaning that it would kill at a fairly long distance. Our
birds this day were redheads, widgeon, bluebills and one
canvasback. I found that Mr. Brown was well informed
concerning the gastronomic value of the different ducks, and
1 placed my bag at his disposal. His judgment agreed with
mine, and although my duties often took me away all day,

we dined together every night, and his cook knew how to

cook game, a thing that French cooks rarely understand,
excellent as they are with all other meats,

Jim had engaged some net-fishermen in both salt and
fresh water to bnng live specimens of fish, and the collec

tion was growmg so fast that 1 began to fear that I would
have to leave this place for the city too soon, and so miss
some shooting as well as fishing. 1 wanted to give Mr,
Brown a taste of bluefishing out in the open, and see him
handle a big one with rod and reei, for at that time of year
they run big, 10 to ISlbs, or more. As Jim did not know
the bluefish nor the menhaden by those names, I tried all the

various ones for them that I could remember, and finally

struck it on "greenfish" and "bugfish" with the aid of dia-

grams and his imagination, until he agreed that they resem-
bled the fishes in question. But the day for bluefishing

never came. Mr. Brown needed but little to make him an
angler, and he seemed to have lacked only opportunities.

• He had an ambition to kill a swan, and one rainy morning
we were in the blinds long before daylight and waited. Sev-
eral flocks of swans were in sight, but kept out of shot. We
had no decoys, and I don't know if they are used for swans;
but our blind was in the grass, far out on a point where the
great birds swam past when feeding. The rain ceased about
an hour after sun-up, and it was a treat to seethe swans take
wing on the still water, beating it with their wings for half

a mile before they cleared it entirely, the last strokes merely-

dotting the water with the wing tips. We were fairly well
soaked as we returned to breakfast about 10 o'clock; a break-

fast that loomed up like a mountain when it came on, but
which was unlike a hole in the ground when we left the
table. You can see a hole in the ground.
A heavy gale from the north necessitated personal care of

the floating cars of live fish, and I was compelled to decline

an invitation to go into the interior for a day with the snipe

or woodcock; we were both strangers in a strange land, and
had to depend on the native guides, who were gunners, fish-

ermen and beach combers, as the season changed. But be-

tween us and these men stood the mentally and physically
vigorous Mrs. Van Slyke. She knew every one of them,
and they knew her. A guest in her house could shoot and
fish anywhere on her property, and woe be to the boatman,
gunner or whoever was employed by one of her guests who
was complained of for laziness, neglect of duty or incompe-
tency. He might or might not be given a hearing, but
he was sure to get something else. She might not have
said, with Othello: "Cassio, I love thee; but never more be
otiicer of mine;" her language would have been quite
different and more forcible. Would that more keepers of
sportsmen's resorts were like her.

We had more duck shooting and fishing, and the day
came when this pleasant trip should end. As we sat on the
piazza, smoking, the night before I left, Mr. Brown said:

"I was greatly pleased when I asked for terms at this hotel

to find that there was only one gentleman here; I wanted
rest and recreation and to have the whole place for myself
and my retinue; but I am glad that one * * * The
amount of it was that he did not shoot and fish with his
servants, and in America he had done as Americans do
While I had a full understanding of it he explained how

it was much easier for people to call him "Mr Brown,"
than to use his titles, and it did seem to be a most sensible

move on his part. A few weeks afterward one of his suite

brought a package to the Aquarium for me. It was a
handsome meerschaum pipe and case. On a gold plate it

said: "To Mr. Fred Mather from Alexis; in memory of
Currituck," Within a week it was stolen from a pocket in
my overcoat.

Those days are among the pleasant memories of life.

"Mr. Brown" was a most pleasant gentleman, and to me, at

least, was as democratic as the name he assumtd He will

probably never be Czar of Russia, for there are two brothers,
an uncle and three cousins of the present Czar, who stand
between the throne and the Grand Duke Alexis.

Fred Mather.

MAINE FISHING.
Boston, June 5.—The Produce party had fair fishing at

Moosehead, though the weather was generally cold and
rainy. The Duck Lake Club found very wet and disagree-
able weather at the Schoodics. A few salmon were taken,
however. Mr. Underwood, who went a week or two before
the rest of the club, had very fair fishing. He is much in-

terested in photographing bird and animal life. His owl
pictures are wonderful. "This trip he succeeded In getting a
live and wild raccoon up a tree and photographing him in

four or five positions that are truly natural and very remark-
able. The Camp Stewart party is out of the woods after

eight days' fishing at Upper Richardson Lake, Mr. G> T-
Freeman was high line, as usual, with a 4i^lb. trout, a 7 and
a l}r\b fish. Mrs Moody lauded one of 441bs. . Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Stearns and IVLr. H. S Kempton are down for 2i
and 51b. fish. Prof. J. F. Moody took a lot of brook trout.

M. E. C. Fitch, of Waltham, has gone to his salmon
river. Mr. D. H Blanchard and Mr. Keeler have
been on a trout fishing trip to the ponds in Monson,
Me. Mr. Keelcr is reported to have taken a 71b. trout.

The Ctimp Comfort Club is out from Moosehead,
with reports of fair luck. A total of 117 fish was the record,
including eighty-three square tails and thirty-four lakers

The Mohawk Club, of Haverhill and Boston, has returned
with a record of over 100 square tail trout out of Moosehead,
C. C. Moore, of New York, is fly-fishing in Aroostook
waters and having good success. The coming annual excur-
sion of the Maine Fish and Game Association will take a
number of people to the Rangeleys A scheme is reported to
be on foot for opening up more of the wilderness of northern
Maine by a line of electric roads from Moosehead to Cham-
berlain and Eagle Lakes, and steamers on these lakes. It is

even proposed to extend the line through to the further
Aroostook waters. The sporting and lumbering interests are

the ones at the bottom of the scheme.
Sportsmen aie returning fiom the Maine and Provincial

waters. Generally their success has been very poor, all

newspaper reports to the contrary notwithstanding. The
amount of tall lying that is being done in certain Maine
papers on the subject of fishing is something remarkable.
Almost everybody, according to these reports, gets a big trout

or salmon, when the truth is hundreds are leaving the prin-

cipal fishing resorts—the better known and older ones—badly
disappointed. Personally I met a gentleman at the Upper
Dam, June 1, who spends from one to five months there every
year, and has done so for eight or ten years. He says
that the fishing in all that section is terribly

poor. Party after party come—many of the people
strangers to the region—and go away after a
week's stay, without a trout, or only one or two at the most.
One party of three—from Philadelphia, I believe—after fish-

ing at the Dam and about there for three or four days with-

out a strike, gave up in discouragement. The gentleman,
out of the kindness of his heart, advised them to go to Rich-
ardson Pond, I could scarcely sanction his advice, having
tried that pond faithfully for a day and a half with only two
strikes, and both of these small trout. The blow-hard
papers have me down as having caught a 71b. trout, which
is as false as their other reports; the largest trout falhng to

my score being S^lbs. I want nothing but the truth told,

and feel that no good can come, in the long run, out of the

amount of blowing that is being done concerning certain

fishing resorts.

Perhaps the want of success for the past ten days at the

Rangeleys and other Maine resorts is partly the fault of the

weather, which has been remarkably wet and cold. Six

out of the eight days of my outing were rainy and generally

cold, while it rained nearly every night. Since my return

the weather has been httle better. Such high water for the

last of May and firsts of June is scarcely on record at the

Maine waters. Richardson Lake, Mooselucmaguntic and
Rangeley are running over full. All the ponds about these

lalies are the highest ever known.

Smelt and the Trout Supply.

Perhaps the poor fishing in Mooselucmaguntic and Rich-
ardson lakes is due to the smelts, which have appeared in

great numbers for the first time this spring. Perfectly reli-
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able guides say that tlie water has been alive -with tbese

smelts. Later they have died by the thousands, and have
been seen floating on the surface dead or dying. Every
trout caught has been simply gorged with these smelts. This
I saw myself, in the case of trout being dressed. The ques-

tion of these smelts ever having been introduced into the

Eangeley waters is a very grave one. Guides and sports-

men who have watched and fished these waters for years, are

in doubt, to say the very least, and some of them' are mad
all through. I heard it freely expressed that the
wonderful brook trout fishing of the world, at the Range-
leys, has been ruined by putting in smelts for land-

locked salmon food; landlocked salmon that can, at the

very best, never equal what the brook trout have been to

these waters. As for myself, I have no opinion at present.

The smelts in the maw of the trout I have seen, and have
seen the dead smelts on the water. I have also seen the re-

markably fattened condition of the trout as compared with
the fish of the past twenty years, with which I have been
familiar, catching and examining them each year in greater

or less numbers. Would it not have been much better for

the State of Maine, through its Fish Commissioners, to have
hatched a great many brook trout each year and put them
into the Rangeley waters, thus keeping up the supply of a

fish altogether satisfactory, rather than to have been dabbling
with fish not formerly found there? Who does not remem-
ber the introduction of the English sparrow? Who will

claim that natural conditions, as to fish and game, are not
the best? XXX.

BLACK BASS CULTURE.
The few men who for the past two decades fought for a

proper recognition of the prince of fishes—the black bass

—

have reason for congratulation in that the outposts have been
gained ; that the public is demanding the propagation of the

bass, and that the demand is increasing day by day to a point
beyond the present possibilities of supply.

It was unfortunate that some years ago two eminent ad-

vocates of the black bass, in their enthusiasm for its game
qualities, produced the impression that its voracious habits

would preclude the possibility of any other fish living in the
same stream ; and it was equally unfortunate that one of the

highest scientists accorded to the bass the lowest scale of

economic importance. A review, based on a further and
fuller study of the basses in their native waters, has shown
the incorrectness of the first position, and inquiry among
the fish dealers, fishermen and anglers indicates clearly, and
demonstrates fully, the untenability of the second position.

In their natural habitat the black basses are found living

harmoniously with other fishes, not only in open streams,
bjit in confined ponds; and from every source comes evi-

dence to indicate that the bass constitutes no small factor in

the domestic economy of the people living in the Middle and
Southern Atlantic and Inland States.

The wonderful power of adaptability (scarcely approached
by any other desirable table fish) possessed by the bass for

waters of extreme range of temperature and varying condi-
tions of impurity fit it in the highest degree for the widest
dissemination. Either species easily and quickly adapts itself

to the cold lakes and streams of the far North and North-
west, while the big-mouth luxuriates in the warm tributa-

ries of the Gulf of Mexico from Florida to Texas. I have
known them to winter safely under heavy ice, even when
ice was harvested from the pond, and have in the following
summer found their young thriving in ponds at 98" F.
There can be no doubt that the bass prefer pure, clear,

clean water, but there are few game fishes which can with
impunity withstand so sudden and marked muddying of the
stream or pond, and that not only for a short time, but for
days and weeks in succession. One has but to recall the
spring freshets of the Ohio, Kanawha, Potomac and other
bass streams, to wonder how so game a fish could live

through such deluges of mud,
I repeat that, all things considered, no fish offers to the

economist the possibilities presented by the black bass. The
question of to day among fishculturisls is how best to utihze
these possibilities—how to propagate and disseminate the
black bass. Several methods present themselves.
The earliest method, and the one which up to this time has

produced the most marked effects, is the collection of adults
from native waters, and planting them in new or depleted
streams. Dr. Henshall, in his "Book of the Black Bass," has
given the history of how the Potomac and all its tributaries

were stocked years ago by bringiug a few adult bass across
the mountains in the tender of a railway locomotive; and in

a paper of my own (soon to appear in the Bulletin of the
IJ. S. Fish Commission) is an account of the stocking of one
of the most beautiful and seemingly impossible streams in
Virginia. If the conditions are at all favorable the collection

of £^ult bass is not difficult, nor should their transporta-
tion be regarded as hazardous. At the same time I be-

tray no professional secret in saying that with the great-
est care in collecting and transporting, it frequently happens
that the results fall far short of expectations. It may
safely be assumed, that of wild adult bass captured and
transplanted to private ponds, from 25 to 33 per cent, will
die in from one to eight weeks, and cases have fallen under
Ddy observation where the entire consignment died in a short
time. Why? It often happens that the collection is inter-

rupted from one cause or another—conditions of weather,
waier, scarcity df fish, or some other cause—and a part of
the consignment is necessarily held for a time in "live-boxes."
So far as adult bass intended for brood slock are concerned,
an adequate or sate live-box has not yet been devised, nor
do I believe it possible that it can be. I am well aware that
thousands of black bass have been captured, held in live-

boxes, transported and delivered at destination in apparently
good condition; but I am safe in saying that in but the few'-

est instances has the one collecting, caring for and transport-
ing the bass had the subsequent care of them or been in
position to observe their condition beyond an hour after
deposit or planting. Bass held in the close confinement of
a live-box are sure to bruise themselves within a few days.
A disrupted scale, torn fin or bruised mouth, unless well
and repeatedly treated with salt or other caustic, means
fungus, and fungus on fishes under such conditions means
death. I have seen it appear on thousands of bass and crap-
pie within thirty-six hom's after capture. A small pond
having earth and rock sides and bottom will be be found a
healthier penning place than any live-box yet devised.
During capture, confinement and transportation, the fish

should be handled with the greatest care and every precau-
tion exercised against the least blow or hurt. Very many
fish leave the collecting point in good condition and are hurt
while in tlie cans by a reckless use of the dipper or other
aerating apparatus, and not a few have been killed by the
over use of ice in transit. There is as much danger from a

too liberal use of ice on the road as from high temperature.

To avoid discouragement and false expectation, it should be
noted that adult bass seldom spawn in the season in which
they are capture.d and moviid". The nearer to the natural

spawning season the capture is made the less is the liability

of spawning that year.

The artificial propagation, in the strict sense of the term,

of the black bass is, in my opinion, an ignis fatxms. By
this I mean it is extremely doubtful if we shall ever succeed
in artificially impregnating the eggs of the bass as is so easily

done with those of the salmonidaj and other fishes.

Not only is there a structural difference between the

bass and the other varieties referred to, but there seems
to be a degree of delicacy (if I may employ the

word in this connection) on the part of the bass

entirely wanting in the others. Several fishculturists

have noticed the fact recorded by Mr. Seymour Bower last

year that to extrude even the eggs from the female advan-
tage must be taken of an exact, supreme moment of excite-

ment which has been engendered by the nuptial dalliance

of the male. I have tried day after day to spawn a female
bass, when the eggs were distending the ovarian sack almost
to bursting, without securing the least sign of an egg, and I

have seen the same fish a few weeks later pair off and sub
mit to the biting, butting and nosing of the male.

Not only is it difficult to get the eggs from the female, but

as yet milt has not been secured from the male except by the

CsBsarian operation, the propriety or expediency of which
is doubted by some. Many ends justify extreme means, and
each one must determine for himself whether he will kill the

male fish for the purpose of experiment. The artificial im-

pregnation of the bass eggs, their subsequent handling, care

of the alevins and feeding the very young fry, will remain an
experiment for some time—possibly forever, I am well

aware that a few bass eggs have been obtained and impreg-
nated and a partial degree of success obtained in hatching
them in jars, but no positive results have yet been secured at

all commensurate with the time, labor and money expended.
All negative knowledge, of course, has its value.

Black bass which have lost the shyness and fright incident

to capture and transportation, become domesticated, readily

spawn, and rear their young in artificial ponds, and on this

method the fishculturist must depend for any considerable

number of young. They may be allowed to .spawn in the

stock pond, from one quarter of an acre or larger in size, or

annex spawning grounds, as used by Mr. Bower, may be
provided. Dr. Henshall has given the best description of a

bass nest: Slightly concaved, with a diameter twice the

length of the fish. While gravel is undoubtedly acceptable

to the fish, and clean small gravel can. easily be provided, it

is not a necessity, for I have frequently seen bass make a

nest on the bare clay. Personally, I have not had the op-

portunity to fully test the artificial nests devised last year by
Mr. Seagle and Mr. Strannahan.
The columns of Forest and Stream have contained

many interesting and valuable articles bearing on when the

bass spawn. Many of these articles were written from a

purely local standpoint, the writers forgetting or disregard-

ing the fact that the season varies for almost every State,

and frequently in the same State. Moreover, the season is

rarely the same year after year in any one locality. My ob-

servations lead me to think that the bass will not

be found nesting before the ground becomes warm
enough for gardening purposes. For several years

I have noticed that the bass commenced nesting

when the dogwood was well in blossom, and m the same
pond I have known them to continue to nest as late as mid-
summer. The period of incubation averages about nine days,

and the alevin stage occupies about six days more. Shortly
after the food sac is completely absorbed the school, hereto-

fore guarded by the parent fish, disperses in search of the
natural food

—

daplmia, cyclaps, etc. If the pond has b..en so

constructed that a good portion of it is shallow water—from
6in . deep to feather edge—and is old enough to have pro-

duced a fair crop of aquatic vegetation, no feai- need be
entertained that the young fry Avill starve for the want of
this natural food. When about an inch long they will be
found foraging on the young gamrnarus and corim, and later

on larger crustaceans and smaller fishes.

When a majority of the crop measure ll to 2in. in length,

it is advisable to remove them from the spawning pond. In
the latitude of Virginia, Ohio and Missouri this period wiU
be found occurring about the last of June, a time when all

the breeders have not finished spawning.
How to remove the early hatch without disturbing the late

spawners was for a time a vexatious problem. Its accom-
plishment is easy and simple Construct the pond to have a
long, narrow neck, not over 4ft. wide, and running to a
point where the inflow enters; 10 or 15ft. from the inflow
separate the neck from the pond proper by a wire screen.

Meshes of \ or fin. answer very well. The young bass read-

ily find their way through the screen, and show no inclina-

tion to leave as long as food is present. This screened- off

neck should bo closely watched, not only for the numer-
ous enemies of the young bass, but for any sign of can-
nibalism. To net the young bass from the neck is such a
simple and easy matter as not to require explanation.

Several years ago I recommended a new form of ponds
for separating the young fry from their parents to protect
the young and facilitate their capture. It was to build the
pond in the shape of a dumb-bell, the water to enter at one
bell and escape at the other, the upper bell to be shallower
and separated from the lower by a wire screen. The spawn-
ing occurs in the lower bell and the fry pass through the
screen into the upper bell, where they may be allowed to re-

main longer than if it were a mere neck of a pond.
If it is necessary to keep the young bass for even a day

before shipping it Is of the utmost importance that they be
carefully sorted, and the different sizes placed in different

receptacles. In the buckets while being filled at the neck I
have frequently observed a bass swallow another a very little

smaller tnan itself.

If the fry are to be kept for several weeks or even days,
they must be fed, or cannibalism will surely reduce the num-
ber, and reduce it at an alarming rate. Any kind oi fish

(crayfish ai'e excellent when abundant and cheap) chopped
or ground fine, make good and acceptable food for young
bass, In fact, I may state I have never known, bass fry to
accept any food, except such as had grown in the water. All
the various articles of trout diet they utterly reject (but it

should be noted that domesticated adult bass take as kindly
to beef liver as do domesticated trout) Bass fry take a fish

diet, thrive and grow on it with far less labor, patience and
loss of stock than can be accomplished with trout on any
known diet. That part of trout culture which is tedious,
laborious and hazardous becomes a pleasure when caring for
bafis fry.

Within the last year or so a practice is springing up of dis-

tributing very young bass fry—alevin a—from the nest. From
past experience I doubt if this class of bass culture will ever
meet with marked success Bass alevins are exceedingly
tender and are peculiarly susceptible to slight changes of tem-
perature. All things considered, I incline to the use of bass
fry from \\ to 2in. in length and even larger, and it is doubt-
ful, if ihe distance to be traveled is considerable or the road
and appliances not the best, whether bass of this size are not
to be preferred to large adults. William F. Page.
Lynchbubo, Va.

ANGLING NOTES.

Rainbow Trout.

There seems to be a gradual change of sentiment in re-

gard to the rainbow trout. Thousands have been planted
and never heard of after the second year. Occasionally we
hear of them remaining permanently in the water where
planted, and when they do they grow rapidly and to great
size. It is more than likely that many of the plants of rain-

bow trout have been made in waters that were unsuitable to
them, but there is a tendency on their part to ruam even in
waters where they are found at their best. If they remain
they afford fine sport, but the question seems to be to find
just the waters in which to plant them. This year more
large rainbow trout ran up the stream on which the State
hatchery is situated at Bath, N. Y,, and twenty-eight were
captured for breeding fish and confined in the ponds at the
hatchery. One of the trout weighed nearly lllbs.

A gentlem^ writes me from Jonesboro, Tenn. : "We es
pect to have a Government fish hatchery in this part of the

State, and if our Legislature would stop special legislation

on behalf of certain counties we would in a few years have
fine sport. We have some trout yet in our mountain streams,
and good black bass fishing in some of our rivers. We have
a few rainbow trout of fi-om 1 to 41bs. weight, the result of
a planting made about three years ago, and more recently
we have put into tfie stream 8,000 or 10,000 more. All that
we need in order to have good fishing in this mountain region
is good laws well enforced.

"

I would lise to hear from any region where the rainbow
trout remain after they are planted, with character and
temperature of water and food conditions.

Mascalongre Hatchingr.

Mr. Frank W. Cheney, of Jamestown, N, Y, , was engaged
by the Wisconsin Fish Commission this spring to go to that
State and hatch mascalonge, and writes upon his return of
his success in the work

:

"I have just returned from .Wisconsin after what may be
called a successful season of work propagating mascalonge.
I had but one net, yet 1 succeeded in securing 2,040,000 eggs
and hatched nearly 2,000,000 of fry, which I carried twenty-
one miles through the woods in a wagon and over 400 or
500 miles of railroad from Lost Lake, Sawyer county, to
Hayward, thence to Ashland, on Lake Superior, where we
changed cars and came down the Wisconsin Central R. R.
to Fon du Lac and planted the fry in Green Lake. They
stood the iong journey well. I hatched the fry m a slightly

different manner from that practiced at Chautauqua Lake.
The mascalonge in Wisconsin are exactly like our Chautauqua
Lake fish. We took 85,000,000 pike-perch eggs before we
took the mascalonge eggs. Lost Lake is alive with the finest

kind of yellow pike. I was in Wisconsin from April 10 to
May 31,"

Fishing In Maine.

Commissioner H. O. Stanley writes me: "We have been
traveling over the State for the last month, giving hearings
in regard to special laws, and have had little time for fishing,

only putting in part of a day here and there when on good
ground. 1 was at Sebago last Thursday, May 6, and caught
fcur salmon 3 to lOJlbs,, and hooked and lost two others by
breaking the hooks on tail of Stanley smelt. The fishing at

Sebago has been the finest that I have ever known, and many
large fish have been taken. Thus far the fishing in Maine is

showing up well, and many new salmon ponds are beginning
to show fish. The introduction of landlocked salmon in new
fields is what will save our fishing for the future. The fact

is that the trout in our brooks and streams are pretty well
fished out, but the ponds and lakes in Maine are holding
their own. The objection of the guides to registering is con-
fined entirely to Rangeley. The guides in other localities

favor the law. The fact is, all the guides will come in
eventually, and I believe it will become a popiilar law."
This year the State Fisheries, Game and Forestry Com-

mission of New York has planted landlocked smelt from
Maine and New Hampshire in New York waters, and hope
to establish them that they may supply other waters in time
to furnish food for landlocked salmon. A planting made
at a preserve lake near the Adirondack hatciiery was very
successful, as over two-thirds of the eggs of the smelt
hatched. Mr. W. C. Witherbee, of Port Henry, N. Y., JVIr.

Edward R, Hewitt, of Ringwood, N. J., and Commissioner
Thompson, of Northport, L. I., have planted the landlocked
smelt in private waters to serve as fish food. The plants
made by Messrs. Witherbee and Hewitt were successful, the
eggs hi.tching finely, and I presume Mr. Thompson's plant

was ecxually successful, although I have not heard from him.

Rearing: Black Bass.

Mr. Edwin Clark Kent, chairman of the hatchery com-
mittee of the Tuxedo Club, has written me of his attempts
to rear young black bass, and the details are of such interest

he has consented that I relate them as he has given them to

me.
Any. one who has read Mr. Seymour Bower's paper (read

before the American Fisheries Society last year, and printed
in that journal soon after), will understand the first steps,

for the Pass are allowed to pair, make their beds, and it is

only after the fry is hatched naturally that they are taken in

hand. To quote from Mr. Kent's letter: "My troubles
began after the fish were hatched, for I consider it abso-

lutely useless to plant fry. If you do not protect the fish

until they are old enough to protect themselves, it is time
and trouble wasted. With bass especially the loss takes
place after the eggs are hatched.

"After sundry futile experiments in artificial hatching, we
built a pool about 60ft. square and from IBin. to 3ft, deep,
with an earth bottom covered with clean gravel and sand;
rocks also were scattered about to imitate as closely as possi-

ble a natural spawning ground. We took twenty bass out
of the lake and put them into the pool, which was supplied
with the water which passed through the trout hatchery.
We watched the bass for some time, but they showed no
desire to make their beds, and it struck me that the water,
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which was 60° to 62", was too cold for them. So we led a
pipe from the surface of the lake to the pool, and in this way
raised the temperature of the water to 73° to 74°. The bass
at once responded and built eight nestg I cleaned the pool
with hook and line of those which had not spawned. As
soon as the swarms rose from the beds we took the old bass
away, and then the fun began. The fry absolutely refused
to eat anything I offered them. 1 tried meat and liver, raw
and cooked, codfish raw and cooked, etc., but they would
have none of it; but they would eat one another. One lin.

long would cheerfully swallow one of fin., and seemingly be
perfectly ready to repeat the feat. Then we collected water
plants, placed them in shallow boxes and put them in the
pool. That helped a little, but not much, so I sent the whole
force of the hatchery to fill up their spare time sweeping the
shallow water of the ponds and lakes near by with mosquito-
netting nets. But they could not collect food as fast as the
bass would eat it; and about the last of August I gave it up,
and took the remaining fry out of the pool. It was a case
of the survival of the fittest with a vengeance.
"We got 164 fish about 3iin long, but I figured that they

cost us about $5 ea-h, and the finance committee said things.

Incidentally 1 found some of the foes of the black bass fry.

Two sunfiah got into the pool, how I do rot know, except by
walking over land ; however, there they were, and after try-

ing to catch them 1 shot thtm with a parlor rifle while bask-
ing. They then held nineteen and twenty-two fry, respec-

tively. A bull-frog also squatted by the edge of the pool
* and filled himself full, and a bull-frog's capacity is very
great. Oonnecled with the hatchery is a rather laige pond
four or five acres in extent. Wcen the frost came we drew
this down, and as far as po-sible took out all the sunfish,

rock bass, yellow perch, etc. Then the following spring re-

peated operations in the pool, and when the swarms rose

dumped them into the pond» and paid no further attention to

them. We had only seven nests that year, but despite

waste, sunfish, bull-frogs, yellow p rch, etc., when we drew
the pond the following November we secured over 13,000
little bass about 2in. long, and duplicated the success the

following year, since which time we have discontinued the

work, as the pond is too big to be handled comfortably, and
owing to the large surface of mud exposed the park residents

dread malaria. However, we have gone far enough to con-
vince me that with little expense and a simple plaut, black
bass may be raised to any reasonable extent."
Mr. Kent's letter is valuable, as it shdws the diflaculties

encountered and what must be done to surmount them in

order to successfully rear black bass fry. Successes in fish-

culture oftentimes comes after repeated failures, and any one
who points out what must be avoided is a benefactor to the
fish warden. Mr. Kent's observations upon the temperature
of water necessary fo incite bass to prepare their nests are
particularly valuaole. I have just been at the Sl:ate shad
hatching station on the Hudson, at CatskiUs, and the highest
the water has been this month (May) is 64°, and the day I
left, Wednesday, it was 61°, which would indicate that this

year at least it was a wise amendment to the law which put
off bass fishing from. May 30 until June 15. If the subject
is pursued I am satisfied that all anglers who wish to pre-
seive the bass will advocate a close season extending to

July 1.

"Setting" a Fly Book.
A friend who has a preserve in the Adirondacks has for a

guardian of the property a man who is commonly called
Hank, and never by any chance called Henry. Hank is a
hunter, fisherman, trapper and story-teller, and one of whcm
many good stories are told concerning his long career as a
woodsman.

I was visiting my friend at his camp, and one evening we
were looking over the contents of a well-tilled fly book,
when Hank came in. The leaves of the book were turned,
the contents of the pockets were exposed, and the various
flies were commenttd upon, but not a word from Hank until
the book was closed. Then he spoke: "There are more flies

in that book than I ever saw together before, and if you will
let me take it and "set" it in the lake to-night I will catch
more trout than you can haul out of here with two horses."

A. N. Chenjsy.

RHODE ISLAND SEA FISHING.
South Pobtsmoxj'xh, R. I

,
May 29.—To the lov.rs of sea

fishing it will be of interest to know that the finest fi.shing

to be had in the United States can be found along the shores
and on the outer edges and reefs on the line of coast extend-
ing from Bateman's Point Island of Rhode Island to Sa-
chuest Point in Middletown, R I., and the most southern
part of that town. Directly opposite Sachuest Point is the
tar famed West Island Fishing Club, lor many years noted
for its striped bass fihhiug. Sachuest Point or Easton's Point
being equally as good, but not fished so thoroughly as West
Island, except Sachuest Neck, where it has been the good
fortune of the writer to fish, boy and man, for the past thirty
years for striped bass. Without wishing to be thought ego-
tistical, I may add that no one rod or line has killed more
striped bass than mine in Rhode Island waters, which fact
can readily be substantiated by local fishermen, and also by
the markets of Newport. No doubt some reader will
say professional fisherman, and I must pie id guilty to some
extent. When a boy I followed fishing for pleasure, and it

became such a passion with me that 1 resolved if I ever had
my own way to follow it as a business. Fortunately, or un-
fortunately, when quite young I was placed in a position to
make my own choice of an occupation. Pishing, I found,
paid well if foUovped systematically and intelligently; sol
went at it, and for the past twenty years have spent all my
time during the season fishing. Possibly this declaration
may rob this article of what little interest it might possess
for your readers, but I assure any brother angler who may
reaa this that although fishing is a daily business with me, I
can take the fly rod and feel as keen enjoyment in using it

as any one need to; or I can take a 7oz, bait rod and play a
black bass, and enjoy every tug and leap of a bronze back,
and feel sorry even when the last leap is made and the land-
ing net is under the fish and he is landed. You see 1 follow
it almost as much for pleasure as I do for profit, and to day
if there was. not a dollar in it I should fish just the same.
It's second nature to some of us to follow the water. But I
am off the track entirely from what I started to write.
Your correspondent, W. H. M., speaks of the 181b tautog

caught at Price's Neck in the trap of George Calvert as estab-
lishing the record "for that vicinity," which I don't dispute,
but I can go a few pounds better for Rhode Island waters.
In 1885, 1 think it was, one was taken at Seaconet Point in
a trap, .and I saw it weighed, which tipped the scales at
SSAlbs In 3889 one was caught at Coggsball's Point and

was on exhibition in the Newport market, that weighed
19ilbs., and again, two years later, one of 301bs. These are
of course abnormally large fish of this kind. The largest I
ever caught weighed iSilbs,, and to date is said to ba the
largest ever caught with hook and line in Seaconet River,
On Friday, May 28, I caught three tautog in a day's fishing
weighing 10, 8i and Slbs. ; the total catch was close to
3001bs. There are many catches of from 200 to 3001bs. of
tautog taken in a day's fishing in this section; the best fish-

ing is to be had in boats, but those who prefer the shore fish-

ing may have good sport. In season good flounder fishing
can be had. Daring the fall and summer run of round
mackerel for the past two years very large numbers have
been caught from the recks; one catch of over 1,200 was
made on the rocks on Sachuest Point by two rods in less

than seven hours, and for nearly six weeks it was a daily oc-
currence for parties to drive out from Newport and take from
50 to 200 to a rod. I saw one party of four with four corn
bags (such as the Western corn is transported in, holding
about two bushels each) packed full for a half day's fishing.
There must have been from 1,600 to 1,700 of them in
number.
Now, one more fish story and I am done. I can name two

men who within the past fifteen years have caught in one
day's fishing within four miles of Sachuest Point, R. I.,

9811bs. of tautog and sea bass. Wm. M. Hughes.

m A FLY-TYING FACTORY.
While the angler of this country stands far ahead in his

expertness in casting the fly, it is very doubtful if many
know much about the surroundings of the art of fly-tying,

or that there is in New York city the only fly factory in this
country, and that it is the largest in the world.
At one time Great Britain held the palm for artiflcal flies

and exported them to this country. Now the American
flies are exported to England. The superior system of su-
pervision of every process of manufacture and inspection of
the flnif^hed product is one reason for this; but, undoub edly
the method of "team wotkmg" almost universally employed
in England is largely to blame for the loss of their trade.
By team workmg is meant that the fly-tying is done at the
tenements of the workers and not in a regular factory. In
this way one family will, for example, work for years on a
very few patterns, and this work becomes mechanical and
the tiers lot^e all interest in it.

In this factory the workers are recruited from the vast
population, and no one is employed who does not seem to
be likely to take an interest in her work and who is not
pretty well educated. Add to this, the American (as in most
business) is on hand personally looking after every detail in
his factory, pulling the loose ends together, active and intent
on getting the very best individual work he can out of bis
intelligent help.

The factory is on the top floors of a building with the best
of light and ventilation, and the first section is the feather
storage, where in tin-lined bins are stored feathers from
almost every known bird of brilliant plumage, Europe, Asia
and Africa not excepted. These are divided in the first in-

stance into these of seafowl and landfowl. The former are
most preferred for flies wherever their colors are right, be-
cause of the greater amount of oil contained in them, wtuch
renders the fly more serviceable and more durable in the
water. These feathers are bought from every available
source, and so hard is it to keep an adequate supply of the
smaller types that it is necessary to carry a stock for four
years at least. There is no known or recognized market for
them, no set price; the manufacturers find a supply here,
there and everywhere, and fix the price according to the
quantity. For instance, the barred feathers vary from a
quarter of a cent to four cents each. These bulk feathers
have to be carefully selected and sorted by girls trained to
the work, and they are sorted first to colors, then to quality,
then to size. The quality is determined by the closeness of
the bars to each other. The size ranges from "14," which
are about lin. long, to "2," which are about 4^in. long;
these numbers representing the size of the fly they are in-
tended for. Very few feathers are died, the bulk are used
in their natur-il colors. It takes a girl about twelve months
before she is considered competent, as the eye must be edu-
cated to tell the distinction between the close running num-
bers at a glance. Roughly speaking, thire are every year
about 150 girls taken on "for the various departments, to
eventually become fly tiers, and out of these not more than
ten have the requisite delicacy and quickness of eye and
hand.
When the girls sit down to tie, there are ten girls to every

hundred told oS simply to wait on the fly-makers and bring
them the various supplies called for; and these ten girls are
kept hustling all the time. The hooks with the gut snells
attached are taken in hand, and with the low-priced flies the
body is first formed by deftly wrapping around the shank a
piece of suitable worsted, this being the base, in varying
colors, for the majority of that grade; then a strip of feather
is taken of the type suitable for that particular fly, and this
is wound around the upper part of the body, so that the
quill section (if one may so term the film of skin) lies its full
length next to the body, while the bars of the feather stand
out in every direction direct from and at right angles to the
body like the spokes in a wheel. This sounds very easy,
but It is quite a trick to do it properly, and on this point de-
pends the ultimate success of the fly. Then the wings are
added, these being another strip of feather bars, deftly tied
so that it stands up behind the collar-like strip just adjusted,
at an angle of about 45°, and this efl'ect is secured by a
peculiar twisting, whipping and knotting of the silk which
holds the tiny artistic creation together. While the British
flies have wings lying almost flat on the shank of the hook,
the Americau fly has wings standing well up; this being
necesssry by reason of the more rapid streams in this
countrj'.

In the higher class of fly this process of manufacture is
reversed to a great extent. Then the bronzed hook, specially
tested for temper and strength, having a full hollow point, is

taken, and the wing is at once whipped on to the shank,
lying flat forward from the barb; then the body of chenille,
etc., is whipped on securely, then the tinsel, or whatever the
species calls for, and then, the body completed, the wing is
bent backward and whipped in its proper position. Thus
each portion is separately whipped, and ail doubly whipped
by the finish at the head, which is then cemented and var-
nished.

A girl can tie five or six dozen per dav of the high grades,
and of the cheaper grades a good wor&er ties from twelve to
sixteen dozen per day. This record varies much according
to pattern and minutia?.

It is found necessary to take all these precautions of sepa-

rate tyiugs, ceraentings and varnishings to make the fly as
strong throughout as possible, for none but a fly manufac-
turer, possibly, fully appreciates the terrific strain placed
upon a fly quickly whipped through water, a pressure to the
square inch which nothing but the natural elasticity of the
feather enables it to bear.

As to the designs of the flies, they are almost all modeled
on some insect or bug in nature, the exceptions being certain
combinations of colors which have, for some little grasped
reason, proved successful in the past. Now a new feature
is being taken into consideration, and that is the aj)pearance
of the natural fly when wet, and the appearance of the
artificial fly when wet. In the water most blues become
nearly black, reds become purple, yellow grows several
shades lighter, etc., etc., according to the water, and if the
insect has, for instance, a pale blue fuzz on a gray skin, and
the fly should have a pale blue wing rather long and a
slightly darker blue body, in the water it will look to have a
body almost black with the wings widely different from the
natural insect.

The flies made vary from the tiny "midge" to the great
flies which would overlay a dollar; and these are all for trout.
The flies for Colorado and Montana are nearly all whipped
on double hooks which point out in opposite directions about
|in. apart. The most gaudy and impossible looking speci-
mens, which go to country sections, where there is a demand
for them which must be filled, and which are of little use
anywhere else in this country, prove good killers in Maine,
where the waters are deep, clear and cold. These are the
Silver Doctor, .Jenny Lind, etc. The very large flies go
mainly to Canada and California, and the Northwestern
States, where there is very rapid and deep water, and the
fish are plentiful ; but an Eastern expert would look askance
at any fisherman usmg them in Long Island waters, In the
very high priced flies many designs are special, invented by
private individuals, who in Europe would carry their own
kit and tie them themselves, but who in this busy country
of ours have neither time nor inclination so to do.
Some little idea of the detail in manufacturing flies may

be gleaned from the fact that at this factory there are turned
out every year about 5,000 flies of different kinds, qualities
and sizes, and that each individual one of these is made
(with few exceptions) in about 500 varieties, such a3 sizes of
hooks, quality of gut, etc., etc , and that about 10,000 of the
more commonly asked for varieties are kept in stock from
day to day.
When the flies are completed, each separate one is passed

before an inspector and inspected for flawless gut, perfect
knotting of snell, perfect whippings of fly, perfect cementing
and varnishing, and then goes down stairs into stock with a
number which shows who made the inspection ; and so, if
after the flies have been sold and guaranteed as perfect, any-
thing is found wrong and the customer returns the card, etc.,

which bears the faulty fly, the poor work can be immedi-
ately traced. This system works as a preventative and com-
plaints are very few. This is not done in any European
factory.

Eighteen years ago Mr. Imbrie (of Abbey & Imbrie, the
proprietors of the company) went to Spain and made ar-
rangements for securing proper and adequate supplies of
silkworm gut. This gut on which the fly-hooks are snelled
plays an important part in the factory, and is all imported
from Europe, being the sac in the silkworm, which nature
gave it to generate the s-ilk. These sacs are withdrawn from
the insect, and then, tightly held between the thumb and
finger of each hand, are stretched to about 10 or I2in., in
fact, as long as the gut continues round, this being continu-
ally tested by ?he tip of the tongue of the operator, both
hands being employed. Quality is roundness rather than
weis;ht, and as long as it is round the area of tension is more
evenly distributed and the grain of gut uninjured. Thick-
ness only indicates great strength when round, and a flat gut
of great width is weaker than a thin round gut as a rule.

The quality is judged by appearance, freshness, etc., and it

comes ten bundles in a hand, selling by the 10,000. When
these are received at the factory each bundle is opened and
sorted in sizes as near as possible, and then goes to the
knotter, who makes the loops at the opposite end to the hook,
drawing them tight over a screw hook in a bench, thus cut-
ting the ends very close, which when the gut (being soaked
before tying) dries out, is as hard and tight as if welded.
The leaders of various length are no longer lashed in the old
way, but by means of a new process are closely whipped and
cemented with a waterproof composition which becomes
harder with age and more perfect in every way.

It may be remarked that the annoying "snapping" of the
fly, breaking it off the line when casting is occasioned, as is

well known, by the caster not letting his line get a perfectly
straight extension before whipping it forward, but there are
also other reasons. One is that the gut is too dry, and that
if the gut had been adequately soaked before casting this an-
noyance would be minimized. Another feature is the new
reinforcing of the gut for the higher priced flies, which by
bringing the gut back to the free snell, strengthens the snell

just where it "snaps," and incidentally gives it a certain
stability which makes it "drop" better and straighter.

Every piece of gut in this American factory is graded to the
hook on which it is to be used, and this i9 done nowhere else

in the world.
Thus the American fly presents almost perfection of art,

graded feather, graded gut, graded hook, scientific reinforce- ,

mentof weak parts, waterproof cementing and greater spring
to the feathers by reason of their adjustment, rendering the
domestic trout fly, as claimed by the enthusiastic manufac-
turer, a work of art not ranking behind the paintings of the
old masters. In conclusion, the prices of these flies range
from 18 cents per dozen to the fisherman, up through the
grades of 25, 40, 45, 60, 80 cents, $1, $1.50, $2, $2 50, and
salmon flies from $4 to $12 per dozen. Think of the endless
detail of the skilled wort and then look again at the prices,

The Silver Hook.
We have received from Mr. Wm. de la M, Gary a copy of

his etching entitled "The Silver Hook." We are aware that
within recent years theorists have denied the existence of the
bare-footed small boy, who catches with his rude tackle more
and larger fish than reward the best efforts of the city angler
with his fancy flies; and we take it, therefore, as important
testimony on the question that Mr. Gary has here succeeded
in depicting the youngster in such a lifelike presentment
that there can be no question of his actual existence. The
picture shows the small boy bartering his string of fish to an
angler in consideration of a piece of sUver; it is in Mr. Gary's
best vein. The plate measures 18x22in. The price is |6
a copy. Mr. Gary's studio is at No. 35 Chambgrs street,,

New York,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Flshingr Season Ooen.

CHiCAao, May 29.—May 25 removed the limit on all sorts

of game fishing in Wisconsin, From this date on we shall

see greater a,nd greater crowds upon the Saturday afternoon
trains of the Wisconsin Central, the Northwestern, and the
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroads. Thus far the season has
heen very cold and backward, and fishing has not heen
attended with the comfort usually associated with green
fields, sunny skies and waters which lilt and purl. One of

our choice Chicago days, with the thermometer at a trace

above freezing, and a raw wind blowing, is calculated to

knock the lilt and purl out of things to an extent distressing

to the tackle trade.

An Old-TIme Fishing Reel.

Mr. Isaac Hitt, of Chicago, recently brought to this office

something of a curiosity in the form of an old-time brass
fishing reel. This reel he bought in Baltimore, Md., in the
year 1851, and he used it in the waters of that vicinity and
later on in his fishing near La Salle, III., where he resided

for some years. This old reel is made of brass and multi-

plies one time. It has no balance handle and no reel-seat

attachment, the rtel being confined on the rod by means of

a circular clamp operated by a thumb screw, as many reels

were made until within twenty years ago. The maker of

the old reel is not known, and it is in no way connected with
the early Kentucky reels. Most curious of all in regard to

this ancient bit of sporting gear is the fact that it still con-
tains a good part of the fishing line which Mr. Hitt put in it

in the year 1851, and which he pays he is sure has never been
changed. This line is a braided silk, and it would indeed be
a matter of curio- ity if it had lasted all these years, even with
less use than that given it by Mr, Hitt. It is possible that

this line has been changed without Mr. Hitt's knowledge,
though he feels quite sure that it is the old line that he
bought with the reel forty-six years ago.

Fishing on the ThornapDie.

Lexden, of Michigan Citv, Ind., writes, giving further in-

formation which he has collected for the benefit of Fouest
AND Stream readers in regard to the angling on the Thorn-
apple River of Michigan south peninsula. He says that Mr.
Holt, who writes from Cascade, has a trout hatchery at that

point. He adds that a favorite way of fishing this stream
is to go to Cascade and go up stream with one's boat by
wagon for a distance of nine miles, then putting the boat in

and floating down stream to the town, thus getting a nice

day's fishing. Mr. C. F. Holt, above referred to, says,

under date of May 24:

"The bass fishing in Tbornapple was as good last season
as in many years. The first week in last September, In col-

lecting fish for exhibit at the State fair, 1 caught thirty-

seven in one day, ten of them weighing over 3lbs. These
were caught with minnows.

"Bass are now spawning, and seem to be plenty, but there

has been very little fishing yet.

Mr. A. L. French, of Fort Wayne, also writes encourag-
ingly below, as does Mr. W. E. Powers, of Hastings, Mich.,
and it would appear that a stream where one can take thirty-

five fish, and may possibly get trout mixed in with his bass,

all on a stream with as tempting a name as that of the
"Thoruapple," ought to be good enough to risk. Mr.
French says: "I think the fishing was never better there

than it was last year on ihe Thornapple. I did not come
down the river once when we got less than thirty-five fish."

Mr. Powers writes: "1 presume you cculd get fly-fishing

in the Thornapple River. We do not fish the river for bass,

as we think them grubby in warm weather. The river will

be too high for wading until July, then a person would need
a boat in places. Some very nice trout have been caught in

late years in the river. I can see no reason why two persons
with a boat that could be handled around the dams could
not have a great time going down the river.

"I don't think any fly fishing is done on the river, and, as

1 have said, we do not fish the river, Gum Lake being my
place for fishing. There we use live bait mostly."

AmonsT the Fishermen.

Chicago, 111., June 5 —Mr. E C, Carter, of the North-
western Railroad, had the pleasure of being caught in a se-

vere snowstorm while trout fishing in the Escanaba River,

in Michigan, on May 31. None the less, Mr. Carter managed
to take twenty-four very fine trout during the day. Out
here we call a trout a fine one which runs 8 or lOin. in length.

Mr. John Shcarson, of the Northwestern dining car depart-
ment, took quite a little party up to Manitowish last Friday
a week ago. They were fortunate enough to take several

mascallonge, though none were very large.

No word is yet received from Messrs. Stanton and Willard,

who are absent at Squirrel Lake fishing for 'lunge. "The sea-

son is so cold and backward that it is likely they have met
with little success, although they are skillful fisherman. So
far I have known of only one good 'lunge coming down
from Wisconsin this season, this being seen at the shop of a

local taxidermist.

On Sunday evening the following gentlemen will leave
Chicago for a three weeks' fishing trip for mascallonge and
bass at flabbekona Camp, on Woman Lake, in Upper Min-
nesota: Messrs. Joseph Downey, H. Leech, W. P. Mussey,
0. S. Wilcox, C. B. Dicks, S. M. Sutherland and J. W. C.

Haskell, These gentlemen should have very good sport

from all accounts, and 1 look upon their trip with some curi-

osity, considering them in a manmr, the advance guard of

the army of sportsmen who I predict will soon invade Min-
nesota as a new hunting and fishing territory.

About a dozen members of the Eagle River Hunting and
Fishing Club left this week for their place on Big Sand Lake,
Wis. This club owns about 4,500 acres of land, and is near
to good fishing.

"The white bass are running now near Holland, Mich., and
there should be good black and white bass fishing near there

this month.
Mr. Wm. F. Schmidt, of Chicago, writes me thus in re-

gard to bass waters not far distant:

"On Saturday last three of us caught forty-two bass in

Eagle Lake, Wisconsin, Kansasville Station,.on C, M. & St.

P. R. R., seventy miles from Chicago. This lake has not

been fished much and has not been advertised extensively.

The season opens in Wisconsin May 25, which gives the bass

in the southern Wisconsin lakes a better chance to increase.

The only fishermen we found there were the same fishermen
who have been going there for years.

"This lake, when the water is high in spring, is connected
with Fox River, and both large-mouth and smaU-mouth bass
come up into it to spawn, being left there when the water

recedes. In this manner it is continually re-stocked. I
know of no better lake near Chicago for bass, and none more
convenient, trains arriving there in the afternoon in time 1o

fish a couple of hours. Returning train reaches Chicago
about 10 P. M. next night or 9 ;30 tae following morning.
"The bait we used was pork-rind, cut to somewhat resem-

ble the shape of a frog.

"You speak of the Prairie River, near Merrill, Wis. Some
of my friends have been up there this season. A party of

them in two days caught ab lut 100 each, and they are very
enthusiastic over it; so you can set it down that the fly-fish-

ing for trout is as good there as ever." E. Houqh.
1-JC6 BoYCK Building, Chicago.

"he Mmmt

Catskill Mountain Trout.'

Near Phoenicia, N Y"., on the southern edge of the Cats-

kills, three Kingston sportsmen, Messrs. Arthur Benjamin,
Ira 0 Lowe and Gilbert Barley, took 241 bs. of trout May
31. The party camped over night in Snyder Hollow on the

stream, about five miles from Phoenicia, and began fishing

at daybreak. Their largest fish weighed IJibs , but the

entire catch ran well, and there were few small ones. The
water was low, but this did not affect the fishing un-

favorably.
As a result of intelligent stocking, the fishing in the Cats-

kills brooks is steadily improving, and the average size of

fish taken seems to be increasing.

In Esopus Creek and tributary streams a large proportion

of the fish taken now are California trout; but these seem to

be equally esteemed with the native trout.

The Kingston anglers have a method of fishing which is

sa-d to be very successful.

It is a combination of bait and fly-fishing. The cast ia

rigged as follows :•

First comes a bait hook, then, about 8ln. above that, a
very light sinker; then in order black Spanish fly, brown-
hackle and white-miller. The cast is made to the lower ecd
of the pool and drawn up against the current. If nothing
results, the line is allowed to sink and float back with the

current. Trout are either taken or attracted by the flies,

and afterward the bait has a chance to get in its fine work.
Our reports from Sullivan county show that the fishing at

present is very poor. The streams were skinned by the
early fishermen, and little or nothing remains for later

arrivals. This, of course, is a common story. While the

trout are plentiful, big catches are made, and fishing for

count is the order of the day.
The local hotel proprietors are too apt to encourage this

destructive tendency, as it gives them a chance to boast of

big catches made in their neighboring streams.

'The logical remedy is to enact a law limiting the number
of fish to be taken by one rod in a day. Such a law would
not only lengthen the season when fishing is good, but
would also tend to protect the small trout, as these would be
returned to the water when there was a chance of catching
larger fish. J. B. Burnham.

Florida "SmaU Fish."

Mr. Vom Hofe has returned to New York after a two
months' fishing trip in Florida. His visit to the Texas tar-

pon country was given up at the last moment, but some of

his friends have gone there to try conclusions with the
Aransas Pass article.

Mr. Vom Hofe brought to gaff in all ten tarpon. He de-

voted much of his time to angling for what in contradis-

tinction to their more lordly brethren are called "small fish,"

fi?h ranging in weight from 3 up to 25lbs. These fish bite

so freely that there is always plenty of fun angling for

them. Included in the classification are snook, jackfish,

lady or bonefish, sea trout, Spanish mackerel, etc. Two
weeks at Punta Rassa were given up to such fishing, and
from 50 to 100 fish taken at a time.

Among other trophies of his trip Mr. Vom Hofe shows the

whip taken from an 801b. whip ray, which measures 5ift. in

length. Whiprays and stingrays are speared in shallow
water. The guide paddles along very quietly, and the rays,

which are dark fish, are easily seen by contrast with the
white sand bottom.
The large sawfish taken by Mr. Vom Hofe at Port Myers

was illustrated in our last issue. J. B. B.

American Fisheries Society.

Glens Falls, N. Y.—The twenty-sixth annual meeting of

the American Fisheries Society wiU be held at the Russell

House, Detroit, Mich., June 17. 18 and 19.

There wUl be a business meeldng the morning of the 17th,
and in the afternoon a trip will be made across Lake St.

Clair by private steam yacht to Lake St. Clair Shooting and
Fishing Club, where dinner will be served. 'The 18th will

be devoted to business. The evening of the 18th the mem-
bers of the Society will become the guests of the oflicers of

the Michigan Central R. R,, and entertained in their private

car on a journey to the State hatchery, at Paris, returning
to Detroit the next day.

A. Nelson Cheney, Recording Secretary.

Maine Trout and Deer.

Dead River, Me., May 29.—Fishing has begun in earnest

in this section. Sportsmen are arriving in good numbers
and some very good strings of trout are being taken.

Miss Ethel A. Harlow, of Ledge House, caught twelve
nice brook trout one day this week.
A large black bear was seen by a party of fishermen at

Poplar Brook Falls last week.
Deer can be seen every day from the Ledge House and

Cabins in large numbers. Over forty were seen last week
from the piazza of the house. This is a fine opportunity for

one wishing to get photographs of deer.

Dead Rtver GtTiide.
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FIXTURES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's cbicken trials, Morris, Man
Sept. 6. Manitoba Field Trials Club, Storris, Man.
Oct. 25.—Brunswicli Fur Clnb's ninth annual trials.

Nov. 1.—Dixie Red Fox Club's third annual meet, Waverly, Miss.
Nov. 2 —Monongahels Valley Game and Fish Pj'otective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's trial?, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov, 36.—International Field Trials Club's eighth annual trialSf

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. S2.—U. S F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 10.—U. S. F. T Club's winter trials. West Point, Mia.s.

Jan 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

Present Entrance on Leonard Street
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SCHOOLING THE DOG.-III.
To the beginner, the matter of selecting a setter or pointer

puppy is one of great moment, one to be thought over care-

fully and seriously duilng a number of days, with such ad-
ditional data as can be gathered from the advice of sym-
pathetic friends. He will probably be told that the puppy,
which outstrips its fellows in the scramble to the feeding
dish, is infallibly the best; or that the one wbich bullies the
others and is master of the litter is the best; or any one of
a dozen whimsical notions may serve for advice, for how-
ever incapable or ignorant a man may be himself concern-
ing dog matters, it is rare indeed when he does not feel

competent to give expert advice concerning Ihem. There
is no way to determine the puppy which will make the best
field dog other than by the way of actual test. And this

cannot be applied till the puppy has mental and physical
powers developed sufficiently to work afield. All other so-
called signs of determining the best puppy are trashy non-
sense. The strongest puppy, scrambling tirst to the dish,

may be the most gluttonous, and nothing more. He may
be the first to dinner, with no inclination to work. The
greatest bully may be a loafer. Nothing definite can be
determined by matters of mere whim or fancy. Of course
the trained eye of the breeder can detect extreme coarse-

ness or weediness even in young puppies, but even the
average physical qualities cannot be predetermined by the
appearance of puppies when they are only a few weeks old.

A handsome puppy may shape up into a homely dog, and
a homely one may mature into symmetrical form. The
main points to consider are that the puppy is bright,

healthy and vigorous, and that it comes from well-bred
parents of good qualities. These attributes do not insure
that the puppy will be a good one, but if possessed of these
there are then more chances that it will be good. There are
well bred loafers, imbeciles and incapables among puppies,
and the really good ones are in a minority.

It is much better to purchase the puppy when it is eight or
more months old, for the reason that the death rate among
nursing puppies is much greater than is commonly known.
The puppy, at eight or more months of age, has far greater
chances of life than when its age is only a few weeks, and
furthermore, the purchaser can have some reasonably definite

knowledge of its qualities and capabilitic s

Still, one must not be too hasty in forming either favorable
or unfavorable opinions of young puppies' field qualities, for

some puppies are very precocious and show a puppyish en-
thusiasm for work which ends or lessens with matur-
ity, while others mature slowly, and develop into good or
superior dogs notwithstanding a lack of earlier promise. In
short, the same tact and good sense, so useful in every-day
matters, are equally useful in matters pertaining to the
dog.
Good health is essential to the puppy, both to him as a

useful organic being, which has certain functions of life to
perform properly, but in his capacity as a pupil it is indis-
pensable. When the puppy is in ill health there then should
be no attempt train him ; he is then as unfit to be taught as
the teacher, if ill, would bg unfit to teach.

Both that he may have the comforts be deserves and that
his health may be good, give him a comfortable place to
sleep in, one which is dry, well ventilated and sufficiently

warm. His food should be sufficient in quantity and good
in quality. If he is a few weeks old, teed him liberally

three or four times a day on milk and beef or mutton made
into a stew, with cabbage, onions, potatoes, bread. Puppies
when growing have a ravenous appetite and require frequent
feeding in order to avoid the gorging they practice when
there is too long a time between meals.

When he is in age from ten to fifteen months, a light

breakfast and a generous dinner at night will be sufficient,

and when the dog is fully matured, say from twenty to
twenty-four months of age, one meal at night will be ample.
He may then be fed on table scraps if they are scraps worth,
considering as food, for while the fragments left at any table

are scraps, there is a wide difference in the food values of
those same fragments. Scraps made up of fish bones,
potato skins and corncobs would not be of much value,
while scraps of good beef, bread and vegetables would be
the best of dog food. If there is not a sufficient quantity
or quality of scraps, then have the dog's food specially pre-
pared. If he is working regularly every day to the gun a
straight beef diet will be the best. Avoid the mistake of
cooking the meat too well for the dog. If it is cut into

pieces in size about right for a mouthful, then placed in a
baking pan in the oven till the pieces are thoroughly hot, it

is sufficient. Let it cool and the dog will eat the meat
greedily. He will thrive on it. His coat will be in good
condition, his spirits high, and he will have the greatest

stamina of which he is capable. He will not be fcfflicted.

with the annoying and serious bowel disorders which so
frequently result from a vegetable diet, and his skin will be
free from the diseases which are so offensive to the owner
and so harmful to the dog. By some strange fallacy it is

commonly believed that meat is harmful to the dog. Many
disorders are attributed to its use. Notwithstanding that dogs
fed on acorn meal or grain diet are lacking in powers of en-

durance and are commonly afflicted with mange, the fallacy
concerning a meat diet lives on and on. The dog is car-

nivorous, and therefore when he can choose his diet he will
select meat every time. If accustomed to a meat diet it is

sometimes neces.sary to starve him into a vegetable diet before
he will accept it, and when he does accept he does so reluc-
tantly, and only at all from the impulse of hunger. He
rarely needs any vegetable food with his meat, and when he
does need it nature has so ordered it that the dog feels the
need and knows instinctively how to satisfy it, for he goes
forth and eats grass. In cities, where grass is not obtainable
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for dogs, a small portion of vegetable diet now and then may
1)6 given, but it is not needed regulaily. The great evil in

feeding dogs in the city is not so much in tlie evil effects of meat
as in the effects of over feeding. It is from the abuse of food,

combined with insufHcient exercise. The dog is fed every
time the family has a meal, and on improper food such as

cake, pie, highly spiced dishes, and between times the chil-

dren delight in feeding the dog sugar or candy. Hence such
dogs are always too fat, some of them disgustingly so, besides

being wheezy, awkward and indolent in consequence, and
also predisposed to many diseases. Any food will thus have
harmful effects if its use is abused. Violent bowel disorders

are frequently cured by a cbange from a vegetable to a meat
diet.

A common argument is that the oivner requires three

meals a day, and that, therefore, the dog requires the same
number. It is as much as to say that one's stomach is the

measure of all other stomachs.
The meat eaters require much less food and less often than

do the vegetable eaters. The ox eats by the hour; the meat
eater satisfies his stomach needs in a few moments. The
wolf may not have a square meal in several days, yet he is

strong and enduring, though he be gaunt and hungry-look-
ing. It is claimed that domestication has changed the nature

of the dog in this respect. Such is mere assertion with
nothing to support it. The teeth, digestive organs and
nature of the dog are the same, whether he be wild or tame.

When he reverts to a wild state he does not «eek potato

or cabbage patches for food; he kills whatever ani-

mals he can to secure the needed supply, and even
the domestic dog, in spite of Ihe alleged change of

nature coming from domesticity, is known to kill

sheep on occasion, besides always showing a natural

inchnation to pursue rabbits, deer, squirrels, game birds,

etc , not for the delight of man, but for his own delight and
profit. When the game is captured the unschooled dog
shows a purpose of eating it immediately. If it is light and
portable, as squirrels, birds, etc., he may take possession and
run away with it. Nothing is commoner than to see the

amateur and half-trained dog scrambling furiously for a dead
or wounded bird, each endeavoring to secure it first—if the
dog is most successful the bird is either bolted outright or

badly mutilated before the amateur can force him to sur-

render it—and yet there are many who think that the dog
hunts solely for the gratification of his master.

UP A TREE WITH A COON.
A Mr. Clabkb, who lives in the Willamette Valley, Ore-

gon, recently told me this experience with a coon.
"One day I was looking through the woods for some stray

cattle, my only companion being my big dog Sam. I

chanced to pass under the wide-spreading boughs of a j^oung
fir tree. About 25 or 30ft above the ground was a large

nest built by a wood-rat. The nest was about as large as a
barrel, and was made of large and small leaves, grass, etc.

I glanced at the nest and was about to pass on when, to my
surprise, I saw a very large coon lying on top of the nest ap-
parently fast asleep. I had no weapon save a large and
strong-bladed knife. However, 1 resolved to make an as-

sault despite the disadvantage under which I labored. I de-
termined to climb the tree and, if possible, dislodge the
animal. Sam was a large, powerful dog and a most expert
coon fighter, and I had every confidence that he would make
very short work of the coon if the creature could be dis-

lodged and brought to earth. Stripping off shoes, coat and
vest, and casting hat aside, I started to shin up the fir. My
idea was to climb past the place where the coon was perched,
and, when once above, I could easily drive the animal down
the trunk, or if it took refuge in the branches I could easily

shake it out. But I had reckoned without my host. No
sooner did th'e coon see me start up the tree than it ran to

the trunk and began to climb for dear life. As.I had started

after it I proposed to capture it if possible. 'Never mind,
my fine fellow,' I thought, 'just climb away, but I'll get you
yet, see if I don't.'

"Well, on the coon nimbly climbed, and I followed slowly
and awkwardly. Up, up, the animal ascended, and after it

I came. Smaller and smaller grew the trunk of the tree, and
at the height of about 75ft. from the ground the coon reached
a point as far as it dared to go. It had got so far up that
the slender trunk was not larger than a man's wrist, and was
swaying to and fro. Seeing that the coon could go no fur-

ther, and as I could ascend no higher, I endeavored to shake
the animal out. But that was all in vain. I shook the tree

violently until I was completely out of breath, but the coon
hung on with the tenacity of a leech.

"Finally I gave that up as a bad job. 'I'll get him yet,' I
murmured between my clenched teeth. Next, I cut off a
branch about 10ft long, and trimmed it up. With this I
could readily reach the coon; and would you believe it, I
could not punch it out to save my life. Every time 1 reached
upward, the coon would grasp the end of the branch in an
instant and twist it in my hands. I consider myself a strong
man, but, laboring under the disadvantage, I was no match
for the cunning little animal Maddened and chagrined by
repeated defeat and failure, 1 made several desperate efforts,

and finally cast the stick aside in disgust. All this time the
coon kept up a continual snarling and growling, and I could
see that, like myself, it was getting pretty mad. Several
times it looked as if it was ready to leap down on me, and 1
have often wondered since that it did not,

"At last a happy idea struck me. The tree was only a
few inches in diameter; and why could I not sever it and
pitch the creature oft*'? No sooner thought than done.
With the sharp knife I rapidly cut into the soft fir wood,
and by pushing with all my might succeeded in breaking
off the now nearly detached treetop. When ihe coon dis-

covered that the jig was up and it had to go, it gave a jump
and caught on the ends of some branches below. These it

clutched desperately, but its momentum was too great. It

fell from limb to limb, and found no resting place until the
ground was reached.
"Sam saw the coon start, saw ihe leap and the frantic

efforts made in vain to grasp the branches. He measured
the distance promptly and with precision and the coon had
scarcely touched the ground before the dog was on it like a
panther.

It was a short, but very desperate fight Sam came out
victor, but not without many a scratch and painful bite.

As soon as the coon started to fall I began descending, and,
being pretty well exhausted, I came down leisurely. While
comiog down I could hear the savage fight below in full

progress. By the time I reached the grouad the conflict was
ended. I shouldered the coon, and, reaching the house, my
first care was to dress Sam's many painful wounds and make
the old fellow comfortable. It was a week or more before

he recovered from the effects of his sanguinary tussle. The
coon was, without exception, the largest one I have ever
seen.

After the excitement had subsided, I began to realize how
rash and foolhardy I had been in following the animal up the
tree. Had the coon attacked me, it would have compelled me
lo loosen my hold on the branches to defend myself; I should
have undoubtedly been killed outright by the fall, or else

very seriously injured. 1 will never follow another coon
up a tree. J. M, Baltimore.
Spokane, Wash.

E. F. T. Club Derby Entries.

Entries for the nineteenth annual Derby of 1897 have a
total of forty-two, of which thirty are setters and twelve are
pointers:

Winnie Gi^adstone—K, C. Cornell's w. and b. setter bitch
(Tory aiadstone—Molly).
Zbb—Victor Humphery's b. pointer dog (Kemp B.

—

. ). *

Risque—George Batten's b., w. and t. setter dog (Glad-
stone—Roderigo Queen)
Racco—T. E, Batten's b. and w. .setter dog (Mecca—

Coutjtess Jennie).

Minnie's Girl—Del Monte Kennels' o. and w. setter bitch
(Antonio—Minnie T.).

Liberty—Del Monte Kennels' w. and b. setter bitch (Sam
T.— Gath's Dora).
LiGHTFOOT—Del Monte Kennel's w. and b. setter bitch

(Sam T.—Gath's Dora)
Tick Bot, ,1r —Del Monte Kennels' b. and w. pointer

dog (Tick Boy—Jill).

Lem Gladstone— G. M. T. Cantrell's I. and w. setter

bitch (Antonio—Cossette Gladstone).
Tory Silas- F. R Hitchcock's b , w. and t. setter dog

(Count Gladstone—Tory Luna),
Tory Novel—F. R. Hitchcock's b , w. and t. setter bitch

(Topsey Rod—Novelist).

St. Clair—Tyro Kennels' liv. and w. pointer dog (Rob—
Ripsay).

Trackti—Tyro Kennels' 1. and w. pointer bitch (Rob

—

Ripsay).

Sepoy—Charlottesville Kennels' liv. and w. pointer dog
(Rip Rap—Queen III.).

Beguin—Charlottesville Kennels' b. and w. pointer bitch
(Rip Rap—Queen III.).

Ghoorka—Charlottesville Kennels' liv. and w. pointer
dog (Delhi—Selah),

jPiN Feather—Charlottesville Kennels' b. b. setter bitch
(Harold Skimpole—Daisy Croft),

Lady Earl—J. H. .Johnson's (agt.) o. and w. setter bitch

(Dave Earl—Toney's Lady).
Doctor Tassie-Wm. Elliot's liv. and w. pointer dog

(Hal—Kent's Star).

Pearl R.—Dr. M. F. Rogers's b., w. and t. setter bitch

Jessie C.—Dr. G. Chisholm's b., w, and t. setter bitch
(Hal-Kenl's Siar).

J. J Odom's b., w. and t. setter dog (Toney Boy
—Blue).
Jelda—W. B. Meares' b. and w. pointer bitch (Tick Boy

—Abdallah Romy).
FiTzsiMMONS—W. B. Meares' b. and w. pointer bitch

(Tick Boy—Abdallah Romp).
Fairview Belle—W. G. Brokaw's 1. and w. setter bitch

(Edymark ).

HuRSTEOURNE JoE—Tobasco Kennels' b,, w. and t. setter

bitch (Toney Boy—Bonnie Belle).

Lady op Hessen—Tobasco Kennels' b., w. and t. pointer

bitch (Hessen Boy—Lady of Rush.
Romancer—Avent, Thayer & Duryea's Kennpls' b., w.

and t. setter dog (Topsey Rod—Novelist).

Orlando's Girl—Avent, Thayer & Duryea's Kennels' b.,

w. and t. setter bitch (Orlando—Dolly Wilson).

Sam T. II.—Richard Bros' b., w. and t. setter dog (Sam
T.—Belle Gladstone).

Why Not—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s b., w. and t. setter dog
(Eugene T.—Miss Ruby)
Wise Child Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s b., w. and t. setter

dog (Eugene T.—Maiden Mine).

Maiden Modesty—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s b., w. and t.

setter bitch (Eugene T.—Maiden Mine).

Loretta—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, b. and w. setter bitch
(Loris— Kosalie).

Lena Bell—Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, b , w. and t. setter bitch

(Sam—Minnie B ).

Will B.—Dr. J. Spencer Brown's 1. and w. pointer dog
(Rip Rap—Cropie Kent).

King Victor—Geo. E. Gray's (ag'l) b., w. and t. setter

dog (Victor—Pelral).
Spot's Girl—Dr. McLeod's 1. and w. setter bitch (Spot's

Cash—Minnie B ),

Spot's Laddie—Dr. McLeod's b. ,w. and t. setter dog
(Spot's Cash—Mmnie B.).

Spot's Bell—Dr. W. Q. Moore's b., w. and t. setter bitch
(Marie's Sport—West Wind).
Miss Mischief—Richard Bingham's b., w. and t. setter

bitch (Dash Antonio—Petty),
Hope—Joe. E. Mears's lem. a,nd w. setter bitch (Joyful-

Thompson's Nora). S. C. Bradley, Sec'y.

Dog Owners and Others.

New York —Editor Forest and Stn-emi: I read in the daily
press not long since of a number bf dogs being poisoned
in apartment houses in this city. I have read the keep-your-
eye-on- business indignation published by some of the kennel
journals over the matter. Of course their grief and indig-

nation are not the result of fair investigation of the matter,
they are from trade policy to please readers. Some common
sense advice to owners of dogs in apartment houses would
be better than the indignation of the Uriah Heep sort.

I do not write this to you, Mr. Editor, with any desire or
intention to make light of the interests of dog owners, nor to

approve of the poisoning of the poor dogs. What I do
write this for is to point out that people in apartment houses
who do not own dogs have some rights too. This is often

lost sight of. More than that, it is often treated with con-
tempt, Jf a man or woman owns a dog and keeps him in

his or her own apartment, and the dog is not permitted to

disturb the neighbors, no one has a right to object. But the

dog owner loves his dog, and gives him every freedom of
the premises. In every large apartment house there are
numbers of dogs as there are numbers of families. Some of
the dogs are nervous and wakeful from confinement. They
bark when they hear any unusual noise night or day, and

their endless yap, yap, and bow, wow, d^y and night, does
not make them beloved of the people. One noisy dog may
disturb a dozen families. Lgt anyone protest to the owner
against the nuisance, and in place of being politely received
and the protest considered, the complainant will have a
bitter quarrel on his hand?, and will receive insult and
foment malicious gossip.. The owners will hold indignation
meetings and the nuisance will be augmented Sleepless

nights caused by the exasperating barking of a pampered,
indolent dog, are made light of.

Worst of all, the health of the residents is menaced.
From the second floor upward, the difficulty of taking
a dog to the street for exercise and natural relief grows
more difficult. Many of the tenants are pressed for time, ,

or are too lazy or careless to take their dogs to the street

for the necessary purposes, so they turn them into the
hallways, with the result that the janitors have a never-
ending task to keep the buildings clean. Do their best

they cannot keep them clean. After a time there is a most
disgusting stench, and the carpets become so fouled that

nothing the janitors can do will suppress the stench. To
warn the offending tenants brings forth the indignant denial
from each that it is his or her dog. It is always the dog of

some one else. The ones who do not own dogs protest

against the unsanitary condition and refuse to pay rent, or

threaten to move, or berate the janitors, so that the revenues
of the houses are impaired and the property depreciated in

consequence. The janitor is scolded, blamed, or discharged
for matters he cannot control so readily as one might think.

If he allows the nuisance to continue, the house becomes
unsanitary and a menace to health. If he tries to abate it,

there is ill-temper and ill-will, and the tenants threaten to

leave if the dogs are not suppressed, and other tenants
threaten to leave if they are. The janitors, being intelligent,

think that if tlie dogs were removed the cause would dis-

appear.
Janitors have valuable property to look after, and they

have to look after a living for themselves and families.

Tenants who do not own dogs do not care to suffer from
foul smells and noisy nuisances. Where people are ill the

nuisance is still more intolerable.

What I wish to do is to point out that there are two sides

to this question. When dogs are poisoned, as were the dogs
recently on Amsterdam ave., the owners of the dogs may
not be without blame. I make a claim that the dog owners
have their rights, and that others have rights too.

Janitor.

Dogs and Gold Digpgings.

Dogs have suddenly become more valuable than horses in

this section of the Northwest. This state of affairs results

from the great and growing demand for dogs to be used in

hauling sledges in the Yukon country, Alaska. While
thousands of horses for which their owners cannot get $3 a
head are roaming over the plains of eastern Washington and
Oregon, good-sized dogs are bringing from $15 to $30 each
in the local market. At Juneau their value is double what
it is here, and on the Yukon River a good dog brings from
$100 to 1.50. To the Yukon miner the dog has become what
the reindeer is to the Laplander and the pony to the cow-
boys of Texas and Mexico—a beast of service and a most
valuable one.

Every steamer sailing for Alaska for three months past

has borne northward several dozen dogs destined for service

in front of heavily laden sledges. They are taken by boat

to Dyea, at the head of salt water navigation, and there put
into harness to assist in hauling outfits and supplies over the

Chilkoot Pass and down the further slope to the series of

fresh water lakes forming the headwaters of the Yukon's
tributaries. Up to May, when the ice breaks up, dog teams
slide over the smooth surface of the lakes with surprising

rapidity, considering the loads they haul. There are port

ages to be made around dangerous rapids, and here again

their services are invaluable. Arriving at the central posts,

such as Forty Mile or Cu'cle City, both men and dogs take a
rest. In most cases the dogs are put into' harness again for

the trip to the diggings.

The sledge dogs are too valuable not to be well taken care

of where that is possible. There owners' first thought in

this respect is to obtain plenty of food for them. Their

food consist principally of fish, usually salmon, caught in the

Yukon River by the natives. An ordinary dog will eat daily

21bs. of dried salmon, which equals 71bs. of fresh fish. At
Forty Mile last winter dried salmon sold at from 20 to 50
cents a pound, and bacon that was fit only for dogs to eat,

sold for 37i cents a pound. In some of the larger camps on
the Yukon "dog boarding houses have been established, where
the animals are properly cared *for at from $6 to $15 a

month, according to the season and the price of dog food.

The native Yukon dog is much more valuable than the im-

portations from Puget Sound. The doga must be acclimated

in order to stand the severities of the winter. It is found that

dogs taken from Montana and Dakota endure the Yukon
winters with less suffering than those bred in the milder

climate of Puget Sound. Two splendid specimens of native

Alaska dogs were brought here a few days ago, their owner
finding it cheaper to pay their passage on the steamer than

to have them boarded at Dyea during his trip here for sup-

plies. The animals vi eigh, one 821bs. and the other 881bs.

The large one cost its owner $117 at Circle City.
_
It is a

cross between a dog belonging to a family of missionaries

that went to the Yukon years ago and one that hailed from
the shores of the Mackenzie River. Both animals are stout,

well proportioned and muscled, and have exceptionally short

and heavy necks. Their ears are short and lifted like those

of the Eskimo dog. Their coats are dark, and the hair,

while not close, is smooth and heavy enough to form a

comfortable protection against the Arctic winters and the

Yukon mosquitoes, by the side of which the ferocity of the

New Jersey variety pales into insignificance. A specially

prepared dog food made out of meal and coarse meat from
the packing houses is now being manufactured in the form
of a cracker and seems likely to come into general use.

Buckskin moccasms are provided by many owners to keep
the feet of the animals frocn being worn raw on the ice and
snow. "They are about 9in. long and made much after the

pattern of a child's stocking. Pack saddles are also coming
into use this spring. These are so arranged that dogs can
carry a weight of from 10 to SOlbs. besides drawing a sled.

"The saddlebags fall on either side, and straps are arranged to

prevent the pack from sliding forward or backward.
A Tacoma dealer has built up a large business in the manu-

facture of dog harness. A suit of harness usually weighs
S^lbs. The collar is made to slip over the dog's head, obviat-

ing the necessity of buckling it about the animal's neck when
the driver's hands are cold and numb. The collar is made
of leather faced with sheepskin and stuffed with deer hair.
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The hames are inclosed in the collar, and attached to them
are hucklea for fastening the traces. On each collar are
placed rings to "which the traces of a dojs; in the lead may be
attached, making it easy to drive teams in tandem. Traces
in the harness for native dogs are made of heavy web mate
rial, because the dogs eat the leather harness. They devour
the collars on sight if permitted to do so. This peculiar
carving makes it necessary to keep the animals separated
•when harnessed, so thai they cannot masticate one another's
collar. When the web traces become oily, the dogs chew
even them, and it is only a matter of time when the web
strappings become food for the hungry creatures.

This spring seveial parties have taken burros and small
horses in lieu of dogs for draught and general service beasts.
It is claimed that one pony or burro will draw 3,0001bs. on
the frozen surface of a lake. Another advantage claimed is

that they can be more profitably used as pack animals during
the summer. A Circle City firm works a train of thirteen
horses, hauling from 800 to l,3001bs. each on sleds and re-
quiring but three drivers. All returned miners, however,
unite m declaring that the dog is holding its own well
against the competition of the horse and that dogs will be
needed on the Yukon in large numbers for years to come.
It is expected that within a few years the Government will
be able to supply many reindeer from the herd at Point
Barrow.
E M. McClaine and A. M. Stearns, two Eastern miners,

have just started north with a new kind of freight convey-
auce. It is a water and ice craft combined. The main part
is a box, built like a large watering trough, 8ft, long, 33in.
wide across the bottom, 3ft. across the top, and 22in. high.
Beneath the box are two runners. Sin. high, and a little

longer than the bed. The party has six of these conveyances,
which will be used as sleds on land and boats on water. For
use in the water, two of the sleds will be joined together by
blocks at the ends, making a stronger water craft. To each
side of the conveyance a log will be attached to render it

more buoyant The trough-like boxes are made of galvanized
iron, and it is intended to sell them on the Yukon for bath-
tubs, the cost of a bath there being iV^. T. Sun.

National Beadle Club of America.
The committees appointed at the last meeting of the Na-

tional Beagle Club of America are as follows:
Field Trial Committee: Jas. W. Appleton, chairman;

George B. Post, jr., A. Wright Post, George Laick, John
Bateman, George W. Rogers, G. Mifflin Wharton, N A.
Baldwin, Bradford S. Turpin, George F. Reed, D. F. Sum-
mers, Jas. L. Kernochan, Wm. Saxby and A, D. Lewis.
Sub-Committees are as follows

:

Selection of Grounds: Jas. W. Appleton, chairman; A.
Wright Post, .Jas. L. Kernochan, G. Mifflin Wharton.
Judges: George F. Reed and George Laick.
Arrangements at Trials: George W. Rogers, A. D, Lewis,

D F. Summers and N A. Baldwin.
Finance: George Laick, chairman; George B. Post, jr.,

G. Mifflin Wharton.
Premium Lists, etc. : Jas. W. Appleton and George W.

Rogers.
Marshal at Field Trials: George F. Reed.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
From Mr. Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg, whose enthusi-

asm in field sports and their betterment is without limit, we
have received the following information, which is important
in its bearing on the forthcoming trials: "That good friend
of field trials, Mr. M. Lawrie, of Morris, called on me to day,
and he said that the prospects for a big chicken crop were
never brighter. He said that he knows of twenty nests
within a radius of two miles of Morris, so that with season-
able weather during their chickeuhood we should have an
abundance of birds this year."

The list of judges for the N. E. K. 0. show on June 19
are: Bloodhounds, mastiffs, St, Bernards, collies and Old
English sheepdogs, poodles, pointers, setters, bull dogs,
French bull dogs and fox terriers, Mr, H. W. Lacy, Boston,
Mass.

;
spaniels, beagles, bull terriers, Irish, Scottish, Welsh

terriers and miscellaneous classes, George S. Thomas, Salem,
Mass. ; Boston terriers, A. L. Goode, Boston, Mass.

A one-day dog show will be held at Morristown, N. J.,
some time in this month for local dogs only. It will be
under the auspices of the Morristown Field Club There
are a number of fine specimens owned in and about Morris-
town, and from the great local interest already manifested at
least a hundred entries are expected. A part of the pro-
gramme is an afternoon tea on the club's grounds. Messrs.
Elliott Smith and A. C. Wilmerding have charge of the
matter.

The American and Continental Sanitas Co., Ltd., 636
West Fifty-fifth street, New York, offers to send free an
illustrated book giving instruction for disinfecting in every-
day life and during cases of infectious diseases.

Entry blanks of the International Field Trials Club's
Derby can be obtained of the honorary secretary, Mr, W. B.
Wellfi, Chatham, Ont, Entries close July 1

Ccymnvunications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman isparticularly desirable

THE CARE OF THE WHEEL. ,

The pleasure of a long ride is made or marred by the run-
ning qualities of one's bicycle.

1. Before starting, oil the bearings of both wheels and also
the crank axle.

2. Clean the chain thoroughly, and if you do not find it

as limber as a snake, oil the joints of each separate link and
wipe off surplus with a cloth.

In any case lubricate the inner surface of the chain with
stick graphite or other good lubricant to reduce the friction
of the sprocket teeth.

If these details are properly attended to, and five minutes
is sufficient for the purpose, you may count upon a smooth-
running wheel.

Do not neglect to give your wheel a thorough inspection
and cleaning from time to time Frequent infipections are

necessary in the case of a new wheel before it is thoroughly
tuned up for the road.

Look out for broken or loose spokes. Sometimes a spoke
will snap where it is bent near the axle and escape notice by
keeping its position, owing to the fact that it is tied to its

neighbor.
Loose spokes may mean the collapse of the wheel. They

are commonly found in new bicycles after the first few
weeks' riding.

Nuts are also apt to work loose at first. Go over the nuts
on the ends of both wheel axles and tighten them up as snug
as you can with reasonable muscular effort. Then tighten
the nuts on the inner ends of the pedals next the cranks.
Bicycles are shipped from the factory with the pedals off,

and at the selling agency the pedals are frequently carelessly
attached. This is one great cause of broken pedals. Once
the pedal is loofened it slips gradually away from the crank,
and then some particularly hard thriist strips the thread
from both male and female screw and the pedal drops off.

The trouble cannot be remedied on the road (except that
when the thread is only slightly defaced a short piece of soft

wire may sometimes be screwed in with it and serve teinpor-
arily), and the wheelman is obliged to ride home with one
pedal and get a new pedal axle and crank piece.

Last, but not least, if you value your neck, see that the
handle bar is firmly clamped. Also that the saddle post and
saddle adjustment nuts are tight.

A good clean-up is desirable once in a while, but not abso-
lutely necessary, as regards the outside. If a man's natural
instinct does not teach him to keep his wheel spick and span,
the wheel will not necessarily suffer. It may be covered
with mud or grease and run as easily and give the rider just
as much satisfaction as the most fastidiously kept bicycle,
provided, of course, the running parts are in good condition,
which is a simple matter to attend to.

It must, not be understoo(^ that we are in favor of dirty
bicycles, inside or out, but people before this have been
deterred from purchasing wheels through a mistaken sense
of the requirements necessary to keep them in s rviceable
condition, and it is our purpose to .show that no great sacri-

fice of time or energy is required. What is in reality a
simple matter has, to the uninitiated assumed forbidding
proportions, chiefly because it is customary to give too
many directions. Most riders, after a time, by contact with
others, naturally and without effort pick up a knowledge of
bicycles and their requirements, and it is time enough then
to take them apart and clean the bearings and alter the
adjustment and experiment in the ways so dear to some of
the dyed-in-the-wool wheeling cranks. But if the rider
never gets that knowledge and never has a desire to tinker
with his wheel, as is sometimes the case, there is no great
cause for worry.

If by any chance the nickeled paits become wet they
should be wiped off with a dry cloth, and then afterward if

one does not mind their collecting a film of dust, with a
greasy cloth. In the case of good dust-proof bearings the
easy-running qualities of the bicycle will not necessarily be
impaired by going a year or more without cleaning. Of
course, grit or dirt in the bearings tends to wear the parts,
but a small amount of wear is not such an unpleasant thing
as might appear, for after a season's use bicycles commonly
run better than at the start. Even if bearings wear out there
is a remedy, for new cones and balls are within the reach of
all at a slight expense.

Finally, it is perfectly possible to have the maximum of
profit and pleasure from a bicycle without any undue sacri-
fice of time or patience in its care. See that the chain and
wheels are lubricated and let the rest of the directions slide.
If, however, you are methodical and neat and have a reason-
able amount of time and patience, you may go further and
keep your wheel like a new pin. It is satisfactory to know
that each ball in the bearings is bright as a silver globe and
that the spokes are not marred by lust pits, that the adjust-
ment is perfect and that there is no undue wear on any part,
that the enamel is glossy and unscratched. All this is good
and worthy of emulation, and we have no hesitation in
recommending it as the best plan. A well-kept wheel is a
patent of respectability, and with experience most riders
learn to appreciate this fact in its application to themselves.

One word more. If you have no mechanical ability and
no undeistanding of the whys and wherefores of your wheel,
don't try experiments with its adjustment or repair or let
friends do so unless you have implicit confidence in their
skill and knowledge of your particular mount. All repair
men are not to be trusted, and if your wheel develops any
ailment it is best to take it to the manufacturer or his agent,
as they have a personal interest m the matter and will see
that it is put in order properly.

As the yachting Journal of America, the Forest and Stream 2s the
recognized medium of commimication between the maker of yachts-
men's supplies and the yachting public. Its vahie for advertising
has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns
continuously for years.

The following is from the Marine Journal. We quite
agree with it in describing Namouna as a first-class yacht,
of course, considering the advances made since she was built.
At the same time, it is but just to state that "this American
vessel" was designed by St. Glare J. Byrne, of Liverpool,
Eng., though built, under his direction, in this country.
This accounts for her handsome and shipshape appearance
as compared with the Delaware-built steam yachts of the
same date.

We are pleased to welcome the return of Namouna, James
Gordon Bennett's steam yacht, this week. This American
vessel is our conception of a first-class yacht. Great credit
is due Com. Bennett in the selection of his officers. They
are men who could scarcely be replaced, as some of them
have been with him from fifteen to thirty years It is
reported that Com. Bennett is to build another steamer
We are informed that this is not a fact, he being well satis-
fied vsdth the craft he built on the Hudson in 1881, and in
which he has made several long voyages in comfort and
safety. Namouna, with Mr. Bennett and party, leaves for
the return trip to Europe next Sunday,

Useful Yachts.
It is now many years since the Forest And Stream began

its attack upon the then universal type of yacht, the shoal
and wide skimming dish, and advocated in its stead for
many purposes the deep cutter. Since that time a great
many changes have taken place; the skimming dish was
driven out entirely for years, to reappear of late in the small
racing classes, and in an improved form divested of its sand-
bags. The narrow cutter was adopted and tried, to be re-
placed by other cutters of greater beam; both of these types,
really of moderate draft, though once considered very deep,
have since been superseded by others of far greater draft;
and of late years this draft has been accompanied by a cut-
ting down of displacement that has destroyed all semblance
of living room. To-day the extreme fin-keel type, with its
three marked characteristics of great draft, limited internal
space and high speed, dominates all classes, with results that
are but too plainly seen on every hand.
One of the most useful of all types which succeeded the

skimming-dish was the cutter of moderate beam and draft
and in lengths of from 20 to 30ft. l.w.l These little yachts,
as built between 1880 and 1888, possessed in a high degree the
two valuable qualities of safety and accommodation, and at
the same time they afforded a great deal of sport in racing
with each other That they were slow—not merely as com-
pared with the bulb-fin racing machine, but by far more rea-
sonable standards of speed in yachting—is undeniable; some
of them were very slow, indeed; but with even this draw-
back they had much to recommend them, and they did im-
portant work in bringing men into yachting.
In the present condition of designing there is but one rea-

son why something of the same type, but much faster, is not
possible; and this reason is the demand on the part of many
yachtsmen for the highest possible speed, regardless of all
other considerations.
This demand has, in the course of the past five years,

driven out the generally useable type of yacht in all classes
and sizes, replacing it with the fin-keel machine; the general
prevalence of the machine has at last resulted in a counter
inovementthat is becoming more general each year, the estab-
lishment of numerous special classes under rigid restrictions
as to dimensions, type and construction.
The best known and most successful of these restricted

classes in this country and probably in the world, is the
knockabout class of Massachusetts Bay. Even here the
result of keen racing is now evident, to the marked detri-
ment of all other qualities but speed. Enough has been
learned, however, from the experiment, to warrant the belief
that it could be extended with advantage to other classes,
and the Boston Qlohe discusses the subject in a very thor-
ough and reasonable way, as follows:

The increasing number of 25ft. knockabouts and the
steadily growing popularity of the size and type, calls atten-
tion to the possibilities of sport in the class, not only the
present season, but also in the future under suitable limita-
tions and restrictions. While the handiness and popularity
of the 21ft. knockabout is conceded, it is nevertheless true
that the usefulness of the class is practically limited to after-
noon sailing, and that something larger must be taken when
extended cruising qualities are desired. In fact, the 25-
footer is a development of the cruising idea, while at the
same time retaining much the same racing possibilities and
the sport which results therefrom.

It is with the hope of still further increasing the popular-
ity of the class and possibly securing recruits from intending
builders who are now attracted to the 21ft. ranks, that the
owners of some of the 35-footers are considering the question
of having some special racing for boats in the class. The
formation of an association which shall keep the class where
it ought to be is also in mind.
Marblehead, the port from which most of the boats hail,

is named as the likeliest place to have the races, for
it is probable that the Corinthian Club would make a
special class if there was a certainty of filling it, or at least
would give the boats a chance by themselves in its regular
club races.

The chief point in which the 21ft. knockabouts are lacking
is accommodation below. That many owners desire such
accommodation is attested by the large number of boats in
the class which are either orif^inally built with cabin trunks
or have them added after a season's racing. Hence the 25-
footer and its logical development from the smaller size.A little study of the question shows that the only advan-
tageous sizes of small cruising yachts are those of 34 to 26, 33
to 36 and 45 to 46ft. waterline, since they are handled re-
spectively by the same crews as those of 20 to 21, 28 to 30 and
of 40ft. waterline, while at the same time they can be
planned more economically below, for the smaller sizes just
miss the head room of the larger ones, or the available length
to arrange a good cabin plan. Two men can sail a 25ft.
knockabout as easily as they can a 21-footer, and so on
through the list.

In no class does the improvement in yacht design show
more strikingly than in the one in question. Cutting the
beam and deadwoods, lowering the ballast in a fin-shaped
keel and raising the sides to a good freeboard, have produced
a boat which is fast under a moderate amount of sail kept
well inboard, is capable of doing its best work in a rough
chance, and yet which is good in ordinary weather, and at
the same time provides surprising accommodation below,
with standing room under the house. The old models of
this length were deficient in several of these desiderata,
especially in the matter of ease of handling and head room.
The impossibility of getting this cruising accommodation

on a 21ft. boat developed the 24-footer soon after the knocka-
bouts proved their quality.
In the winter 'g3-'94 W. S. Palmer had Eugenia designed

and built by Lawley as a handy sailboat with cruising room
below. She proved such a clever craft that she was soon fol-
lowed by Barnacle, an auxiliary craft designed by Arthur
Binney and built for C. F. Lyman by the Fore River Com-
pany, and by Rowena and Yarico, designed and built by
Liawley for Messrs. James Rothwell and Henry Yerxa.
This year's crop shows four ooats, two of which are fitted

vsdth bowsprit and jib, losing the characteristic of the knock-
about rig in this respect only. Three of the four were design-
ed and built by Lawley. The fourth, Wanaissa, was designed
by E. C. Jewell and built by Fenton& White, of Manchester.
The later Lawley boats have been really a compromise be-

tween the cutter model of Burgess and the deep keel canoe
hull of the present day, resembling strongly the English five
and ten raters, except that they have more beam. They
have good accommodations below, most of them being fitted
as follows: Abreast the companionway, two clothes lockers;
transoms about 7ft. long, with shallow lockers built in the
wings above them: at the forward end of the cabin, buffet
on each side; forward of the bulkhead and in the house, with
good head room, a toilet room with water closet and folding
'Washstand; opposite this, the ice chest, food lockers, etc.;
forward of the mast there is space for a swing berth for a
paid hand and miscellaneous stowage.
The Lawley boats and Barnacle are beautifully fitted with

hai'd wood, have much locker and stowage room, their
owners taking but one guest. A weak point, however, is the
narrow width of the cabin floor and waterways, the latter
owing to the wide cabin trunk. This year's boats are some-
what improved in the last respect.
Wanaissa is a little wider than the Lawley boats, and her

counter and stern are run out to improve looks and deck
room. A narrow hatch house of mahogany has been used,
leaving all the width possible for the waterways. As
there is sitting room under the deck on aU these boats, there
la really no reason for using a house wider than the cabin
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floor, since it is of no service below and spoils the deekroom.
In cabin arrangement, Wanaissa is an example of a boat in

the class fitted foi: more than two men. Locker room has
been cut down somewhat, and there will be a 14ft. cabin
with 13£t. transoms, making berths for four. The cabin will
be divided by curtains if ladies are aboard. In the after end
are small clothes lockers, and on theforward bulkhead silver

and china cabinets. Two and one-half feet of the house is

in the galley, giving head room for toilet and cook's depart-

ment, while forward of the mast is the usual berth and stow-
age. By using rather a high side and house, the cabin floor

is kept 3ft. wide instead of 2ft. or le=s. These two arrange-
ments described will show the roominess of the type as far
as cabin plan goes.
The important point, however, is that this class is the

smallest size of boat in which full head room can be ob-
tained, and yet be readily handled evenby oneman, although
of course two is the smallest number for easy work on any
craft.
The question of rig is to be settled by the owner's pur-

poses. If afternoon sailing and single-handed work is most
of the programme, the knockabout sail plan is the thing, but
for general cruising, especially where a man or boy is shipped
as crew, the bowsprit and "divided skirt" forward is far
better, above all, if the boat is quite powerful.
Plenty of zest can be found in racing in this class if the

owners desire it, and what is better, men building in it have
the satisfaction of possessing a craft that is a yacht, and not
a sail boat, fit to live or cruise on, yet perfectly available for
easy work on short sails, even single-handed. This was the
chief quality lacking in the old-time sloop and catboat, as
well as in the compromise cutter, of fairly good accommoda^
tion, but all "legs and wings."
The formulation of rules for a restricted racing 25ft. class

should not be a difficult matter, and with the present
nucleus to build upon, and with the advantages of the size

fully appreciated, a rapid growth should be assured. A few
races this season would help the class in many ways, while
its promotion would be a most desirable thing for yachting,
as affording a motive for building good, wholesome boats of
a convenient size, as against the inevitable necessity of build-
ing "machines" in the open and unrestricted classes.

The question may also fairly be asked if it is not in such
restricted classes, where racing and cruising qualities are
combined, that the future of yacht racing is to be found.

We agree fully with the Glnhe's reasoning, but we are pre-
pared to go further in the belief that the restricted classes,

each under special conditions must before long give place to

one uniform measurement rule which shall embody strongly
restrictive conditions in itself, rendering special rules and
classes unnecessary. As a vital part of such a rule there
must be a limitaiion on construe tion, more extended, but
after the same general plan as the present limitations of the
knockabout class.

Of course such a rule would meet with strong opposition
from those who believe in unrestricted speed without rules,

or with the least possible semblance of a rule, such as mere
waterline measurement; and there would be the familiar
cry of a "tax on skill;" but we believe that if the clubs pos-
sess the ability to formulate a restrictive rule, that will pro-
mote ai yacht of comparatively full body, moderate draft and
sail area and extended lateral plane, and if they have the
courage to adopt such a rule, that it will in a short timu
secure the approval and support of yachtsmen as a body.
If there are still those who wish to build and race the
fastest possible yachts, there is no good reason why they
should not be allowed to do so under any rule, how-
ever flimsy, that they may chose to adopt. The result
would be the establishment of double classes, the un-
limited racing type for one and the wholesome, useable, all-

Touud type in the other. Those who cared to put their
money in a Defender, a Quissetta or a Niagara, or even more
extreme craft in modpl and construction, would be at perfect
liberty to do so, as at present; and with certainly no worse
chance than now of finding others of the same miud to make
racing for them. Those who wished, as so many at least

profess to, for the opportunity to build again a yacht of mod-
crate proportions and reasonable accommod^ tion and con-
struction and yet to have some racing with other craft of the
same type, would have an opportunity, such as does not now
exist, to do so. Of course, the technical objection exists that
this would mean double the amount for prizes if both classes
are to be encouraged; but to this it may be said that any
money given for prizes in actually existing classes of the sec-

ond division would be well spent, and as for the first or
machine division, this exists only in name to-day, there being
no real racing in any class save the 90ft. schooners, and there
is little probability, even as matters now are, of new boats to

match Defender, Queen Mab, Wasp and Niagara, and Syce.
It is probable that some experiment in the direction of a

new racing formula will be made next fall, and we hope that
it may be upon the lines here indicated, of comparatively
rigid restriction of extreme features of design and construc-
tion, in which speed is at least rated no higher, if as hi|;h, as
the other essentials of accommodation; seagoing qualities, as
influenced by the area and shape of the lateral plane; dura-
bility and cost of construction; duration of racing life before
being outbuilt, and further utility as a crui&er after being
outbuilt.
Such regulations need not apply to the smaller classes

under 35ft. l.w 1., but they might well begin with that size,

creating such craft as those described by the Olohe. From
this size upward they should cover at least up to 70ft. l.w.I,

beyond which size there is no necessity of going, except in the
schooner division, where they should include the present
largest class, of 90ft. l.w.I.

If such a rule were made strongly restrictive, at least as
much so as the present Knockabout rule, and even more
rigid in the regulation of midship section and lateral plane,
any yachts built under it would be ol decidedly better type
than those now in the racing, and they would befastenough
to make good sport in their own classes. If such boats were
built, in even moderate numbers in three or four classes, the
result would be highly beneficial to yachting in all its

branches, as all depend more or less on the continuance of
general racing. If none were built, the situation would be
no worse than that now existing. If there were any yachts-
men who felt that they would be hampered by building
craft a little slower than the fastest ever before known, they
would still be at liberty to build in the unlimited class, with
aluminum hnlls, mercury bulbs and any other expensive
refinements. If the designers, in the same spirit, felt that
they were unjustly hampered in their search for speed, they
would also be at liberty to design more useless and costly
machines and to induce an occasional rich business man,
with an eye to advertising, or a foolish syndicate, to build
from their up-to-date creations. As far as we can see, the
experiment is well worth trying, and if tried should not be
made a fore-ordained failure by too great deference to purely
racing ideas.

.

Toledo Y. A.
TOiBDO—LAKE ERIE.

Monday, May 31.

TflE fir.^t race sailed under the new Lake Y. B; IT; rtileS

took place on May 31 at Toledo, under the flag of the Toledo
Y. A. The winners were:

42fb.—Sultana, beating Scud and Oberon.
37ft.—^Puritana, sail-over.

83ft,—Eva, beating Viking and Crescent.
27ft.—Typhoon, beating Mabel R., Myrra, Pearl and

Sharper.
23ft.—Elfin, beating Flirt.

Riverside Y. C.

The Riverside Y. C. will sail a special race for the 51, 30,

20 and loft, classes of cutters and sloops on June 9, starting
at 12 M. from Riverside Conn. Trains leave the Grand Cen-
tral .station, New York, at 7 A. M., 9:03 A. M., and 10;06 A.
M. The race committee of the club makes the following an-
nouncement:
The following races will be sailed under the auspices of

the club dm-ing this season:
Wednesday, June 9: Special race for the 51, 30, 30 and 15ft.

cla^'ses of sloops, cutters and yawls,
Wednesday, July 7, and Saturday, July 10: Ninth annual

races for all classes. (The race on the first day will be for
schooners and all classes of sloops, cutters and yawls BOft.

and over; and the race on the second day for the sloop classes
23ft. and under, and catboats.)
Saturday, Sept. 11.—Fall race for the 43, 36, 30 and 25ft.

clasises of sloops, cutters and yawls, and the 30 and 2r)ft.

classes of cabin catboats.
The time of starting each day will be 12 o'clock M.
All the races will be open to yachts enrolled in any recog-

nized club, and will be sailed under the rules of the Yacht
Racing Union of Long Island Sound. Copies of the rules,

charts of the courses, and the schedules of the racing events
on the Sound for the season can be had from the committee
on application.
Yachts starting in races this season without having been

officially measured will be disqualified. All yachts in sloop
classes 35ft. and under, and in all catboat classes, must be
remeasured this year with weight on board to represent the
crew. Mr. E. Frank Lockwood, the measurer of the club,
will be prepared to measure yachts at the club anchorage on
due notice being ^iven him.
New official racing numbers must beobtaineed this .season

for all yachts intending to race. These numbers are fur-
nished by Messrs. R.ehm & Co. , 157 Fulton street. New York.
The Atlantic Y. C. having accepted the invitation of this

club to start on its cruise from off Riverside, and to partici-

pate in the race of June 7, this event will be of unusual in-

terest. A steamer will be chartered tor the xise of members
and their guests for the day, and will be in charge of the en-
tertainment committee. Facilities will be afforded members
of the club to attend the other races also.

A movement is now on foot to establish a special club class
of sailing dories, boats that will be useful for fishing and
other purposes, to be built at a nominal cost of from S25 to
$50 each. Plans and specifications from different builders
will be submitted at the next meeting of the club on June 4.

In the event of these boats being built, the committee will
arrange a series of races for the class in addition to the regu-
lar races.
Race Committee—Frank Bowne Jones, George B. Clark,

H. W. Tyler.

The Taxation of Extreme Elements of Desig'n.

SiN'CE the close of the past season the Seawanhaka C. Y.C.,
in the first place at the instance of Com. Rouse, has had un-
der consideration the question of the improvement of the
measurement rule, and though no positive result has as yet
been attained in the discovery of a perfectly satisfactory
formula, many proposals have been studied and their good
or bad points accepted or condemned. Those engaged in the
work have been unwilling to accept unreservedly the various
crude and ineffective remedies thus far proposed in default
of reasonable ground for the belief that they would be per-
manently beneficial.

The original investigation was directed rather to the prep-
aration of a formula that should, as far as possible, equalize
the old and new boats; for the direct purpose of encouraging
racing among existing craft. It was soon perceived that
such a measure, even though successfiil in itself, would by
no means meet the necessities of the case in regulating the
designing of new yachts specially to evade it; the scope of
the inquiry was thereupon materially enlarged to include a
formula which would produne a more desirable type of yacht
than that at present in existence, under the actual test of
designing, building and racing for successive seasons.
Wi thin a short time a proposal has been placed before the
committee which promises more than any yet advanced, and
it is hoped that before the time comes for renewed action, at
the end of the present season, the committee may be able to
set forth a definite proposition for a new rule.

In the meantime it has reverted to the original idea of en-
couraging racing among existing yachts, and to that end has
taken tip the formula proposed last fall by Mr. Irving Cox
and explained in his letter published in the Forest aku
STitEAM of Oct. 17, lb96. As stated in the following an-
nouncement of the committee, Com. Rouse has offered special
prizes to be awarded to the winners as measured by this
formula, in addition to the regular class prizes under the
club rule.

In its taxation of excessive draft, overhang and sail area,

the formula is designed to meet the prevalent complaints of
the owners of the older yachts. It now remains to be seen
whether these yachtsmen—and they are by no means few in
number—are prepared to support the effort of the Seawan-
haka C. Y. C.'and its committee to give them what they
have asked for-a fighting chance against the more modern
yachts.

We beg to call your attention to the accompanying an
nouucement of the special prizes offered by the commodore
of the club for competition at the annual race to be held at
Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound, on Saturday, June 36, 1897,

and to invite you to enter your yacht for that event. Tne
record of recent racing, especially during the last yachting
season, has shown conclusively that, under the present rule
of measurement for time allowance, yachts of the older type,
even such as are of comparatively modern construction, can-
not successfully compete and cannot be induced to compete
with the few purely racing craft which embody the most ex-
tireme development of the elements of speed untaxed by that
rule. The resulting indifference to racing in the larger
classes has grown so rapidly as to lead to the conviction that
unless some new departure is made all interest therein will
ultimately cease. In September last Com. Rouse addre.^sed
a letter to us, calling our attention to this unfortunate ten-
dency and suggesting that a practical effort be made by mod-
ifying the existing rule of measurement on certain proposed
lines, and providing for races in cruising trim, strictly defined,
to arouse fresh interest in racing and at the same time pro-
mote the final solution of the problem of measurement to
govern future building. This gave rise to a prolonged and
interesting discussion of the subject during the past winter
and spring, in which we have had the aid of several well-
known yacht designers. Several formula: have been sub-
mitted, which will be of great value in the final determina-
tion of the problem. After careful consideration we have
reverted to the original suggestion of the commodore, as
developed by Mr. Irving Cox into the formula set forth in

the accompanying circular, as best adapted to promote the
Immediate purpose in view. The theory of this formula is

so to tax the speed-producing features of the modern racing
yachts as to give vessels of the more wholesome and normal
type a chance of competing, if not on even terms, at least
with some possibility of success. It is hoped that the en-
couragement of this formula for time allowance and the
condition that the race shall be sailed in cruising trim
strictly defined, thus avoiding the discomfort and loss of use
resulting from stripping cruising fittings on deck and below,
will induce a large entry from among the older vessels. It

has seemed to us that, if racing in the larger classes is to be-
come general again, some such expedient must be resorted

to, and the present is offered, not as a confident solution of
the problem, but in the hope that a race for valuable prizes,
sailed under the.se conditions, will be successful enough to
arouse a lively interest and that the practical test of the
proposed formula will be of substantial value in further
efforts to perfect a rule of measurement to govern future
building.
We hope that you will feel sufficient interest in the pur-

poses for which these prizes are. offered to enter your
yacht. The approximate measurement of your yacht under
the foregoing formula and any further information which
you may require will be gladly furnished by the committee.
The favor of an early reply to the secretary is requested.

Yours very truly,
Olivek E. Cromwell, Chairman,

64 Leonard street. New York.
Charles W. Wetmoee,

30 Broad street. New York.
Walter C. Kerr,

26 Cortland t street, New York.
D. Le Ror Dresser,

55 White street. New York.
Charles A. Sherman, Secretary.

64 Leonard street. New York.

COMMODORE'S PRIZES, SEASON OP 1897.

Commodore Rouse has offered the following special prizes
to be competed for at the an nual race of the club, to be held
on Saturday, June 26:

First.—A prize open to all schooners.
Second.—A prize open to cutters of the first class.
Third,—A prize open to cutters from the 70ft. class to the

43 ft. class (inclusive).
The following special conditions will govern the race:

MEASUREMENT FOR TBtE ALLOWANCE.
The measurement for time allowance will be computed

according to the following formula:

3 A+B+C-1-L W L.+ Vs' A.

a
=P- ^•

A=Exces.'5 of draft over 1.4Vl .W.L

B=Excess of over all length above 1.33 (L.W.L.).

€=Esces8 of Vsail area above 1.05 (L. W.L.).

CEXIISIN0 TRIM.

Yachts must sail in cruising trim, defined as follows:
Cabin, galley and deck furniture, and fittings, and equip-

ment to be in place; two anchors and full lengths of cnaln
on board, and at least one anchor on the bow with cable
bent; full complement of cruising boats on deck, but not in-
cluding naphtha launches; hig foresails barred onschooners,
and club topsails barred on schooners, cutters, sloops and
yawls.
Conformity with these requirements to be subject to the

inspection and determination of the race committee.

The Bahamas as a Cruising Ground.
The following letter, from a yachtsman, maybe of interest

to our readers in calling attention to a. cruising ground for
American yachts of small size that has much to recommend
it and yet is little known. The cruise to Florida from New

;

York or Boston, now an every-day matter for even small
^

yachts, might be greatly va.ried and extended by the short
|

trip across from Biscayne to the Bahamas, and with much
less risk than that encountered along the Carolina coast:

,

Cat Cay, Bahamas, May, imi — Editor Forest and
Stream: A few facts about these islands may be of interest .

to such of your yachting readers as contemplate a southern i

cruise after the season north.
The climate is well known; suffice it to say that from i

November to June it is (from a yachtman's point of viewj as
nearly perfect as possible—the thermometer varying from i|

65* to 85', with regular and moderate winds. i

The Bahamas lie between 21' and 27° N. lat. and 72" and I!

79° W. long. The group consists of about twenty inhabited Ij

islands and an immense number of islets and rocks. Though r

of easy access from South Florida—^Bimini, the nearest settle-
|

ment and a port of entry, being less than fifty miles from
'

Cape Florida—they are seldom visited, and except New ,

Providence, on which is Nassau, the capital, they are almost
unknown.
A few honrs' sail from Biscayne Bay, Fla.

,
brings one to Gun

Cay Light, on the western edge of the Great Bahama Bank,
which extends south and east for manyhundred miles. With
an average depth of two to three fathoms, free from obstruc-
tions, a bottom of smooth white sand, and absolutely clear
water, the banks form an ideal cruising ground for yachts of
moderate draft.
Throughout the islands are plenty of excellent harbors,

and on account of the clear water a boat drawing not more
than 5ft. can go anywhere without a pilot, though if one is .

needed it is easy to hire a local sponger for a small considera- '

tion. The natives are hospitable and obliging. Provisions,
such as poultry, eggs, fruit and vegetables, are cheap, but it

is advisable to take a good supply of canned goods from the
IJnited States, and so avoid the exorbitant duties. There is

good fishing almost everywhere, and in some parts pigeons s

and ducks are plentiful. A description of even the principal
islands would take up too much space. From Bimiai, with
its Fountain of Youth, on the west, to San Salvador, the
landfall of Christopher Columbus, on the east, they are full

of interest. Were it better known how easy of access they
are, the Bahamas would doubtless become one of the most
popular winter yachting resorts. H.

Ealage and Handy.
The two new Cuthbert cutters, which arrived at the Royal

St. Lawrence Y. C. on May 29, are very handsome yachts of
their type. Lalage, owned by Mr. J, B. Abbott, is a full 20- 1

footer, 17fb. 6in. l.w.I., 7ft. 6in. beam, 39ft. on deck, 3ft. draft
of water, with OOOlbs. of lead bolted on to the keel, and
500sq. ft. of sail, and will make a very fine cruising yacht,
that being the first consideration in her design and build.
The hull is very heavy and strongly built as compared with
the other racing SO footers, the only light feature being the
standing rigging, and that is exceptionally light, looking
as if the first putf of wind would blow it away, but the two
weeks' sailing from Toronto, which Mr. Cuthbert reported
as the worst weather he ever experienced, failed to damage it. '

She has a roomy self-draining cockpit with room for-
ward for two to sleep if necessary, and in other re-

spects fully carries out the owner's wish for a fast and
safe cruising boat. The other yacht, which will race
in the 25ft. class, is the Handy, ovvnedby T. S. Gillespie,
and is a very roomy and comfortable craft. Her speed
has not yet been tested, but no doubt will prove satis-

factory. As to sea-going qualities, Mr. Gillespie, who
sailed her from Toronto wxth the assistance of J. J. Cooley,
reports her as perfectly safe in any weather that can blow.
Her dimensions are: 18ft. l.w.I., 38ft. on deck, 7ft. 4in. beam,
3ft. draft, with l,8001bs. of lead bolted to her keel, and SOOsq.
ft. of working canvas and l,400iq.. ft. in all. Her general
qualities are for comfortable cruising, there being a very
neat cabin, with ice-box provision chest, clothes lockers and
berths for four. She will not be seen much on Lake St. i

Louis except for the races, her owner intending to keep her '

on Lake of the Two Mountains. By the way Lalage is not
a word of two syllables, and it is not French. It is a three-
syllable word and is pronounced La-la-jee, with the accent
on the last syllable.—Mbrifrreol Oasette,
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South Boston T. C.

BOUTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.
Monday, May St.

The open race of the South Boston Y. C. was more of a
drift than a sail, as there was the lightest and most provok-
ing of breezes. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
LtinRth. Elapsed. Corrected

Beatrice. John Oavanagh , ai.lO 4 15 82 3 «6 0<J

EmmaC, P. A, Coupal...,...,,, iB.Oti 4 18 45 3 48 15

Harbinger, W. P. Bache..,.,... 5.7,09 4 25 07 3 55 51

Elfreda, B. T. Hall ,v...V. 28.11 4 23 05 3 56 55
Tantrum, F. D. Perkins .., 84.01 4 28 19
Heroine, C. A.J. Smith.. a?. 06 Withdrew.
Nettie, Walter Burgess 24.02 Withdraw.

SECOND CLASS -OADIN
Privateer, A. E. Schaaf 21,00 4 16 37
Clara, Wm. Turner ,., 23.11 4 22 tiS

Rex, J. B. Farrell 23.05 4 23 45
Whisper, W. H. Stimpson 21. Oa 4 3i 15
Mist, A. H. Merrill 20.06 4 35 50

SECOND -OPEN CL4SS,
Hoodlum, A. H. Higginson !s3.n 3 57 32
Romance, L. Sears 82 00 Withdrew.

THIRD CtMSS
Nancy Hanks, P. W, Maglathliu ......19,03
Alison, H, E. Fowle 19.00
Arab HI,, W. P. Bcott 19.11
Wrinkle, S. N. Small 19.11
Zoe, James McCarthy , 17.09
Ecila. J. McConnell 18.07
May R., N. C. Nickerson 17.07
Al Auka, O. H. Crane 19.11
Pioneer, H, M. Crane ......19.11
Cleopatra, H M.Faxon 19. C6

KNOCKABOUT CLASS.
Cockatoo, C. S. Baton 21.00
Hazard, H H. Sears , , 21.00
Gosling. North & Clark....... 21.00
Sally III., L. S. Percival.....,,,*. 21. CO
Fly, W. O. Gay 21. OJ

FOURTH CLASS
Fantasy, Wm. AUerton la. 03 3 28 19 3 05 10
Circe, L. L Pigeon 16.00 3 45 13 3 13 3a

Vitesse, C. D Mower 16.03 3 48 40 3 17 13

Gnome, H. B. ITaxon 15.04 8 Si 49 3 .0 12
Alpine, C.J Blethen, ,16.04 3 51 50 3 20 8r

Coot, Dvigo t ........ ^ ....... .15 , 04
Flash, B.H. Linnell 16,11

05 44
11 29
10 80
13 18
52 46
31 03
40 05

Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

3 54 36
3 57 56
3 69 14
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

3 28 19

3 45 13
3 48 40
8 5 i 49
3 51 50
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

3 39 38
3 49 11
3 49 53
3 55 80
3 58 09

3 24 15

3 26 50
3 31 51
3 31 58
3 34 46
3 40 50
3 50 27
3 57 48

The first, second cabin and third classes failed to finish

within the time limit of four hours, so a resail for these
classes was set for June .5. Both Tantrum and Nettie mea-
sured out of the 24ft. class. Gnome protested Circe for scull-

ing. The new Crane boat, Al Auka, led the class for a long
distance. Heroine took the ground and withdrew, Emma C.
being more fortunate and getting clear.

The winners and prizes were: Hoodlum, $15; Cockatoo,
$12; Hazard, $8; Gosling, $i; Fantasy, $12; other two prizes in
fourth class subject to Gnome's protest.
Judges: Arthur Fuller and James T. Ball, Thomas Chris-

tian, Hiram Cherrington, W. H. Godfrey, John F. Berrigan,
Frank Williams.
The resail for the three classes took place on June 5, in a

moderate easterly breeze which made a good race. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Harbinger, W. F. & C. F. Bache 27. Od
Beatrice, John Cavanagh...... 24.10
Elfrida, B. T, Hall 28.11
Emma C , P. A. Coupal........ 26.06
Nettie, Walter Burgess 28.11
Heroine, C. A. J. Smith 25.06

SECOND CLASS CABIN,
Rex, J. B. Farrell V3.U6
Privateer, A. E. Schaaf. 21.00
Whisper, W. H. Stimson ...^,..4 '-^0.02

Judith, W. B. Pigeon 23. C6
Vexer, W. H. Shaw , 21. CO
Clara. W. Turner 23.11
Yankee, C. Mains .21. CO
Tola, G. Breckinredge 20.C3

THIED CLASS
Rooster, O.F Adams 2d 18,06
Arab, W. F. Scott , 19.11
Cleopatra, H. M. Faxon ..19.06
Wrinkle, S. N. Smalt 19.11
Zoe, J. McCarthy .......j 17.09
Enigma, Gr. Maybury ...ii.Ti.i....l9.06

Elapsed.
1 45 54
1 50 49
1 47 .57

1 53 C6
1 53 12
2 00 53

1 51 13
1 64 28
1 .' 7 07
1 59 22
2 09 52
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

1 51 11

1 &9 43
2 00 3.7

2 03 10
2 C6 27
2 U9 59

Corrected.
1 16 38
1 18 31
1 19 47
1 23 30
1 24 02
1 31 25

1 17 20
1 17 i9
1 18 57
1 25 35
1 33 53

1 10 26
1 21 )0

1 21 2T
1 23 3i
1 24 37
1 30 49

Knickerbocker T. C.

COLLEGE POIMT-LONG ISLAND SOUND,

, Saturday, June 5.

The Knickerbocker Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on
June 5, the course being from, off the club house. College
Point, around Gangway Buoy and return, 14>^ miles. The
morning was cold and rainy, with an easterly wind through
the night, but a shift to N.W. brought tfee sun out before
noon. The start was made at noon, with a nice N.W. wind;
the classes being sent away by the Y. R. U. signals. The
times at the outer mark were:

Moccasin 1 25 m
Whileaway 1 38 00
Penguin 1 33 05

Gossoon. ',»«*i<tt..l -iO 53

Vaquero HI.,.,..;,.,. 1 31 0:i

Hera 1 32 i'5

Mu.sme 1 33 55

The final times were:

Burybia... »,..l 37 10
Wawa ..,.1 38 40
Gurnard 1 39 00
Mignon .rj-..^.. .-.»....! 45 00
Nautilus...... .1 45 10
Keneu i......,l 50 05
Sou hern Cross 1 63 c5

SCHOONERS ALL TN CNB CLASS.
Length. Elapsed.

Southern Cross, J. F. Phillips 2 59 50
GabrieUe, "V. L. Schielz 31 .37 Did not

SLOOPS—7Cft. class.
Whileaway, P. H. Boynton 60.19 2 23 10

Penguin, G. E. Briggetson 60.50 2 27 08
sloops—51 ft. class.

Moccasin, S. H. Mason, Jr ..47.35 2 23 20

Gossoon, P. T. Dodge 45.50 2 28 15

sloops—4Sft, class,
Eurybia, Charles Fryer 40.02 2 30 43

Gurnard, L. H. Zicher 38. 8S 2 36 19
sloops—3 FT. class.

Mignon. Jos. Fournier 3i.l6 2 47 £9
Nautilus, J. J. McCue 33.00 3 49 11

sloops -SCft. class.
Water Lily, T. Kiernan, Jr 37. ao 3 01 49

sPE(;iAL 3Cft class
Vaquero III., H. B Duryea 30.00 2 20 47
Hera, Ralph N Ellis 30.00 2 24 09
Musme, J. S. MacDonough 80.00 2 27 35

Wawa, J. A. Stillman 30.00 2 27 54
OPEN SLOofs -20ft. class,

Keneu,M. H. Clark tO.OO 2 44 16
OPEN CATBOATS -25FT. CLASS.

Leisure, F. B. Wyrick 27.96 3 02 19

Frolic, F. Gauss 27.34 3 12 32
CABIN CATBOATS—30fT CLASS.

Marv 8 , E. B. Hall 14.70 2 52 00
Dolphin, G. H. Montrose 24.15 3 07 38
Win or Lose, J S. Appleby 23.75 3 53 35
Ouananiche, Rodman Sands 28.59 2 65 43

CABIN CATBOATS—^25PT CIiASS.

Violet, G. A. S. Wienors. 2U.SJ0 3 05 33

Regina, W. B. Scardefleld gO.tO a 13 5:6

Corrected.
3 to 50

finish.

2 22 10
2 27 08

2 23 20
3 £6 43

2 36 43
2 31 37

2 32 14
2 49 11

3 01 49

2 20 47
2 34 09
2 27
2 27 54

8 44 16

3 02 19
3 11 17

3 53 CO
3 C6 38
2 50 i,7

2 53 17

3 05 33
8 11 53

The winners were: Southern Cross, Whileaway (class

prize and Alcedo cup). Moccasin, Gurnard, Mignon, Water
Lily, Vaquero III., Keneu, Leisure, Win or Lose, Violet.

The steamer Aurora carried the members and guests over
the course. The race committee included Messrs. O. H.
Chellborg, J. O. Sinkinson, J. B. Palmer, S. A. Harms and
C. W, Schleainger.

Royal Canadian V. &
TOBONTO-LAKE ONTARI").

Saturday, May S9.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. opened the racing season on May
9 with a race for the 27ft., 20ft. and skitf classes, sailed in a
fresh S.W. breeze. The times were:

27ft class.

Waif . .

.

Mirage ,

Wona .

,

Frou Fj

C. E

Elapsed. Corrected,

t f . * r««f<-.<f J, . .

i i 1 4'^- . . . i »* * . I

3 FT dLASS,

SKIFP CLASS.

..1 43 16 1 41 .58

,.1 44 00 1 43 58
. 1 51 .85 1 57 35

1 27 00 1 27 00
1 37 03

1 36 30 1 36 13

1 37 05 1 36 04
Not timed.

,1 15 40
1 17 50

1 25 00

... Disabled.Francis and Thorne..

The skiff class is a new one, this beiag the first trial of the
boats in a race. Messrs. Morse and Johnson lost their rud-
der, Messrs Francis and Thorne broke their boom, aud Mr.
Parsons found his hollow mast too light to carry the sail.

Mr. Archbald has been laid up with a sprained ankle, but
managed to get out to sail his boat in her flrst race.

Hudson River Y. C.

NEW YORE—HrDSON RIVER.

Sunday, May 30.

The Hudson River Y. C. sailed its annual spring regatta
on May 30 in a light and variable wind, the course being a
5-mile triangle, two rounds. The principal incident of the
day was a mishap by which George Fisher, owner of the
naphtha launch Minerva, was badly burned about the head,
face and hands. During the race of the launches a back
draft on Minerva blew the burning vapor into Mr. Fisher's
face, compelling him to withdraw and to hurry in totheclub
house, where he received medical aid. The times were;

NAPHTHA LAUNCHES AND OTHER POWR"R LAUNCHES.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Cleopatra, C. S. Peet ....40.00 1 10 40 1 10 40

Elsa, Vice-Com. Chute 18. CO 1 58 16 1 13 16

Minerva, Geo. Fisher Did not finish.

CABIN CAT—ALL IN ON^^ C ASS,
Minnie, Peter Giffln 25.11 1 43 44 1 42 41

Adeline, T. Trotc 26.00 Did not finisb.

Lillie, G, O'Shaughnessy 81.06 Did not finish.

OPEN CATS—OVER 2(FT
Mildred, T.Hall.,,, .^...^ ... 25.04 1 45 58 1 4' 58
Katie R., S.Schmidt................... JO. 05 Did not finish.

OPEN CATS -UNDER 20fT.
Day ofl", W. Maloney 16.00 2 24 34 2 24 34
Nixie, G O'Shaughnessy 17.08 Did not finish.

The winners were Cleopatra, Minnie and Day Off.

Lillie carried away her boom and Nixie parted her gaff
lashing, both withdrawing.

Royal St Lawrence T. C.

DORVAL LAKE, ST. LOUIS.

Saturday, May 29.

A special race for 20-foot ers for prizes offered by the club,
and three pewters as crew prizes, presented by Mr, G, A, S.

Hamilton, was sailed over the usual course on May 29.

There was a heavy sea running, the result of a continuous
hard blow from the southwest, and only three boats came to
the line: Glenowen, Shirley Davidson, one of Mr. Dugran's
designs; Lalage, J. H. Abbott, designed and built by Cuth-
bert, of Toronto, and Viola, designed and sailed by S. Thorn-
ton.
The starting gun was fired at 4:28. and all the boats went

across with three reefs, Lalage being somewhat handicapped
by her reefed jib that would not sit properly, while Viola
had no storm jib, and was sailed under her reef mainsail
alone. As she did not balance very well under this, her
work was not very satisfactory. Glenowen led from the
start, and won as follows:

:st Round. Finish. Elapsed.
Glenowen 5 01 55 5 36 2r 1 C8 i:7

Lalage 5 t6 50 5 48 06 1 20 01
Viola 5 08 40 5 54 £3 1 26 53

Communipaw—New York Bay.
Monday, May SI.

A RACE was sailed off Commuipaw on May 31, the course
being an 8-mile triangle on New York Bay. The times were:

CLASS A—C.PEN CATBOATS UNDER 24FT
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Blonde, J. Carey 33.00 1 34 30 1 34 30
Eureka, Capt. Durham...... ..........21.09 1 27 38 1 27 i8
Comfort, Capt. Babt 22.00 1 54 00 1 49 15

Nellie Bly, Henry Stoner........ 22,08 1 51 3J 147 15

Adeline, F. Sctiwar;z 23.00 1 87 SO 1 37 30
Pdot, J. McMurray ...23.09 Did not finish.

CLASS B-OPEN CATBOATS SOFT. AND UNDER.
Watermellon, Capt. Mitctiell 17. UO 1 38 00 1 ;15 00
Osceola, Ml-. McGrath 18.00 1 15 00 1 13 00
Willie B , capt. Bradley 16.00 1 16 00 1 12 35
Nellie v., Frank von Winkle 15.06 1 10 30 1 05 ;-iO

Spot ....15.05 1 li 00 1 06 30
Jack , 15.06 1 11 00 1 11 00
Lough Bery,Oarr...... ..........15.t6 1 43 30 1 35 3)

The judges were Daniel Hobart, Nicholas Wortherel, Robert C.
Montgomery and Samuel Albert.

Wollaston Y. C.

QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR
Saturday, June 6.

The new Wollaston Y. C. sailed its first race on June 5,

after a postponement from Monday; the prizes being cups
offered by Com. Burgess. The wind was moderate from the
East; the times were:

SECOND CLASS.

.
Elapsed,

Clara Lou, W. J Coombs., «»..:k>ii..;.. ,.t4*»>.>....l 36 47
Burgess, Com. Bm-gess ..i........,,.......,,..,,! 33 23

FOURTH CLASS.
Thelma, E A. Merrill 1 34 58
West Wind. F. B. Robinson ........1 4t 3i
Estha. H. A.Newman , .;.j>j .1 55 30
Doris S., W. H. Cl«ave8 1 58 17
Sea Gull, H. Rideout 3 01 43
Gipsey, John Stuart .v. ..,,,.,3 38 41

The winners are Clara Lou and Thelma.

Cokasset T. C.

COHASSETT—COHASSETT HARB OB,

Saturday, Jurie 5.

The second sweepstakes of the 15ft. one design class of the
Cohassett Y, C. was sailed on June 5 in a light S.E, breeze,
the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed,
Hodoo, Gammons & Wheelwright .,3 45 00 4 i:4 13 0 4) 1..

Honev, C. H, Cousens i 45 00 4 34 30 0 49 13

Delta", Ralph Williams ,,..3 45 00 4 43 31 0 54 43

Jap, Bouve & Pegram 8 45 00 4 43 38 0 55 50

Course, miles,

WinthrOp Y. C.

WINTHROP- BOSTON HARBOR
^Saturday. June' B.

The Winthrop Y. C. sailed its first championship race oil'

June 5 in a light S.E. breeze, the times being:

SECOND CLASS.
Start, Finish, Elapsed.

Alma, O. A. Henry ...........2 35 00 5 53 13 1 18 13
Myth, Howard Gould ..,,,.,....3 85 00 3 re OJ 1 31 0-J

Harold, A. T. Bliss .,.,^..,,.....2 35 00 - 3 .57 00 1 32 00
Mist, A. H. Merrill .,...,.,....2 35 00 3 .57 3.5 1 23 35
Myrtle, A. W. Chesterton,. 2 85 00 3 58 05 1 23 05

THIRD ^CLASS.
Harriett, L. T. Harrington 2 40 00 3 .30 06 0 50 06
Ecila, John McConnell, Jr 3 40 00 3 36 23 0 56 23

FOURTH CLASS.
Delia, W. L Kelly,.,. ..3 45 00 3 39 52 0 54 53
Eva, S. A. Freeman.-;-;-.frv.ri-..t»..,.2 45 00 3 41 27 0 .56 27
Florrie, H. Waite 3 45 00 3 43 31 0 57 31

Pippin, W. E. Traiser 2 45 60 3 48 07 1 03 07

The yachts are not yet measured, so no corrected time
could be computed; but the winners will probably be Alma,
Myth, Mist; Harriett; Delia and Eva. In the evening a hop
took place at the club house.

Bona.
The cutter designed by G. L. Watson and built by

Hender.son & Co at Meadowside, oa the Clyde, was launched
on June 3, aud will shortly be readv for racing. Her owner.
Prince Luigi Amadeo, of Savoy, Duke of Abruzzi, nephew
of King Humbert of Italy, passed through New York last
week on his way to Alaska, where he proposes to climb
Mount Elias He is but twenty-four years of age, and a
novice at yacht racing. . The new yacht, which has been
named Bona, and will' be under the charge of Capt.
Sycamore, who was here in Valkyrie III., is described as fol-

lows in the Field:

She is planked with yellow pine of about 2in. thickness,
with an upper strake of teak; her lengthen the waterline
will be about 75ft., her beam about 18ft., and she will have a
uniform draft of about 14ft. The lead keel is a bulby mass,
close on 25ft. along its upper r^in, and rather less below. It
is something like 4ft. deep forward, tapering back to over
15iii. Its greatest breadth is forward of its center, where it ex-
ceeds 3ft,, and it is calculated to weigh about sixty-three tons.
The mainmast is o£ Oregon pine, and, with the topmast on
end, the distance from deck to truck will be about 100ft.

The main boom is 80ft, ; it is made of steel and shaped like
an ordinary wooden spar. Her bowsprit, of white wood, has
16ft. outboard, and the gaff is said to measure 48ft. The
sail plan is computed at 8,.500sq. ft,, and the rating of the
boat comes out at nearly 86ft. linear rating. Bona is to be
sheathed with copper, and her internal fittings will be light.
A large space has been allocated forward for her crew of
twenty hands, and Capt. Sycamore has a comfortable room
close at hand. The cabin, or main saloon, is amidships, but
the vessel will have no staterooms beyond a large compart-
ment abaft the companion way, with two berths.

Bona is really built to no class, going in with the big
boats Britannia, Ailsa and Meteor, though very much
smaller. It is possible that she may lead to the revival of
this size of yacht, in place of the useless and unwieldy racers
of the largest size^

The Shipwrights' Strike.

It would seem as though the recent strike in the building
trade in New York, with no ground save the slightest tech-
nical dispute over the nature of a trivial piece of work,
whfether the fitting up of a few small pipes should be done
by plumbers or steam-fitters, was about as foolish as any-
thing of the kind could be; but even this has been exceeded,
from all accounts, by the action of the shipwrights of South-
ampton. In the case of the New York mechanics there was
at least the excuse that work was plenty and the employers
would be injured more than the men; at Southampton, and
in the yacht building industry, the case is reversed, work is

not plenty by no means, there is the strong competition of the
Clyde to be feared in the best of times, and while the em-
oloyers must suffer serious loss, it will all fall ultimately on
the men. The following account of fie trouble, from The
Yachtsman, is corroborated by accounts from other sources;
while we have not heard the men's side of the story, from all

that we can learn the following is substantially correct:

The strike of shipwrights at Southampton is extending,
and is really giving serious trouble. At present there ap-
pears to be no sign of settlement, and work in all of the
yards, so far as shipwrights are concerned. Is stopped; and
as this delay comes at the busiest season of the year, when
every owner is anxious to get his vessel in commission, the
inconvenience that is occasioned is intolerable. Mr. William
Summers, head of the well-known firm of Summers & Payne,
who is chairman of the employer's committee, endeavored to
smooth matters over, the only return for his kind offices

being that his own men, who remained in the yard after the
shipwrights at Pay's Day & Summers's and White Bros,
had laid down their tools, joined the malcontents and went
on strilse. Mr. Summers gives the following explanation of
the position of those whom he truly terms "the unfortunate
employers."

The crux of the whole matter lies in this: should ship-
wrights or joiners make and fit the bulwarks and wash
strakes of vessels? In 1891 rules were drawn up and accepted
by the Joiners' Society and the Shipwrights' Society, by
which the joiners were to have this work, up to certain
limits: and in three of the local yards this practice has been
carried out; in the fourth yard the shipwrights have been
allowed to do the work. Until three weeks ago the work in
all the yards has gone on without dispute.
Now, however, the shipwrights suddenly and without

warning have taken up the position of claiming the bul-
warks and washstrakes in all the yards. The employers,
when challenged on this point, replied in effect, "No, we
cannot alter our position unless the joiners agree to give the
work to you." Thereupon the shipwrights went out on
strike.
The employers' committee then wrote to Mr. Wilkie, gen-

eral secretary of the Associated Shipwrights' Society, offer-

ing the following terms as a solution of the difficulty: "(a)
That the shipwrights should return to their work forthwith;
(b) that a committee of three delegates should be appointed
by the shipwrights, and a like number by the joiners and the
employers, to draw up a new system of working for the
future, which should be binding on all concerned, and that
the questions in dispute should be settled by this committee;
and (.c) that no bulwarks or washstrakes should be put on by
members of either society within fourteen days of the date
of this offer unless a settlement as to whose work it should
be had been arrived at in the meantime."
One would suppose that a more equitable offer than this

could not have been made, but the British workman Is inex-
orable when he thinks he has got the employer by the throat,
and the only reply to the employers' letter was what is

grandiloquently termed an "ultimatum" from Mr. Wilkie.
This demanded: (1) That in accordance with the original
custom of the port the shipwrights shall have bulwarks and
washstrakes; (2) that a committee of five shipwrights, five
joiners and three employers should be appointed forthwith to
settle the working arrangements of the future; and (3) fail-

ing mutual arrangement, three referees shall settle all dis-
puted matters.
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It will be noticed that, with "fairness" characteristic of
such disputes, the strikers first demand all that they ask for
and intimate that they will accept nothing else, and next,
that in the appointment of the joint committee the employ-
ers shall number as three to five of either class, and that the
workmen agreeing jointly to make any other demands
would put the employers in a minority of ten in a committee
of thirteen members. All the shipwrights of the port are
out except a few in the docks, who form a very small minor-
ity of the total number.

The principal new work at Southampton is the new racing
cutter for Charles Day Rose, at Fay's yard. Of coiirse this
dispute vfdll delay her considerably.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Bajah, steam yacht, has been sold to J. B. Dickinson, who

has changed her name to Marcella.

The backwardness of the season has evidently failed to
communicate itself to the Pewaukee Y. C. That enter-
prising organization has already issued invitations to the
Oconomowoc Y. C, Oconomowoc Lake Club, the Pine Lake
Y. C. and the Okauchee Y. C. to become contestants in a
grand interlake regatta to be sailed on Pewaukee Lake this
season, at a date not yet announced. The first of such inter-
lake events among^\these lakes was sailed in 1894, on Lake
Oconomowoc; the second on Pine Lake, in 1895, and the third
on Lac la Belle last season. Only one such has been given
in any one season; each has been a great event socially, as
well as from a yachting standpoint, and each has been
greater in both respects than its predecessor. In other
Words, regattas of the genus interlake have had a rapid and
persistent growth in public favor, and have become an
established institution in local yachtdom. Although the
host club in the prospective event is one of the youngest of
the local organizations, it manifests a large amount of
energy, and evidently does not intend to be forestalled in
the honor of giving the interlake event of the season of 1897.
Ten new yachts have been built or are in process of build-
ing for its members this spring.—CMcagro Times-Herald.
We print the following for what it is worth; the details

are highly improbable, and so far as is known no schooner
yacht has been recently in the locality mentioned:
"TAMPA, Fla., May 80.—A passenger from Key West re-

ports considerable excitement there over the report brought
in by a sponge vessel of a strange wreck twenty miles south-
west near the Fish Light Banks. As told there the sponge
divers were after sponges, when they found this vessel lying
in 30 or 40ft. of water. She was a new yacht of trim shape
and schooner-rigged. Her decks showed evidences of hasty
flight, all boats being missing, and the masts gone by the
board. The cabins were luxuriously furnished, and in a
stateroom was seen the corpse of a young girl in her night
raiment, showing that she was drowned at night. The
silverware of the vessel and other furnishings were of the
handsomest. The vessel seemed intact, save a slight place
near the bows, where the lower timbers were crushed in, but
not enough, the divers think, to have caused her to sink so
quickly. Holes were found in her hull which were sufficient
to have sunk her. They seemed to have been made by an
auger or something similar, it is said. The divers are a
superstitious class, and they did not remain long enough
even to get the boat's name, but hurried away as soon as
they discovered the corpse in the cabin. It was stated that
an expedition was going out from Key West at once to search
for it and investigate the matter. No wreck was reported to
Key West, and the matter is a great mystery there."

The new Chicago fin-keel, Blade, owned by Vice-Com. Ildo
Ramsdell, has been launched and completed. She is very
similar to the Herreshoflt SO-footers of last year, but was de-
signed by Jos. I. Myer, of Chicago, and built by Mr. Rams-
dell himself with the aid of two friends, Henry and Sidney
Davis, who have worked on her at night and on holidays
through the winter. She is 45ft. over all, 30ft. l.w.l., 8ft. 4in.
beam, and 1ft. lOin. draft of hull, total draft, 8ft. The fin
carries 5,0001bs. of lead. The sail area is l,000sq. ft., in main-
sail and jib. The construction is similar to the Herreshoif
boats, bent keel and frames, but with cypress planking.
The general appearance of hull, cabin house, etc. , are very
like the thirties. The spars are all hollow. The yacht will
be raced on Lake Michigan this season.

Hiawatha II., designed and built by C. L. Seabury & Co.
for Charles Fleischmann, made her builder's trial on May 27
on the Hudson. With 1951bs. of steam she made about
eighteen miles on a run of three hours, the contract calling
for a speed of seventeen miles on a continuous run of that
time,

Lorelei, sloop, Chas. A. Schieren, Jr., designed byH. C.
Wintringham, was launched on May 37 at the yard of the
Greenport Basin & Construction Co.

On May 29 the steam yacht Ituna, A. V. Armour, was in
collision with the tug Red Ash, of the Central R. R. of N. J.,
with a car float in tow. The tug was bound down and the
yacht up the East River, meeting off the Battery. The
proper signals were exchanged, but the yacht struck the
pilothouse of the tug, nearly carrying it away. The yacht
lost some of her headgear, but sustained no serious damage.
The collision occurred in a strong tideway.

The race of the Atlantic Y, C. for the Adams cups, set for
June 5, was postponed indefinitely for lack of wind. The
next race of the series is scheduled for June 26.

Lufra, Ketch, Sir Cecil Miles, arrived in New York harbor
on June 2 and anchored off Stapleton, Staten Island. She
left Cowes on Dec. 29, calling at Gibraltar and Madeira and
then spent the winter in the West Indies. Her owner left
her at Bermuda, returning home by steamer, the yacht com-
ing to New York and meeting bad weather on the passage.
She is 120ft. over all, 108ft. l.w.l., 22ft. beam and about 10ft.
draft. Capt. R. Root, who is in command, was master of
Mr. Asbury's schooner Cambria when she sailed for the
America's Cup in 1870. After refitting Lufra will sail for
England.
The secretary of the Royal Canadian Y. C. has sent out the

following notice: *'I beg to advise you that in view of the fact
that this is the jubilee year of her most gracious majesty
Queen Victoria, and also that there will be no competition
for the Queen's cup between yachts over 42ft. corrected
length, the Royal Canadian Y. C. , with the object of widen-
ing competition and benefiting yachting as a whole, is will-
ing to forego its claim in this respect and throw the race open
to all classes. It has been decided, with the consent of his
Excellency the Governor-General, to celebrate the jubilee of
her Majesty by holding the race for the cup on June 23 at
Toronto, subject to the terms and conditions governing the
same and under the auspices of this club. The course will
be as follows; Start at 11 o'clock A. M. off east pier of Eastern
Gap, over a triangular course 41-6 miles each leg; twice
around; 25 miles."

Carrie, steam yacht, built by Brown & Son, at Tottenville,
Staten Island, for Capt. I. J. Merritt, was launched on June
5. She is of wood, 96ft. over all, 7i5ft. l.w.l., 15ft. 7in. beam,
with schooner rig. Her engines will be put in at Camden.
The new steam pilot boat designed by A. Gary Smith

made her preliminary trial on June 3, from Harlan & Hol-
lingsworth's yard, Wilmington. A run of 7 miles on the
Delaware de's^loped 896 H. P., with a speed of 14.18 miles.
The contract speed was 11 miles, with not less than 800 H.
P. The vessel will be in commission in a week or two. She
is a novelty, the first of a new type, superseding the famous

fleet of sailing pilot boats. She promises to be a credit to her
builders and in every way an interesting vessel, a.nd yet her
owners have been able to find no better name for her than the
worn and hackneyed "New York."
Namouna, steam yacht, James Gordon Bennett, sailed

from New York on June 1 for the Azores.
The Daimler Motor Co. launched on May 29 the yacht

Owasco, built for P. L, Humphrey, and on June 3 the yacht
Argatee, built for H. S. Thompson.
Lasca, schr., J. S. Watson, was at Venice on May 18 with

her owner and family on board. She was to sail in a few
days for Southampton.

the body 4, half-way above the waist line 3, in the heart circle 5, be-
low the waist line 3 and in the legrs 8.

The markings, as shown by dotted lines, will be indistinct, and
each competitor will be required to judge for himself the location of
the scoring points. He will be able to see the figure, but not the
markings, the object of this being to compel the men to make quick
calculations when firing. E. Hough.
1206 BoYCE Building, Chicago.

A Canoeing Fatality.

The following, from the Hamilton, Out., Times , is inter-

esting only as showing the folly of such performances, in-
volving serious risk to no good purpose:

A man named James Sickles was drowned in the Grand
River at Brantford on May 24, at 11 o'clock, in the presence
of 1,000 spectators. For some time Sickles had been giving
exhibitions by shooting the dam in the river at the Lome
bridge in an ordinary canoe. The dam, which has a fall of
about 8ft., runs across the river about 50ft. below the Lome
bridge. Sickles had been in the habit of advertising his
daring feat, and after bringing a crowd to the river banks,
taking up a collection, and in return whetting the people's
taste for excitement by shooting the dam. On two former
occasions he performed the feat with success. He was an-
nounced to repeat the trick at 11 o'clock to-day. Shortly be-
fore that hour at least 1,000 people lined the banks and the
neighboring bridges. Sickles ventured out in his frail bark at
the advertised hour. The current carried him quickly down
stream, and amid the applause of the crowd the canoe shot
the dam. It instantly upset, however, and the occupant was
caught in the swirl of the fall and buried under the water.
The boat came to the surface, but Sickles never rose again.
The drowning alarm box was immediately pulled, and the
lifeboat crew promptly responded. The boat was quickly
rowed to the place, but no signs of the unfortunate man
could be seen. The grappling lines were at once thrown out,
but inasmuch as the boat could not go near enough to the
falls, it was impos.sible to recover the body for nearly three
hours, when, of course, nothing could be done. Sickles was
a private in the Dufferin Rifles, a married man; and a sad
incident of the affair was that his wife was a witness of his
drowning.

A. C. A. MembersMp.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the a,pplicant becoming amember provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest and Steeam,

EASTERN DIVISION.

Name. Residence. Club.

George W. Ellard Woburn, Mass Innitou C. C.
'

George Owen, Jr Providence, R. I Lawrence C. G.
Wm. D. Wright Boston ,.

A. E. Bailey Boston
Geo. H. Prazier Boston
H. P. Poore Lawrence Lawrence C. C,
Roland H. Sherman. ...Lawrence Lawrence C. C.
James Lauigan, Jr Lawrence Lawrence C. C.
Wm. M. L. McAdams. .Newton
Wm. W. Burridge Lawrence

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Woolsey Carmalt New York City
Halbert E. Payne New York City
W. S. Benson New York City
Frank G. Palmer New York City
Robert Gilchrist Bayonne, N. J..,.,,

The Atlantic Division Cruise.

Owing to lack of space we are compelled to postpone until
next week the account of the very successful cruising meet
of the Atlantic Division.

ChicasTO Police Revolver . Contest.
CmcAGO, III., May 39.—A morning paper of this city has inaugu-

rated a revolver champion.ship contest for the city police force, offer-
ing as prizes for the same gold and silver medals of some value. The
contest is to be held under the auspices of the Chicago Shooting Club,
at Burnside Park, shooting beginning at a P. M. of June 10 The con-
ditions are printed as below:

"1, The compelition for medals offered by the Chicago Record will
take place at the grounds of the Chicago Shooting Club, Eighty-ninth
street, Burnside, June 10, 2 o'clock P. M.

"2. The firing will be under the direct control of the range oflfteer,

who will have general supervision of the marking and scoring of the
shots

"3. During the pi-ogress of the competition no one except the com-
petitors, judges and score-keepers will be allowed on the tiring point.

"4. The squads of competitors will be stationed 10yds. in rear of the
firing point, where each competitor must remain until called by the
score keeper to take his position at the firing point, and he will re-
main at the firing point until his score is completed. No map will
draw his weapon until commanded so to do by the range ofHcer.

"5. Talking will not be permitted at the firing point, and protests
must be made to the range officer at once. Final appeals from the
decisions of the range officer must be made in writing by the division
inspector of police and forwarded through the range officer to the
judges of the competition.

"6. The competitors shall comprise ten men from each of the five
police divisions, including headquarters, to be certified to five days
prior to the competition by the division inspectors to the judges.
These certificates shall be addressed, 'Judges Police Marksmanship
Contest,' and must be delivered at The Record office witfuu the pre-
scribed time.

"7. Each competitor must wear the regular fatigue uniform of the
department, and must use the revolver habitually carried for thirty
days prior to the competition. Policemen assigned to duty in citi-

zens' dress wUl be recognized by^ their star numbers and will not be
required to wear the uniform.

'•8, Each competitor shall fire five shots, ofli-hand. Three shots
shall be fired at a distance of 100ft. from the target, and two shots
shall be fired while advancing upon the target at double-time when
the command to fire is given by the" range ofHcer.

"9, The target shall be of the standing silhouette pattern, described
as target 'D,' 'Firing Regulations for Small Arms for the United States
Army,' Part 4, Chapter 1.

"10. The competitor baving the highest score in each division shall
reeive one of the silver medals offered by the /ieco?-d, and these five
men shall compete under ihe foregoing rules for the gold medal.

"11. In the event of ties the scores must be fired over.
"I'J. Ar.hurM, Chamberlin, Second Lieutenant IsC Infantry, lUinois

National Guard , is hereby detailed as range ofHcer. He will be obeyed
and respected accordingly.
"By order of the Board of Judges.

"Henry L, Turner, Colonel 1st Infantry, I N. Q.
"George M. Moulton, Colonel 3d Infantry, I. N. G.
'•MARCtis Kavauauqh, Colonel 7th Infantry, I. N. G.
"Alfred Bussell, Major Artillery Battalion, I. N. Q.
"Ed-ward 0. Young, Major Oavaiiy Battalion, I. N. G."

The style of target to be used in the competition will be a full-

iength figure, A shot in the head will count 5, in the upper part of

Wahnetah Rifle and Revolver Club.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 26.—The following soore.s were made to-

day by members of the Wahnetah Rifle and Revolver Club:
C Briney, Jr 9 7 8 7 10 7 9 7 10 7-81
PYost , 8 10 97 10 9686 8-81
T Wallace......... ... 9 10 9 8 6 8 7 6 8 8-79
I Yost 10 98767565 5-68
Devoe 9. 10 10 9 9 8 8 6 6 6—81
May S9.—The following scores were made to-day: C. Briney Jr., 87

and 83; James Stocks S5 and 76; C. Briney, Sr., Si and 78.

A combined revolver and rifle match was also shot to-day for the
championship of Midvale Steelworks, the contestants being P. F,
Y'ost and Thomas Wallace The scores shov that Mr l'"ost won
easUy. The conditions were: Yost, 38cal. revolver, 15yds ; Wallace,
.33cal. revolver, 10yds. The rifles were both shot at 25yds. range:
Scores"

P F Yost—Revolver.
10 9967.5 6595878877887 —139

Rifle.

6 9 10 8 7 10 9 10 9 6 8 7 9 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 988 8-208

T Wallace—Revolver.
10 989 10 875057 10 868 10 6 10

Rifle.
10 9567988 5687695688

347

142

8 9 9 -162

304
A team match between C. Briney, Jr., and James Yost against

Thomas Wallace and P. F. Y'^ost, resulted as follows, both teams
using .22-caliber revolvers at the 12yds range:
C Briney, Jr. revolver 91, rifle 119, total 310
J Y'ost revolver 69, rifle 131 , total 190-400
PYost ......*..„......., revolver 8.3, rifle 1S3, total 206
T Wallace.... 4 revolver 41, rifle 131, total 172-378

J. S. Sheets, Sec'y.

Zimmerman and Ross.
Qus Zimmerman and Fred 0. Ross, two of the best known rifleshots

in this country, will leave on June 17 for Niirnburg, Germany, where
they wi l take part in the international meeting to be held in that city
July 4-11.

Zimmerman has been across the sea several times and has been
uniformly successful, but this is Rosa's first attempt so far as we
know. He is practising daily, and expresses himself as satisfled with
his work. The work of this pair in the INiirnburg festival will be
watched with the closest interest by those they leave behind.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
.June 15-18.— Cleveland, O.—Fom-th annual tournament of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company.
June 16-17.—Fargo, N D.—Third annual tournament of the North

Dakota Sportsmen's Association. Targets, W. W. Smith, Sec'y.
June 17-20.— ANACONDA, Mont.—Thirteenth annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest and fourth annual
tournament of the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under the
auspices of the Anaconda Gun Club. $1,500 added. C. A, Tuttle, Sec'y,
June 22.- Ogden, 111.—Second annual tournament of the Ogden

Gun Club. Wm. McKinley, Sec'y.
June 22-25.—Oil City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 25 live birds per man. $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H. C. Reeser, Sec'y, Oil City. Pa.
June 30.- BaiDGEPORT, Conn.—Third tournament of the Connecticu

Trap-Shooters' Association, under the auspices of the Bridgeport
Gun Club.
July 1.- Shbhbrooke, Quebec.—Sberbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs. C. H. Foss, Sec'y, Sherbrooke, P. Q,
July 8-5.—Mitchell, S. D.—Tournament of the W. J. Healey Hard-

ware Co.
July 5.—Otttimwa, la.—All-day shoot of the Ottumwa Gun Club.

Open to all,

July 5.—Buffalo, N. Y.—All day invitation target shoot of the
Bison Gun Club. C. H. Werlin, Sec'y, 1634 Br oadway, Buffalo,
July 7-8.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters'

League of Indiana, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Olub.
Royal Robinson, Sec'y.
July 14-15.—New Havsn, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate Aa-

oeiation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July 1 0-2-.;,—PiNfi Bltjpf, Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced,
later. Paul R Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 20-23.—Clear Lake, la.— First annual Indian Welf shoot

Three days targets; one day live birds. $500 added. For programmes
and parlieulars write to C. M. Grimm, Clear Lake, la.
July 21-32 —Orawfobdsville, Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shoot-

ers' League of ludiana, under the auspices of the Crawfordsville
Gun Club. Chas. E Lacey, Sec'y.
July 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania

and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gim Club.
Aug, 4-5.— Indiana Mineral Springs, Ihd.—Indiana Mineral Springs

tournament. Ben O Bush, Manager.
Aug. 17-19.—Toronto, Canada,—Tournament of the R. A. MeCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 18-19.—Warsaw, Ind.—Tom-nament of the Lake City Gun

Club. W. A. Wineberer, Sec'y.
Aug. 19.

—

Wahren, O.— Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H, Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.—Montpexier, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the MontpeQier Gim Club.
Sept 6.

—

^Mbbidbn, Conn.—Third annual Labor Day tournament of
the P&rker Gun Club. •

Sept. 15-16.—POBTSMOtrrH, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate
Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Sept. 28-'49.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters'

League of Indiana, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Club.
Royal Robinson, Sec'y.

Oct. 6-8.—Newburgh,N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West
Newbm'gh Gun and Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns m all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

Oct. 1.3-14.—Greensburg, Ind,—Shooting tournamentof theGreenS"
burg Gun Club. Web. Woodflll, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
H. L. Gates, of Utica, N. Y., sent us three weeks ago a

long attack on the Rose system, the full text of that com-
munication appearing in our last issue. As explained in
another portion of these columns, the letter should have
been withheld until after the conclusion of the Auburn
shoot, Mr. Gates being afraid that it might be construed
into an attack on the methods proposed for running that
shoot. Personally, we don't think Mr. Gates's arguments
will have kept a single desirable shooter away from the
State shoot, while on the other hand it may have had the
effect of increasing the attendance by calling out some of
the class of shooters for whom such shoots are supposed to
be provided.

The Riveriiide Gun Club, of Red Bank, N. J., and the Cen-
tral Gun Club, of Long Branch, N. J., shot a 10-men team
race on Decoration Day on the grounds of the Red Bank
club. The conditions were 50 targets per man, 500 to the
team. Riverside won easily, scoring 373 to Sli. Oscar Hesse,
President of the Walsrode Powder Company in this country,
a member of the Red Bank Gun Club, was high, with 46 out
of a possible 50.
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Extract from the programme for tbe first annual tourna-
ment of the Trap-Shooter's League of Indiana at Kokomo,
that State, June 8-9: "Parker Gun Handicap. * * * The
highest score which one with an allowance msLj make is 47

unless a scratch man should break more, in which event bis

score shall be the highest possible for tbe other class." Ex-
tract from FOKEST 'and Stream, June 20, 1896, page .504,

under "Handicaps and Highest Possibles": "In 50-target
events make the highest possible score 47 (or 48) beyond
which no targets can be scored * * * unless a scratch
man shall break more than 47 (or 48) in a 50-target race * *

* * in such cases that scratch man's score to be the highest
possible." "When we wrote the above we never intended to
penalize any man who might break more than 47 (or 48) out
of his first 50 targets; but on looking over the item we saw
thatwehad made no provision fora man, not ascratch man,
who might do so. We, therefore, in writing on the same sub-
ject in Forest and Stream of Oct. 3, 1896, t hree months later,

said: "In all handicap events fix a highest possible score,

making allowance for the loss of a few targets on the part of

the scratch man or men in all events where the number of
targets to be shot at reaches 50 or 100 (sav 48 as highest possi-

ble in a 50-target handicap or 94 in a 10t)-target race). The
number chosen for the highest possible cannot be exceeded
unless some shooter shall break more than that number out
of his first 50 or first 100, as the ease may be; that is, without
his allowance. In the event of any shooter exceeding the
highest possible, as above, that shooter's score shall be the
highest possible, and all shooters tying that score, with or

without their allowance, shall be entitled to a portion of first

money." In the same article we drew the shooter's attention
to the fact that such a system of handicapping could only be
brought into play where the Rose system or "high guns" was
used. The old "50. 30 and 20" wouldn't do here at all. In
the "Parker Gun Handicap" the purse will be divided into
ten equal parts, the gun going to the high man, ties for first

place shooting off for the gun under the same conditions as
in the original race.

The citizens of Sherbrooke, Can., are to celebrate the
Diamond Jubilee on Dominion Day, July 1, so the Sher-
brooke Gun Club has gotten out a programme to attract

,

shooters to its grounds on that date. The management has
decided to adopt the Sergeant system of three traps, the
system devised by W.-'G. Sergeant, of Joplin, Mo., which has
been so often described in these columns. A note in the pro-

gramme states that "as far as possible shooters using black,

powder will shoot together." All purses will be divided
under the Rose system, and the programme of events and
varied styles of snooting called for ought to please all who
complain of the monotony of target shooting. The shooting
is open to all, and will take place rain or shine. We have
to thank the Sherbrooke Gun Club for the following very
courteous mention of ourselves: "Forest AND Stream, the
sportsman's weekly, devotes a large amount of space to

trap-.shooting, and subjects practical and theoretical con-

nected therewith. Subscription $4 a year and worth it,"

(N. B.—The italics are not ours.)

There will be no contest between Ferd Van Dyke and W.
H, Wolstencroft for the Austin expert rules trophy, and the
reason is not far to seek. E'erd Van Dyke never challenged
Wolstencroft, and did not know anything about a challenge
having been issued in his name by Winston until the morn-
ing of Monday, May 31, when he was attending the New
Haven shoot. As soon as he heard of it. Van Dyke said
such a match was an impossibility under the circumstances,
and added that Winston had never said a word to him about
it, and that he had never authorized any such challenge.

Van Dyke left New York city on Thursday last, June 3, for

Monroe, La,, to attend the Interstate Association's tourna-
ment in that city, June 9-10. He will not be back until
about June 14. Under the terms of the cup, we suppose it

now becomes Wolstencroft's property, as he has' defended
his title to the cup for a period of six months.

The race for the Recreation cup is fast narrowing down to

two men. The cup represents the amateur championship of

New Jersey and Greater New York, and has now been won
twice by two men, F. Sinnock, of the Forester Gun Club, of

Newark, and J. S. S. Remsen, ot the Brooklyn, N. Y., Gun
Club. Sinnock won it on June 2 with a score of 95 out of

100; he used a Parker gun and Du Pont Smokeless. His
other win was made in February, and, curiously enough, on
that occasion he was shooting a Winchester and W-A pow-
der. Remsen always uses a Scott and Schultze. Remsen
was tied for second place on June 3 with Edwards, both
scoring 93; Van Dyke, who was not eligible to shoot for the
cup, broke 94.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co. have put their new
model 1897 repeating shotgun on the market. There are sev-

eral improvements in this model, among them a button on
the right-hand side of the receiver; pressure on this button
enables a shooter to open the gun without uncocking the
hammer. Another feature is the double extractor, while the
rigidity of the slide handle is also an improvement. The
stock is also longer, and slightly differently shaped; in fact,

the gun is an improvement over the model '93. Van Dyke
shot one of these oirds for the first time at Hackensack, N.
J., on June 2. His work with it showed that he, at any rate,

could nse it as satisfactorily as his old gun.

W. F. Parker, of the firm of Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn.,
was one of the few shooters present at the second day's shoot
of the Bergen County Gun Club's first anniversary tourna-
ment at Hackensack, N. J., June 3. When Mr. Parker first

dawned upon us in this section as a trap-shooter, he was
easy; that was last fall at the Endeavor Gun Club's tourna-
ment at Marion, N. J. Since then we have met him in
several places and have become more respectful. At New
Haven, Conn., on Decoration Day he shot well up to the
front, but on June 3 he was hunting the top holes all the
time, finishing with 118 out of 130 shot at.

Paul North has another grievance, A few weeks ago he
was in St. Louis and needed a shave; he bought one, and was
reclining gracefully in the barber's chair, his chin all covered
with the generous lather, when he felt a tap on the shoulder
and heard a smooth voice utter the name of "Mr. Isaacs."
Paul turned around and faced his interlocutor, whose
features at once became suffused with crimson when he saw
his mistake. "Oxcuse me, please; I did think you weremein
friend, Mr. Isaacs!" And the grievance is that the barber
peremptorily refused to cut Paul's throat and end his miser-
able existence.

The Bison Gun Club, of Buffalo, N. Y., announces that it

will hold an all-day shoot on Monday, July 15. Five per cent,

of all the purses will be deducted to form a fund for average
tnoney.the fund to be divided into three moneys and to goto
the three highest averages made shooting through the
whole programme." This will not seem an easy feat when
it is understood that the programme calls for fifteen events,

with a total of 265 targets for a single day's shoot. All tar-

gets will be thrown from a magautrap and will be charged
for at the rate of 1 cent each.

Owing to Decoration Day falling on a Monday and our
going to press the following day much v<-luable news mat-
ter had to go over, among the items being a review of the
programme for Pennsylvania's State shoot. Judging from
the programme, outsiders, as- well as residents of the State
will be well looked after by the Oil City boys.

There will be a great gathering at Auburn, N. Y., this

week. The New York State shoots are always very popular
affairs, and this year's gathering gives promise of keeping up
the repiitation made by its predecessors. So far we have not
heard of any claimants for next year's shoot.

The programme for the thirteenth annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, June 16-19,

under the au.spices of the Anaconda, Mont,, Gun Club has
been received. This tournament is opeh only to residents of

the States of Oregon. Washington, Idaho, Montana and Bri-

tish Columbia. Professional shooters and manufacturers'
agents will be barred from this tournament. Tbe programme
also contains this old familiar friend: "Any person found
guilty of dropping for place will have their entrance refunded
less price of birds, and be barred from the < ntire tourna-
ment." Under the Rose system, this sentence would be un-
necessary.

Among the New York contingent at the Auburn shoot this

week will be Justus von Lengerke and Gus Greiff, jointly

representing the American E. C. & Schultze Powder Com-
pany, Limited, and Francotte guns; Ed. Taylor of the Laflin

& Rand Powder Company, and M. Herrington, both of them
interested in that firm's W-A powder; J. G. Lindsey and L,

H. Schortemeier. The New Utrecht Gun Club will of course

be represented in the Dean Richmond cup race on the last

day.

The programme for the New Haven. Conn., Gua Club's
tournament, July 14-15, under the au,spices of the Interstate

Association, is ready for mailine. A copy can be obtained
by applying either to Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Asso-
ciation,'l22 Diamond market, Pittsburg, Pa., or to G. W.
Hazel, secretary of the New Haven Gun Club, 11 Church
street, New Haven, Conn, The club adds ^100 a day to the
purses.

Charlie Grimm, of Clear Lake,-Ia., sends us the following
notice of a shoot to be held at Clear Lake, June 20-23: "First
anunal Indian Wolf shoot; ^50Q added money; three days
targets, one dav live birds; under the management of C. M.
Grimm." Mr. Grimm also states that he will supply pro-

grammes and further details on application. Much medi-
cine should be made at that shoot, and the tournament
ought to prove a great success.

In a letter which we have just received from Neaf Apgar,
dated June 5, he writes. "Weshoot every afternoon and fish

the balance of the time. I want j ou to come up and see me,
and have a fi.sh." Neaf is now a member of the Boniface
tribe, being proprietor of the Pine Point Club Hotel, Orange
Lake, Newburg, N. Y. His location is well-chosen, as Orange
Lake is a very popular resort, both summer and winter.

Oh Friday, May 28, the intercollegiate shoot resulted as fol-

lows: Y'ale 116,. Harvard 113, Princeton 110, Columbia 106,

U. P. 104. The conditions were five-men teams, 30 targets
per man. Brewer, of Princeton, made 29 (the high score),

Brown, the captain of Yale, being second with 28. The Yale
team has been xmder the tuition of Geo. S. McAlpin, of New
York city. .

The winner of the New Utrecht Gun Club's Holiday Cup
on Decoration Day was Danny Lohmann, a boy about four-

teen years old. Danny is a "Class C man," and was allowed
under the system of handicapping in use at this club 2 exti'a

birds to shoot at (if he needed them), but Danny had no use
for the "two extra"; he plunked out his 10 straight and took
the cup, His handicap distance was 28yds.

The difficulties experienced by the trap-shooters of New
Jersey in straightening out the muddle into which they have
gotten themselves by trying to revive a defunct organization,
could have been avoided easily if a brand new association,

with a history of its own, had been started. History is made
quite cheaply, and that furnished by the old association is

hardly of the quality that inspires either confidence or re-

spect.

The Norwalk, Conn,, Shooting Association held its third
annual meeting on May 24, electing the following officers for

1897-98: President, T. W. Latham; Vice-Pre.sident, H. A.
Gallup; Treasurer, C. F. Stewart; Captain, Frank Reiley.

The Board of Directors consists of the above-named officials

and Frank Lamkin and George Titus. The secretary seems
to have left out his own name, perhaps through modesty.

Another view of the Rose system: "The Rose system was
tried in several events. For an ordinary shooter it is all

right, but it is not in favor with those who can shoot some."
The above is an extract from a report of the Peoria tourna-
ment, which appears in one of our cotemporaries. "Those
who can shoot some"—there's the rub,

The Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey City, N. J., killed two
birds with one stone on Saturday last, June 5, by disposing

of the Dunellen (N. J.) Gun Club and the Bergen County
Gun Club -at "one sitting." The team scores (9 men to a
team, 25 targets per man) were: Endeavor 181, Bergen
County 143, Dunellen 185.

The Ottumwa, la., Gun Club will hold an all-day target

shoot on its grounds on Monday, July 5. All purses divided

into three moneys if under twelve entries; over twelve en-

tries, four moneys. Bluerocks will be thrown from a magau-
trap at 1>2 cents each.

The State Sportsmen's Association of North Dakota will

hold its tournament June 16-17, at Far^o. All purses will

be divided by the Rose system. There will be $25 per day as

added money, targets being thrown at 3 cents each. A
magautrap will be used in place of five expert traps.

The first annual amateur tournament of the Spirit Lake,
la., Gun Club will be held July 17-19. This tournament is

for amateurs only, and a programme has been prepared that
should please the average amateur.

Elmer Shaner was in the cit y on Friday last, Jime 4, on his

way to Monroe, La. He left by the 5 P. M. train the same
evening with LT, M, C. Thomas as his fellow-traveler.

June 7. Edward Banks.

Mr. Gates and the Rose System.

Before proceeding to review the arguments set forth by
Mr. Gates, of Utica, N. Y., in his letter on the Rose system
published in our issue of June 5, it would be only fair to Mr.
Gates to explain that that letter appeared in such issue con-
trary to his wishes. Not that he did not want to go on
record as against the system; he only wished us to keep the
letter until after the New York State shoot had been de-
cided. His reason was this: The letter was written to us
and was in type prior to the issuing of the programme for
that shoot; realizing that it might be construed as a direct
attack on the management of this year's State shoot, he
wrote to us in a hurry to withhold the letter until after the
Auburn shoot. Accordingly he withdrew it from the then
current issue, only to have it escape our notice in the bustle
attendant on going to press the day after Decoration Day.
We regret our neglect in this matter, and trust that we
have exculpated Mr. Gates from any blame on the part of
the management of the New York State shoot.

A LETTER TO BE ANSWERED.
Ha\'ing appeared in type, such a letter should be answered,

as it is the direct result of our request that such articles

defending the "old system" and discrediting the Rose system
should be sent in for publication
Our first impression on reading Mr. Gates's contribution

was one of regret that an attorney of his caliber should not
have been able lo make out a better case. And our first im-
pression has not been changed. Mr. Gates unfortunately
argues from the standpoint of a man who goes to a shoot,,

not for the sake of enjoying the sport, the good fellowship
that always prevails at a tournament, nor for the purpose of
meeting old friends and making new ones, but (we quote his
own words) "because I have there a chance of winning those
expenses by doing some good shooting." It would be perti-

nent at this point to ask Mr. Gates whether, if he went on a

camp hunt into the Adirondacks for a week, he would con-

sider it necessary to sit down in that camp and play poker,

for the purpose of making his friends pay for what he is en-
joying? When Mr. Gates goes to the theatre, blows himself
to an extra good meal at one of the swell restaurants in
Utica, or takes a trip to the seashore, is he always on the
lookout for others, besides his legitimate clients, from whom
he may have "a chance of winning those expenses?"

TRAP-SHOOTING IS DIFFERENT FROM OTHER SPORTS.

Trap-shooting differs from other sports in the respect that
trophies cannot always be made the bone of contention; yet,
as a sport, it, like all others, needs some incentive to keep up
interest in itself, a.nd sweepstakes are the only plaxisibleway
in which this can be done so far as we can see. In golf, lawn
tennis, yachting and bicycling, there are, as a rule, but one
or two prizes per day to compete for; that is to say, the com-
petitions in which an individual can enter in those branches
of sport in a single day, are extremely limited. A golf con-
test practically lasts all day; the same with a yacht race. In
lawn tennis it often takes two or three days to decide a sin-
gle contest, by reason of the "heat system" of finding the
winners. In bicycling it is unusual to find a competitor en-
tering in more than two races on a single day.
Again—save in yachting—the immediate outlay for each

day's sport is extremely limited when compared with the
expense attendant on a single day's trap-shooting. Leaving
traveling expenses and entrance fees out of the question—as
something incidental to all branches—in trap-shooting there
is the additional cost of 200 .shells and the same number of
targets, an expense that may be roughly figured at $9 per
day, in addition to a practically unlimited number of con-
tests.

The number of events to be decided each day precludes a
general distribution of cups and trophies, and the natural
result seems to be cash sweepstakes of varying .size«. Such
are the conditions of the sport. The only question that re-
mains unsettled is that of dividing the purses.

"THE BIGGEST FRAUD."
In speaking of the Rose system Mr. Gates uses some strong

language; he describes the system as "the biggest fraud on
shooting men yet devised." He then desires to preface that
statement by telling us that when he first studied the Rose
system he was dead in love with it, but that now it was in
disfavor with him. He also tells us that he is "just a plain,
ordinary, every-day shooter, who can shoot fairly well one
day and fairly poorly the next," adding that he is, therefore,
"one of the fellows for whom this delectable Rose system
was made."

Is Mr. Gates satisfied that the Rose system does not re-
duce "tho.se expenses"? Has he ever taken the trouble to
work out, as we have done, the results that would have
accrued to "a plain, ordinary, every-day .shooter" under both
systems for a series of tournaments? Don't take a single,
isolated case. It would be just as proper for the adherents of
the Rose system to quote from solitary instances. The "plain,
ordinary, every- day shooter" can never hope to win in the
long run; the same class of man in any branch of sport is

bound to be a loser oftener than he is a winner; his only hope
lies in a handicap. In trap-shooting the above gentleman
with three titles is the "producer" (another title), and our

_efforts and the efl'orts of the Rose system are directed to
make him liable for as small a share of the expenses of run-
ning a tournament as possible. The outcry of the cracker-
jacks against the Rose system is proof positive, if anything
further were needed, that the Rose system minimizes their
winnings. The conclusion is obvious that if winnings are
minimized, the same must apply to losings.

MR. GATES IS MISTAKEN.
Mr. Gates makes a serious error in stating "that the trap

editor is becoming converted and now opposes the Rosa
system for live birds." The error probably arises from Mr.
Gates's misconception of what we wrote in our report of the
Newburgh, N. Y,, tournament, which was as follows:
"But we do think the club made a mistake in dividing

purses in the live-bird events on the same plan. For 5 and
7-bird races we have always held out for high guns; say one
high gun for every four or five entries. For 10-bird races
and events calling for a still higher number of birds, we be^
lieve in adopting the same plan, basing the moneys on the
number of entries, just as the Interstate Association did in
its programme for this year's Grand American Handicap.
Our reason for urging this system is the fact that live-bird
shooting is more expensive and quite as easy as target shoot-
ing, and that, therefore, under the Rose system or under
the 'old system' it is quite pos,«ible for a man to kill them
all and yet come out behind. We would rather see the 'old
dropping-for-place system' in foi-ce for live-bird events than
the E,ose system. Make it high guns all the time."
We have always considered the Rose system in connection

with target events, and have never argued in favor of its
adoption for long or short live-bird races. While we think
it might work well in 20 or 25-bird races, we much prefer the
high gun system suggested above.

THE CAUSE OF SMALL ATTENDANCE.
In his closing paragraph Mr. Gates evidently desires to lay

the blame for small attendances at tournaments at the door
of the Rose system. We suppose that he intends us to de-
duce that such is the case from his arguments, but we must
confess our inability to do so. We think there are other rea-
sons, and will advance a few:
No. 1. Hard times. It costs money to go to a two or three

days' shoot, and few men have now the means or the leisure
to go to such affairs. Business is dull, and must be attended
to very closely if a profit is to be made.
No. 2. Number of Tournaments.—Our Fixtures columns

for the past few months have shown such a large number of
tournaments on the list, that anybody who wished to do so
and had the means could have shot along week after week
without having to make very long jumps to accomplish his
object. This is a very different matter from what it was a
few years ago. In the vicinity of all the large cities there is a
shoot pretty nearly every week, and the "plain, ordinary,
every day sliooter" prefers to attend such shoots to going to

the larger aft'airs and being gobbled up by the experts.

No. 3 "Once bitten," etc. The "plain, ordinary, every-day
shooter" has also learned wisdom by bitter experience. He
used to go to those tournaments, pay all the expenses of run-
ning them and then stuff the pocketbooks of the expert. He
doesn't do so any more. The most singular instance of an
awakening on the part of the "producers" is furnished us in
our correspondent's, Paul Litzke's, report of the recent
Joplin, Mo ,

shoot, where §300 was added to the purses. Mr.
Litzke's words on this point are worth noting. It should
also be noted that at this tournament the purses were not
divided under the Rose system.

A BLOODED TOURNAMENT.
If Mr, Gates and tliose who think with him want a really

blooded tournament, one where they would certainly have
"a chance of winning those expenses," let them get up a
tournament where all ties shoot off, as in the ''good old
days" Mr. Gates speaks about. The first one, owing to its

novelty to the majority of shooters of the present day, many
of whom may also have a "bump of vanity" with a notion
concealed inside it that they "can shoot some," might be a
success in point of attendance. But what of the second
tournament of the same kind?
The arguments he uses contain nothing new. They are

the same as those made years ago by the few who made
trap-shooting a profession against the many who made it

their sport, and they are the same arguments which mace
the Rose system a necessity.
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Programmes for Coming Tournaments.
PEKNSTLVANIA.'S STATE SHOOT.

So much has been -written ia these colnmns o'f late Tegard-
ing the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's annual
tournament that very little remains to be said about it.

Programmes are ready for distribution, and can be obtained
by addressing the secretary of the Association, Mr. H. C.
Eeeser, Oil City, Pa.
The shoot takes place June 22-23, immediately foUov^ing

the Chamberlin Cartridge Co.'s tournament at Cleveland.
Coniing as it does on the heels of that shoot, and Oil City
being such an easy distance by rail from Cleveland, it is

only fair to predict that many shooters will take in both
tournaments. \
The programme is an the form of a booklet of 128 pages,

and is so full of matter, both reading and advertising, that
it is rather hard to find vrhat one wants, and having found
it, to select what is most important to be noted. The State
programme is a good one, and so is the programme of open
events. In the former tfiO is added to the purses on each of
the two target days, while 180 and $T0 respectively represent
the totals of added money in the open events on the same
two days.
For State events on the first day there are three IS target

events, $1.50 entrance, $10 added to each purse; two 50-target
events (the Wolstencroft Individual championship trophy
and the Parker gun handicap) with flO added to each purse.
The American Wood powder trophy (35 singles and 5 pairs)
for three-men teams is also shot on this day. The open
events are seven 20-target events, $2.50 entrance, $10 added to
each purse, and a 25-target event (Gold Dust powder event),
$2.50 entrance, $L0 added.
On the second day the State events are: Three 15-target

events, the same as on the first day; the Remington gun
handicap, 50 targets, $10 added, and the Reading and the
Harrisburg trophies for five-men and six men teams, each
race at 25 targets. The open events are four 203 and two SOs;

the 50-target races are the E. C. cup handicap, $4 entrancp,
$10 added, and the Oil City Derricli event, $4 entrance, $20
added by the above-named newspaper. 'J'he 20s are precisely
the same as on the first day, $10 added to each event.
On the third day live birds will be shot. The State events

will be the Williamsport trophy for the Individual cham-
pionship of the State, and the L, C. Smith trophy for three-
men teams. On the open set of traps there will be four
events: No. 1, Smithman Springs introductory, 7 birds, $5,

birds extra, three high guns, not class shooting. Nos. 2, 3
and 4 will be lO-bird races, $7, birds extra, high guns, four
moneys, not class shooting. The handicaps in the above
events will be the same as in the Oil City special.

The Oil City Special Handicap occupies the place of honor
on the fourth day, June 25. The conditions are precisely the
same as the well known conditions which prevail in the
Grand American Handicap—26 birds, .$25, birds extra, handi-
caps 25 to 33yds., 81,000 guaranteed, all surplus added, high
guns, not class shooting, the number of moneys being de-
pendent on the number of entries in event of more than forty
entries. As in the Grand American, there will in any case
be $500 to the first high gun, $300 to the second high gun, and
$200 to the third high gun. Handicaps will be awarded by
the following handicap committee: Major J. M. Taylor, of
the American Field; Jacob Pentz. of Shooting and Fishing;
Will K. Park, of Sporting Life; Paul North, of Cleveland,
O., and»Edward Banks, of Forest And Steeam. All handi-
caps will be announced on the evening of June 23.

Shooting will commence each day at 8:30, and all targets
will be thrown from magautraps. Purses in the target events
will be divided into five moneys under the Rose system.
Special rates have been made with all railroads in the Cen-
tral Passenger Association on the certificate plan, at a fare
and a third for the round trip. Guns and shells should be
shipped in care of H. C. Reeser.
The annual meeting will take place, of course, on the even-

ing of the first day, June 22, and will be held in the Arling-
ton Hotel, the headquarters for shooters in Oil City, a rate of
%2 a day being made to shooters during the tournament.

THE NEW HAVEN INTERSTATE.

The first target tournament of the Interstate Association
in its Northern circuit for the season of 1897, will be held
July 14-15 on the grounds of the New Haven, Conn., Gun
Club. The New Haven club is practiced in looking after
large numbers of shooters, but we think on this occasion it

will find that its hands are very full. Trap-shooting has
taken such a decided boom in the Nutmeg State and the ad-
joining States, that we look for realljr a good tournament as
such things go nowadays. The location ofNewHaven is also
favorable for a good attendance, as the city is easy of access
from all points in New England.
There are ten events scheduled for each day, five 15-target

events and five 20-target events; all the 20-target events and
the first 15-target event are at known angles, the balance at
unknown angl s. The club adds $100 a day, viz. , $9 in each
15-target event, $11 in each 20-target event. All purses will
be divided into four moneys under the Rose system. Guns
and ammunition forwarded in care of Basset & Reeves, 5
Church street. New Haven, Conn, , will be delivered at the
grounds.
The club's grounds are easy of acce'ss from the center of

the city, electric cars running past the door of the Tontine
Hotel, the headquarters' hotel during the shoot, direct to the
shooting grounds. The Tontine Hotel is on the European
Elan, with rooms $1 per day and upwards; a special rate will
e made to shoooters. To reach the grounds from the rail-

road station, take any car up Meadow street, and get a trans-
fer for Schuetzen Park.

New Jersey State Association.

THE MEETING OF JUNE 4.

The efforts of the trap-shooters of New Jersey to organize
a State Association, although still somewhat hampered by a
few little irregularities, are making tracks in the right direc-
tion. The meeting of June 4 at Taylor's Hotel, Jersey City,
was fairly well attended, but there is still a certain amount
of unexpected apathy on the part of the trap-shooters of this
great shooting State in the matter. This is doubtless caused
by uncertainty as to what it is proposed the new Association
(or the old Association revivified) shall do in the way of look-
ing after the interests of the game and fish of the State, and
also in the trap-shooting line. Once the Association is fully
launched this uncertainty will disappear, and then without
question many clubs that are now hanging back will come
forward and join hands with their brethren in helping to
push a good thing along.

ELEVEN CLUBS SEND DELEGATES.

When the roll was called it was found that the following
eleven clubs were represented: South Side, of Newark, I. H.

, Terrill and W. M. Smith; Oritani Field Club, Capt. A. W.
Money; Jersey City Heights Gun Club, Justus von Lengerke;
Newark Gun Club, Jacob Pentz; Elizabeth Gun Club, Robt.
E. Chetwood; Aiiington Shooting Association, M. Herrington;
Boiling Springs Gun Club, E. A. Jeanneret and W. H. Huck;
Endeavor Gun Club, Carl von Lengerke and Edward Banks;
Passaic City Gun Glut), Colin R. Wise and M. J. Coraan;
Essex Gun Club, W. H. Green; Maltawan Gun Club, W.
Hughes.

*

The Dunnellen Gun Club and the Climax Gun Club were
both applicants for membership, and both were elected, their
respective delegates, Messrs. A. N. Randolph and J, G. Liad-
zey, being also on hand. This started the meeting with the
unlucky^number of thirteen clubs represented, precisely the

same number, if we make no mistake, that the old ill-fated

association commenced business with.
Capt. A. W. Money, the president pro tern., presided, and

M<i temporary secretary, Colin E. Wise, attended to the cleri-

cal work of the meeting.
Before the meeting had been called to order Mr. W. H.

Green stated that the notices of the meeting had not been
properly sent out, as a certain club that was a member of the
old association had not been notified of this meeting. He
named, on request, the Essex Gun Club, of Newark. His at-

tention was called to the fact that he was present at the
meeting of May 19 as representing that club, and the tem-
porary recording secretary, Mr. Carl von Lengerke, stated
that he had mailed a notice addressed to the club's secretary
in Newark, not being aware of the secretary's name. As a
matter of record some forty-three notices were sent out, but
only the above thirteen responded. Several other clubs
have, however, signified in writing their intention of joining
the Association as soon as it is started.

ANNUAL MEETING SET FOR .JULY 13.

The work of the meeting may be shortly stated as follows;

The date of the annual meeting was set for July 13, 2 P. M.,
at Taylor's Hotel. The report of the committee on con.stitu-

tion and by-laws was received and referred to the committee
on rule.i. The present ofiicers were cuntinued in oflice until
the annual meeting. The committee on constitution and
by-laws appointed at the meeting of May 19 was continued
in office as the committee on rules to report with an amended
constitution and by-laws at the above annual meeting on
July 13.

There were several little incidents of interest that occurred
at this meeting. The first was Mr. Pentz's statement that,

as directed by the committee, he had written "a pleasant
little letter" to the old Association's ex-treasurer, W. I.

Conover, of Marlboro, N. J., in regard to certain funds be-

longing to the old Association said to be in his possession.

To that letter Mr. Pentz stated he had received no reply.

From the above it maybe gathered that the "$300 in the
treasury" referred to at the meeting of May 19 is practically

non-existent.
Another incident was the calling the attention of this

meeting to the fact that the meeting originally called for

May 19 had never been adjourned, as shown by reference to

the minutes. After those minutes had been read, Mr. Banks,
of the Endeavor Gun Club, asked what had become of that
meeting, whether it was still in session, the adjournment in

the minutes plainly referring only to the meeting called by
the ex-president, Mr. Al. Heritage.
There was some discussion on Mr. Banks's motion that the

minutes be amended to show that this meeting had been ad-
journed, if it actually was adjourned. As it appeared that
it had not been .so adjourned, except in so far as the second
meeting held on May 19, same time and place, the outcome
of the first meeting, had been adjourned, the amendment
could not be entertained, and Mr. .Banks was asked to with-
draw his motion. This was done; but the question as to

what became of that meeting is still unanswered.

THE COMMITTEE WORKED HARD.

Some words of commendation must be said in regard to

the work of the "committee of five" appointed at the second
meeting of May 19. This committee has worked hard to un-
ravel the entanglement due mainly to two causes: The mud-
dle caused by trying to galvanize into life an association long
since defunct of its own free will; and, second, the muddle
caused by electing temporary oflBcers for that defunct asso-

ciation.
The last muddle was the worse one of the two, as the tem-

porary offiffers were elected at a meeting called at ten min-
utes' notice, when the constitution of the old organization
plainly says that a week's notice of any special meeting shall

be given.
Despite such difficulties, the committee has gotten to-

gether and worked hard, with a view to giving New Jer-

sey the State Association that it should Tiave. The best

thing it has done so far is to urge strongly on the members
of the present organization the necessity of incorporation.

Once incorporated it will start practically as a new organiza-
tion, and will have a legal standing; something tangible at

any rate, and something which we must own it does not
seem to possess as yet.

STATE SHOOT IN THE FALL.

Another recommendation of the committee which seemed
to find great favor with the members present, was that look-

ing to the holding of a State shoot early in the month of

October, or in the latter part of September. We think there
need be no fear that this part of the committee's report will

be overlooked when the annual meeting of July 13 convenes.

ON LONG ISLAND.
HELL BATE »UN CLUB

May 25.—The monthly shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club was held
this afternoon at Dexter Park. There was a large attendance, thirty-

tbree members and one guest taking Part in the club race at 10 live

birds. Of these thirty four shooters, only tw , Col. John H. Voss and
Conrad Weber, were able to score all their birds. The individual

scores were:

Thirty vards, 7 poiots:

E Doeinck 132«jn2-20- 8

Twenty-eight yards, 7 points:

JH Voss iiaiiasm-io
FTrostel 1101111118- 9

PGarms, Jr IIIC.IHU- 8

EPaynter OilI25!aill— 8

Twenty-eight yards, 0*^ points:

L T Munch yiOl 103121— 7
Twenty-eight yards, 6 points:

C Weber. ........... .UiV4Zl Vil - 10

E aietz 1011111123- 9

HForster 2J10111112- 9

JSchlicht 2102i:02211- a

Twenty-eight yards, 5)4 points:

K Began aOOOll.llO- 5

Twenty-eight yards, 5 points:

C Lanse 2100120111— 7

Twenty-six yards, points:

L Stetzle 2.211210 2— 9

E Marquardt 3210101101- 7

Twenty-six yards, 4 points:

H Guenther..
J Lsssler ....

C A Schaelfer..
G K Breit

* Guest.

.210302UOi-
2112-^01000-

...02£0030ta2-

...300101»031-

G Nowak •1«313nC2— 7

P Woelfel 3222320010- 7
H Seaman Ifl0211»01— 7W Sinds 0200220202— 5

ESteffens lO.lllllll- 7

J Heramels 1112000!21— 7
C Scbaeter. 0210200111— 6
J P Dannefelser 02;0100021— 5
D Valenti 0000201001- 3

E Peterson , .2203011«1C— 5

Al Knodel 0212220220— 7

JLinck 1021)31010- 7
J Nevman ••00110210— i

W Richter 10011.2:02- S
J H Fuiboter 0i0.'C02ai0— 4
J Sherry* 10112^1110- 8

FALOOSr GUN CLUB

May 2S.—The Falcon Gun Club held its monthly live bird shoot at
Dexter Park to-day. The club shoot is a"; 10 birds, gun below the
elbow, 8ay ds. rise, second barrel kills to couat as half a point. Scores
were:

Points. Poin ' s.

G) M Meyer.. 1112111210- 9 8 J Moller. ,.. 1111112111—10 914

J N Meyer. .1111111111-10 10 J Bohling . . .0211112202— 8 ti

Two matches were shot as below:
No. ]. No. 2.

0 M Meyer 222.2^1^11-10 llOlllIlllllUl—14
J N Meyer 2222120211— 9 111111111110111—14

NEW OTREOHT GUN CLUB.

May 89.—To-day was the semi-monthly target shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club at the Dyker Meadow grounds. In the class badge
contest Greitl and F. A. Thompson tied in Class A; on the shoot-cfiP

Greiil won with 22 to 19. In the Bennett cup contest P. A. ThompsoH
was the winner with 22 breaks. This gave him. two wins for the cup,
tieing bim with GreifiE; as another win would entitle either of the two
to absolute ownership of the cup, they agreed to call off their previ-
ous scores and let all the other members in by starting afresh at the
next semi moDtbly shoot. The detailed score in the above two evejjts

are given tjelow:

Club badge shoot.
G E GreifE (A) 110111 1111111111111101111 —S3
FA Thompson (A),,. 4.. ..........lOllllUllllOllllllllllll —53
JGaughen (A) .1110101111111111101011011 —80
P Adams (A) , ...1011101111101111100101111 —19
A A Hegeman (A) 1011111110111011011010111 —19
D Deacon (A).., IIIIIIIOIOIIIUIIIIOOIIOO —IB
D 0 Bennet (A), i.i..,noi1]001110I0110i010]nO —Ifi

Dr O'Brien (B)..., .,.,*„..„...... .1111001111010110111101101 -18
OC Fleet (B),. 011011000111011101001111001—16
*M Herrington.... 1110111101001111111001111 —19

* Guest.
Bennett cup shoot:

P A Thompson (A).. 0111111111111111101111111 —23
J Gaughen (A) 1111111110111011101111111 —22
G E GreifE (A) 1100111111111111101111110 -21
D Deacon (A).. ....... .,..1111111110111110011010110 —19
C C Fleet (B). .,,„4,.,,,,. ...,.„.„,. .....OCOllllOllllOlllOlllOllliOl—19
T Adams (A) , 1011100111110111110101111 —19
P E George (A) 1111100011011111010101101 —17
D C Bennett(A) , llOlllOnoillOOllllOlOllll —17
Dr O'Brien (B) ......11Q110110110nilllll010roiOO-16
A A Hegeman (A) . . . . . .V. ^ .<.<<....-.. . .0011110101010100111011 000 —13
In addition to the races mentioned, a list of ten other events were

sttot. The scores in the flrot eight are given in the table that follows.
No. 9 was at 5 pairs, and resulted thus: F. A. Thompson 8, Adams and
Deacon 7, Gaughen 6. No. 10 was at expert rules, and the result in
this race was: Adams and Deacon 9, Thompson 7, Gaughen 6. The'
other eight events were all 10 targets, unknown angles:

Events: 18345678 Events: 1^345678
G E Greiff.
Thompson.
J Gaughen
P Adams.

,

D Deacon.

9 10
7 «

9

8 6 88 Harrington 8 8 9 f

5 Heeeman.. .. 6 9 i

7 O'Biien 5 7 8 7 5 4..
7 Fleet 5 6 6.. 6..
5 DGBennett 8 7 8 ." ..

Holiday Cup
May SZ.—The programme for the New Utrecht Gun Club'.s Decora-

tion Day shoot at the Woodlawn grounds mcluded the lO bird race for
the Holiday cup and a 15-bird open-to-all handicap race. The Holi-
day cup was won by Danny Lohman, a rattling good little shot;
Hegeman tied with Danny by virtue of his extra allowance of 1 bird,
but withdrew in favor of Lohman without shooting off the tie. The
conditions of this cup are: Class A, 10 birds; class B, 11 birds, and
class C, 13 birds It will be noticed that Danny Lohman did not need
his class allowance, as he killed his 10 straight. In the open-to- all
handicap Lair was the only one to score 15 straight: the two Furgue-
sons, father and son, each scored 14. The conditions of this race
were $10 entrance, two high guns.
In the smaller sweeps No. 1 was at 5 birds, $3, two high guns; No 2

was a $1 miss-and-out; Nos. 3 and 4 were 5 birds;, three high guns;
Noa 6 and 7 were 5 birds, $2, two high guns. Scores follow:
Holiday cup ahoot:

Trap score type—Copyright, tss7, by Foreet and Stream Fwllishing Co,

2512433332
•(-/'->->->\<-t/'T

D Lohman (C, S8). 12111S2231 —10

32514445213
A A Hegeman (B, 29) , 2 221812201 2-10

2 13 5 5 4 3 4 12

W Lair (A, 2a) .., 1 112312201 9

442558 5 311
T<-T->«-t"^TNT

J Gaughen (A, 39) 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 — 9

4222 5 13 3 225

H PFessenden(B, 22),...„ 1 131031201 •— 8

2344414231
C Furgueson (A, £9) 2 2»2202282 —

8

3131545 3 532
<-t t<—><-^.l<—>\

GNostrand (B, SO) , ...0 11120 2 211 0—8
4 4 5 3 15 3 115

..1 122031210 —

8

3421882241
\\/>T<

—

.,3011121310 - 8

4512351422
,.1«32011032 —

7

23188113125
..1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 3—7
42 3 31441414

..2 300131303 0—7
25344*55143

*W Joerger (28),

Dr Hudson C^8}.,

CF Dudley (A, 89),

Ed Knowlton(B, 29).,

FA Thompson (B, 29),

*L

No. 3. No. 4.

11021-4 01C»l-2
28311—5 22213-5

J N Meyer (B, 29) 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 3 1 3 2-

4544831241
Harrison (28) 2 0 1 0 1 00111 —

5 18 15 4 14 4

E Lohman (C, 89)., ......O 20»30100w
i 3 5 3 5

C M Meyer (A, 29) , S 0 3 0 2 w
* Guests.

Sweeps were shot as follows:
No. 1.

Harrison...,., ... 23121—5
Hudson , . ,,. . 18121—5
Joerger i „ 22100 -

3

Gaughen 11S23-5
Thompson 01312—4
Thompson (re-entry)
Furgueson.,,...,,.
Lair ....<..'...:,...... .....
NoBtrand ..i.ti..,
Matzen ^.a..
Fessenden , ..... ......
J Meyer
Dudley
Lott .....

No. 5, open handicap.
W Lair (29) 111222& 1212211—15
C Furgueson (30) 2i3;0322.'222a32-14
Conny Furgueson (28) 23520 112232 '232—14
A A Hegeman (28) 012011S2Uir;il—18
Dr Hudson (28) 12I221P^1211110-13
F A Thompson (29) 1032221 1. 2Ce022 -12
C Martzen (38) 1010281221110»1—1

1

E Lohman >..).....,....,...
D Lohman,,,,,,
Fessenden..,...,

6

No. 2.

828111
113111

223220
0
811320

..... 22223-fi
1811»-4 22210-4

8S323-5
82312-5
1021

0031
1120
2220

No. 6.

20223-4
2?223-5
01331-

5

20103-3
11020-3
S1S02—

4

3'l*.i2 5

32222-6
28122—5
11121-5
22011-4
220
22202-4
22J21 D

11120-4
No. 7.

S2i23- 5
02121- 4
34332-5

21213-5
10211—4
220 2-4
11212 5
12152-6

G. E, Pool, Sec'y.

Oneida County Sportsmen'^ Association.
Utica, N. Y., May 29.-Belo-v find the scores made today by the

members of the Oneida Sportsmen's -Association, at the regular
weekly shoot. The weather was quite favorable. The club shoot is

at 15 singles and 5 pairs, with handicap allowances of misses as
breaks. Scores:
Kilbourn (2) IOIIIIOIIIIIOII

ED Fulford (0) 111101111110111
Fairchilds (3j 111111110111011

Pfeiffer (2) 01111 UlllOOlll
Coupe (6) .............onionoioiicoi
J WFulford (1).. ..101111011010111
Davidson (2) t ... IIICOI 1 10101110
Mayhew (0) 110111111111001
Wheeler (2) IIOIIOIOIIIIIIO
CummingB (4) OOOOlOOOnililiO

Bennett (4) ,. lOlOlOOlOOllllO
JVUzner (4) i. . . . 1111 lUOriOlOOOO

Gates (0).... lliOOlllOOlllOl

Holmes (4) Oil COOOll 1 1 1 101

Hayes (i) .lOiOlOlOfOlOOU

Peck (2) ,i.j,„,<.<4.. ,"-'101011000001100

It CI 11 11 11—21-f3-S3
11 II II 11 10 —83
10 n 10 10 10-19-f2-81
11 00 10 10 11—18+2-20
01 01 10 10 10—l4-f6-20
11 CO 10 11 10-174-1—18
10 11 n 10 00-16+2—18
11 21 10 10 00 —18
10 10 10 10 10—16 f2-18
11 11 10 10 10—13-4-4—17
11 10 00 00 11—18+4—17
10 10 11 01 01—13+4-r
U 10 10 10 10 —J6
00 10 11 00 OO-r+4—16
10 10 10 10 11—13+2-16
10 CO 10 11 01—11+1-1,3
C, R. Mjzner, Sec'y.
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IN NEW JERSEY.
CLIMAX atW CLUB.

May 26.—The Climax Gun Club opened its new grounds at Plain-

Beld, N. J., this afternoon. There was a good attendance of mem-
bers present, all of whom expressed themselves as pleased with the

change of grounds. The background was rather a bard one. bui
still some good scores were made, as will bs seen from a glance at

the following records, made in the club shoo;

:

Gloodmau (7» 01111111111111100101111111111011 —27
HerriDston (3) 1101111111101111111111111110 —25
BranliDKham (1).., 111111111111111110101111111 —24
r>rier (2) , ,

...111111011111100111111111111 —24
i Van Dyke (0) ..1101110111111111111111111 ' —S3
Dntchy (0). 01 lOllOlUllllllllll 11111 -21
^i^.,.iDing (1) :.„,*.^»v oiiiomiiioiiiiiniiooiu -21
Mvrd (()) .,, iiiiiiniiiiiiiono'310101 -20
Stephenson (lO), ..01101001001000001111011010111110011-19
Hubbard (0). ,,.,,.„0]Oni0111110111000101 101 —16
wriijams(8) ,....,0100111010010110110011001110 —15

by .loiooionoiiioiniiiooooiw
, (10) .COCOOOOOOOC031010IJ0011101100000D010- 9

BORESTJSB OON CLUB, OP NEWARK.

ilfay sr.—The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, held a shoot to-day.

Heavy rain early in the day kept many shooters from the traps.

Nine events in aUwere shot, and all were at 10 targets. Our new
tJ-aps threw the targets very swiftly. Scores follow :

Events: 1234: 56789
K. K. U, K. R. U. R. U. K.

4
5
8
5
3
3

H

6
U.

6
4
7
7
6

7

R.

4
!i

6
6
5
4

Angles:

J Fleming , 5 .. 5
Tarleton 4 3 ..

Dr Cummins 0 .5 6

n Fleming, 6 4 7

J HCummings..., 2 3 3

Swindell..... 45..
Backus. .!....< ...... • i • H 2 c
Thomas.,,,.. o 5

BERGEN county's ANUrVERSART.

June 2.—The first day of the Bergen County Gun Club's "first

anniversary tournament" was not marked by a large attendance.

The members of this Hackensaek club 'jould hardly expect many
shooters to show up to-day, as the programme was rather a hard
one for any but the more expert shots to go up against. Also there

,was the more attractive programme for to-morrow against them, as

well as the recent holiday shoots on Decoration Day. The conse-

quence was that the crowd was small in number but hot enousrh in

quality. From the scores made, it will be seen that the list of lost

targets was not large. Captain E, G. Horton acted, as usual, in the

all-round capacity of cashier, entry clerli, squad hustler, manager of

the shoot and purveyor of good things for ttie inner man ; in fact, he
filled about every position possible except that of referee, scorer,

puller and trapper boy. Equally, of course, tie filled all his numerous
positions with honor to himself and the club. Cha=. Dawson was
referee and was earnest In his efforts to give everybody his due.

The scoring and trap-pulline was just as satisfactory as it could be,

•while the work of the Hacteiisack Brigade of Trapper-boys left

nothing to be desired. Some ofthe.ee boys maybe perverse little

mortals and given to all kinds of deviltry, but it must be said that

they can and do trap "outer sight."

As stated above, the attendance was small. There was Ferd. Van
Dyke, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., shooting the first

"Model '97" repeating shotgun that has left the factory; and shoot-

ing it "for Pau-j' as the saying goes. Capt. A. M. Money, manager
and treasurer of the newly-organized "American E. C. & Schultza

Powder Co.." was afso on hand, as was Ed, Taylor, of the Laflin &
Band W-A Powder Oo. M. Herdogson, another representative of the

W-A powder, was also on deck, but was not shooting in the form he
has recently developed. F. Sinnock, of the Forester Gun Club of

Kewark, and J, Schenck Remsen, of the Brooklyn Gun Olub, were
both on hand to try for the cup, and Sinnock, as will be seen, was on
top for the second time. (This win of Sinnock's makes him a tie with

Bemsen, each having won it twice. 1 Another dangerous man who
was presi^nt was Gus Greiff, cf Von Lengerke & Detmold; butGus was
ahttleofCin his second 25, flinching two or three times wiih fatal

elTect. Others on deck were L H. Byrd, S. Warren and-T, W.Tnomas,
the assumed names of three good snots who had "stolen away." B.

James, Ward and Beveri^ge also took pr rt in some of the fcveuts.

27(6 Recreation Cup.

The main event was the Recreation cup, representing the amateur
championship of the clubs of New Jersey. Among the contestants

were the two previou? winners -Bemsen with two wins and Sinnock
with one win. The race is shot at 100 targets, 50 known and 50 un-
known, the known angles being disposed of first. Edwaj'ds led at the

end of the half wiih 48 out of 50, The thh-d 25 saw him drop back to

Bemsen with 70 each, while ^Sinnock with 72 out of 75 took the lead,

with Van Dyke as second with 71 breaks. The fourth 25 saw no
change in the positions of the four leaders, eacli man breaking 23 out

of 25. Thus Sinnock won with 95, Van Dyke was second with £4,

Remsen and Edwards tied for third place wiiJi 93. Greiff, who only

broke 44 out of his first 50, took a brace and broke 47 out of his

second half, finishing with 91. Warren was next with 90, scoring 46

out of his SO unknown angles
Tn the diflferent series Van Dyke broke two straights and Smnock

• one. The scores of this race in detail are as follows:

F Sinnock.. . ..11111111111110111111111011111111111111101111111111—47
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliniOllIOl-48-95

F Van Dyke,.llllliinillllllIllllH111111111110110111110111101-4S
inniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiioiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiin-48 -94

J S S Remsen. 11111111111011101111111111111110111111111111111111—47
111111101111111110111inillllill0111111111111U110-4f>-93

FS Edwards. 11111111111110111111111111111111111111111110111111-48
111011111C1111111111111I01111111111111111010111111—45-93

GE Greiff. ...11111011111111011 111111111111110111110111011110111—44
11111111111111101111011111111111111111011111111111-47-91

S Warren 11111101111111111111111101111011111111111111001011-44
11111001111111111111111111111111111111101111111011—46-90

Capt Money ..11111111111111101111111101111110101011111111111011-44
111111111C2110101111011111111111111111111011111011-44-8S

L HByrd 01111111111011101011111101011101111111111111111111—43
11111001110111111101111111111101111111111101111011-43-86

M Herrington. 11101110001010111101111111101111111110111111101111—40
10111101111111110111111001111011111111111011111111-43-83

T W ThomaB..01111010011111011111111001101011011111I11110110101 -36
01111101011011111111111110111111011001111011111110-49—76

In addition to the above scores. James shot at 50 known angle.*,

scoring 48, and at 25 unknown angles, scoring 16; Ward also broke 30

out of £Oat known angles: Ed Taylor shot at 50 unknown angles,

breaking 2D out of each 25; Beveridge shot at 25 targe's, breaking 19.

These four shooters shot along in the different series to make up two
full squads.
In addition to the 100- target race for the cup, a programme of

seven events was prepared and shot out to a finish. These seven
events called for another 125 targets, unknown angles Only four

men shot througb, Edwards finishing first with 115 breaks; Van Dyke
was next with 113; Oap^ Money and Byrd tied for third place with
110 each. In looking at these figures those made in the 100 target

race should be taken into consideration. Thus, out of the 225 shot

at. Edwards broke SOS, \a,n Dyke 207, Capt. Money 198 and Byrd 196.

Scores in the sweepstake events follow:

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 G 7

Targets;

F S Edwards

L H Byrd

fi E Greiff
J S S Remsen.

W S Warren

10 30 15 15 S6 SO 2£> Shot at. Broke. Ay.

10 17 15 12 24 18 19 125 115 92
9 19 14 12 is 18 18 185 113 S0.4
e 18 14 13 81 18 18 125 110 88
8-16 11 15 24 18 18 125 110 83

14 13 S3 16 16 95 81 88.3
13 21 16 .

.

03 - 50 83.8
.. .. 13 11 ?1 ,. .. 55 45 81.8

.. 17 14 13 SO 44 88
45 41 91.1
45 37 82.2
43 35 87.5

9 18 ...

.

40 .36 6J.5

Three extras were also shot, resulting thus:

NO. 1, 5 pairs: Byrd 9, Sinnock S, Van Dyke, Money and Edwards,
7 ' Warren 5,

'No. 2, 15 targets, expert rules: Van Dyke 13, Warren 13, Edwards
and Byrd, 12; Greiff and Money, 11.

No. 3, 60 targets, expert rules: Edwards 42, Byrd 37,

Second Day.

June S.—The second day of the Bergen County Gun Club's shoot
was rather a surprise. The day was pleasant, but perhaps a trifle too

warm and moist for absolute comfort. There was also not enough
wind to make the targets fly at all erraiically ; in fact, it was Just the

day for target shooting. But where were the shooters?
The programme was one that should have drawn more than a mere

coi-poral's guard together. The club announced that it would divide

$15 equally between the three high guns in all programm":- events shot
between the hours of noon and 5 P. M., exclusive of the lOD-larget

handicap race. In the handicap race it also announced Chat it would
give a cup to the winner of that event. And what was the result in

the way of shooters* Four shot in al! the prograui me events up w

the last event, when one dropped out, and only three stayed to divide

up the Sl5. In the handicap race there were only four entiles for the
money and the cup—a handsome stein. Yet, notwith.standine: this

poor support, the club carried out its promises and did all that it said

it would do. The programme was not varied from in the slightest

Capt. Horton again had to do all the work single-handed, the only
member.'of the club showing up to take a hand being Mr. Van Keuren,
and he did not arrive until the programme was almost shot out. The
refereeing was again in the hands of Chas. Dawson. Morris O'Con-
nor, the club's regular puller, did his work as ueti>il in a most pains-

taking and careful manner; Morris's work in this respect has always
been of the highest order. The scoring department ha.s generally

been a weak point in the Bergen County's menage, but in Frank Hol-
den, a recent find, the club has all that ii needs in that line. The
Taller Kid and his mates behind the screen did their part of the work
all right—save when they sent out two targets together or did some
other similar monkey-wbrk. \

Among the eleven shooters who faced the traps in one or more
events were J. Hildreth, the southern representative of the Winches-
ter Repeating Arms Co , and W. F. Parker, of the Parker Gun Co ,

of Meriden, Conn. Parker was shooting away up, and showed con-
clusively that the improvement we notediin his shooting at New Haven
on Decoration Day was not merely temporary. His average of GO 7

for 110 shot at ind'icates that he was holding just about right. Hild-

reth bad only ju,5t arrived in the city from a long train journey, and
was therefore hardly in a fit condition to point his gun in the proxim-
ity of the targets often enough to make a high score.

The handicap race speaks for itself. The handicapping was done
mainly by Caotain Horton, in consultation with Messrs. Parker and
Beveridge. That their work turned out satisfactorily is nroved by
the fact that Captain Money and George Piercy tied for first place

and the cup with 94, Byrd was second with 93. Edwards, who had no
excuse to offer, dropped out of sight, ending with 86 out of his 100.

On the shoot off Captain Money broke 15 to Piercy 's 12, the tie being
decided in j)rosramme event No. 4, which was shot on the conclusion
of the handicap. Atone time it looked as if Piercy had a cinch on
the cup and first place, as he broke 45 out of the first 46 shot at, but
he fell away afterward. Byrd, who was 4 behind.Piercy at the half-

way, pullea up well and tied him in the end, bun lost the chance to

tie for the cup by losing one of his 5 "extras. " Piercy was the only-

one to run 2 ) straight, doing this in his first 25. The scores in this

race were as below:

A Money (8). ..llOillllllllilllOOllOlllllllinilllllinHHOlllll^
10011111111101111111111111111101111101111001011011-41
11111111 —8-94

G HPiercy(7).lllllllinillllllll111111111ipilllIlHlllHlll010l—47
1111 1 1 101 llOOllOlllllllllllllilllOOOllOlllOllllUl- 41

niiou - 6-9t
LHByrd (5)., 11111111111110011111101011110111111110111101111111-43

11111111111111111101111111111111011111010111011111-45
11101 - 4-92

F Edwards (Sl.llllOllinilllllllllllOlOlOllOlllOllOlllOiniHIU—42
ioiiiiiiiiiiiioiiuiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiioioioinii-44
111 -3-89

J Hildreth*....10100110001011011111110010101111010011011100001000—27
00001110101010000011010101111110100111001011011111-S8-55

* For targets only.

As stated above, only three men finished for "the three high guns"
average money of 85 to each. UC these Edwards was high with 123

out of 130 shot at; then came Captain Money with 119 breaks, closely

followed by Parker with 118 to his credit. These scores were;

Events:

Targets:

F S Edwards,.
Capt Money
W F Parker...,
TH Byrd...i..
G Piercy
M HerriDg'on.

,

C C Beveridge.
J Hildreth..,..
Ward
Lan
Everett

1 3 3 4, 5 6 7

15 20 aO 15 S5 2D 15 Shot. at. Broke. Av.

k ^« • « > « 1 l.l.

15 19 19 15 24 17 14 13J 123 94,6
13 18 16 15 24 20 13 r.il 119 91.5

13 18 20 14 il 18 13 130 118 90.7

14 19 17 13 23 15 .. 115 100 86.9

.. .. 16 12 23 16 13 95 80 84.2
IS 2i 18 12 75 64 85.3

f5 41 74.5
55 K5 63.6
35 24 68.5
15 13 fO.6
15 9 OJ

Several extra events were shot. Two were at 15 targets, expert
rules; two at 10 targets, reversed order, and two at 5 pairs.

Edward Banks.

The Joplin Tournament.
JoPLTN, Mo., May 27.—The tournament of the so-called Missouri and

Kansas Gun Club came as near to being a frost as any shoot we have
ever attended, and that with $300 added money! The class of shoot-
ers one would expect to meet at a shoot of this kind were very con-
spicuous by their absence; in fact, there wasn't one of them there.

This perhaps can be attributed to the fact that they were familiar
with Sergeant's hobby— extremely hard target', 20-bird events, and
four moneys. This is all very well for the crackerjacks, but S3j0 is

hardly a sum sufficiently large to draw enough of the other class to

make a shoot a success. When a producer knows that he must shoot
85 per cent, to bs in for money, he is apt to reflect two
or three times, and ma,y perhaps inspect his gun and
his pocketbook, and after careful considt ration put his gun back
into the case, and his money back in his pants. There ar°. yet some
amateurs who have money to bum, providing they can see some
chance to take an occasional piece out of the fire. True, 85 per cent
would have won some money at this shoot, but there were several of
the 85 per cent, amateurs present, and .vet so difficult was the shoot-
ing that only one could get a fraction over 80 per cent. Not one of
the five fracksrjacks, and they were the best in the country, could
reach 90 per cent, for the three days. Making the shooting as diffi-

cult as it was here never does the sport any good; it more often
results in injury, and that is just what it has done in this case. This
shoot has given the trap-shooting game a black eye in Joplin and
vicinity that it will take some time for it to recover from.
There was a marked contrast between the interest manifested in

this tournament and that of thirteen months ago. Then the whole
town seemed to be Interested in the success of the shoot, and quite a
number of the local shooters participated. This time only five took
part, and several of these only in one or two events. The entries
ranged from fifteen to nine.
Out on the bold prairie, about two miles from the city, is where the

shooting grounds were located, and the site was well chosen, the
background being excellent. The electric cars landed one right on
the grounds. The traps were set on the Sergeant principle, and this,

as has been the case everywhere, save universal satisfaction. There
were two .sets of traps arranged this wny, but one wa.s more than
sufficient for the attendance present. Two kinds of targets were
used, the red bird and the ones made by the Ajner'can Target Co.,
both of which are made at Lsavenworcfa, Kans. They were similar
to all other targets, the oaly difference being the names. The Amer-
ican bird was used on the first and last days and the red bird on the
second. The wind blew a gale diagonally across the traps and away
from the shooter nearly the entire three days. This of course added
to thediOiculty of the shooting.
The few who were present are as follows: R. O. Heikes, Dayton,

O., Winchester Arms Co.; F. S. Parmelee, Omaha, Neb., of the Rem-
ington Arms Co.; Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la.; Chas. Budd, Des
Moines, la., that Hazard-Du Pont combination; Herbert Taylor, St.

Louis, Mo., also representing the Hazard & Du Pont Powder Co.; Sim
Glover, Rochester, N. Y ; Mrs. Milt Lindsley CWanda), talking King's
Smokeless and Peters Victor shell. Then there was C H, Calhoun,
Wier City, Kans.: Taylor Cox, Carl Junction, Mo ; C. M. Sumner, H.
T. Leeman and List Carney, Galena; Dr. D. N. Day and wife, Duluth,
Minn,, and J. W. Den, of Arapahoe, Neb., who had the misfortune to
be taken sick and was unable to Are a gun during the tournament.
The only local shooters that participated were Kinmouth, Sergeant,
Morgan and Cragin.
Only eight shot through the entire three days' programme, though

Sergeant really entered all the events, but after shooting at about 10
birds in the first event on the first day he withdrew, as he had then
shot himself out of the money.

GENERAL AVERAGES.

The general averages tor the three days were:

Shot at. Broke. Ave. Shoe at. Broke. Ave.
Gilbert 600 534 89 Glover..... 600 4 2 83
Heikes .,..600 511 85.6 Calhoun ,,,..,...600 489 80.1
Budd..... fOO m E3 Cox 630 '.bi 77
Parmelee ..600 4J6 8.2,6 Sumner 600 413 68,6

First Day, May 25.
The first day of the shoot opened threateningly enough, and for a

while it rained quite hard, but by 10:30 it ceased. Then a strong wind
sprung up that blew chilly across the prairie, making heavy sweaters
decidedly com forable. The shooting was extremely difiicult, as the
targets were thrown very hard; this, added to the wind and the bad
light, made straight scores very scarce. Four straight scores of 20
were made during the day, and each one of them was good for first

alone. In events 3 and 6, Cox, the one armed shooter, took first alone
on 19; Cornett did the same in No. 7, Gilbert following suit in No. 8
In events 9 and 10, 30, 19 and 18 took the three first moneys without a
tie. The attendance was insignificant, only fifteen shooterg taking
part, and only eleven of these shooting in all events.

The averages are puzzUng, and will appear rather more so when
the class of shooters who were present is considered. Here is food

for reflection for those who were nob present: Gilbert is high with

86.6; then comes Heikes, who, it is safe to assert, has not been down
to 81 psr cent, in the last three years. And Glwer with 82 per centi

Parmelee with just a fraction over 80 per cent; while Budd, who has

recently been shooting so steadily, could not even get up to that

notchl How hard the game was is well shown by the averages. With
such targets, 20-target races, and only four moneys, it is not surpris-

ing that so few of the local shooters wanted any of the game.

SCORES OF MAY 25.

Events: 12345678 9 10 Shot at. Broke. Av.

Gilbert 18 18 15 19 15 18 17 19 15 19

Heikes 20 17 16 14 17 18 17 17 14 17

Glover 18 16 16 19 15 16 14 16 19 16

Parmelee 14 20 17 13 15 14 13 18 18 19

Budd 16 17 15 14 15 15 15 15 17 fO

Cornett 14 15 15 13 ll 17 19 17 16 15

Cox...., 17 13 19 16 15 19 13 16 17 12

Calhoun 11 15 17 14 18 15 13 11 21 17

Sumner 17 13 15 18 14 16 12 14 13 14

Luman 11 12 15 13 12 15 8 18 17 14

Sergeant w 17 12 17 11 15 13 16 11 16"

Kinmouth..... 11 8 18 13 1 6 17 13 16 18

Taylor .. 12 14 12 10 14 14

Dr Day U ..

Steinback 11 6

Second Day. May 26.
It was confidently expected that some more shooters would put in

an appearance to day, butsuch was not the case; and not only this,

but one of the few who were present had already become gunshy,
and had left. That, too, after he had been telling us how he had
come to stay, even though there were but 3 entries. Takiug the gaff

ourselves and seeing others take it, are two difi:erent things.

It had been suggested that perhaps if the targets were not thrown
so hard that some of the locals might enter. This advice was not
heeded, however, and the game went on just as before. The entries

were no greater—not even as large as yesterday- but those who did
shoot improved their scores. Gilbert was the only one who reached
90 per cent ; Calhoun and Budd were second, with 89 Four straights
were again the total, and two of these were inade by Gilbert; Budd
getting one and Calhoun the other. In the 10th event 19 was high,

and 14 got fourth, as there was no 16 or 15. Several more of the local
shootor.s took part in a few events-just to be social, so to speak.
Mrs. Lindsley (Wanda) and Mrs Day shot along lor birds only. The
weather was fine and there was a good wind blowing. Wiih so few
entries the shooting is generally over by 4 o'clock.
One interesting event was a miss-and-out, 50 cents entrance. 32yds.

rise. In this Taylor broke 5 straight and took the $3, the talent all

going out rather easily.

SCOBBS OF MAY 26,

£00 173 86.5
900 166 8 J

200 161 ^2
200 161 80.5
200 159 79.5

200 157
200 l87 78.5
200 154 77
200 145 IS
200 135 67.5
IFO 128 71.1

180 122 67.7
IvO 76 63.3
20 11 55
40 17 43.5

Events

:

1 8 3 4 5 0 ^ S 9 10 Shot at. Broke. Av.

19 20 19 20 19 18 17 19 19 17 200 187 93.5

16 16 18 19 20 19 17 17 18 18 201 178 89
17 15 20 19 18 18 19 18 17 17 i;oo 178 g9

Heikes,... ........r,,. 18 18 17 19 15 16 19 19 19 17 200 177 e8.5
17 16 10 17 16 19 19 17 18 19 200 174 87
15 19 19 IT 18 14 15 17 17 19 20O 170 85
12 13 17 19 18 18 18 16 16 18 200 165 83.5
16 14 17 16 12 17 15 19 17 17 200 160 80
13 16 17 17 14 16 15 16 17 18 200 159 79.5
16 14 15 15 13 14 16 16 17 17 200 153 76.5

13 16 17 17 13 15 17 18 13 8 200 147 73.5
9 14 15 13 15 17 15 13 14 14 2C0 1:33 69

16 16 17 17 80 66 8 -'.5

14 13 9 13 80 49 61.3

Orogin 13 9 40 SI 52.5

Wanda 7 io 40 17 42.5

Third Day, May 27.
This was but a repetition of the two previous days. The weather

was again fine and the wind still blew from the same direction,

though if anything a little stronger than before. The first eveno had
but nine entries, and the only new shooter who participated was
Carney, of Galena; he shot in four events.
Gilbert once more led the procession, with Heikes second, neither

averaged as high as on tbe previous day. The same old number of
straights were scored—four. Of these two again went to Gilbert,

whili Heikes and Glover got the other ones. In the first and second
event 18 won first without a tie, and in the third and sixth 17 was
high. In the third event Morgan won fourth money on 10. After the
regular programme was shot the crackerjack squad in an extra

- event scored 96 out of 100, as foUows: Heikes and Gilbert 20, Parmelee
and Budd 19, and Glover 18. At this time the wind had decidedly
abated and tlie targets flew more steadfiy. The same old conditions
prevailed: ten 30-target events, $2 entrance, $10 added to each, four
moneys.

SCORES OF MAY 27.

Events: 1 33456789 10 Shot at. Broke. Av.

Gdbert 16 16 16 19 £0 16 £0 18 15 18

Heikes , 17 13 16 20 17 17 18 16 19 18
Parmelee 15 14 15 16 17 17 17 16 19 19

Budd 15 16 10 15 18 12 18 19 16 1?

Glover 16 18 16 15 15 12 14 17 15 20

Calhoun.... 12 16 15 15 17 14 16 19 17 .6

Sergeant 18 16 16 15 15 14 14 15 13 18
Cox ...i,,,. 15 15 17 16 14 16 11 11 14 16

Sumner 16 11 17 14 9 12 12 1« 17 14

Dr Day..... 13 17 ..

Carney , 13 12 17 16
Kinmouth 15 9 12
Morgan 10 14

Wanda 12
Mrs Day

15 . . 12 10 18
9 12 . . .

.

. 11 9 9

, .. 10 11

£09 171 S7
2U0 iri 85.5
200 103 81.5
200 161 80.5
2 0 168 79
XOO 157 78.5
200 l.-il 77
200 145 7i.5
200 134 67
40 30
80 58 7i.5

140 93 66,4
80 45 56,2
80 41 51.2
40 21 52.5

Paul B. Litzke.

The Kansas City "Star" Cup.
Kansjs CiiY, Mo , June 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Having
noticed on several occasions durin? the past year several reflections

by Dr. W. F. Carver on the standing of the Kansas City Star cup as
a representative trophy emblematic of the American wing shot
championship. I feel it a duty I owe to the Kansas City Star, a news-
paper on which I am employed, and which devotes probxbly as much
space to the trap-shooting fraternity as any daily newspaper in
America, to review the facts which led to the establishment of the
Kansas City Star cup contents. After the flnal winning of the Amer-
ican Field cup in 1^9 2 by J. A R. Elliott, who gallantly defended it

for a period of two years against all challengers, 'here was no trophy
of any value commensurate with the importance of a championship
contest in competition, excepting the Du Pont trophy, which at the
tiine of the establishment of the 5iar cup race was handicapped by
a rule limiting the contestants to the use of a special brand of pow-
der, and providing for the redemption of the cup by the donors on
payment of SiOO at any time they felt like calling it in. I am pleased
to notice that the Du Font people have since modified the rule limit-

ing contestants to the use of any particular powder.
The Star cup is a handsome piece of plate, of special design and

cost 8-50 net in cash, ana the final ownership will be determined next
summer. After the open competition for the Star cup in May, 189S,

those w^ho have held the trophy by winninsr it either in opeu com-
petition or by challenge, are to meet and finally decide the absolute
ownership of the cup. Thus the competition for it has an induce-
ment to aspirants for wing-shot championship honors that is not en-
joyed by any other championship emblem now before the trap-shoot-
ing public. This trophy has largely stimulated pigeon shoot.ing in

the \V"f St, and has more than accomplished its purpose, which was to
add to the interest of the Missouri State tournaments in 1896, 1897 and
1898. Other State a.ssociations were not barred from calling it into
competition at their annual toumamenl;s, the only requirement being
a guaran reed purse of $1 ,000.

The popularity of the Star cup race needs no comment from me, as
in 1886 the entries numbered over fifty, while at the last State shoot
held here in May, there were sixty three contestants for the trophy,
and among them were many of the representative wing-shots of both
the East and the West; ana it was won by Sim Glover, of Rochester,
N. Y. After an excellent race he was tied on 25 straight kills by J. M.
Crabill, of Clarinda, la. ; Chris Gottleib and C. C. Herman, of Kansas
City, whom he shot out by kfiling 5 more straight. Dr W. P. Carver,
who has been favored repeatedly by extensive complimentary notices
in the Star, shows his lack of appreciation of fair treatment by an
a tempt to ridicule the donors of a trophy, who sought to encourage
championship contests at the trap.
Any championship aspirant who is on the level cannot ohjact to

the simple conditions that govern the contist for this trophy, and it

hi'S received the indorsement of wing shot championship claimants
who stand high in the esteem of the trap shooting world.
The trophy was ollered in good faith, and the conditions made

broad and liberal, so that it would bring together the crack wing-shots
in honest contest, and the final winner will have a trophy of which
he may well feel proud.

James Whitfielp, Sporting Editor, The Kansas City SSIjur,
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Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
A LH'ELT CONVENTION.

Chicago, 1)1., Jure The tweBty-ttilrd annual conventioti of the
Illinois State Sporrsinc-n's Association w as tbe most remarliable one
held for eight or ten years. Not only was it remarlcable for the brisk
and lively quality of the proceeding?, but tbe nature of the business
transacted was so far out of the ordinary routine of tbe past five
years, that one may indeed well doubt if in all its history this organ-
ization has ever held a convention offering more interest
In view of the past reoords of this consprvalive body of sportsmen,

we had a right to expect that we should be favored with the usual
addresses and resolutions about song and insertivorous birds, that
we should hear the customary solemn declaration that "this is not a
trap shooting body," that we should listen to the customary wrangle
concerning the shooting rules, and that we should emerge from the
labors of the convention with the same principles, tbe same rules and
the same meeting place for the next convention, which, namely,
shnuld be Chicago.
What really happened was far different from tbe above. The pres-

ident and directors made addresses brief and much to the point. The
song and insectivorous bird reared its head but briefly. The timely
resolution was mainly absent. The city of Chicago was not selected
as the meetirg place. Lastly, best and greatest of alL in the idol
breaking of the evening, the famous 10-gauge rules of the Illinois
State Sportsmen's A.s.sociatioB were sent rattling down the grooves
of time unattached and looking for a foothold, which they will prob-
ably never again have so long as intelligent shooters meet in con-
clave.
Not only was < he 10-gauge clause eliminated from the Illinois rules,

but the rules were abolished in toto, the A. S. A. rules being substi-
tuted therefoi; in full. Henceforth the city of Chicago, for many
years behind tbe world in shooting rules, will no longer offer the
anomaly of having a special set of rules for two or three dayn' shoot-
icg out of the year. The city of Chicago, in all other matters cus-
tomarily ahead of the times, has now caught up with the times
in this regard, aud hereafter shooters may visit this town
feeling that they may there meet the same customs which now obtain
all over the shooting world. Incidentally, it may be said also that a
greater union among the sportsmen of "Illinois may be among the
possibilities of the future, so that there is at least one chance in a
thousand that we may at length accomplish something in the way of
game legislation.

THlfl PRBStDBNT's ADDRESS,
There were present delegates from eighteen out of the thirty-four

clubs belonging to the Association. The reading of the minutes of
the previous meeting was dispensed with. The address of the
president. Col. C. E. Felton, was tinged somewhat with the lositive
personality of that gentleman, more especially as bearing upon mat-
ters of game protection and interstate sportsmen's traffic. Colonel
Felton will gradually come to believe wholly m the wisdom of the
Forest AND Stream Plank—"Stop the sale of game"- but as he is
now, he' assumes the divided position of sanctioning the use of game
as food for man when once the gaoae has been Itilled. He thinks the
sportsmen's papers are a destructive agency, and in this he is no
doubt right. His able address is well worth printing in full.

pbksident's address.

Grentlemen: It is a pleasiu-e to me to see so large anumber of clubs
represented at this convention of ihe Association; hut it it with grief
to us all that we miss from our presence an es-President, who was
one of its founders, and who was present at nearly every session dur-
ing its history— the late Hon. Charles Hern He was biirn abroad, of
foreign parentage, and came to this country in early youth. He was
an ardent sportsman; a true friend; a warm companion. He settled
in Indiana, and was favored by the citizens of a prominent county in
that State by dec ion to tbe office of Sheriff He removed to Chicago,
and its citizens not only conferred upon him the like honorable and
responsible position— that of .sheriii' of Cook countj'—but thereafter
also elected him treasurer of that country, the most responsible office
in the eift of its citizens, and one which he held without tbe least
criticism being made as to its conduct. This shows the possibility of
preferment to manly worth, sterling integrity and unceasing effort in
this our glorious country; an inspiration to all young men, of what-
ever nationality, who become its citizens. After an illness of nearly
two years, the Father called him to an eternal home above. In life
our late brother sportsman never ceased in his admiration of those
he loved; and as friend, his heart was never cold; and to worthy
stranger his hand was always extended, and the smile of welcome
was ever present. We have lost a valued member, and his goodness
will ever be remembered by us.
This Associatiou was organized March 10, 1874. Its first convention

was held June 3, following, at Chicago. Hon. John V. Le Moyne was
its first president. Its membership w as composed of individuals, and
not of clubs; and this was found to be impracticable. June 20, 18<6,
the Associatiou was reorganized by the adoption of a constitution
making club membership, instead of iudividual membership-, the
tiasis of i s organization, and no material change has since been made.
I had the honor of being its president when it was reorganized, and
the present ts tbe third time I have held the position, for which honor
I am more indebted to tbe good fellowship of its members toward me
than from abihty to ably serve the purposes of the Associatiou.
What are those purposes? The constitution says: "To secure

proper legislation for the protection of game birds and fish during
the seasons when it is improper to pursue or to kill them; the en-
couragement of our citizens in their efforts to increase the varieties
of and numbers of our game birds and fish, and the organization and
encouragement of subordinate associations aud clubs for the vigor-
ous enforcement of all laws against the killing, sale or shipment of
or having in unlawful jjossession, any such game bii-ds or fish."

'

By this it will be seen that this is in no sense a trap shooting organ-
iza ion, although, as incidental to our annual conventions, field days
are held, Pt which certain prizes are competed for at the trap, by its
membprs only, notably, a beautiful diamond medal costing $S00, em-
blematic of individual championship, given by the Board of Trade of
Chicago, through the kindness of M. O. H. Roache. a member, in
1881, which medal is held in trust from year to year by its annual
winner, and a medal or other prize annual,y furnished by the Associ-
ation for competition liy club teams, and also a cup, which is com-
peted for annually at targets. These three events constitute all the
field work of the Associatiou during the year, and this facD puts to
blush the accusation, often made, that ours is an Association of trap-
shooters for Irap shooting only.

This Association has done nearly all that has been done toward the
protection of game and againso unlawful traffic in it in this Stat«,
durmg its existence as a .-^tate. Its chief enemy has beeii
the game dealer, whose commercial iotere&ts prompt him to
use all necessary means to defeat legislation when favored
by this Association. He purchases from market-shooters and
sells prior to the open season game birds so young that they
might have almost been gathered by hand in the field, without
the use of gun. He receives from shippers in other States, after the
season has closed, immense quantities of game, secreted in barrels
and otherwise, which has been trapped or otherwise unlawfully
killed; and he re-ships such game to Eastern markets, or holds it in
cold storage for sale to citizt^ns or members of social clubs, wjio seem
to think a table must be garnished with game birds, or a banquet
will not he "up-to-date." even if such game is unpalatable and unfit
as food for man at the time. Certain Western States are now partly
relieving us of the duly of watching our game comtnission men, how-
ever, and their cold storage methods, by the enactment of laws which
prohibit the shipment of game from such States. Much belter
would it be if they would enforce the laws again«t the imlawful kill-
ing. When killed, it is immaterial to game protection where it i.s to
be utilized as food. But if game is not shipped to our markets from
other States, we must watch more closely the game dealers, as
hungry stomachs will cause open mouths, and open mouths will be
filled, by the aid of such dealers, with game killed in Illinois long
before the time it is lawful to kill it, unless we are watchful.
Mere shooting clubs are a detriment and injurious, unle.ss they en-

force obedience to law in their respective localities They teach men
the use of the gun by contests at targets at the trap, and thus create
desire to kill birds in the field, and unless the organizations to which
they belong make game preservation and not trap-shooting the main
motive, little regard will be paid as to numbers Df birds killed or the
dates when killed I favor limiting the number of birds kilted by any
one during a season ; but when killed, let the owner do as he likes
vfith the game, provided it be used as food for man. Sportsmen do
not kill more than theF can use or give to their friends to eat; they
seldom, if ever, sell game. Sportsmen's papers also cause game de-
struciion far beyond their abUity to cause its propagation and preser-
vation Their life more frequently comes from advertising patron-
age than from lists of suoscribers. They advertise guns, ammuni-
tion, targets; and urge the organization of trap-shooting clubs and
publish the scores made as an incentive to patronage. While many
articles appear in the columns of the better class of these journals
which are very instructive and enjoyable, as well as useful, the ten-
dency of late has been to admit to their columns matter which, imder
the guise of communications or "unprejudiced" editorials, is simply
intended to create the sale of certain merchandise, or be of use, "as
sugar is to an old fashioned toddy," in sweetening the patrons of ad-
vertising columns. Sportsmen's journals are useful, and so are clubs,
but let the prime motive be game preservation, and eliminate, as far
as possible, the trap-shooting feature, save only as it stimulates
toward the suggested purpose. The indifference of citizens who are
not members of clubs Is another som-ce of game depletion. The law

of South Dakota last year gave Sept. 1 as the date of the opening
season for pinnated grouse shooting. Citizens of the State, however,
left but few b-rds im billed long prior to that date, having commenced
shooting on Aug. 15. In our State few men care to prosecute viola-
tors of the law, being neighbors or friends; and when information is
furnished, it is by persons who decline to assist in a prosecution

.

There should be no friendship between sportsmen and violators
which interferes in the least with bringing tbe latter to justice.
The report of our board of directors will give you certain informa-

tion not necessary for me to anticipate, and the law committee will
report to you as to matters of interest in relation to legislation and
the enforcement of tbe law in our State. Lately, Gov. John R.
Tanner has appointed Mr. Harry W. Loveday as game warden, m
place of Mr. Charles H. Blow. Mr. Loveday is known to vou all, and
has often been a delegate to our couventlons, You have'known hira
as being almost too warm in bis friendship, having too laree a heart,
so to speak, to be a successful detective and prdsecutor; but beyond
friendships and beyond heart pulsations stands puWic duty, and
without criticizing the work of his predecessor, as his work is now a
matter of history, I think and trust Mr. Loveday will make a record
far superior to any so far made, and which will he gratifying to each
member of the Association. In substance he has announced as his
motto. "No true frit-nd of mine will violate our game laws, and,
officially, it will not only be my duty but'my pleasure to prosecute
successfully all violators." In a letter from iim received yesterday,
stating that he must be in Springfield Wednesday morning, hence he
cannot be with us to-night, he says: "Assure tlie convention that I
am with them in everything that tends to the protection of game
and the punishment of offenders of the game laws." It goes without
saying that every member of this Association will aid him.
Additional unfriendly legislation has been had in several of our

sister States, imposing heavy licens" fees to non-resident shooters,
and but nominal fees to residents. This has caused no little feehng of
antagonism among our sportsmen, many of whom are interested m
club grounds and otherwise in the States referred to, but I have not
the inclination to here discuss the question, nor you the time to listen
to me on that .subject.
But recent events show that some action must be taken, by legisla-

tion or otherwise, by which the persons and property of the owners
of lands may be protected from the violence of would be assassins,
who are sometimes designated as trespassers or poachers instead of
intended murderers. Many clubs own or lease grounds and stock
the streams thereon with favorite food fish, and fields with game
birds, and endeavor to protect their interests with the aid of reput-
able employees, that in proper season the members of such clubs
may enjoy outings, as relief {rom the mental and physical strains of
city life. Often, as at ToUeston, Ind., where a eltib, composed of
prominent citizens of Chicago, owns property, its employees when in
the exercise of their duties in protecting a marsh from poachers, are
viciously assaulted—in one case two being decoyed into an ambush
and fired upon by two or moreassasms, one employee receiving more
than flfty No. 4 shot in his shoulder, breast and face, and the other
also badly wounded; and in another case a rifle ball was shot through
the side and end of a club boat while it was being occupied by an
employee Is it a wonder that such acts have led to retaliation by
individual employees? which retaliation, while not legally excusable,
is not at all unnatural, and borders on tlie line of self-defense, if it is
not stsch in fact. No good citiaen—certainly no sportsman—will
trespass or go upon the lands of another for the purpose of shooting,
whether it be a farm or a game preserve,when such grounds are posteti
or known to be private, unless permission has been previously
granted It is little enough to ask permission, which, being refused,
gives no cause for trespass, nor yet to send a ball to the owner or his
employee through the barrel of a Winchester repeater. An unsatis-
factory attendant to those outrages at ToUeston was that certain
otherwise reputable papers seldom failed to write against tbe club's
methods, and by the tone of their articles inspired the would-be
assassius to further outrages.
A feature for congratulation is, in another phase of our Associa-

tion's du'y, that public sentiment against the killing of song birds
and birds of plumage and insectivorous birds, is being rapidly formu-
lated, and societies of ladies are accomplishing much to the end
desired. The labor is mcst commendable, but cannot be wholly suc-
cessful until the "pestiferous" sparrow has been exterminated
Our annual meetings are held in May or June. The State Legis-

lature meets in January, alternate years. It w^ould be best that our
convention be held early in that mouth, that succpss may follow
effort in securing proper legislation. Formerly, our field contests
were at five wild pigeons, which could best be secured in May or
June. Now they are at domestic birds and targets, and May and
.lune are mating months for the Ojrmer. 1 recommend that sections
7 and 10 of our constitution be so amended as to conform to the sug-
gestion.
In conclusion I again thank you for the many honors this Associa-

tion has conferred upon me and for your kindness and patience upon
this occasion.

diri5Ctor'.s report.

The report of the board of managers is likewise clear and able and
worth use in extended form The futility of past efforts in game law
matters was taken up and the hope expressed that should the con-
vention be held earlier iu the year, at the time of the meeting of the
Leeislature, there might be a hope of more successful effort at
Springfield. The former game warden, Mr. Blow, was censured by
the board and the incoming warden, Mr. Loveday, was promised the
hearty support of the Association in any effort looking toward prac-
tical protection Lukewarmness of certain branches of the Associa-
tion was touched upon and full explanation was maileof the difficul-
ties attending the work of getting out a programme this year. The
report as filed reads as follows:

The President and Members of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation:

Our Board cf Directors, in pi«Senting its report of the work done
during the past year, desire in the first place to call your attention to
the various difficulties they have labored under. First may be men-
tioned that not one of the resident rour members has escaped a long
spell of illness, either of himself or family, which deprived the Board
of his services for long periods. Our worthy president. Col. Felton,
was himself injured whhe hunting last fall and confined to the house
most of the winter. On two or three members at a time, therefore,
including our secretary, fell all the woi k, and it has been by no means
easy.
Early last fall tbe law committee, at the request of your Board of

Directors, and with the assistance of Mr. F, S. Baird, drafted two bills
which were presented to the Legislature. Your Board was in attend-
ance at Springfield accompanied by Mr. Baird to plead for the passage
of those bills. We had many promises of assistance from members
of both Houses, but we had our same old enemy to fight, namely.
South Water street, and as usual we were defeated. The first bill',

known as the "Game Warden Bill," got as far as the committee on
fish and game in the House, but in spite of the fact that it was an
eminently just and fair bill, there it was killed. The fate of the other
bill will doubtless be the same, as of course it called for protection;
protection for the bird, protection for tbe farmer and protection for
the sportsman ; but not protection for South Water street in its desire
to sell game all the year, and hence it is also doomed to die.
We were met by lies, treachery and deceit; our supposed alMes

deserted us for the enemy ; politics aud money were, as usual, all
powerful, and, as usual, we failed, having nothing but justice to
plead for us, nor can we ever^ucceed if the work is to devolve on two
or three men. We obtain no assistance from our brother sportsmen
in the country. Not one of them ever turns a finger to help us by
obtaining the help of his representative in the Legislature. No coun-
try club or city club either, for that matter, ever manes an effort to
assist the officers of the Association. Alone at Springfield, with-
out one frieuQ pledged to support honest game legislatien , without help
from any quarter, and opposed by an interest which has thousands
of dollars at stake, what chance have we for a good law? The pre-
sent line of action must be abandoned It can never be successful.
Unless every club in this State uses its direct influence through its
every member in pledging our law makers in advance, to forward the
interests of a fair bill, we must retreat from the field where we have
so often been repulsed.
We must declare ourselves here to-night Either we abandon the

chief objects of our Association, which are the preservation of fish
and game, and the enforcement of laws governing such preservation,
and devote ourselves exclusively to the sport of trap shooting, or else
as clubs and as members we must pledge ourselves to earnest work,
and we must keep tliat pledge. As you are all well aware, far too
much time has been already wasted, and already our prairies, our
marshes and our sti'eams are too nearly depopulated to admit of
further delay or inaction.
We have nad a game warden for some years, appointed by that

archenemy of game preservation, ex-Qov. John P. Altgeld. Your
Board has during the past year received many complaints of his ac-
tions, but it is sufficient at this time, in view of the fact that he
has lately been removed from office at the urgent request of your
Board, to state that he was thoroughly unsatisfactory to all but South
Water street. Our new game warden has pledged his earnest support
of the present laws and their impartial enforcement. In every pos-
sible manner he should receive the hearty aid of every sportsman in
the State, and it his pm pose be sincere, he should not be handicapped
by even lukewarm sympathy. The fullest support is what is needed.
Your Board heartily welcomes Mr, Loveday's pledges, and trusts
that through no cause win he fail in his work.
The previous secretary and treasurer of the Association, Herman

B. Meyers, deserves your unqualified censure. Although his term of

office expired nearly a year ago, reither the present secretary nor
your Board were able to get a complete statement of his accounts
until very recently, and that proved one of our greatest obstacles in
issuing our programme of the present convention. As he was not
under bond, imfortunately, we were powerless to compel him to ren-
der an accounting; and as he refused to turn over the cash balance
in his hands, we were without money for a long time, Your Board
recommends that in future the secretary and treasurer be comp^lU d
to furnish acceptable bonds, and that it be the duty of the President
to demand same.
We would also recommend for various reasions that the date of the

convention be changed to one of the earlier months, at least during
years when the Legislature is in session; Perhaps then we could ac-
complish soniething at Springfield.
In presenting you our programme for this week's sport, we do so,

feeling that it would have been a better one had we not met so many
obstacles, one of the chief of wtich is the failure of the great clubs of
the State to subscribe according to their means to our cash prizes.
As you will note, but three of the city clubs and two from the coimtry
have seen fit to respond to our requests for subscriptions. Tourna-
ments cannot be supported that way, and if the clubs want liberal
prizes, each should contribute to the support of the Association. We
trust the clubs will not he so niggardly in their support another year.
We have, however, done the best possible with the means at our dis-
posal; and submit to you the programme, hoping for your approval
of our work.

KEPOHT OF I/AV COMMITTEE.
Mr. Mott, chairman of the law committee, reported that his

accounting must be largely of a negative nature. There had been
no legislation obtained by the sportsmen, nor did he think there
would be any change from the present law, unless there might be
passed a certain vicious bill, instituted by South Water street and
aided by otu- former respected warden Mr. Blow. He thought there
would be no other changes in the game laws at the present session of
the Legislature. He did not think the present officers of the Associa-
tion should be blamed, nor did he think any other officers would
have been able to do much better jn their position. Mr. Mott referred
totUe fact that previous to the appointment of Warden Loveday a
prominent game dealer had boasted that nothing could be done
which could prevent the appointment of Mr. Loveday as wajden. To
this fact he attached no inferences.
Mr. Mott stated that a recent court decision had passed upon the

question of using decoy letters for the purpose of using evidence. A
certain Supreme Court had decided that decoy letters could not be
used to convict a postal employee of theft. He did not tliink they
could be used to secure evidence in game cases.

secretary's risport.

Mr. Btasell, secretary and treasurer, made a brief report showing
that he had received $730 and expended $432.
Mr. Bissell said he had had trouble in getting out a programme, but

the delay had been due to the fact; that a good contract with publish-
ers could not be closed. He stated that he had had a great deal of
trouble in getting a statement of accounts from his predecessor in
offl je, nor could he get access to the books without difficulty. Some-
thing in the wording of Mr Bissell's report led Mr. W. L. Shepard,
formerly president of the Association, and for many years its secre-
tary, to infer that allusion was made also to himself and his method
of keeping the records, and Mr. Shepard, with what seemed quite
unnecessary warmth, arose and protested against such accusations.
Mr. Bissell explained that he intended no reference to anyone but the
secretary who had preceded him in office, and h's report was so
changed in its wording before being placed on file.

Mr. Forest, of the gun club to which the former secretary belonged,
asked of the Chair that he might have a conference with the Board of
Du-ectors. looking to the clearing up of the charges against his fellow
club member. This conference was held, and restitution of one or
two small sums was made to the former secretary, who claimed to
have made an unintentional error in entering one name too many in
last year's medal shoot.

FURTHER BDSINBSS.

A letter was read from the new warden, Mr. Harry W. Loveday,
stating that he was obliged to go to Springfield and so could not be
present at the convention, but that it was his wish to counsel with
the Association and to work with it in all possible ways.
Mr. A. C. Patterson, of Calumet Heights Gun Club, brought up

under tbe head of unfinished business the change in the shooting
rules which be had proposed last year, amending Rule 11, on Hve bird
shooting, so that it should not call for the gun to be held below the
armpit, but should read, "Position of the gim to be any that the
shooter may desire." Mr Patterson stated that the latter clause
was now to be found in the majority of the shooting rules all over the
couniry. There was some little talk begun on this motion.

TO.M MARSHALL AND THE 10-OAUGB RULES.
But just here is where tne fun began. Before Mr Patterson and

his friends had been able to crowd the proposed amendment to a
vote, there arose from the corner of the room, jusc to the right of the
president's chair, the swarthy face and sturdy form of Tom Marshall,
of Keithsburg. one of the best known and most popular shooters of
the country, as well as of Illinois and of the Illinois Association.
Tom Marshall is a champion shooter, as all readers of trap-shooting
columns know. From this time on he may be given a title still more
to be coveted and far more permanent. He appeared as the cham-
pion of the intelligent sportsmanship of Illinois. By his few words of
direct .opeech, and the magnetism of his personality, he aceompUshed
what the leading men of this association have for years sought in
vain to do. He knocked out the fossilized 10-gauge rule.
Mr. Marshafi said, "Mr. Chairman, I wi.sh to inquire whether it takes

a .vear to amend the shooting rules ot this Association?"
The chau'man replied that, while such had been the understanding,

and that while Mr. Patterson's propo.sed amendment had been offereti
under that understanding, he was unable to find anything in the con-
stitution or by-laws making that the case, nor could any of the oldest
members of the Association point out such a clause.

Mr. Marshall then said, "Mr President, I move you that thellHnois
State rules be abandoned entirely, and that we substitute therefor
those of the American Shooting Association."
The motion was, by conset of Mr Patterson, offered as a substitute

to Mr Patterson's mo ion. The fight was then on at once, and every-
body in the room knew that the old-time question of the absurd 10-
gauge rules was up again for decision, and that never before had the
fight against these rules been so strong or so well led.
A curious complica ion arore at' this time. Col. Felton, the presi-

dent of the Association, had practically been the author and con-
triver of the Illinois State rules, although the odious lO-gauge clause
had been forced upon him aghinst his will, as of course Col. Felfcon
was intelligent sportsman enough to recognize the world-wide prin-
ciple of handicap. Col. Felton now saw that if the 10 gauge idea
was knocked out by Mr. Marshall's motion he must lose also the
whole set of rules wnich he had labored so earnestly to frame. He
therefore decided that he must speak upon this motion, and asked
Vice-President Franklyn to take the chair. Col. Felton said that
while he did not claim to be familiar with "these Eastern rules," he
considered them very imperfect. He said, "If we adopt these rules
then we admit that we are a trap-shooting body only. We should
not care what the trap shooting rules of the country are unless we
are mostly concerned in trap-shooting." Col. Felton claimed that the
Illinois rules were the most perfect shooting rules ever yet framed.
He thought that the 10-gauge clause should be modified, as it was not
right that 10s and 12s should shoot at the same score, but none the
less that clause had been passed as the pleasure <if this body, not
only once, but more than once. He said he would favor Mr. Patter-
son's amendments to the position of the gun, but could not tolerate
the thought of ihe abolishment of the rules which made the Illinois
State Sportsmen's Association a distinctive body, and not merely one
more trap-shooting association.
Mr. Marshall spoke again briefly, jerkily, but forcibly and clearly

to the point of his motion, and evidently his audience went with him
at every word He stated that he did not mean this* motion to mean
disruption, but uniformity, that to take up the A. S. A. rules would
be to put the Association iu line with the rest of the country, and to
follow a course which had been declared a good one by the men of
the country who did the shooting and the thinking In regard to the
shooting.
Mr. Mott spoke also in favor of the Marshall motion. He said:

"Are we so great that we need special rules for ourselves? Why
should we not have rules that are good enough for everybody else?
Our chairman thinks we should appear to be a trap-shooting body if
we look up these new rules, but I think we shall appear to be a trap-
shooting body, and a very stickling one if we hang to the old rules.
It is beneath us this repeated discussion over these rules. Ijst us
take up the rules which will make us uniform with the rest of the
country.
Mr Mott's remarks were greeted with applause, though applause,

from the other side of the bouse came when Mr. Smith spoke in favor
of the old-time rules. At this point Mr. Organ made his annual
motion to table tbe whole thing. Ordinarily this motion is carried as
one of the formalities of the year, but it was not thus this year.
There was a ringing vote on each side, and a division being claimed
the roll call was ordered. This was a long process, but before the
fourth club had registered its vote the chorus of "Noes" was becom-
ing so steady that Mr. Organ saw the motion to table was lost, and
asked to withdraw the motion. The chair decided the motion to be
lost. Mr. Marshall's motion then came up and was put with practi-
cally no further discussion, althotigh Mr. Baird had risen on a point
of information, asking to be informed on certaiu potnteof the A. S. A.
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rules. Upon the motion bein^ put the chair was unaWe to decide
and a rising vote was called. The secretary taUied thirty-four votes
of delegates who rose in favor of abolishing the old Illinois rules.
Opposed to these were eleven delegates who wished to cling to the
10-gauge idea. The names of these- need not be mentioned, as the
majority was an overwhelming one in favor of Tom Marshall, proper
handicap, progress and reform.
At last we are modern.
It was decided by vote that the A. S, A. rules shall take effect thirty

days from the close of the present tournament,

CHANGE OF DATB.
Mr. Mussey moved that the convention for 1898 should be held with

an open date for May or June, but that for 1899, the year of the
next session of the Legislature, the meeting should be held the
first week In January, for the purpose of better efEorts at game
legislation. This was carried. Mr. Baird moved that the directors
levy an assessment on each club of not over $10. Carried. Mr.
Baird moved that the board use diligence in enforcing the game
Jaws of this State. He said: "It is time for us to quit resolving.
This motion may mean much or little. I mean it shall mean much."
Carried.

THE ASEOCIATIOIir MAKKS A MOVE.
When it came to the question of the next place of meeting, the

cities of Peoria and Chicago were both put in nomination, Mr,
Fahnestocli:, of Peoria, recalling the partial pledge of the Association
of last year to give Peoria the convention this year. Mr. Organ
stated that he was a friend to both cities. Chicago had better
facilities than Peoria. He did not think more than 25 per cent, of
Chicago people would go to Peoria. Still, he would go himself, and
was not in the least averse to seeing Peoria chosen. Mr. Fahnestock
said that Peoria did not want the convention unless It obtained
it tmanimously. As to facilities, Peoria could nandle the Association.
Mr, Allen, mayor of Peoria, said that his city could take care
of a political convention, and he allowed it could handle
this touhiament. Mr. Abner Price at this point arose and
made a stinging and vigorous speech in favor of Peoria. He
said the Association had practically pledged itself last year
and that now It sought to violate this pledge. He said, "If we
go to Peoria, we go not for the sake of the trap-shoot, but for the
good of this institution." Mr. Price was applauded vigorously. Mr.
Mott thought that 1899 would be better than 1898 for Peoria, as that
would be a legislative year. Mr. Mussey thought that the new game
•warden would be better helped by a Chicago board of managers than
by a board residing in Peoria. Mr. Price again insisted that the Asso-
ciation was already pledged for 1898, and that its pledge for 1899
should be valued no more than the present one. Mr. Clark, of Peoria,
said that Peoria would be a good point to come to to make up the
past differences between the sportsmen of this State. Mr. Clark said
the sportsmen would never get a game law, because the country
shooiers always turned in and helped kill the snortsmen's bill ema-
nating from Cnicago. The sportsmen of Chicago did not believe in
spring shooting, but the members from the lower part of the State
could not go to Wisconsin for their spring shooting, and so they got
no shootmg at all. They would always fight bills in such ways until
there was a better understanding on botb sides. If this convention
should go to Peoria he thought it would be a good time to enlarge its
membership and come to a netter understandtag on protective mat-
ters with the lower counties of the State. The question now came to
a vote, and Peoria was chosen as the place for the next convention.
EHection of officers was then called, and there being unanimity among
those present, the secretary was instructed to cast one ballot each for
the following officers: President, H. H. Fahnestock, of Peoria; First
Vice-President, Abner tPrice, of Chicago; Second Vice-President,
Chauncey M. Powers, of Decatur; Secretary and Treasurer, Geo. F,
Simmons, of Peoria.
Mr. Bortree at this point introduced a resolution to the effect that

the Illinois Association should extend, its congratulations to the State
Sportsmen's Association of Texas on the efficient game law passed
for the protection of ''yours and our migratory game." The secre-
tary was instructed to send tnis resolution to Mr. R. R. Lockett, pres-
ident of the Texas State Association.
Action was taken by which hereafter each club may be allowed to

enter two teams in the club team championship contest, no member
to compete ui more than one team. A vote of thanks was then
passed to the Sherman House for the use of the club room, and
adjournment followed.

THE TOUHNAMBNT.

As usual, the shooting of the two State events at live birds ran into
the third day. The entry in the Board of Trade badge shoot, the test
of the Association tournament, was eie-hty-stx, a oistinct advance
over that of last year, which shows that there was good hustling done
this year by the directors. The club teams also filled well, and the
Smith cup entry reached thirty nine. The weather for Tuesday was
cold, and on Wednesday a drizzling rain spoiled much of the enjoy-
ment of the afternoon. Thursday was cloudy and not pleasant, but
at no time was the shooting stopped by the weather. The birds, un-
der these mixed conditions, continued to average very good, many in
the badge shoot being as fast as would be seen at any time or place.
During the rain they of course became less active, and the shooting
did not offer so much interest.

CHAN POWERS TAKES EVERYTHING.

Last year, as may be remembered, the Smith cup was won
by; Chauncey M. Powers, of Decatur. Mr. Powers evidently likes
this trophy, for he went out after it again this year, and again took
it from the full field of competitors. But he was not satisfied with
this. He laid covetous eyes also on the capital prize of the Associa-
tion, the Board of Trade diamond badge, and when he left the score
after the ties, he bore this great emblem of the State live-bird cham-
pionship for the year upon his lapel. There was no stopping him this
week, and fears are entertained that Mr. Powers may want to take
home with him our city hall or the Columbus statue. In the ties Mr.
Powers was as usual calm, and keyed up exactly right. With him at
the home stretch were Tom Laflin (who always gets into the 10 tie
nearly every year), and Billy Mussey, who shot birds like a veteran,
though he has been out of practice for a long time. At one stage in
the tie, it practically lay between Mr. Mussey and Mr. Powers, the
former baving missed a bu'd. He said to Mr. Powers: "Go ahead
now, Chan, and kill your bird." This Mr. Powers was unable to do,
and big miss let in the rest for a second tie, so that Mr. Powers had
to go on 80 far £is nis 14th bird to win. Messrs. Mussey and Laflin
divided the merchandise, no one else getting further along than 5
birds in the tie. Score

:

First event, for the Board of Trade diamond badge, value $500, em-
blematic of the individual championship of the State, at hve birds,
the winner of the badge this year to receive the proceeds of next year's
entries for the same prize, 10 live birds, entrance $10.

Dr Shaw. 222S002233— 8 F E Morris 21202S0223— 8
B Smith 2222020213— 8
T Parker 202102013*— 7
HLevy. 1320102-^— 6
B Barto 2200022200— 5
GRoU 0220322022- 7
T Marshall 2222222222—10
E Bingham 2200222223— 8
W LShepard. 22011 12120— 8
E S Rice 0310010200— 4
W J Hindert 2222220000— 6

R Simonette 1101201201— 7
RDoggett 1111212310— 9
L 0 WUlard 1220212131— 9

W H Palmer 1130202201— 7
Bill Smith 0111211031— 8
Bill Mussey 2221222121—10
W A Heilman 1020311122- 8
J P Nicks 0100103312- 6

F Bissell 200i232100- 6
J Watson 2232i0i232— 9

U J Sammis 2223200523— 8

C M Powers , , 2322233233-10
A E Liesy... 0312332310— 8
G N Portman 2031103113— 8

T J Fortier 1111211221—10
S Palmer 1210101010- 6

W DunneU,... 1222222230— 9

GTate 2220111102 - 8
RKUSS 0201232232— 8
A W Fehrman 1232220032- 8
H Dunnell 0220212210— 7

J J Smith 1323200120- 7
C Landon 0022122222— 8
N L Hoyt 123I10C012- 7
H H Frothingham.. 1222020222— 8
P Kruger 2202222202— 8
A SchmiU 212020000S— 5

G FrankUn 2121201220- 8

J B Castle 1002202222- 7
P Dilg 22223<;0132- 9

G W Madden 2122001022- 7
R A Turtle 2122002201— 7

R D Clark 2200222100- 6
H H Fahnestock.. , .0001231221— 7
C F Troop 8102110111— 8
B P Woodford 8112221023— 9
J P Duis 1222383122-10
A C Patterson, ...... 1211220»21- 8
A W Reeves 2181812112—10
V F Boltenstem 1121011123— 9
T P Laflm 1111111112-10
L Henry 0222212032— 8W Crapper 2233321000- 7
E E Neal 8022282031— 8H E Boltenstem.,,. 81222S0211— 9
A Bacon 2212222223—10
A JSLleinman ....... . .1818018031— 8
J A Ruble 1112222182—10
George Hoffman. , , ,8120031010— 6
WHasbaugh 1101210111— 8
P F Stone 0021201220— 6W J Pitzen 3222220220- 8
O von Lengerke 2222222220— 9
JW Neibert., 2200020000— 3
B Dunnell 1221202200— 7
B StiUuig 1000221120— 6
CB Dicks.,... 2122222012- 9
GAirey,....,...,. ..1312200122- 8
H Ehlers 121230123i— 9
F A Place

.

J L Warner
A E Ruple
A E Henry
RB Organ
G Kleinman
M JEich
J H Amberg. ....
RW Wright
C E Felton

,

J T Glover

1180130002— 6
...1200112020— 7
...0202031002— 5
...1012181011— 8
...2220208180- 7
.,.I221032-S3— 9
,,.8211121181—10
..,0308328222— 8
...2322222222-10
...0200002101— 4
.2122022223— 9

CE Comely 1211811101— 9
J M Brown 2110202200— 6
F A Barr. 0022131220— 7
B IP Forrest 2200010222— 6

In the ties on 9 only six men were m at the end of the first string of
a tie birds: Woodford, Von Lengerke, W. Dunnell. Ehiers, Dilg and
George Kleinman. After the end of the second string of 5, W. DunneU
won on 11 straight.

Ties on 8: Bingham, Portman, Morris, A. Kleinman, Harbaugh,
Tate, Frothingham and A. E. Henry divided money after killing 8
birds. Bingham won merchandise (the Spalding' bicycle) on 20
straight.
Ties on 7: Roll, Madden and Turtle divided money. Madden won

merchandisf^ on 11 straight.
Ties on 6: Hicks and place divided money. Place won merchandise

on 8 straight.
Second event, targets. For the L. C. Smith cup, emblematic of the

individual State championship at inanimate targets, the winner of
the cup this year to receive 60 per cent, and the club of which he is

a member 40 per cent, of the entries at next year's Inanimate target
event, the winner to execute a bond in the sum of $500 to guarantee
the production of the cup next year; 20 targets, entrance $5, Illinois
State rules:

Heilman ..11011100100101101011—12
H Dunneil.llllOlllllllOlOlllll—17
T L ParkerllOI 1110101111101101—15
MacGruderOOlOOlllOlOOlOOOlOOO— 7
AW HenrylllOOllOlOUOlOOOlOO—10
Kuss 11111111100111011111—17
JL WarnerOOOOllllOllllllllOll—14
P F Stone..ll001111111000i:0101—1:3

WDunnell 01110111101011011111—15
H Bolten'nOOlOlOllllllllOOllll-14
Ed Steck.. 11101011111111111111—18
Harbough.llOllliniOllOlOlOll—15
J Ruble.... 01111110011111111101—16
Fehrman.. 11011111101111011101—16
B Dunnell.lOllOOlllllOl 1111111—16
Fortier. , . . 11110101101110011111-15
AKleinm'nOlllllOlllOlllOllIll—16
Neal 11111011111011111111—18
Marshall . .11100111111111111111-18

C Powers. . lOllllllllllllllllll -19
Dr Shaw . .11111111100101111110—16W Smith.. 01110100111110111111-15
J P Hieks .10111110111011111101—16
LC WiUardlOllOOlOllOw
E BinghamOlllllllllOUOllOlOl—15
G RoU . . . . ,11111111011110111010-16
Frolh'h'm.11101111110111111111-18
Hennis , . , .lOOOllOlOllw
HoUlster . .11111101111111001111-17
Patterson. .11110111111011111101 -17
JB Castle.11100011110110100011—12
A E HenrylOlOllOllOllllllllll-16
VBolsten'r 01111101 10)011001011—13
FStannard 11111111011011111111-18
M J Eich..10111101111001111110—15
De Wolf...01100101101000110010- 9

A E LeiseyllOOlOOlllOOOllOlHl—12
Tate 10011111001001111011—13
Barto 10101110111101111111—16

Mr Powers won the cup with 19. Ties on 18 divided money, and
Marshall won merchandise on 9 straight. Ties on 17 divided money,
and HolU»ter won the merchandise with 3 straight. Ties on 16 divided
money, and Shaw won merchandise with 8 out of 9. Ties on 15
divided money, and T. L. Parkerwon with 16 out of 18, Bingham being
near him witb 14 out of 18.

THE CLUB-TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP.
Open to teams of four men from any club members of the State

Association. Entrance, price of birds only.
The club-team event brought out twenty-one entries, and it was

noon on Thursday before the result was determined, the three duck-
shooting Dunnell boys from Fox Lake, with their friend Pitzen, wip-
ing up the earth with all the city shooters and men from down coun-
try, and putting Pestakee club at the front. Before tke conclusion
of this event the weather had grown cold and the wind was strong.
Old shooters present said that they had never seen harder shooting
than that offered by the birds on Thursday. Scores:
Pistakee: H. Dunnell 10, B. Dunnell 10, W. DunneU 9, Pitzen 7—36
Gorfleld: R. Kuss 9, T. P. Hicks 9, Dr. Shaw 9, Neal 8—35.
South Chicago: Larkin 10, Reeves 9, L. C. WUlard 9, Watson 7—36.
Eureka: Marshall 10, Bingham 9, Wright 8, Steck 8—35.
Garden City: J. Ruble 10, Amoerg 9, A. Kleinman 8, G. Kleinman

7-34.
Chicago Shooting Club: W. P. Mussey 9, M. J. Eich 9, Stone 8, R. B.

Organ 8-34.
Blue Island: Krueger 10, Boeber 9, Geo. Roll 9, Borman 6-34.
Dixon : Troop 9, Smith 8, Parkhurst 8, Norris 8—33
Prairie of Chicago: Comely 9, Parker 8, Ehlers 8, Dicks 7—32,
Audubon: McFarland 9, Von Lengerke 9, Frothingham 8, Place 7—

32.

Peoria: Portman 9, Sammis 8, Leisev 8, Heilman 6-31.
Evanston: Dilg 10, Schmidt 9, Franklin 7, Jay Smith 5—31.
Gilman: Fortier 10; Tate 8, Madden 7, McBarnes 6—31,
Genesseo: Powers 10, Lafiin 9, A, Henry 6, Hasbrugh 6—30.
Douglas: Lansdon 8, Stannard 8, Carter 7, Glover 6—29.
Alpine: Tornette 8, De Paola 7, Barto 7, Simmonetti 6—88.
Elgin : Doe 8, Freeman 7, Adams 7, Nlsh 6—28.
Duck Island: Shepard 8, A. Price 7, Clark 7, Fahnestock 6—28.
Prairie of Evanston ; Peterson 8, Zeek 8, Higginton 6, Harloff 5—27
Grand Crossing: Roberts 7, Ruple 7, withdrew,
Henry G, C: Wood 7, Forrest 6, withdrew.

THE OPEN TOtlRNAJnSNT.

At the conclusion of the State target event, the L. C. Smith cup
race, the target traps were thrown open to all present. A mixed lot
of inanimates was used, bluerocks, empires, etc. Tbe weather was
none too good at any time for the sport, and on Thursday, a windy
day, the shooting was extremely difficult, the targets aancing and
dodging in a way which made a straight score something rare and
valuable. The entry at no time was very large in the target events
and by Thursday evening had dwindled perceptibly. The beastly
Chicago weather took much of the hfe out of the sport. The bulk of
the shooting was at $1.50 sweeps. Scores:

Tuesday, First Day.
Events: 1 S 3 4 6 6
Targets: S5

Geo Roll 21

McMurchy ...... 85
Bingham 20
Wm Smith 20
Hennis ...^ 21
J W King 23
Dr Shaw 20
Powers.,., 25
Budd 28
Marshall,.. 23
Gilbert 23
Foley 81

Fahnestock 18
McBarnes 18
Armstrong 13
B Dunnell 81

B Stilling.. 19
Portman
Steck 20
Clark, ...... a .4

Brown
BUI Smith .,

Simmons.,,
Barto .,

Magruder .,

Bacon....,
Lansdon
Kuss ....

H DunneU
L P Stannard
Morris ,,, ..

Darlington ...... ..

L H Owen .,

Duis ,.

Madden ..

De Wolf,.

15 15 IB IB IB

14 15 15 14 13
15 14 14 14 .,

10
.. 13
14 18

12 ."! .'! 15
14 13 12 15 .

,

14 14 15 14 13
14 14 15 . , 13
13 13 15 15 15

.. 14 14 .. 10

.. .. 14 .. ..

12 12
12 15 13 14 11
3
12 13
14 12 10 . , 14
11 13 .. ., 18
13
13
14
9

14 13 14 13 15
13 .. 13
.. 13 ..

.. .. W
13

14

10 13

9
15
14
13
6

Events: 13 3
Targets: ZB is 15

G Hesler 19 .. ..
L C WUlard 23 . . 13
J R Graham 2.3 11 lo
A E Henry 22 ,. 14AW Henry 23 ..

Neal 81 10
L Freeman 21 ii
B F Bolstner 18 . .

.'.

HoUester 23 13 15H E Bolstner.,,, 23 ..
John Ruble 25 14 13
Frothingham 21 .. .,
ASKlemman... 24 ., 14
Leisey 17 14 13
Edwards

. , n
King.... 13 14
Heilman ii
Morris "
Edwards
Pitzen...
Cropper.
EE Kice

\
\'

MrBams ,, .

Tate..,, \\
Rupel..,.^,.,.... ..
DrDay,,,.,,,.., .. ,. 14
Warner.. .. 13
Castle ; la
Hoyt 10W LShepard,... ....
Eich ., is
Mrs Day .. \\ \q
Palmer
Fehrman....,,,, ., ,|
Woods.,,,,,,.,. .]
Barr, ''

14

6 6
15 IB

.. 12
13 12
12 10
., 14
.. 14
18 18

13 13
11 ..

14 15
., 11
11 14

.. 13

.. 12

14
14

15

.. «

.. 9

.. 8
10 11

11

11

13
6

11

9
10
14
10

Wednesday^ Second Day.
Events:

Targets:

Kolenzik
Brown,, ,.

Mrs Day ,

Levi
Goldsmith
Steck. .,

Palmer
Parker
Kuss ,..

Dr Day
Gilbert
Neal ,,

Brunneyer
A Kinney ,

Powers
H E Bolenster...
McMurchy
H Frothingham.
F P Stannard....
WUlard
Tony
V F Boltenster.

.

GW Franklin...
Hindert
De Wolf
Tucker.
Blinn
J W Henry
Tate
Hicks
Qoodrich.,,,.,,,

1 » 3 4 6 6
IB -15 IS IS 15

11 .. 11

13 .. ..

13 14 18
8 ., .,

10 ., ..

13 11 .,

5 .. ,.

la ..

8 14 14
14 11 ..

18 15 14
13 11 14
4 13 9
9 8 14

14 13 14
13 11 ..

13 15 14
11 12 ..

14 14 13
14 13
.. 6

.. 13

.. 10
9
7

13

10 11 14

9
ii 13

li
14 ,. ,.

14 18 13
14 9 .,

15 11 15
11 ., 13
8 .. ..

i3
15 12 ,.

12 13 ..

15 .. ..

14 13 14
13 .. ..

ii
"9

9 13
12 .,

12 13
10 ..

10 ..

.7 11

7 10 8 .

.

., 11

Events:

Targets:

RoU
Pehrmann
Geo Klelnmann.
MarshaU
Thomas
Argraves,
Simmons
BuddW DunneU
Madden . , , ,

Woodford
Ruble
A E Henry
B DunneU
A S Kleinman...
HoUesLcr
McCarthy ,

.

W D Stannard ,

,

BiU Smith.
Fahnestock
Show
Larkin
A W Reeves
Wright
BaccL
E E Rice
GHeUer
Leisey. . , ,

Bacon,
Duis,,.,,,,,..,,
H DunneU ,

19 3
15 IB IS

13 15 14
11 13 14
32 12 18
13 15 14
l* .. ..

6 11 11
9 18 13

14 11 14
8 11 14
9 ,, 13

14 ., .,

14 13 13
14 13 ,

.

11 .. ..

12 14 ,.

18 18 11
.. 10 15
.. 18 ..

13 14

8 ..

.. 7 ..

.. 12 15

.. 11 ..

.. ., 9

.. ..14

.. 13

.. .. 11

.. .. 14
.. 11

4 5 6
15 IS

10 14 15
18 .. ..

ia ii is
.. .. 13
7 14 .,

14 .. ..

11 14 14

13 ::

15 13
14 .. ..

ii i4
14 ..

11 :. ;;

io !!

i3

!! io
*9

u .. ..

.. 10 ,.

A Smith 9 Barto 11 .. 12 ..

Hurd 13 .. 11 ., .. Ruple 13
Hoyt 11 ,, 11 ,. .. Daggett 10 ,, ,.

Graham 10 18 10 .. 13 W DunneU 12 ., ..

Petrie , 11 Barr 10 ..

Dilg 7 ...... .. RD Clarke 11 ,.

Events:

Thursday, Third Day.
13345678 Events: 133456 IS

IS 15 SO IB 15 30 15 15Targets:

Thomas.... 12 14 15 13 13 18 13 10
Froth'ham 15 17 13 10
LWiUard.. 8 12 .. 11 15 19 11 13
Kolmazik.. 11 8 12 9 14.. 7..
Rool. 11 14 17 12 14 17 13 15
QUberfc,,,, 15 13 18 14 15 19 14 15
Stannard.. 15 12 19 13 14 n 13 ..

Kibby 8 10 15 ,. 13 10 .. .,

HoUister.. 11 13 ......... .. .. Pitzen
Rehm 8 14 .. 7 .... 10
Shaffer.... 11 12 9 .. 10 16 12 ..

Meaders... 13 11 14 11 10 16 ,. ,.

Argraves.. 11 11 .... 10
Abbott.... li 13 15 .. 13 15 ., .,

Budd 10 11 16 10 14 19 ,. ,,

Lee 4 , Stannard
Short.,,. 11 ,. ,, 6 Woodford

Targets:

Kruger. .

,

Marshall..
Mrs Day..
Dr Day.,..
Fourtier. . . 6

H DunneU. 13
Hicks 13
Neal 13

13

15 15 SO IS IS SO 16 15

8 10
11 13 15 15 15 19 10 13
9

12
13 .... 10 9 12
.. 7 13 .. 12 .,

10 ..

16 10 . . 18 . . .

,

9 18 13 .. 14

De Wolf 6
ESkecks.. 14 ,

Tate. 5
Brumeng'r 11
Searles..., 10 11 15 ., 11
Klineman.. 13 10 17 10 14 16 ., ,.

15 ,. 11 ,, .. 14
16

Morris 11 Clarke 9
Shaw 11 J Smith ., .. 10

r •'B

H E Bolt.
enstien .

.

Gillespie.,
Klineman.
Bowers.

Dupee 10 „. .,
11 13 18 11 11 Fish 8 8 9 11
9
13 14 17 .. 13 15
11 13 17 13 n 16

Ruble 13 14 19 14 18
McConnel.. .. 11 13 8 10
Simpson.
Dr Shaw.

14
11

8 11 8 9 Nish.

VFBolt.,.
enstien 18 13 ..

Harbaugh 11 .. ..

Parker 11 .. 16
A WHenry 11

11 15 17 11 13 17
10

Adams 10
Barto 13 12 Pelzen 18 ., ..
Brown,,,.. ., ..16 Kuss 18 11 14
Graham 16 13 8
WDunnell 16 13 IS
Raber 9 11 8 7 9 .

.

BDunnel 12 .. 13 .. ..13

Fish 18
Morris... 13 ., .,

C Dickson 8 .. ..
Steck 10 18

At the close of the State events there began a red-hot contest
among the cracks at live birds in the open sweeps. This was on
Thursday afternoon, when the weather was hard for shooters and
good for birds. The best of the shots present had trouble to make a
good showing under the circumstances. Powers continued his con-
sistent performance by getting 10 screamers straight, and was lied
by Bingham, Harry Dunnell, Abe Kleinman and Von Lengerke.
The birds evidently had the best of the game. Score, 10 live birds,.
$7.50.

THURSDAY.
C. Powers, Ed. Biogham, H. Dunnell, Abe Kleinman and O. von

Lengerke, 10; C. W. Budd, L. 0. WUlard, G. Kleinman, Simpson,
Kolanczik, J. A. Ruble, H. Bolteostern, S. Palmer and W. Dunnell, 9;
N. E. Money, Fred. Gilbert, Abbott, Paterson, HicEs, Kuss and A. E.
Searles, 8; Tom MarshaU, Dr. Frothingham, George Roll and J. R.
Graham, 7; Kibber 1, Boulfield 4, C. M. Price 5, Conley 5,

On Friday the weather was clear and cold, and the wind was so
strong in the early part of the day that the birds were puzzling to
the best of the enthusiasts who lingered at the traps. The shooting
was confined to miss-and-out sweeps. Toward evening the birds let
down a bit, and the scores ran higher at the flmsh. Friday practi-
cally concluded the tournament both at live bh-ds and targets, there
having been but a day and a half of live bird shooting and three and
a half days of target shooting open for non residents of the State.
Scores in the nine miss and-outs were:

Events: 183456789 Events: 133 456789
Money,. 7
Howers. 7
WUlard. 7
WDunnel7
Bingham..
Budd
Kleibm'n,,
GUbert.. ,.

Frcthing-
ham.. ,,

6 12
1 11

7 12

4 0 5 0., Abbott 8 1 1.. 3
0 0 6 8 15 Kibbey 5 1 5 8 0
4 3 2 4 15 Kolan-
3 0 4 1 .. ezlk... 3 5 1 1,.

,
15 Palmer 3 1 1 .

5 2 5 5 8 DrShaw -4 0 ,

2 5 4 4 , . H Dun-
,.5615 nel 6 5 15

Pitzen S 5 0
.. ,, 3 2 0 4 14 Harding 0 0

COMMENT.
The entry of the Du Pont Gun Club, a newly incorporated body

including some of the best shots in the State, was received in the
State team championship event with some demiu*, it being alleged
that the club was not regularly a member of the Association. Ac the
talk of a protest the entry of the team was withdrawn.
Dr. and Mrs D. H. Day, of Duluth, were present and apparently

enjoying themselves. Mrs. Day's shooting was of a sore which asks
no odds of the best, and her appearance at the score was always the
signal for the gathering of interested groups of spectators. Mrs.
Day handles the shotgun with a grace and effectiveness rarely seed
among the women who shoot at the trap. Dr. Day has in part recov-
ered the use of the hand which was so seriously injured some time
ago, and is now enjoying rugged health. He and nis wife have at-
tended several shoots on the Western circuio this season,
Chan Powers, winner of Che Board of Trade badge, the L. C. Smith

cup, the City Hall, Lak« BYont, etc., did his shooting with a Parker
gun. His target load was U. M. C. Smokeless 3in. shell, 3Mdrs Du
Pont, 1J40Z. No. 7i^shot. On live birds he shot the SMin. Green Trap
shell, 45grs. Du Pont, IHoz. Nos. 73^ and 7 shot.
Speaking of mayors, we had three at this tournament—Mayor Mar-

shall, of Keithsburg; Mayor Allen, o± Peoria, and Mayor -Jaice Renm
of Blue Island. Jake was a member of the board of airectors and did
efficient hustUng at the shoot. The people out at Blue Island have
elected Jake mayor ever since he was eight or ten years old, and he
has a cinch on it for the rest of his natm-al life. Once he was sick and
forgot aU about the election, but he came in returned as mayor just
the same. It makes no difference how many votes the other fellow
gets, Jake Rehm is the only accepted mayor of Blue Island.
Mr. Lou Ehrhardt, of Atchison, was present for only one day of

the tournament, but his absence was meniloned with regret by a great
many.
Mr. F, H. Hollister, of Chicago, wentweU to the front in the race for

the Smith cup, and says he wUl win it next year sure.
The ties in the Board of Trade badge divided the money before

they began to shoot down to a finish. When the question was put to
the ties on 10, Chan Powers was the only one who wanted to shoot it
out. He said afterward that had he done this he would have stood to
win about $1,000 at this tournament, supposing the entry next year
to be about what it was this.

Dick Merrill and CharUe Grimm were absent from the shoot this
year, and Chan Powers and Charlie Budd were consequently desolate
These side partners have heretofore been part of the fixtures at this
event.
Noel Money has attended two shooting tournaments in Chicago in

May and June. At the first one it snowed, and at this one it was too
cold to snow. I know he will like the place.
Tom Laflin, as usual, went into the lO hole on the badge. He says

be would rather have the gold watch he got than to have the badge
I regret to say that S. A. Tucker has laid aside the old shooting

coat which he has worn for twenty years. Mr. Tucker now appears
in a wide-ribbed corduroy which can stand alone, and is audible at
the distance of a block.
Shooters at a shoot do not always know what they are shooting

for. I hope that they will not forget the foUowing coutribtors of
cash: E. S. Rice $100, John Watson $100, Decatui- Gun Club $50 Win-
ner diamond badge 1896 $50, Audubon Gun Club $25, Evanston Gun
Club $30, Garfield Gun Club $10. C. S. Wilcox $10.
Harvey McMurchy did some fine work at the target traps, but was

obliged to leave town at the middle of the week.
ItaUan Joe, of the Alpine Gun Club, the best known plover shooter

on earth, was one of the characters of the shoot. 1 asked him if he
was shooting the old scatter gun which I had seen him use on plover
but he said, "No, I shoot-a one-a dem Ella C. Smitta gun now " '

Chan Powers's double victory at live birds and targets has never
been duplicated m the history of the Illinois State Association nor is
it apt to be at any early date.
CharUe Budd, as usual, kept open house at tke Windsor Hotel

Asked his opinion of the Budd-Beck race for the Du Pont trophy
next Monday, he said he hoped he wotUd not be obliged to wkli
home, as it was a long way to Des Moines.
The song and insectivorous bird was with us, but in diminished

numbers, "Our sister States" did not come up so often in the con-
vention as usual. I note with alarm also that we forgot to pass res
olutions against the German carp and other enemies ot the land A
convention without resolutions is m a condition rightly to be viewed
with suspicion and alarm.
By dUigently applying the ear to the ground, gem lemen mav be

able to distinguish the coarse, husky iread of the 10-gauge gtm dis
appearing in the distance.

o o &

Chan Powers and Tom Marshall can divide the town site of Chlcac-o
between them as they lUce. ^
Keep your eye on Peoria next year. There be some who think;
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Peoria cannot hold a shoot, but the last heard of Pres Fahnestock
and his friend the Mayor ef Peoria, they were walking down the rail-

road track toward home, with their grip sacks carried at a merry
angle; and as they looked back over their shoulders at the city of
Chicago, they sang a mellifluous duet, the chorus of the old song
which begins, "Oh, I donf know, you're not so warm!"
But we have no 10-gauge rules now.
At last Chicago is modern. E. Hou&h.

[ 1206 BoTOK Building, Chicago.

Connecticut Trap-Shooter's League.
DBOOBATION DAT AT NEW HAVEN.

T!bm second tournament of the Connecticut Trap-Shooter's League
was held at New Haven on May 31 (Decoration Day). The wealher
was by no means favorable for a large gathering, as heavy rain had
Jioured down since 5 P. M on the previous evening, and was still com-
ing down with a melancholy persistence when 9:30 A. M., the hour
for starting the shoot on May 31, arrived. The clouds every now and
then gave oht some hopes of better things later in the day, and we
itnderstahd that Certain persons of known probity saw the sun for a
tt'W mifahtes about 8 o'clock, or may be earlier. At any rate the sun
did come out about 11:80 and stayed out, making himself a welcome
guest by drying everything, even wet sweaters, and giving everybody
a chance of a sunbath on the club house porch.
As may be imagined from the phrase "wet sweaters," the boys

could not be kept fi-om the traps when once they had reai'hed the
grounds. It could rain all it wanted to, but Connecticut isn't a dry
State and its trajs-shooters don't object to a little water— externally,
that is. S© it came about that the first two programme events, and
an extra to -'warm up,'' were alt shot with a stead,y and wetting rain
falling. Then came the change and all was lovely.

tKk atteNdanck affkctbd by rain.
But the attendance was aHected by the downpour of the earlier

hours. Hartford shooters were expected, but none showed up.
Meriden sent a squad, but at least another squad had signified its

intention of being on hand to take the morning train for the "City of
Elms." Windsor Locks, too, was hampered in its efforts to get up a
full squad for the team-race, owing to the failure of some of the
members of the gun club to put in an appearance. Bridgeport, how-
ever, was the banner club among the visitors. Messrs. Blafceslee and
tJ. M. C. Thomas brought a delegation of 14 shooters to the grounds,
and they shot right along and made their presence felt when it came
to drawing down the moneys dealt out by Cashier Gould to those who
"were in for money." The home club had enou h shooters on hand
to make up almost three teams, the services of Edwards beiug pressed
Jn to make up the sixth in the third team. In addition to the 42 shoot-
ers taking part in the team-race, there were several others unat-
tached, some students from Yale showing up in the afternoon for
some practice after their victory in the intercollegiate race with
Harvard, Princeton, Columbia ana Pennsylvania on Saturday last.

LUNOH, MOSQCriTOES, EXO
Although there were not as many shooters present as would have

been the case had the weather been fine from the start, there were
enough on hand to keep the five traps hustling to get through the
programme before nightfall. The home club had arranged every-
thing with a view to the comfort of its guests. The club house was
thrown wide open, and a capital lunch was provided free to all.

"There were other guests on hand in addition to the shooters, and
these guests were neither welcome spectators nor idlers who had just
dropped in to look at the shooting. On the contrary, they were as
busy as possible all day, and kept others busy, too. These guests
were a gang of the most outrageously large and black mosquitoes,
who apparently hadn't had a thing to eat since Fast Day. Where
they came from It is bard to say, although the swamp behind the
club house looked a little suspicious. President Clark and Mr. Bristol,

of the home club, accounted for their presence by openly stating that
the Meriden boys bad brought them down in their grips and turned
them loose out Of spite. Two very large ones, however, were posi-
tively traced to Van Dyke's grip, and this is quite likely, as Van had
Only left his New Jersey home the night previous. Anyway, there
were mosquitoes to give away; we can vouch for that.
President M. H, Clark brought his gun along, but shot only in the

team race, preferring to take a hand as scorer, referee or any old
thing, so that the attending shooters could have all the shooting they
wanted. To Mr. Clark and Mr. Bristol most of the success of the
shoot must be given; Mr. Bristol, in particular, was always busy one
way or another, and had been on the ground since 7 o'clock prepar-
ing everything for the 9:30 opening; there are very few men Tho can
boast "tnree score years and ten" who can equal Sir. Bristol in en-
thusiasm, energy and capacity for work. Mr. Gould, as on former
occasions, acted as cashier, and did his work for the most part unas-
sisted, and did it most excellently.

tHE team race.
The team race was, of course, the main feature on the programme"

New Haven entered three teams; Bridgeport had two teams on hand,
while -Meriden and Windsor Locks had one each. The race is at 40
targets per man, SiO known angles and 20 tyiknown angles.
The known angles were shot first, the teams shooting as a whole,

not being split up. The order of shooting was decided by lot, the
teams going to the score in the order designated by numbers drawn
out of the box. Known angles were disposed of first, and at this

style of shooting the New Haven No. 1 took the lead, breaking 108
out of the 120 shot at. The Metiden team was second with 103. Then
came New Haven No, 2 with 96 breaks, closely followed by Windsor
Locks and Bridgeport No. 2 with 93 breaks each. Bridgeport No. 1

was next with 91, New Haven No. 3 being last with 75.

Then came the unknown angles. At this game New Haven No. 1

increased its lead by breaking 104 to 103 by the Meriden team, Bridge-
port'.s two teams and the Windsor Locks team all tied on the un-
known angles with 87 breaks each, New Haven No. 'J dropping down
to 84. New Haven No. 3 betteredits total made on the known angles
by scoring 77 at unknown angles. It is worthy ot note that while so
many people saj/ they can break more targets at unknown angles
than at known angles, yet the New Haven No. 3 was the only team to
make more at unknown angles than at known angles. The combined
totals of all the teairs for each style of shooting show : ICnown angles
659 breaks out of 840 shot at; unknown angles, 638 breaks out of 840
shot at, these figures give an advantage of 31 breaks to the known
angles.
The team averages were: New Haven No. 1 88.3, Meriden 85,4, Wind-

sor Locks, Bridgeport No. 2 and New Haven No. 2 75. Bridgeport No. 1

74.1, New Haven No, 3 63.3. (In the scores of the New Haven No. 3
team, Brown shot in place of Hazel in the second half.) The detailed
scores were:

New Haven No. 1.

Known angles. Unknown angles.
FTan Dyke. .,,,....11111111111111111011 lllliniliniiaiOll- 88
F J Potter lOlllllinniimill 11101110111111111111- 37
MD Stevens llllllllllllllllllll 01111010011111311111-36
B W Claridge lOlOOlllllllllllllU lllllllOlOllUlinil-35
C B Bristol, 11011110111111111111 10l01111101inilllll-i:4
H O Whitney. ...... .OlllllllllllUlOiOOO 1111011l0111l01111ll-3i—312

Meriden.
HJMilla llllllllllllllOlllll llllllOlllllllllllll 38
J R Hull ...01011111111111111111 11111111101111111111-37
HRMerrltt, llllllllllllllllllll 01101000111111111111—35
WF Parker 11100011111111111110 11101011111111111111-34
LCHolcomb llllllllllOllOlOlOll 11011101111111111101-33
L J Gaines lllCOlllllOOOOllllll 00110111101110111011-28-205

Windsor Locks.
JHVideon 11111111111111111111 11111101110111111111-38
H L Cutler lOlllllOlllllll 10011 11011111111111000111—32
John Jordan.. 11111111011101111111 OlOllliniOlOlOlllOl-32
EM Coats OllOOOllOOlllllOllOl 10111011101011101111-27
R B Penn lOllOlOllllOllOlUOl 10111111001111010000-26
PD Washburn lOOOlOUlOlllOUlOll 11100001011110110101-25-180

New Haven No. 2.

FCowee. OlllllOlllllllllllH 00111111111101111111-35

E Kelly lllllOlllUlllllllll llllOllOUOOOlllOlOO—31
HLEdgarton 11 111110011101011111 111010101 lllinoiOll-31
Ortie.-. lUlOlOllllllllOlOU 01100011111111001110-28

MH Clark 11001110111111101011 11101011110010110101—28

J B Robertson lOlllllllOOOllOlOOOl OlllOJlllOlllllOllOl-26—1£0
Bridgeport No. 2

I J Tuck lOllllOlllOlllllllU 10111011011111011111-33
JClarkson lllllOllUlllUOllll OlOllOlllHO 1101111-33
G Saunders OlOOllOlllllOllllllO llinilI110011in]ll-3i
G King lOlOOlOlIlllllllClll 1101001110111111111 1—31
F Burgoyne 11011010111111111100 OH110llJOlOi0011000-a6
W Rennison llllOlllOijllOOlllOll 10111010111100100010-25—180

Bridgeport No. 1.

Ed-Talor lllllOlllUlllllllll 11111011110111001111-35
UMCThomas lOlllOlllOlllllllllO lllllCOllOllllllUlO—33
M A Beers. OlOlllOlllOlllllllll 10011101101111011100-29
H Sanford Jr OllIOlOlllOllOlllllO 11101111011101110101—29
J Beers 11000111011110111101 OlOllOlCOllOlllJlOll-27

V A Blakeslee OlOllllOlOOOUOllOll 00011110110110111111—26-178
New Haven No. 3.

Edwards. llllllllllllllllllll lOllllOllllllOllllll 87
Bassett IIIUIIIOOIIOOIOOIII IIIOIOIIIIOIUIIICIOI -i;9

Longden llllllOllOCOUllll 1 in010011liiioilOKO-g9
Haael lOllllOOllOOlllOOOlO llOlOllOailllOUOlO-25
Treat niOOOlOOlOllOllllOl 101I0110001010I00010-21

glttler. COOOQOOOCOQOOOOOUOO OlOOOOOnimOlOOOOl-11-163

THE PROGRAMSIB EVENTS.

In addition to the team race there were ten events on the pro-
gramme. All these events were shot off, and also an extra at 10 tar-

gets, No. 11 in the table below. A straightaway miss and-out, 50 cents
entrance, brought the shoot to a close. This had eleven entries, the
results being: Van Dyke and M. A. Beers 6, Parker and Coates 5, Hull
4, Edwards and Jordan 3, (Jaines and Videon 1, Cowee and Claridge 0.

The conditions of this race were all straightaway birds, the shooters
going back 6ft. at the end of each round until they reached the club
house, which they did at the end of the 4th round, finishingfrom that
mark, about 24yds. rise from No. 3 ti-ap. Scores in the programme
events were:

Events:

Targets:

Taylor

Parker.
Hull,...

Orty.

Videon
,

Mills
Potter

. i^. .i,

,

Tuck .i.v.i.,,..., ......
King 9
Clarkson .......i....... 9
Saunders 8
Kelly 6
Jordan 10
Rennison,
Van Dyke .

Loueden ...j, 9
Brown

, , , , , .V. ,

Bulkeley
Schley
Spears , . .

,

Edgerton ,

Five thousand seven hundred targets were

X a QO A* Ro 4
Oo Q 1 n 1

1

10 10 IS IS 16 15 10 IB 10 10

9 8 8 10 13 10 8 13 9 10

8 9 13 IS 15 15 8 15 8 9

10 7 13 15 14 11 8 14 10 8
8 9 12 14 14 15 8 13 10 9

7 9 11 10 8 12 3 11 6 8

9 9 14 14 14 13 7 14 9

8 9 13 12 13 15 8 15 16 9
6 8 13 15 14 13 7 11 10 9

9 10 15 15 11 la 7 13 9

8 H 13 14 15 15 7 14 10
9

9 9 12 13 12 15 8 14 7 7
fi 6 8 11 12 11 7 10 5 8

8 5 11 J3 12 9 7 13 9

fi 7 11 12
'9

99 10 12 14 ii 12 '9 is ' i

8 13 13 12 8 8 11 9 8
9 7 13 8
8 7 14 13 12 5
S 8 13
7 7 13 11 11 12 5 10 7
8 10 14 10 15 11 3 9 6

9 8 13 14 18 14
10 8 12 13 15 15 9 13
7 13

7 9
8 10
9 11
7 11

9 12
8
9 IB

10
15

6 13

.. 6

.. 9

.. 6

.. 9

9 6

.. 5

9 10

12 13 ..

12 12 ii

11 14 11

.. 13 13

,. 13 1.3

.. 11 13

.. 13 10

.. 13 15 fi

thrown during the day.
Fdward Banes.

13 8

Chicag'O Trap-Shooters.
CICERO GUN CLUB.

Oak Park, HI., May 31.—The Cicero Gun Club celebrated Decora-
tion Day by giving a live-bird and target shoot on its grounds (Des-
plaines River and Madison street). The birds were a fair lot consid-
ering the time of the year, and the day was perfect for shooting.
The sweepstakes were all small, owing to the limited number of

shooters present; but the enthusiasm was well maintained because of
the equality of the shooting, and there were many pretty shots scored

'

at straight away drivers and quick-turning birds. The targets wex"e a
hard lot, as the elec trie pull was in splendid shape and threw them
very swift, and the scores were generally disappointing. The first

two events were field shooting (we called it jicksnipe), the shooter
being 20ft. in front of the traps, walking parallel with the row of traps
with the gun over his shoulder. The programme of events, with
results, is as follows:
No. i, 20 targets, jacksnipe, unknown traps and angles, enti'ance 50

cents: Lowrey 13, Von Platen 10, Barnard 9.

No. 2, 10 targets, jacksnlpe, same, entrance 25 cents: Von Platen 5,

Barnard 5, Lowrey 8, Weber 9.

No. 3, 5 live birds, entrance $2, two moneys: Barnard 3, Weber 3,

Von Platen 1. Lowrey 3. Tie shot off: Barnard 2, Weber 2, Lowrey 2.

No. 4, 5 live birds, entrance $i, two moneys: Barnard 3, Weber 4,

Von Platen 2, Knott 8, Lowrey 3, Dr. Mathews 4.

No. 5, same: Knott 5, Barnard 4, Dr. Mathews 4, Weber 3.

No. 6, 7 live birds, entrance 82, two moneys: Knott 7, Heal 7, Bar-
nard 6, Dr. Mathews 4, Weber 3.

No. 7, 7 live birds, same; Knott 5, Barnard 7, Halligan 3, Stickles 6,

Noal 6, Weber 5.

No. 8, IB targets, known traps, unknown angles, sweep, 50 cents:
Knott 11, Von Platen 9, Weber 5, Neal 11, Lowrey 10.

No. 9, 10 live birds, entrance $3 50, three moneys:
Barnhrd .........2301.01130-7 Neal ,...2tll02a2-33—

9

Knott 2222l32!:3-9 Stickles 2121230.i20—

8

Beling 2010111223-8 Weber..,.....,...,„..,.llllC»2«20-6
Steiger 0222100^00—6 Halligan. .... .'.1032112111—9

No, 10, 15 targets, known traps, unknown angles, sweep 50 cents:
Steiger 9, Richards 11, Halligan 11, Lowrey 10, Neal 10.

No 11, 15 targets same: Neal 10, Lowrey 11, Richards 10, Halligan
10, Steiger 8.

No. 12, 15 targets, same: Behng 5, Halligan 5, Steiger 4, Neal 12,

Cutler 10, Richards 6, Long 2, Lowrey 8, Knott 3.

No. 13, IB targets, same: Halligan 8, Beling 4, Weber 4, Richards 10,

Steiger 8, Neal 13, Cutter 8, Long 5.

No. 14, 5 live birds entrance $3, one money: Cutler 3, Barnard 6,

Neal 0, Richards 3, Halligan 4, Liodley 1. , Cicebo.

Dedham Sportsman's Club.

Boston, Mass., May 31.—The Dedham Sportsman's Club held an
all-day shoot to-day. Tne attendance was light owing to the threat-
ening weather, it being showery nearly all day. In the following
scores it will be noticed that some excellent shooting was done by
both Mr. Cole and Mr. Leverett, theformtr having seven clean scores
to his credit and the latter five. There were l,5i0 bluerocks thrown,
out of whi 'h the members managed to secure eighteen clean scores.
All events were at 10 targets each;

Events: 1 2 S 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Smith 7 9 7 7 9 9

Cole 10 10 8 10 8 8
Leverett..., 7 5 5 7 6 7
Gordon. 6 8 7 7 9 S
Brown....,, 9 6 4 7 8 9 6

Blinn... 7 5 7 7 6 8
Miskay..,.. 6 ,. 10 9 8 7
Horace 6 8 8 8 6 7

9 9 10 7 10 6 10 6

9 10 8 9 8 10 8 7
6 8 8 10 ID 10 10

6 8 9 G 6 6

8 10 8
8 8 10
7 8 9

9 6
7 7

8 8
9 8

6 7 o
8 9 7
9 9 8
9 10 ..

9
7 4
5 4 ., ..

6 8 5 7
6 S 9 6

Dennison . . .. .. 8 9

No. 19, same: Smith 6, Cole 9, Leverett 8, Brown 5, Blirm 7, Denni-
son 7. '

No. 20, same: Cole 10, Smith 8, Leverett 8, Blinn 6, Dennison 6.

No. 21, same: Smith 8, Leverett 9, Dennison 7.

No. 33, same: Smith 7, Leverett 8, Dennison 3.

No. 23, same: Smith 7, Leverett 10, Dennison 5.

Nos. 1, 4, e, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20 and 23 regular angles; Nos. 2, 5, 10, 12,

14, 17, 19 and 21 unknown angles; Nos. 8, 7, 15 and 23 reverse angles.
Ros.

Omaha Gun Club.
Omaha, Neb., May S9 —Below find scores made to-day at the regular

weekly club shoot of the Omaha Gun Club. Dr. and Mrs. D. H. Day,
of Duluth, were guests o£ the club:

Learned... 11100111011101011101—14
Mont-
morency 10101000101111111111—14

Carmlcha'lllllllllOlllllOlOlll—17
Brucker. . .11111101011011011011—15
Bates 01011101110111111111—16
Peters 01100101111101010101—13
Hughes . . .11101111111111111011—18
Kenyon.. . .01110010111111111111—16

Whitner... 10101111001011011010—12
McFarl'inellOOllOlOIlOlOlOllll—13
AckermanllOOllOHlCOllllllU—15
Townsend.lOOlllllllllllOlOUO—15
Read 11111111100110 110111—16
Krug 11110111101110011111—16
Dickey. . . .11110111011011111111 -17
Mrs Day ..11111101111011101111—17
Dr D HDayllllOUlOlllOlllllOl—16

W". D. Kenton, Sec'y.

ll7orth Dakota State Sportsmen's Association.
Chicago, III., June 5.—The third annual tournament of the North

Dakota StateSportsmen's Association will beheld at Fargo June 16-17,

an excellent programme being offered by the managers, Messrs. C. E.
Robbing, W. W. Smith and H. E. Magill. The convention will be held
the evening of June 16. The magautrap and bluerocks will be used
under A. S. A, rules. North Dakota has a State gold badge for the
target championship at 50 bluerooks, $3, winuer to take 60 per cent,
of nest year's eotraace moeey. E, Hough.
1S06 BevoB SuitoiHO,

Portsmouth Gun Club.
PORTSMOOTH, N. H., May 31.—The members of the Portsmouth Guii

Club held an all-day shoot at their grounds to day. They had as
guests four members each of the Haverhill (.Mass ) and Exeter clubs.
The Somersworth Club also intended to participate, but the stormy
weather prevented. Notwithstanding the rain excellent sport was en-
joyed and some good scores resulted. Dinner was served in the club
house, and a fine menu was prepared by the steward, assisted by the

1

ladies of the club, '

The day's scores resulted as below, President Newick, of the Ports-
mouth Club, shooting with the Exeter men in the team shoot. The
out-of-town guests expressed themselves as much pleased with the
manner in which they were entertained by the local club. All events
were at known traps, unknown angles, five traps, six men up, walk-
around. The division of sweepstakes was under the Rose system,
which proved very satisfactory.
The team race resulted as follows:

I

Exeter— Newick 11, Colton 8, Bickford 11, Langley 14-44.
Haverhill -Laighton 14, Miller 9, Blake 9, I^ambert 10-42,
Portsmouth—Frizzell 13, W. I. Philbrick 10, H. E. Philbrick 9, Noone

10-42.
Sweepstake scores are given below in tabulated form

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Ifl1^1

Targets: 10

Miller 5
Frizzell 5
Lalgnton 4
Colton 8
Lambert 7
H Philbrick 7
Blake 5
Brown 1
Dow , 4W I Philbrick 5
Newick 8
Noone , ,

Bickford
Langley
Roper.
F Manson
Hoyt , ^.
Richardson.
Pitman 3
J Weston
Merwm ..

H Manson
Goodwin
R Weston,,...,,.,,.,... ....

15 10 10 15 15 10 10

14

10
14
11.

13
9
8

10
8
8
10
12

8 13 9
6 11 11
9 13 10
9 12 12
8 11 7
6 10 10
3 8 8
5 8 8
7 6 7
6' 12 10
8 8 10
10 11 14

.. 8 11

5 4
5 8
7 9
8 6

67
7
3 7
5 7
6 S

10 10 5 10 10 10 10 10

4 8 4
9 7 3 9 6

8 10 3 ,.

.. 8 4 ,, .,

7 7

8 2

3 9 10
4 9 8
..7 6

10 ..

8 8
9 ..

8 S
5 ,.

4 4 2
4'.. 3 .. .. ,. G ..

8 7

6 7 7 7

7 8 7

6 .. ... 9 8 7 8 7

8 .,

5 ..

5 ..

B 7 G

5 ..

8., 6 8 6 8 8

.. 4 6 3 5

W.

3 .. .. il73555
I. Philbrick, Sec'y.

Ko notice taken of anonymous communication

T. S , Philadelphia, Pa.—Please give me the names of bass fishing
grounds near New York. Ans. J. E. Waterstone, Greenwood Lake,
N. Y. ; Bradford Weeks, Milton, N. J.

I

P. McC, Yonkers.—Please state in your next isSue if a bullet any ]

size fired from a rifle straight up in the air has got the same velocity
'

when it strikes the ground as it had when it left the muzzle of the
rifle from which it was fired. Ans. No. The resistance of the air re-
duces the velociiy, so that it is considerably less at the;moment o'f Im-

'

pact than at the time of tiriug.
'

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Three Great Conventions.
The Young Peoples' Society of Christian Endeavor meets at San.

Francisco, Cal,, July 7-13.
National Educational Association at Milwaukee, Wis., July 6-9.
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks at Minneapolis, Minn,,

July(i-.9.

These are all National conventions, and delegates and others inter-

;

ested should bear in mind that the best route to each convention city
from Chicago is via the Chicago, Milwaukee* St. Paid Railway. Two
trains daily via Omaha to San Francisco; seven through trains daily
via four different routes Cbicago to Minneapolis; six daily trains Chi-
cago to Milwaukee. Choice of i-outes to California, going via Omaha
or Kansas City, returning via St. Paul and Minneapolis. Through
trains vestibuled and electric lighted. All train.s run on absolute
block system. Low excursion rates to each convention.' Ticket

,

agents everywhere sell tickets over the (Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
\

Paul Railway, or address Geo. H. Heaffiord, General Passenger Agent, 'i

Chicago, Adv.

A Vacation Trip to the Tennessee Centennial
and the Mountains of Western

North Carolina.
Where can you go for a short vacation and have a more delightful

time than to make a trip to the Tennessee Centennial Exposition at
Nashville? The round trip rate, by rail from New fork, is only
825.30, good for ten days. Tne Pennsylvania and Southern Railway
operate a through line of Pullman drawing-room and sleeping cars,
leaving New York daily at 4-30 P. M The route is through the "Land
of the Sky," Asheville, N. C—a more delightful spot on earth cannot
be found. Stop over and visit the Vanderbllt estate and numerous
other attractive points of interest. Write to the New York ofBee. 871
Broadway, New York, for information. Copies of illustrated pam-
phlet of summer homes and resorts mailed upon application, enclos-
ing 2 cents.—Adv.

President McKinley's Trip South.
THROUGH "THE LAND OF THE SKY."

The President and party will leave for Nashville, Tenn., on June 7,

to visit the Tennessee Centennial Exposition. On his return he will
stop over at Asheville, N C, in "Tne Land of the Sky," for a day or
two. This point is located directly on the line of the Southern Kail-
way, the popular route between New York and Nashville. The pro-
gramme of entertainment at that point has not yet been announced,
but arrangements have been made at the Battery Park Hotel for his
party; also, he will make a visit to the famous Bil more estate.
There are numerous points of interest around the city w hich w ill

make his stay in "The Land of the Sky" pleasant.—^dv.

Pantasote.
Pantasote is a new material manufactured by an old company. It

is adapted for a variety of uses. In one form it is used for upholster-
ing yacht interiors; in another for making tents. Pantasote mack-
intosh is light, warm and waterproof, and as it contains no rubber
and is always soft and pliable, it is particularly adapted for hunting
coats. Gun cases are also made from pantasote, wnlch do not rust
the gun as do those made from rubber composition. In its heavier
form pantasote resembles leather, and is used as a substitute for it,

while in its lighter form it is more nearly like canvas in appearance
and usefulness. Samples and particulars will be sent to those men-
tioning Forest and Stream and mclosing stamp. Address, Panta-
sote Co., 39 Leonard street, New York.— Adv.

"Among the Ozarkg."
The Land of Big Red Apples, is an attractive and interesting book,

handsomely illustrated with views of South Missouri scenery, includ-
ing the famous Olden fruit farm of 3,000 acres in Howell countj'. It

pertains 10 fruit raising in tbat great fruit belt of America, the south-
ern slope of the Ozarks, and will prove of great value, not only to
fruit-growers, but to every farmer and home-seeker looking for a
farm and a home. Mailed free. Address J. E. Lockwood, Kansas
City, Mo.—Adv,

Mullins's Metal Boats.

W. H. MuLLiNs, Salem, 0., recently shipped a carload of double

-

ender pleasure craft and "Get There" duck boats tor use on 'he park
lakes at Denver, Col. Also two "Get There" ducking boats were re-
cently sent to London, Eng., to a large concern who will use a large
quantity of them.—Adv.

John Wood, Jr„ 76 Washington street, Boston, Mass., issues for
tree distribution & calendar of the fish and game seasons for the New
England States,—4d«.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
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And let me add this more, he that views the

ancient ecclesiastical canons, shall find hunting; to

he forbidden to churchmen, as being; a turbulent,

toilsome, perplexing; recreation; and shall find

ang-ling; allowed to clergymen, as being a harm-

less recreation, a recreation that invites them to

contemplation and quietness, Walton.

m forest and Stream's Platform PlanK.

" T/ie sale ofgame should be prohibited at all. seasons"

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1897.—No.* VI.

COZ,ORAJ)0,
Act of April 16, 1897.—Sec. a7. It shall be unlawful at

any time to sell or expose for sale, or to cause or suffer to be

sold or exposed for sale, or to kill, capture or otlierwise tahe

wltli intent to sell, or to offer to any common carrier for

8liil)ment, or to ship by any common carrier with intent to

sell, the head, hide (tanned or untanned), horns or meat of

any animal mentioned In this act.

TEE FOREST LAKE GLJJB CASE.

"Within recent years wildwood lake properties have

appreciated in value in an enormous degree. The in-

creased popularity of angling, the growth of the outing

idea, the participation of the family in the sports of the

forest and stream, and the tendency toward club life and

fishing preserves—all these have created a demand for

fishing waters adapted to club purposes; and aa the avail-

able lakes have been taken up and the number remaining

for such purposes has decreased, the market price has ad-

vanced. An instance of the worth of such properties is

afforded by the case of Forest Lake Club.

Forest Lake is a charming sheet of water, situated

amid the hills in the southeastern corner of the town of

Claverack, in Columbia county, New York. It is eleven

miles from Hudson, and three and one-half hour's ride

from New York city by the Harlem Eailroad. The lake,

with the entire land surrounding it, is owned by the For-

est Lake Club, of Hudson. The organization of the club

and the acquisition of the property were due chiefly to the

enterprise of the president, Mr. G. Hills, who was the first

to discover the charms of the lake, and to recognize its

adaptability to club purposes.

The lake is 1,325ft. above tide-water, and from the basin

in which it nestles between the forest-covered hills a far-

stretching prospect is commanded over a landscape of hill

and valley and mountain slopes. The entire range of the

Taghkanic Mountains is in view, with the Berkshires be-

yond. Among the summits is that of Monument Mountain,

on the top of which is the monument which marks the

meeting there of Massachusetts, Connecticut and New
York. In all the view from the club house of well-named

Forest Lake not a house is to be seen, and from the entire

lake circuit only one house is visible, and that fifteen miles

away. Here, within a short drive or bicycle spin from

business, the members find themselves indeed in the

woods, with the perfect isolation and freedom which others

less favored must travel far to secure. A model club house

has been provided, and there are boats and boat house, an

ice-house, and all the conveniences and equipments of a

sportsmen's club. The lake is well stocked with small-

mouth black bass, brown trout and pickerel.

, This was the situation when, not long ago, the thriving

village of Philmont, looking about for a water supply, cast

covetous eyes on Forest Lake. In this body of pure water

high up among the hills, the town authorities saw a

natural reservoir having a fall of 150ft. to the highest point

in the village. It was admirably suited to their purpose

and they determined to have it. The first advance to the

club was an offer of §500 for the privilege of taking water

from the lake. Kegardful of the law governing such mat-

ters, under which the village could have recourse to con-

demnation proceedings to acquire the lake for a water

supply, the club in turn offered the village $500 to keep

hands off. The Philmont people then raised their

offer to $1,000, while the club held out for $5,000,

and offered to go through the form of condemnation

proceedings with an understanding that the Com-

mission should make the award in that sum. This

was refused; and the village then had recourse to con-

demnation proceedings. Judge Chester, of Albany, ap-

pointed as commissioners Messrs. J. H. Peck, of Troy, and

Melius and Meade, of Albany. The Forest Lake Club,

concerned more for the principle involved than for the

actual money at stake, summoned expert witnesses exper-

ienced in buying and selling lake properties and versed in

their values as summer resorts, as club properties, and for

reservoir purposes. The valuations which these experts

put upon the lake and surrounding lands ranged from

115,000 to $25,000. The commissioners rendered their

finding last month, awarding the club $9,000 as compensa-

tion for the damage caused to the lake by the raising and

lowering of the waters, and for the impairment of its com-

mercial value.

TBE NEW 70BK ASSOCIATION.

A FEW years ago the annual conventions of the New
York State Association for the Protection of Fish and

Game were so exclusively given up to trap-shooting that

all other purposes were lost sight of or systematically ig-

nored. To remedy this condition of affairs the Association

was reorganized, on a plan hy which provision was made

for two meetings in each year, one purely deliberative in

the winter, and another for a shooting tournament in the

summer. An important and very effective device for giv_

ing each of these two activities its fullest scope was the

provision of two sets of ofiicials, so that both interests

might be maintained by a guiding control actually and

actively concerned in their promotion. The plan has

worked extremely well; the January meetings in Syracuse

have been well attended, and the June tournaments under

the management of various clubs have been large and suc-

cessful events.

A feeling has been growing that it would be expedient,

when the time should come, to separate the two activities

entirely; to make the State Association for the Protection

of Fish and Game simply and purely what its name im-

plies, and to give over the tournaments to a new and sepa-

rate and wholly independent organization. The time for

this, it is thought, has come; and a proposition to that

end was made by President Gavitt at the Auburn meet'

ing' last week, when a committee was appointed to put the

proposal into effect.

Such an absolute division is doubtless desirable. For

one thing, it relieves that certain air of grotesqueness

whicli attaches to a trap-shooting meeting held under a

long oflicial name whose fitness and meaning are, under

the circumstances, a mystery to the uninitiated. The

New York Shooting Association, or Shooting League, or

Trap League, or soine such title, will be' less cumbersome

and will have the merit of pertinency and meaning. We
anticipate for both organizations—the old and the new-
many years of useful activity and successful achievement.

PUBLIC FISH IN PRIVATE WATERS.

Co^'NECTictiT has now joined the list of those States in

which the Fish Commissioners are forbidden to stock

private waters with fish provided out of the public funds.

A law was enacted at the late session of the Legislature,

modeled upon statutes in force elsewhere, making public

any waters supplied with fish by the Commission. The

purpose of such a restriction is of course to put a damper

upon the numerous owners of trout streams and bass lakes

who are eager to have them stocked for their own private

advantage at State expense. Most people count as clear

gain and honestly come by whatever they can get for

nothing from the public Treasury, whether a salary for

services they do not render, smuggled goods, seeds from

Washington or fish fry from the State hatchery. Applica-

tion blanks for fish fry usually contain a statement that the

waters which the applicant desires to have stocked are

public and not private; but experience has shown that

some men holding high positions in the commercial com-

munity will cheerfully lie about this, and are not to be

trusted. The system of making stocked waters open to

the public is the first successful expedient to get the better

of such individuals.

It has been suggested by an authority in whom we re*

pose confidence that in making such a provision, even with

so good a purpose, a Legislature may have framed a law

which will not stand the test of the courts, since it might,

under certain conditions, involve an unjust interference

with common-law rights.

For instance, if one of several landowners, through

whose domains a trout stream runs, should stock his part

of the stream- with fish from the State hatchery, he would

at the same time be stocking the entire stream, both on his

own property and on the adjoining property of his neigh-

bors as well, so that under the action of the law their

waters as well as his would be declared open to the public,

and their right to forbid trespass would thereby be invali-

dated. Whatever might be the merits of such a case, the

principle remains that public funds should provide public

fish for public waters, and private waters should be replen-

ished at private expense.

SNAP SHOTS.

Among the historic hoaxes of our timeswas that recently

perpetrated upon the Treasury Department at Washington

by a chemist who claimed to have discovered the philoso-

pher's stone, or a process of manufacturing gold from baser

metals. As a result of investigation we are gravely assured

by the Treasury ofiicials that there is nothing in the

scheme; it woii't work. The world will have to wait a

while longer for the secret of transmuting common clay

into gold; and yet we need not despair, for transformations

not less remarkable are accomplished every day. It is an

easy trick for an Adirondack hotel chef to transmute close»

time venison into "mutton," and for a New York restau*

rant-keeper to change common American quail into im*

ported "royal birds." Such culinary achievements will

soon be counted among the lost arts in Colorado if the neyt

law shall be enforced, which forbids including on bills'of-

fare any game killed in the State, whether designated by

its own proper name or by any false name.

In Louisville and Kansas City the art has promoted in^

dustries of large commercial importance. To the office, of

our frequent contributor, J. M. Rose, of Little Eock, Ark.

repaired the other day a fisherman, for advice about net

fishing. He wanted to seine Arkansas waters for shovel-

bill catfish, buffalo, gars and drum, for the supply of facto-

ries in Louisville and Kansas City, with which he had

contracts to furnish 5,0001bs. of such fish daily, to be; made

up into canned Columbia River salmon. The Arkansas

law was an obstacle to the proposed seining; but the cat-

fish stock of the Southwest is unexhaustible, and the

supply of salmon need never give out.

The abbrev iation of the Maine moose hunting season to

the last fifteen days of October, and the prohibition ofdeer

hounding in the Adirondacks, have combined to divert

from those hunting regions a large number of sportsmen

who are turning to Canada for their fall campaign. The

outlook is for a great incursion of American hunters into

the Provinces,

The plan of Government game preserves outlined in

bur issue of June 5 by Mr. W. G, Van Name has attracted

wide attention and the indorsement of favorable opinion.

Last week we printed comments upon it from Mr, Robert

B, Lawrence, chairman of the Committee on Legislation of

the New York Association, and of Mr, S, F. Fullerton, Exec-

utive Agent of the Minnesota Commission, To-day we
publish other communications from others whose opinions

are not less entitled to respect. Next week we shall have

a paper on the game parks of Ontario, written by Dr, G,

A, MacCallum, President of the Fish and Game Commis-

sion of the Province, in which it is pointed out that what

Mr, Van Name proposes for the United States has already

been accomplished in a measure in the Provinces.

Minnesota has abolished its discrimination against non-

residents. Deer hunting visitors will no longer be re-

quired to take out licenses. Future effort will be directed

in the line of preventing the marketing of game. There

is probably in the whole Union no point outside of No.

346 Broadway, New York, where faith in the eflBlciency

and sufficiency of the Foeest and Stream's Platform Plank

is firmer than in the office of the Minnesota Commission.
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ON THE EDGE OF THE GRAN CHACO.
tOiSD BY WILLIAM KINGSBUEY TO WILLIAM H. AVtS.

Chapter V.

The next three days were vety busy ones fol- us. H;
had to buy a full outfit in the horse line. After scouring
the country for a couple of days he finally found a couple
Which he said suited him. They cofet him about .$70, in-
cluding a saddle, lariat and bridle.
Fate seemed to snatch some of our belongings from us at

times, only to return them at some future period. When
we had parted with Chena we never expected to see her
again, but fate had provided otherwise; and so it turned
out ^ith Jim's horse Zaino, which disappeared on the night
of the dance of the little Angelito. The fourth day after
H.'s arrival a Goucho boy drove up to the front of the
house and tied his horse to a post.

''What a miserable looking animal that is," Jim re-
marked; "I'm going over to have a look at him." The
horse did appear miserable, indeed; its bones nearly pro-
truded through the skin, and on its back were a number of
sores; the poor spine stood up in a knotty ridge, and the tail

and mane had been cut short. We sat watching Jim, as he
went first from one side of the horse then to the other,
and we noticed that he was making a very close examina-
tion. Suddenly he called out, excitedly: "Come here,
quick! Look this horse over closely and tellme if you ever
saw him before?"
"For heaven's sake, Jim! This poor rack of bones can't

be—and yet I do believe it is your horse—Zaino."
"I know it's Zaino! There goes the saddle, and there

goes the bridle after the saddle! ' and he hurled them both
as far as he was able. "Come, Zaino! come with me." Jim
was madder than I had ever seen him, and there was a
glitter in his eye. He tied Zaino near the shanty and was
washing the horse's sore back when the boy made his ap-
pearance. He seemed puzzled for a moment, then, as he
graduall}'- took in the situation, he walked over to where
Jim was and spoke to him in Spanish. "What are you
doing with my horse? I want him riglt away," he said.
"Where did you get this horse and how long have you

had him?" asked Jim.
"He belongs to my father, and he raised him from a

colt."

"You lie!" shouted Jim. "Now, pick up your saddle and
bridle and get out of here as lively as you know liow." As
Jim emphasized this command by administering three or
four kicks, the fellow was not long in obeying orders.
Snatching up the saddle and bridle he started of£ at a
lively clip across the pampas in the direction of Soledad.
Don Antonio", who had witnessed all this, walked over

to ask what it was all about. Jim explained matters to
him and he said that Jim had done just right. "I'm afraid
you'll have trouble with tbe boy's father, though," he said.
"He's a regular robber and a very bad man. I don't like
him, Everybody's afraid of him."
"He'd better not come bothering around me much. If

he does he'll find one man who don't care a rap for him,"
Jim replied.

The boy had hardly been gone an hour when we saw a
man mounted on a galloping horse coming across the
pampas. "I say, Jim, I'll bet that's the old man coming
after the horse himself," said H., who had been the first to
observe the approaching horseman.
The horseman, a large, villainous-looking individual, soon

dashed up to the shanty. He almost threw his horse on
its haunches he stopped so suddenly. "Carramba! You
give me that horse. What you mean by stealing him from
my son? In broad daylight, too. You give him to me
directly."

"Where did you get this horse?" asked Jim, coolly.
"I bought him three years ago. He's mine, and you bet-

ter give him to me, quick."
"I'll give him to you when you bring to me the person

from whom you bought him and not before."
"Carrambal you defy me? Be careful, be careful how

you play with me." As he hissed the last words he
slipped his hand toward a murderous-looking horse-pistol
which he carried in his belt.

"Be careful how you play with rde or I will surely kill
you," Jim replied grimly, as he whipped out his Smith &
Wesson and aimed it full at the other's breast. "You can't
have this horse," he continued. "He is mine, and here is

the certificate which shows when and from whom I
bought him." Jim here produced the certificate which
showed his ownership of Zaino. "As for you, you are
nothing but a contemptible thief. You stole this horse
from me, and if I catch you around here again, you villain,
I'll put some of these bullets clean through you! Now get
out as quick as you know how."
Seeing that Jim was deadly in earnest, the half-breed

did not wait for a second invitation to go, but, without an-
other word, wheeled his horse, put spurs to him and
dashed quickly away. He turned once in his saddle to
shake his fist at Jim, but not until he was safely out of
range. We never saw him again.

H. proposed that all hands go next day on a grand fare-
well hunt, to leave the Don and his family a good supply
of meat before taking our departure. Daylight had hardly
appeared when, followed by Chena and Tigre, we were on
the move. H. was tall and loose-jointed, and why he had
selected two horses so small that his feet nearly dragged oh
the ground puzzled Jim and myself greatly. Never will I
forget that morning ride over the Canada of Soledad. H.,
anxious and eager, was in the lead, and as he went along,
bouncing up and down on his little pony, it seemed that
he would surely shake apart. Every joint in his body
seemed to be working at once, and the flaps of his yellow
tourist hat dangling loosely about his face, combined with
his ill-fitting, fluttering clothing, to make him the most
grotesque and comical sportsman I had ever looked upon,
Jim and I followed in the rear and nearly fell off our
horses with laughter at some of his ridiculous horseman-
ship. He was naturally such a good-natured, whole-souled
person, however, that he did not mind our laughter in the
least. In fact, he seemed to be pleased at his ability to en-
tertain us.

We had covered perhaps five miles, and were following

one of the numerous paths made by horses, cattleand other
animals through the thick, high grass near the San An-
tonio, when, without warning, a drove of more than a
dozen large ostriches almost sprang from under H.'s horse
and were away belter skelter in all directions. Jim's
Parker spoke, and down, heels over head, went one of the
largest. Jim had caught him just as he was dodging be-
hind a large ant-hill. H.put spurs to his horse and started
wildly straightaway after a couple which kept the path
we had been following. I fired at one as it swung into a
path to the left, and had the SEltisfjactioh of sfeeing it drop.
I wounded another, which Chena easily catight and made
short work of.

All were noW galloping like inad through the high grass,
each in pursuit of an ostrich. The bird I was after stub-
bornly followed the zigzag twists and turns of one of the
most crooked paths I had ever seen, and so gave but poor
chance for a shot. Soon he came to a staight stretch, how-
ever, and his doom was sealed, for the Winchester keeled
him over at about 40yds. Concluding that I had my share,
I stopped on a slight rise of ground, where I could look
down and see, now and then, the upper portions of Jim's
and H.'s bodies skimming along above the top of the high
grass. The grass was so tall that I could see very little of
the horses. Watching H., I heard the crack of his rifle and
a loud, ringing whoop, which told of success. Then I saw
him bound 2 or 3ft. in the air and disappear. This sudden
disappearance, I learned afterward, was attributable to the
fact that just as he had dropped his ostrich his horse came
to a natural ditch and took it on the fly, while H.flew into
the air, coming down on the horse's haunches, ungrace-
fully turned a back somersault, and landed on his back on
the ground. After considerable trouble, with Jim's aid he
managed to secure his horse and his ostrich, a very well
satisfied individual indeed.
We had more game than we knew what to do with. H.

had killed one, Jim two, and I three, counting the
wounded one, which Chena caught. Besides these six,
Tigre had run one down and killed it; so we had seven
ostriches, and as we wished to take some venison back
with us, we decided to take only the ostrich skins and best
parts of the meat.

After our dinner of ostrich meat, we took a two hours'
siMa in the shade, and then went for a swim. We were
not long in getting the horses to the sandy shore, un-
dressed, and mounted on our barebacked horses, were
swimming them around in the river. We, horses and all,

were enjoying our swim hugely when H.let out a yell and
headed his horse for the shore. We were considerably
puzzled and not a little alarmed until we saw an ostricb
running along the edge of the river. As soon as H.'s
horse reached terra jh'ma he headed him full gallop for
the flying ostrich, and we were entertained by the unusual
sight of a perfectly naked white man mounted on a bare-
backed horse chasing a running ostrich and yelling all the
while like an Indian. We soon caught the infection and
joined in the chase, but only for a short distance, when
the ostrich entered the high grass and we gave up.
While returning to the estancia, H ., who was in the lead,

stopped his horse suddenly, raised his rifle slowly and,
taking a deliberate aim, fired. By the expansive grin of
satisfaction which overspread his' countenance we knew
he had phot something. The something proved to be a
fine, young gama buck. Before reaching the house H.
stalked another.
The next day, Saturday, we spent in curing the deer

and ostrich meat, so that Don Antonio and his family
-would have enough to eat in the meat line for some time
to come.
Sunday was spent under the trees with the Don's family.

Jim and I had been with these good people now for a
month, and in that time we had enjoyed ourselves hugely.
We had almost come to count ourselves as members of the
family. That they entertained like feelings toward us was
plainly evident by the half-hearted manner in which the
songs were sung and the listless manner in which the
guitar was played that afternoon. "It will be so lonesome
when you all go away," said the old Don, for the fiftieth
time that day, when we had gathered with the family for
our last supper in their company.
Monday broke fine and clear; not a sign of cloud or mist

could be seen. The atmosphere was so clear that objects
ten miles away seemed to be but a mile or two from us.
As we headed across the pampas in a northerly direction,
hands, hats and handkerchiefs were waved until we were
no longer in sight.

Our complete outfit consisted of our six horses, a pair of
woolen blankets apiece, a tent, one rubber blanket to
each man, a small amount of extra clothing, lOlbs. of
syerba, lOlbs. of sugar, salt, pepper, 501bs. ofItalian biscuit,
about 251bs. of dried venison and ostrich meat, 500 rounds
of cartridges apiece, 200yds. of manilla rope with which
to tether our horses (lassos being too good for such work),
numerous pots, pans and other utensils.

I rode Spotted Dick, and my pack horse was Santiago.
Jim's horses were Zaino and Old Chub. Zaino had not
recovered from his hard usage, still we could see that he
was daily improving. H. named his horses Blanco and
Queen Sabe.
We passed through a country of alternating prairie and

thick monte that morning. The clean, pure weather and
bright sunshine soon drove away the feelings of gloom
that had hung over us all at the start. Game of all kinds
was so abundant that we scarcely paid any attention to it.

We had dinner on the edge of a wild monte, and took a
three hours' siesta in the shade. Just before going into
camp that evening we jumped a fine large buck gama.
H. fired three times at not more than 75yds. and scored
three straight misses. The buck did not attempt to run,
but stood whistling and snorting until the last shot was
fired, then turned and leisurely trotted away, completely
disgusted at the poor marksmanship.
We went into camp near a heavy monte of algarroba,

mandua and cactus, and a fine large lake literally alive
with waterfowl. The mosquitoes were so thick that we
got but very little sleep. We were compelled to keep the
fire going all night, for a heavy smoke, but even thesmoke
did little good. The horses suffered considerably, and we
were thankful when morning finally came. The light
revealed each of us a sight to look upon; H. seemed to
have suffered the most. There was scarcely a square inch
of the exposed parts of his body without a huge swollen
lump.

[to be continced.]

SHEEP AND SNOWSHOES.— I.

A Winter Hunt on the Summit of the Rockies.

Wherefore.
Chicago, 111., May, 1897.—In this story blend Ai-so pom-

stan, Pah-kuk-kus and an umbrella. These be evil agen-
cies. Yet, as in all plays, there must be also a good fairy,
so now appears that beneficent genius, the Forbst and
Stream luck, for which let no man take credit upon himself.

It is known of all men that Ai-so-pom-stan is the great
cow moose which stands upon the furthest peak of the
high mountains. Ai-so-pom-stan is the maker of the
wind. When she moves her ears slowly, the wind is

light. When she fans very hard with her ears, there is

hiah wind and storm. This the Blackfeet will tell you.
Pah-kuk-kus is the evil spirit of mischief who lives in

the North, where the Crees hunt. Pah-kuk-kus is the
ghastly joke-maker of the air. He comes to the lonely
hunter, who is camped in the mountains, appearing some-
times as a whirling cloud of smoke or fire or dust. He
tears away lodges, and destroys caches, and terrifies the
hunter by his presence. He is a bearer of a great gun,
which he shoots off as he approaches, or sometimes, as he
disappears in a trail of smoky cloud. He causes things to
disappear, an(^ breeds trouble for the hunter and his
friends. Malice is his thought, and he has no pleasure
except to disturb and trouble those whom he pursues.
He comes usually in the storm, and perhaps grows angry,
and tears trees or breaks lodge poles. You may hear him
howling as the storm goes by. When you hear the voice
of Pah-kuk-kus, it is time to draw the blanket close about
you and to keep good watch, for evil is to come.
An umbrella also is an evil influence. "Therefore I

trembled when I saw that Mr. McChesney, whom I joined
at St. Paul on the way out to this country of the Blackfeet,
had in his luggage an umbrella. Once a fiiend started
with me to go fishing and he carried an umbrella much
to my fear. Him I persuaded to check his umbrella, and
leave it at the depot. Yet on that trip, such was the
potency of this e\dl influence even in the summer time,
this very man fell out of the boat and was near to drowing,
and we took no fish at all. Had he carried his umbrella
along all the way, methinks he had been still wetter and
mayhap had found a watery grave. In the winter time
and in the Rocky Mountains, an umbrella is still more
bodeful, though our wise men have not told us of this, per-
haps because they have rarely seen Pah-kuk-kus in ths
form.
As to the Forest and Stream luck, of that we shall hear

duly.
Already we have spoken of the place where these things

had their happening, out in the cup of the big plains, and '

on top of the ultimate range of the great Eockies, where
the waters run three ways, into the Pacific, into the
Gulf of Mexico and into the Hudson Bay; for in the
Blackfoot country the headwaters of the branches
of the Columbia, the Missouri and the Saskatchewan
all come close up together in some great mountains
of high rocks, where the ice never melts at all, and
where the snow lies late in summer and In the win-
ter is very deep. It is in these mountains that Ai-so-
pom-stan lives, and I doubt not many other spirits. For,
though you go to any other portion of the Eockies, from the
Cordilleras to the Selkirks's, you shall not feel your skin .

creep as it does here. Over this region there spreads some
wide, mysterious influence, such as you feel nowhere else.

This spirit seems to be the guardian of the Grail of Amer- •

ica, some jewel whose nature we do not yet know, but i

which is hid deep in these hills. This may be in the St.

Mary's, or in the Two Medicine, or among the big moun-
tains between them or just beyond them toward where the
waters fall to the western ocean; but it is there, and feel-

ing this as you apjjroach these mountains at the cafion of
America, your skin crawls. It crawls the more if it be in
winter, when the mountains are garmented in white. The
Indians pray to the tall Chief Mountain. "Here at thy
feet the fallen years lie buried," they pray to this moun-
tain, knowing somewhat of its august spirit. And Chief
Mountain and the high St. Mary's ofler no invitation to
you, but repel.

For my part, I did not need to go into the St. Mary's at '

all, for I already knew how they appeared. I had seen
them in a dream long ago. The wise men do not know
where we go when we are asleep, and certainlj- 1 had seen
these mountains, though I was never there in body before.
So in body I went with the others to the Two Medicine,
and now, whether I sleep or wake, I still visit these moun-
tains in dreams, seeing them in all their snowy splendor,
their mysterious, repelling, yet fascinating calm, white,
and cold, and reserved and beautiful. If one could

i

only write of this so that all others could see it so! But to
really see this you must go to the home of Ai-so-pom-stan '

in the winter, and to do this you need something of the
Forest and Stream luck.

For all this country belongs not to the white men, but to
the red men. It is on Uncle Sam's ground, where only

i

fortunate ones may hunt. It is in Montana, but not of it.

Nowhere in the Eockies may you legally kill the grand
bighorn sheep when you have to climb up to him on
snowshoes. Montana say this is illegal; but Uncle Sam,
giving to Forest and Stream all good things as a matter of
course, said through the Indian Agent, Major Steell, that
we might climb to the summit if we liked, and might kill

a few head of bighorn rams (not any ewes) if we were
able to do so. So far as I know, there has been no other
party of white men from the States who have gone into
the Eockies in the winter and made a successful camp and
a successful hunt for mountain sheep and goats. If they /

have done this, they must have done it on some Indian
reservation, and I know of no other where the sheep and
goats could be thus obtained at that season. Therefore,
when Schultz and Jackson and Joe Kipp, of the Blackfoot
agency, sent on for McChesney and myself, they offered us
one of the rarest treats which could perhaps be attained
by an American sportsman, and a trip in which there
would seem to be some news such as not every journal of
sports has ever chronicled. But then, this is Forest and
Stream, to which all things come. Thus did the Forest
and Stream luck take us to the heart of things, and ulti-

mately baflie even Ai-so-pom stan and the evil Pah-kuk-
kus. So I shall say now, lest there be those who see no
prophecy in these opening words, that we did really go
into the Eocky Mountains in the dead of winter. We
walked over their very tops on the snow and ice. We
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lived in camp,some of the time with not even a tent, when
the thermometer was known to be 27° and very possibly
was 35° below zero. ^Ye climbed the white mountains
on snowshoes, and we got to the sheep and the goat, and
brought out the rarest trophies which can come to hunter
in this country, doubly valuable to us in view of the season
in which they were taken and the wild surroundings of
the unique chase which gave them to us. I do not know
of a rarer hunt than this, I do not know of any other
country where it would have been possible, nor can I
think of any hunt in which I would rather have been
engaged.

Al-so-pom-stan Active.
On the first day of our arrival at Blackfoot station, the

ears of the old cow moose must have been going at a great
rate, for a fearful blizzard swept down from the north and
shut in the little prairie town in a sheet of white. We
could see only a few yards into the storm, and the cold
was intense, as we learned when we sought to give the
snowshoe a little breaking-in trial. Our team was all
ready to start, and our supplies waiting over at Joe Kipp's
store, but we dared not leave the town even to try getting
over as far as the agency, which was but eight miles dis-
tant, directly over our road into the Two Medicine
Mountains, where we intended to make our hunt. All
we could do was to sit in the house and busy ourgelves
putting on finishing touches to our footgear and arranging
the clothing we intended to wear. Not once all day long
did the storm clear away enough for us to see the moun-
tains, which are easily and plainly in view in decent
weather, being only about twenty-five or thirty miles
away and appearing, of course, very much closer. The
blizzard was a very cold one, the thermometer going to
15° below without any special effort at all. McChesney
and I slept in a little board house kept by Salms, the
hotelman who feeds the railroad men who live at Black-
foot. In the room was a fine skin of a white-faced grizzly
bear, which I am sure I should have stolen if I could by
any possibility have gotten it into mv pack has. At the
boarding house was still a larger and finer grizzly skin, for
which I believe they wanted ?50. We also saw many
heads of sheep, goats, elk and deer, and knew we were
upon the edge of a good game country—what is indeed
perhaps the best big game country of the West to-
day. Especially is this a grand country for grizzlies,
and I lamented that it was the wrong season ior these
fellows, so that we should not have a chance to get the
long lost grizzly on whose trail I have been for so many
years.

On the second morning of our stay at Blackfoot the sun
made a feeble effort to peep out, and the snow lightened
a trifle, though the wind still kept up and the air was very
cold. We concluded we might venture to the agency, so
hurriedly loaded into the big sled box our camp outfit and
supplies, and piled on top the best we could ourselves.
We numbered here four of the party: J. W. Schullz, whom
many readers will remember meeting at the Exposition in
New York city; Crosby Boak, the teamster, a Westerner
of checkered career as we shall later see. Mr. C. S. Mc-
Chesney, of Troy, N. Y.. was the Easternest man of the
outfit. Years ago, when both were boys, McChesney and
Schultz attended school together, and hunted together
and had good times together back in the hills of the Adi-
rondacks and other places. Then McChesney went to
Yale, and Schultz went to the frontier, passing twenty-odd
years among the Indians of the extreme West and getting
acquainted with the good hunting countries, so that when
it came time for him to invite McChesney out for a hunt,
he knew what he was doing in regard to game matters.
McChesney had never been West before. I had never
been so far north in the Rockies myself before, so we both
shared the sense of novelty. Dr. Martin, the Agency phy-
sician, rode over from Blackfoot with us, but he was not of
the hunting party.

It was a bitter wind that swept over the flat country be-
tween Blackfoot and the agency, and we had ample oppor-
tunity to test the worth of our respective outfits of clothing.
We were well covered with a rime of frost when we got to

\ the agency, but Major Steell, the Indian agent, soon had us
thawed out, ordering us all to go over to his house and
make it headquarters for the rest of the day and night, for
it was now thought best not to go any further that day, as
the weather was very bad. At the agency we met Billy
Jackson, whom we were glad to see, of course, for the sake
of auld lang syne. We were busy enough here at the
agency for a day, as we had to get the snowshoes in order
and pick up some odds and ends of the camp outfit which
were lacking. We would gladly have remained here
much longer, for Major Steell kept us absorbed listening
to his tales of the old frontier. Major Steell id an old-
timer of the real sort, having been trader for the American
Fur Co. back in about the year 1 of the frontier days. We
were now really in the West, the wildest of the West there
is left to-day. We were upon the grounds where the buf-
falo once swarmed, and where the Indians hunted and
fought but a very few years ago. We were within seventy
miles of the spot where in 1873 the "Baker massacre" took
place, in which 283 Blackfeet were killed by Col. Baker's
troops. On this same ground, in 1864 and 1865, 1,500 of
the Blackfeet people died by the measles. In 1882-83, the
season after the buffalo disappeared, 480 Blackfeet starved
to death. These figures will show in a way where the
Indians were going when their actual condition was first
realized by those who have since come to understand the
situation better.

It was a land of tragedy, this over which we were cross-
ing, but happily now of a tragedy passing away. We had
seen at intervals as we came over the prairies the log
houses of the people, and had seen then- cattle feeding in
herds of hundreds. The Indians do not starve now, and
they are warm. They swear by their agent, and petition
that he be not changed. And Major Steell, who has lived
among these people so long that he can understand them,
looks about him in his home at the gifts of friendship
they bring him, and about the country where the horses
and cattle are, and recounts with pride that his Indians
are the foremost tribe of the American Indians in adapting
themselves to the new order of things. Both Indians and
agent seem happy and contented together, and for once in
a way the Indian problem seems one that has been solved.
An Indian agency is perhaps a different affair from

what would be supposed by Eastern people. It is no mere
collection of rude huts or lodges, but has more the appear-
ance of an army post. The new Blackfoot Agency is built
up with comfortable, painted houses of modern appear-

ance, and makes a pleasant though rather straggling little

village. Not far away is a church, and not far beyond lies

the Government school. There are Government store-
houses and oflices and hospitals, and some good dwellings
where the agency force live, to say nothing of .loe Kipp's
main store, a hotel, and several shops of varied nature.
The Indians do not wear blankets as general dress, but
lean to the clothing ofthe white men, except the women,
who come in on issue daj'^s wrapped up in blankets as of
old, and of course riding astride their horses. And by this
token a blanket is the warmest thing a man can get around
him in a Montana windstorm—far warmer than an over-
coat.

The Last Night Under a Roof.
By night time at the agency we had all our belongings

arranged, snowshoes fixed up, rifles sighted, etc. Major
Steell allowed us to leave all our superfluous clothing at
his house till our return, so that we were able to leave the
agency stripped for the work of the mountain trip, and
carrying no superfluous weight along. After these busi-
ness details, we settled down to an evening of solid com-
fort, enjoying our last night under a roof. The thermome
ter was at 6 below toward evening, but inside the house it

was glowing warm and comfortable.
Bull Shoe, one of the Indian judges, made us a call dur-

ing the afternoon, tried a shot with our rifles, and told us
something about the Indian laws in the times before he
became a magistrate. Some of the Indians call on the
Major nearly every day, and he holds quite a levee at
times in his little reception room, adorned with Indim
implements and works of art. He has a number of fine
trophies and skins about the room, and over one armchair
has a bear skin. It was noticed at different times that
Brocky, and I think Bull Shoe, Eagle Ribs and one or two
other Indians, would always decline to sit in this chair
when it was offered them. They would sit down on the
floor,_but would not sit on the bear skin. Major Steell
mentioned this fact, and Schultz told him it was because
these men all belonged to a society or cult or lodge, or
Indian church of some kind, of which the Bear was the
"medicine animal." They dared not sit on the skin of a
bear, or speak disrespectfully of that animal. Sometimes
this society forbids the mention of the name of the bear in
the common form {M-yu), but they have some word or
other by which they paraphrase it.

Talking over these and other things, we passed a few
hours of evening all too quickly. Major Steell is a good
story teller, and he has stories to tell, right out of his own
life, with no need of varnish or sandpaper. If only the
New York papers would lay a pipe line to Major Steell's
house, what bear stories they could get! True ones, tool
For instance, once upon a time the Major was riding across
country, and met up with a whole bunch of grizzlies, eleven
of them in all, when he had no weapon along but his re-
volver. He chased the bears for the fun of the thing, and
shot away his revolver loads, his hor.se once being so close
as to jump over one bear. This would be thought a lie in
a Sunday paper, where a good many bear lies are thought
true.

Major Steell's Story.
Among other stories the Major told was one about things

to eat.

"I see you have a good grub outfit along, boys," said he,
"and that reminds me of a hunt I had one time, not so
very long ago and not so very far from here, although it

was in the days of the buffalo.

"There used to be a hunter about these parts by name of
Cadntte, a very good hunter, too, and one day a party of
us, with Cadotte in the lead, started out for a buffalo hunt
not far below where we then were. The buffalo were all

over the country, and we made no arrangement for taking
any grub along. In those days a man never took anything
to eat, for he could always kill a buffalo or some other sort
of game.
"We started out on Friday, and soon got to the river,

where we expected to find some buffalo, but we found
they had moved on out of that part of the country. We,
therefore, crossed the river and followed on West, expect-
ing at any hour to run into the herd. To our surprise, we
did not find a buffalo, and did not see a head of any other
kind of game, either. We rode all day Friday and had
not a bite to eat. It was the same thing Saturday, too.
We didn't see a bit of game of any kind, and we went to
bed mighty hungry. At afternoon of the following day,
Sunday, we pulled up—there were six or eight of us along
—in a Cottonwood grove, without a sign of a bite to eat,

and we were more than half-way starved, for we had
ridden in the cold for nearly three days and had eaten
nothing. We felt pretty blue, and didn't know what to
do.

"The problem was solved rather suddenly by Cadotte.
We had an old, scabby, mangy dog along with us, which
had followed along somewhat unnoticed. This dog passed
by Cadotte as he sat on the ground curled up in a ball of
despondency, and without saying a word Cadotte pulled
out his revolver and shot the dog. Almost at the same
time an old owl, startled by the shot, hopped and lit down
again on a limb of the tree above Cadotte's head, and he
shifted his aim to the owl and shot it also. We did not
say much about it, but we went to work and cooked both
the dog and the owl, and we ate 'em both up, too. I don't
really feel competent to say which was the better to eat,
but we were not confined to either one. If we didn't like
owl, we had dog, and either dog or owl is a whole lot
better than nothing, I will say that much."

"I have every reason also to believe," continued Major
Steell later, "that skunk is good to eat, and I know very
well that wolf is not bad to eat. But it must be a poisoned
wolf I called one time on a couple of trappers who were
wolfing, and they were Uviug much of the time on
poisoned wolf. It is a mistake to think that a poisoned
animal will poison any other animal eating it. If you
should eat of the stomach of a poisoned woLf you could be
poisoned at once, of course, and would die; but the ffesh
of animals is made tender by the action of the poison in
the blood, and is not so bad to eat. TJiis may sound hke
a fairy tale, but any old plainsman will tell you it is true.
I can't say that I like owl or dog or wolf very well, now
that I can get other things, but don't you turn up your nose
at any one of them if you can't do any better. Of course,
a good fat dog is good to eat—nice, fat dog, well cooked-
clean dog, you know; everybody knows that. But what I
mean to say is that even a scabby and mangy dog is good
when you have nothing better. Yes, sir, it's mighty
good."

Billy Jackson's Story.

"I saw a funny thing one time out on the plains," said
Billy Jackson, when it came to him. "I was riding over
to a station to do some little errand or other, and as I
crossed a bit of prairie I saw a strange-looking thing going
around and around, all the time in a circle, a little way off
on the prairie. I rode up, and there I saw a band of
skunks, thirteen of them there were in all, and they were
running around in a circle, one right behind the other,
galloping along as if one was tied to another. They looked
up at me, but they never did stop a lick, but kept on gal-
loping on around in the circle, as though they were hired
to do it and dare not stop. It was too much for me, and I
couldn't make it out, so I rode on away and left them a-
galloping round and round. In about two hours or so I
came back that way again, and blamed if there they weren't
still on hand a-galloping round and round in the same
circle yet. They looked up at me again, as though to say
it was their busy day, but they didn't offer to stop. I went
away and left them, and I never did know what they
were up to. T never saw any such thing as that in all my
life in the West, before or since. They were galloping
around that circle all the afternoon, fully three hours."

Schultz's Story.

"I don't suppose there are more than two or three of the
genuine old-time war shields left in all this tribe," said
Schultz. "I have heard of one, and it is valued at about
$100. There are very few of the old war shirts left, either,
nowadays. Do you know how a war shield was made, in
the old days? Most people suppose it was cut out of the
neck of a bull skin, but it was better than that. The
Indians would wet and heat and shrink a full-sized bull
skin rawhide until they got the whole skin shrunk down
to a size not much bigger than the shield. Of course, it

was very thick and very tough. It was all right for an
arrow or a knife, and in the time of the old Hudson Bay
fuques it would stop a bullet, too. You don't see many
shields made that way now. They fix them up for show,
cutting them out round from a thick skin, but not putting
the time and care on them they used to in the old times."

Boak's Story.

"I expect they ain't but one hunter in this whole coun-
try," said Boak, the teamster, "an' that's my pardner,
Scott." (Boak never got done about talking ofhis "pardner,"
for whom he had the old-time pardner's reverent confi-
dence, such as Bret Harte never did and never could ex-
aggerate.) "Me an* my pardner usually get about twenty
bears or so each year. A good bear skin is good for about
$25 to us, we allow.

"This last season we played in mighty hard lu^ik. Scott,
he's a good hunter, but he's always wantin' to do somethin'
fer someone else. He was out and killed two good bears,
and was in camp stretching up the skins so they would be
all right. Along comes a entire stranger to him, and flops
down in camp and says he's sick an' can't go no further.
He was some prospector, we allowed, though we never did
know who he was. Well, this man is sick and hungry,
and needs medicine; so Scott he stops work and makes
him comfortable, and then he starts off, thirty miles, to the
railroad, to get some medicine for the man, which he says
he must have. The medicine cost a lot of money, too, to
say nothing of the time it took to go git it. But, by gosh!
when Scott he gits back to camp, blamed if the sick man
ain't blowed his br'ins out, so they ain't no need of the

'

medicine at all ! Of course, Scott has to trot back to the
town after the coroner, fer it ain't best to have dead men
found around your camp careless like, of course. By the
time Scott gets the coroner in there them bear skins is

spoiled entirely, to say nothing of a week's time lost right
when bears is easiest to git. That was tough luck.
"The feller? Oh, we never did know who he was. He

like enough lost his grip an' got sick, wanderin' around
prospectin'. We buried him all right, but we don't know
who he was."

McChesney's Wish.

"I can hardly realize," said McChesney, "that we are
really here, out in the Rocky Mountains, in the winter-
time. If I write and tell my friends that it is 10 or 15" be-
low zero they'll think I'm lying. I don't see how we'll
ever get through the snow over to the mountains from
here, for the horses could hardly get over this far across the
prairie. Do you think there's anything in this doctrine of
transmigration of souls? If there is, I hope with all my
heart that after I die I won't get transmigrated into the
form of a Montana horse."

How to Use a Buffalo Robe.

Suppose you have a buffalo robe, and you are caught out
of a cold night; do you know how to use it? Would you
wrap up in it with the hair side next to your body or next
to the ground, if you were going to use it for bedding?
Probably you would put the soft, curly hair next to you, so
you would be warmer, wouldn't you? That is the wrong
way to do. The Indian and the plainsman always put the
hair side out, saying that surely the buffalo would know
which side of his hide to wear outside. A robe with the
hair side down keeps the moisture out far better, and is

twice as warm as when the skin side is placed toward the
ground. This is one of the things we learned in the sym-
posium at Maj. Steell's house, at the edge of the Rockies, as
well a^ many other things of which within patience we
cannot now speak. E. Hough.

1206 BoYOB Bdilding, Chicago.

Illinois Bass Fishing.

KajipsviI/LE, 111.,Junes.—The fishing at this place has been
unusually good during the past week. The high water,
which flooded the bottom lands along the Illinois River filled

all the lakes and sloughs with black ba.ss, and they are now
making their way to the river through the various creeks
and ditches. A party of five on June 6 caught 163 good-
sized bass, and other parties have been equally successful.

Not many fishermen aie at this place at present, but a fair

es'imate of the number of black bass caught within the past
four days would be about 570 among eleven rods. Below
the dam, which is connected with the Government locks at
this place, the water has heretofore been too muddy for
much success in catching white bass aod jack salmon.
Yesterday, however, a number of fine jack salmon were
caught, and in a few days grand sport is expected.

Eabces.
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NEW BRUNSWICK'S ATTRACTIONS.
The Board of Trade of New Brunswick recently offered a

prize of $100 for the best paper descriptive of "Eredericton
as a SportiDg Center," and tlie award was given to our well-
known contributor Mr, Prank H. Kiateen, of Frederictoo.
From advance sheets we take the following:
As a region for big game, especially for moose and cari-

bou, the Interior of JSTew Brunswick is not equalled by any
other section of eastern North America. Its salmon streams
are unrivaled anywhere. The game laws of the Province
may be briefly summarized thus: The open seasou for

moose, caribou, deer, duck, woodcock and siipe extends
from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Each hunter may shoot two moose,
three caribou and three deer in a season. Non-residents de-
siring to hunt moose and caribou are required to take out a
license, paying a fee of |'J0 and giving a bond of $100 for

observance of the law. No license is required for the hunt-
ins of deer. The open season for partridge extends from
Sept, 20 to Jan. 1.

The fishery laws are mainly controlled by the Dominion
Government. The open season for salmon extends from
Feb. 1 to Aug. 15; for speckled trout, from April 1 to Sept.

15; for lake trout and landlocked salmon, from May 1 to

Seut. 15,

New Brunswick has not only a greater mileage of railway
in proportion to population than any other State or Province
in America, but its soil is intersected everywhere by a won-
derful natural system of water communication. Well
stocked as the whole of the interior is with fish and game of

all kinds, the facilities offered for canoeing, camping, fish-

ing and hunting are not equaled in any part of America
within easy reach of those who love the forest and the
stream. The lakes and rivers which empty into the basin of

the St, John are in no way inferior in this respect to those of

that far-famed wilderness region watered by the Miramichi,
the Nepisiqait and the Restigouche. The Squatook Lakes,
Green River, Grand River, Tobique River, Uromocto Lake,
Grand Lake—these are terms synonymous with hard fight-

ins; salmon that call for the angler's utmost skill; with gal
lant warrior trout that ask no quarter; with togue of fabu-
lous weight that haunt the deep lake bottoms; with black
duck, teal and broadbills in their season, and with the
noblest game animals to be found in Eastern America—the
moose, bear, deer and caribou.

A volume would be required in which to catalogue the
various canoe trips open to the camper and sportsman by its

tributary streams. He may, as did the Indians for ages,

urge his way with pole and paddle up the main St. John
and, af.er a short portage, embark upon the Penobscot. He
may ascend the Madawaska River, a distance of fifteen

miles, carry his "pirogue" over into Squat ook River, and
thence enjoy a run down stream of seventy-five miles to the
place of beginning, by a river that fairly swarms with trout

and through lakes that are as beautiful as a poet's dream.
He may pole up Green or Grand River and down the
spacious Restigouche. He may ascend the silvery waters of

the Tobique and thence traverse the Bathurst Lakes and the
wild and rugged Nepisiquit. From the latter stream, if so
inclined, he may carry into theUpsalquitch, a branch of the
Restigouche. At Fredericton he can launch his Milicete

canoe when the morning sun is breaking through the river

mist and at nightfall pilch his tent upon the level shores of
Grand Lake, an ideal camping ground for the tourist who
wishes to combine a maximum of wafer space and grassy
m(ad with a minimum of work.
Owing to its central location, both from a railroad and

geographical standpoint, there is no more convenient place
of departure for the fisherman or big game hunter than
Fredericton. The city lies almost equidistant from the
great hunting region of the Canaan and Salmon rivers and
that of the Tobique and Miramichi. Between the two, and
almost at its threshold, is the Cains River country, renowned
for moose and caribou. The sportsman may leave Frederic-
ton in the morning, with his Indian guides, and camp at

surset on the hunting grounds of East Brook Plains. To
reach the upper waters of the Tobique or of the Nor West
Miramichi will require about three days.

Let us suppose that the reader yearns to shoot a moose,
which animal he has vainly sought, it may be, for many
moons in Maine or Nova Scotia. He will, if he wishes to

hunt in the calling season, need to start for the scene of
action not later than the middle of September. The sooner
he starts the better his cbance will be. He will only need
to bring to Fredericton his wearing apparel and his rifle,

which latter should b3 no plaything, but a weapon that will

combine paralysis and penetration in a marked degree.

Supplies and provisions for the trip of the besi quality can
be obtained much cheaper at Fredericton than they can be
brought here.

A first-class guide will be required, who knows the coun-
try well and is really able to call moose. He will expect to

receive from $2 to $3.50 per day, according to circumstances.

The latter figure may seem high, but the guide is usually a
trapper who has a country of his own in which he has built

camps and canoes, cut trails and gone to other expense on
capital account. "Unless he receives good wages as a guide
it would pay him to go and shoot the moose himself. At
least one additional man, combining the otflce of cook and
packer, will be needed, so that the chief guide may devote

his whole attention to hunting. This extra man will ask $1
or $1 50 a day. If a team is necessary to haul the supplies

in over the portage road, the teamster will expect to receive

$4 a day for himself and team. You will decide that this is

not excessive after you have watchfd him for a few hours
battling with the roots and rocks, blow downs and quagmires
of the portage.

To make reasonably sure of bagging a bull moose a trip of

at least three or four weeks is necessary. Such a trip should

cost from $150 to $200. The sportsman is at liberty to mate
it cost as much more as he wishes.

By many amateur woodsmen the caribou is esteemed more
highly as a game animal than the moose. The great virgin

wi'iderness of New Brunswick at the present day is a caribou

paradise. If the moose maj' be numbered in hundreds, the

caribou may be reckoned in thousands. They can be stalked

with considerable ease on a windy day, but cannot be run
down no matter what the depth of scow, and so they escape

the butchery in the close season that too often falls to the lot

of moose and deer.

As showing how plentiful fhey are, it may be mentioned
that on Christmas Day, 1894, seven large herds of caribou

were visible at once on the ice of Little Sou-West Lake In
November, 1895, near Bald Mountain, on the Nor-West
Miramichi, two Fredericton sportsmen saw, in the space of

three days, 130 caribou. In December last a sportsman from
Newcastle, in the same section of country, saw a single herd

of caribou in which were fully 100 individuals. In that vast
expanse of forest land watered by Green River, Grand River,
Tobique, Nor-West Miramichi, Sou-West Miramirhi, Resti-

gouche and Nespisiquit, with their innumerable branches,
the country is swarming with caribou, and they are thought
to be increasing every year. They are practically unmolested
by man, and the black bear is the only animal that preys
upon them. It is believed that the car bou, which have been
almost driven out of Maine by persistent hunting, have taken
refuge in large numbers in New Brunswick, The caribou
seems to be imbued with the restless spirit of the age. He
has no fixed abiding place, and is always in a hurry to reach
some other place where he can at once make haste to hurry
back again.

Without doubt the best season for hunting caribou is in

November when the bogs are frozen and there is suitable

snow for tracking, and when their antlers have not yet been
shed. Their actions in the presence of man are very eccen-
tric. Sometimes they will stampede at the faintest sign of

danger, or no sign at all; at other times they will stand
stupidly together or walk aimlessly about while the death-
dealing rifle is thinning out their ranks.
Red deer are multiplying rapidly in every part of New

BruDSwick. They are especially abundant in the South
and West. With proper protection they will soon be as

numerous as in Maine.
On the headwaters of the Nepisiquit not only are moose

and caribou plentiful, but the sportsman may enjoy the
unique experience of stalking the black br ar as he roams the
blueberry-covered hills in September. As a rule, the black
bear is about as dangerous as a raccoon or porcupine. At
the sight or scent of man he will run like a tramp from a
woodpile. The maternal solicitude of the .she bear when in
company with her cubs, however, is not to be trifled with.
Unless you are sure that this particular bear belongs to you,
it is well to stand back about 79|ft.

There are several fine fa'mon streams within a few hours'
ride by rail of Fredericton. A few desirable streams are
still uoleased and may be secured at a reasonable rental from
the Crown Land Department: Where the river is already
leased it is not difficult for the visiting sportsman, in most
cases, by application to local anglers, to obtain the right to
fish.

With the possible exception of the Restigouche, the finest

salmon river in the province is the Tol>ique. The angler
may leave Andover in the morning by team and hook his

salmon for supper, and when the railway is completed to

Plaster Rock he will be able to reduce this record by several
hours. This beautiful mountain stream has been so well
protected of recent years that the fish have become very
abundant. The adult Tobique salmon runs from 12 to 201bs.

in weight, and is far mores gamy than the Restigouche
fi.sh.

A river which shows to some extent the results of inefficient

protection, but still affords excellent sport in a normal sea-

son, is the Sou-West Miramichi. This was a favorite resort

of the late Gov. Russell, Joe Jefferson, the actor, and other
well-known American anglers. The cascade of Fall Brook,
120ft. in height, is reached by a few minutes' walk from the
main stream, and is one of the scenic marvels of New Bruns-
wick. A ride of two hours by rail brings the sportsman to
Boiestown, where the guides will have all in readiness to

pole him up the river. The uniform rate these hardy, will-

ing fellows charge tor their services is $1 25 per day. ' Their
skill in picking the channel or in breasting and shooting the
rapids is a subject of unceasing wonder to all who have ever
witnessed it. Whether on the hunting around or the salmon
stream, the uniform testimony of strangers is that New
Brunswick guides are honest and cheerful, thorough woods-
men all of them, and anxious only to please.

The trout streams rnd lakes of the Province are innumer-
able and, with few exceptions, open to all. When the sea
trout are running excellent fishing is obtained at Indiantown,
on the Sou-West Miramichi, which is reached in five hours
from Fredericton. Cains River, a noted stream for trout,

is reached by fifteen miles of rail from Fredericton and a
portaa;e of ten miles.

One of the finest trout streams in the province, the Barti-

bogue River, which was reserved by the Government from
the recent sale of fishing privileges, is to be tificienily guarded
henceforth, and trout fishing permitted on it with the rod
only at a fixed rate per day. The Crown Land Department
has determined to vigorously enforce the regulations against

netting and spearing not only on the Bartibogue, but Cains
River, Renous, Dungarvon and other rivers that have here-

tofore been poached.

To the mind of the native tourist the Tobique River con-

veys a boundless vision of all that is wild and primitive for

woodland scenery, and all that is exciting and otherwise

enjoyable for plenitude of fi>h and game supply. He who,
with birch canoe and brawny Milicete polesman, has ascended

its pure, translucent waters to Long Lake or Trowsers Lake,
the principal scources of this lovely mountain stream, will

have secured a wealth of picturejque experience that will

remain with him in reminiscent form as long as life shall

last. He will have seen a region untainted for the most part

by the touch of man ; where forest trails are scoured deep in

the solid turf by countless generations of moose and caribou;

where the tremulous note of the loon is borne afar on the

pulseless wings of the evening air; where the unsophisticated

trout will seize a fiannel rag as readily as the most alluring

fly; where great rafts of black duck arise in clamorous
flight at his unkind approach, and where his sleep at night

is broken by the sloppy blow of the jumping salmon as he
tumbles back in his native pool. Should he ascend the tor-

tuous waters of the Little Tobique, he will find himself on
the shores of the beautiful Nictaux Lake, which shines like

a gem in its emerald setting at the base of Bald Mountain,

the highest summit in the Province. From this command-
ing eminence the traveler surveys a vast, unbroken sea of

foliage, whose undulations roll against the storied cliffs of

Gaspe to the north and the coroneted peak of old Katahdin
to the south.

In all its essential features, the forest of New Brunswick
is to-dav what it was in the dawn of history. It is still the

forest primeval. Over the rampart hills and under the sen-

tinel stars are streams whose sources are unknown; vast

areas of timber land that have never echoed the sound of the

woodman's axe or the hunter's rifle; lofty cataracts whose
hoarse soliloquy is seldom heard by human ear; beautiful

lakes without a name, whose eternal stillness is broken only

by the rattle of the kingfisher, the leap of the landlocked

salmon, the uncanny laughter of the loon, or the plunging
stride of the wading moose. The voyager who seeks these

hidden shores will find a gentle, bounteous wilderness "to

whose ever-verdant antiquity the Pyramids are young and
Niaeyeh a mushroom of yesterday."

WHITE BUFFALO.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your paper of May 4 I have read an article on white
buffalo by Mr. C, E. DlUhv, in which he ."^ays bethinks such
an animal never really existed. I can hard ly agree with him,
as I have known one among the wood tiuffalo which coukl
not possildy have lieen from any domestic stock ; and have
bad two other robes in my posses' ion which appeared, both
by the hump on the back and the hair, to have been of pure
buffalo.

In the fall of 1854 1 took charge of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany post on the North Saskatchewan, in the Blackfoot
country ;

and, as was often the custom, we made relation

with some chief, which was done by a complete change of
our clothing. The chief always came in his full war dress,

with bow, arrows and war robe. During the winter I made
a brother of Mah-qua-ah-ma-kan (the Running Wclf). and he
gave me a beautiful robe, not quite white, but nearly of a
cream color, with some darker places on it, which he prized
very much. Again, in 1856, I took the head chief of the

Piegans (The Swan) as my father, and got another robe from
him', which was a light gray, with a few darker gray spots
on it. Both of these robes I firmly believe were bona fide
plains buffalo.

Now for the wood buffalo, which, I think, affords a posi-

tive proof that such an animal has existed. In the spring of
1870 I undertook to establish a new post for the company at

the junction of the Clearvrater and Athabasca rivers. A
band of Crees and a band of Chipewyans lived in that part of

the country and hunted between the Athabasca and Peall
rivers, as far north as the watershed between the two rivers.

At that lime a band of about 100 wood buffalo were then
alive in that country; the last one was killed in 1887. Daring
the winter of 1870 "71 the Cbipewyans reported having seen a
white yearling calf among the band, which they had fired at

several times, again. The following summer the Crees saw
it. Next winter it was again seen by the Chipewyans; and
then again the following fall my own Cree hunter reported
having seen and fired twice at long range at this white buf-

falo. It was only now I really believed that there was such
animal in the country. So I ordered Baptiste Kah ne-pah,
one of the Crees, to pitch after the white buffalo, or, as they
called it, the medicine cow, and not to show himself at the
post until his wife could give me the white robe for my
cariole, In March he brought it in, and it was one of the
finest robes I have ever seen. The hair was unusually long
and fine; the ceilor was like that of a white silver fox, a little

darker about the neck; the body very light and in the dis-

tance apparently white. This animal could not have come
from any domestic stock, as only a few animals were kept at

the mission, at the post of Fori Chipewyan, 100 miles oft",

they never lost an animal, and to the south the nearest cattle

were in the Saskatchewan Yalley. A J. Moberlt.
NoBTHWEST Territories.

Birds and Bird Music.

FjERiiTSBURGH, Vt., Junc 1.— Editor Forest and Stream:
From what 1 hear from the birds' own mouth.':, 1 have rea-

.son to believe that we have more of them with us than usual
in spite of plume hunters, collectors and market shooters.

No doubt it is to the latter that we owe the noticeable scar-

city of robins and bobolinks in recent years, ye t this year
there is certainly afuller early morning chorus of robins than
has been heard for several seasons, and a moie continuous
jangle of the bobolinks' rollicking song comes from the mea-
dow. Thefe birds were prompt to announce their arrival on
the established date of May 8 In the evening of the next
day we heard awhippoorwill quite near the house. A lot of
meadow-larks and flickers came back to us, and more blue-

birds than last year, when I heard but two all lold. There
is a goodly muster of orioles, whom we gladly welcome for

their beauty and their eong, and for their valuable service in

the orchards. Here we are orchardists rathtr than vineyard-
ists, and the orioles are our friends. If it was a qutslion of

apples or orioles, probably I should have to take the side of

bread and butler against sentiment; but, as it is, I would
rather have orioles than grapes, and robbins than cherries.

On May 10 our cat bird came to Lis own again in the

thicket of Tartarian honeysuckles, without the loss of a
note from his medley. .June 4 we heard the first cuckoo
and the next day a great-crested fly- catcher, which we have
not had about the house for two years, though previously

a constant summer visitor. His note can have no music in

it for any but his mate, but I am glad to hear it again day
after day, and to know that a pair are resting here, doubtless

with the usual snake skin in the nest, which 1 nope may
prove a mascot to bring good luck or, at least, a charm to

avert the ill luck.

The sweet simple note of a wood peewee was first heard
June 8, and every afternoon and evening since I have heard

at least two chanting their indolent song. There are many
virios and some yellow birds and other singers whose songs

do not tell their names to my dull ears: but it is good to ne

told that the summer world is so full of happy life, though
one is denied the sight of it. Awahsoose.

The Woodcock's Whistle.

Commenting upon the notes of Mr. William Holliday,

printed in our isi-ueof May 15, Mr. James Wight gives in the

Rockland, Me., Courier this "reply to all who advocate the

wing theory:"
"Did you ever keep in a cage a beautiful song bird that

poured t'oith a perfect gush of melody for you all day and
half the night? And if so, did you ever know him to sing

during the moulting season? The moulting season is a very

trying time for all birds. They are feeling too poorly to be.

hunted, too weak to fly, too low-spirited to sing and too sick

to b3 eaten.

"When I hear the familiar voice of a person singing I rec-

ogniza the voice, even if the songs are different; and when I

hear the love song of the woodcock as he woos his mate I

recognize the same quality of tone which I hear in the

month of October when he has fully recovered from his ill

turn and is both fit to hunt and to eat—and as he was not

while moulting.
"It is late in October, We go into a piece of woodcock

cover, composeel mostly of alders; the dog points, a bird is

fiuahed, appears above the tops of the bushes with a shrill

whistle—we pull the trigger and he drops, is retrieved and
goes into the pocket.
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"We go on a few yards. Another bird is found and flushed.

Goodness! how he goes. Two shots ring out but he tiies off

unharmed. Did you hear him whistle? No—he didn't

whistle a note. How is that?—he went like a cannon-ball
and if the sound is made by the r'lpid motion of the wiogs,
how can he help whistling, whether he wants to or not?
"He cannot help it, if he makes the noise with his wings;

in that case it is merely a case of mechanical action and is

classed with the buzz saw. He wishes to place the greatest

possible distance between liimself and you in the smallest

space of time. So the greatest burst of speed must come at

the start.

"Now let Nordica or Melba take a whip and swish it

thnugh the air, and if the motion is rapid enough there will

be heard a whistling sound and it cannot be prevented.

Bat these singers do control their throats, and so do the
woodcock.
"But here come a number of reliable gentlemen and say,

'Now we have decided the matter b:yond all doubt. We
have picked up a wounded woodcock, with half, or perhaps
the whole, of his bill shot away. We held him by the legs,

he seemed perfec'l}' strong, made his wings go as if he was
fljing, and whistled like everything. Must have done it

with his wings, you see, because he had no bill to whistle

with.' Well, Madame Nordica does not sing with her bill.

She sings as your canary or as my mocking bird does, or as

the woodcock does. When he woos his mate he sings to her

with his throat. I have seen many a woodcock burst out of

cover without a note, though he had speed enough to give a

glorious whistle if the wing theory were true. I have
watched many a woodcock fly at a very rapid and uniform
rate— whistle and stop—whistle and stop—repeating this

performance till he disappeared. If he whistled with his

wings this would be impossible, but if with his throat, it is

as easy as it is for a linnet or a bobolink, both of which birds

sing as they fly.

"I have been taking notes for more than thirty years.

"James Wight."

The Monkeys of Gibraltar.

The monkeys of Gibraltar—the only ones living in a wild
State in Europe—have been made the subject of a learned

monograph by Don Salvador Calderon, in the eighteenth

volume of the "Anales de la Sociedad Espanola de Historia

Natural." The fiist known mention of these animals, which
belong to the plebeian barrel-organ variety (Irmus eoaudatus),

was made in 1789, in the Memoirs of the Eoyal Society of

Edinburgh. There has been much discussion of the question

whether they were originally imported from Morocco or

were mdigenous to Europe, furnishing proof, in the latter

case, of the former connection of the two continents. The
Arabs had a tradition that these animals came to Europe by
a submarine passage known to them only. It is significant

that the Mohammedan writers, in their descriptions of the

newly conquered Iberian Peninsula, nowhere make any
mention of monkeys. It is only since 1855 that statistical

records of the monkeys have been kept at Gibraltar. At
that time they seemed to be dying out. Brehm found only

eleven in 1856, and a few years later the number was
reduced to four. It was then replenished by the addition of

several couples brougbt over from Tangier. This necessity

of "coloniziilion" led Blainville to express the opinion that

these monkeys were descendants of a domesticated pair that

escaped a century or more ago. Their threatened extinction

forty years ago was largely due to the fact that many of

them were trapped by the owners of fruit orchards which
the monkeys used to pillage. This trapping was stopped by
a special edict of the Government. At present the colony
includes about twenty monkeys. They are seldom visible,

except when water is ecarce, and it is believed that theii-

principal food consists of the roots and fruits of the dwarf
palm {pahnito), he&idea scorpions and other insects.

—

I^m
York Emning Post,

Singing Mice.

Mb. HotJGQ's reports of the singing mice, whose songs he
has so poetically translated for us, reminds me of one that I

heard many years ago. 1 was doing chores in the barn one
day in midwinter, when out of a mow of unthrashed oats

there came a low, sweet warble, which would have attracted

attention at any time, but still more in the midst of the song-

less desolation of winter. I did not see the singer, but know
it could be only the singing mouse, till then a myth, After-

ward my brother saw and heard one several times in the

kitchen. This one did not warble, but uttered only separate

soft musical notes. Awahsoose.

A Two-Headed Snake.

Chaumont, N. Y.—Some time in August, 1889, Mr. Will
Miller, of Alexandria Bay, N. Y., was rambling in the

woods near there and came across a female milk snake, and
with her a number of young snakes about 7 or Sin. long.

Among them was one witb two distinct heads, separating
Irom each^ other about llin. Each head could open its

mouth and protrude its tongue independently ot the other.

This one he caught and carried hume in a cigar box It

only lived a few days, and he then preserved it in alcohol,

where I saw it two years afterward, I also saw it wnen
first caught. Read,

Deer in Rhode Island.

Providence, June 10.—Timothy Fanning, who has a
farm at Happy Hollow, near the Woonsocket water tank,

reports that last Monday while at his farm he .'aw a deer
grazing near him. He says the deer was not frightened at

his approach, and after grazing about the place awhile wan-
dered off in the woods and went in the direction of Marion-
vilie. W. H. M.

They tell this story of Lord Roseberry, who is a very bad
shot: Not long ago he was on the Scotch moors, and having
unsuccessfully tired at a covey of birds that rose not ruore

than 20yds ahead, he exclaimed: "It is strange that none
of them fell ! I'm positive that some of them must have been
clruckl" "I dinna doot," returned the keeper, with the

usual freedom of his class, "that they were struck wi' aston-.

ishment at gettin' off sae easy]"

—

Outlook,

The FoBssT AND Stbeajj is put to press each week on Tuesdau

Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at the

atest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicabje.
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GOVERNMENT GAME RESERVES.
Prom State Fish and Game Protector Chwles A. Shriner.

Paterson, N. J, June 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Anent the project of securing game preserves under govern-
mental control, permit me to suggest that the preservation of
migratory birds would be a mere incident to the greater bene-
fits to be derived from such a projpct. Take, for example,
this little State of New Jersey. In the southern counties
there are large areas of what are known as pine barrens, the

home for many years of most of the wildfowl in the State.

This property could have been acquired a few years ago for

a song, and even to-day title might be gained to it for about
two songs; it pays little taxes, and divided up as it is among
many owners, is of no economic importance to the general
public. If this property had been purchased some years ago
and shooting on it prohibited, the wild deer would not now
be nearly extinct in this State, nor would the white egret

have been exterminated. The few people who eked out a
miserable existence by chopping down the stunted trees or

by trjing to coax the soil to grow a few vegetables—attempts
almost invariatjly abandoned after a year or two of experi-

menting—would have found occupation at something more
profitable; no one would have been injured thereby, and the
general community would have been vastly benefited.

In the northern part of this State there are thousands of

acres of territory which only a few years ago were leased to

any person willing to pay the taxes thereon; to day some of

it can still be obtained at a very low figure. If this property
had been acquired a few years ago the watershed of the
Passaic would not have passed into the hands of a few
capitalists, but would have been owned by the public. I

know that in other States there are similar tracts of land,

valueless if the ownership is divided among a number of

private individuals, but priceless treasures in the hands of

the Government.
The project presents difficulties, especially in the hands of

the National Government officials; but I see no reason why
each State should not acquire properties of this kind, and
thus preserve not only the migratory birds, but also the in-

digenous game, the watersheds and the forests.

ChAELES a. SHBrNER.

From W. S. Gfavitt, President of the New York State Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game.

Lyons, N. Y., June 10.

—

Editor Forest and. Stream: Re-
ferring to a recent article in the Forest and Stream
relative to the protection of migratory birds, from Mr. Van
Name, I am more than pleased with the scheme advanced
and am quite sure that the sportsmen and public generally

throughout this whole country are becoming aroused to the

necessity of some concerted action looking toward the better

preservation of both our game and song birds, As stated,

any plan which will afford souie additional protection be-

yond that afforded by the laws of the several States, will be
particularly desirable.

It cannot be denied that wildfowl, shore birds and the

snipe family, as well as the robin, are being rapidly exter-

minated, by reason of being disturbed and slaughtered upon
their breeding grounds.

If it were possible to so arrange legislation in all of the

States and the several Provinces of Canada by some mutual
and just legislation, so that it would be unlawful to kill or

market birds during their natural breeding season, and proper
restrictions in regard to the shipment of game birds, we
might expect a large and satisfactory increase, and no
refuges would then be necessary.

PubUc sentiment has long been asleep in the matter, and
it is questionable whether it can be sufficiently awakened to

meet the urgent demands in the case. With so many con-

flicting interests and conditions existing throughout this

broad land, it would be hard to adopt any plan entirely

acceptable, but, in my opinion, until some united effort is

made little can be accomplished.

As above stated, the plan of shutting out the killing of

game birds during the breeding season, properly graded so

tar as open dates, to locations or latitudes, the universal pro-

hibition of the killing of song birds at any time, and the dis-

couragement of the use of the plumage of birds for decora-

tions and hat trimmings is, to my mind, the true way of pro-

tecting both our migraitory and non-migratory birds.

Just how this can be accomplished is worthy the thought
and action of every true sportsman in America to-day.

Pending the putting into effect of such a plan, any such
scheme as offered by Mr. Van Name is most certainly com-
mendable, and should have prompt consideration by our
National Government.

It would certainly offer some additional protection to our
migratory birds, and these several refuges might also be used
in the propagation of certain game birds by the Government
for the purpose of restocking depleted sections of the coun-

try, the guards in charge bavin? a double duty to ^perform.

One thing is certain; something must be done or we shall

forever lose that which is so dear to every man who loves

the fields and woodland. W. S Gavitt, Pres.

From Henry J. Thayer, Secretary Massa<:huaetts Gun Club.

Boston, June 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have care-

fully read, and with, much interest, the article on "Govern-
ment Game Preserves," and wish, it were possible to regard
it as practical as it would be desirable.

Regarding the desirability of some such system of game
reserves, or sanctuaries, I ttiink there is no question ; and
the greatly increasing number of preserves held by private

shooting clubs, or by individual sportsmen in many sections

of the East, have already made an appreciable difference in

the amount of game both on protected land and the more or

less immediate neighborhood. This has been very apparent
in many cases wnich I have known, as well in respect to the

migialory as to the resident supply of game. It has some-
times seemed to me as if the game didn't mind being killed

so much as being disturbed ; and in a number of places

where game was carefully preserved and protected, I have
noticid that they would leave their sanctuary, to the

profit and pleasure of outside sportsmen, and when perse-

cuted return—what was left of th'em—to the spot where they
could dwell in peace, only to try it over and over again.

The practicability of such a system—by National or by State

supervision—I greatly doubt, however; although a system of

National or State parks or reservations such as we already

see a beginning of in many sections of the country, may do a

little toward giving our resident and migratory game slight

refuge. To give some adequate protection would require
the whole country to be covered with a whole network of
spots, some suitable to our wond game, some to our marsh,
some for our uplands, and some our water fowl.
Would it be of use for National or State government to

acquire title to such large amounts of land without an ade-
quate amount of supervision, such as even now almost no
State government provides to what it has already? Would
any of our States relinquish willingly title to its landB for
the National Government to enforce a game law over ? Will
the National Government buy waste lands at a probably high
price for the purpose of preserving game, when it is still

practically giving away for almost nothing valuable tracts
elsewhere? The project is good—but the result in the next
fifty years can only be done by a still further extension of
the system of private preserves, wrong to my mind in prin-
ciple, but the only way in practice to" bring the result. A
game preserve controlled by intelligent men will always
endeavor to have at the end of each season more game than
it held the year before, and part or all of the surplus will
spread to repopulate the surrounding country. The ordi-
nary gunner in the free woods thinks—probably says—"If I
don't get that bird some one else will," and he gets it if he
can. If he had been on a preserve he would more than
likely have thought, "I guess I can get it next time"--and
he doesn't.

The spreading system of private clubs, preserves, and "no
trespass ' signs are not pleasant to see, and my sympathy is

always for the man when I see a trespass sign with a charge
of shot in it. Still, it does much good and will do more
as it spreads, which it will sui-ely' do, and the salvation of
our game—resident or migratory—will in the future, I
think, depend more on private interests than on legislative
enactments. Henry J. Thayer.

From Hon. Chas. E. Whitehead, of the New York Association for
the Protection of Game.

New York, June 4,,—Editor Forest and Stream- As to the
benefit and feasibility of the United States setting aside cer-
tain portions of land as game preserves, I would fully con-
cur in the benefit to be derived from such a protection.
The game thus protected would increase rapidly in such
places and from thence would distribute themselves over the
country at large. As an illustration, the passenger pigeon
thirty years ago nested by the millions annually in certain
forests in Pennsylvania, about thirty miles south of Erie.
They occupied about four square miles of forest and about
two nests were built in each tree, each nest holding one
squab. The place was annually raided by men who came
in wagons from the surrounding country, bringing butter
firkins and half ban els. They established camps in the
woods. They either cut down the trees, or, climbing them,
raked down the nests. The young birds were cut open,
and drawn and spitted on wooden splints, packed in the
firkins, salted and shipped to the markets of distant cities.

In a few years the pigeons were driven away. They then
nested in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan, and were
treated in the same manner, and have since disappeared
from there. The bird is now unknown. Had the United
States preserved these nesting grounds by law and police,
this wonderful bird would still have existed among us.

As to the feasibility of the plan Mr. Van Name suggests,
you will find it a matter of difficulty. There are so few
who take an active interest in such matters that it would be
hard to obtain the necessary legislation.

The market-dealers care nothing for the extirpation of
game providing they can make a present profit. Every pro-
posed law is resisted by them, or if passed is presently im-
paired at their solicitation

Long Island is probably one of the most favored spots in the
Eastern States for the propagation of game. You can almost
hear the universal howl that would go upif it was attempted
by the general government to set it apart as a breeding place
and to forbid the use of a gun there. The same feeling would
exist among the neighbors of any favorite piece of land
from which the sovereign people with its fowling-piece
should be excluded.
The only lands that could probably thus be segregated are

those in the territories. None more important than that
fraction of land bounding the southeast corner of the Yel-
lowstone Park.' There is the natural feeding ground and
resort of the herds of game that live in the Park. Thither
they all go at certain seasons for food and shelter. It is a
rough mountainous place and peculiarly adapted to them.
Thither follow the hunters for slaughter and extermination.
This land should be included in the Park. A regiment or
part of a regiment of United States cavalry should be per-
manently stationed there, with power to exclude hunters and
to punish trespassers. Then these various breeds of game
would be preserved, and our children's children give ua
their gratitude. C. E, W.

From- ChiefGame Warden Edward Tinsley, of Ontario.

Toronto, June 7.—Mr. W. G. Van Name's excellent
article should be must strongly indorsed by all true sports-
men. My friend. Dr. G A. McCal um, of DunnviJle, is

writing an article on the "Parks and Reservations of On-
tario" for the Forest and Stream which I feel sure will be
instructive and interesting to your subscribers.

E. Thjsley, Chief Game Warden.

Prospecting for Woodcock.
New Jersey, .June 10 - While out walking the other day,

I happtned to think about July woodcock hunting, so I

started for some likely grounds, and after going through a
wood I came lo a little brook which runs down through some
undergrowih and low pin oaks. At last 1 came to a part that
had been quite wet, but at present was only moist, perhaps
a little muudy. Leaning down, I discovered the billing of
woodcock. Then I went home tor my dog, just to see

whether he had forgotten them or no. On returning, before
I reached the place I noticed my dog working, so 1 watched
carefully. All the time he was wagging his tail and going
cautiously; L knew the bird was running, else he would not
wag his lail so vigorously. In a moment, right alongside
the little stream that I had previously gone down, he made a
point and up got ttie woodcock, and a pretty sight it was,
too, th )ugh toe foliage is so dense this year you can hardly
see. He went right up straight until reaching the top of the
trees, and then went 1 know not where but I don't think it

was far. My dog flushed quite a num'^er, and I think there
will be a good many more birds this year thau last, perhaps
on account of early spring. T. E. D,
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A PRAIRIE CHICKEN DIVIDE.
Wymore, Neb., June 1.

—

Editor Forest and Sf/ream: Fif-

teen years ago Dick and I were strug'sling young attorneys

of this city. We lived on the same block. He had a wife
and two cMldren. He never hunted. Never fired a gun in

his life, but could see a "law point " in everv circumstance

of life. I was a hunter and had a 10 gauge Parker hammer
gun and a dog. In those days the law business was my
dissipation, hunting was my business.

One hot afternoon in August of 1882', at about 4 o'clock,

I was at home when Dick came over, looking very gloomv.
and said that his wife and children were all sick, and could

not eat anything, and he thought if they had a youne prairie

chicken they might be able to eat that, so he apked me if I

would give him half the chickens I could shoot if he would
hire a buggy and take me out. I promptly told him I

would. He started for the livery stable, but after going
about two blocks came back and said: "Say, if we should

only get one chicken under this aTrangeraent. to whom
would it belong, you or me?" I insisted that in law it

would belong to me, there would be nothing to divide. But
he argued that it ought to belong to him, because he was
bearing the larger part of the expense, etc., so we finally

compromised. I proposed that we should divide the chick-

ens in this way, he to have the first, I the second, and so on.

Dick agreed to this and went after the buggv, but when he
came back he had a horse and a two-wheeled cart, I bad
never ridden in one of these carts, but I put in the gun and
doe and got in and away we went.
Dick drove, and when out of town about two miles we

came to a bridge that bad a jump-up of about four inches.

We struck it on the full trot, and Dick landed straddle of

one of the shafts, the dog went out and so did the gun. I

pulled Diek back in, then T gathered up my gun and found
one hammer broken off. I let the dog walk, and we started

on. I then talked to Dick a little, but will not repeat the

conversation here.

About a mile further on the dog pointed in the road, and
Dick drove over him, and up went a covey of about twenty
chickens. I took a shot at the flock, but of course did not
touch a feather. We watched them down less than a quar-

ter of a mile away, and went to them. The dog pointed,

the whole covey flushed, and I pulled the trigger of the

barrel that had the hammer broken off, but finally ga ve it

up and pulled the other trigger. The chickens all sailed on.

We marked them down and followed, the dog pointed, one
chicken got up, the old Parker spoke and down came the

chicken. This was Dick's chicken, and he left the horse
standing and rushed in to retrieve it. He flushed the flock,

got his chicken, and started to the cart but the old horse
had started for town. I watched the race, well knowing
how it would come out. Dick gave it up and came back,
the horse and cart went to town. I then talked s^me more
to Dick, and then we followed the chickens. We found
them, the old dog pointed, thev got up one at a time, and in

ten minutes thirteen more nf the beauties were retrieved. I
picked up two. and told Dick he could have the rest of

thetn. He picked them un, and carried about thirty-five

pounds of prairie chicken four miles to town. It was aw-
fully hot; but he got home with his load at last, and never
asked me to go hunting with him again.

Dick is now a prominent lawyer of Denver, Colorado, still

looking for "law points"; but he never shoots, and I pity
him. I am still here. The chickens are about all gone. I

am too old and fat to bunt, but T have the little hammerless
in the oflice, and every once in a while I take it out and look
it over, point at flies or skeets on the windows, and wonder
how anything could get away. Then J take nn Fobest
AND Steeam and read "Men I Have Fished With," and
" Recollections of Iowa," and dream of happv times long
gone by. A. D. McCandijE6s,

P.S.—^Dick's wife and children got well.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Ate the Cat.

OHiCAao, 111., June 5 —The prevailing hard times in Chi-

cago have been the cause of an incident perhaps somewhat
unique. I recently had some work done by a taxidermist

who had occasion to give out the tanning of some skins.

When the tanner, a German by nationality, delivered the
skins to the taxidermist, he said that he would like to have
'his money right away, as limes were pretty hard with him.
He added incidentally that he had just eaten the family cat.

It seems that the Tiamfraii was away on a visit, her especial

pet the family cat, being left thus unprotected. The head of
the family, being out of refreshments of a solid or liquid
nature, killed the cat, for which he had no special love in

animate form, and sold the skin, a very fine one, for 30
cents. He completed the matter by eating the cat, which he
declared was good. When I expressed some surprise at this

action on his part, he answered in a most positive manner
that these questions in gustatory matters were all foolishness.

"Meat is meat I" said he, conclusively. I had never looked at

the matter in exactly this way before.

Western Game.
Mr. Joseph Irwin, of Little Eock, Ark., spent a couple of

days in Chicago this week, on his way to Boston and other
Eastern points. Mr. Irwin is manager of the Capitol Hotel,

at Little Rock, and a very well-posted shooter. He says

that the deer and turkevs in Arkansas suffered very severely

during the overflow this spring. The residents were out
along the bluffs of the streams in numbers, armed with all

sorts of firearms, and the deer were shot down by scores and
hundreds Numbers of t^e deer were thus forced to leave

their native feeding grounds, and scattered out over the
country back from the bottoms, where they had not been so

abundant before. The wild turkeys suffered very much
It was not the least difficult to kill them in quantities, as a

boat could be run directlv under the trees where they had
taken refuge. As the birds had no place to go except to

other trees they were loth to fly, and often the entire flock

could be shot out of a tree. Mr. Irwin saw in one lot twenty-
eight turkeys which had that day been killed and brought
into market, and every one of these was wet, showing that

they had all been shot out of trees, falling into the water.

The prospect for quail next season he reports to be very
good, and the bass fishing is now excellent near Little Rock.
Mr. Irwin brings up the curious fact that in Arkansas the
open season begins on Aug. 1. Surely, that country must
need all its fruitfrdness.

Mr. J. G. Smith writes me from Algona, la. , that the sea-

eon will be a very good one for pairie chickens. There
was a.great deal^of water in upper Iowa this spring, but the

nesting grounds have dried off since then, and during May
there was very little rain, so that it was a fine month for the

birds. Mr. Smith reports that the lakes and sloughs have
fllled up again with water, po that he expects to see a flight

of ducks during the coming fall.

A Seal Round-up.

I take the following curious item from the press despatches

from San Francisco. The idea of branding the seal herd
would seem to be a new onp, though there is room to doubt
that the pelagic sealer will be much deterred in his work by
the possibility of getting in a large line of damaged goods.

The dispatch reads

:

San Francisco. Cat., May 23 —Dr. David Starr Jordan, who will be
the Aniprican scientiflc representative at; the Pribylov Islands this

summer, says? that as the British Government has not come to satfs-

faetory terms with tbe United States for the protection of fur seals
in Behringr Sea the TTnitecI States will begin this summer, through the
Fur Seal Oommission. the work of braiidiup: the female seals on the
Pribylov Islands. This will spoil the skins of branded seals, and so
stop nelaeic sealinar by making- it unprofitable. One of Dr. Jordan's
assist^ants. Elmer Farmer, expert electrician, has invented an elec-
trical machine for brandiner seals, and if it proves satisfactory it will

do a great deal t^'ward settling' the seal question. There is a possi>^il-

ity that the female seals may be corralled on one of the islands dur-
inV the sealina season. This will necessitate building about two miles
of board fence, and it is not certain yet whether lumber can be pro-
cured. It will be done if possible.

Cultivated CInsene.

All trappers from North Carolina to Maine, and from
Wisconsin to Mississippi, know the value of the ginseng
root, so fondly loved bv the heathen Chinee. This rare and
valuable root is something of a source of revenue to woods
dwellers in the wilder parts of the country. Naturally, in

these progressive days, so valuflble a product cannot be over-

looked in commerce. A Mr. Page, an Illinois farmer, has

been experimenting for some time in the cultivation of the

ginseng plant in a domestic state. Like other purely wild
creatures, the gin.=eng plant resented this sort of thing, and
at first Mr. Page failed signally ir '•^is efforts to tame it. He
studied the plant, however, in North Carolina and West
Virginia, and has lately made a success in raising it. He has
formed an arrangement with a New York capitalist to go
into ginseng farming operations in the State of North Caro-

lina, where he expects to make a good many thousands of

dollars an acre from his land each year. E. Hough.
1206 BoYCE Building. Chicago.

SPRING SHOOTING.
TorojhTO. Canada, June 10

—

Editor ForeM and Rrenm:
The opportune and common sense article of Mr. W G. Van
Name, in your issue of June 5, has opened the way for all

true sportsmen to join in the crusade against snring shooters

and pot hunters of high and low degree. To prove the

necessity of some such action being taken and the beneficial

results that would accrue therefrom, it is only necessai-y for

any doubtiag Thomas to board one of the numerous pleasure

steamers starting from the American shore of Lake St. Clair,

where soring shooting prevails, and uote the ab«ience of birds,

especially waterfowl, until the dividing line is passed, when
he will notice that the bays and mar.obes on the Canadian
shore where spring shooting is prohibited, are teeming with
ducks of every description, many varieties breeding there.

Many men claiming to he sportsmen are sailing under false

colors. Many who are members of so called hunting or

sportsmen's clubs, are in a large meawre responsible for the

continuance of spring shooting. Which is the most to

blame—the market hunter, who, in many instances is too

ignorant to know that he is doing wrong by shooting game
during the breeding season for the support of his family, or

the so-called, educated, fashionable mpmber of a sportsman's

club, who knowingly does wrong from selfish motives?

Where should the example come from? Let us act up to the

•orecept " Where much is given, much is required." Let us

hear no more of this class of sportsmen unblushingly send-

ing accounts to Forest and Stream, of the hundreds of

ducks or snipe killed by them when unfit for food and rest-

ing from their long and weary flight on the way to the

breeding grounds. But, says the advocate of spring shooting.

"If we do not shoot ducks, snipe, plover, etc., on their way
to their breeding resorts, others will!" This is neither a

valid or reasonable excuse. A thief might, in the same man-
ner, justify his stealing on the plea that if he had not stolen

the articles some other thief would.
When reading the miserable exploits of would-be sports-

men shooting a poor doe or fawn with the aid of jack lights,

I cannot help comparing it with burglary and dark lanterns,

and conclude that the jack lighter has missed his vocation.

Ranger,

THE INVASION OF MINNESOTA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For my text, permit me totakf the following from "Chica-

go and the West" of June'12 : "These gentlemen should have
very good sport from all accounts, and I look upon their

trip with some curiosity, considering them in a manner the

advance guard of the army of sportsmen who, T predict,

will invade Minnesota as a new hunting and fishing terri-

tory."
The hearts of all sportsmen should thump and thump

again with gladness at the information that Minnesota can
be invafled by anyone as a new hunting and fishing terri-

tory. Every year of the x>asX twenty or more that State has

been literally overrun with fishers and shooters. In the

open sea.son,* baggage cars are crowded with dogs and camp
paraphernalia, the passenger cars have a generous patronage

of various costumed shooters, from far and near, in every

point of the compass. The roadways throughout that State,

so quiet most of the year, afford transit to the farm or livery

wagon laden with camners and camp outfits, or shooters

and their dogs in search of grounds for the day's sport, or

fishers on their way to what is thought to be favored waters,

and hurry as they may, there usually is some one before

them.
The best known sections swarm with shooters and fishers;

whole sections are shot out in a day or two after the season

opens, and so it has been for years; the State is raked over

from corner to corner for its birds and fish every year. And
yet it is about to be invaded as a new hunting and fishing

territory.

Already the State has passed a law discriminating against

shooters from States which have non resident license laws,

There cannot possibly be the absurdity of a new invasion,

but if the same old invasion grows larger with the danger
imminent that the non-residents shall strip the country of all

its game instead of a reasonable quantity, the time is short

before Minnesota has a law similar to that of Dakota
governing non-resident shooters.

I would be obliged if you would tell me just what parti-

cular part of Minnesota has not been invaded bv hunters.

Please write the information and send it securely sealed,

that I may have a chance to make a break for the favored
country. Don't put it in your paper, where others may see

it, or 1 won't get a fair start. Grumbler.

Pheasants and Quail for New Jersey.

The May Report of State Fish and Game Protector Charles

A. Shriner records a distribution of ring-necked pheasants,

generally in lots of twelve, to these points ; Beach Haven,
Oradell, Trenton. Saipm, Glassboro, Woodbury, Fleming-
ton, Asbnry Park. Port Elizabeth, Bridgeton, Millville,

Manumuskin, Alloway, Hainesport, Browus Mills, Colum-
bus, Mt. Arlington. Newfoundland, In all cases where such
arrangements could be made the birds were placed on prop-

erty where no shoo*^ing will be permitted for a year or two,

in order to give the birds an opportunity to increase. In
many cases farmers owning adjoining properties agreed to

prohibit all shooting for a year or two and placed the birds

in inclosures for the purpose of collecting the eggs; the lat-

ter were placed under hens and the young broods permitted

to find their wav into the fields and woods. In this way, it

is hoped, that this attractive and valuable bird will become
acclimated in this State and afford spoit for others than
wealthy members of clubs. The birds were introduced in

this State a number of years ago and experience has shown
that in many places they have done 'srell, considerable num-
bers escaping from the preserves in the northern part of the

State. The southern part of the State seems admirablj''

adapted to the wants of the birds, and with judicious pro-

tective legislation there seems no reason to doubt that the

birds will shortly take the place in a great measure of the

fast-disappearing indigenous partridge.

Quail were distributed, generally in lotri of 100, to Oradell,

Trenton, Salem, Glassboro, Woodbury, Flemmgton, Asbury
Park, Bridgpton, Midvale, Stockholm, Hainesport. Mt.
Arlington. This is about one-half of the total number of

birds ordered, but the failure to deliver the rest was wholly
unanticipated, aesurancps haying been received that every

order given would be filled. Considerable disappointment

on the part of a number of persons to whom birds were
ordered sent was the consequence, but under the circum-

stances this could not be avoided. As with the ring-necked

pheasants the birds were placed where there was good reason

to believe they would not be shot off by pot-hunters and in

a number of "localities where birds were placed no gunning
will be permitted for a year or two. The birds all came
from the northwest, and consequently it is to be expected

that they will not only withstand the rigors of our winters,

but that they will increase. All were large and hardy birds,

an exceedingly small number being lost in transit.

Pheasants in Texas.

Petty, Tex., June 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: At a

meeting of the Waco Pheasantry Club, thanks were voted

to the Legislature for protecting pheasants for five years

from the gunners. The secretary reported over 200 young
birds hatched and in a thriving condition. The best

success has been attained with English ringnecks. A
quartet of ringnecks in wire-mesh coops have produced 150

eggs, most of which hatched well under hens. The chicks

are healthy and feed well on anything commonly used for

food among poulterers. Millet seed is particularly good.

The club has distributed ef'gs in other parts of the State.

The supply is not equal to the demand, and no more eggs

will be sent out. After the spring broods are two years old

the club will turn them loose in McLennan and adjoining

counties for the general good of the State There are no
birds or eggs in the hands of the club for sale. The object

is to start the pheasants as a Texas bird to supply the place

of the extinct prairie chickens. The Pheasantry Club are

putting their power in the right direction, and we hope

with the aid of all good citizens and our recently enacted

game law that the pheasant industry may grow to enormous
proportions in this State, as we see nothing to prevent the

naturalization and increase of this valuable game bird.

Should the club succeed in their efforts to get a supply of

pheasants planted in the Brazos bottoms it will induce others

in other parts of the State to make an effort in that direc-

tion, and we sincerely hope ere the five years' close season on.

these birds will have elapsed that they may have been scat-

tered all over the State. F. E. W.

Proprietors of flshing resorts vdll find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

ANGLING IN QUEBEC.
Editor Forest and Stream:

The prolonged and quite unprecedented season of rain that

has marked the present spring proved very discouraging for

anglers going into the northern woods Fly-fishing has been

far from good in most cases, consequent upon the exceed-

ingly high water in both rivers and lakes. A number of

good fish have been taken, but the large proportion of the

big ones have fallen to the share of the troller. Lake Ed-
ward has yielded, and is still yielding, about its average

quota of trout from 3 to 51bs. weight But the record of the

season, and for the matter of that, the record of many sea-

sons, has been made this spring upon the Triton Tract.

A distinguished party of anglers from Syracuse, N. Y.,

arrived here a night or two ago from their club waters on the

Triton Tract. Notwithstanding the disagreeable and un-

favorably wet weather of the last few week«, which caused

Grand Lake Batiscan to rise no less than a foot and a half in

two days, the party secured very good sport The Hon.
William B. Kirk, ex-Mayor of Syracuse, killed three trout

in one day that weighed ISlbs., and also caught the heaviest

fish yet reported from the Tract—a brook trout of Qlbs,

This fish was caught on a trolled buck hair fly made by Mr.

McHarg, of Rome. N, T. It took nearly half an hour to

kill and was finally netted by Master Edgar Gregory, the

»young son of the proprietor of the Yates House, of Syracuse,

who is a true chip of the old block. The fish is to be care-

fully mounted and is a beautifully bright- colored specimen

of our Sahno fontinalis. Another fortunate angler wa'^ Mr.

M, 0. Pierce, of Syracuse, who caught one trout of 8i]l>s.

and another of 6|-lbs. The party 'saw a magnificent bull

moose, wMcli CftBiS within 150ft. of them. Some of their
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friends, a few days previously, reported having seen no
fewer lhaa fourteen caribou.

Gay parties of anglers fromTSTew Haven, Bridgeport, etc.,

have had fair sport on the JSTonamtum and Metabetchouan
Club limits despite the abominable weather. There is no
doubt that the best of the trout fishing is still in store for

anglers in the Lake St. John country.
Ouananiche fishing has also opened up late this year.

Nothing of any consequence has yet been done on the Grande
Decharge, but the boat has now commenced to cross there
daily from Roberval. In the mouths of the Metabetchouan
and Oiiiatchouan rivers the early spring sport was good, and
the ouananiche for the most part very gamy.
Salmon fishermen are rapidly leaving for their fishing

grounds. Many of the Restigouche and Metapedia anglers

went down, including Mr. Sage, of JSfew Tork; Mr. Stearns
and Dr. Campbell, of Montreal, and Mr. Macpherson, of

Quebec, are now there, Mr. E. C. Fitch has goae down to

tue Romaine; Mr. Pike, of New York, leaves for his North
Shore stream to-day; Messrs. Keaaey, Boswell and Chas. G,
Hope, who recently purchased the Moisie for |30,000, went
down last Monday and took Messrs. Andrew Allan, of Mon-
treal, and Edson Fitch, of Quebec, with them. John D.
Gilmour leaves to-day for the Trinity, and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brackett, of Boston, for the Marguerite.

E. T. D. Chambeks.
QoKBBC, June 13.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.
XLV.-Joe.

As a schoolboy 1 had, of course, read of the influence of

the Gulf Stream on the temperature of the air, but 1 had also

read of the lotus-eaters, in tfie land where it is always after-

noon, and one seemed as real as the other. But to leave

New York in February, 1877, when it was so cold that the
snow crackled under foot and the steamer was well coated
with ice as we passed Sandy Hook, and then to land in beau-
tiful Bermuda three days later and see the crates of early

vegetaoles piled on the wharf, the men in straw hats and
shirt sleeves, and to feel the warm wind, was like a fairy tale

where the good prince is suddenly whisked to a land of

beauty to find the charming princess and escape his

enemies.

It took three days to learn where to go to get the best col-

lection of live sub-tropical fishes for tne New York
Aquarium, and in the meantime to learn much of the town
of Hamilton, the chief city, and its institutions, for this trip

was my first one beyond the domain of Uncle Sam and
everything was strange, from the semi-domestic httle groimd
doves, hardly as large as our quail, to the red-coated soldiers

in forts, over whicti "Old Glory" did not float. I was a
"greenhorn"; out West the term would be "tenderfoot"; or,

as in New York newspapers some who want situations de-
scribe themselves as "lately landed." If I could choose the
term to describe my mental condition in a strange land it

would be the more" polished one of "provincial." That lets

a fellow down easy. The "provinces" of the city of New
York, and of the backwoods of Wisconsin I was familiar
with, from the Bowery to the Bad Axe River, but here were
entirely new conditions, perhaps I should say "of environ-
ment," to be technically correct.

Wnen 1 decided to cross the island and make Harrington
Sound the base of operations I first gazed upon Joe. He
was a colored boy, lightly colored, perhaps of one of the
shades of antique oak furniture, or of light gmger-cakes, and
apparently about fourteen years old, honest lace, bare-footed,

straw-hatted with ragged brmi, unbleached muslin shirt, and
bed ticking trousers with two suspenders. The exiiava-
gance in suspenders was noted in contrast with the economy
of our own southern darky, who is usually content with one;
but economy is not always commendable, a reserve to fall

back on U often a wise investment and Joe had it, in case of
accident.

•Joe had been brought up on the water and could manage'
a boat either with sail or oar, and for a stipulated amount of
£ 8. d. he enlisted in my service. He tbld me that the
oysters of Bermuda were not good to eat. This, to a man
who had heard so much about good food that was cast aside
because some fellow's grandfather did not eat it, made me
anxious to eat a Bermuda oyster. In the West they reviled
the "mud hen," the "blue peter" of North CaroUna, a very
good table bird, and the fishermen of the Connecticut River
refused sturgeon, the royal dish of England's sovereign, and
1 had eaten ihe "proteus," the "hzard" of the Great Lakes,
and was unconsciously fitting myself to be a founder of the
once famous "ichlhyopnagous Club," of New York, which
proclaimed that everything that came from the water was
good to eat, if you knew now to prepare it. Of course 1
would eat the Bermuda oyster, and 1 did. In early boyhood
a boy induced me to bite into an "Indian turnip," and then
that boy and 1 fought all over a leu-acre lot, and for weeks
after when we met. With mouth aflame, for it got no
further, I could not fight Joe, for he had warned me, but
the burning was intense—it was agony. Joe ran off and
brought some leaves of oleander, wfiich grows on the shore
in the salt spray, and told me to chew them, and a partial
relief came. Most of the mollusks of Bermuda are either
acrid or astringent; in some cases tney possess both qualities.

Tfiis knowledge was obtained at first hand by what may be
properly called "bitter experience." If there is an euibl^
moUusk in the Gulf Stream 1 failed to find it.

if Hamilton nad been a surprise to me as a city without
dirt, and the white country roads cut through ine sandy
formation on top of the coral reef, for I believe these islands
are the only coral formations on our side of the Atlantic,
were wonders, they were only a prelude to more. Carpen-
ters sawed the sandy rock into blocks for buildiog, and into
"slates" for roofing, with common hand-saws, and then let

the blocks or slabs harden. All this was strange enough,
but Ifie water suiTOunding the island seemed like that which
one could only txjDcct lu fairyland. No rivers, creeks or
even springs, to bring in soil to cloud the water, it was as
clear as glass at all stages of the tide.

For a day or two Joe rowed me ibout into coral caves
floored wim brilliant sea anemones, and bright with gaudy
fishes hovering above them. To him it was an every-day
scene, and he took no more delight in it than a man born in
the wilaest mountains does in the grandest view of peaks
and valleys. A man who has always drunk water from a
mountain spring fias no idea of the taste of good water. Let.

him spend a summer in New York city, or, preferably,
Brooklyn, and then send film back to his mountain siDring
and he is educated as far as drinking water goes. He never
tasted water until his reiurn. My case was similar. I had
fished in salt-water, but not in the clear, pure water of the

Gulf Stream, where a large fish could be seen at a depth of

50ft.

A few days of this, with trips to St. George's, Somerset
and Ireland islands in Joe's sloop gave me an idea of where
I wanted to make a base of operation, and no place offered

better facilities for collecting than Harrington Sound.* The
first thing to be done was to prepare cars to keep fish alive

in, and one specially designed for the keeping of an octopus,

if only an octopus would come our way. Joe grinned every

time 1 spoke of capturing a live octopus, I've been shaking

up my memory to bring up the name that the Bermuda fish-

ermen have for this animal, but the name refuses to come to

the surface; it's a queer name, and will probably come to

mind some months hence, when I'm not thinking of octo-

pods; that's the way memory has of playing hide-and-seek.

When you seek she hides until one has lost all interest in

what she hid3s, and then, when it is of no use, she pops' out.

"Joe," said I, "we must get an octopus; it's worth more
to me than all the fishes we can get. Tell the fishermen that

I'll give $10 for a live one, and if you put me in the way of

catching one you shall have the money, in addition to your
pay. What do you say?"

"No fisherman ever bothers that thing, only just kills 'em.

I know I do' want to trouble one, an' I 'spects you won't
want to own one when you see him alive."

Joe could hardly have read Victor Hugo's "Toilers of the

Sea," where he makes a dreadful beast out of several kindred

creatures; but it seemed that not only .Joe, but all the Ber-

muda fishermen feared this harmless little crab eating ani-

mal, whose body is but little bigger than a man's fist and
whose eight arms seldom make a circle of 4ft. diameter.

With this animal, the cuttlefish and the giant squid, the

"kraaken" of Pontipidan, Hugo, lik^ a true showman, made
a "devilfish." I had only seen the octopus in alcohol, but
had accurate information as to its character and powers, and
would try to capture one if one could be found. I knew
that the sucking discs on its "arms" were soft, and unpro-
vided with those toothed rims of cartilage which ihe deca-

pods, or squids, have, and wl^en I told Joe that I would
take one In my hand he showed his ivories, and said

:

"I 'spect you'd jump out of the boat if one come in after

you. We kills 'em by drivin' a stake through 'em, an' w'en
one comes outen de water on a stake he takes charge o' that

stake ; he takes charge o' the boat, an' he'll take charge o' you,
tool"
Some two weeks later a man brought me a live octopus on

a stake, which had been driven through its body. I declined

to buy it, and the man was as surprised as Joe was that I

should expect to get one by any other method. "No, sir,"

said he, "that thing would wind about a man's neck and
choke him to death. No man on any of these islands would
try to get one if he didn't pin him first." He evidently

thought me foolish and ignorant, but did not volunteer an
opinion on that subject. He seemed to regret that I would
not buy an octopus'in the only condition in which he thought
it possible to capture one.

We fished with hand-lines for the smaller fishes, all beau-
tiful—the grunts, striped with green and red; the squirrel, a
bright red, and the angelfish, whose gaudy colors give it its

name. Such colors I had never seen on fishes before, and
the question arose as to the number that the tanks could
safely carry, and if some had to be discarded which to leave

behind. I had bargained for some large groupers with the
proprietor of the "Devil's Hole," and felt easy on that score.

The hole, as I remember it, tvas about 20ft. in diameter and
some 60ft. deep. The tide ebbed and flowed in it, and you
could see clearly to the bottom, and it was well stocked with
handsome fishes, large and small, which were fed daily. A
high board fence kept out all persons who did not care to

pai't with a shilling, currency of the realm, to pass through
the gate and gaze into the "Devil's Hole."
One morning Joe said: "I know where a has a

hole." He meant an octopus, but used the local name, now
mislaid. The animal is very local, It makes a home in a
hole in the coral rock, or in the weeds and lays out its ten-

tacles to fasten on to a careless fish or crab which may
chance to pass. After rowing over the ground several

times, Joe found the spot, but only a person familiar with
the habits of the octopus would have noticed anything unus-
ual among the bunches of coral, sponges, brain-stones and
other things which covered the bottom and cast shadows
here and there, i ceitainly would not have given the dark
spot a second look, yet there, in about lOft. of water, lay the
animal, curled up in its hole, showing a bit of dark skin and
part of a tentacle which was not uulike many other things
on the bottom. Our movements had alarmed the mollusk
and it had coiled up and was keeping still. Its burrow faced
the South and the current. We aachored our boat at both
ends across the current, north of the burrow, where its

shadow would cause no alarm.

"Now, what you goin' to do?" Joe asked.
"Nothing, only to keep perfectly still and see what that

fellow below is going to do. I want you to keep still, don't
rock the boat nor strike your foot on the bottom, that's all."

Joe sat in one end of the boat aad I in the middle, close to

a can containing several live squirrel fish about Sin. long
and nearly the color of a boiled lobster, only brighter. I
had a deep lauding net with a 24in, rim on a loft, staff, the
bag of the net being 3ft. long, with a full, round bottom.
Tms I placed on the boltom of tne Sound, hold there by the
side of the boat and something on the bottom, the current
keeping the bag wide open. Then I lit my pipe and
watched what went on below. Brilhant fishes, which are
never seen north of the Gulf Stream, yilayed about; now
feeding on some smaller life and now chasing each other in
play. Crabs crawled about, seeming to avoid the anemones
and other stinging things, althougfi their shells may have
been complete protection, and 1 smoked and wondered if

any living thing could eat a sea-anemone or a jellyfish, both
of which can sting a man after the manner of the weed we
caU a nettle, and can paralyze some small forms of life on
which they feed

.

It was getting toward noon, and Joe awoke from a drowse
and said he was hungry, so cautioning him to keep quiet
and to throw nothing overboard, I raised the lid of the com-
missary department and passed him a plate containing some
slices of boiled ham, three eggs, a loaf of bread and a bottle
of coffee. 1 found that I began to feel as Joe did, only I
would not refuse sardines and olives as he had done. After
.Joe had obliterated a second helping, nearly as bountiful as
the first, he slid into a recumbent position and settled back
into the slumber which a desire for food had disturbed. I

* While, this is being written I believe thac Dr. Tarleton fl Bean,
superintenaent of the present New York Aquarium, is covering Che
same groimd in collecting. A. few weeks ago X met him m the office
of Foaesx axd Strbam, and he said that he was going to Bermuda
for fishes and Should.make his headquarters on Jlarringcon Sound.

again lighted my pipe and resumed observations on the

enemy, while musing on the capacity of darky boys for food
and sleep.

Hours passed. The impression that I had was thatithe

octopus, which lay some lOft. below and half that distance

in our front, had dined, just as Joe did, and had curled up,

like Joe, mentally saying: "Fate cannot hg-rm me, I have
dined to day."

If I became drowsy no harm was done; there was no need
at that spot to look for a changing tide, the current con-
tinued in one direction, and the fellow lOft. below, like the

fellows in the boat, would be hungry in time. He had evi-

dently fed before our arrival. As I sat and watched for a
movement on the part of this animal, of which I had hope,
but little prospect of capturing, I wondered at the theory of
those men who advise exercise after a meal ; and I saw how
an octopus, an animal closely related to an oyster, only it

has no attachment to real estate and is destitute of a shell,

took its siesta after dinner just as my boy Joe; the cows in

the pastures, and our dogs and cats do after they have had
a full feed, and saw that nature rebelled against labor on a
full stomach. The man who eats a heavy dinner at mid-
day and then goes to work does what a darky boy, a dog,
cat, or an octopus would not do. That was the nature of
my pipe dream as we lay there in the Gulf Stream with a
sleepy darky boy in the boat, a sleepy octopus below, and
a drowsy white man on watch.
the sun had, as usual, attended to business and gone into

the west; and finally .Joe aroused enough to ask: "S'pose
he don't come out for a week, isn't you goin' ashore to sleep
an' to get some grub?"

".Joe," said I, "sleep and grub we must have, but I must
also have that octopus. I'll stay right here until I get that
fellow, or until he escapes. If we get short of provisions
you can swim ashore, it's only about a mile, and have them
sent. You had better go now, and bring out more provisions
and some blankets in another boat,"
Our boat was a light flat-bottomed scow with high sides,

and dry enough to sleep in; but the very heavy dews of the
nights rendered it unsafe to sleep out without cover of some
sort, although it was warm. The moon was nearly full, and
Joe could be seen almost halfway to the shore by his wake
in the moonlight as he swam off, the land being about half a
mile away. A pair of thin bed-tick trousers and a shirt
which was not buttoned at the neck was his entire costume,
except a straw hat which he left beiund. As the day faded
the glory of the moon took its place, the breeze died out, and
Harrington Sound was still and unruffled. Even by moon-
light one could get an idea of the wealth of color on the bot-
tom in the marvelously clear waters of the Gulf Stream,about
an island which had no streams to carry soil into the waters
about it. Yet there was taat dreamy haziness which gives
moonlight its peculiar charm, and involuntarily the dream
of Clarence, in Richard ill , came up:

"Methought I saw * » *

Wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps of pearl,

Inestimable stones, unvalu'd jewels,

All scattered in the bottom of the sea.

Some lay in dead men's skulls; and, in those holes

Where e.yes did once inhabit, there were crept

(As 'twere in scorn of eyes) reflecting gems.
That woo'd the slimy bottom of the deep.

And mock'd the dead bones that lay scatter'd by."

The perfect silence, the solitude and the moonlight, were
provocative of weird thoughts, and the time seemed long
until the sound of oars told that Joe was coming with the
supplies. He had not hurried, he had not been asked to
hurry, and, no doubt he had told all the fishermen who
lived near him what I had resolved to do, and had listened
to their comments on either my prospect of success or my
sanity. He rowed alongside, transjferred his stores, tied the
boat to drift in our rear, ate a supplementary supper and
then we rolled up in our blankets.
An octopus has large eyes, and, while classed with the

mollusks [soft bodies without skeletons] which have no
shells, it has not only a power of motion far beyond that of
some fishes, an intellect which prompts a movement for self-

preservation equal to that of an insect, but also an eyelid,
which fishes nave not. As I mused over these things,
which books had taught me, the question arose: Was this
strange animal, which I sought to capture, a night-feeder, or
had it breakfasted early in the day and not being hungry
was only a little shy of the presence of our boat? The
moon threw no light on the eight-footed creature that lay
below. It might be feeding or it might be sleeping, human
eyes could not see clearly enough to decide.
Joe slept, and perhaps I may have done the same, but at

the first peep of day 1 was straining my eyes to learn if the
octopus was looking for his breakfast. 'The light was not
sufficient to determine this. Joe was snoring, but I took a
squirrel-fish from the tank, hooked it below the dorsal fin,

put a ioz. sinker a few inches above it, and with rod care-
fully dropped it down above the den of the "devilfish." It
had not breakfasted, for an arm shot out and seized the bait
with its suckers. My experience as a trout fisher with the
artificial fly naturally impelled me to strike, and I struck.
The consequence was that the octopus was scared, for it la

not a game fish, and the bait floated away.
The toughness of some conchs which lay in the boat

seemed to recommend them as bait for the very tough cus-
tomer which lay below. A shell was broken and a brother
mollusk was hooked on deep in the toughest part, with the
idea of holding the bait and dragging the animal from its

lair. One tentacle after another enveloped the new bait, and
I had just now learned not to "striise." Gently the rod
drew the tough bait and the hungry octopus from its refuge
into open water, while my left hand raised the net that lay
below. .Joe was still asleep; the octopus hung to his prey
while I cautiously brought him near the surface, at the same
time following with the net, much as we do when crabbing.
My heart beat fast. If the creature became alarmed and let

go of the bait would it dodge the net and escape? It sm-ely
would not hold on if brought above the surface and be
lauded like an eel on a bob. X had worked the handle of the
landing net upward with the thumb and forefinger until my
quai-rywas within a foot of the surface, and the rim of the
net was the same distance below the animal. It stopped
feeding and released one tentacle. Tfie time for action had
come. The net had been made with a deep bag in order to
turn the rim in a way to close the bag and hold the captive,
if there should be one to hold

Dropping the rod overboard, both hands brought up the
net with a jerk; but the octopod held on to the rim and did
not get to its bottom, the trap failed to work. The commo-
tion awakened Joe, who tooK in enough of the situation to
plunge overboard. As I brought the animal into the air, it
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Struck out in all direclions to get free, and with one tentacle

on the gunwale of the boat, another on the net handle, and a
third slapped on my hare left arm, it resisted capture. The
drawing sensation of a dozen or more suckers made a tingling
like so many cupping glasses, but a grip oh its neck with my
right hand stopped the power of suction, and the tentacles

were limp and helpless, and a live octopus was mine.
The whole aifair after the rod was dropped, could not have

ipccupied over lialf a minute, but it seemed long, and Joe saw
jjart of the light from the other boat, but did not venture
hear until the aniqia] was confined safely in a box and the
hasp fastened. He then came alongside and recovered the
rod, but had no desire to look into the box. Whether an oc-
topus would or could use its parrot like beak in such a case

i do not know. I had been told by Prof. Baird that they
were harmless if choked, and faith in what he said enabled
me to make this capture. Blood showed under the skin on
the arm where the suckers had taken hold, and the native
flsherihen came from the other side of the island to verify
the story by seeing the octopus, and the marks on my arm.

joe grinned when he reeeived the promised reward, and
remarked: "A man that lives over on St. George's has got
just the boat I want, an' $10 "11 buy it, an' he won't take
any less, but if 1 buy the boat there's nothing left for the
circus that's comiu' next week, an' I duano."
"When I pay you for your regular work in two days from

now, when the steamer leaves for New York, there'll be
enough to go to a good manv circuses, didn't you count thai
in?"

"ISTo, sir, I gives all I earn to Mammy; an' I do want that
lioat and to see the circus a couple of times."
He got it, and when the handsome collection was landed

in New York the octopus, which, by the way, could spread
about 3ft , was the prize catch, and drew as much attention
as all the angel fish and the other brilliant specimens
together. The only loss on the trip was one barracouta and
the Mangrove crabs, which live partly in the trees or on the
rocks, and why they died is a mystery.

Joe was a bright boy and a good boy, and if he is living
now I hope he will learn that Dr. Bean is there now, and en-
gage to serve him as he served me. The colored people of
Bermuda are a fine lot of men. It is so long since they were
slaves, and there ia little or no race prejudice in the islands
that they have developed into a respectable and self-respect-

ing class, especially the fishermen, who are more independent
than many others. Joe wrote me that if I came to Bermuda
again to remember him, and added: "I am not so afraid of
the now. He may take charge of a stake and a boat
when a man is afraid of him, but he didn't take charge of
you. I can't forget that. Come here again and get some
more. Joe."

It would have been pleasant, but I never did.

Fked Mathek.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Trout and Snow.

Chicago, 111., June 11.—The season has continued until
this week to be one ot exceedingly cold and unfavorable
weather. So backward a spring has not been seen for tnany
years, in the opinion of the resioents of Wisconsin and upper
Michigan, where the anglers of this section most naturally
turn for their trouting trips. One has been fairly in need of
snowshoes on his trouting trips thus far, and more than
one party has met sharp, freezing weather, and has quit
and come home in disgust. It was possible to pack one's
trout in snow, and one exuberant fisherman declares that his
trout were so cold, that after frying them for two hours
he was displeased to find lumps of ice in their anatomy.
Mr. W. R Caldwell, of this city, was out for a week in

the neighborhood of Fisher Lake, Pardee Lake, Spider Lake
and other good muscallonge waters a week ago, but met the
coldest weather he ever experienced in camp. The fishing
was poor, and at night the camp was so cold that the whole
party froze out and came back to Chicago, resolving lo try
it later if it ever gets warm.
A number of fishermen have been on the Praitie River, but

last week it snowed there to a depth of several inches, and
wading the stream was like a cold plunge bath. They had
lather a dismal time of it.

Where to Go Trout Fishing.

At this season many inquiries come for good fishing waters
for trout and bass. From what I have learned so far this
season, I feel very safe in directing trout fishermen to the
Prairie River, via Merrill and Dudley, Wis. This stream is

now becoming well known, as any good trout stream is sure
to be, but it otters attractions not possessed by any other trout
stream in WitcoEsin that I can at this time recall. It is a
stream broad and open enough to admit of fiy-casting, and
one can really wade and take trout on the fly. Trout are
reported to be very numerous in the Prairie River this season,
though I do not hear of any very large ones being taken.
The stream has been abundantly stocked, and is holding its

own well. At Dudley's place ther.e are good accommoda-
tions.

Among those on the Prairie River last week were Dick
Merrill, of Milwaukee, and Messrs. Davidson, Strong, Puller
and Dr. Shugart, of the Chicago Fly-Casting CJub. AH
these were meeting fair success in spite of the cold weather.
Mr. Merrill told me that his largest take was twenty-eight in
one day.

I hear that the trout fishing on the White River and
Wauloma Cieek, near Princeton, Wisconsin, was good this
week. The trout there are running larger than those taken
on the Prairie River this spring.

The Paint, the Pine and the Fence have all been spoken
of by fishermen this spring, though I should censider it

problematical whether they offered pleasant sport at fly-fish-
ing now.

Where to go Bass Fishing.

There is reason to believe that bass will bite well the com-
ing week in the lower Wisconsin lakes. Reports from
Oconomowoc lakes state that the fishing is very good, and 1
should think that all the Waukesha lakes would be sa/e to
try, especially as we are promised milder weather now. T
have already spoken of the heavy catches made in our old,
tithed-out Cedar Lake in Indiana. 1 can recommend espe-
cially for this week the Pox River at Algonquin and Cllnton-
ville. There should be fair fly fishing for bass at those
points now. J. M. Clark, of this city, in a recent boat trip
from Camp Lake to Elgin, found a little fly-fishing on the
river. The party took from twenty-five to thirty bass a day,
mostly with bait.

I have already spoken of the Thornapple River several

times and should be glad to hear from parties who have
tried this South Peninsula stream this summer. I can also

safely recommend the Kalamazoo River for bass. Take
Michigan Fruit Line boats from Chicago to Saugatuck and
go up the river by boat.

Bass fishermen should not overlook the Indiana waters
mentioned last summer in Forest and Stream as lying
near La Porte, Westville, Swift's Siding, etc , etc. The
Kankakee River is offering unusually good fishing this year,

Mk. J. Gr. Smith, of Algona, Iowa, writes me thus on fish

and fish protection in bis vicinity:

"The water has gone down in the Des Moines River, and
we have had so little rain of late that it is quite clear. I was
at the river this afternoon, and saw quite a good many
suckers, some red-horse and pilse. There were thousands of
small fish, all going up stream.
"The fellows here have found out that it is expensive to

spear fish. Ten were caught at it this spring. Eight of
them were fined $31 each, and the other two .flS each. It

was somewhat expensive, but I hope it will teach the boys a
lesson that will be of some benefit to them."

Desirable Flies.

Anglers back from the Prairie River state that they have
found the professor, coachman and grizzly king among the
best flies used. The daik gnats, cow-dung, march-brown
and qupen-of-the-waters are mentioned also as among the
standard flies which do well in Wisconsin. The coachman
was probably better last week than any other single fly.

The Parmachene-belle, though thought to be a killing fly in
some quarters, proved to be poor last week. 1 have never
found this fly of much service in Wisconsin or upper Michi-
gan.
For fly fishing for bass there is a wide range of choice, as

the bass is fully as capricious as the trout."^ Brighter flies

serve here than in trout fishing. I have found the Seth
Green, polka dot and jungle cock, good flies on the Kanka
kee, as well as the Furguson and silver doctor. The bright
fly known as the Johnson fancy I have found very useful for
daytime fishing. For evening fishing, when the caddis fly

is rising around the edges of the lakes, I have found nothing
so good as the gray drake with upright wing and upturned
cork body. E. Hough.

1206 BoYCB Building, Chicaffo.

COLOR VARIATIONS IN FISHES.
Partly corroborating Mr. George W. Dearborn's obser-

vations on this interesting subject, 1 cannot share his opinion
of "tanning" as being the principal cause of the variation in
the color of fishes.

I wish to call his attention lo the fact that trout caught in
a small stony brook are either fight colored or dark, often
almost black, according to the different places, sunny or
shady, where they had been taken. Many salt-water fishes,

flounders and sea-bass, for instance, how a marked differ-

ence if taken on feeding places of different character, often
only a few rods distant from each oth*r. Everybody must
also have noticed the quick change or fading of the color in
dead or dying fishes.

My experience is that certain fishes living in clear or shal-
low water are generally light-colored, while others of the
same species caught in deep cr dark water, or taken from
shady hiding-places, are always very dark.
There exists no doubt for me that certain fishes have the

quality to assimilate their "complexion" to the coloration of
their surroundings.
The influence of light is certainly the principal cause in

effecting these changes, for the production of all color is

dependent on light; so the assumed dark color of a fish will
certainly fade it it has been confined in prolonged and com
plete darkness, hence the silvery hue of Mr. Dearborn's
pickerel taken through five-months' old snow-covered ice.

If smelt, whitefish and others will always appear white, the
reason for it may be that they do not possess any coloring
matter subject to variations.

I think It probable that the cl^ange of color in fishes ia
effected by the same means as in the chameleon, the tree-

frog, the cuttlefish, and some other animals. Some seven
years ago, while lying sick in a Syrian town, I had in my
possession a number of chameleons, which, during three
long and dreary months, were my only companions. During
every hour ol the day I took delight in observing these
curious reptiles and watching their queer ways. I became
very much interested in the subject, and have since taken a
number of notes from scientific observations on the matter
of changes of color in animals.

I refer those who seek information on the mechanism by
which these changes are effected, to Milne Edwards' publi-
cation about chameleons in the Annales des Scieuces Nai-urelles
for January, 1834, and esptcially to Richard Owens' author-
ity in his article on "Cephalopoda" (cuttlefishes), in the
Cyclopedia of Anatomy ajul Physiology. Owen notices that
the epidermis of some cuttlefish contains a colorific stratum
which consists of a very fine vascular and nervous cellular
tissue, containing an immense number of small, closed vesi-
cles of various colors. "These vesicles," he remarks, "have
no visible communication either with the vascular or the
nervous systems, or with each other, yet they exhibit during
the lifetime of the animal, and long after death, rapid alter-
nating contractions and expansions." Those contractions
and expansions are responsible for the observed variations of
color, and the action of light proved to influence them, for
"if a separated portion of integument be placed in the dark,
and examined after a lapse of ten or fifteen minutes, all

motion has ceased ; but the vesicles, when re-exposed to a
moderately strong light, soon, in obedience to that stimulus,
recommence their motions."
Those researches have doubtlessly been continued, and I

am anxious to know whether they have been extended to
fishes. Some of Forest akd Stream's learned contributors
are certainly in a position to inform us on this subject.
The chameleon has for a long time been a puzzle to the

scientific world, and strange and exaggerated accounts have
been given about its power to assume all imaginable colors;
theories upon theories have been brought forward lo account
for the changes of color in these animals of a far away land;
but our humble friend, the cheerful tree-frog, has beeii
shamefully neglected. I am well acquainted only with the
European variety, Hyla ariorea, whicn in regard to changes
of color is quite as remarkable as the chameleon. His
mourning coat, which he wears in too close, or dark, or
damp confinement, is of a dark spotted gray; but when in
more cheerful mood he will assume the exact shade of green
of any leaf which he may choose for a hiding or resting
place.

These defenseless animals are thus admirably protected
through adapting their color to that of their immediate sur-
roundings, from which they are not easily distinguished.
Fishes need the same "improved standard" of protection;
for the water in which they live, and the rock or sand or
plants of the many feeding places over which they have to
travel are often of very different color, and are subject to
frrq'ient changes of light and shade, and exposed to the
varying effects of refraction of light upoa the water. A
fish, whether swimming in a lake, " suspended in space," or
moving over the sunny bottom of a shallow brook, would
be a conspicuous object, too easily detected by enemy or
prey, if nature had not provided him with the enviable
ability of concealing his presence wherever he goes.

6 voK Heyss.

An accepted theory to account for the varying colors of a
fish may be found in Poulton's work on the "Colors of Ani-
mals." It is in brief this:

1. The color is produced by the pigment cells or coloring
matter in or beneath the skin.

2 Varying shades of the color are produced by varying
states of concentration of the pigments in the cells.

3 These different states of concentration of the pigment
cells are caused by the action of the exterior light which is

reflected on the fish's eye, and acts through the optic nerve,
the brain and the nerves, upon the pigment cells.

We quote from the chapter on "Variable Protective Re-
semblances":

The power of color adjustment is very widely distributed
among fish and amphibia Instances of the power of rapid
adjustment are very commou, although most people are not
aware of them. Nearly all fishermen know that the trout
caught in a stream with a gravelly or sandy bottom are light

colored, while those caught in a muddy stream' are dark, tt

is also well known that the same fish will soon change in

color when it passes from one kind of background to the
other. The same facts are true of many other fresh water
and ,sea fishes. The interior of a minnow can is painted
white in order that the bait may become light colored, and
thus conspicuous in the dark water where the pike or perch
is likely lo be found. The change of celor occupies an ap-
preciable time, and the fisherman knows that he stands an
extra chance of catcbing his fish while the bait remains un-
adapted to its environment. This experience serves to prove
in a practical way that the power of changing the color is

essentially protective

The physiological mechanism by means of which these
rapid changes of color are effected has been investigated by
Lister in England, b}^ Biiicke ia Germany, and by Pouchet
m France. At first sight it, appears likely that the light may
directly determine the distribution of coloring matter in the
pigment cells in or immediately beneath the skin. Each of
the various surroundings of an animal would, according to

its color, reflect light of a certain constitution, and it might
well be supposed that each kind of reflected light would
produce a different effect upon the pigment cells. It is,

however, now well known that the action is extremely in-

direct; certain kinds of reflected light act as spec ific stimuli

to the eye of the animal, and different neivous impulsts pass
from this organ along the optic nerve to the brain, which,
being thus indirectly stimulated in a peculiar manner by
various kinds of reflected light, originates different impulses,
which pass from it along the nerves, distributed to the skin,

and cause varying states of concentration of the pigment in

the cells. The highest powers of the micrrscope, assisted by
all the varied methods of hi-tology, have failed to iletect the
connection between the nerves and the pigment cells in the
skin, and yet such connection appears to be rendered certain

by the fact that light falling on the eye modifits the distribu-

tiin of the pigment granules. The pigment cells in the skin
are often of various colors, and are arranged in layers so that
very different effects may be pfoduced by concentration in

certain cells, leading to the appearance of those of another
color, or to a combined effect due to the colors of two or

more kinds of cells.

It has been shown by experiment that blinded frogs had
no power of altering their color so as to correspond with
surrounding tints. The same facts also have been proved in

a niost interesting manner by the observations of living ani-

mals in their natural surroundings. Thus Pouchet noticed
that one single plaice out of a large number upon a light

sandy surface was dark-colored, and thus unlike its sur-

roundings. Examination showed that this individual was
blind, and' therefore unable to respond to the stimulus of re-

flected light in addition to the light-colored trout usually
seen in a chalk stream in Hampshire, England, very dark
individuals are occasionally met with. 'These dark fish

could never be induced to rise to the fly. On examination
they were invariably found to be blind, the crystalline lens

being opaque. Sometimes the fish were blind in one eye,

but this did not affect their color. The dark shade appears
to come on gradually with increasing blindness, for the
depth of the tint varies in different individuals, and some-
times only part of the body (e g., the tail is affected) The
blindness probably comes on with age. for the dark fish are

always large, generally between one and two pounds in

weight.

Cut-throat Trout.

St. Pato, June 5.—Editor Forest and Stream: I notice
in your issue of June 5, page 450, a reference to that variety

of the Rocky Mountain black-spotted trout which has come
to be generally designated as the "cut-throat trout." In my
"Sportsman's Gazjtteer," published in 1877, he is called

curinatus by Prof. Cope, although under a revised nomen-
clature he lapsed into purpuratus Both Cope and Yarrow
had already described four different varieties of black-
spotted R jcky Mountain trout, in which the markings vary,
for description of which please refer to Vol. V. "Zoology of
Expeditions for Explorations West of the One Hundredth
Meridian,^' p. 694, 1876. I first observed this fish in August,
1881, at Rosebud Lake, at the head of Rosebud Creek, a
tributary of the Stillwater, "which flows into tbe Yellowstone,
and gave him the name of "cut-throat trout" in my official

report, which was a chance thought suggested by the two
crimson slashes as wide as your little finger on the lower
edges of the gill covers, and which at first sight I took to be
blood. These marks, however, 1 believe are not permanent,
but occur only in the rutting season. I also gave the name
of silver king to the tarpon the same year.

The cut-throat is properly known as the Yellowstone
trout. ChaS. HAIiLOGK.
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BOSTON ANGLERS.
Boston, June 12.—Mr. L. O. Crane is just out from

Eound Mountain Lake, where he has had good success fly-

flahiDg, landing over 100 trout.

The Haskell or Boston Bemld party, to Allerton Lodge,
Mooseluckmaguntic Lake last wtek found only fair fishing.

Mr. Chapman is reported to have been the most successful

fisherman of the party, a 5^1b. salmon falling to his net.

Mr. Frank Wise is back from his fishing trip to the Tusket
River, in Nova Scotia. The river is reached by way of

Yarmouth, twenty-five miles, or by one or two shorter car-

riage drives. But the Yarmouth road is rather the hesc Mr-
Wise is so much pleased with his first trip to this river that

he will go again. An 81b, sea salmon fell to his score,

while his companion, Charles Boss, caught two salmon.

They caught an abundance of trout of from -\ to l^lbs.

Though the water was high, they had excellent sport.

Mr. Walter L Hill has returned from his anuualtrip to

Moosehead. He was absent from Boston seven days. He
saw the sun the day he left, but did not see it again till he
got back; to the Hub. In spite of this dismal weather, he
reports excellent trout fishing, including from three to

twenty a day. He aho took a laker weighing lOlbs,

Mr. E. C. Stevens and party have returned fiom an enjoy-

able fishing trip to Lake Dunmore, Saulsbury, Vt. They
were absent but a few days but took many large pickerel,

sending out some veiy large strings One big fellow

weighed 81bs., with others of 3. 4 and'6lbs. They also took

one or two big lake trout, Mr. Stevens thinks that a good
deal of sport is promised at Lake Dunmore this season.

Mr. Mathew Luce is again the champion cod fisherman.

At his last trip, with his boatman, he took ninety codfish off

Cohasset. Boston sportsmeq who cannot get away fnr long

trips to the trout and salmon waters get much satisfaction

from the salt water, which is near and always at hand.
Now and then a large salmon is taken at Lake Auburn,

Me. The other day ftiichael Ready hooked one with nearly

200ft. of line out. 'The fish made a great play, and it took

more than a quarter of tin hour to land it. The weight was
fcflbs. Some good catches contioue to be reported from the

Schoodic lakes. The papers sav that Supt. Maloon, of the

Bangor & Oldtown Electric Railroad, has returned from
those lakes with a big catch, including two laliers weighing
24 and Iblbs. respfctively. The largest fish is said to be the

largest on record from those waters. The big fish was taken

by trolling, with a double bait of worms and a minnow. It

took an hour and a half to land him.
Pretty good fishing continues to be reported at Newfound

Lake, N. H. Dr. Q. A. Ballou is r'^ported to have recently

taken a salmon weighing 161bs. H. Crafts and H. Butter-

worth are also reported to have taken 141b. trout.

0. W. Varney and son Ralph, of Lynn, have been at

Bemis, where the boy is credited with having taken two
trout of Olbs. each. Special.

ONE MAN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

Prank G. Beach.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 appropriate this caption with due apologies to Fred

Mather, coupled with the wish that his felicitous pen might
be enlisted with knowledge of the man, to do proper honor

to a Waltonian who has made his last cast, and whose kindly

deeds by flood and field are worthy of perpetuation in your
columns.

Mr. Beach's business activities have had to do with the

telephone, which he fostered in its small beginnings, and
aided largely in perfecting and developing to its present

maturity. He held an honorable place in the business world

as general manager of the Central Union Telephone Co.,

and his untimely death will bear as a personal loss upon
every member of the fraternity.

It is of the social side of his nature, however— of his

qualities as sportsman and good comrade, that his intimates

will dwell upon with loving remembrance, and which fit

him to his niche with all true disciples of the gentle art.

The best men are at their best under the leveling influences

of the camp, when one's cares may be dropped with the

official harness, and at such times Beach rejuvenated himself

and appeared as the care-free, wholesome, right-minded boy.

Belter than the bishop in lull canonicals is the bishop un-

bent, as I have observed him, when with none to make him
afraid, he dances a pow wow about his fir.st trout, or takes

his trick cheerfully in the drudgeries of the camp.
I had not the good fortune to know Mr. Beach for a long

period, but sufficiently so to prove the pessimistic libel that

men make no friendships, but only acquaintances, after the

meridian of life. With men of Beach's type, to whom youth
seemed perennial, there is no period of life when one would
not respond to the charm of his kindly enthusiasm. He
never grumbled—nor rains, nor the spoiled dinner, nor the

worst "fisherman's luck" ever pheazed the perfect serenity of

his temper—and he never spoke ill of men.
The last time I found him suffering from his malady I per-

suaded him out of his office and over to the St. Paul train for

a couple of days on Keesus, a placid little, four-leaved-

clover shaped lake, near Hartland, meaning to have our din-

ners h\ fresco, with Louie Kafmeyer as captain and chef, and,

for that matter, philosopher and friend. To those who
know Louie and his all-round accomplishments, it will be
understood that no little pleasure and healing was likely to

come of it.

A five-mile drive after Farmer Marshall's spanking bays
landed us at his modern home, where nothing is left to be
desired in the way of hospitality or creature comforts. Being
pretty well-seasoned boys, knowing there are days and days
to come, we take things leisurely in the morning, and stroll

down about 9 o'clock to find that our boatman has been
waiting since sun-up vdth a bucket of minnows thatou sight

stirs our temperature to fever symptoms. We begin casting

along the sedgy border of Marshall's Bay, every foot of

which is likely to harbor a big- mouth, and are rewarded
from time to lime wilh some inexperisnced seedlings, which
we throw back for the boys who will follow us, with the

admonition to "keep in out of the wet." My brother fishes

as he does all things, with grace and intelligence; his tackle

is dainty—the rod 5ft. in length, in weight aruounce to the

foot, the line of braided silk a mere thread, with a single

hook; and with a turn of the wrist he has delivered a succu-

lent minnow right in that lair 75ft. away. This far and fair

cast tails only because Mr Bronzebaeker is elsewhere. Just

around the turn, and as the bait touched water off the point

of weeds, he struck the mine; for, like a fuse to powder, the

explosion followed, the bottom of the lake seemed to blow
up like a geyser, and a racket began as if he had hooked on
to a couple of wildcats. He had deluded a mighty bass. It

ia the mistake of your life to suppose the tackle won't hold

—

Louie and T know better—for ia competent hands it has

killed its SO pounder. This aside—the fight is on; Beach is

endeavoring to calm his victim, and remarks incidentally

while giving it the butt hard, "Oh, come out o' that, old

mos=y. Here, hert! that won't do," and turning to me,

"Aiu't that a sky siraper, Mike?" as his game rnako an-

other furious leap, swearing the while at its captor, who,
like Grant, is ever

'•Patient of toil.

Serene amidst alarms."

And it is a joy to note the struggle of skill against artifire

illuminat'^ the weary eye, and send the reviving glow to his

cheek Alasl the mission of this particular bass was merely

to point an example of perfect patience in adversity to Louie
and me, for it broke away, and as it lit out for the brush on
the opposite shore, Beach quietly mumbled after him, "Just

tell them that you saw me," while the historian exhibited

quite a different spirit, and endeavored to kick holes through

the boat.

Any one of the thirty lakes in Waukesha and Oconomo-
woc counties, accessible from Chicago in three hours by this

road, will yield generously of the big-mouth when catered to

in this manner; but in still-fishing or trolling the catch is

likely to be small, fhey did not all get away in Keesus
that morning, as we counted out twenty-two bass (not at all

an unusual number) and a lot of pickerel and other odds and
ends, which do not count. Louie thought we had enough (?)

for lunch, and as he permits no interference with the culi-

nary management, we were pleased with the opportunity to

rest and discuss the cook, as he is not the kind of a cook to

cuss. He could have cooked for the jubilee to the Queen's

taste, and he served us in some magical manner at once
with fish, flesh and potatoes, and possibly the coffee, all hot,

from the same pan, and preserved the flavor of each. My
comrade, as usual, sneaked all the tid bits to my side of the

pan, under cover of some complimentary remarks on what
the cook had done for him. Stretched on the greensward,

my friend said, with a gratified sigh: "That's the best din-

ner T ever surrounded, and Charles Lamb ain't in it with
me. " It appears that when the booking agent put his head
in the coach to inquire if they were "all full inside," Lamb
replied: "Well, that last oyster pattie did the business for

me."
We loafed, "invited our souls," and talked of things, and

as one may on such rare occasions, I was permitted another

glimpse into an unselfish heart, which, hating shams, held a
boundless love for all nature and his fellow-men.

I have been dwelling all winter with delight on the frui-

tion of plans we had shaped that perfect day for the coming
season

;
my best skill and fraternal regard has been woven

into a rod which he mercifully believed he would use for

many a year with returning health; but, alasl poor fellow,

the fatal summons had then been sped. Happily for those

who grieve most, his life went out painless, as he would
have willed it for every living thing. We have laid him to

rest under the leafy shades of Rose Hill, within sound of

our beautiful, murmuring inland sea which he loved so well.

Au revoir, brave comrade, dear friend. McL.

SMELT ARE NOT A MENACE.
State op Maxpte, Commissioners of Inland Fisheries

and Game, Dixfield, Me., .June 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice In your paper June 5 an article from Mr. Bainbridge

Bishop entitled, "Are Smelts a Menace?" The writer, I

should judge, is not familiar with the habits and character-

istics of the fresh-water smelt of Maine, which is the variety

we are introducing into the lakes in Maine. This fish does

not feed on the young of other fishes. In that respect they

are as harmless as the sucker. Even if they did, they do not

come into water where you would find the young trout and
salmon, i. e , near the shore. This smelt is only found in

deep water away from the shore, feeding mostly from the

surface.

If the gentleman has ever been in Maine, the home of the

landlocked salmon, and is familiar with their origin, he must
know that every lake where they are placed by nature abounds
in smelts. He should also know that we cannot successfully

raise fine salmon without smelts for food. In every lake in

Maine where you find the smelt, there you find the finest

trout, salmon and pickerel, and in greater abundance. In

every instance where we have introduced the smelt, the

salmon and trout have at once increased in size and quality

in a very marked degre.
- I think the gentleman need borrow no trouble about any
harm coming to the trout and salmon by the introduction of

the fresh water smelt. We think so much of them in Maine
that we are introducing them into every pond adapted to

them in the State. We don't intend to introduce any English
sparrows. There is none of that blood in the smelt.

H. O. Stanley.

Rhode Island Salt-Water Fishing.

South Portsmouth, R. I., June 9.—AU fish in this sec-

tion are much earlier than usual, and it has been an uncom-
monly cold May. Round mackerel appeared the past week
off Burton Reef Lightship of very large size, and took the

hook fairly well, one boat taking three barrels of extra No.
I's. About 501bs.. were sent to Boston from Block Island

last week. Nearly all of the mackerel sent into Boston mar-

Ket last week and this week up to Thursday night, came
from Block Island and Cape Cod waters, these fish did

not appear in any numbers last season till late in June. Out-

side of Sachuest Neck ciuite a number of mackerel were seen

by me, but refused the hook. A tew warm days will put

them in biting trim. Tautaug ran fairly well during the

past week. AVeakfish have just commenced to run, a few
being taken in the traps, also large catches of sea bass and
flounders. Bluefish, a few showing of large size. The first

large striped bass was taken last Monday, weight 41 lbs.

Wm. M. Hughes.

NEW JERSEY COAST FISHING.
ASBTJRY Pakk, N. J., June 12.—Coast fishing is gradu-

ally taking on its accustomed aspect. Bass are as yet not

taking the hook as well as anglers could hope for, still

enough have been taken to keep the ambition up to the ex-

pectant degree. Moynan is already on the grounds and as

usual in the lead both in numbers and weight, his heaviest

so far at this point is 15^ b^ Kmgfish are fairly abundant,

but seem rather rein etam about taking the hook, this may
be due to the prevailing cold weather, as they are much
more sensitive to water temperature than is the bass. Black
bass seem voracious and will take greedily apparently any
bait offered. I saw a string of seven nice ones which was
taken from one of our nearby lakes this morning. Fishing
at Anglesea, N. J , is already at its best. I am in receipt of

a letter from my friend L P. Streeter, who generally keeps
me pretty well informed as to what is being done in the

waters which he frequents. The following record, made by
himself, H. W. Quick and Cyrus S. Detre, of Philadelphia,

is one I believe which has never been beaten at this season

of the year, Leonard Hulit.
\

Mr. Streeter's letter was written from Anglesea, June 1,

and the report runs : I have been spending the past week
here in quest of drum, and as to day closes our fishing

I send you an account of our efforts from May 5 to date

:

May 5—H. W. Quick. 1 drum, I8lbs.

May 13—H. W. Quick, 1 drum, 16ilbs.j C. H. Detre, 3
drum, 18i, 26 and 541bs.

May 14—Detre, 2 drum, 23^ and 231b8.; Quick, 3 drum,
43, 23iand 2 libs.

May 21—Detre, 2 drum, 25 and 18lbs,

May 22—Detre, 1 drum 241lbs.

May 27—L. P. Streeter, 1 arum. 211bs.

May 29-Detre, 6 drum, 61, 26^, 21, 24, 22, 29ilbs.;
Quick, 9 dium, 23, 21, 19, 17, 21^, 21, 19, 31 and 19ibs.; L.
P. Streeter, 3 drum, 22, 21 and ISJlbs.

May 31—L. P Streeter, 8 drum, 23, 18, 20, 18*, 88. 15,

32 and 211b3,
;
Detre, 25i, 13, 19^, l^, 21, 17i, 18 and 191bs.

Detre caught 2 channel bass (red drum) while fishing in

the surf for drum yesterday. May 31, we have never done
such a thing before in the spring, and it was a great sur-

prise.

June 1—Streeter, 4 drum, 23, 19, 16 and 201bs.;"^C, S.

Detre, 2 drum, 22 and I81bs.

To date—Detre, 25 black drum, weighing 5651bs., and
8 channel bass, weighing 35ilbs. ;

Quick, 13 black drum,
weighing 294ilbs. ;

Streeter, 16 black drum, weighing
334ilbs.

Providence, R. I., June 14.—William Sanderson made a
fishing trip to Lhe shore a few days ago and hooked a skate,

which he succeeded in landing after a haid fight. It meas-
ured 4ft. 3:n in length and 3ft. Sin. across its flippers. The
fish weighed 721b8.

Game Warden Fred C. Medbury, of Riverside, enjoyed a

good afternoon's fishing in Rehobolh recently. ITpon his

return he displayed a fine string of trout, the largest weigh-
ing IJlbs.

.John J. Holmes; of this city, caught a tautog weighing
lOilba. oft" Allen's Ledge, Nayatt Point, one day last week.

W. H. M.

Food for Greenwood Lake Fish.

From May Report ofProtector Shriner, of New Jersey.

During the past month a number of wardens were employed
at netting the reservoirs of the East Jersey Water Company
at Clinton and Oak Ridge. The principal object of the work
was securing bait fish for Greenwood Lake, the quality of
the game fish in that water having greatly deteriorated of late

years, principally, it is believed,;on account of a lack of food.
Thousands of bait fish were caught, together with consider-
able quantities of game fish, and these were all taken to

Greenwood Lake.
Fortunately an opportunity offered to secure a consign-

ment of the eggs of fresh water smelts, five boxes, each con-
taining from 85,(100 to 50,000 eggs being received during the
early part of the month. The eggs were of both varieties of
the smelt, the large and the small, the former attaining an
adult growth of some 5 or 6m., and the latter of 3 or 4in.

These eggs were distributed as follows: One box to Lake
Hopatcong; one box to Greenwood Lake; one box to the
trout streams of Sussex county, emptying into the Delaware
River, from which it is hoped the latter stream will receive
a supply; two boxes were divided between Culver's Lake,
Little and Big Swartswood lakes, Long Pond, Iliff's Pond
and Struble's Pond,

The Vermont Pike-Perch Season.

Ferrisburgh, Vt., June 7 —A few nights since I heard
the bullfrogs of Little Otter give their first concert of the

season, or at least the first 1 had heard. I interpreted their

songs to run, "Come down, come down, now, now," which
could be nothing but an invitation to fish for pike-perch, but
the call could only be accepted in violation of a most ab urd
law which prohibits taking pike-perch m our streams until

June 15. If any one can give a reason for continuing the

prohibition two months beyoud the spawning time of these

fish I would like to know it. AwAusoosE.

Sullivan County Trout.

WuRTSBORO, N. Y., Jfine 7.—Our veteran fisherman,

Jacob Hosier, on Saturday of last week landed seven of the

finest speckled beauties we have looked at this season; Four
of them measured l4in. and three about ISio.

Since the season opened here on May 15, Mr. Hosier has

shown us many fine catches from Boshas Kill, but says this

was the best day's sport he has had so far. He frequently

goes to the mountain brooks and returns with a basiketful,

but, like all old fishermen, he prefers to hook the big ones,

and he says that Boshas Kill is where they grow.
C. B. Newkirk.

Death of E. M. Copeland.

Mr. E. M. Copeland, manager of the Mastigouche
House, on the Mastigouche Fish and Game Club grounds,

Quebec, died on Tuesday, June 1, aged sixty years. The
house will now be conducted for members and their guests

by Mr. L. B. Copeland, a son of the late proprietor.

WHERE TO GO.
One imt»orfcaiit, useful and considerable part of the Forest and

Stream's service to the sportsmen's community is the informauon

?iven inquirers for shooting and fishing resorts. We make it our

business to tcnow wliere to send the sportsmen for large or small

game, or in quest of his favorite fish, and tliis knowledge is freeiy im-

parted on request.

On the other hand, we are constantly seetting information of this

character for the benefit of our patrons, and we invite sportsmen,

hotel proprietors and others to communicate to us whatever may be

of advantage to the sportsman tourist.

I
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FI XTU RES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Contiuental Field Trials Club's chicken trials, Morris, Man
Sept. 6. -Manitoba Field Trials Club, Morris, Man.
Oct. 25.—Brunswick Fur Club's ninth annual trials.

Nov. 1.—Dixie Bed Fox Club's third annual meet, Waverly, Miss.
Nov. 2.—Monongahela Valley Game and Fish Protective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's trials, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.—E P. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. C.
Nov. 16.—International Field Trials Club's eighth annual] trials

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. 22.—U. S. F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 10.—IT. S. F. T Club's winter trials. West Point, Miss.
Jan. 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials, New Albany, Miss.

THE ETHAN ALLIN SETTER.
Hampton, Conn.

—

Mitor Forest and Stream: In respect
to the question as to the origin, type and field qualities of
the Ethan AUin setters, I will endeavor to give the pedigrees
of these dogs as far as their breeding is known, and while
these pedigrees are not complete, they will give a fair idea
from what blood they were produced. Personally I did not
know Mr. Allin, for it was not until after his death that I
became directly interested in this strain of dogs, although
they were the first bird dogs I ever saw afield or shot a gun
over. I first bought puppies of this strain from different
parties which proved to be good field dogs, especially so on
ruffed grouse, and as this is our principal game bird, grouse
dogs were in greater demand than quail dogs; so I took the
idea that I would secure a bitch of this strain, and see if I

could not breed back and reproduee stock that would be
equal to those that I had previously seen and handled. Brood
bitches of this strain were hard to secure whose breeding
could be established, although dogs that were called "Ethan
AUins" could be found everywhere. I finally found one.

Trap III., owned by W. W. Jewett of this place, and she
was bred to several dogs of this strain, whose pedigrees I

traced up and found correct, but the result was far from
satisfactory. The pups from these litters were invariably of

high strung, nervous dispositions, gunshy and timid. When
this bitch was bred out to some good English setter dog, I

secured some nice field dogs. It seems to me that the rea-

son is plain when we look at the pedigree of this bitch, and
see how her ancestors had been bred in for three or four gen-
erations. This same inbreeding is, to my mind, the reason
that this strain of dogs has run out so quickly; for it is a fact

that while there are some dogs of this strain still living that
are fine field dogs, there are but few wbose pedigree can be
traced back. Most of the Ethan Allins of to-day are dogs
known to be at least half English setter blood. Failing to

bring these dogs back to the standard that I had been accus-
tomed to, 1 gave them up, and to-day ha.ve not a drop of
Ethan Allin blood in my kennels. I inclose the pedigree of
Trap III. for three generations, or back to Trap I., and a
pedigree of this bitch as far back as Mr. Allin knew it.

It will be seen that the sire and dam of Trap III. were
brother and sister, but this was not Mr. Allin's breeding, as

I believe that Trap III. was bred by A. B. Boswell, of
Danielsonville, Conn. Mr. Boswell owned her sire and dam,

- Ned and Trap II, they being bred by Mi-. Allin.

The bitch Trap I. was considered "by Mr. Allin as one of
the finest he ever bred, being an orange and white in color
and a fine looking bitch. She was also an excellent field

performer. She was sired by his dog Fag, a slate-blue,

white and tan dog, out of his noted bitch Fan. You will
note that the pedigree of Fan is not given, but he says that
she "was imported in utero by Capt. Winslow."
Who Capt. Winslow is or was I do not know, but Fan

was an orange and white English setter, and was owned and
trained by Edward Botham, of this town, who afttrward
sold her to Gilbert Burnham, from whom Mr. Allin bought
her. Fan was a great field bitch, and Mr. Botham bred
from her before he sold her, and from this stock he produced
some excellent field dogs. He bred her to an Irish setter

dog owned by Edgar Newton, and produced a fine litter,

chief among them being a dog known as One-Eyed Dan, a
dog that enjoyed the distinction of being the finest quail
dog in this section. From him was bred some good ones,
one in particular, owned and trained by Henry T. Mosley,
of Hampton, an orange and white dog that was one of the
best all-round field dogs for our New England shooting I
ever saw; the last I knew of this dog be was sold and weat
to some place in York State.

From this bitch Fan, Mr. Allin secured his finest stock,
and it was from her progeny that the Ethan Allin setter
gained such wide notoriety. She was also a fine-formed
bitch, and won the second prize at the Springfield, Mass.,
bench show in 1874. Her daughter Cosy, whose name you
will note in the inclosed pedigree, is the bitch Mr. Allin
used to show at the bench shows on point, and was quite a
drawing card al that time. By taking this pedigree which I
inclose, and going back eight or nine generations and follow-
ing it down, you will get a pretty good idea of the crosses
that were made to establish this strain. There is the blood
of the Irish setter and the English traced back to the im-
ported stock; also a strain from the old Pete Tomlinson
stock, of New Haven, Conn.—dogs that were considered the
equal of any a quarter of a century ago, and I believe they
were justly entitled to that credit, tor I have dogs now that
descended from this same strain that were bred by E . K.
Sperry, of New Haven, and they are the best dogs, take
them as they run through whole litters, of any strain of dogs
I have ever handled. After studying this pedigree one must
come to the conclusion that Mr. Allin bred to the best field

dogs he could find without regard to breed or pedigree, con-
sidering field merit as paramount to all other considerations.
As far as my experience goes I could hardly say that they

were an established type, for we see dogs of all colors, lemon
and white predominating, yet there were certain character-
istics that were usually noticeable, particularly the n rrow,
pointed muzzle, "snipe nose" we call it here, and the major-
ity of those that I have broken were of short, compact
bodies, straight, flat coats, and rather straight on their hind-
legs, In disposition they were mild and gentle.

In the field their style of work was entirely different from
our modern English setter, lacking the speed and lofty car-

riage that is so much admired to-aay ; but,they could main-
tain a fair rate of speed, and after a few days' work would
settle down into a steady, easy lope, and go from morning
until night six days in the week, working just as cheerfully
the last day as the first. They possessed wonderfully keen
noses, stanch as rocks, and many^times were^cautious almost

The following is the padigree of the Ethan Allin orange and white setter bitch Trap I.

f Smallwood's
'Eldridge's J dog.

Piince ,, , ,. 1 Dr Mason's

Fag.

TRAPL.

Fan (imported
by Winslow;
ped. unknown.

fWhitwell'sGinx.

Bradford's Cush.

Dcxter's Chance. •

(. bitch.

Mason's jDanWeb-
hitoh i

ater's imp.
j Bachel.

i Logo's dog.
.Hammond's Fan-< Dr. Sturges's

(
imp. bitch.

( Spinner's
TBowditch'sSpry. •< Bump.

Allin's Ohunn....-!
( Allin's Grim.

[Allin's Fan,

"Whitwell's I Flagg's Jerry
Tige j Carrow's Pat
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Allin's Tip. . . Eosevelt's
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f
Skinner's Bump.

Cosey,.

Gen. Eley's Dash -
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Greene's Eoz -

AIlin'aTlp.

Weed's
Chance,

Carrow's Pat

fFrom red
I Irish par-

Rosevelt's J ents, imp,
Fred

|
by Com.
Tatenall,

l U. 8. N.

Allin's Sal,

Eley's Squint.,.,-

. Allin's Lass,

Red Iristi bitch,
Scott Rodman
strain..,

f Whitwell's

Higginson's J
T'&S-

I Carrow's (Roz.
I Tottie •jTip..

fRelford bitch

J owned in
j B i n g bam-
L ton, N. Y.

r Whitwell's j Jr',!-^^'^"IfT
I m,-o.„ < (Insh setter),
I ^ Carrow'sPet,

.AUin's Grim, i

I

( Packer's Phil
LAlUn's Tip.. .-{ Eosevelt's

I Bet.

to a fault. Working usually with their noses close to the
ground, picking up the faintest scent, working it out in the
same manner that a bloodhound would, they were, at picking
up an old cold trail and following it out, the superior of any
race of severs that ever came under my observation. Their
style of working would not have gained for them any notice
at a field trial, but here in New England, where most of our
shooting is done in the cover, and where the ground is for a
greater part of the season carpeted with several inches of dry
leaves where scent does not hold and where birds are com-
paratively scarce, their keen noses and great ability for work-
ing out those old "trails," which the average high-headed,
dashing Eaglish setter would not notice, it won for them a
warm place in the hearts of that class of sportsmen that
cared little for style or lofty pedigree, but wanted a dog that

could be relied upon for a p'easant day afield.

1 have personally run an Ethan Allin and a Lewellyn or
Lavarack together at brace work, and many is the time that

1 have known the Ethan Allin to take up one of those old
trails and follow it for a hundred yards before the English
setter would seem to realize that a bird had been there. I

say a "trail," for that seems to me to be the only expression
that will cover it. While our English setter, with his head
high up and sometimes several yards from the course,

actually pursued by the bird "roads" his birds, the Ethan
Allin followed the foot scent with nose near the ground, so

I make the distinction and call it "trailing."

Grouse, or partridge, was their favorite bird, and with
stanchness and caution they would steal upon an old wary
grouse with their cat lilie step that seldom alarmed the bird,

and was pretty sure to give the sportsman a shot. When
they took up an old trail the only thing to do was to let

them alone to work out their own salvation, and if that bird

stayed cm the ground they would nail him sooner or later.

For my own shooting I like a rather fast dog, yet I took
great pleasure in shooting over these dogs, and it is with re-

gret that I note that the Etan AWin of my early experience is

so nearly extinct.

The orange and white American setter bitch Trap III

,

whelped in June, 1887, and owned by W. W, Jewitt,

Hampton, Conn., is as follows;

Dots.

[Ginx,,-|
Chance.
Fan.

•1

rSad,,,-

lchnm.]|PS^'

fNed,..,.

TraplII.

( Quirk.
Trusty. J f* Bitch imported by

fva-n J Capt. Wmslow, an
itan...-^ English Laverack

'Fag,

LTrap I.

-1

bred in England.

*Fan..

.Cosy...-{

|^Dash..-{ Squirt, red Irish bitch.

[*Fan,

.Trap II.
I

Sad,
Trap I.

Lester A. Pealk

SCHOOLING THE DOG.-IV.
Some of the authorities on the subject of training main-

tain that the puppy's education should begin when he is very
young. In theory, it is very plausible. The teacher thus
takes the puppy when its mind is unformed, and then stuffs

it with knowledge before anything else has an opportunity
to be implanted in it. Thus the puppy is trained from youth
in the proper manner, free from the objectionable traits

which are supposed to be acquired if he is given too much
liberty or if his schooling begins when he has reached matur-
ity. Furthermore, his mind then being more receptive and
his character being in the formative stage, he grows into his

education as it were.
This is all very pretty in theory. In practice, it is all very

wrong. What is called the training of the d'og—that is, his

training as it refers to working to the gun for his master's
pleasure or profit—is really but a small fragment of the dog's
education. He in the main acquires his own education, par-
tially from his own observation and partially from the
schooling which he derives from everyday association with
man. In such matters as prove profitable and therefore pleas-

urable to him, he quickly learns from his own observation
which methods prove most successiul, and those he adopts.
He quite as readily learns what acts produce pain, and those
he avoids. For instance, if he is whipped for invading the

pantry or chasing chickens, he associates the acts with pain

and avoids them. He quickly learns to detect the signs
which indicate punishment; thus the change in his master's
voice caused by irritation, or the change from the same cause
In his facial expression, is detected instantly if it has pre-
viously been associated with punishment, and the pain he
suffers through fear and disapproval deters him from com-
milting the objectionable acts.

In the household, unconsciously, the dog is receiving his
schooling constantly, and in time he learns to fit into the
domestic life of the family, unobtrusively, accurately and
intelligently. He understands what is permitted to him
and what is not, and as there is but very little allotted to
him, he recognizes it and keeps within the limits. He sleeps
where he can be the most comfortable and yet the least in
the way; he waits wistfully and deferentially for his meals;
he trots quietly about, giving every one the right of way; in
short, he learns to be a part of the domestic life of a family
without any particular individual distinctiveness of his own.
He learns that strangers are distinct from the family and
toward them he feels secure in showing hostility.

If he be a country dog, he learns to hunt woodchucks or
rabbits; at first he may consider chickens, sheep, etc, as
being lawful prey, but being punished for chasing them, and
thus, from associating pain with their pursuit, he confines
his pursuit to such animals as prove profitable and pleasur-
able.

To develop his mental and physical capabilities he must
have experience in a natural way. When the puppy is play-
ing with other puppies or with children, such is not idle
effort, or positive liarm as some men seem to think it. On
the contrary, it is the best of schooling. It is a wholesome
development by nature's own method. The puppy at play
is acquiring a training of all his senses, besides acquiring a
knowledge of outside matters. His energies are aroused.
He becomes self-reliant, active and skillful. The training at
play is the school which fits the puppy for serious work. It
is tberefore better to leave him largely to his own freedom
and resources within proper limits till he is eight or ten or
twelve months old, accordingly as he is mentally and physic-
ally developed. He then learns ways and means of his own,
becomes waywise and secures a general fund of valuable
knowledge. " Of course, he can be broken of any bad habits,
such as chasing sheep or killing chickens; but the special
education should be left entirely in abeyance. However,
the trainer should permit the puppy to associate with him as
much as possible, so that the puppy will recognize him as
his master, become fond of him, and develop naturally from
the opportunities afforded when accompanying the trainer
in his walks through the fields and roads. At the same time
the trainer learns the peculiarities and capabilities of the
puppy, and can then accurately determine the best method
to apply in his training.

As to the training itself, it may be divided into two parts,
the yard training and field training.

The yard training consists in teaching the dog such com-
mands as are useful in managing him to the purposes of the
gun, such as dropping to order, or to shot or signal of the
hand; coming in or going out to order, retrieving and the
commands associated with it, and the obedience which cdmes
from discipline, all of which will be fully treated in due
place.

The field training consists in giving the dog opportunity to
apply his instinctive desires to hunt birds, and then so check-
ing or preserving them in their application as to be of service
to the shooter's requirements.

It is commonly supposed that the trainer teaches the dog
to hunt birds He does not do so. Domesticated dogs,
wild dogs and other carnivora learn to hunt without any
teaching. The true trainer is he who can take advantage of
the dog's efforts, force him to abandon such methods as are
detrimental to the interests of the gun, confine him to such
methods as he excels in and which are the most useful to the
shooter, and encourage him to work as a team with, his
trainer; that is, to adjust his effort so as to play to the gun's
interest. In this, too, strictly speaking, there is nothing
taught. The dog learns it himself from experience, and
that, too, without any trainer. For instance, greyhounds
learn to run cunning, one hound adjusting his efforts intelli-

gently to the efforts of the other, and using entirely different
methods from what one hound uses when in pursuit alone.
The field training of a dog is largely a system of suppres-

sion. He is punished for doing undesirable acts, and such,
desirable ones as he has are preserved. If he is deficient in
any natural qualities, the trainer cannot remedy the de-
fect.

The commonest error is that the amateur in Ms effort to
suppress some undesirable trait may suppress several desir-

able ones, or all, for that matter, as when the trainer en-
deavors to break the dog of chasing rabbits or birds or
breaking shot, and he does it so thoroughly that he breaks
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the dog from seeking at all. He may punish the dog for
mouthing a bird, and thereafter the dog may be afraid to

take a bird in his mouth ; so that the trainer has suppressed
the whole of the accomplishment. The trainer whose skill

is such that he can suppress the undesirable traits and at the
same time preserve the desirable ones, is the best of trainers.

He must be patient, intelligent and good-tempered, besides
having the necessary knowledge of dogs and dog char-
acter.

The dog will hunt rabbits or sheep with as great a zest as

he will hunt birds, in fact, he will hunt them with greater
zest and fierceness. . Punishment will break him of chasing
them, and after a time by habit he will become indifferent to

them. But the punishment which breaks the dog from
chasing rabbits will also break him from hunting birds,

hence it is a common occurrence that when the amateur
punishes his dog for breaking shot or chasing birds, he
breaks him from hunting them.
For these reasons, two systems of training have had their

advocates, one being founded on the theory of no punish-
ment at all, the other on punishment intelligently applied.

The true theory is the combination of kindness and punish-
ment which will humanely and most thoroughly accomplish
the desired purpose. B. Waters.

Entries of Continental Field Trial Club's Blue
Kibbon Stake.

Don Ajsttonio—J. B. Brisbee's b., w. and t. setter dog
(Antonio—Nellie Hope).
Tony's Hope—J. B. Brisbee's b , w. and t. setter dog

(Antonio—Nellie Hope).
Qtjeen Esther S.—S. A. Smart's b., w. and t. setter bitch

(Young Llewellyn Hard—Bally Kreiger).

Lady of Hessen.—Tobasco Kennels' 1. and w. pointer
bitch (Hessen Boy—Lady of Rush)
Boy of Hessen—Tobasco Kennels' b. and w. pointer dog

(Hessen Boy—Ladj of Rush).
HuRSTSBOURNE -JoEL-Tobasco Kennels' b. and w. setter

bitch (Tony Boy—Bonnie Belle II.).

NiMROD II.—Dr. E. N. Lowry's o. belton (Nimrod E.

—

Sebyl S

)

Nellie M;—John T. Mayfield (ag'l) b., w. and t. setter

bilch (Marie's Sport—West Wind).
Sam's Bow—John R Daniels's 1. and w. pointer dog

(Plain Sam—Dolly Dee II.)

Alice K.—L. C. Bacon's b., w and t. setter bitch (Anto-
nio Gladstone—Speckle Gown)

MiNJirE's Girl—Del Monte Kennels' o, and w. setter bitch
(Antonio—Mmnie T.).

Liberty-Del Monte Kennels' blue belton setter bitch
(Sam T —(lath's Dora).
Tick Boy, Jr.—Del Monte Kennels' b. andw. pointer dog

(Tick Boy- Jilt),

Sport—J. J. Odem's b , w. and t. setter dog (Tony Boy

—

Blue).

Jessie C—Dr. G. Chisholm's b., w. and t. setter bitch
( ).

Pearl R.—Dr. M. P. Rogers's b , w, and t. setter bitch
(Sam Grass—^Donnathy).
Chisholm.—John Myers's 1. and w. pointer dog (Von Gull

—Croxie R.).

Doctor Tassie.—William Elliott's 1. and w. pointer dog
(Hal Pointer—Kent's Star).

Miss.MiscHiEF.—Richard Baugham's b., w. and t, setter

bitch (Dash Antonio—Patti).

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
The famous pointer Trinket's Bang (Oroxteth— Trinket),

died several months ago, aged about fourteen years. He
won first in the Western Field Trial Club's AH Age Stake,
1885 and divided third with Bob Gates in the National Trials
of the same year. He was the sire of a number of superior
performers, among which were Cherrystone, Pearl's Dot,
Spotted Boy, and he was grandsire of Strideaway and Vir-
ginia. His owner, Mr. Wra. Titterington, has suffered a
grievous misfortune in the gradual loss of his sanity during
the past few years, and a short time since was removed to an
asyluna.

The Northwestern Field Trials Club elected recently the
following list of officers : President, Thos. Stone, Alberta;
Vice-President Benjamin Gordon, Winnipeg; Secretary-
Treasurer, Thos. Johnson, Winnipeg.

Under date of June 11, Mr. James E Green informs us
that entries closed for the open air show at Braintree with a
total of 228, as follows: St. Bernards 13, collies 13, poodles
4, pointers 11, setters 4, cocker spaniels 8, beagles 12, bull
dogs 17, bull terriers 3, French bull dogs 3, Boston terriers

49, fox terriers 37. Irish terriers 33, Scottish terriers 17, Welsh
terrifrs 3, miscellaneous 1.

Mr. A. B. F. Kinney, President of the N. F, H, A., writes
us that there will be a meeting of the directors of the National
Fox Hunter's Association at Lexington, Ky., on Wednesday,
July 18.

A brawny Swede visited the city hall the other day to
procure a marriage license, and a couple of clerks to whom
he innocently stated his wishes dkected him to the depart-
ment where dog licenses are issued. He approached the
license window diOidently, gave his name and address, and
asked what the documents would cost. "It will cost you
$1 a year for every dog you keep," replied the clerk.
'•Dog?" echoed the Swede. "Why,. certainly," continued
the clerk, "don't you want a dog license?" "Val, no," cried
the would-be Benedict, "Ay kain't afford to buy dog dees
yar. Ay vant to get only a vooman now."

—

Chicago Times-
Herald.

Concerning the dog show of theMonlstown Field Club, to
be held June 26, only dogs owned by members and friends
of members of the Morristown Field Club, Morris County
Golf Club and Morristown Club, will be received. Entry
fee, $1. Entries close June 18, and are limited to 150.
Dogs will be properly classified. Rosettes will be the prizes
awarded to first, second and third. There will be an after-
noon tea at 5 P. M., to which all interested in the show are
invited. Address Morristown Field Club, Morristown N J

Tlie "yaller" dog, a term heretofore synonymous with
everything lowly, worthless and neglected, is about to have
his day, or bad quarter of an hour, if the tumultuous ap-

plause bastowed on a song having vogue in the vaudeville
entertainments of this city is any criterion of it. It is a
source of regret, however, that even in his ill days the yal-
ler dog should dawn in literature as the hero in a setting of
such versification. The chorus is sutflcient for one reading,
if the reader can imagine a tuue of sufficient pathos to accom-
pany it

:

"He was only a little yaller, yaller dog,

The ugliest in all the land

;

But I'd rather have a wag of my little dog's tall

Than the grasp of a false friend's hand."

Three several friends in New Brunswick have been at
pains to send us a story printed in a local newspaper re-

specting a moose killed in that Province last autumn by a
visitor from Massachusetts. The head of the moose .hav-
ing been left behind him by the sportsman, to be for-

warded later, was intercepted and confiscated by the
authorities on the ground that the Massachusetts man had
not taken out a hunting license. Moreover, the sportsman
and his guide having fallen out, the guide now puts forth
the tale, which our correspondents send, that the moose
was snared and tied fast to a tree that it might
be an easy and sure victim of magazine inexpert-
ness. This is not less ingenious than unkind. There
is very good reason to believe that in the future,
however, New Brunswick guides who escort non-licensed
foreigners into the moose woods will be extremely reticent
about what happens there; for the Province has just
adopted a law which forbids the guiding of hunters who
evade the license rules. Its terms are that if any person
shall accompany into the woods as a guide one who is not
duly licensed for the purpose of hunting moose or caribou,
he shall be liable to a penalty of from $20 to ?40 or im-
prisonment. This is a beginning of carrying into practice
the Maine system of guide resp onsibility for the conduct
of the guided. Hereafter the geniuses who tie up moose
for license-dodging hunters may be depended upon to
keep exceedingly mum about it.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel N^otes are Inserted without charge; and blanks

(famished free) will be sent to any address. Prepared
Blanks sent firee on application.

BRED.
Sir. T. E. Moxham's

Eachael, beagle bitch, May I, to Eazzle.
Lizzie, beagle bitch, May 18, to champion Sherry.

Schenectady Gun Club.
• Schenectady, N. Y , June 2.—The Schenectady Gun Club is com-
paratively a new club, having been organized about a year, and after
a hard struggle for existence has developea iato a strong, well organ-
ized club, having on Ids rolls a large number of the principal business
and professional men of this city. Its membership has steadily in-
creased during the winter months, and it now numbers ninety. The
club do^B both trap and rifle shooting, and has been exceptionally
fortunate in securing a good location for practice, especially at the
traps.
The grounds are twenty minutes' ride on trolley cars from the

busmess center of our city, and the cars stop within 500£t. of our
shooting grounds.
Ninety-eight percent, of our members never shot from traps be-

fore joining our club. The interest in trap shooting has steadily in-
creased lately, and for the past two months we have thrown over
8,000 targets. We meet every Satiu-day afternoon, and cordially in-
vite any members of other cliibs to spend an afternoon with us.
The following brief report of our Decoration Day shoot will ijive

your readers some idea of our work at the traps and rifle range:
Four prizes were offered and the members ot the club were divided

into three classes: A, B and C. Class A shot from scratch; Class C
received a handicap allowance of 15 misses as breaks in 100; Class B
received 25 allowance. The con. est consisted of 8 events at various
styles of shootmg: Nos. 1 and 8 were at known traps and angles; Mo.
2, unknown angles, both barrels; No 3, 5 pairs, known iraps and
angles; No. 4, straightaways; No. 5, 5 pairs trom 1 and 3 iraps: No. 6,
unknown angles; No. 7, unknown traps and unknown angles Only
seven members shot through the programme, and all were members
of classes A and B. Below are the totals:

Events: 12345678
Targets: 15 15 10 15 10 10 10 15 Tl.

J Andrews (0) 13 1.3 6 12 5 7 7 11 —74
EMuraay(l5) 12 10 5 9 5 4 4 7-53+15-71
WSauter(l5) 9 10 6 10 3 4 7 6-65+15—70
PE Berg (15) .iw 6 10 5 9 3 5 4 18—55+15-70
J Deland (15)....,.. 9 6 3 8 3 4 a 8-43+15—o8
UKiIgore(0) iijrtvt*. 10 11 6 8 7 5 3 6 —56
VWalburg(O) 8 6 784458 —50

First prize won by J. Andrews, second by E. Murday; third and
fourth prizes were tied for by Sauter and Berg, the latter winning on
the shoot-off.
The result of the prize shooting at the rifle range was as follows:

Fifty shots were to be iired at the target at xSOyds range. Out of a
possible S50 points, the scores of the three leaders are: Clay, first
prize, 201 points; Turian, second prize, 190 points; WaUburg, third
prize, 184 points.
Any communication addressed to Valentine WaUburg, the presi-

dent,' or O. R. Clark, the secretary, Schenectady, N. Y
, will receive

prompt attention. Madison.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont ,

May 30.—The Missoula Rod and Gun Club has been
shooting over an oid set of traps since the season opened on April],
and those traps have been breaking an enormous quantity of targsts.
A couple of weeks ag0 we subscribed among ourselves enough to pur-
chase a full set of new expert traps, and Paul, North s electric pull.
To-day we shot at 1,000 targets over them, the traps breaking only
two. Below are the scores made, the poor scores being mainly attri-
butable to the new trap*, whicii throw a much swifter target than the
shooters have been accustomed to.

Medal shoot at 25 targets, unknown angles: Rogers (winner of me-
dal) 23, Menard 17, Flowers 16, Forbes 14, Mix 14, Eddy 12, Tbompson
12, Graham 11.

In another shoot under the same conditions, the following scores
were made: Rogers and Forbes 17; Menard, Mix, Flowers and Eddy,
15; Tbompson 14, and Graham 12.

The oflhcers of the club for this year are: Pres dent, N. W. M.
Thompson: Vice-President, L. L Hunt; Secretary-Treasurer, W. E.
Graham. W. E. Graham, Sec'y.

Read to Tatters.
Chicago Athletic Association, Chicago, June 1.—Forest and

Stream Publishing Co.: For several years this Association has sub-
scribed tor your publication, and it has been placed on the tables in
our reading room. On account of the demand for it, It is handled so
much that before the next number comes tne last numoer is in such
a worn condition as. to be practically useless.
We have made arrangements with our news agent here to again

supply us this year with your paper, and we would be glad if you
could furnish us with a stiff file cover of some kind, tnac tbe paper
can be placed in as it is received, so that it can remain there uhiil the
next edition is received, when it will be removed, filed, and the new
number put in the cover.
Your kind attention will oblige very truly yours,

Frank. W. Wkntwohth, Sec'y-

Communications for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable

WHEELING NOTES.
Leaky lamps are a nuisance on bicycles, but it is a fact

not generally recognized that they may be a source of dan-
ger as well. Coming home from a ride in the country the
other day, a wheelman, crossing one of the ferries to New
York, lit his lamp, which had happened to be overturned aj

short time previously, and was surprised to see it at once
enveloped in a sheet of flame. His efforts to blow it out
were unsuccessful, and it was only at the expense of a burnt
hand and a damaged cap that he eventually succeeded in

smothering the flame.

A similar accident happened to a rider at Merchantville,

N. J. He was calling on a friend and had left his bicycle
outside with the lamp still lighted, when a sudden illumina-
tion attracted his attention. He ran out and found the eh-
tire front part of his wheel in flames. The burning oil had
leaked out over the rim and tire, which were completely
ruined, while the enamel on the frame was also badly dam-
aged.
Lamps should, of course, never be left alight when not in

use, and it is also pretty generally recognized that they will
give satisfaction only when conscientiously cleaned and
cared for.

Wheeling on the ice, as has been remarked, is the highest
luxury of cycling, and probably the least known branch of
the sport. Provided there is no water on the ice, rubber
tires hold perfectly well for all practical purposes, and no
better or less fatiguing surface for long runs could be de-
vised. Last winter a Fokest and Strea]\i wheelman
hazarded the prophecy that when the North Pole was dis-

covered it would be through the agency of a bicycle, and
now in all seriousness comes a proposition to do this very
thing.

It is reported that Mr. Hugh Lee, who accompanied Lieut.
Peary on his famous trip across the ice fields of Greenland,
believes the North Pole can best be reached by the use of
the bicycle. He is quoted as saying that the condition of
the ice fields in the Arctic, although broken in many places
by leads in summer and by icebergs all the year round, pre-
sent excellent opportunities for the practical use of the
wheel. The snow that covers the ice in winter is pounded
down by the wind until it is hard enough to bear a man, and
the ice itself at times is as smooth as that found in more
temperate climes
"When I was with Lieut. Peary on that long trip across

Greenland," Mr, Lee is reported as saying, "there were miles
upon miles of ice and snow, level and smooth enough for
wheeling. I frequently wished for my wheel. If I ever go
North again I shall take one with me."

It is said that Mr. Lee is very likely to have the chance of
trying the experiment, as he expects to go North again with
Peary, and is already making preparations for special tires

and equipment.

Lieut. Moss, with his black troopers from the 25th Infan-
try, is indefatigable in his efforts to demonstrate the utility

of the bicycle for army service.

In a few weeks he proposes with twenty picked men, in-

cluding a surgeon and a cycle repair man, to begin a prac-
tice march from l^'ort Missoula to St. Louis and return, a dis-

tance of about 3,000 miles.

The route will extend through southern Montana, the
Yellowstone Pa.rk, Wyoming, Nebraska and Missouri, with
possible detours into Colorado and Kansas. As no appro-
priation for the purchase of supplies is available, the line of
march will be arranged to take in as many army forts as pos-
sible where rations can be obtained. When the supplies
give out at a distance from a fort they will of course have to
be purchased, but for most of the distance the army com-
missary can be depended upon.

It is expected that over poor roads an averlge distance of
forty-five or fifty miles per day will be covered, while over
good roads this distance will be considerably exceeded.
Tents are to be taken along and camps will be pitched at

night. Much of the cooking will also be attended to by the
men, who aie provided with light field outfits for this pur-
pose.

The cooking outfits, consisting of dripping pans, bakers,
coffee-pots and tin boiler, will be carried in large tin cases
fastened to the front of the bicycle.

Blankets, tents, underwear and personal effects, as well as

extra rations, will be stored in knapsacks, haversacks or can-
vas luggage cases, which are fitted In the diamond of the
bicycle.

Every other soldier will carry a rifle strapped to the left

side of the frame of his wheel, while men not so provided
will carry revolvers.

The bicycles for the trip have been built under Lieutenant
Moss's supervision, with a special view to rough service.

They weigh 301 bs., and are each expected to carry in addi-
tion to their ridtr, about 401bs. of outfit and supplies. The
gear is 68^, 19 anti 8, and each bicycle is provided with a
good serviceable hrake. In selecting tires the factor of
resilience has been made secondary to strength, and the re-

sult is a very tough and practically puncture-proof tire.

The rims are of steel, which, though more apt to buckle
than wood under strains, are better fitted for wet riding.

Last year Lieutenant Moss found that after fording streams
wooden rims frequently went to pieces, owing to the parts
becoming unglued by the action of the water

Comfortable saddles have been fitted to the bicycles, and
every caution that experience could suggest taken to ensure
against breakdown.

On the march at times the detachment will move in close
order, and at times single men or small parties will be de-
tailed for special service. The object of the test is not so
much to prove the feasibility of moving bodies of troops on
wheels—though this feature will not be ignored—as to de-
velop the adaptability of the bicycle for extended service in
courier and patrol duty, and reconnoitering.
Lieutenant Moss has done good service m demonstrating
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the adaptability of tlie bicycle for the army, and the result

of his latest experiment will be awaited with interest.

It has frequently been commented upon as an anomaly,
that so many of the railroads which have been complaining
of the hard times and bad business of their lines should
have fought bicycle baggage measures instead of turning
to and making capital out of the so called "bicycle craze,"

by extending evei'y possible courtesy to wheelmen. There
can be no question that there is money for the lines passing
through large cities or along popular bicycle routes in a
liberal policy in this regard, and there are indications that

the railroad magnates themselves are at last awakening to

this fact. It is altogether within the bounds of possibility,

that before another year is past we shall see the very roads
that opposed the wheelmen most bitterly striving among
themselves for their patronage and doing ail in their power
to outdo each other in hospitality.

The Long Island Kailroad is a case in point. Within the

last few days President Wm. H. Baldwin has made applica-

tion for membership in the League of Amtrican Wheelmen,
and written the following letter, which is made public by
President Potter, of the L. A. W.

:

"I wish to notify you that 1 have arranged with A. B.
Fullerton to represent' the Long Island Railroad as a special

agent of the passenger department. Ilis duties will be to

look out for the bicycle interesls; to notify cyclists from
everywhere how to make runs on Long Island; to get up
printed material and maps showing the different kinds of

runs and what roads best to use in making runs; to encour-

age the different towns on the island to build cycle paths
and to arrange proper hospitality; to see that the railroad

gives every facility within reasou for the proper care and
handling of cyclists and their wheels, and in general to

make Long island a cjclist's paradise before we get through
with it. 1 have no doubt you will consider this a step in

the right direction
"

The Long Islbud Railroad Co deserves credit for the action

it hastalien. It is a broad-minded and far sighted policy th)it

does not strive to make the most out of present conditions,

which give a practical monopoly, but aims instead to further

the interests of wheelmen and railroad conjointly.

Too often railroads act on the principle that cycle paths
and improved roads and local hospitality and official courtesy
are to be frowned upon ratlier ilian encouraged, and it is re-

freshing to see a position the opposite of this assumed by a

road which is not forced to take the step through competition
or &nj particularly selfish interest

Long Island is already the most popular wheeling locality

near New York. Its fine system of good roads from the

Coney Island Path to Flushing, as well as those from Hem-
stead to Patchogue and beyond, put iu way up in the front

as a cycling Mecca.
A new cross island cycling path, which is to extend from

Port Jefferson to Patchogue, will soon bring wheelmen from
Bridgeport and other Connecticut towns to join the throngs
from Now York and New Jersey.

Already most of the shady nooks along the best routes are

preempted by inns and refreshment booths, bat these are

taxed to the utmost on holidays to meet the demand.
Aside from a few evil minded tack throwers, the native:

population are hospitably inclined to wheelmen, and now
that the railroad has also proffered the hand of good fellow-

ship Long Island may be esteemed the pearl of cycling com-
munities.

Brakes on Bicycles.

From: time to time the New York Sua prints statistics

relative to bicycle accidents. As a rule these statistics are
Teliable and woithy of study, though occasionally, as in the
report for May of the present year, an irrelevant note will

be found, such as the following: "Scorcher starts for Coney
Island with his sweetheart, comes in contact with a ch rgy-

man and is married. Damage, $5."

The burden of evidence to be gathered from the monthly
compilation seems to point overwhelmingly to the necessity
of equipping bicycles with brakes. The following is from
an editorial op the subject:

'In, June. 1896, when the number of serious accidents
among wheejmen was very large, the Sun endeavored to

find out their prime cause, and to prescribe a means for
avoiding their repetition. A careful study showed that, in

four cases out of five, the cyclist responsible for the trouble
was unable to control his or her wheel with sufficient

promptness. Perhaps a pedestrian would start to cross the
street without looking to see if it was clear, and, before he
had taken three steps, be knocked down by a bicycle. Its

rider had seen the danger, but wasn't able to avoid it.

Again, a wheelwomen, careful and experienced as a cyclist,

might be descending a hill; her spetd would increase with
every turn of the wheel, her feet leave the pedals, her
machine become unmanageable, until the frightened rider

could hold on only and trust in Providence.
"During May, June, and July of last year accidents in and

around New York resulting from cyclists poor control of
their machines, were reported in almost every edition of the
newspapers. And the same kind of reports have been com-
ing in at an alarming rate this season. For example, the
other day a scorcher knocked down a boy and broke his

collar bone. Cause: couldn't stop quickly enough. Two
cyclists smashed together on a hill. Cause: same. Cyclist
rode off a pier and was drowned. Cause: as before. On
Wednesday last a young wheelwoman was drowned near the
town of Garrisons. She was coasting; lost control of her
wheel and was thrown mf,o a pond. In short, a review of
the bicycle accidents in this city for the months of April and
^May last shows that, in all probability, two thirds of the
mishaps might have been avoided if the wheels involved had
ibeen equipped with brakes.

"Last fall inventors gave special attention to that feature of
lihe wheel's make up, with the result that brakes of various
isorts may noiV be had. They are all good; they weigh only
a few ounces each, acd to have one attached to a wheel costs

ibut a trifle. Wheelmen who value properly their own lives

and the safety ot others regard a biake as indispensable to

safety.

"Riders convince yourselves of the efficacy of this safeguard.
Get a brake. You won't regret ii, and doctor and under-
takers may then take a longer vacation."

As the yachting jdurnal of America, the PoRfiST and Strbam is the
recognized medium of commimication between the maker of yachts-
men's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising
has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns
continuously for years.

Copies of the Forest and Stream race report blanks, for recording
and reporting rac' s, ivill be sent to all clubs requesting them.

The racing and measurement rides of the Yach Racing Union of
Long Island Sound (the Seawanliaka rule, icith alloivance tables)

can be had of Thompson <& Co , 55 Dey street, New York; price IQ
cents per copy

,

The handbook of ^'Yacht Mag Etiquette" can be had of Behm. &
Co , 167 Vulton street, New York; price 10 cents per copy.

YACHT RACING FIXTURES 1897.
The following list of flstureshas been compiled from many different

sources, some of obeto doc official, and it may contain 8ome ewors.
We shall be glad to have notice of corrections and additions.
Kaces of tbe Sound Y. R. U. are marited with the letter S; those of

the Massachusetts Y. R. A. with the letter M:
JUNE.

. New York annual, New York Harbor.
Beverly, first open sweeps, Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.
Cohasset, first club, Cohasset.
Buraess, open, Marblebead, Massachusetts Bay.
Wollaston, cup, Boston Harbor
Conuthian Marblebead, club, Massachusetts Bay.
17. Massachusetts, open, off Na riant.

Mwiae and Field, open. New York Bay.
Columbia, annual, Hudson River.
19. Dorchester, Dorchester Bay.
Darchmont, spring regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Winthrop, ladies' day, sail to Dorchester Bay, Bo«t.on Harbor
Qupen City, 20ft. and 16ft. classes, Toronto. Lake Ontario.
Royal Sc. Lawrence, -SOfl and J!Of c. classes. Dorval, Lake St. Louis
CoQasset, club, IS footers, Vd Cham., Cohasset.
Columbia, Chicago to Micbigan City, Lake Michigan.
American, open race, skiffs, Newburyport.

Zl. New Haven, annual regatta for fiSfc. class of schooaers, 4^ .36

.30 and 25fc classes of cu.Lers and sloops, 30, 25 and 20ft'^
classes of catboats, and special class of yawls.

Rhode Island, ladies' day race, Pawtuxet, Narraganset Bay.
Roy. St. Lawrence, 20ft class, Dorval, Lake St. Louis.

. Adams oups, 1st race. New York Bay.
Abspquan. Cricket and 15ft. classes, Atlantic City, Absecon Bay.
Buffalo, ladies' day, Lake Erie.

. Qravesend Bay, cruise. New York Bav.
Atlantic, Adams cups, 2d race, New York Bay.
Brooklyn, first sp'^cial, New York Bay.
Roy. Canadian, viTft., 22ft and skiff classes, Toronto, Lake Ontario-
Cohasset, club 15-footers, 3d cham., Cohasset.
Winthrop, evening race, Wlathrop, Boston Harbor.
American Cruise, Ipswich Neck, Newburyport.
Columbia, 4th and 5i,h classes, Uhicago, Lake Michigan.
Burgess, 1st cham., Marblebead, Mass. Bay.
Cor. San Francisco, cruise, Petaluma, San Francisco.

. Taunton. 1st club, Taunton, Mass.
Roy St. Lawrence, 20ft. and ISft. classes, Dorval, Lake St. Louis,
Beverly, 1st cham., Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.
U. U. of Long Island Sound Racing Circuit:

17
17
17.

37.

17.

17.

M
19,

19,

M
19

19,

19,

19.

19,

19,

19,

S

23.

m.
21
24
30,

2(:

26
8G.

26.

36
26,

26.

26,

26.

26,

26,

26.

26.

y.

Tlie Forest and Stream is put to press each iveek on luesday
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at th«

ateet by Monday, and as much earlier.as practicable.

JUNK.

26. Saturday. Seawanhaka O'or., annual race, for all classes
28. Monday. Stamford, annual regatta, for all classes.
29. Tuesday. Iadia,n Harbor, special race for all Glasses of sloops

and cabin catboats 30ft. and under, and special class of
yawls.

30. Wednesday. Corinthian fleet, annual regatta for 65ft. class of
schooners and all classes 5lfi, and under.

JULY.

1. Thursday. Horseshoe Harbor, special race for all classes 36ft
and under.

2. Friday. Sea Cliff, annual regatta, for all classes 51ft. and under
3. Saturday. New Rochelle, annual regatta, for all classes.
6. Tuesday, American, annual regatta, for all classes.
7. Wednesday. Riverside, annual race for schooners and all

classes of sloops 30ft. and over.

JULY.
1. Miramichi club cruise, Newcastle, N. B,
1. Royal St. Lawrence club, all clas-es, Dorval Lake, St. Louis.
1 Royal Canadian Queen's cup, Toronto Lake, Ontario.
M 3. .leffries. off Jeffries Point, East Boston.
3. Cohasset, club, iB-footer, 4tli cham

, Cohasset.
3 4-5. Cor. San Francisco, cruise Mariintz, Vallejo San Francisco.
3. Roy. St. Lawrence, 20ft. class, Dorval, Lake St. Louis.
6 American, 1st club, Newburyport.
3. E'ox Lake, ciub, Mineola Club, Fox Lake, III.

3. Beverly, 2d open sweeps. Weuc-umet, Buzzard's Bay.
.3-1-5. American, cruise to Boston, Newburyport.
3-10. Brooklyn, annual cruise, L. I. Sound.
3-4-5. Buffalo, Lake Erie.
5. Larchmonc, annual, L. I, Sound,
5. ("'ohasset, club, 15-footers, 5th cham., Cohasset.
5. Burgess, open, Marblebead, Mass

, Bay.
5. Fox Lake, club. Dr. Brophy's Cottage, Fox Lake, 111.

5. Lake Michigan, Y. R. A. annual, Racine, Lake Michigan.
5. Beverly, 2d cham., Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.
5. Wollaston, cup and club cruise, Boston Harbor,
5 Cor. Marblebead, club, Masanchusetts Bay.
M 6, City of Boston, regatta, off Marine Park.
7. Roy. St. Lawrence, 20ft. class, Dorval, Lake St. Louis.
8. Absequan, open, Cricket Bay, Atlantic City,
SIO. Riverside, annual race for 25, 20 and 15ft. classes of sloops and

all classes of catboats.
10. Roy. Canadian, 1st and 3?'ft. classes, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
10. Queen City, 2?ft. class, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
10. Cohasset, club, 15 footers, 6th cham., Cohasset.
10. Roy. St. Lawrence, 20 and 15ft. classes, Dorval, Lake St. Louis
10. Burgess, 2d cham., Marblebead, Mass. Bay.
10-11. Cor,, San Francisco, cruise, San Mateo, San Francisco.
12. Miramichi, Adams cup, Chatham. N. B.
S 12-16. Seawanhaka Cor., trial races for 20ft. class of sloops.
13 Taunton, ladies' day, Tauntoa, Mass.
ia-18. Rhode Island, annual cruise, Narragansett Bay.
13, Fall River, ladies' day, Mount Hope Bay.
M 17. Winthrop, off Winthrop.
17. Cor. Marblebead, 1st cham.. Mass Bay.
17 Queen City, 20ft. class, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
17. Winthrop, open, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
17. Columbia, annual club, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
17. Cohasset, club, 15-footers, 7th cham., Cohasset.
17. Rhode Island, annual club, Potter's Cove, Narragansett Bay.
17. Fox Lake, club, East Side, Fox Lake, 111.

17. American, 2d club, Newburyport,
17. Wollaston, club, Boston Harbor.
17. Pewaukee, interlake, Pewaukee Lake, AVis.

17. Roy. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25 and 20ft. classes. Doryal, Esfea St.
Louis.

M 19-20-21-22-23. .Manchester series, off Manchester.
34. Brooklyn, special. New York Bay.
24. American, cruise to Annisquam, Newburyport.
Si4, Winthrop, evening race, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
24. Absequan, Cricket and 16ft. classes, Atlantic City, Absecon Bay.
24. Queen City, 16ft. class. Toronto, Lake Ontario.
24. Burgess, ladies' race, Marblebead, Massachusetts Bay.
24. Roy. Canadian, 27f., 2^ft. and skiff classes, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
21. Conasset, club, 15-footers, 8 b cbam , Cohasset.
24. Roy, St, Lawrence, 20ft. class, Dorval, Lake St. Louis,
24. Beverly, 8d open sweeps, Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.
25. Winthrop, cruise, to Nahant, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
S 28. Stamford, special race for 51. 30 and 20f c. classes of cutters and

sloops.

M31. Revere, Lynn Bay,
31. Gravesend Bay, cruise. New York Bay.
31. Cohasset, club, 15 footers, 9th cham., Cohasset.
31. Fox Lake, club, Dr. looker's Cottage, Fox Lake, III.

S 31. Indian Harbor, annual, all classes except cabiu catboats.
S 31. Sea Cliff, special, 30 and 23ft. classes, cabin catboats
JvUy.Sl-Aug. 1. Cor. San Francisco, cruise, VaUejo, San Francisco..

JULY.

Atlantic Y. C, cruise. Long Island Sound;
5, Rendezvous, Larchmont.
6, American, regatta, Milton Point.
7, River.tfide, regatta, Riverside.
8 1st squadron run, Riverside to Black Rock.
9. 2d squadron run, Black Rock to Morris Cove,

10. 3d squadron run, Morris Cove to New London,
11. Informal run. New London to Shelter Island.
12. Race off Shelter Island.

Inter-Lake Y. R- A. Meet, Put-In Bay, Lake 'Eirie:

5. Rendezvous, Put In Bay.
6. 53ft., 42ft. and 37ft. classes.
7. 32ft. and S7f t. classes, catboats and launches.
8. Open, cup held by Ze!ma.

Lake Y. R. A. Circuit, Lake Ontario.-
15. Cobourg.
19. Kingston.
23. Charlotte.
27. Hamilton.
29. Toronto.
31. Niagara.

Larchmont Race Week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound:
17. Open, all classes.
19. Special classes.
20. Rowing and launch races, water sports.
31. Open, ell classes.
23. Smaller clusses.
23. Schooners and smaller classes.
24. Open all cla .ses,

AUGUST.

2. New York, cruise, rendezvous Glen Cove.
M 2. Burgess, Marblebead, Mass. Bay.
2-3-4. Roy. St. Lawrence, 30ft. class, trial races, Dorval, Lake St.

Louis.
"M 3. Beverly, Marblebead, Mass. Bay.
S 4. New Rochelle, special classes, 43ft. and under.
4-5-6 Cor. Marblebead, midsummer series, Massachusetts Bay.
5-6-7. Taunton, cruise to Newport, Taunton, Mass.
6. Absequan, invitation race, Atlantic Ciiy.
7. Cor. Marblebead, open, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Biiffalo, club. Lake Erie.
S 7. Hempstead Harbor Club, annual, classes 43ft. and under.
M 7. Corinthian, off Marblebead.
7. Queen City, 2?ft. class, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
7. Beverly, .'id cham., Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.

'

7. Wollaston, ladies' day, Boston Harbor.
7. Cohasset, club, 15-footers, 10th cham., Cohasset.
7. Roy. Canadian, 1st and 37ft. classes, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
7, Fox Lake, club, Mand Fox Lake, 111

7-S, Winthriip, cruise to M.arblehead, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
7-14 Cor. San Francisco, summer cruise, San Francisco.

10. Winthrop, evening race, Boston Harbor.
11. Taunton, ladies' day, Taunion, Mass,
12. Miramich, Stewart pennant. Oak Point race,
M 13. East Gloucester, Gloucester Harbor.
M 14. Squam, Annisquam.
S 14. Horseshoe Harbor, club, annual, classes 86ft. and under.
14. Cor. Marblebead, 2d cham., Massachusetts Bay.
14. Brooklyn, special. New Y'oik Bay.
14. Queen City, I6ft, clas-?, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
14. AVinthrop, 3d cham,, Winthrop, Boston Harbor,
14. Beverly, 4th cham., Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay. '

14, Cohasset, club, 15-footers, 11th cham., Cohassett.
14. Wollaston, cup, Boston Harbor.
14. Fox Lake, club. East side. Fox Lake, 111.

14-31. Roy. St. Lawrence, 20ft. class, Seawanhaka cup races, Dorval,
Lake St Louis.

M 17. American, Newburyport.
S 18, American, special, classes 43ft. and under.
19. Winthrop, cruise to Weymouth, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
M lE-50-21 Quiney, series, Hull Bay, Boston Harbor.
S 21. Huguenot, annual, classes 43ft. and under.
21. Roy. Canadian, 87f C. , 22ft. and skiff classes, Toronto, Lake On-

tario.
21. Roy. St. Lawrence, club, all classes, Dorval, Lake St, Louis.
21. Beverly, a, M., Van Rensselaer cup, Marion, Buzzard's Bay.

P. M,, 2d open,
21. Taunton,. Jst cham., Taunton, Mass.
21. Cohasset, club, lo-foeters, 12th cham., Cohasset.
31. Queen City, 20ft. class, Toronto, Lake Ontario,
21. Burgess, 3a cham., Marblebead, Mass. Bay.
2-3. Absequan, open, Atlantic City, Thoroughfare.
33. Rhode IsiancI, annual open, Pawtuxet, Narragansett Bay.
24. Minnetonka, Interlake races. Lake Minnetonka.
25. Pall River; open. Mount Hope Bay.
S 25. Corinthian Fleet, special. 51, 30 and 20ft. classes.
M 26. Duxbury, Plymouth Bay.
t6. Taunton, open, Taunton, Mass.
Ml 27. Kingston, Plymouth Bay.
28. Cor. Marblebead, 3a cham., Massachusetts Bay.
38. Buffalo, 37ft. and smaller classes, Lake Erie.
38. Gravesend Bay, cruise. New York Bay.
28. Brooklyn, special, New York Bay.
M 28. Plymouth, Plymouth Bay.
K8. Queen City, 3; ft. class, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
28. Cohasset, club, 15-footers, 13th cham., Cohasset.
s8. 3d cham., Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
S 38. Huntington, annual, classes 51fc. and under.
28-29, Cor., San Francisco, cruise, McNear's, San Francisco.
M 30. Cape Cod, Provmcetown Harbor.
M.31. Wellfleet, Wellfieet Harbor.

SEPTEMBER.

M 3-3-4. Duxbury, Davenport cup, special races for second class,
Plymouth Bay-

4-5-6. Buffalo, cruise. Lake Erie,
S 4. SeawanhabB, Cor., fall race, schooners and 43, 36, £5, 20 and 15ft,

classes.

M 4. Savin Hill, Savin Hill, Boston Harbor.
4. Burgess, club, Marblebead, Massachusetts Bay.
4. Roy. Canadian, 1st and 37it. classes, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
4. American, Bd club, Newburyport.
4. Beverly, 4th open sweep.s, Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.
'4. Cohasset, club, 15-foot. rs, J4th cham., Cohasset.
4-5. Cor. San Francisco, outside cruise, Drake's Bay, San Francirco.

.
4. Larchmont, 51ft. and smaller classes, Larchmont, Long Island,

Sound.
6. Larchmont, fall regatta, all classes, Larchmont, Long Island

Sound.
6. New Y'^ork, Y. R. A. annual. New York Bay,
6. Fall River, club, Mount Hope Bay,
6. Cor. Marblebead, cruise, Massachusetts Bay.
6. Gravesend Bay, special. New York Bay.
6. Pacific, annual, San Francisco Bay.
M 6. Lynn, Lynn Bay.
S 6. Norwalk, annual, all classes of catboats
6. Cohasset, club, lo footers, 15th cham., Cohasset.
6. Taunton, 2d Cham., Taunion. Mass.
6. Beverly, 8d open, VVenauinet, Buzzard's Bay.
6. American, sweepstakes, skiffs, Newburyport.
7. Roy. Canadlau, Prince of Wales' cup, all classes, Toronto, Lake

Ontario.
7. Absequan, Cricket and 15ft. classes, Atlantic City, Absecon Bay.
9. Miramichi, Watt cup, Newcastle, N. B.
9. Cor. San Fraocisoo, interclub regatta, San Francisco,

10. Taunton, ladies' day, Taunion, Blass.
M 11. Chelsea, Boston Harbor.
M 11. Y. R. A. rendezvous, Hull, Boston Harbor.
S 11. Riverside, tall race, 43, 36, 30 and 25ft. classes, aiid 30 and 26ft.

classes of cabin catboats.
Jt. Winthrop, club, Winthrop, Boston Harbor.
11. Roy. Canadian, skiff class, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
11. Beverly, hth cham., Wenaumet, Buzzard's Bay.
11. Burgoss, cham., sail-off, Marblebead, .^lass. Bay,
11. Columbia, annual, open, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
11. Larchmont, schooners (Larchmont cup) and smaller classes,

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
11-12. Cor, San Francisco, cruise, Marin Islands, San Francisco.
S 18- American, fall regatta for all classes.
18 Queen City, 22ft. class, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
21. Absequan, open, Atlantic City.
2?.-26. Cor. San Francisco, cruise, Dillon's Point, San Francisco.
25, Buffalo, closing cruise. Lake F.rie.

25. American, closing race, Newburyport,
OCTOBER.

9. Miramichi, Gould cup, Chatham, N. B.
9-10. Cor. San Francisco, cruise, Corinthian Cove, San Francisco.

16. Cor. San Francisco, closing day, San Francisco.
17. Cor. San Francisco squadron, crui-e, San Franc SCo.

Eepublic, schr., &. P. Matthews, under charter to Walter
Shadbolt, of London, was ashore in the harbor of Kingston,
Ja., on June 9, hut was hauled clear by tugboats, sustaining
no injury.
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The list of yachting fixtures which we publish this week

is the longest by far ever published in this country; though
by DO means complete, as many small clubs have sent in no
reports. This list is, perhaps, the best possible index of the
true condition of American yachting; and as such it goes a
long way toward contradicting the discouraging conditions
whieh appear when we look at the yachting pro^^pect from
the ordinary point of view.
This latter, it must be confessed, is anything but encour-

aging; no race is on for the America's Cup for this season,
and little prospect of one for 1898; no large yachts are build-
ing, and but two of moderate size; the great Cup racing
dass is dead and will not figure in this season's events; the
schooner division would be no better oft' were it not that one
old boat has been rebuilt, making a duel that will be inter-
eating for a part of the season, at least; the list of possible
entries in all of the classes above 42ft. show at be.st bat two
or three yachts, and in many cases none at all. Judged by
the old and popular standards, the season promises abso-
lutely nothing of interest but the issue between the altered
Colonia and the rebuilt Emerald.
The other view, as disclosed by a study of the list of fix-

tures, is, happily, very different. In the first place, the list
shows a remarkable increase in the number of yacht clubs,
as compared with a few years Ijack; this increase being
'livided between new clubs about the established yachting
:;f nters and clubs recently organized in entirely new locali-
i ies. The former clubs bear witness to the increased interest
in yachting on the part of the public at large; about Boston,
for instance—a locality always noted for its support of yacht-
in g and the number of yacht clubs—this number has prob-
ably doubled within the past ten years; showing a healthy
development of the sport. On Cape Cod the incrbase is still

more marked, and the clubs are strong and prosperous.
-iVbout New York there has been a similar increase; and,
what is quite as important, many of the smaller clubs have
taken of late a deeper interest in racing.
The extension of yachting in new localities is going on at

a rapid rate and a radical change has been made in the past
ten years. On the Great Lakes there has been within a com-
pai-atively short time a marked revival, the older clubs have
been reorganized and strengtfiened, new ones have been
formed, and all have learned to work together in harmony.
On the smaller inland waters in all parts of the country
yacht clubs have been established and yacht racing is per-

. manently followed on modern lines and in craft of the latest
design. This is notably the ease in the lake region of Minne-
sota and Wisconsin, where the many small and neighboring
lakes afl'ord opportunities for other than purely local races.
Even in isolated localities, where inter-lake competition is

impossible, there are found flourishing fleets of small racers
and regular races for them through the season.
Though figuring but lightly in our list, the Pacific coast

b.y.s by no means stood still, fof a long time there was little
life in yachting in the leading center, San Francisco, the
schooner fleet of fifteen years ago disappeared and left noth-
ing in its i)lace; but to-day the clubs, old and new, are on a
better basis, there is regular racing, and in addition the
short squadron cruises are very popular. Further north, on
piiget's Sound, yachting is making fair headway and quite
a racing fleet is growing up, though little is heard of it here
iu the East.

This growth of yachting throughout the country has had
nothing of "boom" nature about it: the organization of
many clubs dates back to the days of Puritan and May--
flower, having its origin in the general enthusiasm awakened
throughout the country by those great victories, but the
growth since then has been by degrees and not by sudden
jumps. In common with all clubs, the yachting organiza-
tions have suffered severely in membership from the business

, depression that has prevailed for so long, the accessions have
been comparatively few and the losses through members in
arrears or resignations at the beginning of the year propor-
tionately large; but on the whole the condition of the major-
ity of yacht clubs, both financially and in the possession of
active and enthusiastic members, is prosperous.
Another point disclosed by the listis the growth of a spirit

of union and co(5peration among the clubs at large, resulting
in the formation of associations of greater or less extent, but
all tending toward the ultimate formation of one national
body. It is interesting to compare the long lists of fixtures
arranged by the Massachusetts Y. U. A. and the Sound Y.
R. U., to say nothing of shorter lists by other organizations,
with the old condition of afi'airs, under which the clubs of a
locality fought for dates throughout the season, sailed rival
races on the same days and sutt'ered inconsequence from the
division of entiries and the hostile feelings between members
of opposing clubs. A racing yachtsman to-day, about either
New York or Boston, may arrange his season's work in
April, before his yacht is afloat, deciding wnat races he de-
sires to enter and making such arrangements as business
and other engagements permit for every race of the season.
The result is too plain to needcomment. Knowing just what
to expect in the way of opponents, and being able to prepare
his plan well in advance, a man is tempted to enter for the
entire series of races instead of leaving it to chance at the
last moment whether he will start iu each race as it comes
on. Then, too, the general competition and the awarding of
points and places adds greatly to the interest of the races, in
fact, these inducements count more than the money prizes,
though this fact may not be generally appreciated.
All of this work, with much more in the way of the im-

provement of the racing rules, and the general elevation of
yacht racing to a higher level, is due to the associations
whose names are found in our list.

Still another important detail of modern racing is disclosed
by the list—^the prevalence of series and class racing. In
spite of all that may be said in their favor, the great syndi-
cate racers and royal yachts, such as Defender, Valkyrie,
Britannia and Meteor, do but little for yachting at. large and
the general prosperity of yacht racing; in fact, a long experi-
ence in this country has proved that the year of a Kieat in-
ternational race is always a bad one for the smaller classes
throughout the country, the effect being apparent even in
the following season. The mainstay of American yachting
must always be the general and popular racing, with its
accompanying building of a certain number of yachts each
year, and in such classes as the average yachtsman can and
will build to. The increase of this sort of racing is shown in
the table, where series of races covering the whole season are
arranged for dift"erent classes. In some cases these are the
regular classes, in others they are special or restricted classes,
adopted in certain localities.

The smallest of these is the 15ft. class, established in 1895
through the challenge of Spruce IllI,, and now popular in
many parts of the country; the Cohasset Y. C, for instance,
has a one-design class that races through the season for
series prizes. The next class, from the same origin, is the
20ft., well built up this year in the States and Canada for the
Seawanhaka cup races, and figuring largely in the races on
the St. Lawrence and on Long Island Sound. The knock-
about class of Massachusetts Bay is oue of the special fea
tures of the season, the keen rivalry and the number of de-
signers and crack sailors concerned making the races of far
more than local interest.
In the larger classes up to 51ft. on the Atlantic coast there

is a fair amount of racing, very satisfactory, all things con-
sidered, in the cat classes and the smaller sloop and cutter
classes, but by no means what it should be, either in the
entry of old boats or the building of new ones, in the classes
over 36ft. r. 1. At the same time much has been done in the
past two years in the unification of class limits and the
weeding out of odd and special classes, so as to throw all
future building into a small number of established classes.

in the West the racing is now; all in fixed classes, th^favor-
ite ones being i5 to 20 and 35ft r. 1., and many new boats
have been built.
To us at least, the otitlook as disclosed by the list is most

encouraging, both for the immediate present and for the
future; there is nothing wonderful or sensational, no world-
beater or new marvel of design and construction, taut there
is ample evidence of a widespread anrl permanent interest in
the sport of yachting among the American people, of plenty
of keen and exciting racing by hundreds of yachtsmen in all

parts of the country, of earnest work oa the part of indi-
viduals, of clubs and of associalious to further the interests
of yachting as a national sport.
There is one point in the li^t which is too important to be

omitted; it shows, as has never been shown before, how
completely the control of the yachting iaterests has passed
into new hands. Ten years ago the controllinsr factors in
yachting were the five great, club?: the New York, Seawan-
haka Corinthian, Atlantic, Larch mnnt and Eastern. These
clubs made the yachting laws aud formed yachting senti-
ment in this country, with none to giinsay them. The New
York Y. C, through its possession of the America's Cup and
its absolute control of the conditions under which that
trophy might be raced for, occupied a position far above the
other clubs, increasing in importance with the successive
victories in international racing. The prestige and position
of the club are as great to-day as ever, in one sense, but its

power and influence have disappeared, and its position, in
relation to the great body of yacht clubs, is vastly different.

The attention of yachtsmen is no longer centered on the
New York Y. C. and the America's Cup, but they are now
directly interested in their own affairs, their local clttbs,

their own yachts and others in their class, and the rules
under which they personally mttst race. Under these con-
ditions, it is but natural that they should care nothing for a
club which recognizes no yachts as small as tho.se in which
they are interested and has no hand in yachting legislation
otitside of its own fleet of big yachts.
The Eastern Y. C, once the leading club in Eastern racing,

has suffered from the disappearance of the lartce yachts, and
is no longer a factor in racing; thn control of racing and rac-
ing legislation has passed flr.st to smaller clubs that were ac-
tive in the encouragement of the .smaller classes, and later
to an association formrd of these same club*, and of which
the Eastern Y. C. is not a member. This organization, now
strong and vigorous, promises to control for the future all

racing in Eastern waters.
The Atlantic Y. C. has, through its size and importance,

been included as one of the five great clubs in the past, but
these clubs as a whole no longer figure in yachting, and in the
future it niust stand alone on its individual responsibility;
at present it is in an uncertain position, being unconnected
with any association, and having no influence on other than
its own racing.
The Larchmont Y. C. has within a few years made an in-

dependent position for it=elf by a wise aud liberal policy of
encouraging yacht racing in all classes; this position is indi-
cated by the fixtures credited to it in our list, races for all

classes, with generous prizes throughout the seasou As
long as this policy is retained, the club must rate as an im-
portant factor in yachting.
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. has also been fortunate

in its policy, though in a very different direction from the
Larchmont; it has, from the "first inception of the scheme
for a union of the Sound clubs, laid aside all claims of posi-
tion, size and prestige, and entered heartily iuto the work of
organizing and building up the Sound Y. R.. U. If it has
lost caste in the opinions of its former associates of the "big
clubs" in fraternizing on an equal footing with the "small
cltibs," it has gained much in popular opinion by its ener-
getic and disinterested labors for the good of yachting.

It is plain to-day that the 257'esii(7e of the Ave great clubs
collectively as the trustees and arbiters of American yacht-
ing, and also their influence both collectively and individu-
ally, has disappeared forever. The control of yachting
legislation and yacht racing to-day is iu the hands of the
different associations, the Massachusetts, the Sound, the
Great Lakes; they make the rules and they manage a very
large number of the races. They, with other associations
and many individual clubs, are tending rapidly toward a
closer union, which will still further strengthen them. Our
list is not sufficiently complete to show the full strength of
such a union; there are still a number of clubs which do
little racing or whose fixtures have not reached us, which
would join in as a matter of course and in time to take their
place in the racing. At the same time it shows where the
strength and vitality of American yachting lies at the pres-
ent time, not, as of old, in the wealth and power of a few of
the coast clubs, but in the numerous thriving and active
clubs distributed throtighout the entire country. The New
York Y. C. has lately decided that it has nothing in common
with these clubs, apart from the four with which it has long
been to a certain extent associated; but on the other hand,
this great body of the clubs has nothing to ask of the New
York Y. C; even in its present divided condition it has
managed to grow and prosper, and each step toward union
adds to its strength.

Theee is something peculiar about the fond tenacity
with which the American yachtsman clings to the
English term "rater," and persists in misusing it on all pos-
sible occasions, and to the confusion of all meaning. In spite
of the fact that uuder no rule, past or present, would they
measure of one rating, the new20-footers are eeuerally called
"one-raters," just as the 15-footers are called "half-raters."
The latter have all measured, by the only true "rating" rule,
far more than one-half, even SprucB Ilil , a true half-rater
as raced in Eugland, was canvassed on this side until out of
the class. The 20-footers of this year, if meastxred by the
rating rule, comeout nearly one and one-half instead of oue
rating, and are in no sense "one-raters." If measured by
the present Y. R. A. rule they would be about 24 "linear
rating." The .so-called "34-raters" of the Larchmont Y. C.
were nearer to 7-raters by the rating rule, and the American
"25-rater8" were really of 2>j-rating.
There is but one meaning to the terms "rating" and

"rater," for both of which, we believe, the yachting frater-
nity is indebted to Mr. Dixon Kemp. "Rating" is a yacht's
racing measurement by the recent Y. R. A. rule, adopted in

1887 and abandoned in 1896, ^ ^V^ " A "rater," the term
6,000

being always preceded by a numeral, is a yacht of a certain
measurement under the rule, a "20-rater" or a "one-rater,"
for instance. The rule has never been adopted in this coun-
try, and the misapplication of the term is a silly affectation
which has no technical justification whatever.
Exactly opposite is the common use of the term "sloop"

by Americans. The single-sfcick yachts of the past ten years—in fact, from Puritan down—have been cutter-rigged, and
by all technical definition are cutters—Titania, Katriua, Gos-
soon, Gloriana, Wasp, Defender, Vigilant, and any number
more; in fact, no sloop rig has been put on a large yacht for
many years, and even the old sloops such as Gracie and
Fanny have been long since converted to cutter rig. In s ^ite
of this these boats are still classed as sloops. Of late years
the sloop rig has been revived in the smaller classes, such as
the 25-footers and 30-footers, which are correctly set down as
sloops, but iu all of the larger classes the term cutter is the
only one that is iu any way correct.

.spring regatta of the Larchmont Y. C. on Saturday. The
first two, depending mainly on the larger yachts, promise
but few starters: Colonia, Emerald, Araorita, Wasp, Syce
and the SO-footers. The race of Saturday will call out a
larger fleet, and promises to be very interesting if the
weather is favorable. Of course, with good breezes on the
Bay and outside the Hook, the continuation of the duels be-
tween Colonia and Emerald and Wa'-p aud Syce will be well
worth seeing.

Royal St Lawrence Y. C.

DORVAL lAK? ST LOUIS

Saturday, June 5.

The second race of the 20ft. class in the Ross series was
sailed over the usual cour.se on June 5. The start was made
at 3:35, and the day was warm and clear, with a very light
air from thesouthwest.
Seven boats started, going over in the following order:

Rogue, Lalage, Millie, Maida, Avoca, Glenowen, and last
Islander.
The boats were pretty well bunched at the start excepting

Rogue, which got away clear, and at once began to open
up a lead which was a long one before she reached the
first buoy, then Avoca worked up into third place, aud at
the finish of the first round caught Lilage, taking second
place. Millierounded fourth, Islander fifth, Glenowen sixth,
and Maida seventh. The time was as follows:
^ Points.
TtoBue 4 08 06 8
Lalage

, 4 In ur 7
Avoca ....4 to (8 6,

Mf'ie ...^...>..,....-...w.^i...*,i.... 4 11 0.^ 5,

Islander .i--,^...,.....^.... 4 1-3 uti 4?

Glenowen 4 14 01 .3;

Maida 4 15 03 »
The wind, which had held fairly steady in the first ronnd^

now began to die out and came in sheets, first Rogue ran
into a calm, Avoca came up and passed her and Glenowen^
which immediately on rounding the buoy had freed off and
ran up above the current, and now seemed to hold a better
wind, and ran up from sixth to first before the first buoy
was reached. Then Millie followed in Glenowen's wake, in
her turn passed the fleet, came up behind Glenowen and
passed her after rounding the spar buoy. At the finish there
was not wind enough to bring the boats in. The finish waa
as follows:

MiUie 5 05 04 Islander 5 23 C3
Gleaowen , . .5 08 07 Lalage

, 5 23 04
Avoca 5 17 05 Maida

, 5 23 08
Rogue 5 ao 0^

Place in the Ross series is determined by points, and the
standiug of the boats as the result of this race was as fol-
lows;

Is Round. 2d Round. Total.
Boffue, J. C. C, Almon.,,,,,,,,
Millie, Rev. Hv. Kittson,,,^,,.

Glenowen, Shirlev Davidson.,

.

Lalage, J. B. Abt)otD

5 13
8 13
6 12

.8 7 10
3 10
4 •8

2 8-, 4

The standing of the boats in the series is now as follows:.

Avoca
Roeue.
Islander.. ,,

Glenovven
.

.

....35 Maida jji'

....31 Millie 13
-7 Lalaee .....i,, .... ,,...,,,...10

..22 Vlola..4...4,^..t,i 9

Gravesend Bay Y. C.

BAIH BEAOH— GBAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, June 12.

The Gravesend Bay Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on June
12 over courses on Gravesend Bay and the Lower Bay. The
wind was fresh and puffy, from W. to N.W. The times
were:

Start. Finisli. Elapsed. Corrected;
Martha M S 08 40 3 5 i 40 1 4» 00 1 41 3B

'

Minnie H 2 07 50 :^ 5 4n 1 44 55 1 43 47
Ariel 2 06 90 3 50 45 1 44 '.5 1 44 95
Mag-eie P 2 07 S30 4 0 40 S t6 10 2 01 i%
Isabel 2 08 iO Disabled.
Anita 2 10 00 Did not finish.

OliASS B
Eureka 2 C6 30 3 15 42 1 F,0 12 1 .?9

Madge 2 07 00 3 51 £5 1-44 05 14^87
CLASS E

Loui-^e 1 67 10 3 51 20 1 54 20 1 S2 43!
Liz ie V.....X.. 1 57 13 3 51 35 1 fi4 J3 1 54 22;
Acoi D 2 00 CO Did not flnisb.

SOl'T. CI..AS3

Nemo 1 50 00 4 54 50 q 04 E.0 3 04 50
Yaie 1 50 00 Did not flniish.

3fFT ciiAsa
Arab 1 «6 20 4 47 45 S 01 25 2 37 15
Nomad ....^ 1 50 00 5 02 45 3 12 4H 3 1144
J.S.M ..ii... IfOOO 5 09 52 3 J9 53 3 19 58
Guide .1 5'" Oft 5 18 30 3 S8 30 3 S8 30
Sea Gull ....1 tO 00 Did not finish.

4 FT. CLASS
Kelpie 1 47 4o 4 3ii 30 3 42 .SO 2 42 80
Leia 1 50 00 5 33 2ii 3 43 23 .3 43 J8

The winners were Martha M., Minnie H. second, Eureka,
Louise, Nemo, Arab, Kelpie. Ariel and Minnie H. filed
counter- protests on measurement. The committee included
Messrs. R W. Rummell, G. P. Inslee, H. W. Pfalzgraf, J. I^
Woods and C. W. Kennedy.

The present week will see three races in New York waters:
the annual regatta of the Atlantic Y. C. on Tuesday, the
annual regatta of the New York Y. C. on Thursday, and the

Douglaston Y. C.

POBGLASTON- lONG ISLASD SOUND.
Saturday, June IS.

The annual regatta of the Douglaston Y. 0, w«8 sailed on
June 12 over th usual Sound courses, the club house being
towed out for the occasion to the mouth of Little Neck Bay
The entries were comparatively few. The 20-footers are not
yet racing, and the thirties were on New York Bay for the
day. The wind was light in the morning, the start being
postponed to 11 o'clock; but the race was sailed in a good
S. W. breeze. Mr. M. H. Clark, owner of the 20-footer Keneu
sailed his catboat Punch for the Webster cup, won by him
last year, holding it permanently through a second win
This left Shark without a competitor. The times were:

OaBXN sloops—36ft. CLASS
Lenefh. Elapsed.

Eurybia, Charles Pfyer ,,,,..40.0<! 3 14 13
Mignon, Joseph Fournier 34,16 3 O/ 5ti

OPEN SLOOPS -20ft. class.
Sbarb, Rouse & Hoyt , 19.86 3 OS 13

CAB(N KNOCKABCUTS -20FT. CLASS.
Willada, W G. Newaiau Did not finish
Margaret, E. Epersbaener 3 24 S>k

CABIN BOATS -30FT. CLASS. "

"

Leisure, F. B. Myrick
^ , 27.f)6 3 SO 23

Dosorus II
, G. P Vail ,...,mM,,,,,,,,.''i9Afi 3 lu 3o

Exonian, W. R Flemme ...'.28!0t> 3 31 12
Volsung, J. & H. L De Forest 28.55 a 07 48

CABIN CATBOATS—£5FT CLASS.
Mary S., E B. Hall 24.70 3 22 53
Mecca, H. G. Downs

. ...i^iii^i^i. t ...Did not finish.
Win or Lose, J. S Appleby 23.75 a 13 53

0PJ5N CATBOATS-30FT. CLASS.
Starling, E. F. De Levante Did not finish
Regma, W. R. Scardefleld ig.ao 3 18 06

OPEN catboats (for wbbstbk CtIP).
Punch, M. H. Clark ai.gg 3 07 35
Yiolet, G. A. S. Wiener ..19. 83 a HI oa,
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Atlantic T. C.

BAY BIDGE—NEW TOEK BAY,

Saturday, June 12.

The Atlantic Y. C. had the honor this season of opening
the racing of the larger classes, Its annual regatta being pre-
ceded by a few days by a special race for two cups offered by
Com. Gould, one for schooners and one for cutters and
sloops. In addition, the club offered prizes for the 30ft.

special class and for catboats. The schooners and cutters
sailed the outside course, from off the Hospital Islands
around the Scotland and Sandy Hook lightships and home,
going by the Spit both ways; the 30-footers sailed a special
course: down around the Spit Buoy, then around Old Or-
chard Shoal Light and home; the cats sailed around the
Spit Buoy and home.
Although the 30-footers had been specially provided for by

the club at their own request, some of them were anxious to
go out of their proper cLass and to compete with Wasp and
Syce for the Gould cup over the long course, Hera having
won this cup under similar circumstances last year. This
arrangement was objected to by the two cutters unless the
thirties were prepared to file their certificates of measure-
ment on the morning of the race, as provided by the rules.
As such certificates are not necessary when racing in theif
proper class, only Hera was provided with one, and though
she was entered for the class race, she started with the two
cutters for the Gould cup. The starters were:

SCHOOHEBS—COURSE 33 MILES.
Racinj; Length. Allowance.

Allows.
1 or

14 15

Allows.
6

31 45
41 17
43 31

Colonia, C. A. Postley tf3.i3

Emerald, J. R. .Maxwell .,.,.........91.47
Amorita, W. G. Brokaw 74.83

CUTTERS AND SLOOPS -COURSE 83 MILES.
Wasp, Lippitt Bros , 54.97
Syce, F. M. Hoyt 50. Si
Eidolon, James Weir, Jr 44,61
Akisca, George Hill.,. , ...,34.75
Acushla, J H. Hanan..., 84.00
Norota, 0. B. Burnham 41.64
Hera, E. N. Ellis 30,00

30-FOOTEKS-COUBSB 18 MILKS.
Wawa, J. A. Stillman 30.00
Vaquero HI., H. B Duryea 30.00
Musme, .J. M. Macdonough 3). 00

CATBOATS -COURSE 13 MILES.
Dorothy, J. Lazarlese 28.61
Squaw," H. S, Jewell 27.83
Qui Vive, a. A. Freelh S4.09

AllowsJ
1 08
5 58

The first meeting of Colonia and Emerald after the deep-
ening of the latter has been anticipated eagerl.y by yachts-
men, as these two yachts really represent the only racing of
the season in the large classes. The meetina; of Wasp and
Syce has also been tbe subject of much speculation and con-
jecture, the idea being prevalent that the new boat was de-
signed to beat the old one, and that she might reasonably be
expected to do so. The grounds for such expectation are not
apparent when the two boats are carefully considered.
Wasp is a remarkably fast craft, as years of sailing beside
Colonia, Emerald, Queen Mab, Gloriana and many other
yachts of different sizes and rigs has shown. Though she
has never had anything in her own class to race against ex-
cept her younger sister Gloriana, she has time and again
proved her speed near the head of a mixed fleet of
both larger and smaller yachts. She is of good
construction, with a large percentage of ballast; years
of racing have pvit her in excellent form, and dur-
ing the oast winter she has been thoroughly overhauled
and refitted^ As compared with Syce, the two have nothing
in common except length on waterline—45ft.

; Wasp is wider,
deeper, carries her lead lower, and she has about 4,300sq. ft.

of sail as compared with Syce's 3,300, an excess of about 30
per cent. That she is well able to carry it she has repeatedly
demonstrated. While the new boat has probably some ad-
vantage in weight of hull and rigging over Wasp, the latter
was really ahead of her time in this respect, and left a com-
paratively small margin for improvement. J ust why thenew
boat was expected to beat the old one off-hand is not quite
clear; but this idea helped to lend interest to the first race of
the two. Eidolon and Norota, also entered for the Gould
cup, had little chance against Wasp and Syce, but made an
excellent race with each other, being of the same class. The
S4-footer Acushla also started, and with her the new fin-keel
Akista, rigged with a leg-o'-mutton mainsail.
The wind was S. W. in the morning and the day was the

first for weeks that could be called endurable, being clear,
bright and even warm. The yachts delayed as usual off the
station at Bay Ridge, so that the committee steamer Lucken-
back had to tow a number of them to the line. The wind by
this time was S.S.W., a fairly fresh breeze. The first gun
fired at 11 o'clock, with the start for the schooners five min-
utes later. Colonia went over promptly with Amorita just
on her weather, the latter picked up and overhauled the big-
ger boat for a minute or two and tnen Colonia started away
and opened out a clear piece of water. Emerald was caught
napping by the signal at a distance below the line and had
to work up, losing several minutes; the start being from the
gun. All crossed on starboard tack, but Amorita, followed
by Colonia, soon made a hitch in toward the West Bank,
while Emerald held a long starboard tack down the bay.
The whistle for the cutters sounded at 11:10, Hera crossing

first, followed by Akista. Syce crossed to windward of
Wasp and Norota and Eidolon came after, Acushla being
handicapped. Wawa was first away of the 30-footers, fol-
lowed by Musme and Vaquero HI. Squaw led the cats over,
Dorothy making a miss of the mark-boat and being obliged
to tack again.
They went down the main channel with sheets hardened,

Coxonia leading the way, but unable to shake clear of Amo-
rita. Syce pomted high and kept to windward of Wasp in a
good position; Norota held her place ahead of Eidolon,
liong before they reached the Spit Buoy, Colonia and Wasp
had each opened up a long lead on her opponent; the times
at the turn being:

Colonia 12 11 30 Hera 13 41 30
Emerald 12 17 20 Norota 12 43 0.5

Wasp . , 12 25 56' Eidolon 12 44 00
Syce ..12 28 20

Spinnakers were now set, and the fleet ran for the Hook
witn a very light air. Amorita went in under the beach just
inside the Hook for a better breeze and ended by doing a
little spxlng plowing in the hard sand, her deep keel taking
the ground about 12:15. She soon worked off and started for
home, Emerald having meanwhile passed her.
Outside the Hook tne wind was waiting for them, and

with a clear summer sky and smooth water the day was all
that one could wish for. Emerald picked up now, and be-
fore long was abeam of Colonia, passing her to windward,
having nearly a minute lead at the Scotland. Wasp dropped
Syce very fast when once in the open water, making a hope-
less stern chase for the new boat. Before the Sandy Hook
Liightship was reached Wasp passed both Colonia and Eme-
rald, and took the lead of the fleet.
* The times at the outer mark were:

Wasp 1 56 -30

Emerald ....1 57 30
Colonia 2 06 15
Syce., ,,...3 09 00

^Ear astern of Syce came Eidolon and Norota, still sailing
a very even race; Hera was well astern of them, Akista was
pegging alone persistently in the rear, aud Acushla had
given up and gone home. The wind not only freshened, but
worked around from S.W. toN.Won the return, heading
the boats off, though the four leaders laid their course up
the Bay. With the wind still more ahead, both Norota and
Eidolon had to tack as they neared the line. Emerald made
fine finish, 5m. ahead of her rival, crossing the line iu a

good breeze. The rear boats had to beat in ail the way from
the lightship.
The only interesting event of the finish was the novel and

exciting maneuver of Eidolon in standing the markboat, a
good-sized catboat, completely ou its stern. Norota was
hunting Eidolon very closely, and safe to save her time from
the leader, Eidolon, after the last tack for the line, being to
windward, while Norota, some 50yds. astern, still stood to
clear the lee end of the line. In order to cut off Norota,
Eidolon bore down on the line and shaved so closely that her
starboard shroud picked up the masthead of the markboat.
As she was moving very fast, she sat the catboat squarely on
end for a moment, the two men aboard nearly falling out;
the boat settled down and half filled, and then righted as
the masthead slipped clear of Eidolon's shroud, This blun-
dering maneuver disqualified her and gave the race to No-
rota as a certainty, though she would have won on allow-
ance without it.

Nothing was seen of the 30-footers after they passed the Spit
in going out, but Mr. Church, who sailed Wawa, reported to
the committee that her boom had touched a mark in jibing
and thus disqualified her. The official times were:

SOHOOSEBS.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Start 11:05
Colonia 3 52 25 4 47 25 4 47 25
Emerald 3 47 55 4 42 55 4 41 48
Amorita. Withdrew.
Emerald beats Colonia 4m. 30s. elapsed time, and 5m 37s. corrected

time.
COITEBS AND SLOOPS.

start 11:10.
Wasp 3 55 03 4 45 02 4 45 02
Syce 4 11 30 5 01 30 4 55 10
Eidolon ,...,5 1115 Disqualified,
Akista 1 i * . , .i . , , . . .Not timed.
Acushla '„v. Withdrew.
Norota ...,.5 11 35 6 01 35 5 37.39
Hera , , . . . .Not timed.

Wasp beats Syce 16m. 28s. elapsed time, and lOm. 8s. corrected
time.

30 FOOTERS.
Start 11:15.

Wawa , 3 02 55 Disq'fled
Vaquero III ,,. 3 03 00 3 47 00
Musme 3 08 00 3 ai 00
Vaquero beats Musme 6m. elapsed time.

CATBOATS
Start 11:20.

Dorothy , 2 48 00 3 23 00 3 28 00
Squaw 2 54 30 3 34 33 3 28 33
Qui Vive Did not finish.
Dorolhv beats Squaw 6m. 39s. elapsed time, and 32s. corrected

time.

In spite of the light wind for a short time, the breeze was
fairly satisfactory, at times plenty of it; in fact, Syce lay
down to a marked angle as she came for the finish; the condi-
tions were such as to make the race a fair one. Emerald scored
a very creditable win after her starting handicap, and she
is evidently much faster for her longer legs and larger wings.
That Wasp beat Syce is no wonder, but there was nothing on
the surface to .account for the very bad beating, of over six-
teen minutes elapsed time. No doubt the latter will improve
with further racing, but at the same time she has been out
and under way for a month, and was considered to be in fine
racing form.
The race was managed by Messrs. N. D. Lawton, David E.

Austen and G. W. McNulty,

Model Yachting.
On June 6 the Wave Crest M. Y. C. sailed its trial races to

select a challenger for the American M. Y. C. trophy, the
race to be sailed on Labor Day. Two races were sailed, the
cour.se being }i mile to windward and leeward, the times
being:

FIRST HEAT.
Start. J!inish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Storm 2 21 52 2 37 12 0 15 20 0 15 12
Red Man No. 3 2 22 3i 2 36 55 0 14 23 0 14 22
Mercia ,'..2 22 22 2 38 C9 0 15 4r 0 ]5 27
Fatima

, 2 21 67 2 3s 40 0 16 43 0 15 56
W hite Wave ,,,3 23 10 Finished outside.
Ben Lomand 2 11 Did not finish.
Nylic 2 22 09 2 38 48 0 16 39 • 0 16 49

SECOND HEAT.
Storm 2 ,50 to 3 u2 52 0 12 52 0 13 4.1

Red Man No. 2 2 49 50 3 01 33 0 11 43 0 11 53
Mercia 2 48 20 3 01 15 0 12 55 0 12 35
Fatima 2 48 50 3 03 03 0 14 10 0 13 13
White Wave 2 50 02 Withdrew.
Nylic 2,50 02 Withdrew.
White Wave and Nylic left at starting flag, and time taken at ex-

piration of two minutes, as per rule.

Red Man II. was finally selected. The two clubs will hold
an open regatta on July 4, open to all model yacht clubs.
There will be five classes.

Canarsie Y. C.

CANABSIE- JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, June is.

The opening race of the Canarsie Y. C. was sailed on June
13 in a fresh S.W. breeze, followed b^ a heavy squall, which
broke up the race, only four yachts finishing. The times were:

CLASS 1.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Steeplejack, C.H.Kent 4 17 11 Did not finish.

Welfare, Frank Maier 4 17 06 Did not finish.
Kate, T. Hayes 4 17 20 6 Hi 43 . ., .,

Mhala, T. Northridge 4 i8 30 Did not finish.
CLASS 2.

LoUa, D. J. Brusly 4 06 00 Did not finish.

Cancet, J. Duncuff 4 13 20 Did not finish.

Caddie, E. K Karr 4 06 33 Did not finish.

Siren, F. V. McGeehan Did not finish.
Tam o' Shanter, C. J. Neilson 4 06 .55 6 02 05

CLASS 3.

So So, D. J. Briusly, Jr ^...4 01 40 Capsized.
Meteor, Com. C. O. jaerx, ........ ..,4 00 57 6 11 50 2 10 53
Lrochinvar, James Sabtn ..,.4 01 40 Did not finish.

Ideal, W. H, Sanson 4 02 01 6 11 00 2 08 00
CLASS 4.

Crest, Walter Smith , 3 53 58 Did not finish.

Wave, C. B. Fitzmorris ,

Anow, Mr. Winters , ., ,.

Hamilton Yachting^.

Two races were sailed at Hamilton on June 5, the Royal
Hamilton Y, C. giving a race for 33-footers and 15-footers,
and the Victoria Y. C. one for the 37-footers and 22-footers.

The results were:

Erma ,

Nancy.

3?FT. CLASS START 2:85.

., ,,.4 oj 58 Nadia 5 01 55
5 0120 Alert , 5 05 54

BJULiF HATERS - START 2:40,

Sothis ,. 4 2& 50 Ghost did notflnish.
Kink 5 10 18

27ft. class- sta-rt 2:30,

Hiawatha 4 00 20 Nadgy 4 22 00
Kestrel 4 03 15

22ft. CLiSS-STABT 5:35.

Koko .., 4 13 50 Zauetta 4 27 40
B>semary..., 4 lo i5 Jiciipse did aot finish
Scallawag ...,4 24 00

Minnetonka T. C.

LAKE MINNETONKA,,

Saturday, May 29.

The Minnetonka Y. C. opened its season with a special
race for four classes on May 29, sailed in a strong and puffy
northwest wind, the yachts being under two and three reefs.
Some of the new boats did not start, though ready for rac-
ing. Wizard is a new boat, designed and built by Petersen,
of Tartar fame, as is also Pyxie. Gladrene was designed
and built by her owner, Frederick Hopkins. Marie II. is a
new Dyer boat. The times were:

ONE-raters.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gladrene 3 05 00 4 47 31 1 43 31 1 42 31
Doris 3 05 00 5 10 09 2 05 09 2 05 09
Pyxie 3 05 00 5 H 38 2 08 33 8 OS 34

23ft. cats.
Katrina 3 14 00 4 57 19 1 43 19 . 1 41 11
Varuna.. ..3 14 51 Did not finish.

2]PT. SLOOPS.
Beatrice 3 14 58 5 05 01 1 50 03 1 50 03

23i'r. SLOOPS.
Wizard 3 95 00 4 58 46 1 33 46 1 33 44
Marie II 3 33 05 5 03 30 141 25 1 38 33
Kite 3 22 !i:9 5 05 04 1 43 35 1 40 56
Answer 3 21 40 Did not finish.

Varuna and Answer withdrew. Owing to a misunder-
standing as to the finish line^ the judges' boat being obliged
to change its position, Dons crossed on the wrong side of
the mark.

Brooklyn Y. C.

BATH BEACH -GBAVESBND BAY.

Saturday, June IS.

The Brooklyn Y. C. sailed its annual regatta onNew York
Bay, starting from off the club station in Gravesend Bay, on
June IS, the entries being smaller in number than usual.
The wind was light in the morning, but the course was
covered in a good S.W. breeze. The times were:

SLOOPS -3cft. class.
Length. Finish. Elapsed.

Defiance, G. L. Robinson.. .33.00 3 57 29 2 55 45
Nautilus, J. J. McCue ... U.W 4 19 33 3 17 10
Ilikato, E H.Converse .... 4 21 29 3 13 29
Kangaroo. C. H. Humphreys 31.06 4 26 57 S 83 46
Nomad, W. B. Growtage 26.07 4 55 02 3 51 17

MAINSAIL TACHTS.
Ethel, F J. Bergen 4 03 42 2 52 33

MAINSAIL YACHTS—21j!'T. CLASS.
Amaranth. Ed ward Salt 3 21 03 1 54 69
-Jennie B., G. S. Brown •• 3 10 05 1 44 05

The winners were Defiance, Ethel and Jennie B.

Hempstead Bay Y. C.

ELDER ISLAND -HEMPSTEAD BAT.

Saturday, June 12.

The Hempstead Bay Y. C. opened the season with a race
over a 10-mile course in a fresh S.W. breeze, the times being.

Start.
Brooklyn 2 16 29
Aglia 2 15 39
Sybil 2 16 13
Rambler 2 17 20
Fleet Wing 2 17 28

25pt
Beulah 3 82 33
Margri 2 23 43

Finish.
4 45 18

Elapsed.
2 28 49

Qracp 2 24 12
Dream 2 24 39

catboats,
4 48 06
5 01 17

30kt. catboats
4 35 22

2 25 34
2 41 84

3 11 10

Corrected.
2 28 49

Did not fln

DidnotflQ
Did not flu

Did not flu

2 25 .^4

2 37 a9

2 11 10
Did not fin

Buffalo Y. C.

BUFFALO—LAKE ERlK.

Saturday, June in.

The Buffalo Y. C. sailed its first pennant race on June 13,

in a fresh westerly wind, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Dorothy,,..,,,.,.., 3 00 00 4 25 10 1 25 10 1 25 10
Sybil 3 00 00 4 26 01 126 01 1 24 81

Caprice............ iS 00 00 4 41 03 1 41 08 1 36 01

Kathleen 3 00 00 4 35 40 1 36 40 1 35 48
Nerena, 3 00 09 4 41 40 1 41 40 1 37 25

Important if True.

Com. Beeriman has hinted that he will contract with the
Racine Boat Co. for the construction of a $12,000 aluminum
yacht, 65ft. racing measurement, especially to race the Can-
ada next year. He also says a wealthy Chicago man will
contract for an $80,000 steam yacht.

—

Exchange.

The Rochester Y. C. has issued a very neat little club book
for 1897; the club is now in a prosperous condition, with a
fleet of fifty-five yachts and a membership of 216,

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
EUide, steam yacht, B, B. Warren, made a trial trip on the

Hudson River on June 10, making two runs over a measured
course of one mile; up against a strong N. W. wind and high
sea, and down under the same conditions, most unfavorable
for high speed. The run upstream was made in Im. Slsec,
and the return in Im. 423^sec.

Lufra, ketch, Sir Cecil Miles, sailed from New York for
Cowes on June 10.

Intrepid, schr., has been purchased by Gen. Willoughby
Weston, former owner of Wenonah, cutter.

A new yacht club under the name, Lafayette Y. C, has
been organized in the upper part of New YorK, and will make
its station at One Hundred and Sixty-ninth street. North
River. The officers are: Com., .John McMurray; Vice-Corn.,
P. Kelly; Rear-Com., E. Eelton; Sec'y, John Martin; Fin.
Sec'y, Charles Albertson; Treas., Fred. Schwartz. The first

regatta will be held in July.

The Riverside Y". C. was compelled to postpone its special
race on June 9; though a number of yachts were present,
rain and fog made it impossible to start. The yachts of
30ft. and over will sail the race in connection with the
annual regatta on July 7; those under 30ft. will sail on
July 10.

Namouna, steam yacht, James Gordon Bennett, arrived at
the Azores on June 7 after a passage of 6 days 9 hours from
New York.

The Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia opened the season
with a review of the fleet oS the club station, Essinglon,
followed by a reception at the club house. The following
yachts were on station: Flagship Alert, schr., Com. C. A.
Griscom; Columbia, schr., Vice Com. J. D. A. Junkins; May,
steam yacht, Sara Drexel Fell; Josephine, steam yacht, P. A.
B. Widener; Christine, schr., H. A. Linte; Narounga, sip.,

R. P. White; Katharine, sip., A. N. Chandler; Acme, sip.,

F. H. Rosingarten; Saracen, cutter, C^ H. Brock; Mona, cut-
ter, Robert Barrie; Irex, cutter, M. H. Runk; Clara, sip., W.
B. Henry; Roamer, sip., H. C. Boyle; Lern Lenipe, sip., C.
H. Brock; Nurralden, sip., Alexander Barrie; Dawn, yawl,
Geo. E. Kirkpatrick; Flirt, yawl, E. H. Johnson; Keren,
yawl, C. B. Keene; Osceolo, launch, B. Pratt; Amrita, J. W.
Martin.

Mr. Ralph N. Ellis, owner of Hera, has arranged two
special sweepstakes races for the 30-footers, to be sailed on
June 23-24, the start being from off the Hempstead Harbor
mark of the Darchmont Y. C. The sweeps are §10 for each
race; if four start the second boat to save her stakes; if five

start, 30 per cent, to the second boat and third to save her
stakes.
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The. Milwaukee Y. C. Is out of the Lake Michigan Yacht-
inp Association. This action on the part of the Milwaukee
yachtpmen is clue to a cliiFere'nce over the airansements for
meeting the expenses of the annual regatta. For the past
three yearp the big regatta of the Afsociation has been held
here, the Milwaukee Club paying all the expenses. This
year the club did not want the regatta and it was fixed at
Racine. The Eacine yachtsmen felt they could not stand
the burden of expense entailed by the meet and it was de-
cided to a.o.sess each club in the Association equally to pay
the expenses. This the Milwaukees did not like, claiming
that an injustice would be done the smaller clubs if they had
to pay the same amounts that were assessed against the
larger Chicago clubs, which would be represented at the re-
gatta by a score of boats, while the small clubs might not
send but one. Their protests being of no weight, the Mil-
waukee yachtsmen decided to withdraw from theAssocia
tion.— CWcogo Times-Herald
Vencedor, recently purchased by H. M. Gillig, Larchmont

Y. 0. , was shipped from Chicago for New York on June 9.

mamg*
Atlantic Division, A. C. A,

CRTJISE AND MEET ON THE DELAWARE.
The long-looked-for river cruising meet of the Atlantic

Divi.sion is now a thing of the past, and it is safe to say that
in some respects it was a canoeing experience which those
who were fortunate enough to participate in will re-
member with unmingled pleasure, and which they will
probably pass a lifetime without an opportunity of re-

peating.
Perfect conditions of weather and height of water in the

river made it possible to carry out the whole itinerary ex-
actly as arranged, and the cruise began with the dinner at
the United States Hotel at East on, on Thursday evening,
May 27, and ended on the followine: Tuesday evening at De-
lanco with nothing but regrets that the experience might
be but beginning instead of being a thing of the past.

It was a merry party Avbich tumbled into the welcoming
portals of the hotel about 6 o'clock on Thursday afternoon,
carrying diver.sified baggage and wearing rare combinations
of cruising and traveling costumes. Rooms were soon
assigned and th^n all sat down to dinner. In the party at
this time were Harry C. Allen and Edmund C. Hill, of "the
Park Island Canoe Association, Trenton, N. J.; Robert H.
Peebles and Warren T. Berry, of the Knickerbocker C. C,
New York; Woolf=ey Carmalt. Erank C. Moore, Harry H.
Smythe, Frank G. Palmer and James King Hand, of the New
York 0. C: Robert Gilchrist, of the Bayonne C. C, Bayonne,
N. J.; M. de M. Marsellus, of the lanthe C. C, and Arthur
W. Corning, W. S. Benson and Halbert E. Payne, of New
York; Wendel Andreas, of the Bogota B C, Bogota, N. J.;

Frederick B. Lewis, of New York, and Joseph Edward Mur-
ray, Vice-Commod ore of the Atlantic Division, withMaurice
D." Wilt and Will K. Park, all of the Red Dragon C. C, Phil-
adelphia.
The evening was spent amid the glories of the circus, but

it would be difficult to say whether the performance in the
rings or the fun on a certaitt portion of the inevitable blue,
back-breaking slat seats was the most exhilarating
Every ope was under covers at 11 o'clock, however, and

when the call came at 6 the following morning, all tumbled
down with a healthy appetite and the keenest anticipation of
the day's enjoyments that were to come.
We "left the hotel at 7 o'clock, with the top of the 'bus

which was to carry us over to Phillipsburg piled high with
"bags, bundles, cameras, paddles, etc., and soon we were by
the river bank. In an hour all the canoes at the different
railroad stations in Phillipsburg had bfeen gathered together
and at half-past 8 o'clock we were off. Two unfortunates,
Andreas and Lewis, whos5 canoe was delayed somewhere
between New York and the start, were left in the throes of a
long distance telephone box, finally giving up the fight and
joining us at Frenchtown in the evening.
With three cheers for Phillipsburg, the twelve canoes

pulled out from shore and we headed for the first rapid, a
pretty little piece of fast water just below the city.

Mr. Marsellus and Mr. Corning found that their long-un-
used boat was leaking badly after this drop had been made,
and when an. unsuccessful attempt to tighten by swamping
her for a couple of hours had been made, but with no success,

we moved on.
The twelve canoes comprising the fleet were, with two ex-

ceptions, all open boats and proved to be well adapted for

the conditions met with on this joiirney.

More perfect weather coiild not be imagined than we ex-
perienced the first and second days of our run. Cool enough
to paddle in a sweater, even under the midday sun, and
with that same cooling breeze astern wafting us gently
toward our dei^tination, is it any wonder that the spirits of
all rose until, lining up the cano s across stream, good old
"Australia" and "Parmer's Boy" went lustily resounding
through the old hills of the Delaware Valley, scaring the
natives into.long lines of gaping wonderers at the absolutely
novel sight on those, or, indeed, on any waters.
Many were the incidents of that day. To recount them

would be impossible. New songs and wonderful variations

of old ones, oriental dance music from tin-cup cymbal and
top-strake drumheads, made weird effects not altogether
lacking in humor. Then, too, gunner Park, with his tiny
air rifle, would occasionally dart shoreward, and we know
that another feathered songster was about to pass away.
That was only what we thought, however, for the birds
stopped singing only for a moment to tiu-n their heads in
wonder at the hartnless popping going on beneath. Many
of them indeed followed him down stream, chipping a pretty
plaintive request to make it go again.
Our usiial manner of going down stream was to keep

within 100 or at least 200ft. of each other at all times when
paddling, and although this was subject to some variations,

It was nevertheless the rule and a very good one. Approch-
ing a fall or rapid, Mr. Allen, whom we dubbed our pilot,

and a good one he was, went in first, and in a long line the
rest followed. Nothing prettier or more novel could be im-
agined, than to get a good position well down thS line, and
watch the men in front slowly dip, dip in the falls, then
tumble about and finally pass out of sight as it came to your
turn to be watchful, and heed the tumbling waters and
many hidden rocks about. Or again to get through first,

and jratting about when in still water once more, watch the
others with a better view, picking their way bravely through
the seething waters of the rapid.

That day we dined well at Riegelsville, close by the river

shore, in a good old fashioned inn, which indeed, with one
exception, was the only variety we found along the river.

The proprietor was the clerk and porter and anything you
pleased, looking his best when he leaned with outstretched
arms and his broadest smile behind the high har in his own
tap-room, as we frequently saw him through the slatted

green screen which barred the entrance. The guidwife Avas

cook, and of course the boys fared well at her generous
hands.
Well, there was a half hour's smoke after dinner in an ele-

vated pavilion by the river bank, and once more we were in
the canoes and "off for our night's stopping place, French-
town, on the New Jersey side of the river Once more did
the favoring winds follow us, and when the afternoon wore
on and the chances of good water for a respectable distance
seemed good, we brought the canoes side by side and hoisted

the little sail, which had fortunately been brought along by
the human crustacean of the party, who had by this time
donned enough of his bright boiled color to identifv the
species, and thus we howled down the river, even getting
brave enough now and then to do a light, rapid side by side,

much to thp distress and discomfort of the canoe9> which were
tai^dem and had very little freeboard.
We had manv novel and agreeable experiences on the run,

but it is doubtful if any were as much appreciated as this

comfortable method of progress down the river, withthenext
man within touching distance, and every one on the cruise
within hail when he was not asleep.

Wp reached Frenchtown at 5 o'clock, and were soon quar-
tered for the night, our boats well up on the river bank and
our precious duflle stowed in a convenient freight house.
Some of the boys went ofl: for a swim, some quietly changed
togs at the hotel, and in an hour we were down to supper of

wonderfully good, quick-disappearing chicken. Finally de-

licious strawberries, which with the richest cream and layer
cake that was six-ply, soon nut every one easily into a chair
on the porch for an hour, while with fragrant pipes we con-
templated a rosy world andwi.shed for nothing but a lifetime
of days like the one then passing away.
The evening was spent around the boats by the river shore,

answering many questions as to our destination, the weight,
cost, speed, safety and fun of our craft; and while there
Messrs, Marsellus and Corning loomed up in the dusk with
their canoe in good shape, and our party was once more com-
plete.

At 30 o'clock everybody was in bed, for unused muscles
made even the easy nineteen miles of the day seem a bit

wearvi n er.

The following morning at 6 found us all scurrying for first

place in the dining room, where a .lolly breakfast was eaten,

and we were off again for the river. At 7:15 we took our
paddles, and with three cheers and a tiger for the town
where we had been so hospitably treated, we were ofl;.

Again did the favoring breezes waft us onward and down-
ward, and again did we get side by side, and with our soli-

tary l ittle sail do the level stretches in rare comfort, only dis-

turbed by the "Breakaway!" of the Commodore, when the
roar of water ahead bade us get our positions in line for
some more excitement.

"This morning we were to take our first serious bit of falls.

Bull's Island Dam, and it was lively work, two of our mem-
bers, more daring than the rest, coming through in that
altogether unprecedented and nutre. manner, side on. To be
sure, the style gives you little freeboard if you are still in

the boat after it is all over, but it is very exciting and made
us all hold our breath for a minute or two.
At noon we were at Lambertville, which every rlverman

knows, because immediately below it lies the highest falls

on the river. Wells'. As soon as we were ashore and our
canoes left in the care of some fi.sherTuan on a little island
near the town, we all walked down the half mile to the head
of the falls. There they lay . tumbling and sending up a
roar which perhaps made some of us wish that we were
safely through it, and this especially after our pilot had an-
nounced that we would surely go through. At dinner that
day the conversation was somewhat serious, and the hoys
felt that there was work ahead in a place that has claimed
manv a victim in boats and men.
When we out off that afternoon everything was well

locked in. With knees braced stoutly against thwarts, with
firmly-gripped paddles and tightly-pressed lips, we followed
the leader into the roar and tumble of waters about Wells',
and to their credit and the confusion of the disaster-predict-
ing natives who lined the bank, be it recorded that all came
through without mishao. To be sure, there was water in
most of the boats, and there had been bumps and a couple
had been hung un for a brief but awful moment or two, but
then we were still all keel down, and when the mile of rapid
rock-bri.'tling watershad been passed everybody .stood be.side

the bumboat and a congratulatory round of grog was drunk
to our very good luck.
That afternoon was a long, easy paddle with a destination

that put vigor into the arms of the voyagers For were we
not to pass the night in that paradise of canoedom. Park
Island? W. C. Lawrence, a member of the Park Island
Canoe Association, who had come up to Frenchtown the
night before, was with us now, and occasionally said some-
thing about the possibility of getting a taste of the shad, for
which we saw them fishing everywhere, on the island that
nisht, and then you could see the hungry bcits shoot ahead,
only to get a fresh impetus when the recollection would
wear off and they found themselves back again near Law-
rence and his agonizing hints.
A little after 5 o'clock we rounded a bend in the river, and

there lay the bright little isle with its snowy tents, and fig-

ures waving us their welcome from the bank.
We ^ere ashore at 5:30, and then it was a handshake all

around with the jolliest and most hospitable crew who wield
the paddle—the members of the P. I. C. A. Here were Gilk-
eson, Packer, Anderson, Lucas, Fritz, and Allen and Hill
who were with us, and later, ex-Com. Dorland, all old friends
and good ones.
Soon they had us assigned to tents, which, with blankets

and cots, had all been provided by their thoughtful commit-
tee. And then when the shadows were beginning to
lengthen, the tired paddlers sat down to the most glorious
array of planked shad ever gotten together outside of Glou-
cester in the State of New Jersey. Diagonally across the
cosy room of their island club house stretched the long table,
and the inspirations of bygone times under these old rafters
must have come to some of the older members as the fun be-
gan, and the gleaming good will of healthy men who have
diupd well made the banners on the walls tremble for joy.

Well, all good things come to an end, though they threat-
ened to last indefinitely, at least so far as the Vice-Commo-
dore and Moore were concerned, nn6 we were made up into
a party of investigation to do the rounds of the island, and
watch the rays of the setting sun as it mellowed the waters
of the river, and gave us the promise of another clear day on
the morrow.
Soon it was dark, and then the camp-fire was lit. Its

warmth was grateful to the sweatered cruisers who sat
around and watched its leaping blaze, and soon it warmed
them into the good old A. C A. songs, and made every man
grateful for the shelter and hospitable hands into which the
wayfarers bad fallen that night
In anticipation of a long paddle before us on the morrow,

"taps" was sounded at 10, and in an hour every man was
under canvas, wrapped in generous blankets and the good
sound sleep of the weary.
Next morning we hreakfa.sted, and at 8 o'clock tumbled

into the boats and stood by for a tremendous and hearty
cheer for the Park Island men, which must surely rever-
berate in those regions for a long time to come.
We had an escort of three Trenton canoes through the

last bit of rapid water we met, and when they left us below
Trenton, we settled down to the paddle which was to Vjring
UB to our final camp site, Delanco. We soon found that we
had a heavy head wind to contend with that day, and to
this, at Florence, was added a flood tide that made good
muscles, by this time hardened for the task, bend as they
urged the boats onward.
We lunched lightly on tea and sandwiches at Florence,

and a half-hour's smoke by the shore was terminated by the
Vice-Commodore's cry of "Tumble down, everybody," and
we made our final start.

The ever-freshening southwest wind soon made us wish
for help; and, as if iu answer to our prayer, came the boom
of a cannon and quickly we were in the mid.st of Red Dragon
men. with launch, yawl and 15-footer, and then friendly tow

lines ppt at rest all doubts as to our ability to get in ca,mp m
time for dinner, and at 5 o'clock we had every canoe in line

on the Delanco beach and the cruise was over.

The camp at Delanco was a comfortable one, made so by
a beautiful situation, good accommodations and an excellent

mess, under the charge of Mr. A. S. Fenimore, of the camp
site committee. That nmht there was a jolly camp-fire, and
the following morning, Monday, we all turned out in prime
condition to enjoy the quiet rest of a day in camp.
Races were proposed at an informal meeting, and finally

abandoned in favor of a day's recuperation after our three

days' journey, and we were again blessed by a joyous, cool

breeze which made warm clothes comfortable and even
necessary. Durini? the morning the camp was honored by a
visit from Henry M. Dater, ex-division purser. In the after-

noon we learned of the fate of Messrs. Wilkin. Pinckney,
Vernon and Eastmond, of the Brooklyn C. C, who were de-

layed in starting, and only got as far as Park Island, to re-

turn home from there on Monday.
Again came the night's camp-fire, and again the early

retiring to cot and blanket.
Tuesday was bright and fair, but witli the afternoon came

a heavy wind and rainstorm, making things lively for an
hour. We broke camp, and the very successful experiment
of a river cruise and meet was all over, and universally
admitted to be successful.
Better than all was the promise of a good representation

at this year's general meet in August, for the universal re-

mark as the last good-bys were said was: "See you at

Grindstone."

With Berry in the Bow.
WITH APOLOGIES TO MISS JOHNSON.

On the recent Atlantic Division cruise my friend, who,
with myself made up one canoe crew, were the sole survivors
of that first memorable cruise of the Division, which was
held in '88. immediately after the subdivision of the A. C. A.
Having also attended all of the subsequent camps, I feel

competent to write of its relative merits. This year, being
blessed with a commodore of conspicuous ability, a commis-
sary general to match, favorable weather, and a "soldier's

wind," which followed us aspersistently as did Mary's lamb,
it seems to me a man would be an unconscionable kicker
who would cavil at such a combination.
To many of us rapid running was both a novelty and a

revelation, and 1 may safely say that in one particular it was
so to both veteran and novice alike. I refer, of course, to the
startling innovation of one of our party—in consideration of
whose well-known modesty I will designate as Mr. Plus.
For did not he—and right here I would bespeak for him a
niche in the temple of fame—conceive the daring plan of

running the rapids under sail? No one of our little band, I

feel assured, will ever seek to strip the laurels from his
brow while the memory of that second day's cruise shall

linger. Shall we ever forget how twenty men in eleven
canoes floated abreast through the long golden hours, drink-
ing in the river views (with occasional shifts to something
stroneer), all the while propelled by a five-mile current and
Mr. Plus's sail a4sq. ft,).

It may not have been war, but it was magnificent. Loung-
ing there in the bottoms of the boats, watching the fleecy

clouds sailing overhead, or anon observing the indefatigable
Nimrod of the party sparing the song-birds on either bank
with unflagging zeal and a small-bore repeater. It did seem
as though the laws of chance must eventually impel some
chippv to fly into the leaden hail—but no. The Dragoons,
too. aft'orded us much innocent amusement, for though
them-selves chevaliers sans %)6ur, their boat at the very out-
set "took water" so copiously as to necessitate a delay of

several hours while she swelled. But thev pluckily caught
us at Frenchtown, our stopping-place for the night.

While I am telling tales out of school I might relate their
thrilling adventure of the following morning: We novices
had heard much of the dangers of Bull's Island Dam, a,nd

when we reached it the Dragoons, evidently unable to agree
upon who should have the honor of going through first,

compromised in going through abreast. Whether by design
or accident we shall probably.never know, but right through
the "foamer" they went, broadside on, with results that can
be easily imagined, and although they filled their boat they
cleverly avoided capsizing. All who witnessed this maneu-
ver, while conceding its originality, seemed inclined to ques-
tion its utility.

We stopped for lunch at Lambertville, where we found
Wells's Falls to be as formidable in fact as in reputation.

To carry or not to carry was the question, and after a careful
inspection from shore, "we decided that it could be run, and
run it was by every one, and though many of us bumped and
thumped upon the rocks, we all got through without mis-
hap. Another party of canoeists followed a day behind us,

elected to dodge Bull's Island Dam and carry around Wells's
Falls, but then we were merely novices, and you know
"Fools rush boldly in," etc.

The close of this delightful second day brought us to Park
Island, the home of hospitality and planked shad, where we
stopped for the night; and it was here that we made the ac-

quaintance of Christopher Colombo, who never left us for

the remainder of the trip. That wewere royally treated goes
without saying, and next morning when we left we were
escorted through Trenton Falls by several members. But
now we were on tide-water, and the conditions which had hith-

erto been unusually favorable, was changed, and with tide

and wind against us, when five miles from Delanco. we wel-
comed the arrival of the secretary-treasurer's launch, which
took us all in tow to camp, where we spent Decoration Day
very pleasantly, missing no meals at a mess that left nothing
to be desired. By next morning most of the members had
left for home, among whom were the cruising partners of

Mr. Plus and myself; and we, having some time to consume,
organized a little side trip to round out the week. The cap-

tain of the Alicia took the bow thwart of Mr. Plus's canoe
and I secured the Young Stentor in a like capacity, and at
about noon of the following day, after shipping our surplus
duffle home, we went on to TrentDn, where, at our hotel, we
had the pleasure of receiving a few of the Park Island men
whom we were fortunate enough to encounter. Next morn-
ing, armed with the necessary permits and a tin horn, we
launched our boats upon the Delaware and Raritan Canal,
and it was quite an experience to see the bridges swung and
the locks opened through the magic of our permits, which
granted such privilegs to "Canal Boats A. and B., Captains
P and M., loaded light."
We paddled and sailed (same sail) for about five miles on

the Fourteen Mile Level, then the man in the much-ma-
ligned red shirt suggested towiug, a suggestion which our
energetic quartette caught at like drowning men. So, tying
the boats together, with oneman steering, the Young Stentor
trotted off in fine fettle. Intelligent reader, when in such-
like circumstances, always tow. The "mule's" work is not
arduous, for with one end of a 30ft. painter fastened about
4ft. from the bow, and the other to a 3ft, stick which is car-

ried behind the back in the hollow of the arms, you will find

that you can walk her along at a good rate, for the boat's
resistance can be counted as,nit. The inevitable mile posts
were found to be invaluable, as they allotted the labor on an
equitable basis, and in no case in changing mules was the
intelligent animal known to overstep his "finish" by 1ft,

The work of towing is less than that of paddling, with the
additional advantage that three of the party are always
loafing. This feature I know will commend the plan to all

real canoeists.
As the numTjer thirteen had seemed to pursue us on the

trip, we unwittingly disembarked at a bridge of that num-
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ber to buy a lunch at the store near by. Two canal boats
were just approaching. At the tow-path opposite another
path diverged at a tangent up-hill, which was not noticed
by the captains, who were enjoying a sociable chat, with
their boats and mules abreast. At the meeting of the wsys
the canal-ward mules crowded the inshore ones, which si arted
them up-hill across country, and when their owner discov-
ered his predicameut I think he placed us in possession of his
candid opinion of those mules without any mental reserva-
tions.
As we were embarking here a resident came down the bank

and presented the writer with a tract, whereat bis ribald
companions claimed that the old gentleman was gifted with
great intuition, they also brutally said that he had promptly
recognized in me the only member of our party in need of
such nourishment. At bridges 15 and 16 we were held up by
t heir keepers, who in both cases were women, who inflexibly
insisted upon the letter of the law.' They had to read the
permits and l alled attention to the fact that our 401b. boats
with a 14ft. sail were a menace to the structure. It is a
curious fact that not one man along our route asked for
OUT permits. I don't know whether there is any moral to
this.

At Kingston, fourteen miles from Trenton, after locking
through we carried the boats down the bank and launched
them upon the Millstone Paver, which is a little s-em. At
this stage of the water there were no rapids. There are
about four dams, however, with easy carries around t.bein.

The trees overarch, making a veritable paradise for the
landscape painter and photographer. The tree forms are re-

markable and the river is so thoroughlyprotected from wind
that the reflections .tre mirror-like Its banks are desprted
and the animals along its course ''are so unacquainted with
man" their wildness was shocking to me.

It was here in the late afternoon, on one of the lonely
reaches of the river, that we came tipon a herd of about forty
young steers, or, as our friend in the other boat stoutly main-
tained, young bulls. The animals evinced much curiosity
at: our passage, and began to follow us along shore, finally
breaking into a canter. To stir them up a bit, I began to
wave my red-clad arms and shout at them, when suddenly
the other boat, without warning, ran upon a gravel bar, and
swung broadside-on to the evident consternation of one of
its occupants, who protested that it was do joke, and de-
7nanded to know, with much heat, if we wanted to stampede
the brutes and have him trampled to death? Whereat we
other three only laughed like demon«, although I presume
the threatened danger seemed very real to our wrought-up
friend. Each of us has his Tjete noir. and his was "bulls."
Reaching Millstone shortly after, we decided to stop there

for the night, as it was growing dusk, and we expected to
meet another dam shortly. The hotel accommodations we
found to be but tolerable—the sole exception of the trip.

Starting early next morning, we killed a copper-head snake
that we caught crossing the river. We intercepted it and
dispatched it after a wicked fight, on a gravel bar where it

took refuge. It required several good licks from a paddle to
bring about its quietus. Soon after, we reached the Raritan,
where, several miles below, we were surprised at encounter-
ing another dam, with a difficult and long carry around a
masonry wall. Safely past this, we sailed through the shal-
lows to New Brunswick, where, after shipping our canoes,
we took a swim up shore in the icy waters of the Raritan.
Then after doing the town we started for Xew York, where,
over a good dinner, we toasted the Commodore and all the
good fellows who were potent factors in the success of our
trip.

And right here I should like to express my appreciation
of my young cruising companion's willing assistance and
vinfailing good humor. Tlie absence of some who were
li-iturally expected to attend caused some comment, but in
no way marred the trip, as the loss was entirely theirs.
Aside from our individual gain in happiness and health, the
trip resulted in an addition of six new members to the
Division.
And now in the retrcspect, how much more profitable a

cruise like this appears when compared with the ordinary
camp—the ever-shifting panorama of new faces and places
being found an effectual safeg.uard against ennui; and when
at length your cruise draws to a successful close, and you
look upon your bronzed and healthy face, and feel your
muscles, grown as hard as nails, you'll probably exclaim
with the writer, "Encore!"
Before parting with the boys, I would have them join me

iu one verse more of the delectable "Christopher Colombo":

While cruisiDg down ttie Delaware

The A. C. A. got frightened;

For every pair were well aware
Their boats should all be lightened.

But we were coached, as we approached,

Each rapid that was risky

;

While in despair each breathed a prayer,

The most of us breathed whisky.

Chorus Such cruising ne'er was found— oh,

In all the world around—oh;
For every man the rapids ran,

And not a soul was drowned—oh

!

Robert H. Peebles.

Toronto C. C.

The season's programme of the Toronto C. C. has been
drawn up as follows:
June 19—Handicap sailing, open to csmoes, all classes.
June 26—Handicap sailing, paddle and sail only, novice,

single-blade paddling.
July 3—Annual regatta. Events: No. 1, junior singles;

No. 3, open singles; No. 3, handicap fours; No. 4, crab race;
No. 5, open fours; No. 6, ladies' and gent's tandem; No. 7,

open tandem; No. 8, tug-of-war, four in canoe; No. 9, hurry-
snurry; No. 10, handicap tandem; No. 11, upset race; No. 13,
tiltmg tournament.
July 10—Handicap sailing, classes 1 and 2 B.
July 17—Camp at Toby.
July 24—Junior double-blade (Commodore's gold medal);

handicap tandem, double-blade tandem and handicap fours.
July 31—Handicap sailing, open to all classes, Champion-

ship Toronto Bay.
Sept. 4 -Pall club regatta. Events: No. 1, international

truphy race; No, 2, tandem championship; No. 3, single-blade
championship; No. 4, handicap fours.

Sept. 11—Handicap sailing, class B.
The regatta committee for 1897 includes Messrs. D. H. Mc-

Dougall (chairman), Harry Page, R. M. Bertram, George A.
Howell and George Walter Begg (secretary).

Canadian Militia Shooting Rifle.

Mk. Frank H. Risteen, of FrederictoD, N. B , whose moose stories
have turned the attention of many big-game hunters to the Provitce
aad agsiavated others who could not go. is not only a good hunter
and spoinsman. but also a rattling good rifle shot. A late issue of the
Fredericion Daily Herald, in commeniina- on this gentleman's fhoot-
iDg in the first matcu of ihe Canadian Mihtary Rifle League, tells of
his nresklng all previous records on the Fredericton range ac 209,
5t0and COOyds. by rolling up the score of 96 out of a possible 1D5.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our

column.i continuously for almost a quarter century.

If you want your ?hoot to be announced here
send In notice llKe the following:

FIXTURES.
June 17-20.— Anaconda. Mont.-Thirteenth annual tournament of

the Sportsmen'.'^ AssociatioD of the Northwest and foorih annual
tournament of the MontaU" State Scoftsmen's Association, under the
auspices of the Anaconda Gun Club; $i,i500 added. C A Tuttle, Sec'y.
June 38.—OoDBN, 111.—Pecond annual tournament of the Ogden

Cun Club. Wm. McKinlpy, Sec'y.
June 29-25.—Ojl City, Fa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania State Spcrtsmen's A.ssociation, under the auspices of
the Oil City Gun Club. Targets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 2.5 live bjrds per man, $25, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H G. Reeser, Sec'y, OU City, Pa.
June .30.—Bridgbport, Conn.— "Third tournament of the Connecticu

Trap-Shooters' Association, under the auspices of the Bridgeport
Gun Club.

.luly 1.— Shebbrooeb, Quebec.—Shertarooke's grand atnual. Inan-
imates. Open to all amateurs. C. H. Foss, Sec'y, Sberbrooke, P. Q
July 5.—Ottcmwa, la —All-day shoot of the Octumwa Gun Club.

Open to all.

July 5.—Buffalo, N. Y.— All-day invitation target shoot of the
Bison Gun Club 0. H. Werlin, 'ec'y, 16 J4 Broadway, Buffalo.

July 5.

—

Lincoln, Neb —All day shoot of the Capital City Gun
Club. Targets and live birds. R M. Welch, Sec'y.

•July 7-8.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of tbe Trap-Shooters'
LeaguB of Indiana, under tlie auspices of the liimited Gun Club.
Royal Robinson, Sec'y.

j'uly 14-15.—New Haven, Conn.—Tournament of the Interstate As-
ociation, under the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y-
July iO-l'i.—Fma Bluff. Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association. Added money announced
later. Paul R. Lilzke, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 20-23.—Clear Lake, la.— First annual Indian Wcif shoot.

Three days targets; one day live birds. $500added. For programmes
and particulars write to C. M. Grimm, Ciear Lake, la.

July 21-23.

—

Crawfordsville, Ind.-Toiunament ot the Trap-Shoot-
ers' League of ludiana, under the auspices of the CrawfordsvtUe
Qvm CluVj, Ch8s. E Lacey, Sec'y.

July !^'3.—Meajdville, Pa.— Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.

July (last wt»ek).—Mitchell, S. D.—Tournament of the W.J. Healey
Hardware Company.
Aug. 4-5.—Lewiston, Me.—Tournament of the Interstate Associa-

tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Aug. 4-5.—Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind.—Indiana Mineral Springs

tournament Ben O Bush, Manager.
Aug. 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.—Tournament of the R. A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 18-19.—Wabsaw, lod.—Tournament of the Lake City Gun

Club. W. A. Wineberer, Sec'y.
Aug-. 19.

—

Warben, O. — Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio Border Gun League. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. i:5-a6.— MoNTPBLiER, Vt.—Toumament of the Interstate Asso-

ciatioa, undt>r the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sepc 6.—Mbriden, Conn.—Third annual Labor Day tournament of

the Parker Gun Glub.
Sept. ]5-lti.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate

Association, under the auspices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Sept. 28- ;y.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shooters'

League of lndii<na, under tbe auspices of the Limited Gun Club.
Roval Robinson, Sec'y.

Oct. 6-8.—Newbuegh, N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gunacd Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

Oct. 13-14.— Qreensbubg, Ind.—Shooting tournamentof the Greens-
burg Gun Club. Web. Woodtill, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send ttieir scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.
Ties J)i all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported.
Mail all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, SIS
Broadway, JSIew York.

The Pennsylvania State shoot is booming awav up. At Auburn
last week we neard little else but "Cleveland and Oil City." The fact
that Elmer Shaner is to manage the shoot has much to do with its

popularity, for it is well known that Elmer is about "as good as they
make 'eni" when It comes to running a tournament. Looking over
ihe programme, it will be noticed by those who understand such
things that Elmer has no snap on hand; State shoots with a diversity
of events are never easy to handle, rerpjiring considerable executive
ability and "lots ot help" to make things run smoothly. To make it

clear (in case there is any di'Ubt on the point) we will state again ihat
the big live-bird event is open to all, nobody barred. Here is what
Secretary Reeser, of the Oil City Ciuta, says, in a letter dated June 11:
"Pulford, Brewer, Heikes, Gilbert, Lindsay, Shoop, of Harrisburg,
and Burnham, of New York, have already sent out their shells, aad
the freight agent just 'foned me that he had a half a carload more, so
judging from thai, some of Che boys expect r.o do some shooting. I
guess it is generally understood that our special handicap shoot is

open to the world, but it mighc do no harm to state ihai fact in your
next issue, as some shooters may possibly think it is only a State
affair.

Mr. E. Hough, our Chicago correspondent, sends us the following
item: "A sad accident occurred at National Park, Milwaukee, this
week. A trap shooting match was in progress on the shooting
grounds, which are unfortunately so laid cue that the line of fire

c osses the circular bicycle path Dr. C H Richier was just in the
act of firing when a young man by the name of Scott, a son of Dr.
Scott, of Milwaukee, came scorching by on his bicycle. Apart of the
charge of shot struck Scott in the face, destroying his left eye and
cutting up his cheek. The accident will put a damper upum the
suo'iiing at the park unless a different arrangement of the grounds
be made, as the bicyclers are always pas&ing by and are always in

danger as the track now lies."

On June 4 Yale Dolan made the great run of 84 live birds straight.
Tne circumstances surrounaing tbe case were these: Mi'. I/olan was
hhoofing in a four-handed match, 100 live b rds per man, on the River-
ton Gun Club grounds, .30yds. rise, 30yds. boundary, with an 18in. wire
fence to mark the boundary. His P'ad was as follows: aj^drs.
Schulize, one card, one pmk-edge, ou6% white felt and anotn.er pink-
edge, with 13402. of No. 7 shof in a TJ. M. C Trap shell. He started in

pobriy by losing his olh, l4th, I5th and 16th birds, the three latcer all

dropping dead out of bounds, isut these tour were all that he lost, as
he went out with an untinished run of 84, a most remarkable piece of
work, as tlie birds were good aad a strong wind was blowing across
the grounds.

The Springfield (Mass.) Shooting Assoeiafcion will hold a targe
shoot on June z2. The programme is a popular one; Four 10 targe
events, five 15-target events, and one 25-targei event. All purses wil
te divided into four moneys under the Rose system. Any one can
shoot "for targets only."

We have received a communication from the W. J. Healey Hard-
ware Company, of Mitchell, S D., stating th^t it has decided to post-
pone its shoot, advertised for the ilrst week in July, untd the last week
ot that month. The exact dates are not yet settled.

The regular monthly cup shoot o? the Brooklyn Gun Club will be
held OU Saturday next, June 19. The groimds arejat the terminus of
the King's County Elevated railroad. All are welcome.

Worse weather for trap-shooting than that which favored the New
York State shoot we have seldom neen caUed upon to face. Yet not-
withstanding all tbe unpleatantness, the shooi was a success from A
to Z.

Jim Elliott gives the "champions" lots to think and talk about in
his letter, which we pubUsh tuis week. Jim is after scalps sure
enough-and he'll get some, tool

A gun rlub has been organized at Warwick, N. Y , with the follow,
ingliscof oiacera: President. John B. Rodgers; Vice President, C.
W. Wissner; Secretary, John M. Servln ; Treasurer. J. A. Ogden. Mr.
W. 8. Lines is the club's captain, and ftiessrs. F. Dunning, W. C. Ea-
ger, and W. S. Lineaactag iistrpsteea,

The "$500 added" at the Indian Wolf shoot at Clear Lake, la., July
20-?3 (not June SO-98, as we had it last week), will he added bv the fol-
lowing "Heap Big Chiefs:" Chief Daso (C. W. Budd), Heap Talk (Fred
Gilbert, Clean Stick (Chan Powers), Buffalo Hump (Frank Parmalee),
Moon-in-tbe-face (C. JI. Grimm), High ball (McMurcby), Des-Cbree-
Shos-Ka (Jack Parker), High Kick (Dick Merrill), Lightning (Tom
Marshall), No Talk (Loomis), and Budweiser (Lou Erhardt). Well,
sir, if lherf> isn't a pow-wow at Clear Lake next July, we don't know
anything at all.

On Saturday, .Tune Se, the regular monthly handicap shoot for the
E C. cup will be held at the Bergen County Gun Club's grounds,
Hacken.=ack, N .J. On tbe same day and at the same time a team
race between th» home club and the Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey
City, will be decided. This insures a good shoot and lots of it.

We have been asked to call attention to an error in the Pennsy/
vania State programme, which occurs on page 89. The error is in the
condition'' of the Harrisburg team trophy, the programme stating
that it will be shot at known angles; this is a mistake; as all events
will be at unknown angles.

Mr. George Beck, of Indianapolis, Ind., met a severe defeat at the
hanas of Mr. C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, la . in the Du Pont trophy
shoot la=t week. Under 80 per cent, is not Mr. Beck's true average
by an.v means; the score shows that McVey was clearly oE, while
Dago Chief was right in it. Such is fate.

Conny Furgueson held his end up well in the Dean Richmond
trophy shoot at Auburn. N. Y., on Friday last. He scored 13 out of
15, his father and W. H. Lair each accounting for only 11 apiece.
Conny is only just fifteen years of age and should make an excellent
live-bird shot with a few more years of experience.

George A. Mosher, of the Syracuse Armg Co., was the only shooter
in the optional sweep on the Dean Richmond trophy on Friday last to
score 15 straight. Thus a nice little sum went into George's pocket,
and he smiled.

The Rochester, N. Y., Rod and Gun Club held its annual meeting
on June 4. and elected the following officers for 1897-8: President,
E C. Mpyer; Vice President, Dr. J. S. Weller: Secretary, T. R Qrif-
fltb

;
Treasurer, S. B. Williams; Auditor, Wm. F. Brinsmead; Histo-

rian, J. P. Pulsifer.

Ferd Van Dyke carried off flr«st honors in the Interstate shoot at
Monroe, La., June 9-10, with Sb-H breaks ou^ of 400 shot at, an average
of S0.7. J. A Jackson, of Austin, Tex., was close up with S6i breaks,
an average of 90 5.

W. Ross, of Elizabeth, N. J., flew at too higli game lastWednesday,
June 9, when he tackled Geo. S. McAlpin in a 100-bird race. Possibly
Mr. Ross realizes that fact, too.

S. A. Tucker, of the Parker Gun Company, was in this city to-day.
Mr Tucker expects to remain East for a few weeks, and promises to
meet us at Montpelier, Vt., next August.

New Haven. Conn., is going to make its Interstate Association's
shoot a dandy. The dates are July 14-15; it is worth while to remem-
ber them.

The Capital City Gun "Club, of Lincoln, Neb., will hold an all-day
shoot, July 5. Both targets and live birds will be used.

June 15. Edward Banks.

Rhode Island Trap-Shooting Association,
Providence, R. I., May 20.- In the handicap event which took place

to da.y on the grounds nf the Rhode Island Trap-Shootirig Associa-
tion, F. I. Greener won first prize, Wesley Richards second, W. H.
Sheldon third, P H Randell fourth, Amos Arnold flf'h, and R. C.
Root sixth. In connection wiih this event the W-A silver powder keg
was won for the second time by F. I. Greener. He must win it but
once more to be permanently entitled to the trophy.
The wind blew quite strong across the traps, making the targets

fast and erratic. This made the scores below the average. Scores:

Events: 1 8 3 4 5 or 7 8 9 10
Targets: IS 10 S5 85 10 10 10 25 10

3 17 16 4 7 10

14
7

10 16 20 9
'&

6 4
5 14 7
7 18 5
9 26 21 'b 7

10 4 8
6 14

W Sheldon....,, ., 5 is
35

6
7

t)

17
17

8
5

7

4
14
11

U
7

F Fisk 5 9
7

6

F Arnold ,

Frank Cory 9 6

Nos. 8 and 5 aere unknown angles; No. 10, 5 pairs regular angles;
Nos. 1, 8, 4, 6, 8 and 9, regular angles; No. 4 was the E. C. handicap
powder event.
May S7.—A large number of shooters assembled on the grounds of

the Rhode Island Trap Shooting Association Thursday afternoon to
witness and take part in the events. The chifif attraction was the
team shoot between the Pawtuxet and East Providence gun clubs,
for a tropliy offered by the Rhode Island Association, which was won
by the former by a handsome margin. The next principal event
w as the W-A handicap for members. It was a hot race and was won
by a margin of 1 target, and thas enabled the winner, F. I. Greener,
to hold the trophy, a handsome silver powder keg, donated hy the
Laflin & Rand Powder Company, The scores follow:

Events:

Targets:

1 S 3 4 5
15 U gS S5 10

H Bain 10 16 ... . 4W A Barstow. 9 19 13 l-jJ 9
PHRandell., 11 17 .. .. 7W H Sheldon. .. IH 22 18 7
H Remington, 17 ..

C H Brown... 13 .. .. 7
H Babington 17 14 6
F Gory 8
F Arnold 6
C H Stamels

6 7

10 m
.. u
7 ..

18

Events: 18 3 4 5 6 7

Targets: 15 35 S5 $5 10 10 95

F J Greener.. 10 21 ; 19
E i! Wbitaker 10 10

A Arnnld 7 20

S F Wilson... It 21 ... 6 5 ..

R i; Root 13 20 2'- 15 9 5 21

A M Hunt.... 9 .. 15 T 7 1 ..

J C Lamb.... 11 .. 8 11 3 3 ..

S Green 13 .. 18 19
J F Rossie ... n 13 .. .. 6 .. ..

R Rodgers ... 7

HB Barstow. (i . . 10 16

No. 2w8S theW A handicap race for members; Nc-s. 3 and 4, teatn
shoot" No 4 was at uoktiown angles; No. 6 was 5 pairs doubles.

32
16
19

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
San Francisco, Cal., May 83.—A somewhat novel match was shot

ye.sierday between D. Faktor and Wm. Glindemann at Shell Mound
range. Uonditions: Any rifle or any number of rifles, 200yds.. 60
minutes actual shooting time, $100 a side. Most ring*-for 95 ring tar-
get to count. Glindemann used four .88 55 repeating rifles, while
Faktor chose Scheutzen rifles. Glindemann shot 417 shots, while
Faktor fired 295. Glindemann won, making 5,183 to Faktor's 4,956.
These kind of matches are not favored by our leading shots.
The semi monthly gathering of the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Cluh

brought out a fair representation and some excellent scores were
made, particularly by J. E Gorman, who broke the revolver record
of the coast, if not of the United States. In six shots he made 20
poims, Columbia target, which means that he placed his six shots in
a -SJ^tn; circle at 50yds with a large revolver. His revolver-shorting
all uay was excellent A H. Pape lowered his record on the Bush-
nel I medal to a total of 80, a gain of 10 points over tbe last shoot.
Tbe highest scores of tbe day were as follows:
Re-entry matches, rifle, open to all comers, 200yds., Columbia tar-

get. P. H. Biishnell ride medal and cash prizes, three-shot scores: A.

Creed-
, 44; A.H Pape, 45.

Cash prizes on flags, inch centers made during month : A H. Patje
13, F. O. Young 6.

^

Pisiol. open to allcomers, 50yds., Columbia target, Gordon Blandiug
pistol medal and cash prizes, three shot scores; J. E. Gorman 8 10
1^: F. O. ^oung, 9, 10, 13;A. B. Dorrefl, 10, 16. ' '

'

Diamond pistol record medal shoot and cash prizes, 10-shot scores'
C. M. Daiss, 26, 45, 45; F. O. Young, 50.

Howard Oarr. any revolver medal and cash prizes, 6-shot scores*
J. E. Gorman, SO, 30 30, 31, 31. 3?.

Achifle Roos, rifle medal ladies' trophies and cash prizes, 5-shot
scores: Ed Hovey U, E. .Jacobson 10, A. B. Dorrell 12, If Mrs O M
Peck 17, 17; Mrs. C. F. Waltbam 12, 16; Mrs. M. J. White ai, iS- j' H
Dow?5. ' '

Cash prizes on flags, inch centers, mad*» during month on the Bland-
ing medal: C. M. Daiss 3, J. E. Gorman 3. A. B. Dorrel 2, P. O. Young
1. On the .ascal. rifle, Hoos medal: A. B. Dorrell 15, E. Jacobson V4
Wrs. 0. F. WaRham 4, Mrs. O. M. Peck 4. Robkl

'
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Peoria Gun Club.
Peoria, III., May 38.—The second annual tournament of the Peoria

Gun Club was brought to a close to-day after a successful shoot. On
the first day the weather was qui'e cool, keeping manv away from
the traps, only 24 takins: part in the many events decided. As this
day wa3 "preparation day," a large attendance was perhaps not to
be expected.
On the second day, May 27, the weather was fine, althnugh still a

trifle cool, but the attendance was good, CI shooters taking part in the
J3 events on the programme. Quite a number of ladies were present
this day, and Capt Bartlstt's exhibition of quick shooting was much
appreciated and greatl.y applauded The third day looked threatening
Jn the morning, but cleared off nicely about 11 o'clock, after a slight
rain.

Jilr. J. M. Brown, of the Peoria Gun Club, won the gold medal
donated by Mr. Crawford for the highest average made by a member
of the home club The medal is a beauty and is valued at $50. The
attendance was again quite good, forty-six shooters taking part in
the events. The thirteenth event on each of the last two days was a
merchandise event. $1 entrance, the prizes in this event being
divided into eight groups, class shooiing.
In the tabillatea scores given below, all events are at unknown

angles except No. 9 on ihe last two days; this event each day was at
reversed traps. Oa each nf the last two days the club added $75 to
the purses, as follows: On May 2i: Nos. 3, 5, 7 and ll.'SS to each
Surse. Nos. 4, 6, 9 and lO, $10 to each purs:e, and $15 to No. 8. On
:ay 2S: Nos. 3, 5 and 10, 35 to each purse: $? in No. 4 and $8 in No.

7; $10 in Nos. 6, 9 anl 11. and $15 in No 8.

Some excellent indi idual work was done by Messrs Powers, Bart-
lett and others, and ^-ome great squad totals were also rolled up on
the second day. In event No. 4 the following scores were made bv
No. 1 squad: Black and Barilett 21, Biagham, Powers, Sammis and
Beilman 19; total 116 out ot 120. On the same day in the next event.
No. 6, squad No. 2 maa>3 the following scores: Leisy, Tucker. Thomp-
son, Huobeilaud Zimmerman, 15, J. fioff 13 ; total 8ii out of 90.

The scores for each day follow

:

Preparation Day, May 26.
Events: 13346678 9101112 13
Targets: 10 S5 10 15 12 20 15 SO 15 So 15

C Powers 10 S3 10 15 11 19 13 19 14 -3 15

30 la

18 ..

15 ..

16 ..

15 14

7 11 10 13 14 18 13

8 10 4 11 11 7
7 14 10 !6 14 13 .. .. 14

10 12 8 19 13 .. 11 19 12
10 10 10 15 12 .. 9 .. 7
? 15 10 19 12 17 15 21 14 18 14
7 12 14 .. ..

r'9:: :: :: :::: :::: :: ::
14 13 .. 12

.J Mackie - 1

G W Pool 8 9

H Hurd 9 ;9

8 A Tucker 7 17

J Brinkman G .

.

B A Bartlett
G F Simmons 17
.) M Brown.. i. « .- 17
C Bartson....... 14
J Thompson IS 14 13 .. 12 .. 13
J Black.... 9 la 13 14 13 15 11 23 13 19 14
J Schilling 7 10
O J Sammis 15 13 21 10
T McQuaid 14 13
F Whiting ji..... 15 ..

F Beltoa .i 17 .

.

G Walpert. 15 10 19 10 18 10
S Roberts... v.. » 12 11 .. 14 V 13
H H Fahnestock. 9.. 7 12 9
O Poriman 6 . . 11

Preifer 14 16 12
Heilman i 14 .. ..

Blown 12

.All the above events were at ur known angles except Nd. 2, wMch
was at known angles from 3 unknown traps.

8
11
II

13 12
15 10
.. 14

First Day, May 27.
Events

:

13345 67891011 1313
Targets:

Bingham 13
Powers 14
Bellman 13
Sammis... 14
Bartlett 14

Black 13

Tucker 14
McQuaid 12
Mackie. 13

Hurd .....ii.i.i.... 15
Giie^ 13

Zimmerman 12

Carroll 15

Ga.yer 14

'Thompson iit..i.(,.. 12

Peterman ^.r.rsis. . 11

J Johnson. 14

Hubbell ... li
PfeifEer . )2

Leisy , !0

Simmons. 1 -

•lones JO

Trimmer 10

C Portmau .i,,,..j..„ . 11

Brown ^

Hallcock
<'ox
Phinney...,
J Soff,,i.i« 1 ff. 4<k...r.T •.i.fea.i.^.

Pool,. 4.

Wambsgans ,

McAiee ..

Becker
W Hoff '..

Bartson .....i.... ..

Heikes ..

Keeley .......... ..

15 SO 15 SO 15 SO IB i5 15 SO 15 15 15

liinn

.

Pueh
Bacon
lieavitt
Gardt..., ...
Scott...,
Hlckey .

.

Boehring
Beulisy
Whiting
Nelson
G Portman.

.

Bordesiux. ..

Brassfield. ..

Robertson .

.

Roberts
Hein
Ohl
Becker......
Weber ......
Davis .......
C KeithW Hoir
Waugh

15 19
14 19

14 19
14 19
15 20
14 20
18 17

13 14
15 16

13 17
12 ..

14 18
14 17
13 11

13 18
n 13
li 18

13 It)

13 18
1. 19
13 ..

n 9

11 ..

14 i\i

11 13

10 10

13 ..

14 17

13 13
13 13
13 17
12 ..

11 ..

14 ..

liJ 14
10 16
13 17

J2 14
13 16

.. 18
.. 17

18
.. 12

11 20
14 19
12 17

9 19
14 18
15 18
15 15

9 ..

13 16
14 1?

13 17
15 18
12 20
13 17
15 15
.. 17

15 15
14 18
15 18
.. 16

14 22 14
13 25 )3
14 24 U
13 21 10
13 fS 12
15 S4 12
15 2i 11

17 13 12 13
20 15 15 15
IH 14 14 15
16 10 )3 11
lit n 13 15
17 15 12 12
18 15 14 11

15 ..

14 24
10
13

14 24 12
13 !i3 ..

11 .. 10
12 19 10
9 15 10

13 .. 11

13 20 13

14 24 .

.

1.3 15 10

16

17

13

14 .. 11

\. .. 10
11 14 10

13
10
12
9

14
It)

13 13 11

n 14 .. 15
IJ 13 12 10

12

J"

.. 19 14 Si .. 18 15 14 13
10 13 11 9
. . 16 7 13
10 .. 10 ,. lu n
13 15 l i 20 10 20 13 10 11

9 .. 10 7 .. 8

15 17

10

.. 17 .. 17 ..

13 .. 13
14 16 12 22n 16 11

12

15 IS 11

11 19 13

12

7 15
14 16
12 .. 13

11 15 12 24 11 18 12 15 15
9 16 14

14 10 14

13 19 12
8 . . 10'

10 10 11 11
13 18 .. ..

19 .. 15

14 14 .. 15
16 14 ^5 12 20 14 13
iO 13 23 11 18 11 .,

18 14 Itf ., .. 13 13
., 8
.. 9 .. 12 .. 8 ..

10 .. 11 ..

n

9

14
11

12
14
13
13
11

13

io
11
8

14

7
10
12

Second Day, May 2.3.

Events: 1 8 345 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13
Targets:

Bingham....'.
Powers
Sammis
Bartlett
Black
Heilman
Tucker
G SchofT
Giles
JoDes t^i

Ca roll

Gayer
F schoff...... ..,
hCOCC,,.., .....t.
Bacon.,..,,,..,..,
Barston.

Hurd
Wilks
Zimmerman......
Simmons.. .......
Walperfc. „......,„.
Whiting
Rouertson...,,..,,
Pfeiller
Gardt
Obi
Hickey..,..

15 so IB S5 15 15 so 15 16

12 19 12 23 12 12 15 12 12
J5,18 15 S3 11 14 18 15 15
13 15 9 .. 10 iO 12 14 15
14 19 13 24 7 14 20 14 15
14 1« 15 21 10 14 17 14 ..

12 iO 12 17 14

.. .. 10 .. .. j3 19 10 14
11 20 13 21 .. 11 19 14 12
13 17 14 11

15 SO 15 SO

14 17 13 19

1: 18 15 18
in 14 12 15
14 17 13 16

14 16 13 1?

15 17 11 17
14 .. 13 ,.

8 19 13 18
12 18 li IB
10

14 16 12 SO
10 IB 13 17

9 12 9 .

.

12 .. 13 .,

13 15 11 ..

8
14 .. ..16
11

11 17 12 15
12 .. 12 19
14 IS 12 li-

10 .. .. 1>J

14 I ' .. ..

10 19 10 13

, . 19 13 17

.. 14 .. ..

.. ,. 13 17

14 18 14

.. ra
8 .. 15

7 12 ..

13

II

11

10

12 16 13 .. 10 14 16 h 15

.. 17 17 15 8

.. 19 14 20 ^i M 18 13 11
1 1 IS 12 ., 9 14 .... 14

12 18 14 . . 8 li 18 14 13
., ., 13

9

Nelson 11 13 14 14 ..

Loavitt 13
Hein 12 .. 6
Cox ; 10 13 10 7 12
GPutman.. .•. 7 15 12 19 13 16 .. 13
Robinson 8 ,

Letsy 18 13 13 11 £4 14 11 18 15 15
Hallcock 11
Weber .. .. ...18 .. ., 9 11 11

Fahnestock .. .. .. .. 14 18 ,, .. 13 .. 11 12

Bordeaux ,„»j.,,;. 17 13 .. .. 8 17 .. 18
Davis 12 .. 8 12 16 .. 14
Brown 14 18 .. 13
Wambsgans .^..^i........ 9 ll

JJohnson 8 .. 14 9
Roberts , 15 1"
Wood 8

AE Giles 10
C Johnson. ,,. 8
Brassfield, , 9

Waugh 10

G. F. SiMMOifS, Sec'y

Handicaps and Hig^hest Possibles.

INDIANA. TRAP shooters' LEAGUE AT KOKOMO.

Kalamazoo, TtLiob.— Editor Forest and Stream: In Forest ^hd
Stream of June 12 under Drivers and Twisters you putilishan extract
from the programme of the first annual tournament of the Trap-
Shooters' Leagup, of Indiana, held at Kokomo, June 8-9 relating to
the Parker Gun Hindioap. This handicap was shot on June 9 in the
afternoon, at a time which was probably several hours after your
issu« of the 12th bad gone to press—yet you had anticipated or fore-
told a state of affairs in your comments upon handicaps that proved
ao actual fact at Kokomo in Ihe Parker Gun Handicap event.
This event had twenty nine entries at $5 each, besides several others

for the price of targets only. Conditions were: No shooter with an
allowance to score more than 47 out of 50, unless this score was sur
passed by a scratch man. Scores

Broke. Allowed. Total Broke.
. , .33Lacey ....

Kinsch ,,,...,,38
Beck ............41
Stipp. ..44
Ford.... 41
Gill 32
Thompson.....40
Voris 43
Griffith 42
Ross 43
Gai'land 36
Thomas 38
Gamble '9

Huff 34

Allowed.
13
7
4
0
3

12
4

0
0
0
6
3
0
4

Total
46
45
45
44
44
44
4t
43
43
43
42
40
39
38

Dietrich 48 6 54
Wallace.. 43 10 6i
Tillson 46 5 51

Kortis 42 9 51

Wood 39 12 51

Cumberland,.. 89 11 50
Pattison 38 12 50
Heiney 42 7 49

Tripp,' 43 5 48
Pai tington , ... 44 4 48
Slow 43 5 48
*Bush 44 4 48
Winchester..,, 38 9 47
Hill 43 5 47
Parry 40 7 47

*= In for sweep only.
No scratch man having made 47 or hetter, and Dietrich wiih an

allowance of 6 having scored 48 without his allowance, the executive
committer awarded him the Parker gun, and divided first mone.y
among those wnose allowance gave them a total of 47 or more, they
receiving 75 cents each
A protest (signed by twenty-five of the participants in the event)

was made to the executive committee against the awarding of the
gun in a manner contrary to the rules as defined in the programme,
but the committee could not see things in any way other than that
it was merely the misfortune of the others, whose allowance gave
them 47 or more, that they should be compelled to divide first monfy.
Mr. George C Beck, of Indianapolis, an old-time shooter, well and

favorably known, took exactly the same view of the matter as does
F'oREST AKD Stheaji, and openly asserted that Mr. Dietrich's score of
48, although oot made b.y a scratch man, increased the highest possi-
ble to 48, and that aU participants whose allowance gave them a score
of 45 or better, were tied with Mr Dietrich for the gun. It will be
seen under these conditions, and from your standpoint that Messrs.
Tripp, Partington, Pattison, Tillson. Slow, Wallace, Wood, Beiney,
Forbes and Cumberland were in a tie with Mr. Dietrich for the eun,
and that the division of the money into ten equal parts would have
gone to the following:

First, Bush 48: second, Hill, Winchester and Parry 47; third, Lacey
48; fourth, Kinsch and Beck 45; fifth, Ttiompson, Foro, Gili and Stipp
44; sixth. Voris 43: seventh. Garland Ros< and Griffith 42; eighth,
Thomas 40: ninth. Gamble 69; tt-mh, Huff 38
The division of the money including every shooter that was not in

the tie for the gun, as the division was not the high gun system
Will Forest and Stream kirsdiy give us whatever comments it may

deem necessary, with the rules and conditions of jhe match as pub
lished in Forest and Stream of June 12? Pes. O Bush.

[In answer to Mr Bush's request we will first reprint the Driver and
Twister referred to, which runs as follows: ''Extract from the pro-
gramme for the first annual tournament of theTrap-Shooters' League
of Indiana at Kokomo, that, State, June 8-9: 'Parker Gun Handicap.
* » * The highest score which one with an allowance may make is

47, unless a scratch man should break more, in which event his score
shall be the highest possible for the other diss.' Extract fi-om
Forest AND Stream, June 20, 1896, page 501, under 'Handicaps and
Highest Possibles:' 'In 50-target events make the highest possible
score 47 (or 4fc), beyond which no targets can be scored * * * unless
a scratch man shall break more than 47 (or 4.'-) in a 50-target race
* * * in such cases that scratch rnaivs score to be the highest pos-
sibl".' When we wrote th« above we never intended to penaliz=i any
man who might break mere than 47 (or 48) out oC his first 50 targets:
but on looking over the item we saw that we had made no provision for
a man, noZ a scratch man, who might do so. We, therefore, in writing
on thesamesubjict in Forest ANnStRKAMof Oct. 3, 18?6, three months
later, said: 'In all handicap events fix a highest possible score, mak-
ing allowance for the loss of a few extra targets on the part o£ the
scratch man or men in all events where the number of targets to be
shot at reaches 50 or 100 (say 48 as highest possiola in a 50-rarget hand-
icap, or 94 in a 100 target race). The number chosen as the hignpst
possible cannot be fxceeded unless some shooter sh^ll break more
than that number out of bis first 50 or first 100, as the case may be; that
is, without his allowance. In the event of any shooter exce"ecliQ>; tlie

highest possible, as above, that shooter's score shall be the highest
possible, and all shooters tying that score, with or without their
allowance, shall be entitled to a poriion of first money.' In the same
article w e drew the shooter's attention to the fact ihat such a system
of handicapping '~ould only be brought into play where the Roee sys-
tem or 'high guns' was used The old '50. 30 and 2'J' wouldn't do here
at all. In the 'Parker Gun Handicap' the purse will be divided inio
ten equal parts, the gun going to the high man, ties for first place
shooting off for the gun under the same conditions as in the original
race."
We will now point out to Mr. Bush that according to the pro-

gramme only scratch men were considered, and that therefore Mr.
Dietrich's 48 out of his 50 could scarcely be recognized as setting the
highest possible, and we think ihatthe commi'tee made a crdstakem
awarding the gun as it did. As the programme read, we should have
decided that there were fourteen ties for the gun, Mr Bush not being
in for the gun. The prog' amme stated positively, "Thehigbest score
which one with an allowance may make is 47, unless a scratch man
should break more, in which event his score shall be the highest pos-
sible for the other class." But no scratch man made 47.

With regard to the division of the moneys, not having a programme
by us we must say that we took it that the purse was to be divided
into ten equal pans on the high-gun principle. Perhaps we thought
so, simply because that is the way we would have made it.]

Budd-Beck.
Chicago, 111., June 7.— Charlie Budd, of Des Moines, Iowa, defeated

in very hollow fashion, George Beck, of Indianapolis, m the race here
to-day for the Du Pont trrphy. Mr. Beck has oeeh out of practice
for some time, and such birds as he has shot recently have not been
quite so diflicult as those he met under the conditions here; still he
Lad a right to expect a little better luck than he had in falling so low
as 79 out of 100. The day was bright, and there was somethiag of a
wind, so that the birds ^^e^e by no means easy, though not so hard as
they sometimes are at Burnside. The wind was from left to right,
nearly parallel with the score, and the bulk of the flight was rignt-
quartering. This made the birds rather puzzling, as they would start
straight away, then twist into the wind, and go off to the right at
great speed. On some of the far and fast right-quarterera Budd re-
peatedly showed excellent judgment, strikiog his bird full and saving
it inside the wire, where the least error would have allowed it to skate
over on the wind. Beck shot an uphill race almost from the start,
and never tied his rival after the first twenty birds. At one sta^e of
the race it locked as though Budd would makeascoreof 94, but to-
ward the close he let go three birds, which cut him down somewhat,
although ihe total score remained a very creditable one. His 96th
bird was missed clean with both barrels, and with his9:th he seemed
to be rather careless. He stopped a number of screaming birds in
great style.

Beck lost Lis 16th bird without shooting at it, a bit of powder or dirt
having prevented his gun from releasing tte safety when he close.i
it. He poimded along very nervily all through the race, and made

some beautiful kills on very fast and strong birds. . His special
strength lay in the use of his first barrel, which was at times deliv-

ered with great speed and accuracy. In his second barrel work, how-
ever, he lost in regularity of time to his competitor, who shot in clock-
work style all through the race His 80th bird was an incomer which
was hie hard. It passed in close to the ground and he could have
caught if, but did nou attempt to do so, as he was using the dog to re-

trieve. The bird lit on the edge of the roof directly above his head,
and the next instant fell dead inside the boundary. With his 90th
bird he was more for' unate. It struck full against the wire, but the
dog picked it up dead. His 96th bird was one of great vi'ality and
got over, though hit very hard. It was noticeable thit in using his
second barrel on a bird 'on the ground. Beck often missed it almost
entirelv, the charge going invariably to the right. Evidently he did
not allow for the drif of the shot in the wind. Budd said that he
allowed fully 1ft. in 35ydF, for this drift, and this saemed to enable
him to center his birds Out of the 201 birds but one refused to start
promptly, and it flew before the flag rope was reached. It was an in-

comer, and was misstd by Beck.
Budd shot a Parker gun and U. M C factory ammunition, SJ^drs.

Hazard Blue Ribbon, Smokeless cases, ij^oz. ^Vg shot Bpck used an
L. C. Smith gun, s.>4drs.W-A powder,Wincnester Leader shells, ]}4oz.

7 shot.
The party from Indianapolis was smaller than had bpen anticipated

by Mr. Beck's friends, for at the last moment a number failed to
materialize. Those who came on were Mr. George C. Beck and wife,
Mr. E. H. Tripp and wife, ^Ir Jonn M. Lilly and wife, and Mr, Royal
Robinson. Mr. Robinson said that, while fhelndianaDalis folks would
have been glad to see their townsman make a little better score, they
could readily see reasons for his not doing so. Mr. Beck is now a man
fifty- four yesi-s of age, and this fact, coupled with his lack of recent
practice, handicapped him very much in a Cf^ntest with a man ten
years younger, who is shooting aU the time Mr, Robinson adds that
trap-shooting matters in Indiana are apparently looking up, and he
thinks that ttie recent organization o'' the State League io Indiana
will unite the shooters and be of great bentit to the sport. He and his
friends wished to be present at the first State tournament at Kokomo
this week, but he was unable to attend.
Mr. Robinson handled Mr Beck during the race, and Charlie Grim

performed a similar office for Mr. Budd. A. nice number of sreeta-
tors saw the contest, among thesis Mr. E. S Rice and Fred Gilbert,
tormer holder of the cup. Messrs. Grimm. Gilbert, Marshall, Powers
and Budd will round up here and go to Cleveland next week. Fol-
lowing are the scores of the contest:
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E. EOL'GH,

For the Championship of all Champioas.
Little Rock, Ark., June Editor Forest and Stream: I note

in your last week's issue an article from the pen of M '. Wftitfield,
which gives the Kansas City Sfar cup, tepresenting tne champion-
ship of America at live pigeon shooting, a creditable and truthful
representation. In the same article he ventilates Dr. Carver's claims
to championship Donors, and I wish to further inform Mr. Wnitfield,
who is a young man, with the knowledge gained in twenty- five years
of various championships, tnat I cannot recall where he. Dr. C, ever
won or held atrophy which was acknowledged to represent shooting
honors par excellence.
With all the championship emblems circulating around, the Kansas

Citv Star cup. held by Mr Sim Glover, of Rochester, N. Y., came
before the public in a formal and fair way, controlled by an associa-
tion (namely, the Missouri Fish and Game Protective Associafidn)
whicb was a guarantee of courtesy to all and favoritism to none, and
it stands to-day emblematic of the live-bird wing-shot championship of
America. In holding this myself a year ago, I was suta.iected to critl
cism and through the press an unknown gentleman, who signed hitn-
self ''Another Elliott" (who was no branch of my family, or he
wouldn't have quit so easily), was very desirous and anxious to back
a number of shooters against main piseon matches at a time when
it was impossible for me to comi^ly with his request. Not having a
personal acquaintance with him, when the opportunity offered I
replied through the press, that I would accept matches with all the
gentlemen he desired to back, or aoy one else who would post a for-
feit with an equitable challenge. Tnis frank proposition resulted m
bringing out only i wo representative wing shots of America, Mr. E
D. Fulford, of Lttioa N. Y , and Mr. J. D Cay, of Pine Grove. Ky,.
who complied with m.y request, and I prompt y accepted them on
conditions of their own dictation and was successful in winning both
matches, which seemed to change the opinion of a few calamity
howlers who were asserting that a man was handicapped shooting at
live birds by using a Winchester repeating gun, and that even they
were ready to sboot me pigeon matches f^r money
Following the score made against Mr. Gay at Lotiisville, Ky ,

killing
93 pigeoris out of 100 at 31yds. rise in a 3iyd boundary, there were
not so many Indian shooters in the woods who were confident they
could take old Jim's scalp. Having been recently informed that in is
being quietly intimated aroimd that all that was desired upon my
part was a forfeit to insure certain persons of my sincerity, and I
would then get all the matches I desired, i have at last conciu-ied lo
humor their whims and post a forfeit with an equitable challenge,
vrnich will determine who is the champion of all champions. Rrfer-
ing to my past record, ' u Aug. 4, 1890, 1 first won a tropny whicu was
recognized umversally as ihe live bird wing-shot champiocship
honors of this country. 1 defended it until it became my personal
property. After which I shot a number of championship races under
contract to do so, and up to the present day, June 10, 18t 7, I have
never yet been defeated in an individizal race where the American
Championship was involved Paste this in your hat
Recognizing the element of ill luck whicn sometimes defeats the

superior shot in a single raceat 100 pitrcoris, I will make my challeng'e
on a more equitable basis, acd the coiioiiions ihat each and every
match to be snot on a separate ground will at the finish demonstrate
the winner's right to the title of championship ot all champions.

THE CHALLBNa
"Little Rcck, Ark . June 10 —I have lo day posted a forfeit with

Ihe blrsi National Bank fif Kansas Ciiy, Mo., of $!00, and he'ewith
annex cei iiflcate of Mr E. F. Stvincey, cashier, showing receipt of the
same. I challenge any shooter in the world for a series of three or
five maieties foV the Championship of all Champions, $500 a .'•ide, lo
be decided or divided in iliree or five maiehes as follows: If three
matches, lOOpigeons each march, 100 birds to each man, $100 a side
on each indiviaual race, with $.00 side bet on the his-hest aggregate
number killed in the three races If five races, each race to be tor
8100 a side, under either of the above conditions, the winner to take
the entire gate receipts, if any are collected, and the loser to pay for
the pigeons shot at by both men ana all necessary ground expenses
which may be incurred. In no ms;ance are there to be two matches
shot on the same ground or in the same city, Hurlingham and Ameri-
can Association rules, SOyds. rise, to govern the contest.

I will toss up for the first choice of shooting grounds, which a'e to
bechosen by each man al'ernately. The first series of matches lo
commence Sept. 1 to l(i, with the man who first accepts this challenge
by posting a forfeit, and following in rapid succession with the next
in turn who likewise complies wi h the conditions.

I will accept and put up an additional forfeit of $100 with as many
men as desire to compete with me.
My forfeit will remain deposi ed for your consideration thirty days

from the date hereof
Come oo, boys, the first come the first served. J. A. R Elliott.
Kansas City, Mo., .lune 10.—In compliance with the above stated

challenge, Mr. J. A. R, Elliott hasfjlacen a forfeit of $100 in this bank.
E. F. SWINNET.

Cashier, First National Bank, Kansas City, Missouri,
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New York State Association.'
THE ADBURN TOUBNAMENT.

The thirty-pinth annual convention of the New York State Associa-
tion for the Protection of Fish and Game was held at Auburn, N. Y,,
June and in conneclion therewith was held the annual State shoot,
June 8-11. The proceedings at this convention, which Is now termed
the "summer ineetin? of the Association." will be mentioned first, as
WP are firm believers in the old motto, Seniores priores.
The meetiDK was held at about 8'8P on Tuesday evening, June 8, in

an empty store under the Osborne House. This Ptore, although of
ample proportions, was scarcely larpre enough to accommodate the
delegates and ofhfrs who wanted to be present at the pro ree clings.
As is ihe case at these "summer meetinRs," the presiding officer was
the president of the home club. This gentleman was Mr. Charles G.
Curtis, who called the meelinp: to order with a brief address He
was supported by Mr. Clarence E. Goodrich, secretary of the Auburn
Gun Club, and by Mr. George Peck, of the Auburn JJaily Advertiser
and the Auburn Review. On Mr. Curtis's right hand.' he was sup-
ported by Mr. W. S. Gavitt, of Lyons, N. Y., the president of the
State Association proper.

CLUBS REPRESENTED,
Twenty-four clubs were represented at the meeting, the delegates

being as follows:
Syracuse Gun Club: C. H. Mowry, A. G. Courtney, C. F. Ayling.

Messina Springs Gun Club : A. 8 , White, Harvey McMurchy. Auburn
Gun Club: G W. Tuttle, J. Henry Kerr, Irving Smith, F.'C. Coburn,
D. L Hurlbut. East Syracuse Sportsmen's Association: D. M. Lefe-
ver. Charles Frey. W. Morse, C. J. Ballev, A. G. Courtney. Whites-
town Gun Club: A S. Hunter, A. H. Bichardson, Dr. J. G. Kilbourn.
Watertown Gun Club: W. H Tallett. Eichfleld Springs Gun Club:
Myron E. Barker, Walter Yeoman. Lockport Gun Club: H. I. Bene-
dict. C. A. Ward, .Tohu McDonough. Bison Gun Club: C. H. Werlin,
P. H. Siegrist, F.H Wheeler, P. P. O'Learv. Manitou Beach Gnn Club:
L. V. Byer, 0 Lane, S. Glover, H. Perry. Brooklyn Gun Club: Edward
Banks. New York County Gun Club: Edward Banks. Eiverside Gun
Club: L. W. Davis, Dr J. S. Weller. Henry Peters. Sterling Rod and
Gun Club: Cha-les F. Wayte. Catchpole Gun Club: E. A. Wadsworth,
Benjamin Catchpole. Morris Burke. Charlotte Gun Club: William M.
Kichruond, Arthur Eickman, Benjamin F East. Northern Wavne Gun
Club: Georse Wride, Benjainin Catchpole, Charles Van Ostrand. On-
eida County Sportsmen's Association: H L. Gates. Gustavus Dexter.
M. M. May hew, E. D. FuJford. ,L W. Fultord. Rochester Rod and Gun
Club: W. C. Hadley, E, C. Meyer, George Bof~t Arthur Rickman,
Homer Perry. Spencer Sportsmen's Club; H- B. Whitney, C. F.
Burnett, Frank Zwilling. Saratoga Gun Club: H. M. Levengstone,
Jr. Leather-stocking Club, of Oswf go: Mas B. Eicbard.son. Audu-
bon Club, of Buffalo: P. D Kelsey, E F.Hammond. Binghamton
Gun Club: G. W. Kendall and H. W. Brown.
Of the above clubs the following nine were new applicants, who

were admitted to membership in due course: E<ist Lockport Gun
Club, Brooklyn Gun Club, Catchpole Gun Club of Wolcott. Bison Gun
Club of Buffalo, Glenwood Gun Ciub of Newburgh. East Syracuse
Gun Club, Messina Springs Gun Club of Syracuse, Glenside Gun Club
of Skaneatles, and the Sterling Bod and 6un Club.

HOOHESTEE IN 1898.

After the delegates and their credentials had been inspected, and
after the nme new clubs had been elecf-ed to membership, Mr. Hadley
rose to nominate Rochester for the shoot of I8B8. He promised that
the members of the Bochester Rod and Gun Club should spread
themselves in order to give their guests a good time, and also prom-
ised that, if everybody did not have that good time the president of
the club, Mr. E. C. Meyer, should be hung, drawn and quartered. He
also added that the shooters who came to feed should also be fed
and should carry something away with tbem when the State shoot
was over. O^er and beyond these promises Mi-. Hadley did not go-
he had DO need to promise anything more, for there was no competi-
tion for the .shost in 1893. As, however, we are personally acquainted
with the majority of the members of the Rochester Bod and Gun
Club, and are well aware of their capabiliiiies for carrying out to a
successful conclusion, any tournament of which they may take holdwe can promise that, witn nothing more than tbe above meager de-
tails as to what will be done for those who go to the State shoot at
Rochesternext June to go upon, the State shoot of 1698 will be a his
one and a success.
Mr Gates, as representing the Oneida County Sportsmen's Associ-

ation, seconded the nomination of Bochester, and, as said before
there being no opposition, Rochester it was.

'

We have omitted to mention that prior to the nomination of Roch-
ester, a motion made by Mr. Schortetneier. of the New York CountyGun Club, at the Buffalo convention was brit^ily treated. The matterwas this: Mr. Si^hortemeier made a motion at the Buffalo conventionm June, li-9B, that at the meeting in June, 1897, the members present
consider the adoption of a rule that no shoot be held within 150 for
100) miles of where the shoot was held iu the preceding year As Mr
Schortemeier was unt present to look after !his motion, t lie matter
was disposed of by Mr. Hadley 's motion that the meeting do not con-
sider the question.
The tournament officers for 1893 are the officers of the Rochester

Club: President. B. 0. Meyer; Secretary, Thos. Griffiths, and Treas-
urer, Sam 1 B. Williams.

THE ASSOCIATION TO BE DIVIDBD.
The presence of Mr. Gavitt, president of the State Association, por-

tended something important, and that something soon formulated
itself when Mr. Gavitt rose to address tbe meeting, all other business
iaving been disposed of. And Mr. Gavitt's words gave the members
present plenty of food for thought. He was in favor of dividing up
the Association into two bodies, as distinct in themselves as are their
respective interests, viz

, tbe protection of fish and game and ths
ensouragement of trap-shooting. Mr. Gavi't pointed out how it hadcome to pass that the Association had had to hold a .sum-iier conven-
tion for the edification of the trap -shooters, and a winter convention
lor the benefit of game-shooters and tishermen. He suggested that
the two bodies now become two distinct organizations, one for game
andflsh protectiohn and one for trap-shooting. He also stated that acommittee was now at work on a new constitution aud by laws to be
adopted at the coming winter convention, andhe felt that the chanee
should be made at once to facilitate matters.
To help in this matter Mr. Gates placed the question before tbe

meeting in the form of a ree olution In the discussioa which fol-
lowed, it was evident that the sentiment was strongly in favor of themovement, but Me.ssrs. Hadley, Richmond, Benedict and Banks wd-
vocated the appointment of a committee from those present at this
meeting to meet with a similar committee from the other body and
to prepare for a final dissolution, the committee to report at thesummer meeting, at Rochester, in "98 This was ultimately approved
of, the chair appointing Messrs. Banks, Gates and Kelsey as su -hcommittee. Mr. Kelsey being unable to serve on such committee
Mr. Hadley's name was substituted.
Mr. Gavitt named as (he committee from "the other bodv " to act

in cooperation wirh the abo^'e committee: Mr. F. J. Amden of
Rochester, Mr. Geo. R Peck, of Auburn, and General D. H Bruce of
Syracuse. '

Having no more business to dispose of , the meeting adjourned at

A SOOD SHOOT IS BAD WEATHER.
The State shoot of 1897 vcill go down into history as interesting fortwo reasons. First, on account of the movement set on foot for the

dividing up of the organization into two separate and distinct bodies
as set forth above; and, second, on account of its being a good shoot
held in aoout as wretched weather as one could possibly imaeiue at
this time of year. For the first three days there was little pleasurem shooting at all, except for the fun of beating somebotiy else iu the
matter of good temper under the most trying circumstances. Itramed real hard" on the first day, and it poured just as seriouslv
and steadily on the second day; on the third day it didn't actuallv
rain much during the morning, but it looked as dull and gloom v as
ever; and it did actually clear up at a few minutes to 3 in the after-
noon From that time on all was well.
The attendance was very encouraging considering these disastrous

climatic annoyances It seems hard to keep trap-shooters awav from
iheir favorite sport when there's any chance of having a try at a few
targets Then again there are some delights in meeting old frien ls
and making new ones; and these two things are a certainty at anv
State shoot. The consequence was that, under the condition'; the
attendance was all chat could have been hoped for.

'

GROlTUtS ASD ACCOMMODATIOKS.
The grounds were easily reached, beine located just at the end of

the street car track on Genessee street, in the county fair grounds
It was less than a fifteen minutes' run in the car from tbe Osborne
House to the outside of the grounds. Once at the end of tbe street
car track it was only a couple of hundred yards or so to the main
building, which was given up to the shooters and to the exhibitors of
sporting goods—a novel and interesting feature of thi.i shoot We
have said that it was only some 300yds. to the main building, and so
it was-aa the crow flies, or as one would walk in nice dry weather-
but with various small morasses to circumvent, you could s'afelv add
another 100yds. to the distance traveled on each of tte first three
days.

THE EXHIBITION OP SPORTING GOODS.
The big building was a perfect godsend in such weather There

was SO much epacefor everybody and everything that we couldn't

help being forcibly reminded Of the bettmg ring at the Guttenburg
track, which was utilized for the same purposes at the E. C. tourna-
ment in May, 1896. The building is built like a parallelogram, with three
equal rear extension.s. The extension to the right was occupied with
the exhibits of the King Powder Co. and Peters Cartridge Co., en-
gineered and overseered by Mrs. M. F. Lindsley herself. Next in
order came the stand of the Remington Arms Co. under the care of
that most worthy notable, Col. A. G. Courtney, one of its latest ac-
quisitions. Only a step away was the Lefever stand of firearms,
with Uncle Dan Lefever and his son, F. Lefever, to look after the in-
terests of the nrm they represent. Next to them came Harvey
McMurchy and his exhibit of L, C.Smith guns. And be it noted
herewith, that Harvey gave object lessons during the shoot on how
to handle these same guns. Billy Crosby occupied a small space in
the conifr next to the Hunter Arms Co. with a display of some Baker
guns, the brothers and sisters of that which he shot" into first place
for general averages on the Wolves' trap. Von Lengerke & Delmold,
with tbpir stand of Francotte guns of all grades, made a very telling
exhibit in a prominent place, the sta' d being the same that tbe firm
showed at this year's Sportsmen's Exposition. We must not forget
also that the Hunter Arms Co. also exhibiied some of iheir bicycles,
in addition to the guns shown under Harvey McMurch j

's care.
Another special feature in this big building was in the center wing,

where Mr George M.Taylor and hU help from the Osborne House
spread out things that were good to eat and things that were good to
drink in such depressing weather. Unfortunately, at most shoots the
catering is not looked upon as of vital importance. Too often it is a
case of "Oh, any old thine-'ll do!" But at Auburn thematterwas
placed in the right hands, and Mr Taylor deserves the thanks of the
vi.sltors at this shoot for the manner in which he looked after them.
There was plenty of room for all, and, best of all, there was plenty of
help to run bis temporary restaurant.
In tbe third rear extension there was nothing on exhibition, as a

rule, beyond Paui North, some mag-autrap fixtures and a few barrels
of bluerucks. As these objects could be seen to better advantage out-
side—that is to say, when it wasn't raining— this por ion of the build-
ing was not as popular as either of the other two extensions!

THREE CASHIERS' OFFICES.
In the main building were the three cashiers' offices. On the right

as you entered the front door was the office presided over by Mr Geo.
Hudson He looked aftfr tbe Wolves, a large sign bearing the in-
scription of '-The Wolves' telling that class of shooter where his
wants would be looked after. To the left, opposite Mr. Hudson's
apartment, was another cashier's office, bearing the sigh "The State "
Here Mr. Thos. Garret, Jr., and John J. O'Sulhvan handled the en-
tries and paid out the cash in the State events. In front of the door
w as tbe third cashier's office, bearing the title of "The Lambs " In
this office Messrs. Irvin Smith and Fred Bower looked after the
Lambs, and some ot the Wolves, too, for the matter of that: for many
such came thither to dally with "their meat."
Under such conditions as regards cashier's offices, there was little

left to be desired by the management in that respect. Outside, how-
ever, the management had neglected many things. In two respects
partiCBlarly had it erred. Not the slightest effort had been made to
prepare for wet weather, and wet it certainly was. The merest
semblance of an awning covered one of the three scores; shooters
had to stand out in the pouring rain and "get if in the neck" in more
senses than one, for the r^in came from the rear of the scores. In
the matter of help, too, the management had run things far tooelo=e
There was only one scorer at each trap; scores were chalked up on
the blackboard as called off by the referee, but there was no score
sheet kept to be any sort of a check on the scorer. As a matter of
course, errors will occur and then again thev won't occur, hut in any
case many scores were altered almost at the will of the shooters As
we have said no detailed scores were kept; the results of each squad's
work was written down on a score sheet after the totals were made
out, and were then filed in the office it belonged to. We believe in
having two scores kept all the time, but we also believe in makina
the blackboard score the official score all the time. It may be said
that efforts were made at the start to keep detailed scores, but nobody
could work on a score sheet that was wet in a few minutes, and
there was not even any protection from the weather for either scorers
or referees. A star in the firmament was Wilham Hoagland. tbe
well known pedestrian, who acted as squad hustler and never got
tired and hardly suffered any dimmution in the matter of throat or
lung power even, after three days of consecutive hard work.
In other respects the management did things well. C. W. Tuttle

J. J. Carr, C. E Goodrich. George Corniug, President Curtis, and'many others of the home club, did theu- share toward keeping the
shooters moving and making things as pleasant as possible for their
guests under the circumstances.
Three magautraps were used, one for eaeh set of events, and each

trap took its part satisfactorily. The targets Used were blueroeks
naturally enough, as only such targets can be used under contract in
these traps.

BUT THE PROGRAMME WAS CHANGED.
We have always beheved in never changing a programme under

any circumstances. Once you have announced through the meaium
of a progr.imme that you are going to do such and such a thing, we
do not believe in ever changing from the conditions announced
unless there is ample time to tell everybody about that change.

'

The programme of the shoot announced that the Rose system
would be used in the State events, and that part of the programme
was adhered to. In the programme for the open events for both
traps, it was announced: "All money to be divided into six purses
according to the Rose system." In our issue of May 29, in 'Drivers
and Twisters," we made a note that, according to Information
received from Mr. Tuttle, "the big open sweeps at our coming State
shoot will be divided as shooters wish, probably by the old pl-in
while all State events will be divided under the Rose system."

'

With such notice we were prepared for an alteration iu the 'manner
of dividing the purses in "the big open sweeps," although we ex-
pected that some sort of a vote of those present would be taken to
ascertain what the shooters wished. We uiiderstood from Mr. Tuille
that an announcement was made before the shoot opened that the
old system would be adopted in the open sweeps; hue we can assure
Mr TuLtle that many andmany a shooter who said that they were
present at least half an hour before the first shot was fired, told us
that they never knew any change had been made until they went
to collect their monev
The greatest lamentations arose from the camp of the Lambs, where

no change had been suggested prior to the shoot; at least not pub-
licly, for no one could tor a moment expect that the small sweeps
set apart for the Lambs could be included under the head of tne
"big open sweeps." Yet they were included apparently, and instead
of "all purses to be divided into six purses under the Rose system,"
It was a case of 40, .30, :iO and 10 under tbe old system in the 15 target
events, and 30. S5, 30, 15 and 10 in the 20-target events. No wonder
the Wolves got a oeneflc when they went to visi"^ the Lambs!
We are not going on record here as in favor of six moneys in either

15 or 20-target events, or of eight moneys in 35-target events- that
point is not under discussion; but we do go on record as being against
any and all alteration of a programme when once it has been given
to the public.

TRADE REPRESENTATIVES.
Among fhe trade representatives present were: Captain A W

Money, Manager-Treasurer of the American E. C & Schulize Powder
Company. Limned; Jus'us von Lengerke and Gus E Greiff, of Von
Lengerke & Detmold ; Ed Taylor, of the Lafiln & Hand Powder (Com-
pany, together with M Herrington of the VV-A Powder of that firm

;

J Hildreth, of the W. R. A. Company; B H Norton, of the Hazara
Powder Company; W. L, Colville and J. S, Fanning, of the Gold
Dust Powder Company: Jlrs. M. F. "Wanda" Lindsley, of the King
Powder Company and Peters's Cartridge Company; Dan Lefever and
F. Lett-ver, of the Lefever Arms Company; S. A. Tucker, of the
Parker Guu Company; Harvev McMurchy aud R Hunter of the
Hunter Arms (L. O Smith) Gun Company; Geo. A. Mosher, ot the
Syracuse Arms Company; Col. A. G. Courtney, of the Remington
Arms Company; Bdly Crosby, of the Baker Gun Company. Theremay have been some others, but without any data to go upon, ourown having been mislaid, we cannot remember any others.
As for the remainder, we must leave it to our readers to make out

their own lists from the long rolls of names we give below in their
respective positions annexed to the scores. Suffice it to say that tbe
attendance at tbe State shoot this year was large, representative and
influential (that sounds all right anyway). The way iu which the
events of each day were shot out to a finish is told below, and it is
there that you will haye to look for it.

THE STATE EVENTS.
The programme of State events was a leugth.y one. Por the flr-st

day, June 8, there were three such events scheduled, viz , two as-tar-
get events and a .W-targel event for the E. C. cup. The entrance fees
in the 25-target events were f targets extra at 3 cents each; in ihe
50 target event, the entrance was for "price of targets" with an op-
tional sweep of $8 on the 50. All the purses in the State events were
divided into eight moneys under the Rose system, but with the ratio
ot only 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, .3, 2 and 1. In all the SS targeC races, with the ex-
ception of the merchandise event, the Auburn Gun Club guaranteed
$5200 in the purse. On this arrangement they lost money, but not to
amount to much. In No. 1 they had 69 entries; in No a, 6-3 entries-
No. 4, 60; No 6, 54, and in No, 7, 42 entries, or a total of S8S entries at
frf per head, a fund of g-64 to so to fill the guarantee of $',000 on the
five events. From the above §861 must be deducted the sum of pthe surplus over the guarantee in the first event; as all surplus was

added, the purse in this event was just $307. The club was thus out
$143 on the guarantee; but there need be no fear of the insolvency of
tbe Auburn Gun Club on this account, as the merchandise event and
the receipts from the sale of about .50.000 targets should be ample to
carr.y them through such a financial cloud. It should he noted ihat
the Auburn Gun Club, to its credit, carried out its "guaranteed" pro-gramme to the finish, although sure of a loss in Nos.'6 and 7.

THE E 0. CDP RACE.
The third event on the first day In the State programme was the 50-

target race for the E. C. cup This race was shot right out, each
squad shooting out its 250 targets "atone si ting." When the "Mc-Murchy squad" went to the score Stanbrough was high with 46
breaks. The "McMurchy squad." from the first event on the first day
untu the time when Levengston had to retire on the third day was
composed as follows: McMurchy, Edwards, Levengston, 'VVagner
and Kelsey. This squad hsd done some good, quick work, and with
a view of finding out how long it would take for the squad to shoot
its 250 targets, Ed Taylor, by request, held the watch on it In this race
without the knowledge of anyone in the squad save one member of
it. Itsrecordwas as follows; Time 15m. fs., inclnding all balks
(which were remarkably few and far between), and £.33 breaks out of
ioO shot at, an average for the squad of 93.2 The above rate of shoot-
ing is almost equivalent to tbe trapping of 1,000 targets per hour!
Paul North's face beamed with his magautrap smile when he heard
the figures.
With such a record it is only natural that the winner of the cup was

a member of the squad. Kelsey was the man that took it, with 49 to
his credit. Levengston was second, close up with 48 to his name
As there was no 47, third money went to the 46s.
Carr on this day showed what an fxcellent shot he is. In the State

events he broke two 25s straight, aud then broke 46 out of 50 in the
E. C. cup contest. This gave him a good lead in the State averages,

100
'^"^ these three events .standing at 06 out of

THE MEKCHANDISE EVENT.
State event No. 5 was the merchandise event, for which the club

had gathered together a very valuable list of prizes. In tiiis evenr 0
A. Ward, of Lockport, N. Y., and Edwards ran So straight, and shot
off for first choice in the first class of ties. The shoot-off was a long
one, as although Ward had run out of his own shells, he found some
strange ones that sepraed to suit him to a nicety. The scores in the
shoot-off were as follows, ties being decided in strings of 10 targets
per man:
Edwards 1111110111 OlllUllll llimilll 1111111111-38
Ward inilOllll 1111110111 llllllllll 1111111110—37
This gave Edwards first choice, and he naturally took the Lefever

gun. The other ties were decided iu a similar way, shoot offs occur-
ring where no agreement was come to.
Tne list of winners, prizes and donors is as follows:
Edwards, hammerless gun, |80, Lefever Arms Co. Ward, corduroy

hunting suit, $'iO, C. B. Egbert, McMiu-chy, E. D. Fulford, Mayhew.
ICOlbs. shot, $7, I^eroy Shot Works; case whisky, Sia, Paul Jones:
Smith hammerless gun, $iO. Hunter Aims Co.: bass rod. $16, Abel &
Co. Kelsey, Leving«tOD, Ejector gun. $80, Ithaca Gun Co.; case
whisky, U. G. & Co. Barker, pair trousers, $10, J. E. Qmck.
Stanbrough, lOOlbs, shot, $7, Leroy Shot Work^i. Whitney, pair
shoes, $8, Hadselle & Walker. Hammond. ICO cigars, 87, Bonaparte
Cigar Co, J. W. Fulford, lOOIbs. shot. $6. Tatham Bros Tuttle,
etching, $ia, Carpenter & Baker. C»rr, rug, S3, H. R Wait. Glover
Ejector gun, $30, Bemington Arms Co. Mever, umbrella, $i. S E.
Bell Whyte, case whisky. $ia, M. F. & Co. Wagner, keg powder,
S8, Du Pont Powder Co. Gates, pigeon gun, ,$60. Baker Gun Works.
Wride, fly rod, $7, Hortou Manufacturing Co Borst, rocking chair,
glO, F. A. Sinclair. G. Brown, pair M & W. tires, ,'$10, Morgan &
Wright. Davis, fish rod. $5, A. Kraus. Byer, reel, $9, Hendryx Reel
Co. Andrews, Forest and Strbam, $4, F. & S. Publishing Co. D
Lefever, silver tea set, |80. Rochester Bike Co. Covert, statuary. $10,
Trowbridge &.Iennings. Foxie, roi-king chair. $6, Brixius & Cbap-
man. Knapp, ton of coal, |5.S5, T. H. Garrett, Jr. Irving. lOOlbs, shot,
$7, Leroy Shot Works. Mosher, umbrella, 86, Hislop & Co. Lane,
set of carvers, S3.E0, P. M. Herron. Corning, reel. |6, Mei.«aelbach &
Co. Hadley, gripsack, ?4, Knox & Knox. Weller, umbrella, $.3.50,
Smith & Leonard. Arno, SOlbs. shot, 3li;3,5'J, Tatham Bros. Wheaton,
501bs. shot, $3.50, Leroy Shot Works. Siegrist, pair shoes, $1. lilills

& Lathrop. Quirk, pair huntinsr shoes, $6, E, A. Buck & Co. Wayte,
keg powder, $5, Oriental Powder Co, Ti ipp, r. el, $.3.5), J. Vom Hofe.
Stewart, pair trousers, $4, L. Marshall. Wheeler, pair bicycle shoe.^^,

$5, G. F. Briggs. Chumn, revolver. $5, D. A. Smith & Co. Brisier,
box cigars, $4, Frank Hunt. Courtney, water cooler, $5, Hunting
Hardware Co. Haye.^, -'Recreation," $1. Becreation Co. Hildreth,
"Recreation," ,fl, Recreation Co.
Tbe scores made in the Stare events, with the exception of the Le-

fever medal contest and the Dannister cup race, are given in tabular
form as follows:

scoR's OF state events.
The seven events given below in tabulated form were shot as fol-

lows: Nos 1-3 on June 8, Nos. 4 and 5 on June 9, Nos. 6 and 7 on June
10. These events, together with State event No. 9. the Bannister cup
evenr, "-onstituted the eisht events that had to be shot in to render
a shooter eligible for a "State average" priz*. No. -3 is the E. C. cup
shoot. The Bannister cup scores are given after the table:

Events: 18 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 35 2B 50 S5 25 So S5 Targets: S5 2.5 £0 i5 SS 25 25

EC Meyer.... 21 20 44 33 22 .. .. Hammond ... 84 2.3 .. S3 23 17 24
Arno 20 20 4 J 21 17 21 20 Covert 20 22 .. 2a £0 £0 20
C J Dalley.... 20 20 41 22 .. 21 .. L W Davis .. 8l 31 41 .. 21 21 19W Morris 19 21 35 .... SO . . M IVlcMurchy. S!3 23 45 53 24 22 iO
J L Brewer... 22 21 33 23 .. 19 20 F S Edwards. 22 23 4ri 24 25 21 24
Stanbrough .. 22 54 46 i3 23 16 17 H Levengston S3 22 48 S3 23 18 15
L V Byer 20 25 41 2-.i 21 23 20 C Wagner. ... 2-3 22 45 21 22 19 23
G S Wride. ... 17 S3 :<) 17 21 13 18 F D Kelsey. , . 23 23 43 S3 23 19 kb
B J Andrews. 24 20 38 19 21 .. .. J Smith 14 9
Dr Weller ... 21 21 s9 . . 18 . . . . Kendall 19 24 22 .

"

F G Wheeler. 22 23 . . 21 14 . . . . O'Leary 16
M M, Mayhew. 22 20 44 23 24 19 16 Foxie 19 20 33 "7 20

"

M E Barker. . 23 21 43 33 23 22 31 H Irvin 18 . . ::4 18 20 17 30
E D l^ulford.. 2i -./S 46 24 24 18 U H L Gates.... 81 24 44 22 31 16 18W S'ewart... 17 24 . . .. 15 15 .. A G Courtney 22 19 36 19 15 20 14HW Brown.. 18 IS 40 20 J Knapp 21 22 .. 20 30 17 ..W H Tallett.. 23 18 38 C R Egbert... 15
O H Mowry.. . 22 21 ,. 15 G A Jfosher.. 17 23 40 22 20 20 ie
S l^lover 25 22 44 20 23 17 22 Holloway.... 19 20 . . 1;; 13
Whyte 16 -^1 35 18 23 10 17 A Baker 15 .. ..

C W Tuttle. . . 23 2S 43 23 23 21 iO C A Ward. ... 22 34 42 32 25 21 20 •

H B Whi'ney. 21 21 45 25 23 20 21 A M S 19 32 .. 23 . 22 11
J J Carr So 25 46 23 23 22 18 C E Goodrich 18W S Wheaton 21 23 .. .. 17 .. .. D Lefever,... 33 23 44 23 SO 17 23
G Corning, .Ir. 32 20 43 16 18 15 20 C Frys 10
Siegrist 18 33 36 21 17 . . . . J Hildreth.,.. 19 18 .. 18 15 16 15
F Lefever ... 21 . 44 18 W B Barnes.. 19
MJ B 14 16 ;34 Dr Tripp .... 19 16
BDoane 18 .... , GEGre-fl.... 19 SO 19 31
J Brmkerhoff 21 23 D LHulburt. 10 ..
CLane 23 22 34 32 19 15 24 THTanner.. .. 19 .. .. 19 .,
\V Richmond. 19 14 32 H Reed 11 35 .. . 14 .

C L Franlz... 20 .. .. 31 ..30 18 C Wayte 18 33 16 16 15 .,
G A Brown... 15 .... 24 21 18 21 Perry 32 . . ,

JPaddleford. SO 21 .. 20 Zwilling 20 .. 19
J W Fulford.. 21 -23 42 14 23 £0 32 Burnett 20 .. 82 .. 21 17TH Garrett.. 18 .. .. 2U .. 13 ,, Gavitt 8 .. 13
A Rickman... 20 .. 35 16 ,. fcO KiHdk. 21 .. 83
Richardson... 16 19 .. 15 ,, ,. Yeoman 36
N L Hayes 13 15 . . . . Borst. ^ . . . . . 21 14 .

.

T Clinch 19 13 .. 9 Briater .,^4
Jenkins 12 Wanda....- .,16 .. i.
Higgins 13 Mason ; . . , . 82 17
Howelis...... .. .. .. 31 14 .. .. Riyland 17
J Roy 20 Henry 18 32
Blizzard 19 Davis 19 ,,
Swiveller 20 ., 19 18 Fuller • 13
J K Rich 15 R Hunter 19 20WC Hadley 18 ., ,. B H Norton 17
Quirk 16 ,, ..

THE BiNNlSTER CUV.

The above table gives the scores made in all the State events that
counted for average, with the exception of the 50-target event for
tbe Bannister cup, a silver trophy presented for competition by C. A.
Bannister, the popular jeweler of Auburn. This race was shot on
the morning of June 11. the last day of the State shoot. State event
No. 8, the Lefever medal congest, did not count for the State averages.
The sun was out bright and early, drying up the ground nicelv and

showing just how pleasant things would have been had he shown up
on the momujg of June 8 instead of letting old Jupiter Pluvius get in
hia fine work for nearly three days. It was hot enough to-day, and
heavy sweaters were almost an encumbrance, perspiration coming 10
the front very rapidly A practice event at 20 targets was shot "for
targets only" on the Lambs' magautrap prior to the commencement
of the cup race.
A t the start of the latter race Kelsey and Edward? were tied for

first place in the State averages with 185 breaks each out 200 shot at,
Carr being in second place wi'h 18?, and E. D. Fulford with 181. The
''McMurchy squad"—McMurchy, Edwards, IHayhew, Wagner and Kel-
sey—was the second aquad oa the list, and It was expected that th'ia
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squad's shootiiiK, with the two leaders in it, would virtually settle
first place. Kelsey started ofiC badly, but Edwards didn't drop a bird
UDti) his 25th round ; after that loss he quickly dropped enough to tie

lielsey with 44 each, the two being still atie with aasi out of 2S0 shot
at This left Carr with the hard task of '48 to win. or 47 lo
tie." He made a ^reat start and it looked as if he was
going to reg-aip first place alone after all. He ran straight
until about the 30th round, pulverizing every target in

excellent time. He then dropped one, but t' ent to the score for his
last 10 targets with a total of 3j out of 40 to his credit. He had thus
a leeway of 1 miss out of 10 shots, and vet be hrstfor the Parker gun ;

itlooKed a cinch for him. But the unexpected happened; he lost his
42d and 49th. tying for first place by virtue of his excellent total of
47. The exoitemenfover this triple tie for first average almost put
in the shade Whitney's gallant struggle for the cuj), which he won
with a total of 48; Fulford also gained 2 on the leaders by breaking
46, thus landing him in second place with 227 breaks out of his 250.
The totals in tbe cup race were as follows:
Whitney 48, C. A. Ward 47, G. Brown 47, J. J. Carr 47, L. V. Byer

47, E D. Fulford 46, E. 0. Meyer 45, Edwards 44, Kelsey 44, Glover 44,

McMurchy 43, Dalley 43, Dan Lefever 43, M. E. Barker 43, Goodrich
42, Tuttle 42, J. W. Fulford 42, Arno 41, Wagner 41, Mayhew41, Court-
ney 41, Henry 41, Wpller4l, Covert 40, Nirorod 40, Knapp 40, Garret
89, Morris 39. F. Lefever 89, Davis 38, Mowry 86, GreifiE 36, Gates 36,
Willard -te. Palmer 34, Wayte 34, Corning 82,Whyte 31, Hildreth cO,

Uncle Ben 27, Ackerman 24, P. Crosby 24.

The conditions under which the race was shot were the same as for
the E. O. cup race on the first day, viz : 50 singles, all at the same
time, 10 targets from each posilion before moving. Tbe optional
sweep, however, was changed from the announced "$3 optional on
the £0" to optional on each 25,"

IHB SHOOT-OFP FOR FIBST AVERAGE.

At the conclusion of the cup race the tie for first place and the
Parker gun was shot off. The conditions of the shoot were ?5 targets
per man. The men were called to the fcore in the following order:
Edwards, No. 1; Kelsey, No. 2; Carr, No. 3. Edwards lo't his 6th
target, dusting it, but being behind slightly. The next to lose a
target was Carr. who apparen.ly shot behind a slightly quartering
target, also dusting it, in the 8th or 9th round, we believe. Kelsey
kept on breaking all his targets wath a steadiness that made it look
as if he was sure for a 25 straight. The crowd, however, seemed to

be in favor of a close race, as a genuine ' Ah!" went up when Relsty
only dusted his target in (or about) the 15th round. It was atie again,
and only 10 more to shoot at. Carr dropped out of the tie very
quickly by losing another target, following it up after a brief interval
with another miss. Kelsey dropping another target and Edwards
breaking s'raight, tbe latter won with 24 to Kelsey 's 23 and Carr's 23

The Parker eun thus fell into what we consider to be a very fitting

place for such a good gun I

.

STATB AVERAGES.

The wiinners of the State
are given below, each man
days— two SO target events

Broke.
FD Kelsey... 229

J J Carr 229
F 8 Edwards. 239
E D Fulford 837
H B Whitney SS4
H McMurchy 223

C A Ward 223

M E Barker 219
LVByer 819

JW Fulford 218

average prizes, together with their recotds,
having shot at 250 targets during the three
and six 25-targei events:
Ave. Broke. Ave.
91.6 CW Tuttle 217 86.8
91.6 Dan Lefever 216 86.4
91.0 S Glover 216 f-6.4

90.8 C Wagner 21.-1 86
89.6 MMMayhew 208 83.2
89.8 Covert 203 81.2
8.1.2 HL Gates 202 80.8
87.6 CPArno 202 i^O.8

87,6 AG Courtney ,186 74.4
87.2

THE LEPKVER MEDAL.

This popular contest, as its name implies, is for the diamond medal
donated by Dan Lefever, of the Lefever Arms Company. The con-
test is at 20 singles and 5 pairs. Two years ago, at Saratoga, Uncle
Dan won the medal himself, but last year Glover won it (as well as
prett.y nearly everything elsj) at the State shoot at Buffalo. Glover
repeated his performance again this year bj^ breaking ^0 straight in

the singles and 8 out of 10 in the pairs. He did not win it, however,
without a struggle, as E. D. Fulford, Kelsey and Covert were right
after him with 27 breaks each. Both pairs and singles were thrown
from the magautrap and, though the double shooting from this trap
is decidedly interesting (both targets being at unknown angles), there
is quit© a large element of luck in the way of "the draw": One man
may get "splits" wnile his antagonist may draw two straightaways.
Those who shot at the doubles in this event had to contend with a
wind right in their faces, driving the smoke from the first barrel back
into their eyes. As both targets do not leave the trap at the same in-

stant, although very nearly so, a shooter had often to take his gun
from his cheek after breaking the first target and hunt for the other
target, often fl^nding it m the most unexpected places. The scores

were:
8 Glover ....^a 11111111111111111111

F D Kelsey 11111111111111111111

ED Fulford .11111111111111101111

Covert 1 i 01011111111111111111

H McMurchy 11111111111110111011

D Lefever..' 11011010111110111111

H L Gates llOllllllllIlOllOllO

Arno 11111011101110111111

Edwards 01110111111111111111

C W Tuttle..-. 11111111011111111111

H B Whitney llOllllllllUllllOll

J J Carr lllllllUlOllOllOlll

R Hunter llOllllOlUllOlOllll

C Wagner llllllUlllOlOllOOll

G Brown 11100101011111111010

W H Tallett lOlllllllllllllOlllO

LVBver 11101010011111111111

Hammond lOl 11111110101101111

W M Stanbrough 01111101111111110011

Whyte .i,.... llllllllllOllIOlOlOl

G Corning 01110111111100110011

SwiveUer t . . . ; ^ 11111111111011101000

Way te 10110011111001101 101

Norton lOOllOllOllOOOOOOUO

THE FOUR MEN TEAM RACE.

The four-men teamracehad six entries, the Auburn Gun Club put-
ting in three teams. The other teams were: East Syracuse Gun Club,

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association and the Rochester Rod and
Gun Club. The Shoot IS at 25 singles per man, 100 to tbe team. The
Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, hailing from Utica, was the
winner with 86 breaks. The teams, with the individual scores were
as follows:
Oneida County Sportsmen's Association: E. D. Fulford 28, J W.

Fulford 21, M. M. MTayhesv 21, E I. Fairchild 21^86
Rochestor Rod and Gun Club: S. Glover 82, E. C. Meyer SI, L. V.

Byer 2J, L. W. Davis 20 -83

Auburn No. 1: J. J. Carr 23, C. W. Tuttle 20, Geo. Corning, Jr., 20,

, Knapp 18-t3.
East Syracuse Gun Club; F. Lefever 22, Winsor Morse 30, C. J. Dal-

ley 19, D. Lefever 18 79.

Auburn No 2: T. H, Garrett 23, C. K. Goodrich 23, Whyte 22, Stew-
art 10 -78.
Auburn No. 3: G.Brown 24, Doane 20, Cottle 18, Alexander 11—73.
The prizes in this event were: 1st, 25lbs. Gold Dust Powder; 2d sil-

ver pitcher; 8d, lOOlbs. of chilled shot and $b cash, donated by Ta-
tham Bros ; 4ch, 500 loaded shells, donated by the King Powder
Company.

THE DEAN RICHMOND TROPHY.

The Dean Richmond trophy for three men teams, 15 live birds per
man, SiSyds. rise, BOyds. boundary, tooii place at 2 P. M. on Friday
afternoon. Eight teams entered, the only one from the southern
part of the State being the New Utrecht Gun Club, of Brooklyn. The
day was a scorcher, with scarcely any breeze, but tbe birds flew

well, man.v real ho^ oues leaving the trap auring the shoot; tney
were furnished by~L. 31. Gilbert & Son, of Philadelphia, and for
"summer birds" were among the best we have ever seen.

The result was a surprise, the Onondaga County Sportsmen's
Club, of Syracuse being tne winner with 43 out of 4s. Three clubs
tied for second place. Mr. Jacob Pentz acted as oiScial scorer, and
Edward Banks as referee. The scores were:
Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club: C. H.

Geo. H. Mann 15; total, ;a.

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association' H.
child 14, E. D. Fultord 14; total, 42.

Whitestown Gun Club: A. S. Hunter 14, Kilbum 13, Richardson 15:

'^Rochester Rod and Gun Club: K. C. Meyer 14, S. Glover i:3, L. V.
Byer 15; total, 43.

Messina Springs Gun Club (Syracuse;; Horace White 12, G. Mosher
15, H. McMurchy 14; total. 41.

^ „ . ^ „ ,

Syra-use Gun Club: Andrew White 19, H. Aylmg 12, Holden 12;

total, 3S.

Auburn Gun Club: Carr 13, Corning 14. Tuttle 11: total, 37.

New Uirecht Gun Club (Brooklyn): Wilham Lair ll, Conny Fur-
gueson 13, C. Fargueson 11; total, 35.

HOW THE WOLVES DID IT.

On the magautrap set apart for the sweepstakes of the Wolves, the

11 11 01 11 10-28
10 in 11 11 10-27
11 10 11 11 01-27
11 11 11 11 10—27
11 01 10 11 11-26
10 11 11 11 11—25
11 11 11 11 10-25
11 11 00 11 11-25
11 10 10 11 10—25
11 11 01 01 00-25
11 00 11 11 10-25
11 11 11 10 01-25
11 11 11 10 10—24
11 11 10 11 10-24
10 11 11 11 11—23
10 00 01 11 11—83
00 01 11 01 11-S2
10 11 00 01 10-21
00 11 01 10 10-21
01 00 01 10 10-20
11 10 10 01 10 -20
00 10 10 10 10—19
00 10 00 10 11 17
00 10 11 00 11-14

MoWry 14, Arno H,

. L. Gates 14, E. Pair-

competition was keen and sharp for first place. The number of
entries in these sweeps was satisfactory, and many a thousand tar-
gets were needed to settle all the disputes on the programme. Wet
wea,ther, a late start and a scarcity of help resulted in a schedule of
only six out of the eight programme events being decided on the first

day. This left the total number of targets shot at by each man who
shot through the "Wolves'" programme at 385, as follows: First
day, 105; second day, 140, and 140 on the third day. Only nine men
actually shot at all the 385, although many others misspd'only one or
tw 1 events Of those who shot right through, Bdly Crosby, of the
Baker Gun Co., of Batavia, N. Y., was first by a small margin. Ed-
wards was second and Kelsey third, with McMurchv and Carr dose
up and tied for fourth and fifth places Tuttle and Wagner were re-
snectlvely sixth and seventh on the list. Below are the records of
the men who shot in all the events at the W^olves' trap:

Jtme 8. June 9. June 10. Total

Targets shot f t: 105 ikO lUO breaks. Ave;
W Crosby

95

-130 133 358 92.9
FS Ed wards

93

183 131 357 92.7
F D Kelsey 98 1S2 185 365 92.2
H McMurchy ; 97 132 125 354 91.9
J J Carr

96

133 125 354 91.9CW Tuttle S6 126 130 351 91.1
C Wagner

92

187 130 349 90.6
J spanning

91

125 126 842 88.8
H B Whitney

87

118 ISO 335 87

First place in the above list, however, should really belong to E. D.
Fulford, with 345 breaks out of 365 shot at, an average of 94.5.
Throueh some error in the cashier's office Fulford was cut out of
event No. 1 on the first day, a 2e-target event, and considering that
he lost but 5 out of the remaining 65 on that day, it looks very much
as if Fulford would have been in first place without a doubt. His
records were: First day, 80 out of 85; second day, 182 out of 140; third
day, 133 out of 140.

Brewer did not shoot in a 15-target event on the second day, but
broke 90 per cent, out of the 870 he shot at. His records were! First
day, 89 out of 105; second day. 114 out of 125; ihu-d day, 130 out of 140.

Glover also shot in all the "Wolves' " events except a 15-target event
on the third day. He was apparently out of all form (for him), as he
only broke 86.7 per cent, of the 370 he shot at.

DAILY RECORDS OF THE WOLVES.
Below will be found the table of scores made by the Wolves on the

first day, June 8. It is always a hard matter to get a shoot of the
size of the New York Stale tournament started on the first day, but
at Auburn there was more than the usual delay This may be at-
tributed in a great measure to the extremely unpleasant nature of
the weather dealt out to the local club. It rained all day, and
rained hard for the greater part of that time. Th" fair grounds, on
which the shoot was hetd, are on a clay sod, and anything more
sticky or more unenjoyable in every way than the conaition of
Mother Earth on this day, we have never experienced. Gum coats,
gum boots and sou' westers would have been the proper attire for a
shooter at the New York State tournament of 1897; but very few had
gum coats, fewer still had gum boots, while not a single sou'wester
was in sight. The result was that wet feet, wet clothes and a decid-
edly damp feeling about ihe neck, were the lot of those who went
out to smash bluerocks on this date.
Kelsey with seven losses out of the 105 shot at, was high for the day,

although Fulford was shooting in wonderful shape, with a loss of 5
out of 85 shot at. McMurchy came in second, with 97 breaks out of
105, and Carr third, with a loss of 9 out of his 105 targets. What each
man did is shown in the table that follows:

THE WOLVES, JUNE 8.

Events: 1 S 3 4 5 6 Events: 12 3 4 5 6
Targets: 20 IS m IS iO IS Targets: SO 15 SO IS SO IS

Lane 19 Morris 18 18 .. .. ..

Kendall 16 14 16 12 12 .. Dalley 14 13
Barker 15 14 17 15 18.. Roy , 14
Byer 17 Siegriit 16 13 16 13 16 10
Hammond 18 15 18 15 19 14 Wheeler 16 14 16 13 19 12
Foxie 16 12 IS 13 .. .. Money. 18 13 17 14 16 18
Taylor 15 12 13 . .. .. J von Lengerke, 17 13 18 15 16 13
Gates 19 13 .. 13 .. .. Meyer 15 11 19 13 .

.

Stanbrough 19 14 18 13 18 .. Arno 13 15 15 .. .. ..

Greiff 17 11 18 14 .. .. Corning 18 14 17 12 19 12
Mayhew 18 la 17 E D Fulford 13 19 15 19 14
Fanning 17 14 18 15 15 12 Holloway,.. .. 11 13 .. .. ..

Crosby 18 14 19 li 20 13 Borst 18
Lindzey 13 12 14 11 .. .. Tallett .. ., 12 .. ..

Herinagton 18 9 18 11 .. .. Mowry.., H .. ..

Brewer 18 18 18 15 13 13 Hadley 10 .. ..

McMurchy 18 15 19 15 16 14 Ward..... 13 .. ..

Edwards... 17 15 17 12 17 15 Irving 9 .. ..

Levengston,.... 17 10 16 11 13 14 Covert 18 18 ..

Wagner 17 12 16 15 18 14 Paddleford 13 ,,

Kelsey 18 15 18 14 19 14 Wheaton 11
Glover 16 13 17 15 17 14 Praniz 12
Whyte 18 10 17 14 17 14
Tuttle 17 14 18 15 18 13
Whitney 18 11 18 13 16 10
Carr 17 15 18 15 18 13

The rain was still coming down when the shoot was started on the
morning of June 9 An early start was made, everything having been
gotten into good running shape by Dhe end of the "first day. Water-
proof clothing for the body was an absolute necessity if one wanted
to keep anything like dry, while the morass-like nature of the
ground in front of each of the traps was something indescribable.
Any shooter who only paid 10 cents for a shine when he got back to
the city may he said to have gotten the best of the shoeblack—and
there were some who did

!

The light was, as on the first day, far from good, and a target that
was thrown against any of the big elms that dotted the background
at the different sets ot traps was anything but a cinch. SdU scores
ruled high and some good records were made, particularly on the
magautrap, where the Wolves did their shooting. Carr, Levengston
and Edwards were tied for flr.^t place in the day's average with 133
out of 140 shot at. Kelsey, McMurchy and FuUord were next with
only 8 losses, a total of I3ii breaks eactx. Crosby, who lost 10 out of
105 on the first day, dropped the same number out of his 140 to-day.
Below are the records for this day:

The Wolves carried out their programme in full to-day as below:

THE WOLVES, JUNE 10.

THE WOLVES-JUNE 9.

Events:

Targets:

Stanbro'gh
Norris
E Fulford.
Covert
Money
Mayhew..

.

B.yer
Hammond
Brewer
Meyer
Glover
Whyte...,
Tuttle
Whitney .

.

Carr
McMurchy
Edwards..

.

Levengst'n
Waenei'.. .

.

Kelsey ....

Corning...

.

Von Len-
gerke...,

Greiff
Irving -.

12345678
SO 15 SO 15 SO 15 SO 15

19 13 18
19 12 IS
13 15 18
18 15 18

17 11 18
16 11 16
18 18 .

.

18 14 20
20 .. 18
17 14 ..

18 13 19
13 12 16
16 12 19
14 13 17

18 la 19
20 15 18
15 14 20
19 14 20
30 15 17
20 13 19
17 9 10

18 18
18 16
14 19
14 17
10 17
.. 16

18 18 18

.. 19 ..

15 19 11
13
13 17 13
.. 17 13

14 17
18 17
13 18

13 17
13 ..

15 16
14 17

15 19
13 18
14 19
13 20
13 17
14 19

13 20 11

15 19 13
13 18 .

.

13 16 13

12 16 11
]5 19 14

18 20 10
13 80 14
13 20 15
14 20 14
15 18 14
14 19 18
14 19 14

18 14 18 15 18 14 18 15
17 11

n « « i. .. 18 .. ..

Events:

Targets:

Ward
Foxie
Lane
Crosby.,..
Fanning ,

.

Gates
Kendall. .

.

Taylor ....
Addrews.,
Wheeler. .

.

Paddleford
Arno
Fleming. .

.

J Fulford..
Roy
Ward....:,.;
Lindzey. ..

Herringt'u
Blizzard..

.

Riyland .

.

Higgins....
Wride
Davis
Barst

18 14 19
18 13 19
20 14 19
16 13 18

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SO 15 SO IB SO 15 SO

18
16
19 14

,

20 18 19 15
18 14 16 9
19 14 19 ..

,. 11 14 11
.. 12 .. ..

.. 15 .. ,.

.. 11 .. ..

.. 11 .. ..

. . 12 17 14

, . 10 18
.. 12 ..

, , 10 .

.

.
'.

7. .. 10
u

15 ..

13
U

8
15

14
15
14

.. 18 ..

17 .. 18

18 14 .

.

16 11 15
15
13

17
16

On the third day, June 10, matters in the weather line looked much
better, al housh ihe sun dia not show himself until a few minutes be-
fore 3 P.M. Of course the entries fell dosvn to-day, many people
having lefi; at; the close of the second day's i-hoottng, disgus ed at che
condition of the weather. The finish of the big merchandise event
in the State programme on the second day is always the signal for
many to pack up and go. Hence the events to-day on all che traps
were shot off rapidly, and an early closing up was a treat after tne
late linishes of tne first two days.
The Wolves got at it as soon as possible, and made thuigs hum on

their magautrap. Some more good squad averages were maOe, and
the individual averages rollea high, although some who were high
up in the list for general averages on the Wolves' trap dropped back
to their fellow wolves; Carr, McMurchy and Kelsey were among this
number, each losing 15 targets out of 140 shot at. Crosby and FlU-
ford (the latter keeping up his fast gait) were high wioh 133 each out
of 140. Edwards was next with 131; Whitney, Wagner, Tuttle and
Brewer being tied for the next places withlSOeach. The above figures
tell what any respectable Lamb had to buck up against when he
showed his face and money at the desk of the cashier for theWolves.
Below are the records of the individuals:

Events:

Targets:

"Whyte
Fanning. ..

Hammond.
Glover
Crosby
McMurchy
Edwards...
Levengston
Wagner...
Kelsey
E Fulford.
L W Davis
Tuttle
Whitney...
Carr
Fleming. ..

Covert
Wride
Brewer. . ,

.

Arno
Barker

12345078
20 15 20 15 20 15 30 15

13 12 12
17 13 18
17 14 16
18 11 16
18 14 20
20 13 19
19 14 18

16 11 15
18 14 18
18 14 18
20 15 18
18 .. ..

18 13 19
19 15 18
17 11 16
15 .. ..

15 13 .

.

14 12 ..

18 15 18
17 18 18

9 18
15 18
12 18
12 20
14 19
13 18
14 18
12 ..

15 17
15 18
15 18

14 18
14 17
15 30

11 16 14
14 18 13

14 16 ..

. . 19 13
15 18 15
13 17 18
13 20 15

ii 20 14
18 20 13
15 17 15

13 .. ..

13 15 15
18 20 15
18 19 15

17

12 19 14 20 14
.. 18

Events: 123 45678
Targets: 20 15 20 15 30 16 20 33

Stanbr'ugh 18 11 17 .. 18
Gates 19 14 19 14 17 14 .. ..

Mayhew 13 10 13 .. 14 19 15
Coming 11 17 13
Rayland 15 ..

Forsythe.. .. 13 ,

Norton 10
Lindzey 17 13 .. 13 18 14
Herrington .... 16 .

Hunter 19 13 17 .. 16 14

Holloway 13
Courtney .14
Mason. 13 .. 10 ..

Davis 10 .. 10 ..

Higgins 11
Byer 19 13 .. ..

Ward 12 ..

Irving 7 . . .

,

Greiff 18 ..

Tucker 13
17

THE LAMBS AND WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING.

For the benefit of those who did not want to put up much money
when they went out to shoot, a magautrap was specially provided bv
the management. This magautrap was fairly well patronized— not
so much by real lambs as by a large number of actual wolves who
dressed up in sheep's clothing for the occasion. As has been s'ated
earlier in this report, entrance fees were half price in the events for
the Lambs, and these entrance fees looked quite small and ehticing to
the semi-expert and novice who wanted to shoot without puttmg up
too much of United States Treasury collateral. For instance; 19 tar-
gets, $1, and 30 targets, $1.60, seemed very reasonable; but the true
Lambs got it in the neck, as usual. Four moneys in 15 target
events and five moneys in 20-target events don't give sheeplets much
chance when they have to break 12 out of 15, or 17 out of 20, to get
into the money. For Chat's what they had to in nearly every event
so far as the scores tell us, a 15 or 80 straight figuring conspicuously
in the scores when it came to dividing up the purses. How the divi-
sion of moneys was changed to the "old system" from the advertised
Rose system, has been mentioned before. A glance at the scores o£
each day in the events for the Lambs will show that many bit once or
twice each day, but finding that there were others who could and did
bite harder, packed up and quit the game. Below are given the rec-
ords on the Lambs' magautrap for each day:

JUNE 8.

Events: 1 2
THE LAMBS

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 20 15 SO 15 SO

A M S 13 20
Garrett .. 14
E D Fulford 18 14
Corning 18 15
Andrews..., 18
Tallett
Hammond 18
Ward 18
Arno 18 13
Von Lengerke 19 14
Glover 17 13
Whitney 18 13
J Fulford 17 11
Money 19 13
Smith 13
DaUey 11
Richmond. , . . .

Tuttle.... 16 13
Davis 14 15
Byer 18 11
M E Barker. 15 14
Carr 16 13
Knapp ,.. 15 12
Gates. 15
S Life 15 12
Goodrich 12
Stanbiough.,,,..,. 15 12
Blakely

,

Mayhew...... 15 10
Paddleford
Siegrist 13
Brinkerhoff 9
Yeoman 12 8
Borst 10
Frantz

,

Meyer

3 4 5

16 14 80
18 15 15

18 !!

is !!

18 .. ..

18 11 17
19 12 18
17 13 18

14 19

19 13 14

i9 !! !!

17 ..

15 13 19
14 16

19 14 12
.. 13 ..

17 .. ..

17 12 16

15
14 10 13

8 ..

13 10

15 12
11 ..

11 10
.. 9

Targets: 20 IB

WheatOB..,i.,,4.... 18 ..

Covert 13 15
Lane 17 ,,

Whyte....... 19 16W Barker 11
Irving 19 9
D Lefever 10 18
Levengston,., 15 ..

Wheeler, 15 .

,

Foxie 15 .,

Kelsey....... 15 ..

Courtney 15 11
Fleming 13 13
Weller 18 10
Roy 7
F Lefever ,. 13
Tanner. ....i. 11
Norris 11
Lindzey,

,

Barnes
"Wride 15 11W Brown 10 19
S Brown.....
Mowry.... 17 11
Ed Taylor 13
O'Leary. 15 7
Hildreth 14 11
Holloway .i. ....... 15 ..

Wayte ..ji.i.. 13 11
Mosher 11 ..

Seaman..,...,...., .. 7
Ackerman 18
Uncle Ben 8
Hadley... ...i.iii., e .,

Frey ...,..i.i.;vi4ii i. 4

SO 15

13 ..

16 10
18 .

11 11

.. 18
14 ..

10 ..

SO

13

13 18
13 10
17 18
13 ..

14
14 ..

14 ..

14 10
11 18
11 13
13 7
11 ..

18 8
16 11

9 ..

10 7

13

13
9

ii

,. 8
8 7

Events:

Targets;

E D Fulford
G Brown
Weller
Wride ,,

Covert
Zwilling,
Knapp
Wadsworth
Norris.
Gates. .

Glover
Whyte
Tuttle
Whitney
Carr
Wayte..., i,,,.,.
Barlrer
Hammond
Pdddleford
Higgins
Von Lengerke...
t orning
Money
Dalley
Davis
Richmond
Foster
Buruett
Quirk
Frantz.
Blizzard
Dan ,

Jones ,

Reed
Alexander. ,

Stanbrough
Courtney
Garrett
Frey
Burnett

Jthe lambs, .roNE 9.

3 4 5 6 Events:I 2

SO IS SO IS so 15

17 . . 18 15 19 .

.

IB 15 .. 11 .. ..

9 13 IS II .. ..

15 12 16 14 ..

15 18 18 18 .. ..

10 11 . . 11 . i .

.

15 14 15 13 ..

12 11 ..

13 11 ..

16 13 19
17 14 .

.

II 10 13
20 14 18
19 15 18
16 15 20
11
18 15 16
16

15 14 16
7 .. 15
20 15 17
18 .. ..

10 15 16
17
19 8 17
18

14 .. ..

12 19 18
13 16 18
14 80 13
15 .. ..

13 17 13

18 .. ,.

is is i4

i4 !!

13 .. ..

14 .. .,

10 ..

12 ..

a ..

14 18
12 ..

8 ..

8 ..

8 ..

6

12

19
17

14 17

i4 !!

11 ..

Targets:

Herrington
Fanning
Crosby
Tallett..,,,.
Mowry
Lane
Church
Yeoman
A M S
Greiff
Swiveller
Foxie. . . ,

Siegrist
O'Leary
Kendall
Rich
Fleming
Arno
Hayes
Gavitt-.
Meyer ,.
Andrews
F Lefever
S Life
H W Brown
Goodrich
Killick
Borst,,....,..,..
Taylor
Rov
DEB
Howell ..........
Hadley
Holloway
J W Fulford
W F Banks
Davidson
Lindzey
"Wheeler
Tanner

1 2 3 4 5 6
SO 15 so 15 SO IS

18 13 .. ..

8U 15 19 13
19 14 19 18
IT 13 ,. .,

16 18
18 15
18 15
18 14
13 .,

19 14
19 ..

16 11
16 ..

17 ..

15 11
18 12
16 ..

12 .,

18 15
17 9
13 ..

20 13

.. 8

.. 11

.. 15

.. 18

.. 13

.. 14

., 13

.. 18

.. 14

.. 13
,. 13
.. 12
.. 9
.. 14
.. 10

18

16

18 13 16 14
16 ..

.. .. IT ..

,. 11

17 .. 18 la
• • •* I t. M
15 ,. ..

16 n .. ..

17

12

.. 14 ..

.. .. 17 ..

.. 13 16 ..

30 14 .. ..

18
16
.. 14 18 ,.

.. 12 .. ..

.. .. 16 ..

THE LAMBS, JUNE 10.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: SO 15 SO 15 SO 15

Mason 17 13 17 13 11 14
13 10
17 11

Barker... 14 12 80
Dain 16 13 18 is i8 14
Hadley..,..,,... 16 13
Byer IB 13

18
15 11 13 13

16 13 15 10
16 13 17 13 io

Davis 17 18 14 10 is
16 18 18 14 is 18

Whitney 18 13 19 15 19
19 14 15 18 18 i4
13 9 14 11

18 11 13
Tanner 13 10

11 6 'e

17 10 ie 10
IB 15
6 '8

9
14 15 18 ii i7 i4
18 15 18 14 19 14

Whyte 15 8 9 10 10 10
14 18

I tIrving t 1 13 10 1 •

T

Events; 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: so IB SO 15 SO 15

16 12 15 18
Arno..,,, , 17 11 14
Wayte. 14 18 16 11

11 9 9
Ward 18 13 17
Brewer

, , ,

.

18 13 is 14 17
WeUer 14 9 18 10

19 11 15 13 io ia
Hammond , 18
Covert. 15 is is

14 13 18 11 16
A M S 14 18 13
Dilley 16 10 is 9
Glover 16 11 19 14 i9 14

16 15 16 14 18 13
16

Hildreth......... 19 9 13 11 17
Morris 16 18 15 13
J Fulford 16 14 18 11 is isDEB 6
D Lefever 13

18 13 19
Dutch.....,...,, 11
Kennedy 6

13
Cook 6
Goodrich........ • • 15

• •
JHuater...,,,.,

1 %

«

• 4

• •

8
• «

1 <

1

1

1



500 FOREST AND STREAM. [JrwE 19, 1887.

Corning , . 11 14 , , ,

.

KHunier ....... .. 10 17 13 19
Sporting Life 13 . . 11 .

.

HaUowell 8 14 9 20
Enapp 11 .. 13 14
Norcon 8 12 7 7
Garrett 13 .. 18 ..

Wadsworth 11 ,. 6 11
Uncle Ben 11 13...

Steele 4 ..

Alexander i . . ,.. 9 .

,

G Brown 10 ..

Stewart 10 ..

Bagley 9 .

.

Obapman :. 9 ..

Burnett 12 13
Tripp 10

NOTES.

Dr. Kennedy, of Auburn, whs present at the sboot during the
greater part ot the time. The Doctor had with him a Winchester
repeating sbotguQ with 33in. barrels. It was a curious loolring little

gun, but the strangest part about it was the muzzle. Dr. Kennedy is

the inventor of the square-muzzle gun, and be had given this little

gun a square muzzle. He claims that with these 22in. barrels and a
square muzzle that he can give any length of barrel and any kind of
ciioke a hard wrestle for first place in the way of pattern.
Uncle Ben Catch pole was one of those who came at the start and

stayed until the finish, despite the bad weather. Up m Wolcott, N.
Y., the shooters think a lot of Uncle Ben, and have christened their
newly-organized gun club after him. Secretary Wadsworth, of that
club, ana Mr. Morris Burke accompanied Uncle Ben to Auburn.
Paul North is great on titles. The McMurehy squad (McMurchy,

Edwards, Levengston, W.<igner and Kelsey) were summoned to the
score, and got ready to shoot. Mae happened to look at the score
board as be stepped to No. 1 mark. "We're not called yet; at least,
we're not on the board;" said he. Up stepped Paul, and spake thus:
"Oh, yes, you are! Big Chief, No. 1; Much Write, No. 2; Never An-
swer, No. 3; Wagtail, No. 4; Smallmouth, No. 5. Shoot, No. 11"
Then we taiew who had done this thing.

C. A. Ward, of the Lockport Gun Club, made a good record for
himself at this shoot. In the merchandise event he broke 25 straight,
and gave somebody a hot shoot-olf for first choice. He showed up
again in the Bannister cup contest with 47, the cup being won on 48.
Lastly he figured in the State averages as tied for fourth place with
Harvey McMurchy. Ward shoots a Parker gun and 3}4drs. of either
Hazard or Du Pont—he shoots just whichever of the two comes to
bis ijands iirst.

'

Sim Glover was oif in his shooting. Sometimes he would come to
the front with a straight, and then he'd drop out of sight practically,
with a score that a Lamb might have been satisfied with, but which
r'ffl.ected no credit on Ilochester Sim. He won the Lefever diamond
medal with his usual combination— Parker gun and SchulczJi powder.
And by the way, ihe condicions of the Lefever medal contest have
been ctianged this year. Prior to the contest for this medal on June
10, Uncle Dan Lefever, donor of the medal, announced that anybody
winning the medal twice in succession (beginning with this year's
contest! shoula become the absolute owner thereof.
There was one party that "went straight" all the time. We refer

to the popcorn 'stand, which did a business we'd have been glad to
"go halves" in.

-Jack Brewer got his right cheek badly out of shape at this shoot.
Fred Gilbert and Jack Winston are not in it with their corn plas-
ters. It required a bunion plaster to cover even a portion of the
bruised cheek.
No matter what the weather is, nor how large the attendance may

Tje, so long as W. M. Richmond, W. C. Hadley and Gus Dexter are on
hand, it's a State shoot right enough.
Two incidents happened at this shoot. On Wednesday morning a

Lamb (Geo. Corning) shot at a target, broke it and also killed a sparrow
that was flying across the frant of the trap. The same evening, in
the last event of the day on the Wolves' trap, a member of the
McMarchy squad broke the first 1-3 straight, missed the 14th, but on
the 15th shot broke the target and killed a swallow; result: 15
.straight.

*fThat elm tree" to the right of the background on the Wolves'
magautrap was a stumbling block when one got a straightaway from
position No. 1. The same tree caused trouble to .shooters at the
"State events magautrap," while another tree right in front of No 2
score was a dandy to "lose 'em in."
The attendance of spectators on the last day was due more to the

•Jaet tdaat live birds were gomg to be shot, rather than the beauty of
ithe day. If you wish to draw spectators, you must have Live- bird
;shooting 'Tis sad, but true.

The little city of Auburn is famous for four things: Pretty women,
pretty homes, the Osborne House^and the jail.

The Lambs had a little playground of their own, but you couldn'
keep some of the Wolves away from that playground with a club.
"Do you knosv that there's more money down on the Lambs' trap
than at the Wolves"? was a question we heard very frequently on the
second day. And yet the sweeps were practically half-price.
iThe daily papers looked after tue shoot well. The Auburn evening
daily, the BuUatin, and the Syracuse Standard, deserve special
credit for their work. Mr. Ackerman, the sporting editor of the
latter paper, is an enthusastiic trap-shooter, but says that it's

easier to push a pencil than point a gun. We know that fact from
experience.
Greater New York has scared the up-country folk. The team race

rule now reads to the effect tbat members oC the same team must be
residents of the same county. At least that's the way we under-
stand the situation an it was put to the annual meeting; if we are
wrong, the secretary of the meeting will kindly advise us and our
readers of the change that has been made in tne wording of this
rule. ,1

F. D. Kelsey and Hammond were the sole representatives (so far as
we are awarej of the Audubon Guq Club, of Buffalo, and neither of
the two above-named gentlemen reside in Buffalo Considering the
patronage the club was given last June, it looks as if something like
a strong coniingenc shOuld have been on hand this year. Ktilsey up-
held his great reputation as a shooter, carrying his Smith gun and
Gflid Dust powder well to The front. He lied for first average in the
State events and won the EJ. C. cup on the first day with this combin-
ation

J. J Carr, of the Auburn Gun Club, was always on top of the heap
His different records speak for themselves He shoots a Lefever
gun and Schultze powder.
The shoot-ofC for high average in the State events was won by

Edwards with a Winchester repeating shotgim and Sdrs of E. C.
powder.
For the second time during our connection with the trap -shoo ting'

world, we have had the pleasure of meeting S A. Tucker, of the
Parker Gun Company. Tucker took in the State shoot at Auburn,
tearing himself away froin the West just long enough to show him-
self to his friends in the East.

E, B. Full'ord, the latest addition to the ranks of the Remington
Arms Company, shot away up all. the time. E. D says that he is

fixed all; right now with his gun, U. M. C factory-loaded sbells andu
Schultz 8 powder. It looks js if he was, too. Edward Banks,

Boston Gun Club.
WBrii.rNGTON, Mass., June 9.—Despite the heavy rain of Wednes-

day, Jua. a, the Boston Gun Club opened up at Wellington, and five
member-, whom the deluge fafied to terrorize, spent an hour or two
pleasant y if not exactly comfortably. Yet tne snooting was not half
bad, and clad in a sweater a score of five targets could be negotiated,
one shooter at a time, without severe drenching. The very heaviest
showers were allowed undisputed possession of the platform, while
matters pertaining to sbooting were fully discussed inside the club
house within shore range of a roarmg fire, and in this way the thirdi
shoot of '97 series passed off with more attention and enjoyment than;
would nattirally be expected of so mean and miserable an afternoon ::

Tne tollowing scores were all shot in a steady downpour:

Events: 1 8 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11
Targets: 10 10 10 12 10 10 15 10 10 10 10'95658 13 976 513

12
10
13
5 6 7 7

Horace... 7

Miskay. 8 7 7 6 3
Bentoa 6 6 6 3 7
Spencer. 6
Sewalt 1

Events 1, 2, 6, 7 and 9 were known angles; 3, 8, 10 and 11, unknown;
4. pairs; 5, straightaways; 2.yds. rise.

Third conlest in prize match, a5 targets, 15 known, 10 unknown
angles, distance hanoicap:
Horace (IByOs.) 111110111011111-13
Spencer (18> .111111111110011-13

Miskay (17) UOllOlOlllUll-ia
Benton (141 , . . . lOlOiOlUllOlOl - 10

Sewall(15) OOOOOOOeilOlOll— 6

Bunker Hill Day fallmg on Thursday of next week no shooting will

be held on the grounds on Wednesday.

1111101111-9—22
lOlllOllU-3 -21
1110110111-8-20
0110001111-6-16.
1110101101—7—1 a

Fine Bluff Gun Club.

Pine Bluff, Ark., May 26. -Below you will find the score of the'
Pine Bluff (Ark.) Gun Club at its regular weekly shoot this evening..
The conditions are ;^0 targets per man:
George Clements S3, E. A Howell aS, Dr. H. E. Williams 22, John

Speers iU W. B. SorreiU 20, J. T. Loyd 20, Percy Meyer 17, J. A. Caleo
ir, H. E. Martin 9.

On account of a baseball game in our city the weekly attendance-

fell teiow the average. E. H. HgwBi-i', Sec'y.

At Greenwood, S. C.

Knox-ville, Tenn., May S8.—Jnclosed please find scores made at the
Greenwood, S. C, tournament, on May 26.
With an experience covering many years and acquired oyer a very

large extent of territory, I am bound in all fairness and justice to
state that never in my life have I seen so well-managed a maiden
effort as was this tournament. Be it understood that Greenwood
never before had a tournament; therefore, the managers were as in-
experienced as anyone could very well be in such affairs. Yet, in
spite of this, not one hitch occurred during the day— everything
passed off most pleasantly and promptly. The cheers that were
given at the close were heartfelt, I swanl for no man that day felt
tbat he was given any th« worst of it. On the contrary, we
all had a dead square game, and will gladly return to Greenwood at
the call, and glad of the opportunity. Our thanks are due to Messrs.
R. G. McCauts, R. W. Moore and M. L. Bice, while Messrs. W. G.
Chaiffee and J. F. Partlow must not be forgotten.
To the referee, Mr. S. F. Evans, we are indeb ed much, for his de-

cisions were alwaj-s promptly and correctly rendered, and the scor-
ing of Messrs. Cook and Middle was done accurately and properly all
the way through. Col. J. T. Anthony, perhaps the best known and
most enthusiastic sportsman in the entire South, a man whose pres-
ence is ever welcome on any ground—one whose hearty manner and
genial disposition are hailed everywhere. North and South alike with
genuine deligut, made on this day the highest average, losing but 3
birds all lold, some of which fell dead just out of bounds.
It bein^ customary to give gun and loads of the winner, it is but

right to slate that the Colonel shot his Parker gun, Schultze powder
in U. M. C. trap shells loaded by Krider, of Pniladelphia, and great
work did he do with them.
The birds were so very good that on the first 10-bird event, out of

an entry of thirty-two, for the most part very good shots, only one
contestant scored them all, t at fortunate and skillful sportsman
being Mr. J H. Rice, who has not fired a shot over the traps since 't9,
albeit a most masterly shoe in full practice afield As this achieve-
ment netted him about $120, it is not to be wondered at that he
caressingly speaks of dis old gun.
The best proof of the extra good quality of the birds is that in

footing the two pairs in match No. .iJ hardly ever had one to get
another pair because one of the birds did not" fly on the Instant the
ground traps were opened. Tnose who have seen much double bird
shooting from ground traps will know just what that means without
further comment.
Macon, Ga., was represented by Messrs. P 0 Etheridge and J. P.

Bullard, the former too well known to need special men ion further
Chan to say tnat he is a genuine, clean cut sportsman, splendid snot
aud most araiaole companion ; the latter, a > oung man who is going
xo make lots of trouble one ot these-days when he gets accustomed
to this kind of shooting. This being his flrsc shoot in public, it is
quite safe to predict all of that and a great deal more.
Atlanta should have had a larger delegation. Uoforlunately some

could not attend. Among those were Dr. Bizzell, Capt. Rawson, Mr.
Everett, wbUe Messrs. Heard, Crabb and Avery did their best to keep
things moving. Spartanbiu-g had a very strong aggregate of talent,
and in Mr. Floyd possesses a splendid shot, a really very dangerous
man. Mr. J- W. Todd, of Charlotte, who came along to be wica Col,
Anthony, shot in fine form, but lackof praciice will tell even with su h
good shots as he is. Mr. I. R. Lowndes came in most gracefully and
handsomely at the finish

;
unfortunately he discovered very late in

the day that small loads of powder won't mow down good strong
birds inside of bounds. In the last event, when using good strong
loads, he did great execution. Experience is about the only way to
get at these things, and he is of the kind that can see as far through
a stone wall as any one. Look out for him later. Colonel Brock was
not properly loaded, and taat covers the case. Messrs. McUants and
Rice were so busy managing tuings that they coutd not be expected
to do themselves justice; some one must DC sacriticed As for my-
self, I just sa« ed wood, and having killed the last 20 straight, scoring
but 19, 1 let it go at that, for on s. ch nirds tbat is a good many for a
common every day scrub.

No. 1.

A Wdu Bray inil-5
F C Etheridge 11111—5
J P Bullard 10111-4

J F Floyd 11011—4

W G Chaffee 11010-3
Geo Henneman <'0l00—

1

J P Brock 00100-1

J H Rice 11010-3
RCWillard 10011-3
AS White OOltiO-1

WFGiUeland 01010—2
AB Bay luulO-2
TTHayne 01101—3
W W Halley 10010—2

S Irwin 01110-3
F N Basket 01111—4

S P McGregor..,. ...11111—

5

K G McCarits 01011-3

J W Todd 11111-5

J T Anthony 11111—5

J O Litile 10111—4
J^R Lowndes 11111—5
ML Rice .11011—4

JR P White 10001-2

D C Smith 01110-3
F Crabb
Heard • ....f
Avery. ... , . .......a. *••;>

J Ambleir....
Jelfcoaic
Childs.
Cleckley
E C Rice,...
M H Dendry. ......

Swygert •••••

McGowan
A E Hayne ......

No. 4, 2pairs: „^ ,

DuBray 10 00-1
Etheridge...., 10 11-3
Bulla,rd 10 10-2
Floyd 10 11-3
ChaW "•^??,?-|
Henneman ................01 01—2
Brock .•..,.,.:.10 0O-l
J H Rice ...... .10 10—^
Willard 10 10-3

AS White H 10-3

T T Hayues H H—
Halley^,.. 10 00-1

R P White ...10 01—

i

Bansket 10 00-1

McGregor ..^...M 10-2

McOams -10 10—2

No. 2.

lOllOCO-4
0101111—5
lOlllU-B
1111111 -7
1001011-4
1011011-5
lOulOll-4
OllllU-6
11,01100-3
OllOjll-4
1010111-5
1011111-6
1111110-6
llOlill-e
1101111-6
lOOlOOU-3
0111111-6
1111100—5
1101111-6
1111110- 6
1001011—4
0010111-4
0101101—4
0010010-2
OOJOllO-2
1011011-5
1101101—5
OlUOUl—

4

0111111-6
1111010-5
1110111-6
1111111—7
1101110-5
0110010-3

No. 3.

1111111011
1111111101-
OlUllllOll—
1110111110
iiinioou-
0011100100
ojoiiiioii
lllUlllll
iioiinioi
OlUlllllll
IIIOOUIOOU
nioioioii-
1011011011
IIOIOUIIU—
OlllOJllOO—
1111110101-
1110001101-
lUlOOOUl-
lOllOiO
uiuoiiii-
ouooiiooo-
1101011101-
llOlllOlO -

lOUOlOOlO

No. 5.

miiiiiu—10
lllOlOIlll— 8
IIIIOIHIO— 8
1111111111-10
ItOllOlOll— 6
1101110101— 7
1111001
10000
lomoiiii— 8
1111111110- 9
1110010
0110111111— 6
OOllllllll- 8
XlllllOOlO— 7

9

1001110
IIOIOUO
10010
11 1101 1 111
1111111111—10
liiioioon— 7
lllllUUl-lO
1101011111- 8
1010100

1100110
01 1000
1110011111— 8
lllOlOlOll— 7
lllOlllOll— 8

onoloo
ouol
lOfllO

nuoiiiio- 8
llllOOllO —

1111111001— 8

lOlOOlOOOl-
010110
1110101011— 7

Anthony . , . ^, . . . j n i , . . . 10 11—

3

Little...... .....i.. ....4,,. 00 01—1
Lowndes.. 11 01-3
MS Rice...... 00 01—1
D O Smith 00 00-0
Heard ,....10 10-2
Avery. 10 01—2
Ambler ...i...... ..10 11—3
Jeffcoutt ..... .,^,...,.,,..01 10—2
Cleckley.,.....^.,, 11 10—3
E C Rice 10 00—1
Chiias ...,,,.,.,..00 11—2
McGowan. ...'Ill 00-3
Cothrar 11 11-4
Darby 10 11—3
A E flaynes....,,... 0111—3

To"dd .....v.'.".'. 01 11-3

No 1 was 5 birds, $5, 3 moneys; No. 2, 7 birds. $7, 3 moneys; No. 3

10 birds, JflO, a moneys; No. 4, 2 pairs, §3, 3 moneys; No. 5, lu birds,

:glO, 3 moneys.
,

Qaucho.

At Watson's Park.

Chicaoo, 111., May 27.—The following scores were made at Wjr.tson's

lourman ' 022202218J21 i201C01231021-19

KoU '

... .iir,'.,, . . . .1^220 213lJOOO.i:2<;ia^220a!i—20
vre,^&r .'. 12a02'i211 11 1 U020022120a3-5:0

TCmorv 222100lll210vfl21222000100—17

Gillespie
' 1201201011110]2<;2110 -15

Newbert , .10002il0.'2

JReha. 010—1
Zackarias 1^01021101

May 28.—Practice shooting:

^^£s .'.'".'.".'.*.'."."
I.*.".

.'.
. . . . . .0ft0032<002-4iO2S23J321222i'31?3-24

' 0;01012210012010021i!2200221201—19
2^0012^0^221 10al0]21022'i212222—5i4

a030'>MOOia2010l200ill —12
000111101201 1012'21212110212021- 23
x0010.2i;;J12;!22aa2102 —16
221213.il0ill]22020 —15

Parker' " V 1 .... .5^0121112000101011 —11
W Palmer ; 0lll3U022<:0iJ20 -1

1

Ambere "' 03JOa02.20 —5
Dr Larlin. 2010121QOill01020000 —10
May 2P.—In practice on live birds to-d&y Messrs. Saunderberg, John

and Barto shot at 20 each and scored respectively 14, 12 and 15; Buple
and Stone shot at 15 each and scored respectively 11 and 12.

BAV£1I,BIG&.

At the annual meeting of the Montpelie, Vt., Gun Club, held June
the following ofiicers were elected: President. Dr. H, A. Fisk;

. 32 .20212',i22222 22002022222

— 6— 4— 7

—20

Heaton
Frothingham. .

.

Dr Liddy
L C Willard
S Palmer
0 B Dicks.

7 the lOllOWmg omcfis were eici:icu. tjcoiuom.. ui. a, a., xiisii;

Vice-President, C. H. Ferrin; Secretary- Treasurer, Geo. B Walton;
Captain 0. C. Barrett; Executive Committee: F. R. Dawley andH.
R Wheelock (in addition to the oCaoers mentioned above),

Pennsylvania State Shoot.
Oil City, Pa,, June ^.—Editor Forest and Stream: Will you please

announce in your next issue that the following railroads in the Trunk
Line Association have made a reduction in fare on a certificate plan
for persons attending the seventh annual tournament of the Pennsyl-
vania State Sportsmen's Association, which will be held here June
2^-25 inclusive. This reduction is from Trunk Line territory, i. e., from
Niagara Falls, Buffalo. Dunkirk and Salamanca, N.Y., Erie and Pitts-

burg, Pa.; Bellaire, O.; Wheeling, Parkersburg and Huntington, W.
Va., and points east thereof, excppt in New England: Addison &
Pennsylvania; Allegheny Valley; Baltimore & Ohio tParkersburg,
Bellaire and Wheeling and east thereof); Ba;ltimore & Potomac; Ben-
nington & Rutland; Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg; Camden & At-
lantic: Canada Atlantic; Central of New .lersey; Central Vermont;
Chesapeake & Ohio (Huntington, W. Va., and ea.st thereof); Cumber-
land Valley; Delaware & Hudson; Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western; Elmira, Cortland & Northern; Erie (Buffalo, Dun-
kirk, Salamanca and east thereof); Fall Brook; Fonda, Johns-
town & Qloversville; Grand Trunk; Jamestown & Lake Er.ie;

Lehigh Valley; N. Y. C. & H. R. (Harlem and N. Y. & Putnam
Divisions excepted); New York, Ontario and Western: New York,
Philadelphia & Norfolk; New York Central; Pennsylvania; Philadel-
phia &Lak6 Erie; Philadelpia & Reading; Phlladelpbia, Wilmington
& Baltimore; Rome, Watercown & Ogdenanurg; Western New "Sork
& Pennsylvania; West Jersey; West Shore; Wilmington & Northern;
Fitchburg.
Visitors will be required to pay full fare coming and one-third fare

returning, but they will be required to get a certificate from the agent
where they buy their tickets, otherwise the reduction in the return
fare will not be made. Ceriiflcates are not kept at all stations, aud
it may be necessary to buy a ticket to one of the stations where
the certificates are kept in order to get tb-s reduced fare. Cer-
tificates are not transferrable, and no reduction in fare will be made
on account of any persons f ilmg to obtain a certificate.

H. C. Bbeser, Se'y.

Audulion Gun Club, of Buffalo.
TitiFFALo, N. Y., May 29.—Much interest centered to-day In the

badge shoot, No. 3 on the programme. Norris, C. S. Burkhardt end
F. D. Kelsey were tied with three wins each for the Class A badge.
Kelsey was unable to attend, but C. S. Burkhardt and Norris were on
hand. In the event Norris and E. C. Burkhardt tied with 'i'i each; on
the shoot-off Norris won, thus placing him one 'o the good with only
two more shoots to take place. Reinecke won in Class B and J. B
Lodge in Class C.
Among the shooters were Atwater, Aneevine and Ward, members

of the Lockport, N Y., Gun Club. All the conditions were favorable
for good scores, with the result tbat several were made. In the
monthly cup sboot, a handicap affair, six men qualified with the
necessary aa or better; on the shoot-off Woodbury won tbe cup.
Below are tbe scores made this afternoon, No. 3 being the badge
shoot, ^o. 4 the monthly cup shoot, and No. 7, 5 pairs.

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 15 15 S5 S5 15 IS

C SBurkhardt 6 11 19 21 11 14

Norris 7 10 23 31 11 ..

E C Burkhardt 4 10 23 27 10 11

E Reinecke 23 25 .. 13
Davis 7 15 22 25 14 .

.

Sandy 4 7 1 6 20 12 10
Bird 8 11 20 ,. 7 11

FNAIderman 9 11 17 23 7 .

R Stevens.... 6 10 22
Waltz 9 13 ..

GMcArthur.. 5 8 19

A 0 H 7 11 20

J A Kennedy. 2 4 18

P G Myer,..., 7 5 IB
JJReid 5 6 12

W" Hines, Jr.. 6 8 19

A Coombs 15

23
20 7 ..

22 11 ..

23 .. 12
25 13 15
15 4 ..

S3 10 .

.

21 8 ..

24 .. ..

.. ..11

Targets: IB 16 25

Jacobs 8 .. 17
L W Bennett. .. 14 20
E Hammond. .. 13 81

L Fries 20
J E Lodge 18

Dobbs 11

Oehmig 7 13..
Talsma 8 6
W Woodbury. 7
Atwater .. 5
Ward ,.,,,„. fi

Porter. .......
Tom Fidler .

.

E N McCarney
Angevine
L Lannon....
Anderson ....

IS IS Sp

9

11
11 7
.. 7
.. 6

10

12
7
11

25 ..

21 ,.

36 10
.. 7
23 12
SS ..

20 7
20 ..

.. 7

.. 7

.. 6

Soo Gun Club.
Sioirx City, la., May 27 —Below is the score made to-day at the

second of the series of gold medal shoots by the members of the Soo
Gun Club. W. W. Hams, the winner of the medal at the previous
contest, again made the highest score, but the handicap allowance
gave it to Duncan. Score;
Brotl .........^...,....1110001100110111011011011-16+ 6—33
Wei's .,..,....,1101110010100011000010000—10-1- 0—10
Boyd llOJlllUCOllOOnOOniOll—16-1- 2—18
Campbell OOlOllOllOlllOlOOOlOllOOl—13-h 3-16
Me-yer 010O1111111111101101110O1 -18-f- 4-22
Chapman OOOllOOlOllOOlOllOlOUOlO—134-11—23
Keefe 00110100110110010(.'0101111-]3-i- 2-15
Duncan lllOCOlCOOlllOOllUllllOO—15-|-10—25
O ten ..; lOlOOtOllllOllOaOOOOOlll—13-4- 6—19
Harris 1100111111101110101111101—19-}- 2-21
Gray IIOIIOOIOIOIIIIIIOOUOIOO—15-t- 7-23
Hawman 1011000101011101100110110-14-}- 7—31
Boyer OOlOOlOOOOllOJOlOlOOlOlOO- 8-|- 0— 8

Blue Rock.

Omaha Gun Club.
Omaha, Neb., June 5.—The Omaha Gun Club held its regular weekly

shoot to-day, and although the traps were set low and the targets
thrown hard, yet the entire club made an, average of 83 6 per cent.

,

something remarkable for so many shooters.
Peters 01110111110110111111-16 Loomis.... 11111111110111101111- 18
Kenyon....]llllllllllU1101011—18
Carmich'l. 11011111111101111111—18
Blake .... OlOlllllllUOliilOll—16
Dickey. . . . 11101111111111110111—18
Townsend. 11111111101111111011—18
Mont-
moren cy 11111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 UJ 10111- J 9

Johannes .11111011110111110110-16
Brucker... 11101101111101101001 14

Latshaw ..11111111111111111101 -19
Bates 11001100110011111110-13
Salisbury., 11111111101111111111—19
Hughes.. .,11101111111001111001—15
Searle 01111111101011111001—15
Bead 11111111111110111001—17
Baridlett . .OlKllUlllliOOOllOl—14
McFarlane 11111101111111111110-18

W. D. Kenyon, Sec'y

W. W.Mc ,Stevensville,Pa —U. F T C.,P T. Madison, Indianupolis,

Ind.; I. P. T. C, W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont.; U. 8. F. T. C, W. B.

Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.

G. R. H., Wayne, Pa.—1. F. F, Dole, New Haven, Conn., can give
you the information. 2. In respect to Middy, address Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Pa. 3. To have the title of champion a
dog must have won three first prizes in the challenge class, one of
which has been won at a show offering not less than $1,000 in cash
prizes.

H. K. G.- On a schooner tbe ensign is carried at the main peak, the
club burgee at the fore truck, the owner's private signal or the flag

oflicer's pennant at the main truck. On a yawl the ensign is carried

at the mizzen iruck, and one only of the other three flags at the

main tiuck. Full information as to flagswill be found in "Yacht Flag
Etiqueite," published by Rehm & Co., 157 Fulton street, New Ifork.

Price, 10 cents.

W. C. H. , Saginaw, E. S. Mich —My four-year-old setter dog has a few
sores on his body wnioh have a mattery discharge, and he seems to

bile and scratch them at times. The skua, on his belly and under his

forearms has a reddish appearance and he scratches himself con-
siderably more in the morning than any other time of day. He was
troubled with costiveness. The discharges were ti.in and watery and
1 thought it was diarrhosa, but I discovered it was costiveness, for I

gave him a warm water injection and he passed several hard lumps
wcich had caused all the trouble. Ans.—Treat lor worms. Apply
following dressing to sores and irritable places daily: Sublimed sul-

phur, 8oz. ; tot. ti. cast, 3 drachms: oil of tar. 2€Z. : cottonseed oil, Iqt.

Give two compound sulphur tablets (Weyth's) twice a day.

O. W. D., Grand Rapids, Mich.—1. What is the bestway tokeephve
minnows on a fishing trip f 2, What is the best way to keep dead
minnows and have them good and sound? 3. Is there any way to keep
trout or other fish a few days without ice? 4. How will artificial in-

sects do for bait for rainbow trout, and what ones would you recom-
mend? Ans. 1. Change the water frequently and see that they have
a good supply of air. A little salt added to the water is said to have
a good effect. The prpportlon given is one tablespoon to three gallons

ot water. A device for forcing air into the water, consisting of rub-

ber tube and bulb, is said to oo very well in place of changing the

water. A piece of ice put so as to keep the water cool is good in

summer, while in winter it is a good plan to fill the upper third of the
pail with handfuls of clean rye or wheat straw. 3. Pack in wet saw-
dust and salt or brine, adding a little saltpetre. Coarse straw damp-
ened is also a good packing. 3. Dr^w them, and after having wiped
them dry pack in corn meal in a light box, filling them also with the

meal. If com meal is not to be had, thej may be packed in dry moss.
4. Certain kinds of artificial insects often answer very well as asub-
Biituie for flies. The beet for trout are perhaps imitations of June
bugs or crickets.
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People that have not he&n inoculated -with the
true spirit may wonder at the infatuation of anglers

—but true anglers leave them very contentedly
to their wonderingf^ and follow their diversions

with a keen delight. Many old men there are of

this class that have in them a world of science

—

not science of the book, or of regular tuition, but
the science of actual experience—science that lives,

and will die with them; except it be dropped out
piecemeal, and with the gravity becoming its im-
portance, to some neophyte who has won their

good graces by his devotion to their beloved craft.

All the mysteries of times and seasons, of baits,

flies of every shape and hue; worms, gentles,

beetles, compositions, or substances found by proof
to possess singular charms. These are a posses-

sion which they hold with pride, and do not hold
in vain, William Howitt.

Cbe ?omt and %mm'$ Platform PlanR,

"Tke sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1897.—No. VII.

KANSAS.
Chap. 13'5, Iiaws 1897.—Sec. 6. It shall be unlawfal at any

time to buy, sell, barter, sbip or offer for sale, barter or ship-
ment, -vvithiu 4Ue State of Kansas, any bird orbirdsnamtd In
section 1. [^ec. 1 covers all game birds.]

BIRDS AND REPTILES IN THE AIR.

Not long ago a staff correspondent writing from Georgia

related that while Dr. Hodgeman, of New York, and a
friend were quail shooting in the vicinity of Thomasville

they saw a hawk flutter to the ground, and going to it

found a small snake tightly wound about the bird's neck
with lower jaw set into the bird's body. "After kiUing

the snake in order to release the hawk, they killed the

hawk because every hunter does."

The incident of natural history thus reported is one ofan
extremely interesting series of like happenings, which for

close similarity and range over a vast extent of time are

deserving of note. The New York sportsmen in Georgia

were witnesses of a phase of bird life of which, curiously

enough, we have record in the earliest history of this coun-

try. The voyagers ofthe sixteenth century, along with their

chronicles of hazardous fortune by sea and land, the ex-

ploration of new countries and the planting of settlements

in America, found time to note many a natural phenomena
not more marvelous than the ways of birds and serpents

in the air. In his voyage of 1564 John Hawkins touched
at Florida, where he found the French Huguenots under
Laudonniere in their fort on the Eiver Mary, afterward

the St. John's, and in his description of the country he
tells us:

"And seeing I have made mention of the beasts of this

country, it shall not be from my purpose to speak also of

the venomous beasts, as crocodiles, whereof there is great

abundance, adders of great bigness, whereof our men
killed some a yard and a half long. Also I heard a
miracle of one of these adders, upon which a fialcon seiz-

ing, the said adder did clasp her tail about her, which the
French captain seeing came to the rescue of the falcon,

and took her, slaying the adder, and this falcon being
wild, he did reclaim her and kept her for the space of two
months, at which time, for very want of meat, he was fain

to cast her off,"

This story, since it is only three hundred and odd years
old, is to be counted as modern when contrasted with the
next preceding version of which we have note. For this

we must go back to a natural history observer of twenty
centuries ago, The Greek poet Archias, bom B. C. 120,

and known to schoolboys even to this day by reason of a
celebrated oration pronounced in his defense by Cicero

0UC9 wrote a poem uelebr«itio.g thia.incident of bird lif<»-^

with perhaps more spirit in the original Greek than in the

tame prose translation:

"A crow, once moving his black wing in the all-shining

air, saw a scorpion leaping from the earth, and grasping it>

raised it on high; who not slowly wpunded with a sharp

sting the claw of the bird hastening toward the ground,and
deprived him of life. See how the wretched bird received

from the scorpion the death which he himself had pre-

pared for another."

For the next version we pass to a period more distant

still, a time not less remote than that of ancient Troy, to

scenes not less stirring than those of the Trojan war, and
to a chronicler not less renowned than old Homer himself.

The Trojans under Hector, assaulting the defenses of the

Greeks, are stayed by this apparition in the air—the
translation is Chapman's:

A high-flown eagle soared
O'er their hosts' left Land, and sustained a dragon, all engored.
In her strong seres, of woDdrous size, and yet had no such check
In life and spirit, but still she fought, and turning back her neck.
So stung the eagle's gorge, that down she cast her fervent prey
Ansongst the multitude, and took upon the winds her way,
Crying with anguish. When they saw a branded serpent sprawl
So full amongst them from above, and from Jove's fowl let fall,

They took it as an ostent from him.

If these ways of birds and reptiles in the air are thus

shown by the records of thousands of years to be old, old

ways, of equally long standing is the proclivity of man to

interfere, as did the sportsman in Georgia and the French
captain in Florida; and to constitute himself a knight-

errant to relieve birds or frogs or mice or flies in distress;

probably Adam began it in Eden. And now that our

Georgia hawk and snake have led us back to the ancient

Greeks, here is a pretty bit from one of the old poets, as

Englished by Wrangham:
Her web with subtle feet a spider wrought.
And in its toils a poor cicada caught.

Hearing It lowly wail its flimsy chain,

I left not the young songster to complain,

But burst its bonds, and let it loose, and said

:

"For thy sweet music, freedom be thy meed."

THE SEASON AND THE BIRDS.

The general weather conditions of the past spring have
been notably distinct from the like conditions of preceding

spring seasons. The temperature has been extremely

cool, lower than that of any other spring of which there is

any record. Cold rain storms have been numerous. In
the West there have been a number of severe local storms

of the violently destructive kind, doing much damage to

property within their area. As a secondary result of the

storm season in certain sections, large tracts of country

have suffered great loss of life and property from inunda-

tion. In the overflowed districts most of the birds were
driven out or destroyed, and while the waters in them
receded early enough to afford opportunity for the game
birds to nest, it is difficult to determine whether a suffi-

cient number of the escaped birds returned to their old

haunts to breed, or whether other birds, immigrating from
the districts outlying the overflowed area, contributed

toward replenishing the losses to the disturbed local game
supply.

On the whole, the weather conditions of the past spring

are such as would evoke a most unfavorable forecast rela-

tive to the breeding of the game birds everywhere in the

States and the consequent unfavorable prospect for sport;

nevertheless, the reports concerning the matter are grati-

fyingly encouraging, those from the chicken country par-

ticularly so.

As the game birds nest on the ground and consequently

their eggs and young are exposed, to a destructive degree,

to the effects of heavy rains and cold, either from over-

flowing the nest or chilling the eggs and chicks, it is mar-
velous that the numbers of the game birds are so well

maintained, the more so when we consider their enor-

mous additional destruction by man, particularly by the
market-hunter, as denoted by the enormous supply on
hand in the markets in season, and in cold storage out of

season.

From the great quail sections the game reports are favor-

able also, although it is yet too early in the season for

definite information.

The prospects are favorable for excellent sport with the

dog and gun when the season opens, wherein there is

much for pleasure in the present and in anticipation.

SNAP SHOTS.

What with the sugar schedule and the wool schedule

and Hawaiian annexation and Cuban belligerency, there

is small hope of action at this session on Senator Proctor*s

bills for the better protection of fish and game in the Dis-

trict bf Columbia. Said Mr. Vest, in a tariff debate the

other day, referring to Mr. Frye: "My friend from Maine,

with a strong disposition to piscatorial exercises, is com-

pelled to stay here to wrestle with financial and economic

questions." That describes the plight of numerous Sena-

tors and Congressmen, and there is little likelihood that

subjects considered of such minor importance as fish and

game protection will be permitted to prolong the session

for an hour when adjournment is in sight. But the adop-

tion of Mr. Proctor's measures should involve considerably

less than an hour's time in each House, and if the anglers

in the Senate would go into caucus they could assure the

passage of the bills. We sincerely trust that S. 1487, *'for

the protection of fish in the District of Columbia," and S.

1488, "for the preservation of game and the prevention of

the sale during certain closed periods," may become laws.

The customary complaint is that game is scarce, but we
have the recurrent wjails from Long Island that the deer

are destroying the gardens and eating the cabbages. We
observe, too, that Farmer Jones, of Wells, ,

Vt., js to the

fore with an application to the authorities for protection

against the wild deer which are trespassing upon his lands

and destroying his crops. Mr. Jones argues that if tl;ie

State has protected deer for ten long years until they h^ve
become a pest, he has a valid claim to be made secure

against them in his cabbages a»d parsnips. The likeli-

hood is that relief is at hand for such deer-plagued Ver-

mont farnjers as can manage to hold out until October, for

that month will this year be an open season oji deer^ an4
if the New Hampshire Bear Brook scej^es described else-

where shall repeat themselves in the Green Mountains

with the deer opening, there will then and there be ma,(fle

an end of complaints from deer-infested farming districts.

The story told in another column of the opening ojf

Bear Brook in New Hampshire, after a close perjod of threse

years., demonstrates by the actual circu^]^stances much
more effectively than could be done by theori;zing the u^i-

wisdom of long-term close times. Simijlar conditions hay,e

prevailed in repeated instances ofsuch terms Wiith respectto

fish and game. An extended close time, however e^ceil.

lent it may be in purpose and theory, js taken advantage

of by the unprincipled fisherman or shooter, who manages

to get the .cream .and leave the skim milk for other folks.

If it happens that protection does actually protect ^a stream

until the opening day, there is then such aji enthusi?istic

and lively fishing bee that the waters are straightway

reduced to a condition where they are ;fit for nothing .else

than another close time.

We prijit a suggestive paper from the pen of Dr. G. A-
MaoCaILuin,^]^^id6nt of theiOntario Fish and Game Com-
ioission, describing the public parks set apart by tlie

Province of^Ontario. The Algonquin and Bondeau parks

are, in effect, just such -Government game reserves as Mr.

Van Name has suggested for the United States. Comment-
ing upon the Van Name plan, Dr. MacCallum writes:

"Of course, one cannot help indorsing the idea if it can be

done, and I presume it can, for here in Ontario the Gov^

ernment has already done so; and besides this, many large

game clubs have done the same thing. For instance, the

Long Point Company has one of the best, if not the best,

shooting areas in the world; it is twenty-five miles by five

miles, and no shooting, other than a little goose shooting

in the spring, is allowed, except from Oct. 1 to Dec. 15 in

each year, and consequently the water fowl congregate

there in myriads. The same may be said of St. Clair

Flats reserves."

Audubon's portrait of the Redhead Duck, reproduced

in half-tone, will be given as a full-page illustration in our

isiiae of Jul/ 10,

James Gayler, first assistant postmas jr of this city, died

on Friday of last week, aged seventy y .ars. He had been

connected with the Post Office for forty- two years; and

among valuable services rendered the public, he devised

and perfected the present registered mail system. For

recreation Mr. Gayler was devoted to the study of astron-

omy and was an enthusiastic fisherman, having been an

occasional contributor to Foebst and Steeam over the sig-

nature of Truthful James. He was a man of high charac-

ter, adorning alike official life and the brotherhood of

Wiglers.
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ADVENTURES ALONG THE MISSOURI.
In the latter part of the '60s large herds of buffalo were

rarely found close to the Missouri Eiverbelow the Yellow-
stone.

The Eees, Gros Ventres and Mandans were so harassed
by the Sioux that they were obliged to keep pretty close

to the Missouri; consequently, the herds of large game
were kept moving whenever thej' approached the large
rivers. Small game, such as deer and antelope, were fairly

plentiful, but shy, from persistent hunting.
In the early spring of 1867 I was with a military com-

mand that marched from Fort Wadsworth, Dakota (near
the Minnesota line, west of Big Stone Lake), to the big

bend of the Cheyenne River near Bear's Den Hill. The
previous winter had been a very severe one, with deep
snow. The rolling prairies that we traversed were the
dreariest within my recollection. They had been burned
over in the fall, and were then covered with ice. There
was absolutely no feed for two or three days' journey. As
far as the eye could see the prairie was spotted with the
dead carcasses of buffalo that had evidently died from ex-
haustion. I remember that wewere much impressed with
the fact that along our line of march hundreds of these
hardy animals had perished from lack of sustenance.
How far the mortality extended on either side I cannot
say. Not a living thing was to be seen—^not an antelope,

for nothing could live there except crows and ravens.
I have killed buffalo on the Yellowstone when the cold

reached 40 and 50° below zero, and I have noticed that
they are quite stupid in extremely cold weather, and are
then easily approached.
They were massed in considerable numbers in the val-

leys near the mouth of the Powder River, having drifted

down from the North.
In looking back to that period, it seems like a mystery

land, the odorous sage-covered prairies, the sentinel-like

antelope that hung on the outskirts of bands of buffalo

and guarded them very faithfully; and the great herds as
they rushed over the prairies and hills to escape the
hunter—all are gone, and the wild Indian, too, and the
fear of him.
When I traveled across the country in 1868 from the

Red River of the North to the Missouri River, I got in the
track of the Red River half-breeds, who came out every
summer from the settlements to make pemmican. Mouse
River heads within a mile of the Missouri and its waters
finally empty into Hudson's Bay. In that great stretch of
country the buffalo had been driven west toward Milk
River, a region where timber began, and the paradise
that hunters dream of had a real existence for many years
thereafter.

South of the Missouri to the Black Hills and west nearly
to the foot of the Rocky Mountains the country was little

known, and was given over to hostile bands of the Sioux,
who made it very interesting for people along the river by
frequent raids. Going to war was the pastime of these
Indians untU gold was discovered in the Black Hills, when
the Government took very decided measures, and after

some fierce fighting the hostiles were subdued and a vast
tract opened to civilizing influences.

One day in the early fall of 1869 I stood on a point of
the bluff overlooking the Missouri River, a few miles above
the big, muddy creek that enters the river about thirty-

five or forty miles west of the Yellowstone. My rifle and
the buck antelope that I had wearily packed up hill and
down lay at my feet, while I serenely surveyed the pros-
pect spread before me.
Below lay the valley, with a mile of Cottonwood forest to

camp, while beyond, the gray, rugged hills reached out to
yellow prairie land and the distant divide—the coteau des

prairies of the Missouri. Winding in and out of this pros-
pect flowed the same old, placid Minne-shu-shu, a mighty
river in the time of flood; but now clear and cool as it

swept around sandy bars and along willow banks.
After a while I was aroused from the pleasant reverie

that had fastened upon me, and in which fancy had con-
jured Lewis and Clarke's little fleet of perioques stemming
the current into unknown and hostUe regions in the early
days of the century. My day dream was brought to an
abrupt termination by the strange and frantic actions of a
buffalo cow which was dashing into view over the little

ridge opposite and not over lOOyds. away, tore down the
hill at full tilt, scattering stones, earth and dust in her pas-
sage, as with open mouth and lolling tongue, spent, but ter-

ror pressed, she stayed for a moment at the sight of me
with the startled look of a wild animal brought to bay, then
disappeared into the forest.

I looked around to see what had caused this commotion,
but nothing in the line of pursuit presented itself.

Down the river, however, I saw something that caused
me to pick up my gun and antelope and make preparation
to take to "tall timber" in the direction of camp. A thin
spiral thread of bluish smoke appeared against the line of
Cottonwood forest that encroached upon the grassy bottom
land, along which a band of ponies, apparently just turned
loose, were rolling and feeding.

I knew there were no friendly Indians on that side of
the river, and consequently if this was a war party of
Sioux, they had-made camp in ignorance of their proxim-
ity to a cabin of the hated "wa-sit-yu."
For several days' journey south and west the country

was infested by the various bands of Teton, Ogalahla and
Sans-arcs of Dakota tribes, and the country was as wild as
when Lewis and Clarke traveled up the Missouri, and
perhaps more unsafe than then.

Fort Buford, forty miles east on the river, was the near-
est post, and about 100 miles west was a small trading post
called Fort Peck.
No Indians were in sight yet, and I did not want to see

any just then; so swinging my antelope across my shoul-
der, Indian fashion, I proceeded to pick my way down
the hill to where a faint deer trail entered the timber.
Pushing my way through the willows and rose brush that
is found growing in Cottonwood forests along the Missouri,
I reached at length the edge of a clearing, in which stood
our little log cabin.

' - It was close enough to the river bank to hear the beaver
of still evenings strike the water mth their broad tails in
sport or alarm, or the elk as they waded from the shallow
gravelly bar opposite into deep water.

As i stepped into the clearing, after taking a good look
at its surroundings, one of my partners came out of the
cabin and waited my approach. While assisting me to

hang the antelope on the corner of the house, he suddenly
exclaimed: "What do you know?"
"Frank," I said, "we have some visitors out on the prai-

rie that will need watching."
"Could you tell what they were?"
"No," I replied, "in fact, I only saw the smoke of their

fire and their ponies feeding."

"Oh, is that all?" said he. "Well, I was close enough to

get a good look at them before they went into camp, I

was starting out at the lower end of the point wh^n I

heard the tinkling of the bells on their ponies. I made
for some thick willows to the left of the trail that borders
the slough, and from that point had a good look at them,
as they had stopped and seemed disposed to go into camp.
It's a war party right enough, for I saw the par-fleche

cases that held their war bonnets and fixin's, but I could
not make them out. They are neither Sioux nor Crows.
They started again in my direction, and I thought it was
time to pike out of that, and here I am."

Ed, the other member of our little coterie, was inside

like a sensible fellow making coffee and frying meat, and
after washing the blood and sweat from my hands and
face, I joined my companions in discussing a hearty meal
of buffalo meat, coffee and home-made bread, which means
plain bread without any frills.

Little was said until pipes were lighted. Then the sub-
ject of the war party obtruded itself and we gave expres-
sion to the thoughts in our minds and wondered who they
were, and the quest that brought them into our neighbor-
hood.
"I waxit to know who these Indians are," said Frank,

"and I propose to reconnoiter to-night."

It was soon agreed that one should remain at the cabin
while the other two started out under cover of night and
tried to get as near to the Indians as possible and spy out

their intentions.

Ed remarked that he "hadn't lost any Indians and didn't

want to hunt any Indian camps." This was said while
Frank and I were putting on our cartridge belts and ad-
justing our knife scabbards.

Picking up our rifles we stepped out into the clearing

and took our way-silently by a detour through the timber.

It was a clear night without any moon, and as we drew
near the river we could hear the beaver at play. They
would puff along through the water like a toy steamboat,
and at sudden noise would flap their broad tails on the
water with a report like a pistol and drop out of sight.

There were several openings in the point of timber that

lay in the direction in which we were going that made our
progress easy. As may be supposed, we made little noise

ourselves; but the timber was full of game and animals
which we disturbed, for we could hear them jumping and
breaking through the brush when we stopped to listen to

the noises of the night.

In half an hour or more we had arrived at the strip of

willows that Frank had mentioned in the account of the
discovery of the war party early in the evening. Muffled

sounds came to us as we cautiously threaded our way. The
willows were very thick and tall. Along the further edge
was a slough, and beyond this the prairie. Soon the tink-

ling of bells on the Indian ponies picketed or hoppled
near the camp was heard, and then arose on the still air a
chant or war hymn, that sounded exquisitely weird and
wild, and has impressed itself vividly in my memory along
with one or two other songs and scenes.*

As the clear but low notes of the Indian hymn rose or

fell in cadence, a mad whim seized me to fire a shot over
the camp. The frantic but silent efforts of my companion
to restrain this impulse nearly made me explode with
mirth. We crept cautiously hearer through the willows
to where the outlines of men and ponies could be dimly
seen. The camp-fire burned fitfully, and a glow from the
coals served to lighten the wild faces seated in a circle

around it.

The singing might have been a prelude to a feast, for

when it ceased slabs of meat that had been roasting over

the fire were handed around the circle. I remember well

the smell of roasted marrow-bones and burning sage

brush. It was a delicious smell, and made me hungry. I

saw one strapping fellow, who had a black cloth twisted

around his head and fringed lesather leggings that came
up to his breech clout, but was otherwise bare to his belt,

lift a stick from out the ground, on which was stuck a lot

of smoking ribs, reach for his sheath knife, and whack off

great chunks, which he distributed to those on each side

of him in a very ceremonious manner. He then called to

some one who was off toward the ponies, and seating him-
self began to eat. Though we heard them talking very
plainly, we were unable to tell what tribe they belonged
to. One or two wore their hair dressed in the manner of

the Tetons, but we conjectured they might be Cheyennes,
a tribe we were not acquainted with, and who rarely came
so far up the country then, although allies of the Sioux.

Suddenly right behind us in a cottonwood tree the low
hoot of an owl startled ns. Was it a real owl, or an Indian
signal? The Indians stopped eating at once and listened.

One or two looked steadily in our direction, and it seemed
as though we must be discovered in our retreat. Motion-
less we crouched, scarcely breathing, and again came the
"hoo-hoo-ah! hoo-hoo!" more mournful than before.

Then, to our great relief, there was a sudden swish of wings
above us and a dark form sailed out and into the
night. As there seemed no prospect of satisfying our curi-

osity further by remaining in such a trying position, and
having no desire to arouse the attention of the keen and
subtle red men intent on filling their bellies, we retired

silently ifnot gracefully into the shadows of the forest and
made our way back to the cabin.

Ed was on the lookout for us and had some hot coffee

ready, which we disposed of while relating our adventures.

"Well," said Ed, "I don't know what we are to do with

* Once in Virginia, at the close of the war, the battalion in wh ch
I served camped one night near Amelia Court HouBe. Wood was
scarce, and few of us had any extra baggage. I had a rubber blanket
hefiide my mxisket and its accoutrements. In the night there came a
heavy storm of rain,' which soon routed me out. A short distance
away, but within hearing, was a sputtering camp-fire; and ranged
around it were five or six soldiers in the same forlorn plight as my-
self, and singing for all they were worth. The force and energy with
which they sang were calculated, I presume, to enhance the comfort
of the fire, and dispel the universal gloom. Joining them, Igratefully
accepted the smoky side of the fire, and wore out the night; and to
this day I never hear the old familiar melodies, "Babylon is Fallen,"
"Gideon's Band" and '-Massa's in the cole, cole ground," but the
Bcene reeurg to mind,

these pesky fellows hanging around here; liable to come
in any day to decimate us. The uncertainty is killing."

Frank mildly expressed himself to the effect that as
there were only three of us, "decimate" was hardly the
word to use in that connection. "What is the proper
word?" exclaimed Ed, testily. "Obsquatulate is more to

the point, Ed," I remarked." "Obsquatulate be hanged,"
said he. "Nice distinctions don't count when a redskin has
hold of your scalp."

Our cabin, built of green cottonwood logs, had an even
foot of earth on the pinned pole roof and offered a snug
"retreat—cool in summer and warm in winter. The floor

was hard clay. In one corner was an open fire-place and
chimney. Three rough bunks, with a buffalo robe and a
blanket apiece, a gun rack, a few traps, skins and furs
constituted all the property in sight.

We did not look for any attack upon the cabin, such as
had resulted in disaster to a party of tenderfeet a year or
two previously further down the river. One day a steamer
had landed four men at the place, who had high hopes of
making a fortune trading with the Indians and incident-
ally hunting and trapping along the river. A cabin was
built and roofed loosely with split logs. All went well
until one night a party of Sioux camped in the vicinity.

One of the Indians stole away from the party, probably to
reconnoiter, but mustered courage to conceal himself at a
corner of the cabin near the door, where, with drawn bow
and arrow he waited, patiently hours for a chance to strike

the enemy.
In the night one of the white men opened the door,

stepped out unconscious of danger, and was suddenly
transfixed by an arrow, quickly followed by another. The
Indian whooped and disappeared. At daylight an attack
"Was made on one side of the cabin, which engaged the
attention of the three men inside, while part of the Indians
approached from the other side, seized and held the muz-
zles of the rifles protruding from the port-holes, and
tumbled the heavy poles of the roof down on the occu-

pants, who were soon dispatched.
When the steamer returned from its trip to Fort Benton

nothing remained but blackened ruins and the mtatilated

bodies of the men. Healthy men, who lived amid the ex-
citements and vicissitudes of the extreme frontier of that
period, did not allow such little details to disturb their

natural rest; and prosaic as it may appear, when we turned
in to our bunks that night Morpheus owned us until

morning.
On that morning a dugout appeared upon the river, and

landed to our shore an esteemed trapper friend named
Missouri. Missouri was a character in his way. He al-

lowed that two were a crowd. He never had a row with
himself about beaver traps or skins, "consequently," said

he, "I hunt alone." He was always welcome, but rarely

joined our party. Another thing, which to our opulent
minds excited mild scorn, he drank gruel or thin porridge
in place of coffee. Otherwise he was a good fellow, and
full of the personality we chose to associate with "Pike
County."

"What do you know?" was his greeting, and without
waiting for an answer asked: "How's grub?''

We supplied him with provender in the shape of some
fried ribs and some cold boiled beaver tail, with black cof-

fee, and also with information. Enough to relate that after

some deliberation, we made ready for the war-path. Life

did not seem worth while living while these mysterious
natives prowled our neighborhood.

Missouri borrowed forty rounds ofammunition from me,
cleaned out his gun and patched his moccasins. Our pre-

parations were soon made, and we sallied forth into the
woods, taking the nearest trail leading to the open.
When we cautiously emerged from the timber no sign of

a camp was visible. The Indians had disappeared. Noth-
ing remained but a smoldering camp-fire, bones of the
feast we had witnessed the evening before, and pony
tracks leading to the bluff. And on this trail was a solitary

coyote who trotted off at our approach. It seemed a good
riddance, but we decided to go upon the bluffs which com-
manded a view of the broken country that extended back
from the river.

As we mounted the hill the country expanded before us
in familiar outline of low ridges, and buttes fringed here and
there with clumps of low black cedars that at a distance

gave the aspect of a rough prairie with buffaloes scattered

about it. To our eager gaze nothing appeared, howevet,
and we sat down on the grass for a rest and smoke before
proceeding further.

Suddenly an Indian rode into view about 500 or 600yds.

away and circled about as though he had just discovered

us. Raising the sight on my rifle the proper distance, I

drew a bead on him and let fly. Before the smoke cleared

away the ground around the horseman seemed to be alive

with Indians lashing their ponies in our direction.

In our itinerary no provision had been made for a sud-

den change of base, but we were certainly of one mind
when we dropped behind the hill out of sight and made
for the timber line. Prairie strategy in Indian « arfare is

developed usually under stress of surprise, and is governed
by the emergency.
In our case the charge ofthe Indians was not unexpected

after the appearance of the horseman, and was further

hastened by my shot, which was intended to develop thefr

intentions, for they started for us at the puff of smoke,
and before the bullet had time to reach its destination.

On they came in wild disorder, their bright ornaments
of metal and trappings flashing in the sun amid waving
feathers and lances. But we did not pause to admire.
We dropped behind the hUl and struck out tor the tim-

ber as fast as our legs would carry us. There is no doubt
that we were very anxious to reach that timber in advance
of the Indians, and a snap-shot with a camera would prob-
ably have detected a rapid calculation on our faces as to

the chances in that respect. But we did not have snap-
shot cameras in 1869—at least, not on the Missouri River-

—

and we tore across that little stretch of bottom land in a
manner that would have been very diverting to some of

our friiends if they could have seen us, and must have been
satisfactory to the Indians, who had divided their force

and now came sailing out of coulees on either side of the
bluff and spread out along the foothill as we came to a stop
near the edge of the timber and turned loose om- guns at

them. At the first shot they scattered, then charged by
our position in a thin line, delivering their fire as they
passed. The bullets swept over and around us in close

proximity, but as we kept moving in the short sage brush
and offered a poor mark, no damage was done.
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Our fire was more effective. Missouri tumbled an Indian
off his horse at the first shot and the pony went sailing
up a coulee. An Indian on a white horse seemed to be
paying particular attention to me and had fired three
times at me before he was opposite my position. Although
this fight was mostly of our own seeking, I felt it impera-
tive to take the conceit out of this fellow, especially as I
bad become pretty well warmed up and exasperated by
my run to cover, therefore, I drew down on him as he
plied whip and lay over on his pony's back, holding his
shield of bull hide well to the front. He was going like a
streak, and, although I held a little ahead of him, the
bullet struck the pony just bade of the saddlecloth and he
went careering on down tlSQ bottom to the edge of the
willows. I felt real remorse that I had missed the Indian
and shot this beautiful, spirited pony.
While ten or fi^fteen of the Indians were dashing along

the prairie, exchanging shots with us and drawing our fire,

several had dismounted below and were entering the tim-
ber. Two Indians had been shot in the fight, how badly
we could not tell, but they had been assisted out of range;
and, seeing the movement to our rear, I called to my com-
panions to get into the timber. In wading across the little

slough, which was half filled with mud and water, we lost
our moccasins (all except Ed, who wore boots), and as we
crawled through the willows to dry land and waited for
the Indians to attack, M^e presented a sorry spectacle.
Their shrill cries of encouragement to each other as they
fired repeatedly in the direction we had taken seemed
very close and we watched for something tangible to fire

at in return, but they were too cautious to follow up their
advantage in point of numbers.
Take it all in all, it was the funniest skirmish I had ever

been at. Not one of us had received a scratch, and it was
over in about the time T have related it.

When things had quieted down a little and we had be-
come satisfied that we did not want to bunt Indians any
more that day, no time was lost in making our way to the
cabin. To do this we had to cross two or three openings
that were thickly covered with a minute species of prickly
pear that had been killed by fire. We were barefooted, of
course, having lost our moccasins.
As we wended our way in single file and finally ap-

proached our cabin, we saw two coup sticks, ornamented
with black feathers, sticking in the doorway. The war
party had been there ahead of us and taken everything in
sight.

They had smashed a little lititcli oven we had and
knocked a hole in an old gold pan that we used to mix
dough in. Their pony and moccasin tracks were all about
the cabin. All we saved was the cache where we kept our
ammunition and tools, and Missouri's boat, which he had
taken the precaution to sink under water.

Luther Sage Kelly.

HOLT'S WOODS.
"This is the place; stand still my steed

Let me review the scene, ^
And summon from the shadowy past

The things that once have been."

High up on the brow of one of the many hills which
encircle a little "Vermont town lies an irregular patch of
forest known as HoU's Woods. The sturdy old farmer has
long since been gathered to his fathers, and some other mau
now owns that bit of woodland; but Holt's name went with
it, and will always remain as,a sort of perpetual lien on the
property. There is another lien on this piece of woods,
which I hold ; an intangible one, it is true, recorded in no
town clerk's ofiSce, and not likely ever to trouble the owner
of the land, but which, nevertheless, I would not part with
cheaply. It consists of a stock of pleasant memories, and,
unlike some other slocks, it pays large and regular divi
dends.

Holt's woods was my first hunting ground, and when I
recall my feelings as 1 walked jjroudly home from it with a
new $3 shotgun on my shoulder and carrying my first chip-
munk by the tail, I can understand the- emotions of Caesar as
he entered Rome at the head of his triumphal train after the
conquest of half a world. And this victory was but the
first of a series which followed. Red squirrels, gray squir-

rels and flying squirrels; hawks, crows and owls ;"skunks
and woodcliuclis; yellow-hammers, wild pigeons and par-
tridges and finally a big red fox—all these fell before the
destructive fire of that §3 gun. That this marvelous fire-

arm finally burst in my hands without injuring me was
looked upon by sooae good people as one of the inscrutable
miscarriages of Divine Providence, and also as conclusive
evidence that I was reserved for a more violent end.

Bat in spite of this ominous foreboding, the shattered
single barrel was replaced with a l6-sauffe double, muzzle-
loader, and it sometimes wont off in Holt's woods when the
school bells were ringing in the valley below. I am now
prepared to admit thnt this was wrong, especially as I see
cropping out in my own boy certain signs of similar law-
lessness. BuL I do not count those days as wholly lost which
were spent in that beautiful upland forest.

Even then 1 had faint glimmerings that the time would
come, as it has, when the hours of toil would be many, and
the hours of recreation few. It was not altogether "blood-

thirsty instincts that lured me to these woods. AU that was
fair in nature seemed to be concentrated in them. Here the
wild flowers were first to appear, adder's tongues, hepaticas,

wake robins, blue violets and "Dutchman's breeches," many
bunches of which were carried home as peace offerings, and
seldom failed to accomplish their mission.

Here were the great trees that had never felt the axe,

whose rustling boughs made sweet, weird music, and whose
falling leaves stirred strange, deep thoughts; lordly oaks and
maples, and giant pines and. hemlocks, which somehow
seemed made for better uses than to be sawed into mere lum-
ber.

Here was the paradise of the birds, the wild, beautiful birds,

so seldom seen in this sparrow-ridden section of the country;
indigo birds, rose-breasted grosbeaks, wood warblers and
hermit thrushes, whose thrilliDg melody in the deep forest is

as sweet a sound as ever fell on mortal ears.

Here, too, were other woodland sounds, the tinkle of the
cow bell, the drowsy hum of insects, the long, rythmical call

of the yellow-hammer, and the muffled drum of the partridge
in the thicket. Although so near to the town that the noise

of trains and men and dogs could be faintly heard, here were
the wild creatures whose presence adds an untold value to

the woods; bushy-taUed squirrels in the tops of the tall hick-

ories ; slim weasels making their noiseless way among the
leaves and rocks; lumbering woodchucks speeding clumsily

to their burrows; tiny wood-mice nlaying about the old
stumps, and, occasionally, the sly red fox stealing cautiously
along the wood roads.
When to all these alluring sights and sounds were added

the fragrance of the ferns and rip°ned leaves, the inviting
forest paths, the beds of moss, the glimpses of changing
clouds and distant mountains, what wonder that Holt's
Woods should draw the hoy to itself, and in making him its

confidant make him its lover as well ! Abthtje F. Rice.

SHEEP AND SNOWSHOES.— II.

A Winter Hunt on the Summit of the Rockies.

The Outfit for the Mountains.

As a certain amount of interest attaches to a winter trip

of so severe a nature as that which lay before us, it may be
well to mention in some detail the preparations which
seemed needful to us.

In the first place, as we had wagon transportation for a
-part of the way, or up to our main camp, it was possible to

take in a tent. We had a good specimen of the best tent
on earth and the most practical all-weathers camp-house
ever yet invented—the Indian lodge or tepee such as was
once the home of all the Western plains Indians, and
which has been practically copied by the United States

Army in the model chosen for its service tents in the field.

For the lodge as a camp-house I cannot say enough, but
shall tell more about it later.

This was to be a snowshoe trip, and, therefore, a very
important part of the outfit was the snowshoe equipment.
Here we had room for chojce, and proof of the fact that
tastes differ. Rather, let us say that conditions differ.

Each part of the country admires its own snowshoe and
thinks all others wrong, whereas there is room for quite a
reverse view from the other end of the question. The
truth is, as any one must know, there cannot be any per-

fect snowshoe, suitable for all countries, any more than
there can be an all-around rifle or an all-around fishing

rod. The cold, dry snow of Canada, which falls thin and
light, is in no way similar to the heavy, soft, wet snow of

the Rockies in the late winter. The thick woods of New
Brunswick are very different from the sharp slopes and
steep pitches of the big mountains. In one part of the
country a close mesh and flat bow are best, whereas in
another a wide mesh and very different bow will be much
better. I can speak of the variety of shoes which we had
with us, and can say that were I to be asked to outfit a
party for a similar trip in the same country, I could save
some trouble by throwing out some of the shoes we had
and changing others in some small particulars.

McChesney brought on three pairs of snowshoes, which
be got in Montreal, Canada, in response to Schultz's ad-

vice. McChesney had never done any shoeing before,

and so took what the dealer gave him. The latter told

him that "these were the same sort of shoes which -lulian

Ralph and Frederick Remington used on their trip in

Canada." If this be really true, the latter gentlemen
must have been as new at the art as McChesney confessed

himself for a very worthless shoe they were, flat and very
wide, with a heel altogether too light and floppy, and a
webbing thrown in with a pitchfork, of a cowhide that

swelled and sagged fearfully at the least dampening.
McChesney wore one of these pairs and Schultz another,

and O-to-ko-mi, our Indian hunter (whom w^e shall pres-

ently meet) fell heir to the third pair.

I had along two pairs of shoes myself; one a fine pair of

caribou webs, made in superb fashion by A. Pringle, of

Stanley, New Brunswick, these being especially ordered
for me a couple of years ago under supervision of Mr.
Frank Risteen, of Fredericton, N. B., and warranted not
to sag. This was really the best made pair of shoes in

DIFFERENT SOETS OF SNOWSHOES.

1. 2. 3. i.

1. Alaska model. 2. Montreal shoe, flat. 3. New Brunswick trapper's
shoe, flac bow. 4. Montana "bear's paw," used by mountain trappers.

our outfit, nor do I think one will find so good a pair in
any market. The bow is flat, and the webbing is very
fine and tightly drawn. I have no doubt that in New
Brunswick they are perfect. In the wet snow of the late

winter, where the Ctunooks often soften the snow till it is

half water, these shoes are too closely woven to be com-
fortable. They carry a great weight of snow, which will
not shake through the mesh. Billy Jackson corralled
these New Brunswick webs.
My other pair of snowshoes came to me in a peculiar

way. I wanted a pair of moccasins for this trip, and I
sent up to Metz & Schloerb, of Oshkosh, Wis., who make
very good ones, and inclosed them a four-sheet picture of
my foot with about nine pairs of stockings on. They sent
me the moccasins, and also, somewhat to my surprise, sent
me down a pah of snowshoes, telling me they wanted me
to ' try these on the mountain trip and tell them how they
performed. They told me that these shoes were made

for them in Canada, but on a model given them by an
old Alaska hunter, who said it was the best model for
mountain use that he had ever seen. They further said
that a number of trappers in Colorado had said these
shoes were better than any model theylaad ever found.
In appearance these shoes did not look like anything I

had ever seen.' They were very long and slim, so long that
they cameup tomy chin when the heels stood on the ground,
yet only an even 1ft. wide in their widest place. The heel
was very long and narrow, and the toe turned up very high
and for a considerable way back toward the toe-bar from
the tip. These weird looking shoes seemed impossible
machines at first, but I found that they had theoretical
features of excellence. The narrow tread should make
aide hill work easier, and the long upturned toe should
ride over all crust, and act as a brake going down a steep
hill in deep, soft snow. In short, in actual practice I found
these shoes the best I ever put on, and every man of our
party who tried them was eager to fall heir to them.
Needless to say no one got them, and I prize them now
very much if only for historic reasons. Yet I have written
Messrs. Metz & Schloerb on what seems to me a possible
improvement for this Western mountain work. The mesh
sent me was, in these shoes, just that of Canada^ tight and
close. In the wet snow these shoes therefore carried
weight all the time. I would have a pair made with fin.
mesh at least if I were going this trip again. The proposi-
tion is absolutely different from any known to Eastern
snowshoe people, who never have tbe Chinook wind. But
as to the model of these shoes, I would never have another
now. They balance perfectly, never kick up in the least,

and lie so nicely on the snow that one doesn't feel any
weight. The shoe is so long it covers all sorts of ordinary-
holes, and the curved toe always keeps the foot riding over
the snow, and not digging into it. It is the best shoe for
the mountains in the opinion of all the snowshoe folk I
met on the trip.

Later on we met another sort of snowshoe, the "bear-
paw," home-made shoe used by the trappers of this
country. This is a most incredible affair, and at first I .

could not believe such a thing could be used as a snow-
shoe. The shape is a rough oval, 14 by 22in. in size. The
lacing is of all sorts of rawhide, and the holes in the mesh
are at no place less than lin. by 2 or 3in. There are gaps
in the lacing 4in. by 6in., and the whole is most crudely
done, so that you "would not think such a shoe would
carry any weight at all. Yet the pair of bear-paws now
before me as I write carried a trapper fifty-five miles one
day over these mountains and valleys. When I add that
that same man nearly always snowshoes in rubber hip
boots I have gone the limit of credence, and also touched
the limit of personal tastes in outfits. With his bear-paws
this man (Joe Kearney) gets up a mountain mighty well
on the snow, hip boots and all. If I had to use such an
outfit I could not go. Yet Kearney approved of my long
shoes, and said they were the best things he ever saw.
We States people who figure what is the right powder
charge, and the right weight of lead, and the right sort of
clothes, and the right sort of snowshoes—we are not
really sportsmen. The real sportsman is the man who
can wear any old clothes he happens to be able to afford,
who is satisfied with any sort of gun that shoots hard, and
who can go to a willow patch and a beef hide and make
him a pair of snowshoes in an hour. That sort of man is

mighty apt to know where the game is and how to get to
it. The more I learn of camping and hunting tbe more
absurd I think the bulk of our preparations for it. Beware
the man with one blanket, one gun and a pair of willo?v
snowshoes.

In this I digress, but perhaps in an allied topic we shall
fiind something of interest and be of distinct service to any
one intending a mountain trip on the shoes. This is in
the matter of snowshoe straps. Of course, all our snow-
shoes came to us in the good old-fashioned way, with a
bimdle of thongs tied to the frames, so that we might put
on our own straps as best pleased us. All "store" snow-
shoes come this way, and hence present a problem to any
beginner, for everyone he meets will tell him of a different
snowshoe tie, and the clerk who sells him the shoes will

of course show him tbe one and only correct way of put-
ting on a snowshoe. Indeed, nearly any of these different

ways will do so long as the beginner stays on the store
floor. When he gets out on the wet snow and on the
steep hills, it is a different affair.

In the first place, any snowshoe should have a perma-
nent toe strap, separate from the heel strap. There is no
tie made which will stay if it be made of one continuous
thong acting as toe strap and heel strap also. That ia, it

will perhaps do for the store floor, but not for the woods.
The toe strap is something which changes with the hour
of the day and the dampness of the snow, and it should
be made adjustable, preferably with a buckle. The heel
strap should also be adjustable, but the thong will do here,
as it can be rolled back of the heel and so adjusted as it

stretches or shrinks. Most thong ties run back double
from the toe to the rear of the heel, one strand going back
direct and one being crossed over the "instep. This
arrangement £ have usually found all right, except
that often the shoe gets frozen fuU of ice at the
edge of the toe-hole, so that the straps will not
render through their holes. To prevent this trouble I
devised a tie ofmy own, which I thought wotdd be desir-
able in the trying work of mountain-climbing. I fastened
a lin. harness ring at the toe hole, one on each side of the
foot. To one of these rings I attached a strip of cotton
drilling, which makes a far better shoe-strap than any
moosehide or caribou-hide thong. My toe straps I had
already arranged so that I could take up any slack by
means of a buckle, the toe strap being double, crossing over
the toe and buckling on top in such a way that the shoe
hung nicely on the toe. My moccasins had loops sewed at
the back of the heel and on each side. In putting on the
shoe I stepped into the toe strap, passed the stout drilling
band through the side loop and heel loop of the moccasin,
and then tied it as tight as I liked by a single slip-noose
through the iron ring at the other side of the foot. This
rig I found held the foot freely yet firmly, it being impos-
sible to get the foot away from the tie, which could yet be
freed at once by a single jerk. I further improved this tie
by having a loop sewed across the toe of the moccasin,
through which I passed an end of the toe strap. If I chose
to fasten the moccasin thus to the shoe, and make it firmer
by passing the strap through the heel loop also, I had an
outfit which could not slip and which could be adjusted at
once^and in the speediest fashion. I knew, however, that
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no shoe tie is good which fastens the foot tight to the show-
shoe so that it cannot he detached instantly. If I had my
toe fast by the toe strap I had either to take off my moc-
casin with the snowshoe, or to stop to unbuckle the toe

strap every time I took off the shoes. This I remedied by
using a big over-moccasin, which I left attached to the
snowshoe all the time, slipping my foot, cl^d in a smaller
moccasin, into this big moccabin when I put on the shoes.

Some such rig as this, I believe, is as good as any I know
for moccasin work on ordinary snowshoeing, and it was
the one decided upon by all our party at the time when
we arrived at the agency, though we had all decided not to

try the moccasin, but to use instead the low rubbor shoe,

which we learned to be necessary in that damp snow at

that season of the year—late winter. Of course, it may be
observed from all this that we were not to use the skii at

all, the long shoes being out of the question in the continu-
ous climbing and wallowing about in deep and steep places

which lay before us.

At the agency we met the issue clerk, Mr. Parsons, a
gentleman of an original and inventive turn of mind, and
to Mr. Parsons we owe a debt of gratitude greater than any
novice of the party can ever understand; for had a novice
undertaken our trip with a snowshoe tie such as those pre-

scribed by the sporting goods clerk, he simplj'- could not
have made the trip. As it was, Mr. Parsons fixed us all up
with a snowshoe rig of his own invention, which brought
us all through safely, and which I do not hesitate to call

the one and only tie for that rough mountain work. It is

not really a tie, but a harness, like that of a skate strap.

The toe piece was about an inch' wide, with a soft bit of
leather under it to protect the toe against chafing by the
buckle which regulated the strap. This toe strap passed
entirely under the shoe, and was continuous, thus stiffen-

ing the shoe very much at a point where the weight
causes the most sagging. Back from the toe on each side,

and riveted to the strap on each side, ran a single wide
strap, which passed back of the heel and buckled at one
side. This strap could, of course, be regulated as easily as
a skate strap. It was kept from falling down too low at

the heel by means of a light strap which crossed over the
instep, and which was riveted to the heel strap
on each side. In putting on the shoe, one sim-
.ply kicked his toe into the toe strap, and buckled
the heel strap, and there he was! The leather
was good stout harness leather from Uncle Sam's shop,
and hence much less liable to stretch with a wetting than
would be any flimsy thong. It did not punish the foot in
the least, and of course, as it was not fast in any way at

the heel, it played as freely as though it were made of the
softest thongs, though it held the foot from forward or
backward slip as though with a hand of iron. Mr. Par-
sons had been in these mountains on the shoes, and said
he had found this the best rig he could get. In this he
was surely right. He was good enough to fix up all our
shoes for us in this way, and only those of us who had
gone through the misery of thong ties before then knew
how great a boon he thus conferred on us. The thong
and the rag strine will do all right for the flat woods,
where one can scuffle along almost any way on the shoes;
but when it comes to going up and down mountains as
steep as the roof of a house, the tie must be something a
lot more effectual and permanent. I have never seen
the Parsons harness on any snowshoe before, but no other
fastening will ever again go on any snowshces of mine.
The only bad feature about it is the disillusionment it

Implies. Most people who go on snowshoes like to write
about the dreaded mal de mcquette. With this harness
there is no such thing, Not to have mal de racqmtte, or
any other highly correct ailment, will perhaps deprive the
sport of some of its charm to many persons.

After fixing up the Parson's harness, we irnproved the
Montreal shoes by weighting the heels with lead, thns
altering the hang of them so they would not flap up at
every step and continually threaten their wearer with a
tumble.
In the matter of clothing, as I have said, there was the

usual personal latitude. We none of us used the moccasin
except about the camp, but preferred the rubber shoe, low
and soft and waterproof. We all wore the heavy German
sock, over one or two pairs of thinner woolen socks.

McChesney found his trousers too tight to allow in their
compass all the shirts he wanted to wear, so he just let

one or two shirts hang down outside, and found a heavy
woolen shirt in this way as good as a sweater. Schultz
wore a heavy sweater under his corduroy coat. Billy
Jackson showed up in a regular Hudson Bay outfit,

blanket coat, blanket breeches, long woolen stockings, and
blanket hood or "capshaw" attached to his coat so that he
could completely cover his head. Sometimes he found
this too warm, and then reverted to a soft, wide hat.

O-to-ko-mi, our Indian hunter, clung to the white man's
dress of many shirts and woolen outer garments. I used
the buckskin shirt over a woolen shirt, and wore no
waistcoat, and I think a good skin shirt is the best and
warmest garment for its weight that a man can put on.

At times a heavy snow would wet it a little, but, barring

this disadvantage, this garment is perfect. No one can
know how piercing a Hocky Mountain wind can get who
has not tried it, and I found that buckskin stopped it

better than any fabric. As I cannot wear a cap, it seem-
ing too warm when on the march, I stuck to the broad
hat, but wore under it a yarn toque to keep my ears from
freezing, if the weather got very cold. McChesney also

sported a toque, of brilliant red, but preferred a cap to the

Western hat.
Knives.

There is no article of the hunter's outfit more abused

than the knife in its shapes as offered a long-suffering pub-

lic. There was no one of our party who had not gotten

far beyond the stage where one carries one of those long,

sharp-pointed abominations sold in the stores as "hunting

knives." Just who buys these things I never could see.

Yet we had diverse tastes in knives in our party. Billy

Jackson had the great original grandpapa of all the knives,

an old, old Hudson Bay cleaver of the type which was
once issued by that company to all its men. This knife is

much like a Bobo bear knife. It weighs about 41bs., and
has a blade about Sin. wide, so it can be used as an axe, as

a meat axe, as a knife, a hammer, or several other tools.

The steel in this blade was the best I ever saw. We
chopped down trees with this knife, cut tin cans in two

with it, split sheep along the back bone with it, and used

it with the least of care; yet while my own little trapping

^e came out nicked and dull, and my knives needed many

sharpenings, as did those of all the others, Billy's big knife

was fresh as a daisy at the end of that trip. He gave it to

McChesney, I believe, and wherever it is it should be pre-

served as a valuable relic of the past. It has split many a
buffalo in its day.*

Schultz used the knife commonly used by old-time guides

and trappers, and really about as sensible a knife as one
can take—a good big jackknife, which is good enough to

cut, skin or whittle with. McChesney had a couple of

straight-bladed knives made according to his notion. I

had a short, rubber-handled sheath-knife with a good
blade, and also a short skinning knife. I nearlj^ always
carry a light axe when I am on a woods tramp, as it comes
very useful if you miss connections on getting into camp
any night, and is moreover handy in a dozen ways during

the day.
Rifles.

Of rifles we had two kinds, both good. McChesney had
a half-magazine Winchester, .45-70, with which he had
killed a number of caribou in Newfoundland, and which
was of course a good gun for big game. I had along two
rifles, one a .45-70, which I intended to use, and one a
.30-30 nitro Winchester, which I did not intend to use (but

which I really did use all the time). This latter gun was
very much lighter, of course, than the big .45-70, but to the

latter I held to the last moment, knowing how reliable is

the .45-70 on heavy game—far more so, of course, as all the

mountain men will tell you, than the .45-90, which theoret-

ically should be good but isn't, albeit much exploited in its

day. Of course, a .45-90 will kill game, and has killed a lot

of it. So will a .44-40, and the latter has killed more game
than all the other rifles of the country together, but I

wouldn't care for one very rnuch now. Indeed, T don't

know that I dare care very much any longer for even the

old .45-70 on any game smaller than big bear, or perhaps
moose or elk. On sheep or goats—but I am about to

digress again.

The way I happened to take along the little Winchester
was this: Mr. Hirth, of Spaldings, had this gun, all done
up in a beautiful fancy gun case and wrapped in tissue

paper. He never shot it, and never would have shot it,

but he came to me and said he heard I had no confidence

in the small-bore nitro rifles on game, and he wanted to

show me I didn't know anything much anyhow. He in-

sisted I take his rifle along' and kill him a sheep with it,

and to oblige him I took it, not intending to risk much
with it. He had it fitted with Lyman sights, front and
rear. I tried the rifle forty shots with this outfit of sights,

down at the Calumet Heights Club one day before I

started, and I never did hit a single thing with it, or even
learn where the bullets went. I figured I would do well

if I shot that way in the mountains. Then I remembered
that maybe the Lyman front sight was not the same
height as the front sight issued by the Winchester people
when they put out the gun. I hammered out the Lyman
front sight and hammered in the plain sight that origin-

ally came on the gun; and just then the train whistled

and I had to start for Montana without ever trying the
gun in that way. At the agency we had the first chance
to do this, and improved the opportunity during the
afternoon.

Billy Jackson, McChesney and myself all took a hand
at sighting this little rifle, and we used the plain front

sight, the flat bar rear sight and the Lyman rear sight, all

three of them in a line, the Lyman sight being screwed
down till the front sight looked just fine enough in the bar
notch of the rear sight. Then we knew the alignment
was all right, and it was only a question of elevation. All

the guides insisted on using the Lyman rear sight and
taking off the rear bar with which the gun was fitted as

sent from the factory. I have never used a Lyman sight,

and was afraid to risk learning it at the time. I was
trained by my old father on open sights, on the old Ken-
tucky rifle, and didn't know how to shoot any other kind.

Schultz told me that the common fault of over-shooting on
game was not so apt to occur with the Lyman sight, so I

• went so far as to leave the Lyman rear on the gun while
we were sighting it, valuing 'the certainty it thus gave us

of always keeping that little fine front sight just so full in

the center of the hind sight bar.

We made an effort to shoot a shot or so, but as the sun-

light was blindiug (we all wore smoked glasses while not
actually shooting) we found it necessary to smoke the
front sight of the rifle. It was astonishing what a difier-

ence this made. The white metal front sight, which had
been dancing and glimmering, was now steady and keenly
clear to the eye. AVe began our sighting practice at about
25yds,, using .a rest, and the three of us, firing one shot

each at an inch bull, put three shots at the top edge of it,

all so close that the end of a finger would cover them.
That satisfied us for that range, and we advanced to 50yds.

Here we found the rifle was perfect, putting all the shots

on a Sin, black spot, or so close that we were satisfied it

was in the holding. At 60yds. we found the practice

harder of course, but could always call the shot. There
were no wild shots. At 75 Billy fell out of the game, as he
made one or two misses, so we set him to tending target.

Then we put the pasteboard, with a black spot on it about
4in. or so marked in its center, off at about 90 or lOOyds.,

as nearly as we could tell the distance. Here I fired a half

dozen shots, and to my great surprise got one or two right

on the black and all the others so near that I knew the

gun would do far better shooting than lay in my eyes and
hands to do. We did not change the elevation of sights

at all, but at lOOyds. I held full on the mark. I saw at

once that I haS never fired a rifle that needed so little

nursing on the elevation question, and I could not see how
it would be possible to miss a sheep at say 200yds. if one
held between the top and the middle of the body with any

* June 5,—Tbis Is a very small world. Mr. McChesney writes me
from Troy incidentally as below: "Thui'sday eveninsr Mr Fred
Farmer, of Tbree Bivers. Quebec, was at the club, and for a couple
of hours we hunted moo?e and caribou, and caught trout all through
the country where he is lumbering. He said that a week ago last

Wednesday, while some.logs were being brought through some of the
small lakes, the biggest moose he ever saw came down on the shore,

looked ac them for a moment and then swam across, passing within
about iCOft. of the men on the logs. A few minutes after he disap-

peared in the woods, he came back again and swam back across the
lake.
'While speaking of my big knife presented to me by Billy Jackson,

Mr Farmer said that his brother George Farmer, now of Chicago,
some years ago brought a similar one down from York factory, where
he had been connected with the Hudson Bay Co,"

1 know Mr. George Farmer, of Obicago. very well, and have heard
him speak of the old Hudson Bay koife which he used to see In the fur-

trading days, this being, as I take it. identical with the big knife which
Billy gave Mr. McChesney. Those were very honest knives, 00(;

built for a few idle moments of whittling ob a store box.

kind of sight at all, fine, medium fine or full, not using any
change at all in the lOOyds. sights. Billy said we wonld be
apt to get our shots closer than that. :

"

All at once I gained a great confidence in the shooting
of this little gun, seeing that the early bad practice with it

was entirely due to the fact that the front sight had not
been left on as the factory placed it. With the full set of
Lyman sights, this gun needs an entire resighting With
the front sight left alone, the Lyman sight or the Lyman
rear with the plain bar back sight can be used all right,

and will give beautiful results, as we proved very clearly.

Moreover, we were startled to see that the soft-nosed bul-
lets smashed entirely through the Sin. cedar post against
which our target was leaning, and drove splinters 30ft. be-
yond it. Billy Jackson said I would be foolish if I did not
use that rifle and lay aside the .45-70, and I admitted so
much as to say I would tr^ it once on big game if I had the
chance. The lightness of the gun was a great advantage
in the hard mountain-climbing on the snowshoes, where
every ounce of weight counts so much in the day. As I
took the little beauty into the house after our tests of it I
felt acloud lift from my my mind, for I knew I had a gun
with which I could at least hit something, and that my
earlier judgment was wrong through my own lault in using
the gun. The story of this little rifle shall follow; at pres-
ent I need only say that I had a big war with Mr. Hirth
when I got home, he claiming that I had borrowed his
favorite gun from him and would have to return it, and I

claiming that I had bought the gun of and neglected to pay
for it. The end ofthe war was that he never got his gun
back again at all, though I had to plead a long time before
he would accept money instead of the gun. But it's my
gun now.

Billy Jackson took with him another nitro small-bore
rifle, a Winchester box-magazine. Government model, a
still harder hitting gun than mine, though not so hand-
some we thought. It was arranged that O-to-ko-mi should
shoot whichever one of my guns I did not care to use.

Schultz did not want any gun, as he said he would not
hunt any how. So much for our battery and our outfit. I

should not omit to mention as one of our party our dog
Shep, a wooly canine, warranted to run cats or mountain
lions, and of long experience with a fellow dog, Patty, on
the trapper's trail at the summit of the range, where
Boak's partner, Scott, was at that time operating.

[to be contikued.]

GIANT MOOSE HEADS.
Tub two great Alaska moose heads illustrated and de-

scribed in our issues of Jan. 23 and 30 and March 6 have
both been sold. Mr. W. W. Hart sold his recently to a gen-

tleman whose name is not stated, and the head belonging

to Mr. W. F. Shcard, of Tacoma, Wash,, has been gold to

Sir Bache Cuuard. of Eogland
Through the courtesy of Mr. L. G. Bigelow, to whom tbis

latter head was consigned in New York prior to shipment to

England, a Eokest and Stream, representative saw it at the

Erie freight station last week. The measurement of 73^in.

spread, as given by Mr, Sheard, was confirmed, but though
this head has the greatest spread of any heretofore recorded,

it is not nearly so fine in other respects as that secured and
mounted by Mr. Hart, The palms are not by any means so

broad nor have they anything to approach the lineal area

of the latter. In fact, aside from its unprecedented spread,

the head is a veiy ordinary one.

The head was found at Pier 31, North River, crated and
piled high up on a pyramid'of tea boxes. Instead of coming
through as ordinary freight from Tacoma, it had been shipped

by the tea train which meets the JSIorthexn Pacific Chmese
steamers. The freight hands thought it came from China,

and called it the "Chinese deer."

It was shipped in a slatted crate, which permitted meas-
urements to be taken of the horns, though the head itself was
wrapped in burlaps.

The right horn is larger in every respect than the left,

though it has only seventeen points, while the left has

twenty-two. Three of the latter are underneath the horn,

however, including one stub 6iti. in length, so that in tbis

respect to all appearances the horns balance very well.

The right horn has about 4sq. ft. of linear surface, and the
left about 3|sq ft. Both horns are doubly palmated, and in

both the extreme width of the front part, exclusive of points,

is lt)in. The minimum width df ihe palm itself, measured a

third of the way up, is lli'in. for the right horn nd 11 in.

for the left. The maximum width of the upper palms
(exclusive of points) is 15in, for the right horn and 14in for

the left. The average width of the right palm is about 13in.

and of the left about 13in. The extreme length of palms
from extremity of points is iii'm. for the right and 43iin.

for the left. These measurements, it must be noted, are

taken in the shortest direction and do not fo'low the curva-

ture of the horn, and such being the case, Ihey do not, of

course, give the exact extent of the horns. They will

serve, however, to convey an approximate idea of the size.

As the right horn is very muqh more deeply hollowed than

the left, its actual surface is slifl greater in proportion to the

other than the figures indicate, The horns are fluted more
than is common in Eastern specimens, and both are dented

on top in several places ia a way that is bard to account for.

The curved outside edge of the right horn has a hole running

entirely through that looks as if it might have been made by
a bullet, and in line with it on the other horn is a scar that

might also have been due to the same cause.

While we have no exactly corresponding figures relative to

the moose head secured by Mr. Hart on which to base a

comparison, some general measurements taken by Forest
AND Stream will serve to indicate the superiority of this

latter specimen aside from spread.

"The length of right horn, measmed from the brow antler

to the most distant prong of the palm on the posterior side

of the horn, is boi'io.; the length of the palm measured along

the curve is 41in., and a straight line drawn from the burr

to the most distant point of the palm is 40in. The width of

the palm, measured along its posterior side following the

curve, is 43in." The spread is 70Jin., and the maximum
width of palm exclusive of points 29in. From these figures

it would appear that the superficial horn area of this speci-

men is nearly twice as great as that of the other. Wiile,

therefore, the Sheard head, with it^ 73^in., has undoubtedly

the greatest spread, it is hardly correct to call it the largesti

bead in the world, or fpr that matter the finest.
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These two great heads came from Alaska almost at the
same time, from which it may be inferred that antlers of
such unprecedented proportions are not unique in that coun-
try, and it is not beyond the bounds of probability to expect
them to be duplicated or even surpassed in future.

J. B. BURNHATtf.

PODGERS'S COMMENTARIES.
I

San Fbakcisco, June 9.

—

Editw Forest and Stream; I am
always interested in articles in the Fokest and Stream on
the subject of "intelligent brutes" (which does not include
some classes of men, as it might), and particularly was I
interested in reading the contribution in the last number just
received, by Mr, Wingfield, which reminded me of my own
experience m horseflesh.

J owned a handsome black horse named Nick; he was not
an old one, but if "old" had been preluded to the Nick it

would have been very appropriate, as he was a very devil for
kicking buggies and harness to pieces, varied by an exuber-
ance of spirits illustrated by running away about every other
time he was hitched up. 1 was loth to part with him, as he
was a beauty, and when he felt in the humor would outtrot
every team "on the road; but my invitations to friends for a
drive were firmly rejiectcd, as his little idiosyncrasies were
too well known for them to ribk their necks. Profs. Gib-
son and Karey had not at that time appeared here as horse
tamers. So at last, .after the wagon and harness repairers
had built brick blocks from the bills I paid, I concluded that,

as mines wer^ giving out, I would dispense with the luxury
of an animal that was of so elevating a character; and he
was banished to the country and turned out on a ranch
owned by my brother. It is true, 1 did have one oppor-
tunity to make soine money out of his accomplishments
from a man who owned a mule team, one of which had the
usual characteristics of that animal. The owner offered to
bet me that his mule could outkick the horse; and proposed
a match in which they should be placed "stern on" against
an unoccupied building, with harness attached to it, to convey
the impression that they were hitched to something valuable;
but 1 did not want to wiu a poor man's money, and de-
clined.

A month or two later 1 set out to make my brother a visit,

and was met at the station by my sifiter-in-law and her
children with a horse and phaeton. I did not notice the
horse until we started, when, to my horror, it proved to be
Nick. "My gracious !" was my exclamation, "what are
you doing with that horse?" My sister-m-law laughed, say-
ing, "What's the matter with the horse?" "Why," said I,

"he will run away, - kick the phaeton to pieces and kill the
children," "Pooh !" was the reply. "Get up, Nick," ac-
companied with a smart cut of the whip, something I had
never dared. Much to my astonishment, he scarcely noticed
it except by a little grunt, and pegged away at a five-mile
gait all the way to the house.
My sister-in-law had no fear of horses, was a bold driver,

and one day in my brother's absence had had Nick hitched
up, although with a full knowledge of his habits. She drove
him ten miles, he never offering to kick or run away or pull
an ounce on the bit, and became ever after the only horse
she would drive. She drove him without blinds, and when-
ever the family were starting out Nick would turn his head
so as to see who was in the phaeton, and would give a grunt,
as much as to say, "No fun for me this time." How he
would have behaved if only a man were in the wagon is a
conundrum; but he became the pet of the family. The
children used to enter his stall and crawl between his legs.

His only mischievous tendency was to chew up the flowers
in their hats with a perceptible smile and a twinkle in his
eye, as much as to say, "I must have some fun."
Who says that animals have not a streak of gallantry in

their composition, as well as reason? Take the lower orders
of mankind, do we not see evidences of their more brutal
characteristics in the thousand cases where they kick and
beat women to death? The animal, by comparison, is far
his superior. In the yard of the house adjoining me, is an
immense St Bernard dog, which, contrary to the nature of
that breed, is savage, and the terror of the milkman and
baker. Looking out of the window this mornine-, I noticed
him rolling on the grass, playing with half a dozen children,
strangers to him, who had strolled through the upper gate.

They were dragging him by the tail, pulling his ears and
sitting on him, and he was evidently l.ughing—for dogs can
laugh as plainly as mankind, with the commendable differ-

ence that it is sincere and there is no treachery in it, for, as
we know, a man can "smile and smile and be a villain,"

Give me the dog on the chances any day.

I have referred several times to the expeditions that have
been fitted out here to search for treasure presumed to have
been hidden on some one of the numerous islands somewhere
in the region of Panama, which have been minutely des-
cribed by numerous repentant gentlemen, ex pirates, on their
death-beds. They have died iu all parts of the world, each
one being the last and only one left to confess to the capture
of numerous galleons, murder of the crews and passengers,
and hiding the bushels of doubloons, diamonds and precious
stones on some lone and desolate island; then being afraid to
show tbemsd5^s possessed of so much wealih, planning to
return for it it some future day ; but circumstances over
which prevented, and all Uiese millions lay at the foot of
such and such crooked tree, near a big boulder and a jack
rabbit. As I mentioned in previous jottings, no less than
six expeditions have sailed from here in search of that treas-

ure. The last went only a couple of months ago, in com-
mand of a wom^n, who supplied the funds. That expedition
is still out, not having as yet put in an appearance to relieve

the stringency of the money market. But now comes stQl
another expedition, and it originates from the last place to
be expected—Boston! Think of it, that such people could
be found in staid, matter- of-fact, conservative Boston! It is

incredible; but this time it is to be a dead sure thing. They
have had all the particulars— latitudes, longitudes and ear
marks—from the only true and original Jacobs of a pirate,

with the boulder and jack rabbit tattooed on his arm adjoin-
ing the usual strawberry. This time there is no nonsense;
1 am 'going down to the wharf to see that expedition off, if I
never live to see No. 8 I not only wish -to see the expedi-
tion Off, but I want to see it return

; my' rear window com
mands an uninterrupted view of every vessel entering the
harbor. It shall be only the deeply laden ones that I shall
bring my spy glass to bear upon, and I will spend a willing
dollar in telegraphing the news to the Forest and Stream;
and I hope to obtain the largest diamond to present to the
editor to wear in bis four-m-hand, to ttig dazzlenient pf the
^yes of the office boj.

San Francisco is preeminent iu its characteristics for all

sorts of schemes and expeditions of a novel and elsewhere
unheard-of nature. One time it is a search for guano, an-
other for some reported volcanic island that ba<^ just put in
an appearance after the last earthquake. But the last

scheme was an expedition that was fitted out here a couple
or three months ago to colonize an island reported by the
captain of an arriving vessel from the South seas, and de-
.gcribed as abounding in cocoanuts, bread fruit=, oranges and
grass hammocks in which to swing; and lastly, the popula-
tion consisted entirely of women. All these advantages,
added to the prospect of not having to work for a living,
proved an irresistible attraction, so an organization was
effected consisting of 100 subscriber^; a vessel was pur-
chased and fitted out and sailed, laden with provisions,
pipes and tobacco and beads for presents to prospective
brides as full dress. The expedition touched at Honolulu
somewhat subdued in enthusiasm by sea-sickness; ard yes-
terday an incoming steamer, which had touched at the Figii's,

rfported the expedition at that place, not a little discour-
aged by want of success. Instead of an Adamless paradise,
they bad found at all the islands at which they touched
Adams very numerous and wide awake and quite indisposed
to share their domestic happiness with members of the expe-
dition, the points of their arguments against the expedition
being those of very sharp spears. But, worse than all, it

was found that a residence in nearly all -the islands involved
a necessity for a certain amount of work to raise food,
which was contraiy to all principles of the expedition.
At last accounts they were in doubt as to what to do next

and disaffection in the ranks was manifest. A portion were
trying to work their way home, and the other had about
oncludt'd to sail for the Solomon group, where it was dead
ertain, if they did but know it, that they would be received
with open arms. TheStlomon Islanders are a people who
have never been civilized or subdued; they have a "playful
habit of killing every white man that seeks their shores, and
are the least discriminating race in their diet of all the South
Sea Islands. It matters not what kind of man, black, white,
trader, sailor or missionary— everything goes, French,
English and American men-of-war have bombarded them
and burned their villages, but it makes no difference. They
come up smiling every time, and proceed to broil the very
next sailor or trader that lands. Podgers.

PHOTOGRAPH OF A GROUSE NEST.
Recently I mentioned the attempts which hadlDeen made

by Mr. D. J. Hotchkiss, of Fox Lake, Wis., to secure
photographs of a ruffed grouse which he had discovered on
l^er nest. Mr. Hotchkiss wrote that he had had great difli-

ciilty in getting a picture, as the light was so dim at the
place where the nest was located. He did, however, secure
several pictures at last, and the best of these have been sent
to Forest and Stream. Mr. Hotchkiss says that in his

attempts to photograph the nest and bird he would have gone
further had not the nest been robbed by "one of those col-

lectors," He got good pictures of the nest and eggs, but
only one showing the bird on the nest, and that so

NEST OP BUFFED GROUSE.

Photo by J. D. Hotchkiss.

faint that it would hardly admit of reproduction. He
was aided in his work by a professional photographer,
who had no better success than he did himself. Not
content with finding one nest of the ruffed grouse,
which would have stood as something of an achievement,
Mr. Hotchkiss found another nest, this time one owned by a
very wild and wary grouse mother, who wo\ild fly away at

leas provocation than the first grouse required. He got a
picture of this last nest with the bird sitting on the eggs, but
was obliged to make it at such distance that the bird can
barely be distinguished in the picture, All these pictures

and attempts at pictures are very interesting to the folk who
love either grouse or camera. I mention with great pride
the fact that Mr. Hotchkiss, who is a newspaper man, did
not shoot the grouse on her nest, which he might easily have
done. The newspaper man is very much maligned, as I

often have occasion to know.
Incidentally I should say that it was in Mr. Hotchkiss's

paper, the Bepresetitative, of Fox Lake, and not in a Beaver
Dam paper, that I saw the notice of the capture of the sing-

ing mouse, of which mention was made in Forest and
Stream. This mouse could not stand captivity and died
after about a week. E. Houoa.

Near Green Cove Springs, Fla,, Mr. Morrison stood be-

hind the corner of a house and held nut a razor for Mr,
Grover to shoot at with a rifle. When Grover shot the ball

struck the razor and broke it. Either the ball or part of the
razor ricocheted around the corner of the house and struck
Mr. Morrison on the back of the head and nicked the skull

for about an inch, taking out a piece of the outside of the
skuU.bone, but nOt going in far enough to touch the. brain.

It is a very serious wound, but is not thought to be neces-
sarily dangerous,

—

SaeannaJi (Ga.) News.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each xeeck on Tuesday
f^orrespondence intended for publication should reach us at the

(f
V«t by Monday, and as mvch earlier as practicable.

'mtfe md ^ntu

THE PUBLIC GAME RESERVES OF
ONTARIO.

Game and Fish Commission of Ontario, Dunnviile,
June 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: If there is one thing
more praiseworthy than another which the people of a State
or Province can do for the benefit of themselves and poster-

ity, it is the .<;ettin£: aside of large tracts of land in the form
of public parks. It needs no argument to prove the great
advantages of these reserves for the use and pleasure not
only of the present generation, but also for future genera-
tions, when the country shall be inhabited by millions where
DOW there are but thousands. The Government of the
Province of Ontario has been wise in this particular in legis-

lating for the formation of the Algonquin and Rondeau
parks, at a time when there were few or no settlers' claims
to be bought up, and whien it could just set aside the lands
at first cost.

Alffonquln Park.

The ac^ of the Legislature establishing Algonquin National
Park (.56 Vic, cap. 8) reads that the area set aside is "re-

served and set apart as a public park and forest reservation,

fish and game preserve, health resort and pleasure ground
for the benefit, advantage and enjoyment of the people of
the Province." It comprises eighteen whole townships ard
parts of several others. In all the total area is 1,109,383
acres, being forty-four miles in length from north to south,

and forty miles in width from east to west. A large portion
is water, including the headwaters of the Muskoka, Mada-
waska and Petawawa rivers, the Great Opeongo Lake, besides
a number of other small lakes and streams ; in fact, there is

hardly a corner of the park which may not be reached by
canoe. The Ottawa, Aruprior & Parry Sound Railway
crosses a portion of its southern boundary, and furnishes one
means of reaching it.

This great block of primitive wilderness is only about 150
miles from Toronto in an air line; yet, if it were not for the
lumbering operations going on there it would be as much
outside the pale of civilization as if situated near the North
Pole. Only the pine has been sold, and no other forest

growth will be touched
;
everything will be left in its primi-

tive state, and the removal of the pine will not lessen its

value as a game preserve or a school for forestry. No doubt
it would have been better had the nine been left also, but it

had been disposed of before the park was established. The
general character of the area is high, rough and rocky, as

might be expected, when it is said that it is the most elevated

portion of Ontario. The streams have chiefly very rapid
currents, some of them before reaching sea level having a
descent of over 1,400ft.

Such a tract of woodland, with such stretches of water,

could not help being the home of game and fish in abun-
dance, and so it is. The streams are well stocked with such
fish as trout, pike, pickerel, catfish and eels, and some of

the lakes, as the Great Opeonge, McDougal and Shirley, are

plentifully supplied with whitefish and herrings. The
woods contain deer in great numbers, and moose are fairly

plentiful, while bears and wolves are also numerous, as are

the fur- bearing animals—beaver, mink, otter, martin, fisher

and muskrat. Of birds the only game birds are probably
the ruffed grouse and the Canada grouse, but few ducks are

observed there. The sharp-tailed grouse has been taken near
the park confines, and doubtless would thrive if introduced.

One of the great objects of the park is to use it as a game
preserve, in which all the original inhabitants may be prt -

served, and which may be, as it were, a harbor of refuge for

hunted game, and where animals find they are not pursued,

there they will soon congregate. The Government also in-

tends to make experiments in introducing other game birds

and animals likely to succeed, such as the capercailzie,

which would be almost certain to do well. "The black

grouse may be tried, the sharp-tailed grouse, and perhaps the

Mongolian pheasant. Some of the other varieties of deer,

as the mule deer, elk, etc., maybe tried. In the waters,

although well supplied with good native fish, experiments

may be made with brown trout and rainbow trout, and no
doubt they would do well. Aheady, since protection has
been afforded, the beaver, otter, deer and moose have in-

creased notably. Before the establishment this region was
a favorite hunting ground for the trapper; now the wardens
not only see that no hunting or trapping is carried on, but

every effort is made by the park rangers to poison wolves,

which are the greatest deer slayers.

The headquarters of the superintendent and his staff of

rangers is at Canoe Lake, near the line of the Ottawa, A rnp-

rior t% Parry Souud Railway. There are no restrictions

upon visitors to the park, but of course they are not allowed

to hunt or kill any of the animals, and in order to fish they

must procure a license. It may confidently be said that for

tired, weary, worn out business men of the cities, who need

a rest and can enjoy nature in its original form, this cool,

northern forest offers greater attractions than any other on

the continent.

The regulations for the government of the park are as fol-

lows:

1 All visitors to the Algonquin National Park of Ontario

are rf quired to comply with tne provisions of the Park Act

(56 Vic, cap. 8), and it is the duty of the superintendent to

enforce the same.

3 All parties visiting the park are required to furnish the

superintendent or rangers with their names and post ofiice

addresses, the proposed duration of their stay, the portion

they intend to visit, etc.

3. Visitors are forbidden to cut down, take the bark off

of or otherwise injure any standing timber.

4. Hunting, trapping or taking game cr other animals or

birds of any kind, or fishing with net, trap, spear or night

line \i absolutely prohibited. Parties offending in this re-

spect render themselves liable to a penalty not exceeding

|]00 for each offense, expulsion from the park, and seizure

and confiscation of their firearms, ammunition, traps, lines

and tackle.

5. Fishing with hook and line maybe practiced only under
permit to be issued by the Commissioner of Crown Lands or

the superintendent of the park. No fish may betaken for

other purposes than supplying food for visitors or others

within the park, and fish when taken must not be carried

beyond the boundaries of the park.

6. Visitors must exercise the greatest possible care and
caution in the use of fire for cooking purposes, for which
purposes only fires may be lit. Where possible fires must be
kindled on bare rock or where the smallest quantity of dry
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inflammable matter may be found, only down wood may be

used for firewood. Fires must not be left burning during

absence from camp, but must be thoroughly extinguished by
water after using,

7. Not more than one rifle or fowling piece or one revolver

or other firearm shall be carried by any party of visitors,

and if used for hunting, shooting or molesting animals (ex-

cept in self-defense) or birds, such firearms shall be liable to

seizure and confiscation as above provided.

8. No visitors will be allowed to enter the paik during the

open season for moose and deer, v'z. : from Niv. 1 to Nov.
15 in any year.

Rondeau Park.

Rondeau Park is much less in extent, yet has probably

fi-om time immemorial been a great resort for game, especially

water fowl. It consists of the strips of land lying between

Rondeau on tbe north and west and Lake Erie on the south

and east, and comprises about 5.000 acres of land, chiefly

wooded, The marshes near its margin have always been

noted for ducks, snipe and woodcock; and now the Grovem-

ment has placed a warden in charge who, besides looking

after the park, is engaged in breeding different kinds of gauie

birds with a view to restocking it and other reserves. This

vear he has 100 young wild turkeys doing well, about fifty

English pheasants, and thirty-five Mongolians, in addition

to the stock of last year. About three acres are inclosed

with wire to make a runway for these birds, and- about five

or six acres are being inclosed for deer.

This is a small preserve which would satisfy Mr. W. G.

Van Name, who urges the reservation of certain game resorts;

and I may say that we have in Ontario a number of such

reserves where the birds are encouraged to come in the spring

and where they are even ftd as a greater inducement. No
one is allowed to molest them, as it is illegal to shoot in the

spring any game birds except geese. This has been the law
for a number of years. In fact, no shooting of any kind is

allowed between Dec. 15 and Sept. 1 of the year following.

There can be no doubt of the value of these reserves or

parks where the birds are unmolested to breed, feed, or go
further if they wish. Let each State in the Union adopt

laws somewhat similar to those of Ontario—the chief points

in which are the non-sale clause and the prevention of spring

shooting—and tbe question of the preservation of game birds

is to a great extent .^^ettled. Where you have wealthy men
and market-shooters shooting here in the North until the sea-

son ends, then ruthlessly following the birds South to their

winter resorts, pounding away at them all winter, until

spring, and even then when those which are left mate and
start on their migration North, they are given no rest until

they get out of the country into Canada—a place of safety, a

veritable harbor of refuge." Gr, A. MacCallum.

Mr. Horandt's Expensive Woodcock Dinner.

Chbistopher Hoeandt is a well known and prominent
silk manufacturer of Paterson, N. L, and claims to be a

sportsman, as he keeps a number of dogs and has several

guns During the open season he frequently goes shooting in

Sussex county and he prides himself on his accuracy as a

shot. Horandt is also fond of the game he kills. Two
weeks ago he felt like a woodcock dinner and as the birds

were out of season he sent word to his guide, one Charles

Conklin, living near Midvale, in Passaic County, to get him
a mess. Conklin, who is a well known violator of the law,

promptlj' complied and sent Horandt six woodcock, for

which he received $3, Deputy Fish and Game Warden John
McLean heard of the transaction, and did not approve of

the price the birds brought, as 50 cents each is a low figure

even when the birds are in season. He reported the matter

to Fish and Game Protector Shriner who at once drew up
the necessary complaints. Both the accused were arrested

and pleaded guilty ; Horandt paid a fine of |120 and the cost

of prosecution and Conklin is now serving a sentence of

ninety days in the jail of the county. Horandt was asked
to assist in paying the fine of Conklin, but refused to do so,

remarking that he had paid enough for his woodcock dinner.

Conklin says he has letters from Horandt iirging him to get

a mess of woodcock and "never mind the law."

Ffoprietora of fishing resorts loill find it •profitable to advertise

them in Fokbst abd Stream.

WHERE TO GO.
One important, txseful and considerable part of the Forest and

Strkam's service to the sportsmen's community is the information

s:iven inquirers for shooting and fishing resorts. We malte it our

business to Icnow wlaere to send the sportsmen for large or small

game, or ia quest of his favorite fish, acd this knowledge is freely im-

pai'ted on request.

On the other hand, we are constantly seeking information of this

character for the benefit of our patrons, and we invite sportsmen,

hotel proprietors and others to communicate to us whatever may be

of advantage to the sportsman tourist.

THE NEPIGON.
Mb. Wm. McKibdy, fishery overseer and outfitter at Nep-

igon, Ontario, sends out these notes respecting the famous
river.

The Nepigon is forty miles long, with numerous lake ex-

pansions and surging rapids; its width is 300 to 400ft; water
of the purest, clearest kind, and of the coldest temperature;
there are nine portages on it, the two longest being two and
one-half and one and one-half miles—the rest are short; it is

near these portages the best fishing is to be had.

Nepigon station is on the C. P. Ry.'s main line, sixty-five

miles east of Port Arthur, where connections are made with
the 0. P. Ry 's steamers, Beafty Line, and Sir. Dixon, from
Duluth The train from the West reaches here at 9:40 A.

M ,
giving ample time to reach the first catnping and fishing

grounds—twelve miles—in good season, provided arrange-

ments have been made for guides, etc. It is - absolutely nec-

essary to arrange for guides beforehand, in order to avoid
disappointment and delay—particularly during the months
of July and August, when the season is in full blast.

The usual way of "doing" the Nepigon is in parlies of two
or four. Each canoe (18ft. long) is manned by two Indians,

and accommodates two gentlemen and supplies for a ten

days' trip. The following is an approximate cost for a party

of four for a ten days' trip: Two Ciinoes, 50c per day, $10;

one head guide, |3per day, $s}0; three other guides, |1.50

per day, $45; rent of one tent and fly for gentlemen, 50c per

day, $5; rent of one tent for guides, 25c per day, $3.50; rent

of camp outfit (axes, pack-straps, cooking utensils), $7.50;

making a total of $90.

Added to this will be the cost of supplies, and this will

entirely depend on the varied tastes of the party—the sup-

plies for Indians are flour, pork, tea and sugar. As the

Nepigon is particularly a fly-fishing stream, parties wishing

to enjoy themselves to the fullest extent take one canoe for

each, and also a cook, who can be procured at $3 per day;
this of course doubles the expense, but to those who can
afford it it is by far the best way. The cost per day for

each varies from $3.50 to $7, as to the mode adopted. The
guides are Indians and half-breeds who have foUowed this

business for a living for years, and are thoroughly ac-

quainted with all the intricacies of the river, both as to the

dangerous parts and to where the best fishing is to be had.

They are intelligent and desirous of giving every comfort to

their employers, doing all the packing over portages, putting

up tents, making comfortable beds, and doing the cooking

—

in fact are ever on the alert for your comfort. Much of

course depends on the head guide, who is chosen on account

of his experience and capabilities.

Tourists will find it to their advantage to procure their

supplies here, as it will avoid customs troubles when coming
from foreign parts, also the disappointment of goods being
delayed or lost in transit.

The stream is protected by the Provincial Government,
and a license fee of $5 per man for the season is charged to

visitors whose homes are outside of the Province of Ontario,

and permits are procurable from me.
Mr. McKirdy will at all times be pleased to answer any

communications from intending visitors.

Mr. Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg, writes that upon com-
municating with Mr. Matheson, manager Hudson's Bay Co.,

Nepigon, stating how many there are in the party, "the

company will supply canoes that hold from four to six peo-

ple, Indian guides, grub, and in fact everything except your-

selves and fishing tackle; they will furnish the latter if

necessary. The favorite flies used are Jock Scott, silver

doctor, royal coachman and medium-sized salmon flies. You
get off at Nepigon Station; the hotel and Hudson's Bay Co 's

stores are near the station and right at the river. You can
start fishing immediately you embark at Nepigon, and you
fish from the canoe. As I said previously, write Mr. Mathe-
son, giving him the number in the party, and all you will

require to do is to eat, sleep and cast your fly on the waters

of the most magnificent trout stream known to the fishing

world." Thomas Johnson,

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH.

XLVI.—Serart. E. L. CJack) Sheopard.

Jack Sheppakd was one of the best known guides in that

portion of the Adirondacks which includes the Fulton Chain
and Brown's Tract, for many years, until he removed to

Oregon a few years ago. I somehow missed him in my earlier

Adirondack trips, and first methim in June, 1882, and spent

nearly two months with him. I had been appointed Ichthy-

ologist of the Adirondack Survey by the Hon. Verplanck
Colvin, the superintendent of the survey, and he said: "I
will detail Jack Sheppard for your especial service, to go
with you to collect fishes and aquatic reptiles and crusta-

ceans. He is a steady sober man, who knows how to reach

every little out-of-the-way pond where you may find some
fishes that are overlooked by sportsmen, and as there never

has been a monograph on the fishes of the Adirondacks, I

give you my best man."
The surveying party assembled at Blue Mountain Lake,

and the start reminded me of an old-time wagon train leav-

ing Leavenworth for Santa Fe, in the fifties. Batteaux for

the impedimenta, which comprised provisions, tents, instru-

ments, personal necessities, etc., were loaded down. How
many of them were in the train it is impossible to say to-day,

but the lighter boats went on ahead through the Eagle Chain
of lakes, through Raquette and the Fulton Chain, with their

numerous carries, to the rendezvous at the Forge House.
There the different parties went their ways; Jack and Iwent
ours. I had all kinds of fishing tackle from fly to bait,

with hooks to accommodate any fish, from 3in. to 3ft. long;

and gill neis with meshes of different sizes, and a Baird min-
now seine. I also had a five-gallon copper tank filled with
alcohol, loaned by Prof. Baird, IT. S. Fish Commissioner,

on condition that all specimens caught should be sent to the
Smithsonian Institution.

The gill-nets were used with discretion. We were not after

game fishes, nor any others in quantity, and we never took a

trout or a oike in them, but we did get an assortment of

suckers and bullheads in the nets. We did but little camp-
ing on this trip, for Jack knew just how far it was from one
"camp" to another, and he reached it every night. These
"camps" were really places of public entertainment, since

the name of "hotel" has been usurped by every wayside inn

and the good old name of tavern has fallen into disuse, there

is nothing to take their places. A "camp," in Adirondack
parlance, may be a shack where the landlord can accommo-
date a dozen people, or it may be a hotel, or the summer
residence of a multi-millionaire where he entertains his

friends. I ask to be believed when I say that we never

patronized the latter sort of "camp." We might have done
80 if we had been sufficiently urged, because mere mortals

cannot always resist temptation; so Jack and I stopped at

the "camps" where the host had one charge for entertaining

the guide a,nd another for catering to the sportsman. We
may have missed the bay birds sent from Long Island, the

chablis and burgundy, but we had the invigorating ham and
eggs, the muscle-building canned corned beef from the Chi-

cago abattoirs, and the i gal. jar of mustard pickles which
is set on the table when it is opened and never removed until

the last bit of cauliflower is gone..^ A peculiar bit of Adiron-

dack table decoration is the original package iu which mus-
tard pickles come; never would the Adirondack "camp-
keeper" remove these to small, clean dishes. Perhaps he
hopes that a fork may not be long enough to reach the last

onion; and the jar is clean outside, at least, and a quart jar

of mustard pickles well daubed inside is, like MX. Marcy, a

peculiar bit of Adirondack scenery.
,

".

Jack showed ine the tree where a pair of three-toed wood-
peckers lived, and we saw the birds and heard the you?ig

clamor for food. This bird is rare everywhere^ and Jack
said that this pair had nested in the same tree for several

years, and that some bird collectors would like to know of

the nest. This led to my taking notes,of.the birds and ani-

mals seen, and on looking them ovei:. I find the following:

"No gray squirrels ia the WQods, red ones plenty, and some

chipmunks; saw six deer on the carries and near Old Forge,

one track of bpar, one mink, two muskrats, one porcupine
and several rabbits; bats frequent on Long Lake, but seen no-
where else. Alvah Dunning had five otter skins." So much
for mammalp. and this is not intended to supersede "Mam-
mals of the Adirondacks," by Dr. C. Hart Merriam. Birds

were thus recorded: "Robins plenty, but only where there

was a house and cleared ground. Rare birds were: wood
thrush, catbird, kingbird, song sparrow, nuthatch and olive-

sided flycatcher. The white-throated sparrow was plenty,

and also small woodpeckers, but only three flickers, or

golden- winged woodpeckers were seen. In the swamps
blackbirds are numerous, and the bluejay was frequent. Of
birds rarely seen were kingfishers, crows, one raven, one
flock of crossbills on Seventh Lake; one flock cedar birds,

one humming-bird on Fourth Lake; one sandpiper, one
woodcock, one loon, two blue herons, four bitterna and three

hen hawks. Gulls were common on all lakes. Heard seven

owls, and saw three nests of the osprey, which is locally

called 'fish-hawk'."

"What's tbe u^^e of such a list?" Jack asked.

"No use whatever to you, but a few men will be interested

to know what life is to be seen in these woods in summer I

never got over my disappointment at the absence of singing

birds and other visible life the first time I came up here, but

it's the same in all primitive forests. As a boy I could stroll

about the farms, and see more life in an hour than lean here

in a month I mean small life, pigeons, squirrels, rabbits,

quail and all kinds of life except deer and bear. The silence

of a great forest was oppressive to me at first."

"Yea," said Jack, "life is more plenty on the farms at the

edge of the woods and about the small settlements, and the

birds and animals there are not as shy as they are in the big

woods where it is so still, and they seldom see a man." We
were in the Brown Tract Inlet, a very narrow and crooked
stream, and suddenly came on a wood-duck and her brood.

The young scurried into the reeds while the mother took

wing. "There," he said, "that's what you don't see in the

streams about Albany, and there's a black duck and brood
just ahead."

"Jack," I replied, "as a boy about Albany I've seen broods

of wood-ducks every summer, some seasons half a dozen of

'em, but in Wisconsin I've seen broods of different kinds of

duck by the hundred,"
Then we compared notes and found that we had hunted

and trapped over nearly the same ground which I described

in FOKEST AND Steeam of Oct, 24, 31 and Nov. 7, 1896.

Then we began to get acquainted. Jack and Sam Dunnakin,
then, and perhaps now, a guide living on Fourth Lake of

the Fulton Chain, had spent thiee seasons hunting and trap-

ping on the Flambeau River, Wisconsin, about 100 miles

north of where Antoine Gardapee and I bad trapped some
thirteen years before. They were there in 1867-68-69. Jack
and I tried to converse in Ojibwa, or "Chippewa," as the

white man spells it, but we did not get along well; what I

had picked up in Wisconsin had been so replaced by the dia-

lect and pronunciation of the Crow Wing branch that we
found plain, every-day English, as spoken by the American
branch of the family, was best suited to communicate our

thoughts.
At the carries Jack noticed that I wanted my pack made

up first, and would get off some time ahead of him, and the

reason was that the silent forest was before me and I could

have a chance to observe any life that came in the way, and
if the carry was less than a mile long I Would be over it

before he started with his noisy boat; for a man can't carry

a long Adirondack boat, with the bars lashed in it, bottom
up on a neck-yoke, through the woods without alarming'

every bird or beast within a mile. His head is in the boat,

which is tilted at an angle of about 45° to enable him to see,

and the stem hits fallen logs which he steps over, or touches

a tree on a short turn, the oars rattle, and there is a great

racket as he takes the boat over the carry or portage. To
me it is as much satisfaction to see wild animals when you
come upon them suddenly, and could shoot them, as it is to

kill them, especially in the close season.

Stepping softly as possible over a carry, I came suddenly

on a family of ruffed grouse, the "partridge" of New York.

The young could not fly, and at the alarm note of the mother
not a chick was to be seen. She did not attempt the familiar

bunco game of pretending to be wounded to induce me to

follow her, I was too close to her young, who were almost

under foot. She attacked me, and as 1 held out a foot to her

she struck at it like a game cock. She hit my shoe several

times, with wings partly spread, and giving the alarm note

all the time. Then, having enjoyed her display of motherly
devotion sutficienlly, I moved off and left her in possessioil

of the field with all the honors. I thought : "Bless your dear

motherly heart, I would not harm you nor your precious

chicks—at least not before September." If Jack and his

noisy boat had been 100yds. behind me that mother partridge

would have had her family hidden long before we came m
sight.

The grouse were numerous, and for the next fortnight I

came on at least a dozen broods without leaving the trails-

between the lakes. As they became able to fly into the

lower branches of the trees at the warning cluck of the

mother, it was very interesting to see the little fellows turn

their heads to one side to inspect the first man they had ever

seen and place a mental photograph of him in their rogues'

galleries. In a wilderness this bird when adult takes refuge

m trees when alarmed by man or dog, and can be shot at

until killed. But the same bird near an old settlement, such

as my boyhood covered, knows a trick worth two of that; it

leaves the ground like a rocket and puts the trunk of tree

between it and the shooter, and awav it goes, to our great

disappointment. This is the effect of education, and those

gentlemen who deny reason to everything except man may
grind this fact, for it is a fact, between their molars.

We stopped a while on Big Moose Lake, where Jack had
a cabin well stocked with canned goods and other stores for

the Big Moose Club of twelve members, when they wished

to visit the lake. As we entered the lake an osprey, which
had a nest in the top of a dead pine half a mile away, either

bid us welcome or scolded us for intruding; 1 did not speak

their language, and so can't say, but we went on. It is a sad

commentary on human nature that along many of the water-

ways where these infrequent birds had their picturesque

nests there Were signs: "Don't ehopt the fish-hawks."

The Adirondack guides put up these notices and were will-

ing that the birds should take their toll of trout, bass and

suckers in order to see them lend life to the landscape.

This of course, is pure sentiment—merely sentiment, for

the bird is not useful, yet its flight is beautiful and its nest is

a feature in the landscape. Wbat would life be worth with-

out sentiment? Nothing to untold nullions of us. Our love

of wife, home and family is merely sentiment. Millions of
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men have given their lives for what mipht he called senti-

ment, and in fact every move a man makes outside of the

earning of his livelihood is inspired more or less by senti-

ment. But sentiment varies with the individual.

An instance of this fact is apparent in the intellectual

makeup of Jack Slieppard. He said; "I don't see what
some men want to kill these fish-hawks for unless to brag of

their skill with the rifle, if they happen to hit one; there are

not enough of them to injure the fishing, and most men like

to see them &ail in the air when no other living thing is in

sight, or to see them hover and dive for a fish." That was
a bit of pure sentiment on the part of Jack Sheppard that

was a credit to him, but compare the following story.

"Jack," said I, as we sat in the cabin door on Big Moose,
enjoying the moonlight, "Mr. Oolvin told me about the

panther, which you killed while hunting partridges with a
light bird gun. He said that you came suddenly on the an--

imal at close quarters, and gave it one dose of No. 8 shot

and hurt it badly; it jumped for you and bit the muzzle of

your gun before you pulled the trigger and let in a new light

into its brain. Is that about the way it happened ?"

"Yes, that's correct; I blew the top of his head off with
the muzzle of the gun in his mouth, and it ruined the gun;
it cost me more that the bounty which the State paid me
for killing the panther, I sold the gun to a man for $6 and
he had the muzzle cui off where the panther's teeth had
bent it in."

Mr, Colvin had not told me thia part of the story, and I

turned to get a good look at the man who told it in such a
matter-of-fact way. He was looking out over the lake,

watching the moonlight play on the ripples in a most uncon-
cerned manner. The panther incident was dramatic, and I

chewed it over several times before I blurted out: "Jack
Sheppard ! You don't mean to tell me that a panther bit the

.muzzle of your gun and that you sold that gun, do you?"
"Yes, why not? The gun was good for nothing unless

the muzzle was cut off too short for my use."

Again I looked at the face of my guide, in the moonlight,

to try to learn if he really meant what he said or if he was
only' jollying me. Men of the woods are usually serious

men, and not much given to having fun at the expense of

the men who maj' be in their care, and I decided that Jack
had merely told a straightforward story of the panther fight

and the disposal of the gun. It was the entire absence of

sentiment in this case which caused the doubt. I could not

reconcile it with his sentimental ideas of protection of birds

whose only use to man was that they added to the landscape,

a case of pure sentiment.

After turning this over as we smoked in silence for a

I
while, and I began to substitute myself for Jack in the fight,

I began to get belligerent and said: "Jack Sheppard! If

such an adventure had happened to me that gun would be

pensioned and put on the retired list; it would hang on my
wall and be cleaned each year from a pension fund of my
own, and no millionaire in America could buy that little gun
while I was on top of the earth."

That was a bit of my sentiment, and it serves to showhow
sentiment differs in individuals. But, as a rule, the men
who live constantly in the woods, nunting, fishing and trap-

ping, have little of the sort of sentiment which induces the

men who do these things for occasional recreation to pre-

serve mementoes of their deeds. The woodsmen look at it in

the light of every-day business affairs. An instance of this

is shown in the following conversation:
' 'Jack, I'd like to kill a bear next fall before they go into

winter quarters. Can't yop^ manage to get word to me when
to come up, say when you find a bear feeding and ranging

about some lake, which you may or may not have bailed?

I couldn't possibly get off for more than a fortnight, but
could spare that time."

He gazed out on the lake and the rippling moonlight
awhile and then asked: "What do you want to kill a bear

for?"
"Because I've never killed one, although I have seen sev-

eral in the woods ; and once while I was sleeping alone a

bear came into my camp and ate some trout which had been
cleaned and salted for breakfast; and then carried off a 2qt.

tin paU nearly full of butter. 1 have killed KHjch game—
from the little teetering sandpiper to a buffalo— but I lack a

bear, a moose, a salmon, an elk and a swan to round out the

list" of American game that ranges east from Kansas and
from Minnesota to Louisiana

"

Another contemplation of the beauties of a full moon on
the lakes, and then: "I don't see what you want to come up
here to kill a bear for. It would be an unprofitable trip.

There's your car fare, my pay and expenses for two weeks,
and maybe you wouldn't get a bear in two weeks. Of
course, you might get one the first day, but but you know
that there's nothing sure about any hunting or fishing trip.

You couldn't do it much less than $100. The skin would
be worth $10 to $15, and the meat, if you could get it out of

the woods and lake it to New York city, might bring as

much more, sold by the carcass in the markets. Again, the

bear might be killed where the meat could not be got out of

the woods by two men. I don't see how there's anything in

it for you, if you did come here and kill the biggest bear
that ever ranged these woods; do you?"

It was my time to contemplate the mellow scintillations of
the moon on a lake, which had tiny ripples on its bosom,
made by a breeze so delicate that we scarcely felt it. Jack
was undoubtedly right from his point of view, which was a
purely business one. Business has hard and fast rules, gov-
erned by arithmetic, algebra, geometry and other abomina-
tions. It is the antithesis of sentiment, and my desire to kill

a bear was entirely sentimental. I had no grudge against

any individual bear, and I was cogitating on my desire to

kill one of the tribe. If a man had stolen three trout and a
couple of pounds of butter from me, I certainly would have
no desire to kill the first man I met, even if he were the cul-

prit. Lawyers are said to have a rule that if their case is

bad they should "abuse the plaintiff's attorney"; this may
not be quoted correctly, for 1 am not a lawyer, but it leads

up to what I said. After gazing at the moonlit ripples, and
wondering if a bat had crossed them, or if a brighter flash

had caused me to wink the other eye, I formed my column
for attack in this way:

"Jack Sheppard, you sold a gun for a few dollars that, if

it had been mme, disabled in honorable fight with a panther,

no money could buy. In my early life 1 cared as fittle for

trophies as you do, and a pair of buffalo horns, saved some-
how by accident, and a pair of crust snowshoes are aU that

1 have as mementoes of my hunts. If 1 could come up here
and kill a bear and have its skin for a rug on the floor of my
den 1 would feel very tall, and would expect some fellows

whom I know to take their hats off to me. The cost of this

has not been considered; I go into a friend's den; there is

the skin of a tiger he kided in India, a tobacco pouch made

from the foot of a swan killed on Currituck Sound, with
date written on it. Dining with another friend, I am shown
a dilapidated fly with which he took a 351b. salmon on the

Restigouche; it is in a frame that cost more than the salmon
was worth; and he points to the scalp of an Indian which
he took when his party were hunting buffalo and were at-

tacked by the Sioux. These things make me feel small.

Do you understand that? The bear that I want to kill is

merely for brag, if you see fit to put it down that way: and
I would not mind spending $100 to have a bear-skin rug on
my floor, if I had killed the bear."

Jack listened to this, and then made the following propo-

sition: "1 might trap a bear, and hold him until you came
up to shoot him," when I interrupted with: "1 will not lis-

ten to any such proposition; let's talk about something else.

I believe that we have two new species of suckers that are

unknown to science, and I'll get some more of them in the

morning while they are spawning in that stream by Pancake
Hall, and then we'll go over to Long Lake and see what fish

it is that they call a muscalonge there."

Morning came and 1 got the suckers, and later described

and figured them in my monograph on Adirondack fishes,

which was printed as an extract from Supt. Colvin's twelfth

report of his survey, The osprey, from her nest across the

lake, screamed at us, and I told Jadk that I had learned

enough of her language during our week's stay to know that

she was giving her opinion of a man who would propose to

'

trap a bear for another to shoot, and no doubt that was what
worried her.

We went down into the Fulton chain and dined at Ben-
nett's, on Raquette, went down that lake and river, carried

into Forked Lake, and again down the river to Buttermilk

Falls, where a short carry took us around them. Murray
always shoots these falls in his canoe, but no one else does,

and we thought it best to carry around. After this a half

mile carry brought us into Long Lake, and to Kellog'a in the

evening.
It so happened that when we reached the hotel the masca-

longe question was being discussed by several sportsmen and
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guides. All with one exception held that the large fish in

Long Lake were mascalonge. One of the sportsmen said:

"'The fish certainly grow bigger than pickerel, but I've seen

mascalonge, and they're different." That was his sole argu-

ment.
"I tell you," said another, "the lo-pounder that I caught

to day is a mascalonge; no pickerel grows as big as that."

The fish was in the kitchen, and Jack suggested that we
should see it, and we did. I introduced myself, explained

my mission and said: "Gentlemen, the fish is neither a pick-

erel nor a mascalonge. Its proper name is pike, although it

is miscalled by the name of pickerel in most places. The
pickerel proper has a black network on its sides, and seldom
exceeds 61bs. in weight. The pike and the mascalonge both
attain a weight of 46lbs. or more, and are distinct fishes. I

am satisfied that there is not a mascalonge in the Adirondack
waters to day, if they were ever here." And with a brief

description of the d&erences between the mascalonge and
the fist before us I closed the lecture on ichthyology to the

satisfaction of one of the strangers, at least,

r:. In the morning we trolled with both spoons and shiners

and took some pike of 4 to 6lbs., but these were too large for

the alcohol tank and we gave the fish to some people who
lived on the lake. It's uncommon for an angler to complain
that his catch is too large, yet anglers have made this com-
plaint against the brown trout, and they didn't want them
for small alcohol tanks, as we did. Finally we took a couple
of small pike and then searched for dace, darters and those

small deer which the ordinary angler classes as "minnows."
We went back by way of South Pond, Mud Pond and

Minnow Pond. (What mean, "ornery" names all original

settlers give to beautiful lakes, islands and streams. "Hog
Island" aud "Hog Neck" occurs many times on the coast of

Long Island, while "Round Pond," etc., is frequent in the

Adirondacks. They had no poetry in their souls.) Then we
carried into Blue Mountain Lake, a handsome bit of water;
but it then had no trout in it, at least not enough to encour-
age a fellow to cast his flies for a week in the hope of taking
a rise out of one.

Later in the year -I found the pickerel (retkulatus) in the
waters about Meacham. On our return we fished Little

Moose and Panther lakes. Please note the individuality of
these names as contrasted with "Long Lake," "Trout Pond,"
etc. On the latter lake Jack called my attention to the trees

which fringed the lake . There was a distinct line of them
at a uniform height all around the lake; the line was 5 or
6ft. above the water, and below it the foliage was dark. "It
looks queerly," said I. ' 'There are several kinds of trees there,

and that line is level and almost continuous. I don't remem-
ber to have seen anything like it."

^'Can you guess what it is?" Jack asked

"No, 1 give it up; but put me over to the spring hole you
spoke of, and while I pick enough trout out of it for our sup-

per you may give me your theory of how the glaciers marked
these trees a million years ago while the trees and under-
brush are not fifty years old,"

It was now Jack's innings, and he played it for its full

value. He put the boat outside a spring hole, and after

some experimental casts and changing of flies, I reeled in

and basketed a fair trout; he said; "For a man who has

hunted and trapped and been in the w^oods as much as you
have, I am surprised that you did not at once see that this

lake was a great winter resort for deer and that Lhey trimmed
the bushes as high as they could reach from the ice, and so

left their mark all around the lake, and that mark remains
for years after." Just then a big trout struck my coachman
and gave a royal fight. When .Jack landed him he said:

"Three pounds, if he weighs loz.," and his estimate stands,

for it is useless to be too awfully exact except in "record"
catches. The big trout ended our fishing and the argument
about the height that the deer can browse on Ptinther Lake.

Jack, he has been called "Jack" since childhood, although
his initials are E. L., was born in Greene, Chenango county,

N. Y., in 1837, and being of a roving disposition wandered
off to Ohio, Tennessee and Missouri, bringing up in Kansas
in 1856 during the troubles. He then went to Pike's Peak as

a Government teamster during the gold excitement, but had
to return to New York on account of his health and went to

the Adirondacks in 1859. In August, 1862, he enlisted in

the 117th N. Y. Infantry, was made Corporal and then Ser-

geant. Was mustered out with the regiment June 8, 1865,

having been on duty every day of his service. Was at the

operations in Charleston Harbor and those against Petersburg
and Richmond in '63 and '64, and at the capture of Fort
Fisher. The recruiting officer put his name down as "Jack"
Sheppard, and it so appears in the Adjutant. General's office,

from which I got the above record.

After the trapping experience he returned to the Fulton
chain in 1870, but some eighteen years later he sold out his

cabin at Big Moose and built a small steamer on the Fulton
chain. About four years ago he went to Riddles, Oregon,
where he now lives. For the excellent picture of this noted

woodsman I am indebted to Mr. A M Church, the well-

known taxidermist of Boonville and Old Forge, while facts

and dates were obtained from the proprietor of Higby Camp,
on Big Moose. Mr. Church writes: "You cannot say too

many good things of Jack Sheppard." Feed Mather.

MY FIRST TROUT.
The remark is often made to an angler or sportsman that

there is more in the anticipation of a trip than in the reality.

And yet what pleasure one derives from the memory of a

trip!
" With the thermometer 20*^ below Zero, the wind

blowing a gale outside, sucking up the s-oft-coal sparks

through the chimney of the grate fire, as if coal cost nothing,

what a pleasure it is to smoke one's pipe, and in the recesses

of an easy chair recount the moments spent on some bygone
trip of years ago along the banks of a bubbling brook, in

the leafy month of June. The singing of the forest birds,

the swaying limbs of the fragrant spruce and pine as they

gently nod greetings to the summer breeze, the noisy, tu-

multuous brook, as it speeds its way onward, murmuring to

the sea, all return vividly to one's mind
You think of your first trouting trip. You go to the

tackle store, and under the tutelage of your friend Will,

who already has been initiated into the mysteries of the

Maine woods and lakes and who has bFcome well versed in

trout lore, you select your rod. Your fishing up to date has

been circumscribed by a pole, a line, and a bunch of worms
on a hook. Well, that was all well and ^^ood, but you are

now to tread in the footsteps of the angler sportsman, You
must catch trout with a sportsman's tackle and in a sports-

manlike manner.
The obliging salesman deftly joints up a rod and hands it

to you. It is so unlike the alder pole you know so well

that for a moment you hold the rod in outstretched hand
and stare at it, as the tip vibrates under the beating of your
pulse.

Will quickly comes to your rescue, and reaching for the

rod steps one side into the cleared space, and deftly swishes

it backward and forward. I watch him closely, and am a

little nervous lest the rod should go to pieces in its bended
travels back and forth. The salesman in the meanlime has

put together a rod which he explains has a little more
spring to it knd is a litlle lighter, two requisites seemingly

altogether unnecessary. However, under Will's advice, I

take the heavier rod, for we are going to Maine, and may
strike some large fish. Then comes the matter of lines and
reel, then the leader and flies. I am jlistrustful of the

leaders, they look so light and frail ; but vv ill's opinion and
word go, and the leaders are laid upon my pile of plunder.

Now for flies. Red Hackle, Parmachene belle, Professor.

Seth Greene, Moth Miller, Black Gnat and what not, are

called for by Will. It's a new experience to me, and I

wonder at the assortment but say nothing, for Will is an

old hand at trout and he knows what's what.

A fly-book, a landing net, and a creel, make up the bur-

den of my tackle purchases. I look at the little heap as the

salesman deltly arranges them preparatory to tying them

up, and draw upon my bank account deep down in my
pocket.
My list yet calls for a rubber and woolen blanket, a heavy

pair of hobnailed shoes, and sundry small impedimenta in-

dispensable for the trip, as we are to camp out and sleep in

the virgin forests of Maine, and must be proof against rain

and evening dews.
The hour of our vacation has arrived, and with a light

heart we board the boat for Boston. At odd moments Will

gives me homeopathic do- es of advice and bits of informa-

tion—pointers, in other words—regarding our trip, to which
T greedily listen, and safely store up in my memory.
We reach Boston in due course, and taking the train by

sundown are at the end of the railroad line, where we take

stage for Solon, arriving in time for supper. We are up
early, and again take stage for Moscow, which, as Will puts

it, is the last we will see of civilization for some days, Here

we unpack our trunk, a small affair, used jointly, and don
our corduroys, bundle our blankets, hire our guide, and are

ready. It is near noon, so we decide to dine at Kearney's

hotel. I often wonder if Kearney is yet in the land of the

living. We take his son Frank as a guide and off we trudge

for the wilderness. We cross the Kennebec on a rope ferry

and make tracks for Kearney's camp, on the banks of the

first Carry Pond. It's a smooth trail, and after an hour's

tramping, in an atmosphere laden with the balsamic exhala-

tions of the trees, we reach a clearing through which we see

the lake. In front of us is a cluster'of cabins, and Frank's
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vociferous greeting is answered by Chester, who comes out

of the cook-house, elbow-deep in flour, and greets us with a

hearty welcome.
Our qaarters are pointed out to ua, and we quiclsly divest

ourselves of our packs. At the suggestion of Chester we
decide to try the middle pond, which is but a short carry

after we cross the lake in front ef us. We are soon there.

I joint my rod and string it, tying my leader and fastening

my flies under Will's direction. Frank bales out the boat,-

We jump in, -and he soon lays us alongside of a bunch of lily

pads. He tells us that there's a trout hiding under each

kaf. Will insists that I shall start in, I, on the other hand,

pieferring to watch and imitate him. Of course I am
awkward, snare my leader, and commit sundry errors,

swishing my flies dangerously near Will's and Prank's eyes,

and finally catching them somewhere near the nape of my
own neck. But, "there's lot of time," Will says, "so go

slow, and don't be nervous." I finally lay my line out upon
the water, droppiog the flies near the lily pads, when presto!

two of my flies disappear. "Strike!" says Will; but I am
slow, and the trout spit out the flies before they get a taste

of the barb. Will now makes a cast, and like a flash his

flies are taken, the three of them. His wrist turns, the rod

bends and his line straightens out. Whirr-r-r goes his reel.

I watch him with open mouth and staring eyes. The fish

weigh about ^Ib. each, I surmise, as the net is finally lifted

into the boat^with its flapping burden. I make a try, and

although still awkward 1 strike a fish and jerk him clear of

the water and into the boat. "Stop that," says Will, "you
are not fishing with a bean-pole. You don't want to jerk

the heads off the bodies of the fish. When your fly strikes

the water, the instant you see the plighest commotion of the

water quickly turn the rod with your wrist. Djn't yank.

All you want to do is to set the barb, but not to pull the fish

bodily out of the water. To attempt to do that with a

heavy fish will mean a broken rod." The fish are plentiful,

and as three fish frequently strike and are hooked, it looks

as if Will would soun fill the boat. We take oif all but one

fly and keep only those fish tha.t are hurt badly, returning

the rest to the water. Will spends most of the "^time coach-

ing me, occasionally making a cast to Uluslrate a movement.
What an enjoyable afternoon that was! How vividly the

lake and its surroundings are impressed upon my memory.
My first attempt at fly-fishing and the bottom of the boat

fairly glistening with the rainbow hues of the trout, taste-

fully arranged by Frank. It's near sunset. We have
enough fish for all in camp for supper and breakfast. We
jt)urney back. Some newcomers arrive in camp about
supper time, hungry as bears. We hear in the adjacent

cook-house the sizzling of the trout and sniff the aromatic
flavor of coffee.

Chester quits his cooking long enough to blow gigantic

blasts upon his horn, a warning to those out on the lake

that trout awaits them in the pan.
It's twenty years ago, but I remember yet how good those

trout, fresh from the water and fried to a turn, did taste.

And I can distinctly remember with what inward horror 1

regarded our guide Frank, when I saw him "pass up" the
trout, and, reaching over, help himself plentifully to pork
and beans. Not that Maine pork and beans are not good

;

oh, no! but it seemed like ordering corned beef and cabbage
on a bill of fare when canvas back duck can be had for the
same price.

We spent three or four days at Chester's camp and en-
joyed every minute of our stay. We could have stayed
with much pleasure until frost and ice came, but we were
on a tramping trip and had to see more of the Maine woods
before we reiurned. We regretfully parted with Chester
and marched back to Moscow. We staged it up to the
Forks of the Kennebec, and there taking a. new guide,
ti&m, laid in a supply of provisions, had them toted to the
foot of Lake Moxie, appropriated a boat we found, and
started for the head of the lake.

Reaching our destination at sunset we landed, and de-
cided to pitch our tent alongside a brook. It was hustle and
hurry to get things in shape before nightfall

;
boughs had to

be cut, bark peeled, wood cut for the night (it was in Stp-
tember and the nights were cool), and last but not leatt our
supper was in order for preparation. In due course our
lean-to was m shape, wood piled up, and we sat down to a
£upper of bacon, potatoes, coffee and bread. We had to
catch our trout on the morrow.
We prepared for the night, wrapped ourselvss in our

blankets, spreading our rubber blankets first* under the
layer of boughs and were soon asleep. It was my first

night m the open air. Bu-r-r- but it is cold and wet.
About 2 o'clock the rain came down in torrents, the wind
driving it into our shelter, making things disagreeable in the
extreme. Sam was up attending the fire, and soon had it

blazing in spite of the rain. We built no trench around our
lean-to, and as the ground sloped slightly we found it con-
venient to get in on our part.

We cooked under difficulties, and as the storm kept up
until noon we roofed our shack witb rubber blankets and
made the best of it. The rain stopped and out came the
sun in all its glory. An improvised rack soon served to
hold our wet blankets, etc., to the rays of the sun. and
between the fire and sun we soon got over the damp feeling.

Eating a hasty lunch we started up the brook to try our
luck. Mine was soon decided, for a back-east snarl on an
overhanging limb soon snapped my rod at the second joint,
below the ferule. I wended my way to camp, and having
no tools I patched the break as best I could, fortifying it

with a covering of thin wood and black thread industiiouely
wound around. 1 had enough of brook fishing; I would
try the lake. So, taking the boat out into about 10ft. of
water, I dropped the anchor and began to cast. My fly had
hardly reached the water when it slowly and deliberately
disappeared. Something took it, but it was taken so slowly
that 1 was puzzled. In my anxiety I forgot Will's advice,
and am afraid I "yanked," for instantly my rod went in
twain at the break, the tip and ferule ol the second joint
falling in the water.

I reached for it, laid it in the boat, and then by hand began
to pull in the rest of the line, never dreaming but that the
hook was empty. Lo and behold, as I commenced to haul
in the Oft. kader it pulled taut, I had pulled weakfish and
sea bass in with a hand-line and I instant y followed the
same tactics, landing a trout in the bottom of the boat that
made my eyes bulge, my heart beat, and my hand tremble.
As it lay before me 1 could hardly believe my eyes. But
there it was, with the brown hackle fly imbedded in its jaw.

Elated! 1 was beside myself with excitement. 1 made
up my mind that there must be more in the lake. I woidd
return to camp, resplice my rod and try again.

Reeling in my line 1 weighed anchor and reached the

shore. Sam, who was busy at the camp, wras elated at my
luck. I had no scales, but Sam, taking a measure from his

pocket, measured the length as 21in.

1 busied myself with my rod and soon had it spliced

again, much clumsier but far stronger than before. I hur-

ried out into the lake and cast again—no rise. After several

attempts down went my fly again. I struck—but carefully

this time. Whir-r-r- went my reel and away went the fish.

What with my inexperit-nce about keeping the line taut,

reeling in and giving line, and in addition the rod, because

of the splice, bending all kinds of funny shapes, 1 had a

very bad half hour indeed. My fish was well hooked, and
after muck struggling and effort on my part I gradually

drew the fish near enouah to get my net under him, when
the fight was over. How proud I was I I had played and
netted my trout in true sportsmanlike manner! He was a
duplicate of my former one. What would Will say when
he returned to camp and saw those two giants! It was near
supper-time; I pulled up anchor and went in, We wanted
fish for supper, but I would not have these fish disturbed

until Will had seen them. When Will did return from the

brook with a couple of dozen fingerlings it was a sight to

see him stare at my catch, and it was some time before I

could convince him that 1 had caught them.
We tried the same spot the next day, but the fates were

against us. We could do nothing. We broke camp and
started from the lake, stopping and taking a run up Bald
Mountain. Returning, we rowed across the lake, hauled up
our boat, and tramped to Currylunk, a settlement then con-

sisting of but a few houses. Sam promised us a hospitable

farmhouse, plenty of good fodder and some fishing. We
arrived at our journey's end about 2 o'clock, and in half-an-

hour sat down lo a farm-house dinner, which we long talked

of. Our early breakfast, followed with our tramp up the

mountain and our walk to the settlement, put a razor edge
upon our appetite.

Near the home was a small lake, called Clear Pond, the

water being as transparent as crystal and the bottom of the

lake being of white sand At sunset we tried our luck and
landed enough trout for our supper and breakfast, witk

some to spare for the family. Thtj' were beautiful fish, all

of the same sizs, about 9in., their scales like oxidized silver

and their spots hardly disctrnible. Their flesh was almost
as pink as a salmon's.

Our trip was at an end. The next day we took the stage

for Moscow, there we once more dived into the recesses of

our trunk, donned our store clothes, and in due time were
passing through classic Boston on our way to New York.
That was over twenty years ago. I have fished much

since, but I have a vivid remembrance of no such trip as

my first one in the wilds of Maine, after the fish of fishes

—

the Salmo foniiualis. Charles Crtstadoko.

THE OPENING OF BEAR BROOK.
Dtjnbarton, N. H., .June ^.—Editor Forest and Stream:

At the last annual meeting ol the Hillsboro County (New
Hampshire) Game and Protective Association, Hon. Wm.
C. Clarke. Mayor of Manchester (who is one of the owners
of the Manchester Mirror and Farmer and edits the depart-
ment under the heading of "Sportsman's Budget"), spoke
against the custom of closing certain trout streams in New
Hampshire for a term of years, saying that no practical ben-
efit came from so doing, and that i: was simply advertising
such brooks. He spoke of Bear Brook, in Allenstown
(which is considered one of the very best natural trout

streams in the State), and predicted that on the opening of
this brook (which kas been closed during the past three
years) on June 1, there would be such a rush of fishermen
that the supply of trout would soon be exhausted, and that

before the end of the present season Bear Brook would be in

a worse condition, as far as the supply of trout were con-
cerned, than when it was closed three yetirs since. To illus-

ti-ate the correctness of Mayor Clarke's prediction, I inclose

this report from the Mirror and Farmer. C M. Stabk

Tuesday, June 1, marked the "opening" of Bear Brook,
the Allenstown tributary, which has been closed to the dis-

ciples of Walton for tnree years, and the brook has seen
sights since early morning that surprised the natives for
miles around. The eyes of the fishermen who love and obey
the law were bulging in anticipation, and the rod devotees
pictured to themselves the deiiciousness of pulling speckled
beauties from the dark pools, one after the other, until the
arm grew tired and the basket would positively hold no more,
This fantasy would do very well as a pipe dream, but one
Manchester man who left for the brook at 11 o'clock Monday
night, and arrived there at 3:30 o'clock Tuesday morning,
says that nothing but the plain, hard facts will do for
him. He came back with a dozen trout (which, if the
figures were ascertainable, cost |3 apiace), and a story.

When the Manchester fisherman reached the brook, in one
place he found seventeen teams hitched up to a fence, much
the same way that the United States cavalrymen would
tether their horses when camping out for the night. On
pushing forward to the brook there were at least 600 men
on both sides of the stream. Men in advanced^ stages of
drunkenness were numerous.

Paths were well worn up and down the sides of the brook.
Men were fishing by the aid of torches, and campflres were
numerous all along the banks of the stream. The scene
resembled an enormous gypsy caravan, unlimbered for the
night. Further up the brook Wf re camps of men who had
come to remain two or three days. According to all reports
there was wrangling as well as angling all along the stream,
and if ever there was a merciless massacre of the beautiful
trout, it was in this raid of June 1, 1897.

Furthermore, farmers in the vicinity of the brook state
that for a month past the law has been unreservedly broken,
and tkat the fishermen who made early visits Tuesday morn-
ing had simply the leavings of a gang of poachers who have
followed the stream for thirty days previous.
Fishermen from all towns in easy reach of the brook made

an early rusk for that vicinity, some of the enthusiastic
anglers arriving as early as Monday afternoon. All that
night a steady stream of teams kept pouring out to the
brook. Anglers were there from Concord, Manchester,
Nashua, Epsom, Suncook, and probably scores of other
places.

The fame of the stream had spread even to Boston, and
fishermen from the Hub sought the Mecca of New Hamp-
shire fishermen. The enthusiasts who lived too far from
Bear Brook to reach it in teams flocked to Suncook on the
cars, and the livery stables did a rushing business transport-

ing these passengers to their tavern. Nearly aU day Mon-
day the rush continued, people arriving 'on foot, on bicycleis.

and in every description of carriages. It is estimated by
some that about 600 or 700 if not more, knights of the rod
and line angled for the speckled beauties. Most of those
returning from the brook reported fair luck, but it is doubt-
ful if there will be any sport left for future visitors.

Another account of the opening comes from Suncook as
follows: The greatest excitement in fishing circles prevailed
last night and this morning. Bear Brook and its branches
are located in the town oif Al.enstown *nd Deeifleld, and
have been closed for the last three years by the laws of the

State. They have been stocked by small fish during these

years. Bear Brook has always been the best brook for fii^h-

ing in this vicinity, and, although it has been protected by
law, large strings of trout have been . taken from it by those
who dared run the risk of being caught.
Nearly every lover of trout fishing" in the State was aware

of the fact that the law was off to-day, and nearly all made
plans to be present at the opening. As early as last week
camps were set up on the banks and since that time fisher-

men have been constantly arriving. Last night all the
highways leading in that direction were crowded with teams,
and remained so all night. All the houses on the roads near
the brook had the appearance of hotels doing a rushing
business. The yards were filled with carriages, and the
barns, skeds and all available buildings furnished shelter for

the horses.

Corn barns furnished shelter for the fishermen who were
unable to obtain better protection from the cold weather dur-
ing their wait for the morning hours.

Teams had arrived from the neighboring towns, and scores

of flsheimen from Concord, Manchester, Pittsfield, Lowell,
Exeter, Boston, Nashua, Lawrence and distant places came
by train.

It was estimated that there were more than 500 fishing on
the main part of Bear Bfook at daylight, to say nothing of

the smaller branches. The grand total would probably reach
1,000 or 1,200.

Good catches were reported and some of the trout would
tip the scales to 21b3. Only a small portion of those who
went out have returned to-night. It is doubtful if this sec-

tion of the State was ever before such a resort for fishermen.

We quote the news column of our contemporary, the
Manchester Union, in furnishing the above report of the re-

opening of Bear Brook to public fishing after a close season

of three years. In the first instance the account is doubt-
less a fair statement of the conditions as they existed along
this brook .June 1, and in the second place the opinion
expressed, from an outside source, abundantly sustains one
frequently given by the writer of this department, to wit,

thai 'the closing of public brooks for an extended period for

the purpose of restocking them with brook trout fry is-

entirely wrong and against the judgment of about every
practical angler I ever met. It means just such a state of

things as has been shown the past week and which will con-

tinue for weeks to come—the "fishing to death" in one season

of one of the best natural trout brocks in New Hampshire,
placing it at the end of the season in as bad, if not worse,

condition than when it was closed three years ago.

The late Commissioner Hodge had the right idea in regard

to stocking trout brooks. He believed, and we fully agreed

with him, that the wise and profitable method was to place

fry in the brooks annually and let the fishing go on in its

natural course. This method has given general satisfaction

in the past and promises to. if followed out, in the future,

but to close a brook for a term of three years, stock it lib-

erally with fry every season while it is closed and advertise

it to the world as an angler's paradise means just what is

taking place at Bear Biook—an army of fishermen gathered
there with a grim determination to fish the brook seven days
in a week until every trout in it that canbe caught by hook or
crook is taken out. If there was any evidence lacking

needed to prove the fallacy of the closing method it has been
amply supplied by the Bear Brook case and we hope that

the experiment, so disastrous to the Allenstown stream, will

never be attempted again in this part of tke State. And we
do not believe it wiU be. Certainly two at least of the Fish
Commissioners have expressed to me their disapproval of the

idea, and as long as the present personnel of the commission
holds, there need be little fear that the act will be repeated.

"There may be anglers who want to mingle in such a Wild
West Show as pitched its tents along Bear Brook June 1, but
I beg to be excused from any such participation in so-called

"sport," and sha'l continue to take my chances in the good
old-fashioned way of fishing brooks that are stocked an-

nually and fished annualljr in their season. And right here let

me say that in my opinion the fishermen who have been
most benefited by the closing and reopening of Bear Brook
have been the "pot anglers." If they have not already got
the cream they will have it before the season is over, and
the business man and taxpayer who seeks occasional recrea-

tion and pastime in a day a- fishing will find little, if any-
thing to reward his efforts at Bear Brook this season. There
will be, of course, some exceptions, but it is good guessing
that the market fellows have got, or will get, the "long end"
of the Bear Brook burlesque.

And writing of market fishermen compels me to remark
tkat this same gentleman and his brother, the market hunter,

"ought to go." How quickly 1 cannot say, but none too

quickly for the good of true sportsmanship and all that \t

implies. The market hunter and the market fisherman are

reaping the benefits of the individual States and the United
States in their efforts to increase and protect the supply of

game fish, and in eight cases out of ten not one of these

"potters" pays more than a poll tax and many of them no tax

at all. How long the intelligent patient public will stand this

sort of thing in New Hampshire remains to be seen. The
Hillsborough County Game and Protective Association, at

its last annuaJ meeting this spring, declared itself arrayed
against the wholesale slaughter of game and fish as it now
goes on unmolested at the hands of the marketers, by en-

dorsing the platform plank of Forest and Stream, "stop

the Sale of Game," and no doubt this movement on its paru
will be followed by others having the courage of their

convictions. If the market hunter and fisherman of New
Hampshire continues to receive in the future, as he has
in the past, such generous treatment at the hands of the
taxpayers of (he State, and such splendid legal encourage-
ment lo fish and hunt for his own pocketbook, then the bet-

ter class of sportsmen will either have to hang up their guna
and fishing rods, or else adopt the advice of Dr. Quackenbos,
"Hire grounds and pay for what you get." Which shall it

be?

Th« Forest and Stream is put to press each week on luesday.
Correspondence intended for pxiblication should reach us at tha

atest by Monday, and as much earlier.as practicable.
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THE NE-PEE-NAUK CLUB CASE.
Cbicago, 111,, June 13.

—

Editor Fare&t and Stream: The
Ne-Pee-Nauk Club House, one of the finest in the West, is

locat«?d at the west end of Puckawa Lake. Wis.
This lake is a widening of Pox River; in clear water it is

about six miles long by Irom two to two and one half miles
wide, is filled with wild celery and is a great resort for can-
vasbacks, redheads, etc At each end of the lake proper (the

open water) are marshes three or four miles in length by
from two to three in width. South of this lake and of its

west end marsh is a ridge of high land about one mUe wide;
adjoining this ridge on the south is the Grand Elver marsh.
The river (grand only in name, where its banks can be seen

being only two rods wide) flows east through this marsh to

Hickory Point, which is the end of the above-mentioned
ridge, where it turns and flows north for one and one-balf

miles through Rice Lake into Fox River. For the three

miles before reaching Hickoiy Point the river spreads out
and forms Mud Lake, which is well-named, being all mud
and wild rice, and almost impassable with small hunting
boats, and with a varying width of from thirty rods to one-

third of a mile. This widening was meandered along its

low banks by the Government surveyors, and marked on
their map as Mud Lake, while Rice Lake and the river

itself below Hickory Point and to its mouth were utterly dis-

regarded by the surveyors and not shown as having an ex-

istence on their maps.
Of this Grand River matsh (Mud Lake and Rice Lake) the

club sought to make a secluded feeding ground for mallards
by buying all the lands for about six miles from its mouth,
and by keeping the members and every one else oif to afi:ord

the flocks of mallards as they came down from the North a
safe resting and feeding ground. It was to be a sort of duck
reservoir, and by keeping out the market and pot hunters
(v^ho shoot with headlights at night), the club proposed to

give the ducks a safe asylum, and cause them to remain and
congregate in large numbers thus afl'ording in their flights

to and from this feeding ground good shooting on the ad-

joining marshes of Puckawa Lake to all shooters.

The first fall that the club successfully preserved this

marsh the birds congregated there by thousands (even with
the club members shooting them every other day from 9 to

4 o'clock), and every one had fine shooting in the neighbor-

ing marshes and lakes, the finest they had had in years. This
preservation, while acknowledged by many as a benefit,

aroused the ire of the native; and town meetings were held

in the surrounding country, where the local orator descanted
in eloquent language upon the outrageous infringement of

their inalienable rights Stimulated by this vivid portrayal

of their wrongs, the trespassers became so bold that the club
sought the protection of the courts. The adverse decision of

the local judge, who was running for reelection, was not a

surprise to the club, as it was. under the circumstances, ex
pected; so they sought protection for their large investment
in mud and wild rice;by appeal to the Supreme Court of the

State, never supposing that the court could find a mass of

black muck and vegetation, with water in sight only in a

few holes, to be a lake.

The mistake the club made was in bringing their suit for a

trespass upon Mud Lake, which was, as before stated,

meandered , instead of for a trespass on Rice Lake, which was
not meandered.

In short, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin holds that a

meander line is a boundary on a lake, even if it is not navi-

gable; while the Supreme Court of the United States, in the

case of Hardin vs. Jordan (140 TJ. S , 371), holds that such
lines are not boundaries, but that the abutting property own-
ers on unnavigable lakes own by converging lines to the cen-

ter thereof.

Leading attorneys advise the club that this decision of the

Supreme Court of Wisconsinwould be reversed by the Supreme
Court of the United States; but as it would cost about $3,000
and take three years to get a decision, the club has concluded
to carry the matter no iurther, but to leave the native to the

full enjoyment of his inalienable right to destroy the best

feeding ground for ducks in the country.

A H. Sellers.

the land which is under the water is in the State. This

Court has laid down one rule for running water and another

for lakes and ponds. In the former case the riparian owner
owns to the thread of the current; in the latter to the water-

line. And no distinction has been made on account of the

size of either s'ream or pond. It is unimportant if the crm-

mon law, as related to the title to lands under lakes and
ponds, was different. It is merely a question of local law
Grants by the United States of lands and streams bounded
by lakes and streams are to be construed and given effect

according to the law of the State in which ttie lands lie.

And each State determines for itself to what extent it will

retain and exercise its prerogative over lands under such
streams and bodies of water. (Hardin vs. Jordan, 140 U. S.

371; McLennan vs. Prentice, 85 Wis 437.)

It is well settled in this Slate that grants by the United

States, of lands bounded by a meandered lake or other per-

manent body of water, convf y title only to the natural shore

of the body of water, while the title to the land which is

under the water is in the State. (Diedrich vs N. W. U. R,

R. Co., 43 Wis 348 ) And the rule is the same whether the

body of water can be made practically useful for the pur-

pofes of navigation or not (Doorman vs. Sunnuchs, 43 Wis.

333) irrespective of its size or depth.

It is undisputed that Mud L^kewas meandered by the

government surveyors. It is clear that it is an inland body
of water of permanent character. While it might with entirfe

propriety and accuracy be called a marsh or swamp, the

name by which it shall be designated is not controlling upon
the question of the title to its bed. It has very little, if any,

movement of its water from its head toward its outlet during

the greater part of the year. It is said that the controlling

distinction between a stream and a lake or pocd is, that in

the one case the water has a natural motion—a current

—

while in the other the water is, in its natural state, substan-

tially at rest, and this entirely irrespective of the size of the

one or the other. But not every sheet of water in which

there is a current from its head toward its outlet is therefore

a stream. (Angell, on "Water Courses," sixth edition, Per-

kins, section 4f.) It is said that even the large lakes have

such a current.

The trial court found that this wag not a stream or water-

course, but was a "shallow, muddy lake or marsh." Such
it is shown to be by the evidence.

The plaintiff does not own the lake or the soil under it.

It is owned by the State. The right of fishing and fowling

upon such waters is in the owner of the soil which is under

tbc water. (Hardin vs. Jordan, supra; 8 Am. and Eng. Ency.

of Law, 31 ; 13 id., note on page 165 and cases cited ; Wash-
burn on Easements, star page 410; Bristow vs. Cormic^n, 3

App. Cases, 441.) In this case it is in the public, which has

not, in any way, granted its right to the plaintiff. The plaint-

iflf's rigbt to hunt and fish over this lake was equal to, but

not superior to the right of either defendant. It had no

cause of action against the defendants. Its complaint was
properly dismissed on the merits.

The judgment of the circuit court is affirmed.

BIG FISH

We append the text of the decision, as supplied by the

courtesy of Mr. Robert Lamp, of Madison, Wis.

:

STATE OF WISCONSIN SUPREME COURT.

KE-PEE-NAUK OLCB, APPELLANT, 1

V8
ARTHUR WILSON AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS. )

The action is in equity to restrain trespass to lands. The plaintiff

claims to be thexjwnfr of certain iands ip the county of Green Lake,
whicti border upon a shallow body of water or marsh, popularly
known as Mud Lake. It claims, by virtue of such riparian owner-
ship, to be the owner of ittud Lake itself. The lands under Mud
Lake are valuable only for the privilege which the lake affords for
fishing and the bunting of wildfowl, and for such exercise and recrea-
tion. The lake is sliallow, so that (he lands are in the nature of
marsh or swamp lands. In the summertime they produce largo
crops of wild rice and other vegetation, making a natural resort for
wildfowl for a nesting and feeding ground. The plaintiff desired to
keep this as a private preserve for a shooting ground and place of
recreation for its memhers and guests. The defendants had, at
various times for several years, himted wild duck and other water
fowl upon this lake, and asserted the right and purpose of continuing
to do so in the future. The action was brought to restrain them from
doing so.

The question controverted is the title to the lands under Mud Lake,
whether the plaintiff owns them by viitue of riparian ownersbip. or
whether the title is in the public. This depends on whether Mud
Lake is a water course or meandered lake. It varies in width from
thirty five rods to sisty-flve rods, and is about three miles in length.

In spring and fall, and after heavy rains, the whole surface is covered
with water. In summer, much of the water disappears, leaving some
considerable expanses of water interspersed with mud, marsh and
bog. In the places which are covered by water, rushes and wild rice

grow luxuriantly. There are small openings of clear water, but no
regular channel anywhere, except at a place called the Narrows,
below the point where the alleged trespasses were committed. In
ordinary stages of water it was navigable only by small craft like

canoes or hunting skiffs propelled by paddles and pushpoles. What
is called Mud Lake is formed by the expansion or dispersion of the
waters of a smaU stream called Grand River. After the Grand River
enters into and .becomes Mud Lake, it follows no defined channel,
but distributes itself through the marsh, and appears again as a
stream only at or near the point called the Narrows. Mud Like is,

in fact, for the most part a low, wet marsh, producing a large growth
of wild vice and other vegetation, and unnavigable by any na- ural

channel by any kind of boat, through its entire length, during the
greater portion of the year. The lands bordering upon it were mean-
dered by the Government surveyors. la the field notes It was re-

ferrfd to as a '-lake" or "marsh." The court found that Mud Lake
is a meandered lake, and the title to the lands under itisin the puDlic
and not in the plain iiff,and dismissed the complaint with costs against
the plaintiff. The plaintiff appeals.

Newman, J.—The only question in the case is whether the

so called Mud Lake is a natural, permanent, inland body of

water, such as is not properly a water courte, and meandered
by the Government surveyors. For, if it is a natural inland

body of water which is not properly a water course, the title

of the riparian owner stops at the waterline and the title to

" FOREST AND STREAM'S
RECORD.

A provisional list of big fish of various species, supposed to be the

largest of their respective kinds captured or possessed in America.

For particulars respecting the fish here enumerated see

our issue of Feb. 27. 1897, and later issues. The salmon, in

that issue credited to ex President Arthur, should have been

assigned to Mr. R 6. Dun, of this city. This list is subject

to correction if any one can supply authentic memoranda of

larper specimens, or record fish of other varieties than those

here named.
Salmon {Salmo solar), 54lbs.—Killed with fly in Caaca-

pedia River by R, Gr. Dun.
Small-Moitth Black Bass, IOlbs —Caughs in Round

Pond, Warren county, N T., by Nathaniel Parker.

Mascalonge, with hook and line, 47ilbs., caught in St.

Lwrence River by John B. Spafford, Jr., and Capt. James
Millward. The late Dr. Elisha Sterling, of Cleveland,

O.. speared a mascalonge in Sandusky Bay that weighed

SOlbs.

Bkook: Trout {SalveUnus fontinalis) —The employees of

the Maine Fish Commission netted a trout in Rangely

stream that weighed 12lbs. and returned it to the water after

weighing it.

Striped Bass or rockfish (Eoccas iineatus).—Weight 71bs.

dressed; caught by Wm. M. Hughes at Sachuest Neck,

Rhode Island.

LANDLOCifED SALMON.—Weight 301bs., taken from spawn-

ing bed by New Hampshire Fish Commission, Dan Hole

Pond, 1896.

Pike, commOnly called pickerel {Lticius lucias), 35lbs.—

Caught in Lake Le Bouef, Erie County, Pennsylvania, by
Charles Phelps.

Yellow PfiRce.or ringed'perch (Perca mnerimna),5\ba.—
Caught by Pick Squires in Schroon Lake, N. Y.

Farlin Pond, Maine.

Pablin Pond, Me., June 16.—The fishing in the ponds
about here has been very good, both for early bait-fishing

and later for the fly. Since the season opened nearly 1,500

trout have been taken from Parlin Pond. Fifty of these

averaged in weight lilbs.

In spite of the bad weather more than the usual number of

sportsmen have come for the early season, and the summer-
resort keepers are looking for a good year.

Mr. Lancaster holds the big Irout championship for this

season thus far. His weighed 4lb8., and while other ambi-
tious anglers have come near snatching the honor from him,
none have yet quite succeeded

The deer are as thick as usual, and are seen daily in the

clearings and around the pond. A milk-white deer frequently

makes its appearance
Geo. S. Pond and H. R. Stowell, two veteran sportsmen,

arrived last week. Mr. Pond has visited Parlin Pond every
year except one, of fifteen years. Mr. Stowell has been here
usually twice a year, for eight years. KmG Fisher.

MAINE FISHING.
Boston, June 19.—Fishing for trout under a boom of logs

may not always be practical, but it is possible that these fish

dtlight in hiding under such obstructions. It seems that a

big boom of logs covered one of the best fishing grounds on
the upper end of Lake Mooselucmaguntic for several days

this spring, somewhat to the di?gust of the anglers quartered

at the Oquossoc Angling A.ssociation club hou?e. They had
to wait patiently till the boom was towed away. Then the

trout begun to bite at once, and the members of the party

took forty-seven big fish in one day, the string weighing
1741bs. T?he fish were all trout; no salmon being in the

number.

Commissioner Carlton is out with another letter defending

the famous Guide License law, in the newspapers. Some of

the Rangeley guides have rfgistertd. Others have not, and
say they are going out of the business after July 1, the limit

of time for registration. The Moosehead guides are not

agreed as to the matter of registration. Some have regis-

tered; others have not and say that they shall not. 'Sports-

men to Moosehead are not pleased with the registraticn law.

One of them, a visitor to that region every year for eight or

ten years, says that he will not employ a guide who is regis-

tered. He does not wish to be reported to the Commission-
ers or anybody else. He is willing to obey the laws of the

State as to close time, numbers of game animals and birds,

and weight of fish, but as for employing a man to do his

work that is bound by law to report him, he will not. On
his fishing and shooting ttips hereafter in Maine he intends

to take "a companion or a friend"—not a guide—and at the

end of the trip make him a present.

Even at the celebrated Poland Springs the fishing is not all

spoiled and the guests love to fish. In one hour last Friday
Mr. J. B. Sawyer took three black bass from Middle Lake,
the united weight of which was 61bs. The next day he fol-

lowed this success with a string of seven fine bass.

There are reports of good bass fishing in the Winthrop,
Me., lakes, Maranacook and Anabesacook. Cobboseecontee
is also turning out some fine stiings of pickerel and black
bass. Mr. Brown, of Boston, was fishing for bass there the
other day, below the dam. He had ah-eady taken several

good bass when he had a magnificent strike. He landed his

fish after some fighting, when it proved to be a beautiful

trout of nearly Slbs. weight It is explained by the Maine
Fish Commissioners that the bass are rapidly exterminating
the pickerel in the waters of Kennebec county, and that the

trout and salmon are beginning to flourish.

C^ F. Nason, of Lewislon, caught a salmon of 4flbs. from
Lake Auburn on Tuesday last. Other salmon are taken very
frequently, and more is the wonder when it is considered
thai the lake is so near to the two cities and is fished to ex-

cess.

Late reports from Sebago show that the landlocked salmon
season there has been the best on record ; at least, was for

the first ten days, and reports of catches are remarkable.
Mr. R. PT Woodman is back from a short and uneventful
trip to that lake. He only fished a little, and took one or

two salmon, the time being too late; but his guide of many
seasons, C. J. Shaw, known to all his sporting friends as

Kit, has had out some very successful parties, as he almost
always does. One gentleman, a Portland real estate agent,

rotund and enthusiastic, took five salmon in one day, from
3 to 91bs. weight. When the big fellow was brought to the

net—that net is only 4ft. deep, at the end of a stout bamboo
10 or 12ft. long—wUen the fish came out of the water in this

net.wielded by.Kit's dexterous arms, the fisherman shouted,

"Ye gods!" and sunk exhausted into the bottom of the boat.

He had fought the fish tor over an hour.
Recently a deer was taken alive, swimming in Lake Au-

burn, and the captors desire to hold the animal for a park
projtiCted somewhere in the neighborhood. Fish and Game
Commissioner Henry O Stanley is reported to have told a
newspaper reporter that there is no way out of the matter
but for the captors to pay the fine and let the deer go. "It

will not do to let this case go unnoticed." Last winter a
law was passed allowing deer to be taken alive for park or

exhibition purposes, under permission of the Commissioners;
but no such permission has been granted in the Lake Auburn
case.

Mr. L. 0. Crane's fishing trip to Round Mountain Lake,
Maine, was really more successful than noted in the Forest
AND Stream last week. He really took considerably over
200 trout, making catches of thirty or more at several trips,

all on the fly, and generally put back into the water. His
companion, Mr. Hemmingway, was also very successful for

the short time he fished, taking nearly sixty trout. Mr.
Crane and his father will visit that resort again very soon.

Special.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

Chigago, 111 , June 19.—Herewith is the record of our
contest to day. Messrs. Peck and Bellows were tied in the

bait-casting, and in the casting-off Mr. Peck won. He now
holds the four medals for long-distance fly, distance and ac-

curacy, accuracy and delicacy, and bait casting. To-day's

scores

:

Long dis- Distance and Accuracy and Bait-
tance liy, Accuracy. Delicacy. casting,

Feet. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

WHBabcock 78% 88i^

LH. Bellows 73 SQ^.j «tS'6

O.H.Chadwick ... .... 78^^

F.B.Davidson 80?^ fi6 Si^^

B. W. Goodsell 90 S&% 91^ 95S,

E D. Letterman., .... 65*5

O. A Lippincott.......... .. 89 901, 79
O.G.Ludlow .... 73 59% SiJ^ 79

G A. Murrell 78 49 Si^^s 89
H. A. Ne^kirk 7.0 ,

81 Bj\
F. N. Peet 95 9' U 91>i,2

963b
J. E Strong 6'}^ .... 69*5

H. G. Hascall .... .... 94

M.D.Smith .... .... 6fc}^

Potomac Bass Law.
A subscrtber of the Baltimore /Szi7i. writes from Kearneys-

viUe, W. Va., in response to the query raised as to whether
the tri-State bass law protects those fish in the Potomac and
its tributaries: "An angler from Jefferson county, W. Va.,
says yes, the bass law does protect. From fifty bass caught
on June 1 but five or sis had spawn, and they were the
smaller ones. Our fiah were from S^lbs. down to the limit

in length."

The Giant of tbe Rainbow.
Somerset, Ky., .June 14.—I was very much interested in

H.'s description of his trip to Cumberland Falls, forty miles

from this place; but wish to place him right as to the "Mon-
ster of the Falls." The above fish is a pike {Eso:c lucius), and
has been hooked by good fishermen, but, alas! not landed;

it is said he is at least 5ft. long and will weigh from 40 to

601bs. If H. will visit this city in October, any member of

the "Pumpkin Hollow Fishing Club" will take pleasure in

showing him the place where Mr Bartells caught the 71b.

2oz. small-mouth black bass, and where his mate or his

grandfather lives. We expect good fishing in a few day^
and will report luck. J. M. R.
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A Few Days inl (Maine Woods.
Boston, June 19.—Editor Forest and Stream: A week

ago it looked very much as though my luck -wouldn't be re-

ported in your excellent paper this year. I had a chaace to

get away, but I knew the conditions of weather and water
were all against me. However, after two postponements, I

decided to take chancfs, and last Monday found me on
laoaid the train bound for Redington, a saw-mill station on
the Phillips & Eangeley Railroad fourteen miles before you
get to Eangeley. The day was a changeable one—sunshine
and clouds, with an occasional shower—and the ride was a

deliehtful one, the train service over the Boston & Maine,

the Maine Central and the narrow gauge, from Farmington
up, being excellent, as it always is. "1 he broad fields of

grass never looked better, and a big hay crop—always an
important one in Maine—is an assured fact. Six-thirty the

train pulled into the station and the first person to greet me
was Willis Eaton, chief clerk of the Redington Mills Com-
pany, to whom I am indebted for many courtesies. I also

lound my old liiend, W. H. Hariison, who has resumed
charge of the boarding house, and who is always ready to go
fishing The management of the company has changed
hands since my last visit, Mr. Fletcher Pope being in charge

of both the mill property and the Phillips & Rangeley Rail-

road. Mr. Pope is a capitalist and a business man, he is

also a keen sportsman and is an expert witb rod and
gun. He has already made suitable arrangements to

entertain sportsmen who may come to Redington in

tie fishing and hunting season; a private dining-

room is provided, the rooms are neat, the beds good and the

food is all right, and plenty of it. Parties desiring to go up
to the Dead River will be carried up on the spare engine

that is always kept in the yard, and brought back ia the

same way. These improvements are so in hne with what
my ideas have been that I am glad to give them the publicity

ofyour columns, for the efforts of Messrs. Pope, Eaton and
Harrison are in the interests of true sportsmanship, and de-

serve success. And I can truly say that to the man who likes

stream fishing, I know of no place that offers attractions

equal to Redington. The Auberton stream, the Redington
brook and the Dead River are all bandy, and they are teem-

ing with trout, and it is never difficult to get a good mess of

a size sufficient to clear the law in all cases. And then the

pond—that is too easy—you simply go and sit on the logs

that line the shore, and catch i and -^Ib. trout, with an occa-

sional larger one—the smaller ones are always returned to

the water. X)l course, the weather and water conditions

were such that the fishing was not as good as usual, or as it

will be later. Tuesday was an off day, and I got but few

;

but on the nest day on the Redington stream, below the
dam, I struck them in great shape, and got all the fish any
reasonable man ought to have in one day's sport. Thursday
morning I had lots of luck in the pond, and the net result

was that I brought to Boston nearly as fine a lot of fish as is

my usual custom. The water is rapidly running out, and
the fishermen who are fortunate enough to drop a line into

the streams I have mentioned, within the next week or ten
days, will get fine sport. I only wished I could have re-

mained longer, but "business is business," and I was obliged

to get into line after a few days of my favorite pastime in a

delightful country. Wm. B, Smakt.

Blue Herons as Fish Destroyers.

State op Maisk.—Commisioners of Inland Fisheries and
Game,—Dixfield, June 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: You
aak me why we ordered our wardens to shoot the blue
herons that gathered at their nesting places in Maine. For
the reason we have foimd them the most destructive bird of
the trout and salmon we have in the State. Not only wiU
they kill and eat the small fish of 6oz. and under, but, they
will kiU the large trout of 3 and 41bs. At Auburn, and also

at Monmouth, they killed several 3 and 41b. trout, by spear-
ing them with that long bill of theirs, making a hole in the
fish like driving in a board nail. I picked up several large
fish they had killed in that way. Quite a large number of
our large spawning fish that came into our rivers at Auburn
and Monmouth bore the mark of the blue heron. We caught
them at it and are not mistaken about it. They would stand
in the brook like a statue, motionless, and woe to any fish

that passed. If small, they landed the fish in their stomachs;
if large, they struck, and wounded them out of pure cussed-
ness.

They ate a night, as well as a day bird. As I under-
stand it there are two varieties, day and night herons,
they are both culpable. I have often caught trout that bore
their marks, but not until last fall did I know what had
done it. Last fall we caught them in the act, also gobbling
the smaller fish. I have no sympathy for the blue hCron,
I consider them worse than the mink or fish- hawk. We
have had several letters from philanthropic gentleman asking
us to spare this bird, but if they had seen what I have seen
them do to our trout and salmon both large and small, I
think they would sign a petition for a bounty on their scalps.

Henry O. Stanley.

New Jersey Coast Fishing.

AsBTJEY Pake, N. J., June 18.—Great changes have been
wrought in surf fishing during the past week. The warm
weather and westerly winds have sent the fish shoreward,
and good catches of kingfish and plaice is now the order of
the day. To-day several weakfish were taken from our pier,

a circumstance that never occurred before in this month, as
we never get them in the sea before August and rarely earlier

than September, when they begin moving southward, and
press close inshore the spearing and sand lant, upon which
they feed in a most ravenous manner.
A monster school of bluefish broke in close to shore this

morning and became easy prey to the hand-line men who
could procure boats. They would undoubtedly have run
directly into the surf, as they were feeding upon a school of
menhaden; but the crew of a menhaden steamer spied them
out and endeavored to lay a net around them, but the blues,
alert to their danger, look French leave to the music of ap-
plause and hand-clapping from anglers and spectators on
beach and pier, so the menhaden men, like many another
pirate, had discomfiture for their pains.

Our genial fish warden, James F. Edge, has just caught a
27ilb. striped bass, and with the fish slung over his shoulder
by a rope he is being paraded through the town in ex-Senator
James A, Bradley's private carriage, driven, by the Senator
himself. This fine specimen was brought to beach on a
nine-thread linen line and 3-0 Limerick hook.

Leonabp HuIjIT.

Prophetic Fish.

In an article on fishing in West Africa, Mary H. Kingsley
writes: "The lagoon fish are not particularly good, as a rule

they are supremely muddy and bony; they have their uses,

however, for I am informed that they indicate to Lagos
when it may expect an epidemic; to this end they die, in an
adjacent lagoon, and float about upon its surface, wrong
side up, until decomposition does its work. Their method of

prophesy is a sound one, for it demonstrates (a) that the la-

goon drinking water is worse than usual ; ip) if it is not
already fatal they will make it so.

Iowa Black Bass and Pike.

Chakles City, Iowa, June 15.—As soon as June freshets
aie over on the Cedar, there promises to be the best black
bass and pike fishing in many years. Bass taken are running
small; the larger ones no doubt are still on their spawn beds.
The largest black bass thus far taken, on June 14, weighed
4flbs. A wall-eyed piked weighing lO^lbs. was secured the
day before. Crappies, Oswego bass and pickerel are biting
better, and average larger than last season.

Vajse Simmonds.

Mmmt
F I XTU RES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 1.—Continental Field Trials Club's chicken trials, Morris, Man
Sept. 6. - Manitoba Field Trials Club, atorris, Man.
Oct. 25.—Brunswick Fur Club's ninth annual trials.
Nov. 1.—Dixie Red Fox Club's third annual meet. Waverly. Miss.
Nov. 2.—Monongahels, Valley Game and Fish JProtective Associ-

ation's trials, Greene county. Pa.
Nov. 8.— Union Field Trials Club's triak-, Carlisle, Ind.
Nov. 15.— F. T. Club's trials, Newton, N. 0.
Nov. 16.—International Field Trials Club's eighth annual trials

Chatham, Ont.
Nov. 22.—U. S. F. T. Club's autumn trials.

1898.

Jan. 10.—U. S. F. T Club's winter trials. West Point, Miss.
Jan. 17.—Continental F. T. Club's trials. New Albany, Miss.

SCHOOLING THE DOG.—V;
As these instructions are written mostly for the benefit of

the novice, it is necessary to give a list and definition of the
commands in common use in handling the dog. Of course
any one can train his dog to obey any commands he chooses
to adopt, as there is no inherent potency in one word as com-
pared with another when used as a command; but when one
buys or sells a dog for field work it is well to know and use
such commands as have received the sanction of usage. In
any case it Js desirable, for the sake of convenience, that
each command con-sists of not more than one or two words,
and these should be distinctly different from those used in
any other command. Nearly all the commands have cor-
responding signals, so that the shooter may be able to handle
his dog silently when working near game, or, for that mat-
ter, when working at all ; but they are specially useful when
there is any probability that the shooter's voice would alarm
the birds. The signals also serve to assist in handling the
dog when the shooter's voice cannot be readily heard, as
when the dog is working far away, or when he was up-
wind from the shooter, 'the following are sufficient for the
requirements of field work

:

"Come in" is the order which denotes that the dog is

forthwith to come to the trainer. A few prolonged blasts
on the whistle have the same significance.

"Heel" is the order given to the dog when he ia to get be-
hind, and follow behind the trainer. A motion of the hand
to the rear is the corresponding signal.

"High on," some years ago, was considered the most ele
gant command to use in ordering a dog to bpgin ranging.
"Go on," or "Get a'way," is the "command now commonly
used for that purpose. A wave of the hand forward, or a
wave of the hand accompanied with a snap of the finger or
a simple click of the tongue has the same significance.
"Drop" is the command commonly given when the dog is

required to lie down. The orders more in use some years
ago are "Charge" and "Down Charge," but they are now
almost obsolete.

The right or left hand raised a little higher than the level
of the head is the signal for the dog to drop.

' 'Hold up" signifies that the dog is to rise to his feet, and
therefore it is given to him when he is dropped or lying
down. A slight beckon with the hand or forefinger has the
same significance. As the dog is rarely in the position re-
quired by the drop except when obedient to that command,
the signal to rise is in accord with his inclination, hence is

soon learned and eagerly watched for. A click of the tongue
also serves the same purpose.
The dog can also be trained to obey orders given by the

whistle, each order having a disiinct note or notes which are
used invariably with it. This, however, is an unnecessary
refinement and of but little practical use in actual work.
They are, moreover, rather difficult to teach to any dogs
other than the most intelligent ones.

The fortgoing are the commands which are used the most,
and they are of constant service, whether the dog is idling
about the house or working in the field.

"Fetch" is the command used in ordering the dog to re-
trieve. "Find" denotes that the dog is to seek for a dead or
wounded bird. "Seek" and "Seek dead" are sometimes used
for this purpose, but less so now than formerly.
Obedience to "Toho" was formerly considered an essential

in a dog's education. It is the order which denotes that the
dog is to stop at d stand still. The trainer was supposed to
derive great assistance from it in teaching the dog lo point,
for in times past it was commonly supposed that the trainer
taught the dog to point. As "Toho" was very plausible in
theory, and served well to stuff a part of a book on instruc-
tion, it did a grateful service in that respect. It is one of the
most difficult orders to enforce, and the discipline required
to make the dog reliably obedient is, in most instances, a
hundred times more difficult to establish than it is to teach
the dog to point. After the trainer had taught it by much
pams, he had little opportunity to use it; for, inexplicable
as it is, few if any considered the fact that out of the
total opportunities for the dog to point birds, the trainer
would not know the correct time and place wherein to
order the dog to make his stand, he not knowing where
the birds were, or indeed whether there were any at
all. If by any chance the trainer did know where the birds
were he could seldom get the dog into the right position to fit

the order—for it did follo^v^ as a sequence that if the trainer

saw the birds the dog could scent them—and the attempt to
get him in the right place with the bawling out of "Toho" at
the same time seldom failed to flush the birds. Again, if the
dog by chance did stop to the order without having a scent
of the' birds it was a meaningless act, and if he really got a
scent of them, he in his excitement paid no more attention
to the order thanjie-paid to the murmur of the breezes. He
might be delightfully obedient in the yard, or even in the
field when game was not present, and absolutely unmanage-
able when on game. A further absurdity is that the dog
learns to point from experience, some taking to it quite
readily and naturally almost from the beginning To force
a dog to stop and stand still when he is roading does not con-
stitute a point. Nevertheless, a few of the old school will
maintain that they taught their dogs to point in that man-
ner, when in fact the dog learned to point in spite of it. The
arm extended at a little less than a right angle from the body
was supposed to be the signal which denoted Toho. Most
dogs which were obedient to it were good for little el e.

Long commands, such as "Come here to toe, I tell you I"

or "Dead bird, hunt it up!" or "Hie, there! what are you
about?" should be avoided if the trainer can possibly do so,

but if he must talk or perish, it is better then to use plenty of
words.

"Hi !" or any other exclamation consisting oE a single word,
may be used to command the dog to desist from undesirable
acts or to attract his attention to a signal. One word serves
the purpose better than more, particularly if the more are
epithets.

Whatever words or notes of the whistle or signal are used
to denote the command, they should be used ahke invariably,
so that they will always have a fixed and definite meaning to
the dog. Sometimes the beginner, when the dog, birds and
himself are excited, will deliver a continued discourse to the
dog, which for any beneficial effect might better be defivered
to the trees.

Teaching the dog obedience to the foregoing commands
and giving him the necessary discipline to make obedi-
ence habitual, can be done in what is called his yard
training
The implements commonly used in training are the whip,

whistle, ctieck cord and spike-collar, the latter being heartily
denounced by many sportsmen as being an instrument of un-
necessary cruelty. Again, others object to the whip for
much the same reason. Whether they are cruel or not de-
pends entirely on the manner in which the trainer uses them.
If he loses his temper and then beats and chokes the dog to
gratify it, the whip or collar are used cruelly, but so would
any other article under the same circumstances. The fault
then lies with the trainer and not with the instruments. If
he cannot use the whip or collar as useful adjuncts to the
training, it is then much better not to use them at all, and
the use of bis boots or the first club at hand is not permis-
sible at any time. Indeed, if he finds that his temper is be-
yond his control and that he cannot refrain from punishing
his dog unnecessarily in consequence, it is better to give up
the attempt at training. Anger and violence unfit the
trainer to teach and the pupil to learn. But, cruelty being
inflicted, the trainer should blame himself and not the instru-

ments used.

The whip is commonly used to punish the dog for any
misbehavior, though some trainers use it to assist in forcing
the dog to retrieve. The whips most in favor are those
which are flexible and, therefore, easily stowed in the
pocket. The ones heavily loaded with iron or lead at the
butt should never be used, as there should be no intention to
kid the dog at any time as part of his training, and the whis-
tle in the end of a whip is also a very useless article. The
trainer should select one which tapers nicely to a point
which ends in a linen or silk cracker, as the crack of the
whip will, at limes, serve the purpose quite as well as its

direct use.

The spike- collar should be both of good material and
simple in construction. Its purpose should be solely to in-

flict pain without any accompanying physical injury, hence
ihe points should not be long and capable of piercing the
skin when ordinary force is applied. Though commonly
called a spike-collar, it is a combination of spike-collar and
choke collar. It has been claimed that the choke-coUar
without any spikes serves all purposes for which a collar is

needed in training the dog. However, it is far more cruel
than a spike collar. It requires more force to make it effect-

ive, and the consequent choking and shocking injures the
whole organism, differing thus from the local harmless hurt-
ing done by the spikes. The correct use of the collar will in
due time be fully treated in connection with the subject of
retrieving.

As to the material and construction of the collar, a hrief

description wiU suffice. The material should be the best

medium weight harness leather, free from sponginess or
flaws. For convenience in using it the collar is made in two
pieces as shown in the cut herewith presented. The longer
part should be about 22 or 24in. in length by l^in. in width.
The strap when looped should play through a square, or

more properly an iron parallelogram, for if a ring be used
instead the collar when in use will roll and twist and thereby
impair its efficiency. The inside dimensions of the iron

parallelogram must be governed by the width of the strap

and the thickness of the leather used. The shorter strap, 2

or Sin. in length, has a square buckle in one end and a ring
in the other. The spikes, screwed through a steel plate on
one side of the leather strap and secured by nuts on the

other, should project about -Jin. or fin,, and the points

should have a very short bevel so as to hurt the dog without
injuring him or inflicting unnecessary mutilation. It should,

always be kept in mind that mutilation or real injury is

neither desired nor intended, and also that the least i)08sible

punishment which will accomplish the purpose is all that is

necessary or desirable. B. Watbes.

The Chicken Trials.

Mr. G. B. Boeradailb, Honorary Secretary-Treasurer
of the Manitoba Field Trials Club, writes us that chickens
are reported to be plentiful all over Manitoba and the terri-

tories, and that the well-known handlers Messrs. Stoddard,
Rose, Nesbitt, Richards. May field and McCartney have sig-

nified their intention to be present. The advertisement of

the Manitoba Field Trials Club, contained in the biisiness

columns of this issue, give all required information concern
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ing the club's stakes. As the time is short between now and
the dosing of the entries, the supporters of field trials should
not procrastinate. Send in the entries at once.
The meeting at Morris, Man., has every essential of a great

trial. The competition in its entirety will be under the aus-
pices of three clubs—ihe Continental, Manitoba and North-
western, and the management is in charge of famous, skill-
ful sportsmen. No doubt but what the meeting will be the
most important one ever held on chickens, considering all
the circumstances. There is but one factor which could
possibly detract from its importance, namely, lack of entries.
The managements have worked diligently, have arranged
prizes, etc., and the owners must do the rest. They should
manifest their appreciation by a staunch support. It is
useless for clubs to guarantee large purses if owners
are apathetic. In fact, clubs will not do so long. However,
from the indications, there will be a gratifying support. But
owners should endeavor to make them greater than any pre-
ceding trials of the kind. Aside from the interest of the
trials, the season at that time is when the birds and fish are
ripe. As one drives along or rides on the train through the
wonderful prairie country there are the broad fields laden
with an abundance of the grains which contribute so gener-
ously to the world's food supply.
From horizon to horizon is waving grain or corn, or grain

in slacks. About or in them is where the chickens love to
feed. In the woods are ruflfed grouse in abundance. In the
lakes and streams are gamy fish. There is sport for those
who love the gun or rod or canoe. The air is pure and
bracing. Besides the immediate pleasure of such a trip is
the material gain of good health following bodily and men-
tal recuperation. Besides entering their dogs, the owners
should not fail to be present in person.

PROPERTY IN DOGS.
The legal recognition of the dog, relative to being a

domestic animal, as in the eye of the law are horses, cattle,
etc , and as therefore being classed as property, is slow
irregular and patchy in its coming. The cause of the
adverse circumstances cannot be in any public lack of
interest or hostility to him, for no other animal is so univer-
sally owned and esteemed. If the matter of appreciation
was the sole factor to be considered in relation to the matter
the dog would soon be regarded as the most valued article of
properly. While there is a general appreciation of the dog
in the abstract, in the concrete the material value of the dog
is generally confined to his owner or the family which har-
bors it. To all others he may be offensive, or a noisy
nuisance, or a harmful depredator.
The horse, the sheep, the ox, etc.. have a fixed standard

market value regardless of ownership; the cur dog in most
instances has no value whatever except to his owner and his
family, and such value as he has is one of sentiment only.
It is therefore the dog versus the neighborhood.
North and South there are millions of worthless curs, the

distinguising features of which are that each individual dif-
fers frona every other one in size, color, parentage, though
all are alike in possessing in common a peevish disposition
and a vagabond nature. To recognize such a mass of rub-
bish as being property would be an insult to the common
sense of the people, particularly to that of the taxpayers. By
far the greater number of worthless curs are owned by people
who pay few or no taxes, and are financially irresponsible
as the very poor in the North and the negroes of tlie South'
The whole wealth of a negro family may be amply stored in
the corners of a 10x12 cabin, with room left for the family
to live in; yet few negroes" are so poor that they do not own
from one to a dozen detestable curs.
The taxpayer and property owner suffer serious loss from

the depredations of the lawless, half-famished curs. Poul-
try, eggs, sheep and young pigs fall a prey to them on
opportunity, and in some sections much harm is done to
growing corn by them. They strip the ears and eat them
when they are in the milk.

It is useless to plead that horses and eattle break into corn-
fields, ete., and do damage, and thus plead an offset to the
depredations of the curs. Horses and cattle can roam only
within a limited section, are easily detected, the damage done
is comparatively trifling, and horses and cattle having a
universal market value, the owners are financially respon-
sible and the damage can be collected. The dog can prowl
over a whole country in the night, is infinitely cunning in
his depredations, is difficult to detect, and could do more
damage in one night among a flock of sheep than a horse
could do in a year in a grain -field. It is claimed as a statis-
tical fact that the number of sheep killed by dogs in Ohio in
1&95 was §0,883, valued at |80,647; and the number iniured
by dogs was 23,406, the estimated damage to them being
$33,870, This is the damage done in one State. The total
of the United States must be an enormous sum. On account
,of the losses in sheep-growing, due to the killing done by
vagrant dogs, the industry has been checked in some sections,
and many States have found it necessary to reimburse the
owners for the losses caused by dogs, or else lose the indus-
try and the consequent taxable property of the State. Some
States levy a tax on dogs to meet this contingency.
The difficulty in making progress as to property in the

dog lies in that the owners of good dogs generally make com-
mon cause with the owners of curs against any law im-
posing any special license fee or taxation on dogs, or re-
strictions on their ownership. The owner is rare indeed
who thinks his dog should not be privileged to bark all night
if such be its pleasure, or run through his neighbor's grounds
when in the mood of strolling; and, if the dog be filthy in
its habits, the owner rarely considers it an offense of suffi-
cient importance to notice.
Of course, there are careful owners, and well-behaved,

well-bred valuable dogs. They are in a minority. We are
well aware of iheir existence, and we champion their cause.
We are not writing of them at this time. We are showing
what is harmful to them.
So long as the thousands of curs exist with theu- present

freedom, and their ownership is so careless of their doings
and so financially irresponsible as to their depredations, just
so long will dogs be wholly or partially fern naturm in the
eye of the law.
In respect to any laws which have been passed, making

dogs subject to taxation or to license fee, or to wholesome
restriction, it has been the policy of nearly all dog owners to
complain of the hardship worked by such laws and to de-
nounce them as unfair in themselves and as unjustl'^ dis-
criminating against the owners of dogs as compared with
the_owners of other animals. It furthermore has been the
policy of nearly all the kennel journals in this country to fall
in with the humor of their patrons, and inasmuch as they
?oiad rant and inveigh louder and longer than said patrons,
JO much the more was their wisdom greater and their loyalty

proven as it related apparently to their patrons' interests,
though really pandering to their whims and unreasoning sel-
fishness. No class can expect to have its public rights im-
partially considered if it refuses to consider the same rights
of others.

If each State would pass a law and enforce it after it is

passed, discriminating between the well-bred dog and the
cur, by imposing a license fee of $5 or more on the cur, the
latter would soon be driven out of existence. The well-bred
dog then would be free from the odium he now shares with
the cur depredators, there would be a greater demand for
dogs of pure breeds, and, being then property in fact instead
of being such largely in the fancy of the owner, they would
soon ^e recognized as property in law.
So long as owners grieve at the restrictions which are in-

tended to give their dogs protection and ignore and fight
such to the extent of their powers, so long may they expect
to stay at a standstill so far as the legal property interest of
the dog is concerned.

Correction.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I note two errors in list sent you which please correct.

Sport should be entered as Sport Mc A. Hamp S.—C. T.
Eastman's 1. and w. pointer dog (Von Gull—Rip Rap's
Flake). Count Edward—W. McKerr's b., w. and t. setter
dog (Count Eric—Ann). W. S. Bell.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
Mk. a, B. Wingpield told in our Natural History col-

umns the other day of a dog which seemed to know when
its death was proposed to its master. Here are two similar
cases, recorded in the Springfield RepuhUcan:

"Allen H. Norton, of Winsled, Conn., is the owner of a.

farm over the line in this State. For many years Mi-. Norton
has had on the farm a dog of cocker spaniel and hound
breed, which has been of considerable use about the place,
and also a good hunter of coons and other game. But the
dog is now twelve years old, minus some of its teeth and
getting feeble, so it was thought best to shoot it. Conse-
quently, about two weeks ago, the man in charge of the
farm took the dog out in the lots to dispose of it. He laid
his gun on the ground and proceeded to dig a grave for the
dog, while the faithful animal lay beside the implement in-
tended soon to end its life, and watched the hole in the
ground gradually grow deeper. The man had nearly finished
the excavation when the dog suddenly sprang to its feet and
rushed from the place. For the first time on record it re-
fused to respond to the man's call, but hurried to the river
bank, swam to the oppesite shore, disappeared in the woods
and is still absent. A similar case occurred about a month
ago. William R Griffin, of West Winsled, remarked to
some of his friends that he intended to kill his dog. A
short time afterward the dog disappeared and spent a week
in another part of the town. When the animal finally i-e-

turned, the arrangements to shoot it were carried out,"

Mr. W. B. Wells, honorary secretary of the I. F. T. C,
informs us that Messrs, John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich.,
and E. Warner, of Detroit, were selected to act as judges at
the next field trial meeting of the club, to be held at Mitch-
ell's Bay, beginning Nov. 1. He further states that "already
a number of entries have been received for the Derby, which
closes July 1. The call of Bob White is heard throughout
the country, and the indications are good for an unusually
large crop of birds."

The third annual sweepstakes of the American Spaniel
Club are announced by the executive committee. The bal-
loting for judges is now in order. No ballot will be received
later than July 15.

heeling*

Communicatiom for this department are requested. Anything on
the bicycle in its relation to the sportsman is particularly desirable

IN THE CATSKILLS.
New York, June 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: B, has

a cottage in the CatskiUs, near HensonviUe. The Saturday
before Decoration Day he decided to go up to put the place
in order for the summer, and upon his invitation H and my-
self went along. Mrs. B. was also in the party.
We took the West Shore Railroad to Kingston, the Ulster

& Delaware to Phoenicia, and the narrow gauge Stony Clove
Railroad to Hunter. For the last seven miles of our journey
we had brought along our bicycles, and at the various
changes we took good care to see that they were properly
transferred, as we had no wish to see our plans go wrong for
lack of conveyance at the last stage of our journey.
From Kingston the railroad follows up Esopiis Creek,

which is a good trout water in its upper reaches. The
ascent was gradual here, but when the change was made at
Phoenicia to the narrow gauge, conditions changed, and the
grade became very steep.

The road twisted in and out along the sides of mountains,
always keeping a httle above the bed of the stream, which
comes racing down the bottom of^the Clove, and at times the
engine got into a brown study in its tussle with the princi-
ples of gravitation and fussed about it, and ran so slow that
one could have gotten off and picked wild flowers, or ran
around in front of the engine, if be had been so minded,
without danger to himself or risk of losing the train.
We were told that this railroad is nine and seven-eighths

miles long, and is thus exempt from the law ivhich regulates
the maximum fare to be charged by roads ten or more miles
in length. As a matter of fact, it charges at the rate of 10
cents per mde, or thereabouts.

It was said that there were some doubts as to the correct
measurement of the road, but that if it should turn out to be
up to the ten-mile limit, the owners, to continue their mon-
opoly, would only have to chop off some inconsequential
fraction of a mile, which would probably not even necessi-
tate the moving of their httle frame station and freight
sheds,

No doubt, considerhag the grade and the necessarily hm-
ited bu.siness of the line a great pai't of the year, there is
plenty of excuse for a high passenger tariff. It takes the
train an hour to make tne irip, and perhaps the charge is
based on time rather than on distance.
At Hunter we found our bicycles in good condition, and,

strapping on our rods, guns and other impedimenta, were
soon across the bridge spanning Scoharie Creek and spinnin"-

down the village street. At the first turn on the right we
encountered a steep ascent, and, though H. made a spurt
and climbed several hundred yards up the hill, he was not
loath soon to dismount and join us, pushing our machines
up the steep grade.
The hill was at least a mile long, and it seemed as though

we had climbed 1,000ft., when we at last reached level
ground again, and stopped to take in the view.
The country near by wa^ mostly cleared and farm land,

but beyond were thickly wooded mountains, including those
of the Hunter Range.
As we wore about to mount to continue our journey, we

espied, 200yds. away on a side hill, a large woodchuck lying
full length in the mouth of his burrow. This was accepted
as a challenge to the riflemen of the party, and B., as having
his rifle in position to be got at easiest, accepted it. The
woodchuck, however, did not suffer, aside from the shock to
his nerves caused by a bullet hitting the ground directly
under him and covering him with yellow clay from his own
particular dirt pile

A little further on the road began to descend, and H.
scorched down the first hill, leaving a trail of flying dust
and scattered stones. But for these stones, the road, in its

present condition, would have been good wheeling; but the
fact of their presence made cautious riding necessary in
most places, and, when going down hill, there was always
danger of an upset from this cause. H , however, paid
little attention to the stones. The next hill was a bad one,
and B. warned him of the fact.

Dsspite the warning he started down it at a good pace and
soon was going at a racing gait. A stone jarred his wheel
so that his lamp went to pieces and flew in all directions.
The next obstruction threw his feet off the pedals and his
wheel was beyond control. No doubt H, wished at that
moment for a good hand brake—I know the rest of us wished
it—but he had always held brakes in supercilious disregard,
and as he was an expert rider and powerful back-pedaler, he
had never before had any real need of one.
The loose stones, thank-you m'ams, and steepness of the

grade combined, with high initial speed made braking with
his foot out of the question, and H tore down the hill at-
tempting nothing more than to keep in the road, and was
out of sight in a moment. The othei\s of us picked our way
cautiously down, using our brakes and back-pedaling at the
same time. Around the second curve we came in sight of
H. sitting beside the road, still alive but very pale. To par-
ticularize, as a matter of fact, his face was the gray-white
color of a bromide photograph. He had received a severe
shaking up and his bicycle was wrecked.
He showed us where the bicycle had struck a slot in a

stone culvert after a wide swing into the ditch at the side of
the road, and here he had parted company with it. Twenty
feet further down the road (by paced measurement) was a
scooped- out place where he landed after his header. For-
tunately he struck side *vays, and most of the force of the
fall was taken by his hips, which saved him a broken neck
or collarbone.

Seeing H. wasn't killed we all fell to and gave him a
scolding, which was principally deserved becauge he had
not regarded the warning about the dangerous cnaracter of
the hill. Then we looked over the ground and at the crevice
in the culvert and decided that it was a case of "put a bicycle
in the slot and take a header."
"Lucky for you that you didn't get a little further down

the hill before you went off," said B. "There's a little house
around the corner where Lew Butts lives with his eleven
children, and you would have carried them all into the
creek."

It was beginning to get dark, and we still had four or five
miles to go before we could get supper. It seemed as though
we would be obliged to walk, and that H. would have to
carry his wheel instead of having it carry him. The wooden
rim of the front wheel was snapped squarely in two in one
place and badly split in another, and the spokes were all bent
and tied around the forks. The tire had parted company
with the rim, but fortunately was intact. We considered the
case, and decided that the bicycle was not quite beyond re-
pair. At any rate, it could be pushed along the road if the
front wheel was put together.

So we set about doing this. First, we cut the ends of the
broken rim so that they would dovetail together, then two
of us sat in the road opposite each other, bracing our feet
against the rim, and bending the ends at angles with the nat-
ural plane of the wheel to get them together.
Then by pushing and pulling, with the assistance of the

third man, who kept the ends touching, we got the points
back almost to the normal plane, and wrapped them tightly
with lire tape.

The straightening proceas had tightened all the spokes with
the exception of one directly at the broken place, and the
wheel looked about as good as ever. The rim was further
"trued" by laying it across two low stones and standing on
it where it was out, and afterward the tire was put on and
pumped up as hard as we could make it, pumping by turns
and helping the man alone who was doing the work by some
snappy song. Finally the tire was tied in place by lire tape—the most useful single article in the wheelman's repair
outfit.

The wheel ran very well when set up in the fork, and we
were surprised at the success of our experiment. H. was
even persuaded after a time to try to ride on a level place,
and made good progress. Two days afterward he was going
down breakneck hiJls on it, and it had carried him a good
many miles wiihout any mishap. So much fer the rough-
and-ready expedients of the road.

B.'s cottage is beautifully situated in a little glen near the
top of the divide above HensonviUe. Here for the next two
days we amused ourselves walking, wheeling, shooting at
marks and woodchueks, which are more plentiful in the
neighborhood than any other place I know of, and fishing.
Monday morning I tried my luck on the stream between

Heusonvide and Windham, and though 1 did not reach the
brook till after 9, and found a number of other anglers had
preceded me, 1 succeeded in catching an even dozen trout be-
fore 11. Two of these were very fair size, but the others
were mostly small, and I returned several of them to the
water.

I had to return before the others, and so left Monday im-
mediately after dinner. Most of the way to Hunter was
down-hill, and as there was very little walking to be done I
covered the distance in three-quarters of an hour. Coming
over the foHov?ing day, the others made exactly the same
time, including the man with the broken wheel, who had
completely recovered from his shake-up, and rode as reck-
lessly as ever. He still thinks he can get along without a
brake, and neither argument nor experience wiU convince
him to the contrary.
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As the yachting journal of America, the Porest and Stream ts the

recognized medium of communication between the maker of yachts-

men's supplies and the yachting public. Its value for advertising

has been demonstrated by patrons who have employed its columns

continuously for years.

YACHT RACING FIXTURES 1897.

The following list of fixtures has been compiled from many dififerent

sources, some of Dbem not official, and ic may contain some errors.

We shall be glad to have notice of corrections and additions.

Races of the Sound Y. R. IT are marked wiih the letter S; those of

the Massachusetts T. B. A. with the letter M:

se,

2«.

26
ae.

86.

26.

S:6

26.

C6.

ze.

26.

26.

f6.

BuiTalo, ladies' day, LaTce Erie.

Gravesend Bay, cruise. New Yorlc Bav.
Atlantic, Adams cups, ad race, New York Bay.
Brooklyn, first special, New York Bay.
Roy. Canadian, 2^ft., 2ift and sblfC classes, Toronto, Lake Ontario.
Cohasset, club l.'j-footers, 8d ebam., Cohasset.
Winthrop, evening: race. Wintlirop, Boston Harbor.
American Cruise, Ipswich Nerk, Newburyport
Columbia, 4th and 5ih classes. (Jhicago, Lake Michigan.
Burgess, 1st cbam., Mai blehead Mass. Bay
Cor. San Francisco, cruise, Petalutna, San Francisco.
Tauinton, 1st club, Taunton, Mass
Roy St. Lawrence, 20ft. and 15£t. classe?;, Dorval, Lake St. Louis.
Beverly, Istcham., Werautnet, Buzzard's Bay.

B. U. of Long Island Sound Racing Circuit:

.JUNE.

26 Saturday. Seawanhaka Oor , annual race, for all classes.

28. Monday. Stamford, annual regatta, for all classes.

89. Tuesday. Indian Harbor, special race for all classes of sloops
and cabin catboats 30ft. and under, and special class of
yawls.

30. "Wednesday. Corinthian fleet, annual regatta for 65ft. class of
schooners and all classes .51ft. and under.

It must be admitted that up to the present date, but three
weeks prior to the trial races, the defense of the Seawanhaka
international cup is far ahead of the challenging side. The
local division of the defending fleet, on which, of course, the
main reliance is placed, that of the Royal St. Lawrence Y.
C., now numbers eight or nine boats, and they have been
under way for over a month, five regular races having been
sailed. The usual amount of petty defects has been discov-

ered, and no doubt much has been done to remedy them, the
boats now being, from all accounts, in pretty good shape.
What is being done in other parts of Canada is not yet ap-
parent, but it is certain that from Toronto and other places
yachts will be sent for the trials, through which a defender
will be chosen. Mr. Duggan has started to build a new boat,

to be ready for the trial races.

On this side, up to the present time, very little has been
done to test and improve the boats, and the racing has been
limited to two or three starters. The two Crane boats have
been under way for some weeks about Boston, doing plenty
of sailing, but no regular racing in the class. One Hunting-
ton and one Olmstead boat has been raced a few times about
the Sound, and the new Gardner and Cox boat has sailed in

three races. Last Saturday the fleet numbered five, and by
next Satairday three or four more may be added. If a really
fast boat is to be developed, it will be necessary to race as
many of the boats as can be got together, and as frequently
as possible. In this work it is by no means the fastest and
best design which wins, but the boat, whether good or only
medium, which is most thoroughly and carefully worked up
to racing form. The best boat that can be sent to Canada
has no picnic before her, but work of the hardest kind if she
is to bring back the cup. A simple failure to do so involves
of necessity no discredit on the challenging club, but it has
a reputation to sustain ia sending a representative that, even
thougli a little slower than the home boat, is a thoroughly
creditable production in design, construction, fitting and
working up.

For a year or so past all the spite and malice for which the
Boston Herald is so noted, has been directed against the
Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, the latest attack being as fol-

lows, apropos of the New York Y. C. year book: "The new
racing rules appear in the book for the first time, and some
are un-American beyond question. The rule limiting draft
is the work of men who neither build nor help others to
build, piazza yachtsmen, who have more to say about how
yachts should be built and raced than those who spend
thousands annually in the sport. The Seawanhaka con-
tingent of the New York Y. C. is doing our greatest Ameri-
can yacht club no good, and the sooner its members repeal
the silly measurement rules made last winter the better.

Neither are the elements or the ideas of the. X-rater and its

'year-old brother,' the 20 footers, suited to America's greatest
club."

We are quite ready to concede to the Herald even the
amount of ignorance of current yachting displayed in the
above, but had it wished to be either honest or truthful in
its criticism it could readily have ascertained the facta of
the case. The new draft limit originated within the Larch-
mont Y. C, and with men who own and race large yachts;
they, w ith at least two of thedesigners, indorsing it heartily.

It was formulated and introduced in both the New York and
Larchmont clubs by Mr. John F. Lovejoy, a member of each
of these clubs and not of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. Mr.
Lovejoy is a Boston yachtsman long resident in New York,
where he enjoys the reputation of a skillful and practical
yachtsman and one of the best Corinthian skippers. While
we are opposed both to the draft limit and other amend-
ments of the rules proposed by him, we fully recognize his
position as an expert in all that pertains tb yacht racing,
whether at the helm of a yacht or in charge of the commit-
tee boat; the fact that he is in no sense a "piazza sailor" is

quite as well known as that he is directly responsible for the
draft limit.
The proposed change was accepted without opposition by

the New York and Larchmont clubs, while on the other
hand the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. opposed it at the start, and
only accepted it for the sake of uniformi ty long after the
others had. It has no bearing whatever on the 15 or 20ft.

classes, as these are governed by special rules, but was de-
vised solely in the interests of several very large yachts.

end of the season the verdict of the first races will be re-

versed.

The two Crane boats, Al-Auka, and Pioneer, are doing
very good work about Boston, the former in particular.

The third boat, Momo, has been shipped from Ogdensburgh
to Boston for trial with the others, but the three will prob-
ably be shipped to New York this week. Both Pioneer and
A)-Anka have been altered from the leg-o'-mutton to the
goff rig.

Beverly Y. C—First Sweepstakes Race.
WBTOTJMKT buzzard's BAY.

Thursday, June 17.

The 246th race, first open sweepstakes, was sailed June 17

in a moderate breeze. S.W. at start, but shifting forty-five

minutes later to S., givit)g the larger classes a long and short

leg on what was intended for a dead beat.

The new boats did well, Thordis winning easily in second
class, she is a new Hanley cat and a very good boat. The
new Opossum, belonging to Mr. Bob Emmons and built by
Herreshoff, is a little beauty and very fast and able. Grilse

did not have a fair chance, as an bid sail was on her, which
consists of two big bags and a tight spot between, this her
owner had no means of knowing until just before the start.

I The new cruising class had only two boats on hand, but
' both were handsome, able and fast. When the other six are

ready to race it will be a lively class. True Blue showed up
very well at Marblehead a week before coming round, beat-

ing all the new knockabouts, Herreshoff boats included, but
did not meet Cock Robin,
F'rst prizes were taken by True Blue, Thordis, Daisy,

Melro and Vif. Second prizes were taken by Kalama and
Grilse. Third prize was taken by Bernice. True Blue,
Thordis, Bernice, Daisy, Melro, Nobska, Imp, and Opossum
count one for pennant. Anonyma and Grilse count one-half
each for pennant.

CRCISINQ CLASS
Length. Actual. Corrected.

*Robin Hood, B Y. C, C S Dennison....i2.(J0 2 16 55 2 04 44

*Royal Blue, B. Y. C, C H Jones 22.00 2 23 03 2 10 54
SECOND OliASS CATS

Thordis. B Y C, T B Wales 16.00 2 10 43 1 58 32

Kalama, B. Y. (J , David Kice 26.00 2 16 04 2 03 53

•Bernice, B Y C , J. « Young, Jr 2^f 8 2 20 20 2 07 45

Mist, B Y. C. G H Lvman 1^5.01 2 20 3.5 2 07 tO

Gymnote, B. Y. C . 'W. E. C Bustis 2 21 10

Hector, Mon Beacb, I. R. Thomas 25.05 2 21 18 2 08 5

*Anoyma, B Y C ,Vice Com. Dabney 24.09 2 26 Oi 2 IJ 2J

Defiaoce, Mon Beach, H E Perry 23. C3 2 28 41 2 14 48

No Name, Warehany, B C. Savory V6.0J 2 23 46 2 17 S5
THIRD CLASS CATS

"Nobska, B. Y. C , W, H Winship ^2.00 1 66 10 1 43 00

*MoUy, B. Y, C, S. W. Burgess 33.00 1 56 47 1 43 .W

*Melro. B. Y. C, D L. WiUiKms ......... 20.03 1 57 08 14154
FOURTH CLASS <34TS,

ElS3. B. Y C, 0 S. Sargent 19.00 2 08 01 1 51 13

*Daisy, B Y. C. Howard Stockton 18. OJ 2 C8 39 1 50 ;-8

Coquette, Mon, Beach, W. W. Phinney . . .18 01 2 13 Bl 1 55 46
FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS

Opossum, B. Y. C , R. W Emmons 19.00 1 55 23 2 88 S5

*Rrilse, B Y C , W E C. Eustis 19.00 2 00 01 2 43 13

*Helress, B Y C . George G Amoiy 19.00 2 06 03 2 49 14

*Kin, B. Y. C, L M. Sioohton 18.01 2 08 37 2 £0 03
FIPIH CLASS CATS.

Vif B Y. C , A Winsor. Jr 15.00 1 54 55 . 1 33 33

"Imp, B Y C ,
George G. Debney... 15.00 1 58 40 1 37 28

*Hebe, B. Y. U., John Park.nson, Jr 15.00 2 01 40 1 39 28

Championship will be won by boats getting best score in
the four sweepstakes and five Corinthian races, boat owned
and sailed by members of club, and making best actual time
counting one; .second boat, if she beats a competitor, half.

Those marked with a star were sailed and owned by mem-
bers. Blue, with A Gold Castle.

The four races thus far sailed have been interesting only
through the meetings of Colonia and Emerald and Wasp
and Syce. The results thus far are not conclusive in the
first case, but Colonia has done decidedly the better work
down the bay, in waters where Emerald's crew Is at its best,

her owner having raced on them for many years in all

classes of yachts. The closest and only really good race yet
sailed, that at Larchmont on Saturday, was too nearly even
to be at all decisive. This is very fortunate, as the sole hope
of schooner racing for the season rests on the prolongation
of this one issue, between Emerald and Colonia; as soon as
either has scored a few decisive wins, the sport is over for an
indefinite time.
In the singlestick division the interest is far less keen, as

it is already evident that Syce is no match for Wasp, as the
latter is now kept and sailed; of course the new boat is

capable of further improvement and the old one has prob-
ably; reached the limit, but it ia very unlikely that by the

Massachusetts T. C. Open Race.
NAHANT—MASSACHUSBTTS KAY.

Thursday, June 17,

MASSACHUSETTS V. R A. RULES.

The annual open race of the Massachusetts Y. C, the once
famous Bunker Hill Day race of the original Dorchester Y''.

C, was sailed as usual, with good entries and favorable con-
ditions. The course was a triangle, starting off Nahant,
then out to the Graves Whistling Buoy and the Winthrop
Bar Buoy, 10 miles. The first leg was to windward in a
moderate and steady S.E. breeze, but the wind fell light on
the second leg, the finish being slow. The times were:

FIRST CLASS
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ida J., F. E. Beckman 28.06 1 47 17 1 46 53

Addie, R. C. Nickerson 55.00 1 57 10 1 53 16

Emma C, P. A. Coupal 26.06 1 5i 11 1 54 01

Harbinger, C. F. Bache 38.0<J 1 56 43 1 56 35
Heroine, O. A J Smith 27.03 2 04 57 2 03 b7
Mistress Mary, E W. Fox 28. li 2 01 04 2 01 04
Beatrice, J Cavanagh ., 24.10 Disabled.

Elfreda, B T. Hall 28.11 Disabled.
SECOND CLASS—OPEN.

Hoodlum, Boardman & Higginson....23, 11 1 49 16 1 49 16

Princeps, J.L Whiting ,,,...20.06 Withdrew.
SECOND CLASS—CABIN.

Privateer, A. B. Schaaf 21.09 2 01 21 1 53 39
Muriel, H N Nute 23.11 2 00 11 a 00 11

Rex, J. B. Farrell 23.05 ' 2 04 15 2 08 39
Whisper, W. H. Stimpson 20.02 3 15 03 2 10 10
Yankee, C. E. Mains 20.06 2 19 45 2 15 31

Alerk, J. R Hodder ,,...23.06 2 28 45 2 28 15
Alma, Chas A. Heney <3.03 Withdrew.
Judith, W. B. Pigeon ,.,.23.06 Withdrew.
Tantrum, P. D Perkins 2H.09 Withdrew.
Mist, A. fl. Merrill 20.06 Withdrew.

KNOCK.ABCUTS
Cock Robin, C H W. Foster ai.CO 2 13 04

Gosling. Clark & North 21.00 2 16 12

Cockatoo C.S Eaton 21.00 2 17 22 .....
Hazard, H. M. Sears 21.00 2 19 39 ' .. .,

Sally HI , L S Percival . 21,00 2 23 20

Fly. W. O Gay 21. £0 2 24 04

Mongoose. A. D. Irviug. .
.• 21.00 2 25 C6 . .. ..

.TenBy Wren, F. E. Peabody 21.00 Withdrew.
THIBD CLASS.

Booster, Adams Bros 19.03 2 22 38 2 21 37
Al-All ka, C. H. Crane 19.11 2 22 04 2 22 04
Alison, H. E. Powle ....19.00 2 24.37 8 23 13

Arab III , W. F. Scott 19.11 2 26 14 2 26 14

Wrinkle, S. N. Small..... 19.11 2 26 39 8 26 89
Yahoo, K. Horton 19.11 2 32 46 2 32 46
The Jag, Chas. Hayden 19.11 2 33 80 2 33 30

Spook, A. Parker 19.11 2 83 32 2 83 32
Mephisto, Jas. Spratt 18.00 2 42 01 2 38 58
Omene, W. P. Parker 19.11 2 43 4J 2 43 43
Harriet, L. T. Hartineton 19.11 Withdrew.
Nancy Hanks, P. J. Maglatblin 19.06 Withdrew.

FOOHTH CLASS.

Circe, P. L. Pigeon 16.00 2 28 31 2 26 45

Vite-se, C. D. Movyer 16.01 2 29 00 2 S7 24
Alpine. C. J.Blethen 16.11 2 87 57 2 27 57
Fantasy, W, AUer' on...., t,.*.„M....16.11 2 28 19 3 28 19
Gnome, H. B Faxon .15.09 Withdrew.
Ripple. C. B Pear ,, ....16.00 Withdrew.
Perhaps. J. B. Robinson,,,, .,..,16.11 Withdrew.
Attilla, A. A. Higglns ......14.00 Withdrew.

Elfreda lost her bowsprit and Beatrice parted her bobstay.
Al-Anka made a very close race with Rooster, losing on al-

lowance by a few seconds. Yankee protests Rex and Arab
protests Alison for fouling. The judges were James Bost-
ram, F. BL. Perrin, J. A. Barbey, Jr., T. W. King and S. P.
Perriu. This is the first trial of last year's Cock Robin with
the new boats; she won very easily, with the Lawley boat,
Gosling, second.

The Thirty-foot Class.

A SPECIAL race of the 30-footers was sailed on New York
Bay under the auspices of the New York Y. C. on June 17,

open only to yachts of the class owned by club members.
The course was from off Buoy 1.3 around a markboat off Old
Orchard Shoal, thence around Buoy 12 on the Southwest
Spit, 16 miles. Only four boats started—Hera, Musme, Va-
quero III. and Wa Wa. The day was cloudy and unj)leasant,
with a very light E.S.E. wind in the morning, shifting to
S.W. and dying down before the finish.

The start was made from the gun at 13:15, with a strong
ebb down the course and little wind for maneuvering. Hera
made a good start on the windward end of the line, Vaquero
coming close after her and crossing with good way on. Wa
Wa barely drifted across, and Musme was handicapped.
When partly over the first leg the wind headed and made a
beat, the times at Old Orchard mark being:

Hera 1 58 SO
Wa Wa 2 08 5J

Musme. .2 09 10
Vaquero i.. ...2 10 30

They reached across with a moderate S.W. wind to the
Spit, but lost the wind in coming up the Bay and drifted for
hours. Vaquero took the ground and towed home, the final

times being:
Start, 13:1.'):

Finish.
Hera, R. N. Ellis 5 45 >0
Wa Wa, J A. S illman 7 43 50
Musme, J. MacDonough ..,*.».. .7 44 aO
Vaquero, H. B. Duryea i«,u*ii*^^ii.«»i*»t..Withdrew

Elapsed.
5 30 -SO

7 28 50
7 29 aO

Columbia T. C. Annual Regatta,
NEW YORE—HUDSON RIVER.

Satxuday, June 19.

The 13th annual regatta of the Columbia Y. C, was sailed
on June 19, the times being.

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS, 30 TO 88FT.
Start. Fmish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Cygnet 11 00 00 Did not finish.

Ra-nona 10 55 43 3 05 45 4 10 02 4 10 02
Marietta 10 5< 57 3 33 34 4 34 37 4 80 59

CLASS D— CABIN SLOOPP, 25 TO SOfT.

CamlUe .11 00 Ou 3 i7 21 4 27 21 4 27 21
Imp .....11 00 00 3 14 03 4 14 00 4 10 45
Dorothy 11 00 00 3 09 07 4 09 07 4 05 15

CLASS E - CABIN 8L00P.-5 UNDER 25FT.
Fleur de Lis 10 56 ol 8 31 37 4 37 06 4 87 06
Polly .10 56 30 3 16 5.) 4 2D 29 4 19 14

CLASS F CABIN CATBOATS OVER 23PT
Emma S.. .....10 58 i5 Did not finish.

CLASS H— OPEN CATBOATS.
S.Wills 10 56 46 2 39 22 3 42 36 8 42 36

CLASS 1— CABIN NAPHTHA LAUNCHES.
Manola ,110114 12 48 05 146 51 1 46 51

Hioemoah 11 02 45 1 03 06 2 00 21 1 46 51
Juanita ....11 02 2iJ 1 05 47 2 03 25 1 51 io
Baushee 11 03 f5 1 02 50 2 OO 15 1 45 15

Amelia Victoria 11 01 26 2 08 52 3 08 5i 1 46 S2
CLASS 2— OPEN NAPHTHA LAUNCHES.

Mabel 11 03 15 1 15 00 a 11 46 2 U 45
Nautilus 11 01 20 1 19 03 2 17 43 2 11 28

Philadelphia Y. C.

TINICUM— DELAWARE BlVfia.

Saturday, June IS.

The Philadelphia Y. C. sailed its 21st annual regatta on
June 12 over one of the club courses on the Delaware River,
toNew Castle Fiats and return, 15 miles each way. The day
was fair, with a 10-knot breeze from N,W., very puffy at
times. The times were:

FIRST CLASS,
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Helere H !•'> 00 3 13 19 3 48 19 3 44 43

Tiarl.. -11 15 00 8 U 15 4 09 15 4 03 15

Ibis,, 11 15 00 Si;59 58 ,4 44 58 4 86 52
SECOND CLASS - SLOOPS OVER 40PT.

Julnar ,,.11 15 00 3 t4 £5 4 09 55 4 09 55

]aii>I,.... 11 15 00 4 0 39 4 53 39 4 48 47
imRD CLASS- SLOOPS OVER SOFT

Zeelan II 00 00 4 01 bl 4 01 81 4 48 32

Weona 11 OJ 00 4 00 19 5 00 19 6 00 19

Schemer was disabled and withdrew, her steering gear
breaking. Helene wins a leg for the Singerly cup, presented
by Wm. M. Singerly for the yacht in first class, mixed rigs,

winning the greatest number of races this season. Julnar
wins a leg for the Commodore's cup, presented by Com.
Francis Shunk Brown for the yacht of the second class win-
ning the greatest number of races through the season. The
judges were George D. Gideon, George T. Whitaker and
George W. Fite.

Detroit Y. C.

DETROIT—LAKE ST. CLAIR.

Monday, June 7.

The Detroit Y. C. sailed a regatta on June 7, the times
j

being:
CLASS A

Start.

City of the Straits.,... ....9 14 47
Surprise, .....8 22 00

CLASS B
Josephine .2 13 23

Alice Euright..-.. .... ..... 2 22 CO

Columbia * 2 22 00
CLASS C.

Lucy 2 13 30

Yellow Fellow (Echo)..,,..,...,.....2 81 22
CLASS D.

Huntress 2 14 51

Sirocco 2 14 i5
CLASS E

Let Her B 2 28 27
CLA=S P—HALP-RATEKS.

Concordia a 28 10

Advance, ,«».»«• ^

iselma 2 29 08
CLASS Q—CATS,

Katrina 2 28 50

Little City 2 28 54

Shamrock, Jr., yawl 2 x5
Putsey.... 2 30 13

Pinisli. Elapsed.
4 25 49 2 13 C3
Did not finish.

4 31 87 8 18 14
Did not finish.
5 14 20

5 08 44
5 85 40

4 53 88
5 17 07

4 14 51

4 89 10
4 45 35
5 18 16

.4' 28 00
4 33 52
4 40 35
4 46 46

2 52 20

2 56 14
3 14 18

2 38 37
3 0*s83

1 46 24

2 11 QO
2 15 40
2 43 08

59 10
04 48
12 00
16 32

Yencedor.

The Chicago fin-keel Vencedor, recently purchased by H.
F. Gillig, arrived on June 14 at the works of the Gas Engine

-

& Power Co., Morris Docks, New York, where arrangements
had been made to launch her. She was accompanied by her
former owner, E, G. Berriman, of the Lincoln Park Y. C.„
who has superintended the shipment, and will remain here

to sail in the boat in her first races. She was loaded at Ra:
cine on a large flat car, with her fln on another car. It was
hoped to fit the fin and launch her early in the week, fitting

her out in time for the Larchmont race of Saturday last,

but this could not be done; however, she will be ready this

week. It is uncertain as yet just what her measurement will!

be, and where it will place her; though she raced last year on
awaterlineof 43ft., and a racing length of but 45ft., she

needs considerably more sail, and probably can with advan
tage be trimmed to a waterline of 45ft. or more, with stil

more canvas than on the shorter waterline. It is hardlj
likely that she can be placed in Wasp's class, but she wil
probably go against Syce in the 51ft. class. Mr. Berrimai
was on the Atlantic Y. C. steamer on Tuesday, and sailet

on Emerald on Thursday. It will be a matter of genera
satisfaction if the yacht is, for the first time, put at a trin

which will show just how fast she is; and this is quite pos
Bible under the rules on the Sooud.
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New Tork T. r. Annual Regatta.

NEW YORK—NEW YORK. HARBOR,

Thursday, June 17.

The New York Y. C. went through the formality of its

annual regatta on June 17 with most unsatisfactory results.

With the best of weather the event would have been tame
enough, being confined to yachts enrolled in this club only,
making a very small entry list; but the weather was of the
worst, completely spoiling the day for all parties, yachtsmen,
committee and spectators. There was little wind to speak
of, but from all quarters, the sky was overcast all day, with
light rain at intervals, and the race after a little life at the
start, dragged into a weary drifting match, the yachts finish-

ing at midnight.
The entries were:

No.
S..

7..

8..

1..

11..
3

30,

10

84

9

36

95ft, ci»as3—schooners - racing trim.
I

Length.
.Oolonia. C. A Po8tlev P3.13
, Emerald, J. R. Maxwell 91.47

85ft. class -schoonbbs cruising trim,
.Iroquois. C. Rouse 83.39

75ft class—schooners - cruising TRiir.
.Amorita, W. G. Brokaw 74.83

CLA.SS O CUTTBR.-? - RACING TRIM,
.Vigilant, Percy Cbubo
Bedouin, J. Murray Mnctoell

Allowed by fpecial agreement S2m 508.
6f FT. CLASS—CUTTERS—RACING TRIM.

.Wasp. H. F & R L Lippitr. .61.97
COfT. CLASS CUTTERS - CRUISING TRIM.

.Eclipse, L J Oallanan 65.68
51ft. CLASS—CUTTERS -RACING trim.

, Syce, F.M. Hoy t 50.86
5!fT class CUTTERS-CRUISING trim.

.Choctaw, J. Montgomery Strong ,, 46.13
4" ft. CLASS CUTTERS—RACING TRIM.

, Norota, D. B Burnham , 4 1 . 89

The usual prizes for both racing and cruising trim were
offered, and the committee had exerted itself energetically
to drum up entries, but as appears, with poor success. Of
the eleven entries, five, Emerald, Colonia, Wasp, Syce and
Norota, were entered for the same reason as in the preceding
races of other clubs, that their owners are racing men and
propose to start in all races open to them. The other entries
merely testify to the personal exertions of the committee
and the es-prit du corps of a very few members, who have
entered their yachts solely to make a show in the great func-
tion of the yachting year; especially is this the case with
Bedouin and Vigilant, a most incongruous pair, starting
under a special agreement merely to fill out. Having no
competitors, Iroquois and Amorita did not start. The five
smaller cutters were placed together, sailing without club-
topsails.
The start was made from off Buoy 13, just outside the

Narrows, the schooners, with Vigilant and Bedouin, going
out and around the Sandy Hook Lightship, the smaller cut-
ters rounding the Scotland, all going and returning by way
of the Southwest Spit. At 11 A. M., the hour for starting, ,

there was a light E.S.E. wind and the j;oung ebb was well
under way; the flagship Corsair, with Com. Morgan
and Fleet Capt. J. Beavor Webb on the bridge
and a large party of ladies and gentlemen about the
decks, lay ofl: the starting line in company with the club
steamer Cepheus and the committee boat Luckenback, on
which latter were Dr. J. C. Barron, Dr. W. Barton Hopkins
and J. Frederick Tams, the regatta committee. All of the
yachts were ready at the line, except Bedouin, Eclipse and
Choctaw; the.se beating down very slowly in the light air.
It was not until 11:45 that the first signal was given, by the
whistle, as the gun missed fire. Ten minutes later the old
reliable whistle again did substitute duty for the handsome
bronze yacht cannon on its teak carriage, and the cutters
came for the line, the start being with the 5-minute interval
for crossing. They went over very slowly, Choctaw first,
with Wasp close beside her, followed by Eclipse and Vigi-
lant. The handicap gun, at 12 M., which, by the way, was
also a whistle, was the starting signal for the schooners.
Emerald following Vigilant across the line, with Bedouin,
handicapped, under her lee. Colonia came next, followed by
Syce, the latter going on starboard tack just on the line;
Norota was last, with a bad handicap. The start was offi-
cially timed as follows:- Preparatory 11:45; start, cutters,
11:55. Handicap, cutters; start, schooners: 12.00:00.

Choctaw 11 5i 23
Wasp , 11 5S 49
Eclipse .....11 59 17
Vigilant ...,ll 59 .59

Emerald li 00 10

Bedouin,,,,., ....12 00 22
Syce ...12 00 35
Colonia. ,.,.....,.i,......„..i2 01 C4
Norota ,,: 12 03 15

Bedouin, Syce and Norota were handicapped.
All crossed on port tack except Syce, she going about on

the line and standing across to the eastward of the fleet.
After waiting to start another race, the committee boat
started after the fleet, now going down at a fair speed with
the aid of the tide. Wasp was leading, with Vigilant some
distance astern, while Colonia, in tne fiJst ten minutes,
pulled out agood lead on Emerald. Atthehead of theSwash,
about four miles from the start. Vigilant passed Wasp at
12:45, the smaller boat, in cruising trim, carrying a jib-
headed topsail. Vigilant carried a club, but of course her
rig has been reduced this year to proportions more suitable
for her new use as a cruiser than the old. At the same time,
she carried a row of heads along the weather rail that was
strongly suggestive of her racing days.
The wind fell still lighter as the leaders neared the Spit, a

breeze was visible to the westward, over Baritan Bay, and
at 1:26 the first puff of it passed over Vigilant, Wasp and
Colonia, and struck Emerald and Syce, putting them on star-
board tack. Three minutes later the leaders caaght it, with
a light shower of rain. There was no strength in the wind,
and the procession dragged slowly past the Spit buoys, being
timed:
Vigilant..,. 1 33 15
Wasp 1 35 50
Colonia ....^...,1 38 50

Syce 1 43 55
Emerald ,,..1 46 l6
Bedouin.....,,,,.,,....,.,.,,..! iO S8

Sheets were ensed to port and spinakers slowly bloomed to
starboard for the run to the Bell Buoy, the larger yachts
standing by it on the same course for the Sandy Hook Light-
ship, while the smaller headed up for the Scotland Light-
ship.
From this point on the race lost all semblance of interest,

and is not worth noting in detail. Vigilant and Colonia kept
closely together as they drifted toward the lightship, where
they were timed:

Vigilant 3 37 30
Colonia

, .3 39 15
Emerald 3 .51 .30

Bedouin......,..,, ,,..4 09 00

Vigilant had been over two hours in running the 9j{ miles
from the Spit to the turn, in perfectly smooth water.
MeanwhileWasp had turned the Scotland at about 2:27 (the

timing was not accurate), with Syce some ten minutes astern,
and both were standing m for the point of the Hook, with no
wind to speak of, being finally compelled to anchor. Eclipse
and Norota, in spite of the disparity in size, were making a
pretty close race on even time, bound out for the Scot-
land.
The big yachts found the wind N.W. at the Sandy Hook

Lightship, but later on it shifted to N.E., with light rain at
times. The times at the Bell Buoy off the point of the Hook
were roughly taken as follows: Wasp 5:15, Colonia 5:21, Vig-
ilant 5:23, Emerald 5:26. Syce was not timed at this mark.
The committee boat left the leaders slowly drifting inside

the Hook and went up the Swash to the finish line off Buoy
13, anchoring and waiting with the best possible grace until
about 8 P. M,, when she weighed anchor and started down-
in rain and mist—to htint the missing yachts. Emerald

Went by in tow of a tug,l>ut Colonia, Wasp, Vigilant and
Bedouin were discovered ^ter a long hunt drifting near the
Southwest Spit. Here the tug left them and returned to the

city, a timekeeper being placed on one of the markboats. A
finish was finally made, as follows:

SOHOOSERS—9.'^FT CLASS -RACING TRIM 33 MILES.
Start. FiDisii. Elapsed. Corrected.

Colonia 12 01 04 11 15 30 11 14 36 11 14 26

Emerald 12 00 10 Withdrew.
CUTTERS CLASS C RACING TRIM—"3 MILES.

Vigilant..... 115*59 11 ua 00 11 09 0 11 09 01

Bedouin 12 00 00 11 33 00 11 33 00 11 00 10

MIXED CLASS CRtTlSING TRIM - 26 MILES.

Eclipse 11 59 17 *ix 59 00 la 59 3 12 59 4?

Wasp 11 58 49 10 (9 00 11 CO 11 11 00 04

Syce 12 00 00 11 48 3) 11 4i 33 11 43 24

Chociaw 11 "8 Not tinned.

Noroia ....... 12 00 00 Notlimed.
* A. M. Friday, June 18.

Colonia wins the class prize, and the priz'i for the best! corrected
tifne for schooners.
Bedouin wins the Class G pri/,e.

Wasp wins in the mixed cUss

Colonia wins the class prize, and as far as possible on her
merits, slie made a good lead at the start; and held it fairly

all day. Bedouin made up her time in the drifting about
the Spit and beats Vigilant; Wasp wins in the mixed class.

The attendant fleet was by no means remarkable consider-
ing the importance of the occasion, for either size or quality.

The handsome flagship Corsair, designed by Mr. Beaver
Webb, had for company her two sister shins Intrepid and
Sultana, both thoroughly ship-shape and stylish, and
Narada, originally Semiramide, designed by Alfred H.
Brown, looked the ship that she is. Another English steam
yacht with the fleet was the old schooner Hildegard, once
owned by the Prince of Wales, and brought out to this side

.some years ago by George Gould, who recently sold her to B.

M. Wnitlock. During the past winter she has been altered
to an auxiliary under the supervision of Mr. Wintringham.
With a taunt mainmast and square-rigged on the fore she
looks very well indeed, and though comparatively little

space has been given up to her machinery, she is making 11

to 12 miles iu her regular running. In the "protected
cruiser" division were Alicia, Hiawatha II., Clermont, Vik-
ing, Elsa, Sybilla, Sappho, Nirvana and Now Then. For
once Electra was not seen at a New York Y. C. regatta The
converted tramp, Scythian, was also out with the fleet. The
.schooners were Sachem, Iroquois, Clytie, Cavalier, Coronet
and the yawls Flying Cloud and Huron. The cutter
Mineola, Rear-Corn. Belmont, sailed with the fleet all day,
greatly improved in appearance by black topsides and cop-
pered bottom, and looking almost like a Fife boat.

Dorchester T. C. Open Race.
DORCHESTER— BOSTON HARBOR.

t aiwday, June 19.

MASSACBBSErrS T. R, A. RULES.

The open race of the Doi Chester Y. C. was sailed on June
19 in a strong and puffy S. W. wind, which disabled a num-
ber of the yachts. Flea and Gosling were dismasted, Ida J.

lost her topmast and Addie her bowsprit; Privateer broke
her mast truck at the head. The incident of the day was the
sailing of C. H . Crane's new twenty, Al-Anka,with a crew of
five men; she beat her class handsomely, includine' 'such boats
as Rooster, Nancy Hanks and Cleopatra. The t jnei were:

FIRST CLASS
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Addie.R. O Nicker.son .,i ,...35.03 1 41 e6 1 10 08
Ida J., tf. E. Beckman . , .1. !:8.04 1 39 17 1 10 34

Emma C, P. A, Coupal 2fi.06 1 41 32 1 11 (2
Harbinger. W. P. Bache 28.02 1 40 14 1 11 22
Beatrice, John Cavanagh 24.10 1 45 50 1 23 15

SECOND CLASS - OPEN.
Hoodlum, A. H. Higginson 2b. 11 1 4:i 44 1 10 17

Romance, Loring Sears .22.00 Withdrew.
SECOND CLASS CABIN.

Yankee. C. E Mains ;;0.i.6 1 42 32 1 04 51

Muriel, H. N, Nute 23.11 1 4;J 06 1 08 49
Rex, J. B. Farrell ....^ 23.05 1 44 38 1 10 45
Micapoo,C. L. Harding 23.11 1 44 34 1 11 17
Alers J. R. Hodder 23.06 1 51 22 1 17 35
Burgess, Frank Burgess 21.00 1 54 25 1 27 26
Clara Lou, W. J. Coombs 20.04 2 C6 25 1 28 30
Privateer, A. E. Schaaf 21 . C 9 Disabled.

THIRD CLASS
Al-Anka, C. H. Crane 19.11 1 35 83 1 00 5?
Omene, W. P Barker 19.11 1 40 08 1 05 i7
Rooster, C. F. Adams. 2d 19,03 1 42 07 1 06 3 J
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlan 19.02 1 4? 38 1 11 56
Wrinkle, S. N. Small. 19 11 1 46 58 1 12 17
Cleopatra, R. M. Faxon. 19.06 1 47 57 1 12 42
Enigma, G. F. Maybury_ 18.03 Withdrew.

KNOCKABOUTS
Sally nr., L. S. Percival 21.03 1 31 90
Fly, W. O. Gay i .....21.C0 1 .39 55
Hazard, H. M. Sears.,...-... 21.00 1 40 o'i .....
Jacobin, F. E. Jacobs.... 21.00 Withdrew.
Gosling, Clark& North. ...... .........21. fO Disabled.

FOURTH CLASS
Perhaps. J. E. Robinson.,,..,.,.... ,..16.11 1 16 01 0 45 35
Alpine, J. C. Blethea..,. .........16.11 1 19 33 0 49 07
Ripple, 0. B Pear 16.00 1 i3 51 0 52 10
Hector, F. M. Crosty 16.08 1 S5 <,0 0 54 41
Fantasy, W. Allerton , .,..,16.11 1 £9 iG 0 59 00
Plash, H. H. Linnell 16.11 Withdrew.
Vitesse, C. D. Mower 15.06 Withdrew.

FIFTH CLASS.
Dorothy Q., Quincy Tucker 12.06 1 42 £6 1 05 03
lourez, J, Perry 14.00 1 40 27 1 05 45
Eva, S. A. Freeman 13.03 Withdrew.
Velma, Theo. Hallett Di? qualified.
The judges were Com Franklin L. Codman. Vic. -Com. Arthur P.

Merrill, Rear-Com. W. Ross Guilford, ex-Co in. Hartford Davenport
and C H. Nute, with John F. Small and Oliver P. Davenport, of the
regatta committee.

Corinthian Y. C—108th Race.
MARBLEHBAD - MASSACHUSB ITS BAV.

Thursday, June 17.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed its 108th race
on June 17 in a moderate S.W. breeze, the times being;

HANDICAP CLASS.
Elapsed. Allowance. Corrected.

Brenda, H. S. Goodwin l 34 00 4 00 1 80 00
Mistral, W. Currier 1 s:8 43 1 00 1 28 13
Vagrant, W. Harvey 1 4i 30 6 00 i 41 .30

Verona, C. B. Tacker 1 33 50 3 00 1 30 50
Rowena, W. H. Rothwell 1 2a 59 1 00 1 21 53
Koorall, R. Bobbins , Dlsaoled.

FIRST CLASS.
Mildred, G. Dexter ...,...,,,,...1 59 20 , .,

Tomboy, W. H. Lothrop..,,.,..... 2 OJ 15 ... '

"
Nettie, W. Burgess , 1 59 25 ... .'

CL'SS C- KNOCKABOUTS.
Mai, E. E. Paine 1 27 4i 1 00 1 26 <2
Dorothy, F. Brewster, ,.1 27 20 . .. 1 27 20
Aspanit, H. A Morss. 1 28 00 , .. 1 28 00

16ft. special CLASS
Blue Jay, G. Poole 1 47 30 , ..
Canary, VV. B. Stearns 152 15 ...
Dove,F. G. Maecomber..,,. 1 40 50 , ..
Oriole, E Webster i 44 50 ... ! .! !!
Winnera: Class A -Rowena first, Mistral second, Brenda ' third

Class C—Mai flrst, Dorothy second. Fitst Class—Nettie first, Mildred
second. Sixteen-fooiers-Dove flraf, Oriole second, Blue Jay Cbird.

Nettie, the Purdon knockabout, went up into the first class
with the old 30ft. cutters Tomboy and Mildred, being but five
seconds astern of the latter, and winning on allowance.
The judges were George w , Mansfield, A, K. Sampson, W.

W. Keith and A, E. Smfth.

Burgress Y. C—Sixth Race.
MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Thursday, June 17-

MASSACHUSETTS Y. R, A RDLES

The Burgess Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed its sixth race Oil

June 17, starting at 2:30 P. M., the wind being S.W., moder-
ate. The times were:

CLASS A
Start. Elapsed. Correc'ed,

Faith W H, Chamberlain 17.04 0 57 04 0 57 0 '

Sassacus. R W. Erickson 18.06 1 00 49 1 00 49
Moconomo J. C Merritt 18.00 1 0! 43 1 02 07
Emma, Asa Lehnfield 1 10 48

CLASS B.

Bubble, W. H. Higgins 1 02 05 1 02 05
Pioneer M. J. Cogswell 1 15 57 1 15 5i
No Name, A Whitmore 1 35 06 .....
Alberta, J. W. Rogers Disqualifl-d.

HANDICAP CL'SS—UNDER SCfT.
Ben my Cree, W. H. Slewatd 0 58 41 0 57 11

Lucille. W. B Jackson 1 01 04 0 59 3t
White Wings, Bezanson Bros.,,,,.. 1 C3 05 1 01 a5
Reola, A Schofleld 1 17 54 1 07 54
Bee, F. G. Macomber 114 8 11188
Sparrow. Dixie 1 19 .50 1 18 ?0
Natoye, A. C TJ-her Disabled.

CLASS C— SPECIAL CLASS—16 FOOTERS.
Oriole, E. Webster 0 3 . .51

Canary, H Parker 0 .33 05
Dove, F G. Maieomber 0 .33 47

CLASS D- SAILING TENDER.
Verana, O. B. Tucker 0 46 34 .....
Chicken, E. D. Qiiiner 0 46 4t .....
The judges vyere: Com. H. S. Goodwin, Robert W. Strout and

Frank Goodwin

Duxbur;^ T. G. Club Race.
DUXBURY, MASS.

Thursday, June 17.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. R A RULES.

The Dnxbury Y C. opened the season with a race on June
17, sailed in a variable breeze, light at thestartfrom the east-
ward, and then shifting to S. W. and blowing quite fresh.
The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. E'apsed Corrected.

Yankee, A. E. Walker 17. '2 2 58 54 8 07 48
Future, W. T Whitman 21.11 2 52 58 2 10 04

THIRD CLASS.
Fanny D.. M. McDowell 17.07 2 46 47
Random, G. P Cushman Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS.
Fedqra, S. C. Winsor 1 38 08 . .. .\
Myra, S. B Cheney 17.07}^ 1 44 38 1 18 58
Nereid, C. C. Olapo , 16.04 1 48 08 1 21 23
Puzzle, M W Scnith 16.04 1 48 46 1 22 01
Dolphin, N. Morton , 16 04% 1 52 ml 1 25 36
Petroleo, J. C. Dawes 15.05 Withdrew.

FIFTH CLASS ,

Maj D , C. H. Drew 15.10 1 44 13 1 16 5?
Apbrcdite. J. Brewster 17.03 1 44 21 1 18 57
Solitaire, B. B Baker 17 03 1 45 33 1 20 16
Natalie. H. -M. Jones 16.11 1 46 38 1 20 33
Tom Je£E, S. S. Richards 16.01}^ 1 54 55 1 27 52
Eunice B WestOH, L Symmes 1 45 57 , ,. ..

Minnetonka IT. C.

LAKE MINNETONKA.

Monday, June 7.

The flrst race of the Minnetonka Y. C. was sailed on June
7, the times being:

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Wizard 3 31 31 5 32 42 1 51 11 1 50 09
Tartar 3 30 25 5 23 20 1 52 55 1 51 09
Breeze 3 31 05 6 S3 21 1 52 16 1 JO 00
Kossack ,,...,..,.8 30 35 5 24 01 1 53 26 1 52 26
MarieH 3 b2 20 5 21 20 1 52 OO 1 50 Or
Charlotte 3 81 25 5 a4 22 1 5i 57 1 51 18;

23ft. cats
Varuna 3 3111 5 12 42 2 21 31 2 21 31
Pinafore,., ..,..3 21 05 5 45 47 2 24 42 2 3^59-

ONB RATERS. i.

Pyxie

3

14 50 5 33 10 2 18 20 2 18 20
Gladrene 3 14 60 5 34 13 2 19 22 2 19 22
Answer ; ,3 14 ."iO 5.39 45 8 24 55 2 24 55
Doris .j,.,..T,..3 14 .50 5 48 40 2 83 50 2 88 50

Wizard protested Breeze for fouling a mark, the protest
being sustained. It was decided upon investigation that the
official timing of Marie II. was wrong by five minutes, the cor-
rect time being 1:55:07 instead of 1:50:07, as in the table.

Hull V. C. Invitation Race.
HULL BOST. N HARBOR
Friday June 18.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. R. A. RULES.

The Hull Y. C. sailed an invitation race for the third and
fourth classes and knockabouts on June 18, the wind being
E. to S.B., light and variable. The times were:

THIRD CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Cleopatra, H, M, Faxon..„. ...19.06 2 28 47 2 01 22
Omene, W. P. Barker. . .19.11 2 s;8 45 2 01 -7
Arab III , W. F. Scott 19.11 2 !t9 17 2 02 19
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlin 19.06 2 30 00 8 02 85
Al Anka, C. H Crane 19.11 2 83 31 2 05 11
Enigma, G, M. Maybury 18.03 2 ?6 21 2 C6 32

FOURTH CLASS.
Alpine, C. J. Blethen , , . . 16.11 2 28 49 1 58 23
Gnome, H B. Faxon 15,03 2 .36 06 2 04 04
Vitesse, C. D. Mower , 15.06 8 87 45 8 05 32
Flea, E A. Boardman.,,.,,.., 16.11 2 37 10 2 06 44
Sphinx, Arthur Keith lb. 11 2 43 25 8 11 59
Fantasy, W, Allerton 16 11 Withdrew.
Hector, F. M. Crosby. , ,16.06 Withdrew.

KNOCKABOUTS.
Gosling, Clark & North 21.00 2 35 54
Hazard, H. M. Sears 21.0:) 2 3 7 03
Sally III., L, S. Percival 21. (JO 2 37 40
Jacobin, f. E. Jacobs... 21.00 2 40 15
Fly, W. O. Gay 21.00 2 41 46 ".

The judges were C. V. Souther, J. J. Souther and Charles A Cooley.
The prizes were $15 to first, $10 to second and $5 to third in each

class

Cohasset T. C. 15ft. Class.
COHASSET, MASS.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. R A. RULES

The Cohasset Y. C. sailed its first championship race for
the 15ft. one-design class on June 17 in a very light S.E.
wind, the yachts drifting part of the time. The times were:

Start 11:50:00. Finish. Elapsed.
Blind, P H. Pratt... 1 04 16 2 14 16
Mermaid. W. R Sears 1 18 07 2 2<J 07
Hoodoo, Gammons & Wheelwright 1 15 30 2 26 30
Delta, R. B, Williams ... 1 28 46 2 ,32 46
Jap, Bouve & Pegram..,., ., 1 23 !3 2 38 53
Honey, C H. Cousetis , Withdrew.
The judges were D. N. Tower, Paul J. Bates and H. B. Tower.

The second championship race was sailed on June 19, in a
reefing breeze from S.W., the times being:

Start 3:30:00. Finish. Elapsed.
Delta, R, B. Williams

5

01 29 1 .33 29
Blink, F. H. Pratt

5

C6 23 1 38 23
Honey, C. H Gousens 5 10 08 1 40 88
Jap, Bouve & Pegram, , , , ,

5

18 86 1 43 36
Hoodoo, 0. W. Gammons

5

12 48 1 42 38
Swallow, J. Richardson ,. 5 13 10 1 48 lo
Mermaid, W. B. Sears.... 5 18 31 1 43 31
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Atlantic T. C.

BAT BIDGE^KEW YOKK HAHBOR.

Tuesday, June 15.

The animal regatta of the Atlantic Y. C. -was mailed on
Tuesday, June 15, over the regular club courses iu New York
Bay and outside the Hook, the larger yachts going past and
around the Scotland, the two schooners also tiirning the
Sandy Hook Lightship. But for the fluky wind, the day
would have been perfect; summer had come at last after a
wet and disagreeable spring that lasted almost to the middle
of June, and Tuesday was clear and warm, with a blue sky
and bright sun, except for a short time in the afternoon,
when a brief squall passed over the Bay. The members and
guests of the club turned out in goodly numbers, the big
steamer Gen. Slocum being well filled. This part of the
fleet, under the care of Messrs. Sanford and Church, fared
very well all day, enjoying a good view of all parts of the
race, with the usual accompaniments of an orchestra and a
good caterer. The regatta committee, Messrs. Lawton, Aus-
ten and McNulty, had the big tug Luckenback, successor to
the old boat so well known a dozen years since in similar
work, especially in the Puritan-Genesta races. As to the
starters, the list was quite as good as is to be expected at
the present time; some of the entries, as usual, did not ap-
pear, but their places were taken by other boats, the total
being twenty-two, as follows:

SCHOONERS—95ft. CI/ASS,
Racicg
Lengtij.

Colonia, O. E.Postley ....•.i--.- ..9^.30

Emerald, J. R. Maxwell ^„,,..i,,.,,.,i\..Ci.,..'<.-MA7
ODTTBES.

Wasp, H. F Lippitt ,,. .5<.97

Syce, F. M. Hoyt ,50.86

GUrTER SLOOPS—43ft. CLASS.
Eidolon, James Weir, Jr , , , 42.61
Norota, D. B. Burnham 41.64

SLOOPS -36pt. class.
Akista. Geo. Hill , ,

34.7'5

Acusbla, H. W. Hanaa... ,34.00

Defiance 34.80
SLOOPS - SPECIAL 30fT. CLASS.

VaquerolII., H. B. Duryea 30.00
Hera, E. N Ellis 30.00
Wa Wa, J. A. tiullman 30.00
Musme, J. A. McDonough SO. 00

CABIN OATS—.30ft. CLASS.
Lizzie V., W. P. Vreeland S9.96
Dorothy. C. F. Larzulere 28.61
Squaw, H. S, Jesvell >, ... ..2T.8S

Volsung.. 28.65
CABIN CATS—S6PT, CLASS.

Qui Vive, J. A Freeth 24.09
Uncas, J S. Neeus i.. 34.41
Ethel, E. H. Bergen ai.71

OPEN SLOOPS—20ft class.
Asthore, P. T. Dodge 30.00
Shark, Colgate Hoyt 20.00

Amorita was entered in the TOft. schooner class to sail

alone, but did not start. The rebuilt Eclipse was entered in
the 60ft. class against Wasp, and the rebuilt lola in the 51ft.

class with Gossoon against Syce. Gossoon was not ready,
being in the Atlantic Basin, where she was refitting for rac-
ing; Eclipse and lola were under way with the fleet, but did
not start, so Wasp and Syce were put together. Eidolon and
Norota are both in the 43ft. class, making a good match, and
the new Akista comes well within the 36ft. class with
Acushla and Defiance, the latter justifying her name by dis-

regarding all rule and custom to the extent of sailing with-
out racing number or flag. Volusia was entered in the class,

but did not appear. The thirties of course were closely
matched, as were the cats and the two 20-footers.

A light S.W. wind in the early morning raised some doubts
that were, unfortunately, more than borne out by the results
of the day; when the yachts gathered about the line outside
the Narrows just before 11 o'clock, there was hardly enough
wind for them to work against the strong tide, half of the
ebb being gone.
The preparatory whistle at 11 o'clock, found Colonia and

Emerald in verv close company near the westerly markboat,
Colonia to windward and inside, and both with barely more
than steerage way. While awaiting their gun at 11:05,

Colonia hailed for room at the mark, and the two came so
closely together that her bowsprit threatened to sweep
Emerald's deck, but was shoved oil by the crew of the lat-

ter. The exact details were not discernible from the steam-
ers, all at the other end of the line, bat Colonia set a red flag
before she crossed the line and filed a written protest after
the race. Emerald led over the line by a distance of a couple
of hundred yards, both on starboard tack. The four cutters
were to start at 11:10, and Syce and Norota, the latter sailed
by Mr. Irving Cox, went over promptly. Wasp and Eidolon,
however, were caught by the tide just outside and below the
line, and for nearly ten minutes they lay motionless beside
the western markboat, unable to get headway. Eidolon
finally crossed the line just before, and Wasp just after the
gun for the 80-footers, at 11:20. As all starts were from the
gun this meant a loss of nearly ten minutes. Meanwhile the
36-footers had gone away at 11:15 in company with the cat-
boats and 20-footers. The thirties made a good start, but
Ethel and Shark were handicapped some six or seven min-
utes.
Once away, with a strong tide setting them to windward,

the yachts made good time down the main channel. The
two cats, Volsung and Dorothy, stood well over toward Nor-
ton's Point, but all of the others stuck closer to the west
bank. There was wind enough, light as it was, to make a
very interesting fight between Emerald «nd Colonia, the two
traveling quite fast; Colonia weathered out on the other,
and at the end of about forty-five minutes from the start
Emerald found herself in a bad place, to leeward of Colonia
and with Flynn's Knoll under her own lee, as the two, on
starboard tack, stood down for the Southwest Spit buoys,
still a mile or two distant. Emerald went about, which
brought her on port tack, with Colonia so close to her that
she was compelled to tack again at once in order to clear;
Colonia stood on and when the two went on port tack at 13:05
shewas well out in a snug weather berth. Wasp was hunting
Syce very hard and made up a half of her handicap in the
beat to the Spit, doing very good work. The fleet was well
split up by this time, the smaller boats sailing various
courses. The last seen of the tail end showed Shark, after a
bad handicap, running away from the 21ft. catboat Ethel in
a wild chase after Asthore; as results showed, she more than
caught her. The times at the Southwest Spit were:

Colonia... 13 2J 45 S.yce..,,,,,,,.^,..,.. IS ;& 15
Emerald ..„ui.,.....v. IS £5 50 Wasp....v....M..». 12 40 30

The order of the thirties was: Musme, Wa Wa, Yaquero
III. and Hera.
With the S.W. wind now very light and flat streaks of

calm showing under the Highland shore, booms were eased
to port and spinnakers set and bi-aced well forward, Colonia
carrying hers on the mainmast, while Emerald's was on the
foremast. Syce handled her spinnaker very quickly on the
turn, a little later setting balloon jibtopsail; the schooners
set their ballooners as well. Nearly half an hour was wasted
on the couple of miles from the Spit to the Bell Buoy off the
Hook, where sheets were hardened and small jiptopsails set
to meet the outside breeze, which proved to be S.S.E., mak-
ing a close reach to the Scotland, in which Colonia gained
more than the times show, as Emerald had picked her up
some on the run to the Bell Buoy. Norota and Eidolon, after
going straight down the Swash, were picked up outside tlie

Hook, the former far in the lead. Neither of the schooners
fetched the mark. Colonia went on port tack at 1:16, fol-

o wed by Emerald at 1:16:30. At 1:18:40 Colonia was anout

again at the mark, passing a minute later.
Scotland were:

The times at the

Syce 1 40 00
Wasp 1 43 00

Colonia , .1 19 40
Norota 1 20 40
Emerald 1 23 15

With a nice breeze abeam and smooth water, the four
miles to the Sandy Hook Lightship were soon covered, the
times being:

Colonia. .1 40 15 Emerald 1 44 00

They ran in with the wind well aft, falling in with Syce
and Wasp as all neared the bell buoy, the two carrying spin-
nakers to port; with a flood tide and light breeze passed in-
side the Hook.
When well inside, at 2:30, the sky clouded and rain fell

heavily for a short time, then the wind jumped around to
N,E. and fairly hammered the boats for a few minutes; jib-
topsails came in quickly; Syce, with topsail sheet started, laid
down and rolled out a lot of green bottom; Wasp also heeled
over, but carried her canvas through it all. Colonia lost the
clew of her large jibtopsail, and the sail slatted until it was
badly torn, and Emerald, some distance astern of the others,
lost one of her headsails. The squall left them all on the
wind on starboard tack for the Spit, where they were timed:

Colonia... , 2 44 00 Wasp 2 44 40
Syce...,., 2 44 00

Emerald was a long distance astern and was not accurately
timed. The wind now fell flat, the rain being over, leaving
the yachts to di-ift. Emerald cai-ried a little breeze with her,
rounded the Spit with a very neat turn, and was up with
the others. For half an hour they drifted with a mere air
from S. W.; at the end of this time Syce set her spinnaker to
port, while Wasp, close aboard of her, was making a little

headway with mainboom on that side. The thirties were
scattered over the Bay; Hera apparently with a long lead,
over by the East Bank.
About 3:50 there came a little wind from S.S.W., driving

them home with spinnakers to starboard. The la.st half hour
was interesting in a way, though the race had long since
ceased to be other than one big fluke. Emerald and Colonia
came up side by side, the former taking the lead below
Swinburn Island. Wasp and Syce were also coming along for
the finish, while Acushla was leading Akista by an eighth of
a mile; at the same time the three following thirties were
gaining very fast on Hera. Near the line Colonia picked up
a bit and ran up on Emerald, but to no purpose, especially
as she had over a minute to pay in time. Emerald crossed
with a clear lead, and Syce led Wasp easily over the line.

The real fun was with the smaller classes. Vaquero
headed a group of four or five boats, including Acushla,
Musme and Hera, which came up very near to the easterly
markboat, while further to the westward and some little

distance astern wereWa Wa and Akista. The leading group
stopped of a sudden as the wind left them in the ebb tide,

Syce, just ahead and over the line, also starting down the
Bay stern first. Wa Wa and Akista, however, were able to
barely stem the tide, and worked up very slowly for the line.

Wa Wa was timed a few seconds ahead of Vaquero, While
Akista finished some minutes ahead of Acushla, the latter
being compelled to anchor. The official times were:

SCHOOBERS—S5£t. OtASS-COUHSE, 33 MILKS.
start 11:05

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected,
Colonia 4 41 55 5 b6 55 5 £6 55
Emerald....; 4 40 55 5 35 55 5 34 48
Emerald wins by *^m. 7 s.

CUTTERS—(iO AND 5lFT. CLASSES- COURSE, 25J^ MILES.
Wasp 4 43 88 5 38 33 5 38 33
Syce 4 44 59 5 89 59 5 35 05

S.yce wins by 3m,. 10s.

dniTERS-43FT. CLASS- COURSE, 31}^ JULES.
start 11 :10.

Eidolon , . .Not timed.
Norota , 4 i/S 00 5 18 00

SLOOPS -36fT. class— COURSB, 21% MILES.
start 11:10.

Akista 5 07 25 5 57 35
Acushla .'......,.,„. 5 13 80 6 03 .30

Defiance 5 16 10 6 06 10
Akista wins by 8m. £0s. from Defiance.

SPECIAL 30- FOOTERS—COURSE 18 MILES.
start 11 :20.

Vaquero III 5 05 45 5 45 45
WaWa 5 05 05 5 45 05
Hera 5 10 45 5 50 45
Musme, Not limed.
Wa Wa wins by 40s.

CATS—85 TO 30ft.
Start 11:15.

Lizzie V 2 50 30
Dorothy , 2 54 00

Volsung 3 51 27
cats—20 TO 25ft.

Qui Vive ....•^.••j.>*«..^..)m>-' 3 H B7
Ethel................................ 3 22 02

SOFT. CLASS.
Start 11:15.

Asthore 3 CO 02
Shark 3 03 87
Asthore wins from Shark by 6m. 25s.

The list of winners shows little or nothing of the real work
of the yachts. On the wind down to the Spit, from the bell
buoy to the Scotland and on out to the turn* Colonia did the
better work; Emerald picked up in the light air inside the
Hook on the way out, and again coming in, the race in from
the point of the Hook being all a fluke. Wasp did excellent
work all day, cutting down half of her big handicap early in
the race. Norota apparently sailed a very good race, though
her only competitor managed to get lost, so that no compari-
son of time is possible. In the Upper Bay after the race
there was a brisk N.W. breeze.

5 16 35

5 57 20
Not meas.
6 06 10

3 35 30 3 35 30
3 S9 00 3 36 51
3 SB 27 3 34 69

3 56 57 3 56 57
4 07 02 3 59 37

3 54 08
3 47 37

Bacins at Hamilton.

The Royal Hamilton Y. C. sailed a race on June 12 for the
27 and 23ft. classes. Kestrel winning in the former and Koko
in the latter. In the skiff class Stella won. The Victoria Y.
C. sailed a race on the same day for the 32ft. and 15ft. classes,

the times being:
3"ft. class.

Start 3:30. Finish. Elapsed."!
Erma........ , 4 42 20 3 12 SO
Nancy,,,,, 4 46 00 2 16 00
Alert 4 47 30 2 17 30
Echo Did not finish.

15pt. class.
Start 3:35.

Sethis 4 03 45 1 28 45
Fleetwiug 4 10 00 1 35 00

East Gloucester T. C. Pennant.
QLOLOESTER, MASS.

TlLursday, June 17.

The East Gloucester Y. C. sailed its first race on June 17
in a fresh southerly breeze, the times being:

' Elapsed. Corrected.
Brownie, Wheeler..., , 1 34 32 1 02 08
Luna, Hildreth .....1 31 50 1 02 38
Hoodoo, Wheeler 1 39 29 1 04 47
Ariel, Gosbee 1 33 34 1 qs 41
Skeedadle, Merchant. 1 30 31 1 06 05
Coot, Brown 1 39 03 1 06 26
Bird, Pinkham ^..,.-,.,,,,.,.1 54 53 1 18. S6
Lucy B., Strople , 1 44 33 1 31 19

Brownie wins the first leg for the pennant offered by
Frederick Pigeon.

Larchmont T. C. Spring Regatta.
LARCHMONT—LONS ISLAND SOTWD,

Saturday, June 19.

The Larchmont Y. C. sailed its usual spring regatta on
June 19 under very favorable conditions, a very good race
resulting. The race was an open one, and thirty-four yachts
took part. Prizes were offered in all the regular classes and
a special prize was offered, in addition to the class prize, for
the larger schooners, Amorita thus going in with Colonia
and Emerald. Several new yachts made their racing debut,
the Cary Smith yawl Sakana, owned by Oliver Adams, the
new Olmstead 20-footer Montauk, the new Huntington 20-

footer Skate, owned by Irving Cox. Queen Mab was ready
to meet Wasp for the first time this season. It was expected
that Vencedor would be ready, but she was not. Course No.
5, the Parsonage Point-Red Sorings 'triangle, 10% miles, was
sailed, two or three rounds according to the class.
The start was set for 11:30 A. M., but there was so little

wind that a delay of an hour was made. When the prepara-
tory whistle blew at 12:30 there was a fresh southerly breeze,
making very smart work at the start, which was from the
gun. Emerald and Amorita started well, but Colonia lost
over a minute. The wind worked to the westward and came
in fresher as the race proceeded, moving the fieet along at a
good speed. This made a reach to the first mark, a beat to
the second, and a reach in. The times of the larger yachts
were:

1st round. 2d round. 3d round.
Emerald 1 27 30 1 r 20 • 1 15 82
Colonia 1 29 51 1 15 28 1 13 46
Amorita

,

1 39 19 Withdrew.
QueenMab

, ............1 35 47 1 30 19 1 27 41
Wasp 1 -34 41 1 3-3 43 1 S3 46

Emerald lost the tack of her balloon main topmast staysail
on the last leg and finished with the sail adrift, beating Co-
lonia by a bare 10 seconds corrected time. Queen Mab saved
her time easily from Wasp. Syce disposed of Uvira without
trouble; the latter is no match in form or construction for
the new fin-keel, and what she gains this year through a
new and larger rig is fully off-set by extra ice box, galley
and furniture below. In connection with the three previous
meetings of Wasp and Syce, it is interesting to note that in
this race, over the same waters at the same time, thoiigh
not in the same class. Wasp beat Syce 6m. 10s., for the two
rounds, and allows her just 4 minutes. Sakana relinquished
all of her chances to pick up a gentleman and lady from the
keel of a capsized catboat off Matinnicock; the new Webber
boat Surprise won very easily in the same class. In the 20ft.

class the honors went to the two Huntington boats, the new
one, Skate, winning easily, with Kenue a good second. The
former 21-footer Minnetonka sailed as a catboat. The oflS-

cial times were:

SCHOONERS—£5Pr. CLASS—REGULAR—3S}4 MILES.
Start. Finish. Elapsed Corrected.

Colonia .....13 35 00 4 34 05 3 59 03 3 59 06
Emerald 13 35 00 4 35 12 4 00 13 3 58 55

SCHOONERS- SPECIAL CLASS—BJM MHiKS.
Colonia. U 35 lO 4 31 05 a 59 05 3 59 05
Emerald 18 33 00 4 35 13 4 00 18 3 58 55
Amorita <,,,....... 12 35 00 Withdrew, second round.

SCHOONERS - 65ft. CLASS—32J4 MILES.
Leslie 12 33 00 Withdrew.

6SFT CLASS—32>4 MILES.
Wasp 13 45 00 5 87 19 4 43 19 4 86 19
QueenMab 18 45 00 5 18 47 4 33 47 4 3 147

CUTTERS—51ft. CLASS -81}^ MILES.
Syce ...12 55 00 4 09 33 3 14 83 3 14 33
Uvira ...... ..13 55 00 4 25 50 3 30 50 3 k7 08
Norota..... ...... ......13 .55 00 4 80 07 3 35 07 3 30 42

SLOOPS AND VAWLS-36FT. CLASS—21}^ MILES,
Acushla...., 1 05 OD 5 07 10 4 OsJ 10
Surprise 1 05 00 4 07 20 3 42 20 ...
Akista 1 05 00 5 02 84 3 57 84
Pawnee .,,i..,l 05 00 5 08 25 8 57 25
Sakana 05 00 Withdrew.
FideUo 1 05 00 5 39 00 4 34 00 .....

SLOOPS— 30PT. CLASS— MILES.
Musme 1 10 10 4 58 01) 3 48 00
VaquerolII ...........1 10 00 4 45 13 3 35 13 ......
Hera.., 1 10 00 4 51 04 3 41 (i4

Wa Wa 1 10 00 4 58 04 3 43 04
,

. . , ..

SLOOPS—25ft. CLASS—lOJ^ MILKS.
Vaquero I ...115 00 3 36 54 8 21 54
Quantuck .,,,1 15 00 Did not finish.

SLOOPS—20ft. class—lOJ^ MILES.
Shark 1 SO 00 3 16 47 1 56 47
Asthore ....,..„..,, , .... 1 20 00 3 34 30 8 04 30
Montauk. ,„i,i..i^i..,.:..l 20 00 Did not finish.

Skate 1 20 00 3 11 47 1 51 47
Keneu 1 20 00 3 12 59 1 52 59

CATBOATS -30ft. class -10}^ MILE.?,

Volsung 1 85 00 8 18 56 1 53 5B 1 53 56

Dorothy 1 85 OO 3 80 53 1 55 52 1 55 17

0ATB0ATS^2SPT. class—lOJrtj MILES.
Edwina,... ,..1 30 00 3 50 29 8 80 29 3 14 2.3

Ondawa 1 30 00 3 60 11 2 20 11 2 13 07
Qui Vive 1 30 00 3 47 03 2 17 03 2, 17 03
Ethel 1 30 00 Did not finish.

20FT. class-lOJ.^ MILES.
Minnetonka.... ...1 35 OO - 4 09 a7 3 34 27
Byna Jane, ........... ..1 85 00 Didnot finish,

The race was managed by Messrs. H. C. Wintringham and
H. W. Coates, of the regatta committee.

Royal St. Iiawrence 7. C.

DORVAL—LAKE ST. LOUIS.

The third of the Ross series races for the 20-footers was
sailed on Saturday, June 12, the start being made at 3:35.

The weather was very uncertain, with heavy squalls from
the westward, making it a difficult matter to canvas the
boats. Just at the start there was a very heavy squall, and
the boats went down and wallowed in it for some time, but
they were all apparently uncapsizable, for, although some of
their lee spreaders were in the water, they all got on their
feet again and went on.
Avoca worked up into a lead in the first fifteen minutes

and began to pull steadily away from the fleet. The first

round was completed as follows:

Avoca. .,...,r..^..,t,< ^ 19 20
Glenowen. ..i. 4 88 20
Ro^ue 4 S3 06

Islander
Maida
Millie

.,«444*»»..4 23 30
....4 24 00

4 38 85

During the second round there was no change in the posi-
tion of the boats, but Avoca continued to increase her lead,
and it was completed as follows:

Avoca ..5 01 40

Glenowen., 5 06 20

Rogue. .....7.„u,4.,., 5 05 25

Islander , ..5 09 S3
Maida...,,....,..,.......,,.. 5 17 95
MilUe.. ,,,„.. .5 87 10

On the third round Rogue and Islander passed Glenowen
and the result was as follows:

Avoca

.

Points.
..5 43 20 24

19
16
19
12
9

The second club race for the 15-footers was sailed over the
same course, only two rounds being sailed, and the result
was as follows:

Start. IstEound.
Viva „ ..4.,... 3 45 CO 4 88 25
Titania.. 8 43 00 4 41 25
Anita 3 45 00 59 35

2d Round.
5 25 25
5 25 35
5 39 55
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Andria.

The European edition of the New York Herald publishes
the following account of the new steam yacht Andria :

The steam yacht Andria, which the Ailsa Shipbuilding
Company, of Troon, recently built from G. L. Watson's de-

signs to the order of John E. Brooks, of New York and Lon-
don, has just completed her official trials on the Firth of
Clyde, and these proved of a highly satisfactory nature.
The Andria is 161ffc, on the load waterline, 33ft. 6in. beam

and 14ft. Sin. moulded depth, and with all her ballast and
other appurtenances, with tanks full and bunker coal on
board, has a displacement of about iSQ tons. According to
her specifications she was to maintain a speed of fourteen
and a half knots on the double run from the Cloch to Cum-
brae lighthouses.
The Andria is perhaps the most complete little steamer

Mr, Watson has yet designed, and certainly in appearance
she is more captivating to the eye than many of the recent
steam yachts the Glasgow designer has given out.

The space area under the deck has been largely drawn on
for her machinery and fuel accommodation, but, notwith-
standing, the remaining footage has been very judiciously
apportioned and deck house accommodation has been largely
wrought on for saloon and cabins. The fittings of the boat,
although not elaborate and over grand, are tasteful and
light, while every comfort and convenience one could ask for
is in evidence in the internal detail of the ship. Ventilation
and light are two of the leading features of her inner min-
utisB, and these have been secured at theexpenseof the latest
ventilating afjpliances and the most thorough and complete
electric light installations.
The steam steering gear, binnacles, windlass, capstan, tele-

graphs, search light and guns are all of the most approved
and up-to-date fashion, while the general arrangement and
get-up of her boats and deck fixings and fixtures are such as
to give her deck plan a pleasing and finished look. On her
several runs between the lights she had Mr. Brooks and
party, Mr. G L. Watson and representatives of the builders
on board. On the distance, which is ten knots, the vessel
well maintained her speed, and as the mean between the
down and return run, she attained the goodly speed of 14.66

knots.

The Jubilee Cup.

The following yachts have entered for the Jubilee cup race
from Dover to Heligoland:
Schooners—Ariadne, 380 tons, the Hon. Mrs. Meynell In-

gram; Amphitrite, 161 tons. Sir Frederick Wills; Asterope,
161 tons, Mr. Albert Wood ;

Cetonia, 203 tons. Lord Iveagh,
K. P.; Reindeer, 106 tons, Mr. S. P. Mumford; Day Dream, 59
tons, Mr. Allan F. Penraven.
Yawls—Edwina, 55 tons, Mr. A. C. Bailey; Cygnet, 57 tons,

Mr. E. M. Nelson; Speranza, 101 tons, Mr. E. S. Revett;
Corisande, 160 tons. Lord Cowley; Freda, 120 tons, Mr,
Wyndham Cook; Julianar, 120 tons. Sir George A. Pilking-
ton; Lady Ruth, 47 tons, Mr. H. W. Trollope; Merry
Thought, 73 tons, Mr. Cecil Quentin; Anemore, 96 tons, Mr.
J. H. Haggas.
Ketches—Goddess, 176 tons, Mr. F. W. L. Papham; Car-

riad, 129 tons. Lord Dunraven.
Cutters—Caress, 67 tons, Mr. H. T. Van Laun; Creole, 54

tons, Lieut.-Col. VilUers Bagot; Sibyl, 45 tons, Mrs. E. H.
Middleton; Gwynfa, 57 tons, Mr. T. Hewitt Myring.
The race will start from Dover on June 23.

Corinthian Y. of Philadelphiai
ESSINGTON—DEliAWARE RIVKR.

Saturday, June 19.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Philadelphia, sailed a special race
on June 19, the times being:
S'art3:07: Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Lenni Lenape.,,,.,,^.,,... 4 57 30 1 50 30 1 50 16
Flirt 5 01 20 1 P4 20 1 52 43
Dawn 5 00 34 1 53 84 1 33 34

Marine and Field Club Special Race.
BATH BffACH—NEW YORK. BAY.

fiaturday, June 19.

The Marine and Field Club, of Bath Beach, sailed a special
race on June 19 in a light and variable wind, the times being:

Start, 12:05: Finish Elapsed Corrected.
Penguin 8 21 30 3 16 30 2 12 38
Gossoon 8 S3 45 2 18 45 2 Vi 55
Saona

,

2 33 00 2 27 00 8 14 16
Swrinannoa 2 19 30 2 14 SO 8 14 30
Aglaia ; 2 45 00 2 40 00 8 13 25

YACHTING NEWS NOTES
A new yacht club has been organized on Geneve Lake by

residents of Chicago who summer at the lake, the name
being the West End Y. C. The officers are: Com., Edwin
Norton; Vice-Com., Henry Ayer; See'y, Percy Eckhart;
Treas., Arthur Norton; Regatta Committee: H. L. T. Night-
ingale, Charles Ayars and A. E. Wells; Measurement Com-
mittee: Byron Bryden, William Hodgkins and Charles
Sweet. Some form of length and sail area rule will be
adopted and sandbags will be prohibited. Races will be held
every Saturday.

Eleanor, steam yacht, under charter to Oliver H. Payne,
sailed from New York on June 19 with Mr. Payne and a
party on board for a long cruise in European waters. Capt.
Scott is in command.
Yampa, schr., R. S. Palmer, arrived at Southampton on

June 8, making the passage from New London to the Lizard
in 15 days 15 hours. She made two runs of 314 and 311 miles.
Mr. Palmer has joined her by steamer.

Valiant, steam yacht, W. K. Vanderbilt, sailed from New
York on June 15 for a cruise in European waters.

Lufra, yawl, Sir Cecil Miles, from New York for Cowes,
was spoken on June 17 by the Cunarder Umbria, in lat.
41' 55', long. 53' 54'.

Ituna, steam yacht, A. V. Armour, arrived at Campbell-
town, N. B., on June 6, having left Halifax on June 4.

The race of the Royal Canadian Y. C, for the Murray cup,
on Jime 12, resulted as follows:

Elaijsed Corrected.
Aggie ,1 44 50 1 44 50
Vfvia 1 57 10 1 53 37

The Indian Harbor Y. C. will hold a special race on June
29 for yachts of any organized yacht club in the following
classes.* Yawls, 51ft. and under; special 30ft. class, 30ft.

cabin cat class, 25ft. cabin cat class, 25ft. class open sloops,
20ft. class. Entries should be made to the chairman of the
regatta committee, F. S. Doremus, 20 Nassau street, by
Friday, June 35. The race will be under Y. R. U. rules.

The annual regatta of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.
will be sailed on June 26, off Oyster Bay. The race will be
under Y. R. U. rules, and prizes will be given in all the
regular classes. A number of special prizes are offered, the
Leland cup will be raced for by the 20ft. class, as will the
Center cup, and Com. Rouse has offered three prizes, for
schooners, for cutters over 70ft. r. 1., and for cutters over
36ft. and not over 70ft., under the formula devised by Mr.
Irving Cos. Entries must be made in writing to Chas. A.
Sherman, 677 Leonard street. New York, up to noon on
June 24, the racing programme may be obtained at the same
address

Raccoon, sloop, the Herreshoff 30-footer, has been pur-
chased by.N. D. Lavyfcon, of the AtiantlQ Y, C,

Veda, sloop, the latest of the 30-footers, has just been com-
pleted by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. for Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr.

On June 1 a yacht club was organized at Barrie, Ont , the
name being the Barrie Yacht Club. The officers a,re: Com.,
Capt. Whish, R. N,; Vice-Corn,. Mr. J. Carley; Sec'y, Dc. T.

W. Addison; Treas., Dr. R. Raikes; Referees, Messrs. S.

Lount and W. A. Boys; Official Timekeepers. Messrs, D.
Powell and R. A. Douglas; Official Measurers, Mr. P. F.

Ewan and Dr. T. W. Addison; Executive Committee, Messrs.
J. W. Stone, W. Webb and H. A. Sissons; Official Starter,

Mr. N. Grose.

The trustees of the Sea Cliff Y. C. have decided to substi-

tute for the annual regatta .scheduled for July 2 a snecial

club race open to all yachts enrolled in the club. Prizes
will be given in all classes where two or more boats com-
pete. Le Grand L. Clark, chairman of the regatta commit-
tee, will receive entries.

EUide, steam yacht, E. B. Warren, made another fast run
on June 19, covering a mile on the Hudson River in Im.
373<s. Her formal trial will take place this week.

The Royal St.'Lawrence Y, C. proposes to take special

steps to prevent the crowding of the course by excursion and
other boats on the occasion of the international races in

August for the Seawanhaka cnp. A very large attendance
of spectators is promised, as all of Canada is interested in

the defense of the cup.

The steamer Bay Queen has been chartered by the River-
side Y. C. to carry members and guests on the occasion of
the annual regatta, July 7, She will leave East Thirty-first

street at 8:30 A. M., sharp, reaching Riverside at 11 A. M.
and calling at the club house, returning to New York after
the regatta.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1896-97.
Commodore, John N. MacKendrlck, Qalt, Canada,
Sec'y-T^eas , John E. Blake. Qalt, Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

PURSERS.

Atlantic Division, H. W. Fleischman, 1611 N. 21st St., Piilla , Pa.
Central Division, Laurence C. Woodworth, Qouverneur, N. Y.
Eastern Division, F. J. Barrage, West Newton, Mass.
Northern Division, Francis H. Macnee, Kingston, Canada.
Annual dues, ?1 ; initiation fee, 81.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION, 1895-96.
Commodore, C. F. Pennewell, Detroit, Micb.
Vice-Commodore. Nat. H. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Bear-Commodore. E. H. Holmes, Milwaukee, Wis.
Sec'y-Treas., W. D. Stearns, Detroit, Mich.
EJxecutive Committee: R. M. Lamp, Madison, Wis,; 0. J. Steadman,

Cincinnati, O. ; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee, Win.

The W. C. A. Meets at Delavan.
The committee of the W. C. A. has set as the time and place

of the summer meet, Aug. 7-17, at Delavan Lake, Wisconsin.
This is only one of the many regular summer-resort lakes of
lower Wisconsin, and in the humble opinion of the writer,
no better than Madison or any of many similar places, and
not a place for a genuine canoe meet. It is the judgment of
the body, however, that this is the place to go, so it is to
be hoped that the boys will all fall in line. So far as the
lake itself and its camping facilities are concerned, it will do
very nicely—as nicely as any dooryard lake can—and there is

no reason to suppose that a good, lazy loafing time will not
be had. The meet will be rather Western this time, it is

thought, and especially will it be much a Wi«consin affair

if present signs be accurate in their predictions. The Mil-
waukee boys are going to turn out in great force, and there
will be enough from that city alone to assure a good
naeet and a jolly good time. There will be plenty of sail-

ing and fishing a.nd good bathing, though no cruising. The
Milwaukee contingent will go in unique style and will pre-
sent an imposing summer attraction on Delavan. Skipper
Holmes will sport lavender-colored sail«, skipper Merrill will
have sky-blue ones, and others will follow with a variety of
color schemes in theiir rigging. There seems a determined
effort among the canoeists of this section to make the meet
a success. The attendance is sure to be larger than it was
at Mullet Lake last year, and nothing but obstinacy can
prevent anybody who attends from having a jolly good time.
The only reservation about it is that there are so many
localities like Charlevoix or other southern Michigan points
which appear to offer advantages so much superior to those
of any inland Wisconsin water. The majority goes, how-
ever, so it ought to be made unanimous, and that very
heartily. E. Hough.

1806 BOYCE BDn,DiNG, Chicago.

At C. A. Camp Grindstone.

On the invitation of Vice-Com. Burns and Purser Macnee,
of Kingston, Com. MacKendrlck, together with several
members of the Kingston Canoe and Yacht Club, had a most
enjoyable sail on the tidy little yacht Hustler from Kingston
to Grindstone.
A night was spent at Clayton, where Cant. Wilson, of the

Pastime, was seen and final arrangements made for the trans-
portation from Clayton to camp. Early the next morning a
fair breeze took the party over to the camp dock.

It is the general opinion that the islands never looked pret-
tier than they do this year, on account of the great amount
of rain. Flowers are abundant on the camp grounds
A luxuriant growth of rye surrounds the mess tent. The

Commodore assures the temperance man of the party that it

will disappear before the camp opens.
The water is Sin. higher than at the same time last year.
But little damage has been done by the winter winds.
A few tent floors have been destroyed and several trees up-

rooted.
A call was made on Mr. Delaney. He has a good stock of

ice laid away and reports his spring chickens growing fast.
Arrangements were made with him by which a good path

will be made between Squaw Point and the mess tent.
Everything points to a most successful meet. Large dele-

gations from Rochester, Buffalo, Kingston and Toronto
have already bespoken camp sites from Chairman H. Cj
Morse, of Peoria, 111.

Tandem Canoeing.
R. B. BuRCHAEDand Edith Russell Church will be married

at Little Gompton, R. I., by the Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of
Washington, D. C. , on Saturday, June 26.

Mr. Burchard is yachting editor of Outing magazine, and
was at one time editor of the A.merican Canoeist m connec-
tion with Col. Chas. Ledyard Norton. He was vice-commo-
dore of the New York C. C. for several terms while C. Kirk
Munroe was commodore, and he succeeded Munroe when he
retired from office. .

"

Miss Church is the daughter of the "late John Church, of
Cincinnati, O. She went through school in Boston and has
spent several years in study and travel in Europe.
The main-.sheet crew of Mr. Burchard's cutter Nita, con-

sisting of Messrs._Prentice Shethar, Heury A. Rush and

George Valliant, tendered their captain a farewell dinner at
the LTnion League Club on June 18, and Mr. Burchard's
associates in the Nu chapter of the Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, all of whom are married, welcomed him as a
Benedict with fitting festivities on the 26fch inst.

Mr. Burchard has won an enviable reputation as a cruis-

ing canoeist of the original tvoe. He has made the cruise of

the St. Lawrence River from Clayton to Quebec, being one
of the few white canoeists who have run all the rapids. He
has also crui'^ed on the Atlantic Coast from New York to
the Bay of Fundy in a canoe-yawl, with S. R. Stoddard, the
photographer.

A. C. A. Membership.
Applications for membership may be made to the purser

of the division in which the applicant resides on blanks fur-
nished by purser, the applicant becoming amember provided
no objection be made within fourteen days after his name
has been officially published in the Forest and Stream,

central division.

Name. Residence. Club.

H. W. Breitenstetn Pittsburg, Pa -.

Louis P. Npwton Rochester, N. Y Rochester.
George B. Draper Rochester, N. Y. Rochester,
H. Clifford Shaw Rochester, N Y Rochester.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for almost a quarter century.

0lf you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the followinsr:

FIXTURES.
June 23-25.—On. City, Pa.—Seventh annual tournament of the

Pennsylvania Statp Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of
the Oil City G-uti" Club. Targ-ets and live birds. Black powder
barred. Special event: 35 live birds per man. $35, $1,000 guaranteed.
Send entries to H C. Reeser, SecV, Oil City, Pa.
June 30.—BBiDGBroBT, Conn.—Third tournament oC the Connecticu

Trap-Shooters' Association, under the auspices of the Bridgeport
Gun Club.
July 1.— Shbrbrookk, Quebec.—Sherbrooke's grand annual. Inan-

imates. Open to all amateurs. 0. H. Fo.<!s, Sec'y, Sherbrooke, P. Q.
.July 5.—Ottumwa, la.—AU-day shoot of the Ottumwa Gun Olub.

Open to all.

.July 5.—Buffalo, N. Y.—All-day invitation target Shoot of the
Bison GuQ CUib 0. H. Werlin, Sec'y, 1684 Broadway, Buffalo,

.July 5,—liiKCOLN, Neb —All day shoot of the Capital City Gun
Club. Tarsr«ts und live birds. R M Welch, Sec'y.
July 5.—HoBB Sound, Fla —Tom-nament of the Gilbert's Bar Gun

Clnb.
July 5.— HAVEBHn.1., Mass —Tournament of the Haverhill Gun Club

.

July 7-8.

—

Indianapolis, Ind.—Tournampnt of the Trap-Shooters'
League of Indiana, uoder the auspices of the Limited Gun Club.
Royal Robinson, Sec'y.
July 8 —OBANaE, Mass.—Tournament of the Orange Gun Club. W.

L. Mann, Sec'y.
July 14-15.- New Haven, Conn.-Tournament of the Interstate As-

ociatioD. trader the auspices of the New Haven Gun Club. Wm. H.
Hazel, Sec'y.
July ?0-8-J.—Pine Blupf, Ark.— Seventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's As'?ociation. Added money announced
later. Paul B. Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock, Ark.
July 20-21— Clear Lake, Ta.— First annual Indian Wcif shoot.

Three days targets ; one day live birds. $500 added . For programmes
and particulars write to C M. Grimm, Clear Lake, la.
July 21-23 —Crawfobdsville, Ind.—Tournament of the Trap-Shoot-

ers' Leasue of ludiana, u"der the auspices of the Crawfordsville
Gun Club. Ch<?s. E Lacey, Seo'j'-.

July 22.—Meadville, Pa.—Fourth tournament of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio Border Gun Leaerue. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
July (last wpek).—Mitchell, S. D.—Tournamentof theW. J. Healey

Hardware Company.
Aug. 4-5.

—

Lewiston, Me.—^Tournament of the Interstate Associa-
tion, under the auspices of the Androscoggin Gun Club.
Ang. 4-5.—Indiaka Mineral Springs, Ind.—Indiana Mineral Springs

tournament Ben O Bush, Blanager.
Aug 17-19.—Toronto, Canada.-Tournamentof theR. A. McCready

Co., Ltd. Targets. $1,000 guaranteed. Open to all. Write for pro-
grammes.
Aug. 18-19.—Warsaw, Ind,—Tournament of the Lake City Gun

Club. W. A. Wineberer, Sec'y.
Aug. 191—Warren. O.—Fifth tournament of the Pennsylvania and

Ohio Border Gun Lesgue. Geo. H. Jones, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-26.— MoNTPELiER, Vt.—Tournament of the Interstate Asso-

ciation, under the auspices of the Montpelier Gun Club.
Sept 6.—Meriden, Conn.—Third annual Labor Day tournament of

the Parker Gun <!liib.

Sept 14-16— Kansas City, Mo —Tournament of the Schmelzer
Arms Co. Merchandise ard amateurs

Sept. ) 5-16.—Portsmouth, N. H.—Tournament of the Interstate
Association, under the au^ipices of the Portsmouth Gun Club.
Sept. 28- '9.—Indianapolis. lad.—Tournamentof *he Trap-Shooters'

League of Indibna, under the auspices of the Limited Gun Club.
Royal Robinson, Sec'y.

Oct. 6-8.

—

Newburgh, N. Y.—Annual fall tournament of the West
Newburgh Gun ard Rifle Association. First two days, targets; third
day, live birds. $50 average money to three high guns in all pro-
gramme target events. Open to all.

Oct. l.S-14.—Gbebnsburg, Ind.—Shooting tournamentof the Greens-
burg Gun Club. Web. WoodflU, Sec'y.

Pennsylvania Tournament.
Oil City, Pa , June 2t.Special to Forest and Stream: - The pros-

pects for a successful State shoot are very flittering. The boys are
comine in good numbers, every train being repoB'fible for three or
more shooters from different pans of the S'ate. The candidates for
the open events are decidedly warm in quality. McMurchy, Heikes,
Trimble, Grimm, Budd, Powers, Fulford, Gilbert, Glover, ' Fanning.
Van Dyke, Dickey, Redwing, Brewer, Cour eney, and others are
among the number who have entered, for the opening events of the
first day.
This afternoon there was some prelimmary practice, eight events

lieing decided, four of them at 15 targets and four at iO targets.
The shooting was extretnely difficult on account of the hard back-
ground, which is a well-wooried hili, against which it is almost impos-
sible to see the .targets In addition to this the targets were thrown
from the magautrap a distance of fully 60yds Gilbert and Fulford
were the only ones to score 30 straight, and both these straights
were in the same eveut. One 15 straight was made during
the afternoon. Dickey being the fortunate man. From this it
will be seen that the game was a hard one. The Oil City Gun Olub
has gotten everything m good shape, and -it only needs fine weather
(and that seems a cprtainty) to make the State shoot of 1897 a successm every way The accommodations are firs'-class, and Manager
Shaner says ihat he will have no trouble in running off the pro-
gramme each day in good time. The entries for the big 25 bird event,
§1,000 guaranteed, wiU clo.?e to night, and the number of entries to
date is stated to be something in the neighborhood of forty. A few
more entries are certain to drop in, and it is likely that the full num-
ber of shooters in this event will reach the fifty mark.

' Edward Banks.

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
Utica, N Y., June 15.—Below you will find the scores made in the

regular weekly club shoot of the Oneida Coimty Sportsmen's Associ-
ation. The shoot is at 15 singles, expert rules, and 5 pairs Scores:
H L Gates (0) lIllllllllllUl 11 11 11 10 11 —24
J W Fulford (1) 111111111111111 10 11 U 11 01—23+1-24
ORMizner (4). ............ ....111111011110101 11 11 01 01 01-194-4—23
Judson (1) lllllOnilOllll 11 11 01 11 11—224-1-23
E D Fulford (0) 111111111111111 10 10 01 It 11 —23
Faircbild {2) lllllinillOlOl 11 11 01 11 03-20-1-2-22
Cummings (4),,... .111000111110111 01 01 10 11 01—17-H-21
Cooper (8)... OOlOlOOlOniOll 10 11 10 Or 11—15-1-6-21
Bruner (4) ,.111101101000111 10 CO 10 11 01—164-4—19
Declc(l)... .011001101101011 01 10 01 10 11—15-1-1—16

C. E,. MjNZEE, Sec'y.
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The Chamberlln Touraament.
Cleveland. O, June id.—Editor Forest and Stream: The fourth

annual blaerock lournanient eiveD_ by tbe Ohambfrlin Cartridge &
Target Co.,etded jes.erday ia a mo&t flattering and sa'.isfactory

tnanner
The tournamerit was held on the grounds cf the Clevelacd Gun

Club, nn organizatioti having a metDberstiip of about 100 prominett
spor'smen. The grounds are easi'y reached by electric cars; aft« r

slightins at Kershaw avenue one walks abou'. two squares to the foot
of the street where a long Ptfep oairof stfp< lead to the club grounds
proper, situated on a hi?h plaii au and being In extent some tweniy
acres. A 6ft. cinder path leads due sou' h from the steps to one of
the largest, handsojnest and best finished club houses in th's country.
It is of three stories, painted aricb warm ye Ilowand finished tbroiigh-
outin hard wood, with an abundance of closet", gun racks, chairs
and other necessary qualities. Large porches extend from one end
to the other on both the first and second floors. ^

The upper story is occupied by William Cottshottand family, hav-
ing charge of the property and being constantly oh hand, so that
members or their friends can have a day's sport at any time.
Running north and south some little distance frotn the club house

stands a long structure or shed in the shape of a crescent, covered
wirh a corrug-ited iron roof which completely protects shooters from
incleinent weather. In the center of each end small rooms have been
built for the use of trap-puller, scorer, etc. In fact, all arrangements
are complete. ;Two magautraps were in constant use during the shoot
and gave perfect saiisfac:ion, very few targets breaking in the traps;
and never at any time was the shoot delayed by reason of breakdowns,
or from any other cause. A description of ihe surroundings i^ abso-
lutely necessary, as it is the only thing which tends to mar the other-
wise perfect location. Shooters face almost due east and mu«t con
tend with a background composed of heavy trees of various sizes and
shapes, above which issue dense volumes of inky black smoke from
the immense plant of the Cleveland KoUing Mill Co., a concern em-
ploying in the neighborhood of 8,000 tpen.
Paul North was tireless in his efforts tfl make everything pleasant

for the visitors and at the same time preventany unnecessary delays
How well he succeeded can best; be attested by the face that after the
first gun was fired in the morning there was not a break until all

events were flnisiied. As soon as one squad wotild finish shooting
the next one would take their places, and thus it continued for the
three days Another pleasant feature was the complete absence of
any kifking over decisions, scores or anything else.

J. E Brocklesby, compiler of scores, had a private oflBee on the
second floor of the club house, and his work was executed in such a
neat and systematic manner that every one made favorable com-
ments, Messrs. J. H. Webster and James Mitchell had charge of the
cashier's office, both gentlemen being exceedingly courteous, dis-

charging their duties perfectly, and making many friends William
fotlshott refereed at the No. 1 trap, bis decisions being so equitable
that no objections were heard during the three oays. E.J Bissett,

siJperintendent of the Chamberlin cartiidge factory, acted as puller.

JS'o 2 trap was most excellently managed by popular Charles North,
referee, md Al Barton, superintendent of the Chamberlin target
factory, acting as puller A W. Jenkins, the inventor of the maeau-
trap, was constantly on hand in case his services should be rfqiiired,

which was very seldom, consequem ly his hands were not even soiled
daring the entire shoot The traps worbed perfectly, so that his
smile of triumph is justifiable. So much for the general description
of location, appointments, eic.

Among the visitors from out of town were noticed the following
formidable iLst: C. Grimm, 0. Budd, F. Gilbert, H. FMcJiurchy (Hunter
Arms Co.); R. L Trimbl(» (Du Pont and ^Hazard Powder Cos.); J. L.
Winston (Austin Powder Co ); J, S. Fanning (Gold Dust Powder Co 's

interests); Wm. Crosry (Baker Gun Co.); Col. A. G. Courtney (Rem-
ington Arms Oo.): R. O. Heikes and Ferd Van Dyke (Winchester
Arms Co.); E. O. Bowers and L Qorham, of Sist^tsville, W. Va.; C.
H. Foxie, Buffalo, N Y.;L Burton, Norwalk, O ; Sim Glover, Roch-
ester, N Y ; Jas (iowan. Manayune, Pa ; P. H fctiegrist, E. C Burk-
hart and L. Northrup, of Buffalo, N Y ; P A Gillespie and
F. N Robinson, of Findlay, O ; J A. Flick, Ravenna. O ; C.
A Young, Springfield, O ; Leroy Woodward, Campbell. Mass ;

fl. G. Wheeler, Marlboro. Mass.; F D. Albire, Woodlyn, O ; Wm.
Spangler, Columbus, O : S Bacon, Mirmisburg, O ; E G
Trimble, Covington, Ky ; E, D Rike and Saott McDonald, Day-
ton, 0.;8 Corbettana Jack ParKer (King Powder Co ), Detroit, Mich.;W F De Wolf, Chicago; C Lane, North Parma, N Y.;J L Head,
Peru, Ind.; C W Thomas. Ligansport, Ind : J B Easton and R Val-
entine. Monroeviile, O : F G Wheeler, tiufCalo, N. Y ; G. A Spross,
Toledo, O ; A. Gain bell, Aurora, Ind : A. Forrester, Buffalo, N Y

;

E D Fulford. Utica, N.Y.; J. G. Lindziy. Dunellen.N, J :M M,
Mayhew, .\larcy, N Y.; H Waters, Baltimore, Md ; F H Snaw. Brook-
lyn, O ; Chan. Power, Peoria. Ill ; S. H Welsh, Wellsville, O ; C E.
Worthen, Barberton : O ; F. Lamkin and W. L Gardiner, Norwalk, O ;

W. K Park, Philadelphia: A. C. Heinold, Buffalo, N Y,; J Renick,
Detroit. Mich ; L. D. Fleming, Pittsburg, Pa ; L W Bennett, Buffalo,
N .Y.; M R. Hayne, Akron, O ; Wm. Thompson, Jackson, Mich ; J.

Cable,.Wellsville, Sam Hes.s and B Nick, Shelby, O.: W. J Bascom,
Norwalk, O.: W. G. Lyman, Kent, O.; W. S Richaidson, Indianapolis,
Ind.; F M Robinson, Findlay, O., and L. E. Myers, Canton. O
A general summary of the ammunition and guns used: Du Pont

•it, E C. 18. King's 11, Hazard 9, Gold Dust 6, Schultz 6, Oriental 2,

W. A. 8, Austin 1.

Shells: Leader 36, Repeater 4. Smokeless £6. Trap 3, Nitro 3, Peters 9.

Guns: Smith 31, Parker 80, W inchester 11, LefeverS, Remington 3,

Greener 3, Francotte 2, Baker 1, Wesley Richards I, Weston 1, Prech-
tei 1.

First Day. June J 6;

The first day opened dark and sultry, threatening rain; but toward
noon a s.rong lake breeze sprung up, and the atmosphere cleared, so
that the afternoon was delightful. Hundreds of visitors were present,
among them many ladies, who keenly enjoyed the sport. Seventy-
three men participated in the first event, and the list of entries aver-
aged that number during the day. Eighteen men were classifipd as
experts, or manufacturers' representatives, who had to pay gl per
day extra for the privilege of shooting, viz.: Thursby, Gilbert,
Wneeler, McMurchy, Crosby, Heikes. Fulford, Glover, Fanning,
Grimm, Budd, R. Trimble, Wicstcn, Van Dyke, Rike, Courtney, Parker
and Parks.
Thursby was high on average with Vict ou • of 140. Followed by Gil-

bert with ya, Whetler with 131, McMurcny 13U, and Crosby 189.

FoUowi g are the scores; Asteri-ks back of name designating those
who paid $4 extra each day. All targets used through the tourna-
ment were bluerocks.

Events: 1 » 3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 15 10 15 20 SO 25 15 15 Broke, Av.

,. a 14 10 39 J6 2a 10 18 112 80
13 13 11 14 13 )9 13 12 107 76.4
14 13 18 18 16 18 13 14 118 84.2
14 14 1& 19 19 -.il 18 13 li7 9J.7

,, 14 IS 13 15 15 21 13 14 117 83.5
18 13 14 16 Hi 10 11 109 77.8

Guess,, .. liJ 18 18 17 16 ii2 11 18 118 80
Burkbart ....i...,. .. u 10 la 17 13 1(5 13 9 102 78.8

11 11 18 15 20 K 11 111 7.^.8

13 12 16 16 19 Is 13 110 ;8.5
15 14 IW 16 81 16 13 1^5 89.8
13 13 17 18 22 11 14 11!) 85

U 13 15 15 18 18 13 11 113 80.7
11 U 13 15 19 81 13 13 1.0 85.7

,

1'- 13 12 13 17 18 18 11 IDS 77.1
U 14 iO ZO 83 14 16 li9 92.1
14 11 19 19 19 14 13 IvU to,

7

L^ro.v . 1 ,,,..««..« 4-. f ....... 1,.. y^i 5 14 15 17 li 13 023 87.1
,
13 13 11 17 15 22 14 18 113 84.8
lt> 13 14 80 19 8a 15 13 131

8 9 11 11 30 14 13 93 66,4
14 9 17 16 18 10 11 109 77.8
13 13 19 18 20 13 13 119 85

Shorty ....,,^.....1...14 12 13 15 18 20 13 13 118 84.8
E Tiimble.... •>

•

... 14 14 14 18 13 i; 11 14 115 82,1
11 18 17 18 20 13 14 117 83.5
11 10 la 4 18 7 Id 15 53,5
9 9 11 14 19 8 8 55 lO.7

,.,15 18 14 18 19 18 11 14 188 87,1
18 12 19 14 28 9 9 108 77.1
14 15 16 14 18 12 12 116 88.8
18 la 18 17 21 13 14 12 87.1
14 10 17 15 19. 7 14 109 77.8
11 10 17 5 21 11 14 101 72.1

, ,
yi 13 11 16 18 22 14 18 118 84.2
14 18 14 15 17 23 15 U lal 86,4
12 18 12 16 18 28 11 12 115 62.1
14 15 14 18 17 21 10 11 120 85 7
J3 14 14 18 18 SO 13 13 123 8, .8

10 9 15 18 18 10 11 96 68.5
15 15 19 17 31- 13 13 127 90.7

13 14 13 17 18 82 14 t3 124 88,5
14 14 13 19 15 84 14 14 127 90.7

13 11 18 It 38 14 11 108 77.1
15 15 18 16 2i 15 13 189 92.1
11 14 17 18 19 10 13 IjB 8J,8
15 11 18 18 15 13 12 116 82,1
19 ;? 19 17 34 12 li m 85.7

14 18 14 19 19 23 18 13 197 91.7

Snow tiittikiii • IS 14 14 18 19 15 12 114 81,4
13 15 10 18 20 21 13 14 183 87.8
14 13 14 IS 17 28 13 12 1!3 87.8
14 15 5 18 9 3 !4 4 '8! 9».S
15 15 15 •9 18 •« 13 13 130 92.8
15 15 13 19 20 24 14 15 133 9*5.4

13 9 12 10 7 51 68
Wci h n • 11 18 14 18 20 5 14 12 101 8 .8

Frarx .. 14 18 13 13 15 13 10 18 102 7;.

8

4 in 9 6 14 •8 12 18 91 67.1
1 .' la 18 •c6 FO
10 7 10 14 14 K 12 l:^ 95 67.8

Bennett 11 11 11 17 17 19 10 10 106 75 7
14 12 13 16 16 21 15 14 121 86.4
13 1 13 86.6
11 10 J5 8 10 13 9 11 77 55.8
9 9 7 • • • • • .

.

26 55 5
18 9 8 15 16 18 14 18 104 74,2
9 9 60

June . . . , , , .-ir. t.«44«.t 12 9 9 15 10 55 68 7
12 13 11 13 IR 28 14 14 115 88.1

Bacon ..>>.. 14 11 10 IS 18 21 U 9 112 80
11 11 11 17 18 18 ,. 86 78.1
8 0 9 14 14 15 .. 66 6 1

Bai^aom.... 10 15 14 39 70.9
9 22 6 '.8

.. 19
','

ii

13 .'!2

11
10

91.4
73 3

66.610

One hundred and forty targets constituted the day's programme.
Shooting commenced at about 9 A. M , and at 5 P. M. all events were
finished, which recorded a day of trap-shooting sellorn equaled in
point of attendance, freedom from mishap and those disagreeable
bicKerings incidental o the average tournament.
Iq events 1, 8, 3, 4. 5, 6. 7 and 8 the money was divided into five

purses, while in the ?5-bird event there were half as many |5 purses
as tbere were entries.

Second Day, Thursday, June 1 7.

The second day opened anything but favorable, in fact, a number
grumbled that just at this particular time buch weather snould pre-
vail The sky was a dull leaden hue, with heavy clouds banging
overhead, but, like the previous day, a strong breeze sprung up, and
made pleasant shooting in the afternoon. The heavy black smoke
from the rolling mill hung like a pall in the eastern horizon, which
seemed to swallow the targets immediately afrer leaving the traps.
However, some most excellent scores were made. 155 targets consti-
tuting the programme Grimm won high average, scoring 146, Gilbert
and Upson second with 145 each; Thursby and Hood third, with 144;
Crosbv, Glover and Fulford, fourth, 143; McMurchy and Heikes,
fifth, 142.

The amateurs' averages were won by Red Wing. 140; Shorty 1.S9,

Young 13S; E Trimble, Forrester and Lane, 137; Goss and Gambell,
rm

In events Nos 3 and 6 for the Diamond trophy watch charms, do
nated respectively by the Du Pont and Hazard Powd-^r companies*
there was lively competition. In No. 3 Crosby, Thursby and Parker
tied with 25 slraight The programme stated that all ties on the tro-
phies would be shot oil in the rext regular event. Parker and Crosby
each scored 12 out of 15, and Thursby scored straight, which entitled
him to the prize. Parker objected, stating that he did not under-
stand it that way, and it was finally agreed to shoot off the tie afler
the regular events. Parker makihg the best score and taking the
trophy In event No. 6 Shorty, C. Ross, Fulford, Crosby, Bower,
Hood, Sdow, Gilbert and Parker tied on 24. Parker, having won the
Du Pont trophy, was not eligible for this one, and did not take part in
tbe shoot-off, which was won by Fulford.
Following are the scores in fiili:

Events: 13345678
Targets: 15 20 25 15 20 25 15 20 Broke. Av.

EO Bower K 18 22 11 16 21 14 16 lc5 87
Foxey

13

18 13 11 16 13 13 II 108 70
Burton 9 15 '/4 11 16 i'O 11 16 123 7rt.7

Glove,* 13 IJ 2:i 15 18 22 14 19 143 92 2
Cowan 14 57 18 14 14 ill 11 16 125 8a.

6

Siegrist .... 7; 14 aa 13 13 21 13 11 113 78 7
Guess ,..13 16 81 13 17 19 18 17 128 h8 5
Burkhart

18

15 14 11 14 18 13 16 118 72 2
Norris

10

16 ^0 9.17 2- 11 13 118 76.1
Chic

11

15 18 11 17 16 10 14 112 n 2
Redwing , 14 17 34 1 4 1 6 S8 14 19 140 90 3
Mmgo • 13 16 2t 13 15 80 11 16 125 80'6

Gois ...V.A* 1'^ 17 21 14 17 28 14 IT ISj 87 7
Sbeldon .,, 12 19 )8 11 14 28 13 r 186 81 2
Grant

10

17 iO 10 17 20 13 13 lao 77.4
Heikffe*

14

19 -3 15 lb 21 14 20 143 9] 6
Young

18

17 24 14 17 22 15 17 iy8 89
Leroy 13 17 80 14 16 20 18 19 133 85 1
Van Dyke.*^...,,v,....»....- 18 14 23 14 ID 22 14 16 13J 85,'7

Wheeler* ...i........ 13 18 23 14 14 22 13 16 1-3 85 7
Albire 1;^ 20 17 18 15 23 10 19 130 rt3 8
Spangler 12 16 :-2 H 18 23 13 14 1^6 8r2
R Trimble'..,...,. 1! 18 3i 15 19 14 19 141 90.'9

Shorty 1-? 18 21 13 19 24 15 18 139 89 6
ETrimble...... 13 17 21 )5 17 23 14 17 1-37 Ss's
Rike»

13-16

28 14 14 21 13 18 131 84 5
Corbett 10 15 21 lO 19 20 13 16 ls;4 80'

De Wolf...................... 9 10 15 9 14 19 8 13 97 66.8
C Lane

14

19 83 13 19 il 13 16 137 88.3
Gorbam 9 16 1? 12 19 33 11 4 111 71.6
C Ross

13

16 iiS 10 19 x4 18 16 1::3 85 7
Thomas

10

19 12 17 23 13 17 183 8,5 7
Peck.

11

1. 21 11 18 18 13 15 U'4 80
F 0 Wheeler 11 11 19 12 18 80 18 14 111 71 6
Spross...,..'. 1' 19 20 12 17 22 18 18 131 84 5
147*

15

15 8i 11 18 :.2 13 19 135 t7
Gamble l3 li 23 15 17 88 11 18 136 87 7
Vail

14

17 2i 15 IS 21 14 18 1^9 ri 8
Forrester

13

IS 22 15 18 23 14 17 137 88 3
Elliott..

18

18 50 1115 19 12 16 1'3 73 9
IJUlford *

14

20 20 13 19 21 15 IK J43 9i 3
Fanning*

14

18 23 14 18 n 14 14 136 8?!7
Upson »

16

20 21 15 18 i8 14 80 - 145 9.j 5
Crosby *

14

18 25 12 20 84 15 15 143 8.>'2

Courtney* 14 16 21 18 16 19 13 17 128 8.'"6

Henry

18

i; 81 13 11 12 13 lu 131 84.5
Mayo

13

18 20 18 14 iO 13 18 128 82 5
Hood *

14

18 23 14 19 84 18 30 144 92 9
Snow

11

17 21 18 18 84 10 15 1?9 83'2

Grimm*

14

19 24 15 20 22 15 17 146 94'

1

Budd*

14

18 24 18 lb 21 14 19 140 9o'3
Gfibert*

18

80 x4 14 18 24 14 19 145 98 5
McMurchy* 14 19 2^ 14 15 23 13 19 H8 91 ;6
Thursby*

14

18 25 15 20 28 18 18 144 98 9
Franx 11 15 19 9 14 17 12 18 1C9 lo's
Texas 1 » 15 11 1 M4 15 13 14 1(8 65 8
Sporting Life*.,,, 13 1 . 80 18 61 81 3ACH ,.^....,.....,,..18 14 16 9 17 21 13 18 y^O '.t i
Bennett

13

1. 17 14 14 19 13 16 122 78 7
Reni -k

11

17 23 11 14 iO 13 11 130 77 4
Fleming.'. .ii. ........ 91615111519.. .. t5 70 8
Parker* .. 11 16 25 12 16 ^4 15 18 ^37 t8 3
Bacon. 14 17 *i 14 18 19 14 19 m I-7'

Bascom i.i... i3 .. .. 16 .. .. 39 78
McDonald* ' 15 9 .. 83 11 13. 73 73
Allen 21 .. ai go
Smedley

1

.. 15 28 70
Dooli lie 1118 22 11 18 80 14 18 I:i5 87
Bodie 8 14 21 9 15 67 74 4
Bartol

18

.. .. 14 .. .. s-3 64
Lemons

1»

.. .. 18 .. .. 36 72
JIG

19

13 16 ir 14 .. 79 79
Richardson

.

. 10 12 16 15 la . . 66 66
Warwick 9 . . 10 19 43.2
Sterling ..;.,i.>, .. .. 918.. .. 31 40.6HR Parker i 15 .. .. I5 60
May t

13

.. 13 86.6

Upson and Hcod having scored over 91 per cent, yesterday, moved
up into the |4 class. Money divided as on the preceding day.

Third Day, Friday. June 18.
The third day was an ideal one for target shooting. The sky was

clear and perfect, a gentle breeze stirring, but not enough to affect
the targets in their flight. On this day the place was crowded with
spectators, much interest being manifested in the races for the
Hazard and Du Pont Diamond trophies at 25 targets. The first race
for the Hazard orize resultea in a tie on 24 between Glover, Heikes
Henry, Budd McMurchy and Thursby. In shooting off the tie in the'
next event Heikes scored straight and won the handsome emblem.
In the next 35-btrd race for the Pu Pont diamond loeliet Messrg. Red-

wing. Rike, SprosB. Grimm and Thursby tied on 85 straight. In shoot-
ing off it was holly contested for. Redwing and Thursby out shoot-
ing all others aird tying each other a number of times before a de-
cision was reachpd. Thursby finally winning by 1 bird. Following
are the scores in full:

Events: 18345678 Grant
Targets: 15 20 25 15 £0 25 15 20 Total. Total

10 -to £\4 AH Hn 4n «n -4

la 18 31 11 18 18 '3 17 l^'S 3" 5
0 17 1,3 8 18 "1 10 14 K9 324
18 17 16 11 15 21 13 17 1- 3 ,'^62

14 1H 34 14 17 ?0 15 19 141 412
( owan 10 i.y 81 15 14 83 11 38 331 373
Seigrist. . ...v^...^..^* «,.....,.

.

li) 10 20 13 16 19 12 15 IH 336
Burkhati.". ..1,..'.. ....... .

.

ii 17 zl la 15 22 10 15 134 338
i tt i t i t i% ** 13 15 83 13 17 33 14 18 1.36 365

rhip .........
"i f\ 1^ HA H n HI Hr^ i#r>
10 16 14 13 14 17 6 18 108 330
10 Ht\ 10 H ^ H rt Ctl^ HA H13 19 18 lo 18 f5 14 19 141 406

TVTiTiP'A Jl
.' 16 30 13 12 30 13 18 124 368

13 17 23 13 17 19 11 IJ 116 3T5
Shpldon IQ in* 1D IE ^ e* on in Ho\6 \i lo 15 16 23 13 18 131 377
\.J X Or LI lJt*iA4«BB»««a .........a.

IO 10 HO H fi H ^ H 1% 40 H ^Vi 13 18 13 15 18 13 15 117 345
10 .:() al 15 I'* 23 14 20 149 420

YoUDg "IQ 1'*' "in HA H f\ HQ H n H r-la 1 1 19 14 19 18 13 17 IPO 3F8
TjpRov - 1^ 17 20 15 16 23 14 17 181 .388
Van JL)yk^ * . , , , , i i t . . 11 17 20 33 SO 23 11 19 134 S85
Wheeler i.ri.^i.. 14 1 C an HA H ^ H f\ H ^ H r>14 15 23 14 17 19 lo 18 1.S2 886
Alkire JU 15 1( y J9 21 12 17 120 3'

8

^ O 1 1 m H H ^ H f\ HA <<rVla 11 zl 18 l.T 19 14 18 321 F58
R Trimble* •

11 1 C iin H fi H L' nn H A nrt11 JO 30 1.1 lb 32 14 20 33

!

3P2
Shorty Id lb 2' 15 16 SO 12 12 1 6 883
E Trimble 13 17 21 12 16 ?4 13 18 136 ."88

Rike* 1 13 IT 30 12 17 25 12 17 132 P80
Corbett 11 H 4 H 10 H tiH H .t » n

11 14 1" 13 17 21 13 18 132 331
Dp Wolf ...1 4..^...

11 IC'OIO f\ H A Li H n11 15 0 lo 9 14 0 ^3 91 278
0 Ll5lDG . » ( * • gi. . ^ i.ji y. t . .

1 A on ia 1.4 lo Hi -II H n1^ 4{j 7y 14 la ^4 '4 j9 321 390
Gorham.

,

.4.1. r.4J.

.

IK 1E m 11 HC Hff 11 H {*JO 15 Kl 11 16 17 11 JO 122 .341

C RofeS 1ft. ir* Oi 11 Ir* cii"\ H nlo J i 3 i 11 17 20 13 17 132 381
Tbotn&s O 11 4t1 10 1^ n t H n H Cfy 11 ^1 1-1 lb 31 Id 16 123 37fi

Peck 10 -|(? 11 10 1C 10 1.4Ja lb 11 Id IB 18 14 14 114 317
F G Wheeler . . .

,

••ft .1 • I 18 iiO 9 10 17 10 17 ICS 321m In PI HC\ Hf^ Ht\ 4 fV13 19 ^3 13 17 s'o 38 37 138 .SS7

HI* 10 H A ir\ ifi H n \ H f\ -« /AId 14 19 13 17 3i 18 18 128 384
Grfl table IK 1 1 \t\ nn Hn h »•

lo lo 5*0 lo 19 22 Iv lo 1.8fi 3S7
Vail 13 18 22 13 34 ""l 12 20 332 391
Forrester 1 1 01 1 fl 1 Ort 1 0 IDlo 1/ ^1 r<5 17 »o \'^ 18 131 .391

Elliott 14 1i1 It f\ H^ nei 4 >i 4 (V14 Vi 15 9 17 32 Id 37 119 338
Fulford * ^ A Hfi %\[\ HA -IC n A HI' n-v14 17 14 19 24 15 3) 348 413

10 fft* tIA in H l\ ft J nn nn
1.5 17 30 Id 10 24 12 36 125 385

TlrmoTi * 1 O HIM L 11 HA H f\ Iri HA c\r\
13 17 31 14 19 ^4 14 ?0 Idg 414

Crosby * Jo <U 1( J o 1 1 y.:t )

5

332 404
Courtney * 10 Ifc ID 11 H n nc\ f\ H nlo lo 11 13 30 9 12 309 3 3

10 10 dA in HO s%H H H H nId In iJ4 Id la 21 11 19 337 383
Mayo • .

in ir' iA HA H K nA H n HI-*1» 17 la 14 l.T 34 12 17 5 30 378
Hood * , .

.

HA lA 1^ 1c ir* c\/\ 1 o H ft14 j;> 17 In 17 1" 17 131 412
10 itl 1*" IK 1»i c\n Hn H ftI* 1(5 1< 15 Id 2.3 Id 19 130 •373
1e in H f\ 10 H n Cf 4115 17 19 Id 19 2o 14 90 342 411
10 10 Cy A lo f\ nn h k nnId 1(5 24 13 9 22 1 5 20 144 407
1,4 1U Oil It -t a nA HA Hn34 1(5 32 15 18 24 14 19 144 421

McMurch'y*. . . . .

.

...... .....
IQ H r\ n A HA HO nn h n nnId 19 34 14 18 21 13 20 142 414
1 tz OA CiA HA H f Ci^ HA an

, 15 <U .;4 14 17 25 14 20 149 428
Worthen..... ...

1 A OA Ort 111*. It i^n14 <0 <0 11 1 ( . . 15 30 137
11 in IK n H o tin * .~i H IP11 lb lo a 1(5 30 13 16 117 323
IA It 11 in H n H h h h10 lo 11 13 13 17 11 16 105 301

P6
12 17 19 14 16 11 9 17 115 330
12 14 14 12 16 17 13 19 117 345
11 17 20 13 16 19 14 15 127 868

, 12 19 39 12 15 23 13 18 131 388
16 15 17 10 19 30 18 16 125 372

60
McDonald*. .'.,i.. 12 17 22 11 15 19 8 19 123

,
8 14 37 6 18 20 10 17 110

.32

No 9 13 16 18 13 34 19 14 19 325
Jones ,.,>«.... .. 16 17 13 15 19 14 94

44
51

* Means $4 extra per day men.
R<-dwing having .scored over 90 per cent, yesterday moved up into

the $4 e3tra per day class.

Champions and Trophies.
Editor Forest and Stream:
About two weeks since the public interested in shoo*ing matters

were treated to a dissertation upon championship tropbies, criticism
of Dr. W. P. Carver, the advertisine of J, A. R. Elliott and a very
mild attempt to discredit a world's championship emblem to-dar
prominently before the shooters of the world, known as the Du Pont
smokeless powder championship trophy.
While the writer has no wish, and in fact, does not propose to en-

gage m a controversy with Messrs. James w hitfleld or J A R. Elliott,
he begs to ask of these gentlemen that they confine themselves in
their challenges and criticisms to those wno have willingly given
offense.
The letter of Mr. Whitfield opens the way for a peculiar style of

controversy which Elliott is not slow to avail himself of, and since to
the writer's certain knowledge the ElUott article was prepared before
the Whitfield article appeared in print, the 8u^picion is not unreason-
able that both were born at the same time and should acknowledge
the same parent.

It is not my purpose to offer anything in d'fenae of Dr W. F. Car-
ver That gentleman is thoroughly capable of defendmg himself with
either pen or shotgun, This faci has been demonstrated
The trophy, of which Mr Elliott has so much to say. appeared upon

the firmament in 18i-6, and, if Mr Whitfield is correct, "entries ninn-
bered over fifty," and at the last open contest for this trophy, held
in Kansas City "m May. there were sixty-three contestants for the
trophy."

It would further appear that there has been but two challenges to
individual contestants for posses'^ion of this cup Mr. Whitfield boasts
of this record, and criticises the Du Pont trophy as being handicapped
by certain rules, which it would appear that neither he nor certain
other gentlemen approved
Now, let us look at the record of this Du Pont trophy, so alarm-

ingly troublesome to Mr. Elliott and his immediate following.
It was offered at an open contest at Baltimore, Md., in October, '95.

The rules and conditions governing open contest and governing suc-
cessful winner or h-^lder are known to the shooting public and ne^
not be discussed at this lime The entries in the contest for fhls
trophy at Bahimore numbered fifty three, Mr. Fred Gilbert, of Spirit
Lake, la , winning I'pon a straight score of .30 Mr, Gilbert was chal-
lenged t-y George Deiter. contest taking place unonBurnside grounds
of John Watson, this city, Deiter winning. Gilbert promptly chal-
lenged; match was shot at Milwaukee. Gilbert again obtained pos-
session of this world's championship trophy, defended it against I.

W. Budd. Peraberton, N. J , and turned it in for the Du Pont tourna-
ment in August of '96.

On Thursday, Aug 6, 1896. at 10 o'clock, began the second annual
contest for possession of the Du Pont smokeless powder champion-
ship trophy with 335 contestants, Mr Bert W. Claridge, Baltimore
carrying trophy back to Baltimore, there defending it in contest with
J C. .M alone; was next challenged by George Roll, Blue Island. Dl.,
who defeated Claridge, again bnnging trophy to Chicago. Mr J W.
Winston next challf-nged for trophy defeating Mr Roll; was in turn
challenged by George H Mosher, of Syracuse, N. Y , contest tafcing
place at Zwiilein's grounds in New Jersey Winston retaining pos-
session, was again challenged by Chas. W Budd, Des Moines, la.
Contest occurred at Watson's Burnside grounds, Chicago; Budd vic-
torious, next accepted challenge from George Beck, Indianapolis,
Ind.. successfully defending his title to the trophy, holds it to-day.
The Du Pont trophy has thus made a record, of which its donors

are justly proud Its banner has never been trailed in the dust; so
far as intrinsic value is concerned, it in worth a carload of alleged
trophies, and to the winner and successful holder as much money, no
doubt, as any trophy ever placed in existence.

1

I have an interest in common with every other gentleman who de-
sires and is willing to labor for the elevation of trap shooting as a
gentlemanly sport, and no sympathy whatever with the twaddle of
self-styled Champion of Champions" or promoter who would seek
to couple trap shooting and pri^e fighting interests
Concluding, let me say that the Du Pont trophy was offered in good

faith by as generous a firth of manufactiu'ers as ever offered a good
article to the public, who in the naming of conditions suited their
own pleasure, and were governed only by an honesty of purpose to
bring together the gentlemanly wing shots of the world in an honor-
abla contest; the result of which must necessarily be creditable to
the winner The result of the efforts of the donors of this cup,
Messrs E I Du Pont de Nemours & Co., of Wilmington, Del., has
been beyond criticism and has established a record that they may
well feel proud of e. S. Kica;.

Caic^0O, 111., June J|,
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Michigan Trap-Shooters' League.

Grand KiPiDS, Mich., June 1.- Tbe shootins season for 189^ opened

here yesterday with the tournament of the Michigan Trap-Shooters

L°aeue given by tbe'Valley City Gun Club. Ben O. Bush, of Kala-

mazoo, acted as manager to* the satisfaction of all. The attendance

ivas considerable of a surprise, for though the Valley City Club does

nothing hy halves, and their tournaments in former years left noth-

inf? to be desired, this was looked on as rather an off year, and the

usual inducements to draw a crowd were omitted. During the first

ilay there were thirty- four visitors shooting, besides a good repre-

sentation from the club. The average number of entries in the eight

regular sweep events was twenty-eight.

At a business meeting of the League, held m the parlors of the

Livingston Hotel last evening, officers were elected as follows: Presi-

di-nt Joseph Marks, of Detroit;' Vice President, .J. G. North, Pontiac;

Secretary and Treasurer, W. H. Brady, Detroit; Directors: Mr.

J)f^Koo Holland; Thomas Graham, v'^ault Ste, Mane; Charles J. Bous-

field. Bay City; C. B. Kebey, Grand Rapids, and the officers.

It was voted to hold the next shoot in Detroit the last week in June

on some open date to be selected by the Detroit members. E, C.

Merrill, en behalf of the Bay City Gun Club, of Bay City, invi ed the

League to give a shoot in tnat town in the near future, and it was
voted to go therefor the July meet.
The second day was an improvement over the first in conditions,

the cold, raw wind having ceased and the mercury going up to a

point where overcoats were unnecessary. This not bf>ing a holiday a

number of those present the first day were not able to aiteud, but the

fact that 4,56i targets were thrown in regular events and 180 in the

extras shows that the trap was busy. In the two days, counting ex
tra events, 9,804 targets were thrown from the magauirap with an in-

termission each day of an hour for dinner at the Country Club

Casino. Usually the gun club has had a lunch served on the ground
in tents, but this year we were not going for a record and bought a

t;ood meal well served would be preferable. The scores on both days
n re given below:

Events:

Marks . .

,

Parker ...

Thomas...
Kelsey....
Graham.

.

1334679 10

1.3 13 13 9 10 12 13 13

13 n 13 11 14 9 lb II

11 14 15 13 13 S 15 13

14 11 9 11 13 10 1^ la

15 15 14 15 la 14 1 3 11

Brady 11 12 13 11 0 7 11 10

Widdic'mb 13 13 10 12 14 IS 13 9

Boss ... 12 14 15 13 15 11 l^ 11

Odd Blast. 13 12 11 1 1 10 11 13 11

Renwick... U 18 14 12 13 12 .. ..

W Thomas 13 9 7 13 10 13 11 9

DeBoo.... 8 5 12 14 7 .. 9 11

Merrill .... 7 10 6 10 6 11 7 2
Bosfleld... 5 7 5 8 10 10 T

W'l horap'n 12 13 13 12 14 8

AFersus'n 9 12 11 13 11 12

A Ublcomb 9 11 10 11 8
Spmogle.. 11 12 11 9 9

B 0 Bush,.

First Day, May 31
Events: 1

9

6 11

8 ..

.. li
10 ..

14 15 14 12 14 12 11 12

9 11 10 8 12 12 8 9
..11 8 8 9 7 .. 7

, . 12 11 r^

. . 11 . . 9

3 3 4 6 ? 910
Van Eyck. .. 10 18 10 13 12 , . ..

Karslens.. .. 12 13 14 10 12 13 ..

Dr O Bairt ,. 10 11 13 6

DeKruif 9 11

G A. Gould ., 11 11 6
B FHall n 9

H L Page 11 12 13
Davidson 18 10 9 9 ..

Walton 11 14 12 11

Gilmore 10 ,. ,, ,.

Osman 12 10 13 11

North 13 13 11 10
Watts 12 11 9 ..

Scott 11 9 13 11

Vosburg 12 . . 11 .

.

Schilling 12 12 12 7
OH Rich 11 10 w ..

H Waruf 13 12 12 11

Clay. , 12 .

.

Baret. 9 10 ..

Elkerion,

,

Pixlev
Reed
G F Smith .

Event No 5 was a 3 men team race, 25 targets per man, 75 to the

team. The results were as below:
Graham ,,4...... ...25

Marks 22

Brady..,...*..,.,..,, .18-65
Parker 23

Ken wick ''2

Coldhiast 18—63
Davidson,.,.., 19

Gould 17

Holcnmb .....13-49
Widdicomb 24
Kelsey ..,•....19

U^lkins, 18-61
Walton..',,;,,.. 21

Gilmore ..19

Coleman 19-59

North. 18
O.sman .,,,.,,....,,1,. 17
Webb 4 33
Bush 23
Merrill 19
Bousaeld i. 15-67
Thomas ViO

Ferguson ,19

DeRoo 15-54
Karstens ,,, 18
Van Eyck... 18
Bairt 18—54
Tbompson 19
Watts 18
Pisley 13 50

Event No. 8 was the E. C. cup handicap race, 25 targets per man,
allowance of extra targets to shoot at. This event had twenty nine
entries, and resulted in a tie for the cup between Parker (scratch),

Vosbnrg (3.'} and Ferguson (3J), each of them making 25—the higheso
possible. On (he shoot off Ferguson won, again making the highest
possible, as against VGsburg's^5 and Parser's.

1 3345789 Events:

14 1.5

12 18
8 10
14 11

13 15
10 10
9 12

12 12
13 11

12 11

14 13
8 10

12 12
12 14

10 13 11 14 14 15

11 12 10 14
in 7 9 0 7

13 13 12 14 15

14 14 14 15 15 14

11 13 9 10 9 w
10 9 11 9 14 15

12 11 n 12 5 15

15 14 13 13 14 12

14 13 II 10 13 12
11 7 12
11

11 9 10
14 14 12

Karstens..

.

Watts ....
Walton.,,.
Van Eyck,
Pixley
Scott
Vosburg, ,

.

Ferguson.

.

W Thomas.
OsmBin ....

Renwick..

.

Brady
Webb
North

1!S346789
10 13 11 14 .. 10 .. ..

12 14 11 .... .. 9 ..

13 14 14 14 14 13 13 14
11 22 14 12 15

13 8 6 11 12
10 10 11 10 14
7 14 12 ., ..

12 . . 18 14 ,

,

8 14 11

., .. 11

7 10 8 11 13 12 11

14 13 12 15
13 10 10 12 9 10 ..

7 7 6

.. 13 14 15

Events:

Graham . .

,

Marks
Bousfleld.

.

Bush
Parker , , ,

.

Thompson
Cold Blast.
Merrill ....

Thomas . .

,

Widdic'mb
Waruf ....
DeRoo
ElKerlon .

.

ScheUing,.

Event No. 6 was the contest for the expert, semi-expert and the
amateur mPdals, 26 targets per man. In the expert class the scores
were: Waruf, Graham and Renwick 2t each, WiUard 2?, Parker and
Bush 22, Schelling and Davidson 20, North 19. Thomoson and Whar-
ton 18, Cold BlasG 15. The ties on 24 were shot off at i5 targets,

Graham and Renwick again tying on 24, with Waruf out on S3 On
the second shoot' off Renwick won w ith 23 to Graham's 21,

In the semi-expert class the scores were:'lttarks and Widdicomb 23,

Karstens 21, O.^man 19, Walton 18, Ferguson 13, The tie on 23 was
shot off, Widdicomb defeating Marks with 23 to 2i.

Theamateur's medal was shot for as follows: Merrill and Brady 21,

Blkerton and Scott 18, Webb 17, Lisle, Bousfield and Pixley 14,

Schumway 12. The tie was shot off, Merrill -winning with 19 to 18,

Event No 10 was tbe handicap conte-it for the W-A trophy. This
event had 23 entries, and was a handicap affair with extra targets to

shoot at. The race resulted in a tie for first place on 25 -the highest

possible—between Graham (scratch), Davidson (J7), Walton (2S) and
Scott (.30). On tbe shoot-off under the same conditions, Scott and
Walton again tied on highest possibles, while Davidson dropped out
with 23 to his name, and Graham with 22. The second shoot-off re-

sulted in a win for Walton, who agaia broke 25 out of 28, Sco't being
aole to score il out of 30. Wolveeise.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.

Missoula, Mont, Jime 7.—Below I give you scores made at our reg-
ular kly medal shoot, as follows. Conditions: 35bluerocks, known
irapp, unknown angles;
E E Rodger^ 19,' J, Forbes 18. R A Eddy 31. C E Flowers 7, J. P,

Menard 17, L. L. Hunt 9, H W. Thoaips^n l'\ W. E. Graham 14

Mr. Eddy woo the gold medal and K. E. Rodgers the silver medal,
A practice shoot followed at 6 pairs, in which the following took

part:
H. W. Thompson 2, R. E. Rodgera 4. R A. Eddy 10, J P. *'pna>-d 8,

Walter E Graham, S.-ic'y,

Omaba,
shoot took
Scores:
Kenyon,,
Hughes, ,.

SquiTel...
Randlett.,

Kalb .

.

Townsend
Raymond.

Omaha.
Neb., June 12.—The Omaha Gun Club's regular weekly
pl^ce on the club grounds, across the river, tnis afternoon.

11111111111111110111
11100111111111111111-
11111110111111111101
01111111110111111101
iwoiouiiniiiiuii-
inniiooioiDiomi
iiiioiioniiiuuoio

-19 Brucker.

.

15 Loomis
IH Carmich'l,
17 Johannes.
17 Searle....
16 Bites
16 Latshaw..,

10111111101011110111— ](i

luinioiionmiooti—15
Iiiiooinoinioiioii—15
,11110101111011110110 -15
iiiiiiioiroiiiiiiioo -15
loooiiionio Oiinii—14
,11111110101010000011 13

W, D, Kknyon.

Down Where the Pineapples Grow.
HoBE SoDSD, Fla , June 12,—The Hobe Sound Gun Club held its reg-

ular weekly shoot to day. The sand flies and mosquitoes were very
lively and made things prein interesting for the four shooters who
had energy enough to turn out Temperature, 66° in the shade, and
"those things" IS enough to dampen any one's enthusiam and shirt;

but the sfandbys were on hand and did their usual uoor shooting.
S«rieanisnu .f. .. . . , 01 llllllOJl lOll ill llKuiOllllO 22

Smim ,.,,.....,.01I0101111111101110110iOUllll—23

Stokes OUOOOOinOOllOOlllCOIlOOlOlOl-15

jjcVeaa , ^,.,«,„,.,,,.lllOiO(inil010110iOOOOUllOUX-19

ON LONG ISLAND.
NEW tJTRBCHr GUN CLTJB.

June 5.—The New Utrecht Gun Club has closed its live-bird season
for the series of 1895-97. To-day's shoot was the last, and there will

be no more live bird shooting at the Woodlawn grounds uotil Labor
Day. Monday, Sept. 6. C. Fnrgiieson was the winner of the club
shoot in Ciass A. his son, Conny, winning in Class B. Dr. Wynn, a

guest of the club, shot at 20 birds and scored them all. Below are

the details of the events decided:

Club shoot,
0 Furgueson (A.. 30) 2323222222—10
JGaughen (A, 28) 0221232122- 9

Conny Fui^gueson (B, 2n. ..22ia2>2a22-10

A Eddy (B, S8) ....1120221112- 9

F A Thompson (B. 29) 112i2132»3- 9

DrWvnn* 1312311211-10
20«0Z«1123— 6

No. 1

22211-
22022-
101S«-
11110-
11123-

No. 2.

•22«22- 4
No. .3.

22022-4

2 32.1-4 2i2 2-4

2:250
12221—5
01201—3

4 22300-3

W S Allen
* Guests.

June 13,—Piatt Adams was thewionpr in Class A at the New Utrecht
Gun Club's semi-monthly shoot, held this afternoon on the Dyker
Meadow grounds 0. 0. Fleet won in Class B. The Bennett cup con-
test was won by J. Gaughen with a score of 33. Below are the scores

of the main events:
Club shoot, 25 targets, unknown angles:

Piatt Adams (A)...;. 1111101111011111111111111 -23
J Gaughen (A) 1111111110101111111101111 —23
DDeacon (A) 1101101111111011110111111 —21
DCBennett(A) 1111010111111110111111101 -31
FA Thompson (A).,,..,.o* lllOllllllllCOOIIllllllll -21
C CFleet (B) .,...,„.,,^,...,.. 111111010001110011010111111-19

DrHL O'Brien (B).,. .1110111011101111100101001 -17
*Dr Saunk OIOOOOIIIOIOIOIOUOIOOIOI —12

* Guest,
B'^nnett cup, 25 targets, unknown angles, class allowance handi-

cao:
aa,=s A: John Gaughen 2?, Donley Deacon 20, F, A. Thompson 20,

Piatt Adams 18, D 0 Bennett 17.

Class B, allowance 2: Dr. O'Brien 17, O. 0. Fleet 17.

G E. P., Sec'y.

PARKWAY ROD AND GUN CLUB.

Jione 9.—Tbe Parkway Rod and Gun Club held its monthly live bird

shoot at the Old Mill Creek gmunds. L^e Helgans won the Bookman
medal after a tie with Henry Bramwell and John Wye, all three scor-

ing their 7 birds. The tie was shot off miss-anl-out, Helgans w.nning
in the third round. Scores:

Class A, '> 8yds, rise:

L Helgans 1221211-7
H Bramwell 2211111-7

Class B. 25ydB :

J Wye 2112111-7
G Torborg 0222211-6

J Bennett 2223210-ti

H J Salover 0023122—"5
0 Schwach 2012101—5

ERIE GUN CLUB,

June 9 —The Erie Gun Club, of Brooklyn, held ils monthly live bird

shoot at Dexter Park this afternoon. Seven members "-ere present

to take part in the club event. Charles Plate. Blakeley, Puchs and J,

H, Plate were the respective winners in their classes. Scoi-es:

Class AA, 20yds. rise:

C Plate........ 1311110-6 J Plate 2210011 5

H Uobrmann ....1202110-5
Class A, 28yds ;

H Blakeley .2120012-5

Class B 27yds
GFuchs .' '.

. 203211O-5 F Gref 1C01210-4
Class C, 25yds,:

J H Plate,... 0012221-5

EKSRALD GUN CLUB

June IS. —The Emeralds were in good form to-day. five clean scores

being made in the regular monthly club shoot of this popular New-
York organization. The shoot, of course, was held at Dexter Park.
The roll call showed thirty members present, a large number for any
club to turn out. The straights were made by L S. Fog8rty,J S S.

Remsen, Dr. Hudson, Gus E. Greiff and G. B. Htllers. Scores were as
below:

F W Place...
J H Moore. .

,

W A Sands,,
E A Vroome ,W Amend .

,

Class A, 29yds., 7 points:
L 8 Fogarty 222:111231-19
G Greiff 1111132112—10

Class A, 28yds., 7 points:

J SSRemsen 1111221212-10
Dr Hudson 1111111121-10
H P Fessenden 0111112212- 9

T Short Illi21»121— 9

M Herrington 0122111122— 9

Class A, 28vds,, 6 pointa.

G B Hillers I]lli;i2112-10
W Joerger 1012122212— 9

O HUmer 01321210.2- 8

Class B, S5yds.. 6 poiu.s.
C Stuetzle 1110112221—9 Dr Richter..

R Regan 01«31112n-8 JSwan.,,.
C W I3dlings,,... 11210U201—8 E Weiss,...

Class B. <5yds., 5 points.
H F Muhs..." 1102211021—8 G K Breit...

lirMcFarlend 012K0!2'» 7 TFCodey..
H F Burns 010012^^21—

T

E J Clark 0121022:21— 8

J Woelfel.
J Banzer.
B Amend.

.1113212' 10- 9

.n0:aU12l2— 8
,0112221220— 8
.ll(02ir,ia_ 6
.0111010210— 6

..1210220 •- 6

.10(0.11100- 4

.010000210.- 3

...11-39311020-8
,,1021131021-8
..0115013310-7

,2003100.01-4:
,CCO0i:0l2Ol-3

Around Pittsburg.
IROQUOIS RIFLE AND GUN CLUB,

Pittsburg, Pa , June 3 —The third monthly shoot of the Iroquois
Rifle and Gun Club took place to-day at Howard station. There was
a stiff wind blowing, but, nevertheless, some good scores were made.
OllHossand Alex Ktng were both credited with straights in the 20-

target event, while King broke altogether 112 out of 130 shot at. The
snoot commenced at 1 o'clock and was kept up until too dark to see
the targets. Tne scores were:

Events:

Targets:

J MOtZ :

Mack .

.

Ferguson
A 1- King..,,,-;.
Budd

Johnson...,
Oliver,.,,,,.
Porn

,

Fleming..,.,
H Hartman.
Colteryahn.

,

Nock

..«» ....

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 35

8 13 10 12 14 IS 12 14 13 13
8 9 13 14 14 18 13 12 14 13
7 13 15 13 13 16 13

9 12 14 15 14 20 15 13
8 11 18 14 11 14 14 rf i'3 13

8 14 13 13 12 20 15 13 11

4 12 11 1.3 10 16 15 12 9

9 13 13 18 13 15 15 11 13

8 14 14 14 14 17 13 15 13 i.i

13 14 11 11 17 13 14 10 10
13 10 10 .17 14 13 14

8 10 13 13 16
ii 8

J, MOTZ.

Fleming 14, Crossland 13, Wiibert 7, Nacayama 6, Burch-

CrosBland 13, Fleming 11, Wiibert 10, Bu-cbfleld 5.

Crosslaud 11, Wiibert 8, Nacayama 8. B. P.

HAZELWOOD GUN CLUB.

June 5 —Four 15 target events were shot to day on the grounds of
the Hazelwood Guu Club; each, event was $1 entrance. The scores
were:
No. 1: Wiibert 10, Fleming 9, Crossland 8, Burchfield 7, Naca-

yama 5
No. 2;

field 4.

No. 8:

No. 4:

EAST PITTSBURG GUN CLUB.

June 6.—The final shoots for the E. C Powder cup took place on
the grounds of the East Pittsburg Gua Club during April and May
Ten members look an active part in the race, and nine finished tiieir

400 targets. Mr. Whltmg was unable to complete his strings through
starting '00 late. L'ucle John won the trophy with the great total of
358 breaks out of 40J shot at, an average or 89.5, a capital average for
an ama'eur. His victory was a most popular one At the fOO mark
the race looked a very iiiceresUng one, Mack leading Uocle John by
1 bird, and Sharrard close UD in third place, ta regard to powders
u.sed. I would state that E C. Tas used exclusively. Scores and totals

follow:

Uocla John (J)

Sharrard (0). 85
Mick(a) ...

Ferguson (5)

AVilliatns (e) 79
< ny (0)

Phaw (0)

F Mclrinish (!3)

Gallup (n 68
Whiting k7

ut 3d Hd 4th
score. score. score. score. Shot at. Broke. Av.
..86 94 ir8 9J 400 89.5

85 87 92 8 ! 40) 348 f6,5

..91 9J 15 88 401 344 81

80 80 83 8. 4 0 3i7 77.8

, 79 71 7i 83 0O5 71.9
3 80 74 HJ 400 317 79.2

..87 70 73 64 400 •m 73.5
..IS) P3 70 45) af3 62.6
,68 77 79 75 416 299 71.8

,.157 100 87 1-7

Audubon Gun Club, of Bufifalo.

Buffalo, N. Y., June 5.—There was a large attendance at the regu-

lar weekly shoot of the Audubon Gun Club to-day. Among the Sev-

eral visitors was Mr. Kent, of Torontd, who did some creditable work,

'

when It is remembered that he is a comparative novice at the targets.

The club badge shoot was No 3. Tbe winners were: Forrester in

C:ass A, E. Reinecke in Class B, and J. Kennedy in Class C. In Class

C, J T. Stewart was a close second Through an error of the secre-

tary. Mr. Lodge was credited as winning last week's shoot, when the

honor, as a matter of fact, belonged to Mr, Kennedy, The badge
series ends this week. The summary of the day's shooting fol-

lows:

Events:

Targets;

C S Burk-
hanlt ...

J Davi!!. , ..

E C Rurk-
hardt . .

.

E Rpinecke
J J Reid...
Bird
McArthur.
L Bennett.
Tiddler ...

Forrester.

.

Norris . .

J T Stewart-
E W Smith.
Kent
J Kennedy.

13345678
10 15 25 15 15 15 14 15

8 13 23 13 9 12 10 11

9 13 19 13 13 35 6 ..

Events: 18 34567-8
Targe's: 10 15 25 15 15 IS 14 15

9 11 20 9 18 10
8 13 s;4 7 9 14

.. 10 20 11 9 10

,. 12 19 11 14 13

,. 13 18 12 1-i 11

.. 14 21 10 12 13 11

. . 8 17 13 9 8

.. 14 2J 14 14

.. 14 2i 11 12 13 11 15
. . 6 11 8 8 .

.

.. 13 23 ,. 12 ..

., 12 14 8 9 ..

.. 13 20 8 6 8

6 11

.. 11

.. 8

.. 11

13

9 14 14

A O H 7 21 19

P G Myers 18 13

U E Storpy .... 1 6

W Hinef ,Jr . . , . 23 9

Sandy 13 7

McOarney 19 10

A Coombs 1-H .

.

L Fries ... . , 15 .

.

J E Lodge. „. 18 ,.

Jacobs .. 10 .. 7

Talsma 13 . . 7

Johnson,.. ,

Wilcox 11
JADingens 13
Anderson
Porter

9 10
10 7
,, 13

6

8 U
,. 7
.. 11

8 3

9 ..

8 7
8 ..

9 10
13 ,.

6

7 7

Event No. 7 was at 7 pairs

June If —To-day was the last of the series of badge shoo's for the

season of 1896-97. L. G, Noi thrup won the gold medal in class A,
while C 8 Burkhardt F, 0 Kelsey and Alexander Forrester are tied

for the second trophy in that class. Northrup won the club shoot
fight times. E. N. McCarney won m B class and J. A, Kennedy in C

Ai:thur Coombs was the winn^T of the year's gold badge with
Geora-e Zoeller in second place. Coombs also won the attendance
medal with E. C. Burkhardt second. In the prize contest for straight

scores Forrester and Kirkover are a tie. E C Btirkhardt took the
prize for tbe greatest number of targets brnten during the year.

Below are the scores in to day's shoot:

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

Targets: 10 15 25 15 15 15 20 So

C 8 Burk-
hardt 7 10 18 30 14 13 18 13

IjNorthrup 7 9 21 8 13 11 .. ..

E C Burk-
hardt., .

.

8 12 13 8 11 7 30 16

E Reinicke 9 11 39

Jacobs .. ,

,

8 10 .. 8 12 13 IP ..

McActhur. 8 9 16 8 8 18 35 13
Jones 3 .. .. 7
J O'Brien.. 5 9 22 10 11 9 .. ..

Events:

Targets:

L Bennet..
.1 ./ Reid...
J Kennedy

18 3 4

30 35 ib 15

7 11 39 12

5 11 17 8
6 19 7

A (Jnombs 18

5 6

15 35

13 11
9 6

12 5
13 ..

7 8
20 25

13 ii
10 ..

WEStoiy.
Pf rter
Hines J--,

McCarni-y,
G Brandle,
W R Eaton

14

19
21

•il

12 ..

15 ..

9 ..

13 ,.

14 ,,

.. 14
17 17

Trap in Arkansas.
LiTTLB Rook. Ark.. June 8.—The annual convention of the State

Band A.ssociation took place at Forth Smith, May 25, In order to add
to the attraction, the committee in charge decided to add bicycle

races and trap-sbooting to tho programme. The event of interest to
the shooters and the general pubhc was the team race for a pur.se of
8:0— g'W to the first and $30 to tbe second team. The conditions of tbe
race were: Four men to a. team, all members of the same club, 25

targets per man, entrance free and no charge for targets. As the
event had not been very well advertised, there were but four teams
entered, a number wh'ch could have been materially increased had
the event been generally known to the shooter') in the State. Little

Rock, on the spur of the moment, managed to send a team, which,
however, by no means represented its shooting strength, but never-
theless managed to win first money, even though they had one shooter
on the team of uncertain quality. Fort Smith had two teams entered,
and their first team won second money. The scores in the team race
were as follows:

Little Rock: Conner 23, Duley 21. Woodson ro, Lenow 17—80.

Port Smith No. 1: Matthews 21, Echols 15, Boyd 15. Leach 15—69.
Rogers: Daily 22, Parks 16, Bryant 15, Edelin 13—66.

Fort Smith No. 2: Meyers 18, Bloodworth 1.3, McDonald 12, Bol-
linger 11 - 53,

After t he team race the following sweeps were shot, all 15-target
events,' 81 entrance; when more than twelve entries, four moneys,
under that three moneys:

Events: 18 3 4

Matthews...,.,.,«»„.,,„,. 14 14 14 14
Conner.,...,...,,..... 15 11 11 12

Dr Daily. 10 9 10 14

Diirden 11 10 12 10

Woodson.,.., 9 12 10 14
Parks 8 S 10 10
Lenow 9 .. 11 ,.

Wirsing 8 .,

Meyers . . ... 12. 11

Thomas .. .. ..13

Events

:

Loach
Echols
Bryant

18 3

, i ki*w 12 13 13

...w... 11 13 14
10 8 13

4
12
10
18
5

13
Edfcline 30 10 9

Duley 9 11 11

Boyd 9 10 ., ..

OgelF-by 8
Littlejohn 3 .. .. ..

Baptist 13

It will be seen that young Matthews did the best shootiiig, losing
jj'jst 1 bird in each event. His 21 in the team race was also the top
score in this event. Had the rest of the team displayed the form that
he did they would have h-id a walkover. Leach's shooting m this

event was"the surprise of the day. Conner made the only straight

score of the day, in the first sweep! Leach was the fortunate one, he
was in for money in all the sweeps and three times was alone. lu the
first event he totik third without a tie, and in the second and third he
got second without a divide, The team race would have proved an
interesting contest if Pine Bluff and Hot Springs had been repre-
sented. Pine Bluff can now tpuster a strong team, and they would
doubtless have been in evidence bad they been present.
The vlijitors in attendance were Col. J. k. Woudson, W. R, Duley

and Dr. J. H. Lenow, Little Rock; J. W. Bryant, Parks Rogers and H.
A. D'jrden, Greenwood. The visitors were all htghly pleased with
their trip, and were loud in their praise of the liberal manner in

which tne shoot was conducted. Much of the success is (iue to the
hustUng qualities of Stuart Miller. He took care of everybody and
everytbins. The renewed inierest manifested in trap shooting all

over the State is very gratifying, and the approaching State tourna-
ment was the chief topic of conversation. Paul R. Litzke.

Fine Bluff Gun Club.

Pine Bluff, Ark., June 4.—Below you will find scores of the last

shoot of Pina Bluff Gun Ulab. The weather was perfect, and nothing
but darkness could stop the boys from shooting, Messrs. Paul R.
Litzke and John Pemberton, of Little Rock, was with us. Mr. Litzke
is secretary of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association, and was
down here in the interest of an annual tournament in July, which we
expect to make the most attractive of any shoot in the South, and
hope to have a large attendance.
Below are the practice scores shot to day

:

One hundred targets pf>r man: J. T. Lloyd 8"^, John Speers 82, E.
A. Howell 80, Gao. Clement 76. John Pemberton 74
Sixty targets: W. M Bayt 47, Dr. H E, Williims 44,

Fortv-flve targets: John Wells 36. W. F, Fergus 35, J, A-Cales28,
Perry Meyer 29, H. E. Martin 29, E. C. Arnold 15,

Thirty targets: W. H. Longford 19, Paul Litzke 13.

E, A, HowBLii, Sec'y.

Mosco-w Gun Club.

S. P. SwENs„if, Sec'y.

Moscow, Lackawanna County, Pa., June 5.—Below are the scores
made in practice by members of tbe Moscow Gun Club:
Ttventy five targets per man: F. M. Spencer 18. Geo. Rafferty 35, A.

Depew 14, M. GiUand I t, R Schank 13, S. W. Travis 12, Dr. Longstreet
11. Geo. Cossler 11, F. Rafferty lO.

Fifteen targets per man: Geo. P. Shaw 10, O. L. Travis 8, Z. La
Bar 5

B. Noack broke 4 out of 10, and J, C. Peck 2 out of §.

This is a new club, and all the shooters are green hands at tho
sport. Our president is Mr. Geo. Rafferty and our secretary Ralph
Dixon.
June 79.—Practice scores made at to day "s shoot were as below;
Twenty-flve targets per man : A, Depew 1?, S. Travis 13, Geo. Raf-

ferty 12, Wm. Halderman 10, Barney Schank 9.

Fifteen targets per man: Win. Eichenbacb 11. G. W. Cossler 8, O.
Travis E. Ralph Dixon, Sec'y.
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Indiana Trap-Shooter's^ I^eag'ue.

KoKOMo. Tnd.. June 9.—The first annual tournament of the Trap

-

Shooter's Tjeasrue of Indiana was Tield at Kokomo, Ind., yesterday
and to day. It was a very enjoyable occbpIod. The attendance far
exceedpd the most sanguine expectations of the management, tlie in-
terest being so Ireen that the entries on the second day fell but little

short of the first, as is usuallj^ the case with all two-day tournaments.
The trains bpgan to bring in the shooters on Monday afternooB,
among the first to arrive being Ed Voris, who was one of the western
team to shoot in the American handicap, and O. E Lacey, oE Craw-
fordsville, Ind. The evening and night trains brought in a number of
shooters from various points, among whom wptp: Willard Thomas,
Logansport, Ind.: Al Barton, F'ndlay, O.; M. Forbes and A Wuch-
ner. Hartford City; 0 F. Knotbe, Fore Wayne; W. WoodflU,
C. D. Tillson, W. S. Winchester and B A. Myers. Greensburgh, Ind.;
H. B. Hill, A. Gamble and J. Kirsch, Aurora: J. B Stipp, Bedford,
Ind.: Dr. C. O. Everts, John M- Li'ly, E. H. Tripn. Geo C. Beck. Br.
Britton, T H. Parry and S. C. Grifiath, Indiananolia. Ind : E R- Ker-
stetter. W. S Gil'more and C. A. Davisson. Elkhart, Tnd. ; J. Penn,
Cincinnati; F. J. Kilpy. Marion: J. O Small. Aurore : Capt A W du
Bray, D"vton, Kv. ; E F. Weisner, Marion : W. C. Pa Hison, Indiana
Mineral Springs; Ben O Bush, Kalamazoo. Mich ; D U Ford and T.
Edwards, Anderson. Ind ; 0. L. Bender, Muncie, Ind ; O, P Garland,
Marshall, Ind ; J. L. Deitrick, Waveland. Tnd ; J L Head, Pern; J.

R Bruner, A.W. King and J W- Dawalt, Wabash, Ind ; Mr King,
Renssalear, Ind. : Mr. A' Bussell, Leesburg, and Mr Irwin, Warsaw

j

Ind. John Parker, of Detroit, Mich , came in on Tuesday morning
and took 'barge of the management, which is sufQcient evidence that
everything went smoothly. Jack is a superb manager and is very
popular with the shootprs
The morning of the first day dawned clear and bright, giving prom-

ise of propitious weather for (he successful carrying through of the
largest tournament ever held in Indiana.
The boys having arrived on the grounds early, a little practice

shootine was indulged in, and promply at 9 o'clock the first squad
was called up and shooting began. Mr. Griffltb, of Indianapolis, win-
ning the principal prize, a Remington gun, on a score of 25 straight.
Following are the scoies for Tuesday, June 8:

Events

:

13 3 4
Targets: 15

Ross 12
Forbes

, 11

Kiley 14
Penn , 14
Thomas,.,,, 18
Voris 13
Bush 10
I'ripp 18
Beck 13
Albert 13
Stipp 11

Wmchester 12
Tillson 11
Gamble... in
Kirsch..,.,.,..,,.,,.,,,, 8
Hill ;.. IS
J R Bruner 12
Knothe 9
Gill 6

Davis , ., ,., . n
Mock , 11
Rigdon 9
King , 15
Long , 14
Wallace 12
Webb , .... 12
Wuehner ,,, 9
Soft Mark* , 7
Lacey..,, 5
Whisler 8
Bursell 16
Gumberland , 13
Bradburry 10
Geo Bruner .... , 8
Deitrick. , 8
Parsons

t ...•»...'......... . 10
Partington s.....,, 14
Parry 9
Leach , 11

Grifath 11

<jarland 11

Pattison , 7
Elmer Apperson 12
Barton 12
Wageaman 6
Binder 11
HWood 12
Clark 11

Ford 11
Edwards 6
Small
Smith
Miller
A W King
Morgan ..

Dawalt .,

Ingles.. .

.

Senour,
,

C Rose
Irwin
Mattix
TJncapper.. .,
Allie
Mater
Sands

,

C L Thomas
AW Du Bray.,,,,,,,
Thorne
Herron ..

5 6 7 8 910
20 15 20 15 20 15 SO 15 25

19 19
17 9
17 10
15 12
14 1.^

20 12
18 10
14 11

18 12
15 9

19 12-

16 13
17 15
18 11
12 9
17 18

13 8

13 13
16 11

13 11

14 10
15 9
12 12
13 11

13 14
15 10
15 10

14 10
13 13
14 ..

13 18
12 13
12 15
9 13

11 18
12 19
12 15
12 14
15 14
9 13

12 15
9 12
12 14
9 18
7 11

12 15
10 11

10 ..

8 ..

13 16
11 0

12 16
.. 13
9 18

19 Ifi

14 17
14 18
11 Ifi

12 17
12 15
9 14

15 15
13 16
12 12
13 18

la 19

12 18
12 18
13 22
12 20
12 S3
14 IS
13 18
10 16
13 21

9 15
?5 17

12 23

11 18 14 16

10

.. 13 .. ..

9 . ..IB
12 15 11 17
11 18 .. 16

Ave.

84.7

78
'.3

77
82.2
88.3
80
77
80.5
66.1
88.8
70.5
78.3
83.3

77'. 7

13
14 13
14 14
13 15
15 9
19 15
17 11
13 19
12 11

13 14
11 ..

11 .. .. iS .. 19
6 -

10 13
11 . . 13 . . 11 SO
.. 13 .. IS .. 15

9 12 13 14 8 18

.. 17 .. 14 .. 15

16 is 12 14
12 17 .. 16 .. .,

12 ., ..

.. .. 11

13 15 11 15 12 18
11 .. .

8 15 14 17 11 18
12 14 10 17 13 19

10 16 11 17 12 25
11 15 9 Ifi 10 20
12 16 11 9 10 19
.. 11 12 .. 10 ..

8 ., .. 14 .. li

19 11

.. 0
14

.. 12

14

11 18 19 16 7 20
5 .. 6
7 9 ..

11 .. 18 .. 18 22
10 .. 10 .. 9 ..

14 14 12 10 13 18

8
2

11 14 16
9 10
9 14
13
9 18
7 11

.. 14
.. 11

.. 13 10

.. .. 10

.. .. 11

.. .. 6

.. .. ,S

.. .. 9 -"a 12 16

76.1

80"

74.4

83", 8
71.6
65,5

74,4

8 ., ..

12 .. 10
9 13 9
7 .. ..

.. 18 13

7 ..

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

On Tuesday evening the annual meeting of the league was held
and much interest was manifested, fifteen of the eighteen clubs being
represputed. The election of officers resulfed in the selection of Mr.
J. L. Head for President; D. A. Myers, Vice-President; Royal Robio-
sor, Secretarv-Treasurer; D. A. Myers, C. L. Bender, C, E." Lacey, J.
B Stipp and E. R. Kerstetter Executive Committee, to serve durmg
the ensuing year.
During the meeting Mr. Pattison, on behalf of the Indiana Mineral

Springs Co., very generously offered the league a medal valued at $50
to be awarded to the high score made by a team of three l^rom any
league club, which offer was accepted and a vote of thanks tendered
the donors. A badge, emblematic of the individual championship,
was ordered purchased, and it was decided that the hign scores in the
first three events of Wednesday morning should be declared the win-
ners for this year.

Second Day, June 9.
The shooting of the second day was fully up to the standard cf

Tuesday, Mr. Penn coming up to the front and shootiug nearer bis
usual form. The grand average prize of S35 was won by Mr. Voris. of
Crawfordsville, who al=o won thp individual thatEpfonship medal.
Thfi Parker gun was won by Mr. Deitrick, of Wavelana,oii a score
of 48:

Events

:

Targets:

Parry
Beck ...y.
Tripp..,
Partington.....,,
Grimth
Voris
Garland
Ross
Mud Bath...,.,,.
Thomas
Tillson
Winchester
Deitrick
Gill

Du Bray
Ford
Mock
Burrell
Elmer Apperson

.

Ingles . ,

Wuehner
Heiney
Davis
Wallace..,,.,..,.
Knotbe , . . .

,

i^iipp...,

Hill

133456 789 10
15 20 15 20 15 50 IS 15 20 IB

•11 17 10 14
12 17 13 13
12 16 12 17
13 16 12 15
14 15 11 16
13 18 15 16
13 14 9 17
11 16 13 20
9 11 11 15

18 17 13 17
14 17 13 14
10 16 12 .

.

13 15 10 20
7 13 13 .

.

7 10 . . .

.

13 . . 10 17
10 16 12 13
12 19 8 ,.

15 ,. 11 ..

7
12 17 13 18
12 17 13 18
12 16 11 16
11 15 6 18
9 11 5 ..

13 18 14 19
14 12 13 11

11 40
8 41

12 43
15 44
13 49
11 43
10 36
14 43
7 38

13 88
11 46
.. 38
13 48
8 33

11 ..

10 41

.. 80

., 43

., 33

.. 35

14 46
13 43

,. 9

9 45

13 14
13 8
13 12
13 11

11 13
14 13
12 18
10 13
8 12

13 13
13 14
13 ..

14 11

15 ..

15 .,

16 13
15 14
17 13
17 14
18 11
18 14
14 10
17 13
20 12
..13
15 11

Ave.

83-

84
83
88
81.5
85.5
67.5
83
87

84!5

9 13 10
9 .. 16

14

13 11 17 13
10 13 .. ..

17 .. 14
17 12 15
.. 10 ..

26 18 14
19 12 18

Myers...,„,,„.,,,,,,, 13
Gamble, , ., 12AW King 10
Erwin...

, 13
Small 14
Forbes ,,,,,,.,„<,,,....,.. 12
Edwards 9
Webb

, 9
Geo Wood B
Penn 13
Geo Biuner ..,.» it*

6

Lewis ...i.ii.i, ,„..,, 8
Landow 8
Bender 11 19 10 17
Senner ,,1.., 13 .. 11 17
Huf ,.,,,„ 12 19 10 ..
Smith...... 10
Bush

, 11
Thompson . 10
H Wood 10
Tack 10
Slow 14
Clark
Lacey
J U Brnnner
Soft Mark,., ;

Kirsch
, ..

McClelland .'

Kiley
Barton ,

38
9 89 13 13 19 ii

.. 35

..43
11 .. .. 13 .. ..

13 42 13 18 16 13

.. 11 ..

11 .. ..

18 13 20
15 7 .,

15 13 ..

15 9 16
15 11 15
.. .. 13
14 15 ..

17 13 19
.. 10 ..

.. ..18
..15

.. ..13

..36
13 45 13 9 19 13
..38
.. 39 .. .. 16 ..

,.37
. . 37 13 . . 16 .

.

10 .. 9 14 ..

.. 84

13 44 13 13 17 13
12 40 13 10 12 .

.

7 39 10
.. 39 12 11 . . .

.

9 43 11 14 18 18

,. 35 10
..33 - ..

.. 38
11 41

80

85

89

81

85

.. 9 ., 13 8

.. 11 .. If 14

.. .. 9
L. W. Cttmberland.

Ohio Trap-Shooters* League.
Sphingfield, 0., June 4.—The eleventh annual tournament of the

Ohio Trap-Shooters' League took place here Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. J'lne ?-4. The tournament was held on the grounds of
the Springfield Qim Club, which are conveniently situated within
about ten minutes' ride on the electric cars from the heart of the
city. All the appointments and paraphernalia were of the finest
order and the shoot was run in a remarkably smooth and commend-
able manner; no objections of any nature were uttered during the
entire shoot. The manaeement provided liberally for the comfort of
visitors, some five or six large tents and a commodious club house
tending to give plenty of room and make the arrangements perfect
in every respect. One magautrap was continually in operation and
in addition, a set of bluerock expert traps was also used, targets be-
ing thrown under the Sergeant system, which, as all know, is on the
order of shooting under the magautrap rules. Every precaution was
taken to prevent delay on account of inclement weather. The
shooters were protected by a permanent roof, which was more like a
regular house; long rows of guQ racks and benches making a most
desirable con ven ience.
The first day opened rather threateningly, the sky being of a leaden

hue. and with strong gusts of wind blowing directly over t e traps,
which made the targets very erratic in flight, and misses of frequent
occurrence. Some forty-five sportsmen took part during the day, spe-
culation being rife as to the rather small list of entries. This was gen-
erally conceded to be on account of the Rose system of division, es-
pecially with so many points, viz , five moneys in all 15-target events,
and six moneys in the 20-bhd races. A number of visitors left for
home at the close of the first day's programme. Still for all that the
system divided the money so evenly that no one came out a large
winner, while those making an average of 85 per cent, pulled out a
little ahead. In he regular open programme events for the three
days, Ralph L. Trimble won first average, closely followed by RoUa
O. Heikes and Frank S Parmi^lee.
Following are the first day's scores, with Trimble and Heikes tying

for first average, Parmelee second and Ketcham third.

Events:

SCORES OS' JUNE 2.

13 3 4 5 6 7 8 10
13
11

13
13
12
9
12

Parmelee 12
Norton 8
R Trimble 13
Alkire U
B Trimble 9
Mackie 9
Burton 12
Mingo 14 11
F E Mallery...,,,: 11 14
Spangler 13 11
Pike 12 13
Ballinger , 10 11
WiostoH ., 15 13
young,, 12 11
Heikes 13 14
Lindley..., ,,,..'.,„•,,., .,„.-.,, 15 14
Worth. ......ii,.V. 1111
Stout iii,;,,„ii.iiiw 11 11
Ford , 12 ..

Hutch ,.. 13 14
Fisher , ,, 13 9
Jack 10 14
Palmer 10 12
Senior 10 8
Keefaver. 4 6

H Protsman 11 12
McDonald....; 9 12
See 10 12

H King; i i . ,i * i i . i , , , , i,i , 10 9
Shoriy i...i.iii*,ii-.rt 12 14

HHSnow ,., 13 13
Tiery.. 14 11

Balnenir 8 12
C P Myers. 10 .

.

Downs 8
Root 13
Peck 14
Kethan 13
Wheeler 10
Thomson..,....,,,,,,,,,,, ., ..

F Y C ,

Birnmel „j.
Delaney
Marshall ,

Dutch Fritz
Roy
King i

Mrs A. M .,

Tulhs
Morrow ,

14

18 14
19 12
19 14
18 10
18 14
17 15
17 12
15 12
15 11
17 13

18 11

18 11

19 18
16 14
19 14
18- 13
15 12
10 11
15 12
16 13

14 14
12 15

13 15
14 11
14 15
14 13

9 12
11 14
15 14
18 18
11 13
11 13
14 14
13 12
14 14
11 10
18 ..

11 ..

8 ..

13 14

20 14
17 14
19 15
17 13
19 12
16 11

16 14
19 14

14 10
16 12
2fl 14
17 14
17 14
16 11
18 14
19 14
14 ..

.. 9

9 Cup.
15 ..

13 23
13

18 36
13 ..

14 27
11 23
13 24
13 ..

11 21
13 35
11 ,.
14 ..

15 25
14 30
12 23
13 .,

14 ,,

16 13 14 ,.

17 9
13 13
12 13
6 4
16 14

19 13

.. 11
16 ,

.

26 14
20 15
17 13
13 13
.. 8
.. 11
14 7
18 13
18 14
18 13
16 14
11 14
14 13
15 8

11 11

13 14
12 11
14 ..

7 13
12 18
11 ..

10
15 14
15 12
7 13

,. 10

15 11

18 18

.. 10

12
14
8

9

14 ..

19 11

18 11
15 5

19
'!

18 11

12 12

.. 13
16 10

14 15 18 14
14 12 18 15
11 11 19 18
11 14 18 14

14 -34

11 ..

12 .,

ii

14 30
14 ..

10 .,

13 ..

14 24
15 33
14 ..

11

9 13 16 14

9
9 ..

13 13 15

10 2i
13 .,

11 13
5 ..

.. 13

.. 11

13
13
13

13

8
12

The Sportsmen''s Review cup was won by Heikes in ahoot-off.
The second day also opened threaten in e"ly. heavy clouds scurrying

across the sky, with frequent showers The shoot, however, went on
as usual, but strong gusts of wind and at times heavy rains made shoot-
mg much more diflcult than on the previous day. When the last
event for the day was fltiished it was found that Mingo and Heikes
were tied for first average, with R. T.imble and Wheeler close sec-
onds, and Parmelee third.
John Strong, of Springfield, surprised his many friends by winning

the L. C. Smith cup, which is emblematic of the Ohio State cham-
pionship Following are the scores as made in that race (after which
the regular open results foUow);
Strong 47, Heikes 44, Rike 44, Peck 43, Norton 4?, Mingo 41. Alkire

41, McDonald 39, Ketcham 39, Toung 88, Jack 36, Sangler 33, Mor-
row 16.

SCOHES OP JUNE 8.

Events: 1 2
Targets: IS 15

Ketcham.. 11 14
Wheeler 10 la
Mingo , 14 14
Peck » 13 13
Snow 13 13
Parmelee 14 13
Norton 13 11

R Trimble ,...,„,., 13 14

14 44 12 18 16 13
18 42 13 10 15 11

87.5
76.5

Alkire.. 13
E Trimble

, 18 11
Mackie

13

13
Heikes , 15 13
Rike 13 13
Toung ,....,,„,,....,..,,... 11 9
McDonald....,,,,.,.,.,.,..,.,.,,., 14 13
Jones

10

13
Spangler,,...

, 13 12
Stout

9

13
Shorty

14

14
Myers.....

11

..

Lessner 10 9
See

..

..
Kiuj;
Lindsley ,

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
15 30 15 15 15 20 16 16
11 18 11 15 12 17 13 14
15 18 15 14 14 17 13 14
13 17 15 14 12 18 14 13
11 18 13 13 13 14 14 13
14 18 13 18 12 18 11 13
13 18 13 14 14 18 15 13
13 15 14 11 18 17 12 13
13 17 14 13 15 16 14 18
10 18 15 14 10 18 13 12
12 13 14 14 11 15 11 15
18 14 11 11 11
18 16 15 14 13 20 15 11
13 16 13 12 13 18 9 13
13 15 13 14 14 18 14 13
11 11 9 14 8 15 13 14
14 13 8
14 15 6 14 is i^ is "8

12 10
15 13 18

'9
9

10 15 8 13 s- 11 16 14
10 13 9

11 8 13 15 16 12 6

North 12 ,

Downs
, 9 . ,. " io

Hutchins 19 14 8 7 14 10
Ford 13 .. 11 ., ,. 13
Feidner 9
Keefaver "

's '7 ',\

Jack 9 is
Root

, , 11 g
Morrow. ,.

',"
[]

"9 g
Strong \\ \\ \\ \\ 14"

The third and last day opened anything but favorably The
weather was miserable in the morning, but became pleasant in the
afternoon, and as a consequence the attendance cf spectators was
very large indeed, probably 101 ladies gracing the occasion with their
presence. A great incentive for their presence being the knowledge
that their local pride, Mrs. Anna Myers, was to participate during the
day, and to compare the results with those as made by Mrs. M. F.
Lindsley (Wanda). It is due Mrs. Myers to state that she made a very
favorable impression on all those who witnessed her shooting, and
she bids fair to excel in the art of trap-shooting. It mu^t be borne in
mind that she has only been shooting for about six months, but for
all that she handles a gun perfectly, and centers the targets in expert
style. In the E, C. cup race she scored 30 out of 50 at unknown an-
gles, which with her handicap of 20 made a clean score of 50. Messrs.
Norton, Myers, Mingo, Reese and Foley, who with their respective
handicaps tied with Mrs Myers for the trophy, did a commendable
thing by relinquishing their claim and presenting the cup to Mrs.
Myers as a token of their appreciation of her skill.
Following are scores as nnade in the cup race:

H'dicap.
Mrs Myers 30-4-19—49
Foley 294-20- 49
Norton 46-1- 3-49
Myers 39-1-10—49
Mingo 4°4- 1—49
Reese 87-|-''2-49

Wheeler 4«-f 0 48
Young 47-L 1-4S
Heikes 4«-)- 0 48
Snow 46-1- 1-47
M AC 41-f- 6-47
Alkire ^ 46-- 1-47
Trimble....,,,... 46-}- 0-4f5
Ford 41-1- 5-46
Shorty 46-{- 0—46
Rike 464- 1-47
Spangler 39-j- 5-44

H'dicap.
See"" 38-f 6-44
King 5-43
Roy 6—42
Graham 31+10—41
Root...»„.,i as-f- 8-41
Wanda...... 19-f-20-39
Lindsley ,^..344- .5-49
DosFns SO-f 9-39
Parmelee -. 884- 0—38
ShouD.,... ............. 34-- 4-38
Arnold ; .-..82-- 5-,37
Head 80-|- 7-3i'
Morrow 284- 8-36
Good ,,. 8- -25- 33
Strong..,,. 274- 1—2^
Feifner 22- 6-28

Events:

Targets:

Parmelee..
Norton .

.

R Trimble.
Alkire
E Trimble.
Ketcham.

.

Wheeler. ..

Mingo
Peck
Shorty ....

Spangler.

.

Rike

12345678
15 15 15 W 15 15 15 SO

SCORES OF JUNK 4.

Events: 1S34567S
15 12
13 10
14 13
10 13
10 13
14 14
15 14
14 11

13 13
15 11

11 11

11 8

13 15 13
11 16 12
14 17 14
15 14 13
15 18 13

14 19 13

14 19 13
15 16 13
13 15 12
13 17 IS
11 15 8
15 18 13

15 14 20
13 14 18
15 15 18
13 13 20
11 14 19
12 14 18
13 15 20
14 15 19
12 10 18
15 15 19
18 13 15
14 15 20

Targets: IS 15 15

Young .... 12 12 14
Heikes 12 11 13
Snow .... 14 11 14
Arnold .... 12 14 10
Heade 6 7
Lindsley .. .. .. ..

See
King
Feifner , . , .

.

Roy
Myers

to IS 15 IS SO

17 15 14 14 19
17 14 14 14 19
18 15 13 15 19
15 11 . . 14 .

.

i4 "8 io ia i7
18 11 11 11 18
16 10
10
.. .. 10 .. ..

.. .. 9 .. ..

Two-men team championship of Ohio:
Alkire 21 Ketcham .24
Spangler 23-44 Peck , 23
Rike. 24 See 23
Heikes 25-49 Lindsley 18—41
Young 23 Strong. 19—42

47

Trap in I<ittle Rhodey.
RHODE ISLAND TBAP-SHOOTrNG ASSOCIATION.

Providbncb, R. I.. June 3.—The fourth Series of prize shoots was
held by the Rhode Island Trap-Shooting Association lo-day, and was
known as the Du Pont Powder event. The attendance was light
owing to the holiday shoot this week. The handicap shoot for four
cans of Du Pont powder at 25 targets, known angles, was won by the
following: First, R. C. Root 20; second, J F. Rossie 18; third, Amos
Arnold 17: fourth. S. F. Wilsan 17. The latter was a scratch man.
Root, Arnold and Rossie having a handicap of 3 and 5 respectively.
Several other events were carried out, more in the line of practice.
A few double bird events were shot off and the honors were divided
evenly between Root and Wilson. Next week will be King's Smoke-
less Powder event with several prizes. A special event of 10 birds for
a can of Du Pont powder, donated by R C. Root, was shot off and
was won by Amos Arnold with a score of 9 after the regular events
were carried out.
Pawtdxet, R. I., June 5.—The Pawtuxet Gun Club held a shoot to-

day. Two special events were on the programme. No. 1 was the
Fisherman's handicap, No. 2 the E. O. and Schultze Powder handi-
cap. These events resulted thus:
No. 1: Arnold (4) 2?, Sheldon (0) 21, Mooney (3) 31, Root (3) 31, Arm-

strong (7) 21, Badminton (4) 18, Thorne (7) 18, Inman (7J 17, Greene (0)

16. Bain (5) 12.

No 2: Arms rong (7) 21, Inman (7) 20, Greene (0) 19, Arnold (4) 19,
Sheldon (0) 18, Mooney (3) 18, Badminton (4) 15, Matthewson (7) 14, W.
L Cory (guest) 13. Root (3) 13. Bain and 'Perkins retired without fin-
ishing their strings.
June 12 —The Fisherman's Handicap had thirteen entries to day and

two guests in addition. The scores were: F. Cory fO) 20, Sheldon (0)

20, S. D. Greene, Jr. (0) 18, Mooney (3) 18. Arnold (3) 16, Hawkins (4)

15, S. Wilson (0) 14, Dr. Inman (7) 13, W. Grafton (3) 13, Matthewson (7)
12, Thorne (7) 13, Armstrong (7) 10, G. Jones (3) if, Perkins (guest) 12,
Blackmer (guest) 8.

To-daj's shoot shows a good attendance, but the scores were the
lowest of the series to date. The weather conditions seemed all right,
as there was Uttle or no wind. The scores are simpiy some rf those
uuaccoun'ables one meets with in trap-shooting. Pawtuxet.

Montpelier Gun Cluh.
MoNTPELiEB, Vt., June 11.—When but six shooters show up for an

afternoon's shoot it means there is going to be fun whether anygood
scores are made or not. A glance at the Ust of events, as shot to day,
will show that "any old thing" was the order of the day.
The traps wfre set Sergeant system (three in a pile and everything

unknown) for the first three events. It was quite a novelty, as none
of those present had seen it before.
Events Nos. 1. 2, 3 and 4 were doubles, No. 5, incomers, 40yds. ; No. 6

rever.se. No. 7 30yds. rise. No. 8 expert, No. 9 known traps and angles,
No. 10 guns at elbow, unknown angles. Scores:

Events: 1 S 3 4 5
Targets: 10 lO 10 10 10

Barrett , 8 10 10 6 9
*Stoddard 7 6 9 .. 4
Piske 8 7 8 5 9
Walton 8 9 8 4 6
Stanlish 8 ' 9 6 f
*Briggs ^ ^; 0 7

» Stoddard shot at only 5 in events 5, 7 and 8, and Briggs shot at
only 5 in event 8. George B. Walton, Sec'y.

6
10

8

v.
' 8
5

7

10

7

8
S'
5

8
10

6
1

7

5
4

10
10

7
6

7
3
6
5

Catchpole Gun Club.
WoLCOTT, N. Y., June 3.—Three members of the Catchpole Gun

Club Went out to the traps; this afternoon to try their luck at 30 tar-
gets per man. Below are the details:
De W itt. 11110101 1111011111110111110111—25
Egnor 101010111111111111110111111101—25
Wadsworth ,101011111110011100110101111011—21

June 16 — Below are some scores made to-day by members of the
Catchpole Gun Club

:

No. 1, 25 bluerocks, xmknown angles: Wadsworth 20, Burnett 18,
Gillett 17, Seaman 15, Oosard 15.

No. 2, 10 bluerocks, unknown angles: DeWitt 9, Seaman 8, Gillett
7, Cosard 7, Egnor 7. E. A. W., Sec'y.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.
MissotJLA, Mont.. June 14.—Scores of Missoula Rod and Gun Club

made at regular shoot on their grounds June 13. We had a very
pleasant shoot, but the boys do not seem to get on to the swift birds
f'-om the new traps just yet. About six of oiar club will attend the
Anaconda tournament, and we hope to see them win their share of
the purses.
Medal shoot at 25 targets, knowa traps, unknown angles, J. P,

Menard 16, E. Mix 16, R. A. Eddv 17, W. E. Graham I4, C. E. Flowers
12. M. R. Ruiherford 13, H. W. Thompson 12.

Reverse pull at 25 targets: H. W. Thompson 14, R. A. Eddy 7, J. P,
Menard 16, E, Mix 6, W. E:' Graham 16. M. B;. Rutherford 6.

"W, E. Graham, Sec'y.
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Tournament at Marlin^ Texas.
Marljn. Tex., June 3.—Inclosed please find scores made at the three

days' tournament—May 25-27—held here under the auspices of the
ilarlin fJun Club. The attendance was hardly as large as expected,
owing to The shoot of the North Texas League, held at Bonham ihe
name week. However, there were from 75 to 100 different persons
who shot during the tournament, and it would be difiicult to find a
more gentlemanly crowd gathered together under any circumstances.
Every tiling passed off as smoothly as could be expected, and the club
was highly complimented by many of the visiting shooters. On the
night of the second day an excellent banquet was served at the Opera
House, tendered by the ladies of MarUn in honor of the club and its

guests. Ninety-six covers were laid twice. This was probably the
most enjoyable feature of the event to the shooters, although the ball

given by the young men of Marlin the following night at thereof gar-
den of the Natatorium was highly appreciated by about seventy-five
couples, who partook of the refreshments served and danced until

dayUgh t.

The weather during the three days was all that could be asked for,

except that it was quite warm for this season. Five expert traps
were used, and it might be well to say here that the next shoot we
have there will be at least two sets of traps and oflScers used. "We
have learned that shooters want to shoot, and not watch somebody
else shoot half the time. Twice the business might have been
handled, and by classing the shooters after the first day according to

their averages would be better. The Rose system was used mostly,
although the old system was effective when desired by our guests.
In the 9th event of the third day expert shooters were handicapped;

shooting from the 10-gauge line and at unknown traps and angles,
which reduced their percentage somewhat.
Will Holland, a veteran at the trap, and who has probably won

more money than most any one shooting, attracted a great deal of
attention-at lea.st his old-fashioned L. C. Smith 10-gauge gun did,
loaded with black powder. Some of the spectators believed he shot
IJ^lbs. of powder and filled up the remainder of the gun with shot.
This latter was not true, however. Will knows his gun is not bored
fornitro, as well as a few other things, and. although he has not
shot at tbe trap for four years, his average shows he has not lost the
trick to any extent.
The handsome gold medal was won by Mr. Nalle, of Austin, Tex.,

for highest score in first 15 targets shot at. Other valuable prizes
were about evenly distributed among other ''crackerjacks."
The scores of May i!5-26 are given in two tables, the target scores

being separated ftom the live bu-d scores. In the table of target
scores Nos. 1-5 were shot on May 25, Nos. 6-12 on May 26. In the
table of live bird scores Mos. 1-8 were decided on May 25, Nos. 4 and
5 on May 1k6.

TABGET SCORES OP MAT 25-26.

12 ..

14 ..

16 18
13 11

18 16
14 ..

17 16

Events:

Targets:

No 74 ....-f. 13 14 14
Oonlisk....,..,!..........,!. ., 14 12 13
F Brady ........................ 13 11 15
LDToMn 5 4 7
W Burgess. 12 10 18
W ALang 11 11 11

FM Smith 12 10 15
-J H Connell 8 10 10
M L Stich 11 13 18
J J Booker 10 9 10
L B Ross, Jr 10 14 11

D 8 Moffatt 10 8 11

BR Emery 6 10 ..

J A Jacksen 14 14 13
Nalle ............ ...... 14 14 15
H Robinson., 12 14 12W W Turner 15 12 15WW Holland 12 13 12
A P Wilson 11 11 ..

T ALigon 8 9 11
WmShelton 2 7..,.
J O Fountain 11 , . . . .

.

DSEddms 11

CAOttorf 8 5 .. ,.WD DiLon..........44...*
No. 21 ; ,

EdFosgard 14 11 14 18WL SherriU 13 11 15 19

WT Lenoir .i.....,i..,.„.... 11 10 11 14
J R Jackson 10 12 10 18
J A Wilkinson 14 14 14 19
A H Potts 18 11 11 19
C WRush
MA Reese.., 13 12 14 15
J Maladln , , 11 13 11 11
E KHerring.... .4.4..,'.,,. 11
LE Oltorf.

7

0 J Bartlett. 4,, 4
Judge Scott.,i.,.4,..4..4,4. 5
A Harrison a, 6

W E Hunnicutt 13 . . .

.

R B Louis 10 . . .

.

TE Hubby..... 19
HE Ambler 15
Lieut Whitworth.,,,,.,.., .. .. 18
Capt Foster , ,, 20
RF Brown
Sport,

1S345 678 9 10 1113
15 16 15 20 20 15 15 15 20 20 15 10

20 18 15 13 13 17 18 15 16
17 16 10 13 15 17
16 .. 15 12 10 15

5
10
9 18 15 ..

10 8 13 17

11

17

16 17 14
19 .. 12
15 .. 9
18 .. 14
18 17 13
13 .. 11
16 ., ..

V ,. .. ..

8
11 13 20 18 14
13 14 Id 17 ,.

9 14 13 15 9

13 15
13 14 16 .. ..

.. 13 14 .. ..

18

.. 8

.. 7

.. 13

.. 14
13

17 ..

17 10
11 5
14 ..

.. 10

.. 10
4

6 8 7 H ..

12 15 19 17 14
13 13 19 12 .

.

9 8
4 8.. ..

11 16 18 .. ..

8 9
7

9 14

8

11

18 13
.. 12
17 12
17 12
14 ..

16 13
J B Harwell... ,,.4,., ,. .. 4
John Smith
No 99* •**«««- »f ».*• at >• »
H^Ut*^ <ll(((«t«(«*« Ji_B« « « • » ( - m_f •« 4
JerniKan. ........ :, ., .. 8
HThreadgill .. ., 7W B Carpenter ... , 5
Stephens 5
Pierce , ,

AThreadgUl 6
J QOltorf ,

F M Bayles........,..4..,.4..4*
W S Homes.,.....,,,,.",.,,.,.
BONettles
WBHagen -

11 14 18 14 11 10
9 11 13

13 14 18 20 12 9
12 13 18 18 ., ..

6 ,. 14
15 13 17 14 12 ..

15

10 11

.. 3

6 ..

S
4 ..

.6 .4

t 4.

.. 7
.. 6

Events:

Pigeons:

No 74
Cotdisk....... .......

Brady......
Tobin
F Smith
Connell
Sticb.....
Booker...,44. .......
Ross, Jr
Emery
J A Jackson
Nalle
Robinson.
Holland
Wilson..............
Lyon,
Shelton.
FouDtaiu
Bddins
Nos, 1 and 4 were

PIGEON BCOBES OF MAT 25^6.

13 3 4 5 Events:

10 5 5 10 5 Pigeons:

6 6 4 9 5 Hagen
8 4 Fosgard
6 8 . , 5 . . SherriU
.. 5 .. i. .. Lenoir
7 5 .. 7 .. J R Jackson..

.. 2 .. .. 3 Wilkerson
. . 3 , . .

,

10 5
10 4
8 1

Reese . .

,

Maladin.

8
8

10

t 9W • I i » 9 I »Foster. .

.

Jernejan
9 4 Stambach
, .4 Sport .. 4

Brown .. S
Howell 3

8

X 5! 3 4 S
10 5 5 10 5

2 1

8 'i
'9

.>

8 's 4
5 3 3
5
6 4
9 4 .. 6 3
7
9 5 5 9
8 4 .. 6
8 5 4 9

5
8 3 4 8 5
5 »

3 7

. . 2 Rush

.. 3 Pierce ., 3 1
$5 entrance; Nos. 2, 3 and 5 $2,50 entrance.

E. B. EuERT, Prest.

Belvidere G'un Club.
Beutdbrb, hi., June 12.—Inclosed find scores made of the last

regular shoot of the Belvidere Gun Club to-day. This is the second
medal contest held by the club. Three members shot from the
scratch; the balance received handicaps of from 26 to 35 birds;

Dr Bean (0) 1111010111110111111111110 —21
A Vance (0) , 1111111111111011111111110 —23
D M Eldredge (1). lOlllllOllllUUOl 11111111 —23
FSoost (10).,., OlOOOOlOOOOOOlOOOOOllllOlOlCOOOOOOO— 9
Jas Ardes (2). ........ 4., lllllllllllOOlOlOllllOlllOl —22
J W Eldredge (2).. .„,.,.. 110111110101111110110101111 —21W S Tallman (1) llllllllllOllimilllOOlll —23:
C P Eastman (3) 00111001000011010000011110001 —11
F L Goodrich (^i). OllOOOOOOllOOlOMlOlOOllOOOl —10
EL Barton (1) ....lllllOllimoilllOlOlOllOOl —SO
C L Eldredge (6) OOlOOlOllOlOlQOlOOOOOOlllllllOO —14W Gorham (8) OOOOOOOOUOlOllOOOOOOOOOllOOOOOOO — 7Wm Sawyer (5). ,,.,,,.,,.011111011110011100011110100111 —SO'
c D iviuiford (0)..., iiiiioiiniiioiiiiiniiii -as
J Kuppeu (10) lOOlOOOOlOlOlOOlllllOiniOlOlOlllOl—20
C Johnson (5) OllOOOlllOllOlllOOOlOlOUlllOl —18

D. M. Eldridgb, Sec'y.

The Parkersbnrg Tonraament.
Parkersburg, W. Va., June 8.—The two days' tournament of the

Mountain State Gun Club of this city closed this evening. The shoot
proved quite a success despite the depressing weather conditions that
prevailed on both days. On the first da.y there was a Strong wdnd
blowing, while it rained hard almost the whole ot the day; on the
second day it was dark, cloudy and windy. One magautrap and a
set of expert bluerock traps were used. Bluerock targets, of course,
were thrown. All moneys were divided by the Rose system; four
moneys in the 15-target events and five in the 20-target events.
The club's grounds are located on a high plateau just back of the

city, where the background is rather poor, the mountain to the right
and trees to the left. The club has a good club house, provided with
everj thing that conduces to comfort. The shelter of the house and
tents was much appreciated, as w£is the dinner, which was served at
the grounds. Mr. Leon J. Epstein, the club's secretary, worked like a
beaver all the time, and to him is most of the success of this shoot
due. As one of the visitors, I can say that we were all entertained
most hospitably by our hosts. Below will be found a list of those who
were present at the shoot, as well as the records of both days and the
general averages of tliose who shot through the programpae.

THE VISITORS.

P. E. Mallory, Parkersburg, W. Va. ; E. O. Bowers, SistersvlUe, W.
Va.; J. P. Mallory and S. T. Mallory, Parkersburg, W. Va.; William
Spangler, Columbus, O.; R Clark, Parkersburg, W. Va.; D. M. Wal-
lace, Sistersville, W. Va, ; F. C. Percival, Parkersburg, W. Va. ; L.
Gorham, Sistersville, W. Va. ; F. M, Keiser, Parkerdburg, W. Va.; A.
W. West, Portsmouth, C; Dr. E. E. Sample, Huntington, W. Va. ; H.
E. Norton. Ironton, O.; CE Verges, Lowell, O.; Q. L. Alford and
P. Schlicher, Marietta, O.; E. Trimble and R. L. Trimble, Covington,
Ky.: P. D. Alkire, Woodlyn, O.; F. H. Snow, Brooklyn. O.; J. L.
Winston, Washington, Ind ; A. J. Russell, Greenville. Pa.; Dr. P. H.
Hibbard, Frost, O.; H. Waters, Baltimore, Md.; R. O. Heikes, Day-
ton, O.; F. Parmelee, Omaha, Neb.: 0. A.Young, Springfield, O.; E.
D. Rike. Dayton, O.; T. S. Bibbee, Elba, O.; J. H. Mackie, Cincinnati,
0.; W, H. Wheeler, Marlboro, Blass.; 8. McDonald, Dayton, O.

Events:

Targets:

F E Mallory. .

.

E O Bowers...
J F Mallory. .

,

S T Mallory...
Wm Spangler.
Robt Clark. . .

.

Wallace
A .J RusseU. ,

.

Howard ,

Cole
Alkire
Gorham
Keiser...,,,,,,
Mackie........
West
Heikes ,.

Wheeler,
Sample
Hibbard,...,,,
Snow,.,,,.,...
Parmelee,,.,,
Norton.,,.,,.,
R Trimble....,
Young
McDonald
Rike
E Trimble
Verges ;..
Alford 4.-.

Schlicher......
Bibbee
E W MaUory..

First Day, June 7.

183456789
15 IB SO 16 16 SO 16 15 SO Shot at. Broke
11 13
11 1<<

12 14
13 11

12 15
14 12
14 11

8 12
12 18
10 11
11 14
11 18
13 19
11 13
12 10
18 14
14 12
7 13
7 8
12 14
13 13
11 9
14 14

13 13
14 14
14 13
12 14

, 14 14
, 10 12
13 13
10 11

16 11

18 13

16 14
17 13
12 9
15 14
17 10
7 12
19 14
15 13
14 10
13 11

15 12
10 14
15 11

19 15
19 18
15 11

16 9
18 14
10 15
16 14
16 12
17 13

13 15

13 14
13 12
16 18
17 12
17 11

12 11

.. 6

10 14 8
13 18 9
12 15 10
8 18 13
13 14 13
18 19 13
8 17 11

6 12 6
13 19 13
13 18 12
14 17 13

11 16 13
13 18 13
12 15 10
7 15 9

15 19 15
12 20 14
10 17 10
13 16 ..

14 19 15
14 16 14
13 15 11

12 16 13
14 20 12
14 16 11
12 17 12
13 16 13
13 15 15
12 17 18
11 17 13
11 19 ,.

9 14
11 16
14 17
10 18
13 17
14 17
13 17
9 13
12 19
12 19
13 18
11 15
10 10
12 16
10 14
14 18
14 18
11 12

14 19
12 20
12 15
14 19
14 16
12 17
13 18
12 17
15 15
14 ..

14 14
12 14

150 106
150 123
150 124
150 121
150 117
150 13t
150 118
150 85
190 134
150 120
150 124
150 114
150 113
150 113
150 103
150 143
150 136
150 106
100 68
150 189
150 133
150 116
150 130
150 183
150 lie
ISO 126
150 121
150 189
130 103
150 lii3

135 100
15 6

Events

:

Second Day, June S.

133456789
Targets:

Verges.,....,,..
West...
Cole
Keiser
S T Mallory
Wallace....,44,.
Howard..,,,.,,.
(jorham
Clark
J F Mallory..,,.
Parmelee
Norton.
R Trimble ,

Alkire
E Trimble.,..,,
Heikes
Spangler.....-,,,
147
Snow....
Rike
Bowers
Bibbee
F E Mallory...,,
McDonald ,,

Mackie..........
Young..,.
Hibbard
Sample., ..•...•...•iij4i
Schheher., .......,.4.4
Wheeler...,.;.........

IB 16 SO 15 15 SQ 15 IS SO Shot at. Broke.

« I J I • k» .•

18 12
12 12
12 11

9 11

11 12
12 10
12 14
12 12
14 13
11 13
15 13
12 13
14 14

18 13
13 12
14 14
13 15
12 13
14 15

13 11

8 12
12 12
13 11

11 13
12 12
10 8
8 14
13 11

11 11

13 13

.. 14 11
18 12 10
16 10 10
11 12 11

17 13 10
14 14 14
17 15 10
15 14 12
IS 14 12
15 12 13
14 14 11

16 13 13
18 14 14
18 10 13
17 14 13
16 14 14

13 14 11

18 13 14
16 15 14
14 13 14
14 14 13
14 11 11
16 14 11

13 10 9
13 11 10
13 15 11

20 13
18 10
17 11

14 11

16 11
17 12
18 14
19 11

19 13
19 11
19 15
17 12
30 13
18 8
20 14
19 14

17 13
14 13
17 13
19 14
19 12
15 11

14 15

19 14

12 17
9 19

11 16
12 13
11 18
13 20
12 18
12 19
11 20
11 20
14 20
4 18

14 19
11 16
11 18
13 20
11 18
14 20
11 18
14 19
13 17
9 6

11 19
10 17

18 10 10 14

14 12 9
14 11 10
16 15 14

13
11 7 11 15
20 14 12 19

ISO in
150 115
150 114
1.50 104
150 118
150 126
150 180
150 126
160 134
150 185
150 135
150 120
150 140
150 119
150 132
160 133
1£0 135
150 131
160 133
150 131
150 188
150 111
150 124
150 115
80 S8
150 109
45 17
95 73
150 101
150 136

GENERAL AVERAGES.
Twenty-five shooters shot through the entire programme of 300 tar-

gets. Their records are:
Broke. Ave.

ROHeikes..,.. 280 83.3
H G Wheeler 272 90.6
PHSoow 372 90.6
RL Trimble 270 90
F S Parmelee 268 89 .

3

R Clark

265

. 88.3
H Howard.. 264 88
ED Rike 267 85.6
EG Trimble 254 84.6
J F Mallory 849 83
EOBowws .,,.245 81.6
D M Wallace 244 81.8
F D Alkire 243 81

Broke, Ave.W Spangler 242 80.6
0 A Young 242 80 6
8 McDonaTald 241 80 3
L Gorham. .,„,,. 4. ..240 80
C E Verges. ....... ..-240 80
S T Mallory 239 79 6
H E Norton

, 236 78 6
F G Percival 234 78
FE Mallory 230 76.6
R Schlicher 224 74 6
Capt A W West 318 72 6FM Keiser 317 72 3

The six-men State team race at 25 targets per man resulted as
below:

Ohio No. 1.

Heikes .,,4. ...,25
Norton 4, 4 .19
JRike 4..«4..v.rr 88
Alkire ,.,,,...21
McDonald 24
Young 23—134

West Virginia No. 1.

Wallace 18
Howard.,.....,,, 33
Clark ...i 22
Gorham 22
JF Mallory ...34
F E Mallory 20-120

Warren Gun Club.

Ohio No. 2.

Snow ,,23
Spangler , . . . , , , ,2a
West.., 4.44.... ,,9i
Schlicher.', ,82
Bibbee , 19
Verges 23—138

West Virginia No. 2.

Bowers... 15
S T Mallory 18
Keiser , 18
Cole 18
McVeigh 31
E W Mallory 18—108

Lbstbr.

Warren, O., May 27.—The Warren Gun Club held a shoot to-day for
a silver cup. The afifair was a handicap, and was won by Mr. Stiles
with an allowance of 4 extra targets to shoot at. Scores

:

H Q Stil6S(4) lOllllOllllOUnillOlllll—314-4—25W A Neracher (4) 4....... lOlliOCOlillliooililiOllO—17-1-4—21
F S Chryst (7) llllllllOlOOOlllOllOIllOO—174-7—24
Geo H Jones 1111111010111111111111011 —22
C L Schoonover lllOllllllilllolOIOllliil —21
R W Ewalt 1111101111111011101011111 -31
June 8.—The cup shoot to day was won by Mr. Sutcliff with an

allowance of 5 extra targets, Mr. Stiles being a close second Scores-
Neracher (6) 0010111010000000103110111-11-1-5—16
Stiles (4) , ..101111111111101110in]010-3o4-4_34
Chryst (7)..,. 0101110100100001111101100-13-1-7-30
Sutcliff (5) 1111111100111100111110lll-20-f5-25
Nonneman....44.,..4.. .,,..,.1111111111110100111100101 —19
Schoonover. 001 OOOlllOl 1 1 1 lOlOllllOll -16
Jones., . . . . . ... .„4 lllOlOlllllllUlUlllllll —S3
Ewalt ,.,.........»4. llllllllllllllOOIOlllllll —i>2

B. W. Ewalt, Sec'y.

Monroe's Interstate.

Monroe, La., June 10.—The fourth target tournament of the Inter-
state Association for 1897, which was held at Monroe, La., -June 9-10,
was like its predecessors in many respects. The attendance was not
large, in fact, much less than the members of the Monroe Gun Club
had had reasons to expect. This can be attributed to a number of
causes, but to none so much as to the recent disastrous floods along
the Mississippi River. It is in this section that most of the Missis-
sippi trap-shooters live; so that it was hardly to be expected that these
people could find time to shoot at the trap; especially as the water
has only recently receded. Then, too, the programme was hardly
such as the amatetir would relish, ten 20-target events is a pretty
stiff game; one that will really test the metal of the best of them.
This doubtless kept some of the weaker shots away. The tourna-
ment, however, was by no means a failure, as more than 8,000 targets
were shot during the two days.

THE CLUB WORKED HARD.

The club had spared n,o effort to make the tournament a success,
and had invoked the fostering hand of the Interstate Association. It
has excellent grounds, equipped with everything necessary for con-
ducting a modem tournament; but its chief object was to secure the
executive ability of Mr. Shaner, and in this respect they made no
mistake. For this reason, nothing need be said as to the manage-
ment of the tournament. Mr. Shaner is well and favorably known in
his capacity as manager of the Interstate shoots, having served the
Association in that position for five years. Everything parsed off
smoothly, and the programme was generally shot out by 3 o'clock,
and that, too, without any special effort on the part of the manage-
ment. The targets were thrown from a magautrap, which did its
work with a rapidity that was astonishing.
The following were in attendance; Ferd Van Dyke, Dayton, N. J.,

representing the Winchester Arms. Co., and shooting one of their
new '97 model guns; U. M. C, Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn,, represent-
ing the U. M. C. Co. Then there were J. M. George and A. H. Piety,
San Antonio, Tex.; J. A. Jackson, Austin, Tex.; WiU Miller and Dave
Porterfleld, Vicksburg, Miss. ; H. L. Baker and Frank Arrighl, Natch-
ez, Miss.; John R. Maxwell and J. Broyles, Columbus, Miss.; E. M.
Lindsey and J. T. Welch, Bobehne. La.; A. W. Huey, Magenta, La.;
R. L. Pruitt, West Point, Miss., and J. T. Lloyd, Pine Bluff, Ark.

- GENERAL AVERAGES.
Thirteen shot through the two days' programme, and of this num-

ber four belonged to the home club, this speaks well for the club, and
Is in marked contrast to what one generally sees at tournaments of
this kind. Van Dyke was at the top with 90.7, with only on© more
break to his credit than Jackson, who is next with 90.5. Then comes
Dabney, a member of the club, who is nearly 5 per cent, ahead of
Piety, who follows him. The remaining nine are all closely bunched.
The order in which they finished is shown below, each man shooting
at 400 targets:

Broke.
Van Dyke 363
Jackson .......36^
Dabney .849
Piety 335
George..,. SSI
Huey....,,, ,,..4,.,,3iJ7

Aby „.,r.. 385

Ave. Broke.
90.7 Forsythe 822
90.5 Arrighi i,4,,i...,321
87.3 Miller 818
83.7 Porterfleld 337
82.7 Stevenson.... 295
81.7 UMC 281
81.8

Ave.
80.5
80.3
79.5
76.7
73.7
70.2

First Day, June 9.

Sunshine is very essential to the success of a shoot, but that of to-
day was rather too fierce and penetrating, and everyone avoided it
as much as possible. Elmer Shaner's face never looked rosier; his
Japanese helmet has been shipped to New Haven, where next month
it may perhaps see service. The programme was a lengthy one, but
the entries were not large, as only twenty-four shooters took part,
though eighteen shot through. This alone requiring 3,600 targets.
Most of the Shooters had had some experience with magautrap, but
it proved as deceptive as ever and nothing phenomenal was done in
the way of scores. One of the best features of the day was Dabney s
run of 42 straight. Asid« from this misses occurred quite regularly
and straights were hard to get. Only once was there more than one
in any event, that being in the ninth, when Jackson, Dabney and
Miller were credited with 7 points each for straight scores. There
were four other straights made during the day. Dr. Forsythe got
one in the first. Van Dyke one in the fifth, Dabney began his run in
the eighth, and then when it became necessary for Van Dyke to go
straight in the last event in order to tie Piety for first average he just
went out and did it. Thus Piety and Van Dyke were tied for the
position of honor; then r-ame Jackson, while Dabney and Arrighi
were tied for the next place. The programme consisted of ten 20-
target events, entrance §8.50, $10 added to each. After the pro-
gramme was finished there were two extra 15-target events. One
had seventeen entries and the other twelve.

Events: 12345678 9 10 Shot at. Broke. Av.
Van Dyke..,. 18
Piety 4 19
Jackson i,.... 16
Dabney.,....,i4,.i, 16
Arrighi 19
Aby 17
Huey 17
Forsythe 20
Miller 18
Broyles 16
Porterfleld 16
Maxwell,,,,.,....., 17
Gteorge 14
Baker 16
UMC 14
Lindsey 15
Williams 16
Stevenson 17
Atkins., 17
Welch...,.,...,,... ..

Lloyd 15
Leader
Dr George
Swartz

. , i

19 18
17 19
17 18
16 15
17 18

18 18
17 18
17 17
16 16
18 17
14 18
16 18
16 17
13 15
16 18
16 13
16 16
17 15
16 14
w 11

16 8

17 20
18 19

18 17

17 19
15 18
16 16
16 15
19 12
17 16
16 15

17 15
18 16
17 15

17 15

17 18
11 11
18 16
10 13
17 15
18 ..

17 14

18 17 17
16 17 19
19 17 19
18 18 £0
16 18 18
15 18 18
19 15 18
15 14 17
18 18 17
16 16 16
17 16 15
12 17 15
15 16 16
17 18 17
15 9 15
15 17 16
9 12 15

14 14 16

17 20
19 19
20 17

20 17
19 16
19 18
16 17
17 16
20 18
17 16
17 17
17 14
16 17
13 14
14 18
18 18
17 15
17 15

11
10

11 19 16
13 14 ,

,

.. ..14

14 15
., 15
13 ,.

200 181 90,5
200 181 90.5
200 178 89
200 174 87
200 174 87
200 170 85
200 168 84
800 167 83.5
200 164 82
200 163 81.5
300 163 81
300 160 80
200 159 79.5
800 155 77.5
200 154 77
200 150 75
200 149 74.5
200 148 74
100 79 79
140 98 70
160 111 69.3
40 26 65
20 11 65
20 10 eo

Second Day, June 1 0.

It is rarely the case in a two days' shoot that any new arrivals put
in an appearance on the last day, and there was no exception to the
rule here. The entries fell off considerably, several of the visiting
shooters having gone home. Only thirteen shot through the pro-
gramme to-day. The bright particular feature 6t the day was Jack-
son's great shooting; he started off a little slow, but after the fourth
event he was ver.rmuch in evidence. He made three straight scores
during the day, and also has a run of 50 to his credit. On the first
day Van Dyke led him by 3 breaks, but to-day he all but succeeded
in closing the gap; one target only separated them at the finish. Van
Dyke also shot weU again, but let down perceptibly in the last two
events. Here he dropped 7 birds, more than in any other two events
of the shoot. Dabney, too, kept up his good form, as he was again
third. Wiih this exception, all the other contestants let down, and
the averages are not nearly so high collectively as yesterday. Scores
of 14 frequently got in for money. The programme was an exact repe-
tition of that of the previous day.

Events: 13 3 4 5 6 7

Jackson- 17 19 19 16 30 17 18
Van Dyke , 20 19 19 18 18 17 18
Dabney 19 18 17 17 16 17 19
George 13 16 19 17 20 17 19
Huey 11 17 15 15 15 19 17

Dr Aby 16 15 16 17 16 15 14

Forsythe 14 17 17 19 13 17 16
Piety 14 13 17 13 14 16 20
Miller 14 17 17 11 16 17 15
Stevenson 12 15 13 8 14 15 11
Porterfleld 11 16 13 15 14 14 18
Arrighi 12 15 13 12 13 17 14UMC 13 11 13 13 14 14 13
Williams
Lindsey 13 13 17 17 16 15 17
Brovles 15 17 15 14 ..

Dr George 12 15 16
Baker 13 13 13 16 14 13
MaxweU..,. 15 10

Leader... .. ., 14 13 ,.14 ..

Welch. ......... .4.4. .. lOw .. .. .. 10

8 910
20 30 18
30 17 16
16 17 19
16 17 18-

15 17 18
17 17 13
16 14 12
16 17 16
18 11 18
18 16 16
13 16 17
13 11 14
14 13 13
. . 16 15
16 .. ..

15

Shot at. Broke. Av.
200 184 92
200 182 91
200 175 87.5
200 173 86
200 159 79.5
200 155 77.5
300 155 77.5
200 164 77
200 154 77
200 147 73.5
200 147 73.5
200 133 66.5
200 187 63.5
40 31 77.2
160 123 76.8
80 61 76.3
60 4i 71.6

120 79 65.8
40 36 62.5
80 46 56.3
40 20 f,n

Paul R. LiTZKE.

Orange Gun Club.
Orange, Mass., June 18.—The star shooting at to day's contest of

the Orange Gun Club was done by Geo. H. Thompson, who shot three
strings of 25 targets each, and made two 243 out of the three, thus re-
cording the highest scores ever made on these grounds. Following
ai-e the results of to-day's practice work:
Twenty-five targets per man: Geo. H. Thompson 20, 2d string 34

31 ; tring 24; L. A. French 20, W, L. Mann 30, George Priest 16, A o'
Parkmau 15, A. L. Hoyt 15, P. Whitman 14, F. C. Johnson 18, Arthur
Shervin 18, Chas, Cobb 11. w. L. Maun, Sec'y,



FOREST AND STREAM. [3vm ^, I88lif.

Bbsion Gun Club.
Wellington, Mass., June 2.—The usual coterie of enthusiasts gath-

ered at Wenington to day, Wednesday, for the second shoot in the
second '97 prize series, and a beautiful day it was; quite sufHcient in
itself to draw twice the number from the realms of business and work.
But one holiday bad already broken the week, and though the wea-
ther of Monday, Decoration Day, was evidently intend&i for ti-ap-
shooters of Baptist denomination only, so that comparatively few in
this vicinity indulged in this particular form of sport, some of our
regular participants find it difficult to secure two days off out of six,
not to mention the Saturday half - holidays now so universally bestowed
in the months of May, June, July and August. Summer vacations
are coming, too, and already the Boston Gun Club's ranks are being
depleted to a certain extent. Next week Mr. Gordon and Mr. Wood-
rult will be missing; the former olf to his summer home in Falmouth,
Mass., the latter to New Hampshire in preparation for a later more
extended visit. About the time of shore-bird shooting the series will
be ended, and then au revoir until the bleak winds and snows again
whistle about the club house, and the days of tall hunting are so far
gone as to create a desire to still burn powder at something, if only
asphalts, for the benefit of an afternoon's enjoyment—and the am-
munition manufacturers.
In the match to-day Gordon and Eastman were high with 22 out of

25, and the shooting of the latter was for the whole afternoon of a
high order, excepting perhaps on doubles. Scores as follows:

Events: 1 S 3 1 6 6 7 8 910111313
Targets: 10 10 10 6 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Gordon 7 7 6 4 10 13 9 4 7 9 6 8,.
Brown 46737 10 8456..,.
Miskay.... 65748 11 10 7788.. 6
Sheffield. i .... 88839 12 669786
Woodruff 6 7 6 2 8 10 8 8 6 7.. ..

Winters 98748 10 9898 10 87
Eastman,..,,, ,. 8 9 8 l 9 13 9 10 10 10 7.. 8
Benton. ,,,.>,. 4 6 4 3 4 4 8 4
Horace.. B7639 13 5768.. 8
Spencer........... 88.. 3 7 11 8889779
Wild 7 11 5 6 4 . . . . 4 .

.

Events 1, 5, 6 and 8, known angles; No. 10, same wiih use of both
barrels; No 4, pairs; Nos. 3 and 1-4, reverse pull; Nos. 2, 7 and 9, un-
known ; Nos. 11 and 13, expert rules.
Match scores, 25 targets, 15 known and 10 unknown, distance

handicap:
Gordon (17).... 111111110111110-13 0111111111- 9-22
Eastman (16) 111011110111111—13 1111111011— 9—28
Miskay (17) OlllOIHllOOlll-ll 1111111111-10-21
Spencer (18) 100111101111011—11 llllOlOlOl- 8-19
Winters (18) llOOOllllHOOU—10 1101111111— 9-19
Brown (15) 011101101011101—10 1101011111— 8-18
Woodruff (17) llOllluOllOOlll-lO OlOlllUll— 8-]8
Sheflaeld (15),.., lUllOllOiniOl- la 0110103101— 6—18
Horace (16).. 011110111111101—12 1110001100— 5-17
Wild (14) llOlinilOlOOll—11 1011010010— 5—16
Benton (14) 000001000010011— 4 1100111111— 8 -12

HaverMll Guu Club.
Haverhill, Mass., June 6.—At the regular weekly practice shoot

of the Haverhill Gun Club, held this afternoon, the following scores
were made:
Events:

Targets:

Brooks
Crepeau
Stevens.,..
Blake
Leighton.

.

Miller
Webster
Adams.

.

Bryan

13346678 9101112 1314
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 7
7 5.. 3 5 5 ..35568.. 5.. 56., . 5
5 8 10 . . 10 . . 7 6 8
3 6 3 3 6 .... 1 5 2
4 7 7 .. 6 5 r

'

8 7 2 8 7 7 6 7 8
'

.. .. 7 4 3 4 7 6 7 6 5 6 ",3

.. .. ,.2 8 4 5
8 8 7 8 9 5 7 7 4

Short. , 5 6 7 6 7
Events 1, 8 and 9 were Jat regular angles; events 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10

at unknown angles; 11 and 12 were 5 pair doubles each, and events 13
and 14 were "snipe" shoots, unknown traps and angles.
June The Haverhill (jun Club held their regular weekly prac-

tice shoot this afternoon. The attendance was very light Below
find scores made

;

Events: 13345678 91011131314 1516
George 8977969 10 90855799

2 8 7

.. 8 9..
5 6 6 6

8 8
7 6

Miller 7 9 7 .. 6 .. ..

Brooks.. ..„.,,,i,iii.i> 7 6 7 3 8
Stevens .. .. .. 9 .. 9 .. ..

Webster,.,.. .... 6 5 8 8 7
D S Short... .. 3 5 5
BB Short 8 9 io ." ."

Leighton,..,., .. .... 8 5 ',\ \[ ][
\'

All events were at 10 birds. Events 1, 7, 8 and 11 were at regular
angles', event 12 was a "snipe" shoot; event 13 was at 5 pairs, and the
remainder at known traps, unknown angles.
In the evening of the same day the club held its first annual meet-

ing, at which the following officers were elected for the ensuing year'
President, Geo. H. Leighton. Vice-President, D. S. Short; Secretary
and Treasurer, Geo. P. Stevens; Captain, S. G. Miller. Dr. Sherman
and Edward George were chosen as members of the executive board
to serve with the president, secretary and captain.

'

The club finds itself at the end of its first year out of debt and
with something in the treasury, together with a comfortable and
well appointed house and grounds. It was voted to hold an all day
shoot on the Fourth of July, and to extend a special invitation to the
members of the Exeter and Portsmouth gun clubs to be present with
their ladies.

It was also voted to continue the Offer of flO cash bonus for eachand every conviction of violators of the game laws effected by our
deputy game wardens. Geo. F. Stevens, Sec'y-Treas

Charleston vs, Savannah.
,

. .
Chahlkston, S. C, June 6.—The first team shoot for t^e champion-

ship cup presented by the E. O. Powder Co. to be contested for by
the Palmetto Gun Club, of Charleston, S. C, and the Forest miy Gun
Club, of Savannah, Ga., took place to-day at Charleston, and resulted
in a victory for the Palmettoes, the score being 331 to 287. This how-
ever, is but one of the four matches necesaary to win the cup which
will be decided on the result in a series of seven sho*St8. The next
match will lake place in Savannah one week hence, fhe scores in
team shoot and several sweepstake events follow: >'

Charleston.
Petermann . .lllllllOlllllllOliniOlllllliOlllOllllllOlOlOlllll-42
Wotritmann..010111010110011111101110010000011110010n0]0n0110-29
Post iioioouiooiiinoiooiiioioonnoiiiiooiiiioiioioii-3?
Gostello 11110010110110111101101111011111011111110131110011-37
Bicaise niiiiiiniiuoooiioiiiunioiiioiniiiiionoiiiiii_4i
Swan 11110lllllinillllllllllOOlllllllOlllilllO0Ollllll-<,S
Northen 11111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111-4^
Whilden 011inilllllllllllllllll01111liHliunilllIlllliO-4?_32i

Savannah.
J Ilocker....lllll00I01111ini0l0lllll011111001011011111H01110—SR
Ebberwein...10011011001111011111101101101111111111011111101011—37
Lemcke 11001000101110000110111011010111011011110101111011—3
Jaugstetter..lOmimilH011011101111111111lon01111001111ll01-41
La Motte,...0110111010ii0C00inillllllll0101100111111l01101101-85
H Rocker.,. 011101111001110010000n0111110nillliinoi00111111_.35
Ulmer 11111101101111111111010111101110111011101111110011—40
Biederraann.OlGOlllOlOllllOOOllllCOllOnillllOOlOOOlOmilOOOl-30-287

W. E. P.

Sandwich Gun Club.
Sandwich, Mass , June 13,—The following scores have been made

by members of the Sandwich Gun Club in the last two weeks:
June 5.—Club shoot at 25 bluerocks, unknown angles

E W Hames...;. ". 1111011011101111101111011—20
S N Jones. . . ... 011111011 lllll 1 1111111010—21T F Kelleher. ,„<,,,„,..».,...,,.,, 1011111101110011100101111—18
K J ^eck ,,. 0111110111001001111101011-17
E S Keith .0101101110110100011111111—17

Brady
, 1000011001101111110011001-14W R Procter

, llOOOlOlllOOOllOOOOlOOOOl—10
Challenge shoot for small slake, 16 bluerocks per man. Bradv won

in the shoot off: 8. N. Jones 9, c! E. Brady 9.
^

Match at 25 bluei-ocks, unknown angles: Geo. H. Haines 15 A O
Denson 12, B. W. Smith 6.

i
•

•

June 2f.—Club shoot at 25 bluerocks, unknown angles-

SJf^?,'°,?^ llllllOlllllOllillOlOllll-31
T F Kelleher , , , , . lOlOOUlllOlOl 111011 101 01-17
5 ^ f^^-vi: • • • ' • .•1010110111011001011101101-16
E JS Keith 1000111001001111110100110—14W R Procter „^„ ,.i ioooioooooiiooinioooilii-13

too. H. Hainsb, 8«c'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.
TEAM KACES AT MARION.

June 5.—The Endeavor Gun Club shot a couple of team races to-
day at its grounds, Marion, N. J. The opposing teams were the Dun-
ellen Gun Club's team and a team from the Bergen County Gun Club.
It was at first intended to shoot two distinct races- one with each
team—but it was finally agreed that the one score of the Endeavors
should count against each club The result was an easy victory for
the home team in both instances. The scores were;
Endeavor Gun Club: J. S. Dustin 21, Ed Taylor 23, C. W. Billings 21,

A. R. Strader 21, Edwards ?0, E Ingram 20, L. Piercy 18, G. Piercy 17,
Eddie Collins 17-181. ' & , y ,

,

Bergen County Gun Club: Herrington 21, H. P. Fessenden 19, Blau-
velt la, Raymond 16, Jackson 15, Snyder 15, Osterhout 15, Whyard 13,
Cruger 10-143. j . , j ,

Dunellen Gun Club: Lindzey 19, Baron 18, Seeley 17, Giles 16, Dr.
Fletcher 15, Meta 14, Banta 12, Slape 11, Osborne 11—185, A. B. S.

BOILING SPRINGS GUN CLUB.
June 5.-,The regular monthly cup shoot of ihe Boiling Springs Gun

Club was held this afternoon. The attendance was quite small com-
pared to what these monthly gatherings usually register. The triple
team race at Marion kept many rf our shooters away. In the cup
shoot F. Hall and E. A. Jeannerett, our president, tied for the trophy;
Hall won, as the tie was decided by the toss of a coin. Below are the
details of this race;
Club snoot:

F Hall (2) Ilinillllllllllllllllll01111011111111111111111lil-4S
01 — 1-49

Jeanneret (10).111011U011110111101011110111101111111111101111101-41
1011011111 — 8—49

Paul (4) .lllblOllOllOllllllillllllOOllOllllOlllllllllOlllll - 41
1111 — 4- 45

Joe Baker (7). .11111111101100100101110111011010111111101110111101-37
1111111 — 7—44

Hexamer (12). 0101 101101 1111 111001011011101111011001111001011111-35
011100111111 — 9-44W H Huck (C). 11110111111011101111111111101111011000111111110111— -41

Five practice sweeps were also shot, Nos 1 and 2 oeing at 10 targets)
Nos. 3 and 4 at 15 targets, and No. 5 at 5 p irs!

Events: 1 3 3 4 5 Events: 13 3 4 5
Huck 8 7 15 13 9 Baker

,
14 12 8

Jeanneret 7 9 9 10 5 Hexamer 9 7 6
Paul 7 JO 7 11 8 Matzen 9 11 4
Hall 10 10 14 9 7

W. H. HnCK, Sec'y.

FOBESTBR GUN OLUB,
June 12.—The Forester Gun Club held its Weekly shoot to day. Ten

10-target events and one 15-target event (No, 11) were shot No 1 was
at known angles; Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 were at unknown angles;
Nos. 6, 7 and 11 at reversed order. Scores:

Events: 1 3 3456789 10 11
FSinnock 0 9 8 6 8 6 9 10 9 6 13
JHCummings 4555377.. 4.. 4W Smith 8 7 0 9 0 8 9 9 9 10 11
DrCummings 10 9 10 5778796..
J Fleming 3 2 .. .. 6 6 .. ..

HEWinans 6M Herrington .... 60789998 11
Hayes .. i .. 9

H. E, WiNANS, Sec'y,

Massachusetts State Shootins; Association.
Boston, Massi., June 17. -The Massachusetts State Shooting Associ-

ation held its eighteenth annual tournament to-day on the grounds of
the Boston Shooting Association at Wellington. Shooters from nearly
every club in the State were present, and In the evening the Associ-
ation held its annual meeting. The officers elected for the ensuing
year are: President, E. B. Wadsworth; First Vice-President, V. D.
Kenerson; Second Vice-President, Wm. AlUson: Secretary. O. R.
Dickey; Treasurer, Thomas Howe; Directors, J. S. Sawyer and R. G.
Chisley.
To-day's scores were:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 10 20 20 15

Rule 8 7 6 10 7 8 8 8 9 19 8 9 8 20 13 12
Dark ....k,...,.., 5 5 5 7 8 6 8 4 5 17
Witham., 6 7 7 9 5 6 6 7 8 13 ',

Climax. ...... .,;,,.•..>* 7 8 8 5 7 6 10 8 9 16 7 8 7 16 16 11
Cole... 7 lo 7 7 7 e lo 8 e 17 lo 7 0171513
Leverett 10 9 7 7 6 9 8 8 8 17 , . 8 .

.

Rogers.-. 9 7 7 8 7 7 6 6 8 11 ' '

'

Rounds 5 4 7 9 4 5 10 10
Allison..,,........,,..... 9 9 9 9 10 7 9 9 5 15 10 8 9 19 15 11
Ford .i.,.. 786856665 16 448 11 11 6
Bond 10 7 7 8 6 9 7 8 6 6 10
Davis .. 8 7 9 9 8 9 9 6 15 8 7 8 18 17 6
Jones 6 5 4 8 8 9 10 10 20 10 fi 10 15 17 ^2
Herbert..... 9 10 9 9 9 9 10 9 17 9 10 8 19 17 14
Henerson.,,. 9 10 9 8 S 10 8 9 19 6 10 8 15 17 13
Howe , 10 7 9 9 7 5 6 8 16 8 6 6 18 14 11
Leighton 5 2 3 5 2 9 (f 6 10 6 18
Hardy 8 9 7 8 9 5 7 4 17 10
Stevens..... .. -3 7 T 6 6 9! V 8 1

-i 7 8 .

.

Thirteen §76797 «7 14 97...,
O.-iborn ........J .. 6 5 8 6 2 4 4 6 18 8 6 4 7 0

"

Webster 42645684 9 85765 "7

Puck 7 7 6 7 9 8 9 ti 17 10 R 8 16 18 12
Henderson 98986790 17 997 18 13
Everett 44235556 10 '9
Scott, 8 8 6 6 6 . . 6 8 16

'

" 10
Smith , 5 6 5 4 7 . ., 7 7 14 " 10
Barrett 5 .. 4 ,, .. 3 5
Sanborn , 6 5 .. .. 4 6 ..

SWood... i., 7 10 6 9 8 3 10 9 "8

Mason... , 7 10 5 15 5 8 8 17 14..
Pray.,.....iiii,i..; 6 8 0 15 9 8 5 13 9 10
Fox ..Mi 9 6 4 11

Bradley.. 6 8
'

's
Beck, 6 15
Dickey 8 20 .''is
Martin 5 15 .. 5 13 11 .

Hollis 6 11

B, S. A.
"

The P. and O. Border Gun Club League.
New Castle, Pa., June 12,—Below are the scores made at our tour-

nament on June 10-both league shoot and sweepstakes. The weather
was fine and the attendance was large, E. D. Ries, president of our
r]nh, died on June 1 ; death was caused by an accident at the furnace
of which he was manager. Mr Ries was held in high esteem by all
the shooters in the Pennsylvania and Ohio Shootit?g League. John
L. Winston was placed under an extremely heavy handicap at our
shoot, so shot for targets only.

The team race resulted in a win for the home club by two breaks
over the Warren team, Greenville being a good third. Below are the
details of the race:

New Castle.

Hill 1010111101111111101101011-19
W Alexander 1111100110111011111011011—19
Smith , ; 11100111 1101 11 lllll 101111—21
Brown. ...... 1001011110100011111011111—17
Hart............-,,,, 1111110111111111110111011-22-98

Warren.
Christ 0011 111 1 1011 1101 111 111 101-20
Schoonover , 0011010001001011010101110-12
Noneman... ,0111101101101111111110111—20
Jones., lllOUllOllllllUiHOllOl—21
Ewalt , 1111111101111111011111111-23-96

Greenville,
Witmur.,..i,.,-.. i 1101011011111001100001111—16
Buck , , , 1 .1 ... I . 1111 101101101111111111110—21
Naylor ,»t.»iii,.i,i-..Miii-." 1100101111100101111011101—16
C A M..,,....,i...:. ...1001101101101011111011101-17
Alexander J. lllllOlllllllliiOUllOlli—2-2—9i

Youngstown.
Wbitesides. OlOlOOlllOlllllllOOllOlOl -16
Rand IIOOIOOIOOIOI6IIIOOIOOIII—13
Nutt 1111101610111111101111111-21
Weakland., llOlOllHOOllllllOlllOOOl—17
Andrews llOUOOOOl 1101 lOlOlllUul—16—83

Meadville.*
Krider 1101010111111161111101110-19
Adams ,1101101011101010101101111—17
Ehrgott ,. ,.1011101011111001111011111—19
Johnson llOllOlOOlllllUinOlOOlO-17—73

Only four men on grounds.
D, F, Hablak, Sec'y, Newcastle G. C.

Uxbridge Gun Club.
tJXBRiDGE, Mass., June 12.—The Uxbridge Qnn Olub held a tourna-

ment, a miss-and-out merchandise event, and a team race, on its
grounds *o-day. Delegations were present from the Worcester
Sportsmen's Club, Woonsocket (R. I.) Gun Club, and Pawtuxet (R. I.)
Gun Club. ^ '

The first event of 15 birds, regular angles, had twenty-eight entries:
Walls 14 and Dr. Hammond 14, first prize; Root 13, Burbank 13,
second prize.
No. 2, 10 birds, unknown angles: Ford 10, fli'st prize; Noyes, Day,

Card »nd Smith 9, second prize.
No. 3, 15 birds, reversed angles: Whitin 13, Ford 13, first prize:

Bucklin, Kenerson, Walls, Mich, Seagrave, Hammond and Link 12,
second prize.
No. 4, 10 birds, unknown traps: McClellan 9, Card 9, first prize;

Mansfield, Kenerson, Ford, Smith and Provo 8, second prize.
No. 5, 15 birds, regular angles: Dr. Hammond 15. Kenerson 15, first

prize; Root, Ford, Burbans and Whitin 14, second prize.
No. 6, 20 birds, unknown angles: Walls 20, first prize; Noyes 19,

Ford 19, second prize.
No. 7, 20 birds, unknown angles: Ford 19, first prize; Link 18, second

prize.
Nos. 6 and 7 included a team race of eight men each between the

Worcester (Mass.) Sportsmen's Club and the Uxbridge Gun Club,
with 40 birds, unknown angles, allotted each shooter. Below are the
full scores in this etent:

Uxbridge.
No. 6. No. 7. Total.

Day

,

13 9 22
,
15 16 31
14 16 30
15 17 32
19 19 38
19 14 38
13 15 28

12 30

126 118 244

Wbrcester
No. 6. No. 7. Total.

Smith ;....17 15 3!
Knowles ,.12 13 25
BUgg .,..19 15 34
Kenerson, ..... 17 15 82
Walls 30 lis :i'5

Snell 14 13 27
McClellan 10 15 25
Parker 11 13 24

120 115 235

No. 8 was a miss and-out^ with eleven merchandise pWzes. Missing
on the first shot by some of the crackerjacks on the ground was an
entertaining feature. There were twenty two entries in this event.
Dr. Hammond winning first prize.
No. 9, 13 birds, regular angles: Whitin 15, first prize; Day 13, .second

irize.prize.
No 10, 10 birds, unknown angles, one money: Whitin 9, Ford 9,

divided.
It is expected the return match wtll be shot at Worcester on June
'• Geo. F, Day, Sec'y.36

Hosensack and Limeport.
]3osi3NSAcK, Pa .June 7 -The Hosensack and Limeport gun clubs

held a jomt shoot here to day. In the 25-target race the followine
scores were made: *

^,?Sehantz
^. ^, 110111110110111110111011—20

ir rTw'^*: 1011010110110110110110111-17H D Wenig ....^ii.i 0110111101111010111110111-19

A 4 •
^ •— 00011101111 10011100110111—16

f iJ'*^].. ,,. 1001101001110011111101001-16L MRoeder...,.,, 0011110010101110110101011-15
Hanger.

, OlOOllOlllOlOlOlOllOlOlOO-UG W Wieand 1011100110010101100110111-15

f^rW ' 1111110111111011111010111-21

w M • "•»••''*•"'''•*•""•'•> '••l''010111111()noi010110111—17^MaogoW ,."•<<. 1001000101100101001010101-12H Bartholemew , ......1101100110101000011101011-13
•: *..-;..,....,.....0010110001ini000110010001—10W Hagenbush 1000101100101000112001100-10

iroY,^*"" ' 0111101111101010101111C01—17
5 S

u ' • • • • " 1000100101100010101010011—11
Jl

^^''O ...... .......0010119001011000110000011—10

m ^''J •• * ' • • 0011001100100011010000011-10HTErdman 10001101011111011101110110-17

iw^^P^i*" 0111011111101011011110111-19
C W Schaffer, ,„..... lOlOlOlUOl01110101011101 -16
O E Weaver, 1001100111011010011010101—15
O J Engleman OOIOUOlOlOlllOlOOllOllll—17HKrammer 0101110110101111011110011—17
In a shoot at 6 live birds per man the following scores were made'M Brey ... 122131-6 H T Erdman ..302111-5

HI) Schwartz 022111-5 J P Weiss .,,.....,..:211001—

4

G Wieand 122023-5 M Schaffer ,. . . .001200-2O J Engleman 100101—3
H. T. Erdman.

Gilbert's Bar Gun Club.
HoBE Sound, Fla

, June 5.—The Gilbert's Bar Gun Club held its
second shoot to-day. The score appears below, and as usual is a fine
collection of goose eggs. We shoot on the island between the Indian
River and the ocean, and the southeast trade wind coming off the
ocean, which is hardly 100yds, from our traps, makes the flight of
the bluerocks somewhat erratic. It's a good deal like woodcock
shooting in a dense cover. Sometimes you get him, but more often
you don't.
The club has arranged for a tournament on July 4, which comprises

ten 10-bird events, entrance 50 cents each, money' divided Jack rabbit
system, surplus divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., also a team race,
five-man teams, from all along the Indian River. We have entries
frrm four teams and expect to hear from several more:
Bvents: X 3 Events: i a
Targets: 10 10 Targets: lO 10

Tyndall.... 3 0 MeVean 5
Sewall 1 1 HWBessey 4 .

Stokes 8 .. Serjeantson 4 6
Harmer 2 .. Hoke 3 3

B,y Ihe way, the first broods of quail are fully fledged and are flying
about, and the old birds are preparing for the second broods. I have
found several nests of eggs already and the prospects are good for
plenty of birds next winter. H. D. McVban, Shooting Master.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Personally-Conducted Tours via Pennsylvania
Railroad.

That the public have come to recognize the fact that the best and
most convenient method of pleasure travel is that presented by the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company's personally-conducted tours Is
evidenced by the increasing popularity of these tours. Under this
system the lowest rates are obtamed, for both transportation and
hotel accommodation. An experienced tourist agent and chaperon
accompany each tour to look after the comfort of the passenger
The following tours have been arranged for the season of 1897:'
To the north (including Watkms Glen, Niagara Falls, Thousand

Islands, Montreal, Quebec, Au Sable Chasm Lakes Champlain and
George, Saratoga, and a daylight ride down through the Highlands of
the Hudson) July 37 and Aug 17. Rate, JiltW for the round trip from
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, covering all ex-
penses of a two weeks' trip.

To Yellowstone Park on a special train of Pullman sleeping, com-
partment and observation ears and dining car, allowing eight days in
"Wonderland," Sept 2. Rate, S285 from New York, Philadelphia
Baltimore and Washington; $230 from Pittsburg

'

Two ten-day tours to Gettysburg, Luray Caverns, Natural Bridge,
Virginia Hot Springs, Richmond, and Washington, Sept. 28 and Oct
12. Rate, $65 from New York, $63 from Philadelphia. Apply 1196
Broadway, New York.—^du.

A Great Train to the Seventh Annual Conven-
tion of Baptist Young People at

Chattanooga, Tenn.
The grandest trip of the season has been arranged, over the South-

ern Railway, for Cnattanooga and Nashville. A personally conducted
party will leave Boston July 12, New York July 13. returning July
24, visiting Washington, AsheviUe, Chattanooga, Nashville, Nor-
folk and Old Pomt Comfort. A most delightful vacation trip for the
old and young. This is the official tour for the delegates from Maine
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, eastern'
Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of Columbia, and the Virginias and
Carolinas. A large delegation from Connecticut and New York will
join the party.
Write to any agent of the Southern Railway for full particulars

de.scriptive matter of the great route to Chattanooga "through the
Land of the Sky." New York ofiQce, 371 Broadway : Boston ofQce. 228














